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| - FOREWORD oe a 

. The rapid development of the stupendous program of national | ~ 
defense in 1941, plus the mounting needs of the democratic nations at , 
war with the Axis Powers, fostered an unprecedented demand for the | 
mineral raw materials that are indispensable to the successful conduct , 
of modern military operations. As soon as this country entered the 
worldwide conflict in December, the demand for materials became 
more acute, and at the same time shipments from foreign sources were | 
seriously curtailed. Under the growing pressure for mineral supplies, a 

-., especially those in which the resources of the United States are defi- | | 
cient, the Bureau of Mines was called upon to exert its efforts to the a 
utmost in the search for domestic sources of the needed minerals, in . 

. developing methods for. recovering necessary metals from the low- | / 
. grade ores available in this country, and in supplying accurate, current, : 
and comprehensive data regarding production, distribution, consump- a 
tion by uses, and stocks of mineral supplies required for military and : 
civil needs. Moreover, the work of the Bureau on health and safety 
was stepped up to meet the conditions arising from rapid increase in | 

7 the productive activities of the mineral industries and the additional | 
- hazards resulting therefrom. | 7 | . — 

The achievements of the mining and metallurgical industries in an 
attempt to meet the tremendous need for mineral supplies constituted oe 
a notable contribution to the remarkable progress of the defense pro- | 
gram during 1941. The record of the mineral industries in helping to . 
prepare the country for the eventuality of the war forced upon it on - 

_.._._December.7,-1941,1s _presented-and-analyzed.in the present-volume of. oe 
Minerals Yearbook for the information and guidance of Government, | 

: industry, and the general public, both in the present and in future vo 
years. Although the bound volume of Minerals Yearbook cannot for — _ 
the present be released for general distribution because of the con- 
fidential material it contains relating to strategic and critical minerals, | 
the several chapters covering the other mineral commodities are | 
printed separately and made available for the use of industry and | 
the general public. | 

| Despite the large increase in the volume of inquiries necessarily | 
imposed by Government upon business in the all-out program of | 

- preparation for national defense, the response of the mineral industries | 
and other interests to the fact-finding surveys of the Bureau of Mines 
has been generous and prompt. It is a pleasure to acknowledge here __ 
the cordial assistance of the many individuals and agencies furnishing 
the data that have enabled the Bureau of Mines to compile this com- 
prehensive record of developments in the mineral industries during the : 
importart year of 1941. The limits of space preclude mention of the 
thousands of contributors to this great fund of factual information, 

, but their assistance has been an indispensable factor of the prepared- 

TI
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| ness program. An especially valuable part of this cooperation is that + 
supplied by State officials who have assisted in collecting mineral 
statistics within their respective jurisdictions, thus eliminating dupli- ! 

_ eation of effort by State and Federal agencies and promoting more 
Oo accurate statistics. The State agents cooperating in the 1941 canvass. 
a - were: Stewart J. Lloyd, acting State geologist, University, Ala.; Her- 

man Gunter, State geologist, Tallahassee, Fla.; Garland Peyton, | 
_ director, division of mines, mining, and geology, department of na- “ 

. tural resources, Atlanta, Ga.; M. M. Leighton, chief, and Walter H. 
: - Voskuil, mineral economist, State geological survey division, Urbana, ! 

‘Ti; A. C. Trowbridge, director, Iowa Geological Survey, Iowa City, 2 
| Iowa; Raymond C. Moore, State geologist, Lawrence, Kans.;Edward = 

B. Mathews, director, department of geology, mines, and water re-‘ —’ 
sources, board of. natural resources, Baltimore, Md.; R. A. Smith, / 

| State geologist, Lansing, Mich.; H. A. Buehler, State geologist, Rolla, — 
, Mo.; Meredith E. Johnson, State geologist, Trenton, N. J.; Jasper L. t 

| Stuckey, State geologist, Raleigh, N. C.; Robert H. Dott, director, . 
| - Oklahoma Geological Survey, Norman, Okla.; E. P. Rothrock, State 
- geologist, Vermillion, S. Dak.; E. H. Sellards, director, bureau of , 
a economic geology, Austin, Tex.; Arthur Bevan, State geologist, and = 

| Linwood H. Warwick, chief clerk, Virginia Geological Survey, Char- : 
lottesville, Va.; Harold E. Culver, supervisor. division of geology, de- 
partment of conservation and development, Pullman, Wash.; Paul H. : 

a Price, State geologist, Morgantown, W. Va.; and E. F. Bean, State | 
_ geologist, Madison, Wis. In addition, B. D. Stewart, Department of =~ 

| Mines, Juneau, Alaska, and Walter W. Bradley, State mineralogist, i 
San Francisco, Calif., assisted in the compilation of statistics for { 

| Alaska and California, respectively. 8 
| k. R. Saysrs, Director. + 

| August 31, 1942. . | 4
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| INTRODUCTION ee 

The great increase in the activities of the mineral industries during __ 
1941 in filling the needs of the nationa! defense and lend-lease pro- 
grams resulted in new annual production peaks for many important — 
minerals. To supply the increasing demands from defense agencies a, 
for current information regarding supplies, distribution, uses, and © - 
stocks of the needed mineral commodities, the work of the Bureau of | 
Mines was progressively oriented to service in this field. Of the | 
vast amount of new information thus obtained from producers and 
consumers of mineral products during i941, much is included in the Oo 

- - present Yearbook. a os | . 
Because of censorship requirements, considerable confusion and 7 

delay have been experienced in preparing Minerals Yearbook, 1941. . 
The compilation of Yearbook material has been delayed further by | 
the loss to Federal war agencies of keymer. from the commodity ok 
divisions of the Economics and Statistics Service. In May the De- - 
partment of Commerce ceased to publish data covering the export of a 
specific commodities by countries of destination subsequent to March - 

_ 31. In the latter part of the year it also ruled that all figures of 1m- — 
ports and exports later than. those covering September should be - 
withheld from publication. — | | : 

To provide uniform control over the publication and use of Federal _ 
statistical information that would give aid and comfort to the enemy, . Se 
Executive Order 9103 was issued by the President March 18, 1942; | 
it ordered that | | - 
The Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall maintain a continuous surveil- , 
lance of governmental publication of statistical data and shall determine in any — ON 
instance whether the publication of statistical data by any Government agency 

. would be in accordance with governmental policy designed to guard against the 

appropriate authority. | — 7 

-. The Committee on War Information -recommended that the | 
Minerals Yearbook be classified by the Bureau of Mines as “‘confi- 
dential,” in the military sense of the term, with a limited number of | 
copies distributed for official use only and the remainder of the edition | 
impounded for the duration of the war. However, upon recom- , 
mendation of the Bureau of Mines, the Bureau of the Budget agreed | 

that only those sections of the Minerals Yearbook dealing with certain ~ | 
mineral commodities designated as strategic or critical by the Army 
and Navy Munitions Board should be considered confidential. The 

_ separate chapters that discuss strategic or critical minerals only are 
therefore considered confidential, and their distribution is being re- 

. gtricted to a limited list of authorized users in Federal agencies. In 
those composite chapters of the Yearbook that cover both strategic 
and critical minerals and others not in such category, discussion of the 
former is being restricted to material not of a confidentiai character, 
and the chapters will be released for general distribution. All other 
chapters of the Minerals Yearbook will be released for general distri- 
bution and will include the customary statistics, with the exception of 

VII ‘



- VIII INTRODUCTION : 

data on imports and exports for the last 3 months of the year and those i 
covering exports by countries of destination since March 31. | 

. As Minerals Yearbook, 1941, contains a great deal of information 
. regarding strategic and critical minerals that cannot be released to the 

public at this time, the volume is issued upon a confidential basis and 
will be availabie only to authorized users in Federal agencies having | | 
need for the information it contains. The Yearbook will not be — 

| available for general distribution until its contents can be made - 
| public without disclosing information of significant military value to. 4 

| theenemy. | . | ~ | 
| It will be noted that the continuity of some of the statistical series 

regularly carried in the Minerals Yearbook has been interrupted 
necessarily, but temporarily, because of the Government’s policy — 

| regarding the disclosure of vita] information. These interrupted 
. series will be brought up to date in subsequent issues of the Yearbook | 
- when the confidential data omitted herein can be released without 

Oo - giving aid and comfort to the enemy. ee 
- . Acknowledgments.—-The collection of economic and statistical data | 

| in relation to the bituminous-coal industry was transferred from the —_- 
- Bureau of Mines to the National Bituminous Coal Commission in 1937. 

By Since that transfer, the Yearbook chapters relating to bituminous coal 
have been kindly contributed by the Commission and its successor, the 

- a Bituminous Coal Division, United States Department of the Interior; 
| this cooperation is gratefully acknowledged. Co : : 

| . The data on imports and expurts in Minerals Yearbook were 
, - obtained through the cooperation of the Bureau of Census, United 

‘States Department of Commerce. — 4 
The Bureau of Mines depends on the good will and voluntary coop- 

a eration of those 1aterested in minerals for the data comprised in its : 
statistical program. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the generous ; 
support of thousands of individual mine operators, distributors, and 

| consumers, as Well as that received from the many public officials 4 
and agencies that have returned questionnaires or otherwise supplied J 
information. The Bureau, furthermore, is indebted to a large : 
number of tirade associations for liberal contributions of data. . : 

Credit is accorded the‘many members of the Bureau’s staff who : 
assisted in the preparation, editing, and arrangement of the Yearbook 3 
material. Especial mention is due the following members of the 1 
staff, who have been most active and assiduous in contributing to ’ 
the preparation of the Yearbook manuscript for publication. Martha 
B. Clark, besides preparing vhe statistical summary of mineral pyo- 
duction each year, has been largely responsible for the maintenance 
of continuity of data and uniformity of statistical presentation through- 7 
out the Minerals Yearbook volumes. Mabel E. Winslow acted as | 
editorial consuitant and was responsible for the editing of the entire . 
inanuscripi. The Graphic Section of the Bureau, in Pittsburgh, | 
Pa., Louis F. Perry, chief, prepared most of the charts. Max Abel | 
assisted in administrative details of the Yearbuok program and nad | 
charge of estimates of space requirements for printing. John H. 
Ady, chief of the Publications Section of the Interior Department 
and liaison officer between the Department ana the Government 
Printing Office, contributed invaluable counsel in the development 
and execution of the publishing program. 

F. M. SHore. 
August 31, 1942. |



- _ PART I. GENERAL SUMMARY — 

REVIEW OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRIES IN 1941 | 

By E. W. PEnrson 
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| | oe INTRODUCTION | | oe 

Mineral production in the United States in 1941 responded to the _ | 
Nation’s mobilization for war by exceeding all previous records, The 
physical volume of production was 7 percent above the previous peak, _ 

~~~ established in 1940, 17 percent above the predepression peak of 1929, = = = 
and 49 percent above production levels of the World War of 1917-18. : 
The output was valued at $6,817,300,000, 21 percent above 1940 but 

| 2 percent under the peak value recorded in 1920. Although mineral 
_ prices increased moderately in 1941—approximately 9 percent over 

1940—the record shows that they were still below the level of prices 
in general. A heavy demand for minerals persisted throughout the 
year and in many instances was unsatisfied by available supplies; as 
@ consequence, civilian uses were substantially curtailed to maintain | 
military production schedules. Industry inventories trended down- 
ward, and efforts were made to increase production at home and 
abroad, particularly in Latin America. 

The transition from a defense to a war economy in December 1941 
had no immediate effect on the domestic mineral industry other than 
the added impetus for more production prompted by the realization 
that the Nation was actually at war. The success of Axis aggression . 
and submarine warfare prior to Pearl Harbor had provoked major 
problems in maintaining supplies of those minerals normally obtained 
in quantity from the Eastern Hemisphere, so that with the declaration 
of war plans for meeting this threat were well advanced. The success 
of the submarine attack on American shipping off the Atlantic coast 
and in the Caribbean early in 1942 greatly aggravated the situation, 

| Ix
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however; in these circumstances it. was inevitable that 1942 would 
bring more rigid Federal controls in the production and distribution t 
of mineral raw materials, as well as greater emphasis on lessening our : 

. | dependence on distant supplies by development of marginal resources | 
nearer home. | | | CO | | 

Extension of Axis controt of mineral resources.—The success of the Axis 
| conquest, in the light of the relatively small material resources avail- . 

| able to it at the beginning of the war, must be acknowledged as an | 
- outstanding achievement for the dictator nations and a major -set- 

: back for the democracies. Not only have these aggressions mitigated 
toa considerable extent serious deficiencies in minerals for the Axis, 

| but they have also cut off important sources of supply upon which the . 
United Nations have depended for many years. Before their ex- 

: ansion Germany, Japan, and Italy occupied only 3 percent of the 
land erea of the world, comprised only 10 percent of the population, : 

| and controlled not more than 5 percent of the mineral wealth: On 
co July 1, 1942, they dominated 13 percent of the land area, 35 percent 
— of the population, and about a third of the mineral resources, and | 

there was no assurance that their aggression would not extend farther 
before the tide of victory turned. Control of Australia and the | 

a isolation of virtually all of Asia and North Africa could not be ruled . 
out as an impossibility at that time. — , ae 1. 

Oo The direction of Axis expansion has been influenced to a consider- _ 
oo able extent by mineral objectives. Hitler’s drive to the southeast ! 

Oo and Japan’s move to the southwest struck at rich and strategic mineral : 
areas that heretofore have contributed much to the industrial strength 

| of the United Nations. The shutting off of supplies of tungsten and 
antimony from China and of tin, manganese, and chromite, as well | 
as rubber, manila fiber, and other nonmineral commodities from 

| - southeastern Asia already constitutes a serious loss, and if the threat- 
| ened pincer movement on the Indian Ocean isolates the Asiatic  . 

Continent the Allies face the loss of more important sources of man- — 
ganese and chromite, strategic mica, and flake graphite. Russia’s i 

| military power has been crippled by the loss of the manganese, iron, ; 
and coal industries of the Ukraine. At the same time, the most 
serious deficiency of the Axis—petroleum—has been alleviated in part 
by Japan’s occupation of Malaya and the Netherlands Indies. Ger- : 
many has obtained valuable raw materials and facilities for manu- 
facturing munitions in Europe and seeks the rich petroleum prizes of 
the Near East. — . : 

The numerical significance of Axis gains in mineral wealth is illus- : 
trated by the accompanying table, which shows the percentage of 
Axis control of world production and capacity in various commodities ' 

_ before expansion began, as of July 1, 1942, based on battle lines on that 
date, and the possible control that would result from conquest of 
Australia and isolation of Asia and North Africa by control of the | 
Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean. The figures are based on pro- : 
duction in 1940, the latest year for which reliable estimates can be 
made. They do not reflect the expansion in production that has 
occurred since 1940 or the effects of “scorched-earth”’ activities in 2 

, occupied countries. Consequently the data can be considered only 
as an approximate indication of. relative mineral strength of the | 
antagonists in the present world conflict.
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Growth in Axis control of mineral production resulting from conquest, in percent of 
| ee world total , | 

Before | | Before | 

Mineral | expan- | "so" | sible Mineral expan- | sible! 

Petroleum_........------} 1 2 | 1; 72 74 
‘Refinery capacity ---- 5{| ill 24 || Aluminum. --...--------} 33 54 | 61 

Coal..__------.-----.--- 27 53 59 || Bauxite.............--__- 11|° 49 62 
ron ore_-_-.-------------- 6 46 55 || Magnesium-----.---.-.--- 67 68 72 . 

Steel capacity_-_-__-_-- 20 : 34 44 || Manganese ore-_---.----- /.2 30 78 
Copper nooo iy 5 10 20 = 3 | 30[° 68 er 

efinery capacity ----| ll 17 21 || Tungsten_-.-.-.--------- 6 64; 67 
Lead_._-------2---------} ss 7 22 45 || Niekel__.....--.--------- 1- 4]- 12 
Zine_-_------------------ 16 |. 27 44 || Mercury. .--_------------ 52 68 74 

Smelter capacity--.-- 10 44 51 || Antimony--.----.--.---- 2}. 32 34 

1 Assuming Australia, Asia, and North Africa come under Axis domination. . 7 

_ As indicated above, the control over mineral resources so far gained | 
by the Axis cannot be considered as an equivalent gain in military 

_ power. For example, tungsten and antimony in the interior of China, 
not yet occupied by Japanese troops, is largely cut off from the 
United Nations but is only partly available to the Axis. Restora- 
tion of production schedules and transportation in newly conquered 

| territory is at best a difficult job, and doubtless many production 
| facilities have been destroyed under the “‘scorched-earth” programs of - 

the invaded countries. Occasionally refining capacity has been | 
captured, but raw materials to maintain operations are not available. _ | 

| Many of the European oil refineries are reported to be inactive for _ 3 
: want of crude petroleum: Despite these difficulties, the improved 

- mineral position of the Axis countries has strengthened their capacity 
for war and at the same time aggravated the raw-material problems of 

the | United Nations, in consequence prolonging the duration of the 

: These losses in mineral supplies, while indeed serious, are by no ) 
~ - means decisive. The industrial war power of the United States and its — 

~~ ~Adies when: fully-mobilized-will outweigh-that-of the Axis-by-a-con- - ---. --— 
siderable margin. Recently the Government advised the Nation that 
the United Nations war production already has surpassed, that of the 

| Axis but that the program must move forward even faster. Potential 
supplies of all essential minerals are adequate for this purpose. The 
United States has substantial stocks of many of the strategic minerals, 

the less essential civilian uses are being curtailed, and production at 
home and abroad is being stepped up. The immensity and diversity 
of the mineral wealth of the Western Hemisphere assure ample raw 
materials for successful prosecution of the war, if new production can 
be developed in time. Winning the war is thus chiefly a problem of 

| quickly converting potential mineral output into usable material and 
of speedy organization and efficient use of manpower and plant to | 

employ these mineral materials in effective military effort before the 
enemy consolidates its holdings and becomes intrenched in impregnable 
military positions. | | 

PRODUCTION | 

Value of mineral output.—In 1941, as in 1940, the quantity of 
minerals produced exceeded all previous records; but the value failed 
to reach that of the peak year 1920, when prices of minerals, partic-
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ularly coal, were abnormally high. The total value of the mineral | | | 
output of the United States for 1941, approximately $6,817,300,000, : 
was 2 percent below that of 1920 but exceeded all other years. It was 
21 percent over 1940. Average prices in 1941 were roughly 9 percent | 
above those in 1940. | | | 

_ _ Of the total value of mineral production in 1941, fuels contributed 
$3,628,900,000 (53 percent), metals $2,137,100,000 (31 percent), and 

a - nonmetallics other than fuels $1,051,300,000 (16 percent). Thevalue 
of metal production increased 27 percent, that of fuels 16 percent, and 
other nonmetallics 28 percent. Figure 1 shows the growth in value of | 
various branches of mineral production from 1880 to 1941. Up to 

| | 1908 metals comprised the principal product in most years, but since 
then fuels have consistently ranked first except for 1915 and 1916. | 
The predominant position of the mineral fuels during the last three _—_—... 

| decades has been due largely to the phenomenal growth of the petro- 
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FIGURE 1.—Trends in the value of mineral production in the United States, 1880-1941. ' 

leum and natural-gas industries. In 1941 oil and gas wells contributed 
products valued at over $2,300,000,000, or 34 percent of the total : 
mineral output. | : 

Trends in physical volume of production.—Figure 2 compares the 8 
_ physical volume of mineral production during the last 42 years with 

industrial and agricultural production and with population growth, 4 
each expressed in terms of an index based on the average for 1935-39.! : 
The long-time trend of production during this 42-year period has been 
steadily upward, although year-to-year and cyclical fluctuations have | 
been prominent. Production of minerals, which furnish tools, fuels, | 
and raw materials for manufacture, has naturally been closely corre- 
lated with the trend of industrial production, experiencing the same 
violent ups and downs, whereas agricultural production has exhibited 
more moderate fluctuations. 

1 The following indexes have been used—volume of farm production, U. S. Department of Agriculture; 
mineral production, 1900-18, from Warren Persons’ Forecasting Business Cycles; mineral production of 
oe the D and industrial production, Federal Reserve Board; total population of the United States, Bureau
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The importance of metals in the manufacture of armament and | 
other defense needs is shown by the sharp up-swing of mineral pro- 
duction between 1914 and 1918 and by the all-time high records : 
established in 1940 and 1941 in both mineral and industrial output. | 

- Because production. of coal for domestic use and petroleum for auto- | 

- mobile fuel, which have a pronounced effect on the trend of mineral 
output, does not respond proportionately to increases in the rate of | 
manufacturing activity and is more stable, the index of industrial 
production tends to exceed that of mineral production in periods of : 
prosperity and to fall below. during depressions. Thus the sharp _ . 
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FiaurE 2.—Comparison of growth of physical volume of mineral production with that of agricultural and | 

. industrial production and population, 1900-41. | 

advance of the index of industrial activity over the index of mineral 

. output in 1941 should not be interpreted as a true indication of the . 

_ lag in mineral output. Such lag as did exist in 1941 was offset in 

part-by larger net imports of mineral raw materials and liquidation of / 

stocks. | 
| STOCKS 

Mineral production, particularly of metals, did not pace the rapid 

increase in manufacture in 1941, and as a consequence inventories 

trended downward. Industry stocks of copper, lead, and zinc 

declined during the year, as well as those of manganese, tin, and
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oo mercury. Consumers’ stocks of pig iron likewise declined, and the : 
, | quantity of iron and steel scrap on hand at suppliers’ and consumers’ | 

plants was considerably lower at the end than at the beginning of 1941. 
Contrary to the general trend in metal inventories, stocks.of tungsten 

_ and chromite increased as a result of large importations. Inventories — 
| | of cement and petroleum decreased somewhat, but those of anthracite 

| and bituminous coal rose appreciably. ) | | 
Stock-piling ‘activity of the Government was greatly expanded. 

during the year, and the number of commodities being accumulated : 
was increased considerably. | , | eS 

| _ | CONSUMPTION | | | 

| Consumption of minerals exceeded all previous records in 1941,. | 
| notwithstanding the fact that many less essential civilian uses were 

curtailed. Despite the frequent cry of shortages, the record shows | 
outstanding increases in consumption to new .peaks of virtually all 
metals and most of the important nonmetallic minerals. Among the : 
metals, iron, copper, lead, zinc, aluminum, magnesium, tin, manga- : 

| nese, chromium, and other alloying elements exceeded former peaks 
| _ ‘by considerable margins. Domestic demand for petroleum reached | 

- a new high at least 55 percent above the 1929 demand. Contrary to i 
| the general trend, consumption of anthracite and bituminous coal, : 

though substantially above that in 1940, was still below records set _ 2 
| many years ago: The use of cement in 1941 likewise advanced over _—_s 

| 1940 but did not equal the predepression high. Other important i 
nonmetallic minerals, however, including raw clay, lime, phosphate — 

_. rock, salt, sand and gravel, stone, and sulfur, established new peak 
rates of use in 1941. — oe no ee 7 | 

The tremendous quantities of minerals éonsumed in 1941 reflected { 
the rapid rate at which the United States was mobilizing for war. i 
The Federal Reserve Board index of. industrial production (1935-39 i: 

| average= 100) again reached a new. high by rising from 123. (revised) ; 
in 1940 to 156 in 1941. In 1929 the index was 110. . Except for a. ; 

| 3-point drop in April, industrial activity continued upward through- 
a. out 1941, advancing from 140 (adjusted index) in January 1941 to 

168 in December. Aircraft, tanks, ships, guns, and other accouter- F 
ments of war were substantial contributors to this upward surge; 4 
but the abrupt rise in construction, which had lagged. behind general . 

: industrial activity before 1941, also had an important effect on the : 
demand for minerals. The Federal Reserve Board index of construc- ' 
tion contracts awarded (value basis, 1923-25100) rose from 81 in : 
in 1940 to 122 in 1941—the highest since the peak of 135 established 
in 1928. However, construction contracts other than residential 7 
soared to a peak of 149 compared with 89 in 1940 and. 142 in 1929, as | 
a result of the large volume of defense construction inaugurated 
during the past few years. : 

PRICES | | . 

No precise composite index of average prices of mineral raw ma- | 
terials is available, but a weighted average for 24 major commodities, 
which comprised approximately 98 percent of the total value of 
mineral production in 1941, indicates an increase of about 9 percent 

\ 

‘. 

\
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in unit sales realizations by producers in 1941 compared with 1940. 

A somewhat larger rise in fuel and metal prices was offset by only a 

moderate increase in the unit values of other nonmetallic minerals. 

| According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the wholesale price 

index (1926=100) of metals and metal products rose from 95.8 in 1940 | 

to 99.4 in 1941. That of nonferrous metals, including some fabri- - 

cated products, advanced from 81.3 to 84.4. Prices for copper, lead, 7 

| mercury, tin, and zinc made gains, but that of aluminum dropped - 

| again. The index for iron and ‘steel products increased from 95.1 

to 96.4; quotations for pig iron and scrap were several points higher, - 

but iron-ore prices again were lower. The fuels were consistent in 

upward movements. The price index for anthracite rose from 71.7 

to 82.7, bituminous coal from 78.9 to 104.3, and petroleum and its 

products from 50.0 to 57.0. Except for crushed stone, which declined 

fractionally, building materials (brick and tile, cement, lime, and sand 

and gravel) recovered somewhat from the lower prices of 1940. | 

Phosphate rock and potash prices likewise rose. The index number | | 

of wholesale prices for all commodities increased from 78.6 in 1940 

| to 87.31n 1941. a , Se | 

| Throughout 1941 mineral prices were under surveillance by the 

Federal price-control agencies, and much higher prices that would 

have been justified by supply-demand relationships were avoided, | 

| chiefly through: voluntary cooperation of the industries. In some | 

instances the Government imposed rigid price ceilings. ~ | 

Mineral prices in 1941 were still far below previous peaks. The | 

1941 index for nonferrous metals was 20 percent lower than in 1929 | 

and 42 percent below 1918. The iron and steel index was about 2 

percent higher than in 1929 but 34 percent below that in 1918. 

Prices for petroleum products, although somewhat. improved over | 

recent lows, were still 20 percent below 1929 and 58 percent below | 

: 1918. The 1941 index for all commodities was 8 percent below 1929 

and 34 percent lower than in 1918. | 

Gains in employment noted a year ago for the mineral industries of , 

- the United States were continued in 1941; more men were employed | 

at the mines, and more man-hours were worked. Incomplete reports 

from mines, quarries, mills, smelters, and coke ovens indicate a total 

of 829,000 men employed, an increase of 27,000 over the number of 

employees reported for 1940. Even more significant than the increase | 

in number of workers was the increase over 1940 in the number of 

man-hours worked; the latter amounted to 8 percent and the former 

to less than 4 percent for all mineral industries combined. Particu- 

larly notable were the increases in employment at beehive coke ovens, 

at mines producing minor but strategic metals such as quicksilver, 

tungsten, and manganese, and at mines producing such major metals 

as iron, copper, zinc, and lead. Small gains in man-hours worked 

were reported for gold lode mines, although gold placer mines reported 

| a decline. Coal mines—both bituminous and Pennsylvania anthra- 

cite—also reported more man-hours of work ; but these gains, although 

larger in actual number of man-hours because employment in coal 

mining is the largest among the various mineral industries, were
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. proportionately smaller than those at some classes of mines engaged in 
the production of metallic ores. | oe 

Fewer deaths were caused by accidents mn the mineral industries of : 
the United States in 1941, but this gratifying decline was offset by an 
increase in the number of nonfatal injuries. The chief reason for the , 
decline in fatalities was the reduction in deaths from major disasters 

- in coal mines—disasters in which five or more lives are lost. Whereas | 
six major disasters causing 276 deaths in all occurred in 1940, reports : 

| for 1941 showed eight disasters with 73 deaths resulting therefrom. 
) | This improvement in the major-disaster situation caused the over-all 
) death toll-of the mineral industries to drop from 1,716 in 1940 to an | 

estimated 1,620 in 1941. AU of the major disasters in 1941 occurred 
| in bituminous-coal mines; none has occurred in a Pennsylvania anthra- | 

| cite mine since June 2, 1938. | | - _——- 
| The combined fatality rate for all mineral industries in 1941 was | 

| 1.16 per million man-hours worked, which compared favorably with | 
a rate of 1.33 for 1940. The corresponding rate for nonfatal injuries 

7 was 65.11, as against 64.08 for the previous year. This rise in accident 
: frequency probably resulted from the intense pressure on the mineral | 

| \ industries for production in 1941, which necessitated the employment : 
a of inexperienced help at many mines. ‘ 
oo Nearly all branches of the mineral industries—such as coal mines, ! 

copper mines, iron mines, and limestone quarries —had higher accident- : 
| frequency rates in 1941 than in 1940. However, lower and therefore 

| more favorable rates were reported at lead-zinc mines in the Missis- : 
7 : sippi Valley States, slate quarries, and ore-dressing plants. | : 

| ~ On May 7, 1941, Congress enacted a coal-mine inspection law, 
| which, among other things, required the Bureau -of Mines to obtain : 
- additional information concerning accidents in coal mines. Expanded : 
| surveys began April 1, 1942. It is expected that the accident facts ; 

oe now being reported will, under a continuing analysis, prove helpful ——, 
in achieving the main objectives of the law—namely, the prevention ? 
of accidents and the lowering of accident costs that have heretofore : 
been associated with the production of coal in the United States. ; 

Accidents to workers engaged in the production of petroleum-—--a a 
mineral vital to mechanized warfare—have never been reported 4 
systematically. A survey of accident frequency during the calendar 

| year 1941 was begun by the Bureau of Mines in the spring of 1942. . 
Early reports indicate that accidents during 1941 occurred at a rate 1 
of 20.21 for each million man-hours of work performed at the produc- , 
ing properties. 

| NATIONAL DEFENSE ACTIVITY 

The progress of World War II, culminating in the declaration by | 
the United States of war against the Axis Powers in December 1941, 
promoted rapid expansion of the Government’s organization for in- 
dustrial mobilization. A brief summary of activities pertaining to the 
mineral industry, which appeared in this chapter of Minerals Year- 

_ book—Review of 1940, is carried forward in the following digest of sub- 
sequent developments up to about August 1, 1942. 

At the beginning of 1941 administration of the mineral aspects of 
the Government defense program was lodged in a variety of temporary 
agencies, including the Office for Emergency Management, Office of
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Production Management, Advisory Commission to the Council of 
National Defense, Administrator for Export Control, Office for Co- 
ordination of Commercial and Cultural Relations between the Ameri- 
can Republics, National. Defense Research Committee, Metals | 
Reserve Co., and Defense Plant Corporation. Besides these, the 
permanent Government agencies had greatly expanded their activity 
in the mineral field. | | | : | oe 

| The temporary agencies were reorganized during the year to meet 
_ changing conditions, and several new ones were created. By the end . 

| of 1941 all original functions of the Advisory Commission to the - 
- Council of National Defense hed been transferred to other agencies, 

so that the Commission became virtually nonexistent. The Office of 
the Administrator for Export Control was transferred to a new 

| Economic Defense Board on September 15, 1941, which agency 
became the Board of Economic Warfare on December 17, 1941. The | 

_. Office for Coordination of Commercial and Cultural Relations Between 
| the American Republics, formerly part of the National Defense Coun- 

cil, was transferred on July 30, 1941, to the Office for Emergency _ 7 
Management under the title of Office of the Coordinator of Inter- : 
American Affairs. The National Defense Research Committee, ee 
created by the Council of National Defense in June 1940, was trans- 
ferred on June 28, 1941, to the newly organized Office of Scientific 
Research and Development under the Office for Emergency Manage- - 
ment. Another new agency created during 1941 was the Office of : 
Price Administration and Civilian Supply, which on April: 11, 1941, 4 

| absorbed the Price and Consumer Divisions of the National. Defense 
_ Advisory Commission but on August 28, 1941,.was succeeded by the 

Office of Price Administration, under the Office for Emergency Man- 
agement; at this time the civilian supply functions were transferred to | 

the Office of Production Management. The Office of Petroleum 
~ Coordinator for National Defense (later War) was established on May 

28, 1941, with the Secretary of the Interior designated as Coordinator. | 
On November 5, 1941, the Secretary of the Interior also was requested 
to serve as Coordinator of Solid Fuels. Other agencies created m194l 00002 
with functions more indirectly related to the mineral industries 
included the National Defense Mediation Board, which was succeeded 

~ on December 17, 1941, by the National War Labor Board; Office of 
Lend-Lease Administration; Supply, Priorities, and Allocations 

: Board; Office of Defense Transportation; Office of Censorship; and 
others of minor'significance to the mineral industries. __ 

: Some of the afore-mentioned agencies were created after the 
declaration of war on December 8, 1941. On January 16, .1942, the 
War Production Board replaced the Office of Production Management, 
and the Supply, Priorities, and Allocations Board, which had been set 
up as a superagency, with Donald M. Nelson as ‘Chief, to determine 
policy for and coordination of the various activities relating to supply 
of materials and commodities and their allocation to defense and 
civilian uses. A War Manpower Commission was established on 
April 18, 1942, with Paul V. McNutt as Chairman, to formulate plans 
and programs and establish basic national policies to assure the most 
effective mobilization and maximum utilization of the Nation’s man- 
power in the prosecution of the war. The labor supply and training 
functions of the Labor Division of the War Production Board were 

497779432
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oe transferred to the new agency, as well as related activities of other - | 
| Government agencies operating in the employment field. | , 

| | Office for Emergency Management.—This is essentially an adminis- 
trative agency of the Executive Office designed to maintain liaison | 

| between the President. and the national war agencies. During 1941 | 
most of the temporary defense and war bureaus were coordinated | 

| _ through the Office for Emergency Management, and by the end of | 
- the year all the functions of the Advisory Commission to the Council 

| of National Defense had been transferred to agencies under its juris- 
| diction. | | | OO 

oe War Production Board—At the close of 1941 the Office of Produc- | 
tion Management, predecessor of the War Production Board, was | 
operating under the supervision of William S. Knudsen, Director 
General, and. Sidney Hillman, Associate Director General. The 1 
organization had been expanded from its original four divisions— ; 
Production, Priorities, Purchases, and Labor—to include the following 
bureaus and divisions: — a — | | 

| Bureau of Clearance of Defense Industry Advisory Committees—Sidney J . | 
| Weinberg, Chief. | : a | 

: Bureau of Industiial Conservation—Lessing J. Rosenwald, Chief. . 
| | Bureau of Research and Statistics—Stacy May, Chief. , 

- Production Division—W. H. Harrison, Chief. Oo : 
Purchases Division—Douglas MacKeachie, Chief. - - | : | 

, Priorities Division—Donald M. Nelson, Chief. , a | ' 
, Labor Division—Sidney Hillman, Chief. co | | 

| Division of Contract Distribution—Fioyd B. Odlum, Chief. : - . 
: - -Division of Civilian Supply—Leon Henderson, Chief. - y 

a _ Materials Division—W. L. Batt, Chief. | ot oo , | 

_ Coincident with the creation of the War Production Board in : 
January 1942, William S. Knudsen was appointed Director of Pro- _— | 
duction for the War Department, with the rank of Lieutenant Gen- 4 
eral. Donald M. Nelson was designated as Chairman of the War ‘ 
Production Board. Other members of the Board as of June 1942 j 
were: OS : . | 4 

__- Seeretary of War. Oo | 3 
Secretary of the Navy. . —— | ; 

| Federal Loan Administrator. | | | 4 
Lieutenant General in charge of War Department production. — 
Administrator, Office of Price Administration. : | 

_ Chairman, Board of Economic Warfare.’ | 
Director, Labor Division, War Production Board. oo 

, Special Assistant to the President. | : 

A few changes were made in the general organization of the Board. 
' As of June 1942 a Requirements Committee (W. L. Batt, Chairman) ; 

and a Planning Committee (Robert R. Nathan, Chairman) had been | 
established in the office of the Board Chairman. The Bureau of 
Clearance of Defense industry Advisory Committees, the Priorities 
Division, and the Division of Contract Distribution were consolidated 
in a Division of Industry Operations with J. S. Knowlson as Director. 
The other divisions and bureaus of the original Office of Production 
Management were continued with relatively minor internal adjust- 
ments. A. I. Henderson succeeded W. L. Batt as Chief of the Mater- | 
ials Division, and Wendell Ind replaced Sidney Hillman as Chief of 
the Labor Division. 

Most of the activity of the War Production Board concerned with 
production and distribution of mineral raw materials was centered in
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the Materials Division, in which Dr. C. K. Leith served as technical | 
. consultant. As of May 1942, the various branches dealing with | 

minerals and their respective chiefs were as follows: | 
| Mining—Dr. Wilbur Nelson. 

| ‘Stock Pile and Shipping—Dr. William Y. Elliott. . . . 
-. Aluminum and Magnesium—A. H. Bunker. 

| Chemicals—Dr. Ernest W. Reid. - : . : 
Iron and Steel—C. E. Adams. - 

~ Power—J. A. Krug. | | 
Cork and Asbestos—Fred W. Gardner. , | 
Nickel—H. A. Rapelye. . . | 
Tungsten and Molybdenum—M. K. Smith. 
Copper—H. O. King. , a | 
Zinc—David A. Uebelacker. . | 
Manganese and Chromite—Andrew Leith. | 

~. Tin and Lead—Erwin Vogelsang. | 
Mica and Graphite—Raymond B. Ladoo. | | | 
Miscellaneous Minerals—Richard J. Lund. _ ns oO 

Office of Price Administration Surveillance and control of mineral __ 
and scrap metal prices were greatly increased during 1941 as the gaps 
between supply and demand widened and pressure on prices mounted. 

- Several warnings were issued during the year to discourage upward | 
trends in prices, and several ceilings were imposed. Before passage Oo 

_ of the Emergency Price Control Act of 1942, approved January 30, 
1942, the agency functioned only under general executive orders, but | 
passage of the act established definite statutory authority for enforce- _ 

| ment of price-stabilization measures. The general policy of the Office : 
of Price Administration has been to pay a premium over fixed ceiling 
prices for submarginal production rather than to stimulate output by 
a general advance in price levels. Details on the various actions taken 
during the year are given in the commodity chapters of this volume. - 

__ Control of mineral prices is administered through the Industrial 
Materials Price Division (Clair Wilcox, Director), the Fuels Price 

| Division (George W. Stocking, Chief), and the Industrial Manu- | 
facturing Price Division (Donald Wallace, Director). Donald D. 

~~~ ~~Kennedy heads the Iron and Steel Branch of the Industrial Materials = = — 
Price Division, John Sumner the Zinc, Lead, and Tin Branch, and 
Carl Holmquist the Copper, Aluminum, and Ferro-alloys Branch; 
Jesse L. Maury is Chief Premium Price Analyst for copper, lead, | 
and zinc. R. G. Phelps is Chief of the Chemicals Branch of the 

/ Industrial Manufacturing Price Division. 
Board of Economic Warfare—Besides exercising control of all 

foreign trade in minerals, the Board of Economic Warfare plans 
Government activities in the procurement, development, and. pro- 
duction of minerals required from foreign countries for war purposes. | 
The last function is administered through a Metals and ‘Minerals 
Division, of which Alan M. Bateman is Chief. The Division is com- 
posed of the following sections: ; | 

Major Ferro-alloys Section—Robert H. Ridgway, Chief. 
Minor Ferro-alloys Section—Hugh E. McKinstry, Chief. ; | 
Major Base Metals Section—Herman L. Dauth, Chief. 
Minor Base Metals Section—William Warfield, Chief. 
Minor and Rare: Metals Section—James S. Baker, Chief. 
Nonmetallic Mineral Section—Paul M. Tyler, Chief. 

As of August 1, 1942, the Board of Economic Warfare had mineral | 
missions in Africa, Argentina, Brazil, Central America, Colombia, 
Cuba, Guatemala, Mexico, and Peru.
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Office of Petroleum Coordinator for War.—This office was authorized : 
- by the. President to coordinate all Federal activities concerned with 

| the production, refining, transportation, and marketing of petroleum, a 
particularly where these functions pertain to war. It functions as a | 
clearing house for the Federal Government on petroleum matters | 
and operates closely with an Industry War Council, of which W. R. 
Boyd, Jr., President of the American Petroleum Institute, is Chair- 
man. The organization and major officials of the Office of Petroleum | 
Coordinator for War, as of August 1, 1942, were: | | 

. Coordinator—Harold L. Ickes. . 
Deputy Coordinator—Ralph K. Davies. . | ; 
Production Division—Don R. Knowlton, Director. me 
Refining Division—Wright W. Gary, Director. . | 
Transportation Division—J. R. Parten, Director. | 
Marketing Division—Robert T. Collier, Director. 
Natural Gas and Natural Gasoline Division—E. Holley Poe, Director. : 

“ Foreign Division—James Terry Duce, Director. a : , 
: Petroleum Reserves Division—W. B. Heroy, Director. 

" Petroleum Supply Division—Robert L. Minckler, Director. i 
a Materials Division—Greer W. Orton, Director. | | \ 

| -. Facility Security Division—W. D. Mason, Director. | 
. Research Division—Edward B. Swanson, Director. 

_ Public Relations Division—Gordon M. Sessions, Director. i 

| Field representation for the Petroleum Coordinator’s Office is pro- { 
_ vided through five district offices and district industry committees } 

_.. " with headquarters at New York, N. Y.; Chicago, Ill.; Houston, Tex.; 
“ Denver, Colo.; and Los Angeles, Calif. | | | 

Office of Solid Fuels Coordinator for War.—This office serves as the | 
agency for the coordination of information and the making of recom- 4 

| mendations concerning measures relating to the production, storage, : 
pooling, transportation, distribution, marketing, and consumption of 
solid fuels for the purpose of assuring adequate supplies at reasonable s 

| prices for military, industrial, and civilian needs. As of August 1, : 
1942, the office was operating under the following administrators: : 

Coordinator—Harold L. Ickes.- 4 
Deputy Coordinator—Howard A. Gray. ! 
Associate Director for Bituminous Coal—Thomas J. Thomas. : 
Associate Director for Transportation—Ralph P. Russell. P 

_ Assistant Director for Anthracite—Brice P. Disque... : 
Assistant Director for Coke—Harlen M. Chapman. ; 

Bureau of Mines.—Through its field investigations, technical re- 
| search, health and safety, and economics and statistics services, the : 

- Bureau has made valuable contributions to the war program too 
numerous to mention in detail in this summary. Considerable infor- ; 
mation on the Bureau’s war activity as regards individual commodities 
is given in the various chapters of this volume. Perhaps the most | 
significant accomplishments are those resulting from the investigation : 
of domestic resources of strategic minerals initiated in 1939 under 
Public Law 117, 76th Congress, and subsequently extended to other 
critical minerals. Under this program approximately 1,600 deposits 
had been investigated up to June 30, 1942. Exploration projects 
were undertaken on 96 of the most promising, and of these, 56 have 
proved successful to the extent that tonnages of ore have been devel- 

_ oped that are already being brought into production or can be if 
needed for emergency purposes. The Bureau engineers estimate that 

| the program has indicated 56,000,000 tons of ore of commercial or 
near-commercial grade in the following categories:
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| | Type of ore Indicated ore ‘ Approximate grade 
, reserves ; 

| Short.tons 
_ Antimony_----.------------------------------------- 2, 241, 600 | 2 percent antimony. 
Chromite____.-...----------------------------------- 4, 104, 500 | 20 percent Cr2Os. 
Manganese------------------------------------------ 10, 239,900 | 20 percent manganese. 

- Mercury -__------------------------------------------ 1, 053, 100 | 2 pounds of mercury per ton. 
Nickel____---...____2.------------------------------- 8, 406, 700 | 0.35 percent nickel. 
Tin__.__-------------------e----------- 68, 000 | 6.33 pounds of tin per ton. 
Tungsten___._._..---.-----.-------------------------| /_ 1,094, 200 | 0.8 percent tungsten. 

Leng tons 
Iron (Western States) ___..-.---.-----------------.-- 28, 090, 300 | 50 percent iron. 

Short tons 
Bauxite __--._..._._.-------------------------------- 1, 165, 000 | 40 percent plus Al2O3. 

Geological Survey—The activities of the Geological Survey have 
been largely oriented to war work. Its geologic staff is playing an | 

2 important part in the exploration for war minerals, and its Conser- 
vation Branch is aiding in increasing mineral production from public | 
lands. The Survey’s map-making and topographic-mapping facilities 
are working in close cooperation with the military establishments, 
and its ground-water experts are assisting in solving problems of 
water supply for military cantonments and munitions plants. __ | 

| The Survey conducts three types of geological investigations. 
Regional or district studies of promising areas are made with a view 
to recommending deposits worthy of further exploration and develop- | 
ment by the Bureau of Mines. A second type is carried on by the | 
geologists assigned to Bureau cf Mines projects, who assist in planning - 
explorations and interpreting the results. A third type consists of 
brief examinations of districts or individual deposits for a specific | 
purpose; these usually are requested by some other war agency. 
The results of this work are published in a series of Strategic Mineral 
Investigations, of which about 50 had been printed up to June 30, OO 
1942. | 

_ _ Metals Reserve Co—The Metals Reserve Co., which was transferred 
__....._from the Federal Loan Agency to. the Department of Commerce on 

February 24, 1942, is the agency through which the Government 
finances the procurement of mineral supplies and the payment of 
premium prices. The company is acquiring reserve stocks of various 
minerals as available supplies permit. In the acquisition and distri- 
bution of these materials to industry, the company works in cooper- | 
ation with the War Production Board, the Office of Price Adminis- — 
tration, and the Board of Economic Warfare. Chief administrative 
officials and mineral advisers include: | 

Chairman of the Board—Jesse H. Jones. 
President—Charles B. Henderson. 
Executive vice president—G. Temple Bridgman. 
Assistant vice president—Simon D. Strauss. 
Technical advisers—H. DeWitt Smith and D. D. Irwin. 
Consulting engineer—John E. Norton. 
Special adviser—Howland Bancroft. | 

Defense Plant Corporation.—This agency also was transferred from 
the Federal Loan Agency to the Department of Commerce on Febru- 
ary 24, 1942. The Corporation has very broad authorization, but 
is chiefly concerned with Government financing of new productive 
capacity required for war purposes. It operates under directives 
from the War Production Board, War and Navy Departments. 
Mineral projects financed by the Corporation include construction
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_ of plants for the production and processing of ores of aluminum, : 
| magnesium, chromium, manganese, tungsten, vanadium, and other | 

minerals, as well as steel and pig iron plants. Jesse H. Jones is 
Chairman of the Board, and Sam H. Husbands is President. | 

GOVERNMENT STOCK PILES : 

- Government purchasing of minerals for stock piling and for the | 7 
purposes of price control and stimulation of production has been : 
greatly expanded since January 1, 1941. At that time the Navy | 

| Department had completed its small mineral stock-piling program, 
| _ which included purchases of chromium ore, manganese ore, tin, and 4 

. tungsten ore. The Procurement Division of the Treasury Depart-_ 
| ment, operating under Public, No. 117, 76th Congress, was actively 

engaged in acquiring stocks of chromium ore, manganese ore, mer- 
: _ cury, mica, quartz crystals, tin, and tungsten ore. Its tin program 

| was completed and purchase of industrial diamonds was inaugurated | 
| during the first half of 1941. As stated in Minerals Yearbook, \ 

| Review of 1940, the need for. acceleration and expansion of stock- ' 
piling activity became apparent as the war in Europe took a serious | 

| turn with the fall of France in May 1940, and this need was met by 4 
establishing subsidiary buying organizations in the Reconstruction { 
Finance Corporation of the Federal Loan Agency. With the excep- i 
tion of nitrate of soda, which was acquired by Defense Supplies Cor- j 
poration, all Reconstruction Finance Corporation metal and mineral 

_ purchases have been made through the Metals Reserve Co. As of f 
| the close of business September 13, 1941, the Metals Reserve Co. 3 

announced it had made commitments to acquire minerals and metals i 
at a cost estimated at $969,544,000. : | | : ; 

The extent to which Government. purchases have expanded is indi- 4 
cated by the following lists, which show the commodities being ac- | 

| quired at various times: a oo | i 
- A8 of the end of 1940 Added in 1941 | Added in January-July 1942 j 

Antimony Aluminum (refined) Alumina 
| Chromium ore Asbestos Alumina hydrate - | 4 

Graphite Bauxite Aluminum (reclaimed) 4 
Manganese ore Beryllium ore Antimony ore © “i 
Mercury Cadmium Arsenic : 4 

| Mica _ Cobalt Bismuth | 4 
Quartz crystals Copper (refined) Columbite | 
Tin Corundum ore | Copper matte | ' 
Tungsten ore Diamonds, industrial Copper ore . t 

| Iridium Cryolite ore ‘ 
~ Tron ore Fluorspar : 

Kyanite Lead (bullion) | 
Lead (refined) : Molybdenite 
Lead ore Nickel (matte) | 
Lead vanadate concentrates Sapphire (natural Montana) 
Nickel (refined) Silver (foreign) 
Nitrate of soda Tantalite 
Platinum Vanadium ores 
Rutile Zine (refined) 
Scrap iron 

| Tin ore , 
Zinc concentrates 
Zirconium ores 

Details of Government purchases during 1941, insofar as they can 
be revealed in this volume, are shown in the various commodity 

| chapters. | .
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STIMULATION OF DOMESTIC PRODUCTION : 

The policy of increasing production of minerals through direct — 
Government contract or subsidy rather than by broadcasting general . 
appeals to the public, as was done during World War I, was continued 
in 1941. The Government program is carried out chiefly through the 
Metals Reserve Co. and the Defense Plant Corporation, both sub- 
sidiaries of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Throughout 
the year prospective producers or preducers desiring to increase their 
capacity received Government help either through loans or advance sy. 
contracts guaranteeing a market for fixed tonnages at fixed prices. . 
As an added incentive to stimulate copper, lead, and zinc production 
and as a means of offsetting rising costs that threatened many pro- | 
ducers, a premium-price quota plan for these metals was announced . 

| jointly by the Office of Price Administration and the Office of — 
Production Management in January 1942. The plan provided for | 
payment of substantial premiums over established ceiling prices for | 
production in excess of quotas which were determined for each pro- 
ducer according to circumstances surrounding his individual operation. | 
The Metals Reserve Co. participated in the administration of the 
program, | OO | | SO 

Early in 1942 it became evident that direct methods of assisting a 
~ gmall-scale producers were required, and on March 5, 1942, the Metals 

Reserve Co. announced a program for buying truckload lots of chro- - 
mium ore at local buying stations established in Oregon and northern : 
California. Specifications were modified to.permit purchase of lower- 
grade ores, and a fixed schedule of buying prices at purchase depots : | 
was published. Subsequently, similar Jepots were set up in. Arizona, 
Arkansas, Colorado, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, and > : 

| Tennessee, and small-lot buying was extended to manganese ore and | 
mercury. ; | | | a | 

| Regulations governing Federal loans to mining also were modified | . 
in an endeavor to stimulate domestic production. On March 27, 1942, 

~~"—the Reconstruction Finance Corporation announced that owners or ~~~ a 
lessees of mining property that gives reasonable promise of success 
could thereafter obtain development loans repayable out of proceeds | 

| from production, rather than secured by mortgage on the property. _ | 
These loans would be made initially in amounts not exceeding $20,000, 

- but if the results of such development were favorable, additional loans _ 
up to $20,000 might be made for further development. Public Law | 
603, approved June 11, 1942, authorized the Reconstruction Finance 
‘Corporation to make loans not to exceed $5,000 to any one borrower 
for the purpose of financing the unwatering, retimbering, making 
accessible, or other preliminary development of mine workings, when 
such loans are deemed by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to 
be advantageous to the national defense. : | 

PROCUREMENT OF MINERALS FROM LATIN AMERICA! 

The impact of war between the United States and the Axis Powers 
has emphasized the seriousness of the economic problems involved in 
the necessary shift from our peacetime efforts to sell our products in 
foreign markets to the wartime necessity of purchasing essential | 

1 Contributed by J. S. McGrath.
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| ‘strategic materials. During 1941 the United States Government and 
private industry literally combed Latin America to locate additional | 
sources of strategic minerals. Intensive efforts were also made 
throughout the year by the Governments of most Latin American | 

| countries to stimulate production of strategic and critical minerals : 
essential to our war effort in areas already under development. Latin | 

| America has been a traditional source of many mineral raw materials, — | 
| which the United States has in inadequate amounts and consequently | 

has been obliged to import. During the present emergency the United | 
| States will depend for a large percentage of its total imports of certain : 

7 minerals on the other American republics. 7 | 
~ In the initial stages of the defense program efforts were made by 
the Government to purchase essential raw materials from the other 
American republics. However, the high standards of specifications 

| established by the Army and Navy Munitions Board for stock-pile 
purchases, the narrow list of commodities listed by the Board, and 

| the comparatively small amount of money originally available for | 
- such purposes prevented procurement on a large scale. The buying : 

program, later initiated by the Federal Loan Agency, overcame most | 
of the restrictive features of the original purchasing program, and ; 

_ agreements then entered into between the Government of the United { 
| States and several Governments of Latin America during 1941 re- 
| | sulted in a substantial increase in the purchases of several urgently 

| needed raw materials. As requirements for such materials soared, . 
| plans were developed for buying all strategic minerals available for } 

- export in the several countries of Latin America. During most of : 
: 1941 the agreements negotiated had an obvious preclusive element in F 

| the sense that such over-all agreements to purchase the entire output 3 
of a given country would naturally reduce the amount available to 4 
other countries. However, in the negotiations for the purchase of ; 

_ strategic materials, emphasis was placed on the definite requirements ‘ 
: of the United States rather than on an effort to obstruct purchases by 

| other countries. | : , 
The first over-all agreement to purchase all available minerals was = 

negotiated with Brazil in May 1941. The Federal Loan Agency, 2 
through the Metals Reserve Co., agreed to purchase the entire ‘ 
exportable surplus of various Brazilian products for 2 years from the © 
date of the agreement.. The mineral products involved included , 
bauxite, beryl ore, chromite, ferronickel, industrial diamonds, man- 2 
ganese, mica, quartz crystals, rutile, and zircon. The list was not | 
rigid, and it was anticipated that other commodities would be added 
as occasion arose. The agreement embodies a prohibition against 
the export of the commodities specified except to the United States 
or to other American republics having parallel systems of export con- 
trol. However, the Metals Reserve Co. was obligated to buy all the 
enumerated minerais not purchased by private industry in the United 
States or by other American republics. The mutual benefits to 
Brazilian producers and industrial consumers of the United States can- 

| not be fully evaluated at this time, but. it is expected that the more 
stable market assured Brazilian producers for 2 years at relatively 
high prices will have the effect of increasing output. 

An over-all agreement with Mexico became effective on July 15, 
1941. The arrangement with Mexico followed the same general pat-
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tern as in the case of Brazil. The agreement with Mexico consists — 
‘of two parts. The Mexican Government established an export | 
embargo to all countries outside the Americas and to countries that 
have not established export controls similar to Mexico. Among the 
commodities affected are the following minerals: Antimony, arsenic, 
bismuth, cadmium, zinc, cobalt, copper, fluorspar, tin, graphite, man- | 
ganese, Mercury, mica, molybdenum, lead, tungsten, and vanadium. | 
The Metals Reserve Co. agreed, during a period of 18 months from the 
date the joint agreement became effective, to purchase the exportable - 
surplus of the commodities specified, provided the sellers were unable 

| to dispose of their products through regular commercial channels } 
after due effort. There are two notable differences between the Mex- 
ican and Brazilian agreements. The Mexican agreement is effective 

_ for 18 months while the Brazilian agreement is for 2 years; in the 
Brazilian agreement purchases will be made at fixed minimum prices, 
while the Metals Reserve Co. agreed in effect to pay current market | 
prices for such materials as it may buy from Mexico. | | 

In October 1941 arrangements were concluded involving an over-all 7 
~ agreement with the Peruvian Government whereby certain strategic 
and critical materials were made available exclusively to the countries | Oo 
of the Western Hemisphere, with emphasis on the requirements of the | 
United States. This agreement covers antimony, copper, lead, tung-. 
sten, vanadium, and zinc; the Metals Reserve Co. will purchase the | 
entire output of these for the Government stock pile, and it is under- 
stood that such purchases.will be the surplus over and above purchases 
made by private industry in the United States. | 

In May 1941 the Metals Reserve Co. entered into a contract with 
Bolivian producers guaranteed by the Bolivian Government to pur- 
chase the entire production of Bolivian tungsten for the next 3 years : 
at $21 per short-ton unit. Late in 1940 the Metals Reserve Co. . 
contracted with tin-ore producers of Bolivia for annual delivery to the . 
United States during the following 5 years of tin concentrates equiva- 

| lent to 18,000 tons of refined tin a year; the Bolivian Government repented the performance of this contragt. “CT 

Other contracts negotiated with Bolivian producers by the Metals 
Reserve Co. provide for the procurement of the entire exportable 
surpluses of Bolivian antimony, lead, and zinc. | | 

_ At the close of 1941 negotiations were under way leading toward | 
over-all purchasing agreements involving the mineral output of 
Argentina and Chile. | 
When negotiations with other American republics, now under way, 

have been completed and those already concluded have the anticipated = 
effect, it is apparent that the United States will have virtually the 
entire exportable surplus of strategic minerals produced throughout 
Latin America. |
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION 

(GENERAL UNITED STATES SUMMARY AND DETAILED PRODUCTION BY STATES) — 

- | By Marrua B. Ciarx : 7 

| | ~ SUMMARY OUTLINE - re | a 

Lo. | . Page - , Page 

Introduction..__._.....---2.------------------2- 1 | General tables ._.... -_--.----------..--------. 3 
_. Unit of measurement_-.--_...-.-...-..-.---..... 1] State tables -....-..--2....-.22..--....-.-..... 4 

' Elimination of duplication................--.. 1 

7 , —-  -. INTRODUCTION | 7 

This report continues the series of annual statistical summaries 
_ published in previous years as chapters of Mineral Resources and _ 

, Minerals Yearbook. OC ) - oe | 
| ‘UNIT OF MEASUREMENT _ So 

The unit of measurement used by the Bureau of Mines for each 
mineral product in reports on the mineral resources is that common | 
to the industry concerned, and the variation in these units makes 
it impracticable, if not impossible, directly to combine and compare 
the different minerals except as to value. ‘Although most of the | | 
products are measured by weight, some are measured by volume and 
some by number of ‘‘pieces,’’ etc.; for some no total quantity figures — 

| are available. a a - 

In the totals for the United States, shown in the following ‘‘general’’ | 
- tables, duplication has been eliminated wherever practicable, and in 

: the State totals given in the State tables virtually all duplication has 
been eliminated. For instance, in both general and State tables the 
output of coke is shown but its value is not included in the totals, 
as the value of the coal used in its manufacture enters into the value 
of the coal production which is included in the totals. For asphalt, 
both native and oil are shown in the general tables, but the value of 
the oil asphalt is excluded from the totals as it duplicates that of the 
petroleum from which it is manufactured. For the clay industries, | 
no figures have been available for total clay produced. For years 
before 1936, the toetal value of clay products is included in both gen- 
eral and State totals as representing the first marketable form of the 
greater part of the clay produced; the quantity and value of the clay 
mined and sold in the raw state by miners to users of clay are shown 
separately also, but the value is not included in the totals as it 1s 
duplicated largely in that for clay products. For years beginning | 
with 1936, as the Bureau of Mines believes that a closer approach to 

1. 

| ‘
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the value of domestic clay in its first marketable form results from | 
- the inclusion of the value of clay sold by producers and of clay prod- - 

ucts other than pottery and refractories, the United States and State _ 
: -. ‘totals include such values for the clay industries. This change in 

| practice should be borne in mind when comparing the values beginning 
4 1936 with those for earlier years. | 7 | 

/ United States totals—In the general tables both iron ore and pig | 
| iron are shown, but the value of the pig iron rather than the iron ore 

. is included in the United States totals, as that is considered the better | 
means of presenting the statistics for iron in its first marketable form. 

- For gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc the value of ‘‘smelter output” 
: is included in the general totals, and to account more fully for the : 

| value of the ores treated these smelter figures are supplemented by 3 
the value of the byproduct sulfuric acid. The value of pigments 
(white lead, red lead, lithopone, litharge, and orange mineral) manu- | 

—  factured from metals is not included in the general tables, .as the base 
7 from which they are made is included in the output of lead or zine, G 

whereas the value of sublimed blue lead, sublimed white lead, leaded | 
, zinc oxide, and zinc oxide is included, as these are made in large part : 

_ direct from the ores and do not enter into the lead or zinc totals, 4 
: which represent smelter output. | 
a - State totals.—In the State tables also iron ore and pig iron are both } 

shown. As blast-furnace products cannot be traced to the States in : 
| which the ore is mined, the value of the ore is used in the State totals. 

For ores of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc no values are shown, : 
| and in fact none are recorded; instead, for each of these metals the ‘ 

recoverable content of the ores is used as the basis of valuation. The i 
value of the zinc and lead pigments is not included in the State total, ‘ 
as the recoverable zinc and lead content of the ores from which the : 
products were made is included under zinc or lead. The value of t 
the sulfuric acid produced as a byproduct of copper and zinc smelt- : 
ing and zinc roasting is not included in the State total, as tracing : 
this product back to the State producing the ore has not been possible. 4



_ GENERAL TABLES | — 
| Mineral products of the United States, 1989-41 ! a 

1939 1940 1941 | 
Product I w 

| Quantity Value Quantity Value Quantity Value < | 
. 

er METALLIC ( | , | rj 
Aluminum.....-.....--.-..----2-.--------.------+---------pounds_-| 327, 090, 000 $64, 600, 000 412, 560, 000 $75, 292, 000 (23) (28) Ss 
Antimonial lead__.......---------.-.-----short tons (2,000 pounds) -.| | 421, 995 (4) 429, 762 (4) 4 40, 237 (4) Sy | 
ntimony: | 
Metal... ...--.--------- 2-02 | Oe (5) . (8) (5) (2 8) (2 5) mM 
Ore and concentrates... --------------.---------.---------0_.--| 3, 174 37, 200 1, 124 72, 900 (2 8) (2 3) wn | 

Bauxite. _.--.....-..--.-------------.-----long tons (2,240 pounds) --| 375, 301 2, 166, 236 434, 988 2, 578, 968 (23) (2 3) ct 
Beryllium ore (beryl) ..-.-------.-----..-------.----..---Short tons.. 95 2, 720 121 . 3, 721 158 $7,300 5 mium: 

Metal._...-_.-.--.-------------------------------------pounds..| «55, 190, 278 2, 776, 224 6, 467, 260 4, 527, 082 7, 044, 417 5, 498, 404 
In compounds. -.....-.-..-------------------------------- 0-2 -| 401, 200 212, 636 205, 900 144, 180 265, 700 207,246 > 

Chromite.....--.----------------------------------------long tons__|_ 3,614 | 46, 892 2, 662 28, 784 (2 8) (2 8) | a 
Copper,® sales value.........-...---.---------------------.-pounds..| _1, 425, 349,488 | ~——-148, 236, 000 1, 818, 167, 516 205, 453, 000 1, 932, 144, 953 - 997°/993,000 
Ferro-alloys............----------------------------------Short tons_- 942, 101 76, 156, 588 1,292, 660 128,127,810| (2.3) (23) 6 | 
Gold Vee eee ene eee eee een ee ee een nee ---- toy ounces._| | 5, 611, 171 196, 391, 000 6, 003, 105 210, 108, 700 5, 976, 419 209, 174, 600 r= y 

ron: : 
Ore § .___.._- 22-22 -s--.-------------------------long tons_-| 54, 827, 100 158, 537, 696 75, 198, 084 8 189, 086, 799 | 93, 053, 994 § 249, 705, 903 i 
Pig ........--.----------.---------------------------short tons_.]} 35, 942, 463 626, 824, 690 46, 958, 929 840, 442, 032 55, 223, 641 1, 111, 811, 316 a. ; 

Lead (refined) ,® sales value.........--.---.---------.-------.-d0__-- — 420, 967 39, 571, 000 433, 065 43, 307, 000 470, 517 53, 639, 000 
. Magnesium (new ingot). .-.....-...-.---------------------pounds._| 10, 650, 121  (% , 12, 823, 633 10 3, 462, 380 (2 8) (2 3) 4 

Manganese ore (35 percent or more Mn).........-.----.--long tons_-| | 29, 307 794, 746 40, 123 1, 169, 024 (2 3) (3 : = 
Manganiferous ore (5 to 35 percent Mn).....-..-_.-...--------do--.- 709, 247 2, 148, 321 1, 136, 547 | . 3, 348, 042 (2 8) (23 > 

ercury: 

Metal. .....-.-.--------.----------------flasks (76 pounds net) __| 18, 633 1, 936, 714 37,777 6, 681, 618 (2 3) (2 3) 
Ore. .--.---------------------- ee ------Short tons_-_| (11) (12) (11) (12) (11) (12) by 

Molybdenum.......-.-----------------------.-------------poumds._| | 32, 415, 000 22, 157, 000 25, 329, 000 17, 189, 000. (2 8) (2 3) bd 
Nickel .....-.-.---------------.---.---------------------Sshort tons-. 3094 (°) 554 (°) (28) (2 3) © 
Ores (crude), old tailings, etc.: . o 

Copper......-.------------------ 22+ ee eee e eee eee --0----] «55, 221, 000 C 69, 278,000 | (12) 78, 453, 000 (12) q | 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) ._.-........------------do_-..] | 19, 467, 000 12) 18, 700, 000 (12) 17, 639, 000 (12) , Q 
Lead.......---------..----- eee eee eee 02 5, 387, 000 (22) 6, 144, 000 (12) _ 6,151, 000 (12) | _ 
Lead-copper...-.-.-.----------------------------- +--+ 0. -} 8, 000 ti} ~ 10, 000 (1) 6, 000 (12) Oo - 
Zine. ..--.---------- ee eee eee -O-e| 7, 576, 000 12) 9, 521, 000 (12) | 10, 492, 000 “ 2 
Zinc-copper......-.---------------------------- = Oe -| 67, 000. ne 79,000 | - (12) 81, 000 (12 
Zinelead.-.. o.oo 2 11, 518, 000 (12 12, 866, 000 (12) 16, 211, 000 - (12) 
Zinc-lead-copper........-------------------------+--------G0.-_.| | 12, 000 (12) 4,000 (12) . 1, 000 (12) | 

Platinum metals (refined) (value at New York City).-troy ounces--| - 41, 441 1, 566, 000 | 47, 339 1, 986, 000 (2 8) (2 8) 
Selenium... .........---.-------.------------------------- pounds. .| 345, 726 (*) 368, 709 () 681, 650 (9) 

See footnotes at end of table. :
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| Mineral products of the United States, 1989-41—Continued | | a 
. — on ar * = . ae — ? 

1939 | 1940 7 1941 . 

Product —_————————————___—___|---—-——-.—n—~—~—~"MlMmaoaasmmmmmm ne 

Quantity Value =| Quantity Value Quantity Value . 

METALLIC—Ccontinued : | : | | 
Silver 18_.. .......--..------------ 6+ +--+ ----- - roy ounces. - 65, 119, 613 |. $44, 202, 279 | 69, 585, 734 $49, 483, 189 ; 72, 336, 029 $51, 438,954 . 
Tantalum ore.......-..-----------------------s---.--------pounds.., 340 200 |.---.-------------]----------- eee 250 280 
Tellurium. ......-.-.--.--------------------------------------do..-- 63, 431 (°). 88, 996 (°) 239, 983 (*) 
Tin (metallic equivalent). .....-.-.---------------------Short tons. .-| . 38 38, 400 55 54, 900 (2 3) (2 8) ‘ : 
Titanium 6re: | | a | 

Ilmenite.....-.-------------------------------------------d0_..- QO (%) (9) (8% (%) (9) 
Rutile. .......-.------------------------------------------do---- (8 (°) (%) (9) (9) 8) ; 

- Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) .......-...-------------d0---- 4, 287 4, 402, 182 5, 319 6, 576, 318 (2 3 (2 8) 
Uranium and vanadium ores.-_...--.---.---------------------do-..- 279, 354 | 1, 053, 660 96, 345 1, 018, 600 (23 (2 8) fe 
Zince,® sales value........-------------------------------------d0_-.- 491, 058 51, 070, 000 589, 988 74, 338, 000 - 652, 599 97, 890, 000 ey 
Other metallic 14__.__..----- 22 een ee eee eee eee 1, 110, 817 |.-.-..-------:-.-- 1, 162, 558 |------------------ 1, 727, 828 e 

Total value of metallic products (approximate) ..-........-----|------------------ 1, 291, 700, 000 |.-..--.-------.--- 1, 679, 500, 000 |.----------------- 2, 137,100,000 # 

NONMETALLIC \ - “4 
Arsenious oxide_.........-.-.---------.-------------.---Short tons... 22, 439 495,500 | 23, 339 561, 300 34, 784 1, 119, 320 > —— 
ASDOStOS. ...-------------2222222ecoseneenneneeeeecceceeene ee GO. == 15, 459 512, 788 20, 060 674, 508 (215) (2 15) ed 

sp : | . 
Native._.....----.----------------------------.-----.-----d0_.-- 459, 848 3, 066, 844 490, 665 2, 725, 337 691, 168 3, 169, 193: w 
Oil (including road oil) 8..__-.-...-.-------.---------------d0---- 4, 860, 540 8 36, 038, 696 | 5, 262, 959 8 41, 398, 735 (2 8) (2 8) x 

Barite (crude) _....-.-..----------------------1---------------do--.- _ 383, 609 | 2, 344, 103 409, 353 2, 596, 743 503, 156 3, 184, 234 
Boron minerals-_........--.-.---------------------------------d0.-.- 245, 284 5, 689, 797 243, 355 5, 643, 390 301, 282 8, 455, 422 A 
Bromine._......--..---------------------------------------pounds.- 37, 882, 005 7, 611, 400 59, 266, 275 11, 772, 515 68, 317, 019 11, 506, 213 
Calcium-magnesium chloride (75 percent NaCl) . .-...--short tons-. 108, 441] © 1, 307, 717 99, 536 998, 241 165,932 | . 1, 333, 370 —_ 
Cement... -----------222-22-eoooonnans .--barrels (376 pouads net) -- 125, 056, 594 184, 254, 932 132, 864, 383 193, 464, 869 170, 365, 440 250, 589, 481 ~ 

ay: . 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) 1¢.............._.-]..--..--------.--- 122, 528, 069 |_-..--.----------- 114, 000, 000 |..-.--.--.---.-..- (16) = 

0 Raw (sold by producers) ........--..-.-----.--------short tons-. ~ 8, 760, 694 15, 384, 918 4, 700, 951 18, 162, 485 7, 018, 056 25, 193, 893 
oal: : . 

Bituminous !?__._._..._.---.------.-----------------------do-_.-- 18 394, 855, 325 18 728, 348, 366 9 460, 771, 500 19 879, 327, 227 19 §11, 290, 000 19 1,083,935,000 . 7 
Pennsylvania anthracite.._......-.---.---.---.-----------d0o-_... 51, 487, 377 187, 175, 000 51, 484, 640 205, 490, 000 56, 368, 267 240, 275, 000 

Coke 8_....---- eee eee ene - 0 44, 326, 641 8 212, 884, 050 |. 57, 072, 134 8 273, 832, 410 65, 186, 578 § 352, 967, 237 
Diatomite..........-...------ ++ eeeeeeeneee--- -0--e (9) ~ (a) | (20) . (@®) (20) (2°) , 
Emery......----- nn nee eee nee nnn ween ene e = 0.2. 765 6, 828 1, 046 9, 349 4, 876 42, 484 
Feldspar (crude)......-......-..-.-...--................-long tons_. 253, 466 1, 112, 857 290, 763 1, 271, 995 338, 860 1, 519, 456 . oO 
Fluorspar...........---..---.--------------------------.Shgart tons... 182, 771 | - 3, 704, 959 233, 600 4, 744, 808 320, 669 6, 724, 782 
Fuller’s earth......-..--.2..---.-...--------- ee 0. 167, 070 ‘1,691,855 |. 146, 568 1, 471, 083 ' 207, 446 2,111,674 
Garnet for abrasive purposes._...........--.--.-.------.-.--.-d0_... 4, 056 278, 534 4, 716 259, 345 | 5, 501 371, 752 
Gems and precious stones. _....- 22. eee een en teen ween eens (31) | cwneeeneenenceenee (31) wenn en nce ww enn cee (31) . 

Graphite: h hort t 30 10 (20) (2°) 918 | (218) morpheus. .....-.......-.-.-...---------.-------.-8hort tons... ; - . 
Crystalline. .......---2 eee eee POUNAS.. fn} | fy deen enn n nnn n ee nee nel enn neenn een e een ene f 1% f 18) . So, |



-Grindstones and pulpstones...........-..---.-----------8hort tons.) _ 10, 484 426, 375 18, 823 | 496, 448 18, 536 545, 556 oo 
Gypsum (crude)...--...-.cccesccccenseccecueeeececcneceneeedO.n--| 8, 226, 737 4, 431, 005 8, 699, 018 5,227, 910 4, 788, 584 6, 794, 228 
Botan ner gable feat] | 96281, 800 1375, 262 $3.9, 450, 855 29 85, 061 (30 (11) 

| TOWING. .--.--o-ccnceeccccencccccceccccceccecceseceveseee,spounds.-| | (9) (a) (%) @) (3) a Oo 
| Kyanite....-..----0---- noe nee cece sere neeeseceee-e-s-----Short tons. _| | 2, 950 69, 000 | 4, 241 93, 716 8,335 | 175, 581 

Lime. ...--- 20 -vce wwe we een ee nec cevccuceccecnececcececeseedO..-| | 4, 254, 348 * 80, 049, 304 4, 886, 920 38, 956; 385 6, 079, 416 42, 041, 162 | 
Lithfum minerals.........---.-.--..-.---------2--0---0-22----00_..-] | 1, 990 97; 000 2.011 80, 679 3, 832 115, 718 : 
Magnesite (crude) ..--.--....----..------- j.-s2-2se-ese---2---00.... 198, 980 1, 465, 190 _ 333, 166 2, 487, 969 _ 874,799 2,655,547 gm 
Magnesium salts (natural) (including brucite).............pounds..| 171, 508, 000 2, 159, 019 216, 532, 000 _ . 2,452,814 274, 714, 000 _ 8, 587, 784 ae 

Calcareous...........------.--.---------------------Short tons. .} 22, 114 38, 492 25,516 | 42, 481 ” 183, 009 175, 393 2 
Mie ene eananecncneneenereneseneneeesenenenetenee One| 6, 466 318, 550 6, 697 389, 888 11, 120 | 619.664 | | 

Scrap...----------e nnn nnn ee ewe n ene e ence ener e eee OL] 24, 672 311, 895 22, 386 314, 565 | ¢ 18) (3 " 4 
oe | 813, 708 188, 963 1, 625, 427 291, 685 2 18) eM 570 Q 

8 } 6 3: wesw meow cee mm nae ? weer meme cet emwanes '" wen ewe warner emeces 9 

Mineral paints: | - : | FE 
Natural pigments 3. _..................-.-.-.-.-..--short tons_.| | (23) (28) (28) (28) (28) (8) oN ms 

iene and lead pigments ¥en ne eee ee ecene anne dO, =| ante 74 19,029, 802 | ete 7 19, $34, 347 or 128 27 904, 004 , 
ne waters. ........-...-----.....-----------.-----8RllONS SOld. .| , 

Natural gas.........--.----.--+----+-2---+-2+22.22.22-M. eubie feet__| 2,476, 756,000 | _ 584,240,000 | 2, 660, 222,000 |. 577,939,000 | 2, 779, 000, 000 608, 000, 000 . 
Natural gasoline..........--.-..-+--s------+.-+.-----+-.---gallons..| 2, 169, 300, 000 90,050,000 | 2, 339, 400, 000 68, 261,000 | 2, 696, 568, 000 126, 700, 000 | 
Oilstones, ete........--.---c---enseccsceseneerse2+2--2-Short tons. .| ” 620 115, 805, | (0) (9) (2) (29) | 

ea owe we ow we ween eee eee ween en wee ene wen -G0.-.- "y é 9 . iy SS , .) 9 x 2 ‘ 

Petroleum.........-.--.--------.-+s2-2---2---~-bartels (42 gallons)--| 1, 264, 962,000 | ‘1,204, 470,000 | 1, 353,214,000 | 1,385, 440,000 | —1, 404, 182, 000 1, 570,000,000 , | 
Phosphate rock. ......-.....-.....-.-.---.---.-----------long tons..| — 3, 757, 067 12, 204, 042 4, 002. 700 12, 334. 662 4, 688, 312 15, 587,738 © 

: Potassium salts.........-...------------+-s-----+-+---~--Short tons__| 26 366, 287 12, 028, 195 36 393, 058 12, 562, 050 28 631, 346 17, 368.237 | 

yriteS........------..-------------------------+--------- ong tons...) . U9 ’ ? 9 3 9 9 . 9 ’ 

| Salt (sodium ChIOTIde) -----.-------neoeaeeeeenoeneeeeee- Short tons. | 9,277,911] 24, 509, 680 10, 359, 960 26, 474, 619 12, 720, 629 33, 620, 376 : . 
and and gravel: . 

Glass Sand._.......--.-.-------2---ee ee eee OL 2, 468, 290 4,280,936 | 2, 750, 544 4, 881, 508 3, 475, 111 6, 118, 529 : 
Sand (molding, building, etc.) and gravel.......-..-.---..do.-.-| | 228, 540, 000 101, 785,000 | . 235, 548, 000 105, 808, 000 285, 240, 000 141, 098, 000 

Sand-lime brick %_...............--.---.-------- thousands of brick..| | ” 153. 280 1, 587, 859 104, 519 1, 174, 044 (26) 7 (38) | 

Bate ne ge] aT aa 6, 682, 214 473, 450 5, 738, 260 618, 660 7, 16, 634 
Sodium saits (carbonates and sulfates) (natural)....-.-.....-do....| 262, 299 2, 556, 686 817, 267 3, 157, 916 304, 201 3,296,123 Fy | 

UP. 22 ee en en en een wn nn ne en ene ne nn nee ong ons..| . - 5 ° , 'y wy * ? 9 

Sulfuric acid (60° Baumé) (byproduc‘)i#__-_-_-_-.-.-.-.short tons..| ” 778, 441 6, 213, 027 840, 937 6, 797, 421 ~" 915, 989 7, 201, 161 y 
Tale, pytophyllite, and ground soap’ one Monnennecncnncnans77-d0~~- 253, avs 2, 700, 834 231), 375 3, 008, 320 416, 360 4, ol. 32 4 

r we cen ene ne ew eee ecw ene e ws cee ne ne nee en enn cee GOW... | 6 A 5 ee ’ ; 
Vermiculite 2777 ge ZZ] 21, 174 174, 587 22, 209 137, 698 98,488] 125, 444 : 
Other nonmetallic 9.222220 oe eee eel 2, 368, 251 |... nan 2, 806, 861 |... ---- nese 4, 457, 215 5 | | 

Total value of nonmetallic products (approximate).....-.-------|-.-ee-e----s-s----| 8, 622, 500, 000 |..-......-.....-.-| 8, 935, 300, 000 |..........-..---.- 4, 680, 200,000 

See footnotes at end of table. | | 7 | | 

: 7 nee | on



Mineral products of the United States, 1989-41—-Continued oO | 

1939 1940 1941 

Product TT 

Quantity Value Quantity Value . Quantity Value 

SUMMARY . 
Total value: . 

Metallic... -.--- 22-22-22 e eee ne ee enn ene ee eee ene ee nee een [ ene n eee eee eeeeeeee| $1, 291, 700, 000 |_------ 2 e.-------| $1, 679, 500, 000 |...-.-.-. $2, 137, 100, 000 
Nonmetallic: 

Fuels... _..----- 2-2 ee eee eee ee eee eee nee 2, 834, 300, 000 |......---.--..---- 3, 116, 500, 000 |-.--.--22-- 2 oe 3, 628, 900,000 - 
Other. ..._....2-2 2-2-2 ee een ee ee eee eee eee eee 788, 200, 000 |..--.-.----------- 818, 800, 000 |...-.---- ee. 1, 051, 200, 000 

Grand total approximate value of mineral products___.__....___..|--.-..-.--------.- 4, 914, 200, 000 |-.--.-...---.--.-. 5, 614, 800, 000 woo nneee-e---ee..| 6, 817, 300, 000 . 

1 In this general statement certain of the figures represent shipments rather than quan- 19 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value for bituminous includes selling 
tity mined, and some of the figures for 1941 are subject to revision. For details see follow- expenses. Figures for 1941 are preliminary. Ss. 
ing chapters of this volume. 20 Value included in total value of nonmetallic products; Bureau of Mines not at liberty Eg 

1 Figures withheld from publication at request of Committee for War Information. to publish figures. . 7 > 
8 Value included in total value of metallic products. 41. No canvass. Estimate of value included in total value of nonmetallic products. ee 
4 Figures represent antimonial lead produced at primary refineries from both domestic 43 Figures cover fiscal year ended June 30 of year stated. a 

and foreign primary and secondary sources; no figures for value of antimonial lead avail- 33 Canvass discontinued after 1915. Figures for iron ore sold for paint given in foot- nd 
able. Estimate of value of primary antimony and lead contents of antimonial lead _ note 14. __ . . by 
from domestic sources included in total value of metallic products. 4 Sublimed blue lead, sublimed white lead, lead zinc oxide, and zinc oxide. . 

5 Largely from foreign ore; value not included in total value. . 28 Equivalent as K20. . . = 
| 6 Product from domestic ores only. | * Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Figures for 1941 fy) 

7 According to Bureau of the Mint. Valued at $36 per ounce. 7 not yet available; estimate of value included in total value of nonmetallic products. _ a 
8 Value not included in total value. _ 4 Figures for soapstone used as dimension stone included in figures for stone. & a 
9 Value included in total value of metallic products; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to % From copper and zine smelters and zinc roasters and from roasting of high-sulfide ny 

publish figures. gold ahd silver concentrates. “ 
10 Value calculated at nominal price—27 cents per pound. - 9 Includes value of following products... Figures are shown wherever Bureau of Mines . 
11 Figures not available. is at liberty to publish them. | = 
13 Figures showing values not available. 1939: Andalusite, roe natural sulfonated bitumen, calcite (Iceland spar), chats ~ 
18 According to Bureau of the Mint. (2,237,200 short. tons, $294,200), dumortierite, flint lining for tube mills, optical fluorspar — 
14 Jucludes value of following products. - Figures are shown wherever Bureau of Mines (undetermined quantity, $25), pebbles for grinding, silica sand and sandstone (ground) 

is at liberty to publish them. (310,512 short tons, $1,930,301), and sulfur ore (79 long tons, $743). 
1939: Bismuth and iron ore sold for paint (12,235 long tons, $66,817). 1940: Andalusite, aplite, natural sulfonated bitumen, chats (3,786,906 short tons, $572,- 
1940: Bismuth, cobalt oxide, and iron ore sold for paint (8,912 long tons, $45,578). 739), dumortierite, flint lining for tube mills, pebbles for grinding, silica sand and sand- . 
1941: Bismuth, cobalt ore, indium, iron ore sold for paint (20,792 long tons, $101,710), stone (ground) (342,218 short tons, $2,088,314), strontium minerals, and sulfur ore (280 

and zircon concentrates (174 short tons, $5,153). ; long tons, $3,203). . oo . 
‘S Value included in total value of nonmetallic products. 1941: Andalusite, aplite, natural sulfonated bitumen, chats (5,291,491 short tons, 
is Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is $897,940), dumortierite, flint lining for tube mills (3,411 shoft tons, $54,216), pebbles for 

estimate by Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the ‘Census as some- grinding (13,561 short tons, $221,826), silica sand and sandstone (ground) (487,665 short - , 
what incomplete. Figures for 1941 not yet available; estimate of value included in total _ tons, $3,073,730), strontium minerals (4,724 short tons, $69,054), and sulfur ore (409 long 
value of nonmetallic products. tons, $2,553). os . 

17 includes brown coal and lignite, and. anthracite mined elsewhere than in Pennsy]l- . 7 
vania, | 

18 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were SS Se 
asked to exclude selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such 3 
expenses. | ee - .



. STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL. PRODUCTION 7 

Value of mineral products of the United States, 15&0-1941 ! 

| 

Nonmetallic - 

Year Metalic 29 |—#_————_——_ - | _:SO—“OG rand tota 

Fuels 2 | Other Total 

18801_.........-.-------] $190, 881, 000 $120, 241, 000 $56, 341, 000 $176, 582, 000 $367, 463, 000 

i881__..-.------.------ 192, 663, 000 149, 798, 000 60, 659, 000 210, 457, 000 403, 120, 000 

1882___...-..--.------- 219, 070, 000 | 170, 479, 000 63, 557, 000 234, 036, 000 453, 106, 000 

1883. _....-.----------- 201, 131, 000 | 185, 760, 000 61,170,900 | . 246,930,000 448, 061, 000 

1884_..2.--.----------- 182, 784, 000 165, 825,000 | . 58, 431, 000 224, 256, 000 407, 040, 000 

1885__...-.-.---------- 174, 718, 000 183, 075, 000 61, 758, 000 244, 833. 000 419, 551, 000 

1886.._..----- -------- 204, 795, 000 ' 184, 608, 000 66, 782, 000 251 390, 000 456, 185,.000 

1887___...-------.----- 241, 183, 000 217, 251, 000 77, 199, 000 294, 450, 000 535, 633, 000 

1888_-...-------------- 242, 460, 000 231, 459, 090 79, 880, 000 311, 339, 000 553, 799, 0900 

1889___._..-----.------ 250, 823, 000 208, 297, 000 83, 206,000 | - 291, 503,000 542, 326, 000 

1890_....-------------- 303, 937, 000 230, 962, 000 86, 530, 000 311, 492, 0CO 615, 429, 000 

1891__...--.----------- 280, 985, 000 237, 160, 000: 82, 704, 000 319, 864, 000 600, 849, 000 

1892___.....- .--------- 284, 215, 900 248, 344, 000 89, 673, 000 338, 017, 000 §22, 232, 000 

18938_...--------------- 223, 654, 000 251, 735, 00O 70, 104, 000 321, 839, 0U0 . 545, 493, 000 

1894____....-.--.------ 187, 335, 000 235, 618, 000 127, 292, 000 362, 910, 000 _ 650, 245, 000 

~ 1895__..-------...---.-| 248, 533, 000 268, 438, 000 125, 720, 000 394, 158, 000 642, 691, 000 

1896_._.---.----------- 252, 575, JOO 268, 161, 000 120, 305,000 | 388, 466,000 641, 041, 000 

1897_....--- ----------- 270, 434, 000 253, £98, 000 127, 580, 000 381, 178, 000 651, 612, 000 

1898_.......----------- 308, 747, 000 267, 513, 000 150, 782, 000 418, 295, 000 727, 042, 000 

1899__....--.---------- 484, 021, 000 340, 773, 000 185, 302, 0v0 526, 075, 000 1, 010, 096, 000 

1900_..-.-------------- 514, 232, 000 405, 376, 900 188, 328, 000 594, 764, 000 1, 108, 936, 000 

1901_.....------------- 493, 814, 000 442, 409, 000 218, 855,000 | 661, 264, 000 1, 155, 078, 500 

1902_.__....-..---------- 605, 617, 000 469, 079, 000 253, 855, 000 722, 934, 000 1, 327, 951, 000 

1908__...-..----------- 589, 253, 000 634, 226, 000 271, 902, 000 906. 128, 009 1, 495, 381, COO 

1904. __.-...-------~---- 501, 314, 000 584, 043, 000 273, 824, 000 857, 867, 000 1, 359, 181, 000 - 

1905. _....------------- 792, 785, 000 602, 258,000 | 318, 722,000 920, 980,000 | 1, 523,785,000 — 

—1906_ 2 -------- ----- --- 886, 280, 000 652, 398, 000 362, 202.000 | 1,614, 600, 000 1, 900, 880, 000 

1907....--------------- 904, 151, 000 78%, 128, 000 376, 291,000 | 1,165,419, 000 2, 069, 570, 000 

1908__..-.-.----------- 5650, 890, 000 716, 034, 000 324, 849,000 | 1,040, 883, 000 1, 59:, 773, 000 

1909. ..-..-.----------- 755, 092, 000 746, 204, 000 $85, 811,000 | :, 132,015, 200 1, 387, 107, 000 

1910....-------------. - 750,027,009 | = 828, 213, 000 | 409, 604,000 | 1, 237, 817, 000 1, 987, 844, 000 

1911_._...------------- 681, 023. GON 835, 762,000 ; 407, 295,000 | 1, 248, 058, 000 1, 924, 081, 000 

1912._...-..-----.----- 862, 191, 000 945, 641, 000 430, 062,00C | 1,375,603.000 | 2, 237, 794, 000 

4913_._.--..----.------ 379, 058,000 | 1, 087, $43, 000 466, 644,000 | 1, 554,487,000 | 2, 433, 345, 000 

. 1914_..-----.---------- 687, 101, 000 992, 837, 000 431, 234,090 | 1, 424,071,000 ; 2, 111, 172, 900 

1916._....-..---------- 993, 353, 000 972, 617, 000 428, 674,000 | 1, 401, 291, 000 2, 394, 644, 000 

1916._....----.--------| 1, 622,129,000 | 1,352, 584, 000 553, 726,000 | 1,886, 310, 000 3, 508, 439, 000 | 

1917_...._..-.---------| 2,088, 914,000 ! 2, 237, 837, G00 665, 745,000 | 2, 903, 582, 000 4 992, 496, 0CO 

1918..___.._..---------| 2, 156,588,000 | 2, 736, 151, 006 647, 969, 900 | 3, 384, 120. 000 5, 540, 708, 000 

1919...._-..--- .-------] 1,36€1,099,000 | 2,510, 394, 000 751, 777,000 | 3, 262.671, 000 4, $23, 770, 000 

1920._._.......--------| 1, 763,675,000 | 4,192,910,000 | 1,024, 755,000 | 5, 217, 660, 000 6. 981, 340, C00 

1921. __.._.._.-------- 654, 700,000 | 2,703, 470, 000 780, 330, G00 | 3,483, 800, 00C | ~4,138,500,C0Q™ 

1922..._.....---------- 988, 100,000 | 2,737, 880, 000 921,310,000 | 3,659, 190, 0CO 4, 647, 299, 009 

1923...._._.......-.---| 1,511, 930,000 , 3,317,100,000 } 1, 157,470,000 | 4,474, 570, 000 5, 986, 500, 000 

1924.._............----| 1, 283,370,000 | 2, 898,630,000 | 1,173, 800,000 | 4,072, 430, 009 5, 305, 800, 000 

1925..............-----| 1,282, 155,000 | 3, 058,680,000 | 1, 236, 795,000 | 4, 25, 475, 000 5, 677. 630, 000 

1926..........---.-----| 1,405, 345,000 | 3, 541,916,000 | 1, 266,239,009 4, 808, 255, 000 6, 213, 609, 00 

1927..............-----| 1, 220,633,000 | 3, 06C,047,000 | 1, 249,320,000; ¢, 309, 367, 000 5, 530, 000, 000 

1998...._.......-.-----| 1, 288, 290,900 | 2,884, 962,000 | 1, 211,948,009 | 4,096 910, 000 5, 3535, 200, 000 

1929._._..........---.-| 1,480, 390, 000 | 3, 190,527,000 | 1, 216.683, 000 | 4, 407, 210, 000 5, 887, 600, 000 

1930. ...--..----------- 985,790,000 | 2,764, 500,000 | 1,014, 510, 000 3, 779, 010, 000 4, 764, 800, 000 

1081... eee enee-e----| 569, 790,000 | 1,892, 400, 000 704, 420,600 ; 2,596, 810,000 | 3, 166, 600, 900 

1982_.........--------- 285,874,000 | 1,743, 400, 000 432; 425,000 | 2,175, 825, 000 2, 461, 700, 000 

1983._.......----------- 417, 065.000 ; 1,383, 400, 909 454,€35,600 | 2, 138, 035, 000 2, 555, 100, 000 

1934....._---.--------- 548, 934,000 | 2, 233, 300, 000 543, 166,000 | 2,775, 466. 000 3, 325, 400, 000 

1935......-..---------- 733, 130.000 | 2,330,000, 000 586, 870,000 | 2, 916, 870, 000 3, 650, 900, 000 

1936..._........-------| 1,081, 600,000 | 2,759, 200, 000 716, 000,000 | 3,475, 200, 000 4, 556, 800. 000 

1987.........---.-+---,| 1,468, 200,000 | 3, 200, 500, 000 744,700,000 | 2, 945, 200, 000 5, 413, 400, 009 

1988_......-.-.-------- 802, 600, 006 | 2, 820, 300, 000 650, 300,000 | 3,470, 600, 000 4, 563. 200, bud 

198G......._-_...------| 1, 291,700,000 | 2,834, 300, 000 788, 200,000 | 3,622, 500, 000 4, $14, 200, COO 

1940....._-...-.-------| 1,679, 500,000 | 3, 116, 500, 000 818, 800,000 | 3, 935, 300, 000 5, 614, 800, 000 

19413.....______.......| 2,137, 100,900 | 3, 628,900,000 | 1,0&:,300,000 | 4,680, 200, 000 6, 817, 300, 690 

Grand total_-... | 48, 519, 127, 000.| 87, 534, 352, 000 | 29, 740, 410, 000 |117, 274, 762, 000 | 165, 823, 889, 000 

a 

1 Figures for earlier years not available. 
2 Coal, natural gas, natural gaso‘ine, petroleum. 
3 Subject to revision. 

497779 —_43——_3
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: 7 The sum of the following State totals does not reach the total for _ 
the United States given in the preceding table partly because figures 
for certain of the products included in the United States total are | 
not available by States of origin. This fact is brought out in the 

, opening text of this chapter and in the second table following. | 
In addition, there are many factors (the more important discussed 

in the opening text) that account for the disagreement between the . 
sum of the State totals and the grand total for the United States, by 
products. Chief among these are: (1) The use of iron ore values in | 

_ State totals and pig iron values in United States total; (2) the use of | 
| mine figures for gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the State totals : 

_ and mint and smelter figures (supplemented by the value of byproduct 
sulfuric acid from copper and zinc smelting and zine roasting and | 

| the value of zinc and lead pigments made in large part direct from 
| ores) in the United States total; and (3) the inclusion of estimates in 7 

_. the United States total for a few products for which no canvass has 
been conducted for many years and for which no estimate by States _ 
is made. | oo | 
Many other less important differences are involved, but both State | 

| and United States totals are as complete and definite as seems possible 
| with the data available. The practice is consistent from year to — 

year, and it is believed that the reader can determine readily just : 
| what minerals are covered by the total concerned. a | 

In every table each mineral produced is listed, and all figures are : 
| shown except those that the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to ; 

oo publish. | | ,



STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION 9 

Value of mineral products of the United States, 1936-40, by States! 

State 1936 1987 1938 1939 1940 

Alabama. ----.--.----- $44, 752, 688 $53, 518, 993 $46, 296, 293 $52, 158, 173 $64, 998, 018 
Alaska. --..---.-------- 23, 737, 714 27, 927, 958 28. 796, 753 25, 673, 566 28, 724, 221 
Arizona_....-.-------- 60, 532, 996 94, 564, 494 60, 756, 253 75, 087, 930 85, 277, 347 

_ Arkansas. ---..-------- 21, 296, 783 25, 578, 393 29, 395, 086 29, 572, 632 37, 479, 135 
California. ...-.-..--- 437, 565, 809 476, 880, 603 490, 108, 428 467, 612, 196 455, 672, 038 
Colorado. .-.--_-..----- 56, 214, 827 67, 338, 548 60, 369, 440 64, 144, 557 63, 188, 421 . 
-Connecticut-_-_-_-.-.--- 3, 317, 494 3, 689, 554 3, 059, 688 4, 306, 351 3, 914, 177 

_ Delaware... -_.-..------- 444, 093 397,362 | 320, 621 401, 333, 457.326 
District of Columbia_- §47, 576 522, 687 568, 717 | 591, 837 640, 480 oe 

_ + Plorida.....--...-.---.] | 12,973,248 13, 811, 958 12, 866, 981 13, 060, 453 14,854,206 ; 
Georgia...----..------- 11, 756, 592 12, 584, 060 11, 598, 421 14, 633, 655 16, 932, 335 
Idaho. _...----------=- 29, 965, 964 40, 633, 119 31, 738,606 | . 33, 138, 452 40, 799, 920 . 
Tilinois._-..-.......--- 117, 916, 128 133, 437, 554 130, 155, 083 210, 798, 331 277, 943, 011 
Indiana. --...-....----- 52, 281, 539 54, 886, 756 47, 892, 364 53, 884, 995 _ 68, 975, 110 
Towa. .---------------- 28, 359, 140 26, 941, 350 24, 794, 058 25, 170, 181 26, 006, 904 
Kansas_..-.---.------- 121, 689, 562 154, 376, 403 - 129, 675, 438 122, 959, 513 130, 859, 896 
Kentucky ----...----.- 113, 435, 307 127, 423, 680 106, 654, 903 112, 840, 566 131, 974,410 
Louisiana......_--.---- 153, 358, 397 182, 118, 905 172, 306, 761 168, 903, 151 189, 153, 312 
Maine.-_._-------..---- 3, 423, 353 4, 129, 391 3, 548, 638 3, 769, 791 4, 374, 976 . ‘ 
Maryland.--.-......-- 11, 157, 550. 10, 634, 854 9, 407, 723 11, 781, 531 2%, 605, 171 
Massachusetts.... ...- 7, 559, 253 7, 818, 345 6, 666,.281 | - 8, 242, 956 7, 573, 122 
Michigan---_----....-- 100, 646, 492 | 119, 167, 573. - §1, 380, 602 116,.088, 154 124, 774, 581 . 

. Minnesota---.--------- 94, 568, 991 152, 107, 070 —- 61, 425, 289 | 106, 455, 607 128, 571, 690 
- Mississippi-_--......--- . 3, 846, 104 - . 4,821, 950 5, 209, 547 .  :§, 192, 156 J, 239, 647 
Missouri. -.--.-.------ 41, 350, 860 52, 446, 272 39. 560, 739. . 45, 633,707 50, 324, 566 Sl 
Montana_--_-----------} 65, 569, 150 82, 086, 815 48, 602, 547 63, 343, 802 79, 487, 873 : 

Nebraska... ..-..----.-- 3, 843, 562 4, 837, 809 4, 028, 712 4, 390, 291 4, 692, 146 
. ' Nevada....-.-..-.-...| 32, 693, 129 38, 871, 816 27, 031, 281 34, 670, 879. ' 42,570,529 . 

- New Hampshire..----- 1, 182, 055 1, 219, 869 1, 146, 606. 1, 187, 339 1, 065, 337 — 
New Jersey...-.-.---.- 24, 421, 046 31, 467, 931 - 24, 408, 545 30, 441, 758. 33, 653, 732 . 

’ New Mexico-..-.-..._-.]. 45, 942, 006 72, 855, 745 63, 568, 953 69, 987, 797. - 80,969,723 
New York.-...:.-....- 71, 647, 775 77, 665, 874 73, 217, 430 78, 409, 560 76,119,505 
North Carolina.._.....| - 9, 955, 519 ‘11, 160, 444 14, 959, 228 18, 533, 720 21, 112, 732 
North Dakota..-.....- _ 2, 902, 453 2, 873, O11 2. 653, 473 2, 689, 627 | 2, 987, 351 
Ohio.......-------.---- 122, 684,043 | 131,025, 104 104, 812, 531 120, 681, 969. 130, 655, 129 | 
Oklahoma._.-....--.-.| 305, 191, 649 367, 444, 222 272, 860, 078 236, 194, 064 235, 494, 159 
Oregon ....------------ 7, 080, 975 6, 609, 710 7, 536, 408 8, 637, 047 11, 229, 670 : 
Pennsylvania_.__.__..- 599, 457, 486 599, 817, 364 472, 773, 327 631, 007, 890 618, 347, 805 
Rhode Island_-..-....-- . 929, 103 862, 710 911, 599 980, 916 994, 9907 . 
South Carolina. .---.-- 3, 432, 662 4, 022, 325 4, 364, 034 5, 422, 979 5, 305, 597 
South Dakota-..-...---- 23, 221, 620 23, 472, 873 23, 583,359 | 24,813, 621 23, 528, 825 
Tennessee... ---.------ 31, 121, 865 34, 893, 847 32, 428, 512 39, 818, 234 42, 683, 407 
TexaS......-.--------- 638, 643, 488 813, 290, 605 740, 147, 465 701, 972,035 725, 005, 009 
Utah._.-.------------- 61, 209, 302 105, 652, 422 59, 236, 355 80, 127, 521 104, 392, 989 
Vermont. ...-.-------- 6, 225, 396 7, 042, 547 6, 439, 552 6, 972, 234 | 6, 979, 772 
Virginia._.....-.------ 37, 295, 168 46, 019, 085 42, 370, 169 43, 902, 881 50, 003, 672 
Washington.-..__...--- 22, 921, 456 26, 658, 257 © 21, 167, 004 31, 595, 704 28, 090, 188 
West Virginia. ----.-.-- 271, 501, 941 306, 590, 947 254, 995, 309 276, 084, 118 329, 891, 960 

Wyoming. -_._......---]. 34, 498, 261 41, 087, 908 37, 364, 363 39, 413, 001 - 43, 073, 533 

1 In this table iron ore, not pig iron, is taken as the basis of iron valuation, and for other metals mine. 
production (recoverable content of metals) is the basis. State totals for 1941 not yet available. 

\



Mineral vroducts of the United States and principal producing States in 1940 | = : 

Rank . _ Principal producing States ! | So | 
in Product I . 

value , In order of quantity. In order of value : 

14 | Aluminum. -.__.-............----.-..----| New York, Tennessee, North Carolina, Washington.....---.-.| Rank same as for quantity. . 91 | Andalusite.__........----.------.---------| Nevada... - 222-222 20 22:22 eee eee eee eee eee eeeeeeee| DOL —_ - 
(3) Antimonial lead__..----..--...-------__-.- Not separable by States._..........-...--.-.--..-----=--------| Not separable by States. 81 | Antimony ore....-.. --.--..--------------| Nevada, Idaho, Alaska, California. ..-....-................-..} Alaska, Nevada, Idaho, California. | 82 | Aplite_._..-.-.--.-.--------.--------------| Virginia..-._-.-2 222222222222 nee een pee eee Rank same as for quantity. 62 | Arsenious oxide._........-...-.-----------| Montana, Utah.-......-.--.------2---22---2----eeeeeee------ 1 DO. Oo | 58 | Asbestos. _.....---..-. ----..---.-----.--.-| Vermont, Arizona, Georgia, North Carolina. ................../|. . Do. . a Asphalt: Pos ep, _ ey 41 Native.....-.-.-------..  --.--------.| Texas, Oklahoma, Kentucky, Alabama__.......__-..._-..2-_. Kentucky, Utah, Oklahoma, Texas. A 19 Oil__..-- 222-2 e-e Not separab!2 by States..............-.. -..-...-.----------.] Not separable by States. ; Ey : 42 | Barite (crude).......---......---...-------| Missouri, Georgia, Tennessee, California ..........--...-. --.-] Missouri, Tennessee, Georgia, California. | By 43 | Bauxite.................--...-.-.---.-.--.| Arkansas, Alabama, Georgia, Virginia__..............-.------.] Rank same as for quantity. > 94 | Beryllium ore (bery])_-_---.----.---------| South Dakota, Colorado, Maine.___..._......_....-....-._-.- Do. = te 55 | Bismuth~.-.-......_.-.--------.----------| Not separable by States_............ ........--.._.-.._-.___. Not separable by States. TR 97 | Bitumen (natural sulfonated)..--------.-.| Utah_._......-_..-2 2222 ee) teen eee eee eee Rank same as for quantity. ; 34 | Boron minerals........-..------ ----------| California. ._..-_..-.-.-- 2222-22-22 222-2 ee ee nee ee ee Do. | as 28 | Bromine _.-.-....-...----.-..------------.| North Carolina, Michigan, California, West Virginia_._._-.._-- Do. tS 37 | Cadmium.___.......-...-....---...---..-.| Not separable by States_.-......-----..--------+.---..--------| Not separable by States. . P 57 | Calcium-magnesium chloride__.-..--..-.--| Michigan, West Virginia, California, Ohio..........-..--.-.-.| Rank same as for quantity. a 8 | Cement._...-........---.-----------------| Pennsylvania, California, New York, Michigan.............--| Pennsylvania, California, New York, Texas. | o 60 | Chats..-.....-...-.-.--.--------.---------| Oklahoma, Missouri, Kansas....-................-.-.-.-.----- Rank same as for quantity. Pas) 87 COT ena n enna ne nernnnenennncannnn California, Oregon....--.----.-----.--------- 22-22 eee eee Do. . rs 

ay: 
e 12 Products (cther than pottery and |.....-...----.-------------- eee eee eee eee een e------}| Ohio, Pennsylvania, California, Illinois. BS refractories). ; ; . . re 7 . - 

24 O Raw (sold by producers) -.--.-..-.--.-| Pennsylvania, Georgia, Ohio, Missouri_....................---| Georgia, Pennsylvania, Missouri, Kentucky. 2 2 oal: . a — , ov no | 

Bituminous. .-.-......--...-...-------| West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Kentucky......--.-...--| Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky, Illinois. an Pennsylvania anthracite __........-.--| Pennsylvania._.......-.-. 2202222 e eee ene eee Rank same as for quantity. — a 84 | Cobalt oxide...-.-.-.---.----.--.---------|-2---dO_._ 2-22 een nee eee Do. 
5 | Coke.__...-._-..--.-----------.-----------| Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, New York...............--...-- Do. 
7 | Copper._...----.----------------.-.--..--.| Arizona, Utah, Montana, Nevada_..-.........--...--.....---.| Do. ; ; 

49 | Diatomite._...........-...-.----...------.| California, Washington, Oregon, Nevada_._......_.-.-----_--- California, Washington, Oregon, Florida. | 96 | Dumortierite._...-........-.-.--.----.---.| Nevada. _--..-.. 22-22-22 eee ee eee pene eee Rank same as for quantity. 
90 | Emery_._..-...------.------2-------------| New York. __----- 2 eee ee ee eek Do. ; 51 | Feldspar (crude) ....-.--.----------.------| North Carolina, South Dakota, New Hampshire, Colorado..-../ North Carolina, South Dakota, N ew Hampshire, Connecticut. 11 | Ferro-alloys..---...----.----------.----.--| Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, West Virginia..............-.-| Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia, Ohio. . 92 | Flint lining for tube mills__...............] Minnesota. __.--.--...-----. 2-2. --2-- eee eee eee ene eee ee Rank same as for quantity. _ co 36 | Fluorspar...--.-.-...------------2-- 2 -- Illinois, Kentucky, Colorado, New Mexico........------------- ~ Do | — 
50 | Fuller’s earth. ..-...---.--.-.-.. ......-.-] Georgia, Texas, Fiorida, Ilinois__._.....-.-.-.--2-.------------| Georgia, Florida, Texas, Illinois. 
72 | Garnet (abrasive) _..-.....-..---.---------| New York, Vermont, North Carolina, Idaho_.......-....-._._- Rank same asfor quantity. | - (3) | Gems and precious stones._.....-....-.---- No canvass for 1940... ....--.------.------:------2-+-.--------| No canvass for 1940. . 

6! Gold.............-........--..------------| California, Alaska, South Dakota, Nevada.....-.......-.....- ‘Rank same as for quantity.



98 | Graphite: Amorphous..........-----------| Newada..--...------------.------------------- 0-2 - eee ene ee Do. . 
64 | Grindstones and pulpstones........-.-----| Ohio, West Virginia, Washington _............---------------- Do. 
35 Gypsum (crude)._.....---.----------------| New Yofk, Michigan, Iowa, Texas_...--.----.--.-------------| New York, Michigan, Nevada, Iowa. 
79 | Helium... .....---------------------------| Texas_._------------------ eee eee eee e+ - +--+ -------| Rank same as for quantity. 
65 Jodine (natural)._.....--------------- .----| California.-...........--.-----------------------------------+- Do. | : 

on: . 
9 Ore.*.___.......----------------------| Minnesota, Michigan, Alabama, Pennsylvania._...--..------- Do. 
3 Pig___.........-.......-----.-.--------| Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Tllinois____-....._..-...-..-...- Do. th 

54° Sinter..........-----------------------| Tenmessee__...---.--.-----------------+---~--------------+--+=- Do. | he 
78 | Kyanite__......-----.-----.---------------| California, Virginia, Georgia, North Carolina. _-_.....---.---- Do. . > 
18 | Lead....-...-----------.--.---------------| Missouri, Idaho, Utah, Montana___-...--.-------------------- Do. Fy 
21 | Lime......_.._-..----.--------------------| Ohio, Pennsylvania, Missouri, West Virginia. ...-..-..-.----- Do. : mn 
80 | Lithium minerals. _..........-..--.-------| South Dakota, California, North Carolina. .._.------.--------| California, South Dakota, North Carolina. bg . 
44 | Magnesite (crude)__..------.--------------| Washington, California, Texas, Nevada-_-_...---..--.---------| Washington, California, Nevada, Texas. i 
38 | Magnesium.-..-.....---.-----------------| Michigan. ..----.--..-.---------------------------------------| Rank same as for quantity. | Q | 
45 | Magnesium salts (natural) -_-...-.---------| Micnigan, Nevada, California, Washington .-....-..-.----..--| Michigan, California, Nevada, Washington. > 
53 | Manganese ore..........-.----------------| Montana, Tennessee, Arkansas, Georgia. -.----.----------.---, Montana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Georgia. m , 
39 | Manganiferous ore___-....----------------| Minnesota, New Mexico, Michigan, Georgia---.-..--..-------| Minnesota, New Mexico, Georgia, Montana. uh 
69 Manganiferous zinc residuum __..--.-..---| New Jersey_..-....-------------------------------------------| Rank same as for quantity. qt 

85 Calcareous_....-..-.------------------| Virginia, Wisconsin, West Virginia, Nevada--..-..-..-.-.----| West Virginia, Wisconsin, Virginia, Nevada. 
68 Greensand. ........---.-.-------------| New Jersey_-.-......--.-----------------------.--.-.---...---| Rank same as for quantity. 
31 | Mercury...-----.--...------.---.---------| California, Oregon, Nevada, ArKansas---_......--------------- Do. > 
89 | Mica........--....._....-..-......--------| North Carolina, Virginia, South Dakota, Colorado. ..........-.| North Carolina, Connecticut, South Dakota, Virginia. by 

Scrap. ..-.------.---------------------]-----O__-- ee ---- -------------+-| North Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, South Dakota. rel 
Sheet __......-------.-----.-.---------| North Carolina, Connecticut, New Hampshire, South Dakota.) Rank same as for quantity. —__. 

98 | Millstones............----..---- 22-22-2222 |-n- enn nee nnn eee een nee rene cece teen eee eeeeeeeeeesee-| North Carolina, Virginia, New York. oO 
23 | Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments) - -.| Pennsylvania, oe Kansas, Indiana-_-_..-..--.-------------| Rank same as for quantity.. tx 

(3) | Mineral waters.............-.-----.-------| No canvass for 1940..-.._...-----------------------------------| No canvass for 1940. 
25 | Molybdenum. .-......_.-..-..-------------| Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona__._......--------------| Rank same as for quantity. < 

41 Natural gas........._..........-..--------| Texas, California, Louisiana, Oklahoma.---.-..-....-------.---| Texas, California, West Virginia, Louisiana. i . 
16 | Natural gasoline. ..............--.--------| Texas, California, Oklahoma. Louisiana---.--......-....------| California, Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana. 4 | 
71 | Nickel.......-...--.----------------------| Not separable by 'States...........................----.-.--.-.| Not separable by States. 
77 | Oilstones, etc.....-.----.-.-.--------------| Arkansas, Ohio, New Hampshire, Indiana. ..............-.---| Rank same as for quantity.  . we 
89 | Olivine...........--..-.-------------------| North Carolina.._......-.--..--------------- eee e eee eee Do. Pi | 

(6) | Ores (crude), etc.: —_ : | | 

Copper........----.-------------------| Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada. .--.-....-------.-------| Value not available. by 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver).....| Alaska, California, Nevada, South Dakota. .-....-.-....--.--- Do. . . bg . 
Lead..........-...--.---.--,--.-------| Missouri, Idaho, Utah, Montana_-.......----------.----------| » Do. oO 

‘ Lead-copper........-------------------| Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Montana. -...---.--------.----------- Do. gy 
. Zinc.......-.-.--.---------------------| Oklahoma, Tennessee, Kansas, New Jersey.....----.-.------- Do. | ra 

Zino-copper. ----------------2---7----~ Arizona......-------.-------2----------------------------------|| Do. . Q | 
Zine-lead_........---------------------| Oklahoma, Kansas, Idaho, Utah..._......---.-.----.---------] ‘Do. . = 
Zinc-lead-copper-..-.-----------------| Utah...-.-....--i-------.-----------2--g----- eee eee eee Do. ; ae 5 

63 | Peat..........-..---..-----------.--------| New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maine._.-............| New York, Maine, New Jersey, Michigan. 
88 | Pebbles for grinding.............----....--| Minnesota, North Carolina, California..................-.--.-| Rank same as for quantity. Z 

1 | Petroleum. __........--..--------.-.-------| Texas, California; Oklahoma, Illinois.........-..--..--.--.--.- Do. 
27 | Phosphate rock. ..........----------------| Florida, Tennessee, Idaho, Montana-.----..-----.-------...--- Do. . 
47 | Platinum metals.............---....------| Alaska, California, Oregon, Montana.---....---..-------.----- Do. 
26 | Potassium salts............-.......-.-..--| New Mexico, California, Utah, Maryland.........--..-------- Do. | 
66 | Pumice............ --..-----------------| Kansas, California, Nebraska, New Mexico--.--...-.--..-.-----( California, Kansas, New Mexico, Nebraska. - 

oowed 
See footnotes at ead of table. : . — | - i 

. | . . 1 Oo : : : i . . ° :



Mineral products of the United States. and principal producing States in 1940—Continued SS 

Rank Principal. producing States | _ . 

in Product Ne 
ae 

value In order.of quantity | In order of value . 

48 | Pyrites....................................| Tennessee, Virginia, California, New York...........-.-.-.---| Rank same as for quantity. 
22 | Salt__...--.-.-.--..---...-.....-.....-----| Michigan, New York, Ohio, Louisiana--..........-....-.--..-} Michigan, New York, Louisiana, Ohio. 
13 | Sand and gravel._.........................| California, New York, Michigan, Dlinois.....:................| California, Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio. 
62 | Sand-lime brick_____.......................| New York, New Jersey, Michigan, Minnesota. .-.......:......] New York, Michigan, New Jersey, Massachusetts. Oe . 
61 | Selenium____-.........................--..| Not separable by States....-.-.........--.---.-.-------------.| Not separable by States. 
74 | Siliea (quartz)_............................| Wisconsin, New Jersey, North Carolina, Tennessee-_..........| New Jersey, Wisconsin, North Carolina, California. 
46 | Silica sand and sandstone (ground).-.......} Illinois, New Jersey, West Virginia, Ohio.....-...............| Illinois, New Jersey, Ohio, West Virginia. Kd oe 
17 | Silver___..-.2-.-------.._..--........._...] Idaho, Montana, Utah, Colorado--.......................-.--| Rank same as for quantity. 
83 | Slate....-_--.---..0--- 2 [ee te ne ne enn ne enn enn eee een eeee--eee---}| Pennsylvania, Vermont, New York, Virginia. 
29 | Sodium salts (other than NaCl) (natural) .-| California, Texas, Utah, Wyoming---_._...-.--..----......--..| Rank same as for quantity. 
10 | Stone._...-.-_----..-----.-.-.-___.-----.-] Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, New York....._...........-..| Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, Ilinois. > = 
86 | Strontium minerals__................-...-| Texas, California, Washington, Ohio..........-.-.........-...| Rank same as for quantity. > 
9 | Sulfur_...........-.-.....--.-.-.-.----...-| Texas, Louisiana, California, Utah...------22.2222222 1242.2 Do =— : , a 
30 | Sulfuric acid from copper and zinc smelt- | Pennsylvania, Illinois, Tennessee, Arizona.-..........-.-----.| Pennsylvania, Illinois, Tennessee, Oklahoma. TR 

ers and roasters and from roasting of OO 
high-sulfide gold and silver concentrates. . ° ‘ : a rq 

95. Sulfur ore...........-.------.----.-...--.-| Texas, Colorado, Nevada................--.-------.----------| Rank same as for quantity. . ba 
40 | Tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone *.| New York, North Carolina, Vermont, California.-...-.......-.| New York, California, Vermont, North Carolina. es 
76 | Tellurium_._............--------.--.------] Not separable by States_.................-.....--.....-.-...-.| Not separable by States. a 
83 | Tin__-------.-.-.--.---------..-.-..-.----| Alaska, South Dakota, New Mexico, Montana............----| Rank same as for quantity. 7 
| Titanium ore: . a 2 

73 Ilmenite_._.._...----------.-.--------| Virginia, Florida..............-..-..-.....-...--.-------------| Do.» 
67 Rutile._..............-...........-....| Virginia, Arkansas, Florida... -....--.-.---------------.----  Do.. A 
70 | Tripoli.........--.......--.---...-.-..-...| Missouri, Illinois, Arkansas, Oklahoma......--...-.----------| Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma. a 
32 | Tungsten ore..._._.....--.-.-.------------| California, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona.._......--.---..-------| Rank same as for quantity. po 
56 | Uranium and vanadium ores..............| Colorado, Utah.-..._-.--.---.------.-------------+-------+----| . Do. © a 
75 | Vermiculite_...........-...-..-.----------| Montana, North Carolina, Wyoming, Texas_.................| Montana, North Carolina, Wyoming, Colorado. aad . . 
15 | Zine.__...............-------------------.-| Oklahoma, New Jersey, Idaho, Kansas..........-.......-.---.| Rank same as for quantity. e 

1 Rank of States in metal production (except aluminum, ferro-alloys, and pig iron) arranged according to mine reports, not smelter output. a . . 
3 Separate figures for antimonial lead from primary sources not available. 
3 No canvass for 1940. . . 
4 Value not available. . 
§ Exclusive of soapstone wed-es-dieension stone (all from Virginia), which is included in figures for stone. - 

a



STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF MINERAL PRODUCTION 13 : 

States and their principal mineral products in 1940! 

| I 
Percent : , 

_ of total ! . 
State Rank value for Principal mineral products in order of value 

. . 2 . 

States 

Alabama. -......------..- 18 - 1.39 | Coal, iron ore, cement, stone. 
Alaska.....---.-.-.------- 29 .-62 | Gold, platinum metals, coal, silver. 
Arizona......-.-.-...----- 14 1.82 | Copper, gold, silver, zince.. 

- Arkansas -...-...-.-.----- 27 -80 | Petroleum, coal, natural gas, bauxite. . 
- California-..-......-----..| 3] | 9.75 | Petroleum, natural gas, gold. natural gasoline. oe | an 

- Colorado.---....---------| 19] = 1,35 | Coal, molybdenum, gold, silver. | a 
Connecticut. -_-.....-.-.- 45 .08 | Stone, clay products, sand and gravel, feldspar. 
Delaware... ....--..-.-.--- 50 .01 | Clay products, stone, sand and gravel, raw clay. 
District of Columbia-...-- 49 .01 | Clay products, stone. , oe 
Florida...-.-..-----.-----}. 35 -,32 | Phosphate rock, stone, cement, sand and gravel. 
Georgia..----..-.-------.- 34. . 36 | Stone, raw clay, clay products, cement. 
Idaho__...-.--.-.---.-.--- 26 87 | Silver, lead, zine, gold. 
IMlinois........---.-------- 5 §.95 | Petroleum, coal, stone, cement. - 
Indiana... .....--..------- 20 1, 26 | Coal, cement, stone, petroleum. 
Towa._..------.-.--------- 31 . 56 | Coal, cement, stone, clay products. 
Kansas --:----------------| 9 2.80 | Petroleum, natural gas, zinc, coal. 
Kentucky --.-.----------- 8 2.82 | Coal, natural fas, petroleum, stone. 
Louisiana......-...-------| . 7] . 4.05 | Petroleum, natural gas, sulfur, salt. 

. Maine. ....:-------------- 44 .09 | Stone, sand and gravel, cement, clay products. 
Maryland -----..--.---..- 37 _ .27 | Coal, sand and gravel, cement, clay products. 
Massachusetts... ..-.-----] 39 .16 | Stone, sand and gravel, clay products, lime. 

Michigan.-.:-..----------- 12 | 2.67,| Iron ore, petroleum, cement, copper. 
Minnesota_-..-.----.-----| ss 2.75 | Iron ore, manganiferous ore, stone, sand and gravel. 

Mississipp!- we eneeeene--e- 40 .16 | Petroleum, natural gas, clay products, sand and gravel. 
Missouri__.--.-.---------- 21 1.08 | Lead, cement, coal, stone. 
Montana. -.---..--------- 16 1.70 | Copper,-gold, silver, natural gas. 
Nebraska.....-...----.-.-] | 43 -10 | Cement, sand and gravel, stone, clay products. 

. Nevada...---..--------4.- 25 .91 | Copper, gold, silver, tungsten ore. 
_ New Hampshire... ------.- 47 .02 | Stone, sand and gravel, clay Products, feldspar. . 

New Jersey.-.-.-.---------] 2 .72 | Zine, clay products, sand and gravel, iron ore. 
New Mexico__.......----- 15 1.73 | Petroleum, copper, natural gas, potassium salts. 
New York....-..--------- 17 1.63 | Cement, petroleum, stone, natural gas. 
North Carolina.......--.-- 33 .45 | Bromine, stone, clay products, sand and gravel. 
North Dakota. -._.--...--- 46. .06 | Coal, sand and gravel, clay products, stone. 
Ohio..._.-.-.-..--.---.--- 10 -2.80 | Coal, clay products, natural gas, stone. _ 
Oklahoma. ...._--....---- - 6 5.04 | Petroleum, natural gas, zinc, natural gasoline. 
Oregon... .-....-.-------- 38 .24 | Gold, stone, mercury, cement. . 
Pennsylvania_-......------ 2 13.23 | Coal, natural gas, petroleum, cement. . 
Rhode Island_-.....-..---- 48 -,02 | Stone, sand and gravel, clay products, lime. . ; 
South Carolina. -......--- 42 -11 | Clay products, stone, raw clay, gold. oe 
South Dakota--...-..--.--- 32 .50 | Gold, stone, cement, sand and gravel. - 

. Tennessee.......--------- 24 .91 | Coal, stone, cement, zinc.. © 
Texas....-...-.----------- 1 15.51 | Petroleum, natural gas, sulfur, natural gasoline. — o 
Utah __...-.-.--------.---] 18 2.23 | Copper, gold, silver, coal. ‘ 

Virginia__........-..----- 22 1.07 | Coal, stone, cement, clay. products. 
Washington. -...--------- - 30 ~_.60 | Cement, coal, sand and gravel, gold. | 
West Virginia.....--.----| 4° 7.06 | Coal, natural gas, petroleum, stone. — 
Wisconsin. .......-------- 36 .29 | Stone, iron ore, sand and gravel, cement. 
Wyoming..............---| . 2. .92 | Petroleum, coal, natural gas, natural gasoline. 

1 In this table iron ore, not pig iron, is taken as the basis of iron valuation, and for other metals mine pro- | 
duction (recoverable content of metals) is the basis. . 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1982-41! 

Year Gold 2 Silver? . Copper 4 Lead 4 Zinc ¢ 

Per fine ounce | Per fine ounce | Per pound Per pound Per pound 
1932. ....--...-.-..---------- 8 $20. 67+ ~ $0. 282 . °° $0,063 $0. 030 $0. 030 
19383_....-....-.--.--------e- 25. 58 . 350 . 064 . 037 . 042 
1934... .....-.2------------- 34. 95 6, 646+- . 080: . 037° . 043 
1935. . 2-2-2 35.00 . 71875 . .083 . 040 . 044 
1936...........------.------- 35. 00 . 7745 .. 092 ", 046 . 050 
1937..-...-...-.--.2--- 2 35.00 |. . 1435 121 | . 059 - 065 
1938_...-.-.-..--.--------.e. 35. 00 6, 646-+ . 098 . 046 . 048 
1980__ 22-22. 35. 00 7, 678+ , 104 . 047 . 052 
1940... 35. 00 8. 711+ .113 . 059 . 063 
194122 35. 00 8, 711+ - 118 . 057 . 075 

1 Treasury legal coinage value of gold from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67+ per fine 
ounce. t For table of prices for silver, copper, lead, and zinc from 1850 to 1931, by years, see Mineral Resources, 

, pt. 1, p. alls. . 
2 1932: Legal coinage value; 1933-34: Yearly average weighted Government price; 1935-41: Price under 

authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. . 
3 1932-33: Average New York price for bar silver; 1934 and 1938-41: Treasury buying price for newly mined 

silver; 1935-37: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver 
4 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
8 $20.671835. © $).64646464. 7 $0.67878787. . $0. 71111111.
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| STATE TABLES | oo | 

: Oo Mineral production of Alabama, 1939-40 | 

: ae ~ 1939 1940 | 
Product ae 

- oe Quantity Valus Quantity Value 

_. Asphalt (native)__......_....-_._.-...--short tons_- (t) (1) (1) QQ) 
Barite.......-.---.--------------------.------do_._- (1) (4) woe ee nnn ene ef ene ee nee 
Bauxite__.........-..-...........-.--.---long tons_. (1) () (1) () oo 

- Cement. .-......-.-------------------------barrels__| 25, 042,921 | ? $6, 699, 765 | 3 5, 249, 759 | 2 $7,617,405 | 
Clay: . a . . . , 

- Products (other than pottery and refractories)._-|-....._.-----| 3 2,306, 712 |_..........__| 32,394, 000 
Raw (sold by producers).._.........short tons__| . 51,015 | 82, 933 144, 354 143, 363 

Coal._....-..--2-----+------------------------do__.-_| £12, 046, 675 | 4 27, 741, 791 | § 15, 324, 163 | 5 35, 777, 923 
Coke__.....-.--.------.-----.-.-------------d0___.| 3, 854, 505 | 6 10, 917, 559 4,727,378 | 6 13,-748, 837 
Ferro-alloys._.-...-...---.----2---.-----------d0_._- 31,440 | 6 1, 802, 917 45,184 | 63,422 111 
PrOld - - -----------no-+nnnneeronnnae noo ROY ounces. - a) 105 5 175 © 

on: 
| Ore.__.._...----.--.------.--..---..-long tons_.| 5, 985, 208 9, 971, 024 7,330, 412 | 12, 606,369 

Pig_..........---...---..--.-.-.---.-short tons_.| 3, 043, 602 | 6 43, 402, 681 3, 476, 072 | § 49, 706, 851 
Lime. ._.........----.------------------------do_... 176, 513 1, 004, 785 234, 147 1, 359, 371 

. Manganese ore.............---.-----.----long tons..|. 187 3, 742 243 (1) 
Manganiferous Ore. ..---..-.----.-.---2-.-----d0_-.- 519 - 4, 561 342 (4) 

Scrap....--.-----------.------:-----Short tons. _}.:......---..]------------- (1) | (t) 
Sheet .....-.-------------------------.-poumds..).......--..--|------.------ (1) @ 

| Mineral waters__-....-.--....-----.----gallons sold_. () (7) (7) (7) 
Ore (dry and siliceous) (gold and silver) short tons. 10 (8) 900 . () 
Sand and gravel. ......-.......-..............do___.] 1.283, 577 687, 265 1, 840, 945 936,724 
Silver..........---------.-------------- Woy oumces__}_.-.-.-_---.-}-.----.--2--- 3 2 
Stone........-..--.-....----...--..-_---short tons._| 1, 858, 990 2, 516, 584 | 2, 496, 480 3, 048, 043 
Miscellaneous Veen eee eee ee eee fee eee] 1, 146, 906 |--.-------=2.] 1, 114, 643 

. Total value, eliminating duplications.........-|--..----.---.| 52, 158,173 |_.....-...-..| 64, 998, 018 

| ! Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ . 7 
? Exclusive of puzzolan, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ Co 
* Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
‘ According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. , 
§ According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. : 
6 Value not included in total value for State. | 

' 3 No canvass. 
8 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
§ Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!’’ and ‘2’ above. | 

| Mineral production of Alaska, 1989-40 . | 

1939 1940 | 
Product __ —_—_—-- : 

Quantity Value Quantity Value | 

Antimony ore (concen trates) _-.........-short tons_. (1) (1) (1) (1) | 
Arsenic._....-....-.--------2-22-22-----------d0_-_- (2) (2) (2) (3) 
Coal__.....--- 22-22 -d0_ 3146, 250.] 2% $585, 000 3 173, 970 3 $695, 000 
COPPER. -----------2-222-222---2----=-g pounds... 256, 000 26, 624 110, 000 12, 430 
Gold___.__---..-.-.-.-------.---....-.-troy ounces... 676, 737 | 28, 685, 795 755,970 | 26, 458, 950 
Lead._.....----.---........-----__------short tons__ 937 ‘88,078 |. 779 77, 900 
Mercury .--_-.-.--..........-.-.--fiasks (76 pounds) __|........-_._.|.-.-._------- 162 28, 653 | 
Ores (crude), etc.: 

Copper_........................-----short tons.. 165 (4) ween nen n nen e [eee eee eee 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)....._..do..__| 4, 751, 492 (4) 4, 885, 023 (4) 

Platinum metals (crude)_._........__..troy ounces_- 31, 300 997, 000 32, 300 1, 093, 000 
Sand and grayel.__._..._._......._..____short tons__ 5 42, 332 5 23, 112 515, O11 103, 217 
Silver__.........----...--.-.-.-.._-.--.troy ounces. - 203, 054 136, 473 191, 679 136, 305 
Stone_-__........---.--------------------Short tons_- (') (1) () () : 
Tin (metallic equivalent). ...........----.--..do.... 37 37, 300 52 52, 000 
Miscellaneous 6_........--_-.---- eee eee eee ee 04, 184 }_...--- 22 66, 766 

. Total value, eliminating duplications..........|.............| 25, 673, 566 |.............| 28, 724, 221 | 
, ! 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” | 
3 Figures not available: 
+ According to the Alaskan Branch of the Geological Survey. 
* Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
‘“Government-and-contractor.’’ Value of ‘‘Commercial”’ included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
* Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’ and ‘‘®’ above. |
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: Mineral production of Arizona, 1939-40 | 
TE PP A SS i SS Le 

- 1939 1940 

. Product 0 | RR 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Antimony ore (concentrates) -......---.-short tons_-|.-----.------|------------- Q) | (QQ) 
Arsenious oxide_....-...-.+.-.2-.-------------do_...|. - @) (2) (2) (2) . 

Asbestos.......-:-----------------------------0..-- 904 $95, 807 1, 197 $149, 290 
Barite._-_.-------.-..----------_---------------d0_-~- (4) (4) we cee nc ceeeen|eceee--eneee 

. Bismuth _-------<sesug---2---2ceee een eos POUNES.« ee i : (8) . 4. (4). a 

‘lay: . . . . 

--- “Products (other than pottery and refractories) .._|...---------- 3 237, 542 |_....-------- 3 306, 000 2 

_ Raw (sold by producers) _-...--..-.-short tons-- (1) Q) | (1) (i) 

Coal__..--.------------------------- oe = -- 0 (14) as). (1 8) (i) 
Copper...---.-----------------------------pounds_.] 524, 224,000 | 54, 519, 296 | 562, 338,000 | 63, 544, 194 

_ Feldspar (crude)_..-...-..---------------long tons. - (1) im (1) (4) 

Fluorspar......-------------------------Short tons-. (1) 1) (1) Q) 

Gems and precious stones..._----.------------------]----+-------- (6) eee nnneeene-e (*) 

Gold._...---------------------.------- troy ounces... 316, 453 | 11,075, 855 294,807 | 10,318, 245 

Gypsum (crude)... -.-------------------Short tons_- Q) | —(t) we eee new ne een [een eee a eeee 

- Lead_....----.-------------------------------d0-- | 10, 771 1, 012, 474 13, 266 1, 326, 600 

Lime.-_....--..-----------------------------=-0_._- 57, 233 448, 860 67, 882 502, 998 
Manganese ore_......--------------------long tons__|.-..---------|------------- 369 4, 940 

Mercury ...--..-..--------------flasks (76 pounds) - - 69) (1) 740 130, 884 

Mica, scrap. .--..-..--------------------short tons_. (4) (1) (1) (1) 

Molybdenum__-.....-..--------------------pounds_. 711, 192 (1) 406, 306 (1) 

Ores (crude), etc.:  — ; | 

Copper...__.------------------------Short tons..| 17, 468, 926 (7). 20, 284, 826 (7) 

Dry and siliceous (gold and silver).-.-.---do_.-.| 1,042, 004 | () 928, 448 ) 

Lead. _......---------------------2-------d0_--- 9, 778 (7) 83813; () . - 
_ _Lead-copper-....-.-----------------------0---- 30 (*) “4; (% 

o “Gine....-------- eee eee -- 0 670 (7) ween nn ne---- [ne nne neon eee 

_ Zine-eopper...---.------------------------d0_..- . 67, 074 (4) 79,044; © | 

 _ -‘Zine-lead . -.------------------------------d0.-.- 204, 778 (4 | 271, 000 0) 

Sand and gravel _....-..--------------------.d0_--- 655, 155 261, 316 . 245, 602 114, 500 

. Sand-lime brick _.....--..---..-thousands of brick-- (1 8) (1 8) (1 8) | (1 8) 

Silica (quartz)_....--...-.---------------short tons_. (1) (1) () () 

Silver__...-...-.--...------------------troy ounces..| 7,824, 004 5, 310, 839 7, 075, 215 5, 031, 264 

Stone__..-.-----------------------------snort tons.-| . "665, 290 626, 281 1, 149, 000 1, 043, 101 - . 

Sulfuric acid 9__....--.........-.--.-------.---d0__.. (1 10) (2 10) (1 20) (1 10) 

Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) .....---d0_-.- 100 103, 980 349 471, 546 

Vanadium from complex ore.-.--------------------- (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Zinc_____..--.---------------------------Short tons. - 6, 711 697, 944. 15, 456 1, 947, 456 

Miscellaneous _.__....25222 e+ eo -- | -- -- --- ----+- 1, 183,915 |..........---| 798, 684 

Total value, eliminating duplications..........|-------------| 75,087, 980 |------------- 85, 277, 347 

LE 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ | 
wenn fl Bigures mot-availabode. ng ong gi gg gogo i 

3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 isestimate by Bureau ts” 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 

‘ According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 

; According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 
© Canvass. 

7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals , 
8 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
® From copper smelting. 
1° Value not included in total value for State. 
11 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’ above. 

e
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| Mineral production of Arkansas, 1989-40 . 

1939 1940 

Product rrr | mm — 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

. Barite_....-...-------.------------------short tons__|__...-..-.---]----------.2. (t) (1) | 
Bauxite_......-..--------.._----.----.---long toms.-| 361, 256 | $2, 074, 954 423, 283 | $2, 501, 303 
Cement -------------2---eone-neeneoon-- barrels. — 7). ) | (!). . (1) 

Sroduets (other than pottery and refractories) .._- ecnceee-s----| 2.944, 661 |---| 2: 792, 780 . 
Raw (sold by producers) .-..._......-short tons. (1) (1) _ 24, 997 13, 845 | 

Coal__--..----.-------------------------------d0_...] 31, 152, 038 | 23,655, 438 | 41,453,611 | 44, 879, 286 
Gems and precious stones. -_._....-....-..-----------]--22 22 -e (5) ere cece e neue ® 
Lead._..------------------------.---_---short tons__]...2 02.22.22 fe ed. «BB 5, 500 
Lime. ..-..-.----.-------------2----- +222 ---d0_- (!) | @) | . (1) -(!) 
Manganese ore....-...-..--.----.--------long tons_- 5, 365] a .. 6,079 fe 

| Manganiferous ore_------.-------.------------do_--- 1,970 (1 | _ 1,075 | (i | . 
Mercury .....-------------------flasks (76 pounds) -- 364 37, 834 1,159 | 204,992 
Mineral waters.-_.-...-----------------gallons sold... (3). (5) — & 
Natural gas__...-.-.-.--.-.-.....----M cubic feet__| 10, 107,000 1, 996,000 | 14, 379, 000 2, 622, 000 
Natural gasoline-_--...-..----_..:-----.-----gallons_.| 24, 634, 000 962,000 | 32,096,000} 818,000 
Oilstones._.---..-----.------------------short tons... 63) (1). (??) () 
Ores (crude), etc.: : . oo 

. Lead :_----------------------- +--+ - 6. (6) — & — (7). 
Zinc.__---.------------+------------------do_---| . — ©: (8) (7) 

- Petroleum.__..__..-.-.-.-...----.--.-------barrels_-| 21, 238,000 | 16,790,000 | 25,775,000 | 21, 700, 000 
Sand and gravel__......-.---------------Short-tons.-| 2,646,793 | 1, a 270 | . 2, 664, 178 7, 066.708 : 

Stone___...---.-_----------------.------short tons-- 641, 460 | 640,330 | 1, 222, 690 1, 152, 328 
Titanium minerals: Rutile_--.....-.-...-..--do---- ¢) ee (1) ~  Q). (1) 

a Tripoli__......-..--.-----.-------------------d0._.- (!) . @) Q) — 
— Zine... 22s eee ee 0. 123 12, 792 440 . 55, 440 

- Miscellaneous §-__.._...-.---------------------------|-------------| 1, 428, 353 [---.--2-2-.]. 1, 664, 870 

Total value, eliminating duplications.-.._....-].......-....-| 20, 572,682 |........-.-..] - 37, 479, 135 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ . ——- 
* Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 

. 3 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 
selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 

4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 
5 No canvass. 
6 Figures not available. 
7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. . 

_ § Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!’’ above.
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Mineral production of California, 1939-40 

. 1939 1940 

. Product nn eee re 

: - Quantity Value Quantity Value 

 Andalusite...........-..-..-...-.-------short tons_.| (1) (1) wneneen nen nn-|--2-- nee ee 
Antimony ore (concentrates) _......-....------d0-.-- (?) (1) . 74 $3, 700 
Arsenious oxide-_....-..-..-.----------2-------d0.---} Q@) to) (3) | 
Asphalt (native) ...:.......-.-----------------d0.... (1) (1) 0) (1) . 
-Barite...----.-.--------------.---------------d0-..- (1) (4) (1) (1) 
Boron minerals.-_...........-.--...--....-..--do_-.- 244,984 | $5, 685, 297 243, 355 5, 643, 390 

: ‘Bromine..............-----..-------------- pounds... () (1)  ) 0 | at 
Calcium chloride_.......................short tons_.|.-...-.------|------------- (1) » @ 
Cement-_._..-.......-.-.--.2-.........-..--barrels._| 11, 293, 989 |. 15, 889,395 | 13, 813,362 | 17, 296, 522 
GHrOMItS- ---------~-----o--2--2---------]ONg tons. - 3, 514 (1) _(Q) @) . 

ay: . 

Products (other than pottery and refractories)....|...:.-.------| 38,304,088 |-....-..-....| 38, 417, 000 . 
Raw (sold by producers) _...........short tons... 310, 710 894,809 |. 343, 526 926, 633 

Copper..-----.-.-.----------------.-----2.-pounds__] 8, 360, 000 869,440 | 12,876,000 |. 1, 454, 988 
Diatomite-.--......-..--.-...--.....----short tons. -| (1) Y - @) () 
Feldspar (crude). ........-.....---.------long tons-_| 2, 076 12,655| = 2,711 18, 254 : 

- Fuller’s earth. -.......-2............-.-short tons..| °° (4) QQ). fll]. eee eee . 
Gems and precious stones. .-...-.........-.--------|--.-.-------- (4). J_...-------- (4). . 
Gold -__-.--.--------------------------troy ounces..| . 1, 435, 264 | 50, 234, 240 1, 455,671 | 50, 948, 485 . : 

. Gypsum (crude) .............--....-----short tons_- 188, 364 306, 350 259, 321 437,504 
Iodine. ...-.---.-2-----..2.--. 2... pounds. - (1) . (1) (1) (1) os 
Iron ore......-..--.--2...-..---.---------long tons... 17,178 (1): 1,071;  & 
Kyanite..............,---------.----.--.short tons... (1) (1) (1). @) | me 
Lead __-.---------2-.---------- 2-2 --- =e - 0. - 626 |. 49, 444 1, 772 177, 200 
Lime. ._...---..-..-----------+----------+----d0_--- 87, 407 833, 326 112,522 | 1,031,352. 
Lithium minerals... .........-.--..-.---------d0...- (1) ! () (2) — 
Magnesite-__.__...-----..---22---2-------2---do.---} = @) (1) (1) (!) 
Magnesium salts (natural).................pounds.- (!) (1) (1) (1). DO 

_ Manganese ore..__-.....----------..-----long tons_- 6 Q) 158 Q) 
Manganiferous ore.._.---.-....-...-----------d0_-..}._.-.-.------]_------------ 87 (1) 
‘Marl, caleareous....................._..short tons... 6) OQ) flee ene eee eee ee 

. Mercury ..--..----...--.------.-flasks (76 pounds) -- 11, 127 1, 156, 540 18, 629 3, 204, 911 
Mica, scrap ----..------.----.-----------Short tons. - (!) 0) () (’) 
Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments)......do....|. (5). (1 8) (1 8) . Gd 
Mineral waters. -._..................._-gallons sold_- (*) (4) (4) (4) 
Molybdenum. ..--...--.--------------y,---pounds.- (1) (1) (1) (1) . 
Natural gas..........-..-..........._M cubic feet_.| 348, 361,000 | 91, 572, 000 | 351, 950,000 | 90, 006, 000 : 

- Natural gasoline--_.....................-.-gallons__| 607, 237,000 | 35, 454,000 | 587,476,000 | 27,901, 000 
Ores (crude), ete.: . 

Copper_....-.-.-----.-----.-.-------Short tons_- 367, 477 |. (8) _ 446, 392 (6) 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)_......-do....| 5, 209, 637 (8) 4, 214, 650 (S) 

: ~ Lead --.----------------------------------d0_..- 706 (8) 8, 199 () 
Lead-copper.....--.--.-------.......-1-.1d0_.._]-.-----------|------- ee e . + Ut (°) 

_ Zine-lead..-..--.----.---------------.----d0...- : 33. (8) 181 (*) 
____ Peat...-.----.--.-----------------.---1-----,-d0_..- 4, 199 22, 240 4,116 |. 21, 110 “Pebbles for sinding Tgp ay ba cay beat 

Petroleum._..._....--.-.---..---.-..--.----barrels_.| 224, 354, 000 | 229, 000, 000 | 223, 881,000 | 216, 720, 000 
Platinum metals (crude) - ............-troy ounces_- 1, 140. 't)) oF - 1,400 f? 
Potassium salts. .............----..-...-short tons. () (1) @) 1) 
Pumice._........-...-.---222--22-- 2 --do_- 36, 216 144, 772 32, 123 152, 885 | 
Pyrites._.__..:.---.--........_..-___.-__long tons_- (1) (1) - (1) - * 
Salt (sodium chloride) -..................-.short tons_- 404, 689 1, 980, 777 - 469, 354 2, 200, 640 
Sand and gravel_..._........................-do_...]. 13, 661, 406 6, 711, 214 | 18, 913, 301 8, 988,.894 
Sand and sandstone (ground) ............-....d0-.-- (1) 1 5,505 39, 080 
Silica (quartz) ...-.-.-..2...-.....-..-.-.-._-do__-- (1) (1 (1) (4) 
Silver. - .------------------------------tf0y ounces._| 2, 599,139 | -1, wm 2, 359, 776 ¥, AS 068 

BUO Wee ec ee cen on lee ewe eee ee- www ce weeasone 

Sodium salts (carbonates and sulfates) (natural) . - 
; short tons. - 209, 398 1, 988, 929 233, 590 2, 183, 110 

Stone_........ 2 -.do_...-]| 5, 734, 100 4, 673, 751 6, 340, 080 5, 048, 242 
Strontium minerals__....................-....do_...]_--..----.-..].----------2. 287 4, 282 
Sulfur...........-...............--.-....-long tons-_- (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Tale. pe ee nyilite, and ground soapstoner do an (3 796 re 839 (36, 282 (7% 926 Tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone--...do-.-- , . 
Titantum ore. Iimenite-.......-..-...:-.-----do__.- Q) g a 
Tripoli_-__....----.---.-------------.-2------d0_.- (1) 1) (1) (1) 
Tungsten ore (60-percent coricentrates) -......do_.-- 1, 263 1, 140, 597 2,070 | 2 561,642 
Zinc.___....--.------.---------------.--------d0_-.- 6 624 79 9, 954 
Miscellaneous §_.........--------.-------------------|-------------| 8, 580, 243 |-.-----------| 8, 155, 536 

Total value, eliminating duplications-.........|.-.----------| 467, 612, 196 |.....-..-.---| 455, 672, 088 

1 Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.’’ 
4 Figures not available. . 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the.Census as somewhat incomplete. 
O canvass. 

5.Value not included in total value for State. 
* Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
7 From roasting of digh-sulfide gold and silver concentrates. 
8 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’ above.
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Mineral production of Colorado, 1939-40 | 

: 1939 1940 

Product __ Or | 

a oo a Quantity Value Quantity Value. 

Arsenious oxide....._..--..-.--.--.-----short tons_. (1) (1) (1) ly 
Barite-_.__--------.--------------------------do__.- (2) (2) (2) (2) 

. . Beryllium ore (beryl)_..--.-.--.--..----------do_._- (?) (2) (2). ~ 3 - 
Bismuth_-__...-----------------------------poumds_-_|...-.-_-...._|----------2- () — &.. 
Comment. --------------w22-----2-2----------barrels.-| (2) () . (3%) () 

ay: . | | . a? 

.. Products (other than pottery and refractories) __|_.--.-_.-.-..| 3 $1, 687, 568 |....-......__| 3 $1, 391, 000 
- ‘Raw (sold by producers) -_.......____short tons__ 128, 391 - 150, 803 115,670} — 156,588 

— Coal.-__-_------------------------------------d0....} 45, 923, 210 | 4 14, 620,726 | § 6, 588, 742 | § 16, 644, 265 
~ Coke__.___---------+------------- ed. 454, 869 _ (28) . 605, 965 6). 

oO Copper __...._-------------------------.-.-pounds__] 26, 430, 000 2, 748,720 | 24,304, 000 2, 746, 352 
. . Feldspar (crude)_.....-.-.-.._.-_-........_long tons_- 29, 995 | 107, 5386 34,105 | . 123,514 

° a Ferro-alloys....--.-.----.-22i-..--.-.---short tons_- (2 $) (2 6) (26) | (2.8). 
. Fluorspar ....-------------------------------..d0_.- 7, 569 107,459 | —-:11, 082 163, 285 

Fuller’s earth... --..---.---------------------0_._-| (?) @) | (?) (2). 
Gems and precious stones___-_...-----.-222----2--.-|--.--------- «) wee cee cen ee 7 
Gold. __...------------------..-.-.----troy ounces__ 366,852 | 12, 839, 820 367,336 | 12,856,760 - 

: Gypsum (crude) -------------------.----short tons_- 24, 013 40,604 | 24, 641. 36, 787 
ne Iron, pig_.....-.-----------+---2---------_2---d0__... (26) (2 6) (2 6) (26) 

Leéead_._..----- fee Oe 8, 222 772, 868. 11, 476. 1, 147, 600 
Lime... eee 02 10, 699 103, 097 |. 7,944 | 82, 486 
Manganese ore---------------------------long tons__|---.-...-..--|---------.---]) = MA OY) . 
Manganiferous ore_._-.-.-.-----...-.-.----.--do____]. ° . 7,516 |. (?) _ 3, 303 (?) 

oO Mica, scrap. .-.--.--..--.------..-.....-short tons__ (2) (3) (3) (2). 
_ Minera] waters_..................-----gallons sold_- () (7) @) . 

Molybdenurm....---------------------;--.- pounds. . 25, 437, 893 (2) 18, 600, 897 (?) 
Natural gas. _.....-----.-.-...-.-....M cubic feet_. 2, 015, 000 467, 000 2, 533,000 | - 573,000 
Natural gasoline.-_..........-.-.-.---------gallons..|. 390, 000 13, 000 380,000 |. . 14,000 
Ores (crude), etc.: ; 

Copper... -.-..--.---.-----.---.-----short tons_- 342, 499 (8) 334, 312 @ 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)__..__..do_._- 1, 542, 235 (8) 1, 528, 737 (8) 
Lead __.-2---------------------------2.-.--d0_-..| © 14,700 (8) 10, 199 - 
Lead-copper...--..--..-----...-----..--.-d0___- 1, 464 (8) 1, 037 (8) 
Zine..-:--.------------------------2------d0_-_- 344 a () 27: (8) 
Zinc-lead._._.--------------.-.-.--------.d0___- 13, 351 (8) 283, 453 8B 

Peat.._-.---------------------- - 0 (2) (2) (2) (3 
Petroleum_-_.-_...-.-------------....-...---barrels..; 1, 404, 000 1, 330, 000 1, 626,000 ; . 1,480,000 
Pumice-_-_..--/-.-.-.-----..-----------_short tons__|...-...----._]----.----.--- (2) | (2). 
Pyrites.--.2..---.-.-.---------.-...-----_long tons_- (2) (?) 14, 473 34, 697 | 
Salt__...----------------.-...-.---------short tons_- (?) (2) (3) 7 
Sand and gravel_..........---.._._----.--_-.-.d0___- § 627, 306 9 361,747 | . 1,853, 359 508, 403 
Silver____.-.------------_.-.-...--_-.-troy ounces__| 8, 496, 488 5, 767, 313 9, 710, 709 6, 905, 393 
Stone____.-.--.-------------.-.---------short tons__ 900, 460 1, 040, 579 1, 089, 650 1, 067, 788 
Sulfur ore___..-...........-.---__.-_..-.-long tons_- 36 400 89 1,000 . 
Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) __short tons_- 479 488, 628 693 822, 988 - 
Uranium and vanadium ores. ___-.....-..----do___- 85, 225 - (2) 92, 745 (3) ! 
Vermiculite___.....---..-222.-- 2-2... d0___- (2) (?) (3) (2) : 
Zine. ..-.----------.------------..-.---.------d0___- 1,830 |} . 190,320 5, 060 637, 560 ) 
Miscellaneous 10__________--_.2---------------------|-------------| 29, 192, 106 |--.--._.-_--_] 25, 105, 109 | 

Total value, eliminating duplications -...---- coscesoeseaee| 64, 144, 557 a 63, 188, 421 . 

1 Figures not available. . 
2 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” : 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau | 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
4 According to Bituminous.Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
§ According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 
¢ Value not included in total value for State. 
7 No canvass. . 
® Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
* “Commercial.” Value of ‘“Government-and-contractor” included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ . 
1° Includes minerals indicated by ‘2’? and ‘‘*’’ above.
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| . Mineral production of Connecticut, 1939-40 | 

: 1939 1940 

" Product — | 

| | Quantity ~ Value Quantity Value 

Clay: | | oe oe | 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) ...|_......--.---| 1! $1, 257,049 |_..........._] 1 $1, 007, 612 
Raw (sold by producers) _.-......-..short tons_. (2) (2) (*) (3) 

Coke_.-....-..--..2-. 222-22 -- 0-2 (23) (2 3) (2 3) — @% 
Feldspar (crude) _.........-...-.-....-_--long tons_- 10, 033 53, 120 24, 404 128, 348 
Lime.___..-........--....--...-----------short tons- - (?) (2) - . @) an () Bene 
Mica: 

‘Serap.---22- 2 de . 213 | 3,483 |. — 300 | 4, 900 a 
 Sheet._-..---...2-. 022 pounds. 279, 508 59, 172 285,690 | =. 40,316 

Mineral waters. -_........----.--------gallons sold_.- ) (4) (4) 1) 
Peat: ...----...-.---...-.-----------_-.-short tons_. (?) (2) (2) (2) 
Sand and gravel. __......-.-.-.....---..------d0._.. 1, 988, 933 773, 163 1, 646, 870 736, 317 
Stone....--.-----..- 222-0. 1, 816, 650 2, 077, 366 1, 915, 990 1, 918, 132 
Miscellaneous 8. ____..._..---.----------------------]-------------] 3,058, 600 |.-.--.-.-----] 3, 342, 258 | 

: Total value, eliminating duplications. -.......|..-.--.------ 4,306,351 |.............| 3,914,177 oe 

_..1 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. ‘Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau — 
of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. . po 

2 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ Co a . 
Value not included in total value for State. . Co . co, 

. ‘No canvass. - . Oo CO , oO 
_ ‘Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘?” above. me . . _ 

| _ Mineral production of Delaware, 1989-40 = s—isi<‘ists 

| - fe 1939 1940 : Oo 

| Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Clay: 
- Products (other than pottery and refractories) -..|.-...-.--.---| 1 $185,632 |.-..-_..---..| 1 $200,000 
Raw (sold by producers) .....-.-.-.-short tons-. (?) — 4. 

- Sand and gravel._.........-.....--..---.-------d0.-.. 102, 850 61, 556 3 167, 138 391,913 
Stone.....-...-..-..--.-----.-----------------d0_-.- (2) (2) 114, 690 _ 152,313 
Miscellaneous 4... --.-.----2------e-nenceeeeenee[occeeeeeeeeae] 154 MMB Jee] B00 

Total value, eliminating duplications..........]......-.---] 401,383 |-...-.-...-..] 457, 326 

Figures obtained throngh cooperation with Burean of the Census, ‘Total for 1940isestimateby Bureau 
of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 

’ 3 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”” —_. . 
3 “Commercial.” Value of ‘‘Government-and-contractor” included under “‘ Miscellaneous.” 
‘Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘2’’ above. | : 

oo Mineral production of the District of Columbia, 1989-40 

| oe Co oe 1939 1940 - 
: Product -_ OO ) — 

7 Quantity | Value | Quantity | Value. 

‘ Clay produets (other than pottery and refractories) - vecececeeeeee (i 2) wee eee neee- (1 2) 
Stone ee... short tons..|....---------]----.-------- (?) (1) 
Miscellaneous. .--..--.-.------------------------------]--- ---------- $591, 837 |.-.---------- $640, 480 

. | Total value, eliminating duplications..........].-....-----.-| 891,887 |--.----------| 640, 480 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” . ae 
3 Figures obtained through coo tion with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau ofthe Census as somewhat incomplete.
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- Mineral production of Florida, 1939-40 a 

| | - | | | 1930 400 
Product . | 

—_ Quantity Value Quantity Value 

- Cement... ------eeeeeeceeeeeeeeseeeons barrels..| “(Q). (1) (1) a Clay: ’ ! od . 

Products (other than pottery and refractories) .._|.-...........| 2 $193,110 |.-.--------.-| | 2 $153, 000 
Raw (sold by producers) .-------.---short tons..| (1) (1) a (1) 

Diatomite......_-_......__-_.-----------------do_--.]| >. () (1) Fo AS ' (). 
Ferro-alloys._......__......---_--.------------d0_---| (#3) (1 3) (1 3) (i 3) 

oo Fuller’s earth.___.........._...---------------d0__-- Q) (1) (i). &- 
Lime. .._.-.------222--- 22-2 ------------d0__--}| 22, 848 215, 472 | 25,0388 | 227,440 
Mineral waters -_................_.._.--gallons sold_. 4). (4) (¢)- ( oe 

— . Peat. 2-1 -- 2 2 .-______.___.._-short tons_- @) | (1) (1) (1) 
Phosphate rock. -...._..-.-_._.-..-_.--.-long tons-_-}| 2, 678,784 | 7,893,457 | 2,845,012 | 7, 741,177 

cae Sand and gravel._..........-...._.._.-.-short tons-.| 1,015, 139 779,708 | 1, 162,075. 800, 085 
Stone _-.._..-----------.---------.-.---------do__.-| 51, 444, 100 | 4 1, 462, 730 | 52,880, 540 | 5 2, 750, 017 

- Titanium minerals: | . . sO 
- Iimentite___..-.-----2: 22-222 dO} 2] ----e-eee-eeef OE Y 

ae Rutile__.__..-22.-222--- 22-22-20... -|2---------- | ----------- 2] (1) (2) : 
Miscellaneous °____...-.-.--------------2--2--------- w------------] 2, 517, 786 |-------------] 3, 190, 127 

-- °s“Total value, eliminating duplications......_...].-_.....-....] 18,060,453 {_2....-.[" 14,854,206 

oe 1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” | et 
. ? Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete: -— _— : 7 
§ Value not included in total vaiue for State. 
4No canvass. — : . . . a ‘ 
§ Exclusive of dimension unclassified stone, value for which is included under “‘ Miscellaneous.’’ 

. € Includes minerals indicated by ‘1’? and “8” above. : - 

| | a - Mineral production of Georgia, 1939-40 | | 

| - Oo 1930. | 1940 
Product _— ee OO, trees 

So Quantity Value. -Quantity Value 

“Asbestos.......-------------------------Short tons-| (1) (1) oO | @ 
Barite__..-.....--.-.---..22-2 222-2222 -d0__-- 86,589 $438, 378 92,302 | $464, 590 
Bauxite. .-...-......----.-------.--------long tons_- (1) (1) (1) —@) 
Coment....-----------------ooe---oonnea---DAITENS... (1) (1) QQ). Q) 

y: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) ___|_.-...-..--..| 22,375,225 |..........---| 22, 582,000 
Raw (sold by producers)............short tons..| 534, 214 4, 162, 127 695,010 | 4,859, 826 

Coal___....--.------2 2-22 do__-- (1 3) (13) 4 42, 307 4 100, 570 : 
Copper.._...--.-.--...----.-...--.---------pounds__}---.- 22. fee elle 25, 200 2, 848 : 
Fuller’s earth. .._.-.._.....-..........-short tons_- (1) ) () | (1) 
Gems and precious stones.._........__..___------.-.--|------------- (8) wee eee ech one (8) 
Gold___..----------.----------.---.-..- troy ounces-. 670 23, 450° 961 33, 635 
Graphite, amorphous... .---...-...._-..short tons_- (1) () wane nee e ee fee eee 
Iron ore— | 

Shipped to furnaces, etc.._.........__long tons_- 25, 846 61, 078 100, 342 182, 613 
Sold for paint. ._.....-....-..---------__---do__-:} 487 2, 063 944 3, 144 

Kyanite_......-....---------.---.-....--short tons_- (1) (?) () (1) : 
Lime_...-------4-------.--------------------_-do__-- 6, 815 57, 663 13,774 | = 92,281 
Manganese ore._.-.._....-...---.--.----_long tons... 2, 646 45,171 3, 572 68, 508 
Manganiferous Ore... --..-2---.-----------.--.do__-_.|. 7, 156 35, 959 10,293 63, 761 

ica: 
Scrap. ..----------------------------short tons-- (1) (1) (2) (1) 
Sheet _---..---..----.----------------.-pounds- - (1) (?) (4) ~QY) 

Mineral waters--_---.-..-..------.----gallons sold. (5) (5) (8) (3) . 
Ore (dry and siliceous) (gold and silver) short tons-- 730 (8) 6, 963 (5) 
Sand and gravel_.............-----------._-..do___- 328, 173 146, 355 490, 136 231, 591 
Silver...........---...-.--...-----...--troy ounces-_- 58 39. 630 448 
Slate.._.-......--.-.------ eee fee eee ee (2) ween eee teen (2) 
Stone__.----._------_--.-.---------------short tons__| 1, 988, 530 4, 838, 623 2, 507, 600 5, 034, 288 
Talc and ground soapstone. ..............._...do___- 20, 090 177, 881 20, 104 219, 959 
Miscellaneous ?........_..----.----------------------]-------------] 2, 279, 643 |_-.--.-------| 2,992, 273 

Total value, eliminating duplicatiens._...._...}_...-....-.--] 14, 633, 655 |--.----------| 16, 932, 335 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” _ 
_3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. : . 
3 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bnreau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
‘ According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 

O canvass. 
* Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
7 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’ above.
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Mineral production of Idaho, 1989-40 
a 

. 1939 1940 

Produet , ee Tl” 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Antimony ore (concentrates) -........-.-short tons-- 2,677 | - (!) 302 $18, 100 
_ Arsenious oxide........--.-.------------------d0_--- (2) (3) (2) 2) 

Bismuth__.............-....---------------pounds-_- (3) (2) (3) | 
Cament....—.-.-----------n--------------7~-DBITEMS.- (4) @) (4) 1) 

_ Ulay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories)_.|..-..-.------] 3 $102,071 |------.------ 382, 0C0 oe 

_ Raw (sold by producers) --.-.----.—-short tons- - Om Q | Q ~& 
Coa]____.-----.-_-----------------------------do.-2- (14) ¢ 4) (18) Qs 
Copper__..---...---------------------------pounds_-| 5, 032, 000 523, 328 6, 698, 000 756, 874 
Diatomite__......._-....-........--.-..-short tons_- (4) () QC) | 
Garnet, abrasive_.__...--.-.--.---------------d0__-.]--.----<-----|------------- (4) (2) 

Gems and precious stones... ------------------------|----«-------- (nn eee (8) 

Gold_-_....--..-.-...----..------------toy ounces... 116, 662 4, 083, 170 146,480 | 5, 126, 800 

Lead.....------.------------------------short tons__[ 90,981 | 8, 552,214 — 104,834 | 10, 483, 400 

Lime.......---.-------------------------------d0_--- (@) (?) —6Q) (2) . 
Manganiferous ore__-...----.------------long tons.) 163 Q) 313 (1) 
Mercury ------.-..--------------flasks (76 pounds) - - ) , Q) (!) ) 
Ores (crude), ete.: 

Copper...........---.---------------short tons-- 1, 416 4,931 ©) 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) .......-do-_--_- 784,426 | i) 878, 993 © — 
Lead......-.------------------------------d0_=_- 125, 964 .O) 144,508; © , 
Lead-copper_..---.-.-----..----.---------d0_._-]..-.---------.]------------- 232; £=©® 
Zine___.-..-------------------------------d0----] 144 (*) 101 MO. 
Zinc-lead .....---------.------------------do----| 1, 196, 495 ® 1, 507, 922 ') 

Phosphate rock. _...-.-.-----------------long tons- - 95, 451 431, 938 99, 088 441, 598 

Sand and gravel_...........-----.-------short tons_- 1, 617, 856 622, 240 1, 943, 723 657,848 

_ Silver__..-.----------------------------troy ounces.-| 17, 222, 370 11, 690, 336 | 17,552,240 | 12, 481, 503 : 
* Stome____-...-..._.-.-....-.--.-.-----.-.short tons..| 1, 863, 350 1, 238,735 | 967,900. 809, 797 

_ Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) -....-.-do---- 228 GQ). 260 () 
' Zine____----------.-..---1---------------------d0- ~~ 47, 549 4, 945, 096 70, 601 8, 895, 726 

Miscellaneots §.........-....---.-.-.----------------]------------- 949, 324 |.........-..-| 1,046, 184 

'- Total value, eliminating duplications. .....----)------------- 33, 188, 452 |.........-..-| 40, 799, 920 

_ 1 Value included under ‘‘Miscelianeous.” . 
2 Figures not available. . _ . a 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bu- 

reau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
4 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses 
¢ qocording to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. . 

0 Canvass. 
7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
8 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’ above.
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Mineral production of Illinois, 1939-40 

| 1939 1940 
. Product -_ OOOO | : 

. Quantity Value Quantity | Value 

Cement... anne nn eeee een oo one -- barrels. 1 4, 801, 292 | ! $7,056, 746 | 1 4, 987, 127 | 1 $7, 200, 431 ay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories).__|_____ --------| 77, 107,144 |..____._...__| 27,052,000 Raw (sold by producers) .___-._..__.shcrt tons_. 126, 611 271, 737 169, 938 419, 740 Coal... 22-2. 2-0. 3 46, 782, 691 { > 76, 680, 593 $ 50, 610, 430 | 485, 584, 043 5): ES, (, 1, 884, 240 | 5 11, 963, 932 3, 014, 840 | § 18, 217, 939 _ Ferro-alloys._...---.--.--2.---.---....--.-----0____|_...........-|... (5 6) (5 6) Flnorspar___..........--.-.-.--.-----.----._-.0___- 75, 257 1, 638, 693 104, 698 2, 313, 747 Fluorspar, optical. ...........--.............ounces-- (7) 25 |e ee fee ee Fuller’s earth. .........................-short tons... (6) @ (s) — Tron, pig....---------------.--------...-------d0....] 3, 203, 846 | § 87, 718, 814 4, 093, 623 | § 73, 882, 065 Lead.._.-2.------ Lee eee 0. 308 28, 95% 1, 508 150, 800 Lime__.._.._.....------.------ 2-2-2. ------- 0... 147, 729 1, 064, 154 161, 358 1, 150, 113 Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments) ..___.do.___ (5 8) . (5 6) (5 6) (58) Mineral waters... -............--....._gallons sol4_. (8) | (8) _ | Natural gas___...-..-..---..-.........M cubic feet_.| 2,746,000 1, 4&0, 000 8, 359, 000 1, 557, 000 Natural gasoline..-_.._..................---gallons.- 4, 012, 000 229,000 | 21, 499, 000 805, 000 Ores (crude), ete.: a Lead........----------...-------..--short tons__}_...._......-|...-..--- 50 ) Zine. _.__....-------------.-----------.---d0_..-}.......--..._|......_ 60 (9) Zine-lead....._...--.-..-...-_-.--._.--._.d0.__- (10) _ (20) 41,830} (9) | Petroleum.._._......-..---..----..-....----barrels_.| 94, 912, 000 101, 200, 000 | 147,647,000 | 156, 500, 000 Pyrites_.............---------....-.-....-long tons_. _ 18,950 — (8 13,021 21, 876 . Sand and gravel_........................short tons__| 18, 755, 193 | 11 4, 686, 487 |11 10, 103, 214 | 1: 5, 578, 309 Sand and sandstone (ground)...-.............do.-..| 91, 645 543, 761 106, 397 628, 488 . ‘Sand-lime brick_........_.......thousands of brick__ (612) (6 12) eee ee ewe ee [eee eee eeee Silver_......-_.-.-2-.--.-..-.-....-..._troy ounces. _ 675 458 .4, 766 3, 389 Stone..._._..._____._.__.-..-_........--short tons_.| 8, 420, 120 7, 820, 589 | 12 9, 209,170 | 13 7, 556, 497 _ Sulfuric acid (60° Baum6) __.... 222... -222.do__.: 178,144 | §1,605,077 | 188,355 | 91,721, 565 Tripoli._...... 222-222-222 _. do.... 11, 134 148, 310 11, 521 155, 576 Zine.__-....-2-. ----2-- 2-2 .-------------. ...d0___. 334 34, 736 | 4, 818 607, 068 Miscellaneous 18__..._.......-....-_.-..--_-.--....--|-------- 3, 712, 410 |_..-.........] 3,410, 794 

Total value, eliminating duplications. ......_. | 210, 798, 331 |......_....._]| 277, 942, O11 
—_—_— eee 

1 Exclusive of natural cement, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” 
* Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bu- reau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
? According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
‘ according to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. , 
§ Value not included in total value for State. 
6 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” 
7 Quantity undetermined. . 
® No canvass. 
* Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
ine ore milled in northern Illinois in 1939; metal output of southern Illinois was byproduct of fluorspar milling. 

. | 1 “Commercial.” Value of “‘Government-and-contractor” included under “Miscellaneous.” 12 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
13 Exclusive of unclassified stone, value for which is included under ‘“M iscellaneous.”’ 
14 From zinc smelting. 
18 Includes minerals indicated by ‘1’, ‘6, «11, and “13? above, 

|
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- Mineral production of Indiana, 1939-40 | 
= 

| 1939 | 1940 

Product | . 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

COMIC anne oe nnn nonce ee en even DATEL. (1) (‘) (1) | (1) 
ay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) ..|-...._.....-_| 2 $5,629,014 |__.___._.____] 2 $4, 265, 000 
Raw (sold by producers)_..........-short tons... 57, 795 79, 693 89, 230 92, 712 

Coal__..--...-_2-- 2 ---d0____| 3 16, 942, 772 | 3 25, 101, 972 | 4 18, 868, 572 | 4 28, 810, 864 
Coke.. ....----.-....-2.---- ee dO 4, 878, 033 | § 28, 532, 944 6, 412, 716 | 5 37, 308, 469 
Gold_......-.2-.-22--2---------------- troy ounces. 4 140 5 175 . 
Iron, pig..--.....-.......--...-.-..-..--_sShort tons_- 3, 780, 364 | 5 68, 164, 618 .5, 333, 915 | 5 97, 407, 809 
Lime. -_--.-.- wnnue enue eee een - 0 94, 74] 534, 688 - 84, 462 457, 621 
Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments).-._.-.do._.. em) (1 8) (15) (18) 
Mineral waters__....._........_.....--gallons sold__ (8) (6s) sk (8) (| 
Natural] vas...........-..........-----M cubic feet. _ 791, 000 452, 000 1, 137, 000 . 661, 000 
Petroleum.................---...--.-_...__.- barrels... 1, 711, 000 1, 675, 000 4, 978, 000 5, 200, 000 . 
Pyrites_....-...........-..-..._-._...._..--long tons.- _ 4, 403 (!) 2,734 |. - _ 4,887 
Rubbing stones and whetstones_._......short tons.- (1) (1) (1) - 2. 7) 
Sand and gravel___................-...-...-..do....| 6, 249, 169 3, 388, 297 6, 265, 163 3, 306, 165 
Sand-lime brick...........-...--thousands of brick._| (7) {1 7) (1 7) (17) 
Stone... .---.._......_...--_.-....-....._short tons._| 4 4,338, 690 | 8 7, 469,659 | 8 4,498,490 | & 5, 822, 006 

_ Miscellaneous °___...__..-...-.---.------------------|-------------| 11, 985,.673 |..-.-._---._-] 12, 636, 594 

Total value, eliminating dupiations. fm 53, 884,995 |..-...:...-..| 58,975,110 . 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ . | 
8 Figures cbtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
3 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude sell- 

ing expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
. 4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 

§ Value not included in total value for State. ; 
6 No canvass. . Co 
? Figures obtained through cooperation witk Bureau of the Census. . . 
8 Exclusive of dimension sandstone in 1939 and of unclassified stone in 1940, value for which is included 

. under ‘‘Miscellancous.’’ 
9 Includes minerals indicated by “1”? and ‘8’? above. - 

, | Mineral production of Iowa, 1939-40 a 

_ 4939 "1940 
. Product TT | 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Cement. --------------neenneeonneeeee-ao- barrels. 4,717,295 | $7, 771, 503 4, 597,781 | $7, 641, 163 
ay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) _...|........---.-| 13, 698,611 |_.......-.._.| 13, 649,000 
Raw (sold by producers) _..........-short tons.- 5, 615 50, 939 10, 005 51, 267 

Coal__._._.____-.---.------12-------------d0._._| 22,947, 557 |. 27,189,245 | 33,231,177 | 3 8 060, 587 
Ferro-alloys.__._--.-----.---------------------d0_~.. (4 8), (48) - (48) (4 5) 
Gypsum (crude) _...._.--.--.----.-..----...--d0_..- 430, 712 510, 120 487, 379 587,223 
Iron, pig.....--.------------------------------d0_... (4 3) (4 5) (4 5) (45) 
Mineral waters.......................-gallons sold_- (8) (8) (8) - 
Peat__......___..--....--......._.......short tons_- (4) (4) 2, 500 30, 000 
Sand and gravel-_-_..............-.-..-.....-.-do_.__| 72, 503,988 | 71,200,449 | 73,464,803 | 7 1, 852, 285 
Stone___._.......-....----------------.----.--do_-__]| 6, 400, 590 4, 385, 234 4, 013, 740 3, 832, 070 
Miscellaneous °........--..-...---------------e-- ee f-e eee --------| 2, 176, 129 J _..| 2, 880, 942 

Total value, eliminating duplications.-_.......- on 25, 170,181 |.............| 26,006, 904 

1 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 
of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 

3 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 
selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 

3 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 
4 Value included under ‘‘Miscellancous.”’ 
5 Value not included in total value fcr State. 
¢ No carvass. 
7 “Commercial.”? Value of ““Government-and-contractor” included under ‘‘ Miscellaneous.” 
® Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘4’’ and ‘‘7’’ above. . 

497779—43———_4
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| Mineral production of Kansas, 1989-40 

1939 1940 

oo Product a a — 
| | | : Quantity | Value | Quantity Value 

| Asphalt (native) -_.....---.---.--.------short tons_. (1) (4) -------------]------ 2-2 
Cement. -..-...-.----.--------.------------barrels__| 23, 746, 370 | 2 $5,614,112 | 23, 441, 612 | 2$5,192,160 
Chats ——-------------22--neeeeon--oo2-= Short tons__ 50, 000 3) 163, 180 25, 747 . 

/ . . : . ae . 

Sroducts (other than pottery and refractories) ___}.._....--.---| 3 1,051, 249 |_-_..-..--.__| 31,035,000 
Raw (sold by producers) --.-.-.-----short tons-- (1) (1) (4) (1) 

anced Coo a 2a 691 8, 92 53, oo 5 6, 717, 318 . 
Gypsum (crude) -_--_.-.---.-------------..-----d0_--- , (4) 
Lead _._._._-_-.--------------.--.-------------d0___- _ 13, 697 1, 287, 518 11, 927 1, 192, 700 
Mineral paints (zine and lead pigments) --_-.--do-__- (1 6) (1 6) (1 6) (1 6) 
Mineral waters-._....----------------.gallons sold_-. | (0 (7) ‘oe 
Natural gas._-...--..-----------------M cubic feet__| 80, 556,000 | 26,356,000 | 90,003,000 | 31, 931, 000 - 

: Natural gasoline. _.......--..-.-------------gallons._| . 62,175,000 | 1,999,000 | 64,691,000 | 1, 295, 900 
. . Ores (crude), ete.: ° r~ | 

Lead.__.2--.--.-.---.---------------short tons__|-_-_-_-.-----]----.-------- 2, 000 & 
Zine._-...----------------------------..---d0_.._| 1, 937, 000° (8) 1, 187,704; 

_ Zine-lead _--...-.-------------------------d0__--| 1, 764, 300 (8) 2, 014, 096 8). 
Petroleum .____-----------------------------barrels__| 60, 703,000 | 63,100,000 | 66, 139,000 | 68,700,000 
-Pumice.-______..-.-------.--------------Short-tons._| . 41, 643 123, 163 |. 39, 215 129, 959 
Pyrites__...__..--------2-----------------long tons_. 9, 838 QQ) fltee eee fle ee eee 
Salt__......-_..-..----------------------short tons__ 641, 752 2, 591, 934 684, 053 2, 710, 847 
Sand.and gravel.........---------------------do.-._| 1, 934, 759 822, 305 2, 264, 871 893, 962 

_ Stone_..-_..-.------------------. -------------do__.-] — 3,406, 640 4, 550, 560 2, 880, 930 3, 672, 644 
 Zime___-2--.------------e. -- -O-- 68,971 | 7,172, 984 57, 032 7, 186, 032 
Miscellaneous .9_.-..--.-..------- .-------------------|-------------] 2, 797, 911 |---| 2, 760, 184 

Total value, eliminating duplications.-.._.-_..|.-..._.--.---| 122, 959, 513 |__._._....___| 130, 859, 896 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” _ / | . 
2 Exclusive of natural cement, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.”’ 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
' 4 According to Bituminus Coal Division and. Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 
selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. _ oe 

§ Aecording to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. : . 
. 6 Value not included in total value for State. 

7 No canvass. - | 
§ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 

- # Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!” and ‘‘2”’ above. _ 

: Mineral production of Kentucky, 1989-40 

. . 1939 1940 

Product rs a a 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Asphalt (native)...................-..---short tons_- (1) — {? (!) 
GEMMeNt .- nn nn anne nnn none nnenne neon on barrels. Q) — '() @ Q) . 

ay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) __|_..........__| 2 $1, 666,982 |_.._.-__._.__] 2$1, 258, 000 
Raw (sold by producers) ___.._......short tons_- 247, 958 1, 004, 232 345, 023 1, 328, 644 

Coal. __--.-------------------..---------------d0_._.]| 3 42, 556, 568 | 3 74, 078, 412 | 4 49, 140, 904 | 4 91, 153, 768 
Coke. ._..-..--.--.----------------------------d0._.- (2 8) (1 5) (1 8) (1 3) 
Fluorspar_._--......--..-------:--------------d0_-_- 89, 563 1, 773, 063 103, 939 2, 043, 866 
Iron, pig. ---.--.-...---------.--.----.--.----d0_..- 259, 273 G5). 290, 610 (1 5) 

Lead a enone ne nn nnn nnn nee eee nee - OL 87 8,178 360 36, 000 
Lime-___...-.-...-.------------------------- d0____ (1) ©) (?) (1) 
Mineral waters.............----.---.-. gallons sold__ (6) (6) (8) (6) 
Natural gas.._-.....-...-...-.._..--..M cubic feet_.| 47,771,000 | 20,630,000 | 53,056,000 | 22, 936,000 
Natural gasoline. _-__.........-...........--gallons__| 7, 785, 000 347, 000 9, 539, 000 350, 000 
Ores (lead and zine) -._....-.------------short tons_. (7) (7) (7) () 
Petroleum._-____-.........---..--------.-.__barrels_.}| 5, 621, 000 5, 900, 000 5, 188,000 | 5, 400, 000 
Sand and gravel__....._..-.-.....-...-.-short,tons_.| 1, 101, 415 777, 602 1, 226, 325 815, 688 
Stone__....-_..-----..-----,------------------d0_.__| 4,802, 280 4, 480, 098 4, 620, 750 4, 207, 875 
Zine. .._.-.....-------------------------------d0_--- 909 94, 536 1, 278 161, 028 
Miscellaneous °_._-_...._-...---.----.---22.-------_-|-------------| 8, 850; 8389 |_------.-__.-] 10, 740, 376 

Total value, eliminating duplications__..________|__.._.._...__| 112,840, 566 |__.__.___..__] 131, 974. 410 

}. Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
2’ Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
__* Aecording to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude sell- 
ing expenses in eporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 

* According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 
5 Value not includedin total value for State. 

' SNocanvass. _ 
7 Figures not available. 
5 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’-above.
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Mineral production of Louisiana, 1989-40 | 

. 1939 1940 . 

Product © a es rs 

- Quantity Value Quantity Value 

| Cement. ..--.------22----2-02-2------------barrels.- () @) () Qo. a 
ay: 2 

. Products (other than pottery and refractories)...|.....--..----| 2 $741,692 |-..-.-..-...-| ? $540,000 . 
Raw (sold by producers). .._-_-_--.-short tons__- GQ). (1) - 10, 189 96, 314 

Mineral waters. _.._...___.._..._------gallons sold_.|... (3) _ @) (3). QB). / 
Natural BaS.._.-._..--.---.-----------M cubic feet__| 294,370,000 | 53,835,000 | 343,191,000 | 63, 577,000 

. Natural gasoline__......__.....-.-----------gallons_.| 94,090,000 | 3,329,000 | 113,741,000 | 2,552, 000 
Petroleum._._...._.--.-._-____.__-_.__..-.-.barrels__| 93, 646,000 | 98,000,000 | 103, 584,000 | 107, 500, 000 
Salt._..--.---_-_---.--.-_.-:-_-_-..-...-short tons_. 1, 072, 540 2, 830, 331 1, 132, 594 2, 804, 406 
Sand and gravel..__.......-..-__------------.d0___- 2, 145, 793 | 1, 195, 049 2, 580, 478 1, 381, 044 

. Sand-lime brick ___..__......-.-thousands of brick _- (1 4) (4) woe ee eee ne eee e-ee eee 
Stone. _-...---..---.------------.-------short tons__| . @) —— (1) (3) () 
Sulfur_...---....------------------------long tons_- 446,242) - 4) 543,.004 | 8, 688, 064 

. Miscellaneous 5__ -___.------------------------------|------------- 8,972,079 |_-..--...--.-] 2,014, 484: . 

Oo Total value, eliminating duplications. _:_...__|.. ..--------] 168, 903, 151 |_.........._.| 189, 153, 312 

a4 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” | . 
* 3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. . oo 
0 canvass. oo 7 . ae 

- 4 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. _— . 
. _ & Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!” above. : | 

a, Mineral production of Maine, 1989-40 oe oe _ 

: es ee 1939 | 190 | 
Product —~ . en es 

. Quantity | Value Quantity |} Value 

Beryllium ore (beryl) ...--...-.---.--.--short tons_- (i ae . (@l ¢)) so 
Cement ---.--------------2----------------Parrels.- | (3 | (3 03 tf @ 

y: oy . 
Products (other than pottery and refractories)...|...........--| 2 $871,629 |--....--.----| 2 $275, 000 

. Raw (sold by producers) -._.......--short tons -- (2) (1) ween nee ennne|ee .no eee eee 
Feldspar (crude). ----.-------------------long tons_- 18, 109 74, 165 18, 390 84, 796 
Gems and precious stones. .....--.--.---------------|------------- (3) we nee ene e ene e 
Lime..._....-.--------------------------Short tons_- (1) - (1) (1) (Qi 
Mica: | a - 

tte GOPBP. ene nnn nn OL 2 coe GQ 
Sheet ._._..........--------------------pounds- - f (1) 3 f 

Mineral waters---......_--------.-----gallons sold _- 8) (*) 3 3 | 
Peat_....-....-.-.-------.-.------_----short tons__-| 1, 267 26, 569 8, 173 118, 897 
Sand and gravel-_-.-....-----------------------do.___| 3, 312, 164 888, 646 3, 836, 131 878, 820 
Silica (quartz) -.-..-.----.--------------------d0.---] 644 1, 725 160 538 
Slate.........--.----------- oft - eee --e |. 208, 951 ]------.------ 286, 660 
Stone_-__.......--.--.-------------------short tons__ 4205, 280 | 41,228,930 | 4 245,580 | 41,876, 198 
Miscellaneous §............--------------------------]------------- 962, 176 |....--------- 854, 067 

Total value, eliminating duplications..........].........----|| 8, 769, 791 |.....-....---| 4,374,976 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” | | — 
2 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimated by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures ed by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
o canvass. 

4 Exclusive of unclassified stone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
5 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!’’ and ‘“*’”’ above.
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Mineral production of Maryland, 1939-40 

1939 . 1940 . 

. ‘Product a a a rs 
. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Asbestos. ....-.-------------------------short tons... (2) (1) (1) (1). 

Coment .-.------------2-2--02200ece-c-----arrels-- @ , | @® () (1) . 
y: 

: Products (other than pottery and refractories) -_-|_....-..-.---| ? $1, 709, 524 |...-.-..--...| 2 $1, 856, 000 
Raw (sold by producers) .-...-.-----short tons-- 35,817 | 124, 502 49, 036 114, 531 

| Coal.___.....-----------2----------------------0.---| 3-1, 442, 728 | 3 2, 938,938 | 41, 503, 433 | 43, 171, 243 
Coke_..._-------------------------------------0_.-- 1, 578, 973 - (1 5) 1, 682, 701 (1 5) 

. Feldspar (crude) -_--.-.-------------------long tons- - (1) (}) () (Q). 
Gold _.....----------------------------troy ounces. - mye | 2,485 |_------------]------------ 
Iron, pig......---------.-----------------Short tons_.| 2,021, 690 (1 5) © 2, 350, 773 (1 5) 
Lime... _.....---------------------------------d0-~-- 89, 504 396, 201 63, 745 355, 771, 
Mineral waters -_-.-..--.------------------gallons sold-. (8) 6 (8) (°) (5 

. Ore (dry and siliceous) (gold and silver) - short tons -- -- 220 () | j-l-----------|------------ 
Potassium salts_........-----------------------do_----|  . Q) (') (Q). & | 
Sand and gravel. .....-.-.-.-------------------d0_--_-} 3, 311, 029 2, 827, 268 3, 426, 525 2, 763, 322 
Silica ((aartz)_....----------------------------d0-.-- - 615} . 8010; @® © () 
Silver__..._.._.------------------------- troy ounces. - 2/. 1 j.------------]------------ 
Slate___.._.....-_.------------------------ +--+ +o | oe (4) ‘|o-.---------- (4) 

| Stone___._.....--------------------------short tons.-| 1, 024, 130 1, 327, 830 1, 109, 960 |. 1,395, 373 : 
Talc and ground soapstone. ---....------------d0-..- (1) . @ ¢) es es @) 
Miscellaneous 8._......---------------------.---------|-------------|. 40, 697, 718 |----.--------| 46, 596, 898 

: Total value, eliminating duplications._.........|.--..--------| . 11, 781, 531 |.------------| 12,605, 171 

| 1 Value included under ‘Miscellaneous.’ | 
2 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimated by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. _ 
3 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. . 
4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 
§ Value not included in total value for State. . 
6 No canvass. 

| 7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under. the metals. 
§ Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘t’’ above. 

Mineral production of Massachusetis, 1939-40 — 

1939 1940 

Product OO OE .?' v —v—RkRRR 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Clay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) __.|.......------| 1 $866, 226 |...-...------| 1 $976,895 
Raw (sold by producers) -..........-short tons- - (4) (3) (3) (3) 

Coke__.---------.----------------------------d0--.- 1, 057, 158 (2 8) 1, 130, 311 (2 3) 
Diatomite-_...........---.-------------------do-..- (2) (3) wu nee-- nen ee-| eee ee 
Iron, pig...----------------------------------+-d0-_.- (23) (38) (2 8) (3 3) 
Lime__._...__...--..----------------+---------do-..- 111, 734 1, 005, 485 108,797 | © 965,333 
Manganiferous ore-_-_...-.---------------long tons-- 649 (2) 1, 900 (3) 
Mineral waters......-.---.--.---.-----gallons sold... (4) (4) (4) (4). 
Peat.___...-..-.-----_------------------short tons-- &) (2) 703 3, 495 
Sand and gravel__......__--_-----------------do...-| 3, 562, 098 1, 718, 929 3, 563, 760 1, 681, 222 
Sand and sandstone (ground) -_.....-.-.-------do-_--- 1, 374 6, 220 1, 425 6, 240 
Sand-lime brick_............--.-thousands of brick -- (13) (23) (13) (i 3) 
Silica (quartz)_.......-.-...-------------short tons_- 442 2, 652 786 4,716 
Stone....._-_.-_------.----_------------------do_..-] 2, 543, 730 4, 459, 797 2, 176, 340 3, 819, 708 
Miscellaneous §__.._.._..-.__-._----------------------|-------------| 8, 383, 674 |..-_---------] 9, 436, 083 

Total value, eliminating duplications..........|.....--------] 8, 242,956 |....---------| 7, 573, 122 

a 

1 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
2 Value included under ‘‘ Miscellaneous.”’ 
3 Value not included in total value for State. 
‘No canvass. 
§ Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘”’ above.
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: Mineral production of. Michigan, 1989-40 | 

1939 — 1940 . 

Product — eee | 

Quantity ‘Value Quantity Value . 

Bromine......-..-...-.--------------------pounds- - 13, 035, 667 |. $2,680,591 | 14,173,936 | $2,878, 900 
Calcium chloride_-_................------short tons. - 98, 287 1, 219, 581 84, 918 900, 801 
Comment. ----...---------+----0-------------barrels.- 8, 327,479 | 10,891,978 | 8,519,416 | 11, 389, 191 

y: 
oO ~ “Products (other than pottery and refractories) _--|_....---.----} 12,550, 934 |_-.--.---..--] >! 2,377, 000 ~ 

Raw (sold by producers) _......-.---short tons-- (2) ~ (3) (2) mn ©) 
Coal__..------.--..------------------~--------d0_--- 3 456, 754 | 3 1,-723, 104 4 410,169 | 41, 592,051 - 
Coke. ....---.-------------------+------------d0_.-- 2, 430, 688 | > 12, 408, 881 2, 872. 026 | 5 15, 445,452 
Copper-.-..........---.---.-.-----------.--pounds_-.] 87, 970, 000 9, 148, 880 | 90,396,000 | 10, 214, 748 
Gems and precious stones....-.---..------.---------|------------- (6) ~ wenn en ene (8) - 
Gypsum (crude) ........------.---------short tons.-| 643, 180 834, 856 746, 982 1, 017, 126 
ron: SO 

Ore— . - a ps - 
Sold to furnaces.___......-....---long tons__| 11, 238,605} 37,026,665 | 13,751,970 | 40,474,951 . 
Sold for paint.._-..-....----.---------d0..-- 872 (2) © fl.wsi.------ |e ---------- 

Pig_....-...-......--.---------------Short tons_.| | 1, 275, 640 | § 18, 872, 150 1, 340, 402 | 5 18, 472, 588 
Lime. ._--------.-----------------------------d0_-_-- _ 45, 180 324, 765 - 41,814 308, 926 
Magnesium......_.....-..----......-------pounds_-] 10, 650, 121 nO 12, 823, 633 3, 462, 380 
Magnesium salts (natural): . 7 OS 

_ Carbonate_-._.--.------------------------d0._-- (2) & ( (2 
Chloride_.__......-....--..-----.-.---.---d0__-_- (2) Q@ | (2 3 
Sulfate.-_........-...---.-------.---------d0_-_- (2) (4) (2) - 3 . 

Manganiferous ore.......-..-------------long tons_.]__--...------]------------- 18, 617 x 
Marl, calcareous. -......----------------short tons.-| — _(?) . , (2) _ @ 
Mineral waters.._..-...-.-------------gallonssold_-| (6) 6 | (®°  ®% . . 

. Natural gas. __........-.-....--.-.---M cubic feet._| 10,726,000 | 7,411,000 | 12,648,000 | 8,339,000 
Natural gasoline__............------.....---gallons..] 2,971,000 89, 000 3,919,000 | 162,000 
Ores (crude), ete.: Copper_.--....------short tons_-| 4,603, 751 | ) 4, 438, 219 (*). 
Peat..........--.---.-------------------------0_.-- 6, 190. 28, 600 | 5, 326 - 32,750 
Petroleum.___._...-.._..---------.-..-.-.---bartels..| 28, 462,000 | 21,350,000 | 19,753,000 | 20, 150, 000 
Salt_...........---.-......-...........-short tons.-| 2, 408, 872 6, 726, 912 2, 863, 035 7, 479, 905 
Sand and gravel__.__..._.....----.-----------do....] 10, 748, 007 4, 087, 508 } 13, 650, 528 4, 978, 006 : 

- §Sand-lime brick_.....-.........-thousands of brick -- 8 21,475 8 197, 659 8 14, 564. 8 170, 678 | 
Silver._..._...-.--.._._-_-___-......-..-troy ounces. 101, 878 69, 154 88, 657 63, 045 
Stone____......-.-._....------.- .-.--.-short tons._| 11. 138, 280 5, 890, 728 | 13, 527, 170 6, 891, 433 
Miscellaneous *__...........-.-----------------------|-------------| 3, 836,289 ]_......-.----] 1,891, 690 

Total value, eliminating duplications__........|...-.--------| 116, 088, 154 |_........----] 124, 774, 581 

_ 1 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. ‘Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 
of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. | 

# Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” oe 
2 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

_....-..--__ $glling expenses in reporting value, but.a number of them included such expenses... a 
_ 4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 

§ Value not included in total value for State. 
6 No canvass. | : 

_ 1Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
'§ Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Se 
* Includes minerals indicated by “?’’ above. , . a
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| Mineral production of Minnesota, 1989-40, oo | | 

Oo / | } 1939 10400 
| Product | —_-——— > re OO Tt 

i. a. Oo oo Quantity ; Value | Quantity Value FO 

7 Geen... --------ennnnennnennnnzeneenen--- barrels. — 0) @) Q - 8 
ay: . ao a 

. Products (other than pottery and refractories) ___|__..-.--..-.-| 2 $1, 013, 688 |.-.-..---....] 2 $988, 116 
Raw (sold by producers)..__.......-short tons_- 2, 010 5, 258 ‘Oe Qo |. 

Coke_.._......------...---.2--._--2-----------d0.-_. 497,079 | 33,684, 811 _  §24, 360 | 3 3, 662,908 
Flint lining for tube mills____....-.-.....-.-:-do___- (1) (!) (1) Q) 
Gems and precious stones......-.-..-.--------------|-----e ee § wee en ence cane 4 . 

RD 
Ore___._._..-...-.-.-..--------------long tons._| 32,370, 241 ae 591 | 47,904,137 | 118, 947, 968 
Pig_...--------_---.---.-..-..-.--.--short tons_. 188, 013 aig 282, 728 (13) . 

\ Lime. .___.-2 22 eee don. Q) (1) (1) to. Q@ 
Manganiferous ore. __._....__..-....-----long tons-_- 651, 963 - (1) 1, 046, 374 2, 894, 388 
Marl, calcareous. ---------.-..----..----short tons... 800 745 £ (3 
Mineral waters. -.-..-.-...-..:..-.--.. gallons sold__ (4) (4) 4) 4) 

Lo Peat_....-...---.----------------------.-short tons-- (2) - (@) - 1,984 19, 980 
| . Pebbles for grinding. -_--..._.----.-.--..--..-do.-.-| (4)... @) (1) (1) 

Sand and gravel. .-.-----------rgpo=--- 3-0. 8, 501, 211 ‘1, 942, 430 8, 729, 205 1,924,716 | 
‘Sand-lime brick. ._..-.-.......-thousands of brick_- 218,428 | . 4 182,443- (3) (13) - 
Stone ___.....--.. 22. --..-____.__..-..._short tons_- 1, 405, 740 2, 339, 774 | . 1, 110, 230 1, 987, 822 
Miscellaneous §...._----.----------------------------]-------------| 7, 188, 055-|.-_--.-----_-]. 7, 083, 749 

| Total value, eliminating duplications_........- wevesee+----| 106,455,607 |..........-.-] 128, 571, 690 - 

- oo 1 Value included under. ‘“‘Miscellaneous.”’ ae _ . | - 
oe . 3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 

mo 3 Value not included in total value for State. — | | - 
4 No canvass. — oo | oe 3 . 

| . Includes minerals indicated by “!’’ above. . 7 

| se Mineral production of Mississippi, 1989-40 ts 

- | | od 1939 1940 
: Product - I 

OO . | ~ | Quantity Value | Quantity | Value 

Products (other than pottery and refractories).._|-....-.---.--| 1 $761,686 |....-.--..---| 1$787,000 
Raw (sold by producers) __._.......-short tons__| (?) (?) . (2) (?) 

Iron ore.__..---......------.------..-----long tons__|__..---.-----]--_------- 2. 50 | 38 
Mineral waters_-..--...--..--..----._-gallons sold_.}- . @) (8) (3) @) . 
Natural gas____.---.-.------.--------.M eubicfeét_.| 14, 527, 000 3, 300, 000 6, 365, 000 1, 637, 000 
Petroleum..__._..__...-...._.....1...-__.__Darrels_. 107, 000 94, 000. 4, 400, 000 3, 750, 000 
Sand and gravel__...........-.--------.-short tons_.| 2, 336, 842 810, 933 2, 319, 073 724, 777 
Stone_.............-..------------.------+----d0_-.- 6) (?) 4210 #410 
Miscellaneous §__._..._.-..--------------------------|-------------|_-225, 687 |-------------|. 340, 422 

. Total value, eliminating duplications._........|.-....-......| 5, 192,156 |.-...--.-.-.-| 7, 230, 647 

: 1 Figures.obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau | 
of Mines based on figures ed by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 

2 Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
3 No canvass. . 
4 Exclusive of limestone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” 
5 Includes minerals indicated by ‘”’ and ‘4’’ above.
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Mineral production of Missourt, 1939-40 

~ 1989 | 1940 

Product —_—_—_—_—_——_—_—_--- ee oe: _~——eV—n——— 

Quantity Value Quantity — Value 

Asphalt (native) _.................------short tons_- Q) (4) (4) Qi) 
. Barite_..----...----.-.-----------------------d0_--- 171, 642 | $1, 163, 870 179,455 | $1, 216, 068 

Cement_.-..._.....---.-.----.------------.--bartels__| 4, 702, 259 7, 420, 013 4, 867, 799 7, 616, 247 
7 CEAES -—— nn oan enennnnnvaecnr=---n---SOre tons... 524, 100 59, 900 1, 470, 849 238, 266 

Products (other than pottery and refractories) ...|.......------| 42,759,036 |_-.------...-| 22, 064,000 
-- + Raw (sold by producers) -.-...------short tens-- 384, 665 1, 172, 029 498, 150 1, 400, 932 

Goal... -------do_-._| 23, 273, 550 | 36, 138,603 | 43,096,741 | 46,320,770 
Coke. __-----.----.-..-----------.--------.---do__-- (1) (1 5) (1 5) Gd — 
Copper. ._-----..-..-..--.-------------.----poumds--]-------------]-------------] 1, 370, 000 154, 8310 
Iron ore— . 

Sold to furnaces, etc. _....--.-.---.--long tons_- 36, 638 53, 839 50,217 | ‘128, 234 
Sold for paint.............---.-.-.....--.-d0_--- 2, 117 53346 3, 203 ~ 11,177 

Lead.____..-----.----.-_.---.--.-.-------short tons_- 156, 281 14, 600; H14 172,052 | 17, 205, 200 
Lime.._..-..---.---------------.--------------0----| 516, 988 2, 800, 379 607, 062 3, 184, 298 
Mineral paints (zinc and lead pigments) - .--.-.do---- (1 5) (5) (15) (15). 
Mineral waters__...........----..-----gallons sold_- (8) (8) . (®) () © : 
Natural gas...._............---..-...-M cubic feet--| 538, 000 312, 000 310, 000 166, 000 
Ores (crude), etc.: - 

Lead_.........-..-.-.-.-..-....-.---short tons._]| 5, 127, 000 (*) §, 837, 550 Y) 
Zinc. _.-....-----.--------.---------------do_---| | _ 20, 200 (7) 201, 055 ©. . 

._ Zine-lead._.........--..------------------d0__.- 503, 600 ® 418, 795 Y | 
Petroleum............----..----------------Dbartels_- 40, 000 30, 000 44, 000 | 34, 000 
 ‘Pyrites._.......--..---..--..--------..--long tons_- 32, 496 | 68, 369 29,325; 74,088 
Sand and gravel_...-.-...:--.--..-----..short tons..| 3, 857, 406 2, 310, 995 4, 057, 571 2, 311, 221 
Sand and sandstone (ground)--..---..--.---..d0-_---| (1) (1) (4) - Q) 
Sand-lime brick _.__._.......... thousands of brick_- (2 8) (i 8) (2 8) (18) 
Silver_...............-...............--troy oumeces-_.- 2138, 400 144, 853 260, 314 .185, 112 
Stone_-_-.......-.-.---------------------Sshort. tons._} ° 3, 958,470 | ° 4, 589, 986 6, 085, 790 6, 176, 867 
Tripoli___...--_.-.-.------.----------------.--d0_--- () QY. ®Q | Ri 
Tungsten ore (60-percent coricentrates)_.......do..._|-..----------|-------------] 13;- @ 
Zine. ._.....--_--.----------------------------d0_--- 15,096 | 1,580, 984 12,703 | 1,600, 578 
Miscellaneous 10... eee --|-------------] 1, 7, 108 |------.------| 1, 876, O41 

Total value, eliminating duplications. .-..-...|.-.----------] 45, 683,707 |--.----------| 50, 324, 566 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
2 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
8 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked toexclude sell- 

ing expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
4 According to Bituminous Coal] Division; value includes selling expenses. 
5 Value not included in total value for State. . . 

7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. ee 
8 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. . 
® Exclusive of sandstone, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” 
® Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!” and “®”? above. —
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Mineral production ef Montana, 1939-40 

1939 1940 

Product _ OO OO 

Quantity Value Quantity | Value 

Antimony ore (concentrates).....-.....-snhort tons_.!__.....----.-]__----2- 2 69 $3, 000 
. Arsenious oxide.._.......---------------------d0_-.. ) ) (1) QQ) 

Asbestos.............----.-.---------.----_---d0__-. () (1) (1) a ¢)) 
Barite. ...-...-.---.-- 2. 2.-.-.--------2-------d0___- () 3 wonen- ene e eee ee, 
Bismuth.___...--------..--.--.------------pounds. - (3) (2) (3) (?) 

a a @) | (2) dy ¢)) 
y: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories).-_}.............]. 2 $208,727 |_._..-..-_._- 3-155, 000 

cC paw (sold by producezs)_---...-.---short tons-- (1) OM (1) () 

, _ Bituminous.....-.............---.-..-.---d0_._- ‘ 5 2,818, 936 | § 4,075, 528 © Lgtte TTT TTT 4077] + 2 808, 749 | 44, 092, 157 |{ * 2 BEB. 986 | * 4, 075, 528 
. Copper. __...------.----._----------------pounds_.} 195, 654, 000 | 20, 348, 016 | 252,782,000 |. 28, 564, 366 

Gems and precious stones_-_.-:_..-.....-.--.--------|_.-.--------. (8) wenn ee nn nnn (6) 
Gold_....------.-------.--.------------troy ounces..| 264,173 9, 246, 055 272, 602 9, 541,070 
Gypsum (crude)-_-__........._...........short tons_- (4) (4) (2). (1) 
Lead........-----.----------------------------do----| 16, 555 1, 556, 170. 23, 036 2, 303, 600 
Lime..---...---..-------.--------------------d0-..-- (4) 6) 18, 797 77, 658 
Manganese ore.__---....-..--------------long tons_. 11,139. (1) 19, 343 (1) 
Manganiferous ore._..._....-...-..--.--------d0___- 2,121 (1) 3, 617 (1) 
Mineral waters. .........-......-......gallons sold_- (8) (6) ¢°) (8) 
Natural gas... .---..--...---.-.------M cubic feet_.| 23, 178, 000 6, 486, 000 | 26, 231, 000 7, 132, 000 
Natural gasoline......................-_----gallons._| — 2, 161,000 154, 000 2, 603, 000 162, 000 
Ores (crude), etc.: : oe 

~ Copper. -_.---.------..-..-_....-.---short tons_.| 2, 253, 270 % 3, 287,808 |. (7) 
Dry and siliceous (gold and siiver)..-----.do.---| 1,049, 461 8 , 1, 028, 523 | -- (4) - 
Lead.........-..--.--.---------.----------d0_--- 23, 096 —@®™~. 29,454) (7) 
 Lead-copper--_--..-.2-----.-------- 2 --dO_- fo fee : 71 *) 
Zine _.--..--2..-.---.----------..----.---d0__.-] - 146, 705 “ |. 174,181 () : 
Zine-lead _ _...__---.---....2.-------------do___- 320, 248 @~. 579, 209 (*) 

Petroleum... .-....._-....-..------..--...-_barrels_.| 5, 960, 000 5, 860,000 | ~— 8, 728, 000 6, 660, 000 
Phosphate rock _......-.---------.-------long tons_- 44, 384 112, 142 - 64, 239 184, 844 
Platinum metals (crude)._..._._.......troy oumces__]_........--__|_--------___- 31 (1) 
Pyrites.._...........-..-..._.......-._-_long tons-_- (1) J. @Q) (2) (1) 
Sand and gravel..._-....._.............-short tons..| 4,305, 553 1, 678, 098 4, 978, 353 1, 953, 009 
Silver ._..... .------....._.......-..--._troy ounces..| 9, 087, 571 6, 168, 583 | 12, 361, 050 8, 790, 080 
Stone. _-.__--.-.--.--/.-----......--.---short tons_.| 1, 266, 220 1, 714, 718 +829, 600 813, 286 
Tin (metallic equivalent) __...__.._.._..... pounds. (4) — (1) (1) 
Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) --short tons... 23 Q) | 50 (1) 
Vermiculite.-.___..--...---. 22-2222. do___- (2) (2) ¢)) (1) 

; Zine. _._-__.-._.--.---.--.----------------..-d0_--- 34, 799 3, 619, 096 52, 587 6, 625, 962 
Miscellaneous 8____.....-----.----------------------|-------------| 2, 105, 090 |-..----..-.-.] 2, 360, 470 

Total value, eliminating duplications. _.......|--.-.--...---| 63, 348, 802 |_............] 79, 487, 873 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” . 
1 Figures not available. 
’ Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
4 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
’ According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 
§No canvass. 
7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. . 
§ Includes minerals indicated by ‘!” above.
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Mineral production of Nebraska, 1939-40 

| 1939 1940 

Product re OOO ee 

. Quantity Value Quantity Values 

Cement. -----.---------eeenn-e--n0-0-------Darrels.- (1) (1) (1) (1) 
ay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories)...|......-...-.-| 2$569,953 |-..-.-......-] 2 $412,000 . 
Raw (sold by producers) -......-.-.-short tons. - 19, 576 9, 185 ‘10, 417 5, 781 

Mineral waters._.......-.....-.--.-..-gallons sold.- () (8) (3) (8) 
Petroleum..........-...-.-....--.--.--_-.- barrels... 2, 000 2,000 276, 000 220, 000 oe 
Pumice............-.........-...-------short tons. - (1) (1) mi) (1) | 
Sand and gravel_...._........_-...-...-.---.-do_...] 2, 494, 142 878, 366 3, 051, 706 1, 072, 985 

. Stone....-------.._----..-----------.-.-------d0...- 427, 580 660, 732 832, 880 906, 563 
Miscellaneous ¢___._.__......-.-..----------------.-|-------------] 2, 270,055 |---.-.-------| 2,074, 867 

Total value, eliminating duplications..........]...----------| 4,390, 291 |.--.---..-.--| 4, 692, 146 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
2 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau , 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
0 canvass. . . 

¢ Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’ above. . . ' 

Mineral production of Nevada, 1989-40 — | 

. 1989 1940 | 

Product —_-_-— -e—ooooo {rere 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Andalusite.-..................--.-.---.-short tons... (1). 0 (1) . 0 
- Antimony ore (concentrates). -.....--.-.-------d0---- 137 1) 361 22, 100 

Barite...........-.--..-.-.--..---------------d0_-.- (1) (1) 3 (1) 
Bismuth.............-.-..-----------------pounds-- (2) (?) 3 (3) 
Boron minerals. .........--.--.-.-------short tons. - 300 $4,500 |----------...|------..-.-- 

ay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) ...|........-.... (¢)) ween een nnneee (13) 
Raw (sold by producers) -_.-.......--short tons. (1) (1) ~. (2) (1) 

Copper.....--.-.---.---.----.-----------.- pounds_-_| 133, 194,000 | 18,852,176 | 156,908,000 | 17,730, 604 
, Diatomite_............-.....-..-.---.---short tons.- | f? (1) (1) 

Dumortierite..........-.....-..-.--.----------d0--.- 1) 1) (}) - () 
Fluorspar......-..----------------------------d0-.-- 3, 520 (1) 5, 803 f? 
Fuller’s earth..........-.-....----------------d0___- () ti (2) 1) 
Gems and precious stones. .....-....----------------|------------- 4). woe eee -ee (4) 
Gold_.....__........-.--------------.--troy ounces.. 361,518 | 12,653, 130 383,933 | 13, 437, 655 

no --------G raphite,-amorphous. =. .;- sucsvessus..-Short-tons. - vonerenn (1) fee Q. a (1) ecw viel never eons 4)_ ceuunstute wows wanes se uetnmennee 

Gypsum (crude).....-..----------------------d0..-- 205, 762 484, 621 250, 632 618, 050 
Lead... eee dO. 4, 236 | 398, 184 7, 499 749, 900 
Lime. ..........-.----.:---.------------------d0-..-- (1) (1) (1) (1) . 
Magnesite. ...._.-..-..-2--.--.--.------------d0.-.- ty 3 e , : 
Magnesium oxide (hydrated) (brucite) ........do-_--- ( ( 1) 1 
Manganese ore. _._.__.-_.-.-..-.-.-.-.---long toms..|.........---.|------------- 210 1) 
Manganiferous ore............-.-.-.-.---.----d0...-].------,-----|------------- _ 4,613 f? 
Marl, calcareous. ....-..-..-.----.----..short tons. - (1) () (1). 1) 
Mercury ......_ .---------------flasks (76 pounds) .. 828 86, 062 5, 924 1, 047, 778 
Mineral waters........---.-.----------gallons sold_-_ (4) (4) (4) (4) 
Ores (crude), etc.: 

Copper... .-----.-------------------Short tons..| 4, 936, 001 (5) 6, 158, 388 g 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)........do....| 1,907,051 (8) 2, 044, 000 mn) 
Lead. .......-.----------------------------d0.-_- 6, 730 8) 7, 080 ) 
Lead-copper..-.-.-.---.--------------------d0-..- 219 5) 9 @) 
Zine. ..._.--------------------------------d0...- 150 i) 1,968 | 3 
Zine-lead_...-.---------------------------d0.... 44, 848 ; 126, 814 (6 | 

Pumice._._.....----.------.--------.-------...du_-.- (1) 1 woo e ene n eee fen ee eee eee 
Sand and gravel. -....-.-.-.-..--------------.-do.-.-| 1,329,810 | 453, 047 1, 803, 924 543, 036 
Silver._.............._....-...-..----..troy ounces..| 4,316,029 2, 929, 668 5, 175, 928 3, 680, 660 

. Stone. .........-.-..--..-.---.------.---short tons-- 6 34, 260 6 40, 207 171, 670 189, 143 
Sulfur ore.._....-.-.-.-.---.-.---.-.-.---long tons-_- 43 343 41 403 
Tale and pinite............-.....-.-.-.-short tons..}........-...-|-------------) @ (2) 
Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates) ........do..--. 2, 091 (1) 1, 796 | (1) 
Zinc. __.........-----.------------------------d0-_-- 6, 228 647, 712 11, 833 1, 490, 958 
Miscellaneous ’.........----.-----------------------|-------------] 3, 121, 220 |--.--........| 3,060, 242 

Total value, eliminating duplications. -._......!...--...--.--! 34, 670, 879 |_.....-......! 42,570, 529 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
? Figures not available. 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
‘No canvass. 
8 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
* Exclusive of limestone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous:” 
’ Includes minerais indicated by ‘‘!”’ and ‘‘®’’ above.
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Mineral production of New Hampshire, 1939-40 | | 
. 

A ara PS 
- 

1939 | 1940 
Product |--,o 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value — 

Clay products (other-than pottery and refractories)_.|_. __.......-| 1 $321,751 |.-.....-..___| 1 $204,298 
Feldspar (crude) __.-....._.........._._-_long tons_- 34, 414 161, 968 38, 589 149, 031 
Garnet, abrasive_.-.--......._...-...-.-short tons_. (?) 8 onan eee e nee] eee ee 
Gems and precious stones_.-_...._.-.-.-...--.----.-]_-.---------- 3 wenn nee n nee (’) 
Mica: 

Serap. .........----..-...--.--------short tons_- 105 1, 592 (2) © 
Sheet _....------..-..----.-.-...-...... pounds. 43, 670 3, 738. (2) 3) 

Mineral waters. --..------------------.gallons sold_. (3) (3) (3) @) 
Peat. _._.-.-.----.-..-..-.--...-...-_-__short tons. : (2). (?) 143 2, 116 
Sand and gravel____.....-.-.--.--_-.---.-----..d0_...| 2,067, 994 (219,296 | 2,182, 525 266, 338 
Seythestones--.-..------------.---------.-----d0_._. @) (?) (?) (2) 
Stone___-_---------.-----------.--------------d0___. 105, 390 437, 342 451, 250 4 409, 616 
Miscellaneous §__.._....-.---.-2-.-.----- eee weeeecenn----] Al, 652 |.------------ 34, 008 

‘Total value, eliminating duplications.._.......|.....--.-----| 1, 187, 339 weveeeee-----| 1,065 337 

- 1 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. oo 
Pe 2 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” 

. 3 No canvass. . . 
4 Exclusive of basalt, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” 
5 Includes minerals indicated by ‘2’? and ‘4’? above. | oe 

- | Mineral production of New Jersey, 1989-40 | 

1939 1940 
oo Product TTT 

- | . Quantity Value | Quantity Value 

Coment..-.-....-------+---------------+---barréls. (1) (!) ¢)) Y 
y: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) __.|__......-..--| 2 $6, 726,041 |............-] 3 $6, 489, 000 
Raw (sold by producers) ___.....__.-short -tons_- 96, 629 522, 684 95, 186 529, 914 

Coke___-_....-..-2- 222 d0_- 1, 003, 197 f s 1, 016, 481 (i 3 
Ferro-alloys__-.........--.-..-...-.-.-------..0-... “(1 8) 18 (2 8) (13 
Iron 6re____.-.----------------.----------long tons_.- 394, 709 1, 865, 037 893, 998 3, 328, 467 
Lime_____-.........-.......-.-.....-..--short tons. - 22, 636 148, 605 28, 854. 206, 326 
Manganiferous residuum_.-..__........._-long tons-- 129, 238 (1) 154, 455 |. () 

. Marl, greensand.___......._............-short tons_- 6, 466 318, 550 6, 697 | 389,885 
Mineral waters... ...._........._.....-_gallons sold_- (4) (4) 4 | g 
Ore (zinc) _-.....-.........-.....-_-_._...short tons_. 606, 504 (8) 556, 031 ( . 
Peat. .-..--.--. 22-2 -d0___- 11, 781. 62, 372 10, 056 51, 565 
Sand and gravel..............-..--.--..-------do....|_ 4,319,207 | 3, 361, 955 4, 918, 350 3,846, 902 
Sand and sandstone (ground)__.__._......__...do__.. 88, 946 577, 811 )) in) 
Sard-lime brick. -..-..._......thousands of brick_- G6 (% (i 8) (i 
Silica (quartz)___........-......._.--.-.-short toms._]_.._...-.----]....---_-__-- () | (1) 
Stone. -.....--. 2222-22 ----0_..-| 2, 806, 020 3, 036, 516 2, 705, 170 2, 888, 339 
Tale. _..--..-.-.----2----- eee G02 |e fee (1) (4) 
Zine 7. _.._------.2.-2-2.--2-----------------..d0._.. 88,716 | 11, 507, 318 91,406 | 13, 121,911 
Miscellaneous °___..--.. --.-.---.-.---22-----------.|-------------| 8, 987, 606 |_..--.-. 8} 9, 814, 738 

Total value, eliminating ee 30, 441, 758 |_.....-...-.-| 338, 653, 732 

' Value included under “Miscellaneous.” 
? Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bu- 

reau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
3 Value rot included in total value for State. 
‘No canvass. 
¥ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metal. . 
‘ Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
7 Value Teported for zinc in New Jersey is estimated smelting value of recoverable zine content of ore after 

freight, haulage, smelting, and manufacturing charges are added. 
¢ Includes mitterals indicated by ‘‘!’’ above.
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Mineral production of New Mexico, 1989-40 

1939 1940 . 

Product ee eee - 

: Quantity Value Quantity Value — 

Arsenious oxide-_--...._----.-------------short tons__ (1) (1) (1) Q@) | 
Bismuth_--_--._-..--.--.-------------------pounds_-]_...-._-.....|--..---.---.- (1) (1) 
Calcite (Iceland spar) .......-....-..--.-.-----do.... (2) (3) nen eceeene-|----ee nee nee 

ay: 
. Products (other than pottery and refractories)_._}.............] 2$162,003 |...........-. 3 $98, 000 

Raw (sold by producers) ----.--...--short tons__ 7, 767 19, 686 11, 378 18, 322 | 
Coal_.__------.--.----------------------------d0_.._| 41,230,060 | 43, 503,032 | 51,110,615 | 53,304, 046 
Copper .--.-----------.-------------~----.-pounds._| 92, 284,000 | 9, 597, 536 | 139, 696,000 | 15,785,648 
Diatomite_._.._.---.----.---------------short toms._|...--.--.._.-|--.-.-------- (3) (2) 
Fluorspar-_..---.--.---------------------------d0__-- (8) () (3) (2) 
Fuller’s earth_._.__..-_---.-------------------do.-__|-- de (3) (2) 
Gems and precious stones... -..------.--------------]------------- (8) eewenencenne's (6) oe 
Gold ___.--.--..-----.-----------------troy ounees_. 36, 979 1, 204, 265 35, 943 1, 258, 005 
Lead....--------------------------------Short tons_.- _ 5, 392 506, 848 3,822 382, 200 - 
Lime. __....----....----------------2---------d0-__. (3) (2) (2) (2) 
Manganese ore.._....-.------------------long tons_.| 339 () 45 (2) 
Manganiferous ore_._...--------.-------------d0__-- 31, 999 (2) 36, 835 Q@) ca: , . 

Scrap. ..--.-------------------------Short tons..|| .. (#) (3) - (4) ~ Q) 
Sheet .---.--.------------------------.-pounds.-}| (4) (4) () (2) 

Mineral waters_-..........-------------gallons'sold__| .. (6) (8) _. (8) (8) 
Molybdenum... .---------------------7;-- pounds... 1, 269, 182 (2) 1,897,063 | (2)_— 

. Natural gas_....----------------------M cubic feet__| 60, 284, 000 8, 778, 000 | 63,990,000 | 10,317, 00 
Natural gasoline__...._.............--------gallons..| 54,707,000 | 1,696,000 | 55, 713, 000 879, 000 a 

. Ores (crude), etc.: . 
Copper__......-----.----------------short tons.-| 4, 517, 429 (7) 6, 606, 471 ) 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) -__---...do__-- 111, 202 (7) 127,014 M . .. 
Lead___-...-.----------------------+-----d0...- 1, 431 (7) 1, 901 (7) 

_ Lead-copper.-....-----------.------------d0__-- 1,102 (7) wee eee eee none eee ee eee 
. Zine_.___--..---..------.-.---------------d0___- 217, 517 ) -128, 126 (7) . 

| Zinc-lead _._...-.-------------------------d0__.- 128, 604 (7). 231, 391 (7). 
Petroleum__..._.._...-....-------------..--barrels..] 37, 637,000 | 30,850,000 | 39,129,000 | 32, 500, 000 
Potassium salts. .......-..--.-----------Short tons_-. (2) (2) (2) (2) 
Pumice... _.---.-..----------------------------d0__-- (2) (2) (3) (3) 
Salt_...._._.-..--.--.--.--------------+-------d0__-- (2) (2) 18, 915 41, 573 
Sand and gravel_._...-------.-.----=---------do.___| 1,832, 733 | § 1,131,804 | & 2,364,939 | 81,141, 380 

: Silver_...._.........-------------------troy ounces_.| 1, 400, 878 950,899 | 1,407,839 | 1,901, 130 
- Stone_____.._.........--..--....-.-.----short tons._}  ° 287,190 9 164, 924 362, 020. 223,680 
Tantalum ore__......__..--..--------------pounds.- () ()  j------------}------------ 
Tin (metallic equivalent) ----...--------------do_--- (2) (2) (2)  ) _ 
Tungsten ore (60-percent. concentrates) _...--.-d0....|-------------|------------- 98. (3) 
Zinec__.......----------------------------Short tons. 29, 356 8, 053, 024 30, 313 3, 819, 438 
Miscellaneous 10_____.........-.----.----------------]-------------| 8, 279, 776 |-------------| 10, 200,301 : 

Total value, eliminating duplications__........|.........-...| 69, 987, 797 |-.---..------| 80, 969, 723 

1 Figures not available. 
2 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.’’ 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. ‘Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. . 
. 4 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
; According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 

No canvass. 
7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
8 “Government-and-contractor.”’ Value of ‘“Commercial’’ included under ‘“‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
* Exclusive of basalt, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
1 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘2’’, ‘‘8’’, and ‘*”’ above.
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. , _ Mineral production of New York, 1989-40 | : 

1939 1940 

Product a | ne 

Quantity | Value Quantity Value 

Aluminum.-___..__-_-_---.-...._.-..---..--pounds.- (! 3) (1 3) 179, 177,116 |2 $32,700, 000 
COMENL. - ------------------222e0++--------- barrels. 3 6, 853, 796 | 3 $9, 866, 102 | 38, 251, 028 | 3 11, 687, 089 ay: | 

Products (other than pottery and refractories)___|.__..........| 46,883,109 |_._.......__} 4 5, 820, 000 
Raw (sold by producers)..........--short tons..| (1) —- ) (1) (1) 

Coke-.._---.-------.-.---------------------.-0___-] 4, 468, 487 | 2 25, 526, 646 5, 080, 403 | 2 29,519, 871 
Diatomite---..---.------------------.--------d0__.- (!) (?) | (1) (1) 
Emery.-......-.------------------------------d0___- 765 6, 828 1, 046 9, 349 
Feldspar (crude) _-_......-..........--...-long tons_- (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Ferro-alloys_---..------.-.---------_...-short tons. 183, 465 | 2 18, 388, 766 259, 393 | 230,719, 756 

_ Garnet, abrasive... ...........-..---.-------..d0___- (1) (1) (1) (1) 
- Gems and precious stones--_._.-..------....----...--|-.-_-_--.. (8) vow een e nee ®) | 

_ Graphite: . 
| -.) Artificial... 22.2222... pounds__ (1 3) (! 2) (12) (23) 

Crysvalline.. .......------.----------.----d0.._- (1) (1) Peete fete eee Gypsum (crude) -..-...-.-.----....-.---short tons_- 709, 495 971, 229 798,229} 1,037, 181 
Iron: 28 

Ore— , | 
Sold to furnaces___--............_long tons... (1) (1) (!) 3 . 

_ Sold for paint__._-.-.--..-..-.----...do0____ (1).  &) Q) ! 
| Pig.__--.---------------------------short tons..| 2, 475, 450 | 2 45, 275, 716 3, 206, 162 | 3 54, 150, 107 . 
. Lead _ -.___---.-.---------------------------2d0___- (1) Q) | 1,973 | 197, 300 

Lime. ._._..-.-----------------+---.----------d0__.- 42, 225 314,457 | 84, 364 408, 645 
‘Mica: oo 

| Scrap_....-.--------------.------------.--d0__.- e (!) () GQ) 
Sheet ._...-.------------.-_------.--..._pounds.- ( (4) (!) - (1) 

Millstones__-_.._..-------_----------------22--------|- eee 2, 584 f__- le (?) 
Mineral waters_-._...............-.-.-gallons sold_- (5) (5) (5) (5) 
‘Natural gas__--......-...--.-.-..--..M cubic feet__} 29,222,000 | 15, 201,000 12, 187,000 |. 8, 246, 000 
Natural gasoline. __-_....................--gallons_.- 34, 000 1, 000 17,00 1,000 
Ores (crude), etc.: —— . 

Zine__..-...-.---. .---.-..---.-...--short tons_. 115, 000 (8) 116, 171 (6S) 
Zine-lead . -..--..-.-.-.----------..-------do___- 305, 000 (6) 316, 048 | (8) 

Peat.....------------------- 2-2 -2-------------d0___- 18, 306 116, 875 19, 352 148, 433 
Petroleum _..-.....-.--.----..----.----.---barrels..| 5,098,000 | 10, 650, 000 4,999,000 | 11,690, 000 
Pyrites__...-2----.----..-.-.....--._-----long tons_- 71, 176 (2) 64, 498 233, 816 
Salt: -...-.---.--.---.-.--.-+--.-.-._.---short tons..| 2,041, 492 §, 855, 422 2, 117.671 | . 6, 523, 775 
Sand and gravel__......-......-....-.--_---..do__..] 712, 608, 128 | 77, 050, 104 7 13, 225,133 | 7 7, 639, 668 
Sand-lime brick __._.._._....... thousands of brick__ (1 8) (1 8) (1 8) (18) 

. Silica (quartz) ...._.._..................short tons... (1) (1) (1) > Q) | 
Silver__._._-.--.-.-..-.---..-..-._.-..-troy ounces.- 37, 250 25, 285 35, 720 25, 401 . 
Slate...---- 22 eee eee eee |e eee — 465, 837 | 479, 053 

a Stone. -_-_....--...--...--.--.--.--/.---short tons_.| 10, 703,690 | 10, 111, 032 9, 782,120 | 10, 398, 401 
Tale... 22. ----2- 2 2 eee -----d0_. 99, 880 1, 252, 525 113, 611 1, 402, 524 
Zine. _....---.------- ee. 2 ---- dO. 36. 014 3, 745. 456 35, 686 4, 496. 436 
Miscellaneous 9_____._..-...-.--------.--.-.------.-|-----.-------] 35,810,535 |...-.--. |. 6, 080, 854 

Total value, eliminating duplications. ._......}.............] 78, 409, 560 |....-......-- 76, 119, 505 
eee 

1 Value included under ‘Miscellaneous.’ 
4 Value not included in total value for State. 
3 Exclusive of natural cement, value for which is included under “‘Miscellancous.” 
4 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
5 No canvass. 
¢ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metais. 
7 *Commiercial.’’? Value of “‘Government-and-contractor” included under ‘“Miscellaneous.’: 
’ Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
* Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘1’’, “3”, and “7 ahove.
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Mineral production of North Carolina, 1939-40 | 

- | 7 1939 1940 
Product ————_—$—-—_——_|_—-O — 

. . Quantity Value Quantity | Value 

- Aluminum.__.......-..--.--------------.-pounds..| (14) (13) 58, 882, 397 |2$10, 746, 000 
Asbestos. ._......---....-.-.-..-----..--short tons_- 3 (1) ( g 
Bromine —.—--------------0---------0--0~--POUMES. (0 Q) | 1) 1) 

y: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) .-_|--.---..-----| * $4, 595, 857 |_....._......-| 44, 629, 000 | 7 
Raw (sold by producers) -...-.------short tons-.- I, 365 166, 010 14, 620 202, 678 

Copper aac gee (4) (1) (1) Q)° oo 
‘Feldspar (crude) -_--...-------------------long tons_- 76, 738 397, 631 79, 312 426, 784 

. Garnet, abrasive__...._-.--..------------short tons-- (?) (1) () (’) 
Gems and precious stones-_-...----------------------]- -----------|: © we nnnnennneee 4) - 

. Gold._...------------------------------troy ounees-_ 495 17, 325 1, 943 68, 005 
Kyanite............-..-.--.-------------short tons-- (') (1) (1) (4) 
Lime. __.-....._-..------------------------+--d0-_-- (2) (1) (4) Q) 
Lithium minerals..........--.----------------0._-.]-------------|---------:--- Qf. @)- 
Manganese ore.__._..--------------------long tons. - — 43 796 |__---- eel} eee ee 

Manganiferous Ore..-_..----.------.-----------d0._-- ) | 632 190} | 
ca: ca 
‘Serap--.--.-.-.---------------------Short tons-- 13, 913 184,877 | | 11,595! 173,327 
‘Sheet_..............--.---------------- pounds... 401, 170 69, 344 | 1, 002, 646 218, 154 | 

Millstones........-..-------------------+-----------|--+----------- (1) meee neennnee B 
Mineral waters. ........-....----------gallons sold-- (4 (4) (4) (4 
Olivine........-..-.-.--------.----------Short tons-. 3, 000 15, 000 2, 500 15, 000 

; Ores (crude): . . 
- Copper.....-----------_--.---------------d0-_--- 15, 310 (5) 20, 311 (5) 

'_ Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)--------do-.-- 1, 430 (5) | 7, 927 (5). 
Pebbles for grinding. ............--.--..------d0_---|------~------|-----,------- (1) (1) 

. Sand and gravel. ____.........--.--.-----..---do.---| 2, 383, 772 1, 001, 369 3, 213, 855 1, 439, 457 
Sand and sandstone (ground) --.-.-----------d0_---|-------------|------------- f (1) . 

Bilics (quartz) _......--.----------------------d0_.-. Q (2) 1). (4) , | 
Silver..........-...--.....-......-.-.---troy ounces. -| 3, 961 2, 689 6, 480 4, 608 
‘Stone_.___:---.--...-..-----------------Short tons..| ° 6,037,000 | 6 6, 979, 426 3, 031, 300 4, 850, 277 
Tale and pyrophyllite......---.--------------G0---- 36, 772 283, 789 39, 206 298, 382 
Vermiculite __.............--------------------do__-- 1, 400 14, 400 1, 040 _ 8,070 . 

7 Miscellaneous ?_.-._...-.----------------- -----------|----2--------] 18, 029,075 |---------.--.| 8, 778, 900 

Total value, eliminating duplications.........-|.------------] 18, 538, 720 a 21, 112, 732 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” | a | | 
? Value not included in total value for State. _ , . 
’ Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by 

Bureau of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
o canvass. - 

5 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
__. .....§ Exclusive of dimension sandstone, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” | Taluiios vvinerals indicated by“! and ©” above. "Oe 

Mineral production of North Dakota, 1939-40 

1989 1940 | 
Product RN 

Quantity | Value Quantity | Value 

| Clay: | 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) __-|------------- (1 3) pene ene ane (1 2) 
Raw (sold by producers) -...--....--short tons-- (1) 2 (2) (2) 

Coal_.____.__.-.--------.---------------------d0_--. 2,131, 252 | $2, 000 2, 218, 434 | $2, 587, 000 
Mineral waters..-.-.-.-.--------------gallons sold. . (*) (3) (°) () 
Navural gas.....----------------------M cubic feet. - 76, 000 29,000 |.......------|------------ 

Sand and gravel......-..-.--------------short tons..| 1, 464, 738 128, 279 3, 202, 167 208, 646 
Stone......... -------.-----------------------@o-.-- ¢)) () (!) (1) 
Miscellaneous ¢........ ...--------------------------|------+------- 107, 348 |. -..--.------ 101, 705 

Total value, eliminating duplications_..--...-- ssrecersecsee| 2, 689, 627 |...--...-----| 2,987, 351 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” 
? Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
3 No canvass. 
4 Includes minerals indicated by “1”? above.
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oe _ Mineral production of Ohio, 1989-40 , | oe 

a 5 - 1989 . 1940 

Product —_—y a | a 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

| Bromine--_._-.-...-------.----------------.-pounds.. (1) ( 0 Qa). 
Calcium chbloride_...........-........-..short tons._| . (% 1) (2) mn 6) 
GOON eon nconnannn snr nnoneenen- ooo DOrTeLs. - 26, 140, 125 | 2 $8, 233,817 | 26,841,129 | 2 $9, 202, 414 

: iy: 
- Products (other than pottery and refractories) __-|__..._....-.-|-3 26, 539, 916 |_...-.---...-| 2 24, 711,000 

‘ Raw (sold by producers). _........-.short tons._| _. 469, 152 912,780.| 514,257 | —_1, 658,016 
| Coal__.....-.--------------------------------. 0... -| 420, 288, 553 | 4 33, 127. 116 | § 22. 771, 552 | 5 39, 039, 016 . 

Coke... .-.---+-----------2----------.--------d0....] 6, 185, 949 | § 28, 592, 024 7, 897, 929 | 6 38, 568, 313 . 
: 2 _. Ferro-alloys.---..----.------.-----------.--+--d0_... 160,924 | 5° 6,084, 252 189,499 | 68.793, 122 

. - Grindstones_ ~._-.----. ---.-----.--------+---d0...- 7, 524 246.119 | . . ‘8, 589 278, 274 = 
| Gypsum (crude)......--.-----.--..-. -.--.--.d0._.- GQ). (1) (1) QQ. 
eo Iron, pig.--.----------------------------------d0_...] 8, 119,073 (6147, 154, 864 | 10, 275, 696 {6 193, 283, 920 

Lime. ....-_-.-----------------------..-------d0.-.-| 1, 106, 250 8,907,195 | 1,284,877 | 10,180,785 
bo, Marl, calcareous -_--.---..--------------------d0_---. (4) . (1) (1) - @) . 
; Mineral paints (zine and lead pigments). __-..do__-- (1 8) — (18) (68 (16) 

Mineral waters. ----.--------------.---.gallons sold_. (” (1) ) | @m.. 
7 Natural gas. ..:--------------------.M cubic feet__| 36,469,000 | 18,818,000 | 40,639,000 | 20, 850,000 

‘Natural gasoline... --_.--.--.----.---------gallons__| 7, 445,000 351, 000 8,062,000 | 333.000 
: -Peat__....-.----------------------------Short tons_.| . 1, 623 14, 400 2, 531 _ 24, 087 
He Petroleum. -..------..---------------.------barrels._| 3, 156,000 3,600,000 |. 3,159,000 | | 4,100,000 
: Rubbing stones, scythestones, and whetstones oo oS . 

i short tons. - (Q) — Q (1) ge | 
- Salt__.-.------.---------- 2-2 e---d0_.--| 1, 794, 788 2, 647, 355 2, 080, 133 | - 2, 781, 599 

Sand and gravel. _....---.-.---2.:--------.-..d0_-._] 8, 660, 485 6, 595, 483 9, 558,604 | . 7, 182, 453 
Sand and sandstone (ground) -...-.--...-.-..-do___- 36,950 |. 223,965 |. 4) (1) 

| - Silica (quartz) --..---.--------------------.---do.-..] © @) . (4) a o--- eet te nee] ee eee 
ow, Stone... -.-.--.------------------------------d0__._] § 11, 133, 560 | § 10, 140, 272 | 8 11, 915, 520 | 8 10, 234, 22! 

: Strontium minerals. ._.......----...-..-.----.d0_.-[ -.--.-.-----|-----.---+--- MO | @®g. 
‘ . Sulfari: acid 9_ -._.-..--------------.2------- dO... (1 6) . (1 6) (1 8) 18) | 

Miscellaneous 10_-_.....-..-------------2----------2-|--o-e--------] 2, 217, 812 |---| 2,865,443 

| Total value, eliminating duplications____.-...-|.......-..--.| 120, 681, 969 |... _....-...-| 130, 655, 129 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscelianeous.” - 
. 2 Exclusive of natural cement, value for which is included under ‘“‘Miscellaneous.’’ 

3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 
of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 

. 4 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 
—— selling expenses in reporting value, tut a number of them included such expenses. 

: .  § Aecoraing to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 6 . . 
. 6 Value not included in total value for State. ne oe oo . 
: ~TNocanvass. : . _ 
i: § Exclusive of unclassified stone, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” 
. ® From zinc-roasting operation. a 

¢ Includes minerals indicated by ‘“’’, *?”, and “®’ above. | a
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Mineral production of Oklahoma, 1989-40 | 

. oO 1939 1940 

Product — —_—__-_-_ vl  -: OOO 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Asphalt (native) - --..-.-...........-..--short tons__ 0) (1) (1) (1) 
Cement. -_-.-...-.-....-.-.-.....--..--..--_barrels__ (1) (1) (!) (1) 
CYS ----nnnnnneeneeecnooeceneeneneeoos Short tons._} 1,663, 100 (1) 2, 152, 877 $308, 726 
Clay: . ° 

Products (other than pottery and refractories)__.|.._...........| | 2$720,587 |.....--.._..- 2 532,000 - 
Raw (sold by producers) _..._.......short tons__| () (1). (1) = 6) 

, Coal__....-----.------------------------------0....| 31, 187, 562 | %2,503,45G | 4 1,645,981 | 4 4,021, 760 
Gypsum (crude). ._....---......-.....-._-.--do_._. 161, 748 207, 503 176, 166 227, 538A 
Tron ore. -.----..-.---.---.--..-------.---_long toms_.|__-..__.-_:_-]---.--- 28. (2) Q) 
Lead..._--.---------------------.---.----Short tons... 27, 720 2, 605, 680 21, 240 2, 124, 000 
Lime. -_--._----.--.-..----------------------. -do___- (1) . (1) f 0 
Mineral waters......................_. gallons sold_- (8) (5) 5) 5) 
Natural gas__--....._....-.-..........M cubic feet__| 250,875, COC | 28, 163,000 | 257, 626,000 | 31, 603,000 . 
Natural gasoline._..........-.-.--..--------gallons..| 436, 123,000 | 15, 502,000 | 329, 369, 000 8, 926, 000 
Ores (crude), etc.: 

Zine... -...-------------------.-----.-short tons_.| 3, 465, 900 (8) 5, 813, 405 (®) . 
Zinc-lead _-_.....-.-------.---------------.d0_...| 5, 837,000 (8) 5, 436, 995 (6) 

- Petroleum..--......---.--.----.--.---------barrels__} 159, 913, 000 | 166,300,000 | 156, 164,000 | 162,500,000 — 
Pumice- -...--....-.-.---2----.------.--short tons_. (1) (1) (1) (1) 

— Salt__ lee eee 0-- s (1) GQ). ‘() 
Sand and gravel. -_.......-..-------------.--.-d0..- 859, C60 | 400, 478 1, 030, 435 284,010 
Stone._.....--------.-------.----------------.d0....]. 1, 992, 660 1, 820, 409 1, 311, 640 1, 217, 525 
Sulfuric acid 7_........-..-2.----2.----2------dow..-| 9) (2 8) (2 8) i) 
Tripoli___-.-..,------------------.-------.-..do_.-. GQ). (Q) — Q) 
Zinc. _ _--.---------------- ~~. dO -- 140,379 | 14,599,416 | - 162,935 | 20,529,810 . 
Miscellaneous ® ___......_.---.---------.---.--------|-------------| 3, 945, 684 {__........_..] 3, 669, 930 

- Total value, eliminating duplications-___...._.|-.-...--...--| 236, 194,064 |__..._..._.__| 235, 494, 159 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
4 figures obtained througn cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
3 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude | 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
: According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 

YO canvass. oe 
6 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. oe 
? From zinc smelting. Lo: . oe . 
8 Value not included in total value for State. Se . 
* Includes minerels indicated by ‘‘!”’ above. os
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Mineral production of Oregon, 1939-40 | 

, | 

1939 1940 

Product | 

Quantity | Value Quantity Value 

Arsenious ocxide_......._.....-..-.-.----short tons_. (1) | (1) | (1) (1) 
Cement _ .......---.--------------.---------barreis__ (?) (2) (2) (2) . 
COME. «ana 2 ano o nme inne .--------long tons. - 100 (2) (?) (2) 

. lay: 
. _ Products (other than pottery and refractories) __|........--.--| 3$410,9€3 |..._......_..] 3 $397, 000 

Raw (sold by producers)_......_....short tons_. (2) (2) (2) (2) 
Coal._..--------------------------. ----------- do... (2 4) (24) (2 5) (25) 
Copper. _...--..-.s2se esses seeee tees ee pounds. 98, 000 9, 984 176,000} 19, 888 
Diatomite._...-........-.-.---..-..--_.. short tons_- (?) (?) (2) (?) 
Gems and precious stones. ...._..-._.---------------|------------- 4% weenie eee eee (6) 
Gold__..-.--.------------. ..---.------troy ounces... 93, 372 3, 268, 020 113, 402 3, 969, 070 

' Lead_...-.-..-------.----------...---_... short tons. - 15 1, 410 35 3, 500 
Lime ---_-...-.----------------------.----------d0__._]-.-.-------+-]-----------2- (*) (2) 
Mercury -....-------------------flasks (76 pounds) -- 4, 592 477, 293 9, 043 1, 599, 436 
Mineral waters--.--...---.-------------gallons sold... (8) (8) (8) . (8) . 
Ores (crude), ete.: , | : . 

Copper. ._.------------------.------short tons-_-_|_.....-.-----]------.-.---- 146 (7) 
‘Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)_..._...do__.- 69, 025 (7) 105, 318 ( 
Lead - -..-------------------------.-------0.-. =|... 2222 e so} eee 5 (7) 

Platinum meta's (crude) _...._.....--_troy ounces. - 20 260 69 (3 
Pumice. _-----.-------------------------short tons_- (2) (3) (?) (2) 
Sand and gravel. -_....--.---------------------@0_...| 3, 144, 917 1, 233, 320.| 8 1, 622, 921 8 850, 943 
Silica (quartz) ---..-..------------------------d0_--.| | 910 5, 600 1,600; — —: 10. G00 
Silver__-...---------------------------troy ounces__ 105, 388 71, 536 219, 112 155, 813 
Stone.__.......---------------..---.-..-short toms._| 2, 225, 610 1, 682,175 | °% 2,757,820 | ° 2 234, 928 
Miscellaneous !0__._..__.-.-.---.-------------------]-------------] 1, 476, 486 |..._.---.--._]| 1, 980, G02 

Total value, eliminating duplications-_---.....|-..--..------| 8, 487,047 |...........__] 11, 229, 670 

1 Figures not available. 
? Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ , 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
4 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were. asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
§ According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 
6 No canvass. , 
™Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
§“Commercial.’’ Value of ‘‘Government-and-contractor’’ included under “‘Miscelianeous.’’ 
* Exclusive of sandstone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellancous.” 
Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘,”’ ‘‘8,”’ and ‘*”’ above.
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Mineral production of Pennsylvania, 1939-40 

. 1939 1940 

Product —_—_— OO ~ 

Quantity Value Quantity Value . 

Asbestos. _....-......---.-....-.-----..-short tons_-|......-------].------------ (1) (4) 
Cement .- ----------------2---oar--ao-2----- barrels. 2 24, 870, 343 |2$34, 332, 649 | 2 27, 499, 786 |2$38, 350, 998 

ay: yo. 
a Products (other than pottery and refractories) --.|_---..-.-.-.-| 3 11, 351, 849 |.-..-...-...-| 3 11, 031, 000 

C Raw (sold by producers)...-.---...-short tons..{ 667, 140 1, 675, 019 899,173 | 2, 189, 509 oo 
oal: _ oO . ; : 

Anthracite.........----------------=------0--..| 51, 487, 377 | 187, 175,000 | 51, 484, 640 205, 490, 000 . ” 
_ Bituminous. .__.......---.-.-------------do_--.| 492, 584, 113 |#187, 609, 657 |5 116,602, 999 5237, 333, 374 

Cobalt oxide._....-...-.-------------------poumds..}_..._..--..--|---=-----..-- (4) Q 
Coke.___._.------._---.------------------Short tons..} 12, 120, 225 | 6 49, 015, 558 | 17, 412, 024 | & 69, 599, 076 a 
Copper Thee wee e eee ---------- pounds... (2) f° & im 

. Feldspar (crude) __......:.-.-.-----------long tons-. (2) 1) (i 1) 
Ferro-alloys- --.-..-.--------------------short tons-- 322, 647 | § 29, 609, 712 512, 174 | § 56, 983, 213 
Gems and precious stones... -._-..--------.----------|----4--------] (8) wo eenennnnee (8) 
pold Thole eee ------------- Boy ounces... 1, 815 63, 625 1, 840 64, 400 

n: : 

Ore— 

Sold to furnaces......._..-.-..-.-long tons. (1) £2 {2 (1) 
Sold for paint. ........-..--..-.--.----do---. 463 (i 1 - (4) : 

Pig. lei u.--.----....---short tons_.| 10, 057, 207 |6186, 302, 583 | 14, 571, 517 |*282, 666, 561 : . 
Lime. _._....-.------.------.-----------------d0_--- 691, 460 4, 744, 197 833, 038 5, 622, 725 ‘ 
Mineral paints (zine and lead pigments) - ._...do-..-. (i 6) (2 8) (1 8) 2) Ls 
Mineral waters........-------.--------gallons sold-. (8) (8) (8) (0) 
Natural gas__...-..----.-------------M cubic feet_.| 93,882,000 | 35, 268, 000 90, 725,000 | 41, 733, 000 
Natural gasoline ---.__..-.....--------------gallons..| 11,756,000 | . 499,000 | 15,371, 000 594, 000 
Peat____......---..--.----..--------.--Short tons-. (1) Q) - 8, 310 23, 540 
Petroleum. .........-..--------------------barrels..| 17, 382,000 | 36, 200,000 | 17,353,000 | 39, 700, 000 
Pyrites.........-.--..--------------------long tons-. (1) (?) (1) (4) 
Sand and gravel__.....-.--.---------.---short tons..| 6, 779, 582 6, 752, 222 8, 431, 656 8, 000, 225 . 
Sand and sandstone (ground).........-..-----do-_--- (1) (1) (1) (2) 
Sand-lime brick - ......-.--.----thousands of brick -- (t 9) ay (1 8) (1%) 
Silica (quartz) .--..---------------------short tons..|. -----..-.---|------------- m6) (2) 
Silver 7_.....-...-....__..-.---......- troy ounces-. 13, 558 9,203} ~ 13,064| | 9, 200 
Slate.__._..._._-.. ----- eee ene eee ee eee eee |-eeee--------| 8, 056, 853 |------------.] 2, 609, 801 : 
Soapstone.._.....-..-----.--------------Short tons-- (4) (1) (1) (1) 
Stone.._.......-......-----..--.--------------do-_..|10 15, 748, 790 |19 16, 906, 854 10 19, 277, 690 |1° 19, 855, 478 

_ Sulfuric acid (60° Baumé) 1!_........._.-..---d0---. 254, 758 | § 2, 295, 370 209,751 | § 2, 739, 724 
Tripoli (rottenstone)..........-.-.------------do-_-.)  @) (2) (1) 
‘Miscellaneous !2_______.......-.----.---------------|-------------] 14, 660, 980 |... .-.-------| 15, 200, 396 

Total value, eliminating duplications... ......|.....--.-----| 531, 007, 890 |.....--------| 618, 347, 805 

gp sphere sss rr fee ne 

1 Value included. under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
—-~---—~-_*Ayahsive of natural cement, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” ee 

_ 3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 
of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 

4 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 
selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 

_ § According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 
; ¢ Value not included im total value for State. 

7 Copper, gold, and silver were recovered from magnetite-pyrite-chaloopyrite ore, which is included as 
iron ore produced. Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. 

o canvass. 
* Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
10 Exclusive of dimension basalt, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
11 From zinc smelting. 
12 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!,”’ “2,” and ‘1 above. 

497779—_43——_5
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Mineral production of Rhode Island, 1939-40 a 

_ 1939 of 1940 
. Product I I I 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Clay products (other than pottery and refractories)__|_.---.------- (1 2) weno e nee eee (13) | 
Coke___...--........--...---------------Short tons... (1 3) (1 3) G3). (1 3) | 

a Lime_____..-.--..---- 22.2.2 ----------------d0..-- (1) (1) 0 Qt) 
. Mineral waters. ........-..--..--------gpllions sold. (4) (*) (é (4) 

Sand and gravel............---.---------short tons-- 383, 557 $265, 631 ~ §15, 129 $333, 612 
Stone.. _.....-.-..------......-.-_-------------do__.- 320, 780 . 558, 944 5 201, 380 5 511, 620 : 
Miscellaneous °._..........-..-.---.-----------------|-------------| 1, 690, 297 |--.----...1-] 1, 960, 840 

Total value, eliminating duplications. ........]..-.-..------ 980,916 |.............| 994, 997 

1 Value included under “Miscellaneous.”’ 
2 Firures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 

oe _ % Value not included in total value for State. . 
4 No canvass. a . . 

. § Exclusive of dimension basalt, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.’’ oe 
. ®* Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!’” and “‘*’’ above. SO | 

| SO | Mineral production.of South Carolina, 1989-40 

a I | 1939 1940 
| w Product | ree 

| | | Quantity Value Quantity Value . 

Asbestos. ....-.-..--.-----.---.---------Short tons.- (1) (1) anne nnn nnnann [one ene en n--- 
Barite.-------------2-20---neeeneoconneeeeno dO. --- (1) ~  () ¢)) (1) 

ay: 
. Products (other than pottery and refractories) -..|.....-..-.---] 2 $1, 578, 470 |_-...--....--| 2 $1, 688, 000 

Raw (sold by producers) --.-..--..--short tons. - 159, 164 1, 303, 163 152, 529 1, 306, 438 
Copper. ---..-...----..---..--...----.2----poumds.-]--...-.------]------=------ 800 90 

Co, GOI. -=-e-2enoeeconeeeccnneneecnno- ~~ TOY ounces.-_| 13, 833 484, 155 13, 076 457, 660 
ca: - — 

. Scrap. ......_......-.......-.-....-.short tons__]...........-.]--------.---- (1) Q) 
j Sheet. .........---2..-...-...--..-_-_-.--pounds..]....-._-...-.]------------- fs (3) 

Mineral waters. ........-.-.-----.-.---gallons sold_.- (3) 8 3 
- Ore (dry and siliceous) (gold and silver) ..short tons-- 114, 514 4) 126, 607 (4 

Sand.and gravel-_...........-----------------.d0-.-.- 546, 428 313, 758 515, 247 260, 857 
Silver.............-...-...----...-.-.--troy ounces-- 5, 480 3, 720 8, 047 5, 722 
Stone...__.---.._--_--.-_-----.---. .--..-Short tons_.} 51,339,030 | 51,732,795 | 41,238,610 | 51, 570, 689 

' Miscellaneous ¢.__..___....--------------+-----------]----------+-- 11,918 j..-.-.-------| 16,141 

| Total value, eliminating duplications. ........|.-.--...-----| 5, 422,979 |.....-.-...--| 5, 305, 597 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ | — 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
o canvass. 

4 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
. § Exclusive of unclassified stone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 

¢ Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!”’ and ‘”? above.
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Mineral production of South Dakota, 1939-40 | | : 

1939 1940 . 

Product A 

Quantity | Value Quantity Value 

° Beryllium ore (beryl) ._........_......_..short tons-- "8A $2, 390 74 $2, 064 
CET nono c nn nnn tenn ne nnn cneenennn- DATEL. (F). (4) QY (4) 

ay: 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) _._|........-.._- (1 3) wean eeeee eee (2 3) 

_¢ Raw (sold by producers). _.........-short tons__| - 31, 528 217, 622 40, 481 - 274, 714 
Coal..---2------ 222 ee - 0-2 49, 495 69, 000 66, 085 88; 000 
Copper. ....----------------. -.--.-------.poumds._|_-..-2-222-_--|-.- 2-28. 12, 000 ‘1, 356 
Feldspar (crude)... _.._.....--_....-------long tons. - 48, 328 133, 893 54, 692 157, 323 
Gems and precious stones-__-.._...-----.------..-----|--.---------- (3) one eeee eee (?) 
Gold........--------.----------........ troy ounces-__ 618, 536 | 21, 648, 760 586, 662 | 20, 533, 170 
Gypsum (crude)...._...................-short tons_- (4) (2). (2) (1) 
Ircn ore sold for paint..................._long tons-_- 300 | (4) 640 (4) 
Lead... ..-------------------------------short tons__]--..-..-.-2--|-------------] 7 700 
Lime.-..-.-..----------------------.-----------d0_--- ¢)) (4) © (1) 
Lithium minerals__._...._...----.------------d0-_--- 1, 740 34, 300 (1) an) 

ca: 
' §erap...-----------.22-2-- ee -do_--- (1) GQ). 2, 240 32, 074 

/ Sheet ....-----.-.-..-..---.-.. . --....pounds.- (1) (1) 107, 062 _ 12,500 
Mineral waters_-......................_gallons sold.- (3) (3) ) | (3) . 
Natural gas.-......................._.M eubice feet_. 10,000. 3, 000 9, 000] : 8,000 
Ores (crude), etc.: Ls ee 

Dry and siliceous (gold and silver).-short tons..| 1, 632, 778 (4) 1,667,289; (4) 
Lead...-.--.-..-------------- 2-2-0. ef 81; -@ | 

Sand and gravel. .......--..-------..--.-...--.do..._| 2, 539, 417 722, 046 2, 910, 331 _ +624, 842 _ 
Sand-lime brick_..............--thousands of brick..| (1.2) — (13) (1 3) (28) 

- Silver___-.--.---_-- 1222-22 -----__ troy ounces... - 167, 584 113,754; © 175,514]. 124,810 : 
Stone._...-..-.------.-.-......--..-.._short tons.- 408, 730 998, 444 255,600 | 878, 866 . 
Tantalum ore.-_-._..............-..-.._-... pounds.- Q). @)  —_ Jeseee ewe ee 
Tin (metallic equivalent)........__.._...short tons_- (5) 608 27. © > 1,710 

. Miscellaneous 6_._.____.-.-....--...-----2..---..----|------------- 869, 804 |----..-..----| -- 803, 687 

Total value, eliminating duplications_..._.....|..........-..] 24,813,621 |.............| 28,528,825 

41 Value included under “Miscellaneous.” Lo : . 
2 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. . 

- 8 No canvass. . Se . - , 
_ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 

§ 1,210 pounds. sO 
* Includes minerals indicated by “1”? above.
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Mineral production of Tennessee, 1989-40 | 

~ 1939 1940 

Product TT 

+ Quantity Value Quantity Value 

. Aluminum.._.........-----.---------------pounds-_- (1 3) (2 3) 164, 512, 530 |2 $30, 023, 000 
Barite.--..--.--------------.------------short tons_. 57, 140 $372, 348 70, 767 503, 204 
Cement.........-..--.---.------------------barrels__| 3, 677, 116 5, 613, 477 3, 766, 807 5, 655, 635 
Clay: 

Products (other than pottery and refractories) ---|......-.-----| 32,107,917 |__..--.._..__| 31, 869,000 
. _ Raw (sold by producers)___....---.-short tons-- 61, 867 425, 008 89, 582 491, 271 

Coal___.....--.-------------------------------do__..| 4 5, 185, 481 | 4 10, 100, 341 | 5 6, 008, 456 | 5 12, 024, 742 
Coke__......----..----------------------------d0__-- 79, 448 3 527, 535 99, 705. 2 618, 746 
Copper-__--_--_-----------------------------pounds.-| (2) (1) dy. — Q 
Ferro-alloys_......----------------------short tons-- - 22,494 |. 21, 442, 967 38,900 | 23, 041, 405 
Fuller’s earth.......--.-.---------------=-----d0o-_--- (1) YY (4) Q) | 

_ Gold_-.-..-----------------------------troy ounces... 163 5, 705 173 |: 6, 055 
Iron: 

Lo Ore— | 
Sold to furnaces____..........----long tons.- (1) (}) 8 

. - §old for paint.................-....--.do0---- 781 3, 044 169 1) 
: _ Pig__...--.-------------.------------short tons. (1 2) (1 3) (1 3) qa) 

Sinter from copper sulfide ore_-_-_..--long tons-- (1) n>) (1) (1) 
Lead._......-.-.-2.------.----+---------Short tons_- () (1) 573 _ 57,300 
Lime.__........------.------------------------d0_... 163, 006 893, 161 192,133 | 1,050, 199 

. Manganese ore--._----.----.-------------long tons__} | 7, 835 128, 176 7, 418 120, 736 
Manganiferous ore.__...----------------------d0-..- 294} ~~ 2,080 2, 327 (1) 

. Mineral waters. -.....-..--------------gallons sold.-| | () (8) (8) (6) 
Natural gas..........-.--..---.-------M cubie feet_- 8, 000 ~ 3,000 9, 000 3, 000 

- _ Ores (crude), ete.: 
‘Copper..-._...-.----.---------------Short tons_- 513, 400 ) 705, 574 (7) 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)........do___- 20 ) we enone enee--|---------- ee 
Lead.......----.--------------------------d0_.-.] 2. ---------- |e -------ee 8, 709 ) 
Zinc__-..---------------------------------do_...| 1, 065, 900 (7) 1, 206, 786 * 

- Zine-lead _--.--.---------------------------d0_-.. 18, 000 ) 549 MH 
Petroleum_.._.......---.-.......-----------barrels_. 50, 000 55, 000 24, 000 23, 000 
Phosphate rock................-----.-----long tons-_. (1) (2) eR. f 

| Pyrites_.........---------2-2-.---------------d0__- (1) — Q ayo 1) 
Sand and gravel.....----.--------.------short tons__| 2, 689, 844 1, 967, 356 3, 104, 382 2, 255, 287 
Silica (quartz)......-----.--------------------d0__-- ¢) (2) —Y) | (2) 
SilVer_....----------------------------- {Oy ounces..| . 31,994 ay’ 717 38, 610 27, 456 

ate__....-.----.-------- een e |e eee -e ween ne enene wn |ee eee enn eee 
Stone___....._......----.--.---.-...-.---Sshort tons_.| § 5,626,210 | 88, 312,977 5, 604,170 6, 674, 710 
Sulfuric acid °.._.....-.--...-..---------------do__., (3): (1 2) (13) (1 3) 
Tripoli__...:.......--..---------.-------------d0_..- (1) YY ween nenn ee ne |. eee nee ee 
Zine. __..-------------------------------------d0__.- () Q 34, 796 4, 384, 206 
Miscellaneous 10______-.__--.-------------------------|-------------] 37, 574, 261 |-....-.--.-..| 8, 832, 008 

Total value, eliminating duplications_.........}.....-.-..---| 39,818, 234 co 42, 683, 407 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.” 
‘4 Value not included in total value for State. 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
4 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
6 yocording to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 

O Canvass. © 
. 7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 

_ § Exclusive of dimension limestone, value for which is included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
* From copper smelting. 
10 Includes minerals indicated by ‘*”’ and ‘”’ above.
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| Mineral production of Texas, 1989-40 | 

. ~ 1939 1940 ~ 

. Product rr 

Quantity Value Quantity Value : 

Asphalt (native)..............._.._....-short tons_- 138, 911 $333, 818 158, 220 $306, 120 
Barite.....-.--.---..... 22-22. -----d0_.--]---- fee 100; . 450 
Coment. .------------a2-2------------------barrels.- 7, 207, 001 12, 152, 780 7, 383, 600 |. 12, 198, 800 

ay: , . | . 
Products (other than pottery and refractories)--.|....-.-------| 13,696,905 |.....-._.-.--]| 138, 173,000 

C a” (sold by producers) .......-.-.-short tons-- 43, 813 288,404 | 92,719 407, 873 a 
oal: - 

Bituminous___......-......--.--...-------d0---- (2 3) (23) ~{ 414,137 * 48, 278 
Lignite_-............--.------------------d0---- 814, 022 875, 000 606, 418 637, 000 

COpPer- «aw apsrriwccc ge ons. 68, 000 | 7,072 60, 000 6, 780 
Fuller’s earth. _.._....--.---------------short tons. - 38, 338 359, 058 34, 039 277, 229 
Gems and precious stones_-......:.-----------------]------------- (5) wae ee eee ene (5) 
Gold_-_-..-----.----.1-.------.--...---troy ounces. - 324 11, 340 312 |, ~~ =.10,920 
Gypsum (crude). .-.............-.....--short tons_- 283, 912 266, 265 328, 261 368, 882 
Helium.__..................---......----eubic feet._| ¢ 6,281,800 |. 6 75;262 | 69, 450, 855 6 85, 061 
Iron ore.....--..-----.-------------------long tons-- (2) ) () (3): 
Lead....----------...-------------------short tons-_- (227 21, 338 205 ~. 20, 500 
Lime. ....-..-...----.---.----------.---------do---- 62, 048 ' §24, 748 64, 274 543, 130 
Magnesite. .......-....--------.--2-----------0_-=-|-22--- 2 fee (2) J  @). 
Magnesium sulfate (natural) -_-._..-.----.--poumds--|..-.--.------|------------- (2). (3) 
Mercury. oo---- ..-.-....--flasks (76 pounds) -- - (2). (3) @) of. @: 

- Mineral waters............_.........--gallons sold__- (5) (5) (5) 1. & 
Natural gas.....-.....................M cubic feet_-| 979, 427, 000 | 141, 535, 000 |1,063,538,000 | 151,580,000 
Natural gasoline........................----gallons__| 770,047,000 | 25,807,000 | 932, 040,000 |. 20, 322, 000 
Ores (crude), eta: 

.. Copper_.......---.----.-.-----------short tons-_- 657 (7) 3 ) 
Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) _......-do---- 141, 1382 (*) 146, 811 |. e : 
Lead. ._....------------------------------d0---- - 6 (7) 122 ) 

Petroleum........_...........---.--....--..Darrels__| 483, 528,000 | 478, 330,000 | 493, 209, 000 | 494,000,000 - 
Salt (sodium chloride) ..................-short tons-- 352, 008 604, 633 - 402, 165 792, 214 
Sand and gravel..............-...------.-----d0-.-.| 7, 622, 309 8, 670, 423 6, 930, 975 3, 446, 085 
Silver...........-...-.....---....-.---.troy ounces..| _ 1,341, 945 910, 896 1, 326, 150 943, 040 - 
Sodium sulfate (natura])_........-....--short tons.-| —~ (8) (3) (2) Q) 
Stone.......-.-..-.....---.- 2222-2 -------- do... 3, 771, 750 3, 320, 508 | 2, 737, 690 2,.581, 358 

. Strontium minerals.........--......--.-..-..-d0--.- (8) - (2) (8) (3) 
Sulfur.........-.........-...-.--....---.-long toms-:.| 1, 784,952 |. 28, 498, 473 2, 008,968 | 32, 143, 480 
Sulfur ore.....-----------.--------------------d0.._-|-4.----------]------------- ~ . 150] - 1,800 
Tripoli_..........--.........-.--..----.-short tons... (2) (3) - e . @) ~~ 
Vermiculite.............-..-------.-----------d0_.--|-----22------]--+------ =e ’) () — 
Miscellaneous °__..........--.-..-.--------------+---]-------- eee 683, 112 {.......-.-..-| 1,111, 000 

Total value, eliminating duplications. -_.......}...---.------| 701, 972, 035 |....-.---..--] 725,005,009 ~ 

1 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

2 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ - . 
-$ According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of.the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. . 
: According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 

O canvass. / . 
‘ Figures cover fiscal year ended June 30 of year stated. 
7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals, 
*t Figures not available.. -. 
* Includes minerals indicated by ‘*”’ above.
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- Mineral production of Utah, 1989-40 

- 1939 1940 © 

. Product i rr 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

. Arsenious oxide_._................_....-short tons. - (1) (2). QQ). (1) 
Asphalt (native)...._.......------.--------.--d0_,_- 37, 364 | $1, 059, 034 32, 000 $776, 171 
Bismuth_............/..2.--.............-.pounds_- (2) (2) " (2) 

. Bitumen, natural sulfonated __._......--short tons__| ¢ . (1) 1) . - 
Cement. ----------------22-----2-00------barrels.| 1). (4) (1) 1) 

y:. : 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) -.-}-....-.---.-- 3 668, 717 |.....----_-_- 3 630, 523 
Raw (sold by producers) -_.-..-.-.-.-short tons_. 29, 468 111, 414° 27, 506 98, 153 

Coal... ..-.-.---------------------------------0-.-.] 43,284,904 | 47,019, 584 | § 3, 575, 586 | § 7,871,939 
; Coke. _......-----.--.------------/-----------do..-. 197, 526 | ‘(i 8) 226, 347 (1 6) 

| Copper. __..-.-..-------------.------------pounds-.| 343, 780,000 | 35, 753, 120 | 463, 728,000 | 52, 401, 264 
_ Fluorspar-.....--.----..-------.--------short tons_. 385 (1) 142 (4) 

_- Gems and precious stones. --........-...--.---------|------------- (7) -------------|. 
Gold_.... ....---..---------.....-.----- troy ounces. 277,7E1 | 9, 721, 285 355,404 | 12, 442, 290 
Gypsum (crude). ..--.......--.-....--.-short tons_- 58, 146 j 65,269 | 45,421 60, 055 
iron: fo 

~ Ore...-...-.-.------.---4------------long tons_- (262,087 | «= (4) 326, 500 () 
Pig__.-.-....--.--...-............__short tons_- (1 6) (3 8) (1 6) a6) 

Lead __......-.---.-.--------------- 2-2-0. 67, 634 6, 357, 596 75, 688 7, 568, 800 
| Lime... ....-----.------. -------------------d0___- 38, 437 268, 557 | 49, 413 306, 357 

Manganese ore. --.---.--..--------.---.--long tons_- 50 (2) 27 
oO Manganiferous ore.__.-.....---------....-----d0.-_- 262 1, 550 | 2, 102 13, 134 

Mercury - -..-.-------------.----flasks (76 pounds) ..|-..--....--_-]--.-..-.-.-.- 53 9, 874 
Molybdenum..-.....-----------------.;-<- pounds. 4, 957, 484 ¢3) 4, 285, 688 ¢3) _ 
Natural gas__ -.-.-......-..-_---......M cubic feet_.| 4,854, 000 1, 033, 000 5, 124, 000- 1, 063, 000 
Natural gasoline_.:.......................--galions_- 500, 000 26, 000 - 722, 000 2, 000 
Ores (crude), ete.: . 

Copper... .....-..-...---.---.-------short tons__| 19. 602, 472 (8) 26, 301, 745 (8) 
. Dry and siliceous (gold'and silver)_.......do-__- 838, 897 (8) 795, 123 (8). . 

° Lead __.....-...----------- .--------------d0_-.- 77, 072 (8) 65, 072 (8) . 
- Lead-copper, ......--.----.-.-.---.-.-.---d0_-_- 4,951 (8) . 8, 510 | - (8) 

(Zine. --.....--.. ---------------- -2--- 5-0-2 | eee eee 26  & . 

Zine lead-coppet 22 cdec|} 704708} 768,870) - | 
Petroleum...._......-..............--.-..__barrels__ 4, 000 4, 000 3, 000 3, 000 

; . Potassium salts__-..........-.........--short tons_- (1) (1) (1) (2) 
Salt (sodium chloride) ----....---.---.---------d0---- 68, 100 202, 244 71, 472 191, 263 
Sand and gravel. .--.-..-.--.-.--.---..-------do-...| 2, 218,678 |. 1,100,013 | 1, 899, 563 §82, 708 | 
Silver........-..-......----............troy ounces..| 10, 758, 657 7, 302, 846 | 12, 172, 290 8, 655, 857 

_ Sodium sulfate (natural) _.............._short tons_- (1) QQ. (1) mn ()) 
Stone.._........2.-----.--------- edo § 790, 610 9 444, 856 1. 024, 660 693, 127 
Sulfur. -_.-.-........-..-...-..........--long tons__ (1) (4) (1) Q) 
Sulfuric acid 19___._.._.._._-.__..-.....-short tons_- (1 8) x) (18) (1) 
Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates)... .-..-do___-|. 3 (2) 14 n 
Uranium and vanadium ores_---.-...--.-.---do---- 2, 237 (?) 3, 600 1) 
Zine. ......:.--------------------4--2---------d0__-- 34, 526 3, 590, 704 43, 788 5, 517, 288 
Miscellaneous ¥____._-..- 2-22 -----.----------------}-------------] 9, 355, 398 |_.----------] 10, 431, 709 

Total value, eliminating duplications__.......|-...--..-::--| 80,127, 521 |--.---.-.----| 104, 392, 989 | 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
3 Figures not available. 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
‘ According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value. but a number of them included such expenses. 
§ According to Bituminous Coal Division; vulue includes selling expenses. ; 
* Value not included in total value for State. 
T No canvass. 
§ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
* Exclusive of granite, value for which is included under “Miscellaneous.” 
1 From copper smelting. 

Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!’’ and ‘‘%’’ above.
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Mineral production of Vermont, 1939-40 _ . 

| : | 1939 1940 

. Product re , 

. | Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Asbestos. ...---------------c--e--o------Short tons... (4 () (4) (1) | 

Products (other than pottery and refractories) ..|........-.-._- (2) ain nnenancecee (2 3) 
_ Raw (sold by producers) ...........-short tons. . Qy (1) 3 (1) a 

Garnet, abrasive._........................---.d0_-_.. Q) (4) 1) () 
a. Lime. ___.-.-..-------.---------------..-------d0....] 63, 316 $452, 045 61, 026 $430, 178 a. 

_ Magnesite._-.-.....--..-.......----.----.-.---d0_-__] - (1) (1) a ewe eee ee nnn] -eeee een . 
Mica, scrap_.---.....-------------------------do....| (8) - - 290 - 2, 964 

. Mineral waters._............--.-.-----gallons sold_- 6) (3) (3) @) | ; 
Sand and gravel___...................---short tons..| 529, 248 238, 252 4 873, 325 4 217, 661 
Slate. .....-----2.2 en | eee ee 1, 948, 315 |.--.--....--- 1, 555, 230 
Stone__.......-........-.-.............-short tons. - 232, 770 3, 412, 005 § 135,680 | 5° 3, 681, 752 

~ Tale... eet - 0 39, 393 378, 492 |. 38, 516 | 423, 368 
Miscellaneous °___..._...........--------------------|------------- §43, 145 |_-...---.---- 668, 619 ; 

Total value, eliminating duplications............|-------------] 6, 972, 284 |.......--.-.-| 6,979,772 — 

1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ oO 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
3 No canvass. . . 

- 4“QGovernment-and-contractor.” Value of “Commercial” included under ‘‘ Miscellaneous.” 
5 Exclusive of crushed sandstone. value for which is included under ‘‘ Miscellaneous.’’ . 
6 Includes minerals indicated by ‘‘!’’, “‘4’’, and “8” above. | ;
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| Mineral production of Virginia, 1939-40 / 

1939 - 1940 - 

. Product . TT nr 

_ . Quantity ‘Value Quantity | Value 

Aplite........--.---2.-------------------short tons.-|  § @) (!) (1) (2) ” 
Asbestos.......------------------+----------+-d0_---] (1) f° wenence--nnee [eee eee 
Barite...........-..------.------5--.---.-.---d0_.-. Q 1h 1) ~ 
Bauxite -.......--..----2-----------------long tons_-|_.--.-.---+--|------2--2--- 1). . ts 
COMME. -------ceareeeccneeeeoneneronnna barrels... -Q) (!) 1) Wy 

y: ‘ 

. Products (other than pottery and refractories) ._.|._......-----| 2 $2, 818, 947 |...........__| 2 $2, 602, 000 
Raw (sold by producers) ...........-short tons. |. (!) — () . () 6) . 

Coal__.......-----2------------------.------.-do___. | 8 13, 530, 974 | 3.24, 993, 885 | 4 15, 348,075 | 4 20,965,943 
Coke..-...--:-----2------------+---22--222---d0___- 165,317 | 5783, 512 198,379 | £943,753 

| Feldspar (crude). .-........--...-.--..--long tons_. 18, 544 100, 299 21, 705 116, 531 
; Ferro-alloys_..--.-.---.----.-----.------short tons_.} (19) (2 8) (1 8) (1 8) 

, Gold. -_....---.-----.-------_---------troy ounces..| | 364 12, 740 458 16, 030 
Gypsum (crude). ......--..-.------.----short tons__| {!) (4) OO. (4). - 

nn: . 
- Ore__.1---------------2.-------=-----long tons... Q) Q) 7. @ - (2) 
Pig.__..-.---------------------------Short tons..| (15) (i 3) (1 8). (1 5) 

Kyanite.---....2-----------------------------d0.... GQ). (!) ¢)) (1) 
Lead_.......2.---.--.--22-2- edo s. Q) Q) 4 2,285 | — 228, 500 
Lime.......---.------- -.--------------------.d0..-.|- 166, 542 _ 980,796 | 178, 086 1, 044, 229 
Manganese ore..-.............--....-.---long tons. 1, 661 31, 795 2,216 | 41,286 

| _ Manganiferous ore...-...-...........-.-----.-do...- 4, 584 27, 004 4, 559 30, 069° 
. Marl, calcareous. .-...........-.------.-short tons..| . 8, 869 9,311{ ©8176 7, 392 

ca: 

Beep] BLS 8 | o eet. ..----------------..---.------.--pounds.. | . 
Millstones-_.......--.-----.-.-.---..----.-_----------].------------ Q@) . waeenen nnn eee £3 
Mineral waters... _........-.---.-,-----gallons sold_. (6) (6 & (°) 
Natural gas......---.....-............M cubic feet_- 60, 000. 48, 000 -. 80,000 81, 000 
Ores (crude), ete.: : . 

Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) - short tons... 3, 350 (4) _ 2,480 f 
Zinc-lead.........-......-.-....--.-...---d0___. 650, 231 eR 599, 759 ) 

Phosphate rock. -_.........-.-.---..------long tons_- (3 1) (3) () 
Pyrites.......-....---..----.222----2.--------d0__-- 1) ts (1) . (1) 
Salt__..-.-- 2-2-2. -....-_---__-short tons_- () 1) (i) (2) 
Sand and gravel. _............................do__._| 2, 639, 790 1, 425, 708 2,671,412 | 1,778, 576 
Sand and sandstone (ground)---......---------do___- (2) f (1) (2) 
Silica (quartz) .........-..--...-......--.-.--.d0___- (1) Gy - ¢)) (}) 
Silver_. ....._...........-.----......._troy ounées_. 1, 780 1, 208 271 193 
Slate__..--.- 22-22 ene eee] ee eee eee () wao2--------- Q) 

—  —s- Stone 8__.- ee ---_._-.---.-short tons..| 5, 813, 630 5, 879, 447 6, 800, 640 6, 959, 136 
Talc and ground soapstone §___...._........--do__.. (!) 63) (2) (1) 
a itanium minerals: , 

Timenite...._......-..-....-.....--..-----do__.- (1) () 3 (1) 
Rutile. ___........-..-.2..--2-2..--.------do__-- (1) (1) 1) Q) 

Zine......--..-.--------2----- ee -d0_- ()  Q 16,927'| 2, 132, 802 
Miscellaneous °._._.........-..--..------------------|-------------}| 11, 613,097 |. .-.....--.-] 10, 966, 418 

| Total value, eliminating duplications.........|-.........-.-| 48,972, 881 |_.......-.-._| 50,003, 672 

1 Value ineluded under “‘Miscellaneous.”’ 
2 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
3 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
4 According to Bituminous Coal Division; valu: includes selling expenses. 
§ Value not included in total value for State. 
§ No canvass. 
7 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal conte”:t included under the metals. 
8 Soapstone used as dimension stone included in figures for stone. 
* Includes minerals indicated by ‘“!”’ above.
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| Mineral production of Washington, 1989-40 , 

1939 1940 

Product _ COR Rk eke eex—cooe 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

- Aluminum....._......2.-2......---------.-poumds_.|_..-...-..---|--...-.------] 9, 887, 957 | ! $1, 823, 000 
Arsenious oxide. ......_......_..........short tons... 0 (2) & (2). 
GOMENE- ~~ + =n aoa nnrennnnnnnenen-no-----barrels.- . @ (8) (3 (3) 

ay: . . 
Products (other than pottery and refractories)--..|.....-.-..-.-| 4 $1, 030, 025 |.............] 41, 241, 000 

. ~~ * Raw (sold by producers)...........-shoré tons..| ©: 28, 637° 53, 634 36,915 | 47, 353 
Coal.......----------------2------------------d0...-| 51,690,442 | 55,261,681 | 1,650,352 | 6 5, 221,717 
Coke. -.-.----..-------..----.---------------- OL. | ef ee eee (3) (1 3) 
Copper. ---------------.--.--------------.-pounds__| 17, 996, 000 1, 871, 584 | 19, 224,000 2, 172, 312 
Diatomite.--......-...-.----------------short tons_. 1, 707 24, 814 (3) (3) 
Gems and precious stones.......-.---------=----.---]--.---------- (7) wae one nen nee ‘&@) 
Gold_.----.----...-...--.-----.-------. roy ounces.- 90, 420 3, 164, 700 82, 136 2, 874, 760 
Iron ore....--..-.-------..---------------long tons__ 10, 747 44,188 5,582]. = (8) 
Lead ..---------------------------------Short tons. . 3,718 349, 492 2,555 | =: 255, 500 
Lime. .....---.----.--.-----------------------d0_._- 47, 485 484, 667 53, 428 682,416 . 
Magnesite. .-..---.----.--.------------------d0__.. (8) @) | (3) (3) 
Magnesium sulfate (natural)..:............ pounds. - (8) (8) (3) an) 
Manganese ore.....--.-.-.--.----.-.-..--long tons... 10 (3) wwe ee nn nee nn|- eee eee eee | 
Mercury. -----------------------flasks (76 pounds)--}.....-.------]------.-. ---- (3) (?) 
Mineral waters_--_-..-.---..-----------gallons sold... (® . (7) @® - (7) ~ 

. Molybdenum....._..........-.-------..---poumds._|...--.......-|---.--.------ 4, 624 (3) . 
' Natural gas....................-...--.M eubie feet_- 63, 000 ~ §9, 000 36, 000 37, 000 

_. . Ores (crude), etc.: _ . 
Copper.......-.--.--..------.--.----short tons-- 597, 957 (8) 689, 325 (8) 

- Dry and siliceous (gold and silver)...._...do_..- 266, 857 (8) — 204,148]; (8) 
- Lead. ..-...------2-- ee 0. — 400 “) f° 100; +®&® . 

Zinc-lead.......--.-.-.-------------------d0-...- 259, 350 (8) 273,227 | = (8) 
Peat .......-.----------+---------~------------ 0... (8) — Q) 3). () 

- Pulpstones..--...........-.-.-..--..----------d0..-- (3). (3) ~ 1805 | 11,130 — 
Sand and gravel..........-..--.--------.---.-do.--.| 11, 918, 217 6, 048, 619 6, 987, 761 4, 278, 251 

- Sand-lime brick..............-..thousands of brick. -| (3 9) — 39) (39) . 2) 
Silver_........-.---------.-----.-.-----troy ounces. . 442, 063 300, 067 365, 175 ~ 259, 680 
Stone..--..-..---------------.----------shert tons..| 2,329,020 | . 2, 020, 445 2, 347,190 1, 941, 820 
Strontium minerals...........-.---.....-.-----d0_.._]...--...---.-|------.------ (3) (8) , 
Talc and ground soapstone. ..................d0.._. 190 ‘1, 225 4 - 1,304 
Tungsten ore (60-percent concentrates)... ._...d._... wo; (3) 74 QQ). 
Zine. .....-22L-....--.- ee ---- 1 -----------d0_-_- 10, 131 1, 053, 624 11, 560 1, 456, 560 
Miscellaneous '9__.._.. eee] ---e--| 9, 827, 9389 |_-------------| 7, 709,823. 

. Total value, eliminating duplications...........|..........-.-| 31, 565, 704 |.............| 28, 090, 188 , 

; 1 Value not included in total value for State. 
? Figures not available. 
3 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.”’ 

nnn ok Wi gares obtained through cooperation with. Bureau-of the Census..- ‘Total for 1940.is estimate by Bureau... 
of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 

5’ According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 
selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. ” 

’ According to Bituminous Coal Division: value includes selling expenses. 
. O canvass. 

8 Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
* Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 
19 Includes minerals indicated by ‘*’’ above.
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Mineral production of West Virginia, 1989-40 | | 
nn nner enn eee LL LL LL ALC AC TAA Te, 

- . 1939 1940 

Product ne 

. Quantity Value Quantity. {| Value 

‘Bromine -___..--..--......-........-.--.---pounds.. 856, 089 $140,910 | © 1,152,237 $179,011 
: -  Caleium chloride__.._.............-...--short tons. 12, 473 83, 583 12, 103 79, 978 

Gement. eee eee e ee nee ee ene en nee nee ---- Darrels_. Q) (1) — 6) GQ) 
ay: , 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) _.-|.............| 23,000,116 |_........._._] 22, 451,000 
Raw (sold by producers) _........-.-sbort tons... 46, 758 93, 426 |. 55,853 | - 103,989 

Coal .....-.------2------- eee --+- -dO”... .]?108, 361, 924 [2 190. 492, 164 |4126, 437, 621 }4231, 603, 534 . 
Coke. -_..---..-.----.---2-------------. ------do.._.| 1,686,070 | #4, 699, 840 2, 133,003 | 36,170,849 
Ferro-alloye... .--..----.-.--+..--------------d0_-2- (1 8) (is) (V8) (i 8) 
Grindstones and pulpstones..................do0__.- 2, 703 168, 510 4, 604 207, 044 

. _ Kron, pig. ....--------.-------.---------------d0__.. $53, 229 (1 5) $41, 299 a4 
Lime... -.-.....--.------.-------2-------p------ dO... 249, 987 1, 461, 002 278, 300 1, 727, 844 
Manganese ore... ...--.-.---:.-----------long tons. . 26 380 219 | (i). 

Marl, calcareous... .....-.------------.-short tons_. (2) (") (1) a) 
 - Mineral waters. ...............------. gallons sold .. (8). (6) (8) (6 

Natural gas-__-..-...-.-.-------------M cubic feet. _| 159,226,000 | 63, 194,000 | 188, 751,000 | 76, 065, 0CO 
oo Natural gasoline..........-.....----.-.-----gallons-. 52, 272, 000 2,017,000 | 58, 782, ONO 1, 848, 000 

| Petcoleum-.........--..--------------------barrels..| 3, 580,009} 6,000,000 | 3, 444,000 | - 6, 400, 000 
Salt_.........-----2.22-..-2.-....-....-_short tons... 144, 727 773, 988 144, 312 701, 953 
Sand and gravel. .........-..-..--.-.--.------0_..-] 1,968,852 | 2,036,020 | 2, 297, 610 2, 240, .650 

. Sand and sandstone (ground)----...-..--.....do_.-- (4 : (1) Q) — @ _. : 
. Stone... ......--2---.---------- +--+. ------d0.--- | 73,808, 140 | 7 4,477,828 | 73,719,950 | 73,818, 788 
. Sulfuric acid § -...-.-.-.------ 2222.2 2-0} S) (2 8) (18) ay 
Miscellaneous *._....... 2.2 ----2 2222-2 -- eo ee eee ee eee] 26, 437, 982 |... __| 31, 257, 639 | 

Total value, eliminating ee 276, 084, 118 |_..........__] 320,801,960 

. 1 Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.’’ ~ 
4 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

oS of Mines based on figures ed by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
_§ According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; prodiicers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 
¢ According to Bituminous Coai Division; value includes selling expenses. _ 
eyalue not included in total value for State. se 

O canvass. 
1 Exelusive of unclassified stone in 1939 and of dimension limestone in 1940, value for which is ineluded 

under ‘‘ Miscellaneous.” 
- § From zine smnelting. 
‘Includes minerals indicated by ‘!”* and ‘‘?’? above. 

: Mineral production of Wisconsin, 1939-40 | 
een nccr ence nee I LTO LL LL EL TL CT TT CSCC CE 

1939 1040 

Product ey es 
Quantity - Value Quantity Value 

Cement._.._-.-...........-.-............--barrels __ QQ) (1) (1) Q) 
Clay products (other than pottery and refractories) ..|..........-..] 2 $404,323 |_...._.......]  2$326, 000 
Coke....-..--..-----.-.-.-...-...-.-----short tons..} © (13) (1 3) (1 8) a 8) 

Iron ore— 
Sold to furnaces: ...................-long tons_.| 1, 173, 828 8, 526, 980 1, 227, 840 3, 290, 880 
Sold for paint... ........-2.22-.22-- 2 do___-|.-. 1... ---| oo 508 (1) 

Lead_..-..-2...-...----....--.-.--------short tons_- 288 36, 472 445 44, 500 
Lime........-.2-..----------------------------d0_--- 64, 290 541, 787 65, 632 542, 749 
Marl, calcareous.............-.-.--.-----2._.-do_.-- Q 0 (3 {3 
Mineral waters.:.._..................-gallons sold _- (4 ‘ (¢ (4 
Molybdenum..-_..-.................-......pounds.- (1) 1) wen ee cere een] pene eee n eee 
Ores (crude). ete.: 

Mine. _-.--2--.2-2-22----------.-----short tons__|.2. 2-222 fee eo 190, 326 () 
. Zine-lead..---.-.:.-.-2-----.--------.----do-_-- 218, 400 (8) wena neenee|ooeen ene eee 
Pyrites........-.--.----.-...-.........---Jong tons.- (1) (1) (1) Q) 
Sand and gravel._-.._..-........._.....-short tons_.| 7, 024, 722 2, 616, 204 6, 742, 882 2, 304, 197 | 
Sand and sandstone (ground)--_...............do___- (1) ) (1) (*) 
Sand-lime brick--...-.......-.-thousands of brick_- (1 6) (1 6) (1 8) (1 §) 
Silica (quartz) °--.-....-................short tons_- (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Stone... .....--2.---2-- 2 --------.-------0__..| 8, 182,780 | 3, 564,045 | 4,330,360! 5, 680, 263 Zine..___...._.-.-.......---.-------.-...-..@0_-... 5, 904 614, 016 5, 770 727, 020 
Miscellaneous ’. ........-.------.------------.------|-------------| 4, 993, 973 |-..-..--.-..-] 5, 356, 657 

Total value, eliminating duplications. _.......}......-...-.-| 12, 704.942 |.-....-.....-] 18, 553, 683 
LL SSS SS SS SSS Sa pS ir esses SS SS Sess 

: 1 Value included under ‘‘Miscellaneous.’’ 
3 Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. Total for 1940 is estimate by Bureau 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. 
3 Value not included in total value for State. - 
‘No canvass, ae 
§ Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. 
¢ Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau of the Census. 

. ' Includes minerals indicated by ‘1!’ above.
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: Mineral production of Wyoming, 1939-40 — 
a 

193? Jo 1940 

Product: en a 

. Quantity Value Quantity Value 

Qoment ...-..---------0--0--ceeeroeen-oe--DAEFOB- (1) (1) . (1) () a 

y: | . | 
Products (other than pottery and refractories) ..|-....-..-...-] 2 $182, 185 |-------------| $193, 000 . 

. Raw (sold by producers) ....---.----short tons..| 76, 133 777, 722 91,714 |. 976,844 

Coal. _..-.------ een ----------------------GO.-.-| 3 5, 373, 289 | 3 10, 753, 533 | 4 5, 808, 042 | #11, 944, 261 - 

COP RO  yee tons wwceennnn--nef ee. ee ee eee eee 4,000] — 452 

Feldspar (crude) -.....--------------------long tons-- 6, 726 25, 008 7, 833 | . 29, 128 | 

Gems and precious stones. ..--.---------------------]------------- (5) aenenneeeeene (5) 

Gold. ....-------.----------------------toy ounces. 583 20, 405 740 25, 900 

Gypsum (crude). ..-----.---------------Short tons_- ‘Om 5, 415 . 8,393 

. Jron ore...-.---.--.-.-------.------------long tons... 587, 892 ( 831, 314 (1) 

- Mica, scrap. ----------------------------short tons-- Hn 1) eee enn nnn ne| wo ene new neee " 

_ Mineral waters. .......-------+-------,gallons sold _. 5 (5) . (5) ~  & 

Natural gas. _...---.---.-------------M cubic feet._| 26, 614, 000 4,901,000 | 27, 346, 000 5, 221, 000 

Natural gasoline.__........-----_-----------gallons..| 30, 961, 000 1, 575, 000 | +33, 380, 000 1, 271, 000 

Ores (crude), ete.: . a 
. Copper. .--.------------------------short toms--|--.----------|------.------] ~ 30 e 

Dry and siliceous (gold and silver) -...----do-.--- . _ ~87 O- 783 

- Petroloum..........--.---------------------barrels..| 21,454,000 | 18,150,000.} 25,711,000 | 20, 600, 000- 

Sand and gravel._....-....-.-.----------Short tons..| 1, 675,120}  —_ 746, 022 1, 676, 954 594, 111 | 

Silver___...----.-----------------------Woy ounces... 75 51 114 81 

Sodium sulfate (natural). .-.-.-.--------short tons. - (1) (!) (1) @) | : 

Stone.....----..--.-.-------------------------do.--- 690, 860 668, 069 405, 140 375, 463 oe 

Tantalum ore._-..-------------------------pounds.- QR Pu een wenn [eee e ene e eee 

Vermiculite._........------.------------short tons_-| 1 (1) . () es @) . 

Miscellaneous ’. . ....-..---------------------+--2-++|--- 2-2-2" 2-7 1, 614, 006 |....-.-------] 1, 833, 900 an 

, Total value, eliminating duplications. ...-..--|--.--.-------| 39, 413; 001 |.-.---------- 43, 073, 533 
‘ 

1 Value included under “‘Miscellaneous.” —_- . ; 

* Figures obtained through cooperation with Bureau ofthe Census. Total for 1940 isestimate by Bureau ; 

of Mines based on figures issued by Bureau of the Census as somewhat incomplete. __ ; 
3 According to Bituminous Coal Division and Bureau of the Census; producers were asked to exclude 

selling expenses in reporting value, but a number of them included such expenses. 

. ‘ According to Bituminous Coal Division; value includes selling expenses. 

o canvass, . . 

Not valued as ore; value of recoverable metal content included under the metals. . 
? Inalndes minerals indicated by “!’’ above.
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SUMMARY | oe 

Gold and silver in 1941 failed to maintain the high rate of production 
set by the industry in 1940, which was a record year in many countries. 

World output of gold dropped an estimated 4 percent. Most of the | 

slump is attributed to Europe; however, no reliable data have been 
_. . obtained either on gold or silver from ft of the European countries, | 

and this is true as well for nearly all of the Asiatic nations and most = = 

of those in Africa and Oceania. World production of silver is esti- 
mated to have dropped nearly 3 percent, most of which represents 

reduced output in Canada, Mexico, and Peru. _ | | a 
Output of gold in North America dropped less than 1 percent in | 

1941. Although production in the United States decreased nearly 1 
percent, increases were appreciable in Canada and, Nicaragua. Silver 

made a poorer showing and dropped nearly 3 percent. 

_ Among the gold-producing countries of the world, the Union of 

South Africa, with an output of more than 14,000,000 ounces, con- 

tinued well in the lead and produced about 35 percent of total world 

output in 1941. The Union succeeded in increasing its output by 2% 

percent in spite of losses of skilled workmen and engineers to military | 

service, conversion of workshops to munition work, difficulty in obtain- | 

ing steel, and increased working costs. This favorable showing was 

accomplished by extending the ordinary working hours, by amending 

leave arrangements, by working overtime, by practicing the strictest 

sconomy in the use of all stores, by using substitute materials wherever 

possible, by reducing replacements in equipment to a minimum, and | 

y the restriction of development work. 
51
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In the United States less attention was given to gold and silver and 
more to base metals in order to meet the great demands of the war 

| program. LHarly in 1942, the War Production Board asked gold and 
silver operators to give precedence to more essential operations to 
conserve mining material and supplies, and gold and silver mines were 

| excluded from the priority benefits of Preference Rating Order P—56. 
| This exclusion caused considerable disturbance and misunderstanding 

| in the industry, and protests followed. In a short time it was stated 
that the case of each mine would be reviewed and if the mine was 

- found to produce needed amounts of copper, lead, or zinc, its serial | 
| number would be reinstated. | : | 

—_ Gold and silver producers in the Latin American countries faced an 
increasing shortage of mine and mill machinery, most of which comes _ 

: from the United States.. Moreover, their operations were handi- 
CS capped by inadequate shipping facilities for their ores and concentrates 

_ to United States smelters. Naturally, it is expected that production 
: will decrease still more in 1942. — | 

_ Although gold and silver had been considered quite unessential to 
_ the war effort, late in 1941 they began to make many important con- 

tributions to industry. This applied especially to silver, of which 
: “surprising amounts were used in the war industries by 1942. A more 

“detailed discussion in this connection is given later in this chapter. 

| DOMESTIC REFINERY PRODUCTION —— | 
| The figures in the following table were obtained through cooper- 

ation between the United States Bureau of the Mint and the Bureau 
: of Mines and were agreed upon after conference and adjustment. 

between the two Bureaus. | | 
_ The State totals are based upon bullion deposits in the United | 
States mints and assay offices and upon returns to the Bureau of the | 
Mint from smelting and refining companies. The State distribution 
is adjusted further by the Bureau of Mines from its geographical 
records of sources and production, both historical and current, from 
the producing mines and is tabulated for the mine reports discussed 
later. The data for the total production and in part for the distribu- 
tion are obtained from records of (1) the unrefined domestic gold and — 
silver deposited in the United States mints and assay Offices; (2) the 
domestic gold and silver in fine bars reported by private refineries, 
supplemented by data of content of unrefined mattes, blister copper, 
copper anodes, and lead bullion; and (3) the unrefined domestic gold 
and silver contained in ore and matte exported for reduction. The 

last item is small. |
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Gold and silver produced in the United States, 1987-41, and approximate distribution 

of source, by States and Territories, in 1941 | | 

| | (Refinery figures supplied by U. S. Bureau of the Mint] 

oe | | - Gold! ‘Silver? a 

. . State or Territory —_— OOo |: ooooo>v— 

a Fine ounces Value Fine ounces Value 

1937... nen e eee ns eeeecennee-+| 4,804, 40 | $168, 158, 900 71, 941, 794 $55, 646,978 . 

1988.......---- 222 ee eee ee eee 5, 089, 811 178, 143, 400 62, 665, 335 40, 510, 924 . 

1989___...-----.--.-_._-.--.----- +--+ ee 6, 611, 171 196, 301 OO 65,119,813 | 44,202, 279 me 

1940. .2------2- esses ccesesszscuesee-s-------| 6,008, 105 | 210, 108, 700 | 69, 585,734 | __ 40, 483, 189 ; 

1941: | 
'  flabama....._.......--..-----------+------- 32 1, 100 4 3 - 

Alaska. ........---------------------------- 696, 113 24, 364, 000 _ 217, 930 154, 972 

Arizona. -....------------------------------] - 317, 386 11, 108, 500 7, 711, 716. 5, 483, 887 

California....................-------------- 1, 431, 637 50, 107, 300 2, 167, 280 1, 541, 177 

. Colorado... ....--------------------------+- 387, 627 18, 567, 000 8,638, 904 6, 143, 221 ‘ 

Georgia. .-.....--.------------------------- 307 10, 700 35 25 

Idaho. -......--.......------.-----------+--- 151, 211 5, 292, 400 17, 082, 433 12, 147, 508 

Tllinois.........--.---------------- +--+ =| ----- eee eee ee eee eee ef 501 |. 356 

. Michigan... ......------------------------+|----- 2-2-2222] one e secre 60, 502 43, 024 

“Missouri... ..-- 0-0. ee sepenecee|sne--neenenee-|----e-e cee eeee 152, 273 108, 283 ) 
Montana.....-..-...-----------------------| —-—-252, 683. 8, 843, 900 | - 12, 742,114 9, 061, 059 

Nevada. -.......-.....-------.----------+---- 877, 953 18, 228, 400 © 5, 800, 174 4, 124, 568. ee 

. . New Mexico. ..-.....-.-------------------- 31, 127 1, 089, 400 1, 394, 182 991, 418 a 

New York.......---.-------2--- ns eee eee | --- - -- --] -- eee ee _ 37, 262 26, 497 . 

) _ North Carolina._..--..--------------------- 3,313| 115,900 7 349 5, 221 | 
. Oregon._-....---.-------------+------------ 95, 635 3, 347, 200 266, 276 189, 352 

2 Pennsylvania... -----.-.------------------- 2, 667 93, 300 16, 887 12,009 

L _ Philippine Islands._....... ...-...-..--.--| 1, 144,382 | 40,051,600 | —_‘1, 260, 097 896, 069 
~ Puerto Rico...-....-.---------------------- 20 700 2 1 

South Carolina.__........--.-.------------- 15, 549 544, 200 6, 447 4, 585 

South Dakota_......--.---.--.------------- _ 611,869 |. 21, 415, 400 173, 286 128, 226 

Tennessée._..........--.------------------- 228 8, 000 _ 39, 396 28, 015 

 Texas._-..----.---.----------4------------- 295 10, 300 1, 093, 137 777, 3Al an 

Utah.._.-.- 2... eee e+e 372, 570 13, 040, 000 13, 061, 846 9, 288, 424 a: 

Virginia___....-...-..-.-------------------- 240 8, 400 134 95. 

| Washington...___......-.-----2-------~=--- 83,166 | 2, 910, 800 405,820 | «288, 583 
Wyoming. .......---.---------------------- _ 459 16, 100 . 49 35: 

3 | 5,976,419 | 209,174,600 | 72,336,029 | 51,438,954 

1 Gold valued at $35 a fine ounce. . a | | | 
2 Silver valued as follows: 1937, $0.7735; 1938, $0.646-++; 1939, $0.678787-+; 1940 and 1941, $0.7111-++. o 

Gold and silver produced in the United States, 1792-1941 ' | 
~ {From Report of the Director of the Mint. The estimate for 1792-1873 is by R. W. Raymond, commiss oo © 

‘ sioner of mining statistics, and since then by the Director of the Mint} . | 

uk / . 

Gold Silver 

a Period = | | 

. Fine ounces Value ! Fine ounces| Value? 

1702-1847_._...._.---..-------~------------------ 1, 187,170 | $24, 637, 000 309, 500 . $404, 500 

1848-72.__._._.-...-----------------------------] _ 58, 279, 778 1, 204, 750,000 | 118, 568, 200 157, 749, 900 

1873-1941._......--.----------------------------] 207, 958, 229 4, 851, 125, 300 |3, 610, 431, 604 | 2, 715, 323, 848 

267, 425, 177 |6, 080, 412, 300 3, 729, 300, 304 | 2, 878, 478, 248 
| | , | 

1 Gold valued in 1934 and thereafter at $35 per fine ounce; prior thereto at $20.67+- per fine ounce. Dollar 

figures are rounded. 
. 

? Silver valued in 1934 and thereafter at Government’s average buying price for domestic product: In 

1934 and 1938 at $0.64-+ per fine ounce, in 1935 at $0.71875, in 1936 at $0.7745, in 1937 at $0.7735, in 1089 at 

$0.678787-++, and in 1940 and 1941 at $0.7111+-. 

| The average commercial value per fine ounce of silver for the total 

recorded domestic production is $0.771. | |
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| a PRICES OF GOLD AND SILVER | | 
__ Gold.—Under the Gold Reserve Act of 1934 the value of gold was. 
fixed by Presidential proclamation on January 31, 1934, at $35 per | 
fine troy ounce and has remained at that figure through 1941. From 
January 18, 1837,' through 1932, the price was $20.67-+ per ounce, — 
and in 1933 the legal coinage value was continued at $20.67-++. The | 
average weighted price per fine ounce in 1933, as computed by the | 
Bureau of Mines, was $25.56 and in 1934, $34.95. A complete ac- 
count of regulations pertaining to gold and silver in 1933-34 is given | 
in the chapter on Gold and Silver in Minerals Yearbook, 1934 (pp. 
25-46), issued by the Bureau of Mines. — es 

_ Silver.—The Government price for newly mined domestic silver was 
maintained throughout 1938 and to June 30, 1939, at $0.646464646 +- | 
per fine ounce. The act of Congress approved July 6, 1939, fixed the 
price of domestic silver mined after July 1, 1939, at $0.711+ per ounce. _ 

~ ss ‘The annual average prices ? used for domestic silver from 1932 to 1939 
are as follows: 1932, $0.282 ; 1933, $0.350; 1934, $0.646464646-+ ; 1935, 

| $0.71875; 1936, $0.7745; 1937, $0.7735; 1938, $0.646464646-+ : 1939, 
— $0.678787878-+- ; 1940-41, $0.711111111+. Be 7 

The following table, copied from the Annual Report of the Director - 
| of the Mint for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1941, shows the price _ 

of silver in London and in New York in 1940 and the first half of 1941. _ 

| Price of silver in London and in New York, 1 940-41 | . 
: oe [From the Report of the Director of the Mint] | 

London price per ounce, 0.925 [United States} Average 
fine Average | @Quivalent, (monthly New | | monthly per fine | York price of | 

: Month : exchange, Londen pe hce fine ar silver, : 
New York "at current | (mean of bid Highest | Lowest | Average | on London rate of ex- and asked 

a . | ‘ change quotations) 

| 1940 Pence — Pence | Pence Dollars Dollar _ Dollar January -__----_--22. 2 2254 216 | 21.8920 3. 9639 0. 39089 0. 35062 February .-.__-.......-...-.--- 21136 20%6 | 20.9345 3. 9633 . 37373 . 35062 » Maro 2222222222222] 21%6 | = 206 | 20.7631 3. 7501 35158 ; 35062 igh] Be] BY) ae) ee) Be) ee | June. 2-22 TT] ae 2144 | 22.6875 3. 6016 36807 . 35137 A enn ME 7 21146} 22° 0951 3. 8049 ; 37869 - 35062 August. ----.-222 222 2346 2246 | 23.2613 3. 9788 . 41690 ' . 35062 September........._.._.._.____- 23144 2334 23. 4464 4. 0342 - 42607 | . 35062 October...-- 22-2] aig 2334 | 93.4511 4, 0325 ; 42508 - 35062 November.-_._...._......---_.- 2346 2234 23. 2381 4. 0356 - 42243 . 35062 December.-22- 22-2272 22-27777"] 23846 | 201546) 93° 0149 4. 0350 : 41831 ~ 35082 

. January. 2336 23%6 | 23.2727 4. 0342 . 42291 . 35062 February .............-.----_.-- Be 2344 23. 3406 4. 0297 . 42366 - 35062 

May 2334 2334 | 23.4574 4.0310} ~  . 42593 35062 June..-- 2.2222 -------| BH 2336 | 23.4000 4. 0316 . 42495 . 35062 
Average, calendar year 1940__.._|..........|_...._....] 22, 2991 3. 8300 . 38458 . 35085 Average, fiscal year 1940-41__.__).-_-_-____}_--.---..-| 28, 2344 4, 0209 - 42082 - 35062 ee 

1 For Congressional. acts with reference to coinage from April 2, 1792, to January 31, 1934, see Minerals Yearbook, 1937, p. 113; for gold prices in London, 1931-36, p. 114. 
2 For highest, lowest, and average price of silver in New Y. ork, 1874-1935, see Minerals Yearbook, 1937, p. 115; for ratio of silver to gold, 1687-1935, p. 121.
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UNITED STATES AND WORLD MONETARY STOCKS © | | 

| According to figures published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, the - gold reserves of the United States increased $742 ,000,000 in 1941 and 
- totaled $22,737,000,000 at the end of the year. The gain in 1941 
was the smallest since the year before the legal value of gold was 
raised from $20.67+ to $35 a fine ounce. The. record gain of 
$4,351,000,000 occurred in 1940, when much gold was acquired from 
European countries invaded by Germany. During the first 5 months 
of 1942 the gold reserves decreased slightly and were shown by the | 
daily statement of the United States Treasury, June 8, 1942, to be 

| 649,033 ,271.8 fine ounces valued at $22,716,164,513.90. 
Figures on gold reserves held by central banks and governments in a many of the ather countries of the world at the end of 1941 are not | 

: available. At the end of 1939 the gold reserves (including stabiliza- a 
tion funds) of all countries (including the United States) totaled ap- | 
proximately $29,122,000,000. Adding $1,419,000,000 for new gold — 
produced in 1940 and an estimated $1,336,000,000 for 1941 raises the | 
total reserves of the world to approximately $31,877,000,000. 

The United States Treasury silver holdings on December 31, 1941, 
approximated 3,280,000,000 fine ounces. This represents slightly — - 
over 100,000 tons of silver. Early in 1942 it was stated that the __ | Treasury would lend 40,000 tons of silver for electrolytic busbars for : 
Making magnesium and for certain other war uses. The Twenty- | 
sixth Annual Review of the Silver Market, 1941, by Handy & Harman, 
contains the following paragraphs regarding coinage and Indian | 
demand. : | 

Accretions to the gold stocks of the United States were much less in 1941 than | 
in recent years. Nevertheless, such additions were sufficient to prevent any but - nominal progress towards the goal set by the Silver Purchase Act that ‘‘one-. , fourth of the total monetary value of the gold and silver stocks shall be in silver.’’ : Instead of the required 25 percent; the proportion of silver at. December 31, 1941, a was 15.7 percent, which compares with 15.6 percent one year before. , 

Coinage.— According to advices from London, the Royal Mint coined and ex- 
~~ ~~“ported substantial quantities of silver during 1941 , but no amounts are ascertain- 

able. It is believed that these shipments included coinage for the Dominions and 
the allies of Great Britain, although the major portion consisted of Maria Theresa 
thalers for Ethiopia and East Africa to replace the Italian money introduced - five years previously. : 

In Latin America, Panama authorized the coinage of additional fractional 
silver pieces, and the Central Bank of Ecuador was instructed to mint 5-sucre and 2-sucre coins of silver instead of issuing paper notes for the needed expansion 
of currency. Mexico used only a scant 300,000 ounces in 1941 to make 1-peso and 20-centavo pieces, but the silver came out of stocks purchased in 1940 and 
not from newly mined metal. The United States supplied native coins for Liberia, 
the Dominican Republic, the Dutch possessions of Curacao and Surinam, and the 
Netherlands East Indies. | 

Although the amount of foreign coinage done in this country was considerable, 
the necessity to operate our mints on a 24-hour basis was caused by the tre- 
mendous demand for United States fractional currency which developed during 
the year, and which, according to the Director of the Mint, was attributable to 
defense expansion in trade, increased popularity of vending machines, and sales 
taxes. Between January 1 and November 30, 1941, the value of subsidiary silver 
in circulation (this excludes nickels and pennies) increased by $61,500,000, 
equivalent to 44,500,000 ounces of newly coined metal. It is also of interest 
that during this same period an additional 8,600,000 ounces of silver in the form 
of standard silver dollars was withdrawn from the banks. However, no question 
of silver consumption for coinage is involved in this record-breaking demand for 
currency by the American people, since no specific Government purchases of 
metal were necessitated. . 

4977794386 
7
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Also, it is believed that India acquired most of Burma’s production and some | a 
4,000,000 ounces from Australia: The sole basis for our estimate of Indian silver 
consumption in 1941 is an advice from Bombay which sets the figure at 40,000,000 
ounces. © , “ co . 

During the past year there has been no indication of any further hoarding of 
silver coin such as occurred in 1940; nor any criticism, so far as we have heard, of 

_ the debasement of the rupee. It would appear, therefore, that the steps taken | 
by the Indian Government have satisfied the demand of the people for more 
currency and at the same time have provided surplus stocks of silver without 

_. the corresponding loss of foreign exchange which purchases abroad would have : 
necessitated. , | a ; 

| GOLD AND SILVER IN THE ARTS AND INDUSTRIES - 

_ Gold.—The average person doubtless regards gold as a special metal | 
almost unavailable except for monetary, international trade, and ex- OO 
change purposes. However, gold has a number of qualities that adapt . 
it to Many uses in industry, and it would seem that greater use might —=s_—™ 
be made of the metal during the present emergency when there is a 

: critical shortage of nearly all metals. The following comments on the | 
uses of gold in the industries have been excerpted largely from an | 

‘excellent paper by Downs2 | | | 
| Gold has seven properties that make it particularly desirable in 

meeting many industrial needs: (1) Resistance to all ordinary corro- — 
| sion; (2) high malleability and ductility; (3) ability to form a fast - 

joint with ceramics; (4) ability to weld at ordinary temperatures by 
pressure alone; (5) very low specific heat and latent heat of fusion, | 
making it about the easiest of the ordinary metals to heat, cool, or OO 
melt; (6) attractive color, either in the nearly pure form or as numer- | 

~ ous alloys; (7) high conductivity for electricity. ’ - . 
| The use of gold in jewelry is well-known. The two properties ac- : . 

counting mainly for the popularity of gold in articles of jewelry are oF 
attractive color and freedom from corrosion. In addition to yellow 

~ gold, white, green, blue, and purple gold can be produced. By adding 
~~--varying amounts of silver, copper, zinc, nickel, or palladium, white —— 

gold is produced ; adding cadmium, green gold; adding iron, blue gold; 
adding aluminum, purple gold. | | 7 | 
-Many articles are prepared by covering the surfaces with a layer of 

gold by one of the several processes described below. Gilding by the 
older mercurial and immersion processes has been largely replaced by 

_ electroplating. The article to be plated is made the cathode (negative - 
pole) and a bar of gold the anode (positive pole) in a bath of potassium 
aurocyanide. Any thickness of plate may be obtained by controlling 
the operation. A thickness of 0.00005 inch is satisfactory on many 
articles. Gold-covered silver wire may be prepared by plating a bar 
of silver-copper alloy and drawing it out to wire in the usual manner. 
This common commodity is used for weaving into gold braid and 
embroideries so widely used on uniforms, vestments, and other articles. 
Plated gold also finds much application in instruments used in the 
transmission of sound, the efficiency of which depends upon the 
delicate electrical contact of gold-plated electrodes. : | 

In covering surfaces with leaf gold, the extreme malleability of gold 
is utilized. Most leaf gold is prepared by hand-hammering the metal 

3 Downs, E., Gold and Its Scope in Industry: Chem. and Ind., vol. 61, No. 14, April 4, 1942, pp. 156-160.
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into sheets about four-milkonths inch thick, and the leaf can be applied 
| to nearly all kinds of surfaces. About 250 square feet of leaf can be 

prepared from 1 ounce of gold at a cost for the gold of about one-tenth — 
cent per square inch. The low cost permits the leaf to be used exten- 

| sively on picture frames, gilt labels of many kinds, book titles and 
coverings, the edges of playing cards, and numerous other articles. 

The process of depositing a layer of gold by cathode sputtering or 
| - cathode dispersion has been developed rather recently. The method 

is applicable to articles of many different shapes, sizes, and materials. 
| To be coated, the article is placed in a vacuum chamber provided with 

an aluminum anode and a gold cathode. -On passing an electric cur- 
| rent of high voltage. through the chamber, gold is dispersed and 

| deposited as a film less than one-millionth inch thick. Sputtered 
| gold parts are used extensively in radio equipment. _ 

° The vaporization process is also used to coat objects with gold. 
Again, the object is placed in a vacuum chamber which also contains 
gold. The gold is heated electrically to its melting point, and the 
vapor is condensed as a molecular film on the object. Spectaclelenses _ 

| processed in this way are used in the treatment of certain eye 
complaints. | a 7 

Still another method of covering a surface with a layer of gold is 
| through the use of rolled gold, prepared by soldering or welding gold 

plate of any carat onto a block of bronze, nickel silver, or silver. The 
Fo block is then rolled to the desired thickness even to a covering of no 

| more than two-millionths inch thick. Common articles made of rolled 
gold include spectacle frames, watch cases, pencils, jewelry, and toys. — 
Articles with the thicker coverings have very high wearing qualities. . : 

| An interesting and important use of gold is in decorating ceramic 
| ' ware. Gold applied in this way is virtually pure gold, even to the 

finest line. The decorating usually is done in one of two ways. In 
| the first, the gold is prepared chemically in the amorphous form and 

| amalgamated. Fluxes are added, and the whole is ground to a fine 
powder. ‘The powder is next mixed with a suitable liquid and applied 
to the ware; the ware is then fired in the kiln. In the second method, 

- a solution is prepared of complex organic gold compounds in essential 
| oils, with materials added to give good adhesion. The solution is 

| applied to the ware with a brush, and the ware is fired. More ware is 
decorated by this method than by the first. Attractive shades of ruby 
and rose in stained glass, jewelers’ enamel, china, and porcelain ware 
are developed by the use of purple of Cassius (gold precipitated from a 
solution of gold chloride by adding stannous chloride). 

The use of gold in the practice of dentistry is also well-known. Gold 
| is a desirable dental material because it is permanent and has natural 

resistance to mouth secretions. It is used mainly in three ways—as 
fillings, dentures, and orthodentic wires. For certain types of dental . 
work the gold is hardened by adding platinum or palladium. 

Gold finds considerable use for chemical plant and laboratory ware, 
although the high cost of the metal limits its use considerably. Labo- 
ratory dishes and crucibles of gold-palladium alloy resist heat and 
chemicals, and the alloy can be substituted for platinum in many proc- 
esses when the price of platinum is unduly high. Some plant 
equipment constructed of base metals is lined with gold to give greater 
resistance to the chemicals, and solid-gold stills and condensers are not 

| unknown. Gold-platinum alloy is used to make spinnerets in the -
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manufacture of artificial silk, as the metal used must resist abrasion 
and corrosion during passage of the solution through the spinneret. ) 

Gold also finds use in several types of special instruments, includ- 
ing the Pallador thermocouple—a gold-palladium-iridium-platinum 7 
couple—used for accurate temperature measurements; heat fuses, . 
either as the pure metal or as a gold-palladium alloy, in certain elec- 
trically heated furnaces to provide protection from 960°C. to 1,500°C.; _ 
and contacts in certain electrical equipment, generally as a gold-silver- 
platinum alloy. | ) 

Other special commodities are made of gold because of its high | 
- resistance to corrosion. These include gold-alloy hairsprings used in 

highly accurate timepieces and marine chronometers; suspension strips 
in the most accurate galvanometers; gold plate on base-metal con- : 
ductors carrying high-frequency radio currents; and gold-tipped pencils | 
on water-meter recorders. used in damp climates. _ | 

_ Still other interesting applications are made of gold in parabolic 
reflectors using infrared rays to dry paint work and as a gold alloy for | 

_ brushes in motor generators employed in connection with electrical 
' equipment that measures the speed of aircraft engines. | 

In therapeutics gold serves unusually well as a target in X-ray , 
| work, as container tubes for the distintegration products of radon in | | 
_ radium therapy, and, in the form of complex organic salts, in the 

treatment of certain skin diseases and rheumatoid arthritis. | 
_ 'Stlver.—The utilization of silver in the arts and industries has shown 

a phenomenal increase during the past few years. Consumption has 
leaped from about 5,000,000 fine ounces in 1935 to some 72,000,000 
fine ounces in 1941, and it is expected that consumption in 1942 will | 

_ be substantially greater than in 1941. Naturally, much of this 
increased demand is due directly or indirectly to the war program. | | 

Silver has many properties that make it valuable for uses in the arts 
and industries. For example, it is highly malleable and ductile; it 

__... ranks first among the metals in conductivity of-electricity and heat;it. = 
is beautiful and has ability to take a superior finish; it is but slightly 
affected by common acids and is not ordinarily discolored or stained 
by foods and fruit juices; and it is low in cost compared with other _ . 
precious, and even some base, metals. : 

Although nearly pure silver has many applications, it is too soft a 
_ for most purposes, hence is alloyed with other metals in varying 

proportions. It is also used in many articles as a plating or coating on 
base metals or base-metal alloys. Plating is now done almost entirely | 
by the electro method. Compounds of silver find much use in the 
photographic industry, as well as in medicine and chemistry. 
_For many years the greatest consumer of silver has been the sterling 

silverware industry, which in 1941 used an estimated 30,000,000 fine 
ounces. (‘‘Sterling”’ has a fineness of 0.925, or 92.5 percent pure 
silver.) This amount is considerably more than double that con- 
sumed by this industry in 1940 and is attributed in great part to 

- Increased purchasing power of the public and to the greater number of 
marriages as a result of enlistments and inductions into the service. 

The photographic industry for a number of years has ranked second , 
in consumption of silver, followed generally by the electroplating | 
industry, the manufacture of jewelry, optical goods and novelties, 
silver-clad steel tanks, evaporators, drying pans, and other equipment
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for the chemical industry, and several smaller industries and uses that 
oF have consumed annually less than 1,000,600 fine ounces each. © 

In 1941 the war industries and others began using increasing amounts | 
of silver; in 1942 war uses of the metal are expanding rapidly. This. | 

: ) trend was brought about by the substitution of silver in many articles 
formerly made of nickel, chromium, aluminum, copper, and tin and 

_ by the industries employing silver in new ways because of the desirable 
properties that it possesses. | | | ne 

- Of particular importance was the greatly increased use of silver 
- solder and brazing alloys, which are made in a wide variety of types 
containing 10 to 80 percent silver, with the remainder copper, zinc, or | 
other metals. Those in greatest use contain 40 to 50 percentsilver 

_ The silver solders and brazing alloys are of great moment in the 
. war effort. They are used in ignition-wire shields for aircraft engines, | 

/ ‘preventing radio interference; in the manufacture of oil coolers and _ 
radiators for airplane engines; and in a-rplane instruments, pipe 

| connections, parts of the fuselage, and repair work. In armament, 
, they are employed in joining the cylinder heads in the recoil mecha- | 

- nisms of antiaircraft guns and field artillery pieces: in the brazing of 
‘jackets of machine-guns; in the construction of torpedo tubes; and in 

| joining the nose pieces of aerial and incendiary bomb shells and tubes. 
_ Silver brazing alloys are widely used in the construction, maintenance, — 

and repair of ships in joining pipes, and in equipment for air condition-- © 
ing and refrigeration; also, in the construction of motors, and headlight —_ 

| connections and pneumatic systems of automobiles; and in the ~ 
assembling of parachute rip rings and the brazing of joints of army 
field-kitchen stoves. Numerous other uses are made of silver solder 
and silver brazing alloys in a wide variety of electrical equipment and 

| appliances. | ; , | | 
- . A new and important use of silver is the plating of aircraft bearings, 

| which are coated with a thickness of 0.025 inch. This use alone 
probably will consume more than 5,000,000 ounces in 1942. Coin 
silver (90 percent pure silver) is being employed to form seals and 
cushion ends for pistons in the recoil chambers of antiaircraft guns 
and field-artillery pieces, and 9% pounds of silver goes into the recoil 
mechanism of each 155-mm. gun and each 8-inch howitzer. 

Silver is replacing tin in soft tin-lead solders and in high-tin Babbitt 
metal; nickel silver in the manufacture of watch cases; tin-antimony 
alloys in costume jewelry: aluminum as a reflective coating for ‘‘sealed- — 
beam” headlights and in vacuum bottles; and brass in many important 
ways. It is being substituted for copper in low-voltage wiring and in 
busbars so extensively employed in plants manufacturing aluminum 
and magnesium. Silver alloyed with about 10 percent copper finds 
much use in electrical contacts, for which it is well-adapted because 
of its high conductivity of electricity and heat; too, the oxide formed 

| at some contacts decomposes at 572° F. and returns to pure silver and 
thus does not build up high resistance. 

Silver added in small amounts to copper improves copper to be 
soldered by preventing undue softening from heat; in commutator 
bars by insuring hardness; and in photoengravers’ plates by preventing 
softening of the cold-rolled copper sheets processed at increased 
temperatures. | 

An alloy containing 4 percent silver has gained some commercial 
use as a master alloy to introduce silver into stainless steel. The
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silver tends to decrease pit corrosion and to give a better surface co 
polish. | oo | | 

Some progress has been made in casting silver articles weighing | 
up to 2 ounces. Success in this field will lead to many industrial : 
applications. | | 

Finally, silver in various forms has considerable use in dentistry, 
medicine, and surgery as instruments of many types, suture wires 

_ and plates, dental fillings, cauterizing devices, and compounds used | 
for caustic, astringent, and antiseptic purposes. | | 
It is evident that, silver occupies an important place in the war oe 

program, and the extensive research now being made on the metal 
undoubtedly will develop many new uses within a short time. The 
stockpile, once considered to be large, is disappearing at a rapid 

- rate, and the metal is speedily taking its place with numerous other | 
metals whose nonessential uses are being seriously curtailed or pro- 
hibited; not often has a commodity readjusted its position in com- 
merce so abruptly. _ a 

The following table shows the net industrial consumption of ‘gold 
and silver in the United States from 1901 to 1941, inclusive, in terms 

| of dollars for gold and fine ounces for silver. The amount of each 
metal reclaimed and recovered from various sources is deducted from 
the amount issued for industrial use to give the net amount. — | 

Net industrial consumption of gold and silver in the United States, 1901-41! 

. Gold (dollars) . | Silver (fine ounces) . 

Year “Returned Issued for Net indus- Returned Issued for Net indus- - 
from indus- industrial trial con- from indus- industrial trial con- 

trial-use use sumption. trial use use ~ sumption 

1901...............] 5,287,013 | 23,868,956 | 18,631,943 | 1,223,720 | 14,133,604 | 12, 909, 974 | 
1902..-----__-__""] 6,576,863 | 27,682,847 | 21,105,984 | 2,798,880 | 19,345,009 16,546, 120 
1903.-----77-7772) 6, 459,989 | 29,063, 551 | 22, 603, 562 | 3, 934,270 | 19.968;356 | 16,034,086 
1904..-.-----7"77""} 7,880,964 | 28, 655,963 | 20,774,999 |  21659,153 | 20,479,987 | _17, 820, 834 
1905.......-...-.-- 7, 733, 423 33, 208, 615 25, 475, 192 4, 391, 923 23, 700. 677 19,308,754. 

ce 19O8-TTTITTITTITTT | 7].243, 820 | 30, 126, 763 |. 31,882,934 | 3,909,030.) 21,853,964 | 17,044 234. Oe 
1907..-._--2-77"77] 91 259; 254 | ~ 40, 727,070 | 31,467,816 | 2,208,742 | 24,369, 7841 22,071,042 7 
1908..----------"""] 7,030,204 | 31, 476,091 | 24,445,797 | 3,589,929 | 23,850,828 | 20, 280, 899 | 
1909_----------7"""]- 7/380, 560 | 37,628, 769 | 30,248,209 | 6, 941,962 | 27,901,126 | 20, 959, 164 
1910-.-.--.--..--.| 7,626,278 | 41,787,152 | 34,160,874 | 1,602,979 | 24 780,807| 23, 186, 828 
1911-_.._-.__-_--|__ 7,731,238 | 40,834,292 | 33,103,054 | 5,725,582 | 32,013,685 | 26, 288, 103 
1912-77-77 7""} 8, 106, 705 | 43, 977, 257 | 35,870,552 | 7,291,609 | 29,936,520! 22 644, 821 
1913.----. 7777777} _ 8, 362,235 | 45,864,066 | 37,501,831 | 7, 864,466 | 30,992,834 | 23, 198, 368 
1914.-----777777""] 12,934,974 | 36, 137,075 | 23,202,101 | 6, 758,330 | 29,309,961 | 22, 551, 631 
1915..._.._......--| 12,698,326 | 36,126,353 | 23,428,027 | 7,001,875 | 29,968,115 | 22, 966, 240 
1916..._-.___.__-.| 20,185,304 | 50,042,175 | 29,856,871 | 9,899,246 | 32/103,507| 22, 204, 261 
1917.-...._-.-..---| 19,082,196 | 50, 415,641 | 31,333,445 | 11,041,038 | 27,030,845 | 15, 998, 807 
1918.._--._-.._._--| 20,327,345 | 53,014,385 | 32,687,040 | 9, 530,263 | 36,252,506 | 23, 722, 333 
'1919..----77"77""] 21,035,308 | 76, 132,251 | 55,096,853 | 6, 463,002 | 32,700,521 | 28, 237,519 
1920.._.._____1_""] 29, 634,478 | 79,715,087 | 50,180,609 | 8, 694,392 | 27,974,521 | 19, 280, 129 
1921..---22-_.__.--| 28,013,868 | 48,455,477 | 20,441,609 | 7,024,318 | 35,867,946 | 28, 43, 628 
1922..---.2--.----| 24, 688,408 | 56,613, 658 | 31,990, 255 | 6, €23, 568 | 37,910,000 | 31, 286,531 
1923_.__-1_-""7__]| 31,365,070 | 86, 892, 245 | 35,627,175 | 8, 460,808 | 36,824,977 | 28, 355, 171 
1924...-77777"777T] 32} 320,145 | 64, 791,429 | 32,471,205 | 8, 930,580 | 33, 504,816 | 24, 664, 236 
1925...-_.___._7._} 30,092,021 | 61,225,870 | 31, 133,849 | 9,807,416 | 39,826,579 | 29, 929, 163 
1926..---__--"7"""| 32,063, 448 | 62, 990,839 | 30,927,301 | 10,000,792 | 39,408,303 | 29, 407, 601 
1927...-_--"-777""] 30, 369, 237 | 56,819,728 | 26,450,491 | 10,155,427 | 38,648,717 | 28, 493, 200 
1928..--_--____71.-] 30,276, 159 | 56, 581,652 | 26,305,500 | 10,616,380 | 35, 547,663 | 24, 931, 283 
1929._-----72_77"""] 32,030,531 | 56, 903, 667 | 24,873,136 | 11,381,523 | 42,350,082 | 30,977, 559 
1930_.---._____..] 27,511,640 | 42,689,379 | 15,177,739 | 9, 468,829 | 36,343,207 | 26, 874, 378 
1931...._..-......-| 28,227,085 | 20,157,865 , 5,930,780 | 9,346,281 | 33,682,119 | 24, 335, 838 
1932.---7-777""777"] 28, 504; 769 | 20, 105,102 | —6, 489,667 | 9,796,956 | 24,957,.967| 14, 461, O11 
1933________.7___"_] 22,805,960 | 17,013,260 | —5, 792,700 | 18,532,880 | 29,343,451 | ‘10, 810, 571 
1934__--._-""_7"""] 75,927,285 | 14, 232) 795 | —61, 694,490 | 28, 186,178 | 30,678,603 | 11, 492, 45 
1935.....-...-...--| 58,390,675 | 25,929, 497 | —32, 461,178 | 35,903,107 | 41, 192, 023 5, 288, 916 
1936.....-...-..---| 35,875,770 | 32, 967,937 | —2, 907,833 | 16,703,353 | 35,842,674 | 19, 139, 321 
1937.__-.__....._.-| 36,407,945 | 39,622,338 | 3,214,393 | 23,564,996 ' 51,292,970 | 27, 727, 284 
1938___-_-_._.__-.-| 30,480,835 | 30,156,754 | 324,081 | 18, 438, 847 | 38, 620,473 | 20, 181, 626 
1939.__-----___-__] 31, 328, 360 | 38, 788,960 | 7,460,600 | 24,972,260 | 69, 585,265 | 44, 613,005 
1940 —------------| 27,87, 355 | 41,178,387 | 18,306,082 | 22, 508,729 | 67,062, 632 | 44, 408, 903 
1941____.__..__...| 30,975,490 | _ 67,977,110 | _ 37,001,620 | 20,361,256 | 92, 793.574 | _72, 432, 318 

1U. 8. Bureau of the Mint. .
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: o IMPORTS AND EXPORTS oO 

Value of gold and silver imported into and exported from the United States, 1940-41, _ 
| ee | by classes. Cit : 

. . : - Excess of im- 
Imports Exports ports over | . _ exports 

| 1940 | | | of 
Gold: _ Oo 

Contained in ore and base bullion._..............---| $110, 935, 025 $103, 922. $110, 831, 103 
Bullion refined............--------------------------| 4,115, 289, 974 1,016,218 | 4, 114, 273, 756 

| ‘United States coin__.-_....-...-.-----.2--------2--- 9, 057 6, 347 " 2710 
. Foreign Coin. .____2.------------ -- ee eee eee 523, 233, 147 , 3, 868, 412 519, 364, 735 

| o . : ~ 4, 749, 467, 203 4,904,899 | 4, 744,472,304 

Silver: oe | : | ) 
Contained in ore and base bullion.........-..--.-.--|) 21, 069, 295 . 4, 030 21, 065, 265 
Bullion refined__-...........-.--------------.-..---.| 36, 916, 258 3, 343, 184 |. 33, 573, 074 
United States coin......._......--------------------] 217, 964 7, 790 ~ 210, 174 

| Foreign coin..........--------0------L-----------+-- 230,349 | 319,381 | 189, 032 | 
| | | - | | 58, 433,866 | 3,674,385.) 54, 759, 481 

. 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) oo 
- Gold: oe 7 Lt 

| Contained in ore and base bullion...............----] | 78, 807, 762 30, 973 78, 776, 789 
Bullion refined_.-...............---..--------------- 759, 476, 500 12, 180 759, 464, 320 
United States coin._-.....:...-.--.---2-----=------2 728 | 8,114] - 17,386 
Foreign coin.-...-..--.----------+-----+-----2--+--- 434,034 |.....----------- 434, 034 

: 7 | os | 838,719,024 |  ————_—&1, 267 838, 667, 757 | 
Silver: , oe _ } 

Contained in ore and base bullion.............--...- 12, 961, 787 1, 159 12, 960, 628 
a Bullion refined.................--.----1-----------. - 22, 671, 365 2, 706, 334 19, 965, 032. 

United States coin..................---------------- . 15, 943 171, 000. -  1§5, 057 
Foreign coin........-....-22--.-.--.---------------- 1, 703 2, 251, 097 12, 249, 394 

. , | ce 35, 750, 798 5, 129, 590 30; 621, 208 

. : 1 Excessofexports. = | 7 | : 
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| | ' DOMESTIC SUPPLY | : 

The domestic supply of new gold comes chiefly from dry and siliceous | 
ore and irom placer gravel. ‘These two sources yielded 90 percent of 
the domestic gold (excluding Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico) in | 
1915, 80 percent in 1930, 87 percent in 1931, 93 percent in 1932, 1933, 
and 1934, 91 percent in 1935, 88 percent in 1936, 85 percent in 1937, 
90 percent in 1938, 88 percent in 1939, 87 percent in 1940, and 86 per- 

| cent in 1941. The proportionate output of gold from copper ore wast : 
7 percent in 1915, 16 percent in 1930, 10 percent in 1931, 4 percent in | 
1932, 5 percent in 1933 and 1934, 7 percent in 1935, 10 percent in 1936, | 
12 percent in 1937, 8 percent in 1938, 10 percent in 1939, 11 percent in 
1940, and 12 percent in,1941.. These sources represented 96 to 98 
percent of the gold supply in 1915 and 1930-41. 

In 1915 dry and siliceous ore yielded in rounded figures 36 percent 
| of the total silver; copper ore, 26 percent; lead ore, 27 percent; and 

zinc-lead ore, 9 percent. In 1940 dry and siliceous ores yielded 41 | 
percent and in 1941, 41 percent; copper ore, 29 and 28 percent; lead 
ore, 4 and 6 percent; and zinc-lead ore (including zinc-copper and zinc-. 
lead-copper ores), 24 and 25 percent. — _ | 

So | _- MINE REPORT) | | 

| METHOD OF COLLECTING STATISTICS | 

The first table in this report presents the official refinery figures for . 
production of gold and silver in the United States from 1937 to 1941, 
as agreed upon by the Bureau of the Mint and the Bureau of Mines. . 
These figures record the output of gold and silver bullion from domes- 
tic ore in marketable form as metals, either refined or unrefined. | 

To trace the gold and silver produced back to its source by States, | 
counties, and mining districts, the Bureau of Mines systematically — 
investigates the ‘‘mine production” of ores containing gold and silver 

~~~and the output of the placer mines, the total being classified by meth- = = © ~~ 
ods of production and by kinds of ore, as well as by mining districts. 
The resulting figures form the basis of the mine reports. | 

: Of the two systems for ascertaining the production of gold and : 
silver, one is a measure of the metallurgic industry and the other of | 
the mining industry; one reports the metal actually recovered in 
marketable form.and the other the mine output and its recoverable 
content. The two methods will not produce identical results, but 
data for a period of years long enough to compensate for overlap or 
lag should agree within allowable limits of error. 

Gold and silver produced in the United States, 1905-41, in fine ounces, according to 
_mint and mine returns, tn terms of recovered metals 

| | Mint Mine | 
Year | 

, Gold Silver Gold Silver 

1905-36... -------------------------| 109, 420,194 | 1, 826,086,989 | 109, 190,585 | 1,815, 780, 860 
1987... 111) stereo 4,804,540] ” 71,941, 704 4, 834, 062 72, 128, 397 
1938.___-__.-...-22---ssesseee sees eee 5, 089, 811 62, 665, 335 6, 170, 743 62, 873, 450 
1939. ____--=.---s--sssseesseeeseeeeseeee| 8 611, 171 65, 119, 513 5, 672, 485 65, 565, 024 

is. (nn 6,003,105 | 69, 585, 734 5, 984, 163. 71, 824, 746 
1941-21222 5,976,419 | 72, 336, 029 5, 881, 798 68, 483, 333 

136, 905,240 | 2, 167, 735, 304 E 2, 156, 655, 810
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. Compared with the mine reports, the mint reports for the 37 years \ 
show a total excess of gold of 171,404 ounces (a difference of 0.13 
percent) and a total excess of silver of 11,079,584 ounces (a difference . 
of 0.51 percent). , | : 

: 7 | UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 7 : 

| All tonnage figures are short tons of 2,000 pounds ‘dry weight’; ~ 
| that is, they do not include moisture. The weight unit for gold and 

silver is the troy ounce (480 grains). The totals are calculated upon 
the basis of recovered and recoverable fine gold and silver shown by 
assays to be contained in ore, bullion, and other material produced. 
Prices of gold and silver are discussed in a preceding section of this 
report. | . 

a | | | MINES PRODUCING 7 

| LEADING GOLD. PRODUCERS _ 

The output of the 35 largest gold producers in the United States . 
- _ (Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded) in 1941, none of which 

produced less than 19,000 ounces, was 2,528,312 fine ounces (53 percent 
of the total). Six of the companies, working placer mines with float- 
ing connected-buckei, dredges, recovered 484,227 ounces of gold; | 
the rest of the output of the largest producers came from lode mines. 
The total output of lode mines and placers producing less than 19,000 
ounces each was 2,222,553 ounces. | ) | . 

| Largest producers of gold in the United States in 1941, in order of output ! 

g a Operator ‘State Mining district Source of gold | 

| ‘1 | Homestake Mining Co.-.......| South Dakota...| Whitewood_.......-.-..| Dry and siliceous gold 
. . , ore. 

. 2} Utah Copper Co__._.-.........| Utah_._.........| West Mountain_._......| Copper ore. 
3 United States Smelting, Refin- | Alaska_.._._....| Fairbanks and Nome--.| Dredging gravel. 

ing & ining Co. . 
4 | Golden Cycle Corporation 2_...| Colorado........| Cripple Creek, ete......| Dry and siliceous gold 

, ore. 

§ | Phelps Dodge Corporation.-_...| Arizona_........| Ajo, Copper Mountain, } Copper ore. 
Verde, Warren. 

6 | Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields.| California.......| Callahan, Oroville, | Dredging gravel. a 
Snelling, Yuba River. 

7 Alaska Juneau Gold Mining | Alaska........_./ Juneau.__..........=....| Dry and siliceous gold 
, : 0. , ore. 

§ | Idaho Maryland Mines Corpo: | California._.....| Grass Valley-Nevada Do. 
ration. City. 

9 | Natomas Co_........._...-.-..]_-....do_....._....| Folsom_.................| Dredging gravel. 
16 | Empire Star Mines Co., Ltd__.|.....do_..........| Browns .Valley, Grass | Dry and siliceous ore. 

Valley-Nevada City. 
11 | Getchell Mine, Inc_............| Nevada......._.| Potosi__............_-_-- Do. 

. 12 | Howe Sound Co______......... Washington_....; Chelan Lake_...._.._.._| Copper ore. 
13 Lava Cap Gold Mining Corpo- | California._-..-- ‘Grass Valley-Nevada | Dry and siliceous ore. 

ration. -UILY. 
14 | Alaska-Pacific Consolidated | Alaska..........| Willow Creek...........| Dry and siliceous gold 

Mining Co. ore. 
15 | Nevada Consolidated Copper | Nevada.......-.| Robinson___............| Copper ore. . 

Corporation. 
16 | Mammoth-St. Anthony, Ltd_-| Arizona.........| Old Hat.................| Dry and siliceous ore. 
17 | United States Smelting, Refin- |.....do_..........| San Francisco_-._.._.-.- Do. 

ing é _Mining Co. (Gold 
oad;. 

1 | Snyder Mines, Inc.......-.....| Utah............| Camp Floyd............|_ Do. 
19 | United States Sraelting, Refin- |.-...do_..........| West - Mountain and | Zinc-lead ore, lead ore, 

-| ing & Mining Co. Tintic. dry and _ siliceous 
- gold-silver ore. 

20 | Consolidated Coppermines | Nevada._.......| Robinson__,............} Copper ore. 
Corporation. 

1 Philippine Islands excluded. 
? Custom mill. Includes mainly ore from Cresson, Portland, Ajax, Vindicator, and other mines in Cripple 

Creek district, Colorado, but also from other districts in Colorado.
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Largest producers cf gold in the United States in 1941, in order of output —Contd. | 

“ . 

a Operator | State Mining district Source of gold | 

21 | Bald Mountain Mining Co__.-| South Dakota...| Trojan....-......-.....| Dry and siliceous gold | 
ore. 

22 | Gold Hill Dredging Co.__......| California.......| Camanche, Oroville.....| Dredging gravel. 
23 | Central Eureka Mining Co.-_--}-...-do...........| Mother Lode..._........| Dry and siliceous ore. 
24 | Capital Dredging Co..._..-....|-.---do...........| Folsom___....._..._.....| Dredging gravel. 
25 | New Jersey Zinc Co., Empire | Colorado_......_| Battle Mountain._._....| Copper ore. 

| Zine Division. — { . . 
26 | Knob Hill Mines, Inc.__.......| Washington.....| Republie_...............| Dry and siliceous gold ; 

; , : ore. . 
27 | Talache Mines, Inc...__.......| Idaho_..........| Middle Boise___.__.__-- Do. 
28 | Argonaut Mining Co., Ltd.....| California._.....| Mother Lode_...........| Dry and siliceous cre. 
29 | Golden Queen Mining Co__..__|_-...do.__........| Mojave_..._..._-..____.- Do. 
30 Carson Hill Gold Mining Cor- |--.-.do__.........| Mother Lode___.._.-.-_. Do. 

poration. ~ . 
31 | Telluride Mines, Inc. ormerly | Colorado........| Upper San Miguel.._...| Dry and siliceous gold- 

Veta Mines, Inc.). . Silver ore. 
_ 82 | Anaconda Copper Mining Co..| Montana........| Summit Valley or Butte.| Copper ore, zinc-lead 

. ore, dry and siliceous 
. gold-silver ore. 

33 | Manhattan Gold Dredging Co.| Nevada.........| Manhattan_............| Dredging gravel. a 
34 | Anaconda Copper Mining Co. | Montana........| Renova__._.............| Dry and siliceous gold 

(West Mayflower mine). . ore. 
| 35 | Prescott Lease (E. L. Cord)....| Nevada_-...-....| Silver Peak........--...| Dry and siticeous ore. 

| _ LEADING SILVER PRODUCERS oe | | 

_- The output of silver from the 50 leading silver-producing companies 
in 1941, none of which produced less than 199,000 ounces, was : 
53,638,081 ounces—80 percent of the total mine output of the United 
States (Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded); the remaining 
13,426,788 ounces (placer production excluded) came from about 5,000 a 
lode mines, many of which derive a substantial net income from the , 

_ silver content. , | 

Largest producers of silver in the United States in 1941, in order of output | 

a 
at , ; . 

1 | Anaconda Copper Mining Co_.| Montana_.......| Summit Valley or | Copper ore, zinc-lead ore, | 
. Butte. ' dry and siliceous gold- 

silver ore. 
2 | Sunshine Mining Co__-........| Idaho....._.....| Evolution.............] Dry and siliceous silver : 

| _ ore. 
3 | New Jersey Zine Co., Empire | Colorado.__....-| Battle Mountain._....| Copper ore. 

Zine Division. . 
, 4 | Phelps Dodge Corporatiou._...| Arizona.........; Ajo, Copper Moun- Do. 

tain, Verde, Warren. 
5 | United States Smelting, Refin- | Utah_............) West Mountain and | Zinc-lead ore, lead ore, 

ing & Mining Co. -| Tintie. dry and siliceous gold- 
; silver ore. 

6 | Utah Copper Co._........-_.._]. ..--do_.........] West Mountain._.....| Copper ore. 
7 | Bunker Hill & Sullivan Min- | Idahbo_-_......-.| Yreka..............---| Zine-lead ore, dry and 

ing & Concentrating Co. siliceous silver ore. 
8 | Tintic Standard Mining Co__..| Utah__........_.] Tintie_...............-]| Dry and siliceous silver 

ore. lead ore. 
9 | Coeur d’Alene Mines Corpo- | Idaho.__........| Evolution.............|. Dry and siliceous silver 

ration. ore. oe 
10 | Federal Mining & Smelting Co_|-..-.do._.......-| Hunter and Yreka__..| Zinc-lead ore, lead ore. 
11 ; Silver King Coelition Mines Co.| Utah_...........| Uintah.._..........-..| Zine-lead ore. ; 
12 American Metal Co. (Presidio | Texas.........-.| Shafter_..........._....| Dry and siliceous silver 

mine). ore. 
13 | Polaris Mining Co_._..........| Idaho...........| Evolution._........._- Do. 
14 | Hecla Mining Co___......-....].....do._._...._.| Lelande_...._.........| Zine-lead ore, lead ore. 
15 | Triumph Mining Co.-___......-|-..-.do._.....-..! Warm Springs-.-.......! Zine-lead ore.
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Largest producers of silver in the United States in 1941, in order of output—Con. 
| 7 __ ~ — 

a | 
3 Operator State Mining district Source of silver - 

16 | Desert Silver, Inc.._...........| Nevada___..___- Silver Peak_..........| Dry and siliceous ore. | 
17 | Emperius Mining Co._.-_.....-| Colorado___.....| Creede................| Dry and siliceous silver 

ore. . 
. 18 Park City Consolidated Mines , Utah._........--| Blue Ledge__.........| Zine-lead ore. 

0. . 
19 | Anaconda Copper Mining Co. | Montana_._.....| Hog Heaven.__...._._.| Dry and siliceous silver 

(Flathead mine). . ore, lead ore. 
/ 20 | Lexington Mining Co-_.__......|-.---do-.........| Montana (Neihart) - - - Do. | 

21 | Magma Copper Co--_-__-.._,...-| Arizona__.......| Pioneer_..............| Copper ore, zine-copper 
— : ore. 

22 | New Park Mining Co_.__....._| Utah_._...___.-.| Park City__......._._.] Zine-lead ore. _ 
23 Combined Metals Reduction | Nevada__.......| Pioche_...........-__- Do. | 

Co. . 
2% | Chief Consolidated Mining Co.) Utah............| Tintie.................| Dry and siliceous gold- 

silver ore, zinc-lead ore, 
_lead ore. 

25.| Blackhawk Consolidated |New Mexico_...| Mogollon._....._.....| Dry and siliceous gold- 
Mines Co. silver ore. 

26 | West Coast Mines, Inc_.._.....| Nevada__.......| Barrett Springs_......| Dry and siliceous ore. 
27 Park Utah Consolidated Mines | Utah__...:......| Park City__...........| Zine-lead ore, lead ore. 

0. | . 
28 | Shattuck Denn Mining Cor- | Arizona._.......| Warren...............| Copper ore, zinc-lead 

poration. - ore. 
. - 29 | Cactus Mines Co-_-_-.--........| California.......| Mojave_.......:._....| Dry and siliceous ore. 

30 | St. Joseph Lead Co..__........| Missouri__....._| Southeastern Missouri | Lead ore. 
31 | Ground Hog Unit, American | New Mexico_...} Central...............| Zine-lead ore, lead ore, 

Smelting & Refining Co. : copper ore. 
32 | Anaconda Copper Mining Co. | Montana_..._...| Summit Valley or.{ Zinc-lead ore, manga- 

(Emma and Ophir). Butte. nese-zinc-lead ore. 
33 | Lava cap Gold Mining Cor- | California. ...._- Grass Valley-Nevada | Dry and siliceous ore. 

poration. —_ ity. 
34 | Telluride Mines, Inc. (formerly | Colorado........| Upper San Miguel..._.| Dry and siliceous gold- 

1 Veta Mines, Inc.). - silver ore. 
35 | American Smelting & Refining | Utah............| Harshaw___...........| Zine-lead ore. 

Co. (Trench Unit). Co 
36 | Philipsburg Mining Co_._...._| Montana_..._._.}| Flint Creek__.....____ Dry and siliceous gold- 

silver ore. 
37 | Combined Metals Reduction | Utah............| West Mountain_......| Zinc-lead ore, dry and 

Co. (Park-Bingham group). siliceous gold ore, dry 
: and siliceous gold-sil- 

ver ore. 
38 | Lessees of the Tonopah Mining | Nevada__.......| Tonopah_.___.........| Dry and siliceous ore. 

Co. of Nevada. . 
39 | Shenandoah-Dives Mining Co-.| Colorado._......} Animas___.........._.| Zinc-lead ore. 
40 | Bristol Silver Mines Co__......]| Nevada_._......| Jack Rabbit__._......] Lead ore. 

_ 41] Iron King Mining Co___._...__| Arizona___.._...| Big Bug___....._...._| Zine-lead ore, dry and 
siliceous gold-silver ore. 

42 | Summit King Mines, Ltd_.....| Nevada.__....._| Sand Springs....__._._.| Dry and siliceous ore. 
43 | Sherman Lead Co___.._.._._.._]| Idaho__.._..._._| Lelande_.__...._______| Lead ore. 
44 | Combined Metals Reduction | Utah_........__.| Rush Valley._....._..| Zine-lead ore, lead ore, 

Co. (West Calumet mine). dry and siliceous gold- 
silver ore. 

45| DeLamar Mining & Milling Co_| Idaho____._....-| Carson.___...._.._.._. Dry and siliceous gold- 
silver ore. 

46 | Florence Mining Co._.._......| Montana_.___...| Montana (Neihart)_..| Dry and siliceous silver 
ore. 

47 | Golden Queen Mining Co____._| California._......| Mojave_....._.._.....| Dry and siliceous ore. 
48 a aeee Mining Co. (Star | Idaho._._._.....| Hunter_.___......._..} Zine-lead ore. 

mine). 
49 | The Exploration Syndicate, | New Mexico_.._| Steeple Rock._._......| Dry and siliceous gold- 

Inc. silver ore. 
50 | South Mountain Mining Co-_-..| Idaho__...__..._| South Mountain___...| Zine ore, copper ore. 

NUMBER OF MINES . 

The’ following table indicates the number of mines that produced 
gold and silver in 1940 and 1941. The placers are those in which 
gold and silver in natural alloy and, in a few placers, platinum are 
recovered from gravel and sand, whether by hand washing, sluicing, 
bydraulicking, drifting (in frozen ground or ancient buried river 
channels), or dredging. The lode mines are those yielding gold and 
silver from ore as distinguished from gravel, mainly from under-
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- ground werkings, and include those that yield ore mined chiefly for 
copper, lead, or zinc but that contribute the precious metals as | 
byproducts. In addition to the producing mines enumerated here 
many properties were being prospected and developed, and many 
other mining claims were being held by assessment work only. | 

__ The enumeration of placer mines is less satisfactory than that of 
lode mines, because some are operated only temporarily and are 

| individually small. As far as possible the unit, as for lode mines, is 
not the operator but the mining claim or group of claims. — 

Number of mines in the United States producing gold and silver, 1940-41, by States | 

| a ‘Lede Placer Total : 
| State a 

| | 1940 1941 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1041 | 

Alabama... eee eee een 2 2 |oo fle 9 9 
Alaska......-.....-...-.---2------2------- 73 56 | 1,060 799 | 1,142 855 , 
 Avizona__..._-..--sseseseeeseeeeeeeeeeee] 1,084 805 276 184 | 1,300 989 
California...........-..-..-..--.---------.| 1,080 835 836 724| 1,866 1, 559 | 
Colorado .....-..--------------------.---- 691 579 439 324 1, 130 903 
Georgia...........--.-.------------------- 7 7 14 11 21 18 
Idaho_.....-..--.2sssssseseeveesseeseeee| 878 329 548 | 524 926 853 
Tlinois...._.-.....-.2s-ssesseeeeeee eee 3 4 |---|. 3 4 
Indiana__.........-.-...-.----------------|----------]---------- AD feeeee eee ef Janene eee 
Michigan. __._....:.....-------.---------- 2 1 j--- 2 ie ef Qh a 
Missouri._...-.....-.-.-------------------- 3 3 |-.....----|----.----- 3 3 
Montana- -._...-------------------------- 687 612 285 325 972 937 
Nevada__........--------..--.---.-------- 895 799 115 78 1, 010 877 
New Mexico......-...-.-.-------+-------- 1644; . 145 179 103 343 248 , 
New York...___-.....-.------------------ a | 1 [.......-.-]---------- 1 1 

. -North Carolina. -.............------------- 9 5 3 2 12 7 
- - Oregon. __.._.-.-..-...-- 212-2 --- eee 112° 91 192 153 | - 304 244 

Pennsylvania____.._............._.-.--.-- 1 1 fie eee Je eee 1 1 
South Carolina. -.....-...-.---------.----| 5 7 1 |.-.------- 6 7 
South Dakota_-_-..-.--..--.....--.-------- 11 10 81 «4 92 51 
Tennessee _._...-....--------------------- 3 4 |__...-.--.|---------- 3 4 
Texas._...........-_-----.----------------| 6 Q |_--- ue fee u-. eee 6 9 . 

\ Utah. __.... 2 eee - 191 167 21 12 212 179 
_ Virginia .....-__....-----------eeeee-ee---| 8 2 1} 3 2 
Washington ____._....-.-.....-------.---- 83 61 88 56 171 117 «@ 

| Wyoming.........------------------------ 9 8 «28 12 37 |. 20 . 

a | 5,803] 4,542] 4,176 | 3,349} «= 9, 569 | 97, 891 

| ‘MINE PRODUCTION | | 

SUMMARY | 

, The following table gives the mine production of gold and silverin | | 
1940 and 1941, by States, in terms of recovered metals, as calculated — 
by the Bureau of Mines from reports from the producing mines. The 
annual percentage gains in gold production in the years following the 
69-percent increase in the price of gold are as follows: 1934 over 1933, 
19 percent; 1935 over 1934, 18 percent; 1936 over 1935, 19 percent; 
1937 over 1936, 9 percent; 1938 over 1937, 7 percent; 1939 over 
1938, 10 percent; 1940 over 1939, 5 percent; but 1941 decreased from 
1940, 2 percent. The total gain in 1940 over 1933 was 128 percent. 
The output of silver decreased 5 percent in 1941 from 1940 but was 
194 percent above that in 1933.



Mine production of gold and silver in the United States, 1940-41, by regions and States, in terms of recovered metals | 

Gold Do Silver . o> 

: ws Value (at $0.71111+ 
Region and State Fine ounces Increase or | Value (at $35 an ounce) Fine ounces Increase or an ounce) 

| | decrease © , |S decrease ee 
(percent) (percent) — . 

1940 1941 . 1940 1941 1940 1941 1940 1941 

Western States and Alaska: . . ‘ 
Alaska. _.....-.---------------------- eee 755, 970 695, 467 —8 | $26,458,950 | $24, 341, 345 © 191, 679 191, 522 (1) $136, 305 $136,193 
Arizona___...._.--.--...--------------eee eee 294, 807 315, 392 +7 10, 318, 245 11, 038, 720 | 7,075,215 | 7,498, 260 +6 | 5,031,264 | | 5,332,096 | 
California. __._._.....--..---.----.-----------| 1, 455, 671 1, 408, 793 —3 50, 948, 485 49, 307, 755 2, 359, 776 2, 154, 188 —9 | 1, 678, 063 1, 531, 867 
Colorado. _.......-.---------------------- nn ne 367, 336 380, 029 +3 12, 856, 760 13, 301, 015 9, 710, 709 7, 301, 697 — 25 6, $05, 393 5, 192, 318 
Idaho_..__...-.-.---------------------------- 146,480 | 149, 816 +2 , 126, 800 5, 243, 560 | 17, 552, 240 | 16, 672, 410 —5 | 12,481,593 | 11, 855, 936 
Montana..__._...--_-------------------------- 272, 602 246, 475 ~10 9, 541, 070 . 8, 626, 625 | 12, 361,050 | 12, 386, 925 () | 8, 790, 080 §, 808, 480 = 
Nevada__......------------------ eee ee eee 383, 933 366, 403 —5 13, 437, 655 12, 824,105 | 5,175,928 | 5, 830, 238 +13 | 3, 680, 660 4, 145, 947 B 
New Mexico. _.__..._..----------------------| | 35, 948 27, 845 —23 1, 258, 005 974,575 | 1,407,839 | 1,328, 317 —6| 1,001,130. 944, 581 bs 
Oregon___..___.....-----+----------- ee eee 113, 402 96, 565 —15 3,969,070 | 3, 379, 775 219, 112 276, 158 +26 155, 813 196, 379 ing 
South Dakota.__.....--..-.--.-----.--------- 585, 662 600, 637 +2 20, 533, 170 21, 022, 295 175, 514 170, 771 —3 "124, 810 121, 437 S. 
Texas... ------------ =e eee 312 306 —2| | 10, 920 10,710 | 1,326,150 | 1,096, 027 -17 943, 040 779, 397 i 
Utah._..._...-.-...-------------------------- 355, 494 356, 501 (1) 12, 442, 290 12, 477, 535 | 12,172, 299 | 11, 3&5, 485 —6 | 8, 655, 857 8, 103, 456 TR 
Washington__._._-.-.-------------.----------| 82, 186 84, 176 +2 2, 874, 760 2, 946, 160 365, 175 402, 030 +10 259, 680 285, 888 . 
Wyoming... _.....---...-----.----------------|! 740 478 —35 * 25, 900 16, 730 114 94 | —18 81 | A7 g 

, 4,851, 488 | 4, 728, 883 —3 | 169, 802,080 | 165, 510,905 | 70, 092, 800 | 86, 704, 122 —5 | 49; 843, 769 | 47, 434, 042 > 
Eastern States: os OEE S  >E—=${&@EESSS  >lE—=—E=E=~——TETEe oS. E—e—T—E$—S.: _ _ Oo—o——SSS.)$$oll—=E=S————S SS eS oOE—Ee————ee : bg 

Alabama. .........--.------------------------ 5 30 -+500 | 175 1, 050 3 3 |_-.------ ee 2 2 wo 
Georgia. ..._.-..-_.---.---------------------- 961 311 —68 33, 635 10, 885 630 38 —94 448 27 © 
New York......-.---2------- 22 - ene ee eee eee [eee eee ee fee eee fee eee [eee eee fee ee eee eee 35, 720 37, 734 +6 25, 401 26,833 ©. 
North Carolina._.........-...---------------- 1, 943 3, 244 +67 68, 005 113, 540 6, 480 7, 439 +15 4, 608 5, 290 A 
Pennsylvania__._..-----.-.-.-------.-------- 1, 840 2, 422 +32 64, 400 84, 770 13, 064 15, 016 +15 9, 290 10, 678 
South Carolina.............--.---------------- 13, 076 15, 508 +19 457, 660 542, 780 8, 047 _ 6, 525 —19 5, 722 4, 840 rar 
Tennessee. _..___.-_.------------------------- 173 227 +31 6, 055 7, 945 38, 610 39, 161 +1 27, 456 27, 848 Ys) 
Virginia._.._.....-.-.--------.---------- ee 458 240 |. —48 16, 030 8, 400 271 135 — 50 193 96, a 

at fee re | einen te | at tent ne | ct | rn | ect | weet | tence mee | teen ee teete—ci _— 

18, 456 21, 982 +19 645, 960 769, 370 102, 825 106, 051 +3 73, 120 75, 414 

Central States: | | ee | 
Illinois. ........__-.-----___---.----.------.--|------------|-------:----|------------|-----------21-|-------------- 4, 766 20, 340 +327 8, 389 | 14, 464 

. Indiana. __._...-.---------------------------- i -- 100 175 |__-.-2.------- |---| eee eee fee |e eee 
Michigan.._........-..-.-..------------------|-------. ----|------------|------------ |e eee [eee eee eee 88, 657 60, 796 —31 63, 045 43, 233 
Missouri__._.....-------------- 2-2 nnn fen e eee fee eee fee eee ee eee fee eee eee eee [eee eee nese eee | 260, 314 367, 688 +41 185, 112 261, 467 

§ j------------ —100 175 |_-.----------- 353, 737 448, 824 +27 251, 546 319, 164 . 

Philippine Islands_.._.........--..-.-------.------| 2.1, 114, 201 | 2 1, 180, 933 +2 38, 997, 035 39, 582, 655 | 2 1, 275, 383 | 2 1, 224, 336 | - om 906, 939 870, 639 
Puerto Rico..........-.--.---.------------------- 213 (8) (8) 455 (3) | | 21 (8) (8) 1 (3) 

1,114, 214 | 1, 130, 933 +2 38, 997, 490 39, 582,655 | 1, 275, 384 | 1, 224, 336 —4 906, 940 870, 639 - 

&, 984,163 | 5,881, 798 —2 | 209, 445, 705 | 205, 862, 930 | 71, 824, 746 | 68, 483, 333 —5 | 51,075,375 | 48, 699, 259 

er er ih TPP pp cep px ge ft Sc EF TES SS : 

1 Less than 0.5 percent. 2 United States refineries’ receipts. 4 Figures for 1941 not available. 4
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Gold and silver, produced in the Western States of the United States, 1848-1941, and 
| | in Alaska, 1880-1941, in terms of recovered metals — 

j Original research, 1848-1903, by Chas. W. Henderson; oe by western offices, Economies and Statistics , 

ervice 

. a Gold | Silver a 
State - Period |---| —_—__-_-—_—_ 

Fine ounces Value | Fine ounces Value 

Alaska...............-.....--......-.| 1880-1941 | 25, 152, 030 | $503, 335,652 | 19, 562,668} $13, 918, 671 _ 
- ‘Arizona... -. 22. 2s. esses... 2...| 1860-1941 | 10, 174) 289 | “243, 593, 270 | 268, 688,038 | 199, 881, 769 a 
California. ...........---..--.-----.-_| 1848-1941 |100, 262, 759 |2, 211, 300,217 | 103, 032, 188 83, 335, 903° 

. Colorado. ........-..-----------------| 1858-1941 | 38, 206, 755 |. 834, 263,389 | 717, 950, 564 558, 481, 176 
Idaho_.........-----------.----------| 1863-1941 | 7,629,158 | 170,159,933 | 469, 574, 957 322, 200, 087 
Montana....-........---..-----------| 1862-1941 | 16, 680,518 | 368, 271,342] 713, 202,910 521, 196, 672 
Nevada--_..----..--------------------| 1859-1941 | 24,775,446 | 545, 702, 286 | 580, 706, 330 534, 278, 401 
New Merxico.........-----------.----| 1848-1941 | 2, 148, 780 48, 541, 493 65, 276, 576 51, 150, 206 
= 1852-1941 | 5,620,788 | 124, 690, 623 5, 089, 782 4, 697, 387 
South Dakota: ..._.........-...-----.| 1876-1941 | 20,037,943 | 482, 925, 214 9, 246, 276 6, 648, 628 
Texas. _..-------.-.-.--.-----.-------| 1885-1941 8,041 | . 215, 380 32, 513, 756 22, 874, 293 
Utah___...--.--.-.-.--..----.----.---| 1864-1941 | 9,058, 229 | 217, 263,055 | 681, 300, 151 496, 755, 268 ~ 
Washington. ...-.....-...------------| 1860-1941 | 1, 881, 725 44, 615, 698 11, 222, 890 7, 941, 147 
Wyoming..............-..----------.| 1867-1941 77, 891 1, 834, 513 74, 580 51, 715 

, - Total, Western States and . 
: , it stem Sites ent 1848-1941 ps, 804,352 5, 886, 714, 065 |3, 677, 541, 666 | 2, 823, 408, 323 . 

ORE PRODUCTION, CLASSIFICATION, METAL YIELD, AND METHODS OF | 
7 os . RECOVERY | | - 

The best index of lode mining is the quantity and metallic content | 
of ore mined rather than the number of mines or operators. The 
following tables give details of classes of ore, metal yield in fine ounces - 
of gold and silver to the ton, and gold and silver output by classes of 
ore and by methods of recovery, embracing all ores that produced 
gold and silver in the United States (excluding the Philippine Islands 

_ and Puerto Rico) in 1941. The individual State chapters from which 
these tables were compiled contain additional tables and text on the 
subject and may be found elsewhere in this volume. ) 

—~---“"Phe classification originally adopted in-1905 on the basis of smelter = 
terminology, smelter settlement contracts, and smelter recovery has | 
been used continuously in succeeding years, except for modifications 
necessitated by the improvement in recovery of metals and the lower-. 
ing of grade of complex ores treated, accomplished by improved mill | 
concentration processes. A “dry” ore is one that carries so little lead 
or copper that by itself in quantity it would not satisfy the roquire- 
ments for the smelter charge in lead smelting or copper smelting, 
respectively. The copper ores include those smelting ores that con- | : 
tain 2.5 percent dry assay or more of copper (or less than this per- | 
centage if no other metal is present), or those ores concentrated 
chiefly for their copper content. The lead ores are those that contain 
5 percent dry assay (minimum lead smelting charge requires 7.5 tg 3.5 
percent wet assay) or more of lead, irrespective of precious-metal 
content; an ore that carries any grade of lead exclusively is called a 
lead, ore. Zinc smelting ores (chiefly oxides) range from 16 to 45 
percent zinc; zine concentrating ores include any grade of zinc ore that | 
makes marketable zinc concentrate, irrespective of precious-metal 
content. The mixed ores are combinations of those enumerated. The 
smelter classification applies to concentrates.
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_ Siliceous (silica * in excess of iron) gold, gold-silver, and silver ores. , 
: containing too little copper, lead, or zinc to be classified as copper, | 

lead, zinc, or mixed ores are called “dry’’ ores regardless of the ratio 
7 | of concentration, except low-grade ore milled chiefly for its copper 

content and having very little or no precious-metal content (chiefly 
the “porphyry coppers”) and ores from which separate products of 

| lead concentrates and zinc concentrates are made. The crude ore into 
the mill in these two exceptional instances thus takes its name from. 

| its products—a name that is also justified by the mineralogical content 
_ and final recovery of metals. The “dry and siliceous ores” thus, by 

| _ elimination, include both dry siliceous and irony, but chiefly siliceous, 
7 ores valuable for their gold and silver content, regardless of method _ 

of treatment, and dry fluxing ores carrying considerable quantities of 
_ iron and manganese oxides, or iron sulfide, and very small quantities 

| of gold and silver.’ Dry and siliceous gold ores are those.that by 
inspection are overwhelmingly of gold content; a similar qualification _ 
applies to silver ores; decision as to “gold-silver’’ ore is made arbi- 

| trarily on a basis of value, using the rule that the metal of lower value 
is not used in the bimetal classification unless its value is equal to 

_ or over one-quarter of the combined value of gold and silver. 
7 The lead, zinc, and zinc-lead ores in most districts in the Eastern 

and Central States carry no appreciable quantity of gold or silver; 
/ such ores are excluded from this report unless otherwise indicated. 

: Ore produced in the United States and average recovery in fine ounces of gold and 
| silver per ton in 1941 } 

| Gold ore Gold-silver ore Silver ore 

| Oo Average Average Average 
State ounces per ounces per ounces per 

Short tons} ton Short ton Short tons ton 

| Gold|Silver} ‘| Gold | Silver Gold | Silver 

. Western States: . 
' Arizona............-....] _ 800,804 |0.163 | 0.27] 138,611 |0.095 | 3.80 36, 375 10.020 | 12. 53 . California...---------_-"| 3,848,038 | 1168 | .26| 117,983 | .243| 6.24 2,282:| 012 | 8.50 ~ Colorado.-----22-22--7"| 1, 934,025 | 1225} °33 | 270,267 | 1100 | 2.30 68,471 | 1014 | 17.53 Idaho.__........---_.1.]' "330,354 | /190 | :74{| “g2\465 | 1067| 3.60| 490/691 | [001] 20.11 

Montana. ...__..._-_.__- 695, 481 | . 201 56 | 121,902 | .093 | 5.75 122, 684 | .042 | 14.87 
Nevada..__---_._-.-_-._] 1,250, 607 | .164 41 | 416,981 | .122] 5.81 116, 335 | .043 | 10.68 New Mexico..---------_| ’ 18,305 | 1238 | 199} 89,430 | 1130 8.15 282 | 1028 | 27.42 
Oregon_.______-___-___- 87,748 | .382 | 1.10 9,779 | .264 | 16.97 4]|_.....| 44.50 South Dakota. ..-------| 1,711,744 | 1351] [10 |. 2 pe 
Texas_............------]-----_-----|--.--.|.-.-..-|----.-_---|------|_-_-__- 140, 739 | .002 7.79 Utah. - 22022022 222TT7_] 398, 576 |7128 | 40 |" 190, 866 | 2060 | 4.73 94,208 | 041 | 13.34 Washington.......-....| 178,121 | /211 | ‘98 87 | 1368 | 13.98 2,492 | 021 | 4.30 
Wyoming._______.______ 117 | . 248 212 |.-----2-e- fee} |e |e a 

| Total, Western States.|10, 483,920 | .208 | .32 1,447,371 | .112| 4.94| 1,074,543 | .015 | 15.80 Alaska...-__._..-_...-..-..-] 4, 480, 364 | 1045 | 103 J. Ue 
Eastern States.......-...-..] 152,833 | .125 -06 |.---------]------]------ |---| 

15, 117,117 | . 159 - 23 |1, 447,371 | .112 | 4.94 1,074,543 | .015 | 15.80 

ree epee, 

1 Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Philippine Islands, and Puerto Rico excluded. . 

‘ Except where mineralization approaches a matte, ores in their natural state generally contain more silica 
than iron and usually are highly siliceous,
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Ore produced in the United States and average recovery in fine ounces of gold and _ 
| _ _gtlver per ton in 1941—-Continued | , 

Copper ore Lead ore Lead-copper ore . 

| Average Average | | Average 
, State . ounces per Sh it ounces per ounces per 

on oO on ton | Short tons tons Short tons . 

. Gold | Silver Gold | Silver Gold | Silver 

-- Western States: : | ced fon . . 
a Arizona...........------|24, 153, 483 10.006 ; 0.21 18, 432 }0.116 | 7.11 663 |0. 629 5. 65 

California.._.........--- 292, 232 | .041 . 62 18, 338 | .197 | 9.10 2}..--.-| 83.50 , 
Colorado..........-.----]| 207,678 | .121 | 20.74 7,917 | .184 | 9.28 4 11.000 | 110. 50 
Idaho._...--..---------- 7,979 | .087 | 5.50 | 212,251 | .002 | 4.92. 174 | .OLL | 127.74 
Montana. .-.......-.---| 3,791,202 | .004 | 1.62 33,029 | .152 | 9.37 4|__...-] -34.00 
Nevada._...--..-.-------| 6,850, 444 | .010 04 26,838 | .036 | 25.38 |_-_...-.--..]---.--|-.---.. . 

~ New Mexico..._..._----} 6,975, 682 | .001 . 03 2, 261 | . 187 3.18 |.--------- fee ee 
- Oregon... --------------- 629 | .016 | 3.53 |_....-----]------|-------]------------]------]------- 

- South Dakota. -__.......|-.-.-------|------|-------]----------|------]-------]------------]----2-}-- 2-2 
 Yexas....----- eee eee] 58 |....--| .38 21 | .095 | 12.14 |_.2.-_-- 2 fee eee. 

Utah_.....-..__-...-.--|80, 444, 402 | .008 . 08 77,979 | .123 | 12.67 5,276 | .008 | 14.49 
Washington ----.------- 694, 565 | .066 .29 | 152 |-..---| 2.37 |_.--.--.--2-]---- | elle. 
Wyoming.---.---------- 42 | .048 11 |----------|------|-------|------------|------]------- 

Total, Western States. 73, 418, 396 | .008 -25 | 397,218 | .059 | 8.56 6,123 | .O11 | 16.85 
Alaska. _....--2.....-------- 144] 215} .89 |... foie |ee |e ee- ee [ee lee. | 
Eastern States.........-..-.} 3 751,516 |4 004 | §.08 | 469 |_-..--|-------|------------]--+---|------- | - 

. 74, 170, 056 | .008 .25 | 397,687 | .059 | 8.55 6,123 | O11} 16.85 

7 State Zinc ore Zinc-lead, zinc-copper, | Total ore and zinc-lead-copper ores® . 

Western States: | . . 
Arizona....---.--------- 2,143 10.027 | 6.14 | 341, 283 |0.043 | 3.36 | 25, 491, 794 /0. 012 0. 29 
California............--- 1,330 | .002 40 |---.--.-.-|--.---]-------] 4,280,185 | .161 . 49 

~ Colorado.........-..---- 224 | .344 | 3.38 | 434,200; .041 | 1.59 | 2,222,756 | . 157 3. 28 
Idaho._..-...--...--.---- 22,551 | .017 | 8.58 |1, 558, 215 | .005 3.17 2, 704, 680 | .029 6.16 
Montana.-...---------.-| 7182, 745 | .001 .11 |. 695, 202 | .013 | 4.30] 5,642,249 | .033 2.19 
Nevada....----.--.----- 1,488 |_.....|-..-...| 186,942 | .014) 5.04 | 8, 799,635 |} .087; .66 

"New Mexico...--.------}| 148,359 |.._..-]--.....| 205,907 |.....-| 1.09 | 7,530,226 | .003 18 
Oregon... _....---------|-----------]------|-------|----------]------|-------] ~ 98, 160 | . 368 2.70 
South Dakota... --...--|-----------]------]-------]----------}---2--|-------} 1, 711, 744 | . 351 .10 
Texas.........-..-.---.-|-----------]------]-------]----------]------|------- 140, 818 | . 002 7. 78 . 
Utah... 2.22.2 2-2. 2,302 | .004 | 3.50 | §800, 208 | .055 | 7.13 | 31,952,817 | .011| .36 | 
Washington.... ...-...|-----------]------]-------} 363,092 |_.-..-| .03 | 1,238,509 | .068 .32 

Wo Weyoming._.-------- 22 [---------- |---| | eee [eee fe eee ef 89 95 LB 

Total, Western States._| 361,142 | .002 .65 14, 625, 049 | .021 3. 57 | 91,813, 762 | .033 42 | 
Alaska.._..._-_..--------.--]-----------]------|-------]----------]------|-------| 4,480, 508 | .046 03 
Eastern States...........---| 2,037,653 |_...../.-.....| 837,926 |_.....| .05 | 8 3, 780,397 | .006 (08 . 

2, 398,795 | (°) | -10 |5, 462,975 | .017 3.03 |100, 074, 667 | . 033 . 67 

3 Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. 
4 The quantity from which this average is derived is 2,746 ounces, which includes 2,422 ounces from magne- 

tite pyrite chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. 
§ The quantity from which this average is derived is 59,221 ounces, which includes 15,016 ounces from 

magnetite pytite-chaloopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. — 
6 Includes zinc-copper ore from Arizona and zinc-lead-ccpper ore from Utah. * 
7 Includes 170,592 tons of current slag fumed. 
8 Includes 29,658 tons zinc-lead slag. 
* Less than 0.0005 ounce per ton. 

497779—43——_7
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Mine production of gold in the United States in 1941, by States and sources, in fine 
ounces, in terms of recovered metals ! 

. ! 

| | D a Lead. | Zine-lead, 
ry and ead- : zinc-copper, 

State Placers | siliceous . Copper Lead ore | copper Zine and zinc- Total 
I. ore ore lead-copper 

ores 

Alabama.-........_..}.-.-_--.-- 30 |_.--------|. --------|----------]-------- |. 30 
Alaska _...........-| - 491,581 | 208, 855 . 31 |-_--------|----------]--------|----------.-| 695, 467 
Arizona_-__...--.---- 11,931 | 144,198 | 142, 498 - 2,129 19 58 14, 559 315, 392 ° 
California ...........| 718,013 | 675, 129 12, 038 3,611 |_....-.--- 2 |--------.-.-| 1, 408, 793 
Colorado. ._....-..--| 30,3774 305, 194 25, 187 1, 455 4 77 | (17, 785 380,029 
Georgia......-..----- 189 122 |--.-------|--.-------|----------]--------|----.------- 311 
Idaho..__.......----] 72,395 68, 656 696 426 |. 2 378 7, 263 149, 816 
Montana.___.-----.-| 61,611 | 156,585 |. 18, 871 5,007 |....._---- 138 9, 263 246, 475 
-Nevada.-._..--.-.--- 36,897 | 261, 148 65, 510 064 |_-_---_---|-------- 1,884 | 366,403 

SO New Mexico_...----- 2,488 | 15,966 8, 908 423 |_..--..--_]------2. 60 | 27,845 
North Carolina... -- 6 3, 141 97 |_-----.---|--------.-|--------|---------2-- 3, 244 

: Oregon.....---------| 60,430 36, 125 10 |------.---]----------[------2-|------------ 96, 565 
Pennsylvania-_.._..-|----------]---------- 2, 422 |_.-.--.--- “lpr wenn nnn eee 2, 422 — 
South Carolina_-----}.-.-.-----| 15, 508 |----------}]---------- |---| ee 15, 508 

- South Dakota-...-.-- 93 | 600, 544 |.-...-.-.-|----------]----- fee ----f------------| 600, 687, 
Tennessee... _-_--.----]---------- 227 |.---------|----------|----------|--------|---- eee 227 
Texas. .__.....------]--.-.-----| 304 |----.-.-.- 2 |----------]--.-----|------------ 306 
Utah________-.-.---- 629 58,157 | 243,953 |; 9,602 41 10 44,109 356, 501 

, Virginia__.....--.--- 8 232 |_.--_-----]------ ee lene men [ewe e wenn [eee ee eee ; 240 

Washington... ..---- 540 37, 593 46, 034 |..--22-.--]----.-----|.------- 9 84, 176 
Wyoming. .-.....--.- 447 29 - 2 |.----.----]----------|----fe ee e 478 

Loe 1, 487, 635 |2, 582,743 | 561, 257 23, eid | 66 663 | 94, 882 | 4, 750, 865 

1 Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded. . 

, Mine production of silver in the United States in 1941, by States and sources, in fine 
ounces, in terms of recovered metals ! . 

; Zinc-lead, 

Dry and | a, | Lead- | 7; ZINC-COP- ea pper Lead — Zine | per, and 
State Placers siliceous ore | ore | “PPCr| ore | zine-lesd- Total 

—_ | copper . 
| ores 

Alabama ...__....--_-}_-__.---_- 3 j_--.-------|--------.-|----- 2 |----|ee 3 
Alaska__-........-..-| 67, 544 123, 850. 128. |__-..--.---]--.-.--.]--------|------.---_! | 191, 522 
Arizona___._..-.._--. 2,205 | 1,195,814 | 5,006,374 | 130,985 | 3,745 | 13,168 | 1,145,969 | 7, 498, 260 

. California_...........] 65,475 | 1, 741, 386 179, 744 | 166,879 167 537 |.-.--------] 2, 154, 188 
Colorado. -.........-- 5, 687 | 2, 224, 632 | 4, 506, 343 73, 496 G49 756 | 690,341 | 7, 301, 697 
Georgia__.......-__.- 14  |_._--_-_--_|--2 22 e|eee fee eee 38 

. Idaho. _-.-.--.----.-- 17, 408 |10, 411, 202 43, 851 |1, 043, 250 | 22,227 |193, 484 | 4,940,988 |16, 672, 410 
THinois--.....--2---2-|----------|-----------|---- |---| eee 20, 340 20, 340 
Michigan.............]_-------__]_.-------- 8 60, 796 |_....-.-__]------_-]--------|---- ee 60, 796 
Missouri -_-..-_.---.-|----.-._--|_--.---.---|-----_.----| 367, 688 |-..-____]------_-]-------_-_- 367, 688 

; Montana. -_..._....-- 10, 035 | 2,915, 273 | 6,142,250 | 309, 341 136 | 20, 481 | 2,989,409 12, 386, 925 
Nevada.._....-..-.._- 14, 033 | 4, 184, 776 259,686 | 681,146 |.-...-._|-----_- 690, 597 | 5, 830, 238 
New Mexico___..____-|. 284 754, 230 242, 834 7, 200 |--.-----]--------| 323, 769 | 1, 328, 317 
New York____-..-_...|---..----_|------_.-__|-- 222-22 |---|} 37, 734 37. 734 
North Carolina______- 1 2, 394 ' 6,044 j.-. 2-2 ]-- fee} 7, 439 
Oregon ...._._.......-] 11, 205 262, 733 2, 220 |.-.---.-.-|------.-|----_-_-|---.----.--| 276, 158 

~  Pennsylvania___......]...-------|--2 2 e ee 15,016 |.-.-.--- -}e- ee fee 15, 016 
South Carolina___..__|_..-.___-- 6, 525 |... 2} |ee |---| 6, 525 
South Dakota--.-._-- 7 170, 764 |--.--.-.---|----------|----.---|-----_-_|----------- 170, 771 
Tennessee. ___...-__-_]_-.-_-_-----}------_--_- 39, 161 ;--.---. 2 |---| eee 39, 161 
Texas__.----..-------|----------| 1,095, 750 22 255 |_.--.-.-|------..|-----------| 1,096, 027 
Utah.__.....-- 22 2. 90 | 2,333,078 | 2,285,377 | 988,000 | 76,459 | 8,046 | 5, 704, 435 |11, 395, 485 
Virginia...._.......-_|..------_- 135 [--.-__-----]---------- |---| fee 135 
Washington. --_.._._- 90 186, 950 202, G91 360 |_---.---|----.--- 12, 539 402, 030 
Wyoming. .._.-..___- 50 14 30 |. 2-2 jee Jee] ee 94 

194, 128 |27, 609, 533 18, 790, 967 |3, 768, 600 |103, 176 [236, 472 36, 556,121 |67, 258, 997 
i 

1 Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded.
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Geld and silver produced in the United States from ore, old tailings, ete, in 1941, by States and by methods of recovery; in terms of recovered 
| metals 1. | | 

| Ore, old tailings, ete., to amalgamation Concentrates smelted (from amal- 
Total and cyanidation mills and bullion re- | Ore and gamation and. cyanidation and Crude ore to smelters 

ore old covered i old tail- concentrating mills combined) 
State taiungs, | = ings tocon-|_0 

: Oa” (ehrort Old tail | Sil oot Ghost | | sil 0 } * ver jmiulls (shor an , ver : , 
Ore (short Gold (fine . _., {Gold (fine) Silver (fine Gold (fine! - | tens) tons) ane etc. | ounces) | (fine ) tons) Short tons | ounces) | ounces) {Short tons} “oi nces) 3 (fine 

Western States and Alaska: . 
Alaska.._-..-.-.-.----.-------------| 4, 480, 508 | 4,443, 260 |.-.....-----| 165, 530 31, 823 37, 172 5, 683 38, 132 92,042; . 7 224 113 
Arizona................-..-...------| 25, 491, 794 833,910 |. .--..------| 78,515 , 182,800 | 19,001,720 | 1,028,852 |. 114,974 | 2,782,173 |5, 656,164 | 109,972 | 4; 531, 082 
California................-..-..--.--| 4,280,185 | 2, 997, 893 845,067 | 517,733 | 837, 955 392, 406 34,620 | 157, 713 961, 339°, 44,819 | 15, 334 289, 419 . 
Colorado..............---..---------| 2, 222, 786 | 1, 244,184 |..........-.| 203, 191 53, 614 730, 982 106,124 ; 111,198 | 2,404,131 | 247,620 35, 263 | 4, 838, 265 
Idaho.......-...--------------------| 2, 704, 680 179, 503 |...---------] 21, 533 14, 369 | 2, 492, 644 353, 372 51, 396 .| 16, 091, 846 32, 533 4, 492 648,787 Q 
Montana........---..---------------| 5, 642, 249 642, 870 |......------| . 64, 231 169, 095 4, 661,.117 662, 594 60, 046 | 10,102,389 | 438, 262 60, 587 | 2,105,406 ©. 
Nevada...........--.-..-.----------| 8, 799,635 | 1, 550, 341 | 6,528 | 210,927 |2, 255,120 | 7,042, 097 326, 080 77,642 | 1,620,036 | 201, 669 40, 937 | 1,941,040 & 
New Mexico......--.------.-.------| 7, 580, 226 90, 519 |_......-....| 11,067 | 690,466 | 7, 352, 950 313, 725 10, 757 _ 618, 113 86, 757 3, 533 119,454 © 
CrOE ON oonnnrenncccccrtttttnna a 98, 160 22, 949 «1, 185 5, 027 735 65, 130 6, 375 25,596 | =: 161,326 |. — 8, 896 5, 512 102, 892 
South Dakota.................--.---| 1,711,744 | 1,711,539 |_..........-] 590, 156 | 168, 860 200 505 1, 200 383 5| 98 1,521 - 
T@xa8_.......---.-------0-----------| 140,818 140, 503 [7-22 22-2] 8B | «940,967 |_..-.----_-- 439 19| 152,781 315 2 2979 & 
Utah....-...2...2.....---.-.---------| 81, 952, 817 252, 505 |.......-----| 17, 839 oT | 31, 235, 1389 | 1, 073, 438 | 286,575 | 7,978,147 | 465, 083 51, 458 | 3,422,061 OU 
Washington... ....--.--.----.-.-----| 1, 238, 509 135, 984 |...-....---- 7, 359. 17,3859 | 1, 063, 076 71,871 65, 448 329, 832 39, 449 10, 829 54, 749 
Wyoming...............-.---------- 159 75 |__...------ 20 4 |... e[enee- eee eof eee 84 "91 "49 

96, 204,270 | 14,146,125 | 851, 780 |1, 902, 403 |5, 363, 363 | 74,074,633 | 3, 983, 678 |1, 000, 786 | 43, 189, 538 |7, 221, 732 | 338, 262 117,957,108 < 
Easvern States-.......--..--------.-----| 2 6, 157, 108 151, 471 _ 1,000 18, 741. 9,004 | 5, 954, 520 (?) 2, 649 91,911 | 70,117 . 389 §, 121. = 

102, 461, 378 | 14, 297, 506 ‘852, 780 |1, 921, 144 |5, 372, 367 | 80, 009, 153 | 43, 983, 678 |1, 003, 435 | 43, 281, 449 /7, 201,849 | 338, 651 |17, 962, 229 

1 Ilfinois, Michigan, Missouri, Philippine Islands, and Puerto Rico excluded. . . an 
$ Includes ore containing no gold or siiver. 4 
§ Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. . . . . ; 
4 Excludes concentrates from Eastern States. a _ 

. ~] 
| oo
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Gold and silver produced at amalgamation and cyanidation mills in the United States — 
| and percentage of gold and silver recovered from all sources, 1937-41 ! 

| ‘Bullion ane een recovered Percent of gold and silver from all sources ! 

Year | Amalgamation |  Cyanidation | Amalgama-| Cyanida- | srcitings | Placers | 

| Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver | Gold|silver| Gold |Silver| Gold |Sitver| Gold |Silver 

1937.......|1, 040, 593 | 368,304 | 793, 204 | 3,039,172 | 28.3] 0.5|19.3| 43 | 30.8|95.0| 246] 0.2 
_ - 1988.__77"]"” 984, 620 | 223,058 | 962; 788 | 4,275,154 | 23.1] .4| 226} 7.0| 26419241] 279| 2 

- —-1939----"7-] 985, 717 | 243, 786 |1, 043, 675 | 4,556,336 | 21.1) .4| 223] 7.1 | 28.0] 922] 236] :3 
1040..-..-.| 959, 452 | 248, 112 |1,044,014 | 5,251,162] 19.7] :3| 21.4] 7.5] 27.9| 91.9] 31.0] 3 
1941___.---| 916,113 | 214, 665 |1,005, 031 | 5,157,702 | 19.3} .3/ 21.1] 7.71283] 91.7 | 31.3} 3 

1 Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded. 2 Both crude ores and concentrates. 

Gold and silver produced at amalgamation and cyanidation mills in the United States 
| in 1941, by States ! oo 

oo | ‘Cyanid: Percent of gold and silver Amalgamation | Cyanidation from all sources in State . 

Bullion recov- | Ore, old Bullion and precip; Amalgama- : . 
| Ore, old Jered (fineounces)| tailings, | itates recovered tion Cyanidation 

‘ State tailings, er eeegenenererwenteneerpneencee concen-. ree eeeegeenee | ernpenceerereenmannetmetamamvenecese | eumneppainuensenentestapeestsnne spss 

concen- trates, . 
- trates, sands, | — 

. _ete., + | Slimes, . 

7 | treated | Gold | Silver | C2, | Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver| Gold | silver 
_.| tons). (short ‘ 

: tons) | . . 

Alaska.____......| 4,442, 871] 165,322| 31,810| 389 208 13; 23.77) 16.61] 0.03] 0.01 
Arizona_......---|.__7,517| 888; 297| . 826,303] _77,627| 182,503] 281 (2) | 2461] 2.43 
California __------| 2, 104, 298} 285,038| 65, 978/ 2,225,102) 232,695] 771,977| 20.23] 3.06, 16.52| 35.84 
Colorado..-------| 1,040, 093} 78, 933| - 18,513| "578, 261| 124,258] 35,101] 20.77], .25| 32.70|  .48 
Idaho.___..-.....- 173, 321} 20,874! 12, 883 6, 182] _ 659 1, 486} 13.93)  .08 44 O01 
Montana....---.-| 99, 482} 7,938] 2,508} 443, 388|- 56,203} 166,587, 3.221 102] 22.841 1.34 
Nevada....--.---| 250,702) 25, 757| 19, 120| 1,425,740] 185, 170|2, 236, 009] 7.03| .33) 59.54] 38.35 
New Mexico.-.--| 5,908} 986,  249| " 84,611| 10,081] 690,217, . 3.54) .02| 36.20] 51.96 
Oregon....-.-.---| _ 1,440] _ 971] 2221 22, 802] 4,056 513] 1.01] - :08| 420) .19 
South Dakota.-_-| 1, 506, 183} 328, 166| 62, 423| 1, 704,356] 270,990| 106, 437|  54.64| 36.55; 45.12| 62.33 

7 Texas........--.-|..--..-.--|.---»-.-]--.-----| 140, 064 285} 940, 967|.......|...-..| 93.14] 85.85 
Utah......-.--._] 515,35} + +122| 252,080} 17,804) | 65| oi) () | «= 4.99} (3) 
Washington.-_-.- 694] 777| + +—«:363} «135, 290/ 6, 582; 16,0961 92] :00] 7.82] 4.23 
Wyoming._._.... 75 10 4) 2p] 2 08]. 4026) fl 
Eastern States...|- 3,348] 418| —.173| 149,123] 18,323| 8, 831| 1.90]. 16) 83.35] 8.33 

9, 636, 447| 916, 113] 214, 665] 7, 993, 781|1, 005, 031|5, 157,702} 19.28} .32 21.15] 7.67 

1 Philippine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded. + Less than 9. 005 percent. 

PLACERS 

Dredging.—Placer gold is obtained largely from gravels handled by 
connected-bucket floating dredges, which recovered approximately 58 
percent of the total output from placers in the United States (Philip- 
pine Islands and Puerto Rico excluded) in 1941 and 60 percent in 
1940. The quantity of gold recovered by dredges from the incep- 
tion of the industry as a commercial factor in 1896 to the end of 1941 
is recorded as 18,385,002 ounces, originating by States as follows: 
California, 11,255,979 ounces; Alaska, 4, 908,196 (including the pro- 
duction from two Becker-Hopkins single-dipper dredges and some 
gold by hydraulicking); Montana, 659,800; Idaho, 575,660; Colo- 
rado, 440,672; Oregon, 445,405; and other States, 99.290. The out-
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put in 1941 was 867,005 ounces from 123 dredges, of which Cali- oe 
fornia produced 418,282 ounces from 47 dredges; Alaska, 307,087 from | 
47 dredges; Idaho, 52,358 from 12 dredges; Montana, 33,844 from 

_ 7 dredges; Oregon, 24,131 from 7 dredges; and Colorado, 10,622 — 
from 2 dredges. . | 

Connected-bucket floating gold dredges operated in the United States, 1940-41, by 
companies and districts | 

ALASKA 

. Number of 
, . dredges 

- Company Address District. | 

, pe _ . 1940 | 1941 

Standard Mines, Inc.!_..._......-.-...---------| Ferry...-.-.--------| Bonnifield-Nenana__| = 1 1 
Triple X Placers Co,!___:.._..-.---..----------|-.---dO___--.-_-------]-..--d0----- 2-2 ---- 1 fe_ ee 
Alluvial Golds, Inc__........-.-.-.-.----------| Fairbanks ~__--..._-.| Cirele._......-----.- 1 1 
C.J. Berry Dredging Co_____..-.....-...-.-...| Miller House-_-.-_..) ....do..----.--..---- 1 1 oo 
Gold Placers, Inc___.....---...-..--.---.------| Fairbanks-_--..-_.-.} -..-d0.....--...+-.-- 1 1 
Alaska Placer Co__....._...-.--.---_----.------| Council.___.__......| Council-Bluff- -_.-_- 1 1 
Camp Creek Dredging Co--._._--.....-------+-|--.--d0_--------------|-----0--------------- 1 1 | 
Council Dredging Co--..:_....----------------]-----0__-------------|-----Q0_-------------- 1| 1 
Inland Dredging Co_._....._/....--------------|-----d0._---:_----~--J-----d0_------ ee 1 1 
Ophir Gold Dredging Co___._.--...------------|-----dO-------__------|_.---@0-__--2_--.--.-- l 1. 
Brinker-Johnson Co_.......-..------.-.--------| Fairbanks...........| Fairbanks_..._....-|..--.- 1 : 
United States Smelting, Refining & Mining |__...do__-__.--....--|..-.-d0--_----.------- 8. 8. . 

Co., Fairbanks Department. 
Arctic Circle Exploration, Inc._._....--..----..| CamdJe_____..--.....| Fairhaven_._...-__.- 2 2 
Dry Creek Dredging Co--___._..---------------| Deering-._....--..--|-----d0-------.-------| 1 1 | 
Forsgren Dredging Co__.........--------------]-----@O---------------|-----d0--_---------.-- 1 1. 

: Boundary Dredging Co.............---------.-| Boundary-___........| Fortymile._......-.- 1. 1 
Wade Creek Dredging Co..._._....-----.------| Fairbanks___.......-|_..--do-.-.-...-..---- 1 1 
Bristol Bay Mining Co_-_-..._.-....----.-------| Goodnews Bay......| Goodnews Bay--.-.- 1 1 
American Creek Operating Co., Inc.......-.---| Fairbanks_........--| Hot Springs_-.. ..-- 1 fii ie. 
North American Dredging Co_..._.--..----.---| Flat_.-...-.--.----_.| Iditarod__-.-...2..-| 1 1 
J. E. Riley Investment Co__......-------------]-.---d0--...-.-.--..--|-.---d0__-..-.--.----- 1 1 
Ganes Creek Dredging Co_-_......-..----------| Ophir.-...-------.---| Inmoko---_-..----,-- 1. 1. 
Moss & Larson Mining Co............--.---.--|-----dO------------.--|-.---@0_---- ee 1 1 
We F. Puntila__...__.....-------_-----------.|-----do..--- 2 --|----d0_-- ee eee 1 fie... 
Nels J. Vibe_~....__-_....-.-.-----_----.-----..|--.--d0.--..----------|--..-d0----- 22 e- 1 1 2 
Castleton & Keenan (Kougarok Consolidated | Nome._._...-...-.-.| Kougarok_._...--.-- 1 1 

Placers, Inc.). 
Fox Bar Dredging Co........--.---..---.------|--.--O__----- 22 ----4)-----O_--- eee 1 1 

_.. -... --Dime-Creek- Dredging C0... 22 c020c0 224+. s.|-Hayeock...-........|-Koyuk__..-.2----.- co Je 

Ungalik Syndicate. ......._..-...--------------| Nome_..........----]-..--d0-.....-.--.-.-- 1 ‘1 
American Crégk Dredging Co-_..........-------|-----d0_-.-.-.._--_--.| Nome._.........-,--|-..-..- 1 
Casa de Paga Gold Co-_-__.._.......-..-.-..-.--|-----@0__-_-_...2-----|-----d0_--.- 22. 1 1 
Lee Brothers Dredging Co_-..........----------| Solomon- -.--.-.-.--]---.-d0_-------------- 2 2 
Osborn Creek Dredging Co._......-....-----..}| Nome____...---.----|-----d0-.-------.--.-- 1 1 
Tolbert Scott _._.....-.---.--_.----1----.------|-----@0__------.------]-----d0_._---- 2... 1 1 
United States Smelting, Refining & Mining |-....do.......-.....+-|-~---d0_-..-..--.----. 3 4 

Co., Nome Department. 
. Bartholomae Oil Corporation. .-.-....-...-.-.-.| Teller_............-.| Port Clarence--_--.. ee 

Livengood Placers, Inc_.._.....--------.-------| Livengood-.-....-..| Tolovana----...-.--- 1 1 
Nome Creek Mining Co_-.___...--......-----.-| Fairbanks_~.--....-.j|-..-.d0--.--.-.-.-----| 1 1 
New York Alaska Gold Dredging Co-_-........| Nyac.........--.-.-| Tuluksak-Aniak. -.. 2] - 2 

49 | 47 
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. CALIFORNIA 
ee 

Etna Gold Dredging Co_--.........---+-.._--.| Callahan_...........{| Callahan....._..._-.- 1 i " 
Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields.._.............| San Francisco.....-.| _.--d0--..-._-.-.-.-- 1 1 
Gold Hill Dredging C0 ooo Go _----G0__.-...........| Camanche---.-..__.- 2 2 
Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Co__-..__........| Camanche-.-....__.|_..--d0_--_--___--.---- 1 jo... 
Cosumnes Gold Dredging Co-.--.......-.......| San Francisco_._....| Cosumnes River- --- 1 1 
Capital Dredging Co____-.--._.-.-.------------|-.---d0_---.-.---._---| Folsom_--......-.-.- 2 2 
Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Co......_........| Iome_--._..._-------|-----d0_--.-------..-- 1 1 . 
Natomas Co. .__.._..----.----.--------------.-.] Sacramentg- -_.._...|-.---d0.-.--.--------- 7 7 
French Guich Dredging Co--........-.--------| San Francisco.......} French Gulch-__.... 1 1 
Cal Oro Gold Dredging Co___..........-.---.-.|...--d0------.-.---.-.] Greenhorn- --.---_.- 1 1 
Thurman Gold Dredging Co_.........--.-.-...| Redding----_.......| Igo--..---...----..-- 1 1 
Arroyo Seco Gold Dredging Co___....---------} 8an Francisco_......| Ione_--.-..----------. 1 1 
Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Co---.---.-.,----| Ione. -._......-.--.|-.---d0__.-..-.---..-- 1 1 
California Gold Dredging Co.._......----------| San Francisco__.....| Jenny Lind. -_----_- 1 1 
Junction City Mining Co.............-.-.-.- -| Junction City__.....| Junction City-.._._- 1} - 1 

1 Single-dipper dredge.
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| Connected-bucket floating gold dredges operated in the United States, 1940-41, by 
a compantes and districts—Continued | 

CALIFORNIA—continued | | 

| Number of 
dredges 

Company Address District 

, 1940 | 1941 

Yreka Gold Dredging Co_-__...................| San Francisco_..._..| Klamath River_____ 1 1 
La Grange Gold Dredging Co_.__..__.......-..|.....do__......_......| La Grange__________ 1 1 
Tuolumne Gold Dredging Corporation.__....._|....-do_.---.....-..._]---.-do__-.--__--_....] . 1 1 
Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields._......2....2__j._._-.do_----..-_---2-__|-__-dow_--- 1 
C. R. and T. D. Harris-_-_.._........._.....__.| Lewiston__.__.......] Lewiston._-..___.__- 1 jit lee 

; , Roseville Gold Dredging Co---............-.-.| San Francisco___._..| Ophir___.......-...- 1. 1 
~ Gold Hill Dredging Co. ____.._..._-_-..---_--__-|__---do_............._| Oroville...-2-2 222 1 1 

Oroville Gold Dredging Co____.__.._..._..__...] Oroville-_..__.-._-___|-._-.do_..---__2 |e 1 
Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields_._......._.....| San Franciseo_.._....) ..._do_-.._._____._.. 4 4 . 
Poverty Hill Properties. -__-..__._---.---------|-..--d0___.-._........| Port Wine..-._...2.[..222- 1 
Williams Bar Dredging Co_.-............-.---.| Marysville. __.......| Smartville_____..__. 1 1 
Merced Dredging Co-__..-.-._.....-....._..-.-.| San Francisco._-._:_| Snelling_._._....___. 1 1 
San Joaquin Mining Co__._.._...-......-._.___|-._---do_..---.- 22 | -do__--- 1 1 

. Snelling Gald Dredging Co.-__..._..........-..| Snelling.........._._]-----do_-__--- ee 2 2 
. Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields__..._..._......| San Francisco.......| ....do__-..._._._..2- 1 1 

,  Carrville Gold Co_-__._.._.-_____2_.2.--....--.| Duluth, Minn___.__| Trinity Center_.___- 1 1 
Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields_._........._...| San Francisco.......| Yuba River_.._..__. 6 6 

. 46 47 

. bn nnmemenenmenrn en ee EE) 

COLORADO . 

Timberline Dredging Co.......................| Fairplay__..........]| Beaver Creek_.._._. 1 1 
South Platte Dredging Co__....._--22.--------|----- dO | Park. 2222} 1 

| a | 2 
a 

| IDAHO 

Fisher-Baumhoff Co..._.............._.--...-.| Centerville....._....| Boise Basin._.._.._. 2 2 
The Grimes Co-.-.--...---...-..----.--.------.| Pioneerville...-_...|....-do_..-....._.___- Lj. 
Idaho-Canadian Dredging Co.._...............| Idaho City_.._.._...|_....do__...-._...-_.- 1; 1 
H. & H. Mines. _-___.-.._.-.-..---......-_-__.| Elk City_._._.._.__._| Elk City__.._..2.__- 1 1 
Fisher & Higgins._............_....._..._...._.| Salmon__.__.__.._._| Eureka__....._._.___ 2 
Idaho Warren Dredging Co. (dredge operated | North Fork.........| Gibbonsville.._...__|_._._- 1 

. by Fisher & Higgins in 1940). . ; 
Northwest Goldfields. ._.__.....-.....----..-..| Harvard__-.........| Hoodoo__._........-| 1 1 

_ Boise King Placers____._._._._..............._.] Twin Springs.......| Middle Boise___..._|_____. 1 
Mount Vernon Gold Mining Co-_-__..__.._....}| Elk City.._.........| Orogrande___.._.._. 1 1 

Quartz Creek Dredging Co__.__........_.....__} Pierce__............_] Pierce............._. 1 1 
arren Dredging Co.?____.-........-.--.---...| Warren. ......._..._|...--d0_...-2.22--2-2- 2 2 

Snake River Mining Co___......_....._........| Sumbeam___._._._..| Yankee Fork__...__. 1 1 

12 12 

MONTANA | 
Nr ehhh fe esp srs 

Winston Bros. Co_.__--_...-...-----------2---.| Helena_..__.........] Clancey_...._..2.--- 1 1 
Emigrant Dredging Co__._..........._!._......| Emigrant_._........| Emigrant.____.._.-_|_..__- 1 
Star Pointer Exploration Co_-_.................| Bearmouth___._..._| First Chance__...__- 1 1 
Porter Bros. Corporation .-..------------------ Helena_.___.........| Helena___..._._..-_- 1 1 
Perry-Schroeder Mining Co___._......._._...__]__...do._._...........| Missouri River_..._. 1 1 
Homer Wilson. .-__..-._...-.-..._.-......._._.| Harrison......_._.._| Norris.....-_....__- 1 1 
Pioneer Placer Dredging Co__...._..........-..| Gold Creek.........| Pioneer__........--- 1 j..-.-. 
Gold Creek Mining Co-__-._.__.......-...._...| Deer Lodge__._.._..| Washington__.__.__- 1 1 

. 7 7 
LL Ne rs rg ith he ss eSports? 

, ' NEVADA 
ND 

: 

Manhattan Gold Dredging ©0-.--------nn---| San Pranciseo.......| Monbattan.......-. 1 | 1 

eee 

OREGON 
eee 

Western Dredging Co_____._..----..--.........| San Francisco._.....| Camyon__..__._..--- 1 1 
Murphy- urray predging Co____..--.........| Rogue River__....._| Gold Hill___-______. 1 1 
Pleasant Creek Mining Corporation_......_..._|._._.do_____....._._..|.....d0__...._..._.._- 1 1 
Porter & Co__-........._-......---..----.-----| Baker___..........._| Granite_...... ..-- 1 1 
Sunshine Mining Co. (Burnt River Division)__| Boise._____________-.| Greenhorn.._....___|_..... 1 
The Sumpter Valley Dredging Co___......._..| Portland__._________| Sumpter__.._______. 1 1 
Timms Gold Dredging Co_._._................| Galena_..__......_..| Susanville......____ 1. 1 

6 7 
, er eer nese eprnennnneere opener 

1 Warren Dredging Co, sold 1 dredge in August 1941 to W. W. Prather.
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Gold produced in the United States by connected-bucket floating dredges, 1987-41, in 
| jine ounces | a | os 

. Year Dredges California Alaska Other States ! Total 

| 105 322,961 | 255, 568 65, 614 644, 143 1938_._...------------------- eee 115 375, 296 278, 442 82, 686 736, 424 | 1989.22 114 370, 264 304, 995 112, 472 787, 731 1940.1. 2. --2---n ss eee 122. 414, 966 354, 806 134, 377 904, 149 CY 5 na 123 418, 282 307, 087 141, 636 | 867, 005 

1 Colorado, Idaho; Montana, Nevada, and Oregon. | . | | 

Other placer-mining methods.—From 1932 through 1941 dragline and 
power-shovel excavators operated in connection with dry-land and 

_ flcating amalgamating and sluicing plants have been widely used in | 
placer mining. In 1941 approximately 30 percent of the total output 

_ of placer gold, including that of Alaska and excluding that of the | 
Philippine Islands, was recovered at such plants, and 12 percent was | 
produced by old-established mining methods, such as hydraulicking, 
drift mining, sluicing, and rocking. = | 

Additional information on placer-mining methods may be found in | | 
the State reviews in the Minerals Yearbook and Mineral Resources 

| Series. | | / 
| WORLD ASPECTS : 

WORLD PRODUCTION . | 

| According to the Bureau of the Mint, the world output of gold and : 
silver from 1493 to 1940 is 1,375,164,679 fine ounces of gold valued at 
$31,910,089,774 and 17,244,356,061 fine ounces of silver valued at 
$15,451,255,865 (see figs. 3 and 4). | OO 
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Ficure 3.—World production of gold, 1900-1941. (Figures for 1941 are preliminary.)
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FIGURE 4.—World production of silver, 1900-1941. (Figures for 1941 are preliminary.) 

The following tables show the world output of gold and sulver from 
— 19387 to 1941. oo a | | 

World production of gold, 1937-41, by countries, in fine ounces ! 7 

: | Country | 1937 1938. - 1939 1940 | 1941 | 

North America: a | | 
~ - United States: 

Continental? ..............----.--] 4,112,160 | 4, 245,368 | 4,620,567 | 4,862,979 | 4, 832, 067 
Puerto Rico. _-.-.----------------- 17 9 35 |----.------- 20 

Canada...........-...-.-----...-------] 4,096,213 | 4,725,117 | 8,004,379 | 5,311,145 | 5,351, 689 
Central America and West Indies: 

Costa Rica_......-...---...-------| 16, 920 17, 994 13, 261 13, 538 3 12, 760 
Cuba......._--------------e- oo 3, 707 43, 889 43, 851 #1, 251 607 
Dominican Republic (exports) --.-.. 6, 710 5, 275 6, 304 6, 914 15,614 — 
Guatetiiala.._........._-..-.----—- 4, 180 5, 466 5, 058 4, 447 2, 560 
Honduras........-.-.-------------| 24,170 21, 879 22, 216: 28,173 22, 628 
Nicaragua........-.---------------| 24, 242 44,301 | 100,182] 164,355 209, 430 
Panama......-.-...--------------- 9,023 6, 879 8, 74 2, 634 2, 115 
Salvador..........--------.-------| 515,310 | 512,065] 516,424] 551,195 3 32, 300 
Other countries 3_ -._.---.----.---- 39, 300 48, 300 (8) (6) (6) 

Mexico...........-.----.--------------| 846,400} 923,819 | 841,642 | 883, 117. 799, 975 
Newfoundland. .........-..-..-.----.-| 22,470 24, 246 20, 316 21, 786°. 21, 194 

| _ 9,221,000 | 10,085,000 | 10,798,000 | 11,397,000 | 11,353,000 

South America: 
Argentina. ...........------...-.----.-| 10, 449 8, 423 12, 249 12, 860 ) 
Bolivia...__.--.-.--.---.-------------- 714, 251 7 9, 255 7? 7, 884 411,749 48, 158 
Brazil (lode only)__.._._.-----.------_- 145, 835 148, 735 148, 355 149, 815 147, 309 
Chile.............---.-.----.---- -----| 272,704 | 294,033 | 325,052 | 342, 830 264, 540 
Colombia.......-..----------..--------|. 442, 222 520, 717 570, 017 631, 927 656, 019 
Ecuador..........---------------------| 59, 500 74, 042 85, 352 52, 942 70, 264 
Guiana: 

British. .-..._-...-.--------------- 35, 993 38, 482 38, 473 35, 745. 3 30, 000 
French..-_.......-..-.----------.-| 47, 422 40, 638 37, 606 40, 000 8 35, 000 
Netherlands (Surinam)...__._.___-} 12, 756 14, 154 14, 812 15, 921 8 12, 000 

Peru. ._..-..-..-.--2---------.--------| 205,350 | 260,326 | 272,362 | —-279, 606 260, 987 
Uruguay. .....---..--------.---2-----|----- ee 657 1, 608 1, 762 1, 364 
Venezuela. .........-.--.-------------- 116, 519 114, 985 146, 608 146, 792 145, 000 

1, 363,000 | 1,524,000 | 1,660,000 | 1,722,000 | 1,643, 000 

See footnotes at end of table.
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World production of gold, 1937-41, by countries, in fine ounces—Continued | 

Country 1987 PF .  - 1988 | 1439 1940 1941 

Europe: | 
, ‘Bulgaria......2..-...2222.222-222--.--- 50 200 6, 690 7, 330 (8) 

Czechoslovakia... .....-----.----------- 9, 930 10, 000 10, 000 3 10, 000 (8) 
Finlarid._......-.-.-.- 2-2-2 - oo 4, 822 3, $58 4, 822 (8) (8) a | 
HTANCG. _--------0-0-2-22--000000-=7777 6 87, 354 8 85, 000 (8). (6) 
ermany -.....---------------..-------- 9 4 . 

Senasttian | ef 8850] Oo 7; O- | 
Hungary. --..---.--------------------- 5, 159 5, 655 5, 079 (8) (8) 
Italy. --:----------------------------.- 3,103 5,016 |. (8) (8) (6) no 
Norway. ------.:----------------------- . 96 55 (8) (8) | (8) 
Portugal.............-.---------.------ 4,366 | 6, 186 5,948 | 310,000 (6) 
Rumania.__......--.-222--2 2 277, 043 157, 924 211, 496 130, 760 (®) 
Spain__........--.------------- ee ee 3, 135 6, 955 3 30, 000 8 15, 000 (6) 
Sweden...._.........--2- 2222-2 193, 226 234, 122 216, 149 197, 995 | (8) 
Switzerland._....-....-..---------__-- 964 | 1, 125 1, 447 (8) (8) 
U.S. 8. R.3_.__.. 2 -----------------} 5,359,000 | 5, 236, 000 (8) - &@ . (6) 
United Kingdom.--...-.-...-.-.-------| | 60 2, 428 (8) (8) ) 
Yugoslavia.....-...-...--------------- 87, 578 78,318 | —s-_ 71, 503 8 75, 000 (6) - 

; | 6,023,000 | 5,844,000 | 5, 665, 000 5, 523,000 | °4, 500, 000 

Asia: vo : 
Burma. ..-...-.------------------.-+---- 1,004 1, 209 (°) (°) ~ (9%), oe 
China. -.-------.-- 22-2 (*) () ~ (8) 3 377,000 (8) 

; Manchuria ’?_.....-.2. 2-22-2222 _- 118, 829 (8) (8) () (6) 
Chosen... --.....-.------. eee eee 734, 585 948,447 | 975,000. (6) (8) 
CYS 423,650 | 429,245 4°16, 393 - 13,621 (6) 
India, British. .............---..-..--- 330, 744 321, 138 9 316, 504 9 289, 357 § 285, 945 
Indochina..........-...._.-----------. 9, 870 8,745 | 8, 070 8, 038 | (8) 
Japan... _-_.--:----------- ee eee 728, 375 3 760, 000 3 836; 000 (8). (8) . . 
Malay States: 

Federated -.....---.-.---..----.--- 33, 828 40, 209 40, 283 35, 689 (8) 
Straits Settlements.._.............]--.--------- 5 ro 6 (8) 
Unfederated .-_.......-.---2...---- 519  §81 880 479 (6) = 

Netherlands Indies__..............-__- 55, 621 | 76, 443 81, 183 89, 942 (®) 
Philippine Islands.._........---..---2. 716, 967 903,265 | 1,040,146 | 1,140,126 1, 144, 332 
Sarawak._..._....-.--.------------.--- 19, 214 18, 520 17, 261 12, 285 (8) 
Taiwan..__.-...-.----.----2----------- 123, 073 145, 000 (6) (8) ) . 
Thailand (Siam) -_._.........--.----_- 18, 768 13, 620 | - 12, 711 12, 717 (6) 
Turkey........-.2 2-2-2222 eee 514 |__| eee] eee ee 

3, 206,000 | 3,666,000 | 3,889,000 | 3,942,000 | 3, 943,000 

Africa: . - 
- Bechuanaland......_.....--------.----- 17, 577 19, 111 17, 219 18, 015 14, 509 
Belgian Congo.......-......-------.-.- 419, 664 455, 264 494, 642 168, 565 (8) 

Ruanda and Urundi--.........-.._- 12, 925 17, 994 29, 386 (8) (8) 

Egypt....-..--.---------------------+- 1, 226 : 2, 162 3, 877 7, 344 (®) 

' French Equatorial Africa..._.........- 21, 490 40, 028 (6) (8) (9 . 
French West Africa (exports) -.....---.- 128,346 | . 127, 220 (8) (8) (8) 

- Gold Coast.......---...2..- 22222222. 559, 212 674, 927 782, 271 866, 326 | (*) 
Kenya Colony...-....--.---.---------- 54, 774 70, 500 77, 000 77,243 | (8) 
Liberia (exports). -..-....--.------..-- 2, 457 1, 902 6, 536 9, 661 20, 370 

. Madagasear._._---....-..-.--.-------- 13, 471 13, 770 314, 000 11, 580. (6) 
Morocco, French... .......-----..-.---- 4, 630 7, 491 (6) (6) (8) 
Nigeria.,_.........-------.------------ 26, 466 24,815: 25, 794 25, 617 (") 
Portuguese East Africa...............- 11, 129 9, 609 11, 064 11, 432 (6) 
Rhodesig: 

Northern......_...-.-------------- 4, 228 1,092 4, 645 (8) (®) 
Southern ......-...-.---.---.----.- 804, 219 814, 078 795, 613 826, 485 790, 442 

Sierra Leone...._.-.......------------- 35, 717 30, 012 33, 657 32, 676 (*°) 
South-West Africa...........--..-.--_- 2, 804 1, 796 1, 619 1, 358 304 
Sudan.__........---------------------- 7, 388 8, 866 7, 510 6, 606 (8) 
Swariland. ............----..2-2 222 _- 2, 410 1, 246 983 1,080 (°) 
Tanganyiks......-......--..-.-..-.-.- 75, 281 81, 857 130, 366 143,693 (°) 
Uganda.-__...---.---- 2-2 16, 947 20, 502 15, 115 11, 060 (°) 
Union of South Africa_................] 11, 734,575 | 12, 161,392 | 12, 819,344 | 14, 037, 741 14, 386, 361 
Other countries...............-......-- (¢) (8) (6) (6) (6) 

13, 997,000 | 14,627,000 | 15, 488,000 | 17,468,000 | 17, 090, 000 - 

Oceania: 
Australia: 

New South Wales. _.........-....- 68, 607 88, 707 87, 189 89, 839 88, 001 
Northern Territory_............-.- 11, 563 12, 378 16, 586 22, 423 ) 
Queensland....._...........-..---- 127, 281 151, 432 147, 248 154, 011 ) 
South Australia__.--........-.---- 6, 962 5, 292 3, 930 3, 270 ® 
Victoria_.__.........------_._-.--- 145, 799 144, 243 156, 522 163, 662 149, 768 
Western Australia__....._.........| 1,000,647 | 1,167,781 | 1,214,238 | 1,191, 481 1, 109, 313 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| World production of gold, 1937-41, by countries, in fine ounces—Continued 

. Country 1937 1938 1939 1940 © 1941 

Oceania—Continued. 
Fiji-._..--2--2 ee 24, 917 _ 92, 862 110, 000 111, 338 (8) 
New Guinea....__._.----- 2 eee 217, 152 236, 133 246, 214 294,794; (8) 

, New Zealand.._...-..--------22-- 2 ee. 168, 487 152, 050 178, 955 185, 665 (8) 
Papua...--.....-- 2-22 eee eee 22, 153 33, 249 28, 164 35, 000 . (8) 
Tasmania......-_-.--.--- 22-22 eee 20, 276 22, 200 19, 984 21, 390 & 

. 1,814, 000 2, 106,000 | 2,209,000 | 2, 273,000 2, 135, 000 

35, 624, 000 | 37, 852, 000 39, 709, 000 | 42,325,000 | 40, 664, 000 

! Preliminary world gold production table prepared with revisions and adjustments by B. B. Waldbauer, 
Foreign Minerals Division, and Frederick Betz, Metal Economies Division, Bureau of Mines, in coopera: 
tion with the Office of the Director ofthe Mint. Figures used were derived in part from the Statistical Year- 
book of the League of Nations and from the American Bureau of Metal Statistics. No official statistics are 
issued by Government of U.S. 8S. R., consequently figures released by the various authorities vary widely 
and ate irreconcilable. In some countries accurate figures are not possible to obtain, due to clandestine trade 

gold. . 
? Refinery production. — 
? Approximate production. . oo 
4 Exports. 

a ‘Imports into United States: ot 
‘ Data not available. Estimate included in total. . 
7 Purchases by the State Central Bank. 
§ ponjectural figure published by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics (New York), Annual Issue. 

| * Beginning with 1939, Burmese production included with British India. 

_ World production of silver, 1937-41, by countries, in fine ounces ! | 

. Country 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

North America: | | a { 
United States 4___.........--...-....._| 71, 298, 930 | 61, 688, 834 | 63, 871,972 | 68, 286,535 | 71, 075, 932 
Canada... __.----.-------- 222i eee, 22, 977, 751 | 22,219,195 | 23, 163,629 | 23,833,752 | 21, 754, 798 

| Central America and West Indies: 
Honduras... .........--.----.-----| 3, 210,337 | 3,325,070 | 4,118, 864 | ‘3,899, 164 3, 488, 677 
Other countries 3_______-._._..__... 390, 000 965, 000 681, 000 (4). (4) 

Mexico--_.__-.-..-.......-.------.---..| 84, 680, 875 | 81,018, 809 75, 870, 575 | 82,640,074 | . 78, 363, 961 
Newfoundland_-__....-..--.-._--2-._- 1, 447, 637 | 1, 663,623 | 1,421,060 | 1, 494,066 OL 657, 342 

184, 006, 000 |170, 891, 000 |169, 127, 000 |180, 754, 000 | 175, 941, 000 

South America: | . 
Argentina. _.-_.-.---2----2--22 222.28 2, 122,000 | 2, 636, 361 3, 125, 756 | 3, 242, 200 3, 978, 400 
Bolivia (exports) ._.......-.--.-....__. 9, 454,022 | 6,373,660 | 7,241,312 | 5, 626,380 7, 348, 695 
Brazil.._..-...-2..---2-2--- eee eee ee 25, 238 25, 585 27, 075 24, 694 21, 170 
Chile__--....-.. 22-2222 1, 854, 649 1, 375, 530 1, 180,902 | 1,515, 563 1, 262, 000 
Colombia .__......--. 222-222 eo ee. 167, 971 192, 880 242, 628 260, 310 271, 115 
Ecuador... __--._..------2..----------.- 98, 500 89, 111 103, 331 105, 000 116, 836 
Guiana, British___.-.._..__..-2_ 222 4, 740 5, 060 (4) (¢) (4). 
Peru_-_...---.2.-..---.------- eee 17, 453, 331 | 20, 552, 816 | 18, 802,075 | 19, 916, 774 15, 101, 300 

31, 180, 000 | 31, 251,000 | 30, 728, 000 | 30, 696,000 | 28, 105,000 

Europe: 2 ee eee ee 
. Bulgaria (estimated) __..........._-._- 6, 500 13, 000 (4) (4) (4) 

_ Czechoslovakia._.....------..-----....| 1,108, 444 | 1, 190,326 (‘) (4) (4) 
Finland..___._..-.-.------. -.22----o 57, 900 57, 900 61, 000 (4) (4) 
HTANOG. --~--------------------22022-2+ 563, 860 | 8 565, 000 3 565, 000 (4) (*) 

WWausttia. 2222] ar |} 700,00] © 9 9 
Greece *..._..-2--.----------.--..---...] 375, 000 335, 000 | (4) (4) (4) 
Hungary. _...._-.---.--2-2-- ee 50, 965 46, 632 51. 600 (4) (*) Italy_._.--. 2 715, 000 812, 481 880, 000 (4) (4) . _ Norway-.-.-.---- 2-2-2 282, 904 250, 776 295, 787 (4) (*) 
Poland. ...--.----2-2..-.--------- ee 64, 237 62, 244 (4) % (4) 
Portugal... _-. 22-2222 11, 337 16, 742 (4) 4) (*) Rumania__---_.-.------2.---------.-..| 670,214 819, 876 712, 731 500, 204 ty Spain___..-..-- 2-2 633, 177 237, 658 (4) (4) ) Sweden_._--.--.--- eee 946, 261 | 1,123,861 | 1,122, 865 745, 804 (4) U.S, 8. R3____--__.- 22 2.--..-----| 7, 280, 000 | 8, 022, 000 (*) (4) (*) United Kingdom.--_-.--._....-.---2. 71, 448 107, 985 70, 818 (4) (*) Yugoslavia. _.__--....---.-...-..2--...| 2,242,546 | 2,524,123 | 2, 298, 634 (4) (4) 

21, 809, 000 | 23, 196, 000 | 21,978, 000 |£20, 000, 000 (4) 

See footnotes at end of table.
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World production of silver, 1987-41, by countries, in fine ounces—Continued | 

Country 1987 1938 1989 1940 1941 

Asia: | . 
Burma_..-..--.------.-----.----------| 6,180,000 | 5,920,000 | 6,175, 000 ‘> (4) 
China. -.......-..---..----------------]| 5150, 000 (4) (4) () 3“ 
Chosen_.....--..----------------------| 2, 672, 978 (4) (4) (4) (4) 
Cyprus_.-.-...--.--.-.----------------]  § 132, 968 6 199, 719 6 108, 953 58, 341 (4) 

- Federated Malay States. -..-.--.------| 3, 000: 3, 500 (4) © (4) 
' Hong Kong. -..-...-------------------|-------. ----] 111, 070 (4) 4) (4) 

India, British. _..-...-----------------] 7 24,642 22,295 | 22, 745 (4) - (4) — 
Indochina. -_.......-------------------- 3, 537 2, 411 1, 672 1, 736 (4) 
Japan__...__.-._----------------------| 3 9, 902, 000 {810, 100, 000 O (4) (4) 
Netherlands Indies... -.-.-..--.-.------- 500, 095 579, 297 618,026 | 1,499, 544 (4) 
Philippine Islands...----...-----------| 719, 771 | 1, 167,612 | 1,350,099 | 1, 209, 199 1, 260, 097 
Sarawak........-..-..-.---------------|------------ 1, 660 700 (4) (4) 
Taiwab....._.-...-2--------- +--+ ---- (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 
Turkey 7...........-----.---..---.-.-.,; 38, 000 _ 350, 000 575, 090 575, 000 (4) 

| : 20, 684, 000 | 21, 623,000 | 23,115,000 | 22,878,000] (4) 

Africa: | —_ 
Algeria... _.......--..-----------------. 72,177 | 7.90, 00 7 85, 000 (*) (4) 
Bechuanaland...._......-------------- 1, 499 1, 127 813 1, 207 949 
Belgian Congo__.............---------| 2,961,855 | 3,121,559 | 2,800,000 | 3, 536, 582 (4) 
Gold Coast.___......____-_--.--------- 19, 000 23, 000 (4) (4) (4) 
Kenya Colony_....-.-.-.-------------- 7, 549 11, 200 312,000 13, 626 (4) 
Morocco, French......-.-------------- 241, 549 208, 980 (4) (4) (4) 

Nigeria..-....------------------------- 102, 120 (4) . (4) (4) (4) . 
, Portuguese East Africa.............--- 1, 474 1, 808 2, 319 1,901 (4) 

Rhodesia: _ : 
Northern._..........2.-.---------- 83, 861 88, 287 80, 137 (4) (4) 

~~ . Southern. ....2.2222 22 182, 088 166, 417 173, 556 186, 080 170, 364 
Sierra Leone_...._......-.------------- 1, 568 1, 271 (4) (4) (4) 
South-West Africa_..........-.---...-.! 8385, 500 8 §73, 500 587, 600 7 460, 000 (4) . 
Tanganyika._.............-.-------. -- 11, 696 16, 473: 27, 999 35, 492 (4) 
Tunisia... .__....-.-.-.-.---_---------- 58, 354 61, 149 (4) (4) (% . | 
Uganda. __-.-.-_--._-.-.---..--------- 1, 379 1, 981 1, 376 1,-015 (4) 
Union of South Africa..............--.] 1,100, 641 | 1,135,374 | 1,182,516 | 1,292,284] 71,461,000. 

| | 5, 202,000 | 5,652,000 | 5,389,000 | 6, 130, 000 a) 

Oceania: : : 7 | 
_ Australia: 

New South Wales. .._.........--..| 9, 780,499 |. 9,558, 550 | 8, 584, 719 | 7 9, 000, 000 (4) 
Queensland. __.........--.---..---] 3, 264,994 | 3,533,490 | 3, 885, 963 | 7 3, 450, 000 (4) . 

~ South Australia. ___....------.---- 955 503 541 (4) (4) ( 
Victoria__......-.---------------.- 5, 443 5, 898 6, 285 (4) (4) . 

- Western Australia .............-..| 180, 562 971, 346 287, 439 274,741.| 7255, 000 
Fiji... eee 3. 463 12, 380 (4) 23, 020 (4) 

New Zealand._...........-.----------. 443. 981 357, 709 390, 342 415, 330 | 7 400, 0000050 
Tasmania. ___.---...--.-. .....--....| 1,060, 785 1, 219, 550 | 1,278,116 | 1, 242,000 (9 

14, 837, 600 | 15,063, 000 | 14,620,000 | 14, 613, 000 (4) 

: |277, 718, 000 267, 676, 000 |264, 957, 000 |275, 071,000 |*267, 000, 000 

1 Preliminaty world silver production table prepared with revisions and adjustments by 8B. B. Waldbauer, 
Foreign Minerals Division, Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with the Office of the Director of the Mint. 
No official statistics are issued by Government of U. S. S. R., consequently figures released by the various 
authorities vary widely and are irreconcilable. 

2 Philippine Islands excluded. 
_§ Approximate production. . 

4 Data not available. Estimate included in total. 
: Conjectural figure published by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics. 

xports. 
7 American Bureau of Metal Statistics (New York), Annual Issue. 
§ Imperial Institute (London), Statistical Summary. _ 
® Conjectural world total in-‘‘Silver in 1941,’ by E. Baliol Scott: Mining Jour., April 11, 1942, p. 5. 

. REVIEW BY COUNTRIES 

Because of lack of communications between the United States and 
the countries dominated by the Axis Powers and the censorship im- 
posed by some of the other countries, it has been impossible to obtain 
information on gold and silver mining in these countries. Few data . 
have come even from some of the countries in the Western Hemi- . 
sphere. The following summary covers the Philippines and those
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countries of the Western Hemisphere from which information has 
been obtained. 

. | | PHILIPPINE ISLANDS | | a 

Gold production in the Philippine Islands during 1941 according 
to mint returns continued to gain as it has each year since 1927. 

| reaching an all-time high of 1,144,332 fine ounces valued at $40,051,600. 
This represents an increase of 4,206 fine ounces, or 0.4 percent, over 
1940, the previous record year. The total value of gold output from 
1907 to 1941, inclusive, is computed at $270,540,406. | 

Silver production, on the other hand, declined in 1941 from 1940, 
| decreasing 39,102 fine ounces, or 3 percent. a 

The following historical review and description of the gold mines 
. and districts in the Philippine Islands has been prepared by Charles 

White Merrill. 
| Since 1936, when Philippine Islands gold production passed that of 

South Dakota and Alaska, California has been the only political sub- 
| division under the United States flag with a larger output. With the 

opening of hostilities between the United States and J apan December | 
: 7, 1941, however, the Islands’ gold-mining industry was suspended 

almost immediately. : | 
Gold mining in the Philippine Islands antedates written history. 

Much evidence of widespread mining activities during the Spanish 
colonial period remains, but production never reached great. size. 
With occupation and pacification of the Islands by the United States, 
American prospecting techniques were applied, and many promising 
districts were discovered or rediscovered. Nevertheless, for over 30 _ 

: years development of gold-mining.enterprises was very slow. Even as 
ate as 1931 the value of mine output was only $3,762,433, or less than 
10 percent of the value of output in 1940 (1,114,201 fine ounces valued 
at $38,997,035). | | ° 

The rapid rise of the industry after 1931 may have been accelerated 
| by the belief that. Philippine independence or Japanese conquest would 

make exploitation less profitable or impossible. Conditions at leading 
_ producing properties just before the Japanese invasion, however, 

gave ample evidence that the very rapid expansion had nat created 
an unhealthy condition in the industry. 

Principal mines.—Figure 5 shows the location of the principal 
mining districts in the Islands. The Baguio district in northern 
Luzon is the oldest and by far the most important. Also on Luzon 
is the Paracale district. The most productive mineral area on 

' Mindanao Island is the Surigao district, and on Masbate Island the 
Masbate district is the leading mining area; the map locates the principal 
companies operating in the several districts. Three groups of com-. 
panies, generally referred to by the names of the men holding con- 
trolling interests—the Haussermann group, Soriano group, and Mars- 
man group—produced nine-tenths of the Philippine gold in 1940. The 
following paragraphs summarize the last complete details on the 
producing companies. _ | 
Modern mining in the Philippine Islands can be said to date from 

June 24, 1903, when the Benguet Consolidated Mining Co. was in- 
| corporated; in 1914 John W. Haussermann was placed in charge, and 

-$Many data have been excerpted from the Philippine Mining Yearbook for 1940: Chamber of Mines of 
the Philippines, 1941.
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FIGURE 5.—Principal mining districts in the Philippine Islands. 

in 1915 the first of a long series of dividends was paid. In 1940 the | 
company produced 154,922 fine ounces of gold and 102,738 fine 
ounces of silver from 467,130 tons of ore mined in the Baguio district; 
the ore was treated in the company 1,250-ton cyanide plant. Positive 
ore reserves January 1, 1941, assured 1 year’s operation, and probable 
ore, 2 additional years. Dividends for 1940 were $3,900,000. | 

- The Balatoe Mining Co.,° another member of the Haussermann 
group of companies, is also situated in the Baguio district. In 1940, 
when 187,282 ounces of gold and 165,321 ounces of silver were re- 
covered from 738,716 tons of ore, it was-the leading gold producer of 
the Islands; the ore was treated in a 2,000-ton flotation-cyanidation 

* See also Hezzelwood, George W., Development of Mining Methods at Balatoc Mine: Min. Technol., 
Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., vol. 6, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 1-27.
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plant. Positive ore reserves January 1, 1941, assured 2 years’ opera- 
tion and probable ore an additional 1% years. Dividends in 1940 
totaled $2,100,000. 7 | 

| The Cal Horr Mine, a Haussermann company, operated the Cal 
Horr and Ukab mines in the Baguio district. In 1940, the two 
properties produced 85,162 tons of ore from which 20,356 ounces of 
gold and 13,600 ounces of silver were recovered in the company 250- 
ton cyanide mill. Proved ore reserves were small. | 

| The Ipo Gold Mines, Inc., was the only company in the Hausser- 
mann group to prove unprofitable in 1940; limited ore reserves indi- 
cated a short life for the enterprise. In 1940, 71,145 tons of ore 
treated in the company 200-ton all-slime cyanide mill yielded 9,907 
ounces of gold and 8,419 ounces of silver. - a _ | 

The Marsman group of mining companies included Coco Grove, 
Inc., Itogon Mining Co., Philippine Smelting Co., San Mauricio 
Mining Co., Suyoc Consolidated Mining Co., and United Paracale 

| - Mining Co. Coco Greve, .Inc.,’ Paracale district, operated two - 
connected-bucket dredges, each with a capacity of 165,000 cubic 
yards a month, and in 1940 washed 3,897,357 cubic yards of gravel 

| which yielded 23,045 ounces of gold and 3,517 ounces of silver; these 
| figures represent 85 percent of the gravel washed and 82 percent of the 

placer gold recovered in the Philippine Islands. On January 1, 1941, 
reserves were 14,320,000 cubic yards of gravel valued at $3,007,200. 
Production by Coco Grove, Inc., in 1938 revived the Paracale district 
placers, which already had a record of $9,000,000 of placer gold from 
dredging carried on between 1915 and 1922. Oo 

= ‘The Itogon Mining Co. worked its mine in the Baguio district, and 
| - treated 327,062 tons of ore in a 1,000-ton all-slime cyanide mill in 

1940; 75,996 ounces of gold and 33,401 ounces of silver were recovered. 
| Ore reserves January 1, 1941, were 563,100 tons with a gross value of 

$4,817,820. In 1940, $500,000 was paid in dividends. | : 
The San Mauricio Mining Co. worked a mine in the Paracale dis- _ 

trict discovered in 1629 by Diego de Espina; refractory ore was treated 
| in the company 550-ton amalgamation-flotation mill. In 1940, the 

treatment of 182,716 tons of ore yielded 80,790 ounces of gold and 
: 122,317 ounces of silver; the concentrates contained substantial quan- 

. tities of lead and copper. Reserves January 1, 1941, assured ore for 
2% years’ operation. Dividends paid in 1940 totaled $700,000. | 

The Suyoc. Consolidated Mining Co. operated in the Suyoce district 
in northern Luzon Island. During 1940, 79,152 tons of ore were 
treated in the company 350-ton flotation-cyanidation mill and yielded 
28,654 ounces of gold and 13,610 ounces of silver. The ore reserves 
January 1, 1941, were adequate for 3 years’ operation at the 1940 rate. 
Dividends paid in 1940 totaled $98,750. | 

The United Paracale Mining Co. operated four mines in the Para- 
cale district; 47,293 ounces of gold and 116,255 ounces of silver were 
recovered from 126,321 tons of ore treated in a 370-ton mill. Ore 
reserves January 1, 1941, were sufficient to maintain the 1940 pro- 
duction rate for 2 years. Dividends paid in 1940 totaled $130,000. 

The Seriano group of properties included the Antamok Goldfields 
Mining Co., Batong Buhay Gold Mines, Inc., I. X. L. Mining Co., 
Masbate Consolidated Mining Co., North Camarines Gold Mining 

' See also Johnson, G. R., Coco Grove Dredges Have Interesting Features: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, 
No. 4, April 1942, pp. 59-61.
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Co:, Paracale Gold Mining Co., and Paracale National Gold Minin - 
Co. The Antamok Goldfields Mining Co. (Baguio district) treated 

193,966 tons of ore in an 800-ton cyanide plant and recovered 37,112 

ounces of gold and 16,136 ounces of silver in 1940. Dividends paid 

in 1940 totaled $137,500; ore reserves were small. : 
~ The I. X. L. Mining Co. worked a group of claims in the Masbate 
district; 144,868 tons of ore treated in the company 400-ton mill 

yielded 38,618 ounces of gold and 267,170 ounces of silver. The com- 
pany was-the largest silver producer in the Islands. Ore reserves OO 
January 1, 1941, were suffieient for almost 2 years’ operation at the 

1940 rate. Dividends paid in 1940 totaled $600,000. oo - 

The Masbate Consolidated Mining Co., Masbate district, increased 

the capacity of its 3,000-ton cyanide mill to 3,800 tons in 1941 by 

adding a colloidal-slime-treatment plant. Before the increase in 

capacity the mill, which treated 1,078,573 tons of ore (24 percent of 

the gold ore milled in 1940) and recovered 90,080 ounces of gold and 

62.551 ounces of silver, already had the largest capacity in the Phil- | 

ippines. Despite the rapid rate of mining, the reserves January 1, | 

1941, were sufficient for over 6 years’ production at the 1940 rate. = 

Dividends paid in 1940 totaled $500,000. The Masbate Consolidated © —_ 

Mining Co. includes in its holdings the property from which the Colo- - 

rado Mining Co. is credited with recovering $6,000,000 of gold from 

600,000 tons of ore between 1911 and 1925 and the property from 

which the Syndicate Mining Co. is credited with recovering $6,500,000 
from 800,000 tons of ore between 1914 and 1935. The gold-mining 

operation under the present management is the oldest continuous one | 

in the Philippine Islands. __ 7 
~The North Camarines Gold Mining Co. operated in the Paracale 

district in 1940; 63,944 tons of ore treated in the company 400-ton 

‘amalgamation-cyanidation-flotation mill yielded 19,967 ounces of gold 

and 24,343 ounces of silver. Ore reserves were small; no dividends 

were paid in 1940. The outputs of the Batong Buhay Gold Mines, Inc., 

____ .the Paracale National Gold Mining Co., and the Paracale Gold Mining 
Co. were much smaller than those of the other Soriano companies. = ~— 

The larger gold producers not associated with one of the three. 

leading management companies were: Baguio Gold Mining Co., Big. 

‘Wedge Mining Co., Baguio district; Capsay Mining Co., Masbate 

district; Mindanao Mother Lode Mines, Inc., and Surigao Consoli- 

dated Mining Co., Inc., Surigao district; and Treasure Island Mining 

Co. on Lahuy Island. a | 

During 1940, the Baguio Gold Mining Co. recovered 31,325 ounces 

of gold. and 21,576 ounces of silver from 142,545 tons of ore treated 

in the company 400-ton all-slime cyanide plant. Ore reserves Janu- 

ary 1, 1941, were equal to 1% years’ production at the 1940 rate. 

Dividends paid in 1940 totaled $194,985. The Big Wedge Mining Co. 

recovered 27,726 ounces of gold and 25,057 ounces of silver from 

75,642 tons of are treated in the company 225-ton cyanidation- , 

flotation mill. Dividends paid in 1940 totaled $155,538. Ore reserves | 

were adequate to assure 4 years’ operation at the 1940 rate. The 

Capsay Mining Co. recovered 14,888 ounces of gold and 11,585 ounces 

of silver from 43,183 tons of pod ore treated in the company 150-ton 

amalgamation-cyanidation plant. On January 1, 1941, enough ore 

was blocked out to. assure operation at the 1940 rate for 1 year. No 

dividends were paid in 1940. The Mindanao Mother Lode Mines,
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_ Inc., recovered 31,063 ounces.of gold and 43,683 ounces of silver from 
68,487 tons of ore treated in the company 200-ton flotation-cyanida- 

| tion mill during 1940 and paid dividends totaling $200,000. Ore 
reserves January 1, 1941, sufficed to assure 1% years’ operation at the | 

| 1940 rate. Very favorable developments at this property during 1941 
resulted in the monthly production rate approaching 12,000 ounces of 

-. gold late in 1941. The Surigao Consolidated Mining Co. recovered 
30,898 ounces of gold and 40,470 ounces of silver from 117,012 tons 

| of ore treated in the company 325-ton flotation-cyanidation mill. 
Dividends paid in 1940 totaled $204,680. Ore reserves January 1, | 

: 1941, were equal to 4 years’ production at the 1940 rate. The Treas- 
| ure Island Mining Co. treated 57,843 tons of ore in a 200-ton cyanida- 

oO tion mill and recovered 21,918 ounces of gold and 4,759 ounces of | 
silver. No dividends were paid in 1940. The ore reserves January 1, 

| 1941, approximated 1 year’s production at the 1940 rate. a 
| Japanese invasion.—The position of the Philippine Islands exposed 

| them to almost immediate attack by Japan; enemy reconnaissance 
a planes were over the Islands almost simultaneously with the bombing 
a of Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941. (about 4 a.m., December 8,in the 
: Philippines). First landings of Japanese troops were reported at 

: Aparri, Luzon Island, December 10. By December 13, enemy landing 
| parties were established at Aparri, Vigan, Lingayen, and Legaspi, all 

on the Island of Luzon. The Japanese had landed in force at Davao | 
a on Mindanao Island by December 20; 80 transports were sighted 
| December 22 off Lingayen Gulf, northwest Luzon, and the major 

invasion drive began. On December 26, American forces began their 
| | withdrawal from Manila, where virtually all mining companies in the 

| Philippine Islands maintained their main offices, and military authori- 
| ties declared it an ‘“‘open” city. By January 4, 1942, organized 
| American and Filipino resistance was confined to Bataan Peninsula 

and the Corregidor group of fortresses. Bataan fell April 9, and Cor- 
so regidor capitulated May 6. The Japanese continued their subjugation 

of isolated guerilla bands. - | a 
Although reports from managements of gold mines in the Philippine 

Islands have been fragmentary, all companies appear to have prepared 
for complete suspension of operations as soon as war was declared. 
Underground machinery, including pumps, was removed for storage at 
the surface. Some expendable supplies, such as fuel oil and explosives, 
seem to have been requisitioned by the military authorities, and other 
such supplies were destroyed. Structures, equipment, and machinery 
at the properties apparently were left undamaged, except for Diesel- 
power units, which, at least at most properties, were reported destroved. 
As Diesel engines have been the gold industry’s sole source of power 
(except for a very small hydroelectric installation at the Benguet 
Consolidated Mining Co. property), the Japanese will find it impossible 
to resume production without providing a source of power. It is 
thought no attempts were made to delay entry into the mines by blast- 

| ing entries, but removal of the pumps assured that. most productive 
workings would rapidly fill with water. As the mines are situated in 
nonagricultural areas, it is presumed that the workers dispersed to the 
lowlands almost. immediately. One company is reported to have 
provided each employee with a dismissal bonus equal to 3 months’ 
wages. As large-scale mining was a very new industry in the Philippine 
Islands, most of the workers had experience in other occupations, prin-
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cipally farming, and it is believed that most gold-mine employees a 
returned to them. The mining staffs, made up largely of Americans, — 
were ordered to Manila, where it was hoped that the open-city declara- 

_ tion of the military authorities would insure their safety. | | 
The invasion progressed so rapidly that little time was given the 

- company managements to consider courses of action; the eventual 
complete defeat of the Japanese seems to have been assumed. During 

_ the occupation, however, a number of possibilities presented themselves, | 
which included reopéning of the mines by the Japanese, stripping the 

| properties of machinery either for use elsewhere or as a source of scrap oo 
metal, or complete quiescence at the properties. 7 | 

Some of company officials have stated that the first possibility would 
be the least injurious to the interests of the mine owners; reserves, being | 
in narrow veins at most of the mines, could not be extracted very rapid- 
ly, and operation would tend to preserve the plants and organizations | 
during hostilities. The Japanese need for gold; particularly to foster | 
treason on the Asiatic mainland, has been suggested as an outstanding | 
reason for reopening the gold mines. It seemed not impossible that | 
some method would be found to exact reparations for the benefit of the . 
owners. Possibility that plants would be looted for machinery and 
scrap was evident, because much of the equipment could be very helpful 
to the invaders for use elsewhere and because of chronic shortage of 
metallic scrap in Japan. When the Japanese established complete — 
control of Manila Bay, it became practicable for them to export. even 
the largest units of machinery from the deep-water docks of Manila; ; 
whereas, while the American forces at Corregidor commanded the | 
entrance to the bay, there were no Luzon harbors in the hands of the | 
Japanese from which cargoes could be transferred to ocean-going vessels 

_ except with lighters. Nothing short of overwhelming military force a 
could have brought the expanding Philippine mining industry to such | 
a sudden halt; the healthy condition of the gold industry at thetime of | 
the invasion, however, gives promise of prompt revival when peace is 

‘ DOMINION OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND 

Canada.—Gold production in Canada reached a recerd total of 
5,351,689 fine ounces valued at. $206,040,026 in 1941 compared with 
5,311,145 fine ounces valued at $204,479,083 in 1940. Canada con- 
tributes about 12 percent of the total world production of gold and is 
exceeded only by South Africa and Russia as a world producer. _ : 

_ Canadian production of gold in 1941 was distributed among the vari- | 
ous provinces as follows: | 

Fine ounces Fine ounces 

Ontario_.___.._.......___ 3, 190, 786 Northwest Territories_---__. 77, 334 
Quebec________.._._._-_-- 1, 088, 860] Yukon____________.__.__- 70, 959 
British Columbia_......... 615, 838| Nova Scotia____..__-_____- 19, 170 
Manitoba___......---.--. 150, 523] Alberta. _..__._____-._____ 215 
Saskatchewan_............ 138, 004 

In Ontario virtually all the gold comes from quartz veins; a small . 
amount is obtained as a byproduct in the refining of nickel and copper. 
The principal producing areas are Porcupine and Kirkland Lake. The - 
72 mills with an operating capacity of 36,800 tons a day were in con- 
tinuous operation in 1941. 

In Quebec, also, most of the gold comes from quartz veins, although 
the largest single producer is the Noranda gold-copper mine. In 1941 

497779 —43——-8 |
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the Province had 24 mills in continuous operation, with a daily ca- 
pacity of 13,850 tons. —_— | oo a oe 

In British Columbia the chief source of gold is gold-quartz mines. 
| Next in importance are the gold-bearing base-metal ores; a relatively 

small amount is obtained from placer operations.. During 1941, 30 
mills with a total daily capacity of 5,300 tons were in operation. — 

Manitoba produces about 55 percent of its total gold from gold- 
| quartz ores and 45 percent from copper-zine-gold ores. There were _ 

| five mills operating in 1941; the total capacity was 5,025 tonsa day. 
In Saskatchewan the production is mainly from that portion of the 

Flin Flon copper-zinc-gold. mine lying within the Province. One 
| mill with a capacity of 1,500 tons a day was in operation in 1941. 

Production of gold was begun in the Northwest Territories in 1938 

and is obtained from the Yellowknife River and adjoining areas 
north of Great Slave Lake. Five mills operated in 1941 with a 

| daily capacity of 535 tons. Three of the mills were new. - | 
Yukon’s gold output comes almost entirely from placers and is_ 

| won chiefly from large-scale dredging operations in the vicinity of 
- Dawson City, Klondike district. © oe : | 

- Nova Scotia’s output is from gold-quartz mines and Alberta’s 
from placer operations. Nova Scotia had two mills in operation, one 

| of which closed late in 1941. | | | 
Silver produced in Canada totaled 21,754,798 fine ounces valued 

| at $8,323,603 in 1941 compared with 23,833,752 fine ounces valued | 
at $9,116,172 in 1940. Production is obtained mainly as a byproduct _ 

| from the treatment of base-metal ores. A substantial amount is also 
produced from gold-quartz ores and from silver ores; a small amount 
comes from gold placers. | 

British Columbia produces nearly half of Canada’s silver. The 
leading silver producer in the Dominion is the Sullivan lead-zinc- 
silver-mine at Kimberley, B. C. , 

Production of silver in the Cobalt and Sudbury areas in Ontario _ 
is important, although production from the Cobalt area has been 

. declining for several years. On the other hand, production from the 
nickel-copper mines of the Sudbury area has increased. Preliminary © 
figures. on the yield in 1941 are 4,981,751 ounces. _ 

| Western Quebec has increased its production of silver in recent 
| _ years owing to rapid development of copper-gold ores, copper-pyrite 

ores, and gold-quartz ores. Production from Quebec amounted to 
1,656,527 ounces in 1941. oe | 

Silver production in Manitoba and Saskatchewan comes mainly > 
| from the copper-zinc ores of the Flin Flon mine and from a number 

of smaller properties. The 1941 output from Manitoba is given at 
966,102 ounces (preliminary) and from Saskatchewan 2,054,731 ounces 
(preliminary). 

In Yukon silver is produced from silver-lead ores and from gold 
placers. The 1941 output is given as 1,195,582 ounces (preliminary). 

In the Northwest Territories the radium ores in the Great Bear 
| Lake district and the gold ores from several districts produce appreci- 

. able quantities of silver. Production from this Province in 1941 was 
15,189 ounces. Output in Nova Scotia is small, amounting to 614 
ounces (estimated) in 1941. 
Newfoundland.—Gold and silver production in Newfoundland 

depends wholly on the operations of the Buchans Mining Co. at
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its lead-zinc-copper mine at Buchans. Output is given at 21,194 
ounces of gold and 1,657,342-ounces of silver in 1941, compared with 
21,786 ounces of gold and 1,494,066 ounces of silver in 1940. 

ee - MEXICO 

The Republic of Mexico ranks first among the silver-producing | 
nations of the world. In 1941 Mexico produced 78,363,961 fine 
ounces, exceeding the United States by more than 7,000,000 ounces 

| and contributing nearly 30 percent of the total world production. 
Output in 1941 was some 4,000,000 ounces less than in 1940,: when | | 
82,640,074 ounces were produced. 

The bulk of Mexico’s silver comes from the belt of highlands ex- 
tending southeasterly from Arizona and New Mexico toward Mexico, 
D. F.; production south of the latitude of Mexico, D. F., is much a 
less important. | , : 

Hidalgo was the leading State in silver production in 1941 witha | 
total of 874,111 kg. The mines in the Pachuca district, world- : 
renowned for many years, supplied most of the production. These | 

_ silver mines are the greatest in Mexico. a 
Chihuahua ranked next to Hidalgo, with a production of 410,367 | 

kg. in 1941. The most important districts center around Chihuahua 
and San Francisco del Oro in the central part of the State and around 
Parral and Santa Barbara in the southern part. _ 

| Zacatecas followed Chihuahua closely in 1941, with 398,771 kg. of 
silver. About 70 percent of this came from the Fresnillo district in 
the central part of the State. The next most important district was 
the Mazapil, in the northeastern part of the State. , 

The three States, Hidalgo, Chihuahua, and Zacatecas, produced 70 
percent of Mexico’s silver in 1941. No other State reached the | 
200,000-kg. mark. San Luis Potosf approached this amount with 
186,067 kg.; there are large mines near Charcas, Matehuala, and La 
Paz. Michoac4n produced 158,872 kg., most of which came from 

~~~ the large mine of the American Smelting & Refining Co., at Angan- = = = 
-gueo. Durango produced 124,281 kg.; the most important district is 
the San Dimas. — | 
‘The remaining production of about 250,000 kg. came from a 

number of other States; Guanajuato and Guerrero together produced 
about half. - | 
Mexico has never been an outstanding gold producer among the 

countries of the world. In 1941 the Republic produced 24,882 kg. 
(799,975 fine ounces). The gold deposits are closely associated with 
the silver deposits. The six leading States, in the order named, were 
Hidalgo, Chihuahua, Durango, Michoac4n, Zacatecas, and Guana- | 
juato. | | 

WEST INDIES AND CENTRAL AMERICA 

Puerto Rico.2—Gold and silver mining in Puerto Rico is but little 
developed. This condition is due to general apathy of Puerto Rican 
capital toward mining and to the lack of trained mining labor, of 

~ roads in many sections of the country, and of plants for treating the 
ore. 

® Brief abstract from an article by Ray, Horatio C., Gold Deposits of Puerto Rico: Rocks and Minerals, 
vol. 16, November 1941, pp. 404-405. |
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| Both placer and lode deposits are known on the island, and some 
| development work has been done on. them. Nearly all the streams 

| coming from the volcanic backbone of. the island carry placer gold, 
but the amount of gold-bearing gravel is small. Most of the placers 

| are in the general vicinity of Barranquitas-Naranjito-Corozal, Lu- 
quillo Forest Reserve, and San German. oe 

| Lode deposits have been prospected near Barranquitas, Corozal, —_ 
and San German and the Carmen township of Guayama. Some | 
of these deposits are considered to have commercial possibilities if 

| systematic development were made and mills were built to concentrate | 
the ore. 

| Cuba.—Two mines have produced gold or silver in Cuba during the _ 
| | last 10 years. The Delita mine on the Isle of Pines operated for a 

| time in 1937 and produced 1,311 ounces of gold and 2,255 ounces of 
silver. The Nerva Potosi mine in the Province of Oriente operated 
regularly in 1941; in 1940 it produced 2,857 ounces of gold. 

, - Dominican Republic—Production of gold in the Dominican Re- 
public amounted to 636 kg. valued at $546,476 in 1941 compared with 
271 kg. valued at $241,987 in 1940. No large companies operate in 
the republic, as virtually all the gold is produced from numerous small 
placers. Hand washing of the gravel is still largely used; daily re- 
turns are small. Lode deposits are known but have been little devel- 

ae oped. No silver is produced in this country. - | 
Nicaragua.—Gold production in Nicaragua has shown a phenomenal 

| rise during the last 10 years. From a value of $382,189 in 1932, pro- 
duction leaped to $7,323,265 in 1941, an increase of about 1800 per- 
cent. Silver production also increased from a value of $11,100 in 

oo. 1932 to $93,553 in 1941, although the value of production in 1940 
was $100,149. | | , 

The La Luz Mines, Ltd., led in total gold and silver produced in 
| 1941 with 75,047 ounces of gold valued at $2,619,884 and 32,383 

ounces of silver valued at $10,988. Next in rank was the Compafiia | 
Minera la India with a production of 32,732 ounces of gold valued at 
$1,134,879 and 41,424 ounces of silver valued at $13,624. Other 
important producers included the Neptune Gold Mining Co., the > 
San Juan Mines Co., the Compafiia Minera del Jabali, the Compaiiia 
Minas Matagalpa, and the Empresa Minera de Nicaragua. * 

Guatemala.—Production of gold in Guatemala during the past 11 
years reached a peak in 1931 when 294 kg. were produced. Since 
1932 little more than half this amount has been derived in any year, 

: and in 1941 only 78 kg. were produced. This country has no known 
workable deposits of silver. 
Panama.—Production of gold in Panama during the past decade 

reached its peak in 1934 when 13,895 fine ounces were produced. 
Since that year, output has steadily declined, except for 1937 when a 
temporary revival was experienced. Production in 1941 totaled only 
2,115 ounces. © | 

The higher production from 1934 to 1937 was due mainly to the 
development of two mines in gold-quartz veins in the San Francisco 
and Santa Fe districts in the Province of Veraguas. Operations in 
these districts ceased in 1937. 

Since 1938 most of the gold has come from small placer operations 
in nearly every territory in the country. Large defense projects in 
the Canal Zone and inability to get mining machinery are the two
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factors responsible for the decline of gold mining in Panama in the. 
last 2 years. | | . 

Silver has been of minor importance in Panama; no production | 
has been reported since 1936. | ) 

| : - SOUTH AMERICA | 

Argentina.—Silver production in Argentina amounted to 3,978,400 
fine ounces in 1941 compared with 3,242,200 ounces in 1940. Gold in ~ 
1940 amounted to 12,860 fine cunces; figures for 1941 are not available. 
More than half of the gold is produced from placers.. Six gold | 
mines have been reported in production, one in the Province of 
La Rioja, one in the Andes territory, and four in the territory of 
Neuguén. The silver is largely produced from lead concentrates. 

Bolina.—Bolivia’s production of 8,158 fine ounces of gold in 1941 
was divided among eight principal producers, of which the Empresa : 
Minera la Joya accounted for about 65 percent of the total. This 
company produces gold from auriferous pyrites. Five principal pro- | 
ducers of silver supplied nearly all of the country’s 7,348,695 ounces. 
Gold and silver mining is being handicapped by lack of ocean trans- 
portation of the ore to. United States smelters; also, it is not possible 
to obtain mining equipment from the United States. | | 

-_ Brazil.—In 1941 Brazil produced 147,309 fine ounces of gold from 
lode mines; no data are available on placers, except that prospectors — - 
are still very active along the gold-bearing streams. All but asmall ° - 
part of Brazil’s gold comes from the State of Minas Gerais, where 

_ there are two important mines. These are the Morro Velho and the | 
_ Passagem, where the gold occurs in extensive ore shoots along the 

planes of schistose rocks. The Morro Velho is over 8,000 feet deep. 
__ .Some gold is also produced in the States of Parana, Rio Grande do 

_ Sul, Sao Paulo, Goias, and Maranh4o. | 
Silver production in Brazil is small, amounting to only 21,170 fine . 

— OUNCES IM 194). ee 
Colombia.—Since 1931 the production of both gold and silver has 

gained steadily in Colombia, and 1941 was the high year for each metal. 
Of the 656,019 fine ounces of gold produced in 1941, about 60 percent 
came from placers and 40 percent from lodes. Most of the placer 
gold is recovered by dredges, eight being in operation in 1941. Hy- 
draulicking was carried on by 60 operators. Two companies produced 
most of the lode gold, but 53 small operators also reported production. 

Colombia’s production of 271,115 ounces of silver in 1941 came . 
almost entirely as a byproduct of gold mining. 
Ecuador.—The 70,264 ounces of gold and the 116,836 ounces of 

silver produced in Ecuador in 1941 came almost entirely from the 
operations of two companies—the Cotopaxi Exploration Co. and the 
South American Development Co. Six other companies carried on 
exploration work. 

Guianas.—Information on the Guianas is almost nonexistent. It 
is estimated that British Guiana produced about 30,000 ounces of 
silver in 1941, French Guiana about 35,000 ounces, and Surinam : 
about 12,000 ounces.
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Gold production from British Guiana probably amountéd to a few 
| - thousand ounces. One company working in British Guiana holds about 

900 acres of dredging concessions, over 66,000 acres of exclusive per- 
- missions, and 3,000 acres of claims. These holdings are centered in the 
Mahdia, Potaro, Konawaruk, and Essequibo areas. The gravel is 
stated to carry 2.90 to 5 grains of gold per cubic yard. | 

Surinam for several years has produced over 400,000 grams of gold 
| annually, all of which has been won from placers by the use of long 

toms, sluices, and hand pans. — a | : 
| Peru.—Peru, with an output of ever 15,000,000 ounces of silver, 

furnished more than half of the total 28,105,000 ounces produced in 
South America in 1941, | |
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a GENERAL SUMMARY | | | 
_ The inability of copper producers to meet all requirements, evident | 
in the latter half of 1940, was accentuated in 1941. Copper was 
consumed at an astounding rate in the United States for its own 
military requirements, for the needs of its Allies, and for civilian - 
uses, exceeding previous records by 40 to 50: percent. A demand of 
unknown proportions could not be filled. Consumption doubtless 
would have been much larger had enough metal been available to | 
fabricators for unrestricted use. | | | 

The trend of events throughout 1940 and 1941 forced many ob- — | 
servers to, revise their opinions regarding the adequacy of copper . 
-supplies in the United States. When the present World War began, 
few would have believed that domestic production plus unprecedented | | 
imports could fall so far short of satisfying all needs. The British | 
Empire’s position as regards copper was then considered relatively 

_... satisfactory, and when the tremendous resources of the United States... ... -.__ 
were added, no problem regarding supplies of the metal was generally , 
anticipated. This opinion, of course, held before the United States 
entered the war and before it was known that this country must 
supply copper in fabricated form to virtually all the nations at war ) 
with the Axis Powers or preparing to resist them. The unbelievable 
erowth in plans for airplanes, tanks, and other munitions made all 
previous ideas regarding consumption requirements obsolete. 

Supply problems.—Early in 1941, as data on military requirements 
were made public, it became evident that civilian use of copper would 7 
have to be drastically curtailed. Defense agencies studied at length 
the problems of estimated needs and supplies from domestic and 
foreign mines before copper was placed under mandatory industry- 
wide control, effective June 1. The order provided for the setting ) 
aside of a producers’ pool to be allocated by the Director of Priorities 
and the filling of defense orders, according to preference ratings, 
before any shipments for civilian use were made. All copper owned | 
by the Metals Reserve Co. on and after June 1 was also to be 
allocated by the Director of Priorities. 

When the order was issued the Director of Priorities announced 
that the total supply of copper in 1941 was expected to be between | 
1,340,000 and 1,470,000 tons, whereas total military and civilian 
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| requirements were estimated at 1,810,000 tons, indicating an ex- 
. - pected shortage of 340,000 to 470,000 tons. Later in the year the | 

estimates for 1941 were revised, and data for 1942 were added. The 
new estimates showed that the emergency in regard to copper supplies 

, was growing worse rapidly and foretold more stringent controls on 
civilian use of copper as the war progressed. This dark outlook 
prevailed when plans for. overwhelming military dominance of the | 

| world had not reached their peak. Figures released by the Office of 
: Emergency Management in October are quoted below, in short tons: 
ee - Supply: | | | | - 1941 1948 

| | Domestic production__.______-------------------. 950,000 1,100,000 | 
oo Imports (Latin America) --...-.------------------ 500,000 500, 000 

_ Other imports____.___----_--.------------------ 100,000 100, 000° 
| Secondary copper__-_--------------------------- 100,000 100, 000 

| | a 1, 650, 000 1, 800, 000. 
Demand: ee : = SSS 

a Military !__..___...----------.--.--.---.--..--. | 600,000 1,000, 000 
- Essential civilian...._..-.-------.-------------. 400, 000 400, 000 

_ Other civilian. ____-.--------------------------- 880,000 1,170, 000 

a | a | 1, 880, 000 2, 570, 000 
Includes foreign. ee 

The agency explained that the large “other civilian’? demands were 
| predicated on the theory of unrestricted consumption to fit in with 

the rise in national income under the defense program. _ 

Salient statistics of the copper industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 
| | 1938-41, in short tons 

Average 7 | (1925-29) 1938 1939 1940 1941 

New copper produced— , . 
From domestic ores, as reported by— 
Mines____....-....-------.---2-.---- eee 885, 826 557, 763 728, 320 878, 086 958, 149 

Ore produced: 
Copper ore. -..---.--.-.------------| 59, 505, 871 | 1237,794,938 |155, 239, 098 |169, 278, 476 (3) 
Average yield of copper, percent._| = =: 1. 44 1. 34 1. 25 1, 20 (3) 

Smelters_.._.._-___.-_-_--- eee 892, 730 562, 328 712, 675 909, 084 966, 072 
Percent of world total_.._.._...-_..-- 51 25 30 (3) (3) 

Refineries. -...__.__.._-__--.--22---2--- 890, 767 552, 574 704, 873 927, 239 975, 408 
From foreign ores, matte, etc., refinery 
reports...._____._.------ 22-2 eee 317, 287 239, 842 304, 642 386, 317 419, 901 

Total new refined, domestic and foreign.__| 1. 208, 054 792,416 | 1,009,515 | 1,318, 556 | 1, 395, 309 
Secondary copper recovered from old scrap 

only._..__-_-._..-_22 22 eee 347, 512 267, 300 286, 900 333, 890 412, 699 
Copper content of copper sulfate produced 

by refiners_...........-------_--- eet 4,601 4, 978 4, 868 5, 643 6, 984 
Total production, new and old and domes- 

tic and foreign ._._.._......_...___-.---_] 1, 560, 1€7 1, 064, 694 1, 301, 283 1, 653, 089 | 1, 814, 992 
Imports (unmanufactured)!_________-____-- 391, 212 252, 164 336, 297 491,342 | 5 524,974 

Refined 4.__.._.__.--.----__-_----_---- eee. — §9, 236 1, 802 16, 264 68, 337 | 5 220, 762 
Exports of metallic copper §._____-____-___- 522, 616 421, 012 427, 517 427,650 | 5 107, 793 
Refined (ingots, bars, rods, etc.) __.._-___- 482, 868 385, 223 396, 406 377, 108 5 77, 824 

Stocks at end of year____.____-._----.-___-- 307, 200 414, 000 355, 500 334, 500 317, 500 
Refined copper-__.._-.___.______----------- 86, 100 181, 000 95, 500 91, 500 77, 500 
Blister and materials in solution____._____ 221, 100 232, 000 260, 000 243, 000 240, 000 

Withdrawals from total supply on domestic 
account: 

Total new copper._______.--__-___-________- 778, 123 406, 994 714,873 | 1,008, 785 (7) 
Total new and old copper___......_-...-..| 1, 288, 700 767,000 | 1,215,000 | 1,541,000 (7) 

Price, average__..._..._._cents per pound... 14.7 9.8 10. 4 11.3 11.8 
World smelter production, new copper__._-| 1, 761, 000 2, 254, 000 | §2, 405, 000 (3) (3) 

1 Includes old tailings. 
2 Exclusive of Alaska, figures for which Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish. 
3 Figures not yet available. 
# Data include copper imported_for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. 
§ Figures cover 9 months only; data for last quarter of year confidential. 
* Total exports of copper, exclusive of ore, concentrates, composition metal, and unrefined copper. 

Exclusive also of ““Other manufactures of copper,’’ for which figures of quantity not recorded. 
7 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish calculated totals owing to confidential nature of foreign trade 

data for last quarter of year. 
8 Approximate.
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General Preference Order M—9 was amended in July to extend con- So 
trol to copper-base alloys and fabricated products made from copper — | 
or from copper-base alloys, such as brass or bronze; and Order M—9—A, | 
issued August 2, placed copper and copper-base alloys under 100- 
percent priority control. | , . . | | 

In an order dated September 30, copper scrap also was placed under 
full priority control. The order stated that copper ranked next to 
aluminum as the most difficult of the critical metals to obtain in 

- quantities sufficient for defense and civilian needs. Priority assist- - 
| ance was granted. Latin-American copper mines on October 15 to | 

_ enable them to obtain necessary maintenance materials and operating | 
supplies more rapidly.. This action marked another effort to improve | 
the suppiy-demand situation by helping to increase production in the 
affected countries. Oo | | 
Amendments and.revisions of the conservation orders mentioned ) 

above were issued subsequently from time to. time, partly to clarify | 
them and to withdraw some unsatisfactory features but mainly to 
tighten controls further and to restrict unnecessary uses. There have 
been repercussions among many other metals as a result of the cop- 
per-conservation orders. In saving copper, the secondary effect of 

- the orders has been to release large and small quantities of other | 
metals normally alloyed with copper in the restricted uses. . The 
extent of the effects on other metals has been somewhat startling. | 

_ . Jeffries’ has prepared a report on copper conservation. 
Percy Barbour, in the American Metal Market of September 23, 

1941, questioned the accuracy of defense agency data on requirements 
for war and civilian consumption, contending that they were too | 

-. high; and. Arthur Notman, in.a statement reprinted from the New 
York Sun in Metals, January 1942, was inclined to agree. Barbour | : 
pointed out that civilian requirements. were calculated by adding 
wartime to peacetime demand and, in addition, that Army and | | 

_ Navy estimates were well-known to be on the ample side. He also | 
___ pointed out that the amount of copper available for German con- = _ 

sumption during the period of preparation for war, 1933-38, was con- | 
siderably below half of the estimated requirements of Great Britain 7 
and the United States for 1 year. 

Price action.—The strain on supplies of copper in 1941 paved the | 
way for sharply increased prices. In deference to the expressed inter- — 
est of the Office of Price Administration in preventing price advances 
for this commodity, as well as for others, large producers maintained a | 
price of 12 cents a pound for electrolytic copper, delivered Connecticut 
Valley, until August 12. For more than 6 months, custom smelters 
and small producers obtained premiums for nearhy metal. On | 
August 12 a ceiling of 12 cents for copper was established by the 
Price Administrator, and it has remained at that level beyond the 
time of the preparation of this report (June 1942). This inactivity of 
prices contrasts directly with the movement of prices in the previous 
World War. The average quoted price for electrolytic copper, New 
York, was 13.6 cents in 1914, 17.3 cents in 1915, and 27.2 cents in 
1916. An agreement between copper producers and the War Indus- 
tries Board fixed the maximum price for copper, f. 0. b. New York, at 

1 Jeffries, Zay, A Program for Conservation of Copper: One of a series of reports by the Advisory Com- 
mittee on Metals and Minerals, Clyde E. Williams, chairman, submitted to the Office of Production Man- 
peemele through F. B. Jewett, president of the National Academy of Sciences; reprinted in several technical
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23.5 cents a pound on September 21, 1917. This price remained in 
force until July 2, 1918, when it was advanced to 26 cents. | 

During the year the Office of Price Administration had been investi- 
| gating means of encouraging marginal mines to produce copper, lead, 

| and zine without increasing the prices paid for the bulk of production. _ 
| Late in 1941 arrangements were made for Government purchase of © 

copper from three Michigan companies at 1 cent a pound above 
os “out-of-pocket” costs. In January 1942 it was announced that the 
Oo Metals Reserve Co. would purchase copper output above quotas at 

| 17 cents a pound, Connecticut Valley, for 2% years. Quotas were to 
| be assigned by tke Office of Production Management and the Office of 

7 Price Administration, and beginning February 1, 1942, production 
was to be entitled to the premium price. Any metals acquired at 

| _-—s premium prices by Metals Reserve Co., which were not used for or by 
the Government, were subject to allocation to consumers at the 

: ceiling prices fixed by the Price Administrator. ) 
Government purchasing.—As stated in the chapter on Copper in 

| Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, arrangements to purchase Latin. 
, American copper were begun in the final quarter of 1940, when it 

became apparent that production in the United States would be. 
inadequate for all requirements. First Government contracts, an- 

| nounced December 19, 1940, totaled 100,000 short tons, distributed 
| among Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Kennecott Copper Corporation, 

American Metal Co., Ltd. (Cerro de Pasco Co.), and Phelps Dodge 
Corporation. The 1941 stockholders’ report of the Anaconda Copper 

| Mining Co. stated that, beginning March 1941, large quantities of | 
copper produced by their foreign subsidiaries were delivered to Metals 

| Reserve Co. and that, with the exception of comparatively small 
- quantities required for Latin Americéa, the entire output was currently 
Oo being sold and delivered to that organization. The report stated that 

the price paid by Metals Reserve Co. was the equivalent of 9% cents 
| a pound f. a. s. Chilean ports until October 8, when it was advanced 

a to the equivalent of 10% cents f. a. s. Chile, applicable to deliveries 
| made during September, October, November, and December. Effec- 

tive January 1, 1942, the price was increased to 11 cents, which, the 
report stated, was the current price under which foreign production 
was being delivered to the Government (the report was dated April 

(11, 1942). The annual report of the Kennecott Copper Corporation 
stated that the Braden Copper Co. (a Kennecott subsidiary) delivered 
virtually all of its 1941 production, most of which was fire-refined 
copper, to the Metals Reserve Co. | 

In May 1942 Jesse Jones, Administrator of the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation, of which Metals Reserve Co. is a subsidiary, 
stated before the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency that 

: his organization had purchased 760,000 tons of copper from Latin 
American countries and in addition intended to import metal from 
New Zealand, Australia, and Africa. 

The Government also arranged during the year to acquire metal, 
belonging to France and other countries, which was stranded in the 
United States. 7 

In May 1942 the Copper Recovery Corporation was formed to act 
| as agent for the Metals Reserve Co. and to plan for physical transfer 

and payment for 300,000 tons of copper and brass products saved for 
military uses by limitation and conservation orders of the War Pro-
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duction Board (formerly Office of Production Management). Where | 
possible, the metal was to be used to fill military requirements for 7 

_ shapes and grades in the form in which it was held in inventory. The 
stocks were expected to yield 255,000 tons of copper and about 
45,000 tons of zinc. | 

Prospects for increased production.—LDevelopment of the open-pit | 
copper mine at Morenci, Ariz., begun in 1937, promised an annual - 
production of 75,000 tons of copper a year. The first ore was sent to 

- the Morenci mill in January 1942; the smelter started later, and | 
capacity operations were expected by about July. Following the ~~ 

_ declaration of war on Japan, 2a 7-day week was adopted at some large - 
properties that had been operating upon a shorter-week basis. As a 
result of the longer work period, properties of the Anaconda Copper 
-Mining Co. were expected to yield an additional 24,000 to 36,000 tons | 
of copper a year and those of the Phelps Dodge Corporation 12,000 | 
tons more. The Kennecott Copper Corporation was already upon a 
7-day basis. Increased facilities at Inspiration Consolidated were | 
expected to yield another 12,000 tons of copper annually, beginning | 
early in 1942. | , a 7 

- Contracts between the Metals Reserve Co. and the Defense Plant : 
Corporation (both Reconstruction Finance Corporation subsidiaries) 
and mining companies forecast the following annual increments to 
domestic supply: | | 

: Short tons 

Bagdad Copper, Ariz__-...------c---------------------.---------- 10,200 | | 
Calumet and Hecla, Mich._____..._-_--_-.-__------.-----.---.---. 1, 250 - 
Gray Eagle Mining, Calif...........-...-.--..-.--.-_._......._..-. 6, 800 | 
Castle Dome, Ariz____.__._..-----------------------------------. 23,000 | 
National Tunnel & Mines, Utah__.._--_______...-.-.-----..------. 5, 000 
Phelps Dodge,! Ariz_.......----------------..--------------------- 60, 000 

7 | 106, 250 | 
1 Additional at Morenci. _ . os . 

Bonus prices paid-by the Metals Reserve Co. for-above-quota copper... ---— 
production, already mentioned under the discussion on price action, 
will contribute an additional unknown amount to domestic supply. 

Arizona report on marginal production.—During the year the | 
Arizona Department of Mineral Resources, at the request of the 
Arizona Copper Tariff Board, prepared a report on the production 
possibilities of marginal mines in Arizona, which it submitted on Au- - 
gust 1 to the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply. 
The report stated that an increase in the price of copper to 14 cents a 
pound could result in an additional output of 55,000,000 pounds of 
copper yearly by small mines in Arizona (85,000,000 pounds if the | 
Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co., one of the major producers, 1s 
considered) provided a return of the necessary capital. investment 
could: be guaranteed. Further advance to 16 cents would bring out 
an additional 32,000,000 pounds, the report stated, but advances to 
higher levels would result in less-important gains. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Statistics on copper production may be compiled upon a mine, 
-smelter, or refinery basis. Mine data are most accurate for showing 
the geographic distribution of production; smelter figures are better
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_ for showing the actual recovery of metal and fairly accurate for showing 
| the source of production; and refinery statistics give precise informa- 

tiom regarding metal recovery but indicate only in a general way the 
- , source of crude materials treated. The chapter on Copper in Mineral 

- Resources of the United States, 1930, part 1, discusses the differences 
among the three sets of figures. - : | | : 

| | Copper produced from domestic ores, as reported by mines, smelters, and refineries, 
| 1937-41, in pounds a - 

| . . . _ Year — _ Mine ' ‘Smelter .. Refinery 

1937 ocean ceeeeceeeeeceeeeceeceeeeceeeeee-| 1,683, 996,000 | 1, 669, 322, 278 1, 644, 505, 129 
1988 ee eee 1, 115, 525, 160 1, 124, 656, 539 1, 105, 148, 323 

, 1939... ---.- sce seecsseesecesecsscesesesss2.| 1,456, 639,000 | 1,425, 349, 488 | 1, 409, 745, 816 
1940. .----...--- sss secseceeecstessecseestesesse-2.| 1,756, 172,000 | —_1, 818, 167, 516 1, 854, 478, 996 

, 1941... _---.--sss- sess seeeseccseeecssesesesteltl| 1,916, 208,000 | 1, 932, 144, 953 1, 950, 816, 680 

| | ‘PRIMARY COPPER it#*~” - 

- Smelter production.—The recovery of copper by United States 
smelters from ores of domestic origin totaled 1,932,144,953 pounds in 

| 1941—a, 6-percent increase over 1940. Domestic smelter output con- 
| stituted 51 percent of the world production during 1925-29. The pro- 
| portion dropped sharply in the succeeding years until 1934, when it was 

only 17 percent. It rose to 32 percent in 1936 and since then hasnever _ 
: fallen below 25 percent, fluctuating between the two figures. The pro- 

portion was believed to be close to the higher level of the range in 1940 
| and 1941 and possibly exceeded it somewhat in the latter year, =. 

The figures for smelter production are based upon confidential 
: returns from all smelters handling copper-bearing materials produced 

| in the United States. For Michigan the sum of furnace-refined copper. 
and copper cast into anodes for electrolytic refining is included. The 

| figures for blister represent the fine-copper content. Somecastingand _ 
electrolytic copper produced direct from ore or matte is included in the 

| smelter production. Metallic and cement copper recovered by leach- 
| ing is included in smelter production. 

The precise quantity, in pounds, of copper produced by smelters in 
the United States and its value are shown by years for 1845-1930 in 
the Copper chapter of Mineral Resources of the United States, 1930, 
part 1. 

Copper produced in the United States from domestic ores, 1 937-41, by States 

{Smelter output, in pounds fine] 

State 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Alabama. .---------------------- 18,820 |..........--..|.-.---.-------]--------------]-------------- 
Alaska..__--.._-.-..-..--..--.-| 42,215, 119 | 33, 492, 746 304, 000 128, 001 190, 003 
Arizona_____..__----------------| 580, 493,036 | 420,351,310 | 525,410,905 | 574,533,050 | 657, 100, 101 
California___-.-----..-----------| 10,615, 215 1, 680, 754 8, 490,872 | 13, 091,643 8, 029, 066 
Colorado.....-.--.-...----------| 21,826,209 | 30,563,654 | 25,548,762] 26, 372, 851 12, 966, 327 
Georgia_.__-.-.-_.--.--..-_-_---|--2- eee 70 |__------------ 25,917 |_..-__----_--- 
Idaho. .--..-...-..-...-..--2.-.-| 4,804,162 | _5, 611,392 | 4,632,415 | 7,379,389 | _7, 101, 877 
Michigan__....-----------------| 84,751,478 | 75,281,469 | 89, 402,464 | 91, 486, 806 93, 503, 895 
Missouri-_--.--------------------- 695, 569 625, 844 1, 020, 000 1, 638, 000 1, 546, 526 
Montana_.______.-__----------.-| 280, 662,270 | 156,249,794 | 203,512,107 | 258,141,139 | 257, 424, 059 
Nevada....__---_---.---.---.-.-| 149,963,847 | 93,655,642 | 128,844,525 | 157,241,576 | 161, 035,989 
New Mexico-__._.-.-----.---.---| 63, 573, 985 43, 913, 133 74, 083, 586 | 140, 968, 734 147, 696, 312
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Copper produced in the United States from domestic ores, 1937-41, by States—Con. | 

: sy [Smelter output, in pounds fine] | | vs 

Bete 1987 1938 1939 1940 i941 | 

North Carolina._.-:.------------} - @ | Q) () 6) () 
Oregon .__--..---------.--------- 870, 102 88, 670 95, 557 - 202, 527 167, 899 
Pennsylvania.._...-....---.----- GQ) (1) ay QQ). . - 0) 
South Carolina.-_.-..----.------- 136 7, 893 66 |_...---.-------|-.--2---2----- 
South Dakota. -.......-.-......--|--------.-----]----.---------] eee eee 12, 087 |..-..----.---- 

. ‘Tennessee _ -_......+--2-++--+---- ; ¢3) (2) ; (!) (1) -(1).- oe 

Texas........-----.------2------ 316, 102 35, 740 66, 000 66, 000 14, 000 
Utah.-..-.-----------2----------| 404, 168, 742 | 229, 876, 860 | 326, 117, 467 | 497, 463, 560 541, 293, 973 - 
Virginia.._.....-..-.------------| 953 43, 279 741 |. 02} eee --- . 
Washington. ----.-...-...---2--- 124, 422 12, 494, 297 16, 756,007 | 21, 022, 000 17, 334, 000 
Wyoming. ._----.-.----.-1--.-.- 75 155 | .------------- 4,018 8, 000 
Undistributed_........-....-....| 24, 222, 036 20, 683, 837 21, 064, 014 28, 390, 268 | 26, 732, 926 | 

| a 1, 669, 822, 278 |1, 124, 656, 539 |1, 425, 349, 488 |1, 818, 167, 516 1, 932, 144, 953 - 

‘Copper produced (smelter output) in the United States, 1987-41, and total 1846-1941 | 

| | {Values rounded] / | - 

Year Short tons Value : 

ee 834,661 | $201, 988, 000 : 
1938_ 2 ee ee eee nee 562, 328 110, 216, 000 
1939. __--_- 1-121 esos essen enecseee seca seeeseeeeceneceeeeeeeeseoene 712,675 | 148, 236, 000 | 
1940... nee ee en eee en eee eee * 909, 084 205, 453, 000 
VOL ono oon e een ene oe eens cence een eneenceneeneeeeneee 966, 072 227, 993, 000 

, Total 1845-1941... -- 2-2-2 eee nee nnn 28, 464,550 | 8, 480, 013, 000 oe 

_ Mine production.—The figures for mine production are based upon | 
reports supplied to the Bureau of Mines by all domestic mines that 

_. produce copper. Details of the method of collecting the statistics _ : 
and reasons for the discrepancy between mine-, smelter-, and refinery- - 
production figures are given in the Copper chapter of Mineral Re- - - 

_ Mine production is more accurate than either refinery or smelter 
production for showing the distribution of domestic cutput by States 
and districts. It also indicates the production by calendar years more 

_ exactly, because additional time is required for smelting and refining. co 
Mine production in 1941 was 1,916,298,000 pounds—an increase of 
9 percent over that in 1940 and 8 percent above the average for 
1925-29. 

Production by States and districts.—The following tables show mine 
and smelter production by States for 1940 and 1941 and mine output 
by districts for 1937-41. In 1941 Arizona, Utah, and Montana led 
in production, with 75 percent of the smelter total compared with 73 
percent in 1940; adding the output of Nevada, New Mexico, and 
Michigan to the foregoing brings the proportions to 96 percent of the 
total for the country compared with 95 percent in 1940. Arizona 
supplied 34 percent compared with 28 percent for Utah and 13 percent 
for Montana. Both Arizona and Utah made noteworthy gains in 
output, and these States contributed a greater proportion of the 
country’s total; Montana’s output was relatively unchanged, and its 
share of the total therefore declined. There was nothing outstanding
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| among the increases for other producing States; and some States, 
Ro notably Colorado, California, and Washington, recorded decreases. 

| Comparison of present production with that of the past century shows 
that Arizona is now producing at about the same rate in relation to 
the country total as over the entire period 1845-1941; Montana’s and 

| Michigan’s shares in 1941 (13 and 5. percent, respectively) mark 
| declines from 21 and 16 percent during 1845-1941; and Utah’s sharply 

increased proportion of 28 percent (compared with 13 percent) partly _ 
| offsets the relative decreases indicated for Montana and Michigan. 

! Nevada and New Mexico are now producing considerably larger pro- 
portions of the country’s total than in 1845-1941. ° 

OO Copper produced in the United States, according to. smelter and mine returns, by 
| ! | States, 1940-41 and 1845-1941, in short tons | 

ae 1940 1941 | 
cee 1845-1941, smelter 

an output . _ 
2 State , Smelter returns | 

: Smelter | Mine |—————————| Mine |—-————————— 

* returns | returns | percent | Quan- | Teturns Total Percent 
of total tity quantity | ot total 

Alaska. ....------------------ 64] 55 | 0.01 95 72| . 676,783 2.38 
Oo Arizona_..-.--.--..-..-.--..-| 287,266 | 281,169 | 34.01 | 328,550 | 328,317 | 9,414, 487 33.07 

California...-.-.....-........| 6,549 | — 6,438 42; 4,015| 3,943] 574,471 2.02 
. | Colorado..-.-...-..-..----.-.| 13,186 | 12,152 67| 6,483! 6,748| 271,515 95 

Georgia... _..-....--.--------- 13 | 13 |.-..----.-|----------|--.------- (1) (ly 
: Idaho. ___.------..--------.. 3, 689 3, 349 37 3, 551 2, 621 91, 490 32 

. Michigan..-..-..-....--...-.| 45,743 | 45, 198 484 | 46,752 | 46,440 | 4,637,385 16. 29 
- Missouri_-._._.....--.-.----- 819 685 © - 08 773 1, 400 (1) (1) 
Mee Montana...__...........-.---| 129,070 | 126,391 13.32 |- 128,712 | 128,036 | 6,082, 756 | 21. 37 
. Nevada._...--.--.---.- 2 ee 78, 621 78, 454 8. 33 80, 518 48, 914 1, 453, 477 5.11 

| New Mexico...-..--.-.....--| 70,484} 69,848 7.64 | -73,848 | 73,478 | 1,010,303 3. 55 
no North Carolina........:-.--.] (©). (2) - (2) (2) (2) (@) | 0) 

| Oregon.....-...-.-.--.--..--- 101 88 01 84 83 11, 535 04 
: Pennsylvania. .......-._.-.-- (2) (2) (?) (2) (2) — QQ) (1) 

South Carolina..._.......-.._].---_----- (3) wee eee n ee |-ne eee eee (3) (1) — @). 
: South Dakota_-_......-...---- i) 6 |.---------|_---------|---------- (1) (1) 

Tennessee.__..____-_....----2- (2) (2) (2) (?) (?) 4 259, 508 491 
- . Texas.___..2- 2 ee 33 30 (5) 7 6 (1) ) | 

Utah... 2202222 277777777} 24g, 732 | 231,864 | 28.02 | 270,647 | 266,838 | 3,667,738 |. 12. 89 
| Virginia_____.....----.-------|---.--..--]----------|-------2--|---+-2-2-2-|----2--2-- (1) (1) 

So Washington.......-....-....-| - 10, 511 9, 612 - 90 8, 667 8, 686 48, 276 17 
Wyoming. ___.....--.2- 22. 2 2 (5) 4 4| . 15,869 - 06 
Undistributed.........-......] 14,195 | 12,732 1.38 | 13,366 | 13,566 | ¢ 248, 957 87 

909,084 | 878,086 | 100.00 | 966,072 | 958,149 | 28,464,550 | 100.00 

1 Included under ‘‘Undistributed’’; figures not separately recorded. | 
: 2 Included under “‘Undistributed’’; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. 

3 Less than 1 ten. 
: 4 Approximate production through 1928. Figures for 1920-41 confidential and included under 

“Undistributed.”’ 
5 Less than 0.01 percent. 
¢ Includes Tennessee for 1929-41. 

In 1941, for the sixth consecutive year, the Bingham (Utah) 
district was the largest copper producer in the United States; its 
output was slightly more than double that of Butte (Mont.), for 6 
years its nearest competitor and before 1936 usually ahead of Bing- 
ham in copper production. Following Globe-Miami (Ariz.), which 
has ranked third for a number of years, is a group of districts that 
frequently change places in importance as copper producers. 

Details of mine production, by districts and companies, in 1941 
ere available in the chapters of this volume dealing with the produc- 
tion of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the various States.
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Mine production of copper in the principal districts of the United States,! 1937-41, , 
| an terms of recovered copper, tn short tons” : 

_ District. or region State 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Bingham........-..--.---.-----] Utah_.............} 208,421 } 106,049 | 167,856 | 228,505 | 264, 705 | 
Butte__......_...c..--.2.....-..| Montana.....----.] 143,879 | 76,855 | 97,266 | 125,442| 197,431 
Globe-Miami.-_.......-....--.---| Arizona_.---------| 88, 509 44, 528 62, 400 70, 406 ‘82, 419 
Central (including Santa Rita)..; New Mexico......| 29, 464 16, 557 42, 344 64, 991 67, 727 
Ely (Robinson) ----------------- Nevada...-..-. --| 56, 706 38, 501 51, 590 63, 840 67, 171 
Ko... 2.2.22. 2...| Arizona_._.---1_| 55,375 | 43,180 | 49,871 | 51,566 | 65, 880 

- Bisbee (Warren)-.....--..-.----/-.--.d0-_..-..---..{ 55,991 47, 518 54,617 |- 55,254 | © 86,592 coe 
Lake Superior. -_..._.-.....-.---| Michigan-_.-.--.-} 47, 464 46, 743 43, 985 45, 198 46,440 | 
Yavapai County (mostly Je- | Arizona..-.-- ---.| 48,403 29, 437 38, 203 38, 201 43, 702 
rome district). m | 

Ray (Mineral Creek)...........|.-.-.do...-..------] 17,308] 15,029] 21,588} 31,729 | 42, 400 | 
Pioneer.....--------.....-.2.2.|--2-.40-.-----.----| 17,104 | 17,167 | 17,958 | 18,450 | 19, 121 | 
Copper Mountain (Morenci- . 

Metcalf).........-------------|-----d0....---:.---.| 6,822] 11,148] 15,878 | 13,503 | 13,879 
Cope... ........2s..2...2..-2..| Nevada_..---.---.] 16,588 | 6,563 | 14,065| 13,542] 10,756 | 
‘Chelan Lake__._...__._-......-.| Washington__....-].-.----.-- 5,931 8, 786 9, 288 8, 365 
Red Cliff (Battle Mountain) _...| Colorado---------- 9,458 | 12,013] 11,921 10, 552 5, 609 
Lordsburg -____--.-----.------.--| New Mexico- -_--. 1, 904 . 3, 173 3, 184 3, 278 3, 734 
Plumas County__........--.-_...| California_-_.--.--- 4,939 | = 602 4, 029 5, 293 3, 644 
Coeur d’Alene region.....__....| Idaho..-....----..| 1, 944 1, 883 2, 068 2, 680 2, 979 
Tintic.......-------.----.------| Utah_....----.--..| 1,331 1,177 1, 413 1, 295 1, 042 | 
San Pedro. _...---...-----------| New Mexico.....-| 44 44 336 1, 394 719 - 
San Juan Mountains. _..........} Colorado..........} | 1,142 1, 819 981 1, 209 705 
Ophir_.........-------s.2.02222.| Utah_.-2222220o2 301} 437] 2,070| 1,095] 204 
Bunker Hill_._._.2.-2...._....-] Arizona.-:...------ 1, 396 1, 626 246 | § il oe 
Copper River 2___..............| Alaska_.--_------- 3 17, 336 | $14, 549 (4) (4 ( — 
Swain County ?......_...-.-.---| North Carolina...} () | (5) (5) (5) | 
Lebanon (Cornwall mine) 2?___..| Pennsylvania. -.... (5) (5) (5) (5) (5) 
Ducktown ?_........-.----------| Temmessee_...-..-- (5) | ® | (6) (5) : 

! Districts producing 1,000 short tons or more in any year of the period 1937-41. / i 
2 Not listed in order of output. . . 
3 Includes a small quantity produced elsewhere in Alaska. 
4 Negligible. 
5’ Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. 

Quantity and estimated recoverable content of copper-bearing ores.— oe 
The following tables list the quantity and estimated recoverable _ . 

' copper content of the ore produced by mines in the United States in - 
1940; figures for 1941 are not yet available. Of the total copper : 
produced from copper ores in the United States in 1940, 84 percent | 

from direct-smelting ores; in addition, copper was recovered from : 
3,198,904 tons of copper ore treated by straight leaching. The per- 
centages for 1940 compare with 81 percent obtained from concen- _ 
trated ore (including ores treated by combined leaching and flotation) | 
and 16 percent from direct-smelting ores in 1939. In 1939, 2,114,407 
tons of copper ore were treated by straight leaching. - | 

Close agreement between the. output as reported by smelters and 
the recoverable quantity as reported by imines indicates that the 
estimated recoverable tenor is close to the actual recovery. Classifi- 
cation of some of the complex western ores is difficult and more or | 
less arbitrary. ‘Copper ores’ include not only those that contain 
2.5 percent or more copper but also those that contain less than this 
percentage if they are valuable chiefly for copper. Mines report con- 
siderable copper from ores mined primarily for other metals. These 
include siliceous gold and silver ores, lead and zinc ores, and pyritic | 
ores. |
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| Copper ore, old tailings, etc., sold or treated in the United States in 1940, with copper, __ 
gold, and silver content in terms of recovered metals — 

| Ore, old tail- Copper produced a Value of 
ings, etc., |_ | Gold pro- Silver pro- | gold and 

State sold or (fine duced oe silver 
rea | ounces per ton | (short tons) Pounds Percent | ounces) | of ore 

Arizona_..........--.------- 20, 284, 826 {12 525, 163, 470 1,29 | 128, 720 4, 463, 702 $0. 38 
California__.......--.---..--] - 446, 392 12, 326, 100 1. 38 16, 669 291, 914 1.77 
Colorado-----------.-----.- 334, 312 21, 254, 198 3. 18 30,331 |. 6,765, 877 17. 57 
Idaho-___....-.-.--.-------.- 4, 931 695, 365 7. 05 597 - 17, 762 6. 80 
Michigan... ...-..--.--2-222 -4, 438, 219 90, 396, 000 1.02 |. 22-2 e 88, 657 3.41 
Montana. .-.-..----.------- 3, 287, 803 1 243, 663, 241 | - 3. 71 11, 708 6, 039,.027 1.4 
Nevada...._-.-.---.-------- 6, 158, 388 156, 434, 000 1, 27 59, 325 339, 810 38 
New Mexico.-....-.--.-..--- 6, 606, 471 1 129, 592, 547 . 98 138, 202 369, 968 Il 
Oregon.._......---.------.- 146 30, 100 10.31 | . 6 . 2,696. 14, 57 
TexasS.....-.-.-.----------.- - 8 300 6.00 j.-------~-]------ fee 
Utah......-----.-2-----.--| 26, 301, 745 1 439, 544, 601 | .84 | 223, 156 2, 132, 727 |. 35 
Washington--_......-.--...- 689, 325 18, 864, 662 1.37 51, 529 218, 861 2.84 

a Wyoming__._.------.---2---] 30 4, 000 _ 6.67 [22 ee 38 - 90 
| Eastern States_........-...- £725, 885 25, 463, 900 |.-.-----.- 2, 115 56, 367 |---.--..-- 

| 4 69, 278, 476 | 1 1, 663, 432, 484 1.20 | 537,358 | 20, 787, 406 48 

. | 1 Excludes copper recovered from mine-water precipitates as follows: Arizona, 32,737,425 pounds; Mon’ 
oo , tana, 5,624,886; New Mexico, 8,258,984; and Utah, 14,223,006. 
- 2 Includes small quantity of copper. from copper concentrates derived from tungsten ore. 

3 Calculated only on ore that yielded silver. 
4 Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. | 

Copper ore, old tailings, etc., concentrated in the United States in 1940, with content 
in terms of recovered copper , | 

. | Ore, old tail- | | ~ Copper 
a State ings, etc., Concentrates Copper pro- | from ore, 
. concentrated dh ort tons) | duced (pounds)| ete. (per- 

(short tons) . cent) 

| Arizona.........---------------e-----------] 115, 580, 822 772,845 | 2314,986,799| 1.01 | 
California. _._........-.--- 2-2 eee 437, 508 . 20, 881 10, 573, 900 1. 21 
Colorado. _..-.-.-2-2-220-02 2-2 eee 1, 764 503° 114, 000 3. 23 
Idaho____.-.22 2-2 eee 160 39 9, 631 3.01 . 

. Michigan-_-.....-..-----2- eee 4, 438, 219 69, 226 |. 90, 396, 000 1. 02 
Montana_-_...-..22 22-2 eee 3, 248, 544 513, 900 241, 277, 039 3: 71 

. Nevada. ._...-..---.---- 2-2 6, 117, 071 269, 862 143, 291, 800 1.17 
New Mexico. .........--------_--_------ eee 6, 522, 903 207, 151 124, 576, 849 -. 95 
Utah____-. eee 26, 296,475 | 681, 231 439, 023, 871 . 83 
Washington __....- 2-2 eel] 688, 946 38, 766 18, 720, 971 1. 36 
Eastern States.........- 2-2-2222 eee. 3618, 100 53, 043 21, 126, 000 |_-.......--- 

63, 900, 512 2, 627, 447 1, 404, 096, 860 1.10 

1 Excludes 3,198,904 tons of copper ore treated by straight leaching. 
2 Excludes 70,589,712 pounds of electrolytic copper from copper ore treated by straight leaching. 
3 Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania, 

\
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Copper ore, old tailings, etc,, smelted in the United States in 1940, with content in 
terms of recovered copper, and copper produced from all sources, in terms of 
recovered copper | | 

Ore, old tailings, etc., smelted Copper from | 

mn | all Sources 
Stat including old 

ate . slags, smelter __ 

| Short tons OR poed "©" | Percent | cleanings, and (pounds) of copper precipitates 
| . (pounds) . 

5 — — — ™ 

Alaska. _....---.--------------------- +--+ |---| oe eee 110, 000 
Arizoua____------------------------------------| 1, 855,100 | 189, 509, 459 4. 49 1562, 338, 000 
California...........-------.-------------------| 8, 884 1, 752, 200 9.86 | 12, 876, 000 7 
Colorado...-..------------------------------8-- 332, 548 | 21, 140, 198 3. 18 24, 304, 000 
Idaho___...--.--------------------------------- 4,771 | » 685, 734 7.19 26, 698, 000 
Michigan__.....-..----------------------------|-------------- |---| eee 90, 396, 000 
Missouri___..------------------- nen nnn ne [eee een | eee one ene | eee eee 1, 370, 000 
Montana. __...--------------------------------- 39, 259 2, 386, 202 . 3.04 1252, 782, 000 
Nevada. ___..---------------------------------. 41,317 13, 142, 200 15. 90 156, 908, 000 

. New Mexico. -.-...------------------------+----- 83, 568 5, 015, 698 3.00 1139, 696, 000. 
‘Oregon... ......-----------~------------+-------- 146 30, 100 10. 31 176, 000 - 
South Dakota-_-..-.----.-.---------------------|--------------|--------------]----+----- 12, 000 
Texas_..__...--.--------------- +--+ eee 3 300 5. 00 _ 60,000 ' 
Utah____..._..-----.------------------- +--+ 5, 270 520, 730 4, 94 3 463, 728, 000 
Washington. -._--..------------------------------] 379 143, 691 18, 96 19, 224, 000 . 
Wyoming..___-.------------------------------- 30 4, 000 6. 67 4, 000 
Eastern States_...-..-------------------------- 107, 785 4, 337, 900 - 201 25, 490, 000 . 

| | ~~ 2,179,060 | 188, 668,412 | 4.33 1, 756, 172, 000 a | 

1 Considerable copper was recovered from mine-water precipitates. - - 
2 Mostly recovered frem ores classed as dry and siliceous silver and zinc-lead. 
3 Considerable copper was recovered from mine-water precipitates and from ores classed as dry and si- . 

liceous, zinc-lead, and zinc-lead-copper. 

Copper ores produced in the United States, 1936-40, and average yield in copper, | 
| a goid, and silver - 

a Pl Sn eee eee 

Smelting ores ! Concentrating ores ! | Total | 

IL LT 
Y ear ‘ Yield Yield Yield Vi el d Yi el d Value 

in cop- in cop- in COP- | nor ton | per ton per ton 
| Short tons | per | Short tons | per |Shorttons!| per |P°USG Prsilver| 2 gold , 

cent) cent) cent) silver 

1936..........} 2,388, 635 5.05 | 36, 116, 692 1.31 | 38, 514, 245 1.54 | 0.0099 | 0.453 $0. 70 
1937.......-.-| 2? 2, 763, 184 4.30 | 2 58, 737, 922 1.15 | 2 61, 513, 148 1.29 | .0081 327 - 53 
1938_.........| 22,028, 000 4.49 | 234, 374, 026 1.17 | 2 37, 794, 938 1, 34 . 0090 414 - 58 
1939_.......-.| 2,396, 155 4.61 |} 50, 719, 026 1.09 | 55, 239, 098 1.25 | .0085 . 333 52 
1940..........| 2,179, 060 4. 33 | 63, 900, 512 1.10} 69, 278, 476 1.20 | .0078 . 300 48 

1 Includes old tailings, etc. . . 
2 Exclusive of Alaska, figures for which Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish. 

497779 —43——_9
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| : REFINERY PRODUCTION | 

The refinery output of copper in the United States in 1941 was 
| made by 10 plants; 8 of these employed the electrolytic method and 

2 the furnace process on Lake Superior copper. , 
There are five large electrolytic refineries on the Atlantic seaboard, 

| three Lake refineries on the Great Lakes, and three refineries west of 
the Great Lakes—one at Great Falls, Mont.; one at Tacoma, Wash. ; 

| and one at El Paso, Tex. Of the above plants, the Lake refinery of 
an the Quincy Mining Co. has been idle since 1933. | 

In addition to the foregoing plants, that at Inspiration, Ariz., is 
equipped to make electrolytically refined copper direct from the 

| | liquors obtained from leaching; this copper is shipped as cathodes to 
other refineries, where it is melted and cast into merchant shapes. 

The 12 plants indicated constitute what commonly are termed 
| “regular refineries.” Of these plants, 9 employ the electrolytic 

| process and 3 the furnace process. The electrolytic plants have a 
rated capacity of 1,561,000 tons of refined copper a year. As they 
produced 1,445,000 short tons in 1941, this part of the industry was 
operated at 93 percent of capacity. . : 

| Early in June 1942, the Phelps Dodge Corporation announced the 
letting of a contract for expansion in its electrolytic plant at El Paso. 

- The cost was reputed to be $2,650,000, and plans were reported to 
include a 50-percent increase in capacity of furnace and tank house. 
The increased capacity is required to take care of expansion in mine 
and smelter production at Morenci, Ariz. oo 

| The following tables show the production of refined copper at — 
| regular refining plants, classified according to source, grade, and form _ 

in which cast. | 

| Primary and secondary copper produced by regular refining plants in the Unitea 
States and wmported, 1937-41, in pounds 

| 1937 | 1988 1939 1940 1941 
on | yon ery 

Primary: . 
Domestic: ! 

Electrolytic?...........-..-.----.|1, 548, 857, 307|1, 032, 976, 656|1, 324, 817, 430|1, 767, 219, 614|1, 859, 421, 387 
Lake ?__.-.......-..-.--.....-...] 84,007; 120] ” 72,021;341| ” 84, 928, 386] ” 87, 259, 382| ’ 91,305, 293 
Casting....-..-..--..-..--2--2-..| 11,640; 702 150, 326)... | oneal ee ef ene ece ences 

poreien: 1 1, 644, 505, 129/1, 105, 148, 323|1, 409, 745, 816|1, 854, 478, 996|1, 950, 816, 680 
oreign: 

"Blectrolytic...........-..----.-..| 486, 285,376| 479,635, 732| -609, 284, $30] 772, 633, 0481 830, 800, 708 
Casting and best select__...__.__- 2, 837, 298 47,674 ~22e+--------|----+--------]---------- +++ 

Refinery production, new copper. |2, 133, 627, 803] 1, 584, 831, 729 2, 019, 030, 755|2, 627, 112, 044|2, 790, 617, 388 
Imports, refined copper 3.........| 14,974,815| | 3,603,025] | 32, 527,473| 136,674, 143| ¢ 441, 523, 575 
Total new refined copper made | 
‘available..........-........--|2, 148, 602, 618]1, 588, 434, 75412, 051, 558, 228|2, 763, 786,187| (8) 

Secondary: 
Electrolytic §....................---| 312,831,103] 185,084,601] 233, 225,695] 235, 387, 792 190, 873, 847 
Casting..........-..--.--.------- 380, 000)..---- 2 [2.2L] 8,476, 000 

313,211,103 185, 084,601| 233, 225,695| 235,337,792! 199, 349, 847 
Grand total.......-.......-.---[2,461, 813, 7211, 773, 519, 3552, 24, 783, 9232, 990,123, 79 (5) 

1 The separation of refined copper into metal of domestic and foreign origin is only approximate, as an 
accurate separation at this stage of manufacture is not possible. 

2 Some copper from Michigan is electrolytically refined at eastern refineries and is included as electrolytic 
copper. 

: Data include copper imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. 
4 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. Data for last quarter not available for publication. 
. Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish, owing to confidential nature of import figures for last 3 months 

of year. 
6 Includes some secondary Lake copper.
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| Copper cast in forms in ihe United States, 1940-41 

| 1940 fo 1941 | 
Form | | _-———. 

. , Pounds Percent Pounds Percent 

‘Wire bars..------------.-------------1---.-| 15248,000,000| 43.50 | 1,472,000, 000 49.23 
Cathodes._.--.-_._....-.-----_-.---.----------- 906, 000, 000 31.66 601, 000, 000 20.10 
Cakes____.-..--.-.---.-------------------------] 293, 000, 000 10. 24 383, 000, 000 12. 81 
Ingots_...---.--..-22e2ssesesweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 175,000,000} 6. 11 257, 000, 000 8.60 
Other forms...-.....--_---_-_------- 22nd] 243, 000, 000 8.49 277, 000, 000 9. 26 

| | 2, 862,000,000 | 100.00 | — 2, 990,000,000, 100.00 . 

In addition to the regular refineries, numerous plants throughout | 
the country operate on scrap exclusively, producing metallic copper a 
and a great variety of alloys. The output of these plants is not in- 
cluded in the statements of refined-copper production in the preceding | 
tables but is included in the following statement of secondary-copper 
production. | | | | 

Copper sulfate—The production of hydrous copper sulfate or | 
bluestone by copper. refineries in the United States was 54,833,327 
pounds having a copper content of 13,967,000 pounds in 1941. com- | 
pared with 44,308,107 and 11,286,000 pounds, respectively, in 1940. - 
The output of copper sulfate by plants other than the regular pri- 

mary refineries was 116,143,533 pounds with a reported copper content 
of 29,368,000 pounds in 1941 compared with 89,723,720 pounds con- | 
taining 22,808,000 pounds of copper in 1940. | 

| | SECONDARY COPPER = 

Secondary copper includes material recovered from remelting old : 
copper and copper scrap and from the treatment of copper alloys or 
alloys treated without separation of the copper. The following table | 
summarizes the production of secondary copper during 1937-41. : 

~~~ Further details appear in the chapter on Secondary: Metals—Nonfer- = 
rous. | | | | | , 

Secondary copper produced in the United States, -1937—-41, in short tons 

| | | 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Copper as metal...............---------.----------- | 285,600 | 192,400} 151,370 | 170, 839 135, 869 oo 
Copper in alloys.......---.-------------------------| 246,500 | 167, 400 | 1 348, 330 | 1 361, 207 | 1 590, 527 

Total secondary copper.........---------------] 532,100 | 359,800 | 499,700 | 532,046 | 726, 396 
From new scrap..-..-----------------------------| 128, 200 92,500 | 212,800 | 198,156 313, 697 
From old scrap..----.-.-------------------------|_408, 900 | 267, 300 | 286,900 | 333,800 | _ 412, 690 
Percent of domestic mine ow 63 65 | 69 61 | 76 

4 Includes copper in chemicals as follows: 1939, 3,200 tons; 1940, 9,431 tons; 1941, 9,804 tons. 

CONSUMPTION AND USES 

NEW SUPPLY 

The usual discussion on supplies of new copper available for domes- 
tic use can be given in general terms only. This condition is due to | 
the fact that precise information in°1941 regarding additions to sup- 
ply by importation and withdrawals from supply for exportation are
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| available for the first 9 months of the year only; data for the last 
quarter are confidential. A tremendous gain in imports and a severe 

| drop in exports, however, are shown by the 9-month totals. Enough 
data are at hand to indicate that new copper was withdrawn from 
supply for domestic consumption in 1941 at a considerably higher 
rate than ever before. The record consumption, of course, was a 
direct result of the present World War, in which, however, the United —_ 
States did not become an active participant until December 1941. 

| The entry of this country into the war and the successive announce- 
| ments of new and larger armament plans foretell new consumption 

records in 1942 and 1943. The recording of these tonnages as domes- 
| tic consumption is accurate only insofar as consumption applies to 

the use of refined copper and primary fabricated shapes. Much of | 
- the metal, particularly in 1940 and 1941, actually was used in foreign 

| countries, for after its manufacture here into war and industrial 
7 - products it was or will be shipped abroad. re 

| The following table shows the computation of apparent domestic 
- consumption of new copper for 1937 to 1940. It should be noted 

| that exports and stocks include some refined secondary copper that 
| cannot be determined separately and that actual consumption of new 

| copper would differ from the figures shown in the table by the changes 
) in consumers’ stocks. , | | 

| New refined copper withdrawn from total year’s supply on domestic account, 1937-41, 
| | in pounds | 

| | | 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Total supply of new copper._| 2, 148, 602,618 | 1, 588, 434, 754 | 2,051, 558, 228 | 2, 763, 786, 187 (4) . 
Stock at beginning of year....|  22u, 000, 000 358, 000, 000 362, 000, 000 191, 000, 000 183, 000, 000 

Total available supply-; 2, 368, 602,618 | 1,946, 434, 754 | 2, 413, 558, 228 | 2, 954, 786, 187 (4) | 

Copper exported ?_.........- 620, 791, 029 770, 446, 945 792, 812, 995 754, 215, 509 : 3155, 648, 305 | 
Stock at end of year.._.--...| 358, 000, 000 362, 000, 000 191, 000, 000 183, 000, 000 155, 000, 000 

978, 791,029 | 1, 132, 446, 945 983, 812, 995 | 937, 215, 509 (4) 

Withdrawn ondomesticac-| | |. |... | 0 
count.................-----| 1,389,811, 589 | 813, 987, 809 | 1, 429, 745,233 | 2,017, 570, 678 () 

1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish, owing to confidential nature of foreign trade figures for last 
3 months of year. 

2 Includes refined copper in ingots, bars, rods, or other forms. 
- 3 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. . 

| INDUSTRIAL USE OF COPPER 

, The annual figures of the American Bureau of Metal Statistics on 
consumption of copper, by uses, for 1937 to 1941, inclusive, are shown 
in the following table. No other similar data are available in as 
complete detail. Figures for 1941 confirm the indications that con- 
sumption in that year towered above all previous annual totals—_ 
it was 50 percent above 1940 and 38 percent above the previous record 
established in prosperous 1929. Before the war began in 1939, the 
pessibility of again equaling the 1929 record appeared to be reserved 
for the very distant future. The magnitude of the program for tanks, 
ships, and airplanes, among other things, quickly changed previous 
ideas regarding recuirements for copper. 

The American Bureau of Metal Statistics Year Book states that . 
the absence of information as to uses by arsenals, navy yards, and
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shipbuilding yards, and on exports of manufactures (except for the 
_ first 9 months of the year) makes it impossible to supply 1941 estimates _ 
for all lines. The Year Book says— | a ) 
~ The total deliveries of refined copper into consumption in the United States in 

| 1941 (das to which we regard deliveries for manufactures for export as for domestic | 
consumption) were 1,605,000 tons in shipments ex copper and brass mills, wire —’ 
and cable mills, and in consignments to foundries for the manufacture of brass 
castings. It does not follow that this delivery passed into use and probably it 
did not. - 

Estimated use of copper in the United States, 1937-41, in short tons 7 

. Use . 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Electrical manufactures !____....-._-.----- 212, 000 150, 000 185, 000 247, 000 393, 000 | 
_ Telephones and telegraphs-_-__.__---_---_-- 40, 000 30, 000 39, 000 49, 000 | 78, 000 

Light and power lines ?..........-----.---- 83, 000. 62, 000 67,000 74, 000 94, 000 
Wire cloth. __-..------ ------------------- 6, 800 6, 000 &, 000 9, 200 13; 000 
Other rod and wire 3______..____-.---__---- 102. 000 60, 000 95, 000 120, 000 253, 000 
Automobiles 4.--_--.- ---_.--------------.} . 112,000 55, 000 _ 85, 000 103, 000 112,000 

_ Buildings §__-.__.-.----------------------- 70, 500 67, 500 89, 000 102, 000 134, 000 
Castings, n. e. s.6__-.-._----- eee 40, 000 31, 000 33, 000 35, 000 38, 00U 

' Clocks and watches. __._.....-_..__-__-___- 4, 000 3, 000 4,000} 4,400 4, 400 
. - Copper-bearing steel__..........-..--_-_-_-- 4, 600 2, 600 4, 200 4, 700 — 4,900 

Radiators, heating__._..._.....----------- 2, 100 2, 000 3, 600 2,900 |). > 7 
Radio receiving sets_.-..------------------ 23, 100 21, 000 27, 000 32, 000 | a 
Railway equipment ?__-_____.-_.---_---.-- 7, 100 1, 700 2, 700 5, 700 
Refrigerators §_.......-...--.--..---_--_--- -13, 500 6, 700 10, 000 10, 500 
Shipbuilding °___.__......--_-_- 2-2-2 ee 6, 400 6, 000 8, 500 8, 700 480, 700 7 
Air conditioning §%____....---2 222 7, 200 6, 000 6, 000 _ 6,000 
Ammunition-_.___._-.._.-.----2 2-2-2 ele 14,100 | 12, 500 14, 500 26, 000 
Other uses 19_______. ee 66, 600 46, 200 67, 600 81, 500 
Manufactures for export..-.----------.---- 45, 000 38, 800 51, 900 148, 400 

| | 260,000 | ~ 608,000 | 801, 000 | 1,070,000 | 1, 605, 000. 
| 

1 Generators, motors, electric locomotives, switchboards, light bulbs, etc. | . 
? Transmission and distribution wire and bus bars, accounting only for public-utility companies. _ . 
3 Includes industrial wire and cable, wire in buildings, railway cars and ships, radio broadcasting, railway 

and municipal signaling, railway electrification, trolley wire, rod and wire for Government projects, blast- 
ing wire, flexible cord, and sundries. : 

- 4 Does not include starter, generator, and ignition equipment. 
§ Excludes electrical work. Oo 
§ Bearings, bushings, lubricators, valves, and fittings. 
7 Includes air conditioning. 
8 Excludes electrical equipment. 

10 Includes condenser tubes, oil-burner tubing, welding rod, screw-machine products, nickel-silver and 
phophor-bronze products, rivets and burrs, toilet pins, eyelets and grommets, electrotyping and engraving 
sheet, spark plugs, inner-tube valve stems, jar tops and rouge boxes, flashlight tubes, kerosene lamps, 
kitchen utensils, kitchen-range boilers, linotype matrices, safety razors, blasting caps, asbestos textiles, water 
meters, thermostats, soldering coppers, yacht fittings, coinage, washing machines, household water heaters, 
fire extinguishers, pumps, airplanes, engines, and sundry machinery, etc., all reckoned in terms of copper 
content. a 

STOCKS 7 

The following table gives domestic stocks of copper as reported by 
primary smelting and refining plants. Stocks of blister and anode 
copper in transit from smelters to refineries are included under 
blister copper. | 

Stocks of copper at primury smelting and refining plants in the Untted States at 
end of year, 1937-41, in pounds : 

Blister and | Blister and 
materials in materials in Year Refined copper process of Year Refined copper process of 

refining ! refining ! 

1937.....2-.- 22 ee 358, 000, C00 | 428, 000, 060 || 1940.__....-.---.- 183, 000, 900 486, 000, 000 
1938........-.--.--- 362, 000, 000 466, 000, 000 || 1941.....-.-.----- 155, 000, 000 479, 000, 000 
1939... 191, 000, 000 520, 000, 000 

1Includes copper in transit from smelters in the United States to refineries therein.
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Inventories of refined copper at primary refineries in the United _ 
| States at the end of 1941 were 15 percent below 1940 and were the 

. ‘smallest recorded since 1928. The demand that carried stocks 
to 114,000,000 pounds at the close of 1928, however, was the indus- 
trial boom of that period and varied greatly from the requirements 
for the war expansion program of 1941. Stocks of blister and anode 
copper at smelters, in transit to refineries, and at refineries at the 
end of 1941 were only slightly lower than in 1940 and, on the whole, 
were of relatively the same size as inventories of this class for a 

| number of years. | 
| Figures compiled by the Copper Institute and published in the 

press show that domestic stocks of refined, duty-free copper totaled 
ae 75,564 tons at the close of 1941 compared with 142,772 tons in 1940. 

- Study of the monthly changes in stocks in 1941 fails to reveal.a com- 
. plete story, inasmuch as free movement of metal was impossible during 

| more than half of the year. The low point of the year in stocks © 
occurred at the end of September, when 63,670 tons were reported. 
Differences are always found between stock data supplied by the 

- . Bureau of Mines and those of the Copper Institute and are due | 
partly to a somewhat different coverage and-to an arbitrary but 

| permissible method used by the Copper Institute in designating the 
| copper as domestic or foreign metal. Exceptional conditions in the 

market during 1941 brought the two sets of figures for the end of 
| that year into closer agreement than usual. 

“ _ Fabricators’ statistics in 1941, published in the press, clearly show 
the effects of the tremendous demands for copper in that year. Stocks 
of refined copper in fabricators’ hands fell from 339,755 tons at the 

| 7 end of 1940 to 292,973 tons at the end of 1941. Meanwhile, unfilled 
purchases of refined copper by fabricators from producers were 
326,269 and 241,335 tons, respectively. Fabricators’ working stocks, 
which rise and fall according to plant activity, were 237,105 tons on 
December 31, 1940, and 291,515 tons on December 31, 1941. Unfilled 
sales by fabricators to customers rose from 413,388 to 547,468 tons, 
respectively, at the close of 1940 and 1941. The excess of fabricators’ 
stocks over booked orders declined from 15,531 tons at the end of 
1940 to —304,675 tons at the end of 1941; this position had worsened 
further to —425,286 tons by the end of April 1942. Unfilled orders 

at the end of April 1942 had reached the staggering total of 632,474 
tons. | 

PRICES a 

Reports to the Bureau of Mines from copper-selling agencies 
indicate that 1,139,000 short tons of copper were delivered to domes- 
tic and foreign purchasers (excluding deliveries to the Metals Reserve 
Co.) in 1941 at an average price (f.0.b. refinery) of 11.8 cents a pound, 
compared with 11.3 cents in 1940, 10.4 cents in 1939, and 9.8 cents 
in 1938. 

Average quoted prices for 1940 and 1941 were almost identical 
with the delivered prices of the Bureau of Mines, each showing an 
increase of \{ cent a pound in 1941. The two sets of figures are
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commonly in slight disagreement, owing to the fact that one is upon | 
a sales basis and the other upon a delivery basis. Moreover, Bureau 
of Mines compilations of average values are computed upon the —— 
basis of weighted deliveries; whereas trade quotations are averages : 
of averages. | . | 

Throughout the year primary producers maintained a price for 
electrolytic copper (delivered Connecticut Valley points) of 12 cents 
a pound. For much of the year their action was voluntary, in defer- | | 
ence to wishes of the Price Administrator that a uniform 12-cent . 
price for copper be maintained. On August 12, however, a ceiling 
of 12 cents a pound, Valley, was placed on copper by the Office of 
Price Administration, and it has continued in effect beyond the time | 
this report was prepared (June 1942). The 12-cent ceiling applied 
to electrolytic-grade copper in the shape of wire bars or ingot bars: | 
delivered in carlots. Lake copper, which had previously sold at — : 
a slight premium, was placed upon the same basis as electrolytic at : 
Connecticut Valley points. A. top price of 11% cents a pound, Val- 
ley, was set for casting copper made by fire-refining to a standard of a 
99.5 percent pure, including silver as copper. The casting-copper 
ceiling was revised to 11% cents, f. 0. b. refinery, early in September. | 

Premiums ranging from *% cent to 2 cents a pound were allowed for 
less-than-carlots sold by other than refiners or producers. | 

The price order exempted sales of copper to the Metals Reserve Oe 
Co. This provision was made to permit the purchase by that organi- a 
zation of high-cost copper production at higher than ceiling prices. | 
Other provisions referred to other kinds, grades, shapes, or forms, to 

- contracts entered into prior to the order, and to other items. 
Later in 1941 the Price Administrator announced that the pro- 

_ posed sale of high-cost Michigan copper to the Procurement. Division 
of the Treasury Department at 1 cent a pound above “‘out-of-pocket”’ — 
costs was undertaken with the full knowledge of his agency. Con- 
tracts were signed subsequently. An amendment issued January 14, 

_....1942, provided,.among other things, that.sale above ceiling levels 2... 
could be made to any Government departinent, agency, or corpora- 
tion previously approved in writing by the Office of Price Adminis- 
tration. | | | 
Commodity Exchange, Inc., informed the Office of Price Adminis- 

tration and Civilian Supply that with electrolytic copper selling at 
no more than 12% cents, Connecticut Valley, the proper relative price 
for ‘‘Standard’”’ copper on the futures market should be approxi- 
mately 11% cents. The price agency announced on May 5 that the 
Commodity Exchange had agreed not to permit the opening up of 
new positions in the futures market for ‘‘Standard”’ at prices higher 
than 11}% cents. | 

The board of governors of Commodity Exchange, Inc., suspended 
copper trading on July 22 until further notice. This action was 
attributed to the allotment and priorities orders and regulations of 
the Office of Production Management in connection with the sale 
and distribution of copper, which prevented copper deliveries being 
freely made against Exchange contracts.
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. Average monthly quoted prices of electrolytic copper for domestic and export ship- 
ments, f. o. b. refineries, in the United States and for spot copper at London,} 7 
1940-41, in cents per pound | | | 

ee | 1940 1941 | 

Month Domestic | Domestic | Export | Domestic | Domestic | Export 
f. 0. b. f. 0. b. f.o. b. - f. 0. 5. f. o. b. f. o. b. 

| refinery 2 | refinery? | refinery? | refinery? | refinery? | refinery $ 

January.........-.--...-----.| 12.09]  11.954| 11.999 11.87 11.819 10. 257 
February --------------------- 11. 28 | 11, 148 11.471 | © 11.87] . 11,794 10. 414 . 
March.____.__-.-------------- 11. 26 11.160 | 11. 407 11. 87 11, 814 10. 592 
April__.......-.--------------| 11.20 11.087 | 11. 258 11.37. 11, 820° 10. 952 

| May.....--..-----------------| 11.20] =—-1.079 |: 11.191 11.87 11. 815 10. 950 
: June__.._.-..------------ ee e 11.25 11.128 11. 216 11. 87, 11.810 10.950 | 

July._.....-----2------------- 10. 69 10. 564 | 10. 189 11. 87 11.812} . 10.950 
August.........-----.-------- 10. 83 10. 708 |. 9. 851 11 87 11.778 10. 950 

| September-.............---.-.| 11.41 | 11.296] 9.849}. «1.7 11.775 11.027 
- | October_:.....---------------- 11.87 11.826}. 10.436. 11.8." 11.775 11.367 

: : November-...---------------- 11.87 11.800 |- 10. 084 |. 11. 87 11.775 11. 200 
oe December: -..-----------.---- . 11.87 11. 802 10. 293 41.87 |. 11.775 | 11. 200 

Average for year.......-- 11. 40 | 11. 296 10. 770 | 11. 87 11.797 | 10. 901 

1 London Metal Exchauge dealings suspended for duration of war. 
2 As reported by Amer:can Metal Market Co. . a 
3 As reported by Engineering and Mining Journal. 

_ Average yearly quoted prices of electrolytic copper for domestic and export shipments, 
a f.o. b. refineries, in the United States and for spet copp-~ at London, 1982-41, in 

cents per pound | 7 | . | 

| | | | | 1932 | 1933 | 1934 | 193E | 1936 | 937 | 1938 , 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

Domestic f.0. b. refinery 1_.__| 5. 67 | 7.15 | 8.53} 8.76 | 9.58 | 3.27 | 10.10 | 11.07 | 11.40 | 11.87 | 
Domestic f.0.b. refinery 2.___| 5.555! 7.025; 8,428} 8.649]. 9.474’ .3. 167] 10.000) 10.965} 11.296] 11.797 
Export f.o. b. refinery ?..-...-| (3) 6. 713} 7.271) 7.538} 9.230 13.018] 9.695) 10. 727) 10.770] 10. 901 
London spot ? 4._-.-..-....-..| 5.629] 6.877 7. 496) 7. 708" 9.45 18. 097 9. 912} 510. 066) —(*) (6) - 

_ | , I | 

| 1 As reported by American Metal Market Co. | mo a 
2 As reported by Engineering and Mining Journal. 
3 Not available. Export quotation established after impcsition of tariff in.1932. co 

. 4 Conversion of English quotations into American money Lased on average rates of exchange recorded by 
Federal Reserve Board of Treasury. 

5 Average for 8 months. ‘ 
¢ No quotations. 

With the market under strict coatrols, totals for domestic copper 
sales in 1941 declined from 1940- -1,037,900 tons from 1,109,749 tons. 
Peak monthly sales occurred in January, when they totaled 104,835 
tons, considerably less than hat the 254,277 tons attained in Sep- 
tember 1940, the highest month y sales ever recorded. 

Transactions on the London Metal Exchange were suspended at 
the beginning of the war. The maximum buyers’ price on standard 
copper was fixed by the British Ministry of Supply at £62 per long 
ton in December 1939 and !:as remained there to the present. 

FCREIGN TRADE? 

Ordinarily United States imports and exports of copper constitute 
a well-balanced trade chrough which the smelting, refining, and 
manufacturing facilitie: of this country are utilized to treat foreign 
raw materials and tu return copper and manufactures of copper 
abroad. Normal t:ade conditions are nonexistent at present (June 

2 Figures on imports wd exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Comm: ce.
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1942), and many of the avenues of trade are greatly changed. None- 
theless, record-breaking quantities of copper entered the United 
States in 1941, and large amounts were exported. Exports, how- 
ever, were in even further stages of manufacture than usual—forms 
not covered by this report-—and they were highly concentrated, 
no doubt, among what are now the Allies of the United States. For 
more than a year, the accent in the United States has been on obtain- 
ing increased quantities of crude and refined copper for its own 
expanded needs and for the manufacture of forms suitable for the a 
war needs of nations fighting the Axis Powers. oe - 

Beginning with October 1941 all foreign trade information has been 
held confidential, so data for 9 months only are published in this re- | 
port. The quantity of crude and refined copper entered during the 

| 9 months, however, was large enough to top all previous annual totals. | 
Meanwhile, exports of refined copper and primary fabricated shapes | 
had declined so far that they were almost the smallest of the century, 
surpassing the totals for 1933, 1932, and 1901 only. | 

In 1941 (9 months), 58 percent by weight of the copper imported 
was contained in ore, concentrates, and unrefined furnace products, 
and 42 percent was refined copper. These proportions marked an im- 
portant change from the pre-war years since enactment of the tariff in 
1932, when little refined copper was entered. Less than 1 percent of 
the copper imported in unmanufactured form during 1938 (only 5 per- | 
cent during 1939) was refined copper. It had become evident by 1940 
that metal available in the United States would be inadequate to fill 
industrial requirements in this country, plus the sharply expanded 
demands of foreign countries for war products made to a large or small 
extent of copper. The ratio of refined imports to the total rose to 14 

| percent in 1940 and, as already pointed out, to 42 percent in 1941. 
Most of the refined copper brought into the country during 1941 was 
metal contracted for by the Metals Reserve Co., as mentioned in the 

- opening section of this report. | 
__..... Virtually all the copper exported is composed of refined metal and oe 

primary fabrications therefrom; 97 -percent of the total for the first 
9 months of i941 consisted of such forms. 

Separation of total exports to show the quantity of domestic copper 
shipped from the United States is not possible. From enactment of 
the present tariff until 1946, total exports of refined copper and pri- 
mary fabricated shapes exceeded imports of unmanufactured copper. 
In 1940, however, the.import excess was 127,000,000 pounds and for 
the first 9 months of 1941 reached the enormous total of 834,000,000 
pounds. The apparent import excess would be reduced substantially 
if data were available covering copper contained in exports of such 
manufactured products as airplanes, tanks, and electrical apparatus. 

IMPORTS 

Although data in 1941 for only 9 months are available for publica- 
tion, the establishment of a new high record for imports of unmanu- 
factured copper in that year is evident, as imports for 9 months were 
7 percent above the previous annual peak in 1940. The main reason 
for this sharp increase is the enormous gain in receipts of refined 
copper from Chile. For a number of years before 1940, entries of 
refined copper comprised no more than 5 percent of the total, but
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they represented 42 percent in the first 9 months of 1941. This 
shift was due to the unprecedented requirements for copper in the 
United States in 1941 and to the disrupted state of ocean transpor- 
tation; both of these caused the United States to absorb metal that 
normally would have been exported to Europe. Other trends are 
not so evident from the incomplete import figures. Conservation of 
cargo space probably caused a drop in receipts of ore and resulted 

| in no increase, at least, in receipts of concentrates. Imports of ores, 
| | concentrates, and blister copper from British Africa decreased notably 

in 1941, but imports of crude copper from Belgian Congo appeared 
to have more than held their own. Canada increased its shipments 
of both crude and refined copper to the United States. Incomplete 
data indicate that receipts of concentrates from Newfoundland and 

| blister copper from Peru declined notably in 1941. 

Copper (unmanufactured) imported into the United States in 1941 (January to 
| September, inclusive), by countries, in pounds ! 

| Regulus, Unrefined Old and scrap 
ack or ack blis- . copper, 

Ore (cop- Concen- coarse copper, ter and Refined my fit only for 
Country . per on (copper and cement converter plates or remanufac- 

n 4 copper. copper In , ure, an 

, content) (copper | pigsorcon-| ars scale and 
content) verter bars . clippings 

Africa, British: 
Union of South_____..}_--.__-__..-_- 237, 637 - 20,000 |... eee 30, 000 Other South. ..--22222)2-2-2222-2-] 862, 838 |__| 13, 274, 700 | Argentina_.........-...- 4,414 44, 027 232, 576 |..............|.-.-.-.-.-.-|--0-. se 

Australia_-.....-.......} 1,409,953 |_-___..____- 1,993 j--------------]------ eee 
Belgian Congo.....-.-_-|-.....-..---|---.....---.] 68, 072, 888 54, 999, 529 |---| Bolivia.....--.-------..| 381,077 | 8,911,475 |_..-22 | 
Burma. .--...-..---..-.__]-----_______]-_-_____ ee 2, 1138, 044 j_---- fee] Canada......-.-...-.-..| 159,992 | 50, 075, 664 480,718 | 40, 560,121 | 7,794, 119 2, 732, 561 , Chile... 2 22222.22.2.2_] 2,322,250 | 2,794,050} «3, 518 | 202, 239, 445 |433° 729, 456 $9,412 Colombia_..----.-..--..| "20,131 23,832 |_.....--22 |e eee “8,910 Cuba...--2-2-2-2-2-2221| 218,142 | 12,575,748 | 
Curacao (NWI).-.---._-|----.-_-.--.|--.---.---__|.-..-.------.-|_-_-_-_-_-_-..|_-.-.-.--- 104, 522 
Ecuador--....------.-.- 141,532 | 4,685, 486 |_-..--..-----.]-2- eee ewe} 
Honduras_-__.__......--.|,---.------- 271, 280 |..------.-----|---.--.-------]--.---2-----|-------- eee _ Mexico. -_-..---..----.-] 1,622, 733], 10, 584,951 |--------------| 64, 211, 741 [2-002 E100, 942 
Newfoundland and ~ — ~ | 
Labrador---_-.-.-.-.-|-.-.-.-----.| 9,963,109 |_.-_-.-..._..__|_.-0o00 oe yee 9, 138 

Panama, Republic of...|_....._.-_..]-.....-.....|--.-.-_-_-.-__|..__...-..-.__|____..__.__- 66, 550 
Peru.........--.----.._- ‘458,490 | 5,327,344 |__--_-._ 46, 987, 217 |_..------ 8 66, 430 
Philippine Islands-_-_-_- () | 23,853,129 |---|] |e 
Other countries_______-- 5, 425 24, 482 7,455 |.._.-_22- | eee lee 82, 444 

| 6, 744, 189 |110, 235, 002 65, 932, 192 422, 222, 753 |441, 523, 575 | 3, 290, 909 

1 Data include copper imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. 
2 Some copper in ‘“‘ore’”’ and “other” from Philippine Islands not separately classified is included under 

*‘concentrates.’’
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Copper (unmanufactured) imported into the United States, 1987-41, by countries, | 
| | an millions of pounds ! | | 

| : {> 1941 | 
Country - 1937 1938 1939 1940 (Jan.- 

| | | Sept.) 

Africa: | | | 
Belgian Congo.................------------.-------|----------|----------|---- +--+ 122 118 
British: . 
Union of South-.-.---....----------------------- 1 4 34 32 (2) 

_- Other South.....__..-------------------u-------- 4 9 30; 55]. - ° 14 Sasi 
Australia. ...-.----.-------------------------------- 5 5 6 2]. 1 . 
Bolivia___.-----.------------------------------------ 6 5 4 8 9 - 
Canada_-....--.----.-------------------------------- 61 88 95 103 | | 102 

Chile....._._-.-.--.--.-----------2-0-n2eoe een ene 199 135 240 409 641 
Cuba___.----------------------------------+---------- 28 36 20° 23 13 

_ Eeuador.-...---.-.---------------------------------- (2) (2) waeeee---- 3 5 
Malta,.Gozo, and Cyprus Islands- ---_._-.-.-------- 9 3 . 3 9 }-----.---- 
Mexico..__..-------------=---2--------2e-nne een enee 108 | . 94 105 87 77 
Newfoundland and Labrador...........-..--...-.-.- 16 13 20 20 ~ 10 
a 82 80 77 84 53 
Philippine Islands_-...-.-......--.------------------ 1 3 3 4 a | 

~ Turkey.....-----------------------+------------------]---------- 5 il 12 |_.-.----_. 
United Kingdom_--_.-...---.------------------------ 2. 1 1 (2) (2) 
Yugoslavia--_.-......--..--------------------------- 32, 21 19 }_-. 2 ee} ee 
Other countries..........-...------------------------ 6 2 5 10 83 

| B60 | B04 673 983 1,050 | | 

1 Data include copper imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. - 
2 Less than one-half million pounds. _ 

| Copper (unmanufactured) imported | into the United States, 1937-41 - | 

Year Pounds Year Pounds | 

1987. eeeeeeceeeeeeceeeeeeeeeee-| 559,749,133 |] 1940..----2----eeeeeeeeeeeeeee---e-| 982, 684, 647 | 
1938......-----------L------+------- 504, 327,779 || 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)_-----------------| 1, 049, 948, 570 | 
1939_--.-..-.-.22--c2-c------------| 672, 594, 122 | , 

1 Data include copper imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. . | 

| EXPORTS | 

Total exports of copper as refined metal ‘and in primary fabricated = = 

shapes slumped sharply, according to the incomplete foreign trade | 
data available for publication for 1941; they were surpassed by all but 
3 years of the present century. The foregoing statement gives a 

- partial picture only, because huge demands for manufactured products 
that contain copper caused the shipment of considerable but unknown _ 
quantities of this metal from the United States. | 

Comparison of export data for the first 9 months of 1941 with those 
for the similar period of 1940 reveals some drastic changes. The | 
largest export class—refined copper in ingots, bars, etc.—declined 78 
percent during the 1941 period. Other important decreases were 52 | 
percent for pipes and tubes, 41 percent for rods, and 37 percent for 
old and scrap. Plates-and sheets moved against the general trend 
and increased 7 percent. Bare-wire exports were 30 percent lower 
during the first 9 months of 1941 than in the same months of 1940, and 

_ rubber-covered wire was 68 percent lower. Weatherproof wire, 
however, gained 30 percent in the 9-month period of 1941 and the 
vastly more important “other insulated wire,’ 84 percent. |
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-Information concerning the destination of exports in 1941 has 
been published for only the first 3 months of the year. It is a note- | 

| worthy and bitter fact that from 1937-40, inclusive, Japan received 
__- more of the copper shipped from the United States than did any other 

| country. This movement was halted in 1941, but not before large | 
| quantities of metal had been sent to Japan. Germany, France, Italy, | 

and other Kuropean countries normally were markets for large quan- 
tities of United States copper but naturally are receiving none at 
present. The United Kingdom was the destination of the second- 

: largest amount in 1940 and doubtless outranked all other countries in 
| 1941, : 

In recent years, exports of copper and primary manufactures 
thereof to Brazil and Argentina have increased. Shipments to China 
gained notably in 1940 and continued to be large during the first 3 
months of 1941. , | 

The second table following shows the destinations of copper ex- 
| ported in 1937 to 1940, inclusive, and in the first 3 months of 1941. 

| | Copper exported from the United States, 1937-41, by classes | 

| 1937 1938 de 1939 
Class | 

ot | Pounds Value Pounds Value ~ Pounds Value 

| Ore, concentrates, etc. (copper an . 
content)..............-..---| 8,175,174 | $891,639 | 2,004,229 | $171,878 | ‘123, 839 $24, 644 

Refined in ingots, etc_______--|590, 127, 046 | 76, 684, 278 |741, 090, 681 | 74, 062, 534 |745, 554,651 | 82, 232 831 
Old and scrap___..-...-..-----| 41, 828,050 | 4, 571, 368 | 43,621,346 | 3, 574.504 | 35,285,656 | 3, 375, 608 
Pipes and tubes.____-.........| 2, 182,976 547, 363 1, 644, 804 355, 368 | 3, 139, 888 746, 833 

- Plates and sheets_.._-_-.--..| 2,770,814 | 584,294] 1,099,590 | 224,466 | 1, 685, 218 353, 280 
Rods........-.---.------------| 30, 663, 983 | 4, 113, 564 | 29,356, 264 | 3,127, 467 | 47,258,344 | 5, 489, 481 

| Wire (bare)___.__---.------.-| 9, 389, 653 | 1,521,911 | 10, 723,595 | 1,285,951 | 7, 259,770 997, 698 
oo Insulated copper wire and 

cabie: 

7 Rubber-covered..........-| 7,705, 486 | 2,046,995 | 6,055,254 | 1,389,762 | 5,875,757 | 1, 302, 735 
Weatherproof.___.....-.-.| 2, 615, 497 - 473, 541 2, 598, 495 398,924 | 2, 644, 200 413, 264 
Other...-.....-.----------| 5,174,582 | 1,339,817 | 5,833,168 | 1,528,994 | 6,330,330 | 1, 384, 91 

Other copper manufactures -___ (1) ~ 851, 697 (1) 689, 008 | (1) 863, 561 

a “oan | 1941 | | | | 1940 (Jan.-Sept.) 
Class — 

Pounds Value Pounds | Value 

Ore, concentrates, etc. (copper content)__.__..._______. 588, 546 $79, 623 3, 276 _ $390 
Refined in ingots, etc____.-_-.-..---.----...-__-__----_--|712, 862, 128 | 81, 840, 805 |135, 661, 707 15, 365, 393 
Old and scrap__..--.---.2------------.-.---------------| 14, 297,577 | 1,526,158 | 6, 402, 569 711, 265 
Pipes and tubes_.._---.--.----.------------------.-.--.| 7,671,798 | 1, 631.458 | 2,921,154 187, 482 
Plates and sheets.._..._..--------..----------------..--| 7, 454,072 | 1, 435,438 | 5, 678, 425 1, 096, 288 

. Rods.___..---.----------------------------------------.| 41, 353, 381 | 5, 167, 363 | 19, 986, 598 2, 611, 735 
Wire (bare). __----__----_---._-----------_-_---_----.--| 17,711,322 | 2,642,572 | 7, 449, 882 1, 300, 905 
Insulated copper wire and cable: 

Rubber-covered__........... . .-.--_-_-----------.| 32,773, 326 | 9, 108, 533 | 9,692,732 | 2,708,917 
Weatherproof___.._...._...-.-._-_--..___-_-__-------| 1, 533, 064 289,716 | 1,855, 562 378, 204 
Other__....-_-----------1--------------------------| 19, 642, 743 | 4, 812.551 | 25937, 025 6, 179, 516 

Other copper manufactures___.._....._..._.----__.------ (1) | 1, 584, 441 (‘) 1, 007, 995 

1 Quantity not recorded.
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Copper exported from the United States, 1937-40 and January to March 1941, by 
countries, in millions of pounds | a 

| | 1941 
. Country 1937 1938 1939 1940 (Jan.- 

Mar.) 

Argentina. ..----.----------------------------------- 7 6 | 4 11 1 
Belgium _.__.----------------_----------------------- 34 22 14 5 i 
Brazil__..---------------------------------------+---- 5 5 8 12 3 
Canada_.___..--------------------------------------- 7 4 2 4 2 

- China. ....-----2-.----------2- +--+ -- + ----- -------- 12 4 3 14] . 5 a 

Cuba____.-.--------------------------- -------------- 3 2 3 3 (1) 
Czechosiovakia._...._-.----------------------------- - 12 70 2 |_-..------]---------- 

-  Denmark____.--.-__--.------------------------------ 7 5 7 3 |_--_ ----_e 

Finland_.__..-...-----.-__-------------------------- 6 9 7 5 
France.._..----------------------------------------- 84 70 153 73 | oo 2 eee 
Germany ._-.----------------------------------------- 100 173 54 |_....-_---|---------- 
Hong Kong.-..._.----------------------------------- 6 8 (!) 1 (1) 
Hungary ....---------------------------------------- (1) 3 10 10 |_.-------- 
India, British_..........------.---------------------- 9 5 11 14 6 
Indochina, French___....---------------------------- (1) (1) 1t 1 (4) 
Italy. .-..-_.------------------------- -----------+----- 42 47 60 68 |_--___- wee 

Japan _.__.-..------.-------------------------------- 157 222 259) ° 241 43 

Kwantung._......-.----------.---------------------- 2 - 9 17 20 4 

Mexico.____...--.----------------------------------- 8 3 4 7 2 

Netherlands_..-__.-.-------------------------------- 20 21 * 16 a en 

Norway ._._-------..--------------------------2-+---- 8 6 12 1 [iu ---- 

Philippine Islands....._----------------------------- 3 4 3 3 1 . 

Poland and Danzig_..__._-_..---------.-----.~------- 7 25 25 |_-.--.----|---------- 

Spain__.....-.-_------------------------------------- (1) (1) 1 2 (1) 

Sweden______..-_---.-----__-------------------------- 35 39 51 13 (4) 

Switzerland....._.__.---_--_.----------------------- () 1 7 15 |_---_-__-- 

U.S. 8. R____. -- eee ee -- + -- 4 ¢3) 49 | . 115 2 

United Kingdom.._.__.__--------------------------- 108 62 45 - 163 15 

Other countries._........---------------------------- 15 19 17 46 9 

7 701 | 844 855 | «856 93 

1 Less than one-half million pounds. , - . 

| - Copper ! exported from the Uniied States, 1937-41 

| 
Pounds Total Pounds Tota! 

ota ota! 

_ Year value Year value 
Metallic 2 Total Metallic ? Total 

1937........| 692, 458, 087 | 700, 633, 261 | $92, 774,770 || 1940..-....| 855, 299, 411 | 855, 887,957 |$108,534,217, 
1938. _._.___]| 842,023, 197 | 844, 027, 426 86, 119, 848 || 1941 3._..._| 215, 585, 654 | 215, 588, 930 | 31, 140, 095 

1939. _______} 855, 033, 814 | 855, 157,653 | 96, 321, 365 

1 Exclusive of “other copper manufactures” valued at $851,697 in 1937; $689,008 in 1938; $863,561 in 1939; 
$1,584,441 in 1940; and $1,007,995 in 1941 (Jan.-Sept.). 

2 Exclusive of ore, concentrates, and composition metal; exclusive also of unrefined copper, figures for 
which are not separable from those for ore and concentrates. 

3 January to September, inclusive. 

The value of brass and bronze exported from the United States 
gained sharply in 1940, when it was five times that in 1939. It 

declined in 1941; but the total for the first 9 months was larger 
than any annual total (except 1940) since 1918. Data covering this 

class, too, are incomplete for publication, but the figures that may 
be published indicate that the drop in 1941 was shared by all major 

. - classes of brass and bronze.
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Brass and bronze exported from the United States, 1940-41, by classes 

a 1941 1940 | I 
| (Jan.-Sept.) 

| . Class . af 

| —_ Pounds Value Pounds Value 

Ingots....-----------2---2eeeeeeeeeeeee--ee----| 1, 347,729 $188, 039 161, 908 $24, 086 Serap and old == 2222222222222 |) 774885 | 1,056,414 | 1, 361,873 104, 713 
Bars and rods.-.-..-.-..2.--.--------------.---| 63,179,616 | 8,894,520 | 14, 623, 767 2, 487, 924 

_ Plates and sheets....----22-2-2---.-2--_-_---__] 117, 287,133 | 21, 719, 237 |. 55,773,337 | 10,098, 695 
. Pipes and tubes..__..........---_-_-____---- ee 4, 267, 606 1, 149, 321 2, 181, 833 666, 179 

Pipe fittings and valves___._______._-_._---___--- 2, 944, 804 1, 786, 549 2, 037, 547 1, 330, 938 
Plumbers’ brass goods_____._-_._-__.-.__-.___-_- 1, 424, 883 796, 402 916, 086 537, 987 

_ Wire of brass or bronze____._____.__.___..----_- 9, 312, 705 2, 686, 117 5, 879, 195 1, 451, 026 
Brass wood screws. --_.-_----_------------------ (1) 72, 929. (1) 88, 061 
Hinges and butts of brass or bronze._______-_.. (1) 98, 721 (1) 97, 349 
Other hardware of brass or bronze__._...-.-----| (4). 371, 646 (1) 372, 917 
Other brass and bronze manufactures. __.__._-_- (1) 6, 408, 879 (1) 3, 510, 195 

, | _ veceeceeeeeee- | 45, 228,774 |o2----------..| 20,770,070 
I 

! Weight not recorded. BS — | 

| Unmanufactured brass exported from the United States, 1937~41 - | 

(Ingots, bars and rods, and plates and sheets] . 

Year Pounds Value Year Pounds Value 

1937_.....-..----.----.-| 17,373,035 | $2, 573, 245 |/ 1940...................| 181,814,478 | $30,801, 796 | 1938.) 8) 645, 637 677, 809 || 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)-.----| 70,559,012 | 12,610, 705 1939__------ = TTT] 12951, 892 | 1, 946; 578 
| 

: Copper sulfate (blue vitriol) exported from the United States, 1937-41 . 

| Year Pounds Value Year Pounds ‘Value 

1937____.....---.-------] 28,528,240 | $1, 212, 430 |! 1940._.................] 55,480,646 | $2, 203, 983 | 1938... te] 31,249,735 | 1, 229, 317 || 1941 Jan—Sept.)-._.__| 47,484,360 | 1.952120 
© 1989-22222 LLTILTTT] 29; 939/575 | 15 157; 498 ~ | 

a eee 

WORLD ASPECTS OF COPPER INDUSTRY 

Nothing much can be added to the world discussions given in chap- 
ters of this series for several preceding years, as few new data on 
foreign sources have been made available. The year 1941 witnessed 
extension of German control over European sources (with Russia the 
principal exception) of copper and other materials, and authorities 
testified to Germany’s inadequacy as regards copper at least. The 
more surprising deficiency in copper supplies, however, was that of the 

, United States, which has huge reserves of its own and has access to 
additional large sources in the Western Hemisphere and elsewhere but 
whose consumption for nonessential use had to be drastically cur- 
tailed to conserve metal for war requirements. The stringent situation 
in the United States resulted primarily from efforts of this country 
to fulfill its promise to serve as the arsenal of democracy. The United 
States did not enter the war until December. However, other demo- - 
cratic powers, chiefly the British Empire, made enormous demands on 
the United States for supplies of war materials. 

Available data on foreign countries are shown in the following pages.
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World mine and smelter production uf copper, 1938-41, in metric tons | 

[Compiled by B B. Waldbauer] 
en 

Mine Smelter 

Country ovr ne ooo), oor ee | 

1938 1939 1940 1941 1938 1939 1940 1941 

North America: | 
Canada..-.-------------} 259, 113 276, 157 (1) (1) | 2 215, 732} 2 229, 367) 281, 226 (1) . 
Cuba_..----------------| 14,431} 9, 964] 3-10, 500) 9, 838/.__-----_]...-------|---------|---------- 
Mexico.---------------- 41, 851 44, 290) - 37, 692) 48, 716 37, 100 39, 045 31, 252 40, 914 pe 

Newfoundland...------- 8, O54 10, 341 9,426} 5,007|...... -.|----..-- |. -- --..]-----..-- 
United States-...-.-----| 505, 991 660, 717 796, 582/869, 214|.4 570, 773) 4 698. 323) 4 922, 364): 1, 015. 346 

| 829, 442] 1,001,569} (1) (1) | 823,605] 966, 735]1, 234,842) (1) 
South America: SS SS SS ee Oe eee 

Bolivia.......----------] 52, 885 6 4,056 5 6, 660| 57, 274|.....----]---------]---------|---------- 
Brazil__..... ---------- 15 14 (‘) (1) [iw e----_|.--------}---------|---------- 
Chile_._..--------.-----] 351, 482 339, 173 352,010} (1) 237. 508) 324.591| 336, 861 453, 504 
Peru._....---. ---------- 37, 629 35, 616 43, 965] 35, 378 35. 741 34,115 33, 584 3 28, 162 

391, O11 378, 859 (!) (1) 373, 249] 358, 706] 370, 445 481, 756 

Belgium__--------------|...-2. . |_.--------.|-----------|. --,- | 81,460) ©65, 850) @) (1) 
Bulgaria_--------------- 64 320 560| (1) |u..-----.]----+----]---------]---------- 

Cyprus...--------------| 29, 789 24, 384 (1) (1) [oie |i. ------}---------]---------- 
Finland__-------------- 12, 232 11, 797 720,000} ©) 11, 824 13, 246 (1) (1) 

France. w-garrrcstcntt ? 600 (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Germany 37 \ 30, 000 30, 000 35,800} () | &70,600) %66,000} = (!) () | | 

Hungary. -------------- 336] — (1) (1) (Q) |lowweeee- |-e-------|----e----] eee eee 
Italy---.----------------| 71,000) @) (1) (1) 2,963) — (1) (1) (1) 
Norway----------------| 21, 619 20,358]  320,0001 (4) 10,547 210,515) 77,250) (4) 
Portugal---------------- 4. 884 (1) Gy oF @) [lle feieee--- |---------|---------- 

" Rumania.-------------- 9 580 (1) (1) (1) 580} (1) (!) (1) 
Spain__._.--------------] 73,000 (1) (1) (1) 14,984; 77,300 4, 493 (1) 
Sweden.._..------------| 9, 289 9, 610 (1) (1) 10,668] 11,076] 712,500) = (4) 
U. 8. §. R.10_-----------|t1 114, 552} 11 144, 000] 11157, 900} (1) 114, 552| 144,000] 157 000) = (’) 
United Kingdom------- 37 ay. (1) (1) 7,200| 74,000] 74, “0 (1) 

Yugoslavia------------- 49, 500 64, 200 (1) (1) 41, 993 41, 658] 3 42, y51 (') 

. - 304,473) =) (1) ©) 366,771] -() GQ). (1) 

Burma..---------------| 73,600 7 3, 365 (1) (1) |. .----}---------|-------- [---------- 

China !?.....----------- 240 1] (13) 14163 240 i] (13) 14 163 

India, British.----.-.---} 75,600 (1) (1) (1) 5,416 6.640; 36,900 Q) 

apan: 
Japan Proper---------|!! 102, 000} 7 1! 104, 000) 7 1! 125, 000 (1) 102, 000} 7 104, 00G| 7 125, 000 (!) 

Taiwan_..------------| 74, 000 7 4, 000 74,000) (1) |_--------]---------|---------|---------- 

_....... Netherlands Indies.----| 98) 8 94) |, @) |---------|----2----|---22-02- [poor ror 
Philippine Islands- ----- 4,434 7, 496 9, 259| 7 9, 900|---------|]---------|------2--|---- seer 

Turkey ..-.-.------------| 1 2, 488 115,917 18,731, () 2, 482 5,917 8, 731 (1) 
U.S.8. R.------------- (19) (10) (10) - (19) (10) (10) (10) =f (10) 

. 10 122, 456 (1) (1) (1) {10 110, 144/10 116, 558) (?) ) 

Algeria___..-.--------- 22 (1) (1) (4) |.-__ L..|---------|---------|--r22c- 227 
Belgian Congo___--.-.- |! 123,943] 4 122,649) 11148, 619 (‘) 123,943} 122,649) 148, 619 7 165, 000 

Rhodesia: 
Northern.___...--..--| 254, 904 () (1) (1) 216, 450] 215, 065} 7 231, 330 (1) 

Southern... _._------- 5 (1) (1) A) |i. |---------|---------]---------- 

South-West Africa-.---- 4, 828 3, 530 1,485} (1) |-..------|---------|---------]---------- ; 

Union of South Africa. - 11, 305 10, 998 13,350] (1) 13, 468 14, 089 17, 024 (’) 

395, 007 (1) (1) (1) 353, 861| 351,803} (1) (1) 
Oceania: Australia.......| 19. 758 19, 200 (1) (1) 17,372} 20,219] 22, 680 (1) 

‘ 2,063,000 Gy | @ | @)_ |2,045,000/72,182,000) (2) (1) 
eee ne 

1 Data not available. | 
2 Copper content of blister produced. . 
3 According to Year Book of American Bureau of Metal Statistics. ; . 
4 Smelter output from domestic and foreign ores, exclusive of Scrap. Production from domestic ores only, 

exclusive of scrap. was as follows: 1938, 510,133 tons; 1939, 646,524 tons; 1940, 824,703 toms; 1941, £76,401 tons. 
5 Copper content of exports. . 
¢ Figures represent blister copper only. In addition to blister copper, Belgium reports a large output of 

refined copper which is not included above as it is believed produced principally from crude copper from 

Belgian Congo and wenld therefore duplicate output reported under the latter country. 

7 Approximate production. . 
8 Exclusive of material from scrap. 
» Smelter output from ores. ; 
16 Output from U.S. S. R. in Asia included under U. S. 8. R.in Europe. 
11 Smelter product. 
12 Exports of ingots and slabs. 
13 Less than 1 ton. 
14 January to August, inclusive.
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REVIEW BY COUNTRIES | 

Australia.—The pressing need for copper for defense purposes in 
Australia led the Commonwealth Prices Commissioner to raise the 
refined copper price to £86 10s. per ton in midyear as an inducement 
toward increased production. At about the same time, the Minister 
for Supply and Development appointed a committee to investigate 
copper and bauxite resources. Australia was reported to be partly 
dependent on overseas sources for copper and entirely dependent for 

| bauxite. 
Production figures are not available for 1941, but 22,680 metric tons 

were produced at smelters in 1940 compared with 20,219 in 1939. 
Output is mainly from Mount Lyell, Tasmania, and Mount Morgan, _ 
Queensland. At the annual meeting of the Mount Lyell Mining & 
Railway Co., Ltd., on December 12, it was stated that larger tonnages  __ 

| of ore were handled during the year but that, owing to lower copper 
content, the copper output was a little less. 

~The Commonwealth Government advanced £10,000 to Mount 
| Morgan, Ltd., for the unwatering and development of the Great 

Fitzroy mine at Mount Chalmers near Rockhampton. The annual — 
capacity for production was expected to be 2,000 tons. The Govern- 

| ment also advanced £50,000 to Mount Isa Mines, Ltd., Queensland, 
which produces silver, lead, and zinc, so that it may develop copper 
ore at the mine. It was reported that annual production probably 
would reach 5,000 tons. Additional prospecting and development 
work were in progress on other parts of the continent. | 

| | Belgian Congo.—Available data on production of copper in Belgian 
Congo indicate a sharp increase in activity there. Smelter output 
was estimated at 165,000 metric tons in 1941 compared with 148,619 

| tons in 1940. As indicated in the preceding report of this series 
(Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 108), the Belgian and British 
Governments reached an agreement carly in 1941 for the delivery of 
126,000 metric tons of copper to the United Kingdom by Union 
Miniére du Haut Katanga. The overrunning of Belgium by the 
Germans had increased the quantities of Belgian Congo copper availa- 
ble to the British and actually made all of it available to enemies of 
Germany. At the annual meeting of Union Miniére du Haut Katanga 
(May 1941), the company capacity to produce copper was reported 
as 200,000 tons. New prospecting was then reported to have sub- 
stantially increased ore reserves. Figures covering imports of copper 
into the United States during the first 9 months of 1941 show that 
about 28,600 metric tons of regulus, black or coarse copper, and cement 
copper and 24,900 tons of unrefined black blister and converter 
copper were received from Belgian Congo during that period; data 
covering all of 1941 are not available for publication. 

Brazil.—Occurrences of copper in Brazil and recent attempts to 
promote production there are described in the Foreign Minerals 
Quarterly of July 1941, issued by the Bureau of Mines. 

Canada.—Statistics on mine production of copper in Canada are 
confidential for both 1940 and 1941. There seems little reason to 
question, however, that new annual peaks were reached each year. 
There were noteworthy consumption gains also in 1941, as Canadian 
industry assumed a larger share in supplying the increasing war 
needs of the British Empire for fabricated products. The Northern
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Miner (Toronto) in its annual number (November 13, 1941) stated 
that Canada probably was now consuming one-third of its annual 
output. Large amounts of brass are being manufactured, the review 
said, and the upward trend will be increased in the current year. 
The annual review number of the Engineering and Mining Journal 
for 1941 reported that | 

Munitions have become the big business of the Dominion and in securing 
adequate supplies of nickel, copper, and zinc for war effort, along with gold : oo 
that will maintain credit with the United States, the national economy has oe 
been turned over to two agencies that have absolute authority. These are the 
Department of Munitions and Supply, which is the supreme purchasing control, 
and the Wartime Prices and Trade Board, which sets prices and wages through- 
out the land. The Metals Controller, who is working under this closely inte- 
grated program, is the arbiter of mining. . 7 | 

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported that Canadian base- 
metal mines, smelters, and refineries worked to capacity during 1941. 
Plans to produce other metals of strategic importance, in addition 
to maximum outputs.of copper, lead, and zinc, were in evidence. 

~ More than half of the copper produced in Canada in 1941 probably 
eame, as usual, from the nickel-copper mines of the Sudbury district. 
The principal producer in that area is The International Nickel Co. ; 
of Canada, Ltd. This company reported that war requirements 
dominated markets for its products during the year and that, with few 
exceptions, all deliveries were made in Canada, the British Empire, 
and the United States. In past years the company has refined the 
major part of its copper and exported the remainder as matte. Quebec 
normally ranks as the second most important Province in copper | 
production. Noranda Mines, Ltd., is the outstanding producer, and | 
others include Waite Amulet, Aldermac Mines, Ltd., and Normetal : 
Mining Corporation, Ltd. All of Quebec’s production is refined at 
Montreal East by Canadian Copper Refineries, Ltd., subsidiary of 

: Noranda Mines, Ltd., which was operated at capacity during the 
year. The Britannia Mining & Smelting Co., subsidiary of the Howe 

...§9und--Co., at Howe-Sound,--and.the-Granby-Consolidated.Mining, =... 
Smelting & Power Co., which operates the Copper Mountain mine 
at Allenby, are the principal copper producers in British Columbia. 
Copper reserves at the Copper Mountain mine have been greatly am- 
plified in recent years, according to the Canadian Mining Journal of 
September 1941. Several years ago it was reported that ore reserves 
might be estimated at 10,000,000 tons. At present, the journal stated, | 
after several years of full-blast operations reserves are estimated at 
17,220,729 tons, and current operations were disclosing new ore in 
excess of the quantity mined. The larger reserves contained an 
average of 1.32 percent copper, or less than was formerly estimated. 
Concentrates from the two British Columbia mines mentioned go to 
Tacoma, Wash,, for smelting and refining. The copper produced in 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan comes from the Flin Flon mine of the 
Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co., Ltd., and the Sherritt Gordon 
mine of the Sherritt Gordon Mines Co., Ltd. The report of the 
Hudson Bay Co. for 1941 stated that production of copper, zinc, gold, 
and silver in that year was the highest on record. The Sherritt 
Gordon production, which is restricted by current milling capacity, 
goes to the United States under bond for treatment. 

497779 —43-—10 

= .
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Chile—The urgent world need for copper for war purposes gave 
- impetus to production in Chile and output there reached unprece- | 

dented levels in 1941; production amounted to 453,594 metric tons 
compared with 336,861 tons in 1940 and 396,444 tons in 1937, the 
previous record year. There seems little doubt that Chile, in 1941 
as usual, ranked second in importance among the copper-producing 
countries of the world by a substantial‘ margin, althougl data for 

: Canada and Northern Rhodesia are not available. 
The strain on producers to supply requirements in 1941 marked 

, sh«rp reversal of the condition that prevailed early in the war period. 
Then Chile was virtually cut off from its principal markets in Europe, 

: and the large, low-cost output from its mines was almost without out- 
et. 
According to Knox,’ engineers have been careful to speed up Chilean 

production and at the same time to avoid certain errors made during 
. the first World War, when frenzied stripping of ore often left the work- 

ings so unstable that subsequent operations were hampered. 
Japan tried to obtain increasingly large supplies of crude and re- 

| fined copper from Chile during 1941. Action of the Metals Reserve 
Co. in contracting to receive most of the copper produced in Latin 
America not only increased supplies of this metal available to the | 
United States but withheld them from Japan. Reports indicated that 
209,403 metric tons of electrolytic copper and 195,861 tons of standard 
went to the United States in 1941, out of totals of 240,707 and 199,264 
tons, respectively, for all countries; Japan received 12,771 and 3,403 
tons. Other South American countries received increased amounts 
of Chilean copper in 1941—Argentina took 10,251 tons and Brazil | 

: 8,020 tons of electrolytic copper. Italy was the destination of 6,483 
tons of electrolytic copper and 11,990 tons of standard copper exported — 
from Chile in 1940 but could not obtain any in 1941. — : 

The Chile Copper Co. produced 216,847 metric tons of copper in 
1941 compared with 150,994 in 1940, and Andes Copper Co. 94,243 
tons compared with 72,932; these two companies are Anaconda Cop- 

| per Mining Co. subsidiaries. The Braden Copper Co. (subsidiary of 
the Kennecott Copper Corporation) produced 131,703 tons in 1941. 
compared with 109,185 tons in 1940. 

Cuba.—Production of copper in Cuba totaled only 9,838 metric 
tons in 1941, a decline from 10,500 tons in 1940 and only two-thirds of 
the output of 14,431 tons in 1938, the peak period of recent years. 
Minas de Matahambre, Pinar del Rio Province, has been the principal 
copper-producing property in Cuba. The 1941 annual report of the 
American Metal Co., Ltd., which owns a 59-percent interest in the 
Matahambre mine, stated that it had been impossible for some time 
past to replenish ore reserves as rapidly as ore was extracted. Unless 
continued search resulted in the development of new ore bodies, the 
report continued, the mine probably would have to cease production 
in about a year. 

Germany.—Although Germany had overrun most of Europe 
(except Russia) by the end of 1941 and had access to all of. Europe’s 
copper except that of Russia, additions to supply. from European 
mines to offset losses from Germany’s major sources of supply over- 
seas were noteworthy only insofar as the Bor mine in Yugoslavia was 

3 Knox, Newton B., South America: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 2, p. 67. .
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concerned. Germany’s supplies of copper were described in the two 
preceding chapters of this series. Refined metal, metal products, and 
scrap materials requisitioned in conquered territory have made sub- | 
stantial though unmeasurable additions to Germany’s inventories of 
copper. Despite these acquisitions in 1940 and. 1941, however, all 

- authorities appear to agree that copper is one of the commodities that | 
in the long run will present a serious problem to the Axis Powers; . 

_ Italy 1s in a worse position than Germany, and Japan as well lacks 
- adequate sources of supply. .Germany’s annual deficiency in copper 

- and the rate at which it must draw on stocks of unknown size have | 
been subjects of much speculation. The Metal Bulletin ‘ caloulated — | 
the current rate of consumption at perhaps 372,000 tons and stated 
that if deductions of total mine output of 120,000 tons (all accessible | 
Europe), process scrap of 75,000 tons (calculated upon the basis of 
20 percent of current output of products), imported scrap of 30,000 
tons, and possible war scrap of 25,000 tons were made, an annual 

_ drain of 122,000 tons on inventories is indicated. The Mining Journal | 
(London),® after estimating current quantities of copper available | | 
from every source as compared with former supplies, stated: ‘“From : 
whatever angle the situation is examined, one fact is evident, Germany ~ 
must replace the equivalent of about 200,000 tons of imported copper 
(ingots, ores, etc.) to meet even peace-time annual consumption.” 
Percy Barbour ® stated that Hitler consumed only 1,352,700 metric | 
tons in the 6 years 1933-38 when he was building his war machine. 
Barbour’s article quotes figures showing that Germany, plus all other : 
Europe, except Russia, produced 114,000 metric tons of copper in 1940 
and that consumption in Germany plus all other Europe except 
Russia totaled 771,000 tons in 1939, the latest year for which data are 
available. | 
Mexico.—Mine production in Mexico was carried on at a high rate | 

in 1941; the output—48,716 metric tons—was the largest annual | 
' total since 1931. In the period 1923-31, however, tonnages produced 

_..-ranged from 50,062. to 86,554 tons and averaged 61,700 tons.._Smelter....... - .__ 
recovery was reported as 40,914 metric tons in 1941 compared with 7 
31,252 tons in 1940. a | | 

Northern Rhodesia.—Northern Rhodesia is another- of the large 
copper-producing countries of the world that have been ‘regularly 
establishing new annual production records. Mine data for 1940 and 
1941 are confidential, but there is no reason to doubt that the uptrend 
continued in those years as copper was urgently needed to help fill the 
large war requirements of the British Empire. There have been 

- complaints from time to time that the British excess profits tax has 
worked a hardship, particularly on some of the companies, and has 
had a somewhat deterrent effect on production. The South African 
Mining and Engineering Journal of January 17, 1942, stated that the | 
mining companies in Northern Rhodesia have expanded their opera- 
tions considerably so that, in spite of the pegging of the price of their 
product, earnings have increased substantially. It said, however, 
that the financial return to those who made this expansion possible 
has descended sharply. 

4 Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2621, August 29, 1941, pp. 4-5. 
§ Mining. Journal (London), vol. 215, No. 5539, October 18, 1941, p. 19. 
‘Barbour, Percy E., The War-Copper Situation: Am. Metal Market, September 23, 1941, p. 3.
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| ~The principal mines were, as usual, the Roan Antelope, Rhokana, 
and Mufulira. The proposed expansion at Nchanga, mentioned in 

| the Copper chapter of Minerals Yearbook, 1940, Review of 1939, has 
| been delayed because of the war, but the company reported a satis- 

__ faetory increase in the production of concentrates in its pilot plant. 
- _ According to the December issue of Engineering and Mining Journal, 

unofticial reports from Africa state that the Northern Rhodesia copper _ 
mines are delivering. their copper in shapes that save time and labor 
for munitions manufacturers—evidently no longer merely in ingots, 

_ cakes, and bars. © | } : a | 
The occupation of Madagascar by the British rather than by the 

Axis Powers in the first half of 1942 withdrew one of the threats to 
| shipments of Northern Rhodesia and Belgian Congo copper from 

) African ports. | | | 
Peru.—FPeru ranks second to Chile in copper production in South 

_ America, and these two countries are the only important sources on | 
- that continent at present. Production in Peru usually amounts to 

somewhat more than 10 percent of the total for Chile and between 
: 1 and 2 percent of that for the world. Unlike Chile, Peru broke no 

records in the production of copper in 1941 and its output, therefore, 
fell below the usual relationship. The Cerro de Pasco Copper Cor- 

| poration, largest producer in the country, is credited with an output | 
of 28,162 metric tons in 1941 compared with 33,438 tons in 1940 and 
45,353 tons in 1929. This corporation has increased its output of | 

| lead sharply-in recent years and is planning larger-scale production 
| - of zinc, Other copper producers in the country include the Northern 

a Peru Mining Co., Sociedad Minera Puquio Cocha, Cie de Mines de 
Huaron, Compania Minera Rescate, and Sindicato Minero Rio Pal- 
 anga. 

| | Exports of copper contained in bars, concentrates, and ores totaled 
36,417 metric tons in 1941 compared with 37,686 tons in 1940. 

Philippine Islands.—Japan had been receiving the major part of 
oo the copper produced in the Philippine Islands, but in the latter part 

of 1941 exports to Japan were virtually embargoed. As a conse- 
quence the Hixbar Goid Mining Co., second-largest copper producer, 
was reported to have been forced to suspend mining operations; the 
mine has no concentrating plant, and Japan had been the only market 
for the grade of cre produced. A report prepared by the American 
consul in April 1941 stated that production in all of 1941 probably 
would. amount to 9,900 metric tons, or between 5 and 10 percent 
above that in 1940. The shut-down at Hixbar may have prevented 
fulfillment of this estimate. At the end of 1941, Lepanto Consoli- 
dated was reported to be the only active copper producer in the 
Philippines. 

Following successful invasion of the Islands by the Japanese in the 
early part of 1942 Japan can requisition, for a time at least, the entire 
output of the Philippines and can dictate the reopening of idle prop- 
erties if desired. | 
Sweden.—Swedish authorities have prepared to improve their 

trade balance as regards copper. The annual production is reported 
to be 12,500 metric tons, and an increase of some 3,000 tons is antici- 
pated as a result of an agreement between the Government and the 
Boliden Mining Co.—largest producer—regarding exploitation of 
certain Government-owned deposits in the Province of Vasterbotten.
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Recent reports originating in Sweden credit annual consumption in 
that country with 40,000 to 45,000 tons. On April 1, 1941, the | 7 
Swedish Government expropriated all stocks of copper and decreed Tj 
that copper and its alloys were to be sold under license only. Substi- 
tution of other metals for copper and brass was reported to be in 7 

- progress in Sweden. : 
—. Union of South Africa—Production of copper in the Union of 

- South Africa has increased in recent years; data for 1941 are not 
available, but. mine output: totaled 13,350 metric tons in 1940 com- | - 
pared with 10,998 tons in 1939. The principal producer is the | Se 
Messina mine, Northern Transvaal, and operations at that property 
were recently described.” Resumption of copper mining in Nama- 
qualand by the O’oxiep Copper Co., Ltd., was mentioned in the 
Copper chapter of Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940. 

Figures covering imports of blister and converter copper into the 
United States during the first 9 months of 1941 show that 6,021 
metric tons were received from British South Africa. During the 
same period, 499 metric tons: of copper in concentrates and small  =—s_—y 
quantities of regulus and scrap were received. Data covering 
receipts of material in all of 1941 cannot be published. , 

| 7 South African Mining and Engineering Journal, Mining and Smelting Copper at Messina: Vol. 52, ee 
No. 2545, Novemer 8, 1941, pp. 265-267. oe ~
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a _ GENERAL SUMMARY | | 

The lead industry in 1941 was called upon to fill a growing and | 
unprecedented demand. Lead was not only used as an essential war 
metal in direct military applications specified under the national 
defense program but as a substitute to help relieve the shortage of 
other nonferrous metals. As the result of this pressure, the industry 

_... Showed moderate gains over 1940; but these advances were inade- 
quate, despite the continued flow of metal into the United States | 
from foreign sources, and by October lead was placed under Gov- 
ernment control. | 

The output of refined primary lead from domestic and foreign ores : 
was 7 percent above that in 1940 and the largest recorded since 1930. | 
Production from domestic ores increased 9 percent, but. that from 
foreign ores remained virtually unchanged from the high level estab- 
lished in 1940. The estimated industrial use of lead (primary, second- 
ary, and antimonial) rose 34 percent and was 8 percent above the 
record established in 1929. As. production failed to pace demand, 
year-end stocks at domestic refineries declined for the seventh con- 
secutive year. This condition was balanced somewhat by a corres- 
ponding rise in consumers’ inventories, which indicates that apparent 
consumption was greater than the amount actually used. Prices for * 
lead at New York advanced from 5.50 cents a pound in January to 
5.85 cents in April, at which point the quotation was stabilized for 
the rest of the year; the average price for the year increased from 5.18 
cents in 1940 to 5.79 cents in 1941. 

1 This report deals primarily with the smelting, refining, and consuming phases of the industry. For 
full details of mining operations, see separate reports issued for the various States. 

125
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Salient statistics of the lead industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 
1937-41, in short tons | 

1925-29 | | ome, 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

| Production of refined primary lead: | | oo 
From domestic ores and base bullion._} 660,525 | 443,142 | 331,964 | 420,967 | 433, 065 470, 517 
From foreign ores and base bullion_.__| 123, 104 24, 175 51, 705 63, 068 | 100, 114 100, 450 

783,629 | 467,317 | 383,669 | 484,035 | 533,179 | 570; 967 
Recovery of secondary lead..___....------| 280,000 | 275,100 ] 224,900 | 241,500] 260,346! 397, 416 

orts: , 

PPead in pigs, bars, and old_______-_.-- 4, 592 4,903. 3, 235 7,139 | 151,568 | 2 179,179 
Lead in base bullion..__.-_---_.---_- 95, 747 1, 800 15, 296 .48, 902 19, 624 3 23, 631 
Lead in ores and matte_.---__-__-__.| 40,096 | 34,103 | 45,370 | 30,842 | 111,300| 258,082 

Exports of refined pig lead___........-.___] 98, 048 20, 091 45, 866 74, 392 | 349,079 213, 494 
7 Lead remaining in bonded warehouse at 

| end of period-.......-.-...-..-....------| 136,969 | 60,131} 87,811 | 79,215 | 211,876 | 4153, 289 
Refined primary lead available for con- 
sumption. --..--.-------_---.--.--..----| 690.916 | 449,464] 339,708 | 415,031 | 633, 989 i () 

Estimated consumption of primary and 
. prcondary lead_....-.-.-----.---.-------| 900,250 | 678,700 | 546,000 | 667,000 | 782,000 | 1,050, 000 

rices: i 
New York: a . 

Averaze for year__cents per pound_ 7. 47 6. 01 4.74 5. 05 5.18 5. 79 
Quotation at end of year._..do_._..| 6. 25 4.75 4.85 5. 50 5. 50 5. 85 

London average... _._........---do__-. 5. 87 5.15 | 3.33 6 3. 09 (7) (4 
Mine production of recoverable lead__.._-| 664,230 | 464,892 | 369,726 | 413,979 | 457, 392 461, 426 
World smelter production of lead. __._..-_|1, 850, 000 |1, 851, 000 |1, 878, 000 |1, 919, 000 (8) (8) 

1 Data include lead imported for immediate consumption plus material entering the country under bond. 
2 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 
3 Includes 25,324 tons of foreign refined lead re-exported, according to American Bureau of Metal Sta- 

tistics; official figures not available, 
_ September 30. . | 

§ Figures nat available for publi:-ation. 
$ Average for 8 months; London Metal Exchange dealings suspended for duration of war. 

So 7? Official maximum price fixed by British Ministry of Supply at £25 per long ton. 
8 Data pot available. 

_ Record quantities of lead continued to be received from abroad, 
largely in the form of refined metal principally from Mexico, but also ~ 

: in greatly increased tonnages from Canada, Australia, and Peru. 
Government stock piles of foreign lead purchased through the Metals 
Reserve Company were drawn on to bridge the gap between produc- 
tion and shipments; as a result, the large quantity of lead that had 
accumulated in bonded warehouses by the end of 1940 was notably 
depleted during the first 9 months of 1941. 

. Figure 1 shows trends in the domestic lead industry since 1900. 
National defense activity——All defense requirements necessitating 

the consumption of lead were met in 1941, including direct use in 
ammunition and in important indirect secondary military uses, such 
as batteries, paints, tetraethyl lead, and chemicals. One of the 
largest jobs for lead was in substitution for other metals, including 
aluminum, copper, zinc, and tin which were more important for war 
purposes and a great deal less abundant. Very little concern was felt 
as to lead supplies during the first part uf 1941, and only- nominal 
surveillance over the lead industry by the Production Division of 

. the Office of Production Management was necessary. Following a 
previously issued warning, Leon Henderson, Commissioner of Price 
Stabilization of the Advisory Commission to the Council of National 
Defense, on April 5, 1941, requested that there be no further increase 
in the price of lead. This announcement, with its accompanying 
threat of ceiling prices, halted the upward trend, and no further change 
occurred during 1941. — 

Following the rapid expansion of lead consumption in early 1941, 
if was soon apparent that a shortage threatened, and, to conserve
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| supplies and prevent lead from getting unto unfriendly hands, the metal a 
was placed under export control as of March 24, 1941. This order | 
included lead in ore, matte, pigs, bars, and manufactures and on May : 
6 was extended to include lead pigments. ; 

- On May 1, 1941, General Metals Order 1, designed to restrict in- 
ventory accumulation of lead and various other metals not under | 
priority control, was issued by the Office of Production Management. 
It remained in effect until October 4, when all supplies of lead, includ- 
ing domestic and imported, were placed under full priority control. a 
The new control, provided for in Order M-38, set up a system of ae 
allocation that previously had been restricted to releases of foreign 
lead purchased and held by the Metals Reserve Company. An . 
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FIGURE 1.—Trends in the lead industry in the United States, 1900-1941. Imports include lead in ore, base 
bullion, pig lead, and scrap; exports include pigs, bars, and scrap lead exported in manufactures with. 
benefit of draw-back. 

emergency pool was set up to take care of special needs, and on October 
23 the Division of Priorities of the Office of Production Management 
ordered refiners of lead to set aside 15 percent of their November 
production for allocation from this pool. The same percentage was 
ordered set aside for December and for each successive month of 1942 
up to the time this review was written (June 25). 

In an effcrt to ease the supply situation, an appeal was sent to all 
lead producers and miners by the Office of Production Management 
early in November, asking them to increase production. On January 
13 the Office of Production Management, jointly with the Office of 
Price Administration, announced a two-point program to meet the 
urgent additional demands for copper, lead, and zinc that followed 
active entry into the war. With regard to lead, the program involved 
an increase in the price at New York to a ceiling of 6.50 cents a pound
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| and a payment, through the Metals Reserve Company, of a premium 
| price of 9.25 cents for lead produced in excess of quotas based upon 

1941 output. The premium-price plan was made effective as of 
February 1, 1942, for 2% vears. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION : a 

| Pig lead is produced at primary plants that treat mainly ore and 
at secondary plants that treat scrap exclusively. Both types of plants 

| may produce refined lead or antimonial lead. Because of the large 
| quantity of battery scrap treated at secondary smelters, their output 

comprises chiefly antimonial-lead alloys. Figures for production of 
refined lead at secondary plants are shown in the section on Secondary 
Lead. | a 

The following table shows production of refined lead and antimonial 
lead at primary refineries from 1937 through 1941. 

7 Refined lead and antimonial lead produced at primary refineries in the United States, 
1937-41, in short tons — | . 

Refined lead . 

US| Antimmoniial 
Year From domes- From foreign iead 

tic ores and | ores and base | From scrap Total 
base bullion | bullion . . 

| | | ae 443,142]  24,175| 29,986| —497, 308 27, 524 
a 331, 964 51, 705 24, 800 | - 408. 469 24, 123 

1989... ------ee 420, 967 63, 068 29, 011 513, 046 21, 995 
1940... ee 433, 065 100, 114 16, 588 549, 767 29, 762 

. 1941-2 470, 517 100, 450 13, 454 584, 421 40, 237 

a a eae erent 

: _ PRIMARY LEAD | | 
Refinery production.—Production of refined primary lead increased 

7 percent in 1941 but was only 73 percent of the 1925-29 average 
(783,629 tons). Output from domestic ores and base bullion gained 
nearly 9 percent; production from foreign ores and base bullion re- 
mained virtually unchanged, with an increase of less than 1 percent 
from the high level attained in 1940, and was considerably less than 
the average (123,104 tons) for the period 1925-29. 

Refined primary lead produced in the United States, 1937-41, by classes and sources — 

Production (short tons) by— Total production ! 

Class Source | Value 

| Year | Soft lead 3 F Short OIT le€a or 
Desilver- domestic | From a vaien ||  tODS Average Total ized | _ {| ores and | foreign | ‘V'eis? price per | Calculated 

lead ! pest = base bul- ores | bullion pound value 

1937_._.-....| 272,051 | 55,317 | 139, 949 443,142 | 23, 393 782 467, 317 $9. 059 | $55, 143, 000 
1938.........| 243,891 | 31,986 | 107, 792 331, 974 | 32,862 | 18, 843 383, 669 .046 | 35, 298, 000 
1939__.:._...| 280,256 | 65,349 | 138, 330 420, 967 | 24,652 | 38, 416 484, 035 . 047 | 45, 499, 000 
1940. __..._._|. 336,456 | 43,400 | 153, 323 433,065 | 83,563 | 16, 551 533, 179 .050 ; 53,318, 000 
i) 366, 385 | 39, 872 | 164, 710 470, 517 | 74, 166 26, 284 | 570, 967 . 057 | 65, 090, 000 

A 
1 Lead content of antimonial lead excluded. 
3 Desilverized soft lead excluded. 
* Includes lead derived from Missouri ores and other nonargentiferous ores.
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Sources of primary lead.—Of the total refined primary lead produced 
in 1941, 82 percent was derived from domestic ores and base bullion | 
and 18 percent from foreign. Production from foreign ores decreased 
11 percent from the all-time record established in 1940, but lead | 
refined from foreign bullion advanced 59 percent. Details of the 
sources of lead from domestic ores are given in the section on Mine : 
Production. oS 

Refined primury lead produced in the United States, 1936-41, by sources, in short tons. 7 

Source 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 | - 

Domestic ore and base bullion.| 387,608 | 443,142 | 331,964 | 420,967 | 483,065 | 470, 517 
Foreign ore: : 
Australia.........--------- 172 3, 088 7,320 7,580 | 14,856 19, 561 
 Canada....-.---..---------] 2,277]. 5348 3, 562 4, 763 9, 009 5, 708 
Europe-..-..--.------.----.-- 1, 133 388 | . 14 188 3, 650 123 
Mexico. ...-..---.-..------- 1, 486 8,836 | 9, 745 227 1, 303 390 
Bouth America.....-.-.----| 3,883 8, 497 9, 887 8,860 | 34,744 27,173 a 
Other foreign - - wo-eaene-e-e 2, 450 2, 241 2, 334 3, 025 20, 001 21, 211 

| 11, 401 23,393 | 32, 862 24, 652 83, 563 74, 166 

. Foreign base bullion: 
"Merico...------------------| 87 732 | 18,268] 37,463]  16,161|  — 25,358 | 

South America..........-...|------------]------------]------------ 9 |..-.-------- 47 
Other foreign. .............-|------------|------------ (875 944 390 879 — 

| | 57 782 18, 843 38, 416 16, 551 26, 284 | 

Total foreign......-.....| 11,458 | 24,175 | 51,705 | 63,068 | 100,114 | —_—_100, 450 
Grand total.............| 399, 156 467,317 | 383, 660 | 484, 035 | 633,179 | 570, 967 

| 

Antimonial lead.—Antimonial or hard lead is an important by- | 
- product of the refining of base bullion, but the quantity derived from 

this source is only a small part of the country’s yearly production. 
The major part is obtained from the smelting of antimonial-lead scrap, | 
and some is produced by mixing metallic antimony with refined soft — , | 

Several lead-smelting plants handle scrap materials exclusively. | 
Production data from such plants are summarized in the following 
section and discussed in detail in the chapter on Secondary Metals— 
Nonferrous. A large quantity of hard-lead scrap also is treated at 
primary smelters and refineries; the production of antimonial lead at 
such plants is shown in the following table. 

Antimonial lead produced at primary lead refineries in the United States, 1987-41 
na nm 

Antimony content | Lead content by difference (short tons) 
Produc: nn 

| Year you (short Short From From From 
tons Percent | domestic | foreign Total 

tons ore ore Scrap 

1987....-----------------------] 27,824] 2,579 9.4] 7,833} 1,721 | 15,391| 24,945 } 
1988__..-......- 2-2-2 ------] 24, 123 2, 309 11.6 6, 759 3, 385 11, 170 21, 314 

1930__..----.-.-.-.2se--2ee-2---| 21,995 | 2,031 9.2] 4117| 3,189| 12,658) 19,964 
1940_---..-.-.--.2.s--22.---2---| 29,762] 2,944 9.9] 7.3641 3023] 16431} 26,818 
1941.20] 9237] 50] = 8.7] «14,852 ]} = 8,013 | 13,862} 36, 727 
a
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| | SECONDARY LEAD ~~ | a 

- _ As previously stated, some scrap lead is treated at primary plants, 
but the greater part is refined at a large number of plants that operate 

| exclusively on secondary materials. Secondary lead is recovered in the 
| form of refined lead, antimonial lead, other alloys, and chemicals, 

| Recovery at primary and other plants in 1940 and 1941 is shown in the 
following table. Secondary lead recovered in 1941 totaled 53 percent 

| more than in 1940 and was equivalent to 84 percent of the domestic 
_ refined primary lead output. Further details appear in the chapter 
_ on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. | 

Secondary lead recovered in the United States, 1940-41, in short tons | 

: | | Oo oe ao 

As refined metal: _ | | fe 
‘At primary plants.....-.-.---_- 2222s eee eee eee eee eee 16,588 | ° 13,454 

ee _ At other plants_....-..-------------------------- 2 nee ene e reece ee eee eee teee| 42,902 GI, 810 

In antimoniallead: , 
At primary plants..._..........22----2-- 22 e eee 16, 431 13, 862 

, At other plants.........------------------------------2-------------2-----| «110, 256 192, 660 

| | 126,687 |  -206, 522 
. . In other alloys !.. 2.2222 2 eee eee eee eee] 74, 072 }- 115, 630 

_ - Grand total: . 
Short tons._..------.---.--- 2-2-2 - eee ene eee eee ee enn 260, 346 397, 416 
Valle...-.--------------------2--n one nnn anne nee ne tener nee ne ee $26, 034, 600 $45, 305, 400 

1 Includes some lead in chemical compounds. | | 

| | LEAD PIGMENTS | | 

_ Lead pigments manufactured in 1941 contained 273,315 tons of 
| lead—a 28-percent increase above 1940. Of the 248,674 tons of lead 

in pigments derived from refined pig lead, litharge contained 45 per- 
, cent, white lead 35 percent, red lead 19 percent, and sublimed lead, 

| leaded zinc oxide, and orange mineral 1 percent. Leaded zinc oxide 
and sublimed lead are the principal pigments of which the lead content 
is derived from ores. Details of production and consumption of lead 
pigments are given in the chapter on Lead and Zinc Pigments and 
Zinc Salts. | 

Lead in pigments produced in the United States, 1937-41, by sources, in short tons ! 

- Lead in pigments from— | Lead in pigments from— | 

Year Ore Yoar Ore 

Metal Total Metal Total 

| D : Foreign D tie Foreign 

1937._____...| 17,363 |........| 204,961 | 2222, 451 || 1940.........| 16,869 1........| 196,235 | 213, 104 
1938._..2--._] 12,025 |----2--] 163,815 | 175, 840 || 1941----....., 23,951 | 200 | 248,674 | 2273, 315 
1939___-.-.--| 15,171 |......--] 200, z 215, 561 | _—_ 

1 Includes also lead recovered in leaded zine oxide. 
2 Includes 127 tons from scrap. 
° Includes 400 tons from scrap. ;
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MINE PRODUCTION | 

Mine production of lead showed an advance in each group of | 
States—Western, Central, and Eastern—but the over-all gain 
during 1941 was only about 1 percent. The comparatively minor : 
increases amounted to 1,577 tons in the Western States and Alaska, | 
1,775 tons in the Central States, and 682 tons:in the Eastern States. | 
Lead production from Southeastern Missouri was 164,342 tons, a 
decline of 5,551 tons, whereas output from the Tri-State region 

~ amounted to 41,080 tons, an advance of 5,769 tons. Gains in Okla- oo 
_  homa and Kansas more than offset a loss from Southwestern Missouri — ve 

in 1941. Idaho continued to be the leading producer in the Western a 
States group and was followed again by Utah and Montana; output 
from Idaho was only a few tons more than in 1940, and production 
from both the other States was less. The decrease in Utah’s total 
is explained chiefly by decreases in output from the United States | 
& Lark property and the N ational Tunnel & Mines Co. property 

- (operations ceased about September 1941), both in the Bingham 7 
| district. The principal factors causing the decline in Montana. were 

the production drop from the Jack Waite mine and the closing, in © | 
April 1941, of the Comet-Gray Eagle group. Arizona produced | 
15,638 tons of recoverable lead in 1941, the greatest output in the | 

_ history of the State. In Colorado the production of lead was 12,574 
tons and in Nevada 9,623 tons; both totals avere, above the. 1940 / 
figures, as was also true for New Mexico and Washington. Addi- 

_ tional details of- production by mines, districts, and States can be 
_ fouad in the State chapters. | 7 

Mine production of recoverable lead in the United States, 1925-29. (average) and | 
1937-41, by States, in short tons | 

| Stata Gerige)| 1987 1938 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

__.uu..... Western States and Alaska: ob. ; oo ee 
Alaska_......----0-----2e--ec0-eee ee 982 823 994 937 779 662 
Arizona._.....--...-..--..-sese-se.-} 9743 | 12,354 | 10,571 | 10,771 | 13,266 | — 15, 638 7 

7 California..............-..-.-...-.-.-.| 2070] — 1, 186 495 526) 1,772] 3,464 
 Golorado....-..--..--sseseeeeeeeeeee-] 30,112| 9,786} 9,455 | 8,222] 11,476] 12,574 
Idaho_.__.......----------------------| 141,610 | 103, 711 92, 177 90,981 | 104,834} 104,914 
Montana... ...-..........--.s--.----| 18,871] 17,967 | 9,327 | 16,555 | 23,036 | 21, 259 
Nevada...._...-----------------------|  - 9,807 9, 347 4, 679 4, 236 7, 499 . 9, 623 
New “exico_._...-------------------- 6, 730 6, 512 4, 949 5, 392 8, 82z 4, 668 
Oregon.-_.....------------------------ 6 109 23 15 35 59 
South Dakota- -...------------------- 21 fee. -.--|----------]---------- 7 |---------- 
Texas........----------------------+--- 213 | ~~ — 395 342 227 205 186 
Utah.._.......--..-...2.-s2ss-sne..| 149,509] 89,458 | 65,657, 67,634 | 75,688 | 69, 601 
Washington.---.....--------.--------|__1,38| 2830] _4,284| 3,718 |_—2, 655 3, 903 

, 370, 097 | 254,468 | 202,953 | 200,214 | 244,974 | 246, 551 
Central States: a . 

Arkansas. _._..--.-------------------- 38 40 7 |---------- 55 il 
Illinois. 2222222222272 552 186 175 308 | 1,508] 2,376 
Kansas______.---.-..---s--s--.---| 26,121 | 16,008 | 15,239 | 13,697] 11,927] 14, 538 
Kentucky.......------.-------------- 135 80 101 87 360 282 
Missouri...._..-...--.-2.--..---2--...| 202,240 | 157,631 | 122,027 | 156,281 | 172,052] 165,900 
Oklahoma. ..._--...-..-......---.----| 58,306 | 29,840 | 21,004 | 27,720 | 21,240] — 25, 021 
Wisconsin. ....-...-...-------.------| 1,745 | 1,001 320 388 445 1, 225 | 

289, 137 | 204, 885 | 158,873 |_ 198,481 | 207,587 | 200, 362 
Eastern States: 

New York_-____..-------.-...--..---,-[---------- 1, 973 2, 100 
Tennessee... -----------------------7-}} 4, 096 5, 530 7, 896 eae} _ 573 23 
Virginia______....-.....-...---------- . 2, 285 3, 390 
North Carolina....-.-...-------------|----------|---------- 4 |_.....-.--]----------]---------- 

4,006 | 5,530 | 7,000| 6,284 | 4, 831 6, 613 
: 664, 230 | 464,802 | 360,726 | 413,979 | 457,302 | 461, 426 
—
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Mine production of recoverable lead in the principal lead-producing districts of the 
| : United States, 1937-41, in short tons | 

a District State | | 1937 | 1938 | 1930 | 1940 | 1941 

Be Southeastern Missouri region. .| Missouri.._.............| 153, 205 | 118,870 | 153, 522 169, 893 | 164, 342 - Coeur d’Alene region. ._..-.-..| Idaho. ___._....--._-.-.-] 96,505 | 82, 274 | 81,699 | 95,609] 95, 529 
Joplin region...................| Kansas, Southwestern | 50,274] 39, 400 44,176 | 35,311 41,080 : | a : Missouri, Oklahoma. foo! | Bingham. --_.-.--.2.----.----.| Utah_...22222222......-} 45,283 | 41,334 | 36,842] 97,857] 34, 512 : Park City region._..._....-.-..|--..-d0.-......-.....-.--] 22,417 7,258 | 11,631 | 19,749 19, 094 

_ Tintie....-.-------22-2-22-----|--.--d0_.....22222.-------| 10, 198 9, 605 8, 618 6, 536 9, 424 : Butte__-...----.-.-...-.-------| Momtana_..._....2222...} 5, 780 204 4,708 | 8, 859 8, 630 
San Juan Mountains. .........-| Colorado.._...........-.] 4,998 5, 885 4, 402 7, 323 8, 073 . Pioche-....------.-.---.-------] Nevada_..-.............| 4,759 3,214 | - 2,964 5, 520 6, 822 | Harshaw_._...-..---......-----| Arizona...-..------.....| 984 149] 2,287] 4,581] 5,541 : Warm Springs_--......_-..-..--| Idaho.-...22222...-.-...| 4,004 7, 370 5,565 | 5,050 5, 334 - ‘Rush Valley--...-.-.-2-2.------| Utah__.-.-2222222-2-2...| 6,410 4, 619 3, 422 4, 760 4, 168 

. Central. ._..........-..........| New Mexico_.-...----..] 2, 281 340 2, 941 3,245; 3,902 i Metaline........-...-.-2.-.--..| Washington__...........] 2, 644 4, 009 3, 509 2, 495 3, 819 : Austinville. -..--.......-...---| Virginia] @® | ® | sd 8208s | 8° 390 Bagle.-.....------.--..--------| Momtana__.._...........| 4,812 4, 301 3,252.| 4,108 3, 204 , Hog Heaven- -.....-._:.------|-..--d0_--..2222222-.-----] 808 | 1,214 | 2767] 3.588] 2894 
Wallapai .2222222777227777 Arizona._.........-..-..} 2,489 4, 004 |. 703 2, 304 2, 408 
Old Hat-...--.-------...------|--.--do_-. fe 794 1, 919 1,861 | 1,908| 2,172 - St. Lawrence County_....-....| New York-.............] (2) (2) (%) 1, 973 2, 100 Le Red Cliff... .-.............-.---| Colorado__......__.__... 580 933 1, 137 1, 412 1,710 
Montana. ._..--...---------- 8 Montana....-.....__--_- 218 212 293 955 1, 601 : _ Port Hill_---..-..2.........-..} Idaho... _..22- 2. 519 291 1,111] 1,837 1, 537 Me Smelter__..........--...-------| Montana_...............] 1,178 710 1, 256 1, 363 1, 527 
Ophir-_-____-.-----.....-...---..| Utah____ 2222222. 2 t 3, 307 2,013 | 6,050 5, 354 1, 437 Upper Mississippi Valley. -:-..| Iowa, Northern Illinois, 1, 091 320° 388 453 1345. 

and Wisconsin. oF 
| Leadville. ._.-........-...-----| Colorado__........--.-.-] 2,100 1, 222 1, 088 794 1, 112 

Bisbee (Warren) ...........-..-] Arizona..._.............| 1,018 14 120 692 970 
~ ‘Banmer---_---...-..2-..-....---|_..-.d0-.....-.....--...--|_-._...-.|...----.-}..... wennpannne 597 | Cataract._....-............2...| Montana__........_.____ 1, 946 1, 326. 1, 672 1, 904. 355 Tombstone. -_......_.......--..| Arizona__....___.._.___. 315 315 290 276 165 

Flint Creek_...................| Momntana.............___ 1, 511 113 218 119. 114 
Tybo._..-._..-.-.-..----...-..| Nevada_.........-.-----| 2, 439 vahacneee 14 27 20 | / Oro Blanco. ...-.-......-...-..| Arizona__........._.....| 3, 864 4,150} 3,568 j-.......- — 7 Willow Creek__.............-..| New Mexico............| 3,852 | 4,277 i 

1 Corrected figure. _ . | 
| 2 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. . 
Le . + Total for Virginia but almost entirely from Austinville district. 

: | STOCKS ) 
: Producers’ stocks.—Lead stocks, as reported by the American 

| Bureau of Metal Statistics, are shown in the following table. Stocks 
of refined and antimonial lead include metal held by all primary 
refiners and by most refiners of secondary material who produce 
common lead. Foreign lead refined in the United States and entered 
for domestic consumption is included. 

Lead stocks at end of year at smelters and refineries in the United States, 1937-41, 
an short tons 

- eA gap nerrpennenetee 

1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 
eee 

Refined pig lead_-.--..._....-..-.-2-.2_-2_ 2 -o 119, 837 | 102, 489 52, 783 32, 458 15, 973 Antimonial lead. ---._--.-.-.-. 2222222222222. 1-.| 9,204] 13,413} 5,904 | 8, 468 4, 212 

129,131 | 115, 902 58, 777 40, 926 20,.185 

Lead in base bullion— 
At smelters and refineries__..................___. 10, 959 18, 693 10, 337 9, 166 8, 504 In transit to refineries..._..._....._._........___ 2, 219 2, 339 . 3, 521 3, 457 2, 215 
In process at refineries..-.-.....-...............-| 14,413 16, 690 15, 958 18, 141 17, 709 

. 27, 591 37, 722 29, 816 30, 764 28, 518 Lead in ore and matte and in process at smelters____ 52, 081 56, 332 59, 486 71, 722 51, 446 

208, 803 | 209,956 | 148,079 | 143, 412 100, 149 
ae
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During 1941 the excess of shipments over production resulted in 
generally decreasing inventories for the year. Stocks of refined and 

- antimonial lead at refineries, which totaled approximately 40,900 tons 
at the end of 1940, rose to 47,200 tons by the end of January—the — 
peak for 1941—but this initial gain was followed by a steady drop to | 
a low of 10,700 tons by the end of October... During the remaining 2 
months, increased production more than balanced a parallel gain in 

_ shipments, but refinery inventories (which rose to about 20,200 tons 
at the end of 1941) were only 49 percent of those on hand at the end ee 
of 1940. Stocks of lead in ore and matte and in process at smelters, 
in base bullion at smelters and refineries, and in transit to and in . 
process at refineries were 22 percent lower at the end than at the 
eginning of 1941. : | | | 

_ Consumers’ stocks—In the Bureau of Mines survey of the consump- © 
tion of refined soft lead in 1941 (discussed in this chapter under the 
heading Domestic Consumption), consumers were asked to give their 
stocks of the three commercial grades of refined soft lead at the begin- 
ning and end of 1941. The results obtained give for the first time an 
inventory picture of the consumer phase of the lead industry. The ~ | 
totals shown in the following table indicate a marked increase in stocks, oe 
amounting to 33 percent. Consumers’ stocks gained 25,865 tons 
during the year and more than offset _the decrease of 16,485 tons in | 
producers’ inventories of refined lead, indicating conclusively that | 
consumption of lead was less than producers’ shipments. | | 

Consumers’ stocks of refined soft lead at beginning and end of 1941, by grades, in | 
short tons! - 

| mo Domestic Foreign | | | 
| | . —— 1 @ll | potas | 

. | Corrod- = Common grades) - | 

Dec. 31, 1940.....-.-------------eneeen-e-e---e-------] 24,880] 12,436 | 36,977 | 4,177] 78,470 : 
~~——Pee, SY, 19412 oops ce cree esse ese settee ees} 86, 861-1 ~~ 17; 209-} 36, 251- ~~ 44, 524-4 ---104, 335... Ho een 

1 Based upon survey of approximately 475 companies. 

DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION 

New supply.—A complete picture of the increased supply of refined 
primary lead available for consumption in. 1941 cannot be published, 
owing to the confidential nature of foreign trade information since | 
September 1941. In the following table the apparent trend of supply | 
is shown for the 4 years, 1937-40, but no attempt has been made to 
total the incomplete 1941 statistics. In 1941, impuzts that affect 

- the total supply and exports that largely determine withdrawals are 
listed only for January to September, inclusive. The figures do not 
consider variation in producers’ stocks, and as these have changed 
considerably during the past 5 years the quantities stated do not show 
the true trend in actual consumption of new lead. |
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| Refined primary pig lead available for consumption in the United States, 1937-41, in 
| , : short tons 

1937 | 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Supply: | . - ports... ..------------------------- 2, 238 1, 905 5, 388 149,889 | 1179, 086 
Production...-..-.---..----.----------} 467,317 | 383,669 | 484,035 | 533,179 | 570, 967 

- | | 469,555} 385,574 | 489,493 | 683, 068 () 
Withdrawn: Exports.............--------| 20,001 | 345,866 |  74,302| 449,070| 1 13, 494 
Supply available for consumption...-.....| 449,464 339, 708 415, 031 633, 989 . (3) 

1 Figures cover J anuary to September, inclusive. | | 
2 Figures not available for publication. - 
3 Includes small quantity of ‘‘sheets and pipes’’; figures not separable. 
4 Includes 25,324 tons of foreign refined lead re-exported, according to American Burean of Metal Statis- 

ties; official figures not available. . 

| Consumption.—Consumption of lead in the United States curing 
1941 broke all records. The metal not only served as a war material 
in military applications and other defense uses but was called upon to 

help relieve the shortage of other metals, including aluminum, copper, 
a zinc, and tin. Owing to the return of large quantities of secondary 

_ lead in discarded and obsolete articles and from the lead-consuming 
industries, the total consumption of pig lead greatly exceeds the supply 

| of new lead available. The following table gives the American Bureau 
| of Metal Statistics estimate of the total consumption of lead by _ 

| industries, 1937-41. - 

Oo Lead consumed in the United States, 1937-41, in short tons 

: | _ Purpose | 1987 1938 1939 1940 1941 

| White lesd_____---.-----------ue-------| 86,000] 71,000} ~—78,000| 5, 500 85, 000 
=. Red lead and litharge_..._..._.-......--..- 57, 000 43, 000 57,200 59, 400 89, 100 
: Storage batteries...........-.--------------}| 192,000 167, 000 198, 000 220, 200 245, 000 

Cable covering........-...-.-----2..------ 90, 000 60, 000 : 74, 400 107, 400 173, 000 
Building..-.---2222222-222--ITTTIIIT] 48000 | 36,000} ~—-50, 000 | 65, 000 95, 000 
Automobiles... .........---.-.-.---------- 12, 000 6, 000 8, 900 11, 000 12, 000 
Ammunition-.......-----.-.-----.-----.--} 39,500] 31,200 | 42300 56, 000 71, 500 

' Terneplate....-..-..-2-2 2222-2 6, 400 4, 300 6, 000 6, 000 &, 700 
Foil._.--.._-..-.-.-------------.---.--....| 21,700} ~— 22,000 ~—-21,800| + —-23, 500 45, 000 
Bearing metal. _._.....-...-...-2.--.----_- 15, 000 9, 000 12, 800 14, 000 25, 000 
Solder ..-..-.---.---222-2 22 e 22, 000 15, 000 20, 000 24, 000 36, 000 
Type metal__.2 22-22-22 17, 000 12, 000 14, 000 16, 800 20, 000 
Calking...200222TTTTTTITTTITTIIITIIIIT] 8} 000 12, 000 16, 000 19, 200 31, 000 
Castings... 227722 77TTTTITTITTTI 6, 000 6, 000 7, 500 9, 000 14, 000 
Other uses.......... 2-2-2 54, 100 51, 500 63, 100 85,000 99, 700 

678,700 | 546,000 | 667,000 | 782,000} 1,950,000 

1 American Bureau of Metal Statistics. These estimates are for total consumption of lead, irrespective 
of whether its origin is primary or secondary. Antimonial lead is included. | 

The quantity of lead consumed by industry in 1941, as estimated 
by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics, was 34 percent above 
that in 1940 and 8 percent greater than the previous high level estab- 
lished in 1929. The principal use of lead is in the manufacture of 
storage batteries, and in recent years requirements of lead for this 
purpose have averaged approximately 30 percent of the total. 
Although the lead thus used in 1941 reached a new record high, the 
amount was only 23 percent of the total lead consumed, as-all uses 
increased over 1940. This high figure reflects the efforts of the auto- 
mobile industry to produce a record number of vehicles before con- 
version of plant facilities to war production plus expanded production
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of batteries for strictly military and naval use. Under normal con- | 
ditions, lead withdrawn for use in storage batteries noticeably curtails 
the need for newly mined metal, as it rapidly returns to the trade in 

- the form of scrap and there competes with the primary market. . ‘The 
use of lead for cable covering ranked again second but increased 61 
percent. Although the white-lead industry dropped to fifth place, 

_ following increased consumption of lead for building and for red lead | 
and litharge, the amount of lead used was 30 percent more than in ! 
1940. © |. we | | a 

_ _ The increases in use of white lead, and also red lead (which advanced os 
50 percent), were due principally to the shortage of other pigments . 
derived. from aluminum, zinc, and titanium. Compared with the , 

. former. record year 1929, lead consumption for the six major uses in 
1941 was as follows: Use in storage batteries was greater by 17 per- 
cent, red lead and litharge 197 percent, and ammunition 74 percent; 
cable covering was 79 percent of the 1929 figure, white lead 71 per- 
cent, and building 99 percent. Of all the uses listed, six were higher _ 
in 1941 than in 1929 as compared with four in 1940. — _ 
In January 1942 the Bureau of Mines started a consumer survey 

of the use of refined soft lead during 1941. The results of this survey 
of approximately 475 companies are shown in the following table. | 
Judging from available data as regards supply, shipments, and pro- - 
ducers’ stocks, the receipts of 838,835 tons of refined soft lead by 
those consumers canvassed indicate that the coverage was substan- | 
tially complete. However, the total does not represent the entire | 
consumption, as antimonial lead, unrefined scrap lead, and lead in | 
alloys are not included. As this survey is the first attempt to show : 
the actual picture of the consumer side of the industry, no compara- — | 
tive analysis can be made with 1940 or earlier years. - 

Consumption of refined soft lead in the United States in 1941, by grades and uses, 
an short tons } | : | 

By grade: De cn i ned. | — - Ce 

Corroding.........-.---.---------:] 289, 970 Foil._.-----------.-2s.s0-sveeeeees 51, 516 | 
Chemical-_...-.....--------------- 150,237 |} . Pipes, traps, and bends-_.-..-..----- 32, 946 | 
Common__-_.-__........-.----------- 257, 114 Sheet lead_......-.---------------- 35, 486 

Foreign: All grades. ......---------- 115,649 || § Solder_..... ..---- .----..---------- 56, 622 
—___—— Storage batteries -_-.-.....--....----- 53, 082 

Total consumed....--.--.-------- 812, 970 Terneplaie......-----.---+-------- 2,069 
—=—_—= Type metals. -.------------------- 2,975 

By uses: White lead. _......-.------.-.----- 83, 230 
Ammunition_.._...-...-----------] 38,011 Red lead and litharge_.... -.----- 143, 496 
Bearing metals_.-....--------- --- 10, 318 Chemicals and insecticides - ------- 8. 861 
Cable covering--....--------------- 137, 659 Other uses 3....-.-_.-------------- 112, 840 

Calking lead.....--.-.------------ 35, 876 —__— 
Casting metals..--------------2---4 9, 263 Total consumed. -_--- ss] 812, 970 

1 Based upon survey of approximately 475 companies; subject to revision. : 
+ Includes consumption of lead in manufacture of tetraethyl lead used in tempering gasoline. 

| PRICES 

The two major markets for lead in the United States are New York 
and St. Louis; much of the lead produced in this country is sold at 
prices based upon quotations in these markets. As the New ‘York 
quotations are influenced to some extent by the lower prices that, in | 
normal times, usually prevail on the London market, the New York 
price seldom exceeds the St. Louis price by as much as the freight 
difference (usually 0.35 cent a pound). 

497779—43——11
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In 1941 the average prices for lead did not fluctuate, as in 1940, but 
followed the trend of the other common nonferrous metals and rose 
during the first quarter to a point of stabilization that was main- 
tained for the rest of the year. The price for pig lead at New York, 
outside market, at the beginning of 1941 was 5.50 cents a pound. 

a During subsequent weeks of heavy purchases the price advanced 
to 5.65 cents on February 10. Consumption continued to increase— 
at least in part attributable to additions to consumer inventory— 
and the quotation again jumped, ‘ising to 5.75 cents on March 3. 

: The increased use of lead as a substitute material for scarcer commodi- 
ties added to the ever-growing demand, and the price advanced once 
more. This last step-up raised the quotation to 5.85 cents on March 

| 26. What appeared to be forward buying on the part of consumers. 
| resulted in a continuation. of demand above actual requirements. 

On April 5 the Office of Price Administration declared the Possibility 
| of a price ceiling ‘and requested leading producers to refrain from 

further increases in price. This unofficial request was followed, and 
the price remained at 5.85 cents for the remainder of 1941. The 
average price for 1941 was 5.79 cents compared with 5:18 cents in 
1940 and 5.05 cents in 1939. oO | | oe . 

7 Information regarding London Metal Exchange dealings, which 
: _ were suspended at the outbreak of the war, continued to be unavailable 

| during 1941. a | 
In September 1939 the British Ministry of Supply announced the 

establishment of the maximum price of Empire lead at £17 per long 
| | ton ex ship and of foreign lead at £16 12s. 6d. ex ship. In December 

1939 the Nonferrous Metal Control for the United Kingdom raised 
the price of Empire and foreign lead to £25 per long ton, duty paid, 

: delivered. ‘There was no reported change from this figure during 1941. 

Average monthly and yearly quoted prices of lead at St. Louis, New York, and London, 
1939-41, in cents per pound } 

1939 1940 1941 
Month _ | | } 

‘St. New |! Lon- St. New | Lon- |  8t. New | iLon- 
Louis | York | don | Louis | York | don | Louis | York | don 

| January..._........-...----.| 4.68 493! 3.03! 5.32] 5.47 | 5.35 | 5.50 February.--.-.....-.-.--.-| 4.65 4. 80 3. 20 4.93 5. 08 5. 45 5. 60 March...._.-.. 2-2-8. 4. 67 4.82 3. 07 5. 04 5. 19 5. 61 6.77 April. 22222222) es | 478] 300] 492] 5.07 5.70| 5.85 || May.......-.-..---_-_-_--- 4.60 4. 75 3. 03 4. 87 §. 02 5.70 5. 85 
June__.--.-2 22-222 4. 65 4.80 3. 04 4.85 5. 00 (2) 5. 70 5. 85 (3) July. ...-2-2- ee 4.70 4.85 3. 08 4, 85 5. 00 5. 70 5. 85 , August. ._...-2--. 2 Lee. 4.89} 5.04 3. 30 4.70 | - 4.865 5. 70 5. 85 | September.___.__......-..-.| 5.30| 5.45 Qo | 478] 4.03 5.70 | 5.85 October_....-..222 22-2 5. 35 5. 50 2) 5. 16 5.51 5.70 5. 85 November......-....-...---] 5.35 5.50. (3) 5. 58 5.73 5.70 5.85 December_......-...-..-...] 5.35 5. 50 (2) 5. 35 5. 50 5.70 5. 85 

Average......-........] °4.90 5.05 | 343.09 5.03 5. 18 (3) 5. 64 5.79 (2) 

1 St. Louis: Metal Statistics, 1942, p. 473. Average daily quotations of soft Missouri lead, f.'. b. St. Louis (open market), as reported daily in American Metal Market. | 
N ow ork: American Metal Market, daily issues. Pig lead, New York (outside market), prompt ship- 

ment! * 
London: Metal Statistics, 1942, p. 478. Average price of foreign lead. Price per long ton, as published in Metal Statistics, converted to cents per pound at average exchange rate reported by Federal Reserve Board. ? London Metal Exchange dealings suspended for duration of war. Official maximum price fixed by British Ministry of Supply at £25 in December 1939. 
* London quotation in pounds sterling per long ton for first 8 months of 1939 was £14.7083. 
‘ Average for 8 months; comparable average for New York was 4.83 cents.
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| FOREIGN TRADE? 

As foreign trade statistics for 1941 can be given for only the 9-month | 
period from January to September, no direct comparison can be made _ 

_ with 1940 totals. The figures do show that total lead imported during 
the period more than maintained the high level reached in 1940. 
Imports.—Lead imported in the 9-month period totaled 260,892 

short tons. Of this amount, pigs, bars, and old comprised 69 percent, 
lead in-ore and matte 22 percent, and lead in base bullion 9 percent; | 
the comparative ratio for 1940 was 54, 39, and 7 percent, respectively. | 
Imports of pigs, bars, and old during 1941 continued to gain, and the 
9-month total was substantially above the high level of 1940.. Mexico, | 
for years the principal source of imports of unrefined lead, contributed 
38 percent of the total tonnage during the 9 months, followed by 
Canada with 21 percent. In 1940 the ratio was 53 and 3 percent, | 
respectively, which indicates a remarkable gain from the latter coun- | 
try that was almost entirely in the form of pies, bars, and.old. This 
same category included notable tonnages from Australia and Peru. 
Mexico remained the principal source.. | | 

Total lead imported into the United States, 1987-41, by forms in which imported, in 
: : short tons } | a oO | 

7 SO | veaain | Lead in | . 
, Year , ore and base bul- * old , Teontent : 

a YT 1,800] 4,903 40, 806 
1938... -. 22s sss sesee sees sereesecsseseseserizs..-| °' 45,370 | 15, 296 8, 235 63, 901 
‘1930... . 020.02. osssesseeteeetesesesseeseesseseses---] 80,842 | 48,902 7, 139 86, 883 
1-77 nn MY O11 19,624 | 151,568 | 282 492 | 
1941 (Jan.-Sept.)_.......-.----------------------------- 58, 082 23, 631 179, 179 | 260, 892 | . 

1 Data include lead imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under pond. - 

Total lead imported into the United States, in ore, base bullion, and refined, 1987-41, 
wo bY countries, tn short tons ee 

oO Year | Canada | Mexico found. South | gurope | Other | Total | 
. | land America? countries 

1937. .....-.--..-.-----.--------]| 5,749 |. 17,068 |.-_.-.----] 18, 229 535 4, 225 40, 806 
1938._--.--.--2.2-2sssseseeeee| «= 3,174 | 88,467 |-_------=-] 13, 426 680 | 8154] 63,901 
1930..--.--..-...-2.--ssessse---| 5,641] 52050) 1] 16,527| 1,971] 10,684] 86,883 
1940._.--..---..-- 2-.-.-2ee-..| 8, 721] 149,493 | - 27,563 | 63,120] 3,801] 29,704 | 282 402 
1941 (Jan.-Sept.)........-.-.----| 54,300| 99,298 | 15,963] 49,846 176| 41,872 | 260, 892 

1 Data include lead imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. _ 
2 Includes imports from Argentina as follows—1937: 17 tons; 1938: 4 tons; 1939: 3,362 tons; 1940: 16,469 tons; 

and 1941 (Jan.—Sept.): 10,209 tons. 

? Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.
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Total lead imported into the United States in ore, matte, base bullion, pigs, bars, and 
| old, 1937-41, by countries, in short tons} | 

Country | 4987 1938: | 1939 1940 1941 
BO | oo - . (Jan.-Sept.) 

In ore and matte: | fp fe ot. 
Afriea._.....--.----.------------------|------------]------------ 7 7, 586 . 204 
Argentina. .___-_._...-_----2--_-- eee “17 4 3,362 | 16,469 10, 209. 

.  Australia_-....-222 2222222 eee 2, 241 6, 434 7, 612. 17, 472 |. 14, 616 
Canada....-._....--- eee nee 5, 211 38, 173 5, 624 | 8, 666 3, 879 

~ . Chile... eee 474 2,107 1, 844 6, 271 1,300 
_ Mexivo_.__--- eee ee eed 15, 970 24,023}  . 3, 846 1, 804.| - 4, 537 

' Newfoundland _-.-_-..-.-.----.---------|------------|------------|----------.- 27, 563 15, 963 
s Peru... .---------- eee ---| -:10, 182 9,317 | - 7,174 18, 383 3, 415 

United Kingdom. ---_----.----.-------} ssa . 2 1,058 3,.498 175 
Other countries__...-....-..-------2---] 47 ~ 310 315 3,588 | 3,784 | 

| Se | oe 34,103] 45,370 | 30,842 | 111,300 58, 082 

In base bullion: — | t _ a | | 
Mexico.__..-.---.---- ----.----22-+--- 1, 067 14, 444 47,915 19, 009 28, 494 
Peru... _-------------- 22-22 eee. 239° 198 | 84] . 179}. 52 
Other countries_..-......--------------[ 494. 654 - 903 436 | 85 

| a | | 1,800] 15,206} 48,902 | 19, 624 | 23, 631 
| In pigs, bars, and old: fo . oe _ 

7 Australia_....._....-------------f----- 1,769} 1,475 2; 727 4, 266 26, 277 
Canada. _..--------------+------------- 538 1 17 55 | . 50,356 
-Mexico_._._-._...--_---.-.--------+2-Le- 31 |.-...------- 298 128, 680 71,195 

. Peru. _.....------------------ eee 2, 344 1, 736 4, 051 18, 452 - 31,324 
. Other countries_.._..-...-.------------ 221. 23 46 115 27 

4,908 8,235} = 7,189 151, 568 179,179 

: 40, 806 63, 901 86,883 | 282, 492 | 280,892 

| . 1 Data include lead imported for immediate consumption plus material entering the country under bond. 

Lead remaining in warehouse in the United States, December 31, 1937-40, and 
. September 80, 1941, in short tons 

[Stated in the form in which material was entered for warehouse] | | | 

, Lead in Lead in | Lead in | Lead in 
Year ore ard base bul- Year ore and base bul- 

; matte lion ! . matte lion! - = 

1937. _....-.---- eee 57, 509 2,622 || 1940... 110, 580 101, 296 
1938__....-----..---------- 76, 287 11, 524 || 1941 (Sept. 30)_______..-_- 105, 944 47, 345 
1939_._.-----_-- 2-2 eee 72, 737 6, 478 

1 Figures also include pigs, bars, sheets, and old lead. 

Lead 1 ¢mported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41, by forms in which 
_ ¢mported | 

nN ee 

Leed in ores, flue : : 
, Lead in base . Sheets, pipe, Not 

dust, and mattes, bullion Pigs and bars and shot other- 

Year 5 Pet wise | Total 
[O_O OOO OO | oT speci- value 

Short. . Short Short Short ¢ 
tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value j{ (value) 

1937__....| 5,513 | $507, 945 188 | $12, 788 2,355 | $174, 077 376 | $54, 649 /$13,527 | $793,796 
1938__._...| 6,722 | 543, 164 304! 31, 147 2, 001 84, 109 166 30, 905 | 23,381 | 733,081 
1939_._...| 12,317 {1,063,512 | 1,764] 166,298 | 4,772! 176, 437 170 28, 296 | 11,611 | 1, 449, 541 
1940__._..| 76,027 |4, 659,445 | 9,992 | 929,946 | 36, 882 |2, 269, 075 201 36, 444 | 12,046 | 7, 910, 873 
1941 2.____| 61, 409 |3, 989, 125 | 14, 817 11, 466, 781 [224 871 |15,874,826 38 12, 025 | 18, 480 /21, 362, 284 

1In addition to quantities shown (values included in total values), ‘‘Reclaimed, scrap, ete.’’ imported 
as follows—1937: 349 tons, valued at $30,810; 1938: 189 tons, $20,374; 1939: 36 tons, $3,387; 1940: 24 tons, 
$3,917; and 1941 (Jan.-Sept ): 9 tons, $1,047. 

2 January to Sentember, inclusive.
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| Miscellaneous products, containing lead, imported for consumption in the United 
| States, 1937-41 

) Babbitt metal, solder, white metal, BC | 
, ' and other combinations contain- Type metal and antimonial lead 

- ing lead : . 

Year TG 

| Gross Lead | Gross Lead - 
weight content Value weight content Value 

(short tons)| (short tons) (short tons)| (short tons) . 

1937__..----Leeeeeeeeee-eee----] CIB 178 | $213, 734 132 115 $13, 572 ° 
1988__.......------------------| 390 77 126, 660 433 374 | 38, 708 / 
1939______.__.--.---_-_-_-_---- 136 45 96, 492 380 321 38, 491 
1940..._._.---------.---------- 1, 368 429 | 1, 026, 432. 1, 482 1, 291 108, 286 
1941 (Jan.-Sept.)__..._._._._-- 523 217 562, 857 1, 222 1, 082 80, 377 

Exports.—In the 9-month period of 1941 exports were much smaller 
than the total for 1940, which indicates that the downtrend from the : 
high level of 1939 is continuing. Exports by countries of destination | 
are given only for the first quarter of 1941; they show the general 
distribution. | | | oo 

| | __ Lead exported from the United States, 1937-41 CS : 

a Pigs and bars | Foreign lead || - Pigs and bars Foreign lead | 
. —_ exported in pxported in - 

manufactures manufactures 
Year | _ | with benefit Year . . | with benefit 

Short tons Value | of draw-back Short tons Value. | of draw-back 
oe (short tons) — : | . | Ghort tons) | 

1937__...-..| 20,091 | $1, 838, 262 8, 679 ||-1940.__-.-.- ~ 23,755 | $1,794,500} =: +15, 604 : 
1938___.---- 1 45, 866 | 1 3, 354, 616 9,061 || 1941 3_____. 13,494 | 1,057,368 |. . 14, 310 . 
1939___--.-. 74,392 | 4, 547, 219 10, 379 mT pe i nan 

1 Includes sheets and pipes; figures not separable. es a - a 
? January to September, inclusive. | | | Ce | 

Pig lead exported from the United States, 1987-41, by destinations, in short tons po 

, Destination 1937 «| 19381 1939 1940 3 (Jan. Mar.) | 

Countries: | | 
Belgium. _..__..-.-.-.-.-.---.-2------ 83 8 588 644 [iw 
Brazil.._......_---.-.-.--------------- 652 111 647 1, 559 73 
Canada.__.-..-.------------.---------- 7 101 5 34 1 
Denmark.____.....---..-.--.----------|_-----------|-------- ee 1, 569 |_.----------j----------- 
Finland .__......--.-.-----------------]-.--.------- 560 616 112 |--...-..--- 

. France._.....------------------------- |e (2) 540 1,120 |.-.---.-..-- 
Germany..--.-..---------------------- 568 1, 092 8, 333 |.-----------].----------- 
Hungary. -.-......-.----.---------------|-.---------- | eee 560 _ 487 [2 --2---2--- 
Japan _____-----. 2-2 - 7, 320 30, 203 34, 790 11, 958 4, 216 
Kwangtung.__..--.--..-------.-.----- 56 314 99 - 386 fee ele 
Mexico........-.--------------------- 8, 122 11, 403 2, 922 15. 5 
Netherlands_-...-.-....-.-----.-------|------------|-.---------- 2, 101 2, 352..|.-.-----_.-- 
Norway. --.-.-.----------------------- 112 |_...--..-.-- 1,091 |...-----.---]----.---2--- 
Philippine Islands_..........-.---.---- 569 1, 037 974 450 5 
Sweden.____.......-.-----.-.---_-------|..---------- 23 7, 340 301 112 
United Kingdom ..-_-...-.-..--.--.---- 2, 226 78 9, 411 Q |.-.-.------- 
Other countries____.......-.---.------- 416 916 2, 806 4, 435 963 

20, 091 45, 866 74, 392 28, 755 5, 375 

Continents: 
North America...-.-----.------------- 8,337 | | 12,002 3, 345 865 108 
South America_-_-_--.....-.--.--------- 784 303 1, 317 3, 078 772 
Europe......-..----------------------+ 2, 949 1, 950 33, 152 6, 400 183 
Asia. .-.-.-..___-.--------------------- 7, 989 31, 606 36, 122 13, 384 4, 279 
Africa and Oceania_..---..-.---------- 32 5 456 28 33 

1 Includes sheets and pipes; figures not separable. 
4 In addition, 25,324 tons of foreign lead were re-exported, according to American Bureau of Metal! Statis- 

tics; official figures not available. 
3 Less than ! ton.
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| WORLD ASPECTS OF LEAD INDUSTRY 

| A statistical picture of the lead situation throughout the world in 
1941 is more difficult to draw than in 1940, owing to an even greater 

| scarcity of production data. 
Although official data are lacking, it is doubtful if world production 

| and consumption gained much in 1941; indeed, the reverse may have 
been true. | 

| | Some of the details by countries, insofar as data are available under 
| existing conditions of wartime restrictions, are discussed in the fol- 

lowing pages. 
, REVIEW BY COUNTRIES | 

Argentina.—The Compania Minera Aguilar S. A., subsidiary of the _ 
St. Joseph Lead Co., supplied nearly 98 percent of the Argentine output 
of lead in 1941. During the year, Argentina produced 32,317 metric 
tons of 74-percent lead concentrates; in 1940 the output of concen- 
trates amounted to 40,097 tons. From January to September 
(inclusive) 1941, 4,615 metric tons of lead ore were imported, almost 

: entirely from Bolivia, compared with 2,888 tons for the same period in 
, 1940. Nearly all the primary lead produced in Argentina comes from 

the National Lead Co. smelter at Puerto Vilelas; although the 1941 
total is not known, production probably exceeded the 1940 figure of — 

| 12,864 metric tons, which included 2,476 tons from foreign ore. 
_Australia.—Although figures relating to production in Australia 

- are not available for 1941, increased nonferrous metal-mining activity 
: would appear to indicate an advance in lead output. Mt. Isa Mines, 

| Ltd., continued to produce lead bullion steadily throughout 1941. 
The average mill extraction for the year ended June 30 was 79.7 

: | percent lead recovered. During the year mining and milling con- 
| tinued at the property of the Lake George Mining Corporation, New 

| South Wales, but toward the end of 1941 the lessened labor supply 
| resulted in reduced output in the mine. With increased scarcity of 

shipping plus other factors, lead concentrates equal to nearly 8 months 
production had accumulated by the end of the year. 

In Tasmania the North Farrell mine at Tullah is now the only 
producer of silver-lead ore. Output from the mine is reported to be 
80 to 100 tons of concentrates a month. 
Bolivia—Mine production of lead in Bolivia, derived principally 

from small mines in the La Quiaca region, amounted to 15,654 metric 
tons contained in 26,356 tons of ore and concentrates. Production of 
lead in 1940 was 11,662 tons (content in ore). All concentrates are 
exported, during past years almost entirely to Argentina. The 
Bolivian Government has given the United States the exclusive right 
to purchase lead output, but during 194] exports were divided between 
the United States and Argentina. It is reported that the Bolivian 
Banco Minero allotted 504,000 bolivianos for the erection of a lead 
smelter. 

Brazil——Production of lead remains comparatively undeveloped — 
in Brazil. The Furnas lead-silver mine in the Iporanga district, 
State of Sado Paulo, is the principal producer and has considerable 
reserves of ore. The new selective-flotation plant of 35-ton daily 
capacity at Palmital treats ore averaging about 7 percent lead, 17 
percent zinc, and 7 ounces of silver per ton and produces a 55.6-
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percent lead concentrate containing 50 ounces of silver per ton. 
Recovery is approximately 79 percent. Operating in conjunction with | 
this plant is a new lead-silver smelter completed in July 1941—the 
first to be built in Brazil. Potential daily capacity, following pilot- | 
plant operations, is 10 metric tons of refined lead and 25 kilograms of 
silver; the lead produced will be placed on the domestic market, and 
the silver will go to the mint. Power for the operations is obtained 
from a hydroelectric plant at Salto do Colabouco on the Palmital 
River near Apiai. Although a larger output from the district is ~ 
expected, the mines do not produce enough at present to keep the 
smelter operating at full capacity. | | — | 

Canada.—Although data on production of lead in Canada continued | 
to be unavailable, it is understood that the Canadian metal industry 
more than maintained the high production rate attained in 1940. 
The Sullivan mine of the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co., in . 
British Columbia, reputedly produced 90 percent of the total Canadian a 
lead output. Large quantities have been shipped to the United States > | 
through contract with the Metals Reserve Co., and reserve stocks aré : 
reportedly near exhaustion. Mining has been resumed at numerous 
smaller properties, including that of the Lake Geneva Mining Co., 
Ltd., northwest of Sudbury and at the old Calumet Island property 
near Ottawa. oo 

Arrangements have reportedly been made by Reeves McDonald 
Mines, Ltd., to construct a zinc-lead smelter at its property in the 
West Kootenay district of British Columbia to be in operation late in 
1942. | | 
Mezico.—Mine production of lead in Mexico during 1941 amounted 

to 155,259 metric tons, a considerable decrease from the 196,250 tons 
produced in 1940. Exports of lead in all forms from January to | 
September (inclusive) 1941 totaled 114,603 metric tons compared 
with 138,739 tons for the same period in 1940. Of this total, 90,116 
tons (nearly 79 percent) were exported to the United States compared 

Mexico. continued to have labor problems in 1941. The American : 
Smelting & Refining Co. closed its Monterrey refinery in the State of 
Nuevo Leén, owing to a strike on April 28, and did not reopen it 
until June 16. The capacity of the refinery is 18,000 tons a month. 
There was also a strike at the Monterrey refinery of the American 
Metal Co., Ltd., from September 8 to October 20; it adversely affected _ 
Mexican output, and full production was not resumed for some time 
after its settlement. — 
Peru.—Mine production of lead in Peru in 1941 totaled 54,822 

metric tons compared with 50,439 tons in 1940. Exports from Peru 
during 1941 included an estimated 8,000 tons of lead ore, 12,000 tons 
of concentrates, and 38,000 tons of pig lead, compared with 5,430, | 
19,086, and 23,241 tons, respectively, in 1940. Of the total lead 
shipped, the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation supplied about 85 
percent. The corporation is installing “a third lead furnace at the 
Oroya smelter—the only one in Peru—to keep the refinery operating 
at capacity. Output of refined lead will be increased to about 45,000 
tons annually. Construction of the new 800-ton-per-day lead-zinc 
concentrator is progressing, but the plant is not scheduled for com- 
pletion before late 1942 or in 1943.
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Spain.—Little information has been available regarding the Spanish 
lead industry during and following the years of the Spanish Civil War, 
which was concluded in 1939. It is reported that mine production of 

7 lead in 1940 amounted to about 57,900 metric tons and that 42,400 
tons of metal were produced. For 10 months of 1941, mine and metal 
production has been given as approximately 35,600 and 24,400 tons, 

| respectively. | | | 

| Sweden.—In an effort to alleviate the acute lead shortage, the 
Swedish Boliden Mining Co. is preparing to mine and concentrate 

| lead ore. The concentrates will be shipped to the Rénnskar smelter 

| at Skelleftead for treatment. The company has extensive holdings 
at Laisvall in northern Sweden. oo
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| GENERAL SUMMARY - | | 

| The zinc industry in 1941 again was characterized by its well-geared 

relationship with the national defense program. The spirit of coop- 

eration between Government and the zinc industry resulted in a year | 

of smooth-running but intense activity that broke all records in an | 

endeavor to meet increased demands for the metal. The smelting 

~~ -industry increased its output-22-percent-over 1940 to a new all-tame 

record and at the same time managed to show a gain of 26 percent in 

stocks above the low point reached at the end of 1940. The aug- 

mented supply was inadequate, and consumers’ stocks continued to | 

decrease. Continued heavy demand for high-grade zinc resulted in 

a 29-percent gain in output above the exceptionally high total for | 

1940. In comparison, the lower grades of zinc advanced 16 percent. | 

At the close of 1941, smelters were operating at usable capacity, which 

was 96 percent of the total available, with additional capacity under | 

construction and planned in excess of new capacity added since 1940. 

| Although domestic mine output increased 13 percent to a point 

only 3 percent below the 1926 record, it could not meet the gain in 

consumption, and smelters continued to use foreign ore in even 

greater amounts than in 1940. Imports in the first 9 months of 1941 

exceeded the previous record for 1940 (12 months) and sufficed to 

establish an all-time record for domestic output of zinc from foreign 

ores, as well as a marked increase in ore inventories at the smelters. 

1 This report deals primarily with the smelting branch of the industry. Fuil details of zinc mining are 

given in the various State reports. Some zine ore is used directly in the manufacture of zinc pigments. 

See chapter on Lead and Zinc Pigments and Zinc Salts.) 
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Salient statistrcs of the zinc industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average). and 
. 1987-41 

| 1925-29 | (averoge)| 19397 | 1938 | 1939 | 190 | 1948 

Production of primary slab zine: | By sources: 
om domestic ores..........short tons_.| 589,648 | 551,165 | 436,007 | 491,058 | 589, 988 652, 599 From foreign ores_.....-.-.....---do....| 12, 734 5, 739 10, 334 16, 178 85, 287 | 169, 421 

| | 602,382 | 556,904 | 446,341 | -507, 236 | 675,275 | 822, 020 By methods: . tlectrolytic........ ..-percent of total... 21 21 3! 25 28 27 _ Distilled.-.-.--2 222 oT edo. 79 79 79 75] 72 73 Production of redistilled secondary slab 
zine. ._..._.............-.....-short tons..] 43,756} 51,554 | 31,613 | 50,428 | 48,9171 59,508 Stocks on hand at primary smelters Dec. 31 

| short tons.:| 45,575 | 79,144 | 157,511] 83,728 | 19,212| 24 212 Primary zinc available for consumption . . Prt | short tons..| 548,472 | 570,219 | 375,004 | 607, 464 | 677,168 | (°) 
Ce: 
Prime Western at St. Louis: 
Average for year___....cents per pound.. 6. 76 6. 52 | 4.61 | §.12 6. 34 7. 48 Highest quotation.._..............do.__- 8. 90 7. 50 5.05 6. 50° 7. 25 8. 25 Lowest quotation ___...__..2.-....do__.. 5. 40 - 5. 00 4.00 4, 50 5. 50 7. 25 Yearly average at London__.__._._._do_._. 6. 46 4.91 3.05 22 89 (8) (3) Mine production of recoverable zine fo. | . | - short tons..} 724,720 | 626,362 | 516,699 | 583,807 | 665,068 | 749, 125 Tri-State district Joplin) | 

percent of total... 49 38 38, 38 35 35 Western States............._.-......do_... 30. 31 28 29 36 38 _ Other. ..--2 2222 ee OL. 21 31 34 33 29); #2 World smelter production of zinc. “ ; | | "short tons_.|1, 435,000 |1,789, 000 |1, 728,000 |1,800,000} (@) | (Q) 

' Figures not available for publication. | 
4’ Average for 8 months; London Metal Exchange dealings suspended in September. 7 $ Data not available. a | 

: Only one change was made in the price of slab zinc after September 
24, 1940. On October 9, 1941, the Office of Price Administration 

_ raised the official quotation for Prime Western zinc at St. Louis from 
7.25 to 8.25 cents a pound in an effort to expand output from marginal 
producers. This was the highest price level reached in 15 years. The 
average quoted price for 1941 was.7.48 cents compared with 6.34 cents 
in 1940 and 5.12 cents in 1939. 

Figure 1 shows trends in the domestic zinc industry since 1900. 
National defense activity —The rising tide of defense preparations 

during 1941, plus the initiation of Lend-Lease activities, was climaxed 
in December by the unprovoked Japanese attack upon Pearl Harbor. 
Thus the year closed with art abrupt change from a national policy 
of defense against aggression to active participation in the world 
conflict, with accompanying necessary alterations in the peacetime 
industrial] pattern. 

During 1940 the shortage of zinc became more acute, and by the 
end of the year producers had voluntarily initiated a system of allocat- 
ing supplies of zinc to consumers. Imposition of Government priori- 
ties in deliveries was suggested as early as November, but no positive 
action was taken until March 1941. On January 30, 1941, a Priorities 
Committee for Nonferrous Metals was established in the Priorities 
Division of the Office of Production Management. Exports of zinc 
ores, slab zinc, and manufactures of zinc were added to the list of 
mer*erials subject to export control on February 3. On February 20 
the American Zinc Institute appointed a committee to coordinate
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zinc supplies between producers and consumers. The tight situation 

continued, and informal action was taken by the Priorities Division 

to facilitate the flow of zine into muitary uses, nondefense consumers a 

being urged to cooperate voluntarily. . 

On March 7 the Office of Production Management announced the | 

creation of a zinc pool effective for April, when an amount of zinc 

equal to 5 percent of the Janvary output would be requisitioned from 

the April production to alleviate shortages in defense industries. The 

- pool requirements increased throughout the remainder of 1941 and . ~ 
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have increased, amounting to 37,439 tons in 1937, 7,456 tons in 1938, 31,138 tons in 1939, 10,164 tons in 1940, 
and 31,066 tons in 1941 (January-September, inclusive). 

until May 1942, when amounts were set at 75 percent of high-grade 

and 50 percent of the lower grades based upon January. production. 

The following table lists the zinc-pool percentage requirements by 

months, as ordered by the Office of Production Management during 

1941 and by the War Production Board after creation of that agency 

on January 16, 1942, to absorb and take over the duties of the Office 

of Production Management.
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| | | | Zine-pool percentage requirements | oe 

From production in— An amount equal to— a ot 
1941—~April. __.._... 5 percent of January 1941 total output. 7 

May......--- 17 percent of March 1941 total output. , 
7 June._.____.. 22 percent of April 1941 total output. = a 

July_.._..-.. 22 percent of May 1941 total output. 
7 | August__..... 27 percent of June 1941 total output. | a 

| September_... 27 percent of July 1941 total output. | oo 
| | October__.... 27 percent of August 1941 total output. 

| - November____ 31 percent of August 1941 total output. | 
| | | December__-- 29 percent of August 1941 total output. 

1942—January_.-... 31 percent of October 1941 total output.. 7 
February_.... 40 percent of November 1941 total output. | 
March... {2 percent of December 1941 high-grade } output. 

| 7 ~~~">~{40 percent of December 1941 lower grade ? output. 
| | April _ {$0 percent of January 1942 high-grade ? output. 

“~~~ >" "~~ 140 percent of January 1942 lower gradé ? output. 
| May__- oo 450 percent of January 1942 high-grade! output. | 

: : ~~"77"~"" (50 percent of January 1942 lower grade? output. — | 
| 1 Special High Grade and Regular High Grade. oo . me | 

1 Intermediate, Brass Special, Selected, and Prime Western... —— 

The Division of Industry Operations of the War Production Board 
announced on May 1 that zinc would be placed under full allocation 
on June 1. The same order stated that zinc produced from foreign 

| ores in bond could be re-exported upon issuance of a license by the 
Office of Export Control of the Board of Economic Warfare. - 

| Smelting capacity—Under existing conditions of all-out production, | 
zinc-smelting capacity is best measured by actual production data 
with estimated future production based upon added capacity of new 
facilities under construction and planned. -Industry’s estimate of 
1941 production (announced in February 1941) from ores and second- 

| ary material (excluding production from graphite retorts) was 864,000 _ 
short tons. This figure came remarkably close to the actual com- 
parable total of 863,263 tons as compiled by the Bureau of Mines. | It 
has been estimated that total production of 881,523 tons of primary — 
and secondary metal in the United States in 1941 will be increased to 

| 956,000 tons’ in 1942 by the use of additional capacity under con- 
struction, with the possibility of even further expansion for 1943. The — 
results of the feverish activity in the zinc industry to adjust itself to 
war economy and enlarge production can best be judged by comparing 
present data with those for 1938, when the output was 478,000 tons. 

Supply of zine concentrates —In 1941 the domestic mine production 
of zinc increased 13 percent over the 1940 total, owing in large part to 
the increase in price of zinc. Domestic supply of ore was supple- 
mented by amounts of foreign concentrates large enough to produce 
the record 1941 output of metal plus necessary uses of ore in other 
industries, and still build up a considerable inventory of ore and con- 

: centrates by the end of 1941. The Office of Production Management, 
jointly with the Office of Price Administration, on January 13, 1942, 
announced the details of a premium-price plan, whereby producers of 
zinc (copper and lead are also included in the plan) would receive, 
through the Metals Reserve Co., 11 cents a pound for zine pro- 
duced in excess of quotas based upon 1941 output, effective as of 
February 1, 1942, for 2% years. Although the result undoubtedly 
will be an increased domestic production, the percentage gain is 
age nee Howard I., Slab Zinc Review: Am. Zinc Inst. Ann. Convention, April 29, 1941; mim. by that
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- conjectural. The expected increase in the rate of production has - 
been estimated (according to the joint O. P. M.-O. P. A. announce- | 
ment of January 13) at 30 percent by the end of 1942, as compared _ a 
with the 1941 year-end rate. Even considering such a possible increase. a 
this country must still look to imports of foreign concentrates to - 
continue at about the same rate asin 1941. This import rate must, if 
possible, be maintained by increasing imports from sources that involve | 
rail movements rather than ships, in view of the hazards that today 
accompany ocean transport. —__ - a | | a 

: | DOMESTIC PRODUCTION - 

Production of primary and redistilled secondary slab zinc.—The | 
production of 822,020 short tons of primary slab zinc from domestic | 
and foreign ores in 1941 was the highest ever recorded and exceeded | 
the previous record of 1940 by 22 percent; the total was 22 percent | 
higher than that for the peak year of 1917 and 37 percent more than | | 
the average annual output in the 5 years 1925-29. Both domestic | 

- and foreign ores contributed to the increase, as production from the oe 
former source advanced 11 percent and that from the latter 99 percent. 
The output from domestic ores was the largest on record, and the 
quantity produced from foreign ores was 63 percent greater than the | - 
previous high of 104,005 tons in 1916. | | 

The production of redistilled secondary slab zinc increased 22. | 
percent. To prevent inadvertent duplication, figures for the output | 
of remelted secondary slab zinc are not included with those for re- 
distilled metal.- In 1941, 10,389 tons were recovered by remelting 

. purchased scrap. Zinc rolling mills and other consumers recover | 
considerably more than this from their own plant scrap, but such 

| metal normally does not enter the market and is not measured statis- 
tically. - | o | 

_.... Primary and redistilled secondary slab zine produced in the United States, 1987-41, : 

I 
Primary . Total 

Year _ . Redistilled . (excludes 

Domestic Foreign ! Total secondary remelted) 

1937... 2-22 eee eee. 551, 165 5, 739 556, 904 51,554 |. 608, 458. 
LO 436, 007 10, 334 446, 341 31, 613 477, 954 
1939... _.-..-----------n eee eee, 491, 058 16, 178 507, 236 50, 428 557, 664 
1940... 2. eee eee 589, 988 85, 287 675, 275 48, 917 724,.192 
194]... 652, 599 | 169, 421 822, 020 59,503 | 881, 523 

1 Most of the foreign ores smelted in the United States in 1937-38 originated in Peru; in 1939, in Mexico, 
Peru, and Argentina; and in 1940-41, principally in Mexico, Canada, Newfoundland, and Peru. 

Distilled and electrolytic zinc—Of the primary zinc produced in 
1941, 73 percent was distilled and 27 percent electrolytic compared 
with 72 and 28 percent, respectively, in 1940. 

Because of the significant part of zinc:in the manufacture of items 
both for military and civilian uses, producers were requested to report 
their output of each grade in 1941. In 1940 Special High Grade was 
separately reported for the first time, and the 1941 statistics show a 
continued exceptional demand for this grade that was exceeded only 
by Prime Western. All grades that were directly comparable with
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| 1940 figures showed increases. Special High Grade gained 4 percent, 
Regular High Grade 79 percent, Intermediate 15 percent, and Prime. 

| Western 22 percent. The combined total of Brass Special and 
- Selected was slightly less than the comparable figure for 1940; these 

two grades, not segregated in preceding years, amounted to only 8 
| and less than 1 percent, respectively, of the total zinc production in » 

1941. a, oo Be 
Distilled and electrolytic zinc, primary and secondary, produced in the United States, 

1937-41, in short tons SS a | 

| APPORTIONED ACCORDING TO METHOD OF REDUCTION 

Elect Redistilled secondary ! 
ectro- £ ee rp 

Year | dytie pri- | Distilled | ~~] Total 
. mary PB Y lat primary | At second- 

. . . smelters jary smelters | 

1937. ence eee eee eee eeeee--e--| 117, 511 | 439,393 | 24,131 | 27,428 | 608, 458 
1988___._.__..---- ee ee cee ------------| «98, 272 |. 353, 069 14,003 | - 17,610 477, 954 

| 1939.2.) 1977056 | 380,180 | 23,471 | 28,957 | 557, 664 
1940_____...._.-- eee eee eee -----]-  - 187,040 | 488,235] ~~» 20, 003 - 28, 914 724, 192 

1941. --2ssswssveseeesseessessseeeeeeeee-] 224,818 | 597,707 | 27,904 | 31,599 | 881, 528 

| | APPORTIONED ACCORDING TO GRADE _ ; _ 

a : Grade A Grades C and D jo. . . 

———_—_,-———_ | Grade B  [- “Grade E 
Year Special | (Interme- ae a | (Prime Total 

. . High Grade| Ordinary diate) | obras Selected Western) 
- . F(99:99%Zn)} Pe Od | . | | 

: 1987_..-...------- 196,052 | ‘67, 182 72,993 272,281 | 608, 458 
| 1938....--.-----. 140, 256 : 58, 128 73, 724 205,846 | 477, 954 

: 1939__..---.----2- 162, 345 ; 66, 591 _. 86, 274 242, 454 557, 664 

1940___.---_------ 195, 119 98, 940 65, 321 80, 681 284, 131. 724, 192 

1941._...-...--..-| 203, 080 | 177, 451 74,797 | 73,968 | 5,152 | BAT, 125 881, 523 | 

1 For total production of secondary zinc see chapter on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. 

Production of primary slab zinc by States—Pennsylvania continued 
| to be the leading producer of primary slab zinc in the United States, 

a distinction held without interruption since 1934. Montana and 
Illinois ranked next in order of importance, closely followed by 

Oklahoma. The positions of Arkansas and Idaho were reversed from 
1940, and Arkansas again took the lead over Idaho. All producing 

| States continued to show gains; the increases were particularly 
| marked in Pennsylvania, Illinois, and the West Virginia-Texas group, 

where they were 27, 20, and 42 percent, respectively. Montana and 
Idaho, as usual, produced electrolytic zine only. Whereas all other 

States produced distilled zine only in 1940, Illinois produced electro- 
lytic zinc as well as distilled metal in 1941. 

Primary slab zinc produced in the United States, by States, where smelted, 1937-41, in | 
short tons OTE ONS 

Total 

Arkan- ‘aa Mon- Okla- |Pennsyl-| Other |————7—— 

Year sas Idaho | Hlinois tana homa vania | States! Short 
tons Value 

1937.__...-..| 25, 799 | 22, 831 73, 151 94, 680 96,153 | 175, 275 69,015 |. 556,904 | $72, 398, 000 

1938.__._-.--| 20,476 | 15, 634 68, 167 77, 638 68, 224 | 139, 897 56, 305 | 446,341 | 42, 849, 000 

1939__.....--] 19,892 | 18, 427 79, 480 | 108, 629 84, 551 155, 598 40,659 | 507,236 | 52, 753, 000 

1940_._....--] 35,497 | 37,477 | 101,819 | 149, 563 96,689 | 175, 352 78,878 | 675,275 | 85, 085, 000 

| 1941.._-.--.-| 44,045 | 39,285 | 121,921 | 176,406 | 105,885 | 222,486 | 111,992 } 822,020 | 123, 303, 000 
a 

1 Texas and West Virginia.
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Secondary zinc:—In addition to the redistilled secondary slab zinc | 
(unalloyed) already reported herein, some remelted slab is produced, . 
and a large quantity of secondary zinc is recovered each year in the 
form of alloys, zinc dust, zinc pigments, and zinc salts. Additional 
information on secondary zinc is given in the chapter on Secondary - 
Metals—Nonferrous. | : 

Byproduct sulfuric acid.—Sulfuric acid made from the sulfur dioxide | 
gases produced in roasting zinc blende (sphalerite) is an important | 

| byproduct of zinc smelting. To utilize a larger proportion of their a 
acid-producing capacity, some plants also consume large quantities 
of sulfur. The production of sulfuric acid at zinc blende roasting plants | 
from 1937 to 1941 is shown in the following table. | 

Sulfuric acid (60° B. basis) made at zinc blende roasting plants in the | 
United States, 1937-1941 : | 

Made from zine Made from sulfur Total ! 

Year | | | Value ? 

| . Short Value? | Short tons} .Value? |Shorttons{| |. © 

| Total torn 

1937_._-------------:- 542, 356 | . $5, 060, 181 151,090 | $1, 409, 670 693, 446 | $6, 469, 851 $9. 33 

1938__....--.--.------| 466,879 | 4, 253, 268 30, 996 282, 373 497,875 | 4, 535, 641 9. 11 
1939___......---...-.-] 528,872 | 4, 765, 137 102, 663 924, 993 631, 535 | 5, 690, 130 9.01 
1940_.......-..-------]| 586,912 | 5, 364, 376 134,250 | 1, 227,045 721,162 | 6, 591, 421 9.14 

1941..............-...| 672,177 | 5,706,783 | 148,257 | 1,258,702 | 820,434 | 6, 965, 485 8.49 

1 Includes acid from foreign blende. 2 At average of sales of 60° acid. Oo 

Rolled zinc —Production of rolled zinc increased 21 percent in 
1941, and the average value advanced 14 percent (from $0.100 in - 
1940 to $0.114 in 1941). Some mills that fabricate their rolled zinc 

, into various finished products remelt and reroll the resulting scrap. 
~.-."Phe-secrap thus-treated-in-1941 amounted-to 14,586 tons, a.43-percent .. 

: gain over 1940. The zinc lost in such waste products as skimmings, — 

dross, and pot losses totaled 1,838 tons in 1941, an amount equivalent 
to about 2.6 percent of the net production of rolled zinc (the same ratio 
as in 1940). Zinc purchased for rolling in 1941 comprised 34 percent 
High Grade, 29 percent Brass Special, 19 percent Intermediate, 14 
percent Selected, and 4 percent Prime Western. These figures ) 
compare with the 1940 figures of 16, 41, 22, 5, and 16 percent, respec- 

tively. The increased use of the higher grades of zinc continues the 
trend in this direction noted in 1940 and probably reflects the gain in 

| production of the higher grades of zinc during 1941 plus their in- 

. creased use in rolled products in the expanded national defense pro- | 

gram. Stocks of slab zinc on hand at rolling mills were about 5,200 
tons (revised figure) at the beginning and 3,336 tons at the end of the 
year. | |
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Rolled zine produced and quantity available for consumption in the United States, 
7 1940-41 | | 

| | 1940 | 1941 

| | Value Value 

| Short (Short 
. tons Average tons Average 

Total per | Total per | | pound | | pound 

_ Production: | : | 
Sheet zincnot over0.linchthick.| 116, 547 1 $3,876, 000 $0. 117 18, 823 | $4, 933, 000 $0. 131 
Boiler plate and sheets over 0.1 

inch thick.__---__-..-._._.__- 1, 904 363, 000 | . 095 3, 610 775, 000 . 107 Strip and ribbon zine ?_._-.-___.| 138,948 | 17, 220, 000 1,093 47,046 | 10, 125, 000 . 108 

Total rolled zine?.............| 57,399 |1 11,459, 000 1.100 | 69,479 | 15, 833, 000 114 
Imports......--2.-------2.-------..| 18] 2,800...) S871) O00 | Exports.....---.-.-----.---.-..-....} 7,085 | 1,421) 100 -101 | 33,067 | 3724; 500 118 Available for consumption.__.______ 00, 362 |---| ee (4) oo - eee eee |e lee. Value of slab zinc (all grades) ..._.._]._._._.____|_.-.. 0 . .063 |...2-2222 2). Le. .075 Value added PY TOMB. -—-— nso o Janne oo ne ~o eee eee eee ~087 |..22 2-22. corrceeeene| . 039 

, - j . Ee 
' Revised figures. . 
? Figures represent net production. In addition, 1C,183 tons of strip and ribbon zinc in 1940 and 14,586 tons in ah were rerolled from scrap originating in fabricating plants operated in connection with zine rolling mills. : . 
3 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. . 

. . # Figure not available for publication. 

| _ Zine dust.—Production of zine dust in 1941 advanced te the highest 
level in the history of the industry and was 18 percent above the | 
previous record established in 1940. The zinc content of dust ranged 
from 94.0 to 99.0 percent and averaged 97.7 percent. 

_ The largest present use for zinc dust is in the manufacture of chem- 
, icals consumed in the process of printing and dyeing textiles. These 

chemicals, for the most part, act as reducing and bleaching agents. 
Other uses of zinc dust in approximate order of importance are: The 
metallurgical uses, including precipitation of gold, silver, and other 
heavy metals and production of cadmium; the sherardizing of iron; 

| _ and the production of zinc paints. Some miscellaneous uses include 
chemicals (other than those mentioned above), manufacture of ceram- __ 
ics, refining of lubricants, production of oil-well drilling compounds, 

| pipe-joint compounds, soot removers, and smoke screens, and in the 
Schori process of metal spraying. The last-named use is increasing 
in this country, and the chemical use in smoke screens undoubtedly 
will gain sharply because of the war. 

Zine dust is manufactured principally from galvanizers’ dross, and 
in 1941 more than three-quarters of the total produced came from 
this one source. The rest of the production was from ore, metallic 
zinc, die-cast scrap, and numerous miscellancous scrap zinc items, 
and as a byproduct of zinc refining.
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| Zinc dust! produced in the United States, 1937-41 , | 

| Value . Value 

Year eon Average Year Soon Average 
Total per Total per 

pound pound 

z= 15, 242 “ee $0.085 || 1940.............| 20,731 | $3,404,970} $0. 082 | 
1938__._..-------- 11, 609 1, 542, 511 (. 066 || 194b.-----2------ 24,429 | 4,641, 580 . 095 
1939._._..........| 16,835 | 2,367, 861 070 | 

1 All produced by distillation. | 

Zine pigments and salis——The principal zinc pigments are zinc 
oxide and lithopone, and the principal salts are the chloride and sulfate. 
These products are manufactured from various zinciferous materials, 
including ore, metal, and secondary substances. Details of the | 
production of zinc pigments and salts are given in the chapter on | 
Lead and Zinc Pigments and Zinc Salts. : | 

Mine production.—Mine production of zinc showed a general in- - 
crease in the Western, Central, and Eastern States, with an over-all | 
gain of approximately 13 percent during 1941; the advance amounted 
to 40,532 tons or 17 percent in the Western States, 31,030 tons or 13 
percent in the Central States, and 12,495 tons or 7 percent in the 
Eastern States. Oklahoma continued to be the principal producer in 
the country by a wide margin, contributing more than half of the _ | 
yield from the Central States which supplied 37 percent of the total 
mine production in 1941. The increased output in this area, as well 
as for the entire country, can be attributed directly to the ever- 
increasing demand, coupled with the continued higher level of prices. 
As in 1940, the Tri-State (or Joplin) region supplied 35 percent and 
Southeastern Missouri and the other Central States only .2 percent 
of total domestic production. Output from Arkansas and Kentucky 
declined during 1941. : 

~ ~~“All the Western States, except Utah, gained in production during =~ 
1941; they yielded 38 percent of the total domestic output. Idaho 
continued to be the largest producer in this region, with a, 12-percent | 
increase over the previous record level of 1940. Montana again 
ranked second, with the largest output since 1929, and Utah main-- 
tained third place (despite a drop in production) but was closely fol- 
lowed by New Mexico. Output of zinc from Arizona was the largest 
in the history of the State and resulted from increased activity at 
mines producing zinc-lead ore. About 95 percent of the production 
from Nevada came from the Pioche district. The output from Wash- 
ington gained 24 percent and was the highest ever recorded for the | 
State; nearly all of it came from three properties at Metaline Falls. 
Among the Eastern States, New Jersey continued to be the leading 

producer and maintained its rank as second in importance in the 
country, with an output higher than in any year since 1937. Output | 
from the newly developed Hyatt mine in St. Lawrence County, N. Y., 
contributed to the 8-percent increase in 1941 for that State. Produc- 
tion in Tennessee was higher than in any previous year. Although 
shipments of concentrates from Virginia were greater than in 1940, 
actual mine production was less. 

$9TT79N—43-—-— 12 :
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Mine production of recoverable zinc in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 
1937-41, by States, in short tons 

1925-29 
State (average) 1937 | 1938 1939 | 1940 1941 

. Western States: . 
Arizona.___..____..._.--.-------------| 2, 628 5, 026 5, 814 6,711 | 15, 456 16, 493 
California_._--.._..._..._-_----------- 3, 999 20 |---------- 6 79 440 

, Colorado____...._-.--------------.---- 32, 868 4, 247 4, 553 1, 830 5, 060 15, 422 
Idaho____.....--_--------- 2-2 eee 29, 128 54, 199 44, 030 47, 549 70, 601 79, 084 
Montana_._.-.._.2..----------- 2 eee 72, 519 39, 168 8, 844 34, 799 52, 587 60, 710 

, . Nevada.-__....-.----------------_---_-| 5, 570 14, 236 8, 944 6, 228 11, 833 15, 129 
New Mexico._...-.....-_---_---__---- 23, 351 23, 927 28, 236 29, 356 30, 313 37, 862. 
Oregon _._-------------------+----.---|_-_---_.-- 24 |---.--..--|----------|----------|---------- 
Utah ___-------------------- eee 44, 385 48, 001 33, 658 34, 526 43, 788 42, 049 
Washington ___________--_._-_-- eee 575 4,116 11,402 | 10,131; 11,560 14, 320 

. . .f 215, 023 192, 964 145, 481 171,136 | 241,277 281, 809 

Central States: FT 
Arkansas--_...--------.---------------} 71 241 152 |. ~ 123 - 440 206 
Tlinois._._.-..-._.__-.----- 222 - eee 1,174 |..--- 2 |e ee 334 4, 818 9, 198 
Kansas. -_---------------------_-.-----| 114,323 |. 80,300 73, 024 68, 971 57, 032 71, 403 
Kentucky -_-..-----.-----------.---.-| . 644 270 322 ~ 909 1, 278 427 
Missouri__.._-__._-. ---.-------------- 16, 708 20, 600 10, 226 15, 096 12, 703 21, 932 

. - Oklahoma. .___...---...--.-:-.-.--..--| 226, 969 135, 696 112, 924 140, 379 162, 935 166, 602 
Wisconsin ._._-.--------.-_-----------.] 23,055 6, 938 2,073 |. 5, 904 5, 770 6, 238 

; 382, 944 244, 045 | 198, 721 231, 716 244, 976 276, 006 

Eastern States: 
New Jersey.....----:---------_-_----- 93, 839 101, 408 85, 839 88, 716 91, 406 93, 781 
New York__..------.22- 2-2 eee. 7,091 32, 690 29, 896 | . 36,014 30, O86 a 
Pennessee_ .-_.------2---- 22 ee , , | Virginia I iiiiacccoerz } 25,828] 55,255 | 56,766 | 56,205 {Fe 29 | Bh ate 

126, 753 189, 353 172, 501 | 180, 955 178, 815 191, 310 

a | 724,720 | 626, 362 | 516, 708 | 583, 807 | 665,068 | 749, 125 

Mine production of recoverable zinc in the principal zinc-producing districts of th” 
United States, 1937-41, in short tons : 

District State | 1937 | 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Joplin region .°._..............| Kansas, Southwestern Mis- |236, 585 |196, 174 |224, 446 |232, 437 | 258, 837 
souri, Oklahoma. . 

New Jersey___.._.......__....| New Jersey_................. |101,40% | 85,839 | 88,716 | 91,406 | 93,781 
Coeur d’ AJene region.__......| Idaho____.___.______.....___..|. 47,070 | 31,937 | 40,065 | 62,948 | .68, 321 
St. Lawrence County.........| New York.__.__.._.....__..-.| 32,690 | 29,896 | 36,014 | 35,686 | 38, 446 
Summit Valley (Butte).......| Montana __._.__.____._.__.._. | 22,033 942 | 20,016 | 35, 899 28, 070 

_ Eastern Tennessee .__.........]| Tenmessee _...___.._.._.____]!55, 255 |156, 766 |156, 225 | 34,796 | 36,170 
Central. _...........22........| New Mexico. ___._..__..____. | 11,887 | 16,695 | 23,677 | 29,573 | 34, 649 
Austinville.___._______._.___.| Virginia...___.____..._.._ ue. (‘) () (1) {216,927 | 2 22, 918 
Bingham___..................| Utah ......___.____.....___._.} 20,570 | 23,096 | 20,861 | 21,812 | 20,496 
Smelter.__..........._...._.. | Montana. .___.__._.._._._....| 10,330 6,063 | 12,639 | 14, 462 18, 751 
Park City region...._.........| Utah ...-.2..2. 2.2... ..._.-...| 19,342 | 5,678 | 9,054 | 17,598 | 16,177 
Pioche ___._..................| Nevada._.._.._.. ..___.__._.._.| 12,472 | 8,414 | 5,737 | 10,773.| 14,391 
Metaline__.._..._............ | Washington ._.__.._.___._._.] 4,095 | 11,402 | 10,130 | 11,560 | 14, 201 
Red Cliff. _.__.._...._...._...] Colorado.._____..__._._t 2 ...|.2 2d}. | Lee] 10, 880 
Warm Springs...._._.........| Idaho._._........ -..._.......| 6,959 | 12,070 | 7,463 | 7,104 8, 534 
Upper Mississippi Valley_.__.| Iowa, Northern Illinois, Wis- | 6,938 | 2,073 5, 904 5, 776 7,955 

. consin. - 
Kentucky-Southern Dlinois _.| Kentucky-Southern Illinois. - 270 322 | 1,243) 6,090 7, 907 
Pioneer_______.........._.__._.| Arizona_._..__ _.._............] 2.22... 825 | 2,000 | 3,175 4, 139 
San Juan Mountains ._..___..| Colorado __._......_..__......| 2,092 | 4,308 | 1,465 | 4,151 2, 894 
Rush Valley........_._.___..__| Utah._____..__...._...........] 2,205 | 1,955 | 2,370 | 2,971 3, 725 
Harshaw___.___.-..._.........| Arizona_.___.__.__._.__._...__] _._....].-......] 1,075 | 2,714 3, 531 
Magdalena.__.._._...._..___.| New Mexico._____..._.__._... 755 — 218 317 206 2, 580 
Wallapai.._............._._._.] Arizona___...__.___.._........} 1.714 1, 660 770 | 4, 295 2, 344 
Warren.________.-____.____._._.]._...do._....__._..... 2. J e.. re 1, 812 2, 0945 
Big Bug___.....__._..__.___._|.....do._............ eee. 110 1, 740 1. 804 
Montana__.__._._......._._._.| Montana. .___._.._......._..__.]...2 22 Jice... a) 713 1,474 
Eagle__........--_-_-_.......}...-.do..... 2. 8 632 550 394 418 1, 948 
Tintic.__..............._..__.]| Utah __.._..........__._..._.} 1,259 921 851 225 797 
Ophir..._.. 2-2 feee- do.) 68. | 4, 028 1, 893 1, 268 603 173 
Cataract......................] Montana ______._._..../....] 1,048 605 | 1,070 773 93 
Leadville. __..................| Colorado. ...___.._..__.._..._.] 1,476 97 172 172 48 
Flint Creek. .__......_........| Montana... _......._..___._... 4, 641 426 663 99 41 
Oro Blanco.__....._..........| Arizona_._...._..._...........! 2,700 | 3,265 | 2,377 484.} 0 0 LL 
Willow Creek.._..............| New Mexico. .__....._........}] 10,882 | 11,291 | 4,925] -..... |-._.._.- 
TYPO. enone nese ene e eee nne Nevada _.__-...__._.___......] 1417 |.-----2.| 2222-22. dee. -- Jrcee 

! Virginia included with Tennessec for 1937-39. Bureau of Mincs not at liberty to publish separately. 
? Includ2s a very small quantity produced elsewhere in the State. .
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| - : — STOCKS , a | 

Producers’ stocks.—Stocks of zinc at primary reduction plants, 
_ although still at a low level, gained 26 percent by the end of 1941; | | 

_ the comparatively small inventories held at secondary distilling | 
plants increased 17 percent; and total stocks also rose 26 percent. 
Of the total stocks on hand at the end of the vear, 18,491 tons were 
of the higher grades of zinc (A and B) and 6,611 tons of the lower. | 

_. grades (C, D, and E) compared with 9,710 and 10,263 tons, respec- a 
tively, at the end of 1940. oe | . 

_ According to the American Zinc Institute, stocks of slab zinc : 
followed a general downward trend during the first half of 1941 and 
reached the low point for the year at the end of June. Comparable 
figures for the same-date in past years are not available, but the 
midyear stock figure was lower than any year-end total since 1913. 
During the latter half of 1941, stock totals advanced steadily, so 
that the year-end figure was somewhat higher than that at the 
beginning of 1941. a | 

Stocks of zinc on hand at zinc-reduction plants in the United States at end of year, 
en _ 1987-41, in short tons | a | 

oO | . 1937 .| 1938 1939 1940 1941 

At primary reduction plants....._...........-.------ 79,144 | 157, 511 83,728 | 19,212 24, 212 
- At secondary distilling plants.-_.......:--.....-..__- 1, 969 1, 915 2, 555. 761 890 

81,113 | 159,426 | 86,283 | 19,973 25, 102 

Stocks of zinc ore (60-percent concentrates) in the Tri-State dis- oe 
trict (as reported by the Tri-State Zinc and Lead Ore Producers’ | 
Association) on December 28, 1940, totaled about 2,800 short tons | | 
with a drop to 1,200 tons on January 4, 1941, as shipments continued 
to increase over production. Production began to gain and by Feb- | 

__ruary..22_ exceeded shipments, with a resultant advance in stocks to... 
6,500 tons. This was followed by a sharp initial drop and asubsequent 
gradual falling off of stocks to 4,900 tons by the end of the first quarter 
(March 29). | | 

During the second quarter of 1941, stocks first rose to 6,100 tons 
on April-19 and then showed a general slight downward trend to 5,000 
tons on. June 28. In this same period, production for the most part 
exceeded shipments; but by July 5 shipments greatly exceeded pro- 
duction, and stocks dropped to 3,500 tons. Following this midyear | 
low, stocks climbed steadily (with but one notable decrease—in the 
latter part of August) to 9,300 tons on October 11—the peak for 1941. 
A subsequent sharp gain in shipments, with continued excess over 
slightly rising production, caused a rapid depletion of stocks to 2,900 
tons on November 29, followed by a gain to 3,800 tons on December 
27;. however, a-marked rise in shipments, accompanied. by a slight 
decrease in production, resulted in stocks dropping to 1,500 tons on 
January 3, 1942—the lowest point reached since January 4, 1941. 

Data on stocks of metallic zinc outside the United States continue 
to be unavailable, owing to the disruption of international trade in 
zinc ore caused by the war. , 

Consumers’ stocks—-The monthly survey of consumer stocks, first 
made by the Bureau of Mines in September 1940, was continued 
throughout 1941. In the following table the totals, by months, from
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an December 1940 through June 1941 are based upon a canvass of ap- 
proximately 300 companies with an estimated industrial coverage of 
about 90 percent at the first of the year. In August the survey was 

, expanded to include more than 500 respondents, representing over | 
| 95 percent of the consuming industry; stock totals were recorded upon 

| | this basis beginning July 31. a a | Oo 

Consumers’ stocks of slab zinc at plants at month’s end, December 1940 to December 
- | 1941, by industries, in short tons 3 - BO 

- aa | Galva- | Die | Brass | Zinc | Gide | - | 
| nizers | casters | mills | TDE| plants | Others Total . eo t- mills | Lo 

nnn ns ssn mmc nnn ee ss 

1940: . . o : . 
- December__----------.--------- 31, 612 12, 937 | 16, 410 6,067 | 638 67, 664 

oa 1941: _ 
January__---------------------- 29, 621 11, 619 10, 948 - 5,010 727 57, 925 
February. ...----------.------- 27, 039 10, 422 11, 515 5, 159 801 | * 54, 936 
Mareh ___---------------------- 26,556 | . 7, 548 8, 016 5.067 820 48, 507 
April__..----------------------- 24, 611 5, 993 10, 712 3,637 856 45, 809 — 
May..------------------------- 21, 798 5, 449 11, 999 3.697 899 43, 842 © 
June__.-------2---------------- 22, 481 5, 594 14, 485 3,977 846 - 46, 983 

July_.__....----.---------------| 27, 708 6,410} 18,448 | 2,862 443 | 1,832 | ‘57, 698 
| August........................-| 26,809] 6,206 | 15,748 | 3,533; 268; 2,113] 54,677 

September. _._-----.-------.--- 28, 718 7, 300 16, 231 3, 689 152 1, 860 57, 950 
October. --------.-------------- 29,803 | . 7, 538 14, 831 3, 637 240 1, 744 57, 793 

, November. ___----------------- 29, 049 8, 026 17,890 | 3,808 301 1, 676 60, 750 
| December ._...--.--------------- 31, 508 |. 9, 320 | 19,049 | 3, 562 164 1, 672 65, 282 

1 Based upon canvass of approximately 300 companies from January through June; expanded. to 520 - 
| companies beginning July 31. : 

In addition to the zinc recorded in the foregoing data on physical 
: inventories at plants, several thousand tons were in transit and held 
ae for redistillation at the end of each month. The total of this addi- 

tional metal ranged from as low as 10,530 tons to as high as 15,924 
tons for month-ends from December 31, 1940, to December 31, 1941, 
with an average of about 13,200 tons a month for the year. 

Although the monthly stock data do give a general picture, the 
results for July through December are not directly comparable with 
preceding months, because of variance in coverage and certain changes 
in industrial classification. These differences are indicated by the 
following table, which gives the final stock totals for the beginning — 
and end of 1941, based upon an annual consumer survey: for the cal- 
endar year 1941. ‘Total inventories decreased 11 percent. 

Consumers’ stocks of slab zinc at plants at the beginning and end of 1941, by indus- 
tries, in short tons ! 

J eat Tae | ames | ote | ote | omnes [ 
. . Zine : 
Galva- Die Brass . Oxide 1 
nizers casters mills rolling plants Others Yotal 

| | mus | 

a CD CO 
December 31, 1940.......... | 34, 903 | 13, 522 20, 412 5, 251 7TH0 | 1, 760 76, 615 
December 31, 1941_....-...---. | 33, 506 | 9,846 | 19, 069 3, 371 319 | 1,977 68, ORR 

1 Based upon canvass of approximately 600 companies. 

DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION / 

New supply.—A complete picture of the supply of new zine avail- 
able for consumption in J941 cannot be published, owing to the con- 
fidential nature of foreign trade information since September 1941. 
In the following table the trend of supply is shown for the 4 years,
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1937-40, but no attempt has been made to total the incomplete 1941 
statistics. In 1941 imports that affect the total supply and exports | 
that largely determine withdrawals are listed only for January to | | 
September, inclusive. | , a 

In addition to primary zinc, redistilled secondary metal was avail-_ 
able for consumption in 1941. Allowing for a slight increase.in stocks 
at secondary smelters, the supply of this material available to con- 
sumers totaled 59,374 tons. | | OO 

Primary slab zinc available for consumption in the United States, 1987-41, 
. an short tons | | . 

1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 | 

Supply: | , . 

Stock at smelters Jan. 1.__...-...-.--- 55, 500 79, 144 157, 511 83, 728 19, 212 
Production.......-...-.---..--.-.....| 556,904 | 446,341 | 507,286 | 675, 275 822; 020 
Imports for consumption. ..._-....---- 37, 208 | 7, 230 30, 960 1 16, 468 12 25, 212 

Total available.._..._.....-_--.-.--- 649, 612 532, 715 695, 707 775,471 | (8) —_ 

Withdrawn: . : 
Exports. ..2---.--. ---22--2--e eee 249 4 200 4, 515 79,091 | 257,909 | 
Stock at smelters Dec. 31......-.------ 79, 144 157, 511 - 83, 728 | 19,212 |  —«_-:24, 212 

Total withdrawn_-_.---..------------ 79, 893 157, 711 88, 243 98, 303 (3) 

Available for consumption........--..----.] 570,219} 375,004 607, 464 677, 168 3) a 

1 General imports. — ) 3 Figures not available for publication. a 
2 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. _ 4 Not separately recorded; estimated. | 

Consumption —The survey by the Bureau of Mines of zinc con- 
sumers for the calendar year 1941, mentioned earlier in this chapter | 
under the heading Consumers’ Stocks, showed that a record total of oe 
827,435 tons of zinc actually was consumed in 1941 by approximately | | 

_ 600 companies, representing virtually 100 percent of the consuming 
industry. In comparison, a similar survey for 1940 gave a consump- 
tion total of about 733,000 tons. Receipts of zinc by consumers in 
1941 totaled 818,908 tons, and the rest was supplied by an 8,527-ton 

~ ~~-withdrawal from consumers’ inventories. A break-down of the-total = — = -— 
consumed, by industrial groups and principal uses in each group, was | 
obtained for 1941 for the first time. These figures are given in the | 
following tabulation, but no comparison can be made with previous 
years. | | 

Consumption of slab zinc in the United States in 1 941 , by industries, in short tons! 

Galvanizing: ? | Die-casting alloy___.--_----- 150, 853 
Sheets._____.__.__..----- 129, 028] Rolled and ribbon zinc_--.... 72, 049 
Tubes and pipe__.._-..--- 69, 749] Zine oxide____---.-----.---- 16, 128 
Wire___.____.._-_-_---.-- 41, 408 | — = 
Wire cloth_____.._...__.---- 11, 307| Other uses: 
Shapes 3____._._____-_---- 99,362| Slush castings_------------ 751 

———| Wet batteries____..___...-. 1, 767 
350, 854| Desilvering lead___-------- 1, 431 
===} Miscellaneous‘*.-.__._----. 5, 564 

Brass products: . —_——_—— 
Sheets, tubes, etc__._-..--- 195, 714 9,513 
Ingots_..__-.---.-------- 9, 497 : —=— 
Castings._.__._..--------- 4, 509| Total consumption: All uses.. 827, 485 
Miscellaneous...._.._.------. 18, 318 

228, 038 
1 Based upon canvass of approximately 600 companies. 
2 Includes zine used in electrogalvanizing but excludes sherardizing. . 
3 Includes pole-line hardware, hollow ware, chains, and miscellaneous articles not elsewhere mentioned. 
4 Includes slab zinc used in manufacture of zine dust.
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| The estimated industrial use of primary and secondary zinc, as _ 
calculated by the American Bureau of. Metal Statistics, cannot be 
directly compared with the Bureau of Mines consumption figures for 
1941 because the results were attained by separate methods and 

| certain data are subject to different interpretation. Nevertheless, 
the figures in the following table are particularly valuable as they show 

| the indicated trend over a period of several years. © | 

: Estimated industrial use of zinc in the United States, 1937-41,.in short tons } 

Purpose | 1937 1988 1939 190 =| 1941 

| Galvanizing: . " , Sheets......-..--..---.---..-----------| 189,000 | 108,500 | 147,500 | 147,700] ~—138, 500 
Tubes. ..-.-.---...-..--..------.-----| - 87,000] 29,300] 43,300 | ~—51, 200 55, 000 
Wire..._._--.-2.--2s-e tenes 33,000} 23,600] 33,000} 33,900 37, 100 
‘Wire cloth.....--.......--.....------- 7,000 5, 600 7, 700 8, 400 8, 600 
Shapes?.........---.----..--..--..-...| 40,000} 31,000] 43,500 | 45, 800 60, 800 

| | | 256,000 | 198,000] 275,000 287,000] 300, 000 
Brass making..............-.........-....-| 169,000 | 102,000} 175,000 | - 232,000 |-—«313, 900 | 
Rolled zine.._--...-..--.----..-..-....| 68,000] 46,000 | 62,900 | “58,000 69,000 
Die castings... --..----.---..--. ---.-...|  88,000| 48,000] 84,000 | 116,000 | —125, 000 

| Other uses$._._..____......--..-.-.---.---| 39,000} 27,000 | ~ 30,000 —26, 000 24, 000 
610,000 | 421,000 | 626,000 | 719,000 | 831,000 

1 American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Year Book, 1941. | . 
? Includes pole-line hardware, hollow ware, chains, and all articles not elsewhere mentioned. — — 
‘Includes slab zine used fof manufacture of French oxide, zinc for wet batteries, slush castings, the de- 

silverization of lead, wire for metalizing, ete., and sundrics. . 

| The quantity of zinc used by industry in 1941, as estimated -by the 
_ American Bureau of Metal Statistics, was 16 percent higher than the 
previous record established in 1940. According to the data in the | 

| foregoing table, all the principal uses indicate increases in 1941— 
7 galvanizing 5 percent, brass making 35 percent, and die castings 8 - 

percent. Galvanizing took 36 percent of the total tonnage in 1941 
compared with 40 percent in 1940 and 44 percent in 1939. This item 
includes zinc used in electrogalvanizing and that used in sherardizing; 
the former increased from 6,071 tons in 1940 to 7,594 tons in 1941, and 
the latter from 618 to 944 tons. An incomplete break-down of the 
zinc used in rolled products in 1941 (1940 figures in parentheses) 
included 20,975 tons (20,985) in battery cans, 3,600 (1,904) in boiler 
plate, and 449 (426) in brake lining. The remaining tonnage was 
distributed for glass jar tops, photoengraving sheet, and automobile 
manufacture and for miscellaneous uses or export. The chief item. 
in ‘Other uses” is the slab zinc employed in making French-process 
zinc oxide. 

7 PRICES 

Despite the ever-increasing demand for zinc, from January through 
September the price of Prime Western at St. Louis continued at the | 
7.25-cent-a-pound rate established September 24, 1940. In an effort 
to expand output from marginal producers, the Office of Price Ad- 
ministration raised the base price on October 9, 1941, from 7.25 to 
8.25 cents, where it remained for the rest of 1941 The price of zinc
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- concentrates quickly followed with a rise of $6.70 to $55.28 per ton 
for 60-percent zinc concentrates in the Tri-State market, the highest 
reached in 15 years. The average quoted price for zinc in 1941 was | 
7.48 cents compared with 6.34 cents in 1940. | 

Information’ on London Metal Exchange dealings, which were 
suspended at the outbreak of the war, continued to be unavailable 
during 1941. On December 18, 1939, the Nonferrous Metal Control . 

— for the United Kingdom fixed the price of ‘zinc at £25 15s., delivered 
consumers, duty paid, for foreign zinc, and £26 10s., for domestic | 

- metal. These established prices did not change during 1941. 

Price of zinc and zinc concentrates, 1937-41 . 

| | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 7 

Average price of common zinc at— 
St. Louis (spot) .......__.-__-.-_-__-----cents per pound..| 6. 52 4. 61 5.12 6. 34 7. 48 
New York... 2... do_e 6. 87 4. 99 5. 51 6. 73 7. 87 
London_.-_.-...--.222 22-2 ede. 4.91 3.05 | 12.89 (?) () 

Excess New York over London.-___...__..........---.-.do-_---| 1.96 1.94 | 22.03 (4) (4) 
Joplin 60-percent zinc concentrates: 

Price per short ton____-.--.-.. _----..-.....-.-_--dollars._| 39.87 | 27.83 | 34.15 | 41.87 | 49.80 | | 
_ Price of zinc content___..................cents per pound_-_j| 3,32 2. 32 2.85 3. 49 4.15 

Smelter margin ._._...._.._...-.......-.......--....do_.--| 3.20 2. 29 2. 27 2. 85 3. 33 
Price indexes (1925-29 average= 100): . 

Zine (New York)__...-.-.-....----.- 2-2. oe 97 70 77 95 lll - 
Lead (New York) ..-.-..-2....-2- 2-22-22 80 63 68 69 78 
Copper (New York) _..-_---..-.-...---.-.----------------- 90 . 70 75 77 | 80 
Nonferrous metals 5____...-----____..-..-.---------..----.-- 91 74 79 82 85 

- . All commodities §........-------.--_ ee 88 80 79 — 80 89 

{ Average for 8 months; London Metal Exchange dealings suspended in September. 
3 Official maximum price fixed by British Ministry of Supply at £25 15s., equivalent to 4.64 cents a pound 

at the official 1940-41 rate of exchange. 
3 Difference based upon 8-month averages. : 
4 Not available. 
§ Based upon price indexes of U. S. Department of Labor. | 

Average monthly quoted prices of common zinc (prompt delivery or. spot) at St. Louts a 
_ and London, and of 60-percent zinc concentrates at Joplin, 1940-41: 

60-percent | Metallic zine (cents| 60-percent Metallic zine (cents 
Month zinc concen- per pound) zinc concen- | per pound) 

trates in the |_ trates in the |. 
Joplin region J oplin region 

7 (dollars per | St. Louis} London ( sok Per | gt. Louis| London 

January _....-...------------------ $38. 15 5. 64 $48. 20 7. 25. 
February __.....-.---------.----.- 35. 43 5. 54 48, 22 7. 25 
March... __...---..---- 37. 05 5. 75 48. 19 7. 25 

April. 3 ween nn ne nen een ene ene 37. 50 5. 75 48. 20 7. 25 
@y..-----..--.-----.---.-------- 37. 70 5. 81 48. 20 7. 25 

Jume__...-- 2 40. 54 6. 24 ) 48, 21 7. 25 (2) 
July. __..2- ee 41. 37 6. 25 48. 21 7. 25 
August. __... 2222 41.98 6. 40 48, 22 7. 25 
Seyftember-.........--------------- 44.75 6. 94 48, 39 7. 25 
October__.......-...---.------.--- 48. 24 7. 25 52. 88 7. 99 - 
November-_._.____.----.-..--------. 48. 23 7. 25 55. 28 8 25 
December. __._..--..---.--.---.-- 48. 19 7. 25 55. 28 8. 25 

Average for year___-.------- 41.87 6. 34 (2) 49. 80 7.48 (2) 

1 All quotations from Metal Statistics, 1942. 
-? Official maximum price fixed by British Ministry of Supply at £25 15s., equivalent to 4.64 cents a pound 

at the official 1940-41 rate of exchange.
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Average price received by producers for zinc, 1937-41, by grades, in cents per pound 

oo | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

Grade A:! | . | . 

' Special High Grade____..--.-.._-_--.-...___ ~~. 8.04 
' Regular High Grade 6. 65 5. 03 5.34 6. so | 7.74 ; 

Grade B: Intermediate..__-....-..--------------.------------- 7. 52 
Grades C and D:! . | . 

Selected vip ear] 43] 500) eo Sey 
Grade E: Prime Western__.._..-..----------------------------| 6.44 4.71 5:08 6. 14 7.16 
All grades__._.--.---.----_-.-_-_--~-..---- +--+ -------------| 6 5 4.8 5, 2 6.3 | 7.5 
Prime Western; spot quotation at St. Isouis.__.....__..-..-..-| 685 46 | 5.1 | 6. 3. 7.5 

1 American Metal Market quotes average prices of High Grade and Brass Special as follows: High Grade 
(f.0. b. New York)—1937, 7.76 cents; 1938, 5.74 cents; 1939, 6.16 cents; 1940, 7.38 cents; 1941, 8.48 cents. Brass 
Special (f. 0. b. East St. Louis)—1087, 6.62 cents; 1938, 4.71 cents; 1939, 5.22 cents; 1840, 6.44 cents; 1941, 7.68 

| ZINC-REDUCTION PLANTS — 

: Zinc smelters —No changes took place during 1941 in the number 
| of active and idle zinc smelters; as in 1940, there were 17 active plants 

and 1 idle plant. Of those active, 13 continued to operate with hori- 
zontal retorts exclusively, 1 with both horizontal and vertical retorts, 

| 2 with large vertical retorts exclusively, and 1 with electrothermic 
furnaces.. The total number of retorts reported at the active hori- 

| zontal-retort primary plants was 68,552, a 10-percent increase over 
- the 62,368 recorded for December 31, 1940. Of the total retorts 

reported, 65,969 were in use, a 19-percent increase over the 55,328 in 
operation at the close of 1940. Although this active equipment — 
represented 96 percent of the total at the regular plants, smelting 

| operations were at usable capacity throughout 1941; the remainder 
. represents a rapidly decreasing amount of equipment that has been 

idie for some time and is being replaced or reconditioned, plus a certain 
percentage that was closed down for necessary repairs. At the end of 
1941, 800 new retorts were under construction. The 14 new large 
vertical retorts under construction at the end of 1940 were completed 

| during 1941, bringing the total reported to 66, of which 64 were in 
use at the year’s end. | 
Many primary smelters treat scrap as well as ore. Horizontal- 

retort plants at Beckemeyer and. Sandoval, Ill., and graphite-retort 
plants at Trenton, N.J., Philadelphia and Bristol, Pa., Wheeling, W. 
Va., Tottenville, N. Y., and Fairfield, Ala., handle scrap exclusively. 
Graphite retorts were also operated during 1941 by Morris P. Kirk 
& Son, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., and. the New England Chemical 
Works, Putnam, Conn.; both concerns use serap exclusively. The 
Torrance (Calif.) plant of the Pacific Smelting Co., Ltd. uses small 
clay retorts as well as graphite retorts for treating secondary materials. 
Although no units were reported under construction at secondary 
plants during 1941, additional graphite retorts are planned for future 
installation at Fairfield and Philadelphia. 

Electrolytic plants.—F our electrolytic plants were in operation during 
1941 compared with three in 1940. The plant of the American Zinc 
Co. of Illinois at East St. Louis, Ill., which opened in May 1941, oper- 
ated at full capacity thereafter during the year, and construction 
work was planned for doubling the output. The plant of the Sullivan 
Mining Co. at Kellogg, Idaho, made full use of its capacity. The 
Anaconda Copper Mining Co. plant at Anaconda, Mont., operated to
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- full extent, and the Great Falls plant ran at. near capacity; both plants — 

increased their capacity over 1940, and additional plant facilities were 

planned for 1942. At the four plants, 2,502 cells out of a total of 2,526 
were in use at the end of 1941 compared with 2,204 out of 2,228 at 

three plants at the end of 1940; no new cells were reported under con- | 
struction at the end of the year, but 348 additional cells were planned > 

for 1942. The American Smelting & Refining Co. electrolytic zinc 

plant at Corpus Christi, Tex., which was. begun in 1940, was stall 

under construction at the end of 1941 but should be ready to operate 
in 1942 with an annual capacity of 25,000 tons of zinc. 

| FOREIGN TRADE ° 

Imports.—The following tables give zinc total imports (general) in 

ore and blocks, pigs, or slabs into the United States, 1939-40, and 

from January through September 1941; imports for consumption, 

1937-40. and 9 months of 1941; and a record of bonded warehouse ~ 
inventories, 1937-41. | | 

Zinc imported into the United States in ore, blocks, pigs, or slabs, 1939-41, by coun- 

oe tries, in short tons ! , 
ne n 

, 1941 s 
Country 1939 1940 | (Jan.- 

| | | | Sevt.) | 

Ore (zinc content): | oo, 

Argentina ..._----..-------------------2--02eec eee eo eeeeeene eee 1, 544 6, 723 5, 32( 
Australias... __..-..-..--...se2sss2sen2eseeeoeene pene eee eeeee [eeee eee eee 1,749| 8, 933 
Belgian Congo...-.-.-------------------------------------------|---- +--+ 20-2] -2-2 9-27 555- 8,161 

Bolivia._---.--...scccsoccescssscssececereseeeeeeeence ence eeeeee|eeeeeecencee 2, 530 2, 687 
Canada...._...--. 2s. 2sesseeeeeseesnceeeceseeeeeee rene eeeee 1,613 | - 33,993 33, 991 
Chile..._......----------------------------- oe nn eee ee |e = - 611 |_..--------- . 

Mexico. _.-.-.----------------------------------- 2-2-2 === 23, 221 93, 789 | 92, 544 , 

Newfoundland and Labrador..----.----------------------------|--------2--- 23, 640 3, 531 

POT onan ene ene eeneeeneeee eee eeeeneeee 9, 722 17, 285 21, 822 
Spain... so secceec secs seeewseceeeeneeeenencaeceeeeeene fee eeceeecene md 5,119 | 

Beas ee abe scenes ee cana nramaeet a ne 

Belgium. .._....------------------0-eeeeeeeee cence ence ene 4, 678. 336 |....-.-.---- 
Canada.._._....------------- one nn nn nn enn en eee nen ne 6, 402 6, 938 6, 704 

Indochina, French.......---------------------------------------|---*-25-222- [2-00 -g-3707 
1, 102 

Mexico... --.---o so seccseceeeeseesecseeeeseeereceeeseeeee-| 16,556 8, 048 17, 362 
Other countries. _.._..-----------------------------------7------] 3, 262 | 

| 30, 898 | 16, 468 25, 212 

1 Data include ore imported for immediate consumption plus material entering country under bond. 

Zine! remaining in warehouse in the United States, December 31, 1937-40, and 

September 30, 1941 
Pounds Pounds 

1987......._...-------- 24, 904, 405 | 1940.____-------------- 184, 442, 7954 

1938._____._..... 2... 51, 058, 373| 1941 (Sept, 30)---------- 279, 092, 943 
19389_._______._-------- 20, 295, 817 = 

1 Includes zinc ore (zine content) and zinc blocks, pigs, old, and sheets. 

As imports in 1941 are listed for only 9 months no direct compari- 
sons can be made with 1940 totals, but statistics for the January— 

September period do give an interesting picture of the trend since 

1940. By September 30, imports of zinc ore and concentrates were 

3 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 

Department of Commerce. .
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greater than the 1940 total. Mexico remained the chief source, with 
shipments amounting to 51 percent of the total, followed by Canada 
and Peru; although figures for all three countries indicate that totals 
for the year exceeded those for 1940, Peru shows the greatest gain. — 
Increased amounts came from Australia and Bolivia; but imports 
from Newfoundland and Labrador in the 9 months declined appreci- 

| ably, and none were reported from Chile. A substantial tonnage was 
obtained from Argentina, as well as from Belgian Congo and Spain. 
The rapid rise in the amount of zinc remaining in warehouse (from 
184,442,754 pounds at the end of 1940 to. 279,092,943 pounds on 
September 30, 1941) is due largely to the preponderance of total 

- imports (general) over imports for consumption. | 
Before 1940, total (general) imports of slab zinc very closely — 

approximated imports for consumption, whereas in 1940 total imports 
were higher than imports for consumption, by about 6,000 tons. 

_ Upon the basis of -9-months’ totals the reverse 1s indicated for 1941; __ 
the 30,995 tons imported for consumption during this period (12- 
months’ figures for 1940 in parentheses) included 23,085 tons (2,647) 
from Mexico, 6,704. tons (6,877) from Canada, and the rest from 

| _ French Indochina, Australia, and Peru. In comparison, the 9-: 
| months’ total (general) imports of slab zinc—25,212 tons—included __ 

17,362 tons (8,948) from Mexico and 6,704 tons (6,938) from Canada. 

Co Zinc imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41, by classes 

Ores finecon- | Blocks pis ot | sheets [OM doen] zing dus 
Year |__| | —uiiiiiji  .}§| Total 

| |: | value ? 
| Short Value Short Value ; Value i Value Short Value 

1937__....| 3,345 | $177, 457 | 37, 208 $3, 852, 884 231 |$30, 398 | 678 |$70, 460 69 $6, 169 |$4, 137, 368 — - 
1938__..-.| 4,860 | 392,591 | 7, 230 480,169 | 226 | 25, 989 96 | 8,944 64 | 5,074 912, 767 
1939__....| 33, 503 |1, 304, 433 | 30,960 | 1,890,236 | 178 21,166 | 203 | 14,067; 41 3,388 | 3, 233, 290 
1940__..._| 44, 637 |1, 108, 361 | 10, 146 801, 331 18 | 2,796 | 520 | 36,689 |..____|_____+__] 1, 949, 177 . 1941 3. -__-| 66, 976 |2, 421, 632 | 30,995 2,841,071 | 71 | 14,029 | 412 | 28,065} 68 | 12,301 | 5,317,098 

1 Includes dross and skimmings as follows—1937: 560 tons, valued at $59,635 : 1938: None reported; 1939: 
30 tons, $1,918; 1940: 356 tons, $21,815; and 1941 (Jan.-Sept.): 353 tons, $23,028. 

? In addition, manufactures of zinc imported. as follows—1937: $828; 1938: $463; 1939: $1,545; 1940: $32; 1941 
(Jan.-Sept.): $68. 

3 January to September, inclusive. 

Exzports.—The value of exports in 1941 (January—September) of zinc 
ore and manufactured articles containing zinc of foreign and domestic 
origin (excluding galvanized products, alloys, and pigments) amounted 
to $9,557,706 compared with $11,302,228 in the full year 1940. The 
maintenance of this high over-all value was due to increased prices. 
Slabs, plates, or blocks continued to be the largest export group. In 
addition to the items shown in the accompanying tables, considerable , 
zinc is exported each year in brass, pigments, chemicals, and galva- 
nized iron and steel. The American Bureau of Metal Statistics esti- 
mates that 14,300 tons of zinc were exported in galvanized products 
from January through September 1941. Export data on zinc pigments 
and chemicals are given in this volume in the chapter on Lead and 
Zinc Pigments and Zinc Salts. Much of the zinc used in the manu- 
facture of such products is of foreign origin, and when they are ex- 
ported a draw-back of 99 percent of the import duty is paid on the
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: basis of zinc contained in the finished product. For the 9-month 
period in 1941, draw-back was paid on 22,777 tons of zinc, of which 
7,638 tons had been imported as slabs and 15,139 tons as ore. Totals : 
for preceding years were: 1940, 19,306 tons; 1939, 16,213 tons; 1938, 
11,550 tons; 1937, 9,253 tons; ‘and 1936, 8,909 tons. | 
_In the following table on exports of slab and sheet zinc by countries _ 

of destination, the figures only for the first quarter of 1941 are given | 
to show the general distribution. The influence of the Lend-Lease 
program in 1941 is indicated by the large tonnage exported to the oo 
United Kingdom during the 3-month period. .__ 

Slab and sheet zinc exported from the United States, 1938-40, and January to March, 
1941, by destinations, in short tons | 

oe Slabs, plates, and blocks Sheets ems 

Destination | _ 
1941 1941 | 

19381 | 1939 | 1940 | (Jan—| 1938! | 1939 | 1940 | (an- 
: Mar.) . | Mar.) 

Country: : | } fe 
. Argentina...._........---.---.--| () 56| s9| 349| 471| 404] 579 195 

Australia. .....-.-.--..----------] @) [eee eee} ee fee eee 841 | 1,052 246 |___---_- 
Brazil.........-..-----.---------| @) 526| 1,301) 471; 9 50 96 58 

- - Gamada..22 2 ay 5 ®) @) | 2,317] 2,902] 2,813] 491 
: Chile 22} a 208 | 428 |___.._. 9 2| 130] 41 | 

China.._._....------..------.-.-} @) 201 | 4,115 21 | 148 4o| | 91 | 
India, British__..-..---.-.------| (). |_.....--| 9,634| 1,288] wo| 122] 41,422 313 

- Japan____........---------=-----| @) {773,252 | 13,958 | 175 | 232 5| 250 |... 
| United Kingdom....---...------| @)  |..-.....| 36,718 | 9,550| 775| 841] 585 2 : 

Other countries..----722222222-2.] @) 17 | 11,957 | 576 | 961 | 1,164] 1,320 611 | 

Total_.......-.--.-------------|. @) | 4,515 | 79,091 | 12,439 | 5,736 | 6,708 | 7,490} 1,802 | 

Continent: . SO _ - | 
North America_...........------| 81] 258 18 | 2,527 | 3,167 | 3,127 581 | 

- South America. -_....--------.--| @ 996 | 2, 760 822 643 | 555 997 359 . 
Europe...-.-..-------.----------| @)  [---.---.] 45,982 | 9, 559 914) 952 783 111 
Asia......---..------..-------.--| @) [73,488 | 29,431] 1,950 | 673 | 741 | 1, 687 642 | 

| Africa __-.---.-.----2--0-2-22---] Que 640 [-L.-| 107] 150] 653 | 109 
Oceania...-:-.-.-.----22-2------] Qos} 20 | 80] 872 | 1,184] 278 |e. 

1 8labs, blocks, or pigs not shown separately; included with sheets, strips, or other forms,n.e.s. 
2 Less than | ton. | | 

Zine ore and manufactures of zinc exported from the United States, 1937-41 

Zine ore, concen- . 7” | | 
oe Slabs, plates, or | Sheets, strips or other trates, and dross ” Zinc dust (zine content) blocks forms, N. e@. 8. 

Year: | | | 

Short | value | §bort | value | Shas’ | Value | “ons Value 

1937__.....-...---- 314 | $10,145 249 | $25,706 | 5,813 | $1,103,533 | 2,145 | $418,376 
1938._._-_-...----- 135} 6404] () | () 15,736 | 1908381 | 2,253] 355,856 
1939-2 2= 22a 303 | 11,253|  4,515| 479,338 | 26,708 |21,116,485 | 2,834 | 468,516 
1940._.-.--.....-.-| 448 | 42,207 | 79,091 |9, 103.030 | 27,400 | 21,564,720 | 3,044 | 592,271 
1941 (Jan.—Sept.)--|-........-|----.-----| 57, 900 |8, 252,009 | 23,530 | %850,837| 1,954 | 445, 860. 

1 Pigs and slabs not shown separately; included with sheets, strips, or other forms, n. e. s. 
2 Includes ‘‘Other forms, n. e. s. (including scrap)’’, as follows—1939: 259 tons, valued $64,434; 1940: 435 

tons, $143,652; and 1941 (Jan.-Sept.): 472 tons, $135,297. Not separately classified before 1939. 

| WORLD ASPECTS OF ZINC\INDUSTRY 

A perspective of the zinc situation throughout the world in 1941 
shows continuation of the abnormal conditions that prevailed during 
1940. |
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: Although official. data are lacking, the serious need for zine for 
| military and civilian use indicates that world: production and con- 

sumption of this metal were greater in 1941 than ever before. Some 
of the details by countries, where such information is available, are 
discussed in the followmg pages. Owing to the serious lack of data 
for 1940 and 1941, the table showing world smelter production has 
been omitted. | 

| | — _ REVIEW BY COUNTRIES ~ 

Argentina.—Production of zinc concentrates in Argentina in 1941 
| amounted to 66,010 metric tons containing about 36,300 tons of zinc, 

- _ only slightly below the 1940 total of 66,384 tons containing approxi- _ 
mately 37,000 tons of zinc.. The Aguilar mine of the St. Joseph Lead 

| Co. in the Province of Jujoy is still virtually the only producer. This 
| and other smaller. mines supply concentrates for the Puerto Vilelas 

: smelter. During 1940 a large percentage of the output of concen- 
- trates accumulated as stocks as the result of difficulty in disposing of 

- them. In June 1941 the United States, through the Metals Reserve 
Co., purchased the greater part of such stocks on hand. Reportedly 

| this purchase amounted to 100,000 long tons of concentrates contain- 
| mg 42,500 long tons of recoverable zinc. | | : 

Australia.—Base-metal production statistics for Australia for 1941 
- are not available. A prominent feature in development work at the 

various zinc properties is the use of diamond drilling. Late in 1941 
diamond drilling at New Broken Hill gave evidence of a reversal of 
pitch of the present ore body, which, if true, means that the main 
body to the south will be shallower. This would have an important 

| bearing on future mining practice. Operations at Broken Hill during _ 
| 1941 continued in the usual efficient manner; at North Broken Hill the ~ 
- main feature of the mining operations has been the continued success 

| attending extraction of ore from lode pillars, as 23.8 percent of the 
7 ore mined in the North section during the last operating period was 

won from this source. Ore reserves were estimated at 5,232,000 long 
tons as of June 30, 1941. Broken Hill South, Ltd., mtroduced a 
hydraulic system of stope filling Lower-grade crude ore treated at 
this property during 1941 was offset by improved metallurgy resulting 
in the following recoveries: Lead, 96.1 percent; silver, 92.2 percent; 
and zinc, 89.1 percent. The latest available figures for the Zinc 
Corporation, Ltd., indicate ore reserves of about 3,650,000 long tons. 

The Broken Hill Associated Smelters at Port Pirie are reported to be 
conducting research as to the feasibility of recovering zinc from accu- 
mulated blast-furnace slag containing 15.78 percent zinc and a minor 
amount of lead. Mt. Isa Mines, Ltd., Queensland, continued to make 
a steady output of zinc concentrates during 1941. Estimated sulfide 

| ore reserves, as of June 30, 1941, have been reported to total 8,775,300 
tons averaging 8.65 percent zinc. | 

Bolwra.— Mine production of zinc (content in ore) in Bolivia 
amounted to only 6,065 metric tons in 1941 compared with 12,197 
tons in 1940. Bolivian output of zinc ore and concentrates is com- 
paratively small, and no apparent reserve stocks are carried. 

Brazil.—The zinc-bearing zone of the Iporanga district, Sado Paulo, 
is the most important in Brazil. Reserves of sphalerite and calamine 
ore, containing 31 to 36 percent zinc and estimated as amounting to 
30,000 metric tons, have been reported near the Apiai lead-silver



_ deposits. Other deposits occur in Minas Gerais at Januaria and at 
' Morro do Bule near Curo Preto. The only zinc currently being pro- 

_ duced in Brazil is in the form of a byproduct from the Furnas lead- | 
_ silver mine in the Iporanga district. The ore averages 7 percent lead 

| and 17 percent zinc. The new selective-flotation mill has a daily . 
| capacity of 35 tons and produces 55-percent zinc concentrates with 
' @ recovery of 83 percent. So oe 

_ Burma.—Ore reserves of the Bawdwin mines, at the end of the fiscal 
year (June 30, 1941), were estimated at 3,130,200 tons of ore assaying / 
15.1 ounces of silver, 19.5 percent lead, and 12.1 percent zinc, or slightly 
lower both in tonnage and metal content than estimates for the previous : 
fiscal period. _— an : 

Canada.—Continued war restrictions prevent the publication of. 
base-metal production figures for Canada. The drive for zinc output 
by the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. has resulted in a greater 
production of lead as well. By the end of 1941, Waite Amulet was - 
treating about 1,500 tons of ore aday. The new 300-ton addition to 
the mili, in operation since October 1941, has been producing zinc for 
the American market. It is reported that the Hudson Bay Mining & 
Smelting Co. has recentiy installed a 10-ton pilot plant for the experi- | 
mental treatment of zinc residues that have accumulated at Flin 
Flon since 1930. Successful operation may result in the expansion of — : 
facilities for commercial-scale treatment of abotit 250,000 tons of this - 
material. By the end of 1941, mining operations had been resumed at | 
the old Calumet Island property near Ottawa; ore reserves have been | 
estimated at 1,300,000 tons. 

Canadian zinc-ore exports continued to go largely to the United | 
States and in the 9-month period from January through September | 
1941 amounted to 34,000 tons compared with the-same amount in 
all of 1940. The United Kingdom was the chief market for slab-zine — 
exports, although the amount shipped to the United States during | 
the January-September period was nearly equal to the total for | 

__ 1940. The ban on exports of zinc dross, remelted zinc in slabs, or . 
high-grade zinc scrap remained in effect throughout 1941. Measures =§ = 
have been taken by the Canadian Government to conserve for essen- 
tial purposes all available supplies of zinc that. are in demand for 
defense purposes. As a result of this program of curtailment, 75 
percent of the estimated use of zinc in 1941 was for essential pur- 
poses and 25 percent nonessential. In comparison, the division in | 
1940 was 36 and 64 percent, respectively. 

Mexico.— Mine production of zinc in Mexico totaled 154,996 metric 
tons in 1941, compared with 114,955 tons m 1940. This large in- 
crease reflects the great demand for zinc in the United States, to 
which approximately 84,000 metric tons (content in ore and con- 
centrates) were exported from January through September 1941. 
A considerable part of this tonnage came from stock piles accumu- 
lated after the sea blockade had cut off European markets in 1939. 
Smelter output totaled 31,500 metric tons, a drop from the 33,400 
tons produced in 1940, due largely to labor difficulties at the begin- 
ning of the year at the Rosita smelter of the American Smelting & 
Refining Co. 

Peru.—Production of zinc concentrates in Peru during 1941 totaled 
approximately 40,800 metric tons, with an extractable zinc content 
of 23,700 tons, a marked increase over the 1940 total of 29,467 tons
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containing 17,000 tons of zinc. This output is principally from the 
properties of the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation. Construction | 
of the new 800-ton-per-day Jead-zine concentrator is progressing, but 
the plant is not scheduled for completion before late 1942 or in 1943. 
The corporation’s 5-ton pilot electrolytic zinc plant operated success- 

7 fully in 1940 and 1941, and erection of a commercial-size refinery of 
| 100 tons daily capacity is under consideration. 

Spain.— Little information has been available regarding the Spanish 
, zinc industry during and following the years of the Spanish Civil 

War, which was concluded in 1939. It is reported that mine produc- © 
: tion of zinc in 1940 amourted to about 74,000 metric tons and that 

| 12,300 tons of metal were produced. For 10 months of 1941, mine 
_ and metal production has been given as 60,900 and 10,400 tons, 

: respectively. The zinc deposits of Spain are mainly in the Santander 
region, the principal mines being operated by the Real Compafia — 

| Asturiana de Minas. re ee
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OO GENERAL SUMMARY sy | 

_ | Expansion in the use of lead and zinc pigments, forecast in the report 
of this series for 1940, resulted in the establishment of several new | 
high records for this group of commodities in 1941. The achieve- 
ments were due to considerable gains in the use of litharge and red 
lead for storage batteries and of dry white lead, leaded zinc oxide, ) . 
and others for the manufacture of paint, to outstanding advances 
in the use of zinc oxide for rubber manufacture, to the use of unprec- 
edented quantities of litharge and zinc oxide in ceramics, and to 
record amounts of litharge used in insecticides. In 1941 consumption 
of black oxide or suboxide of lead, not included in the pigments totals, 

_..also_rose above all previous years. 2 
The actual demand for many products in 1941, particularly those 

made from metals and metallic ores, is impossible to gage. Sales | 
of zinc and lead pigments unquestionably would have been much 
larger had adequate quantities of raw materials for their unrestricted 
manufacture been available. Moreover, the relationship of zinc, lead, 
and titanium pigment totals in that year undoubtedly would have | 
been more favorable to titanium and zinc, because raw materials 
for these pigments were more restricted than those for the lead group 

_ Zine is closely related to war needs, more so than lead. Conse- 
quently, a tight situation in zinc metal and scrap for the manufacture 
of pigments arose early in the war. This condition affected zinc oxide 
more than other pigments, for more metal is used in its manufacture 
than in any other zinc pigment. In recent years the use of scrap in 
making zinc oxide had risen so that roughly equal quantities of zinc 
oxide and lithopone (in terms of zinc content) were made from scrap 
materials. More than half of the zinc oxide manufactured, however, 
is made direct from ore. Although zinc oxide sales increased 31 
percent during 1941, the zinc content of oxide made from metal and 
scrap actually decreased more than 5,000 tons; output from ores, 
meanwhile, increased 29,000 tons in terms of zinc content. As early 

| 165
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as June 10, 1941, zinc was placed under full priority control by the 
Office of Production Maragement (now the War Production Board). 
Producers of zinc oxide were ordered to set aside in July an amount 

| equivalent to 10 percent of their May output for emergency allocation _ 
by the Director of Priorities. From then until the end of the year 

| the amount to be set aside ranged from 10 percent for some months 
to none for others; the percentage usually applied to the second 
preceding month. - , | 

- Pig lead supplies appeared to be satisfactory at the beginning of 
1941; however, the greatly expanded use of this:metal for war and 
civilian purposes, partly as a substitute for scarcer materials, brought 

| noteworthy changes in this favorable position as the year progressed. 
Consequently, lead was placed under full priority control in October. 

In 1941 lead pigments, as a group, made a better showing than zinc 
| pigments in relation to' 1940, as the total quantities sold advanced 37 

and 27 percent, respectively. In relation of 1941 to averages for 
| 1925-29, however, zinc pigments performed better, having risen 10 

| percent compared with 1 percent for lead pigments. Failure of white 
lead in oil to maintain its relative position caused the poorer showing 
of lead pigments in the latter comparison. , 

The titanium pigments group, competitors in the white pigment. 
7 field, experienced unprecedented activity again in 1941. 

7 Average quoted prices for lead and zinc pigments were generally 
higher in 1941 than in 1940, and the average values reported to have 
been received by producers confirmed the trend of quotations. 

Salient statistics of the lead and zinc pigments industry of the United States, 1925-29 
(average) and 1937-41 

| | 1925-29 | | | @vecage) | 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Production (sales) of principal . |. 
pigments: ° 
White lead (dry and in oil) 

short tons..| 154, 483 98,213 | 100, 213 98,429 | 80, 562 113, 000 
Litharge............do....| 84,845 | 83,902 68,711 89,518 | 89, 841 122, 280 
Red lead_._.-.--do....| 41,362 33, 931 30, 183 39,976 | 42, 200 53, 838 
Zine oxide --_....---do...- 154, 208 114, 652 . 79,129 114, 652 113, 213 148, 833 
Leaded zinc oxide... do___. 26, 609 40, 343 38, 216 42, 684 45, 362 _ 68, 920 
Lithopona---.......-do_-.. 177, 745 154, 771 125, 746 142, 759 151, 802 176, 642 

Value of pruducts:: | 7 | 
All lead pigments__..-...|$60, 092, 000 |$35, 676, 000 |$28, 351, 000 |$35, 485, 000 |$32, 628, 000 | $46, 572, 000 
All zinc pigments. _--_----| 41, 314, 000 | 28, 038,000 | 23, 301, 000 | 28, 794, 000 | 28,747,000 | 39, 210, 000 

Total. _......-.-..--.---|101, 406, 000 } 63,714, 000 | 51, 652, 000 | 64, 279, 000 | 61,375,000 | 85, 782, 000 
Value per ton received by pro- |: 

ducers: | 
White lead (dry) _---...-.- 178 140 123 138 137 147 
Litharge........-..-.---- 176 143 122 123 126 134 
Red lead....--..-.--.--.-- 193 160 137 140 141 161 
Zinc oxide-___.-.-.--.-.--- 133 103 117 117 118 125 
Leaded zinc oxide_.......- 124] . 104 107 114 114 118 
Lithopone---....------.--- 98 —6B 79 73 67 71 

Foreign trade: - - 7 
Lead pigments: 

Value of exports...._-; 1,346,000 586, 000 510, 000 715, 000 594, 000 1 833, 000 
Value of imports.----) 30,000 | 17,000} 10,000} + —10,000| +~—«14, 000 19, 000 

Zinc pigments: 
Value of exports...-._| 2,150,000 | 610,000 | 339,000 | 925,000 | 1,585,000 | 12, 313, 000 
Value of imports. 931, 600 414, 000 285, 000 280, 000 46, 000 115, 000 

Export balance... 2,535,000 | 765,000] 554, 000 | 1, 350,000 | 2,119,000 | 13, 122, 000 

1 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. .
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| | PRODUCTION ~ | | 

Sales have more significance in this report than production, owing | 
to lack of data on stocks at the beginning and end of the year. In : 
some instances materials reported as one commodity for production 
have been sold later under another classification. Therefore, sales 
figures afford a more accurate guide to the pigments actually going © : 
into consumption. To prevent duplication, care is necessary even in 
handling sales figures. Some pigments reported as sales of finished | 
products at one plant actually are used by other plants as an inter- | 
mediate product in the manufacture of another pigment covered by ) 
the lead and zinc pigments canvass. Basic lead sulfate consumed in 
the manufacture of leaded zinc oxide is the principal problem in this | 
connection, but it is not the only one. Production figures are em- ~ | 
ployed in this report only in calculating the metal content of pig- 
ments and salts in the section on Raw Materials Used in Manufacture 
of Lead and Zinc Pigments and Zinc Salts. Pigments used by pro- 7 

| ducers in manufacturing products at their own plants are included a 
as sales. ) | | | 
~ The total value of sales of lead and zinc pigments showed a 40- 
percent rise, from $61,375,000 in 1940. to $85,782,000 in 1941. This. 
noteworthy increase was due to advances in sales of all pigments and — 

-- to gains in average values received by producers for virtually all items. | 
Lead pigments.—The lead pigments that in 1941 rose above all : 

previous years in sales were litharge, red lead, and white lead (dry); _ | 
these commodities gained 36, 25, and 26 percent, respectively, over 
previous high. records established in 1940, 1929, and 1925. On the | 
whole, price quotations in 1941 did not exceed the higher levels of the | 
1940 range; but, in general, they were above the lower levels, so that — 
average quoted prices topped those of the earlier year. In 1941 most | | 
of the lead pigments made gains in average value received by produc- | 
ers. Consequently, although lead pigments showed a notable rise (37 

__ percent) in total quantity the increase (43 percent) in their total value Was oven greater. , LO ose venveevnn eee 

White lead in oil advanced 16 percent in 1941 but lagged behind | 
all other pigments.. Gains in sales of white lead (dry) brought this 
pigment up to 94-percent of the quantity of the paste product, the 
highest proportion it has ever attained in this relationship. 

Lead pigments sold by domestic manufacturers in the United States, 1940-41 

| 1940 1941 

Pigment Short Gusiveot Entainer) Short Gusiveot Cntainer) 
tons as re tons To 

Total Average Total 

Basic lead sulfate or sublimed lead: 
White...............-.-.--.-.---| 5,493 | $692,769 $126 | 8.739 | $1,122, 622 $128 

Blue.....-..-..-.-.222------------ 707 | 92,076 130 | 1,631 | 211,816 130 
Red lead....-..-...-.......-.--.-----| 42,200 | 5,970, 156 141 | 53,838 | 8, 687, 469 161 
Orange mineral _-_-_.......------------- 137 30, 441 222 246 57, 516 234 

Litharge...............-- ---.--------| 89,841 | 11,308, 954 126 | 122, 280 | 16, 416, 507 134 
White lead: 

Dry... ------2eceeeceee-e--e-e----| 30,115 | 4,114, 785 137 | 54,689 | 8, 613, 421 147 
In Oil !..-......--..-..-2...-2----| 50,447 | 10,421, 585 207 | 58,311 | 12, 062, 375 207 

1 Weight of white lead only but value of paste. 

| 4977794318
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Lead pigments sold by domestic ‘manufacturers in the United States, 1910-41, in 
| _ short tons | | 

ee 
: Basic lead sulfate 

| White lead or sublimed lead Orange | -. 
| Year —_— Red lead mineral Litharge 

Dry In oil White | Blue 

1910... eee---------| 32,287] 111, 573 9, 858 119,801] .1676| 23,742 1911-222 TT] 25 834] 106778| ~~ 10, 019 | 119, 540 1766 | 25, 190 
1912____ 26, 242 120, 591 | 11, 085 1 21, 120 1 «545 29, 111 1913_______..--...--...--..-....} 24,196 | 118, 430 12) 452 117, 635 1434] —23°098 1914.___.__._...-..-.-........._| 29,076 | 130,398 12, 665 118,697| . 1426] 27,346 1915.__..--.-.-.-..----..-.-..._| 33,907 | 129, 194 ‘13, 364 219,435 | (2) 618 | 1916-2} 32,938 | 96,041 | 10,977) 1,287 | 2237035] a) 37, 739 | WI7. 2} 27,860 | 87,381 | 8231 | 1369] 2254781 a) 44, 102 9B | 20,089 | 82,799} ~=— 7,403 | 1343. | 230069] 2) 48, 874 1919.22 Ll] 30,085 | 109,005 | 9068} 1.350| 232362] @) 46,739 | | 1920.92 22} 333678 | 12017 | 12, 412 "908 | 234/431 | ay 62, 329 1921-9226, 738 | 143, 545 | 11; 568 463 | 21, 805 381 | 41,909 1922.22 2 ee-2-2-221------| 41,598 | 153,303 | 13,765] - 972| 30,509 370 | 58, 261 1923.______._._....------.-...-] 37,786 | 125,087| 11/949 800} 38,037| - 646| 75,107 1924-22 o oe] 4ae22 | 144872] 14572| 1,088 | 36,813 331 | 74, 724 1925... .....-.-2-.-.-.--------| 43,426 | 120,479} 14,996 | 1,090 | -41,669/ 840 |. 86, 546 1926... -_2----------------..--.-| 37,968} 111,845] 12,271| . 11936] 427550; 813] s2s40 | 7 1927... -.-----------.--.--.----| 38,669 | 119,026 | 13,482} - 1,061| 39,073]  709| 81.655 1928.22 lili] 433049 | 111,993] 16,002] 11934] 40,497 459 | 85, 570 | 1929.22.22 eee] 42159 | 104872 | 15,580|. 1234] 43/021 678 | 87,916 1930.22.22 222222222222. 1.-.-| 32,548 | 69,502 | 10,308| 17219] . 32’941 356 | . 72,578 1931-222 TT") 30,922 | 66, 446. | «8,790 896 | 25, 853 282 | 63, 890 1932.92 27] 93946 | 46,728 | 5, 708 549] 18,880]; 212] 58,096 © 1988.22] 24 628 |. 48,354) 7320] = 625 | 21’ 988 931{ 61,193 | 1994.- 922222 TTT] 28) 569 | 56165 | 6, 399 668 | 26, 743 234} 68733 1935.- 22222222] ave72 | 68as9| 7572 727| 776 252 | 79,930 | 1936_..____-.__.__...-.....-....| 34,775 | 83,632] 7, 531 891 | 34, 896 248| 86, 246 1987.02]. ager | «6 68.552] «75514 | 1,108 | 33° 931 206 | 83, 902 7 1938-22222 TTT] 29,813 | 70,400 | 5, 020 7711 30,183 127| 68,711 1939.2 22222222 TTT] 30, 509 | 67,920 | 4’ 688 850 | 39,976 131 | . 89,518 | 1940. 22222222 TTT] 30115 | 50,447 | 8 493 707 | 42, 200 137| 89,841 Wal... TTT) 64,680 | 68,311 | 8,730] 1,631 | 53,838 246 | 122, 280 

1 Small quantity of orange mineral included with red lead. ° 
- ? Orange mineral included with red lead. 

, | Zine pigments and salts.—Sales of leaded zinc oxide established 
another new high record in 1941, and those of the lead-free class were 
the largest since 1929; the total of both grades had never been exceeded 

| before. Lithopone sales, although not attaining a new peak, had been 
higher only from 1927 to 1929, inclusive. ‘The sharp rise in the use 
of ore in the manufacture of zinc oxide was due primarily to the diffi- 
culty in obtaining adequate supplies of zinc metal and scrap in 1941. 
The average quoted price for lithopone in 1941 was above the range 
for 1940, but, in general, prices for various grades of zinc oxide were 
at or close to the top of -the ranges for 1940. Producers reported 
receiving higher average values for all pigments during 1941. 

Zinc pigments and salis sold by domestic manufacturers in the United States, 1940-41 | | eee OE ee EEE 

1940 1941 

: | ‘Value (at plant, ex-. Value (at plant, ex- 
Pigment or salt Short clusive of container) Short clusive of container) 

tons |---| _ tons TT aa 

. - Total Average Total Average 

Zine oxide 1______._.................] 113, 213 |$13, 361, 980 $118 | 148, 833 $18, 558, 474 $125 Leaded zine oxide !__.-_............| 45,362 | 5, 187,522 114 | 68,920 | 8, 101, 782 118 Lithopone.__:_.-..--..--..-........| 151,802 | 10, 197, 897 67 | 176,642 | 12, 550, 193 71 Zine chloride, 50° B.............--_-|. (@ (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) Zine sulfate......__...........-.....| 11,987 | 695, 496 58 | 19,201] 1,424,456 74 
ae 

1 Zine oxide containing 5 percent or more lead is classed as leaded zinc oxide. ? Data not available.
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Zinc pigments and salts sold by domestic manufacturers in the United States, 1910-41, 
| _ an short tons | | 
a 

Year Zine oxide ended Lithopo Zine chlo-| Zz sulfate 

1910... - ee eee eceeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-] 88,481 6823 | 12,655 |). | 
W911____-.-.----------- +--+ ---------------- 63, 827 6, 765 16, 866 - 
1912____-___-_-_--------------------------- 84, 002 11, 410° 24, 220 
1913... ss sceeeeeeeseeveeseeese-------{ 75,700] 9, 421 29, 685 
1914. _ 0-2 ---l----- eee eee 82, 809 11, 317 32, 819 | (1) (1) 
1915... sees eeseeeeseeeeeeesee---| 109,261] 18,758 |. 46,404 |[ : 
1916... 2 sss seseesseeeees-re2---------] 100,330 | 23,008 51, 201 | 
1917.2 eens eee 107,586 | 23,450 | 63, 713 . 
4918. ssl eeseeeeeeeeslieeeeseeae---| 100,286 | 26,714 | 62, 408 
1919...) ss eseeeseceeeeesesee-s-----| 117,80 | 27, 891 78,365 | 2.59, 28 2 2, 763 
1990.2 TTTIIIIIIIIIIT) «= ga} aaa | 80,460 | 89,373 | 2 68, 945 2 3,072 | 
1921____-_-_-_-_--------. .----------------- 74, 329 16,103 | 55,016 59, 457. 3, 295 

1922... --sesseceeeeleveeesessee-seee-| 128, 465 19, 613 83,360 | 41, 627 5, 078 
499g TTTTTTTTTTITTTTITTTIETIITIITIT] ~—126}987 |. 23,504] 98,199 | 42,431 | 5, 375 
1924... sees eeeteeseesels---] 181,470 | 26,729 | 109,469 | 51, 054 4, 674 
1925.2] bias | 81,750] 145,019 | 45, 619 5, 593 
4996. TTTTTTTITIITITITIIITIIITTT] 46908 | = 28,850 | 159,931 | 47, 206 6, 612 
1927... enseeeeeceseeeeeell| 151,246 |. 26,064] «176,904 | 40, 141 6, 418 
1928.2 TTI) =~ 160,904. | «24,293 | © 200,468 | = 45,669 | 4, 733 
1929. .._-.-.--------------+------------=--- 160, 611 27, 149 | 206, 315 43, 189 7, 454 

1930.20. non eeeee sees seceeeesee| = 119,42. | «17,279 | 164,065 | 29, 048 6, 249 
1931... ....-.--sssssessessses-s-----------| 98, 700 18,577 | 151,850 | 34, 885 5, 290 
1932... --sseseseeeeseeseeenenseeeeeeee-| 72, 250 14,305 | 121,667 | 28, 624 4, 252 
1933.2 oor eeeceeeeeeeee] 9842 | 22,868] 140,831 | 32, 187 5, 698 
1934.10. sts ss nesses eeseseeeeeesse| == 87,088 | 20,506 | «148,565 | 19, 614 7,379 
1935... 222 snes eeeeeeeeeeeee| = 99,07] = 29,976 | = 159,486 | (8) 7, 892 

4986. TTI 126,800] = 40,512 | 158,319). 9721 
1937____..-.-----.-.--------.------+--------- 114, 652 40, 343 - 154, 771 (3) 10, 521 

1938.2 oc ereesceeteeeeeeee] 79,129 |. 38,216 | = :125,746 | 8) 7, 757 
agg TTT} a 52] 42,684 | 142,759 | (3) 10, 157 | 
1940. __.._-.-----_--2----------------------} 118, 218 -45,362 |. 151, 802 (3) ' 11, 937 

1041. _ ooo ss se seseseeeleessssssesecsessee-s-] ° 148,833 | 68,920 | 176,642} @) 19,201 

1No canvass. — 7 
2 Figures represent production. 
3 Data not available. | 

Complete data covering the production of zinc chloride in recent 

years are not available owing to the absence of a reliable report | . 

from one producer, whose output is believed to have been large. | 

Sales of zinc sulfate established a second successive high in 1941— | 
~---§1 percent above the previous record, attained-in 1940.00 © © 

CONSUMPTION BY INDUSTRIES | 

White lead.—Total sales of white lead gained 40 percent over 1940, 

and the dry variety established a new high record. White lead me 

oil did not make a good showing in relation to other prosperous years 

for the pigments industry. | | 
Normally about 95 percent of the white lead sold is used in the 

manufacture of paint. For the past 2 years, the percentage has been | 

closer to 90 percent, although some of the quantities shown under 

“Other” may rightfully belong. under the paint classification. 
Early in 1942, the Federal Specification Board approved several 

Emergency Alternate Specifications, including one to cover three 
regular specifications, namely: TT—P—36a, Lead-Zinc; TT—P-10la, 

Titanium-Zine and Titanium-Zinc-Lead ; T'T-—P-156, Basic Carbonate 
White Lead. A single emergency paint to take the place of all three © 

will be designated E-TT-P-101a, Titanium<Zinc and Titanium-Zinc- 
Lead, Outside, Ready-Mixed White Paint. Although the title 

implies two types, only the titanium-zinc-lead type. is specified. It 

covers light tints as well as the white product. The composition | 
requirements are: Pigment, minimum .63, percent, consisting of
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titanium. dioxide, minimum 10 percent; zinc oxide, minimum 24 
percent; white lead, minimum 24 percent; sum of zinc oxide and white 
lead; minimum 48 percent; .inert pigments, maximum 40 percent. — 
A semi-chalk-resisting type of titanium dioxide‘is required. 

: Distribution of white lead (dry and in oil)’ sales, 1987-41 , by indusiries, in short tons 

: Industry 1937 . 1988 1939 1940 1941 

a 93, 580 95, 018 92, 380 73,137 | 100, 665 | Ceramics___-__-_-__--._--..-.---sss-seees 2, 506 1, 918 1, 767 3, 029 3, 704 Other. 22022202222 2,127 3,277 | 4, 982 4, 396 8, 631. 
a : 98, 213 100, 213 98,429} 80,562{ 113,000 

| Basic lead sulfate—The outstanding use of basic lead sulfate is also 
in the manufacture of paint; 90 percent of the total was sold for that 
purpose in 1941. The increasing use of this pigment in making leaded 
zinc oxide has been noted in earlier chapters of this series. The prac- 

| tice assumed record-breaking proportions in 1941, when 12,000 tons’ 
were so used compared with the previous peak of 7 ,700 tons in 1939. 
These quantities are included in the totals for leaded zinc oxide but 

| not in those for basic lead sulfate. | 

| Distribution of basic lead sulfate sales, 1937-41, by industries, in short. tons : 

_ Industry 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Le 8, 255 5, 024 5,170 5, 503 9, 285 Rubber__._.__....-.-..----------------1.- 213 91 140 128 200 
Storage batteries___....-....--.-..-2--1-- 6 3 4 4 8 
Other -__...-----2-2 222-222 eee | 148 683 224 475 877 

8, 622 5, 801 5, 538 6, 200 10, 370 

Red lead.—Sales of red lead were record-breaking in 1941; they | 
exceeded. the previous ‘peak in 1929 by 25 percent and fulfilled the 
promise of increased use made when it became evident that a tremen- 
dous expansion in plant construction to supply materials for war pur- 
poses would develop. Although sales. to makers of storage batteries 

| continued to represent the larger part of the total, they did not ad- 
- vance in the same ratio as sales to manufacturers of paints,which 

gained 68 percent. oo | | | 
An Emergency Alternate Federal Specification for Red-Lead-Base 

Ready-Mixed Paint, E-TT-P-86, changed the specifications for this 
paint to: Pigment, red lead (95 percent grade), minimum 40 percent; 
red iron oxide (70 percent Fe,O;), minimum 20 percent; zinc oxide, 
minimum 10 percent; extenders, remainder (magnesium silicate, 
aluminum silicate, silica, or mixtures). 

Distribution of red lead sales, 1937-41, by industries, in short tons 
a naan 

Industry 1987 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Storage batteries... 20, 275 19, 057 24, 709 26,718 |  * 27,405 Paints..............._---.-......-.--..... 10, 440 8, 698 11, 421 11, 949 20, 130 
Ceramics__--._.....-.-.22- 2-222 eee. 854 655 1,123 1,117 1, 593 Other_____..._....-.________.-_._..--.._- 2, 362 1, 773 2, 723 2, 416 4,710 

33, 931 30, 183 39, 976 42, 200 53, 838 
eee
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Orange mineral.—This pigment is produced in very small quantities. _ 
Ink manufacture took the principal amount.in 1941. a | | 

. Distribution of orange mineral sales, 1987-41, by industries, in short tons. 

| Industry 1987 1938 | 1939 1940 1941 | 

‘Ink manufacture__._.....-..-------------- 76 20 «64 51 | 98 
Color pigments..----.---------------------| - 61 94 - 40 18 26 
Other _ __....------------------+---+------- 70 13 OF ~ 68 "122 - 

- | " 806 127 131 1371 246 : 

Litharge.—Sales of litharge made a new high record in 1941, owing 
largely to the sharp advance in its use for storage batteries (the | 
largest consuming industry) and to noteworthy increases in sales to 
makers of ceramics, chrome pigments, and insecticides. Each of these 
industries took more litharge than ever before. On the other hand, 
its use in rubber and varnish manufacture, although greater than in 
1940, had been exceeded in earlier years. Black oxide or suboxide of 
lead used by storage-battery manufacturers established successive 
peaks in 1939, 1940, and 1941. The total for 1941 was 61,000 tons | 

compared with 53,000 in 1940 and 45,000 in 1939. Sales of black 
oxide are not included in Bureau of Mines totals for litLarge. _ 

Distribution of litharge sales, 1937-41, by industries, in short tons 

Industry | 1987 | 1938 1989 1940 1941 _ 

Storage batteries..........-----.---------.-| | 32,28 | 32,514 39,754 | 38,303 49, 847 - : 
Insecticides_..........-.------------------- 18, 242 11, 736 | 16, 435 16, 041 19, 403 

Ceramics....--..--...--2.-.---------------| 7, 87 5, 889 “8, 679 12,072 | 18, 285 
. Chrome pigments. --.._.-.----------------- 7, 330 5, 590 9,415 8, 456 13, 927 

Oil refining.__-_.__..--.----.--------------- 8, 311 6,411 7, 619 6, 876 6, 749 
Rubber._..___.-_...----------------------- 1, 659 - 880 1, 404 1, 590 3, 968 

Varnish. _..-....-------------------------- 3, 366 2, 449 - 2,428 | 3, 003 8, 165 

Linoleum._._...__...-+:--------------------| - 264 231 226 +418 647. 
no OER OP nn eee epe 4, OB P8011 3,558.1. .-8,082 |... 6, 289... ve 

| , | g3,902|  68,711| 89,518 | 89, 841 122, 280 

Zine oxvide—Although zine oxide sales were 31 percent above 
those in 1940, unlike some or the pigments that made new highs 
in 1941, they were exceeded by the totals for 1925 and for each of the 
3 years 1927, 1928, and 1929. The demand for zinc oxide in the 
manufacture of rubber and ceramics broke all records. Gains : 

were also registered in sales for paint manufacture and floor coverings 
and textiles, but the quantities did not represent the largest ever sold 

for these purposes. ‘The inadequacy of zinc metal and scrap supplies 

in 1941 caused a sharp downturn in the proportion of French-process  _ 

zinc oxide made in that year, and only 24 percent of the total was 

manufactured by that method; 76 percent was American-process 
zinc oxide. These percentages represent changes from the 36 and 

64 percent, respectively, for 1940 and the 41 and 59 percent for | 

1939. It is impossible to say what zinc oxide sales would have been 

if enough zinc had been available to meet requirements for the manu- 
facture of this product. oo 

Provisions for a zinc oxide monthly pool, for allocation by the 
Director of Priorities, are discussed in the opening section of this
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report. The maximum prices for various grades of zinc oxide, which 
| the Office of Price Administration requested manufacturers to main- 

tain beginning January 1, 1942, are discussed in the price sectionof __ 
this report. __ es st os | 

_ A new plant for the manufacture of zinc oxide by direct flash 
fuming zinc concentrates was completed and put in operation by the 
Eagle-Picher Mining & Smelting Co. in January 1941.at Galena, Kans. ; 
a second unit that doubled the capacity of the plant was constructed 
and went into production early in July. Production of zinc oxide 
was begun during the year by the Gulton Metals Refining Co. at 
Metuchen, N. J. oe | 

| Distribution of zinc owide sales, 1937-41, by industries, in short tons 

‘Industry | 1937 | 1988 1939 | 1940 1941 

Rubber._.__-.---.-.-..-------------------- 67, 061 46, 266 70, 187 70,979 | 90,429 
‘Paints ___...-...------------------------.| ° 27987| 20,884 | . 25,334] 93° 968 30, 304 
Ceramics._-_.--......-.....-s.sssssees 5, 216 4,908 | 6,572 6,352| 8, 596 
Floor coverings and textiles_._...........__- 9,019 3, 030 5, 641 4, 752: 6, 991 

Other.....---.------------- eee 5, 369 4,041 6,818| - 7,862 12, 513 
114, 652 79,129} 114,552| 113,213 | 148, 833 

Leaded zine oxide.—This increasingly popular pigment continued 
| to advance in 1941, and sales reached new heights—68,920 tons, or 52 

percent above the previous high record for 1940. One factor in the 
large increase during 1941 is that virtually all the zinc content of this 
pigment comes from zinc ores and concentrates; consequently, gains 
in its production placed no strain on tight supplies of zinc metal and 
scrap. -As usual, paint manufacturers took nearly all the leaded zine 
oxide sold. The total shown for leaded zinc oxide in 1941 includes 
12,000 tons of basic lead sulfate used to-increase the lead content of 
the product; this tonnage is excluded from the basic lead sulfate totals 
to avoid duplication in reporting data for metals. 

Distribution of leaded zinc oxide sales, 1937-41, by industries, in short tons 

Industry 1937 19388 1939 1940 1941 

Paints__._.....-------2-2--- 2 eee 39, 584 37, 348 41, 519 44, 341 67, 472 
Rubber. __.._..--.--22--2--2-- 2-2 97 |... ee | ee 1 
Other 2207220772 2772TTTEITTTIITT 662 868 | 1, 164 i, 02i 1, 447 

| 40,343 | 38,216 | 42,684 | 45, 362 68, 920 

Inthopone.—Lithopone statistics are reported upon the basis of the 
regular lithopone content of high-strength lithopone plus normal 
lithopone sold as such; before 1936, they were upon the basis of 
standard-strength plus high-strength product. Sales in 1941 were 16 
percent above those m 1940 and with the exception of 1927-29 were 
the largest on record. Paints, varnish, and lacquers take the prin- 

. cipal part of the total lithopone sold, and sales to such users increased 
13 percent in 1941; this use took about 80 percent of the total in 
several years but only 77 percent in-1940 and 75 percent in 1941. 
Floor coverings and textiles have used 12 to 13 percent and rubber 
2 to 3 percent of the total in recent years. Based upon somewhat
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incomplete information, separation of the 1941 quantities shown. in | 
the following table for floor coverings and textiles indicates that 
16,000 tons were used for linoleum and felt-base floor coverings and 
the remainder for coated fabrics and textiles (oil cloth, shade cloth, 
artificial leather, and similar products). Other sales in 1941 included 
5,559 tons for paper and 2,301 tons for printing ink. Figures for an | 
additional quantity for printing ink cannot be separated. from the 
total figures for paints. | | 

Plant capacity for the production of lithopone was reported to 
total 181,600 tons at the end of 1941. | | 

Distribution of lithopone sales, 1987-41, by industries, in short tons | 

| | Industry 1987 1938 1939 «| «190 =| 1941 | , 

Paints, etc. __...-.-..--.----------.------- 122, 915 : 101, 924 | 113, 995 117, 075 132, 691 
Floor coverings and textiles... ._...-...-.- 20,194 | 15,400 17, 429 18, 738 21, 114 
Rubber. _....----------------------------] 4, 383 3, 148° 3, 189 3, 387 3, 547 
Other... 22-2222 eee 7,279 5, 274 8,146 12,602 | 19, 290 | 

- | “384,771 | 125,746 | 142,759 | 151,802 | 176, 642 - 

The use of ordinary-strength lithopone in the manufacture of ti- 
-tanated lithopone (which usually contains 15 percent TiO.) reached | 
-a peak in 1937, when 19,400 tons were so used; in 1941, 14,100 tons 
were used for this purpose. The lithopone figures in the following 
table are included in the totals for ordinary lithopone in the preceding 
table. - | | . | 

Titanated lithopone produced in the United States and ordinary lithopone used in 
ats manufacture, 1987-41, in short tons 

5 Ordinary | : 5 Ordinary, | 
Year lithopone | lithopone Year lithopone | lithopone 

produced used produced |: used 

1937... we------| 28, 000 19,400 |{1940.......------.----.----| 18, 100 15,200 - 
1938.22 TIT) 20) 100 17,000 ||I941.._......-..._-. 16, 800 14, 100 | 
1939-02207 TTTTTIITII] 16, 100 13, 700 || | 

Zine sulfide-— Although zinc sulfide has been produced by four plants 
in the United States in recent years, one producer dominates the in- | 

_ dustry; therefore, the Bureau of Mines has not been at liberty to 
release data on this commodity. Only two plants were productive 
in 1941. | , : 

Zine chloride——The Bureau of Mines cannot report zinc chloride 
production as one producer, whose output is reputed to be large, has - 
failed to supply reliable data. | . 

Zine sulfate.—Sales of zinc sulfate in 1941 exceeded by a wide margin 
the high record established in 1940, thus continuing the uptrend that 
began in 1933 and was interrupted only in 1938; the gain over 1940 
was 61 percent. Of the 1941 total, 5,555 tons were indicated for chem- 
ical manufacture (including the medicinal trade), 5,170 for rayon, | 
3,038 for agricultural purposes, 1,422 for paints and varnish processing, | 
1,203 for glue manufacture, 502 for electrogalvanizing, 246 for flotation. 
reagents, and 130 for textile printing and dyeing. The distribution of 
1,935 tons was not reported.
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RAW MATERIALS USED IN MANUFACTURE OF LEAD AND ZINC 
| PIGMENTS AND ZINC SALTS , 

Lead pigments and zinc pigments and salts are manufactured from 
a variety of materials, including ore, refined metal, and such miscel- 
laneous secondary materials as scrap and waste from various industrial 
processes. In 1941, 91 percent of the lead pigments were derived 

_ from pig lead and 9 percent from ore. The proportion for zinc pig- 
ments in 1941 was 74 percent from ore, 8 percent from slab zinc, and 
18 percent from secondary materials. ae no oe 

oe Metal content of lead and zinc pigments produced. by domestic manufacturers, 
| | 1940-41, by sources, in short tons a 

| 7 a a 1940 | 1941 
| | Source PP 

. Lead in pig- | Zinc in pig- | Lead in pig-| Zinc in pig- - . ments ! ments ments! | ments — 

Ore: | | 7 ‘Domestic... _.--.. 2-22-2222 eeeeeee eee 16, 869 94, 491 23, 951 129, 520 Foreign. .-.--..-----.------.---------------|--.2----------|- 2 290 2, 464 . Metal._._..-.-_.------- eee 196, 235 19, 421 248, 674 15, 463 Secondary material ?____._....-..2222 22222 ee. we nnineeee--- 29, 675 400 31, 703 

2138, 104 143, 587 273, 315 179, 150 

? Zine ashes, skimmings, drosses, and old metal. 

The following tables give thé source of the metal used in the man- 
_ ufacture of each pigment and salt. Pig lead is employed exclusively, 

either directly or indirectly, in the manufacture of white lead, litharge, 
red lead, and orange mineral and is used also in the manufacture of 
basic lead sulfate. The lead content of leaded zinc oxide made from 
basic zinc sulfate, which in turn was made from pig lead, is credited 

| to pig lead in the table. Zinc oxide is the only pigment in which con- 
siderable slab zinc is used. Ore is employed in the manufacture of 
zine oxide, leaded zine oxide, lithopone, zinc sulfate, and basic lead 
sulfate. A substantial proportion of the zinc in lithopone and zinc 
chloride made in the United States is derived from secondary material. 
A decided increase has been noted in the quantity of secondary zinc 
consumed in the manufacture of zinc oxide since 1933. The relative 
scarcity of zinc metal and scrap in 1941 caused declines in the use of 
both these materials for the manufacture of zinc oxide in the face of a 
noteworthy gain in production of the pigment.
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Lead content of lead and zinc pigments produced by domestic manufacturers, 1 940-41 
, by sources, in short tons | . a 

. 1940 , 1941 | 

| Lead in pigments produced -| . Lead in pigments produced | | 
.  from—  from— | 

Pigment [>| Fetal | 7 | Total : 
Ore . eac im Ore e c In . 

, Pe ‘|Second-| Pie | Second-| _P!8- 
Pig lead|ary ma- ments Pig lead|ary ma- ments — | 

Domes- Foreign terial . Domes- Foreign terial oo a 

White lead__----...}--.-----|--------| 69, 5385 |.---.-..] 60, 585 |-._-_...].--._.--| 86, 750 |_-...-_.| 86,750 
Red lead_._--------|--.-----|--------] 88,905 |------| 38,905 |222-227-|77777777] azieas [7272-772] 4761s 
Ditharge-.....---..]--------]--------| 85,005 |------..| 85,005 |--------]-_------]112, 099 |_._._.._.] 112, 099 
Orange mineral-_.__|....____|.-..---- 180 |__.__.-- 180 |--------}--------] © 172 Jo. eee 172 
Basic lead sulfate..; 4,705 |-.....--| 1,436 |_..-.-..| 6,141 | 6,122 |_-._....| 1,126. 400} 7,648 
Leaded zinc oxide._| 12,164 |-.---_-|. 15.174 [22222227] 13,338 | 17,829 [200 | "912 |......-.} 19,031 

16, 869 |........|196, 235 |........}213, 104 | 23,951 | 290 |248,674 | 400 | 273, 315 

Zine content of zinc pigments and salts produced by domestic manufacturers, 1940-41, 
: by sources, in short tons | 

| | 1940 | a 1941 

| Zine in pigments and salts ~~ Zine in pigments and salts : 
. proauced irom— Total |- - produced irom— Total 

Pigment or salt rn mn mn nn = | gine in |---| zine in 7 

. Ore |" DIg- Ore Dig" ments ments 
: —| slab [Second “and |-——~---—) slab |Second-| “ana 

Ip . zinc adel salts |p zinc oer ial salts 
a ‘ic Foreign . 7 repeal Foreign| er | | 

Zinc oxide..._......| 59, 463 |_......._| 18,696 | 15, 148 - 93, 307 87, 999 373 | 15, 435 12, 826 | 116, 633. 
Leaded zinc oxide..} 21,178 |_.....-.{ 680 662 | 22,520 | 27,508 | 2,091 {._......| 1,469 | . 31,068 
‘Lithopone.-_..-.-.-| 13,850 |_.------ 45 | 13,865 | 27, 760 | 14,013 |---____- -28 | 17,408 | 31,449 
Zine sulfide.-.-----| (1) |--------|--------|--------|_ @ Q) fT a 
Zinc chloride.------| @) [ef OF O | QP @ a@ ~——Fine sulfate: . 22222) 1,426 posse cccctese sc ccc} 1y 988 | - 8,384 | ~ 2,882 doc ob} 2, 840-5 BTL. ean 

1 Data not available. 

| PRICES | 

The total values reported by producers for lead and zinc pigments 
and zinc salts are given in the tables in the first part of this report. 
The average reported values for all lead pigments, except white lead 
in oll and basic lead sulfate (blue), were above those for 1940 by $2 
to $20 a ton; these two classes remained unchanged from 1940. Aver- 
age price quotations for all lead pigments exceeded those for 1940, 
principally because they were near or at the top of the range for 1940 
rather than because they actually exceeded the range for that year. 
Price changes for lead oxides, as usual, coincided with the price 
changes for the metal. White lead prices rose at the beginning of 
January 1941 and remained unchanged thereafter. 

All values reported by producers for zinc pigments and salts were 
higher in 1941 than in 1940. On the whole, average price quotations 
also were higher than in 1940 because they clung to the higher part 
of the 1940 range. They were generally unchanged throughout 1941, 
although Pacific coast prices for lithopone, zinc oxide, and zinc
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sulfide rose 4, 4, and % cent a pound, respectively, in midyear. Prices 
for lithopone and zinc sulfide were advanced on the first day of 1941 
but did not change subsequently. Zinc sulfate prices rose % cent a 
pound in June. | | 

| Range of quotations on lead pigments and zinc pigments and salts at New York 
| (or delivered in the East), 1 938-41, in cents per pound | 

Product 1938 1939 «=| = 1940 1941 

| Basic lead sulfate, or sublimed lead, less than car- - | : 
lots, barrels..." -....-...-------.-----------------| 5.50 6.50 | 6.25- 6.50| 6.25- 6.75 | 6.50- 7.00 

White lead, or basic lead carbonate, dry, carlots, 
barrels... ence] 6.00 7.00 7.00 | 7.00- 7.50 7. 50 

-Litharge, commercial, powdered, barrels__:--...-...| 5. 50- 7.50 | 6.25- 7.75 | 6.25- 8.25.) 7.00- 8.25. 
Red lead, dry, 95 percent or less, less than carlots, Tt. . a 
barrels 27. ef 7.00 8.50] 7.75- 9.00 |. 7.75- 9.25 | 8. 50- 9.25 

Orange mineral, American, small lots, barrels..._....| 9. 50-11.00 | 10. 25-11. 25 | 10, 25-11. 75 | 11. 00-11. 75 
° oxide: . ; 

American process, lead-free, bags, carlots..........| 6.25- 7.50 | 6.25- 7.50 | 6.25- 7.50 6. 50 
American process, 5 to 35 percent lead, barrels, . . 
carlots...----------.-2-------------------------| 5. 90- 6.38 | 6.25- 6.38 | 6.25- 6.75 | 6,25- 6.75 

French process, red seal, bags, carlots_._.--__.._-- 7. 50 7.50 | 7. 50- 7.75 |. 7. 75 
French process, green seal, bags, carlots_-__...---. 8.00 | — 8.00 | 8.00- 8.25 8. 25 

| French. process, white seal, barrels, carlots- - --.._- 8.75 8.75 | 8.75~- 9.00 9.00 
Lithopone, domestic, 5-ton lots, bags._.-.......-....]| 4.38- 4.63 | 4.00- 4.38 | 3.85- 4.00 4.10 
Zinc sulfide, less than carlots, bags, barrels. .......--| '8.63- 9.50 | 7.75- 8.88 | 7.75- 8.00 | 8.00- 8.25 
Zinc chloride, works: . - 

Solution, tanks..._........-..---.2--- 222-222-222 2. 25 2.25 2:25 | 2.25- 2.50 
: Fused, drums._.__..__-._-------..--..------.s--2-| 4.25- 5.75 | 4.25- 5.75 | 4.25- 5.75] 4.25~ 6.50 

Zine sulfate, crystals, barrels-.......----..--...-.-..] 2.65- 4.05 | 2.90-3.65| 2.90-3.90| 3.15- 4.40 

| : The favorable behavior of prices for lead and zine pigments and 
| zinc salts, in the face of the tremendous pressure of record-breaking 

sales and scarcity of raw materials, was in deference to the known 
| Government desire to avoid price advances wherever possible through- 

. out the war emergency. | | ) 
| In December zine oxide producers were requested by the Office of 

Price Administration to agree individually to a list of maximum 
prices for their product. The O. P. A.-approved ceiling prices per 
pound for various grades of zinc oxide delivered in bags in carlots 
were 7.25 cents for lead-free American process oxide, 6.75 cents for 

_ leaded zinc oxides containing 35 percent or more lead, 7.125 cents 
for leaded zinc oxides containing less than 35 percent lead, 9.50 cents 
for lead-free French process oxides other than U.S. P., and. 10.50 
cents for French process U. S. P. oxide. Price schedule 80 of the 

| Office of Price Administration, effective February 2, 1942, set a 
- Maximum price of 4.25 cents per pound for the normal grade of 
lithopone. 7 

FOREIGN TRADE! 

Any discussion of foreign trade in 1941 is necessarily restricted 
because data for October and subsequent months are held confidential 
by the Department of Commerce. Incomplete figures for imports 
fail to indicate anything unusual in that phase of foreign trade. It 
Is noteworthy, however, that export values for the first 9 months of 
1941 exceeded those for the full year 1940 in each group covered by 
the following table. Lithopone continued to be the outstanding | 
item in the export class, whereas zinc oxide led again in the relatively 
unimportant import class. 

' Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.
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Value of foreign trade of the United States in lead and zine pigments and salts, - 
1940-41 | | . 

ce 
7 1940 _ 1941 (an.-Sept.) 

| | Imports . Exports Imports Exports 

Lead pigments: 
. 

White lead ......_-----------------2------- $249 $211, 148 $389 $279, 742 

Red lead... -----..--------------------------|-------------- 185, 049 217 302, 239 
Litharge-.----.------1----+---------------- 9 197, 634 }.-.----------- 250, 523 cons 

Orange mineral... .._..-------------------- 1440; 8 (4) ane eee ee one (1) 
Other lead pigments. - - --.----..----------- 18, 571 (1) 8, 6 QQ). - 

7 13,969 | 593, 831 9, 152 832, 504 | 

Zinc pigments: , 

Zine oxide_....__----------------+---------- 45,347 | 472,305 18, 413 858, 190 
. Lithopone.......--.------------------------]-------------- 1, 112, 362 9{ — 1,454,520 

. _ Zine sulfide... ...--------------------------- 693 (1) 1, 525 (1) 

. ) 46,040 | 1, 584, 667 14, 947 2, 312, 710 | 

Lead and zine salts: ; | : 

Lead arsenate...._..-....-------.----------|--------=-=--- 242, 399 j|.------------- 306, 853 

Zine chioride...-...------------------------ 1, 147 (1) weneeeee-e----| CY . 

Zine sulfate. .-.----------------------+----- 7, 736 (1) . 4, 216 Q) . 

a 8,883” 242, 399 4, 216 306, 853 | 

, Grand total._....-..---------------------| 68,802 | 2, 420, 897 28,315 | 3, 452, 067 

1 Data not available. | . Oo . 

. Lead pigments and salts—In 1941, as usual, imports of these com- | a 

modities were insignificant. | | oo | 

Lead pigments and salts imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41 

| a oo Short tons 

| tall | 
Year ‘ . . . 

Basic : - value 
. Orange | Lead com-. 

, carbonate Red lead | Litharge mineral pounds 

1987 6c eee 34, Sere amare ase aii ay wee ne me ee ~ 5 - ose 313 . 2 $53, 984 _ coe cbs ete ee 

1988__.....-..----------------- 20 1 od 2 85 2 22, 644 

1989__....----.-.-------------- 11 2 |_-.-.-------- 1 104 2 28, 248 

1940_.......-------------+----- 2 |.----------- (1) 1 j.----------- 2 13, 969 

1941 (Jan. -Sept.)..------22----) 2 2|_...1.-22--|------------[------------ 29,152 | 
eee 

1 Less than 1 ton. 
2 Includes also—1937: Lead pigments, n. s. p. f.,, $8 (108 pounds), sublimed lead (basic sulfate), $2 (10 

pounds), and suboxide of lead, n. s. p. f., $9,396 (55,453 pounds); 1938: Lead pigments, n. s. p. f., $198 (2,330 

pounds), and suboxide of lead, n. s. p. f., $5,335 (31,834 pounds); 1939: Lead pigments, n. S. p. f., $690 (5,270 

pounds), and suboxide of lead, n. s. p. f., $6,620 (40,445 pounds); 1940: Suboxide of lead, n. s. p. f., $13,571 

(71,148 pounds); 1941 (Jan.-Sept.): Suboxide of lead, n. s. p. f., $8,546 (52,040 pounds)... — 

All export items covered by the following table had_ the same 

relative importance, as regards quantity, in the period January to 

September 1941. 

Lead pigments and salts exported from the United States, 1937-41 
ann 

Short tons 

, | Total 
Year White . Lead value 

| | lead Red lead | Litharge arsenate 

1937.__...-.------------------------------- 1, 236 934 1, 452 521 $677, 815 

1988. _.._..---1---------------------------- 1,411 806 1, 694 511 605, 075 

1939. __.-.--_----------nee een e nee e eee eee 2, 024 1, 324 2, 077 856 875,235 

1940... .....--..--------------------------- 1, 360 | 1, 336 1, 586 1, 450 836.230 
-1041 (Jan.-Sept.) - - - ----------------------- 1,976 2, 050 2 003 1, 875 1,130, 357
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| Zinc pigments and salts—No zine pigment or salt was imported in 
| _ significant amounts during 1941. | | 

Zinc pigments and salts imported for consumption in the United States, 1 987-41 | 

a : ‘Short tons —_ | 
| Tine nota | | Total 

7 Year Fi Litho- zine zine Zinc | Value 
pone sulfide | chloride | sulfate 

‘| Dry . In oil . | fe . —_ 

= | 95 5,601. oa 667 | . - 598 $488, 116 1938... 579 66] 3,932 | 12 272 302 | 321,445 1939-222 TTT), 485 66; 2641) |. 7} 399 325 | 317,719 1940-222 a} a | “19 245| 54,923 1941 (Jan.—Sept.) - --------.----- ~ 107 () - 0 D feele eee 78 | 19, 163 

oo 1 Less than 1 ton. — | 

| : Shipments of zinc pigments from the United States, like those of — 
the lead group, were larger during the first 9 months of 1941 than in 
all of 1940. Lithopone continued to be the feature of the export trade 

| in lead and zinc pigments; it was the largest single item in both | 
guantity and value and established a new high record. Exports of 

OC zinc oxide in the first 9 months of 1941 were larger than in any calendar 
year since 1930. | | | 

| Details covering exports in 1941, by countries, can be shown for 
| _the first 3 months only, and these are not sufficiently complete to be 

recorded separately here. As indicated by tables in the preceding 
chapter of this series, Canada normally receives the preponderant 
share of exports of lithopone, 55 percent of the total for the period 
1936-40 having gone to that country. South American countries 
have taken increasing quantities of .lithopone in recent years; they 
took 22 percent of the total in 1940. The pattern of exports of zinc 
oxide differs from lithopone in that the quantities shipped do not go so 
largely to only a few destinations. Canada is the destination of the 
largest part of the zinc oxide exported, having received 37 percent of 
the total for 1936-40. A relatively large tonnage has gone to Asiatic 
countries in recent years, and increasing quantities have gone toMexico 
and Brazil. 

| 7 | Zinc pigments and salts 1 exported from the United States, 1937-41 

| Short tons Short tons | 
a eas Total ee Total 

Year | Zine Litho- | value Year Zine Litho- | value 
oxide pone oxide pone 

occ 2, 953 2,671 | $609, 954 1940... - eee. 3, 239 14, 298 |$1, 584, 667 1938. ---......----] 1,163 | 1,734 | 339,415 || 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) ___| 5404| 16,954 | 2°31 710 1939______-__-__._- 3, 485 4, 845 925, 468 | et 
1 Zinc salts not separately recorded.
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(MINE REPORT) : | 

By Cuas. W. HENDERSON AND A. J. MarTIN ; | 

SUMMARY OUTLINE 

. Page Page. | 
Summary. .-.----.----------------------<------ in| Markets and metallurgy._...----------------- 181 

Calculation of value of metal production.... 179 | Review by regions..-.------------------------ 182 | 

On ‘SUMMARY oe | 

Gold recovered from Alaska ores and gravels in 1941 totaled 695,467 

fine ounces valued at $24,341,345—a decrease of 8 percent from the 

755,970 ounces valued at $26,458,950 in 1940. .The value of the gold : 

in 1941 was 99 percent of the total gross value of the gold, silver, 

copper, and.lead produced. The silver, lead, and most of the copper 

produced were byproducts of gold mining. The number of produc- 
ing lode mines decreased from 73 in 1940 to 56 in 1941, floating con-. 

nected-bucket dredges from 49 to 47, and other types of placer opera- 

tions from 1,020 to 752. a | | 

_ _ All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they 

do not include moisture. . | — 

_ Yardage figures used in measuring material treated in placer opera- 

tions are ‘“‘bank measure’; that is, the material is measured in the 

ground before treatment. —_ | | 
~The value of metal production herein reported has-been calculated... 

at the following prices. | | 

| Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine, 1937-41 | | 

RN 

Year | Gold ! Silver 2 Copper 3 |. Lead 3 Zinc 3 

| | Per fine Per fine | 
ounce ounce . | Per pound | Per pound | Per pound 

re $35. 00 $0. 7735 9. 121 $0. 059 $0. 065 
1938___......----2eereeeeeee eee enone 35.00 | 4. 646-+ 098 046 048 
1930. ____... 2. 2.2e2evececeseee ee ene ee 35. 00 5. 678-+ 104 047 "052 
1940... ween eee ee eveweeeneeeeee- 35, 00 6, 711+ 113 "050 063 
1-75 35. 00 6. 7114+ 118 ‘057 075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 

from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. . 

3 1987: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 

price for newly mined silver. 
3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 

 $0.64646464. 
5 $0.67878787. 
6 Q.71111111. 

179
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| The following tables show the mine production of gold, silver, . copper, and lead in Alaska in 1937-41 and 1880-1941 in terms of 
__~ recovered metals; the output of gold and silver in 1941, by types of. 

| operation; and the output of gold, silver, copper, and lead from amal-- 
gamation and cyanidation mills (with or without concentration equip- 
ment) in 1941, by regions. | | | 

| Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Alaska, 1937-41 , and total, 
, 1880-1941, in terms of recovered metals 

. 
- Gold (lode and placer) ' Silver (lode and placer) 

Year : a 
, | Fine ounces Value Fine ounces Value 

1987__ 2. eneeeeeeeecee cece eee --e----| 627,940 | $21,977, 900 494,340 | $382, 372 - 1938_..---..-- 22-2. - eee] 664, 973 23, 274, 055 _ 479, 853 |. 310, 208 1: nn 476,737 | 23, 685, 795 201, 054 136, 473 ne 755,970 | 26,458,950 | - 191,679 136, 305 W941... eee eee eeeee--------| 695,467 | 24, 341, 345 191, 522 136, 193 
WBSO-194L eens eee] 25, 152,080 | 503, 335,652 | 19,562, 668 | 13, 015, 671 

oy . . Copper Lead Total 
. el 0 Year 

. value. 

Pounds Value . Pounds Value | 

1987... ---..--.--2-------.----.----..---.] 34, 672,000 | $4,195,312 | 1, 648, 000 $97, 114 | $26, 652, 698 1938... ----<---- 2222-2 22----.-:-----.] 29,098, 000:] 2; 851, 604 | 1/988 000 91,448 | 26, 527, 315 1939__ ee gece eee ne eeeee----.-| 256,000 26,624 | 1,874,000. 88,078 | 23, 936, 970 © M40... l--._.| 110, 000 12,430 | 1, 558, 000 77, 900 | 26, 685, 585. 194}. _.----- 222-222! 144,000 16,992 | 1,394, 000 75,468 | 24, 569, 998 
a) , 1 685,808 | 226, 548, 982 124, 141 2, 655,021 | $36, 455, 326 

1 Short tons.. 

Mine production of gold and silver in Alaska in 1941 , by types of operation, in terms 
of recovered metals 

A 1 
1 

Gold Silver 

re Material P t of P t of Total s pro- ateri ercent oO ercent 0 6) : Type of operation duc- | treated | p, | total Fine total value 
ing ounces |-——~_| ounces |————_—-—->— 

| 1941 | 1940 1941 | 1940 , 

Lode mines......_.........| 56 | 1-4, 480,508 | 203,886 | 29 | 28| 193,9781 65/1 61 $7, 224, 172 Floating connected-bucket- 
dredges-.-..-......-.....|| 147 |8 23,405,479 | 307,087} 441 47] 38943! 20/ 95 10, 775, 738 Placers (dragline and dry- 
land dredges, hydraulic, 
drift mining, and sluic- 
ing)_..-.-_22-222 22 222...| 4782 (5) 184,494 | 27/ 25] 28,601! 15| 141] 6,477,628 

| 855 |........---.| 695,467 | 100 |..____] 191,522 | 100 |__.___| 24, 477, 538 Total, 1940... -.-.-.-.-....] 1,142 |--2-2____-_2] 755,970 |.-___|""i00°| 191” 679 |_._._.|i00 26, 595, 255 
. I 

a 

1 Short tons of ore. 
7 Number of dredges, including 1 single-dipper dredge. 
? Cubic yards of gravel (average recovered per yard, $0.46). 
‘ Includes all types arid sizes of placer operations, excluding floating connected-bucket dredges. § Cubic yards of gravel: figures not available.
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: Mine. production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or without | 

concentration equipment) in Alaska in 1941, by regions, in terms of recovered 

metals | | . - | | 

| Recovered in Concentrates smelted ‘and recovered metal | 

| Region treated | Concen-| — | | | 

Gold | Silver | 84S | Gold’ | silver | OP Lead 
oo . duced 

. Short Fine | Fine | Short | Fine |, Fine | oe - 

_ tons ounces | ounces | tons |.ounces | ownces | Pounds| Pounds 

Cook Inlet-Susitna........--..] 50,220 | 38,165| 1,983| 1,470 9,860] 678 | 6,117 |.--__..--- 
Copper River. _-_-.-.--------- 3, 500 4, 045 825 67 | 281 | 286 300 |_....----- 

Kenai Peninsula......22..2.| voee| 'g69| 270 |-.---.-]--------|--------]--------[---------- 
Kuskokwim..-...-.--------.-- 2, 898 1, 727 405 |__--.---|_---.---|]--------]---+-----|---------- 

Seward Peninsula. ...-...----- 12° 17 | - 3 |v -__|e-u-----|--- 2-2. --- fee 

Southeastern Alaska----------- 4, 365, 678 | 105,357 | 24,281 | 2,331 | 21,907 | 76, 701 | 72,094 |.1, 314, 000 

Yukon River Basin - ---------- 19,877 | 15,350 |- 4, 056 95} 1,403 | 4,032 390 - ' 8,131 

| 4, 443, 260 | 165, , 31,823 | 3,963 | 33, 451 81, 697. | 78,901 |-1,322, 131 
Total, 1940: -...---------------| 4,877,373 | 175, 702 | 32,841 | 4,769 | 36, 782 | 81,816 | 47,877 | 1,651, 362 

Gold.—Floating connected-bucket dredges recovered 44 percent of 

the total Alaska output of gold in 1941 compared with 47 percent in 

1940. The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., operating 7 

eight dredges at Fairbanks and four at Nome, was the largest producer 

of gold from this source in the Territory in both years. ‘Placer mines 

worked by dragline and dry-land dredges, bulldozers and hydraulic 

giants, drifting, and sluicing together yielded 27 percent of the total | 

gold in 1941 and 25 percent in 1940. A large part of the output from | 

these types of operations came from the Circle, Fairbanks, Hot Springs. , 

- Iditarod (Flat), and Innoko (Folger, Ophir) districts. Lode mines 

contributed 29 percent of the total Alaska output of gold in 1941 and 

28 percent in 1940. The Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co. at Juneau 

continued to be much the largest producer of lode gold in Alaska. — The 

Southeastern Alaska and Cook Tnlet-Susitna regions yielded 88 percent | 
“of the total Alaska output oflode goldin 1947. °—=—st—i‘( OO 

Silver.—All the silver produced in Alaska in 1941 was a byproduct 

of gold mining. | 
Copper-—The output of recoverable copper in Alaska in 1941 was 

only 144,000 pounds, of which 123,124 pounds were derived from gold 

- ore and 20,876 pounds from copper ore. 
Lead.—The bulk of the recovered lead output of Alaska in 1941 

came from lead concentrates produced at the flotation mill of the 
Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co. 

MARKETS AND METALLURGY | 

About 94 percent of the gold and 52 percent of the silver produced 

from Alaska ores and gravels in 1941 were obtained in the form of 

gold-silver bullion, which was sold finally to the Seattle Assay Office 

and the San Francisco Mint. As there are no smelters or refineries 

in Alaska, all the remaining gold and silver produced and all the lead 

and copper were obtained from high-grade ore and concentrates 

shipped to smelters and refineries in the States, largely to the Tacoma 

(Wash.) and Selby (Calif.) smelters. 7
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Banks and bullion buyers throughout the Territory and in Seattle, 
Wash., handled approximately 235,000 fine ounces of gold and 24,000 
fine ounces of silver. The gold-silver bullion was either sent direct to 

| the mints or cast inte bars for shipping; in many instances the banks 
| acted merely as agents for the lode and placer operations. The seven 

largest purchasers (or agents) of bullion (handing altogether over 
229,000 fine ounces of gold) were: The Bank of Alaska, Anchorage; 
the Bank of Fairbanks and the First National Bank of Fairbanks, 

| Fairbanks; the First National Bank of Valdez, Valdez; the Miners 
and Merchants Bank of Alaska, Nome; the Miners and Merchants 
Bank of Iditarod, Flat; and the Northern Commercial Co., Seattle, 
Wash. | . | 

Ore-reduction mills active in Alaska in 1941 included the 12,000-ton 
Alaska Juneau amalgamation-table concentration-flotation mill and 
about 45 other mills (chiefly amalgamation or cyanidation mills, with 

| supplementary concentrating equipment) with reported daily capaci- 
ties ranging from 2 to 72 tons. Most of the lead concentrates produced 

| in 1941 were obtained by flotation of the dry gold ore of the Alaska 
_ duneau Gold Mining Co. property at Juneau. Only 21 tons of copper 

| concentrates were shipped during the year,.and the small copper out- 
put of Alaska was derived mostly from gold ores. The concentrates 
shipped from straight concentration mills (1,720 tons) averaged 2.72 

| ounces of gold and 6.01 ounces of silver to the ton ; those from amal- 
gamation or cyanidation mills having concentrating equipment (3,963 

| tons) averaged 8.44 ounces of gold and 20.61 ounces of silver to the ton. — 
| _ The crude smelting ore shipped (76 tons) averaged 2.95 ounces of gold 

and 1.49 ounces of silver.to the ton. Mill heads averaging more than 
1 ounce of gold to the ton were not uncommon. 

At the suggestion of miners, the United States Assay Office of the 
Treasury Department at Seattle, Wash., recommended that the dis- 
tricts in Alaska be redefined. In August and September 1941 the 
Denver Office of the Bureau of Mines, United States Department of 
the Interior, put the recommendation into effect in preparation for its 
1941 canvass, and the preceding table and the “Review by -regions’”’ 
in this chapter follow the revised scheme. The Seattle Assay Office 
could. not utilize the new districting during 1941, but in 1942 all re- 
ceipts at that office will be listed in accordance with it. | | 

Bullion of Alaska origin deposited at United States Assay Office, Seattle, Wasn., 
during year ended December 31, 1941, in fine ounces 
eee 

District Gold Silver | District Gold | Silver 

Circle...-.--.2 0.0. 16, 497 1,651 || Kuskokwim.._._..__.. 27, 323 1, 282 Cook Inlet... _...... _.. 49, 457 1,762 || Nome... ._.. .. ..... 133, 034 11, 829 Copper River__........ . 7, 322 185 || Southeastern Alaska.__ . 106, 180 22, 070 Eagle_...__..._.-.... 1. 3, 252 459 || Tanana! __..___. _..._ .. 207, 740 28, 640 Iditarod ___...._.....__- 73, 652 4, 263 —_—|- Koyukuk.___....-.--_____- 5, 956 583 | 630, 413 72, 724 

' Includes mainly Bonnifield, Fairbanks, Hot Springs, Kantishna, and Tolovana districts in the Yukon Basin region. 

REVIEW BY REGIONS 

Cook Inlet-Susitna region—This region, which includes the Ji- 
amna, Valdez Creek, Willow Creek, and Yentna-Cache Creek dis- 
tricts, produced 24 percent of the total gold output from lode mines
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_ In Alaska in 1941. There were 10 producing lode mines compared 
with 17 in 1940, and the output of gold decreased slightly. a 

_ The Alaska-Pacific Consolidated Mining Co., operating the Inde- 
pendence and Free Gold mines on the west branch of Fishhook Creek 
in the Willow Creek district, continued to be the largest producer of 
gold in the Cook Inlet-Susitna region and the second-largest producer 
of lode goldin Alaska. The mine is equipped with a 72-ton amalgam- 
ation-flotation mill, which was operated at capacity 7 days a week 
throughout the year. The ore treated averaged 1.29 ounces of gold 
and 0.07 ounce of silver to the ton. Mine development work re- 
sulted in 500 feet of shaft, 1,000 feet of drifts, 2,000 feet of tunnel, and 
2,500 feet of diamond drilling. | . | 

The Willow Creek Mines Co., second-largest producer of gold in the 
Cook Inlet-Susitna region in 1941, maintained a steady output from 

_ its Lucky Shot mine and 60-ton amalgamation-flotation-cyanidation | 
_ mill. The mine is on Cragie Creek approximately 1% miles above the 
junction of Cragie Creek and Willow Creek and is connected with the 
mill by a %-mile aerial tram. Less gold-silver bullion and concen- | 
trates were shipped than in 1940. In treatment the ore is crushed and | 
sent to a closed circuit, consisting of a ball mill, rake classifiers, and 
gold jigs. The jig concentrates are amalgamated. The classifier 
overflow passes into the flotation cells. The flotation concentrate | 
goes to a regrind circuit (where more gold is amalgamated) and is then - 
thickened, sacked, and shipped to the Tacoma (Wash.) smelter. The 
tails from the flotation cells are either sent to the cyanide plant or 
discharged into the creek. , 

Other leading lode-gold producers in the Cook Inlet-Susitna region © 
were the Fern Gold Leasing Co. (operating the Fern, Goodel, and | 
Talkeetna groups), the Gold Cord Development Co., Golden Zone 
Mine, Inc., and Mabelle Mines, Inc. © | 

Placer operations, using principally hydraulic giants, recovered cop- | 
siderable gold from stream and bench gravels. Among the larger 

_..._placer-gold_producers_were John E..Carlson and the-White Creek. =» - — 
Mining Co. in the Valdez district; and the Alaska Exploration & 
Mining Co., Cache Creek Mining Co., Devault, Devault & Seitz, Falls 
Creek Mining Co., Spokane Peters Creek Mining Co., and F. R. 
Wagner in the Yentna-Cache Creek district. | 

Copper River region—The Copper River region includes the Chisto- 
china, Nelchina, Nizina, Prince William Sound, and Yakataga (in- 
cluding Icy Bay) districts. The Cliff mine on Valdez Bay 10 miles 
west of Valdez, operated by Cliff Goldmines, Inc., was the principal  =— 
producer of gold in the region in 1941. The mine is equipped with a 
24-ton stamp amalgamation-gravity concentration mill which was 
operated 320 days and treated 2,500 tons of ore. The yield was 4,249 
ounces of bullion containing 3,378 fine.ounces of gold and 692 fine 
ounces of silver, and 36 tons of concentrates containing 81 ounces of 
gold and 21 ounces of silver. A plant for re-treating tailings by re- 
grinding and flotation was nearly completed during the year. Other . 
producers of lode gold included Yellow Band Gold Mites, Inc., in the 
Nizina district and the Sun Ray Mining Co.in the Prince William 
Sound district. 

Placer gravels were worked, chiefly by hydraulicking and ground 
sluicing, in the Copper River region in 1941. Substantial producers 
of placer gold included J. M. Elmer on the Slate Creek Mining Co. 

497779 43-14
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property and Einer Johnson on the Grubstake placer, both in the 
Chistochina district; Belanger, Cameron & Gallivan on Albert Creek 
in the Nelchina district; and Chititu Mines on the Rex Gulch property _ 

. and Joshua Green Associates on Nicolai Placer. Mines property in the 
Nizina district. : oe | | 

Kenai Peninsula region.—The Kenai Peninsula region includes the 
Moose Pass-Hope, Nuka Bay-Homer, and Turnagain Arm-Girdwood 
districts. No large producing lode or placer mines operated in this 

| region in 1941. Most of the output of lode gold came from the Alaska 
Oracle Extension, East Point, and Gilpatrick mines in the Moose 

| Pass-Hope district; the Paystreak mine in the Nuka Bay-Homer dis- 
trict; and the Crow Creek Gold Corporation property in the Turna- 

| ain Arm-Girdwood district. Among the producing placers were the 
Hope Mining Co. and Palmer Creek Mining Co. properties on Resur- 

| rection Creek in the Moose Pass-Hope district. , | 
_ Kodiak Island region —Small quantities of gold were recovered by | 
individuals from beach placering in 1941. —— | oe 

| Kuskokwim region.—The Kuskokwim region includes the Bethel, 
Goodnews Bay, McGrath, and Tuluksak-Aniak mining districts. The — 
only producing lode mine in the region in 1941 was the Nixon Fork in 
the McGrath district, owned and operated by Mespelt & Co. 

| : Placers were worked in all the districts. .Two floating connected- 
bucket dredges were operated in the Goodnews Bay district and two 

| in the Tuluksak-Aniak district. Those in the Tuluksak-Aniak dis- 
trict were operated by the New York Alaska Gold Dredging Co., 
largest gold producer in the region in both 1941.and 1940. In the 
Goodnews Bay district the Bristol Bay Mining Co. operated its float- __ 
ing connected-bucket dredge (equipped with sixty-four 2'4-cubic foot 

| buckets) from May 9 to October 10, 1941, on Wattamuse, Slate, Cul- 
ver, and Bear Creeks northerly from Goodnews Bay. - The Goodnews 
Bay Mining Co. operated its dredge. (equipped with ninety-two 8-cubic 
foot buckets) on Salmon River from April 26 to November 5. The 
company produced gold also from other ground on Salmon River and 

- Platinum Creek-and in Snow Gulch on the Arolic River, using 3-inch 
hydraulic giants, bulldozers, and draglines.  __ , , 
Among the other larger producers from dragline land dredge opera- 

tions were Strandberg & Sons on Candle Creek in the McGrath dis- 
trict; the Marvel Creek Mining Co., Garrison Co., and Peandore 

~ Placer Mining Co. in the Tuluksak-Aniak district; John B. Huff on 
Butte Creek in the Arolic River area (hydraulicking); and the Eek 
River Mining Co. in the Bethel district. 

Northwestern Alaska region—Mining in the Northwestern Alaska 
region—comprising the Kiana and Shungnak districts and coverin 
the area of the Kobuk River Valley—was confined mostly to small 
placer operations in 1941. The-Lammers Exploration Co. shipped 
sizable lots of gold dust from its placer on California Creek (Shungnak 
district) to the Miners and Merchants Bank of Alaska at Nome. 

Seward Peninsula region —The Seward Peninsula region—compris- 
ing the Council-Bluff, Fairhaven, Kougarok, Koyuk, Nome, Port 
Clarence, and Serpentine River districts—had 22 floating connected- 
bucket dredges in 1941 (same number as in 1940) ; numerous bul/ dozer- 
hydraulicking, dragline land dredging, drift mining, and ground-sluic- 
ing operations; and only 1 small producing lode mine (the McDuffee, 
in the Nome district). Gold recovered by dredges increased 6 percent
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over 1940. The average value of the grivel worked by dredges was 
about 47 cents per cubic yard compared with 50 cents in 1940. Most 
of the dredge operations in 1941 began in the period from May 10 to — 
June 18 and ended in that from October 9 to November 23: Prepara- 

_ tion of dredging ground is started well ahead of actual dredging, and 
in some places preparation of ground and general repair work are | 
cairied on throughout the year. Other types of placer operations 
averaged about 120 days for mines mechanically equipped. , | 

The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., in the Nome : 
district, was the largest producer of gold in the region. The company | 
operated three electrically powered Yuba dredges (one with 112, one 
with 103, and one with 78 9-cubic foot buckets) throughout the open _ 
season and in October completed and placed in operation a Yuba | 
dredge equipped with 134 9-cubic foot buckets. Gravel washed in - 
1941 totaled approximately 4,000,000 cubic yards compared with. 
3,700,000 in 1940. The Thirty-sixth Annual Report of the United 
States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. for the year ended December 
31, 1941 (dated March 19, 1942); says— | ee | 

At Nome, Alaska, three dredges operated throughout the normal season and 
the new deep-digging dredge referred to in last year’s report was started in — 
October. In all, the four dredges operated 593 dredge days in 1941 as against | 
567 dredge days in 1940. Both yardage and grade were better. : | | | 

Arctic Circle Exploration, Inc., operated two dredges, each with 
seventy 4-cubic foot buckets, on Candle Creek in the Fairhaven dis- | 
trict and ranked second in production of gold in the region in 1941. 

Castleton & Keenan, operating a Washington Iron Works Diesel- 
powered dredge equipped with eighty-five 2%-cubic foot buckets.on — oe 
the Kougarok River in the Kougarok district, began dredging June | 
18 and ceased October 10. The company also operated five hydraulic | 
giants, three caterpillar bulldozers, and a dragline and washing plant | 
on the Kougarok River. | : | : 

Lee Bros. Dredging Co. operated two Diesel-powered floating con- | 
~—-nected-bucket dredges: (one with 74-and- one with 66 buckets)-on the- ~~ =~ ~~ 

Solomon River in the Nome district from June to the middle of 
November and handled 750,000 cubic yards of gravel. | 

Other companies operating floating connected-bucket dredges in 
the Seward Peninsula region were: The Alaska Placer Co., Camp _ 
Creek Dredging Co., Council Dredging Co., Inland Dredging Co., 
and Ophir Gold Dredging Co., all in the Council-Bluff district; Dry 
Creek Dredging Co. and Forsgren Dredging Co., both operating on the 
Inmachuk River in the Fairhaven district; Fox Bar Dredging Co. in 
the Kougarok district; Ungalik Syndicate in the Koyuk district; and 
American Creek Dredging Co., Casa de Paga Gold Co., Osborn Creek 
Dredging Co., and Tolbert Scott, all in the Nome district. 
Among the large producers of gold from placers worked by hydraulic 

giants, with some combination of bulldozers, draglines, and pumping 
equipment in addition, were: Crabtree & Sullivan in the Council- 
Bluff district; Wallace Porter in the Fairhaven district; The Alaska 
Taylor Mining Co., Carlson & Co., Dahl Creek Mining Co., Gold 
Bullion, Inc., Grant Mining Co., Rainbow Mines, Trinity Mining 
Co., George Waldhelm, and Wirum Bros., all in the Kougarok dis- 
trict; Gabe Johnson & Co., Gold Beach*Placers, Margraf & Kowalski, 
E. W. Quigley, and C. O. Roberts, all in the Nome district; and Gilbert 
Fidjeland and Frank L. Rice, both in the Port Clarence district.
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Southeastern Alaska region.—Southeastern Alaska—including the 
Admiralty Island, Chichagof Island, Hyder, Juneau, Ketchikan, and 
Windham Bay districts—produced 64 percent of the total lode gold 
and most of the silver, copper, and lead output of Alaska as a whole in 
1941. There were 16 active mines—7 less than in 1940. | 7 

The Alaska Juneau was the largest producer of silver and lead and 
was second only to the United States Smelting, Refinng & Mining 
Co. in output of gold in the Territory in 1941. The Twenty-seventh — 
Annual Report of the Alaska Juneau Gold Mining Co. for the year 
ended December 31, 1941 (dated March 14, 1942), says— | 

During 1941 the amount of rock trammed from the mine was 4,354,770 tons. 
Compared to the previous year’s production, this represents a decrease of slightly 

| over 1,000 tons per day. The North ore body furnished 15 percent of the vear’s 
. tonnage, the South ore body 38 percent, while the Perseverance section of the mine 

. supplied 47 percent of the total. | 
During the year, 333,250 pounds of powder were used in blasting powder drifts; 

33,750 pounds were used in blasting long hole stations, making a total of 367,000 
pounds of powder for primary breaking, or 0.08 pound per ton trammed. Total - 
powder consumption for primary and secondary breaking was 0.29 pound per 
ton trammed in 1941, as against 0.32 pound in 1940, and 0.32 pound in 1939. 
This gives a tonnage ratio of 3.45 tons of rock per pound of powder used for 1941, 
as against 3.13 tons in 1940. - , | | 

In the Deep North ore body, work was started on ore pockets, skip loading 
a apparatus, stations, and tipple installations in and around the Main shaft on 13 

: level, which is 1,450 feet below the collar of the winze. Work on the tipples and 
- tunnel widening is still in progress but should be finished within a few months. — 

Additional exploratory work was done in the westefn part of the Deep North ore 
body, while in the 91 winze area, ore-way raise work is still in progress. oo: 

While exploratory, development, and preparatory mining work was carried on 
throughout the year, the rate at which it was being done during the second half 
of the year was below the normal requirement. Any such prolonged curtailment _ 
of development and preparatory mining will directly affect future tonnage out- 

| put, although the effect may be delayed somewhat, inasmuch as it generally takes 
about two years to bring a stope into production. This reduction of preparatory 

: mining work is due to the shortage of labor and to the high turn-over of labor, 
both being results of the present national emergency. - 

Mill.—There were no alterations to the mill flow sheet during the year. The 
only additional equipment installed was a small Oliver filter, which handles a 
mixture of flotation and table concentrates. | - | 

Power plants.—The relocation of part of the Annex Creek electric transmission 
line was completed during the summer of 1941. The repair work at Salmon 
Creek Dam was continued, but due to labor shortage it was not completed. 

Labor.—All during the year, except for the first 4 months, there was a very 
| marked shortage of both skilled and unskilled labor in all departments. During 

the last few months of the vear, we operated with 200 less men daily than during 
the previous year. Labor turn-over reached the highest point in the history of 
the mine. The average monthly percentage turn-over during the last 6 months 
was 10 percent, which is about three times greater than the normal turn-over. 

In May 1941 a wage increase of about 7 percent was granted and.a Union shop 
agreement was entered into with the Juneau Mine and Mill Workers Union 
affiliated with International Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers Union. 

The average wage per day was $7.17 in 1941 as compared to $6.69 in 1940. 
The number of men employed at the end of the vear was 866. 

The over-all cost per man per day was $11.14 in 1941, ax compared to 410.87 

in 1940.
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Gold content of ore from Alaska Juneau mine, 1937-41, and total, 1893-1941 | 

| | | Gold (ounce) 

. Rock to mill from mine |———-—--—--_- 

. . _ (tons) Recovery per ton | Losses per ton: 
Year fine-milled of tailings Content 
a Co rock 

Coar I \ from 
i . oarse _ | Ingalena mine to 

Ore fine tailings In bul concen- {| Fine | Coarse mill 
+ rejected trates | _ . | 

1937_.._.....-----.------2--2---- 2, 251, 079 2, 191,681 | 0.0594 0.0020 | 0.0116 | 0.0082 0. 0441 
1988____.....--.----_--_-_-------.-| 2,478, 928 2, 184, 952 . 0515 . 0081 . 0090 . 0071 . 0398 
1989_.__.....-----.----_-_-------.| 2,377, 718 2, 270, 342 | .0454 . 0088 . 0083. . 0066 . 0352 
1940_.__.....---.---.-.---.---.-.-| 2,308, 397 2, 431, 393 . 0442 . 0089 . 0081 . 0065 . 0331 
194]___.___-._---- eee] 2, 211, 211 2, 148, 559 . 0451 . 0092 . 0078 .0063 | . 0347 

Total and average, 1893-1941. __..| 44, 428, 244 | 30, 432,014 | .0507 |  .0114| .o119 | 0084; .0432 | 

Gold, silver, and lead recoveries from Alaska Juneau mine, 1893-1941 | 

. _ Gold | . Silver / Lead — 

. ————-—--—___|- —__ —-_— --——— | —__—_—__—_-———-——| Total value 
Year. . Wine Fine | , | recovered — 

| ounces Value | ounces Value Pounds ;} Value 

| 1893-1913.._.....| 34,239.49] $707, 730. 15 GQ). Qf (1) | $707, 730. 15 | . 
1914-36_____..__.]2, 052, 824. 80/48, 804, 365. 29/1, 291, 697. 20] $754, 495. 04/29, 468, 743/$1, 623, 722. 56/51, 182, 582.89 , 
1937_...........-| 151, 670. 64] 5, 308, 471.55} 120, 691. 21 91, 528. 49) 1,980,405; - 116,414. 16) 5, 516, 414. 20 
1938.._..........| 148, 108. 14] 5, 183, 542.98]. 121,473.25] 78,999.04] 2,152,714]. 101,945.80) 5, 364, 487. 82 
1939___.. ...-..] 129,011.74] 4, 515,410. 28) 111,494.24; 75, 165.90] 2,040, 280 104, 961. 22] 4, 695, 537. 40 
1940..... .......] ° 122, 469. 96]: 4, 286, 448.37] 100,633.39] 71, 154.36] 1,666,016] 89, 568. 57| 4, 447, 171.30 
1941_._........._.| .120, 501. 24] 4, 217, 897. 67 95, 776. 56 67, 753. 89) 1, 464, 956 85, 268.93} 4,370, 920. 49 

Total _ ___ ./2, 758, 821. 01/73, 023, 866. 29 1, 841, 765. 85} 1, 139, 095. 72/88, 773, 114 2, 121, 881. 24/76, 284, 844. 25 

1 Lost in tailings. 

Summary of production and operating costs, Alaska Juneau mine, 1914-41, inclusive 

| 4,354,770 tons 4,739,790 tons 83,353,004 tons 

es ao ee a POT Pos on rs Per on ToT | Per ton To, ne 

1941 trammed 1940 trammed 1914-41 trammed 

Producticn (gross recovered . | 
gold, silver, and lead | 
values): os a 

Bullion... .... . .1$3, 509, 421. 76 $0. 806 |$3, 584, 827. 33 $0. 756 }$60,095, 156.36 $0. 721 
Concentrates... .. . 861, 498. 73 . 198 862, 343. 97 . 182 |15, 481, 957. 74 . 186 

| 4,370, 920. 49 1.004 | 4, 447, 171. 30 .938 |75, 577, 114. 10 . 907 

Costs: 
Mining. .__............ ...|-1,649, 946. 97 .379 | 1, 744, 652. 26 . 368 |25, 173, 771.89 . 302 
Milling............-......--] 1,005, 054. 65 . 231 | 1,069, 494. 51 . 226 120, 181. 013. 53 . 242 
Other Juneau operating and 

marketing costs......_. 265, 2200. 42 O51 212, 896. 29 045 | 4, 002, 545. 17 . 048 
General corporation and . 

pay-roll taxes... .... 220, 7035. 62 U5] 236, 678. 76 .050 | 1, 727, 599. O1 . 021 

Total Juneau operating 
and marketing costs | 3, 140. 928. 65 .722 | 3, 253, 721. 82 . 689 |51, 084, 929. 60 . 413 

All other costs......... 77, 531. 84 018 59, 422. 14 .013 | 3, 538, 655. 62 . 042 

Total operating costs 
and expenses _..... .| 3, 218, 460. 50 . 740 | 3,323, 143. 96 . 102 [54, 623, 585. 22 . 655 

Juneau operating profit... _|_ 1, 229, 991. 83 . 282 | 1, 183, 449. 48 . 249 |24, 492, 184. 50 . 294 

Net operating profit. . | 1, 152, 459. 99 264 | 1, 124, 027. 34 . 236 |20, 953, 528. 88 . 252 
Other revenue (interest, etc.) _- KO, 504.47 |... . 41,052.48 5... . 719, 652.38 |.-.- 2. . 

Profit before depreciation, | 
depletion, and income 
taxes... ....--..... | 1,202, 964.46 | 1,165,079.77 |. 121,673, 181.26}. 22 --
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The Hirst-Chichagof Mining Co. on Chichagof Island operated its 
- mine and 35-ton amalgamation-flotation mill continuously in 1941 

and was again the second-largest producer of gold in the region. The 
bullion product was sent direct to the Seattle Assay Office, and the 
concentrates were shipped to the Tacoma (Wash.) smelter. 

| The Chichagof Mining Co. at Klag Bay in the Chichagof Island 
| district continued to treat old tailings, producing gold-silver concen- 

trates (containing a little copper) which were shipped to the Tacoma 
(Wash.) smelter. | | | | 

The output from other mines in the region was small. Companies 
a or individuals producing more than 100 ounces of gold from lode 

- mines were the Alaska Empire Gold Mining Co. in the Admiralty _ 
Island district, the LeRoy Mining Co. in the Juneau district, and 
Wendell Dawson in the Ketchikan district. Small sluicing operations 

: in the Juneau and Windham Bay districts recovered placer gold. | 
| Yukon River Basin region.—The Yukon River Basin region includes 

the following mining districts: Bonnifield-Nenana, Chandalar, Chisana, 
Circle, Delta River, Eagle, Fairbanks, Fortymile, Goodpaster, Hot 
Springs, Hughes, Iditarod, Innoko, Kantishna, Koyukuk, Marshall, 

: Rampart, Ruby, Tolovana, and Yukon Flats. The region yielded 59 
- percent of the total output from connected-bucket dredges in Alaska 

| during 1941; it ranked first in gold recovered from other placers and 
| third in that from lode mines. | 7 o 

Twenty-two floating connected-bucket dredges (including one 
single-dipper dredge) were operating in the region—two less than 
in 1940. a | ) - | 

The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co., operating _ 
| eight floating connected-bucket dredges in the Fairbanks district, 

was much the largest producer of gold and silver in the Yukon River 
Basin region. The company operated two 10-cubic foot Bethlehem 
dredges (with 111 and 93 buckets, respectively), one 10-cubic foot 

, Yuba dredge (with 106 buckets), three 6-cubic foot Bethlehem dredges 
(with 78, 78, and 68 buckets, respectively), one 5-cubic foot Yuba 
dredge ¢with 84 buckets), and one 3-cubic foot Yuba dredge (with 68 
buckets); all the dredges are electrically operated. Other equipment 
used (chiefly for removing overburden) included 365 Joshua Hendy 

| hydraulic giants, one 8- to 12-cubic yard electric-powered Bucyrus 
10-W dragline, and one oil-burning caterpillar bulldozer. Of the 
dredges operated in 1941, two were on Cleary Creek, two on Gold- 
stream Creek, and one each on Cripple, Ester, Fish, and Pedro Creeks. 

The Thirty-sixth Annual Report of the United States Smelting, 
Refining & Mining Co. for the year ended December 31, 1941 (dated 
March 19, 1942), says— 

At Fairbanks, Alaska, the gold output for the season was considerably lower 
than in 1940. This was due to a strike which lasted from June 6 to July 2, 1941, 
shutting down all operations and resulting in a loss of. 216 dredge days for the 
eight dredges; and to decrease in the output of the new large dredge, which spent 
most of the season of 1941 digging in tailings and lower-grade gravels. In all, 
tne (iredges operated 1,611 dredge davs in 1941 as against 1,799 dredge days in 

At both Fairbanks and Nome there were further acquisitions of ground in 1941. 
Continued development resulted in gold-reserve additions which considerably 
exceeded the vear’s extraction. 

In the Circle district three dredges were again active in 1941. 
Alluvial Golds, Inc., operated its W. W. Johnson Co. dredge (with
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seventy-two 4-cubic foot buckets) on Woodchopper Creek. On Coal 
Creek, Gold Placers, Inc., ran a dredge of similar type equipped with 
sixty 4-cubic foot buckets. The C. J.-Berry Dredging Co. operated 
its steampowered dredge (with fifty-eight 3-cubic foot buckets). and 
handled about 318,200 cubic yards of gravel. The output by these 
three dredges ranked the Circle district second in gold produced by | 
dredges in the Yukon River Basin in 1941. 

The Tolovana district, with two dredges, ranked third in the region 
in gold produced by dredges. Livengood Placers, Inc., made a large 

| output from its Yuba dredge on Livengood Creek, equipped with | 
eighty-eight 6-cubic foot buckets. The Nome Creek Mining Co. | 
operated a W. W. Johnson Co. dredge (with 4-cubic foot buckets) on 
Nome Creek northeast of Fairbanks. | : | 

In the Iditarod district the North American Dredging Co. operated. 2 
a Washington Iron Works dredge (with sixty-nine 3-cubic foot buckets) 
on Otter Creek from May 19 to November 5. The Riley Investment.» | 
Co. also operated a dredge on Otter Creek. | | 

_ Three dredges were active in the Innoko district in 1941; the Ganes 
- Creek Dredging Co. and Moss & Larson operated one each on Ganes 

~ Creek, and Nels J. Vibe ran one on Yankee-Creek. : : 
- In the Fortymile district the Boundary Dredging Co. operated a ss 
W. W. Johnson Co. 60-bucket dredge on Canyon Creek from July 22 
to October 12. On Wade Creek the Wade Creek Dredging Co. con- | 
tinued to operate its Risdon steam-powered dredge equipped with 
seventy 3)-cubic foot buckets. Oo 

In the Bonnifield-Nenana district Standard Mines, Inc., operated a _ 
- Becker-Hopkins single-bucket floating dredge on Eva Creek. The : 

+ bucket is mounted on a steel framework at the digging end of the | 
dredge in such a manner as to permit it to be elevated to an angle that. | 
allows the gold-bearing gravel to be discharged into a trommel screen | 
on the floating washing plant. The washing plant and stacker unit 
are similar to those on lightweight connected-bucket dredges. 

-~-------On-Caritbou Creek in the Delta River district the Brinker-Johnson = ---- ——— 
Co. operated its W. W. Johnson Co. dredge, equipped with seventy- : 
eight 4%-cubic foot buckets, from June 15 to November 7, 1941. 

Placer operations of all types—other than floating connected-bucket. 
dredges—were to be found throughout the Yukon River Basin region, 
some with production as large as or larger than the average dredge and 
many producing over 500 ounces of gold. The combined production 
of these operations was at least 100,000 fine ounces of gold in 1941. 

In the Bonnifield-Nenana district Triple X Placers operated a 1//- 
cubic yard Bucyrus dragline, an Isaacson washing plant, and two 
caterpillar bulldozers on the Totatlanika River from June 1 to Sep- 
tember 25 and handled 200,000 cubic yards of gravel. 
Among the larger producers in the Circle district using hydraulic 

giants and bulldozers or draglines with screening and sluicing plants 
were: The Berry Holding Co., Bergstrom & Savage, Central Mining 
Co., Frank & Co., Independence Mining Co., F. B. Johnston Mining 
Co., Jack LaCross, and Mastodon Mining Co. | 

In the Fairbanks district Helmer Johnson handled approximately 
35,000 cubic yards of gravel with hydraulic giants and a bulldozer at 
his placer on upper Cleary Creek; the yield was 1,157 fine ounces of 
gold and 190 fine ounces of silver. The Wolf Creek Mining Co.,
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operating a dragline and washing plant on Wolf Creek, continued to be © 
| an important producer of gold. The Fish Creek Mining Co. on upper 

Fish Creek and the Faith Creek Mining Co. on Faith Creek (tribu- 
tary to Chatanika River) recovered substantial quantities of gold by 
hydraulicking, bulldozing, and sluicing. The First Chance Mining _ 
Co. worked its claim in First Chance Creek 14 miles from Fairbanks 
from March 25 to October 10, using six hydraulic giants, a Diesel- 

—_ powered 1-cubic yard dragline, and a bulldozer; the gravel handled | 
: (100,000 cubic yards) had an average value of 15 cents a cubic yard, 

based upon net returns from the gold and silver sold. Other sizable 
producers in the Fairbanks district included the Alder Creek Mining 
Co.; Brown & Reeves, the Gilmore Mining Co., O. M. Grant, Robert 

) O. Jones, and J. H. Martin. Oo / 
In the Fortymile district the Central Development Syndicate con- 

tinued to be an important producer of gold from company owned and 
leased ground on Jack Wade Creek; hydraulic giants and bulldozers 
were used to handle the gravel. © - 

| Among the larger placer operators in the Hot Springs district were. 
the Cleary Hill Mines Co., operating 12 hydraulic giants, 1 dragline, 
and 2 bulldozers on Sullivan Creek; J. R. Frank & Co. and Whitehead 
& Co., hydraulicking on Pioneer Creek; and the Montana Mining Co., 

7 using hydraulic giants with a dragline and bulldozer on Omega Creek. _ 
On Utopia Creek (tributary to Indian River) in the Hughes dis- 

‘trict L. McGee handled 200,000 cubic yards of gravel, using four 
hydraulic giants, two bulldozers, and a dragline in conjunction with 

| a land washing plant; the average value of the gravel was 43.5 cents 
a cubic yard. McGee also worked ground on Black Creek and Indian 

~ River with hydraulic giants and bulldozers; the gravel washed (45,000 
cubic yards) had an average value of 51.3 cents a cubic yard. 

: In the Iditarod district the larger producers from these types of 
placer operations were: The Awe Mining Co., the Granite Mining 
Co., Hatten, Bauquier & Turner, Sakow & Tomoff, Turner & Reming- 
ton, and Uotila & Ogriz. — | | mS 

| In the Innoko district. Three Miners, Inc., operated its dragline and 
portable dry-land washing plant on the Innoko River about 30 miles | 
northwest of Ophir from March 15 to September 30, 1941. Degnan & 
Rosander and the Cripple Creek Mining Co. operated similar equip- 
ment on Little Creek and Cripple Creek, respectively. Hard, Uotila 
& Hansen operated seven hydraulic giants, a 1'-cubic yard dragline, 
and a bulldozer on Bear Creek from April to October. Other large 
placer operators were Beaton & McDougall, Peter Miscovich & Sons, 
the Moore Creek Mining Co., Sid Paulson, and Savage & Matheson. 

On Caribou Creek in the Kantishna district Caribou Mines handled 
119,668 cubic yards of gravel from June 20 to September 16, using a 
1%-cubic yard dragline, two bulldozers, and a dry-land washing plant, 
all of which used oil for fuel. 

The principal producer of gold in the Kovukuk district in 1941 was 
Repo & Schwaesdall, who operated hydraulic giants, bulldozers, and 
a dragline on Myrtle Creek. 

In the Marshall district the Wilson Creek Mining Co. operated its 
dragline and two bulldozers in conjunction with elevated sluices on 
Elephant Creek (tributary to Wilson Creck) from April 21 to October 
21 and handled 235,888 cubic yards of gravel having an average value
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of 25.6 cents a cubic yard.. The Yukon Mining Co. mined from June 
18 to October 11 on placer ground on Buster and Windy Creeks; 
sluicing was done on bedrock, and a dragline was used to stack the 
tailings. H. Roy Hunter operated two hydraulic giants, a dragline, 
and two bulldozers from June 1 to October 15 on Willow Creek 12 
miles southeast of Fortuna Ledge. | 

Other large producers among these types of placer operations in the | 
Yukon River Basin region in 1941 were the Long Creek Mining Co. 
and Richardson & Johnson in the Ruby district, and Parker & Son | 
and A. W. Warwick in the Tolovana district. 

Lode mining in the Yukon River Basin region produced 16,763 fine 
ounces of gold and 8,114 fine ounces of silver in 1941, decreases of 17 
percent in gold and 5 percent in silver from 1940. 

The leading producer of lode gold in the region in 1941 was Cleary 
Hill Mines, Inc., operating the Cleary Hill mine and amalgamation- 
flotation mill in the Fairbanks district 27 miles northeast of Fairbanks. 
The United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. operated its 
McCarty mine on Fairbanks Creek continuously in 1941, except during | 
a strike which lasted nearly a month; the mine is equipped with a : 
-10-ton amalgamation mill. The Hi Yu Mining Co. continued small- 
scale mining at its Hi Yu mine on Fairbanks Creek; the ore was 
treated in the 50-ton amalgamation mill on the property. Other 
small lode-gold producers in the Fairbanks district included the 
Carver Alder Mine Co., Emma Creek Mine Co. (a partnership), O. | 
M. Grant, Lloyd Lounsberry, and the Tolovana Mining & Milling Co. ) 

In the Kantishna district the Red Top Mining Co. operated its 
Red Top mine and 50-ton jig-, table-, and flotation-concentration mill 
from March 3 to October 26; the jig and table concentrates are 
amalgamated in a barrel, and the barrel tails and the flotation con- 
centrates are shipped to the Tacoma (Wash.) smelter.
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| SUMMARY | 

The total value of the output of recoverable metals from mines in | | 
Arizona was $97,638,310 in 1941 compared with $82,167,759 in | 
1940—an increase of 19 percent (see fig. 1); it was the greatest since _ | 
1929, when the total value was $155,567,133. Both quantity and | a 
value of each of the five metals increased substantially in 1941. The 
total value of the gold was $11,038,720, a 7-percent gain over 1940; 
silver $5,332,096, a 6-percent gain; copper $77,010,812, a 21-percent 
gain; lead $1,782,732, a 34-percent gain; and zinc $2,473,950, a 
27-percent gain. The value of the gold production represented 11 : 
percent of the State total, silver 5 percent, copper 79 percent, lead 2 
percent, and zinc nearly 3 percent. The total value of the metals : 
recovered from copper ore was $84,957,995 in 1941, or 87 percent of 
the State total. The output of copper in 1941 was the greatest 
since 1929, and the outputs of both lead and zinc were the largest 

ounces) was larger than in any year since records were established in 
1961 and resulted chiefly from the operation of two dragline-floating 
dredges in Yavapai County. | | : 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’’; that is, they 
do not include moisture. - 

The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated | 
at the following prices. 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 | 

Year Gold ! Silver 2 Copper 3 Lead 3 Zinc 3 

Per fine ounce | Per fine ounce | Per pound Per pound | Per pound 
re $35. 00 $0. 7735 $0. 121 $0. 059 $0.035 

1938__._.--- 2 eee eee eee ee 35. 00 4. 646+ . 08 . 046 . OF8 
1939... .. ss sseeeeeeeeeeeee 35. 00 5 678+ 104 047 052 
1940__._.-.-..----- eee eee. 35. 00 6 711+ . 113 . 050 . 063 
1944.2 eee. 34. 00 * TT . 118 OW O75 

! Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+($20.671835) per fine ounce. 

21937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 
price fur newly mined silver. 

3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
* $0.64646464. . 5 $0.67878787. SSO.7ILLILIL. 
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona, 1937-41, and total, 
1860-1941, in terms of recovered metals 

. Mines produe- ‘Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) 
Year g Ore (short 

. ° __— | ~=Otons) ee 

| Lode | Placer . Fine ounces Value {Fine ounces} Value 

1937.....---------------| 888 376 | 20, 976, 359 332, 694 |$11, 644,290 | 9, 422,552 | $7, 288, 344 
1938__.......-----------| 885 329 | 14, 203, 154 305, 043 | 10,676,505 | 7,479,153 | 4,835, 008 
1939.....-_...--..------| 976 142 | 18, 793, 260 316, 453 | 11,075,855 | 7,824,004 | 5, 310, 839 
1940._..........--------| 1,024 276 | 21,572,175 294,807 | 10,318,245 | 7,075,215 | 5,031, 264 
1941___-.-_....---------| 805 184. | 25, 491, 794 315, 392 | 11, 038,720 | 7,498,260 | 5, 332, 096 

1860-1941. ___.-.--------|.-------|----- oe (1) 10, 174, 289 |243, 595, 270 |268, 688, 038 | 199, 881, 769 

| Copper — _ Lead Zine 

Year | rr ern enema ———-! Total value 

, Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value— 

1937_________-|576, 956, C00 | $69, 811,676 | 24, 708, 000 | $1, 457,772 | 10,052,000 | $653,380 | $90, 855, 462 
1938_._.._--_-|421, 594,000 | 41, 316, 212 | 21, 142, 000 972, 532 | 11, 628, 000 558, 144 58, 358, 401 
1939__.__..._-|524, 224,000 | 54, 519, 296 | 21, 542,000 | 1,012, 474 | 13, 422, 000 697, 944 72, 616, 408 
1940___.-.--_-|562, 338,000 | 63, 544, 194 | 26, 532,000 | 1, 326, 600 | 30,912,000 | 1, 947, 456 82, 167,759 
1941___.._____/652, 634,000 | 77, 010, 812 | 31,276,000 | 1, 782, 732 | 32,986,000 | 2, 473, 950 97, 638, 310 

| 1860-1941. ___.| 2 9, 446, 796 |2, 841, 255,216 | 2 282, 054 | 32, 499,650 | 2 126,303 | 19; 142, 801 | 3, 336, 374, 706 

, 1. Figures not available. ; - 
; ? Short tons. - . . 

Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Arizona, 1937-41, in fine ounces, in terms 
, of recovered metals | | 

| | . Dredges 

| | Sluicing ! Drift mining [~ ee ee Total 
: ragline — Year Dry-land ? floating? =| | | a 

Gold |Silver| Gold | Silver} Gold Silver Gold |Silver] Gold - Silver 

1937..........-..] 1,275 | 212 258 34} (3) (3) 32,866 | 3 403 4, 399 649 
1938...._........]/ 1,624] 213] — 328 35{ (3) (3) 33,033 | 3380 4, 985 628 
1939.............} 1,919 | 227] 1,850] 125] (3) (3) 32,640 | 3339 6, 409 691 
1940.22 22-| 1,625 | = 207 646 41| 1,186] 464 2,784 | 396 6,241 | 1,108 
1941__- ee. 976 | 125 77 5 824 | 717] 10,054 | 1,358 | 11,931 | .2, 205 

1 Includes placer sands treated by dry concentration plants. 
3 A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a ‘‘dragline dredge’’; a 

Stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is called a “‘dry- 
and dredge.”’ 

3 Figures for dragline floating dredges include those for dry-land dredges. 

Gold.—The output of recoverable gold in Arizona in 1941 was 
315,392 fine ounces—an increase of 7 percent over 1940. Gold from 
siliceous ores (chiefly dry and siliceous gold ore) and zinc-lead ore 
was virtuallv the same as in 1940, but gold from copper ore increased 
13,778 ounces and that from lead ore 1,234 ounces. Gold from 
placers increased 5,690 ounces; 84 percent of the total placer gold 
was recovered by dragline dredging at properties on Big Bug Creek 
and Lynx Creek in Yavapai County. The Copper Queen (Bisbee) 
branch of the Phelps Dodge Corporation continued to be the leading 
gold producer in Arizona; it was followed by the New Cornelia mine 
in Pima County, the Mammoth-St. Anthony Limited property in 
Pinal County, the Goldroad mine (United States Smelting, Refining
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& Mining Co.) in Mohave County, and the United Verde mine in | 
_ Yavapai County; these five properties produced more than 58 per- 

cent of the State total output. Other large gold producers were the 
Magma mine in Pinal County, the Octave mine (American Smelting 
& Refining Co.) in Yavapai County,. the Shattuck Denn mine in 
Cochise County, the Iron King mine in Yavapai County, the Tyro : 
mine (Gold Standard Mines Corporation) in Mohave County, and the | 
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FIGURE 1.—Value of mine production of gold, silver, and copper and total value of gold, silver, copper, lead, 
and zinc in Arizona, 1870-1941. The value of lead and zinc has been less than $2,000,000 annually, except 
in a few years. 

Congress property in Yavapai County. Siliceous ores yielded 46 
percent of the State total gold, copper ore 45 percent, and zinc-lead 
ore 4 percent. The chief gold-producing districts in Arizona were 
the Warren (mostly copper ore), San Francisco (nearly all gold ore), 
Ajo (copper ore), Verde (mostly copper ore), Old Hat (nearly all 
gold ore), Weaver (Yavapai County) (gold ore), and Big Bug (mostly 
zinc-lead ore and placer gold).
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Silver —The output of recoverable silver in Arizona in 1941 was 
7,498,260 fine ounces—an increase of 6 percent over 1940. Silver 

| from siliceous ores declined 182,504 ounces and that from zinc-lead _ 
ore 48,992 ounces; but silver from copper ore increased 542,672 
ounces, that from lead ore 62,609 ounces, and that from zinc-copper 
ore 32,600 ounces. Copper ore yielded 67 percent of the State total 
silver, siliceous ores 16 percent, zinc-lead ore 12 percent, zinc-copper 
ore 3 percent, and lead ore nearly 2 percent. The Phelps Dodge 
Corporation continued to be the chief silver producer in Arizona, and 
its output was 17 percent greater than in 1940; its four properties 
(Copper Queen, Morenci, New Cornelia, and United Verde) produced 

| 40 percent of the State gold output, 54 percent of the silver, and 53 
percent of the copper. Other large silver producers in Arizona in 
1941 were the Magma, Shattuck Denn, Trench-Flux, Iron King, and 

-Jron King-Equator properties. The chief silver-producing districts 
were the Warren (Bisbee), Verde (Jerome), Pioneer (Superior), Ajo, 
Harshaw, Big Bug, and Wallapai (Chloride); more than 56 percent 
of the total silver came from the Warren and Verde districts. 
Copper—The output of recoverable copper in Arizona in 1941 was 

652,634,000 pounds—a 16-percent gain over 1940 and the largest out- 
put since 1929, when it was 830,628,411 pounds. There was a sub- 
stantial increase in each of the seven chief copper-producing districts. 
The Globe-Miami district, with a production of 164,837,300 net pounds 

| of copper, continued to be the leading copper-producing area in Ari- 
| zona; it was followed by the Ajo district with 131,760,000 pounds, 

| Warren (Bisbee) with 113,184,100 pounds, Mineral Creek (Ray) with 
84,800,000 pounds, Verde with 84,484,800 pounds, Pioneer (Superior) 

| with 38,238,400 pounds, and Copper Mountain (Morenci) with 
27,757,800 pounds. These seven districts contributed 99 percent of 
the State total copper. Copper ore and its products yielded 647,- 
420,204 pounds of copper, as follows: 18,607,089 tons of copper ore 
treated by concentration yielded 58 percent; 1,760,740 tons of copper 
ore shipped crude to smelters, 24 percent; and 3,785,654 tons of cop- 

| per ore leached and 21,373 tons of cement copper (from mine-water 
precipitates and underground leaching operations), 18 percent. The 

~ New Cornelia property continued to be the largest copper producer in 
Arizona; it was followed in order by the Copper Queen, Inspiration, 
Ray (Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation), United Verde, 
Miami, Magma, and Morenci (Phelps Dodge Corporation). 

Lead and zinc.—The output of recoverable lead in Arizona in 1941 
was 31,276,000 pounds—the largest output in any year in the history 
of the State and an increase of 18 percent over 1940; the output of 
recoverable zinc was 32,986,000 pounds—also the largest in any year 
in the history of the State and an increase of 7 percent over the 
record output in 1940. About 40 percent of the State total lead and 
32 percent of the zinc came from Santa Cruz County, nearly 16 per- 
cent of the lead and 14 percent of the zinc from Mohave County, 
and 15 percent of the lead and 25 percent of the zinc from Pinal 
County; nearly all the remainder of the lead and zinc came from 
Yavapai and Cochise Counties. About 68 percent of the total lead 
and 74 percent of the tota] zinc came from zinc-lead ore; nearly all 
the rest of the lead came from siliceous ores, lead ore, zinc-copper ore, 
and copper ore, and nearly all the rest of the zinc from zinc-copper
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ore. The Trench-Flux group of the American Smelting & Refining 
Co. near Patagonia in Santa Cruz County was by far the largest pro- - 
ducer of lead in the State; it was followed by the Tennessee mine at 
Chloride, Mammoth-St. Anthony Limited property at Tiger, Shat- 
tuck Denn mine at Bisbee, Duquesne property near Patagonia, Hill- 
side mine near Hillside, ‘‘79’’ mine near Hayden Junction, and Iron 
King mine at Humboldt. The largest producer of zinc in the State 
was the Magma mine at Superior; it was followed by the Trench- 
Flux, Tennessee, Shattuck Denn, Iron King, Duquesne, and Hillside 
properties. 7 

MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES | 

| Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona in 1941, by | 
counties, in terms of recovered metals | 

| Mines Drodue- Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) 

County a nnn a SE 

Lode | Placer | Fine ounces | — Value Fine ounces Value | 

Cochise................--....-....| 35 2| 63, 441 |-$2, 220, 435 | - 2,763,616 | $1,965,238 
Coconino.-_._._..--------2-------- 4] lll. 7 245 502 357 
Gila. ___ 22-2 48 6 2, 716 95, 060 111, 593 79, 355 
Graham. .._...---22 2-2 2-2. § j--.----- 16 560 12, 728. 9, 051 
Greenlee___._.......-_----------- 12 1 1, 646 57, 610 161, 415 114, 784 

| ‘Maricopa_...-.-....---.-2.-2--.} 49 9 5,902 | 206, 570 46, 035 32, 736 
Mohave..--...._._-.-------.------- 193 7 56, 203 1, 967, 105 285, 875 ' 203, 289 : 
Pima........-.---.-..-s sees} 86 6 42,252 | 1,478, 820 461, 053 327, 860 

| Pinal TTT 2 44562 | 1) 559, 670 947, 174 673, 546 
Santa Cruz_.....-.-.--.-..---.---| 49 |-------- 709 24, 815 510, 660 363, 136 
Yavapai_....._----- 22-22 ee- 237 108 95, 788 | 3,352, 580 2, 145, 316 1, 525, 558 , 
Yuma....._.-.-.--22.-2sse----e| 68 43 2; 150 75, 250 52,293 |; ” 37,186 

805 184 315, 392 | 11, 038, 720 7, 498, 260 5, 332, 096 
Total, 1940........................] 1,024 276 294, 807 | 10, 318, 245 7, 075, 215 5, 031, 264 

| Copper . Lead Zine 

County >| Total 
Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value 

Cochise. ............---} 113, 346, 000 |$13, 374, 828 | 3, 535,000 | $201,495 | 4, 280, 000 | $321,000 {¢18, 082, 996 
Coconino..-_-_...._----- 139, 000 16, 402 |_._.-....__].-. 2 |e eee} 17, 004 
Gila________._________] 166, 453, 000 | 19, 641, 454 | 1,342,000 | 76,494 | 85,600 | 6, 420 | 19,808, 783. 

- Graham...2.__..._.---- 44, 500 | 5,251 | 334,000} 19,088 |_..________].-.______. 33, 900 
Greenlee_..............| 27,762,000 | 3, 275, 916 90,000 | 5,130 154, 400 11, 580 } 3, 465, 020 
Maricopa..............| 112,000 13,216 | 118,300] 6,743 |........_..|......_.__| 250, 265 
Mohave............-...] __ 221, 500 26, 137 | 4,851,000 | 276, 507 | 4,692,000 | 351,900 | 2, 824, 938 
Pima....._....-.....---| 133, 141,000 | 15, 710, 638 65, 000 3,705 |....-------|------.----| 17, 621,023 
Pinal.____._....-..-] 123, 124,000 | 14, 528, 632 | 4,790,700 | 273,070 | 8, 278, 000 | 620,850 | 17,655, 768 , 
Santa Cruz_.........._- 817, 000 96, 406 |12, 616, 000 719, 112 |10, 637,000 | 797,775 2, 001, 244 
Yavapai._.............| 87,402,000 | 10, 313, 436 | 3,216,000 | 183,312 | 4,859,000 | 364,425 | 15, 739, 311 
Yuma................. 72, 000 8,496 | 318,000} 18,126 |... |. | 139,058 

652, 634, 000 | 77, 016, $12 |31, 276,000 |1, 782, 732 |32, 986,000 |2, 473, 950 | 97, 638, 310 
Total, 1940.._..._......| 562; 338, 000 | 63, 544, 194 |26, 532, 000 |1, 326, 600 |30, 912, 000 |1, 947, 456 | 82, 167, 759
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Gold and silver produced at lode mines in Arizona in 1941, by counties, in terms of 
- | _ recovered metals — : 

| | Ore sold or . Togs 
Gold (fine | Silver (fine 7 | County . treated Short ounces) “ ounces) 

Cochise_._.._.__-.-.---_------------ eee eeeeeee------] 1, 217, 357 |. 63, 435 2, 763, 616 
Coconino. -._.--.--------------------------------------------- 1, 060 7 502 
Gila | 9 958665 | 8 705 111, 593 
Graham. --__.--.-_--_--------___-_-- eee 2, 686 16 12, 728 

, Greenlee._.....-..-------------------------------------------- 918,777 | 1, 637 161, 415 
Maricopa. .__.-..------------------------------------- eee 76, 469 5, 870 46, 028 
Mohave..--___.--..--.----------------------------------------- 352, 924 56, 044 285, 854 
Pima_.....-.-..22--s-seeeeseeeeeeneeenceeeseeeeeeeeesese---) 7,720,119 42, 234 461, 053 
Pinal. __._..-.-..-------.--2-2-----s-s-s sees sesseee esse. 8, 502) 114 44, 559 947, 174 
Santa Cruz..-_.---------------------------------------------- 97, 607 709 510, 660 

| Yavapai......-.-.--------------------------------------------| ‘1, 687, 696 84,934 | 2, 143, 831 
Yuma... ----- ee eee eee ee 6, 320 1,311 51, 601 

: | 25, 491, 794 303, 461 7, 496, 055 
Total, 1940_.......-----2-------------neeeee eee] 21, 572) 175 288, 566 7,074, 107 

| Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Arizona in 1941, by counties, in fine 
ounces, in terms of recovered metals a 

. . Dredges 7 | 

Sluicing ! Drift mining » : ; Total 

County | Dry-land 2 |D raging flost- 

Gold | Silver | Gold | silver | Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver 

Cochise--.----.--.-.------ 6 |--------]-------]--------]-------]--------} ee e--ee 6 |_....-- 
Gila. TTT aan (TTT a STITT 
Greenlee-_-_-.._--.--------- 9 |_.-.----]-------|--------]-------|--------]-------]-------- Se 
Maricopa....--.-.-.----.| 32 7 |-------|--------|------.|--------|-------]-------- 32 | . 7 
Mohave..._-------------.| 159 21 |-------|--------]-------]--------|-------|--------] | 159 21 
Pima.....--------------| 18 |_.-2 (2222S foe 
Pinal_._.-.-----.--.---| 8 |-.--...-|-.-2--.|.---.02-]----2.-|--22-22-]-22-2--fooo-oe-| 8 [lool 

| Yavapai_...._.....-.....| 484 75 |._-....|.......| 316 | 52 |10,084 |~ 1,388 |10,854 | 1,485 
Yuma..........---.......] 254 22 | 77 5| 508| 665].......|......-.] 's39| ’ 692 

| 976| 125|. 7 5| 824| 717 {10,054 | 1,358 |11,931 | 2, 205 
Total, 1940...............| 1,625 | 207] 646 41| 1,186 | 464] 2784| 396] 6,241 | 1,108 

1 Includes placer sands treated by dry concentration plants. | 
1A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a “dragline dredge’’; 

a stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is called a 
“dry-land dredge.” 

| MINING INDUSTRY 

| The mining industry continued to improve in Arizona in 1941, as 
a result of the demand for copper, lead, and zinc; more ore was 
mined than in any year (except 1929) in the history of the State. 
The output of copper ore increased to 24,153,483 tons—a 19-percent 
gain over 1940—but the output of zinc-lead ore declined to 260,473 
tons—a 4-percent loss; however, the production of both lead and zine 
was the largest ever recorded in the State. <A total of 23,994,259 tons 
(94 percent of the State total ore output) was copper ore mined in the. 
Globe-Miami, Ajo, Mineral Creek (Ray), Verde (Jerome), Warren 
(Bisbee), Copper Mountain (Morenci), and Pioneer (Superior) dis- 
tricts; virtually all the zinc-lead ore was mined in the Big Bug, Har- 
shaw, Wallapai (Chloride), Eureka (Hillside), Patagonia, and Warren 
(Bisbee) districts. The output of siliceous ores (chiefly gold ore) 
increased to 975,790 tons—a 5-percent gain over 1940 and lead ore 
to 18,432 tons—a 109-percent gain; zinc-copper ore increased slightly 
to 80,810 tons. Placer mining, chiefly dredging operations, was the 
greatest In any year since records were established in 1901.
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| ORE CLASSIFICATION | 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume 

on Gold and Silver. | | | 

| Ore sold or treated in Arizona in 1941, with content in terms of recovered metals 

a 
Mines | . Ore Gold | Silver my 

———— Souree produc} hort | (ine | (ine | pounds) | cpounds) | (pounds) | 

' Dry and siliceous gold ore.....--.| » 471] 800,804] 130,298} 213, 360 322, 564) 4, 482, 513)._.._.--.- - 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore-- 68} 138,611; 13,187, 526, 518 542,414) 457, 950).-.---~--- 

Dry and siliceous silver ore------- 72 36, 375 713] 455,936} = 192,522) 49, 792)... ---.-- 

. . 1594| 975, 790} 144, 198! 1,195,814] 1, 057, 500} 4, 990, 255]. -------- 

Copper ore.__-------------------- 144/24, 153, 483) 142, 498] 5, 006, 374/?647, 420, 204) 261, 278). .-------- 

Lead ore. ....-------------------- 98 18,432} 2,129} 130,985 142, 351] 4, 378, 355)..-------- 

Lead-copper ore_.....------------ 5 663 19 3, 745 22, 668 62, 280}..---.---- 

Zinc ore._-.---------------+------ 2 2, 143 58} . 13, 168 13, 270 17,700) 235, 200 

Zine-copper ore....--.------------ 1 80,810} 1,069] 224,400] 2,533,700) 355, 000) 8, 278, 000 

Zinc-lead ore......--.------------ 10| 260,473| 13,490]. 921, 569| 1, 444, 307|21, 211, 132|24, 472, 800 | 

Total, lode mines..---.----| 2 491, 794] 303, 461| 7, 496, 055|2652, 634, 000/31, 276, 000|32, 986, 000 
Total, placers..-.---------------- 184}.___----.-| 11,931 2, 205|..---.------|----------]------+--- 

a “980!25, 491, 794| 315, 392| 7, 498, 26012652, 634, 000/31, 276, 000/32, 986,000 
Total, 1940......--.---.-----.++-- 1, 300)21, 572, 175| 294, 807 7,075, 215 #562, 838, 000/25, 532, = 

| 1 A mine producing more than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes. : 

2 Includes.118,450,902 pounds recovered from ore leached and mine-water precipitates. 

3 Includes 103,327,137 pounds recovered from ore leached and mine-water precipitates. 

METALLURGIC INDUSTRY | 

Of the 25,491,794 tons of ore produced in 1941 in Arizona, 19,001,720 

‘tons (75, percent) were treated at concentration plants, 3,785,654 tons | 

(15 percent) were treated at a leaching plant, 833,910 tons (3 percent) 

~ were treated at amalgamation and cyanidation mills, and 1,870,510 | 

tons (7 percent) were shipped crude to smelters. | | 

- Gold ore treated at amalgamation mills increased from 4,162 tons 

_-in.1940.to.7,517 tons in 1941 and siliceous material treated at cyanida- : 
tion plants from 742,801 to 826,393 tons. Cyanidation plants were 

operated continuously in. 1941 at the Goldroad, Gold Standard, | 

Producers Mines, Inc., Congress, Octave, Mammoth-St. Anthony 

Limited, Alvarado, Yarnell, Vulture, Vivian, and Iron King properties. 

Nine companies reported cyaniding 667,990 tons of siliceous material 

and using 132,570 pounds of sodium cyanide, 1,142,000 pounds of 

Aero Brand calcium cyanide, 80,775 pounds of zine dust, 2,776,950 

pounds of lime, 1,175 pounds of aerosol, 200 pounds of lead acetate, | 

and 165 pounds of lead nitrate. | ) 

Ore treated at concentration plants in 1941 comprised 6,940 tons of 

gold ore, 36,440 tons of gold-silver ore, 2,100 tons of silver.ore, 18,607,- 

089 tons of copper ore, 5,950 tons of lead ore, 600 tons of lead-copper 

ore, 2,143 tons of zinc ore, 80,810 tons of zinc-copper ore, and 259,648 

tons of zinc-lead ore. ‘Copper ore from the Miami property (5,821,- 

077 tons) was treated by a combination of leaching and concentration 

and. copper ore from the Inspiration mine was treated by straight 

leaching, but 298,706 tons of slimes discarded from the leaching-plant 

feed were concentrated. Large copper-concentration plants were 

operated continuously in 1941 at Ajo, Clarkdale, Hayden, Miami, : 

Morenci, and Superior; copper-leaching plants at Inspiration and 

497779 —43—— 15
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Miami; and copper smelters at Clarkdale, Douglas, Hayden, Miami, 
and Superior. The 20-ton smelter at Tiger is the only lead smelter 
in Arizona, and it operated exclusively on concentrates from the mill 
of Mammoth-St. Anthony, Ltd. _ | 

The following tables give details of the treatment of all ores produced 
in Arizona in 1941. | a oe | 

Mine production of metals in Arizona in 1941, by methods of recovery, in terms of | recovered metals | —— 

- Material — : . . Gold (fine|Silver (fine} Copper | Lead . Zinc | Method of recovery (short tons) ounces) | ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) 

. Ore amalgamated__..-__________ 7,517] 888 297 |--_----2--_-- ne 
Ore and old tailings cyanided._.| 826, 393 77, 627 182, 503 |.-.--------._|----- 22 |eee Concentrates smelted __._-._..._| - 1,028,852 | 114,974 2, 782, 173 | 378, 843, 659 | 26,981,425 | 32, 693, 800 Ore smelted.__......-.----------| 1,870,510 | 109,972 | 4,531, 082.| 155, 339, 439 | 4, 204) 575 292, 200 Copper precipitates smelted__..| 21,373 |..___.....|.......___. 134, 323, 752 |._....___._2_]_..-_._____- Copper ore leached .________.._._| 2 8, 785, 654 |... -_____ ~-.--------] 84,127,150 |_-_-_-__-2 2} ee Placer. -.....----------.--------]------------| 11,981 J 2,208 [222222 Te 

: : | . ------------] 315, 392 | 7, 498, 260 | 652, 634,000 | 31, 276,000 | 32, 986, 000. _ Total, 1940_.-_..-.--.------2-2-- ------------| 204, 807 | 7,075, 215 | 562, 338, 000 | 26, 532, 000 30,912,000 

. ‘ : IS 

1 Distributed as follows: Cochise County, 821,616 pounds; Gila County, 6,086,086 pounds; Greenlee County, 12,485,800 pounds; Pinal County, 13,800,000 pounds; and Yavapai County, 1,130,250 pounds. 4 Treated by straight leaching at 1 plant in Gila County. . . 

Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or without 
concentration equipment) in Arizona in 1941, by types of mills and by counties, — | in terms of recovered metals | 

7 AMALGAMATION MILLS : 
. 

cr Ss i i ” ™ 
. , 

. 

Recovered in bullion Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

Material | fo | | : County treated ; Concen- 3i | | Yous) [Gold (fine! “fiver | trates iaota (ine! Silver | Copper | Lead . . ounces) ounces) | (short | °4MCS) | ounces) | (Pounds) | (pounds) 
tons) 

Cochise......_._.._.- 280 44 49 22 29 28 |---|. ee Gila___-_ 2-2-2 Le. 33 8 4 j_-.--- 2 |e eee dee |e Maricopa.........__- 340 35 9 8 dd 2 j------ +22} Mohave..-__.__._____ 3, 729 260 100 16 110 |. 3 j----------]------_ 8 | Pima____--_.....___- 182 29 12 2 7 6 |----- fee Pinal___........._._- 35 11 3 |_---------]-------.--]---------|eee fee Santa Cruz_._______. 152 12 8 1 3 25 {_--2 2-2-2 |--- Yavapai.............] 2,608 452 103 24 160 81 1, 200 1, 505 Yuma.__-.--.222 22. 158 37 9 |_---------}e- eee fee fee 

7, 517 888 | 297 73 320 145 1, 200 1, 505 Total, 1940..........| 4, 162 882 321 45 103 232 |... 2, 236 
a 

CYANIDATION MILLS 
eee 

Cochise_.......---...]| . 400 7 219 |....-...--]----------|------- fee]. Maricopa............| 64, 105 2, 821 3, 211 234 799 300 970 |... ..- Mohave___._.-_.-.._| 293,502 | 50, 230 93, 432 |_.--.---..]--2- 22] fee ee. Pima_..__...........| 7, 720 1, 573 7,519 |.-......_.|--------2-]-------.--|-...-2---.|-.- Pinal_.-__...........| 193, 577 -4, 090 8, 351 5, 112 27, 840 30,000 |. 7,086 | 4,344, 800 Yavapai.............] 267,054] 18,8661 69,767| 632 8,806 | 11,556 | 26,800] 110,770 Yuma... --. 2-2-2. 35 31 4 |----------],---------|----- 22 ede fe 

826,393 | 77,627 | 182,503 5,978 | 37,445 | 41,856 | 34,856 | 4, 455, 570 Total, 1940_..........| 742,801 | 72,141 | 125, 009 5,269 | 34,011 | 39,260] 16,144 | 3,904 600 
| Grand total: 1941....|........__} 78,515 | 182,800| 6,051 | 37,765| 42,001 | 36,056 4, 457, 075 1940-__.|..........| 73,023 | 125,330 5,314 | - 34,114 39; 492 16, 144 | 3, 906, 836 

eee,
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Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Arizona in 1941, by counties, 
in terms of recovered metals 
i 

Oo Concentrates smelted and recovered metal. 

Mead, | C | , . rea oncen- 

County (short trates 3 Gold Silver Copper Lead zine 

, tons) Plshort ottiesa) owners) (pounds) |. (pounds) | (pounds) _ 
tons) . 

— Gochise.....--------| 20, 115 7, 59A 380 34,320] 434,914] 1,651,120 | 4, 189,000 
Gila. _____.__..___._| 6, 120, 063 124,075 | 1, 884 71, 688 | 74, 146, 889 44, 600 38, 800 . 
Graham____._______- 2, 650 530 15 12, 530 43, 713 315, 287 |._----+.--- 
Greenlee_._......--.| 908, 152 37, 390 896 42, 000'| 15, 265,000 |.....-.-.2--].-----.---- 

_ Maricopa.._-------- 5, 840 524 1, 038 12, 321 55,071 |__-..-------|----------- . 
Mohave...._._.-___- 51, 198 12, 081 3,534] _ 187,519 179,212 | 4, 563,005 | 4, 692, 000 
Pima___...________-| 7, 710, 867 994,791 | 40,435 443, 043 |133, 017, 070 |___....-----|:---------- 
Pinal.______________| 3, 209, 701 270, 685 7, 858 554, 458 | 96, 332, 253 393, 229 | 8, 278, 000 
Santa Cruz.___.___- 93, 869 91, 523 154 449, 712 765, 325 | 12, 410,965 | 10, 637, 000 
Yavapai__.........-| 875,970 323,186 | 21,006| 904,795 | 58,567,656 | 2,831,144 | 4,859,000 
Yuma._____.._____-- 3, 300 492 9 27, 786 500.1 315,000 |._.----__--. | 

19, 001, 720 | 1,022,801 | 77,209 | 2,740,172 |378, 807, 603 | 22, 524,350 | 32, 693, 800 | 
Total, 1940..-.....--] 15, 941, 271 856,846 | 67,337 | 2,619, 155 |318, 533, 602 | 20, 208, 281 | 30,874, 492 | 

er 

Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Arizona in 1941, by 

classes of concentrates smelted . | : 

| | Gross metal content 

OC Class of concentrates rate a 
produced. Gold Silver 

(short tons)| (fine. (fine opeat ( Lead y|¢ zine . 
| ounces) | ounces) pounds Pounds) | (poun 

Dry gold____.._...-..----.---| 651 2,731 3, 727 4,049| (7,875 |__---------- 
Dry gold-silver_......-------- 38 23 1, 326 826 194 |______.---- 

Copper_......---.------------| 953,841 | 58,799 | 1,624,764 | 390, 930, 948 52,966 | 2, 919, 550 
_ Lead.._.......------------ ee 37,666 | 52, 222 877, 915 882, 371 | 26,521,582 | 3,617, 510 
Lead-copper....-------------- 2, 027 102 137,078 . 262,279 | 1,803, 422 206,200 
Zinc_._..--.------------------ 34, 629 1, 097 137, 363 734,206 | 1,125,782 | 36, 575, 687 | 

| 1, 028,852 | 114,974 | 2,782,173 | 392,814,679 | 29,511,821 | 43, 318, 947 
Total, 1940..........--...-----} | 862,160 | 101,451 | 2,658,647 | 329, 934, 421 | 26, 583, 580 | -41, 522, 522 

. . . eo ame te . bn es coe sow same, Ms . a wee we ee we ce . oe _ i SS a ee le . eo ne
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Mine production of metals from Arizona concentrates shipped to smelters in 1941, in 
terms of recovered metals | | 

7 : - BY COUNTIES : 

. oo Concen- Gold | 
oo, trates (fine Silver (fine {| Copper Lead Zine 

(st nor | ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) 

Cochise__.......-.--------___- 7, 546 409 84, 348 © 434,914 | 1,651,120 4, 189, 000 
Qa... eee ---| 124,075 1, 884 71,688 | 74, 146, 889 44, 600 38, 800 
Graham ___....-..--_------__- 580 15 12, 530 43, 713 315, 287 |.....-_2-- 
Greenlee... ..._----------__.- 37, 390 896 42,000 15, 265, 000 |.---.-....- [----------_- 
Maricopa___---.-------------- 766 1, 848 12, 623 56, 041 |_---_------__]_--_-- 222 ele 
Mohave..___----.---.-.------ 12, 097 3, 644 137, 522 179,212 | 4, 563, 005 4, 692, 000 
Pima._........-.......-.-.--.| 224,793 | 40, 442 443,049 | 133,017,070 |:-......._.-]_--_--.-___- 

: Pinal........-.....-...--..---| 275,797 | 35, 698 584,458 | 96,339,339 | 4,738,029] 8 278,000 .. 
. Santa Cruz__..----.--.--.--.- 21, 524 157 |. 449, 737 765, 325 | 12,410,965 | 10,637,000 

Yavapai_.._..--------.__-___- 323, 842 29, 972 916, 432 58, 595, 656 | 2, 943, 419 4, 859, 000 
Yuma. ____------ ee 492 9 27,786 | 500 315, 000 }|_.-.----____ 

: ce 1, 028, 852'| 114,974 | 2, 782,173 | 378,843, 659 | 26,981,425 | 32, 693, 800 
| Total, 1940_...--.-.--.--------} 862,160 | 101,451 | 2,658,647 | 318, 549, 746 | 24,115,117 | 30,874,492 

a | BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES | 

Dry gold_.........-..-----.---| 651 | 2,731 3, 727 3, 340 6,905 |_...-------- 
Dry gold-silver._.-.........._- 38 23 1, 326 783 185 |... 2222. 
Copper-_-_...------------------ 953, 841 58,799 | 1,624,764 | 377,327, 938 31, 780 |_-.....----- 

| Lead..._..-----.----------- 37,666 | 52, 222 877, 915 704, 713 | 24, 505,034 |.-.--------- 
Lead-copper_........----.---- 2, 027 102 | 137,078 220,146 | 1,661,086 |___....--.__ 
Zinc. _.------------ ee 34, 629 1,097 137, 363 586, 739 686, 435 | 32, 693, 800 

1,028,852 | 114,974 | 2,782,173 | 378, 843, 659 | 26, 981,425 | 32, 693, 800 
. - ae : 

Gross metal content of Arizona crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, by classes of ore 
a nee 

c Gross metal content 

Ore (short}| —*«| a es es aes Class of ore 
: | tons) hae Silver (fine; - Copper Lead Zinc 

| ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) 

Dry and siliceous gold. __-___- 26,266 | 14, 432 73, 346 298, 817 31,936 |_.-.-_------ 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver _- 37, 751 7,527 | 350,711 376, 405 112, 307 |....._--__- 
Dry and siliceous silver_-____-__ 32, 383 614 422, 809 143, 326 43,609 |._..-___ 8. 
Copper. .....------.---.----..| 1,760,740 | 85,290 | 3,592,043 | 165, 648, 895 472, 257 |... - 
Lead ____.._2-22 22 -l eee 12, 482 2, 105 90, 669 123,283 | 4,075,972 |___..._.___- 
Lead-copper....-....._....._- 63 4 1, 504 4, 981 26,311 }.--..-_----- 
Zine-lead_.__._-...-.-----___. 825 |_.....----|-------- 8 831. 198, 355 343, 601 

1,870,510 | 109,972 | 4,531,082 | 166,596,538 | 4, 960, 747 343, 601 
Total, 1940._....-...-.-.-..---] 1,685, 544 | 114,092 | 4,290,130 | 150,143,477 | 2, 660, 351 42, 135 

‘ i mee
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Mine production of metals from Arizona crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941,in - 
terms of recovered metals 

BY COUNTIES 
| 

| Gola | Silver — | : 
Ore (short | ;7° ver Copper Lead Zine 

| _~ tons) oumees) one | (ounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) 

Cochise......2.-------..-.----| 1,196,562 | 62,975 | 2,679,000 | 112,089,470 | 1,883, 880 91,000 
Coconino..-----.------------- 1, 060 | 7 502 139, 000 |.......-.---|------.----- 
Gila.........-....---..-------| 82,915 | - 818 39,901 | 2,092,875 | 1, 297, 400 |. 46, 800 a 
Graham.___---.-------------- 36 1 198 787 18,713 |_.-.-------- 
Greenlee_._.-.---------------- 10, 625 741 119, 415 11, 200. 90, 000 "154, 400 7 

Maricopa.-.----.-------------| 6, 184 1, 166 30, 185 | 55, 959 118, 300 |__--..-.-.-- | 
Mohave. .-.------------------ 4, 500 1, 910 54, 800 42, 288 987, 995 |_.-.-------- 
Pima.._.....--..------------- 1,350| 190 10, 473 123,930 | 65,000 |_-_---._.---- 
Pinal____--..----------------- 98,801 | 4, 751 354,362 | 12, 984, 661 52, 671 |__---------- | 

- Santa Cruz_.----------------- 3, 586 540 60, 915 51, 675 205,035 |_.---------- 
Yavapai......---...-...-.----| 492,064 | 35,644.| 1,157,529 | 2, 676, 094 972, 581 |__----.----- ; 
Yuma. 22 2oo eo 2,827} 1,234} 28,802 71, 500 3,000 |__.---.----- | | 

| 1, 870,510 | 109,972 | 4,581,082 | 155,339,439 | 4, 204, 575 292, 200 
Total, 1940........-.----------| 1, 685, 544 | 114,092 | 4,290,130 | 140,461,117 | 2, 416, 883 37, 508 

. BY CLASSES OF ORE | | 

a 

Dry and siliceous gold_.......| 26,266 | 14, 432 73, 346 285, 338 20,038 |.......----- 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver-_ 37, 751 7, 527 350,711 | = 353,677 67, 145 |..---...---- - 

Dry and siliceous silver-----.- 32, 383 614 422, 809 137, 451 — 28, 677 |_-.------2---  - - 

Copper.----------------------| 1, 760, 740 | 85,200 | 3, 592,043 | 154, 459, 920 261, 278 |_.:..------- 

 Lead.__-.-----------2------ =e 12,482 | 2,105 90, 669 98, 138 | . 3, 748, 068.|--.--------- 
Lead-copper.- -....------------ 63 4] - ~~ 1,604 4,115 24,051 |2_...---.--- 

Zinc-lead_....---------------- 825 |.._.-.....|------------] 800 145, 318 292, 200 

1, 870, 510 | 109,972 | 4, 531,082 |* 155,339,439 | 4, 204, 575 292, 200 
ee
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals | 

Mines produc: Ore sold or Gold (fine ounces) Silver (fine ounces) O Lead zi ‘Total ot pi reate . | Copper ea ne ota County and district TT hort | | | (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) | value 
Lode | Placer| D8) Lode | Placer| Total | Lode | Placer! Total : . a 

Cochise County: ‘ : ; California_........2...-2--.2----2-- oe. i 240 1}... 2... 1 1,672 |......-- 1, 672 800 80, 200 j...-... 2. $5, 889 Cochise_...__..._-...-- 222 e ee eee | 891 1 feel... 1| , 938 |........ 988 116,000 |...2-.-222 2} eel 14, 390 Dos Cabezas and Tevis..................... 6 |... 1,072} = 201 ]--22-22} gon | 7a fT) zag 8, 900 1,800 |-2-2-727777] ev OS Golden Rule (Dragoon)......__..._.......- 1 |_ lle. 3 |--------|--------|-.------ 38 |....-.- 38 |_......_..-- 400 |........... 50 D Hartford (Huachuca Mountains).____...__- 2 1 347 15 5| 20 8,105 |... -__.- 3, 105 300 177,600 |--..-...... 13,066. tl Kimball (Peloncillo)_-....................-- 2 j-.------ 4 [2.2222 )---- eee fee 14 | 2 ieee. - 14 800 |...------.-]------ 288. 104 ky Swisshelm.........-.--....-.---..--.-2 ee § J---LLee 3, 053 489 |.......- 489 13, 562 |... 28 13, 562 |. 3, 200 792, 200 |_-...-.._-.. 72, 292 S Tombstone...........-....-_--.--__-----_.- rn 4, 875 . 812 |..._._-- 812 | 64,350 |..._...- 64, 350 26, 500 330, 700 |_......-.-- 96, 157 bt Turquoise_..............-..-..-..--_-.-._.- 4 |. ..L.. 1, 354 100 j......-.| | 100 7,920 |...-.-.- 7, 920 5, 200 211, 800 91, 000 28,644 wf Warren..._......-...---.------------ eee § 1 1, 205, 517 | 61, 726 1 | 61,727 |2, 671, 238 |_....__- 2, 671, 238 |113, 184,100 | 1,940,300 | 4, 189,000 17,840,488 = Winchester................--.-.-.---------- | rn 1 j--.---- fe eee fee} BLL 31 200 |.....-...-.[-----22.0-- 46 md Coconino County: ; . te Francis.-.............------2--------------- 2 73 |-.------|-----2-- [eee eee 24 |i 24 3,500 |...-.---2.-]---- 2 ee 430 > Jacob Canyon and Warm Springs. _..._.-.- 3 |. -2 lee 987 7 |-------- 7 478 | oll. 478 135, 600 j.--.-..----].------._.- 16, 574 8) Gila County: ; qo, w Banner and Dripping Springs.._......-__.- 8 1 40, 002 643 2 645 24, 383 j__. 8. 24, 383 | 1, 609, 500 | 1, 193, 000 38, 800 300, 746 © Globe-Miami...___..._...---.2-. oe 21 4| 9,918, 381 1, 991 .6 | 1,997 83, 534 |... 83, 534 |164, 837, 300 142, 400 46, 800 |19, 591, 725 oO Green Valley_____.......................... rt 1 104} 47 3 80: OAT. |e fee wn | eee eee 1,767 A Pioneer (Pinal Mountains)_...-.......-...- 5 |--...-2. 154 23 |--..---- (23 | 3,600 |__--__.- 3, 600 3, 200 6, 200 |... 4,096 ' Spring Creek_._................_....______- “T fllle ll. 2 7 1 > 38 |. 38 |....22-_e.- 400 |--....2 LL. 85 font . Summit.....-.222 2222 2 ee 22 |--..----|---.---.]--.----- oC 2 14 3,000 |-.-.-.-----].---.2. 2 2Le 364. Graham County: 
~ , . i Aravaipa....-._. 2-2 2--- eee eee ee 3 j_-.-...- 2, 680 16 |.-.---.. 16 12,721 |... 12, 721 44,000 | 334,000 |........... 33, 836 hms Lone Star__.....--.2222.-.-.2--2- 2 ---- eee 2 |.------- 6 | 2 ------]---2 2-2] 7 [eee 7 600 |-----------|---.---22-. 64 Greenlee County: 

Ash Peak___..2.2222 2 eee i 9, 533 392 |__...... 392 | 116, 242.|._......| 116, 242 1,600 j.--.--.- feel 96, 558 Copper Mountain (Morenci) ..............- 6 j_..... 908,691 | 1,187 |........| 1,187 44,903 |........| 44,903 | 27, 757, 800 4,000 |.....--....] 3, 349, 124 Mayflower.._..........--..-.------.------- 2 23 |--------{---2 22 e[ eee. 114 joo. 114 2,700 |.----------}-------2--- 400 Metcalf (Greenlee). _.............._..------ 3 j.---.--- 530 58 |_-...--. 68 | 156 |_-......- 156 |....2...--2- 86, 000 154, 400 18, 623 San Francisco. ........-...-...-----.----.--|-------- 1 feet ee} lle 9 9 |------- 22] ene ee ene nee eee fee eee eee fee ee mee ne 315 Maricopa County: . ° Big Horn____._.___...._..--.-...--- eee ee 2 2 79 68 10 78 |- BL flee. 31 ji fee 2,752 Cave Creek and Camp Creek. _..._._._.... 6 1 _ 1,872 152 1 153 12, 216 |........] 12,216 68, 800 |.-.....-_--]-.--- 2-28 22, 160 Eagle Tail........-....---22 2. eee ee 2 1 2 j-.---.-- 2 |----------] 00 - [eee ee-| nena | onan eee 70 Elisworth (Harqua Hala) !___.......2..__-. 4 |...212.. 132 22 |...----- 22 45 |........ 45 7,100 j...---.....]----..-22-- 1, 640 . Gila Bend Mountains._............-......- 2 |--.....- 114 8 |..------ 8 (re 7 |------ eee] ene ee eee | nee eee ee 285 New River...............------0-s---e-e eee eee § |...-.--.]--------|-..--2-- 1 ee 14] 2,700 |-..--22 22 fee 320 - OF) 0+) o « > ee 546 100 |........ 100 1,727 |_...-..- 1, 727 8,900 |. 117,400 I... elle 12, 470



Pikes Peak (Morgan City)..-....--.....-.- 10 1 , 285 136 1 137 135 |_....... 135 ! 1,800 [_. ef 5, 103 
Salt River Mountains. ..........------...-- 2 4,141 | 1;019 }........| 1,019 841 |... ss 36, 263 
San Domingo......---------.--------------- 2 2 / 21 39 15 54 | 14 7 21 |e fe 1, 905 
Sunflower..........-.---------------------- 1 fei. | 361) 86 | _.-_.-- 86 136 }.....--- 186 200 |. ef 3, 130 
Vulture. _.._-..--.-...--.------------------ 13 2 64,733 | 3, 789 3 | 3,792 30, 240 |........| 30,240 | - 22,500 900 j......--..-| 156, 930 
White Butte.........---..-2--------- eee eeef oD fee ' 10 7 (oul... 7 7 |e---2--- 7 | .w.----- ne] eee eee 250 

° Wickenburg......---.---------------------- 1 1 3, 700 264 2; 266 654 [2 2. 554 |e] ef eee] 9, 704 a 
Winifred ......-....------------------ eee ys an — 469 178 |.....--- 178 62 |_.....-- 62 |. e fe 6, 274 O° —— 

Mohave County: . et 
Cedar Valley._....-...--.------------------| | : i 177 1§ j_...-. 15} 4,607 |. Loe. 4, 507 63, 300 100 |_-..- 2. ---- 11, 205 oO 
Chemehuevis........----..----------------- 3 2 «42 13 14 27 14 |. Lo. 14 {ole eee 200 |......----- 966 =O 
Cottonwood.......---»-.------------------ 3 |_-....-- — 241 68 |....---- 68 377 |.-.-.---|  ° 377 9, 000 2,000 }...--...--- 3,824 wy 
Gold Basin.........--.-----------------5---| 13, 2 1, 168 584 99 683 367 14 381 - 1, 400 19,400 |_..-.......| 25, 447 nt 
Greenwo0d........------------------------- 4}. 8 4 |... 4 121 |........ 121 |.._......... 100 |_.--.------ 232 g | 
Indian Secret (White Hills) --.-...-.------- 5 [{.-.....-| 1, 246 181 |._....-. 181 §, 227 |_....--. §, 227 |_.......-.---|.----.-----[-----.----- 10, 052 sl . 
Lost Basin. ...-.-.-------------------------|---+---- 3 |..-.--\------|-----2-- 46 46 |_._.._..-.- 7 7 {..----------|.----2----- [eee e eee 1,615 Fg 
Maynard and McConnico..-.--..----------- 3 |. ...-.- 3, 580 291 |_....-.- 291 2,804 {.......-] 2,804 fo... 12,179 S 
Minnesota....--...-------------------- eee] 9 jie. 3.608 |} 606 |. -..-. 2. 696. 5, 438 }...-.2-- 5, 488 |} 1... 300 |..----..--- 28, 244 
Music Mountain..........-----.----------- 6 j-.--.--- | 338 270 |__...--- 270 1,080}  .....- 1, 080 300 2,000 |_.-.....--- 10, 367 OQ 
Owens.......-----.- 22 - ween eee eee Wy - 738) 119 [ee 119 5,708 }........| 5, 708 12, 700 10, 700 |... 22. 10,333 © 
Peacock .......------------------2--2------- 1 joo... 9 2 | oo. 2 |i ----| eee] eee eee eee [eee] eee eee 7 «+ 
San Francisco (Oatman, Goldroad, Kather- f° . S 

ine, Vivian)........---..-----.----------- - 86 fl. wee 252,458 | 42,008 |......-.| 42, 098 43,823 |........] 48,823 2,100 |2.........-|..-.--._.-_| 1, 504, 841 ry 
Wallapai.....-...-------.------------------ 71 |__.....- 70,398 | 7,500 |......-.| 7,500 | 218,577 |........| 218, 577 132, 700 | 4,816, 200 | 4,692,000 | 1,056,459 
Weaver._......-------- een nee eee eee 18 jt eee. 18,858 | 4,203 }_.....-.] 4,203 2,811 |. ...-- 2,811 |_-..-.-.-.---|-----------|-------.---| . 149, 104 

Pima County: re 
Ajo... one nnn en eee eee ene een eee 1 {__l..._| 7, 681, 667 | 40,405 |.-...--.| 40,405 | 423,000 |._......) 423,000 ,131, 760,000 |...._.-.---|.-.--__..-.|17, 262, 655 = 
Amole..-..---------e-eeennneeeeneeeennneeee|. 8 [lltuue 86 16{_.....-.| 16 204 |e 204 800 18, 800 |.-..----2-- 1,871 ©& 
ArivaCa....-------------s--e-e---eeenene eee 13 3 148 85 4 89{ 1,087 |........| 1, 087 700 800 |-_.-------- 4017 2 
Baboquivari....._.-.----------------------- 2 ee 7,780 | 1,586 {.....-.-| 1,586 7, 664 |... -... 7, 664 |.....-------].2---------|----------- 60, 960 

~  Cababi (Comobabi).......-.---.----------- 11 fee ' 314 83 |_....---- 83 938 | .....-.. 938 4, 150 8,000 |.--.-...--- 4, 233 . 
Cerro Colorado.....-..--.-.---------------- ee 1 }.-..----]--------]-------- 481 |. lise 481 |. 50 - 200 j...-...---- 359 
Empire...._.--.-----.-------- een een eee re 7 |----.---}-.------|-------- 76 | oie 76 100} ~— 2,300 |.- 2 eee 197 
Greaterville...............-----.----------- 1 1 7 |-c------ 7) 7 — 2B yee. 2 |. ...-.-----|-.- ee |e eee eee 265 
Helvetia (Rosemont).....-..-.--.---------- 8 |_...--- 440 13 j...-..-.]| 18 1,966 |__..---- 1, 966. 58, 300 8, 300 |....-.-.--- 9, 205 SN 
Meyer......- 2-2 ene nen ee ene eee | 3 Ble 8B lee fe eee 105 2 
Old Hat ?_....2..-...-....----.------------- 2 29, 329 36 |.....--- 36 20,423 j_-..----| 20,423 | 1,289,900. |_.....-....].-........_] 167, 991 QO 
Pima (Sierritas, Papago, Twin Buttes) - -.-- 5 1 «88 3 2 5 2,641 ji lie 2, 541 _ 2,300 7, 300 |_..2--- ee 2, 669 

Roskruge and Waterman.......-..--.------ 1} 196 1 |e... 1 1,357 }_.......| 1,357 23, 200 5,000 |....-.----- 4,028 & 
Silver Bell_......-..--.2.-----..-.------ +. 2 |__.-.--- (98 3 j.------- 3 1, 288 }....-... 1, 288 1, 500 19, 300 |-..--..--.- 2,208 — 

Pinal County: | | | : > 
Bunker Hill_....-.--------------2--------e- 1 |e... _ 624 17 j..------| 17 | 2,851 }....---.) 2, B51 21.000} 51,200 |-.-......-.| 7,808 & , 
Casa Grande. ......-...-..------------.--+- 6 |....---- 2, 617 38 |......-- 38 47,499 |_....-..| 47,499 20, 900 400 j_..--..---- 37, 596 N 
Cottonwood and Black Mountain.......-.. 2 . (il4 §3 |..-2..-. 53 i 45 1,000 |_.222-- 2} eee 2, 005 O 
Goldfields. ._.....-...-..------~------------- 3 j..-----] - 902 116 j........ 116 628 |_.....-. 623 7, 200 j..--------|-- eee ee 5, 353 vA = 
Hackberry «| j--v-vsv-cveceeoccetott orto 1 fi... ..2 3 2 |..-.---- 2 7 joo --e 7 |------------[----- 2-2-2 [oe nee 75 > 
Mineral Creek. ....-...--------------e0--0- 2|_......-| 2,882, 412 851 |.......| 851} 58,618 |........] 58,618 | 84,800,000 |_.....-.._.|----..-----|10, 077, 869 
Mineral Hill__.......-.-..--.-----..------- 14 |__.....- | 1, 157 400 |......-- 400 1,028 |_....... 1, 028 18, 200 38, 000 |........-.. 19, 045 ‘ 
Old Hat ? _._.... 22.2222 9 2 193, 1380 } 31, 940 “3 | 31,943 38,323 j........} 38,323 18, 300 } 4,344, 800 |...........| 1,304, 480 
Ow! Head........-22 2-2 ee nn eee ee 1 lee. - 47 ) 2 1 952 |... 952 boo een el nee ewww ene wucwewcenes 712 NO 

See footnotes at end of table. S 

| : ' : . .
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Mine production of gold, silvé?, copper, lead, and zinc in Arizona in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued BS 
TTT > 

Mines produc- Ore sold or Gold (fine ounces) Silver (fine ounces) Conne head 7 Total 
pes { reate . ~~ | Copper ea ine ota 

County and district ——_—_——_———| (short |__| (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) | value - : 

Lode | Placer tons) Lode | Placer | Total | Lode Placer | Total 

Pinal County—Continued. - 
Pioneer (Superior) ..........----....-------- i 420, 635 | 10,987 |_....-._] 10,987 |. 794,406 }_.......| 794,406 | 38, 238, 400 355, 000 | 8, 278, 000 |$6, 102, 672 Se 
Ripsey _.-.-..--...-.- 2... -------- eee 1] j.-..-.-- 502 150 |-...---- 150 8,001 [-.------| 8, OOL J---e | ee eee 7, 384 
Rodgers._____-_--_---_.--- eee eee eee | 2 | i 1 ; 7 |ouun eee 7 jie aoe 1,300 |...-2 222. 114 | 
Saddle Mountain_..........-...-..----..--- 2 |... 39 3 |-...---- 3 | 114 |_.._.2-- 114 4,000 |----.----~.]-----22-2--] 658 | 

Santa Cruz County: a oe kd 
Harshaw..___.__.-.---_---2----- eee 6 |_.----.- 68, 652 125 |___._..- 125 | 367,027 |.__.....| 367,027 213, 900 |11, 082, 400 | 7,052,000 | 1, 451, 959 e 
Nogales (Gold Hill) .._.-...-.-----_-------- Se ne 184 19}. Lee... 19 239 |_-..---. 239 3, 300 |. 200 |__--------. 1, 235 2 
Oro Blanco..._..../_-...---.---------------- 18 |__...__- 1, 411 483 |_----:-- 483 13, 770 |..-.-... 13, 770 1, 700 2,200 j|...-.2----. 27, 023 be} 
Pajarito. ._.._.__.--.__.-_-.---------------- 2 2 |_.-.-.--|-.--2 2 . | ee eee 69 j_--..-_- 69 |. ..-L-_-.-- 100 Joes ele 55 My 
Palmetto_._____.___-_-_.-- 2-2-2 eee ee 2 |._-.-.-- 176 |-...----}---L--__]..-----. 208 |-...---- 208 | ~ 9, 400 © 2,900 jo---- oo 1, 422 > 
Patagonia.___...___...-...--.-.------------ 9 |... _- 26, 720 67 |-.---.-- 67 | 124,456 |_.......| 124, 456 579, 600 | 1, 409, 000 | 3, 575, 000 507, 678 be oS 
Redrock _..___.._-_.--_--..------------------- 1 five tlle 3 {[-.---..-|-- 2.2 u |e ee. 31 [___--___. 31 100 |__- eee} el 34 TN 
Tyndall__._.__......-.--.-.---------------- 4 |___._- 438 13 |__---.-- 13 3,271 |. ..-_- 3, 271 8, 800. 118, 800 |... 2-Le. -10, 591 
Wrightson._...........-..------------------ 3 |... 21 > ne 2 1,589 |......-- 1, 589 200 400 [ee 1247 | 

Yavapai County: | | . . 
Agua Fria____.........--.--------------e--- ee «40 3 |... 3 14 |. Lee 14 0 rn 894 > 
Ash Creek_.__...------------------- een eee | 145 69 |____.. 69 391 |_...---- 391 1,000 j_-..-------].-----2---- 2,811 : 
Big Bug_..___-_-.__-.__--_--------- eee eee 14 14 138,642 | 9,612) 6,056 | 15,668 | 324, 938 533 325, 471 187, 400 | 1, 188,700 | 3, 607,000 | 1, 140, 220 w 
Black Canyon...__.._.._.-.--------------.- 8 4 28,171 | °3,326 Ml 3, 337 88,851 |... - 88, 851 10, 800 420, 000 |-.--..2 2 _- 205, 192 2 
Black Hills.___...-..-_-...-_-.-----__------- 3 |__.-.--- 8 27 |_...--..| 27 114 Joe... 114 1,600 |... 22-2. fee ele 1, 215 o 
Black Rock. ____..-.----------------------- 16 2 537 179 20{ 199| 135] 7 142| 10, 700 2,900 |... | 494 
Blue Tank_____.__--__.-_.-----.------------ 4 1 25 20 1 21. 21 j_2 22 ee 21 1,700 | -o- eee dee 951 
Bullard (Pierce).._.....-..-.--------------- 4] oe] 2, 190 887 |_._..--- 887 583 |_.-.-..-- 533 ~ 108,100 |... 22-222 - J eee 43, 590 — 
Castle Creek _______-__._.-_---------------- 8 2 352 - 40 5 | 45 1,243 |_...-...}]  —-1, 243. 2, 000 154, 700 |_.---_--._- 11, 513 — 
Cherry Creek. ___.--_._.-.-----------------} © 17 Jou eee.- 598 452 |... --- 452 436 |... ---. 436 1,200 |_.- 0-22} le 16, 272. aa 
Copper Basin. ___..__-_.....-_-_---.-------- 2 9 2 3 46 49 joe. oe. 7 7 joo--------.- |---| eee ' 1,720 _ 
Eureka._.....---..------------_------ en eee 18 |_.-..--- 120,119 | 5,440 {-._..-..| 5,440 69, 404 |. -_ 69, 404 | 2,288,800 | 1,294,100 | 1, 252, 000 677, 496 
Granite Creek.___.._...-..-----------------|-------- 3 |_.----------|-------- 7100 OV ees ee) |---| eee |e eee ene een 245 
Hassayampa___.__-...-.----------.----.---.- 38 8 1, 718 1, 186 105 1, 291 | 5, 213° 21 5, 234 3, 000 11,100 |.-- 2-2 Lee 49, 894 
Humbug. ._.__--_---._------------ eee 2 5 154. 58 30 88 128 7 185 |---| eee. 3, 176. 
Kirkland_______._...._--..----/------------ 2 |.------- 61 50 |.------- 50. 7 |...----- 7 |------------]-- 22-2 ee fee eed 1, 755 
Lynx Creek. ..........-..------------------|-------- 14 |_-..-2- 2-2 |---| 4,372 | 4,372 |--._-----. 886 886 |_.-..-------).--22 222 -- | eee 153, 650 

Martinez............-.-..------------------- 5 |-------- 99,912 | 6,826 |.....--.| 6,826 15, 075 |-_.--.-.- 15,075 |_.----..--2- |e eee | eee 249, 630 . 
Mineral Point.._..._._.-_.---_-----.------- 2 2 2 j-------- — 2 [ieee eee fee eee] ee] eee |e 70 . 
Peck. .____._.--- Le eee eee eee | 223 2).-.-----| , 2 8,927 |. -_.-- 8,927 |....--__---. 600 j|..-.. 2-88 6, 452 - 

\ Pine Grove_._..._.-_...----------.--------- 9 |_.--.--- 5, 247 | 3,000 |---| 3,000 29,475 |....-..- 29, 475: 44,500 |} 19,400 |...........] 182,317 
Silver Mountain__...........-..------------ 2 183 12 |_.---.--- 12 5, 670 |_-..---- 5,670 |.-.-..-.----| | 1,000 |.._-_-.-_-. 4, 509 
Squaw Creek..__._...-.-..--.--------------- 1 |.------- 8 22 |_-.----- 22 7 |i------- 7 |i-.-22------|------- fee} eee 775 
Tiger......--.------- eee 7 |.------- 284 383 j|.-..---- 383 661 |_.-_.--- 661 1,100 |.-------2--]- eee 14, 005 oO, 
Tip Top.........-.-------------------------|-------- 1 lee lee ee 2 2 lien nef nee eee ee eed 70



~ Turkey Creek..........----..------------e- 4. 2 i 83 24 5 29° 59 |-.--.-.-. 59 -100 200 |--.-.---.--|. 1,080 oo 
Verde. ......---.-------- oo one e een eee eee 6 |.-------| 1,121,004 | 32,047 |.....---| 32,047 |1, 544,317 |__..-.__]1, 544,317 | 84, 484,800 |........-..].-----_..._/12, 189, 032 
Wagoner. ..--.-.-------------------- ee [eee 4 | 2202 25.--2--| 2-2 - ee 7 7 j----------|--------|----2-----[----.-- +--+ |---| ee eee eee 245 - 
Walker.._.....-..----..-------------------- 22 10 ‘8,360 | 1,060 56; 1,116 24,172 14 24, 186 176,300 |- = 4,600 |--.....-_.- 77, 324 . 
Walnut Grove........-..-----.-.----------- 6 3/ -  : 107 32 6° 38 121 |... -__- 121 9, 400 400 |.-.----..-- 2, 548 ne 

| Weaver......-...------2-------------------- 22 26 108, 715: | 20,065 125 | 20, 190 19, 824 10 19, 834 . 28, 600 115, 600 |...-.-.--._| 730, 718 
White Picacho. ...........---.-..---------- Il |--------| 791 107 |...----- ‘107 4,095 |.----2-+ “4, 095 39, 300 2,700 |---.------- 11, 448 QD 

Yuma County: . . Oo 
Castle Dome. .......-..-------------+------ 2 Lt} =: 48 36 467 603 467 661 1,128 |__---_-_---- 2,700 |--.-----.--| 18, 561 me 
Cienega....--.-.--------------------------- 4 j|--.-..-- . 892 132 |...-.--- 132 45 |_...---- 45 17, 700 |...--------|-----------] . 6,741 o 

' Dome (Gila City).........--...-....-------]--2----- 1 {ieee ee | eee 11 1d |.. 22. ef epee) 385 ~ 
Ellsworth (Harqua Hala) !__........_...--- 33 |-------- - 659 300 |-.------ 300 i 675 . 26,600 |-----------]----------- 14, 119 mM 
Eureka._....-.-.-.-.------------ 2 -eee 2 8, 300 es 9 27, 786 |_...---.| 27, 786 500 | 315,000 j.-.----_--- 38, 088 i . 
Fortuna.......,.-.---------------------2--- 1 2; 8 1 4 5 |_.--------|--------|----e- eee | eee eee [ene eee eee [eee eee 175 (OY 
Kofa.....-----.p---2---s-nsececeeeeeeeeeeee| 4] 1 44 | 128 5] 128 166 |_.__-_- 166 |__.._....-.-|..--.--.---|.........-. 4,598 < 
Laguna.-...-.--------.----------------------|-------- 1 f..-.. 2 eee} ee eee 9 9 |-.--------]--------|----------|---- 2 |---| eee eee 315 Set 
La Paz and Middle Camp......._......--.- 2 11 «415 41 133 174} . 606 14 620 | . -9,800 |_..-.--..-_]-------2 2. 7,687 . a 
Mohawk. ........-..-..-.------------------ a 88 |e] eee feel 204 |_...2._. 204 600 |. ef eee 280 . 
Plomosa and La Cholla.....__......-------- 14 20 1,771 666 186 852 21, 510 17 21, 527 8, 000 300_|..-------_- 46,089 © 
Santa Maria (Planet, Bill Williams) ......_- 1 |_.-..-... «55 3 {.-.-..-.| °° 3 52 ]...-.---.| | 52 8,800 |.-.----.-.-]---e lee 1,183 © 
Trigo...------------- 22-222 e eee eee eee eee fee eee 6 |-----+------|--------| 4] 4 | ----------| --------|+---------|------------] geese] 80 oF 

Total Arizona.......-......----.--------- 805 184 | 25, 491,794 |303, 461 | 11,931 |315, 392 |7, 496,055 | 2, 205 |7, 498, 260 |652, 634, 000 /31, 276,000 |32, 986, 000. 97, 638, 310 5 
I : i . | , , Ne 

ne TP Ps 

1 Ellsworth district lies in both Maricopa and Yuma Counties. . a 
2 Old Hat district lies in both Pima and Pinal Counties. : . . B 
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, | COCHISE COUNTY _ 

California district (Hilltop).—Lessees operated the Columbia and 
Hilltop mines in 1941 and shipped silver-lead ore to the smelter at 
El Paso, Tex. | | | 

Cochise district.—Approximately 900 tons of copper ore were pro- 
duced in 1941 from the old Republic mine near Dragoon. 

| | Dos Gabezas and Teris district.—The Dives property, operated by 
the Santa Maria Mining Corporation, was the chief producer in the | 

oo Dos Cabezas and Tevis district in 1941; about 700 tons of crude gold 
| ore were shipped to a smelter. Other producers of gold ore included 
a the Gold Prince and Gold Spot properties. = — | Oo 

| Hartford (Huachuca Mountains) district —Nearly all the output in 
. | - the Hartford. district in 1941 was silver-lead ore from the Armistice 

, group near Hereford. | = - . | | 
Kimball (Peloncillo) district—Small lots of.copper ore were produced. 

in 1941 from the Quien Sabe and Willie Rose claims near San Simon. 
Swisshelm district (Elfrida)—The metal output of the Swisshelm 

district was much greater.in 1941 than in 1940, owing to the marked 
| ‘increase in shipments of silver-lead ore from the Scribner mine; lessees 

shipped about 3,000 tons of ore to El Paso, Tex. Silver-lead ore was 
produced also from the Chance, Juan Lares, and No Name No. 1 
properties. | oo, | : 

Tombstone district.—Gold-silver ore and silver-lead ore from the | 
Tombstone Development property continued in 1941 to be the most 
important output in the Tombstone district; however, production 
declined to 4,180 tons in 1941. The remainder of the district output 

| was mainly silver-lead ore from the Tombstone Extension mine and 
| silver ore from the Manganese Silver and South Bonanza properties. 

Turquoise district (Courtland, Pearce, Gleeson).—Apbout 700 tons of | 
lead ore and 200 tons of zinc-lead ore were produced in 1941 from the 
Defiance mine and 333 tons of gold-silver ore from the Common- 

| wealth mine. The rest of the district output was chiefly lead ore from — 
the No Account group. | | — : | 

| Warren district (Bisbee, Warren).—The value of the metal output of 
the Warren district in 1941 increased nearly 7 percent over 1940. 

_ Crude copper ore (1,080,969 tons) from the Copper Queen branch of 
, the Phelps Dodge Corporation was again the principal output; the 

property remained the largest producer of gold and silver in the 
State and ranked second in copper. | 

The Bisbee mines of the Copper Queen branch of the Phelps Dodge 
Corporation produced 836,248 tons of ore from the Limestone area, 

| according to the annual report of the corporation for 1941. Opera- 
tions were conducted virtually at capacity throughout the year; 
shipments of siliceous flux to the Douglas smelter from the Southeast 
Extension porphyry ore body totaled 214,075 tons; lease operations 
produced 30,646 tons of copper ore; and shipments of copper precipi- 
tates from surface and underground plants aggregated 807 tons. The 
advance in exploration, development; and stope preparation totaled 
65,238 feet; in addition, 15,824 feet of diamond drilling were done. 
The total footage driven for exploration and development was less than 
in 1940, but satisfactory results were obtained in maintaining ore 
reserves. At the end of August a very heavy flow of water, which 
flooded the mine up to the 2,433 level, was encountered east. of the 
Campbell fault on the 2,700 level. Large sinking pumps were in-
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stalled, and by the end of the year the mine had been unwatered with 
the exception of an area east of the Campbell fault. The flood did 
not interfere seriously with ore production but did retard development. 

The flood extended into the Denn mine of the Shattuck Denn Mining 
Corporation and caused suspension of copper-ore production during 7 
September; in consequence, the output of copper ore decreased from 
124,811 tons in 1940 to 102,828 tons in 1941; however, the output of 
zine-lead ore from the mine increased to 20,115 tons. The remainder 
of the district production was mostly copper ore from the Shattuck a 
mine and rich gold ore from the Sure Thing claim. , 

OO COCONINO COUNTY 

Francis district—The output of the Francis district in 1941 was 
copper ore from the Emerald & Ruby property. 

Jacob Canyon and Warm Springs district —A total of 987 tons of 
carbonate copper ore was produced in 1941 from the Brown Derby, | 
‘Mackin, and Petoskey properties; the Mackin mine was by far the | 
largest producer. | | | 

oo GILA COUNTY | 

Banner and Dripping Springs district—The Sam Knight Lease 
operated the Christmas mine continuously in 1941 and shipped 35,791 | 
tons of copper ore to a smelter—a substantial increase over 1940. : 
Lead ore (2,979 tons) and zinc-lead ore (280 tons).were produced from oo 
the ‘‘79”’ mine and gold ore from the Apex, Columbia, Gold Queen, 
Round Top, and Standard properties. The rest of the district out- | 
put was mainly copper ore from the Round Top and Chilito mines. 

——— Globe-Miami district.—The Globe-Miami district, with a production _ 
ot 164,837,300 net pounds of copper in 1941, remained the chief copper- | 
producing area in Arizona; the output increased 17 percent over that in 
1940. The Inspiration property, with a yield of 91,841,640 net pounds 
of copper, was the largest producer of copper in the district and ranked a 

____third_in the State.According to the printed annual report.of the = = _ 
Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. for 1941, 3,843,931 tons of copper 
ore from which the slimes had been removed were treated by ferric 
sulfate leaching. The ore averaged 1.23 percent copper, of. which 

- 0.659 percent was oxide and 0.571 percent sulfide; extraction was , 
98.483 percent of the oxide and 80.21 percent of the sulfide. The | | 
slimes (298,706 tons) removed from the ore were treated at the con- 
centrator to recover the-sulfide copper, and the tailings were treated 
with sulfuric acid to dissolve the oxide copper. Leaching operations | 
were at the highest rate since operations began in 1926. A monthly © 
production of 8,000,000 pounds of net copper was attained in August 
and maintained throughout the remainder of the year. The company 
has contracted for the building and equipping of a new acid plant and 
has started the necessary alterations and new installations in the 
concentrator to increase the production of copper by about 2,000,000 
pounds a month. The Miami Copper Co. operated its 18,000-ton 
concentrator and 3,000-ton leaching plant continuously and treated 
5,821,077 tons of copper ore, an increase of 10 percent over 1940. 
According to the printed annual report of the company, it is estimated 
that the mining of the mixed ore body will be completed about Sep- 
tember 1942. After this date the tonnage will be replaced by a some- 
what larger tonnage of sulfide ore, which will tend to reduce copper 
production, as the sulfide ore yields less copper per ton than does
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7 the mixed ore. To increase copper production beyond the existing 
| capacity of the property, facilities were installed during the year for 

leaching and precipitating copper from the broken ore and capping | 
that remaining in abandoned parts of the mine; copper production from 
this source was begun in January 1942. The rest of the district 
output was largely crude silver ore and zinc-lead ore from the Old 
Dominion property and crude copper ore from the Carlota mine. 

Green Valley district (Payson).—Virtually all the metal output of | 
the Green Valley district in 1941 was gold ore, mainly from the Planet, | 
Golden Hill, and Payrock properties. | a | 

| Pioneer (Pinal Mountains) district—About 154 tons of ore were 
produced in the Pioneer district in 1941; most of it was silver ore from 
the Pioneer mine, copper ore from the Bob Tail group, and lead ore 

| from the Penial claim. © er ras oe a | 

Summit district—A little copper ore was produced in 1941 from the | 
_  Ritchard and Yan properties near Miami. Oo _ 

| os | GRAHAM COUNTY SS SO 

a Nearly all the output of Graham County in 1941 was old tailings, 
a containing chiefly silver, lead, and copper, from the Grand Reef 

property in the Aravaipa district. 7 Oo oe 

— : GREENLEE COUNTY 

Ash Peak district (Duncan).—Lessees operated the Ash Peak and 
| Hardy mines in 1941 and shipped a total of 9,533 tons of silver ore; 

the Ash Peak property was the largest producer. —s_— | | 
Copper Mountain district (Morenci) —The metal output of the — 

~ Copper Mountain district continued in 1941 to be principally copper 
ore and copper precipitates from the Morenci branch of the Phelps 
Dodge Corporation. The corporation treated 908,152 tons of copper ore 

| - mits testing concentrator and shipped 8,116 tons of copper precipitates. 
The remainder of the district output was mostly crude gold ore from 
the Gold Belt and Bianes & Pitts properties and gold-silver ore from 
the Emma Gomez claim. | - | 

According to the annual report of the Phelps Dodge Corporation for 
| 1941, stripping operations at the Morenci branch removed 20,266,896 

tons of material from the open pit; by the end of 1941, 49,183,602 tors 
of material in all had been removed from the pit, exclusive of ore mined 
for the test concentrator. As the year closed, stripping operations 
planned in advance of actual mining had been completed and the pit 
developed to permit a daily ore extraction of 25,000 tons. Railroad 
construction was pushed, and by December 31 about 60 percent of 
the main haulageway had been brought to its permanent position and 
the remaining 40 percent put in good operating condition. In the 
test-pit area a total of 1,002,315 tons of material comprising 943,493 
tons of ore and 58,822 tons of waste was mined. Mayor construction 
projects completed in 1941, aside from the new reduction works, in- 
cluded 14 new dwellings, a 10,000,000-gallon reservoir to serve the new 
concentrator, installation of a ncw water-pipe line, ‘and the building of 
a mine A. C.-D. C. substation. -Virtually all essential buildings and 
shops at the reduction works were completed and occupied; the con- 
centrator was about 90 percent finished, one unit of the power plant 
was nearly ready to run, and the smelting and converting plants were 
about 75 percent complete. oo
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Mayflower disirict—A little copper ore was produced in 1941 from 
the Providencia mine. } ae | 

Metcalf (Greenlee) district—The output of the Metcalf district in 
- 1941 comprised 446 tons of crude zinc-lead ore from the Lime Cap 
mine, 61 tons of gold ore from the South Sycamore mine, and 23 tons - 
of lead ore from the Midnight claim. | ee 

San ‘Francisco district—The American Gold placer property was 
worked a short time in 1941, and a little gold was recovered. | 

ce : MARICOPA COUNTY | . 

Big Eforn district—The principal production in the Big Horn district 
in 1941 was lode gold from the Big Horn mine and placer gold from the 

.- Davenport and Tiger properties. - , 
Cave Creek and Camp Creek district —The Red Rover mine on Camp | 

Creek was operated the first 5 months of 1941, and about 1,500 tons 
of silver-copper ore were treated by flotation. ‘The remainder of the | 
district output was mainly gold ore from the Black Mountain, Ed- 
wards, and Defense properties. Ss Se  , 

Ellsworth (Harqua Hala) district—Nearly all the output of the 
Ellsworth district in 1941 was copper ore from the Sonny and Columbia | - 
properties. , | oF Se oe 

Gila Bend Mountains district—Gold ore was produced in 1941 from | 
- the Blue Ribbon and Sunset properties near Gila Bend. = 

| New River district —A small lot of copper ore was produced in 1941 
from the Daisy claim. | : | | 

Osborn district—Crude lead ore (545 tons) from the Belmont- 
McNeil mine was virtually the only output in the Osborn district in 
1941; the mine was operated throughout the year by various lessees. 

Pikes Peak (Morgan City) district—-There were 10 producers of | 
gold ore in the Pikes Peak district in 1941, but most of the output 
came from the Pikes Peak group. | a | a : 

Salt River Mountains district—The Delta mine, the only producer 
in the Salt River Mountains district in 1941, was operated continuously == 
by the Park View Mining Co.; about 4,000 tons of gold ore were | 
treated by flotation, and 141 tons of similar ore were shipped to a 
smelter. oo , | , | 

San Domingo district—Lessees operated the Gold Queen Standard 
property in 1941 and produced 20 tons of rich gold ore. Theremainder _ 
of the district output was principally placer gold recovered by various 
operators working along San Domingo Wash. | 

Sunflower district—Mining and milling were continued in 1941 at 
the Little Daisy mine; most of the output was gold ore treated by 
flotation. 

Vulture district—The chief output of the Vulture district in 1941, 
as in 1940, was gold ore from the Vulture mine. The East Vulture 
Mining Co. operated the mine contiauously and treated 52,085 tons 
of gold ore and 8,140 tons of old tailings by cyanidation and concen- 
tration; it was by far the largest producer of gold in Maricopa County. 
The rest of the district output was largely crude gold-silver ore (4,295 
tons) from the.Newsboy (Pitt) mine. , 

White Butte district—A little gold ore was produced in 1941 from 
the Charlotte claim near Phoenix. : 

Wickenburg district —In 1941 about 3,700 tons of old tailings (gold) 
from a dump near Wickenburg were treated by cyanidation.
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| Winifred district.—All the output of the Winifred district in 1941 
was gold ore, principally from the Jack White mine near Phoenix. — 

MOHAVE COUNTY | | : 

Cedar Valley district—Complex ore from the Boriana mine con- 
tinued in 1941 to be the principal output in the Cedar Valley district; 
10,077 tons of ore were treated in a 120-ton concentration mill. Cop- 

| per concentrates were shipped from the mill to a smelter in Arizona. 
Gold-silver ore and silver ore were produced at the Bunker Hill mine. 

| Chemehuevis district—Small lots of gold ore were produced in 1941 
: _ from the Copper Ledge, Dutch Flat, and Gold Dome properties; 

- placer gold was recovered from the Chief claim and “49” Diggings. 
| Cottonwood district —About 200 tons of copper ore were shipped 

from the Copper Giant mine in 1941, and a little gold ore was pro- 
duced from the Gold Mountain and North Star properties.. 

Gold Basin district—There was a marked decline in output of gold 
in the Gold Basin district in 1941, owing to idleness of the cyanide 

' mull at the Cyclopic mine and to closing of the concentration mill of 
| the Malco Gold Mining Co. The chief production in 1941 was lode 

| _ gold, mainly from the Golden Link, O. K., Excelsior, and M. O. 
| properties, and placer gold from the Gold Basin Placers. =~ 

| - Indian Secret (White Hills) district—More than 1,200 tons of ore 
a were produced in the Indian Secret district in 1941; the output was 

all god ore, silver ore, and gold-silver oré treated in a custom cyanide 
ull from various claims of the White Hills group. | : | 
Lost Basin district —The entire output of the Lost Basin district 

- in 1941 was placer gold and silver recovered by various operators 
working the Lost Basin Placers. — | 
Maynard and McConnico district—Production of gold in the ~ 

Maynard and McConnico district increased in 1941, owing to mining 
and milling operations at the Bimetal mine by the W. H. M. Gold 
Mining Co. The gain in output of silver resulted from shipments 
of go -silver ore from the Democrat mine. | 

unnesota district—About 3,700 tons of ore were produced in the 
Minnesota district in 1941, more than double that in 1940; 83 percent 
of the output was gold ore treated in a custom cyanide mill, from the 
Van Diemon, Yellow Aster, and Pope properties. The remainder 
was largely gold-silver ore from the Horn Silver mine. | 

Music Mountain: district—All the output of the Music Mountain 
district in 1941 was gold ore, principally from the Portland & Mizpah, 
Roosevelt, and Mohawk properties. 

Owens (McCracken and Potts Mountain) district Numerous small 
lots of crude gold ore and copper-gold ore, produced from various 
claims in the Owens district in 1941, were sold to the Wickenburg 
Ore Market; however, the chief output was silver ore from the North 
Star mine, shipped to a smelter. 

San Francisco (Oatman, Goldroad, Katherine, Vivian) district.— 
Production of gold in the San Francisco district was 42,098 fine ounces 
in 1941—a slight gain over 1940. The Goldroad mine of the United 
States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. was by far the most important 
producer in the district; 154,436 tons of gold ore were treated in the 
company 300-ton cyanide plant in 1941 compared with 153,280 tons 

in 1940. The property again ranked fourth in gold production in the 
tate.
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Production of gold at Oatman, Goldroad, and Vivian m 1941 was 

34,114 fine ounces compared with 32,044 in 1940, and that at Katherine 
was 7,984 ounces compared with 9,565; 94 percent of the gold output — 

at Katherine came from the Tyro mine worked by the Gold Standard ~ : 

Mines Corporation. The company operated its 300-ton cyanide mill oe 

continuously, chiefly on gold ore (81,992 tons) from the Tyro mime. 

- Other producers at Katherine included the Buellard, Burt, King of 

Secret Pass, Minnie, Philadelphia, and Sheep Trail properties. The | 

chief producers of gold at Oatman and Vivian were the Vivian, Tellu- — 

ride, Western Apex, Pioneer, Gold Dust, and Sunnyside properties. | - 

The Vivian Mining Co. operated its 100-ton custom cyanide plant | 

throughout the year, mainly on old tailings from the Vivian dump 

and on gold ore from the Vivian-Lelande Mitchell group; a total of 

-_-§, 838 tons of old tailings and 4,377 tons of gold ore was treated. 

| Wallapai district (Cerbat, Chloride, Mineral Park, Stockton Hiull).— — : 

Of the total ore (70,398 tons) produced in the Wallapai district in. 

1941, 64 percent was zinc-lead ore from the Tennessee mine operated a 

by the Tennessee-Schuylkill Corporation. The company worked the | 

mine continuously and treated 45,150 tons of ziac-lead ore in its — : 

150-ton flotation mill—a decline of 10,371 tons from 1940; the mine | | 

ranked second in lead production in Arizona ia 1941 and third in zinc. | 

About 21 percent of the district output was gold ore, largely from the | 

Tin Cup, Golden Gem, O’Brien, Golden Eagle, Rainbow, Red Seal, 

and Tintic properties. The remainder was chiefly gold-silver ore 

from the Nighthawk, C. O. D., Lucky Boy, Summit, Juno, and Mint | 

properties; zine ore from the Middle Golconda mine; silver ore from : 

the Distaff and Silver Age mines; and lead ore from the Summit group. 

Concentration mills were operated at the C. O. D., Golden Gem, and 

Middle Golconda properties; and several thousand tons of gold ore, | 

_ gold-silver ore, and silver ore were treated in the custom cyanide mill 
of Producers Mines, Inc. | 

: Weaver (Mocking Bird, Pilgrim, Portland) district—The output of 

___ ore and yield of gold and silver in the Weaver district in 1941 were 
much less tha in 1940; the output of ore declined from 40,571 tons  ™ 

in 1940 to 18,858 tons in 1941, owing chiefly to the large decrease in 

output of gold ore from the Pilgrim mine of Producers Mines, Inc. | 

The 300-ton cyanide mill owned by the company was operated almost 

exclusively on custom ores; a total of 46,540 tons of ore was milled in 

1941 (2,322 tons of gold ore came from the Pilgrim mine). The most | 

important producer in the district in 1941 was the Golden Door | 

mine; 15,207 tons of gold ore were treated by cyanidation. 

PIMA COUNTY | 

Ajo district —Production of. gold, silver, and copper in the Ajo 

district was much, greater in 1941 than in 1940, owing to the large 

increase in output of copper ore from the New Cornelia mine, only 

producer in the district in 1941. The property remained the largest 

producer of copper in Arizona and ranked second in gold. 

According to the annual report of the corporation for 1941, opera- 

tions at the New Cornelia branch of the Phelps Dodge Corporation 

were at a maximum capacity (three-shift basis) throughout the year. 

Production at the open pit comprised 7,682,444 tons of copper ore 

and 7,232,688 tons of waste. The 22,500-ton concentrator treated 

7,681,667 tons of copper ore with satisfactory metallurgy and with
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improved unit efficiencies. The grinding capacity of the ball mills — 
| was increased, resulting in a greater output of copper. concentrates. 

Amole district.—Nearly all the output of the Amole district in 1941 
- was lead ore from the Old Yuma mine. | 7 | 

| _. Arwaca district—Various small-scale operators in the Arivaca dis- | 
| trict produced a total of 148 tons of ore in 1941; most of it was crude 
, gold ore from the Oreona, Backbone, and Gold Plate properties. 

Baboquivari district.—Operations at the Allison mine were greatly 
expanded in 1941, resulting in an increased output of gold ore. The 
property was operated continuously by the Gold Bar Mining Co. 

. (formerly Tombstone Mining Co.) and 7,720 tons of gold ore were __ 
treated by cyanidation. The rest of the district output was small 

| lots of crude gold ore from various prospects. | 
| Cabahi (Comobabi) district —There were 11 producers in the Cababi 

| district in 1941, but the chief output was gold ore from the Jaeger, 
Grand Central, Sophia, and Wayne properties. — , a 

oe Cerro Colorado district—A small lot of silver-lead-copper ore was 
| produced in 1941 from the Mary ‘“‘G”’ claim. | | 

Empire districtSmall lots of lead ore were produced in 1941 from 
the Esperanza, Chief, and Virgin properties. | | | 

| Greaterville district—The principal output of the Greaterville dis- 
trict in 1941 was placer gold recovered from the Greaterville Placers. 

| Helvetia (Rosemont). district About 420 tons of copper ore and a 
little lead ore were produced iv the Helvetia district in 1941; the chief _ 
producer was the Copper World (Leader) mine. _ : | | 

, Old Hat district (Oracle) —Continuous mining and milling operations 
throughout 1941 at the Daily and Geeseman groups by Control 
Mines, Inc., resulted in a greater output of silver and copper in the 
Old Hat district in Pima County. The company treated 29,200 tons 

: of copper ore by flotation in 1941 compared with 24,000 tons in 1940. 
A little copper ore was produced also from the Apache mine. 
Pima (Sterritas, Papago, Twin Buttes) district—The output of the 

| Pima district in 1941 was largely silver ore from the Black Silver 
- property near Sahuarita. | 

Roskruge and Waterman (Silver Hill) district—A lessee operated the 
Silver Hill mine in 1941 and shipped silver-copper ore and silver-lead 
ore to various smelters. 

Silver Bell district —Nearly all the output of the Silver Bell district 
| in 1941 was silver-lead ore from the Indiana mine. 

. | PINAL COUNTY 

Bunker Hill district (Copper Creek).—In 1941 the Bunker Hill mine, 
operated by the Ari-Butte Operating Co., was the only producer in the 
Bunker Hill district; the output was mainly lead-copper ore treated 
by flotation. — 

Casa Grande district—Output of silver in the Casa Grande district 
showed a marked increase in 1941, owing to steady shipments through- 
out the year of silver ore from the Silvcr Reef mine; 2,335 tons of ore 
were shipped to the smelter at Superior The remainder of the district 
output was chiefly silver-copper ore from the Reward mine. 

Cottonwood and Black Mountain district—Nearly all the ore pro- 
duced in the Cottonwood and Black Mountain district in 1941 was 
crude gold ore from the Grand Prize mine.
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Goldfields (Superstition Mountains) district —In 1941, as in 1940, the 
| principal output of the Goldfields district was old tailings (gold) from | 

| the Bulldog dump and first-class gold ore from the Superstition mine. | 
Mineral Creek district (Ray).—Operations at the Ray mine of the 

Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation were expanded in 1941, 
resulting in a marked increase in output of copper. The company 
reported that 2,882,406 tons of copper ore were treated in the com- | 
pany 12,000-ton concentrator in 1941 compared with 2,103,004 tons 
in 1940. In addition, 7,820 tons of copper precipitates were shipped __. . 
to the smelter at Hayden; the property ranked fourth in copper / 
production in Arizona in 1941. The district output of gold decreased 
considerably in 1941, owing to suspension of operations at the Broken 
‘Hill gold mine in June 1940. | a 

- Mineral Hill district—Production in the Mineral Hill district in 
1941 totaled 1,157 tons of ore—a decline of 41 percent from 1940. = 
The principal output was crude gold ore from the Sunset, Wedge, | | | 
Kitty Why, Troxel, and Consolidated Gold properties. | | 

Old Hat district (Oracle) —Mining and milling operations at the 
Mammoth-St. Anthony & New Year-Mohawk groups were continuous 
throughout 1941; the output (192,977 tons) of ore was slightly greater 
than in 1940. The ore was treated by gravity concentration, followed a 
by flotation, and the flotation tailings were treated by cyanidation. 
Lead concentrates containing considerable quantities of gold and other 
metals were smelted in the company 20-ton lead furnace, and gold 
precipitates were shipped to an eastern refinery. The property was | 
the largest, producer of gold from siliceous gold ore in Arizona in 
1941 and ranked third in lead output. The remainder of the district | 
output was largely crude gold ore from the Southern Belle mine. 

Owl Head district.—The San Antonio No. 1 claim near Oracle was 
operated in 1941, and 77 tons of silver ore were shipped to a smelter. , 

Pioneer district (Superior).—Copper ore and zinc-copper ore from 
the Magma mine were, as usual, the chief output in the Pioneer dis- 

_ _ trict in 1941. The Magma Copper Co. operated its mine, 850-ton . 
concentrator, and 450-ton copper smelter ‘continuously, except for ~~ 
the usual summer shut-down. According to the company printed : 
‘annual report, the mill treated 245,885 tons of copper ore averaging 
5.26 percent copper and 80,810 tons of zinc-copper ore averaging 1.77 
percent copper and 8:16 percent zinc; in addition, 78,177 tons of 7 
copper ore were sent direct to the smelter. Production, after all 
losses (including refining) were deducted, was 11,741 ounces of gold, 
631,189 ounces of silver, 37,152,224 pounds of copper, and 7,715,313 
pounds of zinc. The average net cost of producing copper after de- 
duction of gold, silver; and zinc concentrate values was 7.9 cents a 
pound. Stoping operations were carried on at the usual rate until 
September 1, when production was speeded for defense purposes; an 
increase of about 15 percent was attained by October 1. The rest of 
the district output was largely crude silver ore (9,124 tons) from the 
Reymert mine and crude gold ore (4,765 tons) from the Lake Superior 
& Arizona property. 

Ripsey district—Gold-silver ore (502 tons) from the Norman group 
(Old Ripsey) was the only output in the Ripsey district in 1941. 

Saddle Mountain district.—A little copper ore was produced in 1941 
from the Senator mine and gold ore from the Columbia No. 1 claim. 

4977794316
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| oo SANTA CRUZ COUNTY = = «| | a 

| _ Harshaw district—Zinc-lead-silver ore from the Trench and Flux _ 
- groups was by far the principal output in the Harshaw district in 

1941. The American Smelting & Refining Co. operated both groups 
and its 200-ton concentrator continuously; about 67,300 tons of ore 

| were treated in 1941 compared with 49,311 tons in 1940. The com- 
‘pany was again the largest producer of lead in Arizona and ranked © 
‘second in zinc. The remainder of the district output was chiefly 
crude silver ore from the American, Salvador, and World’s Fair 
properties. | a | : 

| Nogales (Gold Hill) district—Nearly all the output of the Nogales 
: district in 1941 was gold-silver ore from the Roy mine and gold ore 

from the Louella Lou, Hardscrabble, and Silent Friend properties. 
= Oro Blanco district (Ruby).—Production in the Oro Blanco district 

in 1941 was 1,411 tons of ore, a marked decline from 54,564 tons in 
| 1940. This large loss resulted from suspension of operations’ at the 

. | Montana zinc-lead-silver property in May 1940. The district output 
| in 1941 was largely gold-silver ore from the Old Soldier and Noon 

properties, siiver ore from the Brick claim, and.gold ore from the 
- Oro Blanco mine. — a | | - - 

Palmetto district—In 1941 about 170 tons of copper ore from the | 
Three R mine were concentrated, and a small lot of crude silver-lead - 
ore from the La Palma claim was sold to a local ore buyer. __ 

Patagonia (Duquesne) district—The increased output of silver, _ 
| copper, lead, and zinc in the Patagonia district in 1941 resulted from 

continuous mining and milling operations at the Duquesne property 
by the Callahan Zinc-Lead Co. The company reported that 27,572 
wet tons of zinc-lead-copper ore were treated by flotation in 1941 and 
that 1,109 tons of silver-lead-copper concentrates and 696 tons of 
copper concentrates were shipped to El Paso, Tex., and 3,601 tons of 
zinc concentrates to Amarillo, Tex. The rest of the district output was 

| mainly copper ore from the Gladstone, Paymaster, and Quajalote 
properties and lead ore from the Mowry mine. | | 

| Tyndall district—Nearly all the output of the Tyndall district in 
1941 was crude lead ore from the Jefferson mine and lead-silver ore 
and lead-copper ore from the Alto group. 

Wrightson district.—A little silver ore was produced in 1941 from the 
Armada and Lucky Strike claims and a small lot of copper ore from the 
American Boy prospect. | : 

YAVAPAI COUNTY | 

| Agua Fria district—The Burzog (Old Minor) property was operated 
in 1941, and 1 car of copper ore was shipped to a smelter. 

Ash Creek district—Lessees worked the Gold Coin mine in 1941 and 
produced 145 tons of first-class gold ore. 

Big Bug district—There was a marked increase in production of 
gold and silver and a gain in copper and zinc but a decline in lead in 
the Big Bug district in 1941.. The principal output in 1941 was zinc- 
lead-gold-silver ore from the Iron King mine at Humboldt; 69,159 
tons of zinc-lead ore were treated by flotation, 60,206 tons of current 
flotation tailings (gold-silver) were treated by cyanidation, and 6,419 
tons of crude gold-silver ore were shipped to asmelter. The remainder 
of the district lode output was chiefly crude gold ore (1,956 tons) from 
the Postmaster mine. The output of placer gold was 6,056 fine
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ounces—an increase of 4,652 ounces over 1940; the gain resulted from 
operation of a-dragline floating dredge at the Star (Lawson) property 
by. Arical Mines, Inc. The Big Bug Dredging Co. operated a dragline 
floating dredge at the Hill property until March 12, when it was moved 
to a property in the Lynx Creek district. | | 

Black Canyon district—The output of ore and yield of gold, silver, 
copper, and lead in the Black Canyon district were less in 1941 than in 
1940, owing to the large decrease in output of gold-silver-lead ore from 
the Golden Turkey group near Cordes; the output dropped from 43,544 
to 27,283 tons. The remainder of the district output was largely silver | | 
ore from the Silver Cord and Thunderbolt mines. | 
Black Hills district—Gold ore was produced in 1941 from the | 

Ambassador and D. & M. mines and copper ore from the Yeager 
claim. a _ | 

Black Rock district—The output of the Black Rock district in 1941 | 
was principally gold ore from the Super X (Atos) mine, treated in a | 
cyanide mill. Numerous small lots of crude gold ore and copper-gold 
ore were produced from various claims and sold to the Wickenburg 
Ore Market; placer gold was recovered chiefly from the Justin Placers. 

Blue Tank district—Small lots of gold ore were produced in 1941 
from the Franklin D. and Lone Star claims and copper ore from the 
Little Mildred and McIntosh properties. oe . 

Bullard (Pierce) district—Bullard Gold Mines, Inc., worked the 
Bullard mine continuously in 1941 and shipped about 1,800 tons of 
gold-copper ore to a smelter. The rest of the district output was | 
mainly copper ore from the Little Giant mine. | | | , 

Castle Creek district —The principal output of the Castle Creek dis- 
trict in 1941 was crude lead ore from the Montezuma and Palona 

_ King properties and gold ore from the Gold Rock and King Bolt mines. 
Cherry Creek district All the output of the Cherry Creek district 

in 1941 was crude gold ore shipped to smelters; the chief producers 
_ were the Sugar Bowl, Sensation, Black Hawk, Volcano, Gray Eagle, 

Copper Basin district—Placer gold was the principal output in the 
Copper Basin district in 1941; the Queen of Sheba claim was the 
largest producer. : 

Eureka district—Production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc 
in the Eureka district in 1941 was much greater than in 1940, owing 
to increased output of zinc-lead ore from the Hillside mine and copper 
ore from the Bagdad property. All of the zinc and most of the gold, 
silver, and lead output of the district were recovered from the treat- 
ment of 31,450 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Hillside mine, and nearly 
all the copper output was recovered from the treatment of 88,209 tons 
of copper ore from the Bagdad property. | | 

Hassayampa (Groom Creek, Hassayampa River, Senator, Prescott) 
district—About 1,700 tons of ore were produced in the Hassayampa 
district in 1941 compared with 2,512 tons in 1940; most of it was gold 
ore from the Climax Extension, Oro Flame, Alma, Eureka, Railroad, 
Sacramento, Big Chief, Mohawk; U. P., Golden Summer, Nevada, 
and Jnfanta properties. The most important producer was the Oro 
Flame mine. Placer gold was recovered chiefly at the Hobbs prop- 
erty by a dragline floating dredge working the last 10 days of the year. 
Humbug district —A little gold ore was produced in 1941 from the 

Humbug Gold Mines property, and 139 tons of old tailings (gold)
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were shipped from a dump; placer gold and silver were recovered by _ 
various operators working along Cow, French, and Humbug Creeks. 
-Karkland district —All the output of the Kirkland district in 1941 

| was crude gold ore, mainly from the Venus mine. _ - | 
Lynx Creek district—The output of placer gold in the Lynx Creek 

| district was 4,372 fine ounces in 1941, an increase of 2,342 ounces over 
| 1940. The gain resulted from operation of a dragline flotation dredge 

at the Peach & Brown property by the Big Bug Dredging Co. The 
rest of the district placer gold was recovered, chiefly by dredges, at the 
Fitzmaurice and Speck-Lynx Creek properties. | | 

Martinez (Congress) district.—Gold and silver recovered from old 
tailings and waste-dump ore at the Congress property continued in 
1941 to be the chief production of the Martinez district; 49,712 tons 

. of ore and 50,068 tons of old tailings were treated by cyanidation in 
1941 compared with a total of 91,307 tons of ore and old tailings 
n 1940. we an | | 

| Peck district —In 1941 crude silver ore (223 tons) from the Swastika | 
| mine was the only output in the Peck district. _ Oo | | 

: — Pine Grove district (Crown King)—The Gladiator Mining Co. 
_ worked the Gladiator-War Eagle group throughout 1941 and shipped 

4,759 tons of gold ore containing some silver and copper. The re- 
| mainder of the district output was principally gold ore and old tailings 

: from the Golden Crown property and crude gold-lead ore from the | 
| Del Pasco mine. aL _ | a 

| Silver Mountain district (Wagoner).—Nearly all the output of the 
Silver Mountain district in 1941 was crude silver ore from the Little 
Joker mine. . , | 7 

Squaw Creek district.—A little gold ore was produced in 1941 from 
| the Gold Crown claim near Canyon. a 

Tiger district —About 262 tons of gold ore and 22 tons of gold-silver 
ore were produced in the Tiger district in 1941; the chief producers 
were the Oro Belle, Fortuna, and Pilgrim properties. __ | 

Turkey Creek, district —The principal output of the Turkey Creek 
district in 1941 was crude gold ore from the Issaquah, Parker, and 
Cumberland properties. | . 

Verde district (Jerome).—Production of gold, silver, and copper in 
the Verde district was much greater in 1941 than in 1940, owing to 
increased output of copper ore from the United Verde mine of the 
Phelps Dodge Corporation; the total output of ore and old tailings 

_ from the property was 1,097,546 tons in 1941 compared with 882,319 
tons in 1940. 

According to the printed annual report of the corporation for 1941, 
the United Verde mine produced 838,454 tons of copper ore from 
underground operations; as in past years, a large part of the total ore 
mined was recovered from pillars. Stoping operations were much 
larger than in 1940, and all available ore areas were worked to the 
extent possible under proper mining sequence. Total development 
for the year amounted to 20,597 feet, including 15,653 feet of diamond 
drilling and 656 feet of sinking at the No. 8 shaft. Material reclaimed 
from ore dumps totaled 239,318 tons, production of precipitates 
amounted to 690 tons, and the concentrator treated 651,552 tons of 
copper ore. |
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Lessees continued to work the Iron King-Equator group and 
shipped 20,580 tons of gold-silver ore to a smelter. The rest of the 
district output was principally crude copper ore from the Green 
Flower property. Lf : | 7 

Walker district—About 8,360 tons of ore were produced in the 
Walker district in 1941—a marked increase over 1,668 tons in 1940; 
nearly 96 percent of the output was gold-silver-copper ore concen- Oo 
trated from the Sheldon property. The remainder was largely crude 
gold ore from the Four Boys, Oro Plata, Alturas, Lost Wonder, and | 
Emma properties. Placer gold and silver were recovered by various ~ 
small-scale operators working on Lynx Creek near Walker. | 

Walnut Grove district—Nearly all the output in the Walnut Grove 
district in 1941 was crude copper ore from the Copper Crown and Red 
Devil claims and gold ore from the Granite group. Oo 

| Weaver district (Octave).—Production of gold in the Weaver district | 
was 20,190 fine ounces in 1941, a gain of 871 ounces over 1940; 94 | 

percent of the total came from three properties—the Octave, Alvarado, 
and Yarnell. The most important producer continued to be the | 
Octave mine, operated. by the American Smelting & Refining Co.; —— 
27,951 tons of gold ore were treated by flotation, and the flotation 
tailings were cyanided. About 40,150 tons of gold ore from the © 
Yarnell mine and 36,372 tons of similar ore from the Alvarado mine » | 

were treated in cyanide plants. Other producers of gold ore included | 
the Johnson, ‘94,” Rincon, Monica, York (Rees), and Koerber © 
properties. Placer gold was recovered chiefly from the Sunshine, 
Merrill, and Home claims. = | , , | 

White Picacho district.—The Eugenia group was operated in 1941, 
and 446 tons of crude copper-silver ore were shipped to a smelter. , - 
The rest of the district output was mainly gold ore from the Young 
property. | 

YUMA COUNTY 

—---- Castle Dome district—The most important output in the Castle = -— 
Dome district in 1941 was placer gold recovered at the Ocatilla prop- 
erty by a Stebbins dry concentrator. The chief producer of lode 
gold was the Southern Extension mine. | 

Cienega district—Lessees operated the Empire mine in 1941 and _ 
shipped 325 tons of gold-copper ore to various smelters in Arizona. 
The rest of the district output was mainly crude gold ore from the | 
Golden Ray group. | | 

Dome (Gila City) district—All the output of the Dome district in 
1941 was placer gold recovered by various operators working along : 
the Gila River near Dome. 

Ellsworth district (Salome).—Of the total ore (659 tons) produced in 

the Ellsworth district in 1941, about 45 percent was numerous small 
Icts of crude gold ore and gold-copper ore sold to the Wickenburg 7 

Ore Market. The remainder was principally crude copper ore from 
the Moore group and gold ore from the Bunker Hill, Critic, Dandy, 
and Hercules properties, shipped to a smelter. 

Eureka district—The Penn Metals, Inc., operated the Red Cloud 
mine a few months in 1941 and treated about 3,300 tons of lead-silver 
ore by flotation.
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| Kofa district—Small lots of ore averaging 10 ounces of gold to the 
| ton were produced in 1941 from the Oakland claim; gold ore was 

produced also from the Blue Bird, Katy Ross, and Sheep Tanks prop- 
erties. Placer gold was recovered from the Kofa claim. } | 
Laguna disirict.—In 1941, as in 1940, all the output of the Laguna 

district was placer gold recovered by various operators working in the 
Laguna Dam area. | | | | 
Ta Paz and Middle Camp district—The principal output in the 

La Paz and Middle Camp district in 1941 was placer gold recovered 
largely from the Golden Anchor (Jones) property. Small lots of 
huga-grade gold-copper ore were produced from the Copper Bottom 
claim. — 7 | 
Mohawk district —The Red Cross mine was operated in 1941, and 

33 tons of silver ore were shipped to a smelter. : ee 
Plomosa and La Cholla district—A total of 1,771 tons of ore was 

| produced in the Plomosa and La Cholla district in 1941 compared with 
, 3,017 tons in 1940. The chief output was crude gold ore from the 

| Little Butte mine and crude silver ore from the R. & A. property. 
| The marked decrease in output of placer gold resulted from suspension | 

| in February of drift mining at the Arizona Drift property. Other | 
placer producers included the Can Do (Erdman) and Yell claims. 

Santa Maria (Planet, Bill Williams) district —The only output in 
the Santa Maria district in 1941 was old mill clean-up material con- 

- _ taining chiefly copper from the Swansea property. - | 
| — Trigo district —All the output of the Trigo district in 1941 was placer 

) gold recovered by various operators working gravel in dry washes. _
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After an uninterrupted rise from $12,066,750 in 1932 to $54,268,690 
- in 1940, the total value of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc produced 
- from California ore, old tailings, and gravels declined in 1941 to 

- $52,231,066 (see fig. 1). Higher wages, migration of miners to war 
industries, rising prices of supplies and materials and difficulties in 
obtaining them, increased taxes, and fixed prices for gold and silver 

(the most important of the five metals in California) were factors 

in reversing the upward trend that had more than quadrupled in 8 

years the value of the metals covered by this survey. | | 
Comparing 1941 with 1940, the decline in total value for the five | 

metals was 4 percent; gold decreased 3 percent and silver 9 percent 

___in both quantity and value, copper decreased 39 percent in quantity 
and 36 percent in value, lead increased 95 percent in quantity and = 

123 percent in value, and zinc increased 457 percent in quantity 

and 563 percent in value. Of the total value of the five metals in 

1941, gold represented 94 percent, silver 3 percent, copper 2 percent, | 

and lead and zinc combined 1 percent. | 
- Despite a 10-percent decline for 1941 in total value of production, 
Nevada County continued to be the largest contributor to the metal- 

mining output of California; it supplied 20 percent of the State total 

value of the five metals, 20 percent of the total gold, and 39 percent 

of the lode gold. Sacramento County (largely from gold dredging) | 

contributed 12 percent of the total value of the five metals; Amador | 

County (three-fourths from gold ore and one-fourth from placer 

gravels) and Kern County (largely from gold and gold-silver ores), 

7 percent each; Yuba County (largely from gold dredging) and Butte 

County (largely from placer gravels), 6 percent each; Calaveras 

County (almost two-thirds from gold ore and one-third from placer 

gravels) and Siskiyou County (largely from placer gravels), 5 percent 

each; and Plumas County (largely from gold and copper ores), 4 

percent. Thus, the foregoing 9 of the 40 counties producing the 

' metals in California in 1941 contributed over 2 million dollars each 

to the State total value and supplied nearly three-fourths of that total. 

Oo oe 221 ,
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| All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they 
| - do not include moisture. | Oo | 

| Yardage figures used in measuring material treated in placer oper- 
ations are “‘bank measure’’; that is, the material is measured in the 
ground before treatment. | 

_ The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated | 
~ at the following prices. : | 

| Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 | 

| Year Gold ! Silver? | Copper? Lead 3 Zinc 2 

a . | | Per fine Per fine - 
ounce ounce Per pound | Per pound | Per pound 

oo 1937_..-..._---------------------.------.--] - $35.00 $0. 7735 $0. 121 $0. 059 . $0. 065 
1938___...._..----------- eee 35. 00 4, 646+- . 098 - 046 0448 

oe 1939_...---------------------eeee 35. 00 5, 678+ . 104 - 047 . 052 
1940_ 22-2 eee ' 35.00 6, 711+ - 113 . 050 - 063 
1941... ---_----------------------- 3-2 -- = . 35.00 6. 711+4- . 118 . . 057 075 

. 1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. __ 

2 1937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying _ 
price for newly mined silver. _ _— Ce 

2 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
# $0.64646464. . § $0.67878787. 6 $0.71111111. 

| Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in California, 1 937-41, and 
| | total, 1848-1941, in terms of recovered metals : | 

Mines pro- Ore, old | Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) 
Year ducing ! tailings, 

, —_-7 | ete. (short |-—--_ > | —-——_--——————_ 

Lode | Placer] ‘'"S) {Fine ounces) Value |Fineounces| Value 

1937_-._-- 913 838 | 4,925, 014 1, 174. 578 | $41,110, 230 2, 888, 265 | $2, 234, 073 
1938____..----------.-2- 927 676 | 4, 648, 249 1, 311, 129 45, 889, 515 2, 590, 804 1, 674, 863 

a 1939__.-_.-.--_.--.---_.| 1,028. 749 5, 577, 853 1, 435, 264 50, 234, 240 2, 599, 1389 1, 764, 264 
-1940_-------------------| 1,030 836 | 4,669,433 | 1, 455, 671 50, 948,485 | 2,359, 776 I, 678, 063 
1041.-.--- 2-2. 835 724 | 4, 280, 185 1, 408, 793 49, 307,755 | 2,154, 188 I, 531,867 — 

1848-1941.__.________.__ a a (2) 100, 262, 759 2 211, 300, 217 |103, 032,188 | 83, 335, 903 

Copper Lead . Zine 

Year Oe i AN AA <F—<——an—nem—mnvmel_ TOtal vals 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

1937_...--.....---] 10, 502,000 | $1, 270, 742 | 2,372,000 $139, 948 40, 000 $2, 600 $44, 757, 593 | 
1938_....-.-..-..-] 1,612,000 157, 976 990, 000 45, 540 |--.-------]--.--- 2. 47, 767, 894 
1939____----_...-.| 8, 360,000 869, 440 1, 052, 000 49, 444 12, 000 624 ' §2, 918, 012 
1940____...._._.._| 12, 876, 000 1, 454, 988 3, 544, 000 177, 200 158, 000 9, 954 ‘5A, 268, 690 
1941__..._...._....| 7, 886,000 930, 548 6, 928, 000 394,896 | 880,000 66, 000 52, 231, 066 

1848-1941..._._-..| 3 592, 570 |192, 203, 568 3 125, 852 | 14, 764,921 | 3 52, 483 9, 455, 464 | 2, 511, 060, 073 

tT 

io Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right 
property. 

2 Figures not available. 3 Short tons.
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FiGuRE 1.—Value of mine production of gold, silver, and copper and total value of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in California, 1848-1941. The value of lead and zinc has exceeded $1,000,000 in only a few years. 

Gold produced at placer mines in California, 1937-41, by classes of mines and by a 
: methods of recovery, and total, 1848-1941 ! 

Y; ’ a 

. Gold recovered 
ae Mines | Washing| Material |————-———————_____———_ 

‘Class and method produe- | plants /treated (cubic 
ing? | (dredges) ards) Average 8 reds ¥ | Fine ounces Value  |per cubic 

, yard. 

Surface placers: . | | 
Gravel mechanically | oo 

nandled: 
Connected-bucket . 

redges: . 
19387... 22.2 ele 33 46 | 94,809, 000 «822,961 | $11, 303, 635 $0. 119 
1938_....2, 2-22 eee. 33 48 | 117,080, (00 375, 296 13, 135, 360 |. 112 
1939.2... 222 eee. 34 47 | 121, 655, 000 370, 264 12, 959, 240 - 107 
1949... ele. 32 -46 | 132, 461, 000 414, 966 14, 523, 810 - 110 
1941_ 2222 37 | ' 47 | 135, 757, 000 418, 282 14, 639, 870 - 108 

. . Sa OOS.  oO—=—Ee—eEe—————NK*&===z="="="==a=iéaes=SS =&_—=—EeEeEEeeEE ee, fea meet 

Dragline dredges: 
1937_.....--------.-..-. 5] | 47 | =19,364,000}| 94,142] 3,204,970] .170. . ne 

T9388 ed 7 €8 24, 560, 000 118, 108 4, 133, 780 - 168 
1939... 2222-2. 142 109 3], 618, 000 172, 519 6, 038, 165 -191 
1940.2 lee. 198 106 42,'747, 000 205, 181 7, 181, 335 - 168 
1941. 234 112 45, 579, 000 225, 019 7, 875, 665 .173 

Becker-Hopkins dredges: . 
1940 3_ oe 2 2 35, 000 148 5, 180 | - 148 
1941.22. le. 3 2 52, 000 244 8, 540 . 164 

Suction dredges: ¢ . —_ 
1940 8 le. 4 4 64, 000 584 20, 440 - 319 
1944.22 17 17 357, 000 1, 763 61, 705 . 173 

Nonfloating washing | _ . 
plants: 

1937.22... ee. 58 53 2, 338, 000 17, 079 597, 765 - 256 
1938_ 2.2.22 222 74 71 3, 538, 000 23, 046 806, 610 . 228 
1989... 222222 le. 114 101 5, 512, 000 41, 694 1, 459, 290 - 265 
1940__.22 131 165 ‘5, 908, 000 28, 232 988, 120 - 167 
1941.22 85 76 5, 656, 000 28, 703 1, 004, 605 -178 

Gravel hydraulically 

Hydraulic c: . 
(ne 82 |... 22. 1, 324, 000 4, 628 161, 980 - 122 
1938... .. 2.222222 eee. 86 |..--..---. 1, 719, 000 7, O61 |- 247, 135 144 
1939_. 2222-2 ele 74 fou. ee 921, 000 6, 059 212, 065 - 230 
1940.22.22. 92 j__---. 222. 2, 401, 000 12, 059 422, 065 176 

| 79 |.....-.---| 2,886,000 10, 145 355, 075 _123 | 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Gold produced at placer mines in California, 1937-41, by classes of mines and by 
methods of recovery, and total, 1848-1941—-Continued 

ee 

ee 

_ Gold recovered | 

| Class and method Mines | Washité lintel eubicl ~—S«dY~S*~*«~d‘C‘ ass and me produc- | plants j|treated (cubic Ave 

7 ing | (dredges) yards) | Fine ounces | Value _|per cubic 

Surface placers—Continued. os 

Small scale hand methods: § 
et: . 
1937__._..-------------- 463 |......---.|. 2, 208,000 25, 612 $896, 420 $0. 406 

1938___....---------=--- 202 |.--------- 2, 863, 500 41, 686 1, 459, 010 . 510 

1939___...--------------] © 267 |_.-------- 2, 534, 100 38, 815 1, 358, 525 . 536 

1940____..._---_..------ 7.278 |_.........| %1, 710, 200 7 38, 526 7 1,348, 410 7, 788 

1941___ 2 ee 182 |-_--.----- 1, 599, 700 29, 040 1, 016, 400 .635 

1937_._..-..--.--------- 30.|...--.----|, 14, 000 436 17,010 1.215 
1988. .....--.------.---- 16 |_..--.-.--} . 6, 500 172 6, 020 - 926 

1989. .....----.-.------- 25 j-.-.------ 11, 900 169 —» 6 915 . 497 

1940_.-._..--.-.-------- - 7 [--.------- 10, 800 211 7, 385 . 684 

1941. __...-----------ee 13 j_.--------] 7, 300 220 7, 700 1,088 - 

—v . " . 

Underground placers: . . 

Drift: | 
1987._....-----.-.---.---- 121 |. 2.2... 98, 000 7, 398 258, 930 } . 2. 642 

1988_......---.---.-------- 99 |..-....... 97, 000 7, 144 250, 040 2. 578 

1989. __._.......--..--.--- 684 [Lee 83, 000: 6, 525 228, 375 2.752 

1940....- ...------------- 96 |...------- ~ 88,000 §, 045 176, 575 2. 007 

| 1941... 22-2222 eee 74 |_..------- 90, 000 4,597 |- 160,895 1, 788 

Grand total placer: . 

. 1987... ....-..-.--....------- $38 |...-.--.-.| 120, 156,000 |. 472, 306 16, 530, 710 - 138 

1988_.....---.-.----,----.-- 676 j..-....--.| 149, 864, 000 572, 513 20, 037, 955 . 134 

. 1939... 22 eee 9749 |__._......| 162, 335, 000 636, 045 22, 261, 575 137 

1940__..._-..--..-.---.--.-- * 836 |___......-| 8 185, 425, 000 704, 952 24, 678, 320 133 

1041__._- 22 eee 724 |_..._.....| 191, 984, 000 718, 013 25, 130, 455 . 131 

| 1848-1941 _____......__--._--..|.---------]---------- (10) 64, 540, 142 |1, 304, 642, 616 (18) 

ae 

1 For data by years before 1937 see Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 219. 
? Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to 

property worked. . 

3 First year for which this method was reported used in California. 
4 Includes all placer operations using suction pump for delivering gravel to floating washing plant, except 

those producing less than 100 ounces of gold which are included under ‘‘Small-scale hand methods.” 

8 Includes all placer operations using power excavator and washing plant, both on dry land; when washing 

plant is movable, outfit is termed “‘dry-land dredge.’ 
¢ Includes all operations in which hand labor is principal factor in delivering gravel to sluices, long toms, 

dip boxes, pans, rockers, dry washers, etc. . 
Figures changed to exclude suction dredges. Sec footnote 4. 

§ Revised figures. 
* A mine using more than 1 method of recovery is counted but once in arriving at total for all methods. 

‘© Complete data not available. 

Gold.—After an uninterrupted rise from 1929 to 1940, the quantity 
and value of California gold production in 1941 fell below that of 1940. 

The reversal in trend was due entirely to the decline in lode mining; 
placer-gold output continued to rise and exceeded that for any year 

since 1862. . | 

The 25 leading gold-producing mines in California in 1941, listed 

in the following table, yielded 54 percent of the total gold output of 
the State. In 1941, three lode mines (gold ore) and two placers 

(connected-bucket dredges) displaced two lode mines (gold ore) and 

three placers (two connected-bucket dredges and one dragline dredge) 

which were on the 1940 list; of those displaced, one connected-bucket 

dredge and the dragline-dredge operations were reported worked out 

and one of the lode operations lost its identity by merger with its 

neighbor.
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FIGURE 2.—Percentage of total California gold produced at lode and placer mines and by various methods 
of placer mining, 1850-1941. . - ; 

‘ Twenty-five leading gold-producing mines in California in 1941, in order of output | 

oS 

q Mine District County qs Operator Source of gold 
=| . fe 

1 | Idaho Maryland- | Grass Valley-Ne- | Nevada_..---| 1] Idaho Maryland |} Gold ore. 
Brunswick. vada City. Mines Corporation. 

2 {| Natomas Co___....| Folsom___-_--.-.-| Sacramento__| 3 | Natomas Co__.__.--..| Dredge. 
3 | Empire Star Mines.| Grass Valley-Ne- | Nevada...---| 2| Empire Star Mines | Gold ore 

. of . vada City. : Co., Ltd. 
4 | Yuba Unit____....| Yuba River.......| Yuba....--..| 4 Yube | agnsolidated Dredge. 

old Fields. 
_ 8 | Lava Cap.__.....-| Grass Valley-Ne- | Nevada.....-| 5 | Lava Cap Gold Min-| Goldore, wn ND WEB ec ococoi) aaa Cityy pop p “ing Corpo stion. 

6 | Butte Unit._......} Oroville._.........| Butte........] 6 Yuba | Figusolidated Dredge. 
. 0 A e 

71 Central Eureka....| Mother Lode_..--| Amador......| 7 Central Eureka Min- | Gold ore. 
g Co. 

8 Capital Dredges_..| Folsom._.....-..-| Sacramento..| 8 Capital Dredging Oo-- Dredge. 
9 | Golden Queen-_._...| Mojave.__........] Kern...-_----| 12 Golden Queen Min- | Gold ore. 

, _ ing Co. 
10 } Carson Hill__......] Mother Lode__.-.-| Calaveras....| 9 | Carson Hill Gold Do. 

| | Mining Corpora- 
on. | 

11 | Argonaut____......|--.-.do_.___.--.....] Amador......] 11 Argonaut Mining Co-. Do. 
12 | Alabama. -_-_.......| Ophir_............| Placer........| 15 | Alabama Califormiia Do. 

Gold Mines Co. 
13 | Cactus Queen_-__..} Mojave_..........| Kern_........| 13 |. Cactus Mines Co--.-- Do. 
14 | Sliger._...........-]| Mother Lode--__.-| Eldorado-...../ 23 Middle Fork Gold Do. 

ining Co. 
15 | Sheepranch.__._...] East Belt__.......} Calaveras....| 10 | St. Joseph Lead Co--- Do. 
16 | Snelling_._........| Snelling...........]| Merced._-...| 16 soe Gold Dredg- | Dredge. 

s 0. . 

17 | Original Sixteen to | Alleghany.........| Sierra........| 19 | Original Sixteen to | Gold ore. 
One. - One Mine, Inc. 

18 | Iron Mountain._..| Flat Creek (Iron | Shasta._.....| 14] The Mountain Cop- | Gold ore and 
Mountain). wen Co., Ltd. copper ore. 

19 } Walker_._.........| Gemesee,..........| Phumas....._} 17 alker Mining Co-.--- Gopper ore: 
20 | Ohio Point (Vir- | Rich Bar. .........].....do.._....| 30 | Virgilia Mining Cor- | Gold ore. 

gilia). poration. 
21 | Keystone.......-..| Mother Lode. __..] Amador......| 27 Keystone Mine Syn- Do. 

cate. 
22 | Surcease..___..._..| Yankee Hifi..._...| Butte_.......] 36 | Hoefling Bros-----_--- Do. 
23 | Merced dredge.....| Snelling...........| Merced._....| 28 | Merced Dredging Co..| Dredge. 
24 | Putnam property..; Camanche........| San Joaquin} 82 Gold Hill Dredging Do. 

25 | Siskiyou Unit.._..| Callahen......_...| Siskiyou.....| 20 | Yuba _ Consolidated Do. 
Gold Fields.
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Silver —The bulk of the silver output of California in 1941 was 
more localized than that of the gold; the 10 leading silver-producing 

| mines, listed in the following table, yielded 80 percent of the State 
total recoverable silver in that year. The list is similar to that of 

| 1940, except for some changes in rank, the exclusion of the Iron 
Mountain mine (Shasta County) and the Standard mine (Mono 
County), and the inclusion of the Columbia No. 2 mine (Inyo County) 

| and the Alabama mine (Placer County). In addition to the mines 
listed, some silver was recovered from almost every lode and placer _ 

| mine operating in the State in 1941. oe 

. Ten leading silver-producing mines in California in 1941, in order of output | | 

| a Mine _ District County jen Operator . Source of silver 

Bf vee = ; ) 

: 1 Cactus Queen. ._.. Mojave._........ Kern_....._.} 1 "Cactus Minas Co. ._..| Gold-silver ore. 
| 2 | Lava Cap_--...-...| Grass Valley-Ne- | Nevada......| 2 | Lava Cap Gold Min- | Gold ore. 

oe / . vada City. ~~ OS of ing Corporation. | — 
3 Golden Queen... - Mojave. - ---.----- Kern..__._.-- 4 Golden Queen Mining Do. 

4 | Starlight...........|...-.do.-_.........|.....do.-.....|. 5 | Lodestar Mining Co..| Do. | 
5 | Walker_._._......-| Genesee_--..-.-.-.] Plumas.__...| 3 | Walker Mining Co_...| Copper ore. 
6 | Columbia No. 2__-| Resting Springs...| Inyo... --.-.} 12 | Shoshone Mines, Inc..| Lead ore. 
7 | Kelly Randsburg = 7 | F. Royer and lessees__| Gold-silver ore. 

. 8 | Empire Star Mines.| Grass Valley-Ne- Nevada......| 10 | Empire Star Mines | Gold ore. 
vada City. Co., Ltd. 

9 | Alabama. __.__....| Ophir__.._........| Placer_.......} 11 | Alabama California Do. 
. Gold Mines Co. 

10 | Grigsby (Palisade)_| Calistoga._........] Napa-.--.--..| 6 | Helena Consolidated .| Gold-silver ore 
| | Mines, Ince. 

Copper.—Copper production in California decreased materially — 
| with the suspension of operations at the Walker mine in the Genesee 

district of Plumas County, October 31, 1941; during the year this 
mine contributed over 92 percent of the State copper output of 
7,886,000 pounds. a a a 

| _ Lead.—Lead production in California increased 95 percent in quan- 
tity and 123 percent in value in 1941 compared with 1940. Shoshone 
Mines, Inc., which operated the Columbia No. 2 mine in the Resting 
Springs district of Inyo County, and Imperial Metals, Inc., which 

, operated the Black Eagle mine in the Eagle Mountain district of 
Riverside County until work was suspended early in the year, supplied 
94 percent of the State total. | 

| _ Zine.—Zine production in California, although still very small, 
increased 457 percent in quantity and 563 percent in value in 1941 
compared with 1940; 96 percent of the zinc was recovered from ores 
shipped by E. H. Snyder from the Colorado group in the Modoc 
district ‘of Inyo County and by W. F. Houston from the Carbonate 
King mine in the Ivanpah district of San Bernardino County. Much 
of the ore from both mines was converted to zinc oxide at the Rich- 
mond plant of the Western Zinc Oxide Co (operated under lease after 
September 18, 1941, by the Pacific Zinc Oxide Co.).
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MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES : 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine in California in 1941, by | . 
, counties, 1n terms of recovered metals 

Gold 
Mines pro- 
ducing ! 

County | Lode Placer Total 

. Fine - Fine Fine Lode Placer | ounces Value ounces Value ounces | Value | 

Alpine..-..----------- 1 |__-.---- 136 $4,760 |__-.---__-|--------.-- 136 $4, 760 
Amador...-------.--- 23 40 75,023 | 2,625, 805 24,957 | $873, 495 99, 980 | 3, 499, 300 
Butte__..----------_- 14 52 11, 620 406, 700 73, 554 | 2, 574, 390 85, 174 | 2, 981,090 
Calaveras. _.----.-._. 43 61 46,148 | 1,615, 180 28, 520 998, 200 74, 668 | 2, 613, 380 
Del Norte._----------|---...-- 1 J----__-----]------------ 39 1, 365 39 | 1, 365 
Eldorado. --..-------.- 50 44 20, 639 722, 365 23, 579 825, 265 44, 218 | 1, 547, 630 
Fresno-__..---------.- 5 7 27 945 6, 089 218, 115 6,116 | | 214, 060 : 
Humboldt._..-.......|----.--- 6 |.------__-|-------- ee 382 13, 370 | . 382 13, 370 

-  Imperial_.....-------- 10 2 2, 427 84, 945 52 1,820 2,479 | 86, 765 
Inyo_....-.----------- 71 4 16, 063 562, 205 33 1, 155 16, 096 563,360 — 
Kern. ._.-.----------- 97 11 79,740 | 2,790,900 288 10, 080 80, 028 | 2, 800, 980 a 
Lassen. __.----------- 6 |_------- 61 2,135 |_---.--.-.]----------- 61 2, 135 
Los Angeles. _-------- 9 4 5, 083 177, 905 88 3, 080 .§, 171 180, 985 
Madera. -_--.--------- 12 20 301 10, 535 1, 196 41, 860 1,497 | 52,395 
Mariposa...--.-.----- 53 30 22, 664 793,240 | 9,938 347, 830 32,602 | 1, 141,070 . 
Merced....-----------|-------- 8 |----------|------------| 44,318 | 1, 550, 955 44,313 | 1, 550, 955 . 
Mono. _..-.-.-------- 36 1 9, 500 332, 500 5 175 9, 505 332, 675 : 
Monterey. ----------- 1 |------.- 17 595 |----------]----------- 17 595 
"Napa.._...----------- 1 j----- ee - 850 12, 250 |------.-__]----------- 350 12, 250 . 
Nevada- -_--.--------- 32 32 | 270,596 | 9,470,860 | 11,469 401,415 | 282,065 | 9,872, 275 

. Orange.--.----------- 2 18 ' 680 |------_--__]----------- 18 | 630 
Placer_....----------- 24 59 25, 388 - 888, 580 15, 805 553, 175 41,193 | 1, 441, 755 
Plumas......-----.--- 25 29 30,272 | 1,059, 520 5, 984 209, 440 36, 256 | 1, 268, 960 
Riverside_.--.-------- 31 3 1, 690 59, 150 8 280 1, 698 59, 430 
Sacramento_-.....----- 2 20 13 455 | 179,632 | 6,287,120 | 179,645 | 6, 287, 575 
San Bernardino- -.-.- 117 10 16, 649 582,715 298 10, 430 16, 947 593, 145 
San Diego-_--.--.----.- 7 |.------- 301 10, 585 |------.---},---------- 301 10, 535 
San Francisco. -_..--.-|--------] (2) |----------|------------ 19 . 665 19 665 
San Joaquin..--------|----.,-- ~ 10 |----------|------------| 28, 741 830, 935 23, 741 830, 935 
San Luis Obispo-.._...|__.--_-- 1 |----------]1----------- 9 315 9 315 
Santa Cruz._......---|.-------| Q@ |----------]------------ 9 315 9 315 
Shasta_..........-_.-- 26 32 | 19,857 694,995 | 29,279 | 1,024,765 | 49,136 | 1,719, 760 
Sierra__...----------- 17 39 16, 829 589, 015 10, 533 368, 655 27, 362 957, 670 
Siskiyou_.._---.-._-_- 50 | . 93 1, 801 63, 035 65, 393 | 2, 288, 755 67, 194 | 2,351, 790 
Stanislaus._.......-_.|-----_-- 7 |----------]------------ 25, 472 891, 520 25, 472 891, 520 
Trinity.-.-.---..-_.-- 18 67 429 15, 015 42,453 | 1, 485, 855 42, 882 | 1, 500, 870 

seen ae mn "Pulare-2 20° 22 . 2 cosets om eefenees eee A B- seis cone 2,625" Loco crnpescouenicenpes oc 75 : 2625 o es Lo eens 

Tuolumne..____.----- 42 10} 13,199 461, 965 9,798 | 342,930 | 22,997 | 804,895 
Ventura_......-____.- 2 2 17 595 2]. - 70 19 665 
Yuba._.....-.-.---.--- 6 19 3, 847 134, 645 85,076 | 2, 977, 660 88, 923 | 3, 112, 305 

835 724 | 690,780 | 24,177,300 | 718,013 |25, 130,455 |1, 408, 793 |49, 307, 755 
Total, 1940___......-.| 1,030 836 | 750,719 | 26,275,165 | 704,952 |24, 673, 320 |1, 455, 671 |50, 948, 485 

; Silver 

County Lode Placer Total a 

Fine ounces| Value |Fine ounces; Value j|Fineounces; Value 

Alpine._........ .- . | ----. 325 $2381 | -..22-. wep eee 325 $231 
Amador. ....._.. .. 20, 226 14, 383 3, 049 $2, 168 23, 275 16, 551 
Butte_......-.-------- .-. .. 23, 881 16, 982 5, 884 4, 184 29, 765 21, 166 
Calaveras...-....--.---.--. -. 12, 212 8, 684 2, 708 1, 926 14, 920 10, 610 
Del Norte. ...-..---------.-- |.- .. .----]---------.-- 3 2 3 2 
Eldorado. .-....---------- 2, 935 2, 087 2, 994 2, 129 5, 929 4, 216 
Fresno__._.....-.------.------ 3 2 973 692 976 694 
Humboldt. -_.__.._...----------|-------.----|-.------.--- 55 39 55 39 
Imperial. __.........-.-.----- 509 362 |._......-_-_[--.--...2--- 509 362 
Inyo__......------------------ 159, 227 113, 228 |....--..- --}- eee e 159, 227 113, 228 
Kern_..._...--- .------------- 868, 126 617, 334 | - 66 47 868, 192 617, 381 
Lassen...........----------- - 62 | SS a 62 44 

1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to 
property. 

2 Output from property not classed as a ‘‘mine.”’
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine in California in 1941, by 
counties, in terms of recovered metals—Continued 

Silver . 

County _ Lode Placer Total 

oe Fine ounces} Value j|Fineounces| Value j|Fineounces; Vatfue 

- Los Angeles_......-.-.-------- 2, 274 $1, 617 13 $9 2, 287 $1, 626 
Madera... .._-.---.----------- 128 91. 343 _ 244 . 471 | . 335 
Mariposa __..-----------.------ 7, 785 5, 536 2, 316 1, 647 10, 101 7, 183 
Merced ___....----------------|------------|------------ 4, 555 3, 239 4, 555 3, 239 
Mono. ._....------------------ 44, 446 31,606 |__-...---.-.]------------ 44, 446 31, 606 
Monterey _..------------------ 7 § |..---.------]------------ 7 5 
Napa.-._....--.--------------- 36, 121 |. 25,686 |...._...---.].----------- 36, 121 25, 686 
Nevada... ...----------------- 443, 385 315, 296 1, 350 960 444, 735 316,256 
Orange. -__._-.---------------- 4,846 |. 3, 446 |..._...-.--]-2---------- 4, 846 3, 446 
Placer___...-.----------------| | 54, 339 38, 641 2, 087 1, 484 56, 426 40, 125 
Plumas. ..._....-------------- 180, 076 128, 054 539 383 180, 615 128, 437 
Riverside. .--.-.-------------- 32,400 | 28, 040 |__.______.--].----------- 32, 400 23, 040 
Sacramento. _...-------------- 3 2 10, 229 7, 274 10, 232 7, 276 
San Bernardino.._-__-.-------- 162, 873 115, 821 20 14 162, 893 115, 835 

. ’ San Diego. -__---------------- 50 36 |_._._....----]-_---_------ 50 36 
San Francisco..---------------}--.---------|------------ 3 2 3], | 2 
San Joaquin. ..--.-----------]------------]------------ 2,011 _ 1,480 2,011 1,430 
San Luis Obispo._...... .-.-.|..----------]------------]------------|------------]------------]------------ 

. Santa Cruz__.....------------|------------|------------ 3 - 2 3 2 
Shasta__....._..---------------| 22, 882 16, 272 2, 890 2, 055 25, 772 18, 327 

. Sierra._.........---.-----.-..- 3, 628 2, 580 896 637 4, 524 3, 217 
Siskiyou_.......-----..-------} 564 401 | 9, 470 6, 734 10,084). = 7, 185 | 
Stanislaus..._._..__..-_..--__|------------]----.-----+- 2, 314 1, 646 2.314} 1,646 
Trinity. -_-_......--.---------] 173}  . 1238 4,619 3, 285 4, 792 3, 408 
Tulare.____._---..------------- 56 40 |._._-_----__|-----2------ 56  40- 
Tuolumne.._._._.___._-_-_---- 4, 870 3, 463 905 644 «8, 775 4, 107 
Ventura____...-..--.--------- 5 | 4 |_.....-.-_-_|-----.------ 5 4 
Yuba_......-_.--.------ eee 296 210 5,180 3, 684 5, 476 — 8, 894 

2, 088, 713 1, 485, 307 65, 475 46,560 | 2, 154, 188 1, 531, 867 
Total, 1940..................-.] 2,295,606 | 1, 682, 431 64, 170 45,632 | 2,359, 776 1, 678, 063 

Copper Lead Zine 

County | DI | Total value 

, Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds | Value . 

Alpine. ___.__....--------].----.---- ef}. -- |---| |e - -----] ---- ~~ $4, 991 
Amador._..._:.....-_---- 8, 000 $944 14, 000 $798 |_.........]----------| 3, 517, 593 
Butte. _.__.._.---- el] eee} eee fe eee ee ee ee fe ee 3, 002, 256 
Calaveras. .__._..__._.__-]|+ 8, 000 944 |_....22 | LL eee eee eee fee--.-----] 2, 624, 984 
Del Norte______...--__---.] -.-.--.----|----------|-----.-. = |e eee eee eee eed. eee 1, 367 
Eldorado..........--.---- 2, 000 236 |......-....|.....-----]--2-------|--. --.---| 1, 552, 082 
Fresno___._..._....-.----|-...- --.---|----------|--- eee ee fee ewe fee eee eee fees - - 214, 754 

Imperial....... ......--_|--.-....0---] 2-2-2}. - eee) ---------]--. -------|---------- 87, 127 
Inyo__......---....-.. Le. 286, 000 33, 748 5, 312,000 | 302, 784 438,000 | $32, 850 1, 045, 970 
Kern..... ...........--.. 2, 000 236 18, 000 1,026 |....._....].--.......] 3,419,623 ~ 
Lassen_.....-... 01-22. --|--. ee. eee} ee wee eee eee efeeee ede wee ed eee eee. 2, 179 
Los Angeles........ _...: 2, 000 236 |....... ..---|-2 2. - ef ee ed eee ee. 182, 847 
Madera___..... .........]. .... .----|------ ee edeee 2. eed we eed ee ee dee eee 52, 730 
Mariposa__.._........_-. 4, 000 472 8, 000 456 |... 2. fee eee. 1, 149, 181 
Merced____....... .. _._}.___...--.. |.--.--.---| ---.------- | eee fee eee | eee ee 1, 554, 194 
Mono.._.......-.....---.- 4, 000 472 30, 000 1,710 |.--. 0 2.2] ee. 366, 463 
Monterey.............---|----0 ...--.] 20-2 ---fee eee ~ oeeeef eee wee | wee eee eee 600 
Napa....... .... ... ..- 2, 000 236 . cee ef eee eee eee eee 38, 172 
Nevada...... .... .... 26, 000 3, 068 10, 000 570 |... -....-{ 10,192,169 
Orange._.... .. foo. eee bee lee 14, 000 798 | 32,000 2, 400 7, 274 
Placer_...------.-.. ..-- 8, 000 944 44, 000 2,508}. 2 ... | ----- ee. 1, 485, 332 
Plumas_.__-_.----.----.-- 7, 288, 000 859, 984 68, 000 3,876 |.... .--.-.] . ----- 2, 261, 257 
Riverside. ___........--- 10, 000 1,180 | 1,368,000 | 77,976} ..........] ...-.--.. 161, 626 
Sacramento__.......----.] --. . -. oo tees ef. Loeeef eueeee eden 8 eee} eo eee 6, 294, 851 
San Bernardino... ...___. 106, 000 12, 508 32, 000 1,824 | 410,000 30, 750 754, 062 
San Diego........-....---]-------- =. |. wee. coe eee foe ee eee Fe eee Pee ee ee 10, 571 
San Francisco.__...-...-.}-----------. teens | cee eee eee] eeceeee ee |e weep eee ee 667 
San Joaquin_......_._._._|_----.-----.| 20.2222] eee} eee | eee eee fee ee - 832, 365 
San Luis Obispo. __..____}|.-.___-.----}.-..-----.| ---.-----.-| ---------]----------] ----- -- 315 
Santa Cruz...) _.---eef ee ee Ween eee eee} caeeeeee |oe-e 2e eee fee eee. 317 
Shasta___-_......-.. __.. 118, 000 13,924 | .... _.....] LL... fo ...------] ------- 1, 752, O11 
Sierra___..._......--.--.. 2, 000 236 10, 000 570 |__._---_--|.--------- 961, 693 
Siskiyou___..._..___..__.].......-_--.| ---2-2 2.) 0.2222 | eee |e --------| ---------] 2, 358, 925 

Tulare._._.........._._-_l. 2.22222 tee teed ee dee 2, 665
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in California in ‘1941, by 
. counttes, m terms of recovered metals—Continued a 

: . Copper Lead Zinc 
_ County polo ope Oe || Total value | 

7 Pounds Value Pounds Value = Value . 

Tuolumne..........----.| 10,000} $1,180 |..-..------.|---- | $810, 182 Ventura......-.-.-22-.---}----------2-]---22 ee] |---- _----|---. ee 669 ; Yuba_...-.-.-----.------|------------]----------[---222---22-[ooee -neeeepeeeeeesees[ololoe-ee| 8,116,199 — 
. a 7, 886,000 | 930, 548 | 6,928, 000 4 880,000 | $66,000 | 52, 231, 066 | . Total, 1940...............} 12,876, 000 |1, 454, 988 | 3,544, 000 | “177, 200 | 158,000 | ~ 9,954 | 54, 268, 690 

| _ MINING INDUSTRY | | | 
The tonnage of material from lode mines in California treated in 

_ 1941 decreased 8 percent compared with 1940, but the yardage at 
placer mines increased 4 percent; the output of lode gold declined 8 
percent, but that of placer gold rose 2 percent. The average grade’ 
of lode material remained unchanged, but the average recoverable | 
gold content of gravels declined 2 percent. _ Of the State total gold 
output in 1941, 49 percent was from lode mines and 51 percent from | | 
placers; this was the first year since 1927 that placer-gold production 
had exceeded that from lode mines. | 

Dredges of the connected-bucket type handled 71 percent of the | | : 
gravel mined and recovered 58 percent of the State total placer gold | 
in 1941. | 

The next most important method of placer mining—dragline | 
dredging—continued in 1941 its spectacular rise as a means of recover- : 
ing gold. The first dragline-dredge production in the United States 
was reported in California in 1933, when three outfits began work late 
in the year and recovered less than 100 ounces of gold. In 1941,112 © 
dragline dredges worked 234 properties; they washed 24 percent of the 
total placer gravel and recovered 31 percent of the total placer gold. 

~~The following table gives partial data on equipment in the dragline- 
dredge industry over a 3-year period; information on bucket size was 
supplied for 52 dredges in 1939, 89 in 1940, and 94 in 1941. 

ee 
; Number of boats | _ Number of boats | 

Size of buckets (cubic _ Size of buckets (cubic _ 
yards) yards) 

1939 1940 1941 1939 1940 1941 

TYG noone ee 1 oO : 8 - 6.22 i}... 2|[ 18g TTT] 88 19 Booo nese ees eeeeeceeeeeefeceeee ee 2 6 |] 184.0007 5 9 6 
en [ee Lyell. dP eee eee 4 9 6 3400 Vo fT | Ip 1 Boose se eeeseeeeel 3 4 5 || 4... 22s essen i 7 8 

ye 4 8 19 |) 4%. ee 2 3 |-------- 2422 2) 1 bf} 36.0002 a otro Qos te teeeeeeeeeeeeeee| OTS 13 | a 

The Becker-Hopkins type of dredge (single buckat on telescopic 
arm attached to dredge) made its first appearance in California in 
1940, when units were installed in Fresno and Sacramento Counties. 
In 1941 two of these dredges worked two properties in Sacramento 
County and one in Butte County. 

A small increase was reported in gold recovery and a small decrease 
in quantity of gravel handled at nonfloating washing plants to which
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gravel was delivered by mechanical means. Equipment was moved 
from one property to another, as was the practice with dragline | 

_ dredges, and 76 plants worked 85 properties. Some of these non- 
floating washing plants are stationary; others are built to move on 
skids, wheels, tracks, or by other means. Dragline excavators, 

| power shovels, slackline excavators, trucks, bulldozers, and other 
machines are used to deliver the gravel. oe OC . 

| Hydraulic production of gold in 1941 declined compared with 1940, 
but the quantity of: gravel washed increased. Output by small- 
scale hand methods (both wet and dry) and by drift mining decreased. _ 

Consumption of quicksilver at California placer mines totaled 
| 19,949 pounds in 1941 compared with 21,872 pounds in 1940. The 

| following quantities of gold were recovered to the pound of quick- 
silver used in 1941 (1940 figures in parentheses): Connected-bucket 
dredging, 40 ounces (41); dragline dredging, 37 ounces (39); non- 

, - floating washing plants with mechanical gravel handling, 42 ouaces ~ 
(10); hydraulicking, 22 ounces (12); small-scale hand operation, 15 
ounces (15); and drift mining, 72 ounces (115). | : 

ORE CLASSIFICATION ae 

| Of the 4,280,185 tons of ore (including 845,07 6 tons of old tailings) 
sold or treated in 1941, 90 percent was dry gold ore and old tailings, 
7 percent copper ore, and most of the remainder dry gold-silver ore. | 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume _ 
on Gold and Silver. | 

- Ore and old tailings sold or treated an Caltfornia in 1941, with content in terms of 
| recovered metals a 

Material sold or 
treated | 

Source —————-—_-—-—— Gold Silver Copper Lead Zinc 

Old | 
: Ore tailings | | 

Short 
. Short tons | tons | Fine ounces| Fine ounces | Pounds Pounds | Pounds 

Dry and siliceous gold ore_| 3, 004, 662 | 843, 376 1 646, 386 1 985, 692 1 376, 700 111, 100 |.-.-_ 
Dry and siliceous gold- 

Silver ore.._.-_.......--. 117, 968 15 28, 716 736, 469 18,600 |..-... .2 J. eee. 
Dry and siliceous silver . 

ore__--. ---2- 2 ee. od 1, 685 27 19,225 | _....------ 14,000 | 32,000 

. 3, 123, 207 | 845, 076 1675, 129 | 11, 741, 386. 1 395, 300 125,100 | 32,000 
Copperore... . ... 292, 2382 j....-. _. 12, 038 179, 744 7, 418, 100 64, 000 |...._--. 
Lead ore... .  .._. .. 18, 388 |... .__- 3, 611 166, 879 72, 300 | 6, 731,800 |._.._... 
Lead-copper ore.....- 2]... . ce eeee 167 100 200 |...-. - 
Zine ore... . .. . ....--. 1,330 |______.-. 2 537 200 6, 900 | 848, 000 

Total, lode mines _ | 3, 435,109 | 845, 076. "1690, 780. 1 2, 088, 713 | 1 7, 886,000 | 6, 928, 000 | 880, 000 
Total, placers..... ...... |--...2- 222]... 718, 013 65,475 |. ._. .. joc. ce ue feeeeeee- 

3, 435, 109. 845, 076. 11, 408, 793 | 1 2, 154, 188 17, 886, 000 6, 998, 000 880, 000 
Total, 1940._.....-.. . ..| 3,819,472 | 849.961 | 11,454,671 | ! 2, 359, 776 |! 12. 876, 000 3, 544, 000 | 158, 000 

! Includes metals recovered from tungsten ore not included in material treated. 

METALLURGIC INDUSTRY 

During 1941, as in former years, most of the ore and virtually all 
the old tailings were treated at amalgamation and cyanidation mills 
(with or without concentrating equipment); 90 percent of the total
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ore and old tailings was treated at such mills in 1941. Almost all> 
the remaining ore was treated at concentrating mills; only 44,810 
tons of crude ore and 9 tons of old tailings were shipped for direct | 
smelting. Smelters received 32,198 tons of flotation concentrates 
and 2,422 tons of gravity concentrates from California mine operators 
in 1941. Comparing 1941 with 1940, ore treated at amalgamation 7 
and cyanidation mills decreased 9 percent, quantity of old tailings 
treated remained virtually unchanged, quantity of material treated 
at concentrating mills decreased 20 percent, and quantity of crude : 
ore and old tailings smelted increased 54 percent. | : | 

Quicksilver consumption at California amalgamation mills totaled : 
7,265 pounds, used in the treatment of 2,104,298 tons of material to | 
recover 285,038 ounces of gold and 65,978 ounces of silver in 1941. 
In the treatment of 1,265,201 tons of ore, 838,135 tons of old tailings, 
and 3,996 tons of concentrates to recover 203,511 ounces of gold and 
600,949 ounces of silver, cyanide consumption was 289,659 pounds | | 
of 91-percent sodium cyanide and 1,812,239 pounds of commercial * | 
calcium cyanide (50-percent NaCN equivalent); in terms of 98- 
percent NaCN, the consumption was 1,193,581 pounds or 0.57 pound : 
to the ton. A substantial part of the cyanide was consumed at 
custom mills in California. a | a 

- Companies producing most of California’s lode gold in 1941 owned 
and operated their own metallurgical plants, but a number of custom 
mills were active. The leading operators of metallurgical plants 
receiving custom material were: Burton Bros., Inc., Rosamond, 
Kern County; Golden Queen Mining Co., Mojave, Kern County; 
Mineral Reduction Co., Benton, Mono County; Gold Crown Mining 

- Co., Ltd., east of Twentynine Palms, San Bernardino County; and | 
-F. W. Royer, Red Mountain, San Bernardino County. All these 
mills were cyanidation plants and accepted ore and old tailings for 
treatment. The Idaho Maryland Mines Corporation and Empire ; 
Star Mines Co., Ltd., Grass Valley, Nevada County, cyanided some 

_..lots.of .concentrates.. The largest. metallurgical custom plant in 
- California—the Selby lead plant. of the American Smelting & Refin- © ; 

ing Co. at Selby, Contra Costa County—continued to be the State’s 
only smelter. 

Mine production of metals in California in 1941, by methods of recovery, in terms of 
recovered metals | | 

Method of recovery Material Gold Silver Copper Lead Zinc 

Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces; Pounds Pounds | Pounds 
Ore, old tailings, and concen- 

trates amalgamated.._......_.| 2, 104, 298 285, 038 65,978 |... .. 2 | ..e-eeee Jee eee ee 
Ore, old tailings, sands, slimes, 
and concentrates cyanided - - 2, 225, 102 232, 695 771,977 |.. ....- ---|.--- ee. eeee fe ee wee 
Concentrates smelted: 

Flotation... _........ . .. 1 32, 198 1 146, 182 ! 946, 320 | ! 7, 582, 700 i65, 300 183, 300 
Gravity_......... . _. 2, 422 11,531 15, 019 4, 700 37,200 |. - ..-.-. 

Ore and old tailings smelted. - - 44, 819 15, 334 289, 419 298, 600 | 6, 725, 500 696, 700 

Total, lode mines......-..| ....... . 1 690, 780 | | 2, 088, 713 | ' 7, 886,000 | 6, 928, 000 §80, 000 
Total, placers . wee eee eee fo cee ee 718, 013 65,475 | _._. on Lease 

, .....-----.]! 1, 408, 793 | ! 2, 154, 188 | ° 7, 886,000 | 6, 928, 000 880, 000 
Total, 1910. © 2... -........]| .. _..-..-] 11,455,671 | ! 2359, 776 |! 12,876,000 | 3,544,000} 158, 000 

' Includes concentrates and metals from tungsten ore. 

4NTTTO——4--—17
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. Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or without 
concentration equipment) in California in 1941, by types of mills and by counlies, 
an terms of recovered metals , 

AMALGAMATION MILLS 

. Material treated Recovered in Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

County Old Con- 

. | Ore! | tail | Gold | Silver [Mtrates) Goiq | silver | COP” | Lead , 
ings pro- ‘| per 

duced 

. Short Short . Fine | Fine Short Fine Fine . 
tons tons. ounces | ounces tons ounces | ounces | Pounds | Pounds 

Alpine_._.....------ 423 |.___-_--- . 9 3 5 — 127 322 |_.__--__|.--_---e 
Amador___..-..----| 268, 514 |.___..._-.] 38, 802 7, 914 2, 665 17, 821 4,148 5, 300 12, 900 
Butte......._._.-.--| | 7,823 |.__.____- 325|. 59 28/ 117 34 |._.___._|__.____. 
Calaveras_.......---| 441,660 |.._...__-] 19, 561 2, 496 2, 488 10, 654 4, 203 5,400 |_.____-- 

Eldorado. ...--.---- 19, 757 420 6, 962 635 1, 813 12, 943 1, 251 2,000 j_____-_- 
Fresno_._.......----- 66-|__-.-_--- 8 |i. ele 1 16 3 |_.__----]___-._-- 
Imperial........----} 15, 429 64 740 167 |__-.-.---]_--------]---------|--------].-- 2-2 - 

*  - Inyo... --- wl} OBL LL e--] 87 15 |____.----}2 22 fee. 
Kern____..--------- 51, 783 1, 051 5, 672 2, 288 746 3, 159 9,159} 300; 18,000 
-Lassen.__._.-.------ 121 |___.._.-- 41 21 |__..-_.--|---------]---------|--------|..------ 
‘Los Angeles_._-. ..-- 32, 678 |... 3, 122 632 340 | 1,038 1,190 | 2,000 |.___.__. 
Madera_____._..---- 1,623 |___..__-. 279 ‘114 7 22 14 |__2 2 ee} lee 
Mariposa.._._...---| -119, 217 |.._..---- 9, 314 2, 558 2, 194 12, 080 4, 347 3, 800 8, 000 
Mono...__.-_.---.--}|. 140, 766 |____...-- 4,424 1,962 |___._-_--].___-__--]---_---}eee eee -e feel 
Nevada_.._._-..-_--| 642,680 |____...._| 147, 906 26, 071 1, 405 38, 429 | 324,923 | 26,000 10, 000 
Placer___...-.------] 115,153 |..._.....] 20,374 6, 747 863 3, 734 | 45,355 | 8,000 | 43, 100 
Plumas______.....--| 3, 496 401 639 110 | — 8 22 23 |_.._.---]-.____-. 
Riverside_.:....-_-- 447 |...) .. 316 91]... -2 ee fee eee dee eee ee 
Sacramento___...--.)  - Lyllill. e. 7 2 |._.--.---}--- 2 -f--e eee ]ee- eee [eee 
San Bernardino... .- 15, 642 |___.. 2, 300 9, 747 11 149 381 }__._----} 2 eee. 
San Diego._..-.._.-. -1,050 |__._.. -- 176 27 8 110 14 | ___ ye 
Shasta_....... ___-. 7,102 |___..._.. 2, 571 571 464 2, 579 909 100 |_.._-__- 
Sierra._............-} 58,633 |.......-.} 15, 145 2, 846 495 1, 481 718 | 2,000 | 10,000 
Siskiyou__... ..._.- ‘2,526 |... 2... 1, 341 289 12 49 7. a es 
Trinity....... 0... 918 212 296 «5B 10 55 31 |...-.-2 ef Le. 
Tulare............- 424 |_. a 56 42 4 14 7 joi eeee fee eee 
Tuolumne_.. ..._..| 135,192 |. __.... 1, 869 434 1,099 10, 867 4,145 9,900 |.___._-- 
Ventura___.______-. — 66 10. 15 OY lo. 2 |e -- eee] .--- ee |e eee fee eee 
Yuha____-- 22. 2. 18, 680 |_..------| 2, 701 | i aS eS (OL 

2, 102, 150 2, 148 | 285, 038 65, 978 14, 666 | 115, 466 | 401,151 | 64,800 | 102, 000 
Total, 1940 ..._.....|2, 410, 542 | 19, 432 | 339,707 | 97,618 | 26,649 | 113, 467 | 369, 552 | 87,000 | 104, 700 

CYANIDATION MILLS 

Amador.___..._._ _. 30, 345 | 366, 679 16, 281 | 4, 659 6 243 1, 632 600 1, 100 
Butte__..._.--...2-- 78, 250 |... .....| 10, 364 21, 660 24 722 2, 084 |.....- 2 ]-. 22. 
Calaveras...... ....| 381,326 437 15, 462 5, 165 2 17 7 fou elle. 
Eldorado........... 123 |. _.L. 655 958 |. 0 feet eeeee ee fe ee dee ee 
Imperial. .___..___. 3, 236 64 1, 499 314 ee ee 
Inyo................| 36,114 1,913 | 12,088 | 6, 683 3 235 122}. Ee 
Kern... .... _.....] 224, 532 | 457, 816 57, 399 | 543, 653 213 13, 486 | 312, 542 1,700 |__.._._- 
Lassen... =. __..__.. 14]... 14 22 | 8. Led eee tele eee fe ede eee. 
Los Angeles. _. _. 1,489 |... 1. 923 444 fo 2 Lf eee eee} 2 ee eee 
Mariposa._..... ...].. 02.2. 2, 969 227 143 ~0 0. fee ee ee eeedeeee- ee efole ee Jel eee 
Mono._......... .. 122, 753 50 3, 821 38, 515 97 1, 244 2, 854 |. 2 fe eee. 
Nevada... .... 206, 922 3,800 | 84,007 | 92,255 | ~ . __L}l lw. lee ef le] ieee. 
Placer_..... .. ... 375 |... 2. 930 1,388 | 0 ofl eee ede eee 
Plumas...... . _._. 26,472 |.... 2.0 -- 5, 633 1, 726 . vee eee foo. eee eed eee eee }ee eee eee 
Riverside_. Dole. 2, 081 71 1, 270 50 en _.al|eee- eee |eueeee e- 
San Bernardino ._. 32, 894 2, 947 6, 141 35, 391 i4 | 333 656 |. 022. 4, 400 
San Diego__..°._.. 12 |.0 022... 2|.-. wd eee fe eee ef ede eee pole eee. 
Shasta... ..........} 233,725 |... ....] 14,318 18,448 |. ete bee ede oo eee 
Sierra_.._.__..._..._]___....... 5, 951 193 a 
Siskiyou_____..____- 518 200 340 216 ep eee foe eee ee feeee ee edu. ee 
Trinity_______..__..J-_-.. |... #6 13 18 ee 2. ae}... cee Joleen ee |e ee eee 
Tuolumne_____.._..| _... ... 1A 5 27.0.0... 22 2 | ee ede cee ee fole. Le 
Ventura._.__._____. 2 |. (lee 2). 2... 4 2. flee. -folo.. rs 
Yuba_.......__... 986 |........_] 1,108 205 2 4 3] -...-..|....22-- 

1, 382, 119 | 842, 983 232, 695 | 771,977 361 16, 234 | 319, 900 2, 300 5, 600 
Total, 1940....._...__|1, 349, 167 | 826, 725 | 240,574 | 833, 744 1, 134 20,049 | 306, 457 | 13, 100 7, 000 

Grand total: 1941___/3, 484, 269 | 845,131 | 517, 733 837, 955 15,027 | 131, 700 | 721,051 | 67,100 | 107, 500 
1940__. 3, 759, 709 | 846, 157 | 580, 281 | 931, 362 27,783 | 133,516 | 676,009 {100,100 | 111, 700 

| Figures under ‘Ore’”’ include both raw ore and concentrates amalgamated or evanided, but not raw 
ore concentrated before amalgamation or eyanidation of concentrates.
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Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in California in 1941, by counties, : 
an terms of recovered metals 

Material treated Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

County . | 

Ore | Old tall | ORT Goa | sil Cc L : ings rates oO ilver opper ead Zine 
| produced \ 

| Fine Fine | 
-| Short tons| Short tons} Short tons| ownces ounces Pounds | Pounds| Pounds ve 

- Butte__.._-._..---.--- 150 |.----.---- 12 85 40 |_---- eee} eee] -e ee 
- Calaveras. ..__.----.-- 1, 556 |_--------- 80 378 231 2,600 |_..--.--{-------- a 
Eldorado___..--------- 20 |___------- 3 6 36 |....--.-----|--------|-------- 
Fresno. -__-_----------- 10 j-_--------- 1 3 |___--_-_._-|_------------]--------|-----+-- 
Inyo and Plumas!____| 369, 226 |_.--------| 218,947 | 2 23, 780 | 2 197, 328 | 2 7, 515, 300 | 77,400 | 145, 300 , 
Kern___._------------- 250 |__.------- 210 274 2484 [____ Jee ee . 
Lassen . _..------------ 10 |---------- 1 6 19 |___. ~~} --------]----- ° 
Mariposa._...--------- 12, 940 |_--....--- 267 1, 024 725 200 |_.-.----|._-_-_-- 
Napa___-..------------ 6, 599 |_-.------- 116 350 36, 121 2,000 |__.---_--}-----2-e 
Nevada-__...-.------.- ' 950 |_.-------- 24 | - 210 84 |_-- eee 
Orange___...----.----- 403 |._--.----- 108 18 4,846 |_......_----] 14,000 | 32,000 . 
San Bernardino..-..--| . 101 j_--------- 16 4 286 200 | 3,600 6, 000 
Siskiyou__._..._------- 7 a ae 5 9 11 |__--.-.--.--|--------|-------- : 
Trinity_.....-.-.------ 130 |__-.-----. 2 22 41 |_.- 2 eee} ef eee 
Tuolumne__._.--------|  - 40 |_..___---- 1 44 36 |_-.---------]----=---|.------- . | 

392, 406 |_..._..-.-| 219,593 | 2 26,013 | 2 240, 288 | 27,520,300 | 95,000 | 183, 300 
Total, 1940._....--.---| 489, 699 10 | 224,914-| 227,828 | 2415, 475 [210, 795, 200 {160,000 | 158, 000 oo 

. 1 Combined to avoid disclosure of individual output. ; ee | 
2 Includes concentrates and metas from tungsten ore not included in material treated. 

Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in California in 1941, . 
by classes of concentrates : 

G Gross metal content 
omcen- | Class of concentrates trates ° | 

Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 

Short tons | Fine ounces| Fine ounces} Pounds Pounds Pounds — | 
Dry gold___..-..---.--.--------- 18, 568 131, 917 414, 498 107, 101 103, 954 |_..____--- 
Dry gold-silver_-.....----..---- 354 13, 684 347, 793 7,431 2, 052 2, 930 : 
Dry silver__....--.-.----------- | 107 |_..-....----|_-----------]_--------- 

_. Copper... ---------------------- - 15, 352 _ ose ee All, 976 - 193, 968 1, 746, 560 . 85, 766 weer ret rrr Los ner rrsrsresrtrees 138 133 3 874 2 a10; ~~ 400003 | 45868 - 

Zinc. ___...----/---------------- 207 3 1,099 520 8, 103 229, 829 

. a 34, 620 157,713 | 961,339 | 7, 863, 822 239,878 | 287, 122 | 
Total, 1940_...._...-.----------- 52, 697 161, 344 | 1,091,484 | 11, 278, 562 329,052 | 228, 531 

em A .
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Mine production of metals from California concentrates shipped to smelters in 1941, , 
un terms of recovered metals - 

a BY COUNTIES | 

a | | Concen- Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 

Short tons | Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Alpine____...-...--------------- 5 127 322 |_.----------|------------|---------- 
Amador........._-.-.------_-__- 2, 671 18, 064 5, 780 5, 900 14,000 |_.-22- Le 
Butte... 2-22 lle 64 924 2,158 |_-.---------]----2-------|- eee 
Calaveras_____...-...----------- 2, 570 11, 049 4,441 8,000 |_..--.------]-2 eee 
Eldorado.-._........---.-------- 1, 816 12, 949 1, 287 2,000 |_.--- 2} 
Fresno_____--. --.-------------- 2 19 3 |_-.---------]---- eee 
Inyo._.._-..-------------------- 605 326 19, 324 227, 700 9, 400 145, 300 
Kern_____._.-.---------2-- eee 969 16, 669 322, 185 2, 000 18,000 |.-._._.__.- 

- Tassen_____.--. 2-2 eee 1 6 19 j__._ effete 
Los Angeles_........--...------- 340 1, 038 1, 190 2,000 |... --_-e fee ee 
Madera... .....----------------- 7 22 14 |___ eee] eee} eee 
Mariposa_...-...------.--------] 2, 461 13, 104 5, O72 4, 000 8, 000 |__-..-_--- 
Mono._.._...-..---=.----------- 97 1, 244 2,854 |---| eee efee eee eee 
Napa-_-__..._-------------------- 116 350 36, 121 2,000 |_--. 2-2 fee eee 

. ' Nevada_..-.--.--.-------- - eee 1, 429 38, 639 325, 007 26, 000. 10, 000 }..--- Lee. 
Orange.._...----------.-.----.- 108 18 4,846 j._----- le] 14, 000 32, 000 

. Placer.....---.-.-------------_- 863 3, 734 45, 355 8, 000 43,100 |_..._____- 
Plumas....._---------------.---| 18, 358 23, 711 178, 149 7, 287, 600 68, 000 |_...--._ e 
San Bernardino_-_...--_......--- 41 486 1, 273 — 200 8, 000 6, 000 
San Diego, ...-.--.---..-------- 8 ~ 110 14 |.--2-e fee 
Shasta___...-.--..----_--------- 464 2, 579 909 100 j__-- ef eee eee 

. Sierra__....-.-..-------- eee 495 1, 481 718 2, 000 10, 000 |_-..----2_- 
Siskiyou. ..-.-.--.--------------] 17 58. 35 |-.----------]------------|---------- 
Trinity ........-..----2--.2 2-2. 12 77 72 |.---.---24+-]------------| eee eee 

| Tulare.__....-....-..----------- 4} 14 7 | gp ----------|------------| eon 
Tuolumne__......----.--------- 1, 100 -10, 911 4, 181 9,900 |... 2 eye eee 
Yuba. _.___._--- eee eee 2 4 3 {---------.--|.-----2-- fe eee 

' 34, 620 157, 713 961, 339 7, 587, 400 202, 500 183, 300 
Total, 1940......0- 2-22 52, 697 161, 344 1, 091, 484 | 10, 895, 300 271, 700 158, 000 

BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES . 

Dry gold_.__..-..----2--22-2--- 18, 568 131, 917 414, 498 |. 66, 500 93,100 |... --. 
Dry gold-silver__.._._..-._.__-- 354 13, 684 347, 793 3, 600 900 j-.---- 2 _- 
Dry silver. .__.__.--.-.----_-2-- | 107 |_.--.-----.-].---- eee |e 
Copper. ....-..------22-2- eee] 15, 352 11, 976 193, 968 7, 516, 000 64,000 |...--___-- 
Lead__......---- 22 - eee ee 138 133 3, 874 1, 100 37,100 |.--.------ 

. Zine. .___.__._____--_-.-.-_..--- 207 |. 3 1, 099 . 200 7, 400 183, 300 

34, 620 157, 713 961, 339 7, 587, 400 202, 500 183, 300 

Gross metal content of California crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, by classes 
- of ore : : 

Material shipped Gross metal content 

Class of ore rr ff 

Ore Olea Gold ‘Silver | Copper Lead Zinc 

Short Short Fine Fine . 
tons tons ounces ounces Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 

Dry and siliceous gold. _.. .._... 19, 127 y 9, 667 19, 943 96, 561 3,966 |.... ..- 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver. - _-- 5, 876 |... -. 1, 976 96, 785 25, 095 982 }|_.__. __. 
Dry and siliceous silver. ____.__-. 110 | 2.2. 1 1, 626 85 |....-02--- fo. Lee. 
Copper__._..---..------------ 764 |__.. 2. 90 4, 366 122, 960 }_.._.-..._].-__ 2. 
Lead_.__...-------- eee 17,968 |.._.. __-. 3, 600 166, 532 90, 651 |7, 003, 526 |._.._..- 
Lead-copper..-.-.-.-.-----_----- 2 |..--- 22 ef. eee. 167 183 304 |... _.- 
Zinc. ___.-_-- eee 963 |... dele eee dele eee 1,136 | 773, 844 

44, 810 9 15, 334 289, 419 335, 534 17, 009, 914 | 773, 844 
Total, 1940__._...._....2222 2222 ee 25, 380 3, 794 9, 094 272, 760 |2, 062, 343 3, 451,025 | __.____ 

eee
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Mine production of metals from California crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, | 
_ 4n terms of recovered metals 

BY COUNTIES 

Material shipped . 

- Gold Silver | Copper Lead Zine 
Ore Old tail- 

ings 

Short Short Fine Fine . cn 
tons tons ounces ounces | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 

Amador...........--.---.-------- 1, 545 |-_--..-..-- 1, 876 1, 873 2,100 }...-..----]-- ee wo 
Butte--_....---------------------- 4 |_-....--- 7 4 |_...------]----------]-------- 
Calaveras. .......-.-------------- 81 8 76 110 |..--------]----------]-------- 
Eldorado. -._..-....---.---.------ 108 |__---.---- 73 55 |_.-..-----]----------]-------- 
Imperial. .._........------------- 320 |.--------- 188 28 |..---..--.|----------]-------- 
Inyo__..__--____----.--..-----..-|° 12,819 |------.--- 3, 582 | 133, 205 58, 300 |5, 302, 600 | 292, 700 
Los Angeles_-_-_...----.---.------ 1 j...-------]---------- 8 |_.--------]----------]-------- 
Mariposa--_..2.....-------------]| 15 _ J-_-------- 19 12 |_.-----.--]----------]-------- 
Mono. _..........--..-...-------- 193 |..----.--- 11 1,115 4, 000 30,000 |..---.-. 
Monterey. -..._-...-.------------- 17 |..----..-- 17 7 j-.--------]----------]-2-- ee 
Nevada. .-_...----..-------------- 1l{ 1 | - 44 §2 |. fee fe 
 Placer_........-------.----------- 81 j__---..--- 350 849 |... 2... 900 |_...---- 
Plumas... ....--------------------] -184 J----------] | 289 - 91 400 |...--...--]------.- 
Riverside. ._..--.-.-------------- 5, 395 |_-.----.-- 104 32, 259 10, 000 |1, 368, 000 j..__..-- 
Sacramento. ...-.---------------- 1 j__.-..---- 6 1 |. .-------}--e- fee 
San Bernardino..__......-.--..--|. 22, 917-|-.-.------ 7,722 | 116,462 | 105,800 | -24,000 | 404, 000 

‘San Diego._.......---...--------- 1 13 9 j_.._---.._]----- fie eee 
Shasta. ........------------------ 914 |._...-..--]| — 389 2,954 | 117,900 j_-...-----]-------- 
Sierra.._......-------.----------- 1 j_--.------ 10 2 | -.-.---- |---| ee eee 

_ Siskiyou__.....-.....-----...---- 7 |..-------- 62 — 24 fille] eee 
Trinity __......-.--.------------- 20 |__-_------ 43 28 |....----.-|----------]-------- 
Tulare. ___...---.---------------- 12 |_.--.-.--- 5 7 |o--------]-- eee eee es 
Tuolumne. .-_---.-------.-------- 152 |. __- 414 253 100 j.---------]--.-- 2. 
Yuba_.....-.-------------------- 16 j_..-.-.--- 34 1 J ee. ee] 

oo . ' 44, 810 9 15, 334 | 289,419 | 298, 600 |6, 725, 500 | 696, 700 
Total, 1940.....-.--.-.---.--.---.| 25,380. 3, 794 9,004 | 272, 760 {1, 980, 700 |3, 272, 300 |......--: 

BY CLASSES OF ORE 

- Dry and siliceous gold.......--..| 19, 127 9 9, 667 19, 943 91, 600 2, 700 j...----- 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver - - --- 5, 876 |-..------- 1, 976 96, 785 15, 000 900 |..---.-- 
Dry and siliceous silver_...-..---| © 110 j---------- 1 1, 626 j..-.---.--].---------}-------- 

' Copper. -.-...------------------- 764 |_..---.--- 90 4,366 | 119,600 |..-.--_._.j---.---- 
Lead..___-_-...---.-----2--------| 17, 968 |---------- 3,600 | 166, 532 72,300 |6, 720,900 |.------. 
Lead-copper. - .....-------------- 2 |.---.-----]---------- 167 100 200 j__.----- 

cw QANCo a eceeveneee eo veecece enews fe 963 8001 606, 700. 

44,810 9 15, 334 | 289,419 | 298, 600 |6, 725, 500 | 696, 700
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in California in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals ! | 
A 

Mines | | | : 
: Gold . producing 2 ) : 

County and district ! oo OMe linge” ee and places)? Copper _ Lead | Zine | Total value 

. Lode | Placer Lode Placer |. Total = 

Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces | Fineounces| Fine ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Alpine County: Monitor_........--2---.2-----]) > 1 Jello. 423 136 |_-------..--- 136 325 |-------------,]------------]--------e | $4, 991 Amador County: | | 

Camanche !___...... 0... 22s fe 3 |-.----------|------------ 239 | 239 24 |.2-- fee fee 8, 382 East Belt 6_....---222 0222222 e ee 9 10 6, 474 3, 198 2, 421 5, 619 -1, 586 2,000 |----------.-]---------- _ 198, 028 Tone. _...----..--------.--- 22-2 e eee eee |e eee 9 |-.------2 | e-e eed 12, 958 12, 958 1, 336 |.--..---------]---.--------|-------2-- 454, 480 c OS Mother Lode®..__....... 222222 eee 14 18 634, 205 71,825 | .. 9,339] . 81,164 20, 330 6, 000 |- 14,000 |.--..--...] 2,856, 703 oa Butte County: . . a > 
Butte Creek...........-2.222.222--22-2--.-.| 6 (?) (7) 913 » 8913 886 |--------.--- 2 |----- dee § 32, 016 oy Mnterprise...-..-.....--...-2.222-222---2--Jee2-2- |) feel eee fee e eee 50 50 7 |-------------- |---| eee eee 1,755 Forbestown.......-_......--....-.2--------- 3 1 328 66 — 78 | “144 14 | ..-.-.----22--|------ ef eee 5, 050 Hd Golden Summit._...._...--22 2222 lee 1; 15 2 7 21 23 8 |--------.----- |---| eee eee ee 807 gs Magalia...........-.-.--2-2 2 eee eee 1 1 529 157 43 | 200 | 62 |...--------e| |e 7, 037 | Merrimac..........._....................., i] (@) 130 79 81: 130 41 |____.......---].--..-..00-| oes 4, 579 Ps . | Oroville.__.....-....2222 222 4 43 903 72 68, 787 68, 859 5,161 |-.-.----------]------------]----------] 2, 413, 735 td Yankee Hill...__...-. 2222 2 1 77, 202 11, 113 3, 611 14, 724 24, 363 |...-----------}------------ |e -e ee 532,666 6 | Calaveras County: 

fc OO Camanche ‘__ ....2 222.2222 ---| eee. 15 |_-------- ee] eee 8, 541 . §, 541 — 808 f--- eee fee lee 299, 510 bt Campo Seco. ....-..-.....2.2-222 eee fene ee 6 |-.--.------_]---2---- ee | 779 779 | - | OB Jee eee eee |e] eee 27,3381 ~< Copperopolis............._.-.-.....-- eee. 7 [ieee ee 7, 030 955 |__.....- 2-. 955 789 2,600 |..-.--..----]---- 2-8 34, 293 East Belt §_..-_-__. 22. 18 2 41, 590 16, 469 | 1, 041 17, 510 2, 233 2, 300 |.--.-..-----]----2 nee 614, 709 © Jenny Lind ___.-2 222 22] 12 (7) () 8, 589 8 8, 589 $620 |--..----------[------ eee $301,062 Mother Lode 6._._....2..2 222-2. 17 26 418, 448 27, 038 9, 570 36, 608 9, 257 |- 3,100 |-.----------|----------] 1, 288,220 9 (a Del Norte County: . 7 Crescent City (Beach) -...._.........-----.J--------]| @) fuo-2--- feo ‘18 13 |..-..-------.-]-----------2--| eee fee 455 French Hill_.-.........-..22222222.2-------|o2 8 1 j-.-------- fee. ee 26 26 3 |.---2---------]--------- |e 912 Eldorado County: : 
East Belt 6.00.22. .-2 22.2 eee. 7 8 3, 061 1, 144 3, 588 4, 732 2,000 | --------- ee] ef 167, 042 . Mother Lode ¢___.... 222-2 32 29 72, 649 19, 311 15, 694 35, 005 3, 424 2,000 |----..------]-.----- 28 1, 227,846 - West Belt...........--. ep Oa 7 759 184 4, 297 4, 481 805 |...---..0----|-.--s see |e) 877194 | Fresno County: “ 
Auberry..........-.2.-22222-22--2--222----feeee---| [eee eee 127 127 $5 |-.-.----------|----------- |e --. eee 4, 470 Copper King.._.......-...-._-.._._..___... | 10 ys 2 |-------.-----.]-------.------]_---- |e eee 70 Friant. ...-...-....--.--2.2222 222222222 fee eee 6 |----..------].------- ee — 5, 958 5, 958 938 |.--.--.---.---|---.---- 22 -feaeeee 209, 197 Sycamore..........-.-. 222222 2 1 35 | 6 4 9 |----~.---- 2-2] eee | eee] eee 315 : Temperance Flat. ....-.....222222222 222 --. 1 j.._--.. ‘1 ‘ 2 |-...---.---- @ |---.---------- |e - een [ee eee eee ee eee eee 70 | . Humboldt County: Orleans................---!..22-.-- 6 |.------- eet eeeeeeee 382 382, 85 bon ee eee ew eee n ween 18, 400



{mperial County: : 
Cargo Muchacho...._.-.---.-------------- 8 1 4, 283 1, 823 - 19 1, 842 346 |.-..----- ee} weep 64, 716 
Mesquite Diggings.-_-.-...-.--.-----------. 2 (9) 14, 830 604 5 609 163 |-.------------|------------]---------- 21, 431 
Picacho. ....-.-----------------------------]--------; Q@) 0 [-----4------} 2+ ---- 21 21 |..---.--..--.--]----------+---|--.--------]---------- 735 
Pot Holes........--..----------------------|-------- 1 |__.-.------] 22 ------ 7 7 j.-..--.-----2-]......--------]------- eee 245 

Inyo County: C2 
Alabama Hills...--.----------------------- 2 |_.-.---- 2 13 |_...-.------ 13 14 |_..-----------|------------ |e ee ee 466 © 
Bishop CreeK..-.-..----.------------------- 3 || 14 M3) |e. i 31 11 18, 626 11 297,500 |.....-------|----------| 441175 & 
Carbonate.......-------------------------- 1 |__...--- 32 4 |_----.222--- 4 232 |....----------] . 9,300 |----.----- 835 
Chloride Cliff......------------------------ 10 |.-.-.--- 1, 837 742 |_.-...------ 742 1,391 |-.....---.----]------------|---------- 26, 959 
Confidence - ..----------------------------- 1 j_.....-- 4 1 j_.__.._---- 1 21 |__......------- 3,900 |.--------- 272 m 
Cos0...---------------------------- += ee 7 |.------- «118 28 j...---..+--- 28 1,855 |_......------- 022,800 |--.-----.- 3, 599 = 
Echo Canyon..-.--.-.--.-------------------- 1 |_.____-- 414 9 |.--..--.---- 9 -  -§ Jou. .-.--..--|------------]---------- 319 
Fish Springs..--.-.-.----------------------- 4 )..__..-- ' 62 28 |......------ 28 31 |...-..-.------|---------.--|---------- 1,002 aj 
Marble Canyon. -........-.-.-------------|.------- 3 |..---.-----~-|------------ 22 - 22 |. ------------|--------------|------------|---------- 770g 
Modoc.......------------------------------ 5 |_..__.-- 942° 126 |.....-..---- 126 782 100 17,000 | 438,.000 38,797 ~~ 
Olancha. -.-.--.--------------------------- 1 |___._--- ' 300 6 |------------ 6 31 |_--.---.------ 3, 300 |.--------- 420 
Sherman.................------------------ 7 24, 660 6,091 |__.-.___-.-- 6, 091 107 |__-._....-----|--.---------|---------- 213, 261 & 
South Park......-...------.--------------- 18 |_.___.-- 2, 842 1,702 |_.......---- 1, 702 4,313 1, 300 28, 700 |_..------- 64, 141 rg 
Ubehebe....---.--------------------------- 2 3 9 |.....--.---- 9 |..--.....--.--]--------------]------------ [---eeeee 315 kg 

-  Union.....-..----------------------------- 3 1 464 263 11 (274 1, 665 |..-.-.--------|-----------]---------- 10,774 
Waucoba. -.-..--.------------------------- 2 84 Ie e------]------------]------------ 218 |..-.---------- 6, 700 |.--------- 537) ky 
White Mountains. .-........-.-..--.-.---- 2 j__---_-- 67 - 28 J... ---- 28 855 |_...---_------ 14,000 j--.--.---- 2,386 
Wild Rose....-..---------+---------------- 6 |-------- 8, 386 3,641 |....._._---- 3, 641 3, 673 100 48, 700 |..-------- 132, 835 te 

Kern County: By 
Amalie____----.--------------------------- 8 |___-_--- 2,024 263 |_......_---- 263 125 |........---.--]------------]---------- 9,204 + 
China Grade. -...-...----.----------------|..------ 1 j------------|------------ 152 152 | — 25 |.----.-.------|------------]---------- 5, 338 y 
Cove-_-_..---------------------------------- 1 |_..__L.. 43, 914 6, 039 |_.......---- 6, 039 10, 360 300 18, 000 j---------- 219,798 « 
Goler...--.-..----------------------------- 2 1 5 3 30 33 13 |__.---..------]------------|---------- 1, 164 
Greenhorn....-....------------------------ 2 1 9 8 5 8 |... ---- |---| |e eee eee 280 co, 
Green Mountain........-...--.------------ 9 1 | 966 753 1 754 308 |......--..-.--|---..-------]---.------ 26, 609 
Havilah._._--.--.------------------------- 6 2 / 208 61 — 20 81 65 |....-..---.---]------------|-.-------- 2, 874 
Keyes........----------------------------- 9 1 326 228 4 |. 232 185 |........------|--.---------]|---------- 8, 216 
Mojave. ----------------0-0----n--n-o-- 23 1 218, 731 60, 218 1 60, 219 853, 009 1,700 |_....-.-.---|----------| 2,714,450 SS 
Rademacher_...-.....-.-.--..-..--.------- 4|......--| 168 63 |. en 53 7 |. ene| coe seeesee-|onee eee 1,300 FD | 
Randsburg 3. _...-..-....--...-.---------- 33 1 468, 105 11 11, 955 37 11 11, 992 113,960 |.......-...---|--...-------|-----.----] 422,520 «4 
Red Rock - _.-...--..---------------------- 1 |__.-2-- — 10 |--_-e------|------------ | ----p--- 107 j.-----.-------]------------]---------- 76 
Sageland........-.-...--------.------------ 2 j_--.---- - 170 149 |........---- 149 77 |.-.-..--------|--.---------|---------- 5, 270 B 
Summit. _........-.........---.-.---------|------- 1 j_.....------]------------ 1 1 |i. e- eee |e fee 35 
White River._......-...--.--.-.------------ 2 1 52 15 «87 52 21 |__-_.-.-.------|..----------|---------- 1, 835 

Lassen County: QO 
Diamond Mountain.............--.------- 2 j_-.-.--- . 64 28 |_.....-.---- 28 24 |_.--....------|---.--.-----|---------- 997 Ee 
Hayden Hill...-.-.----------+22-----000777 2 |__.--... 7 25 |..-.-..----- 25. 17 |._-..-.-.....--|-------.----]-.-----.-- 887 
Milford ...---------.----------------------- 2 |......-- 8 j...--------- 8 21 |..-...-...-.--].------.----]-----.---- 2080s 

Los Angeles County: | | a © , 
Cedar... _-.---------.-.-------------------- § |__..---- 32, 231 4,261 |.__..__------ 4, 261 1,817 2,000 |....-..-----]----.----- 160, 313 
Tron Mountain. ....-...........-----.----- 1 j..-.---- . 684 86 |.-......---- 56 17 |_.-.-.-...----|--------.--- |---| 1, 972 

4 Muroe..-....--.-.------------------------- 2 |..--.--- | 39 96 |..-----.---- 96 45 |......-.....--|.-.---------|-.-------- 3, 392 
Neenach.....-........--------------------- 1 |_...-.-- 1,164 680 j.......----- 680 395 |... fee 24, 081 
Palomas........-.--------.----------------|-------- 1 j....-.------|------------ 28 28 10 |...-.....--.--|-..---------|--------e- 987 
San Gabriel.............-...---------------|-.------ 3 |---- eee ede eee 60 60 | 3 [-.------ eed nee nee 2,102 pn 

See footnotes at end o! table. - 7 : ws 
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in California in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Con. 8S 

Mines . Gold 
producing . 

County and district | Onailings. a snlyer Gods Copper Lead | Zine | Total value 

Lode | Placer Lode Placer Total 

Madera County: Short tons | Fineounces | Fine ounces | Fine ownces| Fine ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Chowchilla River #_....._..........--.---]-.------ 8 jo... eee fee 49 49 10 |_.-.-222- tee |e ee $1, 722 
Dennis _...............-.------------------{|-------- 6 |.....--.----}-------- eee 636 636 180 |.......--.-.--|-.-.----.-.-]---------- 22, 388 

Hildreth................... 22-22. --- 6 2 1, 167 202 77 279 139 |_.--......-..-|------------]-..----.-- 9, 864 
Potter Ridge_....................--------- 6 9 456 99 434 533 142 |,...---.-...--|-----.------|-------0-- 18, 756 

Mariposa County: 
ast Belt §....... 2.2222 18 3 4, 930 1, 445 83 1, 528 352 |....---.---.--|------------|-----.---- 53, 730 

Hunter Valley 4___...............-.-.------ 12 14 25, 700 7, 105 6, 526 13, 631 4, 625 2,000 |......-.-..-|--.--...-- 480, 610 
Mother Lode ¢_...............--..--.-----. 23 13 104, 502 | 14, 114 3, 329 17, 443 5, 124 2, 000 8,000 j.....-..-- 614, 841 

Merced County: . a 
Chowchilla River '!3_.._........------------|------2- I fi... ieee -|--- ee -- ee 26 26 7 |..------------|--- eee eee fee eee 915 Be 
‘Hunter Valley '4..................--.---.--|--.--.-- 2 j.----.-.----|---.-------- 1, 103 1, 103 239 |.....-....--.-|---.---.----}------- eee 38, 775 
Snelling. -.......-..--..--------- 2-2-2 eee fone ene § |_.....--....]--.----.---- 43, 184 43, 184 4,309 |......--.....-]---.-.-..---]-------.--| 1, 814, 604 TR 

Mono County: . 
Blind Springs.........---..---.----------~- 3 |...----- 61 Fs ne 3 720 |... eee ene [eee eene wenn |-neeeen eee 617 . 
Bodie.........--..-.---..------------------ 4 |i.-.-.. 122, 813 §, 476 |....--..-.-- 5, 476 35,661 |-.....-...-.-.|---.--------|-.-------e 217,019 

| Chidago._........---.--2--02-ss--2----ee-- 15 |_.----.- 947 425 |.__.-...---- 425 | 1, 672 |....-.-------- 900 |----.----. 16, 115 Bs ) 
Homer...........--.-.-.--.---------------- 4 1 17, 878 3, 204 5 3, 209 . 910 |......-.------}---- ~~ |e 116, 112 & 
Mammoth Lakes.....--...---.------------ 3 |-------- 759, 274 |...-------- 274 5, 324 4, 000 27,700 |..-.-.-.-- 15, 427 5 
Masonic..........-...---...--------------- 3 |-.--.--- 12 Al [_... 2-22... ll 41 f[-....2teeee 414 ©. 
Piute_.......-.--2. 2-22 nee ene ne 3 |..-.---- 24 13 |....---.---- 13 118 |-.-.-..2-.----] 1,400 |......-.-.- 619 by 

. West Walker River..................-...-- | 60 eee 4 finn enn en nn ne enn [nee ee ewe ne |e ene nen nee 140 SOS. 
Monterey County: Los Burros.__....--------- | 2 17 17 |_.....-..--. 17 7 |i - nena nn nnn ne [ew ene en www [eee wees 600 
Napa County: Calistoga_................-.---- 1 fie... 6, 599 350 |...-..-...-- 350 36, 121 2,000 |.-.----.---.]----.....- 38, 172 gm 
Nevada County: o 

French Corral. ............--.------------- 2); 35 10 () 1610 |_....-.....--.|-..------.----|---------0--|---- eee ee 18350 
Graniteville. _..........-..-......-..------ 3 |..------ 30 20 |..........-- 20 7 [o-- 2. e [enn e eee ]e nee n ee 705: 
Grass Valley-Nevada City..............-.- 21 10 793, 341 270, 059 6, 392 276, 451 444, 206 26, 000 10, 000 j........-- 9, 995, 303 
North Bloomffeld..............-.-..--.-..- 2 8 1, 750 ‘160 2, 134 2, 204 184 [ow eee ee fee 80, 421 
Washington..............----------------- 4 2 1, 570 347 1, 781 2, 128 197 |... [eee | eee 74, 620 
You Bet... 2222-2222 o oe eee cece eee eee ee [eee ee ee 10 |..-...---.--|------------ 709 709 | 9D | pepe 24, 866 | 

Orange County: Santa Rosa_..............-..- os 403 18 j......-.-.-. 18 |. 4,846 |..-. 14, 000 32, 000 7, 274 
Placer County: . . . 

Auburn..._.:..-..-....-..--2-------- ee eee 7 2 1, 061 516 649 1, 165 626 |..-...-...-... 900 |........-. 41, 271 
Canada Hill_.....................--------- 2 ee 13 6 |..-...-.-.-. 6 3 | n-nonane nn ee eee [nee e wenn 212 
Dutch Flat............-.-.-.-----------0-- a | 6 2, 180 371 954 1,325 156 |.....-...--.--|---------0-- |e n nee eee 46, 486 
Foresthill.........-......-...-..----------- 5 6 240 99 901 1,000 181 |_......-..-..-]---.--------|---------- 35, 093 
Iowa Hill.._....-.2. 2-2 ee ene fee enna @ fone ee 1, 219 1, 219 169 |. 2a ef eee een ef ee nen nee, 42, 785 
Last Chance.....-...---.-----.------------|-------- 10 |-.---.----22]-2-2-----. 508 508 B62 | nn een a [nee ene ween penne ene 17, 817 . 
Linooln......-...-2.2. 2-2 eee eee eee eee nel een ee ne 3 [-.------caee|ee ene eee 1, 129 1, 129 V78 [22 wwe nln ene ewww nw lene nee neee 39, 638



Michigan Bluff.......-..-...-.----------.-|---.---- W | ncnewnennnee|nonencceneee '. 772 772 | 80 | ---2 22a ee nce ene wn e[ enna eee ne 27,077 
Ophir... 2.222222 enn eee ence nn nen nee eee 10 19 111, 740 24, 306 9, 678 . 34, 060 55, 036 8, 000 43, 100 asaaemnnaanue 1, 284, 953 / 

Plumas County: . . 
| Genesee. . -----.--------------------- |) 5 (7) (7) 100 $109 |. 810 (7) (7) aueneeneee § 3,822 

Granite Basin. -....-..-.--..--.--.-- ------ 2 en 104 37 54 91 17 |....-..--.---.|------------]---+------ 3, 197 
Greenville. .........-...---------0--------- a) 27, 990 5, 957 ) _ 18 §, 957: 18 1, 807 | 400 |--.....-----|----------|  15209,827 @ 
Johnsville........-.-.-.--.---------------- 3 3 1, 085 332 ~ 469 801 138 |.-..---...----|---------2--|----- eee 28,1338 © 
La Porte.........--..--.2-------- ee nee neeeefee een e ne § |.........--.[------------ 685 |. 685 62 |... - |---| eee 24019 © 
Lights Canyon__..-..-.---------s--s-2---- 2 1 714 74 | 1, 673 1, 747 156 |_...--.-------|-------2---2|----------] 61,258 
Quincy ....-.......-...------.-------- eee 5 5 - 366 97 2, 640 2, 737 232 |.-..----- 2-220 | -- 22a ne] e eneeeeee 95, 960 _ 
Seneca....---.-.-------- 2-2 en nee enn n nee ne 3 6 | 76 68 / 127 195 63 |--....---.--.- 4,000 |---.-.-.-.- 7, 098 oh 

- Riverside County: Et 
Chuckawalla.-....-.....----...-.---------- 3 |-------- AT 231 |..-.-------- 231 38 |.......-------|------------]|------ ee 8, 112 

Dale.'6__._... eee eee nne-----| 8 2 2,000 1, 139 2 1,141 90 |....---.-.-.-- 400 |.--.---..- 40, 022 aj 
Eagle Mountain....--.---.---------+-----~ 4 |i... 5,446 | 128 |......---..- 128 | 32, 244 10,000 | 1,367,600 |-...--..-. 106,542 tg. 
Gold Park........-.......-.--.------------ 2 |....-.-. , 288 108 |.-..---.-.-- 103 4 || eee] eee 3,608 ~ 
Ironwood_.......--.--.-------------------- 4 |........ / 149 66 |-.-.-.--.... 66 OAT fo. o ee. |---| 2,322 Q 
Pinacate...-....-.- 2. eee eee een eee nee 4 1 ; 89 . 21 6 |. 27 7 |-....--.------]-----~------]--- eee 950 S 
Pinon... .....-....--------------------2--- 1 |.......- . 6 2 |------------ 2 |~------ 2-2-2] ee nee een [enews 70 OU 

Sacramento County: . kg 
Cosumnes River..................---------|---.---- 7 |o.- nnn enne]-- nee nnn ne 31, 660 31, 660 2,301 |.....--.-..---]---.--------]-----.-...] 1, 109, 736 co 
Folsom...........-----------------nseeenne 2 13 2 13 147; 972 147, 985 7,981 |...-.--.-..--.|..2.--------|----------| 5, 185, 115 iy 

San Bernardino County: “ 
Amargosa.........----..--.-----------eneee 2 |....--.. G4 32 |..-...--.-..- 32 40 |e] eee] eee 1, 127 a 
Amboy --.02 Q(T) a 48 {222227 48 a4 [LITT TIE) oteaz 
Barstow - .-.--...-------------------------- 2 |.------- _ 760 167 |..-..--.---- 167 145 |..........---.|------------]---------- 5, 043 b> 
Bellville. ..-..-...-.-..---.--.------------- 7 |....-.-- | 158 140. . 1 - 141 | 62 200 |-------.----|-..-----.- 5,03 wy 
Black Hawk...........-...--.------------- 1.j....-.-- 45 338 |....-.-.--.- 338 218 |_......-.-..--|.-.---------]---------- 11,985 ~ . 

. Buckeye...............-.------------------ 3 |-.--.--- 16, 100 §,918 |.-..-.----..| 6, 918 | - 16, 145 86, 800 |-...-.------|---------- 228, 853 
Calico....-..-..-....-----.---------------- 7 |--.----- ‘2, 898 18 |..-......-.. 18 14, 746 600 |-...-.------]----..-.--. 11, 175 
Clark Mountain..................-........ 3 |-...-.-- 6, 873 613 |...-----.-.- 513 1, 921 400 20, 100 |......-.-- 20, 514 

_ Coolgardie......-.. 2022 --eee 8 |_-.--2---.- fee eee BB 55 7 j------..------]------ een en |e. enone 1, 980 : 
Dale 16... eee eee 15 |....-..- 17, 453 4,921 |....-.-.....| 4,921 8,617 |...---- 2-2-2 - [eee eee n eee fee eee e nee 174,807 . ng 
Fremont Peak....................--.---.-- 3 |..-.---- | 17 11 j-.-...-..2.- Al ji... fe fee eee eee eee 385 B . 
Goldstone. ..........-.....---------.------ 1 j-..-.... 1 3 |..-.-.-----. 8 |....--------- 2] ene ween ee ene nee fen eee nee 105. 
Hart.....--. 2-2-2. eee 1 |..---..- ‘4, 253 703 |.-----.-----] | 703 443 |_..--- 2.22] eee ene 24, 920 Q. 
Holcomb Valley................-..-.-.--..| (7) 3 (4) (7) . 216. 6 216 810 |. f- fee eee 8 7, 567 
Ivanpah.......-.-.---.---ssscsecceeeeceeee B |... ” 640 93 |e 93 55 300 2,300 | 410, 000 31,700 : 
Kels0_......---.--.------------- een eee n nnn 2 |..------ 1,481 189 |...........- 189 495 |......---..... 4,400 |-.-.-..... 7, 218 
Kramer Hills. -......-...-..----------------|-.---+-- 1 j.--..4------]-.---------- ll MW |e. eee ee ene ee ne eee ee eee 385 «4 
New York Mountains. .............------- 1 j_..2-... ' 40 2 |.--.----.--. 2) - 3 |---.-.-.-.----}----- eo ee fee eee eee 72 > 
Old Woman Mountains. ..............--.- 6 |-...---. : 215 41 J_.-..--..... 41. 1, 682 |...--...-.-.-.]-.-..-------]-----0---- 2, 560 
Paradise......-.....--..-.------------2--e. 1 j.....--- — $70 18 Joe. eee. 18 |....--2 fee ee eee enn [ene eee none 630 
Randsburg 33__......-.............-..----- 11 (%) 14, 569 2,278). (%) 15 2, 278 18 121, 981 15, 000 |------------}----------} 9 168,242, og 
Slenal . ccantadg ee 4 j.......- «18 26 |.......----- 26 24 ~ 200 J..-2-..--~-.}-.. nee 951 
Silver Mountain.-.-.......--.....-..------ 9 |....--.- , 96 |. §2 |...---.--.-. 52 | - 461 |........-..--. 3, 800 |-----.-... 2, 365 | 
Slate Range... .....-----.---0-ennneneenne- 3 gjeaeeaeennues 13 7 @ganseacoaaueeanan 7 171 100 200 Seen nannaowe 390 

Soda Lake. .... 22. ec ccanuncccemaccccecece= 1 SR e aes = 2 : 1 SEBRBEEREBUAE 1 See et ese eeneevanl Ree sees ange gee wan nesananene Se saentenee 35 

Bolo. oka ee wee eee eee EERE EEE ES EAE 6 BGS BS a8 6 . ; 208 405 RRR ERS BASS 405 Se 249 SR SRBSRRSER ERR e| THER west sew rans | Fee aks eee 17, 82 

pangler.... 2. acccnanannnncaneccncccas== 1 #eeee@eve a4 8 Sa Gage eeeataag 8 Seat e eee ea eed SHRSRFESRSSESHESR SD ZBHRevezgnauees aan ednd keene 280 

See footnotes at end of table. | o8 
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc tn California in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metala—Con. nN 

Mines Gold . 

producing : 
County and district ee Or Ange ee any orlocs Copper Lead Zinc | Total value | 

Lode | Placer Lode . Placer Total 

San Bernardino County—Continued. Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces | Fineounces| Fine ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Summit Valley. ...-...-....-.------------2}--------} J j-.-.-----.-.[------------ 1 1 [.2----~ 2-2-8 | ene nen [ee ee ne een ee [eee ene eee $35 . 
Turtle Mountains.-__....-.......-.---.--.- 1 |_.-2.2-. 15° 20 j-.-----.-... 20 1 | -..-- 1} oe eee 701 
Vanderbilt.......-.......-..-..---.---.---- 2 }-.-.-.-. -43 19 |-.--.-...... 19 55 100 1,200 j-------.-. 784 
Whipple Mountains.-............-.---.-.-.- 2 144 58 |-------.---- «6B 64 2,400 |---.-----.--}---..----. 2,359 

San Diego County: - | 
Julian. .._.----2- 22-2 eee eee ene 4}... 0.2 34 24 {1-2 n ee 24 12 j_---.--.-.-2-2|-------- nef ene eee] ~ 849 
Pine Valley_....-..-.---.------------------ 3 |{..---... 1,029 277 |-.---------- 277 | 38 |.------.--.-..]------------|------2--- 9, 722 

San Francisco County: San Francisco._.......[-.------| (9 |-.-.-.-----.~|---~---.---- 19 19 8 | --- 222 nnn en [ene eee ee fee eee nee 667 = 
San Joaquin County: wy 

Camanche 1._....-.-.-------2---------- nee |e eee}, 6 [..---...----[---. eee ened 16, 572 16, 572 1, 762 |-~-..--.-..-.-]-----+-----5]---------- 581,273 > 
Jenny Lind !0_._....--__2 2-2. e ewe] 4 | on |ee eee ee) 7, 169 7, 169 249 }---..--- 0-2} ---------ee}-o eee ee - 251, 092 te 

San Luis Obispo County: La Panza._.....-.--]----.--- 1 fovea lef ee : 9 9 |_o2 eens eee fee eee ne [eee een 315 CR 
Santa Cruz County: Santa Cruz.....-.---.----|--------| (@) 9 |-----.------]------------ 9 ' g 8 |-~------------|----- een f een eee 317 7 
Shasta County: oe Bs 

Flat Creek_.......--..-....-2--2--2-- nn ne 2 |_- 2... 232, 964 13, 368 100 13, 468 19, 382 117, 900 |---.-....-..|-----.--.- 499, 075 > 
French Gulch. __..._-..---22--2-- 2 nee 12 (”) 17, 183 5, 386 (?) 13 §, 386 18 8, 088 100 |-.---.-....-|--------..] 18 190, 718 by 
Harrison Guleh......-.....-.-..--.-.------ 2 |.--.---- 131 128 |..-.-----.-.] . 128 24 |-.-.-----.----]-.-----.----]---------- 4, 497 bd 
Igo... 2-2 ee ne eee ene fen enn eee 23 |-.-...-.-_--]-----.------]) 20, 261 | 20, 261 1, 821 |.--.-----.-...]---------.--|---------- 710, 430 ro) 
North Cow Creek... ....-.-..-.--.-.-..--2]-.-.-2-- 1 ji io. } eee 347 347 . §2 j.--.-------0- | ---2- +e | eee eee - 12,182 OQ | 
Old Diggings...._...-...-.--.22--- 222 e ee 1 1 2 47 102 - 149 98 |---.--..-.-.--|--------..--]---------- §, 281 es 
Redding.............--..-----2.----------- 1 2 1, 261 443 2, 944 3, 387 | 464 |.--.-2.--0-2--|------- nee] 118,875 < 
Shasta...-..-...2.-22.---2----- 21-22 eee eee 7 1 1,195 | | 457 112 { 569 162 |..-.-...-.----|--~---+- a [+e -- eee 20, 030 
Slate Creek...........-..---------2-------- 1 2 60 28 105 133 24 |.--.-2-.-.---.|------------]-- eee 4, 672 © : 

Sierra County: 4 | fe 
Alleghany... ....-....---------------------- 9 7 48, 552 14, 442 559 15, 001 2, 814 — 900 [---.---.---.]---------- 527, 142 ns 
Downieville._._._..-..-.-.------------------ 1 20 4 100 : 38 8, 904 3, 942 412 {-.---.-2.-22 |---| ee 138, 263 
Gold Lake..-_._..-..-.-.----------2--2-0-- 1] 108 35 () 18 35 BT | pe pene 18 1, 230 
Pike__...-2 2-2 ee eee eee 2 2 13, 022 2, 100 (142 2, 242 842 1, 100 10, 000 |-------.-- 79, 769 
Poker Flat._......-..---.------------------ 1 5 15 12 467 479 . 45 |-----.-.-.-.-.|------------|------- eee 16, 797 
Sierra City. ...-.--.-----.------0----eeenee 3 1 2, 791 202 128 330. 90 |-------.-.---.]------------]---------- 11, 614 | 

Siskiyou County: . 
Callahan__._....-..._.-22...2.22.--2----2--- 4 11 191 127 15,386 | _— 18, 818 2,100 |-----.-.--..--]------------]---------- 544, 448 
Deadwo0d.......--.-----2-2--2-- eee ween ee 5 3 207 186 . 2, 328 2, 514 421 |... -.-.--.---|---- 2-02 2 - | nnn} 88, 289 
Gazelle._...-.--.---2-2--.- eee eee ee i 120 1 re 14 7 |.------.-----~}]----- +22 - few eeee ee ee — 495 
Greenhorn........-..---..-2.----2------eee 2 5 98 225 1, 003 1, 228 173 |-.-.------.---|---------~--]---------- 43,103 
Humbug._..-..-.----- 222-02 e eee eee 4 7 ia 65 2, 912 2, 977 §09 |-------2-- Jee. eee 104, 557 
Klamath River_..........-..-.--..-----.-- 13 31 61 448 38,307 | 38, 755 5, 836 |_---..-.--.--.}---------~--}------ ee 1, 360, 575 
Liberty.......-..--2 2-2-2 cne eee eee eee 12 19 644 202 2, 886 3, 088 467 |_.--.- 22-2220 |-------- nena |-n- ene eee 108, 412 
Quartz Valley. _..........----2.---2----0-- 5 4 19 26 1, 195 1, 221 |. 208 |... ne] een |e ee nee eee 42, 883 

| Salmon River_._....--....----------.------ 1 ll 49 17 1, 283 1,300 ' 199 (oe eee 45, 642



Scott Bar........------------------ eee ee eee] 3 1 ‘1,041 491 . 82 873 | 114 )..............]-.---.------]------ one 20, 136 . 

Soda Creek .....---------------------------]-------- L | ---4------|-----2------1 | Ml Ml |_.-.-.--------]--------------|------------ | +--+ ee 385 
Stanislaus County: 

Knights Ferry .....--.------------------2--]-------- 4 |..-.-£------]------------ 12,049 12,049 1,071 |_...-.-.------|-------~----]---------- 422, 477 
La Grange.--.------------------------------|-------- 3 |-----+------|------------ 13, 423 18, 423 «1,248 |.-2---------}------------ | ---- + -- 470, 689 

Trinity County: . 
Big Bar...--------------------------------- 1 3 | 30 19 282 301 37 |_.-.---=------|------------|---------- 10, 561 qa 

Crow Creek ......------------------------- 2 2 8 82 | 133 165 ll |-....--------|------------|----------| 5,783 © 
Hayfork .....--------------------0000000077 (7) 9} & () . 3,357 | 83,357 8 505 |_.___-..-.-.-.]------------|---------- 8 117, 854 i 

Helena.....-------------------- 2-2-2 eee 1 1 a: 52 327 379 | 57 |..--.---------|------------|----------| 13,308 OU 
Junction City........--.-....-------------- 1 8 _ 49 15 11, 710 11,.725 1,083 |__.-.---------|------------|---------- 411, 145 
Lewiston. ._..-.--.------------------------ 5 12 . 796 181 ~  §, 695 5, 876 627 |_...-..-...---|------=-----|---------- 206, 106 TR 
New River....---------------------------- 1 4 - 100 8 106. 114 15 |.-------------|------------|---------- 4,001 = 
Salyer. ._-..--------------,----------------|-------- 1 |_--.--2------]----..------ 956 956 |. — FL [owe -------|------------|---------- 33, 510 
Trinity Center....-..---.--.--------------- 1 6 | 20 4 10, 279 10,2838 |; =-—s-1, 440 |----..--------]------.-----]---------- 360, 929 a oe 
Weaverville. ......--.-.-------------------- 3 20 / 91 31 9, 504 9, 535 875 |......-.------|------------|----------] - 334, 347 by 

Tulare County: | a : | ~ 

Camp Nelson...-..------------------------ 1 |_..--.-- | 12 § |..---------- 5 7 |i-s--2----- eee |---| eee] 10 6 
White River_...........-.----------------- 2 |.--.---- | 4A v 7 |_.----------| - WM). 49 |_.2-.-...----|------------|----------] 2, 485 S 

Tuolumne County: . 7 : re 
East Belt §._.........-.-.------------------ 30 2 (3,32. | 1, 850 481 2, 331 748 |_.......-----.|---.--------|---------- 82,117 ky 
Mother Lode °_...---.--------------------- 11 8 130, 967 11, 198 9, 317 20, 515 4, 982 10, 000 | -----..-----|---------- 722, 748 = 
West Belt_..........----------------- eet 1 |_.....-- ‘1, 110 “181 |_..--..---- 11] 45 |_-..--- 22-22 | -o-e-e eee fee eee 5,317 kg 

Ventura County: . . . . 
Piru. .......---.--------------- ee ee eee eee 1 2 / a] 2 2 AL Clee ple | eee f eee eee 140 ay | 
Snowey.....-----.------------------------- 1 [......-- | 65 15 |_...-..----- 15 °B |... we eee |---| eee 529 Ee 

Yuba County: - > 
Bear River..._...-------- ----------------|--------| () [------------]------------ 91 91 46 |_..-......-.--|------------]---------- 3, 218 ry 
Browns Valley.._...----------------------- 1 |_..----- 18, 600 3, 686 |_...-------- 3, 686 - 278 |.------.------|------------]-+-------- 129,204 
Camptonville....-.------------------------ wannne-e 6 |...-..---2--}------------ 270 270 81 jee. eee |e fee 9, 472 
Challenge........--------------------e----- 2 1  6L 8B 5 28 4.)......-2-----2|_- ees. ---|----- eee 983 
Dobbins....-....-----------.-------------- 3 | 4 / 816; 138 575 | 713 110 |---| 25, 033 . 
Smartville_.._....-.-.-.----..-------------|-------- 4 |.--.-.-.----|------------ 8, 934 8, 934 668 |..-2--------- | --efe eee 313, 165 
Strawberry Valley........-.----------.----]--------] . 3 |-----+-----2]------+----- "1, 237 1, 237 107 j...----.------}---- eee dee 43, 371 Ny 
Yuba River.._........------------ee eee eee fee e eee 1 |_..224.-.---|------ 2. 73, 964 _ 73, 964 _ 4,987 |__._--.-------|------2-----]----------| 2, 591, 753 | 

Other districts 7_._............------------0--- 17 16 407, 205 29, 570 11, 439 41, 009 306, 210 7, 344, 600 | 5, 226,600 |..........| | 2,817, 643 2 | 

Total California....-....--.-------------- 835 724 | 4,280,185 | 11 690,780 | 718,013 |11 1, 408, 793 | 112,154,188 | 117,886,000 | 6,928,000 | 880, 000 It 52,.231, 066 B 

1 Only those districts shown separately for which Bureau of Mines is at liberty to pub- 10 Jenny Lind district lies in Calaveras and San Joaquin Counties. Q 
lish figures; others producing listed in footnote 17 and their output included under ‘‘Other t Hoes metals from tungsten concentrates from ore not included in “Ore and old > 

ricts.’’ , nS _ tailings’ tonnage. . 
2 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence 12 Randsburg district lies in Kern and San Bernardino Counties. E : 

of legal right to property. Po. 18 Chowchilla River district lies jn Madera and Merced Counties. a | 
3 Source of total silver as follows: 2,088,713 ounces from lode mines and 65,475 ounces 14 Hunter Valley district lies in Mariposa and Merced Counties. | eg: 

from placers. 18 Exclusive of placer output, which is included under ‘Other districts.”’ . 
4 Camanche district lies in Amador, Calaveras, and San Joaquin Counties. 16 Dale district lies in Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. 4 
6 Kast Belt district lies in Amador, Calaveras, Eldorado, Mariposa, and Tuolumne 17 Includes following: Butte Creek district (lode) in Butte County; Jenny Lind (lode) > 

Counties. | in Calaveras County; Davis Flat in Fresno County; Resting Springs in Inyo County; _ 

6 Mother Lode district lies in Amador, Calaveras, Eldorado, Mariposa, and Tuolumne French Corral (placer) in Nevada County; Genesee (lode), Greenville (placer), and Rich 

Counties. a Bar in Plumas County; Holcomb Valley (lode), Randsburg (placer), and Ship Moun- NO 

? Included under “Other districts.’’ tain in San Bernardino County; French Gulch (placer) in Shasta County; Depot Hill, — 

* Exclusive of lode output, which is included under ‘‘Other districts.’’ Gold Lake (placer), and Port Wine in Sierra County; Coffee Creek and Hayfork (lode) Joued 

§ Output of property not classed as a ‘“‘mine.’’ in Trinity. County.
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a ALPINE COUNTY — | 

| Momior district—Lessees worked the Zaca mine during 1941; the 
principal product was gold concentrates shipped to a smelter. © 

| - AMADOR COUNTY — 

oe Camanche district—The Independence Gold Mines treated 12,100 
cubic yards of gravel at a stationary washing plant between July 30 | 

| and October 12, 1941, recovering 187 ounces of gold and 19 ounces of 
silver. | ) . 7 | 

East Belt district—The Belama Corporation worked the Belden | 
| mine in the Volcano section of the East Belt during 1941 and treated 

| 4,069 tons of ore in a 25-ton flotation mill; amalgamation, cyanidation, . 
| and smelting of concentrates yielded 2,079 ounces of gold and 634 

| ounces of silver. E. Schaefer shipped 145 tons of ore, containing 458 
Oo ounces of gold, 276 ounces of silver, and 2,575 pounds of copper, from 

the Elkhorn mine to a smelter. The Gwalia Gold Mining Co. worked 
the Pioneer mine and recovered gold by amalgamation and the smelt- _ 
ing of flotation concentrates. Kent & Nimmo treated 1,500 tons of — 

| _ ore at the Three-in-One mine; bullion containing 170 ounces of gold 
and 51 ounces of silver was recovered by amalgamation, and table 
concentrates containing 18 ounces of gold, 15 ounces of silver, and 145 

| pounds of copper were shipped to asmelter. Garibaldi Bros. operated 
a nonfloating washing plant, to which gravel was delivered by me- 
chanical means, at the Garibaldi mine, Pioneer Creek, one-half mile 
east of Volcano, intermittently during 1941; 33,200 cubic yards of 
gravel yielded 229 ounces of gold and 35 ounces of silver. The River — 
Pine Mining Co. operated a dragline dredge near Aukum, which used 
a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, from January 1 to 

_ June 12, when it was moved to a site in Eldorado County near Nash- ~ 
| | ville; 300,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 1,380 ounces of gold and 

192 ounces of silver. | 
Ione districti—The Amador Dredging Co. operated a dragliae 

dredge in the Ione district during 1941. The Arroyo Seco Gold 
. Dredging Co. operated an electric connected-bucket dredge, equipped 

with eighty-six 6-cubic foot buckets, from January 1 to May 15. 
The Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Co. operated an electric connected- 
bucket dredge, equipped with sixty-five 4¥%-cubic foot buckets, on 
Jackson Creek near Buena Vista from January 1 to May 4, when it 
was dismantled and moved to Butte Creek, Butte County. H. G. 
Kreth operated the Horton mine in Jackson Valley 5 miles south of 
Ione by hydraulicking from January to June and from October to 
December. McQueen and Downing operated a dragline dredge at the 
Irish Hill mine from March 28 to June 25. Lorentz and Swingle 
operated a dragline dredge on the Cosumnes River 7 miles northwest 
of Plymouth during 1941. The Pacific Placers Engineering Co. 
operated a dragline dredge with an electric dragline excavator, which 
used a 2';-cubic yard bucket, on the McCulloh property from January 
1 to February 8 and from May 13 to December 31; 350,000 cubic 
yards of gravel yielded 2,749 ounces of gold and 258 ounces of silver. 
The Rim Cam Gold Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge on the 
Yager ranch from February 4 to May 26. 

Mother Lode district —The Argonaut Mining Co., Ltd., operated the 
Argonaut mine throughout 1941; gold ore was treated by amalgama-
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tion and flotation. During the year the company installed a 10-ton — | 
cyanide plant to handle concentrates from the Argonaut mine and the | 
nearby Plymouth property, where it had treated old tailings by flota- 
tion; until this cyanide plant was put into operation, the concentrates 

. were shipped to a smelter. The Central Eureka Mining Co. operated | 
the Central Eureka and Old Eureka mines; the ore was treated by 
amalgamation and flotation, and the sands and concentrates were | 
cyanided. The Black Hills Mining Co. worked the Italian mine. 
The Kennedy Mining & Milling Co. operated the Kennedy mine os 
throughout 1941; gold ore was treated by amalgamation and flota- . 
tion, and the concentrates were shipped to a smelter. The Keystone 
Mine Syndicate worked the Keystone mine; 97,945 tons of ore were 
treated in the company 300-ton amalgamation-flotation mill; 1,984 a 
ounces of gold were recovered in bullion, and 9,226 ounces were con- - 
tained in 747 tons of concentrates shipped to a smelter. The Delta 
Tailings Co. continued to cyanide material derived from old tailings 
collected in the channel of one of the streams draining a section of the | 
Mother Lode district; two such deposits were worked during 1941. 
Henry & Weaver operated a dragline dredge, equipped with a drag- | 
line excavator and a %-cubic yard bucket, on the Allen ranch on 
Sutter Creek Gulch from November 22 until December 12. On Little. 
Indian Creek 4 miles west of Plymouth W. D. Ingram operated a | 

_dragline dredge, which had two dragline excavators—one with a 2},- 
cubic yard and the other with a l-cubic yard bucket—from January | 
1 to May 11; the tailings were leveled and the overburden replaced, 
fitting the land for further agricultural use. The Mountain Gold 
Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge with a dragline excavator, 
using a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on the Matulich property in the Dry- : 
town section of the,Mother Lode intermittently during 1941. W. D. | | 
Ingram and the Mountain Gold Dredging Co. operated dragline 
dredges on the W. F. Detert estate also during 1941. J.C. Pantle . 
operated a dry-land dredge on the Rupley ranch on Willow Creek; - 

-. 360,000--cubie- yards-of gravel _yielded_1,850. ounces_of gold and 254 
ounces of'silver. E. L. Lilly operated a dragline dredge, which em- | 
ployed a dragline excavator with a 2%-cubic yard bucket, on the 
Treble Clef mine from January 1 to June 14 and from July 2 to 
December 16. | 

- BUTTE COUNTY | 

Butte Creek district—The Lancha Plana Gold Dredging Co. moved 
its connected-bucket dredge from Amador County to Butte County 
‘and resumed operations October 22, 1941. The Piedmont Dredging 
Co. operated a Becker-Hopkins type dredge on Butte Creek inter-  . , 
mittently from September 24 until the end of the year; 29,592 cubic 
yards of gravel yielded 121 ounces of gold and 10 ounces of silver. 

Magalia district—S. F. Thomas operated the S & D mine from 
January 1 to September 1, 1941, when work was suspended; 529 tons 
of ore yielded 157 ounces of gold and 45 ounces of silver. 

Oroville district—Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields (Butte Unit) 
operated four clectric connected-bucket dredges in the Oroville dis- 
trict during 1941; the dredge-bucket equipment per boat was as fol- 
lows: Eighty-four 9-cubic foot, cighty-nine 9-cubic foot, eighty-seven 
9-cubic foot, and seventy-one 6-cubic foot buckets. The Sunmar 
Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge, which used a dragline
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| excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on the Clark, Cratt and 
Schwartz, Crowder and Binney, Darby, Darby and Crowder, Leal, and 

| Schwartz and Pedrazzini properties. The Placer Exploration Co. 
| operated two dragline dredges—one employed a dragline excavator 

with a 5-cubic yard bucket and the other a dragline excavator wh - 
| 2'5-cubic yard bucket—on several properties in the district, inchitug 

the Dagorret, California Lands, Inc., and Innis. The Golden Feather — 
Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge, equipped with a dragline — 
excavator and a 5-cubie yard bucket, on Feather River near Oroville 

, | during 1941. Kaufield and Danison worked the Ford property with a 
| nonfloating washing plant to which gravel was delivered with a drag- 

line excavator, using a l-cubic yard bucket, from October 15. to 
| December 31. Wm. Richter & Sons operated dragline dredges on the 

ae Belkriet, Bulkli, Freidel, Helen Whittier, Hume and Coleman, John 
Alm, Lorrie, Ray Angle, Rottinger, and Wyandotte properties. The 
Interstate Mines, Inc., and Placer Exploration Co. operated dragline 

| dredges on the Gianella ranch. The Oroville Gold Dredging Co. 
7 operated a Yuba connected-bucket dredge, with seventy-two 8}4-cubic 
/ foot buckets, on the Hazeclbusch and T. M. Rogers tracts on Feather 

River 9 miles southwest of Oroville during 1941. The Lemroh Mining — 
Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 
2%-cubic yard bucket; 504,848 cubic yards*of gravel yielded 2,739 
ounces of gold and 195 ounces of silver. The Lobicasa Co. and the 
Sunmar Dredging Co. operated dragline dredges on the Peters ranch. 
during 1941. The Placer Development Co. operated a dragline | 
dredge with a dragline excavator having a 2%-cubic yard bucket at 

| Meadows 3 miles south of Oroville. The Gold Hill Dredging Co. 
operated an electric connected-bucket dredge with seventy-four 
9-cubic foot buckets on the Wilton Kister ranch on the east side of 
Feather River 7 miles south of Oroville. 

Yankee Hill district—Hoefling Bros. worked the Surcease mine and | 
operated the company new flotation-cyanidation mill throughout 
1941; most of the resulting concentrates were cyanided. Piombo 

| Bros. & Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator 
with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on French Creek from January 1 to 
December 31. : 

CALAVERAS COUNTY 

Camanche district—The Gold Hill Dredging Co. operated its 
| electric-connected bucket dredge on the Arlington and Osterman 

properties along the Mokelumne River from January 1 to May 21, 
1941. For 6 months Cat Camp Placers operated a nonfloating wash- 
ing plant to which gravel was delivered by carry-all; 100,000 cubic 
vards of gravel yiclded 605 ounces of gold and 34 ounces of silver. 
The Lobicasa Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline exca- 
vator with a 3-cubic yard bucket, on the City of Stockton reservoir 
site from July 1 to December 23, when the ground was worked out. 
Burson Mining Co. operated a dry-land dredge on the Foster ranch 
intermittently; 495 ounces of gold and 37 ounces of silver were 
recovered from 55,200 cubic yards of gravel. From January 1 to 
July 22 Mehrten Bros. operated a nonfloating washing plant to which 
eravel was delivered by carry-all; 146 ounces of gold and 15 ounces of 
silver were recovered from treatment of 16,200 cubic yards of gravel. 
From January 18 to March 25 the Midas Placer Co. operated a non-
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floating washing plant on high-channel gravel at the Penn gold-copper- 
-zinc lode property. KE. A. Bacon operated a nonfloating washing | 
plant, to which gravel was delivered by bulldozer and carry-all, at the | 
Wallace mine during 1941. _ | 

Campo Seco district—Glo-Bar Mines operated the Glo-Bar drift 
mine in 1941. The Ralford Mining Co. operated a dragline dredge, 
using a dragline excavator with a %-cubic yard bucket, on the Wm. P. - 
Hiatt ranch from February 1 to July 10; 25,000 cubic yards of gravel 
yielded 199 ounces of gold and 14 ounces of silver. | 

Copperopolis district—The Jumbo Consolidated Mining Co. turned _ | 
over the Mountain King mine to the El Gabilan Corporation during 

| 1941; gold ore was treated by flotation, and the gold concentrates 
were shipped to a smelter. | 

East Belt district —The St. Joseph Lead Co. worked the Sheepranch 
mine throughout 1941; the ore was treated in a 150-ton amalgamation- : 
flotation mill, and the concentrates were shipped to a smelter. The 
Horseshoe Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge on Jesus Maria 
Creek from July 25 to October 24. | a - 

Jenny Land district —F. S. Tower operated the Roval mine during 
1941; the ore was treated in a 20-stamp mill that employed amalgam- a 
ation, flotation, and vanner concentration. Thompson Dredge _ 
Operated a dragline dredge having a dragline excavator with a 2%- : 

_ cubie yard bucket on the Gregory, Sinclair, and Dickhaut ranches 
1% miles southwest of Jenny Lind from January 1 to April 20; later | 
10 the year the dredge was operated in Siskiyou County by the 
Shasta Dredging Co. C. F. Vanciel operated a dragline dredge, | 
using a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, at the Hatler | 
mine 5 miles west of Jenny Lind on Calaveras River from February 
20 to April 26; 552 ounces of gold and 27 ounces of silver were recovered - | 
from 87,848 cubic yards of gravel. G. T. Oien operated a nonfloating 
washing plant to which gravel was delivered by mechanical means. 
The Horseshoe Dredging Co. and the Stagan Mining Co. operated 

_....draglne dredges on the Robie property on Calaveras River 2 miles | 
southwest of Jenny Lind during 1941. The Stagan Mining Co: - ~~ 
also operated its dragline dredge on the Willits ranch from October 
15 to December 31; the dragline excavator had a 1%-cubie vard 
bucket. Henry & Weaver operated a dragline dredge, using a drag- 
line excavator with a %-cubic yard bucket, on Neapolitan Gulch 
from July 23 to November 7. The Wolhall Dredging Corporation 
operated a dragline dredge which had a dragline excavator with a 
2-cubic yard bucket near Jennv Lind intermittently in 1941. 

Mother Lode district—The Carson Hill Gold Mining Corporation | 
treated 381,326 tons of gold ore at the Carson Hill mine durmg 1941 
and produced amalgamation bullion containing 5,835 ounces of gold 
and 559 ounces of silver; cyanidation bullion containing 15,390 
ounces of gold and 5,141 ounces of silver; and 48 tons of gravity con- 
centrates which, after partial extraction by amalgamation, contained 
1,046 ounces of gold, 1,473 ounces of silver, and 590 pounds of copper 
when delivered to a smelter. According to the company printed 
annual report for the year ended September 30, 1941, the average 
recovery was $2.15 per ton of ore compared with $2.19 for the vear 
ended September 30, 1940. Operating costs (including 4,251 fect 
of development work and maintenance and improvement of plant) 
were reported as $1.94 per ton compared with $1.90 for the preceding
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| year. Because of the narrow-profit margin and rising costs, no ore- 
| - Teserve figures were given. R. Hageman operated the Del A Ray | 

| mine from August 15 until the end of the year; 700 tons of ore were 
treated by amalgamation and concentration, and bullion, containing 

| 200 ounces of gold and 40 ounces of silver, and 11 tons of concentrates, 
containing 3 ounces of gold, were produced. Le Roi Mines, Inc., 

oe worked the Easyz Bird mine and operated its 125-ton flotation mill _ 
from February 10 until the end of 1941; most of the gold was recovered _ 

| by the smelting of concentrates. The Horseshoe Dredging Co. 
operated a dragline dredge on the Beers, Gertzen, and Osborn ranches. 

| The Can Andreas Gold Dredging Co., which was sold to Thurman 
. & Wright March 7, 1941, operated two dragline dredges on the 
| Fischer, Hageman-Huberty, Hageman, Lombardi, and Nuner prop- 
; erties; each dragline excavator had a 1%-cubic vard bucket. The 
. _ Fire Protection Engineering Co. operated a nonfloating washing plant, — 
- to which gravel was delivered by mechanical means. Quartz Hill | 
BO Placers and A. W. Ellis operated a stationary washing plant, to which 

gravel was delivered by a power shovel, on the Quartz Hill property; 
| 11,270 cubic yards of gravel vielded 298 ounces of gold and 30 

ounces of silver. The imperial Dredging Co. operated a dragline | 
mo dredge on the White property from April 1 to September 4. 7 

ELDORADO COUNTY 

East Belt district—The Cosumnes Mines, Inc., treated gold ore 
from a group of claims in the Grizzly Flat section of the East Belt — 

~ by amalgamation and concentration in 1941. The Eagle King Min- | 
_ ing Co. worked the Eagle King mine; gold ore was treated in a 40- 

ton flotation mill, and the concentrates were shipped to the Empire 
Star mill in Grass Valley for cyanidation. The Greenhorn Dredging | 

| Co. operated a dragline dredge on the Barkley property near Youngs. 
W. D. Ingram operated a dragline dredge at Horseshoe Bar on 
American River from October 7 to December 31; dredging was con- 
ducted also in Placer County part of the year, as the river passes 
through the property and the center of the river is the county line. 

Mother Lode district —The Alhambra-Shumway Mines, Inc., worked © 
the Alhambra mine from January 1 to June 1, 1941; 1,983 tons of 
ore treated by amalgamation and flotation: yielded bullion, contatu- 
ing 799 ounces of gold and 111 ounces of silver, and 17 tons of con- 
centrates containing 123 ounces of gold and 19 ounces of silver. The 
Madre de Oro Gold Mines, Inc., reopened the Church mine and 
treated 496 tons of ore in a 3-stamp mill; gold bullion containing 
149 ounces of gold and 35 ounces of silver was recovered by amal- 
camation, and 5 tons of concentrates containing 20 ounces of gold 
and 5 ounces of silver were recovered by flotation; the company con- 
structed a 20-stamp mill. The California Aztec Mining Co. operated 
its Kelsey Unit from January 1 to September 24 and treated ore by 
amalgamation and flotation in a 50-ton mill. The Middle Fork Gold 
Mining Co. operated the Sliger mine and treated the ore in a 160-ton 
amalgamation-flotation mill; during 1941 a new changehouse was 
completed at the property. This company’s recent development of 
a method ! using tailings for stope filling has proved very successful. 

p 1 Fiumb, C. W., Filling Mine Stopes with Mill Tailings: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 28, No. 1, January 1942, 
p. 12-14.
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The El Dorado Dredging Corporation operated a dragline dredge | 
using a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubie yard bucket on Coloma 
Creek 2 miles south of Greenwood from January 1 to March 6; 833 : 
ounces of gold and 124 ounces of silver were recovered from 106,078 
cubic yards of gravel. This company moved its equipment to the 

_ Hughes property on Rock Canyon Creek and handled 338,940 yards" oe 
of gravel, from which 2,630 ounces of gold and 281 ounces of silver 
were recovered between March 17 and October 28; at the end of the 
year the dredge operated on Irish Creek. W. D. Ingram operated . 
dragline-dredging equipment on the Craig Osborne, Craig Royce, a 
Craig Salt Water, Emma J. Hodgkin, and Red Raven properties. | 
The General Dredging Corporation operated a dragline dredge with | 
a dragline excavator, using a 2-cubic yard bucket, on ground adja- 
cent to American River near Coloma from January 1 to August 30; 
the company operated a second dragline dredge, equipped with a 

_ dragline excavator having a 1}s-cubic yard bucket, in the same area 
from January 1 to September 30. Van Dyke, Modrell, and Warner | 
operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator with a %-cubic : 
yard bucket, on the Emma Gordon property from May 17 to Sep- 
tember. 10. The Orolomo Co. operated a dry-land dredge, which 
had a dragline excavator with a 1\4-cubic yard bucket, on Indian | . 
Creek throughout 1941. The River Pine Mining Co. operated its . 
dragline dredge on the North Fork of Cosumnes River near Nash- 
ville between July 8 and December 15; this dredge worked in the 
East Belt district, Amador County, the first half of the year. _ 

| West Belt district-—The General Dredging Corporation moved its 
smaller dragline dredge from Coloma to a site near Shingle Springs; 
operations were resumed October 1 and continued uatil the end of — 
1941. The Big Canyon Dredge operated a dragline dredge, using a 
dragline excavator with a 3-cubic yard bucket, on Deer Creek for 11 | 
“months; 3,160 ounces of gold and 321 ounces of silver were recovered | | 
from 540,000 cubic yards of gravel. o 

cote nena ant a a agains oe co enemas nent 

Friant district—Griffth Co. and Bent Co., which supplied gravel 
for the Friant Dam in 1941, recovered 4,990 ounces of gold and 747 
ounces of silver in preparing 3,935,620 tons of sand and gravel. Hop- 
kins & Becker operated a suction dredge invented by Becker on the 
San Joaquin River near the town of Friant; 298 ounces of gold and 61 
ounces of silver were recovered from 121,000 cubic yards of gravel. 
The dredge had a 6-inch centrifugal gravel pump, gasoline engine, and 
riffle tables mounted on a steel pontoon hull; the suction point could 
be lowered vertically 28 feet below water level. 

HUMBOLDT COUNTY : 

Orleans district—Hydraulicking at the Pearch mine yielded 266 
ounces of gold and 38 ounces of silver from 128,500 cubic yards of 
gravel in 1941. | 

IMPERIAL COUNTY 

Cargo Muchacho district.—The Holmes & Nicholson Mining & 
Milling Co. shipped substantial quantities of gold ore from the Cargo 
Muchacho group of claims and the Gold Bird mine to the company 

4977794318
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| ~ 100-ton all-slime-cyanidation mill 4 miles west of Winterhaven in 
1941. 
Mesquite Diggings district—The Reese Production Corporation 

operated an open pit on the property leased from the Desert Gold & 
Aluminum Co. from March 22 to November 8, 1941; the ore, which 

= was treated by amalgamation, resembled cemented gravel. : 

| SS | INYO COUNTY | | | 

Bishop Creek district—The United States Vanadium Corporation 
produced a copper concentrate containing a substantial quantity of 

| silver as a byproduct of ore treated primarily for tungsten in 1941. 
Chloride Cliff district—Lessees shipped gold ore from the Old Mill 

. schist mine to a custom cyanide plant in 1941. 
Modoc district—From the Colorado mine E. H. Snyder and associ- 

ates shipped 416 tons of zinc carbonate ore, containing 327,058 pounds 
of zine, to a zinc oxide plant in the San Francisco Bay region and 336. 

| tons of ore to the Combined Metals Reduction Co. flotation plant at 
| Stockton, Utah, during 1941; the zinc concentrates from the material 

treated at Stockton contained 2 ounces of gold, 529 ounces of silver, — 
6,715 pounds of copper, and 185,475 pounds of zinc. This property, 

: though still in the prospecting stage, was the largest zine producer in 
California during the year. | 

| Resting Springs district—Shoshone Mines, Inc., shipped ore from 
the Columbia No. 2 mine throughout 1941 and was by far the largest 
producer of lead and the sixth-largest producer of silver in the State. 
Sherman district.—A substantial quantity of gold was recovered by 

cyanidation of ore mined by the Arondo Mining Co. at the Arondo 
mine during 1941. Burton Bros., Inc., operated the Ruth mine and — 

| treated 21,181 tons of ore by crushing and cyanide-leaching; 5,587 
ounces of gold and 105 ounces of silver were recovered. , 

| South Park district —Lessees on the Cecil R. mine shipped gold ore 
to a custom cyanide plant in 1941. Mining Associates shipped gold 
ore from the Gold Bug mine to custom mills. Several lessees worked 
the Mint-O-Gold mine and shipped a total of 593 tons of ore to custom 
cyanide mills; 515 ounces of gold and 25 ounces of silver were recovered. 
The Old Gold Mines Co. shipped lead ore containing substantial quan- | 
tities of gold and silver from the Old Gold mine. 

Union «wistrict—lLessees on the Reward (Brown Monster) mine 
shipped 451 tons of ore containing 260 ounces of gold and 1,639 
ounces of silver to a custom evanide plant in 1941. 

Wild Rose district—The Del Norte Mining Co. treated gold ore by 
cyanidation and concentration at the Del Norte-Skidoo group in the 
Skidoo section of the Wild Rose district during 1941. L. Warnken. 
cyanided ore at the Tucki mine. 

KERN COUNTY 

Amalie (Agua Caliente) district.—Lessees operated the Aunt Rosa 
- mine and treated ore by amaJgamation and concentration during 1941. 

Cove district—Kern Mines, Inc., operated the Big Blue mine 
throughout 1941; 43,914 tons of ore yielded amalgamation bullion | 
containing 2,909 ounces of gold and 1,218 ounces of silver and 728 
tons of flotation concentrates containing 3,130 ounces of gold, 9,142
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ounces of silver, 578 pounds of copper, and 19,748 pounds of lead; the , 
concentrates were shipped to a smelter. | 

Green Mountain district—Geringer Bros. operated the Gwynne | 
| mine from April 15 to December'10, 1941; gold ore was shipped to a a 

custom cyanide plant. The Lone Star Mining Co. worked the Lone | 
Star mine; most of the ore was treated in the company 10-stamp mill, 
but a small quantity was shipped to a custom cyanide plant. 

Mojave district—The Cactus Mines Co. operated the Cactus Queen 
mine in the Middle Butte section of the Mojave district throughout - 
1941 and treated gold-silver ore in the company 125-ton cyanidation- 
flotation mill; the resulting concentrates were shipped to a smelter. a 
In 1941, for the fourth year, this property was the State’s leading 
silver producer. The Golden Queen Mining Co. operated the Golden : 
Queen mine the entire year; in addition to treating a large tonnage of 
company ore in its 425-ton cyanide mill, it did a substantial custom- 

| mill business. The Lodestar Mining Co. and lessees shipped 50,613 
— tons of gold-silver ore containing 9,177 ounces of gold and 180,875 
ounces of silver to custom cyanide mills; mining operations were | 
suspended September 13, the property, machinery, and equipment 
were sold to the Golden Queen Mining Co., and the corporation was - 
completely liquidated November 30, 1941. The Standard Hill Mines | 
Co. and numerous lessees shipped 7,381 tons of ore from the Standard | 
Hill mine to custom cyanide mills; 2,726 ounces of gold and 33,136 
ounces of silver were recovered. Burton Bros., Inc., operated the 
Tropico mine both on company account and through lessees; 35,494 _ 
tons of gold ore treated in the company 150-ton cyanide plant yielded | 

— 8,042 ounces of gold and 13,444 ounces of silver. In addition, the 
company treated over 8,800 tons of custom material from 215 shippers 
_during 1941. As a pioneer in California custom milling east of the | 
Sierra Nevada Mountains, Burton Bros., Inc., has been an important 
factor in the development of mineral resources within a radius of 100 
miles or more of Rosamond, where the company mill is located. 

_..- LLessees-on. the Whitinore mine shipped-790-tons-of gold-silver-ore to... . -— 
custom cyanide mills; 310 ounces of gold and 5,296 ounces of silver 
were recovered. | | 

Randsburg district —The Butte Lode Mining Co. operated the Big 
Butte mine throughout 1941; 727 tons of ore treated by amalgama- 
tion yielded 262 ounces of gold and 91 ounces of silver, and current a 
sands from this operation, plus 490 tons of old tailings, yielded 10 
ounces of gold and 3 ounces of silver by cyanide leaching. Several 
groups of lessees worked the Big Dyke mine and shipped 903 tons of 
ore to custom cyanide plants, which recovered 356 ounces of gold and | 
37 ounces of silver. J. M. Kreta operated the Big Gold group; the 
custom cyanide plant to which the ore was shipped recovered gold 
and silver. Lessees on the Buckboard mine produced 1,563 tons of 
gold ore during 1941; 970 tons treated by amalgamation at the Baltic 
mill yielded 228 ounces of gold and 46 ounces of silver, and 593 tons 
of ore shipped to a custom cyanide plant yielded 182 ounces of gold. 
Lessees shipped gold ore from the K. C. N. mine to custom cyanide 
plants. The King Solomon Mines Lease and other lessees worked the 
King Solomon mine during 1941; 1,915 tons of ore and 1,972 tons of 
old tailings were treated in a 5-stamp mill and cyanide-leaching plant; 
the amalgamation bullion contained 852 ounces of gold and 247 
ounces of silver, and the cyanidation bullion contained 77 ounces of
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gold and 19 ounces of silver; 3 tons of concentrates shipped to a 
smelter yielded 7 ounces of gold and 35 ounces of silver. Shipments, 
totaling 674 tons, of gold ore from the Wade mine to a custom cyanide 

- mill yielded 479 ounces of gold. The Anglo American Mining Cor- 
poration, Ltd.—largest operator in the Randsburg district—treated 
454,583 tons of old tailings and recovered 7,731 ounces of gold and 
3,245 ounces of silver during 1941. The old tailings were treated by | 
slime-agitation and sand-leaching in a 1,400-ton cyanide plant; | 

_. 237,976 pounds of ‘‘Aero” brand calcium cyanide were consumed. | 

| - LOS ANGELES COUNTY : 

Cedar district—The Governor Mine Co., operator of the Governor 
mine, was the principal producer in the Cedar district during 1941; 
operations were suspended late in the year. | : 

Neenach district —A substantial quantity of gold ore was shipped | 
from the Big Susanna mine to a custom cyanide mill during 1941. 

MADERA COUNTY 

Dennis district—Two suction dredges were operated in 1941 on 
Fresno River where it passes through the Cassaurang ranch. H. A. 

7 Berg also operated a suction dredge on Fresno River; 22,000 cubic 
| yards of gravel yielded 257 ounces of gold and 74 ounces of silver. — 

- MARIPOSA COUNTY | 

| : East Belt district—The Diltz mine was worked during 1941. The 
Black Oak Mining Co. operated the Feliciana mine; 716 tons of ore 
treated by amalgamation and flotation yielded bullion containing 228 
ounces of gold and 36 ounces of silver and. 6 tons of concentrates 
containing 59 ounces of gold and 11 ounces of silver; the concentrates 
were shipped to a smelter. A 25-ton amalgamation-flotation mill 

a was constructed on the Feliciana property and put into operation | 
November 1, 1941. 

Hunter Valley district.—The Pacific Mining Co. reopened the Wash- 
| ington and Jenny Lind lode claims in 1941 and put a newly constructed 

125-ton flotation mill into operation in July; a substantial quantity 
of ore was treated, and the resulting concentrates were shipped to a 
smelter. The Pacific Mining Co. placed the operation under a cor- 
poration—Lind Mining Co.—September 1. The Mount Games Min- 
ing Co. worked the Mount Gaines mine. Thurman & Wright oper- 
ated a dragline dredge, equipped with a dragline excavator having a 
6-cubic yard bucket, on the Crocker-Huffman Land & Water Co. 
property from June 17 until the end of 1941. The Barker Corporation 
operated a dragline dredge on Eldorado Creek and on several other 
properties, including the Givens, Trabucco, Turner, and Waltz. The 
Trebor Corporation also carried on dragline dredging on several 
properties, including the Fretz, Gaskill, Machado, Trabucco, Turner, 
and Waltz. 

Mother Lode district —The Granite King mine was worked in 1941. 
The Boston California Mining Co. operated the Malvina group. 
The Pacific Mining Co. worked the Pine Tree and Josephine mines 
during the year and treated 58,151 tons of ore by amalgamation and
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flotation; the amalgamation bullion contained 1,465 ounces of gold 
‘and 313 ounces of silver, and the flotation concentrates shipped to a 

- gmelter contained 7,507 ounces of gold, 1,802 ounces of silver, and 2,770 
pounds of copper. This company also produced a small quantity of | 
gold at the Evans and French properties. Golden Quail, Inc., treated a 
4,200 tons of ore from the Quail mine in a 50-ton amalgamation- 
flotation mill; amalgamation bullion contained 57 ounces of gold and | 

- 10 ounces of silver, and 49 tons of concentrates shipped to a smelter | 
- eontained 217 ounces of gold, 151 ounces of silver, and 103 pounds of oo 

‘copper. The Golden Quail, Inc., lease was returned to the Quail . 
Mining Co. in December, 1941. The Barker Corporation did. drag- 
line dredging on the Adams, Explorers, Inc., Munn, Penrose, 
R. Williams, and Stratton properties. 

| MERCED COUNTY. | 

- Hunier Valley district—The Thurman & Wright dragline-dredge | 
operations on the Crocker-Huffman Land & Water Co. and Waltz | 
properties extended from Mariposa County into Merced County | 
during part of 1941. | | 

Snelling district—The Merced Dredging Co. operated an electric 
connected-bucket dredge, with sixty-two 10-cubic foot buckets, one- 
half mile southeast of Snelling. The electric connected-bucket dredge ; 
of Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields (Merced Unit), equipped: with , 
seventy-two 9-cubic foot buckets, completely worked out its property 
4 miles east of Snelling by the end of 1941. The San Joaquin Miaing 
Co..operated a connecited-bucket dredge, with sixty-four 10 cubic foot 
buckets, 2% miles southwest of Snelling. The Snelling Gold Dredging . 
Co. operated two connected-bucket dredges on Merced River between 
Snelling and Merced Falls throughout 1941; one of the dredges was 
equipped with sixty-six and the other with seventy-two 7-cubic foot 
buckets. - , | | 

teens MEONO COUNTY 

Blind Springs district—The Mineral Reduction Co. contmued to 
operate its custom cyanide-flotation mill throughout 1941; 65 shippers 
sent the plant over 1,400 tons of ore during the year. The decline in 
precious-metal mining in the area tributary to the mill resulted in 
plans being made to convert it to producing other concentrates. | 

Bodie district The Roseklip Mines Co. cyanided ore from dumps 
and open-cuts at the Standard mine in a 400-ton cyanide plant during 
1941, | 

Chidago district —R. G. Jones operated the Gold Crown mine from 
January 1 to August 16, 1941; the lease was relinquished August 29, 
and operations were continued by the owner until the end of the year. 
The ore was shipped to a custom cyanide mill. | 

Homer (May Lundy) district -The Log Cabin Mines Co. operated 
the Log Cabin (Simpson) mina from January 1 to November 1, 1941; 
17,855 tons of ore treated in a 100-ton amalgamation mill yielded 
3,287 ounces of gold and 907 ounces of silver. 
Mammoth Lakes district—The Monte Christo Mining Co. operated 

the Monte Christo group from May 1 to November 1, 1941; a 30-ton 
flotation mill was built during the year. | :
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oO - NAPA COUNTY , 

| Calistoga district—The Grigsby (Palisade) mine, worked by the 
Graham Loftus Oil Corporation in 1940, was operated from January 1 

7 to August 16, 1941, by Helena Consolidated Mines, Inc. ; 6,599 tons of 
gold-silver ore were treated in a 100-ton flotation mill, and 116 tons 

| of resulting gold-silver concentrates containing 350 ounces of gold, 
36,121 ounces of silver, and 4,009 pounds of copper were shipped to a 
smelter. The company reported that the.mine was closed August 16, 

| the equipment aad buildings had been removed from the property, 
and no further operations were contemplated. 

| a NEVADA COUNTY | CO 

Grass Valley-Nevada City district—A. Louiselli operated the Black 
Prince mine during 1941. Grass Valley Bullion Mines, Inc., shipped 

7 ore to the Idaho Maryland Mines Corporation mill from January 1 
- to April 30, after which operations were greatly curtailed. The Em- 

pire Star Mines Co., Ltd., operated the Empire, North Star, and | 
| Pennsylvania mines at Grass Valley, and the Pennsylvania and 

Dannebrog at Browns Valley in Yuba County; some work was also 
| carried on at the Zeibright mine in Beur Valley and at the Murchie 

mine at Nevada City. Late in 1941 work was begun on a drainage, 
| exploration, and tailings-disposal adit from the South Fork of Yuba 

River near Omega to the lower workings of the Zeibright mine, a 
distance of over 3 miles. Failure of the extensive exploration cam- 
paign in the Murchie mine to reveal substantial quantities of ore 

| resulted in the suspension of all work at the property late in the year. | 
Cooley Butler operated the Golden Center mine. The Idaho Mary- 

. land Mines Corporation operated the Idaho Maryland-Brunswick 
- group. According to the company printed annual report for the year 

_ ended December 31, 1941, 113,973 ounces of gold and 30,000 ounces 
of silver were recovered from 263,768 tons of ore, compared with a 
recovery of 129,309 ounces of gold from 406,707 tons of ore in 1940. 
Although these figures represent an 11-percent decline in quantity of 
gold produced, they show a 36-percent gain in grade of ore mined. 
In 1941, 48,803 tons of ore were derived from development headings, 
and 214,965 tons were produced by stoping. In addition to company 
ore, 8,586 tons of custom ore and 348 tons of custom concentrates 
were treated. Dividends declared and paid in 1941 totaled $1,074,- 
020.80, raising total disbursements in dividends to $6,797 ,986.40. The 
annual report attributes the decline in production in 1941 in part to 
a 19-day labor strike in May, after which the company had difficulty 
in rebuilding and maintaining a complete labor force owing to com- 
petition from war industries. In addition, unanticipated delays in 
erecting a new headframe at the New Brunswick shaft, due to a 
shortage of steel erectors, contributed to the reduction in ore pro- 
duction. The Idaho Maryland-Brunswick operation continued to 
hold first place among California mines as a gold producer, and the 
Idaho Maryland Mines Corporation was second to Yuba Consolidated 
Goid Fields among California gold-producing companies. The Lava 
Cap Gold Mining Corporation operated the Lava Cap mine through- 
out the year; 146,900 tons of ore were treated by amalgamation, flota- 
tion, and cyanidation in the company 400-ton flotation plant, 25-ton 
concentrate- and middling-cyanide plant, and 350-ton tailings-cyanide
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plant. Cyanidation of sand, slimes, and 4,762 tons of concentrates 
yielded 1,729 ounces of gold and 19,596 ounces of silver; amalgama- 
tion of high-grade ore yielded 318 ounces of gold and 78 ounces of 
silver; 1,010 tons of flotation concentrates shipped to a smelter con- 
tained 36,796 ounces of gold, 324,162 ounces of silver, 38,367 pounds 
of copper, and 10,737 pounds of lead. Operators of the Queen Lil _ | 
mine treated 312 tons of ore by amalgamation and recovered 249  . | 

ounces of gold and 41 ounces of silver. The Spring Hill Gold Mines, 
Inc., operated the Spring Hill mine throughout 1941; ore was treated a 
in the company 100-ton flotation plant, and the resulting concentrates | an 
were treated by amalgamation and cyanidation. The Stockton Hill | 
Corporation worked the Stockton Hill mine. William Richter & Sons | 
operated a dragline dredge on the Donnelly and Johnson property 
during 1941. The M. K. Gibson Mining Co. operated a dragline 
dredge on the Elder, Martel, Neirzert, and Thomas properties. The 
Wyandotte Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge with a dragline 
excavator having a 2%-cubic yard bucket on the Perrin and Pingree 
properties during 1941; 130,000 cubic yards of gravel treated on the 
Perrin property yielded 1,186 ounces of gold and 155 ounces of silver, 
and 70,000 cubic yards washed at the Pingree property yielded 339 , 
ounces of gold and 58 ounces of silver. | 

North Bloomfield district—Kaufield & Danison operated a dragline 
dredge on Columbia Hill from March 1 to April 20,1941. A. B. Innis 

- operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator with & 1}-cubic © 
yard bucket, at the Malakoff mine from October 16 to December 31 ; 
72,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 333 ounces of gold and 33 ounces 
of silver. Western Gold, Inc., carried on hydraulicking operations at 
Relief Hill. | 

Washington district—The Omega Co. began hydraulicking March 
9, 1941, at the Omega mine upon completion of the Upper Narrows 
Debris Dam at Smartville and continued operations until July 7; the | 

company washed 429,637 cubic yards of gravel, which yielded 1,302 _ 

operation to take advantage of the debris storage back of the new dam. 

| ORANGE COUNTY 

Santa Rosa district—The Blue Light Silver Mines, Inc., worked the | 

Silverado or Blue Light mine in Silverado Canyon throughout 1941; 
the gross content of the concentrates from 403 tons of ore treated by . 

flotation was 18 ounces of gold, 4,846 ounces of silver, 1,300 pounds of 

‘copper, 14,383 pounds of lead, and 43,839 pounds of zinc.. 

PLACER COUNTY 

Dutch Flat district—The Canyon Mines Corporation suspended 
operations at the Rawhide mine during 1941. La Kamp Bros. 

operated a nonfloating washing plant at the Mutual mine, to which 
gravel was delivered with a bulldozer. | 

Foresthill district—The Volcano Mining Co., Ltd., worked the 
Volcano drift mine throughout 1941; 4,000 tons of gravel yielded 206 
ounces of gold and 27 ounces of silver. 

Towa Hill district—The Lebanon Consolidated Mines worked the 
Occidental drift mine from January 1 until December 31; 3,766 cubic 

yards of gravel yielded 536 ounces of gold and 63 ounces of silver.
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LInncoln district—A nonfloating washing plant to which gravel was 
delivered by mechanical means operated on the Guilford ranch during 
1941. On the Johnson ranch, C. N. Chittenden operated a nonfloat- 

| ing washing plant to which gravel was delivered by a dragline excavator 
- with a %-cubic yard bucket; 43,500 cubic yards of gravel yielded 282 

ounces of gold and 51 ounces of silver. 
| | Michigan Bluff district—The W. D. Ingram dragline-dredge opera- 

tion on Horseshoe Bar on the Eldorado County line treated some 
gravel in Placer County. _ | , 

| Ophir district —The Alabama California Gold Mines Co. operated | 
the Alabama mine throughout 1941; the ore was treated by amalgama- 
tion and flotation, and the resulting concentrates were shipped to a 
smelter; amalgamation bullion contained 14,566 ounces of gold and 
4,581 ounces of silver, and 797 tons of concentrates contained 3,527 
ounces of gold, 44,862 ounces of silver, 12,045 pounds of copper, and 

| 46,591 pounds of lead. J. K. Wright and L. W. Smith worked the 
Duncan Hill mine from April 15 to December 31; 200 tons of ore 
yielded 207 ounces of gold and 85 ounces of silver by amalgamation. 
Highway Forty Mines, Inc., operated the Highway Forty mine during 
1941. V.J. DeCampos worked the Mary Len mine; 1,838 tons of 
ore treated by amalgamation and flotation yielded 509 ounces of gold - 
and 244 ounces of silver, and 20 tons of concentrates, treated at a 
custom cyanide plant, yielded 96 ounces of gold and 90 ounces of 
silver. Oro Fino Consolidated .Mines operated the Oro Fino mine 

| during 1941; the ore was treated in an amalgamation-flotation mill, 
_ and the resulting concentrates were shipped to a custom cyanide _ 

plant and to a smelter. From March to October, on the Ferrari 
property, the Panob Gold Dredging Co. operated a nonfloating 
washing plant, with Ainlay bowls, to which gravel was delivered by a 
dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket; the same company 
operated similar equipment on the Forsyth & Lewis property. H.W. 
McKinley operated a dragline dredge on the Fisher ranch from June 
17 to July 31. Gold Placers, Inc., operated a dragline dredge on the 

_ Robinson ranch from April 30 to August 30 and on the Leak ranch 
| from September 7 to December 20. Hallstrom and Lindblad oper- 

ated during 1941 a nonfloating washing plant, to which gravel was 
delivered by mechanical means, on the Joseph Mooney, Mathilda 

_ Bahr, and Rogers ranches and in Miners Ravine. The Roseville | 
Gold Dredging Co. operated a connected-bucket dredge, with seventy- 
two 3-cubic foot buckets, in Strap Ravine 6 miles east of Roseville. 
The Gold Recoveries Corporation operated a dragline dredge on the 
Wiliam Ayers and Anderson properties. 

PLUMAS COUNTY 

Genesee district—The Walker Mining Co. (affiliate of the Anaconda 
Copper Mining Co.) suspended operations October 31, 1941, at its 
Walker mine, the outstanding mine in Plumas County and California’s 
largest copper producer for several years. According to the company 

| printed annual report for the year ended December 31, 1941, 291,438 
: tons of ore were milled and 14,387 tons of concentrates produced. 

Shipments comprised 14,929 tons of concentrates, lime scale, and 
precipitates, with a net recoverable content of 7,248,128 pounds of 
copper, 10,938 ounces of gold, and 166,581 ounces of silver. The
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company report states that, despite a vigorous exploration campaign 
- for more than 2 years, ore developments had been unfavorable and the 

operation remained unprofitable under the prevailing prices for 
copper. | 

Greenville (Crescent Mills) district—Cherokee Mine operated the 
Cherokee mine throughout 1941; 26,344 tons of ore were treated in the 
company 150-ton cyanidation-flotation mill, and 127 tons of resulting 
concentrates were shipped to a custom cyanide plant. In all, 5,627 | 
ounces of gold and 1,726 ounces of silver were recovered. a | | 

Johnsville district.—In 1941 lessees and sublessees on the Jamison 
mine treated 489 tons of ore and 401 tons of old tailings by amalgama- 
tion and concentration and shipped 112 tons of ore and 3 tons of con-_ 
centrates to a smelter; amalgamation bullion contained 103 ounces of | 
gold and 13 ounces of silver; ore smelted contained 144 ounces of gold 
and 38 ounces of silver; and concentrates smelted contained 11 ounces 
of gold and 3 ounces of silver. The Lobicasa Co. operated a dragline 
dredge on Jamison Creek from August 20 to December 24. 

Lights Canyon district—A. B. Innis operated a dragline dredge, 
equipped with a dragline excavator having a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on | 
Lights Creek from January 1 to September 22, 1941; 1,653 ounces of 

| gold and 130 ounces of silver were recovered from 250,000 cubic yards 
of gravel. 

Quincy district—Baker and McCowan operated a dragline dredge, | 
using a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, in Meadow 
Valley during 1941. oO | 

Rich Bar district—The Virgilia Mining Corporation operated the 
- Ohio Point mine during 1941; the ore was treated in the company 

240-ton flotation mill, and the concentrates were shipped to a smelter. 

| RIVERSIDE COUNTY 

Dale district —D. M. Campbell and sublessees shipped 344 tons of 
ore from the Los Angeles mine to a custom cyanide plant in 1941; 

from the Mission mine was shipped to the Gold Crown custom cyanide 
‘plant. | 

Eagle Mountain disirict.—-Imperial Metals, Inc., suspended oper- | 
ations at the Black Eagle mine early in 1941; substantial shipments of 
argentiferous lead ore were made to a smelter. | 

| SACRAMENTO COUNTY : | 

Cosumnes River district—Hoosier Gulch Placers operated boat 
No. 1 on the Biggs ranch and boat No. 2 on the Rossi property through- 
out 1941. Cosumnes Gold Dredging Co. operated an_ electric 
connected-bucket dredge with sixty-three 12-cubic foot buckets 7 
miles southwest of Sloughhouse. McQueen & Downing operated a 
dragline dredge on Deer Creek from January 1 to February 14. The 
Humphreys Gold Corporation operated a nonfloating washing plant, 
which was converted to a draglicne dredge, on the Fassett-Parker- 
Hanlon and Hutchinson properties. F.O. Bohnett also operated on 
the Hutchioson property. At the and of 1941 the Humphreys Gold 
Corporation equipment consisted of five dragline excavators, each 
with a 2%-cubic yard bucket—three for stripping and two for de- 
livering gravel to two washing plants. An average of 18 feet of over-
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burden was side-cast, and 12 feet of gravel and 1 foot of bedrock were 
washed. The Lobicasa Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a drag- | 
line excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on the Mahon property | 
from June 5 to October 17 when the property was worked out. - 

Folsom district—The Capital Dredging Co. operated two electric 
connected-bucket dredges on its property 5 miles south of Folsom 
during 1941; one dredge had 88 and the other 100 18-cubic foot 

| buckets. The General Dredging Corporation—dissolved September 
30, 1941, and continued as General Dredging Co., a partnership— 
operated its dragline dredge No. 1, equipped with a dragline exca- 

| _ vator having a 5-cubic yard bucket, at its property on American 
River. Its No. 2 dredge, operating on the ancient river channel in the 
same district, used a dragline excavator with a 2-cubic yard bucket; 
dredge No. 4, working gravel along American River, near Fair Oaks, 
likewise used a dragline excavator with a 2-cubic yard bucket. The 
Climax Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge on the J. Vincent 

| property from January 1 to April 8. The Lancha Plana Gold Dredg- 
ing Co. operated a Yuba electric dredge with 84 6-cubic foot buckets 
at Sailor’s Bar on American River throughout 1941. The Natomas 

| Co. fleet of seven electric connected-bucket dredges produced more 
placer gold than any other operation in the State in 1941.. The . 
number and size of buckets per dredge were: No. 1, 62 16-cubic foot 
buckets; No. 4, 67 15-cubic foot; No. 5, 105 12-cubic foot; No. 6, 106 

| 11-cubic foot; No. 7, 98 9-cubic foot; No. 8, 105 12-cubic foot; and 
| No. 10, 83 15-cubic foot buckets. The Carson Creek Dredging Co., 

Ltd., worked a dragline dredge on the Quinn ranch from January 1 
until February 5, when the operation was taken over by the North- 
west Development Co. | | . 

| | SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY 

Black Hawk district—A small quantity of gold ore was shipped 
_to custom mills from the Santa Fe (Arlington) mine during 1941; 
the Beverly Oil Co. foreclosed and acquired title to the property 
November 21. 

Buckeye district —F. W. Royer shipped gold ore from the Bagdad 
Chase-Roosevelt group to a smelter during 1941. 

| Calico district—Operators of cyanide-leaching plants on Calico 
tailings were the principal producers in the Calico district in 1941. 

Dale district—The Gold Crown Mining Co., Ltd., worked the 
Gold Crown mine throughout 1941; in addition to treating company 
ore, the mill handled over 2,400 tons of custom material from 24 
shippers in its 50-ton all-slime cyanide plant. L. A. Wilson shipped 
865 tons of ore to a custom cyanide plant; 709 ounces of gold were 
recovered. . 

Hart district—W. W. Hartman operated the Valley View mine 
from January 1 to August 2, 1941; a substantial quantity of gold 
ore was treated in the company 40-ton cyanide plant; the mill was 
used late in the year to test ores trucked from a mine in the Ivanpah 
Mountains. 

Holcomb Valley district —The Big Bear Mines, Ltd., Inc., operated 
the Big Bear (Lucky Baldwin) mine from September 5, 1941, until 
the end of the year; a 150-ton amalgamation-flotation mill was built 
at the property. The Holcomb Valley Placer Co. operated a non-
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floating washing plant, to which gravel was delivered by tractor and 
scraper, from July 7 to November 16; 16,265 cubic yards of gravel | 

yielded 204 ounces of gold and 10 ounces of silver. . 

Ivanpah district—W. F. Houston operated the Carbonate King ~ 
mine from January 7 to December 31, 1941; 547 tons of ore shipped | 

to a zinc smelter and a zinc oxide plant contained 446,786 pounds of 
zinc and 1,136 pounds of lead. This operation was the second- 
largest in zinc output in the State. | | 

Randsburg district—F. W. Royer operated the Kelly mine largely | 

through lessees during 1941; in addition to Kelly ore, a custom ; 

cyanide plant at the mine treated over 6,200 tons of ore from approxi- 
mately 66 shippers during the year. 

: : SAN DIEGO COUNTY | : 

Pine Valley district—Long Valley Mining & Milling Association : 

operated the Eagle Nest mine throughout 1941; 767 tons of ore 
treated by amalgamation and flotation yielded amalgamation bullion | 

containing 73 ounces of gold and 8 ounces of silver, and 8 tons of. | 

concentrates shipped to a smelter contained 110 ounces of gold and 

14 ounces of silver. During the year construction of a 75-ton amal- | 

gamation-concentration mill was begun. This property and several | , 

others in the district are recent discoveries. | | 

| | SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY - 

Camanche district —The Gold Hill Dredging Co. operated two elec- 

tric connected-bucket dredges on the Jennie Lucas, Alex Perie, Put- 

nam, Thorne, and Osterman properties during 1941; one dredge had 

_ sixty-six 7%-cubic foot buckets and the other eighty-seven 8}-cubic —_ 

foot buckets. | | 

— Jenny Lind (Bellota, Linden) district —The California Gold Dredg- 

ing Co. operated an electric connected-bucket dredge with eighty-one 7 
-.§-eubie foot buekets- from- January. 1 _to.December.11, 1941. The 

Smith-Notterman Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline 

excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on the Elmer Cady and | 

Lewallen ranches. A. G. Watkins & Sons operated a dragline dredge, 

equipped with a dragline excavator having a 2-cubic yard bucket, 

intermittently during 1941 on Calaveras River. 

SHASTA COUNTY | 

Flat Creek (Iron Mountain) district—The Mountain Copper Co., 

_ Ltd., largest mineral producer in Shasta County, worked the Iron 

Mountain mine throughout 1941. Most of the ore was mined by the | 

open-cut method and was cyanided in a 500-ton sand-leaching plant 

and 200-ton flotation-countercurrent-decantation plant; in addition, a 

small shipment of copper ore was made to a smelter. 

French Gulch district—Operators of the Brunswick mine treated 

2,009 tons of ore by amalgamation and flotation; amalgamation bullion 

contained 186 ounces of gold and 28 ounces of silver, and 38 tons of 

resulting concentrates shipped to a smelter contained 79 ounces of 

gold and 9 ounces of silver. The Willow Creek Mines, Inc., which 

had reopened the Greenhorn mine in 1939, abandoned the operation 

during 1941 and removed much of the equipment to the Bullion dis-
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trict in Lander County, Nev. The St. Jude Mining Co. operated the 
7 St. Jude mine. The J. H. Scott Co. operated the Washington mine 

throughout 1941; ore was treated in the company 50-ton amalgama- 
- tion-flotation plant; all jig concentrates were amalgamated before ship- 

ment to a smelter, and part of the flotation concentrates were cyanided 
| and part shipped to a smelter. The French Gulch Dredging Co. 

operated an electric dredge with seventy-six 4%-cubie foot buckets on 
_ Clear Creek. | 

Igo disirict—J. P. Brennan operated a dragline dredge, equipped _ 
with a dragline excavator and a %-cubic yard bucket, on Champion 
Gulch from January to June 1941. The Clear Creek Dredging Co. 

| operated two dragline dredges; one dragline excavator had a 1%-cubic 
yard bucket and the other a 2%-cubic yard bucket. The Crow Creek _ 

_ Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator 
with a 1%-cubic yard bucket; 220,000 cubic yards of gravel were 
washed. R.S. Olson operated a dragline dredge on Daly Gulch, and 
C. E. Gruwell operated a dragline dredge on the Fish, Forschler, Rais, 
and Russell ranches during 1941. The Tehama Dredging Co. 
operated a dragline dredge, which had a dragline excavator with a 
%-cubic yard bucket, at the Gold Acres mine from March 20 to 
June 30; 242 ounces of gold and 17 ounces of silver were recovered 
from 48,860 cubic yards of gravel. The San Gruco Co. operated a _ 
dragline dredge on the Happy Valley Land and Water Co. property _ 

| during 1941. The Dobbin Gulch Dredging Co. operated a dragline _ 
dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on 

_. the Montgomery property on Flat Creek from January 1 to May 30; 
washing 142,160 cubic yards of gravel yielded 853 ounces of gold and 

| 62 ounces of silver. The B. H. K. Mines operated a dragline dredge, 
| equipped with a dragline excavator having a 1%-cubic yard bucket, 

: on the R. C. Connelly and Robert Litsch properties on Clear Creek 
| from November 15 to December 31; 54,400 cubic yards of gravel 

yielded 339 ounces of gold and 48 ounces of silver. The Thurman 
Gold Dredging Co. operated a Yuba electric dredge of the connected- 

| bucket type, with seventy-two 9-cubic foot buckets, on Clear Creek 
| during 1941. | 

North Cow Creek district—DeKarr & Herbert operated a dragline — 
dredge, using a dragline excavator with a %-cubic yard bucket, un 
the Fred Kohle property on North Cow Creek from January 16 to 
March 17, 1941; 297 ounces of gold and 46 ounces of silver were re- 
covered from 23,800 cubic yards of gravel. , 

Redding district—The Carino Hewer Lease operated throughout 
1941 the Blue Gravel mine owned by the City of Redding; ore was 

| treated by amalgamation and flotation, and the resulting concen- 
trates were shipped to a custom cyanide plant. The Columbia Con- 
struction Co., Inc., recovered 2,810 ounces of gold and 301 ounces of 
silver in preparing 4,038,167 tons of gravel for use in constructing 
Shasta Dam; two dragline excavators, one with a 5-cubic yard bucket 
and the other with an 8-cubic yard bucket, were used in delivering 
gravel to the washing plant. 

Shasta district.—A. G. Cadogon leased the Yankee Jack mine in 
1941 and treated the ore by amalgamation and flotation; the resulting 
concentrates were shipped to a smelter.
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: SIERRA COUNTY 

Alleghany district—_The Dickey Exploration Co. operated the 
Oriental mine throughout 1941; ore was treated by amalgamation | | 
and flotation, and the concentrates were shipped to a smelter. The 
Original Sixteen to One Mine, Inc., largest gold producer in Sierra : 
County, continued to operate its Original Sixteen to One mine; ore | 
was treated by amalgamation and flotation, and the concentrates | 
were shipped to a smelter. In addition, a lessee cyanided a small 
quantity of old tailings at the property. _ 

Dowmerville district—William Richter & Sons operated a dragline ) 
dredge in the bed of Yuba River from June 1 to December 31, 1941; 
280,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 1,403 ounces of gold and 179 
ounces of silver. C. L. Best operated the Ruby drift mine—by far 
the largest drift operation in the State—on Rock Creek 3% miles 
southeast of Goodyears Bar. a | 

Pike (Slate Range) district—A lessee operated the Alaska mine 
throughout 1941; gold ore was treated in a 60-ton, 20-stamp amalgam- 

-_ ation-concentration mill; bullion and lead concentrates were shipped. 
_W. C. Ennis worked the Bowman mine and treated 6,300 tons of ore 

in an amalgamation mill; the bullion contained 644 ounces of gold 
and 108 ounces of silver. : | - | 

Poker Flat (Table Rock) district—The Loftus Blue Lead Miming | 
Co. hydraulicked in the district during 1941. 

Port Wine district—Poverty Hill Properties began to install a | 
connected-bucket dredge with eighty-two 6-cubic foot buckets on 

_ May 13, 1941; production began August 21 and continued until the 
end of the year. This use of a connected-bucket dredge on a high | 
aleocene channel represents a new departure in placer mining in the 

| tate. 
SISKIYOU COUNTY | . 

~ Callahan district—The Etna Gold Dredging Co. operated a con- | 
---neeted-bucket. dredge,;-with 3-cubic foot. buckets, from January 1 to oe 

August 19, 1941. Okoro Mines, Inc., operated a dragline dredge, 
using a dragline excavator with a 2%-cubic yard bucket, from July 11 
to December 31, and recovered 771 ounces of gold and 101 ounces of 
silver from 245,000 cubic yards of gravel; in addition, a small quantity 
of gravel at the property was treated by small-scale hand methods. 
Oro Trinity Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge, which had a 
dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on Scott River from ) 
January 1 to May 31. Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields (Siskiyou | 
Unit) operated a connected-bucket dredge, with seventy-two 9-cubic . 
foot buckets, on Scott River throughout 1941. | 

Deadwood district —The C. & E. Dredging Co. operated a dragline 
dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 2-cubic yard bucket, on 
McAdams and Cherry Creeks from May 9 to December 31, 1941. 

Greenhorn district—The Schroeder Mining & Development Co. 
operated the Schroeder mine during 1941. The Lincoln Gold Dredg- : 
ing Co. operated a dragline dredge, equipped with a dragline excavator 
having a 1\%-cubic yard bucket, on the Calkins property 1 mile east 
of Yreka from July 7 to December 2; 556 ounces of gold and 78 ounces 
of silver were recovered from 93,742 cubic yards of gravel; in addition,
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hk. A. Kinkle recovered a small quantity of gold by using a dry-land 
plant. (The same two operators also worked the Rose property. 
Humbug district—vVon der Hellen & Webber operated a dragline 

dredge, which had a dragline excavator with a 2-cubic yard bucket, 
on Humbug Creek from January 1 to October 1, 1941. 

Klamath River district—Merriam Mining Merger worked the Buz- 
zard Hill mine from May 20 to December 31, 1941; gold ore was 

, crushed to minus-\;-inch and given a cyanide leach. The Northern 
| Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge on the Allen and the Collins | 

properties from January to May, when the company was dissolved; 
the company dragline excavator used a 2-cubic yard bucket. The 

| Thompson Dredge, which changed its name to Shasta Dredging Co. 
November 27, 1941, operated its dragline dredge on Brasswire Gulch 
1 mile southwest of Hornbrook from May 12 to August 16, after mov- _ 
ing the equipment from the Jenny Lind district in Calaveras County; 

| the dragline excavator used a 2'-cubic yard bucket. Larson Bros. 
a _& Harms Bros. operated three dragline dredges throughout 1941; two 

| of the dragline excavators used 5-cubic yard buckets and the other 
a 3-cubic yard bucket. The William von der Hellen Mining Co. op- . 

: erated a dragline dredge with a dragline excavator, using a 2%-cubic | 
yard bucket; 6,113 ounces of gold and 928 ounces of silver were re- 

| covered from 773,700 cubic yards of gravel. McQueen & Downing 
operated a dragline dredge on the Neville and Silva properties. H. 
Bauman operated a nonfloating washing plant, to which gravel was. 
delivered by mechanical means, on the Surveyor’s Mistake mine on 
Vesa Creek during 1941. The Yreka Gold Dredging Co. operated a 

7 connected-bucket dredge with sixty-seven 6-cubic foot buckets in 
Seiad Valley. . | 

Lnberty district—Lessees hydraulicked 27,900 cubic yards of gravel 
_ at the Joubert mine and recovered 385 ounces of gold and 58 ounces 

| of silver in 1941. The Midland Co., Inc., operated a dragline dredge, 
| which had a dragline excavator with a 11%-cubic yard bucket, on the 

North Fork of Salmon River throughout the year; 1,950 ounces of 
gold and 284 ounces of silver were recovered from 350,000 cubic yards 

| of gravel. : 
| Quartz Valley (Oro Fino, Indian Creek) district—The Beaver Dredg- 

| ing Co. worked a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 
5-cubic yard bucket, on Indian Creek 6 miles west of Fort Jones from 
April 16 to December 31, 1941. 

Salmon River district—The Salmon River Gold Dredging Co. op- 
erated a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 3-cubic 
yard bucket, on several properties in the Salmon River district during 
1941. 

Scott Bar district —The Quartz Hill lode mine was operated in 1941. 

STANISLAUS COUNTY ~ 

Knights Ferry district —C. F. Vanciel operated a dragline dredge, 
employing a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on the 
Anderson, Higginbotham, and Kaasa property from May 13 until 
December 31, 1941; 2,198 ounces of gold and 179 ounces of silver were 
recovered from 628,400 cubic yards of gravel. The Placer Properties 
Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 
6-cubic yard bucket, on Stanislaus River 8 miles east of Oakdale 
throughout 1941.
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La Grange district—Ths La Grange Gold Dredging Co. operated 
| a connected-bucket dredge with sixty-two 10-cubic foot buckets on. 

Tuolumne River throughout 1941. Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields 
began operations with a Yuba electric connected-bucket dredge, 
equipped with sixty-nine 9-cubic foot buckets, on Tuolumne River 
December 15, 1941. The Tuolumne Gold Dredging Co. operated a 
connected-buckét dredge with. one hundred: 12-cubic foot buckets | 
from January 1 to April 13, when the dredge capsized. | 

| _ TRINITY COUNTY a : 

Hayfork district —The Cinco Minieros Co. operated a dragline dredge, 
equipped with a dragline excavator having a.1%-cubic yard bucket, 

' on the Albiez, Crews, Parmenter, Ross, and Trimble properties during : 
1941. H.S., R. A., and R. I. Smith operated a dragline dredge, 
using a dragline excavator with a 3-cubic yard bucket, on the High 
Channel mine for 30 days in August and September, and 300 ounces 
of gold and 40 ounces of. silver were recovered from 100,000 cubic 
yards of gravel; in addition, a small quantity of gold was recovered 

| at the property by hydraulicking. | | - | 
Helena (North Fork) district—The North Fork Placer Mining Co. | 

hydraulicked at the North Fork Placer mine on Hydraulic Hill 1 | 
mile from Helena from January 1 to June 30, 1941; 277 ounces of | 
gold and 30 ounces of silver were recovered from 53,500 cubic yards | 
of gravel. | | 

Junction City distric.—G. H. Bergin conducted hydraulicking 
on Canyon Creek from January 1 to July 15, 1941. The Junction | 
City Mining Co. operated a Yuba electric connected-bucket dredge 
with seventy-five 10-cubic foot buckets along Trinity River near 
Junction City. Hydraulicking and dragline dredging by Goldfield | 
Consolidated Mines and the Golden Gravels Mining Co. at the Red . 
Hill mine yielded a substantial quantity of gold. _ a 

: Lewiston district—The Lincoln Gold Dredging Co. operated two 
-- .~dragline-dredges,;-one-using a-dragline-excavater with a 2%-cubic-yard... .- -. -— 

bucket and the other a 144-cubic yard bucket, on several properties in 
the Lewiston district during 1941. The properties and recoveries 
were: Clark-Jansen, 430 ounces of gold and 67 ounces of silver from 
109,139 cubic yards of gravel; Costa, 134 ounces of gold and 9 ounces , 
of silver from 26,432 cubic yards of gravel; Dickerson, 149 ouncés of 
gold and 16 ounces of silver from 65,856 cubic yards of gravel; Fancelli, 
141 ounces of gold and 19 ounces of silver from 28,170 cubic yards of 
gravel; Froloff, 2,453 ounces of gold and 158 ounces of silver from 
562,732 cubic yards of gravel; and Phillips, 1,134 ounces of gold and 
161 ounces of silver from 194,876 cubic yards of grav>l. In addition 
to the dragline production, smaller quantities of gold and silver were 
recovered by hydraulicking at the Costa and Phillips properties. 
Havilah Gravels, Inc., operated a dragline dredge, which had a dragline 
excavator with a 2-cubic yard bucket, on Eastman Gulch from Novem- 
ber 23 to December 31; 338 ounces of gold and 48 ounces of silver were 
recovered from 7,860 cubic yards of gravel. A nonfloating washing 
plant operated by J. W. Martin and R. W. Setzer on the same property 
from January 1 to August 1 recovered 163 ounces of gold and 19 ounces 
of silver from 20,000 cubic yards of gravel. Lewiston Placers hydrau- 
licked at the Lewiston Placers mine from January 27 to July 1 and 
December 6 to 31.
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Salyer district—The Swanson Mining Corporation operated a 
_ hydraulic property during 1941. | - 

Trinity Center district—The Carrville Gold Co. operated a Yuba 
electric connected-bucket dredge with seventy-seven 12-cubic foot 
buckets on the Carr ranch throughout 1941. | | 

| Weaverville district—O. R. Batham operated a dragline dredge on 
the Bazet Estate property on the East Fork of Stuarts Fork from 
August 10, 1941, to the end of the year; 626 ounces of gold and 50 | 
ounces of silver were recovered from 205,550 yards of gravel. Batham 

: also carried on smaller operations on the Hook and Ladder and 
Nugget Bar properties. J. P. Brennan operated a dragline dredge, — 
using a dragline excavator with a %-cubic yard bucket, on Browns 

| Creek from July 17 to December 31. Three dragline-dredge operators | 
_ worked the Hamilton property. Several operators worked the La — 

Grange mine—the Weaver Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge 
from January 1 to May 19 and recovered 976 ounces of gold and 89 
ounces of silver from 231,124 cubic yards of gravel; and La Grange 
Placer Mines, Ltd., hydraulicked 113,100 cubic yards of gravel during 
operations from January 1 to July 1 and from December 16 to 31, 

| recovering 757 ounces of gold and 84 ounces of silver. The Dobbin 
| Gulch Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge, equipped with a drag- 

line excavator having a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on the M. A. Brady 
property from June 13 to December 24; 926 ounces of gold and 80 

, ounces of silver were recovered from 213,800 cubic yards of gravel. 
| B. H. K. Mines operated a dragline dredge, which had a dragline 

excavator with a 1/-cubic yard bucket, on the Rehberger property — 
from January 1 to May 2, the M. K. Brown property from May 3 
to July 1, the Scharr property from July 20 to September 12, and the 

| Tye property from September 13 to October 22; all operations were 
on Little Browns Creek. The treatment of 176,000 cubic yards of 
gravel at the Rehberger property yielded 751 ounces of gold and 41 
ounces of silver; 95,000 cubic yards of gravel on the Brown property 
yielded 405 ounces of gold and 24 ounces of silver; 81,500 cubic yards _ 
of gravel on the Scharr property yielded 349 ounces of gold and 28 
ounces of silver; and 55,000 cubic yards of gravel on the Tye property 
yielded 150 ounces of gold and 10 ounces of silver. W.E. Woodbury 
hydraulicked 20,000 cubic yards of gravel on the Rex mine east of 
Weaver Creek during 1941. The Hidden Channel, Tout, and Gasper 
properties were operated by the Viking Dredging Co. from January 1 
to February 28, when the operation and equipment were taken over 
by the Placer Exploration Co. which continued operations until 
December 2; the dragline dredge used a dragline excavator with a 

_ 2-cubic yard bucket. 
| TOULUMNE COUNTY 

East Belt district—Densmore Mines operated the Densmore mine 
during 1941. The La Guria Gold Mining Co. ceased operations at 
the La Guria mine January 23; the mine, held under lease, was re- 
turned to its owner. The Mullin-Hampton Dredging Co. operated a 
dragline dredge, which had a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard 
bucket, on the Kaplan (Dondero) mine on Woods Creek 1 mile east 
of Columbia from January 29 to July 15; 365 ounces of gold and 28 
ounces of silver were recovered from 85,000 cubic yards of gravel.
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Mother Lode district—Miller & Clemson operated the Eagle- 
Shawmut mine throughout 1941; the addition of a large ball mill ex- | 
panded the mill capacity to 500 tons, and ore was treated by amalgam- 
ation and flotation. Gravel from the Menke-Hess property near — 
Chinese Camp was treated in a nonfloating washing plant. E. A. | 
Kent operated two dragline dredges, using dragline excavators with | 
1%- and 2%-cubic foot buckets, on the Rosasco, Sanguinetti, and Six 
Bit properties during 1941. 

| YUBA COUNTY 

Browns Valley district—The Empire Star Mines Co., Ltd., oper- 
ated the Pennsylvania and Dannebrog mine during 1941. : 

Dobbins district—The Dove Mining Co. operated a nonfloating 
washing plant on the Rose property during 1941. | 

Smartville district—The Williams Bar Dredging Co. operated a 
-connected-bucket dredge with eighty-four 6-cubic foot buckets in the 
bed of Yuba River near Smartville throughout 1941. | 

Strawberry Valley district—The R. & M. Mining Co. operated a | | 
_ dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard 

- bucket, at séveral properties on Slate Creek in 1941. The properties, 
recoveries, and time periods were as follows: Corley, 423 ounces of | 
gold and 36 ounces of silver from 134,000 cubic yards of gravel be- ) 
tween April 15 and June 21; Ophir, 76 ounces of gold and 7 ounces 
of silver from 15,000 cubic yards of gravel between June 21 and July - 

- 8; and First Chance, 691 ounces of gold and 60 ounces of silver from | 
- 99,000 cubic yards of gravel between July 21 and November 27. | 
- Yuba River district—Yuba Consolidated Gold Fields operated a 

fleet of six dredges at its property in the Yuba River Basin near 
Hammonton. All the dredges were equipped with 18-cubic foot | 
buckets and electric power; two had 87 buckets each, two had 100 . | 
buckets each, one had 126 buckets, and one had 135 buckets. | 

497779—43—19 |
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The critical character of the need fo. expanding the domestic mine | . 
output of copper, lead, and zinc prompted Federal defense agencies | | 
to give much attention during 1941 to the Central States region, : 
which in 1940 contributed 45 percent of the total United States mine oa 
output of lead, 37 percent of the zinc, and 5 percent of the copper. i. 
As a result of the urgent necessity for current information on mine : 
production of copper, lead, and zinc during 1941, the Bureau of | 5 
Mines inaugurated a series of published monthly estimates showing , 

_ the mine production of these metals in the United States, including | 
_ the Central States. Mine production in the Central States under | | 

the controlled and ceiling prices prevailing in 1941 did not greatly oo 
exceed that of 1940; copper output increased 4 percent, lead 1 percent, — . 
and zinc 13 percent. | | | 

__...\The silver production of the Central States is that recovered as@ 
byproduct from lead, copper, and zinc-lead ores. No gold was 7 
recovered from mines in the Central States in 1941; the 5 ounces | 
produced in 1940 came from a placer prospect. 

| All tonnage figures are short tons and ‘“‘dry weight”; that is, they : 
do not include moisture. | 

- The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated | 
at the following prices. | | 

| Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 : 

Year Gold! Silver 2 | Copper 3 Lead 3 zine’ 

Per fine vune:| Per fine ownce| Per pound | Per pound | Per pound 
1937__.___---..-.--.--------- + + ---e-- $35. 00 $0. 7735 $0. 121 $0. 059 $0. 065 
1938. ___._.--..-. 1 sss eseee sees eee 35. 00 «646-4 “1098 046 048 
1939... 2-2. ----- + --- 35. 00 5. 678+ . 104 . 047 . 052 
1940... eee 35. 00 6. 711+ .113 . 050 . 063 
1941.2. ee 35. 00 6. 711+ .118 . 057 .075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold — 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67+ ($20.671835) per fine ounce. . 

2 1937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 
price for newly mined silver. 

3 Yearly average weighted orice of all grades of primarv metal sold by producers. 
4 $0. 64646464. 5 $0.67878787. 6 SO.71111111. . 

265
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Central States, 1937-41, 
_ an terms of recovered metals 

eee 

Gold ' ’ Silver . Mines Ore and oe 
Year produc- old tailings 

. oe ing (short tons) one Value onine Value 

1987... 222-22 eee 283 | 26, 516, 112 51.44} $1,800 | 206,041 | $159, 374 . 1988__......------ ei 229 19, 037, 105 |_...---.--|_-...._...] 386, 210 249, 671 1939... eee 251 22, 972, 151 14,00 140 | 315, 953 214, 465 | 1940... ets 416 | 25,532,085 | 15.00 175 | 353,737 | 251, 546 WL 447 | 28, 950, 189 |---| .-..| 448824] 319; 164 
——eGV—V—V<03030303“att.aeee SSS 

. Copper . Lead Zine 
| Year ae i ro Total value — 

. Pounds Value Short tons Value Short tons ‘Value 

1937__.___........| 95, 466, 000 551,386 | 204, 885 176,430 | 244, 045 725, 850 i 614, 840 
1938.........-..--| 93, 486.000 | 9, 161, 628 158, 873 | 14, 616, 316 198, 721 | 19,077,216 | 43, 104, 831 
1939____._.-.-.-.-}| 87,970,000 | 9, 148, 880 198, 481 | 18, 657, 214 231, 716 | 24, 098, 464 | 52, 119, 163 
1940____.....---.-} 91;'766, 000 | 10, 369, 558 207, 587 | 20, 758, 700 244, 976 | 30,866,976 | 62, 246, 955 | 1941________.__- | 95, 680, 000 | 11, 290,240 | 209, 362 | 23,867,268 | 276,006 | 41,400,900 | 76,877’ 572 

| 1 From placer prospecting. | 

Silver.—Production of silver in the Central States in 1941 totaled 
, 448,824 fine ounces, comprising 367,688 ounces derived from refining 

| _ lead bullion, slags, and skimmings recovered from Southeastern 
: Missouri lead ores; 60,796 ounces from copper ore from Michigan; _ 

and 20,340 ounces from galena concentrates recovered in milling 
_ zinc-lead ore and fluorspar from Illinois. | 

: Copper.—The copper output of the Central States in 1941 came from 
| copper ore from Michigan and lead ore from Missouri; no copper ore _ 

was shipped from Missouri during the year, and the copper produced 
| | (2,800,000 pounds) was derived from the treatment of residues from 

lead smelting. The output of refined copper in Michigan increased 
_ from 90,396,000 pounds in 1940 to 92,880,000 pounds in 1941, and 

| the average recovery per ton of combined rock and sands treated 
Increased from 20.4 to 21.7 pounds. 

| Lead.—The mine production of recoverable lead in the Central 
States was 209,362 tons in 1941 compared with 207,587 tons in 1940. 
Output from Southeastern Missouri was 164,342 tons in 194 1—5,551 
tons less than in 1940—and that of the Tri-State region (Kansas, 
Oklahoma, and Southwestern Missouri) was 41,080 tons, an increase 
of 5,769 tons over 1940. The output from Central Missouri, Arkansas, 
Iilinois, Kentucky, and Wisconsin totaled 3,940 tons in 1941, an 
increase of 1,557 tons over 1940. 
Zine.—The mine output of recoverable zinc in the Central States 

in 1941 was 276,006 tons, a 13-percent increase over 1940. The
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Tri-State region produced 94 percent of the total in 1941, 95 percent 
: in 1940, and 97 percent in 1939. In 1941 Oklahoma contributed 

64 percent and Kansas 28 percent of the Tri-State output compared 
with 70 and 25 percent, respectively, in 1940. Unsold stocks of 
Tri-State zinc concentrates totaled 907 tons at the end of 1941 com- 

- pared with 2,764 tons in 1940. The zinc output from Southeastern | 
Missouri in 1941 (893 tons) was contained in carbonate concentrates 
and ore carrying zinc, lead, and iron shipped from old dumps. Pro- — 
duction of zinc in Illinois rose from 4,818 tons in 1940 to 9,198 tons vo 
in 1941 and that in Wisconsin from 5,770 to 6,238 tons; in Kentucky So 
thé output dropped from 1,278 to 427 tons and in Arkansas from | 
440 to 206 tons. | | . , 7 

MINE PRODUCTION BY STATES AND REGIONS 

Mine production of silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Central States in 1941, by , 
States, in terms of recovered metals! 

a Silver | . Ore and old | 
- State — Mines pro- tailings (short. |———-—----—_____—_--- 

8 tons) : 
Fine ounces Value 

Arkansas............-.------------------------ . 82 3,000 |_.........---- ee 
 WMinois_. 2022 6 2 72, 598 20, 340 $14, 464 

Kansas...........-...-----.-------------------- 58 3, 696, 247 |...........-.-]-._------.-- . 
Kentucky._._.---.....------------------------- 8 216, 340 |__....-._-----]_._-_---_-_- 
Michigan......-.-.-...-.-.-.---s-2-2-0-02---- 7 4, 282, 448 60, 796 43, 233 
Missouri.....-.-.-.-.-..-.--.---.2-2s2s2e-ee- 93 6, 792, 594 367, 688 261, 467 
Oklahoma......_...-.--.-.-.-----2--s2neseseeee 120 13, 883,989 |............--|..--- 2 

_ Wisconsin __....-------------------------------- 123 211, 973 |_.-...--.-.---]------------ 

447 28, 959, 189 448, 824 319, 164 
Total, 1940._.......-- 2-2-2 2---ee eee e eee eee ee 416 25, 532, 085 353, 737 251, 546 

, | Copper Lead Zine 
a Total 

State 

Pounds Value Short Value Short Value value 
. tons tons 

- Arkansas_____.._-.---]_.-.----.---]------------} ol $1, 254 206 $30, 900 $32, 154 
Illinois..__.________.|.....-.-..--|-...---.---.| 2,376] 270,864] 9,198} 1,379,700 | 1, 665, 028 
Kansas________._--|..-..--.-.-.|----..------| 14,588 | 1,657,332 | 71, 403 | 10,710, 450-| -12; 367, 782 
‘Kentucky...._.-....-|.......--..-|_..-..--.-.-} 282 |” 32,148 427 64, 050 96, 198 
Michigan. ._.-_.-.-| 92,880, 000 |$10, 959, 840 |......_._.}._...-00 ||| 11, 008; 073 
Missouri..........---} 2,800,000 | 330,400 } 165, 909 | 18, 913, 626 | 21,932 | 3,289,800 | 22, 795, 293 
Oklahoma _.__..-....|--------1.--|------------| 28,021 | 2} 852,394 | 166, 602 | 24,990,300 | 27, 842, 694 
Wisconsin_...._._..-|......-.-..-|-.--...-.--.| 1,225] 130,650 | 6,238 | 935,700 | —_ 1, 075, 350 

95, 680, 000 | 11, 290,240 | 209,362 | 23, 867,268 | 276,006 | 41,400,900 | 76, 877, 572 
Total, 1940......-.-.-] 91, 766, 000 | 10, 369, 558 | 207, 587 | 20,758,700 | 244,976 | 30, 866, 976 | 1 62, 246, 955 

1 Grand total value for 1940 includes gold from placer prospecting in Indiana, as follows: 5 fine ounces, 
valued at $175. No output of gold in 1941. See preceding table. 

? Excludes lead-bearing material mined with fluorspar and from which some lead was recovered as a 
byproduct of the mining and milling of the fluorspar.
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Mine production of lead and zinc in the Central States in 1941, by regions 
ee 

Leed } Zinc? | 

Region OO] Total value 
'1 Short tons Value | Short tons Value 

: Concentrates: : | 
Joplin or Tri-State............-..-- 53, 690 | $3, 597, 132 478, 403 |$23, 960, 568 | $27, 557, 700 
Southeastern Missouri #.._----.__- 228, 572 | 15, 404, 226 5, 192 73,202 | 15,477, 428 
Upper Mississippi Valley ‘4... .....- 1, 810 121, 301 _ 14, 893 757, 833 879, 134 
Kentucky-Sovthern Wlinois-__.---- 3, 866 219, 064 § 14, 401 687, 270 906, 334 
Northern Arkansas __........----- 10 €00 6 622_ 16,132} 16,732 

| | a 287, 948 | 19, 342, 323 513, 511 | 25,495,005 | 44, 837, 328 
7 Totel, 1940._..-..---------------| 283,045 | 17; 162, 573 454, 882 | 18,938,538 | 36, 101, 111 

| Recoverable metal: , - 
Joplin or Tri-State...........------ 41,080 | 4, 683, 120 258, 837 | 38, 825,550 | 43, 508, 670 
Southeastern Missouri 7.__-......- 164, 388 | 18, 740, 232 1, 100 165,000 } 18, 905, 232 
Upper Mississippi Valley 4--___.-- 1, 345 153, 330 7,956 | 1,193, 400 1, 346, 730 
Kentucky-Sovthern Hlinois. _.._.-- 8 2, 538 289, 332 7,907 | 1, 186, 050. 1, 475, 382 
Northern ArFansas...-..........--- in 1, 254 206 80, 900 32154 

| 7 |» 209,362 | 23,867,268} 276,006 | 41,400,900 | 65, 268, 168 
| Total, 1940.._..-.....-..--------]| 207, 587 | 20, 758, 700 244,976 | 30, 866,976 | 51, 625, 676 

1 Includes galena and small quantity of lead carbonate concentrates. 
2 Includes sphalerite and relatively small quantity of zinc carbonate and silicate concentrates. 

. 3 Includes 64 tons of lead concentrates and 472 tons of zinc concentrates from Central Missouri. 
. fs Region incluces Iowa, Northern Illinois, and Wisconsin; no production in Iowa from 1918 to 1941, inclu- 

give. 
5 Includes 688 tons of zinc-lead concentrates averaging 47.53 percent zinc and 8.14 percent lead. 

_§ Includes 81 tons of zinc-lead carbonate ores and concentrates. | i 
. " Includes 46 tons of lead and 207 tons of zinc from Central. Missouri. 

* Includes 54 tons contained in zinc-lead concentrates. 
* Incluces 5 tons contained in zinc and zinc-lead carbonate ores and concentrates. 

‘The report of this series for 1930 (chapter of Mineral Resources of 
the United States, 1930, pt. I) gives the areas included in the seven 

| lead- end zinc-producing regions of the Central States. Mineral 
Resources, 1914, contains brief reviews of the history of lead and zine | 
mining in the Central States, the yearly. production of each State 

_. frora 1907 to 1914, inclusive, and historical notes and estimates of the 
totel production of lead and zinc in each State before 1907. Subse- 
quent records year by year are found in Mineral Resources and Min- | 
erals Yearbook. / | 

Of a, total of 477,126 tons of blende concentrates produced in 1941 
in the Tri-State region, 74.036 tons—470 tons less than in 1940—were 
derived from old tailings. 

Quantity end tenor of ores—The quantity and tenor of ores and 
old tailings treated in Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, Oklahoma, and 
Wisconsin from 1939 to 1941 are shown in the table that follows. 
Comparable figures for Kentucky and Illinois cannot be given because 
the leed and zinc concentrates shipped from some of the mines are 
recovered @s byproducts in the concentration of the fluorspar that 
they accompany, and the metal coutent of the crude ore raised cannct 
be calculated. In Arkansas very little ore was mined annually from 
1918 to 1941, and the tenor of most of the ore treated (generally by 
small mills or hand jigs) was not determined by the operators.
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Quantity and tenor of copper, lead, and zinc ores, old tailings, etc., produced an some . 
Central States, 1989-41, by States , | 

1989 1940 1941 
| State Teta es es 

Ore, etc. ontetal Ore, ate. octal Ore, etc. oeietal 

. | Short tons | Percent | Short tons | Percent | Short tons| Percent 
Kansas_.........-------------| 3, 701, 300 2.45 | 3, 153, 8CO 2.40 | 3,696, 247 2. B5 
Michigan........-.....--..-.-| 4,603,751|- .96 | 4,438, 219 1.02 | 4,282, 448. 1.08 : 
Missouri....-...--.-----------| 5, 650, 800 3.12 | 6, 457,400 2.94 | 6,792, 504 2. 85 
Oklahoma..__.-...-----------| 8, 802, 900 | 2.00 | 11, 250, 400 1.80 | 13,883, 989 1,52 : 
Wisconsin.._.......----------| 213, 400 3.26 | ” 190,326 3.61 | 211,973 3. 86 | 

22, 972, 151 |......-...--] 25, 490, 145 i 28, 867,251 |... 

. / ' Only small-scale intermittent mining done in Arkansas from 1918 to 1941; Kentucky and Lilinois ex- | 
cluded because part of the metal output (lead and zinc) was a byproduct of fluorspar mining, and the quan- 
tity of metal-bearing material hoisted could not be determined. , . 
2The percentages represent metal content of the ore insofar as it is recovered in the concentraves. In 

Michigan the metal so recovered is copper; in other Central States the metals are lead and zinc combined, — 
relative proportions of which are shown in third table of this chapter and in tables of tenor of ore givenin . 
sections devoted to the respective States. | | . | 

| - MINING AND METALLURGIC INDUSTRY © 

Most of the ore mined in the Central States is concentrated by the 
companies producing it, but that mined by some of the large produc- _ - 
ing companies in the Tri-State and Upper Mississippi Valley regions . 
is sent .o central mills, which also afford an outlet for crude ore pro- 
duced by individuals and partnerships working small mines or gouging 
in large mines abandoned by former operators. Gravity concentra- 
tion continues to be an important factor in the treatment of ores, 
although flotation is used in nearly all the large mills to supplement 7 
the gravity method or as the principal method of treatment. The 
concentrates generally have an established market. In 1941 copper 
concentrates from Michigan were smelted at plants at Hubbell and 
Houghton, Mich.; lead concentrates from Southeastern Missouri were 

~~ -gent- to-smelters at Herculaneum; Mo.,-and- Alton, Ill; and-lead con-..... ---— 

centrates from the Tri-State district went to smelters or pigment 
plants at Galena and Coffeyville, Kans., and Alton and Hillsboro, Ill. 

Zine concentrates from the Tri-State district moved to plants at 
Bartlesville, Blackwell, and Henryetta, Okla.; Coffeyville and Galena, | 
Kans.; Fort Smith and Van Buren, Ark.; Danville, East St. Louis, 

- Hillsboro, and La Salle, Ill.; Donora and Josephtown, Pa.; and Mounds- 
ville, W. Va. The lead and zinc concentrates from Wisconsin, Illinois, 
and other scattered districts in the Central States were shipped to the | 

plants that treated the concentrates from the Southeastern Missouri 
and Tri-State districts. 

eo
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, | REVIEW BY STATES | | 

7 _ ARKANSAS 

Concentrates and crude smelting ore shipped from lead and zinc , 
mines in Arkansas in 1941 totaled 632 tons containing 11 tons of 
recoverable lead and 206 tons of zinc compared with 1,570 tons con- 
taining 55 tons of lead and 440. tons of zinc in 1940. About 32 small 

| _ mines and prospects in Boone, Marion, Newton, and Searcy Counties 
contributed to the output in 1941. Most of the operators hand- 

| jigged or sorted their ore at the mines and sold it in small lots to the 
Manda Industrial Corporation at Harrison, which reshipped it to 

| smelters or other buyers in carlots. The Hurricane Mining Co. did 
development work at the Big Hurricane and Excelsior mines in Searcy , 

_ County and installed a 75-ton mill at the Excelsior near St. Joe; the 
mill treated about 800 tons of sulfide ore yielding 60 tons of concen- 
trates assaying 58.7 percent zinc. The rest of the concentrates and 
ore shipped was carbonates or silicates and averaged 37 percent zinc — 
and 2 percent lead.. I. A. Lower treated 150 tons of ore and 50 tons of 

os old tailings in the McIntosh mill at Rush, which yielded 20 tons of 
| _ concentrates. At the Edith mine near Rush the Maricon Mining _ 

Co. drove 122 feet of tunnel and a 48-foot drift, did construction work 
on a 100-ton mill, and shipped 11 tons of sorted crude ore. Other 
producing mines included the Gloria, Coon Hollow, and Jack Pot 

: in Boone County; Monte Cristo, Red Cloud, and Sure Pop in Marion _ 
County; and Lone Star in Searcy County. | | 

, a | ILLINOIS | | | 

Northern Ilinois (see under Wisconsin for output data).—Gill 
| Brothers operated the old Hughlett and Gray mine in Jo Daviess 

Oe County from February through December 1941 and shipped. 13,639 
tons of ore averaging 15.32 percent zinc and 1.03 percent lead to the 
Vinegar Hill Zinc Co. custom flotation mill at Cuba City, Wis. 
Operations consisted of robbing pillars, slabbing off sides of old drifts, 
and taking up bottoms of old stopes. A little zinc ore was cleaned 
up and shipped from the old Blewett mine in the Galena district. 

Southern Illinois —The Mahoning Mining Co. operated its 200-ton 
selective flotation mill at Rosiclare continuously in 1941 on 
znc-lead fluorspar ore from the company-owned W. L. Davis mine 
and adjacent leased properties near Cave in Rock. The ore occurs 
generally in flat-lying or blanket formation with alternating layers, 
one consisting of fluorspar and the other mostly .of sphalerite and 
galena; it is mined through vertical shafts from open stopes supported 

_by pillars and is transported to the mill by trucks. The commercial 
products of the mill (in the order recovered) are lead concentrates, 
zine concentrates, and fluorspar concentrates (mostly of acid gerade). 
Hillside Fluor Spar Mines continued to ship lead concentrates re- 
eovered as a byproduct in the milling of fluorspar, and individuals 
shipped small lots of lead concentrates from Freeport and Rosiclare. 

| The total output of lead concentrates in Southern Illinois in 1941 was 
3,545 tons averaging 64.94 percent lead and 5.74 ounces of silver to 
the ton, and that of zinc concentrates was 13,292 tons averaging 62.53 
percent zinc. Production (in terms of recovered metals) amounted 
to 2,256 tons of lead, 20,340 ounces of silver, and 7,480 tons of zinc
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- eompared with 1,500 tons of lead, 4,766 ounces of silver, and 4,812 
tons of zinc in 1940. ) oo 

KANSAS 

Mine production of lead and zinc increased substantially in Kansas 
in 1941. The recoverable lead output rose from 11,927 tons in 1940 
to 14,538 tons in 1941 and zinc from 57,032 to 71,403 tons. Zinc 
derived. from old tailings decreased from 11 percent of the total in 
1940 to 6 percent in 1941. About 58 mines and 18 mills were op- | 
erated all or part of 1941 compared with 34 mines and 20 mills in 1940. 
Prices of concentrates and other general details of mining in the Tri- | 
State region are given in the pages of this chapter devoted to South- 
western Missouri. . | : 

Mines and mills near Baxter Springs yielded 4,734 tons of lead 
concentrates and 34,533 tons of zinc concentrates in 1941. The 
St. Louis Smelting & Refining Co. operated its Ballard mill con- 
tinuously on ore from the Ballard, Bailey, Clark, English ‘“‘O’’, and 
Shanks mines; the mill output of both lead and zinc concentrates 
increased materially over 1940. In July 1941 the-Bilharz Mining Co. 
began milling ore from the Bilharz-Brewster mine, at which the com- | | 

| ‘pany had been conducting a difficult acid-water fent to unwater | 
ower levels and reopen old ground; the company mill also continued | 
to treat ore from the L. D. Brewster mine in Oklahoma. The Madison ~~ 

_ Mining Co. operated the Peru (old Sunflower) mine and mill steadily. | 
| The Lula Bell Mining Co. worked the Opperman mine, treating the 

ore in the company mill near Hockerville, Okla. Ore from the Robob 
and Oldham mines was shipped to the Central and Guaranty mills, | . 
respectively, in Oklahoma. The Wade custom mill treated 26,222 | 
tons of ore received from small-scale operators in Kansas and Okla- | 

oma. | 7 
Production from the Blue Mound-Treece area was 13,939 tons of , 

galona and 87,920 tons of blende. The Eagle-Picher Minng & 
__.. Smelting Co. operated its Westside-Barr and Webber mines and mills 

| continuously; production of zinc from the Westside-Barr mine showed , 
a large increase over 1940 and was the highest in the Tri-State district 
fora single mine. The Federal Mining & Smelting Co. ran its Muncie 
mill on ore from the Muncie-Tar Creek-Semple Group; the ore from 
the Federal Jarrett mine was sent to the company Gordon central 
mill in Oklahoma. Kansas Explorations, Inc., operated its Jarrett 
lease and mill northeast of the Federal Jarrett from January to 
November. Ore from the Cherokee mine was shipped to the Wood- 

— chuck mill in Oklahoma. The Youngman mill handled tailings until 
July and was then dismantled and moved to the Robinson mine (oper- 
ated by the Harris Mining Co.), where it was rebuilt for handling 
mine “dirt” and operated the rest of the year on ore from the Robinson 
mine, which had been shipping to the Beck mill at Picher, Okla. Ore 
from the Bendelari, Black Eagle, Big John, Chubb, Wilbur, and Wright 
mines was shipped to the Central mill at Cardin, Okla. The Dines 
Mining Co. mill treated company and custom ore, mostly from the 
Lindsey, Northern, and Southern mines. The New Blue Mound 
Mining Co., J. A. Worley, and the Pilot Oil Co. also operated mine 
mills. Operators of tailing mills in Kansas were the Captain Milling 
Co., C. Y. Semple, and H. D. Youngman.
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The Kansas part of the Waco district yielded 15 tons of galena | 
concentrates and 8,361 tons of blende. The St. Louis Smelting & 

, & Refining Co. reopened its No. 9 group of mines and 800-ton millin _ 
April and operated them the rest of the year; some of the ore milled 
came from the Missouri part of the property The F. W. Evans 
mill (formerly R. H. & G.) treated ore from leases on the O’Neill land 
(partly in Kansas and partly in Missouri), the St. Louis Smelting 

| | & Refining Co. land, and the Reynolds land. The Peacock mine and 
mill at the old Badger camp were operated on a small scale from 
January to September. At Galena, Fred Childress & Sons un- 

_ watered the Bailey shaft on the Southside land and shipped some 
ore late in the year to the Central mill in Oklahoma. 

: Mine shipments of lead and zinc in Kansas, 1937-41 

. . . | Metal content ! 
Mines ‘Lead concentrates | Zine concentrates |——-——__-___________ 

pro- Lead | Zinc 
Year duce jo 

me short | Short Short |, Sh or or or ort tons Value tons |- Value tons Value tons Value 

: 1937............]} 42 | 20, 559 |$1, 454, 507 | 151, 646 |$6, 476, 064 | 16, 008 |$1, 888, 944 | 80,300 |$10, 439, 000 
1938... 22... 31 | 19,909 | 1, 023, 851 | 183, 546 | 4,132, 248 | 15, 239 | 1,401,988 | 73,024 | . 7, 010, 304 
1939... ee. 30 | 17,845 | 1,010, 106 | 126,235 | 4, 300,365 | 13,697 | 1, 287. 518 | 68, 971 7, 172, 984 

co 1940 2. oe. 34 | 15, 424 907, 296 | 105,070 | 4, 420, 360 | 11,927 | 1, 192, 700 | 57,032 | 7, 186, 032 
1941.02 Le. 58 | 18, 888 | 1, 264, 147 | 131,406 | 6, 595, 506 | 14, 538 | 1, 657, 332 | 71,403 | 10, 710, 450 

. —_ J _ ] : — . : 

- 1 In calculating metal content of the ores from assays allowance has been made for smelting losses of both 
lead and zinc. In comparing the value of ore and metal it should be borne in mind that the value given for 
the ore is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead and zinc is calculated from 
the average price for all grades. , | 

| Tenor of lead and zinc ore and old tailings milled and concentrates produced in 
. Kansas, 1940-41 | 

1940 1941 

| | | Old tail- Old tail- | | | | Crude ore ings Crude ore ings 

Total ore and old tailings milled__....__._.-short tons_.| 1, 843,800 | 1, 310, 000 | 2, 446, 207 1, 250, 040 
Total concentrates produced: 

Galena_______.._-.. eee dow... 15, 290 134 18, 886 2 
Sphalerite.____....._.-________..____. do... 98, 537 11, 533 123, 000 8, 406 

Ratio of concentrates to ore, etc.: 
Lead__-_..._.----2 2222-2 -.-____percent.- 0. 83 - 0.01 0.77 |_..-- 2 Le. 
Zine.----...-..-------- ed 0. 4,98 . 88 5. 03 0. 67 

Metal content of ore, ete.: ! 
Lead__._...___-.__.2-- don... . 66 . 01 »61 [20 ee 
Zine__-_.-_----. ee ----------.d0__.- 3. 01 . 53 3. 04 ',40 

Average lead content of galena concentrates......do__-.| - 78.99 70. 0 78. 54 50. 0 
Average zinc content of sphalerite concentrates_.do_ _. 60. 36 59. 91 60. 48 58.9 
Average value per ton: 

Galena concentrates______..._....___.__..________- $58. 82 $59. 00 $66. 93 $56. 00 
Sphalerite concentrates.._____________________.____. 42, 56 38. 13 50. 32 48. 38. 

i I 
! Figures represent metal content of the crude ore (or ‘“‘dirt”’) only insofar as it is recovered in the concen- 

trates; data on tailing losses not available. 

KENTUCKY 

Shipments of lead and zinc ore and concentrates from Kentucky 
in 1941 comprised 321 tons of galena averaging 72.27 percent lead, 
475 tons of zinc-lead sulfide averaging 54.32 percent zine and 10.95
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percent lead, 616 tons of zinc carbonate averaging 36.2 percent zinc | 
and 1 percent lead, and 18 tons of sphalerite averaging 62.53 percent 
zinc. The recoverable metal content of the combined concentrates 
was 282 tons of lead and 427 tons of zinc in 1941, compared with 
360 tons of lead and 1,278 tons of zinc, in 1940. The drop in | 
zine production in 1941 resulted from the closing late in 1940 of the | 
“Hutson” mine and 100-ton mill of the Eagle Fluor Spar Co. near | 
Salem, Livingston County; the only shipments from the mine in 
1941 were 55 tons of ore cleaned up from a waste dump. The Twin oo 
Valley Mining Co. operated the Gratz mine and mill at Gratz, Owen : 
County, intermittently from May to December and shipped several | 
cars of zinc and lead sulfide concentrates. The United States Coal — 
& Coke Co. Fluorspar Division shipped some zinc-lead and lead 
concentrates, and the National Fluorspar Co. and the Mineral Ridge 
Fluor Spar Co. shipped byproduct lead concentrates. A 200-ton lot | 
of ore from Kentucky was sent to the Mahoning mill at Rosiclare, 
Ill., for experimental milling. Zinc carbonate log-washer concenirates | 
were shipped from the K-K-Mining Co. land near Sheridan and the 
Blue property near Mexico. The Eagle-Picher Mining & Smelting | 
Co. continued developing its zinc-lead property 6 miles east of Marion. _ 

MICHIGAN : 

Copper totaling 92,880,000 pounds was produced in Michigan in 
1941, an increase of 2,484,000 pounds (8 percent) over 1940. The 
increase resulted from a rise in the average grade of both mine ore and 
old tailings treated; the quantity of mine ore milled decreased from 
1,827,119 tons in 1940 to 1,741,961 tons in 1941 and that of old tailings 
from 2,611,100 to 2,540,487 tons. - | | - 

The adverse effect of rising operating costs on copper proauction | 
in Michigan under the ceiling price of 12 cents a pound, effective | 
August 6, 1941, was recognized by the Office of Price Administration. _ 

_.... In November special arrangements were consummated under which 
the Procurement Division of the Treasury Department contracted to ~ ~~~ 
purchase the copper output of three “‘high-cost’’ mines for 6 months 

| at a price per pound equivalent to the ‘‘out-of-pocket’’ cost of produc- | 
tion for the 6-month period ended June 30, 1941. The price was | 
adjusted to include a wage increase of $1 a day and expenses incident 
to the increase, plus an additional cent a pound if the total price a 
pound is lower than the cost of production during the contract period. 
Other stipulations provide an incentive for operators to reduce custs 
and fix maximum prices at 15 and 16 cents a pound. A contcact, 
with similar provisions, for reopening a fourth “‘high-cost’’ copper 
mine in Michigan was executed early in 1942. 

The concentrate (‘“‘mineral’’) produced at mills in Michigan in 1941 
was smelted at plants of the Calumet and Hecla Consolidated Copper 
Co. at Hubbell and the Copper Range Co. at Houghton. Copper 
bullion that carries an amount of silver sufficient to make the separa- 
tion and recovery of this metal profitable is cast into anodes and 
shipped to electrolytic refineries outside the State. The quantity oi 
silver recovered from anodes shipped was 60,796 fine ounces in 1941 
compared with 88,657 ounces in 1940.
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: Mine production of gold, silver, and copper in Michigan, 1937-41 1 

Copper 2 
. | «6 Concentrate (“min- 

Yield — eral"): Ore . : G id Sil ‘ 
6¢é. >? 

Year ‘(fine | (fine |__| ¢( (Chont ) 

ounces) | ounces) | Pounds | Pounds Yiela | tons) 
et fon Percent! Pounds | (percent | — 

7 (“rock”) of. copper) |. 

1937.....__._..| 51.44 | 25, 454 | 94, 928, 000 22.6] 1.13| 148,172,000] 641] 84,197,881 
1938_._..-.--.-.|----------} 93, 634 | 93, 486, 000 24.9 1.24 | 144, 964, 890 64. 5 3, 757, 705 | 

: 1939___.-.._.--|----------| 101, 878 | 87, 970, 000 19.1 .96 | 136, 771, 339 64.3 4, -603, 751 
. 1940__._._.__--|--------_- 88, 657 | 90, 396, 000 20. 4 1.02 | 188, 451, 495 65. 3 4, 438, 219 | 1941-22 22222 22|-222 2222 2.] 60,796 | 92,880,000 | 21:7} 1.08 | 141,100,268}  65.8°| 4° 289° 448 

_ 1 Figures based upon actual recovery of copper from “‘mineral’” smelted and estimated recovery from 
‘‘mineral’’ not smelted during year. 

2 Includes copper from sands. 3 Includes ‘‘mineral’’ from sands. 
4 Ineludes sands. § Excludes ‘600 tons of siliceous ore. | 

Value of Silver and copper produced in Michigan mines, 1987-41 : 

a Copper | : Copper 

| | Year | Silver . Per fon Total Year | Silver ae ton Total 

Total of ore - Total of ore 
: . (‘‘rock’’) . | (“rock”) 

. 1937__ . _|$19, 689 |$11, 486, 288 $2. 74 |$11, 505,977 || 1940__._|$63,045 |$10, 214, 748 $2. 30 $10, 277, 793 7 
_ 1988..._| 60,531 | 9, 161, 628 2.44 | 9,222,159 |} 1941__._| 43, 233 | 10, 959, 840 2. 56 } 11, 003, 073 

| 1939___. | 69,154 | 9, 148, 880 1.99 | 9, 218, 034 

| 

The Calumet and Hecla Consolidated Copper Co. operated the _ 
| Ahmeek and Peninsula groups on the Kearsarge lode throughout 

1941 and in October began working the adjacent Douglass property 
under @ 25-year lease from the Copper Range Co. During the year 
the company obtained a modification of its lease and option on the 
Peninsula group under which the term of the lease and option might 
be extended from year to year after July 1, 1943, upon payment of 
yearly installments on the purchase price. In July 1941 the com- 
pany purchased all the lands of the Ojibway Mining Co. at public 
sale; these comprised 3,000 acres north of and contiguous to the Pen- 
insula property. Development and mining on the Peninsula _and 
Douglass properties were carried on from the Ahmeek mine workings, 
which are reached through three inclined shafts 7 1043, 5,903, and 
5,157 feet deep. Development done in 1941 comprised 334 feet of 
shaft, 10,094 feet of drifts, and 43,942 feet of diamond drilling. _ The 
ore produced was treated in the 6,800-ton Ahmeek stamp mill by 
gravity concentration followed by flotation of the fines. The annual 
company report to stockholders shows an output of 28,67 0,000 pounds 
of copper from mine ore and 32,766,000 pounds from tailings treated 
in reclamation plants. It was estimated that at the 1941 rate of 

| production the conglomerate tailings will be exhausted in about 2% 
years.
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Operations at the Calumet and Hecla reclamation plants at Lake Linden and Hubbell 
tn 1941 and for the entire period of their operation | 

| | 1941 1 bince | | ; beginning oo 

tae ete 
Quantity treated. .......-.....-2--.------.-.-----.--...---.--.-short tons__ 2,295,000 |}. 38,365, 000 

| Assay headings............--.-.--------2-2-2 2+. +e. -----------percent-.| 0. 835 0. 671 
Assay tailings. .-........-..---2---2-2 22-222 0. 117 .12 
Refined copper produced..............-....---.--------------------pounds..| 32, 766, 000 419, 791, 000. . Refined copper produced per ton treated...........-.-.-.-..--..---..-do....| 14, 28 10. 94 | 
meee 

The Copper Range Co. operated its Champion and Globe mines 7 
and 2,500-ton mill at Freda throughout 1941, except for about 3 
weeks following a fire at the mine on November 22; the company 
tailings-recovery plant was run from April to December, inclusive. | 
The Champion mine is opened by a 70° shaft 5,361 feet deep, through | 
which the workings of both mines are reached. Copper recovered | 
from 304,480 tons of mine ore and 245,487 tons of sands treated | 
totaled 16,677,304 pounds. The average yield of fine copper per ton | 
of mine rock was 52.38 pounds compared with 57.72 pounds in 1940. | 
The concentrates produced in the mills were-treated in the company | 
smelter, which also handled custom concentrates from the mills of  __ 
the Isle Royale Copper Co. and the Quincy Mining Co. | | 

| The Isle Royale Copper Co. mine and 2,000-ton stamp mill were 
run continuously in 1941, except for a shut-down of about a week in 
September owing to a labor strike at the mine. The quantity of | 
crude ore produced decreased from 391,073 tons in 1940 to 316,598 | 
tons in 1941, owing mainly to a reduction in the output from No. 5 
shaft; production from No. 4 shaft nearly equalled that in 1940. | 

_ Fime copper yielded per ton of rock treated averaged 21.223 pounds : 
in 1941 and 19.897 pounds in 1940. | | 

The Quincy Mining Co. operated its mine and mill steadily in 1941. | 
The tonnage of rock treated and the yield of copper per ton were both | 

MISSOURI 

The total value of recoverable silver, copper, lead, and zinc pro- | 
duced from Missouri mines was $22,795,293 in 1941 compared 
with $19,145,700 in 1940. The silver output in 1941 (367,688 fine | 
ounces valued at $261,467) and the copper (2,800,000 pounds valued 
at $330,400) were byproducts recovered in smelting and refining 
lead concentrates from Southeastern Missouri. These two metals 
occur in such small quantity to the ton of concentrates that no value 
is attached to them in the sale of the concentrates. The lead output 
of the State came largely from the Southeastern Missouri region and 
the zinc mostly from Southwestern Missouri. The Central district 
of Missouri produced 46 tons of recoverable lead and 207 tons of zinc 
in 1941; these figures are included with those of Southeastern Mis- 
souri in the table that follows. :
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The total output of lead concentrates in Missouri was 230,746 
tons with a recovered lead content of 165,909 tons in 1941 compared 

| with 235,746 and 172,052 tons, respectively, in 1940. The total 
output of zinc concentrates was 44,982 tons with a recovered zinc 

_ content of 21,932 tons compared with 24,539 and 12,703 tons, respec- 
tively, in 1940. | = oo | : | 

Mine production of lead-and zinc in Southeastern and Central Missouri, 1987-41 

" - | ; Zine concen- Metal content ! oe 
Lead concertrates | trates (sphal- |_ __ 

(galena) — erite) - 
Year | 1 | | _. Lead - Zine 

| Short Short Short | Short | a tons Value ? ‘tons Value tons Value ‘tons Value 

| 1937.._............-.-..-| 209,937 |$14, 360,271 | 24]. $720 | 153,205 118,078,190 | 11 | = $1, 480 
po 1938___.......-----------| 163, 500 |. 9,040, 593 |....__..|_-.-----| 118,870 | 10,936,040 |._.-.._.].-. 2 oe 

1939. ........--.---.-.-] 210,526 | 12,339,360 |.._-.._.|.-.--.--| 153, 522 | 14, 431,068 |... 20 j- 2. 22-8 
1940. __.._...._---.------|:, 282, 871.| 14, 269, 600 3815 | 20,000 ; 169,908 | 16, 990, 800 233 29, 358 

. 1941___.____.----------.-|/ 228, 572 | 15, 404,226 | 45, 192 | 73, 202 | 164, 388 | 18, 740,232 | 1,100 | 165,000 - . 

 °* In ealeulating metal content of the ores from assays allowance has been made for smelting losses of both 
. lead and zine. In comparing the values of ore and metal it should be borne in mind that the value given 

for the ore is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead and zinc is calculated 
from the average price for all.grades. So Be . . ee 

. 3 Values given are to a certain extent arbitrary, as part of the lead concentrates are smelted by the producer. 
3 Includes 500 tons of zine carbonate ore containing 106 tons of recoverable zine. - 
4 Includes 4,720 tons of zinc-lead carbonate concentrates containing 893 tons of recoverable zine and 172 

tons oflead. | - a 

| Tenor of lead ore and concentrates. in Southeasiern Missouri disseminated-lead 
a | : | district, 1987-41 © | . | 

” a | : | | oo | 1937) 1988 1939 | 1940 | 1941 . 

Total lead ore__............._........-.--short tons-_|5, 012, 631 |3, 668, 400 5, 127, 000 5, 837, 400 5, 737, 230° 
Galena concentrates in ore_.....:-..--------percent-- 4.18 } 4,45 4.11 3. 99 3. 98 
Zine content of ore.__...._...--.-.--.--------.d0_._- (1) . (4) (4) (2) — 
Average Jead content of galena concentrates. ._do-.--_- 74. 5 74.8 4 74. 4 74, 45 73. 31 
Average value per ton of galena concentrates_......._| $68. 42. $55. 29 $58. 61 $61. 28 $67. 39 
Average zinc content of sphalerite concentrates 7 

percent _. 51.6 |.---------|----------]----------]----.--~--- 
Average value per ton of sphaierite concentrates._._.| $30.00 |__.......-|.-.------_]_-..-.-.--]--------.- 

1 Figures not available. . 

Mine production of lead and zinc in Southwestern Missouri, 1937-41 

Lead concentrates Zinc concentrates Metai content ! 

Year Galena Carbonate Spnalerite Silicate Lead Zinc 

Short Short Short Snort Snort Short 
tons Value tons Value tons - Value tons Value tons Value tons Value 

1937.| 5, 587/$368, 231 173] $8, 160] 37, 715/$1, 611, 158] 1, 690/$43, 411] 4, 426/$522, 268) 20, 589/$2, 676, 570 
1938_.] 4,130] 209, 758 104; 3,100) 18, 474 560, 089} 1,022) 17,931] 3,157] 290, 444) 10, 226; © 981, 696 
1939_.| 3,674] 199, 885}._..___|____._-_] 27,741} 944, 587 949! 16, 757| 2, 759) 259, 346] 15, 096) 1, 569, 984 
1940_| 2,818) 158, 556 57 2. 446) 22,917 959, 356 807; 10,965} 2,144] 214, 400) 12, 470) 1, 571, 220 
1941_| 2,084) 125, 730 90 4,379] 38, 513] 1,923,472! 1, 21 14, 355|- 1, 521| 173, 394| 20, 832] 3, 124, 800 

In caicuiating metal content of the ores irom assays ailowance has been made for smeiting iosses 01 both 
jead and zine. in comparing the vaiues of ore and metal it should be borne in mind that the value given 

' for the ove is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead and zinc is calculated 
from the average price for all grades.
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Tenor of lead and zine ore and old tailings milled and. concentrates produced’ in | 

7 Southwestern Missouri, 1940-41 — - 

| 1940 ; ae 1941 _ | 

. | | | Crude ore : ‘Crude ore Old teilings 

Total ore, etc., muilled..................short tons. 497, 500 | 117, 000. - 777, 361 _ 252, 608. 
Total concentrates produced: oT . a 

Lead. one nn ence 0.2] 2,875 |o---e-- ac 2, 147 a 
. Zinc._....---.-----------------2-=-------do-.-- 22, 850 874 37, 594 | 2, 196 : ee 

Ratio of concentrates to ore, etc.: — od 

- Lead..._...-....--------.-------------pereent--| 0.58 }.....--------- 0. 28 . 0. 01 oe 

Zine... sseeeseeeseeeenn==-00.---] 4580 | 0.75 4.84 87 
Metal content of ores, ete.:! — m a : 

- Upadi...-------2------ een oO. ~44 |_-2-2--------- .. 20 . 006 

: ‘Zine_.........---------------------------d0_--- 2.68 | — 43 — 2.83 | 5 47 

Average lead content of palena concentrates_.do-.. - 96.4 |.------------- 72.8 51.9 : 

Average lead content of lead carbonate.......d0.---. - 690.7 |..------------ §2. 22 }._...__.--.--- 

Average zine content of sphalerite concentrates; = oe - Oo | 

percent... «69.5 |. 59.5 59. 74 .- $3.82 

Average zinc content of silicates and carbonates; ’ yo mS 
/ percent.-| - 25.7 43.5 22,47 |. ------+-- 

Average value per ton: . . . oo, : 

Galena concentrates..........------------------| $56.27 |--.-..--------| $60.62 $38. 52. 

_ Lead carbonate concentrates......-------------| 42.91 |-----------+-- 48.66 |...----------- 

Sphalerite a 41,90 os $40. 74 60. 34 43. 45 

_ Zine silicates and carbonates_-.-.--------------| 12.18 27.00 | 1.24 [.-.----------- 

1 Bigures represent metal content of the crude ore (or “dirt’’) only insofar as it is recovered in the con- _ oa 

entrates; data on tailing losses not available. | | CC a mc 

Southeastern and Central Missouri.—The disseminated-lead district 

of Southeastern Missouri—largest lead-producing district in the 

United States—yielded 164,342 tons of recoverable lead in 1941 com- 

pared with 169,893 tons in 1940. The bulk of the production in 1941; | 

as in the past, came from St. Francois County, where the St. Joseph . 

Lead Co. operated four groups of mines and the Bonne Terre, Desloge, | | 

Federal, and Leadwood mills with a total daily capacity of 21,100 tons 

of ore. Treatment is by table concentration followed by flotation. — a 

The ore occurs in extensive flat-lying deposits in limestone and is | 

__ mined from open stopes supported by pillars. Electric-powered 
mechanical loaders and locomotives are used for loading and under- = = 

ground haulage. Thirteen shafts averaging 440 feet in depth were 

operated in 1941. Development dorie, comprised 41,585 feét of drifts 

‘and 1,240,845 feet of diamond drilling. In Madison County the Mine | 

La Motte mine and 1,000-ton mill of the Mine La Motte Corporation 

(50 percent owned by the St. Joseph Lead Co.) were run steadily. _ 

Two shafts, 116 and 308 feet deep, were operated. Development 

done totaled 2,884 feet of drifts and 29,468 feet of churn drilling. | 

The Ozark Lead Co. mined on the Fleming tract near Fredericktown | 

from January to July; no further production was made from the 

property until March 17, 1942, when it was reopened by the Frederick- 

town Lead Co., which had purchased the Ozark Lead Co. mining lease 

and the Clark & Hallock mill. Of the 228,508 tons of lead con- 

centrates made in 1941 in Southeastern Missouri, 106,232 tons were : 

flotation concentrates. Local buyers and small-scale operators 

shipped 346 tons of galena recovered in shallow workings (including 

barite mines) in Jefferson, St. Francois, and Washington Counties. 

- The zine output of Southeastern Missouri in 1941 was contained 

in zinc-lead carbonate concentrates recovered in log washers and
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| hand jigs from old dump material on the properties of the Valle Mining 
| Co. orth of Bonne Terre and the Tausig Estate 9 miles west of 

e soto. | 
In Central Missouri the Wemhaner Mining Corporation produced 

_ 472 tons of 49-percent zinc sulfide concentrates and 6 tons of galena 
| in its 100-ton jig-concentration mill, operated intermittently on ore 

from the leased open-cut mine on the Monarch Coal & Mineral Co. 
: land in Moniteau County. Otis and E. M. Sullens shipped 58 tons 

| of galena recovered in their 10-ton power jig from ore from an open- 
cut on the Lowery property near Enon. | , | 

: Southwestern Missouri.—The method of marketing the mine output _ 
| in the Tri-State or Joplin lead and zinc region (Southwestern Missouri, 

| ‘Kansas, and Oklahoma) differs from that employed in other parts of 
the country where miners receive pay for ore upon the basis of the 

| : assay content of metal at a certain price per unit f. o. b. smelter and — 

| freight charges are deducted from the smelter settlement if not paid in. 
advance or guaranteed by the shipper. In the Tri-State region com- 
pensation is paid per ton of concentrates f. o. b. mine bins. In effect, 
however, this is equivalent to paying for the metal contained, inas- - 
much.as-the price per ton is based upon a sliding scale determined by 
the assay content. The standard for zine sulfide concentrates is 60 
percent zinc and for lead sulfide 80 percent lead. No base priceshave _ 

a been quoted in recent years for zinc silicate and lead carbonate con- 
| centrates, as the output has been scattered and small. 

‘The total value given in this report for all concentrates produced _ 

a in the Tri-State region is based upon actual receipts by the sellers 
and not upon quoted prices. The quoted price is that paid for me- 
dium quantities or carlots; small lots bring less. The quoted weekly 
price a ton for Tri-State zinc blende concentrates at Joplin from 
January 1 to September 6, 1941, was $48.00. A slight adjustment 

: upward to $48.58 was made in the next quotation (September 12), 
and this price held until October 10, when the quotation was raised. 
to $55.28 and remained at this figure the rest of the year. The quoted 
weekly price for galena concentrates from January 4 to February 8 

| was $64.54; February 15 to March 1, $66.70; March 8 to 22, $68.14; 
March 29 to June 28, $69.58; and July 5 to January 3, 1942, $68.64. 
The average price paid for zinc silicate and carbonate shipped in 
1941, most of which was low-grade, was $11.24 a ton.. 

Production of zinc concentrates in the Tri-State region increased 
| from 429,778 tons valued at $18,062,867 in 1940 to 478,403 tons valued 

7 at $23,960,568 in 1941, and that of lead concentrates from 46,212 
tons valued at $2,724,795 to 53,690 tons valued at $3,597,132. Un- 
sold stocks in bins December 31, 1941, totaled 907 tons of zinc con- 
centrates and 1,276 tons of lead concentrates compared with 2,764 
tons and 186 tons, respectively, as of December 28, 1940. ‘Flotation 
concentrates comprised 53.6 percent of the sphalerite from the Okla- 
homa-Kansas area and 14.7 percent of that from Southwestern 
Missourl. | . Se 
- During 1941 Federal defense agencies made surveys covering all 
phases of the zinc- and lead-mining industry of the Tri-State region — 
in an effort to determine under what conditions output could be 
increased or at least maintained at its present level during the next 
few years. The data obtained indicated that owing to depletion of 
‘ore reserves and rising operating costs the rate of production attaimed 
during the spring of 1941 (arcund 40,000 tons of zinc concentrates
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and 4,300 tons of lead concentrates monthly) was close to the maximum 
that the field could produce at the prices then prevailing for con- | | 
centrates. Measures subsequently taken by the Government, which 

- greatly improved the outlook for maintaining and expanding produc- 
tion, were a raise of 1 cent a pound in the price of zinc allowed on 
October 9, which brought an increase of $6.70 a ton in the price of | | 

| zinc concentrates-at Joplin; the granting of high-priority preference 
ratings on mine supplies and equipment, which became operative in 
the Tri-State district late in October; approval early in January 1942 - 
of an advance of 0.65 cent a pound in the price of lead; and announce- | | 
ment of the plan to pay premium prices for over-quota production | 
of copper, lead, and zinc for a 2%-year period beginning February 1, 
1942. | SO _ | a, | | 

The premium prices applied to concentrates of the Tri-State dis- 
trict amount to $28.05 a dry ton of 60-percent zinc concentrates and 

- $39.60 for 80-percent lead concentrates. On March 1, 1942, Leslie 
H. McColgin was designated representative for the Metals Reserve 
Co. to handle premium payments on the production of Tri-State | | 
sulfide concentrates in excess of monthly quotas. The settlement 
-plan is essentially as follows: Each producer who is eligible for the 

_ premium. submits a request to McColgin, listing the total amount of 
concentrates delivered and sold for which payment has been or will 
be made and the amount of such concentrates which, beimg excess . 
production, is eligible for a premium; he also furnishes a sworn affi-- | 
davit. McColgin compiles statements of all requests received in a— 
given period and sends them, with the sworn producers’ affidavits, | —_ 
to the Metals. Reserve Co., which arranges for premium payments | 
to be made; checks made payable to the producers are sent to Mc- | 
Colgin for distribution. Any deficiency in monthly deliveries of a 
given metal below the monthly production quota of any producer 
must be made up in the next succeeding month or months before such 
producer can receive any premium payment on excess-quota produc- 

....tion. of that. metal....The first-premium-payment checks made.out-to .... . --— 
I'ri-State operators were delivered March 17, 1942. | , | 

_ Production of recoverable zinc in Southwestern Missouri increased 
from 12,470 tons in 1940 to 20,832 tons in 1941 and lead decreased 

‘from 2,144 to 1,521 tons. About 80 mines and 26 mills, large and | 
small, produced in 1941, compared with 80 and 17, respectively, in 
1940. The Oronogo and Wentworth-Stark City areas contributed | 
67 percent of the total zinc output in 1941. At Oronogo, the Oronogo | 
Mutual Mining Co. extracted 202,072 tons of ore from the Oronogo 
Circle open pit and in addition removed 409,790 tons of waste rock 
and overburden. The ore was milled in the Eagle-Picher American 
mill. From January to June, Kansas Explorations, Inc., sank two | 
shafts, erected a hoisting derrick, and built a 600-ton mill on its Snapp 
property 2% miles northwest of Oronogo; mining and milling were 
egun in July and continued the remainder of the year. The F. & 

M. Mining Co. operated the La Tosca mine and mill, and Fenix .& 
Sons shipped crude ore from a shaft on the Oronogo Mutual property 
to the Central mill in Oklahoma. The output from the Wentworth- 
Stark City area came largely from the Dungy, Navy Bean, and 
Reynolds mines, operated by the Eagle-Picher Mining & Smelting 
Co., which milled the ore in its Navy Bean mill, completed in Decem- 
ber 1940. The Wentworth Mining & Milling Co. and the Midwestern 
Mining & Sand Co. mills near Wentworth were operated part of 1941. 

497179—43-——20
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About October 20 the Federal Mining & Smelting Co. resumed 
| operations at its Granby-American group of mines and mill, which 

had been shut down for 15 years. At Stotts City the Capital Mining 
Co. mine and mill were operated from June to December, except for _ 
time lost when the mine was flooded by heavy rains in October. 

. The Stotts City Mining Co. worked on unwatering and developing 
| its property. The Playter 100-ton custom mill near Waco milled | 

ore from the Waco, Belleville, and. Carthage area; and the F. W. 
_ Evans and St. Louis No. 9 mills in Kansas treated considerable ore 
mined from the Missouri. part of the Waco district. In the Thoms | 

| station area the St. Louis Mining & Milling Co. operated its mill 
| (old Grasselli) intermittently on ore mined by lessees on the Tabor- | 

Velie land. The Sciota Milling Co. 1,000-ton tailing mill, built on 
the Missouri Zine Fields Co. land near Webb City early in the year, 
was operated steadily after April. About 10 small mills in the vicinity 
of Webb City, Joplin, Alba, and Spurgeon were operated intermit- 

- tently. Lessees on the Connor Investment Co. land in the Chitwood 
area, shipped ore to custom mills. In November the Northside Min- | 
ing Co. struck a rich deposit of zine ore at a depth of 160 feet while 
sinking a shaft on the leased St. Louis-Joplin Lead & Zinc Co. land 
¥ mile northwest of Chitwood. The Mary Arnold mine and mill 

near Ozark (taken over in August by the Nibeck Mining Co.) con- 
_ tinued producing. At Aurora the Harris Mining Co. completed a . 

mill on the Scott-Phelps-Scott property and produced 85 tons of 
| sphalerite. Zinc carbonate from scattered small mines and low- _ 

grade zinc-lead concentrates from the Goade mill at Granky shipped 
in 1941 totaled 1,277 tons. a | 

7 OKLAHOMA | | 

The method of marketing concentrates,. prices quoted for them in 
1941, and other general details of mining in the Tri-State region— 

| which includes northeastern Oklahoma—are given in the preceding 
pages on Southwestern Missouri. Zinc and lead concentrates re- 
covered from Oklahoma ores and old tailings had a combined value 

| of $17,630,111, a 23-percent increase over 1940. The output of zine 
concentrates increased 2 percent in quantity and lead concentrates 
17 percent. About 120 mines produced during the year, and 27 
mills were operating at the end of the year compared with 100 and 
31, respectively, in 1940. Old tailings treated in Oklahoma in 1941 
exceeded crude ore by 4,147,947 tons, and the tailings yielded 21 
percent of the total zinc concentrates. 

| Mine shipments of lead and zinc in Oklahoma, 1987-41 

| Lead cencentrates | Zinc concentrates Metal content ! 
. (galena) - (sphalerite) ——_—__— 

Year Lead Zine 

7 Value — Short Value Short Value Short Value 

1937___.....------.| 39, 446 | $2,729,690 | 255,839 |$10, 428, 354 | 29,840 | $3, 521, 120 1135, 696 | $17, 640, 480 
1938. _._...-.--.-.-| 27,608 | 1,446,058 | 208,484 | 6,390,422 | 21,004 | 1,932,368 |112,924 | 10, 840, 704 
1939____...-----.--| 36,422 | 2,189,077 | 258,214 | 8, 937,554 | 27,720 | 2,605,680 |140,379 | 14, 599, 416 
1940___....-..-...-] 27,913 | 1,656,497 | 300,984 | 12,672,186 | 21,240] 2; 124,000 |162,935 | 20, 529, 810 
1941____--_----..--| 32,628 | 2,202,876 | 307,207 | 15,427,235 | 25,021 | 2,852,394 /166,602 | 24,990, 300 

1 In calculating metal content of the ores from assays allowance has been made for smelting losses of both 
lead and zinc. In comparing the values of ore and metal it should be borne in mind that the value given 
for the ore is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead and zinc is calculated 

_ from the average price for all grades. .
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. Tenor of lead and zinc ore, old tailings, and slimes milled and concentrates produced | 
OO a - tn Oklahoma, 1940-41 | | 

| / . 1940 1941 . , 

Total ore, etc., miiled__.....-...--.....short tons. 4, 195, 400 7,055,000 | 4, 868, 021 9, 015, 968 | 
Total concentrates produced: - | . 

Galena__---_........-.-------------------d0.-.. 27, 328 .  . 585] 32, 296 332 
_ Sphalerite 92-2777 TTITTTTTTTTITTldo.-- |] 238) 806 62,178 | 243,773 63, 434 | 
Ratio of concentrates to ore, etc.: Oo 

| Lead... sees -percent.. 0.65 0.01 0.66 0.004 
Zine____-.--.-.-.-------------------------d0..-. 5. 55 . 88 5. 91 .70 

Metal content of ore, etc.: } oe . 
Lead ......-.----------2------------------0---- 51 004 52 . 002 
Zine....._..__...-..-.---...--.-...-..-..0--.- 3.35 58 3.03 Al 

Average lead content of galena concentrates_-do--.-- 78.3 48.2 78. 53 51. 51 
Average zine content of sphalerite concentrates 

—— 7 percent .- 60.3. 59. 6 €0. 59 58. 97 
Average value per ton: . _ 

*. Galena concentrates__....-.------.--:.-.-------| - $89.75 $40. 64 $67. 75 | $44. 79 
Sphalerite concentrates......-...-...-..-.----.- 42. 40 40. 95 50. 55 . 48. 94 

i Figures represent metal content of the crude ore (or “‘dirt’”) only insofar as it is recovered in the con- | 
centrates; data on tailing losses not available. | | 

The Eagle-Picher Mining & Smelting Co. continued to be the | 
largest. producer of both lead and zinc in Oklahoma and in the Tri- 
State region. The company Central mill near Cardin has a capacity 
of 13,000 tons daily and treats company and custom ore. New in- 
stallations made in the mill in 1941 included a secondary differential- 
density cone to be used as a supplement to the primary cone unit, 
which has been in operation since February 1939, and eight sludge 
tables for separating a special blende product for shipment to the 
zinc oxide plant adjoining the company lead smelter at Galena, Kans. | 
The total ore treated in 1941 was 3,311,144 tons compared with | 
2,795,963 tons in 1940. Company-operated mines in Oklahoma ship- 
ping to the mill were the Blue Goose mines, Crystal mines,: Kagle- 

~--~Picher Gordon Nos. land -2,; Grace Walker mines, Hum-bah-wat-tah == -- ~~ 
mines, Jay Bird, John Beaver mines, Little Greenback, Ohimo, See | 
Sah, Southside mines, Stanley, Swift, and Wesah Greenback. The 
principal shippers of Oklahoma custom ore were the Baird Mining 
Co. (American-Douthat), Cameron & Henderson (Admiralty, Kitty), 
Cortez-Childress, Davis-Big Chief Mining Co. (Kudora-Whitebird), 
F. W. Evans (Shorthorn, etc.), Jane E. Mining Co. (McKibben, 
Scott), Lula Bell Mining Co. (Anna Beaver), M. & M. Mining Co. 
(Piokee, Swift), and Mahutska Mining Co. (Acme). The Eagle- 
Picher 2,400-ton Bird Dog mill was shut down in April and remained 
idle the rest of the year. oo - ol 

The: Gordon central mill of the Federal Mining & Smelting Co. 
treated company ore from the Gordon, Lucky Bill, Lucky Syndicate, 
and Quapaw-Davenpori mines in Oklahoma and the Federal Jarrett 
im Kansas. The Beck Mining Co. mill treated company and custom 
ore. Evans Wallower Zinc, Inc., ran its No. 4 and No. 7 mines and 
mills steadily. The M. & W. Mining Co. mined and sent. to the 
Bilhazz mill in Kansas a considerable tonnage of ore of higher than 
average grade from the L. D. Brewster mine. Operation of the Wood- : 
chuck and Townsite mines ‘and the Woodchuck mill in Oklahoma and 
the Cherokee mine.in Kansas was taken over on December 12, 1941, 
by the Weidman Mining Co.; the Oklahoma Interstate Mining Co.,
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which had operated them for many. years, became inactive. The 
- §kelton Lead & Zinc Co. closed its mill in December and began ship- 

ping to the Central mill. Other producers of concentrates from.mine 
mills in Oklahoma comprised Kansas Explorations, Inc, (Ritz);. 
Rialto Mining Corporation (No..3: mill); Lawyers Lead & Zinc Co. — 
(mine “dirt’’ and tailings) ; Lavrion Mining Co.; Lula Bell Mining Co.; 
Mission Mining & Royalty Co. (custom “dirt’’); St. Louis Smelting. 
-& Refining Co. (No. 4 mill); United Zinc Smelting Corporation (com- — 
pany .and custom ore); Ddvis-Big Chief. Mining Co. (Kropp mine); 
Hudson Lead & Zine Co. (Goodeagle); Guaranty Mining & Royalty. 

: Co.;-Roan Bull Mining Co.; and Smoky Hill Mining Co. SO 
| Companies operating tailing mills in Oklahoma comprised the 

| Atlas Milling Co., Big Chief Tailing Co., Britt. & Britt Milling Co., 
Gardin Mining & Milling Co. (Nos. 2 and 3), Rialto Mining Corpora- 

_ “tion, C.-Y. Semple, Tri-State Zinc, Inc. (Sooner and Ottawa), and 
- Western Mining & Millmg Co, — re 

—_ _ -.No production was reported in the Peoria area or the Davis (Murray 
County) districtin 1941. : : | 

| | oo oe - WISCONSIN | | | | | 

| _ During the 10-year period ended with 1940 the annual output of 
recoverable zinc from Wisconsin averaged 7,295 tons and that of lead 
.607 tons; this comprised all the output of the Upper Mississippi Valley 
region except. 6 tons of zine and 8.tons of lead produced in Northern 

| Illinois in 1940, as mines in Iowa yielded no zinc or lead from 1918 to. 
1941, inclusive. In 1941 mines in Wisconsin yielded 6,238 tons of 
zinc and 1,225 tons of lead and: those in Northern Illinois 1,718 and 
120 tons, respectively—a total for the Upper.Mississippi Valley region —— 
of 7,956 tons of zinc and 1,345 tons of lead compared with 5,776 and — 
453 tons, respectively,in 1940. = © o a — 

| - Shipments of crude ore and zinc-iron-lead rougher ug concentrates 
to the Vinegar Hill Zinc Co. central flotation mill at Cuba City rose 
sharply during the latter part of 1941, necessitating a 50-percent 
enlargement in the capacity of the mill. The mill made zine con- 
centrates (averaging 59.50 percent zinc), lead concentrates, and iron 
sulfide concentrates that were roasted to produce sulfuric acid. The. 
principal shippers of custom mine “dirt’’ to the mill were the McCabe 

ining Co. and Strawberry Blonde Mining Co. in the Benton dis- 
trict; the Depp Mining Co., Cuba City; the Meloy & Baker Mining 
Co., New Diggings; Arensdorf & Murray and the St. Joe Mining Co., 
Platteville; and Gill Brothers, Northern Illinois. Shippers of jig 
mill concentrates were the Big Jack Mining Co., Platteville; C. F. & 
H. Mining Co., New Diggings; Cuba Mining Co., Shullsburg; Four 
S. & B. Mining Co., Dodgeville; and Little Benny Mining (0. New 
Diggings. The Vinegar Hill Zinc Co. closed its Mullen No. 2 mine 
in April: The Dodgeville Mining Co. operated its 150-ton jig mill 
and 50-ton flotation mill (placed in operation December 20, 1940) 
throughout 1941; the zinc concentrates made in the flotation mill 
averaged 61.24 percent zinc. Several cars of zinc carbonate were 
shipped from the Clark No. 2 mine in the Highland district.
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Mine production of lead and zinc in Wisconsin, 1987-41 

Metal content ! 
Lead concentrates | Zinc concentrates |__ ee 

(sphalerite) 
Year Lead Zinc 

Short Short Short Short tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value 

1987. ...-...------.-- 1, 590 | $109, 468 37, 060 | $444, 531 1, 091 | $128, 738 6,938 | $901,940 © ” 
1988__......._----.-- 493 21, 050 2 3, 895 | 2 121, 180 320 29, 440 2, 073 199, 008 
1939__....-__-_---_--- 567 29,327 | 310, 169 | ? 355, 915 388 36, 472 5, 904 614, 016 7 
1940. _....-.-.---.--- ' 621 34, 852 | 310, 875 | 3 447, 396 445 44, 500 5,770 727, 020 
1941____........-...-| . 1,639 | 111,014 | 211,685 | 3 594, 323 1, 225 | 139,650 6, 238 935, 700 

1 In calculating metal content of the ores from assays allowance has been made for roasting and smelting 
losses of both lead and zine. In comparing the values of ores and metal it should be borne in mind that 
the value given for the ore is that actually received by the producer, whereas the value of the lead and zine 
is calculated from the average price for all grades. 7 

3 The zinc concentrates shipped in 1938 were a flotation product or raw concentrates roasted at Cuba City, 
Wis. Noraw concentrates were shipped in 1938; about 13,000 tons were produced. 

8 Most of the ore mined in Wisconsin from 1939-41 was first treated in gravity-concentration mills pro- 
ducing bulk concentrates which were re-treated by flotation. A considerable quantity of crude ore was 
floated direct. | 

Tenor of lead and zinc ore and concentrates produced in Wisconsin, 1987-41 | 

1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Total ore_...-..--..--.--.-..----...-.-.-short tons_.} 285, 000 58,700 | 213,400 | 190,326 211, 973 
Total concentrates in ore: . 

Lead__.......----.-.-..--.-..----...-.-pereent_. 0. 56 . 0.84 0. 26 | 0. 33 0.77 
Zinec.__....--..--_.-.-.-..-..-..-----------d0___- 13. 00 1 22.15 215.15 35.71 35.51 

Metal content of ore: 4 
Lead._.....----. 2-22-2222 22 --.----d0__.. . 29 . 55 .19 . 24 . 59 
Zine.__...........-------------------------do_._- 3. 12 3. 91 3. 07 3. 37 3. 27 

Average lead content of galena concentrates__-do---_- 70. 1 .67.0 70.0 73.1. 76. 27 
Average zinc content of sphalerite concentrates 

percent -. 24. 0 18. 5 20. 2 3 58. 94 3 §9.77 
Average value per ton: 

Galena concentrates_.............-...-.....-----] $68.85 $42. 70 $51. 72 $56. 12 $67. 73 
Sphalerite concentrates.................-.------- 11.99 § 31.11 6 35. 00 641,14 6 51.39 

. 1 The zinc concentrates shipped in 1938 (3,895 tons) were a flotation product or raw concentrates roasted 
_.... at. Cuba City, Wis. No raw concentrates were shipped in 1938; about 13,000. tons, averaging 18.5 percent... 

zinc, were produced. . a . 
2 All sphalerite shipped in 1939 (10,169 tons) was a flotation product. No raw concentrates were shipped . 

in 1939; 32,360 tons, averaging 20.2 percent zinc, were produced. 
3 Percentage represents finished flotation concentrates. Most of the ore mined in Wisconsin in 1940 and 

1941 was first treated in gravity-concentration mills producing bulk concentrates which were re-treated by 
flotation. A considerable quantity of crude ore was floated direct. 

4 Percentages represent metal content of the ore insofar as it is recovered in the concentrates. 
5 Value is that of roasted or flotation concentrates shipped. No value can be assigned for zinc concentrates 

prior to roasting or re-treatment by flotation. 
6 Value is that of flotation concentrates shipped. 

‘N
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: - SUMMARY — Sn | | . 

Colorado mines yielded gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc valued, | 
in terms of recovered metals, at $23,877,597 in 1941 compared with . 
$24,293,665 in 1940. (See fig. 1.) Gold and silver together repre- 7 
sented 77 percent of the total value in 1941 and 81 percent in 1940. 7 
Gold production increased 3 percent over 1940 and was the highest 
since 1924. The quantity of silver and copper produced decreased 
25 and 44 percent, respectively, lead increased 10 percent, and zinc 
increased 211 percent. The output of zinc was 31,444,000 pounds, 
compared with 10,120,000 pounds in 1940 and with an annual average 
of 3,792,250 pounds in the 8-year period from 1932 to 1939. The oo 

_. number of large producing lode mines was about the same asin 1940; 
the number of placer operations (large and small) decreased, but the 
entire gain in gold production of the State came from the placers. | 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’; that is, they : 
do not include moisture. a | , 
The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated _ 

at the following prices. | | 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 

. Year Gold ! Silver 2 Copper 3 Lead 3 Zine $ 

Per fine ounce|Per fine ounce) Per pound | Per pound | Per pound 
Ts $35. 00 $0. 7735 $0. 121 $0. 059 $0. 065 
1938... _._..-..-. sss ese se eee eee eee 35. 00 4. 646-4 098 046 048 
1939.____..-.-..-... ss ss eeeeeeeeeeeee 35. 00 5. 678+ 104} 047 052 
1940... _..-.--.-2.. see sseeeeeeeeeeeee 35. 00 6711+ 113 "050 ‘063 
1941... _..-.-2. 00s see eee esses eee 35. 00 6. 711+- 118 1087 075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold from 
January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. ; 

31937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 
price for newly mined silver. 

3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
4 $0.64646464. 
5 $0.67878787. 
6 $0.71111111, | 
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Annual figures for the 5 years ended with 1941 and total production : 
- from 1858 to 1941 are given in the table that follows. Colorado has | 

: produced more silver in the past than any other State-and ranks second — 
in total recorded output of gold. a 

: Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Colorado, 1937-41, and 
| : _ total, 1858-1941, in terms of recovered metals 

Mines Dre Ore sold or Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

Year ——_____-|, treated {2 
} (short tons)| . oo 

Lode. Placer | Fine ounces Value Fine ounces} Value 

: 1987.......--..---------] 655} 490 | 2, 068, 619 368, 905-| $12,911,675 | 6, 260,603 | $4,842, 646 
1938... -----.._..] 669} 592 | 1,996,095 367, 468.| 12,861,380 | 7,932,005 | 5, 127,819 

49392222 TTTTTTTTT)zas | 883 | 1 914, 593 366,852 | 12,839,820} 8,496,488 | 5, 767,313 
1940..........-..-------| 691 | 430 | “2 157, 765 367, 336 | 12,856,760 | 9,710,709 | 6,905,393 
1941._........-----..---| 579 | 324 | 2, 292) 786. 380,029 | 13,301,015 | 7,301,697 | 5,192,318 

| 1858-1941.......-..-----}-----|--2-----| | 88, 296, 755.| 834, 263, 389 | 717, 950, 564 | 558, 481, 176 

| , Copper Lead qo Zine 

, Pounds. Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value 

—-4987___......-| 21, 868, 000 | $2, 646, 028 | 19, 572,000 | $1,154,748 | 8,494,000} $552,110 | $22, 107, 207 
1938____..-.-| 28, 342,000 | 2,777, 516 | 18,910,000 | 869,860 | 9,106,000 | 437,088 | 22, 073, 663. 
1939___...-..-| 26, 430,000 | 2,748,720 | 16,444,000 | 772,868 | 3,660,000 | . 190,320| . 22,319,041. 
1940__.___.-..| 24,304,000 | 2,746; 352 | 22, 952, 000 1, 147, 600 | 10, 120, 000 637, 560 -24, 293; 665 

—— ¥941_77T77_T 77) 13, 496, 000 | 1, 502, 528 | 25,148,000 | 1, 433, 436 | 31,444,000 | 2,358,300 |. 23,877, 597 
| 1858-1941. -...| 2 244, 204 | 64, 499, 199 | 2 2, 376, 801 | 224, 695, 713 | 2 1, 151, 014 | 161, 586, 696 | 1,843, 526,173 

I Figur ares not avaflable. - | | | 
3 Short tons. | | | 

. Gold and. silver produced at placer mines in Colorado, 1937-41, in fine ounces, in 
terms of recovered metals — | 

. | | | Dredges 

Sluicing and sk SE EEEEEEEEEEDEEPEEE EEE EEERDEREERDET eeoeeeneeeeeeee 
y hydraulic | Drift mining Dryland: | Dreeline | Fioating Petal 
ear Ty“and "| floating bucket | 

. Gold | Silver} Gold Silver Gold Silver Gold Silver| Gold |Silver|. Gold [Silver 

1937.......| 1,948.21] 401\2, 020.13] 411] 6, 212. 24| 1, 03312, 780.35] 286/1, 910.07| 484(14, 871. 00] 2, 565: 
1938_......| 2, 285. 00 433)1, 362.00} 279/10, 201. 00} 2, 020/3, 166.00} 279]1,027.00{ 239/18, 041. 00} 3, 250 
1939__.._._] 2, 535. 00 498; 15.00 1/10, 631. 00| 2, 436]1,950.00]  178}4, 688.00} 1, 012/19, 819. 00) 4,125 
1940_------| 1,822.00} 360|_.__.._.|..._..]10, 203. 00] 2 210)” .____|_..._|4, 975. 00| 1, 68|17, 000. 00| 3,638 . 

| 1941_-_____| 1, 886.00 402) ...__.._|------|18, 052. 00) 2, 580/4, 817. 00 553} 10,622.00 2, 152/30, 377. 00! 5, 687 

1 Dragline and power-shovel excavators with sluices or special am&lgamators. 

Gold.—The output of gold from lode mines in Colorado in 1941 
varied little from 1940, but that from placer mines increased 13,377 
ounces (79 percent), owing mainly to production from new dredging 
operations in Park County. The Cripple Creek district, Teller 
County, continued to be the principal gold-producing district in the 
State; it was followed, in order, by the Red Cliff district, Eagle County; 
Upper San Miguel, San Miguel County; Mosquito, Park County; 
Leadville, Lake County; Animas, San Juan County; Summitville, 
Rio Grande County; Empire, Clear Creek County; Southern dis- 
tricts, Gilpin County; Idaho Springs, Clear Creek County; Gold Hill,
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Boulder County; Sneffels, Ouray County; and Fairplay, Park County. 
Each of these districts yielded more than 10,000 ounces of- gold. The 
largest gains over 1940, by counties, were 10,137 ounces in Lake 

| County, 7,270 ounces in Park, 4,538 ounces in Teller, 4,344 ounces in 
Gilpin, and 4,342 ounces in Rio Grande; the largest decreases ‘were 
6,005 ounces in Eagle County, 5,084 ounces in Clear Creek, 3,246 
ounces in San Miguel, and 2,892 ounces in Boulder. Dry and siliceous 
ores yielded 80 pércent of the total gold; copper ore, 7 percent; zinc- _ 
lead, lead, zinc, and lead-copper ores, 5 percent; and placers, 8 pereent. 

Silver.—The mine production of silver in Colorado was 7,301,697 | 
ounces in 1941—a decrease of 2,409,012 ounces from 1940. Eagle 
County continued to be by far the largest producer of silver in the — | 
State, although its output decreased from 6,766,726 ounces in 1940 to 
4,352,677 ounces in 1941. Variations in output in other important 
-silver-producing counties were decreases of 32,906 ounces in Clear 
Creek County, 13,247 ounces in Dolores, 90,744 ounces in Ouray, | 
27,852 ounces in Pitkin, and 18,499 ounces in San Miguel and inereases : 
of 39,340 ounces in Lake County, 40,310 ounces in Mineral, and 
170,069 ounces in San Juan. Copper ore yielded 59 percent of the 
total silver; dry and siliceous ores 30 percent; and other types of ore, 
with a very small quantity of silver from placer mines, 11 percent. 

6 
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Fiaurs 1.—Value of mine production of gold, silver, lead, and zinc and total value of gold, silver, copper, 
lead, and zinc in Colorado, 1870-1941. The value of copper has been less than $2,000,000 annually, except 
in a few years. 

Copper.—The mine output of recoverable copper in Colorado was 
13,496,000 pounds in 1941 compared with 24,304,000 pcunds in 1940. 
The only sizable producer of copper in the State in either year was the 
Empire Zinc Division ‘Eagle Mine” of the New Jersey Zinc Co. at 
Gilman, Eagle County, which continued to ship copper-iron-siver- 
gold-lead ore direct to the copper smelter at Garfield, Utah. About | 

une 15, 1941, the company began also to mine and mill zinc-lead ore 
in quantity, with greatly decreased output of copper-bearing ore. The 
copper output from other counties in the State came chiefly from zinc- 

lead ore and dry and siliceous ore; those that contributed more than 
100,000 pounds of recoverable copper during the year were Boulder, 
Clear Creek, Dolores, Gilpin, Jefferson, Lake, Ouray, and San Juan.
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| Lead.—The mine production of lead in Colorado was 25,148,000 
pounds in 1941 compared with 22,952,000 pounds in 1940. The out- 
put in 1941 came chiefly from San Juan, Dolores, Eagle, San Miguel, | 

| Lake, and Mineral Counties, each of which contributed more than 3 
1,000,000 pounds. Zinc-lead ore yielded 53 percent of the total lead; 
dry and siliceous ore, 32 percent; and lead, copper, zinc, and lead- 
copper ores together, 15 percent. __ L | | 

Zine.—Mines in Colorado yielded 31,444,000 pounds of recoverable 
| zinc in 1941 compared with 10,120,000 pounds in 1940. The large in- 

crease in 1941 resulted from resumption of the mining and milling of 
: | zinc-lead ore by the New Jersey Zinc Co. Empire Zine Division at its 

Eagle mine at Gilman, Eagle County. From 1932 to 1940; inclusive, 
_ the zinc-lead ore bodies in this mine were not worked, and the 600- _ 

ton underground flotation mill was idle. The total output of zine — 
from other mines in Colorado decreased slightly from 1940; and the 
principal producers in both years were the Rico Argentine Mining Co. | 
at Rico, Dolores County, and the Shenandoah-Dives Mining Co. at. 
Silverton, San Juan County. | a os | 

| oe MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES es 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Colorado in 1 941, by counties, 
~ tn terms of recovered metals : | 

| pred e Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) 
| County a ee a 

| | _| Lode | Placer | Fine ounces | Value Fine ounces | Value 

Adams............--.----.-|.. | 8 2321 $9,870 45 $32 Arapahoe. __._.__.--- 2-2-2} ee eee 1 22 770 4 3 Archuleta................____. I jee eee 38 1,380 4° 3 Boulder__..-.. .._._..-.-____._- 99 4 30, 729 1, 075, 515 62, 775 |- 44,640 Chaffee__..._.__._..__.__.___. 12 15 498 17, 430 | 1, 734 1, 233 Clear Crek.............--...| 77| 16 33,198 | 1, 161, 930 129, 416 92, 029 Conejos.__._..........--._---- 1 j-----.-- 7 245 204. 145 Costilla._....._-.- 22. 1 1 7 245 1 1 

Denver.._..........-..-.-._-_|-----.-- 3 6 210 |..-.-..-------]-.---- 2-8. Dolores........-........... ae 1, 068 37, 380 150, 477 107, 006 Dougias_-__._.......-..-.2---_|-------- 6 13 | 455 |.......-------|--- eee Fagle......_.._......-....... 5 1 25, 168 880,880 | 4, 352, 677 3, 095, 237 Fremont._____.._.._._.-__._-. 2 |-------- 1 35 / 35 25 Garfleld_-__.___..____.._____. ne 89 | 3, 115 142 101 Gilpin..__._-__ 2-22. 51 80 13, 560 474, 600 17, 966 12, 776 Grand. __.__._------ 2 eee. 3 |---.---- 1 35 744 529 | Gunnison.--2 222222} ag 1,871 65, 485 13, 815 9, 824 Hinsdale...._..-...-.......... 6 |. 20 700. 6, 186 4,399 Jefferson.._.__._...-.--...... 1 26 579 20, 265 2,039 1, 450 ‘Dake........_-_._-.-2- 22-2 ee 45 18 20, 287 710, 045 120, 603 85, 762 La Plata______-_..-_-.-.-.___- 6 1 747 26, 145 1, 914 I, 361 Larimer...._._........----_-. 2 |-------- 31 1, 085 21 15 Mineral._...__.....-..-..-. 6 |... 904 31, 640 906,712 644,773 
Montezuma........._......_-. 2 j-.------ 1,112 38, 920 1, 229 874 
Montrose__...-...-.---.---._- 1 18 56 1, 960 13, 735 9, 767 
Ouray .._._..--.---- 22-288. 17 |... _.__. 10, 790 377, 650 159, 186 113, 199 
Park__.... 22222 -eeee 21 75 45, 682 1, 598, 870 31, 230 22, 208 Pitkin...._.............--.. 6 |---| eee 238, 773 169, 794 
Rio Grande.__...._...-..----- 1 j-----_-- 16, 979 594, 265 14, 019 9, 969 Routt__._.......-.---.-----.-_|-------- 2 5 175 3 2 
Saguache.____._.__.._._-_.__. re 24 840 17, 706 12, 591 SanJuan._.........-.........| 25 |........ 17, 384 608, 440 532, 731 378, 831 San Miguél......-............| 21 2 24, 097 843, 395 450, 515 320, 366 Summit... 922-222-2227} 80 | 8 1, 304 45, 640 51, 234 36, 433 Teller..._.._....-2--22- oe. 99 |._.-__L- 133, 470 4, 671, 450 21, 600 15, 360 

67) 324 380, 029 18, 301, 015 7, 301, 697 5, 192, 318 Total, 1940_.......-.-..--2__-. 691 439 367, 336 12, 856, 760 9, 710, 709 6, 905, 393 
ee
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-. Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Colorado in 1941, by counties, 
in terms of recovered metals— Continued 

: Copper Lead Zinc r 
RO OO ESSN otal 

County . . value 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

Adams.........--|._----------]. -----------|------------|---------- ++ |---| eee $9, 902 

Arapahoe. -._..--|_.----------]----------=-|------------|------------| ---------+--[------------ 773 

Archuleta__...-..|.-----------|------------|------------|------------|------------|-------2:--- 1, 333 
Boulder_..-------|. 103,000 $12, 154 225, 000. $12, 825 11,000 | . $825 1, 145, 959 . 

Chaffee_. -------- 3, 000 354 28, 000 1, 596 48, 000 3, 600 24, 213 

Clear Creek -.- - -- 181, 000 21, 358 947,000 | . §3,979 112, 000 8, 400 1, 337, 696 | Cn 

~ Conejos_-_....----|-.--.-------|------------|------------|--- ------2--|------------|--+-----222- 390 

Costilla_.......-.| .-...------|------------ 4, 000 228 8, 000 ey 1, 074 
Custer... .-.------ 2, 000 236 66, 000 3, 762 |------------]------------ 5, 578 

Denver.....-----|------------|------------|------------|------------|------------[----222--22- 210° 

Dolores. - -------- 124, 000 14, 632 | 5,054, 000 288,078 | 6,008, 000 450, 600 897, 696 

Douglas......--.-|-.----.-----|---------~--|---------+--]----2-+--2--]----22---22-])-2-n227777- 455 

Eagle_...--------] 11,218,000 | 1,323,724 | 3, 420, 000 194, 940 | 21,760,000 | 1,632,000 | 7, 126, 781 
Fremont. ---.---- 8, 000 944 2,000 |. 114 |.._...-.-..-|------------ 1,118 

Garfield... .------ 500 69 |... ----|------------ 7, 000 525 3, 800 
Gilpin._....-.---|. . 188,000 16, 284 39, 000 2, 223 |..-.--------|------------ 505, 883 
Grand_........---|..----------|------------ 2, 000 114 |___...-.-.-.]------------ 678 

Gunnison. ----..- 3, 000 354 120, 000 6, 840 64, 000 4, 800 87, 303 , 
Hinsdale. -.------ 15, 000 | 1, 770 15, 000 855 |....-.----.-|------------ 7, 724 
Jefferson... --.--- 192, 000 22, 656 |_.-.-._.----|-----=-------|------------|------------ 44, 371 

Lake._.....------ 102, 000 12,036 | 2, 230,000 127, 110 95, 000 7, 125 942, 078 

La Plata........_|.--.----. .-.]------------]------------]------------|------------|--+--------- 27, 506 

' Parimer.......-_.]-.----------]-.----------]------------|------------]------------]------------ 1,100 

Mineral. ._.._..- 32, 000 3,776 | 1, 140,000 64,980 |........----|..----------|. 745, 169 | 
Montezumsa.._.._|..-...-..--.|------------|------------]------------]------------|------------ 39, 794 

Montrose. - - .---- 47, 000 §, 546 |.....--.-..-|------------]------~-----]------------ 17, 273° a 

Ouray.........---| 256,000 30, 208 637, 000 36,309 | 38, 000 2,850 | 560, 216 | 
Park___........-- 79, 000 9, 322 738, 000 42, 066 614,000 | 46,050] 1,718,516 | 
Pitkin. _._...---- 2, 000 236 807, 000 45, 999 254, 000 19, 050 235, 079 . 

Rio Grande- --..-- 8, 000 944 |____._.___._].--.-.------]------------|------------ 605, 178 : 

Routt_.........._|_-----------]------------]------------|------------]------2-----|--------22-- 177 

Saguache...-...--- 26, 000 3, 068 © 320, 000 18, 240 62, 000 4,650 39, 389 . 

San Juan._...---- 870, 000 102,660 | 6, 145, 000 350, 265 1, 680, 000 126, 000 1, 566, 196 . 

San Miguel. ....- 78, 500 9,263 | 2, 834, 000 161, 638 |._......-.--]..----------| 1,334, 562 | 
Summit.......-.-- 8, 000 944; 375,000 21, 375 683, 000 §1, 225. 155, 617 

Teller..........._]|_.-.-----.--]-----=-.----]------------|------------]------------ | +e ------o--- 4, 686, 810 

13, 496,000 | 1, 592,528 | 25, 148, 000 1, 433, 436 | 31,444,000 | 2,358, 300 23, 877, 597 

- Potal, 1940....---| 24,304,000 | 2, 746, 352 | 22,952,000 | 1, 147,600 | 10, 120, 000 637,560 | 24, 203, 665 

Ore sold or treated and gold and silver produced at lode mines in Colorado in 1941, 

nn 

Ore sold or Gold (fine | Silver (fine 
County treated (short tons) ounces) ounces) 

Archuleta__._....._..----------------------------- == eee 7 . 38 4 

Boulder... _._.._.__-.------------------------ =e ---- eee 89, 958 30, 719 62, 775 

Chaffee.._...._._____---_---------- +e eee eee 221 207 1, 689 
Clear Creek. __._..-..----.-.--------------------------------- 179, 434 32, 372° 129, 316 

Conejos___......_-..--------~.----------------- eee ene eee 45 7 204 

Costilla_..__._.......-.---.----------- +--+ eee eee eee 46 |_.__...-.-_...]-------------- 

Custer__........._..----------------------- ee -ee eee 178 |--.-----.----- 2, 222 

Dolores.._.........__----------------------------------------- 48, 827 1, 068 . 150,477. 

-‘Magle..........- 1 0-2--------------- eee 328, 655 25,.164 4, 352, 677 

Fremont___......-.----------------------------- 22 eee 33 1] 35 

Garfield_____._._____----------------------------------------- 100 89 142 

Gilpin. __............--- ------------------- eee eee eee 28, 778 8, 320 17, 038 
Grand ___......._..-------------------- +--+ =e eee eee 15 1 744 
Gumnison___.._..._.------------------------------------------ 9, 638 1, 871 13, 815 

Hinsdale__....___.__.----------------------------------------- 107 20 6, 186 

Jefferson___._._..____-----,--------------- == eee eee eee 4, 624 151 1, 959 

Lake. ___.._.._..-_.-------- o-oo een enn ene eee ee 243, 902 19, 270 120, 285 

La Plata__..___..__...------------------ =e ne ene ee eee eee 134 744 1, 914 

Larimer_._._..._.__.------------ eee een en nee nee eee 15 31 21 

Mineral.___.______.__.-----_-.------------------------ =e 41, 568 904 906, 712 

Montezuma. ________.---------------------------------------- 2, 558 1, 112 1, 229 

Montrose_........__.-------------- eo ne nee ee nee 270 2 13, 718 

Ouray.._...------------ eens eee eee eee 44, 148 10, 790 159, 186 

Park... _____..__ eee ee eee 112, 799 24, 415 27, 343 

Pitkin. .._.____.__. 0 eee ee ee - 24, 088 j..-...--------- 238, 773 

Rio Grande______.______.-_-----_----------------------------- 27, 313 16, 979 14, 019 

Saguache.____._._...-.-.---.---------------------------- +--+ 1, 415 24 17, 706 

San Juan. ..._.....---------_---------- +--+ 265, 232 17, 384 §32, 731
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Ore sold or treated and gold and silver produced at lode mines in Colorado in 1941, | by counties, in terms of recovered metals—Continued | 

. Ore sold or | Gold (fine | Silver (fine 
County. treated - ounces) ounces) 

; (short tons) 

Sun Miguel... eee e--------| 284, 830 24, 089 450, 512 Summit. _ 222000202 607 "410 50, 978 | Teller... nena eee eee] pases | 193,470 | 21,600 
2, 222, 786 349, 652 7, 206, 010. Total, 1940... 2-22-22 ene] 2,157,765 350,336 | 9, 707,071 

\ : . . - 

. Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Colorado in 1941, by counties, in Sine 
| ounces, in terms of recovered metals a 

| | . 7 Dredges a oe 
| | Stuicing and. |-———__|—_____—_——_|__ hydrauli . otal 

| County _ _ Dry-land! Dr agiine float- Hloating oO 

Gold | Silver | Gold | silver | Gold | silver | Gold | Silver | Gold : | 

Adams.............| 282 45 |---| wevecene[seeceeesfecewseee[ecce----| 282 6 Arapahoo.-<".-----] 22 4 [oI gg 4 
Boulder______.._._- 7 J--.-.-- 3 |--------|----.---].-.-2---]----_---]_. oe 10-4-..-.-2- 
Chaffee.._........-| 115 18 176 27 |--------}----- 22] --e el 201 45 
Clear Creek____..__ 12 |. 1; 814 es es ns es re 826 100 

Denver___._.______ 6 }.-------}--------]---2 eff ed 6 j--.---.- . Douglas___...._.._.] 13 |_---.-_-]--2---- fee |-e || 13 |--.-.-.- Hagle.._....-.-----} © 4 Jie ..]e-2o2-_-]_-__---_|__--...-|__.....-|_-_ | 4 |-..--.-- . os Gilpin. --.---:-...- 189 . 42}. 5,051 886 |--..-.--]------..]-----.--|.---.-.-] 5,240 | 928 Jefferson... .._..... 428 80 |.-------)e-- 2-2} fee fe. 428 _80 | Lake_........._--.-| 315 90 702} 228 |. lp 07]. 818 La Plata.__.._.___- 3 |.----..-|--------]----2- fee} fee 3 |----.--- 
Montrose... ___.__- 64 17 |_-------]----2-2-|------} espe 54 _ WW Park. ..-....2.___- 204 43 | 5,624) 1,130 | 4,817 | 553 | 10,622 | 2,152 | 21, 267 3, 887 

San Miguel________ ' § 3 |--.-----]------_-]_------. |e ee 8 3 | Summit.....-....:.| 212 55] = 682} 01 |---|] seg 256 
| 1, 886 402 | 13,052 | 2,580] 4,817{ 553 10,622} 2,152 | 30,3771 5,687 Total, 1940.........| 1,822] 360 | 10,203 | 2,210 |...'....]........1 4,975 | 1,068 | 17,000 | 3,638 

ae 
: : , 

1 Dragline and power-shovel excavators with sluices or special amalgamators. 

MINING INDUSTRY | , 

In 1941 the output of dry and siliceous gold, gold-silver, and silver 
ores from mines and dumps in Colorado increased 3 percent and zinc- 
lead ore 53 percent over 1940, whereas copper ore decreased 38 per- 
cent and lead ore 22 percent. This sharp variation from 1940 in the 
State total output of zinc-lead and copper ores is explained by the 
fact that in 1940 the output of the Eagle mine in Eagle County, 
largest producer of copper and silver in the State since 1930, con- 
sisted entirely of copper ore (carrying iron, gold, silver, and lead), 
whereas in 1941, although the total tonnage was approximately the 
same as in 1940, part of the output was copper ore and part zinc-lead 
ore. The total quantity of zinc-lead ore mined in other counties in 
the State increased 9 percent. The increase in output of dry and 
siliceous ores in 1941 came from the Ibex dumps in Lake County. In 
July 1941 the Golden Cycle Corporation completed the driving of 
the 32,262-foot Carlton drainage tunnel in the Cripple Creek district, 

: permitting renewal of mining on the lower levels of the Ajax and Cres- 
son mines. The Resurrection Mining Co. at Leadville continued 
development work at its property and nearly completed construction
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of a 250-ton zinc-lead flotation mill; the mill was placed in operation 
_ February 1, 1942. The South Platte Dredging Co. completed and 

put in operation its new floating connected-bucket dredge on the 
| latte River near Fairplay, and Cooley Bros. installed an operated 

a dragline floating dredge near Como. ; | 

- ORE CLASSIFICATION 
Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume _ 

| on Gold and Silver. , . | | | 

Ore sold or treated in Colorado in 1941, with content in terms of recovered metals : 

- | ore | aoa | sive | | ae | ge 

souree . Sons) ounces) ouness) (pounds) (pounds) (wounds) : 

Dry and scons ld ore ca | PHAGE | HMO | ae) Meer | Stat gee [oo 
Dry and siliceous silver ore... - . -- 68, 471 | 967 | 1,200,260 | — 42,690 | 2,003, 656 254, 000 

| | | 1, 872, 768 | 305,194 | 2, 224,632 | 981,378 | 8,008,118 | 254,000 

—— Lepper ore....---------------2--7> "207, 678 | 25,187 | 4, 306, 343 11,479, 398 7 Ore 0 ora | | 
Lead-copper ore.........] Ea 880 | erst CT | 
Zine ore.....-..------.------------| 24] . 77] 9+ 756 | 2,400 6,153 | 107,071 

‘Zine-lead ore....-.,----.----------| 484200] 1%, 785 | 600/41 | 1, 002, 096 | 18, 280, 258 |81, O82, 00 | 
- 650,023 | 44, 458 | 5,071,378 | 12, 514, 622 | 17, 130, 882 [81,190,000 | 

rota rae goe tne nn] 8 L aTT | Rear | ee occ fe ctenceene 

Total, 1940....------c-------------| 2360 768 | 367898 | 710,700 | 24 304,000 | 25; 853,000 | 10, 120, 000 - 

a METALLURGIC INDUSTRY | | 

_Ore treated in 1941 by all mills in Colorado handling ores of gold, | 

silver, copper, lead, and zinc totaled 1,970,253 tons, of which 1,379,077 | 
tons were treated in company mills at mines and dumps; 532,127 tons 

~~ by the Golden Cycle custom roast-umalgamation-cyanidation-flota-— -- ----— 
tion mill at Colorado Springs; and 59,049 tons by the following custom | 
concentration mills (some of which also treated company ore included | 
above) in or near the mining districts: Orphan Boy ‘in Boulder : 

County; Black Eagle, Clear Creek-Gilpin, Red Elephant, Ruth, and 
Watrous (Silver Leaf) in Clear Creek County; Eldorado in Hinsdale ~ 
County; Creede Mills (Emperius) in Mineral County; Banner Ameri- 
can in Ouray County; Record in Park County; Shenandoah-Dives in 
San Juan County; Smuggler-Union in San Miguel County; and 
Cameron in Teller County. All these custom mills except the Shen- 
andoah-Dives.and Banner American treated gold, gold-silver, or silver 
ores, with a minor content of lead and copper. Zinc-lead ore (4,913 
tons) containing gold and silver and some copper, from Boulder, 
Chaffee, Dolores, Gunnison, Lake, Ouray, Saguache, San Juan, and 
Summit Counties, was shipped to custom mills at Bauer, Midvale, 
and Tooele, Utah. The ore-sampling works at Boulder was run part 
of 1941; the sampler at Idaho Springs was idle throughout the year. 

Direct-smelting ores comprised 11 percent of the State total output 
of ore in 1941. The Arkansas Valley lead bullion-leady copper matte 
smelter at Leadville purchased most of the gold, silver, and gold-silver- 
lead-copper ores and concentrates shipped to smelters during the year. 
Ore and concentrates were shipped to smelters in other States as
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follows: Zinc-lead sulfide ores and concentrates from Lake, Saguache, 
| and Summit Counties to Coffeyville, Kans.; zinc concentrates from | 

| Clear Creek, Dolores, Ouray, Park, Pitkin, San Juan, and Summit 
Counties to Amarillo, Tex.; and copper-iron-silver-zold ore from : 
Kagle County, copper-silver and copper-silver-gold ores and concen- 
trates from Custer, Garfield, Jefferson, Larimer, and Montrose 

| Counties, and gold-silver-lead-copper ores and concentrates from the - 
_ San Juan region to Utah smelters, | | , | 

The quantity of gravel handled in 1941 by 2 floating connected- 
bucket dredges, 1 dragline floating dredge, and 31 dry-land dredges 
was epproximately 5,322,300 cubic yards averaging 18.74 cents to the 
yard. Specific data on yardage handled at small-scale placer opera- 

| tions are not obtainable because of lack of knowledge by the operators __ 
of the quantity of gravel sluiced. | : | 

Mine production of metals in Colorado in 1941, by methods of recovery, in terms of | 
a | -- recovered metals — Co ne 

| Material | war oo | oo Gold Silver . ' treated |. “| Copper Lead Zine. 7 Method of recovery — | (short 5 {fine ounces) _ Pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) 

| | Ore and concentrates amalgamated !.. 1, 040, 098 | 78, 933 18, 513 ween neneeee |e eee ee ee ef eee ee Ore, old tailings, concentrates, sands, oO | and slimes cyanided ?._.__..._.....| 3 578,261 | 124, 258 35,101 |--.--.-.-.-.]....-.-.--2.]---_---_-- 
Concentrates smelted...__...........| 106, 124 | 111, 198 | 2, 404,131 | 2, 110, 994°| 20, 199, 890 |31, 404, 929 Ore smelted.....-..--._..---.-.-..-..| 247,620 | 35, 263 | 4, 838, 265 | 11,385,006 | 4,948, 110 39, 071 _ Placer }_.._-.._.22-22222---2222.-.|--.--------| 30,377 | . 5, 687 |..-----.---.]---..--2----} ee 

| / | | _----------] 380, 029 | 7,301, 697 | 13, 496,000 | 25, 148, 000 |31, 444, 000 ee Total, 1940_._........-.......-----.-.|-----------| 367, 336 | 9,710, 709 | 24, 304, 000 | 22' 952/000 110; 120, 000 

j Quicksilver used by amalgamation mills was 3,485 pounds. Placer mines used approximately 550 | pounds. : : 
. ? Cyanide (in terms of 96- to 98-percent NaCN) used was 641,045 pounds. 

5 Comprises 355,349 tons of sands and slimes from ore and iron concentrates first roasted and amalgamated, 
. 176,778 tons of tailings from ore first. floated, 26,483 tons of tailings from ore first. treated by jigging, and a 19,651 tons of combined flotation concentrates, crude ore, and old tailings cyanided direct. 

Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mulls (with or 
without concentration equipment) in Colorado in 1941, by counties, in terms 

| of recovered metals : 

° Recovered in _ Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

treated Concen- . County (hort | Gold | Silver | trates | Gold | Silver | Copper | Lead 
. ons e e {produce e e 

ounces) | ounces) | (short | ounces) | ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) 
tons) 

Boulder........-...-| 69,616 | 20,271| 6,022]  2,835| 4,949} 22,602| 49,8341 130,942 Chaffee__.........__- 16 15 15 |...--_-_-.-]----------]--.--_-_..[-_----2---|-- ee Clear Creek..._..._.| 149,447] 15, 918 3, 728 4, 270 8,715 | 49,945 | 44,423 | 482,756 Conejos. _....-.-.._- 45 7 204 |.-_-_--.--]-----2- |e fee eee feel Le Eagle._._.....-2.____ ¢3) 2 |----------|___---- |e |eee feed. 
Garfield_._...._.__.- 3 6 |----------|----------|---------- |---|] Gilpin.-.--._........| 16,197 1, 409 346 1, 065 1, 626 6,889 | 24, 215 18, 622 Gunnisua_...._.....| 8,617 1, 400 809 125 275 5,899 |... 8, 148 Lake_.-......-.-....] 224,736 | 8,934 2, 993 6, 006 7,074 | 61,193] 94,181 | 425, 188 Larimer_._...._-__.- 7 14 14 |. 22 i _f---- ee eee fee eee 
Montezuma._.______- 2, 510 791 220 24 84 564 |.-_--.-_--_}--. lL Ouray...............] 38, 654 7, 604 1,817 3, 155 2,944 | 118,057 | 245,916 | 445, 602 Park___.............| 18,249 322 119 949 2, 395 3, 726 2, 838 84, 961 Rio Grande..--..-..| 27,313 | 10,699 | 11,816 830 6, 280 2, 203 8,000 }|----..-.-- San Juan_-._...____- a5 19 99 |._.----__.]----------|--- fee} San Miguel..........] 194,161 7, 356 6,721} 13.768} 14.108 | 325,680 |._...____-] 1, 887.604 Summit_.....-.. ___ 11 6 3 j---.------]----------|------ 2 |e 
Teller___._..........| 494,587 | 128, 418 18, 688 |--._....__|---------_].----- 2 |e pee 

1, 244,184 | 203,191 | 53,614 | 33,027] 48,450 | 596,758 | 460,407 | 3, 483, 823 Total, 1940___.._..__/1, 225,741 | 196.735 | 67,509 | 37,230} 53.339 | 658.370] 849.941 | 4, 288, 072 $d eee eee ee 8 Oe 
i Less than }4 ton.
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Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Colorado in 1941, by counties, 
, an terms of recovered metals 

; BY COUNTIES . 

. Concentrates smelted and recovered metal . 

| . Ore | ~ 

| | “snort | trates | Gola | sil | snor a 0 liver 
Cepper Lead Zine tons) | produced (fine _ (fine 

: (short | ounces) | ounces) | (Pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) ~ 7 
: tons) oy . oe 

Boulder._...........--.| 18,841] 588 | 3,178 28,947 | 10,371 78, 782 11, 000 | | 
Chaffee... ._....-.-.---- 125 - 80 59 . . 645 2, 067 12, 277 _ 48,000 
Clear Creek.........---| 29, 585 4, 612 7, 498. 56, 959 125, 128 381,624 | . 112,000 
Dolores_._.-.....-.----| 48,812 | 11, 259 1, 067 150, 209 123,593 | 5,042,104 | 6,008,000 
Bagle.__.........-.-.--| 125,311 | 27,311 163 63, 941 10,354 | 1,746,612 | 21,760,000 
Garfield .....-.......--- 26 7 j.---------] 83 |_.....--.---|._.--------- ge ¢,000 
Gilpin. ......-.-...--..| 12, 265 1, 855 4,020) 7, 767 95,520 | 6,870 |__...------- 
Gunnison__....-.------ 896 209 - 1438 3,374 {| 2,900 65, 773 64, 000 
Hinsdale_._..........-.| | 616 72 13 1,682 11, 904 6,923 |.....-.--.-- 
Jefferson __.-...-------- 4, 624 884 151 |-- =: 1, 959 192,000 |___..-----.-]--.--------- 
Lake.__._.....--.-.-.--| 2, 586 293 107 3, 460 495 67, 758 85, 903 
La Plata...........---- 25 5 11 159 |_...- 2 |e ee 
Mineral___.........-.--|- 34,370 2, 316 644 580, 959 32, 000 648, 000 |... ------- 
Ouray -...-..------------ 4, 908 250 28 24,111 5, 860 141, 035 38,000 | 
Park._._..-..---------- 94, 235: 5, 693 20, 941 22, 150 |. 73, 967 623, 980 614, 000 
Pitkin.__.-..-...------| 10,200 ggg |_.........| 180,471 1, 622 560,420 | 254,000 
Saguache.....----.-.--- 501 ' 470 er) 1, 768 - 2,644 52, 152 62, 000 
San Juan._............-| 265, 001 10, 656 17, 060 530, 941 866,819 | 6,131, 382 1, 680, 000 
San Miguel...........-| 40,498 3, 185 2, 546 115, 330 _ 76, 500 928, 960 |......-----. , 
Summit_..._....-.----- 3, 504 1, 251 81 29, 548 7, 843 221, 715 661, 026 
Teller......-..---------| 34,053 1, 503 5,088 | —- 2,910 j_---_-----__|.-----.-----|.----------- 

| | | -730,982 | 73,097 | 62,748 | 1,807,373 | 1,641,587 | 16,716,067 | 31,404,929 
Total, 1940.......------| 550,732 | 42,304 | 55,194 | 1,674,971 | 2,151,162 | 13,024,734 | 9,838,578 | | 

: | _. ss BY CLASSES OF ORE TREATED : | 

Dry and siliceous gold.| 178,799 | 12,480 | 39,551 78,245} 271,838 | 783,487 |.....------- , 
Dry and siliceous gold- - . 

silver..__..........---| 67,203]  5,027| 4,568 256,103 | 138,785 | 1,383,098 |...-..--.--- 
Dry and siliceous silver.| 45, 729 3, 305 649 | 775, 644 38,579 | 1, 224, 756 284, 000 
Copper........-.-.-.-.-|' 4,624 884 151 | - 1,959 192,000 |___......---]----..------ 
Lead_..........---..---| , 311 10! . 17 4,325 890 87,173 |_.---------- 
Zinc.......------------ 162 87 77 756 | «2,400 2, 300 ~ 76, 000 Oo 
Zinc-lead_.........-.--.| 484,154} 51,194 | 17, 735 690,341 | 1,002,095 | 13, 285,253 | 31,074, 929 

- | | -739,982 | 73,097 | 62,748 | 1,807,373 | 1,641,587 | 16,716,067 | 31,404,929 $ 

Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Colorado in 1941, by 
a | | _ classes of concentrates smelted 

| | Concen- Gross metal content | : 

Class of trate aaood — ass of concentrates proauce s 

Shor (ana ie (wer eay) (wet wevay) ( as) 
ounces) ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) | ‘P 

Dry gold.__...._...-.--------- 18, 515 36, 210 142, 794 334, 215 841, 742 515, 277 
Dry gold-silver.._._-..-.----- 998 1,313 46, 700 1, 386 34, 461 27, 436 

_ -‘Dry silver._......-..--------- — 105 "+12 6, 107 1,971 6,762 | 47,290 
Copper..___....-.------------ 2, 549 4, 297 13, 884 392, 594 16, 436 34, 122 
Lead..........---------------- 40, 500 57,509 | 1,752,072 458, 566 | 18,016,530 | 4, 149, 100 
Lead-copper._.._..-------.--- 7, 253 - 11, 550 396, 782 | 1,206,460 | 3,011,694 | 1,449,751 

Total to copper and 
lead plants._.....-.-.- 69, 920 110,891 | 2,358,339 } 2,395,192 | 21,927,625 | 6, 222,976 

Zine__..._.........-.--------- 36, 204 |. 430 66, 899 185,751 | 614,636 | 35, 272, 832 

‘ 106, 124 111,321 | 2,425,238 | 2,580,943 | -22, 542,261 | 41, 495, 808 
Total, 1940__........-..------- 79, 624 108, 688 | 2,350,225 | 3, 582,869 | 19,632,705 | 17, 168,976 

: , ? : .
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Mine production of metals from Colorado concentrates shipped to smelters in 1941, 
: an terms of recovered metals | , 

| : BY COUNTIES | 

, | Concen- ; , . trates epld. a Copper Lead Zine | (short ounces) | ounces) | (Pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) | 

| Boulder...._.-...-..---.---..- 3, 423 8, 122 51, 549 60, 205 209, 724 11, 000 
Chaffee... ele 80 ; 59 645 2, 067 12, 277 48, 000 Clear Creek...._....._._._.... 8, 882 16, 213 106, 904 169, 551 864, 380 112, 000— Dolores... .....-...-.2-.---...- 11, 259 1, 067. 150, 209 123, 593 | 5, 042, 104 6, 008, 000 Bagle._.......-..-.---........] 27,311 163 63, 941 10,354 | 1,746,612 | 21, 760,000 Garfield.....-......._....... 7 |_.-.-------- 88 fe 7,000 Qilpin..........2.-2----.-2-- 2,9201 5,646 14, 656 119, 735 25,192 |_......-_-. 
Gunnison.........--...._....- 334 418 9, 273 2, 900 73, 921 64, 000 
Hinsdale_........-....-.2- 22. 72 13 1, 682 11, 904 5 2 
Jefferson._....-.......--_.--_- 884 151 1, 959 192,000 j...-...22 2 fe 2 
Lake.......2---:-2..---------] 6, 299 7, 181 |. 64, 653 94, 676 492, 946 85, 903 La Plata...............--._-- 5 11 189 j.......-..--].----.-----|-- ee 
Mimneral___.--. 2-2-2 2, 316 644. 580, 959 32, 000 648,000 |...-...--._. 
Montezuma.-........-.-.---.-] 24 84 564 |.-.------- 2 |---| 
Ouray. .....-.--2--- 2 3, 405 2,.972 -142, 168. 251, 776 586, 637 38, 000 Park......._.---.2.-. 8. 6, 642 23,336 | . 25,876 76,805 | . 708,941 614, 000 . Pitkin... ee 898 j...- 22. 180, 471 1, 622 560, 420 254, 000 

Sapuache e222: vo, ET Pree] 8800 bs igs] @srao0 San Jugn__.....-.....-.-.-.-| | 10,656 17, 060 630,941 | 866,819 | 6,131,382 | 1,680,000 
San Miguel_...........-..2... 16, 953 16, 654 441,010 76, 500 | 2,816, 564 |.......____. 
Summit. ...-....22222.-......] | 1, 251 81]. 29, 548 7, 843 221, 715 661,026 | Peller. 1, 503 5, 038 2,910 |... |p 

—— - 106, 124 111,198 | 2,404,131 | 2,110,994 | 20,199,890 | 31,404,929 Total, 1940_..-............__. 79, 624 108, 533 | 2,333, 341 | 3,001, 103 | 17,312,806 | 9, 838, 578 : 

| . BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES SMELTED . : | 

— Dry gold...-2..2222.222-2-| 18,818 36,210 | 142,794] 266,862} 757,006 |__.......___ 
Dry gold-silver._....._.._.... 998 1, 313 46, 700. 1, 031 29, 824 |_-.... 22 Le Dry silver._..............___. 105 12 6, 107 1, 513 6,216 |..-.-.-___- : Copper. -....------+--22------ 2; 549 4, 297 13, 884 347, 968 14,617 |__........_- | : Lead.._.......--.......-..__- 40, 500 57,509 | 1,752,072 |. 365,322 | 16,268 071|_........___ | Lead-copper..-..-.....-.....- 7, 253 11,550 | 396, 782 978, 768 | 2, 737,848 |... ..---_- | 

Total to copper and . lead plants........___- 69, 920 110,891 | 2,358,339 | 1,961,464 | 19,813,582]... tit Zine.._....2 22-22 36, 204 307 45, 792 149, 530 386,308 | 31, 404, 920 

106,124 | 111,198 | 2,404,131 | 2, 110,994 | 20,199,890 | 31, 404, 929 
etc tne nechneererenerentpnnernney 

Gross metal content of Colorado crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, by classes of ore 
regener, 

. 

Gross metal content 

Class of ore Ore (ehort 
Gold (fine | Silver (fine| Copper Lead Zinc | 
ounces) ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) : 

Dry and siliceous gold_______- 8, 782 7, 611 22, 471 75, 731 170, 039 13, 569 Dry and siliceous gold-silver _. 5, 324 856 17, 181 2, 473 279, 942 3, 277 Dry and siliceous silver. _____- 22,742 | 318 424, 616 5, 862 865, 307 9, 541 Copper.........-.............| 203, 054 25,036 | 4, 304, 384 | 11, 583,589 | 2,794,753} 4, 053, 197 Lead 2222227000077 7, 606 1, 438 69, 171 37, 268 | 2,303, 947 142, 569 Ledd-copper___.-.-....._.__-- 4 4 442 424 686 |-.---.-2. 2. ; 

Total to copper and lead . 
plants__.....-..-_-..- 247, 512 35, 263 | 4,838, 265 | 11, 705,347 | 6, 414, 674 4, 222, 153 

Zine. ____...---.----..------- 62 |_..------ fee fe. eeee.-.--] 5, 166 37, 989 Zinc-lead._.___.---___.-_.___- 46 |__......___|_______.._--|--.--..... 4, 639 10, 021 
Total to zinc plants____- 108 |_-------2 2 fee fee 9, 805 48, 010 

247, 620 35, 263 | 4,838, 265 | 11,705,347 | 6,424,479 | 4,270, 163 Total, 1940.-__..........__....] 381, 292 45,068 | 7,306,221 | 22,044,508 | 8,136,711] 5, 451,929 
a a 

: 

{ 

4
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Mine production of metals from Colorado crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, tn 
terms of recovered metals 

BY COUNTIES 

Ore (short | Gold (fine | Silver (fine} Copper Lead Zine 
. tons) ounces) ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) {| (pounds) 

Archuleta.....------------------ 7 38 4 |._.........-]------------|--------.- 
Boulder. ___..-------------4---- 1, 501 2, 326 5, 204 42, 795 15, 276 |..-.-.---- 
Chaffee._.__..-.--.------------- 80 133 1, 029 933 15, 723 }.-..----.. 
Clear Creek._.--.--------------' 402 |. 241 18, 684 | | 11, 449 82, 620 |....-..-.- 
Costilla_......------------------ 46 |___...------|------------|-------~----- 4, 000 8, 000 | 
Custer___.....-----.------------ 178 |._...-.----- 2, 222 2, 000 66,000 |....-.--.. _ 

Dolores__._...------------------ 15 1 268 407 11, 896 }|-.-----.-- 7 
EFagle_........------------------ 203, 344 24,999 | 4, 288, 736 | 11, 207,646 | 1, 673, 388 |__......-- 
Fremont......------------------ 33 1 35 8, 000 ~ 2,000 }..22-.---- 
Garfield. _....-..--------------- 71 83 59 500 |....-..-.-..]-.-.-.---- 
Gilpin. ......_..---------------- 316 1, 265 2, 036 18, 265 13, 808 |--.-.----- 
Grand_.______...--------------- 15 1 “744\ 000008. 2,000 |._....---- 
Gumnnison._-...-.---.------------ 125 53 3, 733 100 46,079 |.=.....--- 
Hinsdale......-.-------.-------- 91 |. 7 4, 504 3, 006 8,077 |....-.-.-- 
Lake.__......---.-----.-------- 16, 580 3, 155 52, 639 7,824 | 1, 737, 054 9, 097 
La Plata... .-.-..------------- 109 733 1, 755 |_---.-----.--|------------]---------- 
Larimer ----..------------------ . 8) 17] 7 |.-----------]----------- Jo--------- | . 
Mineral. -__._.--.-...----------- 7,198 | - 260 325, 753 |--.--.-~---- 492, 000.}.....--.-. 
Montezuma. -...--------------- 48; 237 445 |......---+--|------------]---------- 
Montrose-._-.-.---------------- 270 2 13, 718 47,000. |...--...----}-----.---- 
Ouray. _....-------------------- 586 214 | 15, 201 - 4, 224 50, 363 |-.......-. 
Park___.....__---.--1-----------] 315 187 1, 348 2, 195 29, 059 |........-- 
Pitkin. ._.....-.-...---.-------- 13, 888 |..--..------ 58, 302 378 246, 580 |..--..---- 
Saguache.__.....--------------- 914 19 15, 938 23, 356 267, 848 |...-...-.-. oO 
San Juan. ___.---.-------------- 216 305 1, 691 | | 3, 181 13, 618 |...-...--- 
San Miguel. -_....--------------- 171 79 2, 781 2, 000 17, 436 |.........- 
Summit. _._..-..-2------------- 1, 082 323: 21, 427 157 153, 285 21, 974 
Teller_......_.-..-----.-.------- 1 14 2 j.--..-2..---|----- 2... fee eee ee 

| 247, 620 35, 263 | 4,838, 265 | 11,385,006 | 4, 948, 110 39,071 - 
Total, 1940........-.------------ 381,292 | 45,068 | 7,306,221 | 21,302,897 | 5, 639, 194 281, 422 

BY CLASSES OF ORE 
. : — —_ tien he RP aetna . eesti , 

Dry and siliceous gold. ----.----- 8, 782 7, 611 22, 471 61, 792 152, 793 |..-.------ 

Dry and siliceous gold-silver - --.. 6, 324 856 17, 181 1, 866 251, 261 |.....--.-- 

Dry and siliceous silver- .----.--- 22, 742 318 424, 616 4,111 778, 900 |.......--. 

Copper. .-.-------2-2--227-77-7° 203, 054 25,036 | 4,304,384 | 11, 287,396 | 1,678,029 |.......--- 
Lead.._.....------------------- 7, 606 1, 438 69,171 | 29,502 | 2,078, 656 |.........- 

Lead-copper.-._....------------- 4 4 442 339 618 |......-... 

uous... hotal to copper and lead | . 
plants... ...-.----------- 247, 512 “35, 263° 4, 838, 265 P 11, 385, 006 - “4, 940, 257- DIU SUD p be one 

: Zinc_____-.-.--------2---------- 62 |...-.-------|----2-------|------------ 8, 858 31,071 
Zinc-lead __........-.----------- 46 |..--.-.-----|------------]------------ 4, 000 8,000 

Total to zinc plants. --.--- 108 |....--------|------------|------------ 7, 853 39, 071 

247, 620 35,263 | 4,838, 265 | 11,385,006 | 4, 110 39, 071 

pn 
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REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS a bh 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Colorado in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals oO 

Mines producing|Ore sold. or Gold (fine ounces) . Silver (fine ounces) C Le ‘A zi 
: treate | opper a ne County and district -___ (short - : ” : (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) Total value - 

Lode | Placer tons) Lode Placer Total Lode _ | Placer Total | | 

Adams County...--__-.----------|..------ 3 |_.----------]---------- 282 282-4 2s eee 45 45 |.....--.----|------------|------------ $9, 902 
Arapahoe County~.____-_._--_-----]_.------ 1 ji... e--e---|_e-------- 22 22 |_.---------- 4 4 |__| eee] 773 
Archuleta County........ _...--- 1 |__.L---- 7 38 [_-_..-..-- 38 | 4 |_.---.-- 4 | - eee fee eee eee 1, 333 
Boulder County: . 

Central__......-.--...-------- 13 |______-- 13, 498 7,763 |_...._---- 7,753 | - 2,936 |..__...- 2, 936 300. 14, 600 - 7,000 | 274, 835 3 7 
Gold Hill._.....-----2-------- 32 3 45, 470 12, 601 7 12,608 | 24,701 |___.._.- 24, 701 50, 000 130, 700 j....-------- 472, 195 B | 
Grand Island__._._.-...-.--.- 9 1 16, 953 2, 898 ar) 2, 901 * 25, 851 |... ---- 26, 851. 2, 900 73, 600 4, 000 124, 755 bef 
Magnolia.............-.-----. 8 ]...----- 1, 664 960 |_..-.----- 960 388. |._.-.._- 388 |......----.-|.-----------|--------- 33, 876 | 
‘Sugar Loaf._.._....-..------- 26 |_._-.--- 7,114 3,662 |.....=.--- 3, 662 —§, 403 je. eee] 5, 493 600 4,700 |..........-- 132, 415 > 
Ward____.---. 2222-8 | rn 5, 259 2,845 |__..-_---- 2, 845 3,406 |...-----] 3, 406 49,200 | —--—«1, 400 |__--.-.-.---. 107, 883 Ee : 

Chaffee County: . Cf 
Chalk Creek_..._-...-..------- 2 |__..-_-- 98 1380 |__...-._-- 130 641 j..__--.- 641 1, 600 20, 800 18, 000 7,731 
Four Mile.....-_---.---------- | 67 39 |_.__..---- 39 336 |_._..--- 336 | | 1, 000 1, 200 30, 000 4, 040 rd 
Granite !__...-. 22222 ee 3 15 10 8 291 299 10 45} §5 |...-.-------|.----------- [eee eee 10, 504 = . 
La Plata. _............----.-- 1 2 3 |--.------- 3. C2 eee 3 |_-..-------- 300 |.----------- 124 

Monarech..___.__-_......--.---- 2 |..__---- 28 13 |_--.---.-- 13 682 ).....---} 682. 400 | 5, 700 |..-..---.--. 1, 312 eu 
Red Mountain. ........._---- | 2 2 |__-------- 2 8 |e. 3 | ---e fee fee eee 722 + 
Turret__.......-------------- 7 14 ‘12 ]-Le} a8 14 Fle 14 |. ee fee el |ee eee 440 O 

Clear Creek County: . e 
Alice. _..2- 22 eeeee 6 |... ee 1, 178 473 |__.._...-- 473 772 |...2-.-- - 772 1, 000 14,000 |.-.--- 2 - 18, 020 A 
Argentine. _.__..._-....-.----- 3 |__.----- 3, 770 53 |_...------ 53 21,614 |... ..- 21, 614 . 2,100 43,000 |............ 19, 924 . 
Empire. ..-------------2---7- 7 74, 173 14,612 |_.....-..-] 14,612 6,445 |. 6, 445 68, 500 © 300 |... eee 524, 1038 po 
Griffith. .......2 222222 i 739 42 |____.-.-- 42 10,908 |.._.._-. 10, 908 500 | 67, 000 112, 000 21, 505 © 
Idaho Springs 2.__._.-._-.---- 42 16 67, 997 11, 959 826 12, 785 75, 548 100 75, 648 106, 700 549, 000 |........- 22. 545, 153 ood 
Montana. ___.._._.----------- 2 | oe 175 eee 8 6,895 |}... 6, 895 300 77,000 |....--.--.-- 9, 607 bt 
Trail Creek__.......__...--.- 10 |__.___.-- 31, 402 §, 225 |...-.----- 5, 225 7,134 |..._--.- 7, 134 1, 900. 196, 700 |_..-.-.----- 199, 384 

Goneios County__........-.-.-.-- 2 45 7 j.--------- 7 204 |... -..-- 204 |. fee |e eee 390 . 
Costilla County............-.---- 1 1 46 |......-..- 7 7 j..---------- 1 | re 4, 000: 8, 000 1, 074 
Custer County._..__.-...-..--2-- 3 |... -- 178 |......----|_--.------}-- 2 ee 2, 222 |_.-.---- 2, 222 . 2,000 . 66,000 |.....- 22222 5, 578 . 
Denver County..__.__.._...--..-- |e --2-- 3 |_.-.--------|---------- 6 6 |.-.----...--|-...--.-|--.------- fee} |ee eee 210 
Dolores County: . 

Lone Cone. -._.....----------- ae on ees Ce © F.1) | 966 |....-....- 966 37, 762 |.._.__.. 37, 762 |.......----- 4,300 |... ee 60, 908 
Pioneer (Rico) -__.....__..----|. 4j] _..  -- 37, 626 102 |.__.----.- 102 (112,716 |. ..---- 112, 715 124,000 | 8,049,700 | 6,008, 000 836, 788 

Douglas County: Newlin Gulech..|_._.__.- 6 |_..-.----~--]-- eee 13 13 |_-.-2- 2-2] |e eee} ee ee |e eee 455 
Eagle County: 

Mount Egley__....-..---.2--- 1 1 (3) 2 4 6 |..--.-------|_-------]--------- |e |e] 210 
Red Cliff..........--.-.------ 4|....--.-] 328,655 | 25,162 |_.........| 25,162 | 4,352,677 |.......-| 4, 352,677 | 11,218,000 | 3, 420,000 | 21, 760,000 | 7, 126, 571 Oo 

Fremont County.._.......---..-- 2 |.-.----- 33 ‘file. eee ee 1 35 |....--.- 35 8, 000 2,000 |_.....--.-.- 1, 118 
Garfleld County: Rifle Creek _ _-_- 4 J... 222. 100 89 ILL ll. 89 142 Jo... 142) 500 Joelle 7, 000 3, 800



Gilpin County: . 
Southern. .....--....-.------- 43 76. 26, 043 7, 956 5,134 | 13, 090 16,723 | 918 17, 641 138, 000° 38,000 |-..-...-.-.- 489, 145 
Northern.......----.--------- 8 4 2, 735 364 106 470 315 10 325 |-.---------- 1,000 |------------ .16, 738 

Grand County....--.--.-.-.----- 3 |_------- 18 Lje--------- 1 744 |e eee. 744 {0022-88 2,000 |------------ 678 
Gunnison County: | | 7 | 

Domingo..-...-.------------- I j.--..--- Lj eeu fee eee ef ee 3 |--.----- 3 100 j----.-------]------------ 14 
Gold Brick..-.-.-...--------- 7 |-------- 9, 207 1, 822 |--...---.- 1, 822 7,581 |....---- 7, 581 |------.---.- 26, 400 |.-.-.------- 70,666 & 
Green Mountain. .-......---- 2 |----..-- 7 2 eee 4 7 |-------- 7 |-------- 2-2 |e ee ee epee eee eee ee 145. © 
Quartz Creek_.......-.-.---.- 3 {-------- 15 2 ee 3 464 |..._.-.- 464 |_..-.-.----- 2,400 }--.-.---.--- 572 
Rock Creek....--..-.------.- 2 |-------- 7 2 |.--------- 2 862 }-------- 862 |------------ 200 1, 000 769 SJ 
Taylor Park (Tin Cup) ----.. 3 ]------.- 219 88 |----.----- 38 4,095 }|--.-.--- 4, 095 2, 900 58, 400 28, 000 10,018 ™“ 
Tomichi._...-.-.-..-.------.- 1 |-------- 92 2 jee. eee 2 803 |.-.-.--- 803 |--.---.---.- 32, 600 35, 000 5, 124 Th) 

Hinsdale County: : end . 
Galena......-..------------.- 3 {22 623 1B {....-----[| 18 1,776 |.-..--.- 1, 776 12, 000 11,000 {--.-.-...-.- 3, 761 B 
Lake.......--.--------------- 2 |--.----.- 84 7 [eee eee 7 4,410 |--.-_-.- 4, 410 3, 000 4,000 |------.----- 3, 963 eS 

Jefferson County....-......------ 1 26 4, 624 161 428 579 1, 959 80 2, 039 192, 000 }...-.-..--.-]------------ 44,371 5s 
Lake County: S 

California (Leadville) -....-.- 38 14 240, 219 19, 087 309 19, 346 114, 016 87 114, 103 101, 800 | 2, 224, 300 95, 000 904, 172 
Other distriets 4. ...--.....-.- 7 4 3, 683 233 708 941 6, 269 231 6, 500 200 5,700 |--.---.-..-- 37, 906 Q 

La Plata County: California. - --- 6 1 134 744 3 747 1,914 |--._.-_- 1,914 |--...-...-.-|------2-----|------ ee 27, 506 bg 
Larimer County: rg 

Manhbattan..-..-------------- 1 je--- ee 8 i ween eee eee 17 | | 7 |-------- 7 |------------|---- eee fee eee 600 Es} 
Masonville..-.......-.------- 2 7 14 [.-.....-.-| | 14 — 14 Jee. 14 |--_-..----.-|------------|------------ 500g 

Mineral County: Creede_-......-- 6 |.---.--- 41, 568 ope we ee econo 904 906, 712 |.-.-.--- 906, 712 32,000 | 1,140,000 |----.---_--- 745,169 ~ 
. Montezuma County_.....-..----- Ds 2, 558 1,112 |.--.------ 1,112 1, 229 }----.-.- 1,229 }----.-4-----|------------]------------ 39, 794 rs 

Montrose County: . ey 
La Sal__....--...-.-.--..----- L.je-.-.--- 270 (2 ).-..22---- 2 18, 718 }---..--- 18, 718 47,000 |--.-.-..----|------------ 15, 371 > 
San Miguel River (Naturita).|.-....-- 18 |----.-------}------ ee. 64 §4 J-2-lee 17 17 |----.---- |---| eee 1, 902 So 

Ouray County: . . . | 
Red Mountain-._.......-.-.- 3 |--.----- 87 |.------.~-|----------|---------- 246 j------.- 246 ~ 100 13, 200 4, 000 1, 239 > 
Sneffels..........-.----------- 3 |.---.--- 37,884 | 10,422 |.......-.-] 10,422] 120,773 |--.-.---] 120,773 242, 500 447,800 |--...--._.-- 504,793 | 
Uncompahgre. ......-....---- 1 |e... 6, 227 368 |_-...----- 368 38, 167 }--..---- 38, 167 13, 400 176, 000 34, 000 54,184 

Park County: . . 
‘Alma Placers........---------|-------- 10 |----.-------]-------L-- 2, 699 2, 699 }--.. ------- 568 568 |.-.--.------|------------|------------ 94,869 N 
Beaver Creek___..........----]-------- 3 J----.--------]----------| 3, 318 3,313 |--.---.----. 718 713 |.-.-..---.4.|--.--.----.-|-----.------ 116, 462 B | 
Buckskin.__.-...-.----.----.- 6 6 4, 676 1, 069 15 1, 074 6, 584 3 6, 587 21, 600 | 81, 600 614, 000 95, 524 O 
Consolidated Montgomery. - - 7 1 3, 700 402 | 5 407 1, 724 3 1, 727 1, 500 800 |--..--.---.- 15, 696 
Fatrplay........--...--..---.-|------.- 46 |_....2...-2-|-------.--| 10,171 | 10, 171 |---| 2,022 2,022 |.-.-.-.--2--|-----+---2--|-----ee eee 357,428 | 
Hall Valley.__......-..-...--- 1 |_....... 27 ‘| [eee 1 111 |.-...-.- 111 900 200 |2---2--2---- 231 & 
Mosquito. ....--.------------- § |-------- 104, 386 22,940 |.-.-.-----|. 22,940 18, 924 }|--.---.-] 18, 924 55, 000 655, 400 }------------ 860, 205 Oo 
Tarryall:.......--.----------- 2 9 10 13 5, 064 5,077 |.-.---.-----] 878 578 |.-----------|------ en nnnefeeee enone 178,106 63 

Pitkin County: Roaring Fork. --- 5 j.------- 24,088 |...-.--.--|----------]--------2- 238, 773 |--. .---- 238, 773 2, 000 807, 000 254, 000 235, 079 Ee 
Rio Grande. County: Summit- a} : o> 

ville...-.---2.----2-- eee eee ee! 1 jee. Lee- 27, 313 16, 979 |_..._----- 16, 979 14,019 J.-_---.- 14,019 | 8,000 |--.---------l--.--------- 605, 178 by 

1 Granite district lies in both Chaffee and Lake Counties. Be e 
3 Includes Cascade and Ute Creek district. — - S a 
3 Less than }4 ton. . | 
4 Includes Box Creek, Granite, Lackawanna Gulch, St. Kevin, Tennessee Pass, Twin Lakes, and Two Bit districts. 

' | : :



Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Colorado in 1941, by counties und districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued Se 

Mines producing Ore sold or Gold (fine ounces) Silver (fine ounces) C Lead zi . Go 
tet reate we opper a inc 

County and district (short —| (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) Total value 

Lode | Placer tons) Lode Placer Total Lode Placer Total 

Routt County._...-...-.-..------|--.----- 2 |_-.---------[------- ee 5 § |.-.--------- 3 3 j_..-.-.---.-|.---.---_---|----------e- $177 
Saguache County: . | 

Kerber Creek__.......--.-..-- 8 |_....--- 1, 414 24 |...------- 24 17, 678 |_-_---.- 17, 678 26, 000 319, 600 62, 000 39, 346 . 
Myers Creek_...-...--------- 1 1 |_---------]----------|---------- 28 |.-----.- 28 |----------.- 400 |.----------- | 48 

San Juan County: 
Animas____.._...-...---.----- 17 |_-..---- 264, 246 17,105 |---.----.-| 17, 105 527,400 |.....--- 527, 490 868,000 ; 6,090,300 | 1,663, 000 1, 548, 075 
Eureka_.._....-....---------- 7 |.------- 967 279 |..-.--.--- 279 §, 172 |_.------ 5, 172 2, 000 48, 600 12, 000 17, 349 too 
Ice Lake Basin.............-- Lie el... 19 |.....--..-]--.---.---|---------- 69 |.---.--- 69 |.-.---.----- 6, 100 5, 000 772 i 

San Miguel County: 2 
Iron Springs._.........---.--- 9 1 178 101 1 102 2, 662 }--.-.--- 2, 662 2, 000 17,400 |_-.---.----- 6, 691 bs 
Lower San Miguel.___.....-.-j.------- 1 J_-..--.-----|---------- 7 i 3 3 |...---------|------ ee | -eee- 247 bg 
Mount Wilson. ._.......----- 2 |_------- 1 7 |.--------- 7 7 j-------- 7 |.-----------|------------ |e -e eee ee e 250 > 
Upper San Miguel._.....-.--- 10 |_..-...- 234, 651 23,981 |_..-.-.-.-] 28,981 447, 843 j--...-.- 447, 843 76,500 | 2,816,600 |...........-| 1, 327, 374 = 

Summit County: . TN 
Breckenridge. _......-.-.-.--- 13 52 1, 260 325 894 1, 219 11, 901 256 | 12, 157 300 | — 35,600 39, 000 56, 299 
Montezuma. .._.....-..--.--- 7 |-------- 1, 641 14 |...-2.--.- 14 13, 808 |.....-.- 18, 808 5, 300 178, 900 45, 000 24,506 
Ten Mile__,._.._..-.---_---.- 6 |_-.----- 915 46 |.-.------- 46 3, 773 |.-.----- 3, 773 200 99, 700 141, 000 20, 575 ie] 
Wilkinson, Rock Creek, and > 

Green Mountain____-._---- 4 |... 2. 791 25 |.--------- 25 21,496 j...---.- 21, 496 2, 200 60, 800 458, 000 54, 237 ou 
Teller County: Cripple Creek. -_- 99 |_..-_-.- 528,641 | 183,470 |.......-.-| 133, 470 21, 600 |...---.. 21,600 |.....-.-...-].-.-.-.-.-.-].---.--..---| 4, 686, 810 w 

Total Colorado._......-.--- 579 324 | 2,222,786 | 349, 652 30, 377 | 380,029 | 7,296,010 | 5,687 | 7,301,697 | 13, 496,000 | 25, 148,000 | 31,444,000 | 23, 877, 597 5 

. —_ 

- © 

—y
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ADAMS COUNTY 

Nearly all the output of gold and silver from Adams County in 1941 
was recovered as a byproduct from the gravel-washing plants of the 
Brannan Sand & Gravel Co. and the United Sand & Gravel Co. near | 
Denver. | 

| ARAPAHOE COUNTY | 

A lessee on the Tresize placer, which extends across the county line _ 
| into: Jefferson County, produced 22 ounces of gold and 4 ounces of ~ 

silver from the Arapahoe County area in 1941. | 

ARCHULETA COUNTY 

Seven tons of gold-silver ore were shipped to the Leadville smelter 
from the Last Dollar claim. | | 

BOULDER COUNTY | 

Central (Jamestown) distric.—The Wano mine continued in 1941 
to be the principal producer of gold in the Central district; 16 was 
operated throughout the year by the owner and several sets of lessees, a 
who shipped the ore to the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado Springs. A 
lessee at the Smuggler group shipped ore from the mine and dump to 
the Golden Cycle mill. Associated Metal Mines, Inc., worked the 
John Jay mine from January 1 to March 31 and shipped 163 tons of 
ore. Among the other producers of gold were the Black Rose group, 
Golden Age, and Gray Eagle. About 50 tons of zinc-lead ore were 
shipped from the Central district to the Midvale (Utah) custom 
concentrator. : — 

Gold Hill district—Slide Mines, Inc., operated its Slide-Klondyke- 
Twin group of mines and 70-ton gravity- and flotation-concentration 

| mill throughout 1941. The gold concentrates caught on burlap 
- tables between the classifier and Wilfley tables were amalgamated, : 

and the rest were shipped to the Leadville smelter. Besides gold and 
“giver, the concentrates shipped to the smelter contained some re- = 

coverable copper and lead. The ore from the other producing mines 
and dumps in the Gold Hill district was shipped to the Golden Cycle 
mill or the Boulder Ore Sampler. Sizable producers, in order of gold 
output, were the Ingram group, Sunshine, Emancipation, Melvina, | 
Nil Desperandum, and Little Johnny. 

Grand Island district—The Donora Mining Co. operated the. | 
Boulder County mine and 70-ton jig- and flotation-concentration mill | 
under lease throughout 1941, producing gold-silver-lead_ concentrates 
which were shipped to the Leadville smelter. Ore was shipped to the 
Golden Cycle mill and Leadville smelter from the Amy Paul, Blue 
Bird, Enterprise, Revenge, and other small mines in the Grand Island 
district. | 

Magnolia district—The producing mines in the Magnolia district 
in 1941 were the Cash-Rebecca, Fortune, Graphic, Hereafter, India, | 
LeRoy, Ben C. Lowell, and Senator Hill. , 

Sugar Loaf district—Most of the ore produced from mines and 
dumps in the Sugar Loaf district in 1941 was shipped to the Golden 
Cycle mill. The Poorman group continued to be the principal pro- 
ducer of gold; it was followed by the Alpine Horn, Nancy, Wood
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Mountain, Grand Republic, and Keystone, each of which yielded 
| more than 100 ounces of gold. The silver output came chiefly from 

| silver ore from the Yellow Pine group and gold ore from the Nancy. 
: Ward district—The Ward United Mines Co. operated the Boston- | 

Utica group throughout 1941 and reconditioned the Utica 25-ton | 
concentration mill, which was placed in operation in July. The 
concentrates and crude smelting ore shipped contained in all 2,535 
ounces of gold, 2,872 ounces of silver, and 49,661 pounds of copper. | 
Small tonnages of ore were shipped to the Leadville smelter or the 
Golden Cycle mill from the B & M mine, Baxter, Captain Jack, 
Columbia, Golden Queen, Grandview, Hard Rock, Hawkeye, Helen B, | 
and Nelson. | 

CHAFFEE COUNTY . 

| Chalk Creek district.—Lessees operating the old Mary Murphy 
mine on a small scale shipped ore containing gold, silver, lead, copper, - 

| and a relatively high percentage of zinc to the Midvale (Utah) custom | 
milling plant and selected ore of a similar type but lower in zinc con- | 

: tent to the Leadville (Colo.) smelter. A small quantity of lead ore 
was shipped from another property in the Chalk Creek district. | 
_ Four Mile district—Harry Ault shipped 67 tons of zinc ore con- 

, taining gold, silver, lead, and copper to the Midvale (Utah) custom 
concentrator in 1941. — - | a 

Granite district (see also Lake County).—Only 10 tons of ore yielding 
| 8 ounces of gold and 10 ounces of silver were shipped from lode mines 
- in the Granite district in 1941: Len Savage operated his placer in - 

Lost Canyon intermittently from June to September, using a power oo 
| shovel and screening-sluicing plant. Wolfe & Hesser operated a | 

%-cubic yard power shovel and screening and sluicing plant in Lost | 
| Canyon and on Cache Creek from July 12 to August 19. The Cache 

| Creek, Franklin, Independent, Mizer, and other placers on Arkansas 
River near Granite were worked on a small scale with sluices, and 
drift mining was done at the Old Channel and Georgia Bar placers. 

La Plata district —A 2-ton lot of gold-silver-lead ore from the Tip 
Top claim was shipped to the Leadville smelter in 1941. 

Monarch district —A lessee at the Madonna group shipped 12 tons 
of gold-silver-lead ore in 1941, and another operator in the Monarch 
district shipped 16 tons of gold-silver-lead-copper ore. 

, — Red Mountain district —A small lot of gold-silver ore was shipped 
from the Anchor group to the Golden Cycle mill in 1941. 

Turret district—Small lots of ore were shipped from the Golden 
Wonder and Monongahela mines to the Golden Cycle mill. 

CLEAR CREEK COUNTY 

Alice district (Yankee, Lincoln).—A lessee at the Lombard mine 
shipped 829 tons of gold ore containing some silver, lead, and copper 
to custom mills in the Idaho Springs district in 1941. The Gold King 
mine yielded 203 tons of gold-silver ore, part of which was shipped to 
the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado Springs and part to the Clear 
Creek-Gilpin mill at Idaho Springs. Other small producers in the 
Alice district were the Lalla, San Juan, Reynolds, and Whale mines. 

Argentine district—Buckley Bros. operated the Hamill tunnel group 
in 1941 and produced 601 tons of silver ore, of which 527 tons were 
concentrated in local custom mills and 74 tons were shipped crude to
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the Leadville smelter. The 50-ton flotation mill at the Santiago mine 
- was operated during the summer months; the concentrates produced, 

containing gold, silver, lead, and copper, were shipped to the Lead- 
ville smelter. Some ore from the Paymaster group was shipped to 
the Ruth custom mill at Idaho Springs. | : 

Empire district—In 1941 Minnesota Mines, Inc., operated contin- 
‘uously its consolidated group of claims in the area north of Empire; 
since 1935 this company has been the largest producer of gold in Clear 
Creek. County.. The output was 15 percent less in 1941 than in 1940. . 

| The ore is treated in the 250-ton mill at the mine by concentration on — | 
mats in launders and by flotation followed by cyanidation of the flota- 
tion concentrates. After cyanidation the flotation concentrates, con- 

- taiming chiefly iron sulfide, are sold to the General Chemical Co. of _- 
Denver for the manufacture of sulfuric acid; the mat concentrates, | 
containing mostly free gold, are amalgamated. Copper Cone, Inc. 

| made a substantial output of gold from the Upper Union-Gold Fissure 
group; the ore was treated in the Clear Creek-Gilpin and Ruth custom 
mills at Idaho Springs. The Conqueror Operating Co. shipped 425 = 
‘tons of gold-silver ore from the Conqueror group to the Clear Creek- 
Gilpin mill. Other small producers included the Ashland, Cashier, | 
Gold Dirt, Mint, and Pittsburg properties. : 

Griffith (Georgetown-Silver Plume) district —The Mile High Mining | 
Co. began work at the Smuggler group in January 1941 and in August 
began to mine and mill ore: Production to the end of the year was 
145 tons of zinc concentrates, shipped to the Amarillo (Tex.) smelter, 
and 45 tons of lead-silver concentrates, shipped to the Leadville | 
smelter. Ore was shipped to custom mills at Idaho Springs from the 
Clara B, Hall tunnel, and St. George groups and to the Leadville 
smelter from the Fargo and Johnny Bull properties. 

_ Idaho Springs district —The Alma-Lincoln Mining Co., a consistent 
producer since 1933, operated its Lincoln-South Lincoln-Elliott Barber - 
group and flotation mill throughout 1941 and treated 25,019 tons of 

_ ......ore, compared with 36,404 tons in 1940. The company, which had. 
purchased the Metropolitan property in 1940, took a lease on the Dona 
Juanita and Cardigan claims in 1941. The Silver Spruce Gold Mining | 
Co. operated its 50-ton mill at Idaho Springs on company ore from 
the Lord Byron mine from January to the first week in July and on 
custom ore the rest of the year. A large part of the custom ore came 
from the Shafter dump. Gold Mines Consolidated, owner and oper- 
ator of the Dona Juanita-Maude Monroe group of mines and the Gus- 

| tafson mill, produced and treated 5,613 tons (wet weight) of ore during 
the year. The Black Eagle mill was operated as a custom plant by 
5S. S. Huntington; most of the ore treated came from the Williams, 
Diamond Joe, Specie Payment, Freighter’s Friend, and Brighton | 
mines. The ore from the last four mines contained, besides gold, 

* considerable silver and lead and some recoverable copper. Other 
sizable producers of gold-silver-lead-copper ores shipped to custom 
mills were the Brighton, Hyland, and Idaho Bride. LeRoy Giles & 
Co. and the Ute Creek Syndicate continued to ship gold-silver ore from 
the Dixie No. 4 and East Dixie mines, respectively, to the Ruth custom 
mill. Other producers of more than 100 tons of ore included the 
Equinox, Golden Edge, Mattie group, Red Jacket, and East Santa Fe. 
The Banner Mining Co., working the Idaho placer ground, produced
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most of the output of placer gold from the Idaho Springs district | 
during the year. | 

Montana district (Lawson, Dumont).—The output of ore from the 
| Montana district in 1941 comprised 150 tons of lead-silver-gold ore | 

from the Red Elephant group and 25 tons from the Joe Reynolds. 
Trail Creek district—Lamartine Mines, Inc., operated the Lamar- 

tine-Falcon group of mines throughout 1941. The ore (29,508 tons) 
was treated in the company mill by flotation supplemented by jigs 
in the ball mill-classifier circuit to extract free gold for amalgamation. | 
Bullion sold to the Denver Mint contained 1,788 fine ounces of gold 

/ and 461 fine ounces of silver, and concentrates shipped to the Leadville | 
smelter contained 2,668 ounces of gold, 4,738 ounces of silver, 214,817 

- pounds of lead, and some zinc. Lessees at the Donaldson (Wheat- 
land)-Little Champion group continued to ship ore to custom mills at 
Idaho Springs and the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado Springs. _ Other | 

: small producers included the Diamond Mountain-Lucky group, Harris- | 
| burg, and Lone Tree. Oo | 

. CONEJOS COUNTY | ) 

| | Lessees at the Forest King mine in the Platoro district shipped 45 , 
: tons of gold-silver ore to the Golden Cycle mill in 1941. : . | 

COSTILLA COUNTY — | 

A car of zinc-lead ore was shipped from Jaroso to the Ozark pig- | 
ment plant at Coffeyville, Kans., in 1941. Sluicing in Grayback | 

| Gulch on the property of the Drum Estate near La Veta recovered a 
few ounces of placer gold. | 

| | _ CUSTER COUNTY 2 

Output from Custer County in 1941— mostly from the Hardscrabble 
district—comprised 168 tons of lead-silver ore from the Defender . 
mine, 7 tons of copper ore from the Reito Alta, and 3 tons of lead ore 
from the High Kicker-Wild Girl group. 

| DENVER COUNTY 

_ Sluicing on Platte River recovered 6 ounces of placer gold in 1941. 

| DOLORES COUNTY | 

Lone Cone district (Dunton).—Modern Gold Mines, Inc., continued 
to operate the Emma and Smuggler-Almont mines and the Emma 

: 100-ton flotation mill under lease from January 1 to September 1, 
1941. The concentrates produced contained gold, silver, and a little 
lead and were shipped to the Leadville smelter. 

Pioneer district (Rico).—The Rico Argentine Mining Co. operated 
its group of mines and 135-ton selective-flotation mill continuously in 
1941 at an average daily rate of approximately 100 tons of ore. The 
products of the mill were lead-silver concentrates (carrying some cop- 
per, zinc, and a little gold) shipped to the Leadville smelter and zinc 
concentrates (carrying also silver, lead, copper, and a little gold) 
shipped to the Amarillo (Tex.) smelter. Other output from Rico in- 
cluded zinc-lead-silver and lead-silver ores containing a little copper 
and gold shipped from the Pro Patria group, the St. Louis Smelting 
& Refining Co. property, and the Yellow Jacket group to custom 
mills and smelters in Utah.
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DOUGLAS COUNTY 

Individuals sluicing on Dry Creek and Newlin Gulch near Parker 
and Franktown in 1941 recovered small lots of placer gold. | 

EAGLE COUNTY . | 

Mount Egley district —A little gold was recovered in 1941 from the 
Katherine lode claim and a small placer mine on Lake Creek. _ 

Red Cliff district (Batile Mountain).—In 1941 the Red Cliff district : 
ranked first among Colorado districts in output of silver, copper, and oe 
zinc and was also an important producer of gold and lead. The 
Eagle mine, owned and operated by the New Jersey Zinc Co., Em- | 
pire Zinc Division, was again the chief producer. The company. | 
shipped a large tonnage of copper-iron-silver-gold sulfide ore (but 
much less than in 1940) to the Garfield (Utah) smelter and from June | 
to December operated its 600-ton underground flotation mill on zinc- 
lead ore, large reserves of which are also developed in the mine. The 

, Ben Butler Corporation shipped 552 tons of gold-silver copper ore 
from the Ben Butler group to the Garfield (Utah) smelter. Other 
small producers were the Star of the West and Tip Top mines. 

EL PASO COUNTY 7 

: | GOLDEN CYCLE MILL 

The Golden Cycle custom mill at Colorado Springs recovered 42 
percent of the total Colorado output of gold from lode mines in 1941. 
It treated 532,127 tons of ore averaging 0.3038 ounce of gold to the 
ton compared with 550,521 tons averaging 0.2905 ounce in 1940. Of | 
the total ore treated in 1941, 484,702 tons were gold-|silver]-sulfotel- 
luride ores from the Cripple Creek district (Teller County) and | 
47,425 tons comprised miscellaneous gold and gold-silver ores from 

other districts, mainly in Boulder, Clear Creek, and Gilpin Counties. 
Approximately one-third of the total crude ore is treated by flotation- 
and table-concentration, and the concentrates obtained are mixed with 
the other two-thirds of crude ore and roasted. The calcines from the | 
roasters are cooled and ground in Chilean mills to approximately 
minus-16-mesh and passed over blankets; the blanket concentrates 
are amalgamated in Wheelcr pans and iron arrastres, and the blanket 
tailings are treated by cyanidation after sand-slimes separation. The 
concentration-plant tailings (flotation being in cyanide solution) also 
go to the cyanide plant. The amalgam and precipitates recovered 
are melted and cast into bars for shipment to the Denver Mint. On 
October 20, 1941, the mill placed in effect a new treatment schedule 
which increased the payment for gold $0.86 an ounce. 

The cyanide plant of the Mill Tailings Recovery Co. at the old 
Portland mill dump near Colorado Springs was not operated in 1941. 

FREMONT COUNTY 

Lessees worked the Green Mountain mine near Hillside intermit- 
tently in 1941 and shipped 31 tons of copper-silver ore to the Leadville 
smelter. Jetter & Andrews shipped 2 tons of dump lead ore from 

orence.
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GARFIELD COUNTY : 

Rifle. Creek district—The Gray Eagle Mining Co. operated the 
Gray Eagle mine 8% miles from New Castle intermittently in 1941, 
mostly on development, and shipped some gold-silver-copper ore to 
the Garfield (Utah) smelter. L. Harmon shipped a car of zinc ore 

- eontaining a little gold, silver, copper, and lead from the Sunshine 
mine near Rifle to the custom mill of the International Smelting & 
Refining Co. at Tooele, Utah. A little ore was shipped from the 
OQ. G. and Paupers Dream claims near New Castle. | 

| | _ GILPIN COUNTY | | 

| Southern districts (Blackhawk, Central City, Nevadaville, Russell 
Gulch). —The Pittsburg-Notaway group of mines and 50-ton flota- 
tion mill were operated continuously in 1941 and yielded more than 
half of the total output of gold from lode mines in the Southern dis- 
tricts of Gilpin County during the year. Operations from January to | 
July were cariied on under lease by J. C. B. Millard and during the 
rest of the year by Kingmill Mines, Inc. The concentrates contained, 
‘besides gold, considerable copper and silver and were sold to the 

| Leadville smelter. The California-Hidden Treasure Mines Co. worked 
the Monmouth-Kansas mine throughout the year, sending the ore - 

- produced (1,580 tons) to the Clear Creek-Gilpin mill at Idaho Springs : 
(Clear Creek County) for treatment. The recovery in bullion shipped 
to the Denver Mint and the content of concentrates sold to the 
Leadville smelter totaled 775 ounces of gold, 3,909 ounces of silver, 

| 20,927 pounds of copper, and 9,307 pounds of lead. The company 
also shipped 504 tons of ore from its First National-Kansas group, : 
operated through the Argo tunnel. Work on this group ceased about 
November 1, 1941. The New Brunswick mine and 15-ton stamp | 
amalgamation-table concentration mill were operated throughout 
the year. Ore was shipped to the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado 
Springs and to custom mills in Clear Creek County from the Americus, 
Federal, Justice, Old Town group, Saratoga, West Notaway, and other 
mines and dumps in the Southern districts. Chain O’Mines Operators 
shipped a few cars of gold-silver-lead concentrates to the Leadville 
smelter. | 

Manion Placer Mines operated its land dredge on North Clear 
Creek from April 15 to November 19, 1941. The ground worked 
comprised the Van Fleet patented land and the Snowstorm, Deal, 
Independent, and Badger placers. The equipment included a 14-cubic 
yard power shovel, }-cubic yard dragline, caterpillar bulldozer, screen- 
ing plant on crawlers, and separate sluicing plant on wheels. Other 
producing placers worked on a small scale with power shovels or 
draglines and screening and sluicing plants included the McElwee & 
James, Mission Mines Co., Nevada Gulch, Nugget, and Pleasant 
Valley. Individuals continued sluicing and panning during the open 
season on North Clear Creek. 

Northern districts.—The Perigu group was worked on a small scate 
by lessees during part of 1941. Most of the ore produced was con- 
centrated in the mill at the mine, yielding gold-silver concentrates 
that were shipped to the Leadville smelter. One car of crude ore was 
sold to the Golden Cycle mill. Other shippers of small lots to the 
Golden Cycle mill were the Independent and Lone Star mines. A
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little ore was shipped to the Leadville smelter and to custom mills in 

Clear Creek County from the Caledonia, McAdams, Providence- | 

Newport, and two other lode properties in the Northern districts. 

The Gamble Gulch Mining Co. operated its 4-cubic yard dragline and 

sluicing plant during part of the year in Gamble Gulch. Individuals 

recovered a little placer gold by sluicing in Lump Gulch. | 

: GRAND COUNTY - | 

Small lots of silver-lead ore were shipped to the Leadville smelter in ~ 

| 1941 from the Bobtail claim in the La Plata district, the Ready Cash 

7 near Jones Pass, and the Wolverine about 22 miles north of Granby. 

. oO GUNNISON COUNTY | | a | : 

| Domingo (White Earth) district—A 1-ton lot of copper-gold-silver , 

ore was shipped from the Good Smaritan claim in 1941. 
— Gold Brick district——The Carter Mines Co. operated its mine and a 

mill on Gold Creek throughout 1941. ‘The ore was treated by amal- | 

gamation and by flotation- and gravity-concentration. Ore treated 

during the year totaled 8,451 tons, from which were recovered bullion 7 

| containing 1,367 fine ounces of gold and 786 fine ounces of silver and a 

concentrates containing 273 ounces of gold, 5,887 ounces of silver,and —- 

9,008 pounds of lead. Burleson Mines, Inc., operated the Raymond 

- group and mill about 6 months in 1941 and produced 670 tons of ore a 

yielding 79 tons of concentrates containing 137 ounces of gold, 881  — 

| ounces of silver, and 20,233 pounds of lead. At the Bertha, Chicago, | | 

and Wayne mines small tonnages of ore were produced and treated in | 

amalgamation-concentration mills. A little gold was recovered from 

the Goldsmith and Phyllis clams. _. OO | | 

Green Mountain district—Small lots of ore were shipped to the 

Leadville smelter in 1941 from the Chief and Prosperity claims. _ | 

Quartz Creek district —Wamer H. Thomas shipped 4 tons of ore 

containing lead, copper, silver, gold, and zine to the Midvale (Utah) 

custom concentrator in 1941. A few tons of silver-lead and gdld=" 

silver-lead ore were shipped to the Leadville smelter from the Fair- ) 

view mine and another property in the Quartz Creek district. 

Rock Creek district.—The owners of the Carbonate claim shipped | 

2 tons of zine ore containing a little gold, silver, and copper to the | 

Midvale (Utah) custom concentrator in 1941. A 4-ton lot of silver- | 

gold-lead ore was shipped to the Leadville smelter from the Black 

Eagle claim. a 

. Taylor Park (Tin Cup) district—In 1941 the Star and Thunderbird 

mines shipped 96 and 105 tons, respectively, of ore containing zinc, 

lead, copper, silver, and gold to the Midvale (Utah) custom mill, and 

the Trail Horse claim shipped 18 tons of gold-silver-lead ore to the 

Leadville smelter. | 

| Tomichi. district.—A sublessee at the Akron mine, under lease to the 

Callahan Zinc-Lead Co., Inc., shipped 2 cars of zinc-lead-silver-gold 

ore to the Midvale (Utah) custom mill in 1941. 

, HINSDALE COUNTY 

Galena district.—Davis Gold Mines operated the Eldorado 50-ton 

mill during part of 1941 on company and custom ores and shipped 

some copper-lead-silver-gold concentrates to the Leadville smelter. 

The ore milled included 16 tons from the Cherokee dump.
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7 Lake dastrict.—About 2 cars of silver-lead-copper-gold ore were 
shipped by lessees from the Belle of the West mine, and 1 ton of gold- _ 

) silver-lead ore was shipped from the Pitkin claim in 1941. , | 

JEFFERSON COUNTY _ | 

oo The old Malachite mine 3% miles northwest of Morrison, which was 
reopened in 1940, was operated by lessees for a period during the first. | 
part of 1941. The ore produced was concentrated in the Furstenberg 
mill near Idaho Springs, and the concentrates produced were shipped. | 
to the Garfield (Utah) smelter. Later the mine was leased to the 

7 American Smelting & Refining Co. Most of the output of placer gold 
from Jefferson County during the year was recovered by W. B. Kerk- 

* ling from the Bertrand gravel pit and the Tresize placer. | 

| LAKE COUNTY = = | 

LEADVILLE DISTRICT . 

_ The American Smelting & Refining Co. operated its Arkansas Valley __ 
lead bullion-leady copper matte smelter continuously (one furnace) 
in 1941 on ores and concentrates purchased from operators in virtually i 

| all the active mining districts of Colorado. Receipts totaled 121,297 
| tons compared with 114,371 tons in 1940. a 

oe A large part of the mine output of gold, silver, copper, and lead 
| from the Leadville district in 1941 was derived from Ibex dump ore | 

treated in the mills of the California Gulch Mining Co. and the H. G. | 
N. Mining & Milling Co. (name changed to Hamm Mining & Mil- 
ling, Ltd., September 1, 1941). The first company operated two 
mills, both equipped for gravity- and flotation-concentration and 
amalgamation. Mill No. 1, with a daily capacity of 125 tons, was 
built in 1939 and operated in 1940 and 1941. Mill No. 2 (daily | 
capacity, 450 tons) was completed in May 1941 and operated from 
June 1 to the end of the year. The Hamm mill (formerly H. G. N.), 

| built in 1937, was operated throughout 1941; it has a daily capacity 
of 300 tons. The process used is jig-, table-, and flotation-concentra- 
tion and amalgamation of the cleaner jig concentrate. Ore treated 
in the three mills totaled 217,693 tons. Andy Caine & Co. treated 
2,868 tons of ore from the Fanny Rawlings mine by table concentra- 
tion and amalgamation in the leased Norton mill. The principal 
shippers of crude ore to the Leadville smelter (in approximate order 
of tonnage) were the “Lillian” group, Breece, Iron Hill, Ibex, Dolly B, 
New Monarch, Ollie Reed, and Little Ellen. Nearly 500 tons of | 

| zinc-lead-gold-silver ore from the New Monarch, Rock Hill, St. 
Louis tunnel, and Yak properties were shipped to the Midvale (Utah) 
custom concentrator, and 25 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Rock Hill . 

| property were sent to the Ozark pigment plant at Coffeyville, Kans. 
The Resurrection Mining Co., continuing development work at the 

Resurrection mine, drove 6,718 feet of drifts and 336 feet of raises, 
reconditioned 4 miles of the Yak drainage-transportation tunnel and 
the surface plant at the tunnel portal, and nearly completed the 
building of a 250-ton flotation mill. The mine workings include a 
vertical shaft 1,290 fect deep and six levels. The Yak tunnel inter- 
sects the shaft at the 850-foot level. The mill was placed in operation
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February 1, 1942; the products are lead concentrates (carrying gold, 

silver, copper, and some zinc) and zinc concentrates: (carrying some 

gold, silver, copper, and lead). | 

| | OTHER DISTRICTS 

No large producing lode mines operated outside the Leadville 

district in Lake County in 1941. Those making some output were | 

| the Mount Champion in the Lackawanna Gulch district; the Amity, 

Dinero, and St. Kevin in the St. Kevin-Sugar Loaf district; the a 

Homestake in the Tennessee Pass district; and the Columbine and | a 

Gordon-Bengal Tiger in the Twin Lakes district. The Mt. Elbert 

Mining Corporation operated its dry-land dredge on the Derry | 

Ranch placers in the Box Creek district 12 miles south of Leadville 

from April 27 to November 25. Small lots of placer gold were 

recovered at the Cureton and other placers near Granite and Twin 

Lakes. | | 

LA PLATA COUNTY 

California (or La Plata) district (Hesperus, La Plata).—Small | | 

tonnages of ore were shipped to the Leadville smelter in 1941 from the . 

Bessie G, Hazel, Gold King, Gold Hope, May Day, and Mountain : 

Lilly mines. A little placer gold was recovered by sluicing on the 7 

_ _Eelipse property. 
| _ 

| | LARIMER COUNTY | | : 

Manhattan district—Small lots of ore were shipped to smelters in - 

1941 from the Depression claim. | ) | 

Masonville district —Lessees at the Little Mary Mason mine shipped 

tons of gold-silver ore in 1941. . 

MINERAL COUNTY | 

-Oneede district: Silver production in the Creede- district. increased... 

5 percent in 1941 over 1940, following a 45-percent increase in 1940 

over 1939. The output of gold recovered from the silver ore also 

increased slightly in 1941, but that of lead decreased. Most of the 

ore was treated in the leased 100-ton flotation mill operated by the 

Emperius Mining Co.; the concentrates produced were shipped to 

the Leadville smelter. Shippers to the mill comprised the Ame- | 

thyst group, Commodore, Equinox, and Emco-Chance. Part of the 

ore from the Commodore and Emco-Chance mines and that from the 

Ochre mine and the Weaver-Oates lease were shipped direct to the 

Leadville smelter. © 
MONTEZUMA COUNTY 

The Red Arrow Gold Corporation operated its Red Arrow mine and 

25-ton amalgamation mill approximately 9 months in 1941. The | 

mill treated 2,500 tons of ore, and an additional 24 tons were shipped 

crude to the Leadville smelter. The total content in bullion and 

crude ore was 1,053 ounces of gold and 1,152 ounces of silver. The 

Outwest Mining Co. shipped 34 tons of gold-silver ore from the Out- 

west property, adjoining the Red Arrow. -
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| MONTROSE COUNTY : 

La Sal district.—Lessees at the Cashin group shipped 270 tons of 
copper-silver-gold ore to smelters in 1941. 

Naturtia district.—Individuals sluicing on San Miguel River in 
1941 recovered small lots of placer gold. | | oe 

; RAY COUNTY = 
| Red Mountain disirict—The only shipments of ore from mines in 

the Red Mountain district in 1941 were 27 tons of lead-silver ore from 
| the Mickey lease, 9 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Red Creek group, © 

. and 1 ton of lead-silver ore from a prospect. _ an | 
Sneffels district—King Lease, Inc., ran its 100- to 125-ton mill | 

throughout 1941 on ore from the Camp Bird mine. The ore was 
transported from the mine workings to the mill through the 11,000- 

, foot low adit. In treatment the ore was fed from the mill bins to jaw | 
crushers and then to ball mills; the pulp from the ball mills was | 
amalgamated on plates, and the pulp from the plates was sent to the 
flotation circuit where bulk gold-silver-copper-lead-[zinc] concen- 
trates were made for shipment to smelters. The gold-silver bullion , 

| recovered was sold to the Denver Mint. The only other output of 
ore from the Sneffels district during the year was 10 tons of lead- 

| silver ore from the Mountain Top claim and less than 1 ton of gold 
a ore from another property. | | - . | 

) Uncompahgre district—G. A. Franz, Inc., operated its 120-ton 7 
flotation mill 2 miles north of Ouray in 1941 on custom ores from the 
Syracuse-Bachelor and Pony Express groups. The mill treated 

| 4,862 tons of ore yielding 167 tons of lead-silver concentrates (con- : 
| taining some copper and gold) and 55 tons of zinc concentrates 

: (containing also silver, lead, and a little gold and copper). The lead- 
silver concentrates were shipped to the Leadville smelter and the 
zine concentrates to the Amarillo (Tex.) smelter. The McCullough 
Lease shipped gold-silver-copper ore from the American Nettie and 

| - Wanakah groups direct to smelters and treated 780 tons of old tail- 
ings from the Wanakah mill dump in the 50-ton flotation mill on the 
property. Small tonnages of smelting ore were shipped’ from other 
mines in the Uncompahgre district, including the Chief Ouray group, 
Newsboy, Portland, and Senorita. 

PARK COUNTY 

Alma Placers district—The only substantial producer on the Alma 
Placers in 1941 was Jack Richards, who shipped gold to the Denver 
Mint steadily from May to October. The gravel was dug from open 
pits by power shovels and hauled by trucks to the central sluicing 
plant for treatment. 

Beaver Creek district—_The Timberline Dredging Co. operated its 
electric floating connected-bucket dredge on Beaver Creek near 
Fairplay from April 27 to November 2, 1941, and handled 632,400 
cubic yards of gravel; the dredge is equipped with 84 buckets, each 
with a capacity of 7% cubic feet. Other producers from placers on 
Beaver Creek were the Detwiler Lease and E. E. Lytle. 

Buckskin district—The Phillips group was operated by 2-3-4 
Mines, Inc., from January 1 to March 31, 1941, and by Buckskin
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Joe Mines, Ltd., from April to the end of the year. The ore produced | 
(4,539 tons) was treated by selective flotation in the leased Alma 
Betts 50-ton mill 6 miles from the mine. The products of the mill 
were zinc concentrates (carrying some gold, silver, copper, and lead) 

_ shipped to the Amarillo (Tex.) smelter and iron concentrates (con- 
| taining gold, silver, lead, and zinc) and lead concentrates (carrying 

gold, silver, copper, and zinc) shipped to the Leadville smelter. A 
lessee at the Gold Ridge mine shipped 67 tons of zinc ore (containing 
gold, silver, copper, and lead) to the Midvale (Utah) custom mill and 
41 tons of gold-silver-lead-copper ore to the Leadville smelter. Other oe 
small lode producers included’ the Buckskin and Kentucky Belle 
mines. Sluicing in Buckskin Gulch recovered a little placer gold. | 

Consolidated Montgomery district—The Magnolia Gold Mining Co. 
- continued in 1941 to work the Magnolia mine and produced 3,600 tons | 

of gold-silver ore containing a little copper. The ore was transported | 
by a 4,000-foot aerial tramway to the company mill in Montgomery 7 
Gulch and treated by table- and flotation-concentration. Small ton- / 
nages of ore were shipped to the Golden Cycle mill and the Leadville | 
smelter from the Alice Lee, Creighton, Kansas, Ketsby, Lee Goss, and | 
Prince Albert mines. About 5. ounces of placer gold were recovered | | 
in Montgomery Gulch. , | | | : 

| Fairplay district—The new 10,000-cubic yard (per day) steel con- 
nected-bucket dredge of the South Platte Dredging Co. began operat- | | 
ing June 11, 1941, on bench ground along the Platte River near Fair- | 
play and ran continuously the rest of the year. The dredge is powered 
by electricity and is equipped with 108 buckets, each with a capacity 
of 12 cubic feet. The Snowstorm placer north of Fairplay yielded a 
substantial output during the year. About 38 companies and indi- 
viduals, several of whom used power shovels and land washing plants, | 
worked on the property. Among the larger producers were the B. & H. 
Exploration Co., Philton Mines, and Miles O. Deatherage. Sluicing 
was done at other placers on Platte River near Fairplay. | 
Halt Valley district:—A lessee at the La Clede-claim shipped 27-tons. ....... 

of gold-silver-copper-lead ore to the Ruth custom mill at Idaho Springs 
(Clear Creek County). | 
Mosquito district —The London Mines & Milling Co. continued in 

1941 to be the principal producer of gold, silver, copper, and lead in 
the Mosquito district and in Park County. The company owns and 
operates a consolidated group of mines on London Mountain opened 
by a 4,400-foot tunnel. The ore is treated in the company 200-ton 
flotation- and gravity-concentration mill near the portal of the tunnel. 
The concentrates produced contain chiefly gold, with some silver, a | 
little copper, and considerable lead and zinc; they are sold to the Lead- 
ville smelter. The London-Butte Gold Mines Co. operated its Butte 
mine and 100-ton flotation mill throughout the year. The 150-ton 
Record mill was purchased by James N. Redman, trustee, from the 
London Extension Mining Co. on May 10, 1941; it was operated after 
July 23 and treated a total of 14,613 tons of ore, of which 2,143 tons 
came from the American mine, 11,679 tons from the London Extension 
reject dump, 476 tons from the South London dump, and 315 tons from 
the Record milldump. Small lots of ore were shipped to the Leadville 
smelter from the Orphan Boy and Susquehanna mines. 

Tarryall district —The large increase in gold output from the Tarry- 
all district in 1941 came from the Peabody-Volz group of placer mines
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on Tarryall Creek 2 miles north of Como. The ground was leased in 
, _ 1940 by Cooley Bros., who installed a 3,000-cubic yard (per day) drag- 

line floating dredge on the property during the first part of 1941 and _ 
operated it from May 4 to December 4. The Sterling Mining Co. 

| operated its 1/-cubic yard dragline and four-bowl land dredge on the 
Little Mint-Storming Jordan placer on Tarryall Creek about 7 miles 

| below Como during September and October. Gale L. Odell worked. 
the Roberts placer on Tarry all Creek 2% miles northwest of Como from 

| June 15 to November 10 with a 1%-cubic yard dragline and screening 
| | and sluicing plant on wheels. Other placers on Tarryall Creek were 

worked by hand methods. A small output of gold and silver was 
made from the Stormchild and King Solomon-Pikes Peak lode 

| properties. : | 7 
| . _  PITKIN COUNTY 

a Roaring Fork district (Aspen).—The Midnight Mining Co. operated 
| its Midnight mine and flotation mill continuously 6 days a week in 
_ | 1941. The mill had a daily capacity of 60 tons, but the company had 

machinery on hand at the end of the year-to raise the capacity to 
75 tons or more. Ore treated in 1941 totaled 7,500 tons. The mill 

| produced lead-silver concentrates, which were sold to the Leadville 
- smelter, and zinc concentrates, which were shipped to the Amarillo 

| (Tex.) zinc smelter. D. P. Rohlfing continued to ship to.the Lead- 
ville smelter lime fluxing material carrying silver and lead from the 
Smuggler, Spar Consolidated, and other groups under his manage- 
ment. A lessee of the Hunter Creek flotation mill shipped a small 

_ tonnage of lead-silver concentrates recovered in the milling of silver- 
and lead-bearing dump material. A few tons of smelting ore were 
shipped from the Enigma and Unexpected claims. : 

: RIO GRANDE COUNTY : 

: Summitville district—Gold production in the Summitville district, 
only producing district in Rio Grande County in 1941, increased 34 
percent over 1940. All the output in both years came from the group 
of mines operated by Summitville Consolidated Mines, Inc. In | 
1941 the company treated a daily average of 83 wet tons of ore, 7 

| days a week, in its 150-ton mill at Summitville. In treatment the 
ore is ground in a ball mill with cyanide solution to minus-100-mesh. 
A jig between the ball mill and classifier removes coarse high-grade 
gold-silver-pyrite concentrates, which are shipped to the Leadville 
smelter. The classifier overflow goes to primary thickeners to remove 
pregnant solution; the primary thickener underflow goes to agitators 
and from them to three stages of countercurrent decantation. The 
pregnant solution is precipitated in Merrill-Crowe units, and the 
precipitates are acid-treated and reduced to bullion for shipment to 
the Denver Mint. During the year the company also carried on 
developing and prospecting work within the mine area on a deposit 
containing copper which previously had been avoided. 

ROUTT COUNTY 

Individuals recovered some gold and silver in 1941 from placers 
in the Hahns Peak area. ;
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" --« SAGUACHE COUNTY | 7 

| Kerber Creek district (Bonanza).—Lessees at the Rawley group . 
continued in 1941 to ship lead-silver-copper ore to smelters. The 
Flagstaff Mining & Milling Co. made intermittent test runs in its 
50-ton flotation mill on ores from several properties. The ore treated 
included 205 tons of zinc-lead ore, which yielded 51 tons of zine con- 
centrates sold to the Ozark Smelting & Mining Co. plant at Coffey- 

| ville, Kans., and 10 tons of lead concentrates sbipped to the Leadville 
| smelter. Lessees on the Rawley No. 3 mine shipped some zinc-lead- . 

| silver-copper ore to the custom concentrator at Midvale, Utah. 
Other shippers of direct-smelting ore included the Liberty mine, | 
Minnie Lynch, and Rico. ee | 

Myers Creek district —The owners of the Silver Dollar claim shipped 
1 ton of lead-silver ore to the Leadville smelter in 1941. . 

- SAN JUAN COUNTY | 

| Animas district —Throughout 1941 the Shenandoah-Dives Mining 
Co. operated its consolidated group of claims on King Solomon Moun- 
tain (opened by the Mayflower tunnel) and 750-ton selective-flotation 
mill on Animas River near Silverton. The mill treated 231,519 tons | | 
of ore from company mines and 3,995 tons from other mines in San | 
Juan and Ouray Counties. Output from the mill totaled 7,044 tons 
of combined lead-copper, zinc, and iron (lead) concentrates, contain- 
ing in all 15,398 ounces of gold, 336,034 ounces of silver, 951,813 

_ pounds of copper (wet assay), 3,443,741 pounds of lead (wet assay), 
and 2,161,931 pounds of zinc; the lead-copper and iron (lead) concen- 
trates were shipped to the Leadville smelter, and the zine concen- | 
trates (1,376 tons of 56.7 percent zinc content, with also gold, silver, 
and minor lead and copper content) to the Amarillo (Tex.) smelter. | 
The bulk of the custom ore came from the Silver Lake mine of the 
American Smelting & Refining Co., worked through a 3,000-foot 

~~~ erosscut from inside the Mayflower tunnel. The rest came largely =©§-— 
from the Coming Wonder and Little Fannie mines in the Animas 
district; the Esmeralda, Lead Carbonate, and Mountain Queen in 
the Eureka district, San Jaun County; and the Bachelor in the 
Uncompahgre district, Ouray County. Highland Mary Mines, Inc., 

- operated the Highland Mary mine and 70-ton flotation mill from , 
June 1 to December 5, 1941. The concentrates produced (containing 
gold, silver, copper, and lead) were shipped to the Leadville smelter. 

| The Pride of the West Mining Co. operated its 70-ton selective- 
flotation mill‘ continuously on company lead-zinc-gold-silver-copper 
ore from the Pride of the West group. Nearly 90 percent of the mill 
product was lead concentrates (containing gold, silver, copper, and | 
some zinc) shipped to the Leadville smelter; the rest was zinc con- 
centrates shipped to the Amarillo (Tex.) smelter. On January 9, 
1942, a fire which destroyed the buildings at the portal of the mine 
closed it until May 17. Some ore was shipped direct to the Leadville 
smelter in 1941 from the Crusader, Golden Eagle, and other mines 
in the Animas district. 

| Eureka district—Most of the ore produced from mines in the Eureka 
district in 1941 was sold to the Shenandoah-Dives mill (see Animas 
district). About 1 car of high-grade gold-silver ore was shipped to 

497779—43——_22 |
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the Leadville smelter from the Brooklyn mine. The Treasure Moun- 
tain Gold Mining Co. erected a 25-ton flotation mill at the portal of 
the Sandiago tunnel and treated 377 tons of gold-silver ore from the 
Golden Fleece dump. The Sunnyside mine and 1,000-ton selective- 

‘flotation mill at Eureka, closed June 30, 1938, remained idle through- 
out 1941. | 

Ice Lake Basin district—The only output from the Ice Lake Basin 
district in 1941 was 19 tons of zinc-lead ore shipped to the Midvale 
(Utah) custom mill. 

SAN MIGUEL COUNTY | | 

. Iron Springs district (Ophir).—Nearly all the metal output from the 
Iron Springs district in 1941 was contained in small tonnages of ore | 
shipped to the Leadville smelter from the Carbonero, Hattie, New 

| Dominion, San Bernardo, Sulphurette, Texas, and Yellow Jacket 
properties. The Butterfly mill at Ophir was destroyed by fire | 
December 6, 1940; the Butterfly-Terrible-Silver Bell group had no | 

: output in 1941. —_ 
Lower San Miguel district (Sawpit, Vanadium).—Sluicing on San | 

Miguel River 5 miles from Norwood recoveréd 7 ounces of gold and 3 
/ ounces of silver in 1941. 
. _ Mount Wilson district—A little high-grade gold ore was shipped 

| from the Silver Pick mine in 1941, and about 3 ounces of gold were | 
produced from another property in the Mount Wilson district. 

/ Upper San Miguel district (Telluride) —Veta Mines, Inc., operated 
its amalgamation and gravity- and flotation-concentration mill at 

_ Pandora 2% miles east of Telluride at an average rate of 532 tons daily 
an for 365 days in 1941 compared with 486 tons in 1940. The company | 

ore treated in 1941 (193,768 tons) came from the Smuggler Union, 
Cimarron, and Montana mines and the Smuggler, Cimarron, and | 
Tomboy dumps; the custom ore (315 tons) came from the Pike County | 
mine and the Tomboy dumps. About one-third of the gold output — 
from the mill was recovered in gold-silver bullion and the rest in con- 
centrates, which also contained the bulk of the recoverable silver and 
all the recoverable lead. The bullion was shipped to the Denver 
Mint and the concentrates to the Leadville smelter. Alta Mines, 
Inec., operated the Alta-St. Louis group and 150-ton gravity- and 
flotation-coacentration mill throughout 1941 and produced 40,498 
tons of ore yielding 3,185 tons of concentrates containing 2,546 ounces 
of gold, 115,330 ounces of silver, 95,774 pounds of copper, 1,032,178 
pounds of lead, and 463,245 pounds of zinc; the concentrates were 
shipped to the Leadville smelter. Individuals working small mines 
and prospects in the Upper San Miguel district recovered some gold 
from high-grade ore reduced by hand methods. 

. SUMMIT COUNTY . 

Breckenridge district—Small-scale operations only were carried on 
at lode mines in the Breckenridge district in 1941, and most of the ore 
produced was shipped direct to the Leadville smelter. A car of zinc 
ore from the Royal Tiger property was shipped to the Ozark Smelting 
& Mining Co. smelter at Coffeyville, Kans., and some zinc-bearing 
material from the Sally Barber dump was shipped to a custom mill at 
Idaho Springs (Clear Creek County). Producers of more than 25
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| tons of ore shipped to the Leadville smelter were the Bemrose lode, 
Carbonate, Dunkin, Fredonia, and Minnie B. 

The leading producing placer mines in the Breckenridge district, 
some of which were equipped with small land dredges, were the ) 
Bemrose-Bostwick, Blue «Beach, Ford and Bedrock, Long Island | 
(worked by hydraulicking), Louis D, and Van Winkle. 
Montezuma district —G. W. Goodman continued in 1941 to work the 

Bullion. group under lease from the Golden Cycle Corporation. Most | 
| of the time was spent in driving development drifts and putting in 

chutes in preparation for stoping... The mine is equipped with a - 
75-ton gravity- and flotation-concentration mill. About 180 tons of 
ore were treated during the year, yielding 44 tons of lead-copper- 
silver concentrates shipped to the Leadville smelter. The Plymouth 
Milling Co. worked throughout the year at the New York, Waterloo, | 
and Silver King mines, reopening old tunnels and installing tracks, air | 
pipes, and other equipment needed for mining. The company also 
built a 125-ton electric-powered selective-flotation mill. The mill 
was run intermittently for testing ores from August to December and 
treated 1,127 tons yielding 108 tons of lead-silver-copper-gold con- 
centrates, shipped to the Leadville smelter, and 49 tons of zinc | 
concentrates, sold to smelters at Coffeyville, Kans., and Amarillo, Tex. 
A small tonnage of lead-silver ore was treated in the 24-ton mill at the eo 

‘Marlin group. The 150-ton mill on the Pennsylvania property was 
remodeled to treat zinc and lead ores by flotation; the mine was not 
operated during the year. The Erickson, Florado, and Foremost | ) 
mines shipped lead-silver ore to the Leadville smelter. | | 

Ten Mile (Kokomo, Robinson) district—Lessees at the Washington 
and Hancock mines (known as the Lucky Strike group) shipped 766 : _ 
tons of zinc-lead-silver ore to the Midvale (Utah) custom concentrator 
in 1941. The Wilfley Leasing Co. installed flotation equipment in the | 
Wilfley mill and made test runs on ore from the Wilfley mine; 12 tons 
of concentrates containing 4.70 ounces of gold, 201 ounces of silver, | 

-. 4,760 pounds of lead, and-1,214-pounds of zine were produced.--Ship--..  -- --— 
pers of direct-smelting ore included the Leopard, Polar Star, Sammy B, 
and Silver Queen mines. | | | 

_ Wilkinson, Rock Creek, and Green Mountain district—Walter a 
McDaniel continued producing rich zinc-silver-lead-gold-copper ore 

- from his Big Four mine on Green Mountain; the ore was shipped to the 
_ Midvale (Utah) custom mill. The mine is opened by a 760-foot tunnel 

with a 325-foot drift from a point 400 feet within the tunnel. Output 
in 1941 was 752 tons of ore containing 627,501 pounds of zinc, 23,637 | 
ounces of silver, 58,941 pounds of lead, 20.5 ounces of gold, and 3,509 
pounds of copper. Small tonnages of lead-silver-gold ore were 
shipped to the Leadville smelter from the Boss-Thunderbolt, Chief 
Mountain, and another property in the Wilkinson district. 

TELLER COUNTY , 

CRIPPLE CREEK DISTRICT 

Cripple Creek is the leading gold-producing district in Colorado. 
From 1891, when gold was discovered in that area, through 1941 it 
has yielded a total of 18,316,289 fine ounces valued at $394,644,597, or 
48 percent of the State total output of gold from 1858 to 1941, inclusive.
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In 1941 the district produced 133,470 ounces (35 percent of the State 
total) compared with 128,932 ounces (35 percent) in 1940 and 134,003 
ounces (37 percent) in 1939. The increase in output in 1941 resulted | 

7 from completion of the 6-mile Carlton drainage tunnel, permitting _ 
_ resumption of mining on the lower levels of the Ajax and Cresson | 

| mines. Details of work done during the year on the Carlton tunnel — 
: are given in the following Mines Review. The total output of ore 

from Cripple Creek mines and dumps in 1941 was 528,641 tons, of 
which 484,702 tons were shipped to the Golden Cycle mill (operations __ 
reviewed under El] Paso County). Ore milled locally included 
34,053 tons treated by flotation in the Cameron mill and 8,885 tons 
treated by cyanide leaching in the Kavanaugh plant. Cripple Creek 

| ores generally contain gold as the only commercial metal, but some 
silver ore has been shipped from two or three veins in the district; a 
small quantity of silver is recovered annually in bullion and concen- © 

_ trates produced from the gold ores. | a 

| : MINES REVIEW | | : 

| Operations of the Golden Cycle Corporation, which owns and 
operates the Golden Cycle mill at Colorado Springs and several mines in 
the Cripple Creek district, are described in the following extract from = 

| - its annual report to stockholders for the year ended December 31, 
1941 (dated March 1, 1942): 7 : 

In spite. of adverse economic conditions existing in the gold-mining industry, | 
the Cripple Creek district shipped to the Golden Cycle mill 484,702 tons with a 
[settlement] gross value of $4,640,419.99 and an average value of $9.57 per ton. 
This compares with 485,155 tons with a [settlement] gross value of $4,394,533.57 
and an average value of $9.06 per ton for 1940. This increase in value was | 

: partly due to ore coming from the lower levels of the Ajax shaft of the Golden 
Cycle Corporation, which was completely drained by the Carlton tunnel in 

| February 1941. All the lower levels of the Ajax were under water during the 
year 1940. 

As in previous years, the United Gold Mines Co. and the Cresson Consolidated 
Gold Mining & Milling Co. were the largest shippers to the mill, with the Golden 
Cycle Corporation mining operations third. These three companies accounted 
for 66 percent of the ore. Lessees working on all properties in the district 

~ aecounted for 83 percent of all the ore shipped from the Cripple Creek district, 
. and all properties are dependent upon the lessees for the greater part of their 

tonnage. 
Carlton tunnel.—The Carlton tunnel was finished to the breccia granite contact 

under the Portland in September 1941. 6,293 feet of tunnel was driven in 1941. 
From July 18, 1939, to September 1, 1941, a total of 32,927 feet or 6.236 miles of 
tunnel was driven. The daily average was 46.9 feet. The last 4,000 feet of 
tunnel were driven under extremely difficult conditions, due to the heavy flows 
of water encountered. The first water cut in the tunnel was on February 18, 
1941, when the New Market fault in Ajax was reached. The flow of water at 
this time amounted to 25,000 gallons per minute. Work in the tunnel was 
suspended for about 10 days until the water subsided to about 10,000 gallons per 
minute. It was then necessary to drop back about 200 feet from the face and 
change the course of the tunnel, in order to cut the fault in a different place. It 

: was necessary to timber about 150 feet of heavy ground through the fault. From 
this point on, the tunnel was driven to the Portland without any great difficulty 
except heavy flows of water. 

It was expected, when the breccia granite contact was reached, that enough water 
‘would be cut to quickly drain the Portland mine workings. 800 feet of water 
stood in the Portland shaft at this time. Due to the tight ground only a small 
flow of water was opened, which did not give rapid enough drainage. It was then 
necessary to drive a 125-foot raise from the tunnel, and from the top of the raise 
run a short crosscut toward the winze level of the Portland No. 2 shaft and drain 
the Portland workings in this manner. When this water was released the tunnel
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flow increased to about 125,000 gallons per minute for a few hours, gradually 
subsiding to 6,000 gallons per minute. The heavy flow of water caused con- 
siderable damage in the tunnel, washing out track in several places and leaving 
considerable debris which was carried in from the Portland workings. This, 
however, has all been cleaned up and the tunnel is now in good shape. : 
Ajax operations.—Lessees and the dump, which the company was washing and 

sorting, furnished all the production for the Ajax until the Carlton tunnel drained 
the mine in February 1941. When the tunnel cut the New Market fault, the 
mine drained in 10 days time. Clean-up and repair work was started at once : 
and within 2 months ore from the lower levels was being shipped to the mill. : 
Production the latter part of the year was much greater than the first part, and —— 
the mine showed a profit instead of a loss. Company and lessees shipped 29,332 a 
tons with a gross value of $437{/760.05 and an average value of $14.92 per ton. | 
This is above the average grade of ore shipped from the district and compares 
with 22,203 tons with a gross value of $226,628.07 and an average value of $10.21 
per ton for the year 1940. 

~ Development work opened ore on both the New Market and Bobtail vein 
systems on the 24th and 26th levels, and several drifts are now being driven on 
ore in different parts of the mine. Shaft sinking which is now in progress will 
open two new levels, the 27th and 28th. Crosscutting and drifting for the various : 
vein systems will start on these new levels as fast as conditions permit. — : 

Index operation.—During the first 10 months of 1941, the Index was operated by | 
the company mainly for the accommodation of split-check lessees. The company, 
however, accomplished considerable development work and opened a number of 
small ore chutes, none of which were large enough to mine and make any money. | 
It was decided to close the mine down on November 1, 1941, after the number of 
lessees dwindled to one set. A total of 1,662.5 feet of development work was done 
on the property during the year. : 

Anchoria Leland operation.—Development work on this property totaled 1,848 
feet, of which the company accomplished 720 feet and the lessees 1,128 feet. Pro- 
duction amounted to 9,228 tons with a gross value of $92,956.30 and an average 
value of $10.07 per ton. Operations showed a loss for the year after depletion 
of $4,224.71. | oo : 

Development work is still continued on this property mainly by lessees, and 
it is hoped that sufficient ore will be opened to operate the mine at a profit. 

The annual report of the United Gold Mines Co., an operating and 
holding company for property scattered throughout the Cripple | 
Creek district, for the year ended December 31, 1941 (dated February — 

—  .....15,-1942),. gives.the following. details.on operations. at. individual = > 
mines: | | | | 

| Production by company and lessees was 149,235.80 tons, with a gross value of a 

$1,430,199.42 and an average value of $9.58. Lessees produced 92.7 percent of 

the tonnage and 95.5 percent of the gross value of the ore shipped. The Portland 
No. 1 and. No. 2, Rose Nicol, Vindicator, Hull. City, and Theresa shafts were 

operated on company account mainly for the accommodation of split-eheck 
lessees. Due to the present national emergency, a severe shortage of labor and 
lessees exists in the Cripple Creek district. ‘The number of lessees working on the | 

various United Gold Mines Co. properties has dropped off very greatly during the | 

latter part of the year. We now have 42 sets of split-check lessees, 13 sets of 
royalty lessees, and 21 sets of dump lessees. 

Portland group.—Both the Portland No. 1 and No. 2 shafts were operated on 

company account during the year, No. 1 shaft entirely for the accommodation | 

of split-check lessees. These lessees produced a substantial tonnage of a good 

grade of ore. Portland No. 2 shaft has now become the main operation, due to its 

drainage by the Carlton tunnel. Shaft repairs and clean-up work was carried 

out on the 23rd, 24th, 26th, 27th, 29th, and 30th levels. Pipe lines and track 

are being installed in order to make as much of the mine accessible for work as 

possible. It is planned to do some development work on these levels, provided 
we can secure the necessary labor and material. 

The company has been carrying on a development program throughout the 

year on the 17th level in Rose Nicol territory. In the course of this work the 

Trail basalt blow-out, which was mined on the Rose Nicol, was cut and found to be 

a fair grade of ore. Stoping will be started on this as soon as an air connection 
can be made with the 14th level of the Cresson mine.
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Rose Nicol.—The company mined and shipped 7,467.20 tons of ore, with a value | 
of $6.38 per ton, and the lessees shipped 9,443.74 tons with an average value of 
513.67, or a total of 16,910.94 tons with a gross value of $176,725.99. 

No production was made from Rose Nicol ground through the Cresson shaft 
. during the past year, as the Cresson Co. was not able to handle the extra tonnage. 

Vindicator group.—The Vindicator made a very good production during the past 
year.. It produced 34,628.20 tons, with a gross value of $380.062.51. An average | 
of 18 sets of lessees was active, employing about 55 men. The Theresa and Hull 

_ City shafts were steady producers throughout the year. Some company develop- 
ment. work was done on the Theresa shaft. A new ore house was constructed :at 
the Hull City at a cost of $1,800.00. | 

| __Shurtloff & Findley.—This property is under lease to the Golden Conqueror | 
| Mines, Inc., and is being worked through the South Burns shaft of the Acacia 

a Gold Mines Co. A steady production was maintained during 1941, and a large = 
, amount of development work was also accomplished.  — - | | 

Wild Horse group.—The Wild Horse shaft was in operation during part of 1941. 
Some low-grade ore was shipped, but it was of such muddy, sticky character that | 

- the mill could not handle it and the mine was forced to close. The Gleason shaft 
of the Wild Horse was under lease to Dwyer Brothers and produced a smal 

| ‘ tonnage of ore. _ | ne | 
Patit Rosa.—This is under lease to the Tennessee Mines Co., who were steady 

| : shippers during the year. The Patti Rosa shaft was repaired and a skip installed , 
to take the place of the bucket formerly used. This should speed up their pro- 

: duction for 1942. . oe | boa . | a 
Deadwood.—This property is under lease to the Gold Bullion Mines, Ine., who a 

maintained a steady production throughout the year. oe a 7 
Due to-a safety program we have carried on for the past 3 years, our rate on | 

compensation insurance has been cut from a high of $8.81 3 years ago to | | 
$6.198 for the year 1942. . a po co 

Production of company ore by United Gold Mines Co. in 1941 - 

Company Average 
Mine Net tons | Gross value ! ore cash gross value 

receipts ton ! 

Vindicator_..___.__...................} 13 | $6, 830. 79 $2, 203. 83 $4. 52 
Rose Nicol_..._.-.-.------------.-----2--- ee. 7, 467 47, 647. 52 23, 223. 08 6. 38 

_ Portland._.-..--.--.2.22222 22222222222 875 4, 134.10 2, 451. 86 11.02 
Theresa__._..------. 22-22 eee 102 — 404.89 | 112. 68 3.99 

| No. 2 Plant._._.-.-------22-2 2222-2 t, 478 5,978.67 | —-1, 731.36 4. 04 

os | y "64, 995. 97 29, 812. 81 5.94 

| 1 Settlement value. | 

| Production of lessee ore of United Gold Mines Co. in 1941 

| Royalties Lessees’ Average | oya:tie , TOSS | Group Net tons | Gross value!) “Uve06 receipts value per 
- on 

Vindicator......................-----.----.--| 33,115 | $373, 231.72 | $94, 735. 67 |$133, 233.73 | $11.27 
Rose Nicol_.._..-.-...----------------------| 9,444. | 129,078.47 | 36, 734.98 | 49, 925.66 13. 67 
Portland-Last Dollar___.....................| 35, 038 359, 863.68 | 84, 772.39 | 133, 286. 46 10. 27 
Theresa. __._._....-----------.-------...-.--| 9,392 | 102,136.82 | 31,471.11 | 29, 336.64 10. 88 
Hull City....-__----2-222 22222222 ------| 6, 208 62, 633.11 | 20,222.03 | 18, 844.51 10. 10 
Deadwood group.-.------..---..---.........| 28, 840 220, 836.22 | 17,196.18 | 91, 356.91 7. 66 
Hardwood group.___----..-.---.-..-....-..-| 10, 679 70, 349. 09 3, 454.73 | 25, 644.57 6. 59 
Londonderry group______--..__--._.________- 3, 205 23, 279. 27 1, 397. 18 8, 360. 50 7. 26 
W. P.H. group.___._-.._-..........--..--_-| 2, 384 23,795.07 | 1,972.71 | 10, 236.61 9. 98 

~ 138, 300 | 1, 365, 203.45 | 291, 956.98 | 500, 225. 59 9. 87 
eee 

1 Settlement value.
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a Production of properties of United Gold Mines Co. before and after organization of 
| _ the company (May 15, 1902) to December 31, 1941 : 

| / | |- Net tons {| Gross value ! | 

Ore mined before consolidation...._.............---------------------------- 26, 310 $456, 806. 19 
Production under operation of United Gold Mines Co_....-.--.-.----------- 2, 220; 065 | 23, 375, 026. 05 

Total to Dec. 31, 1941_.____..__-.-- 22 e-----e--------------------| 2, 246, 375 | 28, 831, 832. 24 

1 Settlement value. . . | | | | . 

The annnual report of the Cresson Consolidated Gold Mining & 
Milling Co. for the 12 months ended December 31, 1941 (dated 
January 15, 1942) says— | 

, The following is a summary of the development work for the 12 months ending 
December 31, 1941: 

| Development 7 

Drifts and crosscuts: | Feet Feet — 
Company._...._..-.-_------------------------------- 2, 495 | 

| Hart group____.___-_-___._---------------_---------. 708 . 
Lessees__..__---.----.------------------------------- 1, 506 ; 

: 4, 709 
Raises and winzes: | 

Company___-__._...___--------.--------------------. 485 
Lessees__.....--------------------------------------- 1, 644 

| | | , 2, 079 

| | 6, 788 

Production during the year was maintained at full capacity of the plant. 
Development work was also continued on all blocks of undeveloped ground 
where it was felt an ore chute might be opened. Some bodies of ore were opened 
by the. company on the 5th, 12th, 13th, and 16th levels. One large stope of low- | 
grade ore is being mined by the company on the 16th level at the present time. . 

_.......Phere-are. 30 -sets of split-check lessees. working. through the Cresson shaft... ... . 
| These lessees made a very good production during the past year. One set of 

lessees, working on the 10th level, opened up and shipped some very high-grade 
ore. 

| The Gold Sovereign shaft is under lease to F. G. Blackwood & Co., and pro- | 
duced a considerable tonnage of low-grade ore. 

The Carlton tunnel, driven by the Golden Cycle Corporation, was completed 
to the Portland No. 2 shaft, and a raise. completed through to the 3lst level. 
Preparations are now under way to connect the Portland No. 2 shaft with the 
tunnel level. | 

The first large flow of water was cut in the tunnel about the middle of Febru- 
ary 1941, and drainage of the southern part of the district began almost immedi- 
ately. The tunnel is now making 6,000 gallons per minute, although at one time 
a flow in excess of 100,000 gallons per minute was encountered. The water level 
in the Cresson shaft has been lowered 240 feet since the middle of February. The 
19th level, which is 250 feet below the Roosevelt tunnel, is now dry, and clean-up 
work on this level is under way. There are several drives to be made on this 
level, and it is felt that some ore will be opened. 

While the rate of drainage at the Cresson shaft was at first rapid, the rate of 
drainage at the present time is slowing down. It will be over a year before the 
20th level, which is 125 feet below the 19th level, is unwatered. For this reason, 
it will be necessary for the Cresson Co. to drive a 4,000-foot lateral from the 
main Carlton tunnel into Cresson ground, in order to obtain drainage at a rate 
fast enough to keep the necessary development work ahead of mining. The 
Cresson might eventually drain almost to the same level as the Carlton tunnel, 
but it would require a great many years. It would not allow us to open up the 
ground below the level we are now working, nor drain at a fast enough rate to 
keep the mine going. .
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The lateral from the main Carlton tunnel to the Cresson will be about 4,000 
| feet in length. Approximately two-thirds of the distance will be through ground 

owned by the United Gold Mines Co. The remaining distance will be through 
Cresson ground. Arrangements for a lease on the ground belonging to the 
United Gold Mines Co., through which the tunnel will pass, have been made; . 
so the Cresson Co. will be protected on any ore this lateral might open. This 

| ‘work will be started as soon as the Portland shaft is completed to the Roosevelt 
tunnel level. Arrangements have been made to use the tunnel equipment owned : 
by the Golden Cycle Corporation for this work. 

Economic conditions caused by the war are beginning to be felt very severely. 
A shortage of labor and lessees exists throughout the Cripple Creek district and 
is getting worse as time goes on. Men are naturally attracted by the much 
higher wages paid by defense industries. A raise in wages, amounting to about 
8% percent, was made by the mines 3 months ago; but with this raise wages here 
are below all Government work. The price of most mining supplies has raised 

_ during the past year. | 
: Compensation insurance costs decreased again this year to a new low of $4.057  __ 

per $100 of pay roll. This is the lowest rate in the Cripple Creek district. 
The average operating cost per ton shipped by company and the lessees during 

1941 was $2.880 on a total of 130,166 tons. | : 

| Federal taxes_________._----------------------------------------- $0. 171 
State income taxes______________.----------------+---------------. .017 

| - §$tate and county taxes___...__--__-------------------------------- . 084 
Sales, service, and use tax____--_---------------------------------- .018 | 

- Capital-stock taxes____.....----------------------------------=--- .021 
Social-security taxes. __...._..------------------------------------ .015 | 
Miscellaneous taxes_______._.--.---------------------------------. .00l 
Unemployment-compensation insurance__-__...---------------------- . 047 | 

a Compensation insurance____._____._.-----------------------------. .021 
Fire insurance___-_-------+----------1---------------------------- |. 008 

| ‘Business insurance______..---------------------------------------- . 007 
Salaries of officers and directors______._._.__-.--_-----------------.. .037 

- : General expense___...____-__---------------_.-------------.--.--. . 040 
Mining operations___......--.._--.------------------------------. 2. 388 
Group insurance_____.----------------------1----+----------------- . 005 

Production of Cresson Consolidated Gold Mining & Milling Co., 1908 to December 31 
| | 1941 | : 

| Period | Dry short Gross value ! Freight and Net value | 

| 1008 to Dee. 31, 1940.--.--------------------| 2, 963, 009 | $43, 841, 173.73 | $14,315, 107.78 | $29, 526, 065. 95 

Company ore .........-.---------------} 53, 228 363, 821. 13 181, 641.91 182, 179, 22 
Lessee ore. .....--.---------.----- =e 76, 943 973, 658. 53 333, 745. 19 639, 913. 34 

| 1903 to Dec. 31, 1941_....-__--.-.-..--------| 3,098,175 | 45, 178, 653.39 | 14, 830,494.88 | 30, 348, 158. 51 

. Royalties re- | A Averag 
Period ceived by. Amount p aid gross value net value Dividends 

company per ton per ton 

1903 ta Dee. 31, 1940... vevcceceee[eeeecceeeceeec[eeeeeaceeee---| $14.80 $9.96 |$13, 381, 672, 50 
C voce ee ee eee eeee cece e|eeeeceeeceeeee|eeeeeeeeeeeeee 6. 84 3. 42 
Lessee O67) $817 201786 | BRR EAL P16 8. 32 } 97, 600. 00 

1903 to Dec. 31, 1941__._.._...-_---._|-222-----e}_-2-- eee 14.61 9.81 | 213,479,272. 50 

1 Settlement value. 
1 Represents 29.84 percent of gross value and 44.42 percent of net value.
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_ Shipments from the Stratton properties in 1941 totaled 28,738 tons 
of mine ore and 15,113 tons of dump, which together had a total gross 
settlement value of $416,305.78 or an average settlement value of 
$9.49 per ton. Most of the ore was mined by lessees under the _ | 
royalty system. The bulk of the dump ore was shipped by the Regain 
Corporation from three groups of dumps on Bull Hill. The principal 
producers of mine ore were the Alie Bell Mining Co. (Proper mine), | 
C. E. Sullivan and Longfellow Mining Co., A. S. Cobb, and J. E. 
Van Dewalker. . 

| Cameron Gold Mines, Inc., operated its group of mines and 100-ton 
flotation mill continuously in 1941. Ore treated totaled 34,053 
tons yielding 1,503 tons of concentrates containing 5,038 ounces of 
gold and 2,910 ounces of silver; the concentrates were shipped to the _ | 
‘Leadville smelter. The mill feed included 1,072 tons of custom ore | 
milled for the Tenderfoot Mining Co. Thomas Kavanaugh operated 
his Iron Clad group and cyanide plant 6 months during the year, treat- 
ing 8,885 tons of ore yielding 504 fine ounces of gold and 77 fine ounces 
of silver. In approximate order of gold output, the Empire Lee, 
Free Coinage, El Paso, Acacia, Dr. Jack Pot, Jerry Johnson, Mary | | 

Nevin, and Mary McKinney continued to be important producers in 
1941. Some of the other producing mines and dumps were the | 7 

Atlas, Black Belle, Buckeye, Cardinal-Great West, Delmonico, Eco- 
nomic dump, Joe Dandy, Nellie V and War Eagle, New Gold Dollar, | 
and Strong. |
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GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD, AND ZINC IN THE EASTERN 
STATES 

| | (MINE REPORT) 

| | By A. J. Martin 
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| The mine output of recoverable gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 
the Eastern States in 1941 was valued at $34,159,265—$5,941,270 | 
more than in 1940 and the highest value in any year since 1917. 
Zinc represented 86 percent of the total in both 1941 and 1940 and 85. ) 
percent in 1917. Mine shipments of zinc in 1941 increased 7 percent : 
over 1940 and set a new annual record. Gains in production and 
shipments were made in New Jersey, New York, and Tennessee; 
in Virginia actual production of both zinc and lead during the year 
was less than in 1940,but the quantities shipped (production credited | 
to year of shipment in the tables that follow) were larger. Lead 
production increased in New York and decreased in Tennessee. | 
The output of copper, nearly all of which came from North Carolina, 
Pennsylvania, and Tennessee, increased 6 percent over 1940. Gold 
production rose 19 percent and was the highest in both quantity and 

- - “waltie since 1882. ‘The principal gold-producing” States were South = 
Carolina, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania. The silver output was 
recovered from the refining of the gold, copper, and lead produced. 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they 
do not include moisture. 

The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated 
at the following prices. a 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 | 
en 

Year . Gold ! Silver 3 Copper 3 Lead 3 Zinc 3 

Per fine ounce | Per fine ounce | Per pound | Per pound | Per pound | 

1937_._-......-.----------------------- $35. 00 $0. 7735 $0, 121 $0. 059 . $0. 065 
1938..__..-.--..s22se2se-seee sees 35.00 | 646-4 098 046 048 
1989__..--...----.. ------------------- 35. 00 5. 678-+ . 104 . 047 . 052 

1940____.--. +--+ +--+ 35. 00 6. 711+ 113 . 050 . 063 

1941... ----- +--+ +--+ +--+ --- 35. 00 6. 711+ -118 . 057 .075 

a 
1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold from 

January 18, 1837, to January 31,1934, was $20.67+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. . 
21937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 

price for newly mined silver. 
3 Yearly average weighted ‘price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
4 $0.64646464. 
5 $0.67878787. 
6 $0.71111111. , 

321
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Annual figures for the 5 years ended with 1941 are given in the table | 
that follows. The figures for tonnage of ore sold or treated do not 
include magnetite ore containing pyrite and chalcopyrite, from which _ 
copper, gold, and silver were recovered as byproducts. | 

Mine production of gold, stlver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Eastern States, 1937-41 , 
: . in terms of recovered metals : 

. | : . Gold (lode and - Silver (lode and Mines producing | Ore sold placer) 2 placer) 3 | Year ___ | or treated | 
. nays Fi r 

ons ine ine | Lode Placer ounces | Value ounces Value . 

: 1 39 40 | 3,407,883 | 10,680.90 | $373,832 | 106,873 | $82, 667 1938._._..-._----.--..-. 51 26 |. 3. 159,880 | 19,998.00 | 697, 480 94,945 | 61,380 1939.........-..-..-.... 47 24 | 3,409,619 | 17,414.00 | 609, 490 94,083 | 63, 862 194).__......--.----.. 20. 40 18 | 3,674,815 | 18,456.00 | 645,960|  102825| 73,120 1941...._..--.-------200 43 14 | 3,780,397 | 21,982.00 | 769,370 | 106,051] 75,414 

i Copper Lead 7 Zinc | 
| Year ] _ ~ | Total value 

Pounds Value Short Value Short Value - . 

- 1937__...........-] 24, 444, 000 | $2, 957, 725 5, 539 |. $653,602 | 189, 353 |$24, 894, 159 | $28, 961, 985 : 1938_____--_-_--_-| 21,079, 160 | 2, 065, 758 7,900 | 726,800 | 172, 501 | 19,211,235 | 22,762,653 _ 1989_.-_-__2_7_77"| 21° 295, 000 | 2; 214, 680 6,284 | 590,696 | 180,955 { 21,100,174 | 24,578, 902 
1940_____.._...._..} 25, 490,000 | 2, 880, 370 4, 831 483, 100 178, 815 | 24, 135, 445 | 28, 217, 995 1941___-__________| 27, 132,000 | 3, 201, 576 5,513 | 628,482 | 191, 310 | 29, 484, 493 | 34) 150, 265 

SO 
1 Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. | . . 

1 of Includes placer gold as follows: 1937, 632 ounces; 1938, 667 ounces; 1939, 413 ounces; 1940, 452 ounces; 
’ ounces. ; . 

3 Placer silver did not exceed 39 ounces in any year during the 5-year period. 

| Gold. The old Haile mine in Lancaster County, S. C., near Ker- 
shaw, yielded 69 percent of the total mine output of gold in the 
Hastern States in 1941. Other substantial producers were the | 
Condor (old Howie) mine near Waxhaw, Union County, N. C.; and . 
the Cornwall mine in Lebanon County, Pa., which yields gold, silver, 
and copper as a byproduct of iron mining. Changes in output of 
gold in the various States in 1941 comprised increases of 2,432 ounces 
in South Carolina, 1,301 ounces in North Carolina, 582 ounces in 
Pennsylvania, 54 ounces in Tennessee, and 25 ounces in Alabama ; 

_ and decreases of 650 ounces in Georgia and 218 ounces in Virginia. 
The estimated output of gold in the Southern Appalachian States 
from 1799 to 1941 is recorded as follows: 

Mine production of gold in the Southern Appalachian States, 1799-1941 
eee 

: Fine : Fine State Period ounces Value State Period ounces Value 

Alabama..........| 1830-1941 | 49, 488 |$1, 198, 740 | South Carolina...| 1829-1941 | 310,830 |$7, 283, 140 Georgia.....--..--| 1830-1941 | 870, 479 |18, 082, 612 || Tennessee.......| 1831-1941 | 20,038 |’ 448” 960 Maryland._...._.| (1)-1941 6, 102 163,940 || Virginia_......._.| 1828-1941 | 167,255 | 3, 566, 904 North Carolina__-| 1799-1941 |1, 160, 358 |24, 179, 828 —__—_|____}—" | Total.......| 1799-1941 |2, 584, 551 (54, 924, 124 
td 

1 Year of first production not recorded.
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Silver —The silver recovered from ores and gravels mined in the 
Eastern States in 1941 totaled 106,051 fine ounces—59,221 ounces 
derived from copper and iron (magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite) ores, | 
37,734 ounces from zinc-lead ores, 9,081 ounces from gold ores, and oe 

15 ounces from placer gravel. | | 
| Copper.—As the three mines that produced nearly all the copper 

output of the Eastern States in 1941 are in different States (North 
Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee), it is not possible to show 
the production separately by States without disclosing that of each . 
mine; the combined output of the three States is shown under Ten-. . 
nessee in the following table. The total Eastern States production 
rose from 25,490,000 pounds in 1940 to 27,132,000 pounds in 1941. 
Gold ore from South Carolina and North Carolina yielded 1,265 
pounds of copper. Copper ore yielded, in recovered metals, about 

| 0.0004 ounce of gold and 0.06 ounce of silver to the ton of crude ore. 
Copper concentrates from the magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore of 
the Cornwall mine in Pennsylvania contained some recoverable gold 
and silver. 
Lead.—The recoverable lead in concentrates shipped from mines 

in the Eastern States totaled 5,513 tons in 1941, an increase of 682 
tons over 1940. The figures include some concentrates that were 
stock-piled at the mine in previous years and are credited to produc- 
tion for 1941, the year of shipment. Zinc-lead sulfide ores from the , 

Austinville mine in Virginia and the Balmat in New York yielded all 
the lead output except 23 tons derived from lead carbonate and zinc- 
lead sulfide ores from Tennessee. 
Zinc.—The mine output (shipments) of recoverable zinc in the 

Eastern States was 191,310 tons in 1941, an increase of 12,495 tons | 
over 1940. New Jersey contributed 49 percent of the total in 1941, 
New York 20 percent, Tennessee 19 percent, and Virginia 12 percent. 

- The Virginia shipments include a substantial tonnage of concentrates Oe 
from mine stocks carried over from previous years. The newly 

- ~~ --~developed Hyatt-mine near Emeryville, N.-Y.,; which began producing. - — -—— 

on a small scale in February 1941, and the Jarnagin mine at Jefferson 
City, Tenn., reopened in April, contributed part of the 7-percent 
increase in total output from the Eastern States during the year. 
Zinc ore yielded 73 percent of the total zinc output and zinc-lead ore 
and copper ore together 27 percent. The proximity of the large zinc 
mines of the Eastern States to smelting and manufacturing centers / 

enhances their importance as a source of zinc in time of war, when 
transportation becomes a material factor in obtaining supplies. 
Statements furnished by mine operators early in December 1941 
indicated an increase in production from their mines for 1942. The 

Government premium-price program announced January 12, 1942, 

provides an incentive for increasing the output from established mines 

and reopening marginal properties, and it may cause a larger gain.
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| MINE PRODUCTION BY STATES a | | 

| ‘Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Eastern States in 1941, 
| a by States, in terms of recovered metals | 

| _ | Gold ‘Silver 
Mines pro- | 

ucing , 

State . O79 (short Fine ounces Fine ounces 
a _ dC ota) _ Total 

value value 
Lode | Placer | . Lode | Placer Lode | Placer 

Alabama.._.......-_- 2. 1, 020 30 |_..--...| $1,050 3]. $2 
Georgia..__....-..-.- 7 11 1, 641 122 189 | 10,885 24 | 14 27 
New Jersey_..--.-.-- 2 4222-228 585, 463 |.-..-..-|--------}---------|-----_-2]--- ee . 
New York.-_--.-..-.- 3 |-------- 488,079 j..------|..------|..--._.-.| 37, 784 |..-2 0 26, 833 
North Carolina_____- 5 2] - 33,746 | 3,238 6 | 113,540 | 7,438| 1 5, 200 
Pennsylvania.-_.-_.- 1 }-_----.- (1) 2,422 |_...--..| 84,770 | 15,016 |____-._. 10, 678 

- South Carolina......} 7 |------.-| 135,288 | 15,508 |--_____-| 542,780 | 6,505 |_....._- 4,640 | 
‘Tennessee.__.._.-_-- 13 |_-.....-] 2,033, 030 227 |.-------] 7,945 | 39,161 |..._.____ 27, 848 
Virginia..____-_____- 3 1 502,130 |  232{ 8| 8,400 135 |____--_- 96 | 

, | oe 43| 14 | 23,780,397 | 21,779} 203 | 769,370 [106,036 |  15| 75,414 
Total, 1940__.-------- 40 18 | 2 3,674,815 | 18,004 452 | 645,960 |102, 795 30 | 73,120 
————————————————————E—Ee——————————————————————_—_—_—_—_—_—___ 

a Copper Lead Zine © a 
State I a Total 

Pounds. Value {| Short tons} Value | Short tons | _ Value . 7 

. Alabama. .......-.,-|--.---------|-----------|---- 2-2 |e fee $1, 052 
—  -- Georgia. ..----------|----- eee |e fe] | 10, 912 

New Jersey.........|...-..-----.|-----------|------------|..----_--. 93, 781 | $14, 855, 073 |3 14,855,073 | New York........._|-..-......--|-----------| 2, 100 | $239, 400 38,446 | 5,766,900 | 6, 033, 133 . 
North Carolina _ -__- (4) (4) ~-2-----+---|---------- |---|] 8118, 830 
Pennsylvania_._-__-_- (4) (4) wenn ene fee ee eee |e eee § 95, 448 . . 

. South Carolina... _._ 1, 000 _ $118 |... |---| ee ee 547, 538 
Tennessee......---.. |427, 131, 000 |43, 201, 458 93 2, 622 36,170 | 5, 425, 500 | 6 8, 665, 373 
Virginia........-....|-..--------.|-----------] 3,390 | 386, 460 22,913 | 3,436,950 | 3,831, 906 

. - 27, 132, 000 | 3, 201,576 5,513 | 628, 482 191,310 | 29,484, 423 | 34, 159, 265 
Total, 1940....-..---} 25,490,000 | 2, 880, 370 4,831 | 483, 100 178,815 | 24,135,445 | 28 217,995 

1 Ore is magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite, flotation copper concentrates from which yielded gold, silver 
and copper; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures for ore and copper. 

. 2 Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. 
* Estimated smelting value of recoverable zine eontent of ore after freight, haulage, smelting, and manu- 

facturing charges are added. _ 
4 North Carolina and Pennsylvania included under Tennessee; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish 

separate ligures. 

P Excludes value of copper, whieh is iincluded under Tennessee. 
¢ Includes also value of copper from North Carolina and Pennsylvania. 

| MINING INDUSTRY 

_ The total output of ores yielding gold, silver, copper, lead, or zinc 
in the Eastern States in 1941, excluding the magnetite-pyrite-chal- 
copyrite ore from Pennsylvania, was 3,780,397 tons—a 3-percent 
increase over 1940. The quantity of gold-bearing sand and gravel 
handled at placer mines in the Southern Appalachian region was 
small; the Ferey Mining Co., only operator that reported using 
mechanical equipment in placer mining during the year, shut the 
equipment down in August after a few months of intermittent opera- 
tion on the Barlow placer near Dahlonega, Ga. The gold ore output 

| (most of which was treated by cyanidation) averaged $4.36 to the 
ton in gold and $0.04 in silver and copper. The copper, zinc, and
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zinc-lead ores of the Eastern States yield byproducts (besides gold 
and silver), the value of which would have to be considered to show | 
the full value of the crude ore mined. Copper-iron ore from Tennessee 
and zinc-lead-pyrite ore from New York yield pyrite concentrates 
that are used in the manufacture of sulfuric acid, and sulfuric acid is 
also made from gases produced in roasting zine sulfide concentrates 
from zinc and zinc-lead ores of Tennessee, New York, and Virginia. | 
New Jersey zinc ore yields a residue, which is further treated for the 

_ recovery of other metals; and zinc ore milled in Tennessee yields a . 
| commercial tailing, some of which is sold for its lime content and _ 

some for use in concrete. The quantity of the various types of ore 
mined in the Eastern States is shown in the table that follows. . 

: ORE CLASSIFICATION 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume | 
on Gold and Silver. a : | 

Ore sold or treated in the Eastern States in 1941, with content in terms of recovered 
| | - : metals oo : 

| | . | Ore Gold Silver Lead | Zine | 
Source (short (fin fine | ,Copper hort hort 

tons) ounces) ouness) ~ (pounds) tone) fone) 

. Dry and siliceous gold ore........-.-.- 152, 833 19, 033 9, 081 1, 265 |_.-- 2 yee . 
Copper ore_..._--..-..---.------------ 751, 516 324 44, 205 |! 27,130, 735 |__-.-._-._.- () . 
Magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore-.. __ (3) 2,422] 15,016 (1) eaeeeee-- eee e eee 
Lead ore........----------.----------- 469 |__--.---__]------2-- | ---- eee 19 |... LL... 
Zine ore......--..---.---.--.---.------| 2,087,653 |_._....._.|--------2-|_--- fee 140, 415 
Zinc-lead Ofe...-....---.-.-----.-.-...| 837,926 |_......-..| 37,734 |_-...-...-..| 3,494 | 2.50, 895 

Total, lode mines__........-...| 43, 780,397 | 21,779 | 106,036 | 27,132,000{ 5,513} 191,310 
Total, placers......._------....-------|--------.---}- 203 15 |_----------- ----------|---------- . 

43,780,307 | 21,982 | 106,051 | 27,132,000} 5,513] 191,310 — 
Total, 1940............----------------| 43,674,815 | 18,456 | 102,825 | 25,490,000 | 4,831 | 178,815 

1 Copper from magnetite-pyrite-chalcopyrite ore included with that from copper ore. | | 
ce or aes omnes ni ’ Zine from eopper-ore-included-with-that-from-zinc-lead-ore;-Bureau -of-Mines-not-at-liberty-to-publish-..-.....--- - ----—— 

separate ures. — 

3 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish separate figures for ore and copper. 
4Excludes magnetite-pyrite-chaleopyrite ore from Pennsylvania. 

| METALLURGIC INDUSTRY | 

All the principal producing base-metal mines in the Eastern States 
except the Fontana copper mine in North Carolina have concentrating 
mills at or near the mines, but a considerable tonnage of copper ore is 
smelted direct and some of the crude zinc ore is shipped to oxide plants. 
The ore from the Fontana mine is shipped to the Tennessee Copper : 
Co. plant in Tennessee. The methods of treatment used in the 
various mills and other operating details, including the tonnage and 
grade of concentrates produced by some of the mills, are given in the 
Review by States that follows. Most of the concentrates are shipped 
to smelters operated by the companies that own the mines. The 
methods of recovering the gold and silver are shown in the following 
table. 

\ on
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Mine production of gold and silver in the Eastern States in 1941, by methods of 
recovery, in terms of recovered metals — | 

| Method of recovery ented Gold (Boe Spuness) 

Ore and old tailings amalgamated_...._..........-.----------- 3,348] 418] 173 
_ Ore cyanided_....--.--.-.-------2 eee 149, 123 18, 323 8, 831 

Concentrates smelted !._.._..-.-_-._------.------------ eee 75, 778 2, 649 91,911 
Ore smelted !__._-_-_---------------- eee 19, 764 389 5, 121 
Placer......------.----------------------- eee eee eee | ee eee 203 15 

7 | | ceweseeeee----]| 21, 982 106, 051 
Total, 140___.------------------ee eee nee eee eee eee | eee 18, 456 102, $25 

1 Excludes material containing no recoverable gold or silver. The totals for concentrates and direct-smelt- 
ing ore shipped were 694,222 and 70,117 tons, respectively. 

— REVIEW BY STATES 

| ALABAMA | 

oo At the Hog Mountain mine near Alexander City, Tallapoosa : 
| County, 1,000 tons of old tailings from the mill dump were treated in 

1941 by gravity concentration followed by amalgamation of the con- 
| centrates; the recovery was 28 fine ounces of gold and 3 fine ounces | 

of silver. A lessee at the Gold Log mine near Talladega recovered 2 
ounces of gold from about 20 tons of quartz treated by crushing, 

- grinding, and amalgamation. | | 

| | GEORGIA | . —— 

Mines in Georgia yielded 311 fine ounces of gold and 38 fine ounces | 
of silver in 1941, but no recoverable copper, compared with 961 | 
ounces of gold, 630 ounces of silver, and 25,200 pounds of copper in 
1940. The output in 1941 comprised 122 ounces of gold and 24 | 
ounces of silver recovered from ore amalgamated at lode mines and 

| 189 ounces of gold and 14 ounces of silver derived from placer gravel. 
The Ferey Miming Co. worked the Barlow placer near Dahlonega 
with a dragline and portable washing plant from March to August 
and produced about one-half of the State output of gold. Sluicing 
at small placers in Cherokee, Lumpkin, and White Counties recovered 

_ 32 ounces of gold. The Brand Estate claim in Cherokee County, the 
Findley and Lockhart mines in Lumpkin County, and the Russell 
mine in Paulding County were among the producing lode mines. All 
the Georgia output of gold and silver in 1941 was sold to the United 
States Mint at New Orleans, La. This mint discontinued purchasing 
newly mined gold and silver as of April 25, 1942. 

: NEW JERSEY 

Zinc ore produced in New Jersey in 1941 totaled 585,463 tons 
containing 93,781 tons of recoverable zinc as metal or in oxide com- 
pared with 556,031 and 91,406 tons, respectively, in 1940. The 
producing mines were the Mine Hill at Franklin and the Sterling Hill 
at Ogdensburg, both in Sussex County. The ore bodies in these mines 
are unique in that they are said to be the only ones in the world from | 
which all three of the minerals franklinite, willemite, and zincite are 
being mined in commercial quantities. The minerals, ore deposits, 
and mining methods are described in recent publications of the Geo-
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logical Survey and the Bureau of Mines.’ In the reduction of the 
ores the franklinite (an iron-manganese-zinc oxide mineral) is removed — 
from the crushed ore by magnetic separators, and the willemite and 
zincite are concentrated on jigs and tables. The concentrates and 
some crude ore are shipped to smelters at Palmerton, Pa. 
_New Jersey has a few deposits of copper ore, but none has been 

worked for many years. At Carteret and Perth Amboy are copper 
and lead smelters and refineries that treat ores, scrap, byproducts, 
and bullion from various States and foreign countries. . 

| ; _ NEW YORK | | 

Zine and zinc-lead ores mined in New York in 1941 yielded 38,446 
tons of recoverable zinc, 2,100 tons of lead, and 37,734 fine ounces 
of silver—increases over 1940 of 2,760 tons in zinc, 127 tons in lead, 
and 2,014 ounces in silver. The producing mines in 1941 were the | 
Balmat about 8 miles southeast of Gouverneur, the Edwards at the 
town of Edwards about 12 miles northeast of the Balmat, and the 
Hyatt near Emeryville, all in St. Lawrence County. The Balmat | 
and Edwards mines are owned and operated by the St. Joseph Lead | 
Co. The Balmat ore contains zinc, iron, and lead sulfides, and some 
silver is associated with the lead; it is mined through a 2,655-foot 
inclined shaft (vertical depth, about 1,300 feet) and treated in the a 
selective flotation plant at.the mine. The daily capacity of the mill - 
at the end of 1941 was 1,100 tons. The mill feed in 1941 totaled 
336,271 tons of ore; it yielded 3,578 tons of lead concentrates averaging | 
60.35 percent lead, 52,075 tons of zinc concentrates averaging 56.34 | 
percent zinc, and 71,633 tons of pyrite concentrates averaging 41.35 
percent iron and 49.39 percent sulfur. The lead concentrates con- 
tained considerable silver. The Edwards mine, which produces zinc 
ore, is opened by a vertical shaft to the 1,500-foot level and has an 
inclined shaft 1,212 feet long from this level to the lower workings. 
The mine is equipped with a 500-ton flotation mill, which treated 

--. -$26,220-tons of ore yielding 21,421 tons of zine-concentrates averaging - - .. 
58.71 percent zinc. The zinc concentrates from both mills were 
shipped to the company electrothermic zinc-reduction plant at Joseph- 
town, Pa. ‘The lead concentrates from the Balmat mill were shipped . 
to the U. S. Metals Refining Co. plant at Carteret, N. J., and the 
pyrite concentrates were sold to sulfuric acid plants. The Hyatt | 
zinc mine is owned by the Universal Exploration Co., which began 
developing it in 1938 and in 1940 nearly completed construction of a 
200-ton flotation mill. The mill began treating ore early in 1941 and 
produced several cars of concentrates monthly from February through 
December; the concentrates were shipped to the Donora (Pa.) smelter. _ 

| NORTH CAROLINA 

Gold production in North Carolina in 1941 totaled 3,244 fine ounces, 
and silver totaled 7,439 fine ounces, compared with 1,943 and 6,480 
ounces, respectively, in 1940. Copper output from the Fontana 

1 Palache, Charles, The Minerals of Franklin and Sterling Hill, Sussex County, N.J.: Geol. Survey 

Prof. Paper 180, 1935, 135 pp. . 
Jackson, Chas. F., Knaebel, John B., and Wright, C. A., Lead and Zinc Mining and Milling in the United 

States, Current Practices and Costs: Bureau of Mines Bull. 318, 1935, pp. 44, 134. 
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| copper mine in Swain County—only producer of copper ore in the 
a | State during the year—varied little from that in 1940. ‘The mine is : 

operated by the North Carolina Exploration Co., which ships the  _— 
| _ crude ore to the Tennessee Copper Co. smelter at Copperhill, Tenn. | 

The Fontana ore contains very small quantities of gold and silver, , 
some of which are recovered as byproducts in refining the copper | 
bullion. The Condor (old Howie) mine near Waxhaw in Union , 

_ County, operated under lease by Hugh Jardine, was again the princi- _ 
7 | pal producer of gold in the State; milling of the ore at the Capps mill, | 

Charlotte, was discontinued in January 1941, and a countercurrent 
| cyanide mill was erected on the Condor property and operated con- | 

tinuously after July 15. Gold ore treated at this mill and copper ore 
| . from the Fontana mine yaelded nearly all the silver output of the 

State during the year. A little gold was recovered from ore amal- 
| gamated at the Chapman property in Burke County and the Hoover 

_ _Hillin Randolph County. A 28-ton lot of gold ore was shipped from 
a property near Ranger, Cherokee County, to the smelter at Copper- 
hill. Small placers in Halifax and McDowell Counties yielded 6 fine 

_ ounces of gold and 1 fine ounce of silver, 2s Se 

| a | _PENNSYLVANIA oe 

ne Gold, silver, and copper are recovered as byproducts of iron mining | 
at the Cornwall mine of the Bethlehem Steel-Co. in Lebanon County. 

| | The mine is developed by an open pit and three inclined shafts. The o 
shafts were extended 200 feet during 1941 to a total depth of 1,500 

| feet. The ore contains magnetite, and pyrite and chalcopyrite 
carrying a little gold and silver; it is treated in the company plants 

| at Lebanon, comprising a magnetic separation plant producing iron 
| concentrates, a sintering plant for handling the iron concentrates, 

7 and a flotation mill in which the tailings from the magnetic plant are 
concentrated. to recover copper, gold, and silver. _The capacity of 
all three plants was expanded in 1941—that of the magnetic plant 

| from 6,000 tons daily to 6,500 tons, the sintering plant from 2,000 
to 2,400 tons, and the flotation plant from 2,500 to 2,800 tons. The 

_-Yise in the production rate for iron resulted in an increase in the output 
of byproduct metals; the quantity of copper recovered rose 30 percent 
over 1940, gold 32 percent, and silver 15 percent. 

| SOUTH CAROLINA 

In 1941, for the fifth consecutive year, South Carolina ranked first 
among the Eastern States in gold production. The old Haile mine in 
Lancaster County, 3% miles northeast of Kershaw, continued to be 
the chief producer. The mine is equipped with a 400-ton cyanide 
plant, which was operated continuously in 1941. The ore is mainly 
quartz and pyrite; that produced in 1941 was mined from open pits. 
Ore treated during the year totaled 134,854 tons yielding 15,197 fine 
ounces of gold and 6,447 fine ounces of silver compared with 126,261 
tons in 1940 yielding 12,861 ounces of gold and 7,970 ounces of silver. 
Other mines in the State yielded a total of 311 ounces of gold, 78 
ounces of silver, and 1,000 pounds of copper in 1941. Small lots of 
gold were shipped to the Philadelphia Mint and the New York Assay 
Office from the Funder Bunk mine and the Mineral Mining Corpora- 
tion properties in Lancaster County and the Oro at Pageland in
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‘Chesterfield County. -Crude.ore containing gold. and a, little silver 
and copper was shipped from the Terry and Ross-Carroll mines near : 
‘Smyrna, York County, to the U. 8. Metals Refining Co. smelter at | 
Carteret, N. J.. W. K. Hunter, of Hickory Grove, shipped several 

cars of gold ore to the Tennessee Copper Co. smelter at Copperhill, | 
enn. eG | . | 

= , ee TENNESSEE | - | 

_ The mine production of gold, silver, and zinc in Tennessee increased 
moderately in 1941 over 1940, copper decreased slightly, and lead _ 
declined ‘sharply. The increase in zinc was the sixth in successive 4 
years, and the quantity produced (36,170 tons) was larger than in any _ 
previous year. The gold and silver and some of the zinc were by- 

| products of the copper-iron mining, milling, and smelting operations ! 
of the Tennessee Copper Co. at Ducktown and Copperhill in Polk Oo 
County. Important commercial products derived from the copper- | 
iron ores (besides copper bullion and zine concentrates) included sul- 

| furic acid and copper sulfate manufactured in the company plants | 
and iron sinter sold to iron and steel producers, mostly in the Birming- 
ham (Ala.) district. The zinc concentrates produced in the mills | 
were sold to the Donora (Pa.) smelter. The new reverberatory _ | 
furnace placed in operation at the company smelter in September : 
1940 was operated throughout 1941; the three blast furnaces formerly 

| ‘used for smelting were maintained-as stand-by equipment. Most of | 
the blister copper from the converter was cast into pigs and shipped _ | 

| to an electrolytic refinery on the Atlantic seaboard, where the by- | 
| product gold and silver were recovered. Shot copper was produced 

for use at the copper sulfate plant. In 1941 the company. operated 
the Burra Burra, Eureka, Isabella, and Boyd groups of mines and the | 
London and Isabella selective flotation mills. The mines are opened 
by two vertical shafts 755 and 2,400 feet deep. Development work _ 
done during the year totaled 414 feet of shaft, 20,201 feet of drifts, a 
and 28,077 feet of diamond drillng. Therated capacity of the London _ 

ais 4,350 tons of ore daily and that of theIsabella-850-tons. In --------—— 
addition to crude ore and concentrates from company mines and mills 
the smelter treated considerable copper-iron sulfide ore from the | 
Fontana mine in Swain County, N. C.,.and a small tonnage of gold | 
ore from mines in North Carolma and South Carolina. | , 

The principal zinc-producing mines in Tennessee in 1941 were the 
_ Mascot group in Knox County and the Grasselli, Jarnagin, and Davis : 

esroups in Jefferson County. The Jarnagin mine was reopened in 
April 1941 after having been closed since December 1937. The . 
Mascot, Grasselli, and Jarnagin were operated by the American Zinc 

| Co. of Tennessee, which concentrated the ore from all three mines in 
its Mascot mill. The mill is equipped with a differential-tension 
density unit, jigs, and flotation machines. In 1941 the mill treated 
1,017,451 tons of ore yielding 44,537 tons of concentrates averaging 
60.6 percent zinc. The Mascot mine is opened by a 520-foot shaft 
and an inclined shaft from the 520-foot level to the maximum depth of 
850 feet. The Grasselli has one operating shaft and an auxiliary man- 
way shaft and is 350 feet deep. Power-operated scrapers are used in 
both mines. The Jarnagin has one operating shaft 280 feet deep, 
with an auxiliary manway shaft. Development done in the three 
mines in 1941 totaled 355 feet of shaft, 5,763 feet of drifts, 7,325 feet
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| of diamond drilling, and 12,667 feet of churn drilling. The Davis 
| group at Jefferson City is owned and operated by the Universal Ex- __ 

| ploration Co. The company 800-ton flotation mill for treating sulfide 
ore was operated at approximate capacity throughout 1941, and the 

. 100-ton plant for concentrating carbonate ore was run at less than 
| capacity from July to December. The average grade of the blende 

shipped in 1941 was 64.48 percent zinc. The Embree Iron Co., which 
- owns properties in Washington and Unicoi Counties near Embreeville, 

| operated its lead and zinc mines on a small scale from January to 
June, when production of these metals was suspended. In December 
the Imperial Mining Co. began operating the Imperial mine about 2 

— miles northwest of Goin, Claiborne County. The mill is equipped  __ 
with a 4-cell jig. Production in 1941 was 35 tons of zinc-lead con- 

| - centrates, shipped to the Ozark Smelting & Refining Co. plant at | 
Coffeyville, Kans. Other output in the State in 1941 included a car 

- : of zinc ore from the Finchum property at New Market and a car of | 
| zinc concentrates shipped from Murfreesboro by an individual. — 

| VIRGINIA | 

Virginia mines produced 240 fine ounces of gold and 135 fine ounces | 
of silver in 1941 compared with 458 and 271 ounces, respectively, in 
1940. No recoverable copper was produced in the State from 1939 

| to 1941, inclusive. The Red Bank mine near Virgilina, Halifax 
| County, equipped with a small amalgamation mill, was the only lode 

mine in the State producing gold and silver in 1941; it was operated | 
from January to July 18 by Joseph Hamme, owner, who then sold it / 

_ to Red Bank Gold Mines, Inc., which made no output the rest of the 
| — year. A little gold was recovered from the Ruth placer in Goochland © 

| ounty. 
The recoverable lead and zinc in concentrates shipped from Vir- 

ginia in 1941 was 3,390 tons of lead and 22,913 tons of zinc, an in- 
crease of 1,105 and 5,986 tons, respectively, over 1940. A substan- 
tial part of the concentrates shipped in 1941 came from mine stocks 
accumulated in previous years. Actual mine production of both lead | 
and zinc was less than in 1940. The Austinville zinc-lead mine of the 

. New Jersey Zinc Co. in Wythe County, only large producer of lead 
and zinc in the State for many years, was operated continuously in 
1941; it is equipped with a 2,000-ton flotation mill. The Lacy-Butler 
Co. shipped a car of zinc ore from a mine at Cripple Creek, Va. |
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The total value of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine produeed by 
Idaho mines was $41,776,848 in 1941 compared with $37,744,393 in 
1940—an increase of nearly 11 percent (see fig. 1). The quantity , 
and total value of each metal except silver increased; the greatest 
gain was $2,966,874 in zinc. The value of the gold production rep- 
resented nearly 13 percent of the State total, silver 28 percent, copper 
2 percent, lead 29 percent, and zinc 28 percent. Production of gold ) 
in Idaho in 1941 (149,816 fine ounces) exceeded the 1940 production, | 
which had been the largest since 1871, and the output of zine (158,- __ 
168,000 pounds) was by far the greatest in any year in the history 
of the State. Compared with 1940 the gold output increased 2 per- os 
cent, copper 8 percent, lead less than one-half of 1 percent, and zinc | 

due entirely to increased output from dredging at placer properties, | 
as the output from lode mines decreased. 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’’; that is, they | 
_ do not include moisture. | - 

The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated 
at the following prices. | 

| Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1987-41 | 

Year Gold! Silver? | Copper? | Lead 3 Zinc * | 

187 Per fingounce Per fine ounce 4 Per pound Per pound. | 
1938. _.--...-...222--s-2s--s-2ne-aeeee 35.00 4, 646-+ 098 046 048 
1939.____-._-..--..--------2e-2seeeeee 35. 00 5. 678-+ 104 047 052 
(940... 2-2 eee ee 35. 00 6. 711+ .113 . 050 . 063 
75 nnn 35.00 6. 711+ 1118 - 057 075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-++ ($20.671835) per fixie ounce. . 

21937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 
price for newly mined silver. 

3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
4 $0.64646464, 5 $0.67878787. ¢$0.71111111. 
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- Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Idaho, 1937-41, and total 
| | 18638-1941, in terms of recovered metals | 

| Mines producing | . Gola (lode and placer) | Silver (ode and placer) | . 

ee | Ore (short | -——--- —__|_,_ -——---- 

ee Lode Placer tons) Fine Value Fine Value - 
, ounces ounces 

1937_._..------- 347 741 | 2,075,402 | 81, 861 | $2,865,135 | 19, 587,766 | $15, 151, 137 
1938_.---------- 305 463 | 1,999,147 | 103,513 | 3,622,955 | 18,993,676 | 12,278,740 © 
1939_..---------- 362 465 | 2,108,445 | 116,662 | 4,083,170 | 17,222,370 | 11,690,336 
194)_.--------- 378° 548 | 2,556,687 | 146, 480 | 5, 126, 800 | 17,552,240 | ‘12, 481, 593. 
1941.0 331 524 | 2, 704,680.| 149,816 | 5, 243, 560 | 16,672,410 | _11, 855, 936 | 

| 1863-1941. _._-..]----.------|------------ 0) _ 7,629, 158 |170, 159, 933 |469, 574,957 | 322, 200,087 

. Copper - - Lead. - Zine | oe 

| Year |---| |__| Total value 
a Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds. Value a 

- |  4g937...__......-] 4,464,000 | $540, 144 | 207, 422, 000 $12, 237, 898 |108, 398, 000 | $7,045,870 | $37,840, 184 
a - 1938________-.-| 4,278,000 | 419, 244 | 184, 354,000 | 8, 480, 284 | 88,060,000 | 4,226,880 | 29, 028, 103 , 

: | 1930.._.__..-..| 5,082,000 | 523,328 | 181,962,000 | 8,552,214 | 95,098,000 | 4,945,096 | 20,794,144 
1940____....-..] 6,698,000 | 756,874 | 209, 668,000 | 10, 483, 400 |141, 202,000 | 8,895,726 | 37, 744, 393 | 

| | 1941.._.........| 7,242,000 | 854, 556 | 2097828, 000 | 11,960, 196 |158, 168, 000 | 11,862,600 | 41,776,848 

| 1863-1941_......] 297,759 | 30, 312, 747 | 25, 518,054 |587, 931,062 | 2 873, 367 |118, 793, 283 | 1, 229, 397, 112 

_ 1 Figures not available. 2Short tons. 7 | . | : 

Gold and silver produced at placer mines in I daho, 1987-41, in fine ounces, in terms 
- : of recovered metals | | 

. Oo Dredges 

| Sluicing and Driftminine) OOO Total 
"hydraulic rift mining Drasli ota 

. ragline Floating 
Year Dry-land ! floating ! | bucket 

| Gold | Silver | Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver| Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver} Gold | Silver 

1937_..........| 4,286 | 1,399 | 433] 65 | 2,369 | 325 4,490 | 1,327 | 28,962 | 9,171 | 40,540 | 12, 287 
1938__...-.-...| 4,987 | '969| 410| 57 | 1,989 | 384 | 15,459 | 5,818 | 31, 234 |10, 100 | 54,079 | 17,328 
1939.._........| 5,443 | 1.688 | 196| 26 | 4,475 |1,332 | 9,576 | 4,389 | 28,973 | 7,490 | 48,663 | 14,875 

_ 4949.2222-2_77} 6, 664 | 1,337 | 291} 48 | 5.623 | 758 | 6,569 | 5,427 | 41, 262 |10, 226 | 60, 409 | 17, 796 
1941._...-.--..| 4,809 | 1,149 | 228| 46] 3,185 | 388 | 11,725 | 2,100 | 52, 358 |13, 725 | 72,395 | 17,408 

1A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a ‘“‘dragline floating 
dredge’’; a stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is 
called a “‘dry-land dredge.”’ 

Gold—The output of recoverable gold in Idaho was 2 percent 
greater in 1941 than in 1940. The yield of gold from lode mines 
decreased 10 percent, and most of the loss was from gold ore; the 
production from placers increased 20 percent, owing to larger output 
from dredging. About 42 percent of the State total gold in 1941 
came from siliceous gold ore and 45 percent from all types of dredging 
operations. Twelve floating (bucket) dredges, the same number as 
in 1940, treated 10,612,000 cubic yards of gravel and recovered 
52,358 ounces of gold—an increase of 11,096 ounces over 1940; 9 
dragline dredges and 12 dry-land dredges treated 2,342,000 cubic 
yards of gravel and recovered 14,910 ounces of gold—an increase of 
2,718 ounces. Of the total placer gold, 84 percent came from the 
Boise Basin, Elk City, Yankee Fork, Warren, Hoodoo, Middle Boise, 
and Gibbonsville districts, where dredges were operated. Of the
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total lode gold, 81 percent came from the Middle Boise, Yellow Pine, 7 
Warm Springs, Burgdorf-Marshall Lake, Carson, Yankee Fork, | 
Mineral Hill, and West View districts and the Coeur d’Alene region. 
Substantial increases in output of gold were made in the Middle Boise, 
Yankee Fork, Elk City, Hoodoo, and Gibbonsville districts but large 
decreases in the Boise Basin and Yellow Pine districts and the Coeur a 
d’Alene region. . | | | | 

Talache Mines, Inc., operating lode property at Atlanta, was again 
the largest gold producer in Idaho. It was followed by the Fisher- oe 

| Baumhoff Co., which continued to operate two bucket dredges near — “ 
Centerville; Yellow Pine mine at. Stibnite; H. & H. bucket dredge / 
near Elk City; Snake River Mining Co. (bucket dredge) at Sunbeam; os 
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FIGURE 1.—Value of mine production of gold, silver, lead, and zinc and total value of gold, silver, copper, 
_lead, and zinc in Idaho, 1870-1941. The value of copper has been less than $2,000,000 annually, except in 

a few years. — | - 

- Golden Anchor mine at Burgdorf; Northwest Goldfields bucket dredge 
- near Harvard; Triumph mine near Ketchum; Idaho-Canadian Dredg- 

ing Co. at Idaho City; Warren Dredging Co. at Warren; Boise King 
_. Placers near Twin Springs; De Lamar Milling Corporatien at De 

Lamar; and Custer Consolidated Mines, Inc., near Sunbeam. 
Silver —The output of recoverable silver in Idaho was 16,672,410 

fine ounces in 1941—a 5-percent decrease from 1940. Production 
from the Sunshine mine declined 1,045,470 ounces. The Coeur 
d’Alene region produced 88 percent of the State total silver in 1941; 
the rest came largely from the Warm Springs, Carson, Bayhorse, | 
South Mountain, Middle Boise, Port Hill, and Pend d’Oreille dis- 
tricts. Silver ore yielded 59 percent of the State total silver, zinc- 
lead ore 30 percent, lead ore 6 percent, and gold-silver ore and gold 
ore 3 percent. The yield of silver from silver ore decreased 918,449 
ounces and from zinc-lead ore 418,176 ounces, but that from zinc ore 
increased 193,405 ounces, from lead ore 176,184 ounces, and from gold 
ore and gold-silver ore 60,176 ounces. | 

Eight mines—the Sunshine, Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Mineral 
Point, Polaris, Hecla, Morning, Triumph, and Page—produced 84 
percent of the silver output of the State in 1941. All these mines 
except the Triumph are in the Coeur d’Alene region.
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Copper.—The output of recoverable copper mn Idaho in 1941 was | 
7,242,000 pounds—an 8-percent increase over 1940. The gain resulted 
mainly from increased output of silver-copper ore from the Mineral 

| Pomt mine. Silver ore (chiefly from mines in the Coeur d’Alene 
region) yielded 68 percent of the State total copper, zinc-lead ore 17 
percent, copper ore 9 percent, and lead ore and zinc ore together 5 
percent. — | | | 

The Mineral Point and Sunshine mines produced 63 percent. of the 
| total copper output of the State in 1941. . | 

Lead —The output of recoverable lead in Idaho was 209,828,000 _ 
_ pounds in 1941—an increase of only 160,000 pounds over 1940. 

Oo Marked increases at the Sherman, Tamarack, and Sunset mines pre- 
vented a decline, as a notable decrease took place at the Morning 

| mine. About 91 percent of the State total lead came from the Coeur 
d’Alene region and 5 percent from the Warm Springs district; con- 
siderable lead was produced also in the Port Hill, Bayhorse, and : 

- Pend d’Oreille districts. Zinc-lead ore and old tailings from the 
Coeur d’Alene region and the Warm Springs district yielded 86 per- 

. cent of the State total lead; and lead ore, chiefly from the Coeur 
| d’Alene region, yielded 13 percent. Lead recovered from zinc-lead . 

ore declined 4,482,205 pounds and from silver ore 710,597 pounds,  — 
but that from lead ore increased 4,971,053 pounds and from zinc ore _ 

| — 408,589 pounds. - = a Be | 
In 1941 the combined lead output of the three largest producers— 

- the Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Morning, and Hecla—was 127,137,585 
- pounds (138,817,322 pounds in 1940), or nearly 61 percent of the | 

State total; other important producers were the Page, Star, Triumph, 
a Tamarack, Sherman, Idaho-Continental, Gold Hunter, and Clayton | 

| properties. . | 
Zinc.—The output of recoverable zinc in Idaho was 158,168,000 

pounds in 1941—a 12-percent increase over the former record output | 
(in 1940). The gain was due principally to increased output of zinc © 
from mines in the Coeur d’Alene region and in the Warm Springs and 
South Mountain districts. Substantial increases in zinc output were 
made at the Star, South Mountain, Triumph, Tamarack, Sunset, 
and Highland Surprise properties. More than 86 percent of the 

| State total zinc in 1941 came from the Coeur d’Alene region and nearly 
all the remainder from the Warm Springs and South Mountain dis- 
tricts. Zinc-lead ore and old tailings concentrated yielded 97 per- 
cent of the State total zinc, and zinc ore concentrated nearly all 
the remainder. 

Seven mines—the Star, Morning, Bunker Hill & Sullivan, Triumph, 
Hecla, Tamarack, and Page—produced 85 percent of the State total 
zinc in 1941; the rest came chiefly from the South Mountain, Frisco, 
Sunset, Interstate-Callahan, and Highland Surprise properties.
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MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Idaho in 1941, by counties, 
. in terms of recovered metals 

Mines pro- | Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (ode and placer) 
County me . 

Lode | Placer | Fine ounces Value Fine ounces Value 

Ada. _._-._....---- + ------eeee 1 10 453 $15, 855 31 $22 
Adams. ......-....----.---.------ 4 5 257 8, 995 647 460 
Bannock_._.._-..-..---.---------- Lyj-------- ] 35 7 5 
Benewah. -_._....-.---.----------|-----.2]* 1| | 2 _ 90 }__.-----------]------------ 
Blaine__......--...--..-------:---- 32 1 6, 783 — 287, 405 770, 199 547, 697 
Boise. __._...-..-.-...------------ 34 78 23, 438 820, 330 41, 286 29,359 . o 
Bonner _ .___-.-.-.-..-.--.-------- 2 ee 13 455 76, 365 54, 304 
Bonneville__-.......-.-.---------- ‘J 5 78 2, 730 7 5 : . 
Boundary . -.--.-...----.--------- Ld ll ]e eee eee -e-- |e -------- 81, 353 57, 851 . 
Butte___._..---.-....--------.---- 6 |__.----- 5 175 1, 980 1, 408 

. Camas__._.-.------___-_-.-------- 10 5 618 21, 630 16, 951 12, 054 
—  Canyon__._------2----------------|-------- 2 3 105 |_.------------|------------ 

Cassia__._..._.---..---..-.------- 3 }___.-__- 11 385 76 | 64 
_ Clearwater__.....-.--.------------ 2 42 1, 968 68, 880 457 325 . 

Custer__.__.-.-.--..---------.---- 30 11 12,803 | 44%, 105 . 297, 457 211, 525 
' Elmore. -....-.-.-.--.---..-------- 13 27 28, 505 997, 675 96, 248 68, 443 

Gem..__._-..-----...------------- 6 3 3, 232 113, 120 - 28, 426 20, 214 
Idaho______....-.-....--.---.------ 58 | 152 |. 37, 016 1, 295, 560 39, 171 27, 855 
Jerome__.__-.-.--..--------------.]-------- 17 158 5, 530 7 5 

: Latah____.__._-_...---------------|-------- 7 5, 573 195, 055 329 | 234 
Lemhi-__._....-....-----..--.----- 44 61 8, 959 313, 565 61, 259 43, 562 uO 
Lewis_._........--..--------------]-------- 7 : 51 1, 785 » 7 5 
Nez Perce. -_....-----.------------}-------- 6 39 1, 365 7 5 . 
Owyhee--....-----.-------------- 15 19 5, 850 204, 750 455, 151 323, 663 
Power. __....-_----._.--.--------}-------- 2 18 630 |__.--.---.----]..---------- 
Shoshone-_ .__._.....-.-.---------- 58 21 3, 419 119, 665 14, 678, 356 10, 437, 942 

Twin Falls__...........-------.-_]----.--- 27 202 7, 070 17 12 — mo ” 

Valley_....-..-.---.---.-.-------- 4 Il 10, 346 362, 110 21, 299 15, 146 

* Washington. -__-__---.----------- 2 4 15 525 - §,317 3, 781 : 

. 331 | §24 149, 816 5, 2438, 560 16, 672, 410 11, 855, 936 
Total, 1940........--.------.------ 378 548 146, 430 5, 126, 800 17, 552, 240 12, 481, 593 

rrr eg tt A Te . 

Copper Lead Zine Total 
ota 

County | value | 

Pounds | Value Pounds Value Pounds Value ee 

Ada....................|_......--- |---| eee} ee ee eee |e----------|------------] $15, 877 

Adams_.........-..----| 37,000 | $4, 366 100 $6 |_.-......---|------------ 13, 827 
Bannock ......-..------ 3C0 35 |_.____...---|_--_--------|------------]------------ 75 

Benewah.___._____.....|__........]-_-.------]------------|------------ +--+ ------- | ------------ 70 
Blaine._...._....-.----| 217,000 25, 606 | 10, 737, 2900 612, 060 | 17,080,000 | $1, 281,000 | 2, 703, 768 
Boise_........-.-------- 4, 000 472 36, 300 2. 069 12, 000 900 853, 130 

Bonner-__._...---------- 4, 600 543 820, 000 46, 740 |_...---------|-------»---- 102, 042 
Bonneville_.._....----- 100 12 |___.._.__.__]_---_-_____| ++ ----|------------ 2, 747 
Boundary...----------- 19, 500 2,301 | 3,074, 000 175, 218 |__....------]------------ 235, 370 
Butte._..._.....-.--.-- 5, 600 661 75, 000 4, 275 2, 000 150 6, 669 
Camas. ...__...-------- 8, 900 1, 050 68, 300 3, 893 |..-_.--.----]------------ 38, 627 
Canyon.____.._.---..-.|.-----.---|----------|------------|------------]------------]------------ 105 
Cassia._.........---.---|----------|---------- 1, 600 91 |___---------}------------ 530 

Clearwater_........._.-.|__--------|----------|------------}.-----------|------------]------------ 69, 205 — 

Custer. ..............--] 450, 500 53,159 | 2, 895, 400 165, 038 28, 000 2, 100 879, 927 

= Elmore._.._....--------}----------|---------- 400 23 |___.__-.----|.---.------_| 1,066, 141 

Gem____..........-----| 10,000 1, 180 154, 600 8, 812 |____-.------]------------ 143, 326 

Idaho_._.._....-------- 11, 000 1, 298 16, 000 912 |__......----|__--..-.----]| 1,325, 625 
Jerome__._..._...__..--|----------|]----------|------------|------------]------------]------------ 5, 535 
Latah......._____..._._]--._-_-2--|-------e- |e -----------]------------]------------ | ------ = --- 195, 289 

Lemhi_.._.......--..-.| 262, 500 30. 975 594, 400 33, 881 2, 000 150 422, 133 

Lewis._........._....__]----------|----------]------------]------------]------------]------------ 1, 790 

Nez Perce__.___..._..._|]----------]----------]------------]------------|------------]------------ 1,370 
Owyhee..-------------- 246,000 | 29,028 287, 000 16, 359 | 4, 402, 000 330, 150 903, 230 
ower................_.]----------|]----------]------------|------------]------------]------------ 

Shoshone.....____..._-. |5, 957,000 | 702,926 |191, 057,000 | 10, 890, 249 |136, 642, 000 | 10, 248, 150 |32, 398, 932 
Twin Falls_.._...._._._].-..------]----------]------------]------------|------------]------------ 7, 082 
Valley. __..._-.-----.-- 200 24 6, 000 342 |_-.-_._-___--]------------ 377, 622 
Washington .....------- 7, 800 920 4, 000 228 |_........--.]------------ 5, 454 

7, 242,000 | 854, 556 |209, 828, 000 | 11, 960, 196 |158, 168,000 | 11, 862, 600 /41, 776, 848 

Total, 1940._.....-.._-.|6, 698,000 | 756,874 |209, 668,000 | 10, 483, 400 |141, 202,000 | 8,895, 726 37, 744, 393
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Gold and silver produced at lode mines in Idaho in 1941, by counties, in terms of 
oo | : recovered metals 

. | Ore oe Ore | . 
. County sold or Gold Silver _ County sold or | Gold Silver 

treated . treated 

| - Short | Fine | Fine | Short | Fine | Fine | 
Se tons ounces ounces tons ounces | ounces 

Ada____ 2-2. 40 6 |--.....__.. || Custer... 2. 59, 033 5, 208 294, 487 
Adams. ._.______-.. 294 241 647 || Elmore_.........__.} 122,399 | 23,.429 94, 576 
Bannock._........_-- 1 1 7 || Gem______-.----.--_} 11,737 | 2, 621 28, 357 . 
Blaine...........-..| 104,870 | 6, 781 770, 199 || Idaho____.......-__.| 37,240 | 12, 659 - 33, 591 
Boise. __-.....--.---- 6,885 | 2, 616 35, 768 {| Lemhi___________-__ 68,622! . 4, 741 60, 899 
Bonner......-.---..| 10, 728 13 76, 365 || Owyhee__..-.--..--| 98,444 | 5,099 454, 843 

oo Bonneville. __-____-- 1}. ‘1 _ _7@ || Shoshonte____._._.-_|2,051, 390 | 3,056 | 14, 678, 287 
o Boundary. ---.-----| 37,000 |--.--._-| 81,353 || Valley_..._-___..._._] 90,149 | 10, 289 21,285 

- Butte... 22. oe. 2, 673° 5 1,980 |} Washington_..._...- 157 9 §, 317 
oe, — Camas._.....2--2...] 2, 588 601 16,944 |} | $$ | —_____— 

- - Cassia__ 22-2222. 28- ‘lil 76 || . 2, 704, 680 | 77,421 | 16, 655, 002 
2 Clearwater - - ------- 401 | 34 14 || Total, 1940_.__._.__.]2, 556, 687 | 86,071 | 17, 534, 444 

SC Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Idaho in 1941, by counties, in fine ounces, «5s 
7 | . an terms of recovered metals — | ae a 

co | | _ Dredges oo a | 

Seng and Drift mining Total . 
| _ County Dry-land ! Drage Hoat- | rioating bucket : _ 

Se | Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver} Gold Silver] Gold |Silver| Gold Silver Gold |Silver | 

: © Adal ai} ote ate | og |e) aa | | 
Adams.-..-----.-} 16 |__22 2 [22 2}. eee} e| eee fee ff 16 jue. . 

-  Benewah_.--.._- 2 |...---|------]------]_----_-- |e] |e ee eee |. 2 |_-2__- 
-Blaine.____.____. 2 |------]------}------|------_ Jee} ef feee eee 2 [ele 
Boise_._.....,...|2,142 |. 493 | 18 3 74 22 1,058 303 | 17,535 | 4,697 |20,822 | 5,518 
Bonneville_......| 77 |......]-----_|-----_|-----_-|_-_-___|_--_--__|---_ |e} 77 {oo eee 

/ . . Camas___.__.___. 17 . 7 wee ce we fee ee fee ee fe ef ee ee ee eee ee 17 7 . 

Canyon......-..-) 3 |---2--}------}----__|-------]------|------.-].------]--------|-------- 3 }__.--- a 
Clearwater.._....| 116 26 |--.--_|---.-- 49 6 1,095 288 674 123 | 1,934 443 
Custer____.._____- 28 12 je -_e_e} ee eee fee 70 19 7, 497 2,939 | 7,595 | 2,970 
Elmore___.._....| 178 52 }.-----|------]-------|------|--------]-------] 4,898 | 1,620 | 5,076 | 1,672 
Gem... --_- 16 3 |. -_|_-_-__e}e---- ee. 595 66 |_-------[-------- 611 69 
Tdaho...._....._-| 902 | 204 64 8 796.| 116] 6,895 | 1,271 | 15,700 | 3,981 |24,357 | 5,580 
Jerome......._...| 158 7 |------|-----_}-------]-----_] eee] |e 158 7 
‘Latah__.....2222-] 28 |---| 2222] 2-2}. |eee-|e------|-------| 5, 550 329 | 5, 573 329 
Lemhi__._....__-| 469 42 46 7 | 1,187 122 2,012 153 504 36 | 4,218 360 
Lewis..-._-.___-. 51 7 |_-----|------]-22---- |---|} fee}. 51 7 

. Nez Perce__.....| 39 7 |------|------].--.--_|-----_]-~.----_]- |e} eee eee 39 7 
Owyhee._.___._.}| 282 | 242 |___.__[._____ 469 66 |_-.-----|-----__]_-----__|---- 2 eee 751 308 
Power_____.__._- 18 |-.---_]-_2-_ |---| eee} ef eee |e} eee |e eee. 18 j____- 
Shoshone._._..__| 64 9} 105 28 194 32 |--.-.-__|-------]-----.-_]--------| 368 69 
Twin Falls.______} 202 17 |. tee fee tee} eee] eee] ee 202 17 
Valiey__.......__| 57 14 |__. 2 |---| eee} fee |e eee 57 14 
Washington_____ 6 |------|--- je fee yf} _]e fee eee 6 j------ 

4,899 |1, 149 228 46 |23, 185 | 2388 | 311,725 |32, 100 |452, 358 |413, 725 |72, 395 |17, 408 
Total, 1940 ___.._16, 664 |1,337 | 291 48 | 5,623 | 758 | 6,569 | 5,427 | 41, 262 | 10,226 |60, 409 |17, 796 

aE 

1A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a “‘dragline floating 
dredge’; a stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is 
called a ‘‘dry-land dredge.”’ 

2 Recovered from 342,000 cubic yards of gravel treated by 12 dry-land dredges. 
3 Recovered from 2,000,000 cubic yards of gravel treated by 9 dragline floating dredges. 
4 Recovered from 10,612,000 cubic yards of gravel treated by 12 floating bucket dredges. 

MINING INDUSTRY 

The marked increase in output of zinc, the gain in production of 
gold from dredging operations, and the reopening of several old zinc- | 
lead producers in the Coeur d’Alene region were the most important 
features of the mining industry of Idaho in 1941: The production of
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gine was the largest in any year in the history of the State, and the | 

output of placer gold was the largest since 1872, when 77,884 fine | 

ounces were produced. Zinc-lead ore (by far the chief output of the 

State) increased 3 percent over 1940, silver ore nearly 7 percent, 

gold-silver ore 29 percent, copper ore 62 percent, lead ore 29 percent, | ) 

and zine ore from 101 to 22,551 tons; gold ore declined 7 percent. | 

BS ORE CLASSIFICATION —s—i(w® | / 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of thisvolume = 
on Gold and Silver, | es HO | Zs 

| Ore sold or treated in Idaho in 1 94! ; with content in terms of recovered metals oe 

| a | Mines} -° = |] . | . | a |: : 

. Source = -—s| produc-| = Ore © Gold Silver Copper | Lead | Zine ces 

: Se , short | Fine wine” |: | fp | ee 
tons ounces ounces Pounds | Pounds . Pounds . 7 

Dry and siliceous gold ore..|- 172 330, 354 | 62, 657 245, 418 33, 077 242,165 |..---------- > 

Dry and siliceous gold- 
i 

silver ore......--.-------- 161° 82, 465 5, 566 296, 475 ~ 6, 649 51,954 |i.-------- ee “ 

: Dry and siliceous silver ore. 31 | 490,691 | 433 | 9, 869, 309 | 4,951, 766 - 955, 543 woceeeence ne mo 

| oe 1917 | 903,510 | 68,656 |10, 411, 202 | 4,991, 492 | 1, 249, 662 |..---------- me 

. Copper ore. .--------------- 15 7,979 696 43,851-|° 687, 128 21,913 |_.-.-------- Os 

Lead ore_...-.-.----------- 57 | 212, 251 426 | 1,043,250 | 139, 760 | 27, 154, 356 3, 600 | 

Lead-copper ore_..--------- 3B] 174) - 2{| 22, 227 13, 006 70, 497 |------------ | 

Zinc ore._..._-..-------.---] » 1 22, 551 378 | 193, 484 204, 300 408, 589 4, 965, 172 

. Zinc-lead ore_-----.---. ---- 37 +1, 558, 215 7, 263 | 4, 940, 988 | 1, 206, 314 180, 922, 983 153, 199, 228 

Total, lode 1331 | 2, 704,680 | 77, 421 |16, 655, | 7, 242, 000 |209, 828, 000 | 158, 168, 000 
: Total, placers.....-..-----.| 524 |----------.] 72,395 17,408 |....-..----|--- ---------|----------"° : 

ace | “g55 "2, 704, 680 | 149, 816 |16, 672, 410-| 7, 242, 000 |209, 828, 000 | 158, 168, 000 7 
Total, 1940.._-...--------.-|. 926 2, 556, 687 | 146, 480 |17, 552, 240 6, 698, 000 209, 668, ONO 141, 202, 000 ae 

1A mine producing more than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes. oe 

|  METALLURGIC INDUSTRY == —s—‘—s 

Of the 2,704,680 tons of ore produced in 1941 in Idaho, 2,492,644 = | 

tons (92 percent) were treated at concentration plants, 179,503 tons 

(7 percent) were treated at amalgamation and cyanidation mills, and | 

32,533 tons (1 percent) were shipped crude to smelters. 

“Ore treated at concentration plants in 1941 comprised 145,840 tons _ 

of gold ore, 81,202 tons of gold-silver ore, 480,902 tons of silver ore, 

| 3.906 tons of copper ore, 200,387 tons of lead ore, 22,3138 tons of zinc | 

ore, and 1,558,094 tons of zinc-lead ore. 
Ore treated at straight amalgamation mills in 1941 totaled 15,673 

tons yielding 3,057 ounces of gold and 2,797 ounces of silver. Ore 

treated at combined amalgamation and concentration plants com- 

prised 157,648 tons yielding 17,817 ounces of gold and 10,086 ounces | 

of silver in amalgamation bullion and 2,570 tons of concentrates 

containing 18,065 ounces of gold, 167,010 ounces of silver, and some 

copper and lead. oo, 

Ore (6,182 tons) treated at straight cyanidation plants in 1941 

yielded 659 ounces of gold and 1,486 ounces of silver. __ . 

The lead smelter and refinery of the Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining 

& Concentrating Co. at Bradley were operated continuously in 1941 

on ore and concentrates, chiefly from the Bunker Hill & Sullivan,
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: Hecla, Star, Sunshine, Coeur d’Alene Mines Corporation, Polaris, 
| Idaho-Continental, Gold Hunter, and Crescent. mines, and zinc” 

residue from the electrolytic zinc plant of the Sullivan Mining Co. | 
| The 100-ton electrolytic zinc plant of the Sullivan Mining Co. near 

Bradley operated at capacity, chiefly on zinc concentrates from the | 
| Star, Bunker Hill & Sullivan, and Hecla mills. _ Ss oe 

The Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concentrating Co. started 
building a fuming plant at Bradley in September to treat hot current — 
slag and old slag containing principally zinc; this plant is expected to 

| be operating in July 1942. The company also added to its. milling 
| | plant a 1,700-ton H. & H. sink-and-float unit. The 400-ton gold : 
ee mill at the Yellow Pine property at Stibnite was converted in August — 
oO into a 200-ton mill to recover chiefly tungsten and antimony. = 

Co Mine production of metals in Idaho in 1941, by methods of recovery, in terms of 
os recovered metals a - _ 

re Method of recovery Material | Gola | Silver | Copper Lead Zine | 

. | — Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces| -Pounds Pounds Pounds en | _ Oreamalgamated.............| 173, 321 20, 874 12, 883. |_.-.-.------|--.-- 22 -e |e Ore cyanided_____-:__________ 6,182 659 1,486 |--_---_-----}_---- 22 |e Concentrates smelted.________ 353, 372 51, 396 | 16,091, 846 | 6,627,749 |201, 796, 985 | 158, 030, 826 ce Ore smelted___......--2----7 | 39% 533 4,492.) 548,787 | 614,251 | 8,031,015 137, 174 “ a Placer. ---.----------._-2222--|_--2-22---- 42,395 | 17, 408 |------2-----|------- |e | | 
: | oe ----.-.-----|° 149,816 | 16,672,410 | 7, 242,000 |209, 828, 000 | 158, 168, 000 - Total, 1940... -_---_.-----.--2.|----.-_22.] - 146, 480 | 17, 552,240. | 6 698, 000 [209. 668, 000 | 141, 202° 000 | 

— Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or with- — »: | __ out concentration equipment) in Idaho in 1941, by types of mills and by counties,. _ tm terms of recovered metals : Oo 
- | | | AMALGAMATION MILLS 

a a , Recovered in | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 
County _ | Material }—-—————— 

treated Concen- 

Gold | Silver | trates Gold Silver | Copper | Lead 
: ‘| produced _ 

Short Fine | Fine Short | Fine Fine 
tons ounces | ounces tons ounces | ounces | Pounds | Pounds Ada..._-- 22-2 40 6 |----.-.-|----------]-----_--]-------- 2} ef | Boise____---.__..-.-222--....| 2,699 | 1,191 521 9 52 146 |_-_-----|.-_2 2. Clearwater... 1 1 |___-__-2]---2------ |---| feed Custer.._..--_--. 2.222} 15,997 | 1,502 | 1,690 188 | 2,727 | 53, 183 |-------- ee} Elmore._------_-..22.-..._..| 121, 496 | 10,384 | 6.117 2,117 | 12,852 | 87,700 |--_-_--___]__...._- Idaho. -__--__---- 2.22 | 23,053 | 6,542 | 3, 603 256 | 2,484] 25,981 8,500 | 3, 300 Lembi_... 28 717 208 40 |.-..----.-|------2-}------ 22 | eee | Owyhee_-__.- 2-222 16 45 64 |_--------_|- 22-22] ee-- eee} fle Shoshone............ 72 65 17 |_-__------]--------|----2---|-_--_- ee] | Valley.-..-2----.2---22222-] 9,300} 930 | gah 22222222 PTITIII practi: 

: 173, 321 | 20,874 | 12,883 | 2,570 | 18,065 | 167,010) 8,500] 3, 300 Total, 1940. _.._-_....._....| 127,152 | 19, 741 | 11,035 2,044 | 13,848 | 131,171 | 119,673 | 7,300 
I me I 

CYANIDATION MILLS tte 
Blaine....___----._..-.-.._| 3,000 314} 1,291 |----_-----]--------]-----e fee eee ef Cassia_.......-... 17 4 |... |e eee} el] eee ee] Clearwater... 400 33 14 |_o_.efee eye 
Elmore_______.... 2 -.--____- 165 19 20 |.---------|--------]------2222|--22--- oe] Lembi__- 2.222] 600 289 161 |______---.|--------{-----222_ |---| 

" 6, 182 659 | 1,486 |__....____].-----22]--222--- |---| Total, 1940. --..--..-2....| 15,305 | 2,298] 4607 | wooo e ee 
Grand total: 1941...____.____| 179, 503 | 21,533 | 14,369 2,570 | 18,065 | 167,010 | 8,500 | 3,.300 1940..._.......| 142, 457 | 21,969 | 15,642 | 2,044 | 13,848 | 131;171| 119,673] 7300 a
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Mine production of metals trom concentrating mills in Idaho in 1941, by counties, 1n 
terms of recovered metals 

Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

, Ore |_ —_ 
County treated | Concent- |. 

trates Gold Silver | Copper Lead Zine 
produced 

a. Jo . . Fine | ee, | 
Short tons| Short tons| ownces | Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds | Pounds ee 

Blaine__._---..---.--.-----.| 97, 609. 35, 881 | 5, 583 748,126 | 212,086 | 10,618,791.) 16,994,306 

_ Boise_....------------------ - B, 502 155 364 1, 570 2,142 |  —-:12, 662 12,000 a 

_ Bonner....--.-.--- --------] , 10, 553 |- ‘760 9 61,351 | 2,700 697, 084 |.-.--------- 

Boundary_.-..------.-----.| 37,000 2,28 |...--.-- 81,353 |. 19,500 | 3,074,000 {.----------- 
Butte-...-..--------------- 2, 500 -B |_.------ 1,118 |---.------ 71, 000 |_. -----=---- 

Camas. ..__---.------------ 650 | - 8 72 37 |-----. ---- 100 |_-----------. . 

Custer. -.----------------- 37,558 | . 2,010 68 127, 685 18,440 | 2,399, 840 |.----------- 

- Elmore._._----------.------]| 700 8| 75 §90 |_--. ------]--.---------]-----. ------ 

Gem___..-.---------------- 11, 674 2,088 | 2,577 27, 620 9, 923 149, 648 |._---------- 

Idaho-__.__---.---..-------] 14,149 14 | 3,575 2, 897 2, 50 12, 709 |._---------- 

Lemhi_-___--------------.-- 63, 847 2,266 | 3,806 48,18 | 237,479 130, 225 |. --.-------- 

Owyhee...----.------------] 97, 928 5,372 | 4,961 440,105 | 200, 000 276, 545. 4, 42,000 "OR 

Shoshone. _.....-...-.------]2, 034, 156 | 295,697 | 2,918 | 14, 363, 379 |5, 914, 279 |184, 347, 890 136, 622, 520 

Valley...__-----.----------| | 80,818 4,187 | 9,323 19, 997 200 . 3, 200 |.--.-------- 

, 2, 492, 644 | 350,892 | 33,331 | 15,924, 836 6,619, 249 1201, 793, 685 | 158, 030, 826 . 
Total, 1940. ..-------------- 2, 368, 572 | 333,960 | 41,770 | 16, 652, 596 5, 732, 861 |199, 559, 904 | 141, 202, 000
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Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Idaho in 1941, by 
| classes. of concentrates smelted a 

. - : . . - | - - ; 

- | : Concen-| _ Gross metal content 
: Class of concentrates trates :aac Sn STEERER GNEREEREEREEEEEN eeemeeemennes 

| duced Gold Silver | Copper Lead Zine | : 

. | oo _ Short | Fine | Fine - — Lo 
oe ce tons ounces ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds 

Dry gold. .-.--_----2---2. 2-22}: % 37, 693 © 221, 509 30, 825 211, 880 |_-__---.__-. Dry gold-silver._-_._._._._2-22-__}- 375 4, 575 252, 716 |_---_--2__-|-----.--2--_}---- eee 
. Dry. silver_--_ 2-222 76. 9 4,199 _ 833. 7, 209 feel | - Copper... eee] 18, 805 601 | 9,672,187 |. 5,690,572 | 403,078 |__....._...- : Lead. _......-.----..--------------] 147,318 | __ 2,984 | 5,085,001 | 867, 105 |198, 153. 059.| 16, 668, 853 : 
Lead-copper.-.-__.-----.---_-2._- “1, 667 549 - 213,104 |. 151, 200° 416, 328 “601, 565 . 
Zine__.._..--..---------.---------| 162,190 | 1,630 | ~~ 577,890 -723, 095 | 9,648,467 | 172, 992, 907 Zinclead __-._...-...-...-...--.--| 2,562] — 42]. 29,551] 9,570 | 707,482 | 2,255,360 7 Dry iron (from zinc-lead ore)__...}. 13.469 3,313 | . 35,689 |. 23, 704 478, 427 502, 518 

co ee 353, 372 51, 396 | 16,091, 846 | 7,496, 404 |210, 025, 930 | 192, 921, 203 - 
Total, 1940__._--..........-_-...| 336, 004 55, 618 | 16, 783, 767 |. 6, 549, 361 |208, 367,276 | 176, 675, 065 . 

. Mine production of metals from Idaho concentrates shipped to smelters in 1941, in 
» : terms of recovered metals - . / 

Ce - a Gold | Silver | Copper | Lead Zinc 

a . / Fine a 7 | Le = _ | Short tons| ounces. | Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds Pounds . 
Blaine. _.._._-.22---22--2---.-..--| 35, 881 5,583 | 748, 126 212, 086 | 10,618,791 | 16, 994, 306 - 

. Boise. ...-.-.2--.---2 2222-2228. 164 416 1,716 2, 142 | 12, 662 12, 000 
Bonmer_.__-.-.-----------.-.--...| 760 9 61, 351 2, 700 697, 084 |.---....---- . 
Boundary --.-.-.-.-.--2.2--22-e. 2, 223 | 2 ee 81, 353 19,500 | 3,.074,000 |_._....-___- Soe 

. Butte__..-.-- 2-2-2 73 Jee 1,118 |_-..--2-._- 71,000 |----.-.-_--. . os Camas_____--.2 22-2 ‘8 72 37 |_.---------- 100 |--.-------.- 2 , Custer_...............-._-_--_--__| 2, 198 2, 795 180, 868 18,440 | 2,399,840 |_______..___. | Elmore. _.--.-.-.-2-.2--.---.-----| 2,125 | 12, 927 88, 290 |...........-|.-..------.-]__----.-.__- | 
~Gem___-2 2 eee}. 2,088 2, 577 27, 620 9, 923 149, 648 |... 
Idaho_.-__----.----.--2-2 22 -_ ee. 420 6, 009 29, 878 11, 000 16,000 j-....---.--. 

. Lemhi_--._-.-2--. 2222222222 ee 2, 266 3, 806 _ 48, 008 ~ 237, 479 130, 225 |-_.--.-..-.- 
Owyhee. -___.-_-.---2 22 5, 372 4, 961 440, 105 200,000 |. 276, 545 4, 402, 000 
Shoshone_-_--.-...----.........._] 295, 607 2,918 | 14, 363,379 | 5,914, 279 |184, 347,890 | 136, 622, 520 
Valley_._.-_--.-.----2--2 eee 4, 187 9, 323 19, 997 | - 200 ._ 8,200 j---- 2 -e. 

353, 372 51, 396 | 16,091,846 | 6, 627, 749 |201, 796, 985 | 158, 030, 826 
Total, 1940_-_-_-----..-...-.-...-._] 336,004 55, 618 | 16,783,767 | 5, 852, 534 |199, 567, 204 | 141, 202, 000 
$$ 

BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES 
Nt 

Dry gold..-...---.----------.---_- 9,910 37, 693 221, 509 23, 645 182, 590 |.----------- 
‘Dry gold-silver__.......--.-____.- 375 4, 575 252, 716 |_........-_.]------------]_-_--___----- 
Dry silver. __._..-----------___ 76 9 4, 199 200 7,000 }_-.-.-_-_-_. 
Copper__._...-_------------------ 15, 805 601 | 9,672,187 | 5,057, 802 382, 545 |_____-_..-.- 
Lead _._._.--.-..----.------.--.-..| 147,318 2,984 | 5,085, 001 722, 670 |190, 788, 688 |......--.-_- 

Lead-copper......------_----_---- 1, 667 549 213, 104 117, 768 395, 103 |-.._...-.-.- 
Zine. ..-_-_--_._-----------_.-.---| 162,190 1, 630 577, 890 673, 596 | 8,991,230 | 155, 999, 274 
Zinc-lead __.__._--------------2__- 2, 562 42 29, 551 8, 930 664, 441 2, 031, 552 
Dry iron (from zinc-lead ore) ______ 13, 469 3, 313 35, 689 23, 138 385, 388 |-_........_- 

353, 372 51, 396 | 16,091,846 | 6, 627, 749 |201, 796,985 | 158, 030, 826 
SN A A tr nner



: GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, LEAD, AND ZINC IN IDAHO (341 

Gross metal content of Idaho crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, by classes of ore 

: . | Gross metal content | . 

| Class of ore ore | DC . 

| Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 

oo , Short tons | Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds | Pounds 

Dry and siliceous gold -__----.-- 5, O11 2, 784 8, 109 7, 942 71,886 |_-.-----.- 

Dry and siliceous gold-silver--_- 1, 263 991 43, 759 9, 046 71, 284 |... -.--- 

Dry and siliceous silver--------- 9, 789 84 146, 647 20, 588 500, 059 |__.._--__- 

: -. Copper..-...-.------------------ 4, 073 441 43, 531 526, 608 . 32,022 [...---__-- 

Lead ._.-..---------------------- 11, 864 188 282, 548 74,179 | 7,681,350 |_--------. . 

Lead-eopper- --.---.------------- 174 2 22, 227 | 15, 427 73, 437 |_.._.----- 

Zinc. _.._.-.-------------------- 238 1 549 1, 432 3, 073 87, 479 ~ 

Zinc-lead - - ---.----------------- 121 | 1 1,417 |_-_-_------. 33, 551 80, 606 - 

. 32, 533 4, 492 548, 787 655, 222 | 8, 466,662 | 168,085 

Total, 1940_-._..-.------=---.---- 45, 658 8, 484 735, 035 896,871 | 10,695, 300 |--.------- 

| Mine production of metals from Idaho crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, in terms 

° : of recovered metals | | | | : 

_ BY COUNTIES : 

| Ore | Gold | Silver ‘Copper | Lead | Zine 

. . | oo | Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds |- Pounds 

Adams____.---2-------------- 294 241 647 37, 000 — 100 [--_--------- 

Bannock - -------------------- 1. 1 7. 300 |....--------]------------ 

Blaine._--.------------------- 4, 261 884 20, 782 | 4,914 _ 119, 109 85, 694 

- ‘Boise_:__---.----------------- "684 1, 009 33, 531 1, 858 23, 638 |_----------- | 

_ Bonner _.__------------------- 175 4 15, 014 1, 900 122,916 |__---------- : 
Bonneville-...---.------------ 1 1. 7 © 100 |__.2--------|--2--------- 

Butte__..---------------------| 173 5 862 - . §, 600 4, 000 2, 000 

Camas. -....------------------ 1, 938 529 16, 907 8, 900 68, 200 |___--------- 

Cassia_-_.--------------------- - dU 7 76 |_----------- 1, 600 |_----------- 

Custér.....------------------- 5, 478 | 911 111, 929 432,060 | © 495, 560 28, 000 : 

Elmore --_--------------------- 108° 99 149 |___-_------- 400 |___..------- 

Gem_...._.------------------- 63 44 737 77 4,952 |___-_------- 

Idaho_____.------------------- 38 -108 IO |__| ee --------]--------+---- - 

Lembhi__..._.---.------------- 1, 458 438 12, 690 25, 021 464, 175 - 2,000 - 

Owyhee. .---_.----------------- ~~ §00 93 14, 674 | 46, 000 10, 455 |..-------=-- 

Shoshone. -.-_------------------ 17, 162 73 314, 891 42,721 | 6, 709, 110 19, 480 

Valley__._-..----------------- 31 36 457 |_--.-------- 2,800 |....-------- . 

Washington. -_.-------------- 157 9 5, 317 7, 800 ‘4,000 |_-.--------- 

oe enn ee fe BP BBB 4 499-648, 787 4 $14,251. |... 8,031,015}... 137,174. 

Total, 1940_......------------- 45, 658 8484 | 735,035 | ~ 845,466 | 10, 100, 796 |_...-------- | 

USS nn nn | 

| BY CLASSES OF ORE | | | 

aa
 

a a rs . 

Dry and siliceous gold. _------ 5, O11 2, 784 8, 109 7, 323 45,011 |--..-------- 

Dry and siliceous gold-silver_ - 1, 263 991 43, 759 6, 649 51,954 |.-..-------- . 

Dry and siliceous silver----- -- 9, 789 84 146, 647 17, 441 443, 778 |...--------- 

Copper _ -_-------------------- 4, 073 441 43, 531 508, 314 21, 913. }-.---------- 

Lead __-._-.------------------ 11, 864 188 282, 548 60,725 | 7,367, 838 |_.-.-------- 

- Lead-copper.-..-------------- 174 2 22, 227 13, 006 70, 497 |_.---------- 
Zine_____._-..----------------- 238 1 549 793 2, 494 68, 300 

Zinc-lead _ ..-.----------------| — 121 1 1,417 |------------ 27, 530 68, 874 a 

32, 533 4, 492 548, 787 614, 251 | 8, 031, 015 137, 174 |



REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS | & 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Idaho in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals 

_ |Mines producing) 9,9 sold Gold Silver . Total 

County and district _ oC Cr )}eeoeor,e ee Copper Lead Zine value 

Lode | Placer treated | rode | Placer | Total Lode Placer | Total - . 

Short Fine | Fine | Fine | Fine Fine Fine — 

Ada County: tons ounces | ounces | ounces | ounces | ounces | ounces Pounds |} Pounds Pounds oe 

Black Hornet........-....-.-.-------------- ) i en 40 6 j-------). 6 | on wenn nw fee nnn [ewe ewe enn lee eee [nw eee eee] ene ee eee $210 _ 

Boise... ...------------ ne nee eee [nee 1 |.---.-----|.------- 3 3 | ene e een lnc ee ec eee neler eee nee [pene need eee |ee ence ee ene 106 | 7 
Highland (Boise River) _...-.-.--.---------|-------- § |.-.-------|-----ee- 18 18 |...--.--.-- 7 7 [on nnn ene ne eee [eee ee eee 635 

Snake River........-..---.. 2s. eeeee eee |eneeee ee ATT] aap | 426 FITTITIII] a4 | TINIE) 14, 927 Z 
Adams County: . 

Seven Devils........-...--.-.------------s- 4 |... -.-. 294 241 |. ...-.- 241 647 {....---- 647 | 37,000 100 |....-...---- 13, 267 es} 

Snake River.._..-...-.--.-.-.--------------|-------- § |---.------}-- 2 ee. 16 16 |... ---- ewe nn nn | ne ne nw [ene ne nee [een ee ee 560 > 

Bannock County: Lago_....-.-..-------------- a | re 1 i 7 | 300 |_.-.--.-.---|-..----.---- 75 te . 

Benewah County: 
mg 

Tyson Creek (Camas Cove)...-------------|-------- 5 nen penne 2) 8 [eee een af ee nee] ee eee ne [ee ee eee [ee ee eee ne [ene eee en ee 70 

Blaine County: | | : "4 
Mineral Hill and Camas.-..........----.-- 16 |__.__.-- 4, 683 533 |....-..- 533 15, 234 |.......- 15, 234 2, 600 67, 000 13, 000 34, 589 > 

Sawtooth (Vienna) .........------.--------- 2 |._--2.-- 55 25 |....---- 25 1, 433 |_..----- 1, 433 |_-.-..---. 3,600 |.-....-..---] 2, 009 kg 

B in Gan SPLINgs...--------2---222--2-2--se0en= 14 1] 100,132 | 6,223 2| 6,225] © 753,532 }........] 758,532 | 214, 400 | 10, 667, 300 | 17,067,000 | 2, 667, 080 bo 

oise County: | . 

Banher..._...----.-----------2e-eeeeeeee eee 1 1 1 1 3). 4 38 |.._.---. 98 |__| eee ene [nee eee eee e- wg S&S 
Boise Basin..__...-.--------.-------------- 22 56 1,493 |} 1,211 | 20,671 | 21, 882. 33,262 | 5,483 | 38,745 1, 500 23, 300 |........-.-- 794, 927 

Boise River (Twin Springs) ..__...-..-----.]..-..--- 1 |i leew 4 Allee | eee [eee eee |e ee [oe ee eee |e ee eee eee 140 A 

Fight Mile Creek...........--------------- | re 2, 577 301 |__._._. 301 256 |..------ 256 200 100 |.-..--------| | 10, 747 

Garden Valley..........--..----------------|-------- 2 | ue u lf ------- 6 6 |...-.-----2].--2202-].---------- |---|] ee eee 210 -_ 

Grimes Pass_......-...-.---------0------0-- 3 8 568 134 87 | 221] 41,222 21 1, 243 2, 300 12, 900 12, 000 10, 525 © 

Miller Creek._._......-.----------------2--|-------- 1 |..-.--2-|----e ee 10 10 |....-.----- 7 7 | oe] ween nen neu| ene e eee e nnn 355 = 

North Fork. ...---------------------------- 1 |_-- Lee 15 |_......-]--.-----]-------- 540 |..-..--. 640 |_.......-_}-----.-e ae} eee 384 
Payette River_.._.._.-.-....-.--------------]-------- 2 |.-.-------|--.----e 4 |. 4}. fee ne |e ee eee fee eee eee 140 

Rabbit Creek. _.........----...--------.---|-------- 2 \.__....--.|-.------ 27. Q7 |_.--------. 7 7 |.---2 2-2]. | eee 950 a 

Shaw Mountain........-.-------.--.-----.- 1 {ell l eel 20 12 |_....... 12 3 {...-...- Belen eee |-- eee ee 422 

South Fork of Payette River......-....----|-------- 4}. fen e eee 9 9 |_-.- ge |e ee |---| eee |e ee | eee eee eee 315 

Summit Flat_.......-.......--.---...------ 5 1 2, 211 957 ] 958 447 |_....... 447 | 2 |---| ee eee eee 33, 848 

Bonner County: : | . 

Lakeview _.....-.--.------------------0---- 1 |_...-... 1, 053 8 |... 8 4,019 |_.....-. 4,019 200 7,000 j_..-.-..---- 3, 561 

Pend d’Oreille...........-....-------------- 5 |_------- 9, 675 § |..-..--- 5} 72,346 |.-...-..| 72,346 4, 400 813, 000 |...-..-..--- 98, 481 

Bonneville County: Mt. Pisgah....-....-.-.-.- 1 5. 1 lj - 77 78 7 |-------- 7{ = 100 [22.222 f eee eee 2, 747 

Boundary County: Port Hill_.......-..---.----- 1 j}..-.--.-| 37,000 |... | eee] eee ee 81,353 |_....-.- 81, 353 19,500 | 3,074,000 |.-...-....--| 235, 370 

Butte County: 
Dome. .__.---.---- 12-1 ene ne nee 1 |..-.-.-. 2, 500 |....-.--|-----2--]----- 0 ee 1,118 |_..-.-.- 1,118 |... ...... 71,000 |....----..-. 4, 842 

Hamilton............--.....---------------- 2 13 |....22..| 22. a] eee 24 |..-....- _ 24 4, 600 200 |_--.....--..- 571 

Lava Creek. ._.......--------- nnn enn ne nee 4 |...---.- 160 5 |..-.----| 5 ~ $38 |.-.--..- 838 | . 1,000}; = 3, 800 -2, 000 1, 256



Camas County: = 
Beaver Creek (Mineral Hill) ...........--.- 2 1, 032 319 |.....--- 319 _ 8,020 |... 3, 029 4, 400 42, 600 |.-....-.---- 16, 266 
Little Smoky and Carrietown-.....-..-.--- 6 5 893 §2 17 69 18, 797 7 13, 804 4, 500 25,600 |.-.. -----..|- 14, 221 . 
Skeleton Creek-.-.......--.-..-------------- 3 |-------- 663 230 |.--..--- 230 118 |... 2 ee 118 |. lle. 100 |.-....------ 8, 140 

# Canyon County: Snake River.......-..--.-----|......-- 2 |.-........|------+- 3 3 jie ence n ene en eee eee ene [ene een [pene ne eee ne [ee eee eee 105 
S Cassia County: ! | - 
“1 Blackpine.....-....--.----.---------------- Q|__------ 22 Se 4 62 |_.___-.- 62 |_...._-_-- 200 |_---------- 195 
a Stokes.......------------ anne ene e ene e eee 1 joo. 6 7 |...----- 14 |e 14|-..-------} 1, 400 fee} 885] 

Clearwater County: : | oO 
Burnt Creek .-....--------~----------------|..------ 3 |----------|------6- 12 12 |.:-.--.-..- 7 7 fone enn few ene ene ne [een nee 425 rt : 
Moose Creek and Independence Creek -.---|_...__.- 6 |------b-- |-------- 63 63 |.------.-.- 7 7 | --nne |e e eee e ee eee [ene eee eee 22100 9 

. North Fork of Clearwater River......------|.. 22. 2 |------L---|-------- 3 3 |.----------|-------- |---| ee | ec eee [ec eee eee eee 105 
Pierce.......-.----------------+--- 2-2 eee ee 2° 31 401 34 | 1,856 | 1,890 14 429 443 |_|. nee ee [eee eee ee 66, 465 T! 

rn Custer County: ! : a 
i Alder Creek........----.------------------- 4]........|. 3,483 383 |........] 383 9,474 |_....-.. 9,474 | 381, 500 90, 400 28, 000 72,412 | 

Bayhose....-.----------------------------- 8 2 38, 409 45 2 47 221, 182 |.-----.- 221, 182 68,600 | 2,755,300 |-....-------| 324,077 bx 
_ Boulder_......-----.---------------------- 1 |e... 114 > 2 855 |...----- 855 |..........| 27,700 |.....-.-.--- 2,257 by 

East Fork.....-..-.------------------------ ee | 6 |--.-----[-----2- fee 83 }.-..--.- 83 j...------. 3,400 |......---.-- = «258 
Loon Creek .-.-.-.------------------------- 1 1 8 22; 8 25 14 |-_..-... 14 . 100 |--..--------|------------ 897 . 
Seafoam....-.---.---.----------------20-- ++ 4 |_....-.- 166} 116 |........| 116 1,004 |.......- 1,004 |......._.. 5, 300 |......------ 5,076 
Stanley and Stanley Basin....-...-.-.----- 2 4 — 648 138 * 90 228 3, 167 28 3, 195 300 13,300 |....-.------] 11,045 rd 
Yankee Fork...-...-.------..-------------- 9 4 16,199 | 4,502} 7,500 | 12,002 58,708 | 2,942 61,650 |......-.-.|-----~------|-------.----| 4638, 910 rg 

Elmore County: | : : bx} 
Bear Creek.__.-----.--------------------+-- 9 1 902 205 2 207 758 |.....-.. 758 |...--..-- 300 |....-------- 7,801 ky 
Boise River (Twin Springs) . ...-.-.--------|.-.-.--- 8 |.-.-------]-------- 43 43 |-_------.-. 14 14 |__..l.f.----.------|------------| «1,815 | 
Middle Boise-....---..----.----------------- 3 13 | 121,404 | 23,221 | 5,019 | 28, 240 93,811 | 1,658 | 95,469 |.._...._..]..----------|.---.------.| 1,056, 289 - 
Neal. .....-.------------eeeece eee eee eee eee 1 |....--- 3 3 |...----- 3 7 |. --on- 7 |_.2-n2n--- 100 |---- 222 ue = 
Snake River_.....--------.-----------------|-------- 5 j..----L.--|-------- 12 12 |. ----------|.--2----|--- 2 - ene fen ee een en ee ene] eee eee eee 420 > 

. Gem County: West View.....-.-------.------- 6 3 11,737 | 2,621 611 | 3, 232 28, 357 69 28, 426 10,000 | 154,600 |......---..-] 148,326 - yy 
Idaho County: a ~ 

Burgdorf-Marshal! Lake.........----------- 10 5 14,653 | 6,111 110 | 6, 221 27, 000 38 27, 038 1, 900 3,300 |_.....------] 287, 374 
Camp Howard (Salmon River)..........---]....-_-- 16 |..-.--.---|----2.- 116 116 |..-.-.----- 24 94 |......--..|------- oe eee] nen ene e ee 4,077 B 
Clearwater River (Pardee) .....--.---------|.......- 3 |---.------|-------- 3 B jie n nnn een] eee ene [eee ee een [ee we enn ee [ee eee eee eee 105 
Deep Creek. ......---------------- eee ee eee fee Aji... |e .-- 2 2 |e eee nee e| ene | nee e eee [peewee nen [eee e ee ence ee [peee ee eee eee 70 OD . 
Dixie.......-..----- een eee ne eee eee nee 7 10 520 231 272 503 128 59 187 |......-... 100 |._-.....---- 17, 744 
Elk City....-...-----.--------------------- 4 21 2, 455 468 | 13,504 | 13, 972 1,274 | 2, 544 3,818 |_.....-..-|--.---------+]------------ 491, 735 N 
Florence and French Creek. --------2-22_-- 2| 34 i: 9] 125] | 184 7| 7 45 62 [oo 2 stelflivectsels fle OB 
Harpster_.....-.---------------------------|-------- 1 |..---.----]-------- 3 3 |-----------|----- ef oe eee [eee [eee eee fee eee ee 108 @ 
Lolo Creek.....------------- --------------]---- nee. 4 |.---- Le --- eee 13 13 |...--.--..-|--------|----------- [eee eee |e eee fee eee eee 455 
Lower Salmon River. .-....----------------|--.-.---. 4 |. -22222---}-------- 84 84 |._.-.-.--.. 14 14 |... fee eee 2, 950 bel . 
Maggie and Pete King Creeks......:-....--|.-...--- 1 [ooo olf 4| 4 | onto ee eee e| eee eee e| oe nee noon |eeeeeecneees|ococnensenee 140 4 
Newsome......-.----- eee en ne nen ee enn eee [ene ene 2 |...---|----|--------| 1,882 | 1,882 |......--..- 384 384 |_o 2 |e fee eee eee 66, 143 pan 
Orogrande.......-..------------------------- ‘4 5 5,315 | 1,760 | 2,010 | 3,770 1, 499 433 1, 932 800. 6,600 |..-.-.-.-.--] 183, 794 gS 
Ramey Ridge-.-.-.------------------------- 4 |...----- 2, 555 840 |-.------ 840 782 |..--.--- 782 6,600 |--------.---}------------ 30, 735 
Riggins. —-_ io Hamp) enn----- 2 |----------|-------. 5 § |... 2-22 |e. e ef |e fee ee ee 175 Fy 
Robbins (Buffalo Hump).--....-....----.---- 4 |.---..-- 2, 606 593 |.-.----- 593 1,080 |-.------]. 1, 080 1, 100 4,800 |.-.--.------ 21, 927 Oo 
Salmon River (Shoup) - .--.-..---.---------]-...---- 10 |_...--.2-]-.-.---- 42 oe 7 To fennnn nen [eee enw eee [eee een nee 1, 475 
Seven Devils..-...--.---.------------------|----0.-- 1 |e nen e nn [eee ene 1 DL fone [eee een | peewee lew enn eee cence wen | pec e ewe wenee 35 
Bimpson (Salmon River)...--------------=-|ae---=-5 12 |...---2--2|--0----- 56 ee 7 7 | ene: eeenes|2oeeeseceee=|-2eeeeeeeree 1, 965 
Snake River......-------.--.--------2-02002|------2- 6 |.---------]--+----- 54 54 |.....--.--- 7 7 |. 2222-202. |--+----+2ae-[oeeeeneaeeee 1, 895 
TeD Mile..s.s0cs-s.+ss0-cceeeeeceeeeeeeenee 8 1| 8,050 | 1,080| 48] 2,098 Loa] 7 1, 861 600 1, 260 vessesseseey 73,982 
Warren..........---------------------+-+--- 15 13 1,072 667 | 6,023 | 6,690 277 | 2,011 2,288 |.-----nn--[ascnmeauneen|scenean-suenl 295,777



Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Idaho in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued we . 

Mines producing] Ore sold Gold Silver . 

, County.and district ————_ or —_-o—— | OOOO Tenn Copper Lead Zinc Total 

Lode | Placer | eated | pode | Placer | Total | Lode | Placer| Total _ | value | 

Short Fine | Fine | Fine Fine Fine |. Fine. 
tons ounces | ounces | Ounces | ounces | ounces | ounces |. Pounds Pounds Pounds . 

Jerome County: Snake River._.-..-__.-.--.----/-------- 17 |_le fee 158 168 [2.22 Loe. 7 7 |---2------]------- | ---eee eee $5, 535 
Latah County: -_ . 

Gold Creek.._._..._.-.-_ -------- eee eee eee ee eee i nn 3 3 |... ----- |---| ae eee eee |e eee enn |e ee ee eee lee eee eee 105 
Hoodoo_____........2.. 2-222 eee fee eeee 2 |----------|--------| 5,553} 5,553 J... _...- 329 B29 |... -----|------ +e |---| 194, 589 
Moscow Mountain.........._.-------.-----|-------- 3 |_----.-----|-------- WW} > 17 |---| ene lo ene [ee ee eee [eee eee ee ee [oe eee ee 595 Ks 

Lemhi County: | id 
Blackbird .__._......______-.---_----------- ] |-.--2--- 3, 277 266 |_._.._-- 266 204 |-.------ 204 | 146, 500 |----------_-|------ 228 26, 742 2 
Blue Wing...___..__._...__---------------- 1 |.-.-----} 29, 035° IL |i. eee 11 45, 661 |-------- 45, 661 55, 000 116, 700 |.-----.-.--- 45, 997 te 
Eldorado__..........-.-.------------------- 2 |..------ 10 21 |_-.----: ~ 21 121 |-------- 121 4,200 |.---.-------|----_------. 1,317 fa a] 
Eureka.._...._..._-.._..-_--------- eee eee 8 4 1,491 235 17 252 201 |-------- 201 49, 350 100 |--.-.--.---- 14, 792 > 
Gibbonsville (Dahlonega) .._......--------- 9 13 185 177 | 2,827 | 3,004 107 204 sill ~ 550 |. 1,600 |--.-......-- 105, 517 ct 
Indian Creek___._._..._..--__-------------- 1 |--_----- 2, 001 412 |.-._-...| = 412 38 |--------] | 38 T, 500 |---..---.-.-|---. 2-2 14,624. & o 
Junction__._.._..--22- 22 eee eee ee eee 2 |.------- 10 |----_-_---}--------|------ 22} 128 |_.------] 128 |. -.22 2... 5, 600 |-----.---2-- 410 
Kirtley Greek...) seen eee feeeeeee-f AD eee Pas 45 |... cal 7 |oncccitiefeeeceeeeeeee[eceeeee-| 1,580 | 
Mackinaw.............--------------------- 1 16 14 21} 1,200] 1,221 |.-..2..22.. 128 128 |...-.-----|------------|------------ 42,826 — > - 
Mineral Hill._.......2--2- 2222 4 2 28,220 | 2,893 7; 2,900 1, 838 |-.------ 1, 838 700 12, 700 |--.-.....--- 103, 614 bo 
Nicholia._...._-.....-.- 2-22 2 ee eee 1 fee 8 j-.---2 |---| eee eee 300 2, 000 - 167 bd 
Parker Mountain_...._......._...---------- 1 8 15 |.._..--- 15 73 |--------: 73 |--.-------|------------|-----+--- ee 577 
Rattlesnake Creck.......-.-.ssseeeesef 1 fesse Qf fag a8 P00 a & 
Salmon River._._-......-.-----------------|-------- 14 |--- 2-2 - fell -112 112 |... 2-2 2-. 21 21 }..--2-----|----------5- |e ieee 3, 935 ina 
Spring Mountain_.._............-2-- 2 --- 3 |--- Le 16 |_.-...-.]-------_|-------- 208 |.------- 208 ~ 450 11,400 |--.-..-2-22- 851 ~« 
TexaS........---- 2. eee e- 3 |--_----- 3, 539 319 |__.-_-__]; 319° 11, 963 |-..-..-- 11, 963 2, 450 444, 300 |--.--..-_-_- 45, 286 , 
Yellow Jacket.__.....-2--------- eee. 6 1 806 371 10. 381 ~. 329 |--.----- 329. 1, 800 700 |----.-.--.-- 13, 821 ent 

Lewis County: | : a : © 
Clearwater River (Kamiah) ...........-_---.]----2__: Cs ns en 8 8 jue we]... eee |---| -- ee |e eee fee eee —. 280 “ 
Salmon River. _...........-...-..----------|-------- 3 |---2.-.---|-------- 43 Ss ne 7 7 |------ 2s o]---- eee |e eee 1, 510 

Nez Perce County: : 1 . : : 
Clearwater River_...........-.----------2--|-e- eee: 2 |--.-..----|-------- 6) 6 |... -Lu_|.----.- |---| eee [eee eee 210 
Snake River_._.......-- 2-222 e eee 4 | 0.2 eee eee 33 5 Sl en 7 7 |----2-----|---+--------|-e eee neue 1, 160 

Owyhee County: . . , os . 
Carson or French.._.__.........--.--------- 9 9 81,330 | 4,698 127 | 4,825) 254, 714. 277 254,991 |_-.-----..}-------- | -e-- eee 350, 202 So 
Castle Creek. _.._.......----.--------------- 3 |-------- 4 3 j--------| . 3 111 j_--.---- ‘ALM |.-.-..- 22. |---- ee |------ ee 184 
Flint..........-.--..----------------------- 1 j-------- 1 1 joi eee 1 ~ 149 |. 2-22. 149 |_..--- 222 |-- fee ee 141 
Snake River__.....-..---.------------------ wnae---- 10 |.--.---- jee eee 624 |. 624 J... ee. 31 31 |--------.-]------.-.---|---.-------- 21, 862 —_ 
South Mountain.._.._........---2222 222... 1 j........| 17,086 376 |_._....- 376 199,838 |--.-.---| 199,838 | 246, 000 287,000 | 4, 402, 000 530, 804 
Steele. _._...-.--.2 2-222 eee 1 |-..-_--- 23 21 j_.-..--- 21 -81 [-.------ 31 j----------]----------- |e - eee 757. , 

Power County: Snake River_.....__.._.__...___|--.----- 2 |e eet ee nee 18 18 |e fe fee eee eee 630 . 
Shoshone County: CS . " . 

Beaver..._.....-.-------------------------- 9 9 73, 770 106 | = 252 358.| 117,104 | — 45 117, 149 66,500 | 4,344,800 | 7,048, 600 879, 982 
Coeur d’Alene............---- 2-2-2 e eee 1 3 72 19 27 46 7 7 14 [lee dene 1, 620



Eagle.....--------e--eee eee eee cece eee ee ee 1 21 320 1] -W}- 12] - 1,286].-.--.--| 1,286 200] 90,300] 3,600] —_—«6, 740 | : 
Evolution.........-....--.-...---.-------.- 7 j--------| 451,690 | = 325 |_..2....| 325 | 9, 581, 180 |_.......] 9, 581, 130 |4, 818, 300 -622, 900 381, 600 | 7, 457, 307 
Hunter..........-22.....------------- ee eee 5 |--------| 540,013 | © 387 |.---.:_-] 387 | 1,148,718 |__......] 1,148,713 |' 307, 800 | 52,759,900 | 64,455, 400 | 8, 704, 641 

, Lelande.......-.---.-.------.- 2-2-2222 2ee- 10 |--2-.---| 208,216 478 j----.---| | 478 | 1, 267,771 |.-----..| 1,267,771 | 272,700 | 45,664,400 | 16,318,400 | 4,777,186. . 
Placer Center..............-.2.--.---------] 6 |.-----.-] 123,088 | . 200 |_.-2.--- 200. | 275,189 |_.......| 275, 189 70, 000 | 12, 202,400 | 12, 284, 400 | 1, 827, 817 . 
St. Joe_....---2 2-2 een 2] 3 i: 9 — 6 6]: 12 , (ee 7 800 |-.-----.----|-----+------ 519 : 
Summit..--..-....--..--2.------- eee 3 40 3, 094 731] - 67 798 571 17 -  §88 700 | . 24,400 26, 400 31, 802 
Yreka...-.-....-----.-------- ee ee 14 |.-_-..-.| 561,118 | . 803 |--_-__.- 803 | 2, 291, 559 |_.....__| 2, 201, 559 | 420,000 | 75,347,900 | 36, 123, 600 | 8, 711, 318 Q 

Twin Falls County: Snake River............._.|--------]. 27 |.---------|--------]. 202 202 |---.--.-._. 17 AT Joe. |--- ei |------------] 7, 082 o. 
Valley County: | 7 | - | . es 

Big Creek...........--...----------2 22-22 1 2 160; 93] 5 98 197 |...-._-- 197. 200} ©. 3,200|--.-.-.._.. 3,776 | 
Deadwood Basin..........._.---..---.-..--]-------- (2 |-----.----|--------]| © 8 8 |----------.|- eee |---| eee eee 280 . 
Lake City.........-...--.------------ oe} ees 2 |-----4----|--------| Wyo 18 Jeet. 7 7 |----------|------------|------- e+e 635 T! 
Pistol Creek__........-....---.-----------.- | : ol 36 |-----.-. 36). © 487 |_---.--. 457 '|----------] - 2,800 |----.._----- ~ 1,745 = 
South Fork of Salmon River_.....-..-..--.-|-------- 2 |-----4----]--------] 7 7 |.----------|--------|----+---~---]----------|----------+-|------------] 245 
Thunder Mountain_-_..._.--_...__.-_..__.. 1 3 9, 300 930 | 19 949 831 7 838 |------_---|---4--------|--------- 8. 33, 811 tS 
Yellow Pine..........---2-22-2 22-2 eee 1 j.-------] 180,658 | 9,230 }.-.-..._| 9, 230 -19, 800 |.-.-.--. 19, 800 |.-------._|-----------_]------..----| . 337, 130 on 

Washington County: oo vo : 
Snake River.........-..--------------------|-------- 4 |-----4.---|-------- 6 6 |-----------|--------|---------_-|------ ~~ Jee eet} 200 6 
Washington (Mineral Creek) ........._.__-- 2 |_-2---.- 157 | - 9 j.-.-.--- 9 5,317 |...----- 5,317 7, 800 4,000 |..---------- 5, 244 OS oe | 

Total Idaho............--.-.------..----.| 381 | 524 |2, 704,680 | 77,421 | 72, 395.1149, 816 |16, 655, 002 | 17,408 |16, 672, 410 |7, 242, 000 |209, 828, 000 |158, 168, 000 |41, 776, 848 4 os - 

1 Exclusive of antimony-tungsten-gold ore. | ( . = | | | : . 

| . | | a ee os 

2 . | a Q .
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. | | | ADA COUNTY | 

Black Hornet district—Adelmann Bros. operated their mine a short | 
/ time in 1941 and treated a little gold ore by amalgamation. 

Highland (Boise River) district——Placer gold and silver were re- _ 
covered by sluicing in 1941 at various claims along the Boise River 12 | 

| miles east of Boise. | a 
Snake River district—There was a marked increase in output of 

placer gold in the Snake River district of Ada County in 1941, owing 
| to operation of three dry-land dredges near Grand View; the largest _ 

: production came from ground worked by Cecil Rhodes.  _ | 

| | - 7 - ADAMS COUNTY => | | | 

oo Seven Devils district.—Lessees operated the Placer Basin mine near | 

7 Cuprum in 1941 and shipped several cars of gold ore to a smelter; — | 
| ; nearly all the remairider of the district output was copper ore from the © 

| Helena and South Peacock properties. : : 

Snake River district —Placer gold was recovered in 1941 by sluicing 7 

| ‘at various claims along the Snake River near Homestead. / : 

ne | BLAINE COUNTY | Oo 

| Mineral Hill and Camas district—The output of the Mineral Hill 
‘and Camas district in 1941 was largely old tailings (gold) treated by | 

ss eyanidation from the Daisy property, old tailings (silver) shipped _ 
| from the Minnie Moore property, and gold ore and old tailings from | 

| the Camas property. : | oe | 
oo Sawtooth (Vienna) district—About 35 tons of gold-silver ore was 

shipped from the Vienna mine in 1941 and a little silver ore from the 
Silver King mine. ~ os | | ) 

| Warm Springs district—Except for the Coeur d’Alene region, the 
Warm Springs district near Ketchum continued to be the most im- 

| portant producing area in Idaho; the value ($2,667,080) of its metal 
output increased 14.percent in 1941 over 1940. Zinc-lead-silver ore 
(about 97,000 tons) from the Triumph-North Star-Independence 
groups was again the chief output of the district; the rest of the 
district output was principally gold ore and old tailings from the June 
Day property and gold-silver ore and lead ore from Boulder Basin 

- Mines. 
| BOISE COUNTY - 

Banner district —The only output of the Banner district in 1941 
was old mill cleanings sold to an assayer in Boise and placer gold _ 
recovered from the Gold Fork claim. 

Boise Basin district (Centerville, Placerville, Idaho City, Prioneerville, 
Quartzburg).—The production of ore and of each metal, especially gold 
and silver, in the Boise Basin district was less in 1941 than in 1940. 
The most important output was, as usual, placer gold from dredging 
operations, but gold from this source decreased 13 percent from 1940. 
The Fisher-Baumhoff Co., operating two bucket dredges at Center- 

| ville, was again the largest producer of placer gold in the State; the 
two dredges handled 2,529,000 cubic yards of gravel and recovered 
12,007 fine ounces of gold. The Idaho-Canadian Dredging Co. 
operated its 74-cubic foot bucket dredge at Idaho City throughout the
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year and recovered more than 5,500 fine ounces of gold. Considerable a 
gold was also recovered by two dragline floating dredges—one operated 
by M. A. Stickler on Moores Creek and the other by Smith Bros. on : 

. Grimes -Creek—and by hydraulicking and sluicing at Gold Hill 
Placers at Idaho City. The most important lode operation in the | 
district during 1941 was that of the Come-Back Mining Co.; this | | 
company operated its mine at Pioneerville continuously and shipped 
192 tons of high-grade gold-silver ore to a smelter. ) 
Hight Mile Creek district—Birthday Consolidated Gold Mines, Inc., 

- operated its mine near Lowman throughout 1941; about 2,400 tons of 
- gold ore were treated in a 25-ton concentration plant, and 174 tons 

of crude ore were shipped to a smelter. | | - 
Grimes Pass district.—The output of the Grimes Pass district in | ; 

1941 was principally gold ore and zinc-lead ore from the Homestake- | 
Coon Dog. group, gold ore and lead ore from the Santa Clara mine, , 

| and placer gold chiefly from the J. S., Horseshoe, and Golden Age 
- properties. Oe - | 

Miller Creek district—Placer gold and silver were recovered in 1941 | | 
: by sluicing at the Miller Mountain claim. | / a 

North Fork district —In 1941 about 15 tons of silver ore were shipped | 
from the Packer John claim near Smiths Ferry. oo | | 

Rabbit Creek district -—Hydraulicking and sluicing at the Rabbit | 
‘Creek Placer recovered a little gold and silver. ee | 

Shaw Mountain district—The Little Dave mine was operated in | 
1941, and gold ore was treated by amalgamation. 7 | 

| South Fork of Payette River district —Placer gold was recovered in | 
1941 by sluicing at various claims along the South Fork of the Payette 
River near Lowman. FE, | a 

Summit Flat district —Virtually all the output in the Summit Flat. | 
district in 1941 was gold ore treated by amalgamation; 82 percent of 
the output came from the King mine. | | | | : 

Lakeview district—The Hewer (Idaho Lakeview) mine was the only 
producer in the Lakeview district in 1941; several hundred tons of 
silver ore were treated in a 75-ton flotation plant. 

Pend d’Oreille district —In 1941, as in 1940, nearly all the output of 
the Pend d’Oreille district was silver-lead ore, treated by flotation, 
from the Hope-(Elsie K.) and Whitedelf mines; however, the output | 
from the Hope property was much less than in 1940. The Whitedelf | 
mine was by far the most important producer in the district. : 

BONNEVILLE COUNTY | | 

Virtually all the output of Bonneville County in 1941 was placer | 
gold recovered by hydraulicking and sluicing, largely from the Ro- 
sana, Lottie, and McCoy Creek properties in the Mt. Pisgah district. 

BOUNDARY COUNTY 

In 1941, as in 1940, the only producer in Boundary County was the 
Idaho-Continental mine in the Port Hill district; 37,000 tons of silver- 
lead ore were treated by flotation.
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| | re BUTTE COUNTY a | 7 | 

Dome district—The output of the Dome district in 1941 was 2,500 — 
tons of lead ore, treated by gravity concentration, from the mine | 
dump at the Wilbert property. Ba OT _ 

Hamilton district—Small lots of rich copper ore were produced in | 
| | 1941 from the Copper Mountain prospect. nn | 

Lava Creek district—Silver ore was produced in 1941 from the 
- Hornsilver mine, silver-lead ore from the Lead Belt mine, gold-silver 

| ore from the Moran mine, ahd zinc ore from the Multa Metals group. = 

| ee CAMAS COUNTY : oe ne 

~ . Beaver Creek (Mineral Hill) district —Lessees operated the Princess- | 
. - Blue Ribbon mine in 1941 and shipped 988 tons of gold ore and 44 tons . — 

| of lead ore to smelters in Utah; the output was much less than in 1940. 
| _ Enttle Smoky and Carrietown. district—The output. of the Little - 

| ~ Smoky and Carrietown district in 1941 was chiefly silver ore and old | 
| tailings from the King of the West property, silver ore from the — 

- Horn Silver mine, and gold-silver-copper ore from the Grant mine. oo 
: _ Skeleton Creek district —Lessees operated the El Oro mine in 1941 — 

. and treated about 600 tons of gold ore by gravity concentration. The | 
oo remainder of the district output was principally high-grade gold ore — 

| _. from the Red Horse claim. | Se ee, 

ae re CASSIA COUNTY - a : 

oe Virtually all the output of Cassia County in 1941 was silver ore. . 
| - from the Silver Hills claim in the Blackpine district and gold-lead ore 

| | from the Big Bertha mine in the Stokes district. oe 

So CLEARWATER COUNTY eo | 

| Burnt Creek district —The output of the Burnt Creek district.in 1941 
: was placer gold and silver; the chief producer was the Frank Bishclaim _ 

near Elk River. | 
Moose Creek and Independence Creek district —The output of placer 

gold in the Moose Creek and Independence Creek district increased in 
1941, owing to operation, from June to October, of a dry-land dredge 7 
at the Alma claim by Placer Properties of Idaho, Inc. 

Prerce district—Production of placer gold in the Pierce district 
decreased nearly 45 percent in 1941 compared with 1940, owing to 

| suspension of dredging by the Quartz Creek Dredging Co. in March. 
A greater decrease was prevented by the operation of two dragline 
floating dredges—one at the Crawford Placer by the J. M.S. Co. and 
the other at the French Creek Placers by the Pilot Dredging Co. 
Nearly all the gold output from lode mines ir the district was produced 
from the Gold Quartz claim. 

CUSTER COUNTY 

Alder Creek district—The principal output in the Alder Creek 
district in 1941 was copper ore, containing gold and silver, from the 
Empire mine at Mackay; however, the output declined from 4,500 
tons in 1940 to 3,169 tonsin 1941. The rest of the district output was 
largely lead ore from the Horseshoe mine and zinc ore and lead ore from 
the White Knob property. 

Bayhorse district—The value of the metal output of the Bayhorse
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district was 35 percent greater in 1941 than in 1940, chiefly in conse- | 
quence of the increase in output of silver and lead from the Clayton — 
property. This mine was operated continuously, and 36,880 tons of | 
silver-lead ore were treated by flotation. In November the company 
(Clayton Silver Mines) began to erect an addition to its mill building 
to house a zinc-recovery plant. Lessees continued to operate the 
Ramshorn mine and shipped 938 tons of lead-silver ore and lead-copper- | 
silver ore. The rest of the district output was largely silver-lead ore 
from the Riverview and South Butte properties. a | | , 

Boulder district.—Lessees continued to operate the Livingston mine Oo 
and treated 114 tons of silver-lead ore by gravity concentration. - 

East Fork district—A small lot of lead ore was produced in 1941 | 
from the F..D. R. prospect. ee | | | 

_. Loon Creek district —A little high-grade gold ore was produced in — 
1941 from the Last Chance claim and placer gold from the Brush claim. 
_. Seafoam district—There were four producers in the Seafoam district | | 

| in 1941, but most of the output was crude gold ore from the Lake View 
mine. |. : Oc | 

. Stanley and Stanley Basin district—The decline in metal output in 
. the Stanley and Stanley Basin district in 1941 resulted from suspen- | | 

sion in April of production of crude gold-silver ore from property | 
. operated by the Western Gold Exploration Co. The company worked , 

| most of the year on development and in building a new 100-ton . | 
- concentration and cyanidation plant. Placer gold and silver were . 

recovered, largely from the Elk Creek Placer, by a dragline floating — : 
redge.  - | | | , 

_ Yankee Fork district—The value of metal production in the Yankee 
Fork district in 1941 was $463,910—an increase of $294,912 over 1940. : 
The principal output was placer gold from the Yankee Fork Placer | 
and lode gold and silver from the General Custer-Lucky Boy group. 
The marked increase in placer gold resulted from regular operation of 
the 8-cubic foot bucket dredge of the Snake River Mining Co. at the 

General Custer-Lucky Boy group were treated by amalgamation and 
concentration. . | , | 

: | ELMORE COUNTY - 

Bear Creek district—Gold ore was produced in 1941, chiefly from 
the Avalanche-Richmond, Luck, Duces Wild, and Jungo properties. - | 

Boise River (Twin Springs) district—Small-scale placer operators 
along the Boise River near Twin Springs recovered 43 fine ounces of 
gold and 14 fine ounces of silver in 1941. | 

Middle Boise (Atlanta) district The value of the metal output of the 
Middle Boise district increased to $1,056,289 in 1941, owing to sub- 
stantial gain in output of gold from the Boise-Rochester-Monarch 
groups and to operation of a new 7-cubic foot bucket dredge by Boise 
King Placers. Talache Mines, Inc., operated its property (Boise- 
Rochester-Monarch) continuously and treated 121,355 tons of gold 
ore by amalgamation and concentration; this property, with a produc- 
tion of 23,027 fine ounces of gold in 1941, remained the chief producer 
of gold in Idaho. Boise King Placers became a large producer of 
placer gold through operation, from June 15 to December 31, of a 
bucket-line dredge. 

Snake River district—Placer gold was recovered in 1941 by various 
operators along the Snake River near King Hill. |
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- . GEM COUNTY © Oo | 

West View district.—The principal output of the West View district 
in 1941 was lode gold and silver from the Lincoln group and placer 
gold from the Cruickshank property. Huron Mines, Inc., operated 
the Lincoln group and treated 11,274 tons of gold ore by flotation. 
A dragline floating dredge at the Cruickshank property recovered 
about 600 fine ounces of gold and 66 fine ounces of silver; the equip- 
ment was moved in June to a property near Idaho City, Boise County. 

| IDAHO COUNTY | 

| | Burgdorf-Marshall Lake district—Gold ore from the Golden Anchor 
a mine was again the chief output of the Burgdorf-Marshall Lake dis- 

| trict, but the output declined from 15,459 tons in 1940 to 13,367 tons __ 
in 1941. Other producers of gold ore included the Gold Crest, Jewel, 
Kimberly, Old Kentuck, and Warrior properties. Nearly all the out- 

; _ put of placer gold and silver was recovered by hydraulicking and 
sluicing at the Ruby placers and the Black Creek and Golden Rule ) 

__ properties... | | oe 
Camp Howard (Salmon River) district (White Bird).—Hydraulicking 

| and sluicing and drift mining at various claims along the Salmon River 
| , near White Bird recovered 116 fine ounces of gold and 24 fine ounces. 

| _ ofsilverin 1941. | — 7 : Os 
| | Dixie district—The principal output of the Dixie district in 1941 , 

| was placer gold recovered by a dragline floating dredge at Dixie __ 
Placers and lode gold, mostly from the Slip Easy, Dixie Royal, Ontario, 
and North Star properties. 

| Elk City district—In 1941 six dredges in the Elk City district 
treated 1,796,883 cubic yards of gravel and recovered 13,387 fine 

Oo ounces of gold and 2,525 fine ounces of silver, nearly double the out- 
put in 1940; the bucket-line dredge on Crooked River, operated by — 
HH. & H. Mines, was by far the largest producer. Other large pro- 
ducers were the American River Mining Co., Tyee Mining Co., and . 
Lloyd Barker. Nearly all the lode gold produced in the district in 
1941 came from gold ore and old tailings amalgamated at the Blue 
Ribbon property, operated by the Elk Leasing Corporation. 

Florence and French Creek district—Numerous small lots of placer 
gold and silver were recovered by operators in the Florence and 
French Creek district in 1941, and a little lode gold and silver was 
produced from the Golden Dyke and Sines claims. 

Lolo Creek district—Thirteen fine ounces of placer gold were 
recovered in 1941 from gravel along Lolo Creek. | 

Lower Salmon River district—The output of the Lower Salmon 
River district in 1941 was placer gold and silver, recovered chiefly 
from the Swiftwater and Sunshine properties. 
Newsome district—Gold output in the Newsome district was much 

greater in 1941 than in 1940, owing to the operation of a dragline 
floating dredge at property on Newsome Creek by Gold Hill Placers. 

Orogrande district—The Mt. Vernon Co. operated its 2-cubic foot 
bucket dredge at property on Crooked River 9 months of the year 
and recovered about 2,000 fine ounces of gold and 430 fine ounces of 
silver. Nearly all the remainder of the district output was gold and 
silver produced from the Penman lode mine. 
Ramey Ridge district Snowshoe Gold, Inc., operated the Snowshoe
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mine in 1941; about 2,500 tons of gold ore were treated by amalgama-. | 
- tion and concentration. The rest of the district output was small lots 

of gold ore from the Estep, Hand, and Werdenhoff properties. 
Robbins (Buffalo Hump) district —The output of the Robbins dis- | 

trict in 1941 was gold ore, principally from the Jumbo, St. Louis, and 
Mother Lode properties. - a - 

Salmon River (Shoup) district—Small-scale placer operators re- 
covered 42 fine ounces of gold and 7 fine ounces of silver in 1941 at | 
various bars-along the Salmon River in Idaho County below Shoup. | 

Simpson (Salmon River) district (Lucile) —The principal producers : 
of placer gold in the Simpson district in 1941 were the Wild Cat, Betty 
Jean, Katie B., and J. K. T. properties. | | | 

7 Snake River district.—Sluicing at various claims on the Snake River 
below Lewiston recovered 54 fine ounces of gold and 7 fine ounces of | 

silver in 1941. , - a : | 
Ten Mile district (Golden) —Lessees operated the Center Star mine 

throughout 1941 and treated about 6,800 tons of gold ore by concen- - 
tration; this mine was by far the most important producer in the dis- _ . 
trict. Other producers of gold ore included the Bob, Lone Pine, 
Shamrock, and Wonder properties. Placer gold and silver were re- - 
covered by hydraulicking and sluicing at Key Placers. 

Warren district—Gold output in the Warren district declined to | 

6,690 fine ounces in 1941, owing to decreased output of gold from buck- | 

et dredging. The Warren Dredging Co., largest producer in the 
| district, operated two bucket dredges from January 1 to August 10, 

when it sold its placer ground and one dredge to W. W. Prather, who 
| operated the property the remainder of the year. Production of gold | 

from lode mines in the district came mainly from the Rescue property. 

| | Oo JEROME COUNTY : | | | 

Production from Jerome County in 1941 was, as usual, placer gold — - 

and silver recovered by various operators along the banks of the 

- ~ “Snake River near Murtaugh, Hansen, Eden, and Twin Falls. 

LATAH COUNTY 

Hoodoo district—The output of the Hoodoo district in 1941 was 
placer gold and silver, virtually all recovered by the 4%-cubic foot | 

bucket-line dredge of Northwest Goldfields. 
Moscow Mountain district —The output of 17 fine ounces of placer 

gold in the Moscow Mountain district in 1941 was recovered chiefly 
rom Leith Placer. | | 

LEMHI COUNTY 

Blackbird district—The Uncle Sam mine was the only producer in 
the Blackbird district in 1941; 3,256 tons of copper ore were treated 
by flotation, and 21 tons of copper ore were shipped crude to a smelter. — 

Blue Wing district —About 29,000 tons of ore from the Ima mine 
containing galena, pyrite, and certain strategic minerals were treated 
in 1941. Iron concentrates containing gold, silver, copper, and lead 
were shipped to a smelter in Utah. | 

Eldorado district —A small lot of copper ore was produced in 1941 

from the Mountainview claim, and some old mill cleanings (gold) from 
the Ranger mill were sold to an assayer.
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Eureka district. The principal output in the Eureka district in 1941 
| was gold ore (amalgamated) from the Queen of the Hills mine and 

copper ore (concentrated) from the Pope-Shenon and Grand View | 
properties. | | | | | | 

Gibbonsville district—Output of placer gold in the Gibbonsville 
. district showed a marked increase in 1941, owing to the operations of 

_ twodredges. A dragline floating dredge was operated by Smith Bros. at 
the Hagle property, and a 4%-cubic foot bucket-line dredge was oper- 
ated the last quarter of the-year at Hughes Creek Placer by the Idaho- _ 

a Warren Dredging Co.; Smith Bros. was by far the larger producer. _ 
Hydraulicking and sluicing at the Sundown property recovered con- — 

) | siderable placer gold. Most of the gold output from lode mines in the 
district came from the Nevada, McCarthy, and Providencia properties. ; 

oe Indian Creek district—The output of the Indian Creek district nm 
1941 was gold ore (concentrated) from the Kittie Burton & Ulysses _ 

oup.. . - a 

en Junction district —A little lead ore was produced in 1941 from the 
| Dirigo and Plymouth properties near Leadore. | ns 

Kirtley Creek district—In 1941,45 fine ounces of gold and 7 fine 
, ounces of silver were recovered by drift mining by various placer 
7 operators on Kirtley Creek. Se, a | | a 

Mackinaw district—The principal output of the Mackinaw district 
In 1941 was placer gold from the Richardson property at Leesburg, _ 
where a 1%-cubic yard dry-land dredge recovered more than 1,000 

a fine ounces of gold and 115 fine ounces of silver. OO 7 
Mineral Hill district—Gold Producers, Inc., operated the Grunter | 

a mine at Shoup throughout the year and treated 27,689 tons of gold 
| ore by flotation. The rest of the district output was mainly gold ore 

' from the Gold Hill and Meadow Mountain properties. — . 
a Parker Mountain district —Small lots of rich gold ore were produced _ 

in 1941 from the Pinch Hit claim. 
: Salmon River district—The Salmon River Dredging Co. operated 

| its floating washer, equipped with a suction nozzle, a few months in 
1941 and recovered about 50 fine ounces of gold and 8 fine ounces of 
silver. Other placer producers included the Bean Bar and Homestake 

| properties. ~ 
Spring Mountain district —A little silver-lead ore was produced in 

| 1941 from the Galena and Red Warrior claims and copper ore from 
the Mountain Bell prospect. 

| Texas district—The output of the Texas district in 1941 comprised 
2,600 tons of gold ore (treated by cyanidation) from the Allie (Falls 
Creek) mine and 939 tons of crude silver-lead ore from the Latest 
Out property. 

Yellow Jacket district—Lessees operated the Yellow Jacket mine 
near Forney in 1941 and treated about 700 tons of gold ore by flota- 

| tion and shipped 21 tons of rich gold ore to a smelter. The remainder 
of the district output was chiefly gold ore from the Bryan mine. 

LEWIS COUNTY 

| Placer gold and silver were recovered in 1941 from gravel along the 
Clearwater River near Greer and Kamiah and from the Salmon River 
south of Forest.
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oe, | | | NEZ PERCE COUNTY. : 

The metal output of Nez Perce County in 1941 was principally 
placer gold recovered from gravel by. various operators working along 
the Clearwater River near Myrtle and the Snake River below 

| -Lewiston. | | a a 

| OWYHEE COUNTY , 

Carson district (Silver. City, De Lamar).—The principal production 
in the Carson district in 1941, asin 1940, was gold and silver recovered 
from the milling of old tailings (81,202 tons in 1941) by the De Lamar 
Milling Corporation. The rest of the district lode output was largely | 
silver ore from the Henrietta and Trade Dollar mines, gold ore from © 
the Poorman-Pauper group, and gold-silver ore from the South Central : 

| mine. Most of the placer gold and silver came from the Lewis prop- > 
erty and from cleanings from an old dredge. 

Castle Creek district—Small lots of gold-silver ore were produced 
in 1941 from the Badger and Elliott claims and a little gold ore from 

_ the Buck Horn prospect. a oe OO | 

Snake River district —The output of placer gold in the Snake River | 
district near Grand View was much less in 1941 than in 1940, owing 
to the decreased output from dredging operations. ‘Two dry-land _ / 
dredges—one operated by Cecil Rhodes and the other by F. R. | 
-Knowlton—recovered about 600 fine ounces of gold and 31 fine ounces 
of silver in 1941. | ; : 

| - South Mountain district—Continuous operation of the Golconda — | 
mine by the South Mountain Mining Co. in 1941 resulted in a marked | 
increase in metal output from the South Mountain district; 16,663 , 

| tons of zinc ore containing gold, silver, lead, and copper were shipped - 

to the custom flotation mill at Tooele, Utah, and 423 tons of silver- - 
copper ore were shipped to a smelter. | | 

Steele district —The only output in the Steele district m 1941 was 
23 tons of gold ore from.the Morning Glory mine. - 

POWER COUNTY | | 

The metal output of Power County in 1941 was placer gold recovered 
by sluicing at the Bonanza Queen and Eagle Rock properties on the 
Snake River near American Falls. - | 

SHOSHONE COUNTY , 

COEUR D’ALENE REGION 

The value of the metal output of the Coeur d’ Alene region increased 
10 percent in 1941 over 1940, owing chiefly to the gain in output of 
zinc; the output of copper also increased, but the output of gold, 
silver, and lead decreased. Copper increased 11 percent and zine 
9 percent; and gold decreased 50 percent, silver 6 percent, and lead 
less than one-half of 1 percent. The output of zinc was the largest 
in the history of the region and resulted chiefly from marked increases 
at the Star, Tamarack, Sunset, and Highland Surprise properties. 
More than 71 percent of the material produced in Shoshone County 

’ in 1941 was zinc-lead ore and old tailings, 22 percent silver ore, and 
6 percent lead ore.
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| | Of the total metal output in Idaho in 1941, the Coeur d’Alene — 
region produced 88 percent of the silver, 82. percent of the copper, 
91 percent of the lead, and 86 percent of the zinc. 
The following table gives the production of gold, silver, copper, 

lead, and zinc in the Coeur d’Alene region in 1940 and 1941 and the | 
total for 1884 to 1941. | , 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the Coeur d’ Alene region, 
Shoshone County, 1940-41, and total 1884-1941, in terms of recovered metals 

| Mines pro- Gold |g; : | 
| Year __ nein _| Ore (ode ode. and Copper| Lead Zine Total . 

: | | Lode | Placer placer) | Placer) | 

a ' | Short | Fine | Fine | a , | 
tons | ounces | ounces | Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 

1940... 49 2511, 917,235} 6, 886/15, 616, 85215, 359, 000} 191, 218, 460/125, 896, 000| $29, 444, 265 
1941-77777] —58]—_21}2 051 390] 3, 419/14, 678, 356/5, 957, 000|191, 057, 000|136, 642, 000] 32, 398, 932 a 

Total, 1884-1941._|_______|.......|. @ | 382;397/387,566,608) 2 57, 267| 2 5,138,989] 2 808, 223/930, 211, 323 

. 1 Figures not available. . : 2 Short tons. . 

| - _ Beaver district —The value of metal production in the Beaver district 
was $879,982 in 1941, or more than double that in 1940. Substantial 

| imcreases were recorded in output of silver, copper, lead, and zinc, © 
| but the output of gold decreased. The most important producer _ 

was the Sunset mine, operated under lease; 25,416 tons of zinc-lead 
| ore were milled in the Golconda custom flotation plant in 1941 com-. 

_ pared with 5,603 tons in 1940; and the mine was the largest producer 
| of silver, copper, lead, and zinc in the district. The Interstate Lease 

| continued to operate the Interstate-Callahan property, and 16,000 | 
tons of zinc-lead ore were treated in the Galena mill. This 200-ton | 

: mill, owned by the Callahan Zinc-Lead Co., was purchased in 1941 
by Zanetti Bros., who operated the plant on custom ores and old _ 
tailings; 30,000 tons of old zinc-lead tailings were treated from the 

| Interstate-Callahan dump, under lease to Zanetti Bros. The rest 
of the district lode output was mostly zinc-lead ore from the Silver 
Tip (Portland) and Monarch properties. The output of placer gold 
in the district was much less than in 1940, owing to suspension early 
in 1941 of dredging by the Beaver Dredging Co. Other placer 
producers included the Accident and Lock & Erwin claims. 

Coeur d’ Alene district— About 72 tons of gold ore were produced 
in 1941 from the Mountain Lion mine; placer gold and silver were 
recovered from the Beehive Bar, Joe Gandy, and Otis properties. 

Eagle district—A lessee operating the Crystal Lead property in 
1941 hauled 300 tons of lead ore to the Silver Crescent custom mill 
near Osburn and shipped 20 tons of similar ore to a smelter. A 
little placer gold was recovered from two claims on Eagle Creek. 

Evolution district—Production of silver in the Evolution district 
continued to decline in 1941, owing to the decrease in silver content 
of the Sunshine ore; the output of silver ore from the mine increased 
from 278,810 tons in 1940 to 305,180 tons in 1941, and the mine is 
still the largest producer of silver in the United States. The drop in 
gold output of the district resulted mainly from suspension of dredg- - 
ing at placer properties near Murray; and the gain in output of copper 
resulted from the increase in silver-copper ore from the Mineral
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Point mine. The Sunshine Mining Co. reported that 7,748 tons of — 
concentrates contained 7,138,426 ounces of silver, 2,394,641 pounds of 
copper, 258,855 pounds of lead, and some antimony. The milling ore 
treated at the Sunshine mill in 1941 contained an average of 241 

| ounces of silver to the ton, 0.4 percent copper, a trace of lead, and 
some antimony. A new plant is under construction to treat the : 
entire production of silver-copper-antimony concentrates. Output 
of silver-copper ore from the Mineral Point mine of the Coeur d’Alene — 
Mines Corporation increased from 51,209 tons in 1940 to 87,672 oo 
tons in 1941; the daily capacity of the 300-ton flotation mill was a 
increased to 600 tons. The company reported that the concentrates | 
contained 1,447,267 ounces of silver, 2,768,284 pounds of copper, 
and some antimony. The property was the largest producer of 
copper in Idaho and ranked third in silver output. The Polaris 

Mining Co. operated its mine and 200-ton mill continuously and : 
treated 47,554 tons of silver ore, a slight decrease from 1940. The — 
rest of the district output was principally old zinc-lead tailings from 
a dump near Wallace. | : : | 

Hunter district (Mullan).—The output of ore and the quantity of 
each metal produced in the Hunter district were less in 1941 than in 
1940, but the total value of the output was greater, owing to the 
increase in average sales price of copper, lead, and zinc. The output a 
of recoverable zinc (64,455,400 pounds) was larger than in any dis- | 
trict in Idaho, and the output: of recoverable lead was exceeded by 
only one district (Yreka). Zinc-lead-silver ore from the Mornmg ~ | 
mine of the Federal Mining & Smelting Co. continued to be the chief - 
output, but it declined from 336,603 to 270,787 tons. The average 
grade of the ore mined during 1941 was 3.1 ounces of silver to the ton, 
7.3 percent lead, and 7.2 percent zinc. Ore reserves at the end of . 
1941, including developed and probable ore, are estimated at 687,000 
tons. The company reported that the concentrates produced con- | 
tained 207 ounces of gold, 787,009 ounces of silver, 37,232,772 pounds 

__......0f lead,-and.34,817,432 pounds of zinc.._The property ranked second 
in the State in lead and zinc output and sixth in silver. The Sullivan 
Mining Co. operated its Star mine and 1,000-ton flotation plant 
throughout the year; 212,420 tons of zinc-lead ore were treated in 
1941 compared with 214,464 tons in 1940. The company reported | 
that the concentrates produced contained 209,808 ounces of silver, 
14,037,830 pounds of lead, and 37,127,957 pounds of zinc. The mine 
was the largest producer of zinc in Idaho in 1941. Lessees continued 
to operate the Gold Hunter mine, and 49,942 tons of silver-lead ore 
were treated in the 500-ton Gold Hunter flotation plant. The rest | 
of the district output was mainly zinc-lead ore from the Golconda 
mine. 

Lelande district (Burke, Mace, Frisco) —The value of the metal . 
production of the Lelande district was $4,777,186 in 1941—a gain of 
14 percent over 1940; the output of each metal except zinc increased. 
The Hecla mine remained the most important producer in the dis- 
trict; 204,662 tons of zinc-lead-silver ore were treated in the company 
900-ton flotation mill, and 7,282 tons of crude silver-lead ore were 
smelted. The company reported that the concentrates and crude ore 
contained 945,240 ounces of silver, 30,083,418 pounds of lead, and 
17,255,660 pounds of zinc. The Sherman Lead Co. was a large pro- 
ducer of silver-lead ore in 1941; 52,066 tons of ore were treated in
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ss the company 300-ton flotation plant—a marked increase over 1940. | 
| The ore treated in 1941 averaged 6.4 ounces of silver to the ton and 

10.8 percent lead. The Hull Leasing Co. continued to work the Frisco 
| mine and treated 32,000 tons of zinc-lead ore in its 100-ton flotation : 

mill. The remainder of the district output was mostly zinc-lead ore 
from the Black Bear mine. __ oo | 

Placer Center district—The marked increase in output of silver, — 
| lead, and zinc in the Placer Center district in 1941 resulted chiefly 
oo from the greater output of ’zinc-lead ore from the Tamarack mine— 
ee by far the most important. producer in the district. The mine and 

OO 300-ton mill were operated continuously by the Tamarack & Custer 
- Consolidated Mining Co.; 97,008 tons of zinc-lead ore were treated by 

| flotation, compared with 56,121 tons in 1940. According to the 
| | printed annual report of the company, the mine is prepared for - 

| maximum production in 1942. A greater tonnage of ore is in sight now 
: than there was in 1940; however, the grade of the ore will be lower —s 

. in metal content in 1942 than in 1941, when it averaged 1.9 ounces 
Se of silver to the ton, 5.5 percent lead, and 7.3 percent zinc. A new | 

200-ton mill was built at the Dayrock property in 1941, and during 
the last quarter of the year 4,651 tons of silver-lead ore were treated 
by flotation; in addition, 6,630 tons of similar ore were treated in the __ 
Hercules custom mill. The ore milled averaged 7.7 ounces of silver 

- to the ton and 8.7 percent lead. The rest of the district output was - 
| principally old zinc-lead tailings (12,665 tons) from various dumps 

| | near -Wallace and zinc-lead ore from the Success mine. | 
—— St. Joe district—Small lots of placer gold were recovered in 1941 

| from the Gold Producers, Grizzly, and Iron Hill claims, and a little 
| copper ore was produced from the Hansy and Monitor properties... | 

| Summit district (Murray).—Output of gold in the Summit district 
decreased sharply in 1941, owing to suspension in April of operations 
at the Golden Chest mine; before the mine closed, about 3,000 tons 
of gold ore had been concentrated. Zinc-lead ore (91 tons) was pro- 

| duced from the ‘Anchor mine. Placer gold and silver were recovered 
by various operators working on Coeur d’Alene Mining Co. ground. 

Yreka district (Kellogg).—The value ($8,711,318) of the metal 
| output of the Yreka district in 1941 was the largest in any district of 

Idaho, but it exceeded that of the Hunter district by only $6,677. 
The production of recoverable lead was greater than in any district 
of the State, and that of recoverable zinc and silver ranked second. | 
Zinc-lead ore from the Bunker Hill & Sullivan mine was again the chief _ 
output in the district; 385,060 tons were treated in the company 
1,200-ton flotation plant, compared with 383,886 tons in 1940. A new 
1,700-ton sink-and-float unit, added to the mill during the year, was 
put in operation December 1. The property remained the largest 
producer of lead in Idaho, second in output of silver, and third in 
zinc. The company reports that ore reserves on January 1, 1942, 
fully developed and ready to mine, totaled 2,730,398 tons of zinc- 
lead-silver ore. The Federal Mining & Smelting Co. operated the 
Blackhawk and Page mines and the Page 500-ton mill throughout the 

| year; 102,352 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Page mine and 11,854 
tons of similar ore from the Blackhawk were treated. The Highland 
Surprise property was reopened early in the year, after being idle since 
April 1927, and 21,000 tons of zinc-lead ore were treated in the company 
100-ton flotation mill. The old Constitution (Spokane-Idaho) mine
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also was reopened, and 6,973 tons of zinc-lead ore were treated by - 
flotation. About 10,000 tons of silver ore from the Crescent group were | 
concentrated, and 1,536 tons of similar ore were shipped to a smelter. 
The rest of the district output was largely zinc-lead ore from the Little 
Pittsburg, Liberal King, and Nabob properties. | 

| TWIN FALLS COUNTY | 

The metal output of Twin Falls County in 1941 was, as usual, placer 
gold and silver recovered by sluicing at various properties along the : 

| Snake River. ) : 
VALLEY COUNTY 7 

Bag Creek district—Nearly all the output of the Big Creek district. | 
in 1941 was gold ore concentrated from the Sunday mine. | 

Deadwood Basin district.—A little placer gold recovered from claims | 
on Bummer Creek and Deadwood Creek was the only output in the 
Deadwood Basin district in 1941. So | - 

Lake City (McCall) district—Hydraulicking and sluicing in. 1941 - 
at the Neely Hill and Boulder Creek properties recovered a little | 

| placer gold and silver. | | a 
Pistol Creek district —Gold-lead ore from the Lucky Boy mine con-— 

tinued to be the only output in the Pistol Creek district. | — 
Thunder Mountain district—A substantial increase was made in | 

output of gold in the Thunder Mountain district in 1941, owing to | 
operation of the Sunnyside mine and mill by the Gold Reef Mining 
Co.; 9,300 tons of gold ore were treated by amalgamation. Placer | 

~ gold and silver were recovered chiefly from the Dewey claim. — 
~~ Yellow Pine district.—The Bradley Mining Co. operated the Yellow 
_ Pine property throughout 1941. However, the output of antimony- | 

gold ore declined from 132,297 tons in 1940 to 80,658 tons in 1941, 
resulting in a substantial decrease in gold output for district. In | 
August the 400-ton gold mill was converted into a 200-ton mill. © 

| , | WASHINGTON COUNTY | 

Nearly all the output in Washirgton County in 1941 was silver- 
copper ore from the Silver Still mine and gold-copper ore from the 
Condor property, both in the Washington (Mineral Creek) district. |
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‘The Montana output of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc hada tS 
greater aggregate value in 1941 than in 1940, but only the quantity ae 
of copper, silver, and zinc increased. The total value of the five SY 

| metals was. $59,181,627 compared with $55,825,078 in 1940 (see a 

fig. 1). The gold output from several of the larger lode gold mines | 
throughout the State dropped sharply; the output from placer mines Oo 
was slightly less than in 1940. -The decline in lead output m 1941) | 
was due in part to a general decline in production at several large 
lead-producing mines and in part to suspension of operations at-the  — 
Comet mine in Jefferson County after 3 months of operation. The - 

_ value of the metal output from Silver Bow County—by far the most — 

__._.__ productive area in the State and from which virtually all the copper 
‘and much of the zinc and silver are derived—was $44,195,725 in 1941 —_ 
compared with $40,871,719 in 1940. ‘This increase was due to near- —_ 

capacity operations of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. 
All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they . 

do not include moisture. os a : a | 
_ The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated 7 

| at the following prices. } : So | 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1987-41 - 

co Yer . . Gold ! Silver 2 — = Lead 3 Zinc | 

. | Per fine ounce Per fine ounce Per pound | Per pound | Per pound 

1987...-..-------------------------| $85.00 $0.7735 | $0. 121 $0. 059 $0. 065 
1988_....-..-..s2se2nsseesneeeee 35.00 4, 646+ 098 046 "048 : 
1930.........---2s02s sss esse eee 35.00 | 8. 678+ 104 047 052 
1940... -.-seneeeeecceseeeeeeee} 85.00 | emit] 1113] 050 063 
1941.10.00 -2---s2en-enneennee- 35.00 6. 711+ 2118 057 075 | 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 

from: january 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-++ ($20.671835) per fine ounce. . 

? 1937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 

price for newly mined silver. 
3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers.. | 

* $0.64646464. * $0.67878787. | 6 $0. 71111111. 

. 4977794325 | 359 

\
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oo _ Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Montana, 1937-41, and 
| : oe : total, 1862-1941, in terms of recovered metals 

Mines produc- | Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) - — 
: Year 8 Ore (short De of. 

. rr tons) I 

, Lode | Placer Fine ounces Value Fine ounces Value 

 1987......-......---| 615 | 406 | 4,898,009 202,282 | + $7,078,820 | 11,812,093 | $9, 136,654 
493g TTT] 42 | 265. | 2;-724; 466 203,313 | 7,115,955 | 6,403,962 | 4,139,935 
1939.22] 504 | = 282 | 3,792,780 | «264,173 | 9, 246,055 | 9.087.571 | 6,168, 533 

, 1940............--. | 687] 285 | 5,099,241 272,602 | 9,541,070 | 12,361,050 | 8, 790, 080 
| 1941.-.-.----_--....| 612 | 325 | 5,642,249 | 246,475 | 8,626,625 | 12,386,925 | 8,808, 480 

| | 1862-1941... serene “() | 16, 680, 518 | 368, 271, 342 | 713, 202,910 | 521, 196, 672 

- ee a Copper Lead wine ff 
ue 8 ear Total valu 
Soe ST Pounds Value | Pounds |. Value | Pounds | Value | - ne 

4937... 289,056,600 | $34,975,776 | 35,914,000 | $2, 118, 926 | 78, 336.000 | $5,091,840 | $58, 402, 016 | | +» 1988.1 17 2 7_| 154, 426,000 | 15, 133, 748 | 18,654,000 | "858,084 | 17,688,000 | 849,024 | —28:096,746 | _ 1939_________| 195,654,000 | 20, 348,016 | 33,110,000 | 1, 556,170 | 69,598,000 | 3,619,096 | 40,937,870 
-1940.__7_" 27] 252, 782,000 | 28, 564, 366 | 46.072, 000 | 2,303,600 1105, 174,000 | 6,625,962 | 55,825,078 | 
9417777} 256,072,000 | 30, 216, 496 | 42, 518,000 | 2, 423, 526 |121, 420,000 | 9,106,500 | 59,181,627 | 

a —-1862-1941___.| 2 6, 037, 457 H, 757,899, 462 | 2 627, 242 | 66, 507, 668 | ? 1,699, 667 [254, 791, 480 | 2,968, 666,574 ., 

ar .1.Figuresnotavailable. = |. Co Bo ea , . ea 
ae 2Short tons. Ee es ns + oo oe Dey 

- me Gold and: silver produced at placer mines in M ontana, 1937-41, tn fine ounces, in 
Lo ae - -: terms of recovered metals — | — 

/ oo os a fo . - Dredges 1. a 

: » | Sluieing and | site mining PO saA—sssSSSSSsSssSFhFSFftotal 
oo hydraulic mit mining Dr le a : _ 7 Oral oe a : Lo | es : agline _ Floating . | . 

, _ | Gold |silver| Gold |Silver| Gold fre Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver| Gold |Silver = 

" . 4987. ] 22,989} 2369] (2) (2) | 11,355! 2,919] 4,489] 1,350] 17, 564] 1,797] - 36,397] 6, 415 1 1938._....| 23,896] 23511 (2) | () | 5,721] 1,533] 4,375] 1,410] 21, 356| 3,240| 35,348) 6, 534 - 1939......| 2,075} 232; 208} “20; 9, 164] 2722/9, 787} 1, 937| 33,815] 6,723| 54, 999/11, 634 
1940....._| 2,163} 272). 281} = 41| -:11, 252} 2,640| 11, 439] 1,302] 39,012] 7,400| 64, 147111, 655 | 
194122} 2,305] 353) «= 1391 ~=—«17} 14,663) 2° 408] 10,660} 833 35, 844) 6,424 61, 611|10, 035 7 

1 A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a “‘dragline dredge’’; 
a stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is called a: 

, “‘dry-land dredge.” - | , 
2 Figures for sluicing and hydraulic include those for drift mining. 

Gold.—Montana ores and gravels yielded 246,475 fine ounces of 
gold in 1941 compared with 272,602 ounces in 1940—a 10-percent 
decrease. In 1941 the output from lode mines decreased 23,591 
ounces and that from placer mines 2,536 ounces. Siliceous ores 
yielded 64 percent of the State total and base metal-ores 11 percent; 
there was a decrease from siliceous ores but an increase from copper, 
lead, and zinc-lead ores. Gains were noted in output of recovered 
gold from Park, Silver Bow, Broadwater, Ravalli, and Cascade 
Counties but losses from Lewis and Clark, Madison, Jefferson, Powell, 
and Phillips Counties Gold ore mined in 1941 totaled 695,481 tons 
compared with 803,173 tons in 1940 and included 542,870 tons treated 
in amalgamation and cyanidation mills, 99,293 tons in concentrating 
mills, and 53,318 tons shipped crude to smelters. Ore treated at
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— amalgamation and cyanidation plants (with or without concentrating | : 
equipment) yielded 29 percent of the State total gold, that at con- a 

- centrating mills 22 percent, ores of all classes shipped crude to smelters _ 
24 percent, and placers 25 percent. = = | Baa er be 
The leading gold producer in Montana was again the West May-. oe 

flower property in Madison County,. operated by the Anaconda me 
_ Copper Mining Co.; it was followed: by all company-operated copper | 

mines at, Butte, the Ohio Keating mine in Broadwater County, the | 
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FIGURE 1.—Value of mine production of gold, ser, copper, lead, and zine and total value in Montana, —_ . 

: Winston dredge operating on Prickly Pear Creek near Clancey, the 
Ruby Gulch mine at Zortman, and Porter Bros. dredge near Helena. | 

Silver.—The output of recoverable silver in Montana in 1941 was | 
- 12,386,925 fine ounces, virtually the same as in 1940. Copper ore 

yielded 50 percent of the State total silver, zinc-lead ore 24 percent, 
and siliceous ore 24 percent. Ore treated at concentration mills 
yielded 82 percent of the total silver and crude smelting ore 17 per- 
cent. The output of silver ore was 122,684 tons and of gold-silver 
ore 121,902 tons. | | | | 

The copper mines, dumps, and zinc mines at Butte and the Flat- 
head mine in Flathead County, all operated by the Anaconda Copper 
Mining Co., produced 73 percent of the State silver. Other large 

| producers included the Lexington group in the Montana district, :
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_ Cascade County; the Granite-Bimetallic mine (tailings) in Granite 
County; the Emma mine at Butte (including byproduct silver); and 
the Florence mine in Cascade County. — ee 
Copper.—Copper produced in Montana in 1941, in terms of recover- 

, able metal, showed a gain of 3,290,000 pounds in quantity and $1,- 
oe 652,130 in value over 1940... Copper ore and precipitates yielded | 

| recoverable gold, silver, copper, and lead valued at $34,296,577-or 58 | 
_ percent of the value of the State output. The Anaconda Copper | 
Mining Co. was, as usual, the only important copper producer in > 

Co Montana; although the output of copper from all sources of company — 
7 operations in the Butte district showed a net gain, the output of | : 

| copper from company mines, precipitates, and old mine dumps 
| , showed a decrease from 1940 which was more than offset by the 

| copper recovered from the milling of old works tailings. In 1941 the 
| company shipped 2,869,051 tons of copper ore to the mills compared. 

| with 2,737,572 tons in 1940, 405,862 tons of mine-dump material | 
compared with 510,972 tons in 1940, and 512,930 tons of old tailings 

| compared with none in 1940. In addition, 36,596 tons of crude ore : 
| and 32,881 tons of old tailings were shipped direct to the smelter. - 

7 Lead and zine.—The value of the output of lead and zincin Montana, — 
oo in terms of recoverable metals, showed increases in 1941 over 1940; 

Oe however, the increase in total value of the lead was due to the higher _ 
Bo average price for the metal, inasmuch as the quantity decreased. 

| Zinc showed a 37-percent increase in value and a 15-percent gain in | 
quantity; lead a 5-percent increase in value but an 8-percent decrease | 
In quantity. - All zinc mines, plus the Anaconda slag-fuming plant at 
Kast Helena, showed a gain over 1940 of 14,091,956 pounds in re- 
covered zinc but.a loss of 104,154 pounds in lead. The Emma mine, 

a operated under lease by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., reported 
a decrease of about 6,500,000 pounds in recovered zinc and 1,300,000 | 

| pounds in lead from zinc-lead ore. However, it. showed a gain of | 
| about 5,500,000 pounds in zinc and 1,400,000 pounds in lead as a 

_ byproduct. In 1941 the Jack Waite mine in Sanders County made 
: an increased output of zinc, but its production of lead decreased. 

The Flathead mine in Flathead County, operated by the Anaconda | 
Copper Mining Co., reported a decreased output of lead. The Comet 
mine in Jefferson County showed a decrease in output of both metals, 
as operations were suspended in April 1941. The leading sources of 
zinc production in Montana in 1941 were the zinc mines of the Ana- 

| conda Copper Mining Co. at Butve, the fuming plant at East Helena, 
the Emma mine, the Emma byproduct zinc production, the Broad- 

| water group in Cascade County, the Poulin mine in Silver Bow 
County, the Jack Waite mine in Sanders County, and the Mike 
Horse mine in Lewis and Clark County; these sources supplied 98 
percent of the State total. The leading lead. producers in Montana 
in 1941 were the zinc mines at Butte, the Jack Waite mine, the Flat- _ 
head mine in Flathead County, the slag-fuming plant at East Helena, 
the Emma mine, the Broadwater mine, the Mike Horse mine, and the 
Emma byproduct lead output; these sources were credited with 84 
percent of the State total.
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_ MINE PRODUCTION BY. COUNTIES | | 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Montana in 1941, by : 
| counties, in terms of recovered metals 

Mines produe- | Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer). , 
County _ __ __. 

| Lode | Placer | Fine ounces |}; Value {| Fine ounces | Value 

Beaverhead__-......-..--------.--- 46 7 10,958 | $383,530 |. ss: 120, 375 $85, 600 a 
Broad water.............----------|. 53 33 ' 29,896 | 1, 035, 860 | 47, 752 ~ 33, 957 
-Cascade__..-..----.-.--.--------- 10 j.----...|. 4,839 169,365 | 1, 104; 047 785, 100 
Deer ‘Lodge. ..-......-...--.--..-- 13 |. 6; 4,185] 144, 725 22, 123 - : 15,732 
Fergus........---------.-..---..-- 6] 1}. 2,760 | 96,600 I, 291 — . 918 
Flathead ....-...-.2.-.-.---..--.- 3 j---.---- . 303 10,605 | _-- 665,138 - 472,987 7 
Gallatin... ........----0------.---|------.- 1 OP B15 | lee) 
Granite.....--..--220--22.2 lle 56 17 13,906 | 486, 710 | 526, 798 374, 612 : 
Jefferson... _...-------------..--.-- 84 2B 21, 709 759,815 | 233,733 | «166, 210 
Judith Basin... .......2---- 2 2. § f.-...-.- 116 4, 060 2, 714 1,930 
Lewis and Clark.......,.....2...- 64 ~ 33,419 | 1, 169, 665 145, 838 103, 707 . 

| — Limeoln.... 222-222-2222 7) 7]. ~ 2,887 — 82,495 - 10, 274 7, 206 ae 
Madison._......-..---.---..-.-2.- 166] . 37}. © 53,956 |. 1,888, 460 233, 394 165, 969 
Meagher. ......-.-..--.---------.- 1 18 - 228 7, 980 66 | 47 
- Mineral. .....2.-2--..-------22-]-----2-- 25 1, 231 43, 085 59 42 . 
- Missoula. ...---..-.--.-..----.--- 8 6]. 3, 513 122, 955 360 256. 

- Park... 4 8 16, 143 565, 005 64, 291 44, 718 
Phillips...._.....--------2---.-.--| 2 2 11,602 |. 406,070 -106, 1€9 75, 498 
Powell.........-.......-------.---| 25 34 3,500 | 122, 500 55, 485 39, 456 
-Ravalli_........--.--.2-2-.2--.--- 2 2). 2,445 85, 575 ~ —-19,'793 ~ 14, 075 
Sanders..........---.2.--..--..--- 6] 82 - 237 8, 295 - 33, 532 23, 845 
Silver Bow. ........-.....-.--.2-- 507. «5 - 29,485 | 1,031, 975 8, 993, 693 6, 395, 515 
Stillwater..........-....-....-..--]------.- lio 22, - 4. 970. J-.---2 oe. ef - 
Sweet Grass. ........-..-...------ 1 j...2--.- : 1 35 |... w ee} ee 
Toole. .........-.-.----.2---------|---- 2 1 5. “TS [oe ee] eee eee 

7S 612 325 - 246,478 | 8, 626, 625 12, 386,925 | 8,808, 480 
Total, 1940_..-.......-----2-------| 687 285 | «272,602 | 9,541,070 | 12,361,050 | _ 8, 790, 090 “3 

7 : . ; Copper } + Lead - -. Zine ‘|. | 

— County , —_——-| ie 
Pounds | Value Pounds Value Pounds Value . . 

Beaverhead. ........... 63, 000 $7, 434 507,000-| $28, 899. 2,000; .$150 | $505,613 | 
Broadwater -_-....----- 26, 500 3, 127 634, 000- 36, 188 |...-.....--.]-.--------] 1, 109, 082 

nos nn ageade......----------]...... 46,000 | 5, 428 | 3, 201, 000 | 182, 457 | 2,948,000 | 221, 100 | 1,363,450 
Leer Lodge. --.-...---- 58, 500 6,903 |..----------|----------]--------efe--e----] 167, 360 
Fergus. _......-.-...--- 150 18 |..--.--.- ofl. 97, 536 
Flathead.......-....-.- 59, 000 6,962 | 5,647,000 | .321,879 |_....---....]-.......-. 812, 433 os 
Gallatin..........-.....]--.----.----|-.-.--_.-_--[--------- eee}. ee] ef e--ee 315 
Granite. ..........-.--- 336, 500 39, 707 955,000 | . 54, 435 748,000 |. 56,100 | 1,011, 564 
Jefferson ............-.-- 125, 000 14,750 | 1,115, 700 63, 505 215, 600 16, 170 | 1,020, 540 - 
Judith Basin._......... 14, 900 1, 758 43, 400 2, 474 |_....-..----]---------- 10, 222 
Lewis and Clark --....- 137, 000 16, 166 | 5,257,000 | 209, @49 | 38, 598,000 |2, 894, 850 | 4, 484, 037 
Lincoln. ....2..--...--. 1, 450 |. 171 256,000 | 14, 592 26, 400 1, 980 106, 544 . 
Madison ........-.-..-- 108, 000 12, 744 _§57, 000 31, 749 |_........-..]-.--.----.] 2, 008, 922 
Meagher .......-...---- 400 47 |....-------2]-.----.-.-]--- fe e- 8, 074 
Mineral. ....._.........]---.--------]-.----------|------------] +--+ |e ee |e eee 43, 127 
Missoula. ........2...--- 1,100). 130. , 300 17 |_..-.----.--|---------- 123, 35% 
Park._.........---...-- 105, 500 12,449.| . 288,300 16, 433 160, 000 12, 000 651, 605 
Phillips-.......-------- weceeneenn ee ene ee nee e een eee wef e nee enfeeee-- eee -a|-ee-------| 481, 568 
Powell. .......-....-.-. 7, 000 826 153, 400 8, 744 44, 000 3, 300 174, 826 
Ravalli-_.............-- 8, 006 944 52, 400 2, 987 442, 600 38,195 | . 136,776 
Sanders... ............-- 111, 000 13, 098 | 6,589,600 | 375,607 | 2,095,000 | 157,125 | 577,970 © 
Silver Bow... __........|254, 863, 000 | 30,073, 834 | 17,260,900 | 983,871 | 76, 140, 400 /5, 710, 530 /44, 195, 725 
Stillwater ...........--.}-.-.-...----]------ fee] ee eee eed 770 
Sweet Grase._..........]------------]-.----------|.--.--------]---------- |---| ee 35 
Toole_........-.------.]-------.-.--]---------.--[.---..------ |---| - fee 175 

256, 072, 000 | 30, 216,496 | 42, 518, 000 {2, 423, 526 |121, 420, 000 /9, 106, 500 |59, 181, 627 
Total, 1940...__......../252, 782, 000 | 28, 564,366 | 46,072, 000 /2, 303, 600 |105, 174, 000 /6, 625, 962 |55, 825, 078
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| Gold and silver produced at lode mines in Montana in 1941, by counties, in terms of 
Ns : recovered metals : — — | 

- Ore sold | = a. Page fh —*  !  F Ore sold . . 7 Gold Silver Gold Silver 
County ” hee (fine | ° (fine . County . | Ghat. - (fine | (fine - 

| tons) | ounces) | ounces) tons) ounces) | ounces) 

So Beaverhead_......| 43,986 | 7,120 |- 120,060 || Meagher...._______ 5; 4 21 
Broadwater.....-.| 64,400 | 20,129 |... 46,800 || Missoula_._._.____- 190 396 308 . 

—_ Cascade______-....| 103, 288 4,839 | 1,104,047 || Park.__..__._-_-__- 91, 147 13, 952 63, 983 
: Deer Lodge__..---| 19,470 | 4,126 22,123 || Phillips.-_........_] . 119, 115 11, 596 106, 169 

Fergus__..___.....| 75,661] 2,732 1,246 || Powell__...........] 5, 711 2,855 | . 55,374. 
Flathead...-.--.--| 32,552.|. . 303 665, 1388 || Ravalli...._.......} 12,132 | © 206 | —-.19,672 

oo Granite_.___2----.] . 88,265 | 8, 219. | 526,303 || Sanders..._-___-__] 29,889}  .206| °33,595 
: _» Jefferson_......---|  58,954.[ - 8,198 | 228,721 || Silver Bow____._-__|4, 421,641 | 29, 463.| 8,993,693 

Judith Basin...--.| 300}: 116 | ©: 2,714'|| ‘Sweet Grass....---} = = 14 1 feos eee 
Lewis and Clark__}| 380, 442.|. .18,491 |. .144, 128 ||. ee E- 

a Lincoln.___--....-| . 27,015 .| | 2,305 |. 10, 267-410 _ . , -|5, 642,249 | 184, 864 |12,-376, 890 
os .Madison--..-2..-.] 128,085. 49, 607 . 232, 598 “Total, 1940___.._..-]5, 099, 241 | 208, 455 12, 349, 395 : 

oe Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Montana in 1941, by counties, in fine 
o es ounces, in terms of recovered metals cs oe . 

ae | : . pe | oT. es _ Dredges fo te : : aan 
. co - :| Sluicing and D ift mining) ——SFSFSFSS,— nT ee 

: Sb | bydraulie |’? mining; | Draevline - : ‘ otal . . a . : oe , ragline Floating a County ff Drvtana | aoatings | "packet | 
a | | Gold Silver | Gold Silver’. Gold. Silver | Gold | Silver | Gold. | Silver; Gold | Silver 

a Beaverhead...:.| 66] 3] 4 |_..-...| 941} 125 | 2,827] 197 |_-. -.|.-.....l 3,938] 315 7 
ma - Broadwater.._.-|  .76-|° .10. 15 | «© 1] 3,955 | . 485 | 5, 421. 506 j--.----|-------| 9, 467 952 °° «| 
Me Deer Lodge. -__- 9 |___.---]---- 2. |------}- 2 eee |e fee fee eee} eee 

. Fergus...-....... om, 28 45 wee ewe fe ele ee wanton ee ee me fem He ee fo ee ee fo eee fe eee . 28. wo -45 . 

Gallatin. _._._.- 9 j.-.----|------|.------]-- 2-2 fee eee] ef |e ef ee es 
Granite...-....-} 101 10 14 1}. 441 O4 f-- 2 e fle | 5,181 450 | 5, 687 495 cS 
Jefferson........| 151 “45 3 |-.--_..] 3,464 | 1,298 |--_..__].__._..] 9,893 | 3, 669 [13,511] 5,012 
Lewis and Clark.| 199 25 (22). 2] 1,288] 319 |-__--_-]--_--.-]18, 419 | 1,364 /14,928 | 1,710 | 
LincoIn.........| 52] . 7 |.-----feee---i|ee lee ee fae lee} eee} fe 52 7 

| Madison._......| 548 86} 16] | 510 64 |.-.----|-----_-] 8,275 | 645] 4,349] 796 
Meagher.______- 50 § |------]--_---- 117 27 57 13 |_--- |e ee 224 45 
Mineral. --.-__-| 106 +- 5 10 |--..---]. 1, 115 (64: 4-202 22 ]-- ede fe_ ee -| 1,231. 59 

, Missoula....-..| 264 4 |_____.]--..-._] 2, 735 42 118 6.]--.--.-]-------] 3,117 | 52 
Park. .__.._-_.- 10 j------- 55 12 |-----22}-------]-------]-----2-| 2, 126 296 | 2,191 . 308 
Phillips__...___- 6 |--.----]------|-------|--_----]---- ed --2---- 6 j--.--.- 

Oo Powell__........| 570 101 j------]--.---- 75 10 |-------]--.----]-2-----]---_e ee 645]; 111 
Ravalli____..__- 2 |---.---|------|--1----]----..-]-. .--..| 2, 237 121 |--....-|--.----| 2,239 | © 121 
Sanders___.___-- 31 7 |------|-------]-------]------- |e: 31} 7 
Silver Bow._--.} 22 |-------|------]--2----|2-_----|--2- ee fe ee [e- eee |ee ee - |e eee 22 |--.--.. 
Stillwater_._.._.|.-..--|---._--]----2-]-- oe. 22 Jee --. -|---- fe eee ee fee 22 |. 

_ Toole__-_..-.-.- 5 |_------]-----2]-------]---- eee je} eee epee eee 5 {--2---- 

2,305 | 353 | 139| — 17 {14,663 | 2,408 110,660 | 833: [33,844 | 6, 424 [61,611 | 10,035 
Total, 1940__._._|/2, 163 272 281 41 |11, 252 | 2, 640 (11, 439 | 1,302 {39,012 | 7,400 64, 147 | 11, 655 

NT . — LL eed 

1A floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a “dragline dredge’’;a 
stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is called a “‘dry- 
and dredge.”’ 

. ‘
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: _ MINING INDUSTRY ~—— | 

Continuous operation of the zinc mines, the copper mines, and the oe 
Emma mine at Butte by the Anaconda Copper Mining. Co. and , 
increased production of zinc-lead ore from mines in Cascade, Lewis . 
‘and Clark, and Granite Counties in 1941: maintained the output of 
copper, silver, and lead at substantially the same level as in 1940 and | 
helped to increase the yield of zinc considerably above that in 1940. 
The. chief. gain in zinc output.came from the slag-fuming plant at — 

_.. East Helena. Metals from ore treated at cyanidation and amalgama- Co 
tion mills and crude ore shipped to smelters showed a decline in 1941. 

Declines of 2,536 fine ounces in gold and 1,620 fine ounces in silver : 
| were noted in the yield from placer mines. Seven connected-bucket 

floating dredges were in operation in 1941; they treated 9,025,755 ae 
- eubic yards of gravel and recovered gold valued at $1,184,540, indi- | 

- eating an average recoverable gold value of 13.1 cents per cubic yard | 
treated. Dragline and power shovels with both dry-land and floating se 
washing plants were reported in operation at 40° properties. The _ — 

_ plants washed 3,208,961 cubic yards of gravel and recovered gold | oe 
_ valued at $886,305, indicating an average recoverable gold value of =~ 

27.6 cents to the cubic yard washed. a a 

ee ORE CLASSIFICATION. 
~ Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume Co 

— onGold and Silver, ae 

Ore sold or treated in Montana in 1941, with content “in terms of recovered ‘metals —— 

| - se T Miines | Ore | Gold | Silver 3 fF oe . 
- “1: Copper. | Lead | Zine. 

Source : pro- (short (fine | - (fine. aN sande) | (nn 5) | ; 
_ —— oe .. | dyeing | tons) jounces) | ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) oo 

Dry and siliceous gold ore........ ~ 343) 695, 481] 140, 138| 390,630] 243, 465° 231,558), , 
__...... Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore..| 76) (121,902) 11, 277| 700, 663) ~—_ 1, 608, 067] 542, 782). __. ..----- | 

Dry and siliceous silver ore.-_----] 69} 122, 684) 5, 170) 1,823, 971| 1, 093, 608/654, 962). ---<-22222 
| | 1 484| 940, 067| 156, 585| 2,915,273} 2,945, 140| 1, 429, 302|..__..__._ a 

Copper ore.___.....-------------- 193, 791.202] 13.871] 6, 142, 250]? 249,518, 972 §47}_ 2 ee oo 
Lead ore..............-..-...-...{ 108] 33,029] 5,007} 309,341]. "37, 848] 9, 701, 161)... .---_-- , 7 

- Lead-copper ore__.-..-.---------- 1 4}_---._-- _ 136 562 750).----- ee 
Zine ore___.-.-...-£+------------- Qt 3 182, 745 138 20, 481) 8, 579] 3, 107, 046) 37, 960, 400 

- Yine-lead ore..-.................| 23} 695, 202}. 9, 263] 2, 989, 409] 3, 560, 899128, 279, 194] 83, 459, 600 | 
- ‘Potal, lode mines._........| 1.61215, 642, 249] 184, 864|12, 376, 890|? 256,072, 000/42, 518, 000/121, 420, 000 

Total, placers.......--.----------]  325)----.--.-] 61,611 10, 035|.----.------]----------]----------- oO 

le a 7 937|5, 642, 249| 246, 475112, 386, 925|2 256,072, 000/42, 518, 000/121, 420, 000 oo 
Total, 1940........--.---....--.--| 97215, 099, 241] 272, 602|12, 361, 050|4 252,782, 000|46, 072, 000/105, 174, 000 

1 A mine producing more than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes. . 
2 Includes 5,503,585 pounds recovered from precipitates. 
3 Includes 170,592 tons of current slag fumed. 
4 Includes 5,624,886 pounds recovered from precipitates.
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| METALLURGIC INDUSTRY | 

| _ The 5,642,249 tons of ore produced from Montana lode mines in 
— _ 1941 were treated as follows: 99,482 tons at amalgamation plants, | 

_ . 443,388 tons at cyanidation mills, 4,661,117 tons at concentration 
mills,.267,670 tons shipped crude to smelters, and 170,592 tons treated 

| | -ataslag-fuming plant. oe | 
Nine cyanidation mills treated 351,663 tons of gold ore, which con- __ 

tained 51,517 ounces of gold and 213,783 ounces of silver; the bullion 
and precipitates shipped contained 42,946 fine ounces of gold and 
137,301. fine ounces of. silver, indicating an average recovery of 83. 

| | percent of the gold and 64 percent: of the silver.’ Nine mills treating 
| 351,663 tons of gold ore reported the consumption of 190,718 pounds o 

of sodium cyanide, 321,646 pounds of calcium cyanide, 55,087 pounds 
| of zinc. dust; and 2,839,780 pounds of lime — a 

a - Ore treated at straight concentration plants increased from 4,101,902 
- tons in 1940 to 4,661,117 tons in 1941. The 1941 total comprised  _ 
_ 155,034 tons of siliceous ores, 3,790,183 tons of copper ore, 8,545 tons 
a of lead ore, 12,153 tons of zinc ore, and 695,202 tons of.zinc-lead ore. 

- The East.Helena smelter continued to operate.throughout 1941 and 
treated ores and concentrates, chiefly from Montana and Idaho. — 

a The Anaconda electrolytic zinc plants, with four units at Anaconda 
: and eight units at Great Falls, operated at an average capacity of | 

- about 2,575,000 pounds of zinc per unit per month, in terms of slab - 
«gine, zinc dross, and zinc oxide. This rate was a 22-percent increase 

: | over that in 1940. Capacity at the plants in 1942 has been increased | 
| a by adding additional tanks, and work is now under way to add the | 

| equivalent of one new unit at Anaconda and two units at Great Falls, | 
which will increase the annual capacity of these plants to 465,000,000: 

- pounds before the end of 1942... ee | | 7 
- | _ Details of the treatment of all ores produced in Montana in 1941 | 

are given in the tables that follow. - | | 

Mine production of metals in Montana in 1941, by methods of recovery, in terms of | 
: | os recovered metals 7 

Method of recovery ateaied Gold oo Silver re (epee peas) pains, 3) 

Ore amalgamated_...-..___.-. 99, 482 7, 938 2,608 |.......-.2--|-.---2-2--- fee eee ce 
Ore cyanided ___...-.__-.._.--- 443, 388 56, 298 166, 587 |__.-....__.-]_--2--- |e ee 
Concentrates smelted 1_______. 662, 594 60, 046 | 10, 102, 389 |247, 705, 376 | 29, 513,047 | 83, 918, 000 
Copper precipitates smelted __- 4,501 |-._...-----.]---------.--] 5, 508, 585 |_---- te Ore smelted.._.-........-...-| 267,670 | 60,587 | 2,105,406 | 2,863,039 | 9,950,953 |... | 
Slagfumed..__.-.--..--------| 170,502 |---| | 3,054, 000 |” "37, 502, 000 
Placer....20000 00000 ITII| ef 6h 6d | 790,085 [TTT 

wesecesee---| 246,475 | 12, 386,925 |256, 072, 000 | 42, 518, 000 121, 420, 000 
Total, 1940...---------e--eee-|-ooecceccee-] 272, 02 | 12, 361, 050 [252,782,000 | 46,072,000 | 105, 174, 000 

1 Includes zinc cenoentrates treated at electrolytic plants.
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Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or without 
concentration equipment) in Montana in 1941, by types of mills and by counties, 

- an terms of recovered metals | | : 

= | AMALGAMATION MILLS | 

| , Recovered in Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

oe orea / | feonerf = ff ' 
County (short | trates |g. (S: . Cold -| . Sitver- rates 1. 4 - ee 
ou tons) eer | ae pro- (ane vio Copper | Lead : _ 

oe _ | ounces) } ounces) | duced -ounces) | ounces) | (P°U24S) | (pounds) 2 
. oe tons) ae 

Beaverhead .-...__-- 50 23 2 |._----- fee} 
Broadwater. -....-_- - 622 674 276 |_...------]----------|----------|_---------]---------e 
Deer Lodge... ..._.-- 150 Il |__.-- 2-22] 2-2 e+] -------_-- | ----------] ----------|---------- 
Granite_._......-___- 228 49 — 6 4 55 26 |___..-_---]------_-_- 
Jefferson.....__.._..- 422 351 51 12 | - 29 144 167 970 
Lewis and Clark... - 1, 309 230 | —s 6311 3 6 - 8 |_..---.---]----..---- 
Lincoln__...._..--.-- 19, 289 1, 379 348 253 645 1, 112 849 20, 989 
Madison_-._-..----- 7, 954 573 161 255 996 2, 219 8, 764 |_--.--.-. 
Park. _.-..,--------- 69, 324 4, 540 1,028 1, 673 2, 746 ' 650 1,400 j__--_-.. 
Powell. ..._..___.-.-- 2 38 § [_- oe eee ee epee eee] ee 
Ravalli......-.------] 132} © © 70 |.-----.---|----------]----------]----------|----------|---------- 

99,482 | 7,938 | . 2,508 2, 200 4,477 4,159| 11,180 | 21,960 
Total, 1940__.-....__- 89, 361 9, 664 2, 178 2, 919 5, 216 13, 252 9,456 | 100, 49m 

| | GY ANIDATION MILLS : | 

Beaverhead.........| 31,855 4, 939 576 |___......-|.---.-----|.---------|----------|--------ee 
Deer Lodge...-...---| 17,180 3, 901 567 |_......---|----------|----------]----------]---—---- 
Fergus...-_....----- 75, 646 2, 728 1,109 |___.____-_]-_------ |---| eee |e 
Granite.....________- 780 225 | 9 A 9 Q |__--_-----|--------— 
Lewis and Clark....| 124,221 15,743 | 52,764 |__..---.-_]_-------__]----------]---_------]_--------- 
Madison --__._...---- 56, 276 10,888 | 5,345 139 1,879 806 1,156 22, 550 
Phillips.........-...| 119,091 | 11,552 | 105,703 |___-_._.--|----------|----------]----------]---------- 
Silver Bow.-_-------| 18,389] 6,317, 9 814. ]-22 2222 feel fee ef 

| 443, 388 | 56,293 | 166,587 143] 1,888 815] 1,156} 22,550. 
Total, 1940...._..... 466, 024 72,874 | 180,559 104 | 245 643 211 7,004 

Grand total: 1941_...] 542,870] 64,231 | 169,095 2,343 | 6,365 4,974 | 12,336 44, 51D 
1940....| 555.385 82, 538 182, 737: 3,023 | 5, 461 13, 895 9, 667 107, 494 

Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Montana in 1941, by countzes, 
in terms of recovered metals | 

Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

treated | C } County reate ‘oncen- ; | 
. (short trates Gold Silver Co . . Copper Lead Zine 

a tons) | praduged} (ane, | (ine, | (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) 
tons) 

Beaverhead __.___._-_-- 766 213 113 1, 352 922 67,341 | . 2, 000 
Broadwater._.....-.---| 59, 705 9, 695 15, 150 2,098 |....--------]------------]------------ 
Cescade......-.--------] 103, 057 7, 340 4,530 | 1,065, 125 44,028 | 3, 180,125 2, 948, 000 
Deer Lodge. __._.-.---. 200 47 18 208 |_...._..----|_------------]--_.-------- 
Granite__....._..-----. 19, 437 1, 574 23 47, 097 32, 555 709, 506 748, 000 
Jefferson.............-.| 39,555 3, 698 1, 429 136, 455 78, 948 842, 454 215, 600 
Lewis and Clark. .-.--- 30, 574 3, 077 399 76, 060 129, 330 1, 985, 319 1, 096, 000 
Lincoln...........----.| 7, 648 335 267 8, 580 601 228, 114 26, 400 
Madison.........------ 18, 963 1, 406 3, 746 7, 204 77, 966 1, 483 |...--------- 
Park.___...._....---.- 21, 500 1, 082 6, 512 47, 862 103, 998 214, 914 - 160, 000 
Powell._._.......------- 445 187 134 4, 186 3, 447 52, 382 44, 000 
Ravalli_........-..----- 12, 000 515 136 19, 672 8, 000 52, 400 442, G00 
Sanders._._-._..._..---- 28, 382 5, 424 125 25, 213 76,113 | 4, 884, 057 2, 095, 000 
Silver Bow.___.._.-----/4, 318, 890 | 625, 658 21,099 | 8, 656, 253 |247, 137, 132 | 17, 250,483 | 76. 140,400 

4, 661,117 | 660, 251 53, 681 | 10, 097, 415 |247, 693, 040 | 29, 468,528 | 83,918, 000 | 
Total, 1940.__....._....]4, 101, 902 | 659. 809 49,135 | 9, 797,041 |243, 758, 594 | 30, 545,854 | 76,011, 400
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| | Gross metal content of concentrates. produced from ore mined in Montana in 1941, 
- / a, by classes of concentrates smelted SO Lone 

ae :. Gross metal content — | nn 
a - Concen- |__ __ _ OTE 

ae - trates |. a i | se a - C lass of concentrates (short Gold Silver. Copper. Lead | Zine oO 

a a | tons) ouness) ounees) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) | 

a Dry gold__...........-----....| 12,212 | 21, 898. 9,061} 13,400 | 51, 762 |.----.---.-- “ 
. Dry gold-silver._....--2--2.. |. * 3 — B82 feel] 101 |.---.------- 

| Dry silver__...--.-2---2---.-.]| 1,403 |. 3,064] 547, 185 31, 158 124, 422 |.--2 2 
Copper. ._-.-------.-22----2. | 511,451 | ~~ 23,919 | 6, 157, 633 (248, 692, 523 8, 444 |__..-----_-- 

me Lead.....-.--2 22.222 19,537 | . 3,417 | 1,118,575 | 1,376, 762 | 22,110,719 | 1, 777, 987 
Lead-copper.. _..-_..-_-.--- 144 30 8, 472 12, 772 16, 997 |__----.----- 

: Zinc... -- eee 89, 757 5, 424 | 2,007,541 | 2,131,988 | 8, 773,992 | 93, 222, 377 
Zinc-lead._... 0... Q® |__._. ee. 1, 166 88 3,474 | 19, 960 : 

: Dry iron (from zinc-lead ore) 28, 059 2, 295 262, 424 393, 418 903,041 |. 2, 372, 104 

| | 662,594 | 60,046 | 10, 102, 389 |252, 652, 104 | 32,047,952 | 97, 392, 428 | 
| ‘Total, 1940....-.----.---.----.] - 662, 832 54, 596 | 9, 810, 936 |250, 131, 853 | 32, 595, 168 | 88, 251, 640 : 

- | Mine production of metals from Montana concentrates shipped to smelters in 1941, - 
ee sO an terms of recovered metals | 

os, a - BY COUNTIES | oe . 

Concen- 1 “Tere . 
| . . trates . foe | ‘ine Copper | Lead © Zine 

| a (short |» ounces) | ounces) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) |. 

:  ‘Beaverhead._.__._.___.._.._.| 213 113 1,352{ 922 67,3411 2,000 
Broadwater ____-__----_-------. 9, 695 15, 1505} - 2,098 ] _._...2- 22]. 22 ef eee 
Cascade __..----.--- eee}; 7, 340 4,530 | 1, 065, 125 . 44,028 | 3, 180, 125 2, 948, 000 
Deer Lodge______...-.-_-_-_-- 47 18]... 208 |...- 22 eli | lee eee 
Granite... 2222222222228. 1, 582 |. 87 47,182 |. 32, 555 709, 506 | - 748,000 
Jefferson._...._.-.---.----_-.- 3,710} 1,458 136,599 |° 79,115 843, 424 215, 600 | 
Lewis and Clark..__....-...-. 3, 080 405 76, 068 129, 330 | 1,985,319 | — 1,096, 000 
Lineoln.....-.. 2-2-2222... | 588 912: 9, 692: 1,450 | 249, 113 26, 400 

. Madison.._--.-.-.----------. | 1,800 |. 6, 621. | ~~ «10,279 | — 87, 886 23, 983 |......-...-- 
Park____..-222-2-2-----2----. | > 2, 755 | 9, 258 48, 512 105, 398 214,914 | 160,000 

*  Powelll_____.2.- 222-222-2222 e: 187 134 }- . 4, 186 3, 447 52, 382 44, 000 
: Ravalli._-....------.-2------. |]. BIB 86 | «19, 672 |. 8, 000 52,400 |. 442, 600 

Sanders_..-.-.._.--.-------...] 5,424] | 125] - 25,213) 76,113 | 4,884,057 | 2, 095, 000 
Silver Bow___...__..______-.. 625, 658 21,099 | 8, 656, 283 |247, 137, 132 | 17, 250, 483 | 76, 140, 400 

- ; 662, 594 60, 046 | 10, 102, 389 |247, 705, 376 | 29, 513,047 | 83, 918,.000_ 
Total, 1940... 2222 eek. 662, 832 54, 596 |. 9; 810, 936 [243, 768, 261 | 30, 653, 348 | 76,011, 400 

BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES . 

Dry gold__._.....-.-.-.------ 12, 212 21, 893 9, 061 12, 489 49, 662 | _-.-.-.-_.- 
Dry gold-silver ___.__.-...--. 3 4 — 882 | eee. 97 | el 
Dry silver_..........-__2-2_-. 1, 403 3, 064 _ 047, 185 26, 484 119, 445 | .---2 2 
Copper. .__-.--_---- ee eee. 511, 451 23,919 | 6, 157, 633 |244, 078, 680 3, 806 |... 
Lead__._------- 2-2. 19, 537 3,417 | 1,113,575 | 1,170,127 }| 21, 227,112 |_..._.--___- 
Lead-copper.___...----------. 144 30 3, 472 11, 150 73, 963 |. ee 
Zine.....--------------------- 89, 757 5,424 | 2,007,541 | 2,025,479 | 7,984,257 | 83, 900, 000 
Zine-lead ___..__.__-.-2- ee ee 28 | .-------_-- 1, 166 79 3, 161 18, 000 
Dry iron (from zinc-lead ore) - 28, 059 2, 295 262, 424 380, 888 52, 044 |.-_-- le 

662, 594 60, 046 | 10, 102, 389 |247, 705, 376 | 29, 513,047 | 83, 918, 000 
eee
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Gross metal -content of Montana crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, by classes of ore . 

a Gross metal content oe 

Class ofore ~ Ore (stort as — “~ - y | 
CF . Gold (fine | Silver (fine | Copper - Lead . .Zine 

. Se _ | .ounces) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) . 

Dry and siliceous gold........|. 53, 318 43,911 | 200,917 | 54,890) 188, 846 |. 2 
Drv and siliceous gold-silver __- 114, 043 10, 838 683, 794 |. 1, 779, 426 644, 463 j..-2: --- ee 
Dry and:siliceous silver. __..—- 74, 802. 1, 067 946,610 | 1, 107, 996 38, 686 |..------2-.. 
Copper... 2 -----2-----------| ~ ~_-1,.019 «61 .  §,308°+ 126,217 4 —- 570 |_.--2 22-2. Le 
Lead... ..-----.2L---.--------] 24, 484 4,710 268, 641 | 43, 387 9,697, 598 |... 2.2. Le 
Lead-copper..-_..---.-------- $ [ooo lee ' 367 ~- 661° » F8L fe ele ee os 

oe 267, 670 60, 587 | 2,105,406 | 3, 112,577-| 10,570,644 |_--..__.__.- 
Total, 1940........-..--..----- | 278,03r | 71, 321 2, 355, 722 3,481, 623 . 14, 247, 622 261, 690 

Mine production of metals from Montana crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, in a 
a : terms of recovered metals . | 

a SO BY COUNTIES ~ 8 | 

Ore (short | Gold (fine | Silver (fine Copper. Lead - Zine wo 
. tons) ounces) | ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds): : 

Beaverhead................-..| 11,815 9,045 | 118, 130 62,078 | 439,659 |. 2 
Broadwater.._....------------ 4,073 4, 305 44,426 | =. 26,500 | ss: 634, 000 |. ett 
Caseade._..-. 2.2 ee eee -- 231 . 309 38,922.|  . 1,972 20,875 |e eee 
Deer Lodge _..------------.-- 1, 940 196 | 21,348 |... 58,500 [_ eee] --- 22-2 -- 
Fergus. .__...-.--------------- 15 4 137 | 150 |. oo 222-2 - eee -e re eee 
Flathead_........-----------. 32, 552 303 | - 665, 138 59.000 | 5,647,000 |... es 
Granite ........-...-..--------- 67, 820 7, 858 479, 156 303, 945 | 245, 494 |... 2 le 
Jefferson __.......---.-------.] © 13,977 6, 389 | 92, 071 _ 45, 885 272, 276 |..-_..--- 22 
Judith Basin. _...---.---.----] 300 116 2,714 | 14,900} = 43, 400}... eee 

. T.ewis and Clark....._-.2---_-- 3, 746 — 2,3 |. - 14,665 |. 7,670 217,681 j..-..----_-. 
Tineoln ..-.:-22.----------e.. 83 * 44 227 |._-2__------] © 6, 887 |-_-- 2-2 
Madison ___.____.---_.--.---- 39, 892 31, 525 216, 813 90,114 | . 533,017 |_..._--_--_. , 
Meagher ___....-.------------ 5° 4 21 - 400 [eee en eee 
Missoula... .2.2.2.------------ 190. ~ 896}. - 308 1,100) - 300 [_.- 2-1 -- as 
Park ..._----.2.-------------- 323 454 | 14,448 Pw 102> 73, 386 |... 22 lle 
Phillips..__...-.-----222-----. 24] 44 *4AGG | aoe ele feeb eee fee ree 
Powell... --22 020-02 5,264 | 2,683. 51,183 | -- 3,553 | + 301,018 |_-------- 
Sanders ____._..-.---.------.- 1, 507 81 8,312 | 34,887 1, 705, 543 |. 2222 sue 
Silver Bow. __..----.---------| | .84,412 | 2, 047 336, 926 | 2, 222, 283 |. 10,417 {2-222 ----- 
Sweet Grass vee ee eee wee tee] Lo 1 © OA [line ees - ee }e------2----]---------=-- naw tenes : 

- Total, 1940_._......-...-------.]. 278, 031 71, 321 2, 355, 722 | 3, 388, 853 | 12, 692, 652 . 238, 600 . 

A : ee —— ee ——. . 

oe . - - -BY CLASSES OF ORF oe 7 

Dry and siliceous gold.......-| 53,318 | 43,911 | 200,917 49,641 | 177,128 |..--.------- | 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver__- 114, 043 10,838 |. 683, 794 1, 599, 611 427,400 |.---..------ . 
Drv and siliceous silver .---.-- 74, 802 - 1,067 946,610 | 1,054,930 | -- 36,355 |.-_.2..--_-- 
Copper. ..._.--..------------- 1, 619 61 5, 308 121, 882 547 | -2 2 eee ° 
Lead ......-.--.------------- 24, 484 4,710 268, 641 36,413 | 9, 308,778 |..-.-..--.-. 
Lead-copper__...------------- a 136 562 | - 750 [202 ee o 

| | 267,670 | 60, 587 | 2, 105, 406 | 2, 863,039 | 9, 950, ee :



REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS - | oe w 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Montana in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals | : 

Tn 
Mines te, So So ; Ore sold or Gold (fine ounces) | Silver (fine ounces) . 

County and district producing treated re Copper Lead Zine Total ounty IStric a (short | | OOO | «(pournds) | (pounds) - (pounds) value . 
Lode | Placer tons) Lode | Placer Total . Lode Placer Total . . . 

Beaverhead County: : cS : . Argenta..__....222- 222 12 ole 24 2 38, 770 6, 384 9} 6,393 15, 366 |....-.--|, 15,3866 | —  =1,600 228, 000 |-.......-..-| $247, 867 Bald Mountain. __.____.....__. | 3 |---------.[s--..--.--|---------- Us 90 |. 2 ef eft 64 Bannack... .....2----- 2 2 oe 4 ll 220 191 |. 2,951 3, 142 353 |. = 201 | ' 554 1, 100 200 flee ee ell 110,505 Big Hole..._...--_-. 2.22. __. 3 1 242 113 1 114 263 |-----2.-] 263 |..-.-.2----.|. 32, 300 [.-...--..--. 6, 018 Blue Wing....__-.-2 2-228. 7 |-.---.-- 273 16 Joe eee. 16 5,895 |... -] 5,895 | ==: 2,000 | - 9, 300 2, 000 5, 468 ts Bryant..........-.----.-.--...- 3 |__.___-- 4, 546 390 |.....-.---| 390 40, 545 |...2.2-- 40,545 | 58,300 | - 183,400 |_-.....-....] 59,815 69 | Colorado..._..-.-.--22.2-.-2--- VY fii elle 92 i 6) 633 |...--.2.) 633]... lel 52, 400 |.--.-...---- 3, 576 > Horse Prairie Creek___._....._.|_..___.. 2 |... -]------ eee 849 849 [..---2. 8 114 114]. fe fee een. 29,796 Vipond...___...22-- 28. 3 j-------- 2, 830 20 |-.---2-_-- 20 57,015 |---2 2.2L.) 57,015 }_--..-2 22 eee} 1,400 |---.-..2..2- 41,324 MM West Fork Madison River_-.__|_..___... 1 fee eee eee 28 | 28 |..--.--.----]--------]-- 2-22] eee] ee ee ' 980 Broadwater County: 
nd Backer. .........-222--0.----.-- 4 17 332 596 876 1,472 488 149 | . 637. 1, 100 ~~ 400 Jee cle 52, 126 Gl | Beaver. ..........-.---.-------- 17 j-.------ 2, 957 2, 859 |... L 2, 859 $4, 117 | __-.ee} 34, 117 14, 000: 465, 400 j-.-...---...} 152, 506 es 7 Cedar Plains.._._........2-.2... 13 2 59, 861 15, 301 6 15, 307 | 3,524 |_--.2ed 3,524 | 10,100 22,600 |..--...2....| 540, 731 te Park._._..2 22. eee. 19 14 1, 250 1, 373 8, 585 9, 958 8, 671 803 9,474; =—-1, 300 145, 600 |.........._.]| -363, 719 Oo Cascade County: Montana...__.__. ~ 10 [..-22 Le 103, 288 4,839 |. -- 22288. 4, 839 1, 104,047 |_..-...-] 1,104, 047 | 46,000 | 3, 201,000 2, 948, 000 | 1,363, 450 So Deer Lodge County: on oe a rs] Dry Guleh.__...2.22.222222-2-.| 202 oe. 2 ji... 2-2-2 --] ie -2 eee. 3 8 |.-----------]----- 22 | -e eee efile ee] eee | ee eee eee 10 = French Gulch.....2--.-_.--222--|_.2 20 1 jie... f ee eee 1} TD feee eee el eee |---| eee] cee] eee |e eee 35 Georgetown......._..-..2--._- 7 1 17, 487 - 4,042 - Q 4, 044 782 |_...-2.- 782° §50 [2 ---celeefee ele. 142, 161 h— Hehber....-...-222-2-- eee 1 1 200 18 2 20 208 |_...-2.. 208 |...2..22.2--|-- 22 eee [eee eee ene 848 =] Lost Creek..........-......_...|....--.. 1 fee ee epee ee 1 L je. ee eee] ee fee -| oe} 35 He Oro Fino.-....-.-.22-.2--222-2-- 2 | .--.--- 1, 176 65 |... 2-2. 55 17, 564 | o2 elt 17, 564 |. [eee [--e eee eee 14, 415 ™ Silver Lake...---.2.22.22 222222. 2 |-------- 19 1 fee eee. 1 104 |_._-2.-- — 104. 1,100 |-.--....----}---2--.2-26. 239 Smelter__...2-2.222-2 222 eee. 2 588 10 |-.-2-2.--e 10 3,465 |.......]. 3,465 | 56,850 |....--22 eee. 9, 522 Fergus County: - - . | Cone Butte. _......-....222.--- 2 |..-.---- 114 15 |....-.-.-- 15 31 |....---- Bl |... -------- [ee eee] eee eee eee 547 North Moccasin......-.....-.-- 1 1 75, 535 2, 715 - 28 2, 743 1, 080 45 | 1,125 |... 2.222.222] deine 96, 805 — Warm Springs._............-... 3 |.------- 12{ 2 2 135 |_..2-.-. — 185 | 150 j...-..----.-]-------2 22 — 184 Flathead County: Hog Heaven. __. 3 |..-.-.-- 32, 552 303 |..-..----- 303 665, 188 |... __- 665,138 | — 59,000 | 5,647,000 |....._.__... 812, 433 Gallatin County: Eldridge._______.|....___. 1 fee cece. Lf ele 9 — D |v e eee fee. fee eee] ee} |e 315 Granite County: ~ oo AIpS§_........2-2-----2-----2---- 2]... 12 ne a 45 |__.....- 46 [eee |e eed 67 | | Boulder._..........---..1_.__- 10 2 1, 251 456 15 471 3, 375 |__._- 3,375 1, 100 . 14, 400 15, 800 21, 021 Dunkleberg......-....2. 2 __. 2 |-.-.---- 18, 815. 20 |-.-.-.-2-- 20 _ 37, 509 [Le 37, 509 30, 400 702, 600.|. 644, 600 119, 353 - First Chance_............-___.. 19] . 9 2, 918 2,237 |. 5, 287 7, 524 "2,148 _ 464 2, 607 2,000 |......-.2.-2]------- 2-8 265, 430 a Flint Creek.................-..] . 18 |.. 2... 64, 324 5, 207 |.......--- 5, 207 480, 375 |... 2-- 480, 375 301,600 |  —§ 228, 000 87, 600 579, 000 oe Gold Creek.........222..2222222[..-022.- 8 lone. eden 49 49 [veel Thee eee fee ee een ee been eee ene ee 1, 720



| . 

Henderson.....----------------- 3 1 204 | 18 328 346 2, 624 — 24 2, 648 1, 400 |-.-------.--|------------ 14, 158 

Maxville......----------------- 2 |.------- 19 a 2 eee 4 163 |....---- 163 |_...-.------ 10,000 |-..--------- 826 

Red Lion....-.-.--------------- 3 |-..----- 191 : 95 |..-------- i) (a eee 7 |------------|------------|-------- eee _ 3,330 

Rock Creek.....--------------- 2 2 531 (181 8 |. . 189 62 |--.-----| . 62 |__.-...--..-]--------+---|------------ . 6, 659 

Jefferson County: | | — : 

AMAZON.......----------------- 2 |._.--.- 85} 2 fev] 2 1, 201 |.-.....- 1, 201 600 | 13,800 |.-----------} BIZ. | 
Bigfoot......------------------- 1 |..----- 33 ee 5 38 |... 38 |.........-.-|-------2----|---2- eee 202 a 
Boulder. ......----------------- 6 2 424 | 39 10 49 3, 839 |..-.-.-- 3, 839 ~ 400 10, 900 |_......----- . 6,118 , 

Cataract. .-.------------------- 23 5 12, 830 1,877 24 1, 901 133, 920. 7 - 138, 927 ‘74, 800 709, 800 186, 000 225, 007 y 

Clancey....-------------------- 4 13 142 i 14 12, 402 12, 416 429 | 4,417 4, 846 ~ 200. 1,800 |_...-.------ 438,133 ~ . 

Colorado. ...------------------- 13 |..-.---- 32, 721 1,424 |__..---.-- 1, 424 78,719 |_-.-.----]| 78, 719 40, 800 | 284, 600 29, 600 129, 074 

Elkhorn.......-...------------- 4 |___...-- 132 153 |._....---- 153 | 211 |... Q11 |...--------- 1,600 |....-.-..--- 5,596 
Goleonda.....-----------------~ 4 |__..-.-- 60 68 |---------- 58 284 |......-- 284 |_...-...-2-- 2,000 |...--.------ 2, 346 et - 

Homestake......--------------- 7 1 83 | 61 4 55 488 |... -.-- 488 |___..._..._.]--.--.------}---- ee e- 2, 272 < oO 

Lowland. ......---------------- 2 2 237 | 4 1, 071 1, 075 69 588 ~  : 657 '. §00 |... ei eed eee 38, 151 ee! . 

Mitchell......-.---------------- § j..------ 82 | 82 |_--------- 82 187 |.------- 187 | 100 |. . 400 |__..---.---- 3, 038 ee) 

Warm Springs......------------ 1 j_.------ 61 | 16 |____.---- 16 284 |_.-..--- 284 |_....------- 1,000 [__..--.----- 319 ~*~ oe 

Whitehall. .....---.------------ 11 j___.---- 6, 764 3.707 |...------- 3, 707 8,131 |-.------ 8, 131. 5, 000 78,000 |_.....-..---] 140, 563 Q 

Willow Creek. ....--.---------- 1 |-.-.---- 300 - (746 |__.-.----- 746 831 |_...---- 831 2, 600 12, 300 |_.__....---- 27, 709 O° 

Judith Basin County: pO — . _ . ry 
Barker. -..-...-.----------------. 3 | ...--.-- 93 , 2 |i...-..--- 2 1,845 |_--...--|. 1, 845 FO 43,490 |.....-.....-]| 3,862 rg 

Yovo...-...-------------------- 2 |...----- 207 (114 |e 114 869 |_....--- 869 14, 850 |.--.-..-----|------------ 6, 360 et 

Lewis and Clark County: : | 9 . 
Bluc Cloud........------------- i 24 |......----|-...------|---------- 225 |_...---- 225 |__.--.-.-.-- . 7,300 |..2..--..-- 576 ~*~. 

Dry Gulch.......-------------- 1 1 50, 000 7, 307 1 7, 308° 6,030 |....---- 6,030 |..__.-._---.|-.-.---.----|------------] 260,068 4 | 
Greenhorn.......---.-.---------|-------- 2 |..--- ------|-----+---- 4 41.1.0... 2--|_.------|------------|------------ | + - = - 8 ---- | --- 2 - ee 140 re] 

Heddleston......--------+.4----- 4 |....---- 28, 510 | 7B jet --] 78 65, 482 |_...---- 65, 482 123, 700 1, 983, 000 | 1, 096, 000 256, 273 > 

Helena. -.........--.------------ 14 24 508 | 348 8,403 |. 8, 751 322 772 1, 094 900 2,100 |........--.-| 307, 289 ey . 

Jefferson Gulch......-.---------]-------- -L fll] ee- 19 19 |... eee fee] |e eee ee nee [eee eee lee 665 ~ 

Lincoln..........--------------- 3 8 17 i 13 99. 112 38 14 52 |. ---- |---| eee ee 3, 957: 

Marysville........------------- 19 6 49, 780 5, 320 1, 198 6, 518 31, 192 263 31, 455 ~ 3,100 64, 100 frome 254, 518 5 

Missouri. .........--.----------|-------- 2 |-.-e--------|-- eee 5, 088 5, 088 |_.....------ 602 602 |e] eee ee] oe]: 178, 508 o 

Ophir Gulech.....-...---------- 1 [_.-----.- 67 45 jee. - 45 21 |. -__.-- 21 2,300 |....--..----|------------ 1, 861 

Rimini.....-....--------------- 6 2 1, 106 | 185 103 288 9, 370 59 9, 429 3, 000 189, 600 |.....-------| 27,946 og 

Scratch Gravel. ....-..--------- 3 |.------- 115 . | 36 |.-.--.---- 36 135 |_...---- 135 100 3, 300 |__..-..----- 1, 55A bi 

Silver City..........----------- 1|......- 900 (74 |e 74 547 |_...-.-- 547 |_..-...-----|.--.----22--|------------ 2,979 &Z 
Smelter._...........------------ 2 170, 592 |........__|_......-..|--..------|.-----------|------ +] --ee--------]------------]| 3,054,000 | 37, 502, 000 | 2, 986, 728 QQ. 

Stemple.........-:------------- 10 3 28, 823 5, 085 13 5, 098 30, 766 |_...----- 30, 766 3, 900 3,600 |--..-.--.---| 200,973 = 

Lincoln County: Libby.......----- 7 7 27,015 2, 305 - 62 2, 357 10, 267 7 10, 274 1,450 | 256, 000 26,400 | 106,544 
Madison County: - 4 

Cherry Creck (Havana) ..------ | 1 [iii e...--| 2.2] eee 14 |... 14 |. | eee] eee 10 io 

Norris....-.....---------------- 23 3 18, 880 10, 575 | 1, 500 12, 075 _ 11,219 194 11, 413 2, 600 31,700 |......-.---- 432,855 - 

Pony.._..-...------------------ 21 1 18, 240 3, 941 4 3, 945 6, 210 |_.....-- 6, 210 78, 300 600 |_....2------| 151. 764 oO 

Renova...........-.. see esee eee 9 1 20,329 | 20,342 | - i| 20,343| 136485 |........| 136485|  5,400| . 50,300 |...........-| 812,565 4 
Rochester. .........------------ 12|.......-| . 878 B81 |.....-.-] 831 3,915 |.....--- 3, 915 200 63,300 |.........-.-| 18001 tA 
Ruby Creck..........----------|-------- 1 |..2-22----- [eee | 49| 49 |_....._ LW 14 14 |__..---.----|-e2e eee | eee eee ee 175 © 
Sheridan.......-.-------------- 30 8]. 2, 935 1, 260 123 | ~=—s-:1, 388 10, 409 14 10, 423 2, 400. 373, 000 |....-.---.-- 77, 361 4 . 

Silver Star_...........-.-.-2---- 14 |... 47, 827 8,152 |......----| 8, 152 11, 118 |...----- 11, 115 16, 900 4,100 |....--------| 205,452 
Tidal Wave. ....0.----:22--+-== 18 |_....--- 1, 364 1,078 |..-.------ 1,078 4,022 |.-....-- 4,022 1, 700 28, 000 |. .unanenanen 42, 212 . 

Virginia City.........---------- 34 21 12, 203 3, 711 883 4, 504 48, 354 121 48, 475 400 2,000 |.....-.-----| 105, 422 

Washington....-.-.----------- 4 2 343 | 222 1, 789 2, 011 855 453 1, 308 100 4,000 | reanncncenen! 71,555 8 

| ; jn 

| 
| ;



Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Montana in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued & 

Mines . ae . . ae . 
; Ore sold or Gold (fine ounces) . Silver (fine ounces) _.. | ae . - 

County and district producing treated od . a Copper . Lead Zinc Total oo 
y mmm (SHORE oe nme (pounds) | (pounds). | (pounds) value : 

Lode | Placer | £088) Lode | Placer | Total | Lode Placer | Total ~ 7 : - , - 

Meagher County: , oe |. a 
Beaver Creek .....-22- 22-222. eee ee 17 |..-. |e ee 215 215 |_-.2--- ---- 45 45 | 0... |e ---- eee | eee eee $7, 557. 
Camas Creek_..........--------{---.---- 1 j.-.-.2--.--|-.--------| 9 9 foe | eel ee nee ee fie eee ne [ee ee ee nee [ee eee ee eee 315 
Carbonate..........-----.---.-- 1 feel... —  § 4}. lle. 4 a) a ne 21 400 |-.-.-.-.----|-------2---- —  -202-—O 

Mineral County: Cedar Creek___...}._.___-- 25 |..-.-_..-.._|_._.--_--- 1, 231 1, 231 |__-.---.---- 59 | - 69 |. fee ee ee [eee eee. 43, 127 - 
Missoula County: co oe . < 

Coloma.............------------ 7 |..------ 175 394 |._-___ ioe. 394 308 |....---. 308 | 600 300 |-----..----- 14, 097 ae 
Copper Cliff... 222-222-228. | 15 2 |... -. 2)... le] eee jee eel ee 500 |.-----------]------------ 129 A 
Elk Creek.....-....------------|-------- 2 |..-.-.- 22-2 |---e eee 4 4 |.__.-.-L-._-|..-2---2|---.----- 2 |e eee |---| oe eee 140 tt . | 
Nine Mile__...........----..---|.------- 24 | 2 fee 3, 113 3,113 |... eee 52. §2 |... 22 Lac |e----. 2-22 [-------2----| 108, 992 Ey a 

Park County: \ > a, 
Cowles___......--.---.----+----|---- ee 1}. eee eee] ee eee 2 2 |...---------|--- 22. |e eee ee |e eee dee |e eee 70 ot. 
Emigrant Creek.....-----------|.------- 6 | --- 2 epee eee 2, 188. 2,188 |___2_-_ 2 --- 308 . 808 feo ile elf eee te ]ee eee eee 76, 799 RN. 
New World_.......------------ 3 1 21, 678 6, 516 1. 6, 517 62, 294 |__.___-- 62, 294 104, 100 288, 300 160, 000 313, 110 ae . 
Sheepeater (Jardine) .........--.- 1 jee... 69, 469 | 7,436 |..--.2---. 7,436 1, 689 }--- LoL 1, 689 1,400 |.-----.--.-.]---------2-- 261, 626 s 

Phillips County: Little Rockies. -_. 2 2 119, 115. 11, 596 § 11, 602 106, 169 |.._._.-- 106, 169 }.._.__. 2-2 fee ee fee eee. 481, 568° > 
Powell County: a oS iy 

Big Blackfoot..........-------- 4 3 242 132 370 502 (173 76 249 | 0-2 le 100 |---.-------- 17, 753 bg 
Nigger Hill_.-....-.---.-------- 11 1 670 | 278 | lL} > 279 7,418 |__...--- 7, 418 3, 400 40, 000 |....-.------ 17, 721 5 . 
Ophir. ......-------+----------- 1 6 61 98 | - 36 | 134 59 7 66) 1,000 }.-.-.-------]------------ 4, 855 S 
Pioneer. .......2.2..---2-------- 2 12 6 1st 178 179 45 21 66 50 1,000 |-.-.-------- 6, 375 i 
Washington Gulch._._...-.---- 1 12 18 34 60 94 417 7] 24 |_- 2-2 ee 700 |..-.----.-..] . 3,847 < 

YAY A0 | 6 |..-.._-- 4,714 2,312 |... 2 _- 2, 312 47, 662 |_.___.-- 47, 662 2, 550° 111, 600 44,000 | 124,775 os , 
Ravalli County: . ft i oo 

Curlew._.....20222--2-222-22---- 1 |_--.-.-- 12, 000 136 |_..-.----- 136 19, 672 }..__..-- 19, 672 8, 000 | 52, 400 442, 600 55, 875 © 
Overwich ...__.....-.-.--------| 1} 2 132 70 2, 239 2,309 |........---- 121 121 |...--2 2-222. |ee-e eee |ee---2.-----| 80,901 , 

Sanders County: - op 7 . - é 
Fagle 2... -.------.-2-2-------- 1 j.------- 27, 223 76 |..-2--2-2- 76 82, 483 |... 22} 32, 483 ~ 18, 800°} 6, 588,900 | 2, 095, 000 560, 669 a 
Plains. ........2.22.222.2--.---- 1 ]..------|: 6 |... --.--.-|----------}e--- eee 450 |_....--- 450 |e ee sey 100 |...-----.--- 326 | 
Revais Creek__..- 2-222. Lj. ------- 2, 458 66 |... ------- 66 367 j-.-.---- 367 92,000 |...---.----.]------------ 13, 427 
Trout Creek ooo. 2.2 1 |... ---- 79 12 }_..-- LLL. ‘42 | 107 j..------ 107 . 100 300 |--.--------- §25 
Vermillion.....0..222222222222-- 2 2 123 52 3l 83 | 118 7 I. 125 | ~ 100} 300 |-----2.2---- 3, 023 

Silver Bow County: Soe _ 
Butte or Summit Valley... 2... 42 |.....--.| 4, 403, 137 23, 130 |....-.-.-.| 28,1380 | 8, 988, 501 soos] - 8, 988, 501 | 254, 862, 900 | 17, 260; 900 | 76, 140, 400 |43, 969, 596 . 
Divide Creek....222222222222-- 2 |[..------ 82 ele ALL tee. 1 Sa nn en 79 j . oe : 

, , : : Mo . aN 7. 7



German Giilch..,..-.....-.-:--|-------- 1 |oeeeee-ee---Jenedene-ee 4 A |coceeececece[eoceceec|eseceeeceeefececeeeecec|eoeeeceeceec|ecceeeeeeeee] 140 | 
-Highland........-..------.----- 2)... 18,340 | 16,318 |_--.......] 6, 318 B19 |---| CBD Jule |eel eee fe-----ee ee] 221, 499 
Independence..-....-...-------- 2 |.--.---- 88 | HW fete... 11 . 2,866 }.------- 2,866 |.----.------|------------|-------2----]> 2,423 
Lost Child. ......-..--.--.-----]-------+ 1 |.--.--.-----|---;------ 2 2 |.-----------|---- ee |e ee enn |e ee eee eee [ee eee eee 70 

. Melrose. ..--------------------- 2 |-------- 44 4 |.--.-.---- 4 1, 696 |-.-.---- 1,696 “100 [.-----------]------------ 1, 358 
Silver Bow Creek... .....-.-----|-------- 13°|_.----------|---1------ 16 16 |------------]-----+--|---+--------|--- 22 |e eee ee [oe eee eee 560g 

Stillwater County: Yellowstone my os 8 
River.....---------.--------------|-------- 1 |.-----------|---+------ 22 | 22 |..-.--------|--------]------ +--+ - |---| eee eee eee 70 

Sweet Grass County:Independence.| __—_i1 |-------- 1 | ] |___--- eee fee |e] ee |p eee 35 gy 
Toole County: Gold Butte......--.|--------} 1 |------------|---------- ‘5 § |.-----------|----1--- | --------- [e-e| eeeeee fen eee 175. ~ 

Total Montana............---| 612] 325] 5,642,249 | 184,864 | 61,611 | 246, 475 | 12, 876, 890 | 10, 035 | 12, 386, 925 |256, 072, 000 | 42, 518,000 |121, 420, 000 |59, 181, 627 ee 

: . | | cr 
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| BEAVERHEAD COUNTY = © | . 
| Argenta district—The Ermont Mines, Inc., operated the Ermont | 

property throughout 1941 and produced most of the gold output in 
the Argenta district. The company operated its 100-ton counter- 

- _ current cyanide mill all year and treated 31,855 tons of gold ore of a | 
lower grade than in 1940, resulting in a decline in gold output. Other | 

| important lode producers in the district were the Goldfinch and Shafer 
mines, which produced gold ore that was shipped crude to a smelter, 

| _ and the Rosemont and Copper Bell properties, which produced crude | 
: lead ore. Some gold was recovered from the French Creek and | | 

: Watson Gulch placers in 1941. | | Oo 
Bannack district—Gold recovered from placer gravels made a | 

| _ Marked gain-in 1941 over that in 1940, but gold: from lode mines 
| a decided decrease. The main source of gold from lode mines in 1941 : 

_ wascrude gold ore shipped direct to a smelter from the New York-Mon- 
tana and Gold Bug properties. The bulk of the placer gold output  —_— 
came from dredging by the Ralph E. Davis Syndicate on Grasshopper ts 

a Creek. Equipment used comprised two draglines (one 5-cubic yard a 
| and one 1%-cubic yard) and a floating washing plant. During 1941 | 

271,340 cubic. yards of overburden were removed, and 131,035 cubic 
| yards of gold-bearing gravel were washed, from which 2,690 ounces 

| of gold were recovered. The Traderhorn Mining & Construction Co. 
operated a dry-land dredge in Dry Gulch for testing purposes. Sev- _ 
eral small sluicing operations, principally on Grasshopper Creek, 

a recovered some gold. : | 
| Big Hole district—Crude gold ore from the Star mine and crude . 

lead ore from the S. S. & R. mine shipped direct to a smelter and gold 
ore from the North Star mine amalgamated comprised the metal 

| output from lode mines in the Big Hole district in 1941. Some placer 
gold was recovered by sluicing. © | 

| Blue Wing district—The output from the Blue Wing district in 
1941 comprised shipments direct to smelters of several classes of 
crude ore, which included silver ore from the Federal Star, Del | 

_ Monte, Silver Snow, and Single Jack properties, lead ore from the 
Ingersoll group, copper ore from the Cable claim, and ‘gold ore from 

: the Interstate property. | 
Bryané district—Most of the output from the Bryant district in 

| 1941 came from the Hecla mine and dump and consisted of 1,424 tons | 
| of crude gold-silver ore and 2,209 tons of gold-silver tailings shipped 

crude to smelters. mo 
Colorado district—The metal output of the Colorado district in 

1941 was contained in lead ore shipped direct to a smelter from the 
H. & S. mine. 

Horse Prairie district—The bulk of the placer gold output from the 
Horse Prairie district in 1941 came from operations by W. C. McLeod 
on the Golden Leaf Placer on Jeff Davis Creek. The remainder came 
from operations by Associated Placers, Inc., on Jeff Davis and Horse 
Prairie Creeks. Both operators used dry-land dredges. 

| Vipond district.—The production from the Vipond district in 1941 
comprised silver ore from the Lone Pine & Argyle and Aurora mines. 
and lead ore from the Faithful mine, all shipped crude to smelters. 

West Fork of Madison River district.—A dry-land dredge operated 
by Madison West Fork Placers supplied the placer gold output from 
the West Fork of Madison River district in 1941.
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. | BROADWATER COUNTY. | ae 7 

Backer district—The value of the metal output from the Backer | 
district in 1941 decreased from that in 1940, owing to a decline in oe 
placer gold production. Gold recovered by three dry-land dredges - 
represented most.of the output in 1941. The Pitcher Placer Mmimg | 
Co. operated two draglines (1% cubic yards and 1% cubic yards) on 

- Boulder Bar in Confederate Gulch and handled about 90,000 cubic 
yards of gold-bearing gravel, averaging 23 cents in value of recoverable 

| gold to the cubic yard washed. This operation was the largest in | 
the district during 1941. Dry-land dredges were also operated by _ oo 
R. G. Woodard and C. J. Painter, both working in Confederate Gulch. 
The rest of the. placer output came from small sluicing operations, a 
chiefly in Confederate Gulch. Most of the lode output came from OO, 

_ rich gold:ore at the Superior mine... sits a 3 | 
| Beaver district.—Lead ore rich in gold and containing considerable . 

quantities of zinc was shipped crude to a lead smelter from the East 
Pacific and East Pacific Tunnel No. 4. This property, by far the _ 
most important producer in the district in 1941, was operated by 
lessees.. The Iron Age property shipped 209 tons of crude gold ore, : 
averaging over 2 ounces of gold to the ton, to a smelter in 1941. The | 

-  75-ton Custer flotation mill was idle in 1941, although a quantity of 
crude gold ore was shipped direct to a smelter from the Custer prop- | 
erty. Other mines active in the Beaver district during 1941 included 
the Native Gold, which treated gold. ore in a 25-ton flotation mull; 
the January, from which lead ore was shipped crude to a smelter; | | 

and the Kleinchmidt, from which crude silver ore was shipped direct 
to a smelter. oe a | | 

, _ Cedar Plains district —The value of. the metal output from the Cedar 
Plains district in 1941 was virtually the same as in 1940. The 
M & M Mining Co., operating the Ohio Keating mine, was again the , 
largest producer in the district and accounted for over 60 percent of : 
the district total gold. In 1941 the daily capacity of the flotation 
mill was increased from 80 to 105 tons; in consequence, an average j= | 
of 100. tons of gold ore a day was treated, producing over 6,000 tons 
of gold concentrates, which were shipped to a smelter. The C. G. | 
Gold Corporation continued to operate its 100-ton flotation mill and 
made 3,000 tons of gold concentrates in 1941; in addition, a small 

- quantity of gold ore was shipped direct to a smelter. Other produc- 
tion from the district included gold ore from the Robert E. Lee mine 
and lead ore fromthe Joe Dandy mine, all shipped crude to a smelter. —_ 
some placer gold was recovered from the Bald Eagle claim in Johnny’s 

ch, | | | 

Park district.—The value of the metal production from the Park | 
district in 1941 increased materially over that in 1940, owing entirely 
to the gain in output from placer operations by the Cooley Gravel Co. 
and Douglas Placers. The Cooley Gravel Co. operated from March 
to the middle of December 1941 and washed about 673,000 cubic yards 
of gold-bearing gravel from Indian Creek. The equipment consisted 
of a Bodinson all-electric floating washing plant, supplied with gravel 
by a 3-cubic yard dragline. The Douglas Placers, operating the 
Wilson Placers on Indian Creek, used two dragline excavators, which 
supplied gravel to a dry-land dredge. During 1941 the company 
washed approximately 500,000 cubic yards of gold-bearing gravel, 
which averaged 22 cents per cubic yard in value of recoverable gold. 

4977794326 .
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o _ The remainder of the placer output came from several small sluicing 
| _ Operations, principally on Indian Creek. The Marietta Mines shipped _ 

| considerable lead ore and gold ore crude to smelters and produced : 
. most of the metal output from lode mines. Gold ore from the Little ; 

| Giant mine and lead ore from the W. A. Clark mine shipped crude | 
| - tosmelters and gold ore amalgamated comprised most of the remaining ~ 

| district output in 1941. | | } _ SO 

= | CASCADE COUNTY 7 oo : 

Montana district—The Montana district showed a decided increase | 
o in output of silver, lead, and zinc in 1941 over 1940; it was the second- - 

largest silver-producing district in the State. The Klies Mining Co., 7 
mo | largest producer of lead and zinc m the district, operated throughout . 

oe 4941. The 70-ton flotation mill was increased to 80-ton daily capacity 
- - . and treated 29,120 tons of zinc-lead ore that contained about 150 
- ounces of gold, 150,000 ounces of silver, 20,000 pounds of copper, 

2,200,000 pounds of lead, and 3,500,000 pounds of zinc. The con- | 
| centration mill was operated 7 days a week, 3 shifts a day. The | 

Lexington Mining Co. operated its 100-ton, flotation mill the entire 
| year and treated 32,718 tons of silver ore, which yielded most of the 

silver and gold output of the district. The Florence Mining Co. was 
| active throughout 1941 and treated 14,664 tons of silver ore inits 75- 
- ton flotation mill, which made lead concentrates. Lead ore from the 

oO Star group was treated in a 35-ton flotation mill by the New London | 
Mining Corporation; the production totaled about 400 tons of lead 

- concentrates. The Queen Leasing Co. operated its 60-ton flotation 
mill throughout 1941 and treated 18,500 tons of zinc-lead ore, which 
contained 77,700 ounces of silver, 555,000 pounds of lead,and 1,554,000 
pounds of zinc. The property was closed in March 1942. Additional : 

| production from mines in the district included gold-silver ore from the 
Spotted mine, silver ore from the Benton group, and lead ore from the 

: Champion “B,” all shipped crude to a smelter. | | 

DEER LODGE COUNTY | | 

- Georgetown district-—Gold ore from the Holdfast-Southern Cross 
group, treated by cyanidation, made up most of the output from the 

: Georgetown district in 1941. The Sentinel Mines, Inc., working this 
group, operated its 65-ton countercurrent cyanidation mill throughout 
1941 and treated 17,180 tons of ore. The metal output was some- 
what less than in 1940. A small quantity of gold ore from the Cable 
mine was treated by amalgamation in 1941. The rest of the produc- 
tion from the district was gold ore shipped crude to a smelter; it came 
from several small producers, among which the: Hub mine was the 
most important. A little placer gold was recovered from sluicing 

: operations. 
Heber district—Gold ore from the Spain mine and a little gold from 

sluicing in First Chance Gulch comprised all the output from the 
Heber district in 1941. 

Oro Fino district —The output from the Oro Fino district in 1941 
was crude silver ore shipped to smelters from the Champion and 
Cashier groups. 

Silver Lake district —Silver ore was shipped crude to smelters from 
the Silver Reef and Chloride Silver properties in 1941.
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‘Smelter district—Some copper ore clean-up and slimes from the | 
Anaconda plant were shipped to Washoe. te 7 _ 

ae |. FERGUS COUNTY ©. | _ 

Cone Butte district —Gold. ore cyanided, from the Thomas and Old | | 
_ Glory mines, made up the output from the Cone Butte district in 1941. | 

North Moccasin district.—The North Moccasin Mines Syndicate | 
. . treated 75,535 tons-of gold ore. from the Barnes-King open-cut mine — 

by. cyanidation in 1941: The ore contained 3,777 ounces of gold and | Q 
1,510 ounces of silver find yielded 2,715 ounces of ‘gold and 1,080 | 
ounces of silver. The cyanidation mill had a daily capacity of about | 

| 600 tons. A little placer gold was recovered from the Grubstake 
claim in 1941. > eS Co a a | 
Warm Springs district —The output from the Warm Springs district _ | 

_ ‘Was copper ore from the Globe: mine, gold ore from the Gold Crop -_ 
: mine, and silver ore from the Mickey mine, all shipped crude to , 

smelters. | oe re a 

, _ FLATHEAD COUNTY os Co 

Hog Heaven district—The Flathead mine, owned and operated by © 
the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., shipped 17,600 tons of silver ore - 
and 14,926 tons of lead ore crude to smelters in 1941; it was one of the | 

, most important lead-producing-mines in the State. The rest of the 
district production was contained in silver ore from the Birdseye mine oe 
and copper ore from the Flag-Martin mine, all of which was shipped 
crude to a smelter. | a es . | 

re : | GALLATIN COUNTY oo 

The output from Gallatin County in 1941 came from sluicing at 
the Jewel Placer in the Eldridge district. — a . oe 

GRANITE COUNTY) | 

~ Alps district—Most of the output from the Alps district m 1941 
consisted of crude gold ore from the Rainy Day mine, shipped direct 
to a smelter. _ / | Co ee | 

Boulder district —The Gold King mine, operated by lessees, was the | 
chief producer in. the Boulder district in 1941. Among other pro- . 

~ ducers were the Apex mine, which shipped gold ore direct to a smelter, = 
and the Saranac, which shipped zinc ore to the Anaconda zinc. con- 

- centrator for treatment. Sluicing in Princeton Gulch recovered : 
some gold. - BS 7 | 

Dunkleberg district.—Zine-lead ore from the Forest Rose mine, 
treated by flotation concentration in a new 100-ton mill, comprised 
virtually all the output of the Dunkleberg district in 1941. The 100- 
ton mill, which was erected adjacent to the mine during the latter part 
of 1940, was put into operation on January 12, 1941, and continued 
for the remainder of the year. During this period it treated 18,766 
tons of ore and made zinc concentrates and lead concentrates, which 
were shipped to Anaconda and East Helena smelters, respectively. 
The rest of the district output was gold-silver ore shipped crude to a 
smelter. | 

Flint Creek district—Old tailings from the Granite-Bimetallic mine, 
operated by the Philipsburg Mining Co. in 1941, were again the chief |
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source of metal output from the Flint Creek district. The tailings 
were shipped direct to Tacoma and Washoe and there used chiefly for _ 
fluxing. The Kroger Lease of the Moorlight Mining Co. operated the - 
Headlight mine and shipped 1,547 tons of gold-silver ore crude to a 
smelter, and the Moorlight Mining Co. operated the Climax mine 

| and shipped lead smelting ore crude. Zinc-lead ore was shipped to 
_ the Anaconda, zinc concentrator from the Silver Prince and Trout 

properties in 1941 by the Contact Mines Corporation and the Trout 
Mining Division of American: Machine & Metals, Inc., respectively. 

a In addition, the Contact Mines Corporation shipped a large quantity 
of silver ore crude to Washoe. | ot ne : 

a Gold. Creek distroct.—The output from the Gold Creek district in 
: | 1941 was placer gold, nearly all of which was recovered by the Master _—_. 
a Mining Co. from upper Gold Creek. | : BE | 

ss Henderson ‘district—The lode output. of the Henderson district 
Bo comprised silver ore from the Black Pine mine and dump and gold ore. ~ 

- | from the Sunrise mine. The placer gold output came from a dry-land : 
ou dredge operated by H. J. Schneider & Bros. on the New Deal placer. _ 
a _ . Mazville district—Lead ore.from the Blue Bird mine and gold ore 
aan _ from the Evergreen mine were shipped to East Helena in 1941. = 

| _. Red Inon disirict—The Red Lion Mining Co. cyanided gold ore 
on _ from the Hidden Lake property and recovered most of the gold output = 

| of the Red Lion district in 1941. The rest of the output was crude. 
| | gold smelting ore from the Lila Dixon and Surprise groups. oe : 

| —  —- Rock Creek district—The Normac Corporation built a 25-ton 
cyanide plant during 1941 and treated some gold ore from the Ella 
mine. Other lode production from the Rock Creek district was gold 

, | ore from the Shakespeare mine. Some placer gold wasrecovered. _—_—_. 

| —  SEFFERSON COUNTY = 3 3 a 

Amazon district—Lead ore was shipped crude to a smelter in 1941 
from the East Mint mine and the Anna Carmen dump. 

| 7 Bigfoot district.—A small lot of gold ore from the Grass Root property 
was shipped to a smelter in 1941. oe 

Boulder district.—Ore was shipped crude to a smelter in 1941 from 
several properties in the Boulder district, including gold-silver ore 
from the Adolphus, silver ore from the Baltimore, and lead ore from 

: the Ing, Esperanzie, and St. John properties. Some gold was produced 
i from placers near Boulder. | : 

. Cataract district—The total value of the metal output of the 
Cataract district in 1941 decreased materially from 1940, owing almost 
entirely to the closing of the Comet property by the Basin Montana 
Tunnel Co.. in April 1941. Ascommercial ore was exhausted, the 200- 
ton fiotation mill on the property was idle for the remainder of 1941. | 
The Boulder, Bullion, Crystal, Deer Lodge, Morning Glory, and Red 
Eagle mines were among the other lode producers in the district in 
1941. Some gold was recovered by sluicing near Boulder. 

Clancey district—The metal output from the Clancey district in 
1941 again came largely from placer operations. The Winston Bros. 
Co. continued to operate its 6-cubic foot electrically powered Yuba 
dredge throughout 1941. The dredge handled 2,157,277 cubic yards 
of gravel compared with 1,880,436 in 1940. The company again was 
the leading placer gold producer in Montana. The Williams Construc- 
tion Co., operating a dry-land dredge near Clancey, ranked second.
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The Jefferson Placers and O. A. Barnes operated dry-land dredges on 
Clancey Creek and Holmes Creek, respectively. A total of 28,700 _ 

- cubic yards of gravel was washed, which averaged about 75 cents in a 
value of recoverable gold per cubic yard. The remainder of the placer a 
production in the district came from sluicing, chieflyin Lump Gulch. | 
The lode production was ore shipped crude to smelters; it came from a 
the Frohner, Our Ticket 45, Panama, and Paragraph mines. So . 

| Colorado district.—Eathorne & Fox, again the leading producers in __ 
the Colorado district, treated zinc-lead tailings from the Altadumpin = =~ 

- - 4941. The mill, which treated 29,607 tons of tailings in 1941, made a 
1,391 tons of lead concentrates and 40 tons of zinc concentrates. The | 

- Blue Bird mine shipped crude to Washoe 2,038 tons of gold-silver ore _ | 
containing 714 ounces of gold and 20,884 ounces of silver. Other 3 

| mines active in 1941 included the Buckeye, Blizzard, Custer, and a 
Pen Yan. ©. oe CT So 
Elkhorn district—The only production in the Elkhorn district in a 

_ 1941 was lead ore and gold ore shipped crude to smelters from the : ; 
C & D, Elkhorn, Klondyke, and Littlke Goldie mines. i st oo 

Golconda district—The output from the Golconda district in 1941 | _ 
-. was gold, silver, and lead ores shipped crude to smelters. = ee 

: Homestake district—Gold and gold-silver ore shipped direct to | 
smelters formed the lode mine output in 1941. The Payrock mine- 
was the largest producer. Some gold was recovered by sluicing on 
Betty Creek. OO OS oo . 

Lowland district—Placer gold comprised the bulk of the output 
from the Lowland district in 1941, and the Kit Carson Placers pro- 
duced virtually the entire output. -The company operated a dry-land - 
dredge from May through September and washed. 170,000 cubic yards | 

- of gold-bearing gravel, which averaged 22 cents per cubic yard: in 
| recoverable gold. In addition, the company removed 354,000 cubic 

yards of overburden preparatory to dredging. Lode production came 
from the Montreal and Infinite groups. — 7 | 

—~-————- fitchell district Gold ore shipped-crude to-smelters was the out=—-~-------—— 
put from the Mitchell district m 1941. | : | 
~ Warm Springs district.—Gold-silver ore was shipped crude to a 
smelter from the Greenleaf dump in 1941. | | 

Whitehall district —The Golden Sunlight mine, operated by lessees, 
was the largest producer in the Whitehall district in 1941; it shipped | 
5,105 tons of gold ore containing 3,075 ounces of gold and 4,142 
ounces of. silver. Among the other producers were the Florence, | 
Lucky Hit, Ivans, and Sunny Corner mines. OS | 

Willow Creek district—The output from the Willow Creek district 
| in 1941 was lead ore shipped crude to a smelter and gold ore amal- 

gamated and concentrated from the Callahan group (Deer Horn). | , 

| ae _ JUDITH BASIN COUNTY - | 

Barker district—The output of the Barker district in 1941 was. 
lead ore shipped crude to East Helena from the Glendennin group _ 
and the Marcelline and Silver & Bell mines. 

Yogo district—Gold ore from the Gold Bug mune and copper ore 
from the Blue Dick mine, shipped crude to Washoe, comprised the 
only output in the Yogo district in 1941.
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- | as _.. LEWIS AND CLARK COUNTY |=. >). ..% | 

— Blue Cloud district.—One lot of lead ore was shipped to East Helena — 
- from the Lincoln mine in 1941. s—(—sts—‘“—ssSS So 
Oo Dry Gulch district—The Golden Messenger mine was operated | 

| throughout 1941 by the Golden Messenger Corporation. The out- | 
a put was about 50,000 tons of gold ore cyanided in the company 150- 

: ton mill. The bullion. produced yielded 7,307 ounces of fine gold : 
, and 6,030 ounces of fine silver... The property was closed in -March 

1942. A little placer gold was recovered by sluicing.. = |. oe 
) _. Heddleston district —The value of the metal output of the Heddleston 

- district in 1941 increased substantially over that of 1940, owing =~ 
| entirely to work by the Mike. Horse Mining & Milling Co. The = 

| a company operated its 150-ton flotation mill throughout. 1941 except 
- _ for the months of April, May, snd June. During the operating period, 
eo! about .27,000 tons of: zinc-lead ore. were treated, producing about — 
~~. 1,500.tons. of lead concentrates and 1,300 tons of zinc concentrates. = 
_--——.,-: Production figures based upon the first quarter of 1942 indicate that =| 
: the property is exceeding its 1941 rate. Other. producers-in the dis-— 

ae trict were the Carbonate, Mazuma, and Consolation mines. a 
a _ Helena district—Placer gravel remained the chief source of mineral 7 

7 value in the Helena district in 1941. By far the largest part of the . 
| placer gold output came from dredging by Porter Bros. Corporation. 

‘The 6-cubic foot electric-powered bucket dredge operated throughout 
| 1941 in Last Chance Gulch near Helena and treated 1,864,078 cubic — 

| yards.of gravel. A small dry-land dredge was operated on the Travis 
7 Placer from April to the middle of May. The rest of the placer gold 

| output came from several small sluicing operations. The lode output 
oo came from several smull lode mines; the most important were the a 

| Court House, Whitlatch, and Spring Hil. = = | oe 
Jefferson Gulch district—A little placer gold was recovered by | 

sluicing in Jefferson Gulch. =... | ) a 
_ Lineoln district—Placer gold: contributed the major part of the 
metal output from the Lincoln district in 1941; it was recovered by 
sluicing, principally in Lincoln, McClellan, and Sauerkraut Gulches. 
The lode output came from gold ore amalgamated and gold ore shipped 
crude to smelters. | | a | 
Marysville district—Lode mines produced the bulk of metal values 

from the Marysville district in 1941. The Martin-Mining Co., again 
the leading producer, treated 36,350 tons of old tailings from the Eck 
mine in its 125-ton roasting and cyaniding mill. The tailings were 
excavated by power shovels and trucked about 1 mile to the mill. 
The J. C. Archibald Co. treated old tailings from the Bald Butte mine, 
but the quantity of gold recovered was less than in 1940. Lessees 
operated the Shannon group and shipped crude to Washoe 743 tons 
of gold ore, which contained 606 ounces of gold and 403 ounces of 
siuver. Several groups of lessees operated the St. Louis Drumlummon 
mine in 1941 and shipped gold ore crude to smelters. The Rex 
Mining Co. treated gold-silver ore in its 35-ton flotation mill and made 
71 tons of lead concentrates. Among the other producers in the dis- 
trict were the Penobscot mine, Piegan-Gloster group, and Golden Gate 
mine. 

Missourr River district —The Perry-Schroeder Mining Co. continued 
to operate its 6-cubic foot electrically driven Yuba dredge on the
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Missouri River 15 miles north of Helena throughout 1941 and handled a 

1,873,400 cubic yards of gold-bearing gravel. ae 
— Ophir. Gulch district—Gold ore was shipped crude to a smelter | 
from the Nora Darling mine in 1941. So SO 

Rimini. district—The- bulk of the lode production in the Rimini 
district in 1941 came from the Armstrong mine, which shipped lead ore 
crude to East Helena. The rest of. the lode output of the district 
was ore shipped crude to smelters, chiefly from the Eureka and 
Porphyry Dike mines. --A dry-land dredge,-operated by. N. Rogers | _ 
on the Gould Placer near Rimini in 1941, contributed the major part — a 
of the placer gold output. : . ae | 

Scratch Gravel. district-—Ore shipped crude to a smelter from the a8 
Franklin and’ Julia mines and gold ore amalgamated from the Umatilla _ 
mine comprised the output from the Scratch Gravel district. - - 

3 Silver City district——The output from the Silver City district was : 
old tailings amalgamated from the Albert Brown mine. : 

Smelter district —The fuming plant owned by the Anaconda Copper 
Mining Co. continued throughout 1941 to treat slag from the lead , | 
smelter of the American Smelting & Refining Co. at East Helena. 

| “The value of the zinc fume produced was $1,250,130 greater than 
that produced in 1940. ay AB me - . 

---- Stemple district —The Gould mine operated by the Standard Silver- | . 
- Lead Mining Co. again produced the bulk of the output in the Stemple oe 

district. In 1941, 27,871 tons of ore and old tailings were cyanided | 
in the 75-ton cyanide plant. The bullion shipped to the Seattle © 
Assay Office contained 4,720 ounces of fine gold and 20,137 ounces of 
silver. Among other mines active in the Stemple district in 1941 
were the New Silver Bell, Bachelor, Homestake, and Hubbard. 7 

A little gold was recovered by sluicing, principally in Canyon Creek. | 

. ae LINCOLN COUNTY | en | oo Oe 

_____ Labby district —The Courageous Mining Co. treated 17,239 tons 
| of gold ore from the Branagan mine in its 150-ton amalgamation and = 

| flotation-concentration mill. The Glacier Silver-Lead Mining Co. 

milled 6,443 tons of gold-silver ore from the Lukens Hazel mine, 
which made 142 tons of lead concentrates. The Snowshoe Mines, | 

Inc., treated zinc-lead ore in its 100-ton flotation mill; it made 162 

tons of lead concentrates and 31 tons of zinc concentrates. Two 

other mills active in the Libby district in 1941 were the 50-ton Midas 

mill, which treated gold ore from the Midas mine, and the 25-ton a 

Tip Top mill, which treated gold ore from the New Deal property. a 

The rest of the lode output was lead ore from the Silver Butte and . 

gold ore from the Merrie claim, all shipped crude to smelters. Some 

gold was recovered by sluicing, chiefly on Libby Creek. 

. MADISON COUNTY 

Norris district.—The Boaz mine operated its 50-ton cyanide and 

concentration mill throughout 1941 and treated both company and 

custom gold ore. The mill treated 13,415 tons of gold ore from com- 

pany properties, which yielded 5,145 ounces of gold and 3,178 ounces 

of silver in bullion and 1,879 ounces of gold and 806 ounces of silver 

in gold concentrates. The Grubstake mine, second-largest producer 

in the Norris district, shipped about 500 tons of rich gold ore to Washoe
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| in 1941. The Revenue mine operated only the first part of 1941 but | 
ranked third in lode gold output in the district. Among other lode 7 
mines making sizable production in 1941 were the Madisonian, 
Heleene, New York Belle, and Emperor. Nearly the entire placer | 

—--— gutput from the district in 1941 came from the operation of a, bucket 
dredge on the Norwegian Placer by Homer Wilson. The dredge 
1s equipped with 5-cubic foot buckets and washed 150,000 cubic 

_ yards of gravel, from which 1,490 ounces of fine gold were recovered—a _ 
slight inerease over 1940... sees ee | 

So Pony district—The output of the Pony district decreased sharply 
-* - in 1941 from 1940; owing chiefly to inactivity of the Atlantic-Pacific 

oS group. The bulk of the output in 1941 came.from the Mammoth | 
mine, from which 17,585 tons of gold ore were concentrated, making 

eo copper concentrates containing 3,460 ounces of gold, 5,646 ounces. of 
mo silver, and 80,353 pounds of copper. Among the other producers 

| in the district were the Boss Tweed & Clipper and Ridgeway mines. —— 
- A little placer gold was recovered by sluicing. oe - | 

. Renova district. — The West Mayflower mine, owned and operated . | 
| by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., was again the largest gold _ 

producer in Montana; in 1941 it produced 19,166 tons of gold ore | 
| shipped crude to Washoe and containing 19,760 ounces of gold and 

- | 135,026 ounces of silver. The Mary Ingaber mine was operated by 
7 essees. a , Ss 

Rochester (Rabbit) district—The Lively Mining Co., operating the | 
_ Hidden Treasure mine, was the largest producer in the Rochester 

| _ district during 1941. Ore was shipped direct to smelters from several : 
| small mines. _ . —_ | - So 

| Ruby Creek district.—A dry-land dredge recovered some gold in | 
1941 from tests on Gumbo Flats. | | | 

Sheridan district—The Sheridan Gold Mining & Milling Co., oper- 
: ating the Uncle Sam, Toledo group, and Occidental properties in 1941, 

| _Wwas again the largest producer in the Sheridan district. Gold ore was 
| shipped crude from the Uncle Sam and Occidental mines, and lead 

ore was shipped crude from the Toledo group. Production was 
: reported from 27 other lode mines in the district. The Traderhorn 

Mining & Construction Co. produced most of the placer gold recovered 
in the district in 1941. The company tested the Sievers Placer in 
California Gulch and used a dry-land dredge. 

Silver Star district —The Victoria Mines, Inc., operated the Broad- 
way mine and its 125-ton cyanide plant throughout 1941. The com- 
pany treated 39,273 tons of gold ore in its mill and in addition shipped 

| 654 tons of gold ore crude to smelters. The Green Campbell property, 
| operated by the Green Campbell Mining Co., ranked second in gold 

output in the Silver Star district. During 1941 the company treated 
6,731 tons of gold ore in its 25-ton amalgamation-concentration mill; 
this ore yielded 202 ounces of gold in amalgamation bullion and 988 
ounces of gold in gold concentrates. The Golden Rod Mining Co. — 
shipped crude to a smelter 490 tons of gold ore, which averaged over 
2 ounces of gold to the ton. Among the other lode producers in the 
district in 1941 were the Aurora and Edgerton, both shipping gold ore 
crude to Washoe. _ 

Tidal Wave district—The metal output of the Tidal Wave district 
in 1941 came from several small lode mines and was mostly gold ore 
shipped crude to smelters. The most important producers were the 
High Ridge mine, Pollinger group, and Smith and Agitator mines.
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Virginia City district—-There were 34 lode mines active in the Vir- 
; ginia City district in 1941. The five leading mines—East & West | 

Mapleton, Bartlett, and Alameda mines and the Prospect and Easton- 
Pacific groups—produced an aggregate of 10,203 tons of gold and gold- 3 
silver ore, which contained 3,247 ounces of gold and 41,110 ounces of 

| silver. Among the other leading producing lode mines were the U. S. , 
- Grant, Apex, Gold Bar, Marietta, and St. John properties. The — , 
Howe Dredging 0. was the largest producer of placer gold in the dis- 
trict in- 1941. The equipment consisted of a dry-land dredge, and dur- a 
ing 1941 about 20,000 cubic yards of gravel were washed. Several | 2 
sluicing operations also were active in the district, of which the most 

| important were the E. D. Howe operation in Wisconsin Gulch and the. oe 
G. Gosta Miller operation in Cottonwood Creek. BO a 

- Washington district—The Gold Creek Mining Co. operated its : 
- floating connected-bucket dredge for 9 months of 1941 and recovered 

__-1,785 fine ounces of‘ gold from 499,010 cubic yards of gravel. The ss 
dredge is electrically powered and has sixty-two 4%-cubic foot buckets. 
~The ode production in the Washington district came from gold ore 

_ shipped direct to a smelter, principally from the Missouri McKee mine. | ae 

: i ne MEAGHER COUNTY ~ Fa 

—. Beaver Creek district—The output from the Beaver Creek district a 
in 1941 came mostly from operations ‘of three dry-land dredges. The . 

- ‘Jargest producer was the dredge operated by the T. C. Mines on So 
Thomas Creek which handled 21,400 cubic yards of gravel’ and | : 
recovered 112 ounces of gold. = 5 oo. ) | - 

a Camas Creek district —Some gold was recovered by sluicing. a 
Carbonate district—Some copper ore was. shipped direct to a smelter 

from the Peterson Waite mine. re = 

| oe MINERAL COUNTY  — | | | : 

= edar Creek district The bulk -of- the placer- gold output inthe ------—— 
Cedar Creek district in 1941 came from dry-land dredging by the | 
Superior Mines Co. The rest came from several -small sluicing an 
operations. a , 

| | MISSOULA COUNTY _ ; 

Coloma district—Gold ore shipped crude to smelters was the chief 
source of metal output in the Coloma district in 1941. .The Mam- 
moth & East Mammoth, Dixie, and Dandy mines were the chief | 
producers. | - | 

Copper Cliff district —Gold ore from the Copper Cliff mme was the 
only output from the Copper Cliff district in 1941. oo | 

Elk Creek district —A little placer gold was recovered by sluicing. 
Nine Mile district —The Weaver Dredging Co. operated a dragline 

dredge on Nine Mile Creek from March to May 19; on May 19, this 
company was dissolved and the Beaver Dredging Co., a partnership, 
resumed the operations. The new partnership also operated a dry- 
land dredge on Nine Mile, Josephine, and McCormick Crecks. In 
all, 506,187 cubic yards of gold-bearing gravel from these opera- 
tions were treated; 2,858 fine ounces of gold were recovered. The 

rest of the placer gold output was from sluicing, mainly on McCormick 
reek. |
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PARK COUNTY 

Emigrant Creek district—The Emigrant Dredging Co. operated a => 
a floating electrically powered connected-bucket Yuba dredge, equipped 

| with 110 10-cubic foot buckets, in Emigrant Gulch from August 15 — 
to December’31, 1941; as a result, the output from the Emigrant Creek , 
district increased sharply over 1940. During its period of activity the 7 
dredge washed 558,000 cubic yards of gravel. The remaining district 

| output came from several small sluicing operations. © —. | 
, - New World district—The McLaren Gold Mines Co., operating the  —_— 

«Estelle property throughout 1941, milled 19,000 tons of gold ore, which 
a made 675 tons of copper concentrates, containing about 6,500 = _ 

ae ounces of gold, 5,000 ounces of silver, and 103,000 pounds of copper.. 
7 | The capacity of the mill was increased to 200 tons a day, and in - 
-.-:1942. the production is expected to reach 1,000,000 pounds of copper .._ 

“in concentrates containing substantial quantities.of gold. TheIrma —_— 
mo Mines, Inc., treated zinc-lead ore in its 30-ton flotation mill and = 
a _. produced lead and zine concentrates. In addition, the company — 
: _ shipped 164 tons of lead ore crude to East Helena. Some placer gold 
: was recovered by sluicing. Be er 
- _ _ Sheepeater (Jardine) district.—The Jardine Mining Co. operated the 
a Jardine mine all of 1941. The company amalgamation and concen- 
oe tration mill treated 69,324 tons of gold ore, from which 7,436 ounces —_—s_ 
.. Of gold were recovered. Gold ore shipped crude to a smelter totaled - 
cle _145 ‘tons. Extra equipment was installed in the mill during 1941, 
- _ and surface mining was adopted. in addition to underground mining: © 

Coe Oo PHILLIPS COUNTY .. =... - 

| | Inttle Rockies district —The Ruby Gulch Mining Co. operated the 7 
: Ruby Gulch mine throughout 1941 and treated 94,244 tons of gold 
a _ ore by straight cyanidation. The 300-ton.cyanide mill was operated a 

- at capacity all year. The Little Ben mine produced 24,847 tons of 
—_ gold ore, which was cyanided by the Little Ben Mining Co. inits150- 

| ton mill. The mill was operated in 1941 at the rate of two shifts a 
oe. day for 5 months and one shift a day for 7 months. == ~~ 

SS ~ POWELL COUNTY 

Big Blackfoot district—The Western Montana Gold Mining Co. | 
_ operated the Blackfoot Group intermittently during 1941, treated 

| gold ore in its 30-ton concentration mill, and also shipped gold ore 
crude to Washoe. Other lode production in the Big Blackfoot 
district included gold ore amalgamated from the Sweepstake mine. 
Placer gold was recovered by sluicing on McCormick Creek. 

Nigger Hill district—Gold-silver ore concentrated from the Old 
Monarch mine represented virtually all the lode output from the 
Nigger Hill district in 1941. Some placer gold was recovered by 
sluicing. | | 

Ophir district.—Gold ore smelted from the Victory claim and placer 
gold recovered from several small sluicing operations comprised the 
output from the Ophir district in 1941. 

Proneer district.—The bulk of the output in the Pioneer district in 
1941 came from hydraulic operations by Francis Slaughtner and dry- 
land dredging operations by the Master Mining Co., both at Gold 
Creek. The Pioneer Placer Dredging Co. did not resume operations
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after closing down in 1940. Some lead ore was shipped crude to East 
elena, oe tg Es . | | 

‘Washington Gulch district-—A dry-land dredge operated on the 

Peacock Placer in Washington Gulch in 1941. Gold ore was shipped — ) 

crude from the Grey mine to a smelter. — 7 

Zozell (Emery) district—Crude gold, gold-silver, and lead ores from — | 

the Bonanza and Emery Consolidated mines contributed the bulk of | 

the metal output of the Zozell district in 1941. In addition, the Emery 

Consolidated shipped zinc-lead ore to the Midvale concentrator in — 

' Utah. -Other important producers were the Blue-Eyed Maggie, Emma_ we et 

Darling, and Hidden Hand mines; all shipped ore crude to smelters , 

in 1941. | BF 

| RAVALLI COUNTY |. oe | 

Curlew district.—The output from the Curlew. district in 1941-came — | 

| from the Curlew mine. ° Zinc ore was concentrated and over 500 tons 

of zinc concentrates were shipped to asmelter. © 

| Ouerwich district—The. J. .L. Shiely Co. operated a dragline dredge - 

from March 27 to November 30, washed 376,920 cubic yards of gravel, Oo 

and recovered 2,237 fine ounces of gold... The equipment comprised a | : 

~ Bodinson floating washing plant and a 2%-cubic yard dragline.. Some 

| gold ore from the Washington mine was amalgamated. oo 

- ee SANDERS COUNTY = =.) 0. | | 

Eagle district-—The Jack Waite mine extends over the State line . | 

into Idaho. The property was operated throughout 1941 by the : 

| American Smelting & Refining Co. During this period the company 

a treated (in its 300-ton flotation mill) 25,967 tons of zinc-lead ore con- 

taining 27,006 ounces of silver, 5,395,943 pounds of lead, and 2,783,662 — | 

_. pounds of. zinc; the concentrates produced amounted to 3,136 tonsof © 

| lead concentrates and 2,195 tons of zinc concentrates. In addition, 

1,256 tons of lead ore, which contained about 1,775,000 pounds of lead | 
and 7,585 ounces of silver, were shipped crude to East Helena. 

~ Revais Creek district.—Copper ore from the Drake property was 7 

concentrated in 1941 by the Green Mountain Mining Co. in its 50-ton 

flotation mill. In addition to the concentrates produced, 118 tons of 

copper ore, containing 19 ounces of gold, 136 ounces of silver, and | 

34,451 pounds of copper, were shipped direct to Washoe. | ) 

Other districts —Production was reported from the Dog Lake mine 

in the Plains district, the Ambassador mine in the Trout Creek 

district, and the Shoestring No. 1 and No. 2 and Razorback mines in 

the Vermillion district. _ | 

| SILVER BOW COUNTY . . 

The total value of the metal output from mines in Silver Bow 

County in 1941 gained $3,324,006 over 1940; all metals except lead 

made gains, owing to increased production of copper and zinc-lead | 

ores at Butte. The following table gives the output of mines in 

Silver Bow County, which includes the Butte or Summit Valley 

district, in 1940 and 1941 and the total from 1882 to the end of 1941.
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| Production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in: Silver Bow County, Mont., - 
: | _ 1940-41, and total, 1882-1941, in terms of recovered metals . | 

| "Mines! ore |dode and | (lode end ~ | ead | zim | a fae. | Short Placer) | “placer) | (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) | value 
| ing ounces) | ounces) | ee oo 

/ 1940.........] 58] 3,764,610] 28, 107| 8, 766, 398| 250, 884, 000| 17,718, 500 71, 798,000] $40, 871, 719 
1941__..__...| | 50) 4,421, 641 29, 485 8, 993, 693 254, 863, 000} +17, 260,900} 76, 140, 400 44, 195, 725 

| tsa2-1941...-f--.| (| 1,952, 811/ $17, 7, 287 # 6,006, 680]. ? 215, 736] ? 1, 509, 891)2, 418, 107,139 

| | Figures not available. _ | a Ss 
7 Short tons. . oO 

a Butte or Summit Valley district —All productive mines of the Ana- 
_ conda Copper Mining Co: at Butte were brought up to capacity dur- 

| ing 1941, with the result that the output of all metals but lead in- . 
: | creased. Lead production was slightly less than in 1940. In 1941, 

2,869,051 tons of copper ore were sent to the copper concentrator at | 
a Anaconda compared with 2,737,572 tons in 1940, and 4,500 tons of 

an mine-water precipitates were treated compared with 3,812 in 1940. _ 
- In addition, the copper concentrator at Anaconda treated 405,862 _ | 

tons of mine-dump material averaging about 1 percent copper and 7 
/ 912,930 tons of Old Works tailings and Upper Old Works tailings 

| averaging slightly over 1 percent copper. Crude ore smelted totaled —— - 
| 36,596 tons, and tailings 32,881 tons. All zinc mines of the Anaconda 

Copper Mining Co. operated throughout 1941; the output consisted 
of 472,133 tons of zinc-lead ore treated at the Anaconda zinc con- 
centrator compared with 362,479 tons in 1940. Development com- 
prised at the copper mines 210,045 feet of drifts, 1,492 feet of shafts, 
and 20,599 feet of diamond drilling; at all zinc mines, 27,653 feet of | 

: drifts, 772 feet of shafts, and 2,414 feet of diamond drilling. Opera- 
tions were continued throughout 1941 at the Emma mine, leased 
from the Butte Copper & Zinc Co. by the Anaconda Copper Mining 
Co. The production—36,329 tons of zinc-lead ore compared with 

| 77,353 tons in 1940—was treated at the Anaconda zinc concentrator. 
The output of the company included 12,193 tons of zinc-lead sulfide 

concentrates (zinc-lead middlings). The sulfide concentrates were 
re-treated at the Anaconda zinc concentrator. 

Lessees of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. operated several com- 
pany properties; the most productive were the Poulin, which pro- 
duced over 3,000,000 pounds of zinc, and the Black Rock group, 
which produced 9,973 tons of silver ore. 

Divide Creek district —Small lots of silver ore were shipped crude to 
Washoe in 1941. 

Highland district—The Butte Highlands Mining Co. operated the 
Highlands group (Tilton) in 1941 and treated 18,339 tons of gold ore 
in its 75-ton cyanide plant. The ore yielded 6,317 ounces of gold and 
517 ounces of silver. 

Independence district—Silver ore was shipped crude to Washoe 
from the Deadwood and Goldflint mines in 1941. 

Melrose district—Small lots of silver ore were shipped from the 
Galla Nipper and Olson properties in 1941. 

Silver Bow Creek district—Some gold was recovered from sluicing 
on Sdver Bow Creek in 1941. |
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a - ‘STILLWATER COUNTY Oo I 

Placer gold was recovered by sluicing in the Gold Butte district in - 
1941. | . | | | 

| ee - ‘TOOLE COUNTY | | | 

Yellowstone River district—A dry-land dredge operated on gravel | 
bars along the Yellowstone River in 1941 and recovered some gold.
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a By CHARLES Ware MERRILL anp H. M. Gayrtorp | | 

oe oe SUMMARY OUTLINE © | . a 

a Summary.......-.------------------ eee, = ee industry__........-------------------. = 392 Ce co 
Calculation of value of metal production..... 389] Ore classification.__.-.....---------------.- 393 . 

Mine production by counties_--..-...----.---. 392 | Metallurgic industry --__--.-.---.-.-.-.------. 393” 
| oe - | Review by counties and districts. --------.-.-- 399 

_ . The total value of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc recovered from oe 
ores, old tailmgs, and gravels in Nevada in 1941—$38,959,420—was _ 7 
greater than in any year since 1918. (see fig. 1). Gold production — : 

| decreased in 1941’ compared with 1940, but both quantity and value . | a 
of each of the other four metals increased... Copper production— = = 

- 157,822,000 pounds—exceeded all years but 1928, which was greater 
by only 1,054,883 pounds. Gold decreased 5 percent in both quantity . 

-  and-value; silver mcreased 13 percent in both quantity and value, — | 
_ copper .1 percent in quantity and 5 percent in value, lead 28 percent Oo 
-. In quantity and 46 percent in value, and zinc 28 percent in quantity —. 3 

and 52 percent in value. The total value of the five metals was 5 — | | 
percent greater than in 1940; of this total value, copper comprised oe 
48 percent, gold 33, silver 10, zinc 6, and lead 3 percent. ne rs 

| White Pine County continued in 1941 to be the largest contributor __ | 
to the mineral output of the State; it ranked again first in copper and - 
second in gold and was third in silver. Humboldt County was | 

__......again the leading gold producer. Lincoln County led in silver and 
again in lead and zinc. - ee oe 7 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they | | 
donot include moisture. = eS _ | . 

Yardage figures used in measuring material treated m placer ~ 3 
operations are ‘‘bank measure”; that is, the material is measured in — 
the ground before treatment. | | ; 

The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated —_ 
at the following prices. | oo 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine, 1937-41 : | 

a “Year . — | Gold! | Silver ? Copper 3 | Lead 3 Zinc 3 

" fine ounce Pe fine ounce| Per pound Per pound Per pound 
ae $35.00 $0. 7735 $0. 121 $0. 059 $0. 065 
1938. ....--2-2 eee eee 35. 00 - 4, 646+ . 098 . 046 . 048 | 
1939__.. 2.2.22 eee 35. 00 5. 678+ . 104 047 |. . 052 
1940... 2-22 eee eee eee eee eee 35. 00 671+ 113 . 050 . 063 
1941... 2 eee eee . 385.00 | 6 71+ -118 . . 057 075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+ ($20.671835) per fine ounce. 

21937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 
price for newly mined silver. ; 

3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
4 $0.64646464. 5 $0.67878787. 6 $O.7ILILILL. 

389
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| Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Nevada, 1937-41, and total, 
. : a | 1859-1941, in terms of recovered metals. - 

| Mines produe- Ore, old | Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) ' 
‘Year tailings, oo 

|---| ete. (short |——_————— ———  _ THEN 

| | Lode | Placer} *2S) | Fine ounces Value | Fine ounces} Value 

| | 1987_....-.-.----------| 682] 117] -7, 565, 466 281,332 | $9,846,620 | 4,864,750 | $3, 762, 884 
1938._........-------..| 795 130 | 5,880,021 296,434 | 10,375,190 | 4,355,471 | 2,815, 658 
1939..._............---| 891] -104| 6,894,999 361, 518 | 12,653,130 | 4,316,029 | 2, 929, 668 

Oo 1940___--...-----------]| 895 115 | 8,338, 259 383, 933 | 13, 437, 655 5, 175, 928 3, 680, 660 
- 1941____.--.----------- 799 |: 78 | 8,799, 635 — 866,403 | 12, 824, 105 5, 830, 238 4, 145, 947 

“1859-1941 9... | ee---e-|e-e---2-] | 24,775, 446 | 545, 702, 286 | 580, 706, 330 | 534, 278, 401 

| | | Copper yo Lead. a . Zine - 

| ‘Year | | Tote vil - 

| SS Pounds | Value | Pounds Value Pounds | Value | 

a 4937... 149, 206, 000-| $18, 053, 926°] 18, 694, 000 | $1, 102, 946 | 28, 472,000 | $1,850, 680 | $34, 617, 056 
: _ 1938.-____-2-"] 92; 338,000 | "9,049, 124 | 9,358,000 | - 430,468 | 17,888,000 | 858,624 | 23,529,064 = 

4989... -| 133, 194,000 | 18,852,176 | 8, 472,000 398, 184 | 12,456,000 | 647,712 | 30,480,870 2 
_ 1940____--._-__| 156,908,000 | 17, 730, 604 | 14, 998, 000 749,900 | 28,666,000 | 1,490,958 | 37,089,777. mS _ 194. _......--] 157, 822, 000 | _ 18, 622,996 | 19, 246,000 | 1, 097,022 | 30, 258,000-] 2,269,350 | 38,950,420 

| | 1859-1941 4_____] 41, 465,404 | 420, 494,522 | 516,959 | 55, 108,383 | .4 258,839 | 35, 463, 284 |1, 591, 046, 876 7 

a | Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to _ | =. 
: property. © | | ae CT : | 

| . ‘1 Compiled by Chas. W. Henderson, supervising engineer, field offices, Denver, Colo. Frdém 1904 (when . os 
_ first. satisfactory annual canvass of mine production was made) to 1941, inclusive, the output was as follows: 

. Gold, 12,948,569.51 ounces, valued at $301,219,053; silver, 292,293,481 ounces, $197,120,178; copper, . 1,463,568 Lo 
we . _ tons, $419,847,804; lead, 279,168 tons, $32,471,821; zinc, 258,839 tons, $35,463,284; total value, $986,122,230. | 

"2 Figures not available. _ —_ - a . A 
‘Short tons. = | - a Oy OO : 

DP TALE) 
. | | A Totatvae| | | | Yu | tt | 

NO ta lag | qe LLip yt | tt AN ‘lal | 
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WS Vi | | SRN eT NE | oo om 0 SER ee ft te 4 
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FicuRE 1.—Value of mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and ‘zinc and total value in Nevada, 

_ Gold.—Almost three-fourths of the recoverable gold output of 
Nevada in 1941 was derived from dry ores, chiefly gold ore, and vir- 
tually all the gold from base-metal ores came from copper ore; placer 
gold constituted 10 percent of the total. Five companies produced 45 
percent of the State total gold, and the 10 leadmg gold-producing 
mines listed in the following table supplied 60 percent. Five of the
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mines listed (Getchell, Manhattan dredge, Northumberland, Gold = | 

Standard, and Dayton dragline dredge) have begun production since | 
_ March 1, 1938; together they produced 32 percent of the State total 

in 1941. | - 
Ten leading gold-producing mines in Nevada in 1 941, in order of output - 
ce 

. S. | 
° Tt og 

| q Mine District | County ‘qe _ Operator nape of — 

1 | Getchell..........| Potosi...........| Humboldt-.| 1} Getchell Mine, Inc.....-....] Gold ore. 
. 2 | Ruth and Copper | Robinson__......| White Pine.| 3 | Nevada Consolidated Cop- | Copper ore. . 

Flat Pit. C per Corporation. 
3 | Coppermines |_.-..do__....-.-..|-----do__....| 2 | Consolidated Coppermines Do. 

group. Corporation. . 
4 | Manhattan dredge.| Manhattan __....| Nye--..-----| 4 Manhattan Gold Dredging | Dredge. 

0. : 
5 | Mary_._..-..--._-| Silver Peak__....| Esmeralda..| 5 | Prescott Lease (E. L. Cord).| Gold ore. 
6 | Gold Standard__._| Imlay_......-....| Pershing....| 8 | Standard Cyaniding Co--._- Do. 
7 | Northumberland -| Northumberland.| Nye-........| 7 | Northumberland Mining Co Do. | 
8 | Overman. ._......| Comstock_.......| Storey_.....|: 9 | Consolidated Chollar Gould Do. 

. & Savage Mining Co. 
9 | Dayton dredge---} Silver City.......; Lyon--.---- (!) | Dayton Dredging Co-.-.---.- Dragline 

10 Keystone. -.-.-...; Comstock-_-_-...-- Storey__....| 6 Dayton Consolidated Mines Gold ore. 
: ae o. and lessees. . . 

| - 1 Operation began Jan. 1, 1941.. | | | 

Silver —The 10 leading silver-producing mines in Nevada in 1941, 7 
listed in the following table, produced 57 percent of the State total — - 

recoverable silver; the first 2 yielded almost one-fourth of the total. / 
_ As in preceding years, most of the silver was a byproduct of ore | 

mined chiefly for other metals; only 21 percent was derived from , 
straight silver ore. | 7 | 

Ten leading silver-producing mines in Nevada in 1941, in order of output 

ee een evo evens ns im lena nee nn me : A | . 

fo o silver 

1 | Nivioc.............| Silver Peak.....| Esmeralda..| 1 | Desert Silver, Inc_......----| Silver ore. | 
2 Pioche Nos. 1 andj Pioche..........| Lincom.....} 2 Combined Metals Reduc- | Zinc-lead 

5 i0n UO. ore. : 

3 | Pansy Lee.........| Barrett Springs.| Humboldt_.| 25 | West Coast Mings, Inc-----. Gold-silver 
. - ore. 

4] Mizpah___....__...] Tonopah__.__...| Nye__-...-..| 3 | Various lessees. -----_..----- Do. 
5. | Bristol Silver....-.| Jack Rabbit.....| Lincoln_....| 9 | Bristol Silver Mines Co._...| Lead ore. 
6 | Dan Tucker.......| Sand Springs__.| Churchill...| 4 |. Summit King Mines, Ltd_..; Gold-silver 

. ore. 

7 | El Dorado-Rover | Eldorado Can- | Clark.......| 6 | El_ Dorado-Rover Mining Do. 

group. - yon. Co. . 

8 | Crown Point......| Comstock...:...| Storey......| 7 | Sutro Tunnel Coalition, Inc_ Do. 
9} Overman..__......|....-do......-.-..|-----do.......] 8 | Consolidated Chollar Gould | Gold ore. 

& Savage Mining Co. | 

10 | Gore....._.........} Taylor..........| White Pine_| 54 | Various lessees............-.| Silver ere. 

J 

Copper — Nearly 99 percent of the recoverable copper output of 

Nevada in 1941 came from mines operated by the following companies: 

The Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation, working the Ruth 

mine at Ruth and the open pit at Copper Flat (in the Robinson dis- 

trict, White Pine County); the Consolidated Coppermines Corpora- 

tion, working the Coppermines group at Kimberly (also in the Robin- 

son district); and the Mountain City Copper Co., working the Moun- 
tain City mine at Mountain City (in the Cope district, Elko County). 

4977794327
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| ___ Lead and zine.—The Combined Metals Reduction Co. in the Pioche __ 
| district, Lincoln County, produced 92 percent of the recoverable zinc: 

- and 63 percent of the recoverable lead output of Nevada in 1941. . = 

| oo MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES — — 

7 | Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Nevada in 1 941, by counties, 
| | oo in terms of recovered metals 

a Mines pro- | Gola | | | | ducing ! Se a | Silver (lode and » 
| ae placer) a 

| : _ County —— Lode Placer _ Total NE 

| | Lode Placer| ] ht Tine | — Pe oo 
. “1 Fine | “ ine Fine | yrq; ine -| ; : ns > «<Tounces}’ Value ounces Value ounces| Value. ‘ounces | Value. | 

a | Churebill-_.-....] 28}-...---] 9, 886] $335, 510|..°--__|-__._....| 9, 586). $335, 510! 443, 3191 $315,28 
| Clark. .....2.2.---] 49|-2_2.2.] 47,758] 621,425]. -|--* 97-755] “621; 425)": 377,086] 268,150. 

| Douglas...........| 2}. i] | 15] 525) ail” $38al (6 910 “4 “3 
| Elko-....-.-.-.---| 55] 5] 4,169] 145,915] 2,276] 79, 660| 6,445] 225, 575| 199,907| 142,156 

7 Esmeralda...-.--.| 65 3] 34, 393] 1,203,755] | 181 680) 34, 411] 1, 204, 385] 794,014| 564, 632 
| Eureka_..--.----.| 32] 11] 2,878} '100,730/ 411/14, 385| 3,280|115,115| 41,635| 29, 607. 

Humboldt_--.---.] 42} 7] 75,779] 2,652,265] 521| 18,235] 76, 300| 2,670, 500| 507,375| 424,300. 
Lander...-..-..--| 43|  6|. 5,993] 209,755]  653|  22,855| 6,646] 232,610| 94,937| 67,511 : 

~Lineoln.-----.-2.-}  36|--.----] 5,.751| 201, 285]._._.__|....__-] 5,761] 201; 285/1, 251,803] 890,171 ) 
_ Lyon......--.--..|. 47 4| 6,167] 215,845) 10,589] 370,615] 16,756| 586,460 45,304. 32,216 ~~ 

| _ ‘Mimeral_-------.--| 63; ~—_2|_-2, 188; 76, 580| 42] | 1,4701 2,230] 78,0501 67, 988| 48° 347 
Nye__.-----....--| | 120] 11] 26,.067| 912, 345] 21,045] 736, 575] 47,1121 1,648, 920| 601,909] 428, 024 : 

| ‘Pershing.---...-.| 54/22] 18, 562| 649,670] 1, 204| 42 140] 19,766} 691, 810| . 59,957, 42,636 a Storey..........-.| 46] 1} 42,975] 1,504,125), "6 210| 42,981} 1, 504, 335| .539;058| 383,330 
-- Washoe...-.------|  20/..--...| 1,470} 51,450] 27 945] 1,497| ' 52,3951 7,478) 5,318 

. White Pine.......| 97/5} 75,758| 2,651,530] 94| 3, 290] 75, 852] 2,654, 820 708, 464| 503, 797 
Lo _ | ggg} 781329, 506/11, 532, 710] 36, 89711, 291, 3951366, 403112, 824, 10515, 830, 23814, 145,047 ) Total, 1940....-._.| 895] 1151346, 021|12, 110, 735] ‘37, 912|1, 326, 920/383, 933| 13, 437, 655|5, 175, 92813, 680, 660 

| . | - Copper Lead Zine 

County I ee enn mm ————| Total value | 

. . Pounds Value. | - Pounds Value Pounds | Value | — . 

Churchill. _....-_|....----.-.-|--2e2e-22ee-| eee --eee--|ee-eeceeeee-|------------Joceee-------| $680, 750 | 
Clark__...-_-__- 4,000| $472; 280,000] «$15, 960] 860,000/ + -$64,500| ~—«-970, 507 

_ Douglas. ......-.|.--.-.__--__}------------|------------|------------|------------|----2 ee 913 
Elko.._._--...---| 21,820,000] 2, 574, 760] 1, 348, 000 76,836, 480, 000 36,000} 3, 055, 327 
Esmeralda. _----- 2, 000 236 22, 000 1, 254)_-..---------]------------| 1, 770, 507 
Eureka___._._.-- 4, 000 472 50, 000 2, 850 ~ 8,000 600 148, 644 
Humboldt. _.___- 70, 000 8,260] 1,002,000) = 57, 114]__._........]----.-...-.-] 3, 160, 674 
Lander...._-----| 540,000 63,720] —” 168, 000 9,576|.........._.|.--..-....-.| 873, 417 
Lincoln....--.-.-| | 926,000] 109, 268] 15, 558,000/ 886, 806| 28, 782,000] 2, 158,650| 4, 246, 180 
Lyon._..___-_-_- 62, 000 7, 316]--._---------]------------]--------- |e 625, 992 : 
Mineral_....-___- 6,000 708| 244, 000 13, 908|--_.........|.-----------| 141,018 
Nye_......_-._.. 12, 000 1,416} 386, 000 22,002|......-.----|-.--.-------| 2, 100, 362 
Pershing _._-___. 10, 000 1, 180 90; 000 5,130|_-.-.--..---].-.---------| 740, 756 
Storey__--__-----|------.-_.--|--------2-2-|e--- ee |e _feeee |e 1, 887, 665 
Washoe.________- 12, 000 1, 416 6, 000 342|....-._.-__|.-------.._. 59, 471 
White Pine. ..__-| 134, 354, 000| 15, 853, 772 92; 000 5,244} 128, 000 9, 600] 19,027, 233 

157, 822, 000| 18, 622, 996| 19,246,000} 1,097, 022| 30,258,000] 2, 269, 350| 38, 959, 420 
Total, 1940._....-| 156,908,000] 17,730,604] 14,998,000” 749,900| 23,666,000] 1, 490, 958| 37, 089, 777 

a 
1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to 

property. 

MINING INDUSTRY | 

Expansion of production at the three large copper mines in Nevada 
in 1941 explains most of the increase in tonnage of ore treated com- 
pared with 1940. Production of copper ore and of dry and siliceous 
ore each increased 11 percent. Cessation in 1940 of old-tailings 
cyanidation by the Bradshaw Syndicate, Inc., in the Goldfield district,
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Esmeralda County, and the Caliente Cyaniding Co..in the Ferguson 
district, Lincoln County, termimated the large-scale working of old 
tailings in the State; the quantity of old tailings treated declined 
98 percent in 1941 compared with 1940. =. on ae 

| _ The connected-bucket dredge of the Manhattan Gold Dredging Co. | 
in the Manhattan district, Nye County, was again the largest producer | 
of placer gold and the fourth-largest of total gold in the State; the 
dragline operation started January 1, 1941, by the Dayton Dredging | 

_ Co. made the second-largest placer-gold. and the ninth-largest. total- a 
| gold output in the State m 1941. In addition to these large placer a 

operators, 2 dragline dredges, 6 nonfloating washing. plants . with - 
mechanical excavators, 1 hydraulic mine, 52 (24 dry): small-scale 7 

_ hand-method mines,’ and 15 drift mines were in operation. . Quick- | 
silver consumption at placer mines was 405 pounds in 1941. ° 9 :. . . : 

os ORE CLASSIFICATION: 2 | - 

The following table classifying ores produced in Nevada in 1941 oo 
- shows that 78 percent of the tonnage of ore (including old. tailings) 

sold or treated was copper ore, 14 percent gold ore and. old tailmgs, = =——— 
5 percent gold-silver ore and old tailings, nearly 2. percent. zinc-lead | 
ore, 1 percent silver ore and old tailings, and the remainder lead ore | 
and. old tailings and zinc ore. ee 

| . Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume | 
— onGold and Silver, |. . er 

Ore and old tailings sold or treated in Nevada in 1941 , with content in terms of 7 - 
ee recovered metals 

| Material sold or } | fo oe 
. treated ee . 

~. Source ——_-——_—_—_————| Gold | Silver Copper | Lead Zine | 

| | Ore 5 7 7 

an mo | Short | Short | Fine | Fine | i a | 
_tons tons | ounces | ownces Pounds Pounds | Pounds 

Dry and siliceous gold ore.._.....| 1,248,162] 2,445) 205,453} 518, 177 101, 400 67,400)....______ 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore._| 413,380} 3,601] 50,693] 2, 424, 067 83, 100) 1, 202, 500]/_-._______- 
Dry and siliceous silver ore_.____- 112, 808 3,527); 5, 002) 1, 242, 532 82,000) 203, 500). ______ 

| | 1, 774,350] 9,573| 261, 148| 4, 184, 776| 216, 500| 1,473,401 | | 
Copper ore..._........-_.--.-_---| 6,850, 444)__.__.__]. 65, 510] . 259,686] 156, 649, 800 4, 300)... ee 

. Lead ore__..__....-..----------- 26, 758] 80 964; 681,146 915, 800} 4, 592, 800}.._.._-_.. 
Zine ore.._..-......_------------- 1, 488)........]-----. 2 J------2 eee 51,900} 864, 400 
Zine-lead ore.-..--2------22-.-2--| 186, 942]----_---] 1,884)" 690, 597 39, 900/13, 123, 600/29, 393, 600 

‘Total, lode mines. ___._....| 8, 789,982} 9,653 329, 506| 5, 816, 205| 157, 822, 000 as 
Total, placers_-..._...._.........|----------|--------| . 36, 897 14, 033). .-..-------|----------|---------- 

: 8, 789, 982; 9,653] 366, 403) 5, 830, 238 "157, 822, 000 19, 246, 000 30, 258, 000 
Total, 1940. _.__.-_-..------------ = 447,783 383, 933 5, 175, 928] 156, 908, 000 14, 998, 000/23, 666, 000 

| _ METALLURGIC INDUSTRY , | 

Of the 8,799,635 tons of lode material from Nevada sold or treated 
during 1941, 80 percent went to concentrating. mills, 18 percent to | 
amalgamation and cyanidation mills, and 2 percent to smelters; of 
the total, only 0.1 percent was old tailings—all amalgamated, cyanided, 
or smelted. Flotation was employed at concentration mills to the 
virtual exclusion of gravity concentration. Of the gold recovered as
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bullion, cyanidation supplied 88 percent and amalgamation 12. per- 
cent; of the silver recovered as bullion, 99 percent was derived by 

| cyanidation and 1 percent by amalgamation. The total quantity of 
crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941 was virtually unchanged from 

: . 1940. The Combined Metals Reduction Co., Pioche district, Lincoln 
| County, began to operate its 600-ton selective-flotation mill in 

September 1941; the mill was laid out so that capacity could be 
tripled by the addition of two more grinding and flotation units. 
Operation of the. new 150-ton flotation mill built by the West Coast | 
Mines Co., Inc., in the Barrett Springs district, Humboldt County, 

| was begun February 1. Construction of a 350-ton flotation mill by 
the International Smelting & Refining Co. in the Battle Mountain 
district, Lander County, neared completion at the end of 1941. Fire © 

oe destroyed’ the Black Mammoth 150-ton cyanide mill in the Silver 
| Peak district, Esmeralda County, September 23, 1941. _ 

. | Quicksilver consumption in Nevada in 1941 at mills using ama'gam- 
Co ation was 2,490 pounds in recovering 25,757 ounces of gold and | 
a ~ 19,120 ounces of silver from 250,702 tons of material treated. | 

ae , Data obtained on cyanide consumption in 1941 at Nevada mills 
_ ate nearly: complete. In the treatment of 1,202,361 tons of ore, | 

a 1,500 tons of old tailings, and 344 tons of concentrates, 290,182 pounds 
: of 91-percent sodium cyanide and 1,782,513 pounds of commercial- 

| grade calcium cyanide (50-percent NaCN equivalent) were used, 
with a recovery of 166,936 ounces of gold and 1,841,537 ounces of 

_ silver; in terms of 98-percent NaCN the consumption was 1,178,900 
i pounds, or 0.98 pound to the ton of material treated compared with - 

0.74 pound in 1940 and 0.64 pound in 1939. The declining propor- 
ce | tion of old tailings treated explains the rising average consumption 
/ of cyanide in the State. => | - , | 

Mine production of metals in Nevada in 1941, by methods of recovery, in terms of — 
| recovered metals | | 

- | Method of recovery Material Gold | Silver Copper Lead Zine 

‘| Short Fine | Fine 
tons | ounces | ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds 

Or and old tailings amalgamated. _. 250, 702 | 25, 757 19, 120 |--.----------]------------]----------- 
Ore, old tailings, sands, slimes, and 
concentrates cyanided. _...----.--|1, 425, 740 | 185,170 | 2,236,009 |...--.-------]------------|--_-------- 

Concentrates smelted: 
Flotation..........--...--.....-] 325,813 | 76, 566 | 1, 602, 597 | 147,146,900 | 14, 424, 700 | 29, 270, 000 
Gravity_____-_------------------ 267 1, 076 17, 439 22, 300 38, 900 |.-.-------- 

Ore and old tailings smelted___--...| 201,669 | 40,937 | 1, 941, 040 10, 652, 800 4, 782, 400 988, 000 

Total, lode mines_-_._......-..]--.-----_.| 329, 506 | 5,816, 205 | 157,822,000 | 19, 246,000 | 30, 258, 000 
oo Total, placers_.......-....-----.-.--]----------| 36, 897 14,083 |.-_.--.-----.|-----------_|--_-------- 

| __-.------| 366, 403 | 5,830,238 | 157,822,000 | 19, 246,000 | 30, 258, 000 
Total, 1940_._--.-------------.-:-----|----.-----| 383, 933 | 5, 175, 928 | 156, 908, 000 | 14, 998,000 | 23, 666, 000 

Custom mills were operated in various parts of Nevada during 
1941; all used the cyanide process. Those of importance were at 
Silver City, Lyon County; Westgate, Churchill County; Gold Point, | 
Esmeralda County; Adelaide, Humboldt County; and Kincaid, 
Mineral County. Most of the custom mills obtained part of their 
mill feed from mines controlled by the mill operators. Large quan- 
tities of ore and concentrates were shipped out of the State, princi- 
pally to lead and copper smelters in the Salt Lake Basin. The
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Bauer (Utah) plant of the Combined Metals Reduction Co. treated 
all the company zinc-lead ore mined at Pioche, Lincoln County, 
until September, when the new Pioche mill was put into operation; 
the Pioche mill treated ore from its neighbor, the Black Prince mine, 
upon a custom basis. The McGill copper smelter at McGill nm White 

| Pine County, operated by the Nevada Consolidated Copper Cor- 
poration, continued in 1941 to be the only smelter and the most 
important metallurgical plant in the State; the concentrator (daily | 
capacity increased in 1941 from 18,000 to 20,000 tons), operated by | 

_ the same company, was the largest mill in the State. The Con- ~ 
-solidated Coppermines Corporation shipped its copper ore to the os 
McGill concentrator for treatment. | - | | 

Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or : 
without concentration equipment) in Nevada in 1941, by types of mills and by . 
‘counties, in terms of recovered metals 7 oe | | : 

7 AMALGAMATION MILLS. Oo | 

. = . Material - ‘Recovered in - | Concentrates smelted and recovered | 
| | treated _ bullion | .  . metal. 

: County | | Con- | | 
Old od | cen- = ; 

Ore ! tail- | Gold Silver | trates | Gold | Silver | Copper) Lead 
ings 7 pro- 

. | _| duced . 

| i “Short | Short | Fine | Fine | Short | Fine | Fine 
, | . mS tons tons | ounces | ounces tons | ounces | ounces | Pounds| Pounds 

Churchill_...-...---..--| 2,856 |----..--] 1,5 | 886 14] ° 121 309 |......--f-------- 
Clark.....-......--.-.-.|. 24,018 |-.--..--| 1504] 1,592] 298 | 3,057 | 44,088 | 200 |_-_-___- | 
Donglas....------------ 10 |----.---| 14 1 |-.---.--|--------| 22-2 --|--------|------—- 
Elko__......---.-..----.| 303 |-.------]. 08 1002/1 i 35 |....-..-|-------- 
Esmeralda_._.......---.| 92,283 |_______-| 2, 374 920 37 | 473 266 |..------}-----__- 
Humboldt---.-.--------} 15,665 |.--.---:] 3,141 | | 1,545 | 1 1 1 |--------}-------- 
Lander... -.--.--------- 1,781) 604 — 877. WIZ [_._----.|--------]--------]--------f-------- 
Lyon. _-----------------} 13, 885 |----_---] 5,322 589 _ 37 173 51 800 |------.- 
Mineral__..-.--------2.- O71 |i 88 121 1 2) 2 f.-.--2-]-------- | 
Nye__.....-..-..-.--.--| 12,417 7 |. 4,371 | 6,686 1] 4) QIN . 
Pershing ___-._--------| 4,833 |--------| 2,611 | 2,415 |-------2]---- 2} t pe 
Storey....-..-.-.----.-.| 80,996 | 300| 4,01 | 3,838 |_.------|--------|--------|--------|-------- | 

ren ee cee nnn HOO LLL ween eewncrane ao QI oo me AGT ~~ 9 4- -wswenewe = |e eee eS Se ar ae a cm a a a ERP ERE Sak en me AR 

_ White Pine-..-.-..--...  7|-------- 20 4 |-o------|--------]--------|--------]-------- | 

| . 250,335 | 367 | 25,757 | 19,120 | 390 | 3,832 | 44,754] 1,000 |_.-_-__- a 
Total, 1940.........--..-| 117,770 | 3,240 | 23,131 | 24,741 | 662 | 4,903 | 98,674 | 2,300} 4,500 

BO - CYANIDATION MILLS 

Churehill........-..-:..| 34,476 |.---....| 8,042] 435,467] 937] 9 77] 914 |__.----JL- | 
Clark. ...0- 222277772] 71 098 18.| 9,206| 236118|  31| 490] 9,247 |..--...-} 
Douglas .....--.-.-.-.--- OD Jeeeee 1 3 }_.-..---]----.---]--------|--------]-------- 
Elko...-.------c-22-2---] 2,904 [72727777] 1,485 | 18, 532 2 3 1222 
Esmeralda.........--..-| 183,198 |_._._._-| 27,361 | 772,612 |....--..|----..--]--------|..------[-------- 

: Humboldt_-.-..-.-..-..| 457,587 | 300 | 66,014 | 119,676 |_._..-.|__-..-.-|_-.--02]72 Pp 
Lander...-...-.-..-----] 15,392 }|-.....-.] 2,655 6, 258 j....----|--------|_--------|--------]-------- | 
Lyon.....-..-....--.-..| 16,323 |.--.....| . 622 | 38,492 |_-......|.-.....-|--.-----|..------|-------- 
Mineral.......-....-----| 2, 262 75 | 1,047| 7,288 |_....-.-|...-...-|...-----|.-2.-00-|------—- 
Nye_.....----.--.--2--] 104,844 | 1,500 | 15,772 | 39, 306 2 3i 17 |-2222 | 
Pershing......-..-..-.--] 249,044 |----..__] 14,346 25,355 |...-----]--------|--.-----]--------|-------- 
 Storey.--.----.--.-..-.| 283,201 |" 268°] 37,754 | 680, 501 [70.2222 2)02 22222 DTT 

- Washoe....-..--.---- 159 |........| "413 206 |_.-....-|.--.--.|--.-.---|-.--2-.-|-------- 
White Pine_....-.--.-..|----------| 3, 000 21 6,195 |..--.---|--.-.---|-.----.-|.-.-.22-]-------- 

1, 420, 579 | 5,161 |185,170 |2, 236, 009 42| 601 | 10,189 |.-_.....|--._-_- 
Total, 1940.......-------|1, 291, 718 |438, 728 |200,913 [2,101,800 | 638 | 1,514 | 11,080 | 1,000| 1, 100 
Grand total: 

1941__.___,--....--.-|1, 670,914 | 5, 528 {210,927 [2,255,129 | 432 | 4,433 | 54,943 | 1,000 f--.____- 
1940...-...-.--.--.-|1, 409, 488 |441, 968 |224 044 12,126,541 | 1,300] 6,417 |109,754 | 3,300] 5,600 

1 Figures under “Ore” include both raw ore and concentrates amalgamated or cyanided, but not raw ore 
concentrated before amalgamation or cyanidation of concentrates.
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| Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Nevada in 1941. in terms of 
| | | recovered metals | . 

a _ BY COUNTIES. : | — | 

. - —_ Concentrates smelted and recovered metal | . 

. Ore |_ - | ra | | | 
| -| treated | Concen- a : fo . 

: trates | Gold. Silver | Copper | Lead Zinc. 
. _ {produced|’ . a . “. 

rs | | Fine (| Fine oe Se 
. Short tons| Short tons| ounces ounces | Pounds | . Pounds | Pounds 

Clark_....--.-----.------.] 22,427 250| 967 |. 62,325 2, 300. 92, 400 |..2-_.-2-. 
— Elko_....-----..--..---.. | 123,687 | 30,996 7. 650 | 113,511 | 12,779, 000 | 859, 900 480,000 
BO Eureka___..----.----------|. 27 16 j----------} BB fee l-- te z---| 7, 100 ~. 8,000 

: Humboldt..--..-.----....} 39,598] 7,882 5,314 | 453, 508 60, 500 978, 100 |.-.---.---- 
- | . Tander_.....--......---.--| 2,600 371 “162 | 12,657 24,400 | 18,100 |_-_---_--_- | 

| + Gineoln. -22222.----------] 129,844 | 47,918 1,885 | 600,107 | - 23, 800-| 12,212,100 | 28, 782, 000 
a 7 -Mineral_.--...------------| 1,826] 88 3] 27,796 | =. 2,200 = 72,0007]. ee 
a oo Nye_.-----2--c-----------} 12,888 | 614 | «10 | 85, 298  8,100.{ 220,600 |... 2222 a 
a _ Pershing ____-----.--------]. 50 | 3 |.2-------- 194): 200 [22-2222 fee 

| “White Pine_.--.---.-.2--.|6, 710, 255 | 237,515 | 64,218 | 209, 669 {134,267,700 | 3,300 |__--__..__- 

| I, 942,097 | 325, 648 | 73, 209' 1, 565, 093 1147, 168, 200 | 14, 463,600 | 29,270,000 ~ 
| Total, 1940_.__.-----------|6, 293, 384 | 316,788 |° 64, 341. /1, 051, 015 |143, 515, 600 | 11, 731, 200 | 22, 468, 000 , 

- BY CLASSES OF.CONCENTRATES Oe 

: | Dry gold. .....---------2-------------| | 149 43| 3,522|- 22,100| —_—-100'|_-.--._--_- 
Dry gold-silver .....--.-....----------}. 9,166 | 1,941 85,168 | 26, 700 } 208, 400 }.--_-..--.. 
Dry silver-_.-.---.------------------- 1 1] 219 |_.._------__|--..--------]_---------- 
Copper_.-...------------------------| 267,261 | 64,582 | 229,314 |147, 032, 400 2,200 |..-----eee 
Lead.......--------------------------| 20, 058 6, 428 |1, 139,407 | 82, 400 | 13,573,100 |_____..___. | 

| Zine. ..212--2-----------------------| 29, 018 214 | 107, 463 ~ 4,600 | 679, 800 | 29, 270, 000 

: | ee | . 325,648 | 73, 209 |1, 565, 093. |147, 168, 200 | 14, 463, 600 | 29, 270, 000 

| Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Nevada in 1941, by . 
- _ | ~ . classes of concentrates a | 

| | Geneen- Gross metal content 
Class of concentrates trates {YT OY T.7T 0 . 

| . produced Gold Silver. Copper Lead Zinc . 

a ; Short tons | Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds Pounds. 
Dry gold_.......-.----...-.---} 580 4,475 58, 430 24, 585 283 |__.-_-.-_--- , 

Dry gold-silver.___..--.....-- 9, 167 1, 942 85, 203 28, 489 333, 702 |......---.-- 
Dry silver_.....-------------- 1 1 219 |.-.-.---.---]------------]------------ 
Copper.._.....-...-------.---| 267, 261 64, 582 229, 314 |150, 578, 106 3,085 |_.-...--_-_- 
Leat__.-_..-22 2-2. eee 20, 058 6,428 | 1,139,407 | 100,325 | 14,139,109 | 1, 728, 673 

| Zine. _..._..---.----------- 29, 013 214 107, 463 5, 745 717,779 | 32, 529, 934 

326,080 77,642 | 1,620,036 1150, 737,250 | 15,193,908 | 34,258, 607 
Total, 1940......-..--.--..-...| 318, 088 70,758 | .1, 160, 769 |147, 614, 150 12, 392, 556 | - 26, 834, 322
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Mine production of metals from Nevada concentrates shipped to smelters in 1941,in | 
| terms of recovered metals : | oe 

: , BY COUNTIES _ | 

. Coneen- Gold Silver Copper | Lead Zine | 

— Shorét tons | Fine ounces) Fine. ounces| Pounds Pounds Pounds . 
Churchill__...--.------------- 21 198 "4,293 |...-..---.--|----.-------]------------ 
 Clark_.....-2-----------2----- 579 4,514 115, 660 2,500 |. 92,400 |.-.-.-..._.- 2 
Elko.......------------------- 30, 999 654 113, 557. | 12, 779, 000 859, 900 480, 000 
Esmeralda.--..---------------] | 37 473 266 |_-----.-.---|------------|------------ ne 
Eureka___.------------------- 16 |_-----.----- 33 }_-----------| . 7,100 8, 000 
Humboldt.---..-----.--------- 7, 883 5, 315 453, 509 60, 500 978, 100 |_-----.----- 
Lander... -.-.---------+------} | 371 162 12, 657 24, 400 18, 100 {..--.-.----- 
Lincoln__...-.---------------- 47,913 1, 885 600, 107 23, 800 | 12,212,100 | 28, 782, 000 
Lyon..__--.-------2-----2----- 37 173 51 800 |_..--..---.-]------------ 
Mineral..._...-..-.-.--.------ 89 5 27, 798 — 2,200 72, 000. |--.-.------- 
Nye___----------------------+ 617 45 85, 312 8, 100 220,600 |------------ 
Pershing__..-....-.----------- 3 j------------] 194 200 |.---.-------|------------ oo 
White Pine.--.-2.-2-..--2-2_] 287,515 | 64,218 |: 209, 669 |134, 267, 700 3,300 |o----- ene - 

| =. 326,080 | 77,642 | 1,620,036 |147, 169, 200 | 14,463,600 | 29, 270, 000 - 
Total, 1940_...----------------] 318, 088. 70,758 -1, 160, 769. 143, 518, 900 11, 736, 800 | 22, 468, 000 a 

che BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES _ 28s | 

Dry gold_..----------e-e----+-| 580 4,475 58, 430 23, 100 100 |.2-2-- 2-2 eo 
. Dry gold-silver._....-.------- _ 9, 167 | - 1, 942 85, 203 26, 700 208, 400 |...-.------- . 

Dry silver____.-.----------..- 1]. 1] 219 |_..._____-__|.-----------|------------ “ 
Copper....--.---------------- 267,261 | - + 64,582 | 229,314 |147,032,400 | 2,200 |_-----..---- - ye 

i” Lead:.....-.------------------| 20,058 | - 6,428 | 1,139,407 |. 82,400 | 13, 573,100 |...__..._.-- : 
Zinc. ...--------------------+- | 29, 013 : 214 107, 463 ‘4, 600 679, 800 29, 270, 000 a 

we 326,080 | 77,642 | 1, 620, 036 |147, 169, 200 | 14, 463, 600.| 29,270,000 7 

| Gross metal content of Nevada crude ore and old tailings shipped to smelters in 1941, 
* . by classes of material a 

. Material shipped Gross metal content - | 

- Class of material ola : - ; 7 | 

ef Ore tailings | Gold | Silver | Copper | Lead | ime 

Short | Short | Fine Fine | 
; tons tons | ounces | ounces Pounds | Pounas Pounds 

. Dry and siliceous gold. _-_---.-..}| 34,608 38 | 26, 229 72, 901 106, 183 84, 443 |___.-..-_- 

Dry and siliceous gold-silver._..| 80,508 | 3,480 | 11, 546 810, 867 21, 737 239, 068 |...-.----- . 

Dry and siliceous silver...--..--| 29,482 527 | 1,211 432, 870 9, 766 137,491 |....__---- 
Copper. _.-.----------------+---| 24,879 |-------.- 991 30, 768 | 9, 917, 835 7,067 |.--..----- 
Lead_......-.-.---.--....---.---| 26,319 80 960 | 593,634 | 1,041, 227 | 4, 649, 648 135 
Zinc_...---.--------.-----------| 1,488 |--.-.---|--------|----.------]------------ 73, 588 | 1,054, 726 
Zinc-lead......-.---------------- 260 |--.-----|--------|-----------]------------ 76, 151 154, 408 

a 197,544 | 4,125 | 40,937 | 1,941,040 | 11,096, 748 | 5, 267,456 | 1, 209, 269 . 
Total, 1940_.......--------------] 197, 4388 | 5, 565 51, 219 | 1,875, 596 | 13, 909, 373 | 3,697, 184 | 1, 613, 295 

a
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| | Mine production of metals from Nevada crude ore and old tailings shipped to smelters 
oe an 1941, in terms of recovered metals | 

| | : | BY COUNTIES | | 

| : Material shipped | a | - | 

| Gold. | Sjlver - Copper Lead Zinc 7 
oe +t ore |, Old . | : . . tailings oo . 

Short Short | Fine - Fine . | . 
téns tons | ounces| ounces | Pounds Pounds | Pounds 

Churchill. --..--.--2- 222-2 96 15 261 6, 743 |e] fee 
Clark... 22-22-22 3,811 |_.......] 2,951 _ 23,716 1, 500 187, 600 860,.000 
Elko-_-_-.--.-.-------.-...----.--| 24,168 |..-...--| 1,972 66,986 | 9,041,000 488, 100 j........-- 
Esmeralda. -...----.-.--...----.-| 4,317] . 41] 4,285 20, 213 2,000 | 22,000 j..-...--- 
Eureka. _....-----.-----.-2- ee 6,676 |_.......] 2,878 41, 575 4,000 42,900 j|.-...--.-- 
Humboldt. --..----.-.---.---.-.-] 2,960 j-.......| 1,309 22, 558 - 9, 500 23,900 |_.....-._- 
Lander__-....---------------.---| 11,775 |_....-..] 2,599 75, 835 515, 600 149, 900 |..--.-22. 

oo Lincoln .-......--.---.-----.---..] 51,940 110 | 3,866 651, 696 902, 200 | 3,345, 900 j__._-.__.. 
. Lyon. ------.-------------------] © 346 |----- _. 60) § 406 61, 200 fe... 

/ . Mineral_._.-----.---------------] 2,497 |.-.-...-| 1,048 | ° 32,753}. 3,800 | —-:172,000 |_.._.____. - 
a Nye..-._.-.-.-----------------.-] 17,354} 450 | 5,879 463, 582 ' 3, 900 165, 400 |-.-_..____ 

| Pershing........--.---.--..----.] 1,615 -}.--.._..] 1,108 31, 765 9, 800 90,000 |..------- 
oe Storey._...--------------------- 158 |-..-..-| 1,020 4,671 |_..-....__-]__.-._--._[/_.-.----- 

| Washoe......-.-.-.-.-----------| 244 |e 196 6, 960: 12,000} 6,000 ]..._.-__.- oo 
- White Pine. .........-.-.---.-..| 69, 587 |. 3,599 11,518 |. 492,581-| 86, 300 | 88, 700 128, 000 

| _ | 197,644 | 4,125 | 40,937 | 1,941, 040 | 10, 652,800 | 4,782,400 | 988,000 
— Total, 1940_-........--.--.-----.- 197,438 | 5,565 | 51,219 | 1,875, 596 | 13, 389, 100 | 3, 261, 200 | 1, 198, 000 7 ; 

ee So _ BY CLASSES OF MATERIAL ~ OO oe 

Dry and siliceous gold___........} 34,608 |.. 38 | 26,229] 72,901}. 99,800 59, 800 |._...----- 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver.__.| 80,508 | 3,480 | 11,546'| 810, 867 18, 900 193, 700. |.......--_ 

: Dry and siliceous silver.........| 29,482 | 527 | 1,211 |. 432,870].  7,300| 101,300 |_......__- 
Copper. .....---.---------2-----| 24,879 J2..-.---| 9911 30, 768 | 9,619, 200 4,300 |..------ 
Lead_._....--.--...--.-----.----| 26, 319 80 960 | 593, 634 907, 600 | 4,318,000 |___.______ 
Zine. --.------------------------] 1,488 |----.---|--------]-----------|---------] «51,900 | 864, 400 7 
Zine-lead_........-.---.--------- 260 |--------|--------]-------2-- {ee 53, 400 123, 600 

: 197, 544 | 4,125 | 40,937 | 1,941,040 | 10,652, 800 | 4,782,400 | 988, 000 
eee —
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Nevada in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals } a 

Mines pro- | | | | , | - , yO 

ducing? —_| ore and old Gold Silver | 1s Total | S | County and district ! a es | ode and Copper Lead Zine cos pa! tailings placer)? value > 

Lode | Placer; — Lode Placer Total _ . an 

bane 
Churchill County: Short tons | Fine ownces | Fine ounces | Fine ounces | Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds . Pounds 

Alpine....--.----------------c-------e-0---e- Lj] 50 | 93 |_....-----.- 23 | 10 |_..---------|----- ene nee [ene ee nee ne $812 S 
Broken Hills...........---------------------- Q|.....---| | 1,087 Q |_..--.------ 9 15,092 |......-.-.-|.-..--------|--.--------- 11,047 | 
Desert_........-..-..----------.~-----.------- ee 47 2 |.-----_----- 2 3 [------ wena] eee] eee 72 Ne | 

Dixie Valley....-.--------------------------- 2 |.-.-----| | 2,747 1,814 |_----.---.-- 1,814 2, 233 |.--.-..-----]------------|------------ 65, 078 
Eastgate...-.------------------------------.- 4 |-.------| | 1,872 611 |-------.-..- 511 5, 348 |_-.--.--..--}------------|/------.----- 21, 688 
Fairview.....-------------------------------- 2 j--------| | 4,041. 581 |---..------- 581 46, 436 |_...--------|------------|------.----- 53, 356 
Fireball___......-.--------------------2------ 2 f--------] 34 7 |------------ 7 7 | inne nnn enn e |e een ene] ee eee ene ee 2500 og 
Holy Cross. ....--.--.-------.--------------- 1 j--------] 92 14 |-------.---- 14 6,179 |.-..-.-.----]------------|------------ 4,173 
IX L.__---2.ccssceeesessesseeseeeeeseeeee VT 1 12222222227 1 |_--..-------|s--eeeeeeee|oeeeesseewe|oseecsoeleee 3 CO 
Sand Springs......------------------~------- 6 |--------| | 20,688 | . 5, 765 |_------ ee 5, 765 298, 499 |.......-----]------------|------------ 414,041 << 
Wonder......-------------------------------- 6 j--------} , 5,127 859 |_-.---------- 859 | 70, 512 |..-.-.------|---.---+-~--]------------ 80,207 | 

Clark County: . 8 
Crescent....--------------------------------- B....----| 186 89 |....-.--..-- 89 232 |......------| | _ 700 |....-...---- 3,320 ' & 
Eldorado Canyon....------------------------ Q |_.......| | 108, 887 11,956 |_....---..-- 11, 956 367, 802 800 5,400 |....--------]. 680, 410/ e 
Gold Butte...-....-------------------------- 1|..-.....| 2,850 36 |_...-------- 36 14 |.---------- |---| eee 1,270; 
Searchlight .....-.-----.-----.-.------------- 20 j..------| + 4,092 3,908 |....-------- 3, 908 4, 524 2, 100 5,000 {-.---...-..-- 140, 580| . . 
Sunset...--------------------n ene en nee n eee ee a 40 15 |. -...-2..-- 15 4 | wien enna n| anne eeeeenee| one e een e eee 528 B 
Yellow Pine..............------------------- 1§.|...-----| | 10,073 1,751 |_.....------ 1, 751 4, 510 1, 100 268, 900 860, 000 144, 449 

Douglas County: a . — og 
Mount Siegel_-_-.-.-...---.-----------------|-------- 1 |_.i----.----]------------ il 1] |_.----------|-.-------- |---| eee eee ee] 886 
Silver Glance............--.-.--------------- 2 j.--.----| 11 15 |._...--..-.- 15 4 | oot n | ween ee] nee eee eee 528 2S 

Elko County: _ j oD 
Centennial..............-.ccce---ceeeeeeeeeee| 0B [eeeeeee-] 750 330 |...---------} , 330 900 |...) 9,200] | amd 
Contact._...----------------- eee ee 4} ...-----| 112 2 |------------ 2 253 13, 500 |------------|------------ 1, 843 a 

| Cope... ----- ence ennn nee nn nee ee eee ee een nee 10 2| . 132,784 538 2, 128 2,666 | 41, 244 | 21, 511, 600 8,900 |.......-----| 2,661, 518 Bo 
 Delano.......-.....-..---------------------- 6 j-.------| | 1,488 AL Jee e---eee- 11 29, 205 8, 300 346, 000 |.-..--------|. 41, 854 
Dolly Varden........-.--.-.----------------- 1 j...-----k , 1,510 _ 2 [------------ 2 . 232 187, 500 |------------|.----------- 22, 360 7 . 

| Ferber_.......-.------0---------- eee eee een 1 {oii} 30 OD dll. 1 83 2,700 |_.......----|------------ —-413—OD | 
Gold Circle. ..-....--.....-------------------| 8 1{ 2,857 1, 452 1 1, 453 21, 493 300 |------------]------------ 66,174 & 
Island Mountain_.......-------------------- 1 |" 7 3 7 145 152 48 |_....-------| 2. eee] nee eee ee 5,354 <<. | 
Ivanhoe. .......---------------- nee ee eee eee ee ee 46 | 2 8 Q1 |... eo. -| wee en ee| eee 995 
Jarbidge_..-.-------------------------- eee ee 7 }..------| |. 459] - B47 |.o. oe. 347 782] oo feel} a7on | 
Lime Mountain....----.--.----------------- 1{...-----| | 2,960 > 1) ee 1, 247 8, 375 70,800 |........----|------------ 84,309 
Mardis........-.--..----------2-4-4------e-- 1 aeuowens 62 186 see eee ene ‘ 186 121 500 ame dee ete ee) see wc ewe 6, 655 

Merrimac... -0-0--nencenceccenneneeneeeeeee ~Ofize--| | 7,482 $1 |..-.---.---- 31 91, 152 16, 100 852, 300 480, 000 152, 385 
Mud Sptlngs..---.--------------00-200000007 2 =seseennean L 13 SRARKESSRaea slant he keen Sue | SSK enh es 90 s@etunee nee 1, 800 as@ea@eunaeaeen 167 

Rock TOOK ncn cn ccccnncuncansenunccccennecs= 1 Sear aueue 1 Beene se ezeseiguagawegue se cztaze ee etiaazaee reese aees 246 Sewer seze eae Sl see eee ee eee ete ewe Ee TE Ae KR Ee 175 i 

See footnotes at end of table. ce 
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Nevada in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued = , 

Mines pro- . : Gold . - oe — | 

ducing —_—/Ore and old ° Silver | | , Total County and district ———_———| tailings_§ _————_______________ Code 2 and Copper Lead Zine value 

Lode | Placer Lode Placer Total — 

Elko County—Continued. Short tons | Fine ownces | Fine ounces | Fine ounces | Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds Pounds ae Spruce Mountain...........2...22-.0.--22--- 2 581 a eee 3 8, 744 8, 600 123, 000 |...-...---.. $14, 349 i Tecoma..._-....-------..--2-22 eee eee eee 1 jiu tlle. we eee [eee eee eee fence eee ee UD fe) | eee eee ened] 19 . Tuscarora.__.......--.-..------- 2. eee eee 2 1 64 4 2 6 1, 769 100 5, 800 |..-.--...-.. ~1,811 . Warm Creek...........-----..--------------- 1 |-------- 1 |.-.---- ef eeeeee|eegee eee 38 |..--.----.-- 1,000 |.-....-..--- 84 Esmeralda County: - ae Desert.....-...- 202-22 eee eee eee eee a 181 216 |. o eee 216 436 | .---------- |---| eee ened 7,870 Divide...........0-2-22 eee eee eee eee eee 5 |..------ 684 AZ |e 412 6,208 |---| wee] eee 18, 895. - Dyer... 22.2222 Lelio. 18 14 |e 14] 14 joe |e 600g - Goldfield........2..22-.-2-0-0----e ee ee eee 7\.......-|° 8,019 3,288 |..........--| 3, 288 1, 807 2, 000 400 |.-.---------| 116,624 By Hornsilver.........--.-..-.--------- eee eee eee 18 |..2.L2..| 12, 331 3,608 |........-.-- 3, 608 | - 29, 080 |.-.........- 2,200 |... ee 147, 084 > ° Klondyke.......-.-......------.---2--------- x 91 42 |i eee 42 4, 541 j_..- 22.8... 12, 400 |..-..-.....- 6406 ft Lida._......-..-22 2-1 eee eee een eee . tl 1 4 6 15 21 17 | _.-.--.-----|--.---- |e — . T4T. = a ne Lone Mountain...............-2.-..-2-.----- 2 | 6 oe 1: 28 | .-2---------]----------- | ee ee ed 65 Montezuma_._...---..-----..-----.-----.-_- i ee 111 1 |. --------- 1 2,101 |------------ 400 |-...-------- “1,852 = | Oneota._.....-. eee eee | i re 775 106 |___. 22 LL. 106 73 | eee] eee ef eee ee 3, 762 cd Palmetto.....-..._...-.-....... nee 1 222227 47 16 |e d 16 56 |_....--.-.--|.-.---------|-202-0000 ed ” 600 es 7 Silver Peak.......-.......- 2 -------.--------- W7 {i ee 170, 359 26, 675 |_......L22-. 26, 675 748,973 |_...-...----| 6, 600 |............ 1, 466, 604 td Sylvania._..2...2-0.0....-.-.--.--------------|-e ee 2 |... eel -|e eee 3 3 |e eee} eee wan eee nee n enfin eee eee] .. - 105 oO . TONOPAD tow ------eneceenneceo nemo e eee ns | ee 41 ne 8 595 |_---.--------|------- nnn e |e eee eee 703 8 Eureka County: od . rs] Buckhorn...........-....2-2---22------- eee | nn 1, 180 329 |_.-.--- eee 329 3, 347 |_..-------~-| 2 =| eee eed 13,895 J Cortez..... 2.222222 eee eee eee eee 5 |. 1, 389. 839 |_____-.----- 839 9, 145 2, 000 19, 600. 8,000} 37,821 Eureka...-...-.-..2-.2.--2-2 2 e eee ene 22 11 3,931 | 1, 663 411 2,074 | =. 28, 915 Jee 21, 600 |....--.--.-- - 90,827 ht Mount Hope_._.__..-.2 2-22 e------eee | ee Bleep] ed | 1,000 |. fee 121° © Safford. .............--2-222--2- eee eee Bj lle! 195 47 |_o ee 47] 5, 224 1, 000 8,800 |....---.--..|- 5,980 > Humboldt County: : : | | ole Awakening. ._........-.2----------ee eee eee ee 6 |__.-__-- 11, 291 1,305 |...-...----- 1,305}. 1,021} 900 Jeet 46, 507 | Barrett Springs........-...-....-------.----- 10 |-..----- 40, 900 | 6,291 |_. 222. ee 6,291 | . 469, 551 67, 000 999, 800 |_----..-.... ~ 618, 983 Battle Mountain 6__..-.22.2 2 eee} 1 |e. el eee} 390 390 62 |. 2 lee] eee ---|------------|, «18, 687 Central 6... 2 eee eee 1 fj... eee] 91 9 |_-.---.--.-e 9] . 45 |. eee — 400 fe. ele eee 370 Domnelly_....-...--.-..2------- eee eee ee re 54 47 | ole 47 | . © 65 [eee ene] eee] eee 1, 691 Florence. _........-.--- 22.2222 a 29 es 9 «1,228 |e. 1,200 |......-...-- _ 1, 256 ae Gold Run_._..2.. 02 eee 8 3° 100, 739 6, 596 50; - 6,646 117, 371 | 22.21] eee ee | nee nee 316, 074 . Iron Point......-...-.-..-22--22-2-- eee eee Lj lille. 98 |... ef} ee 1,282 feel 800 j------ eee. 929 io oe Leonard Creek....._...........--.-----------|--ee--- 2 |. ef] ewe eee 16 16; 8 |i... 2-2 - |. eee eee [see eee 562 National...._.......2..2200--2--------------- 2)... 744 755 |. 0... .---- 755 3,026 |.-.---------] 100 |.....2---22-] 28, 583 : Paradise Valley.........--...--....---2------ , Ss ne 48 432 |........---- 432 - 491 joel eee ele eee eee ne 15, 469. . .



Sawtooth °........-.------------2 nee een ene e-[--------| (|---| 2 ee 13 13 3 |i... 2 ---[-- eee [eee eee eee 457 

Sulphur... -.---2- oe nee wenn ence eee eee eee epee eeene| (I) [--- ne e tno] ---- eee ce 43 | 43 15 |_.--. 2 ene | en eee eee nf eee e eee eed 1, 516 | 

Varyville....--...-.---------0--------- eee Q |...---- | 323 57 |_-..------- 57 153 1, 500 200 |_....-....-- 2, 292 

Warm Springs._.......--.------------------- 5 1 3; 575 817 a) 826 193 600 |..----.-----|------------ 20, 118 

Lander County: . . 

| Battle Mountain §_.............-------------| 19 3 11, 691 2, 380 154 2, 534 57, 223. 456, 100 142, 000 |...-...--.-- 191, 206 

Bullion. .......-.-..-.------------------ oe eee 12 3 10, 249 1,476 | 499 1,975 23, 134 81, 300 19,000 |__....------ 96,252 «4 

Hilltop. ..-..-----..-------------- eee eee eee 3 |.------- 852 213 |_........--- 213 2, 665. 2, 600 7,000 |............ 10,056 © | 

Kingston. ..---------+-------20-20r00777 7777 2 |-------- | 92 16 |--..-------- 16} “100 |....---.----]------------]--------- ee 631 oft. 

McCoy.....------------------- ene n eee eee 1 |.-.-.... 7, 000 931 |_...-...---- 931 5,237 |__| wenn eee ne | ene e ee 36,309 

New PassS.....-..---------------------------- 3 |----.--- 2, 154 970 |.--.-------- 970 803 |......------|------------]------------ 34,521 ™ 

Reese River. .......-.-.--------------------- 2 |-...---- | 28 |---| eee |e - ee e--e ee 2,372 | - nn eof nee nee eee [enn ee eee weed 1, 687 wm 

Lincoln County: ot . . pt 

Chief_......-------------- nee eee eee eee 1 |__.....- | 98 re 85]. —«- 1, 080 f_-....-.----| 1,100 | .......---.- 3,806 

Comet... ..- n-ne een nnn ne een nn nn eee enn 1 |__....-- gli 98 |... -u..---- 98 3, 510. 400 8,400 |....-------- 6, 452 a 4 

Eagle Valley..........--------s------------ = 2 |..---.-- | 70} 44 |_...--..---- 44 270 |_.....--..--|------------|------------ 1,782 i oo 

Ferguson. ........--.--------------+---------- 4 |.......- 1, 063 1, 554 |_....---.--- ‘1, 554 2, 807 1, 000 3,800 |_.-.--.2---- 56,721. 

Jack Rabbit........-...-.----.--.----------- 3 |..-.---- 18, 663 179 |_..-..---.-.. 179 305, 799 887,000 | 1,880,900 |.......-.-.. 435, 599 

Pahranagat.............--------------------- 7 |_.------ ' 284 14 |... ee 14 6, 300 2, 000 16,900 |..........-. 6,169 . Q 

Pennsylvanias..._.....-.-----------+----+---- 2 |..-.-.-- | 801 163 |....:------- 163 2,025 1,400 |.........-..|---.-------- 7,310 2 

Ploche. ._.....------------eenn nee enneeeceeeee 15 |-...-.--| 160, 505 3,614 |_-..---.---. 3, 614 929, 884 34, 200 | 13, 644, 900 | 28,782,000 | 3,728,186 jG a 

Tempiute.......--....----- +--+ 2-52 ee nee 2 | AT lee] eee] -- eee ee -128 [22-2 -. 2,000 |....-.---.-. 205 gy 

Lyon County: 
kg . 

Buckskin. .....-.---------------------------- 1 1 | 222 | 80 10 | 90 107 |.....--.----|------------|--- =e ee eee 3,226 oe 

Cambridge........-.----.------------------- 1 |... - 8 1 j....---.---- TV foe fee ee] eee eee eee eee eee 35 

Palmyra... ...------------- --- 222 - eee ene 7 |_.------ 7, 454 904 |... -.-..- 994 16, 854 |__....-..--.]-..---------|------- ee eee 46,775 © | 

Pine Grove..---------- --eennnnneneneeeeeee-- 4|_o...-- 7, 287 300 |.....-------- 300 101 800 |....--------|------------ 10,665 & | 

_ Bilver City... ---------------- eee eneeeeeeee 24 3 19, 761 3,771 | . 10,879 14, 350 16,068 |......-...--|--.----2----|------------| 813, 676 e 

Yerington. -.....-------------------22--22-°- 8 |..------ | 381 27 |------.----- 27 114 61, 200 |......-.----]---------- - 8,248 

Mineral County: 
. . 

Aurora. ...----------- ----e ee eee ene n eee eee eee 8{ () | 236 240 3 243 9,191 |_.......--..|-..---------|------ eee ee 10, 063 | 

Bell... .-.--.------o 2 wenn eee eee een eee 2 |...2..-. (970) —- «184. |... ---- 154 187 |_...-..-----|------- n-ne [eee eee eee 5, 523 | 

Columbus. .....--------------------------- = 4 |_...-.-- 1, 805 OL |_...-----.-- 501 20, 205: 800 142, 700 |.....-----.- 40, 131 | 

Fast Walker..........----------------------- 6 |... | 648 170 |..-.2-------} 170 949 |_.....------| eee eee eee fee eee eee 6, 127 

Garfield... ....-.-...------------------------ ee | 224 69 |_.....---.-- 69 2,267 |........----|-----------+|------------ 4,027 WS 

Hawthotne....-.-.-..---2-s-c--eeeee-eee-e-]| 10 J 2, 000 425 4 429 | 28, 125 2, 200 72,000 |.----------- 39,3799 Bo 
Marietta_.......---.-------------2---- eee eee 5 |_.---.-. 181 81 |.....-.----- Bl 2, 707 - 400 7,300 | ...--2...- 3,473 

Pilot Mountains.....-.-.-------------------- 3 |...------ _ 37 8 |....---.---- 8 28 1,100 |.....--------|------------ 430 - 

Rand. .....0--.----enenn nee ween eee e ween 3. | 42 12 |......--...- 42 (121 |... --. |. ----feee eee eee 506 | : 

Regont_...--------- ee ne ee cee eee eee eee 7 1 | 182. 98 35 128 897 | 300 200 |._-..-.----- 5,164 | 

Santa Fe_....----------------- nnn eee eee 5 |..-.--.- | 668 247 | ene 247 2,652} —- 100 7,400 |_....------- 10, 965 | 

Silver Star ....-...------------veeeeneneee eee g|.--.... | 288 | 238 |......------ 238 8, 359 1, 100 14,400 |.._.--.---.- 15,225 & | 

Nye County: | | 

Athens. __.--.--.---------- ae eee ene e nee e eee 1 |.2..---- | 688 465 |.-...------- 465 970 |... nee [ene e enn nn ene |eneee eee n eee 16,467 << | 

Bellehelon.....-.---.-.---------------------- 2 |...-.--- | 552 123 |_.__..------ 128 3,302 |_.....-----.|------------|---en eee 6, 717 = 

Belmont........-.-..---------------- ee - eee 4 |--..-..- | OL 6 |------.----- 6 7,188 |... -..-_-.-.|----. 2-2 |e eee eee ‘5, 286 > 

Bullfrog. ..-.---------------------- eee eee 16 |....---- 2, 571 735 |.....------- 735 1,281 100 |_..-.---..-.|----------e- 26, 648 | 

Cactus Range. .....------------------------- 1 tLllllee 8 ) 1 14 tLe eee eee ene 45 

See footnotes atend of table. : , , | | 

! | | | leet | 

| 
oo ;



Aine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Nevada in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued p= 

Mines pro- Gold 
a ducing ° Silver al County and district Or anol | _—_—____ lode and Copper Lead = Zinc Total : | 

Lode | Placer Lode Placer Total oe 

Nye County—Continued. Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces | Fine ounces | Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds Pounds 
Carrara. _...-2..-2..----- 2-2-2 ee eee 1 je... 3 |_| eke ee eee ee ee 104} 0. eee ee $74 
Cloverdale..__........---..--20-------2- nee 2 1 79 18 2 20 : a, ee 1, 052 
Currant Creek.......-_--.22.. -.-02---- eee ee ee 2 |--..---- 168 . 47 |__ eee 47 $8 Joo. fee 1, 672 . Eden. ._. 22-2 eee eee eee eee | 10 | nee Tojo fe] fee — 385 Ellendale. ........-- 20-2222 2--e eee eee ee | ne 92 22 |___.-_..--.e 22 . QOL felveee eee] eee] eee eee - 785 2 . Fairplay.............---.2.---- eee eee 5 209 46 |....-__..-.- 46 1,620 |. eee] eee 2, 762 i= Flourine.......-.2.-2.22-- 222 eee eee ee | 29 |---| fee. 415 [oe fee fee 295 4 Golden Arrow. .._...-...-------- eee eee nee ee 5 694 264 |__- elle 264 8, 290 |.._--.------|....--------|------- eee 15, 135 Gold Reed_......-.......----------------- eee a ee 33 6 |-...-.-.---- 6 374 |. ee one] eee 476 by 
Hannapah.-__........-..-.--------.---------- 2 |... .---- 19 ye re 2] 685 |..._22..-.--|-.-2 2-22 - ee |---| 557 > > Jackson....__.-2-2- eee eee eee. 7 ee 213 113 |__-...-L 8. S 113 537 |__-.-----}.n.--- eee] e eee 4, 337 Hy - Jefferson Canyon. ..........----------------- 1 1 ele ee} ee} eee 28 |_.-.-._-_-----]_-_-_.------|-.------- ee o.!) Rm Johnnie.._-_..-. 2222222 eee eee eee 1 1 90 13 8 OT fll eee eee) eee |e eee . 735 Mammoth.........--.--.-..--2-.--.--. eee gf 333 43 |... 43 4,507 |......-.-..-|_........--.|2 le 4,774 S| Manhattan.........-.-..-.-........- sos... 21 3 4, 480 3, 106 21,034 24, 140 9,079 200 |--- elite] 86380 Millett ....-.-.-.--.-22.-------. 22-2 -e eee ee ee 118 99 |..-..--.---. 99 2,527 |.-....------|------------|--------- 2-8 5,262 by Morey.........------------- eee ene e eee eee 2 |_.._-_.- 784 48 |_......_...- 48 12, 828 |_.....------ 500 |.......--.-- 10, 831 bd 
Northumberland. ._...............---------- 1 fie elle 97,177 12, 737 | ..-.-.------ 12, 737 9,024 |__-.--------|----2------- |e -----] 452,212 O Phonolite. ._......-.--2------seee-eeee eee nee 1|_....__. 5, 000 1,506 |.........---| ' 1,506 18,079 |_.......----]..-.--...---|--.--- eee 65,566 & 
Quartz Mountain. ._......-..2-..22---22 2228 2 [_.....-- 420 47 | 0. 47 . 6, 882 2, 900 120, 309 |...-......-- 13, 738 by Reveille... 2.222222. 5 44 1 jee ee eee lf 1 © O87 | 1.2. fi.. wee] eee eee 737 
Round Mountain....--..---.-..---..-------- 5 |. ----e 7,376 1,888 |_..........- 1, 888. . 6,486 |. eff ee 69, 981 San Antone. -.-.......-.-.------------- 222 ee 2 . 44 50 |_.-.-.-.-.-- - 60 © 114 [ole eee eee ee . 1,831 amd Silver Bow... .....-.-.-.--2---2------ eee ee 3] ue. 662 96 |___.....-.-- 96 12, 880 |_..2.-..----| 22-222} eee 12,519 © Tonopah 4. ._.._.22.-2 2-2 -e eee eee eee 7 |... 11, 202 4,113 |__.-....-.-- 4,113 376,939 | -° 400 5,000 |....--2----- 412,333 = 
Troy.....-----.--.-. 2-22 - eee eee eee | i ee 606 191 |_.-..2-_. 2. 191 88 |i ene} ef ee 6, 712 
Tybo...... 22-220. e eee es 2, 223 166 |... 2-8. 166 30, 475 300 |; 39,600 |_.....-..-.. 29, 773 Union... eee eee eens 7 1 12, 426 105 1 106 87,244] 8,100] 220,600 |..-.-.-2--.- 79, 280 Willow Creek__.......-----2.....------------- | 41 ne 9} 0B Jeep eed 335 | Pershing County | Antelope...__--..-------- 2-2 e eee ene ee 3 2 580 260 125 385 194 |. eee |e 2 |e ene eee 13,613 Central 6.2.2.2. eee 5 517 32 | - 32{ . 19,045 1, 800 54,400 |....-.-...-- 17,976 ; Haystack....-....22-2-22 eee nee | on ne 141 56 |_...-...---- - 56 24 eee} ee 1,977 Imlay._........--00-2-- 2 eee eee eee eee 2 8 246, 233 14, 557 215 14, 772 15,061 |........----|--.-.-------|----------ee 527, 730 Kennedy_....-_.._-.--_-...-.....-_..---.---ee et 536 254 |. -- ewe 254 |. 5, 123 7, 900 4,900 |-.--.------- 13, 744 Placerites.........-..---2--2-------------0---[--------] (9) [elle] eee 37 37 3 | -.-.-------- |---| eae eee 1, 207 a Rochester................------------- ee enee 9 6] ° 1, 094 273 108 381 10, 620 |...--.--2---]-2- een |e eee 20, 887 Rosebud............-2.---------- eee nen ee ee 1 2 2, 000 329 673. ‘1, 002 1,270 |_..-.-222222-[ ee ec] ee 35, 973 7 Sawtooth s._..2 22. n lowe nee ne 1 j---.--. et lew eee 17 | 17 8 lee ele eel eee 597



Seven Troughs.........-....-------0c-ne-e-e- 18 [.....--- | 2,088 1,988 |_...........] - © 1,935 1, 742 [..........2.]...0...2.---f..---2---- ee 68, 064 Sierra.....-.----.-----eenneeeeenn nn neeee nn nee 7 |...22.. | 712 2 270 |.e..--le} 270 476 100} 200 [oer 9,811 Staggs....---.-.----- eee ewweenenn enc cece none 1 1 | 524 530 2]. 532 6, IL | esee.--| 80, 400 Jee 24,727 
Star. .......-.--------2--------eeene eee 1 j.----... | 80 |---| we ewe fee nee nee 194) 2200 J----- 22-2. .| eee 162 Trinity.-.-2--22. 2 -- eee eee een eee few eeene-|  (%) 0 [eee eft 12 » 12 4 foo. eo) ef 423 
Unionville... ......----- 22. e eee ne] ene 2 | ----4-------]---.-------- 1S] 15 | 3 j------------[------ of eee 527 Washiki_..........22-..0.-.---0----- eee 1j....-...| | 216 65 |---.------..] 6B ee 100 |--....-.-..- 2, 308 —— ‘Storey County: Comstock.............-.-.-.--..| 46 1} 331,502 42, 975 6}. 42,981 | 539,068 |-2o2 err] PIII) 18873665 «= 2 | 

Washoe County: . Z . 2 Galend.....----.-----encecceeneeccceeeeeene] DV feceeecee] 0 16 [enceeeeeeece[enceceeeenns|eneecceceeee 634, 200 |. feel Granite Range..........-...-.--------------- I {....-... 4 2 |----------.- 2] 1, 506 |-......---.- §, 400 |--.-2 22. 1,449 ~ Jumbo........-0-..--2-2-----cee eee nee ee eee Lf} |B B |... oe 5 4 |. a} e eee eee -|---- eee ee "178 | Peavine.......----.--.-----eeneenen een enne ee Lj....---] 148 29 |..------...- 29 4, 226 5, 900 600 |......22--- 4,759 2 
Pyramid......--.-.0.-22---- eee eee eee nena . 1 ce nrneree 38 3. eee meme eaane 3 336 . 5, 900 wean dwn mem naiaowannwaaccen| 1, 040 tt . Stateline Peak..-......--.-.-.------.--------] Bf eee. / 61 | 20 |..-.-.----.- 20 OB [eee fe 766 a 
White Horse-...........-.-.--------2------e- 12 (4) | 1,061 1,411 27 |. 1, 438 679 fee eel] eee eee 50, 813 . White Pine County: 3 508 4 4 “1a a a 
UIUM - - 2 ne neem ee cence e cece eee ene oe enenee wee een eee eee 1,422} 2,400 35, 600 128, 000 13, 063 . . Bald Mountain...................----.--..-. L{o cll] 326 62 |.-..--------| 62 689 7,800 |.......-..--|---2---0---- 3545 7 Cherry Creek..........2.-..2.-2-0-2.222-4--- 18 |.-....., | 9,796 1, 190 j--.-.-22-2_} 1, 199 80, 872 100 500 |... 2.222 99, 515 oO . Duck Creek..._.......----.-.2--2-.-2--- ee 7 je-------] 0 88 Jee eee fe eee 287 600 25, 900 |..-......--. 1, 751 re Eagle .....-. 2-2 eee eee en en eee en e- 2 |_-...... 5 49] 2 je eee 25 - 844 - 100 20,900 |........-_. 1,873 al Granite... . 2-22-2222 nen een eee ee 3 | 2. | 933 76 |..-2..2-2-- 76 768 |....---.-2.-|------.----|---- anne 3,199 Newark -....-.-.-.-..2-22--22------- eee n enone ee / — 906 8 |-----2--- | 8 6,671 |... 5,500 |.........__. 5,267 Osceola... 20-2 e eee een enn e ence 7 5 6,089 5, 758 94 5, 852 2,002 |.........--.|..----.-----|.-----.--- 206,308 ~ Piermont.......-....----------ceeee-eee ee ee- 1j---.-.--| 564 27 |------------| 27 10, 654 |..--.-.--.-|---------- |u| 8, B21 te Robinson.....-...-.-------.-----------ee--e- 31 |.-......| 6, 745, 600 68, 057 |...-----22.-}- 68, 057 374, 337 (184, 342, 900 |---.-....-_-]--.-.-.-....| 18,500,652 tt Shoshone. .......--...------2------eeen ne nne- L feel. I |i. 22-22 |----- een |----- eee “Bev 300 |.-..--.2222. 21 > 

ee 6 |----.-.. 14, 244 418 [222 eel 418. 199,900 |_..2 22 fe 156, 781 0 
Ward... _-...222 2 eee i | 4,897 143 |. 2-2 143 23,339 |.....-.-.-.-[--- ee fee - 21,602 =~ 
White Pine. ...........2-22.22-2 een eee 6 |.-----.. _ 3, O91 4] .-2-2 2.8 4 6,488 |. ce. 3, 300 |------..---- 4, 938 . Other districts ©0000] II] g00,817 | 60,468 fT 0,g08 | a b80 | HOO | STITT grape 

Total Nevada.........2.......---- 22. eee. 799 78 | 8, '799, 635 329, 506 36, 897 366, 408 | 5,830, 238 1157, 822, 000 19, 246, 000 | 30, 258,000 | 38, 959, 420 o | | | | | | NS 
“Oth Only those districts shown separately for which Bureau of Mines is at liberty to publish figures; other producing districts listed in footnote 8 and their output included under z 

er ricts. =. i | 
2 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to property. | 
* Source of total silver as follows: 5,816,205 ounces from lode mines and 14,033 ounces from placers. ee DB 
4 Tonopah district lies in both Esmeralda snd Nye Counties. | - 
$ Battle Mountain district lies in both Humboldt and Lander Counties. a . oo 
* Central and Sawtooth districts lie in both Humboldt and Pershing Counties. _ | | . | 4 
7 Output from property not classed as a “mine.” : < 
§ Includes following districts: Potosi in Humboldt County; Lewis in Lander County; Talapoosa in Lyon County; Echo in Pershing County; and Kinsley in White Pine County.  & 

gy 
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- CHURCHILL COUNTY == ©. | 

The Westgate Mining & Milling Corporation, operator of accustom 
cyanide mill at Westgate, was reorganized in 1941 as the Silver State 
Milling Corporation. This plant treated 9,170 tons of ore from 40 . 

: _ shippers and continued to be an important factor in the mining indus- 
| try of Churchill County. | | | 

- Dixie Valley district.—The Comstock-Keystone Mining Co. oper- , 
ated the Dixie mine from January 1 to March 31, 1941, when it was 

| leased to Dale & Hargrove who continued operations until the end 
of the year. A total of 2,731 tons of ore was treated in a 20-ton 
amalgamation mill, followed by table concentration and .cyanide 

oo leaching of the sands; the amalgamation bullion contained 1,050 | 
ounces of gold and 865 ounces of silver, cyanidation precipitates con- 
tained 439 ounces of gold and 621 ounces of silver, and 14 tons of _ 

| concentrates shipped to a smelter contained 121 ounces of gold and | 
: | 309 ounces of silver. In addition, 1 ton (1,767 pounds) of high-grade = 

| ore shipped to a smelter yielded 204 ounces of gold and 384 ounces of 
| silver. - } a So - 
a Eastgate district—Schweiss & Luce shipped gold ore from the Gold 
Bo Ledge mine to a custom cyanide mill in 1941. | a : 

| Fairview district—Several groups of lessees worked the Nevada 
- Hills mine and produced 4,029 tons. of gold-silver ore; 3,953 tons , 

) shipped to custom cyanide plants yielded 531 ounces of gold and 
42.957 ounces of silver, and 76 tons of ore shipped to a smelter con- 

| tained 50 ounces of gold, 3,253 ounces of silver, and 130 pounds of | 
| copper. —— 7 — | : 

Holy Cross district—Several groups of lessees on the Pyramid group 
shipped ore to a custom cyanide mill in 1941. | 

| Sand Springs district.—Summit King Mines, Ltd., operated the 
: Dan Tucker mine throughout 1941 and treated the ore in the company 

65-ton all-slime cyanide plant. The Dan Tucker Extension Mining 
Co. shipped 155 tons of ore, yielding 13-ounces of gold and 4,212 ounces 

| of silver, from the Double Ender mine to a custom cyanide mill; 
operations were suspended, and the lease was relinquished during the 
year. ae | 

Wonder district.—Lessees shipped gold-silver ore from the Giger 
mine to custom cyanide mills during 1941. Lessees operated the 
Jack Pot and Grand View mines. Several groups of lessees worked 
the Nevada Wonder mine. A. W. Schulze shipped silver ore from 
the Queen-Vulture mine to a custom cyanide mill. 

| CLARK COUNTY 

| Eldorado Canyon district.— The El Dorado-Rover Mining Co. oper- 
ated the Quaker City, Magnolia, Crown, and Nevada Eagle groups 
of claims throughout 1941. Gold-silver ore was shipped to a smelter 
from the Occidental mine. Silver ore shipped to a smelter from the 
Oro Plata (Belmont Phoenix) mine contained 66 ounces of gold, 
16,243 ounces of silver, 217 pounds of copper, and 901 pounds of fead. | 
The Diamond Gold Mining Co. operated the Techatticup, Jubilee, and 
Red Butte mines throughout 1941; the ore was treated in a 100-ton 
flotation mill during the early months of the year but after July in a 
new 200-ton cyanide mill. W. W. Hartman operated the Wall Street 
mine.
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| Searchlight district—Lessees operated the Blossom _mine during | 

1941. H. H. Lang worked the Good Hope mine. W. H. Kelsey | 

. operated the M & M property. The Monte Carlo group was active. | 

F. P. Jackson shipped ore from the Valley mine to a custom mill and | 

asmelter,  — | | | , 

Yellow Pine (Goodsprings) disirict —H. V. Jarman shipped lead and 

zinc-lead ores from the Addison mine in 1941. The Chiquita Mining - | 

Co., Ltd., operated the Chiquita mine. O. F. Schwartz (Barefoot a 

Lease) operated the Golden Chariot mine; 367 tons of ore treated by 

| amalgamation yielded 27 ounces of gold and 4 ounces of silver, and 10 Oe 

tons of flotation concentrates shipped to a smelter contained 23.ounces i 

of gold, 1 ounce of silver, and 170 pounds of copper; in addition, 36 | 

-. tons.of ore containing 83 ounces of gold, 12 ounces of silver, and 692 

| pounds of copper were shipped toasmelter. O.F. Schwartz also oper- 

ated the Hoosier and Keystone-Barefoot mines. F. Williams shipped 

57 tons of zinc ore containing 4,053 pounds of lead and 33,618 pounds. | 

of zine from the Hoodoo Nos. 1 and 2. Gressman & Flukey shipped 

60 tons of zinc ore containing 7,794. pounds of lead and 32,358 pounds | 

of zinc from the Milford No. 1 mine. From the Milford No. 2 T. J. an 

Hammons and R. H. Reed shipped 8 tons of lead ore, containing 35 | 

ounces of silver and 11,507 pounds of lead, and 179 tons of vinc-lead | 

ore, containing 59,262 pounds of lead and 100,961 pounds of zinc. : 

Jacobsop, Krider, and Reim, lessees on the Sultan mine, shipped 414 | 

| tons of lead ore to a custom flotation mill and 61 tons of zinc ore to a 

smelter; the 60 tons of resulting concentrates contained 1 ounce of 

gold, 2,163 ounces of silver, 119 pounds of copper, and 61,378 pounds. | 

of lead, and the 61 tons of zinc ore contained 4,929 pounds of lead and —— 

51,469 pounds of zinc: From the Tam O’Shanter mine Jacobsc n and 

Krider shipped to a smelter 266 tons of lead ore contaming 1,736 

ounces of silver, 205 pounds of copper, and 41,776 pounds of lead. 

The Yellow Pine Lease operated the Yellow Pine mine throughout 1941 | 

and shipped zinc ore to a smelter. — oe oO 

ire cot 

Cope (Mountain City) district—The Mountain City Copper Co. | 

(third-largest copper producer in Nevada) was active throughout 

1941; part of the ore was treated in the company 400-ton flotation mill, — 

and high-grade ore was shipped for direct smelting. The Morrison- | 

Knudsen Co., Inc., operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline exca- - 

vator with a 2-cubic yard bucket, at the Van Duzer mine on Van 
Duzer Creek from April 1 to December 20. 

Delano district.—Lessees on the Cleveland mine shipped 233 tons 

of lead ore containing 2 ounces of gold, 6,377 ounces of silver, 1,759 

pounds of copper, and 87,909 pounds of lead during 1941. Lessees on 

_ the Net Group shipped to a smelter 1,145 tons oflead ore containing 8 

ounces of gold, 21,915 ounces of silver, 6,889 pounds of copper, and 

361,418 pounds of lead. 
Dolly Varden. district—_E. G. Gibson shipped copper ore from the 

Victoria mine to a smelter in 1941. | 
Gold Circle district—Gold & Silver Circle Mines, Inc., was the 

largest producer of gold and silver in the district in 1941. Esmeralda 

Geld Mines, Ltd., operated the Esmeralda mine and treated gold ore 

by cyanidation. W. Collins worked the Miner’s Gold mine.
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_Inme Mountain district:—Lime Mountain Consolidated operated the 
Lime Mountain mine throughout 1941; 2,960 tons of ore shipped toa | 
smelter contained 1,247 ounces of gold, 3,375 ounces of silver, and _ 

| 72,880 pounds of copper. | oo | . 
Mardis district—From the Virginia mine in 1941 J. M. Prunty 

shipped to a smelter 62 tons of ore containing 186 ounces of gold, 121 
ounces of silver, and 700 pounds of copper. = oo 

a Merrimac (Lone Mountain) district—The Rip Van Winkle Con-. | 
oe solidated Mining Co. treated 7,376 tons of zinc-lead ore in the company 

-- 100-ton flotation mill and shipped to a smelter 691 tons of lead con-. 
- | centrates (containing 13 ounces of gold, 88,295 ounces. of silver, 

mo 13,519 pounds of copper, and 883,312 pounds of lead) and 554 tons | 
, of zinc concentrates (containing 3 ounces of gold, 2,827 ounces of silver, 

| 5,745 pounds of copper, 5,760 pounds of lead, and 539,779 pounds of. 
zinc). a mo | | 

| Spruce Mountain (Black Forest) district—The Missouri Monarch 
| Consolidated Mines Co. operated the Missouri Monarch mine from 

January 1 to October 31, 1941, when the property was leased to L. M. 
: Conley who continued operations until the end of the year; silver 

ore, copper ore, and lead ore were shipped to a smelter. = | 

| . : _ ESMERALDA COUNTY es | 

| Divide district.—Several groups of lessees on the Tonopah Divide 
mine shipped 632 tons of gold ore containing 376 ounces of gold and ~~ 
5,887 ounces of silver to a smelter during 1941. a — | 

Goldfield district.— The Diamondfield Daisy Gold Mining Co. shipped 
gold ore from the Diamond Daisy mine to a smelter in 1941. Several | 

SO groups of lessees worked the Black Butte, Florence, and Merger claims 
| of the Goldfield Deep Mines Co. of Nevada. The Goldfield Consoli- 

| dated. Mines Co. property was operated by several groups of lessees. 
| Hornsilver (Gold Point) district—The Ohio Mines Corporation 

operated the Ohio group throughout 1941; in addition to company 
ore, over 2,400 tons of custom material received from 37 shippers was 
treated in the company 50-ton cyanide mill. The Orleans mine, one of 
the Ohio group, was operated as the Midnight Lease. Several groups 
of lessees on the Tokop mine shipped ore to a custom cyanide mill. 

| Klondyke district.—The Original Klondyke Divide Mining Co. 
shipped lead ore from the Original Klondyke mine to a smelter in 1941. 

| Oneota district The Red Top Mining Co. constructed a cyanide 
mill at the Brownie mine in 1941, which was operated for a short period 
during the year. 

Silver Peak district —In 1941 Desert Silver, Inc., worked the Nivloc 
mine, leading silver producer in the State since 1938. The Silver 
Divide Mines Co. operated the Coyette mine from August to December 
1941. E. L. Cord, operating as the Prescott Lease, worked the Mary 
mine throughout the year; ore was treated in the company 350-ton 
flotation-amalgamation-cyanide mill. Lessees shipped gold ore from 
the Oromonte mine to a custom cyanide mill and to a smelter. The 
Silver Peak Custom Milling Co. operated the Black Mammoth mill 
as a custom plant for a short period in 1941 before it was destroyed 
by fire September 23.
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. _ EUREKA COUNTY | 

Buckhorn district.—Between March 1 and December 15, 1941, D. P. 
Murphy shipped ore from the Buckhorn mine dumps to a smelter. 

Cortez district.—Lessees shipped silver ore from the Cortez mine to : 
a smelter during 1941. The Ventura mine was active throughout | 
the year; 864 tons of ore containing 760 ounces of gold, 623 ounces of 
silver, and 524 pounds of copper were shipped to a smelter. 

Eureka district.—A lessee operated the Colorado mine and shipped 
___ gold ore to a smelter in 1941. The Eureka Prospect Co. worked the 

’ Diamond Excelsior mine intermittently. Lessees worked the Eureka | 
Croesus mine. The Eureka Corporation, Ltd., shipped ore from 
several properties in the Eureka district; the largest production 

» came from the Oswego property in the Secret Canyon section. , 

: | . HUMBOLDT COUNTY . 

Awakening (Slumbering Hills) district—Austin Bros. Gold Mining 
Co. operated the Jumbo group from May 11 to October 18, 1941. 

_ Barrett Springs (Ten-mile) district—West Coast Mines, Ince., 
began operation of its new 150-ton flotation mill at the Pansy Lee 
mine February 1, 1941; 39,598 tons of ore milled yielded 7,882 tons 
of concentrates containing 5,314 ounces of gold, 453,508 ounces of 
silver, 71,130 pounds of copper, and 1,018,842 pounds of lead; and 
407 tons of ore shipped to a smelter contained 157 ounces of gold, 
13,217 ounces of silver, 2,929 pounds of copper, and 30,894 pounds 
of lead. This mine was the third-largest producer of silver in the | 
State in 1941. King Gold Mines in the Ten-mile section of the 

_ Barrett Springs district was active during 1941. | | 
Battle Mountain district—The B. & M. Mining Co. operated a non- 

floating washing plant at the Johnny Boy placer group from June 12 
to November 24, 1941. Gravel was delivered to the plant by a drag- 
line excavator using a 1}-cubic yard bucket. | 

_......__--Gold_ Run (Adelaide). district. —Adelaide Crown. Mines-operated-the ——- -—_— 
: Adelaide Crown mine throughout 1941; 96,898 tons of ore treated in 

the company 300-ton all-slime cyanide mill yielded 5,249 ounces of 
| gold and 113,705 ounces of silver; the company also treated 2,287 

tons of custom ore from 18 shippers. Marigold Mines: Inc., worked 
the Marigold mine and shipped ore to custom cyanide mills and to a 
smelter. | a 

National district —A lessee operated the Buckskin mine from April 
1 to December 31, 1941; 639 tons of ore shipped to custom cyanide 
mills contained 453 ounces of gold and 2,210 ounces of silver, and 103 
tons of ore shipped to a smelter contained 110 ounces of gold, 589 
ounces of silver, 94 pounds of copper, and 157 pounds of lead. Lessees 
mined 2 tons of very high grade ore at the National mine; in August 

_ the mine was leased to the Santa Rosa Mining Co., subject to the 
leases already in effect. | 

Potosi district.—Getchell Mine, Inc., operated the Getchell mine 
throughout 1941 and continued to hold first place in Nevada as a 
gold producer. Ore was treated in the company 1,000-ton cyanide 
plant, to which a 260- by 7%-foot rotary kiln was added during the 
year. 

497779 43-28
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a - Warm Springs district—Gold ore was treated by amalgamation 
7 at the Ashdown mine in 1941. The Homer Verne Mining Co. oper- 

| ated the Homer Verne mine in the Boyd Basin section of the Warm . 
Springs district. Ce a ey 

a oo OB LANDER COUNTY rer - 

Battle Mountain district—In 1941, as in former years, lessees at 
oo the various small mines in the Battle Mountain district produced 

much of the ore shipped to smelters. Small mines that were active _ 
included the Armour, Bentley, Big Florence, Buffalo Valley, Buzzard, . | 
Copper Queen, Eldorado, Gold Butte, Gold Cash, Gold Road, Hard © 

| _. Times, Oriole, Plumas, San Miguel, Trinity, and White. The Inter- | 
| national Smelting & Refining Co. took a 5-year lease on the property - 

: of the Copper Canyon Mining Co. with option to purchase 51 percent ' 
+ of the Copper Canyon Mining Co. stock. The lessee. budgeted / 

oe $500,000 for examination and the construction of a 350-ton flotation 
~ ss mill, building of which was started late in the year. In addition to | 

| | examination and construction activities, a substantial quantity of 
ss @opper ore was shipped to a smelter during 1941. Broylesand Wilson, — 

| one of the larger lessees in the district, shipped gold-silver ore from the 
| Independence group. —_—| | a | : a 

| Bullion district—H. W. Treweek operated a cyanide mill on the 
| Goldacres property during 1941. The Gray Eagle Mining Co. worked : 

the Gray Eagle mine. Lessees operated the Little Gem mine and _ 
| treated silver ore by flotation; copper ore was shipped to a smelter. ~§ | 

Several operators on Triplett, Guleh produced 413 ounces of gold and | 
| 40 ounces of silver from placer gravels. a a . 

McCoy district—The Nevada United Gold Mining Co. cyanided a 
substantial quantity of gold ore produced.at the Gold Dome mine | 
during 1941. : | | | | Ce — 

_ New Pass district—New Pass Mines operated the New Pass mine _ 
— from January 1 to December 22, 1941. W. H. Smith treated 291 tons | 

of ore from the Thomas W. mine and recovered 146 ounces of gold 
and 23 ounces of silver. | : Be : 

| LINCOLN COUNTY a 

Comet district—The Comet Mines Co. carried on test runs at the 
Conet mine during 1941; 565 tons of ore were treated by flotation, 
ani 7 tons of resulting concentrates shipped to a smelter contained 
17 ounces of gold, 665 ounces of silver, 90 pounds of copper, and | 
656 pounds of lead; and 346 tons of ore shipped to a smelter con- 
tained 81 ounces of gold, 2,845 ounces of silver, 404 pounds of copper, 
and 13,405 pounds of lead. 

Ferguson (Delamar) district—During 1941 lessees shipped gold ore 
te a smelter from the properties owned by the Delamar Exploration 

O. 
Jack Rabbit (Bristol) district—The Bristol Silver Mines Co. operated __ 

the Bristol Silver mine throughout 1941; 18,576 tons of lead ore con- 
taining 178 ounces of gold, 305,232 ounces of silver, 1,002,198 pounds 
of copper, and 1,975,935 pounds of lead were shipped to a smelter. 

Pioche district—The Combined Metals Reduction Co. (affiliate of 
the National Lead Co.) worked the Pioche Nos. 1 and 2 mines and a 
section of the Amalgamated Pioche mine throughout 1941; the com- 
pany was the largest producer of both lead and zinc in the State.
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From. January until September all the production was shipped to the | 
company: 600-ton selective-flotation mill at Bauer, Utah, but from _ | 
September: until the end of the year virtually all the output was 
treated in the 600-ton selective-flotation mill erected by the company 

_ at Castleton 3 miles southwest of Pioche. In addition to company __ 
ore, this new mill handled ore from the Black Prince mine for the 
Prince Consolidated Mining Co. The Amalgamated Pioche Mines & , 
Smelters Corporation shipped lead ore from a section of the Amalgam- 
ated Pioche mine to a smelter in 1941. W. A. Free shipped lead oo 
ore from the Apex and the Financier mines to a smelter. The Nevada | 
Volcano Mines Co. operated the Nevada Volcano mine from May 29 . 
to December 31 and shipped lead‘ ore to a smelter. The Hall Bros. | 

_ “Co., Inc., shipped from the Raymond Ely mine to a smelter 27,006. : 
tons of gold-silver ore containing 1,217 ounces of vold and 130,700 | 

_ ounces of silver. Lessees shipped gold-silver smelting ore from: the | - 
Wide Awake mine. _ OO - | 

LYON COUNTY © pe , | 

~ Palmyra district—T. Panos shipped gold ore from the Carpenter | 
mine to a custom cyanide mill. P. Haggerty, a lessee on the Hulley | | 

_ Logan mine, shipped gold-silver ore to a custom-cyanide mill. A, _ | 
Lundgren shipped gold-silver ore from the North Rapidan mine toa 
custom cyanide mill. © | DT 

Pine Grove (Wilson) district —G..L. Felt, a lessee, operated the 
_ Wilson mine from February 1 untit December 31, 1941, and recon- 

_ structed the mill at the property as a 150-ton flotation plant; gold | 
| concentrates were shipped to a custom: cyanide mill and to a smelter. 

Stlver City district—The Dayton Consolidated) Mines Co. oper- an 
ated the Dayton mine in 1941 on company account and through | 
lessees. In addition to the Dayton mine ore, the company treated | 
ore it mined at other properties in the Silver City district and more 

_ than 20,000 tons of custom ore received from 250 shippers working 
~~~" mines in Silver City and other districts. Gold ore from the Haywood ~~~ 

mine was shipped to the Dayton mill. The Gold Rock Mining Co. 
and lessees operated the Buckeye group; the company reconstructed 
the mill as a 75-ton amalgamation-flotation plant. A number of 
lessees working the Oest mine. produced 863 tons of ore, from | 
which 284 ounces of gold and 479 ounces of silver were recovered; | 
some of the ore was amalgamated and some shipped to a custom | 
cyanide mill. Lessees operated the Silver City mine. The Dayton 
Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge at its property on the north 
edge of Dayton from January 1 to December 31; the dragline dredge 
used.a dragline excavator with a 14-cubic yard bucket which, when 
installed, was the largest used in dragline dredging in the world. | 
_Falapoosa district.—¥F. J. de Longchamps operated the Talapoosa 

mine from January to July 1941 and shipped ore to the Dayton Con- 
—solidated Mining Co. custom mill for treatment. 

Pe MINERAL COUNTY 

_ Columbus (Candelaria) district—Gold-silver ore from the Silver | 
King mine was shipped to a smelter in 1941. 

Hawthorne (Pamlico, Ashby) district.—Lessees on the Ashby mine 
shipped gold ore to custom cyanide mills during 1941. Champion
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City Mines, Inc., treated 1,326 tons of silver ore in the company 200- 
ton flotation mill and shipped to a smelter 88 tons of lead concen- 

| trates containing 3 ounces of gold, 27,796 ounces of silver, 3,012 
pounds of copper, and 75,020 pounds of lead. | | | 

a Santa Fe district.—Lessees shipped gold ore from the Clay Peters 
group to a smelter in 1941. | | | | 

Stlver Star (Gold Range) district.—Lessees on the Lancashire mine 
a shipped gold-silver ore to a custom cyanide mill and lead ore to a 

smelter in 1941. | | —— 
| | NYE COUNTY Co 

| _Bellehelen district—Western Gold, Inc., shipped gold-silver ore _ 
| from the dumps of the Clifford mine to a smelter during 1941. . 

| Belmont district.—Ore and old tailings, valued chiefly for silver, 
were shipped to a smelter from the Combination mime in 1941. | 

, Bullfrog district—C. L. Tibbols operated the Denver mine from | 
a _ January 8 to September 2, 1941; 257 tons of ore shipped to custom 

- cyanide mills yielded 149 ounces of gold and 202 ounces of silver, 
| M. F. Hazen operated the May Flower mine from February to 

November. Lessees operated the Senator Stewart mine from Janu- : 
| ary 11 to March 11. | oe 

Golden Arrow district.—Gold-silver ore from the Golden Arrow 
| minu was shipped to a smelter in 1941. Lessees on the Golden Bar 

| mine shipped gold ore to a custom mill and to a smelter. | 
| Manhattan district—Lessees on the April Fool mine in 1941 pro- | 

duced 328 tons of ore from which 240 ounces of gold and 89 ounces 
of silver were recovered by amalgamation and cyanidation. The Big 

Oo Four mine was operated by lessees. J. Francisco operated the Jumbo > 
| mine under lease from January to November and treated gold ore in 

| his 35-ton stamp mill located on a nearby property. Lessees worked 
| the Manhattan mine and treated gold ore in a 5-stamp amalgamation 

mill. Lessees worked the Nevada Coalition mine. The Reliance 
Mining Co. suspended operations at the Verden mine in June 1941; 
during the year, a substantial quantity of gold was recovered from | 
clean-up of the mill and high-grade ore shipped to a smelter. The 
Manhattan Gold Dredging Co. (largest producer of placer gold in 
the State since 1939) operated throughout 1941 its electric connected- 
bucket dredge equipped with 108 9%-cubic foot buckets. | 
Northumberland district—The Northumberland Mining Co. oper- 

ated the Northumberland mine throughout 1941. 
Phonolite district —A clean-up at the Penelas mine in 1941 yielded 

a substantial quantity of gold and silver. 
Quartz Mountain district—O. LeFavor shipped lead ore from the 

San Rafael mine to a smelter in 1941. 
Round Mountain district —Morrin & Steigmeyer operated the Gold 

Hill mine during 1941. S. W. Boswick worked for 40 days the Mary 
McLean mine in the Red Mountain section of the Round Mountain ~ 
district. J.J. Raymond worked the Monte Christo mine. 

Silver Bow district—In 1941 silver ore from the Catlin and Hillside 
mines was shipped to a smelter. In addition, some gold-silver ore 
from the Hillside mine was treated in a custom cyanide mill. 

Tonopah district—Gold-silver ore mined by a lessee at the Jim 
Butler mine was shipped to a smelter in 1941. Lessees shipped 446 
tons of gold-silver ore containing 207 ounces of gold and 18,937 ounces 
of silver from the Tonopah Belmont mine. Silver ore and mill clean-
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up from the Tonopah. Extension mine were shipped to a smelter. 
Several sets of lessees operated the Tonopah Mining Co. of Nevada | 
property throughout 1941 and shipped gold-silver ore to a smelter. | 
Lessees on the West End mine shipped silver ore to a smelter. 

Tybo district—Silver ore from the Ramona mine was shipped to a 
smelter during 1941. Lessees shipped to a smelter gold-silver ore 
and lead ore from the Two G mine. © | | : 

_ Union district—Silver Palace Mines, Inc., operated the Silver _ 
Palace mine from April until the end of 1941, and 12,233 tons of 
silver ore were treated in a 50-ton flotation plant built during the 

_ year; 613 tons of lead concentrates recovered contained 3 ounces of 
gold, 85,283 ounces of silver, 12,443 pounds of copper, 230,202 pounds 
of lead, and 188,411 pounds of zinc. The company planned adding 
selective flotation to produce @ zinc concentrate. —__ 2 

a PERSHING COUNTY | | 

: Central district—Jones Bros. & Associates worked the Keystone - 
mine in 1941; 501 tons of lead ore shipped to a smelter contained 21 
ounces of gold, 18,904 ounces of silver, 1,924 pounds of copper, and a 

- 68,313 pounds of lead. - | | | | 
. Imlay district—The Standard Cyaniding Co. operated the Gold es 
Standard mine throughout 1941. Between April 15 and December 20 | 

: J. K. Wadley treated in a 4-ton amalgamation mill 27 tons of ore — | 
from a property 20 miles west of Imlay and recovered 317 ounces of | 
gold and 166 ounces of silver. | | : 

Rochester district—E. McCartney shipped gold-silver ore from the 
West Slope mine to a custom cyanide mull. : a . 

Rosebud district.—P.. Webster operated the Brown Palace mine 
from January 1 to October 1, 1941, and treated the ore in a 20-ton 

- eyanide plant. Acme Gold Placers, Inc., operated a nonfloating 
washing plant on the Acme property. | : 7 

~~ ——-—-Senen, Troughs district Laughton & Causten operated the Portland- —-------— 
mine throughout 1941; ore was treated in a 25-ton amalgamation- 
concentration mill. | | 

Staggs district.—The Twin Buttes Mining Syndicate operated the 
Twin Buttes mine throughout 1941; 524 tons of ore shipped to a smelt- 
er contained 530 ounces of gold, 6,151 ounces of silver, 54 pounds of 
copper, and 40,573 pounds of lead. | 

STOREY COUNTY 

Comstock district.—Lessees on the Chollar-Potos1 mine m 1941 
shipped to a custom cyanide mill 1,041 tons of ore from which 370 
ounces of gold and 8,476 ounces of silver were recovered. The Con- 
solidated Virginia Mining Co. operated the Consolidated Virginia 
mine continuously. Sutro Tunnel Coalition, Inc., operated the Crown 

| Point mine throughout the year; the output of gold-silver ore was 
treated in the company 100-ton cyanide mill. The Dayton Consoli- 
dated Mines Co. and lessees shipped 2,131 tons of ore to the Dayton 
Consolidated cyanide mill in Silver City; 606 ounces of gold and 8,286 
ounces of silver were recovered. This company and lessees worked 
the Keystone mine and produced 28,697 tons of ore from which 
8,167 ounces of gold and 22,554 ounces of silver were recovered by 
cyanidation. The Dayton Consolidated Mines Co. operated the
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New York mine throughout the year. Lessees shipped 873 tons of | 
_ ore from the Occidental mine to a custom cyanide mill; 176 ounces of _ 

| gold and 5,848 ounces of silver were recovered. The Nevada Securities — 
| - Co. worked the Overland mine. The Consolidated Chollar Gould & 

Savage Mining Co. operated the Overman mine continuously. The | 
, Silver Hill Mining Co. operated the Silver Hill and Succor mines 

_ and treated the ore in the company 100-ton amalgamation-cyanida- 
tion mill. Sierra Nevada, Ltd., and lessees worked the Sierra Nevada 

| mine. | | | oo | a 
me _. WASHOE COUNTY , cot | 

| _ White Horse district —The Renegade mine was operated during 1941; 
361 tons of ore treated by amalgamation yielded 284 ounces of gold and | 
88 ounces of silver, and 149 tons of ore shipped to a custom cyanide 
mill yielded 402 ounces of gold and 116 ounces of silver. | 

| | | WHITE PINE COUNTY — | 

| : Aurum district—The Grand Deposit Mining Co. and lessees worked 
| the Grand Deposit mine during 1941; copper ore and lead ore were 7 

oo, shipped to a smelter and zinc ore to a zinc oxide plant for treatment. | 
| Cherry Creek district.—Several groups of leasers on the Eagen mine : 
oe in 1941 shipped to a smelter 1,656 tons of ore and 949 tons of old tail- - 

ings, containing in all 461 ounces of gold and 10,502 ounces of silver. 
a ‘The Exchequer Mining Co. shipped silver ore from the Imperial mine | 

toa smelter. The Nevada Standard Mining Co. and lessees shipped | 
gold-silver ore and silver ore from the Star mine. Old tailings were 
shipped from the Thompson tailing pile to asmelter. 

. | Robinson district.—The Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation 
(operating subsidiary of the Kennecott Copper Corporation and | 

| ‘largest industrial company in Nevada) operated the Ruth mine at 
Ruth and the open pit at Copper Flat throughout 1941. In addition 
to its mining activities, the company operated the McGill copper 

| smelter (only smelter in the State) and the McGill flotation-concen- 
trator, which was increased in 1941 from 18,000- to 20,000-ton daily 
capacity. The Consolidated Coppermines Corporation, second- 
largest copper producer in the State in 1941, was active throughout 
the year; copper ore mined on company account was shipped to the 
McGill concentrator. C. Caviglia shipped from the Chainman mine 
to a smelter 4,517 tons of ore containing 654 ounces of gold and 5,785 
ounces of silver. The Ely Gold & Manganese Co. and lessees operated 

| the Cuba mine. The Hayes mine was operated by D. F. Paine until 
May; operations were continued by the D. F. Paine estate. During : 
August and September lessees shipped 598 tons of gold-silver ore, 

| contaiming 113 ounces of gold, 3,145 ounces of silver, and 942 pounds 
of copper, from the Hidden Treasure mine to a smelter. L. Piombo 
operated the Jupiter Lease and shipped gold-silver ore to a smelter. 
L. Burnham worked the Keystone mine from March to September. 
The Ely Gold Mining Co. shipped gold-silver ore from the Revenue 
mine. 

Taylor district—-Lessees shipped silver ore from the Gore mine 
during 1941. Farnsworth-Ely Combined Metals Mines shipped silver 
ore from the Mineral Farm mine to a smelter during the first 4 months 
of the year. Lessees worked the Monitor and Sunrise nfines.
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Production of both copper and zinc in New Mexico in 1941 was 
larger in quantity than in any previous year, and that of lead was | 

. greater than in 1940 but less than in 1939. The output of both gold : 

oa . ie taste [TTT ea 
py Alig |v | | 
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Ws ~ | - 
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FIGURE 1.—Value of mine production of copper and zinc and total value of gold, silver, copper, lead, and 
zine in New Mexico, 1870-1941. . The value of gold, silver, and lead produced annually has been relatively | 

and silver decreased. The. total value of the recovered output of the 
five metals in 1941 was $25,471,416 (highest since 1918) and com- 
pares with $22,246,421 in 1940 (see fig. 1). Copper represented 68 
percent and zinc 22 percent of the total value in 1941; the zinc value 
was the highest in any year on record for the State, and the copper 
value was the largest since 1918. All the principal producing mines 
and mills that were active in 1940 continued operations throughout 
1941, with the exception of the Aztec mine and 140-ton amalgamation- : 
flotation mill in Colfax County and the San Pedro group and 150-ton 
flotation mill in Santa Fe County (shut down in August). The Waldo 
mine and 200-ton flotation mill near Magdalena were reopened and 
began producing in September. 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”; that is, they 
do not include moisture. 

The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated 
at the following prices. 

413
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| Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 | . 

Year Gold! | Silver? | Copper? | Lead? | Zinc? 

. Per fine Per fine 7 . 
. ounce ounce Per md | Per pound | Per pound 

197___------------------------------------ $35. 00 $0. 7735 | $0, 121 $0. 059 $0. 065 
1988. __------------------------------------ 35. 00 4, 646-+-| . 098 . 046 -, 048 
1989... .---------------------- ee 35. 00 - §, 678-+ . 104 047 . 052 
1940_.--.----..---.------------------------ 35. 00. 6. 711+ -113 - 050 . 063 - 
1941__.---------- ee 35. 00 S711+ 118 | . 057 075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. 

21987: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 
price for newly mined silver. . j 

3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. - 
| ‘ $0.64646464. 8 $0.67878787. oo ~ 6 $0.71111111. OO | 

~ - The following table shows the number of mines in New Mexico 
_ producing gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc and their annual output | 

of ore and metals from 1937 to 1941; also the total production from 
«4848 to 1941. The report of this series for 1929 (chapter of Mineral 

a Resources of the United States, 1929, pt. 1, pp. 729-759) gives the 
| : yearly production of each important. metal-producing district in New 

Mexico from 1904 to 1929, inclusive. Subsequent records year by 
year may be found in annual issues of Mineral Resources and Minerals 
Yearbook. | | a 7 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in New Mexico, 1987-41, and | 
: . total, 1848-1941, in terms of recovered metals | | 

| | Mines produc- | Silver (lode and y ing Ore (short Gold (lode and placer) placer) | 

= tons) Fine Fine | Lode | Placer . ounces Value ounces Value. - 

1987__...._--.----------_-- 159 160 | 4,191, 092 41,171 | $1,440,985 | 1,243, 766 $962, 053 
1938_.-------------------- 166 164 | 2,414, 857 43,050 | 1,506,750 | 1,229,860 795, 061 
199_..--.---------------- 214 168 | 4,977,375 36,979 | 1,204,265 | 1,400,878 950, 899 
1040____-=.----------------] 164 179 | 7,089, 903 35,943 | 1,258,005 | 1,407,839 1, 001, 130 

| 191. .---.---------------- 145 103 | 7, 530, 226 27, 845 974,575 | 1,328,317 044, 581 

198-1941. ® 2, 148, 780 | 48, 541,493 | 65,276,576 | 51,150, 206 | 

Copper Lead Zinc 

Year . Total value 
Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

| 1987.__....-----| 64,106,000 | $7,756,826 | 13, 024, 000 $768, 416 | 47,854,000 | $3,110,510 | $14, 038, 790 
1988_._.--.-----| 40,878, 000 4,006,044 | 9,898,000 | 455,308 | 56,472,000 | 2,710, 656 9, 473, 819 
1989_....-------| 92,284,000 9, 597, 536 | 10, 784, 000 506, 848 | 58,712,000 | 3,053,024 | 15, 402, 572 
1949__-_...-..-.-| 189, 696,000 | 15,785,648 | 7,644,000 382, 200 | 60,626,000 | 3,819,438 | 22, 246, 421 
1941. .__..-_.-_-| 146,956,000 | 17,340,808 | 9, 336,000 532, 152 | 75,724,000 | 5,679,300 | 25, 471, 416 

1848-1041_._.....| 21,017, 444 | 308,878,983 | 2244, 684 | 23, 531, 731 2 611, 830 | 74, 886, 524 | 506, 988, 937 

! Figures not available. 2 Short tons. 

Gold and silver produced at placer mines in New Mexico, 1987-41, in terms of 
| recovered metals 

Gold Silver Gold Silver 

eT [| Total _—_— |_| Total Year Year — 
Fine Fine value Fine Fine value ounces Value ounces Value ounces Value ounces Value 

it! yn 3, 027/$105, 945 203} $157/$106, 102}| 1940_____- 2, 928) $102, 480 263} $187|$102, 667 
188... _- 2, 626} 91, 910 167 108} 92,018} 1941_____. 2, 488; 87,080 284 202| 87, 282 

. 189 ...| 3,474] 121, 590 209} 142} 121, 732
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Gold.—Mine production of gold in New Mexico decreased from 
35,943 fine ounces in 1940 to 27,845 ounces in 1941. Changes in 
output in the principal gold-producing districts in 1941 were: De- 
creases of 1,877 ounces in the Mogollon district, 570 ounces in the 
Mount Baldy, 951 ounces in the Hillsboro, 1,737 ounces in the Central, 
955 ounces in the Lordsburg, 1,641 ounces in the San Pedro, and 359 
ounces in the Pinos Altos district; output increased 1,271 ounces in the 
Steeple Rock district. Dry and siliceous ores yielded 57 percent of 

-. the State total gold, copper ore 32 percent, lead and zinc-lead ores 2 - 
percent, and placers 9 percent." = : a - 
Silver —Mine production of silver in New Mexico was 1,328,317 

fine ounces in 1941 compared with 1,407,839 ounces in 1940. The 
Mogollon district contributed 37 percent of the State total in 1941, 

- Central 36 percent, Steeple Rock 19 percent, Lordsburg 5 percent, and 
San Pedro 1 percent. Dry and siliceous ores yielded 57 percent of the 
total silver; copper ore 18 percent; zinc-lead ore 24 percent; and lead 
ore, together with a small quantity of silver from placers, 1 percent. 

-- Copper—The output of recoverable copper from mines in New 
Mexico in 1941 was 146,956,000 pounds—a 5-percent increase over the | 
former record annual production (in 1940). ‘The Chino open-pit mime 

_ of the Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation at Santa Rita, 
- Grant County, continued to be much thelargest producer in the State. 

The daily capacity of the concentrator at Hurley was 20,000 tons at 
the end of 1941. The copper concentrates are reduced to blister | 
copper in the smelter adjacent to the concentrator. Molybdenite 
concentrates are recovered in the mill as a byproduct. Other sizable 
producers of copper were the Burro Mountain group of the Phelps 
Dodge Corporation at Tyrone, Grant County; the Bonney mine near 
Lordsburg, Hidalgo County; the San Pedro near Golden, Santa Fe 7 

- County (operated January to August); and the Ground Hog-San Jose 
group near Hanover, Grant County. Copper ore and mine-water a 
precipitates yielded 98 percent of the total copper; most of the re- 

-—--—--_-weinder- was recovered: from-concentrates produced from the milling —---------—— 
of zinc-lead ore. | | 

- _Lead.—The bulk of the lead produced from New Mexico mines in 
1941 came from the American Smelting & Refining Co. Ground 

| Hog unit in the Central district, Grant County. The total State 
output of lead (9,336,000 pounds) was 22 percent above that in 1940. 
Zinc-lead ore yielded 88 percent of the total lead, lead ore 5 percent, 
copper ore 5 percent, and other types of ore 2 percent. | 

Zinc.—The output of recoverable zinc from mines in New Mexico 
increased 25 percent in 1941 over 1940. The principal producers m 
1941 were the American Smelting & Refining Co. (Ground Hog unit), | 
Empire Zinc Co. (Hanover. mine group), and the s‘eru Mining Co. | 
(Pewabic mine), all in the Central district, Grant County; and 
Raskob Mining Interests, Inc. (Waldo mine operation) and the Empire | 
Zinc Co. (Kelly group), both in the Magdalena district, Socorro 
County. Other districts producing some zinc were the Organ, Dona 
Ana County; Pinos Altos and Swartz, Grant County; and Lordsburg 
and San Simon, Hidalgo County. 

Zinc concentrates produced in 1941 amounted to 80,774 tons, 
containing as ‘shipped 20 ounces of gold, 56,215 ounces of silver, 
603,467 pounds of copper, 1,117,017 pounds of lead, and 87,362,425 
pounds of zinc. The average content in zinc was therefore 54.08 |
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Oe percent. The zinc and zinc-lead ores (1,492 tons) from New Mexico 
| shipped crude to the Ozark pigment plant at Coffeyville, Kans., — 

. | averaged 22.86 percent zinc and 12.40 percent lead. ~ ee 

| : | | MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES | oe 

— Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in New Mexico in 1941, by | 
: | | counties, in terms of recovered metals pe 

Mines producing |Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

Se . Fine Tall ine me : | an oon, ; Lode | Placer ounces Value ounces ‘Value - 

| Bernalillo.____.._-....-..-.------.- 1|. 4| 140 1,014 gz , 
Catron....---------2----------L Le — OF 7,884 | 275,940 489, 943 | 348, 404 

| Colfax_...._.--------.--2---0-- 0 eee e ee 6 | 703 24,605} | 97| 69 
. Dona Ana. -.-------------2---------] — 3 [----------|-------e ee d 97 . «69 

: | Eddy__...:.2-----.---2--c--22------| 1 po 3 | 2 
Grant._._...---------------25------ 68 20 14, 793 517,755 | 737,003 | . 524,001 
Guadalupe. -_-.-----.-.---------.._- oD ple e eee ee |e lee ee 232;  -° = 165 oO 

7 Hidalgo._.....-.-.-------- 2-22 10 |---e---.-] 1,357 | 47,495 | 67,815 |. 48,228 
S Lincoln_._.-------------------------| ©. 38]  ..19 231 |... 8,.0865. . 158) 539 
Be Luma. __-_2---2-2---e eee eee Beccles fet eles] «218; 155 

mo Santa Fe__........-.------..--..-...| 6 Wy... 31,1574 40, 495 17, 384 | - 12,362. 
7 Sierra._........- 2-2-2 2 ee ] 27 42}. 1,518 53, 130 | 6, 518 © 3, 924 we ) © Sovorre. 222] | 198 | 6930] 885] 8 

a eae oT M5 108 | 27,845 | 974,575 | 1,328,317 | 944,581 
ae Total, 1940_...-..---2---------------| 164] 179 | 35,943 | 1, 258,005.| 1,407,839} 1,001,130” 

. . : | | == —<— —e ——————————————— " 3 " . “ = = " " i" . — ae = , . 

7 County TT ne mn —————| Total value. | 
| no | Pounds | Value Pounds. | Value | Pounds | Value | 7 

_ Bernalillo... {22.0.2 -- | e--eeeceee-[eeeeee-eeee ef eeeeef eee ee --| $61 
: Catron....____.--- "600° $71 fog as 

Colfax. .--..-. 22 -}2...-22-222--|22-----.---|-----_- |. 24,674 
Dona Ana_.--..--}--.-.-.-..---{---..-----.-] 12, 000 $684 12, 000 $900 1, 653 

. Eddy ..-._...---.: . §00 : 59 |---| eee 61 
- ; Grant____.._...._.| 137, 814, 000 16, 262,052 | 8,165,000 | 465,405 | 70,473,000 | 5,285,475 | 28, 054, 778 

Guadalupe........|. . 204,000 | 24, 072 |__.__...-.-.]_---------]---- 2 eee ee 24, 237 
Hidalgo. _.......-.} 7,468,800 | 881,318 221,000 | 12,597 80, 000 6, 000 995, 634 
Lineoln____.......|........-.2--|------------ 200 11 |. 22 ef 8, 635 
Luma. ._..-__--__- 200 | 24 26, 400 1,505 |_-----------[--------- ee 1, 684 

. Santa Fe..........| 1,437,000 169, 566 |.......-.._.|---.2-2222| 222 e----|-------- ee 229,423 
Sierra_._.._.__...- 23, 400 2, 761 7, 400 422 |_._-.-----4--}----------- 60, 237 

_ Soeorro.._...----- 7,500 - 885 904, 000 51,528 | 5, 159, 000 386, 925 452, 124 

/ 146, 956,000 | 17, 340,808 | 9,336,000 | 532,152 | 75,724,000 | 5,679,300 | 25, 471, 416 
Total, 1940_._.____| 139, 696, 000 | 15, 785,648 | 7,644,000 | 382, 200 | 60,626,000 | 3,819, 438 | 22, 246, 421 

I 

Gold and silver produced at lode mines in New Mexico in 1941, by counties, in terms 
| of recovered metals 

| | 

Ore sold : Ore sold : 
Gold Silver Gold Silver 

County oF treated (fine (fine County or treated (fine (fine 
tons) ounces)} ounces) tons) ounces)| ounces) 

Bernalillo... ....__-- 16 4 1,014 || Luna....-.-..-__--- 45 |_._____. 218 
Catron_________-__- 61,734 | 7, 884 489,943 || Santa Fe______.____ 27,376 | 1,052 17, 377 
Dona Ana_________- 47 |__L2 97 || Sierra___._._.__-.__- 4, 852 467 5, 459 
Eddy_._._-_..-_.___- ee 3 || Socorro___.___.._--_- 28, 547 198 | 8, 235 Grant______.._..___| 7,281,457 | 14,342 | 736, 896 |__| —___—_ Guadalupe._______. 2,411 J... 232 7, 530, 226 | 25,357 | 1,328, 033 
Hidaleo......_...-..] 128,557 | 1,357 67,815 || Total, 1940__.__._-.-| 7,089,903 | 33,015 | 1, 407, 576 
Lincoln_____________ 175 53 744 

eC A PP Perr pean
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Gold and silver produced at placer mines in New Mexico in 1941, by counties, in fine : 
ounces, in terms of recovered metals | : 

| Sluicing and hydraulie| ‘Dry-land dredges! | Total | 
| County - a re 

| . Gold Silver _ Gold | Silver | Gold Silver - 

Colfax.....-..----------------|  2| 4 677 | 93 73|/ 97 7 
Grant........-..--.-.---.---- sit ag 80] ss}. 451]{ —- 107 
Lineoln_.__.--....------------ 178 14 j._.- ef]. 178 14 
Banta Fe00 2220222 105 | TPL 108 | 7 ae 
Sierra.__.-2-.----------------- 96 1. 5] | 955° 54] | 1,051 | -. .-—s« 59 . 

oo a | 486| 249 2,002|  235| 2,488] |. 284 oo 
Total, 1940._..........-------- 651{ 58 2,277 205 2,998) + 263 

| "1 Dragline and power-shovel excavators with sluices or special amalgamators. | | — : | | a 

| ee | MINING INDUSTRY ne - 

_ . The greater part of the 7,530,226 tons of ore produced in New : 
Mexico in 1941 was copper ore, mined with power shovels, from the 
Chino open-pit mine at Santa Rita, Grant County. Underground 

_ mining was done at the other principal mines of the State. The 
quantity of each type of ore produced, with its content in terms of | | 

-- recovered metals, is shown in the table that follows. Operating - 
details at both lode and placer mines are given in the. following re- So 
view by counties and districts. _ | fe a 

| oe _.. ORE CLASSIFICATION Do 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume 
on Gold and Silver. SO BS 

Ore sold or treated in-New Mexico in 1941, with content in terms of recovered metals a 

og To | Ore Gold Silver | on, oa . os : 2 a Copper . Lead Zine 
a Somme | Soe aire | otmecs) | (bounds) [ { (pounds) 

Dry and siliceous gold ore...........| 18,305] 4,360] 18,036 | 66,414 | 225,555 |... Oo 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver.ore. - - -- 89, 430 | 11, 598 728, 462 | 7, 267 . 2, 206 |-.--------- . . 
Dry and siliceous silver ore. - or 282 8 7, 732° 899 6, 494 wen a---see- - 

eT 408,017 | 15,966 |. 754,280}. ..74, 580 | 234,055 | oe 

Copper ore._.......-...-.--<.---..---| 6,975, 682 | 8,908 | 242,834 |! 144,714,904 | 429,254 |... ._._--- - 
Lead ore..........-.-----2---2-2-2---] 2261 || 428 7, 200 9.827 | 450,987 |___..___._- . 
Zine ore._....../...------------------| 148,359 |_...-_--|---..-----.]------------- 382 | 26, 586, 093 

Zine-lead ore.._._.....-...-....-...-.| 295,907 | > 60 | 323,769 | 2, 156, 689 | 8, 221, 122 | 49, 137, 907 , 

_ ~" 1-7) 499,909 | 9,391 | 573,803 |! 146,881, 420 | 9, 101, 745 | 75, 724, 000 | 

‘Total, lode mines..........-...| 7, 530, 226 | 25,357 | 1,328,033 |1 146,956, 000 | 9,336,000 | 75, 724, 000 
Total, placers._..._....._..-..-.,.---]-----.---- | 2,488 284 |.-..---.-.-.-].----------]----------- 

So 7, 630. 226 | 27,845 | 1,328, 317 |1 146,956, 000 | 9,336,000 | 75,724,000 
Total, 1940........-.....--...--------] 7, 089, 903 | 35, 943 | 1, 407, 839 |2 139,696, 000 | 7,644, 000 | 60, 626, 000 

1 Includes 16,818,294 pounds of copper recovered from mine-water precipitates. 
2 Includes 8,258,984 pounds of copper recovered from mine-water precipitates.
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| | | | METALLURGIC INDUSTRY - | 

The following eight flotation mills treated 98 percent of the total 
New Mexico output of ore in 1941: Chino at Hurley, Empire Zinc at . 
Hanover, Banner near Lordsburg, Peru near Deming, Combination | 
near Hanover, San Pedro near Golden, Waldo near Magdalena, and 

| Southwest Minerals near Duncan, Ariz. (operated on ore from the 
Carlisle group at Steeple Rock, N. Mex.). One percent was treated 

| by the Little Fanney cyanidation mill at Mogollon, the East Camp 
cyanidation mill at Steeple Rock, and scattered small concentration 
and amalgamation mills; and 1 percent was shipped crude to smelters. 
The Chino reverberatory copper smelter of the Nevada Consolidated _ 

| _ Copper Corporation at Hurley was operated throughout 1941 on | 
oo - company copper concentrates, siliceous copper ore, and copper pre- 

_ cipitates recovered by leaching of waste dumps. Concentrates and 
ore produced by other operators in the State were shipped to smelters 

7 in other States, mentioned in the following review by counties and 
districts. About 300,250 cubic yards ef gravel were treated at four _ 
placer mines using dry-land dredges, and some gravel for which _ 

| _ figures are not obtainable was handled at small placers worked by —__ 
3 hand methods. _ : CESS ee Shp - - 

: : Mine production of metals in New Mexico in 1941, by methods of recovery, tn terms | 
| | of recovered metals . ; | 

ne | Material! Gold | gi (ine| Copp Lead Zi ; reate ’ sliver ne 0 rt “Ainc 

__ Method of recovery (short omnes) ounces) (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) 7 
a a et -. | tons) . fe - 

ee Ore amalgamated...............|. 5,908| 986 249 |. ee [eee |eeeeee eee 
Ore cyanided ! __._...__.._.....] 84,611 | — 10,081 690, 217 |......----.-_-]_------------f}---- eee, . 
Concentrates smelted._.........| 313, 725 “10, 757 _ §18,113 | 2 144, 281,312 | 8,178, 5387 | 75, 179, 301 
Ore smelted................-....| 86,757 | 3,533 | 119,454 | 2,674,688 | 1,162,463} 544, 699 

| a Placer... ---.-.2---2-----2-----[----------| 2,488 | 984 |___-._...-....|.-----------|------------ | 

| _— | 27,845 | 1,328,317 | 146,956,000 9,336,000 | 75, 724, 000 
Total, 1940.........-.-2.----.---[7-20777777] 35,943 | 1, 407, 839 | 139, 696,000 | 7,644,000 | 60, 628, 000° 

| : ! Cyanide used was approximately 342,800 pounds of Aero Brand calcium cyanide (approximately 48 to 
. 49 percent NaCN). oo 

? Includes 16,818,294 pounds of copper recovered from smelting of mine-water precipitates. 

Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or with- | 
out concentration equipment) in New Mexico in 1941, by counties, in terms of 
recovered metals : | 

Recovered in Concentrates smelted and recovered metal | 

ores ns ‘coment | | LT a 

county | feted | || Concen. | 
tons) fan vad pro- Gag on Copper | Lead 

ounces) | ounces) et ounces) | ounces) | ‘P0URds) | (pounds) 
tons) 

Catron_.........-.-.] 61, 460 - 7,720 | 484,827 |. __.______]._-__--.--_]_--.---2--|.----- -- |e ------- 
Grant... 22-20. . 23, 776 3,100 | 205,451 |..._______}._ 0 eee elie}. eee eee 
Santa Fe. .____..._- 780 193 54 3 7 3 V5 fool le 
Sierra... _..._- 4, 300 16 5 81 191 7 9, 288 878 
Socorro...) | L. 203 38 129 |_.._______}_le eee eee |e |---| e+e 

90,519 | 11,067 | 690,466/ 84] 198]  780| 9,363 878 
‘Total, 1940 .__. __..| 112, 784 12, 698 680, 751 176 860 700 1,092 j_._._._. -.
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_ Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in New Mexico in 1941, in 
| terms of recovered metals 

| BY COUNTIES | 

— | Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

| treated ‘Coneen- 
(short Ta Gold | Silver : pe 

pro- Copper Lead Zine 
| a nl tons) | auced ounces so nes) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) 

shor | | a” 

Dona Ana_---..-------------- 7 |. 2 Loco eee a 2 ee 965 |_-.-------- 
Grant__.....-----------------| 7,176,912 | 201,592 | 8,421 | 428,631 |!135, 367,068 | 7,634, 993 70, 467, 588 

Hidalgo-.-.-..-.--------------- 123, 330 14, 222 |}. 1,270 | 65,015 7, 467, 803 184, 617 80, 000 

Lincoln ._.-_--.--------------] 50 | JO j--------] 64 Le ---- 200 |.._-------- 

Santa Fe-_.----.------------- 26, 554 2, 445 > 838 17,317 1, 436, 925 |...--------]----------- 
| Sierra.......----------:------ 100 9 19 645 153 |_..--.-..-.|-----.----- 

o Socorro...._------------------ 25, 997 5, 361 ll 5, 080 wee neneee---- 351, 884 | 4,631, 703 

| 7, 352,950 | 313,641 | 10,559 | 517,333 1144, 271,949 | 8,172,659 | 75,179, 301 
Total, 1940_..----------------| 6,877,449 | 276, 562 | 11,944 425, 484 |2134, 579, 892 | 5,879, 669 | 60, 120, 764 

: an \ 

| | _ BY CLASSES OF ORE CONCENTRATED 

Dry and siliceous gold.....-..|- 8,015 | | 477| 1,673] 8,373| 30,400 | 153,900 |.___--__-_ | 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver-_.|: 100 9 19 |. 645 - 1838 J--------__u}----------- 

_ Dry and siliceous silver-.--.--- 50]. - 10 |--.----- 642 |...---------- 200 |.-.-------- 
Copper-.--.----------:-------]. 6, 901, 198 | 222, 411. 8, 807 | 183,808 |! 142,084,707 | 35,500 |--.-------- 

le 818 | . 56 |-------- 96 |--.---------- 57,565 |--.-------- . 

Zinc.........-..--------------| 148,334 | 30,308 |_..--.--]--.------|-------------|-----------| 26, 530, @B1 

Zinc-lead_._.-----------------| . 294, 440 60, 230 60 | 323, 769 2, 156, 689 | 7,925,404 | 48, 508, 610 

| | 7359, 960 | 313, 641 | 10,559 | 517,333 |1144, 271,949 | 8,172, 659 | 75,179, 301 

_1 Includes 16,818,294 pounds of copper recovered from mine-water precipitates. | 
2 Includes 8,258,984 pounds of copper recovered from mine-water precipitates. 

Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in New Mezico in 1941, 
by classes of concentrates smelted | 

| | | Concen- | _ Gross metal content 

tee ene nen a gage anemia atime iene cnn --—pre---- penn ence ee nef enn opener eae nnnienene geen nen renee Se eee eet yee te ne pee ne 

Class of concentrates | duced Gold Silver | Copper (wet | Lead (wet Zine 
(short (fine | (fine assay) : assay) (pounds) 
tons) | ounces) | ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) 

| Dry gold...........-----2---------}]-- S| 8 16] 87 qi |__---------- 
Dry gold-silver..--.--------------- mm) . WW] | 645 . 201 |_...---.----}------------ 

Dry silver... ..--------------------|. 10 |--.------- 642 |_-.----------- 318 |.-.__------- 

CODPer - --.------2--22ereeroorr 7 222, 492 8,998 | 184, 585 | ! 145, 207, 204 66, 159 }---._------- 

mew ee nee ewe ne ee ete e nnn n eee ee 381 18 6,600} 2,467 364, 355 7, 792 

Lead-copper - .-------------------- 10, 054 1,686 | 269, 507 2, 097,520 | 7, 932, 845 1, 647, 303 . 

Zine. ---..--------+--------------- 80, 774 20 | 56,215 603, 467 | 1,117,017 | 87, 362, 425 

| 313,725 | 10,750 | 518,210 | 1 147,911,036 | 9,480,715 | 8@, 017,520 
Total, 1940_......---..-.----------| 276, 738 12,824 | 437,301 | 2 137,321,764 | 7,131,824 | 68,005,180 

1 Includes 17,185,932 pounds of copper contained in mine-water precipitates. 
3 Includes 8,384,755 pounds of copper contained in mine-water precipitates.
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Mine production of metals from New Mexico concentrates shipped. to smelters in : 
| - 1941, in terms of recovered metals | 

BY COUNTIES. | 

- oe - Concen- | Gold | Silver | , , Co .. (| trates [| (fine (fine Copper Lead Zinc - 
| | | (hor ounces) | ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds). 

Dona Ana_..-.----20------------ 2 “ieee eee me 3 |_----2 — 965 f----- eee 
Grant_.__--_---------.-----------] 201, 592 8,421 | 428,631 | ! 135, 367,068 | 7,634,993 | 70,467, 598 
Hidalgo........-..--.-.-----------| 14,222| 1,270] 65,015 | 7,467,803 | 184,617 | | 80,000 

. Lineolm_.-..--.------------------- - 10 fe--------- 642 |----_---------- 200 |-----.------ 
Sania Fe____.-------------------- 2, 448 | - 845 17, 320 1, 437,000 |---.--------}------------ - 
Sierra_...__.-_.----------------.-- ~~ 90 210 1,422 9, 441 878 }_.---------- © Boeorro 22 oe ee 5861] | 5080 |----- 2] 351,884 | 4, 681, 703 

_ - | | , 313,725 | 10,757 | 518,113 | 114,281,312 | 8,173,537 | 75,179, 301 
7 Total, 1940.........-.-.-----------| 276, 788 | 12,804 | 426, 184 | 2 134, 580,984 | 5,879,669 | 60, 120, 764 

+) BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES SMELTED ee 

Dry gold____.--------2----------- | 5 18 ; 16 7B |e voceeeeeeee | | 
Dry gold-silver - - - ---------------- 9) 19 645 153 |_--_---2----|--2--------- . 
Dry silver. -__---------------:---- a IO j_-- eek ee 642 |.-.-_-__- 2 __- ‘ 200 ~+------+--- 
Copper _.__-----------------------| 222, 492 8,998 | 184,585 | 1 142, 093, 995 |. 36,378 |----------_- 
Lead _.._.------------------------ _ 381 «1B 6, 600 - 1, 663 327,809 |.----------- 

os Lead-copper - -----------=--------- 10, 054 1,686 | 269,507 | 1, 702,663 | 7,094,190 |_.._------2- 
Zine. __-...------------1----------| 80,774 18 56, 118 |: - 482,763 | 714, 960 75, 179, 301 

| | a ‘| 313,725 | 10,757 | 518,113 | 1144, 281,312 | 8,178, 537 | 75,179,301 : 

| “1 Includes 16,818,204 pounds of copper recovered from mine-water precipitates. a 
mS _ * Includes 8,258,984 pounds of copper recovered from mine-water precipitates. — | 

. Gross metal content of New. Mexico crude ore shipped to-smelters an 1941, by classes 7 
| , | oo Of ore Be - 

ae oo es - Gross metal content ot oe 
os . Class of . Ore, | ee a as 
| ass of ore (shor : | 

° ne - ‘} tons) — Canc a the Copper Lead ° Zine. 

. Dry and siliceous gold__..........--..| 4,382] 2,003 8, 634 28,135 | 128,519 |......___- 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver_.__-_---- 4,719 998 37, 600 - 7,603 4,061 2, 837 
Dry and siliceous silver____._____._-__| 232 8 7, 090 1,051 7, 676 |.-.--.--_- 
Copper. ._---------------------------- 74, 489. . 101 59,026 | 2,710,014 715, 927 |.--.----_- 
Lead__-------.------------------ eee: 1, 443 423 7, 104 12, 292 436, 808 (17, 888 - 

Total to copper and lead plants_| 85, 265 3,533 | 119,454 | 2,759,095 | 1,292,991 80, 725 

Zine__---.--------------- 2-2 eee 25 |_.-.------}----2222.-|-------e-- 5051 6,718 | 
Zinelead - -_--..--------------2-----2-| © 1,467 |----------|__2--- |e -eee- 369, 465 674, 762 

. Total to zinc plants___-_--.-_-_- 1,492 |_.--_-_.--}----------|------ ee 369, 970 681, 480 ; 

| 86, 757 3,533 | 119,454 | 2,759,005 | 1,662,961 | 762, 205 
Total, 1940_._..__-...---_-----..___-..| 99, 670 7,513 | 300,641 | 5,308,184 | 2,777, 568 662, 634
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Mine production of metals from New Mexico crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, 
| _. m terms of recovered metals. | 

oo __ BY COUNTIES . ‘ 

| | Ore Gold Silver . Copper Lead Zine . (short . (fine (fine 
tons) | ounces) | ounces) | (Pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) | 

Bernalillo._..-.--.-.------------------ 16 4} 1,014 |... 2222-2 2]- 22 eee}. 
Catron.......-..----------------------|. 274]. . 164 |. 5,116 600 |....-------}oo ee. , 

| Dona Ana.......---.-------------.--- 40 |._..2---.- 94 |. -. 11, 035 12, 000 
Eddy......--..--------+-------------_- 9 wee ee eee ny 3 500 we ee ee ee ee fe ee ee eee tome 

Grant____.....-....----..------------| 80,769] 2,821 | 102,814 | 2, 446, 932 530,007| 5,402 
Guadalupe..-_.._--....----------------- 2,411 j__._.__-.. 232 204, 000 |___--_--_-_-]---------- 
Hidalgo.........._.....--------------- 227 |. 87 2, 800 997 36, 383 |__--. 
Lincoln.....-___.....---.------------- 125 53 102 |.-_-- 2 ee fl 
Luna.__ 2-22-22 ese eee} 4B fee 218 200 26,400 |... -.-.- 
Santa Fe__._...---..-------.-------..- 42]. 14 3 |------------|------------|--.------- : 
Sierra__._____..-.-....------------ 2. 452 241| 4,032 13, 959 6,522 |-- 
Socorro... ....------------------------- 2, 347 149 3, 026 7, 500 552, 116 527, 297 

| 86,757-| 3,533 | 119,454 | 2,674,688 | 1,162,463| 544,699 oo 
Total, 1940._........-.-.--.---.--.----| 99,670 | 7,513 | 300,641 | 5,115,016 | 1,764,331 | 505, 236 | 

| | | BY CLASSES OF ORE | OS os 

Dry and siliceous gold..............|- 4,382| 2,003| © 8,634] 26,651 70,777 |---------- | 
' ‘Dry and siliceous gold-silver..__.....- 4, 719 998 | 37,600: 7, 114 2, 206 |... ..--- 

Dry and siliceous silver___.......-...-} 232 8 7, 090 899 6, 294 |_.-..---.-. 
Copper. -...-..-.---2--------.-:------| 74,489 101 | 59,026 | 2,630,197 |.. 393,754 |_._.-___ 7 

= Lead_....-..--..-------------------e--| 1, 448 423} . 7,104 9, 827 393, 422 |. - 

Total to copper and lead plants-| 85,265 | 3, 533 | 119,454 | 2,674,688 | 866,453 |__.._..._- ) 

) 5 re 25 |... |ee-e eee |e 382| 5, 402 . 
Zine-lead .---2222 22-22 e22t ecto eeeee| 1467 [22] 205,628 | 539,207 

; Total to zine plants.............| . 1,492 |-..-.-..-|-----.----[--2...-....] 296,010 | 544, 609 
- BS 86,757 | 3, 533 | 11,45 | 2, 674, 688 | 1,162,463 | 544,609 |
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in New Mexico in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals 
 ——  —---————————— 3 

Mines p ro- | Ore sold Gold (fine ounces) | Silver (fine ounces) | | | 
County and district 8 or treated | | Copper Lead Zine Total 

y OT | (short | F777 | |S (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) value 

Lode | Placer| '5S) | Lode | Placer | Total | Lode | Placer | Total : 

Bernalillo County_._...-___.....-..._--_- ne 16 4 |... 22 4 1,014 [..-2-..-. 1,014 |-.-.---------- Jen [eed $861 
Catron County: 

Mogollon.............-.-2-2-2 22 ee. a 61,7382 | 7,884 |........| 7,884 |} 489,926 |...__._. 489, 926 | . 600 |_.-----. 2. fee 624, 403 Kd Wilcox. ...--..-.--.----.-.----------- 1 |.-.----- 2 |-.------|--------]--------] | 17 |..---.-- 17 |....---.------]------------|------------ — 12 
Colfax County: Mount Baldy..........._]......-. 6 |....-2.-.. J. eee 703 703 |._-.--.. - 97 97 | ..------------]------------]-------2----| 24, 674 — 
Dona Ana County: Organ......._...._.-- 3 |..-..--- 47 |....----].-------|-------- 97 |-----2-- 97 |-.---------.--] . 12,000 12, 000 1,653 4 
Eddy County_.._..-...-2.-222 0220-22 2---- ) i Q j....-.-.]--------]--- eed 3 j--------| 3 500 |...--.-.--- 2}. ee 61 ro 
Grant County: > 7 

Burro Mountain. __.............-.--. 2 1 17 11 3 14 509 |--.----- 509 2, 287,000 |.....--..-..]-------.---- 270, 718 ee 
Central..... -.--2. 22 eee 12 |...-....]7, 231,981 | 6,893 |........] 6,893] 476,138 |....__-- 476, 138 | _ 135, 454, 500 | 7, 804, 600 | 69,297,000 | 22, 205, 610 7 
Chloride Flat.............-........--- Rs a 9 |. ..-- 2-2} eee 436 |.-------] 436 500 800 |..-.-.---.-- 415 Eureka!.....-. 2022222 eee 4 {o.oo 28 2 |... 2 1,156 |..-..--- 1,156 |......-..2._.- 9,200 |.....2....-- 1,416 
Pinos Altos...............-.-2-.------ 28 16 9,811 725 444 | 1,169 4, 576 107 4, 683 10, 500 62,100 | 1,089, 000 130, 699 SI 
Steeple Rock......-..-.-2- 2-2 28 e- 9 [ee 39,018 | 6,685 |..-..--.] 6,685 | 252,509 |........| 252, 509 53, 200 226,000 |.--......--- 432, 697 > Swartz...........-............ 1|._.. 502 1 |... 1 516 |......--.| 816 2, 900 56, 400 87,000] 10,484 Telegraph............--..-----------. 3... 3 |........| 222-2 fee eeee 710 |...----- 710 |....-..------- 8,900 |...--..--..- “841 @ 
White Signal .........-....2..22.2-2.- 6 3 68 25 4 29 346 [.-------] 346 | 5,400 | ..-.--------|.------ 222 -] 1, 898 S 

Guadalupe County...._....._.____...__.- ) en 2,411 |..-..--.[--22 2] ee 232 |..-_.--- — 232 | 204, 000 |....-..--- ]---- eee 24, 237 i 
Hidalgo County: ! J 

Eureka! (Sylvanite)..............22-- eee 124 86 |..------ — 86 2, 340 j....-.-- 2, 340 300 400 |--..-----..- 4,732 
i i 88 ae 1 398 |__..-.-- 398 : 200 32, 200 |....--.--.-. 2,177 a 

Lordsburg............--.---------.--- 5 ]....--.-| 121, 145 1,270 |__......| 1,270 63, 886. }....-.-- 63, 886 7, 467, 300 48, 000 12, 000 974, 657 oO . 
San Simon. ._....-...-----2-2-222---- 1 j...-.2-. 2, 200 |...--.--|-...----].- 2-28 1,191 |...___.- 1,191 1, 000 140, 400 | 68, 000 14, 068 He 

Lincoln County: . 1 a aa 
Cedar Creek.._..........2-2.222--2--- | 61 |... 2-2]. ee |e -- 720 j_..----- 720 |..-.----.----- 200 |.-----------|: 523 
Jiearilla... 22222222 |e 19 |... eee fete eee 178 178 |... -...-- 14 14 | 222 feeee 6, 240 Oe White Oaks... ... .....--.--------- 7 124 53 |... 53 |. 4 |... 24 |._............|...---------|------------ 1, 872 | | 

Luna County: Cooks Peak.___._._...-_-- se 45 |........|---.----]..-222-- 218 |... 2 -. 218. 200 26, 400 |...-.-....-. 1,684 — 
Santa Fe County: . . - 

Ortiz Mountains (Cerrillos) .__.._...- 1 5. 42 14 49 638; == 8 3 6 |.--.--. 2-2-2 fee} eee 2, 209 
San Pedro.....__.......--2.-2-------- 5 11 27, 334 1, 038 56 | 1,004; 17,374 4 17,378 | — 1,487,000 |.....---- 2-2} eee 220, 214° 

Sierra County: . . . 
Chloride..................222-..------ 8 j...--.-- 187 29 ].------- 29 (2,496 |..-....- 2, 496 | . 3, 000 | 5,000 |..-.-...-... 3, 429 
Kingston. ..............-222-2 22-22 ee- 3 |...-.--- 84 6 |......-- 6 1, 457 |_.....-- 1, 457 400 1,300 |.-.--....-.- 1, 367 - 
Las Animas (Hillsboro) ......-_-.-._- 16 4 4, 581 432 989 |. 1,421 1, 506 56 1, 562 20, 000 1,100 |-.-.......-. 53, 269 7 
Pittsburg and Caballos Mountains_._|......_- $8 foo le tee 62 62 |.....2.... 3 $j... eee ee eee eee - 2172 ~~



ovogrro County: . _ po . . | . 
agdalena.............-.------------ 6 |.-------] 27,381 | © 188 |--2. 222. 133 7,972 |_....-.- 7, 972 | . 7, 500 847,400 | 5, 159, 000 446, 436 

» Mocking Bird._.._.....-..2.-222..--- 1 |... 222.. 811 |....-...|.----...J.------- 93 |... 2... os 56, 600 |.......--2-- 3, 292 | 
© Rosedale...-..--..------------------- TV jeeee.. ee] 200 85 J-------- 85 128 |..-.-... 128 |.-.-.. 2-2 oe]. eee [eee eee eee eed 1, 316 
_ San Mateo Mountains... ....-.......-- LT few------} 52 | 16 j.-----.-| 16. 28 |-------- 28 |. .------------|--ee---- eee |--- eee 580 
a Silver Mountain.-.-.----.----.------- 2 |--------| 103 | 14 |--..--..|° 14 14 |.....-.- 14 |... 22 sie |e eee eee - eee — —-B00 

l Total New Mexico..........--.--..| 145 | 108 |7, 50, 226 | 25, 357 | 2,488 | 27,845 [1,328,033 | 284 | 1,328,317 | 146,956,000 | 9, 336,000 | 75,724,000 | 25,471,416 © | 
oo . : oe , : a 
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| BERNALILLO COUNTY «> a 

FF. S. Hofheims shipped 16 tons of silver-gold ore from the Little. 
Daisy claim to the El Paso smelter in 1941. oe, 

a | CATRON COUNTY ) ae - 

| _Mogollon district—The Black Hawk Consolidated Mines Co. con- 
. tinued in 1941 to operate the Consolidated group (comprising the 

Oo Andrew Jackson Consolidated, Lexington Conténtion, and Lexington 
~ Gunboat claims on the Queen vein) and the Little Fanney cyanide 

mill, both under lease from the Lehigh Metals Co. Besides ore from 
| the Consolidated group, the mill treated custom ore from the Little 
7 _ Fanney, Maude 8S, Champion, Last Chance, and Pacific groups. — 

| Company and custom ore treated totaled 61,460 tons, from which 
| ‘7,720 fine ounces of gold and 484,827 fine ounces of silver were recov- 

| ered in bullion shipped to the Denver Mint. Some of the ore pro- — 
| | duced at the Last Chance group and a few lots of ore from the Bearup. _ 

| and Ruby properties were shipped crude to the El Paso smelter and | 
oO Hawley & Hawley (ore buyers) at Douglas, Ariz. | | 

: Wilcox district.—In 1941 the owner of the Little Dry claim shipped _ 
- _ 2 tons of ore to the Ira L. Wright assay office at Silver City; the ore — 

sO assayed 0.14 ounce of gold and 8.4 ounces of silver to the ton. 

oo OO COLFAX COUNTY =i. _ 

| Mount Baldy district (Baldy, Elizabethtown, Eagle Nest)—All the 
output of gold and silver from the Mount Baldy district in 1941 came | 
from placer mines. Fullroe, Inc., worked the Lynch Homestead and 

| Grouse Gulch placers about 8 months, using a caterpillar bulldozer, 
| - 1%-cubic yard dragline, and portable screening and sluicing plant. 

| The Peerless Mining Co. operated its portable four-bowl washing 
machine, 1%-cubic yard gasoline shovel, and caterpillar bulldozer from 

| April 12 to November 17 on placer ground on Ute Creek. Individuals : 
_ recovered small lots of placer gold by sluicing near Elizabethtown. 
No activity in mining or development was reported at lode minesin 

| the Mount Baldy district in 1941. The mills at the Aztec and French 
| Henry mines were dismantled. | 

| DONA ANA COUNTY . 

. - Organ district.—A car of zinc-lead ore cleaned up from dumps on the © 
Rickardite property was shipped to the Ozark Smelting & Mining 

| Co. at Coffeyville, Kans., in 1941. About 6 tons of lead-silver ore 
were shipped to the El Paso smelter from the Seale & Hoffer group of 
claims, and a little ore was shipped from a prospect on which assess- 

: ment work was being done. : | 

| EDDY COUNTY 

Orvan F. Ammann shipped 9 tons of copper-silver ore to the El Paso 
smelter from his claim northwest of Carlsbad. 

GRANT COUNTY 

Burro Mountain district (Tyrone).—In March 1941 the Phelps Dodge 
Corporation began preparing its Burro Mountain mine (idle since
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1921) for leaching. Water lines, power lines, and pumps were installed, : 
and a precipitation plant was built. Production of copper was begun | 

_ May 22 and continued the rest of the year. A lessee at the Barrio 
claim, owned by the Standard Silver Lead Mining Co., shipped small : | 

| lots of gold-silver ore to buyers at Silver City, N. Mex., and Douglas, 
Ariz. Dry washing on placer ground in the Burro Mountain dis- | : 
trict recovered a little gold. a ) | | 

Central district (Bayard, Fierro, Georgetown, Hanover, Santa Rita).— oe 
_ The Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation Chino Mines Division, a 

_ largest producer of copper in New Mexico, operated its open-pit mine a 
at Santa Rita and flotation mill and reverberatory copper smelter at - 
Hurley throughout 1941. The output of copper was larger than in | 

: 1940 and set a new annual record. Improvements made in the mill in 
1941 raised its capacity from 17,500 to 20,000 tons daily. The - 
copper concentrates carry a low content of gold and silver. Molybde- = 

_ nite concentrates are recovered in the mill as a byproduct. ‘The | 
- material smelted in 1941 included, besides concentrates from the mill, a 

a considerable tonnage of siliceous carbonate copper ore (used as ® = 2 
flux) and copper precipitates recovered from leaching operations. The | 
Twenty-seventh Annual Report of the Kennecott Copper Corpora- 
tion, dated March 10, 1942, contains the following paragraphs regard- ny 
ing operations at the Chino property during 1941: OO . - 

A total of 94,889,612 tons of rock was mined and moved at the four properties | 
in Utah, Nevada, Arizona, and New Mexico. Of this total 51,180,803 tons were : 
‘overburden which went to the waste dumps and 43,708,809 tons were ore sent to : | 

; the concentrators. The average assay of the ore was 1.04 percent copper and ~ : 
there was produced a total of 819,648,759 pounds of copper during the year. The 
average monthly production was thus slightly in-excess of 34,000 tons—varying | 

| from about 32,000 tons in the earlier months to 36,000 tons in the latter part of . 
the year. | . | | 

Chino mines.—The full electrification of the open-pit mine at Santa Rita was i: | 
completed with-the purchase of additional electric locomotives to replace the last 
of the steam motive power. Other new mine equipment included one 5-yard a 

| electric shovel and 20 dump cars. Sixteen new houses and a theater were built at - 

At the mill and smelter at Hurley—about 8 miles from Santa Rita—the installa- 
tion of a 230-foot diameter Dorr thickening tank was started, and a new lime- 
burning plant was nearly completed at the year end. Four wells were drilled to 
augment the water supply developing an initial flow of 800 gallons per minute. 
This additional gallonage together with the water that will be saved through the . 
Dorr thickener installation should provide a sufficient supply to treat present ore 
tonnages in seasons of normal rainfall. Eight houses and a teachers’ dormitory | . 
were constructed at the Hurley townsite. | | 

Zinc production in the Central district rose 17 percent over 1940. | 
| The Peru Mining Co. expanded mining operations at its Pewabic | 

mine and shipped a materially increased tonnage of ore to the company | 
500-ton mill near Deming. Besides ore from the Pewabic mine, the 
mill handled some zinc tailings from the Cleveland mine near Pinos 
Altos. The concentrates produced were shipped to the retort plant | 
at Dumas, Tex. The Empire Zinc Co. operated its Hanover mine : 
group and selective-flotation mill continuously in 1941. Although 
the quantity of zinc concentrates produced from Hanover ore was 
less than in 1940, the decline from this source was partly offset. by 
concentrates made from ore shipped to the mill from the company 
Kelly mine in the Magdalena district, Socorro County. Most of the 
zinc concentrates produced were shipped to the New Jersey Zinc Co. 
plant at Depue, Ill. (Mineral Point Zinc Division); the byproduct |
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| lead-copper concentrates made were shipped to the El Paso smelter. | 
Zine concentrate production from the Combination: (Black Hawk) — 
mill, operated under lease by the American Smelting & Refining Co., | 

a was nearly double that in 1940, and lead concentrate production also | 
increased.. Most of the ore treated came from the company Ground | 

| Hog-San Jose group which produced, in addition to mill-grade zinc- . 
- lead-copper-silver ore, a substantial tonnage of copper-lead-silver-gold 

and lead-copper-silver ores shipped crude to the El Paso smelter. 
The zine concentrates produced were shipped to the Amarillo (Tex.) 

: smelter and the lead-copper concentrates to El Paso. The mill © 
handled considerable custom ore from the Combination and Hobo 

| mines of the Black Hawk Consolidated Mines Co. and smaller quan- 
tities from the Bullfrog mine in the Central district, the Grandview e 

| _ in the Swartz (Carpenter) district, the Silver Hill near Pinos Altos, - 
_ and the Ruth near Lordsburg. A few cars of ore were shipped to 

| smelters from the Hanover Bessemer Iron & Copper Co. group, © 
: Lead King mine, and other properties in the Central district. = 

7 Chloride Flat district—Small lots of lead-silver ore from the Hot __ 
/ Spof and Silver Queen claims and copper-silver ore from the Silver - 

oo Monument were sold to Ira L. Wright, assayer and ore buyer at __ 
Silver City,im 1941.0 «©. =: | Se a 

. | _ Eureka distriet (see also Hidalgo County).—The output from the 
| Grant-County part of the Eureka.district in 1941 comprised small 

lots of ore (mostly lead-silver) shipped through: Ira L. Wright of 
Silver City from the American, Cherokee, Green Horn, and Hornet - | 
claims. | — Se _ 

a Pinos Altos district.—Zinc was the metal of chief value produced 
in the Pinos Altos district in 1941; most.of it was contained in old 

Le tailings from the Cleveland dump shipped to the Peru mill at Deming. 
Some zinc-lead ore was treated in the 20-ton Calumet mill, and 19 

| - tons were shipped from the Silver Hill mine to the Combination mill 
| near Hanover. Gold-silver and gold-silver-lead-copper ores were 

| shipped (mostly in small lots) to the El Paso smelter, Ira L. Wright 
at Silver City, and Hawley & Hawley at Douglas, Ariz., from various 
mines, dumps, and prospects in the Pinos Altos district. Among — 
those producing more than 25 tons of ore were the Langston, Lupita | 
No. 2, Pacific, and Wild Bill. Most of the output of placer gold 
from the Pinos Altos district in 1941. was recovered by Cooperative 
(teers, which operated a dragline land dredge in Santa Domingo 

ch. - 
Steeple Rock district—The Southwest Mineral Co. operated the 

Carlisle group from January 2 through December 1941 and produced 
11,313 tons of gold-silver-copper ore, of which 7,913 tons were con- ~ 
centrated in the company 75-ton flotation mill at Duncan, Ariz., 
and 3,400 tons were shipped crude to the El Paso smelter. Mine 
development done included a 300-foot vertical shaft and 250 feet of 
drifts. The Exploration Syndicate, Inc., continued to operate the 
East Camp group; most of the ore produced was treated in the com- 
pany cyanide mill at the mine, and the gold-silver bullion recovered 
was shipped to the Denver Mint; a few cars of crude ore were shipped 
to the El Paso smelter. Other shippers of crude ore to the El Paso 
smelter or the International Smelting & Refining Co. smelter at 
Miami, Ariz., were the Eureka group, Homestake, Jim Crow, Laura, 
Mount Royal, New Year’s Gift, and Ontario.
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Swartz (or Carpenter or Camp Monarch) district—-The Black 
Range Development Co. worked. the Grandview group from January | 

through April 1941 and produced 502 tons of ore averaging 11.6 | 
| percent zinc, 7.1 percent lead, and 0.4 percent copper, and 1.1 ounces : 

of silver and 0.003 ounce of gold to the ton; the ore was sold to the 
Combination mill near Hanover. | 7 

Telegraph district—Small lots of lead-silver and silver ore were 
shipped through ore buyers (Ira L. Wright at Silver City and Hawley oe 

é& Hawley at Douglas, Ariz.) from the Calard No. 2, Cora Miller, and : 

Slate Creek claims. So : 

White Signal district—Only small-scale intermittent mining was 
done in the White Signal district in 1941, and the ore produced | 

‘(mostly copper-silver) was shipped crude through Ira L. Wright at a 

Silver City to El Paso or direct to the United Verde smelter at Clark- 7 

dale, Ariz. Among the producing lode claims were the Big Chief, | 

Bisbee, Combination, Reward, and True Blue No. 1. Sluicing in | . 

- Gold Gulch recovered a little placer gold. - oo 

7 GUADALUPE COUNTY ~~ Oo a 

Alex. Bonnyman, Jr., worked the Stauber mine, in secs. 6 and 7, — 

- |. 7N., R. 20 E. of the New Mexico principal meridian, under lease 

throughout 1941 and shipped to the El Paso smelter 2,411 tons of 

ore averaging 4.41 percent copper and 0.097 ounce of silver to the | 

ton. | | 7 - | : | | 

| | HIDALGO COUNTY | | | : 

Eureka (Sylvanite) district (see also Grant County).—Small tonnages | 

of smelting ore were shipped in 1941 from the Hardscrabble group | 

and the Howell and Rincon claims. _ | 

Gillespie (Red Hill) district—The Hope Mining Co., lessee at the 

Red Hill group, shipped 88 tons of lead-silver ore containing a little 

gold and copper to the El Paso smelter in 1941. 7 

___.. Lordsburg district—The Banner Mining Co. operated the Bonney | 
mine and 500-ton flotation mill 6 miles south of Lordsburg contin- =— 

uously in 1941. The ore produced from the various levels of the mine 

is hoisted through a 1,300-foot vertical main shaft 100 feet from the | 

mill. The product of the mill is copper-gold-silver-[iron] concen- | 

| trates, which are sold to the El Paso smelter. During the year the 

company unwatered the old Anita mine about 5 miles west of Lords-— 

burg, reconditioned the 800-foot shaft, and began doing development 

work. ‘The ore will be hauled to the mill at the Bonney mine for | 

treatment. A road connecting the two properties was built. J. A. | 

Werme shipped 55 tons of zinc-lead ore from the leased Ruth property 

to the Combination mill at Hanover (Grant County). Small lots of 

direct-smelting ore were shipped from the Blue Bird No. 2, C. G. . 

- N.S., and Francis K. Sweet claims. : 
San Simon district (Steins).—The McGhee 75-ton flotation mill at 

the McGhee mine 3 miles south of Steins was operated part of 1941 on 

zinc-lead-silver ore from the Crystal group. About 2 cars each of 

lead-silver concentrates and zinc concentrates were produced and 

shipped. : | 
LINCOLN COUNTY 

Cedar Creek district—A lessee worked the Silver Cap No. 2 claim 

on a small scale in the spring of 1941 and produced some silver-lead-
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7 ss Copper ore, most of which was concentrated in the 20-ton mill on the - 
| ‘property. — ee oo | - 

—_ dicariila district.—Placer miners continued to recover gold in 1941 
| by dry washing, rocking, and sluicing in the Jicarilla Mountains | 

southeast of Ancho. ao a 
__ White Oaks district—A few cars of gold-silver ore were shipped — 
from mines in the White Oaks district to the El Paso smelter in 1941. | 

. | _- LUNA COUNTY | 7 | | 
| _. . Cooks Peak district.—Small tonnages of lead-silver ore were shipped 

through Ira L. Wright at Silver City in 1941 from the Busted Banker, 
. Ethel-‘85”, Gladys, Graphic, and Mickey properties. © 

7 Deming.—In 1941 the Peru Mining Co. operated continuously its 
/ 500-ton selective-flotation mill at Wemple near Deming and treated 

mostly company zinc ore from the Pewabic mine in the Central 
_ district, Grant County, with some custom ore from the Central and 

SO Pinos Altos districts in Grant County. The output of zinc concen- | 
trates from the mill increased 50 percent over 1940. . 

, 7 Be SANTA FE COUNTY © | 

| Orivz Mountains district (Cerrillos).—The only output from lode mines _ 
7 _ in the Ortiz Mountains district in 1941 was 42 tons of gold-silver-copper 

Ore shipped from a prospect. Sluicing and dry washing on the © 
_ Ortiz Grant southeast of Cerrillos recovered small lots of placer gold. 

San Pedro or New Placers district—Raskob Mining Interests, Inc., 
operated its San Pedro mine and 150-ton flotation mill from January 

oo 1 to August 15, 1941, and treated 26,554 tons of ore yielding 2,445 _ 
tons of concentrates containing 838 ounces of gold, 17,317 ounces - 
of silver, and 1,496,780 pounds of copper. A lessee worked the | 

: Candelari mine on a small scale and trucked the ore produced 3% miles. 
| to his 25-ton amalgamation-concentration mill at Golden for treat- 

: ment. At the Old Timer mine 200 tons of ore were treated in a 
Huntington mill. Small quantities of gold were recovered from other 
lode mines and prospects in the San Pedro. district. Individuals . 
continued to work placer mines in the vicinity of Golden with sluices 

| and dry washers. 3 
SIERRA COUNTY | | 

Chloride (Apache, Cuchillo Negro) district—Only intermittent 
. small-scale mining was done in the Chloride district in 1941. The - 

| ore produced was shipped in small lots direct to the El Paso smelter, 
or through Ira L. Wright at Silver City to El Paso and Hawley & : 
Hawley at Douglas (Ariz.) to the Dougias smelter. Among the pro- 
ducing properties were the Apache group, Depression, Minnehaha, 
and New Era. | 

Kingston district—Small tonnages of smelting ore were shipped 
from the Comstock, B. R., and Virginia properties in 1941. 

Las Animas district (Hilisboro)—The Black Dome Mining Corpo- 
ration built a 60-ton gravity- and flotation-concentration mill on 
Percha Creek 1 mile east of Hillsboro and operated it about 5 months 
in 1941 on ore and old tailings from the Snake-Opportunity-Litel 
King group and the Golden Era and Biglow mines. The mill feed 
totaled 4,300 tons, comprising 390 tons of newly mined ore and 4,000 

| tons of old tailings. The concentrates produced, containing gold,
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| silver, copper, and a little lead, were sold to the El Paso smelter. | 

The Black Peak Mining Co. operated the Wicks mine a few months 
and shipped several cars of gold-silver-copper ore. Among the 
shippers of less than a car of ore during the year were the Duke, | 

Tressness (formerly Garfield-Butler), and Tremont groups. 
The John I. Hallett Construction Co. continued throughout 1941 

to operate its movable dry-land Coulter-Ainlay four-bowl gold- 

recovery plant on placer ground 6 miles northeast of Hillsboro. The 
excavating unit consists of two butane-powered draglines of 1 and 1% : 

- eubic yards capacity, respectively. Drift mining at the Jones Hill . 

placer and sluicing at other placers in the Hillsboro district recovered | 

some gold. . —_ | . 

Pittsburg and Caballos Mountains district Individuals, local and | 

itinerant, panned for gold in 1941 on placer ground in the Pittsburg 
and Caballos Mountains district; the yield was sold through the Myers 

. Co. store at Hatch. | | 

| " .  §OCORRO COUNTY | . 

Magdalena district—The output of recoverable zinc from the Mag- 

dalena district rose from 411,000 pounds in 1940 to 5,159,000 pounds 7 

in 1941 and lead from 129,000 to 847,400 pounds. On April 1, 1941, 

Raskob Mining Interests, Inc., took an option on the Waldo mine and 
_ 200-ton flotation mill, owned by The Sherwin-Williams Co., and began os 

preparing them for operation. The mine had been idle and full of 

water for many years. Pumping was begun in June, and the mine and 
- mill were placed upon an operating basis in September; unwatering 

| of the mine, however, was not completed until February 1942. Ore 

milled in 1941 totaled 20,211 tons, yielding 3,206 tons of oncentrates : 

averaging 53.2 percent zinc and 3.5 percent lead; the concentrates 
| were shipped to the Ozark Smelting & Mining Co. pigment plant at - 

- Coffeyville, Kans. The Kelly mine of the Empire Zinc Co. was | 

worked by lessees, who shipped zinc-lead ore to the Empire Zinc Co. oO 

____ _ flotation mill at Hanover and the Ozark Smelting & Mining Co. pig- 
ment plant, and. lead-silver ore to the El Paso smelter. Victor Papa =” 

: shipped 264 tons of lead-silver-gold-copper ore from the l'apa property | 

to the El Paso smelter; a few lots of lead-silver ore were shipped from 

prospects. - 

| Mocking Bird district—From July to Decembe: 31, 1941, the : 

Mocking Bird Mining Co. drove a 250-foot incline shaft at the Mocking 

Bird group (formerly Independence group) and produced 811 tons of 

| lead ore, which was concentrated in the company jig-concentration 
mill built in 1941 at Tokay (7 miles southeast of San Antonio) 28 miles 
from the mine. The mill recovered 54 tons of concentrates averaging 
58.34 percent lead and 1.69 ounces of silver to the ton. 

Rosedale district —Bullion containing 35 fine ounces of gold and 128 

fine ounces of silver was shipped from the Kosedale mine to the 
Denver Mint in 1941. 

San Mateo Mountains district—Ellison Warren shipped 52 tons of 
gold-silver ore to the El Paso smelter in 1941. 

Silver Mountain (or Water Canyon) district—Test runs made in 

1941 on ore from the Open Cut mine, in the gravity-concentration 
mill on the property, yielded some gold and silver. A little gold was 
recovered from the Springtime claim.
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7 (MINE REPORT) | a 
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| a SUMMARY . a _ 

After an all-time record in 1940, the total value of gold, silver, 
copper, and lead recovered from ores, old tailings, and gravels in 

| ‘Oregon declined 13 percent in 1941. Rising wages, migration of 
miners to war industries, rising costs of supplies and materials and 
difficulties in obtaining them, higher taxes, and fixed prices for gold | 
and silver were factors in reversing a trend that had more than | 
doubled the total value of the four metals since 1937. | 

The total value of the gold, silver, copper, and lead (in terms of | 
recovered metals) produced in Oregon was $3,602,468 in 1941 com- 7 
pared with $4,148,271 in 1940. It was divided among the metals as | 

_......... follows:.-Gold,94.-percent; silver, 5. percent;..and copper and lead... 
combined, 1 percent. No recovery of zinc has been reported since oe 

| _ 1937. Baker County continued to be the leading metal producer and 
contributed 42 percent of the State total value; Grant County yielded 
30 percent, Jackson County 15 percent, Josephine County 8 percent, 
and the other 11 producing counties 5 percent. Distribution of 
production by counties was much the same as in 1940. 

Cornucopia Gold Mines, which worked the Cornucopia mine in the a 
Cornucopia district of Baker County until October 31, not only 
continued in 1941 to be the largest producer of lode gold in Oregon 
but also led again in output of total gold and copper. Although the 
Cornucopia operation was the largest to be suspended during 1941, 
other important producers also closed—Cougar-Independence Lessees, — 
Western Dredging Co., Ferris Mining Co. (dragline dredge on Bull , 
Run Creek in Baker County), Rogers & McGinnis, H. F. England Co. 
(dragline dredge on Dixie Creek in Grant County and Trout Creek in 
Harney County), and Murphy-Murray Dredging Co. 

| Despite a 19-percent decline in quantity of gold recovered by drag- 
line dredging compared with 1940, this method continued for the third 
successive year to be the most important source of placer gold in 
Oregon; gold output from connected-bucket dredges declined only 
3 percent; and production by nonfloating washing plants (to which 
gravel was delivered by mechanical means), hydraulicking, small-scale 

431
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hand methods, and underground gravel-mining all decreased sub- 
stantially. | ee | 

| _. All tonnage figures are short tons and ‘‘dry weight’’; that is, they 
a do not include moisture. | a | 

Yardage figures used in measuring material treated in placer opera- => 
tions are bank measure; that is, the material is measured in the ground 
before treatment. | | | 

| ‘The value of metal production herein reported has been calculated | 
— at the following prices. — | 

SS 7 Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 

Year | Gold ! - Silver 2 Copper 3 ‘Lead 3 Zinc 3 

a a |Per fine ounce|Per fine ounce| Per pound | Per pound | Per pound | 
1987. __-....--------------------------- $35. 00 | $0. 7735 $0. 121 | $0. 059 ~ $0. 065 

| 1938. ___.___------------ eee eee eee 35.00 4.6464 098 | . 046 . 048 
1939______------------ eee eee eee 35. 00 5678+ . 104 047 052 
1940____._.----- =e eee een 35. 00 6. 711+ “.us] 050 063 | 
Co 5 35.00. 6. 711+ 118 057 075 | 

_ 1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
. from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-++-($20.671835) per fine ounce. 

2 1937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 
price for newly mined silver. . , . 

. 3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
$ $0.64646464. § $0.67878787. 6 $0.71111111. 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Oregon, 1937-41, and 
LO total, 1852-1941, in terms of recovered metals | 

| : Mines | Silver (lode and an producing ! | Ore, old Gold (ode and placer) placer) 

- fo sotailings, | 
Year ete. (snort Fi | Fi 

ons ine ine a Lode | Placer ounces Value ounces Value 

1937.__....__..............| 104] 150| 77,280 52, 662 | $1,843, 170 60,564 | $46, 846 
1938______..--------- eee 84 157 74, 936 81, 729 2, 860, 515 100, 507 64, 974 
1939.__._._.-_-._--..-_ -_Le- 116 201 69, 025 93,372 | 3,268, 020 105, 388 71, 536 
1940... 2-2-2 eee 112 192 105, 469 113, 402 | 3,969, 070 219, 112 155, 813 
1941___... 2-2 eee eee i} OS 153 | - 98, 160 96, 565 | 3,379, 775 276, 158 196, 379 

1852-1941. ........----------|-----.. |---| 5, 620, 788 |124, 690, 623 | 5,089,782 | 4, 697, 387 
——— eee td 

Copper Lead Zine 

Year TTT I TS, En mm————— | TOtal value 

Pounds Value Pounds Value | Pounds Value 

1937.._..-..-.-..--.....---.| 820,000 _ $99, 220 218,000 | $12, 862 48, C00 $3, 120 $2, 005, 218 
- 1988... 2.2.2 ------..-.| 76, 000 7,448 | 46,000 2.116 |........-.|----------| 2, 935, 053 

1939... 22-2. 96, 000 9, 984 30, 000 1,410 |..--------]- 2 eee 3, 350, 950 
1940___.___._..----_.----...| 176,000 19, 888 70, 000 3, 500 |_...------].--------- 4, 148, 271 
1941.___.. 2 ee... | =166, 000 19, 588 118, 000 6,726 |_......---]---_------ 3, 602, 468 

1852-1941____._.-...........] 312,223 4, 610, 729 3714 71, 851 3140 13, 846 | 134, 084, 436 

1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to 
property. 

2 Figures not available. 
3 Short tons.
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Gold produced at placer mines in Oregon, 1937-41, by classes of mines and by methods 
. of recovery 

- Material Gold recovered ; 
. ateria 

, Class and method “pro” | treated | das 
| ducing’ | nas) Fine Value ber cutie | . : . ounces yard 

Surface placers: , . 
Gravel mechanically handled: 
Connected-bucket dredges: . . 
1937_..___--..------------------------- 4} 5,017,000 17, 178 $601,230 | . $0.120 
1988__..........----------------------- 5 | 7,258, 000 29,006 | 1,015, 210 - 140 
1989____..-.----- eee ee] 5 | 6,267,000 25, 028 875, 980 - 140 
1940... 2-2 ------ + -- 6 | 7,580,000 24, 951 . 873, 285 «115 
1941____.----.-..---------------------- 7 | 6,670,000 24, 131 844, 585 127 

Dragline dredges: 2 | ee . 
oe 1987 __._..-. 1. -.--------------e ee +e 4 | 2,085,000 |. 9, 126 319, 410 ~  . 153 

1988__.-._.___..--.-------------------- 11 2, 891, 000 15, 939 557,865 | °.193 | 
1939___.._.-_-------------------------- 10 5, 964, 000 26, 257 918, 995 . 154 
1940____..-_--_--_-.--------------------- 23 7, 361, 000 35, 216 1, 232, 560 | - 167 
1941___......--. 22 --------ee---- 25 | 6,256,000} 28,395 993, 825 . 159 - 

- Suction dredges: 3 so . oe 
1941. _... 2 ---- 1 | 27,000 191 6, 685 . 248 . 

Nonfloating washing plants: ! 
1987_......_--------------------------- 9 186, 000 2,017 | ~=70, 595 > . 380. 

, 1988__........--+---------------------- 5 136, 000 1, 768. ' 61,880 | . . 455 
1989... --- + ----------- +--+ -- 13 | 346,000 - 2,169} - 75,915 . 219 

. 1940. - ee eee 29 638, 000 4, 092 143, 220 . 224 
: 1941___...----------------------------- 17 567, 000 2, 757 96, 495 | - - 170 

Gravel hydraulically handled: . o . 
Hydraulic: . m . . 

1987___.....--7----------- eee 48 366, 000 2, 344 82, 040 . 224 
1988_._........------------------------ 66 | . 731,000 3,261 | 114,135 - 156 

© 1989... eee ee 76 440, 000 2, 585 90, 475 - 206 
: 1940___..-_..---------------------- te 82 599, 000 _ 2,731 95, 585 - 160 

1941___.._...-- eee ee ee - 63 683, 000 2, 306 80, 710 . 118 . 

Small-scale hand methods:5 | on 
’ Wet: , 

1987_._..---------- 2 --- -e ee 71 173, 892 3, 197. 111, 895 . 643 
1988_..-..--------.-------------------- 57 332, 800 3; 874 135, 590 - 407 
1989_________-------1------------------ 83 299, 200 ‘4,398 153, 930 . 514 . 

. 1940___....---_--------------+---+------ 44 499, 300 4, 279 149, 765 . 300 
1941______.__-__ eee + 33 438, 300 2, 553 89, 355 - 204 

Dry: § — 
1938___.....--.---_-------------------- 2 * $00 16 560 - 700 
1939__._.....-----_-_------------------- 1 400 13 455 1. 188 
1940____...-..-.----_------------------ 1 500 21 735 1. 470 
1941__._-- 2 eee eee] 1 100 3 105 1.050 . 

Underground placers: 
Drift: . 

| 19387_....--.---------------..------------ 15 3, 108 357 12, 495 4. 020 
1988_.._... -.--------------------------- ll 5, 400 467 16, 345 3. 027 
1989__...._.-.--------- eee ---- 13 5, 400 329 ~ HY, 515 2. 1382 
1940.2 ._.------------ eee ++ --- 10 6, 200 287 10, 045 1. 620 
1941__..... 2-2. ---e---------- 6 4, 600 94 3, 290 - 715 

Grand total placer: 
1987_._.._...--.---------- eee - 7150 7, 831, 000 34, 219 1, 197, 665 . 153 
1988_..._.....----------- 2 eee 157 | 11, 355, 000 54, 331 1, 901, 585 - 167 
SS 201 | 13,322, 000 60,779 | 2,127, 265 - 160 
1940__.....-------- eee eee. 7192 | 16,684, 000 71,577 | 2, 505, 195 ' .150 

“W041 eee. 153 | 14, 646, 000 60, 430 2, 115, 050 ~14 

i i 

1 Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to 
property. 

2 Includes all placer operations using dragline excavator for delivering gravel to floating washing plant. 
3 Includes all placer operations using suction pump for delivering gravel to floating washing plant, except 

those producing less than 100 ounces of gold, which are included under ‘‘Small-scale hand methods”; no 
suction dredges reported for 1937-40, inclusive. ' ; oo 

4 Includes all placer operations using power excavator and washing plant, both on dry land; when washing 
plant is movable, outfit is termed ‘‘dry-land dredge.”’ 

§ Includes all operations in which hand labor is principal factor in delivering gravel to sluices, long toms, 
dip boxes, pans, etc. , 

6 None reported for 1937. 
7 A mine using more than 1 method of recovery is counted but once in arriving at total for all methods.
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| —. Gold.—Production of gold in Oregon in 1941 decreased 15 percent 
compared with 1940—the output from placers 16 percent and that 
from lode mines 14 percent. Of the total placer gold, dragline dredges 
recovered 47 percent, connected-bucket dredges 40 percent, nonfloating 
washing plants with mechanical excavators almost 5 percent, and 

; hydraulicking and small-scale hand methods 4 percent each; recoveries 
. by suction dredging and drift mining were relatively unimportant. 

| Virtually all the lode gold was derived from dry ores and most (93 
percent) of it from dry gold ore. Although 244 properties produced in | 
1941, the bulk of the gold came from relatively few mines; the following ~ 

| 10 properties, listed in order of output, supplied 62 percent of the State 
eo total: Cornucopia Gold Mines (gold ore), Sumpter Valley Dredging 

Co. (connected-bucket dredge), Porter & Co. (connected-bucket _ | 
a dredge), Cougar-Independence Lessees (gold ore), Northwest Develop- 

| ' ment Co. (dragline dredge), Lewis Investment Co. (gold ore), the | 
7 B-H Co. (dragline dredge), John Arthur (Cracker Creek group) (gold 
7 ore), Consuelo Oregon Mines (dragline dredge), and Charles C. : 

| Stearns (Alaska of Oregon) (dragline dredge). Operations at 2 of 
| | these, yielding over one-third of the gold production of the 10, were | 

suspended before the end of 1941. , . : : | 
Silver.—Silver production in Oregon in 1941 increased 26 percent 

over 1940. Of the State total, Grant County contributed 35 percent, 
| Jefferson County 32 percent, and Baker County 30 percent; dry gold- 

silver ore yielded 60 percent, dry gold ore 35 percent, placer gravel 
- 4 percent, and silver and base-metal ores 1 percent. Nearly 61 

_ percent of the total lode silver was recovered by concentration followed 
by smelting of the resulting concentrates; virtually all the rest of the 

- output came from smelting of ore. | 
Copper, lead, and zine.—Most of the copper output of Oregonin 1941 

was a byproduct of ores worked primarily for their gold content. The 
lead output of the State, which totaled only 118,000 pounds, was 
derived entirely from precious-metal ores. No zinc was reported 
recovered. | | | 

MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES 

| Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Oregon in 1941, by counties, in 
terms of recovered. metals | 

| - cerodueingt | 
County Lode _ Placer Total 

. Lode Placer a ae of a 

Ee, | vatue | Piae,| vanwe | Fine, | vatue 
Baker. ------| 22] a1 | 18,508 | 047,608 | 23,025 | sos, 875 | 41,598 (61,458, 480 Coos. 2222p @ | 7100 | 33500 |” 100 3, 500 
Curry..___-__-__-_----- eee. 6 |_-------]_-_-..---- 85 2, 975 85 2, 975 
Douglas_..___..._---2 22-2 eee 1 9 2 70 143 5, 005 145 5, 075 Grant_.9220 2a 21 | 11,522 | 403,270 | 17,383 | 608,405 | 28,905 | 1,011,675 
Hamey_-._..__.---____-222-_-- } 1 1 35 294 10, 290 295 10, 325 
Jackson _____..----- 25 . 33 909 31,815 | 14,789 | 517,615 | 15,698 549, 430 
Jefferson _______..--.-.-_.2-_-- i 945 33,075 |.-.--.--|----.-___- 945 33, 075 
Josephine_____________.______. 20 39 | 4,215 | 147,525 | 3,435 | 120,225! 7,650 267, 750 Lane.....___...-..--.--...- 4 1 20 700 3] '105 23 805 
Malheur. _____...._.-_--_____- 2 9 15 525 1,115 39, 025 1,130 39, 550 
Marion._.--.----.-.----_----2-| 1 j_---- 2. 3 105 |--------]---------- 3 105 
Wallowa. ____.__...---.----2--|--------} fee] 7 245 7 245 
Other counties 4________.______]__.____. 3 |--------|_-__--_--- 51 1, 785 51 1, 785 

91 153 | 36, 135° 1, 264, 725 60, 430 |2, 115,050 | 96,565 | 3,379, 775 Total, 1940__..........-..--..-.|__112 | _192 | 41,825°11; 463,875 | 71,577 |2, 505, 195 |113, 402 | 3, 969,070 
See footnotes at end of table.
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Oregon in 1941, by counties, in 

7 - terms of recovered metals—Continued | 
. . 

| | . | Silver (ode and Copper | sLead vet 

| County en a rr ns is valle 

one Value | Pounds Value | Pounds Value. 

Baker..-:-------2-22-eceeeee-=- 84,046 | $59,766 | 88,000} $10,384 | 14, 000 $798 |$1, 524, 428 a 
.CooS__..--.-------------------- 14 |} 10: |. 22-2 eu |i] --=-------]---------- 3, 510 . 

 @urry- ween --eneeeeeee eee 13 9 | ITTTTETT] 2, 984 
Douglas...._..----------------- 270 192 | 6,000 708 |...--.2...|-2-------| . 5,975 
Gran TTT] 96, 950 | 68,942 | 16,000 | 1,888] 64,000 | 3, 648 | 1, 086, 153 
Harney -.---------------------- 97 69 |__.-------|_---------|----------|---------- 10, 394 

Jackson....-..-----------------| 2,914 2,072 |..--------|----------| 6, 000 342 | 551,844 | 

Jefferson.__._-..-.---.----------]| 88,823 63,163 | 14,000 1, 652 34, 000 1,938 99, 828 

Josephine. .-.------------------ 891 634 16, 000 1,888 |...-------|---------- 270, 272 

Lane_.._--.-------------------- 1, 620 1, 152 2, 000 236 |.---------|---------- 2, 193 

Malheur-.--..----------------- 177 126 |-.......--|----------|----------|----------] 39, 676 

Marion__-.-------------------- 336 239 24, 000 2,832 |_---------|---------- 3,176 

Wallowa. __........ owe ene eee |ene ee een ee [eee tee eee [eee eee | eee ee eee ee ee ete] e 245 

Other counties 4._-...-..-------- 7 5 |__--------|----------]---------+]----------] | ‘1, 790 

. 276,158 | 196,379 | 166, 000 19, 588 | 118, 000 | 6, 726 | 3, 602, 468 . 

Total, 1940.._...---------------| 219,112 155,813 | 176,000 19, 888 70, 000 3, 500 | 4, 148, 271 
: ae : 

Od Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence of legal right to | 

ro ro 
. 

P a Sources of total silver as follows: 1941, 264,953 ounces from lode mines and 11,205 ounces from placers: , 

1940, 206,317 ounces from lode mines and 12,795 ounces from placers. 

3 Output from property not classed as a “‘mine.”’ : 

- 4 Morrow and Wheeler re ce . 

- | a _ MINING INDUSTRY | , 

Of the 98,160 tons of ore (including 1,185 tons of old tailings) sold 

or treated in Oregon in 1941, Baker County produced: 38,448 tons or 

39 percent, Grant County 31,788 tons (including 50. tons of old tailings) 

| or 32 percent, and Josephine County 22,711 tons (including 625 tons 

of old tailings) or 23 percent. Over 89 percent of the ore was dry gold oe 

ore, and virtually all the remainder was dry gold-silver ore. In . 

addition to the ore, 1,185 tons of old tailings, of value principally. in 

_......... wold, were.treated. gg pq 
The seven properties worked by connected-bucket dredges had one ~~ 

_ dredge each, none of which worked at more than one Oregon property 

during 1941; at the end of the year two operations had been suspended. 

Among the properties worked by dragline dredges, however, one had 

two dredges, and a number of the dredges worked more than one 

property; in consequence, 16 dragline outfits. worked 25° properties. 

At the close of 1941, however, only 12 dragline dredges were in. opera- 

tion. The dragline excavators were equipped as follows: 4 with 1%- 

cubic yard buckets, 3 with 1%-cubic yard buckets, 2 with 2-cubic yard _ ~ 

buckets, and 1 each with a 5-, 3%-, 3-, 24-, 1o-, 1%-, and %-cubic yard 

bucket. —_ — 

Reports on the use of quicksilver at Oregon placer mines indicate 

that 1,108 pounds were consumed during 1941. The four connected- 

bucket dredges reporting on such use showed none consumed in 1941; 

the largest of the four reported enough quicksilver regained from gravel 

tailings to compensate losses in handling virgin, ground. For the 17 | 

_dragline dredges reporting on the use of quicksilver a recovery of 55 

ounces of gold per pound was recorded, compared with a recovery of 

51 ounces in 1940-and 42 ounces in 1939. The quantities of gold 

recovered per pound of quicksilver used at other types of placer 

operations in 1941 were as follows (1940 figures in. parentheses): 

Nonfloating washing plants with mechanical excavators, 43 ounces
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- (13); hydraulic mines, 21 ounces (22); and small-scale hand oper- 
. ations, 6 ounces (5). —_ | : 

| | : ORE CLASSIFICATION | | : 

| _ _ Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume on 
| _ Gold and Silver. | | . 

| | Ore and old tailings sold or treated in Oregon in 1941 , with content in terms of res : 7 covered metals SO 

“ ee Material sold or treated ce 
Source —_—7———| Gold Silver | Copper| Lead 

Ore _—|Old tailings | 

| , - Short tons | Short tons | Fine ownces | Fine ounces| Pounds | Pounds . Dry and siliceous gold ore.........| 86, 563 1,185} 33,542 | 96,607 | 103,900 | 84, 000 Dry and siliceous gold-silver ore _. 9,779 |--.--------- 2, 583 165, 948 14, 100 34, 000 oo Dry aad siliceous silver ore. ____- 4 |----.-2- 2-22] eee 178 [owe fee - Copper ore__..-.--.---.-2-2- ee. 629 |----.-----.- 10 2,220 | 48,000 }.......... . 

_ Total, lode mines. _________- 96, 975 1,185} 36,135 | 264,953 | 166,000} 118, 000 Total, placers_----.-......-....---.|----2-2-222-|----2-- ee 60, 430 11, 205 |...-------]----- 22 
: | 96,975 | 1, 185 96,565 | 276,158 | 166,000| 118,000. | | Total, 1940.....---..----22--2-----] 102, 250 3,219} 113,402] 219,112 | 176,000} 70,000 

. : METALLURGIC INDUSTRY a 

| Of the State total ore and old tailings (98,160 tons), 66 percent was 
: treated in concentrating mills, most of which used flotation; 25 percent — 

| was treated in amalgamation and cyanidation mills, with or without 
. concentration equipment; and 9 percent was shipped crude to 

| smelters. Ultimate recovery of 71 percent of the total lode gold was 
| from the smelting of concentrates; 15 percent from direct smelting of 

. ore; 11 percent as bullion from cyanidation of ore, old tailings, and 
| concentrates; and 3 percent as bullion from amalgamation of ore: All 

material requiring smelting was shipped out of the State, as Oregon has | 
no smelters. Sn - | | _ Data furnished by operators of gold and silver mills show that 6,526 

_ pounds of 91-percent sodium cyanide were consumed in recovering | 
- 3,899 ounces of gold and 276 ounces of silver from 20,529 tons of ore, 

250 tons of old tailings, and 10 tons of concentrates, and that 7 pounds 
of quicksilver were used in recovering 449 ounces of gold and 116 ounces 
of silver from 166 tons of ore. , | 

Mine production of metals in Oregon in 1941 , by methods of recovery, in terms of 
recovered metals ) 
a ae ee 

: Method of recovery Material Gold Silver | Copper | Lead 

Short tons | Fine ounces| Fine ounces} Pounds | Pounds Ore amalgamated......._..._...-._____....__.. 1,440 971 222 |----------}----.-.__- Ore, old tailings, and concentrates cyanided____ 22, 802 4, 056 513 j----------}--2 ee Concentrates smelted: 
Flotation___._-...-.-222222 22 6, 279 25, 485 160, 856 88, 200 83, 200 Gravity. __..--_._ 2222-2 96 111 470 24, 000 800 Ore smelted_............__.__................. 8, 896 5, 512 102,892 | 53,800 34, 000 

Total, lode mines_-_.__..._...........-.__|._._..._._.. 36, 135 264,953 | 166,000 | 118,000 Total, placers.__.........__...__............_.. ween ee eee 60, 430 11,205 |._-.-2 222 Jee 

: ween eee eee 96,565 | 276,158 | 166,000} 118,000 _ Total, 1940. ---- eee eee eee ~ aon eee eee 113, 402 219,112 | 176,000 70, 000 eee
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Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or without . | 

concentration equipment) in Oregon in 1941, by types of mills and by counties, in | 

terms of recovered metals | , : 

: AMALGAMATION MILLS . 

. Recovered in Concentrates smelted and 

Material treated bullion recovered metal 

County {| . 
Old . Concen- ; 

Ore! tailings Gold Silver trates Gold Silver co 

. - produced 

| Short | Short Fine. | Fine Short Fine Fine oe 
tons tons ounces ounces tons ounces ounces 

Baker. ___....------------------ 370 |.--------- 150 30 2 il 2 

- Grant_...-._------------------- 85 |.---_----- 65 16 3 6 8 

Harney _..._-------------------] | § |_-.------- 1 |_.-_.-----]----.-----]----------|---------- 

Jackson __.__.------------------ 334 }_..------- 593 149 |__._..---_]-.--------|---------- 

Josephine. _.....-.------------- 684 | --.----- 142 17 7 45 il 

Lane.....---------------------- 62 |_-.------- 20 - 10 |_---2.----|----------|---------- . 

1, 440 |_--...---- 971 222 12 62 21 

Total, 1940.._....----.--------- 4,416 305 2, 819 556 31 124 139 

| ae CYANIDATION MILLS 
I I aT 

Baker......------------e------- g0 |_...-.---- 15 Q|__...----|--e---e-e-[-eeeee eee : 
QGrant......--------------------|---------- . 50 5 1 [ic ---}_---------]---------- 

Jackson __...------------------- 98 510 | - §8 62 |.._.---_--|----------|----------. 

Josephine. --------------------- 21, 439 625 3, 978 448 |_________.]----------|----- ---- 

21,617| 1,185} 4,056 B13 |______---.|----------]---------- | 
Total, 1940. --.----------------- 16, 520 3, 119 4,001 403 |..--------]----------|---------- ‘ 

Grand total: 1941............-.| 23,057; 1,185| 5,027 735 12 62 21 
1940___.._..------ 20, 936 3, 424 6, 820 959 31 124 |. 139 

— ————ae — _ — _—_ _ ———— _— SO —e — — - - - TS 

1 Figures under ‘“‘Ore” for cyanidation mills include both raw ore and concentrates cyanided, but not 

raw ore concentrated before cyanidation of concentrates. | a _ 

Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Oregon in 1941, by counties, | 

a : in terms of recovered metals 4 | 

Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

County Ore Concen- . OO 

trates Gold Silver Copper Lead 

. . produced 

Short Short Fine Fine 
tons tons ounces ounces Pounds | Pounds 

- Baker___......------------------- 31, 856 1,675 14, 783 70, 266 74, 400 14, 000 

Grant___....-.------------------- 31, 397 4, 573 10, 646 90, 055 13, 800 64, 006 

Jackson.__.....---.--------------- 1, 377 43 102 648 |__-------- 6, 000 

Marion..._._...------------------ 500 72 3 336 24, 000 |_..------- 

| 65, 130 6, 363 25, 534 161, 305 112, 200 84, 000 

- Total, 1940............----------1- 73, 289 5, 411 29, 771 166,876 | 127,900 47, 700 

" 

Ae 
. 

Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Oregon in 1941, by 

classes of concentrates 
I _ aoa 

. C Gross metal content 

. oncen- | 
Class of concentrates trates 

Gold Silver Copper Lead Zinc 

Short Fine — Fine 
tons ounces ounces Pounds | Pounds | Pounds 

Dry gold. __.__....----------------- 4, 442 23, 888 84,056 | 78,503} 32,458 |......-.-- 

Dry gold-silver . --..---------------- 1,818 1, 603 76, 286 12, 869 69, 575 79, 429 

Copper ...._.-.-------------------- 72 3 336 25,742 |_....-..--]---------- 

Lead .__...__..---.------------------ 43 102 648 |_.-.------ 7,262 |_._..----- 

6, 375 25, 596 161, 326 117, 114 109, 295 79, 429 

Total, 1940._._.....-..-------------- 5, 442 | 29, 895 167,015 | 132, 335 67, 423 | ----------
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Mine production of metals from Oregon concentrates shipped to smelters in 1 941, in 
7 — - terms of recovered metals | a 

| oe a | BY COUNTIES | } | 

| en . Concen- Gold Silver Copper | Lead 

os | Short tons| Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Pounds | Pounds 
-Baker____... 22-22 eee. 1,677 ~ 14,794 70, 268 74, 400 14, 000 
Grant___....-.--2- eee 4, 576 10, 652 90, 063 13, 800 64, 000 

| ~ Jackson... _.----------------------------------| , 43 102 648 |._.__-_--- 6, 600 
Josephine___-__.-_-_--_----.- eee 7 45 M1 |______2__ {eee eee 
Marion_..__..-_-___-_--- 2s 72 3 . 336 24,000 |___._____- 

6, 375 25, 596 161,326 | 112,200 84, 000 
Total, 1940___...--.-_-2- eee 5, 442 29, 895 167,015 | 127,900 | 47, 700. 

- 
= a 

—e : 

. - BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES . - 

Dry gold____.._--.---------- ee 4,449 23, 888 84, 056 75,900 | -24, 200 
‘Dry gold-silver___._._--...-..-. 2-22 eee —6©«1, 818 - 4,603 | - 76, 286 | ~— 12,300 53, 800 
Copper.____.2---.--.--- 2 eee eee 72 a) 336 24,000 |_..._-_--2_- 7 431 102 648 |---| 6,000 

-— a | 6,375 | 25,596 | 161,326 | 112,200] 84,000 

Gross metal content of Oregon crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, by classes of ore 
. A 

- Oe | Gross metal content 
, Class of ore 0re | > > | 

. Gold Silver Copper Lead 

Short tons | Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Pounds | Pounds 
. Dry and siliceous gold__.--...-.-.-............| 6,347 4, 525 11,168 |. 17,827 992 

Dry and siliceous gold-silver..._.__._.________-_ 2, 416 930 89, 662 14, 655- 63, 280 
Dry and siliceous silver.......__._.._.._.____.. ee 178 19 100 ‘Copper.....--- 2 et 9 7 1,884 | 25,764 564 

8, 896 5,512 | 102,892 | 58, 265 64, 936 
Total, 1940. _._--.--------- = --2--- eee 8, 225 . 5, 097 38, 258 52, 810 35, 635 

Mine production of metals from Oregon crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, in 7 
terms of recovered metals . | 

| BY COUNTIES | — 
A 

- Ore Gold Silver Copper Lead 

Short tons | Fine ownces| Fine ounces| Pounds | Pounds 
Baker... _-.. 2-28. 6, 142 3, 544 8, 865 13, 600 j_._______- 
Douglas...........-- 20. 42 2 256 6,000 |__.._____- 
Grant___-. ©2222-2222 256 800 3, 260 2,200 |...__.___- 
Jackson_-.-.-..... 22.220 ee 6 156 St ee 
Jefferson........-22020 0 ee. 2, 348 945 88, 823 14, 000 34, 000 
Josephine. .....-._.--2 08. 73 50 26 16,000 |_.__..___- 
Lane... 0... es ee 26 |._.__...___- 1,610 2,000 {_-_._____. 
Malheur.... _ . mol. Cece eee 3 15 IW fo ee eee. 

8, 896 5,512] 102,892} 53,800} 34,000 
Total, 1940......... -2 080 2 le. Le. 8, 225 5,097 38, 258 48, 100 22, 300 

errr a nc 
BY CLASSES OF ORE 

RR 

Dry and siliceous gold__........_.....-. 6, 347 4, 525 11, 168 15, 700 {_- 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver._._...__._.....____ 2, 416 980 89, 662 14, 100 34, 000 Dry and siliceous silver... .....-. 6. oe 178 |_.-.--.-_-}e2 2. ee Copper..-.-. ee eee 129 7 1, 884 24,000.|_. .....__. 

| 8, 896 | 5,512 | 102,892 | 53,800 34,000 
Ne
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REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS , 
Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Oregon in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals ! 

a Mines producing ? ' Gold ‘ver ( Q | 

y County and district ! rs rs Ofetings dj -—____________________— sv ee Copper Lead Total value a 

i Lode | Placer Lode Placer Total | Oo 

|— - : : — ; ; 2 
| Baker County: | Short tons | Fine ownces| Fine ounces) Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds Se 

ee Baker. _.....-.-.---.---------------------------- =e 6 2 . 172 64 274 338 284 |_-----------]--.--------- $12, 032 <a oO 

o Bull Run_....-....-.---.------------------- eee eee ee eee een 1 |..--.-------]------------ 1,682 1, 632 197 |------------|------------ 57, 260 br} 7 

Connor Creek _....-.---------------------------------[----------] 2 |------------]------------ 62 62 11 |----.-------]------------ 2,178 : 

Cornucopis.-....--.------------------ ---- 2 een eee e ee 3] | 2 31, 855 14, 783 100 14, 883 70, 314 74, 400 14, 000 580,488 ~ 

Cracker Creek.__..-...-.----.------------------------ 3 j--.------- 5, 435 3,093 |--..-------- 3, 093° 8, 408 12,000 |.---.-.----- 115, 650 O 

Eagle Creek......-.------------------------------+--- 1 |--.--.---- 10:| . 8 |.----.------ 8 | |-----.------|------------] " 21 6 : 
Greenhorn ‘.......--..-.----------------------------- 1 6 en) ‘ 8 2, 747 2, 755 422 |--.------.--|------------ - 96,725 re 

Homestead .......-.--.------------------------------- 1 1 113 32 13 45 27 |--.--.------[------------ 1, 594 he 

Mormon Basin 3._....-..--.--------------------------[----------] 4 |..--..--.---|------------ 174 174 31 |---------. -]------------] 6,112 py . 
Sparta__..-----------------------------+-- ee eee 2 |----------] 116 ' 43 |----..------ 43 | 24 |------------|------------ 1, 522 bd 

Sumpter.....-.---.-- 2-2-2 22 - ee ee nn ee een] enn eee eee] 6 |------------]--------+--- 17, 612 17, 612 4,105 |-----.----.-|------------ 619,339 ~ 

Upper Burnt River.........-.-.----------------------|----------| ws 4 | ------------]------------ 234 234 42. |.--...------|------------ 8, 220 tH 

- Virtue. _._...---..---.---- eee ee eee 3 ! 1 701 435 101 | . 536 153 1,600 j----.------.- 19, 058 Ey 

Weatherby........----..------.--.1.------------------ 2) | 2 - 40 37 | 76] 113 27 |------------|------------ 3, 974 > 

Coos County: by 
Coos Bay......--------------------- enn e eee feneeeneee-| 2 (8) | ------------] ------------ 4 4 |--2---------|-- 2-2 eee | eee 1440 ~ | 
Coquille.....-....--------.------- eee een eee eee nee] eee nnn] S ween cnn ne | enone ee eee 38 38 4 |---.--------]----.------- 1, 333 

Johnson Creek .......---------------nneeeceecneeeeeen|eeeeneeene| 9 (8) [eee eee ee] ete eee 58 58 10 |------------]}----------- 2, 037 B 
Curry County: 

Gold Beach ...--.---.-------- ee nnn en eee e eee n eee [eeeeeeeeee] | | [wee eee] eee 14 14 3 |--.---------]------------ 492 © 
Mule Creek ......---------------------- =o eee een ene eee eee ee 3 |--.---------|------------ 2 8 |-----.------]------------]-------+---- 280 
Ophir... 22-222 eee eee cece en [ence eeeeee| OY | [ene e eee eee -]-- eee 4 4 |_..--.-----.|---------- ee} ene een] 4 N. 
Sixes. ._..----.---.-----0022ccseccreneeeee sence eeceee| none ee ene- 8 | oocoeececcee[eeee ee eeeee 59 59 | 10 |------2---2-[----ee- eee 2072 

Douglas County: Riddle. .......-.-...------------------- 1} 9 42° 2 143 145 270 6,000 |------------ 5,975 a 
Grant County: ; 

Canyon. ......-.----------------- ee een eee ee ee nee 3; © 7 55 47 3, 399 3, 446 675 |--.--.------]------------ 121,090 — iD 

Granite.__.........--.---2- 22+ eee ee ee eee 5] 5 31, 441 11, 231 8, 404: ~ 19, 635 94, 282 13, 800 64, 000 759, 546 

Greenhorn !....-------------------- 2 o ene eee nee n eee 3] 1) 184 199 12 211 930 2, 200 |------------ 8, 306 oo 
Quartzburg.........------------ ene nee eee eee een 3| 2 108: 45 1,281 | 1, 326 194 |--.--------.|------------ 46,548 © 
Susanville. ...-....-.-..-c-s-ccceccececececeecccecece[eeeeecesee] 00 4 [once eeeeeeee]eeee eee ee ee 2, 203 2, 208 405 |...---------|------------ 77,308 . 

Harney County: . o 

Idol City.-...-..-2--22 2 ee nee nee eee eee eee | oe eee nee ee 1 |rosreooerge weceeeeeeeee] 204 204 | 97 |..........--|------------ 10,359 
Pueblo Mountain.....-.----------------------------- 1 |.-.-------1 5 1 |..--.--.---- 1 [..-.-2------|---------- | ---- +e 35 2 

See footnotes at end of table. — 

: 
eo 

|



Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Oregon in 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals—Continued = : 
ee eee eee LL LC LC LAA CLE AA A A A AP Te ec eespseerecerepaeehaiteneTS . . 

Mines producing Gold . = 
County and district  —— abt aa —__ Sily of lode Copper | Lead _ | Total value | 

Lode Placer | - Lode Placer Total . 

Jackson County: Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces | Fine ounces| Fine ounces| Pounds Pounds 
Ashland....-......---------------------- eee ee eee eee 4 (8) 134 60 10 70 21 |.-----------|-----.--....] | $2, 465 ' 
Gold Hill.......-..-----.------- 2-22 eee 6 11 175 138 2, 719 2, 857 © 405 |-----------.|-2-2-- 22. 100, 283 Greenback ?__.......---.---- 2-222 - eee ene een eee ee 1 1 - 5 149 13 162 34 |------------|----.--2--- 5, 694 
Jacksonville........ ...--.-.---+------.-------------- 3 2 480 66 1,175 1, 241 190 |------------]------ 222 8] 43, 570 
Upper Applegate.--.....--.---------------------.----- 9 19 55 387 10, 872 11, 259 1,606 |------------|--.-----.-..| 395, 207 K 

Jefferson County: Ashwood __..--..--------..---.-------- 1 |j---------- 2, 348 945 |---...----.- 945 88, 823 14, 000 34, 000 99, 828 fs 
Josephine County: , . 2 

Galice...-.-..---------------------- ee eee eee eee 4 8 20, 660 3, 929 ~ 150 4,079 801 |------------|--- 142,979 = = | 
Grants Pass...--.-.---------------------------------- 5 6 650 91 764 855. 115 |------------|-- ele 30, 007 ty 
Greenback ?_........--.---------- ee ene] 5 |. 12 477 83 982 1,065 174 |-...--------|-2---2--2---| 37, 399 > 
Illinois River_......--.---.--------------4--------- ee (8) 5} =) (8) 225 9 225 931 |-..---------}-- eee 9 7, 897 tt 
Lower Applegate...-.-.------------------------------ 2; - 1 4 19 24 43 10 |----.--.----|----.------- 1, 512 Q 
Waldo._.--..-.-------------.--- 2 e eee eee 3. 7 {0 911 70 1, 290 1, 360 257 16,000 |.-...-...--- 49, 671 

Lane County: . ke 
Blue River.....-.----------2- 2-2-2 eee een e eee eee e ee ee 1 |i. lll oee 26 |. see fee 1, 610 2,000 |....-------- 1,381 & Bohemia... ...........---------------esee-eeeeee- eee 3 1 62 20 3 23 10 |--- eee] eee 812 ia | . 

Malheur County: bd 
Malheur....--------.------------------------------e| eee eee 6 [------------]------------ 227 227 81 |------------]-- 28 7, 967 - o 
Mormon Basin §.._._.---._.------------------------ ee 2 3 3 ‘15 888 903 146 |_--------- |e ee 31, 709: oS 

Marion County: North Santiam_...........-...22222222-- 2 500 3 |------.---.- 3 336 24,000 |-.-...-..-._] - 3, 176 FI . 
Wallowa County: Snake River. ..-.......-.-.--.-..-..2-_{---------- (8) wae nee wee - ee | eee eee eee 7 ee ne 245 J 
Combined counties and districts ©. __..........- 222-22... 3 5 1,387 132 2, 135 2, 267 1,138 2)... -. 2222 6, 000 * 80, 492 

Total Oregon_......-.--._---.---_---2-2---2--4 eee 91 153 98, 160 36, 135 60, 430 96, 565 276, 158 166, 000 - 118, 000 3, 602, 468 = 

1 Only those counties and districts shown separately for which Bureau of Mines is at 6 Output from a property not classed as a “‘mine.”’ 
liberty to publish figures; others producing listed in footnote 10 and their output included 7 Greenback district lies in both Jackson and Josephine Counties. . 
under ‘‘Combined counties and districts.’”’ 8 Included under “‘Conibined counties and districts.” 

? Excludes itinerant prospectors, snipers, high-graders, and others who gave no evidence » Exclusive of lode output, which is included under ‘‘Combined counties and districts.”’ 
of legal right to property. 10 Includes following districts: North Fork John Day in Grant County; Elk Creek in 

’ Source of total silver as follows: 264,953 ounces from lode mines and 11,205 ounces from § Jackson County; Illinois River (lode) in Josephine County; Columbia River in Morrow 
placers. County; and Spanish Gulch in Wheeler County. 

4 Greenhorn district lies in both Baker and Grant Counties. , 
’ Mormon Basin district lies in both Baker and Malheur Counties. 

, ' | |
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| BAKER COUNTY! | 

_ Baker district—The Midas mine in the Pocahontas section of the 
Baker district was worked by hydraulic mining during 1941; 198 ounces 
of gold and 21 ounces of silver were recovered from 6,585 cubic yards 
of gravel. | | | 

Bull Run district—The Ferris Mining Co. operated a dragline 
dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 3-cubic yard bucket, on 
Bull Run Creek 6 miles southwest of Unity from January 1 until 
July 31, 1941; 485,270 cubic yards of gravel yielded 1,632 ounces of 
gold and 197 ounces of silver. | | | 

Cornucopia district —The Cornucopia mine, operated by Cornucopia _ | 
Gold Mines, continued to be the outstanding producer of lode gold, | 
‘total gold, and copper in Oregon in 1941, although the company | 
suspended operations October 31. Flotation of 30,800 tons of gold 
ore yielded 1,648 tons of gold concentrates containing 14,509 ounces of 
gold, 68,408 ounces of silver, 76,093 pounds of copper, and 21,744 
pounds of lead; these concentrates and 8 tons of crude ore containmg 

~- 6 ounces of gold, 38 ounces of silver, and 89 pounds of copper were - 
shipped to asmelter. In terms of recovered metals, the mine supplied | 
40 percent of the lode gold produced in the State, 15 percent of the | 

- total gold, 25 percent of the silver, 45 percent of the copper, and 12 
percent of the lead. The decline in production at this mine from its | 
1940 output was a major factor in the decreased gold and copper out- | 
put in Oregon. A lessee shipped 1,046 tons of ore from the Simmons 
group for treatment at the Cornucopia flotation mill; the concentrates 

- recovered were credited with a content of 264 ounces of gold and 1,840 
ounces of silver. | : | 

Cracker Creek district.2—A smelter shipment of 217 tons of ore 
containing 236 ounces of gold, 64 ounces of silver, and 385 pounds of 
copper was made from the Argonaut mine jn 1941. A lessee shipped 
5,163 tons of smelting ore containing 2,828 ounces of gold, 7,776 ounces . 
of silver, and 12,007 pounds of copper from the Columbia, Tabor | | ~- fraction. E & E, and North Polemines. ~==~—~=~CS*S*=<“<SCSCSS 

—.  Greenhorn district—The Sunshine Mining Co. (Burnt River 
Division) installed a Yuba electric connected-bucket dredge with 
4¥%-cubic foot buckets near Whitney and began operations October 21, 
1941; treatment of 150,000 cubic yards of gravel vielded 391 ounces of | 

- gold and 80 ounces of silver. The Oroplata Mining Co. operated a 
dragline dredge on Pinus and Camp Creeks 3 miles north of Whitney. | 

Sumpter district—Consuelo Oregon Mines operated a dragline 
dredge on McCully Fork. The Northwest Development Co. began 
1941 with two dragline dredges operating in the Sumpter district, but 
only one dredge worked after February 28; 900,000 cubic yards of 
gravel yielded 5,701 ounces of gold and 1,324 ounces of silver. The 
Sumpter Valley Dredging Co., in 1941 again the largest producer of 
placer gold in Oregon, washed 3,376,514 cubic yards of gravel and 
recovered 9,178 ounces of gold and 1,923 ounces of silver; the dredge 
is of the connected-bucket electric-power type, with seventy-two 
9-cubic foot buckets. 

1 See a!so Pardee, J. T., Preliminary Geologic Map of the Sumpter Quadrangle, Oreg.: State of Oregon | 
Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, 1941. _ ; a 

ver, E. S., Woolf, J. A., and Towne, A. P., Progress Reports—Metallurgical Division. 46. Ore- 
Testing Studies (Primarily Precious Metals): Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3569, 1941, pp. 29-35.
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Virtue district —Lessees worked the Cliff mine during 1941; 65 tons 
of ore treated by amalgamation yielded 13 ounces of gold and 3 ounces 
of silver, and 279 tons of ore shipped to a smelter contained 190 ounces. —- 

. of gold, 97 ounces of silver, and 1,386 pounds of copper. During the 
first 5 months of the year, lessees on the Hidden Treasure mine shipped 
to a smelter 247 tons of ore containing 184 ounces of gold, 24 ounces of . 
silver, and 468 pounds of copper; 80 tons of ore treated by cyanidation 
yielded 15 ounces of gold and 2 ounces of silver. | 

a re | GRANT COUNTY?! oe | | 

— Canyon district—On November 9, 1941, the Ferris Mining Co. | 
| resumed operations with a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator 

with a 3-cubic yard bucket, on the John Day River 3 miles northwest 
| - of John Day and continued until the end of the year; 130,370 yards _ 

| of gravel yielded 683 ounces of gold and 72 ounces of silver. The — 
Western Dredging Co. operated a connected-bucket dredge with 

-.- seventy-two 6-cubic foot buckets from January 1 until October 4. . 
Granite district.—Porter & Co. operated a connected-bucket dredge | 

with sixty-two 4%-cubic foot buckets on Granite, Clear, Olive, and . 
‘Crane Creeks throughout 1941. The Intermountain Mining Co. 

| _ abandoned dragline-dredge operations in the Granite district during | 
- the year. Bruce Dennis operated the Constitution mine; gold ore was 

| treated in a 25-ton flotation plant, and gold concentrates and a small _ 
_ quantity of high-grade ore were shipped to a smelter. Cougar- 

| Independence Lessees worked the Cougar Independence mine until 
September 1, when operations were suspended; gold ore was treated by 

| flotation, and gold concentrates were shipped to a smelter. Rogers & 
MeGinnis operated the La Bellevue mine from January 1 until 
November 15; gold-silver ore was treated in a 35-ton flotation plant, 

: and gold-silver concentrates were shipped to asmelter. In addition to 
| a substantial output of gold and silver, this operation led in the State 

in production of lead. | 7 a . 
Greenhorn district—Gold ore from the Morning mine, ijn that part 

of the Greenhorn district extending into Grant County from Baker | 
County, was shipped to a smelter in 1941. 

North Fork John Day district—Ralph Davis, Inc., operated a drag- 
line dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 3%-cubic yard bucket, at 
the North Fork placer from March 22 to December 24, 1941. 

| Quartzburg district—The H. F. England Co. operated a dragline 
dredge with a dragline excavator, having a 1%o-cubic yard bucket, on 
hydraulic tailings in Dixie Creek for 3 months in 1941; 150,000 cubic 
yards of gravel yielded 1,247 ounces of gold and 161 ounces of silver. 

Susanville district—-The Timms Gold Dredging Co. operated its 
reconstructed connected-bucket dredge on the DeWitt ranch during 

~ , 1941. 

. HARNEY COUNTY 

Idol City district—The H. F. England Co. operated a dragline 
dredge, moved from the Quartzburg district in Grant County to 
Trout Creek, for 2 months in 1941; 294 ounces of gold and 97 ounces 
of silver were recovered from old hydraulic tailings. 

3 Pardee, J. T., Work cited in footnote 1. 
4 See also State of Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, Oregon Metal Mines Hand- 

book: Bull. 14~B, 1941, 157 pp.
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| OO JACKSON COUNTY «© | | 

Gold Hill. district The Murphy-Murray Dredging Co. operated a | : 

. connected-bucket dredge until September 22, 1941, when operations. 

were discontinued; the dredge was dismantled and moved. Oregon 

Placer Mines, Inc., operated a dry-land dredge on Galls Creek from | 

February 20 to July 6; 30,000 cubic yards of gravel yielded 198 : 

ounces of gold and 38 ounces of silver. The Pleasant Creek Mining 

Corporation operated a connected-bucket dredge on Pleasant Creek. , 

Jacksonville district—-The Jackson Mining Co. operated a non- 

floating washing plant with 4 Ainlay bowls, to which gravel was 

_ delivered by a 2-cubic yard dragline excavator, on the George Wendt _ 

ranch from May 15 to December 22, 1941. | a | | 

Upper Applegate district—Charles C. Stearns operated a dragline 

| dredge on the Alaska of Oregon mine from January 8 to December 23, Se 

1941. The B-H Co. operated a dragline dredge, using a dragline. 

excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on Forest Creek; Stearns 

worked also on this property with a dragline dredge for a short 

time, and, in addition, conducted dragline dredging on. the Herriot, | 

- _Kubli, M. E. Dunlap, Walter W. Bell, and William Smith properties 

‘for short periods. The Crescent Pacific Mining Co. operated a drag- | 

line dredge, with a dragline excavator having a 1%-cubic yard bucket, | 

on the Fred Offenbacher, Matney, and Offenbacher ranches during 

1941; 42,500 cubic yards of gravel at the Fred Offenbacher ranch a 

yielded 244 ounces of gold and 33 ounces of silver, 88,825 cubic yards 

of gravel at the Matney ranch yielded 448 ounces of gold and 64 ounces 

of silver, and 455,770 cubic yards of gravel at the Offenbacher ranch 

yielded 1,490 ounces of gold and 195 ounces of silver. The Southern a 

Oregon Mining Co. worked the McDonough and Taylor properties 

with a dragline dredge, using a dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic 

yard bucket; 180,000 cubic yards of gravel at the McDonough ranch — 

yielded 703 ounces of gold and 92 ounces of silver; and 65,700 cubic a 

ounees of silver. A lessee on the Sterling mine hydraulicked 34,375 

yards of gravel and recovered 208 ounces of gold and 30 ounces of | 

silver. 
| JEFFERSON COUNTY : 

| Ashwood district—The Oregon King Mines, Inc., shipped 2,348 

tons of gold-silver ore containing 945 ounces of gold, 88,823 ounces of 

silver, 14,465 pounds of copper, and 63,046 pounds of lead from the 

Oregon King mine to a smelter in 1941. This mine was the leading 

producer of silver and the second-largest producer of lead in the State. | 

| | JOSEPHINE COUNTY 

Galice district—The Lewis Investment Co. worked the Benton mine 

throughout 1941 and was again the third-largest producer of lode gold 

: ‘in the State; the ore was treated in a 60-ton countercurrent-cyanidation 

plant. | 
Grants Pass district—_McGuire & Lyons operated a suction dredge 

on Rogue River near Grants Pass during 1941; 27,000 cubic yards of 

gravel yielded 191 ounces of gold and 17 ounces of silver. The 

Northern California Dredging Co. operated a dragline dredge, using 
“
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| dragline excavator with a 1%-cubic yard bucket, on Jump-Off-Joe 
Creek for 4 months in 1941. . } : 

a Greenback district—Hydraulicking was carried on at the Blue 
oe Channel mine in 1941 from January 1 to June 1 and from N ovember15 

oe to December 31. The Buckskin Mining Co. property on Wolf Creek 
| was operated by hydraulicking for 5% months. Hydraulicking was _ 

carried on at the Columbia mine. | - 
| Waldo district.—C. R. Stout hydraulicked at the Esterly mine in 
— 1941 from January 1 to July 15 and from December 1 to 31 and ~ | 

oo recovered 433 ounces of gold and 24 ounces of silver from 150,000 cubic 
| yards of gravel. The Atlas Gold Dredging Corporation operated a 

dragline dredge on Althouse Creek from January 1 to March 16; 
_-—- 255,178 cubic yards of gravel yielded 648 ounces of gold and 82 ounces 

of silver. Messenger and Johnson hydraulicked 62,000 cubic yards of , 
| gravel at the Plataurica mine on the Illinois River and recovered 108 © 

| - ounces of gold and 7 ounces of silver. | | : | | 

: | an MALHEUR COUNTY . | 

Malheur district.—Pacific Placers ‘operated a dry-land dredge near 
Brogan during 1941. oo | OO 

_ Mormon Basin district—Mormon Basin Placers treated gravel in a 
stationary washing plant at Colt Bros. Placers and recovered 318 
ounces of gold and 46. ounces of silver from 13,000 cubic yards of | 
gravel. Whitney and Boydstun worked the Lone Eagle mine witha 
caterpillar scraper and washing plant; 60,000 cubic yards of gravel 

| yielded 353 ounces of gold and 62 ounces of silver. The Gold Flower 
| Mining Co. operated a dragline excavator and portable nonfloating . 

| washing plant. Oc 
OTHER COUNTIES | | 

Small outputs in 1941 were reported from Coos, Curry, Douglas, 
_ Lane, Marion, Morrow, Wallowa, and Wheeler Counties. | | 

Details of production by counties and districts are given in the. 
| preceding table. | |



| GOLD, SILVER, COPPER, AND LEAD IN SOUTH DAKOTA 

: _(MINE REPORT) | : 

; By Cuas. W. Henperson anp S. A. Gustavson / | | 

- SUMMARY OUTLINE , | 

| | : Page | Page : 
Summary __._.._------------------------------- 445 | Mining and metallurgic industry --.-..--------- 447 

Calculation of value of metal production...... 445| Metallurgic recovery. ---.-------------------- 447 . . 

Mine production by counties..-......---------- 447 Review by. counties- - - ----.-------------------- 448 . | 

_ For many years the principal mineral industry of South Dakota _ 

has been lode gold ‘mining, with subsidiary. silver. Such minor . 

minerals as, columbo-tantalite, tin, and lithium minerals have been ; 

_ produced, and at present there is a project for developing a large 

low-grade manganese deposit. The gold and minor mineral area of | 

the State is included in Custer, Lawrence, and Pennington Counties 

in the mountain group known as the Black Hills. A notable exception 

is the extensive low-grade manganese deposit near Chamberlain, 

: Brule County, which in 1941-42 was being developed and processed , | 

by the Federal Bureau of Mines. The total production of recovered = =—=s_—> 

—- gold in South Dakota in 1941—600,637 fine ounces valued at $21,022,- | 

295, a 2-percerit increase over 1940—has been exceeded only by the ae 

peak output of 618,536 ounces valued at $21,648,760 in 1939. Re- 

covered silver in 1941, all a byproduct of gold mining, was 170,771 : : 

fine ounces valued at $121,437. No copper or lead was recovered _ 

in 1941. | | 
All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight”’; that is, they 

do not include moisture. | 

The value of the metal production herein reported has been calcu-: 
lated at the following prices. a 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 . 
een eee ee 

Year . Gold! Silver 3 Copper 3 Lead Zine’ 

. Per fine ounce| Per fine ounce| Per pound Per pound | Per pound . 

1937___....-.-------------------------- $35. 00 $0. 7735 $0. 121 $0. 059 $0. 065 

1938... ...-..-- 2-2 -- sense eee ee eee eee 35. 00 4. 646-+ 098 046 048, 
1939. _.--..---.------------------------ 35. 00 §. 678-++ . 104 . 047 . 052 

1940. _._.-...-------------------------- 35. 00 6. 711+ . 113 . 050 . 063 

1941____.:._-.-------------------------- 35. 00 ay .118 . 057 .075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold | 

from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-++ ($20.671835) per fine ounce. 
2? 1937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 

price for newly mined silver. 
3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 

« $0.64646464. 8 $0.67878787. 6 $0.71111111. 

. 445 —
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FIGURE 1.—Total value of mine production of gold and silver in South Dakota, 1876-1941. —_ 

: Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in South Dakota, 1987-41, and 
a total, 1876-1941, in terms of recovered metals } : 

: Oo - Mines produe- a Gold (lode and placer) | Silver (lode and placer) . Year g Ore (short OO oo . . | Fo tons) 7 | i 
- a | Lode | Placer | | Fine ounces Value Fine ounces| | Value 

| 1987................. 14] 7341 1,597,178 581,544 | $20,354,040 | 139,638 | $108, 010 
1938__.........-_.__- 11 71 1, 586, 181 594, 847 20, 819, 645 162, 295 104, 918 , 1939___... 2.22 -_ 18 80 | 1,632,778 | — 618, 536 21, 648, 760 167, 584 113, 754 1940__.--_. 2-2 ee 11 81 1, 667, 370 586, 662 20, 533, 170 175, 514 124, 810 1941.._--.2---2-----.f 10 _ Al 1, 711, 744 600, 637 _ 21, 022, 295 170, 771 121, 437 

. ~ _ 1876-1941___ 2] ~--e-n ee] (2) 20, 037, 943 | 482,925,214 | 9, 346, 276 6, 648, 628 

| oo : Copper = | Ss Lead | | . 
: . Year a mmm] TO tal value | 

: OO - Pounds | Value Pounds Value | _ | 

1987p eee eee fee eee eee fc $20, 462, 050 . | 1988... e|_ ee |e weno eben ee fee ee 20, 924, 563 | 1989. _ _ -_-------------------- 222-22 -----|---2 222-22 2-fe--2ze--2--|-------- 2s | oe] 2, 762, 514 |: 1940__ 2 12, 000 $1, 356 14, 000 $700 20, 660, 036 . 1941___-_ =e eee fe. w---- eee fee ee ee 21, 143, 732 

1876-1941. _--_ ee 3 104 35, 954 . $295 . 35, 520 489, 645, 316 

- 1 For total production of gold and silver in South Dakota, by years, see Mineral Resources, 1913, pt. 1, . DP. ot Mineral Resources, 1922, pt. 1, .p. 194; and subsequent volumes of Mineral Resources and Minerals earbook. . 
2 Figur<s not available. 
3 Short tons. 

, , 

Gold and silver produced at placer mines in South Dakota, 1937-41, in terms of 
recovered metals | 

Gold Silver Total 
eee ‘Lote Year 

value 
Fine ounces Value Fine ounces Value 

1937... 2222 eee 1, 010. 60 $35, 371 75 $58 $35, 429 1938 __. 222222 - ee 1, 069. 00 37, 415 82 53 | - 37, 468 1939_.. 2-22. 622. 00 21, 770 47 32 21, 802 1940_-_..- ee 229. 00 8, 015 21 15 8, 030 1941.22. 93. 00 3, 255 7 5 3, 260 

SFP
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| ‘MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES 
Mine production of gold and silver in South Dakota in 1941, by counties, in terms 

of recovered metals | 

Mines produc- Gold (ode and placer) | Silver Gode and placer) |. : Total 
County {| | vale 

| Lode | Placer | Fine ounces Value Fine ounces Value | 

Custer__.-----2--|--2--2--| 7 al gost aa oh $048 | 
Lawrence __------ 6 13 596, 109 | 20, 863, 815 169,801 | 120,811 | 20,984, 628 
Pennington. - ---- 4 21 4, 501 ” 157, 5385 879° _ 625 158, 160 

io] 41| 600,-637 | 21, 022, 205 170,771 | 121,437 | 21,143, 732 

MINING AND METALLURGIC INDUSTRY 

- Producers of lode gold and silver in South Dakota in 1941 mined 
and sold or treated 1,711,744 short tons of ore yielding, in recovered 
metals, 600,544 fine ounces of gold and 170,764 fine ounces of silver. 
Methods of treatment were as follows: 1,499,988 tons treated by 

| amalgamation followed by cyanidation of sands and slimes; 205,356 | 

tons by cyanidation only (36,677 tons of which was first roasted and 

‘about one-fourth of 134,985 tons also first roasted); 3,725 tons by | 

jigging, amalgamation of the jig concentrates, and flotation of the 
remaining pulp (concentrates carrying gold and silver shipped to | 

smelters); 100 tons by amalgamation only; 2,370 tons by amalgama- 
tion with flotation of tailing; 31,894 tons (included in 205,356 tons 

above) by countercurrent-decantation cyanidation with jig in ball-muill 
circuit (gold concentrates shipped to smelter) ; 200 tons by concentra- 
tion; and 5 tons of crude ore shipped direct to the Omaha (Nebr.) 

: refinery. Operating details at both lode and placer mines are given | 
| in the following review by counties. a 

METALLURGIC RECOVERY | | 
Gold and silver bullion produced at mills in South Dakota by amalgamation, 1937-41 | oo 

oe Year Ore treated Gold in Silver in Quickstiver | 

Short tons | Fine ounces | Fine ounces Pounds 
1937-8 eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeee-ee--| 1,414,772 | 329,975. 10 * 66, 640 10, 178 
1938._......-.-------.------------------+-------- 1, 430, 391 328, 044. 50 62, 602 7, @44 

1939... ss eeeseeeeseeesssseesse2-----| 1,461,283 | 336, 424.98 64, 710 9, 22 
1940.22] 479,908 | 313, 964.15 60, 254 4, 997 
1941... oss leeeeecccsseleseeseeeeesseecee----| 1, 506-183 |. 328, 166. 44 62, 423 6, 537 

Gold and silver bullion produced at mills in. South Dakota by cyanidation, 1937—41 

| Material treated . 
Gold in | Silver in | Sodium 

Year bullion bullion | cyanide 
Crude | Concen- | Sands and Total product | product | used! 

| ore trates slimes 

Short tons| Short tons| Short tons | Short tons | Fine ounces| ounces | Pounds 
1937......--.-------------| 182, 406 1, 304, 252 | 1, 576, 658 | 249,980.70 | 72,833 | 786,072 
1988.__.._.....-----------| 155, 667 |.._...-----| 1,416,899 | 1, 572, 566 | 262, 913. 21 98, 777 $60, 762 

1989_..._......._..-.-----| 170, 270 261} 1,443,548 | 1,613,879 | 279,889.77 | 102,317 | 387,388 
1940................] 187,360 |.....-...-| 1,432,244 | 1, 619, 604 | 260,518.82 | 111,607 | _ 883,849 
1941................-....| 205,356 |-..-..--.-| 1,499, 000 | 1, 704, 356 | 270,989.89 | 106,437 | 3 903, 680 
ao 

1 In terms of 96- to 98-percent strength. | . 
2 From 1,143 tons of ore treated by flotation. 
3 Actually 1,755,590 pounds of calcium cyanide (48- to 49-percent strength) and 28,445 pounds of sodinm 

cyanide (91-percent strength); all reduced to equivalent of 96- to 98-percent strength to conform with earlier 

use of figures for high-strength NaCN and KCN. -
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a Oo _ REVIEW BY COUNTIES a 
a oo CUSTER COUNTY | | Oo 

| __ Small, hand-method, gold placering was done on seven properties, 
| chiefly on French Creek, and constituted the only operations in Custer _ 

| County in 1941. The gold recovered was sold either to local buyers _ 
| or direct to the United States Mint at Denver, Colo. A large propor- 

ee tion of the placer ground in the county has been worked out and this, 
: together with the fact that more jobs in other occupations are avail- | 

able, accounts for the small production of gold from the county. | 

7 —_ | LAWRENCE COUNTY - | 

: Homestake mine.—-The Homestake mine has been an almost con- 
tinuous producer of gold and silver since 1876 and has been operated | 

on by the Homestake Mining Co. since 1877. The company at. first 
= _ owned only the Homestake and Golden Star claims but has since 

| acquired numerous others which, with the first two, have been con- 
_ solidated into one group called the Homestake mine. The annual. 

report of the general manager of the Homestake Mining Co. for the _ 
oo year ended December 31, 1941, says— Oo a | 

| Operations during 1941 were substantially normal in all departments. Ore i 
production from the mine was 1,499,988 tons-which is an increase of 4.62 percent 

| over that for 1940. The gross income for gold and silver produced was 2.70 per-__- 
_cent higher than in 1940.. The average realization per ton was $13.02 as compared | 

_ to $13.26 in 1940. | | a . 
Operating expenses exclusive of taxes were slightly higher than in 1940. Total 

: taxes were $4,160,334.61, which is $570,990.29 more than in 1940. | , 
There are 358,784 tons of broken ore-remaining in shrinkage stopes. _ 

| The reserve of developed ore is 19,393,300 tons. As in previous reports this 
includes the broken ore. Of the total reserve 9,600,191 tons are in the ledge 

_ developed in recent years and 9,793,109 tons are in the main ledges. Production 
from the new ledge during 1941 was 310,813 tons or 20.72 percent of the total 

| mined. , 
Yates shaft construction is practically completed. The shaft was completed 

to the 4,100-foot level late in December and sinking below that level is in progress. 
Ore hoisting at the Yates shaft began on October 1 and the handling of men and 
materials on November 10. All parts of this new plant are operating satisfac- 
torily. The winze from the 4,100-foot level was deepened from the 4,700-foot. | 
evel to the 5,000-foot level and drifting on the 5,000-foot level was begun. 

| . Ore milled, receipts, and dividends, Homestake mine, 1987--41 } | 

| & Receipts for bullion product 
| Year Ghert toe) | Dividends 

Total Per ton 

© 1987.2 e eee eee ee ee-e------------| 1,394,773 | $19, 304, 076. 45 $13.8403 | $9, 041, 760 1938_._....--222222222---2------------------------| 1,377,314 | 19, 284) 459.67 14.0015 | 9, 041, 760 1939. .__-. 2-222 eee ------------------------| 1, 400,015 | 19922, 964. 60 14. 2300 | 9, 041, 760 1940... 22-22 gee ee ---e-----------------| 1, 438, 737 | 19, 014; 767.73 13.2624 | 9, 041, 760 
1941-82 ee.---------------| 1, 499,988 | 197 529, 080. 70 13.0195 | 9, 041, 760 

1 From 1876 to 1941, inclusive, this mine yielded bullion and concentrates that brought a net return of 
$418,541,828 and paid $142,271,002 in dividends. 

The system of mining used at the Homestake mine has been de- 
scribed briefly as follows:! 
The ore body is first cut by a series of stopes each extending for 60 feet along the 

strike and from wall to wall of the deposit—a distance which may be as great as 

! Lincoln, Francis Church, Miser, Walter ,G., and Cummings, Joseph B., The Mining Industry of South 
Dakota: South Dakota Sch. Mines Bull. 17, February 1937, pp. 12-14.
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400 feet. Pillars of ore 42 feet in thickness separate the 60-foot stopes. A stope 
is started by making a cut entirely across its bottom. A timbered gangway pro- | - 
vided with chute gates is next constructed across the floor of. the cut and waste — 
filling is introduced around it. The stope is then carried upward by shrinkage | pO 
stoping to within about 25 feet of the level above. The interval between levels is 
100 feet in the upper part of the mine and 150 feet in the lower. During shrinkage 

'  gtoping, the miners stand upon the broken ore, enough being drawn off regularly 
through the chute gates into the gangway to keep the ore away from the back and 

_ provide room for the miners to work. When shrinkage stoping is completed, the 
| broken ore remaining in the stope is all drawn off, and the stope is filled with waste | | 

- rock or mill tailings. The crowns of the stopes and the pillars between them are 
later mined by the square-set timbering system, the square sets being filled with 
waste. 

Since 1932 sand fill (tailings from the sand plants) has been used to © - 
supplement the coarse waste fill. 

_ The ore drops from the chutes into ore cars pulled by compressed- | 
. air locomotives and is taken to the shafts for hoisting. Primary crush- oe 

ing of, the ore is done at the shafts. From the shafts the oreismoved __ : 
by a rail tramway to the South mill, which has a capacity of 3,900 | 
tons per 24 hours. Here the ore is reduced further by stamps and fed- | 
to rod mills in closed circuit with Clark-Todd amalgamators for pri- — 
mary grindings and to ball mills and pebble mills in closed circuit with _— 
Clark-Todd amalgamators for secondary grinding. The copper amal- | _ 

- gamation plates, for many years an integral part of the mill equip- | 
ment, gradually have been replaced by the Clark-Todd amalgamators. _ | 
Classification is done partly in the South mill and is finished in cyanide | | 

sand plant No. 1 and cyanide sand plant No. 3. In plant No. 3 part | | 
of the sand tailings from the South mill are classified and ground 
further in ball mills in closed circuit with Clark-Todd amalgamators. 
The sands are treated by cyanide leaching, and the slimes are thick- — 
ened and sent to the slime plant at Deadwood for further treatment. | a 
In plant No. 1 a partly classified sand portion of the tailings from the 
South mill is separated by cone classification into sand and slime a 
fractions. In this plant the sands are leached, and the solutions from 
both this plant and plant No. 3 are precipitated. Slimes are piped 
to the slime plant at Deadwood, which accomplishes cyanidation of 
the slimes from both plants. Precipitation is by the Merrill-Crowe | 
process. Silver is parted from the gold in the company refinery, and | , 
virtually pure metals are shipped to the mint. | 

The Homestake mine has been developed through shafts; the new- 
est and deepest (4,100 feet) is the Yates which, to date, has cost over : 
$3,000,000. In 1941 development work in the mine consisted of sink- | 
ing 700 feet of shaft, driving 28,074 feet of drifts and crosscuts and | 
10,878 feet of raises, and performing 45,656 feet of diamond drilling. 

Other mines.—The second-largest producer of gold and silver in | 
South Dakota in 1941 was the Bald Mountain Mining Co. The com- 
pany operated continuously its consolidated group of mines and 370- 
ton (rated 350 tons in 1940) all-sliming countercurrent-cyanidation 
plant at Trojan. Ore was produced in 1941 from the Portland, Two 
Johns, Dakota, Trojan, Clinton, and Empire claims. Development 
work done on these claims in 1941 totaled 2,695 feet of drifts and 630 
feet of raises. The mill treated 134,985 tons of dry gold ore, from 
which 27,322 fine ounces of gold and 48,937 fine ounces of silver were 
recovered. Five tons of high-grade ore, containing 98 fine ounces of 
gold and 1,521 fine ounces of silver, were shipped direct to the Omaha 
(Nebr.) refinery. About 25 percent of the ore produced was sulfide —
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oS (locally known -as ‘‘blue ore’’), and 75 percent was oxide (locally | 
known as “brown ore’’). After primary crushing the sulfide ore was 

| roasted in a 110-ton gas-fired rotary hearth furnace, then mixed with 
the oxide ore and cyanided. The net return from metals produced in 
1941 after transportation and mint and smelter charges were deducted. 
was $989,945. a, a So 
~The Canyon Corporation operated its Maitland group of claims and 

~ 120-ton (rated 100 tons in 1940) roast-cyanide mill continuously, 
oo treating 36,677 tons of ore which yielded 11,256 fine ounces of gold 

and 1,056 fine ounces of silver. Development. work in the mine con- . 
: sisted of 2,754 feet of prospecting drifts, 2,257 feet of development | 

drifts, and 4,354 feet of diamond drilling. So 
. The Gilt Edge Mines, Inc., properties in the Bear Butte district 

| were inoperative, except. that clean-up in the mill and final settlement 
of product mined in 1940 carried over into 1941. © © || , 
~The: Frerichs Mining Co. operated its mine and 50-ton flotation-— 

cyanidation mill during January and February 1941, making test runs =~ 
ae to try out equipment and determine best extraction. About 1,800 

a tons of ore were treated, which yielded 91 fine ounces of gold and 66 
| 7 fine ounces of silver. . Sc a 

: - The Belle Eldridge Gold Mines, Inc:, did some development work _ 
on its property in the Whitewood district and made repairs and 

| installed some new equipment in the company mill. BO | 
| Placers active in Lawrence County included two operations in the 

a Bear Butte district, one in the Custer Peak, one in the Portland or 
| Bald Mountain, one in the Rawlings, one in the Two Bit, and seven 

in the Whitewood district. All were small hand-sluicing and panning __ 
| operations and produced a total of only 35 fine ounces of gold and 3 

: fine ounces of silver. , : | oo - / 

| | - PENNINGTON COUNTY oo | oe 

The Holy Terror Mining Co. operated its mine and 100-ton cyanida- 
tion plant in the Keystone district continuously, treating 31,894 tons 
of dry gold ore. The mill process is countercurrent-decantation 
cyanidation, with a jig in the ball-muill circuit. Part of the jig con- 

| centrates was shipped to the Helena (Mont.): smelter. The gold- 
silver bullion was shipped to the Denver Mint. In the mine a de- 
velopment program was started to open up a level 200 feet below the 

| 1941 workings. | | | 
In the Hill City district, the Gold Mountain Mining Co. operated 

part time its mill and the Gold Lode group of claims. | 
Two other small lode operations in Pennington County—one in 

the Hill City district and the other in the Hornblende district— 
treated a few tons of ore in small amalgamation mills; each recovered | 
less than 2 fine ounces of gold. | | | 

Twenty-one placers in the county, all small hand-sluicing or panning 
operations, yielded a total of 31 fine ounces of gold and 3 fine ounces 

| of silver in 1941. Operations were chiefly on Castle Creek in the Castle 
| Creek district, Battle Creek in the Keystone district, and Rapid 

Creek in the Rapid Creek district. |
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| Silver was found in Texas in 1880 at the Presidio mine at Shafter, 
| Presidio County, but it was not until 1885 that shipments of bullion 

were begun. From 1885 through 1941 this mine has been by far the __ 
outstanding producer of the State—chiefly of silver but also of gold | | 
and lead. Another early producer was the Hazel mine in Culberson 
County. The American Metal Co. of Texas continued to operate 

| the Shafter mine and 400-ton cyanidation mill in 1941 and made a an 
shghtly decreased tonnage output containing less silver to the ton 
than in 1940. About 200 tons of silver smelting ore (carrying some ~ 
copper) from the Hazel mine and 18 tons of silver ore from the Needle : 
Peak mine were shipped to the El Paso smelter. Of interest in 1941 

_ was the shipment of 6 tons of copper ore from an open-cut on the : 
Bob Cat location 10 miles south and 6 miles east of Quanah, Harde- 
man County, where copper ore has been reported for many years. 
A car of silver smelting ore, carrying some copper, was shipped from 
the Black Shaft mine near Allamoore, Hudspeth County, to the El | 
Paso smelter. Smelting lead-silver ore, carrying some copper, was = 
shipped from the Puerto Rico mine near Sierra Blanca, Hudspeth 

| County, to El Paso. oe a | 
_ All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’; that is, they | : 

do not include moisture. . | | 
The value of the metal production herein reported has been calcu- | 

lated at the following prices. | | . | 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 - 

Year Gold! | _ Silver Copper 3 Lead 3 Zinc 2 

1997. | Per tine mance | Per fine orice | Per pound | Per pound | Per penne. 
1938____.-.------..-----ss eee 35.00 4, 646-+ 098 1046 048 
1939_....--.--------------------------- 35. 00 5, 678-- . 104 . 047. . 052 
1940. _.-.-.---------------------------- 35. 00 6, 711+ . 113 . 050 . 063 
1941______._.--_-----~----------------- 35. 00 6, 711+- . 118 . 057 .075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-++-($20.671835) per fine ounce. 

. 21937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Tréasury buying 

Oe ere wy ea weistited price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. . 
4 $0.64646464. 5 $0.67878787. $$0.71111111. 

. | 451 

‘
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| | | MINE PRODUCTION — 7 

|  . The following table shows the annual output of ore and the quantity _ 
and value of the metals recovered from Texas mines from 1937 to _ 

- ~ 1941, as well as the total metal production from 1885 to 1941. 

: | Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Texas, 1937-41, and total, 
. _ : a : 1885-1941, in terms of recovered metals | 

| - 7 16 (short - Gold | Silver | 
‘Ure (spor —_———- _—_—_—_—_—_—_——s | ——_ Year - _ tons) ; 

| - | Fine ounces; Value | Fine ounces Value 

, 1987._._.-----2-------e eee 120, 145 562 $19,670 | 1,325,660 | $1, 025, 398 
| 1938... ....---------------- eee 131, 002 439 “15, 365 1, 433, 008 926,389 _ 

1939... _2--2--------e eee ee--| 141,795 324 11, 340 1,341,945 | 910, 896 
: | 1940... -.--- 2-2-2 146, 936 312] - —«: 10, 920 1, 326, 150 943, 040 | 

ee 194122222] 140, 818- 306 10,710 | 1,096, 027 779, 397 | 

Po 1885-1941... --.--------------| = | si 041 | 215,880 | - 32,513,756 | 22,874,208 

a Copper — Lead Zinc =| ) 
ae Year —— $$ |__| Total value 

_ | | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | , 

4937.2 e---.----...} 320,000 | $38,720 | 790, 000 $46, 610 |........--|.-.--_...-| $1, 180, 398 
1938.._.._------.------.-----.| 32,000 | 3,186 | 684,000 | 31, 464 |.-...-.___|---__--__- 976, 354 7 

co 1939..2.---.-. --...-.....---.| 68, 000 7,072 | 454,000} 21,338 |......-.-.|---..--- 950, 646 
- 1940......---.--.. ---.------| 60,000 | 6,780 410,000} 20,500-|_.....-.-_|-----___-- 981, 240 

1941... -2------------.---.-| 12,000 1,416 | 372,000 | 21, 204 |---| eee 812, 727 7 

~ 1885-1941.......--..........-.} 1956 | 278,153 | 24,594 | 463,245 | 2744 | $106,401 | 23,937,562 = 

| ' Figures not available. - ? Short tons. : gy 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Texas in 1 941, by counties, tn 
- terms of recovered metals — 

Mines | Ore (short | Gold (fine | Silver (fine} Copper Lead - 
—— County producing | tons) | ounces) | ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) . 

| | Culberson....-.---..----.---- 2 2 a 1,918 8,900 |........---. 
: Hardeman._..---..-..---..-_. 1 6 }------------ 1 400 |-.-.-------- 

; Hudspeth......-.----...-- 2-2 4 73 2 276 2, 700 | 3, 100 
Presidio... ..-.-.-.-.-.-----._- 2 140, 505 304 | 1,098, 832 |--------..-- 368, 900 

| | 9 140, 818 | 306 | 1,096, 027 12, 000. 372, 000 
: Total, 1940..-....._--.--.--2-- 6 146, 936 312 | 1,326, 150 60, 000 410, 000 

: ORE CLASSIFICATION 

| Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume 
on Gold and Silver. 

Ore sold or treated in Texas in 1941, with content in terms of recovered metals 

Mines’ |.Ore (short | Gold (fine | Silver (fine | Copper Lead 
| Source producing tons) ounces) ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) 

Dry and siliceous silver ore___|  . 4 140, 739 304 | 1,095, 750 8, 900 368, 900 
; Copper ore.._.....-.-.--_----- 2 58 |.-.-------- 22 3,000 |-...-.------ 

Lead ore....--_._.-.----2- 2. 3 21 2 255 100 3, 100 

| 9 140, 818: 306 | 1,096, 027 12, 000 372, 000 
Total, 1940_._.......---------- 6 146, 936 312 | 1,326, 150 60, 000 410, 000
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Oo SMELTING AND REFINING PLANTS IN TEXAS | : 7 

In 1941 two zinc ‘retort smelters, one copper smelter, one lead a 
smelter, one antimony smelter, one tin smelter, and one electrolytic — | 
copper refinery were operating in Texas; and an electrolytic zinc - 
refinery was under construction. The two zinc retort smelters and 
the electrolytic copper refinery were operated virtually at capacity 
throughout the year. While the copper and lead smelters were run 
somewhat under capacity, owing to lack of domestic ores and Mexican _ 
ores, advantage was taken of the situation to make improvements, . 
repairs, and additions to both plants. _. | | 

The American Smelting & Refining Co. continued to operate its - 
copper and lead smelters at El Paso in 1941, tréating ores purchased | te 

_ from operators in Arizona, California, New Mexico, and Texas and in 
Mexico. Also, ores from Canada, South America, Africa, and many . 

_ other foreign countries were sent to the smelters at El Paso after their | 
original destinations had fallen into enemy hands, and other ores | | 
captured by the British. Additional roasting facilities, other new : 
equipment, and general repairs and improvements were made on both 

| the lead and copper smelters during the year. In addition to the lead — 
_ and copper furnaces the El Paso plant contains a unit for the recovery | 

of arsenic. | Oo | ae : | - 
The American Smelting & Refining Co. gas-retort zinc smelter at | 

Amarillo was operated continuously at capacity throughout the year, | 
treating zinc concentrates and some high-grade zinc ores purchased _ 7 
from operators in Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah, 
and in Mexico. Zinc concentrates from Newfoundland were treated | : 
under bond. Three blocks, each of 800-ton. monthly capacity, were 
added to the plant early in the year, supplementing the five blocks | 

| already in use and increasing the capacity 60 percent. Roasting , 
equipment at the plant was inadequate to handle the added retort conte 
capacity and necessitated preliminary roasting of Mexican ores at the | 
company El Paso plant. | | | 

The Machovec smelter of the American Zinc Co. of Illinois at : 
Dumas, Tex., was operated at.capacity throughout the year on zinc a 
concentrates from operators in New Mexico and in Mexico, and zinc | 
concentrates from Newfoundland were treated under bond. Addi- a 
tions to the plant were made, increasing capacity 100 percent since it 
was again placed in operation in February 1940. The plant is leased 
from the Illinois Zinc Co. ) - 

The Nichols electrolytic copper refinery at El Paso, a unit of the | 
Phelps Dodge Corporation, continued to refine copper anodes pro- | 
duced at corporation smelters in Arizona. The plant was operated | 

_ virtually at capacity throughout the year. | 

MINES REVIEW BY COUNTIES OS 

Culberson County.—The Hazel mine 14 miles northwest of Van Horn 
was operated by A. P. Williams under lease until March 20, 1941, | 
when his lease expired: The mine was then operated by J. P. Wither- : 
spoon, with A. P. Williams acting as mine superintendent. In 1941 
silver ore totaling 216 tons and containing 1,815 ounces of silver, 9,141 
pounds of copper, and 433 pounds of zinc was shipped to the El Paso | 
smelter. A small lot of 18 tons of dry silver ore containing 103 ounces
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of silver was shipped also from Culberson County to the El Paso 
-__gmelter. | | Oo 

oo Hardeman County.—A 6-ton lot of copper ore containing 440 
pounds of copper was shipped to the El Paso smelter, == eo 

| Hudspeth County.—The Black Shaft mine 8 miles south of Alla- 
| moore was operated 11 months during 1941 by A. P. Williams. Cop- | 

per ore totaling 52 tons and containing 21 ounces of silver and 2,641 
pounds of copper was shipped. to the El Paso smelter. Three small \ 
lots of lead ore totaling 21 tons were shipped from Sierra Blanca to the 

oe El Paso smelter, mostly from the Puerto Rico mine. _ 
Presidio County.—The American Metal Co. of Texas operated its 

/ Presidio property continuously in 1941; the quantity of ore treated 
was 140,503 tons compared with 144,558 tons in 1940. The mine is" 

. developed by two vertical shafts, one 400 and one 700 feet deep; three | 
underground subshafts, one 100, one 250, and one 450 feet deep; and 
other openings reported as totaling 75 miles of underground workings. 
Development work in 1941 comprised 303 feet of shaft, 8,532 feet of / 

| drifts, and 27,808 feet of diamond drilling. The minerals contained | 
in the ore, are argentite, cerargyrite, galena, anglesite, and cerussite. 
‘The ore is transported 1% miles by rail and aerial tramways from the | 
shafts to the 400-ton mill (average per day treated in 1941, 387 tons), 

. In 1941 the mill produced 940,967 ounces of silver and 285 ounces of 
gold in cyanide precipitates, and 439 tons of table concentrates con- | 

| taining 152,781 ounces of silver, 19 ounces of gold, and 350,277 pounds 
| of lead. The cyanide precipitates carried 26,065 pounds of. lead 

| dissolved by the cyanide, an unusual phenomenon. The concentrates 
ae and precipitates were shipped to the Carteret (N. J.) smelter. — | 

, Production of silver from the Presidio mine,! 1885-1941 ? Cs | 

| | | Mill heads Stivveads (ounces) | —Reeovery ofsilver 
Period treated ee (ON 

. (short tons) 
. . Per ton Total Percent Ounces 

: 1885-1912... eee -eeeeeeceeeeeee ee 450,000 | ° 25.84 | 11,628,000 81.68 9, 497, 750 
1913-26. ...-----2-------------------- 720, 000 12. 00 8, 640, 000 83. 66 7, 228, 224 
1927....-------- -------------------- 48, 190 22. 87 1, 102, 105 91. 41 1, 007, 434. 
1928... .-----.---------------------- 57, 475 23. 17 1, 331, 696 91.04 1, 212, 340 
1929.._-...-------------------------- 54, 644 19. 74 1, 078, 673 90. 30 974, 049 

Total, 1885-1929..____._....---- 1,.330, 309 “ 17.88 | 28, 780, 474 83.77 19, 919, 797 
1980... .._.__--_---------------------- 24, 985 16. 09 401, 926 88. 79 356, 854 
1934___.--_-------------------------- 46, 653 19. 70 919, 064 91. 39 839,936... —~ 
1985___---.-.--.--------------------- 70, 166 15. 87 1, 118, 686 87. 84 978, 303 
1986__......--..--------------------- 98, 499 14, 41 1, 419, 371 87. 48 1, 241, 605 
1937__...-..--_---------------------- 110, 220 12. 76 1, 406, 825 86. 79 1, 220, 921 
1938._...---------------------------- 127, 574 12. 76 1, 627, 844 84. 72 1, 379, 187 
1989___-..------.------.------------- 138, 934 11. 24 1, 561, 618 83. 49 1, 303, 748 
1940.. __---..----------------------- 144, 558 10. 55 1, 525, 087 84. 90 1, 294, 803 
1941____._.-..----------------------- 140, 503 9. 39 1, 319, 323 82. 90 1,093, 748. 

| Total, 1885-1941............-.-| 2,282,401 | | 1571 | 35,075,218 84.47 | 29, 628, 902 

1 Howbert, Van Dyne, ‘and Gray, F. E., Milling Methods and Costs at Presidio Mine of the American 
Metal Co. of Texas: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. Tech. Pub. 368, 1930, 20 pp. 
Howbert, Van Dyne, and Bosustow, Richard, Mining Methods and Costs at Presidio Mine of the Ameri- 

can Metal Co. of Texas: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. Tech. Pub. 334, 1930, 15 pp. . 
is D. E., Milling Methods and Costs at the Presidio Mine: Arizona Min. Jour., vol. 24, No. 22, April 

2 No production in 1931, 1932, and 1933. :
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So SUMMARY © OS Oo 

Utah mines produced gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in 1941. | 
valued at $97,796,623, in terms of recovered metals. This value, — : 
compared with $86,585,499 in 1940, represents a 13-percent gain, , 
which was due almost entirely to the increased output of recovered 
copper.- The quantity of gold was virtually the same as in 1940; | 
that of silver, lead, and zinc decreased, although the total value of 
both lead and zinc increased. The slight gain in gold and by far the 
largest part of the gain in copper output can be credited to the Bing- 
ham district and resulted from the outstanding efforts of the Utah 
Copper Co. The Park City region showed gains in production of a 
gold and copper only, and the Tintic district, made gains in output of | 
lead and zinc. Tooele County reported a loss in output of each metal , 
except zinc, which increased owing to the output from the Tooele slag- 
fuming plant. | - : | | 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’’; that is, they 
do not include moisture. | 

The value of the metal production herein reported has been cal- 7 
culated at the following prices. | , 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1987—41 | 

| Year Gold! Silver 2 Copper 3 Lead 3 Zine? . 

Per fine ounce, Per fine ounce| Per pound | Per pound Per pound | 
1987... eee eee eee $35.00 $0. 7735 $0. 121 $0. 059 $0. 065 
1938. __. --. 2s 2ss esos 35.00 4, 646-+ 098 046 048 
1939... 121s ste eee eee 35.00 5. 678+ - 1104 047 7052 
1940. ._. 21-220 2sesseeeeese ee 35.00 6. 711+ 1113 050 063 

(194 35.00 6. 7114+ 118 057 075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67+($20.671835) per fine ounce. 
21937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 

price for newly mined silver. 
3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
4 $0.64646464. 5 $0.67878787. 6$0.71111111. 

4977794331 455
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Utah, 1937-41, and total, 
; BS . ~ 1864-1941, un terms of recovered metals . - 

_ Mines producing | . | Gold-(ode and placer) © Silver (lode and placer) - 
Year Ore (short i 

; ons - 
| Lode | Placer Fine ounces | Value Fine ounces Value 

Oe 1937.........-..| 189 14 | 24,578, 275 322,759 | $11,296,565 | 12,869,117 | $9,954,262 
| 188... 183. 22 | 13, 248, 660 200,630}  7,022,050| 9,682,732 | 6,259,544 

: 1939__....-.---- 175 11 | 21,094,097 277,751 | 9,721,285 | -10, 758,657 | 7,302,846" 
140.__.-.------ 191 21 | 27,939, 346 355,494 | 12,442.200| 12,172,209 | 8, 655,857 

oo 141.._.-.-..---| 167 12 | 31,952, 817, 356,501 | 12,477,535 | 11,305,485 | 8,103,456 

| 1964-1941... -_]---- 22 o--|---------- (1) | ~~: 9,058,229 | 217,263,055 | 681,300,151 | 496,755,268 

: , _ Copper | Lead | Zine oe 
7 Yer | | Total value 

| Pounds Value Pounds ~ Value Pounds Value |. 7 

1937__....-.| 411,988,000 | $49,850,548 | 178, 916, 000 | $10, 556,044 | 96,002, 000 |$6, 240,130 | $87,897,549 
: 1938_.._-.--| 216,252,000 | 21,192,696 | 131,314,000 | 6,040, 444 | 67,316,000 | 3,231,168 | 43, 745,902 

_ 1939__-___--| 343, 780,000 | 35, 753, 120 | 135, 268,000 | 6,357,596 | 69,052,000.| 3,590,704 | 62, 725, 551 
| 1940_-_-----| 463,728,000 , 52,401,264 | 151,376,000 | 7, 568,800 | 87,576,000 | 5,517,288 | 86,585, 499 

1941_______-| 533,676,000 | 62, 973, 768 | 139,202,000 | 7, 934, 514 | 84,098,000 | 6,307,350 | 97,796, 623 

1864-1941___| 2 3,646,526 | 1,039, 489,341 | 24,157,806 | 447, 711,842 | 2 789,656 |95, 842, 627 |2, 207, 062, 133 - 

, - 1 1864-1901: Figures not available: 1902-41: 421,365,983 tons produced. —Ss—- | 
. |. 3 Short tons. : | - . | | 
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FIGURE 1.—Value of mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc and 
total value in Utah, 1870-1941. 

Gold—The output of recoverable gold in Utah increased 1,007 
ounces in 1941 from 1940. Copper ore yielded 68 percent of the total 
gold and siliceous ore 16 percent; the remainder came from zinc-lead 
ore, lead ore, lead-copper ore, zinc ore, zinc-lead-copper ore, and slag
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and from placers. The placer output was negligible. Goldrecovered - 
from ore of all classes treated in concentrating mills comprised 80 
percent of the State total, from crude ore shipped direct to smelters 
nearly 15 percent, and from ore treated by amalgamation and cyanida- 
tion and from placers 5 percent. The Bingham (West Mountain) | 
district produced 77 percent of the State gold and showed a. gain of 
18,561 ounces. The Park City region produced 2,447 ounces more 

_ gold than in 1940, owing to the output of the New Park Mining Co. . 
Gold produced from the Tintic district decreased sharply, owing 
chiefly to the decline at the Tintic Bullion and Centennial-Beck & 

| Victoria mines, and gold output from Tooele County decreased 3,481 
_ ounces. The Utah Copper Co., which supplied over 67 percent of the - 
‘State gold, was followed by the group of properties at Mercur under 
control of Snyder Mines, Inc., and the United States & Lark, May- 
flower, and Tintic Bullion mines; these five mmes produced 88 percent | 
of the total gold output of the State. — | | ; 

Silver.—Silver recovered from Utah ore totaled 11,395,485 ounces __ 
in 1941, a decrease of 776,814 ounces from 1940; owing primarily to 

_ the lower output of siliceous ore. In 1941 zinc-lead, lead-copper, and 
zinc-lead-copper ore yielded 51 percent of the State total silver, silice- 
ous ore 20 percent, copper ore 20 percent, and lead ore nearly 9 per- | 

. cent. Bingham was again the largest silver-producing district 
(supplying 43 percent of the State total), followed by the Park City | 
region, the Tintic district, and Tooele County. Ore concentrated — 
yielded 70 percent of the State silver, and ore shipped crude to smelters : 
nearly all the remainder. The Utah Copper Co. was again the largest — 
producer, followed by the United States & Lark, Tintic Standard, | 
Silver King Coalition, the Park City Consolidated properties, the : 

_ New Park Mining Co. property, the Park Utah Consolidated Mines - 
groups, and the Chief Consolidated properties; these eight properties : 
produced 82 percent of the silver output of Utah m 1941. . | 

Copper.—The output of recoverable copper in Utah during 1941 
_ was 533.676,000 pounds, by far the greatest production in the history oe 

of the State; the previous high year was 1940, when the output was 
463,728,000 pounds. The Utah Copper Co. exceeded its former high 
record set in 1940; its open-cut mine at Bingham produced about : 

. 68,000,000 tons of ore and waste at a ratio of about 1% tons of waste | 
to 1 ton of ore. The company mills at Magna and Arthur treated ore 
at a combined rate of over 83,000 tons a day and showed high recoveries 
in copper; their rated capacity is approximately 68,000 tons a day. | 
Copper ore mined in Utah totaled 30,444,402 tons in 1941 compared 
with 26,301,745 m 1940. Copper.ore and mine-water precipitates 
yielded 99 percent of the State copper. Other producers of copper 
i Utah included the Ohio Copper Co. and the United States & Lark 
properties in the Bingham district and the Tintic Standard properties 
in the Tintic district. | 

During the first 4 months of 1942, Utah mines were producing at a 
rate which indicated that even the all-time high production of 1941 _ 

| would be exceeded. 
Lead.—The output of recovered lead in Utah was 139,202,000 

pounds in 1941, a decline of 12,174,000 pounds from. 1940. The 
Bingham district continued to be the largest lead-producing area in the 
State, although production declined 6,689,100 pounds from 1940;-most 
of the output came from the United States & Lark properties. The
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Park City region produced about the same quantity of lead as in 1940, , 

but the average grade of the ore treated decreased slightly in 1941; the 

: two leading producers of the district were the Silver King Coalition 

Mines Co. and the Park Utah Consolidated Mines Co. (including 

- Daly), which together produced 195,291 tons of ore yielding 30,854,000 — 

pounds of lead. The output from the Tintic district showed a gain, 

owing chiefly to increased production at the Tintic Standard mine, - 

from which large quantities of siliceous ore and dump material were _ 

| | shipped direct to a smelter in 1941 for fluxing purposes. Output from 

| the Calumet and Hidden Treasure mines in Tooele County decreased 

from 1940. The principal lead-producing mines in Utah in 1941 were 

_ the United States & Lark, Park Utah Consolidated (including Daly), 

| _ Silver King Coalition, Tintic Standard, Calumet, New Park mines, 

: and Chief Consolidated ; these seven properties produced 81 percent of 

oO the State total lead. Uae So 

Output during the first 3 months of 1942 indicates that lead is being > 

| produced at a rate that will result in a material gain over 1941. _ 

" Zine.—'The output of recoverable zinc in Utah during 1941 de- 

 ereased 4 percent from 1940. The chief zinc-producing areas—the 

West Mountain district and the Park City region—each reported a | 

Joss, as both tonnage and grade were lower than in 1940. Zinc was | 

recovered finally from zinc-lead ore treated at four selective-flotation 

mills, from zinc-lead-copper ore treated at two of the flotation mills, 

| from the fuming of zinc-lead slag at Tooele, and from crude zinc and 
zinc-lead ore shipped direct to smélters. The United States & Lark 

_ property in the Bingham district was again the largest producer of | 

zinc in the State, followed by the Park Utah Consolidated (including 

a Daly) and Silver King Coalition properties in the Park City region, 

the Calumet property in Tooele County, and the New Park property 

| in the Park City region; these five mines supplied 84 percent of the 

a State zinc output in 1941. - | | . 

: MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES 

| Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Utah in 1941, by counties, 

| in terms of recovered metals — , 

; | Mines producing 0 | Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) | 

comy ee 
| Lode Placer _ tons) one Value one. Value 

| Beaver.......-------- 16 |... 4,387 269| $9,415 | 31,455 | $22,368 
Box Elder. .---------- 2 |..-------: 257 60 2, 100 10, 762 7,653 

Garfield..........--..|.--------- ne 4 140 |... fee 
Grand.._....------. 1 4 5 252 8,820 "2B 52 
Iron_....------------- 3 |_--------- 676 37 1, 295 924 657 

Juab.......-..------ a7 |.........| 176,170 10,442 | 365,470 | 871, 71 619, 926 
Millard. .....--.---- 3 i 1, 128 400 14, 000 315 294 
Morgan. --___--------. 2 |.-_------- 17 |__.._.-.----]------------ 21 15 

Piute___..----------- 3 |.--------- 2,121 929 32, 515 8, 543 6, 075 

Salt Lake.._..---_--- a7 |__1.22777] 30,867;826 | 275,368 | 9,637,880 | 4,280,146 | 3, 470, 326 
San Juan_.-.-.-------|---------- ~ 2 | 2 -------- 18 630 |_._----------]---------- 

Sevier__._------------ 3 f----------] | 35 15 525 329 234 

Summit..........--.- 8 |..........| 228, 560 4,572 | _ 160,020 | 1,818,149 | 1,292, 906 
Tooele. .-___.--------- 44 j___-_ ee. 386, 282 34,872 | 1,220,520 456, 629 324, 714 

Uintah....-------- 1 3 2 334 11, 690 34 24 
Utah____.._.--------- 21 |_-_---_ 176, 299 13, 752 481,320 | 1,863,270 1, 324, 992 

Wasatch.........---- 4 |} 114,085 15,175 | 531,125 | 1,453,050 | 1, 033, 280 

Washington.-.------- (elas yO 
167 12 | 31, 952, 817 | 1356, 501 | 12,477,535 | 11, 395, 485 8, 103, 456 

Total, 1940.__...-..-- 191 21 | 27,939, 346 | 2 355,494 | 12,442,290 | 12,172,299 | 8,655,857 

a 
| See footnotes at end of table.
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Utah in 1941, by counties, | : 
. an terms of recovered metals—Continued - oe 

| Copper Lead Zinc | Total 
i | ee oO . County - value 

Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value coe 

Beaver....____.--- 63,600| $7,505| 324,000] $18,468} 705,000] $52,875 | $110, 631 
Box Elder_..-____- "900 106 2, 000 14] 9, 973 
Garfield_.-------2-|._------e |e ee| | 140 : 
Grand -_.-.-------|---------2-2-|-------- 2 -- |---| eee} 8,872 cs 
Tron... .--- 800 94 55,700 | 3,175 |_._......__|........._ 5, 221 
Juab...-..---.--.-| 672,000} 79,296 | 7,162,000 | 408,234 | 1,554,000 | 116,550 | 1,589, 476 

| Millard.______--_- 700 83 1, 900 108 {ow ff” 14,415 
Morgan.......-_--]---- 22-2 ]---- ee ee ee 7, 300 416 |__-_---_. ee 431 

Piute_.___-__.-__- 900 106 23, 000 1,311 | TTT] 40,007 
Salt Lake.._--.---| 529,477,000 | 62,478,286 | 69,316,000 | 3,951,012 | 41,048,000 | 3,078, 600 | 82, 616, 104 
San Juan_-..._-.__|_------------|------------|----2 |---| ee 2] eee 630 
Sevier......_.---.-|.-..-...-..--|0.-2-- 2-02. 400 23 10,000 | 750 1, 532 

~ Summit__-_7---7-|"" "825,000 | 97,350 | 31, 308, 000 | 1, 784, 556 | 26,355,000 | 1,976,625 | 5,311,457 
Tooele...-------.-| 505,000} . 59,590 | 12,155,700} "602,875 | 7,936,000 | °595,200.| 2,892,899 | | 
Uintah 2777772 "100 2 a 726 ) 
Utah...---77777777] 1, 448, 170, 864 | 11,966,000 | 682,062 | 492,000 | 36,900 | 2, 696, 138 , | 

_ ‘Wasatch.__-------] "682,000 | 80,476 | 6,880,000 | 392,160 | 5,998,000 | 449,850 | 2,486,891 | 
Washington_._._..|-------------|---------- |---| |e |e ~ 80 

oe 533, 676,000 | 62,973, 768 | 139,202,000 | 7,934, 514 | 84,098,000 | 6, 307,350 | 97,796, 623 , 
Total, 1940__....._| 463, 728, 000 | 52, 401, 264 | 151, 376,000 | 7, 568,800 | 87,576,000 | 5,517,288 | 86,585,499 - 

1 Includes 629 ounces of placer gold distributed as follows: Garfield County, 4 ounces; Grand County, 252 | 
. ounces; Millard County, 21 ounces; San Juan County, 18 ounces; and Uintah County, 334 ounces. 

_3 Includes 275 ounces of placer gold distributed as follows: Garfield County, 1 ounce; Grand County, 82 . 
. ounces; Millard County, 74 ounces; San Juan County, 35 ounces; and Uintah County, 83 ounces. 

| a MINING INDUSTRY _ a | 

Copper ore produced in Utah in 1941 (predominantly from the | 
Bingham district) represented 95 percent of the total tonnage of ore 
of all classes. The Utah Copper Co., operating the open-pit mine at 
Bingham, began 1941 with a monthly output of about 42,000,000. 

_ pounds of copper, which had risen to about 46,000,000 pounds in - 
December. This copper ore, carrying a low content of gold and silver, 
accounted for nearly all the district gain in gold and silver output. 
The Bingham district showed decreases in 1941 in both tonnage and | 

| grade of zinc-lead ore mined, the Park City region showed an increase 
in tonnage but a decrease in grade, and Tooele County showed a 
decrease in tonnage; but the Tintic district trebled its tonnage of zinc- , 
lead ore. In 1941 the production of siliceous ores declined from that | | 
in 1940; the largest decreases were in the output of gold ore in Tooele | 
County and of gold, gold-silver, and silver ores in the Tintic district. 
In 1941 these two regions supplied about 90 percent of the siliceous —— 
ore output of the State.
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- | ORE CLASSIFICATION : ae 

Details of ore clessification are given in the chapter of this volume | 
on Gold and Silver. . | a 

Ore sold or treated in Utah in 1941, with content in terms of recovered metals: | 

| oo Mines | | . 
c ‘ Source ae Ore Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine | 

| a fo Fine | Fine of _ | 
Dry and siliceous gold Short tons | ounces ounces Pounds Pounds |. Pounds 

Of6.._. === 24] 328,576 | 42,171 | 130,260] 426,316 | 288,914 |_-...-.--.- 
Dry and siliceous gold- | OF 
silver ore......------ 33} 199,866 | 12,001 |  946,277| 899,460 | 5, 983, 069 |_......--.- 

Dry .and siliceous | - a. a 
| . silver ore......--.--- 34| 94,208 | 3,805 1,256,541} 1,077,433 | 2,984,530 |....______. 

oo , a oe 91| — 622,650 | 58,157 | 2,333,078 | 2,403,218 | 9, 256, 513 |_---------- 

ceppre nnn] | SOAS | Sa] PO gS 
| Lead-copperore.....| 4 5,278 | | 41| ~- 76,459 264,196 | 1,992,105 |_......___- 

Zine ore._....-.....-.. 4 2,302| 10 8, 046 39, 932 26, 575 | 828,600 
Zine-lead ore__.--..__- 29| 2708,864 | 44,102 | 5,692,372 | 3,740,535 | 108,497,841 | 83, 048, 491 
Zinc-lead-copper ore... 2 I, 344 7 12, 063. 37, 589 260, 262 220, 909 | 

Oo Total,lodemines| #167 | 31,952,817 355, 872 | 11,395, 395 |1 533, 676, 000 | 139, 202,000 | 84,098,000. 
| Total, placers....--... 12 |.----------- 629 90 |.-.--.--.-...]-------__-_-- eee 

, | ~~ 479.| 31,952,817 | 356,501 | 11,395,485 |1533, 676,000 | 139, 202,000 | 84, 098, 000 
| Total, 1940............] 212 | 27,930, 346 | 355, 404 | 12, 172, 299 |4 463, 728, 000 | 151, 376,000 | 87, 576, 000 

| 1 Includes 13,418,668 pounds recovered from mine-water precipitates. _ 
3 Includes 29,658 tons of zinc-lead slag. an - . . 
3 A mine producing more than 1 class of ore is counted but once in arriving at total for all classes. 

| ¢ Includes 14,223,006 pounds recovered from mine-water precipitates. | 

_ ss METALLURGIC INDUSTRY oo | 

| In 1941, 31,952,817 tons of Utah ores were treated—a quantity that — 
, exceeded the 1940 record output by 14 percent—as follows: 31,205,481 | 

tons at concentrating mills compared with 27,215,217 tons in 1940; 
| | 252,080 tons at cyanidation mills compared with 297,567 tons.in 1940; 

515. tons at amalgamation mills compared with 520 tons in 1940; 
| 465,083 tons shipped crude to smelters compared with 426,042 tons 

in 1940; and 29,658 tons of zinc-lead slag fumed compared with none 
= in 1940. A considerable tonnage of siliceous ore, included in the 

_ quantity shipped crude to smelters, came from old dumps and tailings 
piles and was used primarily as a flux in smelting. The siliceous 

_ fluxing ores usually were sold upon a per-ton basis, and the shipper 
received further payments if the metal content exceeded certain base 
minimums established by the smelters. 

All the ore cyanided was handled at two cyanide plants at Mercur, 
each treating considerable custom ore; the total (252,080 tons) yielded 
17,804 ounces of gold and 65 ounces of silver. These two plants re- 
ported a consumption of 140,500 pounds of sodium cyanide (91-per- 
cent grade), 1,730,460 pounds of lime, and 26,991 pounds of zinc dust. 
Eleven concentrating plants were active in Utah during 1941— three 
plants (Arthur, Magna, and Ohio Copper) treated 30,432,336 tons of 
copper ore and old tailings; four mills (Bauer, Midvale, Silver King, 

| and Tooele), having a combined rated daily capacity of 4,800 tons, 
treated 754,345 tons of ore mostly zinc-lead and zinc-lead-copper; 
three gravity-concentration mills (one in Beaver County, one in 
Tooele County, and one in Utah County) treated 800 tons of lead ore;
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_ and one flotation mill in Summit County treated 18,000 tons of zine- 
lead tailings. One slag-fuming plant at Tooele treated 29,658 tons | 
of slag. - _ 

The following tables give details of treatment for all the ore pro 
duced in Utah in 1941. | | SO 

- Mine production of metals in Utah in 1941, by methods of recovery, in terms of : 
| recovered metals . — 

Method of recovery Material Gold Silver - Copper Lead Zine | 

Fine Fine - 
. Short tons | ounces ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds Ore amalgamated.__.........._.__] 515 35 122 |_.-.---------]-----------2- |e eee 

Ore cyanided__.__.-_..-.........| 252,080 | 17, 804 65 |------.---.-.|------2 eet. . 

Slag fumedess---------- 77777) ” 36 aps |}288,575 | 7,973, 147 | 616,364, 567 | 108, 05, 218 | 85,990,987 Ore smelted_.......--..----..2_- 465,083 | 51,458 | 3, 422, 061 3, 892,765 | 30, 306, 782 177, O13 - Mine-water precipitates smelted! 8, 320 |.....-.._|---------..-| 18, 418, 668 |... 222-22 |e . Placer._.-.-2- 2-22-22 | eee 629 90 |-.-----------|------ 2-22-22]. eee 

----~------| 356, 501 | 11, 395, 485 | 533, 676,000 | 139, 202, 000 | 84, 008, 000 oO Total, 1940__.....-..--2--22-22222]..-.2...._.| 335, 494 12, 172, 299 | 463, 728, 000 | 151, 376, 000 | 87, 576, 000 . 

' All from Salt Lake County. : 

Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Utah in 1941 , by counties, in 
| terms of recovered metals 7 : 

. Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

County Ore milled} oncen- | . 
_ trates Gold Silver Copper - Lead Zine - produced . 

_| Fine Fine 
. Short tons | Short tons | ounces | ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds ; | Beaver_...__......--- 2, 009 836 10 13, 768 39, 932 109, 920 705, 000 | Juab__. 2-2. 12, 243 3, 268 - 141 55, 770 300 |~ 942,500 | 1,554,000 Salt Lake. .._.:__.._.] 30, 830, 073 969, 475 | 266,818 | 4, 641, 544 | 514, 899,969 | 65, 260, 492 40, 994, 587 Summit._._.._.____-. 206, 604 61, 206 3, 251 | 1, 607, 154 657, 177 | 28, 231, 464 | 26,355,000 Tooele.__...__..2_.- 41, 480 17, 943 1, 567 |: 275,117 113, 985 7, 334, 880 | 4, 808, 400 Utah .. 22.22 2 ee. 1, 773 983 32 | 13,174 2, 922 226, 637 492, 000 Wasatch ......_..... 111, 299 19,727 | 14,752 | 1, 364, 505 648, 782 6, 432,325 | 5, 998.000 

31, 205, 481 | 1,073,438 | 286,571 | 7,971, 032 | 516, 363, 067 108, 538, 218 | 80, 906, 987 Total, 1940...__......| 27, 215, 217 | 1,011, 236 | 263,721 | 8, 212, 922 444, 939, 519 | 123, 620, 563 | 87, 473, 400
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. Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Utah in 1 941, by | 
| me en ce classes of concentrates smelted - 

| i Concen- | - Gross metal content ' | rates | : Class of concentrates | produced bo 

; Gold Silver Copper Lead Zine 

| | Fine Fine . | - 
Short tons| ounces ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds 

Copper._.._.---.----------.-----| 789,385 | 242, 456 | 2, 254, 125 528, 398, 263 |_.._.-_-__.-_].---- eee 
_ Dead. ..-...----- ee 82,928 | 14,055 | 3,970,270 | . 2,369,549 | 94, 256, 349 6, 953, 865 - 

. Lead-copper-_.-..-.-------------- 4, 693 5, 501 520, 964 415, 686 5, 193,450 | . 586, 649 
Zinc.____...------------2- ee ee 42, 373 2, 613 406, 651 426, 618 2, 164,035 | 48, 020, 622 

 , Ainelead____..-----_._.--.---.-__} 41, 662 3, 079: 268, 721 866, 348 6, 218, 267 | 41, 877, 122° 
. Dry iron (from zine-lead ore).....| 112,447 | 18, 867 650, 301 827, 634 6, 077, 799 5, 187, 862 

, | 1,073, 438 286, 571 | 7,971, 032 | 533, 304,098 | 113,909, 900 | 102, 626, 120 
. _ Total, 1940__-.--.-.-.-.------.-.-} 1, 0H, 416 | 263,903 | 8, 212, 922 460, 038, 946 | 130, 525, 928 | 117, 278, 022 

Mine production of metals from Utah concentrates shipped to smelters in 1941, in — 
| | terms of recovered metals a a . 

| BY COUNTIES | 

| Concer: Gold | Silver Copper. Lead Zine | 

. a Fine Fine 
. Short tons | ounces ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds : 

Beaver _-...--_.-.-------2 2-2 -- ’ 836 10 13, 768 - $89, 932 109, 920 705, 000 
~ Juab_..---- eee 3, 268 141 55, 770 300 942,500 | 1,554,000 

: Salt Lake. .-..-.-.------------ 969, 475 | 266,818 | 4, 641, 544 | 514, 899, 969 65, 260, 492 | 40, 994, 587 
Summit --_....-...-.- 2-2 2 oo 61, 206 3, 251 | 1, 607, 154 657,177 | 28, 231, 464 | 26, 355, 000 
Tooele... 2-2-2 17, 943 1, 567 | = 275, 117 113, 985 7, 334, 880 | 4, 808, 400 . . Utah___. 2-22 983 32 13, 174 . 2,922 226, 637 492, 000 
Wasatch. ....2-2 20-2 19, 727 «14, 752 | 1, 364, 505 |. 648, 782 6, 432, 325 | 5, 998, 000 

1, 073, 438 | 286, 571 | 7, 971, 032 | 516, 363, 067 | 108, 538, 218 80, 906,987 — 
Total, 1940__..-..-..-.-.-.......| 1,011, 416 263, 903 | 8, 212,922 | 444, 939, 519 | 123, 620, 563 |. 87,473,400 

- _ BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES SMELTED 

| Copper. .-.-.----------2---..--.] 789,335 | 242, 456 | 2, 254,125 | 512, 546,305|............_ |. Lead. _.-.:..--.------------.. 82,928 | 14,055 | 3,970,270 | 1,693,635 | 90,459,481 |......_._. 
' Lead-copper_..__.-.-_-.-....._- 4, 693 5,501 | 520, 964 287, 550 4, 985, 069 {-...______. 
Zine. .-....2-.------ 2 42, 373 2, 613 406, 651 404, 891 1, 969, 181 | .43, 217, 493 
Zine-lead _.......-..-._--_--._-.- 41, 662 3, 079 268, 721 823, 031 5, 658, 624 | 37, 689, 494 
Dry iron (from zinc-lead ore)_-_- 112, 447 18, 867 550, 301 607, 655 5, 465, 863 |_-_-..._-____. 

oe 1, 073, 438 | 286, 571 | 7,971,032 | 516, 363, 067 | 108, 538, 218 80, 906, 987
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Gross metal content of Utah crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, by classes of ore 

| Gross metal content 
. Class of ore . Ore | -—— -_—C—*>3 

. Gold Silver | Copper Lead - Zine | | 

, Short Fine Fine . 
_ tons ounces ounces Pounds |. Pounds | Pounds 

Dry and siliceous gold. ._-...._-....-_| 75,981 24, 332 130, 073 439, 560 414,152 j___--_ 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver__........| 199,866 | 12,091 946,277 | 927,129 | 9,876,699 |._-_...--- 
Dry and siliceous silver._............_| — 94, 208 3, 895 | 1,256, 541 | 1,113,618 | 4,933,553 |__..-___- 

_ Copper. 2.2 ee 12, 066 1, 497 31, 252. 127, 405 95, 787 |... - a 
Lead__....-.-.-.--.-.---.-------------] 77,179 9,602 | 981,459]  641,513.| 20,654,998 |______.___ 
Lead-copper-.-..-.-------.-.---.-----| 5, 276 41| 76,459 | 404,190 | 2,075,144 |--_-_- 
Zinc..._.....---------------------. 393 |---| | 7,217.| 163, 864 
Zine-lead.-. 2-22-2222 M4 Joop] 87,782 | 66, 766 

: | : 465,083 | 51,458 | 3,422,061 | 4,253,415 | 38,095,332 | 230, 630 
Total, 1940_.........-.-.--.-..__.-..__| 426, 042 73, 754 | 3,958, 814. | 4,915, 443 | 33, 454, 947 114, 256 

: - — Sen a A PCI SE SC SS er OC TS SED . 

Mine production of metals from Utah crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, in terms a 
: | of recovered metals | 

BY COUNTIES | : a | | 

. Ore Gold . Silver Copper Lead Zine 

| | 7 Short | Fine Fine 
, tons ounces ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds 

Beaver.....-.------------------1.--- 2, 378 259 17, 687 23, 668 214, 080 |..-..-.-_. 
Box Elder.-_.----.--.---------.-----] 257 60 10, 762 900 2,000 |.-..------ 
Grand __._..----.-.----------------- § |_.------- 14 |__| epee 

© Trom..._..- eee 176 4 806 800 | 55, 700 |_.-.------ 
Juab___....-----.-------.-----------| 163, 927 10, 301 816, 001 671,700 | 6,219, 500 j__.._-_-_- 
Millard_._-..-..-.-.---.-----------| 1,128 379 315 700{ . 1,900 |--...____- 
Morgan..._..-.-.--------------- ee V7 | eee 21 |--2-----__-- 7, 300 |__-.-- 2. 
Piute___...-.- 2 ee 2, 121 929 8, 543 900 23, 000 |_....____- 
Salt Lake..........-......--.-...-..| | 37, 753 8, 550 238,602 | 1,158,363 | 4,055, 508 - §3, 413 
Sevier... ..-.---.------- ee 35 15 ~ $29 |_-2 ee 400 | - 10,000 
Summit. .....------- ee 16, 956: 1, 321 210, 995 167,823 | 3,076, 536 |_..___.-__ . 
Tooele... ..-----.------.------.-.---] 68, 064 15, 497 179, 332 389, 515 | 4,463,820 | 313,600 
Uintah. -... eee 2} 222 ; 3 100 j_.--------. |e 2 -- 
Utah_-_-_--- 2-22-22 --.---| 174,526 | 13,720 | 1,850,096 | 1,445,078 | 11, 739,363 |_.________ 
Wasatech.__..---.- 22 2, 736 423 88, 545 — 33, 218 447,675 j...------ sO 
Washington...._.....--_---------- ; 2 were cce ose . 10 wee ter rere sn] He wee eee ee curt tree. 

465, 083 51,458 | 3,422,061 | 3,892, 765 | 30,306,782 | 177,013 . _ 
Total, 1940-..-...---------------:-.-| 426,042 73,754 | 3,958,814 | 4,565,475 | 27, 755. 437 102, 600 

| _ BY CLASSES OF ORE : 

Dry and siliceous gold_............-| 75,981 24, 332 130, 073 426, 316 288, 914 |___._____. | 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver._......| 199, 866 12, 091 946, 277 899,469 | 5,983,069 j_..._-.-.. | . 
Dry and siliceous silver___...-......| 94,208 3,895 | 1,256,541 | 1,077,433 | 2,984,530 {_._______. 
Copper. .......-.-----.---------.--- 12, 066 - 1,497 31, 252 705, 082 66,065 |_...-.-.- . 
Lead.......-.------- eee 77,179 9, 602 981, 459 520, 269 | 18, 962,247 |__._.._-_. 
Lead-copper. -...-..--..--.--------- 5, 276 41 76, 459 264,196 | 1,992,105 |__..______ 
Zine... eee 3% |_-----..--]------------]------_----- 3, 405 123, 600 © 

| Zine-lead_...----------------------- WM [of fe 26, 447 53, 413 | 

465, 083 51,458 | 3,422,061 | 3,892, 765 | 30, 306, 782 177, 013
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: REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS | a | 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zine in Utah tn 1941, by counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals | , 

1 a 
Mines producing Gold - oo Silver oo 

County and district rrr Ore sold or > O eoooTeeOeerTe oa | ~—s Copper Lead Zine Total 7 

Lode Placer Lode Placer | Total Lode | Placer Total oo, 

Fine Fine Fine Fine Fine | Fine © . | 

Beaver County: Short tons | ounces ounces ounces “ounces ounces ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds i 

Beaver Lake..... ....-- 2 19 |_.__._..--|-..-------}-----.---- 83 |_.....-- 83 |_.....-------| 6, 000 |.----..--.... $401 - 

Bradshaw. ...-.-.------- 1 fiiu lee... 12 3 |... .---- 3 38 |....-.-- 38 |_-.-- on | ee ene [ee eee wen ee 132. - 

Rocky.....-...---.------ 2 |...--...-- 331 7 |..-.-----. 7 . FB4 f...-.-- 734. 20,000 |-..--..------|------------ 3, 127 

San Francisco.-.....----- 6 |_.-...-..- 2, 060 240 j......---- 240 21, 953 |_...-.... 21, 953 1, 600 287, 600 8, 000 41,193 

Star and North Star-.... 6 |.....-..-- 1, 965 — 19 je... -.-- 19 8, 647 j-..-----] - 8, 647 42, 000 30, 400 697, 000 65, 778 rst . 

Box Elder County: 
: ! eo 

Ashbrook. -....-..------ 2 lil. 257 60 }...-..---- 60 10, 762 j..------ 10, 762 900 2,000 |.-....-.-,-- 9, 973 

Garfield County: Imperial. .]..-..----- 2 pew] a geen n eee 4 4 | eel eee ee nn |e ee eee ween peewee wee en pee een we nel ee eee e eee 140 tt 

Grand County: a . Q | 

Colorado River. _....-.-|----.-----| 41} 1 .-_}---------- 252 252 |.....-..---- 59 - . 69 peee eee fe eee ee eee eee 8, 862 

Miners Basin...-..------ 1 |..-------- 5 |_..--.----|----------|---------- 14 |_..----- 14 |... wo nen-|-onennnnecene|enneeencaeee 10 3S 

Iron County: : a a . & . 

Calumet_._...-..------- i 124 |__....-.--}..-...-.--|---------- 197 |_._..... 197 800 55,700 |...---------| 3,400 a . 

Stateline.....-.......--- 2 |-.-.--.--- 552 37 |..-------- 37 727 |. .--0-- 727 |.---..----+--|-------------|------------ 1, 812 td 

Juab County: : Oo 

Detroit !_ 22-22-22 ee. - ee 2 840 186 |......-.-.- 186 516 |__..-2.- - 616 20, 000 300 |..-..--..--- 9, 254. oe ; oo 

Fish Springs...-.-------- 2 | .-..--- Q7 | 2------L |---| e+e ed 997 |.....-.- 997 |.......-.---- 8,000 |...--....--- 1, 165 i 

Mount Nebo.......---.- 2 |..-.------ 3 |_.-.------|----------]---------- Z |-.------ 7 |------------- 900 |...---.----- 56S | 

Tintic 3?_........ .--.----- 21 |.....----- 175, 267 | 10, 250 |.-...----- 10, 250 869, 940 }........| ' 869, 940 651, 800 7,144,700 | 1,554,000 | 1,578,084 

West Tintic_..........-- 2 33 6 ju... --: | 6 311. |..-....- 311 200 8, 100 |..-.-------- 917 ae OO 

Millard County: | 7 =) 

Detroit 1__.-........--.- 3 |...------- 1, 128 379 |_..-..-..- 379 | $15 j}.....--. 315 700 1,900 |..--.-..---- 13, €80 aa oe 

House Mountains. -......)-.-.--.--- 1 joie. - oe} enn ene] 21 — OY || fee eee nnn |e ne | ee ee eee 735 aa 

Morgan County: Argenta... 2 |_....--.-- 17 |. oof ef eee >) >) ee 7, 300 |-.---.-.--.- 431 

Piute County: 
. 

Gold Mountain. ........ 2 1, 623 667 |.......-.- 667 3,458 |....-.-- 3,458 |... | ee ee ene | eee en ee e- 25, 804 

Mount Baldy.....-...-- | 451 257 |.--.---.-- 257 4, 739 |..------. 4, 739 _ 800 20,000 ].......-----] . 13, 599 

Ohio. ....-.--.--.-.-.--- 2 47 er eee 5 346 |......--. 346 ~ 100 3, 000 |..-..-.----- . 604 

Salt Lake Couniy: | ; | | | 

Big Cottonwood_........ 1 888 68 |_..-..-.-- 68 19, 319 j_-..-..-} 19, 319 54, 000 142, 000 57, 000 34, 859 . 

Little Cottonwood. -.-.- 4}.....--... 575 129 |....--..-- 129 6, S11 |e le 6, 511 10, 000 120, 000 |..-...-..--- 17, 165 

‘“‘Smelter’’.....-...-.---- 5 200 §2 |......---. 52 2, 444 |... 2, 444 4,000 | | 30, 000 |...---..-.-- 5, 740 

West Mountain......... 15 |___.__._..| 30,866, 163 | 275,119 |........-.] 275,119:| 4,851,872 |........| 4,851,872 | 529, 409, 000 69, 024, 000 | 40, 991, 000 (82, 558, 340 

San Juan County: ue . . 

Bluff.._.._.....-.-....--|---------- 1 |..--.-.----f eee 1 1 joe e ee ee ee ne ene |---| eww rene ence 35 

Colorado River........-.|-.-------- 1 {...2-.2--eee |e --- 17 17 [ieee ened ed eee ene lee nn ce eee denne ne een ened en ene neon nee §95



Sevier County: ' oe 
Henry........--.--.----- 2 |....---..- 7 15 |..---..--- 15 $29 |...-..-- $20 |..-._.-..-...]-.-.---------|-------- eee 759 

; Redmond. --...-.-..----- 1 [-.-------- 28 |. fee ele en eee ee fee ee ee eee | oe ee eee eee 400 10, 000 773 / 

Summit County: Uintah. --. 8 |-..--..--- 223, 560 4,572 |..-....--- 4,572 | 1,818,149 |......--| 1,818, 149 825, 000 31, 308, 000 | 26,355,000 | 5,311,457 ~ 

Tooele County: 
. | 

Camp Floyd....-..-----|. 8 |_.-..----- 292, 163 20,980 |..--..-.--| 29,980. 436 |...-.---| 486 |.-.-...------]--------.----|-----+------| 1, 049, 610 

Clifton.....---..--.----- 1 j_..------- 16 | ee Se eee 1 308 |.-..-..- 308 3, 100 300 |..-....-...- ' 637 

Dugway..-....---------- | 317 3 |----..---- ' 3 675 |..--.--- 675 800 73, 000 24, 800 6,700 | / 

Free Coinage. -..-------- 1 j----.----- 4 |-...-.-.--|----.---.-]--.------- 21 |....-.-- 21 |..--..--.---- _ 2,300 |-...--------| 146 

Lakeside....-..-.------- 3 |---..--.-- 1, 406 2 |---------- 2 1, 163 |--...--- 1, 163 2, 200 270, 700 |....-------- 16, 587 ; 

North Tintic.......-.--- 1 |-..-.----- 396 |..-...----]--.---.--.]----------]. §2 |.-....-- §2 |.--------2--- 13, 400 113, 800 9,321 2 

Ophir. .........--------- 12 {.....-.--- 18, 315 |. 201 |_.----.2.- 201 158, 009 j....--.- 158, 009 408, 500 2, 874, 000 345, 600 357, 338 S 

Rush Valley...-.-------- ML fpw--------] $2828 |} gia |... | 1,814 | 288,088 |...) 283, 088 87,400 | 8,336, 700 | 7, 452, 000 | 1,309,202, & 
Silver Island... .._...--.- 1 ji eee. 1 |-.--------|-o eee fee ee 66 |_.------ 66 |. 2 eee 300 |...-4------- 640 wy . 

Willow Springs.......--- 4 ewe eroronen 1, 381 2, 871 mewn nawee 2, 871 12, 811 enwwene-| 12, 811 3, 000 . 585, 000 wee m ww neneee 143, 294 | , 

Uintah County: oo 7. Ee | 

Carbonate..........-.--- re Q |..--.....-|-.--2-----|---------- 3 |... -- 3 400 Jewell 4 4. — 

Green River........----.|---------- B |.-----e ene |-- eee 334 334 |... 31 31 |_.....--....-|-------------|------------| 1,712 & 
| Utah County: . | | | we 

American Fork......-...- es 2, 128 §1 |_.--2.- ee 51 21,119 }....-.-. 21, 119 14, 000 246, 300 452,000 | 66,394 

Payson Canyon.....---- 1 |-_.------- 49 1 |_.-------- 1 204 |_.__-..- 204 1, 500 |......--....--|.----------- 357 & 
Santaquin._.._......---- 1 |__.---._.- 46 }___--.--_-]_-._.---..].--.---.-- A Q7 |_.--..- 2. ---] 15, 600 |_..--.----.-- — 958 rd 
Tintic ?__........-.----- 11 j._.------- 174, 076 13, 700 |..-..-...-| 18,700 | 1,841,850 |......--| 1,841,850 1,482,500 | 11, 704, 100 40, 000 | 2, 628, 420 te 

Wasatch County: . by 

Blue Ledge.......-----.. 2 |----------]. 55, 249 3, 620 |.........-|-. 3, 620 849, 683 {.....--- 849, 683 _ 217,000 | . 2,555,000 | 2,335, 600 | 1, 077, 330 ky 

Snake Creek... ......--..- 2 |---------- 58, 786 11, 655 |__.-.---.- 11, 555 603, 367 |_-._.--- 603, 367. 465, 000 4,325,000 | 3,662,400 | 1,409,561 ~~. . 

Washington County: a , 7 te 

Bull Valley.......------- 2 | eee 17 2 |... 2 |. 14 |__.-.--- 14 | 22. ee | ee [eee ee 80 B 

Total Utah..._.......- 167 12 | 31,952;817 | 355,872 629 | 356,501 | 11, 395, 395 90 | 11,895, 485 | 538, 676,000 | 139, 202,000 | 84, 098, 000 /97, 796, 623 2 

oe > 

1 Detroit district lies in both Juab and Millard Counties. 2 Tintic district lies in both Juab and Utah Counties. ; Z ; 

\ 

| e
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, , | BEAVER COUNTY  — | 
| Beaver Lake district —A small shipment of silver-lead ore from the 

_ property of the Beaver Gold & Copper Co. comprised the output of : the Beaver Lake district in 1941. - 
7 _ Bradshaw district— Production in the Bradshaw district during 1941 

| came from a small lot of gold ore shipped crude to a smelter. 
co Rocky district—The Prosper Mining Co. operated the Old Hickory 

group in 1941 and shipped 2 cars of gold-silver-copper ore direct to a 
_ smelter; the property was operated primarily for the tungsten con- _ 

_ tent of the ore. Crude ore was shipped direct to a smelter from the 
: _° Montreal property also. , | : oe San Francisco district—The Horn Silver Mines Co. shipped lead __ | ore crude to a smelter in 1941 and was the largest producer in the | _ San Francisco district. Most of the remainder of the district metal 

| output was from zinc ore from the King David property and lead ore | from the Quad Metals Corporation property. - 
Star and North Star district —The bulk of the district output came : _. from zinc ore shipped from the Moscow Silver property to Tooele for | treatment. Most of the remainder came from small shipments of a lead, silver, and gold ore shipped crude to smelters from several - properties. a : : _ BOX ELDER COUNTY : ae 

Oo Ashbrook district.—Silver ore, all from the Vipont property, com- 
prised. virtually the entire output of the Ashbrook district in 1941. - | 

| " «IRON COUNTY 
Calumet district—Lead ore shipped crude to a smelter from the property of the New Arrowhead Mining Co. comprised the output — from the Calumet district in 1941. | - | 

_ Stateline district —Gold ore from the property of Aetna Gold Mines, ae Inc., treated by amalgamation, yielded most of the output from the . | Stateline district. - a oe | JUAB COUNTY . 
Detroit district—The Ibex property shipped gold ore crude to a smelter in 1941 and accounted for the entire output from the Juab County section of the Detroit district. 
Fish Springs district—Lead ore shipped direct to a smelter from _ the Black Dragon and Utah Mine group comprised the output of the Fish Springs district in 1941. | | 
Tintie district—The Tintic district, which lies in both Juab and Utah Counties, is reviewed here. The table that follows gives the metal production in each section of the district for 1941, a comparison 

with the total output in 1940, and the grand total from 1869 to 1941. 
In 1941 the Chief Consolidated Mining Co. operated the Chief No. 1, Gemini, Eureka Hill, and Plutus mines in Juab County. Develop- ment operations on the Apex Standard area were continued during the year but were suspended in January 1942 awaiting the receipt of _ premium metal quotas. Although most of the company output was contained in ore from the Chief No. 1 property, large tonnages of siliceous tailings were shipped to Gartield from the Eureka Hill and Chief No. 1 dumps. According to the company printed annual re- | port, production of gold, silver, and copper decreased from that in
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Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and.zince in Tintic district, Juab and | 
Utah Counties, Utah, 1940-41, and total, 1869-1941, in terms of recovered metals 

| Memes Ore | Gold | Silver Copper | Lead Zine | Total | , 
: ducing a - i - _ value 

1941 Short | Fine | Fine |" a , 
. tons | ounces | ounces Pounds | Pounds Pounds | 
Juab County..._... 21), 175, 267| 10,250| —$69,940| 651,800] 7, 144, 700| 1, 554, 000| $1, 578, 084 
Utah County_...---| 11] 174,076} 13,700] 1,841,850} 1,432,500] 11, 704,100)" 40,000| 2, 628, 429 

82} 3494343; 28,950! 2,711,790) 2,084, 300 ~ “18, 848, 800 1, 594,000) 4, 206, 513 
Total, 1940... 2-22} 34) 283, 046) — 38, 77§| 2,953, 312) 2,590,717) 13, 072, 720 449, 714| 4,431, 977 

Total, 1969-1941....|.__-| @__|2, 498, 382253, 425, 1741236, 922, 46411, 798, 012, 879|40, 745, 7381376, 593, 595 

1 Figures not available. oe — | | | 

1940, but the output of lead and zinc increased. Production in 1941, 
_ says the report, comprised 34,397 tons of siliceous ore, 288 tons of | 

silver-lead ore, and 12,619 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Chief No. 1 
-- mine; 6,280 tons of siliceous ore and 382 tons of silver-lead ore from 

the Gemini mine; 2,086 tons of siliceous ore from the Eureka | 
| Hill mine; and 851 tons of siliceous ore and 28 tons of silver-lead 

‘ore from the Plutus mme—an aggregate of 56,931 tons of ore = | 
of all classes, which contained 2,115 ounces of gold, 361,832 ounces | 

_ . of silver, 74,436 pounds of copper, 1,448,574 pounds of lead, and.2,064,- 
340 pounds of zinc. Total development work was 3,989 feet and in- | 

| cluded three major projects, none of which reached its objective. The 
Centennial-Beck, Victoria, and Eagle & Blue Bell properties, all 

~ owned or controlled by the United States Smelting, Refining & Mining 
Co., were operated on company account during the year; lessees _ 
worked the American Star mine until April 1941, when all operations 

oe stopped. The total production from these properties comprised | 
4,790 tons of lead ore and 13,309 tons of siliceous ore, all of which was 
shipped crude to smelters. The Dragon, Martha Washington,. and 
the Empire group (formerly Empire-Star), all owned or controlled by 
the International Smelting & Refining Co., were operated in 1941 by | 

: lessees; the production was siliceous gold-silver ore shipped direct to 
a smelter. The Godiva mine, operated by a lessee, yielded 29,936 
tons of ore of all classes, principally siliceous ore, which was shipped 
direct. to asmelter. The Mammoth Mining Co. operated its property 
all of 1941 and shipped 20,533 tons of siliceous ore and 1,415 tons of | 
lead ore direct to a smelter. The remainder of the output of the 
Juab County section of the Tintic district was predominantly siliceous 
ore shipped direct to smelters and came principally from the Wind- 
ridge, Alaska, Showers, and Park Utah mines and the dump of the 
Grand Central mine. . ; | | 

The Tintic Standard Mining Co. and its subsidiary companies, | 
largest producers in the Utah County section of the Tintic district in 
1941, produced lead ore and siliceous ore. The printed annual report 
of these companies gives the following operating details. Ore produc- 
tion at the TinticStandard mines (including the Iron Blossom) increased 
12,118 tons over 1940. Most of the ore was siliceous in character and 
was mined on company account. The Eureka Lilly Consolidated mines 7 
produced 6,500 tons of ore, largely siliceous, which was mined chiefly 
by lessees; the Colorado Consolidated and Sioux mines were operated 
by lessees and produced 3,511 and 404 tons, respectively, chiefly
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siliceous ore. The tonnage of ore of all classes aggregated 126,878 | __- (92,630 tons was siliceous ore), which had the following metal content: 
_ 6,194 ounces of gold, 1,656,180 ounces of silver, 1,236,937 pounds of —~ : copper, and 13,186,346 pounds of lead; the siliceous ore averaged 2.5 | percent lead. In addition, 31,673 tons of siliceous material from the 
Harold dump were shipped crude to Garfield; it contained over - | 1,000,000 pounds of lead. Development during 1941 totaled 5,669 

| feet of drifts and raises and 66 feet of shafts. During the year.the — 
lead ore shipped was higher in lead content, but substantially lower 
in silver; in the siliceous ores, the content of gold and silver was lower. | 
Active mines in the Utah County section of the Tintic district, owned . or controlled by the International Smelting & Refining Co. and its ~ 
subsidiaries, were the Eureka Bullion, May Day (Mountain View), 
North Lily, Tintic Bullion, and Yankee. | Sn | | _ West Tintic district—Crude lead ore from the Scotia mine, operated 
by a lessee, comprised the output from the West Tintic district in 1941. 

a | MILLARD COUNTY | | 

_ Detroit district:—Siliceous gold ore shipped direct to a smelter com- , _ prised the output from the Millard County section of the Detroit 
district in 1941. The Charm mine was the principal producer. — 

| oe MORGAN COUNTY 7 

| Argenta district—Crude lead ore shipped direct to a smelter, prin- 
cipally from the Dan Heiners claim, comprised the output from the — | Argenta district in 1941. oo | | a 

. PIUTE COUNTY | | oe os 
Gold Mountain district.—Lessees operating the property of Annie 

Laurie Consolidated Gold Mines, only producer in the Gold Mountain _ district in 1941, shipped 1,623 tons of gold ore to a smelter. 7 
Mount Baldy district—The property of the Deer Trail Mining Co., : only producer in the Mount Baldy district in 1941, was operated by a 

lessee from July to the end of the year; 451 tons of siliceous ore were © 
shipped direct to a smelter. 

Ohio_district.—Siliceous ore shipped crude to a smelter from the 
Bully Boy property of the American Mineral Products Co. was the : 
only production from the Ohio district in 1941. 

. SALT LAKE COUNTY | 

Big and Little Cottonwood districts —Lessees operated the Cardiff 
property in the Big Cottonwood district during 1941 and shipped 644 | tons of ore—152 tons of lead ore, 368 tons of copper ore, and 124 tons 
of zinc-lead ore. The output from the Mountain Mines Co. property, | second-largest producer in the district in-1941, totaled 200 tons of ore 
shipped crude to a smelter; the company completed the lower develop- 
ment tunnel and made contact with vein at 2,000-foot depth. Other 
producers in the district were the Utah-Kentucky Mines Co. and the 
Tar Baby Mining Co.; both shipped crude ore to a smelter. 

Silver-lead ore, lead-copper ore, and copper ore shipped crude to a 
smelter comprised the output of the Little Cottonwood district in 1941.
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The principal producers were the Wasatch Mines Co. and Columbus a 

Rexall Consolidated Mines Co. | 

“Smelter” district—The output from the ‘“Smelter’’ district in 1941 

came principally from the Mingo and Germania dumps and from 

clean-ups at the Utah Ore Sampling Co. yards and tracks. 

West Mountain (Bingham) district—The Bingham district, by far CO 

the outstanding minmg region of Utah, produced most of the State 

output of copper and gold, nearly half of the zinc and lead, and more 

than a third of the silver in 1941; the value of these five metals was 

$82,558,340, or 84 percent of the value of the entire State output - | 

during the year. The following table gives the production from mines 

at Bingham in 1940 and 1941 and the total for the district from 1865 © 

— to 1941. | | 7 | 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Bingham or West Mountain 
district, Salt Lake County, Utah, 1940-41, and total, 1865-1941, in terms of : | 

recovered metals | . 

. Gold Silver . 

| Year ro Ore | (lode (lode Copper | Lead | Zinc. | Total value 
ducing . _| placer) | placer) 

| | Short |. Fine Fine | . | 
— tons ounces ounces Pounds | Pounds | Pounds a - 

~ 1940___...----------] - 14|26, 753, 382| 256,558] 4, 760, 2521457, 010, 531/75, 713, 100/43, 623, 397| $70,540,717 | 

1941__...--.------- 15/30, 866, 163} 275,119} 4, 851, 872 529, 409, 000/69, 024, 000/40, 991, 000} 82, 558, 340 . . 

~~ Total, 1865-1941..._|..-...-.| (1) |4, 470, 927|121, 90, za 425, 919|?1, 420, 362| 2 392, 24511, 367, 736, 039 

t Figures not available. on a Se a 

2 Short tons. | | : _ , 

. Utah Copper Co. operations accounted for most of the gain a 

| over 1940 in value of gold and silver produced and virtually all the | 

gain in value of copper produced in the Bingham district ms 1941. ; 

| These gains in output were attained only through an all-out effort, | 

started before 1941 and stimulated further by the present urgent need 

for copper. During 1941 the company milled an average of about | 7 

83,000 tons a day at its two flotation-concentration mills. The | 

average copper content of the ore treated was slightly higher than in 

1940, due chiefly to the fact that a larger portion of the ore came from — / 

the lower levels of the Bingham pit. Ore and waste were mined ata — 

| rate exceeding 188,000 tons a day. The waste rock was piled in 

adjacent gulches and leached there. In addition to the vast quantity 

of copper recovered from copper concentrates, the company recovered 

about 13,000,000 pounds of copper from the copper-precipitating 

plant at Lead Mine. The gold, silver, and molybdenite production 

from these copper ores far exceeded that of any other properties in. 

the State, and the company ranked high among the leading gold and 

silver producers and second in production of molybdenite in the 

United States. In May 1942 the company exceeded its 1941 pro- 

duction schedule and was producing copper at the rate of about 

600,000,000 pounds a year. The Kennecott Copper Corporation 

revealed the following operating details in its printed annual report. | 

The mine operated 364 days during 1941, and the tonnage of ore 

hauled to the concentrators for treatment was 16 percent above that 

in 1940. The railroad congestion resulting from this larger tonnage
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- necessitated construction of a supplemental train-assembly yard _ 
Oo about 1 mile from the main yard at Bingham. ce 

_ The Boston Consolidated property, owned by the Utah Copper Co., 
was operated under lease by the American Smelting & Refining Co. 

8 Crude copper ore was shipped direct to a smelter. So, 
| _. The zinc and lead output of the Bingham district was produced 

_ jargely by the United States & Lark mine, owned and operated by —_— 
the United States Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. . The tonnage of 

| gold-silver ore and Jead ore shipped for smelting increased slightly over | 
oe the output in 1940, when 13,311 tons were shipped. The tonnage of sy 
_.,  gine-lead ore shipped for milling at Midvale in 1941 was slightly less | 

| than in 1940 and lower in zinc and lead content but higher in gold | 
and silver. In 1941 this property was second in silver and third in — 
gold output in the State. During the first quarter of 1942, the prop- 
erty showed a marked increase in zinc-lead output over the monthly 

| average for 1941. Development work consisted of driving 560 feet of - 
, ‘Shaft and 19,731 feet of raises. The Niagara mine shipped over 

| - 12,000 tons of ore of all classes to Midvale for treatment, and most 
of it was zinc-lead mill ore. The Montana-Bingham Consolidated 

| Mining Co. shipped over 7,100 tons of ore of all classes. The Utah _ 
Metal property, leased by the United States Smelting, Refining & 
Mining Co., was the onty other property active in the Bingham 

a district in 1941 among those owned or controlled by the United States. | 
Smelting, Refining & Mining Co.; small shipments of zinc-lead ore : 

_ were made incident to development of the property. - | 
| The National Tunnel & Mines Co. operated. the Apex Delaware 

| group from January through July 1941 on company and lessee account. _ 
The output was chiefly zinc-lead ore shipped to the Tooele sulfide 

| concentrator and amounted to approximately one-half that produced 
. in 1940. The Elton tunnel, driven by the National Tunnel & Mineg | 

Co., was completed in July 1941 as far as the main objective—reaching | 
the Rood shaft in the Utah Apex mine. The rest of the year was spent 

| mainly in rehabilitation of old workings and work preparatory to the 
extraction of ore. Limited production from the property was under | 

| way in April 1942; it is anticipated that by June 1942 normal produc- 
, tion will have been established. . , 

The Ohio Copper Co. treated 341,936 tons of old tailings, contain- 
ing 2,097,531 pounds of copper in concentrates ;in addition, 422 tons. 
of copper precipitates were produced. The 1,000-ton flotation mill 
treated a daily average of 958 tons of tailings. 

_ A total-of over 31,000 tons of ore of all classes was shipped fom the 
Butterfield properties to the Combined Metals Reduction Co. con- 
centrating plant at Bauer and to the International Smelting & Refining 
Co. at Tooele, or considerably less than the output in 1940. 
Among other producers in the Bingham district in 1941 were the 

New England, Chicago, Kremlin, and Colonel Sellers properties, 
which shipped crude ore direct to smelters. 

| SEVIER COUNTY 

Henry district.—Siliceous ore shipped crude to a smelter from the 
B. W. & H. property and from the Yellow Cougar No. 1-4 comprised 
the output from the Henry district in 1941. 
Redmond district.—Zinc ore shipped crude to the Tooele slag-fuming — 

plant was the only output from the Redmond district in 1941.
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| SUMMIT AND WASATCH COUNTIES 

: | | PARK CITY REGION : 

The Park City region includes the Uintah district in Summit County - 
and the Blue Ledge and Snake Creek districts in Wasatch County. In 

. (1941 the region produced gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc valued | 
at $7,798,348. The following table gives the output from the Park | 
City region in 1940 and 1941 and the total since 1870. a 

Mine production of gold, silver} copper, lead, and zinc in Park City region, Summit — 
and Wasatch Counties, Utah, 1940-41, and total 1870-1941, in terms of recovered : 

, metats 

y Mines" ol o _. “Total . 
mo ear apine OTe | Gold Silver opper Lead Zine value 

Short.| Fine Fine 
oo, a tons | ounces| ounces Pounds Pounds Pounds 

1940_._..-.------.--- 12] 311,906] 17,300] 3,333, 122] 1,296,000] 39, 497, 400] 35, 195, 000] $7, 314, 323 . 
1941. _ 2-22-22 12} 337, 595) 19,747) 3,271, 199] 1,507,000] 38, 188, 000] 32, 353, 000] +7, 798, 348 

Total, 1870-1941.._..|_......|. () _ | 473, 385/226, 668, 134163, 327, 513|2, 287, 946, 8341585, 052, 911/336, 879, 568 - 

1 Figures not available. . | - ° 

: _ The Silver King mine and 800-ton flotation plant operated through- oo 
| out 1941 and showed gains from 1940 in output of gold, silver, copper, a 

and zinc but a decline in lead. The 800-ton flotation concentrator 
treated a daily average of 457 tons of zinc-lead ore, operating 5 days a 
week and three shifts a day. The gross metal content of the millfeed _ 
was virtually the same as in 1940, but no crude lead ore was shipped, | 

| as in the preceding year. oe 7 Oo | 
- A total of 26,702 feet of development. work was completed during | 

1941. According to the company. printed annual report, the 116,443 | 
tons of zinc-lead ore mined and milled produced lead, zinc, and iron | 
concentrates that contained 1,855 ounces of gold, 1,173,437 ounces of . 

- silver, 598,953 pounds of copper, 15,732,531 pounds of lead, and 
14,552,673 pounds of zinc. In addition, 1,092 tons of 62-percent zinc 

. concentrates held in storage were sold. | | 
The Park Utah Consolidated Mines Co. operated the Park Utah 

Consolidated Mines group in Summit County and the Keetley unit 
in Wasatch County continuously in 1941. All the ore was sent to the 
International smelter and mill for treatment. According to the com- 

| - pany printed annual report, the 73,073 tons of ore produced contained | 
1,709 ounces of gold, 470,327 ounces of silver, 85,267 pounds of copper, 
16,908,115 pounds of lead, and 15,716,159 pounds of zinc. Extensive 

| development work was carried on at the property of the Park City 
| Utah Mines Co. (affiliate of the Park Utah Consolidated Mines Co.) | 

in Wasatch County. From the Park City Utah group the company 
roduced 9,351 tons of ore of all classes, which was shipped to the 

International mill and smelter for treatment. In addition, the Park 
Utah Consolidated Mines Co. mined and shipped over 5,000 tons of 

| zinc-lead ore, for the Daly Mining Co. from its Daly group, to the 
International smelter. 

As part of its 1942 program, in view of the urgent need for base 
metals, the Park Utah Consolidated Mines Co. has reopened the orig- 

4977794332
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| - inal main shaft at the Keetley unit, and extraction of the pillar of ore 
left around this shaft below the drainage-tunnel level has been begun. 
The additional tonnage from this section will bring an excess produc- 

| tion over 1941 for the immediate future; but its tonnage is limited, 
| and any excess production later in the year must necessarily come as a 

: ; result of the favorable outcome of exploratory drives now in progress 
| and those to be started in the near future. To increase the scope of . 

the exploratory drives, the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. purchased 
- a large share in the control of the company in April 1942. _ OO 

_ : The Park City Consolidated Mines Co. produced 45,998 tons of _ 
; zinc-lead ore in 1941 from its Roosevelt .and East Crescent groups and 

- ghipped it to the Midvale concentrator for treatment. The company — 
| produced about 70 percent as much ore as in 1940, but that mimed 

oS and shipped in 1941 was of higher grade. = | | | 
‘The New Park Mining Co. mined and shipped to the Midvale con- ~ 

a centrator 58,600 tons of zinc-lead-copper ore, a gain of about 16,000 
tons over 1940. The company was by far the leading gold producer 

| in the region. In 1941 ore sent to ‘Midvale for treatment contained 
| 13,638 ounces of gold, 666,783 ounces of silver, 693,385 pounds of 

copper, 4,871,141 pounds of lead, and 4,978,013 pounds of zinc. A . 
2-mile railroad spur was constructed from Keetley to Cranmer, portal — 
of the Mayflower tunnel; however, in 1941 all ore was hauled to Keetley 
for shipment. Development work was carried on continuously. Late — 

_ in the year a shaft was started to permit exploring the levels below the 
| Mayflower tunnel. Early in 1942 the mining crews were placed on a 

7-day week and three-shift day. At the end of the first quarter of 
- 1942, the company was producing at a rate that would exceed its 1941 

| output of all metals by a substantial margin. oo 
The Marsac Mining Co., lessee on the Park Flag mine, operated the 

property for the first 6 months of 1941; at that time, the lease was 
| transferred to D. C. Despain, and operations were continued for the 

rest of the year. About 3,400 tons of siliceous ore plus 800 tons of 
zinc-lead ore were shipped for treatment. =| | | | 

The remainder of the production from the Park City region came 
| from shipments of zinc-lead ore and crude silver ore sent to smelters 

and mills, principally from the New Quincy property and from old 
| tailings on Silver Creek and near Park City. 

TOOELE COUNTY 

Mines in Tooele County produced gold, silver, copper, lead, and 
zinc valued at $2,892,899 in 1941 compared with $3,747,433 in 1940. 
This decline in value of output was due chiefly to decreased output 
from mines in the Camp Floyd, Ophir, and Rush Valley districts, 
which more than offset the gain by the output of the Tooele slag- 
fuming plant. | 

Camp Floyd district—Gold output in the Camp Floyd district 
decreased in 1941 compared with 1940. Snyder Mines, Inc., was 
again the largest producer in the district and treated over 168,000 | 
tons of gold ore from company and custom shipments. The Geyser 
Marion Gold Mining Co. operated the Geyser Marion mill until the 
middle of June, when the mill was taken over by Snyder Mines, Inc. 
During the latter half of 1941, virtually all the gold output of the 
district was controlled by Snyder Mines, Inc. In addition to produc-
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tion from the cyanide mills, about 40,000 tons of siliceous gold ore 
were shipped direct to Garfield for fluxing purposes. Active mines in 
the district imcluded the Consolidated Mercur, New Mercur, La 
Cigale, Omaha, Sacramento, Geyser Marion, and Boston Sunshine. 

| Clifton (Gold Hill) district —The Western Utah Copper. property 
was the only producer in the Clifton district in 1941. . 
Dugway district—Crude lead ore and zinc-lead ore were shipped | 

direct to the International smelter and Bauer mills, respectively, for - 
treatment from the Four Metals property, only active mine in the — 
Dugway district in 1941... a 

_ Free Coinage district —A small shipment of lead ore, sent direct to a 
smelter from the Utah Bunker Hill mine, was the only production 
from the Free Coinage district in 1941. 

Lakeside district—Lead ore shipped crude to a smelter from the | 
_ Georgia Lyn, Lead Prince, and Monarch mines comprised the output 
from the Lakeside district in 1941. | | | 

: North Tintie district—The Scranton property was operated by 
lessees in 1941, and shipments of zinc ore and lead ore were made 
direct to the smelters. a | | 

Ophir district—There was a sharp drop from 1940 in the metal | 
output from the Ophir district in 1941, due chiefly to the decline in 
output from the Hidden Treasure mine, largest producer in the dis- 
trict. The property was operated by the United States Smeltimg, | 

| Refining & Mining Co. The tonnage of lead-copper ore shipped 
crude to the Midvale smelter was 3,000 tons less than in 1940; the 
production of zinc-lead-copper ore amounted to about 400 tons. . 

- The Ophir Development Co. operated the Ophir Coalition and Ophir 
Hill properties in 1941 and shipped to smelters 3,825 tons of ore of all 

| classes. In addition, 1,675 tons of zinc-lead and zinc-lead-copper 
ores were shipped to the International sulfide concentrator. High- = 
grade lead ore was shipped crude to a smelter by the Mecca Mming | 
Co. (formerly the Cliff Lease) from the Wandering Jew. Among other 

: mines active in the Ophir district were the Northern Light, Queen of 
_ the Hills, and the Mono group. 

Rush Valley district —'The output from the Rush Valley district, in 
1941 declined from that in 1940. The West Calumet (Calumet) | 
property, owned and operated by the Combined Metals Reduction 
Co.,,was by far the largest producer in the district in 1941. Over 

. 38,000 tons of zinc-lead ore from the Calumet were treated at the 
~ Bauer plant, and in addition over 1,000 tons of crude ore were shipped 

direct to a smelter. Lead ore was shipped crude to the International 
_ smelter from the Bluestone mine in 1941. Other producers ‘in the 

district included the Honerine, Salvation-Hercules, and Argenta. 
_ “Smelter” district—The International Smelting & Refining Co. 
erected a slag-fuming plant at the smelter location near Tooele. The 
plant was completed in September 1941 and during the rest of the 
year treated over 29,000 tons of zinc-lead slag and a fow hundred tons - 
of crude zinc ore. Zinc recovery averaged nearly 1,000,000 pounds a 
month during 1941. During the first quarter of 1942, the production 

~ had exceeded 1,000,000 pounds a month. The zinc fume produced 
averaged over 65 percent zinc and 2 percent lead and was shipped to - 
the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. and to Bartlesville (Okla.) for 
treatment. The lead fume averaged about 45 percent lead and was 
treated at the Tooele lead smelter. .
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Willow Springs district—The bulk of the output of the Willow 
Springs district came from rich gold ore and lead ore shipped crude to __- 
smelters from the Oro Del Rey and Depression mines. - | 

| 7 | ss UINTAH COUNTY re 

Most of the output from Uintah County was placer gold and silver | 
- _ recovered from the Big Bend, D. J. McConnell, and Utah State Lease 

No. 788 properties in the Green River district. | - 

a | UTAH COUNTY a 

. | American Fork district—The Dutchman mine was. the largest | 
_ producer in the American Fork district in 1941 and shipped 998 tons 

| of high-grade zinc-lead ore to Midvale. Other mines active in 1941 
_ included the Blue Rock, Bog Iron, Red Cloud, and Live Yankee. - 

| Payson Canyon district.—A test lot of copper ore was shipped crude | 
to a smelter from the Payson Canyon district. _ 
Santaquin district —One carload of lead ore was shipped crude to a 

- -. smelter from the Elsie Jane mine in 1941. | | | 
| Tintic district—Mines in the Utah County section of the Tintic , 

district are reviewed under Juab County. | | | 

OO So WASHINGTON COUNTY = oo 

Gold ore amalgamated and a test shipment of silver ore sent direct 
to a smelter comprised the output from the Bull Valley district in 1941.
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Ores and gravels from mines in Washington yielded gold, silver, 
copper, lead, and zinc valued at $7,874,886 in 1941 compared with 
$7 ;018,812 in 1940. The output of each metal except copper increased. _ 

| The gain in value of total output was due chiefly to greater production 
of lead and zinc, which was stimulated by the urgent need for these _ 

~ metals. Gold and silver production improved owing to a sharp rise | 
in output from the Republic district, Ferry County, which more than : 
balanced losses in the Methow district in Okanogan County and by the | 

, Howe Sound Co. in the Chelan Lake district, Chelan County. The | 
buik of the State copper production came from the Holden property = 
of the Howe Sound Co. The decline from the 1940 output of copper oe 
can be ascribed to the lower grade of ore treated. The production of 

_ lead and zinc, which was derived chiefly from ores mined in Pend 
a Oreille County, gained sharply over 1940 due principally to full-year _ —_ 

operation of the properties of the Metaline Mining & Leasing Co. and 
the American Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co.; however, the Pend Oreille | 
Mines & Metals Co. was the largest producer in the county. The , 
productive effort of these three zinc and lead producers was greatly . 
stimulated by defense requirements. - 

_ All tonnage figures are short tons and ‘“‘dry weight”; that is, they | 
do not include moisture. | 

_ The value of the metal production herein reported has been calcu- 
lated at the following prices. : - | | 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc. I 927-41 

Year Gold! Silver 2 _ Copper ® Lead 3 Zine? 

oo 87 Per fing ounce Per fine ounce Per Round | Per pound Per pound 
| 1938___.--..- 2. 0ss- sees eee ee 35. 00 4 646-+ 098 046 1048 

1939. _...-.-.--------------------- 35.00 5, 678+ 104 . 047 . 052 
1940____._-._.------------------- 35. 00 6, 711+ - 113 . 050 . 063 
1941__...-------- eee 35. 00 6, 711+ -118— - 057 . 075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+-($20.671835) per fine ounce. 

3 1937: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buying 

Pr early average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. | . 
4 $0.64646464.  $0.67878787. 6 $0.71111111, 

: 475
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| Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Washington, 1937-41, and | 
| | . total, 1860-1941, in terms of recovered metals : 

Mines ane. ve | producing |. ore short Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 

| : | ear tons) > 
Lode | Placer Fine ounces Value Fine ounces Value 

1937....------------| 65 90 | 204,826 36,310 | $1, 270, 850 126, 304 $97, 696 | 
| 1938....-........--| .77} 801 — 901,689 74,175 | 2, 696, 125 380, 938 246, 263 

1939.....--.-..-.---| 88|  84| 1,124 564 90,420 | 3, 164, 700 442, 063 300, 067 
1940........-...-..-] 83] 88] 1,166,798} 82126] 2 874,760 365,175 | 250,680 

: 1941._-.-..22---.-] 61 56 | 1,238. 509 $4,176 | 2,946,160 | 402,030 285, 888 
1960-1941...--.2222-|--e--e--[--------| [1,881,725 | 44,615,608 | 11, 222,890 | 7, 941, 147 

. CF _ Copper ° , Lead. - Zinc : | 

| ‘Year — | | value . 
Pounds | Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

-4937__......------| 128,000 | $15, 488 | 5,660,000 | $333,940 | 8,232,000 | $535,080 | $2, 253, 054 
- 1938. ..........-| 12,034,000 | 1, 179, 332-| 8,568,000 | 394, 128 | 22, 304,000 | 1,094, 502 | 5, 510,440 

, 1930._-......-...-| 17,996,000 | 1,871,584 | 7,436,000 | 349, 492 | 20,262,000 | 1,053,624 | 6,730,467, 
1940........-..--.] 19,224,000 | 2,172,312 | 5,110,000 | 255, 500 | 23,120,000 | 1, 456, 560 7, 018, 812 
1941___-___7_1_-] 17, 372,000 | 2,049, 896 | 7,806,000 | 444,942 | 28, 640,000 | 2 148,000 | 7, 874, 886 

a 1860-1941._.......| 247,064 | 12,151,301 | - 753,276 | 6,506,580 | 776,288 | 8,896,994 | 80,111,720 

11860-1903: Figures not available; 1904-41: 7,164,273 tons produced. 2 Short tons. | 

Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Washington, 1987-41, in terms of 
| : recovered metals , | : | 

a | Gold . Silver | 
_ Year — | Potal value 

. | ee | Fineounces| Value Fine ounces Value | 

| re 371 $12, 985 48 $37, $13,022 
1938... ..-----.------------------ 1, 575 55, 125 218 : 141 55, 266 
1939. _.....-.--2es sees ee eee 2, 261 79,135; 388 243 79, 378 
CY nnn 2.747 96, 145 70 | © 512| 96,657 
CY Sn 540 18, 900 90. "64 18, 964 

. eee pe ns A i ised — 

| Gold.—The output of recoverable gold in Washington was 84,176 
fine ounces in 1941, a gain of 2 percent over 1940 due almost entirely 
to gold recovered from gold concentrates shipped to a smelter; gold 
recovered by amalgamation increased slightly but. that recovered 
from gold cyanide bullion, copper concentrates, and crude ore shipped 
to smelters declined from 1940. Gold recovered from gold bullion 
from ore treated at cyanidation plants (with or without concentra- 
tion) in Ferry County declined 6,131 ounces, but that in Stevens 
County gained 559 ounces; gold recovered from gold concentrates 
made in the concentration sections of the cyanide mills in Ferry 
County increased 18,299 ounces. Gold from ores sent crude to 
smelters was virtually the same as in 1940 in Ferry County but de- 

| clned 1,856 ounces in Okanogan County and 198 ounces in Chelan 
County. Gold ores treated in amalgamation plants, principally 
from Ferry, Okanogan, and Whatcom Counties, yielded 777 ounces 
of gold. Copper concentrates produced by the Howe Sound Co. 
yielded about 55 percent of the State total and gold concentrates
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produced from the Knob Hill and Mountain Lion groups 23 percent. 
‘ Other important producers of gold were the Aurum and Valley mines 

in Ferry County and the First Thought mine in Stevens County. 
The total output of gold ore in 1941 was 178,121 tons compared with — 
202,502 tons in 1940; it was treated as follows: 135,290 tons cyanided, 
694 tons amalgamated, 3,747 tons concentrated, and 38,390 tons 

| sent crude to smelters. Placers yielded 540 fine ounces of gold in 1941. . | 
Silver.—Recoverable silver produced in Washington in 1941 totaled | 

| 402,030 fine ounces, a gain of 10 percent over 1940; most of it came 
from copper ores of Chelan County and gold ores of Ferry County 
and the remainder chiefly from copper ores of Stevens and Snohomish 
Counties... Of the State total, copper ores yielded 50 percent, gold | 
ore 43, silver ore 3, and the combined production of zinc-lead, gold- | 
silver, and lead ores and placer gravels 4 percent. The Holden mine 
in Chelan County was the largest producer, followed by the Knob 
Hill and Mountain Lion properties in Ferry County, operated by | 

_ Knob Hill Mines, Inc.; these two companies produced 75 percent of 
the State total. Other important silver-producing mines were the 
Aurum and Valley in Ferry County and the Amazon & Copper King 
in Stevens County. Placer mines yielded 90 fine ounces of silver. | 
_Copper.—Recoverable copper produced in Washington amounted to 

| 17,372,000 pounds in 1941 compared with 19,224,000 pounds in 1940. 
Copper concentrates shipped by the Howe Sound Co. from its Holden 

, property to Tacoma yielded about 96 percent of the State total copper. 
~The gold value in the copper concentrates was equivalent to 82 percent 7 
of the copper value. Other important copper producers. were the 
Sunset mine in Snohomish County and the Amazon & Copper King | 
‘and Lucky Boy mines in Stevens County. | : 
- Lead and zine—The production of recoverable lead and zine in 
Washington in 1941 increased 53 and 24 percent, respectively, over | 
that in 1940. Three properties in Pend Oreille County produced 98 
percent of the State total lead. and 99 percent of the zinc. Zine-lead 
ore treated in two flotation mills in Pend Oreille County in 1941 

| exceeded that treated in 1940 by 87,808 tons and was virtually of the | 
7 same grade. The.700-ton flotation mill of the Pend Oreille Mines & 

‘Metals Co. was operated the entire work year 7 days a week and three 
shifts a day. Ore treated daily averaged 661 tons. The 450-ton 
Grandview mill of the Metaline Mining & Leasing Co. treated com-. 
pany ore and ore from the property of the American Zinc, Lead & © 

| Smelting Co.; during 1941 the daily capacity of the mill was increased 
from 450 to 500 tons, and it was operated practically at capacity all 
of 1941 three shifts a day and 7 days a week. The Sierra Zinc Co., 
operating the Blue Ridge property in Stevens County, erected a 
50-ton mill (50-ton flotation capacity and 100-ton crushing capacity) 
and began operations in October 1941. The average grade of ore 
treated was about 1 percent lead and 8 percent zinc. Other producers 
of lead included the Electric Point and Gladstone Mountain properties 
in Stevens County.
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| ss MEINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES a 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Washington in 1941, by 
, | } : counties, in terms of recovered metals _ oO 

. . Mines pr oduc-| Gold (lode and placer) Silver (lode and placer) 
- | County — i cc eee ee 

| . | | Lode Placer | Fine ounces Value Fine ounces Value ~ . 

| Asotin._.------------------------[--------] 18 9]  $4515| 2] — $15 | 
Benton..._.--..--.----------- /---}----2--- 5 27 O45 Jee ede 
Chelan........--.---------------- 5 | 3 46,048 | 1, 611, 680 175, 891 125, 078 
Douglas -__----.-.----------------]-------- 2 2] 70 |_.2-----2--- 2] eee ee 

, Ferry_.....----------------------- i 2 34, 559 | 1, 209, 565 1738, 392 123; 301 
. Grant____._-...-----------------]-------- 1 38 1, 330 7 5 
King.______.-._----------------e- ee 111 3, 885 | 1,139. - 810° 
Kittitas_...._-_-.....--..--.------]-------- 7 19 665 | 3. 2 
Okanogan -—....-.-.-.--------1--- 12 . 7 1,036 |}- 36,260 1, 741 ‘1, 238 
Pend Oreille__._..._....---------- 383 2 | 3 _ 105 10,807 | . . 7,685 
Pierce____..-..--------.---------- i 3 105 14; - 10 
Snohomish. -.------..------------ 4 2 - 125, . 4,375 | «16, 581 | 11, 798 : . 

- Stevens.._....-..----.--.--------- 16 9 | 1, 688 59, 080 22, 206 15, 791 
Whatcom... ........--.----------- 5 2 378 13, 230 180 . 128 
Whitman._......---..---------..-]-------- 1 9} © 815 [Lee eee} eee 

-- Yakima--__.._-...---------------- 1 [-_.----- = 1] 85 38. 27 

| | —_ 61| 56 84,176 | 2,946, 160 | 402, 030 285, 888 
Total, 1940_-....------------------ 83° 88 82,136 | . 2,874, 760 365, 175 259, 680 

- | oe oo Copper Lead — Zine oo 

Se value . 
| . Pounds Value Pounds. | Value Pounds |}. Value |. 

| . Asotin. ..-.---------- weennnce-e-|---- ee eee] ee ef ee een [eee ee ee fe eee $4, 530 | 
Benton_-____----..--_]______-.----]_-----------]------------]----------|------------]------------ 945 : 
‘Chelan__._.____------| 16, 731,000 | $1,974, 258 |_....._.-_--|-_.---.__|_---_-------|------------] 8, 711, 016 
Douglas__.._....---..]_-----.----_-]_----.------]------------]----------|------------|------------ 70 

. Ferry ...-.-.--------- 200 - 24 | lef eee} ------------]--=----: . ---] 1,-332, 890 
Grant______...----.-.].-----_---__]_2-e-------|------------] ---------+ | ------------]------------ 1, 335 
King... ___-..-.--.--- 1, 100 130 2,300| $131 |--..-----.--]------------ 4, 956 
Kittitas__.__......._]__--_-_-.-_-_]_____--__---__}_-- eee -| eee leg eee ee 667 _ 

_ Okanogan-_----...--.- 55, 000 6,490 | 1, 600 91 |--_---------]------------| . 44,079 
Pend Oreille___......}-----.--.---].-..------_-| 7, 687,900 | 435,360 | 28, 402,000 | $2, 130, 150 | .2, 573, 300 
Pierce._.......<----.-|------------|------------ 100 | 6 |.-.---------|------------| ‘12 
Snohomish.......-.-.}. 364, 500 43, O11. _ 700 4Q |__-._-_------]------------ 59, 224 . 

¢ Stevens. _.._--.---.-- 218, 300 25, 759 163, 000 9, 291 238, 000 17, 850 127, 771 
Whatcom ._....-....- 800] 94 400 93 |_.....------|.-----------| 18, 475 
Whitman. -_.-/.__--_|-----2 22 [ eee] |---| ------------] -------- + 315 
Yakima__.._...-..-.- 1,100 | 130 |-.---------_|----------]------------|------------| ‘192 : 

| 17, 372,000 | 2,049,896 | 7,806,000 | 444,942 | 28,640,000 | 2, 148, 000 | 7,874, 886 
Total, 1940. _._.-..._-| 19, 224,000 | 2,172,312 | 5, 110,000 | 255, 500 | 23,120,000 | 1, 456, 560 | 7,018, 812 

Gold and silver produced at lode mines in Washington in 1941, by counties, in terms 
| of recovered metals | 

| Ore sold or Gold . Silver 
County ° treated (fine (fine 

(short tons) ounces) | ounces) 

Chelan ....__.-----.---.--------------------------------- +--+ -- 687, 492 46, 045 175, 891 
Ferry_._..-------------__-------_-------------------. --- +++ -- 160, 756 34, 550 173, 392 

_ Kimg__.-_--2---- eee -- +e 817 11 1, 139 
Okanogan. - .----------+-------22222-00reeocsneeerr ro 3, 806 1, 027 1, 741 
Pend Oreille___---_----_---------- eee 361, 041 |_-.----------- 10, 807 
Pierce__.__._...._.._-__-_-..--------------------------------- 3 3 14 
Snohomish --_..--.------------ +e eee ee 6, 401 122 16, 591 
Stevens_.._...--__-----.-----.---------- ++ -- 17, 397 1, 409 22, 147 
Whatcom...__........__-------_----- eee ee 781 368 180 
-Yakima___.-.....---.--2--- ++ eee eee 15 1 38 

1, 238, 509 83, 636 401, 940 
Total, 1940_.......-. .----------- +--+ 1, 166, 798 79, 389 364, 455
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| Gold and silver produced at placer mines in Washington in 1941, by counties, in fine | 

ounces, in terms of recovered metals = 

- Sluicing and Dragline and dry- | | | 
| hydraulic land dredges ! Total 

County . : . 

| | Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver | Gold | Silver 

Asotin......-----2------2--2ee---eee eee cee 64 10 65 il 129 21 a 
Benton. -_.--------------------------------] 12 |-.--.----- 15 |_---------] 27 |..-------- 

Chelan... ..------------------------------ 3 |.-------__]----------|---------- 3 |_---------) 

Douglas. ...------------------------------ 2 |__.-.-.---]----------|---------- 2 |.--------- 

Ferry _..-.--------------------------------- Q |___-.-----|----------]---------- 9 j_.-------- 

Grant___._.._-----------------------------| ---------|---------- 38 — 7 38 7 

Kittitas__........-------------------------| «19 3 [we eee] eee eee eee: 19 3 : 
Okanogan. .-_.---------------------------- Q |._-._---__|_---------|---------- 9 |_--------- 

Pend Oreille. .--.----.-------------------- 3 |_---------].---------]---------- 3 |---------- 

Snohomish._._-.---...----------++-----+-- 3 |..___-___-]_---------]---------- 3 |_--------- 

Stevens_-_-.-_.---------------+------------ 64 13 215 | 46 279 59 

Whatcom.....-------------------------:-- 10 |_-_-_---__|_~--------]----------} 10 |---------- | 

Whitman.-._..----------------------~----- Q |__.-.-----|]----------]---------- 9 |_--------- 

| - 207 26 +333 64 540 90 | 
Total, 1940_........----------------------- 363 66 | 2,384 654| 2,747 720 

_ 1 A-floating washing plant supplied with gravel by a dragline excavator is called a “dragline dredge”’; uo 

a stationary or movable washing plant supplied with gravel by any type of power excavator is called a: . 

‘“‘dry-land dredge.’ | 
| 

oo | MINING INDUSTRY | — oe | 

Ore totaling 1,171,674 tons (95 percent of the State output) in 

1941 was produced from six properties. This total includes copper | 

ore from the Holden property in Chelan County; zinc-lead ore from | | 

the Pend Oreille, Metaline, and Grandview properties in Pend Oreille 

County; and gold ore from the Knob Hill and Mountain Lion prop- | 

erties in Ferry County. Development work on these six properties | 

included 87,008 feet of diamond drilling and 4,826 feet of chun  —™ 

_ drilling; development work was also reported at several smaller - 

properties in the State. 

| . ORE CLASSIFICATION 

Details of ore classification are given in the chapter of this volume | 

on Gold and Silver. 7 : | 

Ore sold or treated in Washington in 1941, with content in terms of recovered metals . 

Mines Ore Gold | Silver : 
; Copper Lead Zinc 

Source produc-| (short (fine (fine 
ing tons) ounces)} ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) 

Dry and siliceous gold ore__.---- 32 178,121 | 37,508 | 175,011 56, 423 3,090 |.---------- 

Dry and siliceous gold-silver 
Ore. _-.--.-------------------- 5 87 321 1,216 38u 1,900 |.-.-------- 

Dry and siliceous silver ore-._- - - 8 2, 492 53 | 10, 723 1, 234 1, 322 |.. .-.------ | 

45 180, 700 | 37, 593 | 186, 950 58, 043 6, 312 |_-.-------- 

Copper ore. -------------------- 6 694, 565 | 46,034 | 202,091 | 17, 313,000 |-------.-.-|----------- 

Lead ore ____.------------------ 3 152 |.------- 360 |.-----------| | 112, 830 |----------- 

Zinc-lead ore _. .---------------- 7 363,092 | 9 | 12,539 957 | 7,686,858 | 28, 640, 000 

Total, lode mines. -------- 61 | 1,238,509 | 83, 636 | 401,940 | 17, 372,000 | 7,806,000 | 28, 640, 000 

Total, placers-- ---------------- 56 |--.-------- 540 90 |------------|-----------]----------- 

117 | 1,238, 509 | 84,176 | 402,030 | 17,372,000 | 7,806,000 | 28, 640, 000 
Total, 1940...------------------| 171 | 1, 166,798 | 82, 136 | 365,175 | 19, 224,000 | 5, 110,000 | 23, 120, 000 

———_——
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| 7 METALLURGIC INDUSTRY . | 

| Lode mines in Washington produced 1,238,509 tons of ore in 1941, | 
: treated as follows: 1,063,076 tons in straight concentrating mills, 

135,290 tons at cyanide plants, 694 tons at amalgamation plants, and | 
39,449 tons shipped crude to smelters. _ | 

Amalgamation plants —Ten straight amalgamation plants and one 
amalgamation and concentration plant treated 694 tons of dry gold . 

| | ore in 1941. The Boundary Red Mountain property in Whatcom 
: County was the chief producer. | ; 

a Cyanidation mills—The 400-ton cyanidation-concentration plant 
- of Knob Hill Mines, Inc., at Republic, Ferry County, treated the bulk 

a of the gold ore cyanided in 1941; the plant treated gold ore from the _ 
Knob Hill and Mountain Lion mines. The First Thought Mine 

7 Corporation treated gold ore from the First Thought mine in the 
Orient district, Stevens County, in its 50-ton plant. These two mills : 

. treated a total of 105,218 tons of gold ore and reported the consump- 
| tion of 7,675 pounds of sodium cyanide (91-percent grade), 163,800 

pounds of calcium cyanide, 29,500 pounds of zinc dust, and 1,371,800 ~ __ 
- pounds of lime. | 7 , | 

: Concentration mills —A total of 1,063,076 tons of ore was treated 
: at 13 flotation mills, as follows: 693,937 tons of copper ore treated 

at 4 plants, 363,092 tons of zinc-lead ore at 4 plants, 3,747 tons of gold 
| ore at 4 plants, and 2,300 tons of silver ore at 1 plant. ==> | 

Details of the treatment of all ore produced in Washington in 1941 
are given in the following tables. ) a 

Mine production of metals in Washington in 1941, by methods of recovery, in 
| _ terms of recovered metals 

Material oO . 

| _ Method of recovery “short agunees). Sounees) (pomnas) (pounds) (pounds) 
tons) ok 

Ore amalgamated _-.......-.-- 694 T7 863 [2-22-22 --]---- |e eee 
Ore cyanided..__-....-._--_-- 135, 290 6, 582 16, 996 |_.-.---.----]---.---- 2} eee 
Concentrates smelted _-__-.._- 71, 871 65, 448 329, 832 | 17, 155,667 | 7,689,648 | 28, 640, 000 
Ore smelted ___.....-.---.__-- 39, 449 10, 829 54,749 |. 216,333 . 116, 352 |[.-------- 2. 
Placer ..-..--..---------------|------------ 540 90 |.---------.-]---------- 2] eee eee 

eee -------- 84, 176 402, 030 | 17,372,000 | 7,806,000 | 28, 640, 000 
Total, 1940_.___...-..-2.-2 2 |e lee 82, 136 365,175 | 19, 224,000 | 5,110,000 | 23, 120,000
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Mine production of metals from amalgamation and cyanidation mills (with or without , 
concentration equipment) in Washington in 1941, by types of mills and by counties, 
in terms of recovered metals - . - 

| AMALGAMATION MILLS ee | 

. oo Recovered in bullion: | Concentrates smelted and recovered 
| metal 

t Ore al). Pn pO 
County | reate | Concen- 

. . shor Gold Silver trates pro- Gold Silver 
. (fine (fine | duced (fine | (fine 

ounces) ounces) (short ounces) ounces) a 
tons) 

Chelan ______-.--.---------1-. 6 75 | 14 |__._--_--__-_]--------2---|------------ . 
; Ferry_._.._---.--------------- Bt. 298 917 |____--------|_-.---------|------------ 

Okanogan _....---..-.-.-----. 105 233 118 5 3 8 
Whatcom... ...--------------- 500 241 14 |_-_-.---.---|------------]------------ 

694 | 777 363 5 3 $ 
Total, 1940_......----.---_.-.. 1, 418 568 161 |_--.--------|------------|------------ 

-CYANIDATION MILLS 

Ferry ..-.--------------------- 123, 290 5, 254 16, 205 — - 8, 590 18, 969 108, 818 
Stevens._._.-.---------------- 12, 000 1,328 791 |__--.-----._|------------]------------ | 

- 135, 290 6, 582 16, 996 3, 590 18,969 | . 108,818 : 
. Total, 1940__..-.-------------- 145, 582 12, 154 39, 676 515 670 6, 722 . 

Grand total: 1941.....-..._-..| 135, 984 7, 359 17, 359 3, 595 18, 972 109, 826 | 
1940.__.--------- 147, 000 12, 722 39, 837 515 670 | 6, 722 

_ Mine production of metals from concentrating mills in Washington in 1941, by . 
counties, in terms of recovered metals — : | 

| . of. ~ Concentrates smelted and recovered metal 

| | treated | C | | | : / treate oncen- ; County (short trates Gold Silver ~ Copper | Lead Zine 

| tons) prowoees otros) obness) (pounds) | (pounds) | (pounds) | 

. tons) | . 

Chelan__..........-------| 687, 348 35,330 | 45,910 | 175,853 | 16,730,900 |..........-|.---------- 
, King_....-...-----.------ 750 93 102 382 186 1,690 |.-_.------- 

OKanogan........-------- 2, 795 184 280 302 35, 286 |_..---.----]----------- . 
Pend Oreille..-.-._.....-| 361,041 31, 596 j..-------- 10, 807 |.-.-----.---| 7, 637, 900 | 28, 402, 000 . 
Snohomish_-_.......------ 5, 807 349 84 12, 318 173, 779 700 |.--------.- - 
Stevens. __.....---.-=.---- 5, 188 702 60 20, 264 214, 706 48, 958 238, 000 
Whatcom ._-_._..-.----.-- 202 22 40 80 210 400 |_-.-------- 

, 1, 063, 076 68, 276 46,476 | 220,006 | 17, 155, 667 | 7, 689,648 | 28, 640, O00 
Total, 1940....-......-.--| 972,848 64, 856 53, 164 | 238, 706 | 18, 958, 139 | 4, 993, 708 | 23, 120, 000 °
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Gross metal content of concentrates produced from ores mined in Washington in 1941, 
| | by classes of concentrates smelted . | 

Concen- Gross metal content 
trates ee 

Class of concentrates produced 
, (short Gold (fine | Silver (fine| Copper Lead . Zine 

. tons) ounces) ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) (pounds) 

Dry gold__.....-.-.-----__--. 3, 721 . 19,177 110, 407 |. 1, 343 3,985 |......__.__- 
Dry silver_._.....__.--_22-__- 89 49 8, 917 392 1,320 |.-.__..__-_. Copper_......-......-_-___-..| 36,178 46, 213 197,969 | 17, 682, 675 71,953 |__...______- 
Lead... eee 5, 396 4 11, 671 649 | 7,852, 349 411, 631 
Zine. .....-.-------2----- eee. 26, 487 8 868 800 659, 302 32, 083, 489 

| a 71, 871 65, 448 329, 832 | 17,685,859} 8,588,909 | 32,495, 120 
Total, 1940.......-.... 22222. 65, 371 53, 834 245, 428 | 19, 544, 488 _ 5,621, 267 | 30, 885, 462 

Mine production of metals from Washington concentrates shipped to smelters in 1 941,in 
| | terms of recovered metals : 

- BY COUNTIES © a, | 7 

| | Concen- Gold (fine | Silver (fine | Copper Lead | _ Zine | ) 
. (short tons) ounces) ounces) (pounds) | (pounds (pounds) 

Chelan. __-----.-------------.| 35,3830 | 45, 910 175,853 | 16,730,900 |......--..--]..----2--2-- - 7 Ferry.....------.------------- 3, 59C 18, 969 109,818 }.---....----}.2222-2 22} | | King. -_---_---.-------------- 93 102 382 786 1,690 |----- Okanogan. ----.--.-------..-- 189 283 310 35, 286 |...---------|----------.- 
Pend Oreille.__-........-____. 31, 596 |_-...----__- 10, 807 |----.-------| 7,637,900 | 28, 402, 000 
Snohomish _-__...._-..---____-- 349 84 12, 318 173, 779 700 |..-------.-- 
Stevens_-.-.--.----------- Lee 702 60 20, 264 214,706 | . 48,958 238, 000 Whatcom.._........--------_- 29 - 40 80 210 400 |-.--....---- 

| : | | 71, 871 65, 448 329, 832 | 17,155,667 | 7,689,648 | 28,640,000 Total, 1940_....--.-...-.------| - 65,371 53, 834 | 245, 428 | 18, 958, 139 | 4,993, 708 | 23, 120, 000 
. 

’ . . . 

. BY CLASSES OF CONCENTRATES | 
: : . - 

'  Drygold....-------2-- ee 3, 721 19,177 | 110, 407 1, 164 2,090 }....--- 2-2 
Dry silver. ___.--.-.--.-.--..- 89 49 | 8,917 | ~ 300 700 |------------ Copper..--.._-..----.-------- 36, 178 46, 213 197,969 | 17, 153, 246 |.......-__._|._----_-___. | . Lead___--..---2----22-2----_- 5, 396 4 11, 671 586 | 7,537,168 |_-....--_-_- 
Zine. _......-.-.-.--------- ee 26, 487 5 868 371 149, 690 | 28, 640, 000 

- 71, 871 65, 448 329, 832 | 17, 155,667 | 7,689,648 | 28, 640,000 
. 

- 
- — ey 

e .
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Gross metal content of Washington crude ore shipped io smelters in 1941, by classes | 
- 7 of ore : | 

| Oo Gross metal content | 
. Ore |. 

. Class of ore (short oo 
. | tons) Gold (fine | Silver (fine | Copper Lead 

. | ounces) | ounces) (pounds) | (pounds) . 

I 
Dry and siliceous gold.............----------| 38,390 _ 10,755 47, 062 24, 087 1, 644 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver__.....--.------- ‘87 32 1, 216 478 3, 024 
Dry and siliceous silver....-.--.-. .---------- 192 4 1, 806 1, 081 1,072 
Copper-.-..--.----------------------------+--- 628 38 4, 305 200, 900 }-...--------. 
‘Lead ...--..----.------------------------- -- 152 |.-----------| | 360 [------------] © . 116, 107 

. - 39, 449 10, 829 54,749 | 226, 546 121,847 | 
Total, 1940. _--...-..--.---.-..-...--.-.-----| 46,950 12, 833 79, 190 277, 697 125, 311 a | 

Mine production of metals from Washington. crude ore shipped to smelters in 1941, 
| in terms of recovered metals } 

| | : - BY COUNTIES | , . 

Ore (short | Gold (fine } Silver (fine | Copper Lead . | 
. _ tons) ounces) | ounces) | (pounds) | (pounds) a 

Chelan ._..-..-.--------------------------- 73 60 24 100 |..-.-------- ° 
Ferry --.---------------------------------- 37, 453 10, 099 47, 152 200 j------------ 
King __...---------------------------------} - 67 9 757 ‘314 610 
Okanogan ....--.-------------------------- 906 511 1,313 19, 714° 1, 600 
Pierce. .....-..---------------------------- . 3 |. 3 CS nn 100 
Snohomish _.....-.-.---------------------- 594 38 4, 273 -190, 721 |-.---------- . 
Stevens_....._-..---------.---------------- 259 21 1,092 3, 594 114, 042 

- Whateom--___._.---------.---.------------ 79 87 86 §90 {....-------- 
Yakima....-..-.---------.---------------- 15 1 38 1,100 |-----.------ 

a | 39, 449 10, 829 54,749 | 216,383] - 116,352 | 
J) Total, 1940_.....-------------------------- 46, 950 12, 833 79,190 | 265,861 116, 292 

OS ——— _ ———— - — - — — 

BY CLASSES OF ORE a 
, Prt LEC C A CE LE  C E A LA T  nwe rl — na Te 

‘Dry and siliceous gold__....--.------------| 38,390 10, 755 47,062 | 20,1411 1,000 ~~ a 
Dry and siliceous gold-silver.......-------- 87 |. 32} 1,216 386 1, 900 
Dry and siliceous silver_..----.------------ 192 |. 1, 806 934 -  §22 
POPPEL--.---------------22 nn neeeonoeor 628 —(88 4,305 194,872 |..---------- 
Lead _.-..-.------.------------------------ 152 |..-.-------- 360 |.----------- _ 112,830 

| . 39, 449 10, 829 54, 749 216, 333 116, 352 Oo 

*. . 7 : ,
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| REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc in Washington in 1941, by — 
counties and districts, in terms of recovered metals . 

Mines Gold (fine| Silver (fine 
| | Pro- | Ore sold| ounces) | ounces) 

queing| or C Lead | Z Total wae opper a ine ota | County and district : ented } . ,, | (Pounds) |(pounds)| (pounds) | vale © o o . 

gis; | 318) 2] 8 } ’ | A Aig] A] | 

. Asotin County: : - mo Snake River-_...------.|__.| 13]---------|------] 129]-------] @Uj-2-.-2222)_--222-2-|--2 22. $4, 530 
Benton County: . | 

* Columbia River-..--..|___|  §|---------}------] | 27|-------]_---|----2-----|-e | 945 
Chelan County: | . 

Chelan Lake..-....---| 1}_._] 687, 343/45, 910) ____/175, 853) _ - - -/16, 730, 900]__..__.__|_____...__|8, 706, 147 
Peshastin Creek...._..| 4}___ 149} = 135}____ 38] - - -- 100|_--------}-- 2. 4, 764 
Wenatchee River--...-|...] 3]------:--|------] 3]-------]----|----222- tee 105 

: ‘Douglas County: = | * Columbia River_......|...} 2)---------|------| 2/-------]----]-------2--JL 2-2-2} 0 | | Ferry County:' oe . 
. Columbia River....-..]__.| 1]---------|------}  5]------1]----|----------foo |e 175 

Danville_..-....-.-.-.-| 1]... 1938). 434) 412).---)__- 22-2 -- [eet | 15,488 
. Enterprise.-...--------] 1}__- 84) A____] ——_-630}---- 100)_--..2---] eee] 495 | 

Republic__--.---------| 9] 1) 160,479/34,115) 4/172, 350) _--- 100|_-_-_.--_]_..._-..__}1, 316, 737 
. Grant County: ae . 

Columbia River....--.|___|. 1]---------|------] | 38]------.] | 7|----------]. eee 1, 335 
_ King County: 

Miller River_..--.----.| 3]__. 817, 111)___ | 1, 189]_---- 1, 100 2, 300)... oe 4, 956 
, Kittitas County: ~ 

| Columbia River_......|.._] 1|---------|------] 2|--.-.--]----[----2----f- eee 70 | Swauk___.......----.-|-..| 4]---------|------| 10)-------) 8) ge 
Yakima River__.--....|.__|  2)---------|------] 7|-------|----].2--------]o elf 245. 

- Okanogan County: 
Cascade...-....-.-----| 1}__- 100 47). 38) --._|----------} |e 1, 672 

a Columbia River.......|.._| | 4|---------|------] 5|-------|---_} 2-2) 175 
Loomis-Oroville_......| 2}___ a) ae 284) --_ 2}. ef 377 
Methow.._...--...----| 6|...| 3,604] 906/____| 1,253]--_.| 54, 800 700}.-...---.-| 39, 107 
Myers Creek and : 

Mary Ann Creek..; 3/___ — 94 69 _.__ 166|___.. 200 900} --..---..- 2, 608 
Similkameen River_...|.__| 3|---------]..----| | 4]-----__]____]--------__J-0 |e 140 

Pend Oreille County: . 
Metaline..............| 3] 2} 361,041/_.._..] 3] 10, 807)____|.---._____]7, 637, 900/28, 402, 00012; 573, 300 

Pierce County: — — 
Mount Rainier.__..._.| 1}__- 3 3}_-2-} 14) Lee eee 100) ---..-.-_- 121 

. Snohomish County: . “ | Index.-...-.---..2--..-] 1]---] | 3,826{  69|____| 6,774]..-.| 320, 200)___.___..|..........| 45,016 . : Stilaguamish.........-| i|--.| 2,300} 49|____| gs yi7|___- 300 ~700|...-------| 8, 131 
Sultan_--..-....-....._] 1] 2 268 3} 3 886) ___. 43, 900]....--...}--2---.2-- 6, 020 . White Horse Moun- | oe 

tain...--2-2-22--_-) ee 7 1}__.. 14)___ 100}_-----.-_}---- ee ' 87 
Stevens County: . 

Bossburg.-.....-..----]  2|_-. 155]______]_--- 696] ___- 400 4, 300 14, 000 1, 837 
Chewelah... ._...---..-] | 1]--- 1,587} 49)----| 17,962)...-| 110, 900]..-..----]--------.-| | 27, 574 
Columbia River_.-.-__}...| 9}__......_]_._.__] 279]. ___] 59)__-..--- |---| 9, 807 
Colville. .-..--.----.--] UL-- 96) _-.-__]---- 31) .---]------.-.- 9, 600 18, 000 1, 919 
Deer Trail_..........._| 4{_.- 21 3} _--- 734) ...-]_. 22. 6, 300}. ..-.-__- 986 
Kettle Falls_........._| H__- 1}. _-_} 22 76] -.-_}---.----__]..-2-----|--------8- 54 
Northport......-..-.-..) 4|.-- 1, 983 10}-...} 1, 274)___- 1,000} 142,800} 206,000] 24, 964 
Orient__...--.-------.-} 2|---] | 12,028] 1, 345)___- 796) ----]-------..-]---------]-----.--..] 47, 641 
Springdale_............| 1}.-.| 1,526 2}....|  578|_..-| 106, 000)...-...._]_-..----_-]| 12, 989 

. Whatcom County: 
Mount Baker......._.| 2|__- 501; 243} ___- 14) _._-] 22} 8, 515 
Slate Creek__........_.| 3] 2 280} 125; 10 166]... 800 400]... --.- 4, 960 

Whitman County: 
Snake River____--------|--.] 1je-2--22--}ee ee} O}eee lef] | 318 

Yakima County:Summit.| 1]/___ 15 If. 38}... 1, 100|---.---._{---.-- 2-2. 192 

Total Washington_| 61) 56]1, 238, 509/83, 636| 540 401,940; 90/17, 372, 00017, 806, 000) 28, 640, 000|7, 874, 886 
ee I
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Comment on districts with small output has been omitted owing 
to lack of space. | | | | | 

os . - ASOTIN COUNTY : a | 

Most of the output of gold from Asotin County in 1941 came from 
- the operations of three small dragline and washer plants on Snake | 

River. : | | 
Co . BENTON COUNTY | 

| The Benton County output in 1941 was derived from several _ | 
small sluicing operations and one dragline working placers along the 7 
Columbia River near Paterson and Richland. | | 

— | CHELAN COUNTY — : 

Chelan Lake district—The Holden property of the Howe Sound | 
Co. was again the leading producer of gold, silver, and copper in 
Washington. Although the ore milled totaled 687,343 tons in-1941— 
almost equal to the 687,429 tons milled in 1940—the output of 
metals declined because a lower grade of ore was treated. In 1941 © 

| the grade of ore averaged 0.08 ounce of gold and 0.310 ounce of silver 
: to the ton, 1.30 percent copper, and 0.88 percent zinc. The copper 

concentrates produced averaged about 1.30 ounces of gold and 5 
ounces of silver to the ton and 24 percent copper. Mine develop- —_ 
ment included sinking 150 feet of vertical and 377 feet of inclined shaft | 
and driving 14,263 feet of drifts and 2,605 feet of raises, besides 44,139 
feet. of diamond drilling. The 2,000-ton company concentrator 
operated continuously in 1941 at slightly above rated capacity; a | 

| cyanide plant that was to start operations in January 1942 was 
added to the concentrator. BT 

_ Peshastin Creek District—Several small lots of crude gold ore were | 
shipped to smelters in 1941, chiefly from the Old Blewett and Pole- 
pick mines. — | | Oo 

: | “DOUGLAS COUNTY 

- Gold recovered from bars along Columbia River by sluicing was 
| the entire metal output of Douglas County in 1941. . 

| FERRY COUNTY 

Danville district—Production of gold at the Morning Star mine _ 
from ore shipped to smelters and ore amalgamated increased in 1941. 

Enterprise district—A small amount of crude silver ore from the 
Silver Bell property was shipped to Tacoma for smelting in 1941. 

Republe district—The entire output of gold, silver, and copper in 
1941 came from siliceous gold ore; 123,290 tons were treated by 
cyanidation and 10 tons by amalgamation, and 37,179 tons were 

| shipped crude to a smelter. All the ore from the Knob Hill and 
Mountain Lion groups, operated by Knob Hill Mines, Inc., was 
treated in the 400-ton cyanide-flotation plant at the Knob Hill mine, 
producing 3,590 tons of gold concentrates in addition to cyanide 
bullion. Most of the crude ore from the Republic district, shipped | 
for smelting, came from company and leasing operations on properties 
of the Aurum Mining Co. Other important shippers of crude ore — 
were Golden Valley, Inc., operating the Valley claim; the Eureka
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Mining & Milling Co., operating its Blaine-Republic properties on 
a company and leasing accounts; Flag Hill Mines, operating the Scala- = 

. wag mine; and operators of the South Penn property. A small | 
- amount of placer gold was recovered by sluicing on Columbia River. __ 

a 7 ee GRANT COUNTY. : , : re 

All gold produced in Grant County during 1941 was recovered by 
the dry-land dredge operated by Miller Bros. at Chinaman Bar on 
Columbia River. oe : | | 

4 | KING COUNTY | | _ 

| | Most of the gold from King County in 1941 was contained in gold 
concentrates produced from gold ore treated in the 75-ton flotation 

| mill at the Apex property. Small lots of siliceous gold-silver and 
siliceous silver ores were shipped from the Coney Basin and Cleopatra 

oe properties, respectively, for smelting. | | 

oe | | | KITTITAS COUNTY | | | 

| — Swauk district.—Several small sluicing operations produced placer | 
gold from Swauk Creek in 1941. © | | | | 

oo Yakima River distria.—A small amount of placer gold was recovered 
by sluicing on Yakima River. 

: a OKANOGAN COUNTY 

Cascade district—The Bodie group near Wauconda, treating gold 
ore by amalgamation and concentration, produced the entire output | 
of the Cascade district in 1941. | | 

Loomis-Oroville district —Two small lots, one of gold ore and the 
_ other of gold-silver ore, comprised the output of the Loomis-Oroville 

district in 1941. | oo | 
Methow district—The Methow Gold Corporation treated ore by 

amalgamation in the 40-ton Red Shirt mill and was the leading 
_ producer in the Methow district in 1941. Other producers were the 

New London, Highland Light & Hidden Treasure, Gold Crown, : 
| Minnie, and Gold Coin properties. | 

Myers Creek and Mary Ann Creek district—Gold ore from the 
Mother Lode property represented the bulk of the output in 1941. 

PEND OREILLE COUNTY 

Metaline district The Pend Oreille County metal output increased 
in value from $1,712,157 in 1940 to $2,573,300 in 1941, owing chieflv 
to greater output of lead and zinc. The Pend Oreille Mines & 
Metals Co. operated the Josephine group the entire year and milled 
an average of 661 tons of ore a day in its 700-ton flotation mill. The 
company produced about 56 percent of the zine and about 49 percent 
of the lead output of the Metaline district. The average content of 
the zinc-lead ore milled in 1941 was about 1 percent lead and 5 percent 
zinc. Development work reported by the company totaled 500 feet of 
incline, 1,701 feet of drifts, 485 fect of raises, and 18,067 feet of diamond 
drilling. The remainder of the zine and lead output of the district 

| was contained in zine and lead concentrates produced by the 450- to
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-§00-ton Grandview flotation mill, which treated ore from properties | 
of the Metaline Mining & Leasing Co. and the American Zinc, Lead 
& Smelting Co. The crushing and classifier sections of the Grandview | 
mill were enlarged, thereby increasing the milling capacity from 450 | 

| tons a day to 500 tons. Placer gravels yielded a small amount of . 
gold. | | | 

| - PIERCE COUNTY a 

A small lot of gold ore was shipped crude to Tacoma in 1941 from | | 
the Silver Creek property in the Moynt Rainier district. | 7 

| _ SNOHOMISH COUNTY | 

Index district —The Sunset Cooperative Mining Co. shipped copper 
concentrates and some crude ore to Tacoma for smelting in 1941, 
surpassing its 1940 production by more than 60 percent. The com- 
pany operated its 150-ton flotation mill until November, when the | 
Kromona Mines Corporation assumed control of the property. 

Stilaguamish district —Silver concentrates were shipped to Tacoma 
in 1941 for smelting, from properties operated by the Ore Recoveries — 
Corporation at Silverton. ae - 

| Sultan district—The Kromona Mines Corporation operated the - 
Florence Rae property in 1941 and shipped crude copper ore to | 
Tacoma for smelting. A small amount of placer gold was recovered | 
by sluicing along Sultan River. a oe 

| STEVENS COUNTY So 

Bossburg district.—Small lots of zinc-lead ore, from the Silver Trail 
and Young America mines, treated in the Budd custom mill‘at Kettle — | 
Falls (Kettle Falls district) comprised the output of the Bossburg ° 
district in 1941. The Budd mill, owned by Ark Mines, is a 40-ton | 
flotation mill. " . OO 

Chewelah district—The Chinto Mining Co., treating ore from com- 
pany properties, in its 25-ton flotation mill, produced copper con- 
centrates that yielded the metal output of the Chewelah district in 
1941. oO , 

| Columbia River district—The Columbia River district of Stevens 
County was the largest producer of placer gold in the State in 1941. 
The bulk of the gold was recovered from properties along Columbia : 
River operated by R. H. Fish and the Harvey R. Cline Co., both 

- using mechanical equipment. 
Colville district—A small lot of zinc-lead ore from the Smokey - 

Bullion mine was treated in the Budd custom mill and yielded the 
entire metal output of the Colville district in 1941. 

Deer Trail district —Several small lots of silver-lead ore were shipped 
crude to a smelter in 1941. 

Northport district—The Sierra Zinc Co. started production at the . 
Blue Ridge mine in October 1941 and produced the bulk of the 1941 
metal output of the Northport district. The company erected a 50- 
ton mill (crushing capacity, 100 tons) on the property in 1941. The 
remainder of the district output consisted of lead ore shipped crude 
to a smelter from the Electric Point and Gladstone Mountain mines 
and a small lot of silver ore from the Frisco-Standard mine. 

4977794333
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Orient district.—The First Thought Mine Corporation treated about 
12,000 tons of siliceous gold ore in its 50-ton cyanidation mill and 

| produced the bulk of the metal output of the Orient district in 1941. 7 
Springdale district.—Ore from the Lucky Boy mine (only producer 

| in the Springdale district in 1941) was treated in the Deer Trail 100- 
. _ ton flotation mill and yielded copper concentrates; in addition, a 

small lot of ore was shipped crude to Tacoma. ne - 

WHATCOM COUNTY 
Mount Baker district —Ore from the Boundary Red Mountain 

mine, treated by amalgamation, contained most of the gold produced 
SS in the Mount Baker district in 1941. sit 7 oe | 

Slate Creek district—The bulk of the Slate Creek district output 
came from gold ore shipped crude to Tacoma from the Azurite prop- 
erty and from gold concentrates produced by the Slate Creek Mining 

a Co. in its 75-ton flotation mill. A little gold was recovered from 
| placers on Slate Creek by sluicing. oo | 

OO . | WHITMAN COUNTY = - 
| Snake River district—A few ounces of gold were recovered from 

| the Indian Bar placer on Snake River by sluicing. | 

| | | YAKIMA COUNTY 
Oo Summit district—A small lot of copper ore was shipped crude to 

Tacoma from the Chinook mine. a . | | |
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- Lode and placer mines in Wyoming in 1941 yielded—in terms of - 
- recovered metals—478 fine ounces of gold, 94 fine ounces of silver, and 

- 8,000 pounds of copper. Of this total, 447 ounces of gold and 50 | 
ounces of silver were recovered from placer mining, the bulk of it_by — 

| two dry-land dredge operations in the Atlantic City district of Fre- 
mont County; small hand-sluicing or panning operations—one in 
Albany County, two in Carbon County, and seven in Fremont | 
County —suppited the remaining placer output. © | | | 

_ No large lode-mining operations were carried on in the State to | 
recover gold, silver, copper, or lead in 1941. Eight small lode mines, 
none of which shipped or treated over 40 tons of crude ore, yielded— 
in terms of recovered metals—31 fine ounces of gold, 44 fine ounces of 

_ silver, and 8,000 pounds of copper. A total of 75 tons of crude ore , 
was treated in four small amalgamation mills—three in Fremont - 
County and one in Johnson County—which recovered 10 fine ounces 
of gold and 4 fine ounces of silver. A total of 42 tons of copper ore | 
and 42 tons of dry gold ore from three mines in Carbon County and 
one mine in Platte County (yielding 21 fine ounces of gold, 40 fine : 

| ounces of silver, and 8,000 pounds of copper) was shipped to the 
Garfield (Utah) smelter. } 

All tonnage figures are short tons and “dry weight’; that is, they 
do not include moisture. | | , 

The value of the metal production herein reported has been cal- 
culated at the following prices. 

Prices of gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc, 1937-41 

Year | Gold ! Silver 2 Copper 3 Lead 3 Zinc 3 

Per fineounce | Per fine ounce | Per pound | Per pound | Per pound 
i $35.00 | $0. 7735 $0. 121 $0. 059 $0. 065 

1938... 12.222. se-sseeeeeee neon 35. 00 4 646-4 098 046 048 
1980... -..-2ss2sssssecesnesseeese eso 35. 00 678+ "104 047 052 
1940. ___.----2.ssssseseeeeseeee eee 35. 00 ©7114 "113 050 063 
1941. _....-..0--.------see-see eee eeeee 35.00 6.7114 “118 |. 057 075 

1 Price under authority of Gold Reserve Act of January 31, 1934. Treasury legal coinage value of gold 
from January 18, 1837, to January 31, 1934, was $20.67-+- ($20.671835) per fine ounce. 

21987: Yearly average weighted Treasury buying price for newly mined silver; 1938-41: Treasury buy- 
ing price for newly mined silver. ; 

3 Yearly average weighted price of all grades of primary metal sold by producers. 
4 $0.64646464. 5 $0.67878787. 6 $0.71111111. 

489 |
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. The following table shows the annual output of ore from lode mines 
producing gold, silver, copper, and lead and the quantity and value | 

| of the metals recovered from both lode and placer mines in Wyoming 
from 1937 to 1941; it also gives the total production of metals from 

| 1867 to 1941. About three-fourths of the total recorded value of the 
four metals is in copper, most of which was mined before 1924 in the © 
Encampment district, in Carbon County, and the Hartville district, 

| | originally in Laramie County, now in Platte County. 

Mine production of gold, silver, copper, and lead in Wyoming, 1937-41 , and total, : 
| 1867-1941, in terms of recovered metals . 

. ore oo ode and . Sve Moos and. Copper Lead | 

| Year a a value 
rons) | Fine | Vaiue | Fine | value |Pounds! Value |Pounds| Value] oS ; ” ounces| Value ounces | ¥2lue ounds Value ounds| Value - 

| —-1987..-.......-| 17 1776. $62,160 | 203 | $157 |_.....-_|----------|--------|--------| $62, 317 | 1938..---------]  58L | 798 | «= 27,9380} = 328. | a2 |. PTT) eg yaa 
1939.-.-...-.-| 57] 583 | 20,405 75 Bl |--_--___|_.---.--..|..-..--.|-..-----} 20, 456 
1940...-------_| -813| 740 | 25,900) 114} 81] 4,000] $482 |---|} a6 433 

| 1941..--2.--2-] 159 | 478] 16,730] 94] = 67 | 8000) = 94g 2 ata 
: 1967-1941._....|() - 1, 834, 513 | 74, 580 | 51,715 |216,325 |5, 684, 048 : $568 |7, 570, 844 

| 1 Figures not available. a Short tons. | | . . 

| : _ | _ MINE PRODUCTION BY COUNTIES oo 
Mine production of gold, silver, and copper in Wyoming in 1941, by counties, in 

terms of recovered metals oe / 

- . Mi O . , Lo . 

producing sold _ Gold | Silver : Total 
| County TF eat : —_—_—_—_____ Copper value T - 

Lode] Placer ed Lode | Placer | Total | Lode | Placer | Total 

. | Short| Fine | Fine | Fine | Fine | Fine | Fine | _ a 
tons | ounces | ownces | ownces | ounces | ounces | ounces | P ounds , 

Albany....-..__}_...-- 1 fell ete 2 2 |--------|----- 2-2} eee} eee $70 
Carbon.........|_ 3 2 si] ai 3 24 27 1} 28] 6,000 | 1,568 ‘Fremont.......| 3 9] 60 8| 442] 450 3 49 52 |..-..-..| 15, 787 
Johnson. --._--- LT}. --_-| 15 2 |-------- 2 1 |_------- 1 71 
Platte..---2222-f Uff a ITT a 2000} ag 

8 12} 159 31 447 478 44 | 50 94 8, 000 17, 741 Total, 1940.....| 9 28 | 813 ig} 722} 740 41 731 114| 4,000 | 26, 433 

REVIEW BY COUNTIES AND DISTRICTS 

ALBANY COUNTY : | 

Centennial district—The only mining operations in the Centennial 
district in 1941 were those incident to development or assessment. 
work. | 

. Douglas Creek district (Holmes, Keystone).—A small lot of placer 
gold was recovered by Ira J. Knisley on the west branch of Little 
Beaver Creek. Development and assessment work were the only 
other mining operations carried on in the Douglas Creek district. 
Pete Erickson, of Holmes, did development work on the Lucky Strike 
property. The Multi Metals Corporation also did development 
work and made tests for the treatment of ore from its Gold Crater 
group of claims near Keystone.
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BIG HORN COUNTY : 

There was no metal production from Big Horn County in 1941. . 

Some sampling for gold of bench gravel on the Big Horn River, about 

| 7 miles north of Kane, was done by George E. Frame. : 

| | CARBON COUNTY | | 

- Elkhorn Mountains district.—Assessment work and some sampling | 

were done by the Golden Sun Mining Syndicate on the Vulcan group 

| of claims; a small shipment of gold ore was sent to the Garfield (Utah) 

smelter of the American Smelting & Refining Co. Shull, Johnson & 
Hoggard made a small shipment of copper ore to the Garfield smelter. 

| Development work was carried on at the Silent Six group by C. H. 

Ashley, of Encampment, and at the Hub group by Joe McCarthy, of 
Livermore, Colo. . | | | 

Encampment or Upper Platte district—The Golden Clover claim | 

was developed further, and a few tons of dry gold ore were shipped 

to the Garfeld (Utah) smelter. — : | | 

| Savery Creek district —Sluicing of about 70 cubic yards of gravel in | 

Savery Creek by John Malten yielded 2% ounces of gold. 

Oo | FREMONT COUNTY ee 

Atlantic City district—The holdings of Crawford Bros., including 
the complete dry-land washing plant and all leases of the E. T. Fisher 

| Co., were purchased in November 1940 by C. E. Gish of Farnam, 
Nebr. Gish operated the plant in 1941 and treated about 80,000 
cubic yards of gravel, from which 224 fine ounces of gold and 26 fine - 

| ‘ounces of silver were recovered; the average fineness of the bullion 

was 0.890 in gold and 0.105 in silver, the same as in 1940. The 

placering was carried on chiefly on the Timba-Bah Mining Co. 

: property about 5 miles below Atlantic City, largest single producer | 

of gold and silver'in the State in 1941. John E. Whisenand’s placer | 

operation on Sweetwater River in the vicinity of Atlantic City, worked 

| by a 3-cubic yard dragline and a washing plant, ranked second in 

output of gold and silver. His bullion had an average fineness of : 

0.894 in gold and 0.083 in silver. The plant was shut down and moved — 

to Farson, Wyo., in the fall of 1941. ‘There were small hand-operated 

placers in Big Atlantic Gulch, Meadow Gulch, and Rock Creek. 

Roy A. Cowden, of Atlantic City, operated the Gold Leaf and Mint — 

lode-mining claims and treated 40 tons of ore ina 5-ton Gibson amalgam- 

ation mill, producing 5% ounces of gold bullion which was sold to the 

Denver Mint. Jacob Stevenson and J. C. Gibson operated the Cari- 

bou mine, did development work, and treated 10 tons of ore. J. Don 

Birch operated the St. Louis mine and the Birch 10-ton amalgamation 

mill; 10 tons of ore were treated and yielded 2.84 ounces of fine gold 

and 0.48 ounce of fine silver. 
Copper Mountain district—Using a portable mechanical placer 

machine, H. B. Crawford in sampling and testing placer ground 

handled 30 tons of old tailings and stream gravel in Birdseye Creek 

below the Gold Nugget mine on Copper Mountain; about 1 ounce of 
fine gold was recovered.
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Oo | JOHNSON COUNTY | 
_ The Powder River Mining Corporation treated a few tons of ore 
from the Powder River mine. The property is in sec. 20, T. 47 N., 

- | PLATTE COUNTY | 
7 | Oscar Alexander made a shipment of 3 tons of copper ore to the 

Garfield (Utah) smelter. The Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. ‘produced 
_ Ro copper ore at its Sunrise iron mine in 1941. oe 

en -  TETON COUNTY So 
‘Some sampling work was done on the Mercury placer on Snake _ 

River about 7 miles southeast of Moran, but no product was marketed.
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SO | GENERAL SUMMARY _~C OS 

All previous records for annual recovery of secondary nonferrous 
metals were broken in 1941. The value of economically important — 
nonferrous metals recovered from scrap, as metal and in alloys and | 
chemicals, totaled $348,377,389 in 1941 compared with $242,789,445 
(revised) in 1940. Metals recovered from new scrap that entered the 
market as a byproduct of manufacturing operations comprised — | 

--—-s-« $143,,114,982 of the total, and metals recovered from old and obsolete | 
salvage materials were valued at $205,262,407. | | 

Salient statistics of nonferrous secondary metals recovered in the United States, | 
1940-41 0 : | 

: - New scrap Old scrap  Potal: 

Metst stort | vee | tort | yer | Short | yam . : or y Oo or tons | Value tons Value = ‘tons | Value - 

| 1940 | oy , | 
Aluminum____..... ....-.-..] 1.34, 556 | 1 $12,612, 940 | 1 45, 806 | 1 $16,719,190 | 180,362 | 1 $29, 332, 130 
Antimony_.......-..- ------- 245| 68,600] 11,176 | 3,129,280 | 11, 421 3, 197, 880 
Copper............. ---.-.---| 198,156 | 44,783,256 | 333,890 | 75, 459,140 | 532,046 | 120, 242, 396 
Lead...............-...-...-.| . 83,763 | 3,376,300 | 226, 583 | 22,658,300 | 260,346] 26, 034, 600. 

| Magnesium_...-...... .------ (2) (2) | (?) (?) (?) (?) | 
Nickel..................-...-.| 2,184] 1,528,800} 1,968]  1,377,600| 4,152 2, 906, 400 
Tin.........-...........-..-[ 12,736 | 12,690,150 | 20,486 | 20,412,251 | 33,222 | 33, 102, 401 
Zinc._..........-......---... | 1157, 809 | 119,883,934 | 64,204 | 8, 089, 704 | 1 222,013 | 1 27, 973, 638 

| -oeeseeee. | 194,943, 980 |... | 1147, 845, 465 |... -...] 1249, 789, 445 

1941 es ss eas nas ns as 
Aluminum... .. —-..-. |_ 63,744. | 20,704,051 | 43,113 | 14,003,102 | 106,857 | 34, 707, 153 
Antimony... ..... | ..--.-- 57 15,960 | 21,572 | 6,040,160 | 21, 620 6, 056, 120 
Copper.....-.-.-.-......-..- | 313,697] 74,032,492 | 412,699 | 97,306,964 | 726,306 | 171, 429, 456 
Lead....._.....-..---.---.---| 17136} 1,953, 504 | 380,280 | 43,351,920 | 397,416 | 45, 305, 424 
Magnesium......---.---.-.---| 1, 737 833, 760 15 7.200 | 1,752 840, 960 
Nickel. v2] 81 | 2,238 700 | 2,134] 1,493,800 | 5,318 3, 720, 500 
Tin.......-...-.-2.222-2-2--| 12,427 | 12,926,565 | 29,606 | 30,796,161 | 42,033 | 43, 722, 726 
Zinc. ...__.-..-.-...--------- | 202,813 | 30,421,950 | 81,154 | 12,173,100 | 283,967 | 42, 595, 050 

weeeeeee--| 148,114,982 |.....----.] 205, 262, 407 ].--------.| 348,377, 389 

i Revised figures. 2 Data not available. 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 
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| Although the full effect of all-out war production was not felt in 
the secondary metals industry during 1941, there were many instances 

| _ of change. Turnings and clippings of aluminum, magnesium, copper, 
and brass were produced in tremendous quantities but for the most 
part were routed back to rolling mills. Denial of export licenses for | 
nickel scrap created .the need for recovery facilities in the United _ 

_ States, and several plants expanded their operations. | 
The better grades of all scrap metals were always in demand during 

1941, but some of the lower grades suffered because they could not be 
used in products that had to meet the rigid specifications of armament 

_ production. Unalloyed copper scrap and high-tin bronze supplies fell 
far short of requirements. It is interesting to note that more of | 

a almost every type of scrap was consumed in 1941 than in 1940. 
_ Aluminum and zine scrap held the spotlight in January and Feb- 

a ruary, with many instances of scrap prices far above those of primary 
metal, owing to surging business activity and a demand exceeding 
primary production facilities. Both aluminum and zinc scrap 
virtually disappeared from the market when the first official scrap | 

- price ceilings were imposed in March, and normal flow was not 
resumed until midsummer. = © | 

_ Smelters and ingot makers experienced difficulty in finding sufficient _ 
copper, brass, and bronze scrap during most of 1941, but they had 

, less trouble after a large part of the competition from foundries was 
removed by priority control in October. Even though some dealers 
had difficulty in disposing of low-copper-bearing materials, consump- 

: tion of copper-bearing scrap and residues was almost four times that 
of 1940. | - OS | | Co 

Most nonferrous scrap-metal prices averaged 1 cent to 1.8 cents a 
pound higher in 1941 than in 1940. | 

| : SCOPE OF REPORT | 

New features were added to the canvass of nonferrous scrap-metal 
| consumers in 1941. Remelters, smelters, and refiners were asked to _ 

report the weight and composition of metals and alloys produced 
from scrap, and manufacturers and foundries, including brass mills, 
aluminum rolling mills, and chemical works, were asked to list their 
products and report the secondary metal contents. a 

Secondary magnesium rose to a position of economic importance 
during 1941 and is reported in this chapter for the first time. 

In all, 344 plants were classified as remelters, smelters, or refiners of 
nonferrous scrap metals in 1941. Some of these plants specialized in 
one base metal, whereas others combined a variety of functions and 
consumed many types of scrap. 

Consumption of purchased nonferrous scrap metals was reported 
by 1,192 manufacturers and foundries (including brass mills and 
chemical works) in 1941. Many foundries and manufacturers made 

| their initial entry into the scrap market in 1941 in search of materials 
to fill rated orders, and other consumers who used scrap during the 

first half of the year were unable to obtain priorities for further pur- 
chases. 

Each table of secondary metals recovered shows the total quantity 
of each element reclaimed directly as metal or in chemical compounds 
and, in addition, the quantity of that element reclaimed in alloys 
recovered from certain types of alloy scrap. The fact that a metal
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is recovered in one type of alloy scrap does not necessarily mean that 
the final product was an «alloy of the same class. For example, tin 

| recovered in solder (a lead alloy) might emerge from the plant as an 
alloying element in bronze ingot. From the foregoing it is obvious 
that there is no basis for direct comparison between the tables of | 
metal ‘recovered’ and the tables of metal products, introduced in 
this chapter for the first time. | : 

Oo | SECONDARY ALUMINUM I | 

, The quantity of secondary’? aluminum recovered from scrap 
totaled 106,857 short tons valued at $34,707,153 in 1941 compared | 
with 80,362 tons valued at $29,332,130 in 1940 (revised figures). 
The value was computed at 16.24 cents a pound of weight recovered | 

in 1941 compared with 18.25 cents in 1940. / 

7 Secondary aluminum recovered in the United States, 1940-41, in short tons 

_ oe, ee _ ff i9got | 9 

As metal... o-oo 5,620 8,308 
‘Aluminum alloys produced and recovered from aluminum scrap. ._-.-_------ 74, 742 | ~ 97, 614 
In chemical products: _ - - a, 

Aluminum chloride__._......-----..------------ +--+ eee ee () 784 
Aluminum sulfate..__...-.....-..--------------- 2-2 eee eee ne (2): 151 

| 80, 362 106, 857 

From NOW SCIAP... ee ene ne eee ee cee eee eee ee eee eee 34, 556 63,744 
From old scrap.._.____-.__-----.--------- eo ee eee ee 45, 806 43, 113 

1 Revised figures. a Data not available. | . 

The 8,308 tons of secondary aluminum recovered as metal appeared 
on the market as 3,449 tons of pure aluminum (98.5 percent) ingot, 
1,663 tons of aluminum powder, 931 tons of pure aluminum castings, 
and 2,265 tons ia commercial shapes produced by rolling mills. 

| The 97,614 tons of secondary aluminum alloys recovered from 
aluminum scrap appeared in such products as aluminum-alloy ingot, 

| alloy castings, ziac-base die-cast alloys, and aluminum bronze. 

Production of secondary aluminum! and aluminum-alloy products in the United 
. States, 1940-41, gross weight, short tons | 

| | 1940 1941 

Secondary aluminum ingot: 
Pure aluminum (98.5 percent) __...........-----------------------------. 4, 679. 3, 449 
95.5 (silicon) .._......-...-.-..-------------------- eee eee eee eee 5, 679 4,014 
Other aluminum-silicon alloys..._.........-...-------------------------- 1, 539 3, 356 

. No. 12 aluminum._-_____.._. -__---.--- 2-2. ---eeeeeee eeeee, - 17,519 21, 708 
Other aluminum-copper alloys.............------------------------------ 1, 613 6, 477 
Aluminum-copper-silicon alloys. ...._...-------.-----------------------. 12, 334 10, 113 
Steel-mill ingot and shot___............-----.--------------------------- | 19, 427 24, 212 
Die-casting alloys_...........-...--..------------------------------------ 2, 552 4, 431 
Aluminum hardeners..... .........-..----------------------------+----- 1, 340 4, 747 
Miscellaneous. __.........-...----------- 22 ee ee ee eee eee 1, 807 1, 426 

, 68, 489 83, 933 
Aluminum powder.__......-.-....-.. 2-2-2 ----- eee eee ene ne nee (3) 1, 663 
Aluminum castings.............--.....-------------------- 2-2 - eee eee (3) 9, 851 
Aluminum in chemical products_..._........-.-----------------------------.- (3) 935 

1 In addition to the secondary aluminum produced, 670 tons of aluminum were recovered from aluminum 
scrap in zinc die-casting alloys, and 291 tons in aluminum bronze; 14,22) tons were combined with primary 
aluminum in the products of aluminum rolling mills. 

2 Gross weight of alloys, including copper, silicon, and other added elements; totai secondary ingot con- 
tained 3,718 tons of primary aluminum in 1940 and 1,038 tons in 1941. 

3 Data not available. ‘ | 

2? The term “‘secondary aluminum’’ is used in the broad sense covering aluminum and aluminum alloys, 
including the weight of alloy constituents, such as copper, silicon, magnesium, etc.
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Thirteen chemical-producing companies recovered 784 tons of 
aluminum in alumiaum chloride and 151 tons in aluminum sulfate. | 

_ The second half-year activity ia chemical production approximately 
doubled that of the first half. Be | 

__Despite an erratic production rate, 80 secondary ingot makers 
_ produced 83,933 tons of various grades of ingot, resulting in a 23- 

| _ percent increase over the 1940 output, which was still far below the 
Maximum capacity available. oo | 

- The average monthly production of secondary ingot was 6,994 tons. 
| Monthly output rose from about 8,000 tons in January and February  —s>/ 

i to almost 10,000 tons in March, then fell abruptly to 4,500 tons in 
_ May, when dealers withdrew from the market after price ceilings had 

been set. Production became stabilized toward the end of 1941 as 
: confidence returned to the trade. __ ee, 

| New scrap from the fabrication of aluminum sheet and forgings was | 
largely routed back to aluminum rolling mills for most efficient re- 
covery of the low-alloy metal consumed in aircraft production. In 
1941, 14,221 short tons of aluminum were thus recovered from scrap _ 

: _ by working the metal in with primary aluminum. | | 
| The quantity of aluminum recovered from old scrap in 1941 was _ 

slightly less than recovery from old scrap in 1940, but recovery from 
. : new scrap increased 84 percent. | | 

| ‘Consumption of purchased aluminum scrap in the United States in 1 941, gross : 
| a , weight, in short tons oo 

. Manufacturers and foundries 

. | _ | Remelters, smelt- ~ r ; 4 | 
| |  Serap item ers, and refiners | Aluminum rolling other ma “ and Total 

. | used 

New |. Old New | Old New | Old . 
scrap scrap scrap scrap scrap scrap . 

Pure clippings, wire, and foil..........| 2,565| 1,083] 3,184| 16 869 849 | 8,566 Castings and forgings.__.._...........| 4,320] 23, 401 28 j..----..- 223 5, 466 33, 438 
Alloy sheet__...-..--. -.-2222222222--| 9, 365 1, 447 625 3 1, 331 68 12, 839 
Scrap sheet and sheet utensil..........| 1,050] 11,734] 10,510 78 103 888 24, 363. 
Borings and turnings...._.............| 30,618 |.._.._.__ 1, 379 j_-----_-- 594 |... _- 32, 591 
Die castings................2222222.222|e22 eee. 169 |.--------]--------- 34 38 241 
Miscellaneous aluminum and dross.__| 13, 732 81. 71 f_- 2-8 517 8 14, 409 

. 61,650 | 37,915 | 15,797 | 97 3, 671 7,317 | 126, 447 
ee 

_ The consumption of 126,447 tons of aluminum scrap in 1941 repre- 
sents a 36-percent increase over 1940. About 79 percent of the 
scrap was used by 99 remelters, smelters, and refiners; 13 percent by 
14 aluminum rolling mills; and the remaining 8 percent by 997 found- 
ries and miscellaneous manufacturers. 

Of the total aluminum scrap used in 1941, Ohio consumed 33 per- 
cent, Illinois 21 percent, Michigan 9 percent, New York 7 percent, 
California 6 percent, Pennsylvania 6 percent, Tennessee 5 percent, 
and all other States 13 percent. | 

As the sources of old scrap were depleted to some extent, the market 
in 1941 reflected its increased dependence on new scrap generated by 
manufacturers, and 64 percent of all scrap consumed was new. In 
1940, new scrap constituted only 43 percent of the total
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-Remelters, smelters, and refiners proved the largest consuming 
group by taking 99,565 tons.of aluminum scrap, a 29-percent rise over 
1940. Although die castings, pure clippings, wire, and foil all re- 
vealed diminished usage, the 30,618 tons of borings and turnings con- 
sumed amounted to almost double the 1940 consumption. ‘Virtually 
all of the scrap used by aluminum rolling mills was new scrap that was 
a byproduct of industrial fabrication. Foundries and miscellaneous 

- manufacturers consumed only 10,988 tons of aluminum scrap, slightly 
less than in 1940. Early in 1942, an order was issued making it 
mandatory for all companies whose operations yielded more than 1,000 | 
pounds of aluminum scrap a month to segregate all scrap produced. _ 

Consumers’ stocks of purchased aluminum-base scrap in the United States at end of | 
year, 1940-41, gross weight, in short tons | 

oe Oo On hand— | | 
| Scrap item - i 

oe On Dee. 31, 19401 | Dec. 31, 1941 

| Castings and forgings _._.--.------.-------eeeeeeeeeeeee eee ee eeeeeeeee-| ss TBA] 2004 | 
Sheet,. turnings, clippings, etc... ...-.-..-----------------------+--2----- ., 3,690 wo 6, 070 
Miscellaneous aluminum and dross... ....-------------------------------- 1,802 . 41,521 

| 7 | to 8,226]. 8, 585 

1 Revised figures. 7 a a a Oo 

The base price of primary aluminum ingot was reduced from 17 
cents a pound to 15 cents a pound in October and averaged 16.50 | 

cents for the year. The average price for the 98 percent pure second- 
ary aluminum was about 17.36 cents. | — | 

‘Dealers’ buying prices for scrap cast aluminum in New York | 

| averaged 10.76 cents a pound in 1941 compared with 8.95. cents in 
1940. Prices averaged 13.97 cents in February, but March prices 
could not be averaged for lack -of quotations. Following the an- 
nouncement of official ceiling prices on March 25, the monthly average 
dropped to 11.00 cents in April and remained static until October, 
when an average of 9.36 cents a pound reflected the drop in price of | 

both primary metal and scrap. Cast scrap averaged 9.37 cents in - 
December. : | ae - 

Dealers’ buying prices for new aluminum clippings in New York 
averaged 13.00 cents a pound in 1941 compared with 14.47 cents in 
1940. From a peak of 16.88 cents averaged in March, the price 

| dropped to the ceiling level of 13.00 cents, eased to 11.36 cents a : 

pound in October, and ended the year with a December average of 

9.37 cents. De , 7 

Effective March 25, 1941, a dual price ceiling listing maximum 
prices for sale of aluminum scrap by maker, as well as for sale to con- 
sumer, was announced by the Office of Price Administration. Second- 
ary ingot (98 percent pure) was fixed at 17 cents a pourfd, and scrap 
prices were set in relation to the prevailing rate for primary metal (17 
cents a pound). The flow of aluminum scrap immediately dried up 

and did not resume normal volume until late in the summer of 1941. 
Many secondary aluminum-ingot makers were shut down in April 

and May, and a few operated at reduced schedules. Nevertheless, 
ingot production during the first half of 1941 advanced 21 percent over 
the half-year rate in 1940.
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On November 1, 1941, scrap-aluminum price ceilings were reduced 
to conform with the new 15-cent base price of primary metal, and the 

| dual price schedule was abolished in favor of a single list of maximum 
sale. prices.. Secondary. ingot was also reduced ‘to 15 cents for 98- - 

_ percent metal. a 
. _ Aluminum scrap was placed under full priority control on June 10, 

1941, but smelters did not receive an A~10 rating until the first. of July. _ 
_ The much publicized. house-to-house aluminum-collection campaign | 

| in July netted 5,600 short tons of mixed scrap metals containing about 
3,200 tons of recoverable aluminum. Ck re 

Imports of aluminum scrap into the United States were only 26 
tons for the first 9 months of 1941 compared with 648 tons in all of 
1940. No figures on exports were available for publication. © f : 

| | | | SECONDARY ANTIMONY | 

A total of 21,629 short tons of secondary antimony valued at 
| $6,056,120 was recovered in 1941 compared with 11,421 tons valued _ 
a at $3,197,880 in 1940. The value in both years was computed at 

14 cents a pound, the average price for ordinary brands of American- 
| grade antimony. The expanded recovery of antimony represented 

| an. increase of almost 90 percent over 1940. 

, Secondary antimony recovered in the United States, 1940-41, in short tons a 

Be - 19400 | 19at 

. In lead-base alloys!_.__.._..2..._-_.--_--2---_--- eee ~ 11,073. 21,337 In tin-base alloys... ----.-.-..-..--..-...------------- beeen nen nen ence e eee} 348 | CC. 292 

ee oo | :'11,421} 2, 629 
From new scrap.-._--- === eee oe 245 57 From old serap..-.-__-_...-.-2-----22-20 22-22-22 eee 11, 176 21, 572 

1 Includes antimony recovered as metal and in oxide and other compounds; 867 tons of antimony were recovered in antimonial lead produced at primary lead refineries in 1940 and 532 tons in 1941. 

_ The rise in secondary antimony was entirely attributable to the 
| 21,337 tons recovered in lead-base alloys. There was a 16-percent 

decline in antimovy recovered in tin-base alloys—from 348 tons in 
1940 to 292 tons in 1941. Nearly all of the antimony was recovered 
in old scrap. Only 2,113 tons (10 percent of the total) were recovered 
by consumers classified as manufacturers and foundries. | 

A table of the secondary lead and tin-base alloy products contain- 
ing secondary antimony may be found in the section on Secondary 
Lead. Antimonial lead products yielded 77 percent of the secondary 
antimony recovered, including 10,820 tons contained in high anti- 
monial lead (over 8 percent antimony). This latter type of anti- 
monial lead is produced largely in conjunction with the recovery of 
refined lead from battery plates, when antimony slag is smelted to 
make a hard lead containing up to 16 percent antimony. The 21,629 
tons of secondary antimony reported in 1941 were recovered in 
371,809 tons of lead-base scrap and 4,725 tons of tin-base scrap. 
Battery-lead plates were the source of almost 60 percent of the total 

| secondary antimony, and the remainder was supplied by type metal 
and type dross, hard lead, and bearing metals. The threatened
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shortage of lead resulting from unusually heavy demand brought out 
large amounts of old battery plates. 

Consumption of purchased antimony-bearing scrap in the United States in 1941 
| gross weight, in short tons 

CO Remelters, smelt- | Manufacturers and 
ers, and refiners foundries Total | 

Scrap item scrap 

7 New Old New Old 
serap . scrap scrap scrap . 

| Lead-base scrap: | | | | 
Hard lead _.......------------------------------- 539 37, 693 117 234 38, 583 
Cable lead_.....-_-------------------------------|----------| (21,779 |---------- 70 21, 849 

- Battery-lead plates._........-.-.----------------|----------]| 257, 688 |-.-------- 6,552 |. 264, 190 
-’ Mixed common babbitt-._....-..--.------------ 109 6, 574 |_--_------ 9, 077 15, 760 
Type metais_.......-----------------------------|---------- 15, 483 11 3, 858 19, 352 

Type-metal dross......_-_-.-...-----------------|---------- 10, 551 |_..-.---.-|---------- 10, 551 

Lead sludge....------------------------+-+------ woe eennnee 1,524 |... 2 |----------] 1,524 | _ 

| | 648 | 351,242. 128 | 19,791 | 371,809 | 

a Tin-base scrap: . 
- No. 1 pewter. ...-..--.--------------------------|---------- 371 |_.-------- 40 411 

- Genuine babbitt__...........-------------------- 22 |. ~=2, 433 (1) 3 2, 458 
No. 1 babbitt_-....-.....--.-+-------------------] 26 1, 671 () 159 1,856 ~ | 

- | , 48| 4,475] - @) | __—-202 4,725 a 

- 696 | 355,717 128 | 19,993 | 376,534 

| 1 Less than 1 ton. | . | . 

| On January 13, 1942, the maximum price allowed for the antimony 
content of secondary antimonial lead was set at 14 cents a pound, 
but the factor was advanced to 15.50 cents a pound on March 31, . | 
1942. The War Production Board placed antimony under full pri- 
ority control, effective May 1, 1942. - : 

| | SECONDARY COPPER AND BRASS . 

- More than 1,000,000 short tons of purchased * copper and copper- | 
base scrap were consumed in 1941. Copper recovered from scrap 
metals, including that in alloys, totaled 726,396 short tons valued at 
$171,429,456 in 1941 compared with 532,046 tons valued at $120,- 
242,396 in 1940. The value was computed at 11.8 cents a pound in - 
1941, whereas the average price of 11.3 cents was used in 1940. | | 

In all, 135,869 tons of copper were recovered in 1941 as essentially 
pure metal, most of which was refined electrolytically. Of the total 
copper recovered in copper-alloy products, yellow brass alloys con- 
tributed 234,191 tons (copper content), and alloys cther than yellow . 
brass supplied 346,532 tons of secondary copper. In addition to 
copper recovered as metal and in alloys, 9,804 tons were recovered 
from scrap metals in the form of chemicals. 

Owing to greatly increased demand for clean copper scrap at 
foundries and secondary brass-ingot plants, recovery of refined 
copper from scrap at primary: copper refineries decreased 15 percent 
from 117,669 short tons in 1940 to 99,675 tons in 1941. 

3 The term “purchased scrap” includes scrap treated on toll as well as scrap transferred between plants 
of asingle company. It does not include home scrap reused in the plent in which it originated.
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| Secondary copper recovered in. the United States, 1940-41, in short tons a 

1940 1941 1940 1941 

- As metal_..._.-........_..-..] 170, 839 135, 869 In new scrap: | 
_ In brass and other alloys.....| 361, 207 590, 527 Yellow brass. ..-..-......| 1 121, 531 162, 161 

| |} | Allother__._.__....------] 176,625 | 151, 536 
532, 046 726, 396 oo [> 

AS metal: ms ——————S . 
At primary plants......_.| 117, 669 99, 675 || In old scrap: 

_ At other plants_..........]| 53,170 | 36, 194 Yellow brass.......-.....] 52, 489 72, 030 
————_—_-|——_— All other_.......-......_.] 281, 401 340,.669 

- 170,839 | 135, 869 ————__|—_____. 
In yellow brass. .__...-.._.__.| 1 174, 020 234, 191 _ 333, 890 412, 699 
In alloys other than brass_.___| 1 177, 756 346, 532 
In chemicals... --.-------.--- 9, 431 9,804 . 

| | 532,046 | 726, 306 | | Sf 

1 Includes some plant'scrap at brass mills. . 

Analysis and production of secondary copper and copper-alloy products in the United - 
7 me oo States in 1941 

of. Gross 
| , , weig | : | | Approximate analysis (percent) . produced 

. Item produced from scrap . during 

a | 7 | | 7 | (short | 
. Cu | Sn | Pb | Zn | Ni | Al tons) 

. - Refined copper (electrolytic grade) ......--..-.--.--.-_- 100 |------]------|------|----.-}------] 109,368 
Casting copper..._.-..----.-.---222--------------_--_-_-| 99 |_____- ~-----|------|------|------ 18, 700 
Copper sheet, rod, tubing, ete._---..---..---..----.-..-[ 99 |-.--_]__ ete tet 3, 855 
Copper powder. __....-----..---2-------.------------.] 98 |--ee | eee} | 2, 493 
Copper castings... .._---.------2-22-22----------------} 98 Jeet} feet fe 1, 483 

Total unalloyed copper products_......-.-.-.-...|.-.--.|...-.-]-.---.|..----].----.].-----] 135, 869 
Brass and bronze ingots: ———_—_—_— 

Tin bronze__---..------------.---.---.---..--------| 88 10 j------ 2 | ------|------ 26, 343 
Leaded-tin bronze___...-..-.._.....--...-.-.-.-_-_-| 88 6; 1.5) 4.5 }|--.-.-}.-----| 29, 404 
Leaded red brass_--------.---.-...-.---------------| 85 5 5 5 |.-----|------ 91, 389 
Leaded semired brass..._-.-..-.....-..--...-...-..! 81 3 7 9 |.-----]-_L_-- 30, 829 
High-leaded-tin bronze_.-...............-.-.-...-..| 80 10 10 j__----]--.---|------ 25, 005 Do__.---------------------------2--------.-....| 84 6 S|. 2]. fol. 8, 658 Do_..-.------------------2--------------- |B 5] 2 |---| -22 ee} 5, 850 
Leaded yellow brass__...--...._............-.-.....] 66 1 3 30 |.-.---|--.--- 21, 518 
High-strength yellow brass__.._.._..._._..________. 58 j------]------]| 39 | .._- 1 31, 676 
Manganese bronze___-_-----..-.---.-.----.-..----] 62 |_..._.|_-....| 27 |o_.... 5 - §, 202 
Aluminum bronze___..------.---.--.---------------| 89 |....-.]------|------4-2----} 10 4, 261 

- Nickel silver.._._.-_....--.-2..-2--2--.._-.-_.......] 58 2 7 18 14 |_____- 941 , D0_.--.- 2 een -ee------| 65] 4 3 5| 22 ].--._- 2, 205 
Gilding metal......--.--_...2.-2222222222222..2---.| 9B |---- fe 5 |------]------ 5, 231 
Low brass.........-------------------.2------------| 80 |-.----}------| 20 |-- fo 1, 129 
Phosphor copper_.----.--...-------..22--.----.----| 85 |--__--|--_-- |---| 2, 542 

. Aardeners and special alloys..................-.-..| 81 |_.....]._....]......|_..__.|...... 3, 838 

Total copper-alloy ingots... .-..--.-----------..2-).-----|------]------].-----]-----.|------] 299, 021 

Brass and bronze sheet, rod, tubing, etc...._..-......_.]...___]_.....]......]------|o2-2 |e. 1 308, 407 
Brass and bronze castings. _.....................-.-....].._-_.|......|......|__....]......|_._... 2 152, 637 
Copper in chemical products (copper content)..._......|__.-_.|_..._.]...._-|_.....].----_|_-___. 9, 804 
ae 

' Gross weight of secondary brass and bronze in commercial shapes; includes 221,492 tons of copper, 1,200 
tons.of nickel, 4,166 tons of lead, 236 tons of tin, and 81,313 tons of zinc. 

? Gross weight of secondary brass and bronze castings; includes 123,955 tons of copper, 1,424 tons of nickel, 
9,087 tons of lead, 6,986 tons of tin, and 11,185 tons of zinc. 

As would be expected with expanded production of munitions 
added to a general upswing in manufacturing activity, secondary 
copper and copper in alloys recovered from new scrap in 1941 in- 
creased 58 percent over the 1940 figure. The 24-percent increase 
in recovery of copper in old scrap reflected the consumption of reserves 
of old copper and brass scrap brought out by an active market,
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augmented by scrap-collection campaigns. Unalloyed copper scrap 
yielded 231,500 tons of secondary copper, which was recovered partly 
as refined metal, to a limited extent in copper chemical products, and 
to a greater extent in brass and bronze. Of this amount, 59,078 tons 
came from new unalloyed copper scrap and -172,426 tons from old 
unalloyed scrap. | | | 

No direct comparison may be made between the table of secondary 
copper “recovered’’ and the table of copper products. The tabula- — 
tion of metal “recovered” includes copper contained in nickel-base, 7 

, aluminum-base, and tin-base alloy scrap, as well as the copper recov- 
ered by direct addition of copper scrap to such items as secondary 
aluminum ingot or tin babbitts. The tabulation of copper and cop- ) 
per-alloy products lists the gross weight of secondary copper alloys, 
including both primary and secondary tin, lead, zinc, nickel, alumi- 
num, and a small quantity of primary copper. —_ 

Refined electrolytic-grade copper was produced at 12 refineries, 
including 10 primary plants. Of the 109,368 tons of refined copper 
produced, 83 percent was supplied by 5 plants. Casting copper was 

| produced at 21 plants, of which only 1 was a primary copper refinery. 
Secondary brass and bronze ingots totaling 299,021 short tons were a 

produced by 78 ingot-manufacturing plants representing 65 companies. 
_ Stocks of secondary ingot rose 12 percent from 12,269 tons on hand | 

December 31, 1940, to 13,760 tons on hand December 31, 1941. 
Shipments in 1941 totaled 297,530 short tons. | 

7 Consumption of purchased copper scrap in the -United States in 1941, gross weight, 
a in short tons 7 ; 

a . Manufacturers and foundries | 

Remelters, smelt- . . 

; ers, and refiners Brass mills other manufac: | Total 
. Scrap item | - turers | scrap 

. New Old New | Old New ola | 
. scrap scrap scrap scrap scrap scrap 

No. 1 wire and heavy___.......-------| 18,368 | 42,688 | 14,126 |. 8,850 2,590 | 15,542 | 102, 164 
No. 2 wire, mixed heavy, and light.....| 10,465 | 92,175 | 12,426! 41,501 2,689 | 17,607 | 136, 863 
Composition or red brass.._.....------| 35,004 | 70, 480 3 |_-------- 404 | 59,762) 165,653 
Railroad-car boxes. .......--.---------]--------- 1,943 |.--..--2-|..----_-.]---_-.---]| 39,159 |... 41, 102 
Yellow brass__.....-.-----.-----------] 20,348 | 82,941 | 232,901 | 19,875 3, 578 18, 674 | 378,317 
Auto radiators (unsweated) ____.-...-.]-.-------| 45,488 |---------]---------]--------- 873 46, 311 
Electrotype shells.........-...-.------]---------| 1,655 |-----.---|---------|--------- 548 2, 203 
Bronze.......-----..-sseecsceeeeeeeee| B07 | 4,267 | 2,955 [oo 28s 42| 1,692| 9,263 
Nickel silver. .--....-.---.------------ 765 1, 204 6, 798 197 96 69 | .9,129 
Low brass."_.....-..---seseeeeeeeeeee} = 495 | 727 | 12,886] 1,622 |_.......-] 7,087 | 22,817 
Aluminum bronze.-_......------------- 133 | 355 |.--.-----]--------- 3 1| © 492 
Low-grade scrap and residues.._...--.| 60,773 | 29,030 |...-.----]-.------- 45 8 | 89,856 

a 146, 658 | 372,903 | 282,005 | 32,045 | 9,447 | 161, 022 |1, 004, 170 

The gross weight of ‘“purchased” copper and copper-alloy scrap — 
- consumed in 1941 was 1,004,170 short tons compared with 707,924 

tons in 1940, a 42-percent increase. Of the total scrap used, 52 per- 
cent was consumed by 109 remelters, smelters, and refiners, 31 percent 
by 36 brass mills, and 17 percent by 1,028 foundries and miscellaneous 
manufacturers. | 

Aside from copper-bearing byproduct residues, the remelter, smelter, 
and refinery group treated comparatively little new scrap but con-
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sumed two-thirds of all the old. Brass mills used minor quantities of 
| old yellow brass and old clean copper but accounted for almost two- 

thirds of all the new scrap reported. Foundries and miscellaneous 
, | manufacturers confined virtually all of their purchases to old scrap. 

_ Consumers’ stocks of purchased copper-base scrap in the United States at end of . 
: year, 1940-41, gross weight, in short tons oo a 

oe a | On hand— 
- | | ~ Serap item a : ee 

Dec. 31, 19401! | Dec. 31, 1941 

. Unalloyed copper._.-._:-.--.--.------------------- eee eee 15, 606 | | 15, 004 
Copper-base alloy_-..--.._--------------------------- eon ee eee 56, 283 53, 218 
Low-grade scrap and residues-_..._.--.-_--.------_----- 2-8 23, 733 | 34, 654 

| | | : 102, 876 

| 1 Revised figures. _ _ . | 

| _ Brass-ingot manufacturers placed a voluntary ceiling on. their 
| products early in 1941, but sale prices of foundry products were not 

controlled. 7 | | | a | , 
| Maximum prices were set for brass mill scrap on July 22, 1941, 
oe in order that other consumers might be prevented from offering 

higher prices to draw new brass and commercial bronze scrap from the 
channel of most efficient recovery. On August 12, 1941, the price of 

_ electrolytic-grade copper was set at 12 cents, delivered Connecticut 
Valley. This was followed by ceilings on unalloyed copper scrap 

_ which placed the consumers’ price of No. 1 scrap at 10.75 cents, — 
effective August 19, 1941. | , | | 

Dealers’ monthly average buying prices for No. 1 copper scrap at 
| _ New York rose from 8.87 cents a pound in January to 9.60 cents in | 

- March, dropped to 8.99 in April, then rose to 10.03 cents in August. 
| The dealers’ buying price ceiling of 10 cents held throughout Septem- 

ber, then prices declined to 9.37 cents in November and December. 
The average was 9.44 cents in 1941 compared with 8.20 cents in 1940. 
No. 1 composition scrap followed practically the same trends, averag- 
ing 9.41 cents a pound in 1941 compared with 7.68 cents in 1940. 

| The drop in scrap prices during October was occasioned by a, re- 
vision in the copper price-ceiling order that abolished the dual price 
schedule and reduced the maximum selling price of No. 1 copper 
scrap to 10 cents but permitted the addition of transportation charges 
and certain quantity premiums. The further fall in November 
prices was the result of an order prohibiting delivery of brass ingot 
for nondefense uses. 

Except for certain grades of brass mill scrap, copper-alloy scrap 
was free of formal price ceilings until February 27, 1942, when prices 

| were set on 24 grades. 
Although primary copper was first made subject to allocation on 

May 29, 1941, it was not until September 30, 1941, that the flow of 
| copper scrap was brought under regulation. According to Sup- 

plementary Order M-9-b issued by the Director of Priorities, brass 
mill scrap was routed to brass mills as sole consumers, and dealers 
were prohibited from melting any type of copper or copper-alloy scrap. 
Deliveries of scrap to other than dealers required a preference rating 
showing that the material was needed for essential uses.
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All types of copper scrap were in demand at the start of 1941, : 
but continued light offerings led to the belief that dealers were holding ) 
scrap for an expected rise in price. Liquidation of copper and copper- 
base scrap was hastened in April, when producers of primary copper 
agreed tc an informal ceiling of 12 cents for refined copper. Brass- | 
ingot makers and custom smelters experienced difficulty in obtaining 

_ enough scrap of the better grades throughout 1941, but supplies of 
material of low copper content exceeded demand. Large purchases 
of scrap copper and brass were made early in August, when dealers | 
again hurried to move accumulations before formal ceiling prices 
became effective. Flow of scrap was retarded immediately after the 

price ceilings were issued’and did not increase noticeably until Novem- | 
er. 7 | 
General Imports Order M-63, effective December 27, 1941, re- 

quired in part that scrap copper and brass be imported under the 
direction of the Metals Reserve Co. Publication of import and ex- 
port statistics was suspended at the end of September 1941... | 

Copper, brass, and bronze scrap were placed under export control 
on January 10, 1941. Effective February 3, 1941, a license was 
required for exporting materials containing over 15 percent copper. | 

Brass and copper scrap tmported into and exported from the United States, 1940-41, 
an Short tons | 

. 1940 (Ian. Sept.) 

_ Brass scrap imported._--.----------------------------------------- eee 1, 232 4, 688 
Scrap copper imported__._.-.-----.-.-.----2--.------.-- 2 ee 135 2; 023 
Brass scrap exported _______-----------.-_-.----------- eee eee 5, 887 681 
Scrap copper exported _.-.-------------------1------------------------- 2 7,149 3, 201 

SECONDARY LEAD | 

The net weight of secondary lead recovered from scrap, including ~ : 
lead as metal and lead contained in alloys, totaled 397,416 short tons 
valued at $45,305,424 in 1941 compared with 260,346 short tons 

| valued at $26,034,600 in 1940. The value was computed at 5.7 cents 
a pound in 1941 and 5.0 cents a pound in 1940. | 

The lead content of soft lead refined from scrap amounted to 
| 75,264 tons, and the lead content of secondary antimonial lead was 

206,521 tons in 1941. Lead recovered in other scrap-lead alloys, such 
as type metal, lead babbitts, and solders, totaled 88,200 tons, and lead 
recovered as a constituent of other alloy scrap, such as brass and 
bronze, came to 27,431 tons. | 

The total secondary lead recovered in all forms represented a 53- 
percent increase in 1941 compared with 1940. 

_ The apparent drop in the quantity of lead recovered from new 
scrap—from 33,763 short tons in 1940 to 17,136 tons in 1941—was 
caused by a change in interpretation and not by any difference in the 
types of scrap consumed. In former years, certain drosses resulting 
from the actual use of type metals, as well as drosses produced in. 
scrap-metal dealers’ lead-scrap. melting operations, were classed as 
new scrap. Further study has led to the belief that the drosses speci- 
fied should be reclassified as old scrap. Very little ‘‘new’’ lead scrap 

497779 —43——34
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| reaches commercial channels, owing to the fact that most of this — 
| material is easily prepared for reuse in the same plant. | . 

Secondary lead recovered in the United States, 1940-41, in short tons 

: | 1940 1941 

As metal: ae | | : 
At primary plants.._........-....-------.--- eee eee 16, 588 13, 454 
At other plants. .-_-...-....--------------.---------------------------+-- 42, 992 61, 810 

7 Sb has oo 9, 580 75, 264 
In antimonial lead !__ 2.22222 eee eee eee 126, 687 206, 522 
In other lead alloys_..-.-.-..-.._------------+---------------- n-ne eee 58, 586 88, 200 
In alloys other than lead alloys. _.......----------------- wo eee eee eee eee 15, 493 27, 430 

| a ee Oo - 260, 346 397, 416 
From new scrap...--- 2-2-2 --- 222-2222 2 ene ce eee eee eee eee 33, 763 17, 136 
From old scrap. ---.--+-.--------------------------------------+------------- . 226, 583 380, 280 

1 Includes 15,431 tons of lead recovered from secondary sources at primary plants in 1940 and 13,862 tonsin | 
1941. 

Production of secondary lead, tin, and lead and tin-alloy products an the United 
| , .. States in 1941, gross weight, in short tons 

: . , : | . Gross _ Secondary metal content 

7 ' weight of -————_,____,-_________—_- 
. product | tead Tin |Antimony| Copper — 

. Refined pig lead_......-...-...-.-..-.--....----...-.| 74,959 74,931 |.....---_.|--..------4- 22 eee . 
Soft lead castings.._.........--.----:---.------------ 158 158 |_.-......-]----------]-----__e 
Lead pipe_._..-..---------------------- 2 - ee eee 133 183 |.---------]-------_--].-- 2 ee 
Lead foil. ..... _. . Dee ee nee L, 42 42 |... |e eee] eee 

| 75,292) 75,264 |......-2..|-2-222 222 de eee 

Refined pig tin...........22.22--22220 ceeeeeeeeeee.| 5, 882 f-.---.---.] 5,880 |... |...._-___- 
Tinfoil._........--.----.--2--------- 2-22-22 ---- 18 |._-.--.--- 18 |_....-----]---------- 

5, 900 |....._.--- 5, 898 |.....---_.]------2 

| Lead and tin alloy pigs: fe - Cp 
Antimonial lead (to 2 percent antimony). ._-.._. 16, 869 16, 644 5 219 |__.. 228. 
Antimonial lead (2 to 4 percent antimony) .___-.-- 37, 456 33, 270 55 1,325 |______.__- 
Antimonial lead (4 to 8 percent antimony). .__--. 59, 872 65, 412 71 4,174 |__._____-. 
Antimonial lead (over 8 percent antimony).._...| 102, 156 91, 194 123 10.820 |_._.._.--- 
Common babbitt....-.......-...22222222 2. Lee. 15, 824 12, 723 1 290 1, 276 |_______.- 

' Genuine babbitt_........2220 222 ole. 3, 410 662 2, 294 | 73 
Other tin babbitts. ......... 22.22.2222 elle. 1, 705 362 1, 145 84 12 
Solder (to 15 percent tin). ._......._. 2222.2 ee. 4, 982 4, 612 360 |..----.2-.] --2--.-- 
Solder (15 to 30 percent tin)......._..-...-2 222. 23, 037 15, 355 5, 653 |---| eee 
Solder (over 30 percent tin)._......-..22-.2...--. 16, 426 9, 648 6,348 }_2 eed eee 
Linotype metal_........._...2-. 222222 eee. 17, 239 14, 309 809 1. 961 8 
Other type metals..........-- 22-22. 2. 18, 656 15, 275 1,011 1, 373 1 
Miscellaneous lead-tin alloys _................ 525 206 184 | i 

1 328,157 | 279, 672 18, 964 | 2 21,543 94 

Antimonial lead castings._.......... ..... 2... ‘1,339 1,259. ee —_ 80 ee. 
Common babbitt bearings. .... .. .. .. _ .. 8, 677 6, 421 1,041 1,215 |.-.-.... 
Tin content of chemical products...... ... . .... 1,138 |..... 2... 1,188 | -.....-.-].2.222220 2. 

1 This tota] includes 7,884 tons of primary metals. 
2 Includes 1,209 tons of antimony from ore. 

Refined secondary pig lead totaling 74,959 short tons was produced 
at 131 plants representing 109 concerns classed as remelters, smelters, 
and refiners. Of this refined lead, 55,800 tons (74 percent) were 
produced at only 20 plants. 

Production of secondary antimonial pig lead amounted to 226,353 
short tons (gross weight), almost all recovered from old storage
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batteries. Including lead babbitts, solders, type metals, and mis- 
-cellaneous lead-base alloys, the total secondary lead and lead-base | 
alloy products reported in 1941 amounted to 409,488 short tons, gross 
weight. In all, 189 plants were engaged in.remelting, smelting, and 
refining lead and lead alloys, whereas 20 additional smelters and 406 7 | 
manufacturing plants (mostly foundries) consumed lead and lead- : 

| alloy scrap in products other than secondary pig. a | 
It is difficult to draw a distinction between secondary lead smelters  — 

and scrap-metal dealers, some of whom melt large quantities of scrap 
lead in simple pot installations. Measurement of the secondary 
white metals industry is complicated further by the practice of melting 
and smelting scrap alloys and drosses containing lead, tin, and anti- | | 
mony to produce so-called ‘‘percentage metals,”’ which are pigged and 
analyzed for subsequent blending in alloys to be sold on specification. 
For example, solder sweated from lead or copper pipe joints might be 
thoroughly mixed in a pot, pigged, and analyzed to ascertain the lead | 
and tin contents. The resultant pigs would then be marked and held 

- until an order for solder was received, at which time the alloy would | 
be remelted and the lead-tin proportion adjusted by the addition of 
either a high-tin alloy or perhaps some very low tin solder stock, until 
the ratio specified in the order was met. Lead-antimony and lead- | 
tin-antimony scrap alloys are treated similarly, and the percentage 
metals. are used in production of bearing metals, type metals, and | 
antimonial lead. a a 

Although some remelted lead-base and tin-base alloy pigs produced 
by small remelters are sold directly to manufacturers, others are 
sold to larger secondary smelters for consumption in specification 
metals. Thus, percentage metals are reported by the first melter as 
secondary products recovered from scrap, but the metal contents 
appear again in the production reports of large smelters. Process | 
metals of this class were deleted from the 1941 statistics to avoid 
duplication, 

Consumption of purchased lead scrap in the United States in 1941, gross weight, in. 
short tons | 

Remelters, smelters, and Manufacturers 1 and 
ner: nari 

Scrap item oe eee Total scrap 

| New scrap | Old scrap | New scrap | Old scrap | 

Soft lead. .........-..--.0.0.-..-----------. 992 34, 591 926 1, 212 37, 721 
Hardlead................-.---- 0... = 539 37, 693 117 | 234 38, 583 
Cable lead. _......... sess sseeevweeeeees feeeeeeeeeee | 20779 [oeeeeeee-} 70 21, 849 
Battery-lead plates.........-----.------.- |--.-----.--- 257, 638 |.-.--------- 6, 552 264, 190 
Mixed common babbitt.......__._-----. 109 6,574 |... 9, 077 15, 760 
Solder. .....-.-.----.--. .------.----------- 36 9, 536 |.-.---...-- | 144 9, 716 
Type metals..........-...---------------- |----- .-.-- 15, 483 11 3, 858 19, 352 
DrossS.......--------------. -------------- 7, 857 42, 345 |.-..--.----- 4, 328 54, 530 
Lead oxide... _....------------------------. 643 4,650 |...-.-------|------------ 5, 293 
Residues.....----------------------------- 328 6, 956 |--.---.-----|------------ 7, 284 

10, 504 437, 245 . 1, 054 25, 475 474, 278 

1 ‘The lead-base scrap listed as consumed by manufacturers and foundries in: 1941 cannot be compared 
with earlicr reports of lead-base scrap consumed by this group in 1940, owing to the recent transfer of 29 
large plants (equipped with smelting facilities) from the manufacturer group to the remelter-smelter-refiner 
group. Ifthe transfer had not been made, this table for 1941 would have shown a total of 343,824 tons con- 
sumed by remelters, smelters, and refiners and 130,454 tons of scrap consumed by manufacturers and 
foundries.
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Of the 474,278 short tons of lead-base scrap consumed in 1941, only 
11,558 tons (2 percent) were classed as new scrap, and 462,720 tons 

| (98 percent) were old scrap returned for salvage after having served a 
useful purpose. As usual, battery-lead plates dominated the picture, 

oo comprising 56 percent of all lead-base scrap consumed during 1941 | 
CO and exceeding the 1940 figure by almost ‘100,000 tons. Reclamation . 

- of cable lead dropped slightly, reflecting the tendency of utilities to 
make existing equipment serve a longer life. A 66-percent increase 

| in consumption of drosses shows that dead stocks of low-grade by- 
| products were brought into the market when a shortage of lead was 

threatened. = © | ae , OS 
_ [ilinois, with 24 secondary lead remelters and smelters worthy of 
mention, consumed 19 percent of all lead-base scrap, followed by 17 

-- percent used in Pennsylvania (23 plants), 15 percent in New Jersey : 
(16 plants), 10 percent in Indiana (6 plants), 8 percent in California 

| (14 plants), and 8 percent in New York (27 plants); the remaining 23° 
- percent of consumption was reported by 21 other States. | | 

- Consumers’ stocks of purchased lead-base scrap in the. United States at end of year, : 
| | . 1940-41, gross weight, in short tons a Oo 

On hand— ; 

an Scrap item a 

| | | Dec. 31, 19401 | Dev. 31,1941 

Unalloyed lead __-..--...--------------- 2-2-2 ee eee ee eee eee eee 4,119 2, 733 
Lead-base alloy__..----.-_-_-_-2.------ eee eee eee ee eee eee 29, 693 25, 642 
Drosses and residues-_._-.--.-.-------------------------------------- eee . 8, 128 12, 775 

41, 940 41, 150 

1 Revised figures. mc | . 

| Although no formal ceiling prices were applied to scrap lead during 
1941, buyers were strongly urged to hold scrap prices to the usual 
relationship with primary lead quotations. Prices of both primary 

| metal and scrap rose during the first 4 months of 1941 but leveled in 
April when the trade agreed to an informal ceiling of 5.85 cents a 
pound for primary pig in New York. Dealers’ buying prices for heavy 
lead scrap in New York averaged 4.72 cents in January, climbed to an 
average of 5.18 cents in March, then leveled at 5.31 cents in April and 

| stayed there through October. Heavy-scrap-lead prices averaged 
5.36 in November and 5.37 in December; the rise was attributed to 
the expectation of official ceiling prices that would exceed the earlier 
informal levels. Scrap flow was greatly improved during these 2 | 
months. 

Dealers’ quotations for battery-lead plates rose steadily from 2.75 
cents a pound at the beginning of the year to 3.125 cents in March. 
The price rose to 3.25 cents in July and increased to 3.50 cents at the 
end of October in anticipation of a higher price for primary lead. 

Battery-plate smelting charges ranged from $16 a ton (maintained 
through April) to $13 in September, then fluctuated between $13 and 
$14 until early in December, when the charge fell to $12. On Decem- 
ber 18, 1941, quotations jumped to $20 a ton. 

Effective January 15, 1942, maximum prices were set for lead-base 
scrap, battery-lead plates, batteries in boxes, and secondary lead, all 
in relation to base prices fixed for each of 146 city areas listed as main
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shipping points in 34 States. Under the terms-of this order, the maxi- 
mum selling price of heavy-lead scrap in New York was fixed at 5.95 

| cents a pound, f. 0. b. pomt of shipment. The price of primary pig 
lead was fixed on the same date at 6.50 cents a pound, delivered at 
New York. > SO 7 | os ce 

| Secondary lead produced from scrap was made subject to allocation , 
on October 3, 1941. No priority control was exercised on lead scrap 
throughout 1941, but General Preference Order M-—72, issued January 
9, 1942, provided for direct allocation of lead scrap when necessary. : 

| Acceptance of deliveries of lead scrap at dealers’ yards was made de- 
pendent on the ratio of shipments to inventories, and monthly reports | 

| of dealers’ transactions were required. | cet - 
_ Lead scrap was placed under export control on March 4, 1941, and 
effective March 24, 1941, a license was required for exporting materials 

— containing over 15 percent lead. . : 

| SECONDARY MAGNESIUM ; 

_ In 1941, 1,752 short tons of secondary magnesium were recovered. | 
_ Value was set at $840,960, computed from an average price of 24 cents 

a pound. This quantity was recovered as 929 tons of magnesium in 
ingot, 738 tons of magnesium castings, 60 tons of magnesium added 
as a constituent in aluminum alloys, and 25 tons in reagents. 

| Secondary magnesium recovered in the United States, in 1941, in short tons . 

Magnesium alloys produced and recovered from scrap___..---.--------- 1, 667 
In aluminum alloys__......_.---2------.-------------- ee 60 
In reagents_.___-.-__--------------------------------------------- 25 | 

CO : re 1,752 

‘From new scrap.____.--------------------------------------------- 1,787 © 
From old scrap_-..------------------------------------------------- 15 

Production of secondary magnesium ! and magnesium-alloy products in the United 
| States in 1941, gross weight, an short tons = oe 

Magnesium ingot_______.__...---------------------_--------------- 2929 
Magnesium castings. -_..--------1--------------------------------- 788 

1 This table does not include secondary magnesium recovered in other than magnesium-base products. 
2 Approximately 470 short tons of this amount were incorporated in primary magnesium ingot, and the 

remainder was produced as secondary magnesium ingot. . 

A total of 51 plants consumed 2,279 tons of magnesium-base scrap, 
which was almost entirely in the form of new scrap emanating from 
industrial operations. By far the largest tonnage of magnesium scrap 
consisted of borings and turnings, and this item represented 70 per- 
cent of the total; filings and grindings comprised 12 percent, sand 
castings 10 percent, and miscellaneous items 8 percent. The increased 
tempo of secondary magnesium consumption was revealed by the 
fact that 911 tons were consumed in the first 6 months of 1941 com- 
pared with 1,368 tons in the latter half of the year. Stocks of mag- 
nesium scrap were 204 tons at the start of 1941 and 239 tons at the 
close. , 

Sales of magnesium were under strict priority control as of March 
24, 1941, and on November 14, 1941, General Preference Order 
M-2-b, issued by the Office of Production Management, required all
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| persons owning magnesium of any kind to report its existence by | 
| November 30. The new order provided for complete allocation of all 

| magnesium supplies. a | . | a 

a Stocks and consumption of magnesium scrap in the United States in 1941, gross 
: - _ weight, in short tons ; oo 

. | On hand— : Se 
| . —_—— _ Consumption 

ant - ce during 1941 . 
. - 4 Dee. 31, 1940 | Dee. ai, 1941 ye 

Cast scrap .__.---------2-00-e02ececeeeeeecceeeeeeceeeee: | 20 oe 15 286 
Solid wrought scrap_....-------------------------+----+- oe BS 22) 103 
Borings, grindings, drosses, ete... .-------------t-------} 7 132 | — 202° . 1,910 

| | mo 8 _ 989 2, 279 

a To overcome the disadvantages of shipping bulky and inflammable 
magnesium scrap from scattered sections of the country to the few 

| plants equipped for remelting, additional facilities were provided at 
| strategic locations near the sources of magnesium scrap. On Febru- 

| ary 25, 1942, four smelting companies with a total of seven plants 
: equipped for handling magnesium scrap were granted the right by 

the Government to purchase magnesium scrap for remelting into 
| secondary magnesium ingot. Primary magnesium producers con- 

| _ tinued to remelt scrap from nearby areas. OS . 

: - SECONDARY NICKEL (NONFERROUS) © | Oo 

| The 1941 survey of secondary nickel recovery was confined to that 
recovered from nonferrous scrap, and the incomplete report of nickel — 
recovered in ferro-alloys in former years has been omitted from | 
this report. | | | | | 

Secondary nickel recovered from nonferrous scrap in 1941 totaled 
| 5,315 short tons valued at $3,720,500 compared with 4,152 tons 

| valued at $2,906,400 in 1940. The value for both years was com- 
| puted at 35 cents a pound, the spot-delivery price of electrolytic 

nickel, including duty. | | | a 

Secondary nickel (nonferrous) recovered an the United States, 1940-41, in short tons | 

1940 1941 

Asmetal....0 0 .....2 022-22 e eee ee eee 3 248 CO 
In nickel alloys...........2.220.00 0 wee eee ee ee ee 841 1, 267. 
In copper alloys.................222 ee 0 ee ee ee eee . 3, 308 3, 396 
In chemical products: 

Nickel sulfate._.. ._...-... 222-2202 22 eee eee ee (1) 283 
Nickel oxide.........---..-..-.--0 2-02 -0 eee eee (1) 120 
Nickel chloride, carbonate, cyanide, and nitrate._..-  ..... _... . (!) 1 

| fase yt  5BIB 
From new scrap... _....._---... .... ...... .e. oe coe e eee 7 2, 184 3, 181 
From old scrap.. won ee eee ee eee eee ee 1, $68 2, 134 

1 Data not available. 

Owing to the past reluctance of many nickel-scrap consumers to 
report their activities, figures for 1940 are believed to be incomplete, 
particularly with respect to nickel recovered as metal. |
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a Production of secondary nickel and nonferrous nickel-alloy products in the United | 
ee States in 1941, gross weight, in short tons a a 
Refined nickel__...._.._-..-_-_--. 2. -2----------- eee 79 | 
Nickel anodes_._.........----_-.-..-----.-----+--------------.----.. 169 | 

. .Monel-metal bar and shot__-._.-----.-----------------------------. | 289 © 
_ Cupronickel bar and shot__._......--..-__--.----------------------- 2, 284 

_ Nickel in chemical products-___----..-------------------------------- 404 , 

In -1941, 248 short tons of secondary nickel were recovered as | 
_ metal, which appeared on the market as 79 tons of nickel bars and | 

| shot and 169 tons of recast nickel anodes. Production of secondary - 
Monel-metal bar and. shot amounted to 289 tons containing 178 tons _ 
of nickel, and secondary cupronickel totaled 2,284 short tons con- , 

_ taining 1,089 tons of nickel. Of the total secondary nickel reported 
in nonferrous products, 64 percent was recovered in copper-base : 

_ alloys represented principally by nickel silver. In addition to nickel 
as metal and in alloys, 404 tons were recovered in chemical products. 
Of this amount, 70. percent was in nickel sulfate, and most of the 
remainder was in nickel oxide, with a total of 1 ton contained in nickel | 
chloride, carbonate, cyanide, and nitrate. — : | 

Consumption of purchased nickel scrap in the United States in 1941, gross weight, | - | 
| : | —. am short tons a | 

7 = : Remelters, smelters, Manufacturers and i 
| | | Serap item _ and refiners __ foundries Total serap 

: a - 7 | New scrap | Old scrap | New 7 Old scrap 

Pure nickel......---------cc-eeeeeee-e-2--| 140 22/108 | 147 434 
_ Monel metal... .. 2.222 eee ' 383 1, 064 1, 790 74 3, 311 
Nickel silver....-.---..--.-2..-sessses-s-f 768 1,204| 6894| 266| 9,130 

. Miscellaneous nickel alloys. -.-.---..----.--- 503 3,019 |--..--.----- 2 3, 524 

Nickel residues. -:----.----------------ee2-[oscosecoveeefeseecosevree] RR | 482 
Sa 47921 5,320] 8 at | gaa 16, 953 | | 

7 A total of 16,953 tons of nonferrous nickel scrap was consumed in 
| 1941 compared with 12,404 tons in 1940. Nickel silver constituted | 

slightly more than half of the scrap, and Monel metal and miscel- 
laneous nickel alloys were each about one-fifth of the total. | 

. Thirty-six remelters, smelters, and refiners used 42 percent of the 
total nickel scrap, and 109 manufacturers and foundries consumed 
the other 58 percent. Of the 9,832 tons of nickel scrap consumed | 

: by manufacturers and foundries, 7,025 tons were used by 17 brass 
- mills, and only 2,807 tons were distributed among the remaining 

92 plants. | a | 

: Consumers’ stocks of purchased nonferrous nickel scrap in the United States at end 
| | of year, 1940-41, gross weight, in short tons 

| On hand— 

| Scrap item St (nntneennnnnET eee 

i a . Dee. 31, 1940! | Dec. 31, 1941 

Unalloyed nickel ....---------c2cceececececeeeceseseeeeseseeceeeeeeeed 93 60 
Nonferrous nickel alloys. ..--...-----------------------------------------. 2, 217 3. 965 
Nickel residues. -.-...---.-.-------------------------------- +22 eee eee 472 485 

2,782 | - 4, 510
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| Dealers’ buying prices for new nickel clips in New York in the first | 
| | days of 1941 were between 37 and 40 cents a pound, and late in Jan- 

uary they rose above 47 cents owing to heavy buying by Japan 
before export control went into effect. In February, prices dropped 

| to the 30-cent level but gradually rose with increased industrial | 
demand until a 55-cent price was quoted in April. The threat of | 
ceiling prices by the Advisory Commission to the Council of National 
Defense made quotations nominal until June 2, 1941, when Price 
Schedule 8 fixed ceiling prices on scrap and secondary material. This 
action drove the price of clips down to the 24- to 25-cent level. During 
the latter half of 1941, the dealers’ buying price for Monel clips in 
New York lay between 18 and 19 cents a pound. 9 | 

_ Nickel, including scrap, was placed under export control on January 
10, 1941, and after February 3, 1941, a license was required for ex- 

| porting materials containing over 10 percent nickel. => | 

oe Se . SECONDARY TIN. a a 

- Recovery of secondary tin rose to 42,033 short tons valued at 
$43,722,726 in 1941 compared with 33,222 short tons valued at 

| $33,102,401 in 1940. The value was computed at 52.01 cents a 
pound in 1941 and at 49.82 cents a pound in 1940. | | 

Tin recovered as metal increased to 5,900 tons, a 17-percent rise 
above the 5,056 tons recovered in 1940. Only seven plants, repre- 

| senting four companies, participated in the recovery of 5,089 short . 
tons of metallic tin from tin-plate scrap in 1941, as the expansion 
program to accelerate recovery of tin from old cans was not yet 
under way. The 811 short tons of secondary tin recovered as metal 
at other plants represented the total reported by 40 remelters, 
smelters, and refiners and 3 manufacturers. Of this total, 60 tons 
of remelted tin were reclaimed from scrap tin by dealer-remelters 
and shipped to smelters for fire refining. 

. Secondary tin recovered in the United States, 1940-41, in short tons 

| oe | 1940 1941 

As metal: 
At detinning plants.._.._._-...-..----2-. 22-22 ee eee eee eee | 4, 147 5, 089 
At other plants._......----..----------- 0-2-2 ee eee eee eee 909 811 

| | | 5, 056 5, $00 
-In copper alloys._......----.-2-02-2---- 2-2-2222 eee 13, 950 16, 298 
In lead alloys._.-----...---.---2- 2-2-2 eee eee 7, 848 9, 509 
In tin alloys.-.------...----..--2 2-2-2 eee eee eee 5, 671 9, 188 
In chemical compounds...__........-- 22-22-22 ee eee eee ee ee 697 1, 138 

33, 222 42, 033 

From new scrap....- ..... ce eee —_ 12, 736° 12, 427 
From old scrap...--...-......-.-.----2 22-2 eee eee 20, 486 29, 606 

Almost one-fourth of the 1941 yield of secondary tin was recovered 
in the form of tin-base products, including metallic tin, tin babbitts, 
and tin chemicals. The next 40 percent emerged as the tin content 
of lead-base alloys, and the remaining 36 percent filled the greater 
part of the tin requirements in secondary brass and bronze products. 
Metallic tin and tin-base alloy products are listed in the production 
table in the Secondary Lead section of this chapter. |
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Block-tin scrap and foil, high-tin babbitts, and tin residues ac- 
_ counted for most of the 43-percent increase in tin-base scrap con- 
sumed in 1941. Tin scruff and dross resulting from tin-plate opera- 

- tions in 1941 almost duplicated the 4,936 tons used in 1940. FS 
Dealers’ buying prices for block-tin pipe in New York averaged 

46.35 cents a pound in 1941 compared with 42.90 cents in 1940.. | 
The monthly average rose from 44.50 cents a pound in January to 
47.50 cents in May and remained at this price until September, when 
the average dropped to 45.79 cents a pound. . Quotations in each of - 
the last 3 months averaged 45.50 cents. ae | 

Consumption of purchased tin scrap in the United States in 1 941 , gross weight, | 
- rs _ th short tons | OS oo | 

os : - 7 | 7 | . . / f- Remelters, smelters, Manufacturers and | ; : 

me a ‘Serap item - ce je cece a eee as a Tote are - 
7 a ___ | Newserap| Old scrap | New scrap | Old scrap | | | 

Block-tin pipe, serap, and foil... Do BBL 1 287 : 49). 104 1, 402 | 
Tin scruff and dross. -..-......------2----:| .. 4,970 |.----------- . 1 |------------ 4,971. 
No. 1 pewter. ...--------------2-----i--- |e ee 372 fee ee 39 411 
High-tin babbitt_......-.-.._-:.-.......| 47 | 4,107 T] 159 4,314 
Residues... _--.-----:---------------------| 368 | . 3,348 }----.-------|-------.-__- 3, 716 
Miscellaneous tin alloys.-------..--.----.- 0) od GQ): teeter ee ae ee emenewewecee Q) 

- | 5 487 9114; 51] = 302 | 14, 904 

! Less than 1 ton. pO . ol Oo Co 

Consumers’ stocks of purchased tin-base scrap in the United States at end of year, - 
| 1940-41, gross weight, in short tons | , : / : | 

Po . . >.> Serapitem mn te RT i . 

| Oe Be _.. | Dee. 31, 19401 | Dee. 31, 1941 : : 

Unalloyed tint... oe ooo ooo 214 | 115 | 
Tin-base alloys. _-.-.------.---------------12--- 2-2 ele eee eee _ 482]. © 624 
Drosses and residues-.._.-.-.--.------------------------------+------- =e 704 | ~ 1, 639 

a 1, 400 2, 378 . 

| 1 Revised figures. a a 7 : 

Some small lots of tin scrap were reported sold during the summer 
months at prices higher than those for primary tin, but warnings from 
the Office of Price Administration, coupled with the ceiling price of 
52 cents a pound for Grade A pig tin, established on August 15, 1941, 
tended to keep scrap prices fairly well in line. 

The price of Grade B tin was fixed at 41.375 cents a pound on 
September 20, 1941, but no formal ceilings were set on tin-base scrap. 
There was no Federal control of scrap or secondary tin consumption 

or stocks before the Japanese attack on December 7, 1941. a 
Effective December 17, 1941, General Preference Order M-43 pro- 

vided for allocation of all stocks of pig tin. This order was amended 
February 14, 1942, to freeze stocks of tin and tin alloys in the hands 
of manufacturing jewelers, and arrangements were made to purchase 
all such stocks for the Metals Reserve Co., with the National Lead 
Co. acting as agent. |
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On the last day of 1941, Conservation Order M-—43-a ordered 50- . 
percent curtailment in the use of tin in nondefense production, with | 
the further provision that use of tin in 29 types of commercial articles - 

: should cease March 31, 1942. Lo ae | 

- General Preference Order M-—72 provided for direct allocation of 
| | tin-base scrap to consumers when necessary in the interests of the war , 

program. Acceptance of deliveries of tin scrap at dealers’ yards was - 
| made dependent on the ratio of shipments to inventories in the pre- | 

ceding 60-day period, and monthly reports of dealers’ transactions in 

a tin scrap were required to be filed with the Bureau of Mines. 
me Early in January 1942, retail druggists were urged to set up col- 

| lection bins for receiving used collapsible tubes of tin or tin-coated . 
- | lead. Beginning April 7, 1942, consumers were required to turn in _ 

| a used tube for each new one of toilet preparations purchased. The 
newly organized Tin Salvage Institute in Newark, N. J., was desig- 

- nated as the agent of the Metals Reserve Co. to reclaim the tin from 

| collapsible tubes. _ re | - | 
Detinning plants.—Recovery of tin from new tin-plate clippings © | 

| | was carried out during 1941 at seven plants: Metal & Thermit 
: - Corporation operated plants at Carteret, N. J., San Francisco, Calif., 

and East Chicago, Ind.; Vulcan Detinning Co., at Sewaren,N.J.,and =| 
Neville Island, Pa.; Standard Metal Refining Co., at Baltimore, Md.; 
and Johnston & Jennings Co., at Cleveland, Ohio. 7 | 

New tin-plate scrap treated totaled 341,075 long tons, exceeding 
the 1940 total of 268,269 long tons by 27 percent. Recovery of tin — 
per ton of scrap treated stayed about the same as during 1940, owing 
to the fact that general reductions of thickness of the tin coating ony 

| steel did not take place until late in 1941. oO | _ 
| Recovery of tin from old containers rose only slightly from 62 short 

tons in 1940 to 69 short tons in 1941. : a . | | 
, No tin bichloride or tin crystals have been reported produced from | 

tin-plate scrap since 1939. on , 

Secondary tin recovered at detinning plants in the United States, 1 940-41. 

gga 1941 

Serap treated: | | | 
lean tin plate.................---...-------.----------------long tons..] 268, 269 _ 341,075 

Old tin-coated containers........-.-------------------------+------d0-..- 4, 963 5, 963 

| 273, 232 347, 038 
Tin recovered as metal: 

New tin-plate clippings...........--.---.--------------------short tons_. 4, 085 5, 020 
; Old tin-coated containers-_..._..-....-.----..-._---.---------------d0-..- 62 68 

Tin content of tin tetrachloride, tin oxide, and sodium stannate produced 
short tons-.- 697 1, 067 

. | 4, 844 6, 156 

. Weight of tin tetrachloride, tin oxide, and sodium stannate produced 
| short tons. 1, 187 1,927 

Average quantity of tin recovered per long ton of clean tin-plate scrap used 
. pounds... 35. 65 35. 69 

Average delivered cost of clean tin-plate scrap.............-per long ton-- ~ $16. 59 $18. 51 

Several small independent plants were equipped for salvaging tin 
from old cans early in 1942, and six large plants were projected for 
Government financing. A program was mapped out for converting 
hot-dipping methods to electroplating of tin to conserve the supply,
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| and many large city areas arranged early in 1942 to collect empty oe 
tin cans for shipment to detinning plants. First reports from the | 
detinning plants revealed that less than half of the old cans received 
had been properly prepared by washing and flattening. 

Export regulations concerning tin-plate scrap adopted in 1940 | 
were continued in force throughout 1941. | | 

_ Imports for the first 9. months of 1941, mostly from. Canada, 
totaled 15,989 long tons of tin-plate scrap valued at $200,626. 

SECONDARY ZINC Oo 
a ‘The net weight of secondary zine recovered totaled 283,967 short oe 
tons valued at $42,595,050 in 1941 compared with 222,013 short 
tons valued at $27,973,638 in 1940 (revised). The value was com- 
puted at 7.5 cents a pound in 1941 (the average selling price of all 
grades) and at 6.3 cents in 1940. 

a Secondary zine recovered in the United States, 1940-41, in short tons 

| Oo | 1940 1941 | | 

| As metal: | . - | . a 
By distillation: - oe Co 

In slab zine...._.......2.--- 2.2 eee eee 1 48, 917 59, 306 
. Zine dust...........----- 220-222 eee eee eee eee ee 17, 321 18, 950 

._ By remelting ----..-----------2------------+--- 2-2-2222 2e teen eee ee ee ene 2, 704 11, 400 | 
| —_ a | 8042] 80, 656 | 

In alloys: - . | - . 
Die-cast slab -_._.--.---- 2-2-2222 eee nen eee eee eee en (2) 2, 571 

- Copper alloys... ._..--- 2-22-22 - eo eee cee eee ee 3112, 306 143, 236 
In chemical products: | , 

Zine oxide..--_..-.------------- eee eee eee 15, 810 - 14,295 
. _ Zine sulfate--.....-------- 22 eee ee eee eee 1,958 2, 340 

Zine chloride. -......----.-------- 2-2 eee eee eee 9, 132 13, 613 
Zine carbonate and cyanide._...-..........-...-.------ 22. 2eeee een (?) 348 
Lithopone.--_-.-..-- 22-22-2222 one ene eee nee eee 18, 865 17, 408 

a | ae a | 222,013 | 283, 967 | 
: From new scrap-.-...-.----.-----2 2-22-2222 ee ne ee eee eee eee ee neeeeeeeeenee-| 187,809 202, $13 | 

. From old i a ee 64, 204 | Sl, 154 

— 1 Gross weight: includes 16,092 tons of zinc slab formerly classified as distilled from plant scrap. 
3 Data not available. 
3 Includes some plant scrap at brass mills. Ss 

- Twenty-four zinc distillers contributed to a record production of 
59,503 tons of secondary distilled slab containing 59,306 tons of zine. 
‘This amount represents a 21-percent increase over the 1940 recovery 
of 48,917 (revised) short tons. Virtually 40 percent of the supply of 
secondary distilled slab was consumed by galvanizers, 30 percent by 
brass mills, 16 percent by die casters, 10 percent by rolling mills and 
extrusion plants, and the remainder by zinc oxide producers and other 
miscellaneous users. | es _ 

The 18,950 tons of secondary zinc dust produced by nine distillers 
_ Tepresented approximately 80 percent of the total zinc dust produced 

in the United States from all sources. More than half of this dust was 
_ consumed by the producers of sodium hydrosulfite. 

The 2,704-ton figure for remelted zinc listed for 1940 was unusually 
low, because a large amount of the zinc in scrap used to produce 
spelter formerly was listed as having been recovered in copper alloys, 
and spelter produced by dealers was not reported. The 11,400 tons of 
remelted zinc reported in 1941 was recovered in 10,389 tons of remelt
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| spelter, 527 tons of galvanizing stock, 497 tons of zinc sheet, 78 tons 
of zinc powder, and 70 tons of-zinc anodes. In addition to the 10,389 
tons of rernelt spelter listed, 430 tons of remelt spelter were consumed 
by zinc refiners, and this recovery is included in the weight of redis- 
tilled slab produced. Bureau of Mines surveys revealed that 1,967 
tons of zinc were recovered in die-cast slab during the first. 6 months 
of 1941, whereas only 604 tons were recovered in the second half. _ 

Zinc is the principal alloying constituent of copper-base alloys, and __ 
143,236 tons of secondary zinc were recovered in secondary brass 
and bronze. This quantity includes both the zinc originally contained 

: and recovered in brass scrap and the zinc in zinc-base scrap added to _ 
secondary brass in the melting furnace. = OS 

Production of: secondary zine and zine alloy products in the United States in 1941, 
Sy oo. gross weight, in short tons a | 

| Redistilled zinc slab___._.-------------1-----2- 2-2 ees __ 59,508 | 
| Zine dust___-------------.--------------------------------------- 18, 950 

Remelt spelter_......._.--_--_----------------------------------- 10, 389 
Remelt die-cast slab_____.-_--_---------------------------------2_. - 2, 735 

- , Galvanizing stock.__..__._..._.___----- 2 eee. i527 
. Zine sheet_____------------------------------- eee 497 | 

OC Zine powder--__----.------------------------- ieee ieee eee 78 
| Zine anodes... ....__--------------------------------------------- 70 

_— ‘Zine in chemical products_-_.----.-------- -----------------------.. 48, 504 

oe _. Thirty-seven chemical manufacturers recovered 48,504 tons of 
no secondary zinc in chemicals, a 19-percent increase over the 1940 

| recovery of 40,765 tons. High industrial activity, supplem ented. by _ 
an insufficient supply of titanium pigments, effected a sharp increase 
in the demand for lithopone at the end of 1941. The production of zinc 
oxide from zinc scrap and slab zinc declined, but the use of ore for 
oxide to supply the growing market increased sh arply. 
_ A major part of the zinc scrap treated in 1941 consisted of galvan- 
izers’ skimmings and dross; and zinc recovery from this source, added 

) to increased recovery of zinc in brass cartridge scrap, explains the 
recovery of 71 percent of all secondary zinc from new scrap compared 
with 29 percent from old. | | 

Consumption of purchased zinc scrap in the United States in 1941, gross weight, 
an short tons 

| . Remelters, smelters, Manufacturers and . 
| Scrap item and refiners | foundries Total “serap 

7 New scrap | Old scrap | New scrap | Old scrap | _ 

Clippings..........-.------2ee2e eee ee ee 5,978 |..-.-------- 1,587 |... 5, 515 
Sheet__-.._..-----.------ eee 299 . 6, 562 265 456 7, 582 
Castings.....___....._-.- 2-222 ie eee. 471 1, 443 23 124 2, 061 
Skimmings and ashes______...___-__.__.__. 57,186 |__..-.--__-. 27, 861 18 85, 065 
Dross___-._-.------------ +22 eee 56, 620 |_..--.------ 37 |-----.----_- 56, 657 
Die castings. -........_._---..---2 2-228. 305 12, 701 114 900 14, 020 
Flue dust and residues. ._._..____________. 8, 819 16, 024 14, 233 - 7,117 46, 193 

127, 678 36, 730 44,070 | = 8, 615 217, 093
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_ Cansumption and stocks of zine scrap in the United States in 1940, gross weight, in 
| | short tons 1 oe _ | 

a | | | -Remelters, smelters, Manufacturers and oe 
and refiners foundries | a 

7 Scrap item OP Total . 

| | Used [pee Si io4o| Used [patattsa al 

Clippings...-.......-.------.--..---.-.-...| - 2,877 161 1, 153 2931 4,080 
Sheet_.....--..------.--------2-- 2-2 12, 009: 804 - 73 57 - - 12, 082 
Castings.....-.-....---------2--2------_ 822 » 355 . 18 16 840 Skimmings and ashes.......-..--.......-..| 62, 52 19, 079 7,463 | - 4,320 70, 015 Dross.___-----------------s-sseeseseseeeee| 46,457 5,311| 5,201}  ' 6 51, 658 
Die castings-_-.____.._-.--.-..--.-..-.-...] 17,087 1, 358 169 | 13 17, 256 
‘Flue dust and residues___....-.-.__--_-__- 7, 833 11, 542 18, 853 3, 701 - 26, 686 

| | 149,637 | 38, 610 82, 930 8, 336 182, 567 

1 Revised figures. —— CO ee ee a 

Zinc-base scrap and residues consumed in 1941 totaled 217,093 
tons, composed of 39 percent. skimmings and ashes, 26 percent dross, | 
21 percent flue dust and residues, 6 percent die castings, 4 percent oo 

| sheet, 3 percent clippings, and 1 percent zinc castings. oo | 
| Of the total zinc scrap used in 1941, Pennsylvania consumed 37 | : 

) percent, Illinois-17 percent, New Jersey 7 percent, Delaware 6 per- 
cent, Oklahoma, West Virginia, Indiana, and Ohio each 5 percent, 
and all other. States 13 percent. | ee re 

Zinc scrap was used in the following proportion: 76 percent by 
130 remelters, smelters, and refiners; 23 percent by 22 chemical plants 
making chemicals exclusively; and 1 percent by 239 manufacturers | 
and foundries. Of the total secondary zinc recovered in the produc- 
tion of zinc chemicals, 39 percent was reported by concerns that could a 
not be separately classified as chemical works, owing to their greater 

_ activity as smelters and refiners... One of the largest reservoirs of | 
zinc was copper-base alloy scrap, from which 80,236 tons of secondary 
zinc were recovered from new scrap and 47,873 tons from old scrap. 
For the most part, the scrap containing this zinc was used to make 

_ secondary copper alloys such as brass and bronze, but: some low-grade 
brass scrap was put through a copper-recovery process in which most | 
of the zinc content was converted to flue dust. : : | 

Of the total zine scrap consumed, 79 percent represented new | 
scrap. Kemelters, smelters, and refiners used 78 percent new scrap 
and 22 percent old, and chemical works and other manufacturers | 
(and foundries) used 84 percent new scrap and only 16 percent old 

Consumers’ stocks of purchased zinc-base scrap in the United States at end of year, 
. 1940-41, gross weight, in short tons 

On hand— 

Scrap item _ Oo 

Dec. 31, 1940! | Dee. 31, 1941 

Metallic zine scrap.._.---.-------------------- 2-22 e ee eee ee eee eee 3, 126 1,378 
Dross.__..---.. -.. 02-2 2-2 ee nee eee eee 5, 317 5, 634 
Skimmings and residues............. ...----.--------------------------- 38, 503 32, 433 

46, 946 30, 445 

1 Revised figures.
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- Dealers’ buying prices for new zinc clips in New York averaged 
6.59 cents.a pound in 1941 compared with 4.81 cents in 1940, a. 

_ 37-percent rise. Prices experienced an inflationary period at the 
beginning of the year when zinc clips averaged 6.70 cents in January, 

| 7.92 cents in February, and 9.09 cents in March. Pressure on > 
7 prices encouraged speculation to the point that zinc scrap was with- 

held from the market, and the prices of zinc scrap materials and 
| - secondary slabrose to exceed that of primary slab. As a measure to 

a prevent speculation and to maintain price stability, maximum prices on 
| sales of secondary and scrap zinc were established on March 31, 1941. — 

| Secondary slab of Prime Western grade was fixed at 7.25 cents a 
pound f. o. b. East St. Louis, and High-Grade zinc was set at 8.25 
cents. isis - | | : 

| The maximum dealers’ selling price for new zinc clips was set at 
- 6.75 cents delivered at buyers’ plants. This ceiling forced the average 

- dealers’ buying prices down to 5.87 cents in April, where it remained 
through September. In October, the Office of Price Administration 

| raised the price of Prime Western secondary zinc to 8.25 cents, and 
the selling price of zinc clips was adjusted to 7.25 cents. This ac- | 
counted for the 6.87-cent average dealers’ buying price maintained 

- through November and December. <A formal ceiling order on Jan- _ 
|  uary 29, 1942, forced adherence to primary zinc prices previously held 

down by informal agreement. ce oe 
Throughout 1941 the zinc industry was under close surveillance of 

the Government. On April 1, a monthly production pool was estab- 
, lished from which the Office of Production Management allocated zinc 

| to meet emergency demands. The amount. reserved for this pool 
each month increased from 3,000 tons in April to over 24,000 tons in - 
November. a | 

On July 1, 1941, the zinc industry was put under full priority con- 
trol by General Preference Order M-11. This order continued the 

| zine pool so as to include production of all grades of distilled zinc, both | 
primary and secondary, as well as zinc oxide and dust. The zinc that , 
remained after the required amount had been set aside in the pool 
was to be shipped in such manner that each customer should receive 

| a percentage of the producers’ commitments to him for the month, © 
including both defense and nondefense orders, equal to the percentage 
received by every other customer. These restrictions also applied 
to interplant transfers and toll agreements and included galvanizers 

| who redistilled zinc from dross or skimmings. 
| Imports of metallic zinc scrap into the United States for the first 

. 9 months of 1941 totaled 59 tons compared with 164 tons for the whole 
year 1940, and imports of zinc dross and skimmings were 353 tons 
for 9 months of 1941 compared with 356 tons in 1940. There were 

. 519 tons of skimmings imported through September 1941 for smelting, 
refining, and reexporting. Zinc scrap was placed under export control 
on January 10, 1941, and effective February 3, 1941, a license was 

| required for exporting materials containing over 15 percent zinc.
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| GENERAL SUMMARY 8... 7 | | 
Under the impetus of greatly increased activity in war industries, 

steel-ingot production in 1941 surged to unprecedented heights, _ . 
creating the greatest demand for iron and steel scrap ever Known. 
The production of steel ingots in 1941 increased 24 percent over that 
in 1940. Reflecting this rise in steel-ingot production, the use of. | 
ferrous scrap increased 33 percent over that consumed in the previous 
record year—1940. This greater increase in the use of scrap as com- — , 
pared with the rise in the steel-ingot production was necessitated by | 
the relatively smaller increase in pig-iron production, ‘which rose 20 
percent over 1940. During the first 6 months of 1941, scrap consump- : 
tion was fairly stable, but with the accelerated rate of war-material _ | 
manufacture, demand improved as steel production soared to record Oo 
proportions in the closing months of the year. The consumption of | 
scrap probably reached an all-time peak in October 1941. Despite | 
the large increase in demand, prices increased only slightly as a result of 
price-control activities of the Federal war agencies. Stocks of iron 7 
and steel scrap consistently declined throughout the year. During 
November and December, many consumers were obliged to increase 
the amount of pig iron used because of the curtailment of available 
supplies of scrap caused by the continued large demard. _ 

The total consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in 1941 increased . 
27 percent over that in 1940. Of the 115,401,728 net tons used, 
93,042,313 tons were charged to steel-making furnaces and 22,359,415 
tons to iron furnaces. In making the average ton of steel in 1941 more 
scrap and less pig iron were used than in 1940; the relative consump- 
tion of home scrap increased considerably in 1941 over 1940, and that 
of purchased scrap increased slightly. In iron furnaces the relative 
use of total scrap also increased, and that of pig iron decreased. This 
increase in the relative use of scrap resulted from larger consumption 
of home scrap in 1941 compared with 1940. The proportion of 
purchased scrap used increased only slightly. | 

Statistics on exports of ferrous scrap from the United States in 1941 
are not available for publication, except the total amount exported 
during the first 9 months of the year. However, from the data pro- 

1 Minerals Yearbook, 1939, p. 513, defines the various scrap terms used in this report. 
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curable, it is evident that exports were considerably lower m 1941 

than in 1940 and previous years. The exportation of scrap was lim- 
ited, by restrictions imposed by the Federal Government in October 

1940, to countries of the Western Hemisphere and the United King- 

7 dom. Two joint resolutions that would directly or indirectly impose 

restrictions on the exportation of scrap from all the Territories, depend- 

| encies, and possessions of the United States were introduced during the 

first session of the Seventy-seventh Congress. After extensive testi- 

mony, one of these, S. J. Res. 76, was approved on May 28, 1941, and 

became Public, No. 75, 77th Congress. Also introduced was a bill 

| designed to suspend the effectiveness, during the national emergency, 

of tariff duties on scrap iron, scrap steel, and nonferrous-metal scrap, 

| but the Congress adjourned without acting on the proposed legislation. 

| Since the outbreak of war in 1939 there has been no cartel activity _ 

| by foreign consumers for the purpose of securing scrap for exportation 

- from the United States. Consequently, all countries that purchased _ 

scrap in 1941 acted independently. | | 

| Prices for scrap fluctuated within narrower limits in 1941 than in 

| 1940. This smaller fluctuation did not result from actual supply- 

demand relationships, but from the attempts of the scrap industry 

to conform to the request of the Government to voluntarily halt the 

- advancing trend in scrap-steel prices. During the first quarter of 

1941, the price stabilization agency of the Government continued the 

conferences, initiated in the latter months of 1940 between steel-mill 

| and scrap-trade representatives, designed to achieve voluntary reduc- 

tion in scrap prices. However, the effect of these conferences was 

only partly successful. According to Iron Age, the quotation for 

: No. 1 Heavy-melting steel scrap at Pittsburgh declined from a high | 

| of $23.75 a gross ton the first week in January 1941 to a low of $20.75 
the second week in February but then increased slightly to $21.00. 

| On April 3, 1941, the Government issued Price Schedule 4, estab- 

lishing maximum prices for iron and steel scrap. Under this schedule, 

the price of No. 1 Heavy-melting steel scrap was stabilized at $20.00 . 

| at Pittsburgh with other grades and districts based thereon. The 
resultant average price for 1941 was $20.34 compared with $19.26 in 
1940 and was the highest since 1923, when the average was only a 
few cents higher. Scrap prices received strong support from both the 

domestic and foreign markets—support created by increased domestic 

demand and the need for scrap by the democratic nations. The price 

| of basic pig iron, established at $23.50 per gross ton at Valley furnaces 
in December 1940, prevailed throughout 1941. 

The continued high operating rates in steel production during the 

earlier part of the year precipitated such an abnormal demand for 
scrap that dealers and brokers found it difficult to cover commitments. 

This occasioned considerable alarm as to the depleted condition of 

domestic stocks of iron and steel scrap. Consequently, the Priorities 

Division, Office of Production Management, issued General Metals 

Order 1. Designed to conserve existing supplies, this order restricted 

accumulation of inventories and eliminated excessive inventories by 
curtailing deliveries. The quarterly surveys inaugurated by the Bu- 
reau of Mines in September 1939 to ascertain the stock situation were 
continued through the first 6 months of 1941, at which time they were 

expanded end conducted upon a monthly basis. Since the scrap- 
supply situation, as shown by these surveys, did not improve satisfac- 
‘orily the Priorities Division in October issued General Preference
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- Order M-24, devised to conserve the supply and direct the distribu- | 
tion of iron and steel scrap, and placed: scrap under full priority con- 

| trol, allocating it:in a manner similar to pig iron. At the same time | 
the Bureau of Mines expanded its monthly iron and steel scrap sur- 
veys, furnishing the results to the Office of Production Management 
and other defense agencies for their confidential use. The survey of 
suppliers’, producers’, and consumers’ stocks at the end of 1941? indi- 
cated inventories approximating 4,994,000 net tons, which was equiva- 
lent to a 4-week supply at the December rate of consumption. This , / 
showed a declining trend in iron and steel scrap stocks, as surveys 
conducted earlier in the year indicated that inventories were equiva- 
lent to a 5- to 6-week supply at the rate of consumption at that time. | 

- Consumers’ stocks of scrap decreased from 5,471,554 tons at the begin- 
ning of 1941 to 3,726,030 tons at the close. - : | | 

— Salient statistics of ferrous scrap and pig iron in the United States, 1940-41 , 

Fee ~ | Change in : 
: ee | 1940 «|| (1941 1941 | 

Stocks, December 31: / | | ee | . 
Ferrous scrap and pig iron at consumers’ plants: Net tons Net tons 

‘Home scrap....-....--------------------------+--- eee 1, 783, 920 1, 166, 551 85 
Purchased scrap. .-....----.-------22-----2----2------ 3, 687,634 | 2,559,479 | ‘—3l 

_ Pig iron. ....--.-.------+-----+-------+--------------- 3, 242, 324 1, 585, 199 —6§1 . 

es _ 8,713,878} 6,311,22|. . 39 

Ferrous scrap at suppliers’ yards and producers’ plants: | _ : | . - | 
Prepared scrap... .--.-------------------------------- 1, 418, 266 675, 952 —52 
Unprepared scrap. «3 ---- = ore and at docks. 724, 087 515, 417 —29 co 
Scrap in transit to yards or for export and at docks- -_- 48, 958 | (2) | (!) 

Sn a a | 191,811 | 1,191,389] 48 | 

- Consumption:  =«§s-_« - oo ro ee : — 
Ferrous scrap and pig iron charged to— . | . Oo , 

_ . Steel furnaces: * . oS | - oe ee 
. Home scrap....-.---------------------------------] | 19,680,106 | 26, 433, 206 +34 . 
Purchased scrap. ....---.-------------------------| 14, 080, 677 18, 061, 681 +28 

— Pigiron.. __2 2 2TDDITIIIIIIIIIIIIIL] 40,172, 734 | 48,547,426 [4-21 

| . a 7 oe 73,933,617 | 93,042,313 | 4-26 

Iron furnaces:? | _ 7 _ . | 
_:. Home serap....-.-.---.---------------------------]| 5,367, 617 7, 471, 474 +39 

Purchased scrap. ---.----------------------------- 5, 401, 271 7, 249, 895 +34 
Pig iron. ._..-.-.--.------------------------ eee 6, 013, 004 - 7, 638, 046 +27 

- oO | | 16,781,982 | 22, 359, 415 +33 
All furnaces: . 

-. Home serap......-.--.----------------------------| 25, 047, 728 33, 904, 680 +35 Oo, 
Purchased scrap. ._..-----------------------------] 19, 481,948 | | 25,311, 576 +30 . 

| Pigiron..-----..------2--.----2----------------| 46, 185,828 | 56, 185, 472 | $22 

| an | 90, 715,499 | 115, 401, 728 | 427 
Ferrous'serap (total).......---------------------------| 44,529,671 | 59, 216, 256 +33 

Exports: 
Tron and steel__......-.-----------------ee----------------] 3, 126, 389 4 685, 464 |_....--------- 
Tin plate, waste-waste, circles, strips, cobbles, etc. - --..--- 15, 923 49,989 |___....------. 

Average prices per gross ton: 
crap: 

No. 1 Heavy-melting, Pittsburgh §...---...--..------- $19. 26 $20. 34 +6 
No. 1 Cast cupola §__-_....-..----------------- ------ 19. 85 22.25 | +12 
For export.....-..-.-..----------------+-------------- 16. 87 18. 56 +10 

Pig iron, f. o. b. VaHey furnaces: § 
2 a 22. 52 23. 50 +4 . 
No. 2 Foundry. -------------------------------------- 23. 03 24. 00 +4 

1 Data not obtained in 1941 canvass. _ ) 
? Includes open-hearth, bessemer, and electric furnaces. 
8 Includes cupola, air, Brackelsberg, puddling, crucible, and blast furnaces; also direct castings. 
4 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 
§ Tron Age. 

2 Bureau of Mines, Iron and Steel Scrap Monthly Stock Reports: No. 16, May 18, 1942, 7 pp. 

| 4977794335
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| Figure 1 shows the consumption of purchased scrap and the output 
of pig iron and steel ingots and castings from 1905 to 1941, inclusive. 

a - SSS] OO 

ts. - 1i/ Tal MIA TH 
| Tl oP ro om Vf 7 - 

wets! consumed 7 

1965 1910 1915. 1920 . 1925 1930 1935, 1940 1945 

| FIGURE 1.—Consumption of purchased scrap and output of pig iron and steel in the United States, 1905-41. Figures on consumption of purchased scrap for 1905-32 are from State of Minnesota vs. Oliver Iron MiningCo. 
et al., Exhibits, vol. 5, 1935, p. 328; those for 1933-34 are estimates by authors; and those for 1935-41 are based . upon Bureau of Mines reports. Figures on output of pig iron and steel are as given by the American Iron 
and Steel Institute. [ | 

ee - _ -PRICES? . 

Scrap prices in 1941 were moderate, especially in view of the fact _ 
that steel-ingot production with the exception of 2 weeks consistently 
exceeded 95 percent of rated capacity. arket quotations for No. 1 

| Heavy-melting steel and No. 1 Cast cupola scrap, which had averaged 
| $22.80 and $22.65 a gross ton (Pittsburgh), respectively, in December 
a 1940, eased off; No. 1 Heavy-melting steel dropped to $20.75 in the 

second week of February, and No. 1 Cast cupola scrap dropped to 
$21.75 in the second week of January. This moderate price schedule 
was due not to market conditions but rather to pressure applied by 
the Price Stabilization Division of the Advisory Commission to the | 
Council of National Defense for voluntary cooperation by the scrap 
industry to stabilize scrap prices. However, competition for supplies 
was too keen to permit a voluntary stabilization program to operate 
successfully, and prices soon resumed an upward trend. . No. 1 Heavy- 
melting steel reached $21.00 the third week in February and N o. 1 
Cast cupola scrap rose to $23.25 the third week in March. Prices 
remained at these levels until the first week in April, when the Price 
Stabilization Division, later known as the Office of Price Administra- 
tion, issued Price Schedule 4 establishing maximum prices for iron and 
steel scrap. Under this schedule No. 1 Heavy-melting steel, at 
Pittsburgh, was set at $20.00 per gross ton and was maintained 
throughout the remainder of the year at this point. The estab- 
lished prices for other grades of steel scrap were based upon the price 
of No. 1 Heavy-melting steel, and price differentials for other dis- 
tricts were standardized, using the Pittsburgh prices as a basis. The 
price for No. 1 Cupola cast was established at no more than $2.00 

+ Pittsburgh price quotations from Iron Age. °
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per gross ton under the price of No. 2 Foundry pig iron, delivered at 
the same point. On May 7, 1941, the price of No. 1 Cupola cast 
was changed to $22.00, Pittsburgh, with differentials for other dis- 
tricts based upon this price. — oe oo oo | 
_. There were several minor revisions of Price Schedule 4 throughout 
the year, which included changes in export prices, addition or deletion 
of basing points, modification of shipping-point prices, and an increase 
in prices for scrap in remote States. On December 23, 1941, a major 
revision in the price structure was introduced with a view toward OO 
increasing the collection of all kinds of scrap and directing the flow _ | 
of particular types to plants of consumers needing special scrap items. 
This revision classified the various types and grades of scrap according 
to use and established maximum prices for each type of consumer; 
however, the basic price remained unchanged. In this new amend- 
ment the price of No..1 Cupola cast was changed from the basing- __ 
point system to an f. o. b. shipping-point price under. which ‘the | 
United States was divided into three groups containing certain 
specified States, the price varying according to the location of the 
group. | — - , - | - 

In contrast to the fluctuations in scrap prices, the price of basic 
pig iron, established at $23.50 a gross ton at Valley furnaces late in : 

ecember 1940, remained unchanged throughout 1941. | | 
On May. 29, 1941, the Office of Price Administration and Civilian | 

_ Supply, acting under an Executive order, issued Price Schedule 8 | 
governing scrap and secondary materials containing nickel. This 
schedule included stainless steel and nickel-steel scrap. _ 

Export scrap prices for the first 9 months of 1941, as indicated by | 
the declared value of iron and steel-scrap exports, averaged $18.56 
@ gross ton and were much higher than the 1940 average of $16.87. 
The 1941 average pricé—$18.56—was slightly less than the recent | 

-, highest yearly average—$18.91—which was attained in 1937. The | 
price structure during the first 4 months of 1941 was relatively strong | 
due to the difficulty of obtaining material for loading, but after this | 
period the prices were fairly well established under Price Schedule 4. 
The average value of exports in April—$19.62—represented the high | 
monthly average for the 9 months for which statistics are available. : 
After April export values declined, reaching the low point of the first 
three quarters of the year in September when the average was $17.38 
a ton. | | | 

| ss LEGISLATION a oo 

Since H. R. 9850, Seventy-sixth Congress, authorizing licensing of 
exports was approved and became Public, No. 703, no new bills advo- . 
cating further restrictions on the exportation of iron and steel scrap 
have been introduced. However, two joint resolutions extending the 
application of Section 6 of Public, No. 703, Seventy-sixth Congress, 
to all Territories, dependencies, and possessions of the United States 
were introduced during the first session of the Seventy-seventh Con- 
gress. After much debate in both the Senate and the House of Repre- 
sentatives, Representative May’s resolution (H. J. Res. 183, 77th 
Cong.) was tabled, and Senator Reynolds’ resolution (S. J. Res. 76, 
77th Cong.) was approved and became Public, No. 75, on May 28 
1941. Section 6 of Public, No. 703, Seventy-sixth Congress, and | 
Public, No. 75, Seventy-seventh Congress, provide for the licensing 
under proclamation by the President, of exports of materials deemed
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necessary in the interest of national defense. Acting under these 
laws, the President on May 28, 1941, proclaimed that all articles and 

| - materials described in previous proclamations issued pursuant to sec- 
tion 6 shall not be exported from the Territories, dependeneies, and 
possessions of the United States, including the Philippine Islands, the 
Ganal Zone, and the District of Columbia, except when authorized | 
in each case by license. One bill * calling for the suspension of tariff — 
duties on scrap metal was introduced during this session, but Congress 
adjourned without acting on the bill, deferring further consideration 

- to the 1942 session of the Seventy-seventh Congress. © > 
| On May 1; 1941, the Priorities: Division, Office of Production 

Management, acting under an Executive order signed by the President, 
issued General Metals Order 1 to restrict inventory accumulations of | 
certain specified materials. This order, designed to conserve existing 

= supplies of certain specified materials, including iron and steel scrap, __ 
restricted inventory accumulation and eliminated excessive inven- 

| tories by curtailing deliveries. Then, on October 11, 1941, the : 
oo Priorities Division issued General Preference Order M—24:to conserve 

. the supply and direct the distribution of iron and steel scrap. Under 
| this preference order, iron and steel scrap was placed under full - 

| priority control, and allocation of scrap was inaugurated in a manner 
| similar to the allocation of pig iron. = ts ’ po 

— o : | | - STOCKS | | : 7 

Visible supplies of iron and steel scrap and pig iron in the United _ 
States were determined by the regular annual canvass of consumers 
of these materials and the monthly canvass of suppliers and producers. 

7 The monthly canvass had been expanded to include as suppliers all 
| . dealers. and automobile wreckers and as producers all railroads and | 

manufacturing plants that produced 50 tons of scrapinamonth. The , 
final results of the annual survey indicate that consumers’, suppliers’, —s_ 
and producers’ stocks of iron and steel scrap totaled 4,917,399 net 
tons on December 31, 1941. This total of 4,917,399 tons represents 

| a 36-percent decrease from the 7,662,865 tons on hand December 31, 
1940, even with the addition of a large number of concerns that were 
not canvassed in the previous year. , : , 

Consumers’ stocks.—Consumers’ stocks of home and purchased scrap 
were considerably less at the end of 1941 than at the beginning of the 
year. Thesupply of 1,166,551 net tons of home scrap on hand Decem- 
ber 31, 1941, represented a 35-percent decrease from the 1,783,920 
tons on hard at the beginning of the year, and the supply of 2,559,479 
tons of purchased scrap on hand at the end of 1941 was a 3l-percent | 
decrease from the 3,687,634 tons on hand December 31, 1940. Thus, 
consumers’ stocks of scrap totaling 3,726,030 tons at the year end 
were 32 percent less than the 5,471,554 tons on hand at the beginning 
of the year. | 

Likewise, consumers’ stocks of pig iron totaling 1,585,199 tons at 
the end of the year had decreased 51 percent from the 3,242,324 tons 
on hand at the beginning of the vear. 

Suppliers’ and producers’ stocks.—In appraising stocks insofar as 
suppliers and producers are concerned, it should be noted that the 
coverage of the canvass is not known precisely. However, the data 

' 4H. R. 5985: To suspend the effectiveness, during the existing national emergency, of tariff duties on 
scrap iron, scrap steel, and nonferrous-met 11 scrap.
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Consumers’ stocks of ferrous scrap and pig iron on hand in the United States on = . 
December 31, 1940, and December 81, 1941, by States and districts, in net tons Se 

oe a December 31, 1940 December 31, 1941 | a 

State and district. - Scrap Scrap 7 Oo 
| | TO  Pigiront | "| Pig iron 

oe Home . ri Total . Home hana Total nn - 

Connecticut............---..] 8,706] 36,996, 45,702] 37,777| 9, 304| 27, 616| 36,920] 26, 444 | 7 
Maine...........-.-----.----| . 132] 2,037| 2,169] 4,911 81, 2256] 23371 3,928 
Massachusetts............---| 14,979] 52,504! 67, 483/ 146,512} 14,988] 62,202] 77,190) 77,773 
New Hampshire.............| 313} 1,792, 2,105). 1, 082 215} 2,790] 3,005, ‘1, 765 : 
Rhode Island........--.....-| 2,285] 6,725, 9,010] 13,560] 1,284] 7,706} 8,990] 12070 : 
Vermont.....------.-------- 161} 3,939} 4,100) 1, 354 395] 4,965) 5,360] 3, 722. | 

‘Total New England. ..| 26,576} 103, 993] 130,560] 205,196] 26, 267| 107, 535, 133, 802). 125, 702 | 

Ree yay TTI |} 1% 480] 100, 860) 118,340) 100, 604) 22, 220] 98,754) 120, 983) 4, 536 | 
New York.____-...----------| 126,159] 267,085] 303,244] 202,844). 55,023} 130,981} 186,004) 103,311 
Pennsylvania.........-------| 483,899] 646, 92211, 130, 821| 585,514) 397,072) 490,309] 887, 381| 334, 786 

Total Middle Atlantic.| 627, 538|1, 014, 867|1, 642, 405] 987,962] 474,324! 720, 044]1, 194,368] 482,688 

| Alabama ---------h 55, 988| 60,753; 116,741) 119,388| 33,479} 38,500) 72,060, 40,111 7 
is of Columbia..-.-..-/) |. | | | | 

Kentucky cnnnnnne-=-----[ 97,213] 77,985] 175,198] 95,741] 31,477] - 41,308| | 72,875| - 29,377 7 
‘Maryland. .-.......-.-------- be, 
Blorida...-------------------[} gga] 21, 780] 22,601] 18,187] 833] 20, 743/30, 576) 5, 508 oe 
Mississippi. ........-.------ 162 58 220 156 100 275 375] «135 
North Carolina...._...-.--_- 613} 4,232 4,845] 1, 236 159} 5,177, «5, 336, ~—si1, 212 Se 

- South Carolina. ---- 22-22... 64 219 283 494 844] 2,143, 2, 987 667 
y mMessee.--------------7---)\ 11,806] 42,923 54,720} 43,944] 15, 422| 32,150] 47,581) 19, 045 
West Virginia_-.---.-.---...| 4,677] 138,320] 142,997, 38,963} 6, 176] 33, 784! 39,960; 26, 250 | 

Total Southeastern....} 171,425} 346,279} 517,704) 318,059] 88, 490]. 183, 269} 271, 759| 122, 305 | 

Arkansas. ._.__-..-.--------- . | 
Louisiane: =-o----- 1,676] 12,580, 14,256. 808 434, 18,573} 19, 007 790 

Oma@.__......--.---.--- , } 
Texas..........-.--.--------| 4,179} 16, 199] 20,378 =» 573} 6,806) | 27,602, 34,408) 1, 385 | 

. Total Southwestern-..| 5,855] 28,779} 34,634) 1,378) 7,240] 46,175] 53,415, 2,175 a 

Tilinois................------| 172, 886| 472, 120| 645,014] 390, 589]. 111,846; 317,538] 420,384) 147, 356 
Indiana. ..___...............| 255,897] 289,139] 545,036] 210, 365| -103, 529| 240,384! 343,913}. 99,170 
Lows. --...--.----2---0------ 872| 25,1741 26,046] 18,785] 1,508} 30,765, 32,273] 10, 668 | 
anSas.......-.-------2------ ; Nebraska 2} 1,820| 13,421] 15,250] 1,217, 863} «13, 730] 14,602, 780 

Michigan... -....-.----------|} 93, 050] 256, 213] , 349, 263] 378,700) 89, 521] 210, 891) 300, 412) 237, 570 
: Minnesota.......-.---.---.--| 10,469] 28,820] 39,298] 16,022} 4,401) 51,767| 56,168) =, 713 

Missouri._._.....-..-.......| 3,830) 77,956. 81,786] 13,249] 7,708] 69,168) 76,877/ 11, 706 

South Dakotas 2cc2ccci|} 905) 168] 1068} aa} 002s), 368) 
Ohio__.........-------------| 381,846] 708, 3071, 090, 243] 5.3, 352] 215,993) 273, 206 489, 199] 250, 580 

| Total North Central__| 921, 583/1, 871, 421]2, 793, 004!1, 602, 413] 537, 462] 1, 207, 732|1, 745, 194] 763, 504 

Arizona.........--------4--- | , 
Revedaoo-o-2-20scci} 3, 928 6, 413}. 10, 341 7 2, 350 7, 571 9,921} 95 
New Mexico...........-.--.- 

Colorado...-..--------------|} 19, 837] 109, 490] 122, 327] 101, 823| 8003/71, 475] 70, 568) 9, 130 
Idaho. _..._........--------- 316, 1.004 = 1, 320 40 130] 3,534) 3, 664 52 
Wyoming. .......-.-.-..---- 5|......--- 5 2 5 1 ' 6 2 
Montana..._..._...-..------ 23) 5,105] 5, 128 257, 1,270| 15,235, 16, 514 252 

Total Rocky Moun- } | | 
tain...»-....--. | 17,100 122,012] 130, 121| 102, 199 11,857] 97,816] 109,673] 9, 531 

ls ee EE OS OSS ee eS 

Alaska. ..._......---.------- . | 
Oregon oo 1,105} 49,820] 80,925, 3,250) 5, 573) 51, 56,931] 2,740 

asnin: Mee ee eee 

California..__.____..........] 12,729] 150, 463] 163,192} 21, 867| 15, 338] 145, 550] 160, 76, 519 

Total Pacific Coast....| 13,834} 200,283] 214,117/ 25,117} 20,911! 196,908] 217,819]. 79, 259 

Total United States. _... ...-|1, 783, 920]3, 687, 634|5, 471, 554|3, 242, 324/1, 166, 651] 2, 550, 470)3, 726, 030] 1, 685, 199 
I
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Suppliers’ stocks of iron and steel scrap on hand December 81, 1940, and December 31, * 
«L941, by States and districts, in net tons — Oo | 

a | | December 31,1910 December 31, 1941 
| ‘State and district _ Unore > 5 : 

npre- . re- | Unpre- | . Prepared pared | - Total pared | pared Total 

' Connecticut....--------------------| 19, 568 10,387] 29,955 | 11,615; 3,794] 15,409 | 
Maine... __..-.-------------------- 7,718 3,020| . 10,738 5, 094 1, 212 6,306. 
Massachusetts......-...------------ 30, 897 23,394] 54,201] 13,940] 17,959 31, 899 | 
New Hampshire....__.....2-_--__-- 2, 864 2, 417 5, 281 978 766 1, 744 
Rhode Island_..-...-..-----22----_- 8, 908 3, 141 9, 044 1,437 707): ° 2,144 
Vermont.-..-_..-------------------- 2,348 | 2, 335 4,683) 2, 465 1, 793 4, 258 oo 

‘Total New England.....-....| 69, 298 44, 694. 113,992 | 35,529 | 26,231] 61,760 | 

Delaware..........-.-.-....--......|- 2,041 1,004 |  3,135| 939 497] 1,436 
New Jersey_-.....--------.-----.--.| | 46,492 30,5241 77,016 | 22,200| 16,416 | 38.706 
New York__-..-----..---.---.----.-.], 107,723 | 63,841 | «171,564. | 54,783 | © 37,179'| 91, 92 | 

; Pennsylvania.__..--....2---2222 222. 112, 154 88,274 | 200,428: | = 42, 355 57, 876 100, 231 

Total Middle Atlantic._......| 268,410 | 183,733 | 452,143 | 120,367 | 111,968 | 932,335 

Alabama__.. ........-..--.---.....|. 18,077 5,190 | 18, 267 5, 932 7, 226 13, 158 | 
| _District of Columbia_...---__._____ 1, 597 2, 228 3, 825 482 1, 392 1, 874 

Florida_..... ....-._-.............. 17, 575 4,532 | - 22,107 6, 303 3, 625 9, 928 
 Georgia...... ---------..----.-..._- 14,680 | 4,404 1 18,984 9, 681 4, 253 13, 934 

| Kentucky......---.---..-.......... 28, 192 6, 635 34, 827 8,533 | 6,255 14, 788 
. : Maryland_.............-.-.._--.... 24, 962 22, 482 47, 444 3,662 | 13,026 16, 688 

Mississippi. —.---------------2-2-2 4, 392 1, 492 5, 884 2, 166 2,077 | 4, 243 
North Carolina_.._...----... 28. 18, 125 5, 419 23, 544 7, 108 2, 727 9,835 
South Carolina_.._..............._. 12, 801 5, 251 18, 052 6, 698 1, 169 7, 867 

| Tennessee__......_-----............|._. 12, 669 8, 334 21,003 | 13, 769 7, 543 21, 312 
| Virginia._____....__................ 46, 784 7, 135 53,919 | 15,970} 8,505] 24475 - 

West Virginia............_.........| 8,238 5, 292 13, 530 6, 748 6,459 | 13, 207 

_ ‘Total Southeastern........__.| 202,992 78, 394 281,386 | 87,052 | 64,257 | 151,300 : 

 Arkansas...-_.................. 9,134} 3, 695 12,829| 2,381] 2,293 4, 604 
Louisiana.......................... 20, 739 9, 666 30,405 | 10, 139 7, 954 18, 093 
Oklshoma........................ 7, 637 6,395 | 14, 082 5, 376 4, 383 9, 759 

© Dexa... IIIT] 122, 366 21, 141 143, 507 | 25,402 | 22,478 | — 47,880 

Total Southwestern........._.] 159,876 40,897 | 200,773 | 43,298 | 37,038 | 80, 336 
Ilinois...........----.-----.........}. 141,387 124, 616 266,003 | 77,894] 48,768 | 126,662 

, Indiana_........--------.---......_. 55, 920 16, 885 72,805} 21,185} 21,763 | 42,948 
oe _ Jowa.........-_------------.- eee 22, 231 9, 725 31, 956 8,644} 15,095 93, 739 | 

Kansas._.......----..---------..-..}. 11,682 | 6, 420 18, 102 7, 748 7,699 15, 447 
Michigan. ..__..-......-...-.----..-| 65,058 | . 28,301 93,449 | 29,783] 24,335 54, 118 
Minnesota......---....---------....] 112, 563 27,837 |. 140,400] 67,650} 23,502 91, 152 | 
Missouri ........--------------------|  26,677| 29,927 56,604 | 12,024] 17,720 29, 744 
Nebraska.._.._.-.-..--------------- 10, 462 5, 235 15, 697 4,161 4,922 9, 083 
North Dakota. .-----..---.-----_..-]- 1,893 | _ 1, 430 . 3,323 784 654 1,438 — 
Ohio_......._.._-----.----..--...---| 101,752 |- 86, 092 187,844 | 64,219] 47,804] 112,023 
South Dakota. _-----....---.-----_- 577 2, 230 2, 807 505 1, 216 1, 721 
Wisconsin....__-----._.------------ 27, 109 22, 053 49,162 | 18,121 | 20,557 38, 678 

Total North Central_.-.-.-.-- 577, 311 360, 841 038, 152 312, 718 | 234,035 546, 753 

Arizona._.....--.---.--------------- 459 1, 056 1, 515 140 515 655 
Colorado. __..--------------------- 15, 969 8, 723 24, 692 5, 872 3, 650 9, 522 
Idaho......__.-.------------------_- 129 1, 135 1, 264 2, 258 644 2, 902 

_ Montana. __..---------.-..-------_- 3, 271 1, 403 4, 674 390 2,979 3, 369 
Nevada..____.-----------------2---- 185 610 795 334 207 541 
New Merxico.-_---------------------- 560 73 633 584 17 601 
Utah____.__---------- eee e ee 4, 355 4,020 8, 375 511 4, 327 4, 838 
Wyoming. _._.------------------22--| 24, 730 1, 809 26, 539 5, 443 586 6, 029 

Total Rocky Mountain_------ 49, 658 18, 829 68, 487 15,532 | 12,925 28, 457 ~ 

California._...---------------------- 58, 971 27, 762 86, 733 43, 130 19, 602 62, 732 
Oregon. __--_.------.--------------- 22, 290 5, 728 28, 018 6, 904 2, 667 9, 571 
Washington. .------------.--------- 9, 460 12, 167 21,627 | 11,422 6, 694 18, 116 

Total Pacific Coast. _.-------- 90, 721 45, 657 136,378 | 61,456 | 28, 963 90, 419 
——SSss | OO=ElETSS Ss »E—=E—=—=E—E——— 8 ee oS FE 

Total United States_..-..---.------| 1,418,266 | 773,045 | 2,191,311 | 675,952 | 515,417 | 1, 191, 369 
a
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assembled include virtually complete returns from the larger suppliers 
and producers, as well as a representative number of returns from 
others, and the figures shown probably reveal a very substantial part a 

_ of the total visible supplies of iron and steel scrap in suppliers’ and | 
producers’ hands. | 

Stocks held by dealers, automobile wreckers, railroads, and manu- 
_ facturers declined from 2,191,311 net tons on December 31, 1940, to 

1,191,369 tons on December 31, 1941, or 46 percent. Stocks in the | 
| hands of the larger suppliers were 76 percent lower at the end of 

1941 than at the end of 1940, and railroad inventories declined 43 | 
| percent during the same period. | 

| , CONSUMPTION 

In the canvass of consumers of ferrous scrap and pig iron, data are 
_ assembled only on that portion of scrap used in remelting processes. 
To simplify the annual canvass, no details are sought regarding the 
ordinary trade classifications of scrap consumed, and no attempt is 
made to obtain data on its value or cost at consumers’ plants. 
Statistics are compiled to show the consumption of scrap and pig iron | 
by districts and States and by types of furnace. To avoid disclosing 
details concerning individual plants reporting it is necessary in some 
instances to combine figures for some States. All such combinations | 

| are made with a. view to revealing details of consumption by types of 
furnace rather than by geographic subdivisions. _ | 

| The importance of scrap in the conservation of resources is illus- 
trated by the relative quantities of scrap and ore used in the domestic _ 
iron and steel industry. The total scrap corsumed in 1941 was 

- equivalent to 123 percent of. the iron content of all domestic and 
foreign iron. and manganiferous ores used in blast furnaces, and 

| ‘purchased scrap alone equaled 53 percent of the iron content of the | 
ores; in 1940 the comparable percentages were 111 and 48. 

Scrap constitutes by far the greater part of the ferrous raw materials : 
used in iron and steel plants in the Southwestern, Pacific Coast, and | | 
New England districts. These regions, however, used less than 5 | 
percent of the total scrap consumed in 1941. In the New England 

- district proportionately less scrap was used in 1941 than in 1940; 
whereas in the remaining districts (Middle Atlantic, Southeastern, 
Southwestern, North Central, Rocky Mountain, and Pacific Coast) 
proportionately more scrap was used. 

Open-hearth steel furnaces use by far the largest quantities of 
ferrous scrap and pig iron. They consumed 67 percent of the total 
scrap in 1941 (70 percent in 1940), 71 percent of the home scrap (73 
percent in 1940), 63 percent of the purchased scrap (65 percent in 
1940), and 75 percent of the pig iron (79 percent in 1940). 

In cupola furnaces, the second-largest consumers of scrap, the rela- 
tive consumption of home and purchased scrap did not change from 
1940, when the percentages were 15 and 22, respectively; however, 
their consumption of pig iron increased to 10 percent in 1941 from 9 
percent in 1940. .
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Ferrous scrap and pig iron consumed in the United States and percent of total derived — : 
_ . from home scrap, purchased scrap, and pig iron, 1940-41, by districts . 

| | ep 1940 a 1941 | | 

. Percent of total used Percent of total used | 

‘District = | Total [~ motel POSS 
- used . - Serap used Scrap: oe 

ne ne * née dD 
| Oo | tons) | ~ pig tons) | pig 

: | |e | Home chased Total. | Home ea Total} 

New England.......| 999,507| 234| 414] 69.8] 30.2] 1,532,883 31.9] 37.0] 689] 311 
> ‘Middle Atlantic. ___|31, 205,021} 262] 180) 44.2| 55.8 | 40,056,774] 286| 19.5] 481] 51.9 

Southeastern........|12,528,675 | 25.1| 19.8| 44.9 | 55.1 | 14,286,365] 263|/ 198] 461] 53.9 
| --_- Southwestern......| 180,017 | 22.0| 75.5 | 97.5] 25| 205,465] 251| 73.0| 981] 19 

North Central... -.|43, 350,303 | 29.5| 222| 51.7 | 48.3 | 55,915,636 | 308| 221] 529| 47.1 
Rocky Mountain...| 1,060,303 | 246| 322] 56.8] 43.2| 1,512,974| 27.9] 20.5] 57.4] 426 
Pacific Coast........| 1,301,493 | 235 | 629] 86.4| 136 1,801,631| 254] 628/ 882) 118 

| a 90,715,409) 27.6] 21.5} 49.1 | 50.9 [115,401,728 | 20.4] 21.9] 513) 487 

Proportion of home and purchased scrap and pig iron used in furnace charges in the 
a United States, 1940-41, in percent ae | 

| | OO | 1940 | | 1941 | | 

__.. Type of furnace. caf . . | 
: ee | | Bs |} Ts 

- iron me n 

| oo a a Home eae Total| | Home| 22%, | Total | 

ss Openchearth..........---------------| 272] 189| 461| 539| 21] 193] 484| 516 | 
Bessemer.......-...--.-..2--.------} 6.1 72] 63] 937| 5&0] 212! 62] 938 
Electric.....--.---.-..-.22.------.-| 427] S45| 982] 18] 496) 487| 983] 1.7 
Cupola.......-_..-..--.--.-.2---2--| 30.2] 360| 662] 338] 314] 348] 662] 338 
Afri. TTT] «ana ] 222] 63.3) 367] 47.8] 191] 669| . 331 
Crucible..............--.-.2.-c-n2--| 495| 453] 948] 652] 6833] 410| 943] ° 5.7 | 
Puddling..-..........-....-......-} 56| 194| 29] 751| 56] 27.8| 33.4] 666 
Blast...--.--..0scscseceseeeeseee--] 619] 381{ 1000]-..-----) 547] 453] 1000). 

7 . 1 Includes data for 3 Brackelsberg furnaces. 7 

| QOpen-hearth and cupola furnaces together consumed 86 percent 
of the home scrap and 85 percent of both purchased scrap and pig iron 
in 1941. Bessemer converters used 11 percent of the pig iron con- 

, sumed in 1941 but only relatively small quantities of scrap (0.66 
percent of the total). Although electric furnaces consumed only 7 | 
percent of the total scrap in 1941, 98 percent of the total charge 
to this type of equipment was home and purchased scrap.
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Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in the United States, 1940-41, by type | . 
| : of furnace, in net tons 7 

| Active Scrap | a a 
Type of furnace or equipment plants. |---| Pig iron 

| . reporting | Home | Purchased Total : | 

| 1940 fo | 8 
Open-hearth.... ..-----.--------------- 135 | 18,320,111 | 12, 687, 683 | 31,007,744 | 36, 297, 250 : 
Bessemer.-......--.---------------------- .) 248, 868 9, 322 258, 190 3, 828, 978 
Electric__--...-....-.---22--------------| 280 | 1,111,127] 1,383,722 | 2,494,849 | 46, 506 oe 
Cupola --02-o eo ioiocaiocistces-] 2708 | 8,057,068 | 4,872,777 | 8,028,825 | 14, 108, 119 
Wee ee ee ee ee ee Ait sibore oo) 2 i} 419,771} 226,257 | 646,028 | 374, 187 | 

Crucible.........------------------------| 85 1,749 1, 599 3, 348 184 
Puddling........------------------------ 7 2, 064 7,204| ‘9,358 28, 293 
Blast..... .-... --2-cceeceneeneeeeene eee 79 | 1,286, 985 793,344 | 2,080,320 |.-...._.__- | 

, Direct castings . . ------------------------ 23 |..... ---.-.]------------- |----------- 1, 504, 311 . 

oo 43,407 | 25,047, 723 | 19,481, 948 | 44, 520,671 | 46, 185, 828 
Open-hearth......----------------------- 139 | 24,002,629 | 15, 920,857 | 39,923,486 | 42, 481, 404 | 

| Bessemer_.....--------+------ee--eeeoeee 33 | "320, 738 72,506 | 303,244 | 5, 993, 264 
Electric... ..-------------------------- 306 | 2,109,839 | 2,068,318 | 4, 178, 157 72, 758 
Cupola..----- --------00rroor tro 2, 708 |, 5,004, 864 5, 559, 273 | 10, 564,137 | 15,388,747 | 

All... oe a ee ee en ee en en ne oe eee ene Ait cisberg | 3 If 87227 349,425 | 1,221,652 | 604,835 
Crucible... = ---2-22222-------------- 14 1,949] 1, 499 3, 448 207 
Puddling......------------------------=+ 8| 4,568 22,626 | - 27,194| 54, 188 
Blast. ....-...----------------ee eee 78 | 1,587,866 | 1,317,072 | 2,904,938.]--..... ___- 
Direct castings-------------------------- 24 j----_.-...--|--------------|------------] 1, 590, 074 

_ So 23,531 | 33,904,680 | 25,311,576 | 59,216,256 | 56,185,472 : 

"4 Includes some pig iron used in making direct castings. - | | 
? Where 2 or more separate departments, such as blast-furnace, open-hearth, foundry, etc.. are situated 

. at the same place and are operated by 1 establishment, each appears as 1 plant in the total. 

a CONSUMPTION BY DISTRICTS AND STATES , | 

All 48 States, the District of Columbia, and Alaska contain plants | 
consuming ferrous scrap or pig iron. The greatest consumption, ; 
however, is concentrated in the steel-making centers of the North. . 

| Central, Middle Atlantic, and Southeastern States. These areas © | 
include the 8 largest consuming States, which used 83 percent of the © 
total scrap, 92 percent of the pig iron, and 87 percent of the total | 
scrap and pig iron charged into furnaces in 1941; these percentages 
remained unchanged from 1940. These States (the relative position | 

| of which did not change from 1940) and the percentage of the total 
ferrous scrap and pig iron each consumed in 1941 were as follows: | 

| Pennsylvania 28, Ohio 20, Indiana 11, Illinois 9, Michigan 5, New _ 
York 5, Alabama 5, and Maryland 4. | | 

The following table shows the total consumption of ferrous scrap | 
and pig iron by districts and the percentage change in the use of 
home scrap, purchased scrap, total scrap, and pig iron from 1937 |
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| Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron. in the United States, 1937-41, by 
| .. .  . districts. - | | 

EN ND 

Scrap 

os —— —— - Pig iron 

. . ' Home Purchased. Total 

Active |——— a oe _ 

District and year Plants Change Change Change Change 
| eport- | | from - . from from from . 

_ mg > pre- pre- | pre- . | pre- 
. . . _ | Net tons} vious | Net tons| vious | Net tons| vious | Net tons| vious 

. year year year “year 
| . (per- (per- (per- (per- 

. cent) |. cent) cent) cent) 

New England: 
1987__....-----_- 257| 262,011) +31.9} 449,901) +3.2) 711,912) +-12.2; 268,295] 23.7 : 
1988_.....---_--_-] 257| 140,344) —46.4| 250,830) —44.2; . 301,174) —45.1) 145,825) —45.6 
1989__.....------ 263) 240,931) -+71.7| 385,805) +53.8] 626,736) +60.2} 239,753} -+64.4 
160__..-.------- 270} 283,607} +17.7| 413,993} +7.3| 697,600) -++-11.3} 301,997) +426.0 
1941___-..-__---_- 267| 489,163) .-++-72.5) 566,952; -+36.9] 1,056,115) -{-51.4| 476,768; +57.9 

Middle Atlantic: i . - 
1987__......+.-.- 825) 7,298,064} -+-13.0) 6,146,227] +7. 6/13, 444,291) +10. 5/14, 202,765) -+-18.9 

: -  1988_.....-.----- 817] 3, 882,649] —46.8| 2,967,931] —51.7| 6,850, 580; —49.0| 6,617,829) —53.4 
1989__...-.-.---- 835] 5,840, 586] +-50.4/ 4,660,910] +57. 0/10, 501,496] -+53. 3/12, 250,912) +85.1 . 
1940.._....._...--| . 881] 8,197,874} -+40.4] 5,607,105) +20. 3/13, 804,979] +31. 5/17, 400, 042) +42.9 — 
1941__...----__-- 859/11, 472, 727; +39.9) 7,796, 243] +39. 0/19, 268,970| -+39. 6/20, 787,804, +19.5 

Southeastern: . ok 
1987__._--------- 448| 2,415,160) -+4.9/ 2,183,669} —3.8] 4, 598, 829 +-. 6} 5,033, 838) +418.6 
198__...--.-.--- 445| 1, 765,819| —26.9| 1,393,961} —36.2| 3, 159,780} 31.3) 3,827,133} —24.9 © 
1939___.._-.----- 470| 2, 593,437; +46.9] 2,019,620] -++44.9) 4,613,057) -+-46.0) 5,853,055; +52. 9 
1940__..--------- 473| 3, 137, 588] -+-21.0] 2,485,652] -+23.1} 5,623,240) 21.9! 6,905,435; -+18.0 
‘1941__---------- -490| 3,761,458] +-19.9] 2,825,903) +13. 7| 6, 587,361) +17.1) 7,699,004) +11.5 

Southwestern: . 1 
1987__..._.------ 111 58,078] -+46.8) 165,435) +28.1} 223,513) +32.5 26, 771) +-242.8 . 
1938_...-.-------] 114 39,377) —32.2} 110,366) 33.3] 149,743) —33.0}. 5,027) -—81.2 
19389__...-.------ 131 39,865} -+-1.2} 125,968] +14.1] 165,833; -++10.7 4,575, —9.0 
1940__..-.------- 132 39, 674 —.5| 135,909} -+7.9] 175,583) +5.9 4,434 ~3.1 
1941__..._.----.-]  . 189 74,059] -+-86.7) . 215,699] -+-58.7] 289,758) +65.0 5,707) +28.7 . 

North Central: s fo. 
1987_.......-----] 1, 350/11, 717, 880 +-, 2/10, 286,435] +3. 5/22, 004,315;  +-1.7/18,016,942; -+7.4 

. - 1938___..........] 1,333] 6,526,443] —44.3] 5, 759,245) —44. 0/12, 285, 688) —44. 2] 9,871,485) —45.2 
19389__._...__.-__] 1,374]10, 365, 278] +58. 8} 8, 468, 527} 4-47. 0/18, 833, 805} -++-53. 3/16, 291,065] +65.0 
1949__.-_..---.--] 1,377{12, 801, 283| +23. 5] 9,622,839} +13. 6/22, 424,122} -+-19. 1/20, 926,271) +28.5 
1941_.._.._.......] 1, 424]17, 227,439] -+-34.6]12, 329, 204) +28. 1/29, 556, 643] +31. 8/26, 358, 993] +-26.0 

Rocky Mountain: 
1987___..__--_--- 66] 222,943] +19.3| 319,004} -++-10.7| 541,947| +14.1) 416,878); +15.1 
1988__....------- 66 101, 953} —54.3 161,999} 49.2) 263,952; —51.3 152, 974)  —63.3 
1989._...----_--- 68] 224,007) +119.7| 280,988] -+-73.5; 504,995) +91.3] 412, 564] +-169.7 
19Q0__....--------| 66| 260,825] +16.4| 341,269) +21.5; 602,094) +19.2) 458,209) +11.1 

, 1941_.......__._._.| 75] 421,191] +61.5] 446,745; -+30.9] 867,936) -+44.2] 645,038; -+-40.8 
Pacific Coast: 

. 1987__...-.--.--- 231) 281,421 —1.6) 760,797) —2.2} 1,042,218) —2.0 177, 823 +9.1 
1938_...-..------ 234] 223,317; —20.6; 582,092] —23.5} 805,400) —22.7; 104,598) —41.2 
19389__...._-.---- 252| 317,792} +42.3 762, 822} +-31.0} 1, 080,614] +-34.2 180, 775| +-72.8 
1940__..--------- 258) 326,872} -+2.9) 875,181} -+14.7} 1,202,053) +11.2): 189,440) +4.8 . 
1941_...- ee. 277; 458,643) -+40.3/ 1,130,830] -+29. 2) 1, 589,473} -+-32.2]- 212,158] +-12.0 

United States: 
1987__......._..._| 13, 288]22, 255, 557} -++5.1/20,311,468} -+3. 9/42, 567,025) +4. 5/38, 143,310} +4-13.1 
1988___...-_..-._} 13, 266/12, 679, 902] —43.0]11, 226,424) —44. 7/23, 906,326} —43.8)/20, 724,871; —45.7 
1939__..._.._____}] 13, 393]19, 621,896] -++54. 7/16, 704,640] +48. 8/36, 326, 536) +52. 0/35, 232,699] +-70.0 
1940_._-...._..._] 13, 407/25, 047, 723| +27. 7/19, 481,948) -+16. 6/44, 529,671) +22. 6/46, 185,828} +31.1 
1941__..._____.._] 13, 531/33, 904, 680) -+35. 4/25, 311, 576| +29. 9/59, 216, 256] +33. 0/56, 185, 472) +-21.7 

1 Where 2 or more separate departments, such as blast-furnace, open-hearth, foundry, etc., are situated at 
the same place and are operated by 1 establishment, each appears as 1 plant in the total.
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Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in the United States in 1941, by States 
| | and districts — _ 

ee |  Serap Pig iron | . 

. Activel | Home - Purchased | Total |. fe. | 

___ State and district Plone Onan mene]. Per . 

- | ing | | Per- Per- Per- | Net tons cent 
| Net tons cent Net tons cent Net tons cent total 

| So _ | total total total 

Connecticut_..:------------ 72| 150,663! 0.5] 190,016] 0.7| 340,679} 0.6] 143,862! 0.3 
Maine. ._...--..--..--------|. 20 12, 186) (2) 11, 361] (4) 23, 547) (1) 11, 467; (2) 
Massachusetts_......-.-_.-- 125| 256, 882 .8| 276,811 1.1] 533, 693 -9| 242,265 .4 

- New Hampshire. ..:__.__-.- 20] +6,971} @) | = 15,831]. 1] ~—22, 802} 5,816, (1) | 
Rhode Island........-.----- 14 47, 694 1 53, 827 -2| 101, 521 .2 57, 082 1 
Vermont_...--.--...-----.-- 16 14, 767 ¢@). 19, 106 -l 33, 873 ol 16, 276} = (1). 

<" Total New England..| 267/489, 163] 1.4| | 566,952] 2.2| 1,056,115, 1.8] 476,768; —.s 

Delaware.------------------|  J0l} 444, 688] 1.8) 608,765] 2.4] 1,053, 448] 1.8| 449,486 «8 
. New: York_....-..---------- 234 1, 714, §28 5. ] 1, 502, 402 . 5, 9 3, 216, 930 5. 4 2, 765, 216 Oo 4. 9 , . 

Pennsylvania.......-...----| 519] 9,313, 516) 27.4} 5, 685,076) 22. 5/14, 998, 592) 25. 3/17, 573,102} 31.3 : 

Total Middle Atlan- | | I —[ “fo | | 
tic.....-..---------- 859/11, 472,727; 33.8] 7, 796, 243} 30. 8/19, 268, 970. 32. 520, 787,804| 37.0 

Alabama ooo nooo i; 1, 586, 249} 4.1| 649, 788| 2. 6! 2, 036, 037| 3.4] 3, 142,958] 5.6 
istrict of Columbia...-.-.- ; 

Kentucky -.........-----.-: ofl, 677, 512 4.9] 964,615] 3.9] 2,642,127) 4.5) 2,974,834] 5.3 | 
- Maryland- -.--------------- 35\| oo : | 

Glenda. -----------22-072--- : 22) ~ 58,715] = .2| 186, 183 5] 189, 898 3] . 83,895 1 : 

Mississippi. ....---..------- 14| 941] (4) 2,034] (1) 2,975} (1) - 621) 
North Csrolina.....22..o. 58} 20,181) =.) = 32,177; 1) 52,358] 1}... 18,591) (1) | 

- South Carolina... .......--- 16 5,803] (1) 6,049] (1) 11, 852} (1) 5,090] (1) | 
| Vine | 62 246,736} .7| 298,190; 1.2] 544,926] .9| 254,840] ~ .5 . | 

West Virginia...--2.2-....--|__36/_ 370,321] . 1.1] _736,867| 2.9] 1,107,188} 1.9] 1,218,175] 2.2 | oo 
| Total Southeastern...| 490] _3, 761, 458] 11.1] 2,825,903} 11.2| 6, 587,361) 11.1] 7,699,004} 13.7 - 

Arkensas......------------- 17 a . 
Louisian Qo anne cee] Al 95,5551 ..1| 92,208] .4| 117,853) ..21 = 2, 600101) = 

oma... ee ee Se - on 

Texas..--------------------|___73}__ 48, 504) 1] 128, 401) 5] 171,905) 3) 3, 10771) 
Total Southwestern...|__ 130) 74,059] 2] _—«-215,699} ~—«.9)_—-289, 758]... 5 5,707| (1) 

Illinois.........-.....-.----.| 249] 2,922, 248)" 8.6] 2,322,107) 9.1! 5, 244,356) 8.9} 4,915,372! «8.8 | 
Indiana_.....-......--------| 162] 3,839,965] 11.3] 2,029,512] 8.0] 5,869,477] 9.9} 6,833,091] 12.2 
lowa......-----+-----0----+) 66 128,791] . .4| 202,344 .81 331,135] .6| 104,368 2 
aMnSasS...2..------ ---- eee! 3 ; Nebraskan. felt 2.591] 3] 64,166] 3) 84,757] wt 4,251) 

wichigan--..-.-------------| 2141|9, goa, 776| 8.3} 2,043, 222] 8.0) 4,847,998) 8.2] 2,478,219] 4.4 
Minnesota....-.......------| ° 76] 192,508; .6| 342,250! 1.4] 534,758| 9] 266,768 5 
Missouri_.....--...--------- 73| 222,556, .7| 622,591) 2.5] 845,147] 1.4] 80,065 1 

South Dakotess | If] © | oe @ | aa77] @ | 86 & 
Ohio.-...-------------------|___ 386} _7, 094, 721/20. 9) 4, 701, 918) _ 18. 5/11, 796, 639] 19. 9/11, 676,773) 20.8 

Total North Central..| 1, 424/17, 227, 439} 50. 9/12, 329, 204) 48. 6/29, 556, 643) 49. 9/26, 358, 993/47. 0 

Arizona._.......-..--------- 8 | ~~ — 
Nevada............------.-- 3 19,059} . .1 31, 810 1 50, 869 .l 671 (4) 
New Mexico...-_.......--.. 2) 

polgrado...----------------] BUF 394 07] 1.1] 404,420] 1.7] 798,427} 1.4| 644,393] 1.1 | 
Idaho.__..._.....-......---- 6 706} (1) 2, 896] (1) 3,602) (1) 123] (1) 
Wyoming....-.....2.-...2-. 1 3} @) | a) 4; () 2) @) 
Montana. _.........-------- 8 7,416) (@) | 7,618) @) | 15,084 @) | 488) @) 

Total Rocky Moun- 
tain__.....-......-.- 75| 421,191] 1.2]  446,745| 1.8} 867,936] 1.5! 645,038} 1.1 | 

Alaska....-.._------------.- 1 - 
1 al 67, 208 2} 258,225) 1.0} 325, 433 6 9,830/ () 
aSoington... 2.2 le 

California...................| 162} 301,435] 1.2| 872,605) 3.5] 1,264,040) 2.1) 202, 328 4 
Total Pacific Coast...|  277| 458,643] 1.4] 1,130,830, 4.5] 4,589,473, 2.7] 212, 158| 4 

Total United States: yo | | po 
1941__...............-.--! 2.3, 531/33, 904, 680 100.0 2F, 311, 576 100.0 59, 216,256 100.0 56,185,472; 100.0 . 
1940__.__.._.........--..! 23. 407 25, 047, 723 100.0 1%. 481, 948 100.0 44, 529,671 100.0 46,185,828’ 100.0 ‘ee 

1 Less than 0.05 percent. “ 
2? Where 2 or more separate. departments, such as blast-furnace, open-hearth, foundry, etc., are situated 

at the same place and are operated by 1 establishment, each appears as | plant in the total.
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| CONSUMPTION BY TYPE OF FURNACE a 
Open-hearth furnaces.—Ferrous scrap and pig iron consumed in | 

open hearths in 1941 totaled 82,404,890 net tons—a 22-percent increase 
| over 1940. Of the 1941 total, home scrap constituted 29 percent, 

__ purchased scrap 19 percent, and pig iron 52 percent; in 1940 the per- | 
centages were 27, 19, and 54, respectively. The use of home scrap © 

oe increased. 31 percent, purchased scrap 25 percent, and pig iron 17. 
| percent. . So Bo 

| _ Charges to open-hearth furnaces in 1941 consisted of 48 percent | 
total scrap and 52 percent pig iron compared with percentages in | 
1940 of 46 and 54, respectively. Of the total scrap consumed in. 
open hearths in 1941, 40 percent was purchased scrap compared with 
41 percent in 1940 and 44 percent in 1939. Higher proportions of _ 
purchased scrap are used in areas remote from pig iron-producing. 
eenters, but the practice of using scrap exclusively is relatively rare. 
In 1941 only 4 plants out of a total of 139 operated upon a 100-percent 

- scrap basis; they consumed. only 501,842 tons, less than 1 percent of 
- zhe total consumption of ferrous raw matrials in open hearths. 

Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in open-hearth furnaces in the United | 
: - States in 1941, by districts and States, in net tons a 

| ; a _| Active |.  Serap - _ | 
. District and State pens : a Pigiron 

- . me ings Home Purchased | - Total a 

. | New England: | - OO - po. me . 
| . ' Connecticut........----2.---.---------} . 

. Massachusetts_......----------.------- _ 2 134, 958 | . 228, 518 363, 476 148,899 . 
Rhode Island_-.-....------------------ 1 qd po a 

- —— Potal: 1941... eee 4} 134,958 228,518 | 363, 476 148, 899 
1940. ..-.-.------------------- 4 74, 608 183, 901 258, 509 _ 94, 266 . 

Middle Atlantic: . Tp . 
Delaware_....-.--.--..-..------------- 1} . a 

_ New Jersey .-..-.-.--------------------| 1 ts, 20,45 1, 150,476 | 2,579, 914 2, 480, 954 
. New York......-.22-2--.2---------- 2] 8 . 

Pennsylvania_.........---------------- 81] 7,626,806 _ 4, 219, 437 | 11,846,243 | 14,150,089 | 

Total: 1941__......_-...-.-...-..._-- 61 | 9,056, 244 5, 369, 913 | 14,426,157 | 16,631, 043 
| 1940__..-- 22-22 - eee 58 | 6, 570, 784 3, 805, 596 | 10,376,380 | 14, 250, 550 

Southeastern and Southwestern: FFI SoS SSS 
Alabama... ........------2----------- 3 | | 

| Menmestoal OI 900, 518 | 446,842 | 1,846,860 | 2, 305, 697 
Oklahoma..._..-..-....-2---2-222----- 1 
District of Columbia. _...-.-.......-_- 1 

Maryland} 1, 786,309 | 1,388,150 | 3,174,549 | 3, 481, 905 
West Virginia. ..._.....-...2-22222 22 2 

Total: 1941._... 22.02 22 eile 12 | 2,686, 917 1, 834,492 | 4,521, 409 5, 787, 602 
1940__.-.-- eee 12 | 2,361, 679 1, 768,163 | 4,129, 842 5, 395, 587 

North Central]: Tp Pg 
Mlinois. .._ 2-2-2 ee eee eee 11 | 2,000, 774 1, 466, 663 | 3, 467, 437 3, 295, 830 

| Indiana. ._._._._._..-----------2-2-- 7 | 3,363,139 | 1,673,190 | 5,036,329] 6, 172,778 
Michigan __...._._...-.--2-2-2- 2222-8. 4 861, 070 757,178 | 1,618, 248 1, 259, 146 

Missouri. 222222 3 |} 14250} 400,588 | 523,788] 45,012 
Wisconsin. 222227 2 |} 169.456 | 204,088 | 373,544 | 250,048 
0 26 | 5,058,978 | _ 2,946,230 | 8,005,208 | _8, 174, 164 
Total: 1941.._....-- 222222 ee 55 | 11, 567, 657 7, 456, 887 | 19,024,554 | 19, 196, 973 

1940___..-.---2 eee 54 | 8,953, 931 6, 062, 664 | 15,016,595 | 16,007, 080 

Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast: pp 
Colorado. ....-....--------.----------- 1 
California. .... .-.....22-22222222 222 ee 5 556, 843 1,031,047 | 1,587, 890 716, 887 

Washington..............-2-2-2--_-_- 1 

Total: 1941__..._-. 22-2. 7 556, 843 1,031,047 | 1, 587,890 716, 887 
1940.22.22 7 |___359, 109 867,309 |_ 1,226,418 | __549, 767 

Total United States: 1941._.........._..__- 139 | 24,002,629 | 15, 920, 857 | 39, 923,486 | 42, 481, 404 
1940.....-...---.. 135 | 18,320,111 | _12, 687,633 | 31,007,744 | 36,207, 250
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- Pennsylvania, the leading steel-producing State, outranked all oe 
others in 1941 in the consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in | 
open hearths, followed by Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. | - 

, Bessemer converters.—The consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron 
in bessemer converters in 1941 totaled 6,386,508 net tons—a 56-per- 
cent increase over 1940. This large increase in total consumption | 
indicates a revival of the use of bessemer converters for steel making. | 
The proportion of scrap consumed in converter practice is low 
(amounting to only 6.2 percent in 1941), and the major portion was _ 
home or plant scrap. Almost all of the small tonnage of purchased 
scrap consumed in converters was used in small steel-foundry plants. 
~ Pennsylvania was the principal consumer of scrap in bessemer . 
converters in 1941. - - , | a 

Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in bessemer converters in the United 
| States in 1941, by districts and States, in net tons. 

| ae : Active | — Scrap | 
| District and State plants ree |-——____,__-_—_, | _ Pig iron | 

porting { Home | Purchased | -Total [| | 

: New England and Middle Atlantic: | | re a 
Connecticut. ......------------------ | 1 ee , 

aware_.._._-.-....---=------------] - ; 

Massachusetts 1 1, 508 1, 677 3, 185 1, 626 

New Jersey...-..--------------------] 1. 
| Pennsylvania. .-..------------------- - 9 106, 000 50, 580 156, 580 2, 199, 685 

Total: 1941........--.--.----------| 1B | (107, 508 52,257 | 159,765 | 2,201,311 
© YQKQLTIIIIIIIIIT |e | 90, 507 2487 | 92,904} 1, 456, 966 a 

| Southeastern and Southwestern: PoE - 

Alabama__--.----.------------------- 1 | foo ; 

| ‘Maryland......-..--s--seeeeeeeef A | | foe | 
| West Virginia. _...------------------| 1 | 63, 088 |. 5,000| 68,178 |- 488, 351 

Louisiana. --...--------------------- 1 . _ | 

/ , Texas: -_------------------------+--- : 1 : | 

Total: 1941......--.-----2---------] - 5| 63,088]; ~ 5,090| 68, 178 488, 351 a 
2 1949.00 TT 4 32, 723 1,786 | 34,509| 206,942 | 

; North Central and Pacific Coast: - 
~ Wlinois..........-----------_--------| 4 5, 748 7,607 | 13,355 | 549,172 , 
Indiana. -.....----------------------]. 1 . 

-  JTowa_.....--.----------------------- if 25, 714 - 8, 770 29, 484 336, 686 
Michigan _.__......---.-------------- Ty ot 
Minnesota__...---------------------- 1 

/. Missouri.....-..--..--..------------ 1 3, 709 3, 782 7,491 2, 018 
Washington.........--..--..-------- 1 } : | 
Ohio. ...---s.--2s sess seeeee eee 6| 114,971 |..2..-....-...] 114,971 | 2, 415, 726 - 

Total: 1941__.....--...------------ 15| 150, 142 15,159 | 165,301 | 3,303, 602 
7 a 10 | 125,638 5,049 | 130,687 | 2,075,070 

Total United States: 1941..............-- 33 | 320, 738 72,506 | 393,244 | 5, 993, 264 
1940... --- 26 | 248, 868 9,322 | 258,190 | 3,828, 978 2 

Electric steel furnaces.—Ferrous scrap and pig iron consumed in 
electric furnaces in 1941 totaled 4,250,915 net tons—a 67-percent in- 
crease over 1940. Pig iron constituted less than 2 percent of the total 
ferrous raw materials used in electric furnaces in 1941. Of the 306 
active plants reporting in 1941, 104 operated exclusively on scrap and 
consumed 751,711 tons—about 18 percent of the total scrap and pig 
iron used. 

Ohio led all States in 1941 in the consumption of scrap in electric 
furnaces, followed by Pennsylvania, Michigan, Illinois, and New 
York. |
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| . Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in electric steel furnaces in the United 
a a States in 1941, by districts and States, in net tons. __ re 

an ; | Active Serap Co 
. .. District and State __ plants ree |———--__—__-—_|_ Pig iron | 

- | Co, porting = Home | Purchased Total | | | — 

New England: . oe 7 | | 
Connecticut. .......222-22222- eee 4 9, 059 10,447 | — 19, 506 . 866 
New Hampshire.__..._._.____-______- 1 . 
Rhode Island_...-___._-22.--22222-22-- ‘1L|>. = 1, 547 776 | 2, 323 | 38 

' Vermont. ..._-.-.-.-2--2-----2------ | Li. SS oo 
. _ Massachusetts__..-..._-------------- 8 20,340] ~ —:10, 282 30, 622 | 728 

Total: 1941_._.........-...._-.-..-. 15 30, 946 21,505 |. 52, 451 1,632 | 
1940.22 ee 15 17, 063 13, 062 30, 125 720 

Middle Atlantic: | the oo 
elaware__..-.-2-2-2---- eed Non eey 6 |} 40,468 58,325 | 98, 793 1, 739, 

New York.....-----------------------] 2 | 18 92,165 |. 113,721 205, 886 | — 5, 674 
_ Pennsylvania. .....-.----------..-- . §9 453, 189 | 502,817 |. 956, 006 15, 311 

Total: 1941._..-..---.------------- 84} 585,822 674, 863 | 1, 260, 685 22, 794 
| | 1940.2 77 | 335, O05 392,102 | 727, 107 16, 264 

Southeastern: _ | Oo 
District of Columbia_._.....2.------} i 

entucky..._......-.--.------.-2--- . Maryland__...................... 9 23, 720 61, 477 85, 197 253 

West Virginia.._........-..---.222.- 1 
Alabama. .........-.-... 2-22-2228 3 
Florida_._...-.-_-. eee s-- ee 1 10, 927 31, 694 42, 621 2. 

| — . Georgia. « - ------------2e222eeeeen=-- 3 
ennessee___._._.--..----_---------- : | Virginie] Ef 18.0 29,517} 48,077 az 

| Total: 1941___.._.--..------------- 17| 83,207 | 122, 688 175,895|  . 877 . 1940... ----------- et YB 27, 119 56, 613 83, 732 445 | 
Southwestern: _ oo | | ee ee 

ATEANSAS..---------------00+=----~-- t oo wo 
oma. ..._....----- eee an , Louisiana..____._.......2122227777 4 25, 167 35, 625 60, 792 -. 561 

‘Texas_-_.-.--------------.---------- 7 

, Total: 1941._..----..-.-------..- | 13 25,167| 35, 625 60, 792 561 
1940... lle 13 15, 265 21, 732 36,.997 536 

North Central: 
Illinois. _....._-_....-----.-----_---- 23} 190,505 202,058 | 392, 563 11, 536 

-  Indiana_-__...2 2222 eee 13 33, 919 44, 448 78, 367 653 
Towa___..__...__-__...._..._.__. 2 a. Kansas__......-.--.-.----.-...-... 1: 7, 274 12, 784 20, 058 83 
Nebraska________--_-_--2 2. ee 1- 
Michigan. ____..... 2222-222 le. 24 245, 984 165, 678 411, 662 17, 114 
Minnesota_-_.__...-.-..-------------| 4 4, 658 10, 462 15, 120 |. 395 Missouri_..._...-.----------._...... 10 10, 478 14) 437 4,915) 993 
Qhio____..__.- 22. 35 776, 556 524, 355 | 1, 300,911 10, 891 
Wisconsin.__.__.-.-2____...._...__.. 13 70, 388 90, 534 160, 922 4, 271 

Total: 1941__....-.-------.------e. 126 | 1,339, 762 1, 064, 756 | 2, 404, 518 45, 936 
1940... ee 111 672, 856 830,132 | 1, 502, 988 27, 826 

Rocky Mountain: . 
ANZONA. -----------------2-2--202-=> 2 
olorado.........-.-.-------.---_-- Nevada..._.......2 777077 1 10, 337 15, 150 25, 487 118 

Utah ___.2- 1 

Total: 1941___.._._--___.____ Le. 6 10, 337 15, 150 25, 487 118 
1940. ee 6 6, 784 8, 859 15, 643 100 

Pacific Coast: 
AlasKa_ 22222 eee 1 Oregon. 22 iif 5450 9, 939 15, 389 13 
California. __._..-_-.--.2- 22-22 oe. 26 46, 839 89, 983 136, 822 858 
Washington__..___.-.._.._-..._.___.. 14 12, 309 33, 809 46, 118 39 

Total: 1941___.._.__.____.__.__.L.. 45 64, 598 133, 731 198, 329 910 180.2 eee 43 | . 37,035 61, 222 98, 257 | 615 
Tota] United States: 1941___.._.__.____. 306 2, 109, 839 2, 068,318 | 4, 178, 157 72, 758 

1940_ 22.222 22 LL. 280 1, 111, 127 1, 383, 722 | 2, 494, 849 46, 506 
eee
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| Cupola furnaces.—Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in © | 
cupola furnaces in 1941 totaled 15,952,884 net tons—a 31-percent - 
increase over 1940. Use of home scrap increased 37 percent, pur- 7 
chased scrap 27 percent, total scrap 32 percent, and pig iron 31 percent. 

_ Thus, the proportionate increase in the use of purchased scrap was 
less than that of pig iron, although the prices of scrap were relatively 
lower as compared with pig iron. This lower proportion of purchased 
scrap was undoubtedly caused by difficulty in obtaining cast scrap. | 

| Charges to cupola furnaces in 1941 consisted of 31 percent home | 
- gerap, 35 percent purchased scrap, and 34 percent pig iron; in 1940 the 

percentages were 30, 36, and 34, respectively. Many cupola plants 
operate on a 100-percent scrap charge; a total of 511 plants reported 
the use of 922,685 tons of ferrous scrap without pig iron in 1941 com- 
pared with 456 plants that reported the use of 1,086,456 tons in 1940. 

The relative position of States that are large consumers of scrap 
in cupola furnaces was not changed in 1941. Michigan continued to 
be the principal consumer, followed in order by Ohio, Pennsylvania, | 
Illinois, and New York. | | | 7 

Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in cupola furnaces in the United States 
in 1941, by districts and States, in net tons — 

| | a | | Active Scrap | | 
District and State plants ree |-—-—-—_, _—__——__,-_ | Pig iron | 

oe porting Home Purchased | Total . 

. _ New England: . 
Connecticut. -.....-.----------------- 58 94, 712 62, 008 _ 156, 720 95, 964 

. Maine.........---.------------------ 20! 12,186 - 11,361 23, 547 11, 467 
Massachusetts.....-------.--------- 108 | 112,657 147,149 | 259, 806 134, 289 
New Hampshire.....---.----------- 17| 3,437 14,719 18, 156 4,024 
Rhode Island.......----------------- 1 28; 733 28, 507 57, 240 32, 772 
Vermont......---..-s-s-sewssee-ee-t «dB | 14, 748 19, 106 33,854 | 16, 276 

| Total: 1941__.......-..------------ 229 | 266,473 282, 850 549, 323 294, 792 
1940__._-.-..--------------- 228 ~ 160, 459 199, 295 359, 754 185, 297 

Middle Atlantic: ] : a 
Delaware. ----..---.----------------- 6 3, 350 5, 883 9, 233 3, 423 | 

: New Jersey... ..------------------- 84 | 183,065 310,060 | 493, 125 249, 143 | 
New York... ........--------------- 187 | 276,773 326,876 | 603,649 | 300, 203 | 
Pennsylvania. ---.-.--.--------------- 336 455, 672 544.396 | 1, 000, 068 629, 041 

Total: 1941_....------------------ 613 | 918,860} 1,187,215 | 2,106,075 | 1, 181, 810 
49490 TTI 596 | 632,209} 1,038,005 | 1,670,304 | 858, 298 

Southeastern: — : | 
Alabama. __..--..------------------ 79 | 319, 582 219,807 | 530,479 | 850,068 

| Patten Cumbia TTT so |} 60,708 | 68,384 | 124,002 | 71,106 
Florida... 21 1, 676 5, 320 6,996 | 654 
Georgia....-.......-2-2----------- 54| 24082|  40,157| 64, 230 33, 607 
Kentucky ...-.......--.------------- 22| 39,479 32, 279 71, 758 92, 037 - | 

Mississippi..-...-..-..--.----------- 12 941 2,034 | . 2,975 621 
North Carolina.....-.--------------- 58 20, 181 32, 177 52, 358 | 18, 591 
South Carclina.-.-----------.------- 16 5, 803 6, 049 11, 852 5,090 
Tennessee. .......---.--------------- 60 | 154, 248 120,349 | 274, 597 204,340 
Virginia..._..-..--......--2-ss----- 61 72, 470 145,775 | 218, 245 49, 396 
West Virginia..___..-.-------------- 26 10, 595 25,608 | 36, 203 12, 152 

Total: 1941.......-..-------------- 441 | 709,765 693,029 | 1,402,794 | 1,337,657 
1940....-..--.----------2e-- 425 | 478,181 547,552 | 1,025,733 | 1, 153, 971 

Southwestern: 
Arkansas. ......-..----------0---0--- 16 1, 186 4,435 5, 621 181 
Louisiana........-..-..--.-.- += 21 2; 700 7, 532 10, 232 715 
Oklahoms..........-.-.------------- 20 5, 112 12,543 | 17,655 1, 424 
Texas.....-...-..--2--s es eee eee 64 27, 349 102,818 | 130, 167 981 

Total: 1941._..-..----------------- 121 36, 347 127, 328 163, 675 3, 301 
8) 116 | 19, 335 96, 269 115, 604 2, 901
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_ Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in cupola. furnaces in the United States | 
ae OO in 1941, by districts and States, in net tons—Continued = 

ee os ae oy “Active | } . .,  Serap me : ee , 
— District and State | plants re-_ |--————_-—_____, 7 — | Pig iron - - 

| | Oo {| Porting’ | Home | Purchased | ‘Total | . 

North Central: — | fp oe ef ie Le 
: Mlinois._.-..--------.-2-2-----------| .:187-| 467,110 |. 479,029 | ~~ 946,130 | 384, 913 

Indiana. .........----.-..-.--sse 126 | 239,874]  . 266,944| 506,818 | 248 494 
: | Towa ..-..---.0-2-s--eeseeeeseel 60 | 102,652] =: 129482 | - 225,134] 70,361 | 

. _ Kansas-_._.-.-.-.---------2.--------], 38 |. 14, 737 | . 50, 911 - 65, 648 2, 027 
Michigan. .....-.-....-..--.--.---.. 171 | 1,103,762 658,937 | 1,762, 699 839, 725 
Minnesota_-..-.-----...-------2- 66| ° 32,754. 98,747 | "131, 501 “21, 859 

_ Missouri._..----------..------.----- 63 | 106, 486 | | 264, 513 370, 949 56, 796 
'. Nebraska...-.---------.---.--------- .. 15. 4; 867 10,638 | =: 15, 505 2, 223 

. North Dakota_.....-----.-.22-22222_]. . 2 - 
. South Dakota. SP 1, 094 2,877 | 86 

Ohio. _._--.-..2-2---22----s-s--e-ee| 269 | 499, 295 647,854 | 1,147,149} 572,636 
| Wisconsin_._-.----.-.-.--.----.--.-- 108 | 264, 638 272,163 | 584,801 | 287, 844 

— Potal 1941-22222] 1,108 | 2,837,408 | 2,873,312 | 5,710,720 | 2,436, 964 
1940.._.--.---.----s sees 1,083 | 2,194,806 | 2,213,419 | 4,408,225 | 1, 818, 120 

Rocky Mountain: - t | | | oo 
Arizona. -...------------------------ 6, . 9,531 23,506 | . 33,087 |... LL. 
Colorado. .-..----------------.----_-- 25 _ 20, 289 53, 456 73, 745 41, 543 

| Idaho-_..--------------------------- 6 706 2,896; 3,602 1223 — 
‘Montana...--.----.-----------.-----} so L416 | 618 | 15% 034 453 
Nevada. --..------------------------- 2 1l--- . Nevada. «5 joncnir-vooncneneeeenteeo 2} 3609) 3585] 7,284) ge | 

. Wyoming-...-----.-.---.-----2-_.. 1 3 1 . 4 2 
. Utah. ___...--.--------- 2-22-2288 14 29, 353 51, 456 80,809 | 28,248 . 

Total: 1941.._.....-.-------------- 64 |  - 70,997 142,468 | 213,465] 70, 421 
1940-2 2222222] 56.| 35,603 85,351 | 120,954 45,740 

Pacific Coast: — . . 
California. ............-.-----.------ 128 | 141, 062 186,768 | 327,830 56, 707 

| Oregon.......--.--..---- sss essl 37 7,611 20,750] 28,361} . 3,292 
. - Washington..-..-...---..-..-...... 57| 16, 341 45, 553 61,804 | 3, 803 

Mota: 1941....--2222222--e---| 222 | 168,014 253,071 | 418, 085 63, 802 
a 1940.22 ssn 204 | 136,365 192,886 |  329,251| ~ 41,862 | 
Total United States: 1941.._-.---...___- 2,798 | 5,004,864 | 5, 559,273 | 10,564,137 | 15,388, 747 | * 1940-2272 272777T777 2,708 | 3,657,048 | 4,372,777 | 8,029,825 | 14,106,119 

' Includes some pig iron used in making direct castings. 

‘ : e oo / ° . . ° : . Air furnaces.—Ferrous scrap and pig iron consumed in air furnaces 
| in 1941 amounted. to 1,826,487 net tons—a 79-percent increase over 

1940. The use of home scrap increased 108 percent, of purchased 
scrap 54 percent, and of pig iron 62 percent; the use of total scrap 
increased 89 percent. Thus, equipment of this type used relatively 
more pig iron than purchased scrap in 1941, in contrast with 1940 

| when the relative increase in use of both was identical. No air-furnace 
operators reported exclusive use of scrap in 1941, whereas in 1940 

: 4 reported the use of 15,673 tons. 
Ohio led all States in 1941 in the consumption of scrap in air fur- 

naces, followed in order by Illinois, Pennsylvania, Indiana, Michigan, 
New York, and Wisconsin.
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Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron in air furnaces | in the United States in ‘ 
SO | . 1941, by districts and States, in net tons | 

: oo Active Scrap | 
District and State sts plants ree |__| Pig iron , 

a porting Home | Purchased Total | 

New England: . . 
Connecticut. ----------+------------- Z 23, 658 5,114 28, 772 - 15,334 

mSsetts._..-...-.-.--- =e o 

New Hampshire_._.-.---.----------- 1 21, 476 10, 101 31, 577 15, 864 - 
Rhode Island_.......---------------- a | 

Total: 1941.........--------------- 12 45, 134 15, 215 60, 349 31, 198 
” 1940._........--.----------- 12} 9,714 9, 224 32, 938 21, 387 

Middle Atlantic: . : . | 

Polaware.-----------------o------] DB } 18,796 2,820 | 16, 625 9.71 
New York__....._..----------------- 13 68, 549 25, 111 93, 660 45, 165 
Pennsylvania... --2-----2-2-22222--- 25 110, 606 50, 056 160, 662 96, 828 

— Motal: 1941....2-0---2 2-2 41. | 192,951 77, 996 270, 947 151, 761 
| 4940.22 o oo 40 105, 786 60, 712 166,498 | . 90,576 

Southeastern and Southwestern: 3 . . 
. . est - ¢ a Peng eer $i} 11,571 6,656 | 18, 227 6, 984 | 

| Total: 1941__...------------------- 4 11, 571 6, 656 18, 227 6,984 
1940.._....----.-..--------- 4 7,813 15, 613 23, 426 5 aot 

North Central: | - 

Pinos --nnenneeroer nT 15 1} 240, 084 96,005 | 336,179] 167, 558 
a ‘Michigan.—..-.--.-.-.--------------- : 9 98, 110 43, 285 141, 305 61, 700 

WE. ee en ne ee ene ee wee wee , 

| Minnesota. ----..------------------ | i 14, 913 4938; 19,851 14, 465 

Ohio... __....-.------------+-e-eeeee- 22 211. 007 91, 061 302, 068 119, 660 
Wisconsin... .--.-22---2---22----2--| 10 53,851] § 12855] - 66,706 46, 525 | 

otal: 1941...-..---2------.------- 90.1 — 617,965 248,234 | 866, 199 400, 912 | 
1940._----------------------|. 65 279, 822 130,905 | 419,727] 254,388 

. Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast: =| - 3 So | a a 
OIOTAGO.§. 2. nee ee 2 eee | Colorado. . ..--------------07 77-0077 Zi} 4,606 1, 324 5, 930 -4,980 
Total: 1941..........-----.--------| ° 4 4.606 1,824 5, 930 4, 980 

1940.._.........-.-.---.---- 3. 2, 636 803 3, 439 2, 485 

Total United States: 1941_._--..-------- 131 | - 872,227 349, 425 | 1,221, 652 604, 835 
” 1940. __-.---------- 124 419, 771 226,257 | 646, 028 374, 187 

lt Includes 3 Brackelsberg furnaces, 1 each in Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan. . a | 

Crucible and puddling furnaces.—Crucible and puddling furnaces, 
whose combined output of iron and steel is very small, consume only | 
minor quantities of ferrous raw materials. 

497779—43——_-36
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Consumption of ferrous scrap and pig tron in crucible and puddling furnaces in the | 
- United States in 1941, by districts and States, in net tons 

| | a oo Active ‘Scrap : | 
District and State” plants re- | | _ Pig iron 

| | | | porting | Home | Purchased Total 

: New England: . | - 
Connecticut. -_...---.------------.-- 1 
Massachusetts___......--.--------..- 2 861 854 1.715 6 

| | New Hampshire. __.-.......-.-.----- 1 | | 

| | Total: 1941__......--....-.-.------ 4 861 854 1.715 | 6 
IMO] | | 067 | 06 | 29 

Middle Atlantic and Southeastern: | - | 

| Rentaghy i |} 1962 6102| 7,054] 16,108 
Pennsylvania. -_------ 222222222 10 8, 566 17, 862 21,428} 38,119 

7 Total: 1941. _......--.----2.2------ 13. 5, 518 22, 064 98,482] 54,225 
(NOD. - o-oo nee eeeeneeeeeeen-] A | 683 | 7068 | 10.349 | 8, 381 

North Central: Obio................-...| 3 | 53 8]. 61 59 

—_ Total: 1941.......-....-----2-2--.. 3; 8B 8 61 59 
a 1940.--.----2.-----2s se 7| 168 40} 308 87 

| Pacific Coast and Southwestern: } | , —_ . 
- Onlaboma ITE if} 200 34 10 

- | Total: 1941... eee 2 85 299 384 100 | 
MOND. -----noee-nneenrnnnne fT BJ == 

Total United States: 1041. ..-..........- 22 6, 517 24, 125 30, 642 ~ 54, 390 
| | 19402222] 88 3, 813 8, 893 12,708 | R477 

: Blast furnaces.—Ferrous scrap constitutes only a small proportion 
| of the metal-bearing materials consumed in blast furnaces. The other 

| materials used in 1941 were 94,404,667 net tons of iron and manganif- 
| erous iron ores, 6,858,576 tons of cinder and scale, and 3,983,000 tons | | 

of flue dust. Total consumption of scrap in 1941, as reported by 78 
plants operating blast furnaces, was 2,904,938 tons, a 40-percent in- | 
crease over 1940. Of the 1941 total, 55 percent was home scrap and 
45 percent purchased scrap. | 

| The proportion of scrap used in blast furnaces increased in 1941, 
amounting to 5.3 percent of the pig iron produced in 1941 compared 

- with 4.5 percent in 1940 and 5.6 percent in 1939. Purchased scrap | 
was equivalent to 2.4 percent of the pig iron produced in 1941 com- 
pared with 1.7 percent in 1940 and 2.3 percent in 1939. | 
_ Blast furnaces in Ohio continued to consume more scrap than those 
in any other State and in 1941 used 8 percent more than Pennsylvania, 
the secord ranking State; in 1940, Ohio furnaces consumed 3 percent 
more than Pennsylvania furnaces. _
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Consumption of ferrous scrap in blast furnaces in the United States in 1941, by dis- | 
_ 7 | tricts and States,in net tons a a 

arr : . | | ‘| Active - Serap ; | 

oo . District and State 7 , pone -_—_ -—_——_——_—— . 

| Be os _ | Home _ Purchased Total 

New England and Middle Atlantic: | : foo ) 
New York 00 a: é |} 58,800) 133,507 | 198, 06 | 
Pennsylvania. ---.....--------------------------- 21 557, 677 299, 928 857, 605 

Total: 1941... 93] 617,486 433,525 | 1,051,011 
1940.00 0222TIIIIIIIIT 28 | 468,072 | —_—_309, 951 778, 023 

Southeastern: 
Alabama... 2.22. o-oo cece eee eee 6| - 190,915 91,475| 282,390 | 
Kentucky.-...-....---.-----.-.----.-------+------ _ 1 fe---------- 16, 511 16, 511 
Maryland.--------------0sss0c-ccceeerseeeseeeeeep 44, 619 37,562 | 82, 181 
Tennessee_____.--------.------------ --------.--- 1 704 j----..-------- 704 
‘Virginia.....-22-2. Lee OD foo eee elle eft eee 
West Virginia. 27 00UTTITTIIIIIIIIIT 12, 261 66, 666 78, 927 

Total: 1941...._....2._-2- eee eee. Leelee 12 248, 499 212, 214 460, 713 
| C1 13] 234; 699 111,863 | 346, 562 | 

North Central: . - oo 
Tlinois..-.----.---.--- eee eceeeeee eens ee--| |B | (180,608 114,834 | 245, 529 

- Indiana.......--2.-2-2 2-2 ed B81 66,3847] ~ 751 67, 09S 
a Iowa 1__..-.---.-- eee eee ee 1 j.-------...- 250 | - 250 — 

‘Michigan...____-.._.-1.. 1-2... sesseeeseesee 5 77, 800 23,129 | 101,019 an 
_ Minnesota. 22227207227 272 ITT) 2]. 5,759 39,500| 45,250 

| Ohio.-----2------2.2222. eens iecceedceeeceeee| 20 | 488,861] 492, 410 926, 271 

© Potal: 1941... eee] 86 | 714, 552 670,874 | 1,385,426 | 
: CAMO] 86 | 874,067 | 371,630 | "946,507 | 

Rocky Mountain: ne a fos a rer oO 

Utah il} 7320 450| 7,788 | : 
otal: 1941... 9 | 7, 788 a 

940.2000 2022 3 10, 147 |..-----------.| 10,147 
Total United States: 1941._._.....-....-.....-.-.....| 78 | 1,887,866 | 1,317,072 | 2,904,938 a 

SS YSMOS cee teeeee] | 79] 1, 286,985.] 798,344] 2,080, 329 

‘1 Electric furnace. - oo - - | . a : | - | — . a 

a FOREIGN TRADE*® | | | 

_ Statistics on foreign trade during 1941 are not available for pub- 
lication, except totals covering the period from January through 
September. Therefore no accurate conclusions or comparisons with | 

_ previous years can be made. a Se a 
Imports.—Imports of iron and steel scrap into the United States, 

which never have been very significant, totaled 52,429 net tons valued 
at $503,100 during the period from January through September 1941. 
In 1940, 2,199 tons valued at $47,979 were imported. Of the 1941 
partial total, 27,822 tons came from Cuba, 17,601 from Canada, 
2,317 from Colombia, 1,859 from Curagao (N. W. I.), 1,117 from 
Surinam, 756 from Europe (mainly Czechoslovakia), 736 from Ber- 
muda, and only 221 from other countries. In addition, 17,908 tons 
of tin-plate scrap were imported during the first 9 months of 1941, 
largely from Canada. In 1940 imports of tin-plate scrap totaled 
18,609 tons compared with 14,149 in 1939. 

Exports.—Ferrous scrap exports (all types) from the United States 
during the January—September period of 1941 totaled only 696,110 
net tons valued at $12,050,641. In 1940, 3,159,284 tons valued at 
$48,314,146 were exported. The low exportation in 1941 was caused 

"+ Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. :
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by license proclamations issued during the latter part of 1940 restrict- 
ing exports of all grades of scrap, except to Great Britain and countries | 
of the Western Hemisphere. The shipments in 1941 included 9,989 
tons of tin-plate scrap, waste-waste tin plate, tin-plate strips, cobbles, __ 

: etc., valued at $654,946. In 1940, exports of this type of scrap | 
totaled 15,923 tons valued at $753,184. The following table shows _ 
the principal countries to which shipments of scrap were consigned | 
during the 5-year period 1936-40. | | | 

Ferrous scrap exported from the United States, 1 936-40, by countries, in net tons 

Country 1936 1987 1938 1939 1940 

Canada. -] 7887 207,840 | 103, 283 196,556} 411, 571 
Germany ..--.-------------------- 7,615| 98, 731 258, 611 18, 574 |... , 
Italy.....- 20-1 0-seeee eee ee 319, 341 427, 161 486,883 | 477,004 | 357, 627 
Japan... 22-2. sess eeeseee-| 1, 184,586 | 2,140,889 | 1,547,617 |. 2,279,315 | 1, 079, 141 

| Netherlands... _._.--.-------- ~ 5, 350 160, 609 231, 341 60, 665 105 
| Poland and Danzig--------------- 34,837 | 308, 680 169, 625 173, 161 |..._.--...... 

‘United Kingdom ----------------- 408, 659 948,838 | 433,820| 569,288 | 1, 100,74 
. Other countries... ._.2---------- 136, 773 300,987 | 127,283 | 240,009 | —_—210, 006 

| 12,168,468 | 4,503,735 |  3,358,422| 4,014,572] _ 3, 159, 284 
/ Total value-.---------------------| $24, 684, 084 | $79,387,459 | $45,820,533 | $55,911,516 | $48, 314, 146 

- Exports were drawn largely from seaboard areas where the cost of = 
| transportation from the point of origin to the port of exportation is _ 

| relatively low and where the cost of transportation to domestic iron 
and steel plants not within the area is high. : | mo 

a | WORLD ASPECTS 
a ‘Statistics on world steel and pig-iron production in 1941 are not 

available, as publication of information has been suspended in many 
countries. However, as iron and steel are essential to the military 
forces, world steel and pig-iron production undoubtedly was con- 
siderably increased, and the demand for iron and steel scrap was 
greater than at any previous time. : a, 

| -. GARTEL ACTIVITIES - OO 

All agencies that formerly operated on behalf of groups of countries 
suspended operations after the advent of war in 1939, hence there was 
no activity for the purchase of iron and steel scrap by any cartel for 
individual nations. Throughout 1941 each nation that purchased 
scrap bought independently; the pro-Axis nations procured no scrap, 
and the democracies received less scrap than in 1940. 

| REVIEW BY COUNTRIES 

Canada.—Steel production in Canada reached new nigh levels in 
1941, when the output of steel ingots and castings totaled 2,701,000 
net tons, an increase of approximately 20 percent over the previous 
record of 2,256,000 tons established in 1940. Canadian pig-iron 
production also increased in 1941 but not to the extent of the increase in 
steel production, indicating that the steel industry was more dependent 
on supplies of iron and steel scrap to establish the new record. Pro- 
duction of pig iron in 1941 totaled 1,528,000 tons compared with the 
previous record of 1,309,000 tons established in 1940, an increase of
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less than 17 percent.® This increased production of steel and pig 
iron occasioned alarm regarding the scrap supply since, with the ~ 
greater demand that at times exceeded the supply, dealers could not | 

| increase their yard stocks, and some consumers were compelled to 
deplete stock piles to maintain production.’ > fe a | 

On February 17. 1941, iron and steel scrap was placed under the , 
- direct control of the Canadian Steel Controller, and maximum prices 
for steel scrap only were issued. This measure was instituted to re- 
lieve the price situation and to insure the maximum flow of scrap | 
through domestic channels. Then, on July 10, 1941, the Steel | 
Controller also established a maximum price schedule for cast-iron 
scrap to assure a steady flow of this material to foundries and to a 
stabilize prices.° During the last quarter of the year the entire iron 
and steel scrap industry: was placed under Government control, : 
under which all dealers were required to procure a license from the 

_ Steel Controller, comply with maximum prices, and submit monthly 
reports.° The program instituted in 1940 by the Dominion Govern- | 
ment, to collect agricultural scrap, as well as old ship hulls, automobile . 7 

| scrap, and railroad material in the maritime Provinces and rural dis- | 
-  tricts, was continued and enlarged to include industrial concerns, | 

municipal governments, and the civilian population."' To utilize - 
supplies of scrap metal that accumulated in British Columbia, as a _ | 
consequence of the embargo on exports and the difficulty of trans- - 
porting scrap to consuming centers, the: Government endorsed the 
establishment of a steel plant in which scrap would be utilized exclu- Tk 
sively..2 No iron and steel scrap has been exported from Canada . 
since late in 1939, except to the United Kingdom and to nations of the 7 
Western Hemisphere. Consequently, exports have decreased: con- 
siderably, whereas imports from the United States have steadily a 
increased. =. © ©.) ee i | 

Germany :—Statistics on the production of steel and pig iron and on | 
the consumption of scrap in Germany are not available. . However, as | 
a result of annexation and military occupancy of European countries, | 
steel-ingot capacity is estimated as more than double what it was 
before the war. The German Government issued a decree curtailing 
the use of iron and steel in many commodities, except in goods to. be 
used for military or hospital purposes.'* Decrees were also issued in 
German-dominated countries regulating the use and disposal of scrap 
materials. Iron and steel scrap was shipped from such countries for : 
use in the manufacture of war materials.” oo | 
Japan.—The prohibition by the United States of exports of iron 

and. steel scrap to Japan caused a revision of technique in the iron and 
steel industry.'* The main point in the revised plans included the 
increased manufacture of equipment for the production of steel from 
pig iron, thereby using little or no scrap. Some small success was 
attained in furnaces of low capacity in producing steel using ap- 
proximately 15 percent scrap and 85 percent pig iron, as compared 
with previous practice when these percentages were 45 and 55, re- 
Tron Age, vol. 149, No. 6, February 5, 1942, p. 109. 
7 American Metal Market, vol. 48, No. 217, November 11, 1941, p. 8. 
§ Waste Trade Journal, vol. 70, No. 25, March 29, 1941, pp. 77, 79, 81. 
® American Metal Market, vol. 48, No. 137, July 17, 1941, p. 7. 
1® Foreign Commerce Weekly, vol. 5, No. 6, November 8, 1941, p. 23. 
11 American Metal Market, vol. 48, No. 227, November 27, 1941, p. 7. 
12 Waste Trade Journal, vol. 70, No. 26, April 5, 1941, p. 26. 
18 Metals and Alloys, vol. 12, No. 1, January 1942, p. 114. 
16 American Metal Market, vol. 48, No. 91, May 10, 1941, p. 6. 
18 Daily Metal Reporter, vol. 41, No. 98, May 21, 1941, p. 10. 
16 Waste Trade Journal, vol. 70, No. 13, January 4, 1941, p. 26.
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spectively. In view of the scarcity of scrap the Ministry of Commerce 7 
decided to request steel-manufacturing companies to use a ratio of 

oo 70 percent pig iron to 30 percent scrap in the production of steel.” 
- To offset the loss of scrap imports; the Government intensified scrap- _ 

| collection efforts, and such material as railway cars, posts, kitchen 
 wtensils, gutters, pipes, and manhole covers was salvaged. Fences 
around Government and business buildings were salvaged, as were the 
numerous ships that have been wrecked in nearby Japanese-controlled | 

. areas.!8 The iron and steel industrial policy as regards the purchase 
| and distribution of scrap iron, which had been inaugurated previously, . 

| was extended to provide for closer control of the allotment of iron and 
/ steel raw materials. cs a OO 

| - United Kingdom.—Scrap remained an extremely significant factor | 
- in the production of steel in the United Kingdom in 1941, especially 

since operations at iron and steel mills were conducted at or near record 
levels throughout the year. Imports of scrap from the United States 

| continued until September, when a.decision was reached to discon- 
tinue the exportation of scrap materials from the United States to 
Great Britain.!® House-to-house collection campaigns were continued 
and. produced sizable quantities of scrap. In addition to these col- | 
lections, scrap was being salvaged from buildings damaged by the 

| enemy, derelict factories, abandoned railroad and street-car instal- — : 
| lations, and. other sources of supply. Buildings:-damaged by bombs 

| yielded large quantities of iron and steel scrap, offsetting the curtail- _ 
eT ment of imports. Local authorities were instructed to compile a list | 
— of all unnecessary gates and railings, with the exception of those 

| -- serving a safety purpose or having historic interest or artistic merit.” 
These measures tended to increase the supply of scrap material, with | 

: the result that at the end of the first half of the year stocks of iron and 
steel scrap were approximately 50 percent larger than during 1940, | 
and adequate:supplies were available throughout the entire year 1941.74 

| The British Ministry of Supply issued Control of Iron and Steel 
. (Scrap) Order 14, which decreed complete control over all buying and 

selling of scrap. This decree regulated the acquisition or disposition 
of scrap except by license; exports of scrap were also prohibited except __ 
under license issued by the Export Licensing Department of the Board 
of Trade. In conjunction with this decree, maximum prices were 
established covering all sales of iron and steel scrap. Toward the close 
of the year the scrap-collection drives were placed upon a firmer na- 
tional basis and were being directed by the Ministry of Works and 
Buildings with plans made to grant the Ministry power to com- 
mandeer obsolete property of all descriptions.” With a view to 
conserving raw materials, manufacture of a large list of items from 
steel was restricted, including metal windows, beds, springs, furniture, 
buttons, buckles, and sundry manufactures.“% In the production of 
pig iron Jess scrap was employed in blast furnaces because of an in- 
creased use of home-produced iron ores. 

17 Foreign Commerce Weekly, vol. 4, No. 2, July 12, 1941, p. 14. 
i8 Waste Trade Journal, vol. 72, No. 4, November 1, 1941, p. 15. 
‘9 American Metal Market, vol. 48, No. 169, August 30, 1941, p. 1. 
20 Iron‘and Coal Trades Review, vol. 143, No. 3836, September 5, 1941, p. 217. 
21 Tron Age, vol. 147, No. 26, June 26, 1941, p. 98. 
23 Waste Trade Journal, vol. 70, No. 25, March 29, 1941, pp. 105, 107, 113. 
33 Iron Age, vol. 148, No. 25, December 18, -1941, p. 131. 
24 American Metal Market, vol. 48, No. 110, June 7, 1941, p. 6.
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GENERAL FEATURES IN 1941 | 

The domestic steel industry operated at record levels throughout 
1941. Production was maintained at a rate well above 90 percent, in 
spite of the fact that the capacity increased considerably. The aver- 
age operating rate for the entire year was 97.3 percent, and 82,839,259 
net tons of steel were produced. This great activity in steel manu- 
facture was. reflected in the iron ore and pig iron industries during 
1941. Domestic production of pig iron, exclusive of ferro-alloys, 
increased 19 percent over 1940 and established a new record of : 
55,085,446 net tons—an increase of 18 percent over the previous peak 
year 1929. Iron ore, exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more | 
manganese, likewise experienced a record year in 1941, and a total of 
92,409,579 gross tons was mined—an increase of 25 percent over 1940 
and 23 percent more than in the previous peak year 1917. However, 
iron ore is an essential raw material in our great war-production drive, 
and 1941 is not expected to retain its laurels long. If announced 
objectives are reached, iron-ore production in 1942 should easily pass 
the 100,000,000-ton mark; and steel production of 85,000,000 tons 
and a considerable increase in pig-iron output are anticipated. 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 
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| Salient statistics of iron ore, pig iron, ferro-alloys, and steel in the United States 
a, . | 1940-41 

. 1940 . 1941 . 

| Gross tons Value Gross tons | Value 

Iron ore: | . 
7 Production by— 

| Districts: 
Lake Superior.....-----------------| 161, 471,323 3 78, 858, 332 

. Southeastern and Southwestern_-.-| 4 7, 446, 103 (3) 8, 145, 900 (2) 

Northeastern----------------------- 3, 559, 924 : 3, 962, 072 

. Western.......--------------------- 1, 218, 549 U 41, 443, 275 

| , : Ee |- 73,695,809| (2). | 92,409, 579 () 

Mining methods: - | 
Open pit___-------.-=--------------| 549, 591, 309 } (3) { § 65, 192, 237 \ (?) 

‘Underground - . -.------------------ 5 24, 104, 590 \ 5 27, 217, 342 

| | | 73,695,800} @) 92,409,579/ (2) 

. Varieties: 7 efo — P 
Hematite... ...--------------------| § 68, 869, 837 7 86, 725, 406 

Brown ore. _-.--------------------- 8 934, 625. (2) 1, 366, 849 | (3) 

. - Magnetite.........-----------------| © 8 3,890, 924 7 4, 316, 718 

. Carbonate...---------------  ----- 518 ~ 606 |}. - 

73, 695, 899 | | (?) 92, 409, 579 (2). 

| Shipments (exclusive of ore for paint)....--| 75, 198, 084 | $189, 086, 799 93, 053,994 | $249,705,903 . 

Average value per ton at mine....-.-.-|-------------- 2.61 |.-----.-------]- 2. 68 

Stocks at mines Dec. 31. -.--.--------------- 3, 613, 742 (3). 3, 592, 141 a . 

Imports.......------------------------- ---- 2, 479, 326 6, 204,641 | £1, 707,811 9 3, 917, 452 

_ Exports.....-.----------------------------- 1, 386, 304 4, 624, 555 9 1, 347, 641 ® 4, 362, 806 

Pigiron: . 
Production.._.....-------------------------| 41, 253, 542 . (3) 4, 183, 434. (2) 

| _ §hipments.._..-...------------------------] 41,927, 615 | 840, 442,032 | 49, 306, 822 | 1, 111, 811, 316 

Average value per ton at furnaces. -----|.------.------ 20.05 |-------------- 22. 55 

; Imports.....------------------------------- 10, 242 189, 379 |--------------]-------------- 

| Exports........----------------------------- - §658, 871. 13, 057, 901 9 458, 537 9 14, 081, 065 . 

a Ferro-alloys: . 

Production.----...------------------------- 1, 093, 179 (2) (10) (2) 

Shipments: TO OO 

Ferromanganese...-.-.----------------- 449, 367 42, 755, 485 

Spiegeleisen.--....--------------------- 106, 707 3, 487, 565 (10) (10) 
Ferrosilicon. _.--.---------------------- 429,494 | 24,027, 652 
Other varieties__--....-----------------] . 168, 593 |. 57,857, 108 

| 1, 154,161 | 128,127,810 | (2%) (19) 
Imports: , : . ; cet 

Ferromanganese.....------------------- 10, 369° 1, 321,369 | 9 3, 579 9 325, 102 
Spiegeleisen------.-.------------------- - 15,585 | = —- 638, 732 92,911 9 119, 524 

_ Ferrosilicon......---------------------- 9, 158 262, 397 9 9, 054 9 337, 789 

Steel production: | a © oo 
Open-hearth: 

Basic_......--.-------------------------| 54, 359, 679 65, 457, 903 
Acid. ....--------------------------=--- 616, 288 961, 400 — 

Bessemer.-....--.--------------------------- 3, 311, 226 (2) 4, 980, 420 (3) 
Crucible: -_.-------------------------------- 914 2, 065 
Electric.....---.--------------------------- 1, 517, 863 2, 561, 836 

| 59, 805, 970 (2) | 78, 963, 624 (?) 
a 

1 Includes a small quantity of ore produced in southern Wisconsin. 
1 Figures not available. . 
3 Includes a small quantity of ore produced in southern Minnesota. 
4 Texas included with Southeastern and Southwestern districts in 1940 and included in Western in 1941. 

’ Some underground included with open pit. | 
‘Small quantity of hematite included with magnetite. 
7Small quantity of magnetite included with hematite. 
' Small quantity of brown ore included with magnetite. 
' Figures:cover January—September, inclusive. 
¢ Figures not available for publication.
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_ Figure 1 shows the trends in domestic production of iron ore, pig 
iron, and steel. since 1880. : oe , 

Steel-consuming industries—The automobile industry, although © 
called upon to convert to war production during the latter months of | 
the year, ranked second only to the. construction industry in the con- 
sumption of steel during 1941. The production of automobiles in | 

_ 1941 increased 8 percent over 1940 and totaled 4,838,561 units, which — 
was only slightly below the 5-million-car year 1929. The automobile | 
and aircraft industries consumed 6,392,202 net tons (10.2 percent) , 
of the total (62,484,162 tons) consumed and exported. The con- 
struction industry experienced great activity during the year, using 
8,127,889 tons or 13.0 percent of the total. The additions to arms- 
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FIGURE 1.—Trends in production of iron ore, pig iron, and steel in the United States, 1880-1941. . 

production capacity during 1941 were almost exclusively in the form 
of new plants rather than the conversion of existing facilities. __ | 

The large volume of capital in hands of consumers made available | 
through the increased output of steel was instrumental in raising the 
Nation’s purchasing power to high levels. Consumers’ demands were 
directed particularly to durable goods; in consequence, these articles ” 
were produced in extraordinary quantity during the first 9 months of 
the year. In the final months, shortages of raw materials forced cur- 
tailment in output of private consumers’ goods. By the beginnin 
of 1942, the new military program pointed to virtual elimination of all 
such production through control over uses of materials and conversion 
of whole industries to war production. | 

The farm-machinery industry had a record year in 1941. Theindus- 
try was granted favorable priority for raw materials and drew heavily 
on steel products. Output of railroad cars—another major type of 
equipment—was hampered during much of 1941 by shortage of mate- 
rials, especially steel plates. Production was 65,317 cars (not includ-
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| ing output of private car shops), about one-third more than in 1940, 
but this was far short of needs. Approximately 993 locomotives were 

, built compared with 646 in 1940, and output trended toward Diesel 
) and Diesel-electric units. The most dramatic advance in output dur- 

ing the year appeared in certain industries engaged directly in manu- 
| facturing finished arms. In the first stages of the armament program, 

emphasis was placed on planes and ships as the most urgently needed | 
| types of war materials, and it was in these arms categories that heaviest 

volume production was achieved by the year end. The number of | 
| naval ships completed during the year is not published, but deliveries | 

of merchant tonnage aggregating 749,000 gross tons. were almost 70 
percent more than the 445,000 gross tons completed in 1940. Output » 

| of airplanes averaged more than 1,500 monthly (using only 9 months’ 
| figures) compared with 500 units a month average in the preceding 

year. However, these figures are dwarfed by the goal of 60,000 
: fighting planes and 8,000,000 dead-weight tons of merchant shipping 

| set by the President early in 1942 to be produced before the end of 
| this year. | | , | 

The following table shows the distribution of steel to consuming 
industries during 1941. 

, | Distribution of steel to consuming industries in 1941 ! | a 

| | : Percent oo | - | Net tons of total 

| | Steel converting and processing industries: | | 
Wire drawers and wire product manufacturers__......_.._....._.._.____- 535, 741 

oO Bolt, nut, and rivet manufacturers. _..-._.._..-._..._._----------- eee nee 1, 160, 767 . . 
Forging manufacturers._......_......2.222...------2--------- eee eee 1, 144, 442 

: All other steel plants and foundries... ..--_..-------------.-------------- 1, 956, 853 

Jobbers, dealers and distributors: | | 
Oil and natural-gas industry__.._...._.__..-..2.2-2-2------------- eee 1, 018, 371 |. 
All other. .-- 22-22-22 eee ee eee eee 8, 181, 440 

Total___.-- 22-222 nee eee 9, 199, 811 14.7 

Construction industry: . | | 
Public (municipal, State, national) ....................._-.-.-.--.----_- 518, 555 
Highways-..__.----.-.-- 2-2-2 ee eee 708, 613 
Railways...-...--.-.-----2- 2-22 ee ee eee 102, 494 
Automotive and asircraft__._.......-.22.222222 ee eee 406, 463 

. ‘Utilities. _-_.-. 22222 - 515, 003 
Building trim, accessories and builders’ hardware_...._....._....-...---- 1, 020, 109 
All other. -----2 2-2 ee ee ee A, 856, 652 

Total... _.----- 2.2 eee eee ee eee eeee----| 8, 127, 889 13.0 
Shipbuilding industry_.._........--.-.-.-2-2-_. 2 2, 733, 418 4.4 

. Pressing, forming and stamping industry: — 
Metal furniture and office equipment..___._.._.____..____._......._.-_.- 676, 944 
Hardware and household equipment__...__._____......_....._.._..-..-- 1, 746, 810 
All other. =... nee 3, 897, 782 
Total__._.... 2-22 ee 6, 321, 536 10.1 

Container industry: 
Oil and natural-gas industry____......._.--._.._._____._-_...__.__--.---- 437, 367 

. All other____..------ eee 4, 052, 043 

Total__.....2 2 eee 4, 489, 410 7.2 
Agricultural, including implement and equipment manufacturers.........._- 1, 153, 678 1.8 

Machinery and tools: 
Machinery and tools, excluding electrical equipment_...___.___.______-- 1, 569, 712 Electrical machinery and equipment___.__.__..____._._.........._..._..- 1, 301, 275 
Total_._.._-- eee 2, 870, 987 4.6 

Automotive and aircraft industry_.................__.............-_----.---- _ 6, 392, 202 10. 2 

1 American Iron and Steel Institute. :
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. _ Dustribution of steel to consuming industries in. 1 941—Continued 

: | | - Net tons. Percent : 

| ‘Railroad industry; = | oo - oo _ 7: | All railroads.._...-.-_.--------2--------2--eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeenee- 3, 533, 866 : | 
Car and locomotive builders and parts manufacturers_-_-...........____. 2, 146, 935 

| Total... ..... 2-2-2222 -- eee e eee eeeee--e-| 5, 680, 801 | 9.1 
Oil, natural-gas, and mining industry: | : | 

Oil and natural gas, including pipe lines__................----------.--.- 1, 735, 983 
. Mining, quarrying, and lumbering... _._._........22.2222---2--__----_ ee 249, 157 | 

Total____-.---2---- eee ee eee ne 1, 985, 140 3.2 
Miscellaneous industries and export.-_............-...-...--.---------------- 8, 731, 492 14.0 

Total... 2-2-2 -22- eee eene eee ee eee eee eee cece cence eeeeeeeee-| 62,484,162 | «100.0 

| Prices.—The composite price of finished steel, as compiled by | 
Iron Age, remained constant at 2.30467 cents (revised figure) a | 

_ pound throughout 1940 and 1941. Prices of No. 1 Heavy-Melting — . 
scrap at Pittsburgh started at $19.76 a net ton in January, dropped 

| to $18.75 in February, and beginning in May remained at $17.86, . 
the price maximum set by the Office of Price Administration. Pig 
iron held at $20.94 a net ton during January and February, rose to | 
$21.01 in March, and remained thereafter at $21.08, the composite | 
maximum price. | | 

| The price of ferromanganese at seaboard was held by maximum oe 
price regulation at $107.14 a net ton throughout 1941. Spiegeleisen, — 
as quoted by Steel, continued at $32.14 a ton during the year. Prices 
of Lake ores have remained constant since April 17, 1940. , 

Figure 2 gives trends in prices of iron ore, pig iron, steel and steel | 
scrap since 1890. | | 

Employment and wages—According to the American Iron and | 
Steel Institute, steel pay rolls totaled $1,301,000,000 in 1941 com- 
pared with $961,000,000 in 1940 and only $841,000,000 in 1929. | 
Hourly wages in 1941 averaged 95.9 cents an hour compared with 85 — 
cents in 1940. Employment rose 86,000 during the year to a record _ 
total of 633,000. During 1941, steel workers averaged 38.6 hours a | 
week. Total employment in all industries (excluding the armed 
forces) rose to 49.5 million in December 1941. In all, about 3 million 
were added to the employment list during the year. The real income 
of workers increased during 1941 despite higher living costs. An 
increase in hours worked a week and in wage rates during the year | 
was accompanied by a marked increase in the number of industrial 
disputes. | | 

Meeting demand for steel —During 1941, domestic steel capacity was 
increased 4,418,000 net tons to a record total of 88,570,000 tons. 
Since January 1940 steel capacity has increased 6,950,000 tons, almost 
equal to Japan’s total 1940 production of 7,100,000 tons. 

The increase in open-hearth capacity was 3,542,000 tons and in 
electric furnace capacity 1,151,000 tons, whereas bessemer-steel 
capacity declined from 6,997,000 tons to 6,721,000 tons. 

Blast-furnace capacity increased 2,784,000 tons during 1941 to a 
record total of 60,394,000 net tons. This capacity was made possible 
by the addition of five new blast furnaces and the return to service of | 
five furnaces that had been long idle.
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| __- United States Government regulations regarding expansion of iron 
and steel capacity are promulgated by the Iron and Steel Industrial 

Oo Branch, Division of Materials, War Production Board. The Division - 
| of Materials was set up as an operating division in the Office of Pro- 

duction Management by the O. P. M. Council on September 4, 1941, 7 
with the approval of the President. It represents an amalgamation __ 
of certain commodity sections (of which iron and steel is one) of the 

| - Production and Priorities Division, dealing with industrial materials. 
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FIGURE 2.—Trends in prices of iron ore, pig iron, finished steel, and steel scrap, 1890-1941. The priees ° 
of iron ore and pig iron are the averages f. o. b. mines and furnaces, respectively, as reported to the Bureau 
of Mines; the price of finished steel is an average composite computed by American Metal Market; that of 
steel scrap is an average at Pittsburgh of No. 1 Heavy Melting, computed by Iron Age. 

Functions of the Division of Materials in the War Production Board 
are virtually unchanged from those it held in the Office of Production 
Management. The War Production Board was established January 

| 16, 1942. 
In fulfilling its functions, the branch formulates policies and recom- 

mends means for expanding and developing domestic sources, for 
: purchasing, stock-piling, and assuring as great a supply of raw ma- 

terials as possible, and for expediting production of iron and steel. 
, Foreign trade.—Because of war-time censorship, imports and exports 

for only 9 months of 1941 may be shown. 
Statistics relating to imports and exports for 9 months of 1941 may 

be found under discussion of foreign trade in iron ore, pig iron, ferro- 
alloys, and steel.
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= CONSUMPTION OF FERROUS SCRAP AND PIG IRON | 

- Data on the consumption of ferrous scrap and pig iron, formerly 
ineluded in this chapter, will be found in the chapter on Iron and 

‘Steel Scrap. Data on the consumption of pig iron will be found 
n the pig-iron section of this chapter. _ | | 

| TRON ORE | 

; PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS = : 

_ Iron-ore mining in the United States experienced its best year on 
record during 1941. Production totaled 92,409,579 gross tons—a 
gain of 25 percent over 1940. Output in 1941 came from 276 ? mines, | 
of which 18 produced more than 1 million tons each compared with = 
230? mines and 15 in the million-ton class in 1940. Twenty States | | 
were active producers in 1941 compared with 19 in 1940. Minnesota, 
with 62,750,907 tons, supplied 68 percent of the domestic total; and | , 
Michigan, with 14,671,192 tons or 16 percent, was the second-largest 
producer. These two States and mines in Wisconsin (1,436,233 tons , 
or 2 percent) constitute the Lake Superior region, which supplied 85 

_ percent of the domestic total. The ratio of open-pit to underground | 
_ production remained about the same in 1941; approximately two- | 

thirds of the output in both years came from open-pit operations. | 

Iron ore mined in the United States in 1941, by States and varieties, in gross tons 

| [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] | 7 

o . Number | . | Brown ‘4, | Carbon- | | 
: State | of active | Hematite ore Magnetite ate Total 

. . mines an 

—— Aigbams | 6 | 6,701,287 | 1,003,614 |..-..-.--.---|.---------| 7,884,851 | 
California....--..----------| 3 251,644 | 24,887 [22 22a 53, 531 

. Connecticut... -.------------ ~ fee lleee---- 88 |...-----.-----|---------- 88 
Georgia........-..---------- 119 21,313 | 289,354 |__..........--|.-.--.----| 280, 667 
Michigan.......-.....------] 41} 14,671,192'|.....-..--.-|.........-----|----------| 14, 671, 192 
Minnesota_...---.-.-------- 102 | 62,750, 860 47 | DTI) 62, 750, 907 
Mississippi....-.-----------} 1 j.-_-..-------- 51 |_....2.-.-----|---------- 51 
Missouri......-------------- 16 7, 884 10, 769 |....-......--].--------- 18, 653 
Nevada._.....-.------------ 1 215 |.-.-.-..--.-]_------------.-]---------- 215 
New Jersey_-...------------ 4 |-._....-------|---------L-- 649, 374 |_...---.-- 649, 374 

Pennsylvania... 8 [cece Labo |} 330481 Hogar] 8812, 610 | 
Oklahoma. --.-.--.--------- 2 |----.--------- 208 |.----«--------|---------- 208 
South Dakota-_--....--.----- 1 . | 
Virginis.........----------- 1 fe eeneeenen 19,718 |...........-.-]..---.----] 19,718 
TexaS._......--.------------ 1 
Utah 222 2 |e eennnnnee[oneeeeeeee ee 355,006 |..........| 355,006 
Washington.....----------- 3 493 [222 TT TTT 10,000 |----- == 10, 423 
Wisconsin. ..._...---------- 3| 1,436,233 |....-.....-.|.---.---------|----------| 1,436, 233 
Wyoming.........---.------ 1 985, 852 |.-.---------|--------------]---------- 985, 852 

Total: 1941.......---- 1276 | 286,725,406 | 1,366,849 | 2 4,316, 718 606 | 92, 409, 579 
1940..----.---- 1230 | 368,869,837 | 934,625 | 343, 890, 924 513 | 73, 605, 899 

1 Excludes an undetermined number of small pits. Output of these pits included in tonnage given. 
2 Small quantity of magnetite included with hematite. 
3 Small quantity hematite included with magnetite. 
4 Small quantity of brown ore included with magnetite. 

2? This figure does no: include an undetermined number of small mines whose aggregate output is only a 
fraction of 1 percent of the total.
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| _ Shipments of iron ore likewise were much larger in 1941, amounting _ 
| to 93,053,994 gross tons—an increase of 24 percent over 1940. The | 

| greater part of the iron ore mined in the United States is employed 
in the manufacture of iron and steel, but 99,480 tons of domestic ore | 

| _ were shipped in 1941 for other uses, -as follows: Cement, 57,133 tons; 
| paint, 20,792 tons; ferromagnesite, 6,000 tons; flux at nonferrous 

smelters, 1,795 tons; and other industries, 13,760 tons. _ | , 
_ The quantities of iron ore in the following tables include ore that 

| was beneficiated—that is, treated in any way to improve the ore 
- -  content—as well as ore that did not require treatment. 

. | Although included in the figures on production, the iron ore sold 
- | for the manufacture of paint—20,792 tons in 1941 valued at-$101,710 
| _ ($4.89.a ton) compared with 8,912 tons in 1940 valued at $45,578 
= _ ($5.11 a ton)—is not included in shipments from mines. The output | 

| _ of manganiferous ore that contained 5 to 35 percent manganese also | 
| is excluded. Moreover, the statistics do not include iron sinter 
- recovered from the roasting of domestic pyrite concentrates in Ten- | 
: nessee. | | } - 

: Quantity and tenor of iron ore mined in the United States, 1940-41, by States and | 
| - mining methods | | | 7 : 

* ‘ - 
: : . . 

- 

, . | 19400 1941 | a 

a | | Total Total 

/ State Open pit ground tron_| Open pit ground | aon 
gross content, gross conten 

: tons) tons) Gross naturai| *ns) tors) | Gross natural 
| | (per- (per- | 

| | | | cent) oS cent) 

Alabama............| 837,488] 6, 478, 639| 7,316,127| 36.43] 1,195,148] 6, 689, 703| 7,884,851| 37.15 eo California. _--..-...-| 4 071|---.---.---| 1,071] 63.03} ” 53,531|._.’...._| ’ 537531| 55.95 
Connecticut. _..._...|...-..-.._}.----.-----]-----.- ee} 88} ...----...- 88; - 45.00 . Georgia._...--_-7-7-7|"" "100; 641 645| 101,286} 47.14] 259, 217 1,450| 260,667| 46. 91 
Michigan .._...._.._| 1,505,812! 10, 966, 636) 12, 472,448) 52.03] 1, 706,375] 12, 964, 817/14, 671,192} 51.68 : Minnesota......--.-_| 43, 560, 321| 4, 176, 480/47, 736,810] 52. 36| 58, 255,854| 4, 495, 053/62, 750,907 52.43 Mississippi_____-.-- 50]. 50} 40.90 BI]. 51| 45.80 Missouri...-.......| 53, 288 400] 53,638} 51.66] ‘17, 369 1,284 18, 653/ 51.90 Nevada... .._-..-.--|-----------|-.------2 |---| 215)----.-_---- 215} 45.00 — New Jersey.........-|.--...2..2.] 650, 425] 650, 425| 62. 35|_.._.______|" 640,374] 649,374| 62.35 
Dore oT \: 2,000,499] | 2, 900, 4oo}{ $6 rai} 3,312,610, 0) ~—| 3, 312, eiol{ $3.82 
Tennessee. _._.__.___ 47, 24|._..------2|----2 ||. Virginia 22227777} 23, 187|-.---.-.-.. 23, 187|{ 54. 32 53. 60 South Dakota.----- 640]... 640 +51. aal 19,718|....--.----} 19,718] 48.00 
@xas__- 2 . : ° , Oklahoma.222722277}} 5, 453) ---------.. 5, 4531{ 45. 02 a 208] 47. 10 Utah..-_....----..-.| 326, 500|.....-.....] 326, 500/ 54.97] 355,006|........__| 355,006] 54.47 Washington. _....._- 3, 942 1,444] 5,386] 65.00/10, 000 423| 10, 423/66, 30 Wisconsin..-------_-|........-.-| 1, 262,065} 1,262,065] 53.35 4,000| 1, 432, 233] 1, 436,233} 53. 32 Wyoming---------__| 272, 467|_” 558,847] ’831,314| 251.03 2,847| "983,005| "985,852| 51.36 

t 49,591, 309|1 24,104, 590/73, 695, 899| 50. 64/1 65,192, 237|1 27,217, 342/92, 09, 579] 50. 93 
I 

1 Some underground included with open pit. 
3 Average percentage for South Dakota and Wyoming.
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Iron ore mined in the United States, by mining districts and varieties, in 1941, in | | 
| . gross tons | 

. [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] - - . 

District Hematite | Brown ore| Magnetite | Carbonate Total 

Lake Superior !_..........-.....-..| 78,858,985 |... ||| 7,858, 28s Birmingham...._........--..-..-...| | 6,787,077 | 415,187 |_._..._.......|.000077777 7, 202, 264 | Chattanooga.___-___._..__...______.. . - 25,473 421,756 |__.__...-...-_]___________- 447, 229 Adirondack and Cornwall._._.._.___].__._._._..._|_-........- 3, 300, 451 |... 3, 300, 451 Northern New Jersey_._.-........-..|.......-.----|___._-...__- 649, 374 |... 649, 374 Other districts.._.... --. 2-22 ------_-|" 91 084,571 529,906 | #366, 893 606 1, 951, 976 | 
2 86, 725,406 | 1,366,849 | 24, 316, 718 606 | 92, 409, 579 | 

eee ed 
! Includes only those mines in Minnesota that are in the true Lake Superior district. 
? Small quantity of magnetite included with hematite. . 

Iron ore shipped from mines in the United States, 1940-41 , by States | | 
| {Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more Manganese and ore sold for paint] 

| | 1940 / 1941 a 
State . ri | ee 

| | Gross tons Value Gross tons Value _ : 

_ Alabama... -.----...-.-----------.-.-.-.--..-.| 7, 380,412 | $12, 606,369 | 7, 873,228 | $18, 090, 992 - California____._.:.. 22222222222 ee 1, 071 (1) 53, 531 (1) ' Connecticut......-..--2------ 22 ede 28 (1) Georgia.._-.----. 2222222 100, 342 182, 613 258,947 | - 598, 497 Michigan... .........-.----.--.----..--.-.--.-| 18,751,970 | 40,474,951 |. 15,201,619 | 43, 765, 164 Minnesota. ..-........---.--.--------.----.----| 47,904, 137 | 118, 947,968 | 62, 874,891 | 167,781. 967 . Mississippi..........--..--.--..--2-2----------- 50 38 51 101 Missouri_.-..---.---_ __.-----------0--ss le 50, 217 123, 234 13, 410 | 35, 543 Nevada.____...._-----------2 22-2 eee-------|---e |e 215 645. New Jersey__-.-- 222222002 DITIIIT 693,998 | 3, 328, 467 666, 550 3, 437, 082. . 
| femme 2,942,948 | 8,172,955 | 3, 265, 912 9, 678, 564 

Tennessee......__.__..-.--.-..----...-... se | . : : enness 23, 038 
Pems TI 1,278) Ct) - Oklahoma... 2. 8, 665 © fF - me Utah. 326, 500 () 355, 006 (1) 
Washington__.._....-_-.--_.-_____..__. 5, 582 (4) 6, 492 () Wisconsin.............---.--..._..--..-.----...| 1,227,840 | —_3, 290, 389 1, 486, 776 3, 998, 287 : Wyoming..__....... 2-22 831,314} = (2). 985, 852 (1) Undistributed.......-.--.--...22---. 222222222 feeee ee eeee ee] 91,959, 815 | 82,319, 061 

| | | | 75, 198, 084 | 189,086,799 | 93,053,994 | 249, 705, 903 

1 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.” 
? Includes value for States entered as ‘‘(!).”’ . 

PRINCIPAL MINES 
The importance of large operations in the iron-mining industry is ; 

shown by the fact that 18 units yielding more than 1,000,000 tons each 
produced 56 percent of the entire output in 1941. Of the 18 million- 
ton producers in 1941, 13 are in Minnesota (all on the Mesabi range), 
2 in Alabama, 1 each in Pennsylvania and Wisconsin, and 1 in Michi- | 
gan. Of the 18 principal producers in 1941, 11 were open-pit opera- 
tions, 4 were operated by underground methods, and 3 were combina- 
tions. Except for 1 mine that produced magnetite, all the principal | 
mines produced hematite. Oo
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| | | _. Tron-ore mines of the United States in 1941, by size of output ook. : 

| - Nameofmine |. State Nearest town Range or dis- | wfining method | Gross tons — 

Hull-Rust-Burv-Sel- | __ oe ) pe 
lers group__..----- |Minnesota -....| Hibbing........; Mesabi_........| Open pit_.......| 16,771,069 

Missabe Mountain. -.|-.--.do.-..-....-| Virginia_.-----.|-..--d0_-.-.-----|-..--d0_------.---| 4,603, 064 
Red Mountain group.| Alabama-_......| Bessemer_.......| Birmingham...| Underground._.} 4,056, 217. 
Mahoning.__.........| Minnesota.._..| Hibbing.-......| Mesabi_........] Open pit_.......| 4,040, 388 
Hill Annex. __...---.-|-----do._-_......| Calumet _-.___.|-----d0_.---_.---]-.---d0--_--------| 3, 645, 950 
Adams-Spruce group-|--.--do....-._...| Eveleth_...__..|----.do_...-.-...| Combined__--..| 3, 452, 366 
Morris___..--.-------!-----do__._-.....| Hibbing-_-..._.|--..-do_-.-..-.-_]-----do.__-...----| 1,715,001 - 
Frazer___......_-----.|-----do-_...__.._.| Chisholm....._}-..-.do........-.]| Open pit_..___- 1, 398, 785 

_ _Hill-Trumbull_-._....|-----do_-_.......| Marble___..-.--|-.---d0_-.--..~--|-..--d0----.-.--..] 1, 285, 681 
Woodward No. 3_._-.| Alabama_...-..| Bessemer_....-.| Birmingham...| Underground.--} 1,084,915 
Montreal_.__.-..--.-.| Wisconsin......| Montreal_......| Gogebic_..._._.|-----d0_........-.} 1,080, 136 
Morrison_........----| Minnesota_.....} Coleraine_._...| Mesabi_._......| Open pit....-...| 1,077, 687 

. Negaunee.......--..-.| Michigan _-___..| Negaunee......| Marquette_._..| Underground._.} 1, 041, 953 
Arcturus__...........| Minnesota_....| Marble___......] Mesabi........-| Open pit..._....] 1,037,912 

~ Kevin._._..-_-.-.-...|-----do-....._...| Nashwauk-.___|-----do__-.--..--|-----d0_......-.-.] 1,036, 225 
Scranton ____..----.-.|-----do.-.--.-...] Hibbing---_._..|----.do_--.._....|-----d0_......--.:} 1,025, 328 | 
Biwabik_...._........|-.---do_--..-_.._| Biwabik~-_....|-..--do__.......-|-..--d0_--.. --....| 1,012, 757 
Sunrise._...._....._-.]|. Wyoming__.-__|. Sunrise.........| Hartville..._...| Combined__..._| 985, 852 
Penn group...-..--.-| Michigan-...._| Vulcan_........| Menominee....| Underground - _- 914, 359 

7 Susquehanna.........| Minnesota.....] Hibbing........| Mesabi._.......] Open pit_______- 876, 787 
- Bennett._......._--._|-.---do__...-..._| Keewatin__....{-.---do_.........| Combined_.____. 875, 366 

| Maas..____...._-...-.| Michigan_.....| Negaunee_.....| Marquette_....| Underground --- 855, 037 
Holman-Brown......_| Minnesota_..-_| Taconite.......| Mesabi.........| Open pit__.._._. 850, 900 
Minnewas._.......-...|-----do_.........] Virginia__...._.|--.--d0___.._-_.|-----d0_---.-.2..- 817, 320 
Albany .___.......--._|-----do---_.--...| Hibbing_..._.._]~.--.do_......_..]-----d0_.--..-._-- 807, 949 

: Raimund Nos. 1 and | Alabama.-__...| Bessemer_...._.| Birmingham_-._| Underground --- 723, 501 

, Zenith....._....._.._..| Minnesota__...| Ely_--.....-.._| Vermilion__-_-_|-.--.do__.---._... 721, 744 
- Danube. ___._.._._.__|..-..do__......_.| Coleraine_......| Mesabi.........| Open pit_.__-... 708,876 

Corsica.___........---]-----do_--....._.] Eleor.._-.._--..]-.---d0_...-..-__]-----d0_---_.--..- 706, 478 
AnvilPalms-Kewee- |. Michigan.-_....| Bessemer__._...| Gogebie.........| Underground - -- 695, 935. 

naw. - 
Cliffs Shaft......__.._|-----do_.......__] Ishpeming_._..| Marquette. ____|-----do__..-..-__- 672,621, 

. Athens. -__.....-...---]-----d0_.........]| Negaumee_-....|--.--d0_------.-.|-----d0------.-.-. 658, 912 
Eureka.._......._._..|-----do__........] Ramsay-_-......| Gogebie__....__)-.---d0...-.-.-.-. 612, 502 

: Plymouth ..__._._..._|-----do_.__......] Wakefield_._.._j---.-do_-......-.] Open pit_-_.__-. ~ 607, 169° 
Penokee____......._-..]-----do__..._.._.| Ironwood... ._.-|-----do_......._.] Underground. -. 602,272 
Newport__.._..._....|-----do___-._____]-..-.d0_.-.....-.]-----d0..._..____|-----d0_---.---..-| |. 597, 119 : 
Godfrey _._.___.-.._..| Minnesota__...| Chisholm___...|. Mesabi_.._...__|-----do-_-.--.__.. . §89,135 
Canisteo__._....._._..]-----do--.....__.| Coleraine: _._..|-----do--...--._.| Open pit.....__- 585, 679 
Grant____.___.__.._._]-----do._./._..._| Buhl______.__._]--~--do_-_---____|-----d0---.-.-.-_- 581,691 
Sunday Lake_._......| Michigan......| Wakefield__._..| Gogebic........| Underground - - 574, 741 
Lloyd. .-.---.-..-....|-----do__......-.| Ishpeming ---.-..| Marquette_____|-....do-.-...-.._- 558, 253 
Sloss Nos. 1 and 2_-...| Alabama_......| Bessemer__.....| Birmingham _-_}----.do_-.-..----- 552, 050 . 
Davis Geneva- West Michigan -.-.._| Ironwood -----.| Gogebic..__....|-----do_.--.....-- 544, 710 

avis. 
Pioneer_...........__.| Minnesota_._..| Ely__..._._-...| Wérmilion....._|-----do-.--_....-- 527, 724 
Hiawatha Nos. land | Michigan____..| Stambaugh__..}| Menominee.._-_|..-.-do__.-_-_.__. 520, 386 

Harrison__.____.__....| Minnesota._.._| Cooley._.......| Mesabi.........| Open. pit._.____- 506, 163 
. Harmony and Old | New York..._..| Mineville-._...| Adirondack....| Underground _.- 

ed. . 
Cornvwall____.__..._..| Pennsylvania__| Miners Village.| Cornwall_......| CCombined. ____- 3, 360, 451 
Chateaugay._......._1 New York..._.{ Lyon Mtn_._..| Adirondack_...! Underground - -- 

Output of 48 ! mines producing more than 500,000 tons each_-__----.--.-----------------------| 172,497, 111 
Output of 5 mines producing between 460,000 and 500,000 tons each. __..-_-.---.--------------}| | 2, 185, 267 . 
Output of 18 ! mines producing between 300,006 and 400,000 tons each___.__.-...--------------| 15,966, 491 
Output of 19 mines producing between 200,000 and 300,000 tons each___.__._-._-..------------ 4, 702, 289 
Output of 30 mines producing between 100,000 and 200,000 tons each__..__---.-.---1----------| 4, 546, 423 
Output of 19 mines producing between 50,060 and 100,000 tons each. ___-.._.--..-------------- 1, 336, 780 
Output of 137 mines producing less than 50,600 tons each. _..__.__.--------------------------- 1, 175, 218 

Grand total of United States (276 2? mines)..._._.._-.-...-.-..--------------------------| 92, 469, 579 

tor 1 mine producing between 300,000 and 400,000 tons included with those producing more than 500,000 
DS. . 
2 Excludes an undetermined number of small pits. The output of these pits is included in the ton- 

nage given. 

BENEFICIATION 

Beneficiation of iron ore was reported at 112 mines in 8 States in 
1941 compared with 70 mines in 8 States in 1940. At many mines 
the ore is crushed and screened to improve its structure, but ore so 
improved is not included in the statistics on beneficiated ore. Some 
iron ore is recovered as dust from blast furnaces; data on ore so re-
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covered, however, have been accounted for previously in shipments 
from mines. _ ae : 

Beneficiated ore shipped from domestic mines in 1941 increased 50 | 
percent over 1940 and comprised 21 percent of the total shipments 

+ @ompared with 17 percent in 1940. | 

Beneficiated iron ore shipped from mines in the United States, 1940-41 

[Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese and of ore sold for paint] | 

| 1940 1941 
State , Variety ec, a - 

| | Gross tons} Value | Grosstons| Value | 

Alabama.._............-..] Brown ore_._.....-.-.---- 750, 131 | $1,792, 584 | 1,230,892'| $3, 273, 354 
Georgia... .......---..-.-..]-----dO_--~.-2-2---- +e. 41,015 63, 353 245, 972 572, 361 
Minnesota._.........-....| Hematite_-..............-| 9,358,270 | 23, 839, 368 | 14,846,899 | 38, 483, 473 
New Jersey_....--.---.----]. Magnetite_-........------ 604, 249 | 2,817, 541 666, 550 3, 437, 082 ° 

Pennsylvania 222222222 272d TTT] 4® 197 | 8,500, 080 | 2,375,128 | 10,017, 684 
Tonnes enna nnvnvovnee] BROS Re rreccce |} 2879 | 9 6 nn neee ef eens 
California--......-...------ Magnetite.__..._.....-_._}.-------.---|------------ 10, 684 50, 940 

, . . 12, 925, 741 | 37, 173, 590 19, 376,120 | 55, 834, 894 

The quantity of crude ore beneficiated in the Lake Superior district , 
(all in Minnesota) in 1941 totaled 25,691,501 gross tons and the ae 
beneficiated ore recovered 15,125,368 tons—a ratio of 1.699:1. In — | 

| 1940 the crude ore treated totaled 14,547,504 tons and the beneficiated | 
ore recovered therefrom 9,439,921 tons—a ratio of 1.541:1. Most of : 
the concentration in this district is done by washing, but a few plants - 
are equipped with jigs, and two plants sinter ore after washing. 
Processes have been described by Counselman.* | 

In the past, an increase in domestic iron-ore production has been 
~ accompanied by a percentage decrease in the quantity of beneficiated 

ore shipped. However, in the record year 1941, 21 percent of the 
shipments were beneficiated ore compared with 17 percent in 1940. 
Thus it is apparent that supplies of direct shipping ores are being 
stressed to the limit, and lower-grade deposits are being exploited. 
This is made possible in part by more efficient mining and bene- | 
ficiating methods. Data showing the relationship between bene- | 
ficiated ore and total shipments for recent years are shown in the 
following table, and corresponding statistics for 1914 (the first year 
for which they were gathered) to 1929 are given in Mineral Resources, . 
1930, part 1. Data for 1930 to 1934, inclusive, are given in Minerals 
Yearbook, 1935, and for 1932 to 1936, inclusive, in Minerals Year- | 
book, 1937. | | 

Iron ore shipped from mines in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 1937-41, 
in gross tons, and percentage of beneficiated ore compared to the total shipped 

[Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese and of ore sold for paint] 

Propor- Propor- 
tion of tion of 

total (per- total (per- 

fen cet) 
1925-29 (av.)_..| 8, 653, 590 | 66, 697, 126 13.0 || 1939._..........{ 9,425, 809 | 54, 827, 100 17.2 
1937_......._...] 12,350, 136 | 72, 347, 785 17.1 || 1940............] 12, 925, 741 | 75, 198, 084 17.2 
1938_._.......-| 4,836,485 | 26, 430, 910 18.3 || 1941_._...._.__.| 19, 376, 120 | 93, 053, 994 20. 8 

4 Counselman, T. B., Beneficiating Minnesota Iron Ores: Regional Meeting, Am. Inst. Min. and Met. 
Eng., Duluth, August 12-15, 1941, pp. 15-22. 

4977794337
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AVERAGE VALUE : | | 

The average value per gross ton of iron ore at the mines was $2.68 
in 1941.compared with $2.51 in 1940.° | | 

| | The table that follows gives the average value at the mines of the | 
different classes of iron ore in 1940-41 for each of the producing States _ 
or groups of States, except where there are fewer than three shippers 
of a certain variety of ore in a State and permission was not given to 
publish the value. These data are taken directly from statements of 
producers and probably represent the commercial selling prices only 

" -—s approximately, as not all reports are comparable. Some evidently 
include mining costs only; others contain, in addition, the-cost of sell- 

| ing and insuring the ore; others include an allowance for a sinking 
| fund; and still others comprise only costs charged against blast fur- 

naces. None of the reports, however, is supposed to include freight 
| charges. | . | 

Average value per gross ton of iron ore at mines in the United States, 1940-41 — 

. _ [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese and of ore sold for paint] 

Hematite § {| ‘Brownore Magnetite 
| State | | . 

| - 1940 1941 1940 | 1941 1940 1941 

- Alabama.......2222222222--2------------| $1.65 | $2. 26 $2. 33 $2.50 j.------ fee 
Georgia.....-...---.-2---2sesseseeeeeeee| 224 2.61 1.79} = 2.99 [00 
Michigan.__.__-- eee 2. 94 2.88 |_.....--.-]--------2-|---------}--- eee 
Minnesota....-........--.---------------- 2. 48 © 2.67 [oe | eee |e fee 
Missouri..._-__.--..--.--2sesceeeseeeeeeee| 2282 2. 40 2.50 | 294 (222 

. | Pennsylvania____._.__...._.....-.---..---|-----.-.--|----------|.---.- | 2.78. 2. 96 Wisconsin. ._---222222722722772TTTT Te 2.60 foo 
Other States #0007772 atin 1.19 3.13 | 4.82 | 282 2. 83 

| 2. 48 2. 66 2.31 2. 49 3.13 3. 43 

1 Less than 3 producers; permission to publish not given, therefore value may not be shown. 
2 1940: California, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, and Wyoming; 

| 1941: California, Connecticut, Mississippi, Nevada, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, and 
Wyoming. 

) CONSUMPTION | 

The production of 55,085,446 net tons of pig iron in 1941 required 
94,404,667 net tons of iron ore and manganiferous iron ores, 6,858,576 

, tons of mill cinder and roll scale, and 1,317,072 tons of purchased scrap, 
an average of 1.862 tons of metalliferous materials (exclusive of home 
scrap and flue dust) per ton of iron made. 

The greater part of the iron ore used in Alabama furnaces in 1941 
was hematite, chiefly from mines in Jefferson County, but some 
hematite came from De Kalb, Cherokee, and St. Clair Counties. 

_ Brown ore, iron sinter, pyrite ash, imported iron ore, manganese ore, 
and small quantities of domestic mangenese-bearing ores were used. 
The brown ore originated chiefly in mines of the Birmingham and 
Russellville districts, Alabama, and the Chattanooga district, Georgia. 
In addition to iron sinter (sintered pyrite ash) from Tennessee, pyrite 
ash was shipped to Birmingham in 1940 from acid plants in other 
Southern States. The pyrite from which this ash was made came from 
both domestic and foreign ores. The domestic manganese-bearing 
ores came chiefly from Arkansas, Georgia, and Tennessee. Imported
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manganese-bearing ores came from Cuba. In 1941, Alabama furnaces: 
consumed an average of 2.450 tons of ore in making 1 ton of pig iron— 
the highest average for any State. | | 

_ Maryland furnaces consumed considerable domestic ore in 1941, in | 
: addition to ores from Africa, Brazil, Chile, and Cuba. These furnaces 

used an average of 1.597 tons of ore per ton of pig iron; however, they 
used proportionately more cinder, scale, and scrap than any other | 
State. | a - | | | 

| Blast furnaces in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, 
and West. Virginia handled Lake Superior iron ore and manganiferous 
iron ore almost exclusively. Furnaces in Kentucky had the lowest _ 
consumption of metal-bearing material per ton of iron. | 

In New York the furnaces in the Buffalo district used ore chiefly a 
from the Lake Superior district, magnetite from New York, and some 

' manganese ore from Cuba, and the furnace at Troy consumed magne- 
tite from the Chateaugay mine at Lyon Mountain, N. Y. ~ | 

Blast furnaces in Ohio consumed magnetite from New York and | 
hematite and brown ore from Missouri, in addition to ore from the 
Lake Superior district. 

- Virtually all the ore consumed in western Pennsylvania furnaces 
came from the Lake Superior district. Those in the eastern part of 
the State used some Lake ore; magnetite ores from Pennsylvania, | 
New Jersey, and New York; and some ore from Africa, Australia, - 
Chile, Cuba, and Spain. —_ - 
~The Pueblo (Colo.) blast furnaces consumed hematite from the | 
Sunrise mine in Wyoming and manganese-bearing ores, chiefly from , 
Colorado, New Mexico, and California. | | 

The Provo (Utah) furnace treated chiefly semialtered magnetite : 
from the Iron Mountain mine near Cedar City, Utah, manganese | 
tailings from Montana, and manganese-bearing ores from Nevada, 
Idaho, and Utah. | oe - 

The Tennessee furnace used chiefly Tennessee brown ore and iron - 
sinter. | | . 

Iron ore and other metallic materials consumed and pig iron produced in 1941, by 
_- States, in net tons 

Metalliferous materials consumed nat consumed 

7 Big iron |-——>-——>——_ 
Iron and manganifer- | - produced, Cinder, 

State ous iron ores Cinder, exclusive scale, 

| purchased ys 3 pur. 
. . scrap chase 

Domestic | Foreign scrap 

Alabama.........| 8, 852, 045 6,228} 197,841 | 9,056,114 | 3,696,566 | 2.396 | 0.054] 2.450 
Ilinois..__.-.....| 9,421,151 |.........-..] 573,976 | 9,995,127 | 5,354,767 | 1.760| .107 | 1.867 
Indiana....-...--| 11,101, 430 |.....-.--...] 815,607 | 11,917,037 | 6,374,331 | 1.742| .128| 1.870 
Kentucky...-....| 517,500 |......._.-| 44,329 | 561,829] 328,912] 1.573 | :135| 1.708 
Maryland_.......| 1,705,179 | 2,052,021 | 28,433 | 4,285,633 | 2,353,203 | 1.597| :224| 1.821 
Michigan .........| 2, 167, 722 89, 948 109, 171 2, 366, 841 | 1,350,450 | 1.672 - 081 1. 753 
Minnesota.......| 618,656 |...........| 74,844 | 693,500] "359,263 | 1.722| .208| 1.930 
New York._..._..|' 6,006, 912 76, 025 412, 537 | 6,495,474 | 3,574,901 | 1.702 .115 | 1.817 
Ohio. ....._.-....] 20, 753, 800 |......_.....| 2,124, 844 | 22, 878, 644 | 12,787,243 | 1.623 |. 1166} 1.789 
Pennsylvania____.| 27, 433, 619 125, 858 | 3,090,630 | 30, 650, 107 | 16,856,917 | 1.635 .183 | 1.818 
West Virginia_...| 1,629,573 |.---.---.- - 146, 843 | 1,776,416 | 1,019,150 | 1.599 .144 | 1.743 
Undistributed?...| 1,808,470 | 38,530 | 56,593 | 1,903,503] 1,029,743 | 1.794| 055 | 1.849 

92, 016,057 | 2,388,610 | 8,175,648 |102, 580,315 | 55,085,446 | 1.714| .148| 1.862 

1 Includes Colorado, Iowa, Massachusetts, Tennessee, and Utah.
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Foreign iron and mangantferous iron ore consumed in the manufacture of pig iron — 
| in the United States, 1940-41, by sources of ore, in net tons | | 

~ Source of ore 1940 1941 | | Source of ore | 1940 1941 | 

Africa.....-..-------.---.| | 18,261] 14,775 || Norway_..--..----------- 4,501 |... 
Australia. ....-.---.---.-- 13, 755 2, 265 || Palestine_.._.-._-_-_----- ~-16,.509 , 554 

| Brazil...__---.--------.| 15,912 17, 883 || Spain_..._-_-.--_---____. $,567| 9, 496 
Canada_.-_--------------- 101, 165 202, 809 || Sweden_...._.....--__--- 586 |... 

| Chile....-..---.---..-.--.| 1,920,525 | 1,907,980 || U.S.8.R.---.----_ 77) 151 |_..--.--..- 
Cubsa_-_--._---------------- 324, 643 232, 848 —_—_—_— | 
Newfoundiand......---..-| 18, 450 RS 2, 448,115 | 2, 388, 610 

- STOCKS AT MINES OS 

Stocks at mines varied considerably in some States, but the United 
States total decreased only 1 percent from December 31, 1940, to 

._ December 31, 1941. a | a | | 

_ Stocks of tron ore at mines, December 31, 1940-41, by States, 4M gross tons 

State 1940 1941 State dof Ot 

“Alabama.....-----.--.---| 15, 485 28, 603 || Pennsylvania............| 82,753 | 81,012 
Connecticut. --..-------.-|------------ 60 |; Texas.....---.---------.- 638 6, 860: 

| Michigan........--.-.--..| 2,302,080 | 1,939, 457 || Utah__-7-2 2222772777] | 500 
- Minnesota.-....--...-...-| 952,813 | 1,310, 487 |! Virginia__---7-7-7777727- 3, 086 3, 086 

Missouri..........-------- 2, 375. 2,491 || Washington.-__--.-.----- — 69e] ee 
New Jersey...-.--.-----..- 65, 550 1, 572 || Wisconsin........----..-- 197, 673 190, 202 : 
New York........-.-.--.-| | 20,120 27, 631 rn nrerareen | eesti 

| North Carolina 2222272777] "200 |--------.--- 3, 613, 742 | 3, 502, 141 

a FOREIGN TRADE | 

| Imports for consumption of iron ore for only the first 9 months of © 
: 1941 are available for publication. During that period, Chile was 

| the chief source of iron ore imported into this country, furnishing 73 
| percent of the total; Canada supplied 12, Cuba 8, and Brazil 5 percent. 

n addition to the figures in the following table, 22,439 tons of dross 
or pyrite ash were imported from Canada during the first 9 months 
of 1941. 

Iron ore imported for consumption in the United States, 1989-41, by countries, | 
, | in gross tons | 

| 1941 1939 1940 (an Sept.) 
Country ; | 

Gross tons Value Gross tons| Value {| Grosstons|; Value 

Algeria___......--..---------- 7, 000 $25, 167 |......-.---.|------------|------------]------------ 
Australia... ...-....-..-..---- 16, 520 30, 184 j....-.------]------------|--.---------]------------ 
Brazil_.................-....|  16,700| 68,267 | 99,165 | $460,609 | 80,320 | $309, 984 
British West Africa (‘‘Other’’). 11, 540 55, 677 7, 190 32,775 |_...--------|------------ 
Canada.......-...-.-.---.---.] _ 23,275 | — 129,251 | — 217,938 | 1,050,051 | 201,152 | 911, 098 
Chile. .2-722722722I7ZIIZTIITTZ) 1, 586, 625 | 2, 824, 252 | 1, 682,600 | 3,028,699 | 1,251,280 | 2, 280, 485 
Cuba..--.._-.----.----------- 269, 866 596, 318 219, 653 436, 515 135, 638 270, 144 
Iran (Persia)_........----.---- 110 5, 207 3, 650 85, 733 |_..-----.--.]-----@----- 
Mexico. -_.....---..-------.-- 1, 722 3, 319 3, 590 7, 206 3, 602 |. 7, 587 
Newioundland and Labrador- 14, 450 41, 183 23, 320 63, 698 28, 291 77, 122 
Norway---..-.---.----------- 199, 966 845, 355 |........--._|------------|------------]------------ 
Philippine Islands-.--_-..--.-- 22 230 |.....---..--|------------|------------}------------ 
Spain... .--------.-ss-.socssa[eneeeeeeee--fe-eee-------| 1,010 | 88, 798 7, 202 50, 755 
Sweden--__-._--.--.----------- 264, 353 | 1, 227, 864 210, 804 968, 925 |....-.-----_]------------ 
United Kingdom._-.._-..._.. 356 | 13,214 393 14, 290 236 0, 277 
Yugoslavia_-__......---.---.--|------------|------------ 10 160 |-.-----.--..]------------ 
Other countries. .........-..... 10 22 3 127 }_...-.......].----------- 

2, 412,515 | 5,865,510 | 2,479,326 | 6,204,641 | 1,707,811 3, 917, 452
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Exports of iron ore from the United States totaled 1,347,641 gross 

| tons valued at $4,362,806 ($3.24 a ton) during the first 9 months of 
1941. Exports for the full year 1940 totaled 1,386,304 gross tons 

valued at $4,624,555 ($3,34 a ton). — Hs - : 

: Se : MINING IN CUBA , a a 

‘Shipments from Cuban mines decreased 5 percent in 1941 from 

1940. The 1941 total (200,350 gross tons) included 73,308 tons of 

hematite carrying (dried) 56.17 percent iron, and 84,396 tons of | 

| siliceous ore carrying (dried) 30.34 percent iron, from the Daiquiri- 

Juragua mines on the southern coast, and 42,646 tons of nodulized 

- brown ore carrying (dried) 55.69 percent iron from the Mayari dis- | 
trict near the northern coast. The Mayari mine resumed operations 

— in 1941. | | | | 
| The total stock of ore reported on hand was 90,930 gross tons at 

the end of the year compared with 111,797 tons at the end of 1940. | 

The following table shows shipments of iron ore from Cuba since 

the mines were opened in 1884. The statistics on shipments of | 

Cuban iron ore are collected by the Bureau of Mines. | | 

Iron ore shipped from mines in the Province of Oriente, Cuba, 1884-1941, in gross | 
ons : 

| | Juragua | | : | 

ft | uum | pice 
Year | Deiquiti (hematite) (brown (uamatite) | rematite) | ‘Total | 

(hematite . ; . 
BF and a little - we - ee | 

Be magnetite)| = =| © | pee : 

1884~1930....----..------.-----|122, 162,124 | 20,438 | 3,901,183 | 41,241. | 903, 103 | | 27, 028, 089 
1940_....--.--------------- = 177, 044 |-.-------2-- 33, 024 |.-----------]------------| 210, 068 

1941... eeweesseeeeeeeeeee-] 157,704 [220s] 42, 646 | .-----------]------------] _ 200, 350 

| — 22,496,872 | 20,488 | 3,976,853 | 41,241 | 903,103 | 27, 488,507 

1 Of this quantity, 5,932 tons were sent to Pictou, Nova Scotia, and 64,228 tons to other ports outside of 

the United States. a 

. REVIEW OF LAKE SUPERIOR DISTRICT | | 

Production and shipments.—Operations in the Lake Superior district 

(the principal producing district). were conducted at record levels 

during 1941. The Lake shipments broke many records during 1941 

and moved 79,654,785 gross tons of iron ore and manganese-bearing 

| ore from United States ports. The season had the earliest opening 

(April 8) in 40 years, and 6,918,914 tons were shipped during Ap I 

compared with 464,669 in April 1940. The quantity shipped in- 

creased every month to August, when record shipments of 11,429,569 

pross tons were made. Likewise, a favorable late closing date 

(December 8) permitted shipments of 822,998 tons in December. 

Eighty-five percent of the United States total iron-ore production 
came from the Lake Superior district in 1941, and all shipping facilities 

were strained to the limit. In July Canadian vessels entered the 

American ore trade to assist in shipping the year’s record tonnage. 

Total shipments of ore by water and all-rail from the Lake Superior 

district were 80,748,454 gross tons (79,563,286 tons of iron ore and 

1,185,168 tons of manganese-bearing ores contaiming 5 percent or
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more manganese) compared with 63,949,536 tons (62,884,545 tons —- 
of iron ore and 1,064,991 tons of manganese-bearing ore containing 

7 5 percent or more manganese) in 1940. The iron-ore-shipment 
figures given above include 47 tons of iron ore from Fillmore County, 
Minn., which is outside the true Lake Superior district. 

Production in the Lake Superior region in 1941 increased 28 percent 
over 1940, to establish an all-time record. The 85 percent of the 

| United States total contributed by the district in 1941 compares with 
83 percent in 1940 and 81 percent in 1939. It is therefore apparent. 

- that. as domestic iron-ore-mining activity increases, the bulk of the 
_ Increase is supplied from the Lake Superior region. Several ranges 

contributed to the district total: The Mesabi was the largest pro- 
ducer, furnishing 76 percent of the district and 65 percent of the 

| United States total. The output, by ranges, is listed in the following 
table. After 1905 figures do not include manganiferous iron ore’ - 

- containing 5 percent or more Manganese. = | 

Iron ore mined in the Lake Superior district, 1854-1941, by ranges, in gross tons 

. . {Exclusive after 1905 of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] SO | 

Year Marquette | Menominee} Gogebic | Vermilion Mesabi Cuyuna | Total 

1854-1939_. _../201, 538, 822 |184, 770, 564 {213, 782, 729 | 67, 135, 407 |1, 073, 242, 695 26, 056, 086 | 1, 766, 521, 303 
1940._........| 5,284,194 | 2,679,364 | 5,770,357 | 1,531,963 | 45, 483, 450 “721, 397 61, 470, 725 
1941 _........| 6,230,612 | 3,822,451 | 6,054;362 | 1,853,030 59, 688,047 | 1,209, 783 78, 858, 285 

213, 048, 628 |191, 272, 379 |225, 607, 448 70, 520, 400 |1, 178, 414, 192 27, 987, 266 | 1, 906, 850, 313 . 

: In 1941, 76 percent of the ores produced on the iron ranges of the 
| Lake Superior district came from open-pit mines. A large part of the 

open-pit production originates in the Mesabi range, which in 1941 
: supplied 96 percent of the open-pit ore mined in the district. There | 

is no open-pit mining in northern Wisconsin and relatively little in | 
Michigan. In addition to the output on the Mesabi range, there is 

_ some open-pit production in Minnesota on the Cuyuna and Vermilion 
ranges. | 

Holt * has described the progress made in the mining industry of 
Minnesota during the last few years. Open pits, which were not 
feasible in the past, are now being developed, because of the rapid 
improvement in stripping and mining methods. The work formerly 
required in constructing railroad tracks, building, and dump trestles 
has been eliminated in favor of the speedy and efficient. method of using 
trucks and bulldozers for stripping and hauling. 

Most stripping is done in winter in order to-spread out labor re- 
quirements over the entire year and to utilize equipment that other- 
wise would be idle. The newer equipment now available is built for 
work in extreme cold and heat. Overburden is loaded by electric, 
Diesel, or gasoline shovels and a few steam shovels. The larger pits 
still use locomotives and side-dump stripping cars, but truck haulage 
is replacing steam locomotives to a greater extent each year. After the 
overburden has been removed, virtually all ores require drilling and 
blasting before loading. Most drilling is done with a churn-type drill, 

§ Holt, Grover J., Mining Practice and Mine Transportation on Minnesota’s Iron Ranges: Regional 
Meeting, Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., Duluth, Minn., August 12-15, 1941, pp. 10-14..
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although recently a new type of large-diameter auger has been used 
successfully for drilling horizontal holes. | | | 

The most important development in mining in recent years has 
been the radical change in the methods of transporting open-pit ore. 
In many pits the change to trucks, tractors, bulldozers and _belt- 
conveyor systems has necessitated replacing tracks, locomotive repair 
shops, and locomotive engineers with roads, garages, drivers, and 
mechanics. Locomotive cranes are being replaced by cranes mounted. . 
on treads and trucks. a | 7 ae 

Shipments from the Michipicoten range in Ontario, Canada, con- 
tinued during 1941. Although this output is not included in Bureau 

of Mines production figures, it enters the same commercial channels. , 
The ore comes from the old Helen mine of the Algoma Steel Corpora- 
tion, which in August 1939 began to produce from new open-pit oper- 
ations and made shipments for the first time since 1922. A total of 

| 462,747 tons of sinter, made from the carbonate ores, was shipped 
| during the season, compared with 361,394 tons in 1940.. Se 

Analyses.—The following table, compiled by the Lake Superior —_ 

Iron Ore Association, summarizes the average analyses of the total 
 tonnages of all grades of ore shipped and shows the remarkable uni- | 
formity maintained during the past 5 years. This uniformity does Oe 

not mean, of course, that the average grade of available Lake Superior 
ore is not declining. The grade of shipments has been maintained | 

partly by beneficiation and partly by mixing ores from different | 

deposits. The method of sampling and grading Lake Superior iron 
ores has been described by Bayer,® and the method of classification 
and sampling by Murray.’ | a oo 

| Average analyses of total tonnages (bill-of-lading weights) of all grades of tron ore 

| | . from all ranges of Lake Superior district, 1937-41 | | 

Year Gross tons Br pberus Silica | Manga- Moisture 

. | Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
1937_...---...---------------| 61, 972, 823 51.53 0.091 8. 27 0. 82 11.31 

1938_._...-.--------.--------] 19, 353, 497 51.90 . 089 8. 25 .81 10. 13 

1939_....._-.--.----....-.---] 44, 983, 754 51.75 . 085 8. 27 . 76 10. 73 

1940_-..-.-.---2ss.22.-.---| 63, 308, 413 52.08 085 8.00 77 10.93 
1941____...-.---2.2-22--2----| 79, 941, 240 51.83 | . 085 8.18 | 78 11.01 

Stocks at Lake Erie ports——At the close of navigation in 1941 a 

according to the Lake Superior Iron Ore Association, 5,290,117 gross 
tons were in stock at Lake Erie ports compared with 4,786,643 tons 
on the corresponding date in 1940. At the opening of navigation in : 

May 1942, 2,529,175 tons were in stock at these ports—an increase 
of 594,106 tons from the figure on May 1, 1941. Withdrawals from 
docks were therefore 2,760,942 tons during the winter of 1941-42. 

’ Prices of Lake Superior ore.—The prices established April 17, 1941, 
for the four standard grades of Lake Superior ore were unchanged 
from a year ago and remained 5 cents a ton lower than the price 
maintained from 1926 to 1939. Beginning April 17, 1940, the unit 

6 Bayer, E. P., Sampling and Grading Mesabi Iron Ore: Min. and Met., vol. 18, No. 372, December . 

1937, pp. 547-548. Grading Lake Superior Iron Ores: Eng: and Min. Jour., vol. 139, No. 3, March 1938, 

PE Murray, C. B., Classification and Sampling; Lake Superior Iron Ores (chap. 4): Lake Superior Iron 

Ore Assoc., Cleveland, 1938, pp. 69-72.
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prices for base ore of the various grades quoted at. Lake Erie ports 
were as follows: Old-Range Bessemer, 9.223 cents; Mesabi Bessemer, 
8.932 cents; Old-Range Nonbessemer, 8.932 cents; and Mesabi © 
Nonbessemer, 8.641 cents, respectively, $4.75, $4.60, $4.60, and $4.45 

| a gross ton. The base of the four standard grades for 1925-41 is an 
| iron content of 51.5 percent natural. For the bessemer. grades, the | 

~ allowable phosphorus content is 0.045 percent (dry), and for the non- 
| bessemer grades the phosphorus content ranges from 0.045 to 0.18 : 

percent. Ores containing more than 0.18 percent phosphorus are 
classed as high-phosphorus ores, whereas those containing 18 percent 
or more silica are classed as siliceous ores. | : | 

. Reserves.—Estimates of ore reserves for Minnesota, furnished by 
| the Minnesota Tax Commission, and for Michigan, furnished by the 

_ Michigan Board of Tax Commissioners, are shown in the following 
tables. These estimates reveal decreases from 1940 of 24,796,880. , 

: gross tons in Minnesota and 1,315,899 tons in Michigan. .Reserves 
in Wisconsin have been estimated recently at 5,500,000 tons. - Co 

7 Unmined tron-ore reserves in Minnesota, May 1, 1937-41, in gross tons / 

oo: : , Range | 1937 1938 1939 1940 141 | 

| | Mesabi............-----} 1,173, 108,376 | 1, 150,817,768 | 1, 132, 513,348 | 1, 122, 593, 126 | - 1, 097, 000, 026 | 
’ Vermilion........._____- 13, 943, 325 14, 274, 025 - 18, 631, 484 13, 208, 699 | - 14, 018, 934 

. Cuyuna._.-.-.---.---.--]. . 61, 922, 739 60, 690, 596 61, 902, 885 65, 026, 280 . 65,012, 265 

- 1, 248, 974,440 | 1, 225, 782,389 | 1, 208,047,717 | 1, 200,828,105 ; 1, 176,031, 225 

| Iron-ore reserves in Michigan, January 1, 1988-42, in gross tons | 

. Range 1938 1939 — 1940 1941 . 1942 . 

— Gogebic._....-.-......--.-.......| 40,706,201 | 40,456,002 | 37,160,900 | 31,603,731 | 30,073, 528 
Marquette... ._._..--_-----_---.-- 49, 869, 363 52, 130, 385 49, 573, 794 48, 370, 114 48, 306, 120 
Menominee...-......------..-...| 58,031,692 | 57,168,510 | 56,922,733 | 55,851,786 | 56, 130, 084 

148, 607,346 | 149,754,897 | 143, 657,427 | 135,825,631 | 134,509, 732 

| | MINING BY STATES 

Alabama.—Production of iron ore in Alabama during 1941 increased 
8 percent over 1940 and established a new record. About 85 percent 
of the 1941 production came from underground operations compared 
with 89 percent in 1940, indicating a considerable increase in open-pit | 
production during 1941. Consequently, brown-ore production in- 
creased 42 percent in 1941. Hematite, which comprised 86 percent of 
the State total in 1941, is derived chiefly from underground operations 
on Red Mountain near Birmingham in Jefferson County, where Rai- 
mund Nos. 1 and 2, Red Mountain group (comprising the Muscoda, 
Wenonah, and Ishkooda groups), Ruffner, Sloss Nos. 1 and 2, Spauld- 
ing, and Woodward No. 3 mines were producers. Several smaller 
mines (open-pit and underground) in Cherokee, De Kalb, St. Clair, 
and Jefferson Counties contributed to the total output of hematite 
ore. The hematite produced in 1941 averaged (natural) 35.57 percent 
iron, 0.15 percent manganese, 0.32 percent phosphorus, and 15.02
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| percent lime. The Red Mountain group, with 4,056,217 tons, was the 
third-largest producer in the United States in 1941. Limonite (brown 
ore) is mined from a number of widely scattered deposits in Alabama, 

: but production is not nearly as large as that of red ore. In 1941, the | 
output of brown ore constituted 14 percent of the Alabama total. _ 
Brown ores, however, are higher-grade and usually have been benefici- 
ated, although some operations are rather crude. The brown ore 
‘mined in 1941 averaged (natural) 47 percent iron and 0.77 percent 

- manganese. Brown ore is mined from open-cuts and was produced | 
chiefly from the Tecumseh mine in Cherokee County, the Russellville 
and Parish mines in Franklin County, and the Martaban and Reno- 
mines in Tuscaloosa County. , . 

California.—Production of iron ore in California increased from | 
1,071 tons in 1940 to 53,531 tons in 1941. Most of the ore was hema- 
tite used for cement. The ore mined averaged 55 percent iron during 
1941. | | 7 

| Connecticut.—A small quantity of brown iron ore came from the Ore _ 
Hill mine in Litchfield County during 1941. This ore was used as a | 
foundry flux and was the first iron ore reported from Connecticut since | 
1920. | | | : : | 

Georgia.—The heavy demand for iron ore in the South enabled pro- | | 
duction of iron ore in Georgia to continue to increase in 1941. Produc- 
tion consisted of 21,313 tons of hematite and 239,354 tons of brown ore 
compared with 7,163 tons of hematite and 94,123 tons of brown ore in | 
1940. Virtually all the brown ore mined during 1941 was beneficiated. 
The iron ore from Georgia averaged (natural) 46.91 percent iron. The 
average value at the mines was $2.61 for hematite and $2.29 for brown 
‘ore compared with $2.24 and $1.79, respectively, in 1940. | | 

Michigan.—Output from Michigan comes from three ranges— 
the Marquette, the Menominee, and the Gogebic. All ranges 
increased their production in 1941, the Menominee showing the 
largest gain in tonnage. Production in Michigan rose 18 percent in 

: - 1941 over 1940 and totaled 14,671,192 gross tons. Of this total, 88 
percent came from underground mines; the Negaunee mine—an oe 
underground producer on the Marquette range—was the largest 
producer. The iron content (natural) of the ore mined in Michigan 
in 1941 averaged 51.68 percent compared with 52.03 percent in 1940. | 
Iron-ore reserves in Michigan at the end of 1941 totaled 134,509,732 | 
gross tons—a decrease of 1,315,899 tons during the year. Oo 

A report of the iron-ore mines of Michigan for 1941, published by 
the Geological Survey Division of the Michigan Department. of Con- 
servation,® shows that the average number of men employed was 
7,553 (6,743 in 1940), the average number of days worked 248 (213 in 
1940), the average daily wage $7.60 ($7.48 in 1940), the average yearly 
earning $1,875.79 ($1,593.82 in 1940), and the average tons of ore 
mined per man per day 7.15 (5.10 in 1940). 

The data in the following table on average per-ton costs of mining 
- ore at underground mines and at siliceous open pits have been ab- 

stracted from statistics published in much greater detail by the 
Geological Survey Division of Michigan. 

8 Eddy, G. E., General Statistics Covering Costs and Production of Michigan Iron Mines: Michigan 
Dept. of Conservation, Geol. Survey Div., Lansing, 1942, 9 pp.
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. Average costs, per gross ton,.of mining tron ore at underground mines and.at siliceous 
| open pits in Michigan in 1941 — —_ | 

a | - | | Oo Underground | | 

. Item PL AR Siliceouts 
- oe BC | | Gogebic | Marquette I Total open P its 

Cost of mining__.......-.-.--.--.--.---.--|  $1.5062 | $1.7452 | — $1.4880 | $1. 5990 $0. 4417 
Deferred mining cost ..-..--..------------- . 1841 . 0604 . 1343 . 1190 . 0373 
Taxes... 2 sss seen | 2360 2041 “1395 1948. 0422 . 

oe General overhead... _...------------------ . 2055 . 1928 | . 1646 . 1884 . 0918 
_ ‘Transportation...-2- 222222 220220227227Z} 009 | 1 5072 1. 6297 1. 6460 1. 4929 

- Marketing.....--.-_---.-_----.------------- - 0686 . 0919 . 0749 - . 0797 . 0801 
Royalty._...------------------------------- . 3081 . 2066 . 2213 . 2081 . 0869 
Interest on borrowed money-...--.--------| - 0003 . 0392 | - 0061.) - .0179 0002 

Total ore cost......---..------------- 4.3597 | 4.0474 3. 8574 4. 1029 2. 2731 . 
Lake Erie value per ton. _...-_.....-__---- 4. 7429: |. 4. 7400 4. 4522 | 4. 6577 2. 3790 

| Gross ore profit!___....2...-........] 3882 6926 . 5948 _ 5548 1059 

1 This figure does not represent true profit, as much ore is sold below the Lake Erie price. 

Minnesota.—In 1941, the output of iron ore in Minnesota increased 
* 81 percent over that in 1940 and was 30 percent greater than the 

_ previous peak established in 1937. Three ranges contribute to 
| Minnesota’s production—the Cuyuna, the Mesabi, and the Vermilion. 
- The Mesabi range supplied a large part of the Minnesota total and in 

| _ 1941 produced 59,688,047 tons. The output from open-pit mines in . 
1941 furnished 93 percent of the total compared with 91 percent in 

- 1940 and 88 percent in 1939. Of the 18 domestic mines producing | 
| more than 1 million tons each in 1941, 13 were in Minnesota; of these 

11 were open pits, and 2 used combination open-pit and underground — 
| methods. Of the 102 mines in Minnesota active in 1941 (79 in 1940), 

67 (52 in 1940) yielded more than 100,000 tons each. .The iron con- 
tent (natural) of the ore mined in 1941 averaged 52.43 percent com- 
pared with 52.36 percent in 1940. oe 

According to the annual report of the mine inspector of St. Louis 
County, the average number of men employed in iron mines in the 
county was 7,097 in 1941 (5,547 in 1940), and the average daily wage 
was $7.02 ($6.70 in 1940) for 8 hours. In 1941, 8,065,960 cubic yards 
of overburden were removed compared with 2,728,306 in 1940. 

— According to the annual report of the mine inspector of Itasca 
County, the average number of men employed in iron mines in the 
county was 3,947 in 1941 (3,047 in 1940), and the average daily wage 
was $6.82 ($6.40 in 1940) for 8 hours. In 1941, 11,194,181 cubic 
yards of overburden were removed compared with 4,395,650 in 1940. 

Unmined iron-ore reserves in Minnesota on May 1, 1941, totaled 
1,176,031,225 gross tons, a decrease of 24,796,880 tons from 1940. 
Missourt.—An undetermined number of small mines and pits in 

Bollinger, Butler, Carter, Crawford, Dent, Franklin, Madison, St. 
Francois, Washington, and Wayne Counties supplied the iron-ore 
output of Missouri in 1941, which decreased considerably from 53,638 
tons in 1940 to 18,653 tons in 1941. The ore, which averaged 51.90 
percent iron, comprised both hematite and brown ore, was mined by 
Open-pit and underground methods, and was shipped to paint and 
steel plants as well as to nonferrous smelters. 
Nevada.—Jay Jacobson produced the State total of 215 long tons 

from the Tom O’Shanter mine in Clark county. All was used as a 
flux in nonferrous smelters.
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New Jersey.—The output of iron ore in New Jersey decreased 2 

percent in 1941 from 1940 and totaled 649,374 tons. The ore, all | 
magnetite and all from underground operations, came from three | 

mines in Morris County and one mine in Warren County in the northern | 
part of the State. New Jersey ores are crushed and concentrated 
before shipment. Most of the concentration is done magnetically, 
although some nonmagnetic martite is recovered by gravity methods, 

| and some hand-sorting is practiced, principally to recover high-grade 
lump used in open-hearth steel furnaces. The concentrates produced 
in 1941 averaged (natural) 62.35 percent iron. The largest output 
came from the Scrub Oaks mine, which produced 798,751 gross tons of 
crude ore. Concentrates from this ore totaled 317,205 gross tons 
averaging 62.12 percent iron. Other producers were the Mount Hope, : 

Richard, and Washington mines. | | 
New York.—The iron ore produced in New York during 1941 was 

chiefly magnetite from underground operations at the Harmony and 

| Old Bed shafts in. Essex County and the Chateaugay mine in Clinton 
County. Some hematite was mined for paint in Oneida and Wayne _ 

Counties and a small amount for other coloring purposes in St. 
Lawrence County. Shipments from New York in 1941 included 

| sinter, averaging 67 percent iron; lump, averaging 61 percent iron; 

and concentrates, averaging 68 percent iron. a 
- The largest producer was the Republic Steel Corporation, which 
operates properties at Mineville (near Port Henry) and at Lyon 

Mountain. — | oe | | 

- Oklahoma.—The iron ore accredited to Oklahoma in 1941 came from a 

two operations in Johnston County. All was brown ore and was used : 

in the manufacture of cement. | | . 

| Pennsylvania.—Pennsylvania is the most important source of 

magnetite in the United States. The output comes from the Cornwall » a 

mine in Lebanon County, where the ore is extracted by both open-pit 
and underground methods. The ore is shipped to Lebanon, Pa., where | 

it is concentrated magnetically. In addition, some carbonate ore for 

use in paint was mined in Carbon County in 1941, and some brown | 

‘paint ore came from Clearfield County. Hickok ° has summarized | 

the history of iron-ore production in Pennsylvania and the changing 

~ economic conditions that affect the industry and control its history; 

he also discussed the geological environment, mode of origin, and future 

reserves of the various types of iron ore. | 
South Dakota.—Iron ore from South Dakota increased. from 640 

tons in 1940 to 2,150 tons in 1941. All was shipped for paint and was 

brown ore from the Hausle mine in Pennington County. . | 

Tennessee.—No iron-ore production was reported from Tennessee 
in 1941. However, a considerable quantity of sintered pyrite ash 

was made at the plants of the Tennessee Copper Co. in Ducktown 

Basin. This sinter, which contained 67.5 to 69.4 percent iron and 

0.005 percent phosphorus in 1941, moved largely to blast furnaces in. 

Alabama and Tennessee. Such sinter is not included in iron-ore 

production or shipment figures for the United States. 
: Teras.—The output of iron ore from Texas came from the Linden 

mine in Cass County. The product is brown ore, which averaged | 
52.5 percent iron in 1941. 

ee W. O., IV, Iron Ores of Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania Geol. Survey Bull. M 18-B, 4th ser., 1939, 

p.
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__Utah.—Two operators in Iron County supplied the Utah total in | 
1941. By far the larger output came from the Iron Mountain mine, 
and a relatively small quantity came from the Great Western. The 

| ore, principally semialtered magnetite, contained (natural) 54.47 
percent iron and moved largely to the blast furnace at Provo, Utah, 
although small quantities went to steel plants. — | } 

. Virginia.—A small production of 331 tons of brown ore came from 
the Oriskany mine in Botetourt County in 1941 and was shipped for 
the manufacture of hydrogen gas. | | 

Washington.—Two underground mines, the Napoleon in Stevens 
County and the Keystone in Pend Oreille County, and an open-pit 
mine, the Neutral in Okanogan County, supplied the iron ore from 
Washington in 1941. The underground mines yielded hematite | 
averaging about 27 percent iron, which was used in the manufacture 
of cement. The Neutral mine yielded magnetite averaging about 68 
percent iron, which was used in making ferromagnesite. - 

| Wisconsin.—The Montreal underground mine-in Iron County 
was the largest producer of iron ore in Wisconsin, contributing 

| 1,080,136 gross tons of the 1,436,233 produced in 1941. The ore— 
hematite—averaged (natural) 53.32 percent iron, 1.12 percent man- 
ganese, and 0.052 percent phosphorus. The Cary underground mine, 

| also in Iron County, furnished 352,097 tons of hematite containing 
(natural) 53.21 percent iron, 1.26 percent manganese, and 0.054 
percent phosphorus. In addition, 4,000 tons of ore were shipped from 
the Matilda mine in Florence County. | 

_ Wyoming.—The output of iron ore from Wydming in 1941, all 
from the Sunrise mine, was 985,852 gross tons of hematite containing 
(dry) 55.11 percent iron, 0.08 percent manganese, 0.075 percent 
phosphorus, and 6.8 percent moisture. Much of the ore is a red, earthy 
hematite similar to Mesabi ore. Production came from both open-pit 
and underground operations. : | 

Iron ore mined in the United States, 1940-41, by States and counties | 

[Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] 
we 

: 1940 1941 1940 1941 

‘State and ae l nel State and nel nel 
county 1c- | og, Ac- Gr county AC- | Gross AC- G 

mimes} tons |,U"2) tons |] |mines| tons ,4%8.] tons’ 
_ Alabama: Alabama—Con. 

Blount_.__.__- 3 30, 016 12 32, 395 Talladega___-_- 13 44, 348 16 53, 551 
Butler__.___- \ 3} 25 765) { 9 40, 325 Tuscaloosa. _._- 4, 312,651 4| 379,943 
Crenshaw____. rf 1 8,176 Unknown_____|._----|_.--_.__.- 13 16, 092 
Calhoun. __._- 14 22, 557 15 8, 630 | | | 
Cherokee... _-_-- 110 54, 411 1]] 89, 008 151| 7, 316, 127 176, 7, 884, 851 
Chilton.__|__. 2 5, 982 2 2, 801 SS ———_S. |W ——- | —_——————— 
Cleburne_____. 1 24, 790 1 33,615 || California: 
Colbert... ___. 1 48 I 220 San Bernar- 
DeKalb.__._..|____.. 4 1, 411 dino....____- f 1 
Etowah._____. lj - 2,249 1 190 Inyo._._.__-_- 2 1,071 1 53, 531 
Franklin_____- 13; 235,120; 112) 423,061 Santa . | 1 
Jefferson. .___. 11} 6, 541, 407 9] 6, 787, 018 ——_— |---| |] 
Lamar. _____.. 1] 317} 22 ee 2 1, 071 3 53, 531 
Marshall ____. 1 609 1 157 
Pike__.._____- 2 15, 720 2 8, 151 || Connecticut: 
St. Clair 2722) 59 || Litchfield._...|......[.....-...-) 1 88 
Shelby___.___- 1 137 ] 48 —[_—[S-E§ $ $ _[—S=|_«s —=_ _ —_—_—_—— 

'In addition there is an undetermined number of small pits. The output of these pits is included in the 
tonnage given.
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Iron ore mined in the United States, 1940-41, by States and counties—Continued 

. [Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] 

|. 3940 | 1941 . | : 1940 Cis Ssd'941 | 

State and ye] a | State and ne) “nel | 

county C- q C- G county c- G cig 
tive | GT9SS | tive tross tive TOSS | tive TOSS 

- Iminest: 02S |mines|. *2S |mines| *25 |mines| ‘5 . 

Georgia: _ New York: | | | | a . 

Bartow __----- 4 27, 262 15 83, 296 St. Lawrence.| 1 1 

Chattooga.._-- 1 84]... _|---------- Essex ____.---- 1 1 

Cherokee._.-...|---.--|---------- A 164 Clinton. --_-_--- 1 I 

_ Floyd__..----- 1 89 1] 417 Oneida. ---.---- 1} }2,899,986 1| $3, 309, 004 

Gordon_.-.....|----. -|---------- 1 143 Wayne..-_-_-_.|------ 1 

Polk. __._.---- 14 66, 688 18; 170,250 || Pennsylvania: 

Walker._....--|. 4 7, 163 13 6, 397 Lebanon. ..-- d 513 1 606 

oT cal dal” 9R8N BRT farbpon_..---- , . 

114) 101,286) 119) 260,667 || Clearfield. __-_|-.----|----------| 1] 3,000 
Michigan: ~~ |__| |—_——————_ 

Dickinson. -.- - 3 764, 395 3| 1,018, 484 6| 2, 900, 499 8| 3, 312,610 

Gogebic. . .-- - - 10| 4, 508, 890). 9| 4, 622, 129 
, 

Iron_.__------- 13} 1, 914, 969 14| 2, 799, 967 || South Dakota: . 

Marquette. - -- 14| 5, 284, 194 15} 6, 230, 612 Pennington_.-|. =} ° 640 1; 2,150 | 

___40 12,472, 448) 4 14, 671, 192 Virginia: - . . 

Minnesota; 7 Roanoke. - ---- 1 ~-u--|--+------- 

Crow Wing. .-- 8| 721,397 8| 1, 209, 783 Botetourt. _.-- 2 1 331 . 

Itasca._...---- 29) 10, 570, 746 33/16, 103,012 || Tennessee: 23. 187 

St. Louis-_.---- 42136, 444, 667 59/45, 433, 964 Hamilton_--__- 1 , _ eee |---------- 

Fillmore. _-_---}---.--]---------- 1 47 Hickman_._.-- 1 wu ue-|---------- 

Lake__.._-----]------]---------- 1| 4,101 Lewis. _.._---- 1 __---|---------- . 

__79/47, 736,810) 102/62, 750, 907 | yg) 3,187, 331 | 
M ississippi: ; " ——oe ee ee o—EeEeEe 

Marghall------ ] 50 coosag fener gs ‘Texas: Cass_._-- 1 1 

rentiss_...--.|_------|----------] . ‘ os 

Missouri: al SS Oklahoma: 5, 453 17, 445 

Butler, oat | Johnston... -.. 2 _ 2 . 

ter, Craw- |} 
ms —————_|_——_ |-———- 

nt 
3 5, 453 3 17, 445 

ford, and 15 43, 890 12 16, 761 . ’ ’ 

pe ayne------ Utah: Iron....--| 2|__326, 500 __# __355, 006 

G’pS- - ----- - Washington: | | 

Bolliger .----- i | oh 0 \ 385 Okanogan... --] 1 3, 592 1 

Dent Nensnee i 700 ) 1 goo || Pend Oreille. - 1 1, 444 1 10, 423 a 

Franklin. -.--. veegbeeage| 1 ge || Stevens--.---- 1 350) } 
TOon__..------- . wee wee foe e eee eee >) 

. Mer ois i 6, Ges eee ee "sooo 3 5, 386 3 10, 423 

° rancois. _- , 1 rs 2 
Wisconsin: 

Texas.--------| 9 webl-----q-77 gaa || Dodge--------|  598|....-.]---------- 
Washington...) 2} 708) OE) ron | 2] 1,261,467] | 1, 482, 233 

114 53, 688 16 18,653 || - Florence. -----|------|---------- 1 4, 000 

Nevada: Clark-__}.--.--|---------- 1. 215 3| 1 262, 065 3| 1. 436, 233 

New Jersey: — — wvomi 
orris_.-..--- 31). Wyoming: 

Warren...-._- iI} es0,4a5/{ 3] 649,374 || “Bistte | 1} 831,314] 1] 985, 852 | 

ee __4'_ 649, 374 1230/73 695, 809] 276 92 409, 579 
| 

1 In addition there is an undetermined number of small pits. The output of these pits is included in 

the tonnage given... 
3 Undetermined number of small pits. The output of these pits is included in the tonnage given. 

MEN EMPLOYED AND OUTPUT PER MAN 

Although complete information on employment at iron-ore mines 

in 1941 is not yet available, incomplete figures indicate that about 

28,000 men working about 56,000,000 man-hours were required to | 

roduce 92,409,579 tons of merchantable ore—an average of about 1.7 
3 9 . 

tons per man-hour, an all-time record. Thus, the total man-hours 

worked in 1941 advanced 15 percent over 1940, whereas the output 

of merchantable ore increased 25 percent; in consequence, output per 

man-hour increased 13 percent. The gain in output per man-hour in
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| 1941 compared with 1940 was due mainly to a further shift in the 
production of ore from underground to open-pit mines and to nearer- 
capacity operation of large units. Specifically about 71 percent of the | 

7 output came from open-pit mines in 1941 compared with 67 percent 
in 1940, and 18 mines produced more than 1 million tons each in 1941 | 
compared with 15 in 1940. | SO 

_ Figure 3 shows trends in employment and output at iron-ore mines 
, : in the United States from 1923 to 1940. 

~ During 1940 (the latest year for which complete statistics are avail- | 
able) a substantial increase in iron-ore output resulted in increased 
employment at the mines. The average number of men increased, as | 
did the average number of days and total man-hours worked. In 

| | (1940, 25,128 men working 48,731,997 man-hours produced 73,695,899 | 

VT eo : 7 
| | | 2 40 ae: number of men employed — Ft | | 

oe i PO er er ee 
1} 160 : 16 LEA 120 ZB ° | ek t [aeons | up 100 > —- : 10a 8 Se — t* | 4.3 RRNA 

cL vem SAN Hee Total pute moe eachantable ore \ a7 04's 

20 Oe  —w 025 po TT 
LP 1925 dey 192919811938 1935——S—«1937~——«i9SD 194 | 

FrGurRE 3.—Trends in number of men employed at iron-ore mines, output of merchantable ore, man-hours 
_ worked, and output per man-hour in the United States, 1923-40. 

gross tons of merchantable ore—an average output of 1.512 tons per 
man-hour—whereas in 1939, 21,859 men working 39,055,362 man- 

| hours produced 51,731,730 tons of merchantable ore—an average out- 
put of 1.325 tons per man-hour. Thus, although the average number 
of men employed increased 15 percent from 1939 to 1940 and the 
number of man-hours gained 25 percent, the output of merchantable 
ore advanced 42 percent, resulting in a 14-percent increase in the out- 
put per man-hour. The labor requirements in 1940 were relatively | 
smaller than in 1939 due to several factors—the proportionately larger 
output of open-pit mines, nearer-capacity production of operating 
units, and the stripping of proportionately much less overburden in 
preparation for future mining. 

In 1940 the number of man-hours of labor increased over 1939 in 
all districts, but the increases in the Lake Superior and Southeastern 
districts (24 and 25 percent, respectively) were relatively less than in 
the other chief producing districts. The increases in the Northeastern 
and Western districts were 26 and 33 percent, respectively. In the 
Lake Superior district, the output of merchantable ore per man-hour 
in 1940 reached 2.032 tons—18 percent more than in 1939 and 14 per- 
cent more than the previous record year of 1937. The large gain
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(19,791,715 tons or 47 percent) in Lake Superior output in 1940 over 

- 1939 required the employment of 16 percent more men. This, plus 

an 8-percent increase in the average number of days worked, resulted 

in a 24-percent rise in the number of man-hours worked. Much of 

the Lake Superior output comes from Minnesota, where open pits 

furnished 91 percent of the State total in 1940. Because of this pre- 
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Figure 4.—Trends in output of merchantable iron ore per man-hour at open-pit mines in Minnesota com- 

pared with production of merchantable and lean ore and total man-hours worked, 1923-40. 

ponderant production from open pits, the output per man-hour in 

Minnesota is greater than in any other State or district and in 1940 

| ¢mounted to 3.136 tons—a 22-percent increase over 1939. Although 

advances in mechanization, more efficient mining methods, and better 

management of mines have done much to increase output in recent 

years, most of the gain is due to expansion of open-pit operations In 

Minnesota. For example, although about 75 percent of the mer- 

chantable ore output of Minnesota in 1923-32 came from open-pit 

mines, 85 percent was so produced in 1933-40. Minnesota contrib- 

uted 61 percent of the total merchantable ore produced in 1923-40, 

and during this period the output at open-pit mines averaged 2.189 

tons per man-hour compared with only 0.707 ton per man-hour at 

underground mines. 
The greater output per man-hour in recent years also was due 

partly to the stripping of proportionately less overburden in Minne-
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sota in 1933-40 than in 1923-32. In 1933-40 about one-fourth cubic | 
yard of overburden was removed for each ton of merchantable ore 
mined in Itasca and St. Louis Counties, Minnesota, whereas in 1923— 
32 about one-half cubic yard of overburden was recovered for each | 
ton of ore mined. Any material shift in the labor force used for 

| direct mining of the ore at the expense of that used in stripping will 
| result in a much higher output per man-hour for any year. | 

| _ Another factor that affects the output per man-hour is the tendency 
7 .~ to mine leaner ore.. Proportionately more lean ore requiring benefi- 

| ciation has been mined in Minnesota in recent years than in 1923-32. 
In 1933-40, for instance, beneficiated ore represented 21 percent of 
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FiGurE 5.—Trends in production, man-hours worked, output per man-hour, and number of men employed | 
at iron-ore mines in Jefferson County, Ala., 1923-40. 7 

the total merchantable ore compared with an average of only 16 
percent in 1923-32. | 

Most of the ore mined in the Southeastern district—the second- 
largest producing region—is obtained from underground operations. 
The output of merchantable ore per man-hour decreased slightly 
from 0.644 ton in 1939 to 0.639 ton in 1940. The largest and most 
consistent producing mines in the Southeastern district are in Jefferson 
County, Ala., where 4,623 men working 9,122,985 man-hours in 1940 
produced 6,541,407 tons of merchantable ore, equivalent to an average 
output of 0.717 ton per man-hour. Virtually all ore produced in ~ 
Jefferson County comes from underground mines. In comparing 
the man-hour cost of mining ore in this county, with that of under- 
ground mines in the Lake Superior district one should remember that, 
whereas the ore in the Lake Superior district is much richer in iron, 
the ore from the Jefferson County mines contains enough or almost 
enough lime to make it self-fluxing. Thus, the lower iron content is 
partly offset by the self-fluxing nature of the ore. 

Figure 5 shows trends in production and employment at iron-ore 
mines in Jefferson County, Ala., 1923-40. |
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In the Northeastern district the average output of merchantable a 
ore per man-hour decreased to 0.594 ton in 1940 from 0.654 ton in 
1939. The drop in productivity was due in part to relatively larger . 

. increases in output from mines in New Jersey and New York, where | 
virtually the entire output came from underground operations, re- 
sulting in a relatively higher expenditure of labor than in Pennsyl- 
vania, where output is predominantly from the open pit at Cornwall ; 
and productivity is high. | i 

Trends in the technology, employment, and output per man m —_ 
- jron-ore mining over the past half century are covered in a recent — 

report by Yaworski, Kiessling, and others. | 
- The accompanying table shows employment at iron mines and 
beneficiating plants, quantity and tenor of ore produced, and average 

| output per man by districts and States in 1940. Corresponding 
statistics and supplementary data are given in Minerals Yearbook, | | 

, 1934 to 1940, inclusive, and Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940. oo 

- 10 Yaworski, N., Kiessling, O. E., and others, Technology, Employment, and Output per Man in Iron | : 
- Mining: W. P. A. Nat. Research Project, in cooperation with Bureau of Mines, U. 8. Department of In- ae 

terior, June 1940, 264 pp. : a 7 

497779—43—— 38



Employment at iron-ore mines and beneficiating plants, quantity and tenor of ore produced, and average output per man in 1940, by districts 
and States | | , : | gn 

[Exclusive of ore containing 5 percent or more manganese] oO _ | SS 
pe err PCAN " — ° : — : - . 

Employment . Production . 

Time employed Merchantable ore | Average per man (gross tons) 

oe Crude ore Merchantable ore 7 
District and State . Average Man-hours Crude ore Iron contained (partly esti- jo 

number (partly mated) 
of men |Average) nota) man- |—-——-————_— estimated), a | Iron contained 

employed | number shifts gross tons | Gross tons geen 
of days Aver- . Per- Per Per kd 

age Total Gross tons | cent Je er shift | hour | poy Per a 
chit | natural | . shift | hour — 4 

Lake Superior: > : 
Michigan. .._......-..-- 6, 981 245 1, 710, 740 8.0 | 13,681,841 | 12,472,448 | 12,472,448 | 6,489,049 | 52.03 | 7.291 0.912 | 7.201 0.912.; 3.793 0. 474 DS 
Minnesota. -..-.-._---.-- 8, 519 224 | 1, 905, 481 8.0 | 15, 223,399 | 53,617,491 | 47, 736,810 | 24, 993, 261 52.36 | 28.189 | 3.522 | 25.052 | 3.136 | 13.117 1.642 

_ Wisconsin.......--------|_____ 647 |___ 260 |__ 168,345 | 8.0 | 1,346, 760 |_1, 262,065 | 1.262.065) 673,527 | 53.35 | 7.407 | 987 | 7.407 | 937) 4.001) 500g 
16, 147 234 | 3, 784, 566 8.0 | 30, 252,000 | 67, 352, 004 | 61,471,323 | 32, 155, 837 52.31 | 17.796 | 2,226 | 16.243 | 2.032 | 8.497 1.063 | S 

Southeastern States: | — kg 
Alabama. ._...........-- 5, 593 245 1, 369, 194 8.1 | (1,137,408 | 9,413,519 | 7,316,127 | 2,665,246 | 36.43 | 6.875 .845 | 5.343 .657 {| 1.947 . 239 to 
Georgia ..-.-.-..----.--- 240, 650 101, 286 47,747 | 47.14 . oO 
Mississippi_.........__.- . 40. 90 a oO | . 
Tennessee... _--..------- 414 148 61, 199 8.3 506, 004 67, 218 26, 893 12,807 |} 27-24 |p 5. 031 -608 | 2.004) .253) .989 120 WF 
TexaS._......-----.----- 51. 50 \e 

Virginia......-----------|2_ | | 464.32) ~ 
| 6, 007 238 1, 430, 393 8.1 | 11,643,412 | 9,721,387 | 7,444,306 | 2, 725,800 | 36.62] 6.796 8385 | 5.204 .639 | 1.906 | . 254 © | 

Northeastern States: ; ~ - , e | 
New Jersey - wee nen ene 857 268 229, 881 8.0 | 1,839,050 | 1, 292, 794 659, 425 411, 124 62. sp 5.624 |. .703 | 2.869 .359 | 1.788 . 224 . 

ew YOrkK._....--..-.-- : 2 OU 7 Pennsylvania. ....2.... \ 1, 664 310 | 515, 985 8.0 | 4,151,289 | 3,817,196 | 2,900,499 | 1,386, 752 { 39.73 } 7.398 | .920.| 5.621} .609 | 2.688 334 

2, 521 296 745, 866 8.0 5, 990, 339 | 5,109,990 | 3,559,924 | 1,797,876 | 50.50 | 6. 851 .853 | 4.773 594] 2. 410 . 300 . 

California. ._.,.....------ 1, 071 1, 071 675 | 63.03 , 

| Oklshomé 22 oP 907 oe 7 ed oe og 11.509 | 1.302 | 11.509] 1.302} 6.286 711 oma........------- , , 45. . . . . - 6. . : 
Utah.................... 197 | 172 33,801 | 8.8) 298,798 1) 3968’ 500 | 326,500 | —«:179,487 | 54.97 
Washington...._.......- 5, 386 5, 386 - 3,501 | 65.00 . 
South Dakota........-.- 640 640 204 \ 81. 03 { 
Wyoming....._.....-.... 256 267 68, 431 8.0 5A7, 448 831, 314 831, 314 424, 220 ° 12, 148 1.519 | 12.148 | 1.519 | 6.199 008 

453 226 102, 232 8.3 846, 246 1, 220, 346 1, 220, 346 636, 694 §2.17 |- 11. 937 1,442 | 11.937 | 1.442] 6.228 . 752 . 

- 26, 128 241 | 6,063, 057 8.0 | 48, 731,997 | 83, 403, 727 | 73, 695, 899 | 37,316,207 | 60.64 | 13.756 | 1.711 | 12.155 | 1.512 | 6. 165 . 766
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7 WORLD PRODUCTION 

The following table shows the production of iron ore, by countries, 
from 1937 to 1941, insofar as statistics are available. Although com- , 
plete returns for 1941 are not yet available it is evident that world 
production was much greater than in 1940. 

World production of tron ore, 1987-41, by countries, in metric tons ! 

[Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] 

Country ! 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

North America: . 

Canada....---------------------------- 5, 622 5,281 117,583 | 2 367,194 2 362, 337 
| Cuba...__.----------------+-----------| 7496, 258 | 3. 154,540 | 3 283, 613 160, 339 192, 851 

Guatemala..-.-...--------------------+ 101 |_...-.-.--..|------_-____[--------- el] e ee 

Mexico--...----------------------------| _ 136, 018 118, 251 143, 873 110,783 | 110, 134 | 
Newfoundland. -.....--.--------------| 1,635, 554 | 1,707,180 | 1,679,625 | _1, 532, 990 981, 735 
‘United States. ....--.-----------------| 78,250, 649 | 28, 903, 861 | 52, 562,024 | 74,878,718 | 93,892, 753 . 

South America: 
| Brazil’_._...-------------------------- 209, 715 .359, 115 396, 938 255,548 | 420,756 

E Chile 4_.....-.-------------------------| 1,489, 637 | 1,608,399 | 1,626,490 | 1, 749, 840 1, 702, 692 
urope: . . 

Belgium. ....---------.---------------- 265, 540 180,920 | 177,370 (5) (5) 
Bulgaria-...--.------------------------- 11, 920 16, 771 20, 115 30, 000 (5). . 
Czechoslovakia... .-------------------| 1,836, 495 (8) (8) (8) (3) °- | 

| France. -._----------------------------| 37,839, 000 | 33, 137, 000 (8) (8) (3) | 
Germany ?__...-.----------.----------] 9,575, 234 | 10, 938, 650 (5) (5) (5) 

__ Austria_..-.-----------------------| 1,884, 694 | 2, 600, 063 (8) (3) (8) 
Greece. ....----------------------------| 300, 498 348, 613 - 307, 284 (5) (5) | 
Hungary. .----------------------------| 290, 044 369, 935 370, 000 (5) (8) 
Italy. _.-------------------------------| _ 997,805 | | 990, 043 ) (5) (8) 

. Luxemburg....-.--.------------------+| 7,766, 254 | 5, 140, 6382 (3) (8) (5) 
Norway ..-----------------------------} 1,008,225 | 1,425,297 | 1,340, 408 (3) (8) : 
Poland -.------------------------------ 780, 152 872, 591 (5) (5) (5s) “ 

-._. Portugal....---------------------------]. 7, 700 2, 519 418 285 287 
. Rumania....--.-----------------------|__ 120,060 | _ 139, 185 131,992 | (5) (3) 

Spain........--------------------------| _ 1,260, 742 | 2,544,945 | .2, 200,000 | 2,886,973 | § 1,352, 000 
Sweden. ......-.-----------------------| 14,952, 549 | 18, 928,023 | 13,787,202} = (8) - (8) 
Switzerland --.---.--------------------| 3148, 578 | $133,998 | 2171,279 | 200, 000 (5) 
U.S. 8. B.9:_....--_-----.-------------| 26,000, 000 | 26, 529, 700 (5) (5) (8) 
United Kingdom: Great Britain !__._| 14,443, 146 | 12, 049, 531 (5) (3) (5) 

A _ Yugoslavia. .--------------------------} 629, 172 606, 884 666, 816 (8) OO , 
sia: 

Burma. -...-.------------------------- 25, 834 18, 340 26, 680 (5) (8) 
_ Ghosen_.---.-------------------------- 207, 500 - (8) (5) (8) (5) | 

India, British... ..-...----------------] 2,883, 548 | 2,787,711 | 3, 166, 087 (5) (8) | 
Indochina. --.------------------------- 33, 285 130, 298 136, 000 32, 861 (8) 
Japan... ------------------------------ (%) (8) (5) (5) (5) 
Malay States: 

Federated _.--...-.---------------- 1, 165 938 780 | 972 (8) 
Unfederated_.......--..-----------] 1,886,990 | 1, 606,289 | 1,991,173 | 1,872,903 (5) | 

Philippine Islands 3__...-.------------| 601, 190 910,952 | 1,154,738 | 1, 191,641 11 852, 080 
Turkey--_....--------------------------|------------ 71, 375 143, 277 130, 338 (5) 
U.S. 8. R_---------------------------- (°) (°) (8) 6) (8) 

Africa: . 
Algeria oa onnnnoo cre 2,427,230 | 3, 105, 037 |12 2, 750, 000 (5) (5) 
Belgian Congo.....-.------------------|------------ 2, 650 (5) 6, 100 (5) 
Morocco: 

French..-..----------------------- 66, 864 266, 100 (3) (8) (5) 
Spanish. ..-..-.-------------------| 1,424, 737 | 1,341, 658 | 3 1,088,006 | 3? 389, 337 (5) 

Northern Rhodesia_---....-.--.-------- 528 208 138 (3) (5) 
Sierra Leone. -------------------------- 644, 160 875, 789 (5) (5) (8) 
South-West Africa........------------- 14, 280 23, 861 19, 500 (8) (6) 
Tumisia___..-..-.--.------------------- 943, 763 822, 053 764, 731 (8) (5) 
Union of South Africa.-..-.-..-------- 461, 796 505, 314 490, 136 638, 757 13 427, 685 

1 In addition to the countries listed, China, Egypt, Eritrea, Finland, French West Africa, Madagascar, 
and New South Wales report production of iron ore, but complete data are not available. 

2 Shipments. 
3 Exports. 
4 Production of Tofo Mines. 
’ Data not available. 
¢ Estimate included in total. 
7 Exclusive of manganiferous iron ore carrying 12 to 30 percent manganese. 
8 January to October, inclusive. 
‘U.8.S. R. in Asia included with U.S. S. R. in Europe. 
10 Exclusive of bog ore, which is used mainly for purification of gas. 
11 January to July, inclusive. 
13 Estimated. 
18 January to June, inclusive.
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| World production of tron ore, 1987-41, by countries, in metric tons—Continued 

; | Country | 1937 1938 1939 «| = 1940 141 

Oceania: a | . — | oo 
' . Australia: - . 

‘Queensland _-_-...----------------- 4, 551 5, 207 - 4, 003 (5) (8) 
South Australia__._.--------------] 1,896,370 | 2, 281, 404 |. 2, 613, 036 (5) ) 
Tasmania. __--------------------- 62 |__----------- (5) (5) (5) 

so New Caledonia......_._-.--------_-|_-..-.--....| 36, 279 $3,567] 176,600} (8) 
7 | New Zealand .------------------------- 580 1, 238 1,611 1, 208 - (5) 

7 | . ~ |212, 000, 000 |162,000,000; © | © | © : 

| 5 Data not available. | | _ ; . | 

o PIG IRON | a oo | 
| PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS ~— | 

: | - Domestic production of pig iron, exclusive of ferro-alloys, increased 
- 19 percent in 1941 over 1940 and established a new record. Theout- _ 

put in 1941 comprised 54,981,489 net tons using coke and 103,957 tons 
using charcoal as fuel. Pennsylvania was the largest producer of pig | 
iron in 1941, with 31 percent of the total; Ohio ranked second, with 23 

. percent. Of the pig iron manufactured in 1941, it is calculated that 
1,381,893 tons valued at $27,404,941 were made from 2,388,610 tons 
of foreign ores, including ore from Africa, Australia, Brazil, Canada, 
Chile, Cuba, Palestine, and Spain, indicating an average yield of 
57.85 percent from imported ore. Domestic ore (92,016,057 tons) 

7 and cinder, scale, and purchased scrap (8,175,648 tons) totaling . 
| 100,191,705 tons were reported as used in the manufacture of 

53,703,553 tons of pig iron, indicating an average pig-iron yield of 
53.60 percent from domestic materials. In addition, 1,588,000 tons 
of home scrap and 3,983,000 tons of flue dust were consumed in making 
pig iron in 1941. © ) | | | 

Pig iron produced and shipped in the United States, 1940-41, by States 

Produced . Shipped from furnaces 

| State. | 1940 1941 1940 | 1941 

Net tons | Net tons | Net tons Value Net tons Value 

Alabama............-..--.--| 3,423,296 | 3,696,566 | 3,476,072 | $49,706,851 | 3,712,018 | $64, 037, 109 
Colorado-...---.------------ (') ) (1) ) 6) (1) 
Tllinois...____-.--..-..---.| 4,047,376 | 5,354,767 | 4,093,623 | 73,882,065 | 5, 461, 459 | 113, 558, 606 
Indiana_._..._..--......----| 5,337,935 | 6,374, 331 5, 333, 915 97, 407,801 | 6,393, 223 | 135, 655, 190 
Iows___._..--.--------------|) (1) (1) (1) (*) (1) 
Kentucky. __--_-..--------- 290, 514 328, 912 290, 610 (4) 329, 125 () 
Maryland. _._...-.-.---_-_-_| 2,342,519 | 2,353,203 | 2,350, 773 (1) 2, 372, 932 (1) 
Massachusetts. __..._.------ (1) (QQ). (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Michigan__.___.-_..-_..._-.] 1,349,775 | 1,350,450 | 1, 340, 402 18, 472, 588 | 1,360,139 | 21, 384, 383 
Minnesota_._.....----.----- 277, 069 359, 263 282, 728 (1) 369, 549 (1) 
New York_..._.........._.-.| 3,009, 567 | 3,574,901 | 3, 206, 162 54, 150.107 | 3,724,989 | 66, 718, 244 
Ohio.......-.-......-2.-...} 10, 094) 448 | 12, 787, 243 | 10,275, 698 | 193, 283, 920 | 12, 995, 298 | 268, 660, 861 
Pennsylvania.__...______-.-| 14, 294, 453 | 16,856,917 | 14,571,517 | 282, 666, 561 | 16,340,965 | 344, 298, 435 
‘Tennessee .__.___.. 22. -2-- (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Utah........------ se f (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 
Virginia___.____-.___._____- (1) ween ee ee eee (1) () (1) (1) 
West Virginia_____._______. 921,812 | 1,019, 150 941, 299 (1) 1, 032, 148 (1) 
Undistributed__..........-.} 2815, 203 | 2 1, 029, 743 | -2 796,132 | 2 70, 872,139 | 21, 131, 796 | 3 97, 498, 488 

46, 203, 967 | 55,085,446 | 46 958,929 | 840, 442, 032 | 55, 223, 641 |1,111,811,316 

1 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 2 Includes statistics for States entered as ‘‘(!).”
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Shipments of pig iron, exclusive of ferro-alloys, increased 18 per- 
cent in quantity and 32 percent in value in 1941 over 1940. The 
values given represent the approximate amounts received for the 
iron f. 0. b. furnaces and do not include freight costs, selling com- 
missions, and other. items that are figured in some of the market 

: prices for pig iron published by trade journals. oo 

Pig iron shipped from blast furnaces in the United States, 1940-41, by grades | | 

: | ; 90 | 7 1941 | 

. Grade = qt. Value | ~ Value — 

. ‘Net tons Tenn en Net tons ereeeen ecoeerennnn eeecnrrenntene, camrterneeninm menaced . 

. - Total. _}| Average Total Average 

Charcoal. _..-2----.----------- 72,461 | $1,755,735 | $24.23 | 144,076 | $3, 618, 686 - $25.12 
Foundry. ........-.--...-.----| 2,737,224 | 48, 600, 640 17.76 | 3,128, 413 61, 309, 626 19. 62 
Basic. ..._.-...--....----.----] 35, 004,116 | 606, 481. 057 17.33 | 40, 642,051 | 801, 328, 939 — 19.72 
Bessemer .___-..-....-..--....| 6,657,388 | 130,929,263 | 19.67 | 7,900,369 | 170, 051, 203 21. 52 
Low-phosphorus.......-......| 443,088 | 11,156,558 | 25.18 | 508,727] 13,881,518 | 27.29 
Malleable..........-....-...-.| 1,778,770 | 35,713,749 | 20.08 | 2,643,497 | 56,677,208 | 21.44 
Forge___.__.------------------ 3,943 89, 309 22. 65 1,212 30, 094 24. 83 
All other (not ferro-alloys) -..- 261, 939 §, 715, 721 21.82 | 258,296 | . 4, 913, 952 19. 02 . 

| : > | 46, 958,929 | 840, 442,082 | ~ 17.90 | 55, 223,641 |1,111, 811,316 | 20.13 

a, The number of furnaces in blast June 30 and December 31 and 
the total number of blast furnaces recorded for 1940 and 1941 were . 
as follows: - | a | | 

Blast furnaces (including ferro-alloy blast furnaces) in the United States, 1940-41 1 

| Inblast | December 31,1940 | yy piact | | December 31, 1041 
on ~ State June 30, |__| June 30, |-— : 

| | 140 | In | Out | Total] 4 | In | Out | Total: - 

Alabama...........------------- | az{|- 2| wl  a7| 1| . 20 
Colorado...-..-..---.----------- 3 3 | -------- 3 3 3 1]. 4 . 
Nlinois.....-.-.---------2-------| ss 15 8 | 23 18 20 3 23 . 
Indiana... -....-..--------------- 16 18 1 19 19 19 [/-..----- 19 
Kentucky-----------------------] . 2 2 |-------- 2 [2 2 |-------- 2 
Maryland.._......-...-.-...-.-- 6 6 |... 6 6 7[T} 7 
Massachusetts.-...---.-----------]---------- 1 |._----.- 1 1] 1 |-------- 1 
Michigan_-.......-.------------- 8. 8]_.------| = 8 7 8 |-.------ 8 
Minnesota.....------------------ 2 2 |-------- 2 2 2 |-------- 2 
New York..._....2-..----------- 11 13) | 2 15 - 415 15 | . 1; °° £416 
Ohio... .....--..-2s-2seeesne eee 40| 46 2 48 47| 46 2 48 
Pennsylvania. - ----.------------ 61 68 9 77 70 - 70 7 7 
Tennessee .._.-.-..-.---.---.--- 2 2 i 3 2 5 |....--.- 5 
Utah... .....-.---.--------------- 1 1 |...-..-- 1 1 1 j-------- 1 
Virginia. .__..-...--..---.0---.- 1 yf} 1 1 22222277 1 
West Virginia...--.-...--...-..- 3 3 [222272 3| 3 afc} 4 

184) 26] 25 231 214 228 15 238 

1 American Iron and Steel Institute. | 

VALUE AT BLAST FURNACES ; . | 

The average value of all kinds of pig iron given in the accompanying 
table is based upon reports of producers to the Bureau of Mines. The 
figures represent the approximate values f. 0. b. blast furnaces and 
do not include the values of ferro-alloys. The general average value 
for all grades of pig iron at the furnaces was $20.13.a net. ton in 1941— 
$2.23 more than in 1940.
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Average value per net ton of pig tron at blast furnaces in the United States, 1937-41, 
a by States. ae 

, State | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 191 

| Alabama.......-...-.---.---------------------------| $14.89 | $13.10] $14.42 | $14.30] $17.25 
So Illinois. .__..--.-.------------2-2-eeee-2-e--2---e----| 18.85] 18.158] =—:18.02] ~=—-18.05 20.79 

Indisna......-.-.----2---------22-2-2-2-------------| 18.85] 18.29] 1803] 18.26 21, 22 
| Michigan ......---.----.------2-s2---ee--yese-e2-e--| 18.17] 9-15.67 | 14.79 | = 13.78 15. 72 

New York....-...---------------ss2-2---es--e-------| 1844] 1858] 1829] 16.89 17.91 
| Ohio__.....--------2----eneercceceecvereceeseseeeeee-{ 19.381] 1817|  18:12| 1881 | 20.67 

Pennsylvania.......-.-.-.-...-----------------------| 19.40 19. 30 18.52; 19.49| 21.07 
Other States 1202222002] ie 89 | 152] 14.91 | 15.20 18. 62 | 

7 | Average for United States...........------.---| 18.54] 17.51] 17.44] 17.90] 20.18 

w, Colorado Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, and 
e irginia. 

| : | COMMERCIAL QUOTATIONS 

The average monthly prices of foundry, basic, and bessemer pig | 
iron at Valley furnaces and of foundry pig iron at Birmingham fur- 
naces, according to published market quotations, are summarized 
in the following table: a | Pe , 

oo, Average monthly prices per net ton of chief grades of pig iron, 1940-41 1 . 

| Foundry pig iron at FO preaches Bessemer pig iron Basis pig iron at | 
Month ‘Valley furnaces” furnaces | naces } Valley furnaces 

| | 140 | 1941 | 1040 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 

| January.............| $20.54 | $21.43] $17.30] $17.30 | $20.98| $21.88] $20.09] $20.98. 
February.....-.-----| 20.54]  21.43/ 17.30] 17.30] 20.98] 21.88) 20.09 20. 98 
March........---.---| 20.54| 21.43] 17.30] 17.51] 20.98] 21.88] 20.09 20. 98 

| April.........---..--| 20.54] 21.43] 17.30| 18.20] 20.98] 21.88] 20.09 20. 98 
May_.........--...-| 20.54] 21.43] 17.30] 18.20] 20.99] 21.88| 20.09 20. 98 
June__.-....-----..-| 20.54] 21.43] 17.30] 18.20{/ 20.98| 21.88] 20.09 20. 98 | 
July........-...-.-..|  20.54| 21.43] 17.30] 18.20/ 20.98] 21.88] 20.09 20.98 

| August_.._-..-------| 20.54] 21.43] 17.30] 18.20] 20.98] 21.88| 20.09 20. 98 
7 September..........-| 20.54] 2143] 17.30] 18.20] 20.98] 21.88| 20.09 20. 98 | 

October.......-.----| 20.54] 21.43] 1730] 1820| 20.98] 21.88| 20.09 20. 98 
November.....------| 20.54| 21.43] 17.30] 18.20] 20.98] 21.88| 20.09 20. 98 

. December.......-.-- 29. 54 21. 43 17.30 | 18.20 20. 98 21. 88 20. 09 | 20.98 

 Average.......| 20.54] 21.43] 17.30| 17.99] 20.98] 21.88] 20.09 20. 98 

1 Metal Statistics, 1942. | | 
: FOREIGN TRADE 

There were no imports for consumption of pig iron during the first 
9 months of 1941. | Oo | 

Pig iron imported for consumption in the United States, 1987-41, by countries, in 
net tons . 

Country 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) 

North America: Canada_....-...--.-.--.-- 7, 434 2,975 7, 685 3,826 |... 
South America: Brazil. -............--...-|-_..--.---2-].---.------- 174 |...---.-..--]---------- ee 
Europe: 

Denmark........--_-_--------2-2--- |---| - ee 1 jee eee l |e 
Germany_._...-.-.---..--------------- 571 |_-._....----|.-----------|-------- ef -- eee 
Netherlands-_-_-_--------.------------.-- 32, 225 15, 944 7, 250 |_-.---------]---------- ee 
Norway ------------------------------- 980 952 |...----.----]------------|------------ 
Sweden___........---..---------------_ 672 230 202 |....--------]------------ 
U. 8.8. Ru... - 22-22 aene nee nen eee ee 5,131 |......---...|------------|------------|---0---e---- 

_ United Kingdom-.-.-.-....-.-----.... 112 47 |__..-.-..---|------------|------------ 
Asia: India, British...-.-..-.-...-------..| 77, 976 13, 900 27, 821 7,645 |__.---.----- 

125, 101 34, 048 43, 223 11,471 |_....------- 
Value-_-.-..-.-------2----2------1--------] $1, 701, 304 | $508,461 | $663,091 | $189,379 |_..-.-.--.--
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Exports of pig iron, January through September 1941, totaled 513,- 
561 net tons valued at $14,081,065 compared with 620,336 net tons 

_ having a value of $13,057,901 for entire year 1940. Details regarding 
destination of exports are not. available for publication. _ 

Pig iron exported from the United States, 1940-41 » by countries, in net ions 

| Country 1940 | yah ARept.) Country 1910 gag | 

North Ameriea: oe Europe—Continued. | 
Canada.....-_.-------_. 30, 497 United Kingdom-...._. 515, 061 
Other North America --. 1,315 Other Europe. -...-.--- 6, 815 

_ South America: — Asia: . : 
Atgenting.....--------- 1, 543 ' British Malaya........_ 1, 792 
Chile_........2-2-222.2. 2, 465 China...-...-.----22_- 8, 290 
Colombia_............-- 279 Hoong Kong......-.-..-- 224 
Peru. _-.-....--.-.----- 731 Japan.-_..-.---------.. 6, 368 
Uruguay .......-...---- 1,191 Netherlands Indies. _._- 1, 760 «® 
Other South America_.. 347 Philippine Islands. --. . 637 

Europe: (!) Other Asia........-.-_- 984 
Belgium...............- 3,537 Africa: | 
Greece.........-.-.-.---| . 2,500 Gold Coast......--.--.- 300 
Hungary -...--..-..----] 4, 209 | Union of South Africa. 10, 372 
Italy. -.--..----.---.--- 336 Other Africa..........-- 7 
Netherlands... .-.._..... 252 Oceania: New Zealand. -.- _ 22. 
Norway...-.--..--.--.-| 2, 184 | 
Portugal....--...-...-:.| 3,471 620,336 | 513, 561 
Sweden......-...-..---.| 11,883 |]. Value............-.-.-----|$18, 057, 901 | $14, 081, 085 | 

. Switzerland-....---.---} 904 | oo en 

1 Details by countries not available for publication. . eo | 

oe CONSUMPTION | os 
| _ Consumption of pig iron rose 22 percent in 1941 over 1940. Pig 

iron, a product of the blast furnace, is a semiraw material and, except 
for the small quantity used in direct castings, moves to other-type 
furnaces for further refining or mixture with other required ingredients. 
In general, it goes to steel-making or iron-making furnaces. By far 
the larger part is taken to stecl-making furnaces (open-hearth, bes- 
semer, and electric) for refining and processing into steel. In 1941, 
86.4 percent of the pig iron was consumed in steel making. Direct 
castings took 2.8 percent of the 1941 total, and the remaining 10.8 
percent was consumed in iron-making furnaces, of which the cupola 
is by far the most important. The consumption of pig iron, by types 

, of furnace, for 1938 to 1941 is shown in the following table. i- 
cally, the quantities of pig iron used in these furnaces are supplemented 
by the addition of ferrous scrap. The proportion of pig iron to scrap 

_ used in steel furnaces decreased in 1941 compared with 1940. | 

Consumption of pig iron in the United States, 1938-41, by type of furnace 

| - | "1938 1939 1940 1941 
Type of furnace or I 

e men . 

ou Net tons Percent Net tons Percent Net tons Percent Net tons Fervent 

Open-hearth.........| 15,376,806 | 74.2 | 26,826,172 | 76.2 36,207,250| 78.6 | 42,481,404] 75.6 
Bessemer....-------| 2,179,574 | 10.5| 3,603,199| 102] 3,828,978| 83| 5,903,264) 107 
Electric......--------| 17800] 1]  30,542|  .1|  46,506| .11 | 72-758 i 
Cupola 1.----2""-7"""| 2,693,193 | 13-0] 3,949,198/ 95] 4,106119| 8.9] 5,388,747] 0926 
Brackelsberg 777} n776] «.0] 32,317] «9 | 8787] 8 | 0kea5 
Crucible..........._- 244 (2) 92 (2) 184 (2) 207 (?) 
Puddling.........--. 5,984) (2) 27,950, 1 28,203] 1 54, 183 1 
Direct castings '.-_--] 243,404 | 1.2] 1,066220{ 30] 1,504,311] 32] 1,500,074| 28 

2 100.0 | 35,282,699 | 100.0 | 46, 185,828 | 100.0 | 56,185,472 | 100.0 

1 Some pig iron used in making direct castings included in cupola. 2 Less than 0.05 percent.
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The consumption of pig iron in this country is widespread, and 
| plants using pig iron are situated in all 48 States, the District of 

| Columbia, and Alaska. As expected from the uses of pig iron, con- 
: sumption is concentrated largely in the iron- and steel-making centers 

of the North Central, Middle Atlantic, and Southeastern States. 
These areas in 1941 used about 98 percent of the pig iron, Pennsyl- 
vania (the leading consumer) taking about 31 percent of the total and 

- Ohio (the second-largest consumer) nearly 21 percent. Of the chief 
| consuming areas in 1941, the North Central district made the largest 

gain over 1940—26 percent compared with 19 percent in the Middle. 
Atlantic district and 11 percent in the Southeastern district (includ- 
ing the Birmingham district of Alabama). The following table shows | 

CS the distribution of pig-iron consumption by States from 1938 to 1941. 

7 Consumption of pig iron in the United States, 1938-41, by States and districts 

: _ 1938 198990 1940 1941 

| State and district Con- | Con- . Con- . | Con-]| 0 |. 
—— CS sum- | Net tons | sum- | Net tons | sum-| Net tons | sum- | Net tons 

ers ers , ers ers . . 

Oo -" Connecticut..............| 87|  53,476| 50| . 82,8 | 60] 96,574] 62] 143,862 | 
: Maine.............-..-..| 16 4,533| 15) 6,720) 15 8,392] 14] 11,467 

New Hampshire... __._.__- 14] . 1,3898.). 15 1, 826 14 |. 2, 479 15 5, 816 
: _  Massachusetts..........-- 98 66, 947 97 115, 534 | 104 146,886 | 107 | 242, 265 
| Rhode Island-........-...| 18 16,085 | 12| 26,257| 11| 37,308) 12| 57,082 | 

Vermont...--------------|_ 18 |__ 3,381 | 12) 6,580.) 12 | 10,358 | 4 | __16, 276 
° Total New England. 211 145, 825 210 239, 753 216 301, 997 224 476, 768 

| —-Delaware._..2-----------| 71 opp oar IF 7 IN opt am If ZL apo ven S71) ago ane | 
New Jersey...-.-__-..-_-- 80 \ 223, 937 { 79 \ 281, 000 t. 81 } 362, 758 { 80 \ 449, 486 
New York.........-....-.| 194} 1,038,632] 193] 1,817,251 | 190 2,403,248 | 199 '| 2,765,216 | 
Pennsylvania.___.........| 345 | 5,355, 260 365 | 10, 152, 661 348 | 14,634,036 | 391 | 17,573, 102 

| Total Middle At- ||| I =O” OO 
lantie__.....-...-- 626 | 6,617,829 644 | 12, 250, 912 626 | 17,400, 042 677 | 20, 787, 804 

 Alabama..._.._.........] 59 | 1,562,813 | 57 | 2,378,774] 59 | 2,809,064 | 74 | 3, 142,958 , 
District of Columbia ____ 1 Oe 2 f 1 1 
Kentucky ..............| 21 |$ 1,515, 824 24 |t 2,365,534 |} 24 2,825,324 |} 23 |+ 2, 974, 834 
Maryland _-__....-_..-___ 26 26 | 25 26 

yest Virginia. ween e eee nee 22 562, 151 23 880, 062 23 1, 016, 445 28 1,218, 175 
or ee wee wee ew ew ew ene " 12 > 

Georgia....--.-.--....-...| 40 } 38, 041 { 40 \ 61, 655 { 40 \ 73, 045 { 43 \ 83, 895 
Mississippis...-..-.--..--| 6 366} 7 362 9 365 7 621 
North Carolina...-__.-._- 30 12, 240 32 13, 853 33 15, 901 40 18, 591 
South Carolina.........-.| 13 1, 717 13{  . 2,251 if 2,355 2 5, 090 
ennessee__.-__-.-_----.- . 52 

| Virgina |B I} 193.90 {BI} 150,504 |{ 3h |} 162,906 fae | 254, 840 
Total Southeastern.| 325 | 3,827,133 | 334 | 5,853,055 | 335 | 6,905,435 | 363 | 7,699,004 

Arkansas................] 5 6 |) 6 | 6 } 
Oklahoma.---..---.-..-.- 7 2, 013 6 2, 003° 8 - 2,107 7 2, 600 
Louisiana. _.__._._..____- 8 8 8 7 
Texas____-.-----222 ee 23 3, 014 24 2, 572 23 2, 327 27 3, 107 

- Total Southwest-[~ | S| Sté<~St”*é‘<CS;t*é‘iCS;™*S _ 
em_..............| 48 5,027 | 44 4,575 | 45 4,434 | 47; 5, 707 

Mlinois._.......-.........| 182 | 1,645,013 | 179 | 2,770,693 | 183 3,764,275 | 208} 4,915,372 
Indiana____._............| 120] 2118178] 124| 3,830,053 | 126] 5,522.177| 131] 6,833,091 
Towa. ___.---------------- 51 43, 920 49 54, 834 52 63, 834 52 104, 368 
Minnesota____.-...__-___| 52 147, 412 53 185, 976 51 214, 340 53. | 266,768 
Missouri.--.----.--------| 50 |, 28,357) 53 |, 37,760 53 | 45,48 | 51") 80, 065 

amsa@S____..----.---.-.-- 14 
. Nebraska.......---------- 1 8 } 2, 832 { 7 \ 3, 513 { 8 } 3, 742 { bs } 4, 251 

ichigan _-__._..--...----~ 58 168 . 173 
Wisconsin 7777 116 \ 1, 098, 431 { 118 } 1, 849, 622 { 115 \ 2, 232, 068 { 111 \ 2, 478, 219 ; 

South Dakota_..-...-....|-----.-|----------.-|| 2 148 2 | 106 | 2 86 
Ohio. _--_..-- 220222277] 276 |" 4, 787; 342°| 200 | 7,558,466 | 285 | 9,080,242 | 319.| 11, 676,773 

Total North Cen- 
tral.....-.....-.--| 1,028 | 9,871,485 | 1,057 | 16, 291,065 | 1,061 | 20,926,271 | 1,126 | 26, 358, 993 

Arizona__--....-...--.--- 1 
Nevada 200} 1 25 1 36 1 35 2 67 
New Mexico. --___.__-_._- 1 

Uiabescscccd} 7 | er] 10] anzzaa0 {1p |p aszae7 |B | 644,300
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Consumption of pig iron in the United States, 1938-41, by States 
and districts—Continued 

| | | 1938 1939 1940 | 1941 
State and district = | — 7 : | 

. Con- Con- Con- Con- 
sum- | Net tons | sum- | Net tons | sum-| Nettons | sum- | Net tons , 
ers ers ers . ers 

. Idaho__._---------------- . _ 4 . 
Wyoming.-.-.......----- 4 220 5 308 1 687 4 578 
Montana. ---------------- | 383i | | os 

Total Rocky a . . 
Mountain.....-..} 22 152,974 | 25 412, 564 25 458, 209 24 645, 038 | 

Oregon. ...--------------- 18 1) otf 19 s 19 18 : Wee on) 6B} ose BT} emit gel} 7519 {a3 if 9,830 | 
California_.....-..--....- _ 90 997080 95 174, 463 98 181, 921 8 __ 202, 828 . 

Total Pacific Coast_}. 141. 104, 598 | 151 180, 775 148 189, 440 149 | 212,158 

_ Total United States. 2,396 -| 20, 724, 871 | 2, 465 | 35, 232, 699 | 2,456 | 46, 185, 828 | 2,610 | 56, 185, 472 . 

| -. 4... WORLD PRODUCTION _ Bo 
The accompanying table shows the production of pig iron by coun- | 

tries from 1937 to 1941 insofar as statistics are available. Although | 
many of the leading world producers have been operating at a high a 
rate for several years, the probable increase in world production during - : 
1941 was due largely to the rise in United States production. ==. 

World production of pig iron (including ferro-alloys), 1937-41, by countries, in — . 
| metric tons } Oo 

| 7 —— {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] . . 

- Country! 1937 1938 1939 140 | dd 

Australia ?_...--.-------------- 928, 066 944,597 | 1, 122, 334 (3) (4) oo 
. Belgian Congo._....-------------] - 565 5 600 5 600 5 600 (4). 

Belgium.___._------------------- 3, 803, 750 2, 426, 130 3, 058, 730 6 2, 200, 000 (4) 
Brazil__......-.-..----.--.------ 98, 101 122, 352 160, 016 185, 570 208, 795 
Canada_._.....------------------ 996, 671 773, 573 844, 760 1, 325, 229 1, 579, 648 
China (Manchuria) -__-__--..---- 5 650, 000 5 700, 000 5 700, 000 5 700; 000 (4) 

. Chosen__...-.------2------------ 168, 344 5 200, 000 5 200, 000 5 200, 000 (4) 
Czechoslovakia. -........-------- “1, 675, 064 1, 233, 987 7 1,000, 000 (8) (4) . 
Finland __--._.--.---..---------- 11, 258 27,000 | § 30, 000 (3) (4) 
FrAn0o. « — 5 --22270--22222vvooo27- 17 916, 000 6, 061, 322 7 7, 900, 000 6 4, 600, 000 (4) . 
ermany °®_____.----.----------- 5, 959, 1 A 3a” GS |¥ 18,596,000 | 7 20, 300,000 | 21,000,000) | 

Hungary. __...-.---------------- 357, 935 350, 537 7460,000; (| (4). 
India, British: -_.-...----------- 1, 655, 457 1, 583, 284 1, 785, 242 2, 015, 116. (4) © 
Italy___._.----------------------]} 865, 305 928, 847 7 1,000, 000 6 890, 000 (4) 
Japan. ____-----.------------2--- 2, 750, 000 5 2, 800, 000 5 3,000, 000 | 6 3, 000, 000 (4). 
Luxemburg.....-..--.---.------- 2, 512, 495 1, 500, 000 71,800,000 | & 1,000, 000 (*) - 
Mexico. .......--.----.---------- 89, 717 98, 376 141, 335 93, 179 108, 524 
Netherlands.._..-.-..-----------| . 311, 773 266, 956 284, 004 (’) () 
Norway -_.--.-------------------- 181, 238 173, 748 190, 785 (3) . (4) 
Poland ...__...--.--------------- 724, 296 967,668 | 71,000,000 (8) (*) 
Rumania.-__..-...-------------- 127, 234 132, 681 5 140, 000 (3) (4) 
Spain..........---..------------- 141, 053 442, 574 456, 813 581, 343 530, 000 
Sweden........._..-------------. 692, 865 713, 579 691, 402 787, 211 (4) 
Union of South Africa___-_...--- 276, 236 294, 406 - 300, 227 303, 923 (*) 
U.S. 8S. RR.  - eee. 14, 520, 000 15, 179, 856 | 7 15,200,000 | & 15, 500, 000 (4) 
United Kingdom_-_-.......------ 8, 629, 313 6, 871, 546 7 8, 300, 000 6 8, 437, 000 (4) 
United States._._.......-.------ 37, 749, 575 19, 474, 677 32, 321, 653 43, 026, 080 | 10° 49,972, 415 
Yugoslavia. .....-..--...-.------ 41, 006 58, 458 61, 106 (3) (4) | 

104, 221, 000 82, 923, 000 | 102, 449, 000 | 107, 636, 000 (‘4 
a, ROE ESSENSE SOUEEEENOE 

! Pig iron is produced in Chile, New Zealand, and the Philippine Islands in addition to countries listed. 
but production figures are not available. 

2 Year ended June 30. 
3 Estimate included in total. 
4 Data not available. 
5’ Estimated production. 
¢ Approximate production as published by The Iren Age, vol. 147, No. 1, January 2, 1941, p. 61. 
7 Approximate production as published by Steel, vol. 196, No. 1, January 1940, p. 269. 
§ Included in the German figure in 1940. . 
® Beginning with March 1935, production of the Saar is included with that of Germany. . 
16 Does not include ferro-alloys.
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| | , FERRO-ALLOYS ne | 

a Statistics concerning production and shipments of ferro-alloys dur- | 
| ing 1941 are omitted from this chapter to avoid the possibility of 

revealing information that might lend aid or comfort to the enemy. 

ss FOREIGN TRADE © | | 

- Imports of all alloys of the rarer metals are not recorded separately 
but are grouped as shown in the following table. Although spiegel- | 

| eisen formed the bulk of the imports in 1940, there was a very notice- 
| able decrease in withdrawals of this alloy and ferromanganese during Ss 
. the first 9 months of 1941, which totaled 7,268 net tons compared 
a with 29,068 during the entire year 1940. Oo | 

| _ Imports of ferromanganese, January to September 1941, totaled 
4,008 net tons containing 3,280 tons of manganese. Of this total, - 

| 3,993 net tons containing over 1 percent carbon came from Canada, _ 
| and 15 tons of alloys containing less than 1 percent carbon were im- | 

ported from Norway. All the ferrosilicon imported during the first 
9 months of 1941 came from Canada. - | | | 

From January to September 1941, inclusive, exports of ferro-alloys - 
| comprised 3,363 net tons of ferromanganese and spiegeleisen and 

| ' 16,829 tons of other ferro-alloys, compared with 14,600 net tons of 
: ferromanganese and spiegeleisen and 27,401 tons of other ferro-alloys 

during the full year 1940. OT | | 

| Ferro-alloys and ferro-alloy metals imported for consumption in the United States, 
| 1940-41, by varieties | | 

| | | | 1941 - 
. 1940 (Jan.-Sept.) 

. Variety of alloy | Gross Gross | Con- ) 
‘Oss | Content 

| weight (ah - Value weight (ep Value 
tons) ons) tons) | tons) ~ 

Ferromanganese: CO | 
Containing over 1 percent carbon_-_...--..--| 10,035 8, 280 $1, 121, 133 3,993 | 3, 267 |$323, 505 

. . Containing not over 1 percent carbon...-..-| 1, 578 1, 321 200, 236 15 13 1, 597 
Manganese boron, manganese metal, and spie- 

geleisen not more than 1 percent carbon 
(manganese content) _.....-.------------------| @) 66 16, 737 GQ | 39 9, 135 

Spiegeleisen.__.-..-...----.---------------------| 17, 455 (1) 638, 732 3, 260 ) 119, 524 
Ferrochrome or ferrochromium: 

. Containing 3 percent or more carbon.---.---| (2) (3) 92 130 85 | 18,298 
Ferrosilicon....-....-------.--------------------| 10,257 | 1, 285 | 262,307 | 10,140 | 2,881 | 337, 789 
Chrome or chromium metal-__.._.......-...---..] (® () 566 |..--.-..-]--------]--- eee 
Chromium and zirconium silicon and calcium 

Silicide._--..--..--_--..-------..----------.-- | 1,066 (') 154, 424 56 (4) 8, 337 
Tungsten and combinations, in lumps, grains, 

or powder: 
Tungsten metal (tungsten content)_........| (4) 18 41,041 (’) 19 | 37,800 

1 Not recorded. 2 1,400 pounds. 3 1,020 pounds. # 1,000 pounds.
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 Ferromanganese and ferrosilicon imported for consumption in the United States, | 

| 1940-41, by countries | 

Ferromanganese (manganese content) Ferrosilicon (silicon content) 

Country | 1940 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)| ——=—-1940 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) a 

/ . | Net | Value Net Value Net Value — Net Value 

| Canada_....--------2-----2--[e-2----- 1026. $113,197 | 1,235 “$202, 307 2, 881 $337, 789 : 
Japan..._.--..-------------- 39 $2, 349 |___...__]--.-------|--------|----------|--------]---------- 

Norway.--------------------| 9, 562 |1, 319, 020 13 1,597 |.-------}----------|--------]---------- 

United Kingdom......_.-..-| -------|----------| 2,241 | 210,308 |--------]----------|--------|---------- 

| 9, 601 ! 321, 369 | 3,280 | 325,102 | 1,235 | 262,307 | 2,881 | 337,789 
ee | 

Ferro-alloys and ferro-alloy metals exported from the United States, 1940-41, by 
varveties = : 

_ | 1940 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) | 
a Variety of alloy a 

| . | Net tons Value | Net tons Value 

| Ferromanganese and spiegeleisen.....------------------ 14, 600 | $1, 366, 087 3,363 | $437,534 

Other ferro-alloys !..--.--.----------------------------- 27,401 | 7, 064,823 16, 829 4, 252, 369 

i 

1 Includes ferrosilicon, ferrotungsten, ferrovanadium, and other ferro-alloys. . | 

| STEEL | | 

| a PRODUCTION 

| The high operating rate of production established during the 

closing months of 1940 continued through all of 1941. The produc- — 

: tion rate was above 93 percent of capacity during each month and ) 

averaged 97 percent for the year, compared with 82 percent in 1940. 
Capacity for producing steel increased 4,418,000 net tons during the | 

year to reach a new record total of 88,570,000 net tons. The following 

figures covering the output of steel were compiled by the American 

Iron and Steel Institute. The production of steel ingots and castings | 
in 1941 established a new record and totaled 82,839,259 net tons. , 

Of the 1941 total, 89.8 percent was made in open-hearth furnaces, 

6.7 percent in bessemer converters, 3.5 percent in electric furnaces, | 

and only 2,313 tons in crucible furnaces. The bulk (73,232,959 tons) 

of the total open-hearth output in 1941 was made in basic furnaces. 

Of the total output of steel ingots and castings, 82,434,367 net tons 

were ingots in 1941 compared with 66,649,864 tons in 1940. 
Pennsylvania. and Ohio continued to lead all other States and 

produced about 53 percent of the total steel, 51 percent of the open- 

hearth steel, and 76 percent of the bessemer steel.
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- Open-hearth steel ingots and castings manufactured in the United States, 1937-41 , by 
| | : States, in net tons : a 

| [Includes only that portion of the steel for castings produced in foundries operated by companies manufac- ° | 
| turing steel ingots] . Ce 

| State | 1937 1938 1939 1940 | 1941 

New England States..........--.---.-----| - 309, 143 183,297 | 286,850 | 322, 758 462, 754 
New York and New Jersey........-.-_-..| 3,124,143 | 1,509, 538 | 2,627,910 | 3,618,444 | 4, 232, 521 
Pennsylvania____.-....-.--.-----.---------| 16, 309, 104 |. 7,920, 816 | 13, 622,272 | 18, 469,170 | 23,007, 147 

| Ohio... _.-.----.--.-----------------------] 10, 156,097 | 6,016,902 | 9, 913, 454 | 11,769,780 | 14,746,523 | 
| “Indiana. == 222222222222 LL ILTTT | 6, 661, 052 | 3; 847, 603 | 6,486,502 | 8,421,956 | 10,366, 380 

Iilinois...____--._-__.__._.......--.-.-.-..] 4,382,916 | 2,184, 251.] 3,687,874 | 4,963,457 | 5,998, 679 
oe Other States...--------..2-.21.111-_1_..-_] 10, 882, 624 | 7, 417, 609 | 11,784) 938 | 14,007, 523 | 15, 575, 615 

7 — | 51,824,979 | 29, 080, 016.| 48, 409, 800 61, 573, 08 | 74, 389, 619 

: Bessemer-steel ingots and castings manufactured in the United States, 1937-41, by 
: ae  - States, in net tons er pooh 

{Includes only that portion of the steel for castings produced in foundries operated by companies manufac- 
On _ _. turing steel ingots] | - 

-. ° State | 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

| Ohio. ._-..----------------------------.---| 1,957,435 | 1,202,916 | -1, 439,629 | 1,459,807 | 2, 265, 987 | 
Pennsylvania._____-_.------.--.------.---| 930,093 | 389,827] 1,109,081 | 1,366,017 | 1, 966, 779 
Other States_..-......--------------------- 976, 390 513, 597 | ~— 810,206 882, 749 1, 345, 305 

| oe | 3, 863, 918 | 2,106,340 | 3,358,916 | 3,708,573 | 5, 578, 071 

| Steel electrically manufactured in the United States, 1937-41, in net tons 

Includes only that portion of the steel for castings produced in foundries operated by companies manufac- 
| turing steel ingots] 

- Year | Ingots | Castings} Total _ Year Ingots | Castings | Total | 

| 1937._...__........| 912,027 | 34,975 | 947, 002 {|| 1940...-.--.-...----|1, 608,032 | 91,974 | 1,700,006 
| 1938...---.--...--| 524,843 | 40,784 | 565,627 || 1941..._.......-.._|2, 758, 611 | 110, 645 | 2,869, 256 

1939_-------2_-2_-] 951, 522 | 77,545 | 1, 029, 067 es - 

, The steel output for 1941 includes 8,174,961 net tons of alloy-steel 
ingots and castings, which represent 10 percent of the total. This 
figure includes steels in which the minimum of the range specified in 
any of the elements named exceeds the following percentages: Nickel, 
0.40 percent; chromium, 0.30 percent; copper, 0.50 percent; man- 
ganese, 1.65 percent; silicon, 0.50 percent; molybdenum, 0.10 percent; 
vanadium, tungsten, cobalt, titanium, and zirconium, any percentage. 
The output of alloy steels in 1941 increased 65 percent and that of 
total steel 24 percent over 1940. Of the total alloy-steel output in 
1941, 65 percent came from basic open hearths, 5 percent from acid 
open hearths, 30 percent from electric furnaces, 933 tons from crucible 
furnaces, and 3,890 tons from bessemer furnaces.
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| Production of alloy-steel ingots and castings, 1937-41, by processes, in net tons 

[Includes only that portion of the steel for castings produced in foundries operated by companies manufac- 
turing steel ingots] 

: Process | 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Open-hearth, basic_..-...-..----.--.-------| 2,559,200 | 1,179,031 | 2,302,273 | 3,421, 961 5, 275, 247 
Open-hearth, acid............-------------- 164, 455 102, 089. 156, 581 252, 965 - 433, 240 
Bessemer-..---------------------.---------|-------.---- 13 3, 486 3, 990 3, 890 
Crucible__..-..---------------------------- 270 5 231 255 933 
Electric._.......-.----2.------------------| 672,616 | 372,372 | 749,384 | 1,286,716 | 2, 461, 651 

| - | | 3,396,541 | 1,653,510 | 3,211,955 | 4,965,887 |. 8,174, 961 , 

From the foregoing tables it will be seen that most of the steel made 
in electric furnaces (86 percent in 1941) is alloy steel. Typically, 
steels with higher alloy content are made in electric furnaces and steels 
with lower alloy content by the open-hearth process. 

| FOREIGN TRADE AND PRODUCTION | — 

Although data for only the first 9 months of 1941 are available for 
| publication, it is evident that exports of iron and steel products con- 

tinued at a high rate during the year. Exports of iron ore, pig iron, 
and ferro-alloys are covered in other sections of this report. 

Imports for consumption of iron and steel products during the first 
, 9 months of 1941 were very small—almost negligible compared with 

exports. The bulk of imports was in the form of rails and narrow 
strips not over 16 inches wide. Imports of these two commodities 
totaled 6,777 net tons during the first 9 months of 1941. | 

According to the Iron and Steel Institute, the steel capacity of | 
Great Britain is approximately 20,600,000 tons and that of U.S.S. R. | 
about 21,800,000 tons a year. Germany, Czechoslovakia, Poland, | 
and Austria have produced as much as 24,700,000, 2,500,000, 1,700,000, — oe 
and 700,000 net tons, respectively, a year. French maximum pro- 
duction was 10,700,000 net tons in 1929, a figure considerably in 
excess of actual production of succeeding years. Also, 1929 was the 
year during which Belgian production reached a maximum of 4,500,- 
000 tons of steel. Japan’s steel capacity is about 7,100,000 tons a 
year based upon estimates of 1940 output. Italian steel capacity is 
about 3,000,000 tons, the production peak reached in 1939. Luxem- 
burg’s steel industry reached its maximum output in 1929 when 
3,000,000 tons were produced. In addition, the steel output ot 
Hungary, Spain, and Sweden 1s about 800,000, 700,000, and 1,200,000 
net tons, respectively. Data for 1941 are not available for Australia 
and India, but in each country the output of steel in 1940 represented 
a new peak, Australia producing 1,300,000 tons and India 1,200,000 
tons.
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: Iron and steel exported from the United States, 1940-41 . 

. , : 1940 1941 (Jan.~Sept.) 

Article | ar errr 

.-. | Net tons Value Net tons| Value os 

Semimanufactures: 
Steel ingots, blooms, billets, slabs, and sheet bars__.._._|2, 822, 428 |$98, 542,659 |1, 642,002 | $70, 266, 272 
Iron and steel bars and rods: ee i vo . 
_ Jron bars_.....-.---------.-----------------------.-| 16,191 | 1,026, 268 4,081 398, 542 

Concrete reinforcement bars...-.-.....-.-.:-..-....| 155,329 | 7,458,760. |. 131, 640 7, 022, 327 
Other steel bars.--..------------------------------.| 649, 151 | 41, 741,271 | 314,864 | 31,890, 728 
Wire rods_.--._----.-------------------.-------..-.| 320,622 | 14,060,723 | 132,784} 6,604,619 

Iron and steel plates, sheets, skelp, and strips: . 
Boiler plates......-_..-...--------....--------...-..| 12,510 803, 521 22, 688 1, 048, 387. 

. Other plates, not fabricated. ._........-........._..] 629,671 | 29,334,244 | 298,357 | 16, 903, 312 
Skelp iron or steel_.........-.---------------------.| 167,309 | 6,368, 968 | 128,770 | 5,487,826 

_ Iron and steel sheets, galvanized._......-......--...| 184,020 | 14, 160, 612 86, 278 7, 109, 944 
. Steel sheets, black, ungalvanized_-_.............:...| 533,671 | 34,530,127 | 339,018 | 23,070,155 

. Tron sheets, black. .........-----------.---.-.-.....] 29,621 | 2, 264,642 16, 170 1, 298, 807 
Strip band, and scfoll iron or steel: 

, Cold-tolled__..-.....-------------2------ 2 72,803 | 6, 552, 171 47,506 | 4, 969, 762 
Hot-rolled __.........-------.-----------.------.]| 150,203 | 8, 594, 550 79, 855 5, 060, 301 

Tin plate, terneplate, and taggers’ tin.---............._| 429,328 | 44,374,895 | 221,816 | 23, 714, 833 
Manufactures—steel-mill products: : a t 

Structural iron and steel: . 
_ Water, oil, gas, and other storage tanks complete | - 

and knocked-down material......................| 42,712.| 3, 350, 242 16, 567 1, 487, 011 
. Structural shapes: . — . 

Not fabricated.._......-...-.........--.-.-.....| 456,015 -| 19, 701,320 | 218,318 | 10,833, 613 
Fabricated. .._......--------.-----.-.-.........] 80,960 | . 7,379, 656 43, 008 4,296,303 

Plates fabricated, punched, or shaped-_.---.........| 30,818 |. 2,044,620 20,188 | 1,664, 832 
Metal] lath___..._...-_-.-.--..----------------- oe, 1, 901 326, 881 1, 915 338, 942 

_ _ Frames, sashes, and sheet piling...........-........] 15,769 | 1,097,112 7, 914 630, 265 . 
Railway track material: | . . 

Rails for railways. -..-.--------------.-----....-_.] 289,020 | 11,364,737 | 125, 85z 5, 438, 493 
Rail joints, splice bars, fishplates, and tie plates....|| 11,596 | . 870,524 13, 839 866, 024 
Switches, frogs, and crossings.._...-..--...-.-._._.- 3, 269 500, 109 1, 786 260, 823 

_ Railroad spikes._....-..-.-.------------------------ 5,617 | . 398,211 5, 679 438, 043 
Railroad bolts, nuts, washers, and nut locks__...._- 3, 724 430, 637 1, 755 284, 546 . 

Tubular products: : 
Boiler tubes_........-..-------------------.-------.| 30,117 | 3, 961,676 44, 960 6, 278, 373 
Casing and oil-line pipe. ------.----.----.-.-..-._-..| 208,447 | 18, 165, 437 | 102, 183 8, 377, 558 
Seamless black pipe, other than casing and oil line_| 34,025 | 4,411,354 27, 911 3, 428, 830 

yon Welded black pipe_..-.-..-..-..-----..,.-...-.....| 57,968 | 5,077, 148 54, 754 4, 980, 746 
Welded galvanized pipe ......-.--.---..---.----_ 76,826 | 6,302, 473 65, 227 5, 789, 255 
Malleable-iron screwed pipe fittings..2.....-. 222. 5,023 | 1, 463, 394 4, 192 1, 255, 909 
Cast-iron screwed pipe fittings. -_--..-..-....-.2- 22. 2, 816 530, 478 951 222, 132 
Cast-iron pressure pipe and fittings...........__..._] 56,836 | 2,903,643:| 36,035 2, 000, 686 
Cast-iron soil pipe and fittings.......-............._| 18,716 | 1,057,872 12, 905 763, 005 

_ Riveted-steel or iron pipe and fittings..............] 19,263 | 4, 581, 615 19, 832 3, 836, 295 
Wire and manufactures: . 

Barbed_._.__.-.-.-.---.-..--- eee 49,510 | 3,523,089 47,252 | . 3, 823, 527 
Galvanized wire_............-------22--- eee 74,009 | 5,582, 899 47, 652 4, 186, 112 
Iron or steel wire, uncoated.............-...........| 97,552 | 7,325, 759 58, 992 5, 612, 960 
Wire rope, and strand._..--.......--.----.......-..] 14,962 | 3, 383, 803 15, 024 4, 748, 603 
Woven-witre fencing and screen cloth.___.._..._.___ 9,051 | 2,129, 381 7, 196 1, 895, 565 
All other. .-....---.---.---------- 2-2-2 .------__| 28, 497 | 3, 990, 240 16, 809 2, 864, 603 

Nails and bolts (except railroad): 
Wire nails.__.__...........--------2 2-2-2 eee 54,496 | 3, 726, 608 43,115 3 .245, 735 

' Horseshoe nails_..........-..-.---.-------2 eee ee 1, 650 382, 574 2, 231 503, 471 
All other nails, including tacks and staples. .__..._- 7, 092 904, 371 7, 270 1, 068, 144 

. Bolts, nuts, rivets, and washers (except railroad)...| 37,387 | 7,087,062 35, 284 7, 933, 035 
Castings and forgings: . 

Horsehoes and calks._........-.-----.------ ee 398 48, 185 582 69, 517 
Iron and steel, including car wheels and axles_.___.| 70,224 | 10, 806, 824 83,895 | 17, 161, 838 

Advanced manufactures: 
House heating boilers and radiators......-........-..-_|-.--.--__- 340, 004 [--.------.]} 306, 570 
Oil burners and parts. ..-..-.....-.-.-.--------__-..-._|-----.----| 1,467,276 |--.....-.- 880, 549 
Tools: 

AX@S. 2 eee ee eee eee ee 477,483 |....---.-- 484, 162 
Shovels and Spades. ------------oovecsesneenooeooo wene-e--e- 292, 229 {_..------- 380, 453 
Hammers and hatchets___.-_-...._-_-..------- 2 ]---.-- =. 336,037 |...------- 403, 729 
Saws, wood and metal cutting...................___]-...-.--.-] 2,078,253 |..--....._} 2, 427, 285 
All other tools_.......-.--.22220.2- 22-22 |e - ~~~] 15, 631, 262 [----_-_..-_| 15, 870, 060
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Iron and steel imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, by commodities 7 
nn 

1940 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) 

Commodity —_———— | > 

Net tons Value Net tons; Value 

Semimanufactures: 
Steel bars: 

| 

. Concrete reinforcement.....-.....--.--------------- 9 |. $227 2 $128 - 

Solid or hollow, n. @. S....-------------------------- 2, 074 257, 435 402 |. 52, 931 
Hollow and hollow drill steel_._-.-.---------------- 977 129, 216 227 _ 31, 994 

Bar iron_....-.-.---------------------------------------1 222 22, 276 17 i, 671 
Wire rods, nail rods, and flat rods up to 6 inches in . 
width _.......--.--_---------------------------------- 4, 465 452, 428 118 32, 907 

Boiler or other plate iron or steel, except crucibles and 
saw-plate steel. .....-.-------------------------------- (4) 11 . 46 3, 483 . 2 

Sheets or plates of iron or steel__.....------------------- 16 16, 951 7 9, 285 

Steel ingots, blooms, and slabs. .....--.---------------- 4 179 1,051 119, 517 
Billets, solid 01 hollow_-_-----.------------------------- 491 54, 004 | 62 5, 476 
Die blocks or blanks; shafting, ete.-_--.-----.---------- 13 3, 102 12 6, 878 
Circular saw plates__...-.------------------------------ 21 10, 062 21 8, 865 
Sheets of iron or steel, common or black and boiler or 

other plate i1on or steel........----.------------------- 2 254 2 145 | 

Sheets and plates and steel, n. Ss. p. f...----.------------ 114 20, 179 — 29 1, §12 

Tin plate, terneplate, and tagger’s tin-.........--.----- 153 39, 422 106 27, 461 
Manufactures: . 
_ Structural iron and steel_-_..-...--.--------------------- 859 38, 358 322 48, 831 

Rails for railways-..-.-----------,---------------------- 1, 467 32, 132 4, 295 81,042 
Rail braces, bars, fishplates or splice bars, and tie plates_| “312 18, 421 656 34, 357 , 

Pipes and tubes: - ; a. 
Cast-iron pipe and fittings.............--.----------] 502 15, 619 1 _ 166 

Wi Other pipes and tubes__...-..--.-.--.-------------- 3, 444 432, 003 852 . 98, 396 
ire: 
Barbed...._....----.---------------------- 2 eee nee 959 7, 441 (1) 21 
Round iron and steel_._..-...---------------------- 985 219, 741 35 8, 311 
Baling..__........---------------------------------- 10 709 | --.-.--.--]-------- 2-2. | 
Telegraph, telephone, etc., except copper, covered , 

with cotton jute, ete_.........--------------------- 1 1, 260 (4) . 325 
Flat and steel strips not thicker than 4-inch and 

not over 16 inches wide--....--.--.--.------------ 2,481 | 1,485, 307 2, 482 1, 430, 968 
Rope and strand -...--...-------------------------- 587 96, 861 105 21, 823 
Galvanized fencing wire and wire fencing--.-----.--- 1 30 1 70 

Hoop or band iron or steel for baling---...-.-.---.------ 694. 21,570 |..-......-|------------ 
Hoop, band, strips, o1 scroll iron or steel, n. s. p. f-..--- ' 10 4,889 |.......--.|--..-------- 

_ Nails.....--..-..-.-.------------ eee ee ene ee]. 126 44,910 27 &, 611 
Castings and forgings, n. e. S. ..---.-------------------- 685 124, 830 285 - 65, 215 — 

qe oeserenonertre cg  S  S 

1 Less than 1 ton. .
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| GENERAL PERSPECTIVE 

In 1941 history’s greatest armament race was under way and over- a 

shadowed all other influences affecting the activity of the world’s metal | 

and mineral industries. ‘To meet the demand for manganese created 

by an all-time record year of world steel production, all possible 

sources were stressed to the limit during 1941. The domestic produc- 

tion (shipments from domestic mines) of manganese ore containing 

35 percent or more manganese in 1941 increased 95 percent over 1940; | 

shipments were reported from 18 States in 1941, compared with 13 

| in 1940, and totaled 78,388 long tons. In addition, 457,287 long tons | 

of ore containing 10 to 35 percent manganese and 820,290 tons of ore 

containing 5 to 10 percent manganese were shipped during the year. | 

| A domestic manganese war program of sufficient scope to free oe 

American steel and alloy production from its present reliance on for- OO 

| eign sources, with accompanying dependence on ocean shipping and 

naval ‘convoy where necessary, has been outlined by the Bureau of 

Mines. | | | 

The program is designed to provide enough manganese to produce 

87 million tons of steel annually. It covers utilization of low-grade 

domestic manganese ores and was made possible through the develop- 

ment of several processes by the Bureau of Mines during years of study 

in laboratories and pilot plants. | 
The program provides for the establishment of 8 mills, 3 hydro- 

- metallurgical plants (including 1 electrolytic unit), and 1 matte 

smelting plant. "The proposal is to establish these 12 plants in 10 

locations in 8 States—Arizona, Arkansas, Minnesota, Montana, Ne- | 

vada, New Mexico, South Dakota, and Utah. Construction periods 

for these plants would range from 9 to 12 months. Even with an 

increase of imports from Cuba and Mexico, a reduction of shipping 

from other foreign sources may result in a deficiency in manganese in 

1943 unless additional domestic ores are processed. Supplies ade- 

quate for the present year and part of 1943 are now on hand. 

It is estimated that a capital investment of less than $38,000,000 

in mining operations and processing plants will be required to produce 

the quantity of manganese specified. A minimum of 526,000 tons of 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 

Department of Commerce. 
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‘metal annually is provided for in the program, with a maximum of 
approximately 560,000 tons. This includes 12,000 tons of electrolytic | 
manganese, which is of special value in low-carbon steels and in cer- 
tain types of stainless steels. Approximately 11,500,000 tons of . 
domestic ores could be processed annually. | | 

The program proposed by the Bureau of Mines is divided into two 
| steps. | 

Six custom mills and one hydrometallurgical plant would be estab- 
lished-first to handle the higher-grade ores. After careful consideration 
of the larger resources available and the methods of treatment suitable 
to each ore, the following locations were proposed: Custom concen- — 

| trators at Deming, N. Mex.; Batesville, Ark.; Parker Dam, Ariz.; 
_ Phiipsburg, Mont.; Delta, Utah; and Garfield, Utah; and a leaching 

: plant and electrolytic plant at Las Vegas, Nev. These plants could 
produce a minimum of 213,620 tons of manganese (metal equivalent) 
annually and would require an investment of $14,100,000. | 
The second step in the program includes a concentratmg plant at - 

| Artillery Peak, Ariz., one on the Cuyuna Range in Minnesota, and one 
| at Chamberlain, S. Dak. These plants could produce a minimum of 

312,175 tons of manganese (metal equivalent) annualiy and would | 
1 equire an Investment of $24,000,000. Oo OS | 

re from 50 different deposits could be used in the program, includ- : 
ing properties in the Batesville-Cushman district in Arkansas; the 

| Aquila, Parker Dam, and Wickenburg areas in Arizona; the Pay- | 
_ master district in California; the Granite County, West Butte, and : 

Wickes areas in Montana; the Drum Mountain, Simpson Mountains, 
Kanab, Marysvale, and Tintic districts in Utah; the Caliente, Ely, 
Pioche, Battle Mountain, and Valmy areas in Nevada; the Three 

LO Kids, Annex, and Las Vegas-Wash. areas in Nevada; the Cleveland 
area in Idaho; the Cuyuna Range area in Minnesota; and the South 

| Dakota area near Chamberlain. i a 
The program ineludes the advance purchase and Stock piling of ores 

| during the period of construction of the mills and hydrometallurgical 
piants so that full operation could be attained rapidly. a 

Figure 1 shows imports and domestic production of manganese ore __ 
over a 42-year period. | | BS 

Salient statistics of the manganese endusiry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) 
and 1987-41, in long tons | 

Qvereen)| 1937 | 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Manganese OTe nts containing 35 per- | 
cent or more Mn__..._._.-.........| 59,312 | 40,241 | 25,321 | 29,307| 40,123 78, 388 

Shipments of metallurgical ore__..._.| 1 41,892 26, 419 16, 989 18, 580 27, 158 65, 939 
Shipments of battery ore._...........| 17,420 6, 447 4, 959 7, 767 9, 271 10, 178 

Ferro, OF =. 600,000 | 911,919 | 483,586 | 627,129 | 1,282,079 | 1, 530, 876 

Production of ferromanganese........| 306,360 | 376,443 | 242,904} 270,111] 459,538 | 518, 486 
Imports of ferromanganese ?3___...._| 4 50, 590 23, 888 21, 118 33, 414 |. 8, 573 5, 085 
Production of spiegeleisen............| 95, 463 (5) 11, 311 91, 491 101, 892 158, 853 
Imports of spiegeleisen ?___.._________ 7, 208 16, 841 17, 248 38, 264 15, 585 4, 233 
Exports of spiegeleisen and ferro- 
manganese... __.--.-.--------- 2... 3, 769 1, 725 247 2, 923 13, 036 4, 603 

A 

1 Includes small quantity of miscellaneous ore. 
? Imports for consumption. 
3 Manganese content. 
‘ Includes small quantity of other manganese alloys. 
' Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. .
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FIGURE 1.—Imports and domestic production (mine shipments) of manganese ore, 1900-1941. Statistics on 
. imports shown in the graph represent “general imports” for the period 1900-1933; beginning with 1934, 

_ data classified as “general imports” were not available, and the figures plotted for 1934-41 represent im- | 
_ ports for consumption adjusted for changes in stocks in bonded warehouses and. are closely comparable 
with the record for earlier years. — CS - re | 

- Government Purchases.—The following schedule regarding Govern- - 
ment purchases of manganese ore, effective May 4, 1942, was pub- 
lished by the Metals Reserve Co. The terms are subject to change 
without notice and do not apply to ores originating outside the limits 
of continental United States. 

1. Quantity: One thousand (1,000) to ten thousand (10,000) long tons per 7 
: contract. Contracts in excess of ten thousand tons may be obtained as a result © 

of individual negotiations, provided reliable and complete engineering data sub- 
mitted by the applicant warrant a contract for a larger quantity. | , 

2. Term of Contract: Deliveries must be completed within eighteen (18) months 
of the date of contract. If delivery of twenty percent (20%) of the tonnage 
contracted for has not been made within 6 months of date of contract, Buyer may 
cancel contract forthwith. . : : 

3. Quality: Purchases of domestic manganese ores are of three grades with 
the following specifications: i | | 

(a) Black oxide ores: The schedule of prices and the terms and conditions 
herein refer to black oxide ores of manganese. | | 

(b) Concentrates: Manganese concentrates to be acceptable under this schedule 
must be nodulized or sintered. 

(c) Carbonate ores: Manganese carbonate ores will be accepted under this 
schedule only if calcined. |
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“High-Grade”’ FE = B” 

- Manganese...-...--.---.---------------| Minimum____- 48.0 % 44.0 % | 40.0%.* 
Alumina. .......-......---.-...--------| Maximum_.._. 6.0 % 10.0 % | No maximum. 
Jron.__...-.-..----..--.-..---.------..-| Maximum. ___ 7.0 % 10.0 % | No maximum. 
Phosphorus. .-......---....------------]| Maximum... . 18% — 80% | 0.50%. 
Silica..........-----.----.--------------| Maximum. ... 10.0 % 15.0 % | No maximum. 
ZinC.....-...-22.c22eceeeeeceeeeswseee..] Maximum....] 1.0 % 1.0% | 1.0%. 

* Under ‘‘Low-Grade B,”’ manganese ore will be accepted to 35.0% minimum under penalties hereinafter 
| prescribed. | oo 

: Size of ore: None in excess of 12 inches and not more than 25 % to pass a 20-mesh 
screen. | : 

| Buyer may reject any shipment which does not conform to the applicable 
| requirements and specifications as set forth above. 

4, Price: Effective May 4, 1942, contracts will be considered on the following 
a schedule for domestic ores, within continental United States (excluding Alaska); 

all prices per long ton (2,240 pounds) of dry weight, f. 0. b. cars at stock pile 
designated by Buyer. | | | 

: ‘“‘High-Grade’’—Base price, $48.00 per long dry ton for ore containing 48.0% 
| manganese with an increase of one dollar ($1.00) per ton for each unit (22.4 

pounds) in excess of 48.0%; fractions prorated. ‘“‘High-Grade” ore containing 
not less than 48.0% manganese but otherwise falling below specifications but 
within the limits hereinafter set forth will be accepted subject to the following 
penalties: — | — | 

TIron—Up to 10.0% maximum with a penalty of 1¢ per unit for each per- 
cent in excess of 7.0%; fractions prorated; | 

Silica—Up to 15.0% maximum with a penalty of 1¢ per unit for each per- 
: cent in excess of 10.0%; fractions prorated; | 

| Alumina—Up to 10.0% maximum with a penalty of 1¢ per unit for each 
percent in excess of 6.0%; fractions prorated; : 

~ -  Phosphorus—Up to 0.30% maximum with a penalty of 1¢ per unit for 
| : each 0.03% in excess of 0.18%; fractions prorated. 

| “Low-Grade A’’—Base price, $35.20 per long dry ton for ore containing 44.0% 
manganese with an increase of eighty cents ($0.80) per ton for each unit (22.4 
pounds) in excess of 44.0%; fractions prorated. . 

7 ‘“‘Low-Grade B’’—Base price $26.00 per long dry ton for ore containing 40.0% 
| manganese with an increase of sixty-five cents ($0.65) per ton for each unit (22.4 | 

pounds) in excess of 40.0%; fractions prorated. Ore containing a minimum of 
35.0% manganese will be accepted under this schedule with a penalty of $1.30 | 
per ton for each unit (22.4 pounds) less than 40.0%; fractions prorated. 

In addition to the above prices, an allowance will be made for each long ton 
shipped equal to the freight tariff per long ton from Seller’s nearest convenient rail 
station to Buyer’s stock pile. 

The cost of sampling and analysis by the Buyer, weighing, and unloading onto 7 
. stock pile will be for the account of Buyer. 

Under the contract, each lot will be priced under the grade within which the 
specifications fall. Thus a lot carrying 45% manganese but also 0.50% phosphorus 
would be priced as ‘‘Low-Grade B.”’ | 

5. Shipment and Delivery: Seller will give such advice regarding shipment and 
arrival as Buyer may require at least ten days prior to shipment of the ore from 
point of loading onto railroad cars; otherwise, any demurrage at the stock pile will 
be for Seller’s account. | | 

Shipment will be made in flat-bottom gondolas, if available, in lots of not less 
than one carload, to the stock pile designated by Buyer. Seller will prepay 
the freight to such stock pile, where the ore will be weighed in cars, light and loaded, 
on track scales, and sampled for moisture. The lot will be sampled as unloaded 
and upon receipt of analysis, Buyer will advise Seller as to whether the ore is 
acceptable and under what classification. 

If the lot is ascertained to be unacceptable under the above specifications, 
Seller will not be entitled to any allowance for prepaid freight and will be held 
responsible for the removal of this shipment of ore from the stock pile location. 

_ Upon failure so to remove the ore within fifteen days of due notice, Buyer may, 
at its absolute discretion, remove such ore and the cost of such removal shall be for 
Seller’s account; or Buyer may, at its option, otherwise dispose of such ore without 

s
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any liability therefor. In the event that Seller fails to repay Buyer for the cost of 

removal within fifteen days after notice, Buyer may cancel the contract forthwith. 

6. Payment: As soon as moisture and analysis determinations are received, 
Buyer will promptly pay Seller in accordanee with the weight certificate and the 

above schedule. | . : 

7. Weighis: The weight paid for will be net railroad track scale weights (weight | 

of loaded car less weight of empty car), less moisture as determined by standard 

practice. 7 
8. Sampling and Analysis: Each lot will be sampled at the time of unloading 

| onto stock pile by a sampler designated by Buyer, three samples being taken, 

one for each Seller, Buyer, and Umpire, and analysis.made for manganese and other oe 

guaranteed elements. Usual provisions will be made for splitting limits and settle- | 

ment by average of Seller’s and Buyer’s analyses, or by trade practice if samples | 

are sent to Umpire. Moisture samples will be taken in accordance with standard 

practice. Seller may have representative at sampling at his own expense. — . 

: 9. Application for Contract: Forms may be obtained upon request from the 

| Metals Reserve Co., 811 Vermont Avenue, NW., Washington, D. C. All the in- 

formation called for on the application form must be supplied before consideration 

ean be given to granting a contract. Oo , | 

| Safety——_With increased activity of manganese ore operations, 

attention is called to the toxic effect of breathing dust contaiming 

appreciable quantities of manganese. In 1941 a study was made by 

| Flinn and others? of this hazard. An abstract of this work follows: 

' The occurrence of chronic manganese poisoning among the 34 employees of a 7 

manganese ore-crushing mill was found to vary with the atmospheric manganese | : 

concentration and with the length of employment. Eleven cases were found. 

_ None of the 9 men exposed to less than 30 mg. of manganese per cubic meter was 

found to have the disease although only 2 of these 9 men had been employed more 

than 3 years; on the other hand, 5 of the 6 men exposed for more than 3 years to 

atmospheric manganese concentrations exceeding 90 mg. per cubic meter were 

found to have the disease. ‘Tests made in a modern mill showed that the workers’ 

exposure could be reduced to at most 6 mg. per cubic meter by the use of enclosed 

machinery, mechanical conveyors, and exhaust ventilation. | a : : 

The disease is characterized by muscular incoordination which becomes evident . 

first in the form of difficulty in walking. Later, many parts of the body may be | 

affected and disability results. Most of the usual laboratory tests applied to 

blood, urine, and cerebrospinal fluid gave normal results. However, manganese- 

affected workers had low leucocyte counts, particularly in neutrophilic cells, and 

in Lange’s test the middle range of dilutions of cerebrospinal fluid gave slightly 

positive reactions. 
~ Recommendations for medical and engineering control are incorporated. 

| , DOMESTIC PRODUCTION * 

The following table shows the various types of manganiferous ma- | 

terials shipped by domestic producers during 1937 to 1941. | 

Manganiferous raw materials shipped by producers in the United States, 1937-41, : 

an long tons 
eet 

Metallurgical ore (ferrous metallurgy only) 

-—_——oo Sn On Batt Miscel- 

, : se attery | laneous 

veer Manganese | venntanese’ | ous iron ore | Manganifer- | ore” | manger 
cent or more | ore (10 to 35 | (5 to 10 per-| ,eciauum nese 

Mn) percent Mn)| cent Mn) res 

1937___....-.-------------- 26, 419 151, 955 1, 189, 017 115, 998 6, 447 7,375: 
1988__.......-------------- 16, 989 33, 620 275, 240 39, 079 4,959 3, 373 
1939___......-------------- 18, 580 239, 544 469, 703 129, 238 7, 767 2, 960 
1940_._.._...-------------- 27, 158 320, 006 816, 541 154, 455 9, 271 3, 694 
1941__._....._.------------ 65, 939 457, 287 820, 290 251,829 | 10,178 2, 271 

a 
2 Flinn, Robert H., Neal, Paul A., Reinhart, Warren H., Dallavalle, J. M., Fulton, William B., M. D., 

and Dooley, Allan E., Chronic Manganese Poisoning in an Ore-Crushing Mill: Public Health Service, 

Public Health Bull. 247, 1941, p. vii. 
3 Throughout chapter, unless otherwise indicated, percentages expressing manganese content of ores 

refer to ores in natural (undried) state.
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, Shipments of the various grades of manganese ore during the last 5 
years are given, by States, in the following tables. In addition, 
attery-grade ores were produced in Arizona, California, and Mon- 

tana; manganiferous zinc residuum was produced from New J ersey 
zinc ores; and miscellaneous manganese ores came from Alabama, 

_ California, Georgia, Montana, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. 

| Metallurgical manganese ore shipped from mines in the United States, 1937-41 , by 
: . States, in long tons | | 

State 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 State 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

Alabama.........| 31] 111} 103) _57|_-___. || North Carolina._|..._.|.. | a3l__..] a Arizona... ....-..}..-...|---.--|-.....| 311] 884 || Oklahoma___..._}_____. ------[------f------]| 36 Arkansas.........| 3,981) 2, 987| 5, 365] 6,079] 4,478 || Oregon...--.--.--|....2|o | 9g California. .......|-.-...|-.--..|-----.] 158] 2,321 || Tennessee_._--.__| 1, 214| 3, 603| 7,306] 6,983| 3, 923 Colorado... ..-....|.-.-.-]......{.-..._| 2241 170 Texas. .2. 2-222. 38). 22-22] fee Georgia...........| 689] 3,058] 2, 646} 3,572] 4,360 ||. Utah.....-......| 321-2271" "bol a7 aa : Idaho.___....---..|------|------|------[--1.-| "30 || Virginia_”_7"7777"] 952/314] 475| 1, 043] 4, 449 Missouri. ...-.-.-|.-----|..-...|-.-...|-.-...|_11 || Washington_---.-|__...-|..’-_| — 10|_... | 12418 | | Montana. . .._._._|16, 854) 5, 300] 2, 243) 8, 230/38, 888: || West Virginia....| 1,800 56|_--.__| 219] 2° 195 . Nevada.._.....-.-].---.-]--.._.|2.....]| 210] 2, 622. | - | | | New Mexico......| 878) 560] 330} 45)... || 26, 419 16, 96918, 580,27, 16865, 999 
I 

: 

| Ferruginous manganese ore shipped from mines in the United States, 1987-41, by 
| States, in long tons | mS 

State 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | . Btate 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

Alabama......| 279 356] 519] 342]... || Nevada........|_ 533|_._.|__| a.e13| 7,958 Arizona.._.....}-...2-]..----|-o 2 | 15 || New Mexico. ._/18, 581] 6,093] 31,999) 36,835] 58,467 Arkansas... _.| 7, 509| 3,477| 1,970] 1,975} 3,019 || North Carolina|..._|’...| 511190 155 California... __.|_...._|..--.-|---___- 87 414 || Oklahoma._._.|-.____|.2.2-2|-2-- 2 |-o 8. 50 Colorado......|11,577) 655] 7,516) 3,303|....... || Tennessee..--.| 902| 456} 294) 2327/1, 665 : Georgia........| 4,045) 2,807| 7, 156] 10,088] 8,996 || Utah.......---| 3,436. |  262/ 2) 102| 492 Idaho__........|....-.|---...} 163} 313348 || Virginia_______| 1,170] 1,670] 4, 584| 4,482| 3,906 Massachusetts.|......| 230 649) 1,900} 4,000 |} Washington.._}....../....._|..-._.- |---| 6 Michigan... .|_...._]..2.-]--..___|..-:.__|.__..__.. |] West Virginia _|......}-.----| elt 400 Minnesota_____|84, 263/17, 424| 182, 260|248, 732/365, 042 nee MRR Aicell Mice en Montana...-.-/19, 660) 452) 2,121| 3,617| 4,454 151,955|33, 620|239, 5441320, 006/457, 287 

Manganiferous iron ore shipped from mines in the United States, 1937-41, by States, 
7 in long tons 

State 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 
| ee a | ane | reece | eee ee 

Alabama. .......-.---222.222---- 2 eee eee 149 |.----22 ee} ee PROT n= ---------- non nnneeeneneeeee anne nee ee nee §, 492 |_-.------2] 2 205 1, 064 Michigan.-_.._-.............-.-.----.-----.----- 9, 739 16,057 |-------.-.]| 18, €17 |... Loe. Minnesota.........-..---------------2---------------|1,.178, 687 | 259, 183 |""469,708 | 797,642 | ~ 810, 228 
Wisconsin... ..-.....---..2-------2--------------ce-|--------- |---| eee a venneecee 

1, 189,017 | 275,240 | 469,703 | 816,541 | 820,200 
A
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Manganese and manganiferous ores shipped by mines in the Untied States in 1941, 
by States | 

| _ | Ore containing 35 percent | Ore containing 10 to 35 | Ore containing 5 to 10 
: -or more Mn percent Mn percent Mn 

Long tons | Long tons | Long tons | 

Bo 2 2 | Bo 
B a 8 . 2 , a & " , ee 

Blee/2e| 3 |2| 8 /23| 8 |2| 28|8e| 8 
Ss me S a S = © s " Ss ar s “a 

| nlioEla > |a| OF | = > |aolorles > 

Metallurgical: | | | | 
Arizona.......---] 11] 884) 390] $17,141; 1 18 B} = (@) see] ee -}------2-- 
Arkansas. ...---- 3| 4,478] 1,917] 113,125{ 3] 3,019) 803; $44,800|..__}..--..-|-.----|--.--.--- 
California... --.- 7| 2,321) 1,060} 54,625) 2 414} 133 (!) peue|.----e- |---| -- eee 
Colorado......-.-| 2] 170 66 (1) j_---|-------]------|------=--]----|-------]------]--------- 
Georgia.....--.--| 27] 4,369) 1,764) 107,074) 11; 5,996) 1,251) 42,713; 1) 1,064 58 0) 

-Idaho......------ 1 30 14 (1) 3} 348] 92 2, 046] _._.].-.----]------}--------- , 

Massachusetts...}....|..--.-|------|---------] 1] 4,000) 746) (1) | _-___|..--..-|.--.--]--------- 
Minnesota......-|..--|-----.|------|---------|  3]365, 942/46, 197/1, 106,011}  4/S19, 226/56, 530/3$1,953,798 
Missouri_......--| 1 11 4 Q(Q) 9 [iow]. fee} e+e | oe] fee] . 

Montana.....---| 4 1/38, 888/23, 036 () 1; 4,454) 1, 405 () waa-|------- |---| ee ee 

Nevada; .-------- 2| 2,622] 986 () 2| 7,958] 2,419 (1) eeee|eee---- |---| eee ee ee . 

New Mefgico...--|.---|------|------|--------- 3] 58, 467] 7,454) 219, 401)_-_.}-------|----.-]--------- 

North Carolina..| 1 31 12) (!) 1 155 47, (4) weee|eepeeee|eee--- fee eee ee 
_ Oklahoma..---.-| 1 36 14, (2) 1 50 6 (4) fll} le -|----2.}--------- 

Oregon....------| 1 76 35} (1) |---.]-----.-]------]---------|----]-------]------]--------- 
Tennessee.....--| 29} 3,923] 1,558) 85,771; 4) 1,665) 443) 12,229).__.|...--.-|------]--=------ 

Utah... ..------- 1 38 14 ¢3) 6 492; 100 2, 940} _.-._j-------]----__]--------- 
Virginia__.......| 2.21] 4,449] 1,832) 100,466) 7} 3,906) 702} 33, 685).-..).------|------]--------- 

Washington. - . -- 1] 1,418} 700; 3 (@) 1 6 1 (") w---|-------]----- fe. - 
West Virginia....| 1) 2,195) 891; () 1 400 92) (!) wo--|-------]----2-|--------- 

Undistributed _ ..|-.--].----.|------| 1 680, 731} .-_-|-------|------| 288, 053}--._|-------|------|--------- 

‘Total metal- . 

lJurgical......| 71/65, 939)34, 2093/2, 158, 933) 51 457, 287/61, 896 1, 746,918] 5/820, 290/56, 588) 1, 953, 798 

Battery: | | | 
Arizona_._.......} 1 20 8 w--|-------|------] ---------]----]------- | ------ fee 

California._.......| 1} 976]  383]> 485, 155)¢.._|....-__|-----_]---------|----]-------|------]--------- 

Montana. .......| 43) 9, 182) 4,082 . _..|_------]------|---------]----]-------|----.-]--------- 

Total battery..| 5/10, 178] 4,473) 485, 155]--..|.-.----|------]---------|----|-------[------ wee e ee oe 

Miscellaneous: —_ 
Aljabama.......--| 3] 165 60 2, 736|--..|-----..]------|---------]----]-------]------|--------- 

| California.-------| 2) 360] 168 DIT | 
eorgia_........- __.|.------|------]---------]----]-------|------]--------- 

Moniana.....| #2] 649]. 2agle 28. BBQ pee 
West Virginia....| 1 5 2 __.|-------|------|---------]----|-------|------]--------- 
Tennessee......-| 24 29 11 420|_....}.------|------|---------]----|-------]------]--------- 

Virginia.........|211] 980} 394) 24, 697)..-.|.-.----]------|---------]----]-------]------]--------- 

‘Total miscel- 
laneous......| 25] 2,271; 911) 52,086/...-|..-----|------|---------|----|-------|------]--------- 

91/78, 388/39, 677|2, 696, 124) 51/457, 287/61, 896)1, 746,918; 5/820, 290 56, 588] 1, 953, 798 

1 Included under “Undistributed.” . 
91 producer in Georgia, 2 in Tennessee, and 5 in Virginia shipped both metallurgical and miscella- . 

neous ore. 
3 Value for Georgia included with Minnesota. 

| 41 producer in Montana shipped metallurgical, battery-grade, and miscellaneous ore.
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) Alabama.—Production in Alabama was small during 1941, and all 
was miscellaneous-grade ore. Three producers, one each in Cherokee, 

_ Etowah, and Jefferson Counties, supplied the total of 165 long tons. | 
| Arizona.—Norman W. McGregor shipped a small quantity of bat- 

tery-grade ore averaging 41.6 percent manganese from the Black 
- Warrior mine in Mohave County. The largest shipper from Arizona 
during 1941 was Apache Mines, Inc., with operations at the Apache 
mines in Gila County and the Casa Grande mine in Pinal County. 
Shipments averaged 44.4 percent manganese. In addition, small 
quantities were shipped by 10 other producers in Cochise, Coconino, 
Gila, Pinal, Yavapai, and Santa Cruz Counties. | 
Arkansas.—Most of the manganese ore from Arkansas in 1941 came 

from the Batesville-Cushman district of Independence County and 
was supplied by the Walter H. Denison Manganese &. Contracting 
Co., Inc., and the Arkansas Manganese Co. The North American | 
Manganese Corporation made an initial shipment of metallurgical ore 
from Pike County in western Arkansas; this ore averaged 48.69 per- 

| cent manganese (dry). : | | 
| A study of the beneficiation of manganese wad ores from Batesville, 

| Ark., has been made by Shelton and coworkers.‘ | 
| California.—A great increase in manganese-mining activity was 

apparent in California during 1941. Manganese ore was shipped by 
10 producers in 7 counties compared with only 2 producers in 1940. 

_ Shipments during 1941 were reported from Imperial, Plumas, San 
Bernardino, San Joaquin, Santa Clara, Stanislaus, and Trinity Coun- | 
ties. William Clark Crittendon shipped 976 tons of battery-grade 
ore from the Black Wonder-Jones mines in Stanislaus County. In 

| addition, 414 tons of ferruginous manganese ore were shipped from 
- Santa Clara and Trinity Counties during the year. | 

Colorado.— J. D. Thomas at Iola and Strategic Minerals, Inc., in 
| San Miguel County supplied the State total of 170 tons of metallurgi- 

: cal-grade ore during 1941. 
Georgia.—All ore containing 35 percent or more manganese and 

nearly all other manganese-bearing ores shipped from Georgia in 1941 
- came from Bartow County. Small quantities of ferruginous manga- 

nese ore were shipped from Fannin and Polk Counties. Bearden & 
Mosteller shipped 1,064 tons of manganiferous ore from the Carters- 
ville district. Miscellaneous ores were shipped by Bearden & Mos- 
teller and the Manganese Mining Co., both of Cartersville. 

A study of the concentration of these ores was made by Johnston 
and coworkers.5 

Idaho.—The Metalloy Corporation, Cleveland, Idaho, made the 
only shipment of manganese ore made from Idaho in 1941—that from 
the Hot Spot mine. Three producers shipped a total of 348 tons of 
ferruginous manganese ore during the year. 

Massachusetts —Anson G. Betts shipped ferruginous manganese ore 
averaging 20 percent manganese from the Taconic mine in Hampshire 
County. 

Minnesota.—Ferruginous manganese ore averaging 12.62 percent 
manganese was shipped from the Alstead-Hillcrest, Louise, and Mer- 
ritt mines. Manganiferous iron ore averaging 6.90 percent manganese 

4 Shelton, S. M., Fine, M. M., and Bardill, J. D., Beneficiation of Manganese Wad Ores from the Chinn 
Property, Batesville, Ark.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3614, 1942, pp. 1-18. 

5 Johnston, T. L., Fine, M. M., and Shelton, S. M., Concentration of Manganese-Bearing Ore from the 
Dobbins Mine, Cartersville, Ga.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3608, 1942, pp. 1-32.
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- eame from the Louise, Merritt, Sagamore, and Mahnomen mines. 

All shipments during 1941 came from the Cuyuna Range in Crow 

Wing County. a | . | 

, A study of the production of ferromanganese-grade concentrates 

from these ores has been made by Shelton and Fine.® ae 

- Missouri.—Emest Pearce shipped a small quantity of metallurgical- | 

grade ore from Washington County during 1941. an oO 

Montana.—Sixty-two percent of the total United States production 

of manganese ore during 1941 came from Montana. The bulk of the 

battery-grade ore came from the Philipsburg district and averaged | 

about 70 percent MnO,; however, several cars of battery-gradeore were _ 

shipped from the Emma mine near Butte. A total of 4,454 tons of 

ferruginous manganese ore was shipped from the Trout mine in the 

Philipsburg district. The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Butte 

shipped 59 percent of the United States total of metallurgical manga- | 

nese ore in 1941 and was the most important development of the year | 

from a standpoint of tonnage produced; shipments of calcined nodules , 

from Anaconda were begun in June in fulfillment of its contract with | 

the Metals Reserve Co. The concentration process is described by 

Huttl 7 and consists of selective flotation, which recovers manganese, 7 

lead, zinc, and silver. The rhodochrosite nodules are calcined before | 

shipment. — | | | | , 

Deposits of the Philipsburg district are described in detail by - 

Goddard.’ - | | | 

Nevada.—H. E. Chatwin and R. H. Richards shipped 2,622 tons of : 

metallurgical ore averaging 37.6 percent manganese and 7,958 tons Y 

of ferruginous manganese ore from the Black Diablo mine in Humboldt | 

Courty and the Black Rock mine in Lander County. 

New Mexico.—No shipments of manganese ore were made from New | 

Mexico in 1941. The Luna Manganese Co. of Deming produced about - 

250 tons of concentrates, which were shipped early in 1942. The - 

Luck Mining & Construction Co. shipped the bulk of the ferruginous | 

manganese ore from the Boston Hill mine in Grant County. 7 

a Lasky ® has described manganese deposits in the Little Florida a 

Mountains, Luna County, and De Vaney and coworkers 10 have studied | 

the concentration of ores from that district. | | 

| North Carolina.—The National Metals Corporation shipped 31 tons 

of metallurgical ore from the Bald Knob mine in Alleghany County, 

and ferruginous manganese ore was shipped from McDowell County. - 

Oklahoma.—Robert Galbreath shipped metallurgical ore and ferru- 

ginous manganese ore from Coal and Johnston Counties. 

Oregon.—Seventy-six tons of manganese ore averaging 46.67 percent 

manganese were shipped from the McAdams property in Coos and 

Curry Counties during 1941. . 
South Dakota.—No production of manganese-bearing ore in 1941 

for commercial purposes was reported from South Dakota. How- 

6 Shelton, S. M., and Fine, M. M., Progress Reports—Metallurgical Division. 49. Ferromanganese- 

Grade Concentrates from the Cuyuna Range: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3582, 1941, 14 pp. 

Ne Huttl, John B., Domestic Manganese from Butte Helps in Emergency: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, 

* Goddard, E.N., Manganese Deposits at Philipsburg, Granite County, Mont.: Geol. Surv. Bull. 922-G, 

Ley. ao Manganese Deposits in the Little Florida Mountains, Luna County, N. Mex.: Geol. 

Surv. Bull. 922-C, 1940, pp. 55-73. . . _ 

. 10 De Vaney, F. D., Fine, M. M., and Shelton, S. M., Manganese Investigations—Metallurgical Divi- 

sion. 6. Ore-Dressing Studies of Manganese Ores. Concentration of Manganese Ores from the Little 

Florida Mountains, Luna County, N. Mex.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3620, 1942, 9 pp. -
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ever, the Bureau of Mines has done extensive work on the concentra- | 
tion of nodules and recovery of manganese from the manganiferous 
shales near Chamberlain in south-central South Dakota. This is one 
of the most extensive of our possible sources of manganese. Gries | 
and Rothrock" estimate the manganese content of the deposit to be 
as high as 850,000,000 tons and state that it is safe to assume that at 

. ~ Teast 50,000,000 tons of nodules can be recovered from the areas free 
of overburden and suitable for open-pit mining. oo 

De Vaney and coworkers ” have studied concentration of manganese 
nodules from Chamberlain, and Wood and coworkers ® recovery of 
manganese from nodules. __. , - | 
__ Lennessee.—Manganese-bearing ores were shipped from Johnson, 
Unicoi, and Washington Counties during 1941. The Embree Iron 
Co., Unicoi County, and the Interstate Manganese Co., Johnson | 

| County, shipped the bulk of the total ore—from the Embree and Greer 
mines. a 

Reichert * has recently given a detailed description of the manga- 
| nese resources of East Tennessee, and Johnston and coworkers ' have 

studied the concentration of Tennessee ores. - | 
| Uiah.—F. W. De Friess made Utah’s only shipment of manganese 

| ore, from a mine near Green River in Grand County. Ferruginous 
manganese ore was shipped from six properties in Grand, Juab, Kane, — 
and Sevier Counties. | . 

Zimmerley and coworkers'* have studied concentration of Drum — 
Mountain ores. Oo | - | 

Virginia.—Twenty-one shippers of metallurgical-grade ore and 11 
shippers of miscellaneous ore (5 shipping both grades) supplied 4,449 | 
tons of metallurgical and 989 tons of miscellaneous ore during 1941. 

oO Shipments of manganese ore were made from Appomattox, Augusta, 
Bath, Bland, Campbell, Craig, Frederick, Giles, Grayson, Page, and 

_ Smyth Counties. In addition, 3,906 tons of ferruginous manganese 
| _ ore were shipped from Augusta, Bland, and Giles Counties during the _ 

year. | | 
Washington.—The Sunshine Mining Co. shipped 1,418 tons of 

manganese ore containing 49.34 percent manganese from the Crescent 
| mine in Clallam County during 1941. A very small shipment of 

ferruginous manganese ore was shipped from the Stevens Creek mine 
in Grays Harbor County. | | Oe 

| West Virginia.—The Appalachian Ores Co. shipped 2,195 tons of 
metallurgical ore and 400 tons of ferruginous manganese ore from the 
Sweet Springs mine in Monroe County. Five tons of miscellaneous 
ore were shipped from a mine in Pendleton County. 

. '! Gries, J. P., and Rothrock, E. P., Manganese Deposits of the Lower Missouri Valley in South Dakota: 
South Dakota State Geol. Survey Rept. of Investigations 38, 1941, 96 pp. 

2 De Vaney, F. D., Shelton, S. M., and Lamb, F. D., Manganese Investigations— Metallurgical Division. 
3. Ore-Dressing Studies of Manganese Ores. Concentration of Manganese Nodules from Chamberlain, 
S. Dak.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3613, 1942, 21 pp. 

83 Wood, C. E., Wallfred, C. L., Barrett, E. P., Reader, L. J., Ginsberg, S.I., Wyman, W. F., and Evans, 
R.-L., Manganese Investigations—Metallurgical Division. 2. Hydrometallurgical Studies of Manganese 
Ores. Recovery of Manganese from Chamberlain Nodules by the Reyerson Modification of the Sulfur 
Dioxide Leaching Process: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3609, 1942, 30 pp. 

"4 Reichert, Stanley O., Manganese Resources of East Tennessee: State of Tenn. Division of Geol., Nash- 
ville, Tenn., Bull. 50, 1942, 205 pp. 

18 Johnston, T. L., Shelton, S. M., Fine, M. M. and Calhoun, W. A., Manganese Investigations—Metal- 
lurgical Division. 10. Ore-Dressing Studies of Manganese Ores. Concentration of Manganese-Bearing Ore 
from the Interstate Manganese Co., Johnson County, Tenn.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 
3623, ’ pp. 

6 Zimmerley, S. R., Vincent, J. D., and Schock, C. H., Manganese Investigations—Metallurgical Divi- 
sion. 1. Ore-Dressing Studies of Manganese Ores. Concentration of Manganese Ores from the Drum Moun- 
tain District, Utah: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3606, 1942, 12 pp.
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IMPORTS OF MANGANESE ORE 

Imports for consumption of manganese ore containing 35 percent | 

or more manganese increased 19 percent in 1941 over 1940 and com- 

prised 1,498,667 long tons of metallurgical ore contaming 719,096 

tons of manganese valued at $24,165,221 and 32,209 tons of battery- _ 

grade ore containing 17,472 tons of manganese valued at $920,610. © 

All supplying countries except Gold Coast and U. S. S. R. made larger 

shipments than in 1940; the most noticeable increases came from a 

Brazil, Cuba, British India, and Union of South Africa, and these four : 

countries supplied 80 percent of the total in 1941. Of the battery- | 

grade ore, 25,347 tons came from Gold Coast, 4,574 tons from Union 

of South Africa, 2,090 tons from Netherlands Indies, 139 tons from : 

Mexico, 57 tons from British India, and 2 tons from Canada. 
General imports (containing 35 percent or more manganese), which 

represent the movement of ore into this country, were 9 percent less | 

than imports for consumption and totaled 1,394,762 long tons con- , 

taining 654,710 tons of manganese. Of this ore 387,348 tons came _ 

from Brazil, 322,241 tons from British India, 261,374 tons from Union ) 

of South Africa, and 243,405 from Cuba, and these four countries | 

supplied 87 percent of the total in 1941. Included in the total ore are 

receipts of battery-grade ore amounting to 28,995 tons (contaimmg 

15,840 tons of manganese), of which Gold Coast supplied 22,804 tons, 

or 79 percent. : | - 

No imports for consumption of ferruginous manganese ore (con- 

taining 10 to 35 percent manganese) were recorded during 1941. Im- | 

ports of manganiferous ore (5 to 10 percent manganese) are estimated 

at 2,022 tons. | 

Manganese ore (35 percent or more Mn) imported into the United States, 1946-41, 

| . by countries | | 

Snr SU 

oo Imports for consumption 2 : 
General imports ! _ ee 

(long tons) 
Long tons 

Country |-—-——_—_- 
Value | | . 

Gross weight Mn content Gross weight Mn content 

i940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 | O40 1941 

| Belgian Congo. 970| 25,323,  485| 12,661|.........|.....-.--|-------]-------|.---------|---222-2:7 : 

Brazil..........| 221,851| 387, 348} 92, 615}164,039} 168, 241 315, 937} 75, 060] 139, 920/$1, 678, 395 $3, 367, 812 

Chile...-.-.-.-- 17, 031 17,135] 8,112} 8,076 7,849| 16,344) 3,718] 7,740] 155, 680 366, O12 

Cuba... 2. 130,645] 243; 405] 64, 175]115,979| 130, 646| 243, 405] 64, 175/115, 979| 3, 059, 735| 6, 353, 222 
Gold Coast.....| 241,014) 67, 699/123, 709] 35,389) 246, 983 198, 907} 124, 221]101, 551| 4, 468, 383 3, 224, 209 

India, British..| 215,740} 322, 241)109, 284/162, 117 189, 473} 386,908] 95, 100)196, 211) 2, 323, 880) 6, 270, 579 

Mexico.......-- 447| 3,814] 271] 1,680 447 041; 271, | 460| | 12,145, | 26, 962 
Netherlands In- . 

dies. _...| 8, 245| 9, 253| 2,753| 4,933] 5,245] 8, 244] 2,753| 4,450) 144,131] 250, 463 
Philippine Is- 

. 

lands.........|  43,515| 57,048] 21,824] 27,498] 43,515, 57, 048] 21,824] 27,497| 627, 243) 1, 000, 460 
Union of South 

Africa......| 238, 400] 261, 374/106, 588|122, 264} 177,739 273, 749| 78, 508|127, 534| 1, 802, 537) 3, 829, O70 
U.8. 8. R_.....] 179, 251]-...-...-| 86, 018}-......] 31], 748| 29, 183/151, 367) 15, 115] 3, 947, 766 398, 370 

Other countries 207 122} 110| 65 193 210, 104 102) | «11,992| 3,672 

1,204, 161, 304, 762/615, 44654, 710 1, 252, 079)1, 880, 876|617, 101/786, 568118, 231, 887| 25, 085, 832 
I 

1 Comprises ore received in the United States during year; part went into consumption and remainder 

entered bonded warehouses. ; 

3 Comprises receipts during year for consumption and ore withdrawn from bonded warehouses during 

year (irrespective of time of importation).
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: CONSUMPTION AND STOCKS OF MANGANESE RAW MATERIALS 
| The following table shows actual consumption of manganese ore 

(containing 35 percent or more manganese (natural)) and alloys | during 1941 and stocks at the end of the year. As this table is tha 
result of the first study of this type conducted by the Bureau of Mines, | there are no comparable:statistics for earlier years. | 

Manganese ore and manganese alloys consumed and in stock! in the United States in | | 1941, gross weight in long tons 

In stock Dee. 31, 1941 1 . 

| . Consumed |. ; _ .| At plant (in- 
. / . ; cluding bonded dn bonded - . | warehouses) enouses 

Manufacturers of manganese alloys: | co Manganese ore: ; ; - . Domestic: . Z 35 to 47 percent Mn (natural)____..._.........___. 16, 000 10, 309 |_-.---2 22 eee : Over 47 percent Mn (natural) _...._.........____. 94 | 403 |. ee Foreign.._--.-----.--222222 22 2-8. 1, 097, 466 1,017, 291 624, 692 
| | 4,113,560 | 1, 028, 003 624,692 . Ferromanganese.._...-.__.-..2..2222-2.-------- eee ween eee e nee ee 34, 349 26, 118 Spiegeleisen_.-.:__--_.........--.-_..._....-...._...... wo eee ence een ee 8, 594 |.--- Silicomanganese..__............_..................... we ee eee eee 1, 975 1, 304 

Manufacturers of iron and steel: . 7 7 Manganese ore: 
Domestic: 

35 to 47 percent Mn (natural)._._.___..........___ 1, 214 1, 266 |.---2 222 lle . Over 47 percent Mn (natural)... 4, 189 1,114 |. eee Foreign. -__.-.--..22222222-2--_.---- ee 17,174 7,387 |. 2 
| 22, 577 | 9,717 |...--.-.---- Ferromanganese_.._..........-..-__.....----- 520, 054 150, 361 2, 983 Spiegeleisen_.................._...._................. "144, 120 65, 328 |.-2- ee | Silicomanganese....._._...-.222-222222222 2... - _ 41, 294 5,671 |... 22-228 

Manufacturers of dry cells: 
| — _Manganese ore: 

Domestic: 
35 to 47 percent Mn (natural)..._.....__._...____. 3, 618 433 |. -e lle Over 47 percent Mn (natural) .....-.-- 22-8 6,777 2,707 |------ eee Foreign._.-2!..2 2222222222222... 23, 520 20, 933 14, 021 

33, 915 24, 073 14, 021 Brokers and dealers: 
Manganese ore: Foreign. _..-.-.2 222 ~ anne eee eee ee 8, 820 2, 539 Ferromanganese._..............._.._................. eee eee eee eee Se 

Grand total: oO 7 —_ Manganese ore: 
Domestic: 

35 to 47 percent Mn (natural).__........__...____. 20, 832 12,008 |__.- 222 lee Over 47 percent Mn (natural)... ..._---_-_-_- 11, 060 4,224 |... Ll. Foreign.....-..-_-..22..222._.--__..-.... 1, 138, 160 1, 054, 381 641, 252 

1, 170, 052 1, 070, 613 641, 252 Ferromanganese__..........-.-.._._...-..._.......... 520, 054 184, 793 29, 101 Spiegeleisen__. one e eee eee eee 144, 120 73,922 |e Silicomanganese_-__._........._..__................. 41, 294 7, 646 1,304 a 
1 Exclusive of Government stocks. 

The following table shows ores available for consumption in the 
United States during 1941. The table does not consider consumers or Government stocks at beginning and end of the year.
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Indicated consumption of manganiferous raw materials in the United States tn 1941 

| | Ore containing 35 | Ore and residuum os 
" . Ore containing 5 to 

percent or more containing 10 to . Na 
| Mn 35 percent Mn 10 percent Mn 

Mn Mn Mn 
Long content Long 4 content Long content 

(percent ) (percent) a (percent) 

Domestic shipments. ... .. . .--.] 78,388 50.6 | 709,116 15.4.| $20, 290 6.9 
Imports for consumption -...... .... ---~.|1, 5380, 876 AB doo eed le ef 1 2, 022 7.2 —_ 

Total available for consumption _._|1, 609,264 | 48.2 7 709, 116 15.4 | 822,312 «6.9 

— 
° - 

. 4 Estimated. _ 7 : 

In addition to the foregoing, 1,592,700 long tons of domestic ore | 
containing 2 to 5 percent manganese were shipped from mines in 1941, | 

and presumably used in the manufacture of pig iron, compared with 
737,400 tons in 1940 and 652,900 tons in 1939. Figures for imports : 

of ore of this class are not available. | 

| METALLURGICAL INDUSTRY —— | 

Although manganese is used in both the ferrous and nonferrous , 

metallurgical industries, the bulk is consumed in the manufacture of 

iron and steel. Most of the ore entering the industry is used in the 
manufacture of ferromanganese and spiegeleisen, the forms in which 
manganese ordinarily is added to steel. | 

. Ferromanganese and spiegeletsen imported into and made from domestic and tmported 
ores in the United States, 1940--41, in long tons 

SS 

| 1940 | 1941 

| . Manga- Manga- 
Alloy nese _ Alloy nese 

Ferromanganese: , | 

Imported... -.....-...---- 0-2-0 2 ee eee ee eee eee ee ree 10, 369 §. 573 fi, 278 5. 085 

Domestic production. ..... 0... - 2 2 eee reese 459, 538 | 365. 092 518, 486 412. 088 

From domestic ore! . ..... .--. 0 |. ee wee we 7. 306 5. 773 19, 507 15, &88 

From imported ore!..........- -..-.-- toe ee 452,232 | 359, 319 498, 909 396, 200 

Total.__.__..----- ee ee ee eee ee 469, 907 373, 665 A24, 764 417,173 

Ratio (percent) of Mn in ferromanganese of domestic 
origin to total Mn in ferromanganese made and im- 

_ ported... eee ee fie 2 eee 1.54 |.0..0002202- 3. 81 

Number of plants making ferromanganese | Cea Pee eee eee fee ee eee 12 |. 2.222... 

Spiegeleisen: 
Imported.........----. - - . ce ee cee eee eee 15, 585 13,117 4, 233 1 847 

Domestie production . - .....-----.--./ +--+. ------ 72+: 101, 892 20, 805 158, 853 25. 606 

From domestic ore! ... .... a 101, 820 20, 794 156, 735 25, 264 

From imported ore! .... ..... - | Clee 72 11 2, 118 341 

Total.........-.--..... - . oo WT.477 23. 922 163, 086 26, 443 

Ratio (percent) of Mn in spiegeleisen of domestic origin 
to total Mn in spiegeleisen made and imported....... | .-- . . 86. 92 . 9A. Al 

Number of plants making spiegeleisen .. -.. . 5 Dole. Kt... 

Total available supply of metallic manganese in ferro- 
manganese and spiegeleisen..0 0 =). Pe oe} 890, 580 . 443. 62A 

Percent of available supply of manganese in-- 
Ferromanganese and spiegeleisen imported —_ 2.94 |. 1.34 

Ferromanganese made from imported ore . - Lo. 90, 38 89. 31 

Spiegeleisen made from imported ore - -- (?) _ 08 

Ferromanganese made from domestic ore... ee . . 1.45 3. 58 

Spiegeleisen made from domestic ore ._ . . . 5. 23 5, 49 

Ferromanganese and spiegeleisen made from domestic 
ore__....--.-...--. Lane ease a To... - 6.68 | a 9. 27 

Spiegeleisen made andimported _...... |. - Loe. 6. 02 .. 5. 96 . 

Total open-hearth, Bessemer, and electric steel. | 59,805,055 | 5 ..| 73,961,599 | 222. -- 

ne 

1 Estimated. 
2 Less than 0.01 percent.
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Ferromanganese.—The domestic output of ferromanganese in 1941, | 
| , which increased 13 percent over 1940, was produced at the following 

plants: — | | 
Bethlehem Steel Co., Johnstown, Pa. 
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, Etna, Duquesne, and Clairton, Pa. 

_ Electro Metallurgical Co., Alloy, W. Va., and Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
E. J. Lavino & Co. Reusens, Va.,.and Sheridan, Pa. a 

_Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co., North Birmingham, Ala. 
Tennessee Products Corporation, Rockdale and Rockwood, Tenn. | 
Keokuk Electro-Metals Co., Keokuk, Iowa. ~~ | | | 

, e,e re . ° : ___ In addition to the foregoing plants, shipments were made by the 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation, Pueblo, Colo., and the Jones & 

| Laughlin Steel Corporation, Aliquippa, Pa. | | 
_ The larger part of the ferromanganese produced in this country is 
made from foreign ores, as shown in the following table: 

| Ferromanganese ‘produced in the United. States and metalliferous materials consumed | 
oe , me inius manufacture, 1987-41 = | . 

| Ferromanganese produced Materials consumed (long tons) Manga- 
a ee nsod ore 

. 
used per Manganese | Manganese ore (85 ==] =| ton Br Year : | ‘contained Pin natural) | ifon and | Cinder, | ferroman- 

- . Long . ” see! manga- | scale,and| ganese 
tons. | > | - | _ niferous | purchased made | | oad. | Long. : _ | iron ores| scrap. | (ong 

a | Percent ‘tone Foreign — Domestic . |} tons) 

— 1987__.-.-.------.-..| 376, 443 79.54 | 299,425 | 698, 052 9,444) 17,511 6017| 1.879 | 19388_.___...---.-.....| 242,994 78.65 | 191,104 | 416,738 | 22, 548 9, 696 8, 462 1. 808 1989... ----.--2------| 270,111 | 79.24 | 214,040 | 502,986 |_......-._| 8,324] 6, 250 1. 862 1940. _.-___..---.-.-.| 459, 538 79.45 | 365,092 | 871,725 | 11, 981 5, 258 6, 918 1, 923 1941__.-----. eee Si, 480 | 79.48 | 412, 088 |1, 001, 953 8, 405 4, 613 5, 385 1. 949 
t 

rE erp pee sn 

Foreign manganese ore used in manufacture of ferromanganese in the United States, | 
| _ 1937-41, by sources of ore, in long tons 

ere 

| Source of ore 1937 1938 1939 | 1940 1941 

Africa... ..--.---22-222222-2--------2--s-----------| 150,112 | 152,698 | 129,227 | 208,366 | 198, 161 Brazil... ...-.--.-..--------+.---------------------.-| 112,288 | 64,060 | 58,284 | 169,097 | 293, 544 Chile... .2222222222 2222 186 |..._..._.. 856 5,425] — 4,210 Cuba... ...--------------2---22--2----------------.-.| 60,012 | 36.295 | 58,999 | 100,767} 121, 054 India. ..........----------.-----------------------. | 62,199 | 55,965 | 86,308 | 167,928 | 1 293° 504 | Mexico.....- -._. 22-2222 eee eee. |----------|---- eed 1, 567 
Philippine Islands._....-......-.-...2..2..-2-..-..-_|........_.|..........}.......... 11, 400 5, 568 U.S. 8. RB... ---- 2-222) -- 2-222 ---------------] 313,305 | 107,720 | 169,311 | 167,220 | 1 129, 754 Undistributed _____.-..---.-_--.------2.22-2--------.|---..2...-|-----.----|----.....-| 41522 | 194 501 

698,052 | 416,738 | 502,986 | $71,725 | 1,001, 953 
eee 

1 Tonnage entered under “Undistributed”’ comprises ore from India and U. §. §. R.; separation as to 
source not reported by consumer. | 

Shipments of ferromanganese in 1941 increased 23 percent over 
1940. The record of shipments during the past 5 years is as follows: 

Ferromanganese shipped from furnaces in the United States, 1937-41 a Oe Eee 

Year Tong Value Year yong Value 

1937... --.-----2.--.----| 359,842 | $30, 696, 748 || 1940... .............--......| 449,367 | $42, 755, 485 WORK... e222 2-2---| 223,720 | 19, 144,884 || 1941__ 2222222222222. 2_--| 553,081 | 69; 378,004 1939... 22.2 -2222-2...| 296,631 | 24, 137,211 
me
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Imports for consumption and exports decreased 39 and 65 percent, 
respectively, in 1941 from 1940. Ferromanganese imported for con- 
sumption in 1941 comprised 13 tons containing not over 1 percent | 

carbon and 6,265 tons containing not less than 4 percent carbon. | 

Ferromanganese imported into and exported from the United States, 1937-41 | 
NNT 

| | Imports for consumption Exports * 

. Year Gross Gross Ln 
at Mn con- : 

: “ee tent (long| Value Winer Value , 

| : tons) tons) | | tons) — | 

N987 ooo ec ec ccececececteeeecececesese-----| 29,559 | 23,888 | $2,163,616 | 1,725 | $72, 502 : 
| 1988... . een een e eee eeeeeensecseeseses--e-{ 26,258 | 21,118 | 1,770, 948 247} 18,799 , 

1989... ence e eee eeeeeeeceesecsceseseeese---| 41,227 | 33,414 | 2,935,214 | 2,923 | 247, 798 
1940... eee eens seeeeeeesese-} 10,369] 8,573 | 1,321,369 | 13,036 | 1,366,087 
1941...) eee eee cence neeerececeseseee-| 6,278} © 5,085 | 557,150 | 4,603 | 771, 575 
a 

1 Includes spiegeleisen; not separately classified prior to July 1, 1941. . | 

| Imports of ferromanganese in 1940 and 1941, by countries, are shown 

in the following table. => | | a 

Ferromanganese imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, by counirzes 

140 0Ctété‘*d 1410 | 

| Country Mn content Mn content | 
: , n conten n conten 

(long tons) Value (iong tons) Value " 

Canad... -ceccceececcceeececcecceeseeeecerececceeeee|eoeceeeeeeezeefeeege-eens 1,073 | $136,029 
Japan. ....-.--------------- ++ - eee ee een eee eee 35 $2, 349 |.....-..------]---------- 

| Norway _..--.--.-cecceceece-c eee ne nee eee ee ence eee ee eee 8, 538 |1, 319, 020 : li; 1,507 
. United Kingdom...........--.-------------------------|-------------- |---------- 4,001 419, 524 

| 8, 573 |1, 321, 369 5,085 | 557,250 | 

Customs districts through which imported ferromanganese entered 

in 1940 and 1941 are as follows: a | 

Manganese content of ferromanganese imported for consumption in the United 

/ _ States, 1940-41, by customs districts, in long tons 
Ne 

Customs district 1940 1941 Customs district 1940 1941 

Buffalo........-.--------------. -- 992 969 || New York.-.........-------------- 529 |....---- 

Los Angeles_-........------------ 79 |_..----- |] Oregon.......-------------------- 38 |-------- 

Maryland......------------------| 6, 731 4,001 || Vermont-.--.....--.---------------]-------- yt 

Michigan.........---.-.----------]-------- 95 || Washington (State) .-..---.------ 47 | ..------ 

New Orleans. ....-.-------------- 157 |..------ nm 

| ) 8,573 | 5,085 
SES ONO NI
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The quoted price of ferromanganese was unchanged throughout 
_ 1941, as shown in the following table. | 

Prices per long ton of ferromanganese in the United States, 1989-41! a | 

[80 pereent—delivered at Pittsburgh] . 

Month —s- |_- 1939 | 1940 | 1941 Month | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

January. .._....-.-_.--| $01.58 | $105.33 | $125.33 |] July._...........-...-.| $85.33 | $125.33 | $125.33 February..-.......-...| 85.33 | 105.33 | 125.33 || August......-.........| 85.33 | 125.33 | 125.33 March... -_..--......-.| 85.33 | 105.33 | 125.33 || September_...........| 95.33 | 125.33 | 125,33 | April......-....-.....--] 85.33 | 105.33 | 125.33 || October..._....-.-..._.| 105.33 | 125.33 | 125,33 May.........-.-----.--| 85.33 | 105.33 | 125.33 || November_....-.-....| 105.33 | 125.33 | 125.33 June.......-..--.-..-.-| 85.33] 105.33 | 125.33 || December_........-...| 105.33] 125.33 | 125.33 

~- 41 Steel, vol. 110, January 5, 1942. 

| Spregeleisen.—Domestic shipments of spiegeleisen in 1941 increased 
| 52 percent over 1940 and 91 percent over 1939. 

Spiegeleisen produced and shipped in the United States, 1937-41 | : 
en UU 

| | Shipped from furnaces 1 . Sh:pped from furnaces 
Produced|____ Produced]. 

. Year Gong L Year (ong L 
ons on tons on / tone Value tone Value 

19872 134,983 | $3, 969,822 || 1940..............] 101,892} 106,707 | $3, 487, 565 | 1938_-----2- 7} 11311 | 24° 939 728, 830 || 1941___--_-_.____| 158,853 | 161,765 | 5, 793, 481 ) 1939-22222 TT} on} 491 | © 84,730 | 2, 484/042 a 
a a | 

1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. 

Spiegeleisen was manufactured at the following plants during 1941: 
Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, Duquesne and Clairton, Pa., and Gary, Ind. — 
New Jersey Zinc Co., Palmerton, Pa. 
Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Co., North Birmingham, Ala. : 

Most of the spiegeleisen produced in the United States is made | 
from domestic raw materials. However, 1,683 tons of Brazilian ore 
containing 42.14 percent manganese and 143 tons of Cuban ore con- 
taining 50.73 percent manganese were consumed in the production 

| of spiegeleisen during 1941. Imports of spiegeleisen for consumption 
in 1941 decreased 73 percent from 1940. The total supply came 
from Canada. | | 

Spiegeleisen imported for consumption in the United States, 1987-41 
OR 

Year Long Value Year Tong Value 

1987-2 eee] 16,841 | $589, 766 || 1940.......................| 15,585 | $638,732 1938. _ 222222 17, 248 625, 480 |} 1941_....-22 ee 4, 233 215, 108 1939. 222222222 LL TLL I | 38}264 | 1, 3207814 Sa a Sn | SO 
The prices of spiegeleisen (20 percent) at producers’ furnaces, as 

quoted by Steel, remained constant at $36.00 a ton throughout 1941. 
Manganiferous pig iron—Precise data on the consumption of 

manganiferous ores in the production of manganiferous pig iron are 
not available. However, 820,290 long tons of domestic ore containing 
9 to 10 percent manganese and 1,592,700 tons containing 2 to 5 percent 
manganese were shipped during 1941. A small amount of foreign 
manganiferous iron ore (2,022 tons) and 7,422 tons of foreign ferrugi- 
nous manganese ore were also consumed in the manufacture of pig iron.
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Foreign ferruginous manganese ore and manganiferous iron ore consumed in the 
| | United States, 1989-41, in long tons 

eee 
ae . | Ferruginous manganese ore | Manganiferous iron ore 

Source of ore . TTT 

| 1939 | 1940- | 1941 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

Africa.......----eeeceee-seeeeeeeee---| 1184 {184 oe 
Asia: Palestine..........-...---2-2-..-...| 1,133 | 36, 069 |_....-- 2-2). eee fee eee feeee eee Australia... .-.--.------0-2222222eeee oe oe e| eee eeeeeeeetteeeezee | 84, 941 [711,905 | 2,022 

. Brazil.....220..222 222-2 - eee eee eee eee! 746 | = 7, 422 6, 831 | eee ne pene eee , Sweden. _--.----------0------2e- sss veseecfoceeeeeeefeeeeeeee le 988 068 | 2ITIT Undistributed.-._.......2....2.2222..--..] 582 |-------22-|eee-eeeee- [eee LP 
| | 2,899 | 36, 999 | 7,422 | 62, 757 | 12, 428 | 2, 022 | 

ay 

BATTERY INDUSTRY 

Shipments of manganese ore from Arizona, California, and Montana os 
by domestic producers to battery makers in 1941 totaled 10,178 long : 
tons. Imports of battery-grade ore for consumption were 32,209 long | : 
tons containing 17,472 tons of manganese. Manganese ore for battery 
use should have a high content of available oxygen with minimum 
iron and be comparatively free from such metals as arsenic, copper, | 
nickel, or cobalt, which are electronegative to zinc. | 

| MISCELLANEOUS INDUSTRIES _—C 
Small quantities of manganese ores are used in the glass, paint and | 

varnish, pigments and dyes, and other miscellaneous industries. No _ 
accurate statistics are available to show the amount of manganese 
ore used for these purposes in this country, but it is known to be very 
small, probably less than 5,000 tons a year. : | ; 

PRICES | 
__ Prices of manganese ore (except battery ore) are upon a unit basis, 

| the unit being 1 percent of a long ton or 22.4 pounds of contained | 
manganese. Prices of battery-grade ore are quoted upon a per-ton 
basis, with a minimum requirement of manganese dioxide. | 

A complete price schedule for domestic ore is given in the early | 
pages of this chapter under “Government Purchases’’; effective May | 
4, 1942, the price rose to $1.00 per unit for 48-percent-grade ore. The 
average value reported for ore containing 35 percent or more manga- 
nese during 1941 was about 63 cents per unit. Quotations on 
imported ore in the following table are from the Engineering and : 
Mining Journal. A duty of one-half cent per pound of contained 
manganese is imposed on all imported manganese ore except that 
from Cuba and the Philippine Islands, which enters duty free. 

Domestic prices of metallurgical manganese: ore in 1941, in cents per long-ton unit 

{C.i. f. North Atlantic ports, cargo lots, exclusive of duty] 

Beginning| Endof Peri End of 
of year year of year year 

Brazilian, 46-48 percent Mn-__- $0. 50 $0. 63 Cuban (not dutiable): 
Chilean, 47-48 percent Mn...- .52 65 50-52 percent Mn ..__._.. $0. 65 | $0. 78 
South African, 50-52 percent 45-47 percent Mn..._._2_-: 55 .i3 

Mn......._......----------- 55 .68 | | | 

| 4977 T9—43—--— -40 .
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According to the Engineering and Mining Journal, prices for chem1- 
| _ cal (battery-grade) ores per long ton in carlots at the end of 1941 were 

as follows: Domestic, containing 70 to 72 percent MnOn:, $45 to $50; | 
Brazilian or Cuban, 80 percent MnO,, $55; Javan or Caucasian, 85 
percent MnO,, nominal. | 

WORLD PRODUCTION | 

Manganese ore produced in principal countries of the world, 1987-41, in metric tons * | 

{Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] . ee 

Country ! Percent | 1937 1938 1939 | 1940 1941 

. North America: - 

: Canada. (shipments) -_._._....--.|---------- 77 |_..-.------ 359 (2) Q 
‘Costa Rica-_.-...2:..--2.-2-2-25-|------2---f ... 100]. . 304} @) -{7) | @) 
Cuba.._---.---------------------|  36-50+} 131,209 | 123,844 | 102,415 | . 119,852 | 191, 937 

_ °° Mexico. --.---------------------- 40--} 17; «7 — 3 OTP 807 TF 979 
| . United States: ok . | cP . _ Oo 

Continental (shipments) -.--- 35+ 40, 887 25, 727 29, 777 40, 767 79, 646 
Puerto Rico (exports).....---| 48-51 | 2,881 | - 1,039 |.-..-.....-|-----------|--------<-- 

South America: | 
Argentina ?___.--.....---..-.:.--| 35-38 - 606) 437 651 | 710 | - 1, 476 

_ Bolivia (exports) ......-.--------- 50 |--.2-------|----------- 500 (2) -. 
. Brazil........----.------.--.----| 38-50 262, 409 306, 025 257, 752 313,391 | 4 437, 402 

Chile. .....---.----------------.-| 40-50. 13, 014 19, 319 12,550 | . 11,620. 4 21, 396 
Peru.......-.--.-----------------|---------- 157 24 96 283 (2) 

Europe: 
Bulgaria....-..-.---.-...-------.| 30-45 3, 000 1, 887 | - 944 2, 000 (2) 
Germany .-....-.-.-----.--------- 30-+- 226|  163| ~— (?) (2) (?) 
Greece.......---.---------------- 30+ 6, 952 7,075 | . 11,178: ?) (?) 

_. Humgary_......-.---.-.---.-...--| 35-48 25,088 | 2220)  (@ — @Q) | (3) 
. Italy ......----.--.-.-----....----| 34-87 33, 532 48, 282 (2) (2) (2) 

- Portugal..........--2.2-2.--22-- 40+} - 317 | 557 225° 1,059}. (4) 
_ . Rumania_........-..-.----.----.] 30-36 | 50,749]. 60,256 |  41,546.). (@)_ (2) . 

. | Spain.._.-... 2-222 |---------- 5 490 $1,319 (7) — (?) 6 7, 277 . 
Sweden_...........---..--.--....| 30-50 5, 845 5, 347 | 5,934;  —(?) _ @) 

: U.8. 8. R._-------.-------------| 41-48 | 2, 752,000 | 2,272,800; (?) 2, 800, 000 | 7 3,000, 000 
Ast Yugoslavia.......----------------| 32-38 | 4,420} 3,759 (6,655 |) — 

a: " 
phina (exports)..................| 45-46 51, 446 1, 247 1 (?) (?) 
ndia: Dos 

British_...........-......-..,| 47-52 | 1,068,472 | 983, 464 858, 220 (2) 7 1,000, 000 
Portuguese..............--...| 42-50+ 4,077 | 9,478 8, 204 6, 525 (?) 

Indochins........2---.2.--.---..|.---------| . 5, 287 2, 214 2, 440 7 2, 000 ©) 
‘Japan... 49-51 | 770,000 | 780,000} =) (2) () 
Netherlands Indies._............} 50-55 | 11, 083 ’ 9, 687 ~ 12,074 11, 569 ~ (2) 
Philippine Islands__._-...........| 45-50 25, 518 58, 143 29, 394 52,166 | ~ ° 33, 664 
Turkey_............--.-.....-...| 30-50 530 2, 186 3, 339 (2) ) 

Atria iederated Malay States__.._-- 30 33, 319 . 82, 483 31,952 | — 11,702 (2) - 
ica: 
Belgian Congo...................| 56 27, 471 7, 725 (?) 18, 369 (?) 

- Egypt..------...----------- 2. 30+) 186,320 153, 112 119,882 | 64,912 7 200, 000 
Gold Coast (exports).......-....- 50+] 535,495 | 329,411 341, 710 (2) (2) 
Morocco: ; \ - i+ 

Frenech..............-..-..-..| 40-50+} 76, 460 86,597 | (2) (2) (3) 
Spanish_.._..._.._.__.__.-... 38 660 152 (3) (2) (2) 

Northern Rhodesia..............| 30-48 _ 2, 379 2,779 3, 018 (2) | (7) 
Union of South Africa............| 30-51 631, 194 551, 739 419, 697 412, 071 9 223, 093 

Oceania: . 
Australia: . 

New South Wales........._._|---------- 109 221 (2) (2) (3) 
Queensland... __......-...--_|---------- 1, 052 382 (2) (2) ~ () 
South Australia_............/].--..-----|-----------|----------- 7 (?) (?) 

New Zealand..........2..-..----.|---------- 5 91 494 996 (?) 

_...------| 6, 064, 000 | 5, 212, 000 (2) (2) (?) 

a 

1In addition to countries listed, Belgium produces manganese ore, but data of output are not available. 
Czechoslovakia reports a production of manganese ore, but as it has been ascertained that the product so 
reported averages less than 30 percent Mn and therefore would be considered ferruginous manganese ore 
under the classification used in this report, the output has not been included in the table. 

2 Data not available. 6 January to October, inclusive. 
3 Shipments by rail and river. ? Estimated. . . 
4 Exports. 8’ Exports January to June, inclusive. | 
§ Salable. ® January to June, inclusive.
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| Brazil_——Production of manganese ore in Brazil increased greatly 
| in 1941 over 1940. Exports totaled 437,402 metric tons compared 

with 270,000 tons in 1940. Nearly all the exports came to the United 
- States, which imported 393,565 metric tons in 1941. Brazil was the 

largest supplier of manganese ore imported into the United States . 
during the year. Stocks on hand in Rio de Janeiro on December 31, 
1941, were 32,010 metric tons compared with 68,212 tons at the end | 
of 1940. During the first quarter of 1942, all exports from Brazil came | 
to United States. - 

Chile-—Exports from Chile totaled 21,396 metric tons in 1941 | 
compared with 19,518 tons in 1940; 17,409 metric tons reached the , 

| United States during 1941. 
Cuba.—A concentrating plant at Cristo near Santiago, Cuba, 

was expanded 30 percent to make possible a production of 130,000 tons 
of high-grade ore during 1941. A considerable quantity of ore was | 
purchased from small producers to make this production possible. | : 
Total Cuban production in 1941 was 191,937 metric tons. | 
Mexico.—Production of manganese ore in Mexico was 979 metric | 

tons in 1941 compared with 307 tons in 1940, 
Philippine Islands.—Exports of manganese ore from the Philippines 

were 33,664 metric tons for the first 6 months of 1941 compared with 
58,038 tons during entire year 1940. Oo 

U. S. S. R.—Output in U.S. S. R., the world’s largest producing 
nation, was reported by official sources to have been 2,800,000 metric | 
tons in 1940. It is estimated that production totaled 3,000,000 tons | 
in 1941; no manganese was exported to the United States in 1941. :
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GENERAL FEATURES IN 1941 : | 
“ . . . . ; 

| The outstanding features of the chromite industry during 1941 
were the continued increase.in imports of foreign ore and the expansion 
of the Government program for purchasing domestic chromite. : 
Mines in the United States shipped 12,731 long tons of chromite 
(ore and concentrates), a peak in annual shipments for the period 
since 1918 (see historic table under “Consumption” and fig. 1). The 

| apparent available supply soared to an all-time high of 1,008,507 . | 
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| long tons. Large increases were noted in imports from Africa, Cuba, 
the Philippine Islands, and New Caledonia, whereas shipments to 

| the United States from British India, Greece, and Turkey declined. 
| Statistics on world production are incomplete for 1940 and 1941. 

Latest figures show that production decreased from 1,155,000 long _ | 
tons in 1939 to 1,123,000 tons in 1940. In 1941 an increase is indi- 
cated, largely because of the rise in exports from Cuba and the 
Philippine Islands. In the United States, the Government continued | 

| its exploration and development work on chromite deposits through 
the Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey. The Office of 

ee Production Management placed restrictive orders on chromium, which 
| culminated in a complete allocation system. The Metals Reserve | 

| Co. established purchasing schedules for domestic ore in November 
. and December to encourage chromite mining in the United States. | 

7 Salient statistics of the chromite industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and — 
| oe | | 1937-41 arn 

a 7 Oo | | average 1937 | 1938 1939 | - 1940 14. 

Apparent available supply:* | | 
Imports._._...------------long toms._| 224,357 | 553,916 | 352,085 | 317, 511 657, 689 995, 776 
Shipments from domestic mines 1 

. long tons-- 276 | 2, 321 812 3, 614 2,662 | 12,731 . 

: | | "224,623 | 556,237 | 352,807 | 321,125 | 660,351 | 1,008,507 
Imports: : | _ , 

Africa !_._......-....percent of total__| 63 50 48 | 37 43 . 43 
Cuba_......---.-.-.-.----------do--_- 15 17 11 21 | 8 16 
Greece ____--.------------------d0__-.] © mm!) 5]. 3 3 . 2 2 | 
New Caledonia__........-......do.... 61 9 8 6] 6). . 8 

.- _- Philippine Islands__....-..-....do_--_|--------.-|  - 8. 22 23 24{-. 26 
: Turkey_......_..-.-------...---dO-__.}_----_-.--- 7 6 5 11 5 

: Other countries........-........do_.-.} 9 7 4 2 6 6 22 
World production - - ..---------long tons. - 428, 000 1, 260, 000 |1, 115, 000 |1, 155, 000 [1,123,000 | = (?) 

1 Originated.in Southern Rhodesia, Union of South Africa, and British West Africa. . | 
2 Greece (less than 1 percent) included under ‘‘Other countries.” 
3 Data not available. 

- _ GOVERNMENT EXPLORATION 

| In accordance with section 7 of the strategic materials act (53 Stat. | 
811), the Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines continued the 
search for and appraisal of ore deposits containing metals designated 
as strategic by the Secretaries of War, Navy, and Interior upon the 
advice of the Army and Navy Munitions Board. The act authorized 
the expenditure of $500,000 a year—$350,000 by the Bureau of Mines 
and $150,000 by the Geological Survey—tfor each of the 4 fiscal years 
ending June 30, 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1948. The two bureaus are 
cooperating closely to facilitate accomplishment of the objectives of 
the act. | | 

In carrying out its part of the program, the Bureau of Mines? 
seeks to determine (1) the extent and quality of the ore, (2) the most 
suitable method of mining and beneficiating it, and (3) the cost at 
which it may be produced. 

Exploration by the Bureau of Mines? of the chromite deposits in 
Stillwater and Sweet Grass Counties, Mont., carried on in 1939 and 1940 
was continued during 1941. Extensive diamond drilling represents 

“1 Finch, John W., Strategic Minerals Investigations—Procedure Followed by the Bureau of Mines: Bu- 
reau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7097, 1939, pp. 1-5. 

2 Jackson, C. F., Annual Report of the Mining Division, Fiscal Year 1941: Bureau of Mines Rept. of 
Investigations 3596, 1941, pp. 11-22, 24-25.
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the present phase of the investigations, which had been preceded by 
trenching and large-scale sampling. The Bureau of Mines also con- 
ducted examinations in Siskiyou and Glenn Counties, Calif., by trench- 
ing. and drilling. Special investigations included magnetic and gravi- 
metric surveys of a selected area in the serpentine belt of northern | 
Maryland and southern Pennsylvania, which formerly yielded large 
supplies of chromite. Drilling will be carried on at selected points. 
~The Geological Survey mapped in 1941 in considerable detail five 

chromite deposits in Siskiyou and Tehama Counties, Calif., Skagit | 
County, Wash., and Baranof Island, Alaska. Mapping of the chro- 
mite zone of the Stillwater Complex in Stillwater and Sweet Grass 
Counties, Mont., was continued. In cooperation with the Bureau of 
Mines, deposits in Siskiyou, Glenn, and San Luis Obispo Counties, | 
Calif., and on the Kenai Peninsula, Alaska, were examined further. 
Several smaller districts in the United States and Alaska were m- 
spected briefly. | | | | 

A report ? was published by the Geological Survey in 1942 on field 
- work performed in connection with the strategic minerals investiga- 
tions. | 7 } | | 

The chemical laboratory of the Geological Survey made 52 complete 
and 143. partial analyses of cleaned chromite from the United States 
and Alaska, Cuba, Brazil, and other countries of the Western Hemis- 
phere during the years 1939-41. _ - 

Investigations of the Metallurgical Division of the Bureau of 
Mines ‘ during the fiscal year 1941 were concerned with the produc- 
tion of high-grade chromium (metal) and standard-grade ferro- 
chromium. | | re 

| A new method, known as a roasting and leaching process, was de- 
veloped to convert chromite concentrates into a higher grade of : 
material, which may be used to produce either high-purity chromium 

| or standard ferrochromium for the manufacture of alloy steel. The | 
process is capable not only of increasing the chromium content of the | 
ore but also of raising the ratio of chromium to iron from about 
1.7: 1 to as much as 30 or 40:1. In this method, the chromite 
concentrates are mixed with coke and treated in an especially designed 

| rotary kiln. The material thus treated is cooled, and part of the iron 
is removed by gravity concentration or by magnetic methods. Addi- | | 
tional reduced iron may be removed by leaching with sulfuric acid or 
sulfur dioxide, leaving the residue enriched in chromium. The 
Bureau’s research indicates that it probably will be most economical 
to produce a residue having a ratio of 5 parts chromium to 1 part iron. 
This will permit mixing 2 tons of residue with 1 ton of raw concen- 
trates to produce a product having a chromium : iron ratio of 3 : 1. 

A form of sponge, or powdered, chromium (metal) that-under certam 
conditions attains a purity of 99.8 percent—higher than any chromium 
used in present commercial manufacturing—was also produced from 
both low- and high-grade domestic chromite.> Low-temperature re- 
duction without sintering is the basis of the process. The funda- 
mentals consist in the chlorination of chromite at elevated tempera- 
ture, the sublimation and separation of volatile chlorides, and the 

3 Guild, Philip W., Chromite Deposits of Kenai Peninsula, Alaska: Geol. Surv. Bull. 931-G, 1942, 

PP Dean *R. S., Progress Reports—Metallurgical Division. 50. Annual Report of the Metallurgical 
Division, Fiscal Year 1941: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3600, 1941, pp. 40-42. 

§ Maier, C. G., Sponge Chromium: Bureau of Mines Bull. 436, 1942, 109 pp.
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reduction of the chlorides to metal by hydrogen. The new reduction — 
process may, under favorable circumstances, permit a large amount of 

| low-grade domestic chromite to be utilized at costs comparable with 
the existing prices of low-carbon ferrochromium. Its future in this 
field will depend chiefly on the availability and cost of chlorine, the 

| chemical used extensively in producing this new metallurgical ma- 
terial. Its high purity and powdered form are said to render it 

| valuable in the manufacture of special steels, brass and bronze ma- __. 
a terials, and alloys that. are subjected to high temperatures, such as 

a electrical heating elements. | 

| OFFICE OF PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT AND WAR PRODUCTION BOARD | 

| Chromium was one of 16 metals (and classes of metals) subject to 
inventory control by virtue of General Metals Order 1, issued on May 

: : 1, 1941, by the Office of Production Management. In this and sub- 
a sequent orders “‘chromium” refers to ores, concentrates, all chromium- 
: bearing products, and scrap, unless otherwise specified. oo 

Chromium was removed from the general order on J uly 7 and placed : 
_ under full priority control in Order M-18. The main provisions of 

7 this order were the following: _ | | 

1. All defense orders were assigned a preference rating of A—-10 unless higher 
ratings were specifically given. | oe 

| 2. Monthly deliveries of chromium to be used in the manufacture of chemical 
; products were limited to the average monthly consumption of the processor during 
_ the 12 months preceding June 30, 1941. | | . 

3. Deliveries by processors of chromium refractory material were allowed only 
under defense orders or for necessary maintenance and repairs, except under 
other authorization. 
~ 4, Deliveries for nondefense purposes were permitted after fulfillment of all | 
other terms of this order. 7 Oo 

| SS 5. Restrictions against accumulation of excessive inventories were also es- 
tablished. 

| An amendment to Order M-18 became effective August 22. This 
statement was chiefly a clarification and redefinition of certain terms 
and provisions of the original order. The monthly use of chromium 

_ In ores and concentrates for production of chemicals was limited to 
_ & quantity of chromic oxide not greater than one-twelfth of the total 

annual consumption of oxide for this purpose by the processor dur- 
ing the period from July 1, 1940, to June 30, 1941. Acceptance of 
defense orders was made compulsory, subject to certain provisions. 

Order M-18-a was issued on November 29, revoking the previous 
| chromium orders. The new order included two main provisions: 

1. Complete control of deliveries of chromium was placed in the hands of the 
Director of Priorities. Monthly requests for delivery of chromium were required 
to be made to producers. 

2. The total chromic oxide content of ore to be used by any processor in the 
manufacture of chromium chemicals during any month was limited to one-twelfth 
of the aggregate oxide content used in chromium chemicals actually delivered by | 
the processor during the period from July 1, 1940, to June 30, 1941. | 

On January 13, 1942, an amendment to Order M-18-a prohibited 
any person from melting more than 2 tons of ferrochrome in any 
month without specific authorization. The amendment was designed 
to conserve chromium steel for military needs. A further amendment 
was added on February 4, in which a complete allocation system for 
chromium (including scrap) was established. It was also stated 
therein that chromium could be melted only with specific permission.
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Order M-18-), effective March 26, 1942, limited the use of chro- 
| mium in chemicals (including chromium for pigments, chromic acid, - 

leather tanning, and wood preservation). The use of chromium in 
the manufacture of roofing materials, ceramics, soap, and glass was 
prohibited. oo | : 

Chromium steel was subjected to regulation in Order M-21, re- 
lating to priority control over steel, first issued on August 9, 1941, 

| and amended September 9. It was also included in Order M-21-a 
(September 16) and dealt with specifically in an amendment dated 
November 25. This last prohibited the manufacture and delivery of 
alloy iron or steel containing 4 percent or more chromium, except on 
preference ratings of A-10 or higher. Order M-—21-d of December 
27 provided that no person shall consume, fabricate, or deliver cor- 
rosion- or heat-resistant alloy iron or steel containing over 4 percent , 
chromium after January 6, 1942, except on ratings of A—10 or higher. —— 
An amendment to this order, issued March 27, further restricted the , | 
use of steel with 4 percent or more chromium to orders with priority : 
ratings of A-1-k or higher. 7 | | 
Chromium was one of the 13 materials listed in General Imports 

Order M-63, which provided that, as of December 28, 1941— 
| Unless otherwise authorized by O. P. M., all future contracts for imports of 

these materials will be handled by the Metals Reserve Co., R. F. C. subsidiary, 
or other governmental agency. No private person or concern can make arrange- 
ments for imports, except that in certain cases, such as imports for processing and 
immediate reexport, the Director of Priorities may grant specific exceptions to 

e Uraer. 

| METALS RESERVE COMPANY . | 

On November 1, 1941, it was announced that the Metals Reserve 
Co. would consider contracts for the purchase of domestic chrome 
ore with a minimum Cr,0; content of 40 percent. A memorandum — 
detailing terms of contracts, quantity of ore, grade specifications, — : 
prices, shipments, and payments was released November 14. The | 
purchasing schedule was revised December 19, 1941, and February 20 
and May 25, 1942. An abstract of the schedule of May 235 follows: 

1. Quantity: 1,000 to 10,000 long tons per contract. Contracts in excess of 
10,000 tons may be obtained as a result of individual negotiations, provided | 
reliable and complete engineering data submitted by the applicant warrant a 
contract for a larger quantity. 

2. Terms of contract: Deliveries must be completed within 18 months of date 
of contract. If delivery of 20 percent of the tonnage contracted for has not been | 
made within 6 months of date of contract, Buyer (Metals Reserve Co.) may 
cancel contract forthwith. 

3. Quality: Purchases of domestic chrome ores will be of three grades, with the 
following specifications: 

Low-Grade 
High- __ 
Grade 

A B 

CraO3__. 2-2-2 --------------- percent = 45. 00 40. 00 40. 00 
SiO2__....--._-_-_--- eee eee --------- percent maximum.-- 11. 00 13. 00 None 
P_oiie i een ee ene eee eee d0-- . 20 . 50 None 
So eee eee ee eee eee ee 0-2 . 50 1.00 None 
Cr: Fe ratio.___..._.-.-------.--_...-------.-----------minimum.. 2.5:1 2.0:1 None 

Under Low-Grade A and B, chrome ore will be accepted to 35 percent minimum ~. 
under penalties described below.
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4, Size of ore: None in excess of 12 inches. — re : 
Buyer may reject any shipment which does not conform to the applicable 

. requirements and specifications as set forth above. | 
: . 5. Price: Effective May 25, 1942, contracts will be considered on the follow- 

| ing schedule for domestic ores within the’continental United States (excluding . 
Alaska) ; all prices per long ton (2,240 pounds) of dry weight, f. o. b. cars at stock 

| pile designated by Buyer. | - a | 
| High-Grade—Base price: $40.50 per long dry ton for ore containing 45 percent 

Cr,03, and with a ratio of chrome (Cr) to iron (Fe) of 2.5: 1; with an increase of 
| 90 cents per ton for each unit Cr.Q; in excess of 45 percent Cr.03; with an increase 

of $1.50 per ton for each tenth increase in chrome: iron ratio to a maximum of 
. 3.0:1. | | | = 

_ Low-Grade A—Base price: $28.00 per long dry ton for ore containing 40 per- 
cent Cr,0;, with a ratio of chrome (Cr) to iron (Fe) of 2.0: 1; with an increase 
of 90 cents per ton for each unit Cr.,O; in excess of 40 percent Cr.0;; with an 
increase of $1.50 per ton for each tenth increase in chrome: iron ratio toa maxi- 

_—_ mum of 3.0:1. Chrome ore containing a minimum of 35 percent Cr,0; but other- 
| wise meeting the specifications set forth for this grade will be accepted with a 

| penalty of $1.40 per long dry ton for each unit (22.4 pounds of Cr.03) under 40 
ercent. | | | Oo : | . 

| P Low-Grade B—Base price: $24.00 per long dry ton for ore containing 40 per- 
, cent Cr,0;, with an increase of 60 cents per ton for each unit Cr.O; in excess of 

| 40 percent Cr,03;. Chrome ore containing a minimum of 35 percent Cr,0; but 
, otherwise meeting the specifications set forth for this grade will be accepted with 

a penalty of $1.20 per long dry ton for each unit (22.4 pounds of Cr.O3;) under : 
40 percent. | | . 

Fractions prorated in all cases. — | 
In addition to the above prices, an allowance will be made for each long ton 

_ shipped equal to the freight tariff per long ton from Seller’s nearest convenient. 
tail station to Buyer’s stock pile. | | 

The cost of sampling and analysis by the Buyer, weighing, and unloading onto 
stock pile will be for the account of Buyer. . | 

| Each lot of ore will be graded in accordance with the specifications heretofore 
, set forth (all elements to be within the range specified for the applicable grade), 

and the price to be paid for such ore will be governed accordingly. 
6. Shipment and Delivery: Seller will give such advice regarding shipment and 

_ arrival as Buyer may require, at least 10 days prior to shipment of the ore from 
| point of loading onto railroad cars; otherwise, any demurrage at the stock pile 

will.be for Seller’s account. — | | : 
Shipment will be made in flat-bottom gondolas, if available, in lots of not less | 

than 1 carload, to the stock pile designated by Buyer. Seller will prepay the 
freight to such stock pile, where the ore will be weighed in cars, light and loaded, 
on track scales, and sampled for moisture. The lot will be sampled as unloaded 
and upon receipt of analysis, Buyer will advise Seller as to whether the ore is 
acceptable and under what classification. | | | 

If the lot is ascertained to be unacceptable under the above specifications, | 
Seller will not be entitled to any allowance for prepaid freight and will be held 
responsible for the removal of this shipment of ore from the stock pile location. 
Upon failure so to remove the ore within 15 days of due notice, Buyer may, at its 
absolute discretion, remove such ore and the cost of such removal shall be for 
Seller’s account; or Buyer may, at its option, otherwise dispose of such ore with- 

_ out any liability therefor. In the event that Seller fails to repay Buyer, within 
15 days after notice, for the cost of removal, Buyer may cancel the contract 
forthwith. 

7. Payment: As soon as moisture and analysis determinations are received, 
Buyer will promptly pay Seller in accordance with the weight certificate and the 
above schedule. 

8. Weights: The weight paid for will be net railroad track scale weights (weight 
of loaded car less weight of empty car), less moisture as determined by standard 
practice. 

9. Sampling and Analysis: Each lot will be sampled at the time of unloading 
onto stock pile by a sampler designated by Buyer, three samples being taken, one 
each for Seller, Buyer, and Umpire, and analysis made for chrome and other 
guaranteed elements. Usual provisions will be made for splitting limits and settle- 
ment by average of Seller’s and Buyer’s analyses, or by trade practice if samples 
are sent to Umpire. Moisture samples will be taken in accordance with standard 
practice. Seller may have representative at sampling at his own expense.
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, To stimulate production from small chromite deposits in Oregon 
and northern California and to provide a ready market for the ore, 
the Metals Reserve Co. announced on March 5, 1942, that truckload 

_ lots of ore mined in these localities would be purchased. Purchase 
depots, at which agents are located, were provided at Coquille, Grants 
Pass, and Seneca, Oreg., and at Yreka, Calif., and others are being 
established. Ore or concentrates delivered at the depots will not be 
accepted as delivery on contracts made under earlier schedules. This 
buying. plan became effective April 1, 1942, for 1 year. Grade speci- 

‘ fications and prices are the same as in the May 25 schedule sum- 
marized above. Payment will be made as soon as lots of 10 tons or 
more have been delivered and analyzed. | 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | 

| _ The domestic output of chromite, in terms of shipments from mines, 
_ totaled 12,731 long tons in 1941 compared with 2,662 tons in 1940. 

Shipments in 1941 were the largest in any year since 1918. A table 
showing annual shipments of chromite from mines in the United 
States from 1910 to 1941 is.given in the section of this report on 

| “Consumption.” en oe an 
California and Oregon were the only States from which chromite 

was shipped in 1941; the former furnished the bulk of the total. ) 
Most of the chromite shipped from California came from properties . 

~ in Del Norte, Eldorado, Fresno, Humboldt, and Placer Counties. 
The largest individual source was the Pilliken mine in Eldorado 
County, operated by the Rustless Mining Corporation; the concen- 
trates produced from Pilliken ore averaged 43 percent Cr,O; and 26 | 
percent FeO in 1941. The second most important property, in 
quantity shipped, was the High Plateau mine in Del Norte County, 
operated by Eugene R. Brown. In Oregon, chromite was shipped | 

| from mines in Curry, Jackson, and Josephine Counties. _ 
_ Extensive development work was reported from various localities. | 

_ In California especially a large number of properties were stated to 
_be under development, and in some places ore was mined but not 
shipped. Some of the larger projects undertaken during 1941 are 
summarized as follows: | 

In Montana, the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. developed a mine 
in the deposits of Stillwater County and constructed a mill. Ship- 
ments of concentrates were to begin early in 1942. The project was 
carried out by the Anaconda company at the request of the Office of 
Production Management and the Metals Reserve Co., with funds 
provided by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Under a 
similar arrangement with the Government, the company will develop 
and equip further mines and mills in the Stillwater area. The United 
States Vanadium Corporation began a chromite mining and milling 
operation in Carbon County, Mont. A mill with an initial capacity 
of 200 tons a day was under construction at Red Lodge, and ore for 
milling was being hauled from the mine to the mill site in 1941. 

In California, the Rustless Mining Corporation began to build a 
200-ton mill in Glenn County to concentrate ore from the Gray 
Eagle mine. | 

In Oregon, the Krome Corporation, which plans to concentrate 
chromite from black beach sands, undertook to construct a plant near 
Port Orford in Curry County.
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Chromite (ores and concentrates) shipped from mines in the United States, 1937-41 

| 1937 1938 | 1939 1940 1941 

Ores and concentrates containing— . - 
45 percent or more chromic oxide_-_--long tons_.| 1 2, 006 1812 3, 056 238 4, 286 
35 to 45 percent chromic oxide__-_-----.-.do__-__-- 12315 (2) 558 | 22, 424 28, 445 

Total:. | 
. Long tons.......__..-.-._-----------------| 22,321 812 3, 614 2 2, 662 212, 731 

Value.___.-------------------------------- $14,888 | $10,730 | $46,892 | $28,784 | $274, 062 

1 Small quantity of ore containing 35 to 45 percent chromic oxide included with ore containing 45 percent 
: or more. 

2 Includes small quantity of ore containing less than 35 percent chromic oxide. - 

— | IMPORTS® 
| Imports of chromite in 1941 reached a new ‘peak, exceeding the 

previous high of 1940 by 51 percent. Despite war conditions, which 
hampered shipping throughout the world, the principal foreign sources 
of chromite continued to furnish large supplies. The only notable 
decrease was in shipments from British India, Greece, and Turkey. — 

: The imported chromite averaged 45 percent Cr.O; in 1941, as compared 
| with 46 percent in 1940. The imports from New Caledonia had the 

“highest chromic oxide content (52 percent), and those from Cuba 
had the lowest (35 percent). 7 - 

The following table shows imports of chromite into the United _ 
| _ States, 1937-41, by countries; and a table showing annual imports 

| from 1910 to 1941 is given in the section of this report on | 
| _ - “Consumption.” CO So 

Crude chromite imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41, by countries 

po Gross weight (long tons) 1941 ‘ 

Long tons | 
Country ee 

1937 1938 1939 1940 : Value 

| | Gross | oxide | 
. weight | content 

North America: 
Canada_-._._.-...-.__.__- 1 2 1 187 351 175 $6, 829 
Cuba__.._.._-.-------__- 93, 098 39, 529 66, 002 51, 955 160, 644 55, 823 1, 356, 080 
Other__._--.-.----.-.-__- 5 59 1, 902 |_....__-___].----__---]----------]------------ 

93, 104 39, 590 67, 905 52, 142 160, 995 55, 998 1, 362, 909 
South America: Brazil______.|...._._._-_|---_-----__}---------- 2, 790 5, 361 2, 494 78, 742 

Europe: i 

Greece_____-.-.----___-_-- 24, 583 ‘10, 000 11, 000 14, 041 1, 963 890 41, 223 
Other._.._--..--..------_}---------- 3, 000 1, 000 1,000 |_...--_---]----------]------------ 

| 24,583 | 13,000} 12,000] 15,041 1, 963 890 41, 223 

Asia: 

India, British.__..__..._- 23, 939 4,051 16, 468 32, 644 9, 741 4, 856 182, 604 
Philippine Islands__-____- 43, 648 78, 233 71, 914 156, 566 257, 510 | 110, 309 2, 273, 628 
Turkey._...--_-.---_-.-- 39, 391 20, 392 16, 632 70, 081 55, 219 25, 907 1, 099, 723 

106,978 | 102,676 | 105,014 | 259,291 | 322,470 | 141,072 | 3,555,955 
Africa !___...........-.....-..| 277,420} 168,299 | 118,233 | 285,559 | 424,444 | 203,451 | 5, 926, 599 
Oceania.____...-....-.---2--- 51, 831 28, 520 14,359 | 42, 866 80, 543 41, 993 1, 653, 153 

. 553, 916 | 352,085 | 317,511 | 657, 689 | 995,776 | 445, 898 12, 618, 581 

1 Originated in Southern Rhodesia and Union of South Africa; recorded by the Department of Com- 
merce as imported from Union of South Africa, ‘‘Other British South Africa,’’ ‘‘Other British West Africa,’’ 
and Mozambique. 

¢ Figures on imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the Department 
of Commerce.
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No.imports of chromium compounds were recorded in 1940 or 1941; 
a table showing imports of these compounds from 1937 to 1939 is 
given in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, page 591. 

The following table shows imports of ferrochromium and chromium | 
into the United States from 1937 to 1941. | 

Ferrochrome or ferrochromium and chrome or chromium metal imported for con- — 
oe sumption in the United States, 1937-41, in long tons 

Class 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Ferrochrome or ferrochromium— 
Containing 3 percent or more carbon (chromium 
content)_...._____.--.- 22k 96 (1) 3 (2) 79 

Containing less than 3 percent carbon (chromium dt. - 
content) _.__..-__..-.-------------------------- 164 121 127 |__.------.|---------- 

Chrome or chromium metal ___-_--------2----------- 78 | 39 56 (3) eeeeeeeeee . 

160 pounds. 2 1,020 pounds. 3 1,000 pounds. , 

_ PRICES | | 

Nominal prices of chromite for import are quoted in domestic 
trade journals in dollars per long ton, c. i. f. North Atlantic ports. 
At the beginning of 1941, Engineering and Mining Journal Metal | 
and Mineral Markets quoted Indian and African 48 percent metal- 

- lurgical ore at $32 to $34. The price rose during the year and in 
September reached $47 to $49; during the last quarter, it held at $45 | 
to $47. Refractory ore (43 to 45 percent) opened the year at $22 | 
to $24 and increased to $30 to $32, a price that was maintained for 

: the last 4 months of 1941. | | | 
Prices for domestic chromite were established by the Metals Reserve oo 

Co. in its schedule of November 14 and revised on December 19. | 
The following were the base prices per long dry ton, f. o. b. stock pile vs 
designated by the Metals Reserve Co.: a | 
November 14: | . 

48 percent Cr,O3, Cr: Fe=3:1_.._.-_____--_-----.-------------- $43. 20 
40 percent Cr,03__._.____...__.-_.---------------------------- 22.00 

December 19: | 
45 percent Cr,O3, Cr: Fe=2.5:1._..-.._-_..._-------__-_-------- 40. 50 7 
40 percent Cr,O3, Cr : Fe=2:1_.._.-.-__-_-----.---------------- 28.00 a 
40 percent Cr,O3, no Cr: Fe ratio specified_-.._...._._-__--------- 24.00 | 

CONSUMPTION | 

Consumption of all grades of chromite in the United States during | | 
1941 amounted to 714,645 long tons. Actual data on consumption 
have not been published before, but at the close of 1940 the annual 
rate was reported to be about 600,000 tons. For purposes of com- 
parison, the apparent available supply may be used as an indicator 
of the requirements in the years preceding 1941. Since institution 
of the Government purchasing program, part of the new supply— 
comprising shipments from domestic mines and imports for consump- 
tion—has entered Government stock piles, from which an undisclosed 
quantity has been released to consumers. The following table, cover- 

| ing the period from 1910 to 1941, shows the general upward trend in 
apparent supply of chromite and reflects the increasing demand. 
During World War I, domestic production constituted a significant
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source of supply, but since 1920 virtually all the chromite consumed = __ 
in the United States has been imported. © © © |: : 

| Domestic production, imports, and apparent available supply of .chromite in the 
United States, 1910-41 ee . 

, | re ‘| Domestic production (shipments from mines) : | fo, 
op In . Apparent 

mports | available 
Year Long tons : Gong | supply! 

. | pe Total tons) | (long 

| | ‘| Califor- Other | value . ns) | nia Oregon | gtates2 | Total - | | 

: 1910... eee eeeeeeeeeeeeee-| 208 |---|} 208 | $2,720 | 38,570 |. 38, 784 
| 1911......._...-.-.---s-- ene 120 |...) 20] “629 | 37,540] 37, 660 
| 4919. 201 |....-...--|-.-.------ 201} 2,753] 53,9991 54,130 
oe 1913........-.. ssf BB |e. se. |e 255| 2,854) 65,180} 65,435 

: 1914.:._.....-.----------- == 506 |_...---.-- 85 591| 8,715| 74,686] 75,277 
1915...........-.-. ee) 8, B81 | --|ee--------| 8,281 | 36,744 | 76,455} 79, 736 

A , 1916............... |) 43,758 | 3,099 | ~—«:178 | ~—-47,035 | 726,243 | 115,945 | 162, 980 
| 1917...........-.-...--.-.--.---| 36,774 | 6,701 250 | 43,725 {1,049,400 | 72,063-] 115,788 
: 1918._______-------------------- 63, 147 18, 454 | . 829 82, 430 |3, 955, 567 100, 142 182, 572 - 

| 1919._.......-.-..-----------2-.} 3,272 538 | -1,269| 5,079 | 129,302 | 61,404 | 66,483 
ee 1920_.....---------------------- 1, 416 955 131 2, 502 44, 857 150, 275 152, 777 
: 1921._._._...-.-.-2-2--2ses eee 123 159 |...------- 932 | 2,900| 81,836| 82,118 
| 1922 ....._.-.----2--ss eee 163 "79 113 355| 7,288| 90,081} 90,436 

1993._-....-.----------2es sense 69 73 80 207 | 3,819 | 129,693 | 129,920 
1924. .__-_-_-_-------------------| 188 ' 400 |-----..--- 288 1,140 | 118,343 118, 631 

: 4995.2... -.- 2s sees ee eee ee 83 |...------| 25 108 | 2,105 | 149,739 | 149,847 
1926._.-..--------------------- 91 |_-..------ 50 341] 2,079.| 215,464 | 215, 605 

: 1927_.-.--____-.-.--2---.-----2-- 3-201 |---.----__]----2----- - 201] 35,063 222,360 | . 222, 561 
fe 199%8.__...--.2-----p-- ene 652 |---|... 8] . 660] 14,807 | 216,592) 217, 252 
: 1920... ppg TTY eeete-| 269 | 3.976 | 317,630 | © 317, 899 
7 1930... BOTTI. ga} 13. 905-| 326,617 | 326, 697 
a 4981._.....-.. eee} 68 TTT 268 |. 33509 |. 212,528 | 212, 796 
a 1932___....------.--.----------- © 455 | --l ee je eee 155 - 2, 160 -89,143.| - 89,298 
. 1933_._......----.---.--.--..--- 843 |___--....-|---------- ' 843 11, 585 116,511 |. 117,354 
: - 1984.22 369. |_.-__._--_]----------] | 369 | 4,653 | 192,297 192, 666 

1935._.......---..-----see sense 515 |..........|......-...| - BIB | 6,163. | 259,063 | 259, 578 
- 1936._.-.--.---s-eeeeeeeeeeeeeee| 269 |12-------|---- 269}. 2,978 | 324,258 | 324, 527 
ie '1937___.__.--.------------------| 2, 033 238 |.....__---| 2,321] 14,888 | 553,916 | 556, 237 

| 1938...-...--.-2s-s sss eewe sees} | 812 |-----2----[0-22o----| 812 | 10,730 | 352,085 | 352,897 
1939... TT} 884 00 TT) 8,614. | «46,892 | 317,511 | 321, 125 

; 1940.._.........-...-. | + 492 | 240 [0222-222 }- -2}662 | 28) 784 | 657,689 | 660, 351 
1941. ._....---------------+----- 11, 981 750 |.---------|~ 12,731 | 274,512 | 995,776 1, 008, 507 

1 Domestic production plus imports; no exports recorded, 1910-41. 
2 Maryland, North Carolina, Washington, and Wyoming. ee 

. 3 According to Division of Mines and Mining, Department of Natural Resources, California. 

_ Over 80 percent of the chromite supply is consumed in the steel — 
. industry, either as a source of the alloying element chromium or in 

refractories. Stainless steel has been one of the principal chromium- 
: bearing products, of which important quantities were used by the 

automotive industry. In 1940 nearly 60 percent of the total metal- 
lurgical ore consumed was in stainless steels.’ 

- USES , 

The industrial uses of chromite are classified in three groups: Met- 
allurgical, refractory, and chemical. For use in making alloy steels 
chromite is generally first converted into ferrochromium, an alloy 
containing 60 to 70 percent chromium, before being added to the steel 
bath. Ferrochromium is produced in high- and low-carbon grades. 
On December 17, 1941, the Office of Production Management an- 
nounced that all domestic producers of ferrochromium had agreed 
voluntarily to change specifications for the high-carbon in order to 
permit the use of lower-grade ores and to conserve the higher grades. 

7 Advisory Committee to W. P. B. on Metals and Minerals, Ferrous Minerals and Ferro-Alloys Group, 
Chrome Ore, Its Conservation and Substitution: Metal Prog., vol. 41, No. 4, April 1942, pp. 503-506. ~
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The new specifications are approximately the same as those in use : 
during World War I. The specifications—formerly 68 to 69 percent 
Cr, 4 to 6 percent C, and 1 to 2 percent Si—are now 60 to 63 percent | 
Cr, 6 to 8 percent C, and 4 to 6 percent Si. - 

One solution of the problem of using low-grade ores for metallur- 
gical purposes is offered by Udy,® who has developed ‘“‘Chrom—X,’’ a 
product being manufactured in high- and low-carbon grades. The | 
use of ““Chrom—X” in theyproduction of chromium steels was described 
by McDonald. | oe | | OS 
Chromium plating constitutes an important industrial application 

of this element, although small quantities are consumed. Chromic 
acid is the raw material for this purpose. <A review by Hall * of latest 
research in this field shows that “hard” chromium plating was the - 
principal object of studies during 1941. | 

The “Inkrom” process" of chromium impregnation of. iron and : 
steel surfaces was discussed by Rudorff,’? who reported that it isin _ 
full commercial use in Germany. The process involves the introduc- 

| tion of gaseous chromium chloride to the surface to be treated: The 
surface zones of chromised materials assume properties similar to those 

| of rustless steel. Important fields of application of the process are in 
the manufacture of. turbine blades, tubing, bolts, and screws. __ | 

For refractory purposes certain grades of chromite in the form of 
lump or ground ore may be used directly. Chromium cements, plas- 
tics, and bricks are also produced for similar uses. At present about _ 

- 6 pounds of chromite are consumed as a refractory in the production — 
of each ton of steel.! SF | | 
Chromium chemicals are used in dyeing, tanning, and pigments and | 

in pickling solutions in nonferrous-metals industries. = : 

- WORLD PRODUCTION AND TRADE | mo 

Statistics on world production of chromite in 1941 are incomplete, 
but available data indicate that the output was greater than in 1940. 
The United States, as the leading consumer of chromite, depends 
largely on imports for its supply. The record attained in 1941 in : 
imports, which amounted to 1,011,758 metric tons, gives strength to 
the belief that world. production increased, although some of the im- Oo 
ports may have come from stocks in foreign countries. The following 
table shows the Philippine Islands and Cuba as the chief producers of 
chromite in 1941; however, estimates of the output from Southern 
Rhodesia and U. S. S. R. suggest that these countries should be con- | 
‘sidered among the leaders in chromite production. 

5 Udy, Marvin J., ““Chrom-X” and Our Chromium Problem: Metals and Alloys, vol. 14, No. 1, July . 

The Donald: John H., Use of ‘“‘Chrom-X”’ in Steel Making: Metals and Alloys, vol. 15, No. 2, February . 

Oh Hal, Nathaniel, Technical Developments of 1941: Metal Finishing, vol. 40, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 

a Phe Metal Bulletin, Inside Europe :‘Today—Germany: No. 2645, November 21, 1941, p. 8. 
12 Rudorff, D. W., A New Chromising Process: Metal Ind., vol. 59, No. 13, September 26, 1941, pp. 

1 havisory Committee to W. P. B. on Metals and Minerals, Ferrous Minerals and Ferro-Alloys Group: 
Work cited in footnote 7.
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World production of crude chromite, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons | | 

. {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | | 

| Country! 1987 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Australia: New South Wales_-.---.---------| 466 967 2) (?) (2) 
Brazil (exports) .....-..----.----------.------ 2, 980 934 3, 554 4, 572 5, 944 
Bulgaria.........._--.-..---------.--------- 2,350} 1,745 4, 251 6,000} (2) 
Canada (shipments) _..........-------------- 3, 876 |..--------~-|-----.------ (?) (7) 
Cuba ?.._ = seen eee nee neeeeeesee---| 94, 592 40,163 | 67, 061 52,789 | 163, 222 

. Cyprus (shipments) ._....----.-------------- 1, 641 5, 667 () 4,775 (2) 
Greece....---------2--s--se-se-se-s--s------} = 82620.) 42/464 57,001 | 433,118] () 
Guatemala 3__..._...._..--.-----------------]------~------|------------ 1,933 |--.---------]----_----- 
India, British......-.----------------------- 63,307 | 44, 858 49, 925 (5) (2) | 
Japan.....--.-----+-------------------+-----| $40, 000 (3) (3) | (3) A 
New Caledonia._.-22-220 202 20777STTTTTLTT] 48022 | 52, 216 52, 000 55,790} (2) 

| Norway. --_---..--.---------------+-+------- 176 508 371 (2) (2) 
Philippine Islands (exports) .--..------------ 69, 856 66, 911 126,749 | 194,393 | §& 300, 000 
Sierra Leone_.._..-..-..-.-.--:-------------- . FA4l 505 10, 755 17, 777 (2) 
Southern Rhodesia ._._......---------------- 275, 617 186, 019 139, 083 (5) (2) 

| Syria and Lebanon-__-_-.--------------------|------------ 500; =—s (4) mn () (2) . 
| Turkey (Asia Minor).....-..--..-.--....---| 192,508 | 213,630 | -191, 644 | 4 110,037 | 100, 000 

Union of South Africa._.___.__.________.____} _ 168,620 | 176,561 | 166,927 | 106,393 | 7 120, 335 
U. 8.8. R._-.---------------1---------------] § 200,000 | = (8) (3) (8) (2) 
United Kingdom._.__....-..-.-.------------ 305 473 (2). (2) (3) 
United States (shipments)..........-..-..--. 2, 358 _ 825 3, 672 2,705 | 12, 935 
Yugoslavia.._.-..----2.-----.---------------| 59,982 | 88,470 | 59,527 | 858,512] —@) 

a / SO — 1,280,000 | 1,133,000 | 1,174,000 | 1,141,000 Qo | 

1In addition to countries listed, chromite mining was reported in Albania in 1938 and in Mexico (12 tons) , 
in 1941; no further production figures are available. ¢ 

/ 3 Data not available. 
a 3 Imports into United States. . 

4 Exports. 
5 Estimate included in total. Se 

, ¢ Estimated. - 
7 January to November, inclusive. 
8 January to October, inclusive. | 

, _. Most of the world output of chromite enters international trade, as 
| the principal producing countries are not important consumers. 

Notes concerning countries that produce and consume chromite and 
developments of potential sources follow: 

| | _ Brazl—The Cascabulhos mine, 12 miles west of Campo Formosa 
. in the State of Baia, was the only active chromite producer in 1941. 

The concentrates average about 48 percent Cr.O3; and have a Cr: Fe 
ratio of 2.9:1. Shipments of chromite were also made from an old 
stock pile at Santa Luzia, Bafa. 

Chromite was included in the list of strategic or critical minerals 
. specified in an agreement between the United States and Brazil 

whereby the United States contracted for all of Brazil’s production 
during the next 2 years. The United States Government will pur- 
chase any ore not taken by private American buyers. 
Canada.—The Sterrett chromite property at St. Cyr, Quebec, which 

produced considerable quantities of chromite during World War I, 
. was reopened and was said to be producing at the rate of 100 tons a 

week at the end of 1941. Ore reserves were estimated at about 
20,000 tons, averaging 28 percent chromite. Chromite, Ltd., now 

| operating the property, began to construct a 50-ton concentrator late 
in September. Exploratory work was carried on in Quebec and 
British Columbia. The Government was reported to have begun an 
investigation of chromite possibilities in the Black Lake area, Eastern 
Townships, Quebec. 

Cuba.—At Moa, Province of Oriente, exploitation of chromite de- 
posits was begun; reserves are estimated at 150,000 tons. Cuba’s 
entire output of chromite is shipped to the United States. Imports 

: . a .
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into the United, States were 163,222 metric tons in 1941 compared 
with 52,789 tons in 1940. | . oe 
_Germany.—An important consumer of chromite, Germany depends 

on foreign sources of supply. At present, sources within Europe and 
Asia Minor appear to be the only ones to which Germany can look. | 
About 100,000 tons of chromite have been produced annually in the 
Balkans, principally from deposits in Yugoslavia and Greece. Bul- 

| garia has a small output, and Rumania has deposits that were ex- _ 
ploited by the German Army during the first World War.“ It may 
be assumed that chromite mined in Norway, a minor producer, will 

| also be available to Germany. As a result of a trade agreement, | 
Germany is to obtain 90,000 to 100,000 tons of chromite from Turkey 
in both 1943 and 1944. OO 

India.—Virtually all of India’s chromite output has been exported. 
Nearly one-half of the production comes from Mysore State, and 
about one-third is furnished by the Hindubah mines near Quetta. 
Curtailment of foreign supplies of bichromates led to the opening of 
the Pioneer Chromate Works at Andheri, equipped to prcduce 400 | 
long tons annually. Imports of most chromium compounds are sub- 
ject to license control, and certain restrictions have been placed on 

| the use of such compounds. = 
New Caledonia.—Early in 1941 the Free French Government of 

New Caledonia prohibited the exportation of chromite to Japan. 
The Tiébaghi mine, one of the richest chromite mines in the world, 
was reported to be making shipments to the United States at the 
rate of about 7,500 tons monthly. The Fantoche mine had shipped 
its entire stock to the United States by the end of July, but exports 
were to be resumed early in 1942. A brief review of chromite deposits | 
in New Caledonia was.given by Priday. 
Newfoundland.—Development work continued on the recently 

discovered chromite deposit in the Lewis Hills on the north side of | 
Fox Island River, near Port-au-Port Bay, western Newfoundland. 

. Irregular lenses of ore occur in a zone about 1,200 feet long. Based 
upon diamond drilling to shallow depths, the ore reserves were esti- : 
mated at almost 12,000 tons averaging 37 percent Cr.Q3. 

Philippine Islands.—According to Boericke, approximately half - 
of ths Philippine chromite exports are of refractory-grade ore, all from 
the Masinloc deposit in Zambales Province. The remainder is high- 
grade ore, mostly from the Acoje Mining Co. property at Santa Cruz, 

| Zambales. A new operation in Oriental Misamis, Mindanao, yielded 
about 14,000 tons of ore averaging over 50 percent Cr,O;. Frasché” : 
estimates the chromite reserves in the Philippine Islands to be | 
10,890,500 metric tons, of which 10,120,000 are of refractory grade, | 

450,500 of chemical grade, and 320,000 of metallurgical or sub- 
metallurgical ore. 

Southern Rhodesia.—Rhodesian Chrome Mines, Ltd., of Bulawayo, 
and the affiliated African Chrome Mines, Ltd., of Salisbury, are 
reported to be producing 90 percent of the chromite output of the 
country from the Selukwe district. The Southern Rhodesian produc- 

4 Allen, Robert, and: Howling, G. E., Chrome Ore and Chromium: Imperial Inst., 1940, p. 70. 
38 Priday, H. E. L., New Caledonia’s Mineral Wealth: Chem. Eng. and Min. Rev., vol. 33, No. 396, 

September 10, 1941, pp. 369-373. 
16 Boericke, W. F., Chromite in the Philippines: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 142, No. 11, November 194!, 

Pri Frasch6, D. F., Chromite Deposits of the Philippine Islands (abs.): Econ. Geol., vol. 36, 1941, pd. 

845-846, 
ANTTTN—43-—— 4 I
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tion, now thought to be proceeding at the rate of about 325,000 tons 
a year, represents the full capacity of the mines. 

| Turkey.—Late in 1939 Turkey ceased exporting to Germany, 
| principal purchaser of Turkish chromite before the war. Since then 

shipments have been made to the United States, England, and 
France. Following the collapse of France in 1940, Great Britain 

) obtained that country’s share of the output. During 1941 Germany 
concluded trade -negotiations with the Turkish Government, and it 
was indicated that 90,000 to 100,000 tons of ore would be furnished 
in both 1943 and 1944, contingent upon the delivery by Germany of 

| ‘war materials to the extent of £T18,000,000 before 1943. Subsequent 
_ deliveries of ore were to be made only upon receipt of German war 
materials of equal value. | 

United Kingdom.—In October 1941 it was announced that the 
- Chrome Ore Control would henceforth purchase all chromite (ore and 

concentrates) required in the United Kingdom. Consumers will 
= make their applications to the Control for quantity and quality of ore 
| ~ desired. The Control will undertake to deliver the chromite to con- 

sumers and establish price schedules for all grades delivered at con- 
| sumers’ plants. No licenses are necessary for such purchases. The | 

decision of the Government to purchase chromite was prompted - 
| by the inequitable distribution to consumers during periods of freight. 

a _ ghortage. A strain on internal transportation facilities had also been © 
caused by transfers of ore between plants in Great Britain. Early in 

| 1942 the Ministry of Supply decided that chromium plating for a wide 
| | variety of purposes would be discontinued in consideration of the - 

great demand for chromic acid. |
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Although world production of nickel reached an all-time high m 
1941, the supply available fell short of the unprecedented demands 
for nickel for war purposes of the United Nations. As a consequence, | 
peacetime industrial consumers had to curtail sharply their use of . 
nickel steels and other nickel-bearing products. On March 7, 1941, | 
primary nickel deliveries and allocations in the United States were 
placed under priority control by the Office of Production Manage- | | 
ment. The United States consumed over two-thirds of the total | 
world nickel available in 1941, of which steel mills used about 70 per- | 
cent and nonferrous rolling mills most of the remainder. | | 

_ Although figures are not obtainable, Canada undoubtedly fur- 
nished a larger proportion of the world nickel supply than in 1940. | 

| The International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., and Falconbridge | ! 
Nickel Mines, Ltd., have extensive expansion programs under way : 
that will further increase the nickel supply. : oo 

| _ _ Salienj statistics for nickel, 1937-41 ; 

a | | Oo 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

United States: _ 
Production: 

Primary.......--.---------------Short tons_.- 219 416 394 { 554 660 
Secondary..........--..--....2-.------d0....| 2,400] 2,300] 2,920] 5,150/ @) 3 

Imports (gross weight)?_.........----------d0_...| 54,438 29, 546 64, 796 92, 468 124,130 
Exports (gross weight)$-------------.-----do.---| 4473 | 6,581 | 10,167 | 11,994 7, 111 : 

Canna per pound 4... 2. ---------- cents... 35 35 35 35 | 35 : 

Production.__..........-.-----------Short tons_.] 112, 453 | 105,286 | 113,053 | = (1) @) i 
Imports.........-.------------------------d0....| 491 491 697 | (t) Qa) ! 

| Exports.....-...-..2-.-ss-csescseccsee-2.0-.--} 111,385 | 98,852 | 117,301] — @) 0) : 
World production (approximate).........--.--do_.-.| 132,000 | 127,000 6) (1) @® 

1 Figures not yet available. | 
3 Excludes “All other manufactures of nickel”; weight not recorded. : 
3 Excludes “Manufactures”; weight not recorded. 4 . ° 
i Frice quoted by International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., for electrolytic nickel at New York, in 2-ton | 

ms Excludes small quantity produced in British Columbia. | 

In 1941, as usual, the domestic production of primary nickel was : 
insignificant. In addition to the nickel produced as a byproduct im the - 
electrolytic refining of copper and as secondary nickel, comparatively 
small quantities were produced from ore mined in Colorado and as a | 
byproduct of talc production in Vermont. | 

617 |
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~ Continuing the search for ore deposits of strategic metals, as au- 
thorized under section 7 of the Strategic Materials Act, the Bureau of 

| Mines completed diamond drilling of a large body of low-grade copper- 
nickel ores in Stillwater Comity, Mont. This drilling aggregated 
5,981 feet, which, taken in conjunction with earlier drilling and under- 
ground exploration by a commercial company, revealed a few million | 
tons of material averaging 0.4 percent nickel and 0.37 percent copper. 

: Exploration of low-grade deposits on Yakobi Isiand in Alaska included 
the completion of two diamond-drill holes which indicated material of 
about the same average grade as that exposed in surface outcrops. 

| This work was recessed on account of severe weather conditions, to be , 
resumed in the spring of 1942, —_ 

As part of its program of investigation, the Geological Survey pub- 
| lished reports describing the nickel deposits on Yakobi Island, Alaska; 

| near Riddle, Douglas County, Oreg.; and near Mount Vernon, 
| ) Skagit County, Wash. — OC | 

. According to Reed and Dorr: * . | | | | 

Calculations based on the investigations made by the Geological Survey in 1940 

| indicate that about 6,000,000 tons of rock, containing about 0.36 percent of nickel 

| ae and 0.27 percent of copper, is present and available for mining in the eight bodies 
that have been partly prospected. Further prospecting will probably greatly 
increase the estimate of the tonnage available in the bodies, but it probably will 

| not greatly change the estimate of the grade. Rough calculations indicate that 
| the material can be mined and the nickel and copper extracted from it at a cost 

roughly equal to the value of the metals that would be produced. _ 

| Concerning the nickel deposit near Riddle, Douglas County, Oreg., 
- Pecora and Hobbs ? write: | - oe | . 

a About 162 acres of ground are underlain by a blanket containing over 6,000,000 : 

| tons of material, 1 to 2 percent of which is probably nickel. Eighty thousand tons 
have been proved to contain 2 to 3 percent of nickel, and 75,000 tons have been 

- proved to contain 1 to 2 percent of nickel. A new method of treating low-grade 
| - gilicate material would have to be devised before this large deposit could be 
| utilized. 

The following paragraph is quoted from a report by Hobbs and 
| Pecora: 3 | | 

| | The silica-carbonate rock ou Devils Mountain cannot properly be considered a 
large potential nickel reserve. At best, if selective large scale low-cost mining 
methods and favorable means of concentration are employed, it might be considered 

| a marginal to submarginal gold deposit, whose value would be slightly enhanced 
- by the small amount of nickel recoverable from the sulfide minerals of the con- 

| centrates. The sulfide-bearing breccia, because of its uneven tenor and small 
tonnage, cannot be depended upon to sustain any long mining operation. Some of 
it, however, might be mined at a profit under present economic conditions. This 
sulfide ore could best be mined selectively, on a small scale, and concentrated by 
flotation, to which the ore is well adapted. 

PRODUCTION | 

Domestic production of nickel is small and comprises secondary 
metals recovered from scrap-nickel anodes, nickel-silver, and copper- 

1 Reed, J. C., and Dorr, J. V. N., Nickel Deposits of Bohemia Basin and Vicinity, Yakobi Island, Alaska: 
Geol. Survey Press Notice 144,067, 1941, 2 pp. 

2 Pecora, W. T., and Hobbs, S. W., Nickel Deposit near Riddle, Douglas County, Oreg.: Geol. Survey 
Bull. 931-I, 1942, pp. 205-226. 

3 Hobbs, S. W., and Pecora, W. T., Nickel-Gold Deposit near Mount Vernon, Skagit County, Wash.: 
Geol. Suivey Bull. 931-D, 1941, pp. 57-78.
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nickel alloys (including Monel metal) and primary metal recovered in oo 
copper refining and produced from ore and as a byproduct of talc 
production, as listed in the following table. Domestic primary nickel 
is recovered as a byproduct in copper refining at Baltimore, Md., 
Laurel Hill, N. Y., Perth Amboy, N. J., and Tacoma, Wash. A 
matte containing 22.58 percent nickel, 4.28 percent copper, and 1.46 
percent cobalt was produced in 1941 from ore mined near Gold Hill, | 
Colo. Concentrates containing 13.39 percent nickel and 1.27 percent | 
cobalt: were recovered as a byproduct of tale production in Vermont | 
in 1941. . | 

| Nickel produced in the United States, 1987-41 | 

| - Primary (short tons) ! ‘Secondary 2 . 

Year Byproduct 
in copper Other 4 Short tons Value | 
refining 3 

a 219 j......--...-| 2.400] $1, 680,000 — 
1988__.....----.---------------- eee 416 |_------------- 2, 300 1, 610, 000 
1939__-....--.--2s.22s-2-22sesse2esesnnsnnn eee 394 Joo 2; 920 2'044,000 7 

© 19491000 TTT B64 [LITT 5, 150 3, 605, 000 | 
1941__..-..-...--22--22e22seee2ssseseeeeeeenee 619 41. () (8) . 

1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish value. a oO 
- 3 Nickel recovered as metal and in nonferrous alloys and salts. | . 

3 Nickel content of nickel salts and metallic nickel. - | 
4 Nickel content of matte produced from ore and of concentrates produced as a byproduct of vale. 
§ Figures not yet available; they will be found in the chapter on Secondary Metals—N onferrous. 

| , FOREIGN TRADE* | , 

The nickel imported into the United States in 1941 comprised an 
chiefly metallic nickel and nickel alloys, matte, and oxide. All the 
oxide, 63,220,793 pounds of the matte, and 149,447,516 pounds of : 
the metallic nickel and alloys were obtained from Canada; virtually | 
all the remainder of the matte (16,671,607 pounds) came from New 
Caledonia; and the rest of the metallic nickel and alloys (539,406 
pounds) came from Europe, chiefly the United Kingdom (538,931 | 
pounds). The matte from Canada, which contains approximately | 
55 percent nickel and 25 percent copper, is refined to Monel metal and | 
other products at the plant of the International Nickel Co., Inc., 

- Huntington, W. Va. The matte from New Caledonia, which contains | 
about 77 percent nickel, will also be refined at Huntington, where a ( 
new plant has been provided primarily for refining raw material from | , 
New Caledonia and elsewhere. The nickel content of the unmanu- : 
factured nickel products imported into the United States is estimated 
at 212,363,000 pounds in 1941, as compared with 167,519,000 pounds | 
in 1940. Imports of nickel in 1941 were the largest on record. 

Exports of nickel comprise largely products manufactured from 
imported rew materials. Exports of all classes except nickel silver 
decreased substantially. The United Kingdom (6,021,581 pounds) | 
was the chief market for nickel, Monel metal, and other alloys in 1941. | 

4 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.
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OO _ Nickel imported for consumption in the United States, 1989-41, by classes | 

rs | 1939 1940 1941 
. Class . a . 

. oe, Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value 

Unmanufactured: | | Nickel ore and matte_-__.._..____../28, 433, 530 $3, 749, 992) 34, 889, 970/$4, 705, 454] 79, 892, 400 $11, 267, 845 , Nickel pigs, ingots, shot, etc... ._..|99, 309, 184/24, 914, 172 140, 625, 658/35, 152, 218|149, 466, 723} 37, 429, 028 . Nickel bars, rods, tubes, ete___....| 216, 874 98, 848 434,139} 193, 284 520, 199 ‘227, 319 Nickel oxide._.......-.........--.-] 1, 631, 558 311,128; 8, 986, 834) 1, 692, 961] 18,377, 937 3, 039, 026 Manufactured: - PO 
Nickel silver or German silver in - . sheets, strips, rods, and wire..-..|---.._--.-|_....----- 153 8A 2, 800 2, 545 | All other manufactures of nickel. _ (1) 4,060, (1) 1,787; = () 1, 785 

| . ------~---|29, 078; 200) _...-......|41, 745, 788]_..........| 51, 967, 548 . 
eee 

a, 1 Quantity not recorded. | 

Nickel exported from the United States, 1938-41, by classes | : 
, ‘ 

; . ‘ 

: 1938 1939 1940 1941. 
| Class a | . 

: Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds] Value | Pounds | Value. 

. Nickel, Monel metal, | oo 
and other alloys_ ._|11, 877, 498/$2, 896, 806/18, 978, 606/$5, 076, 383/21, 845, 989/$7, 416, 252/12, 190, 549/$4, 608, 139 . -Manufactures__-___-- (1) 606, 892 (4) 495, 639 (4) 1, 393, 636 (4) 863, O11 ae Nickel-chrome. elec- 7 
tricresistance wire.| 490,640! 552,470) 554, 027 609,611; 640,816] 777,539} 336,123) . 381,927 — Nickel silver or Ger- . | , . man silver in bars, 

. - rods, or sheets__- 794, 811 p 91,290; 800,456] 136,397) 1, 502, 071 269, 907) 1,694,800; 359, 732 

| waceeee---| 4, 147, 458]. --.---5] 6, 318, 030]... ..._.| 9, 857, 334]__.______.| 6, 212, 809 

| : ' Quantity not recorded. | | | 
| . | WORLD PRODUCTION , 

Because of Government restrictions on the publication of statistics 7 
for many countries, few figures for 1940 and 1941 are available ; how- 
ever, production during 1941 was the largest on record. | | 

World production of nickel (conient of ore), 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons ! | 
oF | [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] 

a , Country ! 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Australia_.-._..-.22.222 22222 20 |_--- ee (?) (2) Brazil. _.._.......--.----___-__._. 104 375 25}. = (2) (2) Burma. ....._.._----.------ 22-2 1, 233 959 921 (2) (2) Canada._.........-22-2- ee} 8 102, 015 95, 614 102, 559_ (2) (2) . Egypt....-.2-2-222 et. 14 33 (2) (3) (?) Germany....._._.-----2-2 2-22 890 550 (2) (2) (?) Greece. ._..-_-..- eee 957 1, 207 1, 336 (2) (2) TONY oo on nnn ete 68 4150 (?) (2) (2) orocco, French._.--........-._.-_____ 132 165 (2) (?) (?) Netherlands Indies...-._........___.______|_.___.____.. 4 500 4 753 2, 222 (2) New Caledonia___.......... _..__.....___. 11, 600 11, 700 10, 625 9, 733 (?) Norway _______.__-_---____................ 877 1, 245 1, 106 (?) (?) Southern Rhodesia__...__...._.........___ 4 76 4 490 (?) (?) Union of South Africa...._.._._..._.._.___|_.......___. 44 398 416 (?) U.S.8. RL. oe 2, 000 2, 500 (?) (?) (?) United States §._.._.._._........ 0 199 377 357 503 6 599 

120, 100 115, 500 (2) (?) (2) 

1 In addition to countries listed, Japan also produces nickel, but data of output are not available. 
? Data not yet available. 
3 Excludes small quantity produced in British Columbia. 
4 Estimated. 
§ Byproduct in electrolytic refining of copper. 
* Includes also a small quantity produced :com ore and asa byproduct of talc.
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Brazil—The nickel deposits at Sao José do Tocantins, State of — 
Goyaz, and at Livramento, State of Minas Geraes, have been described 
in considerable detail by Wright and Pardee.® ; 

The nickel deposit at Jacuba, Séo José do Tocantins, occurs at 
an altitude of 800 meters on the west side of Serra do Mantiqteira. | 

An automobile road 2 miles long extends from Jacuba to the mine 

workings, which are at an elevation of 1,050 meters; cobalt is also 
being mined. Anapolis, the nearest railroad station, is 220 miles 
from the mine over a narrow, ungraded road, and at present it is 
necessary to ferry across the Maranhao River. Estimates of ore 
reserves range from 20 to 100 million tons. Much work will have 
to be done before the economic limits of the ore body can be outlined | 
accurately enough to permit making tonnage estimates. Assays of 
numerous samples show a nickel content ranging from 3 to 12 percent, 
the average being about 5 percent. Mining conditions are favorable, 

as gravity can be used both in mining and transporting the ore to 

| the mill. The ore could be mined by open-cut, or the millhole sys- _ 

: tem could be used by mining the ore at the surface into raises to an 
adit level below, with a bulldozing chamber near the bottom of each 

- raise to reduce the large pieces before loading them into ore cars. 
As the ore is relatively soft, large tonnages could be mined per man- 
shift with a low consumption of explosives, power, and timber. - One 

: of the immediate problems is concentrating the ore. A reverberatory 

furnace costing $50,000 was installed at Jacuba to reduce the ore to 
nickel matte, but the company could not obtain the necessary pyrites | 

or gypsum for its operation. The furnace was designed to burn wood, 

and charcoal and limestone were to be fed into the furnace with the 
ore and sulfur or pyrites. Concentration of the ore by flotation and 

leaching methods is to be studied thoroughly. Both water supply 

and power for a mill are available from nearby rivers, and there are 
a number of excellent mill sites in the immediate vicinity, with ade- | 

| quate room for tailings disposal. | | 

The Livramento nickel deposit occurs at an altitude of 1,100 meters 

and is 225 kilometers north of the port of Angra dos Reis, with which 

it has a direct railroad connection. The mine is operated by the 

Companhia de Nickel do Brazil, which produces ferronickel m_an 

electric furnace capable of smelting about 15 tons of ore daily. The 

nickel content of the ore as mined ranges from 1 to 3 percent. During | 

1936, 28,000 tons of nickel ore were mined; 18,000 tons of this total 

were shipped to Germany, 7,000 tons went to the company furnace, , 

and 3,000 tons were left in stock. Mine output for the first 4 months | 
of 1941 totaled 1,667 tons. The company produced 492 metric tons 

of 20-percent ferronickel from the time that the plant was started | 

(in 1939) through 1940. Output of ferronickel for the first 4 months of 

1941 was 153 tons, most of which is reported to have been shipped to 

Germany. The 1942 production will be sold in Brazil—200 tons to 

the Companhia Siderurgica Belgo Mineira and the rest to smaller 

steel plants. | 

Canada.—Virtually all the Canadian output is derived from the 

copper-nickel ores of the Sudbury district, Ontario; and two com 

nies—International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., and Falconbridge 

Nickel Mines, Ltd.—are the principal producers. Although figures are 

§ Wright, C. W., and Pardee, F. G., The Nickel-Cobalt Deposit at Sio José do Tocantins, State of Goyarz, 

Brazil ‘ Ms. Rem 3 une 4, 1941, 22 pp.; The Nickel Deposit at Livramento, Minas Geraes, Brazil: Ms. Rept.,
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not available, the output in 1940 and 1941 surpassed the former record | output of 113,053 short tons in 1939. : | . : , The International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd.,° operated its mines, 
smelters, and refineries continuously, largely upon a 24-hour basis. 
Production of nickel reached an all-time high, and additional works 
are being constructed that will increase the output further. | 
Falconbridge Nickel Mines, Ltd.,7 attained higher annual levels, in 

both tonnage treated and in production, in 1941, than in any previous 
year. Part of the gain was attributed to the installation of some , : additional equipment in the mill but was accomplished mainly by | | crowding all units to the limit. Extensive additions have been under- 
taken in various units of the plant to provide for increased capacity. 

Cuba.—According to an announcement by the War Production 
Board, large deposits of the low-grade ores of northeastern Cuba are 
to be treated by a complicated chemical and metallurgical process to | yield nickel by the Nicaro Nickel Co., a new subsidiary of the Freeport 

_ Sulphur Co., which since early 1940 has conducted research on nickel 
: recovery. A pilot plant was put into operation in late August 1941. 

A 20-million-dollar plant and facilities have been authorized; con- 
struction is being financed by Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 

| and the plant will be operated by Nicaro Nickel Co. for the Govern. 
ment. 7 - | 

, Finland.—According to the Northern Miner: 8 
It is learned that the Germans have placed the mine [Petsamo] in production of ore at the rate of 300 to 350 tons a day, that this ore is being sent to the Norwe- gian port of Kirkenes, and from there freighted down the coast to Germany. It | is being direct-treated in the former Mond I. G. plant at Frankfurt by a process | that recovers perhaps half the nickel content and supplies Germany with refined | nickel at the rate of 5 million pounds a year. | | 
New Caledonia.*°—The largest nickel-producing centers are at Thio — 

on the east coast and Voh and Koné on the west coast, all operated 
by the Nickel Society, whose large Noumea smelters are on the site | of former cobalt smelters erected in 1894. The company also erected 
smelters, using hydroelectric power, at Yate on the southeast end of | the island; these were closed in 1931 when the company amalgamated 
with the Société Hauts Fourneaux, which was then operating the 
Noumea smelters. In addition to the Nickel Society holdings, , _ hundreds of mines are owned by individuals, but only a dozen or so 
of these are working; in 1940 they produced about one-third of the 
Colony’s ore. Some of this ore is bought by the Nickel Society; the 
rest has been exported to Japan. Before the war, Germany bought 
nickel ore containing 4.7 percent nickel to mix with her own low-grade 
ore. Ore containing as low as 3.5 percent nickel was being shipped 
to Japan up to the end of 1940, when the ban on export came into 
operation. | 

¢ International Nickel Co. of Canada, Ltd., Annual Report, 1941, p..5. 
7 Faleonbridge Nickel Mines, Ltd., 13th Annual Report, 1941, pp. 1-10. 
® Northern Miner, vol. 27, No. 14, June 26, 1941, pp. 1, 9. 
* Priday, H. E. L., New Caledonia’s Mineral Wealth: Chem. Eng. and Min. Rev., vol. 33, No. 396, September 10, 1941, pp. 369-370.
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The consumption of cobalt in the United States, chiefly in the pro- 
duction of high-speed cutting tools and permanent magnets, increased 
substantially during 1941; as heretofore, most of the demand was , 

supplied by imports, mainly in the form of residues from Belgian 
Congo. Though comparatively small, domestic production made 
large proportionate gains in 1941, and most of it was a byproduct of | 

the iron ore mined at Cornwall, Pa. The greater part of the cobalt- | 

bearing residues from Belgian Congo is converted to metal at Niagara | 

Falls, N. Y., and to oxide, sulfate, catalytic salts, or driers at Cincin- 
nati and Cleveland, Ohio; Elizabeth, N. J.; New Brighton, Pa.; and 
Richmond, Calif. ‘The metal-refining capacity of the Niagara Falls a 

plant is beg increased 50 percent. Most of the Canadian cobalt ore 
imported into the United States is processed to oxide and other com- 
modities at Cincinnati. Cobalt oxide was also produced in 1941 ab 

Wilmington, Del., from cobalt-containing pyrites concentrates re- 
covered from the iron ore mined at Cornwall, Pa. Production of 
metal at Wilmington is planned for 1942. A mixed oxide of nickel | 

and cobalt was recovered in 1941 from Burmese nickel speiss in @ 

plant at Cleveland. | | | , 

Domestic quotations for metal in 100-pound lots and for black | 

- oxide in 350-pound lots remained unchanged throughout 1941 at $1.50 

and $1.84 a pound, respectively. These prices have been in effect | 
since the latter part of October 1939. | 

General Preference Order M-39, issued by the Office of Production 
Management on November 4, 1941, placed cobalt ore and residues, 
metal, and cobalt chemical compounds under an allocations system to 

insure priority for war uses and also limited deliveries of cobalt chemi 
cal compounds for nonmetallic uses to 90 percent of the average amount 
delivered during the first 6 months of 1941. The order was amended 
February 7, 1942, to place cobalt in all forms under allocations, to 
prohibit its use in pigments after May 1, and to restrict nonessential 
uses further. 

PRODUCTION 

_ A-considerable quantity of pyrites concentrates contaiming 1.3 per- 

cent cobalt was produced in 1941 by the Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethle- 

hem, Pa. The cobalt is contained in the sulfides that accompany the 

623
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| magnetite mined at Cornwall, Pa. The Eastern Magnesia Tale Co., _ 
| Inc., Burlington, Vt., recovered 86 short tons of concentrates in 1941 

as a byproduct of froth flotation of talc; 36 tons contained 1.97 percent 
cobalt and 17.19 percent nickel, and 50 tons contained 0.78 percent 
cobalt and 10.69 percent nickel. The higher-grade concentrate was 
sold. Otto F. Schwartz, manager of the Columbia mine near Good- 
springs, Nev., sold about 2 tons of concentrate averaging 9.48 percent 
cobalt. Jonathan Gordon, Tombstone, Ariz., reported production 
of 10 tons of 12-percent cobalt concentrate at a property near Fort | 
Thomas, Ariz.; a 20-ton mill was installed. The Sullivan Mining Co., 
Kellogg, Idaho, recovered 66 short tons of residue containing 7.19 
percent cobalt at its electrolytic zinc plant in 1941, but none was 
shipped. Plans are under way to reopen the old Buckeye cobalt min 
near Fredericktown, Mo. Sporadic attempts have been made to 
produce cobalt in the Southeastern Missouri district, where cobalt. 

| _ and nickel occur associated with lead, iron, and copper, but the com- 
_ plexity of the ore presents a problem in metallurgy. According to — 

| George F. O’Brien, Ironton, Mo., development and exploratory work 
- is progressing on the high-silica, low-manganese ore deposits in Reyn- 

| olds and Madison Counties, Mo.; these ores are reported to contain 
_ 0.5 to 4.8 percent cobalt oxide, and work is under way on a process | 

: for recovering the cobalt. Experimental work on electrowinning of 
7 cobalt from ores is described in Report of Investigations 3600.! a 

| FOREIGN TRADE? | — | 

| Although figures on imports in 1941 are available for publication 
for only the first 9 months of the year, the partial total is only about — 

| 17 percent less than the all-time record established in 1940... Of the 
. partial 1941 imports, Belgian Congo supplied 80 percent in the form 

of residues (averaging 41 percent cobalt) and Canada 5 percent asore _ 
. (averaging 9 percent cobalt) and 14 percent as metal. Data on ex- 

ports are not given by the United States Department of Commerce. 

Cobalt ore, metal, oxide, and other compounds of cobalt imported for consumption in , | the United States, 1987-41 . | 

Other salts 
Ore Metal . . Oxide Sulfate and 

compounds 

Year Pounds . . 

OF Os > pa > ay > Ry > a | > 

1987... 587, (4) $44, 352/1, 073, 1291$1, 341, 928] 842, 847 $1, 059, 432} 56, 540/$21, 858 3 $187 
1988 _._. 449, 984 (4) 32,354| 938, 476] 1, 146, 559} 373,215] 519, 201] 41,811] 18, 277 56 98 1939_._.; 611,083 (1) 54, 446/2, 130, 296] 2,711,677) 680,644; 944,836] 75, 200} 34, 343 1, 374| 3, 405 
1940. . __/10, 497, 719 (4) 3, 660, 869} 130,321) 207,345] 756, 759] 1, 124,554] 11,468] 7,818/....._|_..___ 
1941 3___| 8, 647, 797/2, 893, 1838/3, 137, 756| 484, 800 738, 378) 38, 002 65,120] 4,480} 3,779) 500) 885 

1 Data not available. 
. January to September, inclusive. , 

"1 Dean, RB. S., Progress Reports—Metallurgical Division. 50. Annual Report of the Metallurgical Di- 
vision, Fiscal Year 1941: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3600, 1941, pp. 42-44. = 

? Figures on imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the U. S. De- 
partment of Commerce.
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Cobalt ore, metal, and oxide imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, 
: by countries, in pounds | 
aI 

| | "Ore | Metal Oxide | . 

1940 19411 | | | 
Country , 1940 | 19411 | 1940 | 1941! 

Gross Gross Cobalt 
weight weight | content | 

Australia 56,224} 1,000 |-...------|----------| 16,800 |--.------- 

Belgian Congo__.......-.---| 7, 843, 828 | 6, 631, 692 2, 718, 473 |_.--------|----------|-------+--]---------- 

Belgium. -......------------|---22--2---|po-cee-ss2-|--- gg" 4357 100, 321 |.--_.-----| 488,619 17, 850 . 

Canada...............-...| 2, 653, 891 |/1, 959, 881 |. 173,665 | 30,000} 484,800 | 177,450] 15,952 
Finland__.............------|_----------]-----------|-----------|----------|---------- 21, 200 j--....---- 

France.... 000 o cen cece eee |e cee ne ene ee|eeeneee cee n|eneeeeeeeee|eeeee-e eee f----------| 52,690 J-------.-- 

United Kingdom......-----.|-----------]-----------|-----------|----------|e--n nee n efor 4, 200 a 

10,497, 7 8, 647, 2, 893, 138 | 130,321 | 484,800 | 756,759} 38,002 

1 January to September, inclusive. _ ; 

_ USES = 

An important use for cobalt is in the manufacture of high-speed | | 

,  eutting tools for operation at high speeds or at high temperatures. It 

also is employed in alloy steels for high-temperature dies, heavy-duty 

shears, and other implements requiring extreme toughness combined | 

with great hardness at high temperatures. The largest single use of 

. cobalt is in stellite or stellite-type alloys, which contain 45 to 55 

percent cobalt, 30 to 35 percent chromium, and 12 to 17 percent. 

tungsten; there are various modifications of this composition, but all 

~~ eontain high percentages of cobalt. A comparatively small quantity . 

| of cobalt is used in carbide-type alloys. A substantial quantity of —— 

cobalt is used in permanent magnets, which are employed in electric 

meters, relays, regulating devices, fractional horsepower motors and 

generators, switching appliances, and a variety of other uses. Cobalt | : 

is also employed in alloys where constant magnetic permeability at 

low magnetic forces is necessary. Comparatively small quantities of 

cobalt are used in electroplating and as a catalyst. Cobalt oxide is 

- utilized in the ceramic industry; and cobalt salts are employed in the 

preparation of driers for use in paints, varnishes, and linoleums and 

as a catalyst. . | | 

| | WORLD PRODUCTION | 

Because cobalt-production data published by many of the producing 

countries are given in such indefinite figures and Because those for 

certain countries are lacking, it is impossible to prepare an accurate 

statement of world output. Despite the fact that cobalt has been 

reported produced .in about 14 countries, Belgian Congo, Burma, 

Canada, French Morocco, and Northern Rhodesia have in recent 

years supplied the bulk of the production, which increased from about | 

1,200 metric tons in 1929 to 4,500 to 5,000 tons in 1939. , 

Brazil2—The Empresa Brasileira Mineracéo Ltda. of Sao Paulo, a 

Japanese organization, was established by decree 4882 on November 

16, 1939. The shares in the company were held by Brazilian-born 

citizens who were in the employ of the company and constitute the 

Board of Directors. The real owners, as well as the men in charge 

3 Wright, C. W., and Pardee, F. G., The Nickel-Cobalt Deposit at Sdo José do Tocantins, State of Goyaz, 

Brazil: Ms. Rept., June 4, 1941, pp. 15-16.
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of operations at the mine, were Japanese. After several months | 
, _ of investigation the company signed a contract with the Empresa 

. - Commercial of Goyaz, S. A., on October 28, 1940, to obtain the privi- 
| lege of mining cobalt ore over a period of 7 years and to pay for the ore 

| extracted upon a basis of 50$000 a metric ton for ore with 3 percent — 
cobalt, plus 10$000 for each additional 0.1 percent. Thus, ore con- 
taining 4.5 percent cobalt would bring 200$000 a ton, or $10 in United 
States currency. Under the contract, all operating expenses and con- 
struction and upkeep of roads from the mine at Anapolis were to be 

_. paid by the Empresa Brasileira Mineracéo Ltda. During the first ' 
5 months of 1941, cobalt ore produced totaled 141 tons. In the early 

| part of 1941, a plant with trommels, sorting belts, and cleaning drums 
: was being built which was expected to increase daily production capac- 

ity to about 10 tons. Mining operations were confined to the Jacuba . 
; II section, where the ferruginous capping of the serpentine was being | 

excavated for its cobalt content. This area of capping, was about 
| , 500 meters long, 200 meters wide, and less than 1 meter to several 

meters thick (the average being about 1.5 meters). This capping is ex- 
an cavated by pick and shovel and transported in wheelbarrows to screens, _ | 

where fines under %-inch are screened out. The oversize material is 
sorted into medium-, high-, and low-grade piles. Only the high- 

| grade ore was transported in automobile trucks to the washing plant 
_ —--s below the Jacuba camp. Twenty-five men were employed at the mine, 

and about 50 tons of material were handled daily. ‘At the washing 
plant, 2 kilometers from the mine, the ore was washed and sized in - 
a trommel. Ore larger than 1 inch went to sorting tables where the. | 

| higher-grade ore was separated, about 20 percent being discarded. 
Ore less than 1 inch went to a cleaning drum about 1 meter in diameter | 
and 1 meter in length, into which the ore was dumped in batches, 
with an equal amount of quartz sand, and rolled for several minutes | 

: to remove the iron oxide coating on the surface of the small pieces. 
Loss of cobalt ore due to abrasion by this treatment was estimated 
at 5 to 10 percent. The final product contains 4 to 4.5 percent cobalt, | 
which was shipped to Japan in bags holding 100 pounds. ; 

___ Canada.—As a result of improved demand, activity in the Cobalt 
district, Ontario, increased. Over 50 properties are being worked for 
silver and cobalt. The many small leasers in the Cobalt camp | 
suffered a severe handicap when the plant of Temiskaming Testing 
Laboratories (Ontario Government sampling plant) was destroyed by 
fire in July 1941.5 Leasers depended on the plant for the sampling 
valuation, and frequently the marketing of their ore. 

Chile-—During November 1941, Chile shipped 525 metric tons of 
cobalt ore to Japan. The Compania Minera “La Cobaltera,’”’ which 
operates a cobalt deposit near Puerto del Huasco’in the Province of 
Atacama, suspended operations temporarily to install a concentrating 
plant and make other necessary improvements; regular production 
is not expected to be resumed until the improvements are com- 
pleted, probably in 1942. The Cobalt Minerals Corporation has been 
formed to exploit cobalt deposits in Chile.® Although the deposits, 
so far as known, are not particularly extensive, it is reported that up 
to 600 tons of concentrates averaging 10 to 12 percent cobalt could be 
produced annually. 

‘ Skillings’ Mining Review, vol. 30, No. 4, May 17, 1941, p. 9. 
> Canadian Mining Journal, vol. 63, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 54, 56. 
® Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2564, January 31, 1941, p. 11.
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| | MOLYBDENUM 

| - SUMMARY 

Domestic production of molybdenum reached a new peak in 1941, 
with a total of 40,162,000 pounds (contained molybdenum), or 17 

percent above the previous peak of 34,313,000 pounds in 1940. 
Fragmentary data with respect to production elsewhere in the world — 
indicate that Latin American countries continued to produce a few 

hundred tons of molybdenum. What transpired in most molybde- 
num-producing countries may only be surmised, but in general the _ | 
record of molybdenum centers around developments in the United 
States. | | 

As actual or threatened shortages of strategic metals employed in 

steel alloying developed, molybdenum became increasingly important 
in the defense program, and its use was regulated in a series of orders | 

issued by the Office of Production Management. | 
In 1941, as in 1940, shipments of molybdenum concentrates from 

the United States to foreign countries represented about 19 percent 
of domestic production, compared with 67 percent in 1939. Most 
of the 7,673 short tons of molybdenum ore and concentrates exported 
(valued at $5,379,367) went to the United Kingdom and U.S. 58. R. 

| As has been the case for a number of years, the Climax Molybde- ) 

num Co. was the world’s leading producer of molybdenum, and in 
1941 it supplied 69 percent of the domestic output. Molybdenite 
concentrates recovered as a byproduct of copper operations at Bing- 

ham, Utah, Santa Rita, N. Mex., and Miami, Ariz., have become 

an established source of supply and in 1941 represented 28 percent , 

of the United States production of molybdenum. . 

~ 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 
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Salient statistics of the molybdenum industry in the United States, 1989-41 | 

a : 1939, 1940 1941 | 

| Concentrates: | . | " 
Production.... _........-..--.-----------------Short tons. - 32, 347 - 33, 128 - 38, 962 
Molybdenum contained__......-.---------------pounds..} 30,324, 000 34, 313, 000 40, 162, 000 
Shipments (including exports). ...--------------short tons. - 31, 479 24, 300. 36, 894 
Molybdenum contained: 
Average....._.--.---.--..--- -+---------------percent_- 51. 49 52.12 51.77 
Total_.........._.-.-.---------------+---------pounds..| 32, 415, 000 25, 329, 000 38, 200, 000 

| Value! | $22, 157,000 | $17, 189,000 | $25,883,000, 
Exports.._.....-.-.-..--...-------.-------------Short tons. - 21,777 - 6, 339 7,673 
Molybdenum contained.._..-...-..------------- pounds. - (?) _ 6, 584, 714 7, 640, 330 

~ Vale. een eee | $14, 066, 501 | $4,904,000 | $5, 379, 367 
Imports for consumption (molybdenum contained): . 

Pounds. ._.._.......-.--.----------enne eeeeeee eeennnee 26, 347 |... 2 ----- 4, 300 
- Value....... . _-- eo ene nee en nn ee nee eee nee ee eee eee $32,327 |....-.--.----- | $2, 898 

| 4 Estimated by Bureau of Mines. : | | | 
| 2 Not recorded.. | | | en 

| DEFENSE PROGRAM - | 

Recognition of the possibilities of using molybdenum in place of 
tungsten is by no means recent. References cited by Gregg ? indicate a 

, that early in the twentieth century a number of investigators were | 
studying the properties of molybdenum as a steel-alloying element 
and its effective value in replacing tungsten for such use. Antici- 
pating the possibility that imports of tungsten might be curtailed, 
several steps were taken by Federal defense agencies during -1941 to 
promote the use of molybdenum as a substitute maternal. The | 

a Advisory Committee on Metals and Minerals of the National Academy 
of Sciences submitted a report in April 1941 indicating that molybde- 
num high-speed steels can be substituted for tungsten steels ‘“‘rather 

| sweepingly if the necessity arises.”’ —_ 
| _ Molybdenum was one of 16 metals included in O. P. M. General 

| Metals Order 1, issued May 1, 1941, to which inventory control was 
applied. The order provided that the metals affected might not be 
shipped to customers in quantities that) would increase customers’ 
inventories to unnecessary levels. The 16 metals were then placed 
on the Priorities Critical List. (General-Metals Order 1 was extended 
to October 15, 1941, and subsequently revoked.) 

On June 12, 1941, General Preference Order M-14 was issued, _ 
_ which provided that a customer for high-speed steel might not pur- 

| chase the tungsten-type steel (containing more than 12.0 percent 
| tungsten) if the molybdenum type (7.0 percent or less tungsten and 

more than 3.0 percent molybdenum) would serve as well. It pro- | 
. vided further that during any 3-month period, beginning June 1, 

1941, a customer for high-speed steel might purchase tungsten-type 
steel only to the extent that he bought molybdenum-type steel. 

Early in December the foregoing order was amended to provide 
that 75 percent of all high-speed-steel orders accepted in any one 
quarter should be of the molybdenum type and not more than 25 
percent of the tungsten type. The order was also extended to De- 
cember 31, 1942. 
As a result of the increased use of molybdenum in replacing tung- 

-sten in alloy steels, the War Production Board issued General Prefer- 
ence Order M-110 on March 18, 1942, providing for complete alloca- 

507 PreRe, J. L., The Alloys of Iron and Molybdenum: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1932,
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tion of molybdenum in all forms, including scrap, until December 31, : 
1942. Provisions of the order were to become effective May 1, 1942. | 

a 7 PRICES | BO ; 

| Engineering and Mining Journal quotations for 90 percent molybde- 
num concentrates remained constant.at 45 cents per pound throughout 
the year. Ferromolybdenum containing 55 to 60 percent Mo was | 
quoted at 95 cents per pound of Mo, f. o. b. shipping point, throughout . 
the year; prices for calcium molybdate at 80 cents per pound of Mo 
contained and molybdenum metal (99 percent) at $2.60 to $3.00 per | 

| pound were also constant. — | | : 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

The spectacular development of the molybdenum industry from 
the first year of World War I to the end of 1941 is shown in the fol- 
lowing table. - | 

: Molybdenum in ore and concentrates shipped f rom mines in the United States, 1914-41 | 

_. Year . ‘Pounds Value ! Year Pounds Value ! 

1914 eee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee] 1,207 $1,297 || 1928...............-------] 3,329, 214] $1, 924, 600 | 
1915.2 .2--- ++ ---------- | 181, 769 114, 866 || 1929._...-..-.....--------| 3, 904, 648 2, 259, 000 

1916. ...-.---------------- 206, 740 205,000 |} 1980.......--..-.---------| 3, 759, 269 2, 068, 000 

1917__...----:------------- 350, 200 | 495, 350 || 1931_.....---..-----------| 3, 157, 000 1, 577, 000 . 

1918. ....-.--------------- 861, 637 . 1, 253, 700 || 1982....._.-.-------------| 2,378, 000 1, 186, 000 

-1919_ 2.22 297, 926 | - 341, 814 || 19838.....-.-.-------------| 5, 761.000 4, 316, 000 ; 

1920_.-.----.------------- 34, 900 17, 207 || 1984_......-.--..-.-------| 9, 377, 000 6, 502, 000 

192]1_.___... oe eee ene lee eee e eee e [eee eee ee eee e-|| 1935-222 ------------------| 10, 892, 000 7, 261, 000 

1922.22 PTT) g9g6 2 2 STTITTIIIIDIIIIIIZZ2] 17, 959, 000 | 11, 933, 000 
1923. .-..----------------- 22, 667 11, 350 || 1937_.....-.-----.--------| 30, 122,000 | 20, 571, 000 

1924. ....----------------- 297, 174 222, 880 || 1988_._....-.--.-----------| 25, 727, 000 17, 977, 000 . 

1925._...-.-.....---.-----| 1, 154, 050 961, 324 |} 1939...........-.-..--.-.-] 32,415, 000 | 22, 157, 000 

1926_.._.-...---.---------| 1,431, 830 1, 192, 714 || 1940........_.....-..-.-__] 25,329,000 | 17, 189, 000 

1927. ...--.---------------| 2 286, 075 1, 858, 786 1941. weeeue. -eeee---------| 38, 200, 000 | 25, 883, 000 

a 

1 Largely estimated by Bureau of Mines. 

_ Arizona.—Among the smaller domestic pro ducers of molybdenum 

. is Mammoth-St. Anthony, Ltd., operating at Tiger, Pinal County. 

In addition to molybdenum, the values recovered are gold, silver, | 

lead, and vanadium. Huttl* has recently summarized the operations, 
stating that: “The enterprise is essentially a low-grade gold mine, - 

with a large daily tonnage and careful management as the principal 

requisites for making the ore bodies economically important.” The 

molybdenum ore is wulfenite (PbMoQ,). Over-all recovery of - 

molybdenum in the Mammoth-St. Anthony operation 1s 97 percent 

in the mill and 74 percent in the smelter. The smelter has a daily | 

capacity of about 20 tons. The slag containing the molybdenum 

and vanadium values is treated further, yielding a Na;MoO,-Na.V.0, 

salt, which is shipped. The Miami Copper Co. continued to recover 
molybdenum as a byproduct of copper-mining operations at Miami, 

Gila County. A roaster converts the molybdenite concentrates to 
molybdic oxide. 

California.—The United States Vanadium Corporation completed 
a new concentrating and chemical treatment plant near its tungsten 

~ a Huttl, John B., Mammoth-St. Anthony’s C omplex Operations: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 142, No. 12, 

December 1941, pp. 42-45.
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_ mine on Pine Creek near Bishop, Inyo County. The new plant, with 
an initial capacity of 1,300 tons of tungsten-molybdenum ore a day, 
replaced a 450-ton plant at the mine. Burwell‘ has described the 

| milling process and metallurgical problems encountered in developing - 
7 this operation. Molybdenum is one of the byproducts, which include 

also copper, silver, and gold. The molybdenum minerals in the ore 
are molybdenite, molybdite, and powellite. oo | 

Colorado.—In 1941, production by the Climax Molybdenum Co. 
increased nearly 22 percent to 27,751,273 pounds of elemental molyb- 
denum. Except for the record high output attained in 1938, this 
production was the greatest since the company began mining in 1918. | 

| Production of molybdenum from the Climax deposit from 1918 to 
1941 has been as follows: | 

| Molybdenum (element) contained in concentrates produced from the Climaz deposit 
| | | an Colorado, 1918-41 | 

| | Pounds Pounds 
1918._______------------- 342, 200] 1930_______...._...._.__ 3, 083, 000 
1919____..-.------------- 152, 648/ 1931_.__-_._______....._. 2, 644, 399 
1920______--------------- --------- | 1982_____-__-_.--.-.--__ 1, 913, 395 
1921_..___---_------------ --------- | 19388____-__--- 2-2. 5, 028, 695 
1922______--------------- --------- | 1984_._---___..2--_____-_ 8, 378, 683 | 
1923_____-_---------------- --------- | 1985__--_______-_________ 10, 168, 635 ~ 
1924_______-------------- 156, 935 | 1936____________________ 15, 216, 806 
1925___.__--------------- | 821, 757| 1987__._______.__.._____ 22, 750, 368 

| : 1926_____-----.---------- 1, 057, 367 | 1938______.___.__2_____. 28, 242, 085 
1927______-_-_-___.--.__. 1, 858, 228] 1939__________-_________ 21, 796, 116 
1928___________.--------- 2, 957, 845 | 1940______.______-_______ 22, 782, 608 
1929___-_-_--.----.-------_- 3, 529, 295 | 1941____________.___.____ 27, 751, 273 

_The following excerpts from a recent article by Duggan 5 trace the 
history of this unique operation: | 

. The mine and mill of the Climax Molybdenum Co. are at Climax, Colo., on — 
Fremont Pass, directly on the Continental Divide, at an elevation of 11,400 feet. | 

The Climax ore-bearing rock is essentially an altered and highly silicified granite, 
fully half of the gangue being quartz. Molybdenite is the only mineral of economic 
consequence, and most of it is intimately associated with quartz in the form of fine 

| veinlets and stringers. Other minerals are molybdite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite. 
While the molybdite may be readily extracted by hydrometallurgical methods, 
its content is too low to make such operations profitable. The pyrite content 
ranges from 2 to 5 percent and that of the chalcopyrite from 0.03 to 0.05 percent. 
There is not enough copper to make its recovery attractive, and one of the metal- 
lurgical problems is the elimination of it and the pyrite from the product. 

On account of the close association of the molybdenite with the quartz and the 
necessity of eliminating the pyrite and chalcopyrite from the final product, fine 
grinding followed by flotation is the only feasible method of concentration. 

° Construction of the first milling unit was started in 1917, and it was operated 
during parts of 1918 and 1919. 

In the post-war years, there was almost ro demand for the product and pro- 
duction was at a standstill until 1924. ‘The company’s research campaign to 
develop the use of the metal began to show results in that year. From 1926 to 
1932 production ranged from 500 to 1,200 tons per day. In 1931 an additional 
mill section was built, and production was gradually increased until in 1934 and 
1935 about 3,000 to 4,000 tons was milled per day. This tonnage overtaxed the 

. milling facilities, and as the demand for molybdenum was growing constantly, 
additional milling equipment was needed. In 1936 and 1937 another crushing 
plant, six additional mill sections, and the necessary auxiliary plants were con- 
structed and brought into operation. | 

4 Burwell, Blair, Milling Tungsten Ores at Pine Creek: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 10, October 1941, 
op. ° . 

oF Duggan, E. J., Climax Milling Practice: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., Tech. Paper 1456, Min. 
Technol., March 1942, 15 pp.
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This plant was designed to mill 10,000 tons per day, but it was not long before 
12,500 tons was being treated during periods of peak demands. During the sum- 
mer of 1941, to meet defense needs, the mill has been required to treat 15,500 
tons per day. This has been accomplished with little plant expansion and at no 
loss in recovery. ‘To increase capacity still further, one more primary section is 
being built. This will bring capacity to 18,000 tons per day, which can be ~ 
stretched to 20,000 tons at a small sacrifice in recovery. 

The foregoing article also describes milling methods in considerable | 
detail; additional information on mining methods, with special refer- 
ence to blasting practice, was made available by Barker.® 7 : 

New Mexico.—The Molybdenum Corporation of America continued 
to operate its mine and mill near Questa, Taos County. Ore of rela- 
tively high grade is mined, and the tonnage treated is comparatively | 
small. The Nevada Consolidated Copper Corporation recovered 
molybdenite as a byproduct from its copper concentrate at the Chino 
property in Grant County. _ _ : - 
_Utah.—The only producer in Utah in 1941 was the Utah Copper | 

Co. at Bingham. The molybdenite concentrate is obtained as a 
byproduct in the concentration of copper ores and in the re-treatment 
of molybdenum-bearing concentrates. | 

| EXPORTS AND- IMPORTS | | 

Total exports of molybdenum ore and concentrates in 1941 were 
15,345,251 pounds, containing 7,640,330 pounds of molybdenum, with 
a value of $5.379,367; this total represents a 16-percent increase over . SS 
1940 in molybdenum contained. Large increases were shown in | 
shipments in 1941 to Canada, U. S. S. R., and United Kingdom. 
Exports of molybdenum to France, Italy, and Japan ceased. Chile 
entered the list of countries receiving molybdenum from the United 
States, whereas no exports to Brazil were recorded during 1941. | 

Molybdenum ore and concentrates exported from the United States, 1940-41, by 
| _ countries | 

1940 | 1941 

Country Gross Molybde- Gross Molybde- | 
. | weight jinumcontent! Value weight {numcontent| Value 

(pounds) | (pounds) (pounds) | (pounds) 

Bravil__........--...---.-----.| 882,676 | 201,362 | $149,856 |...._......_|....-.-.----|----2--o 
Canada..---- ---.......-----.| 554,951 | 2847458 | 255,256 | 974,321 | 800,402 | $400, 706 
Chile. 227222 | |} 80, BBB 15, 000 12, 000 
France............-...--------| 5, 209,380 | 2, 740, 065 2, 021, 685 weneenne----|------ eee] eee eee 
Italy_..2-222222222227LTTITI7| 1,650, 650 |” 849; 578 31,606 |_.-.-.--.---|_.---.-.--..|..-------- 
Japan._..---------2- +22. 133, 215 117, 100 53, 929 |_..---..---.]---.-------.]------------ 
U.8. 8. Roe lee 654, 789 336, 289 241,113 | 4,735,284 | 2,367, 492 1, 777, 185 
United Kingdom.._-_--.----_| 2,985,961 | 2,019,801 | 1,514,852 | 9,625,391 | 4,757,436 | 3,189,476 
Other countries. .._._._-_.__-.-_.- 66, 172 36, 061 35, 613 |-...--..-.. ]------------|---- ee - eee 

12, 677, 794 | 6, 584,714 | 4,904,000 | 15,345,251 | 7,640,330 | 5, 379, 367 

| Imports of molybdenum in molybdenum ore and concentrates in 
1941 totaled 4,300 pounds; there were none in 1940. In 1939, 26,347 
pounds were imported in ferromolybdenum, etc. 

¢ Barker, Claude L., The World’s Largest Molybdenum Mine: Mines Mag., vol. 31, No. 11, November 
1941, pp. 558-564, 568. 
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| Molybdenum ore and concentrates, ferromolybdenum, molybdenum metal and powder, 

calcium molybdate, and other compounds and alloys of molybdenum imported for 

consumption in the United States, 1937-41 | | 
| a 

: . . Molyb- | | Molyb- , 

Year denum Value Year denum Value | 

. (pounds) . _ (pounds) | 

| 1 7,707 | $13, 491 1940... 2-2 2-- eee | nee eee eee fee cee 
1938_....-------------- ---- 25 - 81 |} 1941....------ --------------] 4, 300 $2, 898 

1939..-..--sc-sceceseeceee--| 26,347 | 82, 327 | - 
! 

| oe | USES | , | 

| - Approximately 93 percent of the molybdenum consumed in the 

United States is employed in steel ingots and castings; 3 or 4 percent 

_ goes into iron castings; and the remainder is used in miscellaneous 

, products, such as pigments and colors, welding rods, etc. Molyb- 

| ‘denum is becoming of increasing interest as a substitute material for | 

tungsten and other steel-alloying metals, of which domestic supplies 

| are limited. Its chief field of usefulness in this capacity is to replace _ 

tungsten, as mentioned elsewhere in this chapter. However, the 

Advisory Committee on Metals and Minerals of th e National Research 

Council has called attention to the value of molybdenum in relieving — 

threatened shortages of vanadium, caused by substitution of the latter 

| for nickel.’ a | 
A tabulation of 1,500 tool steels compiled by Lippert *® includes more 

than 250 with molybdenum contents ranging from as little as 0.15. 
percent to the molybdenum high-speed steels, which may be as high 

. as 9 percent Mo. Increased use of molybdenum-type high-speed 

steels has been facilitated by release of patents covering their produc- 

tion by several companies holding them. | | | 
For use in alloy steels, molybdenum may be added in the form of 

| / ferromolybdenum, calcium molybdate, and molybdenum oxide 

(roasted molybdenite). Common practice favors use of the oxide, 

- and nearly half of the molybdenum employed in alloy steels enters in 

that form. | 
As was to be expected, compliance with O. P. M. orders sub- | 

| stituting molybdenum-type high-speed steels for tungsten high- 
speed steels presented certain technical difficulties, which are being 

solved as rapidly as possible. Recommendations concerning the 
handling of molybdenum high-speed steels were made by a special 
committee of O. P. M.° , 

According to Edsall and Lloyd,” solution of a major problemn— 

that of heat treating—may be achieved through use of the electrically 

heated salt bath. Procedure to be followed in salt-bath hardening 

7 Steel, Finds Molybdenum Good Substitute to Relieve Tightness in Vanadium: Vol. 109, No. 17 

October 27, 1941, p. 86. 
; 8 Lippert, T. W., 1500 Tool Steels: Iron Age, vol. 147, No. 20, May 15, 1941, pp. 55-59; No. 21, May 22, pp. 

65-68; No. 22, May 29, pp. 51-54; No. 22, June 5, pp. 60-63; No. 24, June 12, pp. 65-68; No. 25, June 19, pp. 

58-60; No. 26, June 26, pp. 52-54: vol. 148, No. 1, July 3, 1941, pp. 56-59. 
*Stotz, N. I., and others, Heat Treatment of Molybdenum High-Speed Steels: Am. Metal Market, vol. . 

48, No. 175, September 10, 1941, p. 7. 
10 Edsall, Howard Linn, and Lloyd, T. E., Heat-Treating High-Speed Molybdenum Steels: Iron Age, 

vol. 148, No. 14, October 2, 1941, pp. 39-46.
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of molybdenum high-speed steels was also described in the report of a . 
special committee of O. P. M. headed by A. F. Holden." | 

Another O. P. M. committee report ” presents details of surface | 
protection of molybdenum high-speed steels through use of con- | 

| trolled-atmosphere furnaces. , : 
A molybdenum stainless steel has been developed that is said to 

have great strength and freedom from chemical or electrical reaction _ 
and to be adapted to treatment of bone fractures. It may be used a 
in the form of steel plates, screws, nails, and wire in surgery, and the 
manufacturer claims that.it provides bone surgeons with a strong, _ 
durable metal that will not corrode in human tissues.” - 

British practice in use of molybdenum in “high-strength” iron was 
' reviewed by A. McRae Smith," who stated that “in correctly balanced — 

proportions, added to a suitable base composition, nickel and molyb- 
denum impart to cast iron the maximum tensile and transverse 

_ » strengths and deflection so far achieved in any material which is a 
| true gray cast iron.” | | 

Minor outlets for molybdenum include its use in pigments and 
. colors, welding rods, and wire and for various chemical purposes. 

Such uses, however, represent specialized fields in which relatively 
few manufacturers participate. Applications for black molybdenum | 
finishes are described by Young," who mentions jewelry, instrument- . 
gage dial, and decorative fields. Colors ranging from rainbow effects 
to black deposits may be obtained with coatings produced in a | 
solution containing ammonium molybdate, sodium thiosulfate, ‘ 
and some ammonium hydroxide. Molybdenum black coatings may : 
be applied to electroplated zinc and cadmium, die-cast zinc, Fie-cast . 

| aluminum, and rolled aluminum. ~ | 

. . TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS : va ha 

A sample of wulfenite (lead molybdate) ore from Arizona was | 
tested in the Ore-Dressing Section of the Metallurgical Division of 
the Bureau of Mines at Rolla, Mo., to determine whether molybdenum- ae 
bearing concentrates could be obtained by gravity-concentration 
methods avoiding formation of slime and attendant loss of value. 
The investigators concluded that careful stage-crushing is essential 
te avoid excessive sliming and that with efficient hydraulic classifi- 
cation and table concentration good recovery of the valuable mineral 
should result.'® | 

WORLD PRODUCTION 

The production of molybdenum outside the United States is very | 
small. Figures covering such output in 1941 are available only for , 
Chile, Mexico, and Peru; except for Norway, these countries appear 
to be the only significant foreign sources of supply. 

11 Holden, A. F., and others, Salt-Bath Method for Hardening Molybdenum High-Speed Steels: Am. 
Metal Market, vol. 48, No. 175, September 10, 1941, p. 7. 

13 Hayes, G. I., and others, Controlled-Atmosphere Furnaces for the Heat Treatment of Molybdenum 
High-Speed Steels: Am. Metal Market, vol. 48, No. 175, September 10, 1941, p. 7. 

‘18 American Metal Market, Republic Steel Develops New Steel for Surgery: Vol. 48, No. 157, August 44, 

MN Mining Journal (London), Molybdenum in Cast Iron: Vol. 214, No. 5528, August 2, 1941, p. 366. 
18 Young,.C. B. F., Plating Alloys: Iron Age, vol. 149, No. 7, February 12, 1942, pp. 53-57. ; 
16 Engel, A. L., and Shelton, S. M., Progress Reports—Metallurgical Division. 45. Ore-Testing Studies, 

1939-40: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3564, 1941, p. 23.
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. World production of molybdenum ores and concentrates, 1937-41, by countries, in — 
Oo metric tons } - | | 

a {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] . 

a Country ! 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 

| Australia: 
New South Wales. concentrates (gross weight) __ 16 9 (2) (2) (?) 
Queensland -.......--...-.----------------d0__-_|- 23 14 | . 20 (2). (2) 

Victoria... --.-----------------------------d0__.. 31 36 26 (2) (2) 
Western Australia —------2-2 22-222 -l7Tdo_} (@) 64 | (3) (3) | 

/  Canads.....-----.---+------------------------d0__-- 7 6 1 (2) () 
Chile.........----------concentrates (Mo content) __|_--_._.---|---------- 30 ‘267 229 
Greece... ....--.--------.-----.-_ore (gross weight)_.|_......_.. 1, 560 - @ |) & (2) . 
Italy. -2. 22s s-ee ose enee-sseeeeeeeneeeeee---0.---| 46 12} (@) (3) (3) 
Mexico_._..-----------. concentrates (Mo content). 629 483 523;  ~—- 30 522 
Moroceg, French (exports) .....-.-.-----------d0_.--| 104 a (?) (3) 
Norway...----------------------------------+-d0-.--| 344 462 433 (2) (2) 
Peru.___.....----------------------------------do.-..| - 50 85 167 | 190 148 
Rumania--_--.-..-.------Bi-Mo ore (gross weight) - - 27 160 (2). (2) (2) - 
Turkey. _....-.---------concentrates (Mo content) .- 26 41 (2) (2) (2) 
United States_--------1----------------------d0_.--| 18,344. | 15,108 | 13,755 | 35,564] 18,217 
Yugoslavia --..----------------- -0Fe (gross weight) __ 84 19 — «660 ® (2) _ . 

1 In addition to the countries listed, molybdenum ore is also produced in Burma, China, Chosen, and 
Japan, but data on production are not available. a, 

2 Data rot available. 

_ In Canada, the Moss mine, in the Quyon district of Quebec, con- ~ 
trolled by the Quyon Molybdenite Co., was active during the latter 
part of 1941. Operation of the mine was undertaken during the first 
World War by The Canadian Wood Molybdenite Co.; subsequently 
the property changed hands several times and was worked inter- : 
mittently. The present management took charge in 1938 and has 

— built a mill and smelter. Output was reported to be at the rate of 
about 6 tons of 90-percent concentrates a week, and ore reserves were 

| | estimated at 30,000 tons averaging 0.5 percent MoS,. Production of 
oe molybdenum in Chile, where molybdenite concentrates are recovered 

from copper operations of the Braden Copper Co. at Sewell, amounted 
to 229 metric tons (Mo content) in 1941. In January 1942 the 
Government of Chile entered into an agreement granting the United 

| _ States exclusive buying rights on all molybdenum produced*in Chile 
for 18 months. Peru Molibdeno, S. A., principal producer in Peru, | 

| continued to operate its mine near Ricran, in Juaja, Department of 
Junin. With the expiration of contracts for shipments of molyb- 
denum to Japan, all future exports were destined for England. Dis- 
covery of a molybdenum deposit was reported in Salvador ” 8 km. 
east of the village of Teputla, Department of Chalatenango, and 
40 km. from La Toma, the nearest railway point. Prospecting re- 
vealed a 4- to 5-foot vein in a 30-foot shaft; ore samples were reported 
to contain 8.5 to 19 percent MoS). 
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. VANADIUM | Oo 
| a - SUMMARY | | 

In 1941 the United States became the world’s leading producer of 
vanadium, displacing Peru which held that position from 1938 to 

_ 1940. Domestic production, in terms of vanadium contained in ore 
distributed to mills and domestic consumers, amounted to 2,393,478 
pounds (1,086 metric tons) in 1941 compared with 2,162,916 pounds 
(981 metric tons) (revised figures) in 1940. Peru’s production de- | 
creased from 1,214 metric tons (vanadium contained) in 1940 to 1,017 
tons in 1941. A marked decline was noted in the vanadium output of 
South-West Africa. No statistics are available concerning production | - 
in Northern Rhodesia. The demand for vanadium in the United 
States has increased steadily. Apparent consumption in 1940 was 

_ estimated at 3,000,000 pounds by the Office of Production Manage- 
ment, which on August 16, 1941, stated that “The current rate of 
production would indicate that 3,750,000 pounds in finished form will 
be made available in 1941 as against an estimated need of 5,900,000 
pounds. Requirements for 1942 are expected to reach 7,150,000.” 
Vanadium was placed under full priority control on August 14. On 
December 20, a complete allocation system was established for | 
vanadium by the O. P.M. | Oo 

The only countries known to have important vanadium-ore deposits 
are the United States, Peru, South-West Africa, and Northern 
Rhodesia. Vanadium has been and is now being obtained by some | 
countries from other materials, including petroleum, bauxite, phos- 
phate rock, and titaniferous magnetites: The ever-increasing de- 
mand for vanadium directs attention to all possible vanadium 
resources, as well as to efforts to extend known deposits. 

In the United States the principal ores are roscoelite and carnotite 
in sandstones, disseminated or in spots, bunches, lenses, and seams. 
These desposits, representing a distinct type, are found in south- 
western Colorado and in southeastern Utah. Application of geo- 
physical methods in this region to locate further concentrations of 
ore was discussed by Kelly.” | 

18 Kelly, S. F., Geological Studies of Vanadium-Uranium Deposits by Geophysical Exploration Methods: 
Min. Cong. Jour., val, 27, No. 8, August 1941, pp. 27-35.
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Interest: was shown in lead vanadate deposits in the western United 
States. Under normal tonditions, these deposits do not have com- 
mercial value, but the Metals Reserve Co. reported that arrange-— 
ments had been completed for rapid development of several such - 
properties to augment the domestic vanadium supply. 

The Bureau of Mines investigated the metallurgical treatment of 
vanadium ores (including carnotite, cuprodescloizite, descloizite, and 

- vanadinite) from Colorado, Nevada, and Arizona.” | , 
| Vanadium was recovered from flue dust gathered from the boilers 

of ships burning Venezuelan fuel oil. The dust is said to contain 20 
to.40 percent V.O;. Lately, Argentine petroleum and asphaltite have __ 
been examined for their vanadium content. The investigators, | 
Fester, Cruellas, and Baron,” state that the oils contain vanadium in 

| quantities too small to be recovered economically. Referring to the 
a asphaltites, these authors find that, whereas Peruvian bituminous 

- material contains 0.5 to 1.5 percent V.O;, the samples from the | | 
| Provinces of Mendoza and Neuquén, Argentina, contained only 0.1 _ 

to 0.2 percent. In 8 of 24 analyses given the content was below 0.1 
- percent. — | a | 

| The presence of vanadium in titaniferous magnetites is well-known. 
Actual recovery from converter slag has been carried on in Germany, — 

| where, it is believed, this source meets the vanadium requirements of 
that country. Research on recovery of vanadium from slags. is 

| reported from U.S.S.R. Ina recent study of the titaniferous mag- | 
| netites of the Laramie Range, Wyoming, Diemer” gives six new 

| analyses in which the V.O,; content ranges from 0.32 to 0.53 percent. _ 
Frankel and Grainger ” report 1.08 percent VO; in a sample of titan- 
iferous iron ore from the Bushveld Complex of South Africa and note 
that the content of all samples examined thus far rarely exceeds 1 
percent V2Os3. | They concur in the results of investigations in India 
by Dunn and Dey ® who found that the vanadium is present in coul- 

: sonite, a mineral possibly of the composition (FeV).0;. Frankel and 
Grainger believe that the intimate association of the minerals in the 
Bushveld ore, presumably a typical titaniferous iron ore, would 
militate against successful concentration of any of its constituents by 
physical methods. . | | | 

~ 9 Engel, A. L., and Shelton, S: M., Progress Reports—Metallurgical Division. 45. Ore-Testing Studies, 
, 1939-40: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3564, 1941, pp. 5-12, . 

Engel, A. L., and Shelton, 8. M., Progress Reports—Metallurgical Division. 52. Ore-Testing Studies 
of the Ore-Dressing Section, Fiscal Year 1941: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3628, 1942, pp. 

1 Foster, G. A., Cruellas, J., and Baron, M., Cenizas vanadiferas: Rev. Facultad de Quim., Ind., y 
Agric., vol. 8, Univ. Nac. del Litoral, Santa Fe, Argentina, 1910, pp. 95-110. 

21 Diemer, R. A., Titaniferous Magnetite Deposits of the Laramie Range, Wyoming: Geol. Surv. 
Wyoming Bull. 31, 1941, 23 pp. 

22 Frankel, J. J.. and Grainger, G. W., Notes on Bushveld Titaniferous Iron Ore: South African Jour. 
Sci., vol. 37, 1941, pp. 101-110. 

2 Dunn, J. A., and Dey, A. K., Vanadium-Bearing Titaniferous Iron Ores in Singhbum and Mayur- 
bhanji, India: Trans. Min. Geol. Inst India, vol. 41, pt. 3, 1937, pp. 117-184.
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Salient statistics of vanadium-bearing ores.in the United States, 1940-41 

| | oe 1940 1941 , 

. Mine production: — 
Vanadium ores. .---...-----------------------------.--------Short tons... 95, 983 135, 322 

Vanadium contained.........---.--------------------------pounds-- 2, 879, 379 2, 333, 797 
Uranium-vanadium ores_......-.......----------------------short tons-_- 796 908 

Vanadium contained .-...-...-.----------------------------pounds-. 51, 377 50, 824 | 
Complex ore: 

. Vanadium contained_--.....----------------------------------d0_.-- 95, 810 105, 760 

ol Distribution: oe 
Ore milled: 

| Vanadium ores., ....---.--.-~--- ------------------------Short tons. - 95, 549 111, 602 
Vanadium contained. -.-.-.--....-------------------.----pounds.. 2, 915, 729 2, 236, 304 

Complex ore: 
anadium contained.__-------.-.-------.--.---------.-----d0_..- 95, 810 105, ‘760 - 

Ore shipped to domestic consumers: | 
Uranium-vanadium ores-_....-.--..---------------------.short tons_- 796 ou8 

Vanadium contained.-....--.-----------.--------. -.-- pounds. . §1, 377 50, 324 

Total distribution: | 
Vanadium contained ..-...--.-------..------------------------do_...| 12, 162, 916 2, 393, 478 - 
Value. ..---.---------------- 2 eee eee ee eee. | 12 $1, 044, 100 | 2 $1,088, 500 

_—————— SE ————— SS 

Mill products 3 (vanadium contained): . : 
Produced— 

From vanadium and uranium-vanadium ores. -_........-..pounds.. 1, 496, 257 1, 681, 192 
From other ores.....-.-.------.-------------------------------d0-.-- 4 51, 876 § 172, 463 

- Total pruduced_.....--.2--------------------------------------0.--.| 1, 648, 133 1, 853, 655 | 

Shipped— . a . 
rom vanadium and uranium-vanadium ores.....--......---.d0.... 1, 180, 607 ¢ 2. Om, 752 

From other ores... ......--------------------------------------d0..-.| 4 25, 495 426,134 | 

Total shipped: . | | 
Vanadium contained-_...-......---------------------------d0-... 1, 204, 102 2, 062, 886 

. Value. ....-..---.- ene enn ee ee nee ne eee ne een eee ee 2 $2, 350, 500 3 $3, 968, 800 / 

Imports: _ . 
‘Vanadium ores. .-...---.--------------------- -..---+--------Sshort tons_- 22, 551 12, 323 

Vanadium contained...--..--.----------------------------- pounds... 2, 574, 951 2, 138, 608 
Export Value__ 2. eee eee eee ee-ee-]| $1, 216; 705 $1, 012, 901 

xX S: , , 
Vanadium ore and concentrates. --...-------------..------.-short tons.- (7) 2 

Vanadium contained..__.-.__.--.._-.-.---...__._----..-... pounds. - ® 25, 462 
. , a2 1 (7) $63, 213 

1 Revised figure. | 
2 Estimated by Bureau of Mines. | 
3 Vanadium oxide, vanadic acid, and iron vanadate. 
4 Mill products produced from complex ore. 
§ Mill products produced from complex ore and phosphate rock. 
* Includes shipments of mill products produced from phosphate rock. 
7 Data not available. 

DEFENSE PROGRAM 

Vanadium was among the metals included in the inventory control | 
provided by General Metals Order 1, May 1, 1941, issued by the : 
Office of Production Management. It was removed from this order 
‘on August 14 and placed under full priority control, effective Sep- 
tember 1. The new regulation (Order M-23) gave high ratings to all | 
defense orders for vanadium and required their acceptance in prefer- 
ence to nondefense orders; a purchaser of vanadium was required to 
file a statement of the intended uses not later than the twenty-fifth of 

| the month preceding that specified for delivery; deliveries were 
restricted to an amount not in excess of that necessary to fill a given 
manufacturer’s orders on the basis of his current method and rate of 
production. On December 20, General Preference Order M-—23-a 
replaced the previous priority-control order. It “‘provides for monthly 
requests for vanadium allotments and authorizes the Director of 
Priorities to make monthly allocations without regard to previous
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preference ratings.’”’ Consumers receiving less than 50 pounds a 
month are not obliged to file reports. The order, as originally an- _ 
nounced, was to be effective until June 30, 1942. 

| Vanadium was among 13 materials listed in General Imports Order 
M-63, which took effect December 28, 1941. The order provided 

| that “unless otherwise authorized by O. P. M., all future contracts 
| for imports of these materials will be handled by the Metals Reserve 

_ Co., R. F. C. subsidiary, or other governmental agency. No private 
person or concern can make arrangements for imports, except that in 
certain cases, such as imports for processing and immediate re-export, | 
the Director of Priorities may grant specific exceptions to the Order.” 
The Metals Reserve Co. was stated to be planning to work through | 
established brokers and dealers. oe a 

| | | | PRICES | . | 

Engineering and. Mining Journal Metal and Mineral Markets 
. quoted a nominal price of 27% cents per pound of V.O; contained for 

vanadium ore throughout 1941. Ferrovanadium was quoted at _ 
$2.70 to $2.90 per pound of V contained, and the price of vanadium 

- pentoxide (technical grade, approximately 88 to 92 percent V.Qs) 
quoted by Daily Metal Trade was $1.10 per pound of V.O; contained. 

: oe “DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | 

Arizona.—Vanadium is recovered from complex ores at Tiger 
Pinal County, by Mammoth-St. Anthony, Ltd., a low-grade gold mine 

o that yields values in silver, lead, molybdenum, and vanadium, im 
| addition to gold. The vanadium-ore minerals are vanadinite and 

descloizite. The vanadium and molybdenum are shipped as a 
| Na:MoO,-Na.V20, salt. Operations have been described by Hutt]. 

| Colorado and Utah.—The principal vanadium-ore district in the 
United States lies in southwestern Colorado and southeastern Utah. 
The vanadium resources are large, but the individual ore bodies are | 
widely scattered and generally small. Facilities for treating the ores 
are being expanded in this region, and mining is being carried on at 
increased rates to meet the present demand for vanadium. Produc- 
tion in Colorado and Utah in 1941, in terms of vanadium contained in 
vanadium and uranium (carnotite) ores shipped from mines to treat- 
ment plants and domestic consumers, amounted to 2,287,718 pounds. 

_ The United States Vanadium Corporation operated its 240-ton mill 
and a plant to treat tailings at Uravan, Colo. The company also | 
worked on the construction of a new mill at Rifle, Colo., where vana- 
dium operations were carried on from 1925 to 1932. The new plant has 
a capacity of 200 tons; the first unit—a 100-ton roaster—went into 
operation in February and the second in April 1942. : 

The Vanadium Corporation of America treated ore at its Naturita 
(Colo.) plant during 1941; the mill, reopened in 1940, has a capacity of 
about 50 tons and handles ore from company property in Montrose and 
San Miguel Counties, Colo., as well as custom ore. Through a lease 

- agreement with the Defense Plant Corporation, the company will 
erect a 120-ton plant at Monticello, Utah. The cost of the plant — 
$875,000—is being provided by the Defense Plant Corporation, which 
retains title to the facilities. Operation is scheduled to begin about 

4 Huttl, John B., Mammoth-St. Anthony’s Complex Operations: Eng.and Min. Jour., vol. 142, No. 12, 
December 1941, pp. 42-45.
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July 1, 1942. In preparation for this new activity, the company | 
maintained during 1941 an ore sampler at Monticello, wher: ore was 
purchased and stock-piled. a - 

_ _ North Continent Mines, Inc., continued to operate its mill at Slick 
Rock near Cedar, San Miguel County, Colo.. At Gateway, Mesa 
County, Colo., the Nisley & Wilson Vanadium Mill produced vanadium 
oxide from custom ores. Gateway Alloys, Inc., formerly treating ore 
at Gateway, restricted its activity to mining. The Blanding Mines a 
Co. produced ore and oxide from its mine and mill at Blanding, San 
Juan County, Utah. . | 
Idaho.—The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. recovered vanadium as 

byproduct in the treatment of phosphates for fertilizer. The phos- 
phate rock is mined at Conda, Idaho, and treated in reduction works 
at Anaconda, Mont. | : 

| | FOREIGN TRADE : 

Imports of vanadium ores in 1941, virtually all from Peru, totaled _ 
12,323 short tons with a vanadium content of 2,138,608 pounds. | 
Data on exports of vanadium ore and concentrates were not avail- | 
able before 1941. The total exports during 1941 were 28 short tons 
containing 25,462 pounds of vanadium; details by countries of desti- os 
nation are shown in the following table. _ \ | | 

Vanadium ore and concentrates exported from the United States in 1941, by countries | 

Oo | | | | Gross weight | Vanadium | | | Count | ountry (pounds) |) comsens vee 

Canada... --- 2-2-2 - ee nen 37, 150 17, 578 $35, 603 | Japan ..----.--.---0---s--2sn-enne esse see eeeceeeeceeeeeeeee 7,470 3, 552 "9,879 : 
, Netherlands Indies-___.........-.-.22222--222---- eee ee 629 256 531 United Kingdom. -..2220022772777772TTTIIIT 10, 422 4,076 17, 200 a 

; | 55, 671 25, 462 63, 213 

: USES 

_ The principal use of vanadium is in the manufacture of high-speed 
and low-alloy tool steels and high-strength cast iron and steel forg- 
ings. ‘The present demand for vanadium is reflected in the increased 
use of vanadium-bearing steels, which have been substituted for steels 
containing nickel and tungsten. _ 

_The role of vanadium in forging spring and cast steels has been 
discussed by Dawe,” who states that— : 

: Vanadium as an alloying element in steel has, in recent years, experienced a 
rapidly increasing number and range of applications. Small percentages have 
been found to contribute a variety of valuable properties—from toughness, uni- 
formity, and carburizing qualities in the smallest forgings and springs to higher 
impact resistance, reduction of internal defects, and increased strength in the 
largest forgings and castings. In addition, a number of other effects generally 
accompanies the presence of a smal] amount of vanadium. These include im- 
proved machinability, simpler heat treatment, reduced distortion, exceptional 
weldability, increased wear resistance, better control and uniformity of hardness 
penetration and gradient, smoother finish, and reduced flaking or spalling of 
carburized surfaces. 

% Dawe, C.N., How Vanadium Influences Design Materials: Machine Design, vol 13, No. 10, October 
1941, pp. 49-53, 110, 112,
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| Of interest at this time is the use of chrome-vanadium steels mn 

making propeller hubs, gears, and welded propeller blades for air- 

craft. Light armor plate for planes and tanks is also made of vana- 

dium steels. | | a | 

_ In minor amounts, vanadium is utilized in the ceramic, glass, color, 

and nonferrous industries and as a catalyst in the manufacture of 

. sulfuric acid. | oe | 

| - Vanadium is made available to the steel industry in the form of 

| ferrovanadium, which contains 35 to 40 percent of the element. It is 

) also prepared for commercial use as vanadium oxide and ammonium 

: metavanadate. Fused oxide is used to a minor degree in basic | 

electric-furnace steels, but, in general, the oxide is produced for use 

in the minor applications mentioned above. : 

| WORLD PRODUCTION | . 

World output of vanadium in ore and concentrates in 1941 was simi- 

lar in volume to that in 1940. The United States increased its pro- 

duction by 11 percent and assumed the leading position, displacing 
| Peru which ranked second. The Minasragra property ofthe Vanadium » 

Corporation of America, on the east side of the main Cordillera of the © 

_ Andes at an elevation of 15,472 feet, produces most of Peru’s vanadium 

-  output.2® Part of the ore is treated at a concentrator near the mine. 

| The concentrates average about 25 percent V.0;. Sorted ores are also | 

shipped, and in the last 5 years the V.O; content of these ores exported 

| hasranged from about 7 to 15 percent. Vanadium-bearing asphaltites, 
chiefly in deposits of the Compania Minera Santa Clara y Llacsacocha ; 

- at Yaulf, Department of Junin, are mined on a small scale.” The 

: vanadium is concentrated in the ashes, which are obtained by burning 

: the asphaltite. The company was preparing to mine vanadiferous 
| coal for its vanadium content. 

Production of vanadium in South-West Africa in 1941 came entirel: 
from the Abenab and Baltika mines of the Southwest Africa Co., Ltd. oe 
Mottramite and descloizite, the vanadium-ore minerals, are found in 
clay pockets in dolomite. The concentrates average 19.75 percent 
V.0O;. The Otavi Minen und Eisenbahn Gesellschaft of Tsumeb, 
which formerly supplied about half the output of the country, sus- 
pended operations in September 1940. The Union of South Africa. 
Government was said to be planning to operate the Otavi company 
mines. : | 

In U. S. S. R., plans were announced for exploiting titaniferous 
| iron deposits (from which vanadium was also to be recovered) near 

Lake Onega in the Soviet Karelian-Finnish Republic. A plant was 
to be built at Pudozhgora to produce high-grade pig iron and ferro- 
vanadium. 

It is assumed that Germany and Italy continued to obtain vanadium 
from the same sources that were known in 1940. Vanadium G. m. 
b. H., a national cartel, was then reported to be responsible for fur- 
nishing the German requirements. Converter slag is the source of the . 
vanadium. Italy recovers vanadium from naphtha soot collected from 
smokestacks of ships and industrial plants. 

2 een derbure, W. O., Vanadium-Peru: Bureau of Mines Minera] Trade Notes, vol. 14, No. 3, March 

sotivasderbare, W. O., Vanadium-Peru: Bureau of Mines Minerél Trade Notes, vol. 14, No. 4, Aprit
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World production of vanadium in ores and concentrates, 1937-41, in metric tons 

. - . {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] 

Country | 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

SSS = i anneeee-e 15 14 17 
Mexico. -_-----.-.-.------------ 2. eee 45 180 148 57 @® 
Northern Rhodesia----..-.--.--------.-------------- 235 | 374 384 (3) (3) 
Peru... ------ 2-22 eee eee nee 583 | 826 996 1, 214 1,017 
South-West Africa_--.....-.--..-.--.----------. 2... 591 557 514 |- 428 260 
United States (shipments)_.......-.......--._-...-.- 493 732 900 | * 4981 1, 086 , 

1 Exports. | 
2Lessthaniton. . 
3 Data not available. 

. 4 Revised figure. . - 
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| | ‘SUMMARY | 
_ Consumption of tungsten concentrates in the United States reached | 
an all-time high in 1941; as a consequence, both imports and domestic | 
production established new records. Shipments of tungsten con- : 
centrates and high-grade sorted ore from domestic mines were 6,567 
short tons (60 percent WO; basis), an increase of 23 percent over 1940 | 
and 7 percent greater than in the previoussrecord year 1917. Pro- - 
duction in California, Idaho, and Nevada gained substantially in . 
1941; and the Yellow Pine mine in Idaho made its initial cutput and 
shipments in that year. Many new mills were completed during the | 
year; especially noteworthy was the 1,300-ton-daily-capacity con- | | 
centrating and chemical plant near Bishop, Calif., which began operat- - 
ing in the latter part of 1941. Additions to capacity were made at 

, many existing mills, | | | - 
Receipts of imported ore and concentrates during 1941 were 13,820 

_ short tons (60 percent WO, basis), of which China supplied 68 percent 
and Latin American countries 25 percent. — 

| Salient statistics of tungsten ore and concentrates in the United States, 1940-41 

| 1949 | 1941 | 

Short tons, Short tons, | | 
60 percent Value 60 percent Value 

WOs Os 

Domestic production__.................---._..- 5, 120 (Q) 6, 746 (1) 
Fapments from domestic mines..-.........-..- 5,319 | $6, 576, 318 6, 567 $9, 223, 726 

General (receipts).........-.....-..-------- 10, 157 (1) 13, 820 a“) 
For consumption _..........-------..-.--.-- 5, 896 4, 690, 723 12, 107 11, 231, 313 

Stocks in bonded warehouses, Dec. 31____.._.-.- 4, 615 3, 956, 825 6, 300 5, 740, 789 . 
a 

1 Figures not available. 

The Government program to buy tungsten ore for stock-piling and 
for resale to industry made substantial progress in 1941. Release to 
industry of part of the Government-held stock pile relieved a tempo- 
rary stringency in the spot supply in the early part of 1941, which 

: 643
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developed as a result of the closing of the Burma Road from July 18 

/ to October 17, 1940, cutting off tungsten supplies ordinarily supplied | 

by China. The Metals Reserve Co. entered into a contract with | 
Bolivian producers, guaranteed by the Bolivian Government, to pur- 

chase their entire production for 3 years at $21 per short-ton unit. 
An arrangement was also completed with the Argentine Government 

| ‘and producers to purchase up to 3,000 tons of tungsten concentrates 7 

for 3 years at $21 per short-ton unit. An agreement was also made to 

buy, at the market price at the time of purchase, any surplus Mexican 

| tungsten not sold to private industry in the Western Hemisphere. _ 

| ~ Contracts have been made with three of the largest domestic pro- 

ducers of tungsten to permit substantial increases in output, and 7 
similar contracts are being arranged with numerous other producers. 

| A re-treatment plant will be erected in Utah in 1942 to utilize large 

tonnages of low-grade concentrates, much of which has hitherto not 

been recovered. Arrangements are also being made for direct purchase 

| of output from small producers. Under the stimulation of a price of 

| $24 per short-ton unit and with the anticipated addition to output 

- from re-treatment of low-grade concentrates, it is expected that 

‘domestic production will increase substantially by the end of 1942. | 

- ° GOVERNMENT EXPLORATION oe | 

| The Bureau of Mines continued its search for ore deposits of stra- 

—  tegic metals, as authorized under section 7 of the Strategic Materials 

an Act. Productive operation in the Yellow Pine district, Idaho, was 

| be in August over the deposit revealed in the course of diamond 

drilling by the Bureau of Mines in cooperation with the Geological 

) - §urvey. This deposit appears to be one of the few outstanding new 

: discoveries of tungsten ore in the United States since 1900. A large 

7 number of preliminary examinations of tungsten deposits were com- 

pleted by the Strategic Minerals Examination Section of the Bureau’s 

: Mining Division. ‘Trenching and diamond drilling were completed 

| at Mill City, Nev.; near Bishop, Calif.; and in the vicinity of Shoshone, 

a Nev., and the Huachuca Mountains, Ariz. Although no other large 

| ore bodies were discovered, some ore was found in each instance, which 

: enabled the operating companies either to increase or maintain pro- | 

| duction at properties where depletion of ore reserves would otherwise _ 

| have forced reduction of output. - At the Ima mine in Lemhi County, 

|  Tdaho, important new discoveries were made by trenching and diamond 

| drilling; their significance will be determined by further diamond drill- 

| ing now in progress. It now appears that the new discoveries will 

| bring about a considerable increase in the production rate. 
As part of its program of investigation of strategic mineral deposits, — 

the Geological Survey published reports describing tungsten deposits 
in the Sierra Nevada near Bishop, Calif., and in the Blue Wing district, 

Lemhi County, Idaho. The tungsten deposits in Mohave County, 
Ariz., including those in the Boriana mine, were mapped. Detailed 

mapping of the Tempiute district, Lincoln County, Nev., the tungsten 

deposits in Beaver County, Utah, and the Deer Park district, Stevens 
County, Wash., was undertaken. In California the tungsten deposits 
in the Darwin district, Inyo County, and the Greenhorn Mountain 

region in Kern and Tulare Counties were examined in considerable 

detail. In the Nederland district, Boulder County, Colo., the Yellow
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- Pine district, Valley County, Idaho, and the Seven Devils district, 
Adams County, Idaho, earlier examinations were continued or ex- | 
tended. A number of smaller districts were visited briefly. : 

| PRICES — | 
Quotations on tungsten ore and concentrates were relatively stable 

throughout 1941; imported and domestic ores fluctuated only $2 and 
$4 per unit, réspectively. However, whereas the price trend of im- - 
ported ore was downward, that of domestic ore was the reverse. 

- Chinese ore was quoted in the Engineering and Mining Journal at $26 
per short-ton unit of WO;, duty paid, at the beginning of 1941, was | 
owered to about $24 in late January, advanced to $24.50 in August, | 

| but again was reduced to $24 in late October. Bolivian and Portu- 
- guese ores were quoted within the same range as Chinese ore. Do- 

- -mestic scheelite, in carlots, delivered, was quoted at $23 to $25 per 
short-ton unit during the first 9 months of 1941, at $24 to $27 in “ 
October, and at $26 to $27 during the remaining 2 months. The 
average price for the 1941 shipments, as reported to the Bureau of | | 
Mines, was $23.41 per short-ton unit of WOs. Oo oo 

7 DOMESTIC PRODUCTION oO 
. Stimulated by greater defense activities, production of tungsten oe 

concentrates and high-grade sorted ore in the United States increased : | 
32 percent over 1940 to an all-time high of 6,746 short tons (reduced | 

| to an equivalent of 60 percent WO;) in 1941. Production was ob- a 
tained from a rather large number of widely scattered operations m oo 
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Missouri, Montana, 
Nevada, New Mexico, South Dakota, Utah, and Washington. Cali- | , 

- fornia, which displaced Nevada as the principal producing State m 
1940, maintained its rank in 1941. Idaho attained the rank of third- : 
largest producing State in 1941, as a result of production at the Yellow 
Pine mine, where the presence of tungsten was discovered in the spring | ‘ 
of 1941. | _ a | 

| Tungsten ore and concentrates produced and shipped in the United States, 1940—41, 
| by States : 

| Produced | Shipped from mines 

1940 1941 1940 1941 | 

, | - Units | tons, Units | (Ons Units | tons, Units 
PWwOn POs, POs, PW Os 

Alaska.........----22]----2- 22 eee 2 1, 590 j_.-. 22 - fief 
Arizona......--.---..|__ 348 | 20,908 230 | 16,793 | 349 | _ 20, 938 277 | 16, 602 
California............| 1,935 | 116,087]  2,704| 162220] 2070] 124213] 2,603] 156, 208 
Colorado........--.-] 657 | 39,411 646 | 38, 740 693 | 41, 561 631 | 37,830 
Idaho____.2 2722777772 242 | 14, 524 663 | 39, 781 260 | 15, 580 656 | 38, 381 
Missouri..-...--.--- 13 760 3 164 13 760 3 164 
Montana......-.._-- 50 | 2,998 7 415 50 | 2,998 7 415 
Nevada —----------| 1,788 | 107,300 |, 2316 | 138,983 | 1,706 | 107,707 | 2,280 | 187, 32 
Bout Dakota wf fet 8] OL O | 28] 
Utah... 15 800 30| 1,802 i4 832} . 30| 1,806 
Washington. -..-...- mye] A 

|  §,120| 307,170| 6,746) 404,770| 5,319] 319,160| 6,567 | 304,004 

198 pounds.
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Tungsten ore and concentrates shipped from mines in the United States, 1937-41 

+ | | |. Quantity Reported value f.0.b. mines | 

| Year . Oreand | 
| concentrates,; Tungsten Average Average 

60 percent Coen Total per wait of per pound 

(short tons) . , 

1 3,500] 3,331,020] $4, 094, 000 "$19. 50 $1. 23 
1938.........-.--.--------------- - 8,044 2, 897, 036 3, 161, 498 17.31 | 1, 09 
1939... 2.222222 eee 4, 287 4, 0€0, 024 4,402, 182 17,11 1.08 
1940__.. 2222-2 5, 319 5, 062, 199 6, 576, 318 20. 61 1,30 

5 6, 567 6, 249, 945 9, 223, 726 23. 41 . 1, 48 . 

Alaska.—At the Riverside mine near Hyder, 30 short tons of tung- 
sten concentrates averaging about 53 percent WO; were produced 
(but not shipped) in 1941. About 700 feet of drifting, raising, and 

. crosscutting from old workings were done during 1940 and 1941. 
According to J. H. Scott, owner and operator of the mine, metallurgical 
difficulties in the mill were numerous but are believed to have been 

: _ solved.. It is planned to install considerable additional equipment | 
in the mill in 1942. 7 | | 

Arizona.—Shipments of tungsten concentrates-from Arizona opera- | 
os tions totaled 246 short tons averaging 67.49 percent WO, in 1941 a 

compared with 302 tons averaging 69.33 percent WO; in 1940. The | 
| output comprised scheelite, wolframite, huebnerite, and ferberite. 

| By far the largest output came from the Boriana mine near Yucca, 
Mohave County, where wolframite and scheelite concentrates averag- 
ing about 70 percent WO, were recovered from milling a 1.35-percent 

" WO, ore. The mining and milling operations at the Boriana mine | 
have been described in the Mining World.! The remainder of the 

— output, which was produced at a number of widely scattered opera- 
. tions, came chiefly from the Tungsten Reef mines in Cochise County; 

| the Gold Crown, Chloriding, and Diff claims and the Williams mine 
- in Mohave County; and the Morning Star claim in Pinal County. 

At the Williams mine, where the Continental Mining Corporation did 
extensive development and installed mining and milling equipment 
and a power plant, operations were discontinued because of unsatis- 
factory results, mainly high operating costs. The tungsten deposits 
of Arizona have been described recently by Wilson.? 

| California.—California maintained its rank as the principal tung- 
_sten-producing State in 1941. Shipments of tungsten concentrates 
(virtually all scheelite) from California totaled 2,629 short tons averag- 
ing 59.42 percent WO; in 1941 compared with 2,076 tons averaging 

~ 59.83 percent WO; in 1940. Although tungsten concentrates were 
shipped from a large number of widely scattered operations, four 
producers—Atolia Mining Co. (in San Bernardino County) and 
United States Vanadium Corporation, Tungstar Corporation, and 
West Coast Tungsten Co. (all in Inyo County)—accounted for 2,263 
tons, or 86 percent of the State total. The bulk of the remainder was 
shipped from the Black Rock mine in Mono County; ‘Schober, Tung- 

1 Mining World, Boriana Tungsten Operations in Arizona of the Molybdenum Corporation: Vol. 3, 
No. 3, March 1941, pp. 9-15. 
No Wileon, E. Ds Tungsten Deposits of Arizona :Arizona Bureau of Mines Geol. Ser. 14, Bull. 148, vol. 12,
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-- gten City, and Tungsten Blue mines in Inyo County; Woody, Tungsten | 
Chief, and Sierra Tungsten mines in Kern County; Tungstore mine 
in Tulare County; and Garnet Dike mine in Fresno Couaty. 

Production of tungsten concentrates in California was 2,747 short 
tons averaging 59 percent WO, in 1941 compared with 1,935 tons 
averaging 60 percent WQ; in 1940. Of the 1941 total, Inyo County | 
supplied 65.7 percent, San Bernardino 24.8 percent, Mono 3.3 percent, _ | 
Kern 2.6 perent, Tulare 1.5 percent, Fresno 1.3 percent, and Madera | : 
and undistributed 0.8 percent. The largest producer in California - 
during 1941 was the United States Vanadium Corporation, which 
operated the Pine Creek mime near Bishop and, in addition, milled ore 
and tailings from other properties in California and Nevada. The | 

| concentrates recovered from milling ore and tailings from Nevada have - 
been credited to that State in the statistics. The new concentrating . 
and chemical treatment plant of the company was completed and | 
put into operation the latter part of 1941.. The daily capacity of the 
plant is 1,300 tons of tungsten-molybdenum ore. The process that | 
has been developed to treat the complex Pine Creek ore.is the result | 
of 4 years of research and development. The new plant will replace __ 
the present 450-ton plant at the mine portal, at an elevation of 10,700. | 
feet, and is situated at the junction of Pine and Morgan Creeks, 2 ° 
miles distant and 3,000 feet lower than the present mill. The original | : 
chemical plant first used in conjunction with the upper mill is bemg 
used as a custom plant to treat low-grade flotation concentrates from 

| - various mines. Residues as low: as 2.75 percent WO, are being suc- 
cessfully treated in this plant, and the operator has been cooperating 
with other mills to make available the process developed at Pine : 
Creek to produce additional tungsten to meet demands of the war | 
program. The new concentrating and chemical treatment plant has 
been described by Burwell rs | | | 

A recent report * describes the tungsten deposits adjacent to Pine , a 
Creek and near the crest of the Sierra Nevada. It also includes brief | 
summary descriptions of other prospects in extensions of the same  —s—wy | 
narrow belt and of mines and prospects southwest of Bishop. : 

The mining and milling of tungsten at the Tungstar mine have been | 
described by Lenhart * and Hamilton.® | - 

The tungsten mines and deposits of California have been described | 
by Partridge.’ - Oo, | 

Colorado.—Production. of tungsten concentrates in Colorado was | 
810 short tons averaging 48 percent WO, in 1941, or virtually the 
same as in 1940. Shipments, however, declined slightly to 787 tons 
averaging 48 percent WO, in 1941 from 849 tons averaging 49 percent , 
WO; in 1940. Virtually all the output was ferberite from Boulder 

’ County, the greater part of which came from operations of the Wolf — 
Tongue Mining Co. and the Vanadium Corporation of America. A 
comparatively small quantity of huebnerite was produced in San 
Juan County in 1941. 

? Burwell, Blair, Milling Tungsten Ores at Pine Creek: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 10, October 1941, 

PE Vemmaon, D. M., Tungsten Deposits in the Sierra Nevada near Bishop, Calif.: Geol. Survey Bull. 
931-E, 1941, RD. 79-104. . ; 

§ Lenhart, W. B., Milling Scheelite at Tungstar Mine: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 4, April 1941, pp. 

*"; Hamilton, Richard, Tungstar’s Recovery of Scheelite: Min. Jour. (Phoenix, Ariz.), vol. 25, No. 18, 
February 15, 1942, p. 6. wea. . 4 

dge, J. F., Jr., Tungsten Resources of California: California Jour. Mines and Geol., vol. 37, No. 2, 
April 1941, pp. 225-326. 

497779 —48-——-43
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Idaho.—Production of tungsten concentrates in Idaho was 1,291 
short tons averaging 30.81 percent WO; in 1941 compared with 224° 

oO tons averaging 64.84 percent WO, in 1940. Shipments were 1,269 
| - tons averaging 31.03 percent WO, in 1941 compared with 240 tons | 
a averaging 65 percent in 1940. | 0 | | 

| The Ima mine in the Blue Wing district, Lemhi County, was inac- 
tive because of labor difficulties from August 1 to October 27, 1941. | 

: The mine power plant was destroyed. by fire in January 1941. Chiefly 
. as a consequence of these interruptions, production of huebnerite 

concentrates at the Ima mine declined to 180 tons in 1941 from 224 
- tons in 1940; the concentrates average about 65 percer'; WO;. 
| At the Miller property, also in the Blue Wing district, the General 

: Electric Co. has undertaken an extensive development program in- 
| volving 3,000 to 4,000 feet of diamond drilling, trenching with a cater- 

pillar tractor on some bedding veins, and a crosscut drift that has 
progressed nearly 2,000 feet. Not enough ore has been uncovered, 

| however, to justify any milling operations. Bg 
| The geology, ore deposits, and mines and prospects in the Blue 

Wing district, Lemhi County, have been described by Callaghan and © | 
| Lemmon® o- — | os on eo 

The chief producing mine in Idaho is the Yellow Pine near Stibnite 
| in Valley County, where tungsten production was begun in August 

1941; during the remainder of 1941, 14,498 short tons of ore averaging _ 
| 2.4 percent WO; were produced and treated, yielding 1,111 short tons 

of concentrates averaging 25.45 percent WO,. The presence of : 
| . tungsten at the Yellow Pine mine was discovered jointly by engineers 

: of the Bureau of Mines and geologists of the Geological Survey in the 
| spring of 1941. The Yellow Pine mine has been described in con- 

siderable detail by Bradley.® _ oo, 
: Missourr.—A small quantity (3 short tons averaging 55.07 percent — 

WO,;) of huebnerite was shipped from the Silver mine near Frederick- 
town, Madison County, in 1941. In 1940 shipments were 12 short 
tons averaging 65.13 percent WOs. | 

Montana.—-Production of scheelite concentrates in Montana was 
| 8 short tons averaging 51.88 percent WO, in 1941 compared with 42 

| | tons averaging 70.62 percent WO; in 1940. Of the 1941 total, 7 tons 
averaging 56.56 percent WO; were produced as a byproduct of gold 7 
at the Jardine mine in Park County, and 1 ton averaging 48.5 percent 
WO, came from the New Deal Placer property near Philipsburg, 
Granite County. 
Nevada.—Nevada was the second-largest tungsten-producing State 

in 1941. Production and shipments of concentrates (reduced to an 
equivalent of 60 percent WO3;) were 2,316 and 2,289 short tons, re- 
spectively, in 1941 compared with 1,788 and 1,796 tons, respectively, 
tn 1940. The greater part of the production was scheelite concen- 
trates from operations of the Nevada-Massachusetts Co. and affili- 
ated companies, which operate mills at Mill City, Golconda, and 
Oreana. The Nevada-Massachusetts Co. completed and put into 
production at Mill City a flotation plant to treat tailings from previous 
milling operations and. the Golconda Syndicate at Golconda a chemi- 

: da pallaghan, Eugene, and conn M Tungsten Resourees of the Blue Wing District, Lemhi County,. 

° Bradley, J. D., The Yellow Pine Mine—A Gold, Silver, Antimony, and Tungsten Producer in Central 
Idaho: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 9, September 1941, pp. 16-21.
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cal plant to treat tungsten-bearing psilomelane. Smaller but im- | 
portant producers in 1941 were Nevada Scheelite, Inc., operating the | 
Leonard mine in Mineral County; Tungsten Metals Corporation, 
operating the Scheelite Chief, Oriole, Everitt, and Silver Bell mines 
in White Pine County; and Lincoln Mines, Inc., operating the Tem- 
Piute mine in Lincoln County. At the Leonard mine the shaft was 
extended 150 feet, a station was cut on the 200-foot level, and 400 feet 
of drifting were done. Of the other smaller producing mines in 1941, 
the largest were the Tungsten Minerals, Hill Top, and Cherry Creek - 
in White Pine County; Ajax and Gun Metal in Mineral. County; 
Contact Group in Pershing County; Comet in Lincoln County; and 
Star in Elko County. | 
New Mexico.—Small quantities (50 units) of tungsten concentrates 

were produced at two localities in New Mexico in 1941—near Gage, 
Luna County, and White Oaks, Lincoln County. a 

South Dakota.—A small quantity of ore containing ferberite and | 
scheelite was produced at the Mineral Ridge property near Hill City, | 
Pennington County. oo | 

Utah.—Shipments from Utah were 44 short tons of scheelite averag- | | 
| ing about 41 percent WO; in 1941 compared with 14 tons averaging — | 

59.43 percent WO; in 1940. Although production came from opera- | 
tions in Beaver, Box Elder, Juab, Millard, and Tooele Counties, about 
three-fourths was from the Estelle mine in Tooele County and the - | 
Lone Pine mine in Box Elder. Mills were installed in Juab County © - 
near Delta by the Apex Tungsten Mining & Milling Co.; near Lucin, a 

| Box Elder County, by Massae Tungsten Mining Corporation; und 
near Milford, Beaver County. by the Prosper Mining Co. The tung- 
sten ore body at the Prosper Mining Co. was discovered in October . 
1940, and in January 1941 part of it was leased to the Nevada-Massa- | 
chusetts Co., which did considerable development work. In. December _ 

: - 1941 the entire ore body and mill were leased to the Nevada-Massa- OO 
chusetts Co., which plans to remodel and greatly enlarge the mill. | 

| According to an announcement (March 26, 1942) of the Metals Re- 
serve Co., “a re-treatment plant will be erected in Utah which will | 
permit the utilization of large tonnages of low-grade concentrates, 
much of which has hitherto not been recovered. Arrangements are 
being made for direct purchase of production from small producers.” 
Washington -—Shipments of tungsten concentrates from Washing- _ 

ton were 12] short tons averaging 33.91 percent WO; in 1941 com- 
pared with 92 tons averaging 48.68 percent WO, in 1940. The bulk 
of the production came from the Germania mine near Fruitland, | 
Stevens County, where the General Electric Co. worked over surface 
float and tailings to recover 32 short tons‘of wolframite concentrates  — 
averaging 65 percent WO, and 75 tons of wolframite jig concentrates 
averaging 14 percent WO;; no new development was undertaken at the 
property during 1941. Comparatively small quantities of wolframite 
concentrates were produced by James Keeth and the Industrial 
Tungsten Corporation from properties near Fruitland, Stevens County. 

FOREIGN TRADE ” a 

Domestic supplies of tungsten are inadequate for requirements, and 
the United States imports both tungsten concentrates and products, 

1° Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.
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chiefly the former. Receipts of imported ore and concentrates (tung- s— 
a sten content) during 1941 totaled 13,152,716 pounds—a new record. _ 

| Bolivia and China supplied 18 and 68 percent, respectively, of the 
| 1941 total. - — ts : oe , 

_ Imports for consumption amounted to 11,522,190 pounds (tungsten 
content) during 1941, and Bolivia and China supplied 25 and 57 per- 
cent, respectively. In addition, 27,558 pounds of tungsten in con- 

_ centrates were imported from Bolivia for smelting, refining, and 
export during 1941. Material brought in for smelting, refining, and | 

| export is free of duty. There is no record of any exports of tungsten __ 
ore and concentrates from the United States. | 

_ Tungsten ore and concentrates imported into the United States in 1941, by countries | 

: General imports! - Imports for consumption ? OO | 

Gross weight ungsten | Gross weight ungsten | content content Value 
| (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) (pounds) —— 

Africa: a a fe _ Co 
~ Union of South Africa_.-_... 520, 140 278, 24L | 230, 954 * 124, 343 $136, 400 

| Other British South Africa..| 73,722 30.486 | 70, 227 37,579 |. 40, 451 | 
| | Argentina. ..........-.--------— 855, 606 443, 485 976,032 | 515,729 487, 869 . 

Australia ..........-..--.-----.2-] 70, 600 39, 4127 180, 458 | | 97, 874 80, 681 
. oo Belgian Congo....-.-...-...--...]} - 121, 852 |. 70, 546 | - 87, 276. 41, 826 56, 583 

| Bolivia............--..-.---.-.-.| 8,725,854 | 2,324,172 | 7,087,521 | 2, 895, 568 2, 752, 843 
: Brazil..........-.---...--0- 0. 737 384 737| "384 225 

British Malaya....-.-.-.-.-.....| ‘58, 335 30, 723 59,179| 31, 619 23, 044 
Chile._-_..- 2-222 ----ee 55, 793 25,112 |---.-. 2 pee ef eee 
China..__......-....--.....-.2-.| 17,177,846 | 9,016,519 |_12, 803,205 | 6,575, 020 6, 584, 040 
French Indochina--..-....._...- 24, 992 14, 237 24, 992 16, 237 12, 901 
Mexico......-.---.-...-.-.-.-.. 169, 905 78, 318 174, 000 79, 801 79, 592 

- Peru....-.-.--.-.-.--2-2e-e eee 704, 313 359, 273 669, 566 326, 333 290, 612 
Portugal......--...-.-.-.-.--..-. 714,935 | 354,578 711, 749 371, 632 307, 728 

| Thailand..--.-.-.---..-.-.-.-.-. 141,778 | 78,237 | 774, 025 410, 245 378, 344 

Total: 1941._..............] 26,395,708 | 13, 182,716 | 323,850,011 | 311,522,190 | #11, 231,313 | 
© 19402-22DITIIIIIIITT] 18, 481, 342 | 9, 666, 228 | 310,829,093 | 35,610,882]  * 4,690,723 - 

1 Comprises ore and concentrates received in the United States; part went into consumption during year 
and remainder entered bonded warehouses. 

2 Comprises ore and concentrates withdrawn from bonded warehouses during year (irrespective of time 
of importation) and receipts during year for consumption. . . 

3-In addition, following quantities were imported for smelting, refining, and export—1941: 48,196 pounds 
containing 27,558 pounds of tungsten and valued at $21,1€-; 1940: 2,546,166 pounds containing 1,348,495 
pounds of tungsten and valued at $1,023,426. 

Imports of tungsten metal were 36,793 pounds (tungsten content) 
valued at $48,307 in 1941; all came from the United Kingdom. No 
tungsten carbide, tungstic acid and other compounds of tungsten, or 
combination containing tungsten or tungsten carbide was imported 
in 1941. 

Exports of tungsten metal, wire, shapes, and alloys other than ferro- 
tungsten (for which export data are not available) were 195,762 
pounds in 1941 compared with 237,940 pounds in 1940. 

USES 

Of the tungsten ore and concentrates consumed in the United 
States during 1941, about 75 percent was converted to ferrotungsten 
and metallic tungsten, 20 percent was added directly to furnaces in 
the manufacture of alloy steel, and 5 percent was used in various 
tungsten chemicals.
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The chief use of tungsten, according to quantity, is in the manufac- 
ture of cutting tools, the majority of which are made of high-speed | 
steel containing about 18 percent tungsten, 4 percent chromium, and 
1 percent vanadium—commonly known as ‘‘18-4-1.” Smaller quan- : 

| tities of tungsten are used in numerous other types of high-speed steels. 
Other important uses of tungsten are in stellite and tungsten carbide 

- gutting tools, magnet steels, austenitic valve steels and valve seats, 
armor-piercing projectiles, and erosion-resisting gun liners. Minor 

~- amounts of tungsten are used in lamp and radio-tube filaments, X-ray ~ 
targets, and electrical contact points. Tungsten salts are used in the 
chemical, pigment, and tanning industries. | 

To conserve the supply of tungsten, molybdenum-tungsten high- | 
speed steels (which contain 1 to 2 percent tungsten and 5 to 10 percent 
molybdenum) and sintered carbide materials (part of which are of the 
tungsten type) are being used successfully for many applications of - . 
tungsten high-speed steels ; and molybdenum-manganese steel is being | 
used for bullet cores. - . 

| WORLD PRODUCTION | 

Because of Government restrictions on the publication of statistics 
for many countries, few figures for 1940 and 1941 are available. | . 

Argentina.—Argentina ranks second to Bolivia as a producer of | 
tungsten in South America. All the tungsten produced is exported, 
and shipments abroad have increased phenomenally during the past 
decade. Exports in 1941. amounted to 1,897 short tons, of which 

-- 1,112 tons were shipped to the United States and 718 tons to Japan; 
| 67 tons were destined to Germany in July, but the ship was inter- 7 

cepted by the British. Exports in 1940 were 1,585 short tons, of 
which 1,271 tons were shipped to the United States, 308 tons to Japan, 
and 6 tons to Sweden. Exports to Japan ceased after September 1941. 

Bolivia.—Bolivia is the largest tungsten producer in South America. | 

- The first production recorded was in 1905, and the annual output | 

| through 1913 averaged less than 300 tons. During the World War of 
1914-18, production averaged 2,471 metric tons (60 percent WO; | 

basis) annually and attained a peak of 4,215 tons in 1917. From 1919 
through 1934, annual production dropped to an average of about 500 
tons, then increased progressively from 1,423 tons in 1935 to 4,353 
tons in 1941. Of the total production in 1941, the Banco Minero de 
Bolivia (representative of the small miners) exported 1,625 tons, Cie. 
Aramayo de Mines en Bolivie 1,067 tons, International Mining Co. 
760 tons, Bolivian Tin & Tungsten Mines 318 tons, and several small 
producers 583 tons. 
Burma.—Burma ranks second to China as a producer of tungsten. 

Recent production figures are not available, but 9,025 metric tons 

(60 percent WO; basis) were produced in 1939 compared with 7,796 
tons in 1938. 

Canada.—Tungsten occurs in many parts of Canada in association 
with gold ores, and during 1941 shipments of tungsten ores were made 
to the Department of Mines for treatment. A small plant for the 
recovery of scheelite is being erected at the Hollinger mine at Tim- 
mins, Ontario. : 

China.—Production figures for China, principal producing country, 
are not available for 1941, but 9,474 short tons (60 percent WO, basis) 

were received in the United States. -
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World production of tungsten ores, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons of concentrates 
_ containing 60 percent WO; ' : 

[Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | | 

| Country ! . 1937 | 1938 1939 1940 19841 

North America: 
Mexico... . ene eee. 33 76 118 | 112 99 
United States (shipments).000/7.27.] 8,175 | 761 | 3,889 | 4, 825 5, 957 

3, 208 2, 837 4, 007 4, 937 | 6, 056 

South America: 
Argentina___....--.-.--. ---.--------- — 866 1,195 | - 1,309 _ 1,417 1, 745 

. Bolivia (exports) .-....--...-.-.------- 1, 802 2, 530 3, 337 4, 183 4,353 
Brazil (exports)-_.....----.------------- 6 2. (ae 9 29 
Chile_.....---------------------------- 5 5 (?) (2) (?) 

: Pertl__....-------- eee eeeeeeeee- 23] 170 |: _ 170 290 | 337 

| a | 2, 787. 392; (@ | @ | @- 
Europe: | . | 7 

France.......-------------------- ent ne fe eee ee ee eee 22 (2) (2). (?) 
Great Britain: Cornwall_...........-.- 148 258 (2) (2) (2) 
Italy__....-..--------------------- ee -} 3 4 (2) (2) (2) 

. Norway _..---------.-2--------e--- eee 3 - 49 31 (?) (2) 
Portugal.-......------------------------ 2, 069 | 2, 810 3, 851 4, 858 (2) 
Spain_......-..--.---------- ---------- 250 215 (?) 299 504 
Sweden........-.---------------------- 127 180 200 (?) (2) 

. 2, 600 3, 508 (2) (?) @) 

a Asia: — 
Burma...... .---.------------ one e ee 7, 393 . 7,796 9, 025 | (?) (2) 
China (exports) _......---.------------- 17, 895 13, 387 11, 580 |. 3, 118 (?) 
Chosen.___._....-.--.----.-------------|° 2, 058 (2) (2) (2). 
India, British. ._.......22..-2--------- 15 | 12 (2) (2) (2) 
Indochina: Tonkin. -......--.--------. 648 545 510 | 392 (23 
Malay States: 

Federated Malay States. _..-.-... 1,077 |. 749 246 108 (*) 
_ Unfederated Malay States. ......-. 279 333 362 427 (?) 

: Netherlands Indies_...-...-..-.--.---- (3) (3) 2 — (4%) (?) 
. Thailand__...-..---.-.-.---.------2ee. 221 . 251 378 400 (?) 

| 2,586; =) |  @ @) @y 
Africa: , ~ 

Egypt.......-..-.--.---------2---- eee 193 (2) nee naeeee | () 
Morocco, French._-....-....-------.--|----- eee | 7 (2) (2) (?) 
Nigeria. .......--.-.-------.---------ee 9 = 49 237 131 (*) 
Southern Rhodesia. --.........-.---.-- 275 $29 270 (2) (2) 
South-West Africa............-.-2----- fl 48 50 24 462 
Tanganyika Territory. ............._.- 2 5 (8) 2 (?) 
Uganda_.__...--------- eee. 2 2 2 (2) (?) 
Union of South Africa_...-.---22-2-.e. 40 127 100 105 449 

| __ 62) OM | OOO 
Oceania: . 

Australia: 
New South Wales. .._...-._..--.-- 66 113 (2) (?) (2) 
Northern Territory_.........-...-- 345 515 354 320 -) 
Queensland_-...-.....-.-----2--- 8. 110 167 107 (2) (2) 
Tasmania._......2-.2.--22 22 ee 345 390 472 (3) (2) 

New Zealand__........--2---- ee eee 28 54 49 88 (2) 

894 1, 239 (?) (?) (?) 

) | 30, 607 | (2) oa | @ @) 

1 In addition to countries listed, tungsten ore is produced in Japan, U.S. S. R., and Western Australia. 
but data on production are not available. 

2 Data not available. 
3 Less than 1 ton. 
4 January to June, inclusive.
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Chosen.—According to Emmons:" : 
To coordinate and develop the tungsten production of Chosen, arrangements 

have been announced to center the control of all the tungsten mines of the pen- 
insula in three principal companies, the Japan Mining Co., Japan High Cycle 
Heavy Industry Co., and Kobayashi Mining Co. The consumption of ali do- 

: mestic tungsten will be limited to seven principal manufacturing concerns. The 
Kobayashi Mining Co. is reported to be exploiting several newly developed tung- 
sten deposits and to be constructing an ore sorting mill at Yotoku in South Heian 

| Province. A new tungsten deposit is also being developed by Kongo Special 
Mining Co. in the Diamond Mountains (Kongo San). So 

Peru.—The only tungsten deposits of proved economic importance . 
in Peru are in the Provinces of Santiago de Chuco and Pallasca in the 
Departments of La Libertad and Ancash in the west-central part of | 
Peru. These deposits became important during the 1914-18 war 
period, when a peak production of 532 metric tons of concentrates 
was attained in 1916. After hostilities ceased, the operators were 
unable to compete with other sources of supply, and production de- 
clined to low figures. The Peruvian deposits have again become in- © | 
creasingly active, and since 1937 production has advanced from 78 
metric tons to 337 tons in 1941. _ 

| Spain.—Production of wolframite in Spain was 504 metric tons in 
1941 compared with 299 tons in 1940. The greater part (426 tons) of | 
the 1941 production came from the Province of Corufia, the remainder 
being divided between the Provinces of Badajoz and Salamanca. | 

| The wolframite boom led to much prospecting and surface mining of | 
hitherto deserted mines in Badajoz Province, where output in Decem- | 
ber 1941 was five times that of the total for the other 11 months. 

11 Emmons, A. B., 3d (Am. Vice Consul, Keijo, Chosen), Production of Nonferrous Metals and Second 

ary Minerals in Chosen in 1941: Ms. Rept., May 29, 1941, p. 4.
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| ss SUMMARY a 

- Production. (618,134,000 pounds) and consumption (605,577,231 
pounds) of primary aluminum in 1941 advanced 50 and 33 percent, 
respectively, over those in 1940. However, 1941 was only the be- 
ginning of a new era for:aluminum as the Nation prepared for its 
greatest war, which could not be won unless vast quantities of the 
light, strong metal were available to build bombers, pursuit planes, 
and other implements of modern warfare. To meet this objective the | 
War Production Board has recommended expansion of annual 
domestic aluminum capacity to approximately 2,100,000,000 pounds | 
and the procurement of metal from Canada at a rate that would reach 
450,000,000 pounds in 1943. In 1942 production and consumption 
of aluminum should substantially exceed 1,000,000,000 pounds; by 
1943 production is expected to be about double that, and consumption 
should approach 2,500,000,000 pounds. 

Highlights of the industry in 1941 included the following: Manda- 
tory priorities were placed on aluminum in February; the secondary 
aluminum industry became completely disorganized early in the year 
following three successive price reductions on primary metal in 1940; 
as military requirements rose during the summer virtually all civihan 

| uses for aluminum were stopped; and on October 1 the fourth price 
reduction within 19 months (by the Aluminum Co. of America) 
brought the price of primary aluminum from 17 cents to 15 cents a 
pound. In December the United States was at war with Japan, 
Germany, and Italy and thankful that the private aluminum expan- 
sion program and the first Government one were well on their way. 
The Aluminum Co. of America increased production capacity at all 
five of its aluminum reduction plants, notably at Vancouver, Wash., 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 
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and the Reynolds Metals Co. became the second substantial domestic 
| producer of aluminum. The Aluminum Co.’s expansion program 

was completed in March 1942, and in May 1942 three new Govern- 
~ _ ment-owned aluminum plants (under the first expansion program) 

had already started operations. 
: Recovery of secondary aluminum increased 33 percent in 1941.. 

Imports and exports of crude and semicrude aluminum in 1941 
a declined 26 and 73 percent, respectively, compared with 1940. |. 

Production (894,174 long tons) and consumption (1,721,475 long | 
tons) of bauxite in 1941 increased 104 and 61 percent, respectively, 
compared with 1940. As with aluminum production, the large output _ 
of bauxite in 1941 will be dwarfed by that of 1942 and 1943. Original 
plans called for the domestic production of 1,899,000 tons (1,344,000 

_ of low-silica and 555,000 of high-silica ore) and the importation of 
1,386,000 tons of bauxite in 1942, and the production of 3,290,000 _ 

| tons (1,600,000 of low-silica and 1,690,000 of high-silica ore) and the 
| importation of 1,800,000 tons of bauxite in 1943. -EKnemy submarines 

| began sinking South American bauxite cargoes destined to aluminum 
| plants in the United States and Canada in thespring of 1942, which prob- 

ably will necessitate an “all-out’’ domestic mining program and greatly 
| increase the bauxite-production goals set above (possibly to 6,000,000 

tons or more) for Arkansas and other Southern States. Owing to x 
: _ the shipping crisis, an allocation order was issued July 7, 1942, effec- 

tive August 1, 1942, to conserve and direct the distribution of bauxite | 
and alumina. It is estimated that domestic consumption of bauxite  =—— 

| _ will reach about 2,600,000 tons in 1942 and 5,100,000 tons or more in 
| 1943. | a . | 

In 1941 imports of bauxite (1,116,546 long tons, 88 percent of 
| - which came from Surinam) exceeded those in 1940 by 77 percent. 

Exports (dried equivalent) rose 82 percent. Of the domestic and 
| foreign bauxite consumed, the aluminum industry used 69 percent; 

chemical, 17 percent; abrasive, 12 percent; and other industries, 2 | 
| percent. Compared with 1940, the aluminum industry increased its” 

consumption of bauxite approximately 82 percent, and the abrasive 
and chemical industries each used better than 60 percent more ore. 

a Domestic output was equivalent to 36 percent and imports to 64 
percent of the total ore consumed. Shipments from Arkansas mines 

’ comprised 91 percent of the total domestic production, and output in 
Georgia, Alabama, and Virginia rose substantially above that of 1940. 
Although the minimum quoted price for domestic bauxite advanced 
17 percent, the average value actually received for all grades of ore 
shipped was only slightly above that for 1940. 

| World. production of bauxite is believed to have increased 36 percent 
and of aluminum 40 percent in 1941. Axis and Allied production of 
aluminum was “neck and neck” in 1941, but in 1942 and 1943 United 
Nations output is expected to greatly exceed that of the Axis.
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Salient statistics of the bauxite and aluminum industries in the United States, 
, 1939-41 

a | 1939 1940 1941 _ 

Bauxite: - - | | a . : 
Production (mine shipments) !__..............._leng tons_- 375, 307 438, 913 894, 174 

— Value 2... 22-22-22 eee eeneee ee ------------------| $2,166,236 | $2, 578, 968 $5, 358, 976 
Imports 2?.___._-_...-....--.-.--.-.--.-.-.---.-----long tons. 520, 179 629, 552 1, 116, 546 
Exports (including concentrates) 2__.._........_......do__.- §1, 635 81, 913 134, 746 
World production.-........--.---..-..---.-.--....-.-d0....] 4,238, 000 3 4, 620, 000 36,296,000 | 

Aluminum: 
Primary production.-........-.-.----....-.....-short tons._|  1€3, 545 206, 280 309, 067 
Value.......-.-.-------.2-2--02sc0eseesss-s-essas----+----.-| $64,600,000 | $75, 292,000 | $100,395, 000 . 
Quoted price per pound 4_............-....-..-__-.._cents_- 20.0 18.7 16. 5 
Secondary production.........................--short tons... 53, 947 80, 362 106, 857 
Imports__.-..-.-.--.------ 2-22 eee eee eee ee $4, 766, 260 $5, 159, 924 $3, 827, 543 
Exports... - 21 2---02-c0-2sn2sseoesso-se-ssesse-sssssss2.| $28)705; 250 | $22) 4377125 | $6,872, 522 

_ World production....--..---.-----.-------------Short tons_. 2 3 903, 000 3 1, 268, 000 

1 Dried-bauxite equivalent. | 2 As shipped. 3 Estimated. | 
4 New York: 99 percent plus, pure virgin ingot, according to Metal Statistics, 1942, published by Ameri- 

can Metal Market. | 

| BAUXITE | : | , , 

| | PRODUCTION | | 

| _ An all-time record was established in 1941, when production (mine 
shipments converted to dried basis) of bauxite in the United States 
Increased 104 percent in quantity and 108 percent in value over that 

_ of 1940. Production rose 90 percent in Arkansas, 593 percent in 
Alabama, 653 percent in Georgia, and 739 percent in Virginia. 

_ Mines in Saline and Pulaski Counties, Ark., produced 91 percent of Oo 
| the total domestic output in 1941. American Cyanamid & Chemical | 

Corporation operated the Townsend, Cleveland, Ozark Nos. 24 and 
| 28, Globe, Rauch, and Heckler properties. Large-scale stripping ~- 
— operations were conducted at the Townsend and Ozark No. 24 mines, 

chiefly during August 1941 when considerable ore was mined and oe 
stock-piled. Consolidated Chemical Industries, Inc., abandoned its 

_ Gates lease (Alexander No. 2 mine) during the summer and began to : 
develop a new property in Pulaski County. American Cyanamid & 

~ Chemical Corporation later acquired the Gates lease. Crouch : 
Mining Co., Inc. (owned by General Abrasives Co.), continued develop- 
ment work underground at its new Young mine in Saline County and 
completed installing a large, new, rotary calcining kiln in December . 
1941, which substantially increased its processing capacity. Dixie 
Bauxite Co., Inc., continued operations at its Dixie No. 2 mine and 
began underground mining on the Wright property, formerly worked | 
by the Pulaski Bauxite Co. Dulin Bauxite Co., Inc., started to 
produce early in 1941 on the Reichardt lease several miles south of 

ittle Rock and early in 1942 began to develop the Harley and 
Thorpe leases and to construct a processing plant at Sweet Home. 
Republic Mining & Manufacturing Co. (Aluminum Co. of America 
subsidiary), the principal domestic producer, extended its previous 
open-pit and underground mining operations and commenced or com- 
pleted stripping overburden from bauxite on large areas in secs. 14 
and 15, T. 25., R. 14 W. (including the Alexander Hill deposit). | 
Reynolds Mining Corporation acquired bauxite-mining rights to 
several properties in Saline and Pulaski Counties and did extensive 
geological and other exploratory work thereon in 1941.
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: _ Bauziie shipped from mines in the United Stetes, 1937-41, by States 
eer epee A A RN

 

. | | Long tons i 

| Total / Vaiue | = 

| State and year ! ______-__________| fo. b. mine, 
So Crude Dried | Calcined. . Dried- as shipped 

| . oS . Asshipped| bauxite 

. . . | equivalent 

Alabams and Georgia: - | 

| 1937...--.----------eee----| 3, 410 14,627 |..........--| 18,087 17,614 | $121,825 
1988_.__...----------------- 5, 532 112, §42 |.._--------- 18, 074 17, 253 132, 882 

- 1939_._.-....--------------- 2, 727 11,318 |_...-------- 14, 045 13, 617 ~ 91, 282 

1940. _- nee 22, 363 9,342 |_-...-----..] 211,705 211, 381 277, 575 
a 1941.22 ss eessee ee) 266,133 | 23,081 [7-2-2222] 289,214 | 280,205 | 2 406, 137 

Arkansas: . 
1937...--------------------| 98,340 | 257,023 | 46,832 | 402,195 | 407,462. | 2, 322, 861 
1938_.._....--------~--.----- 72, 097 194, 945 1 26, 238 293, 280 293, 663 1, 679, 663 
1930.1... ssssseee|* 99215 | 225,355 | 3 36,686 | 361,256 | 361,600 | 2, 074, 954 
194022) 4 oan | 261,103 | 347,259 | 428,283 | 427,532 | 2, 501, 393 

| 1041... ss sss ees{ 22388 | = 582,775 | 259,432 | 813,545 | 813,969 | 4, 952, 839 
Total United States: 

1937.....-.......----------| 101,750 | 271,650] 46,832 | 420,282 | 425,076 | 2, 444, 686 : 
1938_....----.-~-----+------ 77, 629 1 207, 487 1 26, 238 311, 354 310, 916 1, 812, 545 

1930...............-...| «101, 942 | —-236,673 | 2 36,686 | 375,301.) 375,307 | 2, 166, 236 
1940.22} 17284 | 270,445 | 847,259 | 434,988 | 438,913 | 2, 578, 968 
1941.20... eens) 287,471 | 555,856 | 259,432 | 902,759 | 894,174 | 5, 358, 976 
a 

| 1 Includes small quantity of activated. 7 Includes Virginia. 3 Includes sintered. 

| Bauxite mining was active in Alabama during 1941. In the 

| Barbour-Henry County area the Bauxite Co. of Alabama and the 

| Barbour Bauxite Co. commenced new operations, and the Republic 
Co. and Floridin Co. also were active. J.C. Hebble started mining 

| ore in a new field 3 miles south of Ashville in St. Clair County. In | 

| Sumter County, Ga., American Cyanamid & Chemical Corporation 
- - resumed activities by opening up the Thig Pen mine, and Benjamin 

| Easterlin shipped a small quantity of ore from his property. Early 
. in 1942 the General Ore Co., Inc., started operations near Silver Creek, | 

Floyd County, Ga., and near Eufaula, Barbour County, Ala. In 
Virginia the Republic Co. shipped ore in 1941 from the Lightner and 
Allen mines, Augusta County. | | 

| Following a general canvass by the Bureau of Mines in March 1941 
of current bauxite production, capacity, and proved reserves, the 
Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey made a detailed prelim- 
inary survey of domestic bauxite resources. Results of this survey 
were published in November 1941. 

Estimated bauxite reserves of the United States! in long tons and by grade,? and 
| alumina content, 1n percent ee oe en ee 

Grade and alumina cortent, percent 

State a 
A (55 plus) | B (50 to 55) | C (45to 50) | D (30 to 45) Total 

Arkansas...........-..----------| 9,090,000} 8,443,000] 7,803,000 | 1,918,000} 27, 254, 000 
Alabama..........--.---.--.--- 16, 000 79, 000 33, 000 230, 000 358, 000 
Georgia._._...------. ------------ 237, 000 311, 000 481,000 }...---..----- 1, 029, COO 
Mississippi..........------------]----------5-- 23, 000 100, 000 200, 000 323, 000 
Tennessee... _.....--------------]-------------- 36, 000 22,000 |..---.-------- 58, 000 
Virginia._........-.- 2 |-------------- 6,000 |_....--...---.| .------------.- 6, 000 

Total.---n------a-------] 9,348,000 | 8,898, 000 ~~ 8.439,000 | 2,348,000 | 29, 028, 000 

1 Thoenen, J. R., and Burchard, E. F., Bauxite Resources of the United States: Bureau of Mines Rept. 
of Investigations 3598, 1941, p. 39. 

2 Grades are as follows: A=55 plus percent AleO3, minus 7 percent SiOz; B=50 to 55 percent Al:O3, 7 to 15 
percent SiO»; C=45 to 50 percent AlgO3, 16 to 30 percent SiO2; D=30 to 45 percent AlzOs, high in silica 
and 1ron.
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With the tremendous aluminum-production program planned, 
known domestic reserves of high-grade bauxite would be exhausted _ 
within a few years if dependence were placed solely thereon. In view 
of this critical situation Congress appropriated funds in the fall of 
1941 for a more comprehensive investigation by the Bureau of Mines 
and Geological Survey of the occurrence, extent, and quality of : 
domestic bauxite, alunite, and high-alumina clay deposits. , 

Because of the limited reserves of high-grade ore, large quantities 
| of marginal or. high-silica bauxite (B and C grades) must be mined 

in 1942 and 1943, chiefly in Arkansas, for the new Hurricane Creek 
and Baton Rouge alumina plants. Stripping the overburden with 
power shovels and Le Tourneau and Euclid wagons and other develop- 
ment work on the low-grade deposits were started in 1941 by the 
Republic Mining & Manufacturing Co., American Cyanamid & 
Chemical Corporation, and Reynolds Mining Corporation. 

K of world production 
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Ficure 1.—Trends in production, imports, and exports of bauxite, 1913-41. 

Stocks of bauxite on hand at mines and processing plants on 
December 31, 1941, totaled 157,600 long tons (dried-bauxite equiva- 
lent) compared with 168,600 tons on December 31, 1940. Stocks at 
consumers’ plants increased from 221,900 tons at the beginning of the 

| year to 541,600 tons at the end of the year. | 

CONSUMPTION | 

| Actual domestic consumption of bauxite (as determined by special : 
monthly consumer surveys conducted by the Bureau of Mines for 
Federal war agencies) totaled 1,721,475 tons (dried-bauxite equiva- 
lent) in 1941 and compares with an apparent consumption of 1,072,000 
tons in 1940. Both quantities include exports to Canada, as virtually 
all bauxite shipped there during those years was to American-owned 
abrasive plants for the manufacture of crude abrasives reimported
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into the United States for final manufacture and consumption. Con- 
| sumption of the 1,721,475 tons wasas follows: Aluminum industry, | 

1,190,710 tons; chemical, 295,348; abrasive (including refractories),  - 
| 210,060; and cement, oil-refining, steel, and ferro-alloy industries, 

25,357 tons. Consumption of bauxite ‘‘as shipped’ totaled 1,642,458 
tons and consisted of 1,478,509 tons of dried bauxite, 132,962 tons 
of calcined, and 30,987 tons of undried and activated ore. Of this | 
bauxite, 64 percent was foreign and 36 percent domestic ore. The 
aluminum industry used 94 percent and the chemical industry 5 — 
percent of the foreign ore. About 1 percent of the foreign bauxite 
was employed in abrasives, cements, and other uses. | - | 

a Apparent domestic consumption, shown in the table below, is 
| presented from two different points of view; and apparent consump- 

tion within the United States does not correspond with the data above, 
inasmuch as the calculations are based upon “shipments” to domestic 
plants and do not consider fluctuations in consumers’ stocks. __ : 

Shipments, imports, exports, and apparent consumption of bauxite in the United 
| States, 1987-41, in long tons | 

| | | [Dried-bauxite equivalent] oe - 

Domestic shipments from mines oe Apparent 
and processing plants to industry | Apparent | consump- 

nna ee o- | constmp- toring 
2 ion clu 

‘Year Alabama Imports | Exports within. shipments 
Arkansas and Total United | to Canada 

Georgia 2 . . States for fel 

1937..............| 415,050 17,614 | 432,664] 507,423 | 210,657 729,430 «921, 000 
1938.-....-.....--| 275, 078 17,253 |- 2927331 | 485, 693 90,341 | 657, 683 732, 000 
1939._.....-......| 335,647 13,689 | 349,336 | 520,179) 86,540 | 782,975 | 867, 000 
1940._............| 437,595 | 11,603} 449,198 | 629,552 | 120,055 | 988,695 | _ 1, 072, 000 a 

| WOME TTT 857304 | 2793812 | 987,616 | 1,116,546 | 218,691 | 1,835,471 | 31,721,475 : 

1 Includes exports to Canada, inasmuch as virtually all of this bauxite is shipped to American-owned 
plants in Canada for manufacture into crude abrasives reimported into the United States for final manufac- 
ture and consumption. _. . _ ms 

3 Includes Virginia in 1940 and 1941. . o . 
- 8% Actual consumption. oe 

| | - BY INDUSTRIES. - 

Bauzite shipped from mines and processing plants in the United States, 1987-41, 
| by consuming industries, in long tons 

1987 1938 1989 1940 1941 

Dried- Dried- Dried- Dried- Dried- 
industry as | Paux| as | Paux-| as [beaux |) ag |baux| as | bane. 

| shipped! equiv- shipped! equiv. shipped! equiv: shipped! equiv. shipped ! eauiv- 
alent Went alent alent alent 

Aluminum ?.__.....]| 209, 476/209, 476} 144, 208/144, 208) 161, 008/161, 008} 215, 131/214, 194| 552, 467/533, 578 
Chemical......-.--] 78, 261] 79,150] 63,940! 63,350 81, 444| 79,536] 82, 799] 80,933] 143, 783.141, 334 
Abrasive ?.._-____} 88, 685/135, 849] 48,999] 74,614| 55, 346| 82,326] 80, 823/128, 818) 132, 645 212, 482 
Oil refining, refrac- 

tory,? and other _- 7,107} 8,189; 10, ~ 10,159} 14, 238) 26, 466 12, 727| 25,253} 45, 866) 50, 222 

Total quantity.| 383, 520/432, 664| 267, 4791292, 331| 312, 0361349, 336/301, 480/449, 198| 874, 761/937, 616 
Total value..__ $2,722,403... $1,825,207|-.-.. $2,448,088 = $3,078,317|_-.---- $5,155,714)... 

1 Includes crude, dried, and calcined, 1937-41; also activated, 1938-41, and sintered, 1939-41. 
2 Includes some ore shipped to the abrasive and chemical industries. 
+ Small quantity of bauxite shipped to makers of refractories probably included under “Abrasive.”
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_ The foregoing table shows only shipments to consuming industries _ 
_ of domestic bauxite and excludes foreign ore. a | oe 

Aluminum.—Consumption of bauxite by the aluminum industry in 
_ 1941 increased approximately 82 percent over that in 1940 and com- 

prised. 69 percent of all the domestic and foreign ore used. The | 
industry employed dried and-undried ore from Arkansas, Alabama, 
Surinam, British Guiana, the Netherlands Indies, and Brazil. Esti- | 
mated. bauxite consumption in 1942 is expected to be at least 40 per- 
cent above that in 1941. 7 oo . | 

Abrasive and refractory Manufacturers of crude aluminous abra- — 
sive pigs in Canada and the United States received approximately 
64 percent more domestic bauxite in 1941 than in 1940, being con- 
signed 15 percent of all the domestic ore shipped. Except for a small 
quantity from British Guiana, all of the calcined and sintered ore | 
employed came from Arkansas. The industry’s 1942 ore requirements 

| are expected to exceed those of 1941 by about 40 percent. The use 
' of bauxite in refractories is combined with abrasives. In 1941 the | 

consumption of special aluminous refractory products increased sub- 
stantially in the steel, glass, ship, and other industries. 7 

Chemical_—The chemical industry used 62 percent more bauxite 
in 1941 than in 1940 and 17 percent of all the domestic and foreign 
ore consumed. Shipments of domestic bauxite from mines and proc- 
essing plants to the chemical industry increased 74 percent. -Con- 
sumption by the industry totaled 295,348 long tons of bauxite, but | | 
this includes ore used to make some aluminum chemicals other than _ | 

| those shown in the table. Ore used to manufacture the salts and 
alumina shown in the table totaled only about 236,900 tons. In i 
addition to bauxite, aluminum salts producers reported consuming 
21,841 short tons of alumina (dry equivalent), 4,170 tons of alu- 

- minum, and a relatively small quantity of clay, alunite, beryl, and 
chromite residue. Manufacturers estimated that their 1942 bauxite 
consumption would exceed that of 1941 by almost 10 percent. 

Production and shipments of aluminum salts increased 21 and 22 | 
percent, respectively, in 1941; of alumina (for use other than in 
aluminum), 106 and 113 percent, respectively. Of this alumina, only 
39 percent was consumed by the producers of aluminum salts; the 
remainder was used in the manufacture of abrasives, refractories, 

_ petroleum, spark plugs, glass, rubber, paints,? and various other 
products. | | 

? Draper, C. R., Aluminum Compounds in the Paint and Varnish Industry: Paint Technol. (London), ° 
vol. 5, Nos. 57, 58, 59, and 60; vol. 6, Nos. 61 and 63; September-December 1940; January and March 1941; 
pp. 267-208; 229-230, 342; 251-252; 201-292;'13, 20; and 63-64. on
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Aluminum salts and alumina produced and shipped in the Uniied States, 1940-41 
. : _! ee 

— 1940 , 1941 a 

| | Produc: Shipments Produc: | Shipments | 

a Short | Ship-| Short |- ’ | Short | Ship- | Short 
tons pers tons Value tons | pers tons Value | 

| Aluminum salts: | . ) | foe | | 
Alum: . — 

~~" Ammonia...........--.| 6,546| 7 | 5,754 | $326,736 | 8,235] 7| 8,268| $511,414 
Potash........-......-.| 2,857 4| 2,852 ~179,020| 4,008| 5 | 4,441| 297,595 

. Aluminum chloride: : | 8 : | 
Liquid. ...-..----------|) 3,176 6} 3184 136,952 | 4,250] 6 | 4,300} 184,650 

Stal.......-----.-.-- | | Grystal-o--o7c7c7z|} 10,790 {5 |} 10,755 | 1, 267, 827 | 16,583 |{ — § |}16, 180 | 2, 545,373 
_. Aluminum sulfate: | . | 

Commercial: 
7 

| | General ..........-| 482,492 | 17 | 428,179 | 8,532,972 [513,835 | 19 |517, 954 |10, 647, 730 
Municipal..........| 11,8. |. 10| 11,944 | ‘185,570 | 11,670 9 | 11,768 | 188, 980 

moon ttee san nna oi MARAT | 8 | 28,676 | 670,356 | 35.381 | 10 | 82,400 | 1,027, 822 
lum-aluminum suitate._ - ’ Sodium aluminum sulfate.-!\ 96,674 { — § |} 27,176 | 1,874,145 | 32,078 |{ 46 |{30, 974 | 1,979, 102 

| Total aluminum salts.....| 518,673. |.......| 513, 520 |12, 882, 578 |626, 040 |__.....(626, 384 |17, 382, 675 
‘Alumina !__............--.....| 26,070 | 9 | 26, 284 | 2;692; 411 | 53,710 | 11 | 56,093 | 5, 602, 762 : 

. . { . : 

- 1 Excludes alumina produced for use in making aluminum; includes activated, calcined, crude, light and 
heavy hydrate, and monohydrate D, converted to a calcined-alumina equivalent. Figures not comparable 

. with those prior to 1989. a - , | | . 

| Aluminum salts shipped in, imported into, and exported from the United States, 
} ) | 1987-41 a 7 | | 

. | y . | | Exports _ 

Domestic shipments Imports . = 7 
. - Aluminum Other aluminum 

Year - sulfate | compounds 

| Short {| Value | Short Value Short * Value Short Value | | 

1937............-----| 466,894 | $12,092,992 | 2,864] $61,665 | 31,807} $679,214 | 2,609 | $423,363 
1938. .-..............| 412,905 | 10,197,354 | 1,871 | 40,189 | 27,715 | "578,330 | 1,770 | 257,545 
1939__......-.......-] 494,082 | 11,813,209} "828 | 22,335 | 34,734) 744,755 | 1,792 | 208,455 

| 1940. ._.......--.----| 513,520 | 12, 882, 578 21 366 | 43,615 | 994,861 | 1,920 | 271,715 
1941. .__....--..-.--.| 626,384 | 17,382,675 | (1) 231 | 51,261 | 1,184,169 | 2,815 | 349, 951 

1147 pounds. | | 

In 1941 the General Chemical Co. started to produce aluminum | 
sulfate in a new plant at Vancouver, Wash., and the Stauffer Chemical 
Co. built a new plant at Portland, Oreg. 

Oil refining, cement, and other—The use of thermally activated 
bauxite as an adsorbent and catalyst in the petroleum industry con- 

| tinued to expand in 1941 and is expected to enlarge substantially in 
1942 as production of high-octane aviation gasoline increases and the 
manufacture of synthetic rubber commences. The manufacture of 
quick-setting, early-strength calcium aluminate cement and the 
fluxing of ferro-alloys also required more bauxite. 

PRICES 

In 1941 the average selling price, f. 0. b. mines and processing 
plants, was $4.31 per long ton for crude (undried) bauxite, $5.63 for
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crushed dried bauxite, $13.79 for calcined bauxite, and $41.09 for 
activated bauxite. The average value for all grades of domestic ores | 
as shipped was $5.94 per ton ($5.93 in 1940). The Metals Reserve 
Co. plans to purchase marginal grades of bauxite in 1942 for the new 
Arkansas alumina plant on a sliding price scale, providing a bonus for 
ore high in alumina and a penalty for ore high in silica. Nominal | 
quotations on domestic, chemical, crushed and dried bauxite rose | 
from $6.00—$8.00 in 1940 to $7.00—$8.50 in 1941. | 

oe | FOREIGN TRADE - : | 

Imports of bauxite in 1941 topped the peak set in 1940 by 77 
percent, and exports (dry equivalent) advanced 82 percent. Of the | 
imports, 982,515 tons came from Surinam, 84,683 from British 
Guiana, 36,082 from Netherlands Indies, and 13,266 from Brazil. 
By customs districts, importations were as follows: 680,827 tons to 
Mobile, 263,519 to New Orleans, 40,098 to Philadelphia, 10,446 to 
Massachusetts, 121,648 to Virginia, and 8 to New York. Of the 
1941 exports, 119,261 tons were classified as bauxite and other alumi- | 
num ores, 15,462 tons as other bauxite concentrates, and 23 tons as oe 
alumina; all of these were consigned to Canada, except for less than | 
1 ton of alumina sent to Brazil. : ee 

Bauzite imported into and exported from the United States, 1987-41 | 

- Tmpareer sam | tide nen pets | "Bit ennen - 
Year Jou Year fF . 

| kone vatue | 1ane Vatu Long vatoe | Tans vaio 
-——-:1937..._| 507, 423 [$3,609,063 | 123, 191 |$3, 456,916 || 1940....| 629, 552 |$4, 298,960 | 81, 913 [$1,542,708 - 

1988....; 455,693 | 3, 521,325 57,726 | 1,459,491 || 1941_.._/1, 116, 546 | 7,475,089 | 134,746 | 2,773, 877 
1939.._-| 520,179 |-3, 765,140 | 51,685 | 1, 117,564 } _— 

. 1 Also “alumina” as follows: 1937, 182 long tons valued at $16,461; 1988, 64 tons, $5,464; 1939, 1 ton, $432; 
1940, 11 tons, $1,743; 1941, 60 tons, $5,544. 

2 Chiefly dried ore. As shipped. | 

| ALUMINUM | | 

| PRODUCTION 

. Primary.—The production of 618,134,000 pounds of primary 
aluminum in 1941, 50 percent more than in 1940, initiated an alumi- 
num-expansion program destined to reach an annual rate of approxi- 

~ mately 2,100,000,000 pounds in 1943, a further advancement of 240 
percent. By the end of 1941 the annual production rate totaled 
approximately 760,000,000 pounds, and in 1942 actual domestic 

| output should total substantially more than 1,000,000,000 pounds. 
The five aluminum-reduction plants of the Aluminum Co. of America 

| supplied the larger part of the 1941 output. The Reynolds Metals 
Co. became the first new company to produce primary metal when it 
began operations at Listerhill, Ala., in June 1941 and at Longview, 
Wash., in September 1941. Of the Aluminum Co. output, 35 percent 
was made at Alcoa, Tenn.; 24 percent at Massena, N. Y.; 22 percent 
at Vancouver, Wash.; 13 percent at Badin, N. C.; and 6 percent at 

497779—43——_-44
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. Niagara Falls, N. Y. Of the Reynolds production, Listerhill, Ala., 

accounted for 79 percent and Longview, Wash., for 21 percent. 
Value of the aluminum produced in 1941 averaged 16.24 cents a 
pound compared with 18.25 cents in 1940. Greater fabricatmg — 

capacity paced the enlarged metal-producing program. | | 
Although the Government made heavy financial commitments for. 

the expansion of aluminum facilities, virtually all of the increased | 

metal production and fabrication completed by the Aluminum Co. of : 

America during 1941 resulted from expenditures of the company’s _ 

| own money (a $215,000,000 expansion program was begun in 1937). : 

| Funds for plants of the Reynolds Metals Co. were obtained from the 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation, which took the company’s 
existent aluminum-fabricating facilities as security. On June 27, | 
1941, the Government announced that more aluminum would be 
needed to fulfill Army-Navy and Lend-Lease requirements, and late — 
in the summer of 1941 it began to let contracts for the construction 

| and operation of its own aluminum plants through the Defense _ 
Plant Corporation.’ | | | OO | 

The first Government expansion program (of June 27, 1941) for | 
303,000 short tons of aluminum was followed by a second expansion 

| program (announced February 26, 1942) providing for an additional 
320,000 tons of metal. The Aluminum Co. of America was the first 

. company to enter into a contract with the Defense Plant Corporation | 

| | (August 19, 1941) for the construction and-operation of a 200,000-ton 
(annual) alumina plant (later extended to 500,000 tons and recently 

| expanded again to 650,000 tons) at Hurricane Creek, near Bauxite, 
| Ark., utilizing low-grade bauxite and of three reduction plants to 

produce a total of 160,000 tons of aluminum. The Alumimum Co. 
also agreed to build additional plants to be operated by others. The | 

- contract provides that the company design and construct the plants 
| at cost but without fee or profit and that it operate them under a 5- 

year lease and pay the corporation 85 percent of the net profits from 
operation. Either party can extend its own capacity; the lease can _ 
be canceled; and an adjustment in price of the metal will be made if 
unreasonable profits are attained. In concluding negotiations the 

| Aluminum Co. of America agreed to reduce the price on ingot alumi- 
num after September 30, 1941, from 17 cents to 15 cents a pound. 

The Office of Production Management originally recommended that 
the remainder of the aluminum-producing capacity under the first 

| expansion be divided among four other companies—Reynolds Metals 
Co., Olin Corporation, Bohn Aluminum & Brass Co., and Union 
Carbide & Carbon Co. This program did not materialize exactly as 
planned, and only the first two of these firms decided to enter into 
the production of primary aluminum. Reynolds finally decided to 
add only 27,000 tons of capacity to its Listerhill works, and Olin was 
allocated 15,000 tons, which later was increased to 20,000 tons. Olin’s 
subsidiary, Kalunite, Inc., was authorized to build a 10,000-ton 
alumina plant based upon alunite, which later was extended to 
30,000-ton capacity. The Aluminum Co. was allocated the produc- 
tion capacity that remained on the first expansion program, which 
when revised to conform to the company’s standard design brought 
its share of this program to 256,000 tons. 

5 on Franke, Herbert A., The Aluminum Situation: Min. and Met., vol. 22, No. 419, November 1941, pp.
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_As the War Production Board (which superseded the Office of 
Production Management January 24, 1942) realized that the vast 
increase in the Nation’s aluminum facilities would still not be enough 
to assure essential materials for the greatly increased aircraft, muni- 

| tion, and other vital war programs, plans were announced for a second 
expansion in aluminum facilities. This provided for three new | 
reduction plants and extensions to three others, and for another 
alumina plant. All of this capacity was turned over to the Aluminum | 
Co. for construction and operation. The table shows the existent and 
projected alumina and aluminum program (as of August 1, 1942), 
which, when completed, will give the Government ownership of 51 | 
percent of the alumina and 57 percent of the aluminum capacity of 
the country. | | 

Projected annual alumina- and aluminum-producing capacity of the United States 
| | . in 1948, in thousands of short tons | | 

oe . | 7 - | Alumina eapacity Aluminum ecapacity . 

Operating company and plant location 
| Company- | Government-| Company-. | Government- 

. oe | | owned owned owned owned - 

Aluminum Co. of America: | — | fp | 
East St. Louis, Tll__.......---2-2222222222 8. 383 |.......-.-.-.-|--2-----2-2---/----2- 2 eee 
Mobile, Ala_.........-2---2--2 eee. 657 j.-...-.-.-----]----.-- 2-2-2] eee 
Hurricane Creek (Bauxite), Ark._........_|--.....-.-.-.-] - 1650 |... 22-2 of e eee . 
Baton Rouge, La.........-....--.--.----.-|-------------- 2500 |.---.---------]-------------- 
Alcoa, Tenn. 2... .-.-.---2----.------------|-es--- 2-2 | eee eee ee 149 Joelle 
Massena, N. Y.....-..-.---..-.-------.----|-----2--------f---eeeeeeeeee 73 «148 
Niagara Falis, NJ Y_0.20022202TTTITTIITTJITITIIII 2 |... 
Badin, N. C..-.....0-----.0-.-s2ss ss sesssfesesecsessseclpocseseseseeeeep 4B [acess lo, 

. Vancouver, Wash.._..............------2.-|--.-----------]---------- eee 84 [wee 
Troutdale, Oreg__.......---.-.--------1.---|--------------[-+------eeefe eee eee 1264 
Los Angeles, Calif..........-.-.-.2..-.--2. Joe. |--e- ee |e eee 12 80 
Jones Mills, Ark......__....-..-..-...--..-]------.2------]e-2- ee] eee 1 64 

... Mead (near Spokane),.Wash_.......-.-..-.]----.-.2--_---]----.---------]---------- eed. 1296 - 
Maspeth, L. 1, N. Y¥_2..-.0000-20s-2ssea [on seee see seafeesssosseeesee[oolosseseee 2128, ao 

- Burlington, N. J_.-.....-.-..-..-.-----.-2-|---.---- feet fee! 2 48 . 
Modesto, Calif... ........-...-...-----22-2.|-------- ee | eee eee eee eee 2 48 

Reynolds Metals Co.: 
Listerhill, Ala.:_-_.....-...---.-..-----.--- $95 |..--.---------] 1345 fos. 
Longview, Wash...............--..--.._---|---.----.-----]-------- eee $27 |_._..-.-_----- 

Kalunite, Inc.: Salt Lake City, Utah._-_._....]....--.-..-_-- 130 |.-.--.--------]-------- ee 
Olin Corporation: Tacoma, Wash.__............|--..--..--.-..|----------2-2 fee / 120 

. Total capacity. ...........-..-.-.----.--- 1, 135 1, 180 443 506 

1 First expansion program. . 
# Second expansion program. 
3’ Government-financed. . | 

Under its own privately financed program the Aluminum Co. of Amer- 
ica started or completed during 1941 and the early part of 1942 expan- 
sion of aluminum reduction facilities at Alcoa, Tenn., Badin, N.C., and | 
Vancouver, Wash.; another addition to its alumina plant at Mobile, : 
Ala.; more capacity to produce castings (13,800 tons more a year), 
forgings (19,200 tons), extrusions (3,000 tons), tubing (18,000 tons), 
and rivets (1,000 tons) ; a large, new, strong-alloy sheet mill of 180,000 
short tons capacity a year at Alcoa, Tenn.; a second blooming and rod 
mill at Massena, N. Y., to supply 120,000 tons a year of forging stock 
and rod, bar, and wire; the stripping of large bodies of bauxite ore at 
Bauxite, Ark.; two rotary bauxite-drying kilns and mining equipment 
at Bauxite, Ark.; bauxite drying and mining capacity at Moengo 
Hill and Paranam, Surinam; acquisition of eighty 70-ton covered 
hopper railroad cars on a 5-year lease and ten new ore-carrying vessels;
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| and construction of a dam and power house of 27,000 Kv.-a. at Glen- 
| ville, N. C., and of a hydroelectric project. of 54,000 Kv.-a. at Nanta- 

hala, N.C. In August 1941 the company voluntarily turned over to | 
: the Tennessee Valley Authority for coordinated operation or integration 

its five hydroelectric developments on the Little Tennessee River and 
| also transferred to it the great Fontana dam site, where the Govern- | 

ment is now constructing a 225,000-kilowatt hydroelectric plant. In | 
| February 1942 cabling machinery at Massena, N. Y., made idle by 

| - the diversion of aluminum to more essential war purposes, was sold 
to the Anaconda Wire & Cable Co. SO : 

Under the aluminum expansion programs initiated by the Govern- 
ment, the Aluminum Co. of America undertook to design, construct, 

| and operate all the new capacity proposed under the first- and second- 
expansion programs (or for 1,150,000 tons of alumina and 576,000 tons | 
of aluminum) except for 30,000 tons of alumina and 47,000 tons of 

- gluminum allocated to Kalunite, Inc., Olin Corporation, and Rey- 
| nolds Metals Co. In addition to alumina- and aluminum-producing 

plants, the expansion programs provide for more fabricating, carbon 

| electrode, synthetic cryolite, aluminum fluoride, power, and other 
capacity. The power program includes construction of a new steam- 

| electric generating plant with 80,000-kilowatt output and a gas- 
| engine-powered D. C. generating plant of 81,000-kilowatt installed 

| capacity at Jones Mills, Ark. Extension of fabricating capacity | 
| involves the production of more forgings, rivets, extrusions, wire, | 

| rod, bar, tubing, and sheet (including high-strength alloy sheet). 
| Outstanding among the fabricating projects are two Government- 

financed aluminum sheet mills—at Chicago, Ill. (of 120,000-ton 
annual capacity), designed and constructed by the Aluminum Co., —_ 
and at Spokane, Wash. (of 120,000-ton capacity), designed and 

ee constructed by the United Engineering & Foundry Co. (except for 
| ingot casting and furnaces, which will be designed and installed by 

the Aluminum Co.). | | 
| A strike of Congress of Industrial Organizations workers at the 

Edgewater (N. J.) rolling mill of the Aluminum Co. lasted from | 
March 12 to March 24, 1941. On April 26, 1941, the company made 
a general wage (and salary) increase to all its employees which 
amounted to 10 cents an hour when added to that of October 1, 1939. 
In June 1941 the aluminum and aircraft programs again were threat- 
ened with strikes. Congress of Industrial Organizations workers 
walked out at the Cleveland plant of the Aluminum Co. (and the 
Detroit plants of the Bobn Aluminum & Brass Co.) demanding fur- 
ther wage increases. The Cleveland strike ended after 2 days and 
resulted in a 1-cent-an-hour wage increase. After 10 days the 
Detroit strikers returned to work and submitted their wage demands 
to further negotiations before the National Defense Mediation 

| Board. In July 1941 the Congress of Industrial Organizations de- 
manded that an 18-cent-an-hour sectional wage differential between 
workers in northern and southern aluminum plants be eliminated. 
After other negotiations failed and a strike threatened, the case was 
certified to the National Defense Mediation Board on August 16, 1941. 
On February 12, 1942, the National War Labor Board ordered gradual 
elimination of the wage differential between the Aluminum Co.’s 
northern and southern plants, which was accepted by the company
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‘“‘under protest.”” The Board also ruled that a premium should be 
paid for night work. | | | 

In October 1941 Federal Judge Francis G. Caffey handed down a | 
decision on the monopoly charges filed against the Aluminum Co. of 
America by the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice on 
April 23, 1937. The decision favored the company and cleared it. of 
the charges of monopoly, conspiracy, and other violations of the 

| Sherman Act. Monopolization charges covered bauxite, water power, | 7 
alumina, virgin aluminum pig and ingot, castings, cooking utensils, 

| pistons, extrusions and structural shapes, foil, miscellaneous fabricated 
articles, sheets, and cables. The judge reserved jurisdiction for the 
court on the matter of selling sheet and cable below cost to restrain 
competition or to compete with copper. He ruled that there was no 
conspiracy between the Aluminum Co. and Aluminium, Ltd., or any 
foreign producer and that the charges of misconduct were not perti- 
nent to the Sherman Act. On December 17, 1941, Judge Caffey 
denied Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold’s motion to have , 
the court’s oral decision on the case designated as the court’s findings 
of fact and conclusions of law for the purpose of speeding appeals 
before the United States Supreme Court because he held that the | 
charges of price fixing, monopoly, and.restraint of trade alleged by oe 
the Government had not been sustained. | | | 

| During 1941 the Reynolds Metals Co., Federal Reserve Bank 
Building, Richmond, Va., completed an aluminum plant (95,000 tons | 

| annual capacity) and aluminum reduction plants at Listerhill, Ala. | 
(18,000 tons), and Longview, Wash. (27,000 tons). Reynolds | 
aluminum-fabricating facilities were greatly increased in capacity by 
one sheet-rolling mill and one rod and shape mill at Listerhill, and one - 
sheet-rolling mill, one rod mill, and one extrusion plant at Louisville, 
Ky. The company expansion program provides for enlargement of | | 

| the reduction plant at Listerhill and increasing its ingot capacity to | 
45,000 tons, which is scheduled to be brought into operation during 
the summer of 1942. The company further mortgaged its plants to 
secure Reconstruction Finance Corporation loans for expansion of its 
aluminum program, Arrangements with the Defense Plant Corpora- - 
tion provided for the 24,000-ton aluminum-alloy extrusion plant at 

. Lousiville, Ky., and for the 39,000-ton aluminum-alloy sheet and 
| blooming mill at Listerhill, Ala. The fabricating facilities at Lister- 

hill are operated under the name of the Reynolds Alloys Co. 
Reynolds is reported to have prospected, drilled, and proved re- 

serves of over 3,000,000 tons of domestic bauxite. In May 1941 
Reynolds signed a 12-year contract with the N. V. Billiton Maats- 
chappij for 6,000,000 tons of Surinam bauxite in addition to the earlier 
provision for bauxite made with the same company for shipments 
from Bintan, Netherlands Indies, and one made with the Companhia | 
Geral de Minas of Brazil. The first ore shipments from Surinam are 
expected to arrive in the summer of 1942. The company is opening 
an underground mine in Arkansas which will commence producing 
bauxite for the Government alumina plant there late in the fall of . 
1942. 

The Olin Corporation, East Alton, Ill., owner of the Western 
Cartridge Co., began construction of a 20,000-ton aluminum reduction 
plant at Tacoma, Wash., which is scheduled to begin production
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early in the fall of 1942. Its subsidiary (Kalunite, Inc.) began work. 
on an alumina plant of 30,000 tons capacity at Salt Lake City, Utah, 
to use alunite from Marysvale, Utah. The Bureau of Mines made a 
survey ‘ which indicated domestic reserves of alunite totaling 

| 9,400,000 short tons, contained in 21,900,000 tons of rock averaging 
a minimum of 30 percent alunite. Reserves of high-grade material, _ 
containing 50 percent minimum alunite content, were estimated at 
only 2,400,000 tons, contained in 3,350,000 tons of rock. | 

| | Other companies which expanded or were enlarging facilities in 
‘connection with the aluminum program (chiefly through the Defense 
Plant Corporation) were: Extruded Metals Defense Corporation— 

: a 21,000-ton (annual) aluminum-alloy extrusion plant at Grand 
: Rapids, Mich.; Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corporation—a 22,000-ton 

— aluminum-alloy extrusion plant at Adrian, Mich., and another of 
| 7,800-ton capacity at Los Angeles, Calif.; Willys Overland Motors, 

Inc.—a 1,800-ton aluminum-alloy forging plant at Toledo, Ohio; 
| Chrysler Corporation and Ford Motor Co.—aluminum-alloy forgin 

facilities at Detroit and Dearborn, Mich., respectively; General | 
| Motors Corporation—forging plants at Saginaw, Mich., and Muncie, 

Ind.; Naval Aircraft Factory and the Weatherhead Co.—forging | 
Oo plants at Philadelphia, Pa., and Cleveland, Ohio, respectively; 

National Bronze & Aluminum Foundry Co. and Packard Motor 
Car Co.—aluminum-alloy casting facilities at Cleveland, Ohio, 
and Detroit, Mich., respectively; Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co— | 

| a 10,000-ton synthetic cryolite and 3,000-ton aluminum fluoride 
| ' plant at Cornwells Heights, Pa.; General Chemical Co.—an alumi- 

num fluoride plant at Marcus Hook, Pa.; and Revere Copper & Brass, 
Inc.—a 27,000-ton aluminum-alloy forging plant at Rome, N. Y. — 

, Secondary.—Recovery of secondary aluminum in 1941 totaled 
106,857. short tons compared with 80,362 tons in 1940 and 53,947 
tons in 1939. The 106,857 tons recovered from secondary sources 

| included 8,308 tons of pure metal (98.5+. percent), 97,614 tons of 
| aluminum alloys, and 935 tons of aluminum in chemical products 

(784 in aluminum chloride and 151 in aluminum sulfate). Produc- 
tion in the form of secondary aluminum ingot totaled 83,933 tons 

) (68,489 in 1940). The secondary aluminum recovered in 1941 
required the consumption of 126,447 tons of aluminum scrap, 45,329 

; tons or 36 percent of which was old scrap (53,265 tons or 57 percent ~ 
in 1940), and 81,118 tons or 64 percent new scrap (39,587 or 43 
percent in 1940). Remelters, smelters, and refineries used 79 percent 
of this scrap; aluminum rolling mills, 13 percent; and foundries and 
other manufacturers, 8 percent. 

CONSUMPTION 

: Apparent domestic consumption of primary aluminum in 1941 
advanced 33 percent over that in 1940. Consumption of secondary 
aluminum increased at approximately the same rate. 

1 94 Loe J. R., Alunite Resources of the United States: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3561,
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Production, imports, exports, and apparent consumption of primary aluminum and : 
production of secondary aluminum in the United States, 1987-41 | 

. sO Primary aluminum ; Secondary aluminum 

' Year . | Production Apparent | 

| [mports | Exports | consump- | pounds | Value? 
Pounds. Value (pounds) | 7 

1937__....--| 292, 681, 000 $55, 609, 000 3 45, 178,069 5, 383, 516 | 335, 958, 553 | 125, 120,000 | $23,773,000 
1938_....._| 286,882,000 | 56,659,000 | 17,740,281 | 12,618,078 | 179,045,203 | 77, 600, 000 15, 326, 000 
1939__.....} 327,090,000 | 64,600,000 | 18,579,940 | 73, 264, 458 | 335, 291,482 | 107, 894, 000 21, 308, 065 
1940......-| 412, 560,000 | 75,292,000 | 34,870,887 | 53,771, 478 | 454, 034, 409 | 160, 724, 000 29, 332, 130 

* 1941.._...-] 618, 134,000 | 100,395,000 | 26,715,155 | 14, 808, 924 | 605, 577,231 | 213, 714, 000 34, 707, 153 

1 Data not available on fluctuations in consumers’ stocks. Withdrawals from producers’ stocks totakd 
3,483,000 pounds in 1937, 62,886,000 in 1939, and 60,375,000 in 1940; additions to producers’ stocks totaled 
112,959,000 pounds in 1938 and 24,463,000 in 1941. 

? Based upon average price of primary aluminum as reported to Bureau of Mines. 
3 Crude and semicrude, some of which may be secondary aluminum. . 

Of the primary metal consumed in 1941, the transportation industry 
used 63 percent compared with 40 percent in 1940 and only 29 percent | 
from 1933 to 1938. The aviation industry employed the greater part 
of that used in the transportation field plus a considerable portion of 
the 19 percent allocated to the foundry and metal-working business. 
Production of military and commercial aircraft in the United States 
in the first month of each year had increased from 157 in 1939 to 279 
‘in. 1940 and 1,107 in 1941. In September 1941 production totaled 
1,942 planes and on June 26, 1942, the President announced that the 
output for May 1942 reached nearly 4,000 planes. The President’s 
airplane-production program announced January 6, 1942, calls for 
60,000 planes in 1942 and 125,000 in 1943—45,000 and 100,000, 
respectively, of the heavier combat type. Aluminum is said to con- 
stitute 54 to 80 percent of the weight of an airplane (including the. | 
motor). The percentage break-down of primary aluminum used by | 
industry in 1941 was approximately as follows: Transportation (air, 
water, and land), 63 percent; foundry and metal working, 19 percent; . 
machinery and electrical appliances, 6 percent; chemical, 5 percent; 
building construction, 3 percent; ferrous and nonferrous metallurgy, 

| 2 percent; and cooking utensils, 1 percent. No new metal was used 
for the manufacture of electrical conductors and food and beverage 
products. According to the American Iron and Steel Institute, the 
steel industry consumed 3,957,359 pounds of aluminum in October 
1941 (averaging 0.562 pound per ton of steel), and it will need about 
60,000,000 pounds of aluminum annually, chiefly to deoxidize and 
purify molten steel. Remelted aluminum scrap satisfies the major 
part of these requirements. 

PRICES . : 

Despite the great demand for aluminum, on October 1, 1941, the 
Aluminum Co. of America reduced the base price of primary aluminum 
2 cents, bringing down the open-market quotation in New York for
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oe lots of 10,000 pounds or more, 99-percent plus pure ingot aluminum, 
delivered, to 15 cents a pound. The new price included the extension | 
of additional transportation allowances on shipments of ingot and 
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FIGURE 2.—Trends in production, imports and exports, apparent consumption, and average quoted prices 
of aluminum, 1913-41. Price is for No. 1 virgin 98-99 percent at New York through 1929, thereafter for 
99-percent-pius virgin ingot, as reported by American Metal Market. 

certain basic fabricated products to destinations west of the Missis- 
sip River. Deductions allowed for transportation charges on orders 

of 500 pounds or more of one product cannot exceed the lowest car- 
load rate of rail freight.
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| Within less than 2 years the price of aluminum has dropped 5 

cents—from 20 cents a pound to 19 cents on March 25, 1940; from 19 

cents to 18 on Avgust 1, 1940; from 18 cents to 17 on November 18, 

| 1940, and from 17 cents to 15 on October 1, 1941. Corresponding re- 

' ductions in fabricated products also were made, and in May 1942 the 

Office of Price Administration announced that in August 1942 the : 

Aluminum Co. would make further substantial reductions in its | 

prices of fabricated products, particularly sheet, castings, and forgings. 

The price reductions on aluminum are attributed to mass production, ) 

manufacturing improvements, and lower operating costs arising from 

research. | | | 7 | | 

Chaotic conditions prevailed in the secondary or scrap-aluminum , 

industry early in 1941 owing to the 1940 price reductions on primary 

aluminum and the maximum price schedules set by the Office of Price | | 

Administration and Civilian Supply. The Government set a maxi- 

mum price of 11 cents on cast and forged scrap when sold by makers, | 

12 cents when sold by dealers, and 13 and 14% cents, respectively, on 

pure clippings and cable, f. o. b. point of shipment. Prices of 17 cents 

and 16 cents, respectively, were established on secondary aluminum — 

ingot 98 percent pure and on No. 12 alloy. According to Metal Sta- , 

tistics, 1942, dealers’ buying prices per pound in New York for the 

| principal grades of domestic alumimum scrap in 1941 averaged 10.76 

cents for cast aluminum (8.95 cents in 1940) and 13.00 cents for new | 

| aluminum clippings (14.47 cents in 1940). The average selling price : 

of remelted metal, 98% to 99 percent grade, was 17.36 cents (18.74 - 

| cents in 1940), and of No. 12 alloy, No. 2 grade, 16.37 cents (14.66 | 

cents in 1940). | | a _ | 

FOREIGN TRADE | | | | 

- - Imports and exports of crude and semicrude aluminum in 1941 , 

were 26 and 73 percent less, respectively, than in 1940. The value = 

of imports and exports of manufactured aluminum products decreased 

51 and 54 percent, respectively. Imports (exclusive of scrap) con- 

stituted only 4 percent of the apparent consumption of primary 

| aluminum in 1941. Of the imports of crude (12,830 short tons), 

12,802 tons came from Canada and 28 from Chile; of semicrude | 

(528 tons), all came from Canada; and of scrap (55 tons), 20 tons 

came from Cuba, 11 from Mexico, 6 from the United Kingdom, 5 

from Jamaica, and 1 from Canada. | 

Of the crude aluminum exported in 1941 (750 short tons), 331 tons 

went to Brazil, 178 to Argentina, 45 to the United Kingdom, 83 to 

Canada, 28 to the Netherlands Indies, 26 to the Union of South 

Africa, 19 to China, 17 to Hong Kong, and 16 to Uruguay; of semi- 

crude (6,655 tons), 2,903 tons went to the United Kingdom, 1,779 to | 

U. S. S. R., 1,261 to Australia, and 201 to Canada; and of scrap 

(57 tons), 34 tons went to Canada and 21 to Brazil.
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Aluminum imported for consumption in the United States, 1989-41, by classes 

| 1939 1940 | 194. 
| Class oe) OF 

' Pounds Value Pounds Value | Pounds Value | 

| | Crude and semicrude: | | : 
Metal and alloys, crude.....| 17, 967, 167 | $2,490, 571 | 34, 869, 763 | $4,628, 601 | 25, 659, 083 $3, 333, 642 

| Serap.......-..-------------| 10,092,927 | 760,913 | 1,296,738 | 108,035] 109,302] | 13,440 
Plates, sheets, bars, etc....-| 612, 773 133, 629 1,124 | | 592 | 1,056,072 | 271,675 

| 28, 672, 867 | 3, 385,113 | 36, 167,625 | 4, 737,228 | 26, 824,457 | 3, 618, 757 

Manufactures: : 
Leaf (5% by 54 inches)..__- () 26, 003 Q 12,138; ( 14,825 
Powder in leaf (54 by 534 -: , 

. inches) . - ...-----.-------- @ | 90 j------------]-------- 2 () 74 
Bronze powder and pow- | pe, to. |. oo 

_ dered foil... -.-.-.-.------ 100, 995 . 42,959 |-.--.----,--]------------ 44, 564 28, 044 
Foil less than 0.006 inch | ~ : ” 

| thick__...........-.--.-.-| 2,827,010 | 1,266,436 | 941,004 | 380,868 | 284,699 | 110, 166 
Table, kitchen, hospital - 

: . utensils, ete...............] 26,776 | — 16,191 8, 568 5, 149 4, 809 3, 620 
| Other manufactures. - -..... @) 29, 468 9) 15, 541 () 52, 057 

(’) 1,381,147 (3) 422,606) @) | 208, 786 

Grand total........--...-.|  @ 4, 766, 260 | @) 5, 159, 924 | ~@) ‘| 3,827, 543 

31 1939: 13,589,224 leaves; 1940: 10,244,034 leaves; 1941: 11,113,500 leaves; equivalent in pounds not recorded. 
4 1939: 70,000 leaves; 1941: 50,000 leaves; equivalent in pounds not recorded. 
8’ Quantity not recorded. Co 

| Aluminum exported from the United States, 1989-41, by classes | ; 

a : 1939 1940 1941 | | 
Class a 

. . Pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value — 

Crude and semicrude: 
Ingots, slabs, and crude... --| :56, 247, 255 |$11, 533,919 | 24, 453, 795 | $5,352,151 | 1,499,052 | $325,218 | 
Scrap_......--.-------------| 951,662 | — 160,283 | 1,910,723 | 331,757 | .'114,222| 22352 - 
Plates, sheets, bars, etc......| 17,017,203 | 9, 197,953 | 29,317,683 | 12, 235,124 | 13, 300, 872 | 4, 445, 018 

| | 74, 216, 120 | 20,802, 155 | 55, 682, 201 | 17,919, 032 | 14,923, 146 | 4,792, 588 | 

Manufactures: ss es as aes aaa 
Tubes, moldings, or other | - 

shapes.._............-----| 1,370,419 | 977,296 | 2,465,068 | 1,273,703 | 733,984 | 560, 606 
Table, kitchen, and hos- 

| | pital utensils..............| 537,532] 302,406 | 841,845 | 482,869 | 595,802} 281,851 
Foil. .......-..---.-.-------| 1,138,081 | 488,010 | 2,808,535 | 1,221,590 | 547,489 | 246, 250 
Powders and pastes (alumi- 

; num and aluminum 
bronze)......-..-......---| 182,328 80,960 | 879,342 | 370,061 | 1478,308 | 1 206,776 

Other manufactures. __.___- (2) 964, 423 (3) 1, 169, 780 (2) 794, 442 

(?) 2, 813, 095 (?) | 4, 518, 093 (?) 2, 079, 934 

Grand total_.........--.-- (2) —-|-28, 705, 250 (2) 22, 437,125 () | 6,872, 522 

. 1 Aluminum content. 2 Quantity not recorded. 

| TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS 

Outstanding developments in technology in 1941 centered about 
the mass production of aluminum—the greatly increased recovery of 
ingots; the fabrication, upon a volume basis, of aluminum-alloy 
sheet, forgings, castings, rods, bars, and rivets; and the advancements 
in using low-grade bauxite, alunite, and clay. 

One of the most important advancements in technology in the 
aluminum industry probably is under way at the Government’s new
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Hurricane Creek alumina plant near Bauxite, Ark. A combination 
Bayer and lime-soda-sinter process has been developed that is expected 
to yield a much higher percentage recovery of the alumina contained 
in bauxite.’ Low-grade Arkansas bauxite will be used, which prob- 

ably will average 13 to 14 percent silica compared with currently 

used high-grade Arkansas and South American bauxite averaging 

only about 5 percent silica. In the process developed by the Alumi- 

, num Co. in its East St. Louis pilot plant, high-silica bauxite (actually 

- - bauxite and clay) will be treated directly by the Bayer process (with- , 

out prior washing) and the tailings or red mud subjected to a lime- | 

| soda sintering operation requiring the addition of lime and some 
soda ash. The sintered product will be leached and its liquors added 
to the Bayer process liquors. The Bayer process also has been im- : 

proved by adding starch to the caustic soda solution to assist settling 

(U.S. Patent 2,280,998). | | | 
At Salt Lake City, Utah, a plant is under construction that will 

use the Kalunite process to extract alumina from alunite® or alumi- 

num-bearing clays. By this process, crushed alunite rock (contami | 

at least 20 percent alumina) first is roasted to drive off combined 

water, and the soluble residue is dissolved in’ a mixture of sulfuric 

| acid and return liquor. Potassium alum is crystallized from the 

solution and decomposed in an autoclave to form basic alum and 

dilute sulfuric acid. The basic alum then is decomposed by heating 

to 1,000° C. Potassium sulfate is leached from this sintered residue, 

leaving the insoluble finished alumina. Potash and sulfur dioxide are 

obtained as byproducts. | 
Further developments in progress on the recovery of alumina from 

domestic raw materials include work by the Phelps Dodge Corpora- 

tion on the fines from Morenci copper-ore mill tailings (potash-alum 

| process); the Monolith Portland Cement Co. on clay (a lime-soda 

sinter process producing alumina and cement); the Tennessee Valley 

Authority on clay (a sulfuric acid process); Kalunite, Inc., on clay 

and alunite (sulfuric acid process); the War Metallurgy Committee of | 

the National Academy of Sciences and the Bureau of Mines on clay 

and alunite (modified Pedersen process); the Aluminum Co. of 

America on clay and Bayer-process red mud (lime-soda treatment); 

and the Bureau of Mines on lime-soda sintering of high-silica bauxite 

and clay as well as on beneficiation of bauxite and alunite. To date, | 

the Bureau’s work on the beneficiation of submarginal bauxite shows | 

that for some ores careful grinding and desliming suffices, other ores | 

require gravity concentration to remove iron and titanium minerals, 

and still other bauxites require flotation or flotation and gravity con- 

centration. Oleic acid and paper-mill fatty acid (tallol) proved the 

best reagents to collect the gibbsite, the principal extractable alumina 

mineral in bauxite.’ Tests of the Seailles alumina process for the 

treatment of high-silica bauxite indicated that it was impracticable 

and uneconomic. By means of flotation, alunite was readily sepa- 

rated from quartz, the principal impurity.2 The Bureau worked out 

5 Advisory Committee to W. P. B. on Metals and Minerals of the National Academy of Sciences, Alumina 

from Low-Grade Bauxite, Alunite, and Clay: Metal Progress, vol. 42, No. 2, Aug. 1942, pp. 197-200. 

. ¢ Kichelberger, Frank, Aluminum from Western Alunites: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 11, November 

WY okemmner J . B., Clemmons, B. H., and Stacy, R. H., Preliminary Report on the Flotation of Bauxite: 

Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3586, 1941, 26 pp. __ . oo 

3610. 1942, 30 Dee and Dasher, John, Beneficiation of Alunite: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations
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the details of a lime-soda-sinter process and assembled it in the form 
of a flow sheet, and construction of a pilot plant based upon it was 
begun. Work to date indicates that a lime-soda-sinter or a lime- 
sinter-soda-extract process may prove most practicable for the re- 
covery of alumina from clay. A method developed by. Arthur Hixson 
of Columbia University for the extraction of alumina from clay (U.S. - 

| Patent 2,249,761) involves roasting and subsequent treatment with 
hydrochloric acid and isopropyl ether, and one by Alfred R. Globus 

- specifies the treatment of clay with sulfuric acid and then with excess 
sodium hydroxide. | 

- Despite some advantages claimed for the Soderberg electrode,* 
‘it has been found more expedient in the expansion program to use | 
chiefly the old-style pots and prebaked carbon block electrodes. Re- 

oe melters increased the recovery of aluminum from scrap in 1941 by 
| _briquetting before melting and by using fluxes. Additional re-— 

| search is recommended on prevention of the explosibility of aluminum 
powder and other metal dusts.!! Improvements in methods of con- 
verting power from alternating to direct current by means of the 
mercury rectifier have greatly facilitated the rapid growth of the 

| aluminum and other electrochemical industries.” The use of bauxite 
as a catalyst and catalyst carrier and of anhydrous aluminum chlo- | 

| _ ride™ in the production of high-octane aviation gasoline increased in 
: | Importance. ao | | 

Representative of the trend in fabrication is the new, mile-long, 
semicoritinuous hot-strip mill (North mill) of the Aluminum Co. of 
America at Alcoa, Tenn., which simulates hot-strip steel roll-mill 

| practices. Strong aluminum-alloy sheet 48 to 120 inches wide can 
| be rolled for the aircraft industry at the North mill at the rate of 

180,000 tons annually by means of a two-high, reversible, hot-roll 
mill followed by a single-stand and a four-stand tandem mill. The 
strong-alloy sheet mill of the Reynolds Metals Co. at Listerhill, Ala., 
also depicts a more modern trend in aluminum fabrication. This 
plant includes a single-stand hot reversible mill, a single-stand cold, 
and a four-stand cold mill. A new technique is the mass production 

_ Of compound curved surfaces in sheet, as for large airframe skin 
_ panels, in which forming takes place by controlled drawing actions 

applied to a moving sheet while it travels at selected speeds.“ There 
was a trend in favor of forgings in place of sand castings in 1941, and 
the use of press rather than hammer forgings increased for small 
articles. More hot-pressed or kneaded forging stock went into the 
manufacture of crankcases and ather aircraft products. Develop- 
ment of forged or pressed aircraft cylinder heads by the Wright 
Aeronautical Corporation showed great promise. The firm uses 
hydraulic mechanical presses and upsetters instead of drop hammers 
on aluminum-alloy cast ingot or extruded bar stock.!= To take care 
of the great demands for forging stock and rods, bars, and wire, the 

§ Noton, C. H., The Séderberg Electrode: Ind. Chem. (London), vol. 17, No. 196, May 1941, pp. 115-116. 
10 Steel, Increasing Recovery from Aluminum Scrap: Vol. 110, No. 9, March 2, 1942, p. 85. 
il Brown, Hylton R., Dust-Explosion Hazards in Plants Producing or Handling Aluminum, Magnesium, 

or Zinc Powder: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7148, 1941, 11 pp. 
12 Cox, J. H., and Bohn, D-I., Power Rectification in Aluminum: Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 48, No. 9, 

September 1941, pp. 108-110. Rhea, T. R., Mercury Arc Rectifiers for Electrochemical Installations: 
Chem. Ind. vol. 49, No. 7, December 1941, pp. 814-816. 
87, 162 Sr’ o A., Anhydrous Aluminum: Chloride in Organic Chemistry: Am. Chem. Soc. Mono. Ser. 

4 Anderson, Frohman, Forming-by-Drawing: Aviation, vol. 41, No. 6, June 1942, pp. 82-85. 
16 Aviation, Forged Cylinder Head Developed by Wright: Vol. 41, No. 6, June 1942, pp. 117, 263.
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Aluminum Co. started construction of a second, and plans for a 
third, blooming mill. Although production of extrusions increased, 
the advance probably was not as great as that in Europe, where 

7 extruded products are widely used as forging stock. During 1941 , 

- gand casting foundries were more highly mechanized, and there was | 
‘a trend toward the mass and straight-line production of only one 
product, such as cylinder heads, in a single plant (as by Buick, 

_ Ford, and Aluminum Co.). The Antioch plaster-mold process for 
the production of highly stressed aluminum castings to unusually ~ 7 , 
 elose tolerances was further improved.'® The manufacture of perma- , 
nent. mold ” and die castings increased substantially, largely because 
of the aircraft program. Many zine die-casting machines werecon- 
verted to produce aluminum-alloy castings. The production of | 
rivets greatly increased, and new blind or pull-through and explosive | 

| rivets = were introduced for airplane work in places that are not Oe 

readily accessible. Mass fabrication led to better understanding of | 

the aluminum alloys, of which 24S (both bare and Alclad) was the _ 
most widely used. Alloys 2S, 3S, and 525, available in controlled = 
tempers, were produced by cold-work from hot-mill slab, while alloys _ 

17S and 24S were heat-treated and aged at room temperatures and | 

alloys 53S, and 61S were heat-treated and artificially aged at moder- — 
ately elevated temperatures to develop maximum strength. Tests , 

showed that aluminum-base alloys containing varying amounts of 
magnesium usually exhibit marked resistance to the action of alkaline 
corrosion.”® - Spot welding of aluminum alloys was applied more to 
stressed members of airframes.” a _ | 

NATIONAL DEFENSE AND WAR MEASURES | | 

When it became obvious that aluminum requirements for military 
a purposes had been underestimated, the Office of Production Manage- oe 

ment placed the metal under mandatory priorities—on February | 
24, 1941.22 This order, No. M-1, effective March 22, 1941, was 
superseded by No. M-1-f, on February 14, 1942, which further 
restricted the delivery, processing, use, and inventories of aluminum. 
Ceiling price: were set on scrap and secondary ingot during March | 

1941 by the Price Stabilization Division of the Office of Production 
| Management in order to maintain price stability and prevent ex- 

cessive and speculative price increases. This price order was amended 
_ in May, June, August, October, and November 1941. Regulations : 

governing the disposition and use of aluminum scrap were promul- 
gated April 11, 1941, in Order M-1-b, which was amended June : 

10, 1941 (Order M-1-c) and January 7, 1942 (Order M-1-d). A 

survey by the Bureau of Mines in April 1941 showed that domestic 
bauxite production could be increased from limited reserves in an 

emnergency. | | | 
~The National Academy of Sciences began an investigation of pos- 
sible substitutes for aluminum early in 1941, and in May 1941 it was 

16 Kay, R. Raymond, Precision Aluminum Castings: Iron Age, vol. 149, No. 15, April 9, 1942, pp. 50-54. 

17 Fahiman, E. G., and Chase, Herbert, Aluminum Permanent Mold Castings: Iron Age, vol. 149, No. 17, 

“Tron Age’ Be nlosive Rivets for Aircraft: Vol. 248, No. 3, July 17, 1941, pp. 54-55. 
1 Benson, L. J., and Mears, R. B., Aluminum-Magnesium Alloys Resist Attack: Chem. and Met. Eng., 

vol. 49, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 88-91. 
#¢ Chiles, Harry L., Spot-Welding Aluminum at Lockheed: Iron Age, vol. 149, No. 5, January 29, 1942, 

PP Fortune, Aluminum and the Emergency: Vol. 23, No. 5, May 1941, pp. 66-68, 142, 145-146, 150, 152, 164b.
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announced that civilian and nonessential uses for the metal would be 
seriously curtailed as the armed forces would absorb virtually the 
entire metal output. Asa result of the President’s new heavy-bomber 
program, aluminum began to present a more serious problem. Ap- 

| parently military needs had not been fully appreciated. Under- 
estimation of requirements and the shortage were laid in part to 

| failure to provide adequate working inventories for processing of the. 
metal, to foresee the extent. of indirect military needs, to obtain 
aluminum scrap from secondary markets, and to make allowance for 
the reduction in imports from Canada. me a 

In June 1941 the Office of Production Management directed the 
| | Office of Civilian Defense to conduct a Nation-wide collection of old 

: _ and unwanted aluminum. The campaign, however, was disappoint- . 
ing, as an anticipated collection of 20,000,000 pounds of aluminum 

| actually yielded only 11,173,979 pounds of scrap, which contained but 
6,398,051 pounds of recoverable aluminum. The poor yield was 

, attributed to inadequate preparation by the Office of Civilian Defense 
and to the fact that cooperation from scrap dealers was not requested. 

| On June 27, 1941, the Office of Production Management made 
| recommendations for the first aluminum-expansion program—to in- 

- crease domestic aluminum productive capacity to 1,400,000,000 pounds 
| | and to procure an additional 200,000,000 pounds of Inetal from 

Canada. The alumina capacity provided for in this program was 
_ subsequently increased from 400,000,000 pounds to 1,300,000,000. | 

| Contracts and commitments for the construction of these new plants 
began to be let in August 1941 by the Defense Plant Corporation. The | 
first contract was made with the Aluminum Co. of America. 

_ In the fall of 1941 punitive action was taken against violators of 
: aluminum priorities—companies that had diverted much-needed 

aluminum from vital defense or war production to nonessential uses. 
The aluminum program was threatened several times by strikes us 
well as by the shortage of boats for bringing bauxite from South 
America. High priority. ratings for necessary materials were granted 
by the Division of Priorities for the construction of new aluminum 
piants. 

| On January 23, 1942, Conservation Order M—1-e became effective, 
probibiting the use of aluminum except in the manufacture of specific 
items. Rearrangement of maximum prices for aluminum “plant’’ 
scrap were made by the Office of Price Administration on January 13, 
1942, to facilitate operation of the segregation order (M—1-d), issued 
January 7, 1942. On March 10, 1942, allocations were placed on 
aluminum paint and pigments (Order M-1-g). In February 1942 ~ 
the Director of Industry Operations of the War Production Board 
(formerly Office of Production Management) ordered ail idle aluminum 

: inventories in the hands of fabricators sold to the Government. On 
February 16, 1942, the United States Department of the Interior pro- 
posed a vast expansion program for mineral and power developments 
in the West, which included the aluminum industry. 

On February 26, 1942, the Aluminum and Magnesium Branch, 
Division of Materials, War Production Board, announced a second 
aluminum expansion program to assure the Nation a supply of metal 
ample to produce the airplanes requested by the President. This 
program provided for an increase in annual domestic aluminum pro- 
duction capacity to 2,100,000,000 pounds, which (with Canadian
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imports) should make available a supply of over 2,500,000,000— 
pounds of primary metal a year. The contracts made May 2 and 
uly 15, 1941, by the Metals Reserve Co. with the Aluminum Co. of 

Canada, Ltd., call for the total delivery of 340,000 metric tons of 
. aluminum before the end of 1944. The new expansion program also | 

involves the annual remelting and reworking of about 400,000,000 
pounds of recovered scrap and a very considerable increase in fabri- | 
cating facilities. | 

In May 1942 the three reduction plants provided by the first Gov- os 
ernment expansion program began operations. The Metals Reserve 
Co. started purchasing high-silica Arkansas bauxite in the spring of 
1942 to supply the Government’s new Hurricane Creek alumina plant, 
scheduled to start operations in July 1942. Enemy submarine tor- 

| pedoing of boats carrying bauxite from South America to the United — 
tates and Canada resulted in the issuance of Order M—1-h on July : 

7, 1942, which allocates for any use all bauxite, both domestic and | 
foreign, containing less than 15 percent silica and all alumina, effective | 
August 1, 1942. | | | 

| Power for the original, first, and second aluminum expansion 
programs and for other industries presented the Government with a 
serious problem, and during the first part of 1941 the Office of Produc- | 

- tion Management set up a special branch to study power requirements. ~ 
Total power generated in 1941 for public and industrial use is said to a 

| have totaled approximately 212,000,000,000 kw.-hr. To supply : 
expanding war industries in 1943, total requirements have been 
placed as high as 300,000,000,000 kw.-hr. During 1941 many power 
projects were completed or extended, and construction of new hydro; | 
electric and steam plants was begun. Outstanding projects included — | 

, those by the United States Department of the Interior agencies in 
the West (Bonneville, Grand Coulee, and Boulder Dams)” and the a 
Tennessee Valley Authority in the South. Other power expedients 
were adopted, such as connecting transmission lines or grid systems, | 
power poolings, curtailment of nonessential uses, and the operation of 
reserve generating capacity in industrial and big city areas. An : 
unprece ented drought in the South during 1941 brought out a call for | 

| voluntary reduction in the consumption of power during the summer | 
| and early fall. The Federal Power Commission directed immediate 

construction of connecting power links. Heavy rains late in the fall 
of 1941, however, relieved the power situation in the South. — | 

WORLD BAUXITE AND ALUMINUM INDUSTRIES 

Aluminum is expected to play a leading role in winning the present 
world conflict. By the end of 1943 production and consumption of 
both aluminum and magnesium will reach a rate undreamed of before 
the war. After peace is restored it is expected that a substantial part 
of the vast productive capacity for these two light metals will be | 
utilized at the expense of other metals because of their greater relative 

*% Bloch, Ivan, Western Power Production and Mineral Development: Paper presented at 8th Ann. 
Convention, Am. Min. Cong., San Francisco, September 30, 1941, 23 pp. 

3 Parker, Theodore B., Emergency Program of the T. V. A.: Eng. News-Record, vol. 127, No. 25, Decem- 
ber 18, 1941, pp. 866-870. 

Engineering News-Record, T. V. A. Rushes Power for National Defense: Vol. 126, No. 9, February 
27, 1941, pp. 382-335. | :
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abundance in the earth’s crust, their utility and diversified usage, and _ 
7 a more advantageous price position (already competitively stronger 

| upon a volume basis).”4 | | a : | 
World production of bauxite is estimated to have reached approxi- 

| mately 6,396,900 metric tons in 1941, 36 percent more than that in 
1940 and 66 percent more than that in the pre-war year 1938. | 

7 World production of bauxite, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons | | 

[Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] a 

. : Country = |_1987 1938 1939 | 1940; 1941 

Australia: | a | | os 
New South Wales. ---...-----..------- 6, 793 442} = (1) (1) (1) 

os Victoria. _....--.----.-..-.------------ 1, 097 1, 341 820 2 1,000 21,000 . 
Brazil (exports) .......-...----------.------]. 8, 770 12, 928 18, 279 - §2 ~ 14, 365 
Czechoslovakia... ---.---------------------- 846 (1) —() (1) GQ) 
France. ....------------------------------ 688, 200 682,440 | 2800, 000 2 700, 000 2 700, 000 

Germany.............--.------------------ 18, 212 19,703 | 220,000} 220,000} 725,000 
cr 137,412 | 179, 886 186,906 | #50, 000. 3 50, 000 
uiana: op. 

British. ....-...-.-----+--------------- 305, 533 382, 409 483, 653 3 700, 000 1, 089, 333 
Netherlands (Surinam) -_.......--.....- 392, 447 377,213 |; . 511,619 615, 434 1,.198, 900 

Hungary. _..-..-------.------------------- 532, 657 540, 718 485, 000 2 647,000 ; ? 1,000, 000 . 
- . India, British.-.........-..-.-..--.--...---] 15, 398 15, 005 9, 121 2 15, 000 29% 000 

Indochina.....-.-...-..----..------------- 7, 000 160 - 330 118 + ., 000 
Italy. ..--.--.----------------------..-----|. 386,495 | 360, 837 483, 965 4 530,000 |  2600,000 . 
Netherlands Indies. _-.-_-..2.....2--....-- 198, 970 245, 354 230, 668 274, 345 171, 821 
Portuguese East Africa....................]----2- --_22 Je. .2- ei ee 180 1, 030 2 1,000 
Rumania.._.....-...-2..2-----2-- ee 10, 701 11, 807 10, 460 2 40, 000 2 40, 000 
Southern Rhodeésia._---..--.-.-.-..--.-.--}---.---2- fe. eee] -- |e -- eee 21,000 — 

. Unfederated Malay States: Johore___._.___|. 19, 305 55, 965 93, 737 63,787}. 20,000 
U.8.8. R_--_----_.-_----.--------...---| 7230, 000 2 250, 000 2 270, 000 2 300,000 | 4 250,000 
United. States (dried-bauxite equivalent) - _ 431, 898 315, 906 381,331 . 445, 958 908, 525 

| | Yugoslavia.........2-.-.2----2 eee 354, 233 396, 368 ' 318, 840 2 290, 000° 2 300, 000 oe 

3, 746,000 | 3, 849, 000 2 4, 306, 000 2 4, 693, 800 | ? 6, 396, 900 

1 Data not available. . . | 
. 1 Estimated production. Estimates for 1939, 1940, and 1941 by the authors. 

| World production of aluminum, 1987-41, by countries, in metric tons 

[Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] 

Country 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Canada.........---.------------e----------| 41, 700 66, 000 75,000,| 100,000} — 1.200, 000 
BYANCG. « - -------careeernenennnnenon noose ore larson 50, 000 1 50, 000 1 60, 000 
ermany.....__.---..-.-.2------ eee , 200 61, 100. Aue Heri 7500 {ft +210,000 | 240,000 | 300,000 

Hungary.....2-..--..--------- eee 1, 000 1, 500 1, 500 1 2,800 15,000 
Italy......------22 2-2 eee eee 22, 900 25, 800 34, 200 1 40, 000 1 50, 000 
Japan. _--..------2-- 2. eee 10, 000 17, 000 23, 000 135, 000 190. N00 
Norway. ...-----------------------------_- 23, 000 29, 000 31, 000 1 25, 000 135, 000 
Spain. _.._.--22- 2 ee 37 651 1 800 271 17M 
Sweden. __...-.-..2-.- 22-2222 e ee 1, 800 2, 400 2, 700 1 2, 000 1 2, 500 
Switzerland. .....--....-.-----_--2--_-e ee 25, 000 27, 000 28, 000 1 31, 000 1 29, 000 
U.S8.8. BR. ele 37, 700 43, 800 173, 000 175, 000 1 60, 000 
United Kingdom. -..._._...--__.-___.___._. 19, 300 23, 300 25, 000 1 28, 000 1 35, 000 
United States._.....___--2-- ee 132, 800 130, 100 148, 400 187, 100 280, 383 
Yugoslavia. .........-.-.222-2- eee 200 1, 200 2, 400 1 2, 800 13, 000 

481, 500 578, 700 705, 000 1819,000 | 11, 150,600 
. | meee 

1 Estimated preduction. Estimates for 1989, 1940, and 1941 by the authors. 

4 Tyler, Paul M., Tomorrow’s Metals: Min. and Met., vol. 23, No. 421, January 1942, pp. 5-8. ; 
Franke, Herbert A., The Future Sources of Aluminum: Paper presented at Industrial Minerals Div. 

Meeting, Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., Rolla, Mo., October 24, 1941, 8 pp. 
Anderson, Robert J., The World Aluminum Industry: Mining Mag. (London), vols. 64 and 65, Nos. 6 

and 1, June and July 1941, pp. 285-292, 15-25. . 
Armstrong & Co., George S., An Engineering Interpretation of the Economic and Financial Aspects of 

American Industry: Vol. 3, The Light Metal Industries—Aluminum, Magnesium, New York, 1942, ‘9 pp.
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The aluminum made in 1941 is believed to have totaled about — 

1,150,600 metric tons, 40 percent more than in 1940 and 99 percent 

more than in 1938. Of the world output in 1941, it is thought that 

production under the control or domimation of Germany in Europe | 

was about 485,200 tons; under total Axis control, 575,200 tons (or 50 : 

percent) ; and under total Allied control, 575,400 tons (or 50 percent). 

The annual rate of production in 1948-44 may be about as follows: 

_ German European control, 721,000 tons; total Axis control, 921,000 

tons (36 percent) ; and total Allied control,1,620, 900 tons (64 percent). . 

(os a on REVIEW BY COUNTRIES | 

- Australia.—Extensive geological surveys conducted by the Depart- 

ment of Mines reveal the occurrence of substantial reserves of 

low-grade bauxite and alunite in Australia... _New South Wales ore . 

analyzed ranges from 25 to 68 percent Al,O3, 2 to 39 percent Fe,Os, | : 

and up to 20 percent SiO,. Sulphates Pty., Ltd., now mining bauxite | a 

at Boolarra, Victoria, and the White Metals (Australia) Pty., Ltd., are a 

interested in developing various other ore deposits, including those at == 

Ouse, Tasmania (reserves reported at 2,000,000 tons with 48 percent | 

-- Al,O;); Mount Tambourine, Queensland; and Wingello, New South a 

Wales. . The Australian Aluminium Co. Pty., Ltd., began to operate > 

its aluminum strip and sheet rolling mill at Granville, New South | 

Wales, on May 1, 1941, and the construction of another fabricating 7 

mill in Australia is under consideration. The use of aluminum for 

other than authorized purposes was prohibited by the Minister of 7 

- Munitions on December 17, 1941, The National Aluminium Mining 

& Smelting Co. proposes to produce 5,000 tons of alumina annually at 

Port Kembla, using bauxite from Wingello, New South Wales, and to | 

-__ Jocate a reduction plant at Sydney. | errs | 

_ Brazil—_Companhia Electro-Chimica Brasileira plans to construct — pe 

a 10,000-ton alumina and a 2,000-ton reduction plant at Saramenha, a 

| short distance from Ouro Preto, Minas Gerais. — A priority rating for | 

equipment has been granted the company in the United States. 

Bauxite will be obtained from nearby ore deposits, and power will be | 

secured from two hydroelectric plants on the Rio Maynart, one of 

_ which is in operation and the other under construction. Companhia 

Brasileiro de Aluminio, S. A., plans to develop the Pogos de Caldas , 

bauxite deposits and to produce aluminum at plants to be built near 

Séo Paulo, but it now appears likely that the shortage of critical | 

materials in the United States will hinder early completion of this a 

project. The Bank of Brazil, with Government authorization, | 

granted the company a loan repayable. within 12 years. The fabrica- .- 

tion of aluminum (chiefly cooking utensils) in Sdo Paulo was paralyzed 

| in the summer of 1941 as importation of the metal from the United 

States virtually ceased. Exports of bauxite from Brazil in 1941 

(chiefly to the United States) totaled 14,365 metric tons compared 

with only 82 tons in 1940. | 

British Guiana.—Exports of bauxite by the Demerara Bauxite Co., | 

Ltd., during 1941 totaled 1,072,617 long tons, ‘of which 908,125 tons 

went to Canada, 112,815 to the United States, and 51,677 to the 

United Kingdom. The company had five rotary drying kilns in : 

operation at MacKenzie during the summer of 1941 producing 4,800 _ 

tons of dried ore daily. The Berbice Co., Litd., plans to start shipping 

497779 —43——45 , . |
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bauxite in the summer of 1942 from its property about 130 miles up 
the Berbice River. Dried ore is to be barged down to Everton, 
whence it will be loaded into ocean-going vessels. Establishment of 
an alumina and aluminum plant in British Guiana has been proposed 

: , by American interests. __ — . 
a Canada.—Compared with 1941, Canadian aluminum production is 

expected to increase about 60 percent in 1942 and more than double in 
| 1943. A 5-day strike at the Arvida reduction plant of the Aluminum - 

| Co. of Canada, Ltd., in July was a serious set-back to output in 1941, 
as the molten metal in the pots solidified when the power was shut off 

oe and caused a production delay of several weeks. Aluminum-fabricat- 
ing facilities also have been greatly expanded:in Canada, principally | 
at Kingston, Ontario, where strong-alloy sheet, extrusions, tubing, and 

a forgings are made, partly for United States consumption. Rolled 
7 screw machine and ‘rivet stock is produced at Shawinigan Falls, 

| Quebec, and sheet and castings at Toronto, Ontario. | | _ 
~ _In 1943 one-sixth of all the electric power of the Dominion will be _ 

‘ used to produce aluminum. The Aluminum Co. of Canada, Ltd., is 
further developing the hydroelectric power resources of the Lake St. _ | 

| John-Chicoutimi district and also is investigating available power. 
- resources in Manitoba with a view to constructing a new plant in that 

| Province. In the Lake St. John-Chicoutimi district the company 
will spend $30,000,000 building a channel from its dam at. Chute-4- | 

a Caron to the mouth of the "Shipshaw River, where a hydroelectric 
7 plant is to be constructed capable of generating 820,000 hp. (compared _ 

with 265,000 hp. now produced at Chute-4-Caron). The proposed 
facilities could ultimately be extended to 1,000,000 hp. The American Oe 

| Nepheline Corporation (subsidiary of Ventures, Ltd.) is experimenting 
on the extraction of alumina, potash, and soda ash by a lime-sinter _——y. 

| _ process from nepheline syenite derived from the Bancroft, Haliburton, 
| _ and Lakefield areas of Ontario. To reduce the sailing time of ocean- | 

going vessels, late in the summer of 1941 South American bauxite 
| began to be discharged at Portland, Maine, for movement by rail te 

Arvida. Early in 1942 sinkings by enemy submarines began seriously 
to affect these bauxite cargoes, and bauxite and alumina were imported | 
from the United States. , | 

, : France.—French aluminum production is believed to have failed in 
"reaching its objective of 70,000 tons in 1941 because of the lack of 

railroad transportation, lack of skilled labor, inadequate coal supply, 
| and hydroelectric power and labor troubles. Early in 1942 production’ 

was reduced two-thirds owing to power difficulties; these, however, 
were soon overcome, and production returned to normal in April. 

_ Within the next 2 or 3 years the large Genissiat Dam on the Rhéne 
River is expected to be completed, and it will be able to supply an 
enormous quantity of hydroelectric power. Most of the aluminum is 
now shipped to Germany or used in France to produce war equipment 

: for Germany. The Groupement de Repartition de la Bauxite was 
recently founded in France by Pechiney, Ugine, Union des. Bauxites, 
Bauxites de France, Bauxites du Midi, Ciments de Lafarge et du Teil : 
and Aluminium du Sud-Ouest to undertake the distribution and control 
the utilization of all bauxite. Axis European production of aluminum 
depends partly on France, not only for metal but for bauxite and 
alumina, which are shipped to Germany, Switzerland, Italy, Norway, 

: and other countries for processing. Southern France is reported to be 
shipping bauxite to Ttaly at the rate of 250 truckloads daily.
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Germany German and Austrian aluminum production in 1941 — 

has been estimated at 300,000 to 350,000 tons. Greater production is | 

believed to have been retarded by Germany’s lack of hydroelectiic 

power, the heavy demand by other industries for steam power, the 

ack of miners to extract more coal, bombings by the British Royal 

Air Force, and inadequate transportation facilities. — Although most 

of the aluminum output is derived from bauxite mined in Hungary, 

France, and the Balkan countries, two German plants (Lautawerk and 

Lippe or Liinen) are reported jointly producing 50,000 tons of alumina | 

annually from clay, and two other plants (Lautawerk and Horrem 

near Cologne, owned by Lurgie Thermie G. m. b. H. of Metallgesell- | - 

schaft A. G.) are making virtually all of the aluminum-silicon or 

Silumin alloy (12 percent silicon) needed by direct thermal reduction 

of clay with carbon.* Germany greatly increased its supply of 

aluminum in its conquest of other European countries, particularly in . 

the acquisition of France and Norway. Tbree new aluminum plants — ) 

| with a total-capacity of 50,000 tons are reported under construction in 

Austria—two on the Inn River below the Innwerke plant and the 

third on the Enns River. It is reported unofficially that Germany | 

| obtained 38,000 tons of bauxite and 10,000 tons of aluminum from 

-Unoccupied France between January 15 and March 1, 1941. On 

.. June 1, 1941, the price of aluminum was reduced from 133 reichsmarks 

to 127 per 100 kilograms. The import duty on alumina (4 reichsmarks : 

per 100 kilograms) for aluminum production was removed March 

Gold Coast.—A bauxite mine was opened in the Colony about 50 

miles northwest of Dunkwa, w -ence the ore is hauled by: truck to | | 

Dunkwa and by rail to Takoradi. — oo | | 

Honduras —Unconfirmed reports mention the occurrence of bauxite 

| in southern Honduras. | | ) 

 _Hungary.—The production capacity of aluminum plants owned by , 

Manfried Weiss and the Kohlenbergbau, A. G., was expanded sub- 

stantially in 1941. The Ungarische Bauxitgruben, A. G., increased | 

its production of bauxite about 50 percent in 1941 over that of 1940 

(647,000 tons) and plans to build an alumina (20,000 tons) and alumi- 

num reduction (10,000 tons) works at Ajka, near Veszprem, as well as 

an aluminum-fabricating plant at Stuhlweissenberg. During the | 

latter part of 1941 the Hungarian Price Commissariat ordered an in- 

| crease in taxes on 99.3- to 99.5-percent aluminum and on semifinished | 

| ~ materials from Pengos 27 to Pengos 49 per 10 pounds. The maximum 

selling price for raw aluminum, including taxes, was increased from 

Pengos 280-297 to Pengos 302-310. per 10 pounds. | 

| India, British —The new 20,000-ton alumina and 3,000-ton reduc- 

tion plant of the Aluminium Corporation of India, Ltd., at Asansol, : 

Bengal, started operations early in 1941. Indian bauxite is used in 

the alumina plant, and Soderberg electrodes are employed in the 

reduction works. The Aluminium Production Co. of India, Ltd., 

still plans to construct aluminum-producing facilities at Alwaye, North 

Travancore. The Development Department of the Government of 

Madras reveals that many million tons of workable bauxite of various 

grades occur in the Shevaroy Hills about 207 miles southwest of 

adras. : 

% Heenni, P. M., Light Alloys in Modern Warfare: Canadian Metals and Met. Ind., vol. 5, No. 2, Febru- 

ary 1942, pp. 36-42. : | ;
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Italy.— According to Giornale d’Italia, the Italian production of | 
aluminum would reach 50,000 metric tons in 1941, 60,000 in 1942, and 
100,000 by 1943 and 1944. Production in 1941, by plants, is esti- 
mated as follows: Porto Marghera (Venice), 20,000 tons; Bolzano, 

_ 15,000 tons; Mori, 10,000 tons; and Borgofranco, 5,000 tons. In May 
1941 Trafilerie e Punterie di Cogoleto was authorized to enlarge its 

| Cogoleto fabricating plant. Societa Edison (Milan), a power com- 
| | pany, received permission to build a reduction plant with an annual 

_ capacity of 10,000 tons. Although the aluminum industry is still 
noe expanding, the shortage of electric power has caused great, difficulties, | 

7 and Italy exports some of its alumina to Germany in payment for | 
Necessary machinery. ._ a | a : | 
Japan.—F ew official data on the Japanese aluminum industry have | 

_ been available since 1937. The conquest of Malaya and the fall of 
- Singapore made available to Japan large reserves of high-grade 

| _ bauxite on Bintan Island and in Johore, and Japanese industrial con- 
| cerns are reported to have started immediate development of the | 

, | deposits. The Aluminium Co. of the South Seas is reported working 
| bauxite deposits on Palao Island, where reserves are reputed to total — 

_ 10,000,000 tons. Early in 1941 the Japanese Ministry of Industry : 
/ | placed Yen 30,000,000 at the disposal of the aluminum industry for 

- _. developing bauxite deposits in Northern China and Indochina and on 
_-— Panope Island. Expansion of the Japanese aluminum industry was | 

surged by the Government in 1937, and by the end of 1941 Japan is 
_ ~ believed to’ have had aluminum-producing facilities totaling about 
- | 140,000 to 150,000 metric tons. Aluminum production in 1941 is 
- | estimated at 90,000 tons, but some observers place output as high as 

150,000 tons. In 1941 the aluminum industry was consolidated 
| ' further by the Government. The Toyo Aluminium Co., belonging to 

the Mitsui group, was amalgamated with the Sei-Sen Chemical Co., . 
a, subsidiary of the Japan Soda Co. oe 

Following is a list of the principal Japanese aluminum companies, 
with some of their plant locations and annual capacities (in metric 

| tons): Oe oe CS | 
Company: Alumina Aluminim 

Japan Light Metals Co_ Shimizu, Shizuoka Pref. Kambara, Shizuoka Pref. 
(120,000). ° (27,000 to 36,000). — 

: Niigata, Niigata Pref. 
| | (18,000 to 27,000). 

: : Japan Electrochemical Koyasu, Nagano Pref.. Omachi, Nagano Pref. . 
| Industry Co. (20,000)... | 

Japan Aluminium Co__ Takao, Taiwan (20,000). Takao, Taiwan (10,000). 
Karenko, Taiwan (2,000 
_to 6,000). 

Manchuria Light Met- Fushun, Manchuria Fushun, Manchuria 
als Mfg. Co. (25,000 to 45,000). (12,000). 

Antung, Manchuria 
| : (9,000). 
Sumitomo Aluminium Niihama, Shikoku Is- Kaneko- Mura, Niigun, 

Reduction Co. land, Ehime Pref. Shikoku Island; Ehime 
(18,000). Pref. (9,000). 

Japan Soda Co..._..._ Takaoka, Toyama Pref. Takaoka, Toyama Pref. 
(16,006 to 20,000). | 

Korea Aitrogen Ferti- Konan, Chosen__._._.. Konan, Chosen (6,000). 
1zer UO. 

Japan-Manchuria Co... Iwase, Toyama Pref ___ Korivama, Fukushima 
Pref. (5,000). 

Toyo (Oriental) Alu- Omuto, Kyushu Tsland, Takaoka, Tovama Pref. 
nimium Co. Fukuoka Pref. (6,000). 

Another alumina plant is said to be located at Kurosaki, Kyushu Island.
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Netherlands Indies —The N. V. Billiton Maatschappij produced 
171,821 metric tons of bauxite on the Island of Bintan in 1941. Of 
the 165,571 tons shipped, 130,871 tons went to Japan, 25,000 to 
Australia, and 9,700 to the United States. Plans for the erection of 
hydroelectric, alumina, and aluminum plants in Sumatra were 

oF delayed in 1941 and later were upset by Japanese occupation of the | 
ndies. SO oO | 
-Norway.—A/S Nordag, registered on June 26, 1941, owned by 
Hansa Leichtmetall A. G., Berlin, and directed by Field Marshal | 
Hermann Goering, has largely completed plans and has started pre- — 
liminary work on aluminum plants and power stutions at Sunndal- 

—soyra, Ose, Tyin, Tyssedal, Sauda, Glomfjord, EKitreheim, and Las- 
sedal. Before the Germans entered the Norwegian aluminum indus- | 
try the reduction plants had about the following rated capacities: 

-Tyssedal (Hardangerfjord), 6,000 tons; Haugvik (Glomfjord), 8,000; _ 
Hoyanger, 9,000; Eydehavn, 10,000; Vigeland, 4,000; and Stangfjord, | 
1,000. Apparently plans have been made to extend capacity at Glom- 7 
fjord to 23,000 tons, commencing March 1, 1942; at Eitreheim to | 

8,000 tons, beginning May 1, 1942; and at Tyin to 22,000 tons, start- 
ing September 1, 1942. Alumina amounting to 60,000 tons annually | . 

is to be produced at Sauda (Rogalan), and amounting to 50,000 tons 
at Ordalstangen, Tyin. Work at Ordalstangen is scheduled to start 
July 1, 1942. Plans for the other sites are not completed. Another 
company involved in the expansion of Norwegian aluminum produc- 
tion to 130,000 tons annually is Nordisk Lettmetal A/S, controlled OO 

by I. G. Farbenindustrie. One of its reduction works will be at | 
Skienfjord, in the neighborhood of the Norsk Hydro power installation | 
at Heroya. This plant, however, will be supplied with power froma 

| new. hydroelectric plant to be built at Rjukan. The Norwegian 
Nitrogen Co. is said to be working in conjunction with the German 

| concerns. Apparently the alumina is to be derived from bauxite = 
obtained by rail and boat from Unoccupied France, Hungary, Yugo-— / 

slavia, and Greece and from domestic labradorite. : | 

| Southern Rhodesia.—The manufacture of aluminum sulfate in | 

| South Africa by African Explosives & Industries, Ltd., was made 

| possible by the discovery of a high-grade deposit of bauxite near 

| Penhalonga, Southern Rhodesia. The deposit is operated by the : 

Wankie Colliery Co., Ltd., which experimented with the ore but 
found it unsuitable for the manufacture of refractory brick. A 5-year . 

contract was then signed for supplying the Umbogintuini and Modder- 
fontein chemical plants of African Explosives & Industries, Ltd. The 

ore in most places is overlain by not more than 20 feet of overburden 
and is worked by open-cut methods. From the drying plant the ore 
is bagged and shipped to Umtali whence it must. be transported by 

truck, oxen, and wagon. The ore averages about 62 percent Al,Os, 

6 percent SiO,, 1 percent Fe,O3, 8 percent insolubles, and 1 percent 
moisture. | | | 
Spain.—Owing to the shortage of copper in Spain, aluminum 

production is to be increased and domestic bauxite deposits will be : 

exploited. Mining has been carried on at intervals at Gijon, Asturias, 
and in the southwestern part of Barcelona, but the ore has heretofore - 

been considered too low in grade and unsuitable for metallurgical 

~ 9 South African Mining and Engineering Journal, The Penhalonga Bauxite Deposit: Vol. 52, No. 25 

August 16, 1941, pp. 739-742. .
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purposes. A second aluminum reduction plant, of 8,000 tons annual 
capacity, is being built and eventually will operate on domestic raw 

| material. The old reduction works at Sabinanigo is producing at a 
rate of 700 to 1,200 tons of aluminum annually. — . . 

| Surinam.—Virtually all of the 1,180,000 long tons of bauxite ex- 
| ported from Surinam (Netherlands Guiana) in 1941 by the Suri- 

naamsche Bauxite Maatschappij (subsidiary of Aluminum Co. of | 
7 America). went to the United States. American troops occupied 

Surinam in November 1941, partly to protect the valuable. bauxite 
deposits developed in the Moengo and Para Creek districts. N. V. 

| Billiton Maatschappij has completed most of its mining installations 
and plans to ship bauxite from its deposits in the Para Creek district _ 

| (near Paranam) to the Reynolds Metals Co. in the summer of 1942. 
The bauxite reserves of Surinam are reported adequate to last many 

_ years, and visible ore reserves of the Moengo Hill and Rorak regions 
| alone have been estimated at 10,000,000 tons and 8,000,000 tons, | 

| respectively (ranging from 54 to 64 percent in Al,O3 content). — | 
Sweden.—During the first half of 1941, Sweden was able to maintain 

| an almost constant stock of aluminum, but in the latter half supplies 
were cut drastically.. As a result, Svenska Aloxidverken A. B., a 
subsidiary of A. B. Svenska Aluminium Kompaniet, was formed to 
manage two projected new plants. Construction of a plant at Kubi- - 
kenborg, near Sundsvall, northern Sweden, capable of producing 6,000 

~ tons of alumina annually from Boliden andalusite, has been started | 
Oo and will be completed in the spring of 1942. A reduction plant is to be 
| built at the same place with an annual capacity of 1,100 tons of metal. 

: This plant will require about 2,000 tons of the locally produced | 
_ alumina, and the remaining 4,000 tons will be shipped to the Mansbo | 

. | reduction plant. Restrictions were placed on the use of aluminum in | 

| U..S. S. &.—Two of the three Soviet aluminum reduction plants __ 
| (Dnepr with 35,000 tons capacity and Volkhov with 15,000 tons 

. capacity) probably were destroyed before Germany invaded or 
attacked these two areas. Equipment from the Dnepr plant is believed 

| to have been moved to the Kamensk or to another plant site in the 
Urals. The previously announced annual capacity of the Kamensk 

| works was 50,000 tons. | 
United Kingdom.—Although small additional aluminum-producing 

facilities have been completed, the United Kingdom depends largely | 
on Canada for its metal requirements. | 

Yugoslaria.—Output of bauxite in Croatia totaled 211,000 metric 
tons in 1941 compared with 271,000 tons in 1940. Croatia now 
possesses most of the Dalmatian-Hercegovinian mines, but the 

| | alumina and aluminum works at Lozovac are in Italian hands. Italy 
| concluded an agreement with Croatia whereby the aluminum works 

at Lozovac will deliver a large part of its metal output to Croatia 
in return for bauxite. Construction of a 30,000-ton aluminum plant 
in Croatia is under consideration. A new bauxite deposit has been 
discovered near Brijeg in Slovakia.
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| Co | SUMMARY ~~ — |. 7 

The Axis Powers were favored with supplies of mercury at the 
outset of the present World War, because Italy and Spain, the princi- i 
pal world sources, were closely associated with them. The develop- 
ment of alternate sources of supply to cover their requirements, ot 

| therefore, was a problem their opponents had to solve. Since the : 
war began, however, production in Western Hemisphere countries 

a has increased until, for a time at least, the United Nations are rela- | . 
tively self-sufficient in this commodity for all essential purposes. 
There can be little question that the record-breaking high prices for 
mercury played their part in this outstanding achievement. : 

In 1939 the United States produced 18,633 flasks, Mexico 7,376 
‘flasks, and Canada 6 flasks. By 1941 the production in the United | 

States had reached 44,921 flasks and in Mexico 23,137 flasks. Data | 
~ for Canada cannot be published, but it is well-known that a note- 
worthy contributor to world supplies has been developed and is pro- 
ducing large quantities. 

Consumption in the United States during 1941 was 67 percent above 
that in 1940 and indicated that a new high record rate was established. 3 
The sharp upward trend in domestic production during 1940 continued | 
in 1941 with diminished vigor; supplies from United States mines just 
sufficed to satisfy increased domestic needs but allowed no surplus 
for exportation. Export restrictions imposed in 1940 were effective | 
in preventing needed metal from leaving the country, and an agree- 
ment reached in July 1941 assured retention of Mexican production in 

the Western Hemisphere. At the end of the year, supplies and re- 
quirements appeared to balance, with some metal available for stock- 
piling. Nevertheless, the probability of increased demands for war 
purposes led the Office of Production Management to consider means 
of reducing consumption of mercury in uses designated as nonessentiai. 

1 Monthly data on production, consumption, and stocks compiled by D. A. Wyatt. | 
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- These considerations eventuated in Conservation Order M-78, issued 
in January 1942 and discussed in more detail later in this report. | 

Domestic production of mercury amounted to 44,921 flasks in | 
| (1941 and was 19 percent above the total for 1940, which itself was | 

more than double the rate that had obtained for a number of years 
immediately preceding. The 1940 and 1941 totals represent succes- | 

| sive peaks in the annual production recorded since 1883. 
General imports of mercury totaled 7,478 flasks in 1941 compared a 

| | with 1,861 flasks in 1940; of the 1941 total, none was entered in the 
| first 7 months, 750 flasks in August, 735 in September, none in October, 

_ 1,725 in November, and 4,268 in December. Immediately after the 
agreement with Mexico in July 1941, exports and production figures. 

| for that country dropped sharply. By the end of 1941, however, | 
| 7 imports into the United States were exceeding the monthly rate of 
—._- preduction in Mexico, indicating that any accumulated stocks in that — 

country may have been in process of dissolution. =. CR on 
eo __ Exports dropped from 9,617 flasks in 1940 to 2,590 flasksin 1941, un- 

der the restrictions placed thereon in July 1940. The United Kingdom 
| was the principal destination of mercury exported from the United | 

States in both 1940 and 1941 but in 1941 took only a small fraction 
| of the total taken in 1940—- 598 flasks compared with 5,178 flasks. - 

Japan received no mercury from the United States in 1941 compared 
_— - with 1,598 flasks in 1940. It is significant that late in 1941 the United 
- States received 210 flasks of mercury from Canada, now the only 

source of consequence in the British Empire, but shipped reduced | 
quantities to the United Kingdom. This condition lends weight to 

. the suggestion that the British need mercury products more seriously 
than they do the metal itself. a | 

| Despite the sharp upturn in domestic mercury consumption, the 
| average quoted price in 1941 advanced somewhat less than 5 percent 

over that in 1940. The 1940 average had been the highest on record, — 
: but a new record was established in 1941. Further price gains in 1941 

| were discouraged by warnings issued twice during the year by the 
| Office of Price Administration. Although the first warning was in | 

: - March 1941, action with regard to the establishment of a price ceiling 
was delayed until February 1942. When action was taken, ample 
supplies for all foreseeable war needs were believed by the price 
agency to have been provided for and not to have been endangered 
by the price move. | | 

Salient statistics of the mercury industry in the United States, 1937-41 

| [Flasks of 76 pounds] 

| | 1937 1938 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

a Proitetion.............. Haske. 16,508 | 17,991 | 18, 633 | 37, 777 | a4, 921 | Number of producing mines..-__....-..........-.- 101 | 91 |- 107 | 159 197 
Average price per flask: | 

New York__.-_.--.--. 2-22 lee eee $90.18 | $75.47 | $103.94! $176.87 $185. 02 London. ___.....-2-22.22222.2.22222.-.--- $69.65 | $66.92 | $88.26 | $201.10! $194.20 Imports for consumption: po | . | 
Pounds. .....-..--.---2-- 22-22-0220. 2 eee] 1,437, 712 - 179, 522 265, H4 j 12,90] | 588, 228 Export alent flasks. --------.--------- -e------| 18, 917 | 2, 362 | 3, 199 | 171 7, 640 

Pounds woogie cnceceenne ene ence eeeeeeee| 34,485 | 54,161 | 91,789 | 730.877! 196, 837 Equivalent flasks._.._.___.-..-.22222 0200200, Siti 713 j 1, 208 | 9,617 | 2, 590 Apparent new supply......__....__-_..-_- flasks. | 35, 000 i 19,600 | 20, 990 | 1 #26, 800 : 1 44, 800 

1 Actual consumption as reported by consumers. ? Revised figures.
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Agreement with Mexican Government.—During July 1941 an _agree- | 

ment was reached with the Mexican Government whereby the United 

States was to obtain surplus production of certain materials, including 

mercury, for 18 months. Under the terms of the agreement, the a 

United States was obliged to acquire all metal not sold through | 

ordinary commercial channels in countries in the Western Hemisphere 

that had export restrictions similar to those that had recently been 

put into effect in Mexico; the obligation applied to quantities up to | 

| 125 percent of total exports of mercury from Mexico during the 18 

‘months ended July 1, 1941. Purchases are being made for the 

United States by the Metals Reserve Co. The agreement provides 

for changing prices based upon quotations in the United States re- 

garded by the United States Government as technically authoritative. 

~ This agreement not only guaranteed the United States large addi- / 

tional supplies of strategic commodities but denied these commodities 

to an enemy country. Japan received 93 percent of all the mercury 

shipped from Mexico in the first 7 months of 1941, before the agree- 

ment was signed, but received none officially after August. | 

Import restrictions.—General Import Order M-63, which went into | 

effect at 12:01 a. m., December 28, 1941, provides that unless otherwise 

authorized by the Office of Production Management (now War 

Production Board) all future contracts for imports of 13 strategic | 
‘materials, including mercury, will be handled by the Metals Reserve 

Co. An amendment issued in 1942 added mercury-bearing ores and 7 

concentrates to the commodities covered by the order. 
Conservation in use.—The need to provide enough mercury for all 

possible war uses led the Office of Production Management to study | 

the problem of reducing or discontinuing consumption of mercury | | 

in uses considered nonessential. Its study resulted in Conservation 

Order M-78, issued January 23, 1942. This order restricted the use 

of mercury for carroting hat fur, for marine antifouling paint, ther- 

mometers (except industrial and scientific), treatment of green lumber 

(except Sitka spruce), turf fungicides, vermilion, wall switches for 

nonindustrial use, and wood preservatives from January 15 to March 

31 to 50 percent of such use in a selected base period, described later. 

Beginning April 1, 1942, all use for the purposes mentioned was to be 

discontinued, unless otherwise specifically authorized by the Director 

of Priorities. Consumers of mercury for the following purposes were 

ordered to restrict their use to the percentages given, as follows: 

Fluorescent lamps, 100 percent; health supplies, 100; mercuric ful- 

minate for commercial blasting caps, 125; mercuric fulminate for 

ammunition, 100; and thermometers (industrial and scientific), 100 

percent. Other consumers were restricted to 80 percent. ‘“Base 

period” meant, at the option of the manufacturer, either (1) the corre- 

sponding quarterly period in 1940 or (2) the first calendar quarter 

of 1941, provided that the same option should be used throughout 

the calendar year. Exceptions from the order primarily covered 

materials for delivery under war and Lend-Lease contracts. 

Price control—The price for mercury was subjected to ceiling limita- 

tions in February 1942, following a prolonged study during which : 

there was official warning more than once that the price was too high. 

Price Schedule 93 of the Office of Price Administration provided that 

the maximum base price for California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, 

Utah, Nevada, or Arizona was $191 per 76-pound flask, f. 0. b. point
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: ' of shipment; for Texas and Arkansas it was $193, f. o. b. point of : 
| shipment; for mercury produced outside the continental United States 

, and Mexico and entering the United States through Pacific coast ports 
| of entry, it was $191, and for Mexico it was $193, f. 0. b. freight | 

| station in the United States at or nearest the point on the boundary 
| at which the shipment enters the United States (duty, if any, included). 

Other sections of the order placed limitations on the dealers’, — 
| brokers’, and agents’ charges. | | ce 

_ Stock-pile purchases.—Mercury produced in the United States was 
added to the stock pile of the Procurement Division of the Treasury 
Department in 1941. In the latter part of the year, metal from 
Mexico began to accumulate for the credit of the Metals Reserve Co. 

| _ Stock-pile gains in 1942 will comprise metal obtained from other | 
Western Hemisphere sources, as well as from domestic mines and 

a Mexico. ee | _- ee oe 
Bureau of Mines and Geological Survey activities—The Bureau of —— 

| Mines explored mercury deposits in six scattered districts in Oregon 
that revealed about. 150,000 tons of low-grade ore averaging 1.6 

| pounds of mercury per ton. In addition, 200,000 tons of possible ore 
of similar grade may be expected upon the basis of reasonable geologi- 
cal deductions. Low-grade deposits in California were explored. by 

, test pitting and ‘rotary bucket, which outlined over 100,000 tons of 
ore averaging 1.6 pounds per ton.. In Valley County, Idaho, diamond 

. drilling has indicated. over 400,000 tons averaging 2.7 pounds of | 
mercury per ton, and very recently one diamond-drill hole penetrated 
34 feet (24 feet, true thickness) averaging over 11 pounds of mercury 
per ton. The importance of the higher-grade strike cannot be gaged 

| until surrounding holes have been drilled. Exploration has been 
| started on the old mine at Black Butte, Oreg., in the hope that the 

: virtually depleted reserves there might be augmented. Drilling along 
the New Idria fault was begun late in 1941. This drilling is in the | 

| nature of wildcatting upon the basis of geological evidence. 
The Bureau’s engineers investigated seven additional mercury 

deposits in Nevada, California, Idaho, and Oregon, which (it has been 
estimated) might contain 850,000 tons of ore averaging 2.3 pounds of 
mercury per ton. This estimate, of course, is speculative and will 
have to be verified by further exploration. | 

, During 1941 the Geological Survey issued reports on the mercury 
deposits of San Luis Obispo County and southwestern Monterey 
County, Calif.;? Steens and Pueblo Mountains, southern Oregon ;? 

, and adjacent parts of Nevada, California, and Oregon.‘ Field work 
was completed and reports were in preparation on the Pike County 
(Ark.) district; the Opalite district, Malheur County, Oreg., and 
Humboldt County, Nev.; the Weiser district, southwestern Idaho; 
and the Morton district, Lewis County, Wash. In Nevada, field 
work also was completed in the Wildhorse district, Lander County, 
and the Antelope Springs district, Pershing County; and work was 

, in progress in the Ivanhoe and Mount Tobin districts in Elko and 
) Pershing Counties, respectively. In addition, several smaller dis- 

tricts and scattered prospects in Nevada were examined and mapped 
3 Eckel, E. B., Yates, R. G., and Granger, A. E., Quicksilver Deposits in San Luis Obispo County and 

Southwestern Monterey County, Calif.: Geol. Survey Bull. 922-R, 1941, pp. 515-580. 
B nt Ross, C.- Fa eke gs Deposits in the Steens and Pueblo Mountains, Southern Oregon: Geol. Survey 

4 Ross, Cc. P,, Some Quicksilver Prospects in Adjacent Parts of Nevada, California, and Oregon: Geol. 
Survey Bull. 931-B, 1941, pp. 23-37.
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in cooperation with the Bureau of Mines in # comprehensive sampling 

project, which was continued into 1942. In California, field work 

was completed in eight separate areas: The Coso district, Inyo County; 

‘New Idria district, San Benito County; Stayton district, San Benito 

| and Merced Counties; Parkfield district, Monterey County; Knoxville 

district, Napa, Yolo, and Lake Counties; southeastern Mayacmas © 
. district, Napa and Lake Counties; Panoche district, San Benito 

County; and Canon del Puerto (Phoenix) district, Stanislaus County. 

Some preliminary work was done in the New Almaden district, Santa - 

Clara County, and many small deposits and prospects throughout 

the State were visited in'a search for promising areas in which to do 

additional work as well as to bring earlier information up to date. 

At the end of the year, field work was in progress in California in the 
northwestern part of the Mayacmas district, Lake and Colusa Coun- 

ties, and in the Patricks Creek district, Del Norte County. In the 

New Idria district, an exploratory drilling program was begun by the 

- Bureau of Mines, with geologic guidance by the Geological Survey. 

In southwestern Alaska, field work was completed on the mercury 

deposits of Sleitmut in the Georgetown district. - - | 
a In Mexico, work was in progress on cinnabar-bearing placers near 

Guadalcazar in San Luis Potosi, and early in 1942 a detailed study | 

was begun in the new mercury area near Fresnillo, Zacatecas. 

: The Bureau of Mines recently issued two publications ° that discuss 

hazards in mercury mining. ~ | | 

PRICES — | | 

Quoted prices for mercury trended upward throughout 1941 and 

twice during the year were the target of warnings issued by the 

- Office of Price Administration. The average monthly price in New | 

- York was $165.85 a flask in January 1941 and $199.65 in December. 

Only in 2 previous months—January and February 1916—had monthly : 

‘average prices been higher than in December 1941; and the annual | 

average of $185.02 for 1941 had never been exceeded. Despite the 

fact that prices had advanced from $84.41 in August 1939—the month 

before declaration of war in Europe—and the threats mentioned 

above, price-ceiling action was withheld until February 1942. Prob- 

ably the delay was due to the hesitancy of. the price agency to take 

| any action that might seriously disturb the maintenance of a favorable 

balance between supplies and requirements for this metal. By the 

time action was taken, substantial quantities of new supplies were 

arriving from Mexico, and steps to conserve the use of mercury had 

been taken by the Office of Production Management. 

Early in 1940 the cartel price for Italian and Spanish mercury was 

$200 a flask, f. o. b. ports of origin; it advanced to $250 a flask in 

December, where it remained throughout 1941. 
The price for mercury in London was £48 a bottle (flask) in January 

1941. In May a new control order was issued which called for 

maximum prices of £48 15s. a bottle for quantities of over 1 and less 

than 11 bottles and of £48 for larger quantities, ex-sellers’ premises 

in both cases. Smaller lots and redistilled grades were entitled to 

higher prices. The Ministry of Supply also announced that it was 

’ Davenport, Sara J., and Harrington, D., Mercury Poisoning as a Mining Hazard: Bureau of Mines 

Inf. Cire. 7180, 1941, 27 pp . os —— 

Randall, Merle, and {f{umphrey, H. B., New Process for Controlling Mercury Vapor: Bureau of Mines 

Inf, Cire, 7206, 1912, 10 pp.
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prepared to sell mercury to approved buyers at £47 15s., ex-warehouse 
in the United Kingdom - : : 

Average monthly prices per flask (76 pounds) of mercury at New York and London 
| | and excess of New York price over London price, 1939-41 

| | | | es 14 

OO | wn Excess | ~ | Excess | | Excess 

a New | lLond aS New, |tondon’| York | sX¢®, [Lond | "York . ondon?| Yor ondon ‘ or > ondon or 
{ York! over York! over York ! over - 

. - | _| London ~~ | London | London 

January_..........] $77.44 | $70.97 | $6.47 | $156.96 | $169.50 | 2 $12. 54 | $165.85 | $193.64 | 2 $27. 79 
: February_..-.-....} 85.23 | 75.21] 10.02 | 178.00} 207.00 | 229.00 | 170.18 | 193.43 | 393,25 

Match._........--.] 87.28 | 77.81 9.47 | 180.92 | 207.00 | 326.08 | 177.69} 193.53} 315.84 
: April.._...-.--.---| 90.80} 8240] 840] 173.54] 181.32] 37.78 | 180.08] 193.19) 313.11 | 

May...........-.-.] 86.77 | 79.87] 6.90.| 181.54 168.34] 13.20} 180.00 | 194.50] 314.50 _ | 
June.............-.|. 86.62] 76.09 | 10.53] 197.36} 189.44 7.92 | 183.92] 194.52 | 310.60 

. July_........---...| 86.96 | 76.21] 10.75-|~ 194.42°| 207.36 | 312.94} 188.58] 194.56] 35.98 
 August_........-.| 8441] 76.08 | .. 8.33] 184.11 | 216.84 | 332.73 | 192.00| 194.53] 32.53 
September___-...-.| 140.00 | 90.78 | 49.22 | 173.33 | 219.86 | 346.53] 192.44] 194.58/ $8214 | | 

| October.......-..-.} 145.60 | 108.00 | 37.60 | 168.85 | 219.78} 250.93 | 193.62] 194.59] 3.97 
- | November_....-.--| 134.98 | 109.75 | 25.23 | 168.39 | 219.94 | 351.55 | 196.27] 194.65. 1.62 

| December-----..-.] 141.20 | 136.00 | 5.20 | 164.96 | 206.79 | 341.83 | 199.65 | 194.69 4.96 | 

” Average....-| 103.94 | 88.26 15. 68 | 176.87 | 201.10 | 324.23 | 185.02. 194, 20 | 39,18 

‘ Engineering and Mining Journal, New York. | | a . . 
a ? Mining Journal (London) prices in terms of pounds sterling converted to American money by using - 

average rates of exchange recorded by the Federal Reserve Board, through August 1939 and from April 
; 1940 to the end of that year; during the intervening period prices were quoted in American money. Official 

a prices, established early in May 1941, were £47 15s. to £48 15s. per flask beyond the end of the year. 
oo __. § London excess. : : . 

- SO , | oo | CONSUMPTION | 

/ ‘The Bureau of Mines began to compile monthly data on consump- 
, _ tion of mercury at the outset of the present World War—September 

| 1939. Before that time, supplies of metal available for use were 
| calculated by the conventional method of merely adding production | 

to imports and deducting exports, if no stock figures were available. 
| Figures for 5 years are shown in the following table, in which apparent 

new supply figures are given for 1937 to 1939 and consumption data 
for 1940 and 1941. ae | | 

There seems little reason to question the indication that in 1941 
mercury was consumed at a new high-record level. During the period 
of highest domestic production, 1877 and the years immediately pre- 
ceding and succeeding, metal also was exported at a very high rate. 
Export figures before 1880, however, are not entirely satisfactory, 
and precise comparisons are impossible. 

Supply of mercury in the United States, 1937-41, in flasks of 76 pounds 

| Imports for Apparent ~ 
Year Production consulmp- Exports total new 

tion ; supply 
—_ $e ee I | 

1987 an eeneeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeecceeeon 16, 508 18, 917 | 454 35,000 
OS 17, 991 2, 362 713 19, 600 
1939... eee! 18, 633 3, 499 1, 208 20, 900 
a 37,777 5 171 9,617 | 1? 26, 800 
IM41____ 2-2-2 2 eeeeeeeeee| 44, 921 | 7, 740 2, 590 | 1 44, 800 

i ' I 

1 Actual consumption as reported by consumers. 2 Revised figures.
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| Requests for consumption data were revised in the middle of 1941 | 

in order to obtain more detailed figures. Statistics for the first and 

second halves of the year, as reported to the Bureau of Mines, follow. 

. Mercury consumed in the United. States in 1941, in flasks of 76 pounds _ 

a 7 JANUARY TO JUNE : —_ 

. Use | Flasks | . Use Flasks 

: Drugs and chemicals........-.---------- 13, 558 Felt manufacture...........------------ 683 

Fulminate.........--------------------+ _ 939 || Other_._..-.--.._-----2----------------- 1, 131 . 

Electrical apparatus. -.------------------ 2,317 —— ” 

Industrial and control instruments- --- -- 1, 456 Total._.........------------------| 1 21,600 7 

Vermilion. --_...------------------------ 712 |). . | 

| JULY TO DECEMBER DC : - 

Pharmaceuticals.......--.--------------| 2,679 || Asa catalyst or in electrolytic prepara- . | 

Dental preparations-.------------------- 609 ‘tion of— 

Chemical preparations 2. -..------------ 4,059 Chlorine and caustic soda.-..-------| . 155 

Agriculture - - -.-------------------------| 1, 968 Acetic acid_._..--------------------- 825 

Fulminate .__.....---------------------- 1,601 Other..._--.------------------------ 1, 202 , 

Electrical apparatus. ..------------------] 2,379 || Amalgamation. -.------------------------ -225 

Industrial and control instruments. -- --- 2,175 || General laboratory use------------------ 175 

Vermilion_-_.--_..----------------------- 510 || Redistilled 3........--------------------- 2, 163 

Antifouling paint __---..----------------- 680 || Other_._.-.----------------------------- 654 

Felt manufacture. _......---------------| . 498 Total... ec ceceeeceeecececeeeeee 732 OM 1 23, 200 

-_—_—"__oOo — - “— — — ” > - - nm — — SE , 

1 Items are upon a partial coverage basis and do not add to total, which has been increased to cover total . 

consumption. . . - . 

| 2 Largely for munitions other than fulminate. 
‘ 

' 3 Use of virgin metal in the preparation of redistilled. The breaking down of this quantity would add 

substantially to industrial and control instruments and lesser amounts to dental preparations, electrical — 

| apparatus, and laboratory, pharmaceutical, and other uses. ~~ | . 

: - | STOCKS Oo | | 

| Inventories of mercury’ in the hands of consumers and dealers 
amounted to about 12,400 flasks at the end of 1941 compared with , 

14,100 flasks at the end of 1940. These stocks do not include metal : 

held by the Metals Reserve Co. and the Procurement Division of the © _ 

: Treasury Department and are largely exclusive of metal in the hands a 

a of companies that consume redistilled mercury only. Stocks held by . 

the last group totaled 1,600 flasks at the end of 1941, but data are 

not available for the end of 1940. Stocks at mines that reported 

monthly to the Bureau of Mines ageregated 439 flasks compared 

with 607 flasks at the end of 1940. | . : 

REVIEW BY STATES | 

Production in the United States in 1941 rose 19 percent over that 

in 1940, which, in turn, was double the output in 1939. Largest 

percentage gains were made in Texas, Arkansas, and California, with 

Arizona also advancing. Less metal was recovered in Nevada, 

Alaska, Idaho, Washington, and Utah. San Benito and Lake Coun- | 

ties, Calif., ranked first and second as mercury-producing counties, 

followed by Douglas County, Oreg., and Sonoma County, Calif. 

New Idria and Bonanza were the two largest producing mines. 

The principal producing mines in 1941 were as follows: 

Arizona—Gila County, Ord group; Maricopa County, Pine Mountain mine. 

Arkansas— Clark County, Caddo mine; Pike County, Parker Hill and Superior 

mines.
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_California—Contra Costa County, Mount Diablo mine ; Lake County, Great : 
Western, Mirabel, and Sulphur Bank mines; Napa County, Oat Hill and Knoxville | 

, _mines; San Benito County, New Idria (including San Carlos) mine; San Luis 
Obispo County, Oceanic and Klau mines; Santa Barbara County, Falcon (Santa 
Ynez) mine; Santa Clara County, New Almaden mine and dumps; Sonoma 
County, Contact, Great Eastern, and Mount Jackson mines; Yolo County, Reed 
mine. | oe 

| Idaho— Washington County, Idaho-Almaden mine. aa 
Nevada—Humboldt County, Blue Bird, Blue Can, and Cordero mines; Pershing. 

County, Mount Tobin mine. | . | | 
| Qregon—Douglas County, Bonanza mine; Jefferson County, Horse Heaven 

mine; Malheur County, Bretz and Opalite mines. | a 
| _ Texas—Brewster County, Chisos and Big Bend mines; Presidio County, © 

_ | Fresno mine. , : a CS | 
7 | These 33 mines produced 85 percent of the United States total. 

_ The 29 most important mines produced 86 percent of the total in 1940 
and 16 produced 88 percent in 1939. i a | 

Mercury produced in the United States, 1938-41, by States — 7 

: Pro- a Pro- : Flasks | — , Flasks Year and State que- of 76'| Value? Year and State qe of 76 | Value! 7 
| mines | Pounds | mines | Pounds 

. 1938: 1940—Continued. | ~ California...:-......| 52 | 12,277 | $926, 545 Arkansas...........| 10] 1,189 | $204,992 -,Nevada...----------| 17 | "336 |. (25.358 California....-.....-|. 70 | 18,629 | 3, 204° 911 | Oregon__-.-..--....| 13] 4,610] 347,917 Nevada.......-.....| 42 | 5,924 | 1,047,778 . . Alaska, Arkansas, Oregon. _....._._..- 23 | 9,043 | 1, 599, 436 . - Texas, and Wash- . . Utah... ee 1 |. 53 | .. 9,374 ington. ._.-- 22... -9 768. 57,961 |} Idaho, Texas, and Ce 
| | Washington -__.._- 6 | 2,067 | . 365,590 91 | 17,991 | 1,357, 781 — |__| | | | 159 | 37,777 | 6,681,618 

1939: oo Oo ——SSs  —— 
Arkansas. -_...._..- 5 364 37, 834 || 1941: 
California...........| 59 | 11,127 | 1, 156, 540 Arizona...........-- 5{  873| 161,522 | / Nevada..:...--..---| 25 828 | 86,062 || . Arkansas..........-| 191 -2,012| 372/260 Oregon._.._........| 14] 4,592] 477,293 California.__......_- 87 | 25,714 | 4, 757, 604 

_ - Arizona, Idaho, and | - oF Nevada._........--- 54] 4,238 784, 115 , os. Dexas.. 222 4} 1,722] 178,985 Oregon_.....-.-----| 21 | 9,032 | 1,671,101 | ———_|—__|___--_— Utah 0 1 19} — 3,515 : mo 107 | 18, 633 | 1, 936, 714 Alaska, Idaho, : 
so SSE ——=S_ =—————— Texas, and Wash- | 1940: - oe : | ington..-..-..-...| 10] 3,033 | 561,166 — Alaska.......2...... 1] 162} 28,653 | ——_| —_—_|____— - | | Arizona. -----.---_. 6} 740] 130,884 | 197 | 44,921 | 8,311, 283 | 

1 Value calculated at average price at New York. | | . . 

Alaska.—Mellick & Halverson produced mercury at the Red Devil 
mine during 1941 ina 1%-tonretort. Theretort was idle for the winter, | 
and the operators reported that a 30-ton Allis-Chalmers rotary was on 
the ground ready for installation. Two small lots of cinnabar were 
shipped to the United States for treatment. 

Arizona.—Increased activity in Arizona carried the 1941 mercury 
production to a new peak for recent years. The output of 873 flasks 

_ was recovered largely at the Pine Mountain mine, Ord group, and 
Sunflower mine, as in 1940; smaller amounts came from two other 
operations. Productive operations are believed to have been confined 
to Gila and Maricopa Counties. - 
_ Arkansas.—A record-breaking number of properties took part in 
the production of an unprecedented quantity of mercury in 1941—19 
mines having contributed 2,012 flasks. The mines are in Pike and 
Clark Counties. Many of the operations were very small, as is 
indicated by the fact that six mines supplied 1,777 flasks of the 1941
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total. Large producers included the Caddo, Gap Ridge, Parker Hill, 
Superior, Big Six, and U. S. Mercury. The Mid-Continent mine, 7 

| one of the larger producers in the past, was idle at the end of 1941. : 

California.—The supremacy of California as a mercury-producing 
-- State has never been challenged. It led by a substantial margin 

again in 1941, with 25,714 flasks, representing 57 percent of the | 
| national total, = | - 

Sixteen counties contributed the total for the State; chief among 
them, in order of importance in 1941, were San Benito, Lake, Sonoma, 
Santa Clara, San Luis Obispo, and Napa. Their output ranged from Oo 

: over 6,000 flasks to somewhat less than 2,000. In these counties, 
| properties that have been supplying large amounts of metal in recent 

years—New Idria, Sulphur Bank, Mirabel, Great Western, Mount 
Jackson, New Almaden (mine and dumps), Klau, Oceanic, Oat Hill, 
and Knoxville—continued to stand out as large contributors. Other 

- well-known mines in these counties that joined the leading producing ve 

properties in 1941 are the Great Eastern and Contact. Large pro; 
ducers in other counties include the Mount Diablo mine in Contra 

Costa County and the Reed in Yolo County. | : 

- The Manzarita and Dewey mines in Colusa County were active in - 

| 1941. New concentrating equipment was being installed at Manzanita 
atthe end of the year. | | | 7 - 

In Contra Costa County the Bradley Mining Co. treated 19,201 : 

—— tons of ore in its 50-ton Gould rotary at the Mount Diablo mine and | 

produced 1,506 flasks of mercury. | oo. “ 
| - Five mines in Fresno County were producing mercury in 1941, but | 

| their total was small. | = 

| A small output of metal was recovered from dumps in Inyo County _ | 

| and from two mines in Kings County. _ | 
Lake County ranked second only to San Benito in production of 

mercury in the United States during 1941. The Sulphur Bank mine 7 

dominated county output; an important amount also came from the 
Mirabel, followed by the Great Western and Abbott mines, and the | 

Otto, Midway, and three others also were active. At the Sulphur 
Bank mine, 18,391 tons of ore were mined and treated in a 50-ton 
rotary kiln and 4,022 flasks of mercury were recovered. The Great : 

Western mine produced 8,148 tons, of which 6,600 were treated ina 
20-ton Herreshoff furnace, yielding 356 flasks of metal. The plant 
was burned and rebuilt in 1941. The mine and plant are described 
in the January 1941 issue of Compressed Air Magazine. Extensive 
diamond drilling and the usual drifting..and cross-cutting were re- 

. ported at the Mirabel mine. Plans were made during the year for 
reopening the Helen and Red Elephant mines; a new 3- by 40-foot 

, Gould rotary furnace has been installed at the latter. 
Activity at the Red Hawk mine in Modoc County resulted in the _ 

output of a very small quantity of mercury before the lease was 
abandoned. 

A small quantity of metal was produced at the G. W. D. mine, 
Monterey County, in 1941. 

The Oat Hill, Knoxville, Oat Hill Extension, and Aetna mines all 

old, familiar names, ranked above other producing properties in Napa 

County in 1941. The only output from the Knoxville mine in 1940 
was from dumps. The Oat, Hill treated 24,537 tons of ore in an 80-ton , 

Gould rotary furnace in 1941 and produced 1,044 flasks of mercury,
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and the Knoxville treated 1,126 tons of ore and 7,190 tons of dump | 
| material in a 40-ton Gould rotary to recover 69 and 389 flasks, re- 

— spectively. Zack Anderson milled 2,400 tons of ore and recovered 
147 flasks in retorts. Aetna’s production was made in a 50-ton 
rotary furnace. Other producing properties included the: Toyon, 

| Corona, Manhattan, Twin Peaks, Washington dumps, and several 
- operations on James Creek. Late in 1941 or early in 1942 the Corona 

mine passed under control.of the Twin Peaks Mining Co., which 
planned to develop a larger-tonnage operation there. This company | 
reported installation of a 70-ton rotary kiln and Diesel electric plant. 
at the Twin Peaks mine in 1941. The Aetna Extension mine, lying = 

| between the Oat Hill and Aetna, was taken over by Atkins, Kroll. & 
oo Co., and production early in 1942 was anticipated. Equipping and 

development of the Bella Oakes mine were begun in J anuary 1942, and 
production was scheduled to start 2 months later. Sn | 

—- San Benito County led all other counties in the United States in 
"> Mercury production in 1941. The New Idria mine, as usual, out- 

ranked by an enormous margin all other mines in the county and 
: easily led all others in the State, maintaining its place as one of the two 

| leading producers in the country. The Aurora, Wonder, Star Nos. _ 
1 and 2, Stayton, Lea-Grant, Yturriarte, Loneoak, Panoche (Valley 
View), El Rey, and Clear Creek (including Andy Johnson and Fourth 

_ of July) mines also were productive in 1941. The Lea-Grant mine 
| (Lily Berg, Goodall Estate, and Ortiz properties) produced 194 flasks 
_ in 1941 from 3,804 tons of ore treated in its new 60-ton Gould rotary 

furnace. | | | 
| The Klau mine was the outstanding producer in San Luis Obispo . 

County, with a yield of 1,358 flasks from 14,047 tons of ore mined and 
| treated; a new 70-ton Gould rotary furnace was installed in 1941 to | 

/ supplement the 40-ton plant already in operation there, and a new 
shaft was being sunk to the 500-foot level. The Oceanic mine was 

- second in importance; other producers were the Deer Trail, Little 
Bonanza, Buena Vista (Mahoney), Polar Star, Rinconada, and La 
Libertad. | oo | 

Almost all of the output of Santa Barbara County came from the 
Red Rock and Falcon (Santa Ynez) mines. There are three rotary 
furnaces at the Falcon property, two of 30 tons capacity each and one 
of 50 tons. A newly installed Gould rotary was put into operation at 
the Red Rock mine. Press reports indicated that this plant was moved 
to California from the Blue Can mine in Humboldt County, Nev. 

Activity at the famous New Almaden mine overshadowed all other 
operations in Santa Clara County during 1941; independent operations 
on the New Almaden dumps produced considerable metal. Other 
producers included the Guadalupe mine and several smaller operations. 

The only mercury property known to have produced in Siskiyou 
County during 1941 is the Great Northern, where output was made 
in a new 50-ton Nichols Herreshoff furnace. 

The rise of Sonoma County to third place among the mercury- 
producing counties in 1941 was due largely to reopening of the Mount 
ackson mine in 1940 and of the Great Eastern in 1941 a 1d to increased 

production at the Contact. Development of the Great Eastern mine 
included installation of a new 100-ton Gould rotary furnace. This 
plant treated: 13,528 tons of ore and recovered 503 flasks of mercury, 
and the 75-ton Mount Jackson plant treated 29,068 tons and produced
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- 1,625 flasks. Outstanding among the other producing mines were the 
Cloverdale, Culver-Baer, and Star Springs. The Socrates, Prospect, | 
and seven other properties yielded the remainder of the county 
output. | a 

The Altoona and Shasta Lily mines were the only known producers | 
in Trinity County during 1941. Altoona’s output is made in a 50-ton 
rotary... 7 , ) , 

: A 50-ton rotary furnace was reported under construction at the | 
end of 1941 at the Adobe mime in Stanislaus County. —s_—© oe 

-. The Bradley Mining Co. produced and treated 3,145 tons of ore to a 
| recover 784 flasks of mercury at the Reed mine in Yolo County. A . 

10-ton rotary was in operation during 1941, and a new 50-ton plant | 
| was expected to be completed in February 1942. Some mercury was 

produced from dump material at the Harrison. a - : 
| Idaho.—Considerable exploratory work was carried on in Idaho 7 

during 1941, and two or three properties were reported to be on the | 
verge of production at the close of the year. The Idaho-Almaden 
mine near Weiser was the only producing property, however, as in 

- 1940 and 1939. A new Gould rotary of 100 tons rated capacity was 
installed at the Hermes mine in the Yellow Pine district, Valley 
County, by Bonanza Mines, Inc.; this property was obtained from 
the United Mercury Mines Co. a re | 
Nevada.—-Production of mercury fell from 5,924 flasks in 1940 to 

4,238 flasks in 1941 but continued well above the levels of other recent 
years. The decline was due largely to lowered rates of output in | 
Humboldt and Mineral Counties, explained (in part, at least) by 
exhaustion of known ore reserves. | a 
~The Wild Horse mine in Churchill County was again productive; | 
it yielded 106 flasks in 1941 from the treatment of 945 tons of ore. a 
All operations were suspended in September, however, and no further | 

| production was reported contemplated; the Gould rotary furnace wast : 
removed. | | , | a 

Five mines in Eiko County produced in 1941; the Butte (Bowers- 
Rand) had the largest output. | | | A 
More metal was produced at the Red Rock than at any other mine | 

in Esmeralda County. Ore from the Container was treated in the 
furnace at Red Rock. ‘Two small properties also contributed to the | 
county total. , Oo - 

-. Mercury ‘output in Humboldt County dropped from the large , 
quantity (2,713 flasks) produced in 1940 to 2,226 flasks in 1941. 
The largest contributor in 1941 was the Cordero mine, a newly devel- 
oped property that began to treat ore in a newly installed 100-ton 
Nichols Herreshoff furnace in August. The output from this mine 
helped to offset a lowered rate of production in 1941 at some of the 
larger 1940 mines. Asa whole the Blue Can, Blue Bird, and Wootan 
& McCown mines, operated by McAdoo interests, led Cordero by a 
considerable margin. Chief among the other producing mines were 
the Red Ore, Cahill, and Blue Bucket (Baldwin). , 

Eleven mines in Mineral County reported production; by far the 
largest part came from the Mina Development Co. property. 

Six mines in Nye County were active during 1941. Magee Mer- 
cury, Inc., which is operating the Great Eastern mine in Sonoma 
County, Calif., began to develop the Horse Canyon mine and installed 
a, 25-ton Gould rotary furnace purported to have come from the Wild 

4977794346 |
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, Horse mine in Churchill County. Ore from the San Pedro mine was _ 
shipped for treatment to the Red Rock mine in Esmeralda County. 

| The Van Ness and three others also produced. | , | 
Mount Tobin dominated production in ershing County. This 

roperty produced 6,684 tons of ore that yielded 626 flasks of mercury. 
fn February 1942 the mine was reported worked out, and production 
was discontinued. The El Dorado mine produced 100 flasks in a 
Rossi retort during 1941 but was reported as closed on November 28. _ 
~The Goldbanks mine also made an output and at the end of the year | 

a was under lease to the Bradley interests. Five other mines, including 
| the Red Bird, were productive. Considerable activity that did not 

result in output during 1941 was reported at other properties; these 
; include the old Pershing mine that last produced in 1930. 

)  Oregon.—Oregon’s total output of mercury in 1941 was withina 
few flasks of its 1940 production and double that in 1939. The 
Bonanza mine, Douglas County, again towered above other pro- 
ducers; the Horse Heaven in Jefferson County and the Bradley prop- 

| erties (Bretz and Opalite) in Malheur County also made important 
contributions to the total. _ - oe 

| | _ "The Oak Grove and D. E. Kiggens properties in Clackamas County 
| ) produced small amounts in 1941. oe oO 7 

Nine properties were engaged in productive activity in Crook 
| County ; the Taylor Ranch (Whiting) and Staley and Culbertson 

, ranked highest. 85 a | | 
oe ' As already stated the Bonanza mine, Douglas County, was the 

| dominant producer in Oregon and one of the two largest in the | 
| country. it was the only producing mine in the county. | 

Three properties in the Steens Mountain district, Harney County, 
oO reported an output for 1941. For many years this area has been 

known to contain mercury, but it did not produce until 1939. It has 
been described by Ross.°® . a — a - 

The Roxana Group in Jackson County recovered a small quantity 
of metal in 1941. — 

The Horse Heaven mine in Jefferson County is the second-largest 
producer in Oregon. The Axehandle mine in this county also pro- __ 
uced in 1941. : | 
A little mercury was produced at the Lucky Boy No. 1 mine in 

Lake County in 1941. 7 | 
At the old Black Butte mine in Lane County 19,733 tons of ore 

| were treated, yielding 292 flasks of mercury, in 1941. This mine 
has had a long record of production and its locality is one of those 
picked for Bureau of Mines exploration work. 

The only output in Malheur County during 1941 was from the 
Bretz and Opalite properties, operated by the Bradley interests. 

| The Opalite mine produced 13,265 tons of ore that yielded 434 flasks | 
of mercury. Bretz ore, totaling 4,862 tons, was hauled to the Opalite 
80-ton rotary kiln for treatment and yielded 498 flasks. 

Texas.—All the mercury produced in Texas during 1941 came from 
the Terlingua region, Brewster and Presidio Counties. Producing 
properties in Brewster County were the Chisos, Rainbow, Big Bend, 

exas Almaden, Gard, and Black Mesa; in Presidio County the Fresno 
wasactive. The output at all mines except the Gard was from furnace 
operations. 

® Ross, O. P., Work cited in footnote 3.
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Utah.—The Congar Hill mine, Tooele County, produced 19 flasks 
, of mercury from 76 tons of ore in 1941. | - | 

Washington.—Mercury was produced by the Roy Mining Co. in 
_ the Morton district, Lewis County. | a - 

: FOREIGN TRADE” a | 
Imports of mercury for consumption were 7,740 flasks in 1941 com- 

_ pared with the insignificant total of 171 flasks in 1940. Only 104 — 
flasks of the 1941 total were credited to the first 7 months of the year. 
The benefits of the July agreement with Mexico, discussed elsewhere 
in this report, did not become evident in import statistics until : 

- November. During November and December, imports for con- 
sumption aggregated 6,861 flasks, of which Mexico supplied 6,651 
flasks; the remainder came from Canada. | 

General imports, a better measure of the physical movement of | 
imports than imports for consumption, amounted to 7,478 flasks in 
1941 compared with 1,861 flasks in 1940. | 

Mercury amported into the United States, 1937-41, by countries 

1987 rn ee 1940 9n1 
. Country 2 [> OE | | 

| | Pounds . Value |Pounds/ Value = Value | Pounds| Value Pounds Value 

Canada. .----:-----]-..------]--.----2-|--------|-------|--------|-------|--------[-----.-| 59, 683] $130, 468 . | 
Hong Kong..-.-.--. 5 6 $B) je} ee 3 $6). 2... 2] 
Italy.........------| 747,266] 649, 406| 84, 4541$50, 434| 25, 528'$29, 818] 298/316)... -|_-._.-__- 
Mexico...-..--.-.--| 116,497} 104, 730} ........]-.-----| 42, 745} 61,313] 9,698) 13,681] 520, 692/1, 171, 752 
Spain -iincdom "538, 158) “0, re 95, 068} 82,176; 197, i 613} 3,042} 3,958) 7,903 6,373 

Beene fae aoc cnn cee fn nn pero | eon 
| 1, 487, 712|1, 227, 901] 179, 822,132, 610] 266, 944,336, 744] 12,971] 17,961) 588, 228]2, 908, 508 

In addition to the mercury received from Mexico in the form of | 
metal during 1941, antimony-mercury concentrates imported from 

: that country yielded 1,300 flasks during the year. This latter-class of ) 
imports is not shown separately in foreign trade statistics® 

| Imports of mercury compounds were virtually nonexistent during | 
| 1941, as is shown by the table that follows. a 

Mercury compounds imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41 | — 

| | | 1940 ~ y9at - 
Compound — OO CO OOOO . 

| _ Pounds Value Pounds Value 

Chloride (mercurous) (calomel) -_......-.......-.------- 19, 513 $16, 374 25 $83 
Mercury preparations (not specifically provided for) - - - 21, 863 15, 362 24 140 
pride ( precipitate) 5 quicksiiven) 227 9, 000 9, 234 |.....-.-.2..]..--.------- 
Verm on reds_ containing quicksilver) - ......--.-.---. __ 14332] 18,4] = 

| Exports fell from the high total of 9,617 flasks reached in 1940 to 
2,590 flasks in 1941; the aggregate for 1941, however, was larger than 
in any other year since 1931. The abnormal relationship of interna- 
tional to domestic prices in 1931 favored exportation of the metal. 

_ International prices favored the exportation of mercury again in 1941, 

_?. Figures on itt igures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of fhe 
Department of Commerce.
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but domestic export restrictions and disruption of international trade 
| routes rendered normal economic laws invalid in that year. | 

oe _In 1941 little more than one-tenth of the amount shipped to the 
| . United Kingdom in 1940 (598 flasks compared with 5,178) was des- | 
7 tined to that nation, but it continued to. get more than any other | 

country. The shipment of mercury from Canada, the only important | 
source of mercury in the British Empire, to the United States in 1941 _ 
would seem to indicate either a relatively adequate supply of metal 

| in the United Kangdom or a greater need for mercury products than 
for the metal itself. Japan received no mercury from the United  —_— 

| | States in 1941 but had the second-largest amount in 1940—1,598 
flasks. ‘The only sections of the world that received larger quantities . 

: in 1941 than in 1940 were the Asiatic Continent and islands (other than | 
: Japan), to which 629 flasks were shipped compared with 181 flasks 

- | Mercury exported from the United States, 1937-41 | a | 

Year Pounds | Value Year Pounds Value 

1987......-...--..---------| 84,485] $87,165 |] 1940..........-...------] 730,877 | $1,743,149 
1938........---..--..-.---- 54, 161 50, 184 || 19412-22222 196, 837 470, 903 
1939........--...-.-------- 91, 789 .- 187, 427 . . 

| . _ Mercury exported from the United States, 1940-41 , by countries of destination —s_ 

| | | 1940 - - | 194100 

| Pounds Value | Pounds Value | 

North America: a : | { (Canada. oo... ee ene ee een eeeeeeeneeee--| 58,923 | $145, 063 10,905 | $29, 604 
Curacao (N. W. I.) .--.--.-...---._-_------------- 4, 834 10, 264 6, 229 15, 152 
Other North America......-...-..----.------------ 6, 168 14, 869 4, 057 10, 450 

: | oe | - 69,925 | — 170,196 21,191 |. 55, 206 
South America: | | - : a | = . Brazil... -------------eeenecceeeeeeeeeeeceneee-ee-]| 8, 221 20,002} 5,324 13,791 

Colombia__-..........--222 2202222 eee eee 12, 512 | 28, 608 8, 213 ~20,257 Other South America... --- 22222222222 10,451 | 26, 380 7, 558 20, 594 
| | 31, 184 74,990 | 21, 095 5A, 642 

Europe: 
United Kingdom.......-.-...--..-.--..---.--------| 398,492 | 970,583 | 48, 472 101, 288 ) Other Europe.......----.-- 2-2-2 - 22a - eee 7170 15, 879 125 465 

400, 662 986, 412 45,597 | . 101, 753 

Asia: 
Hong Kong. .-...--..-....-..---...----.----.------ 6 20 4, 575 11, 588 India, British _--- 2727 27777727722TTTITTI 1, 612 3, 266 10, 234 22) 685 
Japan._--_------- one nee 121, 466 254, 890 |_..-.--- Jeet 
Netherlands Indies__._..-.-.----- 22 le. 4, 926 11, 844 21, 882 51, 979 
Philippine Islands. _.-.._..__.____........._....__- 5, 117 11, 471 8, 455 20, 966 
Other Asia_....-..-.222.22202- ee 2, 105 4, 455 2, 632 6, 628 

135, 232 285, 946 47, 778 113, 846 

Africa: 
Union of South Africa._......-.-2--.. 2-2 30, 266 71, 780 18, 785 45, 128 
Other Africa. ............222222.22 22-2 9, 234 20, 271 5, 656 14, 130 

. 39, 500 92, 051 24, 441 59, 258 

Oceania: 
Australia._..........-.--2------------- ee 50, 648 124, 642 36, 185 84, 305 Other Oceania.-.......-...222222-222-22----- 3, 726 8, 912 550 1, 893 

54, 374 133, 554 36, 735 86, 198 

730,877 | 1,743,149 | 196,837 | 470, 903
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: a WORLD PRODUCTION | 

| The-inability to obtain data covering activity in Spain and Italy, | : 
- the world’s largest, sources of production of mercury, makes it 1m- | 

| possible to compile a reliable estimate of world production. As the 
mines in these areas are either under Axis domination or friendly to | . 

the Axis Powers, ample supplies are assured enemies of the United 

States, whereas supplies. for. the United Nations have presented more © 

ofaproblem. —_ Oo os | | ; 

- World trade conditions have contributed to greatly expanded pro- 

duction in the United States, Mexico, and Canada during the past 2 
years and have prompted prospecting for and development of addi- | 

tional sources in. several other Western Hemisphere countries. Out- 
put in the United States‘during 1941 was 44,921 flasks compared with | 

18,633 in 1939, and Mexico produced 23,137 flasks in 1941 compared — 

| with 7,376 in 1939.. Canada, during this period, rose from an insig- 

nificant. producer to a position as the only important source in the 

British Empire. Interest regarding mercury mining has been re- oo 

ported recently in Honduras, Brazil, Chile, Peru, and Venezuela. In 

connection with the increased emphasis on finding additional sources | 

of mercury, technical representatives of the United States Government | 
| have examined mercury prospects in Mexico and other countries of the - 

- Western Hemisphere. oe - a 
Available information for various countries is reviewed on the — 

following pages. | : Do | | | 

| a. . World production of mercury, 1 987-41, by countries | | 

Oo oo {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] se | 

[J metric ton==29.008 flasks of 76 pounds) ae | . 

a 1987 1988 1939 1980 1941 

| Flasks Metric | piasks | Mette) Flasks | Menu | Flasks | “fone | Flasks Metric 

—atgeria | of st Stl} el | | | | of © 
Australig: Queens- | . . . 

land_....-.------- 9} ° .Bf-------]--------]| 8 0.1! (4) 0 (1) (4) 

Bolivia 3. ..-------- 16 .6]...---..|-------- 9 3} 4) -() (1) (1) 

Canada. ..---------|--------|-------- 10 .3 6 -2}  Q) (1) (Q) (1) 

Ching. 22.2222| 1573875008] 265] 22.2] 213] 8.4} 26,260] 2215.8] 26,000] # 206.8 
Chosen....-.------- 4 10 | @®@ | @®@ | @o] ®@] ©] OM | ® | 
Crechosiovakia.....| 2,750 94.8/ 2,900] 100.0] 42,669] 492.0) #2582] 489.0) () | () 
Germany ?....-.---| 1,775 1.1} 1.750] 60.2] (| @ | | O | @ | O 

Austria..........| ‘134| 46 @ | @ | @ | @ | @ | @ | @ | OD ) 
Ttaly-..--.-----.--| 66, 963| 2,808.4} 66,748] 2,301.0) 67,154] 2,318.0, () | ¢() | C) | 
Japan. --.-=.-------- 580; 20.0 592; 20.4) (*) (1) () 1) “Q) G 
Morico...22 222] 4,938| 170.2| 8519] 203.7; 7,376, 254.3) 11,653) 401.7]. 23,137) . 797.6 
New Zealand... -- i; 6} SS} Sweet | dE | 
Rumania.___-.-.- 4a Tet @ | @ | ® 1b 
Southern Rhodesia.| -..-.----|--------|--------|--------| ©. | © (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Spain #........---| 38,387] "977.5 #40, 000)"1,878.9) 53,441] 1.8423] @) | © | W | Q) 
ia... s---s 2 of zo” 8.3, OF OO Oa Qa 1) 

Turkey...) 483) ~—«16.7| + —_—«507| 20.6, += 350] 0 12.4} F281] = te0} 6) |) 
U. 8.8. R..2..2-27-| 8,700! 300.0] 8,700] #3000, © | ® | © | @ | @) 6) 
United States......| 16,508| 569.1| 17,991} 620.2| 18,633) 642.3} | 37,777| 1,302.3] 44,921) 1, 548.6 

Total’.......| 183, 136] 4,589.6] 148,343, 5113.7/ © | © | ® | © | @ | @ 
a 

1 Data not yet available. 
? Exports. 
3 Estimated. 
‘ Slovak Metallurgical Works. 
§ Production less 1 fiask or 0.1 metric ton. 
* Production figure pubiished by Metallgesellschaft. | 
7 Sum of figures given in table only. | .
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Australia.—The Metal Bulletin (London) of September 2, (1941, 
_ Indicated that the mercury property at Kilkivan, Queensland, might 

double its plant capacity, which had been about 40 pounds a week. | _ - Exploitation of adjoining properties was said to be under way. | 
| __. Development work is also reported to be in progress elsewhere on : 

the continent. = | - | a 
| _ Canada.—Information regarding production of mercury in Canada 

is again confidential. It is known, however, that since 1939 produc- 
| tion in this country has turned sharply upward. The increased _ 

| output is from the Pinchi Lake property of the Consolidated Mining 
-& Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd. Production of mercury at the prop- __ 
erty of Empire Mercury Mines in the Pinchi Lake district is reported _ 

| to have been discontinued owing to operating difficulties. © 83 = =| 
| : _ Chile-—Mercury ores are said to occur in the Provinces of Atacama, _ 

| Aconcagua, and Coquimbo but. are mined mainly in: the last-named. 
; The Compania Minera Pumitaqui;' a ‘Chile owned and managed —_ 

corporation, is reported to be the only concern producing mercury for 
oo _ export. Its property is, however, pumarily. a gold-copper mine. 

The output in midyear 1941 was said to be a little over 100 tons of . 
mercury concentrates (containing 2% to 3 percent mercury) a month, | 
and increased production was in prospect. At that time Japanese 

: interests were bidding for the metal. a | | 
wo China.—Mercury was produced in Kweichow, Hunan, and Szechuan 
we, Provinces in 1941; the major part of the production of probably more __ 
- than 6,000 flasks came from Kweichow. Figures from a reliable 
ee source indicated that more than 4,000 flasks were shipped to Russia in 
| June, August, and December and probably additional quantities at 

| _ Other times. Some metal was shipped to India and small quantities to. 
| other countries. | — oe 

Italy and Spain.—Lack of recent data makes it impossible to bring 
oo previous annual reports on mercury up to date with regard to Ital 

_ and Spain, the leading sources of this commodity. It can be repeated, | 
however, that these nations can doubtless produce approximately 70,000 

_ | flasks apiece should demand from available customers require it. | 
Accessibility of the Axis Powers to these outstanding producers of | | 

ce mercury appears to assure very ample supplies to all but Japan, which 
is shut off by shipping difficulties. OS ee 

| — Japan.—The South Africa Mining é Engineering Journal of August 
| .. 80, 1941, reported that the Yamato Mercury Mining Co. was planning © 

to increase its present rate of mercury production, given as 1,500 to — 
2,000 flasks annually. Early in 1941, Japan was receivin large | 
quantities of mercury from Mexico and was negotiating for the pur- 
chase of Chilean metal. Japanese offers considerably exceeded prices 
prevailing in the United States. The agreement between the United 
States and Mexican Governments in July 1941 stopped shipments of 
Mexican metal to Japan. . : 
Mezico.—Our neighbor republic is one of the few important mer- 

cury-producing countries in the world whose production data are 
available for publication. These show that output during 194] 
amounted to 23,137 flasks, double the production of 11,653 flasks 
attained in 1940, which itself was sharply above the 7,376 flasks re- 
covered in 1939. The largely increased quantities made available 

: during the first 7 months of 1941 went mainly to Japan, to which was 
consigned 93 percent of the 17,037 flasks exported during that period.
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In July an agreement was reached with the Mexican Government 

whereby the United States was to obtain the surplus production of 

certain strategic commodities, including mercury, placed under export — 

control by the Mexican Government. Under its terms, this countr 

is obliged to acquire surpluses over and above metal sold through 
regular commercial channels to customers.in the Western Hemisphere 
that had export limitations similar to the Mexican regulations. The | 

agreement was to be in effect for 18 months and applies to quantities 

: up to 125 percent of exports of such commodities during the 18- ee 

month period ended July 1, 1941. Both production and export offi- 
- cial totals were much lower-after the agreement, but by December | 

they had advanced to figures resembling activity earlier in the 

year. Data on production and exports in 1941 follow: - - 

Mercury produced in and exported from M. exico in 1941, by months, in flasks of 76 oe 

De . pounds | , | | 
a : gen ET, 

7 Month -__—| Production | Exports | Month —___ | Production | Exports 

| January...........-----|  1,676| 1,666 || August.....-.....-.----] 715 705 | 
February..-------------| --- 2, 446. - 2,446 || September_.-....-------] 863 858 

March......------------} 1, 924 1,914 || October. -.....-.-------] 549 §43 

June...........-------| i738] (8,898 |] coceecace sees 
July_.......------------ 2984] 2951 ae 23,137| 22,922 

' Since July most of the metal exported has come to the United States, 

although smaller quantities have been consigned to Argentina, Brazil, | 

Colom ia, Costa Rica, Cuba, and Uruguay; 62 flasks went to Japan | 

in August. | | | a 

| The following States are reported: to contain mercury mines or | 

-. goecurrences of mercury: Aguascalientes, Chihuahua, Durango, 

- Guanajuato, Guerrero, idalgo, Jalico, Mexico, Michoacan, Morelos, | 

Oaxaca, Queretaro, San Luis Potosi, and Zacatecas. oe 

- The famed Trinidad mine is in the State of San Luis Potosi, and the 

| Huitzuco mine is in Guerrero. | oo | oe oo | 

The Pacific Foundry Co., Ltd., of Los Angeles, Calif., reported that 

it had constructed three 30- to 40-ton and one 20- to 25-ton N ichols 

Herreshoff plants and one additional retort in-Mexico in 1941. | 

New Zealand.—Mercury is reported being produced by Mercury 
Explorations, Ltd., at Fubipuhi, after 2 years of preparatory work. : 

| The property is situated in barren country traversed by a cinnabar- 

bearing belt, but commercial ore is found only in scattered areas and 7 

pockets. Ore is loaded by mechanical shovel into motor trucks and 

transported to the treatment plant—an oil-fired, rotary furnace. 

Recovery of mercury from low-grade deposits at N gawha and else- 

where was being investigated in 1941. | ) 

Peru.—Although little mercury has been produced in Peru in recent 

years, at one time one of the largest producing properties in the world 

was active there. Most of the past production has come from the 

famous Santa Barbara mines, a few miles south of Huancavelica. 
Wm. C. Vanderburg, foreign mineral specialist of the Bureau of 

Mines, recently supplied the following data regarding mercury in 

eru.
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| The deposits were discovered in 1570 and up to 1908 had produced 
51,362 tons of mercury, equivalent to 1,489,498 flasks (76-pound). 

| This output exceeds that of the New Almaden property. in California, 
| largest source of mercury in the United States, which up to 1930 had 

produced 1,039,675 flasks. During the colonial period, the Santa 
Barbara deposits supplied not only the mining industry of Peru but 

| also Bolivia, Chile, and Mexico, where the patio. process of silver 
. - amalgamation was.employed. The decadence in the early days of the 

mines is attributed to exhaustion of the richer ores and to the dis- 
| covery of mercury in California about 1850. Since 1901 repeated _ 

attempts have been made to revive the mines, generally with little 
| success. As current prices for mercury are high, the old workings are _ 

- -being sampled by E. E. Fernandini with the object of treating the 
: lower-grade ores on a large scale. It is reported that there is a large 

| tonnage of low-grade ore containing 0.1 to 0.2 percent mercury; if-this 
. is confirmed by sampling, tentative plans call for the erection of a 

plant capable of treating 500 tons of ore daily. The mercury deposit 
| in the Chonta district, Department of Huanuco, has been under. | 

| development. for the. past year by Panaminas, Inc., subsidiary of 
Ventures, Lid., of Canada. It is reported that enough ore reserves - 

| have been blocked out to justify the erection of a 20-ton-daily- 
, capacity Gould furnace, which has been ordered. Several beds of 

coal that can be used as furnace fuel occur near the deposit. os | 
— Umon of South Africa.—According to the Metal Bulletin (London) 

of May 23, 1941, production of mercury on a small scale was started 
| at Monarch Kap on the Murchison Range, Northern Transvaal, in 

ee July 1940. During the latter half of 1940, 3,329 pounds (44 flasks) of 
: mercury were produced, and late in 1941 output was reported to be 

, Increasing. Mercury for consumption in South Africa has been pre- 
viously supplied chiefly by imports from Spain and Italy, according to 
an article in the March 29, 1941, issue of The Chemical Age. This 

| | magazine gives imports of mercury as ranging from 600 to 1,100 
flasks a year for 1937 to 1939. The metal is used in gold mining, 
for the manufacture of explosives, pigments, and scientific instru- 

: ments, and in medicine; some difficulty in obtaining necessary supplies 
, was anticipated. —— SO - 

_ Venezuela—Compania Anonima Minerales de San Jacinto was 
| organized in Caracas in April 1941 to operate a cinnabar mine near 

La Mesa, Muncipio Chiquinquira, Distrito Torres, in the State of 
Lara. The mine was expected to reach a monthly capacity of 200 
tons of ore. Fifty tons were shipped to the United States for treat- 
ment. According to the Anglo-American Metal & Ferro-Alloy Cor- 
poration, which purchased the ore, careful sampling, assaying, and 
rechecking the actual analysis of the ore showed that it contained no 
more than 2 percent mercury—considerably less than was anticipated. 
The producing company expected to treat the ore at. the mine begin- 
ning in January 1942, using retorts made from oil-well casings.
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| GENERAL SUMMARY sess 
: Blockade of the principal sources of tin supply, long feared by : 

students of the United States tin industry, was in sight at the close 
- of 1941 and became a reality early in 1942, precipitating a serious 

raw-material problem. The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on | 
December 7, accompanied by a renewed drive on southeastern Asia, 
initiated the assault on the world’s richest tin-producing area, which 
was climaxed by the fall-of Singapore on February 15, 1942. At the. 
outset.of the Japanese offensive, it was widely believed that Singapore , Le 
was virtually impregnable or at least could hold out long enough to : 
permit completion of United States stock-piling objectives. The oe 
amazing speed and success of the Japanese conquest, however, forced | 
the United Nations to drastically adjust their tin-consumption. | 
programs downward. ne } | 

The immediate shock of sharp curtailment of imports into the | 
United ‘States fortunately could be cushioned because of the abnor- | | 
mally large stocks of tin on hand. Despite its late start, the Govern- , 
ment stock-piling program had made substantial -progress, and | 

_ industry had been farsighted enough to greatly increase its inventories | 
during recent years. As a result, 107,600 long tons of metallic tin 
were on hand when Singapore fell—enough for 17 months’ consump- 
tion at a normal rate of use and sufficient to assure many more months’ | 
-supply, if uses were restricted to absolutely essential purposes. The : 
Government tin smelter at Texas City was nearing completion, with 
adequate stocks of ore on hand to assure its operation for several 
‘months. As a hedge against possible destruction of British smelters, 
the initial capacity of the Texas plant was being increased so that it 
could treat the entire Bolivian output, if necessary. These events, 

_ plus prompt Government action in placing all tin in the country under — 
’ rigid control and in expediting.its conservation program, give assur- 

ance that enough tin will be available for military needs essential to 
successful prosecution of the war, although domestic industry and 

| oe 203
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civilian consumption will undergo severe readjustments. Fortunately —_ 
, these need not be so abrupt as to cause violent disruption of industrial 

| processes. a | oe | | 
The forlorn outlook for obtaining any substantial quantity of tin 

| from domestic sources has emphasized the importance to the United 
States of the Bolivian tin industry, not only from the viewpoint of 
maintaining or increasing production in that country, but also of safe- — 
guarding shipments of ore from submarine attack. Neither of these 

7 objectives was in sight on August 1, 1942. Bolivian production was 
| reported to be declining because of labor shortages and rising costs, 

and the record of ship sinkings since December 7, 1941, is ample 
evidence that the submarine menace was far from being under 
control. : oe | : | — 
Statistically the tin industry of the world established several new | 

, records. Mine production exceeded the previous peak reached in — 
a 1940 by about 3 percent, and despite the inactivity of Continental . — 

European plants smelter output about equaled the previous high, __ 
World consumption is estimated to have increased about 3 percent 
over 1940 but was still below the record of 1937. Consumption of: 
virgin tin in the United States in 1941, however, reached the unprec- | 

| - edented total of 106,000 long tons (processed); during October virgi 
tin was being used at the rate of 114,000 tons a year. _ Imports also 

: touched a new high of nearly 141,000 tons, which permitted the 
| substantial increase in stocks previously mentioned. Considering the 

momentous developments in the tin trade during 1941, prices fluc- 
| tuated within extremely narrow limits—from a Tow of 50.10 -cents 

 @ pound (Straits tin, New York) to a high of 55.00 cents. The Metals 
| _ ‘Reserve Co. buying policies under its agreement with the Tin Cartel 

| were a restraining Factor on the low side, and pressure from Govern- 
ment price-control agencies served similarly on the high side. A ceil- 

ing price of 52 cents a pound was established by the Office of Price 
OS Administration and Civilian Supply on August 16,1941. 

Salient statistics for tin in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 1987-41 

| : 1937 1988 | 1939 1940 | 1941 

Production— . a 
From domestic mines... .........long tons. . 24.) 168.4 95 34 49; 162.9 
From secondary sources...........---do0....] 30,600 | 27,100 | 21,000 | 26,000 | 29,700; 37,500 

Imports for consumption (metal).........do....| 78,009 | 88,115 | 49,699 | 70,102,| 124,810 | 140,878 
| Exports (domestic and foreign)....-..-...do...-| 1,740] #313] 205] 22105) 22,664 | 11,006 

Monthly price of Straits tin at New York: aL. 
Highest....................cents per pound. . 70. 67 62. 71 46. 23 63. 50 5A. 54 83. 35 
Lowest..........-..-...--------------d0.--- 39. 79 42.85 36. 84 45. 62 45. 94 50.16 
Average..... .......-....-.----------d0---- 56. 64 54. 24 42. 26 50. 18 49. 82 §2.01 

World production. «ia cis to oat tons..| 163,000 | 211,000 | 163,000 | 177,000 | 236,000 | 242, 000 
Ratio—United States imports to world pro- . 
duction....................---..-percent.. 48 | 42 30 40 53 58 

1 Subject to revision. : | 
Figures for 1937-41 cover foreign only; domestic not separately recorded. 

AXIS CONTROL OF WORLD TIN RESOURCES 

As a result of events in 1941 and early 1942, the Axis gained control 
of the bulk of the world’s tin resources. At the outset of the war in 
1939, Germany, Italy, and Japan controlled less than 3. percent of the 
mine output, but with the Japanese conquest of Indochina, Thailand,
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British Malaya, Netherlands Indies, Burma, and parts of China, as 
well as German domination of Europe, the Axis Powers occupied 

, territory that produced 66 percent of the 1940 output. Although this 
success has assured Japan of tin supplies ample for prosecuting the _ 
war, Germany, whose tin supplies are believed to be very low, probably 
will not profit greatly because of the lack of communications as long as 
the British fleet controls the Indian Ocean. The chief significance of 
the shift in control is thus the loss to the United Nations of supplies of 
an important strategic material. Serious as this is, it is by no means : - 
decisive because of the tin ores available in areas still accessible to the 

_ Allies, chiefly in Bolivia, Nigeria, and Belgian Congo, which, it has 
been estimated, will produce approximately 90,000 tons of tin in 1942. 

: Smelting capacity ample for treating these ores soon will be available 
tothe United Nations. | oe | - a 

| From the longer viewpoint, the delay in rehabilitating mines in the 
war-torn tin-producing areas after the war is significant. The de- | 

_ struction of mines and equipment by the retreating British and 
Hollanders, plus the damage that will be inflicted as the Japanese are 
forced to retreat, will be such that it has been estimated 5 years will 
be required to restore production to normal. ~~ — 

Se ' - @OVERNMENT STOCK-PILING PROGRAM . 

_ At the beginning of. the year all Government tin purchases for 
stock-piling purposes were being made by the Metals Reserve Co., a 
‘subsidiary of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Buying con- 
tanued under the 1-year contract made with the International Tim | 
Committee on June 28, 1940.. (See Minerals Yearbook, Review of 
1940, p. 669.) In May 1941 the contract was extended to July 1, 
1942. The contract provided that the United States agreed to buy 

_. ll surplus tin offered up to 75,000 long tons a year. Actual purchases 7 - 
were far below the 150,000 tons possible under the contract, because | 
of the abnormally large acquisitions by industry during the period 
and the fact that world production did not meet expectations. Under 
the first agreement, the International: Tin Committee undertook to 
increase output to 130 percent of standard tonnages for 1 year, 
effective July 1, 1940, permitting participating countries to export 
272,310 tons for the period.. In the. 12. months ended June 1941, 
exports actually totaled 235,074 tons, a 20-percent increase over the 
195,834 tons shipped in the preceding 12 months. At the end of 
1941, Metals Reserve purchases totaled 65,756 tons, of which 43,511 
tons were delivered, 2,700 tons afloat, and 19,545 tons contracted for | 
but not shipped. As of August 15, 1942, over 20,000 tons of Far | 
Eastern fin purchased under the contract were still undelivered. 

The Metals Reserve Co. also has commitments for the acquisition 
of 36,000 tons of tin under the loan agreements to.China mentioned 
in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, but as of December 31, 1941, 
no deliveries had been reported. | 

Despite assurances by the Office of Production Management early 
in July 1 that stock piles would be reserved for defense. purposes 
that they would not be drawn upon for any instant needs, Metals 
Reserve Co. began releasing tin to industry during August 1941 when 

_ shortages occurred in spot tin owing to shipping delays and Russian | 

1 Office of Production Management, Memo to editors: PM 681, July §, 1941.
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| - purchases in the East. The total quantity released during 1941 was 
905 long tons, which left a balance of 42,606 long tons on hand at the 

| -end of the year. The 5,478 tons and the 1,955 tons acquired and 
stored by the Procurement Division and Navy Department, respec- 

| _ tively, have remained intact. Thus, at the close of 1941 the Govern- 
| | ment held 50,039 tons of tin in reserve compared with 20,804 (revised) 

tons at the close of 1940. In addition, there were 2,700 tons afloat 
and 55,535 tons contracted for but undelivered.. | 

— GOVERNMENT ORE PURCHASES er 

| - The United States acquired substantial quantities of tin ore in 1941 
- under the Metals Reserve Co. contract with Bolivian producers signed. 

November 4, 1940. In addition, the company made an agreement in _ 
August 1941 with Netherlands producers for the acquisition of con- 
-centrates containing 20,000 long tons of tin from the Netherlands 

| Indies, and contracts for small tonnages were signed with Mexican | 
| and South African producers. On June 30, 1942, retroactive to 

, January 1, 1942, the Bolivian agreement was amended by changing 
, the buying price from 48% cents, f. 0. b. U.S. ports, to 60 cents, f. 0. b. 

| . Chilean and Peruvian ports, and providing for acceptance of concen- 
| trates equivalent to 30,000 tons of tin a year in contrast to the 18,000 

oe tons agreed to originally. | 
oo By the end of 1941, 45,572 tons of ore had been delivered to the | 

stock pile; 38,368 tons were derived from Bolivia, 7,159 tons from the 
a Netherlands Indies, and 45 tons from South Africa. In addition to 

| the quantity delivered, 251, 623 tons had been purchased or contracted — 
7 for, including 226,652 tons from Bolivia, 21,341 tons from the Nether- | 

lands Indies, and 3,620 tons from Mexico. Data on the tin content 
: | of these delivered. ores are not available. - re : | 
| Imports of Bolivian ore were begun in April 1941, when ores con- 

taining 2,330 tons of tin entered through the Galveston customs dis- 
trict. In September ores from the Netherlands Indies began arriving 
through New Orleans. The total tin content of ores imported during 

| the year through Galveston and New Orleans was 27,368 long tons, 
including 21,148 tons from Bolivia and 6,220 tons from Netherlands 
ndies. | | : Oo 

| GOVERNMENT TIN SMELTER 

Plans for the Government tin smelter at Texas City, Tex., construc- 
tion of which was begun in October 1941, have been changed. Origi- 

| nally it was designed to treat 50,000 tons of Bolivian. ore for the 
recovery of 18,000 tons of tin a year, but subsequent plans called for 
30,000 tons of metal a year from Bolivian ores and 22,000 tons from 
high-grade alluvial ores. As of August 15, 1942, further extensions 
to raise the total metal capacity to 74,000 tons a year had been 
authorized. The expansion was prompted as a precaution against 
possible destruction of British smelters by bombing or sabotage. 

| Production of metal from high-grade Netherlands ores began in 
_ April 1942, and presmelting treatment of impure Bolivian ores was 

expected later in the year. The plant is operated by the Tin Process- 
ing Corporation under a contract with the Metals Reserve Co.
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| i CONSERVATION | ee | 

The formal announcement of Japan’s alliance with the Axis | 
accentuated the threat of a blockade on tin supplies from Asia and | 
emphasized the need for developing a conservation and substitution 
program in the United States. In March 1941 the National Academy 
of Sciences was requested by the Office of Production Management 
to report on the possibilities of conserving tin. The task was assigned a 
to H. W. Gillett, who worked with a com mittee under the chairman- 
ship of Zay Jeffries. The formal report, submitted in June, contained - 
many recommendations that subsequently formed the basis of various 
cons*rvation orders issuéd by the Government. ‘The report was 
published by Metals? | So | | 

| By March 1941 the conservation aspects of raw materials reached 
such importance in the supply situation that a conservation unit was 

| established in the Production Division of the Office of Production 
| Management to direct Government activity in this field. In May 

1941, following representations from the industry, producers and con- 
sumers of tin plate were called upon to adopt measures for conserving 
tin. by using for certain packs only 1.35 pounds of tin per base box (for 
years the standard coating on tin plate has been 1.5 pounds per base . 

| box), substituting terneplate for tin-coated containers wherever feasi- _ | 
ble and using black plate wherever tin plate and terneplate were not 

| required. Order M-21e, issued February 4, 1942, established further 
reductions to 1.25 pounds per base box for ordinary hot-dip plate. and | 

| 0.50 pound for electrolytic plate; restricted the use of terne metal to | 
terneplate only; and set up a quota system for using tin plate and 
terneplate. The tin content of terne metal used for terneplate and | 
cans was limited to 15 percent by weight and that used for long ternes 
to 10 percent. Approximately 90 percent of the tin. plate produced 
is.utilized for making containers or cans. | ee, . 

Events following Pearl Harbor necessitated prompt and. drastic 
reduction in the use of tin. On January 27, 1942, can manufacturers : 
were ordered by telegraph to curtail sharply the manufacture, sale, 

| and delivery of tin cans for such commodities as beer and confections 
in February 1942 to 50 percent of the quantity used for these products 
during February 1940. This order was superseded by Conservation 
Order M-81, issued February 11, 1942, in which can sizes were | 
standardized, small sizes being eliminated. A general restriction was : 
imposed on consumption of tin plate by designating the percentage 
that can be used for various canned products. No limit was placed 
on cans for fruits, vegetables, milk, and fish of primary importance, 
which would spoil if not canned when fresh and on which the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture had set production goals. In March 1942 the _ 
use of tin containers for nonessential products was discontinued. 
This group included beer, dog food, dried beans of all kinds (including 
pork and beans), baking powder, cereals and flour, petroleum products, © 
candy, condiments, and tobacco. Conservation Order M—104, issued 
April. 3, 1942, and Amendment 1 of April 20 restrict use of tin plate 
and terneplate as covers for glass containers, including crown ceps for 
beverages and cover caps for home preserving. 

~ 3Gillett, H. W., Tin Conservation and Substitution: Metals, July 1941, pp. 6-9; August 1941, pp. 6-9; 
and September 1941. pp. 6-12.
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OS Use of tin in products other than tin plate or terneplate has also 
a been restricted. Drastic reductions in the consumption of tin in tin | 

| foil, tin alloys, tin oxide, type metal, collapsible tubes, etc., have been _ 
Oe ordered by the Government. Tin content of solder has been reduced ) 
oe to @ maximum of 30 percent, effective May 1, 1942. The use of tin 

in numerous articles, such as musical instruments, automobile body 
| - golder, office staples, jewelry, kitchen equipment, etc., during the first 

| quarter of 1942 was limited to 50 percent of the amount used in the 
same quarter of 1940 and prohibited thereafter. | a > 

a Order M-115, issued April 1, 1942, eliminates the use of collapsible © 
. tin tubes for foods, cosmetics, and many toilet preparations. Individ- | 
a uals purchasing tubes of toothpaste or shaving cream must turn in an 

| empty tube for each new tube bought. Pure tin tubes are permitted _ 
| only for certain pharmaceutical preparations. The old tubes are to 

) | be salvaged through the Tin Salvage Institute as agent for Metals . 
| | Reserve Company. re - | 

Os a ee _ INVESTIGATION OF DOMESTIC TIN DEPOSITS | 

2 - The Bureau of Mines. and the Geological Survey continued their 
: investigation of domestic tin deposits. In May 1941 the Bureau of 

Mines issued a summary * reporting progress in its tin-exploration — 
; program, which contained the following cqnclusion:  =s_— 

Two of the largest known tin-bearing areas in the country were explored, one 
| in South Dakota and the other in southwestern New Mexico, which confirmed | | 
7 the opinion that no deposits are likely to be found in the United States that can 

| supply any substantial quantity of tin even at prices several times the normal 
| present price. , | | | | 

: _ Deposits near Spokane, Wash., containing both tin and tungsten, 
: | _ were explored by the Bureau of Mines by surface trenching. Accord- _ 

| _ ‘ing to a press release of the Geological Survey dated August 18, 1941, 
the largest deposit exposes about 500 tons of ore containing about 3 | 

LO percent tin, and the presence of perhaps 20,000 tons of lower-grade 
material has been determined. The deposits have been known since 

. ) 1906, and by 1912 about 150 tons of material containing 3 to 6 percent 
| tin had been mined and stacked on the dump. ‘here are no recorded 

shipments from this property. Se a 
he Coosa County (Ala.) tin belt, which was examined by the 

| Bureau of Mines in 1939, was reexamined early in 1942 to determine 
whether recent developments had indicated continuity of tin-bearing 
pegmatites. Extensive trenching revealed little continuity and no 

| appreciable amount of cassiterite. | | 
The Geological Survey reported in August 1941 that its examination 

of virtually all known tin deposits from Lincolnton, N. C., southwest 
| to Gaffney, S. C., showed that the bedrock deposits, individually or 

as a group, cannot yield more than small amounts of tin. Possibly 
a few can be worked profitably on a small scale if the price of tin rises 
sufficiently. In 1939 the Bureau of Mines conducted concentrating 
tests on a sample of tin ore from North Carolina.‘ 

Tin deposits near Battle Mountain, Lander County, Nev., were 
described in a report by the Geological Survey,> which concluded that 

$ Mining Division, Exploration and Sampling of Domestic Deposits of Strategic Minerals: Bureau of 
Mines Rept. of Investigations 3574, 1941, p. 7. ; . . . 

4 Shelton, 8. M., and ngel, A.L., Progress Reports—Metallurgical Division. 45. Ore-Testing Studies, 
1939-40: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3425, 1941, pp. 14-15. . 

§ Fries, Carl, Jr., Tin Deposits of Northern Lander County, Nev.: Geol. Survey Bull. 931-L, 1942, 15 pp.
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selective mining of the tin-bearing veinlets would not pay, owing to 
| their narrowness and discontinuity, and it seems equally certain that 

the deposits could not be mined by bulk methods. . A few tons of | 
cassiterite might be recovered from veins by narrow stoping and | 
hand sorting, and from thin placer deposits of gravel in small pockets. | 
This tin-bearing area was descnbed in a Bureau of Mines report in | 

| 1939. oo : 
At Majuba Hill, Pershing County, Nev., cassiterite appears widel 

scattered in very small’ amounts and is abundant only in & single 
underground ore shoot so small that it could not be mined at a profit.’ 
As now exposed, theshoot, which is cut off by a fault, may contain 
12,000 pounds of metallic tin. Its utilization. depends on finding 
additional ore reserves by prospecting aimed at locating the offset | 
part of the high-grade shoot, discovering additional shoots or a large 

~ body of low-grade ore. | } | | | , | 
The results of a study of the tin deposits of Irish Creek, Va., by 

_ the Geological Survey, announced in April 1942, suggest that further | 
prospecting in the area may be warranted. As only a small part of — | 
the district has been explored, the extent of its tin deposits is still 

- undetermined. The Geological Survey has done some work on tin | 
_ deposits of the Temescal district and the Bernice group of claims near | Q 

Cima, San Bernardino County, Calif. A shipment of low-grade tin 
- . ore from the Cima property is understood to have been made in 1942 | 

to the Tin Processing Corporation. A systematic survey of all known 
tin occurrences in California has been made by Segerstrom,® who states | 

The future of tin mining in California, unfortunately, does not look encouraging. 
_ Repeated failures in operations that have been attempted, lack of ore bodies of 

= suitable size and value, lack of reports of new and substantial occurrences, all 
add up. to a general dismissal of possible future operations in this State. 

| The tin-bearing pegmatites of the Tinton district, South Dakota, oo 
were reported on by the Geological Survey® = = © | 

In’ 1941 the Geological Survey sent geologists into the Seward | 
Peninsula and the Hot Springs district to make intensive investigation | 
of all possible sources of tin there. Although these investigations - 
have not yet been completed as of August 1942, none of the parties 
has found deposits that appeared to contain a large supply of tin that 
could be worked at a profit under existing conditions. — 

On May 25, H. R. 7131, authorizing the Metals Reserve Co. to 
purchase for the United States all tin produced in this country at : 
$1.00 a pound, was introduced in the 77th Congress, 2d Session, and _ | 

_ referred to the Committee on Mines and Mining. H. R. 96, author- : 
izing an appropriation of $2,000,000 for exploration and development 
of Alaska tin deposits, was introduced January 3, 1941, but no action 
was taken. — | | _ | 

In March 1942 the Reconstruction Finance Corporation announced 
_ the adoption of a plan to encourage producers to speed development 

of small ore deposits containing strategic and critical metals and 

* Vanderburg, William O., Reconnaissance of Mining Districts in Lander County, Nev.: Bureau of 
Mines Inf. Circ. 7043, 1939, pp. 54-57. : - 

? Smith, Ward C., and Glanelia, V. P., Tin Deposit at Majuba Hill, Pershing County, Nev.: Geol. 

Oy Beperstrom, Richard J. Te in California (prepared under direction of Charles A. Dobbel, Professor of 
Mining, Stanford University): State of California Dept. of Natural Resources, Division of Mines, California 
Jour. Mines and Geology, ty: 37, No. 4, October 194], pp. 531-557. 

®*Smith, Ward C., and Page, Lincoin R., Tin-Bearing Pegmatites of the Tinton District, Lawrence . 
County, 8. Dak.—A Preliminary Report: Geol. Survey Bull. $22-T, 1941, 36 pp. ]
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| minerals.. The owner or lessee of properties giving reasonable promise. 
| of success may now obtain an initial loan without mortgage of not 

more than $20,000, repayable out of proceeds from production. If 
the results of such development are favorable, additional loans up to 

| $20,000 may be made for further development. _ 

| | LICENSING OF EXPORTS 

- The Department of State issued no licenses for export of tin-plate 
| scrap during 1941. Exports of all other tin-bearing commodities are , 

subject to controls and license by the Board of Economic Warfare, 
except those authorized by the Office of Lend-Lease Administration. 
Data on the quantity of tin authorized for export have not been 

| | released. © | : Oo 
a oo ~~~ DOMESTIC PRODUCTION ~~ Oo 

- eo MINE OUTPUT | = | 

: | Only 63 long tons of tin were produced in 1941—an increase, how- 
ever, of about 28 percent from 1940. Alaska again supplied virtually 

: | all the output. According to the Federal Geological Survey, tin 
oe mining in Alaska in 1941 was confined mainly to placer deposits that 

| have been developed in the western part of the Seward Peninsula near 
: Tin City. It is understood that dredging operations in that area 

have now been.suspended and equipment dismantled. Small amounts 
of stream tin were recovered in the course of placer-gold mining in 

| the Hot Springs and Ruby districts of the Yukon-region. No fode. 
| tin was mined during 1941 from any Alaska deposits. = # = | 

In addition to Alaska, small quantities were reported produced in | 
Alabama, Montana, New Mexico, and South Dakota in 1941. Pro- ° 
ducers included the Coosa Cassiterite Corporation near Rockford, 
Ala.; George A. Mayer near Basin, Mont.; W. Barker and W. A. 
McCalla, Paul D. Bellamy, Curtis C. Johnson, and H. E. Van Sant 
in the Black Range, N. Mex.; and the Black Hills Tin Co. near 

| Tinton and Black Hills Keystone Corporation near Keystone, S. Dak. 
A historical table of mine production of tin in the United States, 

by States, from 1910 to 1938, inclusive, was published in Minerals 
Yearbook, 1939 (p. 679). | 

Mine production of tin (content) in the United States, 1937-41, by States 

. | Long tons 

Year Vale 

sisi ext, oon, Tota 
ee 166 0.8; 16 168.4 | $205, 300 
1938... ...--2esesecceeeeceeeeeeeeeeeee 94 Loo. 95 90, 000 
1939... eee 33 5 5 34 38, 400 
C7 46 2 1 49 54, 900 
1941... ----22.secseeeesetecceeceseeeseeee{ 5864 1.4 8.1 262.9| 273,200 

1 1937: South Carolina, New Mexico, and Wyoming; 1939-40: Montana and New Mexico; 1941: Alabama, 
Montana, and New Mexico. 

2 Subject to revision. 

DOMESTIC TIN SMELTING 

Tin ores were treated on a small scale in this country in 1941. 
Several privately owned plants recovered 1,839 long tons of tin, includ-
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ing 502 tons in the form of pig tin and 1,337 tons in the form of alloys 
: (mostly solder) made direet from the ores. In 1940 (revised figures), | 

1,391 tons were recovered—510 tons as pig and 881 as alloys. The . 
total recovered was 32 percent greater than in 1940, the production of. 
pig tin being slightly less while that of tin alloys increased 52 percent. 
The Government plant at Texas City, Tex., did not begin producing 
pig tin antil April 1942. | - a 

The ores treated at domestic plants in 1941 were obtained chiefl 
from Latin American countries, principally Bolivia, although small 
quantities produced by domestic mines were also purchased. Compa- ; 
nies reporting the recovery of tin from ores in 1941 include American 
Metal Co., American Smelting & Refining Co., Franklin Smelting & 
Refining Co., Kansas City Smelting Co., Metal & Thermit Corpora- 

— tion, Nassau Smelting & Refining Co., Phelps Dodge Refining Corpora- 
tion, and Vulcan Detinning Co. | | : 

, . SECONDARY TIN : . 

- Recovery of secondary tin established a new record in 1941, with a : 
27-percent increase over 1940. The increase was due principally to 
greatly accelerated industrial demand prompted by the national | 

| defense program and higher prices. In appraising the significance of _ 
secondary tin as a factor in national supply, it should be borne in - 

| mind that a very large proportion (approximately 80 percent in 1941) | 
is contained in alloy scrap from which the tin seldom is isolated but oo 

| merely revolves in the various cycles of use, purification, and re-use of 
the alloys themselves. : 
Secondary pig tin recovered by detinning plants in 1941 totaled. — 

_ 4,500 tons (3,700 tons in 1940), mostly from clean tin-plate scrap | 
with only a small tonnage (about 60 tons) from old tin-coated con- 
tainers. Further details on secondary tin are given in the chapter on | 
Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. | | | 

Secondary tin recovered in the United States, 1925—29 (average) and 1987-41 Oo 

Tin recovered at detinning Tin recovered from all sources 

Year Total 

| metal chemicals dove metal and chen- | an ne a 

mt | Gon | tons) | Gong | fels Gone | Long Value 
1925-29 (average)_._..._.- 900 2, 000 a 7, 500 23,100 | 30,600 | $38,034, 120 
1937..........-.......----| 2,500] 1,500/ 4000] 7400]  19,700| 27,100} 32 124, 100 : 
1938... 2222 2TTTTTTTT] = 200] = 300 | 3,500 | ~— 4,300 16,700} 21,000! 19,284,600 
19392227778 600 600} 4,200; 4000] 22.000] 26,000] 29,276,600 | 
1940.--22277TTTTTTTTTT 8} 700 600} 4,300| 4,500| 25,200| 29,700] 33, 102, 400 
1941022 TUTTI] 4 500 9501 5,450| 5,300] 32.200| 37,500 | 43, 722, 700 | 

CONSUMPTION 

APPARENT CONSUMPTION 

The apparent consumption of primary pig tin is deter.qined by 
adding domestic smelter production to net imports. As there was no 
recorded smelter output from 1925 to 1939, inclusive, the apparent 
consumption for this period was equivalent to net imports. ‘Fhe 

4977794847
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computation does not consider fluctuations in dealer and consumer — 
~ | stocks (information on which is not always available) or the large © 

accumulation in Government stocks; consequently the figures do not | 
reveal the actual trend in consumption. Nevertheless, statistics on _ 

| apparent consumption have been useful in determining long-time _ 
trends. A table giving these data from 1910 to 1938 was published 

| in Minerals Yearbook, 1939 (p. 680). , | _ | 
The apparent consumption of primary pig tin, computed by the | 

: above formula, reached. an all-time record of 141,618 tons in 1941— 
a 15-percent increase over the 123,537 tons consumed in 1940—but, | 

, | as indicated above, these figures exaggerate actual consumption ~ 
because of very large increases in-consumers’ and Government stocks. 7 

| Nevertheless, actual consumption of primary tin in 1941 reached anew 
peak, being considerably higher than in 1940, and exceeded by 15 

- percent the consumption of 1929, when the previous record was 
established. | . : : _ 

| CONSUMPTION BY USES | : 

| | ‘The following tables show the actual consumption of primary and 
secondary tin as reported: to the Bureau of Mines. The items in- 

| : cluded in the table of consumption by uses represent the products of 
the first cycle of manufacture. In computing the figures shown in 

- the table, any primary tin emerging from the first stage of manu- | 
- facture as scrap was recorded as secondary metal. The figures thus 

- understate consumption of primary tin, and some of the secondary — 
- tin listed duplicates the virgin ‘metal shown because it is reclaimed _ 

| , from such byproducts as tin-plate clippings and virgin drosses from . 
_ -tin-plate and tinning mills and other plants consuming virgin tin. 

In 1941, for example, domestic consumers received 114,281 tons of 
| virgin metal, of which 8,252 tons were added to inventories and 106,029 7 

- tons processed. Of the tin processed, about 4,200 tons were sold as 
| scrap, lost, or added to stocks of metal in process, and the remainder 

emerged from the first stage of manufacture in the products shown in 
| the following tables. 

Consumption of primary and secondary tin in the United States, 1937-41, in long tons 

. 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Stocks on hand Jan. 1.........-..-.-.-...-| 17,978 25, 984 25, 260 29, 025 56, 999 
Net receipts during year !__._......-.-...- 101, 354 61, 431 89, 018 128, 030 149, 123 

Available supply_..-...--.----------------| 119,332] 87,415 | 114,278 | 157,055 | 206, 122 
Stocks on hand Dec, 31.-.--...-.--..--:---- 25, 984 25, 260 29, 025 56, 999 267,421 

Total processed during year... --..-------- "98, 348 —_ 62, 155 - 85, 253 ~~ 100, 056. 438, 701 
Intercompany transactions in scrap (tin . 
content) 2 nn eee 2, 782 2, 122 2, 390 2, 190 2, 936 

Total consumed in manufacturing..........| 90, 566 60, 033 82, 863 97, 866 135, 765 
Plant losses. ........-.---------------------] 436 2 259 435 712 1, 070 

in content of manufactured products......|_ 90,130| 59,774 | 82,428 97,154 | 134,695 

Primary......--..--------------------- 72, 928 48, 116 3 66, 583 3 72, 324 3 103, 086 
Secondary. .......-----.--------------» 17, 202 11, 658 15, 845 24, 830 31, 609 

11937: Primary, 82,046 tons; secondary, 3,46); terne, 1,052; scrap, 13,895. 1938: Primary, 50,052; secondary. 
1,983; terne, 787; scrap, 8,609. 1939: Primary, 70,732; secondary, 4,976; terne, 1,171; scrap, 12,139. 1940: 
Primary, 98,125; secondary, 5,409; terne, 1,086; scrap, 23,410. 1941: Primary, 114,281; secondary, 6,879; 
terne, 1,851; scrap, 26.112. 
?Not including 2,700 tons in transit or in warehouses, 
3 Includes small tonnage secondary pig tin.



Consumption of tin in the United States, 1987-41, by finished products (tin content), in long tons | | 
. . 

. . - - 
ens 

; - . — - . 

1987 1988 1939 1940 1941 | : 

| | Product | Second Second second-|_, | Second : Second po . nd- econd- lpes econd- econd- econd- Primary | “ary Total |Primary | ° ary Total |Primary | ““sry Total |Primary | “ ary Total |Primary ary Total 

Tin plate...........----------.-----| 139, 221 (1) 39, 221 | 1 23, 545 Q 23, 545 136,640} (') — | 36,640 | 138,674 | = (4). 38, 674 | 1 44, 854 () 44, 854 
Terneplate..........--.-.-.-------- 382 1,015 1, 397 264 ;° 743 1,007 } . 317 1, 187 1, 454 455 1, 058 1, 513 917 1, 129 2, 046 
Solder......-.-.--.-----------------| 12,026 7,832 | 19,858 | .7, 690 §, 208 | 12, 798 9, 578 7,701 | 17,279.| 10,222 | 8,797 | 19,019 |. 18,084 | 10,141; 28,225 
Babbitt......-..------.------------] 4, 501 2, 272 6,773 |. 2,893 1, 264 4,157 — 3, 850 1, 598 5, 448 4, 473 3, 173 7, 646 7, 495 3, 104 10, 599 
Bronze and brass........:.--.-.-.-. 3, 712 2, 784 6, 496 2, 334 1, 598 3, 932 3, 385 3, 051 6, 436 5,444 | 9,216 | 14,660 | 10,067 | 13,103 23, 170 
Collapsible tubes_.-..--:--.--------| 3, 871 (4) 3, 671 3,427 |......-..| 3,427 3, 507 (2) 3,607.| 3,512 @) 3, 512 4, 233 212 4,445. oe 
Tinning...........-..------------,- 2, 585 67 2, 652 1, 738 35 1, 773 2, 165 172 2, 337 2, 455 265 2,720 | 3, 987 145 4, 132 “ 
Foil. .......--.-...---...---.----.--| 1, 456 .4 1, 460 2, 283° (@) | 2,283 2, 001 ) 2, 001 1,713 j....-.-..] 1,718 4,292 |-_...--..- 4, 202 . . 
Chemicals (other than tin oxide)... 171 1, 331 1, 502 |. 166 910 1,076 167 288 455 52: 330 382 280 | "690 970 
Pipe and tubing 3. ......-.....-.-.-| 1,278 18 1, 206 O48; (3) 948 606 : (?) 606 661 (?) 661 1, 325 (?) 1,325 
“Tin oxide. ....-..-..---.---------ee 793 411 1, 204 547 444 991 651 359 1,010 651 506 1, 157 995 495 1, 490 
are metal. .....--------------,;--- 221 1, 140 1, 361 ' 134 | 978 1,112 149 | = =©990. 1, 139 84 1,048 |. 1,132 287 ‘1, 528 1, 815 ; 
Galvanizing.._.--.--.-.-----.-.---| 97] @) 997 792 |.........| 792] 1,028 |.......--| 1,028 | © 9634....._._.| ” 963 863 104 "967 | 
Bar tin.....-....-------.---- ec eee 652 174 826 456 213 669 1, 100 241 1,341 1,000 91 1,091 1, 526 . 6071: 2,133 
Miscellaneous alloys.......--.-.-.- 482° 2 506 238 19 257 404 45 449 353 11 364 480 137 617 
White metal ...........-....-.....- 374 33 407 390 441 4384] 466 42 508 953 (88 1,036 | 4 2, 463 498 | 42,561 ey a, 
Miscellaneous.... ..-.-..---------- 506 97 603 371 202 873 569 221} 790. 650 | 252 | 911 938 | 116 1,054 D | 

| | 72,928 | 17,202 | 90,130 | 48,116 | 11,658 | , 59,774 | 66,583 | 15,845 | 82,428 | 72,324 | 24,830 | 97,154 | 103,086 | 31,609} 134,695 | 
. - : - . 

' Primary includes small tonnage of ple tin derived from detinning operations; Bureau of Mines not permitted to publish separate figures. 
2 Small quantity included under “‘Miscellaneous.” a 
3 In 1937 pure tin tubing required 1,286 tons and tin-lined tubing 10 tons; not reported separately after 1937. 

J 4 Includes 454 tons of primary and 20 of secondary for Britannia ware and 64 tons of primary and 8 of secondary for pewter. , 

: . . | . . | ; .
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Tin is employed principally in the manufacture of tin plate. Nor- 
mally this industry consumes approximately half of the virgin tin © 
used in the United States. Tin-plate production rose to a new high | 

yo - in 1941, as the total food pack was the largest in history. | 
| The use of primary tin in Various other products increased as fol- 

| lows in 1941: Solder 77 percent, babbitt 68 percent, bronze and brass 
| 85 percent, type metal 242 percent, collapsible tubes 21 percent, foil | 

151 percent, tinning 62 percent, pipe and tubing 100 percent, chemicals 
os - 438 percent, tin oxide 53 percent, and bar tin 53 percent. The use of | 

primary tin for galvanizing declined 10 percent. 

| FOREIGN TRADE” | | | 

The principal items in the foreign trade of the United States in tin 
are imports of pig tin (which supply virtually all the domestic tin> 
requirements) and exports of tin plate. In 1941 a large quantity of tin 

| concentrates was imported and placed in storage for smelting at 
- | Texas City, Tex. Of minor importance are the import and export 
| trade in tin-plate scrap; exports of tin-plate circles, strips, cobbles, 

etc.; and exports of waste-waste tin plate. There is also an appreciable 
| | export of miscellaneous tin manufactures, tin-plated hollow ware, and 

tin compounds. _ oe So — 
Imports of metallic tin in 1941 were 13 percent greater than in 1940, 

| establishing an all-time record. Of the total, 89 percent came from 
Asia, 8 percent from Africa, and 3 percent from Europe and Australia. 
Receipts from Asia increased 10 percent, and those from Africa more 

than doubled. Imports of tin concentrates (which were the largest _ 
since 1920) were consigned chiefly to the Government tin smelter at — 

| Texas City, Tex. The first shipment for treatment at this new . 
7 smelter arrived in April. The tin content of the ores and concen- © 

| trates imported was 28,670 tons from the following sources: Bolivia 
22,021 tons, Netherlands Indies 6,220, Africa 198, Mexico 114, 

| Argentina 102, and others 15. | 

oe Foreign trade of the United States in tin and tin concentrates, 1937-41 

Imports . 

. : Exports of . 
a | Year. Tin (metal) Te octet tin (metaly 

Long tons Value Long tons _ Value 

| 1987. ...------------ee---e---------------| 88, 115 | $104, 284, 762 151 | $132, 810 313 
| 1938... .--....2..s-s2tsssssseesssesseee| 49,699 | 44,860,324] =) 298 205. 

1939_.2_..----.--------- +--+ eee 70, 102 70, 590, 764 |. 500 418, 004 2, 105 ‘ 
1940... --------- +--+ ----------- 124,810 | 128, 294, 410 3,000 | 2, 687, 154 2, 664 
1941__....222.--------- ++ 140, 873 149, 569, 328 28, 670 | 27, 671, 689 1, 004 

: Imported as Digs, bars, etc., and exported as such. | . 

10 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Brreau of Mines, from records of 
the Department of Commerce.
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Tin! imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, by countries 

| | _ | 1940, 1941 7 
Country. ne 

a . Long tons | Value Long tons ‘ Value 

 Australia.....---20--2eeeeceeeeeeeeeeceeeeeteeeseeee} TUL | $760, 641 250 | — $270, 956 
‘Belgian Congo....... -..-.-------------------+----- 4, 899 | 5, 527, 493 11, 030 10, 397, 351 . St 
Belgium .__.._.-.-.----2-.-- --------------- eee eee 40 42,560 |.......-..----|-.---------- 
British Malaya...........-.-. ------------------ -- 96, 454 98, 606, 535 104, 872 | 112, 798,138 © 
Canada.._-..... 2-2 een eee eee eee 7 2, 036 | 5 «5, 644 ~ 
China........------------------- eee ee eee 3, 889 | 3, 591, 865 2, 845 2, 702, 373 
Hong Kong.......-.---.-.-.------- 2. --6+-- 2-2-0 --- 480 | 415, 452 4 4, 248 
Indochina, French. ...._.....--.--------------- ..-! 1, 241 1, 340, 956 487 545, 814 
Mexico. .....--.2 2-2 eee eee eee ee 23 18, 333 |_......---..--|---.----.--- 
Netherlands....._......-.-.--------------------20-- 10 5,086 |...-----------|------------ 
Netherlands Indies_.............-.--.-.--------e.-- 12, 101 12, 916, 449 17, 739 18, 883, 180 
Panama.__.....--- 2-2 ee eee eee (?) a 

. Portugal .___._-......--.------------- +--+ + - ee nee 104 | 86, 044 |........--.---]------.----- 
- United Kingdom..............------.-------- nee 4, 851 | 4, 980, 862 3,641 | 3, 961, 624 | 

—— | 124, 810 | 128, 294, 410 140, 873 | 149, 569, 328 | 

i Bars, pigs, blocks, grain, granulated, or scrap, and alloys, chief value tin, n. s. p. f. 
. ? Less than 1 ton. ~ - 

Foreign trade in tin plate, taggers tin, and terneplate in various forms, 1937-41, in = 
| : : long tons Lo | 

: ‘1 Tin-plate , . Tin plate, taggers tin, 
Tin-plate scrap | circles, wet | ~ and terneplate 

Year strips>cob- late . 
| | ) | | bles, cte., oe a orts | . 

Imports | Exports exports Dp Imports | Exports - 

1937......------eecee-----i--e-| —-12,916 | «14,126 | =~, 062 25, 259 246 | ° 360,683 | 
1988_.-...--- 2 eee ed, 10, 444 12, 495 4, 467 7, 254 109 161, 576 - 
1939._.-..---.- 2-2 ee eee 12, 633. 10, 204 6, 552 9, 132 99 311, 016 
1940 1.0 ee 16, 615 3, 536° 4, 590 6, 091 137 383, 328 , 
1044 12.22 el 22,600 180 | 4, 952 8,321 |. 109 354, 940 , 7 

1In addition, 15,153 long tons of terneplate clippings and scrap valued at $474,374 were exported . 
in 1940, and 715 long tons valued at $43,545 in 1941; not separately classified before January 1, 1940. —— 

Foreign trade in miscellaneous tin manufactures and tin compounds, 1937-41 — | 
— 4 ‘ 

Miscellaneous tin Tin compounds . 
manufactures (pounds) 

Year a 

| | Imports! | Exports 2 Imports Expo:ts 

1987__..0 ee eee ee eee nee | $50, 545 | $2, 532, 747 |- 1, 715 218, 006 
1938__...._-.. 2-2 ee ene ee eee 19, 453 | 2, 064, 515 865 172, 467 
1939_..- 2 eee ee eee eee 20, 106 1, 098, 140 5 204, 362 
1940... eee eee eee 12, 429 706, 425 271 131, 019 
1941_...-..2 2 eee ee - 2, 266 1, 456, 353 7, 224 137, 424 

. . = nee ve 

~ 1 Includes tin manufactures, n. s. p. f., tin foil, tin powder, flitters, and metallics. ; 

2 Includes tin dross and tin-bearing scrap material other than tin-plate scrap. | 

Exports of tin plate, etc., decreased 7 percent owing chiefly to 
loss of markets in Europe and Asia in consequence of the war. There 

_ were large increases in shipments to South America and Australia. 
. For the 12-month period beginning December 15, 1941, 218,600 metric | 

tons of tin plate have been allotted for export to Latin America by 
the Supply Priorities and Allocations Board at the request of the | 

- Economic Defense Board. Shipments to Latin America and Canada, 
which represented 58 percent of the total, increased 15 percent 
in 1941.
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| Tin plate, terneplate (including long ternes), and taggers tin exported from the United 
| States, 1940-41, by principal countries and customs districts | 
rn 

| 1940 1941 | | 
Country and customs district | | 

— | | Long tons| Value | Longtons| Value 

ad | COUNTRY . . Argentina... 90.2222. eee eee eee ee ee eeeeeee} 85,087 | $4,097, 735 48,081 | $6,431,925 
. Australia_.........--22 222 ee ieee wee 1, 982 220, 547 50, 457 5, 883, 653 

Brazil....-_-....-----.-.---------------- sees. | 58,902 | 6, 495; 308 63,506 | 7,697, 843 
British Fast ia 21 2) 483 3, 695 386, 746 

. - British Malaya..-..--..---..--.-..-----------.- ---.-f 8, @13 | 1,020; 259 13,018 | 1, 459. 758 
Canada...» .-.--- 0. se ese sree vesseesese-e} 26, 524 | 2! 958; 990 30,023 | 3° 453, 480 

| Chile... 220 8,332 | "939, 107 8984] 1/096, 287 
China. 9-22-2222 TTT] 19) 610 | 2, 088, 933 1,811 | "184,013 

| Colombia.._....-...--.--....--2-2ese2eeee sees eeeee, 4,173 | 497,180] 3762} 448, 665 Cuba... 22-2 oe eee eee eee ee seer eseeseeeee-{ 10,918 | 1,315, 679 17,271 | 2, 161,000 
Egypt.....-------------------- eee eee eee eee 6, 282 748, 146 9, 107 965, 920 
Greece. ....-----.------------ eee eee eee eee] 4, 106 440, 210 137 15,283 
Hong Kong-.---..-..-.------.------------------------- 3, 339 340, 387 2, 537 257, 765 
India, British ..--.-...._--..---.------------------------ 8, 573 | 1, 003, 567 6, 456 728,044 | 
Indochina, French --_..-..----------------------------- 2,002; . 215,918 19 | 1,814. 

1 en 3.817] 514,171 |-._..----.-| 
Japan......---------- 2 ee ee eee eee 9,471 | 1,112,349 |_-_--.- Joe 
Mexico...:----.--------------------------eneeeeeeee 14,769 | 1, 782, 045 16, 888 2, 070, 121 
Netherlands....-..-....-.-----.------------------------ 16, 633 | 2,158,170 |_2..2. 22] eee 
Netherlands Indies...........--.-..--------------------| + 7,349 818, 676 5, 697 731, 209 
New Zealand.._...-...----.----------------------------| «21,790 19, 321 11, 739 1, 395, 362 
Norway...-.------------------ 0 ee eee eee ee eee 5, 664 617, 428 |_._2-2- 2 -| ee 
Paraguay ........----.--------- 22 eeeeeeeeeeeeee 133 17, 690 1, 819 223, 508 

| - ag an 5,215] 562483 2943] 334954 
Philippine Islands... ....-.....--..-------------------- 13,947 | 1, 536, 056 6, 091 694, 044. | 

" - Portugal. ....--..--------- 2-2 eee ete eee ee eee 15-622 | 1, 906, 663 3, 390 409, 916 
Spain---...-.----- 222 - eee 9,083 | 1, 072, 987 52 5, 697 

: : Sweden..__...- 22.22.20 eee ene e eee eeeee------| --:12,100 | 15 271, 691 49 5, 037 
Switzerland..............2222- 22 eee eee 7,678 | 1, 054, 833 10 ~ 1, 265 

: Turkey. —..-.--.--------- eee eee eee 1, 774 201, 939 35 - $3,938 
: Union of South Africa._.........2.2-2-2222 eee eee 24, 604 | 2, 754, 358 - 23,909 | 2, 758, 649 

USS. Ro IIIT gi 348 | 7 509) 483 4, 664 698, 382 
— Umeguay. 000222] asi6o4 | 1, 948) 135 11,340 | 1, 423, 940 

Venezuela__._.._...--.---- eee eee eee 2, 237 261, 992 1, 886 232, 968 
Other countries. .......-.-.2.-- 2222222 --2---2- eee ee = -15, 986 | 2, 022, 956 5, 664 674, 570 

| | | 383, 328 | 44,374,805 | 354,940 | 42,835,146 
CUSTOMS DISTRICT ——————SSSS  —OE—E—=—>—>E—>—>—>T=X=X=————[S= ———E——_——————_ 

1) rr 6,623 | 725, 085 7,255 |. 811,393 
| Dakota...------.--20s20-s sees ee ee eee eeeeee eee 8,439 | 978, 882 12,940 | 1, 556, 150 

Florida....._..-.-.----2--.-s- esses eee eee 2,430 | 282, 651 3, 854 495, 213 
Maine and New Hampshire.__........._....._._.-_.. 2, 133 267, 375 2, 927 398, 146 
Maryland......- 2.2. ---2---s soos eeee esses seeeeeeee| 188,007 | 14,9117 145 79,172 | 9, 330, 804 
Michigan._._._..... 2222222 eee eee ee 6, 136 626, 747 5, 156 485, 779 
New Orleans._................_---------------- ee eee 7, 195 807, 022 8, 198 993, 946 

| New York..222222220 222022] 198) gaa | 23, 213,471 | 218,835 | 26, 622 559 
Philadelphia. ._...........--.-.-2-2.-s..s-2s-s-sse-} =~ «12,119 | 1/492! 396 2, 494 289, 536 
‘Other districts. ...-....22.222-2 2 eee eee 9,402 | 1,080, 191 14, 119 1, 842, 620 

383, 328 | 44,374,805 | 854, 940 | 42, 835, 146 

PRICES | 

The average quoted price of Straits tin for prompt delivery in 
New York in 1941 was 4 percent higher than in 1940 but 4 percent . 
under the 1937 average, which was the high for the last decade. On 
August 16, 1941, a ceiling price of 52 cents a pound was established 
by the Government. At the beginning of 1941 the quotation stood 
at 50.10 cents a pound, the lowest at any time during the year. By 
the middle of January prices began moving upward, at first fractionally 

| and then sharply after the middle of February upon reports of an 
impending breach between the United States and Japan. The price | 
reached 54.25 cents on February 20. This prompted the Office of 
Production Management to warn that bidding up of price would 
neither increase the total supply of tin in the country nor the 
amount available to particular consumers, no matter what they may
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~ have paid for it. Consumers were advised that if supplies of tin from the a 
Far East should be interrupted immediate steps would be taken to | 

. conserve domestic supply and that all stocks, whether in Government 
or private hands, would become subject to allocation upon the basis of 7 
national defense requirements. Prices dropped promptly to 51.25 cents 

, on March 1 but rose again to 52.75centson March 20. A slight decline 
began the first part of April, as there had been a check in the German | : 
plans in the Balkans, the Italian fleet had suffered a defeat, and the Brit- | 
ish Army had met with some success in Africa, making the prospect of a - 
Japanese move in the Far East much less menacing. Thereafter, as | 

_ the progress of the war changed, prices again trended upward. In 
July aggressive moves by Japan into and around Indochina, the Vichy | 
Government acceptance of Japan’s occupation of that country, and 
freezing of Japanese assets by the United States and Great Britain 
caused sharp increases in price. On July 25 quotations reached the | | 
highest for the year—55 cents—an increase of almost 5 cents since the 
beginning of the year‘and more than 2 cents since July 1. Asa result, 
the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply on July 28 
warned that this increase might force imposition of a price ceiling on | 
the metal in the near future and expressed the hope that prices would : 

_. gtabilize around the level of the Government buying price—50 cents : 
-@pound. At the same time the chief of the Tin Branch of the Office of | Ls 

Production Management requested consumers not to buy if their 
stocks exceeded by 50 percent what they held in June 1940. Asa 
consequence, quotations promptly settled to 52 cents, nominal. | 
Early in August, concern over shipments of tin from the Far East 
became so alarming (Russia began buying Straits tin in considerable 
quantity during August) that an inflationary situation developed which - 
necessitated issuance of an order by the Office of Price Administration OO 
and Civilian Supply establishing a ceiling price of 52 cents a pound, ; 
effective August 16. | | | 

In London the monthly average price for standard tin, spot de- 
livery, ranged downward from a high of £270.1 a long ton in March 
to the low of £255.8 in October. The average for the year approxi- | 
mated £261.1, compared with £256.4 in 1940. Dealings on the | : 
London Metal Exchange were suspended December 9. The price 7 
averaged £257.6 for the six market days that preceded the suspension 
of trading. The closing price on December 8 was £259.10. With 
the closing of the exchange, the British Government attained control 

_ of tin prices, supplying consumers with their essential requirements at , 
a basic price of £275 a ton, for tin with a minimum of 99 percent, 
delivered at works. Singapore failed to function as a market after 
December 13. It was bombed by the Japanese on Sunday night, 
December 14, and penetrated by Japanese military forces on February a 
9, 1942. | , ,
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| oe Tin price data, 1925-29 (average) and 1937-41 

| . | | | 1925-29 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | (average) | ~°" : . | 

| . Average prices: | 
New York:! Se 

Straits tin._......_.......cents per ~ 56.64 |. 54.24 | 42.26] 50.18 | 49.82 §2. 01 
99.75-percent tin (English refined) __..do__.- (2) 54.06 | 42.07 | 3 47.84 | 448. 79 (5) 
oo-percent tim... do. | (55. 50 | 53.01 | 40.84 | 6 46.35 | 4 49. 98 51. 26 

London: ? , 
Standard tin... _....._-... £ per long ton..| 254. 6 | 242.3 189.6 | 226.3 | 256.6 | $961.6 

; -Do...2. 0. ©. ....-eents per pound 2. .-! 55.17 : 53.48 | 41.39 | . 44.81 [!° 43.87 | 1¢ 47,09 
Premium allowed over standard: | 

. Straits........ .. ...-£perlongton..; . 5.1 3.0 4.3 (?) | (?) (3) 
' Banka._..... 220222020 Le -- do... 6.9 |... fee} @ | @ 

Co. Eni cig ~.7 4 1.3 (2) | (2) (2) ms 
Price indexes (1925-29 average=100): =. 4, . 

Straits tin (New York)......22...2.------------| 100! 96 75} 89; 88] 92 
Copper (New York)... 0000S 100: 90 70 75 77 80 
Lead (New York) ._.......-.--.-2.---------+-2-| — 100 | 80; 63 68 69 78 

: Nonferrous metals !!_._......__.......-..._...._, 100 | O1 74 79| 82 RE 
All commodities ¥-.-..-.--.----------ne- coer] 100} 88 80) 79 80 89 

° | 1 American Metal Market. | 2 Data not available. 3 10-month average. 47-month average. 
, $January-August, nominal; September~December, 51.62 cents. 

- 69-month average. . 
-™Metal Bulletin, London, as compiled by International Tin Research and Development Council, 

. -§11-month average. os . . 
. ‘ Conversion of British quotations into American money based upon average rates of exchange recorded 

by the Federal Reserve Board of the Treasury. 
# Based upon free exchange rate. — . 

. - " Based upon price indexes of U.S. Department of Labor. . ; 

Monthly price of Straits tin for prompt delivery in New York, 1939-41, in cents 
| , : per pound } : 

7 . | 1939 1940 1941 
- Month | | rn rr rr rr 

a a . High Low j|Average | High Low |Average| High Low |; Average 

January._..-......} 46.80 | 45.15. | 46.38 | 48.75 | 45.12%] 46.721 50.50 | 50.10°-| 50.16 
| ; February..........} 46.3714] 45.00 45.62 | 48.00 | 45.00 45.94 | 54.25 | 50.25 51.40 

-  March......----...| 46.70 | 45.75 46.21 | 49.00 | 45.6214) 47.09] 52.62%] 51.25 52.05 
April.........-.---| 49.25 | 46.10 47.20 | 47.50 | 44.75 46.82 | 52.50 | 51.50 51. 96 
May.......--------| 49.25 | 48.70 49.02; 55.00 | 47.124} 41.481 52.25 | 51.75 52.16 
June__.............| 49.10 | 48.25 48.851 58.00 | 42.1214] 54.54 |- 53.124] 52.1214) 52.67 
July. .......-......| 48.75 | 48.40 48.52] 52.75 | 51.00 51.59 | 55.00 | 52:50 53. 35 
August............| 49.50 | 48.1214 48.76] 52.6214! 50.50 51.18 | 53.00 | 52.00 52. 36 
September.........| 75.00 | 50.00 63.50 | 51.50 | 50.05 50.32 | 52.00 | 52.00 52. 00 
October........-..-| 56.00 | 55.00 55.25 | 51.8714; 51.00 51.49 | 52.00 | 52.00 52. 00 
November......--.| 54.00 | 50.00 | 5224; 51.00 | 50.20 50.56! 52.00 | 52.00 52.00 
December__......-/ 52.25 | 49.00 | 50.64} 50.20 | 50.05 ; 50.11! 52.00 | 52.00 52. 00 

te cee } eee cinta | eee epee eens oe | eevee eeeeeneeens | enencacmmanpcennas | cemeapemenenirwnptecens esanan : 

Year_.........| 75.00 | 45. 00 | 50.18 | 58.00 | 44,75 | oa 55. 00 | 50. 10 52.01 
ee 

1 Metal Statistics, 1942, pp. 425 and 427, 

STOCKS 

Total year-end stocks of virgin tin in the United States in 1941, 
including metal afloat but excluding Government stock piles in the 
United States, were 4 percent below those of 1940. Visible supplies 
decreased 42 percent, while consumers’ stocks rose 22 percent. In- 
‘cluding tin afloat and Government stock piles, metal on hand at the 
end of 1941 was equivalent to about 13 months’ supply at the average 

| rate of consumption in 1941. In August the Metals Reserve Co. 
began releasing tin from stocks for industrial purposes. On Decem- 
ber 18 all supplies of tin became subject to special allocation. There- 
after no tin, including metal afloat, could be sold or delivered without 
specific permission, and imports could be sold only to the Govern- 
ment. The Government stock pile of pig tin was greatly augmented, |
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so that by the close of the year 50,000 tons were on hand and in addi- 
tion 45,600 tons of tin ore were awaiting treatment by the smelter, | 

| which was being rushed to completion at Texas City. : 

During 1941 the Bureau of Mines canvassed tin consumers to de- © | 

termine stocks and use. According to these reports, the consuming 
- industry had 54,100 tons of primary pig tin at plants at the end of | 

1941, including 34,950 tons held by tin-plate manufacturers. The , 

industry also had 2,700 tons of virgin tin in transit or warehoused in 
addition to 880 tons of secondary pig tin on hand at the end of the - 

Stocks of virgin pig tin in the United States, December 31, 1937-41, tn long tons 
| | 

1937 1938 1939 - 1940 1941 

Location of stocks: o Oe 

Afloat to United States 1_._.....------- 7, 678 4, 150 12,663 | 22, 627 215, 000 
- Atlandings in New York !..-._------- 4, 106 1, 837 2,415 6, 106 3, 129 

In licensed warehouses in New York !. 2, 279 3, 320 887 3, 073: 371 _ 

Total visible supply !......-.--.-.--- 14, 063 9, 307 15, 965 31, 806 | 18, 500 | 

Consumers’ stocks 3.__._......------------ 17, 678 17, 851 21, 111 446,574 | 556,842 

Total stocks on hand........-------- 31, 741 27,158 | 637,076}  ° 78,380 6 75, 342 
. . - + - eseercneenseenr ngenp pP . 

1. As reported by Commodity Exchange, Inc. . | 

2 Estimated. 
: 

_ 8 As reported to the Bureau of Mines; does not include tin in process or secondary pig tin. 
4 Revised figures. . 
8 Includes 2.700 tons in transit in the United States and at other warehouses not contained in figures 

above for “‘at landings” and ‘‘in licensed warehouses.” - 

¢ Exclusive of Government purchases delivered. . 

Visible stocks of tin in the world and in the United States at end of each month, ° 
1925-29 (average) and 1937-41, in long tons} | 

| avery 1937 | 1988 1939 1940 141 
Month ft - 

World!| U. 8. World| U.S. |World!} U. 8. World! U.S. |World!| U. S. |World!] U.8. - 

January.._....| 18,912| 2, 986} 29, = 5,478| 30,493| 4,866] 39.100| 4,624| 35,5731 1, 749| 44,719] 9, 442 : 
February ......| 19,620] 3,027] 26,341| 4,956) 20,002] 5, 116| 40,035] 5,486) 33, 148) 2, 078| 44, 107) 7, 489 
March .........| 18,312} 2.803] 27,526; 5,731) 34,872! 4,458| 37,788} 5, 806| 32,339) 2,635) 39,971} 5, 195 = , 
April..........| 17,765| 2, 189| 27,168] 4, 741) 35,359, 4,447] 37,224) 3,385} 32, 149) 2, 964] 38, 788) 5, 016 

| May...........| 19,085| 2,384| 27,320) 5, 144/ 33,051] 3, 679) 33, 715| 3, 387] 30, 562| 3, 677) 40,777| 7, 205 = 
June... | 18,250} 2.390] 27,073] 4,810) 35,844] 4, 247| 30,039] 4, 388/31, 869] 5, 300} 38, 600| 2, 846° : 
July. _.........| 18, 164] 2, 675| 28,938] 6, 193] 39,119) 4,071] 29,615) 5,339) 38.736) 6,567| (2) | 5,864 
August........| 18,339] 2,450! 29,371] 5,850, 41,701] 5, 232) 26,338] 3.613) 38,040/ 6,583; (2) | 2,393 
September.____| 18,317| 2,425] 26,099] 3, 538| 40,544] 4, 573/ 31, 168) 3,413/ 39,450} 9,438) (2) | 1,767 
October._.......| 18,356] 2,899] 24,858/ 3,280] 38,945) 4, 500| 38,206] 3, 536) 40,631) 6,623} (2) | 1,127 
November.....| 19,058] 2,373] 26,176] 5, 285| 37,145] §, 060] 38,035| 3, 283} 40,046] 4,362) (2) | 2, 186 
December .....| 20,587] 2,277| 29,416| 6,385] 37,712] 5, 157| 38,280) 3,302) 44,678) 9,179] (?) | 3,500 : 

Average..| 18, 744| 2, 573| 27,449] 5, ug 36,149] 4,617] 34,962] 4, 130] 36,435} 5,096] (2) | 4,562 
| Oe eee 

1 Metal Statistics, 1942, pp. 417 and 419. In this table figures for world stocks, 1937-41, include carry-over 

in the Straits Settlements (on lighters and warrants) and carry-over at principal European smelters. — | 

21 Publication of statistics suspended due to war. 

WORLD ASPECTS OF TIN INDUSTRY 

WORLD MINE PRODUCTION 

World mine production of tin appears to have established a new | 

record in 1941 that exceeded the previous peak in 1940 by 3 percent. | 

Complete official statistics for 1941 are unavailable, but reasonably 

accurate estimates of totals for the year can be made from the data 

at hand. Production in the countries participating in the Inter- 

national Control.Scheme during 1941 was 4 percent higher than in
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| 1940, whereas that elsewhere was 7 percent lower. The output of the unrestricted producers comprised 10 percent of the total in 1941 com- . pared with-11 percei_t in 1940, 18 percent in 1939, and 11 pereent from 1925 to 1929. | | | | a | 7 Japan’s conquest has shifted the balance of world tin resources. : | - In 1938 the Allies controlled approximately 97 percent and the Axis Powers less than 3 percent. of world output, whereas countries under Axis domination in 1942 controlled 66 percent of the 1940 production and those controlled by or accessible to the United Nations 34 percent. : Production of tin in 1942 by sources controlled by and available to | | the United Nations has been tentatively estimated at 90,000 long tons, — | as follows: Bolivia, 45,000; Nigeria, 15,000; Belgian Congo, 19,000; ae United Kingdom, 2,500; Australia, 3,500; and others, 5,000 tons.!! , The estimate excludes China because of doubtful access over the Burma | , Road. | 7 ae oS 
: World mine production of tin (content of ore), 1925-29 (average) and 1937-41, by | | countries, in long tons . . a 

| . | {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | : | a a a aa eee ee oe ‘Country (averace) | 1987 | 1988 1939 140 | 1941 

Restricted production: | | . | | | | | - Belgian Congo..._.-...... 967 8, 084 8,820} 9, 668 12,302 | 1:14, 445 | | Bolivia ?_..2----2.222.-.-| 87, 169 25, 128 25, 484 27,211 | 37, 940 42, 199 ot Indochina. _._......-..__- 691 1, 577 1, 599 1, 470 2, 098 11, 430 . Malay States: 
Federated - --....-..-- - 54, 606 75, 117 41, 206 49, 525 . . Unfederated..___.___- 2, 206 2, 075 2, 041 1, 994 t 85, 384 178,000 — > | Straits Settlements_-__| — 25 72 114 206 -_ | . Netherlands Indies__..__- 33, 266 39, 133 27, 299 27, 755 43, 198 1 51, 000 Nigeria. .___......2.21.-- 8, 319 10, 782 8.977 9, 427 12, 012 1 15, 000 : Thailand (Siam)_..-_____- 8. 204 15,786 | 14,704 | 217, 395 17, 447 1 16, 250 

Total signatory . coun- . oe - a tries.--...----...--.-| 145,453 | 177,754 | 130,244] 144,576 | 210, 466 218, 324 
: | Unrestricted production: | . Argentina. _._..._...___. 32 1, 423 1, 886 1, 655 1, 481 921 Australia... .......-22222- 2, 830 3, 256 3, 329 3, 500 (3) (3) Burma. .-_._...-..-2222..- 2, 228 7, 472 7,100; 8 536 1 5, 500 (3) Cameroun, French.-----.{..........._| 231 242 255 (3) (3) | | China?. 7, 085 12, 871 11, 605 10, 422 6, 249 (3) | oo . Germany -..._..._-__..... 98 ~ 1100 1 300 1 300 (3) ~ (3) ‘ - Italy_..2. 22.2 ef. 131 271 229 (3) Q) Japan...--.- 222222222 625 2, 175 2, 186. 1 1, 700 (3) (3) | Mexico. ____..-22 22. 2] 373 249 289 345 | 212, — Morocco, French--_...__- 4 14 27 (3) (3) (3) Peru... ._--2.22-2222222-feeeeeeeee| 198 103 47 72 45 Portugal ¢._ 7-7 625 1, 095 1, 037 1, 486. 1, 721 2, 261 Portuguese East Africa... 5 6 4 4% 8 (3) Rhodesia: 

Northern...-.--.-...-|..22222-2-.- 5 3}... 8) (3) Southern --_.._...___- 15 139 267 451 (3) (3) Somaliland, Italian ...._..]....22.2.20-/00000 wane een eee 140 (3) (3) South-West Africa..._.__. 149 169 164 156 137 120 Spain.-_-_---- 2222 eee. 145 197 4 110 (3) 91] 550 Swaziland__...__._._____- 138 108 122 114 103 (3) ' Tanganyika--____._..._... 22 243 241 229 258 (3) Uganda_______-.___-___.- 98 361 399 346 (3) (3) Union of South Africa___- 1, 174 537 558 482 518 $ 398 United Kingdom 4________ 2, 658 1, 987 1, 999 1, 630 1, 560 1 1,600 United States.......---- 24 168 95 34 49 63 
Total nonsignatory — countries... 2.2.2.2. 17, 957 33, 164 32, 297 | 32,100 | 25, 100 23, 300 

| Grand total........-..........| 163,000 | 211, 000 | 163, 000 | 177, 000 | 236, 000 | 242, 000 
a nor Moatal Statin Sop . I 1 Estimates derived in part from American Bureau of Metal Statistics and Engineering and Mining ournal. 

2? Exports. . ; * Estimate included in the total. 4 Restricted production basis from 1934-36, inclusive. 
‘January to October, inclusive. 6 January to November, inclusive. 

. Tin, Future Tin Supplies: February 1942, p.1. , | .
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| - WORLD SMELTER PRODUCTION 

| The large tin-smelting plants of the Straits Settlements and those _ - 

_ of Netherlands Indies have been destroyed or put out of commission, . 

as they have fallen into enemy hands. Nevertheless, during the | 

greater part of 1941 these plants operated at a very high rate. The | 

smelter at Penang stopped accepting ore only shortly before December a 

19, when the island was captured by the Japanese. At Singapore, 

| smelting was slowed in December as shipments of concentrates from | | 

mines came to a standstill, and by the end of January 1942 1t was re- s- 

ported that only clean-up work was being done. It is understood 

that by the time Singapore surrendered all tin at Palau Brani where 

the plant was situated had been sent away. Presumably smelting : 

continued throughout the year on the island of Banka and did not 

cease until the early part of February 1942. Ores and concentrates | : 

| continued to flow to the United Kingdom from Nigeria and Bolivia. 

Smelter capacity has been expanded in the Belgian Congo. South | 

_. Africa has resumed smelting operations on a small scale, and in Canada 

a smelter of low capacity is under construction in British Columbia. | 

Progress was made in constructing the United States Government tin 3 

smelter at Texas City so that production of tin wag begun in April | oo 

1942, ae | - | | | : 

| World smelter production of tin, 1925-29 (average) and 1937-41, by countries, 
: an long tons? © | | | . 

: . {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer]}. . . 

Country! (averasey | 1937 1938 | 1930 | 1940 | (1941 | : 

Argentina. _...--.------------- oeeene gee 734 . 2,093 1, 080 ssi | 768 7 
Australia... .....------------- 2.952}. 2,907 | - 3,229 8, 300 @) f. 3 5, 000 ) 

Belgian Congo. .-------------|------------ 2, 313 2, 283 2, 124 7, 832 15,000 _ 

Belgium *_____....------------ 720 4 5, 500 4 6, 700 43, 100 (?) - (2) 

British Malaya. ----.----.----- § 88855 | 595,372 5 63, 746 581, 536 4126, 945 3 125, 000 

China. oT} #080} 1,100 | 11,200 | 10,850 | 22,992 | #10, 000 
Germany 7._....--------------| 3, 444. 2, 671. 3,000 | . 343,600 (?) (@) 

Italy.......----.--.-----------|------------ 75 . 271 - 229 @). (?) a 

Japan.....-------------------- 606 1, 850 1, 900 342,000: $1,800 - (2) 

Mexico... _-.----------------- (2) (7) (2) 90 116 | 159 To 

’ Netherlands. .-...------------ 8 1,000 326,600 | . 326,400} 214,600 2, 967 (2) - 

Netherlands Indies ®._.---..--- 14, 749 13, 757 7, 207 13, 941 22, 035 3 23, 000 

Norway... ..----------------- () 241 254 233; . () mn) 

Portugal......_...-----2------ eet 39 30 7381 1, 481 
Thailand (Siam).._----------- 13 | diy [eee] OO | @) 
United Kingdom 3............| 48,800] 33,800 | 36,200, = 37,400] ~—@) 40, 000 

165,000 | 197, 000 163, 500 174, 100 @) () | " 

1The Union of South Africa resumed smelting operations on a small seale in 1939; 143 long tons 

- were reported for the fiscal year ending July 31, 1941. . 

2 Data not available. 3 Estimated. . 

4 Yearbook of American Bureau of Metal Statistics. 
8 Exports plus difference between carry-over at end and beginning of year. 

¢ Exports. 7 Includes production of some secondary tin. 

8 Estimated production in 1929. 9 Average for 1926-27. . 

10 Average for 1926-28. 1! Less than 1 ton. Ls 

| INTERNATIONAL TIN CONTROL SCHEME 

With the close of 1941 the International Tin Control Scheme 

officially terminated. Although recommendation was made to 

extend it for another 5 years, the war with Japan prevented any 

reasonable chance for it to operate, and formal ratification by signa- 

tory countries has not been completed. The scheme was initiated
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. on March 1, 1931, for 3 years. Subsequently it was renewed for | 3 years, and again for 5 years to December 31, 1941. The object of the control scheme was to balance production and consumption and _ prevent rapid and severe oscillations of price by fixing quarterly a production quotas, based upon’ standard tonnages, according to — _ variations in price and stocks. To overcome the time lag which . prevented this from being done rapidly enough, so-called buffer 
stocks of tin were introduced. The first buffer stock, introduced July | | 10, 1934, and consisting of 8,282 tons, was profitably wound up at | | the end of 1935. The second stock of 15,000 tons was established © | July 1, 1938, and was liquidated the latter part of 1939. The scheme | oo also included provisions for research with a view to stimulating tin | consumption. The International Tin Research and Development 
Council was created with research facilities in England and later at a the Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, and with a statis- 

tical office at The Hague, Netherlands. In May 1940 the statistical . work was transferred to England following the German invasion of . the Netherlands. -Publication of the statistics ceased at the close — : of 1941 owing to the war in the Pacific. | | | | | The quarterly quotas during 1941 were set at 130 percent of standard vs tonnage; this would have permitted participants to mine a total of | 272,960 tons, virtually full capacity. Unfortunately, this fell short . | | of accomplishment by about 20 percent, and only two countries— | _ Netherlands Indies and Nigeria—could meet their full quotas. _ | The question of renewal of the control scheme was discussed during : 1941. At a meeting of the committee in M arch, it was announced that a recommendation for continuation of the agreement for a further period from January 1, 1942, had been sent to the signatory govern-— ments, subject to certain adjustments. Satisfactory progress was reported at the September meeting, when a preliminary new draft of was discussed. Revised standards calculated from actual outputs in the year ended June 30, 1941, were proposed and as announced at . the time totaled 231,000 long tons compared with 206,970 tons under : | the scheme then in effect. Quotas of all participants were raised except those of Bolivia and Thailand, which were lowered. French | Indochina was omitted from the list of countries participating. | After further discussion, standards for all countries except Thailand | were finally revised upward, and a new total was set at 251,400 tons. This was agreed to at a meeting of the committee in London Decem- : ber 1, 1941, and, although Thailand refused to accept, renewal for 5 years was nevertheless recommended. The. standard tonnages proposed for the new agreement were: : 
Old. New 

Belgian Congo_._-- 15, 035 20, 178 Bolivia__.-.- 2-22-2222 46, 027 46, 768 Malaya_-_-_.---2-_- 2 77, 335 95, 474 Netherlands East Indies__-__.-- 2-2 39, 055 55, 113 | Nigeria___..__---2_-_-_ 
10, 890 15, 367 : | Thailand___-_-_-222222 18,628 18° 500 

| 206,970 251, 400 
The standard tonnages agreed upon were based on exports from July 1, 1940, to June 30, 1941. The quota for the first quarter of 1942 was fixed at 105 percent, corresponding closely to the 130 percent
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of the standard tonnages under the expiring agreement. Owing to — 
the war in the Pacific, the agreement was not formally adopted. - , | 

Although the scheme has officially terminated, a framework of the | 
organization has been retained and will continue to function informally. — 

—_ -. WORLD CONSUMPTION | | 

Apparent world consumption of tin in 1941 is estimated to have | : 
totaled 175,000 long tons—about 3 percent above 1940. Details by 
countries are unavailable. Estimated 1942 requirements of U.S.5. R. | 
have been given as 15,000 tons and for the British Empire 35,000 tons, 
of which 25,000 would be for the United Kingdom and the remainder : 

/ for other components of the Empire. - | | | : 

Apparent tin consumption of the world, 1926-29 (average) and 1936-40, by countries, 
- in long tons! 

| Country Ao, | 1996 1987 1988 199 | 1408 | | 

| Belgium. ..--.--.--0--0-0----- 1, 231 1, 336 1,520 1,618 1,217} 900 | : 
 @anada......--------.--------| 2,346 2164| . 2,625 2 355 2; 601 3,000 
Czechoslovakia....-.---.-.--- 1, 513 1, 684 1, 731 1,560; #£@) | Q) 

~ France.......--........-.-----| 10,260 9,748 | 9,175 9, 049 8, 300 6, 000 . 
Germany ‘......--..----.-----| 12,444 9, 164 12,368 | 13,774] 13,000 10, 000 
India, British..........-.-----}. 2,704 2, 293 2, 505 2,494] - 3, 181 3, 500 
Italy......-.-..s.-.--2--------] 4,268 3, 928 3,601} 4,618 4,750 | 4,000 Co 

| Japan.........-..-.2..-------- 4, 506 6, 403 8,190}  10,963| 11,184] 12,500 
Netherlands. ......-----.------ 980 “1, 284 1, 470 - 1,400 1, 220 1, 000 
Poland. -.....-...-.-.-.------- 589 1, 322 1, 272 1, 819 (3) (?) 

Spain..........---.----------- 1,565| - 661 942 1,082}; = @) (3) | 
_ Bweden.........--.---2------- 1,373 | 1,692 1, 889 2; 883 2, 500 1,500 

Switzerland............-..---- 1, 742 1, 109 1, 100 1, 259 1, 101 ” 800 
United Kingdom: .......----- 21, 988 21, 860 25, 971 18, 290 27, 279 32, 000 
U.8.8. Ro... eee 3,791 9,664 | 25, 125 16,174}  10,000| © . 8,000 - 
United States......--..-......] 76,839 | 73,039 | 86, 663 50, 724 70, 460 76, 000 . 
Other countries....-.........-| 15,036 | 12,849 12, 863 11,438 | 51,816] @) | 

Oo 162,875 | 159,900] 199, 100 | 151,500 | 166,500} 169, 600 / 

| 1 As estimated by the Tin Research and Development Council. — . Oo 
2 Metal Bulletin.estimate based on figures of Research Institute. | Q 

_ & Estimate included in total. _ #Includes Austria; also the Saar, 1936-40. : 
§ Denmark and Norway only. Other countries included in total. : a 4 

| REVIEW BY COUNTRIES ae : 

Argentina.—Both mine and smelter output of tin in Argentina was a 
considerably less in 1941 than in 1940. According to Ross Field,!? up to 
1940 the Pirquetas lode mine had produced 6,399 metric tons of con- : 
centrates containing 1,742 tons of tin. The ore reserves, as of June | 
30,.1940, amounted to 72,978 dry tons with a tin content of 2,379 tons, | 
which at the present rate of production will last 2% years. The Pircas | 

_ Creek placer high-grade gravel is nearly worked out, and plans have 
been made to work lower-grade dirt, which will prolong the life of the Se 
placer at least 4 years, possibly longer. Annual consumption require- 
ments are estimated at 1,100 tons. There is an import duty of 0.27 
peso per kilogram of metallic tin. | 

Australia.—Some of the smaller mines in New South Wales experi- 
enced a difficult period in 1941 through prolonged drought. The 
Ardlethan tin field in New South Wales, which has been of consider- 

| able importance, appears to be reaching its final stages. Some tin- 

"12 Field, Ross, The Pirquetas Mine, a Tin-Silver Property in Argentina: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 142, . 
No. 7, July 1941, pp. 35-39.
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- mining companies hitherto operating in Malaya are searching for min- 
| ing properties in Australia. An increase in the price of tin in Australia | 
7 to £A371 a ton (a rise of £A51 a ton). was announced on April 30 by © 
7 _ the Commonwealth Economic Advisor to encourage increased produc- _ 

_ tion from low-grade deposits. It is proposed to establish a pool by 
| allocating £A10 a ton for developing low-grade ores. It has been 

estimated that Australia will produce 3,500 tons of tin in 1942, all of 
which, it is assumed, will be consumed loeally.8& | 

. Belgian Congo.—The production of tin in the Belgian Congo in 
ae 1941 exceeded that in 1940 by about 17 percent and almost equaled - 

, _ smelter capacity (which, according to latest pre-war statistics, was 
| 15,000 tons a year). Some appreciable expansion in output is antici- - 

pated during the first 6 months of 1942, as production was to be at the’ 
| _ rate of 105 percent of the 20,178 tons permissible annual figure pro- 
Po posed in the unratified control scheme. To increase output, all min- 

“ing companies have been placed under direct State control. There , 
: - are three important tin-producing areas—Katanga, Maniema, and 

| | Ruanda-Urundi. Tin concentrates are obtained from both lode and 
: * placer deposits. _The Geomines smelter at Manono treats custom ores 
a as well as company ores. The Symaf tin-mining concern was con- 

| sidering erecting a smelter at its property, but it is not known how far 
. this progressed. ; ee | | 

. Bohina—Owing to Japanese occupation of Malaya, Netherlands 
Be Indies, and Thailand, Bolivia is now the principal source of tin for the  =_— 
: United Nations. The tin content of ore exported from Bolivia in 1941 | 

was 42,199 long tons compared with 37,940 in 1940. Despite the 11- _ 
| percent increase, exports were 17,637 tons under the permissible | 
Z quota of 59,836 tons allowed under the control scheme. About 
: equal portions of the exports went to the United States (for treatment 

" _ by the new smelter at Texas City) and to Great Britain. Production 
| in 1941 was retarded by labor shortage and lack of railroad transporta- 

_ tion from mines to Pacific ports. A standard of 46,768 tons was pro- 
| posed for Bolivia under the new restriction scheme, which expired at 

| _ the end of 1941. Production for 1942 has been estimated at 45,000 
| _ tons of tin. Few new mines have been discovered recently, and old 

: mines are not being developed. The Director General of Mines of | 
; Bolivia has estimated 430,000 tons to be the total supply of tin available 
- | in Bolivia. Engineers of the United States Bureau of Miries have been. 

| _ studying the problem of accelerating output and improving the grade 
of concentrates produced. Most of the low-grade concentrates are 
shipped by small producers (the large producers include Patino, 
Hochschild, and Aramayo), who are without means for applying 
technical knowledge and modern methods to their mining operations. 
With proper development of their operations, the Director General of 

| Mines predicts that Bolivia should be able to produce about 70,000 
tons of tin annually. Recovery in the more efficient mills is 80 per- 
cent, while poorer mills obtain 50 percent or less and there are millions 
of tons of old tailings, mine dumps, and stope fillings assaying 0.6 
percent tin or better—in some cases as high as 2 percent. P. H. 
Reagan states ‘‘the recovery of this metal offers an opportunity for 
the metallurgists who can solve the problem.’ ! 

13 Tin (monthly bulletin of The Tin Producers’ Association), February 1942, p. 1. 
4 Reagan, P. H., Bolivia: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 142, No. 8, August 1941, pp. 156-157.
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oo Upon the basis of increases in cost of production, transportation, | - 

| and insurance, producers campaigned during 1941 for an increase in | 

the price paid them for tin ore. The outcome of this resulted in an | 

amendment to the agreement with Metals Reserve Co. on June 30, | 

1942, retroactive to January 1, 1942, changing the buying price from | 

48% cents f. o. b. U. S. ports to 60 cents f. 0. b. Chilean and Peruvian | 

ports and providing for acceptance of concentrates equivalent to a 

_ . 30,000 tons of fine tin a year, suppliable at the option of sellers, in | 

- gontrast to the 18,000 tons agreed to originally. Although Patino 

Mines and Enterprises Consolidated does not participate in the Metals — 

Reserve contract it will profit by this new arrangement. Under | 

provisions of a contract with the British Government, the company 

is entitled to receive settlement upon the basis of the Metals Reserve 

Co. buying price. oe oe | a 

British Malaya—On December 8 the Japanese invaded Malaya, : 

landing at Kota Bharu airdrome across from the Thailand border in 

the northern part of the peninsula. Thereafter tin-mining activities | 

- were disrupted and ceased entirely as fighting raged toward Singapore.. 

However, the rate of production at tin mines and smelters during the . 

: "year up to December had been about the same or slightly higher than 

in the previous year. The 1941 quota for Malaya under the Tin . 

Control Scheme was 100,536 long tons, but up to the end of November | 

only 745367 tons had been exported. As mine production virtually | 

7 ceased in-December, it has been assumed that total output in 1941 — | 

- was 78,000 tons or about 9 percent less than in 1940. Ores imported . 

for reduction at smelters in the Straits Settlements from sources other oo! 

than Malaya during the first 11 months of 1941 totaled 37,293 tons 

compared with 39,643 tons in the same period of 1940 and 45,576 tons - 

. ‘in allof 1940. During the first 10 months of 1941, the smelters shipped . 

| 108,855 tons of pig tin, which up to then had been exported at a 7 

| rate a little above that of the previous year. On December 6 stocks 

- of concentrates at Singapore and Penang are believed to have Oo 

~ amounted to the equivalent of 9,975 tons of fine tin, slightly more than 

| half of which was at Penang. Stocks of refined pig tin at Singapore | og 

. and Penang on July 31 totaled 3.430 tons, of which about 80 percent = = =—— 

was at Penang; these had been reduced somewhat, but.as of November | 

30, the carry-over in the Straits Settlements exceeded 2,700 tons, of | 

which about 75 percent was at Penang.” | 
“Strict censorship prevailed durimg the latter part of 1941, and 

publication of figures relating to mine output was prohibited; but 

reports indicated almost complete cessation ‘of mining operations 

toward the end of the year, owing to the Japanese invasion. Ship- 

ping difficulties also affected output, and enemy action caused the 

oss at sea of some mining equipment. With the advance of the 

Japanese army toward Singapore, shipments of concentrates from : 

the mines ceased. Smelting slowed so that by the end of January | 

1942 the Singapore smelter was doing clean-up work only. By the 

. time Singapore surrendered on February 15, 1942, all tin at Pulau 

Brani in Kepple Harbor where the smelter was situated had been 

| sent away. Reliable information on the condition of the smelter 

(which had been the largest in the world) is not available, but it 

may have been damaged when the harbor was bombed. The smelter | 

at George Town, Penang, stopped accepting ore only shortly before 

16 American Metal Market: Vol. 48, No. 249, December 30, 1941, p. 5.
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| the Japanese captured the island on December 19, so that it would 
- seem that some tin fell into the hands of the invaders. Although 

: there is no definite information on the quantity so acquired, reports 
_ have stated that 1,500 tons were awaiting shipment at the time, and 

| Japanese statements have indicated that some 1,300 tons were thus 
| obtained. It has not been definitely established whether the George . 

oo Town smelter was destroyed, although A. Strauss & Co., Ltd., of 
. London reported that it had been. The Japanese, however, have 

| claimed that the smelter and furnaces were intact when they seized 
| _ the island. The smelter at Butterworth (on the opposite shore of 

| the mainland) was put out of action, according to the British Under 
: Secretary of War.'® This smelter was only reopened in June 1940 | 

| after remaining closed for 9 years during which it served as an ore- | 
| buying establishment. Dredges and other mining equipment and 

- power plants were destroyed, however, as the British troops retired; | 
und as long as war continues it will be extremely difficult for the 
Japanese to re-equip these plants. Some authorities consider that 
5 years must elapse before complete recovery of output is possible.” 
_-. A Commission of Inquiry, appointed in September 1940 by the 

| High Commissioner to investigate the management of the Mines 
| Department of the Federated Malay States, disclosed corruption 

7 and bribery. A number of officers of the Mines Department have 
/ ‘been prosecuted, convicted, and given prison sentences. ~~ 

| _ Burma.—The property of Mawchi Mines, Ltd., 20 miles east of : 
, _ Toungoo, which is in territory occupied by the Japanese, is reported 
a to have been put out of commission for at least 18 months before | 
a the staff departed. or | : | 

| ° Canada.—No commercial ore bodies of cassiterite are known in 
oO : Canada. At present, however, tin is being produced from zinc tail- , 

: Ings at the Sullivan mine, British Columbia. Occurrences of tin have 
been found in New Brunswick, Northwest Territories, Ontario, 
Manitoba, Yukon, and Nova Scotia. Tin was separated from 
Sullivan lead-zinc ore some years ago in experimental work by the 

| Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada, Ltd. The company, | 
; which has continued these experiments from time to time, states in | 
a - its 1941 annual report that the tin concentration plant commenced 

operations on March 1, 1941, and functions very satisfactorily. The 
production of refined tin will commence in April 1942. The tin 

| content of the ore is so small that its recovery is of more academic 
than commercial importance. * * * A process has been de- 
veloped for the electric smelting of tin. According to H. R. Banks, 

| superintendent, Sullivan concentrator, “On the basis of present 
operation the Sullivan production will approach 500 tons of refined 
tin per year.’”’ ® The smelter is at Kimberley. 

| China.—No official records of Chinese tin output are available, | 
although this country has been an important producer for centuries. 
Records have been confined to exports, which have averaged 10,000 

- leng tons annually during recent years. The Minister of Economic 
Affairs of the Chinese National Government, Chungking, roughly | 

18 Mining Journal (London), Demolitions at Penang: Vol. 216, No. 5553, January 24, 1942, p. 43. 
7 Scott, E. Baliol, Tin in 1941; Mining Jour. (London), Ann. Review, No. 1942, April 11, 1942, p. 11. 
18 Mining Journal (London), Malaya: Vol. 215, No. 5548, December 20, 1941, p. 90. 
1# Banks, H. R., Tin‘at the Sullivan Concentratcr: Proc. Ann. Meeting, B. C. Division, Canadian Inst. 

ven acd Met, October 10, 1941, Canadian Min. and Met. Bull. 356, December 1941, Trans., vol. 44, 1941,
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. - estimates that 17,278 metric tons of tin were produced in 1940 in 
-. unoccupied China.” ee | : 

Nearly all the ore produced is smelted in China, although during 
the last 5 or 6 years small tonnages were being shipped to smelters in 

_ the Straits Settlements. Pig-tin imports have not been large, and. _ 
_._-very little is known about the quantity consumed. Since 1937 exports | 

have declined steadily. Tin is a Government monopoly, and exports | 
are controlled through the Yunnan Consolidated Tin Corporation and 
the National Resources Commission. The Government has been oe 
striving for an annual export of 15,000 tons of tin. Yunnan, Kwangsi, | 
and Hunan Provinces are the principal sources, the bulk of the output _ Oe 
coming from Yunnan. Estimates of production in Yunnan during — Os 
the first quarter of 1941 were 1,352 tons, with stocks of about 7,000 oo 

_» tons on hand. Approximately 2,400 tons of pig tin were shipped to | 
the United States via the Burma Road during the first 9 months of 

| 1941. | | : | 
A Chino-Russian barter agreement provides for repayment of , 

Russian credits with shipments of tin and other materials from 
China to Russia. The United States, through the Metals Reserve — } 
Co., has arranged to purchase wolframite, antimony, and tin from the a 
National Resources Commission of China to the total value of Oo 
$90,000,000, but no tin had been received by Metals Reserve Co. for 
stock-piling up to the end of 1941. | / | | | 

_ Germany.—There are no important tin mines in Europe, and Ger- | 
many formerly depended entirely on imports from the Far East and a 
Bolivia for her requirements. Germany is believed to have had large - 
stocks in 1938 and to have acquired additional stocks in the Nether- 
lands. -Substitutes have been developed for many uses, such as in the | | 
food-packing industries, and all available tin is reserved for highly a 
essential applications. Germany has been outstanding in the recla- j= | 
mation of scrap tin and other metals for many years. Substantial — oe 
amounts of cadmium, a substitute in some uses of tin, are produced 7 
in Germany and Poland. Despite these efforts to eke out a tin supply, | 

- some authorities assert that Germany is facing a critical tin shortage. - 
| According to Tin,” the official bulletin of the Tin Producers’ Associa- | 

tion— | | } 
Germany’s tin reserves must be fast diminishing. Her shipbuilding, aircraft 
building, and armaments program for 1939 and 1940, if it were as extensive as of 
neutral observers would have us believe, must have almost exhausted Germany’s 
reserves of tin. Whichever way one may approach the problem it becomes clearly 
evident that the tin shortage must be assuming alarming proportions in Germany. 
How long she can go on without tin, or whether she has successfully exploited a 
substitute are matters upon which it is naturally impossible to offer any concrete | 
facts. Submarines, ships, aircraft, tanks, guns—all these things are virtually 
impossible without tin. Germany cannot go on producing war weapons unless 
she gets stocks of tin. Is she getting those stocks? From all statistics and infor- 
mation available it would seem that she is not. In fact, it would appear that 
Germany is now facing a severe shortage of tin. If this is so it is almost certain 
that we shall once again see a deterioration in her aircraft production, in her 
shipbuilding program, and, what is more important, in her fire power, both in 
bombs and shells. Experts talk glibly of Germany’s shortage of oil and the effects 
of the food blockade, but the tin shortage may do more to sabotage Germany’s 
war effort than either of them. 

3% Smith, A. Viola, Minera] Resources, Production and Trade of China: Bureau of Mines, Foreign Min- 
erals Quarterly, vol. 4, No. 2, October 1941, p. 7. 

31 Tin, Tin and Germany’s War Effort: April 1941, p. 4. 
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a Italy —The tin resources of Italy are insignificant compared with 
requirements. It is reported that all tin-bearing equipment in public 

| bars and restaurants has been requisitioned by the Government. ss» 

| Japan.—On August 1, 1942, Japan possessed sources formerly sup- 

plying two-thirds of the world’s tin, as a result of military operations 

oe begun with its attack on Pearl Harbor, December 7, 1941. The annual | 

a demand for tin in Japan in peace time was about 4,400 tons, of which 

| 20 percent was supplied from its own mines and the remainder im- 7 

- ss ported... Japan is believed to have accumulated a stock pile of tin 

| -’ before hostilities began, but war needs have probably increased to 

12,000 to 15,000 tons a year, of which only about 5,000 tons can be 

: supplied by Japanese smelting facilities. Therefore, unless the smelt- 

ers in the Straits Settlements and Banka can be operated, Japan will 

- he somewhat handicapped until its own smelting capacity has been 

-. increased. Ample ore is available in Thailand and Indochina to meet 

a Japanese requirements: It has been reported that the refineries at . 

- Penang, Singapore, and Banka are to-be operated. by Mitsubishi | 

| Mining Co. and the Togo Mining Co. _ | ae | | 

| - Mexico.—The small quantity of tin produced annually in Mexico 

_— is obtained by native miners,. chiefly from scattered deposits. A 

: refinery of small capacity at San Luis Potosi produces pig tin, all of 

: | which is consumed in Mexico. Ores that cannot be treated in Mexico 
oF are sold for export. The Metals Reserve Co. has contracted for the 7 

| purchase of 3,630 tons of tin concentrates from Mexico. By Presi- 

oe dential decree, effective July 15, 1941, exportation of tin from Mexico 

"tg any non-American country is prohibited. Tin deposits of Mexico 

recently have been investigated by the United States Geological Survey. 

| | The problem of concentrating low-grade tin ores is being studied _ 
| with a view to establishing a central treating plant at Aguascalientes. 

| : Netherlands Indies.—The permissible export quota of Netherlands 

- Indies for 1941 was 50,772 long tons; up through November, 48,805 

7 tons had been exported and as additional quantities were doubtless | 

shipped during December the total for 1941 has been estimated at 

51,000 tons, or about 18 percent more than in 1941. Production and _ 

smelting operations presumably continued up to the end of January 

1942 or shortly before Japanese planes came over Banka on February 

3. Japanese troops landed on the west coast of Billiton on April , 

10, 1942, according to a broadcast from Tokyo. The smelters on 

. Banka were at Muntok, Pangkalpinang, and Belinjoe. It is believed 

the smelting plants were destroyed and all dredges with their ma- 

chinery sunk to prevent them from falling into Japanese hands. 

Ores imported into the United States from Netherlands Indies during 

the latter part of 1941 contained 6,220 tons of tin. The Billiton Co. 

and the Netherlands Government contracted with the Metals Reserve 

| Co. for the shipment of tin concentrates at the rate of about 2,500 

- tons (equivalent to 1,875 tons of refined tin) monthly, starting with 

July. Under the agreement Metals Reserve Co. was to acquire tin 

concentrates containing 20,000 tons of fine tin to be converted at the 

Texas City smelter upon the basis of 50 cents per pound, less smelting 

charges and penalties for impurities. : 
Nigeria.—Tin mining was greatly accelerated in Nigeria during 

1941; consequently, production no doubt reached an all-time peak. 

The output for the year is estimated at 15,000 long tons of tin. Ex- 

ports had exceeded 13,200 tons by October; statistics for November



| and December are not available. The 5-year contracts between 
Nigerian producers and English smelters expired during 1941. Owing 
to the war, new contracts were made for 1 year only at increased 
rates. The International Tin Committee proposed 15,367 tons as 
the standard for Nigeria in the new unratified 1942 restriction scheme, 7 

| with a permissible production quota of 105 percent thereof for the , 
first 6 months of 1942. Estimates indicate a total production of. 

| 15,000 tons in 1942. The provisions of the Lend-Lease Act have been : 
made available to mining companies of Nigeria to augment facilities vo 
for increasing output. . Nigeria is at present the chief source of supply | 
for. tin within the British Empire. _ Oo | 7 

Union of South Africa.—The Zaaiplaats Tin Mining Co., Transvaal, a 
which resumed operation of its small reverberatory furnace in 1939, _ a 
has expanded smelting facilities so.as to treat concentrates from North- © 
ern Rhodesia, Mozambique, and Swaziland. The output so far has / 

| not been large, but during the fiscal year ended July 31, 1941, the 
_ company produced 143 long tons of ingot. tin compared with 57 tons 

in the previous year. This establishment operated a smelter during ad 
the First World War and sold the metal locally, chiefly to South © 
African railway companies. During recent years, production in the. Ny 
Union of South Africa has averaged 900 tons of concentrates contain- 4 

| ing 54 percent to 68 percent metallic tin annually. a | . 
United Kingdom.—Tin consumption in 1941 amounted to 30,000 | a 

long tons compared with 29,225 tons in 1940. Every effort is being — - 
made to restrict consumption to 25,000 tons in 1942. Stocks of tin | 
in official warehouses on December 8, the last date information was = 
issued, were 6,517 tons. Deliveries of pig tin during the first 6 months 
of 1941 amounted to 5,366 tons. Imports of ore from Bolivia and | 
Nigeria apparently were higher than in 1940 and ore receipts for 

_ smelting probably were more than adequate to meet requirements. | . 
-. [In recent years smelter output has averaged 34,700 tons of tin an- . 

nually, and doubtless could be greatly expanded as production rose to ~ Oo, 
: 55,200 tons in 1929. The Cornwall mines produced 1,600 tons of tin, 

slightly more than in 1940. As part of a Government drive to increase 
production of Cornish tin, the Ministry of Supply has agreed to bear : 
all risks and costs necessary to increase output. The tin-mining in- 
dustry has received ‘essential works’ status so that workers can . 
neither be dismissed nor leave without plausible explanation, and. OC 

, working conditions are guaranteed. 4 
The London tin market has been closed since December 8, 1941. — | 

The Government has assumed control of tin prices, industrial stocks, 
international purchases, and sales. Tin and various alloys containing | 
tin require license for export. Acquisitions of tin, scrap, ore, con- | 
centrates, and residues are subject to license. On February 16, 1942, 
the price of grade A tin, delivered buyers’ premises, was fixed at £275 
a ton. | 

U.S. S. R.—Although tin deposits are known in several districts of | 
the Soviet Union, none appears to be capable of extensive develop- 
ment, and only small quantities of tin seem to have been produced : 
there. The Soviet tin demand is therefore accurately measured by 
its imports, and these indicate a remarkably rapid increase in con- 
sumption during recent years. Imports are not available beyond 
1937, but information gathered from the trade returns of exporting 
countries (Netherlands, Great Britain, Belgium, etc.) indicates that
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_ shipments to Russia during 1937 and 1938 averaged 20,650 tons a 

: year. Russia probably entered the war with a substantial reserve 

stock, but its active buying in August 1941 suggests that tin may have 

| become scarce at that time. Under a barter agreement with China, 

four Russian credits (since 1938 totaling between $200,000,000 and . 

- $250,000,000), with repayment in 5 to 10 years, have been made : 

- against shipments of tin and other materials from China to Russia. 
‘An Anglo-Soviet trade pact signed in Moscow on August 16 pro- 

| vided, among other things, for furnishing supplies of tin to Russia 

| by Great Britain. Soon thereafter Russia began buying Straits tin 

in the East and probably could obtain shipments totaling as much as 

| 9,000 tons. Additional quantities are believed to have been pur- 

chased for forward delivery, but it is not known whether British mer- | 

chants have been able to cover these commitments. | :
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| ARSENIC | | 

- SUMMARY | - 

Domestic production of white arsenic in 1941 exceeded all previous 
records and increased 30 percent over that of 1940. Consumption 
also reached a new peak and exceeded that of 1940 by 28 percent. — 

. Demand for white arsenic was so great that producers’ stocks neared __ 
| exhaustion in the fall of 1941. A shortage of arsenic is forecast for | 

1943 unless production facilities are expanded because of the increased a 
insecticide, military, and other requirements in 1942 and 1943. On | oe 

| May 22, 1942, arsenic was put under allocation control. Quotations - 
_ on domestic white arsenic advanced from 3} cents to 4 cents a pound a 

in August 1941. ; | | | 

Salient statistics for arsenic in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 1988-41 So 

. 1925-29 
(average) 1938 . 1939 1940 1941 | 

WHITE ARSENIC | 

Domestic sale®: ! | 
Crude--_....-------------------.-short tons__| — 2, 364 9, 428 17, 070 16, 688 28,661. 
Refined. _.....--.-.---2---.-.-..---.--do._-- 10, 035 3, 732 5,369 | ~=—- 6, 651 6, 123 

Imports for consumption............-.....do.--. 10,769 | 14,2388] 14,674 9, 929 27,578 
Apparent consumption 3__..._...--.......do-... (4) 25, 098 33, 913 31, 668 8 40, 442 
Average value for domestic sales: ! . | 

Crude.__............----...cents per pound... 2. 69 1.40} 1.00 1.10 | 1.47 
Refined. .-.-.-..----------------------d0....| 3.7 1.73 1. 42 1.47 2. 24 

OTHER ARSENICALS . 

Imports for consumption: 
‘Metallic arsenic. _.__.-...-.........pounds_. 208, 672 16, 868 39, 197 13, 228 2 2, 240 
Sulfide (orpiment and realgar) . _--.-..do-_-_.. 575, 506 | 241,602 | 656,498 | 220, 445 2 11,025 
Arsenic acid (H3AsQ,)_._.......-...--do._-. 14, 692 55 210 j_.--.-----]-----------2 
Calcium arsenate..............--.-..--d0__-. 1,452 | 400,000 {1,627,193 | 432,785 | 2 1, 230, 960 
Lead arsenate. ....................-.-.do__-. 62,133 |...-.-.-..] 11,557 |___.-- 2]. 
Sheep dip..........-.-.-.-._...----...d0__-. 135,928 | 168,932 | 306,900 | 341, 556 2 264, 200 
Paris green and london purple .--..-.do_--- 4,402 | 103, 556 45, 823 25, 603 2 4,000 
Sodium arsenate. ....-....... .-..-...do__-. 82, 105 11, 881 7,482 |_..-..----]...-------.6 

Exports: 
Calcium arsenate .._......-...-----..-do_...| 7 2, 159, 168 |5, 242, 882 16, 731, 103 14, 879,391 | 2 2, 675, 007 
Lead arsenate._--..-....--------------d0_...} 7 1, 328, 828 |1, 021, 345 |1, 712, 583 |2, 900, 250 | 23, 749, 115 

' Includes sales by domestic producers for export. 
2 Figures cover 9 months only; data for last quarter of the year are confidential. 
3 Adjusted for exports by domestic producers. 
4 Complete data not available. 
5 Actual consumption. . 
6 10,467 pounds in 1925 and 200 pounds in 1929; no imports from 1926 to 1928, inclusive. 
7 Average for 1928-29; exports of calcium arsenate and lead arsenate not separately recorded by the De- 

partment of Commerce prior to 1928. 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines ,from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 781
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a World, production of new arsenic, which probably set a record, was _ 

- substantially controlled by the Allies, but because it controlled the 
| output and stocks in Sweden, plus its own production, the Axis had 

the greatest supplies available. | | | | 

Se PRODUCTION | 

- Domestic smelters and refineries operated their roasting and sub- 
liming facilities at virtually maximum capacity in 1941 to produce oO 

- 32.481 short tons of white arsenic. Producers of marketable arsenic 
included the American Smelting & Refining Co., Anaconda Copper 

| Mining Co., and U. S. Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. which derived 
their product from baghouse and Cottrell dust, speiss, and accumu- | 

| lated smelter-refinery byproduct residues. Of the production, 83 . 
percent consisted of crude (black) arsenic and 17 percent of refined 

| arsenic. 7 | BS 

Crude and refined white arsenic produced, and sold by producers in the United States, — 

. _ Crude . Refined : | Total | 

Year Produc-|- Sales - Produc- "Bales Produc-| —-Sales | 

oF | a ou Short : ons) Short = tons). | Short : 

, , 1937............--..| 9,986 | 10,903 {$290, 733 6, 878 6, 733 {$250,822 | 16,814 | 17,636 | $541, 555 

1938........-.------| 12, 619 9, 428 | 264, 004 4, 066 3, 732 | 129,018 | 16,685 | 13,160 | 393,022 
1939_....._-...>....| 17,499 | 17,070 | 343,000 4, 842 5, 369 | 152,500 | 22,341 | 22,439 | 495, 500 

. 1940................| 18,244 | 16,688 | 365, 700 6, 742 6, 651 | 195,600 | 24,983 | 23,339 | 561,300 
1941__.-..---.------ 26, 843 28, 661 | 844, 793 5, 638 6, 123 | 274,527 | 32,481 | 34, 784 |1, 119, 320 . 

| 1 Partly estimated. : - | oo 

Production, as reported by the Bureau of Mines, is measured after 
| the low-grade flue dusts containing 20 to 60 percent As,O; are sub- 

jected to a roasting or preliminary refining process. This crude 
arsenic usually contains 93 to 98+ percent As,O3. Most of the crude 
arsenic and a small quantity of better-grade arsenic obtained in cer- 

| tain parts of smelter flue systems are marketed without further 
. refining. Some crude arsenic is refined further. Bureau of Mines 

| statistics on refined arsenic include only products containing 99 
percent or more As,Q;. The arsenic reported as a refined product is 
not duplicated in the crude arsenic statistics. 

It is anticipated that the record 1941 output will be duplicated in 
1942. All accumulated arsenic residues in the United States, how- 
ever, were consumed in 1940 and 1941, and producers will depend 
largely on current accelerated byproduct recoveries. The American 
Smelting & Refining Co. has some surplus stock of residue available 
at San Luis Potosi, Mexico, and is treating it at its El Paso (Tex.) 
plant. Getchell Mine, Inc., Red House, Nev., installed a Cottrell 
electrical precipitator unit, two 260- by 7%-foot rotary kilns, and 
other equipment in 1941 and will become a new producer in 1942, | 
recovering the arsenic by roasting gold ore (which contains arsenopy- 
rite, orpiment, and realgar) before cyanidation.? In 1941 the com- 

2 Wise, Fred, Roasting Improves Gold Recovery at Getchell Mine: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 28, No. 4, 
April 1942, pp. 48-51.
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. pany produced a substantial quantity of crude arsenic and made a. 
few small trial shipments of the low-grade material. 

: Although smelter-refinery facilities have been extended, require- 8 
- ments in 1942 are expected to be much greater than future byproduct | 

production, and it appears that present producing facilities must be _ 
substantially expanded. Arsenical ore reserves of the Western States 
are abundant. In World WarI, when a shortage of arsenic developed 

“owing partly to war conditions but mainly to the demand amon | 
farmers who had been instructed regarding the merits of arsenical | 
insecticides, several new enterprises were started in the West. A sub- | 

| stantial quantity of arsenic was produced from an operation at Gold : 
| Hill, Utah. The Jardine Mining Co., Jardine, Mont:, which ceased 

byproduct arsenic production at its gold-mining property in 1936, still 
| possesses its arsenic recovery equipment and has arsenic values in its 

gold-tungsten ore. | 7 | oo | | 
The Anaconda Copper Mining Co. continued to be the sole domestic 

| producer of metallic arsenic in. 1941 and. increased its output 25 , 
percent over that in 1940. The Rare Metal Products Co., Belleville, 
_N.J., as before, was the only domestic producer of commercial arsenic | 
sulfides. | oe | oe | | 

| CONSUMPTION 7 : | | 

Data on actual consumption in 1941 were obtained by the Bureau 
_ of Mines in a special consumer survey conducted at the request of | 

the War Production Board. Results of the survey are being with-| | 
| held at the request of the War agencies. _ 7 Co 

| In 1941 calcium arsenate was used chiefly to combat the cotton , 
boll-weevil, leaf-worm, and boll-worm infestations in the South, where 
the situation became so serious that a local shortage of calcium ar- | 
senate developed for a time during the summer. Lead arsenate was — 

a employed largely as a spray on apple and pear trees, to exterminate oo 
codling and gypsy moths, and to treat soil in the East in destroyi | 

| the Japanese-beetle grub. The carry-over of calcium and ead 
| arsenate in the hands of suppliers at the end of 1941 was approxi- | 

mately 4,300,000 and 11,250,000 pounds, respectively, compared with 
- about 25,000,000. and 10,000,000 pounds at the close of the 1940 

season. Total consumption of calcium and lead arsenate in 1942 is | 
: estimated at 45,000,000 and 60,000,000 pounds, respectively. Heavy | | 

boll-weevil infestation in the Southeastern Cotton States is predicted 
where a heavy demand is anticipated for calcium arsenate and molasses 
as a poison mixture. Other arsenical insecticides were used in 1941 - 

| chiefly on truck farms. Federal and State agencies employed con- 
siderably less arsenic in fighting grasshoppers, Mormon crickets, and 
white-fringed beetles in 1941 than in previous years, although Congress 
appropriated $2,225,000 to the Bureau of Entomology and Plant 
Quarantine for the control of destructive pests. The Department of 
Agriculture reports that. in 1941 these agencies consumed 210,000 
gallons of liquid sodium arsenite for grasshopper bait (75,000 gallons 
estimated for 1942), 151,000 pounds of calcium arsenate for mole 
crickets in Florida, and 378,658 pounds of calcium arsenate and 54,232 

, gallons of liquid sodium arsenite in destroying white-fringed beetles 
(351,500 pounds and 25,000 gallons estimated for 1942). Sodium 
fluosilicate largely replaced sodium arsenite to combat grasshoppers
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_ and Mormon crickets and will replace calcium arsenate in fighting the | 
| | mole cricket in 1942. - Oo Be eB 

- There was a tendency in 1941 to substitute arsenic for other poison- - 
ous insecticide and rodent constituents because of the difficulty in 
procuring squill, thallium sulfate, and rotenone (derived from im- _ 

_ ported derris, cube, and barbasco roots). Loss of the Netherlands . 
| ' _Indies and Malaya to Japan cut off a big part of the supply of rotenone- | 

a bearing roots, and on April 14, 1942, Conservation Order M-133 
limited the use of rotenone poison, which now must come from Latin 

| America. Pyrethrum, however, offers a satisfactory substitute for 
‘some insecticidal uses, it is available from Africa, and the flower can 
be grown in the United States. The use of sodium arsenite as a weed 

| killer rose in 1941 because of the shortage of sodium chlorate and the 
| _ghift of labor from weed control to more essential work. 7 

Restrictions on the use of tin in cans resulted in the manufacture 
of more glass containers in 1941, the production of which is expected 

| to greatly increase in 1942 and 1943. Not only does arsenic go into 
| : the manufacture of glass containers but also into the making of heat- 

resisting oven and top-of-stove glassware, electric light bulbs, optical — 
glass lenses, bottles, building, plate, scientific, flat, and other machine 

7 and handmade glassware. It is said that the use of arsenic is not 
- absolutely essential as a decolorizer, opacifier, and refining agent for 

: most glass, but the procurement of some substitute materials probably 
will be difficult. Arsenic consumed by the glass industry in 1941 is 
estimated to have advanced about 40 percent over that in 1940. 
_Arsenical compounds were used in the treatment of syphilis and other © 
diseases in 1941. There was a marked increase in the sale of arsenic 
medicinal compounds, chiefly the arsphenamines. A large part of 

| this increased demand went to meet requirements of the armed | 
services, Lend-Lease, and exports. White arsenic was consumed m _ 

| the manufacture of arsenic acid used in the preparation of insecticides, | 
| dyes, and other products. Arsenic wood preservative paste and 

| arsenic in other forms were employed in preserving telephone and 
fence posts, Celotex cane-fiber insulating board, railroad ties, mine 

| timber, piles, etc. White arsenic and metallic arsenic (made from 
white arsenic) had limited metallurgical applications in the manufac- 
ture of antimonial lead and lead anodes and as a flux or alloying | 

| element in copper, brass, white bearing metal, and other alloys. 
Miscellaneous uses for white arsenic included antifouling paint for 
ship bottoms (in place of mercury) and the purification of producer 
gas by the Thylox method. | 

In view of the tremendously increased insecticide, glass, military, 
and Lend-Lease requirements, it was considered prudent to begin 
conserving domestic supplies of arsenic, and on May 22, 1942, it 
was placed under allocation control by General Preference Order 
M-152. No producer or distributor of arsenic can make delivery to 
any person unless he has received specific authorization from the 
Director of Industry Operations, who controls the quantity of arsenic. | 
that a supplier can deliver to any person and the purpose for which 
it may be used. On July 11, 1942, an amendment to the order 
covered the procedure by which small consumers could place purchase 
orders for arsenic. The use of arsenic probably will be greatly 
restricted in glass, weed killer, and certain insecticides.
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On May 18, 1942, the Office of Price Administration issued a oe 
maximum price regulation (No. 144) on all household and agricultural | : 

| insecticides (seasonal commodities). On October 1, 1941, the United | 
States Department of Agriculture revised the Insecticide Act of 1910 . 
providing for proper labeling, declaration of imports, and inspection 
of insecticides and fungicides. | 

The Public Health Service reported that manufacturers and dis- 

tributors sold 18,211,074 doses of arsenical drugs for treatment of 
syphilis in 1941 compared with only 13,371,490 in 1940. The 5-day 7 
arsenic drip method for treatment of incipient cases of syphilis was 

_ used in hospitals in Chicago, where an active campaign was waged 
against venereal disease. | - 

Oo PRICES | 

Eastern quotations on domestic refined white arsenic, packed in 
barrels, carlots, rose from 3% to 4 cents a pound in August 1941. 
Less than carlot deliveries advanced from 4% to 4% cents. Phe actual 

| average selling value for domestic sales in 1941 was only 1.47 cents a 
pound for crude and 2.24 cents for refined arsenic—an increase of 34 ° 
and 52 percent, respectively, over that in 1940. Despite the limited | 

supply of white arsenic, quotations on arsenical compounds were 
affected only slightly in 1941. Minimum prices for calcium arsenate | 

- remained unchanged at 6% cents a pound during 1941, although there : 
was a slight upward tendency in August, and in February 1942 the | - 
price advanced to 7 cents. Some sellers reduced prices on lead _ | 
arsenate from 9% cents to 9 cents in January 1941, but later in May 

| and August quotations ranged at higher levels. No quotations were | 

published on arsenic metal, and it is assumed that the nominal price 
remained at about 75 cents a pound. | 

ss Range of quotations on arsenic and tts compounds at New York (or delivered in East), — oe 

: - 1940-41, in cents per pound } | ne 

a 
an | | 1940. 1941 | 

Arsenic metal, lump, caseS.._........---------------- 2 eo ee en een eee eee eee (3) (?) 
White arsenic (As203), domestic, kegs, carlots.......------------------------]  _3.00- 3. 50 3. 50- 4.00 . 

Red arsenic (As2S2), imported, caseS_.........-.------------------+----------| 17. 50-18. 00 (3) 

Calcium arsenate, wholesale, drums, carlots..-.......------------------------| 6. 00- 7.25 6. 50- 7. 50 
Lead arsenate, wholesale, drums, carlots............-.-----------+-----------| 8. 50-11.00 | © 9.00-11. 00 

Sodium arsenate, wholesale, drums-_..__..-.......--------------------------|  7.00- 8.00 7.00- 8.00 

Sodium arsenite, dry, works, drums{ nye 7-77] a edo | bas 80 

1 As reported by Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. . 
3 Not quoted. - 

: FOREIGN TRADE : 

Compared with imports of white arsenic during the first 9 months of 
1940 (8,665 tons), imports of white arsenic decreased 13 percent during 
the 1941 period. Of the 1941 imports, Mexico supplied 88 percent, | 

Canada 9 percent, and Japan 3 percent. Unofficial export data ob- 
tained from private sources show that 2,154 tons of white arsenic were 
shipped abroad in 1941 compared with 1,600 tons in 1940. 

Data on the foreign trade in arsenical compounds during the first | 
9 months of 1941 are given in the table on salient statistics. There 
was a substantial drop in imports of all arsenical compounds except | 
calcium arsenate, which increased. Metallic arsenic was imported
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oo - from the United Kingdom, arsenic sulfide from France, calcium arse- | 
| nate from Canada, sheep dip. from the United Kingdom, and paris 

green and london purple from the United Kingdom. Exports of 
an calcium and lead arsenate went chiefly to former countries of des- 

| tination. ae , | 

oo White arsenic imported for consumption in the United States, 1937—41, by countries 
me 

| 987 1938 1989 1940 - (Jan Sept, 
_ Country a rn 

: : ‘tons, | Value | $POr* | vaiue | Short | vatue | Short | vaiue | Short | vetue 

Belgium...........|| 708 |$20,373 | 565 /$16,100 | 323 |$10,008| 15 | $1,182 |.......|.. : Canada............| 599 | 48,896 | — 689 | 20,854 471 | 24760 | 339 | 18,016 | 707 | $42, 101 _ France.........----| 828 | 18,838 | 1,176.| 30,843 | 2,200 | 50,224} 1,654 | 25,709 |... |. Germany -_...-.--- 7} -663 112 |. 5,656 () Adee ‘Japan..-.........-| 798 | 37,380 | — 482 | 17,199 | ‘963 | 30,070 | 224'| 10,307 | 193 | 10,668 Mexico......-----..| 11, 500 |556,097 | 8, 422 /415, 180 | 8,124 137,568 | 7,520 |303,413 | 6,678 | 375,246 | a Norway............|--...---]_---..--|----.---|.-..----]--------|------_-|- 1 187 |...---.-]------.- . © Sweden..-......-.- 4,816 |138,617 | 2,792 | 93,197 | 2,593 | 69, 304 176 | 4,156 |... 2. srrcrtot 

| | 19, 256 |820, 864 | 14, 238 [608,029 | 14,674 |562,037 | 9,929 /453,030 | 7,578 | 428,015 | 

~ 1 Less than 1 ton. . | 7 an | 
: 7 TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS : oe 

m - Recovery of arsenious oxide in relatively pure form from metal- _ 
a lurgical dusts is claimed by Archibald in United States Patent | 

2,257,710, which comprises a froth-flotation treatment involving the 
| use of a water and kerosene reagent. Patent 2,257,746 relates to a : 

process for electrolytically oxidizing a water soluble arsenite to the _ 
| corresponding arsenate, and Patent 2,263,594 concerns the manufac- 

_ ture of cupric meta-arsenite by. treating white arsenic and copper with 
an ammonium chloride solution. By proper control of composition | 

: and conditions, iron oxide and tin oxide ores can be dearsenized before | 
reduction begins.? A new lead-base bearing alloy developed contains 
3 percent arsenic which has, at elevated temperatures, the tensile 

| strength and Brinell hardness equal to tin-base alloys and in general, 
| properties superior to the lead-base and tin-base bearing alloys now ~ 

In use. : 
| WORLD PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION / : 

Tremendous war demands for nonferrous metals in 1941 greatly — 
increased smelter and refinery byproduct production of arsenic. It 
is not unreasonable to believe that world production of marketable 
white arsenic exceeded 80,000 tons. Output Increased 39 percent in | 
Mexico, 30 percent in the United States, and 11 percent in Brazil, the 
only countries on which official data are available. | ) 

Inasmuch as Sweden is virtually under Axis domination, Germany 
has available the world’s largest source of arsenic—the mines and 
storage silos of Bolidens Cruv A.-B. The large concrete storage silos 

| at Roénnskar were extended in 1934 to hold 250,000 tons of arsenic, 
and in 1939 additional storage capacity was added. Germany, | 

| France, Greece, Belgium, Italy, Japan, Portugal, and Hungary also 
are producers of arsenic. 

3 Klirding, Josef (Dearsenizing Oxide Ores): Archiv Eisenhiitten. (Germany), vol. 14, 1941, pp. 473-476. , ‘ Phillips, A. J., Smith, A. A., and Beck, P. A., The Properties of Certain Lead-Bearing Alloys: Am. Soc. Test. Materials, vol. 41, 1941 (preprint, 8 pp.).
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a World production of white arsenic, 1936-41, by countries, in metric tons ! Sn 

| | | LO (Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | | 

Country! 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1930 | 1940 | 19041 on 

Australia: | | . | 
New South Wales_-__........-.-_.-.-- 124 }-.72----- fee (2) (2) (2) 
Western Australia....................| 3,526] 2,087] 4,063| . 1,439] 3,385] (3) 

Belgium-Luxemburg (exports)_........-.- 2, 731 3, 039 2, 706 3, 332 (3) (3) 
Brazil_...-..-.-.-2.----2--e--2-2ss eee 732 717 519 713 | 1,088 1, 203 
Canada....-...--------------------------- 619 - 630 987 790 950 ¢)) 
China___....-..22222- 2-22 eee eee} 8) (2) (3) Q@) 800 (3) 
Chosen 2222227 TTIIITIIITIIIITIITIN 230 |.....--.--} (2) (2) (2) (3) 

| France___......_--..---------------------- 9, 750 6, 501 (2) @) |; @Q) (2) 
Germany (exports) ._-..-..-.------------- 2, 739 2, 852 2, 845 (2) (2) (3) . 
Greece... - 2 eee eee eee ee 85} 284 77 113 (2) 4 
Hungary..............--222-2------ eee] eee ee 100 (?) (2) (2) ) os 
Italy...0 000 00072TTTITTIITTITIIITIY IT s10| 2) On @) 

. Japan. _... eee eee ee 2, 629 (2) (2) (2) (2) 3) . 
Mexico..._..--..-...2..2sssssssseseewe-| 8 5271 10,762 | 8,894 | . 7,063] 9,268] 12,844 
Portugal.........-...-2---..------------ - 150 112 1 (2) (2) (2) 
Rumania. ._._--.2 fee ee 6 3 (?) (3) Q@) 
Southern Rhodesia. _..........-.-..------|----------|---------- 19 |--.-------| ©) - (2) 
Sweden (sales)4____._......-.._---.------- 8, 647 (2) (2) (?) QQ) (2) a 
United Kingdom_.....-........----..---- 155 97 66 (2) (2) pF  (2) 
United States....-... 02-0202. .-.-2-.------- 13, 952 15, 253 15, 186 20, 267 22, 664 | 29, 466 . 

55,700} (2) | ~@) ® () () | 

| ! Arsenic is also believed to be produced in Czechoslovakia, Iran, Peru, Turkey, ard U. 8.8. R. Pro- 
duction figures are not available for these countries. . 

2 Data not available. _ : 
3 Data not available. Estimate included in total. 
* Arsenic content of ores mined is as fqllows: 1936, 23,312 tons; 1937, 20,954 tons; 1938, 21,480 tons; data not 

| available for later years. | a , | 

_ Argentina.—Mexico has replaced Sweden as the source of 1,000 to | 
| * 1,200 tons of white arsenic required annually for sheep dip and the 

. treatment of hides and skins. In addition, about 9,000 tons of ready- 
| made sheep dip are imported annually. oe 

_ Brazil—Of 1,203-metric tons of arsenic produced in 1941, the SAo 
7 _ Joao D’el Rey Gold Mining Co. contributed 1,110 tons, Companhia 

Minas da Passagem 88, and Companhia Brasileira de Mineragéo 5. 7 
The Companhia Minas da Passagem discontinued production during | 
the year. Arsenic may be produced at another property, the Sao 

_. Bento mine.. The importation of lead arsenate (for cotton crop) is | 7 
understood to have been very heavy in 1941. 

Bolivia—Calcium arsenate is expected to be recovered as a by- ~ 
product in the processing of Bolivian tin ores by the Tainton smelting 
process. oo oo 

Canada.—Canadian output of arsenic probably was increased 
substantially in 1941 by the Deloro Smelting & Refining Co., Ltd., | 
which formerly produced at the rate of about 1,000 tons annually 
from silver-cobalt-arsenic ores of Cobalt, Ontario. Arsenic residue | 

_ stock-piled for several years by the O’Brien and Beattie ® gold mines : 
was marketed, and a contract was let for all future output. Demand 

| reached the point where gold-bearing arsenopyrite ores of the Little 
Long Lac, Hard Rock, MacLeod-Cockshutt, and other mines 1n 
Ontario and Quebec and of the Bralorne and Hedley mines in British 
Columbia were being considered for their arsenic values. 

Chile—Estimated annual arsenical requirements are 250 tons of —_ 
lead arsenate, 50 tons of calcium arsenate, and some white arsenic 
for sheep dip. 

| 6 Archibald, S. R., Martin, S. J..and Koenen, A. T., Roasting of Beattie Concentrate: Trans. Canadian . 
wnst. Min. and Met., vol. 42, 1939, pp. 608-631.
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-—-_-China.—In 1940 China produced an estimated 800 metric tons of 
ar white arsenic and 400 tons of realgar, of which 46.8 tons and 35.7 ~ 

oe tons, respectively, were exported. ee : 
Mevico.—Arsenic roasting and subliming plants at San Luis Potosi 

and Torreén operated near peak capacity in 1941. Of 12,590 metric 
tons of arsenic exported in 1941, 10,101 tons were destined to the 
United States, 1,706 to the United Kingdom, 532 to Argentina, and — 
251 to the Union of South Africa. : CO | 

; Peru.—Calcium arsenate was imported from the United States to 
combat the cotton boll weevil, and some arsenic was received for the | 
preparation of sheep dip. The Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation — - 
has accumulated substantial quantities of arsenical residue and is 
considering the production of white arsenic. | Oo 

7 _ Spain.—Arsenic and manufactured arsenical compounds, hitherto 
- more economically available from other countries, are being produced 

. in Spain. The Fabrica de Arsenico, Mineras de Arsenico, and the 
| - Sociedad Industrias Arsenicales Reunidas are mining and treating ~ 

mispickel ore from 13 pocket deposits in the northwestern part of 
Spain. The ore contains 25 to 34 percent arsenic and is mined solely _ 
for its arsenic content.® | | | | 

United Kingdom—Metallic arsenic is marketed by the Metallo 
| Refining Co. Ltd., and it enjoys a steady demand at £325 per long 

| ton. -EKarly in 1942 an association of importer-distributors wasformed 
2 _ to handle all sales of foreign white arsenic, which was quoted at £40 
. per ton, 99-++ percent As,O3, for lots of 20 tons or over, delivered. 

Early in 1941 and in the summer of the year quotations for refined ~ 
white, in warehouse, were only £30 and £33 10s. per ton. 

| Uruguay—Annual white arsenic consumption totals approxi-— 
mately 1,000 tons—for cattle and sheep dip, insecticides, and weed | 
killer—which are distributed by the Institute of Industrial Chemistry 
and Department of Agriculture. —_ 

a : BISMUTH 7 

| | _ SUMMARY | , 

Although the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish domestic 
statistics on production it can be reported that the bismuth output in 
1941 surpassed the record output of 1940, largely owing to the treat- 
ment of some accumulated rich bismuth residues. Apparent con- 
sumption increased about 100 percent over that in 1940. Army and 
Navy medical units and South American countries increased their 
purchases of pharmaceuticals containing bismuth, and the aircraft, 
munitions, machine-tool, building, and other industries consumed 
much larger quantities of bismuth alloy. Despite the slight increase _ 
in production and the doubling of consumption, domestic stocks rose 
substantially owing to increased receipts of foreign bismuth. During 
the first 9 months of 1941, imports more than doubled, and exports 
declined compared with the same period of 1940. The Peruvian 
Trade Agreement, effective July 29, 1942, halved the import duty on 
bismuth. Nominal quotations on bismuth remained steady at $1.25 
a pound. There was some variance in price of certain bismuth 
compounds. 

* Cortell, P., Arsenic in Spain: Ion (Madrid), October 1941; abs. Ghem. Trade Jour. (London), vol. 110, 
February 6, 1942,.pp. 145-146.
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World production “of bismuth totaled an estimated 3,000,000 
pounds in 1941, of which the bulk was under control of the Allies. 

a oe PRODUCTION - . 

Treatment of some accumulated rich bismuth residues offset an 
| apparent tendency to relax full recovery of bismuth from lead because _ 

of the scarcity of magnesium (essential for one lead-debismuthization - 
process) and. of the willingness of consumers of lead in their anxiety | 

| to secure the metal to tolerate a relatively higher percentage of bis- 
muth, which discouraged maximum refinement. The Anaconda 
Copper Mining Co., American Smelting & Refining Co., and U.S. | 
Smelting, Refining & Mining Co. continued to be the sole domestic 
producers. Their production included metal recovered from Mexican . 
Jead bullion and from ores imported for smelting and refining from 
South America, Central America, Australia, and Canada. The Cerro | 

: de Pasco Copper Corporation imported large quantities of bismuth and | 
bismuth-lead alloy from Peru to supply the increasing industrial and © 
pharmaceutical demand. | - , - 

CONSUMPTION | : | 

The demand for bismuth doubled in 1941 owing to a great rise in ae 
industrial and metallurgical requirements and a slight increase in a 

| pharmaceutical applications. It is estimated that 60 percent of the | | 
‘metal was used in pharmaceutical and 40 percent in metallurgical or 

, industrial uses. The industrial demand for bismuth is expected to 
‘continue to grow owing to use of the metal as a substitute for tin in . 
solders and to old and new metallurgical uses that the war has greatly | 
expanded. Possibly the industrial or alloy consumption will overtake , 
the pharmaceutical and medicinal use in 1942. Heretofore, as much _ 
as 85 to 90 percent of all the bismuth consumed was for medicinal and : - 

cosmetic preparations, including various indigestion remedies and | 
toilet powders. Bismuth compounds also are used in treating wounds _ | 
and venereal diseases, and in 1941 the Army, Navy, and Red Cross | 

_ reported a substantial growth in demand for bismuth pharmaceuticals. 
- The Department of Agriculture began experiments in 1941 to 
replace lead compounds with bismuth subsalicylate in a fungicide 
spray, which may develop into a sizable use for the metal. The 
spray is expected to be effective in the treatment of tobacco, potato, 

| and other plant mildew diseases. 
The unique characteristics of metallic bismuth—its expansion in 

passing from the liquid to the solid state, its low melting point, and 
its nonshrinking properties when alloyed with certain other metals— 

| are responsible for the greatly extended use of the metal in industry 
and metallurgy. The Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation, largest 
supplier of bismuth alloys, has as its principal commercial alloys : 
“Cerrobend’”’. (50 percent Bi.),? ‘“Cerrobase”’ (55.5 percent Bi.), 
“Cerromatrix’” (48 percent Bi.), ““Cerrosafe” (42.5 percent Bi.), and 
“Cerrodent’’ (38 percent Bi.). In addition, there are several other 
combinations of bismuth, lead, tin, cadmium, antimony, or mercury 
containing 33 to 56 percent bismuth. The Federated Metals Division 
of the American Smelting & Refining Co. began to produce a series of 

? Curtis, T. M., and Groehn, Harvey G., Cerrobend Tools for National Defense: Modern Industria! 

Press, November 1941. 
Curtis, T. M., Cerrobend Trim Racks and Spotting Fixtures: Tooi Engineer, December 1940. 
How to Bend Tubes and Sections: Iron Age, vol. 146, No. 19, Nov. 7, 1940, pp. 52-53.
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ce new ST solders containing 3 to 5 percent bismuth early in 1942,8 °° 
. use that is expected: to become very important. Bismuth reduces the 

. | tin required. Furthermore, the new solders have properties compara- 
ble with the conventional lead-tin and lead-silver solders. A new. — 
wiping solder containing 0.5 percent bismuth and 25 percent tin also 

- was placed on the market, and more bismuth was used in babbitt 
alloys. Additions of tin and bismuth to lead-silver alloys also con- 
stitute a very acceptable substitute for high-tin solders in many 

| - instances.2. The addition of 0.1 to 0.5 percent bismuth in free- | 
_ machining stainless steels results in a remarkable and useful increase 

in machinability with no detriment to, and in some cases an improve- 
| _ ment in, the corrosion resistance.? Bismuth is expected to replace 

selenium here as the addition agent. Bismuth also is reported to | 
) increase the machinability of brasses.° 7 oo, - 

Of the principal metallurgical uses for bismuth during 1941, it is 
oO estimated that 24 percent went into the bending of thin-walled alu- | 

_ Minum-alloy aircraft oil and gas tubing and steel sections and for | 
trim racks and spotting fixtures in the aircraft and automobile indus- 

, try; 24 percent into solder and bearing metal; 18 percent into the 
Oo manufacture of free-cutting aluminum alloys and miscellaneous pattern 

work; 13. percent into fusible metal for automatic sprinklers, safety 
valves, and other protective devices; and 21 percent into various other ) 
uses such as anchoring bearing bushings on machine tools, sealing of 

os tanks, mounting airplane propellers during machining, setting or , 
a anchoring dies, punches, and other parts, and electroforming and 

oS electroplating. ee | , | Se : 
| ae PRICES _ 

| _ Throughout 1941 New York quotations on bismuth metal remained — 
unchanged at $1.25 a pound, tonlots, according to the Engineering 

_ and Mining Journal Metal and Mineral Markets. According to the 
| ~ Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter in May 1941 the price of bismuth , 

. subcarbonate (fiber drums) decreased from $1.73 to $1.50 a pound and 
bismuth subgallate from $1.68 to $1.40 a pound, whereas prices for _ 
bismuth subnitrate and subsalycilate remained steady during the 
year at $1.48 and $2.50 a pound, respectively. 

| : FOREIGN TRADE | 

| Imports of bismuth metal during the first 9 months of 1941 (all 
from Peru) increased 143 percent compared with those received during 
the same period in 1940 (81,479 pounds). Receipts of compounds, 
mixtures, and salts of bismuth were insignificant. Imports not valued 
chiefly for lead during the first 9 months of 1941 totaled 747,757 
pounds, of which 400,528 pounds comprised metals other than lead. 

_ This classification included shipments from Peru and the United 
Kingdom. Of the 708,873 pounds from Peru, only 315,785 were 
lead; probably the remainder was chiefly bismuth. A new trade 
agreement with Peru, effective July 29, 1942, reduces the import duty 
on bismuth metal from 7% to 3% percent ad valorem. According to a 
_ * Turkus, S., and Smith, A. A., Jr., Low-Tin Solders Containing Silver and Bismuth: Metals and Alloys, 
vol. 15, No. 3, March 1942, pp. 412-413. 

* Pray, H., Peoples, R.S., and Fink, F. W., Addition of Bismuth for Producing Free-Machining Stainless 
Steels: Proc. Am. Soc. Test. Materials, vol. 41, 1941, Pp. 646-655. 

10 Price, W. B., and Bailey, R. W., Bismuth--Its Effect on the Hot-Working and Cold-Working Proper- 
ties of ae and. Alpha-Beta Brasses: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., Tech. Pub. 1441, Metals Technol.,
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~ ruling of the Bureau of the Customs, United States Treasury, mixtures 

of two or more elements, such as lead, bismuth, etc., and bismuth- | 

lead eutectic alloy are dutiable as a combination of chemical elements 7 

not specifically provided for at the rate of 25 percent ad valorem. 

| Bismuth and “compounds, mixtures, and salts of bismuth” imported for consumption 
| an the United States, 1937-41 7 | 

nnn STENOSES USTDIIT Tn nn Et 

| Bismuth | Compounds-mirtares, 
| Year nn (SNE OE 

| | |. Pounds Value | Pounds Value | 

: 1987.2. eeeeeeeee-| 67,225 | $54,007 3, 145 $9, 117. 
1988___........-...---------------- ee eee eee eee 92, 298 74, 583 2, 004 3, 387 

1939__._.-.-....- 22 ene eee eee ee 182, 832 154, 339° 297 649 

1940.__......-. 2 ee eee eee eee 123, 880 118, 260 4 31 

. 1941 (Jan.—Sept.) ........-.--.-----------------------3-- 198, 162 198, 259 15 53 . 

en DO I 

“WORLD PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION _ 

It is estimated that world production of bismuth in 1941 totaled : 

- approximately 3,000,000 pounds, of which the United States, Peru, 
| Mexico, and Canada supplied the greater part. Other producing 

countries were. Bolivia, Spain, Japan, China, Yugoslavia, Sweden, 
Argentina, Belgium, U. S. S. R., Australia, France, the Union of 
South Africa, and Germany. — | a 

North America.—Mexico produced 215,989 pounds of bismuth in 
1941 (408,810 in 1940) and placed an export embargo on bismuth to 

| all countries except the United States and Latin American nations | 

having a satisfactory system of export control. Canadian production | 

of bismuth is not available but is supplied largely by the Consolidated | 
Mining & Smelting Co., Trail, British Columbia, and the Deloro _ 

Smelting & Refining Co. Ltd , Deloro, Ontario. - | 

| South America.—Production of bismuth in Peru (by the Cerro de 

Pasco Copper Corporation) in 1941 is reported " to have comprised 
723,367 pounds of refined bismuth in bars and 422,977 pounds in bars 
bit refined (bismuth-lead bullion). Output in 1942 is expected to 
increase substantially over that in 1941. Exports.m 1941 totaled . 

747,369 pounds of metal containing 729,730 pounds of bismuth and 
809,096 pounds of bismuth-lead bullion containing 421,083 pounds of 
bismuth. Bolivia exported 49,833 pounds of bismuth in concentrates 
in 1941, of which the Compagnie Aramayo de Mines en Bolivio ac- 
counted for 15,825 pounds, Fabulosa Consolidated Co. 15,985 pounds, 
and numerous small operators selling to Banco Minero de Bolivio — 
18,023 pounds. Production of bismuth in Bolivia could be greatly 
increased at its tin, tungsten, gold, and bismuth mines but only at 

| considerable cost. Bolivia exported 138,891 pounds of concentrates 
and ores in 1941 containing 50,706 pounds of bismuth (41,230 in 1940). : 

A plant was established in San Luis, Argentina, in 1941 to recover 
bismuth metal from the Los Condores scheelite ore. Bismuth was 
recovered as a byproduct in the Sao Jose de Brejauvg region of Ferros, — 

Minas Gerais, Brazil, in the mining of beryl and aquamarine. From 
0.3 to 3.0 percent bismuth occurs in the copper ores of the Pedra 
Branca region, Paraibo and Rio Grande do Norte, and also in Mariana, 
Itabirito, and Bomfim, Minas Gerais, and in Iguape, Séo Paulo. 

1! Foreign Commerce Weekly, vol. 7, No. 1, April 11, 1942, p. 20.
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Hurope.—Unlimited_ customs licenses were issued in the United 
| States to the British Purchasing Commission in 1941 authorizing the — 

, exportation to certain British areas of bismuth metal and alloys; 
bismuth matte, slimes, and residues; and bismuth salts and com- 
pounds. In the United Kingdom bismuth metal was quoted at 6s, 3d. 
per pound and for 35 percent ore about £110 to £125 perlongton,c.i.f. 

| Africa, Asia, and Australia.—China produced an estimated 40,000 
pounds of bismuth in 1940. Co
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ne ‘SUMMARY ae | 

_. . Events in 1941 forecast that an unprecedented quantity of mag- __ - 
nesium would be required for military purposes—for the production 
of aircraft and incendiary bombs. The War Production Board rec- 
ommended that magnesium production in the United States be ex- 

tended more than 90 times that of 1939—-to approximately 610,000,000 | 

pounds.. In 1941 the production of primary magnesium totaled 7 

32,589,052 pounds—160 percent more than in 1940 (12,521,726 

pounds) and 386 percent more than in 1939 (6,700,122 pounds). The , - 

1941 output was greater than the combined output of the previous , 

4 years. The Dow Chemical Co., an outstanding factor in the mag- 
nesium industry since its inception in this country in 1915, was joined ~ 

by a second producer (for the first time since 1927)—the Permanente 
Metals Corporation. Dow continued to be by far the principal | 

producer, employing its usuel process involving the electrolysis of 

fused 85-percent magnesium chloride derived from Michigan under- 

ground brine-and, for the first time, from Texas seawater. Perma- 
nente recovered its metal by the new, carbo-electrothermic process, 
using magnesia from California sea water and Nevada magnesite as 

itsraw materials. eo . 

Salient statistics of the magnesium industry in the United States, 1989-41 | 

. : : | 1939 _ 1940 1941 

Production of primary magnesium......--..----------pounds- - 6,700,122 | 12, 521, 726 32, 589, 052 - 

Quoted price per pound !...-...-----------------------cents-- 27.0 27.0 22. 5 

Imports. ...._.....-.-------------------------------- pounds. - 76 |......--------|-------------- 

Exports. 2.0 o.osorrr onto seerencceesecessslsssssz.---40..2-] 24,200,000 |", 718, 444 | 33, 098, 424 
World production (estimated). ...----------------short tons-- 34, 100 49, 500 - 85, 500 

— ee O0(0 0 OO 

; Lowest nominal price (New York) for primary metal ingot 99.8 percent pure, carlots. 

3 Mopuesiurn metal in primary form; in addition, metal was exported in other forms (86,070 pounds) and 

in powder (33,383 pounds) during last 6 months of 1941. 

40TTTO—-49—- 49 743 

| | |
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; Domestic consumption of primary and secondary magnesium in 
1941 totaled 29,346,600 pounds compared with 11,531,000 pounds in 
1940. Demand for the metal was much greater than the supply, and 
to meet military requirements mandatory priorities were invoked on 
Magnesium March 3, 1941. Of the primary magnesium shipped or 

| used in 1941, approximately 57 percent went into the production of — 
| magnesium-base alloys, virtually all for structural products; 19 | 

percent into other alloys, chiefly aluminum; 6 percent into magnesium 
_ products, chiefly nonstructural; 14 percent for export account; and 

4 percent into other uses. No magnesium was imported, but more 
than 3,000,000 pounds were exported. Despite an extraordinary 
demand for the metal, the market price on 99.8-percent magnesium 

aoe ingot, carlots, was reduced May 1, 1941, from 27 cents to 22.5 cents a 
| ound. | a | | | 

. . World magnesium output reached a new peak in 1941, and Germany 
| ‘Yemained the outstanding producer. Whereas the Axis controlled 

_ about 60 percent of the world production during 1941, it is anticipated 
that in 1942 and 1943 the United Nations will greatly outstrip the | 
Axis in magnesium output. | BS 

| | — PRODUCTION . an 

| Primary magnestum.—Domestic production of primary magnesium __ 
. in 1941 totaled 32,589,052 pounds, an advance of 160 percent over _ 

, - the 12,521,726-pound output of 1940. Primary magnesium shipped 
| or used (sales) totaled 31,056,947 pounds. Although the Dow 
i Chemical Co. produced most of the output, the Permanente Metals 

| Corporation contributed a part. Dow placed two entirely new 
_  18,000,000-pound units in operation on the Texas seacoast and 

expanded annual capacity at its Michigan plant to 18,000,000 pounds. — 
Permanente, the first of 10 new producing companies, started opera- 
tions in the fall of 1941 with a unit rated at 8,000,000 pounds annual 
capacity. | | | 

Output of the United States is expected to exceed 125,000,000 
pounds in 1942 and may reach the goal of 610,000,000 pounds in 1943. 
The first expansion program announced June 13, 1941, by the Office 
of Production Management, stated that tremendously increased air- 
craft and military requirements made it necessary to extend: annual 
productive capacity to approximately 400,000,000 pounds. Soon 
thereafter, the Dow Chemical Co., Permanente Metals Corporation, 
Basic Magnesium, Inc., Diamond Magnesium Co., Mathieson Alkali 
Works, Inc., and International Minerals & Chemicals Corporation 
(Union Potash) began laying plans for constructing these additional 

| production facilities. By February 1942, however, military needs 
ad risen to a point where a second magnesium-expansion program had 

to be scheduled, increasing annual capacity to approximately 725,- 
000,000 pounds." This goal was later reduced to 610,000,000 pounds. 

' The following table shows the total projected magnesium program, 
which, when completed, will make the Government owner of 86 per- 
cent of all the domestic magnesium-producing capacity. | 

1 Wilson, Philip D., Enlarging Magnesium Output a Hundredfold: Min. and Met., vol. 23, No. 424, 
April 1942, pp. 201-204.
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Projected magnesium-producing capacity of the United States in 1943, in millions | | 
7 | | of pounds | | 

| = oe Rated magnesium : 
- - . capacity 

Operating company and plant location Magnesium ~~ Process SE 
, I Company | Government 

| 2 | SO | owned owned 

Dow Chemical Co.: . oe : | 

Midland, Mich. -...-.---.-.-..--.-- Underground . Dow electrolytic..| = 1.18 | --..------.-. 
rine. : . 

Freeport, Tex__...........----.--.-| Sea water.........|-----d0_....-.------ 118 18 
Dow Magnesium Corporation: . 

Marysville, Mich._._-..............| Underground |.....d0.....-...--.-|----------- 72 
brine (and dolo- 

, | mite). fo | | 
Velasco, Tex_._...-.......-.-------| Sea water. ........|-----d0......--..-.-]----------- 72 

Permanente Metals Corporation: . _ . 
. Permanente, Calif. (and Moss |.....do..........-..| Carbo-electro- | 248 |_....--.----- 

Landing, Calif.). _ thermic. . 
Manteca, Calif.__...............-..| Dolomite. _....._..| Ferrosilicon..-.--.|..--------- 20 

Mathieson Alkali Works, Inc.: Lake | Dolomite (and al- | Dow electrolytic. -|--.-.------- . 54 
Charles, La. - kali liquors). . 

Diamond Magnestum Co.: Painesville, depron and [odo Leeeeeeeeee , 36 
10. , , 

International Minerals & Chemicals | Langbeinite and |.....d0_-.----------|-------=---|000 |. 24 
_ Corporation, Austin, Tex. (and dolomite. | SO 

Carlsbad, N. Mex.). — a | So 
Basic Magnesium, Inc.: Las Vegas, | Magnesite .....-..| Magnesium Elek- |.....----.- 112 

Nev. (and Gabbs, Nev.). tron electrolytic. | | 
New England Lime Co.: Canaan, | Dolomite._........| Ferrosilicon.---..-|----------- 10 

Conn. 

Ford Motor Co.: Dearborn, Mich_.-.}.--..do._....---.-..|-.---dO---..--222---]-----2----- 49 . 

Electro Metallurgical Co.: Spokane, |.....do......-----.-|-----O_..---------.|-----------| 8 . 

Ameo Magnesium Co.:. . Wingdale, w--2-GO. 122-2222 - 2 |=. -- dO. 22-2 eee =] e+ 22 10 

National Lead Co.: Luckey, Ohio.-..| ....do...-.---... | ----0..2.22222222-|---------- 10 - 
. Lo i eee eee | creer NS 

Total capacity....-..-.-.-------- ceceeeeossscneeeees|setcseseeeeeeoneseey 84 526 

| ! Small part British-financed. oo, - 
3 Partly Reconstruction Finance Corporation-financed, and capacity expected to be reduced. 

| ~The Dow Chemical Co. has developed its process involving elec- 7 
trolysis of fused 85-percent magnesium chloride (MgCl,.H,O) since 
1916. At Midland, Mich., bromine and the sodium and calcium | 
salts in underground brine are first removed by evaporation, filtration, 
and fractional crystallization; chlorine is added during the process, 
and the purified magnesium chloride solution remaining 1s concen- 
trated further by crystallization to yield MgCl..6H,O (hexahydrate). 
The hexahydrate is partly dried and fed to specially designed, rec- 
tangular, cast-steel cells, where the fused magnesium chloride, with 
some added sodium chloride, is electrolyzed. The metal deposited 
at the cathode collects on the surface of the electrolyte, from which 
it is removed at intervals. In addition to high-purity metal, the cell 
produces byproduct dilute hydrochloric acid and chlorine. Early in | 
1941 Dow developed an underground brine field near Ludington, 
Mich., where wells have penetrated magnesium chloride brines richer 
than those near Midland at a 2,800-foot depth. This brine, containing 
about 10 percent MgCl, will be concentrated and shipped to Marys- 
ville, Mich., where it will be enriched with dolomite, converted to 
hexahydrate, and treated electrolytically. Some of the Ludington 
brine was shipped by railroad tank cars to Midland during the first 
part of 1942. At Freeport and Velasco, Tex., Dow adds milk of lime 
to sea water and precipitates magnesium hydroxide, which is thick- 
ened, filtered, and treated with hydrochloric acid to produce
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-MgCl,.6H,0.? This is made almost anhydrous and electrolyzed in the 
; same manner as at Midland. In the interest of the war effort, the 

_ Dow Chemical Co. offered (through the Office of Production Manage- 
ment and the Defense Plant Corporation) its process and technique 
to the Diamond Alkali Corporation and the International Minerals & 
Chemicals Corporation. The Dow Magnesium Corporation was formed 

| _ to operate the Velasco and Marysville plants for the Defense Plant 
Corporation. _ a _ 

The Mathieson Alkali Works, Inc., developed jointly with the staff 
of the Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. (Trail, B. C.) a special 
type of electrolytic cell which is reported to be advantageous at present 
in that almost 3 pounds of concentrated chlorine gas are produced 

_ for each pound of magnesium metal made and a slight saving in 
| electric current is indicated. Mathieson will treat waste calcium _ 

chloride solution from its Solvay process with calcined dolomite and 
| | carbon dioxide to produce magnesium chloride solution and byproduct __ 

7 calcium carbonate. The calcium carbonate precipitate is filtered off — 
and the magnesium chloride solution purified, evaporated, and de- 
hydrated enough for electrolysis. The operation makes possible the | 
economic disposal of huge quantities of calcium chloride resulting from 

) | the ammonia-soda process for sodium carbonate production and the | 
use of low-cost dolomite. > Ce 

| The Diamond Magnesium Co. not only takes. advantage of the 
a fact that dolomite, a double carbonate of lime and magnesia, can 

| supply the lime needed for its Solvay ammonia-soda process but; in 
| conjunction with some of the process waste liquors, the magnesia — 

| yields a cheap magnesium chloride. Some of Diamond’s cell feed will 
e derived from waste liquors, and some will be produced by direct 

treatment of calcined dolomite with hydrochloric acid. Hydrated _ 
dolomite will be treated with the chloride waste liquors to produce. 
magnesium hydroxide and calcium chloride, which will be carbonated 
‘with kiln gases. The calcium carbonate is precipitated and the mag- 
nesium chloride obtained is made almost anhydrous. The regular 
Dow type of cell will be employed in the electrolysis. | | 
Magnesium will be produced by the International Minerals & 

Chemicals Corporation (at Austin, Tex.) primarily from magnesium 
chloride derived as a byproduct in the base exchange of langbeinite 

| (K,SO,.2MgSO,) and sylvite (KCl) solutions (which average about 
17 percent MgCl.) in the production of sulfate of potash by its sub- 
sidiary, the Union Potash & Chemical Co., at Carlsbad, N. Mex. 

| Part of the cell feed, however, will be derived from hydrated dolomite, 
carbonated with kiln gases, and treated with hydrochloric acid pro- 
duced as a byproduct from the Dow-type electrolytic cell. Heretofore 

, the company wasted substantial quantities of the magnesium chloride 
solution at Carlsbad. _ 

Basic Magnesium, Inc., will employ another magnesium chloride 
electrolytic process, which differs:from that of Dow’s primarily in | 
that it employs a completely anhydrous feed instead of an almost 
anhydrous magnesium chloride. The so-called M. E. L. method was 
developed in Germany by I. G. Farbenindustrie, A. G., and later 

? Murphy, Walter J., Magnesium from the Sea: Chem. Ind., vol. 49. No. 6, November 1941, Pp. 618-628. 
Kirkpatrick, Sidney D., Magnesium from the Sea: Chem. and-Met. Eng., vol. 48, No. 11, November 1941, 

Priefer, D. H., Magnesium from the Sea: Am. Chem. Soc. (News Ed.), vol. 19, No. 21, November 10, 1941, pp. 1189-1193. :
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| was used by Magnesium Elektron, Ltd., at Clifton Junction, England, 
after. which the Nevada plant is modeled. A tremendous quantity 
of magnesite must be quarried and concentrated by flotation for 
this huge plant. Plans are to quarry the magnesite * and transport 
the beneficiated raw material from Gabbs, Nye County, northeast of 
Luning, Nev., to Las Vegas, over 300 miles away. Raw magnesite 
and magnesium oxide sinter (from Herreshoff roasters) will be ground | 
and briquetted with coke and British Columbia peat moss to make 
a spongy, porous mass, which will be roasted.and treated with chlorine © Oc . 
gas to produce anhydrous magnesium chloride. The chlorine gas 
will be derived partly from gases evolved from the magnesium cells 
and partly from the electrolysis of sodium chloride. - 

| -The Permanente Metals Corporation will employ two different 
processes to produce magnesium—the direct carbo-electrothermic and 
the ferrosilicon reduction methods... Development of the carbo- 
thermal process has been largely credited to Fritz J. Hansgirg, an 
Austrian scientist, who designed. and installed the initial unit at 
Permanente, Calif.t| The method involves many difficult problems, 
primarily because it is based upon a chemical reaction easily reversible a 
and requires the maintenance of a reducing or inert environment 
throughout to prevent reoxidation. Operations of the plant have 
been retarded by explosions and fires resulting from the difficulties of 

| controlling temperatures and vacuums, which is so highly essential. ce 
Briefly, the Hansgirg process consists in mixing coke and calcined 
magnesia and heating the mixture in an electric arc furnace at about : 
2,100° C. and then suddenly “‘shock-cooling”’ the resultant vaporized 
metal at about 200° C. with natural gas. The finely divided .mag- | 

- nesium or powder, separated from the gas by Cottrell precipitators, 1s 
contaminated with carbon, magnesium. oxide, and other impurities 
and must. be redistilled.. It is mixed with oil and the doughy mixture | 
redistilled in special furnaces, the oil and then the magnesium being 
vaporized. High-purity magnesium crystals are recovered from the 

| top of the furnace. In 1941 Permanente employed magnesium oxide 
obtained from sea water and Nevada magnesite by the Westvaco 
Chlorine Products Co. at Newark, Calif., as its raw material. Early 
in 1942 the company abandoned its original plan to rely upon Nevada 
magnesite and began constructing its own sea-water magnesia plant 
at| Moss Landing, Calif. By the summer of 1942, two carbothermal 

- units had been completed, but neither unit had yet approached its _ 
rated capacity. | | 

| The ferrosilicon process was largely adopted for the second mag- | 
nesium expansion program. Work thereon was pioneered by Dr. 
L. M. Pidgeon of the Canadian National Research Council,® the Ford. 
Motor Co., and the Electro Metallurgical Co. Its adoption was 
recommended by the National Academy of Sciences. The process | 
involves briquetting high-grade dead-burned dolomite and pulverized 

| ferrosilicon (75-percent grade) and heating in a horizontal or vertical 
furnace or some other form of retort equipped with a condenser unit. 

3 Hewett, D. F., Callaghan, E., Moore. B. N., Nolan, T. B., Rubey, W. W., and Schaller, W. T., 
Mineral Resources of the Region Around Boulder Dam: Geol. Survey Bull. 871, 1936, pp. 142-143. 

4 Kirkpatrick, Sidney D., Magnesium by the Hansgirg Process: Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 48, No. 9, 
September 1941, pp. 91-94. 

* Breyer, Frank A., Pidgeon Ferrosilicon Process for Magnesium: Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 49, No. 4, 

AR nets, nS ii. Magnesium from Dolemite by Ferrosilicon Reduction: Chem. and Eng. News, vol. 20, 
No. 6, March 25, 1942, p. 369.
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Reduction takes place under high vacuum at about 1,150° C., and 
the vaporized magnesium is condensed as a metal of high purity in the 
water-cooled section of the retort. Any fuel (such as gas, oil, or 

_ electricity) that will give uniform heat at constant temperature can : 
be used. It is reported that a pressure of less than one-tenth milli- _ 

| “meter should be maintained in the furnace. The charge is heated 
with the particular equipment selected long enough to vaporize most 

| of the magnesium in the dolomite. Residue remaining in the retort 
| after heating consists chiefly of dicalcium silicate, calcium oxide, and 

_—-- some Magnesium oxide and. ferrosilicon. Approximately 1 pound of 
_ ferrosilicon and 12 pounds of dolomite are required to produce 1 pound 

8 of magnesium metal. Attention was drawn to the process because it _ 
| Yequires a minimum of electric power (chiefly that used in production 

of ferrosilicon), it utilizes dolomite (which is very abundant), and a 
- _ plant can be erected in a relatively short time. The process, how- 

oO ever, necessitates substantial expansion of ferrosilicon production 
/ | capacity and the use of a large quantity of critical nichrome steel for 

| manufacture of theretorts. = | ne os 
7 _ The Ford Motor Co., Electro Metallurgical Co., Permanente 

Metals Corporation, New England Lime Co., Amco Magnesium Co. | 
| (American Metals Co.), and National Lead Co. will construct mag- | 

nesium plants using the ferrosilicon process; some of them will start 
_ operation by the summer or early fall of.1942. Ferrosilicon will be 
_ supplied by other concerns, except for the Electro Metallurgical Co., 

oe which is constructing its own 48,000,000-pound ferrosilicon plant 
near Spokane. — Se oe an oo | 
Dolomite for the various magnesium plants probably will be 

| obtained by Ford and Dow from Qhio and Michigan, by Mathieson 
from Burnet County, Tex., by Permanente from deposits near Salinas, 
Monterey County, Calif., and by the other companies from deposits | 
relatively near their plants. | : — 

Other companies, raw materials,’ and processes ®* were considered - 
in connection with the production of magnesium, but the program 
to date has not permitted their inelusion. Olivine, dunite, and ser- 
pentine have been considered as raw materials for the production of 
magnesium, and processes receiving attention have included ferro- 
silicon, thermal, and hydrochloric acid processes.? The Defense Plant 
Corporation allocated funds for drilling and testing cafnallite-sylvite 
beds in the vicinity of Thompsons, Grand County, Utah (in connec- 
tion with Utah Magnesium Corporation) and of magnesium chloride 
brines near Gail, Borden County, Tex: (by Ozark Chemical Co.). 
The Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines cooperated in these 
drilling programs, as well as in the investigation of magnesite, dolo- 
mite, brucite, brines, and other magnesium-bearing raw materials, 

| particularly in the western United States. 

‘Colby, Shirley F., Occurrences and Uses of Dolomite in the United States: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 
7192, November 1941, 21 pp. 

7 Franke, Herbert A., Our Magnesium Resources: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 8, August 1941, pp. 
16-22. The Future Sources of Magnesium: Pres. at Ind. Min. Div. Meeting, Am. Insi. Min. and Met. 
Eng.. Rolla, Mo., October 23, 1941, 9 pp. 

Seaton, Max Y., Production and Propertics of the Commercial Magnesias: Pres. at Ind. Min. Div. Meet- 
ing, Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., Rolla, Mo., October 23, 1941, 42 pp. 

* Pannel, Ernest V., Magnesium Progress in America: Metal Ind. (London), vol. 59, Nos. 21, 22, and 23, 
November 21 and 28 and December 5, 1941, pp. 322-323, 338-339, and 359-360. 

* Houston, E. C., and Rankin, 1H. S., Olivine as a Source of Magnesium: Pres. at Ind. Min. Div. Meeting, 
Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., Rolls, Mo., October 23, 1941, 7 pp. (See Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 49, 
No. 4, April 1942, pp. 149-159).
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The Aluminum Co. of America, American Magnesium Corporation, : 

Magnesium Development Corporation, Dow Chemical Co., General 
Aniline & Film Corporation, and I. G. Farbenindustrie, A. G., were 

| indicted by the Department of Justice on January 30, 1941, for viola- 

tion of the Sherman Antitrust Law. Charges stated that these com- 

panies had retarded and stifled production by pooling patents, main- 

taining high prices, limiting consumers to one domestic source of oe 

- supply, and making unlawful agreements pertaining to foreign sales 

and output in the United States. On April 15, 1942, the first five | | 

companies filed a plea of nolo contendere (no consent), and a consent 

decree was entered that provides for compulsory and free licensing of 

patents held by the defendants for producing and fabricating magne- | 

sium during the war. The concerns and individuals contended that 

this action was taken to settle the case at any cost as quickly as possi- | 

| ble so that. time (more important for the production and fabrication — 
of aluminum and magnesium) could be devoted entirely to defeat of 

: the Axis and that actually none was conscious of wrongdoing. Fines | 

imposed aggregated $110,000 for the corporation defendants and $30,- | 

000 for the individuals. The half interest owned by the General | 

Aniline & Film Corporation in the American Magnesium Corporation 
was purchased by the Aluminum Co. of America on February 6, 1941, 

when a huge magnesium-fabrication expansion program also was 
‘inaugurated. | | : 

Production and fabrication of magnesium were threatened by short- | 

lived strikes of the Die Casting Workers (C. I. O.) at the Cleveland 

plant of the American Magnesium Corporation in April 1941 and by 7 

the Gas, Coke, and Chemical Division of the United Mine Workers | 

(C. I. O.) at the Midland plant of the Dow Chemical Co. in June 1941.. 

| Explosions and fires damaged magnesium plants of the Permanente 

Metals Corporation (ingot), National Magnesium Corporation (pow- 

der), and Wellman Bronze & Aluminum Co. (castings) during 1941. | - 

. Old and new companies that expanded or began to fabricate mag- 

nesium products during 1941 and the first half of 1942 through the . 

Defense Plant Corporation were: American Radiator & Standard : 

Sanitary Corporation, at Louisville, Ky., and Elyria, Ohio—sand 

castings for aircraft engines and wheels; Bendix Aviation Corporation, 

| at, Bendix, N. J.—castings (1,920,000 pounds annually); Dow Magne- | 

sium Corporation, at Bay City, Mich.—sand castings (700,000 to 

900,000 pounds monthly); Ferro Enameling Corporation, at Bed- 

ford, Ohio—powder (200,000 pounds montbly); Hills-McCanna Co., 

at Chicago, Ill.—sand castings (30,000 pounds monthly); Howard 

Foundry Co., Inc., at Chicago, Ill.—sand castings; Revere Copper & 

Brass, Inc., at Rome, N. Y.—forgings; and Wellman Bronze & 

Aluminum Co., at Cleveland, Ohio—castings. 
Secondary magnesium.—Recovery of secondary magnesium totaled ) 

1,752 short tons in 1941 and required the consumption of 2,279 tons 

of magnesium scrap, which was almost entirely new scrap. Of the 

quantity of magnesium recovered, 929 tons were as ingot and 738 

went into castings, 60 into aluminum alloys, and 25 into chemical 

reagents. During the first part of 1942, six companies had been 

authorized to remelt scrap and produce secondary magnesium: 

Aluminum & Magnesium, Inc., American Magnesium Corporation, 

Apex Smelting Co., Dow Chemical Co., Federated Metals Division of
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- American Smelting & Refining Co., and National Smelting Co. 
| Additional information on secondary magnesium will be found in the 

chapter on Secondary Metals—Nonferrous. ) — 

| . —— CONSUMPTION — - | 

| __ After magnesium was placed under mandatory priority control, — 
| virtually all of the metal was consumed for military purposes, for the 

production of airplanes and incendiary bombs. Apparent primary 
| consumption exceeded that in 1940 by 151 percent. Of the primary | 

| magnesium shipped or used in 1941 (31,056,947 pounds), approximately 
57 percent was used in the production of magnesium-base alloys, vir- 

| tually all for structural products; 19 percent in other alloys, chiefly | 
a aluminum; 6 percent in magnesium products, chiefly nonstructural ; 

‘14 percent for export account; and 4 percent in other uses. a, 
| As magnesium oxidizes readily at temperatures above the melting _ 

point, approximately 27 percent of the metal consumed in the pro- 
- duction of magnesium-base alloys and the manufacture of structural | 

| products was lost or burned in processing. a 

Production, sales, imports, exports, and apparent consumption of primary mag- 
, : | nesium in the United States, 1939-41, in pcunds ° - 

| . - - Year —— Production | Sales - “ Exports coAReae | 

- | 1989 eeeeeeeeteeeeeeeef 6,700,122 |] 10, 650, 121 276} 34,200,000} 6, 450, 200 
1940 2 lee eee ee 12, 521, 726 12, 823, 633 |....222...| 41, 668, 765 11, 154, 868 
1941-2 lee. 32, 589, 052 31, 056, 947 |... 22. | 3, 098, 424 27, 958, 523 
me 

' Does not. consider fluctuations in consumers’ stocks and metal derived from scrap. Withdrawals from 
}roducers’ stocks totaled 3,949,999 pounds in 1939 and 301,907 pounds in 1940; additions to producers’ stocks . totaled 1,447,615 in 1941. 

? Includes alloys and scrap (magnesium content). : 
* Estimated. . . 

- 4 Of the 1,718,444 pounds of metal exported, 49,679 pounds consisted of magnesium alloy. 

Actual consumption of magnesium (from primary and secondary 
sources) totaled 29,346,600 pounds. Of this, 75 percent was used in 
the manufacture of magnesium-base alloy structural products, 23 
percent in aluminum alloys, and 2 percent, in other uses. : 

Actual domestic consumption of primary and secondary magnesium (magnesium 
content), 1940-41, by uses, in pounds | 

Or, 

Use 1940 . 1941 

Structural products !__. 2... 2.22.22. 02.222. ee ce ceeeeeeeeeeeesece-eee----| 7,368,200 | 21,951, 900 
Aluminum alloys.....-. 2.220.222.0002. 0 220 o ee eee eee eee 3, 556, 500 6, 762, 200 
Other alloys. .__...-... 222222020222 eee eee 85, 600 59, 000 
Scavenger and deoxidizer_.................... .............................. 361, 600 130,400 
Pyrotechnics. .................0.2022022222-22 2 eee eee ee 43, 500 383, 200 Chemicals... 22-0 222222000 200 TILT 70, 200 27, 600 Other....20000 2... 50, 400 32, 300 

Total... 22... lee eee eee cece cee cee eevee cecceeceseecesesseeee---| 11,531,000] 29, 346,600 
— eee 

1 Castings, sheet, extruded shapes, forgings, etc. 

\fagnesium-alloy structural products manufactured and sold or 
used in the United States increased 150 percent over those of 1940. 
The manufacture of nonstructural products advanced 84 percent. Of 
the structural products sold or used, sand and permanent mold cast-
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ings comprised 87 percent, die castings 6 percent, extruded products | 
3 percent, sheet 3 percent, and other structural products 1 percent. | 
Of the nonstructural products, powder comprised 68 percent, stick 28 

| percent, and. shavings, turnings, wire, ribbon, and other products 4 : 
percent.. The value of sand and permanent mold castings manufac- 
tured in 1941 averaged $2.07 a pound, die castings $1.50 a pound, and 

| all castings $2.03 a pound (compared with $1.71 in 1940). - po : 

—. Magnesium products (other than ingot) manufactured in the. United States and sold ae 
| or used by the companies manufacturing the producis, 1989-41 — : 

1939 1940 - 1941 , 
Product rrr | 

Pounds | Value Pounds Value Pounds | Value 

Structural products: : | | | a | 
Castings: 

Sand and permanent | . 
mold. ...2......--.---.-| 1.321.080 | $2,030,175 | 3, 973.757 | $7,345,050 |. 11,944,618 | $24,669, 146 

Die...2.0.2..2.2..2....2.{ 5251372 | 385,770 | 699,212 | 653,289 | 768,162 | 1,155,048 | 
Sheet: <0 | 180.896 | 116,287 | 822,664 | 246,476 | 431, 306 309, 749. 

Structural shapes, rods, | - . : ee oy 
tubing (extrusions)... .-. 308, 443 185, 746 410, 912 349, 123 451,394.; 313, 638 

Forgings...-.2..22...0 0.0... 17,064 | 26, 925 25, 938 - 34, 602 25, 734 79, 605 
Other structural... |, 3,404] 2,558 43,047 | 134, 251 54, 119 84, 718 | 

+ 'Tetal structural prod- | / 7 . 
| Mets. eee. | 2,866,260] 2,747,456 | 5,475,530 | 8,762,791 | 13,675,333 | 26,611, 904 : 

"Nonstructural products: fo ft | 
: Riek eee eee PO q): 435,483 | 128,500} 407, 470 121, 105 | 

Powder... 20 ee eee. : : : of : Snes. wire. ribbon and 3 982.078 | 1,305, 418 Shavings. wire, ribbon, vind | 232, au 228, 129 349, 429 410, 859 { -§2,111 37, 163 

Total nonstructural | | 
products ........... | 232,244] 228,120 | 2 784,012 | 2.539,350 | 1,441,659 | 1,463, 686 

Grand total...... ..... | 2,588,504 | 2,975, 585 | ? 6, 260, 442 | 2 9, 302, 150 | 15,116,992 | 28,075, 590 

| 1 Not available. — . 2 Revised figures. . 

Of the magnesium-alloy structural products sold or used, the | 
aircraft industry took 96 percent and incendiary bomb casings and 
other industries, 4 percent... Of that going into the aircraft industry, 
61 percent was for the manufacture of engines (including propellers), 
22 percent. for wheels, 10 percent for frames, and 7 percent for aircraft - 
accessories. Sand, die, and permanent mold castings comprised 95 | 

- . percent of all the magnesium-alloy structural products sold or used 
in the aviation field. | | | 

Consumption of magnesium-base alloy structural products in 1941, by uses 

Use | Pounds | Use | ; Pounds 

Aircraft: | 1 Portable machine equipment and tools_.} 146,427 
Engine_.......-...-.-... -. ........| 7,943,998 || Textiles.....-. 2.2. - eel 90, 811 
Frame.....-..-.--..-.. .----..---| 1,358,988 || Foundry equipment... .......-....------ 55, 097 
Wheel___.....----------.-......-----| 2,878,833 || Oil-field equipment................-..-- 2, 395 
Accessories .....-.-----. 0... 62. ee. 885,666 || Printing....-..-....2222...-002-.222-2--- 8, 293 

Incendiary bomb casings ............---- 15,116 || Other industries.....................-.-- 62, 143 
Automotive..........--.---.-.-.--. ---e- 181,972 —_———_ 
Stationary machines.._......-......---. 45, 594 Total. .......22..22.-....-........|13, 675, 333 

Fabricators of magnesium structural products increased from 30 in 
1940 to 38 in 1941 and of nonstructural products from 4 to 6. By 
the end of 1941, 24 companics were producing sand castings, 2 per-
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manent mold castings, 10 die castings, 2 extruded products, 2 forgings, _ 
and 5 powder. The largest producers of alloy structural products | 
were the American Magnesium Corporation, Dow Chemical Co., 

_ Wright Aeronautical Corporation, Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corpora- : 
_ tion, Eclipse Aviation Co. (subsidiary of Bendix Aviation Corporation), 

| - . Springfield Bronze & Aluminum Co., Dochler Die Casting Co., Harvill 
, Aircraft Corporation, Hills-McCanna Co., Magnesium Products Cor- 

ae poration,and Ford Motor Co. Producers of powder included American 
SO Magnesium Corporation, Magna Manufacturing Co., Magnesium 

Corporation of America, National Magnesium Co., and National 
Metals Co. _ . - | | | 

7 Stocks of primary magnesium materials on hand at producers’ and | 
a consumers’ plants December 31, 1941, totaled 6,092,699 pounds, in- | 

| cluding 3,312,179 pounds of primary and 2,780,520 pounds of alloy | 
| ingot. Stocks of secondary materials totaled 293,995 pounds. 

Se NATIONAL DEFENSE AND WAR MEASURES 

| As the demand for magnesium became greater than the supply, | 
production of the metal was placed under mandatory priority status 
by the Office of Production Management on March 3, 1941. Pre- 

| ceding this action, on February 12, 1941, the Director of Priorities 
had directed. that all manufacturers and fabricators of magnesium  __ 

a give preferential consideration to defense projects. General Prefer- 
oe ence Order M-—2 was issued March 24,1941. All defense orders for — 

_ Magnesium were thereby assigned a preference rating of A—10 or 
| better. A statement of March 26 stipulated that defense orders for 

Great Britain were to receive the same priority treatment as those of 
| - the United States. On November 14, 1941, General Preference Order 

' M-2-b was issued, conserving the supply and directing the distribu- 
tion of magnesium, which prohibited its contamination and debase- 
ment; allocated the output of producers, approved smelters and fabri- 
cators; confined all purchase orders to uses bearing a rating of A—1-j 

| or higher; made inventory and scheduling provisions, and provided 
for the collection, segregation, and disposition of scrap. ) 

. As the need for aircraft and incendiary bombs multiplied, the mag- __ 
nesium-production prograia was increased by the Office of Produc- 
tion Management, first on June 13, 1941, from a previously contem- 
plated 75,000,000 pounds to 400,000,000 pounds annually. Six do- 
mestic companies became identified with this first magnesium-ex- 
pansion program—Dow, Permanente, Basic Magnesium, Diamond, 
Mathieson, and International Minerals (Union Potash). Aswarand 
‘end-lease requirements rose, the War Production Board announced 
the second expansion program (on February 26, 1942) extendin; 
capacity to approximately 610,000,000 pounds. Five additional 
companies were added to the six previously named concerns—Ford, 
Electro Metallurgical, New England Lime, American Metals, and 
National Lead. 

| PRICES 

Dow’s price for 99.8-percent standard four-notch ingots (17 pounds) 
of magnesium, carlots (30,000 pounds minimum), was reduced from 
27 cents to 22.5 cents a pound on May 1, 1941. For less than carlots, 
100 pounds or more, the price was dropped from 29 cents to 24%
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cents. Quotations for 4-inch-diameter by 16-inch ingots (12 pounds) 
and six-notch ingots (6 pounds), carlots, were reduced to 23.5 cents 
and for extruded sticks to 32 cents. The new price quoted on magne- 

- sium alloys (except Dowmetal ‘M”’ and “‘R—1’’), in carlots, standard 
four-notch ingots (21 pounds), was 24.5 cents a pound, and on the 
standard 3-pound die-casting ingot, 25.5 cents. All quotations were 
f. o. b. producing plant, with freight allowed on 100 pounds or more 
to all points in the United States. On January 1, 1942, the above 
quotations on magnesium alloys were increased } cent a pound. ae 
Magnesium-ingot quotations in London remained stationary | at 
1s. 6d. a pound during. 1941. | | : ) Dae 

| FOREIGN TRADE _— . , 

No magnesium was imported in 1941. Exports of magnesium 
metal in primary form in 1941 totaled 3,098,424 pounds valued at 
$860,486, of which 2,313,227 pounds went to the United Kingdom, | 
656,420 to Canada, 64,771 to Australia, 40,000 to Argentina, 20,000 
to Mexico, 2,340 to China, and 1,666 to various other countries. In : 
1940 exports totaled 1,718,444 pounds valued at $582,961. Official 

~ records on exports of the metal in other forms (available only for the a. 
last 6 months of 1941) totaled 86,070 pounds valued at $29,620, of 
which 58,398 pounds were consigned to the United Kingdom and 
25,116 to Canada. Exports of magnesium powder from July 1 to 
December 31, 1941, totaled 33,383 pounds valued at $14,797, of which 
26,575 pounds were sent to the United Kingdom and 6,500 to Canada. | 
The metal has been under export control since November 5, 1940. | 

TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS : - 

Mass production of magnesium resulted in new methods for recover- 
ing the metal from various raw materials and the development of — 
improved fabricating technique. Most of the new magnesium 
processes have already been discussed in this chapter under ‘“‘Pro- 
duction.”” The Bureau of Mines investigated three new magnesium | 
processes believed to have merit—the direct electrothermic method 
involving carbon reduction of magnesium oxide and condensation by 
an oil spray, use of molten lead to condense electrothermic magnesium 
vapor and subsequent electrolysis of. the lead, and direct reduction ) 
of magnesium oxide in an electrolytic cell. Operation of a pilot 
plant at Pullman, Wash., revealed that a light stove oil is as effective 
as gas for shock-cooling magnesium vapor when atomized in a nozzle 
of proper design.’° Further work is planned on the two-stage con- 
tinuous distillation of the oil sludge formed in the electrothermic 
process. | 

Radically new fabrication methods were placed in operation by the 
manufacturers of magnesium powder, of which there were over 10 in 
June 1942. Mounting aircraft requirements prompted the con- | 
struction of large, new, streamlined magnesium-alloy sand-casting 
foundries. Among the up-to-date melting, casting, and heat-treating 
installations are those of Ford, Wright Aeronautical, American 
Magnesium, Dow, Boln, Magnesium Products, Hills-\feCanna, 

10 Doerner, H. A., Holbrook, W. Floyd, Dilling, E. Don, Harris, Dwight L., Magnesium: by Electro- 
thermic Reduction: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3635, 1942, 47 pp.
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Oo Aluminum Industries, Light Metals, Superior Bearing Bronze, 
Eclipse Aviation, Wellman Bronze & Aluminum, and Springfield 

| Bronze & Aluminum." Advancements also were made in the manu- 
_ facture of permanent and semipermanent mold castings and of die 

castings, sheet, strip, plate, extruded shapes, and forgings. Com- 
| panies that formerly fabricated other metals started manufacturing 

magnesium-alloy products in 1941 and early 1942. Dow and Ameri- 
can Magnesium remained the only producers of sheet. = 

Preliminary statie tests were completed on a magnesium-alloy air- 
| plane wing to determme its possible weight saving and general suit-— | 

ability for aircraft construction.’? Progress was made in 1941 on 
methods for :combatting corrosion of magnesium.” Numerous 
patents were issued on improved methods for producing, treating, and 
protecting magnesium and its alloys. Studies were made on the ex- , 

| tinguishment and control of magnesium and incendiary-bomb fires." 
Care of atmospheres and heat-treating methods for magnesium prod- 
ucts became increasingly important.’© Demand increased during 1941 
for high-purity magnesium alloys in which the iron, nickel, and copper 

| impurities were removed—Dow metal J—1, for extrusions, sheet, and 
forgings; O-1, for extrusions and forgings; and FS-1, for sheet and 
extrusions. These new alloys have high corrosion resistance. 

| | WORLD PRODUCTION a a | 

| World production and consumption. of magnesium in 1941 set a 
~ record. Most of the metal found its way into the manufacture of air- 

| planes and incendiary bombs. Of the world output, it is estimated 
that about 60 percent was under Axis control and 40 percent under 

| control of the Allied Nations. » | a | 

Estimated world production of magnesium, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons 

Country 1937 | 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Australia...0.. 00.2 2222. ceeceeececee cece cecee cease eee ence efeweeee cee feeeeeee- eee + 200 
France... ..-.- 0-22-22. ee eee eee 1, 500 1, 800 2, 500 2, 000 3. 000 
Germany.....- ..------..-2. ---e eee ee | 12,080 14, 100 16. 500 25, 000 35, 000 
Italy... ..----2 0. eee eee eee we 66 102 300 | 500 2, 500 
Japan... 0. ee) ee eee eee ee 1, 200 1, 500 2, 000 3, 000 5. 000 
Norway.---.---.---.--2-----.0--- = eee wee ee pee eee ee ce fee eee eee cede e ee eee eee 100 
Switzerland...-----. 2 2 222. ee. 230) 730 750 750 1, 000 
U.S.8.R..--2 fee eee eee eee. 500 500 1, 000 1. 500 4, 000 
United Kingdom........:2.--2--.2.2---- - 2, 000 2, 200 4, 831 6, 500 12, 000 
United States. ..-.22222 222 eee ee. 1 2,059 2.918 3, 039 5, 680 14, 780 

Total.-.2..2----- 2-2 eee eee eee 19, 600 23, 900 30, 900 44, 900 77, 600 

4 Sales. 

1! Phair, W. A., Magnesium Aircraft Castings: Iron Age, vol. 148, No. 8, August 21, 1941, pp. 39-44. 
Briskin, N. M., Magnesium Sand Castings: Tron Age, val. 148, No. 2, July 10, 1941. pp. 47-53. 
Cone, Edwin F., The Ford Magnesium-Alloy Foundry: Metals and Alloys, vol. 15, No. 3, March 1942, 

DP. 396-402. 
P 2 Conlon, Emerson W., and Mathes, John C., Preliminary Static Test of a Magnesium-Alloy Wing: 
Pres. at Ann. Meeting, Inst. Acronautical Sci., January 28-30, 1912. (Preprint, & pp. and illus.) 

1 Hanawalt, J. D., Nelsen, C. E., Peloubet, J. A.. Corrosion Studies of Magnesium and Its Alloys: Am. 
Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. Tech. Pub. 1353, April 1941, 26 pp. 
Sehmidt, H. W.. Finishing Magnesium Die Castings: Am. Soc. Test Mat., vol. 41, 1941, pp. 15-22. 
1 Guise, Arthur B., Protecting Industrial Plants from Magnesium Fires: Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 48, 

No. @, June 1941, pp, 84-87, 
. Bureau of Mines, Methods of Extinguishing Maznesium Fires and Incendiary Bombs with Very Hard 

Coal-Tar Piteh: Deceruber 15, 1911, 3 pp. 
8 Nelson, C. E.. Atmosphere Controi in the Heat Preatment of Magnesium Products: Pres. at Am. Soe. 

Metals, October 20-21, 1941.



Australia.—Production at a 1,000-ton magnesium plant was begun 
in the summer of 1941 by the Broken Hill Proprietary Co., Ltd., at : 
New Castle, New South Wales. Finely ground calcium carbide and 
calcined magnesite are heated under vacuum, and the metal obtained | 
is remelted and refined with suitable fluxes.'® — | Oe 

_ Canada.—Dominion Magnesium, Ltd.; early in 1942 began con- a 
structing a 3,500-ton magnesium plant at Haley near Renfrew, 
Ontario, based upon the dolomite-ferrosilicon process developed by | 
Dr. L. M. Pidgeon of the Canadian National Research Council. The oe 
project is sponsored by Bobjo Mines, Ltd., Moneti Associates, and 
Ventures, Ltd., but cost of the plant ($3,000,000) is to be borne by 
the Canadian Government. The Consolidated Mining & Smelting 
Co. of Canada, Ltd., is reported planning construction of a 5,000-ton 
magnesium plant in eastern Canada. It was first planned to locate | 
this plant in western Canada, near the newly developed Marysville 
magnesite ore belt (4% miles long) north of Cranbrook, B.C. At 
Trail, B. C., this company produced magnesium powder by: a: new 
atomization method, At Farm Point near Wakefield, Quebec, the | 
Aluminum Co. of Canada, Ltd., started production of pure granular 
magnesia suitable for both refractories and the manufacture. of | 

_ . Magnesium metal from brucitic limestone. Virtually all of the 
current output, however, is to be used for refractory brick.” The | 
British Columbia Magnesium Co., Ltd. (one of several concerns plan- _ 
ning the production of magnesium in Canada) began exploratory 
work in 1941 on magnesite deposits in the Williams Lake and Clinton 
districts, B. C., of which some ore contains 40 percent MgO and 27 
percent Cr,Q3. a | 

France.—Several leading chemical companies (Pechiney, Ugine, and | 
Bozel-Maletra) plan to increase French production of magnesium. 

- Dolomite and Mediterrangan sea-water brine apparently constitute 7 
the principal raw materials used. A new plant at Lannemazon in 
the Pyrenees is expected to be completed early in 1942. Magnesium : 
plants formerly reported in operation are located at Saint-Auban, | 
Jarrie-Vizille, Villard de Bozel, and Moissac. | , 

Germany.—German production of magnesium may have reached 
50,000 tons in 1941, as production capacity is believed to have totaled 
that amount in 1940. Plants operated by the I. G. Farbenindustrie, | 
A. G., were located at Bitterfeld (employing a process similar to Dow’s 

_ with potash end liquor and magnesite), at Aken near Dessau (Mag- , 
nesium Elektron process), and at Wintershalle; and by the Winters- 
hall A. G. (the potash combine) at Wintershalle and Heringen (em- 
ploying an electrolytic process with carnallite). Two new plants in 
central Germany and the rebuilt Radenthein (Austria) plant probably | 
were in operation also. German interests were expected to complete 
construction of a 10,000-ton magnesium plant in Norway in 1941 
based upon sea water and potentially available hydroelectric power. . 

Ttaly.— italian magnesium production has been estimated in 1941 
at 800 to 3,000 tons. The Fraschini automobile and Montecatini 
chemical interests are producingm agnesium from dolomite in northern 

6 Chemical Engineering and Mining Review, Magnesium Manufacture in Australia: Vol. 34, No. 400, 
January 10, 1942, pp. 121-126. 

1? Goudge, M. F., Sources of Magnesia and Magnesium in Canada: Canadian Min. and Met. Bull. 360, 
Apri] 1942, pp. 191-207.
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ern Italy, and Montecatini is recovering magnesium from sea water 
on the Ligurian coast. : Bo | oe 
Japan.—Magnesium production is believed to have been greatly 

increased in 1941, and 15 companies (which the Government was 
| attempting to consolidate) are said to have been established early 

| inthe year. Probably the five best-established and largest producers 
were the Nichiman (Japan-Manchuria) Magnesium Co., Ltd. (at 

| Ube, Yamaguchi Prefecture—2,000 tons capacity) ; Japan Magnesium 
Metal Co., Ltd. (at Konan, South Kanyo Province, Chosen—2,000 
tons); Asahi Electro-Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (at Tokyo—560 
tons) ; Japan Soda Co., Ltd. (at Toyama—360 tons); and Manchurian 
Magnesium Manufacturing Co. (at Yinkow, Manchuria—3,000 tons). 

| Adequate supplies of raw material are available to Japan from the 
. immense magnesite reserves at Tashihchiao and on the Liao-Tung  _ 

, Peninsula in Manchuria and in Chosen, and from the sea-water 
| bitterns of the Gulf of Liao Tung and the Inland Sea: it” 7 , 

Oo United Kingdom:—Magnesium Elektron, Ltd., and Magnesium  _ 
Metals &: Alloys, Ltd., are estimated: to have produced about 12,000 | 

- tons of metal in 1941 and are expected to double that amount in 1942. _ 
Domestic dolomite, sea water, Greek magnesite, and magnesite from — 
West and South Africa are used as raw materials. - oo :
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. | SUMMARY | . SC 

; Under the impetus of rising demand, the antimony industry made | 
- general over-all gains during 1941. Although imports from China 
advanced over those in 1940, a continued shortage of Chinese metal — 
stimulated domestic consumers of antimony to look to increased 
Mexican and South American ore supplies, which were augmented by 

| a larger domestic production. World production is estimated to have 
- beén 55 percent greater than the 1938 total of 32,000 metric tons, | 

based upon comparative gains from countries that produced 57 percent 
of the 1938 total. | oe an 

High prices resulted from the increased competition, and 50- to | 
__§5-percent ores quoted at $1.25 to $1.35 a short-ton unit, New York, 

at the beginning of 1941 were priced at $2.00 to $2.10 at the close of | 
the year. Despite the sharp rise in ore prices, the quotation for 
domestic metal remained at 14.00 cents a pound, New York, the same 
as in 1940. Quotations for Chinese metal were nominal at 16.50 
cents, duty paid, throughout the year, a continuation of the 1940 price. 

Domestic production of antimony ore and concentrate advanced | 
208 percent over 1940, but metal content rose only 146 percent, an 
indicated average drop in grade from 44 percent in 1940 to 35 percent : 
in 1941.. The antimony content of antimonial lead produced from all 

| classes of domestic and foreign ores increased 42 percent over the 1940 
figure and was the largest recorded since 1929. The content of the 
total production of antimonial lead at primary refineries from all raw 
materials—scrap and domestic and foreign ores—increased 19 percent 
and was the largest since 1929. Primary antimony available for con- | 
sumption increased 67 percent to the highest point reached in many 
years. Stocks of metallic antimony at producers’ plants, as reported 
to the Bureau of Mines, decreased. from 1,048 short tons at the end 
of 1940 to 730 tons on December 31, 1941. The Laredo (Tex.) smelter 
and Kellogg (Idaho) electrolytic plant both reported marked increases in 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 

TT
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production that greatly exceeded a drop in output from the Los _ 
Angeles smelter. The new electrolytic plant of the Sunshine Mining | 

| Co., under construction, should ‘contribute to increased total produc- 
| | tion in 1942. | | Oe | 

Figure 1 shows trends in world production from 1910 to 1938 and 
United States imports and prices from: 1910 to 1941. Oo 
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. FicurE 1.—Trends in world production, 1910-38, and United States imports and New. York price of 
antimony, 1910-41. oo 

Salient statistics for antimony in the United States, 1987-41 

_ | 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Production of antimony ore and concentrates_..___short tons_. 4, 250-; 2, 730 3,174 | 1,124 3, 460 Antimony contained __..__.__._.....__:_____........do____}. 1, 266 650 393 494 1, 214 - Antimony content of antimonial lead produced from domestic ’ 
and foreign ores___._.._...........-.............short tons_. 1,726 | 2,080} 1,108 | 2,077 2, 958 Secondary antimony produced__..........._...........do.... 12,340 | 8,500 | 9,810 | 11,421 | 21,629 Imports for consumption: 

' Antimony in ore_____.._.-__._2 22.222. .__... do... 13,818 | 8,322 | 9,448 | 15,733 | 19,386 . Needle or liquated antimony......--..---_-...2.....d0____. 772 90 228 113 638 Metal..___. 22-222 tee t.- dO... 1, 043 821 1, 045 209 7, 469 Oxide-__._.--2- 22 ee 2... dO... 1,118 | 414 7 ee Exports of foreign antimony__.__._......._..._____......do__.. 437 711 58 276 70 Primary antimony available for consumption._..______ do... 18, 132 | 11, 557 | 11,609 | 17,955 | 29, 994 Stocks of antimony in bonded warehouse at end of year 
short tons..| 656 345 685 | 3,417 416 Average price of antimony at New York: ! _ 

Chinese. __.-__.....2222222.____.______eents per pound.-_| 15.30] 14.59-| 14.44 1216.50] 216.50 American___..-.-.-.-.-2.22222222222-----...........d0___.| 15.35 12.35 | 12.36 | 14.00 14.00 World production. ._-....-...--..-_............._-short tons..| 42, 100 | 35, 600 (3) (3) (3) | | 
A 

1 According to American Metal Market. 
? Nominal. 

. 3 Figures not yet available. 

NATIONAL DEFENSE 

The strategic aspects of antimony are based upon the dependence 
of the United States on imported ores and metal to supply the demand 
for which domestic production can fill only a minor, but increasing, 
percentage. The dislocation of the Chinese antimony industry since
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1937 has led to substantial changes in world antimony industry, | 
_ which have tended-to reduce the dependence of this country, among 
other democracies, on: Chinese supplies.-:The decline in Chinese | - 
exports has. been more than offset by the expansion in production, 
with American financial aid, in Mexico and Bolivia, of:which virtually 

: ‘the whole supply is available to the United States. Notwithstand- 
ing this potential supply, antimony was comparatively scarce through- | 

| out 1941, but no mandatory priorities were invoked during the year : 
by the Office of Production Management, even though some metal 

| was withdrawn from Government stock piles to relieve shortages. 
On September 13, 1941, the Metals Reserve Co. announced that 7,014 
tons of Chinese and 1,250 tons of domestic metal had been delivered | 
to its stock pile, and 19,623 tons of foreign and 1,750 tons of domestic - 

| antimony were on order. odes - - : 
On August 21, 1941, American antimony prices advanced: 0.50 | 

cent a pound to 14.50 cents, New York—the first price. change re- a 
corded since September 23, 1939. This rise was short-lived, however, 
as the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply on August 
22 requested that the 14.00-cent level be maintained; it remained at : 
that point until March 23, 1942, when the Office of-Price Administra- 
tion allowed the price advance to 15.96 cents for small case lots. | | 

| Qn March 30, 1942, allocation control over antimony was ordered 
by the Director of Industry Operation of the War Production Board, 
with issuance of General Preference Order M-112, effective May 1. __ 

| Under this order, deliveries of antimony were strictly controlled. 
- Subseqtently, on July 11, 1942, order M-112 was amended to allow 

up to 50 tons a month of contained antimony in ore or concentrates 
: to be delivered by producers without restriction. = == 

a, , DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | oo 

| _ MINE OUTPUT | | 

_ The extent of the increased activity as regards antimony in 1941 
is not apparent from the record of production of antimony ores and 

| concentrates alone. The number of producing mines and prospects _ 
has nearly doubled, as is indicated by the fact that 37 properties con- 
tributed to the country’s total production of antimony ores in 1941 
compared with 19 in 1939. In addition, much development work in | 
the past year or two has not yet resulted in production. Moreoever, 
mines containing ores that are produced principally for their values in 
metals other than antimony have supplied increasing quantities of 
this metal for domestic consumption. The augmented supplies of 
antimony from ores containing values mainly in silver, copper, and 
other metals were available partly as the result of operation of the 
new Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concentrating Co. plant at 
Kellogg, Idaho. | | 

There were 3,460 tons of material, containing 1,214 tons of anti- | 
mony, classed as antimony ores and concentrates produced in 1941 
compared with 1,124 tons of material containing 494 tons of anti- 
mony in 1940. Upon the basis of antimony content, the record for 
1941 was surpassed in only 3 previous years—1915, 1916, and 1937. 
Shipments totaled 2,834 tons containing 1,018 tons of antimony in 
1941 compared with 1,108 tons containing 490 tons in 1940. 

497779 —43——-50 |
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The development of new large reserves of low-grade antimony ore — 
| by the Bureau of Mines at the Yellow Pine mine, discussed briefly _ 

eo under Idaho, and the. availability of.markets in Los Angeles and  _ 
a Laredo, among others, for small as well as large lots of domestic ores,  __ 

foretell a substantial increase in output of antimony from domestic 
mines, should a prolonged war require.. The new Bunker Hill plant — 
at Kellogg and the prospective Sunshine Mining Co. plant at Big Greek 

: | near Kellogg indicate that larger quantities of antimony will be avail- 
able from domestic silver, copper, and other ores not classed as anti- , 
mony ores. Co 7 7 - a 

) Alaska, Shipment of antimony ores from Alaska in 1941 was again 
-. confined to the Stampede mine of Morris P. Kirk & Son, Inc., in the _ 

Oo ‘Kantishna district. The total for 1941 considerably exceeded tonnages | 
-. for 1938 to 1940 but was below the record for 1937. Much of the 

ore shipped from this deposit in 1941 was mined during 1939-40. and 
| - held-in storage awaiting a more favorable market. Early shipments 

a consisted of hand-sorted ore, but beginning in 1939 shipments com- 
- prised both ore and concentrates from. a small mill installed in that 

year. In the early months of 1942 it was reported that the property 
| had been acquired from Kirk by Earl Pilgrim, manager for Kirk 

_ since operations at the property were begun in 1936. It was also 
reported at that time that new milling equipment was to be installed. — 

: _. Antimony deposits of the Stampede Creek area have been described’ 
in a report by Donald E. White of the Geological Survey, available 

an for consultation in the Washington office of the Survey. White says — 
| that a large fault, the Stampede fault, has probably controlled the 

~ deposition of the antimony ore. ‘The Stampede mine contains several 
veins or series of veins, one of which branches from the Stampede __ 

8 fault at a small angle. The veins are commonly wider and higher in 
_ grade near the premineral cross faults, which are tight. and slightly 

- mineralized. Several ore bodies have been found in the veins imme- 
diately east and north of cross faults—that is, on their hanging-wall | 

| sides. However, the largest ore body, called the Surface ore body, 
| lay between the Stampede fault and the offshooting vein. The 

antimony is present principally as stibnite. White estimated that 
| the reserves, including ore partly developed, amount to about 70 tons 

| of shipping-grade ore containing at least 50 percent antimony and 
6,000 tons of low-grade ore, capable of concentration, which has a 
minimum content of 10 percent antimony. In addition, the surface 
material below the outcrop of the principal ore body is estimated to 
contain at least 1,000 tons of oxidized ore with a tenor of 20 percent. 
Mill tailings amounting to 5,000 tons contain 6 percent antimony and 
may eventually be reworked. The estimates of reserves do not in- 
clude possible ore in bodies not yet discovered or completely unde- 
veloped ore in known bodies. 

Mining at the Stampede mine was recently described.” 
Arizona.—Less than 1 ton of antimony ore was produced and 

shipped from the Walker district in 1941. The mine in the Tip Top 
district, from which a small shipment was made in 1940, was inoper- 
ative during 1941. 

California.—The Hilltop and Bishop properties in Inyo County 
produced antimony ores in 1941, and small quantities came from two 
properties in Kern and one in San Bernardino County. The location 

3 Gallaher, Robt. A., Sub-Arctic Antimony Mining: Mining World, vol. 3, No. 7, July, 1941, pp. 21-23.
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of one producer was unreported. Some ore was also shipped in less 
than ton lots. | ne a 

Production and shipments for the State amounted to only 51 tons 
of ore containing about 15 tons of antimony, marking a decline from 
the 74 tons containing 29 tons of antimony in 1940. Shipments in 
1941 moved almost entirely to the El Segundo plant of Harshaw 
Chemical Co., near Los Angeles. This company took over the plant 

~ operated by Menardi Metals Co. in 1940. | - 
Antimony deposits in the Stayton district, which lies 13 miles north- , 

east of Hollister and includes parts of San Benito, Santa Clara, and 
Merced Counties, were described in a report that is one of a series on 
strategic minerals investigations.* According to the report, the anti- 

| mony reserves of the district cannot be closely estimated because 
| high-grade pockets are distributed sporadically. The breccia veins, 

exclusive of rich pockets, average less than 1 percent antimony, and, 
although the total amount of antimony they contain is a few tens of 
thousands of tons, the average grade is much too low for mining to be 

- profitable, even at the high average price of 22 cents a pound that 
prevailed during the First World War years 1915-18. Small, high- | 
grade pockets were not expected to raise the average tenor of any 
considerable length of breccia vein to more than 1% percent. 
Idaho.—As has usually been the case in the recent past, Idaho was 

the principal producer in 1941 of antimony ores and concentrates. 
Output amounted to 1,823 tons containing 655 tons of antimony, and 
shipments totaled 1,249 tons containing 483 tons of antimony. In 
addition to such ores, an even larger amount of antimony came from 
ores classed as silver ores, copper ores, and others, not included in this 
report as mine output of antimony. The Yellow Pine mine, operated 
by the Bradley Mining Co., is the largest source of antimony in the 
United States. This mine is owned by the United Mercury Mines, 
which also owns and operates the second-largest producing antimony - 
mine in Idaho in 1941—the Antimony Ridge. Operations at the | 
Yellow Pine mine were described by Bradley,* who stated that 492,977 
tons of ore assaying $5.93 a ton in gold was milled irom 1932, when the 
Yellow Pine Co. began operations (it was succeeded in 1938 by the 
Bradley Mining Co.), until January 1, 1941. The average net, 
smelter return for gold, silver and antimony was $4.17 a ton. Dvfring 
this 9-year period, 68,364 ounces of gold, 213,569 ounces ofsilver, and 
7,875,878 pounds of antimony were recovered from the concentrates. 

The Bureau of Mines has developed an important reserve of low- 
grade antimony ore in the Yellow Pine mine, in connection with its 
strategic metal program. Drilling has revealed 2,315,000 tons of ore 
containing 43,900 tons of antimony. This ore must be considered 
mostly subcommercial at normal prices, although it is believed that 
about 300,000 tons may prove commercial if proper milling equipment 
is used. 

One other mine in Valley County and two properties in Shoshone 
County produced small quantities of antimony ore or concentrates in 
1941. 

Idaho antimony ores were shipped to the Texas Mining & Smelting 
Co., Laredo, Tex.; Harshaw Chemical Co. (also Menardi Metals Co., 

3 Bailey, Edgar H., and Myers, W. Bradley, Quicksilver and Antimony Deposits of the Stayton District, 
California: Geol. Survey Bull. 931-Q, 1942, pp. 405-434. . ; ; 

‘ Bradley, John D., Mining and Milling Methods and Costs at the Yellow Pine Mine, Stibnite, Idaho: 
Bureau of Mines Inf. Cir. 7194, 1942, 11 pp. .
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which preceded it), El Segundo, Calif.; United States Smelting, .Re- 
 finng & Mining Co., Midvale, Utah; and Bunker Hill & Sullivan 
Mining & Concentrating Co., Kellogg, Idaho. 
-Montana.—Small quantities of antimony ores were produced and 

shipped in 1941 from near Thompson Falls in the Burns district, | 
Sanders County. Mines and claims reported to have been active 

| were the Stibnite Hill, Eureka, Ellis, Coeur d’Alene, and Interstate. . 
Production and shipments totaled 113 tons containing 43 tons of 
antimony. — Se | : 

_ Nevada.—A greater number of antimony properties were active in 
Nevada than in any other State during 1941. Operations were re- 
ported in every section of the State, and the producing counties are . 
given as follows, in descending order of importance: Nye, Lander, 

| Pershing, Humboldt, White Pine, and. Washoe. There were 16 
shippers of lots of more than 1 ton each. The average size of antimony 
operations was small, and the average grade of ore produced was low, | 
as is indicated by the fact that totals for the State were 691 tons, con- 
taming 146 tons of antimony, produced and 669 tons, containing 138 
tons of antimony, shipped. .A number of shipments of less-than-ton 

| lots were made. The Harshaw Chemical Co. (which succeeded 
| - Menardi Metals), El Segundo, Calif., was the destination of the larger. 

| number of shipments, and the Texas Mining & Smelting Co., Laredo, 
Tex., received the remaindey. SO eRe 
‘Oregon.—The chapter of this series, review of 1940, pointed out that: 

| | prospecting was done on, antimony deposits in Baker and Jackson 
| Counties in that year. This work resulted in production and ship- 

ments of ore from both counties in 1941. Shipments of more than 
ton lots were made from the Gray Eagle (Koehler) and one other © 
property in Baker County and from the Jay Bird in Jackson County. 
~Washington.—Two properties in Okanogan County were reported — | 

to have produced and shipped antimony ore in 1941—the Antimony 
Queen in the Methow district and the Lucky Knock in another 
district. : | } 

- SMELTER OUTPUT | : | 

In 1941 primary antimony for shipment to others was produced 
frony foreign and domestic ores at three plants in the United States: 

| Bunker Hill & Sullivan Mining & Concentrating Co., Kellogg, Idaho; 
Harshaw Chemical Co., Menardi Metals Division, E] Segundo, Calif. ; 
and Texas Mining & Smelting Co., Laredo, Tex. In addition, metallic 
antimony was produced by the American Smelting & Refining Co. at 
its Omaha (Nebr.) plant but was converted into other products such as 
antimonial lead and was not sold as metallic antimony. 

The Sunshine Mining Co. began to construct an antimony plant at 
Big Creek, Idaho (near Kellogg), early in 1942, to be in operation by 

| late summer of that year. The plant will be the fourth in the United 
States and is designed to recover the antimony content of silver- 
bearing tetrahedrite ore mined by the company. It is planned to 
treat custom antimony ore as well. The capacity is reported to be 
200,000 pounds of metal a month. 

Imports of antimony ore in 1941 amounted to 41,662 short tons 
containing 19,386 tons of antimony, compared with 37,966 tons in 
1940 containing 15,733 tons of metal, an increase of 23 percent in 
terms of antimony content. The following table, which shows con- 
sumption and stocks of foreign antimony in the United States during
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1940 and 1941, lists receipts of 40,434 tons of ore in 1941 and 34,530 
tons in 1940 or 97 and 91 percent, respectively, of the total amount | 
imported. The difference in each instance is attributable to the usual | 
lag in reporting imports on one hand and receipts on. the other, plus 
the fact that a certain percentage of total stocks is in transit and not . 
statistically accounted for in the receipts. Receipts exceeded con- | 
sumption in 1940, and stocks of antimony ore increased 33 percent 
(gross weight). The reverse was true in 1941, and stocks declined 
56 percent. Although receipts increased 17 percent over 1940, | 
consumption of 46,211 tons (containing 20,530 tons of antimony) ‘in 
1941 was 44 percent above the reported consumption of 31,982 tons 
(containing 13,421 tons of antimony) in 1940. - 

Consumption and stocks of foreign antimony ore in the United States during 1940 . 
- and 1941, in short tons | | a 

| _ 7 | | , Gross weight of anti- : 
_ mony ore | 

- . $940 1041 | 

Stocks at beginning Of YO8E ce ooeen cece See ee cenenecaeesemententalteeeeda | 7,775 | 10,323 . 
Received during year_.....---------------------------- oe ee een ee ne ene ee eee ee} 34, 530 40, 434 | 
Consumed during year.........-------------------------- 6 eee eee eee] 1, 982 46, 211 
Stocks at end of year.-.--.---------------- +22 2+ 22--e nn ee enone ener cnc eec rence 10, 323. 4, 546 

_ Production of antimonial lead at primary lead refineries is shown 
in the accompany ng table. The figures cover only part of the total | 
antimonial lead production, as large quantities are produced at plants | 
that operate exclusively on scrap, and some hard lead is made by 
mixing antimony and soft lead. So / Oo | | 

: - Antimonial lead produced at primary lead. refineries, 1987-41, in short tons | 

Oo . Antimony content - | | 

| Year Production | Total 
From do- | From for- | From $j. 

. mestic ores | eign ores ! ‘scrap 
Quantity | Percent 

| 1987_.....--------------------- 27, 524 1, 636 90 853 2, 579 9.4 
1938_...0.--------------------- 24, 123 1,871 209 729 2, 809 11.6 
1939... 22-2 ------ +--+ 21, 995 929 179 923 2, 031 9.2 | 
1940... 2-2-2 ------- +--+ ++ -e 29, 762 1,935 162 - $67 2, 944 9.9 
1941... -..-.----.------------+- 40, 237 | 2, 586 372 552 3, 510 8.7 | 

. 4 Includes lead ores, antimony ores, and metallic antimony. 

SECONDARY PRODUCTION 

A large part of the total antimony available for consumption each 
year in the United States is recovered in the treatment of secondary 
nonferrous metals. The production of antimony from secondary 
metals in 1941 totaled 21,629 tons—an 89-percent increase from the 
11,421 tons produced in 1940. Primary antimony available for con- 
sumption in the United States in 1941 totaled 29,994 tons. Total 
antimony available was thus 51,623 tons, including 58 percent pri- 
mary and 42 percent secondary; the ratios in 1940 were 61 and 39 
percent, respectively. |
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Most of the secondary antimony is recovered from old scrap re- 
turning from worn-out and obsolescent equipment. In 1941, old | 

| scrap yielded 21,572 tons of antimony and new scrap 57 tons. Lead- 
base alloys, chiefly antimonial lead, supplied 99 percent of the total 

| secondary antimony recovered in 1941; most of the remainder came 
, from* tin-base scrap. Discarded storage batteries are the largest — 
- single source of secondary antimony. In 1941 plants treating © 

secondary metals reported the consumption of 264,190 tons of battery 
lead plates containing 12,681 tons of recoverable antimony or 59 
percent of the total secondary antimony produced. Babbitt of ail 
types, including Mixed Common, No. 1, and Genuine, yielded 2,347 
tons of antimony, and 4,089 tons came from type metals and drosses. 
The remainder of secondary antimony in 1941 came from hard lead | 
(yielding 2,268 tors of antimony), cable lead (216 tons), and No. 1 

| pewter (28 tons). | | SO ; | 
Most of the plants treating scrap metals containing antimony also 

- consume other antimony materials, such as antimony ore or metallic 
oe antimony. These materials are used to adjust or ‘“‘sweeten” the anti- _ 

mony content of the products. Refined metallic antimony is rarely __ 
| produced from scrap metals, as most of the output is in the form 

/ of lead-base and tin-base alloys. Much of the production is in the 
7 form of antimonial lead returned directly to the storage-battery 
| trade. Antimony oxide, sodium antimopate, and other compounds 
oe are also produced from scrap metals. Additional information on 

| secondary antimony is given in the chapter on Secondary Metals— _ 
| Nonferrous. — | Se ) | 

| | _. DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION ~~ | 

Data on the consumption of primary antimony in the United 
a, States are not available owing to the lack of complete information | 

| on dealer and consumer stocks and on the quantity of domestic 
antimony recovered in alloys other than antimonial lead and in com- 

| pounds. Comprehensive surveys of producers and consumers of 
antimony and antimony materials are currently being conducted by 
the Bureau of Mines and should give a nearly complete picture for 
1942. However, an approximate idea of the trend of consumption 
can be obtained from the following table, which shows the annual 
supply available for constimption. 

Primary antimony available for consumption in the United States, 1937-41, in short 
ons 

1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

Domestic antimony recovered in antimonial lead__..........-.| 1,636 | 1,871 929; 1,915 2, 586 
Imports for consumption (antimony content): 

Antimony ore.___....-.--------------------------------+~-| 13,818 | 8,322 | 9,448 | 15,733 | 19, 386 
Needle or liquated ?_._.-....-......-..-------------------- 540 63 160 79 447 
Compounds 3___......-.-------.--------------------- eee 909 336 138 4 2 
Type metal, etc....-..-...-------- 2-2-2 ee ee 410 355 121 191 202 
Regulus........------2-2e-c--sececececeeeecececeeceseeeee-| 1,043} = 821] 1,045 | 209 | 7, 460 

Total available. ._.........-.--------------2------------- "18, 356 | 11, 768 | 11,841 | 18,131 | 30, 092 
Exports under draw-back...........--...--..------------+----- 224 211 232 176 96 

Available for consumption 6 eee eee eee eee ee | 18, 132° 11, 557 | 11, 609 17,955 | 20, 904 

1 Excludes domestic antimony recovered as miscellaneous alloys, oxides, and other compounds. 
2 Content estimated at 70 percent. 
3 Content estimated at 80 percent. 
¢ Figures are low owing to somewhat incomplete data concerning some items of domestic production.
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Primary antimony available for consumption in 1941 increased 67 

percent over the total for 1940. Imports of regulus and ore increased 
to a marked degree, and domestic production also advanced. Accord- — : 

ing to the American Bureau of Metal Statistics, 131,000 tons of 

antimonial lead were used in manufacturing storage batteries during | 
the year compared with 115,600 tons in 1940 and 106,500 tons in 1939. | 

This battery metal contains 4 to 12 percent antimony, largely from | 

scrap, although a substantial quantity of new metal is added to raise 

, the alloy to the required. ratio. _ Oe oon - 

An important use of antimony is in white-base antifriction bearing 
metals. According to the Bureau of the Census, shipments of this 
material produced for sale and for plant consumption in 1941 totaled 
33,146 tons compared with 26,701 tons in 1940. The manufacturers _ 

reporting data thet give the above totals represent almost the entire , 

industry. — _ : | wh, 
| _ The use of antimony in making chemicals continued to grow in | 

1941, as the production of oxide and other compounds increased 43 | 

percent to 14,588 short tons containing approximately 11,590 tons of 7 

metal. Figures on the production of compounds in the 4 preceding 
years, with the estimated antimony content in parentheses, are as 

Follows: 1940, 10,211 tons (8,223); 1939, 7,668 tons (6,188); 1938, 
- 4,393 tons (3,539); 1937, 6,992 tons (5,667). Nearly all of this mate- | 

rial was made from foreign ores. Oxide, the most important com- | 

pound, is used extensively in paints, lacquer, synthetic enamel, por- _ 

. celain enamel, and glass. The following companies reported pro- 

duction of oxide and other salts in 1941: American Smelting & Refining 
Co., 120 Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Harshaw Chemical Co., 1945 : 

East 97th Street, Cleveland, Ohio; McGean Chemical Co., 1106 a 

Republic Building, Cleveland, Ohio; Menardi Metals Co., Division | 

of Harshaw Chemical Co., El Segundo, Calif.; Texas Mining & 

Smelting Co., Laredo, Tex.; and Rare Metal Products Co., Belleville, os 

Still another and expanding use for antimony, although compara- : 

tively small, is in the treatment of canvas and other textiles against | 

rotting and fire. The importance of such a use for military purposes 
at present is obvious. | | 

PRICES . a | | 

The price of domestic brands of metallic antimony was quoted at 
14.00 cents a pound in New York throughout 1941, the same as in 

1940. A one-half cent advance posted in August 1941 was quickly 

withdrawn at the request of the Office of Price Administration, and 

no further advance was made until March 23, 1942, when the quota- 

tion was listed at 15.96 cents by permission of Office of Price Adminis- 

tration. An additional allowed rise on April 13 brought the price to 

16.01 cents, where it remained at the end of July 1942. The quotation 

of 16.50 cents a pound for Chinese metal, which had been in effect 

during all of 1940, remained the same throughout 1941 and was 

unchanged at the end of July 1942; the price was nominal. 
On the London market the price of English regulus (minimum, 99 | 

percent antimony) was £85 from December 31, 1940, until May 23, 

1941, when it increased to £95. The quotation continued to advance 

during the following 5 months to £120 on October 10, where the price 

remained for the rest of 1941; it was still quoted at this level at the | 

end of June 1942. Foreign regulus (spot deliveries from warehouse,
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| duty paid) was quoted at £90 at the end of 1940. Subsequent prices 
throughout 1941 and the first half of 1942 were the same as those of 

| _ the English regulus. a a Bo 
Average monthly quoted prices of antimony, prompt delivery at New York, 1987-41, — . sm cents per pound a os - 

oe Chinese brands (duty paid)! _ American brands? — 

, 1937 | 1988 | 1939 | e402 | 1941 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941. 

| ‘January............| 1414| 15.56} 14.001 16.50 16.501 1414] 13.751 1168 14.00 14.00 | February....-.....| 14.69 | 15.74] 14.00] 16.50| 16.50| 14.55| 13.75] 11.25| 1400-1 1400 March.-........--.| 16.92] 15.75] 14.00] 16.50] 16.50| 16.37] 13.75] 11.271 14.001 14.00 April_._............] 16.79 | 15.65 14.00 | 16.50 | 16.50] 16.02] 13.65] 11.50 | 14.00 |. 14.00 May.............--| 14.79 | 14.46] 1400] 1650] 16.50] 14701 1246] 1170| 14.00] 14.00 | June...--......-.--| 14.70 | 13.94] 14.00] 16.50] 16.50| 14.70) 11.73] 1200| 14.00] 14.00 ‘July_-_----2 2] 14.78 | 14.00] 14.00] 16.50] 16:50 14.81 | 11.02 | 12.00} 14.00] 14.00 - August.—.......-..-| 15,83] 14.00] 14.00] 16.50} 16.50| 15.34] 10.88] -12.00| 14.001: 14:00 September_........| ( | 1400] 14.00] 1650] 16.50) 1659| 11.32| 1287] 14.00 | -1400 - 7 October..........-| (| 1400] 14.26]: 16.50| 16.50| 1692] 12061: 14001 14.00} 14.00 November.........| 15.91] 14.00 |31650} 16.50| 16.50| 15.87| 1225| 1400] 14.001 14.00 | December....-....-| 14.69 | 1400/1650 | 16.50] 16.50] 1412] 11.56] 14.00] 1400| 1400 
: . Average......| 15.30 14.50] 14.44] 16.50] 16.50] 15.35 | 12.35 | 12.36 | 14.00] 14.00 

1 Metal Statistics, 1940, p. 529, except for 1940 and‘1941, which were taken from daily issues of American | Metal Market: : re eee _ 
2 Metal Statistics, 1942, p. 551. ee a eg, 2Nominal. - 7 — | _ : ‘No average, owing to lack of offerings during greater part of month. _ ee oe 

| Quotations for antimony ore on January 2, 1941, according to 
| Engineering and Mining Journal Metal and Mineral Markets, were 

as follows: “Per (short-ton) unit of antimony contained, at New York, 
| 50 to 55 percent, $1.25 @ $1.35; 58 to 60 percent, $1.40 @ $1.50; 

60-65 percent, $1.50 @ $1.60. ‘London, 60 to 65 percent, 9s.3d. per 
long-ton unit.” Increased competition for the available ore supply | 
resulted in higher prices which, by January 1, 1942, reached $2.00 @ 
$2.15 for the lower-grade ore, $2.15 @ $2.25 for intermediate-grade, 
and $2.25 @ $2.35 for higher-grade at New York, and 14s.9d. for 
higher-grade in London. These prices fluctuated slightly throughout 
the first month of 1942 but rose in April to $2.15 @ $2.20, $2.20 @ 
$2.30, and $2.30 @ $2.40 for the lower, intermediate, and higher 

| grades, respectively. The New York quotations were unchanged at 
the end of July, but the London price for the higher-grade was quoted 
at 12s.9d. in May. . | | 

FOREIGN TRADE | | 

The following tables show imports and exports of antimony and 
antimony products. 

Antimony imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41 
OO  —— 

Needle or Antimony ox- 
Antimony ore liquated anti- Antimony metal | ides and other 

mony compounds 

Year Antimony content 
Short |__| short Short Short tons Short tons | Value | S?Ort | Value tons | Value 

tons Value 

1937...............| 42, 453 | 13,818 | $1,775,011 | 772 | $101,963 | 1,043 | $228, 485 | 1,136 | $249, 182 1938_........._-._] 19,811 | 8,322 1, 095, 497 90 12, 016 821 155, 420 420 04, 400 1939.........----.-| 21,000 | 9,448 | 1.132.359 228] 30,102 | 1,045] 196,812| 173] 29° 786 1940...............] 37, 966 | 15,733 | 2,027,612} 113 | 19,464 | "200 | 50,048 5 1, 851 1041.-......_-_.._.} 41, 662 | 19,386 | 2,717,472] 638} 126,018 | 7,469 |2, 056,678 2 537 te ee EL OOF]
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Antimony imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, by countries 

ce | . Antimony oe Antimony metal 

. Country Gross | Antimony content | 

a | | ween | Short tons | Value 
| | tons) Short tons Value 

1940 | : : 
Argentina }..--..----------+++--0-2-202--7+ 56 | - 31 $5, 876 |..._-..-----]------.----- 
Belgium..._...-..-------------------------|------------]------------]------------ 7 $2, 276 
Bolivia !......-.-...---.------------------- 9, 250 5,547 | 860,813 |_..........-|.-.-..--.._- 
China...------_-- 1-2-0 0-2 o ene ee | eee eee [eee eee [eee eee 194 45, 126 
Colombia.-...----.------------------------ 13 7 615 |_...--------|------------ 
Honduras. ...........--------------- eee 10 5 1,671 |. 2.2] 
Mexico.......-.---------------------------| 2%, 525 9,545] 1,065,206 |.......---.-|_---------_- 
Peru__..-.------.--------------------1-- ee 1,112 —  §98 93, 341 . 2 488 . 
United Kingdom................-.--------|------------|------------|------------] — «6 / 2,158 

| : a 37, 966 15,733 | 2,027, 612 200 50, 048 

1941 ) 
Belgium.........-...--...-----..----------|------------|------------|------------ 22 4, 248 
Bolivia.......--.--------------------------| 11, 695 7,004 | 1,210,118 |.........22.]....---222-- | 
Burma. .---...-.-------------------------- 30 18 |. 8, 673 |...--------.]------------ . 
China........-.-.-.-.-----.----2-s2e-2---- 2 1 “145 7,115 | 1,950, 990 
Costa Rica....-..--------------2---- eee 8 a 17 - 2, 250 we ww cree een [ween ewww eee 

Honduras. -.---.-.---------------2-------- 24 11 1,970 |_.-.--------]--------.--- 
_ Mexico.....--.---2-...------2---------2-2-| 28, 706 11, 664 | 1,399, 896 “328 | 100, 309 

Peru...2-2--22c-0eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee{ 177 | BL |” 98, 420 4) 4,181 
Se | ft 41,662] 19,386 | 2,717, 472 7,469 | 2, 056, 678 

1 Imports credited.to Argentina originate largely in Bolivia. —— | . - | 

Estimated antimony content in type metal, antimontal lead, and other alloys imported 7 
for consumption in the United States, 1987~—41, in short tons). — 

| - - Type | | | Type | 
| mand | Oth and | Oth io - an er > an er Mo , , 

Year anti- | alloys? | Total Year anti- | alloys? | Total 
monial | . _| monial : 
lead a lead | | | 

1937...............| 217 393 410 || 1940...........-...- 191 |........-- 191 
1988. ._ =. oo 259 296 | 355 || 1941... 202 {222-2} 208 
1939...--.-...-----| 69 62 121 || | oT | | 

! For details of gross weight and values, see imports shown in Lead chapter of this volume. 
? Chiefly in special antimony-lead alloys containing high percentage of antimony. * Type metal only. 

Foreign antimony (regulus or metal) exported from the United States, 1987-41 | 

Year | Short tons Value | / Year - | Short tons| Value 

| " $86,991 || 1940.....2....2.--2-2-----] - 276 $75, 440 | 
re 711 96, 836 || 1941..............--.----- 70 19, 690 

1939.......-.-.2-s-2- seen ee 58 16, 736 

As in other recent years, imports of antimony ore in 1941 came 
principally from Mexico and Bolivia. Imports from Bolivia increased 
26 percent in 1941, and receipts from Mexico were the highest on 
record, except for 1937 when 34,736 short tons were imported. Im- 
ports for consumption of 7,469 tons of antimony metal in 1941, 
nearly all from China, were the highest recorded since 1930. 

- In addition to the exports of foreign metal reported in the last 
table above, 98 tons were exported in finished products under the 

: draw-back provisions of the tariff law; draw-back exports amounted 
to 176 tons in 1940 and 232 tons in 1939. Stocks of antimony m 
bonded warehouses on December 31, 1941, totaled 416 tons compared
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: with 3,417 tons at the end of 1940. The drop is due largely to the 
, release of Chinese metal stocks held by the Metals Reserve Co. , 

WORLD PRODUCTION 

- Statistics on world production, which were incomplete for 1939 and. 
| | 1940, are even less complete for 1941 because of the war and its effect 

on the release of information from the nations involved. Datafrom 

countries that supplied 84 percent of the total recorded world output 
in 1938 indicated a 14-percent increase over that year in total world 

| production during 1940. Similarly, statistics from countries that 
produced 57 percent of the world total in 1938 indicate a 55-percent | 
increase over that year in total world production during 1941. Al- — 
though Mexican output decreased, the loss was more than offset by 

| gains in Bolivia. All other countries from which data were available | 
showed increases over 1940. | | | 

| oo _- REVIEW BY COUNTRIES a 

| Argentina.—During 1940 the total production of antimony ore in 

| Argentina was approximately 250 tons, including antimony oxides, — 
sulfides, and ores associated with silver, iron, copper, and arsenic. A 

| corresponding figure for 1941 is not available. The source of antimony _ 

an is chiefly small mountain mines in the Provinces of Jujuy and La | 
oe Rioja. The Pabellon mine, Jujuy, is the principal producer. A small 

| tonnage of antimony is obtained annually as a byproduct of imported 
Bolivian lead ores. | . oo | | 

Bolivia.—The main antimony-producing regions in Bolivia are near 
Tupiza, Llallagua, and Oruro. The stibnite ore bodies are generally 

| spotty, and the ore is mined and concentrated by rudimentary hand 
: : methods, which yield low recovery with a tailings content ranging from 

5 to 10 percent. More than 80 percent of the total exports of antimony 
- issupplied by the Banco Minero de Bolivia from purchased production 

of small miners. Recent demand for antimony has resulted in a steady 
increase in output, which reached 24,923 metric tons of ore containing 
14,870 tons of antimony in 1941. | 
Brazil.—Several occurrences of antimony have been reported in 

Brazil, and the deposits of Morro do Bule, near Ouro Preto, State of 
Minas Gerais, and also Cananea, State of Séo Paulo, are considered of 
value for commercial exploitation. | 
Canada.—The high prices for antimony prevailing in the latter 

| part of 1941 renewed the interest in the Stuart antimony deposit at 
erguson Creek, Bridge River district, British Columbia. This 

property was discovered in 1925 but has not been developed. Late 
in 1941 a considerable quantity of ore from the Bridge River area was 

| sacked and shipped to the United States for treatment. 
China.—Production from China during 1940 was 5,493 metric 

tons, including antimony content of regulus, crude antimony, and 
oxide exported. No figures for 1941 are available. New antimony 
deposits are being explored, with the expectation of increasing output 
1,000 to 2,500 tons annually. 
Approximately 99 percent of the antimony mines lie in south- 

western China, in territory still under Chinese control. Exports 
from all of China during 1940 were 326 metric tons of crude antimony 
and 5,248 tons of regulus.
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| Late in 1941 Japanese military interests were reported to be 
organizing an antimony refinery at ‘Wuchang, Hupeh, in central 
China, capitalized at yuan 3 million, but no other details are available. 
Cuba.—Antimony is found in the MacKinley area in the north- 

western part of the Isle of Pines, and small amounts were shipped to 
the United States in 1941. | a 2 
Honduras.—A trial shipment of antimony ore (25 long tons) from a 

| property near La Union, Department. of Olancho, was sent to the 
nited States in the third quarter of 1941. The Yoro Mining Co. 7 

and the Honduras Mining Co, have been idle during 1941, principally 
because transportation costs between the deposits and the ports of | 
shipment have been too high for profitable operation. ) | 
_ India.—Several sources of antimony ore have been found recently ’ 
in India as the result. of. exploration, and a refining plant to treat | 

_ these ores may be installed.in the near future. — OS 
_ Japan.—It is reported that increased output of antimony is planned OF 
by the semigovernmental antimony mining company in Japan. This 
step has been taken as a result of the ban imposed by Bolivia on exports 
of antimony to J apan. Current antimony production covers less 
than a quarter of Japan’s consumption, which has risen sharply in 
recent years. a a 7 - ; oe, 

| _ Mezico.—The most recent available information on the antimony 
industry in Mexico appears in the November 20, 1941, issue of Min- = 
eral Trade Notes, published by the Bureau of Mines, from which the : 

_ following notes have been abstracted. Bo . 

‘Deposits of antimony are found in 14 States in Mexico. Output from many 
of the discoveries has been small, but potentialities of several undeveloped deposits | 

are promising. Lack of even medium-sized formal mining operations in the | 

| Mexican antimony industry is noteworthy. In only a few instances, notably at 
San Juan Mixtepec, Oaxaca, and at Wadley, San Luis Potosi, are properties large — 
enough to justify installation of mechanical equipment. The greater portion of 
antimsny comes from small, scattered operations, mostly close to the surface with 
very little depth attained by the workings. Likewise most of these operations 
are carried on under the “buscon’’ and “‘gambusino”’ systems, in which the indi- 
vidual miner is almost entirely the sole judge of where, when, and how the work 
is tu be performed. 

Up to a short time ago almost the entire production of antimony in Mexico | 

was controlled by Cia. Minera y Refinadora and by Cia. Minera de Oaxaca. 
However, within the past few months, several other organizations and individuals 
have entered actively into the field, largely from the ore-purchasing angle. 

The Republican Mining Co. was the earliest formal organization in Mexico 
for the production of antimony. This company was the forerunner of the Texas 
Mining & Smelting Co., of which Cia. Minera y Refinadora is a subsidiary. 
Cia. Minera de Oaxaca is owned mainly by the Madera Bros. of Mexico City, | 
but the Texas company also has a substantial stock interest in it. Operations of 

Cia. Refinadora are confined generally to the area north of Queretaro, while 
Oaxaca operates to the south. 

The principal antimony area is in the western part of Oaxaca near San Juan 
Mixtepec just west of Tlaxiaco. Cia. Minera de Oaxaca controls the most impor- 
tant developments in the area. During 1940 production in Oaxaca totaled 5,100 

tons, averaging 56 percent antimony—2,900 tons of oxide ore and 2,200 tons of 

sulfide ore. The sulfide ore normally averages 52 to 57 percent Sb, while the 
oxides occasionally run as high as 80 percent. - 

The antimony deposits in the vicinity of Wadley, 165 kilometers north of San 
Luis Potosi, formed the nucleus for the mining operations of the Republican 
Mining Co. This company, originally organized by the Cookson interests of 

England, built a smelter at Wadley, which operated until 1930 when the Cookson 
interests were reorganized, the smelter closed, and a new plant opened at Laredo, 
Tex. The initial operation of the Republican Mining Co, was the San Jose mine, 
high in the hills about 7 miles east of Wadley. Originally, work on the property
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: was performed on company account, but, with the type of ore body found, this 
system proved unprofitable and upon reorganization of the. corporation was 

| abandoned. At present, work is conducted on the ‘‘gambusino” system, which 
in general principles corresponds to leasing operations in the. United States. 
Development work in search of new ore bodies is done by the company, as the 

'  gambusinos are unwilling to perform. work where there is no certainty of a direct 
return. : 

Just north of Wadley is the old mining district of Catorce with a considerable 
| record of past production of precious metals, but now almost dormant except for a. | 

small output of antimony. This ore comes from small scattered operations, and 
the greater part is purchased by Refinadora and shipped to Laredo. Production 
from the district averages about 60 tons monthly, virtually 95 percent of which is 

| oxide ore containing 25 percent Sb. Individual lots average from 20 to 40 percent. 
Between Catorce and Wadley, at Nantanzas, 60 to 80 buscones are producing 
about 80 tons of ore monthly. =. | a a 
_ The principal antimony-producing regions of the State of Queretaro lie in the 

| central and eastern parts of the State in the vicinity of Toliman, Bernal, El 
oo Doctor, and Jalpan. The largest amount of development and greatest production 

. has been in the area nearest Toliman and Bernal. In this section several other 
large mining operations have produced over a period of several years. At present 
the most active of these properties is-owned and operated by Augustine B. Car- — 
rasco. . Carrasco operates one of the few concentrating plants for the beneficiation 

/ of antimony ore. The plant uses gravity methods and is turning out 60 tons of 
50-percent concentrate monthly. The mine also produces between 60 and 70 
tons:monthly of direct shipping ore. . _ : re 

The State of Zacatecas is one of the oldest mining areas in Mexico with a recorded 
production dating back to 1540 when the mines were first discovered by the 

. Spaniards. In 1940 the State ranked sixth in output of antimony, when 201 
o tons were recovered. The chief antimony areas are in the northern part of the 
- State in the vicinity of Sombrerete, Nieves, and Pacheco. Refinadora, which 
oe maintains agencies in the larger towns and even in small villages, has been the | 

chief outlet for the ore. The deposits worked so far are small, irregular pockets 
close to the surface and with little indication of continuity. Operations have 
been carried on for several years, but no appreciable depth has been attained, 
rarely more than 15 to 20 meters. Oo _ - . 

During 1940 Durango produced only 161 tons of antimony, all reported by ~~ 
- Refinadora as obtained from the Cuenecame and San Bartolo districts. Scattered - 

antimony deposits are reported in the State, but most of them are in the eastern and 
northeastern sections. The ore is comparatively low in grade, ranging from 25 to 
30 percent. : a So oo 

Three widely separate districts in Sonora are known to contain deposits of 
antimony ore and to have shipped appreciable amounts in past years. These are . 

- near the village of Antimonio, about 100 miles west of Santa Ana on the Southern 
Pacific, 66 miles south of Nogales; Sahuaripa, in the central part of the State 
near the Chihuahua line; and in the vicinity of Nacozari, south of Douglas, Ariz. 

| The Antimonio district, or as more generally called the Caborca district, has been 
an important source of antimony. Shipments have been made during the past 
25 years and at the present average 100 tons of metal contained in ore monthly. 
The ore as shipped averages 45 percent Sb. The workings as yet have not reached 
any appreciable depth. It is reported that 25,000 tons of 10-percent ore have 
accumulated on dumps for possible future operations. The deposits in the | 
neighborhood of Sahuaripa are virtually inaccessible. Small amounts of antimony 
are shipped occasionally, but up to the present the district has been of little im- 
portance. Occasional small shipments also are made from Nacozari. Small un- 
developed deposits along the Yaqui River near Ramona have been reported. 

Several antimony deposits are reported in the State of Guerrero, but to date 
only the Huitzuco Co. is operating. In June 1941 the company treated 110 to 
130 tons of ore dailv, averaging 0.23 percent Hg and 1.1 percent Sb. The ore is 
treated in a modern flotation plant, and the concentrates are shipped to Menardi 
Metals Co.,-Los Angeles, Calif., for refining. Production in 1940 totaled 335,155 
pounds of antimony, of which 224,058 were recovered from refining operations. 

Peru.—In 1941 exports of antimony ore from Peru totaled 2,850 
metric tons containing 1,452 tons of metal, 48 tons of antimonial lead 
ores containing 11 tons of metal, and 2 tons of antimony bar con- 
taining 1.8 tons of metal. Antimony is largely mined by small pro-
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_ dueers. It is reported that potentially large deposits occur in the | 
Departments of Arequipa and Puno, but exploitation is restricted by — 
lack of transportation facilities and capital: | 

The principal development in the antimony industry in Peru is the | 
erection, by the Cerro de Pasco Corporation, of a dust treatment plant, , 
of 100 tons a.day capacity, which should be completed in 1942, pending - 

| arrival of equipment from the United States. The plant will treat 
Cottrell dust; 4,000 tons containing 45 percent antimony are stored 
at the smelter. | ) | . 

Union vf South Africa.—According to the Metal Bulletin (London), 
the Consolidated Murchison (Transvaal) Goldfields and Development . 
Co., Ltd., is now producing antimony flotation concentrates on a 
fairly substantial scale; these are, for the most part, being shipped to 
the United Kingdom for treatment. Several small mines are being 
worked along the Murchison range for the production of antimony | . 

one.
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| oo GENERAL STATEMENT Co | | | 

Cadmium recovery is at a high level in apparently all zinc-lead- 
smelting countries. More than half of the world output is supplied by | 

7 the United States, a sixth by the British Commonwealth of Nations 
- and the U:S.S. R., and about a fifth by the Axis-dominated countries. a 

The favorable position of the United Nations is due in part to their | 
control of the flow of cadmium flue dust from Mexico and South- oo 
West. Africa. Cadmium production in the United States from domes- | 
tic and imported raw materials reached about 7% million pounds in | 
1941, and stocks were drawn upon to meet a consumption of nearly 8 , 
million pounds. Germany was able to supplement its own cadmium 
output—the second-largest in the world—with quantitics from Poland, | 
Norway, and France. Canadian cadmium production, which ranks | 
third, was increased about 30 percent in 1941. _ | 

| Government swpervision.—The job of maintaining production of 
cadmium in the United States and directing available supplies into oo 
war channels was undertaken by the Cadmium Section, Office of 
Production Management; in April 1941 Harry J. Wolf was appointed 
chief of the section. During the latter half of 1941 producers marketed 
their cadmium in normal fashion, although the Office of Production 
Management watched deliveries and stepped in to handle individually — 
the ‘‘hot-spot” situations that developed. Cadmium was placed a 

' under full priority control by Office of Production Management Order | 
M-65 on January 17, 1942. The companion Order M-65-a, issued 
at the same time, prohibited the use of cadmium in automotive, 
trailer, and tractor equipment, building supplies and hardware, house 
furnishings and equipment, and a number of miscellaneous products. 
Order M-65 was modified by an amendment, effective June 24, 1942, 
that enabled the War Production Board to allocate all cadmium for 
absolutely essential purposes. The Government stock pile of metallic 
cadmium, held by Metals Reserve Co., a subsidiary of the Recon- 
struction Finance Corporation, amounted to 134,400 pounds valued 
at $139,000 as of October 22, 1941, and was valued at $194,000 as of 
March 7, 1942. Control of cadmium imports was provided for in 

| Office of Production Management Order M-63 on December 28, 
1941, but was revoked by amendment 3, effective March 14, 1942, 
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because such imports were controlled by other means. During the 
last three quarters of 1941 primary producers cooperated with the 
Government in keeping the price of cadmium sticks at 90 cents a 
pound—the level at which it was formally fixed by Office of Price 
Administration Price Schedule 71, effective January 19, 1942. | 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | 

Cadmium established a new record in 1941, when primary produc- 
_ tion increased 14 percent over 1940. Production of secondary 
cadmium (derived prineipally from bearing scrap) now constitutes 

_ about 5 percent of the total primary and secondary output. Pro- 
ducers’ shipments. of primary cadmium were 10 percent larger in. 

| 1941 than in 1940. The poostaphic distribution of primary cadmium 
production, based upon location of plants that produced metal or 
compounds (and not upon origin of cadmium-containing ores), in 

| 1941 was as follows: 74 percent from four plants in four Western 
States (Colorado, Idaho, Montana, and Utah), 18 percent from nine 

| plants in six Central States (Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, Ohio, Okla- , 
| oma, and Texas), and 8 percent from six plants m three. Eastern 
- States (Connecticut, New York, and Pennsylvania).: Inthe United _ 

: States cadmium is chiefly a byproduct of zinc production.” © 

| ss Cadmium produced, shipped by producers, imported, and exported in the United 
| Ss States, 1937-41, in pounds. 

SO | | ae 1937. 1938 1939 1940 1941 | 

Production: Oo a | | 
Primary: ! 

| Metallic cadmium_...__._..........-| 4,265,973 | 4,077,961 | 4, 411, 530 | 2.6, 154, 200 | 6, 937, 931 
Cadmium compounds (Cdcontent)3_| 7418 300 | 7 216,400 | 24379,000 | #209,400 | 295, 600 

Total ry production..........| 2 4, 684,800 | 3 400 |? 44,790, 500 | 4 6, 363, 600 | 7, 233, 500 
Secondary Prete aed Cd content of 684, +m, 368, 
compounds) §_... 222.2. eee (8) (8) (48) 227,900 | 379, 500 

Shipments’ by producers: | | | _ 
Primary: — 

Metallic cadmium_._.__.............| 4,059,764 | 2,525,666 | 5,190,273 | 6, 467,260 | 7, 044, 417 
Cadmium compounds (Cdcontent)#_| ’ 334,600 | "211,000 | 401,200 | 205,900 |’ 285, 700 

Total primary shipments....._....| 4,394,400 | 2, 736,700 | 45,591,500 | 6,673, 200 | 7,310, 100 
Secondary (metal and ¥Cd content of + * 

compounds) §..._-..---- | 8) (6) (4s) | 927,200 | _ 376, 500 
Imports (metallic cadmium)_..........:.....| 828,535 - 22, 582 309, 874 27,491 | * 147,378 
Exports (metai and Cd content of com- 
pounds).... 22222 teed ($8) (8) 387,100 | #103, 500 

| | 
1 Figures showing primary cadmium production for 1940 and 1941 are strictly comparable. The revised 

data for 1937-39 are exactly comparable with 1940-41 as to totals, but in the former period the cadmium 
content of some compounds made from metal is included with the compounds and excluded from the metal. 
Production figures prior to 1937 are comparable with 1937-39 data regarding metal output but are not com- 
parable with 1937 or later data as to compounds or totals because the earlier figures include some duplication 
of metal made into compounds. 

3 Revised figures. 
3 Excludes compounds made from metal. 
‘Some secondary compounds included with primary compounds. Bureau of Mines not at liberty to 

publish figures separately for primary cadmium compounds. 
’ Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures separately for secondary cadmium compounds. ' 
6 Data not available. 
7 Figures for 1937-39 represent sales. 
* Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 
* Producers reported exports of.458,283 pounds of metallic cadmium. 

Cadmium compounds are produced principally from metal, although 
some are made directly from primary residues and secondary mate- 

. rials. ‘Total production of cadmium compounds in 1941 (in terms 
of Cd content) increased 56 percent over 1940.
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oe Cadmium compounds produced in the United States, 1940-41, in pounds 

oo | | 1940 | 1941 
| - Compound $$$ | 

| . Gross weight .| Cd content | Gross weight | Cd content 

Cadmium sulfide !_.........-.------------ 2, 287, 608 759, 500 3, 304, 478 -1, 141, 500 
Cadmium oxide ?.........--------.---.-.--- 318, 303 250, 800 410, 748 361, 300 
Cadmium nitrate..-..---.-.-.-.-.--------- 20, 594 10, 800 138, 951 50, 600 

- Cadmium hydrate. .-.-...-----.-.-.-.-.-.- 3 19, 799 314’ 100 42, G95 31, 500 
Cadmium chloride._..........-.-.--------- . 15,475 7, 600 . 57, 828 30, 100 
Cadmium carbonate......-...-...-.--..-.- 14, 733 9, 600 36, 806 24, 100 
Cadmium bromide.,..-.-.---.---.-----.-.- 6, 289 | 2, 500 17,041 -. “2000 
Cadmium sulfate.....-.---.---.-...---.-.- 4, 324 2, 200 6,771} 3, 400 
Cadmium iodide. ._...-2...2-...-.-2-----2-/- | @) | " (’) 4, 047 1, 300 
Cadmium acetate.-----.---22-----2-------| 1,103]  — 500} 1,300 1 3%) | 

Total produétion....-..:.-..--------- 2,697,318 | 1,057,600] 4,020, 965 1, 651, 400 | 

1 Includes cadmium lithopone and cadmium sulfoselenide. _ a | 
In addition to quantities shown, cadmium oxide consumed in making other compounds shown was 

produced as Sa lows: 1940, 33,186 pounds (Cd content, 28,700 pounds); 1941, 33,649 pounds (Cd content, ' 
,500 pounds). 
3 Cadmium iodide included with cadmium hydrate to avoid disclosure of confidential figures. 

| | _. CONSUMPTION AND USES | 

Consumption of cadmium in all forms in 1941 totaled 7,766,000 
pounds, a 26-percent increase over 1940. Corresponding data for 
earlier years are not available. About 95 percent of the available 
cadmium is consumed in electroplating, bearing alloys, and pig- | 7 
ments, and the remaining 5 percent goes into miscellaneous alloys, 
laboratory reagents, and photographic chemicals, 

Electroplating.—The most common use of cadmium is as a protective _ 
coating for steel and, to a much lesser extent, for copper alloys. The 
principal advantages of cadmium electrodeposits as compared with | 

Estimated distribution, by uses, of cadmium consumed in the United States, 1940-41 | 

7 | | 1940 1941 | 

- : Use Percent of Percent of | ercent 0 , ercent o Pounds total Pounds total 

| Electroplating..................---.-------.---.----] 3, 692,000 59. 8 4, 586, 000 59.1 
Bearing alloys.....-.-.-------.------.-.------------| 1, 300,000 21.0| 1,504,000 19.4 

Solders.......-.-.-...-.-----.--2-ssss-sseesereseee 73, 000 1.2 120, 000 1.7 
Copper alloys....-...---.--.----------------------- 204, 000 3.3 80, 000 1.0 
Zine alloys. .._..---..--.--------------------------- 36, 000 6 54, 000 7 
Low-melting alloys.........-.-.--.-----.-.---..---- 23, 000 4 43, 000 -6 
Type metal___...._.--.--..---.---------2es-ee see 3, 000 Qo 3, 000 (t) : 
Other alloys..........-.-.--.----------------------- 15, 000 - 2 41,000 5 

Total metal and alloys...........-.-.---.-.--| 5,346,000 86.5 | 6,441,000 83.0 

Paints and varnishes._............-----------------| 288,000 4.7 392, 000 5.0 
Ceramics (glass, porcelain enamel, pottery) ..-....--. 256, 000 6422 389, 000 5.0 
Printing inks 105, 000 1.7 126, 000 1.6 
Rubber. _...___....---.-...----2---ss-sneneesesese 50, 000 .8 100, 000 1.3 
Laboratory reagents............--..---.-.-.-------. 44, 000 Jf 68, 000 9 
Leather. _........-...-..-..---------- eee ee 35, 000 .6 75, 000 1.0 
Photography........-....-...--..1--.-.---2-.-.---- 5, 000 (1) 11,000 1 
Other pigments ?.__.........-..----.----.---------- 49, 000 8 164, 000 2.1 

Total pigments and chemicals...........-.--- 832, 000 13.5 | 1,325,000 17.0 

Total cadmium consumed................---.| 6, 178,000 | 100.0 7, 766, 000 | 100.0 

1 Less than 0.1 percent. 
3 Includes plastics, textiles, artists’ colors, etc., and some unclassified. 

497779 —48——31 | |
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those of zinc, according to Fusco and Woldman,! Mankowich,? and 
| Bray,? are as follows: (1) Coatings one-third as thick give equai _ 

protection; (2) rate of deposition is virtually double; (3) parts are — 
| more easily soldered; (4) cadmium has higher electrical conductivity; _ 

| (5) when plated on one of two dissimilar alloys—such as steel and 
duralumin or steel and brass—that would otherwise be in contact, | 
cadmium more effectively minimizes corrosion by galvanic action; 
(6) bath is more easily operated; (7) less electrical current is required; 
(8) cadmium has superior throwing power, that is, ability to deposit : 

| uniformly in recesses; (9) cadmium has greater resistance to atmos- 
heric agencies, salt wafer, and alkalies; and (10) cadmium holds its 

| brightness longer. Some of these properties are interrelated. A dis- 
| advantage of cadmium plating is its low resistance to many acids. — | 

: Products commonly. electroplated with cadmium include bolts, 
| a nuts, screws, rivets, nails, washers, fasteners, and parts for a wide 

. variety of products, including airplanes, ordnance, automobiles, elec- | 
trical equipment (conduit fittings, switches, and controls), builders’ 
hardware (locks, hinges, and. fixtures), communication equipment 

| (radio, telephone, and telegraph parts), office equipment (typewriter, 
| adding-machine, and calculator parts), household appliances (vacuum- 

cleaner, washing-machine, stove, and refrigerator parts), hand tools — 
| (wrenches, pliers, and screw drivers), industrial hardware (chains, 

| hose couplings, valves, hooks, filters, and pulleys), textile machinery 
(heddles, bobbin rings, and coiton-gin ribs), measurement and control } 

7 equipment (ccunter, thermostat, pyrometer, and gage parts), machine 
| a tools, railway signal devices, agricultural implements, oil-drum _ 

| _ flanges, commercial refrigerators, beverage and candy vending ma- 
_ ehines, respirators, fire-fighting apparatus, bicycles, buttons on work 

: | clothes and uniforms, fishing tackle, and toys. Many of the nonessen- 
| tial applications of cadmium have been discontinued for the duration 

of the war. | | : | oe 
Cadmium bearing alloys —Cadmium-base bearings are generally of 

two types one composed of 98.65 percent cadmium and 1.35 percent 
nickel and another containing 0.2-2.25 percent silver and 0.25-2 
percent copper in place of the nickel. Such bearings are used prin- 
cipally in automotive engines but also in aircraft and marine engines. 
The big end bearing of British Bristol and French Gnome-Rhone air- 
plane engines was reported by German metallurgists to be of the first 
type mentioned.* Certain lead-antimony-tin bearing alloys contain 
0.5-2 percent cadmium. Cadmium-base bearings, according to 
Dayton and Faust,*> are stronger than babbitt and, compared with 
other connecting-rod bearings, have superior embeddability and ease 
of bonding but inferior seizure resistance and corrosion resistance. 
To protect cadmium bearings from the corrosive action of organic 
acids in lubricants, a coating of indium is sometimes applied. ‘‘Graph- 
alloy’”—solid graphite impregnated with 30-35 percent cadmium— 
is used in oilless bearings and bushing linings. 
Cadmium soiders.—The most widely used cadmium solders are the 

| cadmium-silver solders, three typical compositions of which are shown 

1 Fusco, Aathony J., and Woldman, Norman E., Cadmium Plating in the Victory Program: Iron Age, 
vol. 149, No. 12, March 19, 1942, pp. 46-52. 

i Mankowich, A., Corrosion Resistance of Cadmium and Zine Electrodeposits under Marine Conditions: 
Monthly Rev. Am. Electroplaters’ Soc., vol. 27, No. 11, November 1940, pp. 833-839. 

+ Bray, John L., Nonferrous Production Metallurgy: John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1941, pp.65-66. 
‘Tron Age, Metall of Aircraft Engines: Vol. 148, No. 26, December 25, 1941, p. 40. 
‘Dayton, R. W., and Faust, C.L., ne Use of Silver in Bearings; Silver in Industry: Reinhold Pub- 

lishing Corporation, New York, 1940, p. 223.



| in the following table. Silver solders for the jewelry trade sometimes 
contain 10-20 percent cadmium. The zinc-tin alloy shown is a high- | 
temperature solder suitable, among other things, for flexible tubing. 

| Similar alloys containing 5-43 percent cadmium are used for soldering | 
aluminum. The war-imposed necessity for strict conservation of 
tin has focused attention on reduction or even elimination of tin in 

| base-metal solders. The cadmium-lead-tin alloys in the table appear 
the most promising of the low-tin solders, according to Rhines and 
Anderson,° who discuss the technical advantages and disadvantages of oe 
a number of cadmium solders. These investigators point out that 
base-metal solders containing no tin are distinetly less promising than . 
those containing reduced quantities, but that the first two tinless | 
compositions in the following table deserve special notice. The third - 
tinless solder listed is one of the best, states Gillett,’ for it resembles . 
lead-tin in ease of application and makes good joints. Itis alleged to. | 
be the favorite German substitute solder. = = 3 => OT | | 

| Cadmium solder compositions, in percent _— | | : 

Type | Cadmium | Silver Zine Lead Tin | Copper | Nickel “4 

a 5 20 80 |.---ee ff 48 Lele eS 
| Silver-cadmium..-..-.....-... { 95 | 5 |--------.-]----------|----.-----]--2------- |e es 

. 16 50 16 |..-.------]....-.---- 15 3 ON 
Zine-tin-cadmium._........-- 72 7 joe 5 1,5 |.--2-- ee 

roan m@ |itmice) og} oS emecheees : 
= 10-88 TTT) a0 Joo SL PDIICIITITS eco j 

Tinless-cadmium............- 40) jill... 60 |...----~--|--- fee eee " 
8 j.---------] ° 2 90 j...--...--]----2 ef le 8 

Other cadmium alloys.—The.addition of about 1 percent cadmium 
to copper trolley wire improves strength and wear resistance without 4 
seriously reducing electrical conductivity. Small quantities of ot 
cadmium-copper have also been used in electrical contact parts of horn 
relays and voltage regulators for automobiles.. An alloy of 60 percent : 
cadmium and 40 percent zinc is sold for hot-dipping wire. Some wire | 
is dipped in a bath of 33 percent cadmium and 67 percent zinc. 
Photoengravers use zinc alloys containing 0.3 percent cadmium to 2 
improve etching characteristics. ‘Cerrobend,” a low-melting alloy 4 
of 50 percent bismuth, 27 percent lead, 13 percent tin, and 10 percent : 
cadmium, is used in the aircraft industry as a filler in bending thin- . 
walled tubing and as a material for making spotting fixtures and jigs. 4 
Other low-melting alloys containing 39-50 percent bismuth, 19-38 : 
percent lead, 11-24 percent tin, and 4-25 percent cadmium are used | 
in. sprinkler apparatus, fire-detector systems and valve seats for high- 
pressure gas containers. About 0.4 percent cadmium is added to | 
some type metals to improve castability. Cadmium-carbon and 
cadmium-silver are made into contacts for circuit breakers and other | 
electrical equipment. Small quantities of cadmium are used in 
slider fasteners, collapsible tubes, standard cells, pattern metal for : 
stoves, low-carat gold alloys, and wire-quenching mediums, and as a 2 
deoxidizing agent in silver melting. . 

Cadmium compounds.—Cadmium sulfide and cadmium sulfoselenide 
are standard agents for producing resistant yellow and red colors, | 

¢ Rhines, F. N., and Anderson, W. A., Substitute Solders: Metais and Alloys, vol. 14, No. 5, November | 

Tale H.W, Substitutes for Tin in Solder: Nat. Acad. Sciences Rept. 45 to the War Production : 
Board, March 26, 1942, 13 pp.; abs. Metals and Alloys, vol. 15, No. 5, May 1942, p. 868. o
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respectively, in paints, ceramics, inks, rubber, leather, and other 
products. Virtually all the cadmium oxide, hydrate, and chloride 
produced go into platers’ electrolytic solutions. Cadmium bromide, 
chloride, and iodide are used in photographic films. | 

| | STOCKS ae 

Producers’ stocks of cadmium during 1941 decreased 12 percent— 
| the result of a 19-percent decline in metallic cadmium and a 50-percent 

- ain in cadniium compounds (based upon Cd content). Inventories 
held by cadmium-compound manufacturers (consumers of metal in _ 

| making compounds for sale) and suppliers (dealers plus distributors 
that cast metal into anode shapes) decreased 53 percent and 32 per- 

es cent, respectively, during 1941. Consumers’ stocks of cadmium in 
the first half of 1941 declined 11 percent but showed a net gain of 5 
percent for the year. Metals Reserve Co., a subsidiary of the Recon- 

| struction Finance Corporation, began a Government stock pile of 
metallic cadmium in 1941 and had on hand 134,400 pounds as of . 
October 22 of the year. a } | 

| | Cadmium. stocks at end of 1940 and 1941, in pounds 

| December 31, 1940 . December 31,1941 | 

| Cadmium . Cadmium : 

| - _fondamitm PNG legmium| cadmium | MoUNAS | exami 

: Producers_.................--| 552, 130 66,700 | 618,800 | 444,944 100, 300 545, 200 | 
7 Compound manufaeturers.---| 171, 292 234,000 | 405,300 | 87,677 134,400 | 192, 100 

Suppliers. ........-...........] 202, 587 52, 500.| 255, 100 95, 894 - 77, 200 173, 100 
| Consumers 1_~ ~~ 7777777772277]1, 601, 000 64,000 |1, 565,000 | 1,636,000 | 106,000 | 1, 642,000 

Government..-..-.........---]-...-..---|---------.-.-- woee-e----] 7134, 400 |-----------.] 2-134, 400 

Total stocks... .........|2, 427, 000 417, 200 |2, 844,200 | 2,268;900} . 417,900} 2, 686, 800 

| ‘ Partly estimated. Includes some material in process. Excludes stocks of compounds held by pig- 
ment and chemical consumers. - 

2 Stocks on Oct. 22, 1941. Data for Dec. 31, 1941, are not available for publication. 

| PRICES | 

The 1941 opening price of 80 cents a pound for commercial sticks 
of metallic cadmium advanced 5 cents on February 17 and again 
on March 7 to 90 cents a pound, where it remained the rest of the 
year. Anode shapes continued to command a premium of 5 cents a 
pound. The tight position in plating metals enabled certain dealers 
to sell.cadmium at prices as high as $1.75 a pound—a practice that 
on April 11 brought a charge of “ruthless profiteering’ and a warning 
of ceiling prices from Leon Henderson, Commissioner of Price Sta- 
bilization, Office of Emergency Management. On August 30 Hender- 
son, now Administrator, Office of Price Administration, announced 

| that the major producers of cadmium had indicated their willingness 
to continue to sell the metal to consumers at prices not above 90 
cents for sticks and 95 cents for anodes and to sell to distributors 
at discounts permitting resales at the same prices. This agreement, 
which was adhered to by primary producers but not by certain. second- 
ary producers, was made mandatory by Office of Price Administration 
Price Schedule. 71, effective January 19, 1942. The order was
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amended, effective June 22, 1942, to permit the sale of metallic cad- | 
mium in small containers (5 pounds or less) at October 1941 price 
evels. | | 

Shipments of metallic cadmium, as reported to the Bureau of 
Mines by primary producers, had an average value of 78 cents a 

| pound in 1941 compared with 70 cents in 1940, 53 cents in 1939, 74 | 
cents in 1938, and $1.12 in 1937. Producers’ quotations, according 
to Metal and Mineral Markets, averaged 88 cents in 1941 compared 
with 80 cents in 1940 and 59 centsin 1939. = 
Cadmium compounds also advanced in price during 1941—cadmium 

sulfide from 75 cents a pound to $1.10 in April and cadmium lithopone © 
from 50-60 cents a pound to 55-65 cents in November, according to 
Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. = = 8 — : | | 

| FOREIGN TRADE® — a | 

_ Imports—Imports: of metallic cadmium in 1937-41 are shown in 
the following table. Virtually all of the metal entered from Canada : 
in the first 9 months of 1941 was purchased by a French company 
and, as a result of the collapse of France, was resold to the Metals 

| Reserve Co. A few hundred pounds of cadmium sulfide from the 
United Kingdom represented the total cadmium-compound entries 

| reported in the first 9 months of 1941. Corresponding data on cad- | 
mium-compound imports in previous years are not available. Domes- | 
tie cadmium production is partly from imported flue dust, which in | 
the first 9 months of 1941 had a cadmium content of 1,707,022 pounds, 
including 1,370,294 from Mexico, 334,137 from South-West Africa, — 
and 2,591 from the Union of South Africa. All flue dust imported 
in 1940 was from Mexico and contained 1,890,528 pounds of cadmium. 

: Metallic cadmium imported for consumption in the United States, 1987-41 

Oo 19370 1938 1939 1940 (an. Sept.) 
Country fe ns en en Je 

| | - |Pounds| Value | Pounds| Value “ Value | Pounds} Value | Pounds| Valne 

| Australia.__..........| 22,400} "$41, 440|_.._.._.|..--.-].-------]-2-----]-ee ee} fe 
Belgium. ___._..--...| 250,878| 301, 663| 20, 067|$28, 815| 197, 454|$84, 904| 27, 401] $9, 520|-__--_-_|-_-- 
Canada............--] 270,620} 354,014/........|.-.-.--] 30,068] 14, 642]........|-..---_] 186, 280/$138, 898 
France. ...-....--.--- 3, 968 5, 753|_..-.-.-|---.---]--------|--.----]--------]-------]--------]-------- 
Germany......-..-.-| 34,562] 32,092 55] 163 50 148] ....----]--.----|--------]-------- 
Italy. 220222 72TTTTT) || 2,240] 1,408] 35, 304] 14, 847] 2ST 
Netherlands......-.-| 2,205 4,079|......-_|..__| 38,038] 12,649|--.-----J--02-22)-22-2DI]0 
Norway.........-.---| 76,940} 117,224/........].-....-| 6,720] 2,822|......--]-------]--------]-------- 
Poland and Danzig_.| 27,557| 19,077| 220/190, 2,240)‘ 961|-_------|-------|-22-- 222) 
United Kingdom....-| 139,405] 199, 988|........|.......|_-.20--.J_-_---.[222DCC]TT 1, 098] "92, 168 

828, 535|1, 075, 330] 22, 582| 30, 574) 309, h 973] 27,491] 9,520] 147,378| 152, 064 

Exports —Cadmium exports in the first 9 months of 1941 totaled 
103,500 pounds, including 46,516 pounds of metal and 57,000 pounds 
in compounds. Exports in 1940 comprised 286,529 pounds of metal 
and 100,600 pounds in: compounds—a total of 387,100 pounds. 
These figures were obtained by the Bureau of Mines from exporters, 
and corresponding data for previous years are not available. The 
Department of Commerce, which had previously recorded data on 

~ § Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of tho 
Department of Commerce.
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cadmium exports in combination with other commodities, began to 
show them separately on July 1, 1941. | —_ 

a | TOXICOLOGY oe | 

| Dangers to health are involved in the production of cadmium and 
in the consumption of food contaminated with cadmium. Regarding 
the former, Frant and Kleeman ° state: ‘‘Cadmium presents its greatest 

| hazard to the health of man during its production and in the handlin 
of its compounds. Most dangerous are the inhalation of fumes and | 
vapors arising from retorts‘or condensers while cadmium and cadmium 
oxide are being manufactured and the inhalation of dust in bagging | 

| ‘and handling the materials.”’ In a number of instances inhalation of 
| cadmium fumes has resulted in death. The safe limit of cadmium 

, vapor in air is stated to be 0.1 milligram per cubic meter. The 
| determination of cadmium in quantities as small as 0.025 to, 0.05 , 

milligram by a method suitable for industrial-hygiene studies is 
described by Feicht, Schrenk, and Brown ", of the Bureau of Mines. 

Several outbreaks of cadmium food poisoning induced the Federal 
7 Security Agency to advise manufacturers against using the metal for 
| | plating cooking utensils and refrigerator containers, according to an 
- announcement by Federal Security Administrator Paul V. McNutt on 
- January 14,1942. The suggestion was implemented by action of the 

a Office of Production Management, which stated that no cadmium 
: | would in future be released for such uses. New York City amended 

its Sanitary Code to prohibit the use of cadmium in articles employed 
| a in the preparation of food and drink. Most. of the reported cases " 
7 of cadmium poisoning resulted from placing gelatin desserts and _ 

beverages containing fruit juices in cadmium-plated refrigerator trays. __ 
Cadmium was applied to the trays not by manufacturers but by re- — 
conditioners who sold the refrigerators second-hand. Cadmium- | 
plated pitchers, beverage cans, roasting pans, and molds for “pop- 

_ sicles” (flavored ices frozen on a stick) also have caused food poisoning. 
Cadmium compounds combine with hydrochloric acid in the gastric 

_ Juices to form toxic cadmium chloride, resulting in violent acute 
gastritis with nausea, cramps, vomiting, diarrhea, and weakness. 
Symptoms may appear within 10 minutes aftes ingestion of the con- 
taminated food. Cadmium in concentrations as low as 15 parts per 
million produces noticeable effects. However, no fatal cases of 
cadmium food poisoning and no instances of chronic poisoning due to 
continued ingestion of minute amounts of cadmium have ever been 
reported. 

WORLD ASPECTS OF CADMIUM INDUSTRY 

Some general comments on the world cadmium situation appear in 
the opening paragraph of this chapter. Cadmium production of 
individual countries in recent years is shown in the following table. 

* Frant, Samuel, and Kleeman, Irving, Cadmium ‘Food Poisoning’’: Jour. Am. Med. assoc., vol. 117, 
No. 2, July 12, 1941, pp. 86-89; repr. Metal Finishing, vol. 40, No. 3, March 1942, pp. 131-134. 

@ Feicht, Florence L., Schrenk, H. H., and Brown, Carlton E., Determination by the Dropping-Mereury- 
Electrode Procedure of Lead, Cadmium, and Zinc in Samples Collected in Industrial-Hygiene Studies: 
Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3639, 1942, pp. 1-20. 

1! Frant, Samuel, and Kleeman, Irving, Work cited in footnote 9. 
Calvery, Herbert O., Illnesses Traced to Cadmium Food Containers: Metal Finishing, vol. 40, No. 8, 

March 1942, pp. 134-135.
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World production of cadmium, 1 936-41, by countries, in kilograms | | 

| | [Compiled by B. B. Waidbauer] : 

Country 1936 1937 1938. 1939 1940 1941 

Australia (Tasmania)..........-.-....----| 251, 826 210, 608 190,326 | 175,150 (i 1) 
Belgium ...............---.---------------| 203,997 | 271,000 | 182,000 | 2 530, 800 : f | 
Canada......-.-.-.....---.----..-..------| 356,484 | 338,018 | 317,122 | 426, 234 1 1) 
France...........-.-----------------------| 84,000 | 99,000 | 116,000 Q (i &} | 
Germany. <22022022202-2o2ccccicc2-] 802,000 | 855,000 | 432,000 | ¢) ¢) oo 
Italy......2....-222222- 202 eee 54, 630 90, 850 69, 000 1) 1) i) - 

Japan... 22222 lle] 28,668 |) Q) Q) (1) (i) 
Mexico 82222072727 72TITTIIITTIIIITIITIITT) 588,017 | 619,792 | 762,308 | 816, 584 | 815,734 | 906,577 
Norway ......--.---.--.------------------| 101,876 | 154,192 | 207,667 | 138,000 (1) (t) 
Poland...-.---.--------------------------| 140,900 | 124,461 | 244,000 (1) @) | yj 
South-West Africa 3.................-....-}| 97,472 | 182,763 | 259, 133 82, 155 39, 634 |. 4179, 597 
U.8.8._R....-------20--eeee----- --------| 50,000 | 50,000 | 50,000] @) Q 0 | 
United Kingdom. --_.....-...-.-.--.-.----| 22,160 | 124,142} 124,898 | = (4) ) : 
United States: | 

_ Metallic cadmium..-_..........-...-..|1, 648, 117 |1, 935, 003 |1, 849, 722 |2, 001,026 |52,791,484 | 3, 146, 976 
_ Cadmium compounds (Cd content)-~-| § 147,200 | § 190,000 | § 98,200 | #171, 900 | #98, 000 |” 134. 000 

3, 386, 800 3. 942, 300 |3, 889, 900 (1) @) (2) | . 

1 Data not available. | | a 
2 Exports. ; - 
* Cadmium content of flue dust exported for treatment elsewhere; represents in part shipments from 

stocks on hand. To avoid duplication of figures, the data are not included in the total. 
' 4 Figures cover January to June, inclusive. 

§. Revised figures. 

_ Belgium.—Produits Chimiques de Tenderloo S. A., whose plant 4 
was reported seriously damaged by an explosion early in 1942, was 4 
a producer of cadmium and cadmium salts.” | “ 

Canada.—Production of cadmium in 1941 was stepped up 37 per- 
cent over 1940 by Consolidated Mining & Smelting Co. of Canada, | 
Lid., Trail, British Columbia—the Dominion’s principal source of : 
this metal. Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co., Flin Flon, Mani- 
toba—the other Canadian cadmium producer—increased its milling 
capacity about 14 percent during 1941 and in September put into 7 
operation a 10-ton pilot plant to test a process for treating stock-piled 
residues containing zinc, cadmium, and other metals.“ Canada : 
is not only producing enough cadmium for its own requirements, | 
according to a statement by the Metals Controller’s Office,“ but has - 
a surplus to send to the United Kingdom and the United States. 
Primary cadmium may be acquired only under permit from the 
Metals Controller, according to an order effective June 1, 1942. 
Metallic cadmium, ton lots, was quoted at $1.15 a pound at the 
beginning of 1941, according to Canadian Metals & Metallurgical — : 
Industries, but advanced in March to $1.25 and in April to $1.30, 2 
where it -emained the rest of the year. _ 
Mezico.—-Cadmium flue-dust production (based upon Cd content) 

was 11 percent larger in 1941 than in 1940. Cadmium flue dust was 
exported to the United States for production of metal and compounds. | 
Peru.—A cadmium recovery plant was under construction early in 

1942 at the Cerro de Pasco Copper Corporation smelter in Oroya."® | 

| 13 Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2601, May 8, 1942, p. 9. : 
18 Canadi a Afinine Journal ' vol. 63. No.2, February 1942, p. 95. 
4% Northern Miner, vol. 27, No. 47, February 12, 1942, p. 7. 

's Hattl, John B., A Mining Tour of South America: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 143, No. 6, June 1942, 
p.49.
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| South-West. Africa.—Cadmium flue dust is a byproduct of the 
smelting of copper-lead-zinc ores from the Tsumeb mine. The prop- 
erty was not worked during 1941, but in the first half of the year all 

| remaining stocks of cadmium flue dust (containing 36 percent Cd) 
| were shipped to the United States. | 

Sweden.—All local stocks of cadmium bars, rods, and anodes were 
| requisitioned by the Swedish Government on November 1, 1941. _ 

United Kingdom.—The purchase of cadmium metal, residues, and | 
scrap (containing over 50 percent Cd) in the United Kingdom except 

| by license of the Minister of Supply is prohibited by Control of Non- 
ferrous Metals Order 6 (Cadmium), issued December 24, 1941, and 
effective January 1, 1942. Consumers of 10 pounds or less a month 

, are exempt from the license requirement. The order also established 
oo. a maximum price for cadmium ingots, sticks, and rods (99.9 percent 

Cd) at 5s. 4 d. a pound in hundredweight lots and 5 s. 6 d. in smaller 
quantities. me,
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a a SUMMARY = 7 —_ _ 

_Chiefly as a result of refining concentrates from Canada and crude 
platinum from Alaska, most of which heretofore has been done in 
England, recoveries of new platinum metals by refiners in the United | 
States amounted to 152,623 ounces in 1941—a new record. Recover- 
ies of new platinum metals gained 222 percent over 1940 and 80 per- | 
cent over the former peak attained in 1926. Refinery capacity has | 
been increased to handle larger quantities of Canadian concentrates. oO 
Production of domestic placer platinum metals was 26,821 ounces in 
1941, a 21-percent decline from 1940. Sales of platinum metals to , 

_ consumers in the United States advanced to 288,397 ounces in 1941 
| from 206,890 ounces in 1940.. A greater quantity of platinum metals 

| was used in industrial products and equipment than in jewelry in 1941. | 
Imports of platinum metals established a new peak in 1941 and | 
amounted to 309,995 ounces, an increase of 58 percent over 1940 and 
1 percent over the previous record made in 1939. On the other hand 
exports of unmanufactured platinum metals were only 15,405 ounces | 
in 1941, or 72 percent less than in 1940. | 

Despite the greatly increased demand for platinum metals in 1941, a 
prices remained virtually unchanged throughout the year for all 
metals except iridium, which was reduced $100 an ounce in February. 

Salient statistics of platinum and allied metals in the United States, 1940-41, in troy — | 
. ounces : 

1940 1941 1940 | 1941 

‘Production: {| Stocks in hands of refiners, im- 
ones platinum from 33, 900 | 198, 822 porters, and dealers, Dec .31:3 444, 202 | 150, 887 

© PIBOOES nero m nner ee Palladium___.-.-.---------|' 393,244 | 138,014 
New metals. | -138:951 | 298 376 _ Other. ..-.------.---------]_ 432, 368 | 33, 942 

Palladium 22271] e bea | aoe 7 2 260,914 | _322, €48 
Other _ . ...-.---------- 3, 824 4,435 || Imports for consumption: . 

—___|_—_ Platinom..___......-..-..| 126,696 | 254, 714 
| 47,339 | 152,623 ||. Palladium...-.-.---------| 60,204 | | 46,099 
Secondary metals: SS -Other.....--.---.-..--..-- 8, 745 9, 182 : 

~~ Platingm..............] 47,657 | 37,822 | 195, 645 _|__309, 995 
Palladium ......-...-..| 14,773 12,630 || Exports: |e 
Other ._......-.--..-.. 4,000 1,417 || Ore and concentrates. ----- (*) 244 

_—_———_|—__—- Unmanufactured...--....-| 55,027 15, 405 . 
66, 430 51, 569 Manufactures (except 

—=——= [== — jewelry) .--.-.-.---...._- 1, 800 3, 204 | 

1 Subject to revision. 
2In 1941 includes 17,027 ounces (8,427 in 1940) of new platinum from domestic sources, comprising 15,219 

ounces (3,957in 1940) derived from crude placer platinum, 3 ounces (none in 1940) from ore, and 1,805 ounces 
(4,470 in 1940) obtained from domestic gold and copper ores as a byproduct of refining. 

3In 1940 figures exclude stocks held in United States by dealers and importers other than from the United 

« Not separately classified. | 

783
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| Because of the demand for iridium for use in contact points for 
- magnetos, voltage regulators, and other electrical applications in the 

a war program, the Office of Production Management on July 3, 1941, 
requested the voluntary cooperation of refiners and others in dis- 

an continuing the use of iridium in platinum alloys for jewelry articles 
and in substituting 5 percent ruthenium-platinum alloys. Effective | 

- December 12, 1941, however, the use of iridium and its alloysin the _ 
a manufacture of jewelry was prohibited under Conservation Order 

- Because of an insufficient supply of rhodium for war and essential 
| civilian requirements, its use in the manufacture of jewelry was pro- 

_ hibited by the War Production Board under Conservation Order | 
M-95, effective March 11, 1942. This order was amended April 1, 

en 1942, to prohibit the use of rhodium alloys, as well as rhodium plating, | 
| in the manufacture of jewelry and other articles of personal adornment. 

| | To prevent any American platinum from being smuggled out of the 
7 country or otherwise finding its way into enemy hands, all traffic in | 

: platinum except that conducted through normal, approved trade | 
: channels was halted by the War Production Board under general 

-——- Conservation Order M-162, effective May 30, 1942. 

eS ss CRUDE PLATINUM &}7 = 

a Production.—Mine returns for 1941 indicate a production of 25,400 
2 ounces of crude platinum (containing 22,630 ounces of platinum-group 

| metals valued at $813,000) in Alaska,’ 1,300 ounces in California, 41 
_ ounces:in Montana, and 80 ounces in Oregon—a total of 26,821. ounces; 

: comparable figures for 1940 are 32,300 ounces of crude platinum (con- 
taining 28,886 ounces of platinum-group metals valued at $1,093,000) 

| in Alaska, 1,400 ounces in California, 31. ounces in Montana, and 69 
| ounces in Oregon—a total of 33,800 ounces. Production in Alaska 

| came mainly from placer deposits in the Goodnews district of south- 
western Alaska; most of it was mined by a large modern dredge and _ 

_ by well-mechanized draglines. In California most of the output of 
platinum was a byproduct of dredges working the gold placers in 
Amador, Butte, Merced, Placer, Sacramento, San Joaquin, Shasta, | 
Stanislaus, Trinity, and Yuba Counties. Production in Montana was 
from Lewis and Clark and Sanders Counties. Production in Oregon 
came from Baker, Grant, Jackson, and Josephine Counties. 
Many gold and copper ores in the United States contain small 

quantities of platinum metals. In 1941, 6,494 ounces of platinum 
metals were recovered as a byproduct of refining gold and copper ores 
compared with 7,774 ounces in 1940 

The Goodnews (Alaska) platinum deposits have been described by 
Mertie.2, Thereport covers the geography, general geology, and econom- 
ic geology of the platinum deposits and is illustrated with topographic 
and geologic maps. It includes 28 commercial analyses of platinum 
metals of Fox Gulch and Platinum Creek, 8 of Squirrel Creek, 47 of 
Lower Platinum Creek and Salmon River, and 1 of Clara Creek. 

Purchases.—Platinum refiners in the United States reported pur- 
chases of domestic crude platinum from the following sources in 1941: 
Alaska, 25,752 ounces; California, 1,129 ounces; Montana, 10 ounces; 

1 Figures and other information for Alaska from Geol. Survey, U.S. Dept. of Interior. 
§ Mertie, J. B., Jr., The Goodnews Platinum Deposits, Alaska: Geol. Survey Bull. 918, 1940, 97 pp.
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and Oregon, 126 ounces—a total of 27,017 ounces (6,006 ounces in 
1940). Domestic refiners also reported purchases of 38,124 ounces 
(34,374 ounces in 1940) of foreign crude platinum or osmiridium in | 
1941—10 ounces from Canada, 37,790 ounces from Colombia, 224 
ounces from Australia, and 100 ounces from the Union of South | 
Africa. oe . . | a OO | vo 

Prices.—Buyers reported purchases at $28.39 to $73.28 an ounce 
for domestic crude platinum and $24.80 to $191.50 an ounce for for- _ : 
eign crude platinum or osmiridium in 1941. -. -_ | 

_. - REFINED PLATINUM METALS _ 

| New metals recovered.—Reports from refiners of crude platinum, 
gold bullion, nickel, and copper indicate that 152,623 ounces of : 
platinum metals were recovered in the United States from such sources | 
in 1941, an increase of 222 percent ove: 1940 and 80 percent over the | 
previous record made in 1926. It is estimated that 22,683 ounces of | 
the total output in 1941 were derived from domestic sources. _ a 

New platinum metals recovered by refiners in the United States in 1941, by sources, | 
, an troy ounces PO | 

EES | Gime | Iridium Osmium | dium | Stun’ | Total | 

Domestic from— | oe oo oo — | 
_ Crude platinum...-.-.--...| 15, 219 9 637; — 206 24 | 79 16,174 

Ore_._..-.--...------.4---. 3 10 2 |----------]----.-----[.----. 22. 15 
‘ Gold and copper refining.../. 1, 805 4,645 | . 33 Il jie. fee 6, 494. . E 

_ | 47,027] 4,664] =~ 672} 7 |i isk |S 28 3 | 
Foreign from— | Loe, . 

‘Nickel ond oupnor refiaine” } 1,349 | 45,148 720 47| 1,956 | 720) 129,940 

Total recovery ....-.----- 98, 376 49, 812 1, 392 264 1,980 | - 799 152, 623 

New platinum metals recovered by refiners in the United States, 1937-41, : | 
a tn troy ounces 

Year Platinum Palladium Tridium Others Total 

“1987. oe eeeeeeeneeeeeneeeecceneceeeceee 36,174] «5, 948 1, 998 1, 141 45, 258 
1938. --2 222 30,444} 3,653 1, 247 869 36, 213 
1939... --- eee ee nen neon eee ee 36, 033 3, 491 1, 051 866 41, 441 
(7 38, 951 j 4, 564 1, 517 2, 307 47, 339 
1941..-_-. 012s s2see ese eeeeeeeeeeee 98, 376 | 49, 812 1, 392 3, 043 152, 623 

Secondary metals recovered—In 1941, 51,569 ounces of secondary 
platinum metals were recovered from the treatment of scrap metal, 
sweeps, and other waste products of manufacture that contain plati- 
num, a 22-percent decrease from 1940. 

Secondary platinum metals recovered tu the United States, 1937-41, in troy ounces 

Year Platinum Palladium Iridium Others | Total 

1987... eee eee eee] 55, 926 12, 680 2,076 1, 524 72, 206 
1988... 22.22 44, 654 13, 489 1, 253 4, 895 64, 291 
1989... 2.2 eee eee 45, 432 13, 039 2, 767 2, 205 63, 443 
1940... ._.11.-----2----2enenenene----- 47, 657 14, 773 1, 365 | 2, 635 | 66, 430 
1941. eee eee 37, 522 _ 12,630 659 | 758 | 51, 569 

J
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- Prices.—Except for iridium, quotations * on platinum metals were 
) stable throughout 1941. Platinum was quoted at $36 an ounce, 

palladium $24, osmium $45 to $48, rhodium $125, and ruthenium $35 
to $40. Iridium was quoted at $275 an ounce during January and at | 
$175 the remainder of the year. The quotations on palladium, rho- 

| dium, and ruthenium have prevailed for several years. , 
Consumption and uses—Platinum and its allied metals (palladium, 

| iridium, rhodium, ruthenium, and osmium) are characterized by high 
| melting point, whiteness, and resistance to oxidation at high tempera- 

tures and to attack by destructive chemical compounds. As pure 
metals, combined, clad, or alloyed with other metals, the platinum 
metals are employed in jewelry and dentistry, in the chemical and 
electrical industries, and for numerous miscellaneous purposes. 

A material gain in world output of platinum metals, owing chiefly 
to improvements in metallurgical processes for refining copper-nickel 

: , ores, has made available large quantities of platinum, palladium, irid- 
| ium, rhodium, ruthenium, and osmium. In 1938—the latest year 

_ for which fairly complete figures are available—world production “f 
| _ platinum metals. was about 540,000 ounces, of which 57 percent was 

recovered as byproducts in the refining of nickel, copper, and gold 
ores, whereas in 1929 world production was about 231,000 ounces, of 
which 17 percent was so obtained. With increased supplies, relative 
stability m the price of platinum and palladium has been reached at 

: levels that permit their use for plant equipment and other industrial 
| | purposes. Despite the rapid advance in output of platinum metals _ 

during the past decade, research has found new uses for them, and ’ 
developmental activities are opening up larger and more diversified 
markets in which they are becoming accepted. | 

) The most widely used metal of the group is platinum, which con- 
| stituted 190,075 ounces (66 percent) of the total platinum metals 

reported sold to consumers in the United States in 1941. The chemi- 
- cal industry, which usually ranks second as a consumer of platinum, 
advanced to first place in 1941, taking 36 percent (68,285 ounces) of 

| the total platinum sales. The largest outlet for platinum in the chem- 
ical industry in 1941 was as a catalyst to produce nitric and sulfuric 
acids, which are consumed in large quantities for the manufacture of 
explosives and other war materials. Important quantities of plati- 
num were also used in laboratory ware and rayon spinnerets. Smaller 
amounts were employed in nozzles for the production of glass fiber, 
lining processing and reaction vessels, hydrogenation of organic com- 
pounds, glass insulators for the bases of electric-light bulbs, tubing, 
valves, siphons, and safety disks for handling corrosive liquids and 
gases, anodes for the production of “per” salts, gas-analysis cells, and 
crucibles. | | 

The jewelry industry dropped from first to second place as a con- 
sumer of platinum in 1941. Alloyed with iridium or ruthenium, 
platinum is employed as a setting for diamonds and other precious 
stones in rings and other forms of jewelry. About 35 percent (66,151 
ounces) of the total sales of platinum went to the j ewelry trade in 1941. 

Accounting for 15 percent (28,368 ounces) of the total platinum 
sales in 1941, the electrical industry ranked third. Platinum is used 
in this industry for thermocouples, temperature measuring and re- 

3 Engineering and Mining Journal Metal and Mineral Markets, vol. 12, 1941.
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cording instruments, precision resistance thermometers, high-tem- 
perature furnace windings, spark-plug electrodes, magneto contacts, | 
electrical contacts, relays, thermostats, automobile voltage regulators | 
and direction indicators, and switches for potentiometric recorders. 

The dental industry purchased 10 percent (19,426 ounces) of the 
total platinum sold in the United States in 1941. Platinum, either 
pure or alloyed, is used in tooth pins; bridges, and bracing for artifi- 

| cial teeth, as matrices on porcelain inlays, and in orthodontic | 
appliances. _ Oo | | 

Next to platinum, palladium is the most extensively used metal of 
the group; it is about half as common as platinum but less costly. 
It constituted 78,904 ounces (27 percent) of the total platinum metals. 
sold to domestic consumers in 1941. Palladium, pure or alloyed, is | 
adapted to many of the uses of platinum and during the past 2 decades 
has been employed in increasing quantities by the dental, electrical, 
and jewelry industries. The conservation of gold by many countries a 
has stimulated the demand for platinum metals, particularly pal- 
ladium, and the substitution of palladium for gold alloys for dental | 
restorations and articles of jewelry has made substantial progress. _ | 
Palladium in telephone relays and other types of electrical contacts | 

- found an improved market in the electrical field; in consequence,the | 
electrical industry was the chief consumer in 1941, taking 45 percent a 
(35,456 ounces) of the total palladium sold. Second in magnitude | 
as a consumer of palladium is the dental industry, which took 40 
percent (31,440 ounces) of the total. The jewelry industry was the 
third-largest outlet for palladium in 1941, and small quantities were _ 
sold for use in the manufacture of chemical ware. | : 
~The consumption of the other platinum metals—iridium, rhodium, | | | 
osmium, and ruthenium—is comparatively small; it made up 7 percent a 

: of the total for the group in 1941. Iridium is used chiefly as a harden- | 
ing addition to platinum, rendering it suitable for laboratory vessels, | 
rayon spinnerets, surgical tools, hypodermic needles, magneto and 
electrical contacts, and jewelry. Its compounds are employed as 
fixing agents, porcelain pigment, and (in the form of black) as a 
catalyst. Rhodium jis alloyed with platinum for high-meltimg-point 
thermocouple wire, furnace windings, and laboratory ware for certain 
special applications, and for use as a catalyst to produce sulfuric acid 
and for ammonia oxidation to produce nitric acid and nitric oxide. 
Rhodium plating is employed as a finish for glassware and silverware 

- and in surfacing reflectors for searchlights and projectors. Osmium, 
in association with other metals, provides pen points that will resist 
wear and corrosion by. ink. Considerable osmium was used in electri- 
cal contact points in 1941. Osmium alloys also replace jewels as 
bearings for fine instruments. The oxide is used as a biological stain 
for fats and for fingerprint work. Ruthenium, like iridium, is an | 
effective hardening agent for platinum and palladium, and one of its 
salts serves as a biological stain. Because of the demand for iridium 
in the aircraft industry, much ruthenium was employed as a hardener 
of platinum in jewelry and electrical contact points in 1941. . 

The following table shows sales of platinum metals by refiners, 
importers, and dealers to consumers in the United States in 1941. 
Such sales totaled 288,397 ounces.
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- . Platinum metals sold to consuming industries in the United States in 1941, — | 
tn troy ounces ce | 

| . _ osmium, : 
So oO Industry. — ' . ‘| Platinum. | Palladium |. rhodium, - Total 

rr / - and ruthe- | - | 

Chemical. _...-..--------/ee-eeeeeeeeneeceeeeee] 03,0851 8 : ae | 
Blectrical..__--.--.--s------------------------- 28, 368 35, 456 | | 
Dental.......--.22220 LITT 19, 496 - 31, 440 19,418 | . 288, 397 
Jewelry..--...-------- 2. ------------- +--+ -- ++ e- 66, 151 _7, 999 . 
Miscellaneous and undistributed. -----.------- 7, 845 667 Co ; . 

a ‘a 78,904] 19,418 288, 397 

Stocks.—Stocks of platinum metals in the hands of refiners, im- | 
- porters, and dealers were 322,843 ounces on December 31, 1941. | 

a Stocks of platinum metals held by refiners 1 in the United States, December St, 
| Se — 1987-41, in troy ounces cg 

| | Year | Platinum | Palladium | Iridium -| ™Odium, |  qotal 
- : = fe . ruthenium |. | 

oe 1987.2 eeeceeeeeeeeneeeeeeneee| 60,236 ao] gate | 8,475 | 99,4009 . 
2 1938..__....-...-.--ses-see-eeee-}) 71,058] = 80, 071 | Zi, «9, 631 117,911 

1939. --...-.0s 22-22 ses seeeee 71,303{ 20,2731 ~~ 7.000 93884 117; 550 
1940 1.__-.---.--2s--see esas seeeee 144, 302 93, 244 | 32, 368 | 269) 014 

| IAL LUT] aang | aso | BAB | 820,888 : 

: . 1 In 1940 figures also include stocks held in the United States by importers from the United Kingdom; in 
a 1941 figures also include stocks held in the United States by all importers and dealers. 

: FOREIGN TRADE‘ = > a 

Imports.—Imports of platinum metals into the United States during 
1941 established a new record and amounted to 309,995 ounces, a gain 
of 58 percent over 1940 and 1 percent over the previous peak year 1939. 
The principal sources of imported platinum metals in 1941 were 
Canada (217,909 ounces), United Kingdom (52,377 ounces), and 
Colombia (36,875 ounces). Imports of unrefined platinum (exclud- 
ing scrap) increased phenomenally to 226,951 ounces in 1941 from 
58,320 ounces in 1940, whereas imports of refined platinum (including 
scrap) declined to 27,763 ounces in 1941 from 68,376. ounces in 1940. 
Although receipts of iridium advanced to 1,292 ounces in 1941 from 
237 ounces in 1940, they fell far short of the imports during the 5 years 
1935-39, which averaged 4,354 ounces. Imports of osmiridium 
dropped to 266 ounces in 1941 from 1,857 ounces in 1940 and from an 
average of 3,380 ounces during the 5 years 1935-39. Imports of 
osmium and ruthenium increased 4 and 118 percent, respectively, 
over 1940, but palladium and rhodium decreased 23 and 22 percent, 
respectively. | 

4 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.
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Platinum metals imported for consumption in the United: States, 1 937-41 | 

Ss - Troy. oo Troy | +. Year | ounces Value yo Year . ounces - Value . | 

, 1987....2..-2----.-.-.-.---| 206,937 | $7,418, 364 || 1940......__...-.__...._] 198,645 | $5,748, 008 
1988_..2.22 2-2-2 ke 161, 189 4, 366,912 |} 1941.......-. 309,995 | 7,143, 612 
1989.......----.-.-.-.-----] . 306,627 |. 9,881, 581 ° . . | a 

_ Platinum metals (unmanufactured) imported for consumption in the United States, | | 
| 1940-41, by metals - _ , 7 , . 

| OO | 1940 1041 

Metal | . 7 1 r 
roy roy 

. | ounces Value ounces Value 

Platinum: | a } i , | | 
- Ores and concentrates of platinum metals (plati- 

. _ hum content) ....-.-22-22 2-228 13, 653 $314, 400 175, 810 $3, 317, 809 
Grain and nuggets (including crude, dust, and resi- 

dues) (platinum content) .-......-.-.-....-.---.- 44, 667 | 1, 215, 683 51, 141 1, 300, 601 
Sponge and scrap (platinum content). _.....-..._- 32, 734 | 1, 250, 016 17,898: | ~ 635,062 
Ingots, bars, sheets, or plates not less than }4-inch 

thick (platinum content) ._.......-.-..22-. ..2---- 85,642 | 1,175,827 | - 9,865 322, 989 

oe | 126,696 | 3,955,928 | 254,714] 5,576; 461 
Iridium ._.....-.- 0.2022 237 38, 774 1, 292 279, 455 
Osmiridium.._..............2.-2.2--.---------- eee 1, 857 64, 851 266 23, 851 

— Osmium... eee 1, 617 _ 87, 064 1, 689 58, 028 
- Palladium. ...... 22222 60, 204'| 1, 256,696 46, 099 851, 174 Soo, 

- Rhodium... ...2.-20 222 3, 586 333, 217 2, 780 271, 808 De 
Ruthenium..........2-222 2 eee eee 1, 4:8 |. . 41, 477 3, 155 82, 834 

| a | 195,645 | 5,748,005 | 309,995 | 7, 143, 612 a 

. Platinum metals (unmanufactured) imported for consumption in the United States | 
in 1941, by countries, an troy ounces | — : 

| | | | _ Platinum | . | Oo 

- 4| Grain Ingots " : 
Ores and : » 

| concen- | orkets Sponge nee ' | Osmi- | Rhodi- 
trates of ugeets and — , Iridi- jumand| Palla- | umand _. Country lati (includ- platesnot : Total 
plati- ing crude scrap |iess than | U™ osmi- | dium | ruthe- 
pum | aust. and (plati- Inch ridium niuin | 

metals | residues )| [7 | “thick 
(plati- con- 7, 

(plati- (plati - num | ‘num tent) num 

content) content) content) 

Argentina_...........|..........] 488 93 |.....-.---|-..-----}.o-_. 4}_...-..| 585 
 Australia.......2.2.-2|.-2-2 2. fee fe fee 191 [2-2 . fe. 191 
Belgium ._.....2..2..--).-2-2--- 2}. eee 88 |... 222 fee fee] 88 
Brazil. ......-.-..-..-|.-.-2-----].--------- 35 |--.---.-.-]--------]--------}--------Jo-----2-} 88 
Canada.__..........._}| 175, 780 12,750 | 1,330 18 |: 1 |-------.| 25,020 | 3,010 | 217, 909 
Colombia_............|.-.-.-....] 36,873 | 2 |-..-.-.-.-|-.------]--------]----- eee} eee 36, 875 
France...........-...-}.-----2--- |e. 660 |_......-.-]------- fe fee 
Germany .....-......|.--.---.-.]---------- 1 fi. 22. 2]. ee fee fee 1 
New Zealand...-.....]...-..-.-.{...---_-- 3 j---.----.-|--------[--------[--2-- fee 3 
Philippine Islands. ---. 30 |.-.-.-.---|--------|---e fee 30 
Portugal__........-.-.]--.-.-.-2-f...2- fee 150 |..-.--.-]--------}--2 ef 150 
U.8.8. Ri... 22-2]. Jefe fee f 1,000 Jee ele fe 1, 000 
United Kingdom.._.._|....-..--- 1,000 | 15, 686 9,697 |, 291) 1,764 | 21,014} 2925 | 52,377 
Uruguay._.....-.-....].---.-.--- 30 |---.----]---------.]--------}-- eee 61 J....2--- 91 
West Indies, British..|.......-.-]-..-------] QQ) 9 [-.------.-]--2- ee] fe 

175,810 | 51,141 | 17,898 | 9,865] 1,292] 1,955 | 46,099 | 5,935 | 309,995 

1 Less than 1 troy ounce.
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Exports.—Exports of unmanufactured platinum metals declined | 
phenomenally to 15,405 ounces in 1941 from 55,027 ounces in 1940 

| 7 and from an average of 48,746 ounces during the 4 years 1936-39. 
The shipment of 8,100 ounces to U.S.'5. R. in 1941 was refined plati- 
num from stock held by the Amtorg Trading Corporation. Except for 

a -U.S.S. R., Canada (3,041 ounces) and Argentina (1,577 ounces) were 
the chief foreign markets for unmanufactured platinum metals in 1941. 

| a Platinum and allied metals. exported from the United States, 1987-41 

| | a | Ore and concentrates Unmanufactured | one vey oem | 
Year a a | 

. | Troy ounces| Value | Troy ounces Value | Troy ounces| Value 

| 1987......-----------| (Q) | 59,567 | $2, 908, 552 2, 874 $100, 944 
1938..-..-....-..---- (1) (1) 33,635 | 1, 156, 644 796 31, 111 
1939_.....-.---------] | () £3 46, 329 1, 528, 563 4,041 213, 445 
1940........-.------- Q) _Q) 55,027 | 2, 280, 330 1,800] 96, 708 / 
19412 244] $11,713 15, 405 607, 333 3,204] 160, 674 

: 1 Not separately classified. | an } : 

Platinum and allied metals exported from the United States in 1 941, by countries ! 

oes | oe a Unmanufactured . (ingot bree Ah cee 
: | | Ore and concentrates? _ sheets, wiro, siloys and Manufactures of, except : . | serap) jewelry — a 

oe - Country Pp re 

- | | | Troy ounces} Value | Troy ounces Value | Troy ounces} Value - 

:  Avgenting..-- ee | oe eeeeeeeeefeeceeceeeee-| 1,877 $5400 | 3 "$900 
Brazil......-....---.. 48 | "$1, 830 343 12711{ . 221] 8,828 
Cansda..........-.--. 10 358 3,041] 138,856] 2,432] 121,402 
Chile. .22202222722777 16 | - 576 193 7,700 28 1, 589 
Cuba. .......-...-.--- 2]. 116 399 . 10, 240 8 . 456 . 
Egypt..........-.--.. wn ween nnn ewww e [ee nee ene ee |e ee | eee ee 150 4, 550 

Japan......2.-.-------| 22+ -f eee ee 843 27, 686 |.-...---------|-----.------ 
Mexico. ...-.....-....|.2.2s-222s--2.|-2ee--seo oe 93 3, 712 i7 917 
Netherlands Indies.._|__...-.-......|-.....-.-.-. 150 5, 846 30 1, 616 
Philippine Islands. --.}......-....---]----.------- 70 4, 510 12 353 
Spain........-.---....|..--0--20--c.s[eeessee eee 80 2,682 |.........--2--|----------- 
Union of South Africa.| "38 3,125) 2 60 "38 2, 102 
U. 8.8, BR... 2-2 |eeeee enone |eeee eee e eee 8, 100 324,000 |.._....-------|------------ 
United Kingdom. - --- 128 5, 628 260 . 8,819 |... ef -e------ 
Uruguay ......-......-]---...-.------|------------ 168 3, 386 73 2, 545 
Other countries. -—— ~~~ 2 80 86 3, 181 208 15, 416 

244 11, 713 15,405 | 607,333 3, 204 160, 674 

1 Figures for 1940 in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, 2: 739, should read—Manufactures of, except 
Jewelry: China, 7 ounces, $322; Japan, 522 ounces, $27,697. No-change in grand totais. 

2 Not separately classified before January 1, 1941. 

WORLD PRODUCTION 

Because of Government restrictions in many countries on the publi- 
cation of statistics, few figures for 1940 and 1941 are available. 
However, data on world production of platinum metals by countries 
are fairly complete for 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939; they are shown in 
Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, page 739. | 

Canada.—Figures are not available on the recovery of platinum 
metals from the nickel-copper ores of the Sudbury district, Ontario, in 
1940 and 1941, but 148,877 ounces of platinum and 135,402 ounces of 
other platinum group metals were recovered in 1939. Concentrates 
from the Port Colborne and Copper Cliff refineries and residues from
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the Clydach (South Wales) refinery are normally shipped to the | 
International Nickel Co. precious metals refinery.at Acton, England, | 
for recovery of platinum, palladium, iridium, rhodium, and ruthenium. 
Since 1940, however, much of the concentrates has been shipped to the | 

| United States for refining. Oo | 
Colombia.—The South American Gold & Platinum Co. produced 

30,548 ounces of crude platinum metals in 1941 (24,294 in 1940) and 
72,582 ounces of gold (58,462 in 1940). _ The figures for other operators 
are not available. | | - : 
_In accordance with Decree 796, issued March 27, 1942, by the 
Colombian Government, all platinum production in Colombia must 
be sold to the Bank of the Republic. Oo | 

Union of South Africa.—The estimated content of the platinum Oo 
metals (exclusive of osmiridium) produced in the Union of South 
Africa was 71,975 ounces in 1940. Figures for 1941 are not available, 
but according to the South African Mining and Engineering Journal ° _ 
“the report of Rustenburg Platinum Mines for the 12 months ended | 

| 31st August discloses that production to the full capacity of the plant 
- proceeded uninterruptedly during the year, and the output in the 7 

| form of crude platinoids and matte was dispatched to England for 
treatment.” 

$ South African Mining and Engineering Journal, vol. 52, No. 2550, December 13, 1941,-p. 436. 

497779—43——__52
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6 GENERAL STATEMENT a 

Initiation of a $7,750,000 project to make the United States self- | 
sufficient in ilmenite supplies, subjection of virtually all metals to | 
various degrees of Government control, and greatly increased produc- : 
tion and consumption were the 1941 highlights of the metals regularly 
reviewed in this chapter. Calcium-silicon and titanium pigments 
were the only. derivatives of the minor metals placed under priority 
order by the Office of Production Management in 1941 and early | 
1942. Titanium pigments were also subject to price control by the : 
Office of Price Administration. On the other hand, most of the minor 

- -_metals were under export control—specifically beryllium, cerium, | 
columbium, radium, tantalum, thorium, titanium, uranium, and ; 
zirconium. On December 28, 1941, in accordance with Office of | 
Production Management Order M—63, the Metals Reserve Co., sub- 
sidiary of the Reconstruction Finance Cozporation, assumed control 
of all imports of rutile and zircon. | , | 

| Oe - BERYLLIUM 

Annual world production of beryl is estimated to have increased 
from. 500 short tons in 1935 to 1937 and 1,000 tons in 1938 and 1939 . 
to 2,500 tons in 1940. Appreciable advances in output were also 
registered during 1941. The principal sources of beryl are Argentina 
and Brazil. The United States, Germany, and Italy are the out- . 
standing producers of beryllium metal, alloys, and compounds, but 
some output has been reported in France and Japan. The Axis : 
Powers in recent years have acquired more than one-third of the beryl | 
available in world markets. Beryllium alloys have many very desir- 
able properties, and they are being utilized in ever-increasing quan- 
tities, but the trend is restricted by relatively high price and skepti- 
cism in some quarters as to the adequacy of ore reserves. Because 
of the highly refractory nature of beryl, the extreme reactivity of the 
metal at elevated temperatures, and the number of process steps 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 
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: required, metallic beryllium is produced with a low over-all efficiency.” 
However, increased consumption in those applications where it is 
superior to other alloys will do much to lower the price. The min- 
eralogical occurrence of beryl in pegmatite dikes is extremely com- 
mon, but it is always sporadic and in no instance has been found to | 
have continuity like ores in a vein. The current. output is hand- 
cobbed by low-paid labor or is recovered as a none-too-remunerative 

| byproduct. The quantities of beryl obtained in this fashion have 
__ supplied the demand adequately to date, and the output can doubtless 

be expanded. Larger tonnages of beryllium may prove to be extract- 
| able economically from low-grade beryl ores amenable to flotation or 

possibly from other beryllium minerals rarer than beryl but less 
sporadic in individual deposits. Interest was aroused during 1941 in 

| a helvite deposit. discovered recently in New Mexico. | | 
Domestic production.—Mine shipments of beryl since 1937, when 

the Bureau of Mines began to collect data on this ore, are shown in 
the accompanying table. Shipments in 1941, 31 percent greater than 
in 1940, were the largest on record. Beryl is produced in several 
Western and New England States as a byproduct. in the mining of 

| feldspar, mica, and other pegmatite minerals. Pennington and 
Custer Counties in the Black Hills of South Dakota contributed 96 
percent of the United States total in 1941, compared with 61 percent 

| in 1940. Beryllium metal, alloys, and compounds are produced by 
| the Beryllium Corporation of Pennsylvania, Temple (near Reading), 

_ Pa., and by the Brush Beryllium Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Beryllium — 
oxide is produced by Clifton Products, Inc., Painesville, Ohio. A 

: _ plant for the manufacture of beryllium oxide and carbonate was bemg 
: erected during 1941 at Harbor City, Calif., by the Calloy Co. 

| Beryllium ore (beryl) shipped from mines in the United States, 1937-41 

Mine shipments- | _ 

Year Value | State Short |_————_-_——_—_-— a 
| | vens Total Average | | | 

1937_.....22-- 75 $1, 640 $21.87 | Colorado, Maine, South Dakota. 1988_....-2 22. 25 770 30.80 | Maine. 
19389__ 2222 _- 95 2, 720 28.63 | Colorado, Maine, South Dakota. 1940.22. - _ 12] 3, 721 30. 75 Deo. 
1941. 2-2. 158 7, 300 46.20 | Maine, New Hampshire, South Dakota, Wyoming. st 

Foreign trade.—Beryl imports into the United States have mounted 
steadily to 1,635 short tons in the first 9 months of 1941. Imports in | 
recent years, by country of origin, are shown in the accompanying | 
table. United States concessions in the reciprocal trade agreement 
with Argentina, effective November 15, 1941, included a reduction in 
the duty on beryllium oxide and carbonate from 25 percent ad valorem 
to 12% percent, although the older duty may be restored on 6 months’ | 

| Notice any time after the end of the present war. No beryl is exported 
by the United States, but beryllium-copper master alloys have been 
shipped to Great Britain for several years. 

? Stott, Louis L., The Present Status of Beryllium: Soc. Aeronautical Weight Eng., Paper 6, lst Nat. Meeting, February 25, 1941 (revised April 24, 1941), p. 4. 
* Strock, Lester W., A New Helvite Locality—A Possible Beryllium Deposit: Econ. Geol., vol. 36, No. 7, November 1941, pp. 748-751.
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Beryl imported for consumption in the United States, 1987-41, by countries, in short _ 
ons 

| Country of origin | 1987 | 1938 _ 1989 1940 = 

Argentina..........-.--------.------------ 152 73|- 884 422 693 
Brazil TTT dB a7? 949 
India, British...___ 1222.12.22. 30 78 |. ee-e | leeeeee eee efeeeeeee ee 
Union of South Africa..-.-_...-.....-----_]--2---2 2. 10 |------------ 6 |----.-..---- 

. Total: a | - 
Short tons___........-...--..------} 182 146 459 805 1, 635 

| Value_._--.. 222222 eee eee $8, 031. $5, 990 $14, 574 $23, 865 $77, 630 
Average per ton.....--.-.--.--.- $44. 13 $41.03. $31. 75 $29.65 | $47. 48 

Price.—Domestic beryl, 10-12 percent BeO, was quoted nominally 
by the trade journals during 1941 at $30—-$35 a short ton, f. 0. b. mines, 
but actual prices obtained averaged over $45 a ton. Nominal quota- | 
tions on imported beryl, c.i.f., by the American Metal Market were 

_ advanced on February 26 from $45-$49.50 to $47-$52 for 10-11 per- 
— eent BeO and from $49.50-$54 to $52-$55 for 11-12 percent BeO, — 

and the quotations remained at the new level throughout the re- 
mainder of 1941. The actual New York price on imported beryl | 
containing 10-12 percent BeO is said to have been $50-$65 a ton 
during the early part of 1941 and $60-$72 in later months. Bery]l- 
lium-copper, master alloy of 4 percent Be and remainder Cu, was 
priced unchanged at $15 per pound of contained Be, and metallic | 
beryllium and beryllium-aluminum at $45 to $50 per pound of con- | 
tained Be. Ceramic Industry quoted beryllium oxide, c. p., calcined 
at 1,350° C., at $4 a pound during 1941. — ee 

| Beryllwum-copper alloys.~—The outstanding use of beryllium today 
is in beryllium-copper alloys fabricated into springs, diaphragms, and 

: motor parts subject to wear. These alloys generally contain about 2 
' percent beryllium and the remainder copper (although the beryllium | 

content ranges from 0.1 to 3.5 percent), and 0.13 to 2.60 percent 
cobalt, chromium, or silver is often added. Beryllium hardens copper | 
and increases its tensile properties without greatly decreasing electrical 
conductivity. Parts subject to wear in airplane engines are absorbing 
the largest quantities of beryllium-copper at present. In such applica- 
tions. as tappet roller bushings, counterweight bushings, oil pressure- 

_ relief-valve seats, and spacing shims, and, in general, in heavily loaded 
bushings where the action is eccentric or reciprocating and in parts 
mating with hard steel and subject to extreme vibration or shock 
loading, beryllium-copper is reportedly giving excellent service. 
Beryllium-copper springs have a large amplitude of movement com- | 
bined with remarkable freedom from hysteresis or elastic drift— | 
properties that.enable them to possess and retain stable springiness to | 
a much greater degree than springs made of any other available cor- 
rosion-resisting material. The dependability of these springs has 
prompted their use in sensitive altimeters, air-speed indicators, and a 
wide range of aircraft instruments, as well as in pressure gages, electrical 
contacts, business machines, camera shutters, telephone jacks, and | 
radio equipment. : 

As beryllium-copper is nonmagnetic and has structural properties 
comparable to good alloy steels, it is used in parachute harness fasteners 

4 Stott, Louis L., Work cited in footnote 2.10 pp. Beryllium—Its Present Field and. Possible Future 
Applications: Stcel, vol. 109, No. 17, October 27, 1941, pp. 62-64, 92-93.
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and release springs to avoid magnetic disturbance of instruments. 
| The alloy has a further advantage of nonsparking. Beryllium-copper 

hammers, wrenches, crowbars, chisels, and other tools are utilized 
in munition factories, petroleum refineries, and other plants where a 
spark from working steel against steel might ignite inflammable fumes 
ormaterials. Another interesting property of beryllium-nickel-copper 
alloys is illustrated by tests reported to indicate that the alloy is 
about 50 times more resistant to heat-checking than conventional 
nickel cast irons under frictional contact with materials used for 
brake blocks and clutch facings. = - ©... 

— Other beryllium alloys—Small additions of beryllium to nickel are 
said to impart physical properties even superior to those that can 
be obtained in the copper-base alloys. Interest in these alloys seems 

| to have been centered in Europe, but small quantities of nickel con- 
taining 1.8 to 2 percent beryllium were produced in the United States 
during 1941. Beryllium-nickel has a very unusual combination of 
high tensile strength (270,000 p. s. 1.) and elongation (8.8 percent in , 

| 2 inches): Applications to date include corrosion-resisting springs, — 
: springs subject to moderately high temperatures, hypodermic needles, 

and surgical instruments. | | | | : 
As beryllium has a low specific gravity (1.85), being only slightly 

heavier than magnesium (1.74) and 30 percent lighter than aluminum 
- (2.70), it is being considered as a constituent of light metal alloys. 

Beryllium does not appear to alloy with magnesium, but industrial 
research on beryllium-aluminum is showing progress. Additions of 

| 25-50 percent of beryllium greatly stiffen aluminum; and an alloy of | 
| this composition, called beralite, is being developed by Cooper-Wilford _ 

Beryllium, Ltd., Philadelphia, Pa. Beralite is said to be lighter than | 
| and as strong as duralumin, to have fatigue strength superior to that 

of any existing aircraft metals, and to have enough workability to be 
considered for aircraft forgings:® Suggested. applications are in air- 
craft pistons, connecting rods, valve-actuating mechanisms, and cer- 
tain air frames, such as control surfaces. Sawyer ® compares beryllium- 

7 aluminum with standard aluminum-base aircraft alloys and states that, 
while higher modulus of elasticity greatly favors beryllium-aluminum 
alloys, this factor cannot overcome the disadvantage of inferior tensile 
strength where ductility is important. Addition of other components 
probably can improve low creep strength and other properties. The 
above statements, the author cited points out, concern properties at 
room temperature; at 600° F. (as may exist in a piston) beryllium- 
aluminum alloys have higher endurance limits and much higher tensile 
strength than the materials now in use and therefore hold out attractive 
possibilities if such parts can be made. A factor that has retarded 
development of beryllium-aluminum is the high price of metallic 
beryllium. Beryllium contained in aluminum alloy. costs three times 
as much per pound as it does in copper or nickel, because it must be 
added to aluminum as pure metal, whereas it is introduced directly 

| into copper and nickel as the less expensive oxide. 
Beryllium has been used as a ferro-alloy in Germany, particularly, 

it is said, in armor plate and in a high-speed tool steel containing 12 
percent Cr, 5 percent Ni, and 1 percent Be. Surface saturation of steel 

6 Wilford, E. Burke, Beryllium Alloys in Aviation: Aviation, vol. 41, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 92-93, 188. 
37 xawyer, C. B., Beryllium as a Light Metal Component: Metals and Alloys, vol. 14, No. 1, July 1941, pp.
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| by beryllium diffusion, a method somewhat analogous to sherardiz- 
ing, greatly increases hardness. Additions of 1 to 2 percent of beryl- | 

_ lium to various steels improve hardness, tensile strength, and acid | | 
resistance. | oo | , 

Beryllium metal and compounds.—Utilization of metallic beryllium 
| has been limited principally to X-ray tubes, where small quantities of 

the metal are useful because of its transparency to X-rays. The second , 
most important use of beryllium, quantitatively, is in white fluores- 

. cent lamps and fluorescent.screens, where an oxide of high purity, 
containing less than 0.002 percent iron, is specified for the preparation | 
of zinc-beryllium silicate. Beryllium oxide and beryllium carbonate, a 
activated by uranium salts or rare earths, are utilized in luminescent — 
paints. Pure beryllium oxide melts at 2,570° C.—550° C. higher thant” 
the melting point of alumina—and thus makes a good refractory. | 
The washability of a new English textile made from seaweed is im- a 
proved by treating it in a coagulating bath of beryllium acetate. Exper- 
iments indicate that beryllium carbonate may be a useful antirachitic 
substance.’ It is reported that in recent years some 50 to 100 tons of | 

_’ raw beryl have been ground annually for use in ceramics. | 
Technologic developments.—F actors to be considered in exploring for | 

peryl are outlined by Brinton.* In the course of its flotation investiga- Oo 
tions, the Bureau of Mines ° found that a low-grade Nevada beryllium | 
ore containing 1.3 percent BeO could be concentrated (using oleic = 
acid as the collector reagent and Du Pont 23 as a frother) to material 
containing 5.5 percent BeO, representing 87 percent recovery of | 

- beryllium in 20 percent of the feed. When these flotation concen- So 
_ trates. were dried and treated in a high-intensity magnetic separator, | 

the nonmagnetic product contained 6.6 percent BeO in one-third 
the weight of the feed, but only half of the beryllium was recovered. 

So , WORLD PRODUCTION | 

- Production of beryl by various countries in recent years, insofar as 
data are available, is shown in the accompanying table. | : , 

World production ofberyl, 1985-40, by countries, in metric tons ! | 

Country ! 1935 “1936 1937 1938 1939 -| 1040 : 

Argentina.._..........-..------------------ 189 300 260 753 299 520 | 
Australia, Western...°....-.--..-..-.-----|--2- 2-2 fee fee 6 2 
Brazil (exports)_.....-.-.--------.-- 2-2} , - 203 276 1, 472 
Canada (estimate) -..---....--------------|---------- 18 18 9 161 (2) 
India, British... 22220022727 22277 227022 126 89 24 15 s{| (@) 
‘Madagascar (estimated exports) ----.-----| | 10 10 2 | 2 (3) Q 
Portugal... ........------------.---------- 2 2. 21 (2) G3 2) 
Union of South Africa (estimate). --....---- 80 5 (2) (2) ? (?) 
United States (mine shipments) _.....--.- (2) (2) 68 23 86 110 

1 In addition to countries listed, beryl may also be produced in France, Italy, Norway, Rumania, and . 

°; Data not available. . 

Argentina.—Beryl is mined in the Provinces of Cordoba and San 
Luis. In previous years, the material has been exported only as raw 
beryl, but in 1941 a portion of the output was converted to beryllium 

7 Businco, L., (Rachitogenic Effect of Beryllium Carbonate): Rass. med. applicata lavoro, vol. 11, 1940, 
pp. 417-424; Ceram. Abs., vol. 20, No. 5, May 1941, p. 132. 
. § Brinton, Paul H. M.-P., Fundamentals in the Search for Beryllium: Min. Cong. Jour., vol. 27, No. 5, 
May. 1941, pp. 2-21, 55. io. . . 

ngel, A. L.; and Shelton, 8. M., Progress Reports—Metallurgical Division. 45. Ore-Testing Studies 
1939-40: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3564, 1941, pp. 26-28.
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oxide-carbonate by the Sociedad Anonima Berilo Argentina in a new | 
plant at Juan Ortiz, Province of Santa Fe. | | 

: ~ Canada.—The property of Canadian Beryllium Mines & Alloys, — 
| Ltd., in Lyndoch Township, Ontario, was idle throughout 1941, but a 

| shipment. of ore to Kansas City, Mo., for testing a new reduction 
| process was reported.'!° Mobirk Beryllium Mining Co., Ltd., did some | 

development work on beryl deposits in the Winnipeg River district 
of Manitoba. a ST _ eo a 

| - - CALCIUM — | 

| Calcium metal formerly was imported from France and Germany: 
/ . but in 1939 the Electro Metallurgical Co. built a plant. at Sault Ste- 
| Marie, Mich., and later expanded the capacity to several times the 

maximum imported in any 1 year. Domestic consumption of calcium 
: metal during 1941 appears to have been about twice that in 1940." 
: _Imports:of calcium metal and calcium-silicon in recent years are shown 
_ in the accompanying table. During 1941 calcium metal, 97-98 per- 

| cent, ton lots, was quoted by Charles Hardy, Inc., New York, at 
ee $1.25 a pound. for carrots and about $2.00 a pound for castings, 

~ although the price was $1.50—$5.00 a pound in smallerlots. Calcium- 
silicon was quoted by Canadian Metals & Metallurgical Industries at __ 

| 13%-15% cents a pound, f. o. b. Welland, Ontario, during the first 5 
| _ months of 1941, 15-17 cents from June to September, and 15-17% © 

cents during the last quarter of the year.” In the United States, 
a calctum-silicon was subjected to direct allocation by Office of Produc- | 

wn tion Management General Preference Order M-20, effective July 29, 
1941, which was revised and extended to May 31, 1942, by General | 
Preference Order M-—20—a, issued November 29, 1941. It was stated | 
that production of calcium-silicon can be expanded as needed but 

, that it requires very large quantities of electric power. _ 

| Calcium metal and calcium-silicon imported for consumption in the United States, 
| | 1937-41 / 

7 | Calcium metal Calcium-silicon 

Year Value Value 

Pounds |  &£| | Pounds | &#&3x| | 
Total Average per Total Average per 

1987_____...------. 23, 767 $10, 087 $0. 42 3, 751, 918 $205, 173 $0. 055 
1938__....--. 22-8. 41, 299 16, 144 .39 1, 402, 314 77, 003 - 055 
1939... 2 oe 41, 718 17, 758 43 3, 972, 571 225, 312 . 057 
1940_.....--------- 11, 900 6, 518 55 2; 131, 758 154, 424 072 
1941 (Jan.—Sept.) ._|.-----.-.-.-..}-2--- eee fee eed 111, 994 8, 377 .074 

Metallic calcium is utilized as a scavenger in steel and secondary 
aluminum, to produce magnesium castings and calcium hydride, and 
to harden lead. Calcium is used as a deoxidizer and final addition in 
obtaining particularly clean steels and in imparting better working 
properties to high-nickel-chromium steels. Calcium-silicon (28-35 
percent Ca and 60-65 percent Si) and calcium-manganese-silicon are 
likewise employed for this purpose, although the unalloyed metal may 

© Northern Miner, vol. 27, No. 39, December 18, 1941, p. 2. : 
il Jeffries, Zay, Rare and Precious Metals: Min. and Met., vol. 23, No. 422, February 1942, p. 69.
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have specific effects. Ready combination with oxygen and nitrogen 
may be among these effects, but the formation of a different type of 
sulfide and change of the nature of the nonmetallic inclusions when 
calcium is added as a metal are said to be the major reasons for its 
use.!2 Additions of calcium up to 0.25 percent in some magnesium 

| castings reduce the heat-treating time by permitting higher tempera- , 
- tures and result in an. improved surface. Calcium sometimes is 

used for deoxidizing aluminum castings and reconditioning scrap | 
| aluminum,” but Stroup.* does not favor this procedure and states . 

that the presence of calcium in aluminum alloys containing copper 
causes definite lowering of strength in the solution heat-treated temper. 
Metallic calcium is a starting point in the preparation of calcium 
hydride, which is a reducing agent in the production of titanium, ura- | 
nium, vanadium, and zirconium. Calcium has been used to maintain , 
lead in the emulsified state in high-lead-copper alloys, and calcium as a | 
substitute for antimony in the hardening of lead is a promising appli- 
cation of strategic importance. Lead containing about 0.1 percent of 
calcium has properties equal to antimonial lead for cable sheathing, _ 
roofing sheets, and the negative plates, connector links, grid heads, and So 
terminal posts of storage batteries. At present calcium-lead is pre- _ a 
pared directly, either by electrolytic deposition of calcium in the lead | 
or by dissociation of calcium carbide in lead, but production of this 
alloy from metallic calcium is said to be simpler and may be generally : 
adopted in future. | | | _ 

| COLUMBIUM AND TANTALUM | ) 

~ Domestic production of tantalum ore was resumed on a small scale 
in 1941. During the first 9 months of the year, columbium ore was 
imported at a considerably higher rate than during 1940, but entries: 

- of tantalum ore were lower. The Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation, 
North Chicago, Ill., a principal consumer of tantalite, was reported i 
to have a 2-year supply of the ore at the end of 1941.'5 Mine ship- | 
ments and imports in recent years are shown in the accompanying table. 

_ During the first 9 months of 1941, Nigeria supplied all the colum- 

Tantalum ore shipped from mines and columbium and tantalum ores imported for 
| consumption in the United States, 1937-41 | 

_ Imports 
Mine shipments of _ —- 

tantalum ore 
Year Columbium ore Tantalum ore 

: Pounds Value Pounds | Value Pounds Value 

| 16, 307 $13. 317 922,654 | $306, 086 20,807 | $40, 742 
1938...-..--.------ 36, 189 35, 127 645, 141 228, 078 41, 706 80, 002 | 
1939.-.---7 22 2oo 340 200} 108, 132 37, 062 56, 561 82, 990 | 
1940 __..-----------|--------------|---2---------- 505, 220 210, 526 490, 460 258, 514 
1941 122202 22T TT 250 2 280 983, 495 348.087 | 276, 968 126, 282 . 

en enn ne 
} Import figures cover J anuary to September, inclusive. | 

11 Kinzel, A. B., Calcium Metal Production, a New American Industry: Min. and Met., vol. 22, No. 418, 
October 1941, p. 490. . 

” Hardy, Charles, Calcium to Purify Scrap Aluminum: Metal Prog., vol. 40, No. 1, July 1941, p. 70. 
"% Stroup, Philip T., Calcium—Its Effect on Aluminum: Metal Prog., vol. 40, No. 6, December 1941, 

P- Wall Street Journal, vol! 118 No. 153, December 30, 1941, p. 8 |
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bium ore imported except about 5,000 pounds from Argentina and | 
Brazil combined; of the imports of tantalum ore in the same period, | 
53 percent came from Belgian Congo, 35 percent from Prazil, and 12 

| “ percent from South Africa. Brazilian exports of tantalum ore during - 
this period totaled 63 short tons, of which 59 percent was shipped to 

a the United States. Oo : | 
Price.—Columbium ore is not quoted in the trade journals, but | 

a imports containing about 65 percent Cb,O; have been valued at about 
| 85 cents a pound in recent years. Tantalum ore (60-percent con- 

- centrates) has been listed by Metal and Mineral Markets at $2.00— 
| $2.50 per pound of contained Ta,O;._ Imported tantalum ore dropped 

in average value from $1.47 a pound in 1939 to 53 cents in 1940 and 
46 cents in 1941, probably owing to an increase in columbium content. 
Most of these ores are mixtures of columbite and tantalite, but the  __ 

| most desirable ores are high in one mineral and Jow in the other. 
ee Ferrocolumbium, 50-60 percent, was quoted throughout 1941 at 

| $2.25-$2.35 per pound of contained Cb, f. 0. b. Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
| .  Columbium metal was quoted at $227-$254 a pound and tantalum 

metal at $65-$73 a pound. | 
Uses of columbrum.—The addition of about 0.5 percent columbium to | 

chrome steels improves weldability by inhibiting intergranular cor- | 
: rosion, reduces air-hardening, and increases oxidation resistance, creep 

| strength, and impact strength, regardless of heat treatment. Air- 
craft exhaust stacks, manifolds, and collector rings are made of stain- 

| _ less steels containing about 0.8 percent columbium. Seybolt ' found 
that 0.58 percent columbium brings the softening temperature of cold- 
rolled copper from 250° C. up to about 450° C. and that 0.29 percent 

- brings the softening temperature of 80-20 cupronickel from 500° C. 
up to about 550° C. Iron containing 3 percent columbium is suitable 
for high-pressure steam turbines operating at temperatures exceeding 
1,000° F. Columbium is a constituent of an aluminum alloy known 

_as ceralumin,'’ which is said to be used quite widely in British aircraft. 
| The addition of columbium to a chromium-aluminum-iron electrical 

resistance wire overcomes the detrimental effect of carbon on the life 
of elements built of such wires.® 

Uses of tantalum.—Ultrahard cemented carbides of tantalum are 
being used increasingly—alone or in combination with carbides of 
tungsten or titanitum—in wire-drawing dies, steel-cutting tools, and 
wear-resistant parts of machines. Large dies for cold-nosing artillery 
shells are among such uses. A cast alloy containing tantalum, colum- 
bium, and tungsten (‘“Tantung G’’), whic!: has a hardness approaching 
that of the hard carbides, plus much higher strengtn and toughness, 
is being used to increase. production upon older machines not suited 
for employing cemented carbides. Tantalum metal has a variety of 
applications, of which perhaps the most important quantitatively is 
in the manufacture of corrosion-resistant equipment for chemical 
plants and laboratories. Tantalum metal is used in radio tubes, lamp 
filaments, neon tubes, electrolytic cathodes, surgical and dental in- 
struments, heat interchangers, pump and valve parts, nozzles, spin- 

16 Seybolt, Alan U., Effect of Columbium on Some Annealing Characteristics of Copper and 80-20 Cupro- 
nickel: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng. Tech. Pub. 1342, Metals Technol., vol. 8, No. 5, August 1941, 5 pp. 

7 Murphy, Alfred J., and Wells, Stanley A. E., Aluminum Alloys: U. §. Patents 2,214,431, 2,214,432, and 
2,214,433, September 10,1940: Chem. Abs., vol. 35, No. 3, February 10, 1941, p. 728. 

'’ Swinden, Thomas (to Kemet Laboratories Co.), Electrical Resistances of Iron Alloys: U. 8. Patent 
2.210,309, August 6, 1940: Chem. Abs., vol. 35, No 1, January 10, 1941, p. 72.
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nerets for synthetic textiles, temperature-control apparatus, electrical 
contacts, and lightning arresters for railway-signal circuits. Tantalum _ | 
oxide is a component of a glass having a very high refractive index and 
low dispersion—factors that permit the manufacture of superior aerial | 
camera lenses which are thinner and have less curvature. Sun and 

| Silverman ” studied glasses containing 5 to 36 percent tantalum oxide. 

INDIUM | , 

Augmented production of engine bearings and war-inspired restric- _ 
tions on ordinary plating metals stimulated interest in indium during 
1941. Indium is recovered as a byproduct of zinc and lead operations 
by the American Metal Co., Ltd., American Smelting & Refining Co., 
Anaconda Copper Mining Co., and National Zinc Co., Inc. Domestic _ 

_ production could be increased to more than 40,000 pounds annually, 
according to William S. Murray, president of the Indium Corporation | 
of America.”? In Mohave County, Ariz., the Indium Corporation of | 
America has a property said to contain 35,000 tons of ore averagin 

- about: 2 ounces of indium per ton.” However, demand for the motel 
has not yet become sufficient to justify exploitation of this property, | 
particularly in view of the ability of zinc refineries to supply ample Oo 
quantities. Abroad, indium has been produced commercially in . 
Germany, Belgium, and possibly Japan and U.S.5S.R. | 
_ Price.—In December 1940 the price of metallic indium, as quoted in 

| the trade journals, was reduced from $15 to $12.50 per troy ounce, | 
| where it remained throughout 1941. | a | | 

Uses.—Indium is deposited on and alloyed with cadmium-nickel | 
and copper-lead on bearings for airplane, automobile, and Diesel 
engines to resist the corrosive action of lubricants containing organic 
acids. After the nonferrous coating is applied to the ferrous base, an | 

- * indium layer 0.001 to 0.0005 inch thick 1s plated on the undercoat oo 
and diffused: through it at about 175°-180° C. to form a protective 
alloy surface containing 0.2 to 4 percent indium. Coatings of indium, 
alloyed with lead, copper, cadmium, zinc, silver, or gold, have been 
suggested for washers, contact points, light reflectors, molds for plastics, _ 
decorative metal strips, collapsible tubes, cosmetics containers, jew- | 
elry, and office machinery. Indium has been used to prevent corrosion , 
by perspiration of the small pins in the hinges of spectacle frames. A 
steel article coated with a 4-percent indium-lead alloy is reported to | 
have successfully resisted severe exposure to salt spray. Indium-alloy 
coatings are easily polished and burnished. 

In addition to plating, 0.5 to 5 percent indium is used in dental 
alloys, where it is said to impart superior compressive strength and 
resistance to tarnish. Indium is’ an advantageous constituent of | 
certain low-melting alloys and has recently been found to improve the 
“wetting” properties of brazing materials through a wide range of 
melting points. The use of indium in pharmaceuticals and as a mor- 
dant for the dyestuffs industry is being developed. | 

19 Sun, Kuan-Han, and Silverman, Alexander, Tantalum Glass—K,0-Ta,O5-SiO; Series: Jour. Am. 
Ceram. Soc., vol. 24, No. 5, May 1941, pp. 160-167. 

2 Jeffries, Zay, Work cited in foott.ote 11. 
_ 2 Elder, Albert L., Textbook of Chemistry: Harper & Bros., New York, 1941, p. 662.
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| | RADIUM AND URANIUM | | 

__ The Eldorado mine at Great Bear Lake, Northwest Territory, 
Canada, operated by Eldorado Gold Mines, Ltd., and the mine in | 

| Belgian Congo, operated by Union Miniére du Haut Katanga, which 
| together yield nearly the entire world output of radium-uranium ore, 

| were both inoperative during 1941. The Canadian company, how- - 
| ever, experienced in 1941 its best sales year to date, and its refinery 

at Port Hope, Ontario, is now operating on a 24-hour basis. Large 
| ore stocks at the refinery are being cleaned up, and the mine at Great 

: Bear Lake will resume production in 1942. Mining operations in 
| Belgian. Congo were halted as a result of the German invasion of 

| Belgium:in May 1940 and the consequent unavailability of refining 
. facilities at Oolen, near Antwerp. In general, the United Nations 

are in a comparatively favorable position as regards radium and 
oo uranium. It is estimated that these countries possess two-thirds of 

the world radium supply and three-fourths of the uranium and, 
| furthermore, control well over 95 percent of all the known ore reserves. 

Of the stocks held at Oolen, all of the radium and part of the uranium 
were removed from Belgium before the invasion and:shipped to the 

. United States. The Oolen refinery was not damaged; but the Germans 
| apparently have not attempted to operate it on the basis of the small 

amounts of ore obtainable from St. Joachimsthal. in Czechoslovakia 
and other European localities. The agreement between Union Miniére 

| du Haut Katanga of Belgium and Eldorado Gold Mines, Ltd., of 
Canada, dividing world markets for radium in a 60: 40 ratio, was 

| dissolved in 1941. | oe . 
_ Domestic production—Radium, uranium, and vanadium are re- 
covered from carnotite ore mined in western Colorado and eastern 

| _ Utah. The two radium producers in the United States are the Vitro 
Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., which had an output of 3 grams 

| in 1941 and expects to supply 3 to 5 grams in 1942, and the S. W. 
Shattuck Chemical Co., Denver, Colo., which produced about 225 

| , milligrams in 1941 and anticipates an output exceeding 1 gram in 

| Foreign trade.—Imports of radium salts, radioactive substitutes, 
| and uranium ore and compounds are shown in the accompanying table. 

All of the imports during the first 9 months of 1941 were from Canada. 
except that 21 percent of the uranium compounds came from Belgian 
Congo. 

Radium salts, radioactive substitutes, and uranium ore and compounds imported for 
consumption in the United States, 1987-41 

ee 

Radium salts Uranium oxide r= | Radio- Uranium ore and salts 

Year Value substi 
Grams ~~ ules TP 

| | Total : (value) Pounds Value | Pounds Value 

1937_.---.--2222---.| 15.29 | $377,659 $24, 700 $711 |-.----_...]--...-----] 208,473 | $258, 417 
1938... 2222 ll 38. 75 787, 025 20, 300 5, 746 |.-.-...-._|.-.-----.-| 376, 708 520, 540 1939... 78.631 |1, 953, 820 24, 800 966 5 $10 |1, 439, 324 | 1, 197, 786 1040. __._-2-..-..--| 30,311 | 748,097 | 24,700 5, 650 |2, 400, 198 |2, 110,927 | 240,199 | | 388, 355 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)----} 4063 | 101,480 | 25; 000 13 |... || 299,872 | 345, 284 

ee I
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Price.—In 1941 the market price of radium dropped from $30 a | 
milligram to $25, and even lower. Individual sales at less'than $20 a , 
milligram were reported. Prices quoted at the end of 1941 by the | 
Radium Chemical Co., Inc. (sales agent in America for Union Miniére 

. du Haut Katanga), were as follows: $23 a milligram for 1-99 milli- | 

grams, $21.50 for 100-499 milligrams, and $20 for 500 milligrams or | 
over. Throughout 1941, Ceramic Industry listed uranium oxide at | a 

$1.75-$3.00 a pound; and Glass Industry quoted: yellow or orange 
uranium oxide at-$1.65 a pound, black uranium oxide at $2.55 a a 

- pound, and orange or yellow sodium uranate at $1.65 a pound. 
Uses of radium.—The principal use of radium is in the treatment of 

cancer and skin diseases, but the war program is drawing on increasing 
amounts for luminous paints and industrial radiography. Clocks, gun | 
sights, compasses, and various other’ types of instrument dials are | 
coated with radium compounds to permit them to be seen under black- | 

out conditions. Radium is used to detect flaws in castings, forgings, a 

and welds of numerous kinds of metals and alloys. Aircraft parts. 
| hull castings, valves for power plants and refineries, cast piping, 

welded pressure vessels, gun carriages, turret tracks, shaft struts for 
ships, frogs for railroads, and turbine casings are among the equipment 
inspected in thisway. From 25 to 1,000 milligrams of radium (usually _ 
100 to 200 milligrams) in the form of radium sulfate in a duralumin — 
container are ordinarily placed in the center of a circle of articles tobe 
tested. X-ray films are fastened to the backs of the specimens, and 
the penetrating gamma rays cause a shadowgraph to appear upon the | 

film very similar to one obtained with X-rays.’ Defects as small as | 

0.25 percent of the thickness of the article, ranging from % to 10 inches, 
can clearly be seen. Magnification of the images to 5 and 10 diam- 
“eters reveals defects otherwise unnoticed. Radiographic inspection of 

| magnesium-alloy castings was described in some detail by Bailey.” 
Some of the recent literature on industrial radiography has been sum- ° 

marized.27 Progress in radiography prompted organization in October 
1941 of the American Industrial Radium and X-ray Society, Inc. The 

primary aim of the society is to promote scientific education in indus- | 

trial radiography; headquarters will be in Chicago.* A new use of 

radium is as a radium-beryllium salt in geophysical exploration for | 

petroleum. 
- Figures showing radium transactions are not available, but prepa- 
rations tested each year by the National Bureau of Standards, under | 

the supervision of Dr. L. F. Curtiss, give some idea of movements. 
Such preparations included 9.0 grains of radium in 1937, 10.5 in 1938, 
22.0 in 1939, 16.8 in 1940, and 19.9 in 1941. 

Radon, polonium, and mesothorium.—Useful radiation: from radium 
is not due to the radium itself but rather to its disintegration products. 
Radium first decomposes into the gaseous element radon (atomic : 
number, 86). Radon is put in tubes and used in both hospitals and 
industrial plants. It loses its effectiveness after a few days, but in 

some circumstances this short life is advantageous. Radiologists in 

Great Britain were temporarily forced by German bombers to abandon 

most of their clinical work with radium because of the danger of losing 

22 Bailey, P. M., Radiography—Applied to Magnesium Alloy Castings: Metal Ind., vol. 59, No. 15, 

October 10, 1941, pp. 232-235. | . oe ‘ . . 
23 American Society for Testing Materials, Review of the Literature of 1939 on the Testing of Materials by 

Radiographic Methods: Bull. 111, August 1941, pp. 31-32. 
24 Steel, Industriai Radium, X-ray Socicty Formed: Vol. 109, No. 18, November 3, 1941, p. 59.
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a it. In its place, hospitals were supplied with radon, individual losses 
of which would not be significant. The radon tubes were. filled in 

— subterranean plants, one of which was financed with $25,000 cabled 
my to London by the British War Relief Society in the United States.> 
: | Polonium is a radioactive element (atomic number, 84) recovered: at 

the Port Hope refinery and used in minute traces in spark-plug elec- 
! trodes to ionize the air gap and speed the passage of a hot spark under " 

all temperature conditions, even when the battery is low. Made by 
| the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., the nickel “electrodes elther are 

| coated with a film of polonium or contain 0.000000001 percent polonium 
— as an alloy. The longer the radioactive spark plug is used, the more 
SO _ é@fficient it becomes.” Mesothorium is a radium isotope (atomic 

numbers, 88 and 89) which is used as a substitute for radium. It is 
- obtained from monazite-sand residues and is more radioactive than 
Re radium itself. The principal application at present: is probably. in 
- black-out paints.. The number of mesothorium specimens tested 
ae annually by the National Bureau of Standards gives some index as 

to demand. Such specimens contained 1,026 milligrams in 1934, 
Lo 300-600 yearly in 1935-38, 49 in_ 1939, and 301 in 1940-and reached 
- a high of 1,451in 1941. > | ae | 

: ‘Uses of uranium.—Uranium is now used principally in ceramics, 
luminescent paints, tool steels, and chemicals. - Uranium oxides color 

i _ pottery glazes and porcelain bodies black, gray, brown, or green in a 
a reducing environment and yellow, orange, or red under oxidizing con- 
: ditions. They are sometimes used as a crystallizing agent in crystal- 
- _ Tine glazes. Sodium uranate and sodium uranyl carbonate produce 
: the fluorescence typical of uranium glasses, which are yellowish green 

in transmitted light and emerald green -in reflected. light. .These 
: compounds under other conditions color glass yellow, orange, or red.”” 
bo Uranium salts are incorporated in luminescent paints, either for their 

| _ own inherent fluorescence or as an activator for such accessory com-. 
| pounds as zinc-cadmium sulfide and beryllium oxide. Uranium 

: imparts desirable properties to tool steels. The metal is introduced 
; as ferrouranium or, more recently, as a master alloy containing 66 
- . percent uranium and 33 percent nickel. Stainless silverware can be 
| made by plating the ware in an electrolytic bath containing silver 

fluoride and compounds of uranium and tin. Uranium oxides are used 
as catalysts in a number of organic chemical reacticns. | 

SELENIUM AND TELLURIUM | ae 

| Production of selenium and of tellurium in the United States in 
| 1941 increased 89 and 162 percent, respectively, and sales showed 

| corresponding gains. Producers’ stocks of both metals declined during 
: the year. Selenium imports (all from Canada) expanded. Salient 

statistics for 1937-41 are shown in the accompanying table. Canada 
| increased its production of selenium and tellurium during 1941, and . 

the Germans are said to have brought into operation a new selenium 
plant in the Mansfeld copper district.2 The base price of selenium 
(black, powdered, 99.5 percent) and of tellurium continued to be 

2s American Medical Association, Radon Producticn Plant given to England: Jour., vol. 116, No. 1, | 
January 4, 1941, p. 58. 

26 American Chemical Society, News Edition: Vol. 19, No. 19, October 10, 1941, p. 1111. 
2? Ceramic Industry, vol. 38, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 107 and 112. 
2s Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2642, November 11, 1941, p..4. .
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- $1.75 a pound throughout -1941. Glass Industry quoted barium : 

selenite at $1.40-$1.60 and sodium selenite at $1.50-$1.65 a pound. — | 

Salient statistics of selenium and tellurium in the United States, 1937-41 

| Selenium | : Tellurium | 

Year | : {mports ? | ras : | 
|Production| Sales! j{ stocks at Production| Sales! | stocks at 

oo . (pounds) | (pounds) | end of year | (pounds) | (pounds) | end of year 

. . (pounds) | Pounds | Value - (pounds) 

19387_....----] — 435, 821 282, 598 306,200 | 92,523" $161, 382 51, 409 23, 365 93, 200 

1938.........| 225,674 | 166,494}. 365..00 | 101,034 | 163,508} 11,078 |  26,944| 77,300 
1930._.......| 227,131 | 345,726 |" 246,800 | 124,830} 193,168 | 25,234 | 63,431 | 39, 100 : 
1940-.....---| 328, 731 368, 709 206,800 | 134, 429 198,163 | . 85,622 88, 996 35, 700 . 

1941....----.| 620,493 681, 650 | . 146,000 ae 3 204, 608 224, 639. | =: 239, 983 20, 400 

1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish valu. | a a 
2 Includes selenium salts. Z a : co a . 

3 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 4 . | a | oe a 

Selenium, in conjunction with cadmium, is important as a red , 

cclorant in ruby glasses for signal lenses, tail lights, fire globes, and oo 

: tableware. Antithetically, selenium acts as a decolorizer; 0.8 ounce. 3 

per ton of glass imparts a pink that.cancels the green from iron impu- | , 

rities and thereby yields a virtually colorless product. Increasing 
quantities of selenium are used in rectifiers and hi ht-sensitive cells 

-. and for flameproofing wire and cable insulation. ‘Additions of selenium a 

or tellurium have been found to increase the ductility of nickel-manga- 
nese steels and to improve machinability of stainless steels and copper _ | 

~ alloys. Augmented demand for tellurium is principally as a carbon 
stabilizer in cast iron. Tellurium is also called upon to toughen lead ” | 

and rubber. Tellurium-lead work-hardens and is resistant to acids, — 

even at high temperatures. oo So : os 

—— TITANIUM | | | | 

Soon the United States will attain self-sufficiency in another min- : 

- eral—ilmenite—through development of the Adirondack titaniferous 7 

magnetite deposits, which was begun in 1941. The project was born : 

of the necessity to discontinue the practice of importing several hun- 

dred thousand ‘tons of ilmenite annually from India. Such cargo | 

space was needed for the transportation of other ores.more directly 

essential’ to the victory program. Rutile from Australia faced a | 

somewhat more fortunate situation, for ships delivering war supplies 

in the South Pacific loaded ores for the return voyage. Titanium - 

pigments were in great demand during 1941. The Navy is said to have 

purchased about 2,500 tons in that year, and individual orders of 300 

tons for aircraft camouflage lacquer and 350 tons to paint the interior | 

of a single airplane plant were reported.” Such military requirements - 

prevented the paint industry from obtaining much more than 60 per- | 

cent of its needs for civilian consumption and forced manufacturers 

to use less titanium dioxide and more white lead." Titanium pig- 

® Hofmann, Wilhelm, and Hanemann, Heinrich, Work Hardening and Precipitation Hardening of Lead- 

jeitariem Alloys: Ztschr. Metallkunde, vol. 33, February 1941, pp. 62-63; Metals and Alloys, vol. 14, No, 1, 

eCordae Gwe ‘Titanium and the Present-Day Situation: Paint Ind. Mag., vol. 56, No. 11, November 
1941, pp. 370-372. . 

31 Business Week, No. 637, November 15, 1941, pp. 42,-44-45. .
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- ments were put under allocation by Office of Production Management 
| General Preference Order M—44, effective December 1, 1941. Subse- 

quent amendments moved the effective date to January 1, 1942, clari- 
| fied the original text, and increased from 20 percent to 25 percent 

(effective February 1, 1942) the proportion of titanium pigments that | 
7 had to be set aside by producers for direct allocation by the War 

Production Board. No price action on titanium pigments was taken 
| during 1941, but tostem a proposed advance the Office of Price Admin- _ 

istration, on January 2, 1942, requested the stabilization of prices at 
| levels of October 1, 1941 , and 2 months later made the informal request 

mandatory by issuing Price Schedule 98, effective March 1, 1942. | 
. Domestic production.—Iimenite and rutile were produced in Arkan- 

- sas, Florida, and Virginia during 1941, mining of ilmenite in North 
Carolina. was begun early in 1942, and: plans were made to work 
titanium ore near Elma, Wash. The Bureau of Mines is not at liberty 

7 to publish figures showing domestic production of titanium ores. : 
- _ Ilmenite concentrates shipped from domestic mines in 1941 contained | 

| 42 to 54 percent TiO2, and rutile concentrates contained 92 to 95 | 
percent TiO:. The geology of the Virginia titanium deposits was 
described in some detail by Ross.” The most significant feature of 

- the 1941 titanium picture was the plan to exploit the Adirondack 
_titaniferous iron ores. Mining will be begun in the summer of 1942, 

| and at full capacity the project will enable the United States to be 
virtually self-sufficient in supplies of ilmenite. The property is being 
developed by the Titanium Division, National Lead Co., and the — 
following details are abstracted from a comprehensive report by I. D. 

| _ Hagar,® general manager. | - : | 
In the Adirondack Mountains at Newcomb, Essex County, northeastern New 

7 York, a titaniferous iron-ore deposit, known as. the MacIntyre Development, is 
being opened up by the National Lead Co. to obtain titanium for use in pigments. 
Purchased were some 7,000 acres, including the Sanford Hill deposit, located on the 

_ east shore of Lake Sanford, and the Iron Mountain deposit, about 144 miles to the | 
: northeast. The National Lead Co. offered through the Office of Production 

Management to make a part: of the output available to any pigment producer 
| who would finance the requisite additional facilities. In this manner the Krebs _ 

Pigment & Chemical Division of E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc., acquired 
7 an interest in the development and will receive one-fourth. of the production for 

, 10 years. The program of operation calls for a daily mine output of 5,308 long 
tons of ore analyzing 16 percent TiO., from which the mill will Groduce 800 long 

| tons of ilmenite concentrates containing about 48 percent TiO:.. In addition, 
there will be a byproduct of approximately 1,800 tons daily of low-phosphorus 
magnetite. There is some question as to the ready marketability of this. con- 
centrate, since it will contain about 10 percent TiO., the effects of which in a 
blast furnace constitute a controversial ‘question. However, much interest is 
being expressed by various steel manufacturers in the possibility of utilizing this 
magnetite, in spite of the alleged handicap. Beginning in May 1941, a core- 
drilling program involved the extraction of over 11,000 feet of diamond-drill 
cores from 70 drill holes. Examination of these cores showed that there is avail- 

| _ able in the Sanford Hill deposit above lake level approximately 15,000,000 tons 
of ore analyzing 16 percent TiO,. This quantity is estimated to constitute a 
sufficient supply for the domestic pigment industry for at least 10 years. 

The mine will be of the open-pit or bench-type, utilizing churn drills and 
electrically operated shovels to load the broken ore on heavy-duty mine trucks for 
haulage to the mill. The mill will contain the following units: (1) The crushing 
plant, equipped with a 48- by 60-inch jaw crusher, a 5%-foot standard cone 

33 Ross, Clarence 8., Occurrence and Origin of the Titanium Deposits of Nelson and Amherst Counties, 
Va.: Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 198, 1941, 59 pp. 
1 Oe tice’ Titanium and the MacIntyre Development: Paint Ind. Mag., vol. 61, No. 12, December 

See also, Oliver, Frank J., Titaniferous Adirondack Ores Being Reworked: Iron Age, vol. 149, No. 10, 
Mareh 5, 1942, pp. 53-59.
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crusher, a 5'4-foot shorthead cone crusher, and attendant screens and conveyors. 
(2) The wet mill, which will contain the crushed-ore bins, 4 rod mills with attend- . 7 
ant elevators, screens, and pumps, 12 Crockett wet-belt separators for separating / 
the magnetite, 96 wet-concentration tables for separation of the ilmenite, and | 
units for dewatering the concentrates. (3) The dry mill, in which is included a | | 
battery of steam coil driers, operated by two 500-hp. boilers, and 21 Wetherill | 
dry magnetic separators. Cost of development is estimated at $7,750,000. 
Materials for the entire development were made available through the issuance 
by the Office of Production Management of a blanket A-1-c Preference Rating : | 
Certificate, one of the highest blanket priorities granted so far to a commercial - 

_ enterprise not directly engaged in the manufacture of weapons. Bo 

Foreign trade.—Imports of titanium ore and ferrotitanium in recent 
years are shown in the accompanying table. Of the 139,944 long tons : 
of ilmenite imported during the first 9 months of 1941, 95 percent came | 
from British India, 3 percent from Canada, and 1 percent each from | - 
Brazil and Portugal. Imports of rutile during the same period, includ- - 
ing the rutile in zireon-rutile concentrates from Australia, are esti- 
mated at 4,000 short tons—78 percent from Australia and 22 percent , 
from Brazil.. Exports of titanium pigments from the United States | ne 

_ were 5,950 short tons during the first 9 months of 1941 and 3,592 in | . 
the corresponding period of 1940. Such exports totaled 4,962 tons in 
the 12 months of 1940 compared with 4,319 in 1939. - - 

Titanium ore! and ferrotitanium imported for consumption in the United States, | | 
| a Be 1937-41 , Oo | . ae 

ee | | | Titanium ore : - | oo _ | a a 3 

_ OT OOO | S”*:s«éFerrotitanium _ | a: 
: Year . po fo oo Iimenite eo Rutile! | Oe | 4 

ng toms "Value | Short i Value | Pounds Value - 4g 

©4987 eee eeee-e--------| 153,908 1 $770,757 | 68s|~—ger,e43| 4,500 $08 — 
© 1938. TTI] 209) 174 | 1, 018, 408 230} 28,583 |... fl SL eg 

1939......-.------- eee 255, 872 | 1, 126, 200 . 442 23, 170 350 77 me 
1940.__-__..--.-.-.--.--.......| 197,804 | "750; 590 156 14,849 |......-2.---|e-------ee : 
1941 (Jan.—Sept.)...-..........| 139,944 | 574, 61 1930 | 1110,002 |-22. 22220 |LTITTTTTTTT : 

; Excludes rutile in zircon-rutile concentrates from Australia; such imports are estimated at approximately . | 
3,000 tons from January to September 1941. : / ; 

Prices.—Quotations for ilmenite, 50-60 percent TiO,, at $18-$20 a | 
long ton were replaced in February by prices of $28-$30 for straight . 
60-percent material, which held throughout 1941, according to Metal 
and Mineral Markets. Rutile, 88-90 percent TiO,, advanced $10 in 
April to $95 a short ton, and 94-percent concentrates remained at 8-10 | 
cents a pound during all of 1941. Titanium metal, 96-98 percent, was 
listed at $5-$5.50 a pound. Throughout 1941, Steel quoted ferro- 
titanum at $1.23 per pound of contained Ti for 40- to 45-percent grade | 
and $1.35 for 20- to 25-percent grade, and ferrocarbontitanium, 15-20 
percent Ti, at $142.50 a short ton for 6- to 8-percent carbon and $157.50 
for 3- to 5-percent carbon. The base price of titanium dioxide was 
13-15% cents a pound during the first half of 1941, according to Oil, 
Paint and Drug Reporter, but at the beginning of July was raised to 
14%-16% cents, at which level it was fixed by Price Schedule 98, 
previously noted. oo : oo 

Uses.—Most of the titanium supply is consumed as dioxide in paints, 
paper, rubber, leather, ceramics, plastics, linoleum, printing ink, 
textiles, cosmetics, soap, and welding-rod coatings; the remainder 7 

497779 —43——58 |
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a goes into titanium ferro-alloys, hard-cutting alloys, other nonferrous ; _ alloys, and metallic titanium. Domestic production of titanium pig- 
ments has more than doubled since 1938 and, according to Chemical _ | and Metallurgical Engineering, approached 165,000 short tons in / 1939. Titanium white paints are noted for a high degree of opacity, | reflectance, and durability. Titanium dioxide makes it possible to 

| manufacture workable porcelain enamels with a higher degree of acid | resistance than can be obtained by any other means; at the same eg time, a remarkable degree of opacity in developed and gloss is im- 
a proved. Ilmenite is the source of all titanium pigments and. also _ enters into the production of alloys and welding rods. By far the , largest use of rutile is as a flux.in welding-rod coatings, where its | _. function is to shield the arc from oxidation during welding ‘and to 

_. produce a brittle slag, which protects the cooling weld deposit. 
The second most important use of rutile is in steel manufacture; where a ferrotitanium and ferrocarbontitanium act as strong deoxidizers (to 

: some extent replacing aluminum) and as addition agents to inhibit Be intergranular corrosion of stainless ‘steels and air-hardening of 5- 
| percent. chromium steels. A new type of permanent magnet con- 

: tains 6 to 12 percent titanium.®” Rutile is also used in ceramics and | a number of nonferrous alloys, particularly titanium-aluminum, 
* which improves the grain of aluminum castings. Titanium carbide | | is a constituent of hard alloys used in machine tools. A compre- - ee ' hensive Russian technical article on this application has recently been | Soe translated." The use of metallic titanium has been limited prin- eo cipally to radio tubes. Titanium deserves study as a structural 

material, although it is difficult to produce metal free from objection- . able oxygen and nitrogen.** Traces of metallic titanium in mercury | s | boilers inhibit corrosion and facilitate heat transfer. Titanium - | tetrachloride is utilized in smoke screens and in purifying aluminum 
oe alloys. BF Pe oe a , | WORLD PRODUCTION 

| Australia.—Zircon Rutile, Ltd:, Byron Bay, New South Wales, | increased its production of zircon-rutile concentrates in 1941. The 
International Titanium Corporation, controlled by the American | Rutile Corporation and Ventures, Ltd., of Canada, began producing 
concentrates of rutile and zircon in New South Wales in June 1941 
and shipping the material to Carteret, N. J., for further separation." 

’ Titanium minerals and zircon are also being recovered from black 
sands at Lower Piper River near Low Head, on the northern coast of 
Tasmania.” | | | | 

| Brazil.—During the first 9 months of 1941, Brazil exported 2,621 
metric tons of ilmenite and 1,462 metric tons of rutile. All the ilmen- 
ite and 57 percent of the rutile were shipped to the United States. 

. 4 Tinsley, S. G., Titanium Oxide as an Ingredient of Porcelain Enamel Frits: Ceram. Ind., vol. 38, No. 3, March 1942, pp. 36-39. 
35 Johnston, J. Murray, Rutile and Zircon: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., Ann. Meeting, New York, N. Y., February 11, 1942, 3 pp. 
* Steel, Modern Contributions of Titanium to Steel Production: Vol. 109, No. 18, November 3, 1941, 

PE Hows, Goodwin H. (to General Electric Co.), Alloys for Permanent Magnets: U.S. Patent 2,264,038, November 25, 1941; Chem. Abs., vol.36, No. 6, March 20, 1942, p. 1585. 38 Meerson, G. A. and Lipkes, Ya. M. (Hard Metal Alloys, Tungsten Carbide—Titanium Carbide— Cobalt Mixtures): Zhurnal Prikladnoy Khimii, No. 12, 1939, p. 1759 ff. Trans. by W. D. Jones, Metal Ind., vol. 59, No. 19, November 7, 1941, pp. 290-293; No. 20, November 14, 1941, pp. 306-308. * Dean, R. S., Progress Reports— Metallurgical Division. 50. Annual Report of the Metallurgical Division, Fiscal Year 1941: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3600, 1941, pp. 52-53. 9 Industrial Australian and Mining Standard, vol. 96, No. 2478, September 15, 1941, p. 211; vol. 96, No. 2479, October 1, 1941, p. 225. 
‘t Northern Miner, vol. 27, No. 45, Jan. 29, 1942, p. 9. 
4? Mining Journal (London), vol. 214, No. 5535, September 20, 1941, p. 428.
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World production of titanium concentrates (ilmenite and rutile), 1986-40, by countries, = 
: a | in metric tons : a 

a i [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] 

oe “Country L936] 1987 1938 =| (1939 1940 : 

| Timenite: a fo wo I fp oe | 
Australia: . oS . jo. |. 
New South Wales. ..-...-...-..-------]--2--------- 670 460 (1) (1) 

_.. South Australia... ..---.--------------]------------] 8 2]. 2 (3 
.. Brazil (exports) ....--.-------2--2--------|- 9 234 — BIT, 10 12 De 

_ Canada (shipments) -..--.-..-.---------- 2,328 | . 3, 836 188 | 3,351} (1). 
Egypt .....-.-------s---p----eeee enon 2 "317 9] @) Qo | 
Federated Malay States (exports) - - ----- 10, 376 6,200; 6,462 11, 098 | 2, 596 

- India, British......._.......--..--------] 141,327 | 182,142. | 256,268; = (1) - gy 
Norway....-.-.--...-..sssscssesesssse| 67,194} 84,900 | 62,724 | = 85,027] 1) | 
Portugal... .........-..---------------- - 183 1, 456") 568 408 399 

| Benegal...--..-..-..s-sssecceececeseeefs 23,97] 3078] 8.488} |). oO 
United States -oocc  ML  MT  O ] OL Oe 

Australia: New South Wales.--....-.-.-). @) |... 44198}. MM. f Y (1). 
Brazil (exports).._.--.-------------------]" 768 877) 488. J - 49; 499 
Cameroun (French)......-.--2--2---:2--}5 0 SBE 008] BE A) A 
Norway. .--.---------------------------} 188 | 187 | . 124 6166 Fs OD) 
South-West Africa......2.--.-2--.-------[ aA “W6 fie eee eee ee 

United States-.-----.-.-----------------| OO | @ of. (%) | OO} O| 

“1Datanotavailable. _ a | o i oo oy 
2 Exports. oe | | | po | 4 
3 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. . So —_ oo a : 

> 4 Includes 72 tons of mixed rutile-ilmenite concentrates. a oe ‘ ae | oo 

_ Canada.—Imenite production from St. Urbain, Quebec, increased oo 
in 1941. Other titaniferous iron deposits were being investigated and ar 
may contribute to the 1942 output.“ Titanium: pigment imports : 
by Canada in 1940 totaled 3,069 short tons, principally from the | 

_ Norway.—Titanium. deposits were reported discovered in Norway . 
as a result of a-systematic survey conducted by: Norwegian and Ger- , | 

-- man geologists and-engineers.* ae 

ce  RCONTUM eT a 

Zircon is recovered from beach sands near Melbourne, Fla., by the ce 
Riz Mineral Co. as an accessory of titanium ore and from gravels near 
Lincoln, Calif., by the Fay Placers Mining Co. as a byproduct of gold. 
dredging. Although domestic production reached 3,646 short tons in 
1927, there was none from 1929 to 1939. The rate of output was . 
small during 1940 and 1941 but was increased somewhat early in 1942. 
Some work was done on a. zircon deposit in Wisconsin during 1941. 
Imports of zirconium ore and zirconium ferro-alloys in recent years | 
are shown in the accompanying table. Entries of zirconium ore 
during the first 9 months of 1941 totaled 20,101 short tons—73 percent 

_ from Australia, 24 percent from Brazil, and 3 percent from British 
India. Some comments on the Australian properties may be found in . 
the foregoing titanium discussion in this chapter. The Brazilian 

_ gireonium ore is essentially baddeleyite and has a ZrO, content (82 
percent) approximately 1% times that of Australian zircon. Melzer 
and Chambers “* have described the deposits in Brazil. 

“abe Mille, John B., Mining in Quebec During 1941: Canadian Min. Jour., vol. 63, No. 2, February 1942, 

. Pa Foreign Commerce Weekly, vol. 6, No. 7, February 14, 1942, p. 23. 
4s Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, German Aid Stimulates Establishment of New Plants for 

Producing Synthetics in Europe: Vol. 48, No. 12, December 1941, p. 116. ; 
on on elter ., and Chambers, G. H., Zirconia in Brazil: Foote-Prints, vol. 14, No. 1, June 1941, pp. 17-21,
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: _ Zireonium ore! and zirconium ferro-alloys imported for consumption in the United — 
a oo - ~ States, 1987-41 —_ 

_ | oO | a ‘Zirconium ore ! Zirconium ferro-alloys 

: : a : | | Short tons Value Pounds Value 

a a 8, 934 $129, 576 230, 449° $13, 085 
rr 1938_____.--.-_----------- ene eee ene 2, 093 - 62, 138 244,126 13, 520 

Oo 1930... ---.---s- sss se seseeeesseeseeceee-e-e-| 8483 | 49,919. 799; 269 50,169 
. 1940.._..-...-.--.2.--------1-------------------]|  (ss«d6, 845 252,749 |. . 533,055 |  =—ss—:s« 87, 126. a 

- 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)-.---222---22ccceceecceeseee-{ |. 2,001 | 446, 286 foe 

7 1 Includes zircon-rutile concentrates from Australia, = oO 7 : 

ae -Price-—Throughout 1941, Metal and Mineral Markets quoted, 
= unchanged from 1940, zirconium ore, 55 percent ZrO,; at $60-$70 a . - 
oe short ton, f. o. b. Atlantic seaboard; zirconium ferrosilicon at-$102.50-— . _ 
me - $107.50 a long ton for 12-15 percent Zr content and 14-16 centsa 
oe pound for 35-40 percent Zr; and powdered zirconium metal at $7 a — 
a _. pound. Ceramic Industry quoted crude zircon, pound basis, at 5-7 
no | cents, refined zircon at 8-10% cents, and zirconium oxide at 40-49 
: | — cents. - So - oe So 
i -  _Uses.—The bulk of the zirconium is consumed in-ceramics, chiefly 
a in porcelain enamels and pottery glazes but also in electrical and 

oe chemical porcelains and heat-resistant glasses. The function of 
oe zirconium in enamels and glazes is opacification,” and this use con- | 

serves significant amounts of antimony, tin, and zinc. The second- 
_ largest use of zirconium is in refractories, particularly for gldss-melting 
Bo furnaces. Zirconium purifies, hardens, and strengthens steels and 
oo acts with aluminum to harden cupronickel. Metallic zirconium as_- 

ae _ powder or. ductile metal is usec in photoflash bulbs, radio tubes, 
a - ammunition primers, and welding rods. Zirconium compounds are 
mee important in tanning, and zircon sand is an advantageous foundry 
e sand. 0 - oo | 

7 «7 King, Burnham W.., Jr., and Andrews, A. I., Development of Opacity in Zirconia Enamels: Jour. Am. 
oO Ceram. Boe, vol. 24, No. 11, November 1941, pp. 360-367. Solubility of:Zirconia in Soda-Borosilicate Glasses: 

Gommons, C. H., Jr., Effect of Zircopax Additions on Abrasion Resistance and Various Properties of 
Several Glazes: Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 24, No. 5, May 1941, pp. 145-147. : . 
Ceramic Industry, vol. 37, No. 5, November 1941, p. 38. .
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SURVEY OF THE BITUMINOUS-COAL AND LIGNITE INDUSTRY | Lo 

Under the stimulus of increased industrial activity arising from the 
| national defense program, coal requirements increased sharply in. . 

1941, and production was the largest since 1929. During the first — . 
quarter production was high to fill orders by consumers for storage in : 
anticipation of possible suspension of mining when the wage contract | 
expired on March 31. Output was largely at a standstill during April 
pending the signing of a new wage contract. | a OY 
Production—The estimated output of soft coal im 1941 was 511,- ; 

290,000 net tons, an 11-percent increase over 1940. Following the es 
trend of industrial activity, the production for 1941 was 65 percent : 
above the record low of 1932 and only 4 percent below the 534,989,000 
tons of 1929 (see figs. 1 to 3 and tables 2 and 3). The trend of average | 
value is shown in table 18. a , 

Consumption.—Each of the major classes of consumers used more 
coal in 1941 than in 1940, and the increase ranged from 119 percent 
for beehive coke ovens to 8 percent for byproduct coke ovens (see | 
table 4). | 

1 Data for 1941 are preliminary; detailed statistics with final revisions will be released later. Data for 
1989 and 1940 are final. 
The collection of statistics on the bituminous-coal industry which before 1937 was conducted by the Bureau 

of Mines is now | performed by the Bituminous Coal Division, U. 8. Department of the Interior, Dan 8. 
eeler, Director. 

Material in this chapter was prepared in the Division’s Economics Branch under the supervision of G. A. 
Lamb, chief. It was completed under the immediate direction of W. H. Young, in collaboration with R. L. 
Anderson, M. E. McMillan, and R. M. McKinney. The figures for 1939 were compiled under a joint 
agreement between the Bureau of the Census and the Bituminous Coal Division. 

| 811
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SO Changes in stocks.—The reserve supply of coal in the hands of in- 
; dustrial consumers and in retail coalyards rose from a total of 50,998,- ss s— 

| 000 net tons at the beginning of the year to 62,737,000 tons at the 
: _ Close. In spite of the increase in total tonnage, the days’ supply of 

«stocks advanced only from 38 to 40 because of the increased rate of | 
OO consumption. Between the same periods, stocks on the upper Lake 

docks advanced 779,188 tons, whereas unbilled coal in cars at the mines 
| _ or classification yards fell 378,600 tons (see fig. 1 and tables 1 and 5). 

| Mechanization.—Sales of mechanical loading equipment for use in 
/ _ bituminous coal mines, in terms of total capacity, increased 31 per- | 

cent in 1941 over 1940. ee , 
Mechanical cleaning.—Sales of. mechanical cleaning equipment 

| | during 1941 indicate a gain over earlier years in mechanically cleaned 
coal. The total capacity of cleaning plants sold in 1941 is estimated 

| = 3 : 7 =— — 
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| FiaurE 1.—Trends of production, stocks, and prices of bituminous coal and lignite in the United States, 

| at 8,000 net tons of cleaned coal an hour (see Coal Age, February 
- 1942, p.66), .. Co a 

Trend of employment.—Estimates of the average nur-ber of men 
employed at bituminous coal and lignite mines in 1941 indicate a 
rise over the 1940 figure, which was 439,000. Indexes compiled by 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics upon the basis of a sample that | 

- includes more than half the workers in the industry show an increase 
of almost 4 percent in employment for 1941 over 1940 if normal 
operations during the April suspension are assumed in 1941. Reports 
from mining departments of several States also indicate a similar 
increase for the same period. These data suggest an estimate of 
459,000 employees for 1941. - 

Trend of capacity-—The potential output upon a 308-day basis was 
703,000,000 tons in 1940. Under the 5-day week, full-time operation 
is limited to approximately 261 days. The potential output of mines 
operating upon a 261-day basis was 595,000,000 net tons in 1940 — 
compared with the total actual production of 460,771,500 tons. 

Trend of fuel efficiency.—The upward trend in the efficient utilization 
of fuel in 1941 made some slight inroads into the coal market (see 
fig. 4 and table 6). _ |
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- : Competition of oil and — gas.—The competitive struggle of coal os 
- with oul and gas continued in 1941. The consumption of coal by 

railroads in 1941 increased 15 percent over 1940, but the consumption 
of oil by railroads increased 21 percent during the same period. - 

= Electric public utilities consumed 21 percent more coal and 21 percent — 
more oil in 1941 than in 1940. The kilowatt-hours produced by water | 
power at electric ‘public utility power plants. increased 7 percent in | 
1941 over 1940. (See figs. 5 to7 and tables7to9.) | | 

In domestic heating comparable figures are available for mechanical 7 
| firmg equipment only. Sales of domestic stokers using bituminous 

| wool | —-twlomecoon, | Al | | | | fo TC aS A B00 - assuming 280 days ~_. | : 
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Ficur£E 3.—Trends of bituminous coal and lignite production, realization, mine capacity, and net income 
or deficit in the United States, 1900-1941. 

coal rose from 123,167 in 1940 to 158,734 in 1941, or 29 percent, 
| whereas shipments of domestic oil burners and boiler-burner and 

furnace-burner units rose from 245,799 to 271,673, or 10 percent. 

SOURCES OF DATA AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

Bituminous coal and lignite production statistics for 1941 are pre- 
liminary estimates prepared by the Bituminous Coal Division in 
accordance with standard procedure used in the past. 

The 1939 statistics on bituminous coal and lignite were obtained 
through a survey conducted jointly by the United States Depart-
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ment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, and the United States 
Department of the Interior, Bituminous Coal Division. _ - 

The 1940 bituminous coal statistics were compiled by the Bitu- 7 
minous Coal Division and the 1940 lignite statistics by the Bureau | 
of Mines. | | | | | 

, Final production of bituminous coal and lignite for 1940 was 
460,771,500 net tons. This differs slightly from 461,318,629 tons, as 
published in January 1942.in Mineral Industry Surveys HSS 297 by 
the Bureau of Mines. These two figures differ largely because the | 
annual canvass of the Bituminous Coal Division includes only mines 
with 1,000 tons or more yearly production, whereas the canvass of 

| the Bureau of Mines is concerned with the production of all mines in | 
which men are employed and hence are exposed to accident hazards | 

- Incident to mining. | | 

| | SALIENT STATISTICS | ; 

| TaBLE 1,.—Salient statistics of the bituminous coal and lignite industry in the United 
States, 1989-41 - 

[All tonnage figures represent net tons] | a - | 

fo | _ | | 999 | 19d fT : 

a Production. _.-.-------------c-ceeecneeceeeeeeeeeee-e----2---| 394,855,325 | 460,771,500 | 1 511, 290, 000 | 
‘Exports to Canada and Mexico ?__.-...-.--------..-.--------- 9, 975, 919 13, &37, 342 (0) 
Exports overseas and all other 3__-.-..-.--...-------.--------- 1, 614, 559 2, 928, 586 (3) 
Liaports ?___...------.------2--- 2-22 -e een nn nen een eee 355, 115 371, 571 Q) > 
Consumption in the United States (calculated) 4..........-.-.] 379, 768, 962 | 438, 250, 143 () 
Stocks at end of year: . 

Industrial consumers and retail yards_....-...........-.----| 44, 571,000 | 50, 998, 000 62, 737, 000 
. Stocks on upper Lake docks--_.-----.---------------------- 7, 590, 254 6, 998, 258 7, 777, 446 

_ Unbilled loads, at mines or in classification yards 5._-....--- 1, 553, 100 1, 298, 300 ~. 919, 700 
Price indicators (average per net ton): - . . 
Average cost of railroad fuel purchased, f. 0. b. mines 6__-...- $1.91 | | $1. 88 $2. 02 
Average cost of coking coal at merchant byproduct ovens 7_. $4. 57 $4. 40 $4. 67 
Average cost of bunker coal to vessels in foreign trade 8___..- $4. 83 $4.81 (8) 

. Average value of exports to all countries (at port) 9_...-.---- $3. 69 $3. 69 (3) 
_Average retail price—38 cities 10____._._..._-.-2 eee $8. 52 $8. 60 $9.15 © ° 
Average railroad freight charge per net ton !_.....-....--.-- $2. 23 $2. 22 _ $2.22 : 

Underground loading machinery sold: 4 
Mobile loading machines (number) --..--------------------- 292 233 ° 367 . 
Scrapers (number)_-_.....-.-.-.---.-------.----------------- 18 36. 8 
Conveyors, including those with duckbills (units) _._..-.--- 1, 095 1, 573 1, 800 
Pit-car loaders (units)__.....-__..-._...-_..-.--.------.----- 2 3 10 

Average number of men employed at mines operating '3___...- 421, 788 439, 075 1 459, 000 
Fuel-efficiency indicators: 
Pounds of coal per kw.-hr. at electric power plants 4_._..--- _  1.39° 1. 35 1.34 
Pounds per 1,000 gross ton-miles—railroads !5__....-...-..--- 113 |- 112 - 111 | 

-1 Subject to revision. | 
2 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the , 

Department of Commerce. 
_ % Figures not available for publication. . 

4 Production plus imports minus exports plus or minus net changes in consumers’ stocks. 
§ Association of American Railroads. 
* Interstate Commerce Commission. Excludes freight charges. 
7 As reported by coke operators to the Bureau of Mines. . 

-8 Computed from records of the Department of Commerce. 
* Computed from records of the Department of Commerce. The figure represents the average value at 

the point of export of shipments to all foreign countries, including Canada. 
10 Bureau of Labor Statistics. . . 
11 Average receipts per net ton of revenue bituminous coal and lignite originated, as reported by the Inter- 

state Commerce Commission. j 
12 Young, W. H., Anderson, R. L., Lamb, G. A., and Shore, F. M , Mechanization Sales: Coal Age, 

February 1942, pp. 66-68; and Min. Cong. Jour.. February 1942. pp. 22-25. . 
18 The figures for 1939 and 1940 are based upon reports of mine operators producing over 1,000 tons._ The 

figure for 1941 is estimated from various sources, including the employment index of the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics and State mine inspectors’ reports. 

14 Federal Power Commission. — . . 
18 Interstate Commerce Commission; includes coal equivalent of fuel oi] consumed.
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PRODUCTION BY WEEKS AND MONTHS Sy 

: ‘TasLE 2.—Estimated weekly production of bituminous coal and lignite in the United 
_ | States in 1941 | : 

| a Producti Number of ‘Guotioe ber - . <4. Joop. uction: Number of | . duction per 
Week ended (net tons) | working days| working day 

OO | | . . (net tons) 

Jan. 4, 1941_......-.----- eee eee 15,131, 000 —  -'Q Ff 21,791, 000 
Ml __..------- 2-2 - +--+ +--+ -------------------- |. —:10, 802, 000 6 1, 717, 000 
18___.-..---.---2--2.---------- +--+ - eee 9, 808, 000 6 “1, 635, 000 
25_....-..-----.--------- 2 ee ee nee eee 10, 093, 000 6.} ° - 1,682,000 

Feb. 1...------------------------------------ ---- === 10, 265, 000 6 1, 711, 000 . 
8___.------.----- ee ee ee eee 10, 249, 000: 6 1, 708, 000 

_ Wl----------- ee ee 10, 576, 000 6. . 1,763,000 
| | OB eee eee en ee eee ee nee een ee eee 10, 577, 000 6 1, 763, 000 

| Mar. 1__..-------------------------- eee eee 11, 024, 000 6 “1, 837, 000 
B_--ee ee--e - eee 10, 900, 000 6 - 1, 817, 000 

| 1§___.--.------ eee e nn eneeeeneeeeeeee--e =e] 1, 222, 000 6 1, 870, 000 
| Qo nnn nnn nen enn eee 11, 431, 000 6 1, 905, 000 

20___-- ee nnn nen eee eee 11, 865, 000 6 1, 978, 000 
Apr. 6_.......---------------- 2-2-2 eee een eee 3, 370, 000 5 674, 000 

| 12__ oo eee eee 1, 085, 000 6 181, 000 
19.8 eee eee 1, 287, 000 6 215, 000 

CO , 96 __ wn nn eee eee eee 1, 577, 000 6 263, 000 
May 3.._..---------------------------------------------- 5, 076, 000° 6 846, 000 

10___.----.----2--- eee lee 9, 318, 000° 6 1, 553, 000 
17_..-..------ eee een eee eee ee 10, 068, 000 6 1, 678, 000 
QA noe eee eee 10, 462, 000 6 1, 744, 000 
81__-- eee -----| «29, 601, 000 | 5.4}  ~——«:1,'778, 000 

. June 7_..--...--------1-------- 2 eee ne tee ene 9, 563, 000 6 . 1, 594, 000 
14___.- 22 ee eee eee ----t}-: 10, 150, 000 | 6° 1, 692, 000 
21__..------------ eee eee eee nee ee 10, 336, 000 | © 6 - 1,723,000 

| WB nae eee ee eee 11, 285, 000 6 | ~~ 1,881,000 
Jaly 6_...-...-.-..-.-.--...--212------ += ---- = -ee 6, 822, 000 | 34d 2, 006, 000 

12. one ee een eee ee eee eee 9, 668, 000 5 1, 934, 000 
19__..--...--- eee ne ee 10, 773, 000 6 1, 796, 000 

- 26__..---- 2-2 eee nee eee ee 10, 901, 000 6 1, 817, 000 
Aug. 2.._....-......-.------------------- 2 ------------] ——: 10, 675, 000 6 1, 779,000. 

9... eee eee eee eee 10, 699, 000 6 1, 783, 000° 
ee 10, 983, 000 6 |  _ 1,831,000 

| 5 _ 10, 974, 000 6 1,829, 000 
$0__.-------. eee eee ee 11, 221,000 | - 6 1, 870, 000 

Sept. 6...-.-.-..--...-..-..----- eee eee 10, 010, 000  § 2, 002, 000 
13__.-..-----2-- ee eee 11, 483, 000 6 1,914, 000 

(Yn nnn ee ee eee eee een 10, 410,000 | 6 1,735,000 
a 11, 386, 000 6 1, 898, 000 

Oct. 4...-------- eee eee ee 11, 558, 000 6 1, 926, 000 
7 U1 oon 11, 524, 000 6 1, 921, 000 

. 18__..------------------- +e --------------| 1, 380, 000 6 | 1, 897, 000 
26. wna eee eee 11, 178, 000 6 “1, 863, 000 

Nov. 1___.---.----222----- eee 10, 871, 000 6 1,812,000 
8_..--------- eee eee eee ee 11, 362, 000 6 . 1,894, 000 

© 16a eee eee nee nee nee ee 11, 622, 000 5.6 2, 075, 000 
22. nn nn nn nn ne en en ee ene ene ee 8, 843, 000 5.2 1, 701, 000 
20 eee eee eee eeee--} 11, 632, 000 5.8 2, 006, 000 

. Dee. 6_....-.-..--.------.----------- eee eee 11, 364, 000 6 1, 894, 000 
13__..-.------.-- 2s 11, 394, 000 6 1, 899, 000 
20__.-.-------- 22 ee 11, 163, 000 6 1,861,000. 
Q7__.-------------- nee ee 8. 422, 000 5 1, 684, 000 

Jan. 3, 1942...-. eee 1 6, 351, 000 13 2 1, 962, 000 

511, 290, 000 303. 4 1, 685, 000 . 

1 Figures represent output and number of working days in that part of week included in calendar year 
shown. Total production for week of January 4, 1941, was 8,956,000 tons; for week of January 3, 1942, it 
was 9,844,000 tons. ; , . 

2 Average daily rate of production for entire week and not for working days in calendar year shown.



TABLE 3.—Estimated monthly production of coal in the United States in 1941, by States, in thousands of net tons | | 

{Bituminous coal and lignite figures are preliminary estimates based upon railroad carloadings and river shipments of coal and bechive coke, supplemented by direct reports from a 
number of mining companies, local coal operators’ associations, and detailed monthly production statistics compiléd by the State Mine Departments of Colorado, Tlinois, Pennsy]- 
vania, Washington, and West Virginia. In making the estimates, allowance is made for commercial truck shipments, local sales, and colliery fuel, and for small trucking mines 
producing over 1,000 tons a year. Where a mine is on the border between two States, the production is accredited to the State from which the-coal is extracted, rather than the | 

tate in which the Upple islocated. The estimates here given are based upon the latest information available and differ in some cases from the current figures previously published 
in the Weekly Coal Reports.] Pr . re | 

State January |February| March | April May |. June | July | August Septem October Ngvem- Decem- Total 

Alabama..........--.--------------------| 1, 420 1, 385 1, 564 188 1,065)" 1,463 | 1,380 | 1,438] 1,264] . 1,223 1,203 | -1,521|° 15,206 @ 
Alaska.......--.--.--------- eee eee eee 21 14 17 49 19 |; 15 22 227° ° &°&20 24 22). 26 241 = 
Arkansas and Oklahoma. -....-..--..---- 446 320 286 41 . 651 =. 67 | s«d185.| 388. 450 . 458 380 | . 347 ' 3,423 
Colorado. .-_.-.-......-----------.-------- 763 | 620 685 304 366 373 |. .4438 | . 488 )- 672 697 . 74... 730) - 6,905 
Georgia and North Carolina...-_.....-.-- 3 |: 3 4 2] «| 4 3 | B3y-.° 8 3 2 4 4}... 4]. 40, fy 
Ilinois.....--...--.-------.-------------- 5, 380 5, 045 5, 833 860 [3,996 | 3,864] 4,578]. 4,604] 4,718 4, 930 4, 842 5, 550 |... 54, 200 
Indiana........---.---.------------------ 2, 163 1, 933 2, 480 1 1,774]. 1,685, 1,674} ~~ 1,897 2,018 2, 270 2, 228 2, 323 | 22, 590 © 
Towa8....--.---------- eee eee eee 344 292 352 130] ‘> 168] . 168]. 168 177 232 | - - 278 - 800 ]- 341 | . 2,950 Cc 
Kansas and Missouri..........-----..---- 773 707 820 462 | - 375 452/. 610] .-: 6071. . . 636 - 655 - 678 _ 770. . 7,445 M 

: Bastern.......---.--------.----------| 3, 524 3, 366 3, 844 160 | 3,676] - 3,935 3,864] 3,984 |" 4,120]. 4,408 | 3,354 3,325 | 41,510 Q 
Western.....--.-..--.---------------- 967 975 1, 090 1,420 | - 880 123 842 — 900. 886 | - 957 1,020} . 1,105 _ 11, 765 

Maryland........------------------------ 157 153 172 14]  1385| -.. 15} - 150] 156] . 168 |. 166] . 146] © 176| — 1,748 Bi 
Michigan. -......--.-...----.-----------ee- 52 47 45 21 OT DY. 8 . (p4t. °° 36 40 38}: 40 . $370 
Montana (bituminous and lignite) .-...... 300 257 225 181 14]: 2°" 184 1° «219 .. 287. 289 . 374 . 372 378 8, 200 
New Mexico. -_......---------------------- 113}. 106 122. 85 76 —. OOF 95 90 “103 | 112 * 115 |. 134 - 1,250 B 
North and South Dakota (lignite) .......- 304 249 207 92 , Slt 22 92 87 ~ 105 186 | 322 . 401 800 | 2, 426 og 
Ohio... ...------ 2 eee ne nee eee 2, 258 2,327 2, 710 _ 272 2,462 |. 2,565 | 2,625 | 2,774 | . 2;930 |... 3,107 2, 840.|° 2,820). 29,690 
Pennsylvania (bituminous)..............-| 11,360 10, 730 12, 118 236 | = 11,675 11, 463 11, 255:| 11,882 | 11,576 | © 12,672} 10,190} 12,313 |. 127,470 iM 
Tennessee......-.---....---------------e- 567 568 637 » 102 663 |. ~ - 602): 6585] .- 598 - 620 ~ 681 685 | - 605); 6,713 . 
Texas (bituminous and Jignite).....-.._-- 34 . 30 34] ~ 30]. 23] 31 30 31 a7) 37 32; 24] ‘368. | 
Utah. ..- 2 eee ee eee eee 424 350 345 60) 233 |. . 206 - 238}. ; 882] — 450 . 465 » 400] 460]. 4,013 Z 
Virginia......--....----------------- eee 1,453} 1,377 1,610 . 233 |. 31, 705 1, 682 1,687 | ~=—:1, 728 - 1,760 "1, 896 1,628 | 1,586 | 18,340 
Washington ------------2--- 220002207077 167 . 153 168 - 137 1264 | 126;  .§ 120; }§&149 176 | -: 190 ~ WT) — 186 ~ 1,875 re] 
West Virginia..............-....---..-...| 11,194 10, 835 12, 741 * 345°| 18,429] °18,085 | 12,833} 138, 492 13, 487 14,614 | 12,002.; . 12,879 |. 140, 886 oo 

een no Sistes TT  —-687 490 871 440 | | 882) - 877 - 477) °.. BBB]... .676 |... 746. 663 |. -- 700] 6, 647 
Other Western States...........-.----..-- 2 2 2; = 1 “abs 2] Bf Ue 2 2 2); 1 21 

Total bituminous coal and lignite..} 44,776 42, 334 48, 682 6,030 | 43, 465 43,319 44, 080 46, 651 47,505 | 51,328 44, 426.|° 48,604 | 511, 290 . 
Pennsylvania anthracite !.._........-....- 5, 162 4, 596 4, 765 -3,317 | . 4,001 | ° 5,072) 4,855 | ~ .5,441 8; 334 5, 580 - 8, 974 4,271 | . 56,368 

Grand total............-....-.-.---| 49, 938 46, 930 53, 447 9,347 | 47,466 |. 48,301 | . 48,936 | 52,092 | — 52, 839 56, 908 48,400 | 52,965} 567, 658. 

1 Bureau of Mines. Includes colliery fuel, dredge and washery coal, and shipments by truck from authorized operations. Includes also about 2,000,000 tons of iJlicit coal lawfully 
purchased and prepared by legitimate operators for shipment to market. oe - a os : ae CO.
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| CONSUMPTION Oo Poke 

- --- Taste 4.—Changes in the United States consumption of bituminous coal and | 
s 7 lignite by such classes of consumers as report currently and by all other consumers, | 
oo 1929 and 1934-41, in thousands of net tons! a : a | 

oe {Information on several other classes of consumers is available for certain years. The itemsshown inthis 
- _ table are selected because they are available in strictly comparable form for each year] 

7 | de es 7 Consumed in the United States _ _ | Exported *— 

. | | - SUES SRESEEE EERERERE GREER EERE! RRR EE es pee ‘Total 

* — |- | wee |. | tecoe| 2 Coke | | To |ofcon- 
| year | ., | El | Bunk-| 10} | sds rota | To | other | S2™P- | Col- tric ers, | motive Allother| con- |Canadal coun- | tio2 

| Hery | power |roreign| fuel, | Bee- | By- | uses® | sum and | tries |22dex- 
_ | fuel | utili- ‘trade a ClassT | hive. product _—— tion? Mexico] (Gea- | Ports * , 

ms pe Hes ° ._ |Foads *) ovens | ovens. | |... | borne).| : 

—_ ~ 4929._____.|-4, 663 |.44, 937: | 4, 287 |113, 894 | 10,028 | 76,759 | 264,987 | 519,555 | 14,727 | 2,702 | 536,984 oo 
a 1934._...._| 8,175 | 33,555 | 1,321 | 70,496 | 1,635 | 44,343 | 192,518 | 347,043 | 10, 213 656 | 357, 912 

1935_......| 3,103 | 34,807 | 1,576 | 71,335 | 1,469 | 49,046 | 198,956. | 360,292 | 9,044 698 | 370, 034 
7 1936. ......]| 3,227 | 42,025 | 1,622 | 81,130. { 2,698 | 63, 244 |. 228,850 | 422,796 | 9,912 743 | 433, 451 

B 1937_....--|.3, 052 | 44, 766 | 1,832 | 82,667 | 4,927 | 69,575 | 221,678 | 428,497 | 12,052 | 1,093 | 441,642 
‘ 1938. _.-.-.| 2,493 | 40,212 | 1,352 |.68,794 | 1,360 | 45, 266.| 185,173 | 344,650 | 9,561 | | 929 | 355, 140 

_ 1939.....-.| 2,565 | 46, 223 | 1,477 | 73,935 | 2,298 | 61,216 | 192,055 | 379,769 | 9,976 |. 1,615 | 391, 360 
1940.......| 2,443 | 53,398 | 1,426 | 79,628 | 4,803 | 76,583 | 219, 969 | 438, 250 | 13,537] 2,929 | 454,716 — 
1941 9.--_..} 2,710 | 64,756 | (1°) }-90, 906-| 10,529 | 82, 609 (i) 9) (10) GQ) | G8 - 

: 1 Comparable data for earlier years in Minerals Yearbook, 1937,p.799. = =. 
. 2 Department of Commerce. — . _ . ae 

a * Geological Survey and Federal Power Commission. . Represents all coal consumed by public utility 
. power plants in power generation, including bituminous coal, anthracite, lignite, and a small amount of : 

coke. a ae a, Me 
' -_.. 4Interstate.Commerce Commission. Represents bituminous coal and lignite consumed as locomotive . 

Bh fuel by class I steam railways, excluding switching and terminal companies. In 1940, the consumption 
7" by class I line-haul railways plus the purchases by class II and class III railways plus all switching and 

terminal companies combined was 91,047,281 net tons of bituminous coal and lignite. Similar data for 1941 
are not yet available. (Note: This is a revision of footnote.4, p. 768, Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940.) 
‘Bureau of Mines. co 
6 Obtained. by subtracting the known items from the calculated total consumption. Includes genera) 

manufacturing, domestic, and many miscellaneous uses. . 
? Production plus imports minus exports, plus or minus changes in consumers’ stocks. oe, 
§ Includes imports. a ; pe ce 
* Subject to revision. — | . 

| 10 Figures not available for publication. ;
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cos... .§POCKS HELD BY CONSUMERS i = | - a 

TABLE 5.—Stocks of bituminous coal. and lignite in hands of commercial consumers 

| and in retail dealers’ yards in the United States, 1940-41 = 
Z _ - on . . p . 

. - Days’ supply at current rate of consumption on date of stock taking 

a /Potal stock! . Poo pee pe of oo 
Date 1 Byprod- 4 SP . 

(net tons) [yet | Steel - Other Coal-gas|Electric] Retail | Rail- coment Total 
coke | plants trials | plants |utilities} yards | roads | mills 

plants . ~ 

Jan. 1._.__.....] 44,571,000 | = 37 21 40 56 60 26 23 32 34 

Feb. 1....._--.-| 40,222, 000 30 |. 18 32 48 57 16. 18 43 27 . 

Mar. 1__....-..| 39,077,000 | . 30 . 21 32. 45 63 16 21. 52 23 ~~ 

Apr. 1.....-----]| 35, 108, 000 28 | 21 31 43 71 13} £20 38 27 

_ May 1..-.---.-| 35,721,000 | = 27 23; | 35 36 80. 21 20 33 - 32 

June 1_...._----| 39, 203, 000 31 | 22 . 42 59 82 4l 22 29 39 oe 

July 1_.....----| 41, 563, 000 32 | 24 50 69 80 57 22 28.1. 43 . 

Aug. 1__...----| 45, 438, 000 | 35 | 26: 56 1}. 74 80 61]. 257 30]. 47° 

Sept. 1......---| 48, 111, 000 36 26 | 56 66 79 69}. 27] 32 _ 47 

Oct. 1_-_..------| 51, 122, 000 40 |. 28 59 62; ~~ «81 . §0 26 32 47 

Nov. 1.._..----| 51, 564, 000 43 24 49:| 64]; #7 50 23 28 44 . 

Dee, 1.......---} 51, 872,000 .45- 23; 44). 59] &# 4% 41 |. 23 | 26 41. 

| Dee. 31....-----| 50,998,000 |; 45 | 421. 51 74 28 23 27 33 | 

OE : | | | oo | 

Jan. 1........-.| 50, 998, 000 45; 2 42 51° 74) Wy] 23/ . 2 38 

Feb. 1._...-----| 48, 702, 000 | 43: 2; 37] 53 72 - 19 24 - 3l 34 oO : 

| Mar. 1. ....----| 48, 518, 000 | 43 30| 35; 50 69 16 26 33: 32 
. Apr. 1........--|-50, 690, 000 + 43 + 39}: 38  §ly . 74 14) 32 37 35 

ay 11_.....--| 35, 971, 000 23 23 |. 34 41 ——iK LT DB 24 24 — 32 

June 1......-..-| 37, 483, 000 21 27 38 80 fo. 87 ~ 32-p.. 25. 25 — 82 CO ny 

July 1.......---| 42,929,000} 26) 2% 45 53 |. 58 B82, 9 21 BT 35 

Aug. 1....-----| 47,051,000 | 27. 27 53 | 69 62| 34 28 30. 38 oe 

Sept. 1.......--| 52,801,000 | = 31 Bl: T° 7]. 6Of BLY 31 31 40 Be 

Oct. 12..-.-.---]| 56, 994, 000 * 32 Bl 61; 79 63 33 33 B84 42 

Nov. 1. _...----| 61, 401, 000 ' 37 » 32 58 79 62 | 36 34 | 33-|. 43 i 

Dee. 1......----| 61, 763, 000 36 30 54 |. 78 67 34} 33 . 84] 43 , . 

Dee. 31.......-.| 62, 737, 000 38 30  60| £76 67 27 34 | 37 40 

1 Unadjusted for coal in transit during suspension of mining in April 1941. | 

| | | _ FUEL EFFICIENCY | | | 

TaBLE 6.—Indicators of effect of fuel economy on consumption of coalin the United - 

States per unit of performance since.the World War of 1914-18 © | 

- : . % Reduction 

— Pounds. period me 
: oo (percent) | 

Steam railroads: Oo 
Pounds per 1,000 gross ton-miles freight service: ae . 

Average: 
1919-20. _ nn nn nnn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn enn rn ee renter e renee 170 eer wmeoerw ranean 

1940... nn ee ne enn nnn nnn ne nn nnn nen nn nn ee een nen eeee 112 34.1 

1941... enn nn nn nnn nn enn nn nen nnn nnn lll 34.7 

Pounds per passenger-train car-mile: 
Average: 

1919-20... ...----- ---------- ee oo ne ne nee en nn nen nn nen nnn 18.5 |_--.--------- 

1940... nn nnn ne nnn nn enn nn ene en nn nn nn een ne enn nnn enna 15.0 18.9 

1941... eee nn nn nnn nnn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nnn nnn e errr nee 14.9 19.5 

Electric public utility power plants: 
Pounds per kilowatt-hour: 

1919... 8 ene nnn nnn nn nn nn nn en en nnn ne nnn nn en ne rere cern eee 3.2 |.----------- 

1940... ee nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn nn enn en ne nn nn en ene nnn rrr nnee 1.4 66.3 

1941... ____.--- ne nnn nnn nn nnn nn nn nn nee nn nn centre 1.3 59. 4 

Iron and steel—pounds coking coal per gross ton of pig: ! 

1918... nnn nw nn nnn nn enn nn nn ne nnn nnn nn enn nnn nn nnn ec errr 3, 577 |----------=- 

1940... nn. en nn nnn nnn nn nn nnn nnn nn nnn ne ne nnn nn cee renner seten 2, 846 20. 4 

‘YQAL_ 2 nanan nan nn en cane eee nee nce erence eee e teenage 2, 828 20.9 
Coke manufacture: Savings of heat values through recovery of gas, tar, light oils, 

and breeze by extension of byproduct in place of beehive coking, 1913-41, ex- 

pressed as percent of coal used for all coke in 1941 ?__.-------------------------- soncosceenee| 18.9 
TS 

1 Includes only savings through higher yields of merchantable coke per ton of coal charged and lower 

consumption of coke per ton of iron. Excludes economies through recovery of byproducts, which are 

covered in next item. . . . . 

2 These byproducts are used in part for boiler fuel, in part for metallurgical purposes, in part for domestic 

heating and cooking, and to a small extent for automotive fuel.
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. RELATIVE RATE OF. GROWTH OF COAL, OIL, AND WATER POWER | 

‘The procedure used in ‘making the calculations on relative rate of _ 
| | growth of energy is described in detail in Minerals Yearbook, Review os of 1940 (p, 774). | ee | | | 

7 | 3150) Railroad fuel os ef | Ur / * | 533 100| —— ~ —_—____— | AW 

ft Se 
- Bo 2 a 

; On, | S 8B 2.000} — + — . 3 —— : 

| g% —+} | 

- || Zu x7 ff _ | / - 

5 0 
, 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 . 3940 _ 1945 

| FIGURE 4.—Trends of fuel efficiency in the United States, 1915-41. |



MINERAL FUELS AND TOTAL ENERGY | 
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Fiaurz 5.—Annual supply of energy from mineral fuels and water power in the United States, 1889-1941. - 
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Fiaure 6.—Percentage of total B. t. u. equivalent contributed by the several sources of energy in the United 
States, counting water power at constant fuel equivalent, 1889-1941. If water power is counted at the 
prevailing fuel equivalent of central stations in each year, its proportion is 3.2 percent in 1899 and 3.4 per- 
cent in 1941, and the proportions of the other sources of energy are affected accordingly.
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TaBLE 7.—Annual supply of energy from mineral fuels and water power inthe United — 
= oe States, 1933-41,! in trillions of B..t. u.2 | 

ee _ Petroleum | ro. wor |. 
Coal (total crude, | of teats rive. | Grand total 

- including |- lent) energy | 
. that refined) . a 

_ Natu- Total _ . 
. ral gas} petro- 

. (total | leum ety Water Water 
Year | Penn-| pity. Do- pro- | and | sels | Atcon- | At.Pre- wer | Dower 

syl- | minous mestic duc; | natu-. 1" stant | Valling at con- | 24 ving 
_|-vania Im- | tion) | ral-gas fp. - | central} “~" | vailing ; coal | Total | pro- fue: : stant an- | ond duc- | Ports - | equiva-| Station) “py5) | central 

| ‘thre- lignite| § | tion ‘lent? | ne” equiva- Station 
| | ent Went 

1933___.. 1,348 | 8.741 | 10,089 | 5,434 | 191 | 1,672 | 7,297 | 17,386 | 1,931 711 | 19,317 | 18,097 . 
1934._...] 1,555. | 9,415 | 10,970 | 5,448 | 213 | 1,904 | 7,565 | 18,535 | 1,896 698 | 20,431 | 19,233 © 
1935__.--| 1,419 | 9,756 | 11,175 | 5,980 | 193 | 2,060 | 8.233 | 19,408 | 2,207 806 | 21,615 | 20,214 
1936.....| 1,485 | 11, 504 | 12,989 | 6,598 | 194 | 2,330 | 9,122 | 22.111 | 2,256 812 | 24,367 | 22,923 
1937.....] 1,410 | 11.673 | 13,083 | 7,675 | 165 | 2, 588 |10,428 | 23,511 | 2, 446 871 | 25,957 | 24,382 

. 1938.....} 1,255 | 9,132 | 10,387 | 7,286 | 158 | 2,468 | 9,912 | 20,209 | 2, 466° 866} 22,765 | 21,165 | 
1939___.-| 1,400 | 10,345 | 11,745 | 7,590 | 199 | 2,663 /10, 452 | 22,197 | 2, 423 838 | 24,620 | .23,035 
1940__-.-| 1,400 | 12,072 | 13,472 | 8,119 | 256 | 2,860 [11,235 | 24,707 | 2,620 880 | 27,327] 25, 587 
1941 5_._| 1,478 | 13, 396 | 14,874 | 8,425 | (6) | 2,978 |611,403 6 26,277 | 2, 804 934 [629,081 | 6 27, 211 

| | 1 Comparable data for earlier years in Minerals Yearbook, 1987, p. 807. - - 
3 The unit heat values employed are: Anthracite, 13,600 B. t. u. per pound; bituminous coal and lignite, 

. 18,100 B. t. u. per pound; petroleum, 6,000,000 B. t..u. per barrel; natural gas, 1,075 B. t. u. per cubic foot. 
Water power includes installations owned by manufacturing plants and mines, as well as Government and 

. privately owned public utilities. The fuel equivalent of water power is calculated from. the kilowatt-hours 
- of power produced wherever available, as is true of all public utility plants since. 1919. _ Otherwise the fuel 

| equivalent is calculated from the reported horsepower of installed water wheels, assuming a capacity factor 
- . of 20 percent for manufacturers and mines and of 40 percent for public utilities. = . 

he Assuming 402 pounds per kilowatt-hour, which is average of central-electric-station practice in 1913, 
the base period used. ee ! 

* Assuming the average central-station practice for each of the years for which deta are available, which 
declined from about 7.05 pounds per kilowatt-hour in 1899 to 1.34 pounds in 1941.. 

: : § Subject to revision. ee . oo. | 
| | * Excludes imports of petroleum. Figures not available for publication. | a 

TaBLeE 8.—Index numbers for relative rate of growth of coal, oil, and water power in 
| | | the United States, 1983-41! Bn , 

[The figures are expressed as a percentage of the 1918 rate]: . oe 
rsa ese hse-envseennnnnsangutarsenteennyenisansnenee 

Coal | Petroleum | . eS “"L @rand total 
(total crude) | | | 

ee Total | Water |-——--_-—-———- 
; Total ‘power 

| . Natural petro- Total | (at With With 
' eum | min- | con- | water 

| Year | Penn-| Bitu- Domes- (total | ‘and | eral | stant | power | Power 
syl- | minous ti I produc- turall fuels | fuel t at pre- 

vania | coal | Total c m- | tion) ;28tura4 tue uen | COD" | vailin anthrae and produc-| ports gas  fequiva-| stant | 70 ng 
cite | lignite; § | ton | lent) |, fuel | station 

quiva- equiva- 

| ent | “jent 

1983.......| 50] 87 56| 252 90| 205| 29/ g2| 231 87| «83 
1984_.._..- 58 62 61 255 04) 246 241 88 227 04 89 
1935. ..... §3 64 63 280 85 266 262 92 264 99 93 
1936._....-. 55 76 73 309 86 301 291 105 270 112 106 
1937_...... 52 7 73 359 73 334 332 112 292 119 112 
1938._..... 47 60 58 341 70 318 316 97 295 104 98 
1989__....- 52 68 66 335 88 344 333 {| 106 289; ° 113. 106 
1940_...... 52 80 75 380 113 369 358 118 313° 125 118 
1941 3... 55 88 83 394 (3) (884 | 8364] 3125 335 | 8 133 3 125 

rr 

1 Comparable data for earlier years in Minerals Yearbook, 1937, p. 809. 
3 Subject to revision. . — 
* Excludes imports of crude petroleum. Figures not available for publication. |
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Tass 9.—Percentage. of total B. t. u, equivalent contributed by the several mineral 
—.. fuels and water power in the United States, 1933-41 ! | 

os Petroleum : | 
Coal (total crude) | . . 

fm ______ | Natural eee Water Grand | 
J { gas_ ‘| jeum. | Total | power, | incing- 

Year | ponn. | Bitu- (total and | Mineral} fuel | “ing , 

sylvania| “Cool | Total Domes- Import produe- natural | fuels equiva: water ee | COB 0 ic pro- | Imports on ent - 
anthra and | duction . Bas | | power 

- Water power counted at constant fuel equivalent of approximately 4 Ibs. per kilowatt-hour.. 

1933......| 7.0| 4521 522{ 21/1 10] 87] 378{| 9.0] 100] 100.0 
19384__....| . 7.6 46.1 53.7 26.7 1.0 9.3 37.0 90. 7 9.3 (100.0 
19852... 6.6 45.1 61.71 22.7 9 9.5; 381 | 89.8 10.2 100.0 

. 1936..-.-- 6.1 47.21 63.3 27.1 8 9.5 37.4 |. 90.7 9.3 * 100.0 
1987.....- * §.4 45.0) ° 50.4 29.6 .6 10.0 40.2 90. 6 9.4 100.0 
1938...... 5.5 40.1 45.6; 3820 7 10.8 43.5 89.1 10.9 -100.0 
1939. _..-. §.7 1. . 42.0 47.7 30.8 8 10.8 42.4: 90.1 | 9.9 100.0 
1940_..-..- 5.1 44.21 49.3. 29.7 9 10. 5 |. 41.1 90. 4 9.6 100.0° 
1941 2.2... §.1 46.1 | 51.2 29.0 (8) 10.2 | 39.2 90. 4 9.6 | 100.0 . 

. . 
. . - . . 

Water power counted at prevailing central-station equivalent for year . 

1933......| 7.4]: 484] 558] 300}: 211] 92] 403] 9621 3.9] 100.0 7 
1934.-..-| 8&1]. 49.0} 587.1] 23]. 11 9.9} 303] 964/ 36] 10.0 - 

. 1935... .-.- 7.0 48.3 65.3 (28.5 7 1.0 10.21 | 40.7 96. 0 4.0 100.0 
1936_...-_| 6.5 50. 2 66.7 28.8. «8 10. 2 39.8 96. 5 3.5 100.0 a 

-  4987._...- 5.8 647.8 7 = 53.6 31.5 ad 10.6 | 42.8 96. 4 3.6 - 100.0 - 
1938... .. 5.9 43.2} 49.1} 344]. .7 11.7 46.8 | ~ 95.9- 4.1: 100.0 

. 1989_....- 6.1 44.9 51.0 32.9 9 11.6 45.4 96. 4 3.6 100.0 
1940. ....- 5.5 47,2 52.7 31.7 1.0. 11.2 43.9 96.6) 3.4] 100.0 

. 194] 3__... 5.5 49. 2 54.7 31.0}; — (3) 10.9 | | 41.9 96. 6 3.4 100.0 
. : , . . ‘ . . ° : . : . 

_ 1 Comparable data for earlier years in Minerals Yearbook, 1937, p. 810. : a | | 
3 Subject to revision. Percentages based upon figures in table 7... . 

. 3 Figures not available for publication. i vo . - CO 

497779-—_43——54



FINAL BITUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE STATISTICS FOR 1989 AND 1940 sits 90 
| | SUMMARY BY STATES a | | | = 

TABLE 10.—Production, value, employment, days active, and output per man-shift. at bituminous coal and lignite mines an the United States « ; ploy y | g 
in 1989, by States a a 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons) | | — oe | 

i Average number ot wage earners | 
| and working proprietors on ac- | Disposition of coal produced (net tons) a : ive days (edu ding shut-down Average 

. riods | ——— | Aver. number cote 
. . : woo y age . a : . : 0 : 

State , Shipped by een ey oan” Used at mine] Net changes | value |__Burface ‘| days . owtive | Loaded for} _ truck or taken by loco- |for power and| in stocks of per mines | days per | shipment | wagon (ex- | motive tenders (heat or made coal at mines | _Fotal | ton‘ | Under- . Total | Were man-shitt by rail or ot ee coal at tipple, or | into beehive | Jan. 1, 1939, | Wantity ground Itn strip} All _ | active 2 
employees) other uses at |coke at mine3|to Jan. 1, 1940 | pits. | others - 

Alabama.__................| 11,210, 512 672, 808 119, 431 72,707 |  —28,78 | 12,046,675 | $2.30| 17,943]  90/ 2,851 | 20,884 3) 316 fg Alaska. -__....2 222.2222... 143, 549 |......--2-2 22. ‘10 3, 305 +1, 553 148, 417 2. 82 66 |-....... 22 88 289 5. 84 > Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, - - . . Fg 
and Oregon...........-_-- 22, 706 14, 710 496 376 | = +733 | 39,021; 2.96] 122 |........ 38 157 154 1. 61 td Arkansas. ....-.....-....-..| 1,093, 527 48, 869 2, 130 7, 548 _ =386 | 1,152,038 3.17 3,362; 45 . §97 4, 004 107 2. 70 oO Colorado. .........---..--..| 4, 079, 665 1, 533, 860 82, 266 3 244, 879 ~—17,460 | 5,923, 210 2.47 | — 6,782 (5) | (5) 8, 161 176 4.12 oO . Illinois. ...................-| 38, 964, 079 6, 770, 843 401, 482 723,853 | | —77, 566 | 46, 782, 691 1.64 | 27,198 | 1,761 | 6,935 | 35,894] 163: 7. 98 BW Indiana. ............-..._.-| 14, 376, 418 1, 920, 025 475, 007 153, 217 +18, 105 | 16, 942, 772 1.48 5,338 | 2,140 | 2,288 9, 766 | 177 979 ™ Towa..........-.....-----.-| 1,408, 854 1, 478, 839 43, 383 11, 649 +4, 832 | 2, 947, 557 2. 44. §, 220 322 709 6, 251 147 - 3.20 — Kansas._........--...------| 2, 411, 643 247, 792 8, 226 13, 576 |. —6, 546 | 2, 674, 691 1.89 1,772 §25 561 2, 858 178 5, 25. © Kentucky.-......-......-...] 40, 520, 860 1, 253, 787 595, 201 164, 342 -++-22, 378 | 42, 556, 568 1.74 | 43, 881 93 | 6,667 | 50,641 180 4, 68 ~ Maryland.-........-........| 1,188, 237 236, 534 9, 702 8, 480 _ 225 | 1, 442, 728 .2.04 2, 057 |....-.-- 294 2, 351 178 | 3. 44 pms Michigan._.....-...-.-----. 122, 215 295, 340 8, 160 26, 717 |. -+-4, 322 456, 754 3.77 1,088 j..-..... 116 1, 154. 155 2.55 - Missouri_...-...-..........| 2, 266, 617 956, 453 21, 879 31, 049 _ 2,448 | 3, 273, 650 1. 88 3, 135 672 | 686 4, 493 158 4.60 

Montana: BO ————e———— Ppp 

Bituminous coal........| 2, 596, 600 145, 979 8, 060 4, 370 +1, 027 | 2, 756, 036 1. 46 1, 034 3 e 1, 383 168. 11, 87 Lignite ¢_......2222..2-_. 5, 410 41, 190 - 1,018 i 47,713 1. 59 |. 55 5 (5 | 85 155 3..61 

Total Montana *._...| 2,602,010 187, 169 9,078| 4,465 +1,027 | 2,803,749] 1.46| 1,089| (8) | (8) 1, 468 167| 11.42. | New Mexico.....-....-.-...| 1, 057, 971 118, 181 13, 259 36, 828 +8, 821 | 1, 230, 060 2. 85 1, 799 |..-..--- 400 2, 199 166 3. 37 North Dakota (lignite) 6._..| 1, 522, 676 403, 763 136, 281 9,773 |-.-.----------| 2,072,493 | 1.18 §60 305 349 1, 214 189 9. 04 Ohio. _.-..-...--........-.-| 15, 380, 081 4, 655, 388 171, 927 98, 141 | —15, 984 | 20, 289, 553 1.63 | 17,657 | 1,050 | 2,985} 21,642 176 | 5. 35: Oklahoma..-...............| 1,049, 020 123, 815 2, 219 13, 400 —892 | 1, 187, 562 2.11 1, 510 144 378 2, 032 133 4. 39 , Pennsylvania...............| 81, 915, 641 _ §, 604, 283 2, 855, 031 3 2, 043, 430 +-165, 828 | 92, 584, 113 2.03 | 96,732 | 1,219 | 12,395 | 110, 346 176 4.77 . South Dakota (lignite) 6. __- 26, 959 20, 623 190 10 |....-.-----..-] 47,782 | 1.35 1. i 31 219 7.038 | . ‘Tennessee.......-......----| 4, 780, 347 311, 636 55, 704 34, 643 +3,151 | 5, 185, 481 1.95 | 6,777} ()..) @ 7, 925 178 3. 68



Texas: | | | 7 | | | 
Bituminous coal... ..-.- 9, 554 6, 073 ee | 463 +163 10, 259 3. 23 176 |_-....-- 61 236 44 1. 55 
Lignite ¢................ 793, 647 7,914 4, 478 - 4,019 J..-.-.---.----| 810, 058 1.07 - 475 (5) (5) 559 236 6.14 

Total Texas ¢........-. 803, 201 13, 987 | 4, 484 4,482 +163 826, 317 112 650 (5) ‘3 796 179 5. 80 
' Utah......22...-.....-.-...] 2,888, 460 347, 403 _ 22, 839 3 21, 087 —4, 804 | 3, 284, 904 2..14 1, 861 (5) (3 2, 544 | 171 7. 53 

Virginia......-.--..--......] 12,910, 240 - 221, 738 73, 986 $317, 434 - «+7, 576 | 13, 530,974 1.85} 13,814 |..._...-] 1,811 | 15,625 | ~ © 186 4. 66 
Washington...............-| 1, 252, 241 393, 518 | 51, 303. 15, 911 22,531} 1,690, 442 3.11 1, 755 () | ‘2, 275. 191 3. 90 
West Virginia. ............. 1104, 404, 593 1, 510, 183 1, 827, 043 3 404,527 | +125, 588 |108, 361,934 | 1.76 | 88,410 269 | 14, 554 | 103,233 |} $190 "5.51 
Wyoming. -.........--.....-| 5,006, 753 197, 282 64, 712 + 98,922 | 4-15, 620 | 5,373, 289:|, 2.00 | 2,947 | 53]: . 757 3,757] * 207 6. 92 

Total United States ® 353, 418, 984 29, 533, 824 7, 045, 429 8 4, 654, 751 - 4-202, 337 |394, 855, 325 © St 353,476 | 8,791 | 59,521 | 421,788 a 178 6. 25 . 

b 1 Includes coal loaded at mine directly into railroad cars or river barges, hauled by truck to railroad siding for shipment by rail, and hauled by truck to waterway for shipment gy | y water. “ : ~ - : comets w 

2 Includes coal transported from mines to points of use by conveyor, chute, or aerial tramway. pues 7 a He rl 
3 Includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in following States: Colorado, 97,591 tons; Pennsylvania, 1,554,179 tons; Utah, 13,825 tons; Virginia, 202,152 tons; ‘and West Vir- d 

ginia, 131,728 tons—grand total, 2,089,475 tons. - . . 
1 ‘ value, of all coal produced, f. o. b. mine or cleaning plant, excluding selling cost. The value of cleaned coal, rather than that of raw coal, was used in cases of operations that D | 

cleaned coal. . : a a cr oe : eye oT . 
5 Not shown separately to avoid disclosure of individual operations. 3 a | oo: Ss oO | 
$ Estimate made from various sources on disposition of lignite has been included for comparative purposes; lignite schedule did not ask for this break-down, g 

: . an , Do font 

QO



TABLE 11.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous coal and lignite mines inthe — Ce | 
United States in 1940, by States | SxS 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] . : , : | 

| Disposition of coal produced (net tons) of | Average number of employees , oo . | | 

U ib . | ~ . ] curt ] Average : a ws | 

Shipped by | “SC@ DY mine | Used at mine Average _ Surlace numoder iNumber of} {VeTase oe 
State Loaded for} truck or | , employees, for power value per —_——___—__—— of days man-days tons per . 

. shipment | wagon (ex- motive and *;| andheat or | Total | ton# | Under- | Total Were worked Me pe 7 . 
by rail or | cluding coal at tipple or made into | . quantity. ground In All active | Gay . 
water! used by mine| G4. PP os ‘at | beehive coke ] : | strip | others | : | : 7 

, employees) mine ? at mine ? a : pits | to fe | 5 OO 

Alabama........-.---------| 14, 252, 563 854, 403 131, 864 85,333 | 15,324,163 | $2.33 | 20,0608| 94] 3,314| 23,476 219 | 6, 136, 191 2.98 5 a 7 
Alaska___...---..------.-.- 170, 174 |_-----.------- Jee eee _ 8,670 1738, 844 3. 49 — 90 fi. eee 28 98 322 31, 541 . 5.61 . > oo 
Arizona, Idaho, and Oregon_|_........--- 16, 816 67 19 16, 902 3.32 37 |..----- 9 46 210 | = 9, 668 1. 75 es 
Arkansas.........-...--.---| 1,374, 688 69, 083 2, 309 7, 631 1, 453, 611 ' $3.36 3, 194 58 623 3,875 | — 1386 527, 621 2. 76 h 
Colorado. ._.....-----------| 4, 648, 238 1, 635, 322 98, 058 3 207, 124 6,588,742}  2.53| 6,463 23 | 1,350| 7,836 188 | 1, 473, 647 4.47 | 
Georgia....-..--.----------| "35, 082 5, 531 1, 016 678 42, 307 2. 38 96 |..-..... 34] "130 217| ' 23,.¢48| 150 
Tilinois......-............-.] 41, 805, 361 7, 657, 553. 406, 845 740, 671 50, 610, 430 1.69 | 27,067 | 1,729 | 7,362.) 36,158 169 | 6,119,358 | 8. 27 oI 
Indiana......--...---------| 16,023, 001 2, 272, 043 426, 429 - 147,099 | 18, 868, 572 1.53] 5,085 | 1,751] 2,819 | 9,655 188 | 1,815, 165 10.39. > 
Iowa.......----------------| 1,424,398 | 1,755, 138 37, 736 "43,905 | 3,231,177 2.491 5,061} 370| 790] 6,221 158 | ’ 985,478 3.28 xO : 
Kansas....-...-...-.-.-----| 8, 226, 456 333, 673 10, 449 8, 374 3, 578, 952 1. 88 1,601 474 739 2, 814 196 550, 869 ~ 6, 50 wo 
Kentucky.....-.........---| 46, 501, 483 1, 868, 325 618, 142 3 152, 954 49,140,904 | © 1.85 | 47,442 100 7,254 | 54,796 200 |10, 986, 433 4.47 - 2 vo 
Maryland.........-..-.----| 1, 176, 578 311, 386 ~ 10, 810 4, 659 1,508,433 |} 211]. 2,054 f-.---.-| 285 2,339 | © 182) 424,936 3. 54 oO 
Michigan..-.. wee eee nee we eee 103, 082 274, 058 8, 795 24, 234 410, 169 3.88 |. .773 |.------ 97 870 187 163, 091 2. 51 A . 
Missouri._-...-........-..-.--| 1, 760, 616 1, 280, 577 23, 989 | 31,559 | 3,096, 741 —62.04) 2,920 618 | (684) 4,222 — 170] 718,755 | 4. 31 | 

Montana: — Se won . . os df. co. 
Bituminous coal........| 2, 638, 636 168, 279 8, 948. 3,073 2, 818, 936 1.45 | - 9385} ° 48 344 |- 1,327 | 189°] 251,412 11, 21 > . 
Lignite §.......2222.2222- 5, 472 - 41, 666 od, 030 96 - 48,264 61.78 60 8 16° 847 161 . 18, 499 3. 58 ~ 

Total Montana.......| 2, 644, 108 209, 945 9,978 | 3,169| 2,867,200] 1.45| 995] 86{ 360| 1,411/ © 188] 264,911] 1082 
New Mexico..._--.- a 948, 866 114, 407 10, 952. 36, 390 1, 110, 615 . 2.97 1, 562 |... 2222 396 1, 958 - 168 | .-328, 416. - 3.38 
North Dakota (lignite) °....| 1, 566, 976 508, 119 | 116, 946 26, 393 2, 218, 434. 61.17 _ 654 371 352 | 1,377 182 261, 216 | — 8. 83 
Ohio.._.........-.........--| 17, 515, 476 5, 085, 213 104, 210 | 66, 653 22,771,552 | -° 1.71] 16,893 | 1,227 | 3,054 | 21,1741 ~ 193 | 4,076, 578 5. 59 
Oklahoma... wonusnee-e-----| 1, 417, 960 209, 039 | - 2,730 | . 16, 252 1,645,981} 2.44{/ 1,471) 1838 394 |. 2,048 176 | 359,675 | 4.58 
Pennsylvania....-._.-....--|101, 326, 985 7, 610, 566 3,975,536 | 33,689,912 | 116, 602, 999 2.04 | 102, 996-| 1,685 | 13,739 | 118 420 212 |25, 115, 380 4.64 
South Dakota (lignite) 5... 37, 285 28, 621 264 | - - 168) ~~ = 66, 085: 61,33 12 |. 39 12 | - 63 |. 168 10, 577 |. 6, 25: 
Tennessee. .-.........-.----| 5, 512, 746 384, 823 67, 946 3 42, 941 6, 008, 456 2..00 | 7,418 3} 1,150] 8, 566 208 | 1, 779, 057 3.38



Texas: . -{) . | - . P| Poe 

Bituminous coal...-.-.-- 8, 630 —§, 565 42 |...---.------- - 14,137 3.42] | 67 j.-.----]| . 14 ~ SL 99 |. 8,003 1.77 oe 

Lignite §........----..-- 892, 720 6,784 |. 3, 650 3, 264 606,418 | 6105) ~ 476| 16] 84] 846)  =170 |: = 92,615 6. 55 

Total Texas-.......--- 601, 250 12, 349 3, 692 8, 264 620, 555 1.10 * 643 16 68 | 627 160 | 100, 618 6.17 : 

Utah.....-..---.---...-----] 3, 112, 429 416, 221 20, 963 3 25, 973 -3, 575; 586 2.20 1,882 |...---- 708 2, 590 182 471, 606 7. 58 

Virginia.........--.----.---| 14, 582, 734 321, 963 91, 306 3 352,072 | . 15, 348,075: 1.95 | 14,793 5 | 2,222 | 17,020 | - 199 | 3, 391, 223 . 4, 63 

Washington......----------] 1,219, 092 373, 607 . 44,001 138, 652 1, 650, 352 | 3.16 | . 1,838 a) 482 | 2,325 | ~ 188 | 436, 530 3. 78 co 

West Virginia... ...---.-.---|121, 411, 168 1, 744, 018 2, 698, 170 3 684, 265 | 126, 437,621 | 1.83 | 88,684] 127 | 15,924 | 104, 735 215 |22, 560, 069 5. 60 

Wyoming.....-..--.-------| 5, 481, 937 187, 777 ~. 39,050 | - 99, 278 5, 808, 042. | 2.06 3, 346 49; 830 | 4,225 | © 173 | 783, 036 7.92. . 

Total United States. .|409, 880,732 | 35, 540, 476 8, 862,253 | 6,488,039 | 460, 771, 500 1.91 | 365,013 | 8,983 | 65,079 | 439,075 202 188, 849, 888 «6.19 

b 1 Includes coal loaded at mine directly into railroad cars or river barges, hauled by truck to railroad siding for shipment by rail, and hauled by truck to waterway for shipment wt 

y water. a Be Es : oe m . : = a 

Includes coal transported from mines to points of use by conveyor, chute, or aerial tramway. - as Oo ae ee A 
3 Includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in following States: Colorado, 95,735 tons; Kentucky, 1,273 tons; Pe.unsylvania, 3,239,464 tons; Tennessee, 8,818 tons; Utah, 14,537 - a 

tons; Virginia, 330,818 tons; and West Virginia, 354,405 tons—grand total, 4,045,050 tons. — an De Se : < 

4 Value received or charged for coal f. o. b. mine, including selling cost. (Includes a value for coal not sold but used by producer, such as mine fuel and coal coked [not coke] as —S 

estimated by producer at average prices that might have been received if such coal had been sold commercially.). : : an a a a oo 

6 Figures on lignite compiled by Bureau of Mines; see lignite tables, 1940, at end of this chapter. As lignite schedule did not require exactly same break-down on disposition of © 

coal produced as shown in this table, an estimate has been made where feasible for items “shipped by truck or wagon” and “used by mine employees, taken by locomotive tenders q 

at tipple, or other uses at mine.” Sum of these items equals sum of items “commercial sales by truck or wagon” and “other sales to local trade, or used by employees, or taken by Wo 

locomotives at tippls,”’ as published by. Bureau of Mines. - me - 

* Lignite figures exclude selling cost. | | | | © 

cr . : - EC . 
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| - PRODUCTION BY WEEKS AND MONTHS ©.» a 

| _ Tasuie 12.—Bituminous coal and lignite produced in the United States in 1989, with — 
| - estimates by weeks re 

. . . Average pro- { oe cee Average pro- oo 7 Week | Production | Numper of] “duetion per || Week | Production | Number of ‘Guetion per 
ended— | (net tons) da working day || ended— | (nettons)  |- days & working day 

- | yS | (net tons) =. | od ys | (net tons) 

Jan, 7 7, 815, 000 5.1 1, 532,000 jj July 15 7, 080, 000 6 1, 180, 000 
oO i 14 | 8, 159, 000 6 1, 360, 000 22: | - 7%, 150, 000 6 1, 192, 000 

21 8, 338, 000 6 1, 390, 000 29 7, 437, 000 — Bo. 1, 240, 000 
28 8, 759, 000 6 1,460,000 |} Aug. 5{| ~ 7,407,000 ts 6 |. — 1,235,000 

L Feb. 4 8, 256, 000 6 1, 376, 000 12| 7,565,000; 6. .. 1,261, 000 
- 11 8, 819, 000 6 1, 470, 000 |i 49 ' 7, 552, 000 . & . 1,259,000 — 

18 8, 706, 000 | . 6 1, 451, 000 ~ 261 - 7,861, 000 6 I. 1, 310, 000 . 
25 8, 777, 000 5.9. 1, 488, 000 || Sept. 21 < 8,247,000 a 1, 374, 000 

. 11 8, 186, 000 6. -- 1,364, 000 «16 |. 9, 100, 000 6. 1, 517, 000 
: 18 7, 832, 000 6 1, 305, 000 .23 | ~ 9,384,000 .— «6 1, 564, 000 . 

25 7, 574, 000 |. 6 1, 262, 000 _. 30 | © 10,254, 000 - 6 Ff. 1, 709, 000 
' ' Apr. iI 7, 158, 000 5.3 1, 351, 000 || Oct:. 7] 10,507,000}. - = -6 1, 751, 000 

. 8° 1, 702, 000 6 284, 000 | * 14] . 10,761,000; . 6 1, 794, 000 
15. 1, 974, 000 6 . 329, 000 |}. - | 21 10, 731, 000 - 6 1, 789, 000 
22 ' 2, 696, 000 6 449, 000 . 28 -10, 708, 000 | - 6 - - 1,785,000 | me 2991 3,437,000 6 573,000 || Nov. 4| . 10,632,000{| .--6.-| 1,772,000 

a May 6| 2,820,000 6 | —— 470,000|!- “°11]- 10,321,000} |. 576] —-1,843'000 
a | 13| 1,091,000 6 182,000 || . 18]  10,196.000| 6 | 1,699,000 2 20 5, 114, 000 6 | 852, 000 26 9, 322,000 | §.1 I, 828, 000 

27 6, 182, 000 6 1, 030.000 |} Dee. 2| — 9,162,000 ~-  §&97 ~ 1,558,000 
- June 3 5, 834, 000 / 6.4 1, 080, 000 1g 9, 257, 000 ~ 6 T . .1, 643, 000 
a 10 | 6, 349, 000 6 1, 058, 000 - 16] . 9,025,000! 6 | 3504 000 

17 6, 406, 000 6 1, 068, 000 23 |. . 9, 318, 000 | 6 . 1, 553, 000 
= 24 6, 418, 000 - 6 1, 070, 000 ' 30} ° 8,396, 000 er) 1,679,000 

: 8| — 5,929, 000 5 1, 186, 000 | 804,855,000] = 305.3 ]- 1,293,000 

TaBLE 13.—Bituminous coal and lignite produced in the United States in 1940, with 
- — : estumates by weeks oe , 

Average pro- eo Average pro- 
| Week | Production vor las duction per Week | Production Number of | “duction per | 

ended— | (net tons) da working day || ended— | (net tons) davs~ | Working day 
_ Gays (net tons) : oe | ay (net tons) 

Jan. 6 9, 077, 000 5.1 1, 780,000 || July 20; 7,906,000 --. 6 |. 1,818,000 
13 10, 232, 000 6 1, 705, 000 27 | . 8,229,000 . 6 _1, 372, 000 

20 10, 120, 000 6 1, 687,000 |} Aug. 3. 8,355,000 6 - "1, 393, 000 
27 | 10, 531, 000 6 1, 755, 000 10 8, 685, 000 6 1, 448, 000 

Feb. 3 10, 371, 000 6 1, 729, 000 17 | 9,062,000 6 1, 510, 000 
10 10, 090, 000 6 | 1, 682, 000 24 9,029, 000 6 1, 505, 000 
17| 9,242,000 6 1, 540, 000 31 9, 222, 000 6 1, 537, 000 
24 9, 259, 000 5.9 1, 569,000 |} Sept. 7- 8, 084, 000 5 1, 617, 000 

Mar. 2 8, 943, 000 6 1, 491, 000 . 14. 9, 291, 000 6 . 1, 549, 000 
9 8, 309, 000 6. I, 385, 000 - 21 _ 9, 473, 000 6 1, 579, 000 16| — 8,581,000 6 | — 1,430,000 28 | 10,373, 000 6 1, 729, 000 

. 23 8, 146, 000 6 1, 358, (00 |} Oct. 5 8, 911, 000 6 1, 485, 000 
30 8, 560, 000 6 1, 427, 000 _ 12 8, 491, 000 6 1, 415, 000 

Apr. 6 7, 067, 000 5.1 1, 386, 000 19 8, 432, 000 6 1, 405, 000 
13 7, 784, 000 6 1, 297, 000 26 8, 962, 000 6 1, 494, 000 
20 7, 409, 000 6 1, 235,000 | Nov. 2 8, 817, 000 6 1, 470, 000 
27 7, 977, 000 6 1, 330, 000 9 9, 127, 000 6.5 1, 659, 000 

May 4 8, 124, 000 6 1, 354, 000 16 9, 907, 000 5.5 1, 801, 000 
ll 7, 945, 000 6 1, 324, 000 23 9, 597, 000 5.2 1, 846, 000 
18 7, 665, 000 6 1, 278, 000 30 _ 9, 876, 000 5.8 1, 703, 000 
25 7, 966, 000 6 1,328,000 |i Tee 7 10, 033, 000 | | 6 1, 672, 000 

June 1 7, 575, 000 5.4 1, 403, 000 14 10, 047, 000 6 1, 675, 000 
8 8, 096, 000 6 1, 349, 000 21 10, 105, 000 6 1, 684, 000 

15 7, 888, 000 6 1, 315, 000 28 8, 094. 000 5 1, 619, 000 
22 8, 025, 000 6 1, 338,000 |} Jan. 4, 1 3, 825, 000 12 3 1, 791, 000 
29 8, 199, 000 6 1, 367, 000 1941 —_————— | | 

July 6 7, 277, 000 5 1, 455, 000 460, 772, 000 306. 5 1, 503, 000 
13 8, 381, 000 6 1, 397, 000 
tt 

1 Figures represent output and number of working days in that part of week included in calendar year 
shown. Total production for week of January 4, 1941, was 8,956,000 tons. 

1 Average daily production for entire week and not for working days in calendar year shown.



TABLE 14.—Coal produced in the United States in 1989, by States, with estimates by months, in thousands of net tons 

[Totals for year based upon final complete returns to Bituminous Coal Division from all operators known to have produced more than 1,000 tons in year. Apportionment.of known 
yearly total among 12 months based upon best information available—in some States upon direct tonnage reports by operators to State mine department but in most cases upon. 
current records of railway carloadings and waterway shipments] . 

State January |February| March | April May | June July | August Septem- October Novem- Decem- Total - 

Alabama. .......-........---.22--------- 1, 202 1, 150 1, 273 134 370 970 992 1, 058 1,072; 1,260 1, 262 1, 304 12, 047 
Alaska........-..----.---.--- 2-2 eee eee ee 12 1l 11 12 13 15 9 12 15 15 412 il 148 

Arkansas..........--..---.-----------.--- 128 132 65 8 7 6 22 149 178 198 125 134 1, 152 to 
Colorado......-..-.--.----- 22 --ne ene en eee 672 671 551, 418 | 197 218 244 400 518 694 682 658 5, 923 t= 
Mlinois....-.---.-...------------- +e eee 4, 939 4, 903 4, 490 8, 827 2, 512 1, 943 2, 423 3, 220 3,882 | , 5,100 4,722 4, 822 46, 783 | 
Indiana..........--...--.-------2--- enone 1, 756 1, 697 1, 715 1, 635 875 811 885 | 1,112 1,364 |“ 1,732 1,717 | = 1, 784 16, 943 
JTows.....-. 2-0-2 - ene n en eee ene een ene 323 316 | ° 321 259 114 116 181 208 | 244 309 285 302 2, 948 
Kansas.......-.....-------2.20-----5-- eee 262 300 213 183 90 80 135 220 264 321 303 304 2, 675 
Kentucky: Eastern. .............---..-.- 2, 972 2, 763 2, 868 252 1, 490 3, 034 3, 088 3, 556 3, 723 4, 161 3, 547 2,812 | 34,266 

Western...............-.-22.- 826 860 721 - §818 -§24 335 409 600 724 827 799 848] 8, 201 oO 
Maryland.......-...-....---...-.----.--- 142 126 ~ 170 2 83 109 92 113 - 428 164 © 159 | 155 1, 443 cj 
Michigan ..2222222222 2222222222222 53 48 59 . 4 12 19 9 34 48 57 59 55 457 mM 
Missouri. ...-..---.....2.--.2.-22--------- 380 364 314 280 170 122 167 | 194 250 352 332 348 3, 273 
Montana (bituminous coal and lignite) -.- 272 265 232 171 162 180 162 - 210 237 335 301 277 2,804 © 
New Merxico..............--...---.------- 135 123 117 114 80 .§8 84 91 88 117 114 109; - 1,230 S CS 
North Dakota (lignite) .................-. 238. |: 286} 175 86 60 67 66 79 185 358 256 216 2, 072 <4 
Ohio... ...-22..-20- eee eee 1, 984 1, 809 2, 061 241 850 _ 1,537 | ~=—s-11, 840 1,812} 1,923 2, 412 2, 197 1, 923 20, 289 
Oklahoma...............2.....---.------- 133 129 75 54 29 26 34 116° 125 179 155 133 1, 188 
Pennsylvania (bituminous) ..............- 8, 082 7, 706 8, 731 152 3, 752 7, 095 7, 147 8,231 | © 9,217 11, 602 11, 260 9, 709 92, 584 
South Dakota (lignite)...........-..-..-. 5 - 68 3 4 2) 2 1 ot 5 9 7 4 48 
Tennessee... ....-.-.--------- een ene nee 483 491 477 147 253 380 422 475 480 569 §23 476 5, 185 
Texas (bituminous coal and lignite) _..._.. 66 61 66 62 66 | 66 74 80 78 71 70 66 826 ss 
Utah....-202 0 eee eee 344 376 264 197 96 133 | . 132 213 366 445 387 "332 3, 285 
Virginia.....2..-2020-22 2. 1, 189 1,077 1, 125 185 675 1, 148 1, 133 1, 338 1, 424 1, 642 1, 415 1, 180 13, 531 2 
Washington. om meweeneewcwcceccnccangecene 155 156 160 134 90 110 103 124 164 174 172 148 1, 690 4 
West Virginia. .........2...0...00.-2022.- 9, 017 8, 350 9, 252 237 5, 360 9, 379 9, 587 11, 077 11, 362 12, 976 12, 058 9, 707 108,362 3 
WYOMING. «-prneewnoneneteeceen cette 485 470 445 429 225 318 349 443 553 613 574 469 5, 373 re] 
Other States !.. 22.2222 4 4 5 3 3 2 ot 1 4 4 4 4 39 

Total bituminous coal and lignite...| 36, 259 34, 649 35, 959 9, 945 18, 160 28,279 | 20,471 35, 167 38, 630 46, 596 43, 497 38,243 | 394, 855 
Pennsylvania anthracite 3....-........... 5,019 4, 169 3, 652 5, 367 5, 141 3,577 | 2,961 3, 883 4, 840 4,985 | 3,980] . 3,914 51, 487 

"Grand total. .........-............-| 41,278 | 38, 818 39, 611 15, 312 23, 301 31, 856 32, 422 39, 050 43,470 | . 61, 581 47, 486 42, 157 446, 342 
a ce 

1 Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and Oregon. 
s Pennsylvania anthracite figures from Bureau of Mines. Includes Sullivan County, washery and dredge coal, local sales, colliery fuel, and coal shipped by truck from authorized 

operations. | . . i, 

CO 

a, ©



TABLE 15.—Coal produced in the United States in 1940, by States, with estimates by months, in thousands of net tons 4 | 

{Totals for year based upon final complete returns to Bituminous Coal Division from all operators known to have produced more than 1,000 tons in year. Apportionment of known oO 
yearly total among 12 months based upon best information available—in some States upon direct tonnage reports by operators to State mine department but in most cases upon 
current records of railway carloadings and waterway shipments] . . oo 

. State January | F open March | April May June July | August Septem October Novem Decem Total oe 

Alabama..........-...-.-..-----------0-- 1, 345 1, 332 1, 246 “1, 250 1,317 | 1,206 1, 199 1, 272 1, 173 ‘1, 345. 1, 259 1, 380 15, 324 
Alaska. ....-..-.------- 22 eee eee e eee 11 | 10 | 11 12 14 16 | 16 18 18] 17/16 15 174 
Arkansas. .....-2.--.0--.2- 0-2 - eee ee 280 161 | . 60 18 27 23 67 168 «UT 185 168 170 1, 454 
Colorado......-..------- 2 ene eee ene 940 681 473 419 344 252 313 458 566 661 776 806 6, 589 . 
Georgia........-.--------- eee ee eee 4 § 4 4 3]; © 2 2 1 3 4 5 5 -.. 42 2 
INinois._-..-...-.------- eee 6, 115 5, 205 4, 448 3, 244 3, 075 2, 906 3, 146 3, 943 4,085 | 4,169 4, 741 5, 533 50, 610 - 
Indiana.......---------------------------| 2,142 1, 925 1, 574 1, 316 1,220} 1,114 1, 196 1, 527 1, 567 1, 463 1, 742 2, 083 18, 869 
Towa. ....-.---------- eee eee 422 328 256 203. 200 189 193 230 272 261 324 353 3, 231 mo 
Kansas........--..-.-2--.--.520-- 42 ee eee 469 407 252 203 203 | . 184 217 300 286 283 | 345 430 3, 579 ty 
Kentucky: Eastern_.............-........ 3, 909 3, 552 2, 955 3, 133 3,513 | 3, 202 3, 503 3, 666 3, 335 3, 270 3, 199 3, 109 40, 346 > 

Western_._....-..---..-....-- 1, 339 984 705 568 §12 440 643 692 722 644 772 874 8, 795 ee a 
Maryland.-...-....-.-.---. 2-2 169 161 ' 139 (116 _ 104 93 100 116 107 - 122 129 147 1, 503 TM . 
Michigan._....-.-.....--...-.-2.2-.222-2-- 62 56 §3 31 9 6 9 $1 35 40 39 39 410 
Missouri. ...-...-.-...-...-2--------- eee 483 340 298 179 148 143 (187 187 261 247 . _ 307 347 3, 097 nd 
Montana (bituminous coal and lignite) - _. 287 244 191 * 206 202 177 191 |. | 217 210 287 335 320 2,867 & 
New Mexico........-..---.-----------.--- 128 105 wil - Ol 84 . $2 84 - 76 81 90 98 116 1,111 > 
North Dakota (lignite)........-....222.0- 313 208 174 116 76 — 87 76 96 139 282 .. 391 290 2, 218 ow 
Ohio......-.-.-...-----2-----------------| 2,156 | ‘+, 988 1, 783 1, 618 1,835 | . 1,880 2, 002 2, 048 1,914 1, 700 1, 876 2, 002 22,772 WwW | 
Oklahoma.........-.....---.---.2-----+-- 248 191 79. 45 49 68 94 181] 160 146 200 225 1,646 © 
Pennsylvania (bituminous) _......--....-- 10, 223 9, 110 8, 864 8, 245 8, 907 8, 728 9,758 | 10,188 10, 270 11, 135 10, 575 10, 600 116, 603 © 
South Dakota (lignite) ...--. 2.2222 222020. 11 7 5 “ot 7 4 1 1 1 5 10 3/ ' 9 6 
Tennessee. ......-.-._---.---------- eee 593 566 464 632 527 442. 470 497 477 460 465 615 | ~~ 6, 008 
Texas (bituminous coal and lignite) - --._- 64 «42 50 63 64 61 49 44 39 88. 38 38 621 a 
Utah. ...222 2 eee 432 . 274 1- 223 * 195 160 157 205 337 373 | 345 426 | | 449 3, 576 © 
Virginia............--.--.0..-.-----------| 1, 474 1, 323 1, 187 1, 173 1, 330 1, 140 1, 299 1, 345 1,204 }% 1,304 1, 227 1, 252 15,348 
Washington.........20.002202 22.2 178 “131 117 116 102 M11 115 127 147 143 181 182 1,650. 
West Virginia.......-...-220.22-2 22 11, 278 10, 102 9, 731 9, 824 11, 071 9, 971 11,086 | 11,482 11,066 | 10, 289 10, 383 10, 155 126, 438 
A laa a 632 482 411 | 397 363 299 400 438 511 |. 570 649 656 . 5, 808 
Other States !_...222--2 2 eee 2 1 1 1 (3) () (?) ) 2 3 8 4 17 . . 

Total bituminous coal and lignite _ 45, 709 39, 921 35, 831 33, 320 35, 460 32, 940 36, 491 39, 655 39, 295 39, 364 40, 682 42,104 | © 460, 772 
Pennsylvania anthracite °...............- 5, 783 3, 648 3, 881 3, 853 4,070 4, 492 4, 534 3, 883 4,172 4, 355. 3, 980 4, 834 51, 485 = 

Grand total. .......---220--22222 2. 51, 492 43, 569 39, 712 37, 173 39, 530 37, 432 41, 025 43,538 | 43,467 43, 719 44, 662 46, 938 512, 257 

1 Arizona, Idaho, and Oregon. # Less than 500 tons. . oo, oe 
3 Pennsylvania anthracite figures from Bureau of Mines. Includes Sullivan County, washery and dredge coal, local sales, colliery fuel, and coal shipped by truck from authorized 

operations. -



NUMBER AND SIZE OF MINES | | oe | oo 

Tas_E 16.—Number and production of bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States in 1989, classified by size of output in each State a 
[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons]. a 

Class 1A, over Class 1B, 200,000- | Class 2, 100,000- | Class 3, 50,000- | Class 4, 10,000- Class 5, less than | inotal all classes 7 
500,000 het tons 500,000 net tons — 200,000 net tons 100,000 net tons 50,000 net tons 10,000 net tons ? 

um- um- um- um- -Num- um- | ‘um- 
Production Production Production Production Production]. Production | .\.., | Production . 

| ber of (net tons) ber of (net tons) ‘ber of (net tons) ber of (net tons) ber of “(net tons) ; ber ot | (net tons) ber of (net tons) - | 

Alabama. ._...-..----------- 6| 4,096, 608 10 | 3,402,472| 16] 2,218,121] 20] 1,480,844] 23 | 442,743 | 186 | 438,880 | 281 | 12,046,675 
Alaska........---2---- fe ee | en nel ne ne ene on ne nef nee ee] ee eee eee 13 1148, 417 |__...-.. wn eee we eee nf nn eee nef ee ee een ne eee 3 148, 417 ‘pad 
Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and a . ae oe ei 
Oregon. . -----n nnn n nnn nee ee een e nee eee eee een ee] eee een ee | eee nef eee een ee ne| eee ee e| eee n ee eee 1 24, 280 5 14, 741 6 89, 021 

Arkansas.......-..-.--.-.---]-.------|--------- fen ee fee we eee 1 104, 739 | 2 116, 979 34 782, 718 41 147, 602: 78 1, 182, 038 
Colorado. .................--].-.-----]..----------- 2 718, 422 | 18 | 2,457,914 13 995, 103 §2 | 1,333, 148 126 418, 628 211 5, 923, 210 
Ilinois..........-...-.---.--- 38 | 27,999, 401 28 9, 810, 830 19 | 2,810, 048 34 | 2,481,080 | 115 2, 584, 226 | 312 | 1,097, 106 546 | 46, 782,691 . 
Indiana........-..--.------.- 10 6, 941, 324 13 4, 506, 052 14 | 2,159, 415 18 | 1,354, 974 61 1, 375, 418 150 605. 589 266 | 16,942, 772 © 
Jowa .......-.-.---..---..-.-]--.-.---|------------- 2 601, 652 1 131, 943 ll ‘761, 148 44 874, 297 213 678, 517 271 2, 947, 557 qa 
Kansas... _.....--.......-..../.-.-----]_------------- 6 1, 551, 740 or) 386, 046 3 251, 186 me! 201, 697 70 284, 022 93 2, 674, 691 ta 
Kentucky........-.--..-.--- 10 9, 670, 238 60 | 165,720,915 | 70 | 9,977, 836 64 | 4,656, 509 |. 71 1, 873, 194 213 648, 876 478 | 42, 556, 568 
Maryland. .......-.----.----|--------|-------------|-.------fe----eee eee] 8 491, 851 3 215, 049 19 562, 113 58 183, 715 83} 1,442,728 Q 
Michigan. ......:------------|--------|----- neon ene e|ecenen en [een ene eeenee] 1 164, 130 1 87, 110 9 205, 514 |...-..-.|-..--.------ 11 456,754 © 
Missouri...-...-.-.---.------|--------|------------- 4| 1,501,222 3} 390, 141. 2} 147,930 39 799, 119 132 435, 138 180 | 3, 273, 550 es | 

Montana: , a : a : _ - } , 
Bituminous coal. .......- 1 1, 160, 734 3 1, 187, 102 21 252, 228 |_..._---|--.-------=- 3 79, 570 50 126, 402 59 2, 756, 036. 
ignite... 2-2-2222 oee-[ een n nef ene ene e eee [ene ene e ef mene eee en een ence mene] nee e cece en e| ene eenee| nee eee nee ee dl 11,600|. 16) 36,113 17| 47, 713_— a 

Total Montana.......- 1{| 1,160, 784 3| 1,187, 102 2 262,228 |_.......1............| | 4 91, 170 66 162, 515 76 | 2,803,749 = . 
Now Mexico -..-...-...-.---|.-..----]------------- 2 475, 628 3 380, 027 2 150, 772 |: 6 |. 119, 107 ‘29 104, 526 42 1, 280, 060 ho 
North Dakota (lignite) .....-|........]------------- 4 1, 090, 851 21 £345, 574 2 167, 461 10 204, 182 84 264, 425 102 2, 072, 493 q2 
Ohio. ......-.--.-.-.-.-.----- 9 7, 006, 827 15 5, 046, 507 © 20 | 2, 856, 280 23 1 1,627, 280 104 | 2, 2438, 242 485 | 1, 509, 417 656 | 20, 289, 553 
Oklahoma. .......-......--..|_.----..|-.--...-.---- 1 249, 434 1]. 104, 150 2 155, 381 22 | 466, 261 62 | « 212,336 88 | 1, 187, 562 
Pennsylvania... ..........---- 58 | 45, 617, 268 70 | 22, 626, 917 77 |. 10,453,650 | 73 | 65, 204,085 263 | 6, 082, 080 717 | +2,610,113 | 1,268 | 92, 684, 113 oe 
South Dakota (lignite).......]........].-.-...------]..----.-|.------------ |---| ee | ne ef ee ned 1]. 42,230 3 6,552) . 4 47, 782 
Tennessee. ...-...-..--.-----|_----.---]------- 8 2, 194, 642 | 11 | 1, 600, 505 10 742, 687 18 | 424, 743 76 222, 904 123 5, 185, 481 . 

Texas: | oT | J: : : | 1 ; 
Bituminous. coal_........|...-...-|----.--------|.-.-----|----- 2-2 ff ef eee eee eee ee |e eee [eee eee ene 4 16, 259 4 16, 259 - 
Lignite._..-..-.-....---. 1]. 686,666 |_..--22- 2 eee eee] eee eed 6] 121, 039 1 3, 353 8 810, 058 . 

Total Texas. .......--- 1 685, 666 |_......-|:......---- |e oe] eeee--on---[eee-ee-e[-eee-----e--] 8 | 121, 089 5 19, 612 12 826,317 7 
Utah. _ 2.2.22 2 1, 025, 542 4 1, 305, 471 2 “204, 780 —  &§ 422, 879 10 223, 780 28 102, 452 51 3, 284, 904 
Virginia. .-..-..-...-----..-- 7 4, 965, 069 15 4, 504, 553 17 | 2,481, 412 | 13 |. 977, 047 14 372, 427 46 140, 466 112 | 13, 530,974 
Washington. -..------------- weceeene|eeeee eee eens 2 461,813 | 4]. . 687,308 2 180, 554 13 208, 209 31 112, 558 52 | 1, 690, 442 | 
West Virginia. .-...........- 62 | 46,310, 221 123 | 36, 371, 451 108 | 15,976,449 |} 80] 6,190, 743 104 | 2,759, 532 244 753, 538 721 | 108, 361, 934 00 
Wyoming....-.-.-........--- 1 $57, 378 10 3, 240, 728 8] 1,116, 766 1 50, 398. ll 307, 248 35 100, 771 66 | 5,373. 289 e9 

Total United States... 205 | 156, 036, 274 372 | 116, 517. 402 404 | 57.701,313 ! °1 887 |1 28,626,616! 1,065 | 24,803,717 ' 3,387 } 11,171,003 |! 5,820 | 304, 855, 325 7 . 

1 Figures for Alaska include output from 2 mines in Class 3 and 1 smaller mine that cannot be shown separately. . | .



TABLE 17.—Number and production of bituminous coal and lignite mines in.the United States in 1940, classified by size of output in each State 9S 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons) - . , LO. bo 

Class 1A, over Class 1B, 200,000- Class 2, 100,000- Class 3, 50,000—:°. Class 4, 10,000- Class 5, less than. Total, all classes 
500,000 net tons. 500,000 net tons _ 200,000 net tons 100,000 net tons 60,000 net tons 10,000 net tons ’ 

Btate N N N ‘Nu tan| N | Num- |... N um- um- um- | Num- um- um- |. : um- |. 
Production Production Production Production Production | Production Production 

ber of (net tons) ber of (net tons) | ber of | (net tons) ber of (net tons) ber of “(net tons) | ber of (net tons) ber of (net tons) 

Alabama.........-.-..-....-. 9 6, 658, 988 ll 3, 568, 010 20 | 2,811,977 | - 17 | 1,278, 541 25 | 495, 104 186 511, 543 268 | 15, 324, 163 
Alaska.........--..-------.--|.-..00--[-------------|-------[-eeeee eee eee] 1) QQ 13] 1173,844 |. fee tt 3 173, 844 
Arizona, Idaho, and Oregon..}__._....].....-..-.-.-]..-.----|------------- |e |e eee || eee eee | cee 7 16,902 7 16,902 
Arkansas. ..--...------2-----|o0 02-2] ee eee] eee |e ee | fee eee eee eee 7 475, 769 : 32 835, 980 42 141, 862. 81) 1,453,411 
Colorado.........--...--...-- 1 668, 324 5 1, 119, 819 15 | ,2,134, 726. 14 | 1,038, 346 50 | 1, 207, 684 | 131 419, 843 216 6, 588, 742 
Georgia......-..-.----.------|....2..-|-.--------e-- |e [eee |e eee fee fee eee eeeed 36, 847 | - 2 5, 460 | . 3 _ 42, 307 ey 
Tilinois........-.-.-----...-.- 39 | 31,988, 644 26 9, 499, 254 22; 3,131, 163 - 25} 1,724,170 130 | 3,126,009 306 | 1,141,190 548 | 50, 610, 430 
Indiana_........-...-----..-- 13 9, 202, 628 12 4, 102, 055 13} 2,175, 182 19 | 1,335,192 | 61 1, 446, 541 159 607, 074 277 | 18, 868, 572 . 
Iowa ........-...----.-------|_...-.-- weeg--s------ 2 474, 520° 3) 397,588 7 510, 707 63 | 1,161, 1388 201 687, 215 276 3, 231, 177 an 
Kansas. .........-..--------- 1 695, 074 7 1, 819, 721 2 260, 976 | 3 | 242,222. 18} 289,611 | 62 271, 348 93; .3, 578, 952 nd 
Kentucky....--...-...-..--- 17 | 15,107, 343 54 | 16, 536, 510 74 | 10, 539, 143 51 | 3,729, 091 85 | 2,240,998 |. 350 987,819 . 631 | 49, 140, 904 es 
Maryland..............-----|, ...--..|----.-------- 1 204, 575 2 302, 571 4 248, 808 22 536, 201 65 211, 278 94 1, 503, 433 > 
Michigan._.....-.....-.-----|.-0-----|--------- eee fee enn [eee ee nnn eee 1 160, 122 - 1 83, 283 8 166, 764 |........].----.----. 10} 410,169 = By 
Missouri. ........-...--------]...-.---[-----4--2--. 3 1, 096, 156 4 496, 705 2 180, 705 38 851, 185 152 ‘621, 990 199 | 3,096, 741 ee 
Montana (bituminous coal) -- 1 1, 124, 932 3 1, 174, 791 2 279, 621 |....-.--].-...-----.. 4 107, 090 ‘49 132, 502 59 2, 818, 936 O 
Montana, North Dakota, _ a a oS 

South Dakota, and Texas of CS oo oA . 
(lignite) _....-...2-2.--220-- |e ee fee eee eee eee 5 1, 681, 021 2 331, 292 3 | 234,576 15 298, 367 . 183 393, 945 208 2,939,201 ~ 

New Mexico. .......-....----]...-----|------------- 2 482, 290 1 135, 755 4 253, 322 5 119, 507 28 119, 741 40} (1,110, 615 
Ohio ....-..-..-..2-.-------- 11 9, 375, 299 14 4, 586, 583 27 | 3, 676, 542 23 | 1,361, 938 108 | 2,367, 419 441 | 1,403,771 624 | 22,771, 552 © 
Oklahoma. ............-.-...].---.---|------------- 1 311, 174 3 353, 290. 3 179, 537 25 | 558, 804. 72 243, 176 104 1, 645, 981 if. 
Pennsylvania..............-- 69 | 66, 862, 841 66 | 21, 418, 646 82 | 12, 159, 558 91 | 6,629, 269 299 | 6, 724, 482 807 | 2,808,203 } 1,414 | 116, 602,999 pa 
Tennessee. ._....-.------.---|.-2-2 eee eee 10 2,931,186 | 101] 1,484, 965 12 883, 514 21 486, 998 71 221, 793 124} 6,008,456 
Texas (bituminous coal)..-.-|.-.....-|--------..---|..------| 0-3 |e eee [ewe een ence [ee een [eee eee nen |oe eee fence eee 3 14, 137 3] . 14,137 | . 
Utah. ..-22.- 2.22 1 576, 187 4] 1,646, 238 5&1 ~=668, 498 3 253, 279 14]. 331,601 34 99, 783 61 | 3, 575, 586 
Virginia... 22.22.22 l ee 9 6, 634, 730 17 5, 084, 346 :17 | 2,455, 383 8 619, 677 16. 391, 516. 61 162, 423 |. 128 | 15, 348, 075 
Washington. ..............--]....----]------------- 2 483,477} 4 601,058 | .. 2] 138,278. 15 341, 579 |. 25 85, 960 . 48 1, 650, 352 . West Virginia..............-- 74 | 60, 687, 363 134 | 40, 922, 871 117 | 16, 512, 680 67 | 5, 230,671 93 | 2,224,836 | 258]. 859,200} 743 | 126, 437,621 | 
Wyoming....-..--....-..-... 2; 1,116,920; 10 3, 424, 866 | 6 741, 635 . 2 140,916 |. 9| 268,335 | 33. 120,370; 62]. 5,808,042 

Total. ...........-..-.- 247 | 210, 699, 173 389 | 122, 568,118 | . 1.432 |! 61,810, 430 |: 1371 |! 26,895,665 | 1,157 | 26, 609, 596 | 13, 728 |! 12,188, 628 | 6, 324 | 460, 771, 500 . 

1In Alaska, 1 mine that should be included in Class 2 and 1 mine that should be included in Class 5 are included in Class 3 to avoid disclosure of individual operations.



: | BITUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE | —— 6-833 , 

| AVERAGE VALUE / | | ; 
TaBLe 18.—Trend of average value in the United States of bituminous coal and — 
ae lignite, per net ton, f. 0. b. mines, 1929-401 OO oo 

ee 
LE 

. | | a Bituminous 

Year | regulation Lignite.® Total 

under . ce 
| OO : 1937 Act) a 

Average value per ton, less selling cost (Bureau of Mines series): | a | | a 
a 1920.2. ee eee eee ee eee eee — $1,782 $1. 548 $1. 781 

1980_..2- 2-222 eee ene ee eee eee 1. 702 1. 556. 1. 701 
1981___ 22 ee eee eee 1.542]; ° = 1.410 1. 541 . 
1932___2 2 ee eee eee eee ee 1.313 |. -1.313 1.313 
9988 eee eee eee] 1.337 1. 188 1. 336 

— 108422 ee ee eee eee eee 1,751 1. 387 1. 749 
1935.......-..-2- 2-2 e owen eee eee eee eee ene eee ee eee 1.772{ 1.120 1. 767 
1936__.--- 22-222 e ee nee ee 1. 761 . LO6L ‘L. 756 

. Average gross realization, including selling cost (Bituminous Coal . a 
Se Division series): , 

: 1936... 22-2 eeeeeeee] 881 41,061 1, 828 
 YQBT Lee eee eee eee eee een e ee ene eee neeeeceepeeeeeeeee} | 1946 41,080] 1.939 . 

1938 ..- 2-2 eee eens y , 1. 955 £1,071 1. 947 , 
19808 eee eee eee eden nce eeeeceeeeeeeneeeeee} | BBO] 158. 1, 845 . 
1940. -_-....-.-.-..---- 2 eee eee  L9IBT 41.156 1. 908 . 

1 For explanation see Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, pp. 778-779. ; 
| at Includes all coal produced other than Pennsylvania anthracite and the lignite included in the second a 

"3 North Dakota, South Dakota, and the lignite counties of Montana and Texas. . s 
‘ Figures of Bureau of Mines, excluding selling cost as before. Data on sales realization were not collected 

_ from lignite mines by the Bituminous Coal Division. a 
gr oducers were asked to exclude selling cost in reporting value, but a number of them included such 

costs. | _—_ } 

. — | . LABOR. STATISTICS oe - 

TaBLE 19.—Number of bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States in 
1940, having established working shift of certain length, and number of men em- 
ployed therein | | oo Se 

BT De - Thours | S8hours |. 9%hours | Allothers! Total — 
a State TT eo | 

co | {Mines} Men | Mines| Men |Mines| Men | Mines|.Men | Mines| Men 

. Alabama.....................] 285] 23,2101 © 8} a57j.......|.......1 st. 109| 268} 23,476 ee 
+ Alaska... 222-2222. 2--2---2-|--- 22. ] eed 3 O8}...--.-]... 022. -.----fo------} 8 98 

. . Arizona, Idaho, and Oregon.- a) eee |) 4|. 30)..-f_e eff 7 46 
'. Arkansas. .............-......| - 741 2,640 6) 1,340). 22]. 1). 5 81| 3,875 

©. Colorado. ..-.-2.2.22222222 170; 7,068} 27) = 447)..2222_]- Le. 19} 351 216] 7,836 
- Georgia... 2222-22-22 fee eee ef eee} BP 180} fee 3; —s:130 

Hilinois........-.-22..2-0225.- 415}. 31, 973 75) 1,135 1 3 57| 3, 047 548] 36, 158 
-- Indiana.......2.-2-.222.-22.- 151] 6, 276 48 388 ] 3 77| 2,988 277| + 9,655 

-  Jowa_.........2.2-..--.....-.] 211] 8, 462 “8 602; 15 12 142 276| 6, 221 
Kansas..................----- 45} 1, 753 35}. 465) #1 7 12; 589 93 2, 814 | 

_ Kentucky: Eastern..........} 316] 42, 186 96), 2, 096. -1 4 14] 1,093 427| 45, 379 
7 . Western.......... 140) 8, 737 5) 476)_-2 feu]. 13] 204 204| 9, 417 

. Total Kentucky......_. 456) 50, 923 147) — 2,572 1 4 27| 1,297] 631] 54,796 
Maryland...............-2.-- . 87] 2,208 7 131]_-.2222].22-2 fee fee 94) 2,339 

. Michigan.-_........22.2.-.2.- 10} = 870)_..._-.}-------]-- fee fee 10} 870 
~ Missouri-_.....22222222222-2-|___ 98] 2,611] 77|_-1,112 6| 55] ~—s7]_—S 444] 100] 4, 222 
_ Montana; Bituminous coal..[ 40/1, 176 18 147). oot 1 4 50} 1,327 

_ Lignite?...2.2...-[ « 3 29 10 26]. 222] 9 29 22 84 

Total Montana. -.--..- 43] 1, 205 2B 173} ...-...].----- 10 33 81} 1,411 
New Mexico.._._.....-...... 30} 1, 862 7 70|.....-.|.------ 3 26 40; 1,958 
North Dakota (lignite)3_....__ ll} 286) 92 602 4| ° 102 57 387 164| 1,377 , 
0) | (: ae 453} 19, 243 1233} 1,193 3 61 40 677 624| 21, 174 
Oklahoma....__._........... 75, 1,631; @ 213 3 19 185 104} 2,048 | 
Pennsylvania...__...........| 1, 154/109, 765 145} 1,651 2 16} 113] 6,988] 1, 414/118, 420 
South Dakota (lignite)?._._..|......]...-... 8 ee ee 6 15 14 63 
Tennessee... 100] _ 7,541) 2!  707)..____.}._..__- 4; 318] 124] 8 566 

Texas: Bituminous coal....../-.....-|-..-..- 2 §5]/.......]--..--- 1 26 3 81 
Lignite #__.-._..- 22222] 2.2. 2|oo 4460 @) «|. @) | tal 8 486 g| 546 

. Total Texas............}...----]--.-_--- 6 115} (3) (3) 35) 32512 ll 627 
Utah.....2222 eee 37] 2, 413 2; =: 163]... | 2-.. 4 14 61} 2,500 
Virginia... ...........22222- 2. 102| 16, 534 YI) 439 1 12 § 35 128] 17, 020 

West Viewing. 27277777777 ‘660 103 082 "5,448 :SCTSSCSSSC« 2, 176 743 104 735 
Wyoming....-.-- 22222222 | as 4,140} _—:13|—S 4 1 5 3} -301_—s G2} 4225 
——_Total United States....| 4, 734/404, 9371 _1, 0531 14,410) 301 3 331| #50719 19. 307) 6, 3241439, 075 

1 Includes mines where the day was more than 9 or less than 7 hours or was irregular. 
 Llgnite figures compiled by Bureau of Mines. 
* Mines and men working ‘9 hours” included under ‘‘All others’’ for Texas lignite. . 

° .



TABLE 20.—Strikes, suspensions, and lock-outs in bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States, 1989-40, by States 2 | 

. 1939 - 1940 - ; : oo . 

| J Average number of | ae pe Average jpumber of | . 
, | ays lost on account|) =. ss] = days lost on accoun : 

State Number of | Number of | Man-days ofstrike  . Number of | Number of | Man-days |  ofatrike - 
men men on idle on | : men men on | . idle on 

employed!| strike account of employed | strike account of —— | | p | aonth ,._ 
strike Per man | Per man | strike | per-man | Per man 7 

. _ | employed | on strike | . : employed. | on strike a 

Alabama. ........-.-----------eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 20, 884 14, 229 647,608; 31] © 46]. 23,476 1, 630 7,4341. () - Boe 
Alaska. ...-.. 2-2-2 eee eee 88 |_....-.-----]--- eee fee 98 |...------ eee fee - 
Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and Oregon.......-...--.- 167 |..--..--.-.-|------------2- |---| eed 176 |.....-------]---------- |e eee |e eee ene 
Arkansas.........--.-.-.---2-- 2-2 4, 004 670° - §,710 1 . 9g _ 8,875 89 371 f 4 > 
Colorado. ._......--..-.----- eee eee ee eee 8, 161 2, 617 30, 429 . 4 12] 7, 836 65 | 65 () 1 oS 
Illinois. ...2 2-2. eee eee eee eee eee ee 35, 894 16, 209 . 391, 902 il 24 36, 158 - . 3,373 | ~~ = 25, 381 1 QU . 
Indiana... ..2. 222 eee eee 9, 766 3, 293 - 29, 982 . 3 9}. 9,655 955 | - 1, 819 (2) . a p . 
Towa... .--.- 2-0 -seecec cece ee ee cone none ceeeeeeeeeeee 6,251| 4024] 140,612 - 92 35 6,221, 400} 3796 | 1]. 9) , 
Kansas .__.------------- eee nnn ee eee eee 2, 858 1, 250 24, 553 9 2p 2,814 fee ef e one fee eee eee 
Kentucky...-....----------------------------------| 80, 641 38, 169 1, 561, 624 31 . 41 54, 796 |: 5, 167 45,991) | 1 | 9 rd coe 
Maryland..__..__-.....-.-2- eee eee 2, 351 — 2,000 . 94, 993 32 : 37 | 2,339 |..-...-----. |e 2 fee feel eee. COS ae 
Michigan__..........-..--...---.--------- ene ee eee 1, 154 ~ 392 | 1, 832 2 6]. 870 | - 306 918 1 . 3 > a 
Missouri. .........------.--------- eee eee nee eee eee 4, 493 1, 957 63, 962 14 _. 8 4, 222 283 14, 772 3 62 oS _ 

Montana: Bituminous coal..........-.------.---.-- 1, 383 781 - 10,319 . F- 18] 1,887 feel lee waweteeencce|cencceecceen|eecqenenleee 2 nee 
Lignite..........------------------------ 85 [~~~ --------- |--- ene n= [eee eee] eee eee” 84 |. ~~~ nnn] nnn enn | eee nee [eee ee ee eens Ss a 

Total Montana............-..---------------- 1,468} 7811 © 10,319 gt a be aant ele pe 
° New Mexicu_._..........-.-2.-. 2-2-2 eee eee ee 2, 199 1,300;  —- 9, 308 . 4 - Ty 1,988 |e eee] eee eee |e eee eee _ | 

North Dakota (lignite) _...........-....-.----.----- 1,214 |..-222 ef fee 1,377 |_..--..----- fo 0.2 |e eet ele, | CUO 
Ohio__.....--2 2-2 eee eee ee 21, 642 16, 159 ~ §77, 476 27 36 21, 174 . 823. 8, 786 g oo 1 oS 
Oklahoma.-_.......---...--- 2 ------- eee nee %, 032 ' 635 9, 343 5 15 | 2, 048 | - 70 927 3) 123 = . 
Pennsylvania.__..........-...-2-------- 2 eee 110, 346 78, 859 _ 2, 840, 132 - 26 . 86]. - 118, 420- 15, 231 119, 170 1 8 , 
South Dakota (lignite). ..----2 22. 31 |_...--------|--.-------..-- |---| eee 63 |_.--.--.----fo.2. 2 eee fee eee [eee ee 
Tennessee.....------- een eee enw nee 7, 925 6,410 | 248, 046 31 ' 3891 - — 8, 566 1, 216 |. 27, 904 3 23 

Texas: Bituminous coal_._.............--..2--.---.- 286 |......-.----|-----------e-e|ee eee enfeee eee eect OBE [eee eee wo osenenenn- wee we ween enn] owen nee en nee a 
Lignite.__......-----22----- 2 eee eee ee eee 650 |.-.-.----.--|--------------|------- 2-2 -|nee eee eee| 4B eee [eee fee ene fee ee eee eee, | . 

Total Toxas.......-..------------------------ 796 |... --- [eee enn enna] nee eee ee fe neee cee e| 627 |. eee nn [ee nnn nnnnne[peneeeenenne[eneneeeeneee 
Utah... 2-2 eee eee eee 2, 544 1, 240 18, 521 «BT “Jb ee. 2, 890 86 747 | f 9 
Virginia.-....-22.2--- 2 ee 16, 625 11, 621 |. 459,911; =. 29 '. 40 | . 17,020 493 1, 533 am 3 
Washington.......-.--...---- eed 2, 275 875 12, 445 § 144). 2,325 |... eee ee [ee eee 
West Virginia.....-.------.-----------2---2-2------| 108, 233 88,713 | 3, 446, 965 33 39 | 104) 735 5,140 | 21,211; (8) es 
Wyoming. ....220002TIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 8) 757 3,304 | "20,412 Bt. 8 4388 3}.  "33] ©) 1 

Total United States.................-.-.-----] 421,788 | 294,797 |. 10,630,080, = 25| += 86. | 439,075 | 38,350 | 280, 938 if iB | 
1 Average number of wage earners and working proprietors on active days (excluding shut-down periods). -.2 One-half day or less. - a |
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SHIPMENTS BY INDIVIDUAL RAILROADS AND WATERWAYS | 

Taste 21.—Bituminous coal and lignite loaded for shipment by ratlroads and | 
waterways in the United States, 1939-40, as reported by mine operators, in net tons! | 

oe | | 1939 1940 

Route" | Btate Total f Total f . , 0 or 0 or | By State | “route | By State] “route 

_ RAILROADS | 

Alabama Central..................-.| Alabama.......--- 2, 470 2,470}  10,561| 10, 561 
Aiabama Great Southern........._..|.....do-....--....-- 189, 790 189, 790 233, 264 233, 264 
Alaska...._..............--..-.---..| Alaska_-........-- 143, 549 143, 549] 170,174 170, 174 
Algers, Winslow & Western. .-...._.- Indiana. ...-..---- 2, 390, 705 2, 390, 705 2, 618, 889 2, 618, 889 

nois.........-.- , , . 
Alton..........--..------------------ (Missouri 22a oy etly 800, 21 { 30 easly 971, 387 
Arkansas Western._.................| Arkamsis.......-.-/....--..----]----.----. 29,967; 20,967 : 
Artemus-Jellico................_.._..] Kentucky....__... 471, 456 471, 45 463, 128 463, 128 

Colorado.......--- 164, 127 214, 342 
; INinvis.......-.-.. 596, 479 -618, 654) 

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe_.....- a ee 1, 978, 33 a 1, 846, 520 
Missouri... ....--- 31, 939 | 18, 869 
New Merico. ----- 837, 359 696, 158 
Tilinois...........- 88, 920 93, 322 

weed | Whee nan and........- , . Baltimore & Ohio_.......-----------Onig D2 eo 23, 654,36 | 9 305" ga4| {2 952, 507 
Pennsylvania._...| 8, 546, 206 | 9, 869, 598 
West Virginia.....| 12,280,290 14, 073, 361] - 

See footnotes at end of table.
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, Taste 21.—Bituminous coal and lignite loaded for shipment by railroads and 
waterways in the United States, 1939-40, as reported by mine operators, tin net _ tons—Continued a | Oo | 

’ . ; oo ee ~~ (1939 1940 

a Route i — 7 ote - ‘otal for otal for - ae ee _| By State | route. By State | “route 

a oe ‘Ramgoaps—continued =~ [| ff fe 
. Bessemer & Lake Erie_..2.3.°-1---_- Pennsylvania. .__- 2, 968,543] 2, 868,543} 3, 747,1341 3,747,134 

Bevier & Southern.__..._.__.-:_.-..| Missouri_._._____. 400, 220 400,220; 379,574; 379, 574 | Birmingham Southern..-.--..-_---..| Alabama__..--....| . 4,616} "4, 616 949). = 949 
Buffalo Creek & Gauley.............| West Virginia.___. 761, 500 761, 500; 722,448 722 448 

.- | Cambria & Indiana_.._....-...._-.- “Pennsylvania__.."} 3,904,836] 3,904,830] 4, 125,884] 4,125 884 
Campbell’s Creek.....-....-.._.....] West Virginia. __ 920, 157 920, 157). 1, 105,101]. 1,105, 101 

. Carbon County-....-..-.-----------| Utab.-.....-_._... 345, 267 345, 267) ~ 390,958! 390, 958 
Caseyville-_..-.----------------.----| Mllinois._..2-.-....| 164,004 164, 004 gt 578 - 40, 579 . 

; Central of Georgia...---..-.-.-..---{ Georgia | Sp atelt 736,196 7826861 gir, rag | i - a Kentucky.._-...-.} © 6,855, 203]) 7, 773, 799 Chesapeake & Ohio... .......--..-.--|}Ohio._.......-....]| 448, 3401} 42 165,721/2 476,927 48,190, 979 - . West Virginia._...| 34, 862, 178 -__1 (39, 940, 253)} ° Cheswick & Harmar-_-__.__.._-....-- Fennsylvanis..... —_ 719,178 719,178 1, O18, 327] 1,018, 327 
_——-- Chisago & Eastern Winois..-..-.---{Tngiama.—-"7-7"777] Tear gual} 2705, 2681{ P 312815) 9 706,692 _ | Chicago & Tilinois Midland--....-..| Minois............| | 4,247,887| 4,247, 887| 5, 160,343] 5, 160, 343 | 

North Western... {tae oo el 2 , oo 2, 480, 822 ; . Chicago & North Western...-_...__.|{Towa___....._.___- , , 242, BANS lp 2, . me Wyoming......_.- . 18,740 21, 250)). _ Chicago, Attica & Southern. -_-.-.--- Indiana... -.--- 22-2} 2044 = 294) 10,750 10,750 | a . Colorade.........- 309, 817 df 373,0231) | . . . ee a Dlinois._.....-.-..} 6, 571,994 6, 643, 929 ; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy: ..-..|{Iowa..........._.- 133, 598|+ 7,716,513} © 166,649)} 7, 934, 404 . oo oO, || Missouri___..._._- - 61,879), : 49, 39411 -. . | | a - . {{Wyoming...-._--.] 639, 225 701,409|f Chicago Great. Western..._.-..._.... Towa__-..--------.]- - 8, 753 3,753; = - 2,731}. 2,781 Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville. - Indiana..........-| 1,249,310} 1, 249,310] 1, 133, 912 1, 133. 912 eo Mlinois_-.....-.---]-222022222--l) . 11, 362)\. , 2 |Indiana___.......- 4, 024, 619 LP 4, 746, 612 : 
Towa..-.-----2--..| © 497,451) JI. 520,978 

| | et Pam | ||Montana (bitami-| ood 286 738, 680|| . MLonta. tami | Od 9 - Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & ("sous coal). __L} 5, 280, 995 6, 087, 429 | ede Nee ae emote ee APH pe 
: OB _ |/South Dakota 5316) Hp, 84,007), | : (lignite). J 7 | . Washington______- 7, 445 7, 313 . Arkansas...._-...- . 8, 612 | 7, 668 . eo Dlinois..-..-.-..-2}) - 681, 442 - 702, 370 . Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific..._..|{lowa__.........___ 351, 356}} 1, 209, 472 309, 305/> 1, 239, 729 Missouri-..-.-----| . 175,681] th 118, 7301; 

Oklahoma. .......] 87, 481}. 106, 656]) Chicago, Springfield & St. Louis___. Ulinois..---------- ‘ 180, 109 159, 109 ‘ 163, O61 163, 061 sae --- dO......2-..2- , ; 4, 375, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & tibalana, $20, 748] 4, 871, 151}{ 1 66, 60 §, 431, 327 
. . entucky_.._..._- , f Clinchfield_...----..-..---..-------- {Virginia 277 2, 067, aly 2, 169, 848} { 2, 223, 677 } 2, 300, 999 Colorado & Southeastern._.._..-..-.| Colorado.......__. 93, 945 93,945} $102,080 102, 080 Colorado & Southern._.__..._......_]__...do.._......__- 584, 828 §84, 828 524,894] 524,894 Colorado & Wyoming. ..............|._...do_._......__- 488, 618 488, 618 664, 699 664, 699 Conemaugh & Black Lick.___._____. Pennsylvania. ___- 36, 625 36, 625 52, 159 52, 159 - Crystal River & San Juan___........| Colorado_._...._.. 482 482 341 341 Cumberland & Pennsylvania_.._.___ Maryland_....___- 496, 648 496, 648 567, 243 567, 243 Dardanelle & Russellville._.........| Arkansas._..____- 39, 781 39, 781 52, 301 52, 301 Denver & Intermountain.__.........| Colorado.._.._.__- 111, 916 111, 916 105, 054 105, 054 

~---d0._-...--...- 999, 286 1, 207, 527 Denver & Rio Grande Western......|4New Mexico______ 4, 737|} 2, 690, 008 24, 833) > 2, 084, 869 
Utah.-.---------.-] 1,685,285) 1, 752, 509 Denver & Salt Lake..__.._..........| Colorado.......... 698, 342 698, 342 870, 003 870, 003 Des Moines & Central Iowa__.......| Iowa.............. 107, 983 107, 983 92,992; . 92,992 Detroit, Toledo & Ironton____...._..| Ohio..._.......__.- 12, 495 12, 495 14, 486 14, 486 East Broad Top Railroad & Coal | Pennsylvania. ___- 508, 525 508, 525 536, 841 536, 841 ompany. 

Eastern Railway & Lumber Com- Washington.-_..__-. a 270 270 pany. 
Ohijo_____..-_____. 235: wane eee ee Erie. -....---.------------- n------- Be a vaniao77 1, 104, 440); 1, 104, 645 { 1, aa 7aii} I, 142, 787 Evansville & Ohio Valley..........| Indiana... 8.177 8,177,” 7,707; 7, 707 | Evansville, Suburban & Newburgh..!.____do._......___.. 167, 889 167, 889 159, 957 159, 957 Fort Dodge, Des Moines & South- | Towa... .-..-----2--|.-2-2222 |e e eee 7; 857 7, 857 ern. 

See footnotes at end of table,
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TaBLE 21.—Bituminous coal and lignite loaded for shipment by railroads and 
waterways in the United States, 1939-40, as reported by mine operators, in net 
tons—Continued 7 Co , . | 
TT ASSAD r a ys vesu iensensGPEERSTF 

” 1939 1940 

Route | State — , 
| oe fo By State Total for By State Total for 

. RAILROADS—continued - ee oe es . 

- Port Smith & Van Buren_...........|/Oklahoma._-....-]........---.] ....-.-.-- 158, 663} 158,663 
Fort Smith & Western..-..-.----.--]-----0_-....-..-.- 112, 876| ~~ 112, 87€ 5, 728 5, 728 
Fort Smith, Subiaco & Rock Island_.| Arkansas.........- . 9, 089) 9,08.) . 23, 183 23, 183 | . 
Galesburg & Great Eastern_......-..| Tlinois...---------| 692,203] 892,903] * 535,363) 535, 363 
Grand Trunk. _..................-..} Michigan... __..__- 3,425] . 8, 425 2, 006 2, 008 

. mos Montans (bitumi- 414, 173 f . 424, 994 
Soe Po Moutans (lignite) a . 

Great Northern. ...-.--------------7) NOlncite oe 343, 976|[ 948, 472 333, 407/f 908, 161 

ee | |lwashingon....... - 190, 328)) 149, 670{f 
Gulf, Mobile & Ohio...........-----{fitinois a] Bf} om RTI} an, ne 
Harriman & Northeastern.....-.....| Tennessee........- 187, 309 187, 309 191, 739 191, 738 
Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain | Pennsylvania. .-../ 120, 285 120, 285 111, 720 111, 720 

Railroad & Coal Co. - 

INOIS......------ , 9 ? 
Illinois Central............-.--------indiana.........| al 12, 809, 663 99, 705 bs. 

Mo . : -1(Kentucky_..-.....] 4, 586, 905 4, 492, 389 
oS inois Terminal. ...........-.-----.] Hlinois............ §21, 727 621,727| 334, 308 334, 308 

Indiana. -.......-.--..--.------------] Indiana..........- 236, 215 236,215} _ 503,746 563,746 
International-Great Northern 3.....- Texas Genito). ..- NTS oe 3793, 647 are 3 502,720 

: : a wo . n nee ececce fa p . 

Interstate... .--------------------+- (Virginia 222272 “1,881 408|; 1, 043, 1631{ 2 ole: b15| ¢ 2083 188 
. Iowa Southern Utilities Company-...| Iowa...-....-....- 101, 578 101, 578 105, 730 105, 730 

Johnstown & Stony Creek...........| Pénnsylvania. -.-. 89, 178 89,178] . 131,389] 131,389 
_ Joplin-Pittsburg-....--....----------] Kamsas.—._......- 260, 496 260,496]  249,. - 280, 962 

Kanawha Central-....-..-..-......-] West Virginia... ._ 190, 948 190,948] 245,093];- 245,063 
Kanawha, Glen Jean & Eastern...-.|.....d0...........-.| _ 208,104 298, 104) ° 407,559] 407,559 

a on a fArkansas..........].- 16,206  Nfeeneenmosel] | 

‘Kanss City Southern....---.------HMftssouri a2] a sis|p 855, 268}) 72°97 ran, one 
ee eee Ok ahoma... 2... - 26, 546 A 60,160 ae 

Kansas, Oklahoma & Gulf..---------}-..--d0_..--------| 8185] = --8, 185-17, 800 17,300 a 
‘Keliy’s Creek & Northwestern......| West Virginia.....;. 1,122,373] 1, 122,373] . 1,407, 993] 1,407,903 
Kentucky & Tennessee_-.----.-------| Kentucky_.......- 798,649} . 798,649}. 802,385 802, 396. 
‘Lake Erie, Franklin & Clarion......| Pennsylvania. ..-- 234, 454 234, 454 599, 804 500, 804. 
Laramie, North‘Park & Western....| Colorado.......... 10, 121 10,121; 10,308 10, 308 . 
Ligonier Valley......-.......--------| Pennsylvania.....} 181,279 181,279}; 156,730} 156,730 
Litchfield & Madison.........-....-] Illinois............] 630,352] 630,352] _ 671,614] 671, 614 

j Alabama..........| 1, 946, 901 | { 2,518, 734! 
Thlinois............] 6, 992 400: ; 

Louisville & Nashville............-.-|4;Kentucky_........| 22, 509, 083/} 25, 432, 955/+26, 945, 403 }30, 708, 377 
| Tennessee......... 714, 288 844, 008. 

Nitginia...------- ~ 255, 691}]} 404, 832: 
Mary Lee....-...-..--.-..--.-------| Alabama........... 917, 342 917,342} 1,218,648} 1,218,668 

_ Michigan Central--...-......-...-.-- ‘Michigan. .------ ost ian 4,147 sot sot 9, 274 
ansas.......... , 

Midland Valley.....---------------- {okiatoms mel ona el 417, 827 
, Tllinois............ , , | 

Minneapolis & St. Louis........-..-- {lowe 88, 973 604, 208 105, 216 934, 812 
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. No ret 554, 996 554, 906 572, 385 572, 385 

oe. , : e ; 

Missouri-Ilinois..................-.-] Tiinois.....------- 15, 052 15, 052 19, 881 19, 881 | 

: Missontiw ww 2| “eevee oll “38, b42 , Missouri-Kansas-Texas............-- Okishoma......... 151, 592 621, 119, 196, 822 538, 123 

| Texas (lignite) - - .. (’) (3) . 
Arkansas.........- 644, 733 732, 420 - 

7 | ;Dlinois............] 4,271, 355 4, 439, 187! 
Missouri Pacific. -...............----}{ Kamsas__....-..-.. 770, 061|} 5,904,143/{ 803, 649°} 6, 456, 380 

- Missouri._....-.-- 204, 067 ) 846, 400 
Oklahoma......... 13, 927 44, 615 

Mobile & Ohio................-.----{Aianaane---------] gt aTet g0g, 781] (® © 
Monessen Southwestern......-.....- ‘Pennsylvania. ...- 3 gaR BAN 3 ae 15, 49 

~---G0.....-..-.2.. ; 
Monongahels...........----.-------- {wast Virginia.....| 7,640, gal 10, 032, 3761{ 8, 784, 678 \11, se1, 370 
Montana.................-....-.....] Arkansas._.......- 6, 000 6, 000 1, 731 1,731 
Montana, Wyoming & Southern....| Montana (bitumi- 824, 013 324,013] 350, 226 350, 226 

- nous coal). 

See footnotes at end of table.
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| Taste 21.—Bituminous coal and. lignite loaded for shipment by ratlroads. and 
a ‘waterways in the United States, 1939-40, as reported by mine operators, in net = 

a —- tons—Continued : | oe oe 
— ns aT i — en naenyeearenaan a . - - 

a 1939 1940 

Route | State a Total f Total for. a, ee otal for ‘otalfor 
| | By State ‘route By State route 

RAILROADS—Ccontinued . 

Montour........--------------------| Pennsylvania.....} 4,518,626) 4, 518,626), 5,216,812) 5,216,812 

Moorhead & North Fork... -..------- Kentucky-..-.--- sonnnen5 55s wenennenneee 1,287 1,280 

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. (Fae. ann 805" Bf \ 807, 340 { 876, On } 876, 165 

-- New. York Central (includes coal |) __ oe | , 

'- . shipped over Kanawha & Michi- Ohio_.....-.......}. 5,012,462) §, 506, 329 

‘gan, Kelly’s Creek, Toledo & Ohio | +Pennsylvania- -.-- 3, 776, 712|> 9,604, 992/4 4, 527, 233) >11, 045, 117 

Central, and Zanesville & West- |} West Virginia... -.| 815, 818 . 1,011, 555)) 

em). © © oo ~ a 
Nicholas, Fayette & Greenbrier. - .-- _..--d0.....-.-...--| 1, 419, 581]: 1, 419, 581] 1, 908, 453) 1, 908, 453 

| : | Kentucky.......-.]. 3,928, 761 4, 540, 674 | 
Norfolk & Western.....------------- |; Virginia--_---.-.-- 7, 392, 424|} 37, 632, 985/; 8, 546, 351 915, 566 

| | ) West Virginia.....| 26, 311,800 31, $28, 541 6 
Oo Northern Alabama.......--...----..| Alabama....-.-.--| . 245, 186 245,186). 97, 189 97, 189 

: —— . | {Montana (bitumi- 1, 159, 854 1-1, 124, 827)) 

; nous coal). one - 

Northern Pacific. ..-......--. .------|}North Dakota -604, 757) > 2, 578, 775, 642, 8441 > 2, 595, 141 
- a - (lignite). 7 oa 

: Washin ington....... 814, 164 827, 470 

Oneida & Western:.-...---.---------| Temmessee_-_....--- . 43, 615 43, 615 48, 882 48, 882 

Pacific Coast...-.......+..-..---.---| Washington-......| | 211,65]. 211,765] 207,523] 207, 523 

| “nena Tndiana.22222222.] 1,980, 768 lf oaease7i| 
Pennsylvania (includes Pittsburgh, | Ohio ----------- 3 306, 2231 33 953 514 3, 942, 698 “A 085, 701 : . 

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis). }Pennsyivanis.....| 27, 853, 229 “7 |) 33) 647, 863 ’ . 

So \lWest Virginia.---| 574,548). IL 748, 023/) a 
. Peoria & Pekin Union.-.-.--.----.-- Illinois_....--...-- ’ 2, 579 2, 579) 2-2-2 }-e--------- 

, Peoria Terminal_............-.----.|-.=--d0--.-....-.--.| 828, 981 828, 981 425, 733|. 425, 733 . 

. Pere Marquette. .......-.-----------| Michigan. .....__. 114, 643 114,643} _ 91,802| 91, 802 | 
Pittsburg & Shawmut......-.-......| Pennsylvania.....|  . 832, 642 $32,642) 1,234,952) 1, 234, 952 ° 

- Pittsburg County_.....-..-------.-.| OKlahoma_._._..-.| 7, 088 7,088 11, 297 11, 297 

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie_............|: Pennsylvania.....| 3, 063, 535 3, 063, 535|. 3, 451, 460} 3, 451, 460 — 

| an "|{Ohio.._-....----.-|. 482, 273]) — 535,630) 
Pittsburgh & West Virginia-........|;Pennsylvania.....| 1,378, 437)7 1,913, 773]; 1, 270, 849). 1,989,553 

. oo . -|(West Virginia-.-.- 53, 063 133, O74)).- : on 

Pittsburgh, Lisbon & Western......| Pennsylvania....-; 3, 858 3, 858 4,053) - 4, 053. 
Pittsburgh, Shawmut & Northern..-|-...-do_..-...-...--| 471,370 471, 370 676, 513 676, 513. 
Preston. _..-.--..-..----------------| West Virginia.....|.-----.---.-|------------ 212, 306] 212, 306 

Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City.....| Missouri. -.-..-.-- 14, 968 14, 968].......-...]--------.-- 

Rio Grande & Eagle Pass...........| Texas (bitumi- 8, 259 8, 259}-..-...-.--]----------- 
~ nous.coal). De, 

_ Rio Grande Southern...........-----| Colorado__._...... 9, 387 9, 387 7, 371 7, 371 
Rockdale, Sandow & Southern. -_....| Texas (lignite)...-| © (3). (3) (?) 
St. Louis & O’Fallon................| Tlinois_.......-.-- 361, 027 361, 027 334, 249 334, 249 

Alabams..........| 881, 813 1, 148, 283 

. ArkKansas......--.- 116, 246 203, 157 

St. Louis-San Francisco........-----|{Kamsas....-.------| 712, 798|¢ 2,628,324) 757, 357)¢ 3, 245, 225 
Missouri -_...-.---- 369, 019, 413, 784 . 

. Oklahoma. ..--..- 548, 722, 644 
St. Louis Southwestern of Texas.....| Texas (lignite) - - -_ () (3) () () 
Seaboard Air Line..............-....| Alabama._.......- 194, 222 194, 222 68, 387 68, 387 

|{_---do.....-...-.--| 1, 544, 960 2, 199, 869 

~ eer ere rese ? ’ ‘ $ a2 
Southern .......--------------------- Kentucky......... 998, 355 7, 157, 312 1, 158, 336 8, 380, 110 

| Tennessee...-.----| 2, 150, 227 2, 543, 247 
. Virginia.......-.-.| 1, -66, 308 *, 228, 805 

Southern Pacific_.........-.-------.-] New Mexico.--...}- 215, 875 215,875| 227,875) 227,875 
Springfield Terminal. _..........-...| Tllinois_......-..-- 403, 305 403, 305 352, 074 352, 074 

Susquehanna & New York.........-| Pennsylvania...-. - 10, 231 10, 231 7, 492 7, 492 

Tennessee. ___.._....----------------| Temmessee.......-- 649, 669 649,669} 730,424; 730,424 
Tennessee Central__...........-.----|-----dO_-----.--.--- 229, 483 229, 483 278, 375 278, 375 

Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad 
Company......-.....-.._----.----| Alabama..........| 2,837,723) 2, 837, 723| 3, 647, 982) 3, 647, 982 

Terminal Railroad Association of St. . 
Louis_......-----------------+----- Tlinois_._...-....- 13, 145 13, 145 1, 201 1, 201 

Texas & Pacific.........---......--..| Texas (bitumi- 1, 285 1, 295 8, 530 8, 0 
nous coal), 

Texas Short Line.......-.-....-.----| Texas (lignite) - .-- (3) (3) (3) () 
Thomas & Sayreton.........-------.| Alabama_......--- 665, 039 665,039, 896,356} 896, 356 
Toledo, Peoria & Western....-..----| Illinois...-_..----- 45, 889 45, 889 71, 745 71, 745 

Union_......---.-.-.--.-..-..-------| Pennsylvania. -.-- 117, 507 117, 507 110, 086 110, 086 

See footnotes at end of table
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| TaBLE 21.—Bituminous coal and lignite loaded for shipment by railroads and a 
waterways in the United States, 1939-40, as reported by mine operators, tn net 
tons—Continued — | : | 

ene errant eA A ARS 

| - | 1939 | 1940 | 
‘Route State Total ~ r tel 

. otal for otal for By State route By State route . 

_ RAILBOADs—continued _ — - : 

. Colorado.....-...- 608, 096 568,596) . 
; Kansas.........--- 5, 274 2, 700 . 

Union Pacific........................|/; Utah. s.-- 22.2 -- 3,712 ¢ 4, 904, 414 27, 889 7 5, 385, 259 
—_ “|| Washington... .... 28, 544 26, 846 : | 

Wyoming.........| 4,348, 788 4, 759, 278) - 
Unity. ........................--...-| Pennsylvania. -... 664, 921 664, 921) eo) O17 651, 017 
Utah .....--------------------2---20- Lo . 864, 205 864, 205 941, 123 941, 123 " 

Virginian ....-...-------0-----------l{ West Virginia. 2/| 10, 688 s7alt 7s ea 19, 480; 8012 O44, 024 . 
- - [f{Tilinois..........-- 1, 091, 818, 1, 169, 291 . . 

Wabash. .....-..-.----.---.---------}{lowa....-.---2----[ 0 120, 563; 1, 522, 709, 112, 940 > 1, 649, 034 i: 

: : Missouri... ...-.-- 310, 328 366, 803; 
Western Allegheny.............-----| Pennsylvanis.....|_&3, 820] 53,820;. 87,183; 87, 183 

. Maryland......... 560, 631) 516, 024 
Western Maryland............----.-|{ Pennsylvania. - - -- 406, 388, 4,399,078 + 401,141 ¢ 4,320, 808 

. . West Virginia.....| 3, 432, 059 i 3, 403, 643 
West Virginia Northern ..-..-.------|.....d0.._....--.--- 81, 012 81, 012 80, 035 80, 035 
West Virginia Pulp & Paper Com- |_....do_.......----- 16, 828 16, 828 9, 975 9, 975 

pany. 
Wheeling & Lake Erie........-......] Ohio...........-..| 3,391,614] 3, 301, 614| 3,931,197 3, 931, 197 
Winfield_........--...-........--....| Pennsylvania... .. 3, 922 3, 922 3, 879 - 3,879 
Winifrede__.......------------------] West Virginia. -._- 70, 785 70, 785 71, 564 71, 564 
W.M. Ritter Lumber Company. --- Virginia_.......-.. 4, 553 4,553)... feel ee 
Woodward Iron Company.-..-...---.| Alabama....-..-.-- 635, 466 635, 466 996, 137 996, 137 
Youngstown & Suburban----...--.-| Ohio.....---.----- 9, 106). 9, 106|.-.-.------|----------- os 

‘Total railroad shipments. .....|_._.....--.-..------| 331, 189, 620] 331, 189, 620 380, 387, 674 380, 387, 674 | 

WATERWAYS 7 pO | me 

"Allegheny River..................--.| Pennsylvania... ..| 1,023, 608| 1, 023, 608] 1, 060,382| 1, 060, 382 | 
Black Warrior River. ......---------| Alabama....-..-.- 84, 462 84, 462; 552, 903 52, 903 
Cheat River........-----------------| Pennsylvania.....!.--------.--|------------ 33, 282) = 33, 282 
Green River.......-.---.------------| Kentucky-...-..-- 290 _ 290 471 471 . 

-Tlinois River.........-.-------------| Tllimois......--....| 257, 407 257, 407| 288,650] 288,659 | 
Kanawha River. -.......-.----------- West Virginia. .--- 12 907 680 2, 098, 782 of’ 258, 385 1, 971, 093 — 

ennsylv: wae-- ’ , 
_ Monongahela Rivor...--...-.------- {rene Virginia.....| 315, coy 17, 242, 657 { 387, 872 \o, 624, 237 a 

Muskingum River.....-......-----.] Ohio....-..-.....| 952,753 652, 753|' | 778,002| 778, 002 
aes ms . . ) ’ . . 

Ohio River. ---..--------------------/) Pennsylvania_____ 2 816 07 at ———-Zooolf — 888, 989 | 
West Virginia... .. 655, 067 477, 747 

Tennessee River... ..-.-.------------| Alabama..-..-«-.. 782 ~ F782). 0.2] ----------- 
Youghiogheny River...-.....-..--.-| Pennsylvania. -... “1, 199 1, 199}... ..-..-..]----------- 

Total waterway shipments...|.......... .-.--.---| 22, 220, 364| 22, 229, 364] 29, 493, 058) 29, 493, 058 

Total loaded at mines for shipment | _ _ 
by railroads and waterways. .......|.......-..-....--..-| 353, 418, 984: 353, 418, 984/409, 880, 732 409, 880, 732 

Shipped by truck or wagon.......-..|.......-..:.-.--....| 29, 883, 824| 29, 533, 824) 35, 540, 476|' 35, 540, 476 : 
Used by mine employees and owners |._.........------:.- 1,901, 408] 1, 901, 408] 2,035,201) 2, 035, 201 

for house coul, 
Taken by locomotive tenders at tip- |........-..-------- 826, 556 826, 556 939, 058 939, 058 

ple. . . 
Used at mine for power and heat....|......--.----------- 2 55,279 2, 565, 276! 2, 442, 989} 2, 442, 989 
Made into beehive coke at mine__._.|_..............---..| 2,089,475! 2,089, 475] 4,045,050) 4, 045, 050 
Transported from mines to points of |__.._...-_.---.----- 4,317,465! 4,317,465) 5,887,904) 5, 887, 994 

use by conveyor, chute, or aerial | 
tramway. | 

Total production... -.---.----..|..--------------- ---/' 394,855, 325° 394,855, 325 460, 771, 500 $60, 771, 500 
ne a 

1 Includes coal loaded at mine directly into railroad cars or tiver barges, hauled by truck to railroad siding 
for shipment by rail, and hauled by truck to waterway for shipment by water. In general, the figures 
show the quantity of bituminous coal and lignite originated for each railroad and waterway as reported 
by the mine operators. It must be noted that in 1 year an operator may report coal loaded on a subsidiary 
railroad and in another year the same operator may report coal loaded on the parent railroad system. 

2 Reported as Mobile & Ohio for 1939. ; 
3 Texas lignite mines shipping over Missouri-Kansas-Texas, Rockdale, Sandow & Southern, St. Louis 

Southwestern of Texas, and Texas Short Line have been included with International-Great Northern. 
4 Reported as Gulf, Mobile & Ohio for 1940. . . 

\ oa Includes 202,337 tons of coal reported as net changes in stocks at mines, January 1, 1939, to January 1, 

4977 79—43—--55



METHODS OF RECOVERY | . os . . e 

TABLE 22.—Bituminous coal and lignite mined by different methods in the United States.in 1 939, by States | oS 

, __ From underground workings. . ‘From strip pits | | 

Mined by hand Shot off the solid - Cut by machines “y re Grand total State ee Total SO P tof ree . Cs a ercent 0 net tons . _ Percent - Percent | . ° Percent maereround _ Net tons | sand total | Net tons. of total Net tons of total. ‘Net tons” oftotal _. Pod . ne underground underground | | -. fumderground; $§=9= = j.- . oe 

Alabama. .........-...-.-...-.--- 414, 741 3.5 3, 007, 764 25.1] 8, 562, 550 | 71.4] 11,985, 064. 61, 611 0.5 12,046,675 - Alaska. .....-.-.----2----2-----2-|-------eee ee |e eee 148, 417 , 100.0 |.-...---.-----[------22------] | 148, 417. eens eee e nen) ewwecweeneceee _ 148, 417 Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and : a ee | oo, ee. Oregon......-....-.------------ 4, 063 10. 4 34,958. | (89.6 |---| newest} 89,020 |e feed 39,0218 A | Arkansas.......-..-------.-------|---------2--ee|-ee----eee- eee 122, 555 10.9 1,004,029 | 89.1] 1,126,584) ° 25, 454 yy 22] 1,182,038 | Colorado. ..--.---.-..-..-2-22--2- (4) (4) 299, 543 () 4, 198, 346 (*) ()° - 0) (1) 5, 923, 210 ch Ilinois_.........-.-2.222.2-2---2- 542, 354 1.6 2, 187, 568 6.3 31, 964, 233 92.1 34, 604, 155 12, 088, 536 25.8 | . 46, 782, 691 * Indiana. -...-....--2..-.-2-2----- 102, 950 1.3 597, 660 7.4 7, 344, 792: 91.3 8, 045, 402° - 8, 897, 370. 52. 5 16, 942, 772 nw Iowa. -....-.-...-.---..---------- 450, 186 19. 0. 975, 117 41.3 036, 578 39. 7 2, 361, 881 -  §85, 676 19.9 2, 947, 857 et. ; , Kansas. ............---.---------- 70, 375 10.1 ~ 400, 605 ——s«s&7.6 225, 134. 32,3 696,114 | ~—- 1, 978, 577 74.0 2, 674, 691 Kentucky.....-...-.......-..---- 1, 346, 638 3.2 930, 604 | 2.3 39, 486, 184 | - ' 94.5}. 41,763, 426 793, 142 | 1.9 42, 556, 568 Bs Maryland ._.....-...-.......-.2-- 757, 876 52.5 |....------.---|-.----.------- 684, 852. — -4TB | 1, 442,728 fe ee 1, 442, 728 od Michigan _..................-----|--...-...-.---|--------------|----..---.. ee} eee 456,754 | 100.0} 456, 764 |... 2 fee] | 488,754 Missouri-_......-.-.-.....-.-.--- 226, 985 22. 7 68, 605 » 69 704,405 | sss 70.4 | = 990, 905 2, 278, 555 69. 5 ' 3, 273,550 =} Montana (bituminous coal) _- _._- () (!) ween eee nebean|pneeee sens enee 1, 530, 628 | (iy Op fp a (') | 2, 756, 036 A Montana, South Dakota, and a . LF oe on oe fe os . ; . : Texas (lignite)_.............._.- 291, 185 211.0 738, 667. |' 89.0 (@) | (3) : 829,852 | -* - 75,701 8.4 905, 553 bus New Mexico. __........---..-.-.- 415, 857 33. 8 440, 628 35.8 373, 575 30. 4 1, 230, 060 |. 2-...-----2-] ne eee 1, 230, 060 © North Dakota (lignite)...........| 91, 184 12. 5 119, 921 16. 5 517, 442 71.0 728, 547 1, 343, 946. 64.8 2,072,493 tt Ohio. --...-.2222222.-222-2- 2-2} 95, 288 .6 474, 301 2.9 15, 549, 061 96.5 | . 16,118,650} 4,170,903 |. 20. 6 20, 289, 553 _— Oklahoma.........-..2-2222-....-| | 6, 309 9 108, 520 15.8 572, 337 83.3 - 687,166 | ° 500,396 | | 42.1 1, 187, 562 Pennsylvania... ................- 13, 509, 560 15.1 2, 864, 907 3.2 78, 244, 807 81.7 89, 619, 274 2, 964, 839 _ 8.2 92, 584, 113 Tennessee..............----.-.--- (1) | () 462, 570 0) 4,214, 151 -(!) () () Q) 5, 185, 481. Texas (bituminous coal)...._..._- 16,259} : 100.0 |... | nee fence eee ee [ee ee ene eee ee 16, 259 | -..-..----..--] 2.22. e eee -_ 16, 259 Utah... 22.2 (1) ) 190, 332 dy. 3, 083, 764 (t) (1) ” (1) (4) 3, 284, 904 Virginia. ..........-...2..222-2-2- 106, 886 8 045, 211 7.0} 12, 478, 877  . 92.2 13, 580, 974 |..--...---.---]-----.-- nese 13, 530, 974 washington. -..------------------ 0) (4) 692, 008 (‘) . 708, 399 ~ @ ft 2 Gd). (‘) Q - _1, 690, 442 West Virginia....................| 4, 806, 405 4.4. 957, 271 -9 | 102,005,341 | . 94.7 | 207, 769,017 502, 917 5 108, 361, 934 Wyoming... .......2.2. 02.0222 8.- 936, 298 18.0 135, 518 |. - . 261. 4,123,246. 79.4.1] ~. 5, 195, 062 178,227 | 3.3 _ 6, 373, 289 
Total__..................-..] 226, 260, 098 27.4| 16,903,260; - 4.7 | 2313, 969, 394 387.9 | 357, 132,742 | 37, 722, 583 |. —-9<.6 | 304, 855, 325- 

1 Not shown separately to avoid disclosure of individual operations. . . . i * Small quantity of lignite “Cut by. machines” in Montana included in figures for ‘Mined by hand.” mo - A ae



TABLE 23.—Biluminous coal and lignite mined by different methods in the United States in 1940, by States 

. . From underground workings From strip pits 

_Mined by hand Shot off the solid . Cut by machines. : a ' ~ 4 Grand total - 
| State $$ | mtg : P tof Production | 
se eo, So at WYe ercent of ~ net tons) | 

Percent ~~» “1 Percent A Percent underground Net tons -| ‘grand total: 
Net tons of total Net tons — of total Net tons ' of total ue . me - 

underground underground oo | underground . Co . e | 

Alabama. ..............----...-.- 1, 359, 422 8.9 2, 168, 327 14.2 11, 720,773 |. 76.9 15, 248, 522 | -. 75, 641 |- 0. 5. 15, 324,163 tg 
Alaska... .....-...-------.--.-----]o0-- 0-2 a] eee eee eee 173, 844. 100.0 |---..-.---2---| 2-2 eee] «178, 844] eee ed 173, 844 ae 
Arizona, Idaho, and Oregon... ...- 14, 858 87.9 2, 044 12.1 | 2.2.2. ef eee 16,902 |... fe 16, 902 a 
Arkansas ............-.--.-..-.-.-- 24, 931 1.7 117, 032: 8.2] - 1,285, 840 7 90. 1 "1,427, 803 25, 808 - (18° 1, 453,611 
Colorado........-...-.-.---.-----| 1, 488, 641 22. 6 437, 327 | 6.6 4, 655,314 ' ° 70.8 6, 576,282 | =. 12,460 2 . 6, 588,742 
Georgia.........-.-------.-------]--------------]----e eee eee 42, 307 | 100.0 fee ete eel » 42,307 |--.--.~-------] eee eee 42, 307 oo 
Tilinois........-.-...-....--.-2--- 327, 979 -9}. 2,617, 459 7.0 34, 589, 737 92.1 | 37, 535, 175 13, 075, 255 25.8} . 50,610, 430 Indiana ._...-.......-..---------- 26, 270 .31- 849,127 | - 6.2 8, 254, 097 98.5 8,820,494 | 10,030,078. . 63.2] 18,868,572 © 
Towa. .....------.----------- eee 282, 315 11.3 1, 212, 723 48. 4 1, 010, 227 | 40.3 2, 505, 265 725, 982 22. § 3, 231, 177 q 
"Kansas........---.--------------- 61, 128 7.4 441, 302 53. 6 320, 818 <<: 38.0 823, 248 2, 755, 704 |. : 77.0 3, 578, 952 Kentucky .-.----.---------------- 1, 936, 171 4.0 848, 639 1.8 45, 493, 619 94.2 48, 278, 429 862, 475 1.8. 49,140,904 6 - 
Maryland.............-.-.---.--- 803, 929 63.5 |-..-----------|--------4----- 699, 504 . 46.56 1, 503, 433 |...-..---.----).2------ elle 1,503,433 CG © 
‘Michigan......-.-----------------| 2-222 enen enn] ee eee eee] ene eee eee eel ene eee eee eee ee 410, 169 ~~: 100.0 © 410,169 | 2.22 ef eed 410,169 > 
Missouri. _......-..----.---.----- 250, 143 22. 4 82, 698 7.4 783, 054 90.25 1, 115, 895 1, 980, 846 64.0; 3,096,741 tt 
Montana (bituminous coal) - - _..- 9, 713 .6 57, 589 | 3.4 1, 624, 702 oe 4 96.0 1, 692, 004 1, 126, 932 40.0 |. 2, 818, 936° 
Montana and Texas (lignite) !...- 53, 622 8.8]: 2643, 180 89.1 12, 964 - 21] °.. 609, 766 - 44,916 | 6.9. 654, 682 B New Mexico. ......--.-...------- 568, 982 51.2 184; 734] . 16.6 856,800 |. 32.2] 1,110,615 |. 2.- feet 10,615 | 
North Dakota (lignite) !.........- 111, 044 13. 6 |: 2 144, 392. 17.8 557,408 | . 68. 6 812, 844 1, 405, 590 63.:4, 2,218,484 © 
Ohio... 2222222 . 164, 195 9]: 214, 013 1.2 17, 345, 747 © O79 17,:723, 955 5, 047, 597 |- 22,2 22, 771, 552 
Oklahoma...........--.-----.---- 1, 004 . ‘1 ~ -: 195, 182. 19.1 * 828, 154 -- 80.8 1,024, 340 |... . 621, 641 | . 37.8 1, 645, 981 r 
Pennsylvania.-...-.......-....... 14, 425, 666 12.8 5, 084, 556 4.5 92, 862, 615 _ $2.7] 112, 372, 837 4, 230, 162 3.6: 116, 602, 999 oO) 
South Dakota (lignite) !........_- 2 4,283 100.0 }--.....-------| 2-02 ---e eeeeee| ele 4, 283 61, 802 | 93. 5 66, 085 2 
Tennessee......--.-.-------2--2-- 502, 422 9.91: - 619,667 10.3 4,794,713 |. =: 79. 8 6, 006, 802 1, 654 (3) 6; 008,456 
Texas (bituminous coal) ......-..- 13, 537 95.8 |.....---------}..2-2- 228k ~ 600 . 4.2 14, 187 |..-22-- | eel] -14,187 
Utah. .....22- 02 50, 727 1,4 143, 225 4.0] . 3,381,684 ].0--. 946. 3, 575, 586 |...-...-------|...-.-.--...<.]| 3, 576, 686 = 
Virginia.....-.-.....-2...--2.- 2. 40, 889 .3. 1, 180, 051 | 7.7, 14,120, 735. |. 92.0 15, 341, 675 6, 400 (3) -- 15,348,075 
Weshington -------2-2-2-220007- 217, 797 13.3 647, 920 39.7) .. . 768,675 |- . 47.0 1, 634, 392 15, 960 oe. > LO 1, 650, 352 — 
West Virginia. ........-.-22.-2--- 5, 960, 335 | — 4.8 528, 205 -4] 119,075,408 |... . 94.81 1265,-564, 038 873, 583 "60 | 126, 437, 621. | | Wyoming................--...---| 1,091, 971 19.4 264, 370 | 4.7 4,273,781 | 75.9 5, 630,122 |. 177, 920 3.1 5, 808, 042 

Total..........-....-..-...-| 2 29,876, 974 7.2 | 218, 499, 913 4.4] 360, 227, 277. 88.4] 417, 604, 164 43, 167, 336 9. 4 460, 771, 500 
eee ec 

1 Lignite figures compiled by Bureau of Mines. : 
? Includes some coal published by Bureau of Mines as ‘not specified.” | 
’ Less than 0,05 percent, . co Oe a 

poi



TaBLe 24.—Number of coal-cutting machines in bituminous coal and lignite mines, average output per machine, and percent of total product 9 | 
of underground mines cut by machines in the United States, 1939-40, by States . bh 

1939 me oe oo 1940 ons — a 

Number of coal-cutting machines in use | oe Percent | Numbet of cor ee machines - Percent . , 
State | SCA erage | product of | CA erage | product of | 

output.per}° under. | —. doo. Oo {output per| under-. - . 
Track-mounted Other types. machine |. ground | = | i: ‘machine ground : 

| pty =| (net tons): mines cut | permissiblel’. Other Total | (net tons) mines cut : 

Permissible; Other |Permissible} Other “= 1 machines | % oe a machines 

Alabama................-..- 33 4 100 208 435 19, 684 TL4 | 220}... - 279}. 499 23, 489 76.9 : 
Arkansas...........-.-.----- 2 6 95 - 63 166 6, 048 — . BRD OB | 50. 143 |. 8, 992 ~ 90.1 
Colorado........------------ 45 40 133 229 447 9,392 |. (1) 2299} 208 | «487 10, 683 70.8 «2 
Illinois. ..............-----.- 59 133 225 604 1,021 31,307 - gary. 238 |. ss: 678 911 37,969) © 92.1 
Indiana........-.-.--------- 32 16 94 — 110 252 29,146); 8.3] © W2)— - 180) ~~ 242 34,108 | . 93. 5 ™| a oe 
Towa......--.-----2-------- 6 17 52 «28 103 | ' 9,093 J. 39.7) 417. | 82: 93 10,863} 40.3. a 
Kansas._...-...-.-.-.-.----- 9 j-..--.-.---- Il 24 44 |. 5, 117-4 $2.3 |. - 29°] 14]: °., 48 7, 461 39.0 wd 
Kentucky..-.......--------- 125 198 368 | . 773 1, 464 26,971 | O45]. 394.) © 1,097 | 1,491} ~~ 30,512 04.2. 
Maryland..........-..-.--.- 3 6 28 17 54 12, 682 | 47.5). - 254. 17 | 42) = 16, 655 ~ 46.5 > 
Michigan............---..-- 22 |-.-..------- 8 38 §3:|.. ° 8,618 |. . 100.0 | ATs. 2 43 9, 539 - 100.0: wy 
Missouri._......-....-------- 1 |.-.-2-.----- 63 27 91 7, 741 70.4) 5 +) 33+ 84 9,.322 %W.2 wo 
Montana: oe ms po. See, oD . © 

Bituminous coal. ....--. 7 4 4 52 67 22,844} (ty co 17 | 47}. —-. 64] ~~ 25,386 —s 96.0. © 
Lignite...............---|.-.---------|..2-.------- 1 |........2... 1 [.-.---2----- (2) 8 8). 8 f° 8): (3) Qg) .. RR 

New Mexico. ......------.-- 4 8 14 35 61 6, 124 | 30. 4 26)... 33 . 59 ~ 6, 049 32.20 = 
North Dakota (lignite) .-....|.-..--.--.-.-|----..------ 13 8 21 24, 640 7 71.0);° 0. 313; 37) ~ = 320 328,519 | 266.5 ~ . 
Ohio.__..-...-.-----.------- 38 60 158 562 818 19, 009°}. 96.5 | - 264. . §53 -- 817 21, 931. 97.9 co 
Oklahoma........-.--.------ 13 4 51. 30 98 5, 840 | - 83.3 | © ~—bO 8S 85 | 9, 743 |. -80. 8 aS 
Pennsylvania............-.- 313 92 1, 642 | 1, 280 3, 327 22,015 | “8L7{. > 2,082). . 1,069) = = 3,161 | 29,378 | 82.7 = . 
Tennessee_...........-.-.--- 14 2 56} = 106 178 23,675 |. (> \ 52 ~ 43h > 183 26,201; 78 © 
Texas (bituminous coal) ....|.-.------.--|------------|---- 2-2 | eee eee ene nee en nnn [nee ene en [ee cee eee eee Soe Ppp 600 . 4.2 
Utah......... 22. nee 33 1 44 44 122 25, 277 | (4) 80 44) 124 27, 271 94. 6 
Virginia_.........-...------- 64 30 72 136 - - 302- 41,321 | ©. 92.2 TT 224). 295 47, 867 92. 0, ee 
Washington..........-.-.--- 1 |....--2----- 43 6 50 14,168) = 43 | 6 49 15, 687 47.0 
West Virginia....-.-.-...-.- 311 339 460 1, 652 .' 2,762 36,982 | 94.7 - . 817 1,953]. 2, 770 - 42,988 04.8 , 
Wyoming..........-.-....-- 1 4 43 242 280 14,218 | 79.4 42. 252 | 294 | 14, 537 |. 75.9 

Total. .........-.--.-. 1, 136 964 3, 778 6, 349 12, 227 25,678.| 787.9} = 5,017 6, 933 | 11, 950 30, 898 | 88.4 " 

1 Not shown separately to avoid disclosure of individual operations. .-- . SS . . ae oo . 
? Small quantity of lignite ‘cut by machines” in Montana excluded. . . I 
3 Montana lignite included with North Dakota lignite. . Oo |



| STRIPPING OPERATIONS a | - 

TABLE 25.—Stripping operations of all types in the bituminous coal and lignite fields of the United States in 1989, by States 
: | | . and counties . wo! 

Returns for mines that recover coal both by stripping and by underground operations do not permit separating nuinber of men engaged in stripping from those engaged in other © | 
work. For this reason, figures for men employed represent all persons working at such mines, including those underground. Total tons produced by both methods at these same - | 
mines are also shown) - . ee - 7 - | . 

. . . oO _. | Average number of wage earners _ | Number of |. - 
Number of power Coal produced (net * and working proprietors on | Aver- -man-shifts | — 

_ shovels ! tons) -. |. aetive days (excluding shut- | “ worked bY | pong of - : 
| a _-» |. down periods) ce ten: | wageearn-| Sos 

Num- _ : _ “he | _| | ers and Dro-. | 
State and t ber of | _ } a a ber of working dees on oly | 
tate and county : strip | - rn Surface © of proprietors | .SCt've rt 

. oe pits | 7 ey S -  - | days: | on active days per : ce 

| | steam | Elee- | All | Mined by | Totalat |Under-|— || ota | mimes | days(ex- | Man — 
| steam | ‘tric | others | stripping |same mines|ground|,. 3! ay | | were | ‘cluding 8 | 

oe "| In strip; All | active shut-down: . . 

Alabama: Bibb, Blount, Marion, Tuscaloosa, and | eo a | ef Ph qo | of. oR 

Walker..__....-.--.-...------------ 2 eee ee eee 6 3 |.-.-.--- 4 61, 611 | 61,611 |...-..-- 90 | 35 - 125 105 13, 103 4.70 a 
Arkansas: Franklin and Sebastian. ...-...........--- 6 4 J.-2.2--.! 1 25, 454 46,903 | 52 45; 21]. 18] 116. 13, 636 |. 3.44 6 

Illinois: fp - oy, Jd - oe foo e. a 
Adams, Grundy, Henry, Jackson, Knox, Liv- | 7 aE oy Poop . o 

ingston, Peoria, Randolph, Scott, and Will..... 12 1{ 22 15 | 3,925, 780 |. 3,925,780 |........; 583 |. 374 957 | 262 250, 507. 15.670 > 
Fulton... .--..-.--------+--- 22-22-2222 nee e een] 8 2 20, 3 | 3,258,708 | 3, 258, 708 |.....---. 267 | 356] 623 233} 144,911 22,45 ts 

La Salle.......----------------- 22 e nee e ree eee e eee 7 ly; UL 7 178, 876 178,876 |......--| 82. 39 | 121 187 | 22, 675. 7. 67 pe, . 

POITY ....--------- =e 22 on nn een ene nn nena nnn 5 3; #1 4} 2,343,305 | 2,343,305 j.....-..| 423) 142 565 | 248 140, 153 | 16. 72 ne . 
St. Clair.....-.-.-- 22 eee ne nee nee eee 4 |...---.- 4 10 | 805, 989 805,989 {........| 116 50 166 | 218 36, 184 | 22. 27 cS . 
Saline. ..-----------ee ncn nenneenecnceeeneeenneep ae 3 |......- 2) 2 742,388 | 742,388 |......... 100] 44] 144} 246 35,441/ 2095 © | 
Vermilion .....---.-- 2-2 een eee nee ween ene 5 1 2 3 154, 472. 154, 472 |.2.....-]. 40 | 31 71 103 7, 318 ~ 2111 | 
Williamson... ..-.......------- 0-22-22 een nn nee eee 7 - 2] 2 . 7 7 . 689, 018 689, 018 anecenee] 5150 | = 65 215. 171 _, 36, 733. 18.76 a 

Total Illinois.........--2-----------e-eneenen eee 51 10 66 | 51 | 12,088, 636 | 12, 088, 536"|........| 1,761 | 1,101 | 2,862] 235] 673,922| 17.94 & ee 

Indiana: at eb ee re P Des yee 
Clay .-------2-ee nec ee ence ne cen ee ceen en cneececcees 28 5, 45 | 1,230,840 | 1,230,840 ]........| 503] 162] 665] 192] 127,980] ~ 9/62 oo 
Daviess, Knox, Owen, Parke, Spencer, and Ver- . —- fo od. de wo fo ne 

million... 2222-22-22 ee nen nen ee wee ee ene 9 2 2 15 | 482,689 482, 689 |...-.---| 150. 65 215} «© 169 | «© 34,201 14:08 - 
Fountain... 2.22 ee ene een e eee ee 7 1 |.....-.- 9 18,872} 18,872 /........] 61] ‘13 64} 86 | CB, 150 - 3.07 
Greene. _..-- 2-2 een ew nn ene een eee ee 16 5 |° 6} ~— 141]. 1,528,665 | 1,523,665 |...-2-.-] - 308 | © 235 633]  - 184 116, 669 13. 06 
Pike... oe nn en en ee eee ee ence il 6 ~ 14) ° °° 9] 3,173,940 | 3,178,940 |... 2.| 454 | 388 839 | = 215 180, 136 | 17.62. 
Sullivan....-........------------- 2-2 eee eee eee ee 7 6 2 7 547, 441 647,441 |-..-222-)) 185 | «82 237 173 ' 40, 893 - 13.39 ss 
6 a ee 5}. 2 4 5 |. 905,854 |. 905,854 |......-.- 207. 109 316 | . 282. . 78, 456 12. 33. 
Warrick......-.----- 2-0 on ween ene enw een eee 5 |--------] 5 10 | 1,014,069 | 1,014,069 |..--.-.. 222 | 129 351 | 195] 68, 426 _ 14.82 0D 

Total Indiana..........------------------------ 88 27.| 44] | 112] 8,897,370 | 8,807,370 |..-.....|. 2,140 |. 1,180 | 3,320 | 105. 647,900} = 13.73 P 

1 Number of power shovels shown represents equipment in use or available for use as of Jan. 1, 1940. | | a 7 .



Taste 25.—Stripping operations of all types in the bituminous coal and lignite fields of the.United States in 1989, by States xe 
—. . and counties—Continued bce ces el he ne ee | 1 

: ce oes Average number of wage earners , “| Number of oo | 
. Number of power | Coal produced (net . and ‘working proprietors on | Aver- | man-shifts|; - 

. §Shovelgst “-" toms) J active days (excluding shut- | ‘age worked bY | rons of 
Oo ss “down periods) num- | Va8eearn-| coal pro- 

|) Re J ert | 28 ad | toed on 
State and county atrip fo: a Pe | - Surface’ | | ga , proprietors aye - | 

pits 1 aa : ee | oA. On active — : 
| Steam | Elee- | All | Mined by | Totaiat |Under-; = =| 9) ° Total | mines days (ex- Shift 

trie | others | stripping |same mines] ground: In strip An | ative | cluding Boe, 
- . en op, pits. | others Ce 4 Shut-down | = = 

Iowa: | OP oe Se i ee ee eee a : ee z 
Davis, Greene, Jasper, Monroe, Polk, Van Buren, . fe fs me a wo oe a . 
Warren, and Webster.................-...----- 1L 1 2 6| . 70,381} | 70,331 ]........1 68 2 | (9 130} “12, 510. 5.62 > 

Mahaska. ...........---------------s-neesee enone 11 2) oL. 6 | 227,874. | | 227,874 ].-...-.-] 135 | 6°49] «9184 | = 162 | 29,744 7.66 
Marion... .--.----- 2-2-2222. ene nee ee eee eee ee 9 |.--.-.--|----.22- 18 215,023 215,023 |..-.----[ 9B |. 19. “114 | 215 24, 496 8. 78 

~  Wapello_........2 2 ee eee ee eee 3 |......--]-------- 7 | ° 72,448: 72,448 |......--] 24: 12; 36° 198 7,184) 10.16 44 

. Total Iowa. .-.-2.02-- eee eee eee 34 383i 68] | 647] 585, 676 585,676 |.-.....-| | 322.) -108:| 430] 172) 73,884) ~~ 7.93 a 

Kansas: Q Se Pe Po ap Pa op . be 
Bourbon .......2. 222.222 e nee eee ee eee eee 4 5 2|-------; 147, 749° 147, 749 |.....2-- 0) 16 86 173 14, 838 9.9 © - 
Cherokee. -....-.-. 2-22-2202 2 eee ee eee ene ee 7 3 2; . 4 694,555 | 504; 555 j_..2..---|. 122]... 88 205}. 257 | . 52,739; ..11.27) .& 
Crawford _._-_...-.--------- een en eee ene eee ee 15 9 13 3.| 1,222,726 | 1,222,725 |.......-| 307 | 204: 611: 163 | .. . 83,490 14. 65 i 
Labette and Linn. ..........-2-222.0-22.2--2-e ee 3 2 }........ 1 8, 137. 8,187 |... ef ee Of 8 13: 166; 2,161 3.77 = 
Osage... 2 - 2-22 - ene eee e een eeee ene eeeee| 4j......--] 1 6, 411 6,441 [op dy 20}: . 115 2,209 2. 35 — 

. _, Total Kansas............-..--.----------------- 33 23{ 817 9 | 1,978, 577:| 1,978, 877 1000.02.21 628 |. | 310: 835.| :.186 | °° 156,527] <. 12.72 - 
Kentucky: Christian, Clay, Hopkins, and Whitley. 5 a | 2 4: 793, 142° 809, 899 : 16° 93 |. 50 159:| -.. 107). 81,320 |. 25.86 a 

Barton... 22 2.2222 ee ne eee ene ee eee eee 8 § 2 4 118,833 | 118,833 ].......-|. 81] 20. 110 |. 150) — 16,530]... | 7.19 
Bates... .. 222222222 eee nen e ee eee eee eee neee-nee-] iB 5 l 2 580,515 |. 580,515 |---2-2.-| N38]. 5B 168} - 201 (33, 767 | 17.19 
Boone._... 222-2 e ee eee ee eee eee ween 3 SS ree 2 9,767) 9, 767 :).-c eee] | OL BY 8 | 07 | 2, 778 3. 52 
Callaway_....-.-._-.-..-------- 2-2-2 eee eee 3 >. en 3 130, 690 |" 130,690 }.----2.-) °° 8B ae 88 272). 15,795 8. 27 | 
Chariton, Clark, Dade, Howard, Jasper, Johnson, . —_ - as ce a a 

Lincoln, Macon, Monroe, Morgan, Randolph, : a . yoo a a Sp 
and Warren........2.2.-2--20. 22-020 -oe eee eee 15 4 3 7 754,986 | 754,986 |.......- 218 65 283 | 210 - 59, 533 12. 68 

Henry... ..22 22-200. 0 2 een e nee eee eee eee nee 9 8; 6] 1} 635,400] | 635,400 ).-....... 148] . 107] 255 | 222] 56,622] . 11.22 
Vernon..... 2-222 eee eee eee eee c eee eee eee] OOTY 5 ]--.:----f 3] 43,385 7° 48,358 [L222 ect. 55} 14 | 68 |. 101 6,987 [° 6 ak 

Total Missouri.............-.-..2-.5.-2-----2--- 51 30 12 22 | 2,273,555 | 2,273,555 j.......-| 672. 207 -969 198 192, 009 11.84. 
Montana, South Dakota, and Texas: Lignite......... 7 4f.-.----.) °° 2] = 76,701 | 75,701 |.......-] © 32] - > 2 52 150 - 7,769 9. 74 
North Dakota: Lignite.........-.----.22-...----.--0: 30° Ty]. 8] 16] 1,348,046 | 1,345,873 |... 5 | 305] ..186:].-406-] 217 |. 107, 581. | 12. 52 

. \



Ohio: 
Belmont, Hocking, Holmes, Muskingum, Perry, : | | | 

and Portage......-.----.----------------------- 10 2 lt 328, 066 328, 066 |_....--- 82 38 120 223 26, 731 12.27 | 
Carroll.:......-------ceecceeccocecececcceeeeeeeeeed] °° TL Gf OB 155,023 | -173, 620 MW} - 8} 191° 107} 25] ~ 21,917 7.92 : - 

: Columbiena.s 00.00] oat @ IIIT] ag |. 433,507] 436,100 | 2] 92] 80] naa] -240-] 0,745 | 14.6 
Coshocton. .-. /--.---------- 2-2-2 20-2 eee cece renee 3 2 j--------] 4 25,246) © 43005) - at at 9 41]. 233 9. 572 450 
Harrison ......-..-------------- ee een eee eee ene 4 5}; 1 4; 637,861} 637,861 |..-..... 81 83 164 |. 218 35, 831 . 17.80 . 
Jackson... .--.--------- 2 oa en er ee eee ee en eee- 3: 5 |.-.----- 2 48, 127 48,127.) ....... 27 6 | 33. 117_ 3, 864 12.46 
Jefferson. ...----------- eee ene ee ee ee ee eee 12 |. 7 I. 6 ll 1, 401, 596 1, 401, 596 |... LL. 297 — 158 455. 177 | 80, 326 | 17, 45: 
Mahoning...-.-.-.--------4----- eee ee ee eee eee ee 6 | 6 2 7]. 362,176} 362,176 j..2._-.. 93 {| 17) | 110. 209 - 22,046. | 15, 78 
Stark._..---.--------------- eee ee ee eee ee eee 10 1 |...-.-.- 22 443, 704 — 445, 255 2 131 2 ~ 160 245 39,162; . 11.37 
Tuscarawas ....---------- 2 ee nee nee eee ne 13 4 1 OE - 271, 937. 274,611 | 6] © 101 BLT. 188 | 280] - 31, 678 8. 67 ; 
Vinton. ...2.---------- 2-2-2 2 e ene eee eee 6 2 4 63,570} 63,870 |....----.| 47] 8| 55} 179 9; 843 6.46 | | 

-  Potal Ohio. .....-...--------- 222-22 - eee eee eee ee 95. 42; 1]. 98] 4,170,908] 4,214,176] 31] 1,050]: 426{| 1,507} ~© 207| 311,615 13.52 

Oklahoma: , ” nn ae og 
- Craig....-..-.------.----------2----- eee eee 3 |...----- 1 4 8, 288 | 8, 288 |....--.- 14 | | 4; 18 181 3, 253 2. 55 rt 
Haskell, Muskogee, Okmulgee, Rogers, Sequoyah, | a - pe OT. pL eee | = 

Tulsa, and Wagoner......---------------------- nH} oo 3{ . 3) 492,108 | © 492,108 |......--} 130) 97] 227] 9 ail 47,871 | 10.28: S oe 

Total Oklahoma. .-........---.-----------------[ 4; il 4 7 500, 396° 500, 396 |......-.| 144] 101 245 | 200 51, 124 9. 79 5 

Pennsylvania: | ; en \ : ef oo . 9 | 

Allegheny ....--------..:-----4-=------2------+-0- 15 6 |...---.- 15 378, 467 379, 019: 8 185} —s_- BO: 243 113 27,485 | 13. 82 ca. 

Armstrong, Cameron, Elk, and Lycoming... -..-- 5 |... -..-. 1/. 3 49,299] 49,200 |..._.... 26 430 39 |° 118 4, 595 10.73 @ 
Beaver ........---------------- n-ne ene eee eee 9 2 |...----- 28 | 586, 181 586, 181 |....-... 156} . 91 247 243 59, 041 9. 73 
Butler, Crawford, Lawrence, Mercer, and Ve- |. an Co 
MANO. ..---.----- wenn ee eee ene eee 7 1 1 12 140, 252 149, 488 57 741 46 177 | 101 17, 948 | 8.33 

Clarion ........-----------s-ee ee nee nec e eee e een e eee 5 2 ].----ee- 12 265, 328 268, 071 | 5 72{ 18] £951 195] 18,496 14.49 fe 
Clearfield ___.......-.---.--------- 2-2 ee eee nee 9 7 fi-------} 6 122,729} 156,404 52 110; . 321° 194 163 31, 679 4.94 : 
Fayette. ....---------e-000-rrrerrrsrt er «16 9 j----.--- ll 469, 556 482, 083 39 280 | 53 | 372 140 52, 087 9, 26 
Jefferson... --.-.------- ee ee ee eee nee er eee 4 2 j..------] 4 60, 060 65, 352 14 36]. 10 60°} © 117 | 7, 038 9. 29 B 
Tioga. .--------2-2--n eee e oe enone eee ne ce eee nee 4 |------.-[----.---| 1b] 49,663 61,501}. 16] 33} 16]. 65] 210]. 13,651) 451 ty 
Washington .....-.-.-.-.-.----- 2-2-2 eee ee eee 13 5S}. 2] 18 772,961 | 1,018,778 | 223 209 102 5384 | 195 104, 376 9. 76 
“Westmoreland. .....-.--.-----------------2---6--- 7 2: 3}; 8 70, 343 159, 086 91 | 38. 45| 174| 142 24, 667 6.45 i. 

Total Pennsylvania... ........--...-.----------- 94 36 7] 128 | 2,964,839 | 3, 375, 262 605 | 1,219] 476] 2,200 165} 361, 913 9. 33 5 
SSeS SSS ——————SSSSE__E_ES=S=E—_ ——— —_——— —————oe eee ———— eee p=} / 

West Virginia: . -_ or : 3 

Brooke. _....------------- een ee een nn nce e eee eee--| 6 J-------- 1. Al -831, 374 | | 331,374 |..-...--| © 184] © 53 237 120 28, 453 11.65 & 
Hancock and Preston.....--.-.---.-.------------- (B ]-------]--e-----f 7 | 261,543 | 261, 543 [2-2 8} 18 103 | 209. 21, 486 12.17 

Total West Virginia.........-..------.--------- 8 fee. 1]: 18] = 592,917 592,917 |.---.--- 269 71 340; 147 49,9389 | 11.87 

Wyoming: 
} ) 7 

Campbell, Carbon, and Sheridan.........-...---- 4 2 3 1 164,662}. 174,971 8 41 12 61 228 18,801 | 12.60 - . 
Converse... .------------- 0-2-2 nn eee eee nee ene 3 A ]--.--2e- fee ee f° 18, 565 | 18, 865 | ----- 12 3]. 16 170 2, 544 6.33 

Total Wyoming.......-.--------------+----+--- 7 3 3 1 178, 227 188, 536 8; 8]: 15 76 216 16, 435 11. 47 

Other States ?.......------------- 2-2-0 ee eee eee eee 7 2] 6 4] 1,191,733 | 1,222, 543 28 71 40 139. 220 30, 611 40. 07 

Tota) United States.......-.------22-eceensecannaanes 687 206 184 524 | 87,722, 583 | 38,257,581 | 645 | 8,701 | 4,487 | 18,878 197 | 2,788, 228 13, 97 Qe 

1 Number of power shovels shown represents equipment in use or available for use as of Jan. 1, 1940. * Colorado, Montane (bituminous), Tennessee, Utah, and Washington.



TABLE 26.—Stripping operations of all types in the bituminous coal and lignite fields of the United States in 1940, by States and counties 4 

{Returns for mines that recover coal both by stripping and by underground operations do not permit separating number of men engaged in stripping from those engaged in other work. QO 
. For his ror figures for men employed represent all persons working at such mines, including those underground: Total tons produced by both methods at these same mines 

are also shown + pO - - 

Number of power _ Coal produced Average number of Aver: . | 
~ shovels (net tons) employees age | 

NW nn NUM | NT mer of Average 

State and county ber of | - . OT Surface ber of | man-days | tOnS per | strip | . days worked | ™2&8n ber 
Pits | steam |Electric All | Mined by | Total at | Under-|———7———— Total | Mines day 

others | stripping | same mines} ground In strip} All were 

. | pits | others active oo toa 

Alabama: Bibb, Blount, Jefferson, Marion, and oe 7 z 
Walker_....-..---.------ 22} ee een een eee eee 7 7 1 3 75, 641 ' 81, 641 31 94 50 175 | 104 18, 212 4,48 ig 

Arkansas: Franklin and Sebastian..................-- 4 | 2 ji. 2..2- feel 25, 808 25, 808 |..-...-- 58 10 68 171} «11, 659 2, 21 > 

Illinois: | TR . 
Adams, Crawford, Edgar, Grundy, Hancock, . 

Henry, Jackson, Knox, Livingston, Mce- _ - | - OS : mdf 
Donough, Peoria, Randolph, Schuyler, Scott, Se) a 
and Will... ....2------ eee eee 21 joe ee. 20 22} 3.933,224 | 3,933, 224 |......-- 630 498 | 1,128- 229 258, 303 15. 23 >. 

Fulton... 2-2-2 2 ee eee 8 |. ....- 20 6 | 3,575,553 | 3, 575, 553 |....-.-- 268 438 706 222 156, 473 | 22. 85 a 
La Salle... 222-2. e- or 2 9 207, 739 207, 739 |.......- 88 | 53 | 141 180 25, 439 8.17 
Perry... 2-2 ee eee we eee ee eee eee 4 2 13 ‘4 | 2,676,461 | 2,676,461 |..-...-- 365 277 642 | =. 228 143, 277 18.68 ©O 
St. Clair........2..0.2..02222 20-2 eee ee eee ene 3 |...----- 5 9 | 892, 346 892, 346 |.....--- 108 - 66 174; 218 37, 881 23: 56 o 
Saline. .....--.--2- 22.22 eee ee ee cence eee ence cee 4}... 5| 4] 1,333,420 | 1,333,420 |-......-| 160 98 | 258] 263 67, 948 | 19.62 FA | 
Vermilion... 22... ee ee eee ee ee ee eee ee 4 |......--}-------- 6 218, 526 218, 526 |_.--.--.- 41}. 32 73 125 - 9, 142 23.90 — : 
Williamson .........-.-.2-00002-- 20-22 - enn wenn eee 3 2 5 237, 986 237,986 |.......- 69 40 109 147 16, 072 14, 81 pes 

Total [Winois........22.2.2.2--2 022 eee eee 54 3 65 65 | 13, 075, 255 | 13,075, 255 |..-.-.--| 1,729 1,502 | 3,231 221 714,535 |  =—s_-:18. 30 He 
——eoe Ooo eT Ob —E—TETEET to _——=Ee=Se=EeET—™TE—TeeS TS OE—e———eoooeeeeoT E—=—=—=EET _—_———eeT  E—E—=—E=EEo_E—E—E=E=ESeT OE —=—E———S o _———e—————e OE junk 

Indiana: a oS | 
Clay... 2 ee eee een en ene eee nee 31 3 6 46 | 1,275,038 | 1, 275,088 |_......- 414 255 669 172 115, 062 11. 08 . 
Daviess, Knox, Parke, and Spencer..........-..-- 6 2 2 7 289, 138 289, 138 j|_.......- . 67 59 126; . 180 22, 741 12. 71 
Fountain._.........2.-.2-22 wee eee ee eee eee § |... .e] eee... 6 52, 757 52, 757 |....-.-- - 25 Wj} = 43 132 . 5, 667 9. 31 
Greene.......--.---- 2 eee 9 5 9 ~ $81 1,569,338 } 1,569,338 }-.......| 222 282 604} 200; - 101,000 15. 54 : 
0) () | 3 [.-------|-------- 5 25, 981 30, 992 «6B 24 18 47 61 | 2, 879 10.76 
Pike... 0-22 ee ee eee eee eee ee 15 6 13 17 | 3,495, 567 | 3,495,567 |........| 449 466 915 208 |. 189, 924 18. 41 
Sullivan. ._...- 02.2 ee eee eee - 8 2 3 11 484, 227 484, 227 |....-..- ' 100 106 206 153 31,504 15. 37 
Vermillion...... 2.20.22. 20 0.222 eee eee ee ee ee 2 3 224, 961 224, 961. |....---- 57 42 99 169. 16, 699 13. 47 
Vig0... nee ee eee eee 6 2 4 6 | 1,283,842 | 1,283,842 |.__..... 116 248 “364 212 77, 074 16. 66 
Warrick ......--...22. 222 e ee ee eee eee ee 9 1 7 12 | 1,338,229 | 1,338. 229 |...._..- 277 140 417 164 68, 506 19.53 

Total Indiana.........2...-.---- 2-2-2 e eee n ee 96 21 46 121 | 10,039, 078 | 10,044,089 | - 5 | 1,751 | 1,684] 3,390 186 | 631, 056 15. 92



Iowa: , a = 
Davis, Greene. J asper, Monroe, Polk, Van Buren, | — | | | . . 
Warren, and Webster. .............------------ 14 f__2--2 2} 2 13 79, 008 79,008 |.......- 85 41 126 104 13,1389} = 6. OL 
Mahaska........-..--.-2--- eee eee eee eee he on 2. 19 315, 159 315, 159. |_-.- 222. 159 — 63 1 - 222 180 39, 870 7. 90 
Marion.......-2- 22 ee ee eee eee 13 jo... eel} elle 21 252, 095 | 252, 095 |......_- 97 39 136 228 ’ 30, 976 8.14 
Wapello......--.--..-020 eee eee eee ene eee 4 jee ede 8 79, 650 79, 650 |..2 2228 29 21 50° 192 9, 612 8. 29. . 

Total Iowa........--.--2-22- eee ee eee nen ee 44 |. ee 4) 0 61 | 725, 912 725, 912 |... 370 164 | 634 175 93, 597 - 7.76 

Kansas: a - - ° To 
Bourbon... ..-----2-- 22. eee eee eee | 4 3 2 1 | 153, 234 153, 234 |... 22. 37 | 3l 68 192 |. 13,024 - 11.77 
Cherokee....-..-.--- 2-0 ee eee eee 5 3 4 2; - 499,213 ° 499, 213 {..._..-: 62; 142 204 165 33, 636 14. 84 
Crawford .......---.20--02- 2-2 eee eee eee eee 17 14 | 15 || 3 | 1,381,995 | 1,381,995 |......2- 290 264 554} 168] 92, 805 14. 89 
Labette......--.--0 2 - ee eee ee eee eee 4 2 |.....--- 2° 16, 413 16, 413 {....-..- 18 3 21 156 3, 284 5. 00 - CS . 
Linn and Osage...........-.2--2 2 eee eee eee § 3 2 3 704, 849 704, 849 |.......- 67 76 143 239 34, 108 20. 67 Ss : 

. Total KRansas..........20-.202--- eee ee eee eee 35 25 26 ll 2, 755, 704.| 2, 755, 704 |... -2-.-|. 474 | 516 990 179 176, 857 15. 58 a - 

Kentucky: ; a Co oo . = 
Christian and Hopkins................-2..-.2----}: 4 2 4 4 850, 187 | 857, 764 - 7 79 84 170 177 30, 145 28. 45 p . 
Laurel and Whitley...........--.--.---.....-.-.- 3 2 |. eee 1 12, 288 12, 288 |.-.--.--| 21 I: 15 36 99 _ 8, 576 3. 44: oO 

Total Kentucky ......-..-.--------------------- 7. 4 | 4] 5 | 862, 475 870,052{ 7 100 99 |. 206 164 33. 721 25.80 — Gq 

Missouri: | | fem 
Barton......-...-2---- 0-2-2 ee ee ene ee eee een 8 7 2 |-..----- 182, 482 182, 482 |.....-.. 8 27 | 95 135 12, 824 14, 23 oO. 
BateS.... ..--.. 2-2. . 22 een ne eee ee eee 7 5 j..-2---ef | 100, 033 100, 033 |....---- 74 18 92 113 10, 403 - 9.62 > 
Boone, Clark, Dade, Howard, Jasper, Johnson, et 

Lafayette Lincoln, ‘Macon, Miller, Monroe, : , 
Morgan, Ralis, Randolph, and Saline..........- 18 5 —=6 13 832, 353 832,355 |-.----.-} 185 109 | 204 185 54, 326 | - 15. 32 

Callaway........-------0- 20 ene eee eee 4 3 jo... 3 150, 136 150, 186 |.....-.- 37 23 60° 267 16, 030 _ 9.37 
Hemry......--22 2-0-0 eee ene een eee eee 12 “ 7 6° 4. 653, 146 653, 146 |.._...-- 209 | 94 303 213 64, 521, 10. 12 . 
Vernon... 2. en ee eee ene eee eee 7 | 7 |...----- 2: 62, 694 62, 694 |......-- 45 ll] 56] 156 8, 728 - 718 ke 

Total Missouri.............-.--..-22-----------| 56 34) 18 28 |. 1,980,846 | 1,980,846 |........| 618| 282] 900| 185| 166.832) 187° & 
Montana and Texas: Lignite.....-...-..-....-------- 5 2 |.--.--.-]-------- 44, 916 44,916 |.-..-.-- 24 1] 26 104 | 2,599 | 17.2% 2. 

, North Dakota: Lignite..........-.-.-..-------------- 52 6 6 | 23 | 1,405,500} 1, 405, 500-)..-....- 371 | 144 515 206 105, 868 13.28 5 oo 

Ohio: . >) 
Belmont, Gallia, Hocking, Holmes, Lawrence, . 

Portage, and Wayne..........--..-------1---_- 10 1j.c..-..-| © 10 184, 160 184, 864 1 107 |. —s-28 136 161 21, 949 8, 42 . 
Carroll. ..-..-. 2-2-2 nnn en eee eee nee eee 5 2 |...---.- 8 1365, 481. 174,201 | = 27 49 14 90 276 24, 840 7.02 . 
Columbiana... .......-..--.2--0----00-- eee nee e ee 12 1. 1 24 505, 691 505, 691 |.....-..- 1146| 18 134 246 |. 33,009 15. 32 
Coshocton... ...-.....-0-------- eee wenn eee nee eeee 3 2 |--------] . 2 22, 954 46,006 | - 12 14 8 34 222 7,658 | = 6.09 | 
Harrison.._......-.------- 2-2-2. eee eee eee 5 3 2 8 720, 412 720, 412 |.------- 126 59 185 195 | 36, 013 20. 00 
Jackson - -..-. 22-222 een eee 5 1 | -..-.--- 4{ = 36, 029 36,029 |-.------| | 38 9 47 07 4, 576 7. 87 . 
Jefferson........--.--.------------ eee eee eee eee 12 5 4 18 1, 735, 643 | 1, 735, 643 |---.--.- 282 219 50L |- 199 . 99, 501 17, 44 
Mahoning.........-..--.-.------- nn eee eee e nen eee| 9 7 od 10 306, 673 306, 673 |-..--.-- lil 21 132 265 34, 965 | 8. 77 
MusKingum.........-.-2-.---2e-e nnn e eee e nee n eee! 3 2 {..e----) AL 64, 800 64,800 |.....--- 23 12 35 195 6, 819 9.50 . 
Petry . 2-2 e eee e eee eee ee eee ence eee eel 2 li 8 207,505! 207,595 |........ 40 25 | 65 225 14,601 1:14, 22 EH



TABLE 26.—Stripping operations of all types in the bituminous coal and lignite fields of the United States in 1940, by States and counties—Con. 2 

Number of power _ Coal produced | Average number of Aver: . 
shovels (net tons) ft employees — "age. a oe 

| NUD = rn rrr rn nn n=! UM | nrimber o¢| Average 
| State and county per of a a a Surface her of -Tian-days tons vet oe 

pits | steam |Flectric| AU | Mined by | Total at | Under-|———~————| 449) | mines | WorKed | “day 
| others.| stripping | same mines ground In strip All” " {| Were 

| | 7 pits | others active | 

Ohio—Continuced. . | a. —— _ S 
Stark... 22.2202. ee eee eee ewe ee 10 | 2.2 ef eee ee 28 717, 638 717, 638 |_...2-.- 143 | 79 222 | 293 65, 022 11. 04 
TUSCOrAWAS . . ee ee ene eee 21 § 2 24 - 851, 900 352, 870 i! - 139 34 174 232 40, 354 "8.74 
Vinton... 2222222222 ec eee ce econo nese eneneee ees 6  e 4 58, 621 58,621 |........| 30] 15] S4] 220 11, 868 4.94 

Total Ohio... ....-.2...----eeeee-eeeeneeeneeee-| 105 33 11} 180 | 5,047,597 | 5, 111, 138 41} 1,227] 541{ 1,809| 222{ 401,075; 1274 

Oklahoma: / a - SO t 
Coal, Haskell, Muskogee, Rogers, Sequoyah, oh 

Tulsa, and Wagoner..........--.--.--.--------- ll 10 5 4 611, 312 611, 312 |_.-....- 173 84 257 186 47, 792 12.79 
Craig... .....20.2222- 22sec eee eee ee eeceneeeeneee eee 3 1 |i... ee 3 10. 329 10, 320 |... -.. 10 4 14 172 %, 404 4.30. es | 

Total Oklahoma.........-.-.-------------------] 4 ll 5 7| 621,641 | 621, 441 [ 183 88} 271] 185 60, 198 1238 

Pennsylvania: | ~p — Te ~ pe | pe S 
Allegheny... ..........2..-0-2- 02-0 e eee ene ne eee- 20 2 er 24 515, 938 |. 516, 012 1 229 86; 316] 149 47, O17 10. 98 Oo 
Armstrong . ..-..-.----------- een eee een eee ee eee 8 203, 775 493, 401 266 77 35 378 | 212] 80,017; 6.17... be 
Beaver... 22-222 - 2 eee een ee eee cen 12 2 2 25 -604, 714 604, 714 |. .--.]. 200 71 271 214 57, 960 10.48 JT 
Butler......-..-.-2---2-220 22 e ee eee 4 fis} el 6 169, 954 169, 954 |.......-. 86 26 112 142 15, 869 10. 71 a ; 
Cambria, Cameron, Crawford, Elk, Lawrence, oo a “ 
Lycoming, McKean, Mercer, Tioga, and Ve- | . ene © 
NBNGO... 2 ee ee ee eee eee eee ne 15 5} ll... 22; - 351, 400 335, 892 23 124 «58 205| = 187 32, 245 11.04 

Center... - 2222-0 o eee eee ene eee ee eee 3 je-------| eee eee 4. 33, 002 58, 576 12 68 16 86 175 15, 012 3.90 ans 
Clarion... 200.02 e eee ee 8 j.....2. J} ee 19 491, 148 491,148 |.2..... 153 58 211 170 35, 934 13. 67 
Clearfield... ...2.0-.. 0-222 -0oeeee eeeeeeee- 13 4] o.l...e 13 222, 221 286, O71 108 155 57 320 139 44, 534 6.42 . 
Payette ----.------------20eneeeeeeneecoeeeteeee 18 § j--..-..- 18 410, 191 488, 929 147 | 248 ° 60. 455 89 40, 646 12. 03 

Jefferson... 2-2-2 ee eee 4ji-- Qf. le... 5 |. 243,402 250, 989 16 57 21 94 182 17, 091 14. 69 
. Somerset.........----2- eee eee eee eee eee 8B few ef} ee ele 5 - 18, 061 13, 061 }_....... 34) 9 43 45 ~. 1,930 6.77 

Washington._.......2.-222- 002 eee eee eee 16 |. 5 5 18 833, 588 | 1, 176, 004 247 165. 124{ 6536 (218 117, 080 . 10.04 
Westmoreland....2222200000002IIIIIIIIIT} 10 2]... 14] 187,768] 130,742} 14] 90] 0 at | 8k] 62] 9,486] 14.73 

Total Pennsylvania.................-----------] 180 29 |. 7|. 181] 4,230,162 | 5,044,403 | 834] 1,685; 662; 3,181{ 162/ 514,831 9.80 | 
South Dakota: Lignite..............22...2--22------- 8 |.....---[------.- 2{ ~ 61,802 61, 802 |.---...- 39 9 48 188 9, 028 6.85



West Virginia: coe Oe t boo of / ae 

Brooke. 2... 2 nnn wwe ewe ee ee ecw emcee om 6 j 222. } eee eel 15| 568,914; 568,914 ).......- Ti.) 648] O18 100 | 22,916] - 24.83 

Hancock, Harrison, and Preston........--.-.----- 4 | --.-----|--2----- «8 | © 304, 669 304, 669 | -....--- 55 23 83 211 |: °17, 486 17.42, 

Total West Virginia.........---.-.-------------| 10 |-----.--[--------| 28 | 878, 883 | 873, 583 |-.......) 127 71{ 198| 204| ° 40,402| 21.62 
Wyoming: Campbell, Carbon, Converse, and Sheri- oF | pe. poo. oo 

MoD nner cece ce cca nasnetetesaasesenece 5 2 2 |. 2) .. :177,920 177, 920:|...2.---] 49). 14 63 218 | =—s-:18, 758 12.93 

Other States !......-....-2.2--2---- eee eee eee 6 1] -4]::  6| “1,168,406 | 1,199,767.) = 40] 84) 43 167 | 202]. - :33,667. 85, 64° 

| Total United States.......-----.---------------| 638 | 180] 194] 697 | 43, 167,336 | 44,100,152} 958] 8,983 | 5,830] 15,771] 191 | 3,017,888 14.61 | 

LN as — : - ron — Ne nT eee ” — - " , _ . _ —— : — / : 

1 Colorado, Montana (bituminous), Tennessee, Virginia, and Washington, = | . re i 

| | a OO es | ee)
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a TaBLe 27.—Summary of operations of power strip pits proper in the bituminous 
coal and lignite fields of the United States in 1989, by States oe 

- Number of power oo Average | . of - . shovels ! - number po fe 
| _—_ OS : of wage | Average | Tons of . ce a | Num | | Net tons | worki and amber of| coal | , : ber of Iga cing | full days |produced oe State : -| Mined by | proprietors anti . strip stripping ? | ‘on active mines | on active | 

— - , oo Pits | steam Electric othece - . days (ex- | — active Gays per, : . 4 a cluding r - | | shut-down | . : 
periods) | Je. 

Power strip pits proper: se . Alabama... -._______. 6 |: 3 | -..--.. 4 . 61,611 | 125 105 — 4,70 Arkansas........._.- 3] 3 {-..-.--- 1 13, 171 28 130 38.63 Hlinois__ ..22.2222_-- 45; 10 6€ 51 | 12, 065, 935 2,827 | 236 18. 07 Indiana---...--..__- 82 27 44 112 | 8, 889, 021 3,302 | -- 196 13. 77 Towa_...-..---..-.-- 31 3 { 3 47 | = 572, 058 404 173 _ 820 } Kansas-_...-.....- 2. 31 23 17} - 91] 1,974, 558 826 187 | 12.80 . . Kentucky-_____-____. 3 fuel 2 3 776, 207 | 119 | | 219 20. 85 ; Missouri. __-._-._._- 45 30 12, 22 | 2,245, 286 929; 200 12.08 North Dakota (lig- : fo . : . Nite). .--. 2. Le. 14 7 8 16 | 1,308, 007 444 227 1,- = 12.99 . Ohio___..22222---2-. 85 39 11 — 96 | 4,104, 451 1,398 | - 207 14, 21 Oklahoma..._..__._- 13 11 4 7 499,176; = 23{ . 208 9. 85 a Pennsylvania._..___. 67 24 (7 105 | 2, 441, 446 1, 332 169 | 10. 88 _ ‘West Virginia____._. “Syl. 1 18 590, 359 337 "(147 11.93 Wyoming. _...2..-2.] 4 | 3 ne 162, 123 53 229; 13.33 Other States 3______. 6 6. 6 5 1, 245, 291 Mi -216 52. 00 
. . ~ Total... 220 2 oL. 443 189 184 496 | 36, 948, 790 12, 478 2021. 14.68 . 7 Horse stripping opera- - me tions. 2222. M1 feet ee] le 183, 888 265 146 4.77 - Mines combining strip- - . ping and underground po . foo pee . methods in same op- _ eo erations 4.._...._.__._. 23 a 28 589, 905 — 5 1, 130. 5462) = 6 614 

Grand total_......] 537 | 206 | 184 | 524 | 87,722,583 | 5.13, 873 5197 | 5 13,97 - 

-' Number of power shovels shown represents equipment in use or available for use as of Jan. 1, 1940. - ? Excludes coal produced by underground mining conducted in same operation. mo 3 folprado, Montana (bituminous), South Dakota (lignite), Tennessee, and. Texas (lignite). ‘Includes operations in Arkansas, Kentucky, North Dakota (lignite), Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, . Washington, and Wyoming, in which output was obtained by both methods.’ In addition to the 589,905 tens produced by. stripping, this group of 23 mines obtained 534,948 tons by underground methods—their total production by both methods being 1,124,853 tons. 
| * Includes data on underground mining conducted in same operation. : : |
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TABLE 28.—Summary of operations of power strip pits proper in the bituminous 
| coal and lignite fields of the United States in 1940, by States . a 

eon Number of power — . , |Average; — - 
. a Num- shovels . Net tons Nume number! Average 

é ne berof {oo — (of days|. tons State stri mined by | men i . — _ Strip | ipping! | , | mines |perman . 

os Pits | steam |Electric| A! stripping loyed were |per day | | others Ployee | active | | 

| _ Power strip pits proper: — : oO 
-  Alabama......-2222-222-----[ 4 5 1 3 60, 266 122 Ol 5. 44 

Illinois. ...2---222 222i 61 3 65 65 | 13,069,265 | 3,217 222 18, 33 ~ 
Indiana...-.......-2-22.---- 86 21 46 {| 119} 10,020,242] 3,356 187 15. 98 
Towa. .......--.---------- 28] 40 ji... 4 61 719, 529 514 176 7. 96 
Kansas... -.-.-.----222 2-22] 34 25 | 26; . Alt 2,754, 504 . 985 179 15. 60 
Kentucky..-...-..-.------.- 6 3° 3 5 853, 038 193 164 26. 94 
Missouri --....-..-.-.-.--.--- 54 34 ff. 13 28 | 1,972,321 890 185 11.98 . 
North Dakota (lignite) _..__- 19 6) 6 21 1,355, 634 418 225 14, 41 
Ohio._.- 2222] 95 31 ~ di 156 | «4, 947,506 | 1,690 219 13. 36 : 
Oklahoma. __......-...------ — W4t-. it 5. 7 _ 621, 641 271 185} «12.38 
Pennsylvania..........-.-.--{ 107 21 7 163'| 3,704,489 | 1,920 151 | 12,78 . 
West Virginia. ..........2__- 10 Joe... jee. 23 | . 873, 583 198° 204 | 21.62 
Wyoming. -___...2.2222 2-28. 4 2 2 2 168, 360 58 214; 13.60 
Other States ?__....2--.-.22. 8} B. 4 6 | 1,257,715 206 189 | 32.23 . 

Total_.....-..--..-------.-- §32 167 193 672 | 42,378,093 | 14,038 193 | 15.63 
Horse stripping operations....... 76 |.-..2 222] 22 -e- ef eee 164, 339 260 148 | 4.26 
Mines combining stripping and 7 

. underground methods in same | _ . . . 
operations 3..........-222.--22- 30 8 Pb} 25 624, 904 | 41,473 | 4182 45. &) | 

Grand total._.............} - 638 180 | | 194 697 | 43, 167, 336 |415, 771} 4191 414.61 

. eee a TCT SR Enna E . . - " . 

1 Excludes coal produced by underground mining conducted in same operation. ne | 
Vi Arkansas, Colorado, Montana (bituminous), South Dakota (lignite), ‘Tennessee, ‘Texas (lignite), and 

irginia. / . 
3 Includes operations in Alabama, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Washington, in which 

output was obtained by both methods. In addition to the 624,904 tons produced by stripping, this group 
of 3 mines obtained 932,816 tons by uaderground methods—their total production by both methods being 
a, 20 tons. . . oo 

"s Includes data on underground mining conducted in same operation. | . Dg,
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TABLE 29.—Summary of operations of underground bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States tn 1940, where shot holes were : 

power-drilled Be a8 | 

Number of Number of power drills Production in working places where  nrendnatic sexed anafenas | 
mines using |——-—_-—-——_—_—__—-___,————_} _ shot holes were power-drilled (net Total production from mines using | 
power drills | tons) _:. power drills (net tons) 

- Electric . Compressed air * . Do oo a 

moon In | In In- | In In In |} In) . cated | — In coal | ae a , 

coal | rock | coal coal rock | Total | coal coal rock | Total Electric Compressed- - Total | and coal fn rock | Total , 

and | only | only only only | only |. poo. . and rock nd . .- in 

rock rock , rock : | 7 os a sy | : 

Alabama.........---.------ 45 11 413 255 15 683 4]....-.-| 87 91} 8, 458, 206 70,939 | 8, 520,145.) 12, 502, 257 963, 838 | 13, 466, 005 

Arkansas.......------------ 11 25 21 1 22 44 2 1 48 | 81° (0) () | 284, 738 389,478 | 753,376 | 1, 142, 852 | 

Colorado. ...-.----------~- 45 4 183 49 5 237 |..-----]------- 20| 20| 2,736,014 |........---..| 2,785,014 | 3, 457, 224 1, 148, 706 | 4,605, 930 < 

Illinois. .......-.--.-------- 109 | (') 884 75 10 969 ll |..----- 24 35 | 30, 998, 780 177, 751. | 31, 176, 531 (') (0) ‘32, 946, 420 

Indiana.........-..--------| 20 |--.--.-| 149] 31 3| 183 |...----l| «5 |B | 7,450,670 |........-...-] 7,459,670 | 7,470,178 |......-.....| 7,470,178 
Towa... ...---.-------------- 4 }....... 1 a 10 |_..22. 2}. - ef eee ee 143, 049 |..--.--.....- 143, 049 334, 268 |....-------- 334, 268 

Kansas...........-.22-2---| BB feneeee-| gy) DUST ETE) 30,800 [22222 222-2---| 30, 800 30,800 |.......--..-| _ 30,800 e 
Kentucky __......-...------| 162 28 174 35 53 862 11 [-.-----[ M4] 125 | 24, 134, 969 408, 761 | 24, 543,730 | 34,900,701 | 5, 204, 433 | 40, 204, 224 “a 

Maryland.............----- 4 3 9 2 7 18 j_..--.- § J....---1 6 () . “(!) ' . 323, 382 369,710 | 227,951.| 597,661 ae 

Michigan.-.....--.---------- 4 Q) | 5 6 4 15 |...-.--]-.----- 1;  -1 68, 569 |.....-.------ 68,569 | = (#) , (4) ~ 326,632 eo 

Montana (bituminous coal) - i 45 |_.....- 1 46 |_...-.-]-...--- 1 1] 1,840,861 |............-] 1,540,861 | 1,548,661 |.......-.---} 1, 548, 661 bd 

North Dakota (lignite) - ---- 7 [.-----] 10 |. ----]------- 10 |_...--.[--.----]-------]-..-5-- 387, 327 |....-.-.--.--| 387,327 | 402, 951 |....-.-.--.-- 402,051 < 

Ohio. .........-----------.-- 35 8 155 80 16 251 1 j...-.- 6 7 3 - % ~ | 8, 782, 661 | 12, 255, 946 533, 159 | 12, 789; 105 mo 

Oklahoma. -_.....-...-.----- 6 (4) 3 2 3 8 10 2 1 13.. t) 1) 64, 056 (1) (Q). - 201, 369 ~ 

Pennsylvania.......-..--.--| 124 67 812 206 163 | 1,181 42 59 | 304. 495 | 37, 965, 496 5, 141, 456 | 43, 106, 952 | 58, 152, 787 | 23, 061,316: | 81, 214, 103 © 

Tennessee... ..--.-.------.-- 13 6 47 3; 38 53 j...--.- 1 99); Wy 6) (Q). 1, 051, 403 | 2,014,183 | 1,409,464 | 3, 423, 647 - 

Utah. __.......------------- 20 |....--- 106 3 j-.-----} 100 |-......j}-------], 18 13} 3,271,007 |..-.-.-------| 3,271,097 | 3, 286, 766 |--.-...--...|. 3, 286; 766 

Virginia._.-..-...---------- 27 15 1 3 11 145 1 1 48 60; (). |. (!) 5, 896,008 | 7,809,602 } 3,497,059 } 11, 306, 661 7 

Washington. -....---------- 18 }...-.-- 75 8 |....... 83 74 71. 261. 106 §81, 317. |. 690,942 | 1,272,259 | 1,440,276 |........-..-| 1,440, 276 

West Virginia.........-.-.-| 217 70 914 236 86 | 1, 286 12 3} 264 279 | 49, 790, 492 | 751, 829 | 50, 542, 321 | 74, 137, 116 | 24, 484, 832 | 98, 621, 948 

Wyoming oo grcottttc7o Too 26 |......-| 333 36 3 372 34 }.....-.| 7 41: . 2 () . | 6,408,967 | 5, 517,154 |......-....-] 5, 517, 154 

Other States 2. ...-..-.----- 6 7 38 4 2 44 8 |.....-- 12 20. | 309,667 | . 64,567 | 374,234 633, 619 453, 407 | 1, 087, 026 

Undistributed...--.....--.-|------- 5 |.......|...--.-|-----.-}-------|-ee--ee|-------|---02--|-------] 21, 659, 112 | ~ 241,941 |.2....--.-..) 32, 411, 722 | 1,062, 708 |....--...-. | 

Total_............-.--| 923 249 | 5,118 | 1,088 407 | 6,613 210 79 | 1,089 | 1,378 |189, 534,426 | 7, 648, 186. |197, 082, 612 |259, 074, 487 62, 890, 249 |321, 964, 736 , 

1 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 7 ee ron - 

2 Alaska,. Missouri, and New Mexico. - CO a CS A |
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| ss MECHANICAL LOADING — ee | 
The quantity of coal loaded mechanically at underground mines in 

the United States. continued to advance sharply in 1939 and 1940. | 
There were 85,092,836, 110,711,970, and 147 ,870,252 net tons me- 
chanically loaded at bituminous coal and lignite mines during 1938, 
1939, and 1940, respectively, and 10,151,669, 11,773,833, and 12,326,- 
000 net-tons mechanically loaded at Pennsylvania anthracite mines. 

_ The percentage of total underground bituminous coal and lignite pro- 
duction that was mechanically loaded increased from 27 in 1938 to 31 - 
in 1939 and 35 in 1940. Detailed statistics on mechanical loading are 
given in the following tables (30-37). Data in these tables pertain 
to underground mines and do not include strip mines or equipment 
used for handling coal on the surface. oe . 

TABLE 30.—Units of mechanized loading equipment sold to bituminous coal, lignite, 
and Pennsylvania anthracite mines in the United States, 1934-41, as reported by 
manufacturers } : SO 

TOT GF GG | 

: = 

-- Type of equipment 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 | deerease, . 
. , fo 1941 from. | | oy 1940 

Mobile! oaders......-_-- 55 115 344 241 292 233 | 368 - +57. 8 | 
Scrapers 2_..---.-..-.--- 34 22; & 29 10 26 39 ily —71.8 

- Conveyors 3__.....-_..- 610}. 681) 994} 1,005 990} 1,311 | 1,762] 2,130 +20. 9 
Pit-car loaders. ._......- 26 | 28 il 32 139 2 8 10 $233.3 

from 29, 31, 32, and 32 manufacturers, respectively. 
2 Reported as scrapers or scraper haulers and hoists. | 
3 Includes hand-loaded conveyors and those equipped with duckbills and other self-loading heads. As 

sales of both loading heads and shaker conveyors are counted, figures involve a certain measure of overlap =~ 
that cannot be determined accurately. It should also be noted that a small number of conveyors were for 

. _ use in conjunction with mobile loading machines. | | . | .
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| | TABLE 31.—Sales of mechanized loading equipment in the United States in 1941, 
compared with total number of machines in active use in preceding years 

Number of machines in active use, as reported by mine | 1941 
. a " operators ! Number 

oof mae 
| | a re a | chines 
Type of equipment af sold, as . 

_ 1931 | 1932 | 1933 | 1934 | 1935 | 1936 | 1938 1939. | 1940. |. by... 
yt — | . _Manu- pee . bE - “| facturers 

Bituminous coal and lig- 
nite mines: | : | 

Mobile loading ma- 
: chines......----------| 583 | 548 |} 523 | 534 | 657 980} 1,405 | 1,573 | 1,720 367 

Serapers.....-----------|. 146 | 128 93 | 119 78 106 117 131 116 8 
Pit-car loaders.....---.. |3, 428 |3, 112 |2, 453 |2, 288 |2,098 | 1,851 ; 1,392 873 697 10 
Conveyors equip ped 

with duckbills and 
. ; other sel f-loading 

| _ _hheads......----------| 165 | 158] 182 {| 157) 179 234 346 559 656 () 
. Hand-loaded convey- | - | 

ors—number of units.| (3) (3) 525 | 574] 670 936 | 1,526 | 1,834 | 2, 263 41, 800 
Anthracite mines (Penn- | . | 

. sylvania): | | . 
. Mobile loading ma- | 

chines.........------.| 5 i} 18 14 1 (8) (8) (8) (8) 1 
Scrapers......----.----.| 457 | 479 | 455 | 517 | 507 7 504° 545 535 | 7 547 3 

° Pit-car loaders_.....-...| 28 24 19 25 22 (6) (8) (6) (a 
Conveyors equipped ' 

with duckbills and 
' - other self-loading yp — 

heads. 1] a7} 12] 13} 30} & | -¥) ® | ® | © 
. _Hand-loaded convey- | . op : 

- ors—number of units.| 547 | 818 | 940 |1, 338 |1,563 | § 1,790 | * 1,831 | *1,997 | #2,189 | 4330 

. ! Data for bituminous coal and lignite mines for 1937 not available. Minerals Yearbook, 1939, p. 357, 
shows for 1937 in the anthracite mines 539 scrapers and 1,855 conveyors and pit-car loaders including a 
few mobile loaders. . 
Included with hand-loaded conveyors. . . 

, ? Number of units not reported. - : | 
_ 4Reported as face conveyors (hand-loaded), “shaker drives,”’ and ‘‘duckbills.” Figures for number sold 
not exactly comparable with number in use in 1940, because of uncertainties in defining what constitutes 
a conveyor and because of certain overlaps in reporting duckbill loading heads and shaker conveyors. 
§Included with scrapers. 
‘Included with hand-loaded conveyors. 
? Includes mobile loading machines. - . 
‘Includes pit-car loaders and conveyors equipped with duckbills or self-loading heads. . 

. ‘Includes mobile loaders, pit-car loaders, and conveyors equipped with duckbills or self-loading heads.
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TaBLE 32.—Comparison of mobile loaders, scrapers, and conveyors in actual use in | 
coal mines in the United States, 1939-40, and sales reported in 1941, by States _ 
and regions _ | 

_ | Mobile loaders Scrapers Conveyors ! . | 

, State and region In tse in— Sales In use in— Sales In use in— Sales 

| Oot pe SOUL YO! SOin 

DO | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1939 | 1940 | 194! 

BITUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE | 

Northern Appalachian States: 
Pennsylvania...............-.-.---...---| 213 | 206 80 30 25|: 4 526 | 613. 237 
Maryland........--..-------------------|----~-]--.---|------|------|------|------| 48 22 16 
Ohio. ........-----..---.----.---.--------] 91 | 109 31 |.-..-- 2 j------ 50 | 104 145 
Michigan. _.........__..-----------------|.-----|------}----- eee fee flee 1 re 

Southern Appalachian States: . 
Alabama. .......-..--.-.----------------| 16 25 22; 45 46 |__.._. 193 | 245 142 
Kentucky..........-.--....-..----.-....] 68 | 101 37 3 f..- 22 [22 Le. 161 | 210 212 
Tennessee... ..-... eee 8 2 2 j----- |... feel 62 | 57 249 
West Virginia.......-....--.....---.....| 331 | 363 | 107 7 7 4 586 | 832 712 
Virginia..._-..-..----------/------------.}| 31 33 5 |------}---2-- |. 2-8 39 58 66 

Middle Western States: | 
Tilinois............-.-----.------------..| 40] 519 65 |_..-..]--.---}------ 29 26 99 
Indiana......._......--.--..-------------] 188 | 130 8 |.....-|------]_------ 26 21 2 

Trans-Mississippi States ?_-....-.-----------| 187 | 142 10; 46 36 |_.....| 672} 726 120 

Total bituminous coal and lignite... ..|1,573_|1,720 | 367 | 131 | 116] 8 | 2,393 |2,919 | 1,800 

: ANTHRACITE | |e | 

Pennsylvania............--------------------| @ | @ | 1] 835/547} 3 [41,997 [2,180 | 330 
Grand total.__......-------------------|1, 873 {1,720 | 368 | 666 | 663 | 11 | 4,390 15,108 | 2, 130 

1 Includes hand-loaded conveyors and conveyors equipped with duckbills or other self-loading heads. | 
2 Includes North Carolina. 
3 Includes Arkansas, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Montana (bituminous coal), New Mexico, North Dakota 

(lignite), Oklahoma, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. 
# Mobile loaders and pit-car loaders included with conveyors. . 

_ -  & Mobile loaders included with scrapers. . 

 "PABLE 33.—Bituminous coal and lignite mechanically loaded underground in the 
United States, 1938-40, by types of machines a | 

3988 1939 ey | 
Type of machine | rrr | 

. Net tons Percent Net tons Percent Net tons Percent | 

Mobile loading machines.....| 57,824,252 | 68.0] 76, 441, 608 69.0 | 100,961,745| 68.3 
Scraper loaders... .....--.-.--- 1, 030, 468 1.2 1, 007, 029 9 1, 255, 396 8 
Conveyors equipped with 

duckbills and other self- 
loading devices_-.......-.-.- 4, 248, 434 5.0 6, 759, 027 6.1 10, 361, 694 7.0 

Pit-car loaders. ......---.----2- 5, 652, 562 6.6 5, 038, 539 4.6 3, 979, 209 2.7 
Hand-loaded conveyors. --..-.- 16, 337, 120 19. 2 21, 465, 767 19.4 | © 31,312, 208 21.2 

Total loaded mechan- . 
ically_...-.-..--..--.-]| 85,092, 836 100.0 | 110, 711,970 100.0 | 147,870, 252 100. 0 

_ 497779-—43—_56 |



TaBLe 34.—Mechanical loading underground in bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States in 1939, by States — | ge 

[Includes all soft-coal mines that produced any part of their tonnage with the aid of mechanical loading devices in 1939] . oO 

“| Production mechanically loaded | Total production at mines using mechanical 
Number of mines Number of machines en (net tons) | ~~ Joading devices (net tons) | | | 

ote ee | Mines us | s ° . iO ® , . ~ . nes us- , 
tate lowed ey Using loading Mobile equipped H and: Handled | Mines us- Mines us- ing both | 

ma- con- ma- | rotal| in Scrap- duckbills Pit-car con- Loaded by by con-_ Total ing loading | ing con- | loading Total 
chines |V°Yrs| chines me. CFS land other|/oaders vey- machines ! veyors 3 machines | veyors | machines | — : 

only! | oMly?} and chines | _ self-load- ors? | only | only? | and con- . 
con. ing de- veyors io | 
veyors . ‘vices | . . 2 

Alabama...........-- 12 16 10 38 |- 16 45 . 20 28 173 | 1,041,038 | 1,867,707 | 2,908,745 | 2,759,321 | 2, 590,053 | 3,495, 565 | 8, 844, 939 o 
Arkansas..........--- 2 23 1 26 3 AZ Joe. eee fell. 68 117, 5386 | 530, 697 648, 233 (4) 501, 729 (*) 697,662 pH 
Colorado.....-.....-. 23 16 3 42 18 |-....-- 106} 15 80 |} 1,328,117] 534,955 | 1,863,072 | 2,208,448 | 525,722 | 396,711 | 3,130,881 mM 
Illinois ...-..-...----- 43 8 18} 69) 540 |...-.-]....-..-.-| 302] - 29 | 24,842, 466 | 1,727, 733 | 26, 570,199 | 19,317,449 | 464, 363 | 7, 948, 277 | 27, 730, 089 
Indiana. .........---.. 18 11 4 33 | 138 |_..--.-f--22 22.2] 36 26 | 6,063,606 | 324,645 | 6,388,251 | 5,638,768 | 187,521 | 831,987] 6,658,276 | 
Iowa.....-.--..--..--|-------- 3 j_..---.- 3 |-..----|--.----|--2 222 fee 6 |..-..-...-.-| 66, 422 66,422 |...........-] 162,105 |--.--.---.- 152,106 & : 
Kansas. ._.......-.--- 1 j_...-2- ele eee 1 1 |e. ee} ef eee (4) wena ee ne ne (4) () [ieee] --- ee eee (4) Ps 
Kentucky. ...--..---- 36 22 ll 69 68 3] - 45 65 86 | 3, 643, 893 | 1,451,735 | 5,095,628 | 8, 232, 794 | 5, 484, 520 | 2,921, 240 | 16, 638, 554 
Maryland....---.----|.......- ee 3 }-------[-------[en-eneeeeefeeeeeee] 4B feed (4) cececeeeeeee} 4) [eeeeeeeeeee} ) es 
Michigan..........---]..-.---- ee 1 |... 2} e.022--fo222e---[--w----f [eee (4) woaaneneeeee (4) vecceeenee-d (4). Qo 
Montana (bitumi- . ; 2 

nous coal).......--- 6 |... 1 6| 46|--.-... 2 1{...---) @ (4) 1, 405, 393 @ feet 1,405,303 A 
New Mexico........-- ys nn 2 3 13 |... ell f elf eee (4) new eccuecee (4) (4) sem aew cw wene| cceeeweeeee (4) : 
North Dakota (lig- Bo eo 

nite) _...-..---.2.-.- ) i rs nee 1 3 j--.---4)-.------2- fee eee fee eee M4 eee (4) (4) wea ne ee nnn |eeee nena nee (4) © 
Ohio. ....-..---.---.- 12 13 4 29 Ql |.-..--- 14 3 36 | 5,071, 153 351, 647 | 5,422,800 | 6, 626, 164 944, 580 161,816 | 7,732,560 = 
Oklahoma.-........-- 3 8 l 12 |--.---- 13 |...-.2..--]--2---- 22 46, 339 257, 878 304, 217 (4) 254, 350 (4) 305, 176 aa 
Pennsylvania.-__....-- 43 49 12 104 213 30 35 216 | 491 | 10, 590, 180 | 7,098, 454 | 17, 688, 634 | 21, 484, 832 |12, 351, 151. | 6, 138, 189 | 39, 974, 172 
Tennessee ._........-- 1 9 4 14 8 j--.---- 6 |.-....-] | 57 (4) A) 602, 191 (4) 999, 272 (‘) 1, 747, 407 
Utah..-..-.---.-..2-. 8 5 1 14 34 | -.---- 15 |......-] 48.] 2, 135, 610 324,096 | 2,459,706 | 2, 306, 547 (4) ZO) 2, 941, 364 
Virginia.............- 13 4 |..22-.-- 17 31 |--.---- 2j...--.-| 37] | 1, 598, 130 835,277 | 2, 433,407 | 3, 873, 885 | 1,022,853 |.......-..-| 4,896, 738 
Washington. --.------ l 6 | ..--.--- 7 |--.----|------- §j....---| 807) . @) (4) 710, 603 (4) (4) ene en neneee 850, 601 
West Virginia... _..... 67 75 44 186 331 7 79 164 507 | 21, 450, 142 + 9,028, 992 | 30, 479, 134 | 23, 550,873 |15, 709, 787 |17, 178, 475 | 56, 529, 135 
Wyoming ._._-....... 13 3 8 24 29 ~ § 201 43 | 44] 4,309,930 684,145 | 4,894,075 | 2,834, 269 169, 671 | 1,955,300 | 4, 959, 240 
Undistributed: |. oy - . - 

East of Mississippi a, . : oe —. SO oo 
River_._......--.-}--------|-------| 2-2-2] eee] eee |e ee | ene ee ef een e | eee eee 832,217 | 314,984. 599, 481 

West of Mississippi - 1p 1, 969, 524 . 7 a 2, 161,851 | 1,862, 169 | 1, 114, 600. - 
River........-----|--------|-------|--------[----2--|----- ee] ee ee e ee e eeeee | ee eeee 687, 706 456, 276 i}. 653, 435



Total: 1939._... 304 { 275 122 701 { 1,573 131 559 873 | 1,834 | 84, 207, BB+ (26, 504, 306 110, 711, 970 [100, 995, 201 1/43, 300, 846 42, 142, 160 [186,447,207 —s | 
h 1038 530. 275 270 100 645 | 1, 405 117 346 | 1,392 | 1,526 | 63, 103, 154 |21, 989, 682 | 85, 092, 836 | 74, 471, 201 /41, 603, 659 131, 409, 299 | 147, 484, 249 

Percent change, | | to, 
from 1988 ...........| +10.5.1 +1.9 | 422.0 | +8.7 |+12.0 /+12.0 +61.6 |—37.3 |+-20. 2 +33.4 |.  +20.5 +30. 1 +35. 6 |. +4.1 +34. 2 +26. 4 

' Includes those mines in'which all the tonnage mechanically loaded was obtained with machines that substantially eliminate hand shoveling, that is, mobile loadets, scrapers, . . 
and conveyors equipped with duckbills and other self-loading heads. Some mines in this class also use conveyors in conjunction with mobile loaders to perform initial phase of trans- 
portation. a _ oe he a 2 Includes those mines in which all the tonnage mechanically loaded was obtained with hand-loaded conveyors and _pit-car loaders. . 

3 Number of units. 

— # Included under “Undistributed” to avoid disclosing individual operations, =~ —_ pe CB a eT 

, | | SS | | Ce



TaBLE 35.—Mechanical loading underground in bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States in 1940, by States we So 

[Includes all soft-coal mines that produced any part of their tonnage with the aid of mechanical loading devices in 1940] _ . : . QA 

. ahi Production mechanically loaded .| Total production at mines using mechanical 
Number of mines | Number of machines (net tons) . loading devices (net tons) : 

Using Conveyors Mi : | , 
ve} 0 ‘ equippe . . ; ; [ines us- a 

State oats Using |loading Mobile with | Hand: Handled | Mines us- | Mines us-| ing both | | 
ma- |.cOD-_| Ma- | rotal| ing Scrap- duckbills | Pit-car)" |... | Loaded by by con- Total ing loading | ing con- | loading Total =. . 

chines |V@Yors) chines ma- | ¢fS jand otherjloaders) 7... | machines! veyors ? machines | veyors | machines ; ae 
only | | only? | and chines self-load- 3 . - only! only ? and con- ae 

| y con- ing de- or ‘| veyors io : 
veyors vices OO ee = ae 3 

Alabama. ...-.--.---- 16 17 9 42 25 46 —9].. 88 236 | 1,603, 194 | 3,401,717 | 6,004,911 | 4,417,139 | 4, 146,343 | 4, 136,397 | 12, 699, 879. a . 
Arkansas......-.-.--- 2 29 |....-.-- 31 |... .- 12 |__....-.--|-.--.-- 80 (4) . (4) 945,052 | . (4) (*) weeenneneee 945,881 \S 
Colorado. ...--------- 23 22 4 49 20 |...---- 113 1 95 | 1,868, 794 683,932.| 2,552,726 | 2,462,176 806, 032 517, 548 | 3, 785, 756 po 
Illinois.....-.-.------ 49 5 11 65 519 |_..-.--]....-.-.--| 200 26 | 28, 156, 030 | 1, 364, 457 | 29, 520, 487 | 22, 460, 677 378, 424 | 7, 739, 406 | 30, 578, 507 RR - 
Indiana....---------- 19 8 4 31 130 |...---- 6| 27 15 | 7, 176,040 230,880 | 7,496,920 | 6, 475, 652 118, 045 837,248 | 7,430,045 =»: . 
Iowa.___...-.-.------- 1 3 |...----- 4)....... LD jlili eee teeee---] (4) (4) 132, 947 (4) (4) ence eeenne 322,102 #4 
Kentucky ...-.---..-- 42 26 9 77 101 |--.-..- 91 48 119 | 5, 494, 346 | 1,656,208 | 7,150,554 | 9,392,388 | 7, 560,746 | 3,031,280 | 19,984,414 Fi 
Maryland.........---|-------- 3 |_...---- 3 |_.....-|-------]o.22-222--[-------] 0 22 fee nee eee (4) (4) waneenennese (4) naw eeeeneee (4) 000 
Michigan...........--|....---- 1 |... 1 |_.-...[.2. 2.222222 | ieee. Bijou} GS) (4) weeeeeeeeneel 2 4 dololeel} OH 
Montana _ (bitumi- . w 

nous coal) ...------- 5 |.------ 2 7 48 |...-..- 2 6 |..----- (4) (*) 1, 511, 123 (4) wae eneeeee (4) =|. 1,519, 661 oS . 
New Mexico_.....-.-- 2 {..-.-.. 1 3 8 13 |_.--..-..-|.------ 1 (4) (4) (4) (4) weeececneee (4) am) OF oe 
North Dakota (lig- Oo . oO NY oO 

*  nite).....-..-22----- 2 |__.----|-.------ 2 3 |..--.-- 1 |_.-.-2-]- 2+... Oe (‘) (‘) ween nena nn ae ee ewe e ee (4) - | 
Ohio. .....-..-.----.- 20 13 3 36 109 2 49 |._..--- 55 | 7,750, 819 493,023 | 8, 243, 842 | 10, 628, 539 920,610 | 605,071 | 12,154,220 . » . 
Oklahoma.._.-_...-.--- 1 11 j...2---- 12 |...-.-- 2 |...---.---]------- 28 (4) (4) 422, 692 (4) (4) u-u--------| 429,544. © 
Pennsylvania........- 64 50 18 132 296 25 46 | 236 567 | 18,031, 402 | 9, 203, 654 | 27,235,056 | 34,285,988 |15, 793, 581 | 6,912, 560 | 56,902,129 = 
Tennessee._....------ 1 14 3 18 2]..-..--] 6 |.....-- 61 | 93, 601 622, 215 715, 816 ' (4) 1, 758, 163 (4) 2,460,885 ==. 
Utah. ...-.-...-22---- 10 6 |..------ 16 31 |_..--.- 16 |__...-. 41 | 2,519, 675 353, 285 | 2,872,960 | 2,625, 496 588, 789 |...........|.. 3,214, 285 _ ns 
Virginia......-......- 12 4 2 18 — 83 fee ey) 5 |.-.---- 53 1, 996, 634 | 1,111,788 | 3,108,422 | 4,317,934 (4) (4) =; «+ sOC6, 831,000 
Washington-_.._....-- 4 7 |-------- 11 1 1 8 |...-.-- 75 62, 000 733, 494 795,494 | 321, 436 767, 610 |......-.--.; 1,089,046 .— 
West Virginia........ 89 93 46 228 363 7 98 91 734 | 30,878, 128 |13, 100, 403 | 43, 978, 531 | 35, 531, 433 |23, 507, 697 |16, 016, 364 | 75, 055, 494 
Wyoming. _._........ 10 3 12 25 31 7 206 41 49 | 4,799, 234 671,885 | 6,371,119 | 2, 517, 545 150, 505 | 2,776,369 | 5, 444, 419 
Undistributed: a 

East of Mississippi Sp , 
River..........---|--------| -------|--- eee] ne ene |e ee ef ee eee [oe eee a [ peewee] eee enone eeneeee-| 388, 831 388, 831 1, 840, 897 667,268 .. 

West of Mississippi - a ; ff 2, 446, 886. 71, 051, 473: i 
River_......-.....|--------]-------|.-------|------- |---| eee fee eee ee ef ieee ef 2--| 2, 148, 938 | 1,375, 645 512, 769 mo 1, 536, 685 775, 657 .



| | Total’ 1940..... 372 315 124 811 | 1,720 116 | 656 | 697 | 27263 |112, 578, 835 (35, 291, 417 [147, 870, 252 | 137, 883, 289 59, 874,127 |43, 623, 716 |241, 381, 132 . 
P _ 10305 0° 304 275 122 701 | 1, 573 131 559 | - 873 | 1,834 | 84, 207, 664 |26, 504, 306 (110, 711, 970 | 100, 995, 201 | 43, 309, 846 | 42, 142, 160 | 186, 447, 207 

ercent change : . oy . . 
from 1939........... 422.4 |+14.5 | +1.6 |+15.7 | +9.3 |~11.5 +17,4 —20.2 |+-23. 4 ‘$33. 7 +33. 2 +33. 6 +36.5 |} .+38.2 -3. 5 +29. 5 

1 Includes those mines in which all the tonnage mechanically loaded was obtained with machines that substantially eliminate hand shoveling, that is, mobile loaders, scrapers, and oo 
conveyors equipped with duckbills and other self-loading heads. Some mines in this class also use conveyors in conjunction with mobile loaders to perform initial phase of trans- 
portation. | Lo Ho 

; dncludes those mines in which all the tonnage mechanically loaded was obtained with hand-loaded conveyors and pit-car loaders. 
umber of units. — Be ‘ . 7 oo. wot 

4 Included under ‘‘Undistributed’”’ to avoid disclosing individual operations. Lo — — oo , . 7 

| BS | en ee  ~ 

: . . 2 a



TABLE 36.—Comparative changes in underground mechanical loading of bituminous coal and lignite in the United States, 1939-40, by principal 
types of machines and by States : a 

1939 (net tons) 1940 (net tons) | Increase or decrease, 1940 from 1989 : Percent handled byeach 

Net tons Percent 1939 1940 

State ee 

Loaded |Handled| | | | Loaded | Handled) | ona. | Hat tona.| Ha" | rosa | Hane | 
y mar | Py con: ova y ma | Oy con | fo Loaded | Handled sec"! dled | «| 80"! died | -408C"| dled chines! | veyors 2 chines! | veyors ? by m a by c on. Total ed by bycon-| Total ed by by con- ed by bycon- . 

chines veyors : vey- : vey- | ans vey- . | | chines!| +32 chines! org2 |Chines') ors’ Kd | 
_ td 

Alabama. -....-..-.---.| 1,041, 038] 1, 867, 707; 2,908, 745) 1, 603, 194) 3, 401,717) 5,004, 911 +562, 156|-+-1, 534, 010] -+4-2, 096, 166] -+-54. 0} +82.1/ +72.1/ .35.8/ 364.2) 32.0) 368.0 — id 
Arkansas.......-..---- 117, 536} 530, 697 648, 233 (4) (4) 945, 052 +1, 284 (4) +296,819) -+-1.1] (4) +45.8) 18.1) 581.9) (4 (4) v 
Colorado.......-------| 1,328,117] 534,955) 1, 863,072] 1,868,794) 683,932) 2,552,726) -+-540,677| -+148,977/ +689, 654) +-40.7| -+-27.8) +37.0) 71:3) 328.7;  73.2/ 626.8. > 
Illinois...............-|24, 842, 466] 1, 727, 733} 26, 570, 199} 28, 156, 030) 1, 364, 457) 29, 520, 487| +-3, 313, 564| —363, 276) 4-2, 950, 288} +-13.3] —21.0) +11.1; 793.5) 86.5) 795.4) 84.6 © Ds 
Indiana. _...-.....----| 6, 063, 606] 324,645) 6,388,251) 7,176,040) 230,880} 7,406,920) ++1,112,434; —93, 765) -+-1, 018, 669) +18.3) —28.9) +15.9) 794.9) §&5.1) °96.9 3.1 
lowa...--...-.--.-----|---------- 66, 422 66, 422 (4) (*) 132, 947 (4) (*) +66, 525} (4) (4) |-+-100. 2}....:--| 100.0) (@) | @ md . 
Kansas... 2222-2 22 ee (4) ween eee eee (4) wae eee ewe en | eee ene ee fen eee nee ee (4) weewennccee (4) (4) Je-suueet 4 Ce |) i tel 
Kentucky_....--------| 3, 643, 893] 1, 451, 735] 5, 095,628] 5, 494, 346) 1, 656, 208| 7, 150, 554] +-1, 850,453] -+-204, 473] +2, 054,926) +50.8) +-14.1) +40.3) 71.5) 28.5) 76.8) 23.2 > 
Maryland..._....-.---|---.------ (4) (4) weneen- nee (4) (*) ee en eee ne nee (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) j.--.-.-| 100. 0/-....--| 100.0 by 
Michigan. ....-.-.---.-|..-.-..--. (4) (4) weeennaee- (4) (4) wenn ceeennne (4) (4) (4). (4) (4) j..-..--| 100.0)...-...| 100.0 td 
Montana (bituminous — © 

Coal) ..---..---------- (4) ) 1, 405, 393 (4) (4) 1, 11, 123 (4) (4) +105, 730; (4) (4) +7.5) (4) (*) (4) (4) oO 
New Mexico_..-..----| ()  |---------- (*) (4) (*) (*). (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) (4) 100. 0|..--...) (*) A | 
North Dakota (lig- ~’ 

nite). -.-.----------|  @  |eeeeeeee-| | Mf} Mt () |....-} © | 100.0)...-...] 100.0]... a 
Qhio_...-.---..--.----| 5,071,153} 351, 647| 5, 422, 800] 7, 750,819) 493,023] 8, 243,842] -+-2, 679, 666;  -+-141, 376) +-2, 821, 042| +-52.8) +-40.2) +52.0/ 993.5; 66.5) 94.0) 56.0 © 
Oklahoma........_..-- 46,339} 257,878 304, 217 (4) (4) | 422,692 (4) (4) +118, 475} (4) 7 (4) +38.9) 1115.2) 584.8) (4) (4) i 
Pennsylvania. ........|10, 590, 180) 7,098, 454) 17, 688, 634) 18, 031, 402} 9, 203, 654; 27, 235, 056] -+7, 441, 222,-+-2, 105, 200] +9, 546, 422} -+-70. 2} +29.7| +54.0) 959.9) 340.1) 966.2] 333.8 = : 
‘Tennessee. .-...------- (4) (4) 602, 191 93,601) 622,215 715, 816 (4) (4) | . +113,625} (4) | (@). | 418.9) © (4) 13.1] 586.9 ae 
Utah. _...-.-...-...-.-] 2,135, 610) 324,096) 2, 459, 706] 2, 519,675) 353,285] 2,872,960; -+384,065}  -+-29,189) +413, 254) +18.0| +9.0) +16.8! 1986.8) 513.2) 1087.7) 612.3 : 
Virginia...............| 1,598,130] 835,277] 2,433,407) 1, 996, 634} 1,111,788) 3,108,422] -+398, 504) -+276,511] -+675,015) +24.9/ +33. 1) +27.7| 965.7) 534.3) 964.2) 535.8 
Washington ._....._..- (4) (4) 710, 603 62,000} 733, 494 795, 494 (4). (4) +84, 891) = (4) (4)° | 411.9) (4 (4) 7.8} 592.2 
West Virginia _ _._...-.}21, 450, 142) 9,028,992) 30, 479, 134) 30, 878, 128, 13, 100, 403| 43, 978, 531) +-9, 427, 986) -+-4, 071, 411/-+13, 499, 397) +-44.0} -+-45.1) +44.3] 970.4) 329.6) 1° 70.2) 329.8 
u yong qe 4,309,930) 584,145) 4,894,075) 4,799,234; 571,885] 5,371,119} -+-489,304) —12,260) -+477,044) +11.4) —2.1) +9.7) 88.1) 211.9) 89.4; $10.6 
“ndrstriputed: CO OF 7 i 7: : o . . ; 

East of Mississippi . sy | 
River. ....---.--.. 832, 217 314, 984/._-......-..| 388,831] 388, 831 (33). (13) GQ Ta) fay 3) (13) (18) | (13) (22) 

. West of Mississippi |71, 969, 524 ) me a ap So, on se Po fe 
River. .......--..-. 687, 706 456, 276} 2, 148, 938} 1, 375, 645 §12, 769 (22) ee (22) . 3) 1. 0% (33) (12) | (18) (33) (12) 

Total............|84, 207, 664/26, 504, 306)110, 711, 970112, 578, 835/35, 291, 417/147, 870, 252|-+-28, 371, 171|-+-8, 787, 111)-+-37, 158, 282) +33. 7| +-33.2) +33.6] 76.1) 23.91 76.1; 23.9



1 Includes mobile loaders, scrapers and duckbills. © Prineipally by pit-car loaders. a 
3 Includes hand-loaded conveyors and pit-car loaders. 9 Fractically all by mobile loaders. . 
3 Prinolpally y conveyors. 10 Principally by mobile loaders. 
4 Ineluded under “Undistributed’”’ to avoid disclosing individual operations. 11 All by scrapers. . . 
§ All by conveyors. oe 19 Included in total; tons increase or decrease and percentage by types not given because 
¢ Practically all by conveyors. — a State groups not comparable in 1939 and 1940. . 
7 All by mobile loaders. | | 

| : | | | | - 8 

, | al



Tasie 37.—Bituminous coal and lignite mined in the United States underground and from strip pits, and method of loading underground, Qe 
1989-40, by States, in net tons RO 

. 1939 1940 

State Mined underground Mined underground 

Mined by OL - Grand total Mined by -— Grand total : 
stripping - Machine- production stripping Machine- production . . 

Hand-loaded loaded Total Hand-loaded loaded Total 

Alabama. ._....----..----22---- ee 61, 611 9, 076, 319 2, 908, 745 11, 985, 064 12, 046, 675 75, 641 10, 243, 611 5, 004, 911 15, 248, 522 15, 324, 163 : ~ 
Arkansas. -......---.-..-..-------- 25, 454 478, 351 648, 233 1, 126, 584 1, 152, 038 25, 808 482, 751 945, 052 1, 427, 803 1, 453, 611 = 
Colorado. .....-.---.-.--.-------- (4) (‘) 1, 863, 072 (4) 5, 923, 210 12, 460 4, 023, 556 2, 552, 726 6, 576, 282 6, 588, 742 oo, 
Illinois. ...-.2.---.-.-.-----......| 12, 088, 536 8, 123, 956 26, 570, 199 34, 604, 155 46, 782, 691 13, 075, 255 8, 014, 688 20, 520, 487 37, 535, 175 50, 610, 430 Z 
Indiana. _._.--..------ eee 8, 897, 370 1, 657, 151 6, 388, 251 8, 045, 402 16, 942, 772 10, 039, 078 1, 422, 574 7, 406, 920: 8, 829, 494 18, 868, 572 
Towa... +e eee ee eee 585, 676 2, 295, 459 66, 422 2, 361, 881 2, 947, 557 725, 912 2, 372, 318 132, 947 2, 505, 265 _ 3, 231,177 a . og 
Kansas. _..------------ ene eee ee 1, 978,577 (4) (1) 696, 114 2, 674, 691 2, 755, 704 823, 248 |... ee 823, 248 3, 578, 952 > 
Kentucky__.....---.------....--- 793, 142 36, 667, 798 5, 095, 628 41, 763, 426 42, 556, 568 | 862, 475 41, 127, 875 7, 150, 554 48, 278, 429. 49, 140, 904 C . 
Maryland_..---.-..------.----..-|---------- eee (1) (1) 1, 442, 728 1, 442, 728 |_....-2.-.---- (1) (4) . 1, 503, 433 1, 503, 433 mek 
Michigan................--...--..|-.------.----- (1) (1) 456, 754 456, 754 |_...-...------ (1) . - QQ) 410, 169 410, 169 nd 
Missouri-____-..-.--.----------ee 2, 273, 555 999, 995 |_....._-..-.-- 999, 995 3, 273, 550 1, 980, 846 1, 115, 895 |.---. 22. 1, 115, 895 3, 006, 741. Ss 
Montana (bituminous coal) - __.-- (4). (1) 1, 405, 393 (4) 2, 756, 036 1,,126, 932 | . 180, 881 1, 511, 123 1, 692, 004 2,818,936 
Montana, South Dakota, and . ap 

Texas (all lignite).......-2-.-.- 75, 701 829, 852 |_......-..---- 829, 852 905, 553 106, 718 614, 049 |_..---- 22.8 k. 614, 049 720, 767 td. 
New Mexico...-....-...-.-..-.---]-.---------- ee rm (1) 1, 230, 060 1, 230, 060 |_.....---..--- Q@) | f J, 110, 615 1, 110, 615 o.. - 
North Dakota (ignite) .........-- 1, 343, 946 1 (1) 728, 547 2, 072, 493 1, 405, 590 Q) 1). 812, 844 2, 218, 434 Oo 
Ohio. _-__-.---.2------- eee 4, 170, 903 10, 695, 850 §, 422, 800 16, 118, 650 20, 289, 553 5, 047, 597 9, 480, 113- 8, 243, 842 17, 723, 955 22, 771, 552 wn 7 
Oklahoma...-.-....--.-.-------.- 500, 396 382, 949 304, 217 - 687, 166 1, 187, 562 621, 641 601, 648 422, 692 1, 024, 340 1,645,981 “. 
Pennsylvania. ........----...-.- 2, 964, 839 71, 930, 640 17, 688, 634 | 89, 619, 274 92, 584, 113 4, 230, 162 85, 137, 781 27, 235, 056 112, 372, 837 116, 602, 999 _ 
Tennessee......,.-.-------------- (1) (4) 602, 191 “Q) 5, 185, 481 1,654} — &,:290, 986 715, 816 6, 006, 802 6, 008, 456 oO 
Texas (bituminous coal)........_.]...----..-...- 16, 259 |.-..-.-..-.--- -16, 259 16, 259 ©.2 2222 14, 187 Jo. ee 14, 137 14,137 og 
Utah. _.-2-2 ee (4) (1) 2, 459, 706 (1) 3, 284, 904 j.....-...-..-- 702, 626 2, 872, 960 3, 575, 586 3,575, 586 jem 
Virginia. _....-.22--. 22 |e ------| 11, 097, 567 2, 433, 407 13, 530, 974 13, 5380, 974 - 6, 400 12, 233, 253 3, 108, 422 15, 341, 675 15, 348, 075 oe 
Washington _..._....-..--2.--- 2. (1) (1) 710, 603 |: (2) 1, 690, 442 15, 960 838, 898 795, 494 1, 634, 392 1, 650, 352 
West Virginia. ......2.-...-..---- 592, 917 77, 289, 883 30, 479, 134 | 107,769,017 | 108, 361,934 | 873, 583 81, 585, 507 | 43,978,531 | 125, 564, 038 126, 437,621 . 
Wyoming. wean een ee nee eee 178, 227 300, 987 4, 894,075 5, 195, 062 5, 373, 289 177, 920 - 259, 003 5, 371, 119 5, 630, 122 5, 808, 042 | 
Other States 2__ 222 eee 187, 438 |........------ 187, 438 187, 438 |...-.-..--..-- 233, 053 |_.....--..----- 233,053 | © 233,053. 
Undistributed.-_.-......--.------ 1, 191, 733 14, 390, 318 771, 260 17, 648, 340 joo. 2, 935, 461 901, 600 |.....-.----.--]-..----- ene 

Total........---.-.---.-----| 37, 722,583 | 246,420,772 | 110,711,970 | 357,132,742 | 394,855,325 | 43,167,336 | 269, 738,912 | 147,870,252 | 417,604,164 | 460,771, 500 

1 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.” - % Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and Oregon. . oo ot _



BITUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE (863 - 

a _ MECHANICAL CLEANING 7 ’ a , 

_ Bituminous coal mechanically cleaned increased from 63,454,588 
net tons in 1938 to 79,376,672 tons in 1939 and 102,205,186 tons in | 
1940. During the 3 years, this represents annual increases in me- 
chanical cleaning of 18, 20, and 22 percent, respectively, of the total ae 
bituminous coal and lignite output. No mechanical cleaning plants 
have been installed at lignite mines. Detailed data on mechanical 
cleaning are shown in the following tables (88-44). _ | oo! | 

Consumer-operated cleaning plants include plants owned by steel 
companies which receive coal from various mines (but usually from ; 
affiliated coal companies), clean it, and then consume it directly at 
the plant. a | | : | 

TABLE 38.—Bituminous coal mechanically cleaned by wet and pneumatic methods | 
— 4n the United States, 1989-40, in net tons of clean coal! © — | | 

| cos . | a | 1980 “40 ~ | Increase, 1940 over 1939 | 
ol. _. Method ofcleaning _ oO (net tons) | (net tons) [~~ 1 io 

oe | Oe . | Net tons | Percent a 

By wet methods: | . | | | . 
At mines_............--2222.22-----------------| 60,881,144 | 78,475,302 | 17, 594, 158 - 28.9 
At central washeries operated by consumers... 6, 800, 587 8,750,220 |. 1, 949,633 |} . 28.7 a 

_ - Total wet methods.................--.----..-| 67,681,731 | 87,225,522 | 19,543,791] 28.9 So 
By pneumatic methods. -............---.---....----| 11, 694, 941 14, 979, 664 3, 284, 723. 2.1 . 

Grand total............-..--.----------------| 79,376, 672 | 102, 205,186 | 22,828,514 | 28.8 

1 Figures do not include Alaska, which had 1 wet-washing installation. . 

TABLE 39.— Bituminous coal cleaned in the United States, 1939-40, by types of : 
: | equipment in aciual operation } 7 3 | 

[Coal cleaned and plants operated by consumers at central washeries in Colorado and Pennsylvant a 
. : -. Jnelude 

a _ . Percent 
Plants in Inerease or decrease | 
operation Net tons of clean coal 1940 from 1939 , cleaned by 

Type ofequipment — . yp 

1939 | 1940 |. 1939 1940 | Net tons | Percent] 1939 | 1940 

Wet methods: : : ot | 
Jigs.......-.----------------| 175 | 186 | 37,003, 557 | 46,999,035 | +9, 995,478 | +27.0 | 46.6 | 46.0 

. Concentrating tables....-.-; 11 13 | 1,402, 584 | 2,330, 413 +927,829 | +66.2; 1.8 2.3 
Jigs in combination with |- 

concentrating tables......| 20| 16 | 3,255,987 | 2,765,237| —490,750| —15.1| 4.1] 27 
Jigs in combination with. 

aunders and upward- 
current classifiers ?........| 10] 11] 2,610,959 | 4,408,148 | +1,797,189 | +688) 33] 43 | 

Launders and wupward- 
current classifiers._.......| 112 | 124 | 28,408, 644 | 30, 722,689 | +7, 314,045 | +31.2 | 29.5 | 30.0 

: Total wet methods.......| 328 | 350 | 67,681,731 | 87, 225, 522 |+19, 543,791 | +28.9 | 85.3} 85.3 | 
Pneumatic methods.......-.-.-| 69 | 77 | 11,694,941 | 14,979, 664 | +3, 284,723 | +28.1/ 14.7 | 14.7. 

Grand total_.......------| 33097 | 3427 | 79,376, 672 |102, 205, 186 |+-22, 828, 514 | +28.8 {100.0 | 100.0 

1 Figures do not include Alaska, which had 1 wet-washing installation. 
-  § Includes 1 plant in 1939 with concentrating tables and launders. 

3 Number of plants using both wet and pneumatic methods was 32 in 1939 and 41 in 1940.
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. TaBLe 40.—Total production of all coal at bituminous mines in the United States 
| having cleaning plants, 1939-40, in net tons } - | 

| [Does not include any estimate for mines that may ship to consum er-operated plants] - ee . 

| Oe . a : _ | Inerease or decrease, 
oo a 1940.from 1939 

. Cure Typeofequipment .§ __. _-f - 1989 . .. 1940 —T 
| | ae . | Net tons | cent 

Jigs... .----- 2-2 22--- +222 2---een-ee----s---| | 63, 369,947 | 75,391, 008 | +12, 021,061 | * +19:0 
| Concentrating tables. .__-.....-.....---.-.<------| 1,504,393. | 1, 738,048 | +228, 655. | 415.2 

_ Jigs in combination with concentrating tables....|' 3, 846, 666 3, 385,168 | —461,498 |  —12.0 
Jigs in. combination with launders and upward- |: a rr 
~ current classifiers... ......_--.----.------.-----| 4,494,650 | - 7,026,222 | +2, 531, 572 | +56. 3 
Launders and upward-current classifiers........_- 46,591,743 | 56, 412, 328 | +9, 820, 585 | +21.1 

. ‘Total wet methods... ......-.....2.2...-2.-.--| 119,807,399 | 143, 947,774 | +24, 140,375 | 420.1 
Pneumatic methods... -.-.22.2.......-.---.......---| 31,381,920 41, 129, 603}. -+-9, 747,683 | +31.1 

- | Grand total...........222.222.-22-----1--------| 151, 189,319 | 185, 077, 377 | +33, 888,058 | 4-22. 4 Less duplication Fon enna neon eee eee eee eee 17,928,323 | 23,405,810 | +5, 477,487 | +30.6 

| _. Net total........-....-......-.------..--------| 138, 260,996 | 161, 671, 567 | +28,410,571 | +21.3 
United States production of bituminous coal 3........| 394, 706,908 '| 460, 597,656 | +65, 890,748 | +16.7 

Percent produced at mines having cleaning 
plants.......-..22-22.2222..-22-22----2---- eee] 33.8 85.1 foe... eee fete 

| __. 1 Figures do not include Alaska, which had 1 wet-washing installation: : Co | 
_ # Mines using both wet and pneumatic methods. oo 

, _4¥or historical comparison, United States production figures include lignite, Alaska not included in . total production, a i ne | a _ 

a TaBLE 41.—Bituminous coal mechanically cleaned by wet and pneumatic methods 
i - tn the United States, 1939-40, by States ! oe 

oo, [Coal cleaned and plants operated by consumers at ae washeries in Colorado and Pennsylvania . . 
_ Include re a gt 

| ; | Btaremae | Plants in clean coa) | Jmerease or decrease, | “tate out- 
operation Net tons of clean coal 1940 from 1939 oft me. , | . y 

State . . ' cleaned 

| 1939 | 1940] 1939 | 1940 | Nettons | Fer | i939 | i940 

Alabama. .............-........| 52] 52] 9,938,993 | 12,923,860 | +2 984,867 | +30.0 | 82.5] 84.3 
Colorado........-.----.--.-2--- 11 10 793,271 | 1,067, 856 +274, 585 | +34.6 | 13.4] 16.2 
Tilinois.....2.22222--- ee] 45 47 | 14, 108, 576 | 18, 840,805 | +4, 732, 229 |. +33.5 | 30.2] . 37.2 
Indiana_..........-..-.--.----- 16} 16; 3,589,173 | 5,103,522 | +1, 514,349 | +42.2 | 21.2| 27.0 
Kansas___.........-.---...-_--- 6 8} 1,138,039 | 1,620, 407 +482, 368 | 442.4 | 42.5] 45.3 
Kentucky._......._.....-..___- 12 13 | 2,116,523; 2,004, 360 —112, 163 —5.3 | 5.0 4.1 

Missouri...............-.-.-.-.- 10 10 | 1,054,664 | 1, 236,799 +182, 1385 | +17.3 | 32.2.) 39.9 
Ohio........22222-222222 2 Le. 5 6 | 2,800,280 | 3, 533, 632 +733, 352 | +26.2} 13.8] 15.5 
Pennsylvania 3..._._....._..... 63 58 | 21, 462, 135 | 27,616, 594 | +-6, 154,450 | +28.7 | 23.2] 23.7 
Tennessee............-..-_..... 4 6 320, 206 314, 541 —5, 665 —1.8 | 6.2 5.2 
Virginia. .:.....2.-..-..2....--- 15 19 | 1,272,296 | 2,315, 560 | +1, 043, 264 | +82.0/ 9.4] 15.1 
Washington........._._.._..__. 18 18 | 1,366,754 | 1,362, 856 —3, 898 —.3 | 80.9 | 82.6 
West Virginia 3.................] 108} 115 18, 812, 410 | 23, 384, 440 | +4, 572,030 | +24.3 | 17.4] 18.5 
Undistributed: 

East of Mississippi River.___- 4 3 65, 547 64, 785 —762 | —1.2 fo. lf. 
West of Mississippi River....| 6|/ 5 537, 805 815, 169 +277, 364 | +51.6 |_------}------ 

Total...................._] 4365 | § 386 79, 376, 672 |102, 205, 186 |-+22, 828, 614 | +28.8 | 20.1] 22.2. 
eee tT 

1 Excludes Alaska. . 
3 Includes some coal mined in Pennsylvania and cleaned in Ohio. 
3 Includes some coal mined in West Virginia and cleaned in Ohio. 
‘ Represents 32 plants using both wet and pneumatic methods of cleaning plus 333 plants using onl y 1 of 

the cleaning methods. 
§ Represents 41 plants using both wet and pneumatic methods of cleaning plus 345 plants using only 1 of 

the cleaning methods.
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‘TABLE 42.—Method of mining at bituminous coal mines in the United States served — 
7 _ by cleaning plants, 1938-401 . : | 

| : [Does not include any estimate for mines that may ship to consumer-operated plants] = 

ne ee or Total production from mines that . oo | 

ee move coal to cleaning plants (net . Increase, 1040 over 

+. + Method of mining in use— aoe | 

ae Per- . 
ee —_ . a 1938 . . 19389 . 1940 Net tons cent . 

Mined from strip pits___...;......--..--------| 15, 218, 564 | 17,960,049 | 20,029,770 | 2,069, 721 11.5 a 
| Mechanically loaded underground..-_.--.---.-| 37;.195, 439 | 53,495,851 | 66, 148, 465 | 12, 652, 614 23.7 

Hand-loaded underground.........-=.---------| 55, 828, 538 | 61,805,096 | 75, 493, 332 | 13,688,236 | 22.1 

| 2 Potal. 2.2. --------2------ 2-22 2+ -+-+|108, 287, 541 133, 260, 996 |161, 671, 567 28, 410, 671. | . 21.3 
wo a ~ - in ’ . ; : : , : - . 

1! Excludes Alaska, ae ee oo 
- . Based upon shipping weights and. includes some marketable coal that did not pass through cleaning — | 

Tasie 43.—Result of operations at bituminous coal cleaning plants in the United | 

: Sg ote States in 1989, by States, in nettons+ | 

. Oo a Pf | Gone ‘Total : : 

oa | ce ...| Potal-raw. | Coal ob- | Refuse-re- |p, agleee | | 
| coalmoved| tained in | sulting in Percent ofjirom mines 7 

State — leanin leani } " | refuse to jthat: moved a 

ee Pianigh | Prosesss | Prose {| Cleaning | 

Alabama....-.--2---.--.---eceeee-e---------| 1318, 668 | 9,938,903 | 1,379,675] 122] 10,019,118 
Colorado .....--------------------------c--e- | Of OT Oe fo 5 B2T. 5 @. . 

Illinois. ..__....-.----------------------+----| 16, 408, 336 | 14, 108, 576. | 2, 299,760 | 14.0 | 28, 194, 800 
Indiana. _....... 2... ee wees eeneeue------| 4,405,407 | 3,589,173) = 816, 234 |. 18.5 | 6,910,114 

: ppian-woroccc - ¥, 400, O11. |. 1, 138,039 961,972} . 18:7] 1,328,866 
| Kentucky ....---------2---c-s--ee--s2ce+---2} 2,275, 575 | 2, 116, 523 | ~~ 159, 052 7.0.1 4,384,939 | 
oo, Missouri_.....------------------------------| 1,315,185 | 1,054, 664 260, 521 19.8 1, 904, 759 

. Ohio... ..._.------------.-----~-----=-------| 3,323, 255 | 2, 800, 280 §22, 975 15.7 3,.231, 827 

. _ Pennsylvania ¢._.-_.-..-.-------------------| § @ (8) (5) 65)  &) 

Tennessee .......--.----------------- --- oe 352,918 | 320, 206 | 32, 712 9.3 1, 098, 871 oe 

Virginia _-.....-..------------------------2-- 1, 399, 522 | 1, 272, 206 127, 226 9&1 4, 514, 378 . 

Washington .-_----.22-2.22-22...--.---------| _1, 549, 408 | 1,366,754 | 182, 654 11.8 | 1, 548,729 | 
, West Virginia ’...-......-.--.---------------| 20, 766, 527 18, 812,410 | 1,954,117} | 9.4] 42,445, 104 

Other States §.-.-2-2...220222.--------------| 17, 161, 041 | 16,058,171 | 1, 102, 870 |---------- 26, 787, 491 

Total at mines only 9__....--.---------| 81, 675, 853 72, 576,085 } 9,099, 768 11.1 | 133, 260, 996 . 

Consumer plants !0__...-.----.--------------] 7, 140, 590 6, 800, 587 340, 003 4.8 |---------.-- 

. ~~ Grand total.....-.--------------------] 88, 816, 443 79, 376, 672 | 9, 439, 771 10.6 |.-.-.-.----- , 

1 Excludes Alaska.: —— | 
2 Exact figures on raw coal or refuse could not be furnished by many operators; in such instances, estimates 

were made from ail available information at hand. 
3 In Alabama (for example) for every 100 tons of raw coal cleaned in 1939, an average of 12.2 tons of refuse 

was discarded and 87.8 tons of clean marketable coal was obtained. _ . a 

4 Based-upon shipping weights: includes some marketable coal that did not pass through cleaning plants. 

5 Included under “Other States.” 
¢ Includes same coal mined in Pennsylvania and cleaned in Ohio. 
? Includes some coal mined in West Virginia and cleaned in Ohio. 

Ut Tneludes Arkansas, Colorado, Maryland, Michigan, Montana, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Texas, and 
tah. . 
9 Includes all mechanical cleaning other than washeries operated by consumer steel companies. 

1¢ Includes central washeries in Colorado and Pennsylvania operated by consumer steel companies.
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Taste 44.—Result of operations at bituminous coal cleaning. plants in the United 
— States in 1940, by States, in net tons } | | 

| | : | Botalraw | Coalob- | Refuse re-} Percent |,@UCHOD oo eek De ga ~.. |eoalmoyed| tained’in | sulting in | of refuse |fommines = 
7 oe ee “ Mo to cleanin ng cleaning © _ cleaning toraw | coalto. | 

So ae Plants Process | process? | coal? | Gioaning: | 
a re | , : | _ | plants‘ | 

: Alebama.........2--.2-222---22a------+----=-] 14, 758, 435 | 12, 923,860 | 1,834,575| 12.4] 14,030,911 | 
o | Colorado....---.-.--------------------------]| 4) ft 90; & | | 

oe Illinois... ..-------------------.--:----------| 22, 428,658 | 18, 840, 805 | ~ 8, 587,853 | 16.0 | 31,803,487 
- | Indiana... ...-.---------.2-222.-----2-1-----| 5,964,599 | 5,108,522 |; 861,077 | 14.4 |- 8/435.450 | 

7 ‘Kansas--.-------.----.---.------------------| 1, 981, 870 | 1, 620,407 |. 361,463 | - 182 |. 2,072,312 
me - Kentucky..---.----.-.----.---------....----| 2, 246,309 | 2, 004, 360 241,949! 10.8] 5,547,417 

a Missouri__...-..-..-....----.-.-....-..-----| 1, 564, 883 | 1, 236, 799 328,084 | - - 21.0 | 1; 640, 433 
~ . ° Ohio. ...-..-..------.-----------------------|. 4, 187, 955 | 3, 533,632 | 654,323 | 15.6 4, 469, 653 
oo. Pennsylvania °..-.-.-...---.---22-2-.-------] (8) — 3. (3) - 844. —& 

- _ . Pennessee.._--.-------2---------------------] _.. 343,509 | 314, 541.] 28,968 | = 84 1, 276, 875 © 
a OM inginia ool Leelee L-L--.} 2; 514, 659'| = 2,315,560 | ~~ 199,099} = =—-7.9: 7,054,688 — 
vo: Washington. --..-......---.---.-.------.-----| 1,599,221 | 1, 362, 856 236, 365 14.8 1,491,793 - 

: West Virginia 7. .----..-.-..-.-------.-------| 26,073, 317 | 23, 384,440 | 2, 688, 877 10.3 | 52,002,066 Oo Other States #.---..-.-.-._.2_--1-.-------}, 2,743, 968 | 20,814, 184 | 1,920, 770 |...-.-.--.} 31,846, 582 
co __- Total at mines only ®_.__.”-....._-....|106, 407, 378 | 98, 454, 966 | 12,952,412 | 12.2 | 161,671,567 co Consumer plants ##__......-.....-..---------| 9, 193, 244 | 8,750,220 | 443,024] 4.8 |... : 

Grand total. ....--...--...--.-.-------|118, 600, 622 |102, 205, 186 | 13,305,436] 1.6 foo 

a _ 1Excludes Alaska. 9 ee . . 
an ? Exact figures on raw coal or refuse could not be turnished by many operators; in such instances, estimates 

oe were made from all available information at hand. ce a 
-3In Alabama (for example) for every 100 tons of raw coal cleaned in 1940, an average of 12.4 tons of refuse 

oo was discarded and 87.6 tons of clean coal was obtained. | 7 oo - 
- 4 Based upon shipping weights; includes some marketable coal that did not pass through cleaning plants. 
a a ‘6 Included under “‘Other States.” . Se So oe 
oe 6 Includes some coal mined in Pennsylvania and cleaned in Ohio. ee - , 
“ * TIneludes some coal mined ‘in West Virginia and cleaned in Ohio. | oe a - 
- §Includes Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Michigan, Montana, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, and Utah. | 

_ _- » © Includes all mechanical cleaning other than washeries operated by consumer steel] companies. po 
. WW Tncludes central washeries in Colorado and Pennsylvania operated by consumer steel companies... |
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Taste 45.—Production, value, employment, days active, and output per man-shift at bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States 
in 1989, by States and counties i a oe 

[Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000tons) = eS — | | 

| - ALABAMA ee | | | 

- : - wi _ Average number of wage earners a | 
7 - and working proprietors on ac- Disposition of coal produced (net tons) a | five days (excluding shut-down a | | ; 

— . periods | w 

sp ; Average . 
Used by Net | Ave oo Surface . nomber oe : . 
mine em- ad e oo verage |. ey Renna © 0 | 

County Shipped | ‘pioyees, | Used at | changes | value |: | days |@ucedon - 
by truck | taken by | mine for | in stocks. r ton? mines | ,2¢tive 4 Loaded for | or wagon Kom. ‘power and of coal «| be | were days per © 

shipment | (exclud- . tive | heat or — | 3+ mines Total — ..| Under- Total | active man-shift qj 
by rail ing coal | tanders | Made into Jan. 1 quantity | . [| ground In All TM | | 

or water ! | used by | + tipple, beehive | i939) to me strip ‘others . oo 
mineem-|‘o. other | coke at | jan’7 | | pits ers | oo, 3 
ployees) | ‘uses at mine — 1940” a | . | > 

| mines 2 fp 2 7 a Mm 

Bibb. ...-.---.--.------- eee ee eee eee §92, 190 13,703 | 1,937 13,943 | —3, 529 618, 244.. $2. 40 1,090. 140 163 | 1, 267 186 2. 70 Z 
Blount......----------------- +--+ ee- 93, 577 35, 209 | 510 1,361 | -—1, 434 129, 223 © 2. 42 341 47 47 | 405 178 1.79 0 
Cherokee..-----------cennnneeeee eee e ence n[eceeeeeeeee-| 12,441 [ole eee |e ellen eee 12, 441 2.11 os 41 87 218. 211 | 
Cullman...-........-.--------------------|--------+---|' 34, 347 73 | oo n---- ee nn |ee eee eee ee} 34, 420 - 2,49 182 |.-.--.-- 19} 151 ~  16l | 1. 42 5 
Etowah...........----------------------- 10, 753 11,757 |... 8 fee eee ees 22, 613 2.07 | - 66 |-.-..--- 10 |. 76 130} .. 2.28 Q 
Jefferson.......-.-------------------------| 6, 781,701 | 243, 500 69, 544 ' 24,251 | —11,289 | 7,107,707 | -.. 2.28 10,110 j...-.-.-| 1,461 | 11, 571 | 186 | = 3.30 Z 
Marion. .......------.-------------------- 208, 599 38, 200 1, 249 351 | +1,160 | 249,559) 2.90. 520 6 78 604 156 2. 65 
Shelby ..........---------------- eee 312, 765 76,792 | 2,168 1, 166 —977 391, 914 — 271 776 |....---- 166 | 942 ~ . 167] 2. 50 | 
Tuscaloosa......-...---------------------- 70, 946 §2, 379 : 7 510 }..--...--- 123, 842 1.95 . 275 6 43 324 | - 181 2.11 es 
Walker.........-.------------------------| 2,146,200 | 104,819 32, 827 — §80 | —6,602 | 2,277, 824 2. 20 3, 169 47 526 | 3,742) = 168 3. 73 
Other counties (De Kalb, Fayette, Jack- |- oe fp an | 

son, Madison, St. Clair, and Winston). 993, 781 49,656 | 11,113 30, 545 —6,107 | 1,078, 988 2. 32 1, 441: weneeeen] 334 | 1,775 222 2.73 

Total Alabama...............--.-.-| 14,210,512 | 672,803 | 119,431 | 472, 707 | ~28, 778 | 12,046,675 | 2.30 | 17,943 |” 90 | 2,851 | 20,884 183 3.16 : 

See footnotes at end of table. | : - . | : a : : 

| | | ST



TaBLE 45.—Production, value, employment, days active, and output per man-shift at bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States 20 | : tn 1939, by States and counties—Continued - | -: — 6 
| | ALASKA — | | oo | | 

. : Average number of wage earners nal nei | CS Y mo and working proprietors on ac- : | Disposition of coal produced (net tons) | | —- tive days (excluding shut-down | ; . ms m woo ae periods . oe yo : 

— ~~ ot 7 Average : Used by N . oT gee Surface — 7 ‘number coal oe. . mine em- et et ae . Verage 7 is of full ; : County Shipped ployees, Used at - | changes Evalue. — = days. duced on by truck. taken by | ine for jj, stocks | per ton 3 . oo in active | Loaded for | or wagon | "0" 09 | power and of coal «YY Pe | . on mines | days per - shipment | (exclud- | “V0 heat or | tmines| _ Total — | Under- | : Total Wiis man-shift §& | by rail | ing coal | tonders | Made into | 7 in'n°S | quantity | ground | In | gy Otel | active jo" or water! | used by attipple,| beehive | 1989, to. | “ .-| strip } thers | ao oe bg 
| mineem-}'or other | coke at. Jan. 1, Ce Los of pits: | Omers : Pa > | ployees) | ices at | | mine 1940 fe d tf Spo OF mines 2 | pe Pw | | 

Total Alaska. ......-....-..----.---------| 143,549 |} 10 |. 43,308 | 41,858 | 148, 417 | $2.82 66 |... 22} ss] 289 5.84 i 
a as a - oO Oe - oe TO — ~ 

ARIZONA, GEORGIA, IDAHO, AND OREGON So a S 

Total Arizona, Georgia, Idaho, and Ore- re | en ie on — Poggi OM BON... 2 eee eee 22, 706 14, 710 496 _ #376 -++-733 39,021 | © $2.96 | 122 }...-..--] | 35 157; . 154 1,61 just 

a | ARKANSAS - : | me CR 
. _ | aaa ; - 7 - " = - ~ . mn " ~ nee 

Franklin. ......2...2--22222.----22-2- ee. 105, 767 4, 351 1, 065 1,461 jo. 222 8. 112, 644 $3. 43 B87 |. AT |. . 84] . 468. 100 | 2. 41 Johnson...-..2.--2- ene ee 176, 115 16, 392 | 138 2, 240 . +122 194, 007 | 2. 76 . §23 J..-....-]| lb 634 111 2. 75 Logan.....---2.-2 22 356,406 |. 2,977 807 | . 523 | 1,350} 359,363 : 3.67- 1,130 |.-..--.-] 211 | 1,341 |]. —-108 ~ 2.49 - Sebastian.........222 22-22 see 400, 162 24, 221 110 — 2,710 | 1, 035 428, 238 2.79 1, 097 28; 189; 1,314 103 3.17 , Other counties (Pope and Scott)_......... 56, 077 928 10 ~ 614°) >> +187 57, 786 3. 76 218 [eee e led 32 247 123 1.90 . 
Total Arkansas.........-..-....2... 1, 098, 527 | 48, 869 2,130 | ° #7,548) —386] 1,152,038 3.17 3, 362 45 597. 4,004 107 2. 70



. | COLORADO . - . 

Boulder....--..-...-------------+-------- 196, 057 | 395, 936 5, 226 10,716 |. +408 608, 433 $2.84 | 671 |.....---| 108 779 221. 3. 53 . 
Delta_....----------- enn ene nee nen e nen n ee 28,705 | 28,050 776 | 4,083 }_..-2..--- 61, 614 | 2. 40 60 |..----:- 22 82 201 3.74 
Elbert..-..-.----------2 22-22 -e eee n ene e [owen ene e nee 7, 866 — 187 |e ene |eeee-t--| 8,028 | 48 12 ]-..---..] 2 14 194 2.95 | 
Fremont. ...-.---------------------------| - 168,184 | 342, 315 4, 194 2,306 | —1,992 | 510,007 2. 50 696 |.......- 117 813 185 3.40. 
Garfield.........--.-.----.-.------------- 12,717 | 23, 982. 39 1, 240 |.......--- 37,978 2.27 |. 35 |_.....-. 10 45 221 3.81 
Gunnison. ...........-......-...--------- 497,281 | 23,923 | 3,795 | 10,874] ~—5,308 530, 425 | 2. 26 465 |__...... 96 561 . 168 5.63 
Huerfano............--.--..-------------- 546,804 | 63, 597 4, 354 | 1,662 | —1, 250 615, 167 2.51 706. j..-...-- 171 967 164 3.88 
La Plata. ......-.-.-.----.---..-----.-.-.] 10,887 |. 17, 487. 198 f..----aeee] «277 28, 195. 2.18 37 jo... 10 47) -—-2it 2. 85 
Las Animas...........-.....-.--------+-- 898,288 | 54, 220 8,170 | $111,700 | ~-2,242| 1, 067, 136 2. 33 1,305 |_....222 202 | 1, 507 164 |. 4:07 
Mesa... eee 20,931 | 44, 455 148 2,980 |.......-..]. 77, 464 2.08 | 102 |__...... 18 120 175 3.68 
Moffat. . ...-.-.- 22 eee een eee 28,842 | 26, 503. 55 |: 1,000 }_......... 55, 900. 2.07 37 |..----.- 10 47 236° 6.05 
Routt_.-...--0-2- 2 eee eee 670,000 | 16,413} 13,018 32,121 | —4,112| 727,440 2. 44 914 |__...... 272.| 1,186 180 4.10 t& 

. Weld. ........-.-----2-2- 0 eee 828,314 | 265,079 | 17,960 | 25,474 | 2,197 | 1,134, 630 2. 56 1,174 Jo... ee 239 | 1,413 171 | 4.69 
Other counties: . 
Archuleta, Montezuma, Montrose, - 

Pitkin, and Rio Blanco...--...------- 482 7,823 | 24,100 4 eee eee 32, 418 2. 30 35.].-------| 27 62 250 2.09 
El Paso, Jackson, Jefferson, and Lari- oo Oo ae 
MEP. _-- 2 nen nee epee new enn ee 168, 728 | 216, 241 3,137 | 40,769 | —490 428, 380 2.44 353 | (6) () 428 222 4.62 6 

Total Colorado. ........--....-.-.-.] 4,079, 665. |1, 533, 860 82, 266 5. 244,879 | —17,460 | 5, 923,210 . 2.47 6, 782 (Oe (8) 8, 161 176 4.12 a . 

| | _ ILLINOIS | | | | 3 

Franklin...........-.--.-.---------------| 8,148,497 | 48,562 | 48,385 | . 133,851 | ~59,446 | 8,319,849 — $1.69 4,797 |....----| 1,445 | 6,242 144 9. 27 
Fulton _....-.-..-....-.-.---------------| 3,351,874 | 428, 205 3, 168 9, 314 +578 | 3,793, 130 1.42 639 267 447 | 1,353 | 210 | 13. 34 B 
Gallatin................._-....--.-..---.-- 1, 650 42, 921 eee nw anew 2, 622 +1, 378 48, 571 1. 55 66 Seen aewe 13 79 185: . 3.33 f 

Grundy......-.-.--.-.------.------------|-.----------] 123,250 1,204 2,109 | 1,746 124, 907 2.61 132 13 17 162 178 4.45 oO 
Knox........-._--...----------- 22-2 een ee 595,853 | 160,697 | 1,923; 5,361) 2,050 761, 784 1. 59 195}. = ‘4 72 321 218 10. 86 Z 
La Salle_........-..--.---.--------------- 86,145 | 268,441}  5,849{ © 2,367] +4, 433 367,235 | 2.66 433 82 75 590 174 3.58 
Livingston.........-.-.------------------]-------=----| 10,011 5 214] +616 10, 846 2. 98 44 3 10 57. 61 3B 
Macoupin.......-----.-..----------------| 3,041,874 | 177,300 28,948 | 129,326 | -—-8,278 | 3,369,170 1. 48 1, 895 |--.....- 434 | 2,329 | 182 9.98 2 
Madison........-....-..-..--------------| 1,188,117 | 501,166 | 31, 614 66, 483 | +7,109 | 1,829,489; . 1.49 1, 358 |...-.... 285 | 1,643 189 5.89 
Menard.....---.-------------------------]------------| 110,006 2, 428 ~~ 3,681 |---------- 116, 115 |. 2.07 173 |-.-....- 18 191 198 3.07 =f 
Mercer.......---.-------------- enon eee [eennes------| 24,220.) 258 887 |..---.---- 25, 365 2.55 64 |--...-.-. 9 73 130 | 2.67 
Montgomery....-..--.---.--------------- 598, 392 43, 849 3, 252 37,801 | +2, 605 685, 989 1.38 570 |-.------ 129 699 98; 10.03 
Peoria._.......--.------------- eee eee ee 828,981 | 343, 419 3, 462 2,547 | 7,338 | 1,171,071 2.04| 1,277 9 103 | 1,389 146 5.77 
Perry... _.-.....--.---.--..---------------| 3,035,812 | 67,555 | 20,486 |- 33,509 | +3,233 3, 169, 685 1.44 697 423 340 | 1,460 192 11. 33 : 

Randolph. . ....--.--------+---0---2000077 1, 128,065:| 78,460 | 10,129 20, 220 _ +444 1,231, 918 1.20 380. 55 170 564 163 13.42 
Rock Island......-.-----.----------------]------------| 28, 731-| 279 | 68 |..-.------ 24, 078 3.20 67 ].-.---.-.| 7] 64 165 2. 28 
St. Clair._.......--.--.-------------------| _ 874, 183 [1,401,941 | °41,400'| > 43,184] +3, 768 | 2, 454, 485 1. 52 1,911] 116 413 | 2,440 141 7.12 
Saline_................---.-.--.--------.-] 8, 518,007 | 60,960 | 18,734 50,644 | +1,428 | 3,649,773 1.80 2, 154 100 582 | 2,836 162 7.95 | 
Sangamon..........---.----.--.----------] 1,448,605 | 580,981 | 12,944 20,888] +5,301 | 2,068,719 1.82 2, 517 |----.--- 319 | 2,836 148 4.94 
Schuyler__......-...-.-.-----------------|------------| 48, 241 136 | 1,030 | +1, 412. 50,819 1.89} 113 |.-...... 16 129 181 2.18 
Shelby..........--.--.------2------ eee |e eee eee 6, 987 97) = 122 ]----22..-- - 7, 206 3. 69 36 |.....--. 5 41 177 99 
Stark........---. 2 eee eee ene -- eee] 19, 128 80 | 82 |......-.-- 19, 235 2.12 34 |_.....-- 5 39 207 2. 38 | 
Tazewell. _.....-----------2-eennnnenenene 38,551 | 163,868} 1,402)  .. SIZ4...---1 204,683] 2,12 337 |--.----- 44 381. 152 3. 53 we 

See footnotes at end of table. . - — os - CO



TaB.Ee 45.—Production, value, employment, days active, and output per man-shift at bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States oO 7 
in 1989, by States and. counties—Continued a | oO | 

: _ ILLINOIS—Continued | | | - | 

. 7 | Average number of wage earners , , , 
. : | and working proprietors on ac- | 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) tive days (excluding shut-down 

periods) 

_ - Average . 
| Used by : Net Ty | Surface | number coal oro: | 

. mine em- e _ | Average __ of ful Be 
County Shipped ployees, Used at changes value days duced on. - 

by truck | taken by | mine for | in stocks er ton?. | mines | ,2¢tive 
Loaded for | or wagon ncomo. power and of coal oe Pp . . days per Ss oo, 
shipment | (exclud- | “tive heat or | oP anines| Total |. ° ‘|: Under- Total whine man-shift 
by rail | ingcoal | tenders | Made into |“; o0"\°| quantity. | ground | In | ay ° active i 4 | 

or water! | used by | ,+ tipple beehive | jo39° +g ee strip | others oo oan 
mine em- | ‘6, er coke at Jan. 1 . pits . > 
ployees) uses at mine . 1940 SS i . | i 

mines 3 . . : | - | | mM 

| | ef | | | | | | | CS” . . 

Vermilion. .........-----------------.----| 1, 506,885 | 299,215 | 106, 385 20,712 | ~—9,737 | 1,923, 460 $1. 86 2, 036 40 224 | 2,300 173 4,85 > . 
Wabash... ---.--.------- eee fee eee 8, 086 60 |. 44 |.-..--_.-. 8, 190 1. 76 26 |_.---.-- 3 29 128 2.21. . 
Williamnson__......-.-.----..-------.-----| 1, 886,921 | 507, 517 5, 720 52,172. | —21,759 | 2, 430, 571 1. 57 1, 292 150 436 | 1,878 156 8. 29 od 
Other counties 7......-..-...-....-.----..| 7, 745, 667 |1, 042, 131 44, 035 83, 763 +793 | 8,916,389 | 1.67 4, 006 449} 1,314] 5,769 176 8.77 8 - 

Total Ilinois.......------.---------| 38, 964,079 |6, 770, 843 | 401,482 | 4 723,853 | —77, 566 | 46,782,601) 1.64] 27,198 | 1,761 | 6,935 | 35,804 163 £7.98 AL | 

INDIANA | | - | | © | 
eee it 

Clay... ._---..-...------------- eee 837,043 | 469, 919 857 ' 9, 753 +711 1, ep ae $1.77. 150 503 184 837 188 8. 36 
Daviess........----.---0---------- een ne eee] ee --------| 58, 571 550 «1, 248 |-----.---- , 369 | =—s_—«1.. 96 79 5 19 103 184 3.19 
Dubois.._..--.-.-...-------.-------------|------e-----| 14, 014 85 73 |.--------- 14, 172 1.73 | 24 |.-.-.--- 3 27 190 2.77 
Fountain..........--....-.--.------.----- 294 29, 920 485 1, 892 |....--.--- 32, 591 1.89 31 51 17 | 99 | 118 2. 80 
Greene. .....-..-------.------------------| 2,017,909 | 113,715 |: 1,419 15, 122 —331 | 2,147, 834 1. 54 356 398 339 | 1,093. 181. 10. 87 
Knox......------.---.--------------------| 1,779,427 | 313, 300 3,476} 19,509 | +6,395 | 2, 122,107 1.37 887 22 289 | 1,198 . 173 10. 22 
Martin. ..-.-.-.22- 0 ene eee ene ne 18, 751 - 14 [ole] -------- 18, 765 Tt. 60 -39 Joe. .-| 6 45 197 2.11 
‘Parke .......-----2 2-2-2 eee [eee --| 124, 022 877 | 6,709 | +1, 341 132, 949 . 2. 25 165 6 37 208 185 3. 45 
PeITy_.._.---- seen cane seccccccecsececscecs|eosescsese..| 26,798 47 4 |....--.---| 26,844 1. 48 38 |... 5 43 229 2.81 
Pike ___....-..-...-------2---------------| 3, 308, 687 60, 915 8, 201 16, 266 | -+2,615 | 3,396, 684 1.18 101 454 420 975 — 211 16. 55 , 
Sullivan.........----.---...--.-------.---| 1,311, 926 70, 634 91, 148 21, 596 | +3, 500 | 1, 498, 804 1.72 789 155 218 | 1,162 140 9.18 
Vermillion...........---.-2-.2.--------.-- 370, 856 | *113, 950 1, 262 3,655 | —2,102 487, 621 1, 52 328 46 82 456 158 - 6.78 7 
‘Vigo....---.2s-.-n-sccceccsscccnsecseese--| 2,722,619 | 157,196 | 359, 069 34,158 | -+6,364 | 3, 279, 406 1.55} 1,219] 207] 348] 1,774 212 8.72 
Warren....--.---.-----.------------------]------------| 4, 44 411 507 j......----| 5, 359 2. 26. 18 [_------. 3 21 193 1.32 
Warrick... .......----.-------...---------! 1,061, 709 | 184, 460 2, 209 4,768 | —1,386 | 1, 251, 760 1.24 305 222 178. 705 184 9. 66 .



Other counties (Gibson, Owen, Spencer, | Ds : yt | . | | 
and Vanderburgh).....--...-----.-..--- 965,948 | 159,424 | 4,897 17, 957 -+-908 | 1, 149, 224 1.72 | 809 71 140 | 1,020 123 9. 14 

Total Indiana. .-....--..-....--.---| 14, 376, 418 |1, 920,025 | 475, 007 4158, 217 | +18,105 | 16, 942, 772 1. 48 5,338 | 2,140 | 2,288 | 9, 766 177 89.79 

aa 

~ , IOWA | 

[dee ccccceeccceeee eee. weneanenee--| _ 17,493 60 g|.........-| 17,561 | $2.68 78 |....---| 12] 90 136 1.44 
Appanoose._..-.-.----------------------- 207, 041 134, 656 2, 745 309 . —696 344, 055 2. 49 1,197 |_--...-- 141 |. 1,338 118 | 2.19 - 
Boone.....-.----- eee eee nee nee 169, 233 63, 325 14, 796 1, 433 ~—179 248, 608 3. 00 540 |---222--} 66; 606 149 2. 76 
Dallas.............-.---------------e eee 319,288 | 62, 363 6, 883 1, 273 —120 389, 637. 2.69} 596 |_....-.. 43 639 196 3.12 | 

oy Greene... - eee e eee eee e eee eeeeeee|ee--een--e--| 20, 554 124 180 |.....---.- 20,808 | 2.69 43 11 12| 66 87 3.61 | 
“3 Guthrie_._.......--.---.-------.------- ee f-eeeeee-] 24, 185 18 |-----.--- +138 24, 338 | 2. 99. 98 |_..-..-. 10 108 153 1.47. . 

POS DOE Wo nn-oonnnvetereeeeeccccoo or come ee eneeee 26, 699 740 114 | +239 27, 792 2. 70 68 6] -15 |. 89 |. 84 3. 72° 
Mahaska. .-.._-.-.-.-.---.-.-.-.---.---.- 122, 147 | 148,045 |- 1,810 1,151 | +2, 628 270, 781 2. 04 37 135 63 285. - 163 5. 84 ty 
Marion......-.---.-..------.---.----.---e 158, 762 | 365, 913 3, 921 1, 556 —466 §29, 686 2.11 5386}. 95 92 723 183 4,01 «| 
Monroe....---------------2- ene eee 53, 480 47, 706 1, 571 | 944 —89 103, 612 |. 2.12 256 7. 38 801 |. 111 3. 11 
Boge wee nee ee eee ee eee ence ew ene nn [enn nn ne an-- 35, 230 - 381 |.....----...|-----.----| . 35,611 2. 73 88 j_._....- 10 | 98 177 |. 2.05 
Polk....-------- eee eee 74, 031 228, 158 3, 877 1, 350 +1, 504 308, 920 2.71 654 & 56 715 137 3.15 
Van Buren.........--.-------------------|------------] 18, 114 224 17 [---------- 18, 355 2. 63 26 7 6 39 189 2.49 DF 
Wapello.......-.-.---.------------------- 53,118 | 123,111 907 834 -+2, 960 - 180, 980 2. 14 258 | 24 54 336 140 3. 84 Oo 

- Wearren..........--....-.--. 22. 3, 753 61, 266 1, 181 1, 882 —1, 067 67, 015 2. 60 112 21 27 160 108 3. 88 ro 
A meee wencenee 24, 028 202 |..----------]---------- 24, 230 2. 31 89 |_....... 13 102 '. 168 1, 41 er 
Webster_..------.------------ ee. fee ee 35, 979 100 |-....--.-.--]-------..- 36, 079 . 2. 73 59  § Qf 73 147 3. 35 

Other counties (Davis, Jefferson, Lucas, od Co a | 

and Taylor) ...--.---------------------- 248, 061 47,014 3, 846 648 —20 200, 530 2. 33 435 6 42 483 | 163 3. 80 2° 

Total Iowa......-.------------.--- 1, 408, 854 1, 478, 839° 43, 383 411, 649 +4, 832 | 2, 947, 557 2. 44 §, 220 322 709 | 6, 251 147, 3,20 t 

a ct > 
ae | KANSAS oS 4 | 

— Orawford.......-.----.-------------------} 1,647,911 | 70,305 | 2, 048 8,863 | —3,566 | 1,725,651]  $1.85| 1,009/ 307] 298] 1,614 14] 60 & 
_ Pranklin........-.....-.-.---------------|---eeee-----| 16, 337 223 100 j_------.-- 16; 660 2, 64 41 j_-_-.--- 6 47 180 1979 © 
Labette._......-..--..-----------2---- eee ee 9, 616 20 1,100 |.-....-.-- 10, 736 2.21 8 7 3 18 163 3. 65 4 
Linn... 2.2.22 eee nn nnn fen ewe eee nee 16, 499 175 ~ 230 j.-----.-.- 16, 904 1.95 | . 53 3 8 64 141 1. 87 . 
Osage......----------------- nnn ne nee e eens 1,901 | 74,118 2, 991 141 |----------] 79, 151 2. 89 292. 16 41 349 163 139 SS © 
Other counties (Bourbon, Cherokee, and . | | eo : 
Leavenworth) .......-..----.---..----.- 761, 831 60, 827 2, 769 3,142 | —2,980 825, 589 1. 87 369 192 205 766 239 | 4. 50. 

Total Kansas ®._.........-.-.------- 2, 411, 643 | 247,792 8, 226 413, 576 —6, 546 | 2,674, 691 1.89 1, 772 525 561; 2,858 178 §. 25 | 

: , : KENTUCKY | | 

Eastern district: | | | 
Bell. ......-..--------------------------| 1, 488,782 | 97,261 | 24,075 8,731 | -+2,007 | 1,620,896 $1. 76 2,486 |_.---.-- 370 | 2,856 167 3. 40 
CC) ee as 25, 504 51 10 |.........- 25, 655 1.74 78 |.------- 11 89 182 1. 58 . 
Olay... a ancscncccnnccncanccanccscusnccns 126, 703 48, 334 Bee euerres Bene eerervs. eee mwaeerat = 174, 087 1, 87 879 6 «85 440 200 1, 08 OO 

Floyd. ..........-..--------------------| 4, 480, 908 1, 187 10, 782 17,716 | +6,802 | 4,517,275 1, 84 4,683 |........ 701 | 5,384 186 4, 52 a 

See footnotes at end of table.



TaBLE 45.—Production, value, employment, days active, and output per man-shifi at bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States 4 
in 1989, by States and counties—Continued | | dD 

| KENTUCKY—Continued _ : a | 
a A tre thu PUP Ptr eh ss sr sii ss perverse renee 

Average number of wage earners 
. and working proprietors on ac- Disposition of coal produced (net tons) - tive days (excluding shut-down | . 

periods) | 

. So Average 
Used by- Net | 7 A Surface number coal oe 

5 mine em- et verage 0 
County _ | Shipped ployees, Used at changes “value _ _ days duced on 

by truck | taken by | minefor lin stocks| ton 3 mines | ,2Ctive Loaded for | or wagon Meomo. power and | “Of eosh | Ber ton re daysperr  & 
shipment | (exclud-.| “6 heat or | at mines Total Under- : | Total A © | man-shift , | 
by rail | ing coal | ,nGers | made into.| 9510 - quantity ground In An active | 

or water ! | used by beehive oat . . strip . co , mine em- at tipple, coke at 1939, to pits others | . uv 

ployees) oases aL mine 1940 , , i 
mines 2 | Ua 

TT | | a | a | mn | ne | tenn | enna 
Eastern district—Continued. " oo . f ; BS 

Greenup. ......---.---------------------|------------| 3, 798 |_| 3, 798 $1. 38 18 fells eee 3 21 77 2.34 by 
Harlan. __.....-------.-------------.---| 12, 160, 173 12, 875 82, 461 16, 489 | —10, 986 | 12, 261,012 1. 95 12,035 |......--| 1, 563 | 13, 598 197 4. 57 td 
Jackson__.....--..---------.------------|------------| 196, 889 50 10,130 | —1,814 205, 255 1.78. 400 |.-.----- 62 462 195 227 6 
Knott....----.-.---------2- eee 430, 554 j_..-_.--_- 1, 766 |....---.----| +1, 216 433, 536 “1.74 ~ 619 fee Lee. 71 | §90 187 §. 35 oO 
Knox_...-------------------------------| 642,622 | 1,540 | —-2, 418 3,010 | —1,301} 648, 184 1.72 g29 |.....---| 84] 918 239 2.98 
Laurel___._.-.-.-..---------.-----------e 395 49, 323 260 ~ 170 |---------- 50, 148 1. 70 126 |.-_---.- 18 144 | 170 2.05 ~~ 
Lee__..---- eee eee |e ee eee 17, 848 50 10 ji - 2 eee 17, 908 1.69 |. 5O foie le. 7 57 |. 157 2. O01 sid 
Letcher___.....-------.-----------.-.----| 3, 740, 035 3, 659 27, 913. 1, 589 | —10,898 | 3, 762, 298 | 1.79 4,224 |.-.--... 617 | 4,841. 176: 4, 41 © 
Perry......---.-------------------------| . 3, 986, 441 3, 860 102, 019 159 +3, 268 | 4,095, 747 1.77 4,068 j-....-.- 614 4,682 | 162 5. 41 ie 
Pike__.......-..------------------------] 4,052, 162 19, 837 | 207, 575 ' $3,078 —2, 575 4, 280, 067 . 1. 69 3, 680 |... 626 4, 156 193 5. 33 nah 
Rockcastle.__._..-2..-.-.-----2--- 2 ee - 200 23, 598 30 |_------- fe ee 23, 828 1. 43 48 j_-.-..-- a ~ 65 1 159 2738. 
Whitley__....--.-.-----.--------------- 278, 906 1, 500 1, 515 8, 868 +1, 588 292, 377 2.11 ‘597 . 2 103 702 159 2. 62 
Other counties 1°__.......-...-.....-.---| 1, 693, 641 92, 304 50, 253 14, 396 +3, 014 1, 853, 608 1.95 2, 369 |...---.- 357 2, 726 © 188 3. 62 

Total Eastern Kentucky. ..........--| 33, 080, 452 599, 407 511, 213 - 84, 356 —9, 799 | 34, 265, 629 | 1.85 36, 439 8 5, 269 | 41, 716 185 ' . 4.43 

Western district: | 
Butler_.........-----------22-ee---e ee 290 | 10,906 90 |.........---|---------- 11, 286 1.69 44 |_...2... 6 80 135 | 1. 67 | 
Daviess._...........-----.--.-----------]-.----------] 106, 110 316 i 108, 971 1.15 160 |......_- 20 180 156 3. 89 
Henderson.-__.......--------_------------ 14, 342 77, 577 1, 315 10, 442 +462 104, 138 1. 67 170 |_..----- 34 204 141 3. 61. 
Hopkins.....----.---------2222200700-77 3, 446, 937 205, 454 40, 907 10, 287 +4, 560 | 3, 708, 145 1.37}. 2,609 70 535 } 3,214 161 7.16 
McLean_._.........----------------- |e ene 8, 780 30 | 85 j..2.------ 8, 895 1. 36 21 j--..---- 3 24 129 2. 88 
Muhlenburg........---...--.-----------| 2, 204, 354 63; 136 12, 847 36, 315 | +27,190 | 2, 343, 842 1.17 2,191 |.....--.- 496 | 2,687 153 5.72 
Ohio._.......--2.-----------------e eee] 224, 194 26, 530 3, 574 1, 263 .—25 |- — 255, 626 1. 36 ~ 268 |...-.--- 35 303 - 169 5. 0U 
Union__.......----2-- 2 eee eee nee 478, 116 83, 657 19, 692 16, 379 +135 597, 979 1.42 667 |.....--- 101 768 143. 5. 43 . 
Webster........--...-.0--...-.....-.-.. 1,089, 776 36, 073 5, 166 2, 640 ~—145 ! 1,083, 510 1. 27 1, 262.j........ 157’ 1,409 186 5. 66,



Other counties (Christian and Han- | | | ; ok On OO 
” 00ek \ ov eweteeceecce cee eeencenneceeences 32,309 | 36, 187 81 7 0 || 68,647] 1.50] 0 1) yl 86 165 4.83 | 

Total Western Kentucky..........---| 7,440,408 | 654,380 | 83, 988 79, 986 | +82, 177 | 8, 200, 939 1.30| 7,442] 85 | 1,308) 8,925 153 6.09 

Total Kentucky........-.----------] 40, 620, 860 |1, 253, 787 | 605,201 | 4 164, 342 | +22, 378 | 42,556,568 | 1.74 | 43,881 93 | 6,667 | 50, 641 180| 4.68 | 

MARYLAND | | | 

Allegaty...--.-.-------------------------| 653,486 | 188,256 | 5,672 738 ~—326 | 847,826 | $2.12| 1,201 ]....-...| 145 | 1,346 188 3.35 | 
| Garrett......-.--..-.s2-c21s-2------------| 534,751.| 48,278} 4,080] 7,742 | = +101 504,902 1.92] (856|..--..--| 149] 1,005 166 3. 57 

Total Maryland......--------------| 1, 188,287 | 236,534 | 9,702] 48,480 —225 | 1,442,728 2. 04 2;057 |...-..-.| 204] 2,351] 178 34 @ . 

MICHIGAN | 2 

Bay..-------cecceeeceeecceeeceeeeeeeee---| 15,087 | 48,995 853 4,677 |...-......| 64,562 | $3.99 og |........| 18] 267 87 279 O| 
Bagi Wo eiay 4,147 | 100, 219 2, 604 14, 207 —474 | 120, 708 3.81. 249 |__------ 59 | 308 182 216 | 
Other counties (Shiawassee and Tuscola) . 103,031 | 151, 126 4, 703 7,833 | +4, 796 271,489 |}. 3.70 540 |...--..- 39) 579 173 2.71 7 

Total Michigan.....-..-.----------- 122, 215 295, 340 8, 160 4 26, 717 +4, 322 456, 754 . 3.77 | 1, 038 aasee- -- 116 1, 154 155 2. 55 Q 

: MISSOURI | a > 
ne 

Adair........-------------eeeeeee een 38,178 | 56,360] 1,785 3,642 |__...----- 99,965 | $1.76| 286 |._--.--- 44| 3380 125 2.4 YD . 
Boone... nnn wen en ee nee eeeeeeeeeeeeecw[eeeeeeeeeee-| 14,181 |-.2-222-- 260 |_.-.----_- 14, 391 2.17 17 21 8 46 | 113 2.76 
Clay... 2-0 ---neecceceecceeciccecser-n-|eoee-es-----| 89,874 | 3, 366 2,030 |_.-------- 95, 270 2.93 348 |___.-__- 38 | 386 163 yn 
Harrisol.......-..----------2--e-eene----|----t-------| _ 18, 208 84 420 |------_--- 18, 802 2.43} 52\..-..---| 7| - 89 216 148 6 
Henry........-..--.-.--2seeneecee--------| 581,460 | 107,335 | — 1, 785 7,925 | —2, 251 646,254 | 1.72 |. 32 | 148 111 291 211 | 1110.50 
Lafayette.........-.-.--------------------| 167,285 | 76,769) 3, 778 3, 305 +15 | 251, 152 2.43|  so2|........| 71] 963 134 1.94 4 
Linn. ......-..--------2-s2--0ee-ee- nee 15,969 | 51, 407 1, 041 a: 68, 480 2.08 190 |_._-.--- %| 216 194 1. 64 
Putnam __............--...-------ssse--e-|eee---------| 31, 116 140 99 |... ___- 31, 278 2.07 | 141 | 20} 161 114 t7 
Randolph. __._.....-.-..------.----2-----) 872,647 | 77,952 | 2,016 237 | -+1,308| 454,060 1, 87 267 46 79| 392 207: 5.60 
Ray... --.---2--cececeeeeeceene nee eee 31,907 | 98, 601 3, 551 310 —319 134, 050 2. 56 505 |..-.-.-- 71 666 118 1.70 
Vernol...........-------22ne-cceeeeeeeeeeee 11,504 | 43,033 346 2,905 |  —192 57, 686 77 20 55 19 94 122| 15.03 
Other counties 1?_.....-....---------------| 1,097,677 | 201,577 | 3,987 9,930 | —1,009 | 1, 402, 162 1.70} 295} 402} 192] 889 199 | 18.36 | 

Total:-Missouri 9...........---------| 2,266,617 | 66,453 | 21,879] 431,040 | —2,448 | 3,273, 550 1.88| 3,185| 672]  686| 4,493 158 4.60 
. 

| 

See footnotes at end of table. | | ,
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MONTANA . oe 

- . . Average nom ber of wage earners . ' and working proprietors on ac- Disposition of coal produced (net tons) | tive days (excluding shut-down | 
periods) | | 

OT I 2) ne ee pee Average 
Used by N ' | averse | Surface number cot mine em- ) verage : of fu County Shipped | ‘ployees, | Used at changes value | | days | duced on. by truck | taken by | Mine for | in stocks | er ton 3 : mines | ,active Loaded for | or wagon | como. power and | "Gr coal p | were days per shipment | (exclud- | iy,” | heator | 0,008 | Total Under- Total | active | man-shift by rail ing coal tenders made into Jan. 1 quantity . ground In All or water ! | used by : beehive “a strip b=] mine em at tipple, coke at 1939, to ; . it others > "| or other Jan. 1, 7 pits | | 

mines 2 . 

Montana bituminous coal: 
B Chouteau.__.......-2222--22------- |e eee 5, 597 30 |.-.--2-2-.--} 2 5, 627. $4. 45 17}... 222. 2 19 197 1, 80 Custer........ 22-22-2222 eee eee e een |eeenene----| 9, 698 35 |..-...-...--[--0-- ee 9, 733 1. 54 1 2 18 1644; £43.30 WwW Hill... eee ee] ee 6, 669 90 |.-..-.------}Le- we 6, 759 8.46 18 |... 2228. 2 20 130 2600 O | Musselshell__.....-_-..--_...-.....-.-._- 698, 560 33, 592 3, 053 2, 757 —15 737, 947 1,89 460 |..-..... 170 630 149 7.88 oO. Powder River... ...-...-2-2-222--------|.---.------| 7,807 28 |_...-.------|---------- 7, 835 1.72 8 Q (6) 11 153 466 A Other counties !3___-...22 2. 1, 898, 040 82, 616 4, 824 1, 613 +1,042 | 1,988, 135 1,28 515 6 (8) 685 186 . 15. 87 . | | orrnnnnrrncnrennee | arenes | aunties | aetna | nena | eee | renee | mete | mettre fpr | nnn nd) Total bituminous coal........-.....--| 2, 596,600 | 145,979] 8,060 4,370 | +1,027 | 2,756,036 1.46} 1,034] (8) (6) | 1,388 168 1.87 © 

Montana lignite: | . CO . jo 

eridan......-.. 2.2222 eee . wenceeee . Other counties (Custer, McCone, Rich- (4) Go) (4) i) (") oe land, Valley, and Wibaux) _._.._... 24, 398 1. 62 23 (6) (8) 40 131 4,65 
Total lignite.........--.--22 2 14§, 410 | 441,190-] 141,018 1496 |... 28 47, 713 1, 59 55 (5) (6) 85 155 3. 61 

Total Montana_.._._...-......._.._|™ 2, 602, 010 I 187, 169 149,078 414 4, 466 +1,027 | 2,803, 749 1.46 | 1, 089 (6) | (8) 1, 468 167 11.42 a 

| NEW MEXICO | 

COUBE neevvecacceeeneeeeennneeeeeee 608, 106 | 30, 101 | 4, 163 | 2, 761 | +286 | 645, 407 | $2. 74 | 807 | -----4 171 | 978 | 142 | 4. 66 MeKinley........2.0.0000 022 352, 668 53,146 | . 5,174 26,454 | +6, 862 444, 304 3.00 713 |--.--.-. 174 887 171 2.93.



- Sandoval.......-----.----- nce ee ee n een] ew ence ce ecne| 5,878 10 | 75 |........-- - 8, 463: 2.89 23: |....-... 3 26 200{: = #=+1.00 : oO 

Other counties (Bernalillo, Rio Arriba, po : 
San Juan, Santa Fe, and Socorro) .-.-.-- 97, 197 24, 556 3, 912 7,548 | +1, 673 134, 886 . 2.84 256 |....--.- 82 308 223 1, 96 a 

- ‘otal New Mexico.............-.--| 1,087,971 | 118,181 13,259 | 36,828 | -++8,821 | 1,230,060 2.85 1, 799 |.......- 400 | 2,199] . 166 | _ 3. 37 

- NORTH DAKOTA (LIGNITE) | . 
. - tc Anrep A TPE A CRD : . 

Adams. ..........-..-.-------- 2-2 een eel , . 43, 690 $1.10 47 |....-.-- 19 66 147 4. 50 

Burke......---.......---.-.------ 2-2 eee . 242, 961 1.20 |-......-.- 68 39 107 153 11 14,80 

Burleigh.......--.-..--------------.------ me 227, 504 1.25 25 29 | 26 80 188 11 16.12 me 

Divide. ..-.----- eee eee . 168, 928 1.19 & 33 20 58 256 1111, 39 
Golden Valley........---.--.-.----------- 4,715 1.14 7 3 7 103 6. 57 td 

Grant. .....-.--..--------- 22 ee nee ene | 19,129] 1.36. 16 |_....... 10 26 119 621 

uaa lh ay wie; tal 8] a| a] ue] aml Reg 
Morcer...... nef OY EO) (4) (#4) 576,610 | 1.12 159| 65 67| 201 199 9.95 
Morton............--2----.--------------- ~ -18,108 |  =-1.40 12 2 11 25 178 4.06 
Mountraill...........-.--2---------------- 10, 297 1.40 6 6 |. 5 17 165 3. 67 

Stark...-...--------- nen e eee eee ee ee . | 95, 983 98 55 |..------ 6 61 248 6.35. 2 
Ward.......-....------------ eee eee 458, 449 1.21 147 50 67 264 191 11 9,09 q 
Williams. ....-.......-....-...----------- oe . | 36, 776 1,25 27 7 14 48 128 5.99 
Other counties (Billings, Bowman, Dunn, - . Fol 

McKenzie, and Oliver)......--..-..---- 18, 277 1,29 a!) 5 9 23 |. 172 4.62 Oo 

Total North. Dakota.......-.-....-./" 1, 522, 676 | 403, 763 |'¢ 136, 281 4149773 }.......---| 2,072, 403 ‘Lis y 560 305 349 | 1,214 189 9.04 . Bi . 

OHIO B 

Athens..........-..----..-.---.-.--------] 1,564, 374 51, 067 §, 253 | © 16,302 | +2,304 1 1,639, 300 $1. 81 2, 259 |_..-.--- 364 | 2,623 157 3.97. 

Belmont........-.-----------------------| 4, 797,493 | 196,921. 33, 944 10, 407 | —11, 535 | 5, 027, 230 1.62 5, 254 16 569 | 5,839 171 §. 04 a 

Carroll. ...--.-...---.------ 222 111,074 | 310, 526 2, 444 2,742 | —1, 454 |. 425, 332 1, 82 389. 78: 73 540 166 4.75 

, Columbiana........-......-.------------- 35,106 | 621, 571 481 3, 003 |--..---..- 660, 161 1. 47 305 92] 108 505 203 6. 45 A 
Coshocton...........-.....-...-.--------- 16, 202 | 210, 462 900 666 |.....-.--. 228, 230 - 1.87 267 . 21 59 347 187 3. 53 J 

Gallia..................-..-------------- 100 29, 767 |-...------- |---n enn --n-n fen n ee - ne 20,867 | 1.95 59 J... ed 6 65 241 | 1,90 ES 

. Guernsey..........-..--.----------------- 402, 536 | 107, 436 16, 674 | - 838 +53 627, 537 * -1,60 469 |.....--. 49 518 217 4.70 

Harrison.......---..-----------.---------| 2,518, 041 37, 591 965 27,586 | —2,851 |. 2, 581, 332 1, 37 1, 050 81 356 | 1, 487 217 7. 98 

Hocking.........-------.----------------- 138, 662 90, 015 389 362 —§17 228, 911 1.73. 271 o 40 317 179 4, 03 

Holmes.............----------------------|------------| 34, 734 40 39 j----...--. 34, 813 | 2. 12 54 6 Ot 69 214 2. 35 . 

Jackson... -....-..-.-...----------------- 90, 488 80, 089 21, 424 |.....-.--.-.- +-364 192, 375 2. 27 236 27 » 35 298 180 3. 59 oo 

Jefferson... ___....-----------------------.| 4,304,615 | 317, 412 7, 974 26, 714 —4,777 | 4,651, 838 1, 55 3, 024 297 567 | 3,888 187 6. 39 

Lawrence... -.-.-.----1--5---- enone 100 72, 136 25 61 |--2...- 28. 72, 312 2. 00 108 j....---. 19 127 215 2. 65 

oo, Mahoning.......-.----.------------------ 9,.341 | 418, 060 468 66, 109 j-2..222... 433, 978 1.80 150 93 40 283 - . 193 7.94 . 

Medina. ....---.---.-.------ ens fee ene eee 4, 678 9 127 |.-...-.... 4,814 2. 16 14 foe eee 2 16 135 . 2, 22 

Meigs. ..-...----. 22-2 eee nee een n ene 59, 185 | 106,831 5, 003 18 j-......-.. 170, 984 1,60 271 |.-...-06 36 307 «177 3.14 
Muskingum.........--.-------2---0--5--- 678, 806 | 2385, 783 79 315 +450 916, 483 1. 66 619 | 24 100 743 194 6. 34 

POIry .j. - www nnn ccc cece na nncwnncencennccce- 583, 305 227,682 4, 156 i 619 +2, 199 787, 961 . 1.74 1, 398 15 185 1, 588 124 3. 96 & 

See footnotes at end of table. Or



TaBLE 45.—Production, value, employment, days active, and output per man-shift at bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States © | 3 a Pp ; ° 
~I in 1989, by States and counties—Continued | Od 

| | OHIO— Continued | . a 

| | 7 | Average number of wage earners : 
: | oe and working proprietors on ac- Disposition of coal produced (net tons) | | tive days (exclu ding shut-down | 

: .| periods | 

rr re errenane | | Average 7. f 
Used by : number ons 0 . 

Shipped mineem-| Js0q at Net | | Average Burface of full . goal 
Count | by truck ployees, mine for | changes - 1 ‘value ——— _ days active 

. Loaded for | or wagon taken by power and in stocks per ton # | | mines daysper 2 
shipment | (exclud- Otive heat or at mines Total Under- . — active man-shift 
by rail ing coal ‘| made into _ quantity ground In Total . , 

or water 1 | used by | "ers | “beehive | Ja2-1, | stri All : mine er. |t tipple, coke at. | 1939, to | 7 pits others , og | 
ployees) or of AL mine Jan, oS a 

mines 2 | . TM 

Portage... .---2---eeeeeeeeeeeeeeceeee|eeeeceeeeee-| 46,871 413 693 |..........| 47,977 | $2.15 87 15 9} 51 199 473 | 
Stark._....---.----.-2---2--- 22 ee ee |snee--------| 578, 757 2, 975 426 — 233 576, 925 1. 86. 274 131 68 473 184 6. 63 
Tuscarawas. ......-.--------2------------ 65, 236 | 751, 225 68, 050 1, 047 | +13 . 885, 571 1. 90 947 101 165 | 1,213 159 4.59 Ps 
Vinton..__.-----.---- eee] 1,500 | 101, 291 246 |. 80 j--.-------} 103, 117 1. 96 65 47 18 130 172 4. 62 ie 
Other counties (Morgan, Noble, Wash- | . O 

ington, and Wayne) -_.._...-..-..-.--__-- 34, 067 29, 473 18 |.------2-2 [eee] - 63, 555 2.17 147 }.-2.2.- 58 205 | 130 2. 28 ro) 

Total Ohio...............-.--.-----| 15, 380, 081 |4, 655, 388 | 171,927] 498,141 | —15, 984 20, 289, 553 1.63 | 17,657 | 1,050 | 2,935 | 21,642 175 5. 35 A 

OKLAHOMA = | : | -  § 

Coal.....-.-.-----2 2-22-22 - ee neeeee ene eeee|ee-ee-------| 17, 824 97 | . 20 |.....-.-.-| 17,941 | $2.77 B1 j......-- 7 58] 154 2. 00 
Craig.....------------------ eee eee e eee fee eee ee 8, 112 49 127 |... ---- 8, 288 |. 2.27 |....------ 14 4 18 181 2. 55 
Latimer .._...-..------.---2 22 e ieee 4, 016 2, 638 25 115 j....----.- 6, 794 2. 59 et _& 24 103 | 2.74 
LeFlore..-..-.-----.-.-..----------------|. 212, 183 5, 038 382 1, 546 +154 219, 253 2. 64 707 |.....--. 131 838 97 2. 70 
Muskogee..........-----...------------- 2, 711 3, 978 8 100 |_.-.-....- 6, 797 | 2. 62 - 9 4 24 102 2.78 
Okmulgee.........--.----- eee 211, 691 18, 245 187 850 +602 231, 575 1. 87. 215 |.-....-. 42 257 158 5.71 
Pittsburg..-............-.-2-----2- eee 136, 982 16, 834 501 5, 122 +250 159, 689 | 2. 66 385 |....-.-- 75 460 141° 2.47 | 
Tulsa_-_.------------ ee eee 28, 574 9, 122 123 191 |....-2.- 2. 38, 010 2.12 87 § 13 105 145 2. 50 
Other counties: a | . . 

Haskell and Sequoyah................-. 73, 284 922 89 1, 020 |.-.......- 76, 315 2. 00 35 31 24 90 182 459 | 
Rogers and Wagoner.-.-...... .-.-....- 379, 629 41, 102 — 768. 4,309 | 1,898 423, 900 1.73 |....-.2-.- 85 78.; ° 158 224 1111.99 

Total Oklahoma..................--] 1,049,020 | 123,815} 2,219 | 413,400] . —892] 1,187,862 211| 1,510| 144| 378| 2,032 133 oo



PENNSYLVANIA (BITUMINOUS COAL) | . 

Allegheny.....-.......-----.-------------| 10, 197, 634 /1, 766, 064 | 918, 525— 60, 580 | —19, 893 | 12, 922, 910 $1.89} 11,553 185 | 1,633 | 18,371. 188 5.14 
Armstrong..-....---.---------------------| 2, 770, 939 51,029 | 32, 468 340 | —9,107 | 2,845, 669 1, 89: 3, 107 - 10 364 | 3,481. 179 4,87 

_ Beaver.........--.----------------------- 230, 338 | 419, 963 827 5,457 | +7, 690. 664, 275 1. 79 153 156 | 136. 445. 200 7,46. 
- Bedford......-....-------------.--------- 59, 458 77,179 | 188, 952 512 +626 321, 727 3. 45— 483 |........] . 87 540. 171 3. 48 ae 
Blgir._...-.... .------.------- ------------ 78,230 | | 68,750 892. 164 | +2,212— -150, 248 2. 27 364 |.-.-.--- 52 416 150 2, 41 
Butler.....---2--------------------- eee 289,019 | 311, 597 5, 084° 115 +572 606, 387 2. 08 1, 116 - 6] 1881 1,280) 164 3. 08 . 
Cambria. _.......----.-------------------] 12, 276,600 | 388,484 | 929,218 | 15173, 205 +17, 333 | 13, 784, 840 2.18 17,347 |........| 2,183 | 19, 480. 178 . 3.97 
Center......-.---.-------.----------- eee 287, 963 | . 128, 947 9,234 | 226 | +13 . 426, 383 1. 92 w/e 96 815° 165 3.17 
Olarion......-..------------.-------,,----| 1,196,351 | 149, 334 20, 571 1,015. +4} 1,367,275 | 1.75 | 1,4%4 92 144 | 1,640 188 (4,43 
Olearfield.........--.--.------------------| 2,672, 462°} 240, 886 12, 337 26, 211 | —41,318 | 2,909, 578 2.01 4,682 | 110° 540] 65, 282 160 3. 49 
Clinton.........-.---.-...-.-------------- 1, 789 39, 847 86 18 |...-.-.-.-| 41,740 7] 1. 97 ys 11] =. 87 192 2. 50. 
Fayette_..............-------------------| 14, 218, 835 | 332,375 | 83, 355. |!51, 031,082 | +-7,082 | 15, 672, 679 2, 21 14, 408 280 | 1,774 | 16, 462 166 5.72 td a 
Greene. .__..-....---.----------------..-.| 3,836, 123 10,922 | 14,953 14, 583 | +62, 633 | 3, 939, 164 2. 21. 3, 143 |......-. 553 | 3,696 185 5.78 
Huntingdon........-..-------.----------- 396, 378 66, 380. — 746 3,906} 310 467, 100 2. 38 725 |... 90 815 — 1835 3.14 ) 
Indiana............-.-.-----.-.------.----| 5, 306, 785 48,759 | 266,183 | 18§202,996 | +2,369 | 5,827,002 1.80 i) 676 | 6,227 177 5. 29 

Jefferson......_......-.--------.-..---.---| 1,642,079 92, 924 3, 398 2,777 |. +2,811 | 1,748, 989 1. 97 2, 003 36 241 | 2,280 177 4,33 

Lycoming. .---.--------+----220008 7007-7 10, 231 45, 230 120 - 20 jr .-2---ee 55, 601 2. 21 |. 100 j..-..---. 16 116 192 2. 50 : 

ercer....---.------.---.---------------e 64,024 | 154, 633 702 1,201 | 3,039 217, 521 2. 14 | ‘253 45 65 363 151 3. 96 So ‘ 
Somerset. ..........----------------------| 4, 222, 224 89, 346 33, 652 ' §5, 009 +634 | 4,400,885 2.13. 5, 710 |..-..--- 722} 6.432 160 4, 27 r= 
"Moga..-..---.------------ 2-2 o-oo eee 170, 088 71, 440 722 4,300 +390 | 246,940 2. 43 321 33 63 417 184 3. 22 a 
Venango........_..----.--+---------------|------------| 51,744 60 |--.--2--.-.-}-----.---6 51, 794 1.77 46 Uy} oll 68 225 3.38 
Washington..........---...--------------| 14, 826, 013 315, 049 188, 498 28, 211 |-+127, 214 | 15, 484, 985. 1. 94 14,742 |. 208} 1,620 | 16, 871- 182 5.12 Q 

Westmoreland.............---------------| 6,211,127 | 549,759 | 143,606 | 16 413,181 | +11,761 | 7,329, 484 | 1, 85. 7, 252 38-1 1,004] 8,204 173 511 6 

Other counties: . , Pe 
Bradford, Cameron, E)k, Forest, Ful- _ |. | yo o 4 . 

ton, and Warren.....-..-...---------- 733, 020 67, 824 3, 508 19, 077 +610! 824,039 2. 01 1,147| 16 1941 1,357 179° 3.39 
Crawford and Lawrence. .....---------- 217, 831 65, 818 2, 344 344 | —4,459 | 281,878) 2.72 407 12 42 -461 201 3. 04 B 

Total Pennsylvania. ....-...-------| 81, 915, 541 |5, 604, 283 |2, 855, 031 |15 2, 043, 430 |++165, 828 | 92,684,113 | 2.03] 96,7382} 1,219 | 12,395 /110, 346 176 4.77 

. SOUTH DAKOTA (LIGNITE) . , . | SO , FE 

Dewey and Perking...-.--sscoeenee+ 14 26, 959 | 14 20, 02s | 14190 | 16.10 a 47, 782 | $1. 35 | 1 | () | (®) | 31 | ~ 219 | 7. 08. : 

TENNESSEE —— 

Anderson..........---.--.---------------- 919, 439 43,737 | 5,207 7,753 | +1, 340 977, 476 $2. 02 1,185 j.-..22.. 304 | 1,489 178 3.70. | 
Campbell.........-.------+---------------| 1,810, 262 32, 038 22, 461 ~ 1,162 | -+1,303 | 1,367, 226 2.06: 1,909 |.....-.. 264 | 2,173 |. 175 | - 3.60 

- Olaiborne..........-----------.-.--.--...| 1,181, 731 23, 250 12, 142 1,509 | +3,944 | 1, 222, 576 1.87] 1, 620°]..-..... 194 | 1,714. 170 4.19 
Cumberland.........--.......---.----..--]-----.------ 9, 272 |_.....----|------------]------ eee 9, 272 |- 1. 85 21 j......-. 2 23 168 2. 41 
Hamilton.........----..-------- ee eee [ene e eee eee] 28, 707 |... ~~~ |---| ee 23; 707 1. 82 65 joel 8 63 |: 138 2.73 . 

Putnam.......----..-..------------------ 12, 372 9, 320 106 |; 1538 j.-.-.-...-| | 21,961 1.88 | 93 j........] 14 107 | 93 2,21 

Boott....------------scecqecceceeeeseeeee-] 101,752 |. 22,288 746) 2,178 || a 00 | «Sass |) a7) @ | @® | s il 8D 
White........-------- 2-2 eee ene nee eaneaeeun Geren 6, 305 40 eaenmesnaenaee cer sem moort] 6, 485 1, 92 16 veorwmmwns 2 -18 169 3.12 % 

See footnotes at end of table. | : : — ~]



TaBLE 45.—Production, value, employment, days active, and output per man-shift at bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States 2 : tn 1989, by States and counties—Continued | | 00 
| : TENNESSEE—Continued | | 

| | | Average number of wage earners 
Disposition of coal produced (net tons) and working proprietors on ac- 

, . tive days (excluding shut-down 
. | periods) 

7. ‘ . -| Average | Tonsof | 
Used by | Surface | number goall Dro” : . Shipped |mineem-| Used at Net Average . | offall | duced.on 

County by truck | ployees, |. mine for | changes . value 7 7 days active 
. Loaded for | or wagon | taken by | power and | in stocks | per ton 3 oT mines | days per id 

shipment || (exclud- | locomo- | ‘heat or of coal Total | Under- were j|man-shift 
by rail ing coal ‘tive made into at mines} quantity ground In All | Total | actiye 

| or water! | used by | tenders | beehive Jan..1, a + strip | others 
. | mineem-| attipple,| coke at 1939, to | pits | | —— ww 

| _ | ployees) | or other mine Jan. 1, . : : Fe 
. uses at 1940 . . 

mines ? |. : | . 

Other counties: 7 . : | a Bledsoe, Grundy, Marion, Rhea, , . 7 . an Ps Sequatchie, and Van Buren _-_-_-__....- 805, 756 | 109, 230 10, 270 2, 432 | —3, 586 924, 102 $2; 06 1,216 |........] 225} 1,441 186 3. 44 Fentress, Morgan, and Overton.._...__. 449, 035 32, 454 4, 732 19, 456 +150 505, 827 1. 53 575; (°) () 659 . 211 3. 64 S 
Total Tennessee............----...-] 4, 780, 847 |. 311, 636 55, 704. 434,643 | +3,151 | 5, 185, 481 1.95 6 777 () | 7,925 178 3.68 A 

, . TEXAS . | . . 2 

Texas bituminous coal: oe oo ™ Palo Pinto, Webb, and Wise......... - 9,554} 6,078 6 463 | +163 16, 259 $3. 23 WG fell 61 236 - 441 1. 55 

Total bituminous coal.............- 9, 554 -6, 073 6; | 463] +163 16,250) 893.238) 178 fice] 81 236 44]— 1. 55 
Texas lignite: . yO a og | | | : } ; Bastrop, Henderson, Milam, Titus, SC “ me oe | | . and Wood.......-...------------.-.] 4798, 647 |. 1 7,914 | 144,478 444,019 |......-2..| 810, 058 1.07 — 415) © (). 559 236 6.14 

. Total lignite.........-......-.........] ™ 708,647 | 17,914 | 144;478 | 144,019 --------:-| 810, 058 - 1.07 475; © | 5590 . 238 6.14 

Total Texas. ..........-..--.------.] 808,201 | 1418, 687.| 1 4,484) 4144,482) +163] 826,317] 112; 60; © | @® | 785} 8-580



| | UTARO a a oo | 

Oarbon.....-----------------e------------| 2,353,418 | 209,951 | 14,919| 17,181 | -66,405 | 2,601,974] $215 | 1,514[.......-| 563] 2,077 172 7, 28 | 
Summit.........-.....2...-.-...-..-.2--- 3, 712 25, 782 50 ewroasenemanesloaseeasewe : 29, 544 ‘ 1.98 35 Jewweecee 9 44 . 199 3. 37 

Other counties (Emery, Grand, Iron,. | | te 
Sevier, and Uintah)...............-....| 541,339 | 111,670 7,870 3,906 | —11,209 | . 653, 486 2.07 312| ® 423 | 166 9. 33 , 

Total Utab..........-....--.-------| 2,808,460 | 347,403 | 22,839| 121,087] —4,804] 3,284,904. 2.14} 1,861/ © (©) 2, 544 171 7. 53 | 

| | VIRGINIA a | | 

Buchanan........--.---------------------| 4, 278, 510 2, 574 7,049.) 235 | —7,642 | 4,280,776 |. $1.78 3,457 |.......-| 389] 3,846 192 5.79 bg 
Dickenson.......-...---------------------| 1, 544, 362 |..-.--..--| 6, 612 821 +173 | 1,551,868 | 1.68 1,280 |........| 168] 1,443 250 4,20 | 
V0 ooo ne nnccc en nnnenennennnn-e-e----------| 1,141,640} 38,446 | 12,210 2,292 | +1,512 | 1,196, 100 2.03 1,662 |...--.--| 188] 1,850 169 3.83 3 
Tavewell......----.--------------.-------| 2,669,998 | 51,986 | 28, 592 10,467 | +1,941 | 2, 757, 984 1.92 2,969 |...-....| 478 | 3,347 191} 4.32 | 

Wise noon nnenencnnnennnnnennnnnenn es 2, 546,545 | 62,800 | 18,980 | 17 208,056 | +-14,159 | 2, 940,-580 1. 86 3,441 |.......-| 387] 3,828 1665 . 4, 65 
er cOuUnTIeS: : a ; 

Montgomery and Pulaski..........----] | 142, 747 9, 320 }.-....-..- 900 j.....----. 152, 967 - 1,96 313 |_.---._- 79 892 163 2. 39 
Russell and Scott......-.-..-..---------} 86,488 | 56,622 |, 603 4,613 | 2,567 | 650, 690 1,98 792 |...--..-], 127} 919] — 168 4m ¢ a 

Total Virginin............---------.| 12,910, 240 | 221,738 | 73,986 | %7317,434 | ++7,576 | 13, 580,974. 1.85 | 13,814 |........| 1,811 | 15,625 186 466 | 

| Oe WASHINGTON | Oo S | | a ———eeeeees=~S 

King. ...-.-.------------------0-00--0---- 345,988 | 273,247 | 5,382 853 | —4, 218 621, 202 $3. 29 683 | (6) (6) | 99 206 3.36 
Lew oO RRR O REO EROS OD ETD HAE HEH OSes EOE BO ETA 9, 129 24, 221 8 335 we owe mw wee 33, 693 2. 54 43 ere 7 50 162 4.15 

Pieroo.....-.----------------------- oe 19,311 | 19,531]; 248 123 |_.-.------ 39, 218 3.46 75 |.-.---.- 14 89 180} 2.45 
Other counties (Kittitas, Thurston, and |. . . . 4 | | 
Whatcom).....-.......-.---.-----------| 877,813 | 76,519 | 45, 715 14, 600 | —18, 313 996, 334 3.00 954 |.......-.| 283 |- 1,237 182 4a 

Total Washington...........-.....-| 1,252,241 | 303,518 | 1,308 | 415,911 | —22,531 | 1,690, 442 3.11 1,755 | (8) 0) 2, 275 191} 3.90 F | 

See footnotes at end of table. / | _ : a |



TABLE 45.—Produetion, value, employment, days active, and output per man-shift at bituminous coal and lignite mines in the United States : . 
: tn 1989, by States and counties—Continued 

. WEST VIRGINIA 

Average number of wage earners | 
Disposition of coal produced (net tons) and working proprietors on ac. 

tive days (excluding shut-down 
periods} 

a : Average | ‘Tons of 
Used by . . Surface oO number | coal pro : 

Shipped mineem-| Used at Net Average eee ee eer ee offull | duced on ve 

County by truck | ployees, | mine for | changes | . | value oO days active 

Loaded for | or wagon | taken by | power and | in stocks . per ton ° oF mines | days per 

shipment | (exclud- | locomo- heat or of coal - Total a Under- were | man-shift 
| by rail ing coal. tive made into | at mines | quantity ground | In All Total | active 

or water! | used by | tenders | beehive | Jan. 1, a | strip | others 
mine em- | at tipple, ’ e@oke at 1939, to | - pits OT . ed 

ployees) | or other | mine Jap. 1, a . | 7 | > 
uses at. . 1940 . : fo a > 
mines? |. | . | oe . 

Barbour.........-..-..-.-----------------| 1,423,049 1, 069 1, 230 - 106 |. +2,264 | 1,427,718 $1. 64 1,351 j-..-.---| 175 | 1,526 180 5.19 a 

Boone.-..........-.-.-----.---------------| 3,221, 044 5,117 13; 336 1,247 | +6,717 | 3,247,461; 1.79 2, 872 |..-...--- 510 |. 3,382 185 §.18 . 

Brooke._..-..------------------- eee eee ee 469,134 | 215,274 | 847,693 | 98 | +1,189 | 1, 533, 388 1.69 772 | 184 164 | 1,120] — 189 7. 25 re] 

Fayette__...-......-..-------------------] 10, 788, 947 23, 500 | 172,860 | 48 147,039 | —45, 406 | 11, 086, 940. 2.02] 10,851 {.-.-....| 1,382 | 12,233 | 198 4.59 oO 

Greenbrier. .......-.-..------------------| 1, 419, 581 54, 146 9, 271 - 393 | +4,088 | 1, 487, 479 1.86. 1, 43 |...----- 165} 1,708] ~ 177 | 4.91 © . 

Hancock. ._.....-------~----------------- 65, 854 | 189,029 1, 758 106 |....------ 256, 747 1.12 4 . 63 18; 125 222 9.23 mA 

Harrison. .2.....-..-.--.-.--------------| 3, 461, 654 32, 423 46, 118 4,303 | —2,464 | 3, 542, 034 1.81 2,305 |..------ 419} 2,724 176 7.37 

Kanawha_.........-....------------------| 6,282, 200 35, 442 53, 463 4,778 | —37,979 | 6,337, 904 1.76 | 6,195 j.---...-] 671 | 6,866 186 4.95 

Logan..........--.-...-.-----------------| 24, 448, 125 3, 848 97, 580 38 27, 583 |-4-259, 935 | 14, 837, 071 1.61 9, 233 |...-.-.-] 1,926 | 11, 159 191 6.97 

McDowell_.......-...--.-----------------| 20, 118, 827 39, 767 | 123, 567: 120, 914 | —73, 445 | 20, 329,.630 1. 84 16, 412 j........] 3,287 | 19, 649 186 5..58 nd 

Marion.................--..---.----------| 7%, 700, 189 | 224, 857 10, 875 41,968 | +1,189 | 7,978, 778 1.60 5, 480 }-..-.--- 742 | 6,172 195 6. 61 - 

Mason... ...--.-------------------------- 18, 973 49, 204 359 1,325 | +1,388 | . 71,249 1.68 171 |..--.--- 23 194 126 2. 93 

Mercer.........--.---.-------------------| 2,979, 100 7, 903 21, 718 819 —141 | 3,009, 399 1.81 3, 044 }..--.--- 612} 3,656) 185 |. 4. 46 - 

Mineral. _.....-....--..------------------ 138, 447 33, 842 | 473 193 }|...-..---- 172, 955 | 2. 39 409 |.-.-.--- 35 444 160 .. 2.44 oO 

Mingo..._.......-.--.------.-------------| 3,020; 439 2, 655 22, 231 24 | +3,296 | 3,048, 645 1.61 -2, 771 |..-.---- 461} 3,232 | — 176 | §. 35 

Monongalia..........--------------------| 6, 527,641 | 56,687 | 19, 286 272 | +14, 916 | 6, 618, 702 1.36] .3,354|-.......| 731] 4,086 194 8.35 
Nicholas.........-..----0------ eee nee | aoe eee 57, 133 47 39 |---------.- 57, 219 1. 50 99 }.-.-.--- 15; . 114 162 3. 10° 

Preston.........-.-------------------+--+- 613, 131 13, 670 73,348 | 18 12, 640 |_-.------- 612, 689 1.75 772 32] 1387 941 172 3.79 

Raleigh.............----------------------| 13, 006, 884 45,238 | 112,077 (61,211 | —8, 516 | 13, 206, 894. 1.88 11, 677 |----.---| 1,831 | 18, 508 194. 5. 04 

Randolph......-..---.---.--------------- 954, 482 43, 835 4, 922 13, 442 —2,179 |. 1,014, 502 1.88 1,046 }..--.-..| | 213 | 1,.259 193 4.19 

Taylor. ......--------------------- eee 397,967 | 19,785 _ 928 18 |.....-.--- 418, 693 1.63 618 |.----.-.- 60 578 145 — 5. 01 

LO 58, 026 9, 869 37 508 +120 68, 560 1. 48. 77 |.------- 27 104 124 |. 5. 31 

@YNC......--.--.. 0 eee eee] eee ----| 26, 897 |.-.-------]-------- 2-2] =~ -- 26, 897 1.66 85 |...----- ‘6 40 202 3. 33 

Wyoming. .....-..-.-.-------------------! 2, 708, 058 7, 366 17, 210 _ 17, 652 ——~—999 | 2,744, 287 201! 2,797 |..----.- 378 | 3,175 202 4 4.27



Braxton, Gilmer, Lewis, and Webster..| 1,019, 124 19,140 |. 22,104 2,187 | . +653} 1,063,188 | 2.00) 1,002-)..-.---- 183 | 1,275 175 4..76 . 

Clay and Putnam.........-------------] 1, 499,613 | 12,744 | 25, 207 98,782 | —7,614 | 1,553,722 | 1.88 1, 377 |.------- 193 | 1,570 230 4.31 

Grant and Tucker.....-------.-.-.-----| 469,459 | 31, 839 6, 751 19, 152 t? 695 | p28, 806 2.13. §27 |...-.-.- 64 591 202 4. 43 

Marshall and Ohio. .__..-.--.----------}] 1, 609, 745 | 248, 004 123,804 | 2, 883 5,881 | 2,080, 317 1. 69 1,626 |-------- 177 | 1,803 235 4,91 — | 

Total West Virginia. -.-.---.-.-----|104, 404, 593 [1, 510, 183 |1, 827,043 | 8 404, 527 |+-125, 588 |108, 361,934; 1. 76 88, 410 269 | 14, 554 |103, 233 yoo | 5.51 | . 

WYOMING ne ae i 

OConverse......------------- ene ene e wwe ]-----n------] 16, 719 |---------- ween ew enen|euene----- ‘15, 719 $1. 95 2 12 3 17 - 173 5. 34 : 

Hot Springs.......----------------------- 37, 449 20,956 | 450]. 3. +503 _. 59, 361 3. 02 119 j..-.-.--| 26 136 136 3.20 

Other counties 1°.__.....--....-----------| 4, 969,304 | 160,607 | 54, 262 98,919 | +15,117 | 5, 298, 209 1,99 2, 835 41} 728] 3,604 210 7.02 to 

Total Wyoming......--------------| 5,006, 753 | 197, 282 84, 712 498, 922 | +-15,620 | 5,373, 289 2.00 2, 947 53 787 | 3, 757 207 6. 92 er 

b i Includes coal loaded at mine directly into railroad cars or river barges, hauled by truck to railroad siding for shipment by rail, and hauled by truck to waterway for shipment 7 | 

water. . _ : 

y 3 Includes coal transported from mines to points of use by conveyor. chute, or aerial tramway. - ¢ 

cle an Value, of all coal produced, f. o. b. mine or cleaning plant, excluding selling cost. The value of cleaned coal, rather than that of raw coal, was used in cases of operations that rN 

, «No coal was made into beehive coke at mines in 1939. . Q 

8 Includes 97,591 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Las Animas County, Colo., in 1939. } 

¢ Not shown separately {0 avoid disclosure of individual operations. - 
> . 

7 “Other counties” in Iinois include Adams, Bond, Bureau, Christian, Clinton, Crawford, Edgar, Greene, Hancock, Henry, Jackson, Jefferson, Logan, Marion, Mason, Morgan, oy 

Scott, Warren, Washington, White, Will, and Woodford. 
¢ ‘Much of the output of the State obtained from strip pits or by use of loading machines, in which types of operations production per man-shift is large. 5 

¢ Production of Home Riverside and Alston mines is credited to Missouri rather than to Kansas. : . . 

10 “Other counties” in Eastern Kentucky include Breathitt, Carter, Elliott, Johnson, Lawrence, McCreary, Magoffin, Martin, Morgan, Owsley, Pulaski, and Wolfe. 0 

11 Output obtained chiefly from strip pits in which production per man-shift is large. . - 

Ralls Other ¢ counties in Missouri include Barton, Bates, Callaway, Chariton, Clark, Dale, Daviess, Grundy, Howard, Jasper, Johnson, Lincoln, Macon, Monroe. Morgan, Platte, eS 

Ralls, an arren. 
18 “Other counties” in Montana (bituminous coal) include Blaine, Carbon, Cascade, Fergus, Flathead, Gallatin, J udith Basin, Park, Phillips, Pondera, and Rosebud. 2 

t M4 Hetimate made from various sources on disposition of lignite has been included for comparative purposes, the lignite schedule did not ask for this break-down. Data by counties 5 

‘not available. a oo, . : ; 

18 Includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in following counties in Pennsylvania in 1939: Cambria, 45,545 tons; Fayette, 997,104 tons; Indiana, 131,001 tons; and Westmore- >) 

land, 380,529 tons—State total, 1,554,179 tons. 
- 

16 Includes 13,825 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Carbon County, Utah, in 1939. — | 

17 Includes 202,152 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Wise County, Va. in'1939. ) | : 

re 18 Includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in following counties in West Virginia in 1939: Fayette, 119,495 tons; Logan, 154 tons; and Preston, 12,079 tons—State total, 131,728 

1 “‘Other counties” in Wyoming include Campbet], Carbon, Crook, Fremont, Johnson, Lincoln, Natrona, Sheridan, Sweetwater, and Uinta.



TaBLe 46.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man per day at bituminous coal and lignite mines 0 
in the United States in 1940, by States and counties . oo | KD | 

| ° {Exclusive of mines producing less than 1,000 tons] oe | | 

” SN 
Le 

. - = $ a . 5 . . : 

| Disposition of coal produced (net tons) | | Average number of employees 
——— eee Oe a as as Aver- . A 

Used by | | Surface , el yer- 
| Oo Shipped mine Used at Aver- {oe oper Number rs 

Count . Loaded by truck employees, for power . value of of r 
y : for | or wagon taken by | ond heat Total ar | Under- days | man-days hen , | 

| shipment | (excluding | locomotive | ‘Or made | quantity - bon ; |ground) j,, | Total | wees | Worked : 
| by rail goal used tenders at | into beee | strip - Au | | “were ) aby | - 

. or water y mine pp ®,0F | hive coke | | (pits | others | active | 
' ‘temployees) | other-uses 

| | | ) at mine ? at mine - | | | | 

ALABAMA : 2 2 

Bibb. 2.2 22 eee 713, 328 47,779 3, 226 16, 590 780,923 | $2.62 | 1,130) 14 216 | 1,360 218 298, 837 2. 61 

Blount. .....2-- oe eee eee eee 103, 840 40, 075 . §96 1,958 | . 146,469; 2.39 304 23 55 382 204 77, 9365 | 1. 88 a 

Cherokee..........---.---0---- eee ee ene |e ee eee 9, 626 |.........---|-.----.--2-- 9,626 1.70 16 [.2..-... 4 20 192 3, 840 2. 61 > 

Cullman. .._.-. 22.020 eee nee | eee eee eee 63, 157 207 |......--.--- 63, 364 2.51 | . 162 |....-...- 23 185 185 34,185 | =: 1.85 be 

Etowah... ...._..-.--------- 2-0-2 ene eee ee 14, 699 14, 129 |.....-..----|.----------- 28, 828 2.11 74 |.-.2.-.- 12;  ~=86 164 14, 118 2. 04 bo 

Jefferson... .-.--.....-----..---------------+] 9,001, 797. 286, 541 63, 431 -. 28,885 | 9,380, 654 2. 28°} 11,676} -4}° 1,880 | 13, 560 229 | 3, 100, 505 3.03 oO 

Marion........--...--2------ eee eee eee eee 262, 469 | 54, 902 | 1, 611 74. 319,056 | 3.06 532 il 91 634: 212 134, 697 2.37. © 

Shelby..._.....-..-...---.----------------- 400, 643 100, 731 2, 874 1, 568 505, 816 2. 85 790 j--.----- 152. 942 232 218, 351 2. 32 a a 

Tuscaloosa. ....-.---------------------6---- 61, 481 §1, 939 © 45 |_.2.-.------ 113, 465 2.30) 22 4..-.2.-.| 41 323 164 __ 49, 795 228 % | oo, 

Walker___..-.--.--.----.-...-.-------------| 2, 741, 500 128, 233 +44, 862 1,862 | 2,916,457 | 2.271 3,453 42 566 | 4,061. 190 771, 849 | 3.78 _s : o 

Winston..........._--.-----.--------- ee ee 1,691 |. 10, 487. |...-..-..-..|------.+---- 12, 178 2. 42 39 |..--..-- 9 48; 147 7, 038 1.73 oo 
Other counties (De Kalb, Fayette, Jackson, | | | es . an | — | : he Oo 

and St. Clair).......-...-.-------..---+-- 961, 115 46, 804 15, 012 34, 396 | 1, 047, 327 2.32 | 1,601 j.-..---- 265 | 1,866 228 425, 041 2.46 — pas 

Total Alabama............-.-...-----|. 14, 252, 563 . 854, 403° 131, 864 485,333 | 15,324,163 | 2.33 20, 068 . 94) 3,314 23, 476 219 - 6,136,191 } 2.28 | 

. | | oo ALASKA | oo 

Total AIAG. eesvecescceeeseeeeeecsee 170, 174 oeeeaeeeeefeeeeesene : 13,070 | 178, 844 | $2.40 | 10 |... 28 | 98 | 322 | 31,541 | 5.5L So 

7 | | | _. -ARIZONA, IDAHO, AND OREGON re oo | So 

Total Arizona, Idaho, and Oregon. eee senenneee ——-: 16,816 | - 67. | 419 | 16, 902 | $3. 32 | 37 |---| 9 | 46 | 210 | 9, 668 | 17



ARKANSAS | . 
. . : ° . . . senescent ED pA SEPSIS PCOTCE AY . 

Franklin...........--.---.----------------- 115, 770 7, 261 | 520 | 1, 909 125, 469 | $3. 65 276 25 44 345 160 85, 237, 2. 27 

Johnson........-.-------------------------- 162, 972 18, 418 137 2,979 184, 506 3. 05 467 |......-- 115 582 122 71, 065 2. 60 

Logan........---.--------------- eee een ee 443, 154 4, 261 1, 152 7 448, 564 3.94} 1,216 |..-....- 224 | 1,440 128 184, 256 | 2. 43 | 

Sebastian..........-----------4------------- 569, 813 37, 289 319 2,330 |. 609,751 | 2.93] 1,048 33 | 203 | 1,284 141 181, 420 ° 3. 36 . 

Other counties (Pope and Scott) -.-......... 82, 979 1, 864 172 306 85, 321 3. 61 187 |......-- 37 224 159 35, 643 2. 39° . 

| Total Arkansas.........--------------| 1,374, 688 69, 083 2, 309 47,531 | 1,453,611 | 3.36 | 3,194 58 | 623] 3,875| 136 |  527,621| 2.76 | 
. 

COLORADO . 

creeper pep ‘SSO rte A Pt SSS 

Boulder....-...------.-.--.--------.------- 206, 248 402, 307 6, 197 7, 804 622, 556 $2, 90 873 |..--.--- 102 675 240 161, 861 3. 85 a 

Delta....-.....------------------0--- eee 33, 380 26, 961 398 4, 968 65, 707 2. 48 45 |_....... 22 67 176 11, 793 5.57 

El Paso......----.------------6------- eee 45, 505 162, 464 37, 626 4, 839 250, 434 2. 59 181 |_-...... 42 223 | 228 50, 758 4. 93 

Fremont..........--.---------------------- 151, 621 358, 912 3, 117 2, 106 515, 756 2.71 686 }....-.-. 141 827 184 151, 782 3. 40 

Garfleld............-..--------------------- 9, 797 24, 518 50 560 34, 925 2.47 |. 27 |......-. 8 35 221 7,735 |: 4.52 . 

Gunnison. ._....-.--.-.------------ + -- ene 577, 652 20, 933 9, 317. 11, 347 619, 249 2. 25. 478 |....--.- 114 592 188 111, 151 5. 57 

- ‘Bluerfano..........-....-.-.---------------- 677, 276 70, 294 3, 614 1, 949 753, 133 2. 56 792 |.-...--. 169 961 | 190° 182, 160: 4.13 o 

Jefferson........-..--.--.-.------------ eee 105,054 | . 40,535 1, 182 780 - 147, 501 2. 30 113 |... --.-- 23 136 211 28, 671 5.14 q 

La Plata_........----.----------- +e eee eee 410,171 18, 739 236 |...--..--.-. 20, 146 2. 06- 31 |_....--.- 7 . 88 236 8, 977 3.25 # 

Las Animas.............-..-...--.---------} 1,076,914 56, 423 6, 837 5 112, 158 1, 252,332 | 2.28) 1,436 |.......-. 212 1, 648 195 320, 636 3.91 Q 

Mesa. .-...-.----2-- enn nee nnn ween 25, 597 40, 145 564 3, 358 69,664 |. 2.45 68 |_....-.- 21 89 201 17, 931 3.89 6 

Moffat... .-.----,-------- ene een eens 25, 770 20, 382 2,010 |...--------- 48, 162 2. 10 20 |_.-..-.. 9. 29 220 6,381 | 7.55 > 

Montezuma.........----- 2 eee ene] eee een nee 4, 208 |_....-------|------------ 4, 208 2.92 i 3 11 162 1, 786 2.41 

Montrose.......----------------------------|--------2--- 38, 920 |..-.-----.--|------------ 38, 920 3.11 39 j..--...- 3 42 285 11, 988 3. 25 

Routt.....---.---------- een eee nner 844, 233 17, 994 13, 882 . 33, 833 909, 942 2.74 922 |_....... 282 | 1,204 141 169, 325 5. 37 

Weld....-.-.--------- ene een enw eee 848, 371 313, 578 12, 479 23,157 } 1,197, 585 2.51 | 1,026 |.....-.- 182 | 1,208 184 221, 723 5.40 

Other counties: 
Archuleta, Pitkin, and Rio Blanco... --.--.-- 341 6, 754 599 j....-......- 7, 694 2. 26 ne 4 13 189 2, 454 3. 14 

Elbert, Jackson, and Larimer......-..--.- 10, 308 11, 165 |...-...----- 265 21, 738 2. 41 9 23 6 38 172 6, 535 3. 33 é 

Total Colorado........-----.---------| 4,648, 288 | 1, 635, 322 98, 058 6 207, 124 | 6, 588, 742 2.53 | 6,463 23 | 1,350] 7,836 188 | 1,473,647 4, 47 4 
. 

GEORGIA : . . es 

ere 

Total Qe0rEla neeenneeevesensceeeeeeeeeee 35, 082 | 5, 531 | 1,016 | 4 678 | 42, 307 | $2. 38 | 96 |---| 34 | 130 | O17 | 28, 248 | 1. 50 

See footnotes at end of table. | . .



TABLE 46.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man rsh day at bituminous coal and lignite mines | 20 
an the United States in 1940, by States and countves—Continued | nse 

er A rs Pn Pie ge Sh Sh iPS SP Ss SS ss SS Sut is as 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) Average number of employees . . 

ee $$ | Aver- 
“age Aver- 

Shipped Used by Used at Aver- | _ Surface | num- | yumber | 28¢ 
‘Loaded | by truck |employees,| ,. ne age ber of tons County P for power value of | per 

for. or wagon | taken by and heat Total r | Under- days | ™an-days | man shipment | (excluding | locomotive 8 ; per. Total ay worked by rail coal used | tenders at | °F made quantity | ton’ | ground; In All mines per 

or water ! by mine tipple, or into bee | strip others antive ay a 
employees) | other uses at mine | D 

at mine ? | . 4 gg ; 

- ILLINOIS -_ | q 

Bureau. ......_..-.-..---------------------- 1, 576 58, 369 2, 944 2,884 | 65,773 | $3.13. 231 }_.....-- 17 248 123 | 30, 461 2. 16 CF 
Christian ...........--.--------------------- 5, 057, 283 159, 224 3, 997 17, 736 5, 238, 240 1, 49 1,820 |__.._.-. 580 2, 400 197 473,174 11. 07 
Clinton..................-._..-....-..--.-.- 54, 002 96, 721 2, 952 10, 245 163,920} 1.71 255 |..-.-.--|. 36 291 128 37, 126 4, 42 
Edgar..........020002 TE 11, 362 26, 131 145 2, 558 40,196 | 1.99 48 21 23 92 95 8, 711 4.61 i 
Franklin....-..-......-.--.--------.-------| 8, 781, 555 88, 548 41, 611 150, 367 | 9, 062, 081 1.76 | 4,866. }........| 1,488 | 6,354 150 955, 593. 9, 48 > 
Fulton.............------------------------ 3, 643, 419 521, 580 5, 857 13, 953 4, 184, 819 1. 57 628 - 268 647 | 1,443 210 302, 883 13. 82 Sg . 
Gallatin............-------------------- ane 2, 821 51, 188 15 1, 967 55,991 | 1.72 61.{__.....- 19 80 205 16, 423 3.41 
Grundy..._....--.- 2222-222 f eee eee ee eee 111, 133 1, 478 2, 590 115, 201 3. 12 140 13 24) #177 151 26, 707 4,31 O 

Henry...-.----.------------------- +--+ e- 604, 557. 110, 843 1, 749 940 718, 089.| 1.79 224 71 110 405 | 216 87, 665 8.19 Oo 

Jackson..........-.---.---------------------| 1,865, 510 111, 649 3, 499 4,804 | 1,985,462] 1.71 569° 89 216 874 251 219, 420 9.05 fy 
Knox....--.-....-2222- 22 eee eee eee ‘544, 368 202, 480 2,336 6, 653° 755, 839 |... 1.80 223 53 99} 375 218 - 81, 858 9, 23 ‘e 
La Salle. .......---2---------2 22-2 eee 111, 565° 306, 360 13, 871 . 854 432,350 | 2.73 455 88 93° 636 |. 203 129,.105 3.35 
Livingston..._..-.....--------------------- woe nee nnee 18, 013 285 §28 18, 826 2.91 26 6. «66 38 172 - 6, 5380 2. 88 es 
Macoupin..._...-...-...--..--..------.----| 3, 202, 293 247, 282 31, 717 136,910 |. 3,708,202] 1.42] 2,008|........| 466] 2,474 193 477, 667 7.76 © 
Madison.............-----------------------| 944, 891 691, 019 14, 527 66,958 | 1,717,305] 1.57] 1,403 |-.......| 262] 1,665 167 278, 343 6.17 
Menard.........--..------------ eee eens ene [eee eee 133, 587 842 3, 680 138, 109 2. 05 157 |__.....- 22 179 216 38, 602 3. 58 
Mercer... -.-.1------ 2-22-02 eee eee eee fone eee eee 24, 994 181 | 375 25,550 | 2.72 49 |... 8 57 162 9, 237 2.77 | 
Peoria_............-...-..--..--------------| 425,733 |. 461, 104 3, 205 2,615 892,747 | 1.97] - 1,265 9 133 | 1,407 129 181, 466 4.92 
Perry._....---------------------->----------| 3,325, 425 85, 692 27, 747 35, 783 3, 474, 647 1, 44 7724 «365 476 }.1,613 | 39171 276,178 |. 12. 58 

Randolph. .................-.....----------| 1,092,464 | "85, 689 5, 024 23,047 | 1,206,224 | 1.48 340 51 |. 199 590 168 98,906 | 12.20 
Rock Island.....-...---.------------------- wee ee nn eens 13, 628 198 50 13, 876 3.19 38 |_.---..- 5 |. 43 151 6, 496 2. 14 
St. Clair_...-...--.222.222---22-------------- 683, 239 1, 444, 558 132, 456 45,468 | 2,305,721 1.67. | 1,774 108 363 2, 245 141 SLT, 471 7. 26 
Saline... ..........-..---------------------] 4 270, 790 72, 144 8, 972 46,338 | 4,398,244] 1.84| 2,020| . 160 597 | 2,777 | 176 489, 153 8. 99 
Sangamon._____..._.......-.------------+--|--1, 879, 677 606, 006. 14, 754 20,692 | 2,221,120] 1.87] 2,610 |........| 324] 2,934 151 443, 907 5. 00 
Schuyler.............--....-22--22----2 eee 949 55, 361 20 1, 304 . 67,684 | 2.11 70 11 23 104 | 196 20,371 | = 2. 83 | 

ee 7, 604 |-.--2- oe 87 7, 601 3. 88 42 |_......-.] 5 47 120 +5, 654 1, 34 
Stark........----.--.2-22 22-2 ef eee enn ee| 15, 866 |........2--- 60 15, 926 2. 35 36 |..------ T 43 153 6, 567 2. 43 a 
Tazewell........--..---...----0-2---- eee ee 38, 038 132, 304 | . 770 668 171, 780 2. 10 300 |.....--- 37 337 156 52, 567 3. 27 
Vermilion... .........-....--.--.--.---------| 1, 681, 535 385, 200 61, 258 12,338 | 2,140,331! 1.86! 2,018 rT 261 | 2,320 170 395, 321 5. 41 |



‘ / , ; 

Wabash. ...-..-----.---------eeeeeeee enn ec e[eeeeceeneze-| 4,907 - 60 100 5,067] 204) 2]... 5} 26] 132 8,484) 1.48 
Washington..........------------.--.------| _ 186, 108 84, 524 57 -11,016-| 281,705 | 1.69; 246 |-...-..- 58: | 303} 148 44,865 | 6.298 — 
Williamson..........------------.----------| 1, 502, 608 667, 570 7,089 33, 609. 2,210,776 | 1.89] 1,249 69 396 | 1,714 189 | 272,373) 812 
Other counties ¢.........--.----------2------| 2, 108, 693 576, 365 17, 187, 83,804 | 2,780,989 | 1.96 |. 1,104 306 457 | 1,867] 174 325,124) 8.65 7 

Total Mlinois............-.-..------ -| 41,805,361 | 7, 657, 553 406,845 | 4740, 671 | 60.610,430 | 1.69 | 27,067 | 1,720 | 7,362 | 36,158] 169] 6,119,368; 7827 

| INDIANA sis | | . 

Clay... ----.-----2--e en nee eee eeee ene e ee] 850, 636 499, 483 1, 196 7,626 | 1,358,941 | $1.85] 141 414 | 280 | 835 168 |. 140, 650 9. 66 
Daviess... ...----------------- eee ene e eee ene e eee eee 67, 545 505 1, 202 69,342] 2.12 52 10 1) 77 209 16, 071 4,31 
Dubois. ...-...------------------------ eee e|--e ee ee eee 8, 739 |------------ 12) 8,761] 1.67 {18 |-----..- 4 17 184 3,124| 2:80 
Fountain.......------------------------e-=- 10,750 | 47,082 5} 652. 58,489 | 2,13. 14 25. 2. 63.| 130° 8, 163 7.17 
Gibson. ........----------------------------| _ 806, 383: | 146, 641 24 20, 667 973,715 | 1,78 454 |........| 94 548 149 81,845 | 1190 
Greene.....-.----------------e-eneee--ee---| 2,063, 947 164, 211 1,979 17,336 | 2,247,473 | 1157 | 338 222; 369 929 199 184,490] 1218 

Kn0X... 22-2222 - eee eee ee een en eee ee n--| 2,074, 266 363, 696 8, 072 20,580 | 2,466,614 | 1.44 922 24 317 | 1,268] 228 | 287,932) 857 ~~ 
Owen... --.------------e eee e een eee eee e eee 23, 084 7, 764 144 |--------222- 30,902 | 1.44) . 6 24 18| ° 47 61 2,879 | 10.76 
Parke... ...1---- 2-22 eee eee eee nee nee | ew eeeeeeneee} 140, 249 391 3,259} 143,899) 2.36} 197 9 41 247 192 47,337] 3.04 — 
PeIry._._..-------- 2-22 -e eee e eee n enn nes ce nfere ner enee--] 20,821 45 15 20,881.) 1.54 82 |-..-..-- 8 40 223. 8, 936 3. 34 
Pike_.......-.-------.----------------------| 8, 486, 559 69, 961 6, 456 17,920 | 3, 580,806'| 1.26 114 449 500 | 1,063 { 191 203,258 | 17.62 © 
Spencer... --.-------- eee eee eee nee ee 67, 878 23, 721° 102 | 90 91,791 | 2.21 4 24 31] 69 174° 11, 976 7.66 
Sullivan.......--.--------------------------| 1, 514, 405 94, 177 3, 611 25,894 | 1,638,087} 1.88 782 100 251 | 1,133 161 | 182, 616 8.97 & | 
Vermillion........--2----2--2---------------] 489, 788 119, 502 864 2, 439 562,503 | 1.61 300 57 112 469 172 80, 755 6.97 6 
Vigo... 0-22-2222 2 eee nent eee e eee eee] 8, 262, 848 214, 990 401, 790 23,766 | 3,903,304 | 1.55] 1,268 116] 402] 1,876] 217 406, 608 9.60 6 

, Warren.....-.----------------e--n ene ee eeen-[en ee en een ne 4, 396 500 920 6,816} 2.15 14 |...---.- 8 17 189 3, 215 181 5 
Warrick...........--.----------------------| 1,871,312} 220, 749 745 4,631 | 1,597,437 | 1.28 301 277 242} 820 152 124,754 | 12.80 jf 
Other counties (Martin and Vanderburgh) -. §1, 145 49,316 |.----------- we ennnnree-- 100, 461 | 1.29 124 j.-.---.- 18 142 146 | 20, 556 4.89 

Total Indiana............-.-.--------| 16,023,001] 2,272,043 | 426,420 | 4 147,009 | 18,868,572 | 1.53 | 5,085 | 1,751} 2,819| 9,655 | 188] 1,815,165 | 710.39 2 

_ See footnotes at end of table. ) | | , : : B&B | 
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TaB.LE 46,—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man gr day at bituminous coal and lignite mines 
| | an the United States in 1940, by States and counties—Continued — | @ 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) Average number of employees | oo OS 
oer eo OOo.'.Cr | Aver- Ave 

Used by : Surface age | “vere | 
| Shipped mine Used at Aver- _ Onor Number tos 

Count Loaded | by truck employees, f af of y b or power value | | of n-days | Per 

shipment | (excluding | locomotive and heat | ‘Total | “per Under- - Total | 2898 | “worked | ™32 | 
‘by rail | coal used | tenders at or made quantity | ton’ | ground un All | mines aay 

or water! | by imine ) tipple, or | hive coke | 7 pits others active employees) | other uses | - . 
. P at mine? | %¢ mine | | | 

CO  FOWA 

Adams... .. 2.00.0 el ee eee [eee eee ee 19, 148 30 82 19,260 } $3.29} 105 j-...---- 15} 120 150 17, 950 1.07 | 
Appanoose.............2.2-2-.-------------| 240, 854 181, 762 4, 134 252 427,002 | 2.49| 1,298.]_.....-.| 154] 1,382 132 182, 755 2.34 | 
Boone...........-.-22----------------------| 216, 690 83, 700 6, 286 2,159 308,844 | 3.05 540 |-..----- 49 | ~ 589 195 114,759; 260 = | 
Dallas...........22222222---2-------c--3----| 286, 692 85, 004 6, 268 1, 305 349,359 | 2.641 661 |_--..--- 41} 702 189 111,912.) 3.12 | 
Greene... 2.2... eee e[eeeeenceee--| 19,985 | 289 537 20,031; 3.09] — 39 7 5 51 109 |. 5, 550 3.61 5 
Guthrie... _ 2.222222 o oi lene eee eeeecee[eees--------| 28,376 | 215 18 25,606 | 3.68| 137 |.-.----- 14 151 140 21,143 | 1.21 
Jasper... eee eee eee eee [ene eee 46,050} . 778 180 46,978 | 2.71 60] ° 12 20 92 149 13, 733 3, 42 4 
Lucas... 2-2-2. eee eee eeee ee neeenceeeeee--| 167, 062 23, 197 2, 970 1, 219 194,448 | 2.22] 286 }....___- 24) 280 165 46,305] 4.20. 5 
Mahaska.._.....-.....0--.-----------------| 179, 583 171, 117 1, 362 1, 617 353,629 | 2.05 67} 159 78 304 170 51,773 6. 83 e 
Marion............-....--------------------| 181, 351 403, 585 8, 252 235 538,373} 2.08) 481. 97 112 690 173 119, 638 4. 50 
Monroe... __.......------------------------ 87, 015 104, 204 1, 349 1,534.| 194,102} 2.63 267 6} 84 327 {171 65, 796 3.48 
PAGO. »----22-222-22n22eeceetneenecete weeeeeenteee 40, 136 433 30 40,599 | 2.98 129 | 20... 19.| 148 143 | 21, 230 19. O | 
Polk ..... 2022222222 e ene enone een ene 88, 285 261, 310 8, 135 1, 610 359,340 | 2.891 585 5 64 654 179 147, 065 3.07 © 
Van Buren........--...--2.--2e cece nn eeeen-[-neeeenenge-| 28, 609 140 87 23,926 | 2.70 23 19. 13; 55{ 149| 8,176) 293 A 
Wapello.......,..------------e---e-nneeeee- 53, 983 121, 011 1,000| —_—:1, 088 177,002 | 2.02 172 91 54 255 166 42, 373 4.18 ~. 
Warren......- 2-2-2222 -2 eo eee ene ne en eee ee 2, 731 72, 705  OLl |. 1, 952 78,209} 2.92] 105 15] 38 158 116 | 18, 292 4.23 ts 
Wayute. -..---.-.---22002-eeciceeereeetseeee cence eeeeee 24, 295 a, ae 24,304 232}  98}........] 14 112 132 14, 805 185 © | 
Webster........- 2.2 eee ne eee eee ef een eee eee 22, 818 55 | 5 22,878 | 2.77 s| 41 18 75 119 8,920} 256 ia 
Other counties (Davis, Jefferson, Keokuk, . a i 

and Taylor) ........-----------------+---- 2021 26, 737 60 18 27,017 | 2.77 50 17 9 76 | 175 18,308) 208 = | 

Total lowa.............--------------| 1,424,308 | 1, 755, 138 37,736 | 413,905 | 3,231,177| 2.49] 6,061}  370| 700] 6,221| 158]  985,478| 3.28 — 7 

| KANSAS - oo | : | 

Bourbon.........................-.-.-.-. 129, 926 21, 789 141. 1, 378 | 168,284 | $1.87 [.__..... 37 31 68 192 13,024 | 11.77 
Cherokee.............-.-2.....----2--------| 473, 568 41, 702 2, 607 — 1,086 518,913 | 1.87 55 62 149 266 159 42,180 | 12.30 
Crawford. ........----.-2-220c2eceeee rece 1, 865, 607 118, 189 5, 489 4,755 | 1,994,040} 1.89 804 | 290 338 | 1,522 188 285,889 | 6.97 . 
Labette........22 2222222 e een cee eect | eee eee nee 15, 13 |-......----- 900 16,413 { 2.40 |........ 18 3 21 156 3,284; 500° — = 
Linn. ...2- 22222. e2 eee eee ee ea----------| 695, 074 20, 636 239 305 716,254 | 1.64} 40 54 81 178 228 39,960 | 17.92 
Osage... ...- 22-22 eee e ene ne enn 1, 469 101, 181 1,973 |....-..-...-| 104,593 | 3.01 308 | 18 29 350 181 63,347 | 1.65 
Other counties (Franklin and Leavenworth) - 60, 812 14, 698 j........-.-.fo---.- 0. 75, 805 2. 08 304 j....-... 108 | 412 250 103, 185 73 

Total Kansas >. .........-..-.------..| 3,226, 466 333, 678 10, 440 48,3741 3,678,052 | 1.88] 1,601 474] 7301 2,814] 106 550,860| 96.860 ~~ -



. KENTUCKY . . 
: 

. , : . ; . . 

Eastern district: | . ! . , Tt ; m Bell...-....2202 eee eee ence wee| 2, 142, 451. 144, 671 | 14,862; 6,125 | 2,308,109 | $1.87 | 2,839 |._._._.. 390 | 3, 220 199 641, 219 3. 60 S Boyd... .. 2-2-2222 eee eee een enn fence eee e eee 35, 002 311 17} — 35,420 1.88 107 |_.....-.- 19 126 195 24, 610 1, 44 a =! Breathitt............--...---2.0---0--006. 1, 930 1,110. 40, 134 or eee 43, 174 r 2. 18. 114 re 13 127 . 144 . 18, 277 2. 36 ol. Carter.....2.......-.--------------4-----2] 10, 859 68, 271 407 1, 825 | 81,062 | 2.03} 116 |____.. 34 150 235 | 35, 215 2.80 Clay... .....-0. 222 -- eee eee eee eee e nny 175, 320 70, 274 7, 604 fee eee 253,188 | 1.66 649 |... 2. 125 674 176 118, 637 2.13 . Floyd. .......---..-....-.---------------.| 5, 153, 920 11, 468 11, 694 18,762 | 5, 195, 844 1.98 | 4,574 |.....2... 731 | 8,305 208 | 1,101, 415 4. 72  & Harlan. ........2...........-..--.---.---.| 14, 723,168 | 25, 6668 _ 81, 403. 9, 780 | 14,840,017 | 2.06 | 13,821 |--...-.-| 1,736 | 15, 557 231 | 3, 592, 227 4,13: Jackson _....-....---.-------- ene eee ene ee |ee eee nee 236, 003 |......-....- 10 6, 106 242, 199 1, 84 393 |....-.-- 66 459 | 242 110, 900 2.18 Johnson....-....--.---.-2----------------| 821, 596 |, ...-. 2... 5, 995 1, 574 829,165 | 2.29 952 |....-... 112 | 1,064. 226 . 240,888 | 3.44 en Knott... 2.002. oe eee eee een eeee 431, 801 6, 205 | 4A,T71 fe... ee...) 489, 777 1.84} 447 |.......- 74 521 172 - 89,715 | 4.90 6 Kmox...-.....-..-....--------0-.---------| 640, 380 20, 572 3, 205 2, 500 666, 627 1,80 860 j......-- 136. ' 996 244 242, 724 2. 75 bo Laurel....-.....---- 20-2 nnceccne cece ce gen eee eee eee ee 98, 456 690 976 100, 122 1. 95 156 7 63 226 197 44, 613 2. 24 Lee. - 2 ne ens cee ee see ee eee beeen eee ene 19, 355 20 |-.---------- 19, 375° 1.86 | 63 }......-. 14 V7 166 12, 039 . 1.61 Letcher.......-...-...---.-.-.--------- >-| 4,214,610 | 10,783 | 28, 789 541 | 4, 254, 723 1.90 | 4,317 |._....-. 480 | 4,797 207: 995, 023 4,28 , MoCreaty.....----.--.-------------- ----- 802, 385 3, 540 11, 363 |..--......-- 817, 288 2.01 | 1,085 |_...-... 150.| 1,186 200 237, 442 3. 44 ee 4, 625, 881. 8, 586. 112, 337 140 | 4, 646, 944 1.87| 4,413 |......-- 687 | 5,100. 176 897, 741 5.18 oo Pike....-2-.-0 00-22-2222. cee ee ee enene----| 4, 635, O71 24, 266 231, 999 |. 1, 863 | 4,793, 199 1.76 | 3,686 |._....-- 627 | 4,313 209 900, 542. 6.32 |. : Pulaski.......-...---..,--- 20e------- eee [eee eeee-| 45,875 cn 45,417 | 1.80 100 |........| 2? 136 136. 18, 430 246 O | Rockeastle._...........-------------e-2--|-0-00- ne eee 24,815 |......-..2--| 0.2202. 24,815 | 1.95] | 58 |_...__.. 13 71 161 11, 400 218 7 Whitley. ....-....-.---2-----eenee--e-----| 848, 482 30, 789 2, 924 9, 055 386,200.) 2.41 732 14 102 84g, 168 142, 259 271 @® Wolfe. - 2-0-1 ene eee eee nee fone eee e ee 15, 433 15 2] 15, 450 1.88 26 |_.-..... 5 81 180 5, 580 2.77 o Other counties Ut... 2. eee eee 202, 741 14, 647 172 om) 807, 565 1.86 327 |-...-.-. 60 387 | 153. 59, 260 §.19 6 
Total Eastern Kentucky.............| 38, 815, 215 915, 467 555, 727 10 69, 271 | 40, 345, 680 1.96 | 30, 604 21 | 5,664 | 45,379 210.| 9, 540, 156 4.23 ei 

Western district: 7 - a . a. | : Butler..-...........-2-.---.02-- 2-2 e een ee fee eee eee oe 22, 297 |. 63 |..........-. 22,360} 1.69 60 |......-- 14 74 142 10,478}. 2.13 Christian...-.......-.-...+.---2----..---- 20, 250. 28, 651 100 | 200 49,201.; 1.28 67 4 13 84 147 12, 354 3. 98 Daviess. . .....-.2-.. 222-0. e ene eee cnn cen | eee w nen ne 121, 293 327 1, 877 128, 497 1. 59 192 J... 22 39 231 156 36, 122 3. 42 _ Edmongon- -...-...-.-.--..--2.- 22 eee ee [eee ee eee eee 4, 923 Ss 4, 964 1.88 10 j.... ... 2 12] ..160.] - 1,920] 2.59 Be : Hancock. .... 2.22. enn e nee e eee ee ences ~ee---------] © 11,308 20 |..-.....-.-- 11, 328 1,60 28 j..-...--|. 4 |. 82 | AB. «8,620 | 2.05 Henderson... .........-.-.-.-0-0---2- e000 10, 445 96, 792 781 8, 496 116,514 | 1.69 169 |... 40 209 hd. * 81,666 | 3.68 B Ho kins... eee eee eee ene ee 3, 437, 653 301, 061 38, 030 7, 282 3, 784, 026 - 1. 43 2, 540 , 75 654 3, 269 7" a 1p 618, 721 77,29 . Mebean 0022 wenenee-nn--] 8, ED fee lee 8,111 1.36 9 j..-----. 8 12 Yen ahe ee ~ 1,820 4.46 sj Mublenberg. ..........:4.....-..---------| 2, 601, 030 158, 824 | 16, 693 .41,820 | 2,818, 367 1.33 | 2,505. j..:..... 480 | 2,086 1) 387 .0;"'460;005 | 6.00 Ohio. - 2-21.20. e eee en eee nen ween ete]. 100,522 41, 388 2, 324 227 144, 461. 1.31 285 |....-.-. 63 | 348:)) ee UOmemesS 496 4.2 . Union. .....-.-.-.---2---------2---eeeeee-| 542,907] 122,040 | 3, 489 19, 421 687,947 | 1.38 645 |_.-..2.. 117 | = 7@2- ae mar80s8 | 5.69 Webster......---..----------20-- enon ene 073,371 | - 36,170 547 14,360 | 1,024,448 | 1.83 | 1,238 |... __._. 161 | 1,300% p2847 | 5.06 
Total Western Kentucky........ ....| 7, 686, 268 952, 858 62, 415 93,683 | 8, 705, 224 1.39] 7,748 | 79} 1,600] 9, 41k ee 277 6.08 . SSS ———S_ SS ccs | ec | | eo, ee ————) | Total Kentucky...........-....----| 46, 501, 488 | 1,868,325 | 618, 142 | 1° 152, 954 | 49,140,004 | 1.85 -| 47, 442 100 | 7,254 | 84, 796 yee 86,433 | 4.47 

See footnotes at end of table. . | | = . ae = | 
eee 

en ee .



TaBLE 46.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man ee day at bituminous coal angie Wile mines 90 | 
an the United States in 1940, by States and counties—Continued j ie a 30 | 

: , . . : og pS je ee . : . : 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) Average number of employees. ae tf. | 

: Used by | Used at | | Aver- | Surface — oA. : “ae __. | Shipped | mine | “tine | - e | ——__——_| fg ee. | tons County Loaded | by truck Jemplovees,| for power | | value. | a | pee 
_ for or wagon | taken by | ‘and heat Total per | Under- He, eoeys| man shipment | (excluding | locomotive| 6, made quantit ton? |ground| In | Totek. ta eo ro - 

by rail | coal used | tenders at | i715 bes: by. cee stri All ere eo | Nay | 
or water! | by mine tipple, Or | hive coke yoo. | yo ite others * Mac ge foeetan: re | 

| employees) ot er uses at mine . . rn 2 p . : * au “3 oe ee : oe : - 

| MARYLAND | - . | | | | 

Allegany.........---------------------------| 718, 685 252, 815 | 6, 362 842| 973,704 | $2.18] 1,191 |....-...). 156] 1,347] 200.1 280,856 | 3.47 E | 
Garrett..........---------1-----------------| 462,803 | 58, 571 4, 448 3, 817 529,729} 1.98| 863 ]-.......| 120] 902) 145] 144,080) 368 @& 

Total Maryland............-..-.--.--| 1, 176, 578 2, 98 | 10,810} 44,659 | 1,503,433 | 241-) 2,054 |........]° 286 2,380/ 182] 424,936, 3.54 5 

MICHIGAN 7 | 7 ae / & : 

Saginaw.._....-......_....------------.---- 9, 274 82, 020 2,652] 11,794] 105,740] $4.01] © 236 |_...2... 43]. 278] 168 46, 608 2. 27. ee 
Other counties (Bay, Shiawassee, and Tus- aan 7 | SO Te ce - nn’ on 

cola) 2... eee eee 93, 808 192,038 |. 6, 143 12, 440 304,429| 3.84]  588:|......_. 54 | 502} 197] 116, 483 264 

Total Michigan__........-.--.--.----| 103,082] 274,058} = 8, 795°} 424,234 | 410, 169, 3.88 | 773 |......... 97] 870} 187] 163,001) 25r © 
ee  — - ~ - oo — : ° : — | , : _ | | _ . 

| | | _ MISSOURI > ae | - - Oo 

Adair__.o.---s---eeeeeecceeeeuceceeeeeee-e-| 17,182 51; 019 933| 2,717] 71,851.| $2:09|° 162]........| 281 190] 120] 24,488] 294. | 
Barton..........-.-.--..----------------.--| 152, 583 28,306 | 113 1, 480 182,482} 1.94 |-.-....- 68| 271] . 95] 135 | © 12,824] 914.23 
BateS..........-.------------------- eee eee 85, 601 21,773. 199, 2,790 110,363 | 1.65] 18| 74 23/ 115] 121 18,951 | 97.91. : 
Boone......-.------ 2-2 enn n enn een [ewene enn nnn-| 15, 450. | 842 15,816 | 2.22 15 13 7. 35 124 4,382 | 3.65 
Callaway.......----.-----------nene-eneneee|eeeeneeeenee| 158, 562. 460] 25 154,047} 214) 11 37| 2 73 | 252. 18,429}. 98,36 _ 
Clay...--.2- 2-2 ene eee nnn e ene e eee [eeenee aeneed 140, 748 1, 790. 3, 353 145,801 | 2.88;  100.}_-...... 30 439 | 1721. 78,780]. 1.98. 7 
Harrison.............---.-------------2-e---| one eneena 22, 831 150 470} 28,451 | 2.69. 56 |......-- 10.| 66 226 14, 200 | 1,87 
Henry........- 2-2-2222 ene eeeeeneee-e eee} 808, 451 148, 482 381 | - 9,884 667,198} 1.78} 50; 200 105 | 364 199 7H49f.| 99.20. 
Lafayette... 2-22-22. nneeene--e----z---| 148, 094 104,396 4, 890 2,513 254,892 | 2.52 Til 21}. 75 807 166 133,742 | 1.91 
Linn... ......2-------------- 2-2 ee eee 14, 228 72, 120 1, 469 | 87,896 | 2.30 199 |----.-.2 20 219 257 | 58; 876 1, 56



MACOn.....-.-----2----ccccccccceeneseeeee-] 401,848 | 61, 876 9,380-| 1,726 | 473,880] 1.76| 186] <49] 66] 251) 201] 80,573 | 9.37 
PUtNOM.....----.--0-0-cecn-cceerenecencne-[eccencecenae] 37, 054 397 10, 38,361) 18a] 4a | ar] 165 | 120 19,780| 1.94 
Ralls. ...-.---.--------------neneneeceeenenn|-neeceeneeer] 21,452 |... e-|e-eeee ee wp 90482] 47] 4 10; 601 201 12,040| 1.78 
Randolph.....-------------2-------2-----.-|  490,066'| 107,819 430 “819 | = 808,634 | 1.88) 210] 42]° 84] 3361 210] 70,576:| 97.21 | 
Ray.........----2--.2-2-2.2-2s2sss2nse2-2-} 19,080 | 185, 358 2, 828 v13 | 178,138; 2.75| 671'|..-..-..| 87] 758] 124 93,906 | 1.90 
Vernon..--.---.---------------2-2-2--2-----| 19,024 48, 732 257 |. 3, 270 71,283] 1.74|° 15]. .45|  18| 73] 155| 11,330 | °6.20 
Other counties #_ <2 222222222222 LDILIIIIT]c.---22----| 88,100 207 | —. 1,669 91,156 | 2.45] 7) S53} 44] 176] 180) 33,338) 273 | | 

Total Missouri #__............---.----| 1,760,616 | 1,280,577 | 23,989 | «31,650 | 3,006, 741./ 2.04] 2,920] 618} ea4| 4,222| 170] 718,755] 4.31 | 

7 | - MONTANA | | | 

Montana bituminous coal: eed eee eof ep ep | | by | Carbon..........--------2----------------| 350, 228 35,451; 2,750) . 476| 388,903 | $1:95) 170]... | 254) 205| 51,956] 7.49 
Cascade......---.-------------------2----| 424, 904 34,802| 1,771|. ~ 125] 461,402} 1:46] 266 |... 304] 187. 56,843 | 8.12 | 
Chouteau__.-.-.---.---.---------2---n2-[eeeee-eene et 4, 988.  80.fown----e--| 8,018 | 8.70) Un [ooo 2 14] 131 1,838 | 2.73 
Custer.......-.-------------2--s2e-------|--2---2-----] . 12,802 QB ATT 1gge7 4g P12 PELTIIIT 15| 167 2,504) 5.12 | 
Hill. oon ene ne eee een ee ene fennceeeeeee-| 988] BB LT] ogg] B47] eT 16| 183.) 29983] 273 
Musselshell. ......-...-------------------| _ 780,364 | . 42,208 8, 227 2,466) 787,365; 1:91]  -406|.----7--| 196] = 592] «= 170] += 106, 218} 74t S | 
Rosebud.....-.-.-.....------------------| 1,124,052]. 2978 |. | 885 fee} 1,127,018} 8710 8 LS  48 16] 67] 244 16,329 | 969.07 © | 
Other counties #27222. 2 oe LLL Li] nen] 27,087] 208: 6) 27,238 | 3.24) 58] = 2] 10 65| 197 12801} 213 | 

Total bituminous coal.............-----| 2;638,636 | 168, 270 8, 948 3,073 | 2,818,996) 1.45{ 935| 48.) 344] 1,897] 190] 251,412) 1a og | 
Montana lignite 4. ......020DIITIITIITIIIIE 5, 472 41, 666 1,030) 96} ° 48,964) 4178} 6D} -8| - 16] ° 8] 161 13,499| 93.58 & - 

Total Montana................-..-..-| 2,644,108 | 209, 945 9,978 | * 43,160) 2,867,200] 1.45]. 995] 86] 360] 1,411] 188] 264,911| 10.82 e | 

NEW MEXICO Oo oe , B : 

Colfax...........------2---eeeeee--eee------| 502,121 | 29, 972 2,088 | -2,615| 537,696 |. $2.80| 644 |.....-.] 135] 770] 140] 108,884] 4.94 ss | 
MoKinley......-.2..-----.-2--------------| S24, 528 |B 6LL| 4, 108 26,225 | 408,472| 3.06|  609|-...-.--| 198] 807] 160] 129,154] 3.16 | 

fo Atrtba__...-.-..-.-.-.---------,------| 24883] 56RD eazigon | 0 | 4 fcc] 7 tat | 280] «= 0,938 | «= 68 2 | 
Other counties (Bernalillo, San Juan, Santa oe . oe 7 ff a 

Fe, and Socorro) ...........-..-----------| 97, 384 28,266| 3, 856 7,850 | 187,086] 3.21} 275 |........| 56] . B81] 242) = 80,148 | 1.71 4 | 

_ , Total New Mexico..........-..------| 948,866 | 114,407 | 10,962 | -#36,890 | 1,110,615 | 297) 1,562 |........|  306| 1,958] 168] 328,416 | 3.38 | | 

| | NORTH DAKOTA (LIGNITE) — : : | : 

Total North Dakota ..-----esssseeseees 56,06 | 58,19 | 1s, 46 | 4 26, 303 2.8 4 [ws 27 | 0s | an | 352 | 1377 | 182 | 251, 216 | 8. 83 

See footnotes at end of table. | | oo oe



TaBLE 46.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man air day at bituminous coal and lignite mines G0 
in the United States in 1940, by States and counties—Continued | oS . 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) . | Average number of employees | Le 

A SO an ar nnrmrnnnnneenn | A VET > A 

Used by |. Surface age Aver: 
, Shipped mine Used at | | Aver- —_ Ober Number ue 

Loaded by truck | employees, ft wal, . of County abe for power value of | per 
| for or wagon | taken by | ‘snd heat | ‘Total | ‘per. | Under- | meeey | days | Man-days | man 

shipment | (excluding | locomotive or made | quantity | ton? | ground| In | Total mines worked r 
by rail | coal used | tenders at | into beo- ! ? "| strip | Au | were ae 

or water! | by mine. tipple, or | hive coke | . nits others active y 
employees) | other uses at mine | . DIS — . 

at mine: . = | 4 eS 

* OHIO. . 4 . 

Athens__...- 222-222 eee ee--| 1, 871, 785 | 69, 016 3,131 |. 17,272 | 1,961,204 | $1.89) 2,123 j-......- 347 | 2,470 191 472, 700 4.15, re 
Belmont............-.-.----------.---------| 5, 202, 864 183, 320 27,277 | - 10,024) 5, 513, 485 1.68 | 5,359 |. 47; 750) 6,156 182 | 1,121, 546 | 4.92 @ 
OFS 0) | 96, 560 332, 395 3,275 | | 389 432, 619 1.88 | 335 | 49. 56 439 | 204 89, 485 4,83 nd . 
Columbiana.._........--..--..---.--.------- 25,180 | 681, 507 488 1,.675 708, 750: 156) . 243 116 56) 415° 219. 91, 019 77.79 tx} 
Coshocton. ._....2 2.2222 eee ee eee 14, 738 242, 416 5, 619 1, 060 263,833 |. 1.87 268 6414 45 327 220 71, 830 3. 67 ae 
Gallia... 2222 eee 373 41, 901 25 |..----..--.- - 42, 389 1.79 41 " 22 6 69 234. 16, 155 2. 62 og 
Guernsey......-----. 2.2222 eee 469, 766 93, 623 4, 805 162 568, 356 1.61 485 |--...-.. 52 537 225 | 120, 737 4.71 bd . 
Harrison. ........-2..-----.-------..---.-.--| 2, 918, 309 38, 181 748 12, 564 | 2, 964, 802 1.53] 1,005 | 126 302 1, 433 251 359, 101 7 8, 26- O 
Hocking..........---.-.-..--.-------------- 160, 498 136, 8986 1, 069 I 298, 464 1. 76 320 7 53 380 181 68, 776 4. 34 oO 
Holmes...._-..--- 2-2 eee eee] eee ee 40, 274 138 | 49 40, 461 2. 21 | 43 7 10 60 223 13, 396 3. 02 by 
Jackson ._....-.....--2. 2-2 eee eee 73, 662 86, 533 | 29, 042 5 189, 242 2. 25 227 38 46 311 |. 188 58, 572 3.23 ~ 
Jefferson..........--..-.-----.--------------| 5, 073, 151 283, 144 10, 128 18,026 | 5, 384, 449 1,66 | 3,241 | 282 671 4,194 | 195° 818, 671 7 6, 58 
Lawrence.........-...---------- se enn nee eee fee ee ene ee 63, 902 \ 10, 676 |..--.-------!: 74, 578 1.95 |: 98 1 °14 113 245 27,708 | 2.69 ht 
Mahoning. ..................---..---.------|...---------| 344, 975 824. 2, 618 348,417 | 2.00 61]. 111 30 192} 252. 48,466} %7.19 © | 
Meigs. -......--.---..---------------------- 60, 998 98, 550 304 15 159, 867 1. 61 | 282 |... 38 7 270 . 170 46, 009 3. 47 bas 
Morgan..._.....-.....---..-----.---.24---- 67, 565 6, 686 50 |------------| . 74,301 2. 00 W7 {eww . eed 19 136 144 19, 577 3.80 
Muskingum... ._.....-..----------.-------- 810, 879 237, 593 1, 377 |. 260 | 1,050, 109 1. 87 548 23. - 99 670 212, 141, 789 77.41. 
Porry.....-.---2--.-------------------------| 540,377 248, 032 3, 069 575 792,053 | 41.83, 1,279 40 196 | 1,515 116. 175, 609 |}. 4, 51 
Stark... eee fee ene 812, 144 | 741 110 ‘812, 995 1. 67 181 143. 105 429 . 233 90,922; 78,14 

_ . Dusearawas.....-..-.---------------------+- 43, 521 843, 200 924 208 887, 862 1,91 585 139 114 838 202 | 169,440; 5.24 
Vinton... .--2 2 eee . 2501 77, 513 315 908 78, 986 2. O01, 37 39 | 22 | 98 206 20, 206 3. 91 

oo , Wayne... -..-- 2-2-2 ene ene enn enn [ eee een eee 17, 821 |.-.....--5-- 187 18,008 | 2.99 25; #£«6 7 38 181 6,860} 2.63 
. ‘Other counties (Noble, Portage, Summit, 2 | _ . 

end Washington)_.._......-.-.-..-..-----]------------ 105, 492 185 | 645 106,322 | 1.97 50 17 17 84 | 226 19, 006. 5. 59 

; Total Ohio. .....-.2.2-22 2222. .o.-] 17, 615, 476 | 5, 085, 213. 104, 210 4 66, 653 22,771,552 | 1.71 | 16,893 | 1,227 | 3,054 | 21,174. 193 | 4, 076, 578. 5. 59 

. |



. OKLAHOMA . . 

COAL. en ete eee wwe wenn lowe een acne 24, 378 68 |. 5 24, 451 $3. 22 43) 5 10 | 88 164 «9, §27 2. 7 
Craig......-..-2-2--- 22-22-22 e ee ee ee eee |] eee eee ee nee 10, 303 ~ 26 fesse. eee 10,329 2.43 |.2.-..-- 10 4 14 172 | ° 2,404; - 430 

- PDatimer........--- 2 eee eee] 22, 581 4, 607 141, °° 80 27, 409° 2.24) 48 f...0.... ‘16 64). .192 12,268) 224  — : ° 
LeFlore.........-2--- 0-2 eee eee eee eee 344,605 |  —‘-8, 712 . 653. 574 354, 544 2. 86 685 }..---.--] 126 811 139 113,065} 3.14 oS 
Okmulgee.......2...... ..2.------ eee eee 316, 789 33, 584 278 1, 208 351, 859 2. 36 259 |..-..-.- 49 308 | 224 69, 072 5. 00 — 

Le Pittsburg.....----....---------- 2-2-2 eee eee 163, 768 24, 562 - 922. 7, 242 196,494; 2.91 302 |..-....-} 74 376 205 77, 199° 2.55 | 
Se ROCKS... --+---ee sence enn cc eters 41, 350 49,025 | - 224 6,128 96, 727 2.12 | 2 41 15 58 223 12, 933 9 7, 48 . 
a Tulsa.....-.----.. 0-22. eee eee eee wee 19, 645. 24, 857 35 | 280 44,817 2. 51 93 5. 19 117 157 18, 323 2. 45 

. Other counties: . . a . oo oo 
ne . Haskell and Sequoyah..............---.-- 83, 284 - 2,000. 183. |: 3385 | 88, 811 2. 30 39 |. 43 - 26 108 - 189. 20, 361 4,21 Co 

Soe Muskogee and Wagoner. .._........-.---. 425, 938 27, 002 - - 200° .400 453,540 | 2.04 ]....._.- 79 55 | 134 183 |. 24,528 | 918,49 — So 

mo, _ otal Oklahoma..-:.22.-2---2225.2.--] 1,417,960 |. 208,039 |. = —-2, 780 416,252 | 1,645,981 | 2.44) 1,471. 183 394 | 2,048 176 359, 675 4.58 oO 

Oe , os PENNSYLVANIA (BITUMINOUS COAL) nn — &§ oo 

- Allegheny -.........2..-.22222..,--.2.--.-..| 12,460, 506 | 2,152,569 | 1,052, 753 - 10,647. | 15, 676, 475 | $1.93 | 11,002 - 229 |: 1,608 | 12, 839 226 | 2,907, 702 | 5. 39 Co 
Armstrong. ~-.......----------2----2-----2-| 8,981, 667 128, 251 45, 953 - 705 | 4,151,576 1.92 | 3, 549 77 396 | 4,022 223 895, 687. 4, 64 a 

Os Beaver. occ sense eee ec eee cence eeneese| 229,751 |. 471,846]. 8261]. 5, 882 706,955 | 2.04|. 169 200|.. 102]. 471} 194] 91,3731 77.74 ooo 
oo . Bedford.....2..-.-.2--1-----1 oe eee eee lf 70,841 |. 108, 270 |. 218,964 | 16:1, 598 399, 173 2.69, 586 )/.....-.-].. 86} 672) © 175 | © 117,902 3. 39 Oo... oo 

. Blair... 2. eee eee eee eeeeee| 87,477], 90, 408 | 2, 002 292 180, 179 2.30 368 |....-..- 48 416 167 69, 580 2.59 ¢ CO 
ae | Bradford.....-....2..- 22-2 e eee e cnn nee eee nfo n en ene ee ee ' 4, 161 ~. 7 16 Jone 7, 176 3.11 | 16 |_c-.-... 3: 19} 165 - 3,189, . 2.29 wm 

-iButler.......-.-..2...-2.-5..-0-----02-------| 391, 007 435, 184 6, 835 77 833, 103 1.84 | 1,096 86 184 | 1,366 173 | 236, 876 3, 52 _ 
OS ‘Cambria. __....2.202222-22 ee iuu------| 13, 974, 735 400,315 | 1,739,636 | 16 181, 558 | 16, 386, 244 2.23 | 18,018 11 | 2,307 | 20, 426 202 | 4,117,613 3.98 Q 

Center. _...-...-.---.--.-------------------| 488, 265 220, 284 | - 10, 000 250 668, 799 2. 02 974 . 58 137] 1,169 186 217, 957 ' 3.07 © 
a .  Clarfon......2.2.02.2220202-2.----..--------] 1,400,604 |. 290,961 | 26, 814 .. 238.] 1, 727, 707 1.72 | 1,545 153 | 207'| 1,905 194; 360,247 4, 68 -.. 

So Clearfleld_.........-..0.--.2-.¢022-2-2.--.-2] . 3, 006, 809 | © 306,612 | 5, 350 27, 265 | 3,436,086 | 2.04 | 4,547]. 155 624 | . 5,326 184 | 978, 157 3. 51 nm oo 
SO) | 0510): a ee 48, 693 1, 730 | | 44 50, 467 1. 96 60 |_..-..-. 14; 74 218 16,151 | 3.12 mo 

- EIK....... 22020222. ene nee nee n en eecencene---| 731,378}. 80, 278 3, 640 | 17, 377 832, 673 1.90 | 1,029 11 166 | 1,206 217 261,206} 3.19 
— Fayette. __...-.-.----- eee nenenecee------| 19. 258, 729 586,308 | 123, 903 |'6 2, 222, 107 | 22,191,047 |. 2.10 | 17,200! 248] 1,971 | 19, 509 230 | 4,482,274 495 ; _ 

‘Greene. ._...-..---.------_4----------- 22 --|. 5, 152,483 | 11, 589 ‘17,241 |. 120,846 | 5,202,159 | 2.16 | 3,564 {_....__- 657 | 4, 221° “218 918,723 | . 6:66 " BS 
Huntingdon...........:.-.---.--..---------| . 415, 186. 81, 703 3, 207 - 2,985} 503,081 | 2.44] = 887 {2-22 87 924;  190|  183,58868| 274 

. Indiana... 0222 --..--| 8,314,901 | 98, 348 284,823 } 16313,3380 |) 7,006, 492 1.84 | 5,906 |........ 803 |. 6.709 201 | 1,345, 602 . 5. 21 er a 
J Jefferson ..........-..-.--2--2---------2-----| 1,970,248 | 132, 036 4,337 |. 1,585 | 2, 108, 206 1.91 | 2,187). 57 |. 240] 2,454 196 | . 480, 368 4,39 QQ Se 

>» Daawrence......--2. 2.22. l eee eee pee eee 218, 717 61,180] =. 2,200 |.-.-..--2.-- 282, 137 2. 70 443 10 . 46 499 195 97, 277 2. 90 4 pe 
.. byeoming... 2.22... e ee eee eee nee eneenes] 7,492 | 68, 752 — 812 {2.2222 . eee. 72, 056 2.36/ 107; £6] ..22] ~~ 185 “217, 20, 332 2.46 0° 

. ~ 3) Mercer... ooo ewww eee weet eeeenenel 79, 404 244, 889 | 1,398|- . 1,173] 326,951] 2,12 184} 31 60} © 288} 208 53,880 | °6.07 - ta . oe 
CT Somerset. .......----.0.-.---.-.....-.--..---| 4, 705, 960 170, 665 : 81,284 | = 27414 | 4, 960, 323 2.15 | 5,942 . 84. 822} 6,798 | 182] 1,239,082 4.00 re ! 

- | Moga....-..--2.---- 2-22 eee e ee eee eee nee eee 177, 939 85, 107 613 6, 956 270, 515 2.70; 307) - 38 66; . 4101. 1667 67,911 | .3.98 oO + 
. Venango.......-.--0- eee 729 47,709; - 110: 6 48, 554 197]. 58 3] 9; 7. 208 14,580 | . 3.33 | oo 
Washington..............................-.] 18, 694, 881 437, 733 240, 132 22,408 | 19, 395, 154 1,09 | 15,567 | 165) 1,872 | 17,604 230 | 4,042, 024 4. 80 CS 
Westmoreland..........-.....-.-...---.----| 7, 295, 472 737, 987 151, 471 | . 16 800,417 | 8, 985, 347 1.89} 7,431 99 | 1,087] 8,617 211 | 1,815, 860. 4.95. ee 
Other counties (Cameron, Crawford, Forest,| — : . . . oo a so 

| Fulton, and McKean) .....-...-...--.-.-- 163, 034 31,078 |..---.-.-..- 352 194, 464 2.42; . 244] 14 36 204|. 212] 62,192 3.13 So 

oO Total Pennsylvania. .........,.-.--.-}101, 326, 985 | 7,610, 566 | . 3, 975, 586 |! 3, 689, 912 |116, 602,909 | 2.04 |102,906 | 1,685 | 13,739 |118,420 | 212 | 25,115,380 4040050 

SOUTH DAKOTA (LIGNITE) . FH 

. Total South Dakota Weoceceeesnnceeeeetn 87, 285 | 28, 521 | | | 15 66, 085 i $1.38 12 39 12 | 63 168 | 10, 577 6. 25 & 7 . 

See footnotes at end of table. . | _ | |



TaBLe 46.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-days, and output per man &r day at bituminous coal and lignite mines 3 | 
ae in the United States in 1940, by States and counties—Continued , | ND 

Disposition of coal produced (net tons) — | _ | Average number of employees | fo 

_ «|. Used by at : | Surface age ver- | 
Shipped mine’ Used at re _ Aver- _| | er | Number | (8% | 

Count Loaded | by truck | employees, for t | : ge | oe 7 of 
y ’| for power value ; of . per 

for or wagon | taken by | andheat | ‘Total | per. | Under- days | man-days | man 
shipment | (excluding | locomotive of made uantit ton 3. | ground In Total mines | worked re 
_by rail coal used | tenders.at into bee- q y ™ 8 | strip | All |. | were ne 
or water ! Oy anaes) tipple, Or | hive coke : a pits others active - y . 

employees) | other uses | | : | | So 
P at mine? | 9t mine a op oe | a a 

| ~ TENNESSEE. OO oo | : : 

Anderson....-.......-----.--.--------------| 1,049, 275 58, 346 8, 418 1,573 | 1,117,612 | $2.03 | 1,250-|......-- 168 | .1, 418 202 286, 290 3. 90 > . 
Bledsoe._._...--.---------- eee een e nen e ee 43, 000 9, 569 430 |....----2--- 52,909 | 1.50] 80.|-.-.-20. l1l| . 91 198 18, 080 294 
Campbell__...--.--------------.--------. .--| 1,673, 692 19, 662 27, 749 1,741 |}. I, 722, 844 2.15 | 2,031 |....-..- 300 | 2,331 218 507, 213 3. 40 
Claiborne. ......-.-.-.-.---.---------------| 1, 297, 951 41, 782 14, 638 3,441 | 1,357, 812 1:88 | 1,698 |......-- 202 ; 1,900 -204 388, (58 3. 50 . 
Fentress....--.-----------------------------| 264, 909 11, 925 2, 149 12, 258 201,241 | 1.59] 305 |.-....-- 51 446 223, 99, 352 2.93 
Hamilton_....-..-.-----2---2-. 222-2 ene -|eenee eee 25, 306 "85 | w------[ 25,380 | 1.80 39 |---_..- 31 42] 170 7,130 | 3.56. # 
Marion._.-_--.2...------.------------------ 447, 802 43, 942 4,120 1, 750 497,614:| 2.24 | 667 |.-..-.-- (106 773 208 160, "42 3. 10 bg 
Morgan....----.--------------------------- 191, 739 18, 527 _ 2,096 9, 228 221, 590 1.71 329 |-----.-- 103 432. 230 99,489 |. 2.23 bd 
Overton.-._..-.-.--.------------------ eee 1, 969 18, 117 20 20 20, 126 1.61 33 | .-.-..-- 8 41 }- 188 |. 7,710) 2.61 > . 
Scott........-..-----.-------- 2-2-2 eee 96, 761 10, 979 912 2, 860 111, 512 1. 76 139 - 3 38 180 187 33,629 | 3.32 OS - 
Sequatchie--_-........-.....-.--------------- 18, 426 50, 722 142 281. 69,571 | 2.24 98 |...----- 24 122 150 18, 351 3. 79 | 
Van Buren......._-...-.-.------------ +--+} eee eee eee 16, 007 239 90 16, 336 2.02 36 fe .eee ee 12 48 175 8, 384 | 195 
White... ...-- 222-2 ne een eee een 5, 920 54 105 6,079 | 1.89 19 |.-----2-} 4 23 179 4, 120 1. 48 
Other counties: . | Oe ve — oo, Lo bs 
Cumberland and Putnam._._.._........- 60, 379 17,381 | 791 |..-..------- 78,551 | 1.64 Ce 50 | 144] 192] 27,598) 28 2 | 
Grundy and Rhea........2.222222.2.22.2.| 366, 843 36,639 | 6,183 | += 179,504 | 419,200 | -2.02| 505 )--.....-.} 70] 675] 196} 112,864) 3.71 © 

Total Tennessee.....-..........-:.---] 5, 512, 746 384,823 | 67,946 | + 1742,941 | 6,008,456 | 2.00] 7, 413. 3] 1,150] 8,566 | 208) 1,779,087) 333 : 

| | | | TEXAS _ — a — | ce | | 

Texas bituminous coal: | | 7 oo - . . | | 
Palo Pinto, Webb, and Wise............- 8,530 | 5, 565 | 42 |_......-.--- 14,1387 | $3.42 67 |.---.--- 14 81 9 | $8003; 177 

Total bituminous coal_..........-.--- 8, 530° 5, 565 4g ti} 14187] 38.42] 67 |e] 4 81| 99 8,003 | 1.77 
Texas lignite 4_. 22 2222-22 eee 592, 720 6, 784 3, 650 3; 264 606, 418 11.05 | 476 |. 16 54 546 170 92, 615 6. 55 . . 

_ Total Texas............-.....---.--.-| 601, 250 12, 349 3, 692 4 3, 264 620,555| 1.10} 843] 16 68 627 160 100,618 | 6.17 ,



UTAH a | oe ae 

Carbon oc ccceccccccccceceeccceceeeeeeeeee.| 2,478,685} 264,446 1 15,280 | 91,801 | 2,770,712 | $2.21] 1,523 |...-....] 882| 2,075] 176]  365,533| 7.60 | : 
Emery... _........---2--ccccceeseeesee-----| 570,247] 111, 889 “4, 846. 4,613 | 691,505 | 2.18|  267]|--.-----| 121] 388} 201 78,037 | 8.86 
Sevier.........----.-------------------- += |---e----eee- 4, 528° 28 |.---.------- 4,556 | 2.30 10 |--..----] 3}; 13 117 | - 1, 522 2. 98. 

Summit___..---..--------e-e-eeeewe eee nee ee 27, 830 21, 998 648 {85 50,520 | 1.92 42 |o_0 oo. 2} 62] 247| 15,304] 3.30 , 
Other counties (Grand, Iron, and Uintah) -. 36, 658 13, 360 161 |. 24 | 49, 203 2.49; 40 weeeene= pr 6 216 | 11, 210 | 4.39 

Total Utah......-..--.---------------| 3,112,420 | 416, 221 20,963:| 925,973] 3,575,586 | 220} 1,882|........) 708} 2,500 182 |, 471,606 | 77.58 

a . - - VIRGINIA. | . a cs | 

Buchanan.....-.-------------2--¢----------| 4, 889, 945 4, 821 9,925. 120 | 4,874,311 | $1.84 | 3,664 |-.......| 440] 4,104 205 | - 889, 406 5.81 a a 
Dickenson.......-.--.----------------------| 1, 746, 031 13, 937 6, 815 799 | 1,767,682 | 1.82] 1,540 |_......-| 233] 1,773 | 246] 486,780] 4.05 , 
Lee.........---.--.---ss2--eeeenee--ee------| 1,327, 866 79, 247 12, 672 19 $98 | 1,420,683 | 2.15 | 1,881 |--------| 208| 1,879| 215 | 403,084] 3.52 a 
Montgomery. -.---------------------------- 163, 223 8, 734 |.-..--------| 1, 500. 173, 457 2. 08 . 220. |.._-2.-- 45 - 265, | 183 |. 48,620 | 3.57 

Russell_.....--------.--------s2------2-----| _ 540,093 56, 689 6, 320 3, 168 606,270} 2.00 606 |._.....-| 158] 854 154 131,370 | 4.61 _ 
Tazewell....---.-------------2------------| 3, 187, 287 54,801 30, 734 10,223 | 3,283,135 | 2.08] 3,313]--......| 525] 3,888] 203 770,180} 421 4 
Wise........-.---.---2-----2-ccaeeee----+--| 2,754, 286 80, 019 23,921:] 19 335,214 | 3,193,440 | 1.95 | 3,722 |....--..| 501] 4,293] 174 733,163 | 436 & : 
Other counties (Chesterfield and Scott) --.-. 4,008 | 24, 125 . 919 150 29,197 | 2.38 57. 8 22 84 | 238 19, 560 1.49 ci oO 

Tétal Virginia........-.--------------| 14, 682, 734 | 321,963 | 91,306 | 1 362,072 | 15,348,075 | 1.95] 14,793 | | 5 | 2,222] 17,020| 190) 3,301,223| 453 «4 
: " | | ae tt _ _ =) 

| | | ‘WASHINGTON : | . - 7 RO . 

King. «------2-2-202---yceeeeeeseeececeneoo 320,875 | 265, 265 5, 379 | 489 | 592,008 | $3. 41 667 5 190 | 862:| 214) 184,493] 3.21 a 
Kittitas...-.---.------.----------+---------| 690, 779 23, 482 36, 839 9, 885 760,985 | 2.94 738.|........_ 207] 945+ 186 176,060 | 4.32 
Lewis. ...-.-----------rece-eeceeeeeeeeee nee 9, 785 27, 988 95 | 371 38,219 | 2.57 39 |..-..--- 7 46{| 202] 9,974|/ 412 | 

| Pierce...-------.------c-nr--eeee----ee eee 23, 107 15, 028 381 | 70|. 38,586 | 3.49 a 9] 66 189 12, 493 3.09 ft a 
Other counties (Thurston and Whatcom)... 174, 566 41,844; 1,307; 2,887 220, 554 3. 32. 337 |--------| 69 406 134 54, 210 4,07 a 

Total Washington..........--.-----..| 1, 219, 092 373, 607 44,001} 413,652 | 1,650,352} 3.16 | 1,838 51 4821 2,325 188 | 436,630 | 3.78 “i | 

See footnotes at end of table. | - : | - - : . . | |



: TaBLE 46.—Production, value, employment, days active, man-daya, and output per man per day at bituminous coal and lignite mine. 9 
| 7 wn the Untted States in 1940, by States. and counttes—Continued . oo ans | 

| a 7 "Disposition of coal produced (net tons) _ " '. | Average number of employees | oe / . - 
oe \ - eee | aver. Oo , 

: : | Used by | + JT | Surface. | © | -88@ | Aver- 
, ' | Shipped | ‘mine Used at | a Aver dC sper. | Number tons , . | County ‘Loaded | by truck employees, for power | vehre | of | of ‘per 

suitent | eM, | ken ey, | ‘and heat | ota | “per? | Under note | days | MEGeys | an od by rail. | cast used? tenders at | Of made | quantity | ton? /ground| In. All mines per | 
| : | or water ! by mine tipple or jhe pee. , —_ | vite others ‘active 7 a 

; | employees) | other uses | at mine = oe me . 1. ; om, 
coe a oo - at‘mine? “ co a | - . oo go 

’ WEST VIRGINIA, , - . Z . 

Barbour.............-.-2-----2--ee--------| 1,603,468} 4,460} 4,825] ~ 92 | 1,500,845] $1.70] 1,361 ]........| 167] 3,528| 186|  284,933/ 530 f 
Boone. ....-.---------------- ene ew ee enes----| 8,824, 535 5, 570 17, 678 2,013 | 3, 849, 793 1.83 | 3,010 |_.....-- 556 | 3, 566. 196 . 698, 179 5. 51 G2 | Braxton...-..----------.---. secs see eee 3, 552 1, 263 10,880 |............] | 18,605] 1.66 22 |..-..-... 8 7} 120] °3,476| 4.52 , : Brooke... .....-.---022 22 eet eee eee eee ee 519, 806° ‘472, 220 951, 095 -% 1,043, 104 1. 63 770 72 164 1, 006 228 229,735 | 78.46 — Clay... .-..-..---2---2-2e-eeeeeee eee eee--| 788,178 |.-.----.-| 20,364} 26,981 | 785,473 | 1.80] 429 |--......| 120] “549! 280] 183811| 5.11 Ss | | 
Fayette... ------ereceeeeeeenennnne nee eceee 11, B10, 102 20, 169 202, 087 20 334, 895 12, 487, 313 2.0 10, 814 aeeneee- 1, 628 12, 33 cre 2, 601, 050 $0 by 

Mer... ee eee eee eee ». , ? enw ween nena- : . 9 VU be : ewe nneen : ) +r f° . : , — Grant. 2222s. lee le loi te te eeeeeeneenees[ececeeeeee-el 47,2011 808. 328 | - 48,017| 2.24{ 110]_....... 20/ 130] 214} 27,836] 1.72 B 
Hreen brler . . -..-----------eeeevenetereeee es 1, 559, 311 fo 288 ~ 10,159) 306 1, 639, 026 : 1.96 1, 655 sone 226 1, 880 181 sa, 7 ru eS , 

ancoc wm me em meme twee eee ewww enn merc eae ‘ 7 . , 4 wnwenwweanee er | , ’ . : . . . t ’ fhe a . 
- Harrison. .....-.-2-2. 22 eee een eee 3, 826,676-| 37,316 71,826 | => «4,228 | 3, 939, 546. 1.64 | 2,071: Zz] 516 2,504} 194 604,395 | 77.81 A oo 

Kanawha. .......--------+------2-+-200000-+ 7, 133, 162 58, O73 . 65, 192 5, 994 7, 262, 420 1.34 8, 080 a 768 6, 798 a 1, 434, 710 5. 06 a 
OWS. 222 ne ee ee ee eee fee ere ewes . , ween ne wcan ll ; wee enwne : US . . | , Logaf......._.-.-.--.--ss-e-seresces-s-22| 17,062, 227 17,776 | 115,605 | 3, 187-| 17,198,855 | 1.68 | 9,262 |-.-.-.--| 2,183] 11,445] 211] 2,420,390] 7711 © | McDowell._.._....-....-------s-s-s nee ee| 247503) 550 33,276 | 274,980 | 83, 119 | 24, 804,925 | 1.92 | 17,171 |--------} 3,370 | 20,541] 219 | 4,408,002 | 5.53 | Marion.....2222 22-2 eee nee 8, 732, 274 - 52, 850 219, 012 - 44,0385 | 9,048,171] 1.65] 5,080 |........] ~ 829 | 5,900 - 216 1,277,108 | 177.08 So! 

~ Marshall. ...-..2.220.22222-0- 22k 317, 597 106, 376 160, 474 2, 859 587,306 | 1.98 470 }|-..-.22. 67 §37 229 | = 122,760 | 4.78 
Mason... 222-2 eee ee eee ee - 34, 991 49, 331 805 265. 84,892; 1.51. 183 }......-- 34 167 T71 _ 28, 589 2. 97 oe 
Mercer. .....-.-2 22-22 ec 3, 749, 698 | 16, 593 29, 024 . 1,213 | 3,796,528 | 1.96 | 3,181 j........} 622] 3,803] . 227 861, 388 4.41 oe 
Mineral... .........--.----------u------ eee ee 125, 243 | 43, 653 320 | 56 169, 272 2. 33 432 |........ - 69 491 159° 77, 933 . 2,17 
Mingo. ..__.....22 20 eeeeeeeeeee 3, 414, 228 4, 802 | 24, 428 |..-.-...--..| 3,448,458 | 1.71 2, 694 j..--.-. 463 | 3,157 199 | 626, 953 | 5. 49 

| Monongalla. ......-----------------2-2-22-% 7, 974, 667 8, 087 . 27, 540 (156) 8, O71, 419 1.46 3, 437 aweeeeee 878 4,310 236 O71, 468 "8.31 | cholas...........-2-2--222-- eee eee eee ¥ . , ween ceee anne , 4d. . wweenenel | | | 47 OS Ohio... 227] 1, 560, 992] 194, 086 8|..-.--.-..--| 1,758,086 | 1.641 1,266|-.......| 154] 1,420| 260] 381,886/ 460 © Preston....-.-.-.-.-ss-s-sscssssce see] 647, 238 17,533 | 422,287 | 2048154 | 835,212] 1.66] 814] -30] 163] 1,007] 197] 198864| 4.20 ~~ Putnam.......2-22.-220 eee eee eee ee 557, 026 2, 160 4, 077 222 563, 485 1. 82. 636 |........ «87 6903} 222] #1854,111 3. 66 ne 
Raleigh..........2222-2 22 eee . 15, 284, 168 47, 623 |. 136, 396 61,518 | 15, 520, 705 1.99 | 11,645 |...-....] 1,904 | 13, 549 233 3, 151, 433 4. 93 
Randolph. -...2.-222---.-2--.2--- ee eee 1, 038, 313 58, 986 5, 925 | 19, 447 | 1,122, 671 1.94 | 1,067 |........| 222] 1,289 198 254, 795 4. 41 
Taylor... 2.20222 eee eee cena ene 311, 924 19,261 548 - § 331, 738 - 175 | 348 {........| | 62 410 153 62, 792 5.28 - , . Tucker. ...-22. 02-0 eee ene ee ene ee 508, 392 §, 021 8, 652 20, 404 |. 537, 469 ‘2. 20 478 |... 22. 64 642 |. 210 113, 581. 4.73 | ae 
Upshur. ...- 22. eee eee eee 112, 343 18, 131 139 831 131, 444 1, 63 224 Joe 4] 165 138 | 22,820 :. 5. 76



. Webster.........-..--.---------------------| 1,028, 344 21] 774 3,185 | 1,032,274! 2.20 936 |........[ 153 | 1,089] 199 217,062! 4.76 | 
Wyoming. ............--.--..--.------+----| 8, 441, 204 | 7,412 | > . 28,176)... 20,820) 3,497,621 | 2.14] 2,967. [:..-..-.| 474 | 3,441 . 227 782,170 | 4. 47 . 

; Other counties (Lincoln, Summers, and poe Pose, fF Pe ae . . 

| Wayne).....----------- ee eee eee ' 13,3848 | . 13,518 | | 56]... ee} |) 26,9224 1.18 88 j.-c-.---/ 10 | eB 134 7, 398 3. 64 

Total West Virginfa................-.{121, 411, 168 | 1,744,018 | 2,598,170 | 2° 684, 265 /126, 437,621 | 1.83 | 88, 684 127 1 15,924 |104, 735 215 | 22, 560, 069 5. 60 

- co ° WYOMING - Ce oo, 

Carbon.........----------¢-.-- eee een eee 581, 664 . 29, 528 . 2,852 | = * «16, 416 630,460 | $2.02] ~ 242 16); 92 350. 192 67, 265 9. 37 © 
Converse... .--- 2-2-2 - nen ence cen eneeneeefeeeceeceee--| . 18,355 | - 20 |........---.| 18,875 | 1.76] . 4]. 8] 1.2. 14 | 245 3, 425 5. 36 

St Fremont. -...--.-.----------------- eee nee 21, 250. - «11,200 1 415 | 4, 769 - 37,733 | 2.40 |.°. 26 |.22--2.- 10 35 | = 1407. 4, 906 7. 69 
Hot Springs........-.-.----..-.------------| 47, 853 | 22, 402 : .. 827 ee BO 70,388 | 3.19) IB Jee... 20} 188] = 130 17,944 | 3.92 an . 

. Johnson......-.....-2- 22 -e eee eee eee ee fee eee eee 11,482) 85] © . 268). 11,770) 2180] 8 Jc...-]. 4] 12. 245. 2, 936 4.01 = 
a, Lincoln. .......2---222 ieee eeeeeew ene eee eet 41,9387 |. 28,2064) 4,870 | 27,706: |. 452,228 | °° 250] 875 desl] TU] 486] 184 | 89, 643 5.04 ‘3 

oe Sheridan. ._.............-.-------0---------| 541, 283 32,410 | = -8, 502 | 670 | » 602,815 | 1.68} 320]. 3]. 98}. 416] 1611 °° 66,875|° 901 G 
_ Sweetwater... ...........-.-.....---:----:-| 3,758,276 | ~ — 10,389 21,795 | - 59,231 | 3,849,691 | 2.07 |. 2,237 J.--2:.2.] ~ 483 | 2,720 171 466, 224 8. 26 = | 

; Other counties (Campbell, Park,. and oe es . Pe | 
Uinta). ~~. - ee eee eee eee e eens - |. 99,924 |. 28,756 1. | B75. -) - 10,227). 184, 582°) 180 PAP 22 fo 1b BA] 258 | 13,818 | = 9. 74. 2 

Total Wyoming.........:..-....-..--| 5,481,937 |. 187, 777 39,050 | 499,278.) 5,808,042; 2.06 | 3,346; © 49 830 | 4, 225 -173 | 783, 036 77,92 | a 

te Includes coal loaded at mine directly into railroad cars or river barges, hauled by truck to railroad siding for shipment by rail, and hauled by truck to waterway for shipment by Q 
water. : | | , 

2 Includes coal transported from mines to points of use by conveyor, chute, or aerial tramway. co ae Se - e 
8 Value received or charged for coal, f. 0. b. mine, including selling cost. (Includes.a value for coal not sold but used by producer, such as mine fuel and coal coked [not coke] as 

estimated by producer at average prices that might have heen received if such coal had been sold commercially.) . > 
. 4 No coal was made into beehive coke at mines in 1940. Oo a Oo . a 4 

. § Includes 95,735 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Las Animas County, Colo., in 1940. es oo. . ae SC | 
a Woener counties” in Illinois include Adams, Bond, Crawford, Hancock, Jefferson, Logan, McDonough, Macon, Marion, Marshall, Montgomery, Scott, Warren, White, Will, et 

an ord. . 7 : . oO a mo . 
7 Much of output is obtained from strip pits or by use of loading machines. in which types of operations production per man per day islarge. == 5 

_8 Production of Home Riverside-and Alston mines {s credited to. Missouri; production of Hume-Sinclair (Tiger mine) is credited to-Kansas. oo we 
‘ 9 Output obtained chiefly from strip pits in which production per man per day isJarge.. Sad . 

, oe 10 Includes 1,273 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Jackson County, Ky., in 1940, 0 Oe re Sj . 
- . 1‘ Other Gounties”’ in Eastern Kentucky include Elliott, Greenup, Lawrence, Leslie, ‘Magoffin, Martin, Morgan, and Owsley. . is . 

'  -:42-“Other counties”? in Missouri include Audrain, Chariton, Clark, Dade, Daviess, Grundy, Howard, Jasper, Johnson, Lincoln, Miller, Montoe, Morgan, and Saline. 
18 “Other counties” in Montana bituminous coal include Blaine, Fergus, Flathead, Judith Basin, Park, Phillips, Pondera, and Powder River. ee oo | | 
Os Figures on lignite compiled by Bureau of Mines; see lignite tables, 1940, at end of thischapter. As lignite schedule did not require exactly same break-down on disposition of coal 

— '. ° produced as shown in this table, an estimate has been rnade where feasible for items “‘shipped by truck or wagon,”’ “used by mine employees,” ‘‘taken by locomotive tenders at tipple,” 
-  . and otfansported from mines to points of use by conveyor, chute, or aeria! tramway.’’ Sum of these items equals sum of items “commercial sales by truck or wagon’ and “other sales 

to local trad e, or used by employees, or taken by locomotives at tipple,” as published by Bureau of Mines. - For more detailed information on lignite by counties, see section on lignite 
at end of chapter. . 7 “ . oe , 

os it Excludes selling cost. oT Loe a i Se ee , Co o 
oS - . 16 Includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in following counties in Pennsylvania in 1940: Bedford, 989 tons; Cambria, 45,882 tons; Fayette, 2,199,593 tons; Greene, 3,098 tons;. . 

Indiana, 238,673 tons; and Westmoreland, 756,229 tons—State total, 3,280,464 tons. == = He ae 
7 Ineludes 8,818 tons made into beehive coke at mines in Grundy County, Tenn., in 1940, a a - 
1§ Tnoludes 14,5387 tons made into bechive coke at mines in Carbon County, Utah, in 1940. oe 2 | Co 
19 includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in following conties in Virginia in 1940; Loe, 800 tons; Wise, 830,018 tons; State total, 330,818 tong, Ten) . 
® Includes coal made into beehive coke at mines in following counties in West Virginia in 1940: Fayette, 306,487 tons; Proston, 47,018 tons; State total, 384,405 tons, | or
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, — STATISTICS ON LIGNITE IN 1940? — oe 

| a PRODUCTION Nw | oe 

| The Bureau of Mines prepares final statistics of the lignite industry 
from an annual canvass, by mail, of operators of lignite properties 
included in the areas mapped as ‘“‘lignite’”’ in Geological Survey Pro-- 
fessional Paper 100—A, The Coal Fields. of the United States. Sub- 

: bituminous coal is not included. The data on individual operations 
furnished by the producers are voluntary and confidential, as is cus- — 

- tomary in the statistical surveys of the Bureau of Mines. 
| Lignite production in 1940 totaled 2,939,201 net tons, a small de- 

crease from the 3,042,537 tons produced in 1939. These figures are — 
exclusive of many of the small mines producing less than 1,000 tons. 
The average value per ton was $1.16 in 1940 compared with $1.13 in 
1939. The average value per ton bY -vtates ranged from a low of 
$1.05 for Texas to a high of $1.78 for Montana. The number of men 

| : employed in 1940 totaled 2,070 compared with 2,096 in 1939, and the | 
: average output per man per day for the same periods was 7.99 and 7.61 

| tons, respectively. The average number of days worked by the indus- 
try was 178 in 1940 compared with 191 in 1939. A much larger per- 
centage of the total output of lignite results from stripping operations 

| than in either anthracite or bituminous-coal mining. Of the total 
| lignite output 48 percent (1,447,449 tons) was produced in strip pits 

| in 1939 whereas 51 percent (1,512,308 tons) of the total in 1940 
resulted from strip-pit operations. No labor disturbances were 

| reported. = = - . Be : 
7 In 1940, as for many years in the past, North Dakota was the largest 

producer of lignite, followed in order by Texas, South Dakota, and 
Montana. The North Dakota output represented 75 percent of the 

| United States total, that of Texas 21 percent, and South Dakota and _ 
Montana together 4 percent. __ a 

Reports of the Federal Power Commission show that 1,538,174 
tons of lignite were consumed in 1939 for generating electric energy 
in the United States. In 1940, 1,452,412 tons were so used, and this 
tonnage was equivalent to 49 percent of the total production. Con- 
sumption in the West North Central Division was 547,366 tons, in 
the West South Central and Mountain Divisions 516,531 and 386,991 
tons, respectively, and in the East South Central Division, 1,524 tons. 

The following tables include detailed statistics on the lignite indus- 
try in 1940. Similar data for 1941 were not available in time to be 
included in this chapter, but they will be published later in mimeo- 
graphed form and may be obtained upon request to the Coal Eco- 
nomics Division of the Bureau of Mines. 

2 Compiled by J. A. Corgan and A. V. Coleman, Coal Economics Division, Bureau of Mines. ~
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Tass 47.—Summary of production, value, men employed, days operated, man- | 

- days of labor, and output per man per day at lignite mines in the United States in 

1940, by States oe : | 

oO North Texas | South Montana!| Total : 

Production (net tons): : | , 
Loaded at mines for shipment --.......-| ‘1, 566,976 592, 720 37, 285 5, 472 2, 202, 453 
Commercial sales by truck or wagon--.- 447,694 6, 784 28, 521 41, 666 524, 665 

Other sales to local trade, or used by 
employees, or taken by locomotives 
at tipple_........-.------------------] 2. 177,371 3, 650 3279; ~~ 1,030 3 182, 330 

- Used at mines for power and heat-.__-- - 26,393 | 3, 264 @) 96 3 20, 753 

Total production: 1940._--.-..-...-.] 2, 218, 434 606, 418 66, 085 48, 264 2,939,201 . 

Val 1989__...-.--.--.-]| 2, 181.252. 814, 022 49, 495 47, 768 3, 042, 587 
ue: . . 
Total: 1940.._........-----_-.-.-------| $2, 587,000 $637, 000 $88, 000 $86,000 | $3,398, 000 

1939_____......---.--.=--------.| $2, 425,000 $875, 000 $69, 000 $83,000 | $3, 452, 000 
- Average per net ton: 1940___.--.------- $1.17 $1, 05 $1. 33 $1. 78 $1.16 

~ 4989_-....--..2-2- $1.14 $1.07 $1. 39. $1. 74 $1.13 

Number of employees: . - 

Underground.-.--......-.------------- 654 476 12 ~ 60 1,202 
Surface (including strip pits) ..-....---} 723 70 51 . (2 . 868 

‘Total employees: 1940.......--------}. 1,877 546 | 63 84 2,070 | 
. yO 1989....2.----- 2] 1,391 559 53 93 2,006 

2 Average number of days mines operated: » |. fe . ne 

- 1940.22. - eee eee 182 170 | 168 161 - 178 
1989_.._...--_.---..-.-.---.----------- 179 . 21 160 _ 146 191 , 

Man-days of labor: 1940 4...._..-..-.------ 251,216 92, 615 10, 577 - 13, 499 367, 907 

1939__.......-.-..---.-} 248,755 129, 120 8, 502 18, 565 399, 942 ; 

_ Average output per man per day (net tons): . 
1940... -_.---.- ee 8.83 ~  §. 55 6.25 | . 3. 58 7.99 

1989... --------n eee eee een eee 8.57 6.80 5.82 3. 52 7.61 | 

1 Includes output of Custer, Dawson, McCone, Richland, Roosevelt, Sheridan, and Valley Counties. . . 

2 Includes some lignite “made into briquets.”’ : 

3 Small amount of colliery fuel included in ‘Other sales to local trade.” 
4 Based upon (1) “reported” number of man-shifts where operator keeps a record thereof; otherwise upon 

(2) “calculated”? number of man-shifts, obtained by multiplying average number of men employed under- 
ground and on surface at each mine by number of days worked by mine and tipple, respectively. Using 

throughout “calculated” man-shifts as developed before the year 1982—namely, product of total number of 

men employed at each mine times tipple days—the average output per man per day was 8.59 in 1940. 

TaBLE 48.—Production, value, men. employed, days operated, man-days of labor, - 

and output per man per day at lignite mines in the United States in 1940, by States 

and counties | | | | 
MONTANA | . . 

| Value — A 

Total. |_|. Total verage | A verage 
; Man- | number | 74+ 

produc- : number net tons 
County tion (net een Average | ofem- | 9875 of of days | per man 

. tons) sand per net ployees operated per day! 

7 dollars) . 

Custer, Dawson, and Valley....|_ 8, 579 u| $1.63 14| 1,886 135 4.55 a 
McCone..-_.-..---------------- 4, 358 8 1. 84 10 1, 484 148 2. 94 

Richland and Roosevelt -..-.-..-. 19, 362 39 2.01 36 5, 689 158 3. 40 

Sheridan.__......---------.---. 15, 965 25 1. 57 24 4, 440 185 3. 60 

Total Montana: 1940. --.. 48, 264 86 1. 78 84 "13, 499 161 3. 58 

"1939... - 47,768 |. 83 1, 74 93 13, 565 146 3. 52 

ll 

See footnotes at end of table.
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TABLE 48.—Production, value, men employed, days operated, man-days of labor, 
: and output per man per day at lignite mines in the United States in 1940, by States 

| and counties—Continued a - : 
: cos NORTH DAKOTA 2 2 © | 

: | | - ” Value oe A a | 
> | Total |—————--——-|- Total verage Average 

| | Count | produc: | moa |. | number | garans, | number | net tons ounty tion (net (thou. | Average} of em- labor ae maine per man oe tons) . sand. | Per net | ployees lo ted | Per day ! 
| x | ton perate sO dollars) co 

Adams] 48488] ot] g28 | 80 | 1,977 150 4.04 
Billings, Bowman, Dunn, .and ee _ of --  Slope._2-..-.2 22 --2-2_--..-| 12, 168 19} | 1.56 19 3, 020 159} 4.03 : Burke_....-.._...-.-.-.-...--.-| 260,480 305. 1.17 84 | 17,468} ° 208 214.91 . Burleigh...................___-| 255, 885 307 1.20 85 | 18,726 220 213. 66 Divide_._.._........2.--..._..]. 154,070 204 1.32 62 9, 877 159 215.60 | 
Golden Valley_...........:--..| 6, 825 8 1.17 15|. 2,286] 152 2.99  Grant__..2222-2-22-2--------| 24, 791 31 125 | 35 5, 070 1445/1. 489 
Hettinger__.-............-.-...| 14,800 19 1. 28 24 3, 828 160 3. 87 
McKenzie_...........-:-.-..-..| 5, 690 8 1.41 12 1, 550 129 3. 67 - + MeLean.-_2 2222.2 2------_-] 142, 128 178 1. 25 173 | 24,278 140 5: 85 ~ - Mereer_......222.22-----.------| 621, 905 661 1.06 270 | 54,813 203 11. 35 
Morton. __._-.-..- 2-22 ee 24, 107 30 1, 24 | - 44  =§, 744} 181 4, 20 
Mountrail....2...........-.1...| 6,041] 8 1.32 18 2, 823 157 2.14 | Oliver_._...........---.-.-.....]| 13,028 13 100] . 8 3,585/ 1561 - 3.63 Stark... 222 ee o.._-_| 113, 457 127 1.12 75.| 18,960 23) 5.98 Ward. _.........-.......--.-_| 477,016 558 | 1.171 .300] 58,334|- i194] ° 3938 - Williams-_._...-...---...2-.--.] 37,624. 50 133} 58] 8,877 153 4.24 

Total North Dakota: 1940. |2, 218, 434 2,587 | = 1.17 1,377 | 251,216 182 8.83 s 1939.|2, 131,252 | 2, 425 1.14]. 1,301 | 248, 755 (1799) - &57 

ee oe SOUTH DAKOTA. oe | | 

| | Corson and Dewey.............|_ 61,077 | 80) $1.31] 44 8, 813 200 — «6.98 
Harding and Meade.._._______. 1, 809 4 2. 21 10 770 77 2. 35 . , Perkins. ......---.-.-.--------|) 3,198 4 1.25. 9; 994 110 3.22 

: _ Total South Dakota: 1940.| 66, 085 ss| 1.331 68| 10,577 168 6. 25 . | 1989.1 49, 498 69 1.39. 53| 8, 502 160 5.82 

Se , TEXAS _ 7 

- Bastrop and Milam.......___..| 73,947 48 $0. 65. 113} 11,195 99 6.61 Henderson, Titus, and Wood_..} 532, 471 589 1.11 $33 81, 420 188 | 6. 54 

- Total Texas: 1940____.__.| 606; 418 637 105] 546] 92,615 170 «6.55 
1939.__._._- 814, 022 | 875 1.07 _ 550 | 129,120 231 6. 30 

. 1 Based upon (1) “reported” number of man-shifts where operator keeps a record thereof; otherwise upon 
(2) “‘calculated’’ number of man-shifts obtained by multiplying average number of men employed under- 
ground and on surface at each mine by number of days worked by mine and tipple, respectively. Using 
throughout “calculated” man-shifts as developed before the year 1932—namely, product of total number of men employed at each mine times tipple days—the average output per man per day in 1940 was3.58in Mon- _—{j - tana, 9.88 in North Dakota, 5.48 in South Dakota, and 6.56 in Texas. 

? Output obtained chiefly from strip pits, in which production per man per day is large. ; 

| _ NUMBER AND SIZE OF MINES | | 

Reports were received from 208 lignite mines in 1940. This is 
exclusive of many small mines producing less than 1,000 tons a year 

| and is comparable with 206 mines reporting in 1939. North Dakota, 
_ producing about 75 percent of the total lignite output, reported 164 

mines; Montana was next in order with 22 mines; South Dakota and 
_ Texas followed with 14 and 8, respectively. Five mines produced 

| . from 200,000 to more than 500,000 tons each, and the output of these _ 
- mines amounted to 57 percent of the total production; 2 reported 

_ production of 100,000 to 200,000 tons each and accounted for 11 
percent of the total; 3 mines reported an output of 50,000 to 100,000
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tons each and accounted for 8 percent of the total; 15 mines in the , 
10,000- to 50,000-ton class reported 10 percent of the total; and 183 
mines producing less than 10,000 tons each accounted for 14 percent 
of the total. | | 

METHODS OF RECOVERY : 

TABLE 49.—Lignite mined by different methods in the United States in 1940, by 
‘States, in net tons | 

: Mined by | Shot off Cut by | From strip | Not speci- | : 
| State hand the solid | machines!| pits fied Total 

Montana.__..................| 253/622 | 2538396] - 12,964| 244,916 4,784| 48, 264 a 
North Dakota. ._....-... 22... 111, 044 119,274 | 557, 408 1, 405, 590 25, 118 2, 218,434 
South Dakota___..........--- 2,465 |... 0-22] eee. 61, 802 1, 818 | 66,085 | 
Texas._.._.- 2 eee ee (2) (2) cen eee eee (2) eee ee eee ne, 606, 418 

Total. .....2- eee. 167, 131 657. 670 570, 372 1, 512, 308 31, 720 2, 939, 201 

! A total of 20 machines was used—13 “permissible” and 7 of other types. | | 
? Texas included with Montana. 

| STRIPPING OPERATION S | | 

_ Lignite recovered by stripping operations in 1940 totaled 1,512,308 | . 
~  tons—51 percent of the output of the industry. In 1940 the total — | 

production of lignite in North Dakota was 2,218,434 net tons; of | 
this amount, 1,405,590 tons (63 percent) came from strip-pit. opera- | - 
tions. The output from strip pits in Texas, Montana, and South . 
Dakota was only 106,718 tons.. The number of men employed in 
stripping operations was 588, with an average output per man per 
day of 12.87 tons; 200 days was the average worked. . | 

Table 50 gives detailed statistics for stripping operations in the 
lignite industry in 1940. | | 

| TABLE 50.—Summary of stripping operations that produced lignite in the United . 
| States in 1940, by States a | 

. Num- | Number of oo 
ber of employees Aver- 

shovels, Total ee e Aver- 
Num-/dragline Coal value | Aver- nen age 
ber | excava- mined by at age | ber Man- net 

State of tors, | tri ine mines | value of days days of |tons per 
strip| and (net tons (thou- | per net] In | All | mm, nines labor? | man 
pits!| coal- com") sand ton |strip| oth- tal | oper- per 

loading dollars) pits | ers oped day 3 _ 
ma- 

| chines 2 | | | 

Montanaand Texas- 5 2 44, 916 26 | $0.58 | 24 1} 25 104 | 2,599 |. 17.28 
North Dakota .....- 52 35 |1, 405, 590 | 1,605 1.14 | 371 | 144 | 515 206 1105, 868 13. 28 
South Dakota .._.-. 8 2 61, 802 81 1,31 39 9; 48 188 | 9,023 6. 85 

. Total. ....._.. 65 39 |1, 512,308 | 1,712 1.13 | 434 | 154 | 588 200 1117, 490 12. 87 

! Includes some pits in which stripping is done by hand. 
2In some cases, same equipment was used for stripping or excavating and for loading coal; such dupli- 

cation has been eliminated. In some cases, c»al was excavated by machine ard loaded by hand. . 
3 Based upon (1) “reported”? number of man-shifts where operator keeps an accurate record thereof; other- 

wise upon (2) “calculated”? number of man-shifts, obtained by multiplying number of men employed at 
tipple, in loading coal, etc., and in stripping overburden by number of days worked in each department . 
in so far as separately reported by operator.
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oe ~ WORLD PRODUCTION | 

TaBLE 51.—World production of lignite (including brown coal), 1936-41 , in metric 
. a tons ! | 

| [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] 

Country ! . 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

North America: . | 
Canada__-..........------| 3, 607,895 | 3,352,316 | 3,153,377 | 3,093,514 | 3, 204, 621 3, 666, 604 

Bar"4 States__...........| 2,821,048 | 2,919,685 | 2,719,654 | 2,760,129 | 2, 666, 384 (2) 
ope: : 

| Albania.._._.......-...-.- 3, 130 3, 500 3, 866 (3) (2) (2) 
- Buigaria__............._--| 1,576,098 | 1,732,119 | 1,855,198 | 2,134,051 | 2,700,000 (3) 
Czechoslovakia_.........-| 15,948, 767 | 17,895, 411 | 14, 716, 693 (2) (2) (3) 

| Faroe Islands_-_...........}-.--..--.---]--.-.------- 8, 000 8, 000 (2) (2) 
| France_.....-...---------- 943, 230 | 1,015,000 | 1,057,250! (2) (2) mn ()) 

_ Germany. -......-...---._|160, 276, 036 |183, 538, 054 |195, 312, 067 |230, 000, 000 (2) (2) 
Austria__......--...-.| 2,897,208 | 3,241,770 | 3,341, 730 (2) (2) (2) 

. Greece..-.......----------] _ 105,621 131, 083 108, 010 139, 095 (2) (2) . 
Hungary--......-.....----| 7, 105,004 | 8,055,123 | 8,317,600 | 9,518,400 | 9, 484,600 (2) 
Ttaly___---.----------.----| 768, 563 | 1, 059, 231 872,950 | 1, 058, 000 (2) (2) | 
Netherlands. ___..-_._..-- 88, 779 . 143, 057 170, 637 196, 810 (2) (3) 

. Poland _-_-....--.---------- 13, 518 18, 915 9, 526 (2) (2) (2) 
Portugal_....._.....-.-..- 20, 677 23, 098 14, 854 35, 113 66, 658 92, 731 
Rumania...........-....-| 1,671,825 | 1,880,477 | 2,096,698 | 2, 300, 000 (2) (2) 
Sar a Ee 199, 031 207, 896 165, 801 205, 000 567, 930 3 381, 000 

- — -S.8. BR... ee (4) (4) (4) (?) . _ 15,900 (2) 
. Ag Yugoslavia... ...-....-.-.| 4,084,577 | 4,574,232 | 5,286,781 | 5,621,972 — Q) (2) 

sia: Le a oo 
: oS - Indochina... ....--.-....-|----.-------|------------] 4, 200 27,000 |. 30,000 (2) . 

Japan_........-..2..-.....]| 109, 494 (4) ( ) (2) © @) 
Syria and Lebanon. -...__|. 493 4,658 | | 700 1,000 2, 365 (3) 

a ° Turkey-__....-------.---.- 95, 234 116, 397 129, 315 151, 267 (3) — 3) 
ceania: . . 
Australia: Victoria.._.....| 3,093,768 | 3, 448,391 | 3,734,441 | 3, 709, 613 | (2) (2) 

. New Zealand.............|. 1,301,895 | 1,328,805 | 1, 264,208 | 1,318,863 |. 1, 393, 555 (3): 

— a [924 408, 000 |254, 814, 000 |264, 469, 000 (2)- @) | @ 

1 Lignite is also mined in Italian East Africa, but complete production figures are not available. . 
1 Data not available. : 
‘January to June, inclusive. . 
‘Estimate included in total. 

| IMPORTS AND EXPORTS | 

TaBLE 52.—Bituminous coal} imported for consumption in the United States, 
1940-41, by countries and customs districts, in net tons 

SRR NEES emer eae oe 

1941 1941 
1940 (Jan— 1940 | (Jan 

Sept.) Sept.) 

COUNTRY CUSTOMS DistRict—Continued 

North America: Canada.____._.| 360,975 | 276,619 || Hawaii.....................___. 1, 496 |_..-.._-. 
. Europe: United Kingdom__.._.| 10, 596 2,133 |} Maine and New Hampshire_.__| 191,429 | 158, 392 

———- | } Maryland._-___...---_ ee 1, 792 179 
- . 371,571 | 278,752 || Montana and Idaho. _____._.._.] 127, 274 96, 332 

|= || New Orleans_._______...._____. 140 |_---_ 
CUSTOMS DISTRICT New York.......--------22 2 -- 896 |_-....._- 

Alaska._---.-_-..-222-.-.......| 6,339 3,410 || Philadelphia......._...-._..-..] 1,344 1, 953 
Buffalo_..._.._..----22- 2 ee 22 |_..-..-.- || St. Lawrence.___....-.-.._____. 634 376 
Chicago.._...-.-.22--2- 2 Le. 2 1 |} Vermont. ._......22---2---2 ee 202 670 
Dakota_....___..--2-2-2 oe 272 88 || Washington___........._.....__] 39,396 20,939 
Duluth and Superior._________. 333 1, 412 —_—— |———_—— 

371, 571 | 278, 752 
eee 

1 Includes slack, culm, and lignite. 

TaBLE 53.—Bituminous coal exported from the United States, 1937-41 . __ ee 

Year Net tons ! Value Year Net tons ! Value 

1937... .-_--...-.---.-.] 18, 144, 678 | $48, 821, 270 || 1940..__...._____._._-.-_.] 16, 465, 928 | $60, 832, 066 1938... -.....-..--------.} 10, 490, 269 | 38, 104, 926 |} 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)...__.---] 13, 845,158 | 86, 624, 365 
1939. ____.__........_._.._| 11, 590,478 | 42, 778, 473 

' Quantities stated do not include fuel or bunker coal loaded on vessels engaged in foreign trade, which 
aggregated 1,831,650 tons in 1937, 1,352,480 tons in 1938, 1,476,556 tons in 1939, 1,426,836 tons in 1940, and 
1,119,812 tons in 1941 (January-September).
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| WORLD PRODUCTION : 

TABLE 54.— World production of coal and lignite, 1987-41, by countries, in thousands 
of metric tons | 

a {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer, Bureau of Mines] . 

, Country ! 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

North America: . , 
Canada: . . 

Coal._.....-.-...--.----.-----.---- 11,014 9,815 |. 10,985 12, 628 | - 12, 871 
Lignite._......-...-.---.-.-.-.---- 3, 352 3, 153 3, 094 3, 295 3, 660 

Greenland _..._........----.------.---- 6 7 (2) 6i ss 4) 
~Mexico_-___-...---.-.2--- 22-2 eee 912 893 628 816 856 
United States: . a 

- Anthracite_...........---..2-----_} 47, 043 41, 820 46, 708 46, 706. 51, 136 
Bituminous. -.........---...-.---- 401, 257 313, 473 355, 445 415, 336 \ 463, 832 
Lignite..........._-.---.---2---2-- 2, 920 - 2,720 2, 760 2, 666 

South America: . 
Brazil_.:.. 222-2222 eee 763 883 |} 1, 047 1, 336 1, 408 
Chile_..._...-.....-_..-.---2-.-.------ 1, 988 2, 044 |. 1, 850 1, 937 2, 051 
Colombia..........-.-...-------------- 330 331 349 §21 (2) 
Peru_.____._--,--------- eee ee 99 75 108 153 198 
Venezuela____.-_-.-.---..----------.-- 7 6 3 6;  @ 

Europe: 
Albania: Lignite.._.............-....- 4 4 (?) f (3) . 
Belgium.__._........-.-.-----------2-- 29, 859 29, 585 29, 847 (3 on) — 
Bulgaria: . . . 

Coal.__....-.-...---------.-------- 120 . 142 164 188 (3) 
Lignite__...-.-..------------------ 1, 732 1, 855 2, 134 2, 700 (?) 

Czechoslovakia: . a 
 Coal_..-.-2--- 22 ee ee------------ 16, 778 15, 800 (2) 3 (2). 
Lignite_-_..----------------------- 17, 895 14, 717 (?) 4. —  @) 

FBire____...... 2-222. eee 128 120 120 118} 155 
Faroe Islands: Lignite_.-......-.-2----|_..2-2--2-- 8 8 (?) (3) 

hr “44,319 46, 498 _ Coal... 2-22 eee eee , | 
Lignite_._...........-. en 1015 1, 057 } 5,00; @ | @® 

Germany: — 
Coal___.._.-...---2------------ 184, 513 186, 177 200, 000 (?) Q 
Lignite.._.-....--.-.-.-2---2-2 183, 538 195, 312 230, 000 (2) -@ . 

Austria: 
a Coal._......--.--------.-------- 230 227 () (?) (3) 

Lignite.--.----..-------------- 3, 242 3, 342 mn) o (?) 
Greece: Lignite.........--.-.....--L--- 131 108 139 (3 (2) 
Hungary: ; : oo 

Oal__._-- see eee eee 917 1, 042 1, 107 1, 207 4 
. Teale nite - === 2-2 neeneteeeeeertee 8,055 8, 317 9, 518 9, 485 () 

y: . 
Coal___...._..-- ------ eee eee ee 964 1, 480 2, 025 (?) (3) 
Lignite..........------------------ 1,059 873 1, 058 & (?) 

Netherlands: a 
Coal.:.....-...-.----------2- eee ee 14, 321 13, 488 12, 861 (3) (7) 
Lignite_.........--.----------2- ee 143 | 171 197 @ (3) 

Poland: 
Coal......------.------------------ 36,218 |. 38,104 G ? (?) 
Lignite..........-.-------.-------- 19 - 10] ¢ 3) (?) 

Portugal: 
Coal. ._........--------- 2 eeeeeee 259 209 313 310 460 
Lignite_.._....-.-..--------2-2--- 23 15 35 67 93 

Rumania: 
Coal. _._.-.-.---.------------------ 303 299 285 (3) (7 

3 Lignite..........------------------ 1, 880 2, 097 2, 300 () (3) | 
pain: 

Coal_..........-_------- 222 eee 2, 084 5, 649 6, 755 8, 849 3428 
Lignite..........-.-------.-------- 208 166 205 568 33-1 

Svalbard (Spitsbergen) --.-..........--. 766 627 640 (2). (3 
Sweden.._._...-._--_.-.----------- oe 460 431 444 (?) (? 
Switzerland ____.......-.-..----------- 4 3 3 8 (3 
United Kingdom: 

Great Britain....._........_...-..- 244, 268 230, 659 236, 700 (2) R 
Northern Ireland.--.....-.-------- 1 (4) (?) (2) 

U. £8.85 148, 700 
oal___.. 2 ele. : 

Lignite..___.......-.............n. \ 94, 525 98, 627 () { 15, 900 R 
Yugoslavia: 

Coal___...-.------ 2-2 eee 428 450 444 (2) Q 
Lignite_....-..-.....---2- eee 4, 574 5, 287 5, 622 (2) ¢ 

See footnotes at end of table.
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: TaB LE 54,— World production of coal and lignite, 1937-41, by countries, in thousands 
, of metric tons '—Continued 

Country! — 1937 4938 1939 1940 1941 

Asia: ; 
_. British Borneo. ......----------------- (¢) (4) (4) (2) - a) 

China___...__....2.-------------------]| © @ (5) (2) 6 17,829 (3) 
so Chosen._.__....--.--------------------] ._- 2, 348 3, 200 4, 481 (4) (3) 

Federated Malay States_-__-....------- 638 486 448 74) #@) ~~. 
India, British_.........--.-.-.-------- ‘26, 074 28, 798 28, 214 nn (2) 

, . Indochina: , 
Coal. __....----.------------------- 2, 308 | 2, 340 2, 588 2, 456- (2) 
Lignite.._-.....-...---------------|------------ _ 4 27 30 ) 

oo. Japan: 
apan proper: ot oe 

"Coal. eee] 6 (2) Q | @ 
Lignite_-...--.---------------- (5) (5) (?) (2) (?) 

—— ' Karafuto----.--------------------- (5) (5) (2) (?) Q 
7 Taiwan......--.------------.------|-  & & (2) () (2 

Netherlands Indies: .._._....-.-----.-- 1, 364 i, 457 1, 781 2,009! (@) 
Philippine Islands.._......--..-----_-- 22 ai] 47 (2) (a) 
Syria and Lebanon: Lignite----..._--- 5 (‘) - 4 2 Q) 

. Turkey: . 
. Coal.....-----.---.---------------- 2, 307 2, 589 2, 696 () 4’) 

Lignite_._...-...-.---------------- 116 129 | 151 (2) (Q) 
U. 6.5. B-: 

oal.....--.--..--_---------------- | Goal ncrvvovc ff see | 84281] ®) ® | @ 
Africa: | a 

Algeria___....-.--.---.----------------} 14 13 (2) 50 | 2 
Belgian Congo: Coal. _...-......-.---- 36 42 (?) 23 (2). 
Morocco, French._-.-...-------------- 107 123 116 143. (2) 

. Nigeria.....----------.----------------4 | 369 368 311 313 (?) 
Portuguese East Africa---...-..------- 19 10 8 20 () 

_ Southern Rhodesia....-...--.--------- 1, 029 1, 044 1, 118 (2) (?) 
Union of South Africa. -..---.-.--.----- 15, 491 16, 284 16, 890 17, 176 7 13, 568 

Oceania: — mo . 
Australia: . | | . 7 | 

New South Wales.-.....--.-.-.---- 10, 213 _ 9,725 11, 376 @) | (2) 
Queensland__....__.-...-.---.-.--.- . 1,138 1, 131 1,339 (2) (2) 

oo Tasmania.........-.--------------} BT _ 88 99; ~(?) (2) 
oo Victoria: 

. , t Coal. ....---..-.. 2-2-2. 22 e ee 262 312 371 (2) (2) | 
Lignite.........-.------------- 3, 448 3, 734 3, 710 (3) (?) . 

- Western Australia._.......-------- 562 614 566 548 (2) 
a New Zealand: | 

. Coal___.....------------ ee eee 986 994 1,061 1, 163 (2) 
Lignite............---------------- 1, 329 1, 264 1,319 1, 393 (2) 

. Total, all grades. -........--.----] 1,550,000 | 1, 469,000 (2) (2) 

: Lignite (total of items’shown above). .---. 255, 000 264, 000 | (2) (?) (3) 
. '. Bitumipous and anthracite (by subtrac- 

~ tion). 22.2---- 2-2. 2---------e-----ee--| 1,295,000 | 1,205,000] - () (?)  @ 

1 Coal is also mined in Argentina, Iran, and Italian East Africa. Production figures for these countries 
are not available, but estimates are included in the totals. 

1 Data not yet available. 
3 January to June, inclusive. , 
§ Production less than 1,000 tons. 

- § Estimate included in total. . 
* Exclusive of Kwantung Leased Territory and Manchuria. 
’ January to September, inclusive.
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: REVIEW OF 1941 

The production of Pennsylvania anthracite in 1941 was 56,368,267 | 
net tons—a substantial increase from the 51,484,640 tons produced in 
1940, due in part to increased consumer purchasing power, high _ 
industrial activity under pressure of war, substitution of anthracite for 
coke in some sections of the market, and inclusion in the 1941 figures 
of some illicit coal heretofore not considered in the Bureau’s statistics. | 
Compared with the First World War, the 1941 output was only a little 
more than half the 99,611,811 tons produced in 1917. The notable 
decrease in production during the period between the two wars has 
been due mostly to the inroads made by oil, coke, and bituminous 
coal in the principal anthracite markets and the loss of a large part of 
the market west of Buffalo, N. Y. The production figures include 
fresh-mined coal from underground and strip-pit operations, culm- | 
bank output, and river.coal recovered from the streams draining the | 
Pennsylvania anthracite fields. 
Much of the industry continued to operate under the voluntary 

production-control program inaugurated in January 1940 by the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the United Mine Workers of 
America, and producers representing more than 90 percent of the. 
total anthracite production. By act of the General Assembly of the 

497779 —43-—_59 903
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the State Secretary of Commerce 
took over administration of the program, effective November 10,1941. _ 
It is believed that the program has benefited the anthracite industry __ 
and doubtless has brought production in closer alinement with current 
demand. Operation of the plan has helped also to partially solve the 
“bootleg” or illicit-coal problem, which has created undesirable social 

| and industrial conditions in Pennsylvania for several years. 
A joint resolution passed by the United States Senate and House of 

Representatives and approved by the President in December 1941 
created a body known as the Federal Anthracite Coal Commission to 

, investigate ways and means fur improving economic conditions in the 
anthracite-producing regions of the United States. The Commis- 
sion met several times in the Pennsylvania anthracite regions early 

| in 1942, and representatives of the anthracite industry and others 
interested in the welfare of the anthracite regions presented a picture 

| of the social and economic conditions resulting from the decline in 
: : anthracite production. Facts pertaining to these conditions were 

_ gathered and in April 1942 were submitted in a report to the President 
| and the Congress. | | 7 

: | Freight rates for anthracite were not changed greatly during 1941. 
Minor adjustments and equalizations were made. The so-called 

-motor-compelled rates—inaugurated originally to compete with the 
trucking of anthracite—were to expire December 20, 1941, but were 

7 extended for6 months. |. . SO 
Early in 1942 the Interstate Commerce Commission authorized the 

rail and water carriers to increase the freight rates and charges on all 
commodities, with a few exceptions. The authorized increase on 
anthracite was in direct relation to the present rate. Specifically, on 
the present rate of $1.00 or less the increase approved was 3 cents 
per net ton and 4 cents per gross ton; on the present rate of over $1.00 
the increases authorized were 5 cents per net ton and 6 cents per gross 
ton. Authorization for the increases was issued by the Interstate 
Commerce Commission on March 2, 1942, and the charges may become 

| effective not later than May 15, 1942. The increases as approved 
apply to the war period and 6 months thereafter. 

The anthracite industry had no major labor disturbances in 1941, 
although several thousand miners in the lower fields, especially in the 
Lehigh region, were away from work for about a month. The dis- 
satisfaction of the miners was a union matter and concerned union 
dues and assessments. The wage agreement between the anthracite 
mine operators and the United Mine Workers of America, effected in 
May 1939, expired April 30, 1941. After a 1-day suspension, a new 

| contract was arranged between the operators and the mine workers. 
The agreement became effective May 1, 1941, and expires April 30, 
1943. ‘The miners were given a compensation payment, with 1 week’s 
vacation, and also received a graduated percentage increase over the 
old wage scale. | 

Research at the Pennsylvania State College School of Mineral In- 
dustries, which was begun in 1939 when the Miller bill passed the 
Pennsylvania General Assembly, was continued. The Miller bill 
expired on May 31, 1941, but enactment of the Williams-Kenehan 
bill continued the work until May 31, 1943. Research also was con- 

| tinued within the industry, where special efforts are being made to
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- find new uses for anthracite and more efficient utilization of that fuel | 
in modern coal-burning equipment. | - 

7 Definition of Pennsylvania anthracite industry. Based upon differ- | 
ences in composition and characteristics of the product, trade practice 
and historical usage recognize two major divisions in the coal industry : 
of the United States—bituminous coal and Pennsylvania anthracite. 
Anthracite and semianthracite also are mined in parts of Virginia, | 
Arkansas, Colorado, and: New Mexico. Locally these coals represent 

_ distinct and important industries, but the tonnages involved are small - - 
and for statistical convenience usually are grouped with the totals of 
the bituminous-coal industry. | oe 

The Pennsylvania anthracite industry, as here defined, includes all , 
nonbituminous fields of that State. Trade usage commonly in- — 
cludes the output of the Bernice Basin in Sullivan County with Penn- a 
sylvania anthracite, although the coal of this basin is classified | 
officially as semianthracite. | | ae 

Statistical trends.—Tables 1 and 2 present statistical data on the 
Pennsylvania anthracite industry. = 8 = ~—> a 

The war and anthracite—Pennsylvania anthracite contributes to the | 
‘war program chiefly on the home front. Itis primarily a domesticfuel _ : 

- and is used for heating homes and apartment houses, as well as for ” 
hot water and cooking purposes; moreover, Army camps are using 
considerable quantities. ‘The homes of thousands of war workers are 
made comfortable by this. fuel, which contributes in this way to the | 
moral and physical well-being of those employed in vital industries. | 

_ It has similar uses in Canada, to which the United States exports large | 
quantities, mostly domestic sizes for heating homes and small apart- _ 
ment houses. Anthracite is also consumed by public utilities, rail- 

| roads, and manufacturers connected directly or indirectly with the 
production of war materials. | - 
~The Pennsylvania anthracite industry would be able to increase its | 

output substantially whenever necessary if there should be any dis- 
ruption in the continued supply or flow of other fuels, such as | 
bituminous coal, coke, and oil, to the New England and Middle At- : 
lantic States. Many of the small heating plants in that area, which © 
now burn coke or oil but at one time used anthracite, can be converted : 
at relatively small expense to use that fuel again. Then too, the 
anthracite regions are much nearer the highly populated areas of the 
New England and Middle Atlantic States than are the bituminous- | 
coal and oil fields; if allocation of fuels is necessary, as in the First 
World War, anthracite may be drafted for more extensive service in 
both domestic heating and industry, where these fuels are now used. 

In November 1941 the President requested that the Secretary of the 
Interior act as Solid Fuels Coordinator to take care of many difficult 
problems of production, distribution, utilization, and transportation | 
of solid fuels. The defense and Lease-Lend programs created a large 
increase in the demand for anthracite and bituminous coal, and it was 
these fuels with which the Office of Solid Fuels Coordination was 
primarily concerned. The Bureau of Mines has cooperated closely 
with that office in its work on anthracite.



TaBLe 1.—Statistical trends of Pennsylvania anthracite industry, 1937-41 | | = 

. 1937 . 1938. ~ 19389 . 1940 1941 

Production: - 
Loaded at mines for shipment: a 

BreakerS..........---------- 2-2-2 eee eee eee eee eee eee e------ net tons... 44, 016, 915 39, 010, 935 1 43, 660, 662 1 43, 800, 127 46, 864, 422 
Washeries.......-...----.-------2 ee eee eee eee ee eee dO 1, 837, 879. 1, 679, 509 1, 766, 384 1, 761, 942 2, 538, 692 
Dredges_-_._.....----- 2-2-2 - ee ene eee eee eee -O.-|) 8348, 350 373, 425 565, 236 613, 884 1, 008, 983 

Sold to local trade and used by employees._................----.------.-----d0__.- 2, 981, 391 2, 722, 206 3, 081, 073 8, 052, 626 _. 8,605, 125 
Used at collieries for power and heat._.-...........-_-.-_....--.-...-.._...-.d0___- 2, 671, 898 "2, 312, 952 -:2,.414, 022 - 2, 256, 061 2, 261, 045 ; 

Total production............-... 202222 eee eee ---- 02d §1, 856, 433. | - 46, 099, 027 | 51, 487, 377 51, 484, 640 56, 368, 267 
Value at breaker, washery, or dredge....._..._.0-..-2-2 2 eee eee eee eee $197, 599, 000 $180, 600, 000 $187, 175, 000 $205, 490,000 | $240, 275, 000 
Average sales realization per net ton on breaker shipments: So | < 

Domestic: > 
Lump and Broken...... 220.02 ee nee ee ee eee eee $5. 08 $5. 24 $4. 63 $5. 49 $5. 72 2 
EQg.--2 2 nn ee ee ee $5. 06. $5. 18 $4.73 | . $5. 32 $5. 84 =) 
Stove... ee «$5.21 $5. 33 $4, 84 $5. 47 $5.93 = 
Chestnut.....-.-.-2- ee ee ee ee ee eee $5. 23 $5. 36 $4. 87 $5. 49 $5. 93 rs 
Pe@@__. ee ee eee $4. 01 $3. 88 $3. 65 $4. 13 $4. 50 mm 

Total domestic..........220002 ee eee ee ee ee eee eee . $5. O1 $3: 10 $4. 64 | $5. 24 $5. 68 : 
Steam: . a SO rg . 

Buckwheat No. 1___....22 2 ee eee ee eee ee ee eee eee  — - $2. 95 . $3. 03 $2.90.) $3. 18 $3. 37 te 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice)_.._....-.--..-.--- 2-2-2 eee ene eee eee ee $2.26 $2. 35 $2. 20 $2. 35 - $2. 52 > 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) _.........------------------- eee ee eee eee $1. 45 $1.61 $1. 62 - $1. 68 $1. 78 oO 
Other, including Buckwheat No. 4_..._._...--.-_.--------.- 22 eee ee . $. 79 . $.87 $. 91 $. 92 $1. 02 ss) 

Total steam...._. 2.2.0.2 eee $2. 21 $2, 33 $2.25 - $2. 41 $2.55 ©. | 
Total all sizes.___. 222 ee ee eee $4.03 $4.16 . $3.85 | $4. 27 $4. 59 © 

Percent by sizes in total breaker shipments: ot . ; A 
Domestic: . — 4 

Lump and Broken._.._._.. 2-2 ee ee eee oo — 0.4 0.3 | 0.6 03 0.3 ja 
Hgg_... 2 ee ee ee eee  §.7 5.4 > 5.2 4.5 . 4.2 © 
StOVe._. 2. ne 92.1 23.7 24.1 24.1 24.3 rs 
Chestnut ___22 2 2 ee ee ee "26.2 26. 0 - 25.8 25.9 25. 5 bs 
Pea... ee ee ep 10.8 10.6 : (11.0 11.1 10.8 

Total domestic..... 222.2222 ee 65. 2 - 66.0 | - 66. 7 . 65.9 65. 1 
Steam: - . 

Buckwheat No. 1__...22 2-2-8 ee ee ee ee eee ee eee eee 14.7 -14.8 14.3 14.7 14.6 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice)._.......-- 2-2-2 nee ee ee eee 7.9 - 9,7 7.8 7.8 82 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley)..__.........-.....__-_- =e eee ne . 8.9 8.6 BB] 8.8 8.9 
Other, including Buckwheat No. 4...._....._....-2.-------------2 eee eee eee 3.3 | . 2.9 2.7 2.8 3.2 

Total steam. .____. 2. ee ee 34.8 34.0 33.3 34, | 34.9 
Producers’ stocks on Dec. 31 ?......_......--.-.----.--.-------------........_net tons... 2, 154,000 | . 1, 458, 000 |. ~ 994, 000 939, 000 1, 274, 000 
Exports... 22-2202 eee ee eee 0 1, 914, 000 1,909, 000 . 2,590,000°} —s- 2, 668, 000 52,416,000 
Imports... 2-2-2 ne ee eee ee dO. 396, 000 363, 000 , .. 298,000 135, 000 | | 3 64, 000 
Consumption (calculated) ................-----.------2--------------------......d0_... 50, 400, 000 ~ 48, 200, 000 49, 700, 000 ~ 49,000, 000 4 53, 700, 000 | 
Average number of days worked. _.__..--- 2 oo ee ee ee ee ee 189 17 a 183 ae 186 203 
Man-days lost on account of strikes and lock-outs.._................................... - §80, 462° ” 679, 457 -. 241, 688 176, 432 397, 61d 
Number of men on strike during year_.___.. 2-22 2.22 ee ee eee ee eee , 24, 346. 27,435 - 27; 795 19,464 | 39, 768 ,



Average number of men employed.......... 2... 22-- 2-22 eee eee ee eee eee eee | 99, 085 96, 417 93, 138 91,313 88, 054 
Output per man per day.....-....-....------------------ eee eee et tons. _| —.. 297 2. 79 3.02 3. 02 3.04 
Output per man per YOAr ~~ ---2222nereneencncccccc terete tes ccc cc edn o 8 = 523 |. 478 «653 | 562 oS 617 
Quantity cut by machines....._........-.-..---..-------------------------------d0__.. 1, 984, 512 1, 588, 407 1, 881, 884 1, 816, 483 _ 1,855, 422 , - 
Quantity mined ek ee '  §, 696, 018 5, 095, 341 5, 486, 479 6, 352, 700 | | 7, 316, 574 

| Quantity loaded by machines underground...............--...---.--.------.-.-.d0_... 10, 683, 837. 10, 151, 669 11, 773, 833 12, 326, 000 13, 441, 987 
Distribution: 

Total receipts in New England $..............-.-._-----2-- eee -- 0 "4, 761, 000 4, 468, 000 4, 902, 000 6 4, 822, 000 5, 551, 000 
Exports to Canada. -_._..--_.---------------- enn eee nee ee eee eee nee dO Woe 1, 893, 000 | 1, 896, 000 _ 2,577,000 | 2, 627, 000. (a) . ; 
Loaded into vessels at Lake Erie §..._._......-....2---. 22-0} 674, 000 450, 000 | 531, 000 430, 000 “3 536, 000 . 
Receipts at Duluth-Superior *._.......-.--... 2222-02. 296, 000 . 155, 000 202, 000 138, 000 253, 000 

1 Includes small quantity of washery coal. 8 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division on the Necessaries of Life. SO 
? Anthracite Committee. Figures represent prepared coal in ground storage. 1940 ¢ Revised figure. oe . 

figures are through December 28. 1941 figures are through December 27. 7 Not available. i 
3 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. ® Ore and Coal Exchange, Cleveland, Ohio. oo rd 
¢ Consumption calculated using imports and exports for 9 months only. § U.S. Engineer Office, Duluth, Minn. . 2 

a 8 

. . . . is



TABLE 2.—Statistical summary of monthly developments in Pennsylvania anthracite industry in 1941 = | 

, [All tonnage figures represent net tons] | GO 

eeepc en A A AE CC 

1941 

‘Year St 

nearer eran ua . 

Jan- Febru- : Septem- Novem- | Decem- Change tot 
uary ary March | April May June July | August | > ber October ber ber : from. | | — 

: Total |. 1940 
(ber. | 
cen 

| & 

Production, including mine fuel, Z a 

local sales, and dredge coal: . By 
Monthly total............-.....|5, 162, 000|4, 596, 00/4, 765, 00/3, 317, 000/4, 001, 000/5, 072, 000/4, 855, 000|5, 441, 000)5, 334, 00/5, 580, 000/3, 974, 000/4, 271, 000/56, 368,000; +9. 5/51, 485,000 5 

Shipments, breakers, and wash- . bat 

eries only: ! Monthly total, all m 

Dei epenc-- uanuuu---------..-|4, 210, 156/3, 808, 8336/3, 856, 734/2, 674, 1683, 563, 905) 4, 573, 788)4, 093, 880) 4, 763, 5099/4, 347, 808/4, 374, 251/3, 166, 083/3, 366, 111/46, 798, 819} +8. 8/43, 023, 750 + 

stribution: : . . 

Lake Erie loadings 2___...._.__}--....---]_.-------]--------- 22,124] 61,353] 70,963] 58,116] 84,637) 72,643) 65,287) 101, 243 124; 536,490; +24.7| 430, 192 I 

Receipts at Duluth-Superior? |_........]_...-.----|---------]--------- 41,378} 39,716} 23,821) 23, 066 71,:763| 21,048) 32,159)....---.- 252,951; +83. 7 137, 688 > 

Upper Lake dock trade: 4 : . a . 
Receipts: . ow 

. Lake Superior_.._.....]--------.|.-.-~--«-|--------- 74 41,379] 41,959 24, 529 15,173] 71, 824 21, 049 28, 383/....----.|- 244,370} -+86.9) 130, 715 2 

Lake Michigan.-_.____- 856 1, 139 J, 419 15, 824 22,426; 31,927} 31,619; 38,309) 32,352) 44,450) 61, 542 8,125} .289,987| +2.7| 282, 475 © 

Deliveries (reloadings): |. A 

Lake Superior_--- wanee 18, 372 12, 868 5, 368 7, 102 18, 091 27,279| 21,448; 15, 769 17, 488 14, 274 21, 561 14, 488 194, 112 —4,4; 203,128 

Lake Michigan........| 22, 443| 20,973 18,231/ 6,425] 17,054| 61,712| 33,670, 31,052} 22,248) 24,844! 14,573} 14,462) 287,687, +1.3) 283,870 
Retail yards—164 selected . . a © 

dealers: Deliveries ¢......_..| 326,000] 203,380] 318,404] 169, 741| 192,078] 344,984] 320,255] 265,151) 222,302] 162,495] 146,245} 288, 372) 2,999, 407)......--|  () rs | 
New England receipts: 6 . }- " - —_ 

By tide (including im- . . . . 
ports). .-.-.-----.----.-- 43, 423 37, 054 27,097| 40,892 73, 247 73, 336 70, 002 80,512) 665, 458 68, 823 59, 212 42,677| 681, 733 +5. 2 648, 027 

By rail....................| 419, 106] 388,874] 388,268] 225,338} 405,214| 452,746] 439,695) 637,413) 499,971; 481,393; 358,411) 273, 211) 4, 869,640} +16. 7| 4, 174, 297 

Exports 7__.........-.-..-.-...| 168,379! 177,930] 201,201] 109,018| 346,193] 375,720] 250,088] 340,479] 452,006} (5) (5) (5) (8) ju... 2..-] 2, 667, 632 
Imports ?__...-....-.------.--- 11, 971 6, 729 6, 944 7, 338 39 224| 17,492 6, 771 6, 759; (5) -() (5) (5) ween eeee 135, 436 

Industrial consumption by— oe . 
Railroads (class I only) §......| 121, 682} 112,028| 134,757] 190,260 128,030] 102,960} 99,975] 88,474) 95,790] 96,875, 120,870) 102,610} 1,394,211) +1.1) 1,379, 075 
Electric power utilities °_..._..| 210,131] 190,012] 206, 561| 199,073} 257,972} 252,877| 272,561) 289,552) 265,229; 273,145) 235,741) 240, 416 2, 893, 270] +19.3) 2, 425, 134 
Other industrial consumers !°__| 106,788} 101,008] 111,889| 110,896, 95, 514/ 104,396] 81, 103} 112,671; 93,062} 89,141) 117,046} 131, 168| 1, 254,682; +15. 1) 1, 090, 248 

Number of industrial firms report- . - 
Ig 1 anna gene nannn a . 75 83 76 85 76| 76 73 71 71| - 69 73 72) (8) Janeeee--} O) Ss . 

Stocks at end of period shown: — 2 oo, — 
Railroads (class I only) 8......| 132,493} 181, 564) 184,078} 138,660) 103,685] 100,885] 87,546; 117,778} 172,616) 216,977; 239,465) 238, 871 238, 871; +-65.7| 144, 149 
Electric power utilities 9. _._...!1, 252, 75111, 234, 42911, 217, 678'1, 189, 760'1, 178, 164'1, 210, 485'1, 263, 568'1, 357, 305'1, 317, 242 1, 371, 655'1, 338, 915 1, 267, 478' 1, 257,478| +3. 4) 1,216, 695



Other industrial consumers !°..{ 167,411] 196,446] 226, 650| 227,018] 213, 524) 229,756) 2065, 221) . 277, 330) 265,999) 230, 578] 254, 635] 288, 526 288, 526) . +26.2| 228, 583 

Stocks on Upper Lake docks: 4 
- 

Lake Superior. --..-------- 50,331| 47,104) 41,761| 33,933] 84,704) 69,093; 72,171) 71, 166 125,499] 132,273! 130,092) 124,603] 124,603) +60.3| 77,714 

Lake Michigan_..........-| 118,668]. 98,833} 81,210, 91,366; 96,738; 66, 928 64,861; 72,118) 82,223) 101,820) 155,460} 149,124, 149,124, +6.3) 140, 256 

Retail stocks—164 selected 
" - 

dealers 4__._._.--------------| 338, 797 277, 944| 248,206] 269,451] 331,353} 341,606] 331,448} 410,286] 456,469) 502, 544} 532,196] 484,036] 484,036; -+30.5) 370,964 

Prices iat mines, average per net 
‘on: 

. 
. . ‘ 

Company Stove...------------ $6. 25 $6. 25 $6. 25 $6. 25 $6. 25 $6. 33 $6. 40 $6. 54 $6. 71 $6. 75 $6. 75 $6. 75 $6.46] +5.6) $6.12 

Company Buckwheat No. 1..- $3. 50 $3. 50 $3. 50 $3. 50 $3. 60 $3. 75 $3. 75 $3.75| $3.75 $3. 75 $3. 75 $3. 75 $3.65) +4.3 $3. 50 

Wholesale prices: !? 
, 

On tracks, destination: - 
. 

Chestnut__._.------------- $9. 83 $9. 83 $9. 81 $9. 81 $9. 79 $9. 81 $9.95/ $10.10) $10.25} $10.30} $10.30) $10.29 $10.01} -+4.8) $9.55 

Pea...-.. .-------------- $8. 40 $8. 40 $8. 40 $8. 39 $8. 36 $8. 41 $8. 56 $8. 68 $8. 83 $8. 89 $8. 89 $8. 89 $8. 59) +5.0 $8. 18 

plndex numbers (1926 100)... 81.1 “81.1 81.0 80.9 80. 7 81.0 82. 2 83. 3 84. 5 85. 3 85.3 85.3 82.7 +4.8 78.9 

abor conditions: . 7 

Average weekly earnings.....-| $25.13] $20.35, $27.79} $16.43 $22.59] $84.20) $23.25) $3..56| $32.60) $32.12) $27.38) $24.05 $27.41] +9.9 $24.95. 'U 

Index of employment (1929 . | . SI 

average=100)._..--------.--- 50.3 50.6 60. 2 48.7 48.6 49.2 49.3) 9580.0 50. 0 50. 3: 60.2} 49.1 49.7| —2.0 50.7 Z 

Index of pay-roll totals (1929 
: 

average=100)....------------ 88. 5 45. 2 42.4 24.3 33. 4 §1.2 34.8 «61d 49.6 49. 2 41.8 35. 9 41.4 +-7. 5] 38. 5 a 

i 

Ct 

1.Furnished by Anthracite Institute. Rail shipments only. - : < 

2 Ore and Coal Exchange, Cleveland, Ohio. . D 

3U. 8. Engineer Office, Duluth, Minn. 
“ 

4 Bituminous Coal Division, U. 8. Department of the Interior. 
—_ — > 

5 Data not available. 
” 

6 Furnished by Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division on the Necessaries of Life. Figures for 1941 preliminary. . > 

7 Department of Commerce. 
| A 

8 Association of American Railroads. 
® Federal Power Commission. . S 

1%” National Association of Purchasing Agents. 
=| 

11 Computed from weekly quotations from trade journals. Figures represent circular prices quoted on white ash by leading anthracite-producing companies. >. 

13 Bureau of Labor Statistics. . g 

| . >| 

| 

| 3 

4
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| Anthracite _program.—Producers whose output comprised a large 
proportion of the total tonnage of the anthracite industry continued 
to operate under the voluntary production-control program inau- 

| gurated early in 1940 and sponsored by the Commonwealth of Penn- . 
| sylvania, the operators, and the United Mine Workers of America. 

| In accordance with the Act of General Assembly No. 125, July 1941, 
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Commerce. 
having received petitions signed by producers whose output was more 
than 95 percent of the total anthracite production and by the United 
Mine Workers of America, adopted the Anthracite Emergency Pro- — 
gram as a production-control plan for the anthracite industry. The 
order became effective November 10, 1941, when the Secretary. of the 
Pennsylvania Department of Commerce began to administer the 
program. The Anthracite Emergency Committee is now known as 
the Anthracite Committee. | 

_ For several years before the plan was adopted, the industry was - 
in a demoralized state owing to inroads of other fuels and keen com-. 
petition for the anthracite markets within the industry itself. The | primary purpose of the plan was to create some degree of stabilization 
within the industry and to bring production in closer alinement with __ 

| current demand. The plan is credited with having helped to bring 
about this condition. The illicit or “bootleg” mining of anthracite 

_ and its marketing created a highly unfavorable condition in the hard- 
| coal regions and in the market territory where the coal was sold. 

| The Anthracite Committee has helped to alleviate this problem a by making arrangements for the legitimate industry to buy the 
“bootleg’”’ product and wherever possible to employ former miners 
of illicit coal. 7 

Federal Anthracite Coal Commission.—In December 1941 the Presi- 
dent approved House Joint Resolution No. 255 creating the Federal 

_ Anthracite Coal Commission. The Commission was composed of 
two members of the Senate, two members of the House of Representa- 
tives, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Mines, an employee of the 
National Resources Planning Board, and an employee of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission. The Commission was to determine facts 
relating to and investigate ways and means for improving economic | conditions in the anthracite-producing regions of the United States. _ After hearings in the Pennsylvania anthracite regions and study of 
special reports from Federal, State, and local Government agencies, 
civic organizations, and private citizens, the Commission in April 
1942 submitted its report to the President and the Congress. The 
report contained recommendations for both short-term and long- 
term measures of improvement. 

Recommendations for immediate improvement called attention to 
the unused manpower and housing facilities in the anthracite regions 
and suggested that consideration be given to the establishment of war 
plants and industries of more permanent nature. Vocational schools 
were mentioned as a means of educating persons in the specialized 
training required by war industries. The report urged that surveys of mine flooding should be pressed to completion and that the industry \ should continue development of stokers and automatic equipment and 
investigate ways to expand industrial uses for anthracite.
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| As regards long-term improvement, 1t was suggested that a Federal 
Bureau of Mines research station be established in the anthracite 
area to develop new and extended uses for anthracite, study methods 
of mining, and coordinate activities of Pennsylvania State and local __ 
agencies with those of the United States Government. It was also 

| suggested than an economic survey be made concerning the possibilities __ 
of reforesting the anthracite area and that. an agency be created to 
deal with economic problems resulting from gradual depletion of 
anthracite reserves. _ a | 

Mlicit coal—tThe illicit or “bootleg”? mining of anthracite, which 
was begun in the early 1930’s when unemployed miners dug coal from 
land owned by anthracite-operating companies, continued in 1941, | 
when about 5 million tons of coal were produced by activity of this 

| type. In 1936 illicit production totaled about 2% million net tons; 
and, according to the Anthracite Institute, that for 1940 totaled more 

- than 4 million tons. Early in 1941 the Anthracite Committee adopted 
a plan, the successful operation of which it was hoped would elimmate 
this kind of mining. For example, it provided that any cooperating | 
producer may make lawful arrangements to purchase the output of a 

| “‘bootleg’’ hole or holes in addition to his own quota (assigned under the 
emergency program), which will not be affected thereby. Coal bought 
in accordance with this agreement is included in the production sta- | : 
tistics of this chapter. The plan provided also that cooperating pro- _ 
ducers may employ former ‘‘bootleggers,’”? and such producers are 
eranted a supplemental allocation equal to 3% net tons per man per _ 

‘ day of commercial output for each man so employed. 7 
According to a survey by the Anthracite Emergency Committee 

(now the Anthracite Committee) in March 1941, 10,762 men were 
_ working in 3,006 “bootleg” holes, whereas in May 1942 a comparable | 

- survey revealed 7,554 men employed in 2,029 holes—a reduction. of a 
80 percent in men and 33 percent in the number of holes bemg | 
operated. Some of. this decrease probably can be attributed to | 
efforts. of the Anthractie Committee to eliminate this undersirable 
type of mining. Then, too, the heavy demand for men due to the 
accelerated industrial activity and restrictions on automotive equip- 
ment undoubtedly has tended*to decrease the mining of “bootlegs” 
coal. It is expected that the output from illicit mines will be much 

| less in 1942 than in 1941. Oo | 
, Research and technologic developments.—The annual anthracite 

conferences have been recessed for the duration of the war because of 
the present great demands on the time of technical men. The fifth 
such conference was originally scheduled to be held at Lehigh Uni- 
versity on May 7‘and 8, 1942. Many fine papers on research and tech- 
nologic developments in the anthracite industry have been presented 
at these conferences in the past. The fourth annual conference, 
at Bethlehem in May 1941, is discussed briefly in Minerals Year- 
book, Review of 1940. | 

The cooperative research program, sponsored by the Common- 
wealth of Pennsylvania and the anthracite industry at the Pennsyl- 
vania State College, was continued. Among other subjects, special 
attention was paid to the use of anthracite in water-gas generators and 
the preparation of activated carbon from Pennsylvania anthracite.
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Experiments concerning the resistance of anthracite to mechanical 
and thermal shock were also conducted. : S ae | 

In the nineteenth century, anthracite was employed extensively 
in foundries and blast furnaces as metallurgical fuel; in 1890 alone, 
2,186,411 gross. tons of pig iron were made using anthracite as fuel. 

| Considerable research and experiments have been under way with- 
| in the industry for the last several years in an attempt to revive this 
| one-time important industrial use for anthracite. Experiments also 

| are being conducted on the possibility of using anthracite culm and 
ashes in the manufacture of lightweight aggregate to be used in 
concrete construction materials. Studies are being made concerning | 

| the use of anthracite for soil improvement and the production of 
mineral ‘wool from anthracite culm:and ashes. —_- a | 

Anthracite Industries, Inc., conducted extensive investigations 
_ concerning oil-burner installations and factors to be considered in 

connection with conversion from oil to anthracite, with special refer- 
ence to the possible shortage of petroleum products along the Atlantic 

7 seaboard. Research was continued ,in the Anthracite Industries 
laboratory on more efficient utilization of anthracite in automatic 
burning equipment. - an oo - 7 

. Anth racite Institute—The Anthracite Institute, through its infor- 
| mation services, kept the industry informed on many Federal, State, 

and local matters concerning anthracite. Members of the institute 
staff appeared before various groups in the interest of. the anthracite 
industry. It was particularly active in voicing its opposition to 

: hydroelectric projects that might interfere with the consumption of 
anthracite and also actively disapproved the extension of natural-gas 
lines into the primary anthracite markets. - | 
Distribution —During the First World War, the distribution of | 

| Pennsylvania anthracite in the United States covered a wider area 
than in 1941. In the coal year 1916-17 anthracite was shipped to 
44 States and to the District of Columbia, whereas in the calendar | 

| year 1941, according to the Pennsylvania State Department of Mines, 
| shipments were made to 42 States and to the District of Columbia. 

Not only has the area of distribution changed, but the percentage of 
shipments to various sections has definitely changed. For the coal 

| year 1916-17 the New England and Middle Atlantic States received 
: 75 percent of the total anthracite shipped to. destinations in the 

United States, whereas in 1941 this same group of States received 94 
percent. Details of anthracite distribution for the coal year 1916-17 
and the calendar year 1941 are given in tables 3 and 7. 

According to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division on 
the Necessaries of Life, rail receipts of Pennsylvania anthracite in 
New England in 1941 were 4,869,640 net tons. Tidewater receipts 
in 1941, including imports during the first 9 months of the year, 
were 681,733 tons. Table 4 gives details of anthracite movement into 
New England.
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| TaBLE 3.—Pennsylvania anthracite sold in coal year April 1, 1916, to March 31, 
| 1917, in net tons 

Domestic | 
Consuming States sizes, includ-| Steam sizes {| Total Percent 

ing pea of total 

Middle Atlantic States: — 
Pennsylvania____...........----2- eee 8, 109, 089 5, 512,244 | = 18, 621, 333 
New York.-_-_-.-...-..-..---.-------------------| 15, 870, 681 6, 780, 216 22, 650, 897 57.3 
New Jersey.....-.--...-.-------.-------------- 5, 320, 870 4, 594, 287 9, 915, 157 

29, 300, 640 | 16, 886, 747 46, 187, 387 57.3 . 

New England States: . | 
Maine___.....-..2-------.-2---0---2e--- eee =e 630, 808 3, 725 634, 533 
New Hampshire. -_.....-.-...---.--..-.------- 352, 326 173, 207 525, 533 . 
Vermont.......--.-.-..--------.--------------- 349, 374 47, 779 397, 153 13.4 
Massachusetts. .........----2-..--------------- 5, 636, 662 396, 282 6, 032, 944 . 
Rhode Island__._..._.......-.--.-2------------ 739, 652 79, 458 819, 110 =. 

. Connecticnt...............-..-----2------------| 2, 240, 041 108, 970 2, 349, O11 - 

. _ 9, 948, 863 809, 421 10, 758, 284 13.4 

South Atlantic and Southern States: - 
: Alabama..-_...--..--.------.-------------------] 1, 084 |.-....2--22-- 1, 084 

_Arkansas............-....-------2--------2----- 998 j_...- LL... 998 |] . 
_ Delaware-__..---.-....--.---.---.--.-----------| 250, 779 23, 890 274, 669 _ 
District of Columbia_.................-...---.- 500,087 | .. 18, 020 608, 107 . 

. Florida.-.....-...------ 22 eet - 9, 586 9, 009 18, 595 | . 
Georgia..-....-. 2... 2-2 24, 977 . 62] . 26,029 7 7 
Kentucky_........-...-.---2-2--2----22-------- 10, 154 |.-.---2.2-----] . 10; 184'] os 
Louisiana .._..........-----.-------------- eee 7,007 |.----.--------| -. 7, 007 oO 
Maryland..........- 2. 2..2-222 ee 1, 045, 557 36, 261 |. 1, 081, 818 3.0 

| Mississippl. ---------------2222-2cccerocotrt7 681 |------.-------] 681 
North Carolina. -_.....-........----.-.--------- 29,910;  ..128] | 30, 033 
Oklahoma. -___....-.--..---.-----2--------- eee 808 fee ee. 808 
South Carolina... ....-.2--.-2--- 2-2-2 e+e 26, 290 |........--.-.. 26, 290 
Tennessee.....--. 2-22 eee 4,423 | —- 638 (5, 061 

- Texas........----.-- 0-2 e eee nen 7, 781 |_..-2-..------ 7,781 ff. 
Virginia_......--22- 0022 265, 868 5,093 |} . 270,961 
West Virginia............- 2.222222 ee 17, 490 47, 807 65, 297 

2 293, 480 140, 893 2, 434, 373 3.0 

North Central States: . 
_ Tiinois. 222222 2, 639, 102 167, 265 2, 806, 367 SS 
Indiana.......-..-.2-222-2-eeeeeeeee 512, 234 5, 056 517, 290 
Towa... ..--.------ 2 eeeeeeeeeee 469, 010. 2, 684 471, 694 
Kansas. .._...-.- 22 -eeeeeeeeeee 19, 746 928 20, 674 
Michigan... __...---- 2222-222 eee 1, 782, 145 15, 930 1, 798, 075 
Minnesota... ....-....-2.-- eee ee 1, 177, 898 149, 152 1, 327, 050 12.5 
Missouri.._......--2-.-.---------2------ eee 197, 882 660 198, 542 " 
Nebraska... __..._...----.--.----.----- eee 177, 610 215 177, 825 
North Dakota. -_._-_.-.------------ eee 271, 509 11, 750 283, 259 . 
Ohio... 222 eee ee 649, 914 18, 144 668, 058 
‘South Dakota...........-.---------------------| 236, 835 | 3, 463 240, 298 
Wisconsin.._........-.- 22-2 eee 1, 343, 953 201, 537 1, 545, 490 

. 9, 477, 838 576, 784 10, 054, 622 12.5 
Ses | Rae | eeneepenea ean | onan 

Western States: | 
California. ..........-...------------------ eee 1,176 j.-...-...-.--. 1,175 
Colorado. .....-.....---.-.-------------. eee 477 |_....-...--.-- ‘477 
Idaho. .-.-..------ nen ee 460 |_....-...-.--- 460 
Montane. -._.--:-.--....-----------2------ eee 9, 887 67 9, 954 () 
Oregon._......---.-22-- eee eee 143 |...-.-----2--- 143 
Washington___..__-__...-------- eee ee 1, 845 |._.---.-.--.-- 1, 845 
Wyoming.....-.--..-22-- eee 159 |_-.-------.-.- 159 

. 14, 146 67 14, 213 ) 

Total distribution in United States for purposes|~ = = 2 #= | ©  #&+;:4 °° @ + .,.«,. + & & &;Y ° .».} 
other than railroad fuel_..............------2---2- 51, 034, 967 18, 413, 912 69, 448, 879 86.2 

Used for railroad fuel...........-..-.----.--------- 2, 779, 564 3, 653, 978 6, 433, 542 7.9 
Miscellaneous... -_-...-......------------------------- 10, 656 37, 238 47, 804 1 

Total distribution in United States_.......__...-_- 53, 825, 187 22, 105, 128 75, 930, 315 94.2 
Exports: rr | | Sos | eT 

Canada.___.......-..2-22-22-2e-e--------------| 4, 818, 744 271, 849 4, 590, 593 
Newfoundland.._.............---...-----.----- 5, 419 |...-.-.--.---- 5, 419 68 
Other exports._........-.-.--.---.-----------.- 42,087 |......-_-----. 42, 087 

4, 366, 250 271, 849 4, 638, 099 5.8 

Total distribution._.......-.....-.-.......-.-| 58, 191, 487 22, 376, 977 80, 568, 414 100.0 
Total shipments by railroad companies.-_-_-_..|-.......---..-1.-...-....-..-1 75,909, 780 [ie 

1 Less than 0.1 percent.
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TasLe 4.—Receipts of anthracite in New England, 1917, 1920, 1928, and 1987-41, 
in thousands of net tons . 

| . Receipts by tide ! Total 
——— receipts 

Year N Receipts Im. ; of Penn 

' tw. | Massa- | Rhode | Con- yram’ | Pons” | sy yania 
| Maine Hamp- chusetts | Island | necticut | T°t# anthra- : 

1917.__._.. 432 47| 2,222 555| 1,165| 4, 421 7,259 | 1 11, 679 
1920.--_- 307 6{ 2015 450 743 | 3,521] 7,804 1]° 11,324 
1923. 437 7 | 2,216 511{ 891] 4,082] 8,102 145| 12,039 

| 1927... __- 242 33} 1,220 311. 615| 2.421] 6,725) 106 9, 040 
1928... 205 35| 1,373 301 528 | 24421 6,934 369 | 9,007 

| 1929... __- 237 17| 1,227 320| 450| 2.260] 6,781 483 8, 558 | 
| 1930.__-___ 275 17] 1,236 271 422 | 2921] ~ 6,169 658 | 7,732 

| 1931..____- 164 | 18] 1,125 289 348) 1,987] 5,125{ — 611 6,451 
nn (7 148 10] 1,014 212 275| 1,659] 3,980 574 5, 065 | 

| 1933.......| 195 7) 1,027}. 202 259} 1,600] 3,562) - 443 4, 809 
| -1984.__- 168 20 946 190 266| 1,500] 4,382 477 5, 495. 

1935.-..__. 121 7 802 205 237| 1,3721 4,030 559 4, 843 
1936... 127) #414 792 198} 267] 1,398] 3,889 612 4, 675 

| 1937.......}| 81 Ut 604 152 200} 1,048] 3,713 | 305 | 4,366 
1938... 93 2 554 137 191 977| 3,491 363 | 4,105 
1939....---| 74 3. 488 | 83 227 875 |. 4,027 298 | 4,604 
1940 4 == 48 4 350 74 172 648 | 4,174 135| 4, 687 

- 1941 822 57 9 348{ 58 210 682| 4,870 664 5,488 

, -.. 1 Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Division on the Necessaries of Life. | Oo 
Oo 2 Department of Commerce. | ” 

3 Total receipts by rail and by tide less imports. . 
_. * Revised figures. | , . 

. § Preliminary figures. . oS 
¢ Figures cover January to September, inclusive. | | 

oe Loadings at Lake Erie ports increased from 430,192 net tons in 
1940 to 536,490 in 1941, or 25 percent. Receipts at Duluth-Superior. 
increased 84 percent and those on the Upper Lake docks 29 percent. 

Figure 1 illustrates graphically shipments of anthracite from the 
Lehigh, Schuylkill, and Wyoming regions, 1850-1940. | 
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FieugE 1.—Anthracite shipped from the Lehigh, Schuylkill, and Wyoming regions, 1850-1940.
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Competitive fuels in the United States and in principal markets.— 

The principal anthracite markets today are the New England States, 

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, and 

the District of Columbia. Data on the consumption of all fuels in 

these markets are not available; however, the apparent consumption 

of anthracite, coke, briquets, and heating and range oils, in terms of 

anthracite, amounted to 80,615,000 net tons in 1940. The sales of 

heating and range oils in this area in 1940 were the equivalent of | 

32,543,000 tons of coal, and the mine shipments of anthracite to es 

these States were 43,718,000 tons. According to the Pennsylvama 

State Department of Mines, anthracite shipments in 1941, rail and 

truck, to this area totaled 47,466,000 tons. In addition, considerable 

quantities of “‘bootleg’’ or illicit coal were shipped into these markets. 

The demand for coke for metallurgical use was chiefly responsible 

for the decline in its consumption for domestic heating from 4,052,000 

tons in 1940 to 3,688,000 tons in 1941. Details are shown in table 5. | 

In general, the supplies of fuel commonly used for space-heating 

purposes in the United States increased in 1941 over 1940. The 

‘increase in anthracite was quite pronounced, but estimates for sales } 

| of heating and range oils show only minor gains when compared with 

the large increase in 1940 over 1939. Sales of byproduct and beehive | | 

- eoke for domestic heating decreased about 19 percent in 1941 com- | 

pared with 1940. Details on the supplies of various fuels are given 

in table 6. | | 

| Transportation of anthracite to principal markets.—Anthracite all- 

rail and truck shipments from the mine to destinations in the United 

| States increased 8 percent in 1941 over 1940, according to data com- | 

piled from records of the Pennsylvania State Department of Mines. | 

Rail shipments increased 6 percent; truck shipments, 22 percent. 

- Of the total shipments in 1941, the railroads hauled 85 percent and 

trucks 15 percent. In 1940, of the total shipments, 86 percent moved . 

by rail and 14 percent by truck; in 1939’the percentages were 89 and 

, 11 percent, respectively. | | | | 

Pennsylvania received 66 percent of the total truck shipments in 

1941; New Jersey and New York followed with 18 and 14 percent, 

respectively. It is also of interest to note that of the 7,529,479 tons | 

trucked in 1941, 3,252,787 tons were handled in January, February, 

March, and December. | 

The trucking of anthracite from the mines has more than doubled 

since 1936, when the tonnage totaled 3,177,656. It.is questionable, 

however, whether transportation by this method will continue through- 

out 1942 at the 1941 rate with war restrictions on rubber tires and 

other vital materials. 
The distribution of rail shipments of anthracite, by States of destina- 

tion, for 1939-41 is shown in table 7, and truck movement of Pennsy]l- 

vania anthracite by months in 1941, by States of destination, in table 8.
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_ TaBLe 5.—Apparent consumption of anthracite and selected competitive fuels in the 
Oo principal anthracite markets, 1988-41 | | 

| [Thousands of net tons] | “F Se . 

7 - a - | Total 
New | , Penn- | District}. i so . | New | New | Dela- | Mary- . i | Fuel Eng York | Jersey | ware | land a ce Thow Percent 

. , of net {of total — 

_ Anthracite: = tt - - | - Allusers:! | . : | 1938.....-......-....| 8, 553 |218, 452 | 26, 421 198'| 574 |- 9,608 254 | 34,055 55.0 a | 1989. --| 4) 492 [216,716 | 29, 060 259 634 | 12,077 | 264 | 43, 502 58.2 1940__...-----..--..-| 4, 539 [216,249 | 28,814 | 304 | 608 | 12,915 289 | 43 718 54.2 | 1941................-| 5, 540 |216, 308 |210, 190 361 681 | 14,103 283 | 47,466] (3) _ Imports: 4 . , . | . 
1988...----------2---| 363 fe_--- feet fee ff agg 6 

- 1939.-.....--- 2-1... 208 wee ween] ec eee mmm wwe nfo nee ee eof eee f ee ee] 298 .4 

| - W044} 6A Loc 64] (8) Briquets: _—_ o-oo, . SL. . a Domestic use: - oe a Poo oy , 9988.22. eee 8) 27] - 14. 3 Wj}. soll . 1939_......--.-.---_. 46 2} 1|_______. 2 ll 1{/ 84 1 : 1940 eet 62 | 28 1; ® |. 2 10] (3) 91} 1 7 : im 1941s 52 25 1} (8 3 14} () 95} @) : 
| a POSS... 14 |... feet fe fe 14} () a 1939.....-.--.--.-.- 1 2222p 1| (© | : , 1940.....--2- 2-2 wre ww wn few ew mm en fom e em moeulo www wenn] eee eee ww we ween] eww maw mn foe maamace|] women a | a, WA. ..----- 22-2] eee -| eee e| oon] -o eee ee | oon 77777 ~ Ooke:.- 

Domestic use: 
| : 1938 7_..............| 1,018] 1,604 395 5 7 563 1] 3,593 5.8 1939 7_..............| 1.077 | 1.696 413; 5 7 596 21 3.796 5.0 | | 1940__....--..-......| 1,480] 1) 564 499| 28 | 537 2) 4,052 5.0 | 1941.................] 1,863 | 15350] 470 I 28 474 21] 3,688] (3) | Imports: ¢ 

1988_.....-..........| 2 7 |-.------|...-----|...---.-|..---.--|----- 28 1 _ 4989_........-...__.. 12} 019 |e 31 1 | 1940___...-..-------- 15|  58|_....---|......_. 3 |.-..----|_----__- 76 1 on: 19414000 64 87 |..----.-|--------| 107 Fee ||. 08 | @® 
“Heating and range:8 | of | | ; : - 1938_........-.......| 9,649] 7,677] 3,269 101| 591 | 2,052 406 | 23, 745 38. 4 7 1939__............-.-| 10,787 | 8,967 | 3,770 107 |. 694] 2279 458 | 27,062] 36.2 | 1940___.......-......] 13,027 | 10,726 | 4, 503 120] 885| 2704 578 | 32, 543 40. 4 1941..2---2-- 2} 8) _® | (3) (°) (3) _ (3) (3) (3) (8) 

Total fuel: 9 — | - 1938_..............| 14, 656 | 22, 767 | 10,086 304 | 1,175 | 12,220 661 | 61,878 | 100.0 1939_......_......-] 16,713 | 27,421 | 13,244 371 | 1,337'| 14,963 725 | 74,774 100.0 | 1940... ....-.-....-| 19,198 | 28) 623 | 13,807 426 | 1,526 | 16,166 869 | 80,615 | 100.0 1941... 8) (8) (3) (®) (3) (3) (®) @) | &® 
rn 

1 Pennsylvania Department of Mines; illicit coal not included. 
?An important but undetermined part of anthracite shown as shipped to New Jersey is reshipped to New York City. 

. 3 Data not yet available. . 
4 Department of Commerce; 1941 totals cover J anuary to September, inclusive, : § Less than 1,000 tons. 

: 6 Less than 0.05 percent. 
1 Estimated upon basis of distribution in 1936. 
§ Converted to coal equivalent upon basis of 4 barrels of fuel oi] equaling 1 ton of coal. 
§ Excludes bituminous coal. 

Consumption.—War-time restrictions limit the publication of 
import and export statistics for 1941 to the first 9 months of the year. 
Taking this into consideration and making allowances for changes in 

_ producers’stocks, the consumption of anthracite in the United States 
in 1941 amounted to 53,700,000 net tons, an increase of about 
4,700,000 tons over the calculated consumption in 1940. Changes in 
retail dealers, and small consumers’ stocks are not included in these 
calculations, as data on variations are insufficient. Class I railroads 
and electric power utilities consumed 4,287,481 net tons of anthracite «& ° e in 1941 compared with 3,804,209 tons in 1940. - |
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| TaBLE 6.—Total supplies of fuels commonly used for domestic purposes in the 
Umied States, 1924 and 1988-41 

[Wherever available, figures represent quantity actually consumed for domestic. leating or for heating . 
offices, apartments, hotels, schools, hospitals, etc. Where such figures are not available but where the fuel 

is known i° be used chiefly for domestic purposes, total production (or imports) is shown to indicate trend . 
gro . 

| | 7 1924 1988 1989 1940 1941 

SOLID FUELS (NET TONS) 

Anthracite: | 
Production: 
Shipments of domestic sizes. _-.-......-|56, 576, 296] 26, 206, 508} 29, 504, 632[ 29, 076, 573; 30, 912, 649 
Shipments of Buckwheat No. 1!_.......| 9, 510, 508} 6, 159,006} 6,569,902! 6, 771,387| 7,357, 542 

- Shipments of smaller steam sizes !____...|11, 160, 695} 8, 698,355} 9,917,748] 10,327,993} 12, 141, 906 
Local sales.......-....---.---------------| 3, 43, 939} 2, 722, 206) 3,081,073} 3,052,626) 3, 695, 125 

Total commercial production --.-_-_._....}|80, 291, 438} 43, 786,075} 49,073,355] 49, 228,579] 54, 107, 222 
- Exports. ..-..-..--..-.--.---.-----------| 4,017, 785] 1, 908,911] 2, 590,000} 2, 667, 632] 2 2, 416, 104 

Imports for consumption (chiefly from . 
a nited Kingdom and U.8.8.R.)..-..; 117, 951 362, 895 298, 153 135, 436 2 64, 267 
Fuel briquets 2. -........--.-.-.-..--..---..-| 580, 508 868, 382 880, 981| 1,027,585) 4 1, 271, 413 
Fackaged-fuel production....-..-.,.-----.----|--------.- 160,952; 215, 507 284, 513; = 269, 844 

e: . mo, ao ; 

- Byproduct sales for domestic use__.......-| 2,812,771] 7,129,384] 7,549,937] 8, 131.947} 6, 596, 969 . 
Beehive sales for domestic use......-..-.-- 139, 886 93, 306 88, 204 99, 066 85, 990 
Imports for consumption ---..-.------.---- 82, 833 135, 240 141, 911 112, 550} 2: 241, 690 

Gas-house-coke sales 5____....:....---...-.--| 1, 400, 000 342, 300; —§ 362,000 (6) (8) 
Petroleum-coke production.......------.----} 761,100} 1,602,200) 1,666, 400} . 1, 526,600) 1, 648, 800 

. Anthracite and semianthracite production ee | My 
outside of Pennsylvania................-..| 704, 513 370, 665 (¢) (8) (*) 

Lignite production 7_..........---.-..-......| 2, 255, 385] 2, 997,921] 3, 042,537) 2, 939, 201) (6) = 
Bituminous-coal sales for domestic use... ..- (8) (8) (8) (8) (8) 

OIL (BARRELS OF 42 GALLONS) an 

Oil sales for heating buildings: . | 
Range oil....--......--.-...-.-.---.---.--- (8) 33, 707, 000} ° 37, 061, 000} ° 44, 692, 000} * 45, 700, 000 . 
Heating oils: !° Oo oo . 

Commercial. -27227272772272777777227227] * "Gy "1118, 3 000) 136, 282, 000)¢ 160, 379, 000/+168, 500, 000 
Liquefied petroleum gases, domestic... --.- (6) 1, 377,000} 2, 084,000) 3,191,000) 5, 255, 000 

GAS (MILLION CUBIC FEET) © - 

Natural-gas consumption for domestic and 
‘commercial use '__ 2... ----| 285, 152 482, 068 9 509, 487 ® 578, 290} 4590, 000 , 

Manufactured-gas sales for—!? ; _ 
Domestic use........------------.--------: (8) 195, 887 192, 338 9 198, 752 198, 700 
House heating. --..---.--.-----------------|  @ 47, 634 55,561; 9 68, 498 67, 151 

1A considerable part of Buckwheat No. 1 and smaller steam sizes is used by industries, railroads, and 
public utilities. m 

-8 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 
ined Production plus imports less exports. Import and export figures for 1941 cover January to September, 

usive. , 

; Subject to revision. . oo 
estimated. 

6 Data not available. . 
7 An estimated one-half is used for domestic purposes. 
8 Exact data not available; estimated between 55 and 77 million tons a year, including lignite and anthra- 

cite and semianthracite outside of Pennsylvania, shown separately. 

1° Includes all grades of fuel oil used for heating buildings. | 
1t Includes gas used for heating offices, hotels, apartments, schools, hospitals, and stores and other large 

buildings, as well as houses. . 
12 American Gas Association. co 

Changes in stocks.—Producers’ stocks totaled 1,273,788 net tons on 
December 27, 1941, and 939,227 tons on December 28, 1940. 

Stocks held by 164 selected retail dealers totaled 338,797 tons in 
January, reached a low of 248,206 tons in March, and increased to a 
high of 532,196 tons in November. | |
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TABLE 7.—Shipments of Pennsylvania anthracite, 1989-41, by destinations, in net 
tons! | | 

{Truck shipments excluded] 

Destination 1939 1940 1941 

New England States...........--...--2-.22.-22-2-.------ ----| 4,489,970 | _ 4, 539, 026 5, 539, 936 
New York..__...._.......-.-..-----------.----------.-------.]} 16,251,195 | 15, 477,318 15, 269, 752 

. New Jersey_..._......-..----.------+----------------.--------| 8, 494, 964 7, 906, 071 8, 858, 652 - 
Pennsylvania_................-.------------------------------| 8, 407, 564 8, 569, 913 9, 168, 068 
Delaware.___..._...__.--------- oe eee nen eee 194, 759 197, 456 234, 454 
Maryland. __.__.___-.-.--- 2-2-2 e eee eee eee eee 592, 627 570, 771 627, 986 
District of Columbia..-__..--....-..--.----------------------- 256, 936 280, 415 271, 921 
Virginia. __._._........--2-- 02-2. eee 108, 418 106, 713 118, 805 
Ohio_..____._.-.._..-.---.------------ eee 112, 833 113, 553 119,710 
Tndiana.___.---.-. 2-22 98, 090 83, 539 86, 809 

Minois_._......._.....------- 2-0-2 eee eee 277, 166 265, 424 281, 548 
Wisconsin... .-....._-_---.--.------------ 22 eee eee eee 355, 291 347, 223 320, 500 
Minnesota..............-.------- 22-2 eee eee 93, 367 61, 203 75, 334 
Michigan___............-.-.-.---------------------- eee 245, 519 |. 203, 299 247, 703 
Other States... 2-22-22 eo ole 66,217} 68,372} = 52, 228 

- ‘Total United States. __.......-..--------------.--------| 40,044,916 | 38, 790,206 | 41, 273, 351 
: Canada..__......- 2-2. eeeeeee---e-------| 2, 441,070 2, 312, 531 2 2, 106, 299 

, Other foreign countries_--.._........-..-----.----------------- 4, 456 2, 525 | 29,431 

Grand total__.....--..-.--.222-222-22---2---2--21-------] 42,400,442 | 41,105,352 | 48, 389, 081 

1 Pennsylvania Department of Mines. | _ 
? January to September, inclusive. _ cs an 

| TaBLE 8.—Truck shipments of : Pennsylvania anthracite by months in 1941, by 
- : States of destination, in net tons } | 

. = . 7 

Destination January | February} March | April May June July 

‘Pennsylvania: oo | - | 
Within region.._..........-| 385,677 | 370,326 | 369,683 | 173,014} 171,723 | 210,642 | 162, 722 

| Outside region._...........| 170,651 | 204,562 | 200,722 | 93,886 | 120,082 | 172,945] 157,021 
New York. ..__.----.---..-----| 104,881 | 100,387 | 108,508 | 42,552 | 54,979] 96, 185 84, 803 
New Jersey... ......--.---------| 120,875 | 116,912 | 114,787 | 41,708 | 68,208 | 122,819 | 114,717 
Maryland...................---] 4,012 6,454 | 4,014 963 770 5, 437 6, 592 

-  Delaware._.__...._............| 16,264 | 16,076 | 13,631 5, 016 5, 603 9, 526 11, 986 
District of Columbia. _____.__.- 1,170 1, 247 1,317 752 488 12 825 
Other States...................|. 1,724 1, 528 1, 148 897 3, 045 4, 088 1, 692 

Total: 1941___.......-...-] 805,254 | 817,492 | 808,805 | 358,788 | 424,988 | 621,654 | “540,308 
1940. ............-.| 750,253 | 576,073 | 623,967 | 503,276 | 384,929 | 204,215 | 203 417 

| | | Percent 
Destination August | SePtem-| october | Novem-; Decem- | rota: | of total 

ber ber ber | trucked 

Pennsylvania: 
Within region..............] 210,484 | 211,917 | 233,360 | 240,396 | 340,708 |3, 080, 652 40.9 
Outside region. ._........--] 157,624 | 148,436 | 166,264 | 114,696 | 146,981 |1,853, 870 24.6 

New York. .--._...-...--.-----| 107,486 | 86,311 | 82,195 | 72,001 | 102,878 |1, 038, 166 13.8 New Jersey. -.......-----------| 121,372 | 113,617 | 102,364 | 81,952 | 211, 952 |1' 331, 373 17.7 
Maryland.............---.--.--| 7,351 5, 811 ‘5, 598 3, 082 3,341 | 53, 425 7 
Delaware___........-..........} 10,907 | 11,210] 10,755 | 7,528 8,713 | 127,160 1.7 
District of Columbia. _.________]_-___.=__- 1, 582 1, 680 799 883 10, 705 .l 
Other States.___......--_..___- 1,964 | 2,994 6, 072 3, 201 5, 780 34, 128 .5 

Total: 1941. _.___......--.| 617,188 | 581,878 | 608,238 | 523,650 | 821, 236 |7, 520, 479 100. 0 
1940..............-| 351, 544 | 487,681 | 601,285 | 591, 567 | 733, 860 |6, 192, 067 100. 0 
a 

1 Compiled from reports of Pennsylvania Department of Mines. 

On December 31, 1941, stocks of anthracite held by railroads (class 
I only), electric power utilities, and other industrial consumers 
amounted to 1,784,875 net tons, compared with 1,589,427 tons on the 
same date in 1940. Stocks held by the railroads increased 66 per- 
cent followed in order, with smaller increases, by other industrial 
consumers and electric power utilities.
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| The stocks of anthracite on the Upper Lake docks on December 31, 
1941, amounted to 273,727 net tons—a substantial increase from the 
217,970 tons on this date in 1940. | | 

Trend of employment.—The average number of men employed in 
the Pennsylvania anthracite industry in 1941 was 88,054, which is | 
comparable with a total of 91,313 men in 1940. Men working in 
‘‘bootleg’’ or illicit mining are not included in these figures. 

Trend of prices.—Circular f. 0. b. mine prices as quoted by leading 
_ anthracite-producing companies in trade journals were firm through- — = 

out 1941 and contrasted sharply with the chaotic price situation 
in 1939. The prices in January 1941 were as follows: For Broken, 
Egg, Stove, and Chestnut, $6.25 a net ton; for Pea, $4.75 a ton. 
In June, prices on these sizes advanced 10 cents a ton, and additional | 
increases in July, August, and September raised them to $6.75 a 
ton for Broken, Egg, Stove, and Chestnut and $5.25 a ton for Pea. a 
At the close of 1941, the prices for these sizes had not changed from 

| the September quotations. In January, Buckwheat, Rice, and | 
Barley were quoted at $3.50, $2.75, and $2.00 a ton, respectively. ) 
In May the prices on these sizes advanced to $3.75, $2.90, and $2.15 

_ @ ton and were still at this level when the year ended. | | 
During 1941 several conferences concerning anthracite prices were — | 

held between representatives of the anthracite industry and members | 
of the Office of Price Administration: After the September advance | 

- in prices, the producers agreed to make no further increases without 
consulting the Office of Price Administration. © _ | | | 

__ According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department-of Labor, _ | 
the retail prices for Stove size on December 15, 1940, in Boston, — 
New York City, Buffalo, Philadelphia, and Washington, D. C., were | 
$13.75, $11.72, $11.72, $10.40, and $12.95 a net ton, respectively. 
On the same date in 1941, comparable prices were $14.50, $12.35, 
$12.38, $11.64, and $13.70 a ton. At the same periods, the prices 
for Buckwheat No. 1 in these cities were $10.00, $8.38, $8.48, $7.75, | 
and $9.60 in 1940 compared with $11.00, $8.48, $8.73, $8.50, and 
$10.00 in 1941. | 

The prices apply to a net ton of 2,000 pounds except in the District 
of Columbia, where the gross ton of 2,240 pounds is used. New 

_ York City prices include a 2-percent sales tax in 1940 and 1 percent | 
in 1941. a | 

Sales realization.—The average realization on breaker shipments 
increased from $4.27 a net ton in 1940 to $4.59 in 1941, an increase 
of 7 percent. The average value per net ton of the total anthracite 
production in 1941 was $4.26 compared with $3.99 in 1940. | 
Imports and exports.—As previously mentioned, war restrictions’ 

permit publication of import and export statistics on anthracite in 
_ 1941 for the first 9 months only. For the January—September period 
of 1941, exports of Pennsylvania anthracite amounted to 2,416,104 
net tons valued at $19,657,920. Exports for the entire calendar year 
1940 totaled 2,667,632 tons valued at $21,210,499. Imports of 
anthracite for the first 9 months of 1941 amounted to 64,267 net tons, 

_ whereas in the entire calendar year 1940 imports were 135,436 tons. 
In both periods all the imported coal came from Canada and the 
United Kingdom. (See tables 36 and 37.) 

4977794360
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Mechanical stokers and oil burners.—According to the Bureau of the - 

: Census, Department of Commerce, factory sales of mechanical stokers 

for burning anthracite increased 28 percent in 1941 over 1940. Sales 

) | of class 1 stokers (capacity under 61 pounds of coal an hour) increased 

from 12,837 units in 1940 to 17,110 units in 1941. Sales of class 

- 2stokers (capacity 61 to 100 pounds of coal an hour) decreased from 

| 970 units in 1940 to 599 in 1941. | 
- In 1941, 303,869 oil burners were shipped compared with 264,232 

in 1940—an increase of 15 percent. These figures include both 

domestic and foreign shipments but do not include burners used in 

| ranges, stoves, water heaters, and space heaters. oe 7 

- - SOURCES AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS =. 

‘Final statistics of the Pennsylvania anthracite-mining industry 

are prepared from an annual canvass, by mail, of all known legitimate 

) anthracite operations that are active producers. More than 95 — 

| ercent of the tonnage is reported direct, and the remainder is col- 

| fected by personal visits or from reliable collateral evidence. The | 

data on individual operations furnished by the producers are volun- 

tary and confidential, as is customary in the statistical services of 

| the Bureau of Mines. | oe oo | : 

: - In assembling available detailed information, free use has been | 

made of pertinent figures prepared by the Anthracite Institute, the 

| Anthracite Committee, the American Association of Railroads, and 

| | the Pennsylvania Department of Mines; the cordial and continued 

, cooperation of all of these and of others from whom information 

has been received is gratefully acknowledged. Especial thanks are 

| also due to the producers for reporting so promptly and, in general, so 

fully regarding their operations during 1941. | | 

| - PRODUCTION | 

| The output of Pennsylvania anthracite in 1941 totaled 56,368,267 

| net tons—a substantial increase over the 51,484,640 net tons pro- 

duced in 1940. For historical comparison, these figures include a 

small amount of semianthracite produced in Sullivan County (37,020 

net tons in 1941). Included also is the production of river coal, which 

: is recovered by dredging from the streams draining the anthracite 

fields. This source supplied 1,517,563 net tons in 1941. 

7 Before 1941 the Bureau had not considered the production of 

“bootleg” or illicit coal in its statistics on the Pennsylvania anthra- 

citeindustry. The output from unauthorized mines has been consider- 

: able, and in 1941 totaled about 5,000,000 tons, of which about 2,000,000 

tons were purchased by the legitimate industry and included in the 

production statistics in this chapter. In an effort to eliminate this 

undesirable condition, the legitimate industry (through the Anthra- 

cite Committee) decided upon a plan whereby it would lawfully buy 

the output from “bootleg” holes and at the same time attempt to 

employ the miners working the ‘‘bootleg”’ operations in the legitimate 

mines. This plan was put into effect in the first part of 1941; during 

the course of the year, the legitimate operators purchased run-of-mine 

coal from the bootleggers and shipped 1,902,481 tons of the prepared 

product to market. It would be very difficult if not impossible to 

segregate this purchased “‘bootleg’”’ production from the output of
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the legitimate industry, and it is therefore included in the various pro- | 
duction tables in this chapter. Because of the inclusion of this 
quantity of illicit coal, the production statistics for 1941 are not 
exactly comparable with previous years. No attempt has been made 
to include in the statistics any other illicit coal than that purchased 
by legitimate operators. _ | | | | 

Weeks and months.—Tables 9 and 10 summarize the statistics of 
weekly and monthly production of anthracite. Statistics of current 
output are estimated from records of car loadings and other pertinent | 

| data. The weekly and monthly figures in tables 9 and 10 Rave been 
_ adjusted to the annual total ascertained by direct canvass of the | 

operators. a 

TABLE 9.—Estimated weekly production of Pennsylvania anthracite in 1941, in net | 
| — tons ee : | 

| Week ended— Net tons Week ended— Net tons 

Jans 4.220022 2. ee eeeeeeeeeeeeee---| 377,000 || July 19.2..2-.--.---2-------c22.---.---] 1,314,000 | 
MWe eee 1, 095, 000 , 26... eee eee eee 1, 330, 000 

AGLI] 1228, 000 |} Aug. 222 22T2ITTITITIITI ITT) 299; o00 | 
QB TTITTTTIITTIDITIIIIITITIT], 3304; 000 Quist tele seleeteseeenoeseeeee| 1,335,000 7 

Feb. 1.......-..-..-----.----.--------]| 1, 234, 000 16.......-.-.-...-2.---------------]| . 1,218,000 
B..o 2. ss sn-ssessesssesss-22.| 1, 183, 000 93... 1-1. -----ss2---------------| | 1,308, 000 | : 
15_..-.-22----2--2ss-sesssessse-2e| 1, 262, 000 30..------.---------2-2.s2.22-2--.| — 1, 279, 000 - 
92.00.02] "983, 000 |] Sept. 6.22 -222TTITIITITTIE IIIT a 283} 000 

Mar. 1.000000200 0 STTTTTTTTTTITIIIIT 1, 130; 000 BLL) 281 000 
8. ILTTTTIITITTIITIIIIITT] 161; 000 M22 TTITITTTTITIIT) 1 183) 000 

© OTT) 1) 146,000 |] Oct. 4222277 og} 000 | 
a Q9.. 02 TTTTITTTTTTIIITIIITIITIIITTT) 1124, 000 UTI) 1329; 000 

Apr. 5....-.---.-2.2-22-2-2--2-.-2---.{ 679, 000 18_.00 22ST) 979, 000 
| 12.002] 657} 000 25... 1-2-2 sess seeseesss-2e..| 1; 269, 000 

19... 2222222222222 eee ------| 611, 000 || Nov. 1.222.222 -----.-| 1, 068, 000 
MBL, __ 718, 000 “ gLUTTTTTITIIIIIIII] 1 ego, 00 : 

May 3...--..----.-.-----------------.| 1,097, 000 15_...-..-._----.---.-2--2-.2---.-| 1, 105, 000 | 
OO 4YQ. LL ITTITTTIITIIITIITIIIIIIT, "860 000 99.0 TUTTI)” 907; 000 

| Wooo ceeseensneennenneeee------| 904,000 |] © QQLLTITTTITTITTITIITIIITITTIIIIT) gas 000 
- - MUTTTTIITTITIIIIITIIIIIIII), «© 871,000 |] Dee. 6.00220 220222TTITTITTIIIIIIIIIT) go 000 - 

81_........--.-----------2--------| 1, 082, 000 13__...-.--------22-2---2--2------} _ 863,000 
June 7.....-.--..----------.--2--2-.--| 1, 167, 000 20.000 JTTITIITIITIIIIIIIINIII 1, 094, 000 

M4000 0D) a gaspono |] a7 TTTTTIITIITIITEITIIIIIII” s71; o00 
QB... -n2snnsseessesesesetee.| 15814, 000 | | ————$_— 

July 5..........--.. 2222 64, 000 Calendar year.................-.| 56,368, 000 
12.002, 164, 000 |] - 

1 Figures represent output of working days in that part of week included in the calendar year 1941. Pre- . 
liminary production for week of January 3, 1942, was 728,000 tons. Revised total for week of January 4, 
1941, was 843,000 tons. | . 

TaBLE 10.—Estimated monthly production of Pennsylvania anthracite, 1984-41, 
an thousands of net tons } 

Month 1934 | 1985 1936 | 1987 1938 1939 1940 | 19418 

January.............| 6,102] 5,790| 5,315| 4,236] 4,978] 5,019] 5,783 5, 162 
February.......----| 5,930] 4.652] 6,952] 3,671; 3,646] 4,169| 3,648 4, 596 
March..__...-----|  6,304| 3,298] 3051| 4,705| 4257] 3,652] 3,881 4, 765 
April) 4.810) 4.768] 4.757 | 6770} © 3,149 | 5,367 | 3,858 3, 317 

ay..............--} 5230| 6118] 5,10| 4361] 4400] 5141] 4070| 4,001 
June__...........--| 4168] 5 72%4| 42] 4635] 4450/ 3577] 4.492] 5,072 
July_.............-.-| 3430] 3502] 3,912) 2748] 2580) 2951] 4,534] 4,855 
August..........-.--| 3,570] 3,073] 3,42] 2903] 2735| 3.883| 3,883 5, 441 
September..........| 3,962] 4,113] 3861] 3682] 3388] 4840| 4,172| 5,334 
October..........---| 4,711] 4132] 4503] 4848] 4180] 4985] 4,355 5, 580 
November...........| 4165| 3,432} 432] 4,439| 3,803] 3 989| 3,980] 3,974 
December.........-.| 4,687| 4632] 4931] 4,759] 4,533] 3,914| 4,834| 4271 

57,168 | 52,150] 54.580 | 51,856 | 46,009} 51,487 | 51,485 | 56, 368 

1 Production is estimated from weekly carloadings as reported by the Association of American Railroads 
and includes mine fuel, coal sold locally, and dredge coal. Monthly statistics from 1905 to 1925 will be found 
in Mineral Resources, 1925, pt. II, pp. 427-428, and from 1925 to 1930 in Mineral Resources, 1990, pt. Hl, p. 741. 

3 Ineludes some “‘bootleg’’ coal purchased by legitimate operators and prepared at their b: ers.
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Small mines and intercompany sales:—All known legitimate opera- 
| tions are included in the statistics. In recent years conditions have | 

, favored the development of numerous small mines operating on lease 
or subcontract and producing run-of-mine coal, which is sold to larger 
companies for preparation at a breaker. At the same time, an in- 
creasing transfer of coal from one operation to another has developed, 
and some of the companies have built central breakers to which coal 
from numerous mines is shipped, by rail or truck, for preparation. | 

| These tendencies have increased the complexity of the task of col- | 

, lecting and compiling statistics of the industry ; but great care has been 
: exercised to avoid double counting of tonnages produced by one 

operator and prepared for market by another, and the figures herein 
| represent the net quantity of merchantable coal plus the Fuel used by 

oe the collieries themselves. The employees of legitimate operators 
, - producing run-of-mine only have been included in the employment 

statistics, as they have received wages from the industry and have © 
contributed to the final product. | . | | 

| . Regions, fields, and counties.—The anthracite fields are divided into — 
| three trade regions—Lehigh, Schuylkill, and Wyoming. This classi- 

7 fication is generally used by the trade, and it.is also followed in the © 
a district organization of the United Mine Workers of America, in which 

District 1 corresponds to the Wyoming region, District 7 to the Lehigh 
| region, and District 9 to the Schuylkill region. Geographically the | 

| anthracite area is classified by fields—the Northern, Eastern Middle, 
Western Middle, and Southern. — This classification is used in tech- 

| nical operating. studies because it follows more closely the geologic 
, conditions that largely influence the methods and cost of mining. 

| The Northern field is the same as the Wyoming region. The Lehigh 
| field and that part of the Southern field lying east of Tamaqua (known | 

as the Panther Creek Valley) make up the Lehigh region. The © 
| Schuylkill region comprises the Western Middle field and that part of 

the Southern field lying west of Tamaqua. For historical comparison, 
the tonnage of the small Bernice Basin is often included with the sta- — 

| tistics of the Northern field, although the coal is classified officially as 
semianthracite. The total area of the four fields is about 484 square 

| miles—the Northern covers 176 square miles, the Eastern Middle 33, - 
the Western Middle 94, and the Southern 181. 
Based upon the quantity of minable reserves, the Southern field is 

first, followed by the Western Middle, Northern, and Eastern Middle. 
Tables 11 to 13 present production data by regions, fields, and 

counties. : 
Culm-bank coal.—In the early days of anthracite mining, the 

smaller sizes of anthracite—especially Pea and smaller—were not 7 
used, as they are today, and these sizes and larger pieces of refuse 
containing much good coal were piled in large banks throughout the 
region. In 1879 the recovery of the sizes smaller than Pea coal was 
less than 1 percent of all sizes made, but in 1940 these sizes comprised 
34 percent of the total breaker shipments. In recent years, with the 
increased demand for the smaller sizes and the use of modern and 
efficient preparation methods, material from the culm banks is run 
through washeries or breakers, and a clean, prepared coal is obtained. 
This source supplied 2,783,038 tons in 1940 and 3,656,866 tons in 
1941. Tables 14 and 15 give a detailed break-down of culm-bank 
production, by regions and fields.



TABLE 11.—Pennsylvania anthracite shipped, sold locally, and used as colliery fuel in 1941, by regions 

Shipments , Local sales . Colliery fuel Total — 

Region 0 I A | te 

| Net tons Value! | Net tons - Value Net tons: Value | Net tons Value ! | 

Lehigh: 
Breakers.........------- 00-22 en ee eee 7, 606, 556 | $34, 227, 000 391, 689 $1, 987, 000 - 397, 118 $823, C00 8, 395, 363 $37, 037, 000 
Washeries.....-. 2-2-2. oe eee eee ee ene 207, 121 662, 000 14, 138 50, 000 2, 000 5, 000 223, 254 717, 000 
Dredges.....--..---- 2-0 ee ne eee eee eee eee nee 35, 408 42, 000 12, 430 15, 000 owen nnn nnn eee [oe ee eee eee 47, 838 57, 000 

e Total Lehigh. ...-....22222 2222 ee eee ee 7, 849, 085 34, 931, 000 418,252 | 2,052,000 399, 118 | 828, 000 8, 666, 455 37, 811, 000 a 

Schuylkill: en nnn ee Pe . 
Breakers.........----------- eee eee eee ee eee 14, 567, 737 62, 088, 000 778, 616 3, 055, 000 301, 809 519,-000 15, 648, 162 65, 662, 000 “4 
Washeries.......-.....---.----- eee eee eee eee eee een eee 1, 988, 632 4, 157, 000 46, 148 | 105, 000 22, 840 47, 000 2, 057, 620 4, 309, 000 2 
Dredges...-.-.. 22-2. eee een eee eee eee 967, 630 1, 137, 000 ‘493, 700 637, 000 2, 450 3, 000 1, 463, 780 1, 777, 000 wR 

Total Schuylkill..........-..-.------------- eee ne eens 17, 523, 999 67, 382, 000 1, 318, 464 3, 797, 000 ' 327, 099 569, 000 19, 169, 562 71, 748, 000 e | , 

. Wyoming: . ee ee ee eee eee eee eee | 
Breakers. ........-..-- 2-22-22 2-20 e ee eee ene nn eee eee eee 24, 671, 656 118, 807, 000 1, 930, 706 8, 896, 000 1, 495, 471 1, 843, 000 28, 097, 833 120, 546, 000 
Washeries.....-...-..----- 2 eee ee eee eee 342, 939 1, 016, 000 10, 347 30, 000 38, 166 36, 000 391, 452 1, 082, 000 > 
Dredges.......-.----- 2-2 een ene eee eee eee eee 5, 945 | 5,000 |... | eed eee} eee eee eee 5, 945 5,000 — | 

| Total Wyoming........-....-....------.---------+----+-] 25,020, 540 | 119,828,000 | 1, 941,053 | 8,926,000 | ‘1, 538,637 | 1, 879,000 | 28, 495,230 | 130, 633, 000 | 
Total, excluding Sullivan County: 7 oo L | 

Breakers ...-.......--.---0 22-2 - eee eee ee eee eee eee eee 46, 845,949 | 215, 122, 000 3, 101, 011 13, 938, 000 2, 194, 398 3, 185, 000 52, 141, 358 232, 245, 000 . 
Washeries......-.....------- 22-22 e eee eee eee ee 2, 538, 692 5, 835, 000 70, 628 185, 000 63, 006 88, 000 2, 672, 326 6, 108, 000 > 
Dredges.......-..-- 22-2 - ee eee eee eee eee eee 1, 008, 983 1, 184, 000 506, 130 652, 000 2, 450 3, 000 1, 517, 563 1,839, 000 Q 

. Total........2.2---0 2 ee ee eee eee 50, 393, 624 | 222, 141,000 3, 677, 769 14, 775, 000 2, 259, 854 3, 276, 000 56, 331, 247 240, 192, 000 4 
Sullivan County: ? Breakers.....-........_-..--..--.----------- 18, 473 32, 000 17, 356 50, 000 1, 191 1,000 37, 020 83, 000 

Grand total: 1941._..2..-...20.200-20- 00 50, 412, 097 222, 173, 000 3, 695, 125 14, 825, 000 2, 261, 045 3, 277, 000 56, 368, 267 240, 275, 000 
1940... 22 eee eee eee 46, 175,953 | 191,332,000 | 3, 052, 626 11,314,000 | 2,256,061 2, 844, 000 51, 484, 640 205, 490. 000 

Change, 1941...........-.-...---.-.....---...-.--percent.. +9. 2 +16. 1 +21.0 +31.0 +0. 2 . $15.2 +9. 5 +16. 9 

1 Value given is value at which coal left possession of producing company; does not include margins of separately incorporated sales companies. . 
? For purposes of historical comparison and statistical convenience, the mines of Sullivan County are grouped with the Pennsylvania anthracite region, although the product is 

classified as semianthracite according to the American Society for Testing Materials Tentative Standard. . 

bo 
! Oo
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. TaBLe 12.—Pennsylvania anthracite produced, 1937-41, by fields, in net tons 

: | [The figures of breaker product include a certain quantity of culm-bank coal, which amounted to 1,705,977 
tons in 1941. Data for 1913-25 will be found in Mineral Resources, 1925, pt. II, p. 517, and for 1919-30 
in Mineral Resources 1930, pt. II, p. 747] . . 

Field 1987 1938 1939 1940 1941 

| Eastern Middle: | | a | 
Breakers. ._.....-.--------------------| 6,045,813 | 5,217,169 | 15, 444, 335 | 15, 104, 708 5, 066, 892 

| _Washeries..._.....-.-.----.--.--------|------------|------------ (’) (3) 217, 642 
Dredges_-.....------------------------|------------]---------- |eeeef eee 5, 032 

| ~ Total Eastern Middle..............-| 6,045,813 | 5,217,169 | 5,444,335 | 5,104,708 | 5, 289, 566 

Western Middle: | oO a a 
Breakers. .-.-.-..--.------------------| 10,381, 521 | 8,877,485 | 9, 242,223 | 10,168,142 | 11, 531, 105 
Washeries.-........-...-----------..--]. 1, 456, 505 940, 938 906, 992 734, 541 946, 794 

: DredgeS.-_.-----.--------------------- 264, 588 223, 961 253, 819 447,760 531, 129 

oo Total Western Middle...........--.-| 12, 102, 614 | 10, 042, 384 | 10, 403, 034 | 11, 350, 443 | 13, 009, 028 
| Southern: | vr od - 7 _ 
a Breakers. -.........-...---------------| 5,849,381 | 5,447,804 | 6,196,051 | 6,615, 347 7, 445, 528 

Washeries......... 2.222222 eile 218, 541 625, 335 855, 659 812, 162 1, 116, 438 
DredgeS..--.--...----.---------------- 468, 386 317, 572 432, 974 492, 684: 975, 457 

- | Total Southern_...........-..-------| 6, 536, 308 | 6,300,711 | 7, 484,684 | 7,920,193 | 9,537,423 
| | . Northern: - : | . 

Breakers... ...........-...-------------| 26, 707, 743 | 24, 059, 598 | 27, 806, 467 | 26, 571,383 | 28, 097, 833 
. Washeries.............---.---.-.-.-...|  . 347, 959 310, 491 295, 103 484, 569 391, 452 

Dredges-....--..---------------------- 27, 500 29, 491 17, 067 | 2, 500 5, 945 

ss Potal Northern.._...........--..-...| 27, 083, 202 | 24, 399, 580 | 28, 118, 637 | 27,058, 452 | 28, 495, 230 

- Total, excluding Sullivan County: a - | 
Breakers.._....-.-.-------------------| 48, 984, 458 | 43, 602, 056 [148, 689, 076 |148, 459, 580 | 52, 141, 358 
Washeries_............-.--..-.....-..-}| 2,023,005 | 1, 876, 764 | 1 2, 057, 754 | 1 2, 031, 272 2, 672, 326 . 
Dredges- --...---.--------------------- 760, 474 571, 024 703, 860 942, 944 1, 517, 563 

. Total____.....------.--..------------| 51, 767, 937 | 46, 049, 844 | 51, 450, 690 | 51, 433, 796 | 56, 331, 247 
Sullivan County: Breakers. .-----.-------- 88, 496 49, 183 |. 36, 687 | 50, 844 37, 020. 

Grand total._....-............-.-...| 51, 856, 433 | 46,099, 027 | 51, 487, 377 51, 484, 640 56, 368, 267 . 

OO -  1§mall amount of washery coal included with breaker. 

| TaBLE 13.—Pennsylvania anthracite produced in 1941, by counties . 

Total shipments | Sold to local trade | Used for power Total production 

County rT 

Net tons! Value! | Nettons| Value {| Nettons} Value | Net tons| Value! 

Carbon___............ 2, 481, 852/$10, 705,000} 189,710) $950,000) 103,045} $192, 000} 2, 774, 607/$11, 847, 000 
Columbia----....__-. 247,872} 1,123,000) . .30,.088 53, 000 7,158; 21,000}. 285,118) .1, 197, 000 
Dauphin and Leba- 
mon__-_..-.........] 459,893] 1,912,000] 294,470) 496,000 5, 206 8,000} 759,769} 2, 416,000 

Lackawanna___._....| 7,351,141] 34, 379,000} 712, 332] 3,386,000) 467,774| 638,000] 8, 531, 247] 38, 403, 000 
Luzerne... _......-.-/21, 122, 739|101, 620, 000/1, 402, 704| 6, 430; 000} 1, 209, 396/1, 766, 000] 23, 834, 839] 109, 816, 000 
Northumberland .....| 5,337, 886} 21,275,000) 254 806} 561.000) 76,882] 129,000} 5,669, 574} 21, 965, 000 
Schuylkill. _-.....__. .]13, 207, 645! 50, 564.000) 577.728] 2,600,000! 275,045] 505, 900/14, 060, 418] 53, 669, 000 
Sullivan..._-..-._-_.- 18, 473 32,000! 17,356 50, 000 1,191 1, 000 37, 020 83, 000 
Snyder, Susque- 

hanna, and Wayne- 115, 920 482,000} 20,901 47,000} 15,348] 16,000} 152, 169 545, 000 
Berks, Lancaster, 
Northampton, and 
York 3_.___._-2-22 2. 68, 676 81,000) 194,830} 253,000} _....._.].-..-- 2. 263, 506 334, 000 

Total_....._....|50, 412, 097/222, 173, 000|3, 695, 125/14, 826, 000/2, 261, 045/3, 276, 000| 56, 368, 267) 240, 275, 000 
{ 

1 Value given for shipments is value at which coal left possession of producing company and does not in- 
clude margins of separately incorporated sales companies. 

2 Counties producing dredge coal only. 

Reconciliation of fresh-mined, culm-bank, and breaker product.— 
Anthracite is now produced from three sources—mines (including 
strip pits), culm banks, and the rivers and creeks that drain the
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anthracite region. As all three sources contribute to the country’s | 
supply, it is necessary to consider them all to ascertain the total | | 
production. No difficulty is experienced in separating the figures of 7 
‘production by dredges, as this is a distinct industry. It is difficult, 
however, to make a sharp differentiation between fresh-mined and 
culm-bank coal that can be maintained throughout the statistics of 
the industry. - _ | 

| TABLE 14.—Pennsylvania anthracite produced in 1941, classified as fresh-mined, oe 
culm-bank, and river coal and as breaker, washery, and dredge product, byregions, — 
in net tons : | | . | : | 

From mines | 

Underground From From | 
Region and type of plant , _. culm river Total 

. Mechan- Hand. Strip pits banks dredging 

| ; | 
a loaded loaded 

Lehigh: | | | fo | 
Breakers...........-..----------| 756, 562 | 5,551,949 | 1,983,351 | 103, 501 |...........| 8,395, 363 
Washeries.-_.....---------------|-----------|---+-------]-----------| 228, 264 |--.--_-.--- 223, 254 
Dredges. - .--------------------- peewee eee n-|-----------|-- ee = | ------ 47, 838 47, 838 | 

Total Lehigh.......-....----.| _ 756, 562 | 5,551, 949 | 1,983, 351 | 326,755 | 47,838 | 8, 666, 455 
. Schuylkill: . . | oo 

Breakers......-...----.---------| 1, 784, 008 | 9,102, 039 | 3,902,363 | 859, 662 |....-.....-| 15, 648, 162 
Washeries_.-...--s.-ssesccca[eeeee-e--e-|--e--------| 36, 283 | 2,021, 387 |-_---_-_._-| 2, 057, 620 | . 
Dredges._.....-..--------------|-----------|------- =e feo |---| 1, 468, 780 | 1, 463, 780 

‘Total Schuylkill.............:| 1,784,098 | 9, 102, 039 | 3, 938, 596 | 2,881,049 | 1, 463, 780 | 19, 169, 562 

Wyoming: rn oe 
Breakers__.....-..--------------|10, 901, 327 |15, 744, 269 | 1,330,423 | 112,814 |.........--| 28, 007,833 
“Washeries._......---2..-22ssec-|e-c---c----|---------=-| 55,204 | 336,248 |---22.- 22] 301, 452 
Dredges...-....--ssssseeececs|oseesseeces|osesecceeee[eeeeeeceeee[eeeeeceeee-| 8, 945 5, 945 

Total Wyoming... -.-.-.------ 10, 901, 327 15, 744, 269 | 1, 394, 627 449, 062 5,945 | 28, 495, 230 - 

Total, excluding Sullivan County: | . 

~ Breakers.......-.....-.------_--|18, 441, 987 |30, 398, 257 | 7, 225, 137 | 1,075,977 |..---..----| 52, 141, 358 
Washeries.._..----....22ssc222.|--e--------|--.--------| 91,487 | 2, 580, 889 |----_.2___-| | 2, 672, 326 | 
Dredges. -.-.-.-------------.---|-----------|-----------|----------+|--------"-- 1, 517, 563 | 1, 517, 563 

- Total__....-.-.---------------|13, 441, 987 |30, 398, 257 | 7, 316, 574 | 3, 656, 866 | 1,517, 563 | 56, 331, 247 
Sullivan County: Breakers. ....--..|-..--------| 37,020 |-----------|-----------|----------- 37, 020 

Grand total.........----------|13, 441, 987 |30, 435, 277 | 7,316, 574 | 3, 656, 866 | 1, 517, 563 | 56, 368, 267 
a 

As the best solution of this problem, the individual breaker, washery, | 

or dredging operation is taken as the unit in compiling the statistics, 
and the producing companies are asked to supply separate statements 
for each type of plant. These are totaled to form the primary tables 
of this report to show the total quantity of breaker product, washery 
product, and dredge product, with related figures of value and number 
of employees. | 

The figures from breaker and washery plants, however, are not 
exactly equivalent to the fresh-mined and culm-bank coal because of 

the practice, sometimes adopted, of putting culm-bank coal through a 

breaker, either directly from the bank or after preliminary treatment 
in a washery. The tonnage of culm-bank coal prepared at the 
breakers is broken down by fields and shown in table 16. 

Interregional variation in sizes —Geologic conditions affect the per- 
centages of domestic and steam sizes produced and consequently the 
value of the product as a whole. In the Wyoming and Lehigh regions,
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the percentage yield of the higher-priced domestic sizes 1s relatively 
| high; in the Schuylkill region, it is less because of the crushing of the | 

coal by faulting and folding of the beds, In 1941, the breaker output 
of the Wyoming region comprised 70.2 percent domestic sizes and 

| 29.8 percent steam sizes; the Lehigh region—62.8 percent domestic 
| and 37.2 percent steam sizes; the Schuylkill region—57.7 percent 

. domestic and 42.3 percent steam sizes. Table 17 shows shipments of _ 
oo _ anthracite by regions and sizes. Table 18 shows by regions the per- _ 

: centages of various sizes in relation to total breaker product. | 

. TABLE 15.— Pennsylvania anthracite produced in 1941, classified as fresh-mined, 
| culm-bank, and river coal and as breaker, washery, and dredge product, by fields, 

| an net tons | | | | 7 

From mines 

| . Underground From From 
Field and type of plant a culm river Total 

Strip banks dredging 
| Mechani- ~-‘Hland- pits 

canuy - | | loaded loaded po 

- Eastern Middle: | | 
Breakers_..-.-.-.--.-.-...-.----] 756, 562 | 3, 182, 504 | 1,070,385 | 57,441 |___________| 5, 066, 892 
Washeries-.--...--..-----------|-----------]-----------|-----------] 217,642 [oo 217, 642 , Dredges_..._..--..-..----------|---------.-|-----------]-------2---|----- 5, 032 5,032 

- Total Eastern Middle._......| 756, 562 | 3, 182, 504 | 1,070,385 | 275, 083 5,032 | 5, 289, 566 
. _ Western Middle: 7 

. Breakers _....-.....-.-----------| 1, 680, 993 | 6, 823, 859 | 2,507, 728 518, 530 |_.....-..--| 11, 531, 105 
Washeries._......:..----.----2.|--22-2-2--_|------ ee 36, 233 910, 561 |... --2 2 946, 794 
Dredges- --..-...-.--------.-----]------.----]-----------|---------.-|.--0- 531, 129 531, 129 

| Total Western Middle........| 1,680,993 | 6,823, 859 | 2,543,956 | 1,429,091 | 531, 129 | 13, 009, 028 
, Southern: NN 

Breakers__............--.-.-----| 108, 105 | 4, 647,625 | 2,307,606 | 387,192 |__....._.__| 7, 455, 528 
Washeries_-_.......-..---------]-----------|-----------]--.--------| 1, 116, 488 |____._____- 1, 116, 438 
Dredges_....-----------.---~---}.-.----2---|--- eee |e} 975, 457 975, 457 

Total Southern...............] 108, 105 | 4, 647, 625 | 2,307,606 | 1,503,630 | 975,457 | 9,537, 423 
Northern: 

| Breakers... ............-.-.-----|10, 901, 327 |15, 744, 269 | 1,339,423 | 112,814 |_.._______.] 28, 097,833 
Washeries..._.._......-..------|---.---.---|__-- ee 55, 204 336, 248 |.__...____- 391, 452 
Dredges-_._...------.-.-.----..-|-----------|---.--.----|---------.}e oe 5, 945 5, 945 

Total Northern.._...___.....-]10, 901, 327 |15, 744, 269 | 1,394,627 | 449, 062 5,945 | 28, 495, 230 
Total, excluding Sullivan County: _ 

Breakers._._._._......-..-.--.--|13, 441, 987 |30, 398, 257 | 7, 225, 137 | 1,075,977 |.........-.| 52, 141, 358 Washeries. .........@_......-..|..2----.---|--.-.-.-.-.] | 91,437 | 2} 580,889 |--_____"7""| “2! 672 326 Dredges. ....-.-..-.-.-.----.---|-----------|-----------|-----------|-----------| 1 817, 563 | 1, 517, 563 
: Total. _._._._.-...-.......-.-.|18, 441, 987 |30, 398, 257 | 7,316, 574 | 3, 656,866 | 1, 517, 563 | 56, 331, 247 

Sullivan County: Breakers..._.....]._._._____. 37,020 |...-.------]---.2--- 2] eee eee 37, 020 

Grand total___-._.........-.-.|18, 441, 987 |30, 435, 277 | 7, 316, 574 | 3, 656, 866 | 1, 517, 563 | 56, 368, 267 
ee 

TaBLe 16.—Culm-bank coal put through breakers, 1987-41, by fields, in net tons 
ne 

Year | Northern Fastern veern Southern | Total! 

1987... _.-- 22-2 eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-ee---| 95,000 67,000 | 102,000} 606, 000 870, 000 TC 52, 000 11, 000 44,000 | 455, 000 562, 000 1939. __.------ 2-22-22 70, 000 17,000 | 204,000 | 295, 000 586, 000 1940. _ 2-2-2 eee 13,000 | 2139,000 | 250,000} 362,000 764, 000 1941. 2-22-22 eee-e----------------} 113000 57,000 | 519,000 | 387,000 | 1,076, Ovo 
eee 

1 No culm-bank coal is put through breakers in Sullivan County. 
2 Includes some washery coal.



TABLE 17.—Pennsylvania anthracite shipped in 1941, by regions and sizes . | 

Breaker shipments ! | . 

Total . . 
; Washery | Dredge ship- 

Size oe Grand total 
5 Lehigh Schuylkill | Wyoming | Sullivan shipments ments | 

region region region County Excluding Including 
| Sullivan Sullivan — . 

- County County 

| Net tons | | os | | td 

Lump ? and Broken..................----------- 37, 591 73, 827 39, 085 |__-..--....-.-.- 150, 453 150, 453 |....-.-2--- |e - eee e- ' 150, 453 4 
Egg....---2----- none eee ee ee eee 269, 036 520, 574 1, 153, 985 |...-..-------- 1, 943, 545 1, 943, 545 |_..-2.-. dee 1, 943, 545 4 
Btove.._...---0 2 eee eee eee 1, 752, 863 2, 846, 927 6, 807, 603 077 11, 407, 393 11, 408, 370 66, 3388 |.....----.---- 11, 474, 708 A, 
Chestnut ._.-.-.-.--2--- eee 1, 834, 243 3, 303, 451 6, 826, 353 2, 710 11, 964, 047 11, 966, 757 212, 789 |...---.-.----- 12, 179, 546 TR. 
Peas.......-------- eee eee eee 881, 566 1, 666, 471 2, 504, 357 2, 201 6, 051, 394 5, 053, 595 110, 802 (8) 5, 164, 397 rf 

Total domestic sizés............-..---..-.. 4, 775, 299 8, 410, 250 17, 331, 283 5, 888 30, 516, 832 30, 522, 720 389, 929 |.....-.-...--- 30, 912, 649 < 

Buckwheat No. 1.-....................--.------| 1,168,703 | 2,360,344 | 3, 208,618 600 | 6,836,665 | 6,837, 355 467,130 |  %53,057:| 7, 357, 542 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice)............----.------- 641, 228 1, 419, 552 1, 760, 417 |.......--..-.- 3, 821, 107 8, 821, 107 450, 174 128, 963 4, 400, 334 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) ....--..-------------- 676, 411 1, 660, 730 | 1, 827, 157 1, 361 4, 164, 298 4, 165, 659 602, 841 344, 099 5, 112, 590 
Buckwheat No. 4.....--__-.--.--_--------------- 262, 562 . 895, 754 278, 844 410, 534 1, 137, 160 1, 147, 604 596, 132 450, 593 2, 194, 419 

| Other ...---2 eee eee 57, 491 1,025 |_...--.-._...- 58, 516 58, 516 |.-..-.-.-.---- 32, 271 90, 787 
Silt. ..---- eee eee 82, 353 64, 616 174, 312 (4) 311, 281 311, 281 32, 486 |.-------.----- 343, 767 

Total steam sizes_.............-.-----..--- 2, 831, 257 6, 157,487 | 7, 340, 373 12, 585 16, 329, 117 16, 341, 702 2, 148, 763 | 1, 008, 983 19, 499, 448 

Grand total. ........---..22..-- 2-2 eee ee 7, 606, 556 14, 567, 737 24, 671, 656 18, 473 46, 845, 949 46, 864, 422 2, 538, 692 1, 008, 983 50, 412, 097 = | 

~ Value | | = . 

Lump ? and Broken._...._.......---.---...----- $211, 000 $430, 000 $219, 000 |_.--.-.--.2-2- $860, 000 $860, O00 |...-..-- 22. ]---- eee $860, 000 
Egg-......-..------------- eee nee 1, 557, 000 3; 042, 000 6, 748, 000 j.-.-..-------- 11, 347, 000 11, 347, 000 j...----......_]--------..---- 11, 347, 000 . 
Stove. -_...--. 2-2 eee eee ee 10, 383, 000 16, 898, 000 40, 378, 000 $4, 000 67, 659, 000 67, 663, 000 $334,000 |.-------2. 28. 67, 997, 000 
Chestnut. _..---.2--2---- eee eee 10, 922, 000 19, 416, 000 40, 564, 000 10, 000 70, 902, 000 70, 912, 000 1, 020, 000 }_-..-..--.-.-- 71, 932, 000 : , 
Pea... ------------ nn ee ne ee eee ene 3, 990, 000 7, 415, 000 11, 311, 000 6, 000 22, 716, 000. 22,722, 000 | 444, 000 (3) 23, 166, 000 

Total domestic_._..............--...------ 27, 063, 000 47, 201,.000 99, 220, 000 | 20,000 | 173, 484,000 | 173, 504, 000 1, 798, 000 wwe eee nee 175, 302, 000 

Buckwheat No. Lone cone eee eee ceceeeeeeee eee] 3, 928, 000 . 7, 918, 000 11, 205, 000 . 1, 000 23,051,000 | 23, 052, 000 1, 478, 000 3 $162, 000 24, 692, 000 
Steet ad et sr 1, 627, 000 3, 447,000 | 4,563,000 |... 2-22. 9, 637, 000 9, 637, 000 990, 000 233, 000 10, 860, 000 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) ....-......--.-..--.-- 1, 244, 000 | 2, 775, 000 3, 387, 000 1, 000 7, 406, 000 7, 407, 000 954, 000 392, 000 8, 753, 000 
Buckwheat No. 4__-.---..-.------. een nnn ween 309, 000 612, 000 301, 000 10, 000 1, 222, 000 1, 232, 000 586, 000 370, 000 2, 188, 000 | 

Bee footnotes at end of table ce 
mJ



TABLE 17.—Pennsylvania anthracite shipped in 1941, by regions and sizes——Continued 3 

. Breaker shipments -. - | a : | 

Size joe ashery Tedge SHID-| Grand total - 
Lehigh | Schuylkill | Wyoming | Sullivan shipments ments | | 
region region region County Excluding Including | . . 

Sullivan Sullivan | 7 
. County County a 

Valwe—Continued . —— | - | 
Other. ....-2.-----0 2-22 nen eee fee eee eee $108, 000 $3,000 }.....--.--.---] $111, 000 $111,000 |__..-....-...- $27, 000 $138, 000 
Silt... .------ 22 eee eee eee $56, 000 27, 000 128, 000 |__....-..-.--- 211,000 |- ==. 211, 000 $20, 000 |....--.------- 240, 000 | 

Total steam........-....------------------| 7, 164,000 | 14,887,000 | 19, 587, 000 $12,000 | 41,638,000 | 41,650,000 | — 4,037,000 1, 184, 000 46, 871, 000 | 

Grand total............-.------------------.-.--| 34, 227,000 | 62, 088,000 | 118, 807, 000 32,000 | 215, 122,000 | 215, 154, 000 5, 835, 000 1, 184,000 | 222, 173, 000 S 

’ Average value per ton . | | _ : RN | 

Lump ? and Broken......--.-.------------------ $5.61| - $5.82 $5.61 |...--.-------- $5.72 Cn $5.72 is 
Weg. _.-------------- eee eee eee 5.79 5. 84 §.85 |__.......-.--- 84 6.84 {oe | ene eee 5. 84 
Stove. _...-.-..---.s--sssseseeeeceeresseeeeewee 5.92 5. 94 6.93 | $4.09 5. 93 5.93 $5.03 |-.-..-...----- 5.93 Be 
Chestnut _____......-..-2---------- en ee eee eee 5.95 5. 88 5.94 3.69 ~~ 8,938 5. 93 4.79 |__..--.--.---- 76.8 
Pes... ---- anne nn eee 4, 53 4.45 4, 52 2.73} 4.650 4. 50 — 401) OO 449 8 

Total domestic............-.--.----------- 5. 67 5.61 5. 72 3. 40 5. 68 5. 68 4.61 }_....-.-..---- 5. 67 R — 

Buckwheat No. 1...-.------------eee-e-eee-e-e- ” 3.36 3, 34 3. 40 1.45{ 3.87 3. 37 3.16| 3 $3.05 3360 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice). .......----.----------- 2. 54 2. 43 2,59 |...-..--...-.- 2.52 2.52 2. 20 1.81 2.47 bs 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) .......-.-..--.------- 1.84 1. 67 1.85 73 18 1.78 1, 58 1.14 172 0 68 
Buckwheat No. 4.._.......--------------------- 1.18 1.03 1. 08 95 1.07 1.07 | + 98 82 1.00 © 
Other. ...--- 2-2-2222 e eee eee [cee ee eee e ne] | 1.88 2.93 |_........-..-. 1.90 1.90 |......-.---.-- . 94 1.52 | , 
Silt... ..2-----------e eee eee . 68 49 73 |.-.----------- 68 . 68 89 |_..-.----.---- 70 

Total steam._..........---.---------------- 2. 53 2.42 2,67 95] 2. 55 2.55 1.88 1.17 2, 40 | 

Grand total........-.---.-------2--2-eeeeeeeeee 4. 50 4,26 4.82 “L7/]-4.80| 4. 59 2,30 “Lay 4.41 
* : : : 

1 Includes some culm-bank coal handled in the breakers. | . | 
2 Quantity of Lump included is insignificant. ; . 
3 Small amount of Pea included in Buckwheat No. 1. fo, | 
4 Some Silt included in Buckwheat No. 4. aa |
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- Taste 18.—Sizes of Pennsylvania anthracite shipped from breakers, 1989-41, by 
| regions, in percent of total | 

| [Note that shipments of dredge and washery coal are not included] 
| | 

— | : Percent of total shipments . | 

Size Lehigh region Schuylkill region | Wyoming region 

_ : | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1930 | 1940 | 1941 

Lump ! and Broken......--------------------| 0.5| 08] 05{| 04] 04] 05/07] 02] O12 | 
Egg_...--.----.-.-..-.------------------------| 40] 38] 3.5] 39) 39] 36) 62) 506 4.7 | 
Stove......-.-.--2----------------------------| 23.1 | 23.3 | 23.1 | 19.0 | 19.1 | 19.5 | 26.8 27.0 | .27.6 
Chestnut......-.----.----2-.-----------------| 24.9 | 24.7 | 24.1 | 23.9 | 23.3 | 22.7 | 27.1 | 27.6 | 27.7 : 

POB.....------------2---0-- ooo ene n nen e een ne 11.8} 11.5 | 11.6 | 11.6 1.8 11.40 10. 5 10.6 10.1 to 

Petal domestic.......-.-----------------| 64.3 | 63.8 | 62.8 | 68.8 | 68.5 | 57.7 | 71.3 | 70.4| 70.2 
Buckwheat No. 1...-..-----------------------| 15:5 | 15.6 | 15.4 | 15.8 | 16.2 | 16.3 | 13.2) 136] 13.4 | 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Ries) —------o----a---| 88] 83] 84] 89) 93) 87) 72) 6.9} 7.2 
Buckwheat No. 3 Barley) os oanaprvoonoo-- $41 84) 89)11.7)/114)11.4] 7.0] 7.6 7.4 . . 
Other, including Buckwheat No. 4.....-.-----| 3.5) 3.9] 34] 481 46) 45/ 14) 15 1.1 

(BH cece ee eeeeeceeeeeereeneeneencenfereeefoeree| LD [eeteef eee] 4 [cee] 7 - 

~ otal steam 3_.....-.....---------------| 38.7 | 36.2 | 37.2 | 41.2 41.5 | 42.3 | 28.7 20.6 | 29.8 

| | I — Total— | | 

/ Size __| Sullivan County TT ; | 
Excluding Sullivan] Including Sullivan : 

G - County County | | 

¢ ‘dump! and Broken......--------------------|------[------|------| 06] 03/03] 06] 03] 038 | 
Egg._..-------------c-c-nsnenoesesneeeeeeeee--|-se-e-[------[------| 8&2] 48] 41] 52) 48] 42 : 
Stove.......-..-.-----------------------------| 14:1 | 18.8 | 53 | M1 | 241 | 244 | 281 24.1 | 24.3 
Chestittt._..--.-.--..--.ses2sssc2ssessesse.| 19.3] 18.7 | 14.7 | 25.8 | 25.9 | 25.5 | 25.8 | 25.9] 25.5 | 
Pes_......-..------------------- eee -- | 13.5 | 12.6 | 11.9 | 11.0 | 11.1 | 10.8] 11.0) 1] 10.8 | 

Total domestic. ......-.----------------| 46.9 | 45.1 | 31.9 | 66.7 | 65.9 | 65.1 | 66.7 | 65.9 | 65.1 a 

Buckwheat No. 1...--------------------------} 91] 97 | 37] 143 | 147] 146 | 143] 147] 146, | 
_.. Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice)._.......-..-...------| 14.8 | 16.8 |------]| 7.8] 78] 82| 7.8) 7.8 8.2 oo. 

Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) ——----------------]..-..|...-| 74 | &8| 88] 89) &5) 88) So | 
Other, including Buckwheat No. 4.........--.| 20.2| 20.4 [957.0] 27] 28] 25] 27] 28] 265 

| Beene eee eeeeeeeeeneeneeeeee|eeereefenecee| O [eereef eee} 67 [ee---[-----] +? 

otal steam ?.......-.-----------.------] 63.1 | 54.9 | 681 | 33.3 | 34.1 | 349 | 33.3 | 341] 349 

1 Quantity of Lump included is insignificant. | 
2 Treldes | all steam sizes. a 
3 Some Silt included in Buckwheat No. 4. 

AVERAGE SALES REALIZATION 

The valuation figures in this study represent value at the breaker or 
washery reported by the operating companies. The company is 
requested to “estimate value of the product not sold’’ and to ‘‘exclude 
selling expenses” in making its report. — | | | | 

From this it will be seen that when a producing concern sells its 
output to a separately organized sales company, the value reported 
will exclude the margin of the sales company and may therefore be 
somewhat less than the circular price at which the coal is placed on 
the general market. This fact should be borne in mind in considering 
the variations in value among different regions, shown in the tables, 
for the same sizes of coal. 

The average sales realization per net ton on breaker shipments was 
$4.59 in 1941 compared with $4.27 in 1940 (see table 19). If local 
sales, colliery fuel, and washery and dredge coal are included, the 
average value per net ton of the total 1941 production was $4.26 
compared with $3.99 in 1940 (see table 20). .
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TaBLE 19.—Average sales realization per net ton on Pennsylvania anthracite ship- 
, ments from breakers, 1989-41, by regions and sizes 

[Value does not include margins of separately incorporated sales companies] . 

a | Lehigh region Schuylkill region Wyoming region . 

Size > |__| — 
a 1 1989 | 1940 | 1941 | 1989 | 1940 | 1941 | 1989 | 1940 | 1941 

_ Lump !and Broken..--...........-..-_-------|$4. 92 |$5.31 [$5.61 [$5.26 1$5.82 {$5.82 |$4.38 [$5.21 | $5.61 
Egg......-..----------------------------.-----| 4.73 | 5.27 | 5.79 | 4.95 | 5.38 | 5.84 | 4.671 5.30] 5.85 
Stove. __.--....---.---------------------------| 4.87 | 5.45 | 5.92 | 4.98 | 5.50 | 5.94) 4.79 | 5.46] 5.93 - 
Chestnut... ..........----.--2---------.-------| 4.95 | 5:51 | 5.95 | 4.98 | 5.46 | 5.88 | 4.79 | 5.50] 5.94 
Pea......-----------------+----2----- +--+ +e 3.73 | 4.15 | 4.53 | 3.69 | 4.09 | 4.45 | 3.601 4.15 | 4.52 

| ~ ‘Total domestic... -...--.-.------..-----| 4.69 | 5.23 | 5.67 | 4.73 | 5.19 | 5.61 | 4.60 | 5.27 | 5.72. 
| Buckwheat No. 1... ......-..2.-----.---------| 2.93 | 3.16 | 3.36 | 2.84 | 3.16 | 3.34| 2.9213.19| 3.40 

Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice) __-.2..:..--..--..----} 2.17 |.2.32 | 2.54 | 2.21 | 2.31 | 2.43.| 2.21 |.2.39 | 2.59 
| Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) =...---..--..-.----.-] 1:65 | 1.70 | 1.84 | 1.51 | 1.59 | 1.67 | 1.70 | 1.75 | 1.85 

| Total steam ?_......../.....-------.---| 2.25 | 2.37 | 2.53 | 2.10 | 2.29 | 2.42] 2.35 252] 2.67 

oo Total allsizes........---.-.--.----..----] 3.81 | 4:18 | 4.50 3.64 | 3.99 | 4.26 | 3.95 | 4.45 | 4.82 

Excluding Sulli- | Including Sulli- 
van County _ van County 

Lump ! and Broken..........----.-----------|..----|----.-|------}$4. 68 |g5.49 |g5. 72 ($4.63 (5.49 | $5. 72 
Egg.----------------------- eee ee een eee |---|. |---| 4.73 | 5.32 | 5.84 | 4.73 | 5.32 | 5.84 - 
Stove__._.------------------------------------ ($4. 08 $4. 31 $4.09 | 4.84 | 5.47 | 5.93 | 4.84] 5.47] 5.98 

_ Chestnut. -_.-.-.----------------------------| 4.40 | 4.29 | 3.69] 4.87 | 5.49 | 5.93 | 4.871 5.49 | 5.98 
Pea_.....------------------------------------- | 3.15 | 3.32 | 2.73 | 3.65 | 4.13 | 4.50 | 3.65 | 4.13 | 4.50 

a Total domestic.........-.....-.------2--] 3.98 | 4.02 | 3.40 | 4.64 | 5.24 | 5.68 | 4.64] 5.24] 5.68 
Buckwheat No. 1__._..-_....-....-.----------| 3.13 | 2.51 | 1.45 | 2.90 |3.18 | 3.37 | 2.90 | 3.18] 3.37 
Buckwheat No. 2 (Rice) .......-..-....-....-.| .96 | 1.10 |__._.-| 2.20 | 2.35 | 2.52] 2.20] 2.35 | 2.52 
Buckwheat No. 3 (Barley) ........------.--.-- ------|----.-| .73 | 1.62 | 1.68 | 1.78 1.62 1.68 | 1.78 

Total steam 3. _..-.......---------------| 1.07 | 1.08 | .95 | 2.25} 241 | 2.55 | 2.25| 241] 2.55 

Total alll sizes.:_.......---------.-------| 2.41 | 2.41 | 1.73 | 3.85. 4.27 | 4.59 3.85|4.27| 4.50 | 
I 

1 Quantity of Lump included is insignificant. 
2 Includes all steam sizes. | 

TaBLE 20.—Average value per net ton of Pennsylvania anthracite shipments, local 
| sales, colliery fuel, and total production, 1940-41, by regions! 

. [Note that values in this table include washery and dredge coal] 
TC 

1940 1941 

Region Col- | Total Col- | Total 
Ship- | Local | liery | produc-| Ship- | Local | liery | produc- 
ments-| sales fuel tion {| ments | sales fuel tion 

Lehigh--__-_..-.---.-.-----._--------] $4.16 | $4.76 | $1.83 | $4.08 | $4.45 | $4.91 $2. 07 $4. 36 
Schuylkill____.--.---2- eee 3. 67 2. 29 1. 53 3. 55 3. 85 2. 88 1.74 3. 74 
Wyoming... ..----2--- ee 4.43 4.25 1. 06 4.23 4.79 4.60 1.23 4, 58 

Total, excluding Sullivan 
. County.-_._.-.------- 2 ee 4.14 3. 71 1, 26 3. 99 4.41 4, 02 1, 45 4. 26 

Sullivan County-____.-..--..--.-.._- 2. 41 2. 51 1.10 2. 40 1. 73 2. 88 . 84 2. 24 

Grand total...................| 414] 37] 1.26] 399| 441| 4.01| 1.451 4.26 
eee 

! Value given for shipments is value at which coal left possession of producing company and does not in- 
clude margins of separately incorporated sales companies.
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: LABOR STATISTICS | | 

The peak year for employment in the Pennsylvania anthracite 
industry was 1914, when 179,679 men were employed; in 1917, the | 
year of largest output, the number was 154,174. The average number | 
of men employed in 1941 was 88,054, a decrease of 3,259 from the 
91,313 employed in 1940 (see tables 21 and 22). The number em- | 
ployed is based upon reports by the operators and includes the 
workers from strip-pit and dredge operations. _ : 

These statistics do not consider the men and boys working in | 
‘“‘bootleg”’ or illicit coal mining, which has increased in output con- | 
siderably since its start in the early 1930’s. Before 1941, production — | 
statistics of the Bureau did not include “bootleg” coal; however, in 

_ 1941 many legitimate operators purchased run-of-mine coal from the 
““bootleggers,”’ prepared it at their breakers for shipment to market, 
and, in their annual reports to the Bureau, included this purchased 
coal with the legitimate output. It would be very difficult to obtain a 
employment data for the holes from which this “bootleg’’ coal was 
dug. Therefore, in calculating the output per man per day, the tons 
of “bootleg” purchased were deducted from the total output as 
reported by the operators, and the resulting legitimate production 
was then used to calculate the output per man per day. Part of the 
time of the preparation men in legitimate plants was, of course, re- 
quired for preparing the illicit product; however, on a per-ton basis | 
this time is very small, and its omission will not detract materially 4 
from the validity of the result obtained. OO 

Although there were no major labor disturbances in 1941, several 
thousand miners in the Schuylkill and Lehigh regions were away from 
work for about a month because of some dissatisfaction concerning | 
union dues and assessments. The number of man-days lost because : 

| of strikes totaled 176,432 and 397,616 in 1940 and 1941, respectively, - 
and the average days lost per man employed in the industry was 1.9 
and 4.5 in these respective years (see table 23). | 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, average weekly earn- 
ings in 1941 ranged from a low of $16.43 in April to a high of $34.20 
in June and were $27.41 for the year as a whole compared with $24.95 

| in 1940. The index of employment (1929 average=100) fluctuated | 
between 48.6 percent in May and 50.6 percent in February and for 
the year as a whole averaged 2 percent below 1940: The index of 
pay rolls (1929 average=100) reached a low of 24.3 in April and a 
high of 51.2 in June and averaged 7.5 percent above 1940.



TaBLE 21.—Men employed and days worked at operations producing Pennsylvania anthracite in 1941, by regions ! Ce 2 a 

| {Includes operations of strip contractors] _ Oo oe . . - dS | 

Average number of men employed Ce 3 oo. . | : | 

OT | . | Average oo Average | 
Region Underground | | ‘Surface | | number of | Man-days of | tons per | | 

B ee er er e— eoooTeo | grand | days Plant labor man per 
Miners and Total , + wo total | Operate . | ay : In strip | In pre Total . 
et, | Other ead pits’ | tion plant Other . | surface 2 | - | ae 

Lehigh: | | | a a | | | S 
Breaker_......---------.----------- 5, 958 4,204| 10, 162 1, 566 1, 105 2,4641. 6,135] 15,207 198 2, 948, 832 22.83 | 
Washery__....---.---2-2- 2. |e fe fee 39 98 |. 137 _ 187 166 22,800 39.79 
Dredge. --.-..----------.---------- |---| ee [eee fee eee eee eee 8 |" — OY] — 28 .. 8 142. 3,982 | 12.01 kg 

Total Lehigh. .........-.--.----- 5, 958 4,204) . 10,162] 1,566 1,152] 2,582] . . 8,300| 15,462] 192 | 2,975,614 2290 | 

Schuylkill: LS ~ rs re rr a | Om | 
Breaker._.....-.......---.-.--.--.- 8, 484 4, 932 13, 416 2, 355 1, 768 2,977 | - 7, 100. 20, 516 QU 4,320,174 | | 23,19 ke - 
Washery_._...---.-.----- 222-2 ef 123. 716 889 . 8897. 172 144, 153 314. 27 | 
Dredge. ..._--_.....____-__-_-.---.-].-----------|------------|----s----e--]-2---------- 140 320. 460 | 460 | 221 101, 827 14. 38. B 

Total Schuylkill__..-.......-...- 8, 484 4, 932 13, 416 2, 355 2, 031 4,013) 8,309] 21,815; . 209| 4,566,154] == 23.79 8. 

Wyoming: es es es TP fT pe ) 
Breaker._.....-.........2.-.-.-..-- 27, 596 13, 950 41, 546 674 2, 488 - §,776 8, 938 _ 60, 484° 204 10, 323, 894 > 272 A Se 
Washery......------..--..---.2---- [oe eee |e ee 14 94 (82. 190} |. +190 165 31, 342 312.49 | , 
Dredge. .....--.-.----.------ eee [eee ee ee eee 8 6 14}. 14 — 94 1, 036: ; 5.74 bos . 

Total Wyoming..--_.._--......_.] 27, 596 13, 950 41, 546 688 2,.590 | - 5, 864 9,142; 60,688 | ~ 204 10, 356, 272. 2. 75 he 

Total, excluding Sullivan County: oe pe a — a . oo 
Breaker._.........-.-.-..--------.- 42, 038 23, 086 . 65, 124 4, 595 5, 361 | 11, 217 | 21,173 | . 86,297 . -. 204 17, 592,900 | 2 2.86 oo 
Washery.__--...-.---0--- 22 -e}ee ee |e fee — 44 256 (806 | |. 1,166 | . 1, 166 - 170 198, 295.] 3 13. 48 . . 
Dredge. ........-.------------------|--------a---|-.-----0----|----oe--e ee [eee eee 156| $$ 346) ‘502| = 502 213 106, 845 14.200 | 

_ Total...------------------------- 42, 038 23, 086 65, 124 4,609]  5,773|° . 12,450] 22,8411. 87,965 203 | 17,898, 040 23.04 oo 
Sullivan County: Breaker___.___....-- 46 14 60 j_----------. 10 19 29. : — «89 | 225 ~. 20, 020 1. 85. 

Grand total............-.--.-----] 42,084 23,100 | 65, 184 4, 609 5,783 | - 12, 478 22,870 | 88,054) 208 | 17,918,060] 23.04 

1 Men employed in “‘bootleg”’ operations excluded. oe | - - a a , . - 
$ Output per man per day calculated on legitimate tonnages only; “‘bootleg’”” purchases excluded. a : 
§ Represents washeries for which both production and employment were separately reported. a c a
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TABLE 22.—Men employed at operations producing Pennsylvania anthractte, 
| 1940-41, by counties 

[Includes operations of strip contractors] 

Men . Men 

County —_— County So 

1940 1941 1940 1941 

Carbon_..._-.--.-...----- 4, 906 5,058 |} Sullivan......------------ 182 30 
Columbia. ........------- 500 444 !| Snyder, Susquehanna, 
Dauphin and Lebanon. -- 1,045 861 and Wayne--_---.-.----- 1 302 124 
Lackawanna... _........-- 17, 381 15, 153 || Berks, Lancaster, North- | 
Luzerne-_.__.___.....-.--- 43,086 | . 42,773 || ampton, and York 2.--.- 347 His . 
Northumberland. __-__.-- 7,556 | 6, 494 - | —__—__— 
Schuylkill.........-...---| 16, 308 16, 940 | 91,313 | 88,054 
a 

1 None in Snyder County in 1940. | 
2 Counties producing dredge coal only. 
3 None in Lancaster County in 1940. | a 

TABLE 23.—Strikes, suspensions, and lock-outs in Pennsylvania anthractte 
: | region in 1941 CO : 

| ‘ Total, 
. Lehigh | Schuyl- | Wyo- excluding Sullivan) Grand 

: emen | kill ming | Sullivan| County | total 
. | County 

Total men employed..............--------| 15,462 | 21,815} 50,688 | 87,965; 89] 88,054 
Men on strike__.........-.-.-.-----------| 12, 388 10, 955 16, 430 39, 768 |...-...--- 30, 768 . 
Man-days lost on account of strike........| 237, 701 46, 268 |. 113,647 | 397,616 |....----.-| 307,616 . 
Average days lost— . 

.. Per man employed... -...-.----------- 15.4 2.1. 2.2 4.5 |..--.-.--- 45 
Per man on strike---.-.---.---------- 19.2 4.2 6.9 10.0 |.-----.--- 10.0 

| EQUIPMENT AND METHODS OF MINING 

Mechanical loading—The quantity of coal loaded mechanically 
underground increased from 12,326,000 net tons in 1940 to 13,442,000 . 
tons in 1941. Hand-loaded tonnage also increased in 1941 over 
1940, but upon a percentage basis the gain in mechanically loaded coal 
was greater than the increase in the hand-loaded anthracite. Details 
of mechanical loading, hand loading, and stripping are given in 
tables 24 to 26. Figure 2 illustrates the relative growth of mechanical 
loading, hand loading, and stripping in the Pennsylvania anthracite 
region, 1927-41. | | 

TaBLE 24.—Relative grouth of mechanical loading, hand loading, and stripping in 
Pennsylvania anthracite mines, 1937-41 | 

(Mechanica) loading includes coa] handled on pit-car loaders and hand-loaded face conveyors] 
in 

Net tons Index numbers: 1927=100 

Yeas Mechani- H Mechani- 

ornder- 8] Stripping lading ier &| Stripping loading 
ground ground 

1987__...........-..-.-----------| 10,684,000 | 5, 696,000 | 31,883, 000 481 265 45 
1938._....-...-..--.-------------| 10, 152,000 | 5,095,020 | 27, 990, 000 457 27 39 
1939___..........-....---.-------| 11, 774,000 | 5, 486, 000 | 30, 798, 000 530 255 43 
1940___.__.-......_...-.------.--| 12,326,000 | 6,353,000 | 29, 191, 000 554 295 41 
1941___.__-..__......_.-.-------| 13,442,000 | 7,317,000 | 30, 435, 000 605 340 43.
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oo FIGURE 2.— Relative growth of mechanical loading, hand loading, and stripping of Pennsylvania 
anthracite, 1927-41. : . 

TaBLe 25.—Pennsylvania anthracite loaded mechanically underground, 1987-41 

. Conveyors and pit- {| Total loaded me- . 
Scrapers car loaders ! chanically 

Year S| | 
. Number | Nettons | Number| Nettons | Number} Net tons 

of units | loaded of units handled of units handled 

1987__.. eee] 589 2, 873, 289 21,855 | 27,810, 548 - 2, 394 - 10, 683, 837 
. 1988__.. ee 545 | 2,589, 954 21,831 27, 561, 715 2, 376 10, 151, 669 

1989__- 2 535 3, 088, 956 1, 997 8, 684, 877 2, 582 11, 773, 833 
1940__.2 2. 3 547 3 2, 983, 792 2,189 | 9, 342, 208 2, 736 12, 326, 000 
1 ee 2 505 2 2,673, 983 2, 432 10, 768, 004 2, 937 13, 441, 987 

‘Includes duckbills and other self-loading conveyors, which account for only a small part of the total. 
2 Includes mobile loaders. | 

TaBLE 26.—Pennsylvania anthracite handled by mobile loaders and scrapers and 
by all types of conveyors in 1941, by fields, in net tons a 
meee 

| loaded | chanically : Scraper Pit-car cade . y 
Field loaders loaders ae on loaded 

all types ! ground ae ee | 

Northern______.....-.22222-2222-- eee 2, 295, 015 228,350 | 8,377,962 | 10,901,327 
Eastern Middle............---.-- 22-2 127, 505 47, 213 581, 844 756, 562 
Western Middle._......... 22-22 248, 103 106,795 | 1,326,095 1, 680, 993 
Southern. _....-2-. 22.2222 eee 3, 360 79, 745 20, 000 103, 105 

2, 673, 983 462,103 } 10,305,901 | 13, 441, 987 
eee dd 

1 Shaker chutes, etc., including those equipped with duckbills. 

Cutting machines.—The quantity cut by machines increased from 
1,816,483 net tons in 1940 to 1,855,422 in 1941. Details are shown 
in table 27.
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oe TABLE 27 Pennsylvania anthractte cut by machines, 1 940-41, by regions 

Oo Region 7 : Cutting machines oe tons Cutting machines Net tons | | 

Co PY cut by PP cat by : 
oo CS Permis- | All other} machines | Permis- | Allother | machines 
- | Se _ 1 sible types 7 i sible types 7 

. Sehnyliciii | 27272TTTTTTIIIIIIITIIIIIN ccortecerpoctreeenpostrccttte prccsrsceorccrere cree | 
“Wyoming 107222 oo2iocooieeees i85 | 65 | 1,816,483 | «161 | ——SSs«C «| «1, 855, 428 

otal, excluding = Sullivan| . | fo. | . 
- County_..------c-------------| 185 |. 65 | 1,816, 483. 161 61 | 1,885, 422 
Sullivan County.......-------+------- wn nnenn nnn |eneeoenon-|--e ene neces | ene e eee |ece neem ee [erect es 

Grand total..........------------- 3 1,816,483 | 61 | «1, 855, 422 

—— Strip-pit operations.—Strip-pit tonnage increased from 6,353,000 

net tons in 1940 to 7,317,000 in 1941. In 1941 more than half of the 

| stripping tonnage was recovered from pits in the Schuylkill region, 7 

| and the Lehigh and Wyoming regions followed in order of output. = 

_ -For details of anthracite mined from strip pits see table 28. Figure 

3 illustrates graphically the production of anthracite from strip pits, 
by regions, 1927-41... —_ oe | a 

oe. 6 _. Hy rn y 

|, INT 11 
0 GG | 

z He 
«Wee | — , ) 

| 2 Schuylkill region ; ~. | 7 - 
a a ta .. | @4 it 

F ff ~/ | ‘NLU? tt 

Oo Lehigh regi - te eee Wyoming region 

0 e e . 

1927 1928 1930 1932. ~+«21984 +«=©=«'1936~S:*C*é<“‘«CS2SWeCsC“‘éwdC A:C;*~CO«C9MD 

a Fiaune 3.—Pennsylvania anthracite mined from strip pits, by regions, 1927-41. 

497779—42——61. :
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| TABLE 28.— Relative growth of Pennsylvania anthracite mined from strip pits, 1 915, 
| 1920, 1926, 1980, and 1988-41 

a 

. | Number of | net ‘stripping ony ftechenincd Number of | AVerage 
> Year dhovels. [7] total that | men | Dumber 

Oe : 1 - Avera, was {| employed rked 
i use Total per shovel stripped | wo 

1915__...._-..--.-------------- 57| 1,121,603 | —-:19, 677 (2) (2) — 
1920__...._----------.--------- 96 2,054,441 | 21,400 2.5 (2) (2) 

| 1925_....-..------------------- 97 1, 578, 478 16, 273 2.7 (2) (2) 
1980__.....-------------------- 108 2, 526,288 | 28, 484 3.7 (2) (2) 
1988__._...-------------------- 331 5, 095, 341 15, 394 11.8 3, 642 186 : 1939..__..-....--.-.-s2-seeeee 346 | 5,486,479 | «15, 857 11.4 3, 924 156 
1040__...------------+--------- -348 | 6, 352, 700 S 18, 255, 13.3 4,114 190 

| NAN, ehigh region........__... (2) 1, 983, 351 (2) 8.9 1,566|. 192 
Schuylkill region...--.--.| (2) 3,938,506 | (2) 26.6 23355} 190 

| Wyoming region-.---...|  @ 1,394,627 | (2) 5.0 688] 188 
| - - Total, 1941__-.-| 7,316,574 | (2) - 148 4,609| 191 

. . one small job to another during the year. The amount of such double counting is unknown but presumably 

as Data not available. : | - 

‘‘RIVER’’ OR ‘‘DREDGE’’ COAL? 

| Review of the river-coal industry.—The rivers and creeks that traverse _ 
- the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania have been dredged for “river” 

or “dredge” coal since about 1890. The principal rivers draining — 
the fields, where dredging is being carried on, are the Susquehanna, 

| Schuylkill, and Lehigh. Several creeks—the Shamokin, Mahanoy, . 
Wiconisco, and Swatara—also are productive sources of river or creek 
coal. Operations along the streams cover a wide territory, and along 
the Susquehanna alone dredges are recovering coal for about 160 
miles. | | | | 7 

| Early in the history of the Pennsylvania anthracite industry the 
small sizes of coal were not used as extensively as they are today. 
Grate, Egg, Stove, and Chestnut were the principal sizes shipped to 

| market and used by the local trade. Pea and smaller sizes were not 
considered to have any great value and generally were discarded on 
culm banks with other refuse from cleaning, or they were washed into 
the rivers and creeks coursing through the anthracite fields. In 
recent years, with modern preparation methods and increasing de- 
mand for small sizes, the anthracite industry has recovered virtually 

_ all coal larger than Barley (%. by %2 inch) and a substantial percentage 
| of the still smaller sizes. Consequently, not nearly as much coal is 

deposited in the streams today as in the early days of the industry. 
As stated, river coal was first dredged in the 1890’s, but the earliest 

production reports received by the Geological Survey were for 1909. 
From 1909 to 1940, inclusive, dredge operators reported—to the 
Geological Survey and subsequently to the Bureau of Mines—the 
recovery of 17,624,533 net tons. Although this is only a small 
fraction of the total output of anthracite, it is important from the 
standpoint of conservation of natural resources. In 1940 this source 
supplied 942,944 tons of anthracite valued at $1,097,000. 
_ 4 For detailed information on “‘river’’ or ‘“‘dredge”’ coal, reader is referred to Corgan, Joseph A., Dredging 
Pernsylvania Anthracite: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7213, 1942, 25 pp.
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Early river-coal operations —The first commercial operations to 
recover river anthracite were begun in the Susquehanna River in the | 
1890’s, when sand and gravel producers working the Susquehanna 
recovered coal as a byproduct.’ It is quite likely that private in- 
dividuals living along the rivers and creeks recovered by hand some 
of the large sizes, such as Chestnut and Pea, before 1890 for use in 
their homes. At that time heating and power plants were not 
equipped, as they are today, to burn the fine coal taken from the 
streams, and there was little demand for the product. When it 
became known that the dredged product could be used advanta- 

- geously, the river coal became more popular, and industries and 
utilities began using it to generate steam. | | 

Early preparation methods and sizes produced——To show more Oo 
clearly how anthracite came into the rivers and creeks, it is well to 
give a short résumé of the early methods used by the anthracite 
industry for cleaning and preparing the product for market. 

Anthracite was first sold as run-of-mine, but it was not long before 
the producers realized that the coal was better-received by the public 
when it was sized and the small coal taken out. With the advent of 

- breakers and shaking screens, the coal was sized more systematically; 
anything smaller than Stove was not considered marketable and was 
piled in culm banks outside the mine. These culm banks contained 
much good coal and over a period of years rainstorms washed part 
of the banks into the streams, adding to the river coal. The jiggmg 
or wet method of cleaning anthracite for market was introduced in | 
the 1870’s. The water used in wet cleaning carried large quantities 
of the smaller coal to creeks and rivers. In time, more efficient ways 
of using water to clean coal were devised, and there is no resemblance 
between the quantity of culm discharged in waste water now and that | 
of 50 or even 25 years ago. oe 

| Statistics of production before 1890, by sizes, are not available for - 
the entire anthracite region. Tables 29 and 30 reveal that in 1879 
less than 1 percent of the coal smaller than Pea size was prepared for | 
market. As shown in tables 29, 30, and 31, recovery of small sizes 
and a decline in percentage of Lump, Steamer, and Broken coal were 
underway in 1889. | 

| TABLE 29.—Sizes of Pennsylvania anthracite made by a producer in the Lehigh 
| region, 1879 and 1889, in percent of total 

Size 1879 1889 Size 1879 1889 

Lump and Steamer-.........-- 15.8 8.91 || Chestnut.._..-.--.--.-----.-.- 17.4 15. 58 
Broken...........------------ 19.4 16. 69 || Pea._.....-..-.--------------- 15.2 14, 27 
Egg-...----------.----------- 15.9 13.13 || Buckwheat and small coals- -- 5 18. 07 
Stove.._--.------------------ 15.8 13. 35 _ | 

Total for the preducer-. 100.0 100. 00 

Table 32 gives statistics of sizes for the anthracite region in selected 
years. The definite trend from larger to smaller sizes is evident. 

_ Lump and Broken coal, which in 1890 constituted 25 percent of total 
shipments, were negligible in 1940, representing only 0.3 percent of 
the total product, whereas Buckwheat No. 1 and smaller, comprising 

2 Sisler, James D.. Fraser, Thomas, and Ashmead, Dever C., Anthracite, Culm, and Silt: Pennsylvania 
Geol. Survey, 4th ser., Bull. M-12, 1928, p. 168. .
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. 10 percent of the shipments in 1890, amounted to 36 n° 2en. of the 
shipments in 1940. It is apparent from these t#hles that sizes con- _ 

| sidered unmarketable years ago are now treated as valuable and com- __ 
- prise a large percentage of the anthracite shipped. —_ a 

 TaBLE 30.—Sizes of Pennsylvania anthracite made by a producer in the Wyoming _ 
| | _ regton, 1879 and 1889, in perceni of total en 

: : Size «| 879. | 1889 | - Size 1979 | 1889 

| ‘Lamp and Steamer....-.----- "113 11.00 || Chestnut__.-2.....222-2.--...] 20:32 21.00 : 
Broken.....------------..----| . 16211} © 11.00 |} Pea__.-_-----eeee eee fT] OO 

. Egg.......---.-----------.--- 14.06 | 15.00 || Buckwheat and small coals... 27 8.00 ~ 
Stove......--.----------.-..-- 30. 64 25.00 OO Te, eee |e : 

- foe | - «ff. Total for the producer..;- 100.00; 100.00. 

TABLE 31.—Sizes of Pennsylvania anthracite produced in the Schuylkill region, - 
| a | 1883 and 1889, in percent of total — oo oo 

- Size — | 1883 1889 | | | Size an 1883 89 — 

| Lump and Steamer..........| 143] 9.4 || Chestnut.....................} . 116 12.8 
Broken....-....--------------| 147] © 14.5. |] Pea_...------..----------| 148] 1838 
Fgg.....----.----------------| 15.5} 13.6 |} Buckwheat.......-...........] 5.0 8&2. 
Stove...-.--------.------- ee 19.0 W8]fo 7 ———_—_|—____—— | 

' §mall stove.....--:.-.------- 5.1: 841) Total for Schuylkill | - oo 
a S . * Yegion....------=----- 100.0 — 100.0 

TABLE 32.—Shipments of Pennsylvania anthracite, 1 890, 1901, 1910, 1920, 1930, 
| and 1940, by sizes | Co a 

_ [Excludes Sullivan County and dredge production; includes washery product] - | 

| | 1890. 10 1910” 

| Size < | Percent a Percent | Percent , rercen ercen ercen Oo 
Net tons | of total Net tons of total Net tons | of total 

Lump.....-...-.-------------| 4,825,276 | = 11.8] = 2,450,059 |. 4.1 809, 499 Li 
. Broken_.._......-.-..--------| 5,216,082 | 12.7] 4,954,414 8.3 3, 745, 904 5.1 

Egg.......-.-..--.--.--------.|. 5, 246, 274 12.8] 7,828, 050 13.1 8, 844, 518 21 
Stove._......-.......-.---.---] 9, 345, 896 22.8} 11,829, 392 19.7 | . 13,404, 003 18.4 
Chestnut...--...-.-......--.] 6, 899, 761 16.8} 11,480,616 | 19.1] 15,964,918 21.9 
Pea..........-.-.-------------| 5, 268,246 | - 12.8] | 8,462,662] 141 8,716,780} . 11.9 | 
Buckwheat No. 1__...-...----| 3, 303, 543 8.1 8, 841, 966 14.7 10, 600, 271 14.5 
Smaller than Buckwheat No. 
Lele 904, 286 2.2{ 4,149,674} 6.9] 10,931,244 15.0 

41, 009, 314 100.0 | 59, 996, 833 100.0 | 73,017, 137 100. 0 

1920 1930 1940 

‘Size “tees | Percent | aver. | Peroent | ayes. | Peroont ercen ercent ercen 
Net tons | oftotel | Net tons | of total Net tons | of total 

Lump. .._...------22-----2--- 37, 323 0.1 
Broken.-......-----.--.......| 8,676, 531 4.8 \ 290, 843 0.5 127, 966 0.3 
Fgg...........-..--...--.----| 11, 092, 089 14.6 | 6,305,322 10. 4 1, 963, 954 4.3 
Stove..4.......------:.------| 18,800, 437 18.2| 15,418, 753 25.41} 10,533, 860 23.1 
Chestnut..........-........--| 19, 310, 694 25.4 | 15, 463, 954 25.4 | 11,490, 689 25.2 
Pea_.._.....--.---------------| 6, 051, 116 8.0 | 4,992,326 82] 4,947, 184 10.9 

: Buckwheat No. 1_.....--..---| 10, 254, 003 13. 5 8, 566, 726 14.1 6, 727, 098 14.8 
Smaller than Buckwheat No. | 
Low. --------------------] 11, 706, 173 15.4 | 9,752, 646 16.0 | 9, 742,639 21.4 

75, 928, 316 100.0 | 60, 790, 570 100.0 | 45, 533, 390 100. 0
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--- Production.—River-coal statistics were published first by the | 
_ Geological Survey in 1909, when the output reported by dredge-coal 

operators was 107,788 net tons. In 1940 production as reported to 
the Bureau of Mines was 942,944 tons, with an indicated value of 
$1,097,000. The total output reported from 1909 to 1940 to the | 
Geological Survey and subsequently to the Bureau of Mines was | | 
17,624,533 net tons. Statistics for some of the early years may not _ | 
have been complete, because many of the dredge operations were — 
small and the operators could not be reached easily by correspondence. _ - 

_ As shown in table 33, the first year in which statistics were reported 
by rivers (including tributaries) was 1923, when the total production _ | 

- was 956,368 net tons valued at $811,065. It is to be noted that n | | 
1923, as in every succeeding year to date, the output from the Sus- 

| gquehanna River and its tributaries was far greater than that of the | 
~ Lehigh or Schuylkill Rivers. | | _ | a 

~asie 83.—Pennsylvania anthracite produced by dredges, 1909-40, by .rivers | 
oe | (including tributaries) : | . 

an fe - Net tons a Value OS 

oe Yor Lehigh | Sehuytkin | Susaue- | oq Average per 
| |. River River — hanna Total Total ton | a 

(1900 eeeneeeeeeenceeeeeeeeee | 107, 788 | | | 
© 9910.0 | | 102, 853. | | 

a [o "96, 008 ! ¢) 0 
“W913_.2 2.2222 150, 064 . 

Bel EY wom | og 
ggg 2 TTT © () () 160,507 | 110, 831 169 | 
‘¥O17_... 22-2 eee. . 170, 672 206, 754 1.21 

- FOB. eee 282, 930 366, 565 1.30 
9919. TTP | 693,003 | 868, 746 1.25 | 

- 1920.2. eee eee ff , . 740, 453 862, 296 1.16 
yea TTI | 623,329 | 650, 654 Los 
1922. TI 904,108 | 989, 708 1.09 

| Total 1909-227..........[  @ 0) a) 4, 301, 489 | 3 4, 156, 209 21.12 

9988 eee] 106,002 | = 97,254 | 758,022 | 956,368 | 811, 065 85 
192%4___.....---.ss-222...-| 80,301} 74,350] 670,734 | 825,304 | 681, 181 83 | 
4925-11 -- sens tsselesse--} = 99,614 | 173,630 | 742,455 | 1,015,708 | 929, 292 ‘91 
1926..._-.--..---sssesecsee-| 88 544 | 131,654 | 724, 566 | "914,764 | 828, 398 91 
1997. ....---.so-ssscceeeee-| 85,177 | 127,705 | 758,935 |. 971,817 | 794,807 82 
1928. ....---s.c-ssecesewe-] «89,304 | 157,449 | 696,648 |. 943,401 | 821, 530 87 
1929._.......:...---sesscsee-] «87,241. | 188,720 | 495,983 | 716,944 | 626, 187 87 

© ggg TTTTTTTIITTIIIIIIIITT]| = eo} 219 | - 138,236 | 444,836 | 643,201 | 538, 268 | 84 | 
1031_.....--.....--2.c.22222..-| 3014] ~——-90,855.| 384,881 | 458,750 | 379, 682 183 
1932__..-..-......-22.2-2.2.2.| 42,001 | 105,990 | _ 331,969 | 480,050] 445, 799 93 . 

© gag TTTTTTTTITIIITIIITITI] ~—5083 | 108,004 | * 381,887 | 538,924 | 452, 153 - 184 
1934._.......-..-.2s..-2.---} 91,346 | 100,873 | 459,961 | 652,180 | 636, 038 98 
1935_........-....-2-.-.2.-..-| 78578 | 73,326 | 438,563 | 800,467 | 517, 304 188 
1936__.......-......-...-2cs-.-| 63,327 | 31,669 | 451,688 | 546,684 | 581, 679 1.08 
3987.0] 395068] = @)—«| = 665,409 | 760,474 | 842, 052. 111 
1938__....- 2 oon sscnaeesseee| 9193452] ) | 487,572 | 571,024] 570, 570 1.00 

 yggg TTTTTTITTTTIITTITITIIIIT] - ea}134 | 67,530 | 574,187 | 703,860 | _ 746, 000 108 
1940... -------22sssceceeeee----] 978,947] @- 863,907 | 942,944 | 1, 007, 000 1.16 

| Total 1923-40. .........-| #1, 385, 529 | 9 1, 610,272 | 10, 237, 243 | 13, 233, 044 | 12, 299, 014 93 
Grand total........----------}  @ Q) | Q) 17, 624, 533 | Q) Q) 

‘! Data not available. | - | 
3 Figures for value cover 1915-22. -__ 

_ Schuylkill included with Lehigh in 1937, 1938, and 1940. oo | 

_ The average value per ton of the river product reached a high of 
$1.30 in 1918 and in 1940 was reported to the Bureau of Mines as
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$1.16. These values are low compared with the value per ton of all 
| Pennsylvania anthracite, which averaged $3.99 in 1940. | 

The average output per man per day in river-coal operations is 
_ much higher than in the anthracite industry proper; in 1940 it was 

12.60 tons compared with 3.02 tons for the entire Pennsylvania 
anthracite industry. 7 a | 

According to Geological Survey records, of the total shipments of | 
Oe river coal in 1920, Buckwheat No. 3 and larger comprised 59.5 percent, | 

whereas Buckwheat No. 4 and smaller represented 40.5 percent. In 
1940 Buckwheat No. 3 and larger decreased to 46.3 percent of the 

7 _ shipped coal, and Buckwheat No. 4 and smaller increased to 53.7 
percent. | Co 

Quality and uses.—The quality of river coal depends to a great 
extent on the preparation it receives after it is taken from the river. 
A large part of the river-coal output is not cleaned after the initial 

| screening and washing, and it may contain some sand and gravel and 
| be irregular in size, whereas the coal prepared over concentrating 

tables 1s clean and free from sand and gravel. Table 34 shows | 
| analyses of a combination of Barley and Buckwheat No. 4 coal 

_ dredged from the Susquehanna River near Harrisburg. _ | 
In the early days of the dredge industry, the sizes recovered were 

much larger than the coal taken from the rivers and creeks today; 
| it was large enough so that considerable quantities could be used for 

domestic heating. As the methods of preparing coal at the breakers in 
the anthracite region were improved and new markets for the small 

| _ sizes discovered, the coal finding its way into the rivers became smaller 
: | and smaller. In 1940, according to reports received by the Bureau of 

, Mines, 83 percent of the river coal shipped was Buckwheat No. 3 or 
smaller. Domestic heating plants cannot burn such small coal with- 
out special equipment, and today virtually all of the river coal is sold 
for utility or industrial purposes. 

TaBLE 34.—Prozimate analyses of anthracite dredged from Susquehanna River, 
an percent 

| | [Air-dried; not tabled] 

7 Sample Moisture Volatile ized Ash Total 

Veen eee ee eee eee eee eee 3.6 6.6 ~ 68.8 21.0 100. 0 
23o ee eee ee 3.3 6.9 71.4 18.4 100. 0 Be] 8b 6.7 73.9 15.9 100.0 

eee 
1 From river barges about 15 miles south of Harrisburg. 
3 From river barges at Harrisburg. 
+ From river barges three-fourths of a mile north of Harrisburg. 

TaBLE 35.—Pennyslvania anthracite produced by dredges in 1941, by rivers 
eee 

Value 
River (including tributaries) Net tors |__| 

Total Average 

re 47, 838 $57, 217 $1.20 Schuylkill. 220222 20TTTTITTTITTIIIITTIIITIIIIIIIIIITTT) ag)! 520 489, 187 1.23 Ausapebanna_.-. 222200222] ,0733 208 | 1, 208) 380 1.21 
1, 517,563 | 1,839, 784 1,21 

eee
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Operations in 1941.—In 1941 dredge operators reported a produc- | 
tion of 1,517,563 net tons with a value of $1,839,784. For detailed | 
statistics by rivers, see table 35. | | | 

FOREIGN TRADE‘ 
Data on imports and exports of anthracite in 1941 may be pub- 

lished for the first 9 months only. During this January-September _ 
| period, exports totaled 2,416,104 net tons, whereas in the full calendar | 

year 1940 exports were 2,667,632 tons. Imports in the 9-month | 
- period of 1941 were 64,267 tons and in the entire year 1940 135,436 

tons. It will be noted that in each year a small proportion of the 
imported coal came from Canada; this tonnage, no doubt, represents 
re-exports. Details of imports and exports are shown in tables 36 
and 37.0 ) 

TaBLE 36.—Anthracite imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, 
a by countries and customs districts, in net tons 

1941 Cc . 1941 
‘| 1960 | Gan- | 1940 | Gan- 

. Sept.) | Sept.) 

| Country | Customs district—Con. 7 
Canada_--...---------------- 3, 026 948 - 
United Kingdom.-............| 132, 410 63, 319 || Dakota...-.-.-..-----..------ 16 |.-.....--- 

——_——|—_—_—_—_—- || Maine and New Hampshire--. 3, 026 903 
135,436 | 64,267 || Massachusetts...............| 101,200| 39,210 | 

== | === || Montana and Idaho...____._-|---..---.. 45 a 
Customs district Rhode Island... --2..12111]""98, 280 | 6,729 

Alaska............-22---2.2-.[----------| 17,380 135,436 | 64, 267 
Connecticut.........---------] 2, 914 |-.-------- . 

TABLE 37.— Anthracite exported from the United States, 1987-41 OO 

a Year Net tons Value | | _ Year Net tons Value 

1987...-.---------ce------| 1,914,173 | $14, 705, 748 || 1940...........---.-.--..-| 2,667, 632 | $21, 220,490 
1938......-...2.2.2.222.-| 1,908,911 | 14,634, 504 || 1041 (Jan.-Sept.)..-------| 2,416,104 | 19,657,920 
1930-22222222IIITIIIIITIIT] 2} 600, 000 | 19, 919, 651 | 

Canadian market—Coal and lignite production in Canada in 1941 
totaled 18,222,107 net tons (a 3.7-percent increase over 1940). 

Coal available for consumption in Canada (production, plus im- 
ports, minus exports) totaled 39,499,519 tons and exceeded the 1918 
record by 4,078,179 tons or 12 percent. Imports of bituminous coal 
increased 32 percent over 1940 and 3.4 percent over 1918. The 
quantity of anthracite imported was 0.6 percent less than in 1940. _ | 

- Outstanding features of the coal and coke industry and foreign 
trade of Canada in 1940 and 1941 are shown in table 38. 

Imports of coal in 1941 increased 24 percent over 1940 and were 20 
percent greater than Canadian coal production. . | 

ova Scotia mines, which supplied 40 percent of the coal and lignite 
produced in 1941, operated at approximately 82 percent of capacity; 
and Alberta, which produced 38 percent of Dominion output, operated 
at about 83 percent of capacity. 

4 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.
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| _ Under normal conditions a large part‘of Nova Scotia coal produc- 
_ tion reaches its markets by steamers up the St. Lawrence River. The 

: war necessitated requisitioning these vessels for trans-Atlantic trade 
| and thus increased the burden on the Canadian National Railway. | 

| TaBLE 38.—Coal and coke industry and foreign trade of Canada, 1940-41 in 
Lt. thousands of net tons a BO 

CO a Coad oe 

- | | | Bin ; al mo, ~ a | Coke from coal 
. ® ivumMImMNouUsS an . Sante ‘ 

| Anthracite subbituminous |. ~ _ Lignite . Total . 

) : | 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941°| 1040 | 1941 | 1940 | 1041 | 

Production........|--...---|..--.---| 13,932 | 14,188 | 3,635 | 4,034 | 17,567 | 18,222 | 3,015] . 3,150 
Imports........----| 3,965 | 3,941 | 13,578 | 17,867] ° 31] -' 1] 17546 | 21,809| 719 614. 

- Exports. ---.------- ~-------|-------- 498 525 7 en 505 |. 531 | 35 - 40. 

: Available for con- | _ pp ef fp Joo 
— _ samption........| 3,965 | 3,941 | 27,012 | 31, 530 | 3,631 | 4,029 | 34,608 | 30,500 | 3,609| 3,724 

| ' Quarterly Coal and Coke Statistics for Canada, 1940 and 1041 preliminary, == 

WORLD PRODUCTION. tw 

a Statistics on world production of anthracite are incomplete because 
oo of unsettled conditions in. foreign countries. Available data for | 
.°. 1986 to 1941 are shown in table 39.05 TO 

; - a , TABLE 39.— World production of anthracite, 1936-41, in metrictons = it 
_ a . a {Compiled by B. B, ‘Waldbauer]. re o _ | ; _ - 

Country = | 936 | 987] 1098 «| i980 | toe] te 

Belgium... t....-.---| 6,077,907 | 6,604,049 |. 6,874,820) ®. | 2. @ of Me 
a _ ‘Bulgaria..---.--2-------------| 2,828 | 2542 | 4000-1 6,088). 8000} A) 

China IIIT a a ae de ay ae 
Chosen ==. 2222222222 222LL 222} 1,051,853 | 1,101,500 | 1,664,000 | 2,064,000) (fo a 

mo France_.....------------------ 8, 227, 000 (1) ae - ©: Q)- , (2) oe . : ti “ Oz / we Germany_...---.-------------| 5,511,000 | 5,627,000}. (1) a Of ®t ea) 
2 Indochina _- 7" 77TTTTTTTTTTTTT=] 2} 150) 654 | 2) 264" 978 | 2, 280, 832 | 2, 534.000 | 2, 400,000 | .. -C) ~. 

| Irish Free State...-.......---.| | 96,742] -.'106,651| | 92,157} 90,4551. -7@170| () > | 
 Ttaly ec] 7939721 95,060 | 132,197 | 200,000] a) | Q. | 
Japan 3__..-.--..-------------| . — /Q) - a. (yo Qe fpe Ay  e 

_ Morocco, French.--.......-.- 49, 388 - 107, 150. 123, 200 115,600 | £143,000} - (1) Ss 
Peru wise] 8 58. 2918|- 1500| .3.514| ©4500; | 5,000 | 

| Portugal___.....--.------.----| 207,890 | 241,163]. 281,740 | 204081 | 286,854/ ()  _| 
Rumania..._...............__| : 3, 708 | 3, 646. 3,266 1° (4). I. QQ) . ff - Q). 

. Spain__________.........-..] 309,930} 407,838 | 496,000 | 666,000 | 1,098,050 | 5 533, 000 | 
—— : Switzerland ._.-------2------- . ° 3,000 4,000 3, 000 2,500; 7,000; @) oo 

7 "Asiatic: ...-.------.-2----1 410,000!) (1). Q) Kg | go 
|  _European_.._..---.-.---.-] 28, 100, 000 () ay (1) » at a 

Be United Kingdom.....-..-.---| 6,629,955 | 6, 437,465 | 6, 378, 904 (1) (1) gy | 
a United States...........21121_] 49, 513, 463 | 47, 043, 119 | 41, 820, 115 | 46, 708, 319 | 46, 705,836 | . 51, 136, 164 
5 World total__....-....-./113, 733, 463 (!) (1) QM Ff @ J OM. - 

re Total, exclusive of}. =. 3 | es i = 
| "United States.........| 64, 220, 000 () (1) (1) Oo |. oO | 

1 Data not available. So 
_ 4Estimate included in total. . 

' § Anthracite output of Japan-said to average about 225,000 tonsa year. Production figures not available. 
‘ Production of Djerada Basin only. oe 
‘January to June, inclusive. 

| - * Estimated. .
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Responding to the demands of the defense program, production of 
coke in 1941 exceeded all previous records. Output from byproduct ; 

ovens—58,482,422 net tons (see table 1)—was the highest on record, 
and that from beehive ovens—6,704,156 tons—was more than double 

| the quantity producedin1940.00 - | 
- The total output from byproduct ovens (see table 2) exceeded by , 

4,468,113 tons the previous maximum of 54,014,309 tons established - 

- in 1940 and represented an 8-percent increase. — Impelled by the need 

for more coke in the iron and steel industry, beehive-coke production — 

rose from 3,057,825 tons in 1940 to 6,704,156 tons in 1941, an increase | 
of 3,646,331 net tons or about 119 percent. (Seefig.1.) 

The dominance of byproduct ovens was again emphasized, for 

even during a year of peak activity in the steel industry they con- 

tributed 90 percent of all coke consumed and the beehive ovens 10 - 

‘percent. Byproduct ‘ovens operated at 92 percent of estimated 
capacity for the year compared with 86 percent in 1940. / a 

The value of sales of coke, breeze, tar, and other byproducts in 1941 | 

totaled $536,147,279 and exceeded the 1940 total of $442,282,951 by | 

) $93,864,328, an increase of 21 percent. 
Prices of coke per net ton sold by the producers increased sharply 

over 1940. Average receipts per ton of coke sold by the producers _ 

were: Furnace coke, $5.63, an increase of $1.23 over 1940 (28 percent) ; . 

foundry coke, $9.35, exceeded the 1940 figure by $1.07; coke used in 

the manufacture of water gas, $6.74 compared with $5.99 for 1940; 

and domestic coke, $6.93, an increase of $0.93 over 1940. Coke 

used for other industrial purposes, at $6.38, showed an increase of | 

$0.96. 7 
Coke screenings or breeze produced in 1941 totaled 4,554,513 tons 

and surpassed the 1940 production by 389,060 tons. The increase 

was accompanied by an increase in average receipts, as the $2.35 | 

- pealized per ton was $0.11 higher than the amount received in 1940. |
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Figure 1.—Average daily production of beehive and byproduct coke and pig iron; and producers’ stocks of byproduct coke, 1935-42, by months. | oe
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According to the principal uses to which it is put, coke may be | | 

| classified as (1) blast-furnace coke; (2) foundry coke; (3) domestic 
coke; (4) coke for all other industrial uses, including water-gas coke. 

Coke used in blast furnaces totaled 50,454,325 net tons, an all-time 

high, compared with 42,483,624 net tons in 1940, an increase of 7,970,701 : 

tons (19 percent). Coke sold for domestic purposes dropped 1,548,054 

tons in 1941—6,682,959 tons against 8,231,013 tons in 1940—and 

emphasized the demand by the iron and steel industry. Sales of 

foundry coke increased sharply; 1941 sales of 2,846,459 tons exceeded 

the 1940 figure by 756,497 tons (36 percent). Coke sold for other pur- 
_ ygeses, including all other industrial uses, totaled 5,390,123 tons. 

: The consumption of coke in 1941 was the highest ever recorded— 

65,101,401 tons, or 8,075,155 tons above 1940. oo 

~The increased production of byproduct coke substantially increased 

the output of the major byproducts gas, tar, light oil, and ammonia. 

The average yield of each of the principal byproducts recovered per 

ton of coal carbonized declined a little from 1940, owing to shorter 

coking time. ‘The unit prices received for the coke byproducts varied 

only slightly from those of 1940. The value of the coke byproducts 

produced was $158,809,184. oo a 

The total output of gas from byproduct ovens was 892,819,811 M 

cubic feet compared with 833,761,720 M cubic feet in 1940. Total tar , 

produced amounted to 704,149,468 gallons compared with 673,286,517 

gallons in 1940. Ammonium sulfate or equivalent showed a marked 

increase in production—1,741,503,884 pounds against 1,664,217,195 : 

pounds in 1940. The output of crude light oil in 1941 surpassed the 

215,213,667 gallons recovered in 1940. 7 
Tables 1 and 2 present the principal statistical facts of the coke | 

industry in 1941. | | | : 

GOVERNMENT CONTROL MEASURES , 

: During the calendar year 1941, activities of the Office of Production 

Management (now the War Production Board) relative te coke 

consisted in approving projects for new byproduct-coke plants neces- 

| sary to supply blast-furnace coke for the expanded program of iron 

production for the iron and steel industries. In all, 443 new byproduct 

ovens were put into operation in 1941. Of these, 171 were constructed | 

for merchant plants, 235 for iron and steel producers, and 37 for gas 
producers. oo | 

~ Maximum prices for byproduct foundry and byproduct blast- 

furnace coke were established in 1941 by the Office of Price Adminis- 

tration in Price Schedule 29, published September 20, 1941, in the 

Federal Register (No. 184, vol. 6, title 32, pp. 4821-4822). The prices 

: became effective on and after October 1, 1941, and under general pro- 

visions (a) in appendix A of Price Schedule 29, the maximum prices of 

byproduct foundry coke are given for the various established coke 
markets. - | :
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- Ceiling prices for byproduct foundry coke were established as 
- — . follows; | Be oO os 

CS , CS ee F..0. 6. oven . oO BF . . | plantincars . 
Location of plant: = — oe _ (per net ton) 

_ Alabama._..- 222-222 eee. 88, 50. | 
| _ Ashland, Ky_--. 2-2-2 10. 00 

Chicago, I -e eeeeeeeeeeeeeee 11. 50 
oe Detroit, Mich.___--.--- 2-2 ee 11, 75 

o : . Kearny, N. J_ +--+ ne eee eee INI 
ce Buffalo, N, Y...-------.---2-----.- 22+ IN 

: oO - Ironton, Ohio. .....-------2--- 2 eee ee eee 10. 00 | 
Painesville, Ohio_-~_-.------------------2--------- 2 eee i & a 

_ Portsmouth, Ohio--- ween nn n- ee eee 10500 
. 7 - Erie, Pa___.-.---2 2 eee DL 75 
ee Philadelphia, Pa-_-.._..-.-.----------- 222 eeee ILTB 

an Chattanooga, Tenn__..___2-----2-----2--- 22 eet. 9 00 
SO . Fairmont, W. Va_----.---. ----- oe eee eee eee 10.00 
OO Milwaukee, Wis-.-__-------------------- 2-2-2 - eset 12,25 

However, the complexity of the price structure was recognized; —— 
_~*. several exceptions to the general provisions were made and are shown 
oe _ in section (6) of appendix A. Amendment 1 of Price Schedule 29 

- was issued February 2, 1942, effective February 7, 1942, to describe 
: a the areas governed by specific oven prices so‘that they would con- | 

a _ form with the industry’s established practice; it did. not affect. the — 
-*: prices in Schedule 29. ‘This amendment appeared in the February - 
oo 4, 1942, issue of the Federal Register, (No. 24, vol. 7, title 32, p. 721). 

| _ Appendix B of Price Schedule 29 outlines the maximum prices govern-' 
| ing byproduct blast-furnace coke. re re 

Oo With only partial control of coke prices in effect, pressure was. 
_ brought to bear upon the iron and steel industry by the rise in price 

a of beehive-oven blast-furnace coke, which resulted in a thorough 
Oo survey of the beehive-coke industry. As a result of study of the 
o _ relationship between price and available supply of beehive. coke, the 

| Office of Price Administration in 1941 issued Price Schedule 77, - | 
| _ which appeared in the Federal Register (No. 18, vol. 7, title 32, pp... 

_ -—.--: 645-546) issued January 27, 1942, and effective on and after J anuary 
a | 26, 1942. This price schedule established the maximum prices for 

_ beehive-oven furnace coke produced in Pennsylvania. Over 88 per-— 
cent of the entire beehive-coke output was produced in Pennsylvania 

: during the past year. Maximum prices on beehive coke other than - 
Pennsylvania beehive blast-furnace coke were established by Maxi- 

| _ mum Price Schedule 121, effective May 18, 1942, which appeared 
| in the Federal Register (Nos. 85-105, vol. 7, title 32, pp. 3237-3989 

and 4483), | | Do a | 
The activities of the Office of Production Management in 1941 

| with regard to coke byproducts centered on the available supply of 
and the requirements for the essential war products derived therefrom. 
The first control measure that became effective in 1941 concerning - 

_ the supply and distribution of toluol was shown in the Federal Register 
(No. 171, vol. 6, title 32, pp. 4532-4533), issued and effective August _ 
28, 1941; it related to conservation of supplies and directed distribu- 
tion. Amendment 1, shown December 31, 1941, in the Federal Regis- 

| ter (No. 253, vol. 6, title 32, p. 6853) placed further restrictions on 
| uses, allocated supply, and extended the order indefinitely. — 

Phenol was another byproduct on which control measures were 
issued. Deliveries and acceptance were placed under the Director
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of Priorities and appeared on September 3, 1941, in the Federal - 
_ Register (No. 171, vol. 6, title 32, p. 4527), and the order was efféctive | 

as of August 30, 1941. Amendment 1, issued and effective November 
10, 1941, was shown in the Federal Register (No. 200, vol. 6, title 32, 
op. 5780). ) | | s 

: Restrictions on the export of a large number of materials derived : 
from the byproducts obtained from coke ovens became effective in 
1941. The President of the United States, by proclamation, placed | 

_. restrictions on the exportation of many coal-tar derivatives. The | 
complete text of the proclamation appeared April 1, 1941, in the — 
Federal Register (No. 63, vol. 6, title 32, p. 1703). a 
The necessity for controlling exports of important and essential 

materials derived from coke byproducts resulted in the issuance of | 
_ Export-Control Schedules 1 and 2 by the Director of Export Control. 

_ Schedule 1, issued March 15, 1941, and effective April 15, 1941, was > : 
printed in the March 21, 1941, issue of the Federal Register (No. 56, 
vol. 6, title 32, ch. 8, p. 1540). Schedule 2, issued April 1, 1941, 
effective April 15, 1941, appeared in the April 8, 1941, issue of the | 

_ Federal Register (No. 68, vol. 6, title 32, p. 1815). | a 

a | a TaBLE 1.—Salient statistics of the coke industry in 1941 | | 

oo oe me | Byproduct Beehive Total 

Coke produced— ts oo | 
At merchant plants: . 

Quantity .........-.-.....---.--..------.-.-net tons__| 18, 494, 509 |... 22. 13, 494, 509 
- Value... --.-----s2seenscseesesecesecseseseeneene-| $96,343,846 [222.220777777] $96, 343, 846 | 

At furnace plants: . 
_ Quantity. ..-.-22.-.-2--22--- +2... met tons_.| 44, 987, 913 |... 44, 987, 913 . 

/ . 7 Value... ee ee eee eee $220, 133, 385 ew eee me wm ooo an $220, 133, 385° . 

Total: | - ne 7 - | 
Quantity. ...........-..........-...--.----_net tons__| 58, 482, 422 6, 704, 156 65, 186, 578 

a Value... $816, 477; 281 | $36, 490,006 | $352, 967,237 — 
Screenings or breeze produced: 

© Quantity nena eee cenceceeecececesteeaee et tons..| 4,432, 864 121, 649 4, 554, 513 
- glue... ....-..---2-- eee no ee eee eee ene nee} » $9, 530, 433 $131, 570 $9, 662, 003 

_ Coal charged into ovens: . . oe a . - 
a “Quantity. .-.-.-------------reee-—-neo-nae--+---net tons..| _ 82, 608,887 | 10,520,316 | 93,138, 158 

glue. ........- 1. a22scssesacsacse-2ssecssscen--e-2e. | $323, 530,081 | $24, 541,962 | $348, 072, 043 
OS _ Average value per ton... -2.2.--4--.--2 2 oe eee $3. 92 $2. 33 |- $3.74 

Average yield in percent of coal charged: 
COKC oo ecn cence nee ne chen cee en ecg ene eeeeneeeneceeeeeee - 70.79 63. 67 69. 99 

| 0 Breeze (at plants actually recovering) ....-..-.-.-.-.-.---- 5. 41 2. 43 §.24 

-. "Fn existence January 1_....-.----22--eoeeeeeeeeeeneeeeene-| | 12, 784 15, 150 27, 884 
‘In existence December 31. :.....-_..------..------22------ 13, 016 118, 669 31, 685 

+ ° Dismantled during year. -.-....-.-.---....------------.--} . 158 286. 444 
- oo In course of construction December 31... ....--..2-.-2-.-] 181 |...- ek 181 

oo Annual capacity of ovens December 31..........net tons..]. 62, 562,348 | 11, 209, 851 73, 772, 199 
_,” Coke used by producer | | | 

ee -  - In blast furnaces: . a . 
- © QUaNtItY =. ---annnaeeneneseeoeosnseeashet toms..| 39,137,521 | 1,011,724 | 40, 140, 245 

oe : Value... 20... css ssasossnsae-csseesssssesessens.| $190, 331, 548 | $4, 957,622 | $195, 289, 170 
oe _ To make producer gas: © | 
| Qantity nn nneenenaeneceneceneeoeeo het toms. 772,720 |... 2-2-2 772,72 
— Walne.2 002 WTI] $4, 562, 760 |-ITIIIIIIIT) $4, 562; 760 

; To make water gas: . 
Quantity. ---------é-----0------07----7 2-77 -Tet tons... 1, 174, 279 |...--.----.-.- 1, 174, 279 

: Malte... oncaceesecceceecscseccsrecenseoees | $6,142,787 |-2DTTTIIZIIZ1] $6, 142 787 
_ For-other purposes: | 

Quantity. -.-.---------++ere--0---0-7-777-- net tons. . 445, 878 4, 028 449, 906 
Wale. tis eteacsaseccnecncrccecscececeeneeeees-| $2,432, 872 $20,145 | $2, 452,017 

Disposal of coke: . 
' Sold to financially affiliated corporations— 

For blast-furnace use: 
Quantity... .-.--.-------------=-------net toms..| |, 3, 690,730 962,586 | 4, 653,316 

Fog Bt sa nncnccnnsonensecsececeeecsenseseaennenee| $18,008,851 | $4,759,191 | $22,768, 742 
or other purposes: 

QUanthty --nn----e-ceeeanneeeevnnnne=-met tons. . 707, 118 8, 502 715, 620 
alue.....------------2--c-sceneeeeneen-s-ceeen--d $4,161, 209 $42,107 1 $4, 203, 406 

. See footnotes at end of table. |
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“os, Tasue 1.—Salient statistics of the-coke industry in. 1941—Continued 

| EE st eaves 2 1 voc J Byproduct, |. Beehive. |... Total’. _ 

Disposal of coke—Continued. . ” ee : 
. . Sold to other consumers— . ; PUNTA os 

ag bts ‘For: blast-furnace use:,, er .. Era g" Synge : & Pe SL oviagere PE ey rao ye poche hE - 
.. _,-,;, Quantity.......--------------------=.-_net tons_.[ | °1,817, 753 |° 3,834,011 | © --8/651; 764 . 
ve 4 Wade. eee eee cee ee kf $10, 367,313. |: $21,478, 978:| ~ $31, 846, 201: 

~ ©. Bor foundry. uses o-oo  g e  foe a 
 ? Quantity 222i els. 222 sill met tems. |) 2, 494; 393} 352,066 |: 2, 846459 

et Wahue 5.52 stkc. - Steet et cena et ete pinnt a nc+- 22 ee] * $24,842, 509 |. $2, 283, 680.| .. $26, 626, 139. 
.... For manufacture of-water gas: 0 a pee ee fo PE es 

os os Quantity... 2/2 ivet ST. met tonsa}, 7/542, 078]: 85,926] 2 =. 827,999, | 
. Value-.- wren n nent Smee ted en gqeesses- ie 5-- Ge we $38, 27, 345 eS $405, 080. eo $4, 232, 425. 

. 7 For other industrial use: no * _ a » ro Te " : ana she Mid POSE As eat eA 2 psc as S ped "2. 

(eho vi | Quantyey.. «222202 2.5422 225--2++---2- met, tonse.] (4) 302,053... 847, 546]... 1, 649,599 
Ey ghee » Wale. ._ ~~ -- 22 penne donee een nnn n seen neni eee : $8; 482, 456") $2,040, 539 “* $10, 522, 995 

"+ "Wor domestie uses). 20005082 Ss eee fotos gteeel roy eee | ole ete ory 
. so vi vex Quantity, .2-27.-~-.--- cecpeorere------net tons...) 6, 596, 969 |: 85,990 |... 6, 682, 959. 

Disposal of screenings dr breezes. 0 a BS eee RP ferred ae 
« Used by producer 6°) eee oe I 

“\- - For raising’steam=: re ks DO ees op EN be eae peo dyes gies 
| P95 QUARULY. -L-+y-n2--H2--2r- gf -amet tons. } . 3,335,705 | =. 35,925}. 3,371,630 | Es Walue lice ee + $6,062, 011-4 °° $52 395 |) $7,014;.406 

Suis To make producer or water gas:)) sg.) ee rvyogabese FA Bo Fee eon Bee 
Quantity. ...-.-.------.---+:-----------mét tons_['.-~ 46,852). 222.) 46, 852) 

oe Value. _...----------- 240-2222 2 lp sie SISA OSE fee eee] | $151, 055 
For other purposes: 7” SC 

Quantity -..._...-----.------------.----net tons-_- 381, 206 |. 780 381, 986 
Sold Value_.w- 22. 255.4 et ese cee eee eet 9 $781,095.1 $1,308 $732, 403 
old: 

Quantity. . 22.2222 2.i 2 ee iiete il. ee ec net tons=. | --- 836;159-4-. —-- .32, 968. 1... 869, 122 
_ - ise Malue_.._, 2+ -2-2-------- ean soegf-+------------------| $2,014, 560 $31, 158 $2, 045, 718 

Average receipts per ton sold: ~~" : . 
~~ Furnace coke (merchant sales)>: 2.22 -.-2-222cer. eeeccecsccefe $B FOP $B, BOL. $5.88. 

Foundry coke_-__._....----------------4------------------ $9.76 | $6. 49 | $9. 35 
For manufacture of water gas__-_-----.-----.-----------2--| $7. 06 $4. TT fe 86-74 

«vy Other. industrial coke- ----...-.+.-+----i--+--------------- $6. 51 $B. BF fF 5s $6, 38 
+. Domestic coke. __ 2.222 pe- 2-2 ee e222 eee icctecccfe $6.96 + $4948 Poo? $6.98 

| Screenings or bréezé-- ~~ <2 2-2-2 iii ceit ieee fe SRD GOOB Po $2,385 
Stocks:on.hand January 1,1942;. ... PE SNE res 2" 

| | -. Furnace... 222222222 ee eee imet tons] ~~ 697,898 + -- -20, 812. foee2: 718, 200 
. Foundry ..-..--.-2-222ectenectre-pece teen eileen Ore} 20,448-- 4,987 Jon 25, 435 

Domestic and other__....-.._..-.-.-.-----...-.._-.do___- 991, 045 23, 397 1, 014, 442 ° 
.*: Sereenings or breeze... ._--..-.-.---+----------------d0__-- 443, 366 1,682 | — 1 445, 048 
Experts. =. geese ec ase spe el ee eelee ene nk Lille dOtli i] soccer eee eee lf: a s ad 525, 223 

Imports. ._-.-.-- 22-2222 een ON] cece cf eee | 2 241, 690 
Calculated consumption - -----.---..-------------------@0_.-_|---2 2 Ep 3 3 65,101, 401 

. Gasol ieee sli..-.-._M aubic feet__| 892, 819,-811- weeeecl eee. =. |, 892, 819, 811 
eae pe Wasted - - weet cee ee eee ee weeewee----------~-percent-_ 1. 18 woe eth lee 3 an : se HI 

vx) .~, Burned in coking.process._.2.2.22.---22 222222 -do_.2- 9 B675 Jove eee ep 8G 75 
- .” Surplus sold or used__--..201--222-2--22222-222d0 22.) 62.07 feeeee eee 62.07 

Tar_... 22222222222 eel ete 22-2... -2.--gallons:_| 704,149, 468 |-.2----222-2.:4° -704,149, 468 
-: Ammonium sulfate or equiyalent-...---.-..--...pounds-_]1, 741, 508, 884°]. 222.0221 -.] 1, 741, 508,884 
Yield of byproducts per ton of coal: ae ms ne ea Co fw ee 

Gas____..2.-2-222------------1----------.--M eubie feet_.} -° 10.81 feie2222 tee} 20.81 
~ Tar... ee. --- eee e se e-----------------gallons_- 8. 52 |---_---..-.-- “8.52 

_. Ammonium sulfate or equivalént..__._..-2..::2-pounds.- 21.34 |-.- 2 eee 24 
Value of byproducts sold: vo oe oe Ce 

- mas (surplus) --------.-.--223---------- 2222 ele} $85,040, 609 |= .2 2.222222] $85, 040, 609 

Sold_.-....- 2-2-2224 22 lei lel e eee ele ------| $18, 386, 170: fee 22 22) $18,386, 170 
Used by producer.__:__.-_-..-------------------------| $14, 708, 855 |... 2222-2] $14,:708, 855 

-. Ammonium sulfate or equivalent..._.......-.............| $21, 709,619 |_....._.:._-..].- $21,:709, 619 
Crude light oil and derivatives_.............2.........--._| $283; 668, 801 }|-...__.-._._..| © $23, 668, 801 
Other byproducts !____....-.2.--.------.--2.-.-----------| $10, 008, 985 |_-...._..._.2.] $10, 003, 985 

Total value of coke and breeze produced and byproducts sold 5 | $499, 525, 703 | $36, 621, 576 | $536, 147, 279 

1 Increase in number of ovens in existence is due to number of old ovens previously réported abandoned 
that were rehabilitated in 1941." ' He pe 

2 Figures cover January to Septemher, inclusive. . 
_ 3.Subject to revision. Includes net difference between imports and exports for first 9 months only.: 

4 Includes naphthalene and tar derivatives, — - oe 
§ Includes value of tar used by producer. :
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 Tasie 2.—Statistical trends of the coke industry in the United States, 1923 and 
| , 1988-41 | 7 | : - 

| | 1993 1938 1939 1940 1941 | 

Coke produced: 
Beehive__._._................._net tons-_.| 19, 379, 870 837,412 | 1,444,328 | 3, 057, 825 G, 704, 156 
Byproduct..--..--.---------------do__..| 37, 597, 664 | 31, 658, 403 | 42, 882,313 | 54, 014, 309 58, 482, 422 

Total.....__...._.-..--..-..-.d0__..| 56, 977, 534 | 32, 495, 815 | 44,326,641 | 57,072,134 | 65, 186, 578 
Percent of total from byproduct 
ovens._......-.-.------------------- 66. 0 97. 4 96. 7 94.6 | 89.7 — 

Stocks of producers, end of year, all coke 
net tons._| ! 1,221,737 | 3,676,554 | 2,602,099 | 1,956,442 1, 758, 086 

Exports, all coke__......-...-..-..--do_.._| 1, 237, 342 486, 571 589, 925 "804, 095 2 525, 223 
Imports, all coke 3. __.-_-.-.-._-...--do___. 85, 002 135, 240 141, 911 112, 550 2 241, 690 
Consumption, calculated, all coke...do_.-_| 55, 173, 457 | 31, 063, 217 | 44, 953, 082 | 57,.026, 246 | 465, 101, 401 

. Disposal of coke, all coke sold or used: _ . 
Furnace coke_.........-.---_--net tons__| 47, 774, 408 | 19, 070, 186 | 31, 498, 557 | 42,483,624 | 50,454, 325 
Foundry coke._........----.--.---do..__| 3, 600,719 | 1,215,780 | 1,682,200 | 2, 089, 962 2, 846, 459 
Other industrial (including water gas) 

: net tons._| § 2, 283, 888 | 2,786,710 | 3,193,068 | 3, 581,676 4, 224, 597 
Domestic coke____..............-.do....| 2,733,414 | 7,222,690 | 7,638,141 | 8, 231,013 G, 682, 959 

0 For all other purposes. ..........-.do..-- (5) 1, 175, 346 | 1,311,559 | 1, 458, 435 1, 165, 526 
vens: 
Beehive, in existence, end of year_......- 62, 349 10, 816 10, 934. 15, 150 18, 669 

- Byproduct, in existence, end of year-.---- 11, 156 12,724; 12,7382 12, 734. 13, 016 
Byproduct under construction, end of 
year_.........---.----.---------------- ~ 620 146 |.-.--------- 492 181 

Cost of coal charged, byproduct ovens, 
average per ton._..........----_--------- $4. 76 $3. 92 $3.75 $3. 68 $3. 92 

Prices of coke: . 
Average spot price of Connellsville fur- . . . . 

nace coke, f. 0. b. ovems_.......-------- $5.33 $3. 86 $4. 09 $4. 42 $5. 92 . 
Average realization on byproduct coke 

sold: DO 
Furnace coke (merchant sales) ..-.----.|. $6. 74 $4. 41 $4.38} _ $4.55 $5. 70 . 

_ Foundry coke. -.....-...--.-.--------- $10. 54 — $8. 39 $8.15: $8.67 | $9. 76 
Other industrial (including water gas) - $9. 06 $5. 68 $5. 64 $5.86 | — $6. 68 
Domestic_....-....-------------------- $9. 05 $6.17 $5. 90 | - $6. 03 $6. 96 . 

Yield of byproducts per ton of coal charged: . oe 
Tar_......-...............--....gallons_- 8.1 9. 27 9. 06 8. 79 8. 52 
Ammonium sulfate or equivalent 

pounds... 21.2 23. 36 22. 33 22. 00 21,34 
Light oil............-.--...-..--gallons..| 2.7 2. 99 2. 99 2. 93 (*) . 
Surplus gas sold or used_..M cubic feet.- 5.9]. 7.14 7.08 6. 84 671 

Average gross receipts for byproducts, per oo . 
ton of coke produced: | . 

‘Tar sold and used. ._.-....-----------.-- $0. 51 $0. 654 $0. 622 $0. 571 |- $0. 566 
Ammonia and its compounds. ..._.---.-- $0. 84 $0. 380 | $0. 341 $0. 364 $0. 371 a 
Light oil and its derivatives (including ° 

- naphthalene)... .........--..----_... $0. 51 $0. 423 $0. 414 $0. 421 =) oe 
* Surplus gas sold or used__.._.-..-.-...-- $1. 37 $1. 907 $1. 676 $1. 507 $1. 454 

Total byproducts, including breeze... -.- $3. 48 $3. 647 $3. 315 $3. 117 $3. 130 

1 Furnace and foundry coke only. . 
? Figures cover January to September, inclusive. . 
8 Before 1034, figures represent general imports; beginning with 1934, they represent imports for con- 

sumption only. 
4Subject to revision. Includes net difference between imports and exports for first 9 months only. 

- §“For all other purposes”’ included under ‘Other industrial (including water gas).”’ 
6 Figures withheld in accordance with Government policy. | 

SCOPE OF REPORT 

: This report presents, by means of selected tables, the essential 
facts concerning the 1941 production of byproduct and beehive coke 

(tables 3 to 45), coke breeze (table 26), coke byproducts (tables 46 | 
to 51), and city-gas company statistics (table 52). In addition to 
the customary annual data, the report embodies the result of a survey 
of coking coal, which shows the State and county of origin, the ton- 
nage supplied by the principal counties, and the percentage of total 

State tonnages by seams. As a result of a survey covering 1941, 
statistics showing the consumption of foundry coke in the United 

States, by States and regions, appear in this chapter for the first 
time. ,
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| Coke is produced by a group of four different industries in the _ 
United States. Most of the output comes from byproduct and bee- 

| hive ovens, but small quantities are also made by petroleum refineries, 
coal-gas retorts, and tar refineries. The coke manufactured by each — 

7 of these industries, however, varies greatly in character, sand’ the 
problems affecting each are separate and distinct. | 7 

About 1,648,800 tons of petroleum coke and 91,800 tons of coal-tar 
pitch coke were produced in 1941 compared with 1,526,600 and 90,906 
tons, respectively, in 1940. The tonnage of coke produced in coal-gas 

, retorts is relatively small, and the 1941 figure is not available at 
oo present. | a — oo | 

Only coke made from byproduct and beehive ovens is suitable for . 
blast-furnace and foundry uses. As the metallurgical industries — 
consume the bulk of all coke produced, the trade is concerned chiefly 
with byproduct and beehive coke, and the statistics of this report 
are confined to these two types. - 

~ The standard unit of measurement in the coke industry is the short 
- or net ton of 2,000 pounds, and unless otherwise specified that unit is 

oe employed throughout this report. = | oe 7 oo 

| a COKE AND COKE. BREEZE . | Oo 
. : MONTHLY AND WEEKLY PRODUCTION © a 

, _ -Tasie 3.—Byproduct, beehive, and total coke produced in the United States, 1988-41, 
| | by months and average per day, in net tons | 

| 1988 1939 «=©=S sf «i940 1941 

Month Dail ‘Daily | Dail ! Dail ‘, . any auy |. ally y _. Total average Total average Total j average Total average 

_ _Byproduct: : | . 
. January _.........| 2, 749,100 | 88,700 | 3, 355, 200 | 108, 200 | 4, 720,600 | 152, 300 | 4,938, 800 | 159, 300 

February -.........| 2,481, 600 | 88,600 | 3,066,800 | 109, 500 | 4,028, 300 | 138, 900 | 4, 507, 400.] 161, 000 
March.-_.__.-.....| 2,661, 700 | 85,900 | 3, 425, 700 } 110, 500 | 4, 136, 600 | 133,400 | 5,005, 200 | 161, 500 
April -27771TTLT7] 2} 424° 100 | 80, 800 | 2, 903, 800 | 96, 800 | 3, 995, 800 | 133, 200 | 4, 479, 600 | 149, 300 
May--.....--.---| 2,272,100 | 73,300 | 2,387,100 | 77,000 | 4, 256,000 | 137,300 | 4,851, 600 | 156, 500 
June._...........-.| 2,056, 300 | 68, 500 | 3,078, 500 | 102,600 | 4, 387, 200 | 146; 200 | 4,841,700 | 161, 400 
July___..-........] 2, 166, 100 | 69,900 | 3, 354, 100 | 108, 200 | 4, 632,400 | 149, 400 | 5,019, 600 | 161, 900 
August _..........]| 2,484,000 | 80,100 | 3, 652,900 | 117,800 | 4, 695, 500 | 151, 500 | 5,018,900 | 161, 900 

. September__......| 2,665,100 { 88,800 | 3,890,600 | 129, 700 | 4,640, 700 | 154, 700 | 4,811, 400 | 160, 400 
_ October. -_-.-.....} 3,081, 200 | 99, 400 | 4, 512, 300 | 145, 600 | 4, 853, 600 | 156,600 | 4,976, 500 | 160, 500 

November-_...-...| 3, 266, 300 | 108,900 | 4, 551,900 | 151, 700 | 4, 763, 500 | 158, 800 | 4,839, 200 | 161, 300 
December -.--....| 3,350, 800 | 108, 100 } 4; 703, 400 | 151, 700 | 4, 904, 100 | 158, 200 | 5, 192, 500 | 167, 500° 

. 131, 658, 400 | 86, 700 |42, 882, 300 | 117, 500 (54, 014, 300 | 147, 600 |58, 482, 400 | 160, 200 

January.....-...- 114, 100 4, 400 78, 400 3,000 } 252,300 9, 300 542,500 | 17, 500 
February-....--..- 102, 200 4, 300 72, 000 3.000 | 164, 400 6, 600 523,900 | 18,700 
March.__.._....-_- 95, 200 3, 500 69, 600 2, 600 143, 100 5, 500 618,100 | 19,900 
April. ........--.- 73, 100 2, 800 20, 000 800 108, 400 4, 200 98, 200 3,300 
May....------.-. 56, 790 2, 200 24, 700 900 112, 300 4, 200 571, 200 | 18, 400 
June.....-....---- 49, 800 1, 900 52, 300 2, 000 159, 800 6, 400 595, 400 | 19, 800 
July......----22-- 42, 000 1, 700 47, 100 1, 900 244, 400 9,400 | . 610,400 | 19, 700 
August__........- 47, 700 1, 800 44, 900 1, 700 294,200 | 10,900 644, 500 | 20, 800 
September. .-__-_.-- 53, 600 2, 100 77, 000 3, 000 287,800 | 11, 500 605, 800 | 20,200 
October. _.._._.- 60, 700 2, 300 266, 800 | 10, 300 384, 200°} 14, 200 646, 800 | 20, 900 
November._..__.- 66, 700 2, 600 362,700 | 14,000 416, 800 | 16,000 561, 300 | 18, 700 
December... ...--- 75, 600 2, 900 328, 800 | 13, 200 490,100 | 19, 600 686,100 | 22, 100 

837, 400 2, 700 | 1, 444, 300 4, 700 | 3, 057, 800 9, 800 | 6, 704, 200 | 18, 400 

Total coke: — es ees ns es as — 
January -._..-....| 2,863, 200 } 93, 100 | 3, 432, 600 | 111, 200 | 4,972,900 | 161,600 | 5. 481,300 | 176, 800 
February...._.._.| 2, 583,800 | 92,900 | 3, 138,800 | 112, 500 | 4, 192, 700 | 145, 500 | 5,031, 300 | 179, 700 
March._.._.......] 2,756,900 | 89, 400 | 3, 495, 300 | 113, 100 | 4, 279, 700 | 138, 900 | 5,623,300 | 181, 400 
April. .-_.........] 2,497, 200 | 83, 600 | 2,923,800 | 97, 600 | 4, 104, 200 | 137, 400 | 4,577,800 | 152, 600 
May--..-...-....| 2,328, 800 | 75,500 | 2,411,800 | 77,900 | 4,368, 300 | 141, 500 | 5, 422, 800 | 174, 900 
June___.....------| 2, 106, 100 | 70, 400 | 3, 130,800 | 104,600 | 4, 547,000 | 152, 600 | 5, 437, 100 | 181, 200 

. July.__..-.......-] 2,208, 100 | 71,600 | 3, 401, 200 | 110, 100 | 4,876, 800 | 158, 800 | 5, 630,000 | 181, 600 
August_..........| 2, 531, 700 | 81,900 | 3, 697, 800 | 119, 500 | 4,989, 700 | 162, 400 | 5, 663, 400 | 182, 700 
September_..._._.| 2,718,700 | 90,900 | 3, 967,600 | 132, 700 | 4,928, 500 | 166, 200 | 5,417, 200 | 180, 600 
October. ........_] 3, 141,900 | 101, 700 | 4,779, 100 | 155,900 | 5, 237, 800 | 170, 800 | 5,623, 300 | 181, 400 
November____.._.} 3. 333,000 | 111, 500 | 4,914, 600 | 165, 700 | 5, 180,300 | 174,800 | 5, 400, 500 | 180, 000 
December _.......| 3, 426,400 | 111,000 | 5,032, 200 | 164,900 | 5, 394, 200 | 177, 800 | 5, 878, 600 | 189, 600 

32, 495, 800 | 89, 400 |44, 326, 600 | 122, 200 [57, 072, 100 | 157, 400 /65, 186, 600 | 178, 600
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.- Papuie 4.— Beehive coke produced in the United States tn 1941, by weeks , | - 
: | : [Estimated from railroad shipments]: a : 

Week ended— | Net tons . Week ended— Net tons | Week: ended— | Net tons 

Jan, 4.......-.--..-.-| 161,700 || May 17...--..---.-..-| 133, 600 || Sept. 27...............] . 143,300 
11_...------------] 113,900 |} MA_.......-.---.-| 158,600 || Oct. 4.----.-.2....-.] 136,900 
18.2.2. ee 126, 800 |} 31__...........--| 131, 300 Llee lee 131, 700 . 
BB eenee----| 119,100 || June 7...22..--2..---| 128, 600 || 18._.---...-...--.} 165,300 | 

Feb. 1....-..-.------| 145, 300 14.........-..---| 158,000 25.....-.------.| 154,400 | 
8.....----..2---] . 129,400 | 21: ....-.-.--..- 136, 300 |} Nov. 1...............| 124,900 
15.22..--2.5---.-| 132,800.[| .  28..--.,.--.------} 148, 300 | © Bloeeeeeee 139, 600 
22_..2-.------.---] 131, 200 |] July 6...............-]| 121,400 a 144, 700 

Mar. 1......,-2......| | 127,500 |) - 122. oe 136, 000 22_...-.---.-.---| | 112,700 - 
822222 eee-]| 145, 800 19__o oll. 128, 400 . 20..-..--.------- 143, 400 

: 15_--..........--] 147, 600 26_..---..------.-| 154,800 |] Dee. 6..-.-.-----.--- 157, 100 
22.22 a ce -e- 145, 700.}| Aug. 2.........---..- 141, 100 13.._...-...-.---| . 141,300 
29_.........---..| 144,800 9.2... ------ 145, 900 | — 20. ...--.----.--- 157, 600. 

Apr. 6....-2.-..-.-.- 78, 700 |]: 16....-.-...-..--| 145, 900 | -27.....-.--------}| 154,800 
2.22 ee 7, 400 || - BL. ee 165, 600 . 28-31 3......-....] 75,200 
19....--2.--L lf 8, 200 30_.-...---.--...] 140,000 eo —_—__—_— 
(oo 7,200 || Sept. 6.......----.---] 143, 100 6, 704, 200 - 

May 3..-....-..-....] . 41,300 13__.........-...] 133, 700 
| 10....-...---.---| _ 119, 200 20.2... -----.--| 140, 100 : Poo 

14 days only. 

TaBLE 5.—Byproduct coke produced in the United States in 1941, by months and. 
: : . States, in net tons _ a 

. . {Based upon reports from all producers] . 

State — January | February} March April | May. June July 

flabama.....-.2.22222.........] 405,000 | 381,400 | 424,800 | 345, 700| 381,300 | 421,800 435, 700 
Colorado...........-...........| 54,400 49, 700 53, 400 49, 100 54, 000 47, 600 52, 200 
Tilinois_..........02........-...| 306,900 | 286,300 | 322,300 | 251,600; 308,800 | 298, 700 314, 900 | 
Indiana... ..........-.--.---.---| 616,800 | 594,700 | 636,600 ; 552,500 | 632,800 | 623, 400 658, 500 
‘Maryland__.'|._.....-.---_..._-.| 144,200 | 130,500 | 148,100 | 142,100 | 147,500 |. 142,400 146, 600 

_ - Massachusetts.................| 100,600 91, 200 | 100, 500 89, 700 97, 100 98, 300 , 92, 400 a 
: Michigan .-...........-......--| 253, 700 | 231,900 | 261,800 | 202,200 | 220,000 | 238, 300 252, 300 

Minnesota..........-..........] 46, 700 42, 000 48, 400 47, 100 51, 000 51, 200 53, 100 . 
New Jersey. ...-...............] 88,400 80, 200 88, 200 84,400 | 88, 100 83,700 | . 88,100. oO 
New York.....................| 445,300 | 361,500 | 423,700 | 417,000 | 430,200] 419,800 423, 100 
Ohio__._-.-- 2-2 -|) 784,400 | 716,190 | 795,900 | 695,500 | 761,100 | 765, 100 794, 200 

_ Pennsylvania................-.|1, 329, 300 |1, 205, 100 |1, 330, 500 |1, 253, 100 |1, 308, 800 /1, 280, 200 | 1,324, 000 
‘Tennessee......................|° 8, 800 8, 000 8, 900 9, 200 9, 900 8, 300 8, 700 . 
Utah... .. 2-2 eee 19, 700 18, 300 21, 000 15, 600 20,.600 19, 700 20, 300 . 
‘West Virginia_................_]| 156,200 | 150,000 | 166,600 | 159,500 166,600; 162,200 168, 600 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Mis- . 

. souri, Rhode Island, and . . 
Wisconsin....................| 178,400} 160,500 | 174,500 | 165,300 | 173,800 | 181,000 186,400 

- 4, 938, 800 |4, 507, 400 |5, 005, 200 |4, 479, 600 |4, 851, 600 |4, 841, 700 | 5, 019, 600 | 

At merchant plants_.........../1, 113, 600 |1, 039, 200 |1, 154, 800 /1, 055, 900 |1, 119, 800 |1, 113, 200 | 1, 144,000 
At furnace plants. _........._..|3, 825, 200 |3, 468, 200 {3, 850, 400 |3, 423, 700 |3, 731, 800 |3, 728, 500 | 3, 875, 600 

State | August | 5¢ptem| october | Novem: | Decem- | rota , 

Alabama...........................--..-.-| 433,000 |. 334,900 | 380,800 | 342,200 473,200 | 4,759, 800 
Colorado.._............-.......-.--...--.-| 52,000 48, 200 54, 300 §2, 900 55, 000 622, 800 
Milinois__....._..........-...._.......-.-.-| 319,300 | 310,500 | 318,900 | 306,900 | 315,800 | 3, 660,900 
Indiana__.._.................-..--.-.-.---}| 640,300 | 614,200 | 591,600 605,500} 689,800 | 7, 406, 700 
Maryland -_-_._.-..--------.--..-.-...-...-| 146,500 | 142,700 | 147,100 | 142,300 | 172, 500 | 1, 752, 500 
Massachusetts..........---.---.----------]| 92,300 97,100 ; 101, 100 99,200 | 102,200 | 1, 161, 700 — 
Michigan___._......--.-..--....-.--------| 236,400 | 231,200 | 235,100 | 243,200 | 257,000 | 2,863, 600 
Minnesota..._-........--.....--....-.-..-| 58, 000 63, 400 | - 77,400 75, 200 77, 400 685, 900 . 
New Jersey.......-...-----.-.-.-.-----.-.] 87,800 84, 000 88, 000 83,500 | 87,200 | 1,031, 600 
New York..._.......-..--..--.--.-..---.-] 414,600 | 433,000 | 444,000 | 446,000 | 458,100 | 5, 116,300 
Ohio..._..........-..-.--.-----.----------| 808,800 | 777,200 | 805,300 | 774,200 | 811,400 | 9, 284, 200 
Pennsylvanis._...........-..--.--.----.-.-]1, 348, 600 |1, 297, 700 |1, 337, 400 |1, 281, 800 /|1, 335, 800 |15, 632, 300 
Tennessee. __.-....-------------------- ee 9, 800 9, 000 9,300 | . 9,300 12,100.| 111,300 
Utah_______--- ec. e| = 20, 700 19, 200 20, 800 19, 500 21, 200 236, 600 
West Virginia......_...........-..........] 170,500 | 166,200 | 172,000] 168,100 | 177,100 | 1,983, 600 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode 

, Island, and Wisconsin.__........-......| 190,300 | 182,900 | 193,400 | 189,400 | 196,700 | 2,172,600 

. 5, 018, 900 |4, 81:1, 400 |4, 976, 500 | 4, 839, 200 |5, 192, 500 /58, 482, 400 

At merchant plants__..._................./1, 143, 400 |1, 103, 000 |1, 148, 600 |1, 144, 400 |1, 214, 600 /13, 494, 500 
At furnace plants. ____._........._.-....--13, 875, 00 13, 708, 400 13, 827, 900 {3, 604, 800 13, 977, 900 |44, 987, 900 

497779—43—_62 .
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| TABLE 6.— Beehive coke produced in the United States in.1941, by months and States, " 
a | in net tons | | - - 

a . [Based upon railroad shipments] 

| State 7 January February] March | April | May June 

; Alabama... ......--..2.-.-..-.-----------].--------- |. --------]---------- |] +--+ ---- | ---------- 3, 400 
Colorado and Utah_-__........-.-----+--.- 7, 200 6, 800 7, 800 3, 600 6, 500 7, 800 
Kentucky and Tennessee......-....-.---.| 3,600| 3,300] 3,900] 2800] 4600] 3,900 
‘Pennsylvania_............-.--------------| 480,600 | 465,460 | 548, 200 85, 200 | 509, 400 526, 800 
Virginia ._....-........--..--.2..2...--.--| 26,800 | 27,000 | 31,600} . 2,900] 28,900| 29,300 
West Virginia_-.-----..-...-..--.--.----.| 24,300} 21,400 | 26,600| 3,700} 21,800] 24, 200 

7 : CS _ | 42,500 | 523,900 | 618,100 | 98,200 ) 571,200 | 595, 400 

: | State July | August er October | N er Decem- Total 

Alsbama........_........--.| 13,800] 17,500 | 12,300 14,100 | 18,000 | 19,100} 95,200 
Colorado and Utah__..__.....-| 7, 400 7,800 | ~— 8,800 9, 200 8, 700 8, 800 90, 400 “ 
Kentucky and Tennessee - - ---- 3,800; 2,700 2, 500 3, 600 2, 900 3, 600 41, 200 
Pennsylvania...........-...-..| 535,000 | 560,900 | 530,800 | 563,400 | 484,600 | 600, 800 | 5, 891, 100 
Virginia.__........-.-.-.--.-...| 27,600 | 29,400} 29,500} 32,800| 29,600| 29,200 |- 324,600 — 
West Virginia..---222.2..22221} 22,800 | 26,200 | 21,900 | 23,700 | 20,500} 24,600 | 261,700 

OS 610, 400° | 644, 500:| 605,800 | 646,800 | 561,300 | 686, 100 | 6, 704, 200 

| PRODUCTION BY FURNACE AND NONFURNACE PLANTS | | | 

- The terms “furnace” and ‘merchant’ plants originated in the 
_ Connellsville beehive-coke trade, although in this report the dis- 
~ tinction is applied to byproduct-coke plants only. Furnace plants © 

- are those affiliated with the iron and steel industry, with an output 
that does not ordinarily enter the open market. Merchant plants 
include some that are affiliated with local iron furnaces but produce 
more coke than the furnaces can consume and therefore depend on 
foundry, domestic, or other markets. The term also includes producers | 
of coke who sell their entire output on the competitive market; the - 

: plants affiliated with alkali works; low-temperature carbonization 
plants; and, in addition, a number of plants that, although not public 
utilities, were constructed primarily to supply city gas and sell their | 
coke for domestic, industrial, and metallurgical use. 
_ Production of coke follows closely the trend of the iron and steel 
industry. In 1941, 45 furnace plants produced 44,987,913 tons of ) 
coke (77 percent), and 42 nonfurnace plants produced only 13,494,509 | 
tons (23 percent) of the total, which was the same ratio as in 1940. - 

TaBLeE 7.—Number and production of byproduct-coke plants connected with iron 
furnaces and of other byproduct plants in the United States, 1913, 1918, and 
1989-41 . 

| None Coke produced (net tons) Percent of pro- 

Year —_ | —_———————|——_-——- 
F Othe F F Oth tunsee | Other | Furnsce | otnerpiants| Fummace | Other 

1 20 16| 9,277,832 | 3,436,868 | 73.0 27.0 
1918._._.._-..-..-..-222ees ees eee 36 24| 19,220,342| 6,777,238] 73.9 26.1 
1939... 2222 45 39 31, 811, 807 11, 070, 506 74.2 25. 8 
1940___-.- eee ee 45 40 41, 465, 177 12, 549, 132 76.8 | 23.2 
1941___- eee 45 42 44, 987, 913 13, 494, 509 76.9 23.1
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- Taste 8.—Monthly and average daily production of byproduct coke by plants asso- 
ciated. with iron furnaces and by all other plants in the United States, 1989-41, 

| an net tons a . | | 

| 7 | 1939 1940 1941 . 

Month | _ YO 
. . Furnace Other Furnace Other Furnace Other 

os, plants | plants plants plants plants plants 

| Monthly. production: = §$j | : 
“; January: _...............] 2,388,000 | 967,200 | 3,644,300 | 1,076,300 | 3,825,200 | 1, 113, 600 
““" ‘February ...--------------| 2,199,000 | 867,800 | 3,038,200} 990,100 | 3,468,200 1,038, 200 | 

-, Mareh_ 2.2222 2_| 2, 495, 000 930, 700 | 3.082, 700 | 1,053,900 | 3,850,400 | 1.154, 800 a 
87 Rprit. 2ST _-] 2,048, 700 | 858, 100 | 2,985,700 | 1,010,100 | 3,423,700 | 1,058, 900 

~ 5 May. ---- sai o0------42--}., 1, 625, 900 761, 200 | 3, 248, 200 | 1,007,800 | 3,731,800 | 1, 119, 800 vy JUNC: _--n cee ce-0._----a--| 2, 280,200 | 848, 300 | 3,395,800 | 991,400 | 3,728,500] 1, 113, 200 
Sully 2 TEL 2, 480, 600 873,500 | 3,599,800 | 1,032,600 | 3,875,600 | 1, 144, 000 

»» August. --.--.4------~---}. 2,759, 900 | 893,000 | 3,658,800 | 1,036,700 | 3,875,500 | 1, 143, 400 
_ September... 0, .------—-|/- 2,960, 400 | _ 930, 200 | 3, 596,900 | 1,043,800 | 3,708,400 | 1, 108, 000 | 

, October... =. ~----2y=-] <3, 463, 300 |. 1, 049, 000 | 3, 750,800 | 1,102,800 | 3,827,900 | 1, 148, 600 | 
“. November... .-- =.=] 3,526, 400 |’ 1, 025, 500.| 3,674,700 | 1,088,800 | 3,604,800 | 1, 144, 400 
“ Degember - 222.2" 27.2.22=_]."3, 637, 400 |. 1,066, 000 | 3, 789,300 | 1,114,800 | 3,977,900 | 1, 294, 600 | 

Louk SEs | yy [BI 811, 800 11, 070, 600 | 41, 465, 200 | 12, 549, 100 | 44, 987,900 | 13, 494, 500 | 
Average daily production: <: [00 7}. Po | | 
vtuary ss “79, 000 |." 31,200 T 2° 117, 600 34, 700 123, 400 35, 900 
Bue Se February -..-- wai nenee ere ee . 8, 500, co a f 31, 000. pots 104, 800 34, 100 123, 900 37, 100 , 

— ES’Mareh.2..72 2202-2 -------| "80, 800 |." 30,000 |" "99, 400 | 34,000 | 124, 200 37, 300 | 
ros, ADVILs. - 4. age peer -- seat Lee - 68, 200 posts . 28, 600 as 99, 500 33, 700 - 114, 100 , 35, 200 

OM ay nn penctenercenenseenf ee 82,4001" 24, 600 1 104,800 | 32,500] 120, 400 36, 100 
, ~~  Jtine 2 eee 74, 300 28, 300 113, 200 33, 000 124, 300 37, 100 

ee July] 80,000 | = 28, 200.| . 116,100 | 33,300 | ‘125, 000 36, 900 
“e,; August - 22-22 ,222--L =f.” 89,000 1,. 28, 800 }.;- 118,000 7° 33, 500 | ~” 125, 000 36,900 | 
“" September... -22-.----2-2-]° 98, 700 7 ~- —-31,000 |. 119,900 | ~~ 34,800 | “123, 600 36, 300 ° 
J, October’... 2-22. 2.-------] 111,700} 33,900 f°. 121,000] 35,600 | “123, 8004... 37,000 
“November .-_...:..-.-.----] 117,500 | © 34,200 |: 122,500 | 36,300 | 123, 200}... ...38, 100 

- ___ December-.-.--.--2------] "117,300 | 34,400: | 122,200 | 36,000 | 128, 300") 38, 200 

(ay Averages scaceccect ef 87, 200'f.,. 30,808 p< 418, 800 |” 34, 800° | 128,200, f 84,000 . 

All coke-producing States except, Michigan increased their output | 
| in 1941.- The total-output-of bypreduct-coke (exclusive of screenings - 

and’ breeze) in 1941° was 8 percent greater than in~ 1940; and’ the 
output of beehive coke was 119 percent greater than in 1940, -o- 

As in previous years, Pennsylvania was the leading producing 
State, contributing 27 percent of the byproduct and 88 percent. of the | 
beehive output. The largest gains were reported by Minnesota | : 

_ with an increase of 31 percent, Illinois with 21 percent, Tennessee 
and Ohio each with 18 percent, Indiana with 16 percent, and Colorado 
with 15 percent over the 1940 output. 

The rehabilitation and operation during 1941 of a large number 
of beehive ovens that had long been idle partly explained the increased | 
beehive-coke production. Alabama manufactured beehive coke in 
1941 for the first time in many years. All producing States shared 
the increase in beehive-coke output. Pennsylvania produced ap- 
proximately 88 percent of the Nation’s total; Virginia, West Virginia, 
Alabama, and Colorado together contributed 11 percent; and all 
other States furnished only 1 percent (table 9.) :
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TasBLeE 9.—Byproduct and beehive coke produced in the United States, 1918 and 
ne | 1938-41, by States, in net tons oe ce 

a [Exclusive of screenings or breeze] ~ . oe 

: State "T1918 1938 1939 - 1940 | = 1941 

ne ‘Alabama. ..-....-.-.--------..---.--.-| 2,634,451 | 3,378,044 | 3,854,505 | 4,727,378 | 4, 759, 862 _ 
, co Colorado. -.-.-...---.-----.+-----=---- 280,663 | 186,805 398,033 | . 543, 548 | 622,807 

| - Connecticut....-....----.----2--------]------------]  @) () 0) —~@) 7. 
~ - Fflinois; ..2-2.--.2-------------=--L- | 2,285,610 | 1, 734,511 | 1,884,240] 3,014,840} 3,660,878 © 

| Indiana 0.1022 el-.----------] 3,898,215 | 2,904,779.1 4,878,033 | 6,412,716 | 7,406, 724. : 
| . . ° “Kentuecky-.:..-2-0-22-----2-22-------2 |) 517, 749 | @ fF; -@ —- ft. (1) | 

: -  . Maryland.-..20 02222222 22---------| 474,368 | 1,105,262 | 1,578,973 | 1,682,701} 1,752,588 = 
 ‘Massachusetts......-....----.-----.---| . 556,397 | 1,019,302 | 1,057,188 | 1,130,311:| 1, 161, 732 

| ' “Michigan. _-2..2+.2--2.---2.-.---------| -@) - | 1,742, 787.|.. 2,430,688 |. 2,872,026 | 2; 863, 563 —_ 
oo _- Minnesota.._-...:-.------------------| 784,065 |. 540,447 | 497,079 | —-524,360.| 685,873 

. . Missouri_-..2--.----.-----------+------ () ®t ay (1) Co, 
Le New Jersey...----------------------- 682,148 |. 1,007,394 | -1,003, 197! 1,016,481 -1, 031, 569 . 
He . New York..__.....--.----------...----| 1, 069, 587 | 3,945,358 | 4,468,487 |. 5,080,403 | 5, 116, 308 

SO Ohio. - .-.------.--.-----.---.-------_-|. 5, 226,334 |. 3,699,995 | 6,135,949 | 7,897,929 | 9,284,194 . 
| --  Pennsylvania....-..---.---------------| 4, 586, 981 | 7,119, 328-| 10,994, 254 | 14,861,657 | 15,632,354 

ee - Rhode Island_.._.--..-----.-----------|------------]  -@ |) | yy | : 
- Tennessee... _.-..--.--.----------------| | 124, 469 76,123 |... 79,448 | © 94,4541. 111, 310 

. Utah... [eee ---- | «182,513 | 189, 194 218,949.| 236,607. 
ae . Washington _--...-------..------------| 30,129 [.-.-_-_-..-2|---22 2-2 ee eee eden eee 
Bo West Virginia. .......----..-----.----- 603,393 | 1,346,734 | 1,598,198; 1,899,849 | 1,983,619 

| , _ Wisconsin .-._.-_.---------------------], —§@. [  @) 3S)» o @) OQ 
| | Combined States. ........-..-.--------| 2,293,021 | 1,719,021 | 1,834,927 | 2,036,707 | 2,172,484 

BC - | 25, 997, 580 | 31, 658, 403 | 42,882,313 | 54,014,309 | 58,482,422 

, —. Alabama. ......--.-.----------2-------| 1, 717, 721 | es. - 2. [------------|----a-e----- | 95, 200 
'. Colorado. -.....-.-.--2---------------- 758,784 | 54,721]. 56,836. 62, 417 80,196 

: _ -- Georgia.--..-.22-2--- 2-2 e eee 22, 048 |...-------2- |---| ee] eee eee . 
 Kentucky~.-----.--.-.--------------+- 301, 036 |---| eee Q). . 2,064 - 

oo, - New Mexico........--.----------------]. - 597, 072 |__...--2---- fee |e ef 
oe Ohio. ...-.-----..------------- +1 eee 138, 909 |-..-2--- fee 

Do . - Oklahoms....------..----------------- Q) | |e elle |--------2a2.|e- eee -- eee . 
| -  Pennsylvania..........-.-----------.-- | 22,136,664} 482,105 | 1,125,971 | 2,550,367 | 5,891,118 | 

- ‘Tennessee. _..-.--------------------.-=| 302, 637 8, 500 [-.2.--- 22 5, 251 39, 083 
BT . Utah. 2-22 eee] 7,668 | 8,332} 7,398 10,244 

| - - -Virginia.___......2.--2-----------.----] 1,234,256 | 188,905. | 165,317 |: 198,379]. 324,573 
. Washington..........-----------2-----]. 98, 659 |---| noecnencnee- 

~ West Virginia... ...-....222----2..2----] . 2,716,613 | 158,513 |. 87,872 | 283,154 | 261,688. 
oo _—.-—, Combined States_.-.----.--2--2-.2-2-2) . 461,398 |e ef 889 Joe 

. a ‘| 80, 486, 792 837,412 | 1,444,328 | 3,057,825 | 6, 704,156 

. ..-- Grand total... ...--...--..------------| 56,478, 372 | 32, 495, 815 | 44,326,641 | 57,072,134 | 65,186,573 

1Included under ‘‘Combined States.” . — oO De oe



— | _. Tasee 10,—Coke produced, value, number of ovens, coal charged, and average yield in 1941, by States . | a 

| 7 ee oe oe . | {Exclusive of screenings ‘or breeze] Oo - ea | | 

ef Byproduct re Behive © | |° Total ce 

| | state of ) | Yield | | Value of coke at Po Yield | Value of coke at pe a 
a , OF COKe ovens . oo, - | OF COKe ovens . oS a ee ‘Coke pro-| PO 7 |Coke pro- aa Coke pro-| Value of . . 

: Plants | Ovens on es from | duced |_| Ovens (ast tons) from | duced || duced | cokeat Lo 
—- } ” | Gper- | (net tons) |, Per 7 | (per- | (net tons) | Per. |(nettons)} ovens = - 
a : . cent) | = ‘Total | ton | | | - cent) 4 Total | ton |. Bo a 

Alabama.................|- 8 | 1,382] 6,656,387 | 71.51 | 4,759, 862 |g18,026,790 | $3.70| 545 | 156,940 | 60.66} 95,200 | $001,735 |. $6.32 | 4,855,062 |gi8,628,534 2 
Colorado......--.-------- 1] '188] '956,279.| 65.13 | "622,807 ay | Gf 260 | «(124,198 | 64.57 | 80,196 go 703,003}: (1) By, | 
Iilinois......----...-...-.] 9] 915] 5,141,881 | 71.20 | 3,660,878 | 25,214,769 | 6.89 |........|.-----.----|--------|--------2-|-----------|--22----| 3, 660,878 | 25,214,760 8 : : 

| Indiana...-..-...-.-..--.| - 5| 1,452 | 10,103,930 | 73.31 | 7,406,724 | 48,432,824 | 6.54 |_...-.-.|....-.-.--.|.-.-..-.|.-...-.--.|.--202---2-|-.22----| 7,406, 724 | 48,432,824. 57 
Maryland......--...-..-- 1} '422 | 2,413'996.| 72.60 | 1,752, 538 @ Jo Q) 0 DIDDTTTI TTT EESTI a) 752) 538 | @ > | 
Massachusetts....----.-.| . 2| 215) 1,651,177|- 70.36 | 1,161,732] 3) (9 0 TTT PEEPS) ie 732) 0 0) Be Oo 
Michigan............---- 8{| 660 | 4,015,810 | 71.31 | 2,863,563 | 18,213,048 | 6.36 |__.-...-|_....-.-...|.....-.-]..-.-.-.-}..20s.o-c.-|-2--- 0. -| 27868) 563 | 18,213,048 ef a 

; Minnesota. ........------ 3 196 950,812 |. 72.13 | 685,873 5, 082, 787 7.41 | 2.2] eee |---| eee] --------] 685, 873 | 5,082,787 ae 
‘ New Jersey....-.....----| - 2] 239] 1,439/711 | 71.65 | 1,031,569, 9° () | (Q) [STTTTE T1081) 568 (ge 
; New York.....-......-..| . 8| 1,054] 7,166,526 | 71.39 | 5, 116,308 | 32,808,937 | . 6.41 |_.-.-...|.-..-....-.|.....---]...-.-.-..|.. 02-2... |---.2--.| 5, 146, 308 | 32, 808, 937 4 Oe : 

: Ohio..........-....------| 15 | 1,963 | 12,959,4801 71:64 | 9, 284, 194-| 48,491,506 | 5.22 |... |... 00 TTT PTET of aga’ 104 | 48,401,508 rp 
-  Pennsylvania._..-....---| 12] 3,322 | 22,850,457 | 68.41 |15, 632, 354 | 66,163,689 | 4.23 | 14, 410 | 9,196, 363 | 64.06 |5,801, 118 [31,572,276 | 5.36. |21, 523,472 | 97,735,005 i$ —- 

- Pennessee......---------- 1| * 44] ‘154,723 | 71.94] °111,310| 824,146 | 7.401 '246) ° 66,035 | 50.19| 39,083 | 204,579] 7.54] °150,303| 1,118,723 © - 
Utah........------2-2-0-- 1 56 | 397,125 | 59.68 | 236,607 yf @ gi4| . 20106} 80.95| 10,944] () -} @) 246,851 |” (1) Oo 

Virginia. -.-2---2-2-s-|eaneneo-|-ononne-|evenesoteeceesecees eseeeecee feces fee 1,286 | 540, 750 | 60.02 |. 324,573 | 1,922,181 | 5.92) 324,573 | 1,022,181 g OC 
ashington............-.]..-.---.|--------]------------[..------|-2--------- |e fee ve nee nec ete few e lecfeeecl es. [lee a eee ee fone eee fee eee [eee — os 

a West Vewinia 22222727. 5 | 424 | 2,872,087 | 69.07 | 1,983,619 | 6,192,305 | 3.12| 934] 421,401 | 62.09 | 261,688 | 1,434,518 | 5.48 | 2,245,307 | 7,626,823 4. a 
- + Connecticut, Kentucky: a , Be ‘a - |. 7 de f oe a wR co 

"Missouri, ’ Rhode Is- | - | : ' top | Pf | Me 
land, and Wisconsin...| 6| 614] 2,878,456 | 75.47 | 2,172,484 | 15,821,177 |. 7.28| 14 3,424 | 59.991 .2,084] (1) | (i) | 2,174,538 (Ko os 

Undistributed...-..-..2-2]..------|-2------[e-o2 eit eeeefeeee ee ee [ee cee ene =-| 8, 208, 154] 649 [ef | 664, 7) 2ae || 47,691,048 - 

-Potal: 1941.........| 87 | 13,016 | 82,608,837 | 70.79 |58, 482, 422 |316,477,231 | 5.41 | 18, 669/110, 529,316 | 63.67 (6, 704, 156 136, 490,006'| ~ 5.44 |65, 186, 578 1352, 967, 237 ce 
1940S TTIIITT] «89 | 12, 784 | 76, 682, 780 | 70. 53 |54,014, 369 |260, 358,566 | 4.82 | 15,150 | 4,802,996 | 63.66 (3,057,825 |13, 475,844 |. 4.41 157,072, 134 [273,832,410 

| a Included under “Undistributed.” ts a i ee ee
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| TaBLeE 11.—Byproduct and beehive coke produced in Pennsylvania in 1941 , by | 
| , districts | 

| [Number of plants and ovens includes those idle during the year; 14 plants were under construction or 
. me reconstruction in 1941] . 

Lo , | rs Value of coke at 
a Yield 

Coke ovens 
District Plants | Ovens | Coal used | of coke | 1 oauced ee 

(net tons) | from coal (net tons) 

| (pereent)) Total | Perton | 

| Byproduct: | | 
Eastern Pennsylvania !___. 4 705 | 3,681, 564 71.21 | 2,621, 582 |$17, 565, 844 $6. 70 . 
‘Western Pennsylvania?..-| 8 | 2,617 | 19,168,893 | 67.87 | 13,010. 772 | 48,597,845 | 3.74 

12 | 3,322 | 22,850,457 | 68.41 | 15,632, 354 | 66,163,689 | 4.23 

Allegheny Mountain. and 
| Allegheny Valley_._.-.-- 2| 242 92,699 | 61.98 57,452 | 341,830} 5.95 

_  Connelisville..-...---------| 50 |- 8,597 | 4,631,345 | 64.86 | 3,003,692 | 16,111,440 | 5.36 
Lower Connelisville..------| 16 | 3,121 | 2,950,236| 63.79 | 1,887,751 | 9,830,849| 5.21 
Upper Connellsville. _...._. 7| 1,184 412, 293 | 63. 42 261,458 | 1, 502, 656 5.75 
Pittsburgh and other dis- - 

tricts 3. ..-..-.--.---- 71 1,316 | 1,100,790| 61.84 | 680,765 | 3,776,492 | 5.55 | 
| 82 | 14,410 | 9,196,363 | 64.06 | 5,801,118 | 31,572,276 | 5.36 

Grand total..............| 94 | 17, 732 | 32,046,820 | 67.16 | 21, 523, 472 | 97,735,965 | 4.54 

' 1Includes plants at Bethlehem, Philadelphia, Steelton, and Swedeland. | | 
P tuncludes plants at Aliquippa, Champion, Clairton, Erie, Johnstown, Midland, Neville Island, and 

I urgn, 

3 Includes Bedford and parts of Indiana and Westmoreland Counties. 

a | TaBLE 12.—Byproduct coke produced in Ohio in 1941, by districts 

| , «a1, Value of coke at | Yield © 
. Coke ovens . District rm Ovens | Coal used | of coke | prodnoed | 

ne ns 
| (percent) Total | Perton 

Canton, Cleveland, and | , 
os Massillon... __.........-..---- 5| 505] 4,204,377] 72.92] 3,065,770 |$17, 133,163 | $5. 50 

| Youngstown_...-...--....--- 3} 602] 4,033,907 | 70.72 | 2,852,827 | 13,250,425 | 4.65 
Other districts 1._2277 777777777 7| 766 | 4,721,196 | 71.29 | 3,365,597 | 18,099,008 | 5.38 

15 | 1,963 | 12,959,480 | 71.64 | 9,284,194 | 48,491,596 | 5.22 

1 Includes plants at Hamilton, Ironton, Lorain, Painesville, Portsmouth, Toledo, and Warren. 

| “NUMBER AND TYPE OF OVENS 

On December.31,-1941, 13,016 byproduct-coke ovens—an. all-time 
peak—were in existence. During the year, 443 new ovens were com- 

w pleted and put into operation, and 158 ovens were abandoned. The 
total number on December 31, 1941, represented the ovens in existence 
at the end of 1940 plus the difference in new ovens completed and old 
ones abandoned, taking into consideration changes due to replace- 
ment and reclassification (footnotes 2 and 3, table 13). 

During the year the Office of Production Management approved a 
number of new byproduct-coke plants required to supply blast- 
furnace coke for the expansion program of iron production. At the 
end of 1941, 181 new byproduct ovens, with an estimated annual 
capacity of 1,017,319 tons, were under construction. In general, 

| there was enough coke during the year to take care of industrial 
requirements. = = a a oO 

Impelled by the growing need for furnace coke in 1941, many bee- 
_ hive ovens that had been abandoned for several years were rehabili- 

tated and restored to active operation. The average number of ovens
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in operation—8,895 in December 1940—rose to 9,473 in January 1941. . 

The number was increased in February and March but dropped in 
April to 3,212, owing to labor difficulties. Thereafter the monthly 

average of active ovens increased steadily for the remainder of the 
| year and reached a peak of 12,321 in December, exceeding the De- 

cember 1940 figure by 39 percent. | 

TaBiLE 13.—Coke ovens completed and abandoned in the United States in 1941 and oe 

a total number in existence at end of year, by States ce | . 
reer LL Le

 

- Ovens | 

Plants | In existence Dec. 31, Under constru | 
| in exist- 1941 New tion Dec. 31, 1941 

State - ence |__| Ab are | 

Dee. 31, doned . 
1941 Annual Annual | during | Annual 

Num- | capacity | Num- | capacity | year | Num- | capacity 
| ber |(net tons of} ber |(net tons cf| — ber | (net tons 

| | coke) coke) | of coke) | 

Byproduct: | - : : 
Alabama. .........---- 8 | 1,352) 5,790,315 98 547, 500 |_---..--]-------- fe ; 

Colorado..-..--------- 1}. 188 645, 300 |__...---|--=---------]..------]--------]-------- 2 . 
- Connecticut. .-...----- 1 70 () | 9; Q eee e nnn) eneeen-|-o eee n wn ee 

Thlinois........-.-.---- 9 915. | 4,185,300 |__._.-.-]-.-.-_------ 1 jee 

Indiana. .....-.---.--- § | 21,452 | 7, 134, 400 41; # £4) 41 |. e ee] 

Kentucky --...-..------ -J 120 (1) weeweeee| neo nee | eee eee |e eee fe cee 

Maryland. .-_...-...---- 1 422 | 2,124, 000 61 396, 000 |. ...--..]-.-.----]_--.--..-. 

Massachusetts-....---- 2 215 | 1,165,880 |...---.-|..-------.--]__------]--------]---- ee 

Michigan..........---- 8 660 | 3, 132, 168 |__-.-.--|------------ 87 |_...----]_--.------ 

Minnesota........----- 3 196 943, 500 |__.:----]------------].-------]--------]------- 

- Missouri. _........---- 1 64 (1) wee ewe |uee eee eee-|-- ee eee] eee | eee . 

New Jersey.-..-------- 2 3239 | 1,@2,000 |__..-.--]------------]--------|--------|---------- 

_ New York.....-.-.---- 8 | 1,054] 5, 571, 563 76 - $84, 000 |__..----|.-------|.--------- 

Ohio__--..--...------- 15 | 1,963 | 9,313,900] 101 (1) | woe nee e}eeeee eee] eee eee 

Pennsylvania. ---...--- 12 | 3,322 | 16, 604,800 |_...----|------------ 29 — 99 (1) 

Rhode Island... ---.--- 1] #65 (#) woeeece-|--2---e----- fee -- |---| eee 

Tennessee. __..-..----- ] 44 219, 982 20 116, 508 }|_.-.--.-]_-------]---------- 

Utah.__...-..-...------ 1 56 | 288, 710 |__..--_-|------------]--------|--------]---------- 

_ West Virginia, -------- 5 | 424] 2,282, 250 37 QU PT 
“ ~ Wisconsin..._...-..--- 2 195 (4) ocean ee |4----------- |---| ee 

_ Undistributed.......--|...-----|--------| 2, 228, 280 |-.--.--- 934, 000 |_.....--}.-------| 1, 017, 319 7 

87 | 13,016 | 62, 562, 348 443 | 2, 378, 008 158 181 | 1,017,319 

_ Atmerchant plants....} 42 | 3,549 | 15, 303, 525 208 | 1, 059, 008 154 37 | 200,000 . 

‘At furnace plants. .---- 45 | 9,467 | 47, 258, 823 235 | 1, 319, 000 4 | 144 817, 319 

Beehive: — . ce . a. 

Alabama. .-......----- 4 545 $3, 012 |__-.----|------------]--------]--------|---------- 

Colorado. -.......------ 1 260 (1) wee weeen|oceneeee noe fe pene nee |-- eee fee. 

Kentucky - ....-.------ 1 14 (1) eee nen [een ween nee] enn e ene] -- ee = |e eee eee 
Pennsy]vania_.....---- 82 | 14,410 | 9, 248, 265 |._-.----}------------ 278 |....----|--------.- 

Tennessee _......------ 2 246 97, 500 |....----|------------|--~------|--------|---------- 

Utah....._.----------- 1 814 (1) woe |e eeee ne een|eceeeee-|-eneeee-|eee eee eee 
Virginia .__....-.------ 8 | 1,286 684, 774 |_..-----|.-----------]--------]--------]---------- 

Washington -_.......-.-- 1 160 (1) wee e eee |e eee ee nee |e eee] ee | ee eee 

West Virginia. -...---- 9 934 370, 100 |__...---|------------ 8 |...-....|--.-----.- 

Undistributed_-_.-_.----|.-------|-------- 576, 200 |....-.-.]------------|--------|------~-]---------- 

109 |418, 669 | 11, 209,851 |.-------|------------ 286 |..---.-.|--------2. 

| 

1 Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ . 

21 old battery replaced by a new battery of 2 less ovens. 
3 5 ovens heretofore included are for making pitch coke. 

| 4 Increase in number of ovens is due to number previously reported abandoned that were returned by 

operators to “‘in existence’’ list. 

TasLE 14.—Average number of beehive ovens active in the United States in 1941, by 
| months 

COIS 

Month Number Month Number - Month Number 

Januery...............) 9,473 || May.........---------| 11,125 || September............. | 11, 781 
February .......------ 10, 186 |} June__--.---.--------- 11, 277 || October__..-.--------- 11, 942 

March_-.....---..----- 10, 846 || July_.-.----..--.----- 11, 450 |} November------.----- 12, 080 

April. ......--.------- 3, 212 || August. .....-....---- 11, 537 December... ..------- 12, 321 

ere
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* , TapiE 15.—Byproduct ovens of each type in the United States at end of 1941, by States 

OO State = =| Koppers! Solvay Wilputte| Cambria Foundation others: | Total = 

. Alabama...........--------.-|  872| 420 60 |_| fel] 1,882 
| .  Golorado ~_ 2277772 22TTTT 188 |---| eee |i ne |loeeeeeenee-|-esneeeel| 188 

Connecticut__...:--.-..---.- 70 fete} ---] +--+] ef 70 
| Ilinois......--..-.---------.-| 661 120 |g [TTT a | ons | 

Indiana....--.----.----------| 932] 120 400 |--22IIITI|TTITTTIIT| lp 482 
| Kentucky....-..-..----------[-c--.-----| 120 |----ee 120 - 

~Maryland._....-.........2..- — 422 fe |---| of — 422 
Massachusetts... .....-......- 160 |.......-.. 65 |-----...--|-..- 2} ele 215. 

| / ‘Michigan...0.22222l2TZc}. 84 [BAS | 660 
Minnesota. -.......-...--.--- 196 Jee ee] eee] ee] fee — 196 
Missouri. .272TTTITIIIITIIIT) 66 TITTIES EIETT TY 8] 64 
New Jersey....-.---.--------] 289: [---e- 2] eet] ef ee 239 —Ci 
New York. -....-...-..------|  -743-| «180. 76 |---.------]} 55 |-.----2--- 1, 054 

. . Obio....-.--2 2c} 1, 594 _ 869 |-_.-.-----]----- ef ed 1,963 
Pennsylvania............-...]| | 3,014 88) 97 120 | ...-.-..---- 3 3, 322 

Lo Rhode Island....---.2.---2--]/ 65 [222 fee ld 65 
‘Tennessee... .....-.-------]---..-----]| ss 20 feel feed 44 

oO ‘Utah......-2--.--2 eee 56 |.-.-------|.-----.---]----------} eee] eee 56 
West Virginia.----2-27-22777-f ane FIT doe Pe 424 

—. Wiseonsin.... 222-222 115 80 |-.--------|----------|-----2nene02|------- nee 195 

Sc a —). f 10,013} 867] 904] 120 Bi 7 |: 13,016. 
At merchant plauts........-| 1,993] 1,141] © 308 |-..-.2_._- 55 S7| 85 

ee . At furnace plants..2727777I72] 8020 | "726 601 120 |-..-.-.--.--|--------.-| 9,467 

TF ynetudes Koppers-Becker type. I a a 
4 Includes 46 Curran-Knowles, 8 Piette, and 3 Disco ovens. os : oS 

cB | QAPACITY OF BYPRODUCT PLANTS = —t«™S 

a The relationship of production to maximum capacity of byproduct- 
coke plants in 1941 is shown in table 16. The maximum capacity of — 

7 a byproduct plant is calculated by estimating the minimum coking 
— _ time at which the ovens in that plant can be operated efficiently to _ 

_ produce coke suitable for the use for which it is intended. The theoret- | 
7 ical maximum capacity seldom is attained in actual operation for 

various practical reasons that are governed by operating, economic, 
or labor conditions at the plant. — a — 7 

| _. The efficiency attained by byproduct-coke plant operators in 1941 
| was the highest ever recorded in this country; production amounted 

| to 92 percent of the maximum capacity of the ovens. oo 
The maximum daily capacity of the 87 byproduct-coke plants in 

' existence December 31, 1941, was 171,404 tons compared with 170,467 
| tons for 89 plants at the.end of 1940. The daily capacity of the 42 

merchant plants was 41,928 tons and that of the 45 furnace plants 
. 129,476 tons. : | | 

- TaBie 16.—Relationship of production to potential maximum capacity | at byprod- 
; uct-coke plants in the United States, 1929 and 1938-41, by months, 1n percent 

Month 1929 | 1938 | 1930 | 1940 | 1941 Month 1929 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

' Januiary.-_........| 88.6 | 52.4 | 62.8 | 89.2 | 92.0 August._....--.-.- 93.6 | 47.3 | 70.2] 87.3| 93.4 
February ........-| 91.3 | 52.3 | 63.5 | 81.3 | 92.9 |] September____....]| 91.9 | 52.4 | 77.2! 89.2! 91.9 
March ............| 93.0 | 50.7 | 64.1 | 781 | 93.2 || October_._..._....] 92.3 | 57.9 | 866] 90.2] 920 

April. --.--------- 92.8 | 47.7 | 56.2 | 78.0 | 86.4 || November_._._.._| 89.0 | 63.3 | 90.3 | 91.5] 921 
- May...-...-.-----| 94.0 | 43.2 | 44.4 | 80.4 | 90.6 || December_._......| 83.1 | 62.8 | 89.7 | 91.2] 948 
June__..,.........| 93.9 | 40.4 | 59.2 | 85.6-| 93.3 ———_|——_— |_| 
July.......-..-...| 93.0 | 41.3 64.4 | 86.1 | 93.7 The year._......| 91.4 | 51.0 | 68.9 | 85.7} 92.2 

1 Capacity of all ovens in existence, whether active or idle, based upon maximum daily capacity times 
days in month.
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| - sss QUANTITY AND COST OF COAL CHARGED «i i ai sst—‘— 

The quantity of coal used for making coke in 1941 totaled 93,138,153 | 
_. - tons; this amount was the highest on record and exceeded that used | : 

in 1940 by 11,752,377 tons or 14 percent. Byproduct ovens consumed 
- 82,608,837 tons of coal, an increase of 6,026,057 tons (8 percent); and = 

_. beehive ovens used 10,529,316 tons, or 5,726,320 tons more than m =~ 
1940. Coal charged into. coke ovens represented 18 percent of the 
total estimated production of bituminous coal for the year. ae a 

| _ The cost of ‘coking coal rose sharply in 1941.. The average cost of . - 
coal charged into byproduct ovens was $3.92 compared with $3.68im | 
1940, an increase of $0.24 per ton. It is of interest to note that, ae 

_ although the cost of coking coal throughout the Nation increased, the == =—-—_—« 
- cost per ton of coal charged into byproduct ovens in Pennsylvania 

declined from $2.84 in 1940 to $2.691n 1941. 0 0 0 an 
. The cost per ton of coal charged into byproduct.ovensis determined = 

_ chiefly by the location of the coke plant with relation. to its sources of . 
- coal—in other words by the cost of transportation. . West Virginia, _ 

. with an average cost of $2.63 per ton, was the lowest in the country; ) 
_.- Minnesota, with a cost of $5.19 per ton, was the highest.. =| So 
-: The average cost per ton of coal charged into beehive ovens was o 

$2.83 compared with $3.92 for byproduct ovens, as beehive ovens — oo 
-. generally are situated near the sources of coal. The yield of coke - | 

per ton of coal charged into beehive ovens is less than the yield from . 7 
_. byproduct ovens.: However, the lower cost per ton of coal charged a 

into beehive ovens explains the lower cost’ of the quantity of coal 
- required to produce 1 ton of coke—$3.66 for beehive ovens compared 
~.. owith $5.53 for byproduct ovens. 
_.” The cost per ton of the coal used in. beehive ovens in 1941 ranged ae 

_. .. from’ $1.94 in Virginia. to. $3.64.in two Western States—Colorado a 

- .Pasie 17.—Coal consumed in eoke ovens in the United States, 1989-41, by months, 

as Month. |" ; o —_ lp | pe |... | pe | pe | a 

ee product hive | Total | product | hive Total | product | hive g oe 

'-” Jenuary--..| 4,785, 200| 127,400] 4,912, 600] 6, 648, 600] -. 390, 700] 7, 039, 300] 7,021,300]. 860, 000] 7,881,300 a 
_ February ...| 4,377, 200] 116, 800| 4,494. 000! 5,671,400] 254; 700| 5.926, 100: 6,408, 900| 830, 600| 7, 239, 500 . 
March._.-..| 4,890,000} 113, 200! 5,003, 200) 5, 824,900} 221, 600} 6, 046, 500} 7,116,400; 979,800} 8,086, 200 

oo April. ------ 4, 143,400} 32,700} 4, 176,100} 5, 627,800 167,800 i 6, 367, 800} . 155, 600 6. 523, 400 a 
ay........| 3,407,500] 40, 900] 3, 448, 400] 5, 995,000] - 173, 900; 6, 168, 900| 6, 832, 500| 804, 100] 7, 726, 680 | 

--June..._....| 4,302,300] $5,400! 4:477:700| 6, 179, 500| 252; 100]. 6, 431; 600| 6, 816, 700| . 931, 900] 7, 748, 600 | 
July ........| 4,782, 900} 76, 300| 4,859, 200] 6, 608,300| 385, 700| 6, 994; 000| 7,067, 100} 955, 40u| & 022 500 , 

 - August. ...| 5,214,200] 72,700} 5,286, 900) 6,697,900) 464, 500) 7, 162,400) 7.067, 700| 1,008, 700; 8, 076,460 . 
September..| 5, 556,700] 123, 900| 5, 680, 600| 6, 619, 200 a3 7, 073, 500| 6,775,400| "948, 300| 7,723,700 
October.....| 6,446, 900| 421, 200]. 6, 868, 100| 6, 922, 500/ 606, 400| 7, 528, 900] 7, 010, 200] 1, 012, 400| 8, 022, 600 | 
November. .| 6, 503, 500}. 570, 500} 7, 074, 000} 6, 793,800} 657, 700) 7,451, 500} 6, 814, 600} . 878,600) 7,683,200 

. December - _|: 6,716,100] 516, 800} 7, 232, 900) 6, 993,900} 773,600! 7, 767, 500) 7,310,300 1,073, 900) 8, 384, 200 : 

a 61, 215, 900|2, 297, 800/63, 513, 700]76, 582, 800/4, 803, oo, 585, oe, 800 10, 529, z 138, 200
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| Tass 18.—Total quantity and value at ovens of coal used in manufacturing cokein 
: _ the United States in 1941, by States | oe 

| | j ~ Coal per ton | 

State oal used a | | . (net tons) |---| 
. Total Average | Net tons! Cost 

. Byproduct plants: . 
/  Alabams.---.---------------------------.-] 6,656,387 | $18,541,003} $2791 1.401 $3.91 

Colorado..-..-...-..--2------------------- 956, 279 () 5) 1.54} (1) 
: Illinois....-..--.--------------------------| 5, 141.881 | 25, 319, 026 4,92 1.40| 6.89 

Indiana. _....-.....----.-.----------------| 10,103,930 | 52,172,332 | - 5.16] . 1.361 7.02 
Maryland.._-....-..---------------------| 2,413, 996 (1) (1) ° 1.38] (1) , 
Massachusetts............--...------.-----| 1,651,177 (1) (t) 1.42} () 
Michigan.............--.-..----.----------| 4,015,810 | 17, 465, 376 4.35 1.40| 6.09 
Minnesota......--------------------------- 950,812 | 4, 936, 804 5.19 1.39; 7.21 
New Jersey....---------------------------- 1, 439, 711 @) (1) 1.40 () 
New York........-.--..-------------------| 7,166,526 | 34,804, 188 4, 87 1.40 | 6.82 

- Ohio._.....-.-------------------------.---| 12,959,480 | 53, 475, 938 4.13 1.40} 5.78 
: , Pennsylvania............--..----.---------| 22,850,457 | 61,498, 347 2. 69 1.46} 3.93 | Tennesse¢...-----------------------2------ 154, 723 ~” 867, 205 3.67 1.39} 5.10  ‘Utah__.......------.--------------------_ 397, 125 (1) () 168] (). | 

, West Virginia_.......-.._._-..........-..-.] 2,872,087 | 7, 856,800| 2.68 1.45| 3.81 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode | | — 

Island, and Wisconsin...............-..-| 2,878,456 | 13, 755, 294 4.78 1.32} 6.31 
Undistributed.........-..----.---.---...--|-----.---.----| 38,347,768 | 4.40 |---|} 6.29 

| . 82, 608, 837 | 323, 530, 081 3. 92 1.41] 6.83 , 

At merchant plants..........:.....-------| 18,666,784 | 87, 192, 047 4.67; 1.38 | 6.44 
At furnace plants...----.---..-..-..-..---| 68, 942, 053 236, 338, 034 3. 70 1.42 5. 25 

Beehive plants: | 4 : . - 
Alabama. _.......------------------------- 156, 940 388, 512 2.48 1.65] 4.09 
Colorado and Utah_.....-.--.------------- 144, 304 524, 988 3. 64 1.60 | 5.82 
Kentucky and Tennessee___.-..........---- 69, 459 174, 008 2. 51 1, 69 4.24 
Pennsylvania_.......--.--------.----------| ~ 9,196, 363 21,503,971 | 2.34 1.56] 3.65 
Virginia........------------.----------.-_- 540,759 | ‘1, 048, 667 1.94, 1.67| 3.24 
‘West Virginia......-.---...-..-...---..... 421, 491 901, 816 2.14 1.61| 3.45 

| | 10, 529,316 | 24, 541, 962 2, 33 | 1.57 | 3.66 
meee Na CE LL DC A CC EA i eT . 

1 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.” . . 

TaBLE 19.— Average cost per net ton of coal charged into byproduct-coke ovens in the 
| United States, 1929 and 1938-41, by States 

Ramm nnn en nee eee rene I rr SS SP shi SPS 

, 8 tate 1929 | 1988 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | State 1929 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

Alabama. --_..........]$2. 49}$2. 53]$2. 39)$2. 41/$2. 79|| Tennessee___..___-... ..|$3. 02/$3. 34/$3. 50/$3. 46|$3. 67 
Illinois__........-.-----| 4.29] 4. 59] 4.55) 4.57] 4.921) Washington___....._.._] 5.26]... |..._.|.____|____. 
Indiana....__........._| 4.61] 4.90} 4.68] 4.72! 5.16]| West Virginia._....-...| 2.41] 2,46| 2.33] 2.30] 2.63 
Massachusetts......---| 4.701) | @M | @® 1 @ — |_| ——_ |__| 
Michigan. __._....._.__] 4. 29} 4. 06] 4. 08] 3.99] 4.35 United States av- 
Minnesota___._...__.._] 5.04] 5. 53] 5.49] 5.16] 5.19 erage............_._| 3. 50] 3.92] 3.75] 3.68] 3.92 
New York__.._......-_| 4.22] 4.71] 4.61] 4.56] 4.87|| Cost of coal per ton of 
Ohio... ._.-__-......_.] 3.31] 3.83] 3.81] 3.78] 4.13|| coke...._.............| 5.04] 5.61] 5.36] 5.23] 5.53 
Pennsylvania_..-------| 2. 73| 3.20] 2.93] 2.84] 2.69 | 
a 

- 1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish data. 

PREPARATION AND SOURCE OF COAL 

The cleaning of coal to reduce its ash and sulfur content is of 
increasing importance to the coke industry in the United States. 
Many inferior coals require only washing to produce a good-quality 
metallurgical or domestic coke in coke ovens. Coke made from high- 
ash and high-sulfur coals causes definite economic losses in the blast 
furnace. If the coal charged into ovens is high in ash content, the 
coke produced has an even higher ash content, which is not desirable 
in industrial or domestic coke.
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Of the coal consumed in byproduct ovens during 1941, all of that | 

used in Colorado and Tennessee, 90 percent of that used in Alabama, 
and more than a third of that used in Pennsylvania was washed 
(table 20). Both pneumatic cleaning and wet washing methods are 
employed to prepare coal for use in coke ovens, depending on local 

conditions. Some coal is washed by producers at mines and some by - 

coke-plant operators at plants. Of the total coal charged into by- 
product ovens during 1941, 20,671,576 tons (25 percent) were washed. 
In the beehive-coke industry only 1,441,757 tons (14 percent of the -. 

total) were washed. | 

Taste 20.— Washed and unwashed coal used in manufacturing coke in the 
United States in 1941, by States in which used, in net tons 

en EEE , 

State . Washed Unwashed Total 

_ _- Byproduct plants: | 
Alabama.......------------------0--e2eeeeeeeeeeee 5, 963, 603 692, 784 6, 656, 387 
Colorado._.......--.--------------+------------------ 956, 279 |_.....-.-------- 956, 279 

Mlinois...........--...-.-..------------------------- 308, 831 4, 833, 050 5, 141, 831 

Indiana... ..-...-..--.-------------------------- +e -- | -- + +--+ 10, 103, 930 10, 103, 930 

Maryland.__......-..-------------------------- 22 foe eee eee nen eee 2, 413, 996 2, 413, 906 

Massachusetts... ..-...-....-...--2.-oseeceeeeeeeees [-oeeeeeeec enone” 1, 651, 177 1, 651, 177 
Michigan........-..-......---22-2s-eeeceeeeeeeeeee 218, 981 3, 796, 820 £, 015, 810 
Minnesota... .....----------- ee oe en eee eee 70, 937 879, 875 950, 812 

New Jersey.-.__....----------------------------- +--+ |---------------- 1, 439, 711 1, 439, 711 ; 

New York_......-------------------+------+--------- 877, 033 6, 289, 493 7, 166, 526 

Ohio._....._..-.--------------+-- +--+ ~~ - +--+ eee 2, 810, 861 10, 148, 619 12, 959, 480 

Pennsylvania. ....-..-.----------------------------- 8, 300, 936 14, 549, 521 22, 850, 457 

Tennessee._......-----~----------- oe een eee eee 154, 723 |_....--..------- 154, 723 

Utah... nan n nee cent een n nee ene eceenee ne. [eee eeeen weno eee 397, 125 397, 125 
West Virginia.......-.-.....--------s2e--¢--e-0--=-- 982, 279 1, 889, 808 2, 872, 087 | 

{ Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode Island, 
/ and Wisconsin........--.-------------------------~ 27,118 2, 851, 343 2, 878, 456 

| 7 20,671,576 | 61,937,261 | 82, 608, 837 

At merchant plants.........---.-------------------- 1,756,311 | 16,910, 473 18, 666, 784 
' At furnace plants. ...--.---.---.-------------------- 18, 915, 265 45, 026, 788 63, 942, 053 

Beehive plants: a 
—  . Alabama.__.....--..-----.---------- +--+ - +--+ ee 154, 740 "2, 200 156, 940 

Colorado and Utah_....._..---.--..---------------- 124, 198. 20, 106 144,364 

Kentucky and Tennessee. --..-.-------------------- 66, 035 3, 424 68, 450 

Pennsylvania...........-..------------------------- 1, 096, 784 ~ 8,099, 579 9, 196, 363 

Virginia___._..-.----------- oe ee ene nee ene eee eee eee eed 540, 759 540, 758 

West Virginia.....-..--.-------------------------+0-|-------2e-e eee 421, 491 421, 401 

| 1, 441, 757 9, 087, 559 10, 528, 316 

i 

Four States furnished most of the coal consumed in byproduct-coke 

plants. Pennsylvania, with 34,670,699 tons, led the Nation, followed 

y West Virginia, with 29,425,684 tons; Kentucky, with 9,271,279 

- tons; and Alabama, with 6.462,661 tons. Together these States 

supplied 96 percent of all coal used in byproduct ovens in 1941. -
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Taste 21.— Coal purchased for manufacture of byproduct coke in the United States CS 4 LOLI, by fields of origin, in net tons 5. oe 
oo _ ' sBased upon detailed reports from each coke plant. Difference between these totals and those shown in Co _ tables 1,.10, 17, ete., is due to change in stock, loss of weight in handling, and the fact that these represent . purchases during the year rather than actual consumption] . os . - 

i ' State and district where coal was . |. Total | States where coal was consumed—in order . | | >) > produced ~- | purchased °.  . .Of importance a 

oe Co, . Alabama_.__.. 2222222222222. 1-------| 6, 462, 661 Alabama. Do Colorado... 2.2 2222 ---------| 1,005, 101 | Colorado, ; | . Georgia_-.-.._.- 22222 19,659 | Tennessee. . . Be Tilinois_.._- 22-2 ee eset ee-------| 236, 251 | TMlinofs. | | ce , - 1 ar a eee . . 45, 589} Do. — ; . . 
- _. Kentucky, Eastern: on ae . eo meg ae — oo, . mo, Co "hikhorn (including Hazard).._......| 2, 467,411 | Indiana, Ohio, Tlinois, New York, Michigan, New Ds oo - _ Oe os Jersey, Minnes--ta,.and Wisconsin. a . _  Harlan-._..- 222222... .| 4, 255, 124 | Indiana, Minois, M innesota, Ohio, Michigan, New _ oo Po ee - York, and Wisconsin. a Oe ne Kenova-Thacker. .-...2_:-...:..--.] 1,613, 608 Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, and West Virginis. .. Miscellaneous................--...--| 985,136 | Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois, et : _Maryland._-..2..2-2 2222-02. en -e- | 170 | Pennsylvania. Co - a “New Mexico... 2. out -...--| 58,050 | Colorado, = oe Coa oe _ . - Pennsylvania: | - me - —_ | cS - Central Pennsylvania: oO . : >. Medium-volatile ....2.222-0202.. 563,138 | New York, Maryland, and Pennsvlvanis, __ . | co Low-volatile._..-.2.02252.-..2...} 2, 480, 013 Peunsylvania, Ohio, New York, Connecticut, and : a a nnesota. .— 7 . 7 . ae Connellsville. ...-..-2:.2.2-2.0..- 028. 16, 306, 546 | Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, New York co | os oo . en oe Tlinois, Minnesota, Michigan, New Jersey, and ee, me - Se Connecticut. : . . . _ Freeport... 200220 o eee 1,877, 583 | West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, New York, and , a Do. a _| _ Pennsylvania. — - . es : . Pittsburgh... 2.2.0) 11, 867, 295. | Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio, Michigan, Ilinois, an . mo Oo rs re Wisconsin, and Connecticut. ‘Somerset _-_ 22-2 | 652,272 | Pennsylvania, West Virginia, New York, and So Ce _— a. _ Massachusetts. | me, ‘Westmoreland... ..-2 222.2222 2 022. 1,022, 500 | Pennsylvania, New York, Maryland, Minnesota, re oS So and Connecticut. | . . | Miscellaneous. ....._..2..02..--.220- 1,402 | Pennsylvania. . oe | . . Tennessee.._....._....-.-.-0--------- ee 166, 263 | Tennessee and Ilinois. Utah... eee eee ie..| 397,125 | Utah, ae | Virginia... 2.222. 1, 433,771 | Indiana, Michigan, New Jersey, New York, Penn- . - -sylvania, Ohio, Connecticut, and Mlinois. . OS ‘West Virginia: rs Jo |. - 

Coal and Coke..-...2.2.2..2..:.....| - 110, 209 Pennsylvania. - . | _. Kanawha-Logan....._..............| 8,994, 964 Ohio, Massachusetts, Mlinois, Indiana, West Vir- - | . aa ee ginia, Kentucky, Michigan, New Jersey, New i” | York, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, 7 | . . - Rhode Island, Missouri, and Minnesota. - a New River: , — a High-volatile..-.......2-2222222. 738, 963 New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Con- . — . a necticut. . Co oe Low-volatile (including Wind- | . _ So . ing Gulf)_-....25.......--.....| 2,619,679 | New Jersey, New York, Massachusetts, Michigan, To So. . Maryland, Missouri, Rhode Island, Tlinois, on . Co I Wisconsin, Connecticut, West Virginia, Minne- 
. _| _ Sota, Kentucky, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. Northern........-.-...-....---.-..--| 4 272,101 | Maryland, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, West - a Virginia, Dlinois, and Minnesota. Pocahontas (including Tug River) __| 12, 259, 354 Indiana, Ohio, Illinois, New York, Michigan, | oO Maryland, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Wiscon- a : sin, Kentucky, Connecticut, Alabama, and West ov irginia. 

_  Webster-Gauley_._....:._..._.--. 370, 741 | Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey. Williamson.__...._...............___ 59,673 | Ohio, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Con- SC 
necticut. 

83, 187, 302



| TABLE 22.—Coal purchased for manufacture of byproduct coke in the United States in 1941, by States where produced and. where consumed | | 
| : , _ and by merchant and furnace planis, in net tons | ere ce - | oe 

- | 7 Coal produced in—_ a — | | | | 

State where coal was consumed — a h ai | ae N, - "Peni vi 7 “ T poo Le west: oe | | . 
< eor- |. | Indi- | ary- ew ennsyl- | Ten- be * nyt West fm Alabama Colorado gia Tllinois ana Kentucky! ‘Jang -| Mexico! vania nessee | Utah Virginia Virginia Total a 

Alabama: Merchant plants........| 1,367,507 |...--..---.|.-.----.|------.--|----0---|------e00--|------2-[--ecceee|ceeeeeeeee-|---cece--[--cee-eec[-eoeeec-ce| 88,601]. 1,456, 108 oe 
Furnace plants........--| 5,005, 154 |-....--.-..|-. 2-2-2] an | nee fen enn | pee en | mee wee [ne ne eee ene ene e een [ee ene e ene |---eeece--| 8902 | 5, 104, 056 _ 

Total Alabama..-_....| 6, 462, 661 |.....--.-..].-2-2--- |---| ee |e] ene |e eee |e --97, 503 | 6, 560,164. : 
. Colorado: Furnace plant..........-].-.--------| 1,005, 101 }........|.---...-.]--..----|-.--.------]------.-| 58,050 |o2.2--- 2 |---| eee] ee eee eee esse} 1,058, 151 

Dlinois: Merchant plants.........-]..--...---.|-----------|-..-----| 236,251 |-.......| 128,383 |...---.-|--..---- 97, 783 |-.-2----.|---.-----] 11,301 | 1,640,017 | 2,108,685 © © . 
Furnace plants_..-..-.--.-|-----------|-----------|--------]---------| 45, 689 | 1, 205, 604 |--.-----|.-.-----| 280,657 | 14, 224 |.-.------|----------], 1,418, 714 | 3,064, 778 A a a 

Total Dlinois........--.|..-.-------|-----------|--------| 236,251 | 45,689 | 1,418,927 |.....5-.|.......-| 378,440 | .14,204,/.-.......] | 11,301} 3,058,731 | 5,163,468 

Indiana: Merchant plants. -....--- wee eee meee eee eee ne | meee een cee ene eee eee | oe ee ee eee cee [eee ne [ee eee eee eee eee few eee ee fenneeneeee| 706,197 |. 706, 197 B | - 
Furnace plants-_......---.|-----------]-----------|--------]-+-------|--------| 4,151, 761 |--------]--------]-----------|>--------]--+---+--| 663, 061 | 4, 540, 256 | 9,355,078 gg 

_ Total Indiana......-...|...--------|---------c-|--------|-------e-[s-------| 4,161, 761 |..------|--------|-------2---]----ce-ce|s---2----|. 663,061 |: 6,246,453 | 10,061,275 ty Oo 
Maryland: Furnace plant........--|.-.---.-.-.|--------220] cee | eee oe ene en [eee eee [eeeeeeee} 139, 089 |---| etfs ete ---| 2; 276,426 | 92,415,515 J eo 
Massachussetts: Merchant plants..|.....---.-.|----------.[--------|o----- fe ye oe eee [ee 11, 270 |_--.-2-..)22-.-.-L}.2..--..--| 1,645, 514 | 1, 656, 784 OS 

. Michigan: Merchant plants. . ----- ween ence enn [oem ence enn] meee een [ewenenenn|ene---ee|. 76,042 [2 .-tel-]) 820,655 f.-.--2|-----.--.} 188,686 | 820, 588 | = 1,350, 771 oO a 
Furnace plants......... wee ewe nn ee anew eee ene [e anes e nef een mennen oeeeeee- 1,326, 727 |..-.----|--------| 195, 258 |..--.----].-------.|. “271,166 | 974, 307 2, 767, 453 a 

Total Michigan.......|.........-.|---------+-|------+-|---1-----|--------| 1.402, 769 |.-------[--------|- 618,908 |--..-..-.]-.----.-.| 404, 702 | 1,794,845 | 4,118, 224 Q0 ; 

, Minnesota: Merchant plants.......|.-...-...-.|-...--.--..|.-.-----|--------.|....--..| 61,798 |........|.-.----.| 85,064 |.........|.........|........--| 238,266| 385123 @ 
Furnace plants. .--.--.|-----------|------+----|--------]---------|--------| 394, 783 |--------]-------. 46,940 |..-----.-]---------|---------- 294,796 | 736, 519 ee, 

Total Minnesota....|_........-.|.---.----.-|-.------|-.-------|--------| 456,676 |........|..-...-.| 132,004 |_.-..-...]--------u[.-0....-] 588,062 | 1,121,642 8 
New Jersey: Merchant plants_.....|.....-----.]-----------]--------|---------]--------] 95, 285 |--..----[--------]. 12,922 |..-.----]-----.--.] 189, 488 | 1,178,572 | 1,426, 217 : 

| New York: Merchant plants......|...-..-.--.|--.-.------|--.--.--|---------|--------| 971,196 |.-....-.|.....---| 1, 954,141 |__.-.....|_..----..| 107,614 | 1, 652,834 ! 3,985, 715. a 
Furnace plants........]-..-------. crete tere ne |e nee e | ewer en ee eee eee eee eel e ween ea | ieee e es 2, 338, 147 wenn nee [eee ened 15,425 | 800,681 | .3, 154, 253 Oo - 

| : Total New York....|...-.------|-----------|-2------|---------]--------| 271,126 |-.:--.--|_--------] 4, 202, 288 |.....-.-.]. --..--.] > 123,089 | 2,453,515 | 7,139,908 © = °°. 

, Ohio: Merchant plants. .........-.].----------|------2000@)---00---[ereenence|-neence-| | 118) 658 |-nn----|--nnnnne[eoecoo-cion[-neeeeere|-nannnee-| 30, 604 819,961 | 864, 308 ee 
Furnace plants.....-.---.--- want ene e ne fen ewe nee eel ee ene eee [awn cen w en [ae en nen 1, 389, 499 |-----.--|--------| 6, 580, 959 |--------.]---------] 1,527.) 4,261, 038 |. 12, 238, 023 - oo, | 

Total Ohio...............-].-.-..----.|.---------.|--eeeeee ee ee 1, 408, 152 |........]........] 6, 680,960 |... 00220 fo... 222]. 82,221 6, 080, 990 18,007,881 . 
—————————————————————————— = Se —————SS——S=_—_ ———————————— a 8 oS



TaBLE 22.—Coal purchased for manufacture of byproduct coke in the United States in 1941, by States where produced and where consumed | co 

and by merchant and furnace plants, in net tons—Continued | a e 

Coal produced in— . oo - | | 

State where coal was consumed G Ind M N P 1 r — West 
eor- +s ndi- ary- ew ennsyl- en- ‘ es Alabama | Colorado gia Illinois | ana Kentucky land | Mexico| vania nessee Utah | Virginia Virginia Total 

Pennsylvania: Merchant plants_-_|-.--.-----.]-----------].-------|-..-----.|--..----]----------_|--------|-------- 135, 744 |---| -----2- 2] 647, 987 783, 731 
Furnace plants. .-.-|.---.-----.|-..-------.]---..---]--.-----_|--------}_---------. 170 |.-----.-]20, 486, 922 |..-.---..]--.-----.| 39,421 | 1,677,928 | 22, 204, 441 

Total Pennsyl- . | | | | : vania._....-2.-.| 2-2-2 ee foc eeee eee [eee ee ee [eee eee |--eeeee-[-eeeeeeee-|) 170 |--.----]20, 622, 666 |_........|..---.-..] 39,421 | 2,328,915 | 22.988 172 & , 
Tennessee: Merchant plant.......-|...-------_]-----------] 19, 659 |.......-.]-..-....]---..---.-.|.-.-----|--------|.---.-----.| 152,089 |_........|.-......--|.-..----- 171, 698 
Utah: Furnace plant............---]----------.]-----------|------_-|.--.----.|--------|-----------]-.--.-.-|-.------]..-.------.|...---...] 397,125 |_........_|_.-..._____- 397, 125 

West Virginia: Merchant plants..|-..-..----.|-..--------[-os2cee-[eeeeceece[ececeeefecec cece feeeeeeefeeeeen ee] T2688 [oeeeee[eeeeeeee|aeeeeeee] 048,288 950.081 
Furnace plants...-./---...----.}. --------.]--------]---_-.--_|------. - 10, 143 |--..--.-}--------] 1,929,012 |......-..]---- 22-2} --2 ee 107 | 1,939, 262 © ‘< 

Total West Vir- | | : oS a : ginia.._......--|-----------|--------2--|----22--|e-ee-eee[eeee--e-f 10,148 |-.-.---.-- | 1,986, 675 |.--------]--2-----.[----------| 943,395 | 2,890,213 | 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, oe ep] Rhode Island, and Wisconsin: | > Merchant plants. -.-..-..-...-.]----.-----.|--.--------|--------|----.---.] 2 ee . 61, 590 |......-]--- ee. 48,478 |_._._....].-.-.---.| 20,538 | 2,790,754 | 2, 921, 360 & 

6, 462, 661 | 1,005. 101 | 19,659 | 236,251 | 45,589 | 9,271,279 | 170 | 53,050 134, 670,699 | 166,263 | 397. 125 |1, 433, 771 | 29, 425, 684 | 83, 187, 302 2 
At merchant plants..-.----.--------| 1,367, 507 |..-.-.-....] 19,659 | 286,251 |........| | 702,772 |........|---..---] 2,673, 720 | 152,089 |. ..... . 443,171 | 13, 172,529 | 18, 767, 648 A 
At furnace plants._.....----...---.| 5,005, 154 | 1,005,101 |......._|.........| 45, 589 8, 568, 507 170 | 53,050 {31,996,979 | 14,224 | 307,125 | 990,600 | 16, 253,155 | 64, 419, 654 

eee en © 

~ 
; . ‘ = 

. . j 

,
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The examination and development of new sources of coking coal 
are important because of the irregular and limited. distribution of 

- high-grade coals of established coking quality. Owing to the rapid 
rate at which the reserves of such coals are being depleted, the blend- 
ing of various types of coal is a conservational as well as an efficiency 
measure. The custom of mixing a variety of coking coals before 
charging into the ovens is primarily to produce economically coke of 
a quality satisfactory for the use for which it is intended. Some coals 
with many satisfactory coking qualities expand when coked, and 
their use alone would cause difficulty in discharging the coke from the 
oven and might even injure the byproduct-oven walls. For this 
reason, it is customary to mix such coals with others having a lower 
coefficient of expansion. This practice also permits the use of coals | 
that have good coking qualities but have objectionable impurities, 
such as high content of ash, sulfur, and phosphorus. Such coals 
should not be used as a 100-percent charge in the ovens. Coal mix- 
tures are commonly used at byproduct-coke plants, and this practice | 
has resulted not only in the production of superior coke but also in 

| the extensive utilization of coals, which, in unmixed condition, would 
not be suitable for coke manufacture. | re 

Classification of all coal purchased for coking in byproduct ovens 
in 1941 from the data supplied by the operators showed that 53,875,666 
tons (65 perceat) were high-volatile coal containing over 32 percent 
volatile matter; 10,880,601 tons (13 percent), medium-volatile coal 

' containing 23 to 31 percent volatile matter; and 18,431,035 tons (22 | 
_. percent), low-volatile coal or coal containing 14 to 22 percent volatile. 

matter. | | . 

| TABLE 23.— Coal purchased for manufacture of byproduct coke in the United States 
in 1941, by States where consumed and by volatile content ! 

oo | Low-volatile | Medium-volatile | High-volatile 
- ) —— |__| Total eval 

State where coal was consumed Percent Percent Percent |Consumed - 

Net tons of | Net tans of | Net tons of _ | (net tons) 
total total total . 

Alabama: Merchant plants.......| 88,601} 6.1 | 1,307, 509 | $9.8 | 59, 998 | 4.1 | 1,456, 108 
Furnace plants.........|  8,902|  .2| 5.002992] 980, 92,162] 1.8 | 5 104,056 

o Total Alabama.......| 97,503 | 1.5 | 6,310, 501 | 96.2 | 152, 160 | 2.3 | 6,580, 164 : 
olorado: Furnace plant.....----|------~----|-------~J-o===-=-== =-=-~~|_1,.088, 151 |_ 100-0 | 1,058, Fat 

- Tilinois: Merchant plants.........| 580,621 | 27.5 | 967, 635 | 159 560, 429 | 26.6 | 2, 108, 685 
7 Furnace plants__........_| 1,314, 499 43.0 |.._..------|--------| 1, 740, 279 57.0 | 3,054, 778 

Total Ilinois...........| 1,895,120 | 36.7 | 967,685 | 18.7 | 2,300,708 | 44.6 | 5,163,463 
Indiana: Merchant plants.........| 315,864 | 44.7| 390,333| 55.3 lacacaan | aca 706, 197 

Furnace plants_..........| 4,495,858 | 48.1 |...__.'____|..______] 4/880, 220 | 51.9 | 9,355,078 
Total Indiana_.........| 4,811,722 | 47.8 | 390,333] 3.9 | i 48.3 jak 

_ Maryland: Furnace plant.........| 562,083 | 23.3] 139,089] 5.7] 1,714,343 | 71.0 | 2.415, 515 
Massachusetts: Merchant plants..| 424,712] 25.6 | 328,001| 19.8 | °903,981 | 54.6 | 1,656, 784 
Michigan: Merchant plants.......| 449,782 | 33.3 | 313,507| 23.2| 587,482 | 43.5 | 1,350,771 

Furnace plants........-| 536,692} 194] 6,035} .2|2,224726| 80.4 ame 
Total Michigan......| 986,474 | 24.0 a 7.7 2, 812, 208 68.3 | 4, 118, 224 

Minnesota: Merchant plants......| | 78,202 | 20.3 ‘a si 285,348 | 74.1] 385,123 
Furnace plants........|  285,360| 98.7]  9,427/ 1.3| 441,723 ae 736, 519 

Total Minnesota....| 363,661|, 324] 30,910 28{| 727,071! 64.8 | 1,121,642 
See footnote at end of table.
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ae _  TaBue 23.—Coal purchased for manufacture of byproduct coke in the United States 
1+. am 1941, by States where consumed and by volatile content — Continued OC , 

oe Po, re _ Low-volatile- | Medium-volatile | High-volatile | = 
oe, Oe | 0 pao | | Total coal 

oe _. State where coal was consumed | Percent | Percent! - Percent Cont tone) 
: a, . ce + Net tons of ~| Net tons | _ of Net tons | . of. vw 

SO | oe . total | total 4 total 

New Jersey: Merchant plants.....| 342,696] 24.0 |...........|..-.-.--| 1,088,521 | 76.0 | 1,426,217 
New York: Merchant plants......| 581,579 | 14.6 | 1,209,579 | - 30.3 | 2,194,557 | 55.1 | 3,985, 715 oo | > Furnace plants.......-|_ 946,587 | 30.0 | ' 357,629 |. 11.3 | 1,850,187 | 58.7 | 3,154, 253 

- Botal New York....| 1,528,116 | 21.4 | 1,567,108 |. 21.9 | 4,044,744 | 66.71 7,130,068 
| Ohio: Merchant plants............| _ 264,278-|. 30.6 |.-.........| | 600,080 | 69.4| 864,308 

_ _ . Furnace plants__..-.-.---.- 3,321,661 | 27.1 | 218,334 | - 1.8 | 8,693,028 71.1 |12, 233, 023 

| — Potal Obio....-.........] 3, 885,930 | 27.4 [218,834 | 1.7 | 9,203,058 | 70.9 {13,007,581 
/ Pennsylvania: Merchant plants...| _ 174,052'| 22.2 | .218,674| 27.9 | 301,005 | 49.9| 783, 731 - 

- Furnace plants...--| 2,492,105] 11.2] 126,410 | =. 6. |19, 585,926 | 88.2 [22,204,441 

: BC _ Total Pennsyl-| © | |. : oe a : “| wania.____..-.| 2,666,157 | 11.6 | 345,084 1.5 |19,976,931 | 86.9 |22,988.172 
oo Tennessee: Merchant plant.__-....| _ 19, 659 11.4} 152,089 | 88.6 |_-_..----2.].-.-._..] 171,698 ; _ Utah: Furnace plant... 2-2-2222 )|.-2- 22222 |e L997) 128 F000 | 307125 
oo | West Virginia: Merchant plants.-| 75,940 |" 8.0]. 7,663|  :8{| 867,348] 91.2| 950,951 : Se Furnace plants....| 147,222} 7.6 |.......----|.-------| 1, 792, 040 |" 92.4 | 1,939, 262 : 
ae -.  Potal West Vir-}| tT yp. _ of . 7 Oe ee __ ginia..........| 223,162| 7.7] 7,663 | - .3 | 2,659,388 | 92.0] 2,890,213 

' Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, ns Se - . 
:. Rhode Island,.and. Wisconsin: . oe, . . . . 

Merchant plants.---.------.-- 924,031 | 31.6 104, 272 3.6 | 1,893,057 | 64.8 | 2,921,360 

- _ ee  |18,431,035-| 22.1 [10,880,601 | 13.1 {53,875,666 | 64.8 [83,187,302 
. At merchant plants. .......-.--..-| 4,320,107 | 23.0 | 5,020,785 | 26.8 | 9,426,756 | 50.2 |18, 767,648 a At furnace plants...............-._|14,110,928 | __21.9 | 5,859,816 | _ 9.1 144,448,910 | 69.0 164,419,654 

1 Low-volatile coals range from 14 to 22 percent volatile matter; medium-volatile, from 23 to 31 percent; me i and high-volatile, 32 percent and over. Oo . a 

| Co YIELD. OF COKE PER TON OF COAL |... . 
_ ‘Tasim 24.— Yield of coke from coal in byproduct and beehive ovens in the United 

. | , States, 1988-41, by States, in percent : “ | 

| : 1938 1939 1). 4940 1941 Se, 
| State» Byprod- Byprod ~_| Byprod | Byprod - ce - hoe ~ | Beehive. ee "| Beehive hon ~| Beehive rae “| Beehive 

as | Alabama_.._...-..--| 70.93. |.--.2-.--| 7Lor]i.-----__|’ 71.03 |.........| 71.811 60.68 _ ° Colorado..-----...--| 66.79 | 65.01 | 66.03} 65.41 | 63.95 | 65.20| 65.13 64. 57 | -*Hilinois.- 222] 67.05 |} 68.12 |---| 70.56 |---| 71,20] Indiana._.......--.-} 70.32 |2._---.___]. 70.26 |__-._-----| 73.24 |_..-......| 73.31 |” Maryland._........-} 72,14 |------._-_] 72.88 |---| 72,33 |---| 72°60 |__-_.-___- 
Massachusetts_-...--| 70.42 |_--.._1__- 70.72 |---------}. TLL Jeet} 70. 36 fel | 
‘Michigan__.....____- 69.17 |-----.----] 69.34 |----------| 70.06 |_-.--2 71.31 |----2-- 2 | 

- - Minnesota__..._____- 70.19 |----.___- 69.92 j--....----} 70. 50 Je. 72,13 |----.-.--- | New Jersey_......---} 71.84 |_---__o 71.05 j-.--------] 71.67 J----------} 71.65 Jeet New York...-----} 71.14 |---| 7.16 |2_------| 71.34 | 739. [77 Ohio__.-- 2-2] 7102 fee} 709 (ag Ties FIT Pennsylvania.....-.| 68.46| 63.00} 68.71|  63.42| 68.43] 63.80 | 68.41 64. 06 ) Tennessee...._-----| 68.70} 55.00] 73.00/.....| 70.51|  59.55| 71.941 - 59.19 Utah........--.--] 58.08 | «= 48.94] 58.38| 60.27} 59.31] 50.89] 59.58 50.95 Virginia._.....----|-2--.-----] 87.04 |---| 56.87 |___.-..-.| 59.97 |_-__._..--| 60.02 
Washington. -__...-.-|--.._.____]-----__-___]_-_______|_e fe 60.20 |_---------fe--- eee West Virginia.......| 68.02} 61.40]  6812| 67.04 | 69.05| 65.79} 69.07 62. 09 

United States 
_ average.____- 69. 94 61. 58 70. 05 62. 86 70. 53 63.66 | 70.79 63. 67 

| a SOURCES OF COKING COALS! _ | 
The increased emphasis placed upon the coke industry by the war 

_--—s«sprogram has created widespread interest. in coke production. An 
oe adequate supply of suitable coal is the prime requisite of the coke 

| industry, and the urgent demand for metallurgical coke by the iron 
. } Prepared by J. R. Bradley, Coal Economics Division, Bureau of Mines. |
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and steel industry has greatly augmented the need for coking coal. | 

The following table shows the sources of production of coking coals | 

by States, counties, and beds. Four Eastern States (Pennsylvania, 

‘West. Virginia, Kentucky, and Alabama) mined. 93 percent of the 

output, and only a small percentage of coking coal is mined west of Oo 

the Mississippi River. Production in 1940 by mines that shipped 

coal to coke plants in 1941 totaled 171,440,000 tons, of which Pennsyl- | 

--yania’s Connellsville region contributed 25 percent, Pennsylvania — 

outside of the Connellsville region 13 percent, West Virginia 40 per- 

cent, Kentucky 10 percent, and Alabama 5 percent. The principal 

_ producing counties in West Virginia were McDowell, Raleigh, Fayette, . 

~ and Marion, which supplied 35, 20, 12, and 11 percent, respectively. | 

~The Pocahontas bed produced 48 percent of the State total, Pitts- | 

burgh bed 11 percent, Eagle bed 8 percent, and all other beds 33 

percent. In Pennsylvania the Connellsville region produced > 

42,473,000 tons, of which that supplied by Fayette County repre- a 

sented 47 percent, Washington County 24 percent, and Westmore- _ 

land and Greene Counties about 11 percent each; of the Connelsville 
total the Pittsburgh bed supplied 89 percent and the Freeport bed 8 

percent. Pennsylvania outside of the Connellsville region produced | ae 

21,741,000 tons, of which Allegheny County supplied 42 percent and Oo 

Cambria County 41 percent; the principal beds from which the | 

coal was produced were the Kittanning (33 percent), Freeport (29 | 

percent), and Pittsburgh (17 percent). | | oe ee 

Of the 17,371,000 tons of coal produced in Kentucky, Harlan a 

> County supplied 49 percent, and Floyd, Letcher, and Pike Counties - 

’ 18, 16, and 13 percent, respectively. The principal beds. mined a 

were the Elkhorn, with 35 percent of the State total, Kellioka 23) _ 

- percent, and Harlan 19 percent. In 1940 Alabama produced 9,283,000 = = 

tons, of which Jefferson County supplied 88 percent. The principal | 

beds mined were the Pratt, which supplied 44 percent, and the Mary  - .. 

_ Lee, 42 percent. | OS | a , 

TABLE 25.—Production of coking coal in 1940, by: States, counties, and beds, from — oo . . 

| mines shipping to coke. ovens an 1941 a cS CO 

| : | : - ee Bed | - | —_ 
Production || ses . . 

State and county | (thousand - . | Percent 

oo . net tons) . Name of State 

Alabama: — : ) OO | —— 

Jefferson. .......------------------- 8,173 || Pratt..-------------------------------- 44 . 

Walker-_.....-..------------------- 560 || Mary Lee......-.--------------------- 42 oe 

Bibb.......---..22.2sseeeseeeenee 03 || All others ........-..-.-2-------------| 4 | 
Shelby.-.-.--..--------------------- (237 . . | 

| 8B : oe 100 | 

Colorado: - 

' Las Animas..__..--.-----.--------- 1,061 || Raton... -.---------------------------| 44 

Gunnison....-..------------------- 214 || Vermejo......-..------------------+--- 23 

Huerfano.......-.------------------ 176 || Mesa Verde.......-------------------- 14 

Fremont-.--....----.--------------- 62 All others-.....----------------------- 14 | 

1, 513 |} 100 | 

Georgia: Wolker.......----------------|____—_ 37 |] Unknown--~-------------- noes _ a 

| Illinois: a 

Franklin. .........-.--------------- 612 |} No. 6.....---.-----.-------------------] a. 

St. Clair. 20046 ff St, Claire} | 
1, 108 —— | 100 | 

Indiana: Spencer..-..------------------- 77 || Brazil Block - ....--------------------- 100 me 

| 4977794363 | a se
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TaBLE 25.—Production of coking coal in 1940, by States, counties, and beds, from 
3 | mines shipping to coke ovens in 1941—Continued a 

- ‘Bed 
oo. _ | Production | -———————__—————_—“—_- 

State and county - (thousand Percent 
. net tons) — . Name . of State 

| total. 

Kentucky: = 
Harlan_.....2..22.2 2-2 8, 510 || Elkhorn.__.....- 2-2 35 

. Floyd:....._-------.-----------2--- 3, 166 |] Kellioka___..-222 222-2. 3 
- Letcher. ....-.-.-------------------| 2, 866 || Harlan:..-.--.222222 22 19 

Pike_.-..---..---.-------------- 2, 278 || Freeburn__....--.---.- 2. -- 2. - WB 
Bell._.-.---.--------- 2-2 502 |} All others_-.-.--2- 2222-2 2e 10 
Jackson.....----------------------.- 49 ; | 

- 17, 371 100 
Maryland: Allegany.-.........-.__.2.-- . 65 |] Pittsburgh...-.. 2-2-2222 100 
New Mexico: Colfax. .....-.---.-.-.--. 308 || Raton...__.-.-.--- 22 el 100 

Pennsylvania:. - . oe 
Connellsville: a 

Fayette .........-2--.£22-2222-. 19, 797 || Pittsburgh. _.........--_..--._.2 oe. 59 
'  -  Washington.__._-....----_.2-.. 10, 225 |j Freeport___-...-.-..-.--2------- ee. 5. 

. Westmoreland _..__.________--. 4,655 || All others__.....-.2- 222-2 2 
= Greene... ..-....---.---------. 4,503 || . _ 

- Indiana._._..-....---...----...} 3,293 || | . a 

| 42, 473. , a 66 
- Outside Connellsville: | Oe 

Allegheny .......-.-.-2.--2 2-2. 9,198 |} Kittanning.......-...-.-- 0-0. — Tl 
Cambria._......-.-22---2- 28. 8, 872 || Freeport.....--.-.----.-_ 22. on) 
Somerset...........--.---2--22.- 3, 646 jj Pittsburgh...__..-..--2- 22-22 ee 6 

. Bedford...-...-.---.-----..---.| 25 || Miller...-..-.-.-.-22--2-2- 22 3 
: All others. .....2-2220- 222-2 ele 5 

21, 741 — 34 

Tennessee: 
ae Marion. .....------2-------2-2-2-8-| 460 || Sewanee. ._..-.--.-.-- 2. eee 

Rhea........---.-.-----2--- ee eee 37 || All others..._-_..---2-- 0202. 91 
Grundy ....-..-.22-2--2 22-2 eee: 35 9 
Morgan......-.-...2.----.2--------- 4 
Cumberland -..-__-.-.-----__-.___- 3 
White....--2-- eee Le 2 : 

541 100—Ci 

Utah: . 
Carbon..........2.22-22-2 22 eee. 483 || Castle Gate._..-....-- 22-2 elle 76 . 

Mesa Verde.._.-.-.....-.---_-_..-.--- 19 
All others__..-.-2-222-2- 22-2 eee 5 

483 100 
. ——————————= ———— EEE === TTT _ eee 

Virginia: 
Tazewell___......--.-22-- 222-88. 2,848 || Pocahontas.....-.__.-......--_._-._. 29 
Buchanan..........--22-----__..- 2,575 || Taggart...------.-.-.-.-2---- eed 18 
Wise..-....--------. eee 1,898 |} Splashdam_____--.__--- 22 ee 14 
i) | 490 || Jewel__.-__--0. 2 ee 13 
Lee... 222 eee 215 || Clintwood.___...------ 22-2 eee 12 

Upper Banner... _--.------.---_-- eee 6 
All others._.........-2---2222-2-2-2 8 

8, 026 100 

West Virginia: 
MeDowell_-._.......-..---- 22-2. 24,127 || Pocahontas__.__.--..-.---_._--------- 48 
Raleigh. ..-.......----.2-22--- 2 . 18, 895 || Pittsburgh. __._..-_-..-2--_-2 eee il 
Fayette...-.-...-.-.-.-----------_. 8, 322 || Eagle._..-..-.2 222 tee 8 
Marion ....--....-------.---------. 7,628 || Sewell ........------ eee. 8 
Logan.....--.--.-2-2--- ee. 4,024 || War Creek.___._...-_..-.----- ee 6 

. Merecer...-..-...-----------------.. 3, 228 || Powellton_.._....__---------_-------_- 5 
Wyoming...__..-.-.---2- 122 eee. 2,085 || All others.._.....- 2-2-2222 --- lee 14 
Kanawha. ...__.-.-.-.---.2--2---.. 1, 658 
Boone..-.......----.-------_-----. 1, 286 
Webster_....-.-.-.-2--- eee 888 
Monongalia_......---------.-_ oe. 598 , 
Greenbrier. _-...-.--.-------- 2... 215 
Preston __..__-..-.--_-_-----_____.. 158 
Randolph.___---..-------__-_-- ee. 158 
Mingo. _._-._----2- 2 ee 101 . 
Harrison.__...-.-------------- 32 
Upshur... eee. | 12 

| 68, 415 100 

Total United States.___.....___..| 171, 441 en eee een nnn



. . COKE BREEZE : | a | 

TABLB 26.—Coke breeze recovered at coke plants in the United States in 1941, by States | a : 

. D | | ee Used by producer . oo 

. : Yield per Produced TTT TE Sl Wasted | On hand | 
ton of wt For other purposes vasted | On Da 

State For steam raising . “~e (net Dec. 31 con Oo ne | including water gas tons) | (net tons) 

. Net tons Value Net tons | Value. Net tons Value Net tons Value Lo 

Byproduct ovens: : | | a | Po 
Alabams..........-.----------------------- 4. 68 311, 772 $679, 841 | 182,032 $306, 825 27, 968 $59, 768 156, 005 $434, 240 |_......-.-| 17, 200 
Colorado.-......------------------- ene e nee 7.38 70, 552 —Q) 30, 628 (2) wee ce cee n ene] o ween nen eee 64, 922 (2) ween nnnene _161 
Tilinois........-.-.-----.------------------- 6. 34 326, 085 782, 171 162, 763 437, 508 28, 209 61, 001 113, 592 237, 435 |....---.-- 74, 712 Qa | 
Indiana.....-.----------------------------- 4.24} . 428,905 876, 028 321, 608 642, 175 69. 957 149, 239 65, 289 132,968 | ......-.-|. 24,139 OQ 

Maryland.....---------------------------- 7.40 178, 701 ® 124,108 | ® 30,401} = (2) wee ee nena enn[eennnecneeen[eeeee-----| 85, 168 B 
Massachusetts. .-.-...--------------4------ 6. 62 109. 378 3 83. 431 3) 8, 116 (@) — 16, 763 (3) wn enennene 5, 646 | 
Michigan.....-...-.---.-----.------------- 4.841 194.337; 918,967 | 149,357 | 722, 433 17, 269 53, 431 21, 655 91,029 j......---- 4, 025 
Minnesota...-.---------------------------- 5.08 48, 319 150, 651 21,111 69,213 | 6,173 12, 346 23, 869 88,400 |..........| 11, 844 , 
New Jersey..------------------------------ 5. 82 83.726 | = (3) 84, 651 (2) 7 (3) 1, 003 (2) ----------|~-—s«1, 718 
New York_..--..-------------------------- 4. 55 325, 833 980, 852 239, 476 666, 311 48, 668 149, 519 87, 257 301, 766 |...-..---- 52, 207 
Ohio......-.-..------------------- eee ee 5.18 671,498 | 1,335,562 | 481,054 968, 950 120, 945 240. 374 90, 335 154, 284 2, 505 91, 757 

| Pennsylvania...........-..---------------- 6.12 | 1,392,269 | 2,288,268 | 1,228,381 | 2,019,334; 47,421 65, 906 123, 728 233, 577 |...-..---- 63.310 WW. 7 
Tennessee... -.--------- enn e nee enn ee 4.88 7, 551 38, 610 |_....--.-.--].----------- |---| eee eee 9, 436 48, 124 |_____---.- 428 J . 
Utah. ._...------.------- eee eee 5, 22 20, 723 (2) 2, 489 QQ) ' §, 403 (3) 20, 997 (3) ne 1, 711 ae 
West Virginia....-...--...----------------- 5. 20 115, 632 184, 941 92, 037 131, 094 17, 521 23, 829 | - 21, 606 | 57,007 |...------- 8, 531 oS 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode . g 

Island, and Wisconsin. ...-...-..-------- 6.13 147, 583 439,473 | 132. 584 379, 861 |.....-------|------------| 29, 612 104, 552 |_..-...--- 10, 719 ro 
Undistributed.._...-...-.-...------.------]----------|------------ 855, 169 |.-.-.-.----- 628, 317 |....----.--- 76, 7383 |...--------- 131,178 |..-..-...-|--.----.-- a 

Total byproduct, 1941_......-.-..--.------- 5.41 | 4,432,864 | 9. 530,433 | 3,335,705 | 6.962,011 428, 058 882, 146 836,159 | 2,014, 560 2, 505 443, 366 a - 

At merchant plants.......--..---.-.------- 5.57 |. 998,687 | 2,765,049 692, 374 | 1,848, 587 51, 253 148, 781 . 307, 500 938, 007 2. 505 136,631 
At furnace plants.....-...-.....----------- 5.87 | 8,434,177 | 6,765,384 | 2,643,331 | 5,113, 424 376, 805 733, 365 528, 659 | 1,076,463 |.........-| 306, 735 

Total byproduct, 1940.......-.----...---------- 5.37 4,078, 037 | 8,472,114 | 3,013,070 | 6,139, 014 . 465, 871 (958, 183 603, 657 | 1,377, 970 17, 008 419, 867 © 

Beehive ovens: a [oo . 
Alabama.........-....--------------------- 5. 08 7, 582 | - 15, 630 "7, 592 15, 680 |.....-.-----|.-----------]-------- | eo eee] eee oe ee ee 
Colorado and Utah.....--.--.--.--.------- 3. 40 4,911 4,616 |.......-.--.]-----.---.--].-.---------]------------| 4, 911 4,616 |....---.--]_.-.--..-. 
Kentucky and Tennessee....-----.--------| - 2.75 04 447 |__.....--_..|....--------]----.------- |] ------e--- 90 428 4 Yee. . 
Pennsylvania.......--..-.----------------- 2. 57 103, 287 102, 085 28, 333 36, 765 624 618. 26, 993 23, 481 47, 066 1, 388 
Virginia......-.-..-------...-------------- 17 563 2,655 [...-...--.--]------------ 136 | 670 427 1,985 |....-----. 20 
West Virginia..........----....-----.------ 1. 47 5, 202 6,137 |-....-..---.|-.---.-.---- 20 207 542 648 4, 600 40 | 

Total beehive, 1041_.......---.-----------. 2. 43 121,649 '' 131, 570 35, 925 52, 395 780 1, 308 32, 963 31,158 | 351,670! 1,448 

1 Yield computed by dividing production of breeze by coal charged at plants actually recovering. eo 
 -« #Ineluded under “Undistributed.”’ - . . op 

} As reported; quantity produced but not used was undoubtedly greater. See Mineral Resources of the United States, 1022, part 2, pp. 726-727. © 

| . |
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OC CONSUMPTION OF COKE : ce 

: = Records of the consumption of coke are important because of the 
light that they throw on the trend of demand and hence on the _ 

— -. prospects for future expansion of the industry. The calculated con- 
Oo - sumption of coke in 1941, making allowance for mports and exports 

oe - from January through September only and changes in producers’ — 
| - stocks, was 65,101,401 tons. In comparison with 1940, the year 

- +. showed an increase of 8,075,155 tons. | | oe 
oe _ The principal use of coke in 1941 was in blast furnaces, where it is — 
-q ._ one of the basic materials employed for smelting iron ore. Unprec- 
oe “  edented activity in the iron and steel industry in 1941 was due to the 

| _ demand for steel to build war equipment. According to figures com- __ 
piled by the American Iron and Steel Institute, 49,469,972 tons of 

: : coke (approximately 76 percent of the total coke consumption) went 
- into blast furnaces for the manufacture of pig iron and ferro-alloys. 

7 - The remainder—24 percent—was used in foundries, in smelting the _ 
nonferrous metals, in the manufacture of water gas, in miscellaneous’ 
other industrial uses, and in domestic heating. | : So 
Improvements in blast-furnace fuel efficiency and in the quality of 

-_ the coke have resulted in a decline in coke requirements per net ton of 
a pig iron produced (table 28). In 1913 blast furnaces required 2,172.6 

| pounds of coke per ton-of pig iron; this has decreased until an all-time  __ 
low of 1,767.8 pounds of coke per ton of pig iron and ferro-alloys was _ 

_ established in 1941. | a | | oa 

TABLE 27.—Coke consumed in manufacture of pig iron and for other purposes in: | 
| the United States, 19138, 1918, and 1938-41, in net tons _—~ | 

| | | Remainder con- 
Consumed by . 

Total Net Indicated iron furnaces 2 sumed wo tner 
oval , nl . 

Year production Imports Exports | fhange States con- |—————————— 7) [OO 
- fp sumption ! Per- | , Per- 

. Quantity cent | Quantity cent . 

1913......| 46,299, 580 | 101,212 | 987,395 (3) | 45,413, 347 | 37, 192, 287 | 81.9 | 8,221,060 | 18.1 
1918.--.--| 56,478,372 | 30,168 |1, 687, 824 (3) | 54,820,716 | 45, 703, 594 | 83.4] 9,117,122 | 16.6 

| 1938... --| 32,495,815 | 135,240 | ’ 486, 571 |-+1, 081, 267 | 31,063,217 | 19,035,270 | 61.3 | 12,027,947 | 38.7 
| 1939... --| 44,326, 641 | 141,911 | 589,925 |—1,074, 455 | 44,953, 082 | 31,422,272 | 69.9 | 13,530,810 | 30.1 

, 1940.._---| 57,072, 134 | 112° 550 | 804,095-| —-645,657 | 57,026,246 | 41,830,030 | 73.4 | 15, 187,207 | 26.6 
: 1941_-__--| 65, 186, 578 |# 241, 690 | 4 525, 223 | —198, 356 |5 65, 101, 401 | 49, 469,972 | 76.0 | 15,631,429 | 24.0 

aie eduction plus imports minus exports, plus or minus decrease or increase, respectively, of net changes 
ms 5 
bn From Report of American Iron and Steel Institute. Figures include coke consumed in manufacture of 
rro-alloys. 
3 Data not available. 
4 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. . 
§ Subject to revision. Includes net difference between imports and exports for first 9 months only. 

TaBLE 28.—Coke and_ coking coal consumed per net ton of pig iron made in the 
. | Onited States, 1913, 1918, and 1938-41 

Yield |Coking coal Yield |Coking coal 

ret tort | of, | bet net ton nebion of | Of, [Petpet ton ig iron pig iron pig iron coke | of pig iron 
, Year Pp from | and ferro- Year from | and ferro- and ferro- | ‘Goal 1 and ferro- 1 ll alloys! | (er. (pounds alloys ! (per- (pounds 

(pounds) | cent) | calculated) | @Pounds) | cent) | calculated) 

1913_.._--.--...--- 2, 172.6 66.9 - 3, 247.5 || 1989._.-.---.____- 1, 778. 0 69.8 2, 547.3 
1918_...---------- 2, 120.7 66. 4 3, 193.8 || 1940......--..._-- 1, 781. 2 70.1 2, 540. 9 
1938------2---7--] 801.0] 69.7] 2583.9 || 1941-..-......-...| 1767.8] 70.0 2, 525. 4 

1¥rom Report of American Iron and Steel Institute; consumption per ton of pig iron only, excluding 
furnaces tae terro-alloys, was 2,172.6 in 1913, 2, 120.7 in 1918, 1,774.6 in 1938, 1,760.0 in 1939, 1,756.9in 1940,
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| FURNACE, FOUNDRY, DOMESTIC, AND OTHER COKE , 

| The trade terms “furnace coke” and ‘foundry coke’’ refer to the 
size and grade, as well as to the use for which the coke may be intended. : 

The requirements for good furnace coke and good foundry coke differ 

-. in some respects. ‘Uniformity is vital to successful and economical | 

blast-furnace operation. Furnace coke preferably should be uniform =~ 

in size and in ash, sulfur, and phosphorus content; it usually is run-of- 

oven minus the small coke and breeze. Oc _ 

-. Foundry coke is somewhat different from furnace, as its only func- 
tion in the cupola is to furnish heat to melt the iron, whereas in the 
blast furnace the function is twofold—to supply carbon monoxide for _ 

~ reduction and heat to melt the iron. The requirements of good found- | 

_- ry coke are minimum reactivity with carbon dioxide gas, larger s1ze 

than blast-furnace coke (over 2% to 3 inches), hardness and strength | 

sufficient to prevent excessive degradation by impact of the massive ; 

iron charged into the cupola shaft, and relative freedom from 

impurities. 2 Sn 
-- ‘The most important characteristics of domestic coke are the ash . —— 

-. eontent, fusing temperature of the ash, and density. Domestic coke a 

“may be screened from furnace or foundry coke, or it can be obtained ey 

by crushing the larger sizes. Special purposes may require other 

-. gizes and grades of coke. Not all furnace coke is used in blast fur- | 

-naces or all foundry coke in foundries; and either grade may be pur- | | 

_.. chased by other classes of consumers. oo CC 

-. Coke as a domestic fuel is used chiefly in regions where there is _ 

a surplus of metallurgical coke or where there is a large production of _ 

_eity gas and corresponding large quantities of coke that must find | 

- ‘a market. In the latter case, gas is the primary product and coke a 
byproduct in contrast to furnace and merchant plants, where coke is © | 

| the primary product and gas a byproduct. Most of the coking plants - 

are equipped to screen and size coke for domestic use. | 

| In 1941 the-sales of all kinds of coke except that for domestic 

use increased substantially. The demand for metallurgical fuel . - 

caused diversion of coke from domestic use to the metallurgical in- 

dustry. By product coke sold for furnace use, including coke sold 

t6 financially affiliated corporations, totaled 6,215,601 tons—21 

percent more than in 1940. Foundries purchased 2,494,393 tons, a — 

_- $4-percent increase over 1940. The increase in coke for metallurgical — 

use resulted in a 19-percent decrease from 1940 in sales of domestic 

coke. The sales of byproduct coke for domestic use totaled 6,596,969 

tons compared with, 8,131,947 tons in 1940. Sales of industrial 
coke in 1941, including that used for the manufacture of water gas, 

amounted to 1,844,126 tons, an increase of 5 percent. : 

Sales of beehive coke in 1941 increased in proportion to the large 

increase in production. Coke sold by producers for blast-furnace 

use amounted to 4,805,099 tons compared with 1,799,292 tons in 

1940, an increase of 167 percent. Most of the beehive coke is used 

in blast furnaces. Sales for foundry use increased 52 percent and 

those for industrial and other uses (including water gas) 46 percent. 

Beehive coke sold for domestic use declined from 99,066 tons in 1940 

| to 85,990 tons in 1941, or 13 percent. | | |



| TABLE 29.—Byproduct coke produced and sold or used by producer in the United States in 1941, by States _ Co | S | 

: . oo _ [Exclusive of screenings or breeze] fae . re Nw 

_ | Used by producer in | Ss ee ° en ae | 2 | | Produced blast furnaces! |. oo . , | - | Industrial and ne — State . an . Furnace? Foundry .. Domestic use other use (in- =f Total. ~~ , - a - . : en an = _ | cluding water gas)3} . 

| Net tons} Value | Net tons] Value |Nettons| Value |Nettons| Value | Nettons| Value Nettons} Value | Net tons} Value - | 

Alahama................-.......| 4, 759, 862 $18, 026, 799 3, 539, 199 $11, 575, 812] | 543, 687/$2, 192, 630 363, 410 $2, 872, 950 112, 378 $471,187] 168, 547| $834,981 1,187, 917| $6,371,748 Colorado....--...-.....--.------] 622; 867 (4). 567, 186 (4) lewense-i|-----2-2-- 8,820). (4). 1,603] (4) 43, 063 (*) 53,495) . (4) Tilinois............--------------| 3, 660, 878] 25, 214, 769] 2. 684, 916] 16,722,786] . 8,160] . 40,080] 354,340] 3,811,073 _ 733, 962) 4, 908, 462]. 93,377] 677,412! 1, 189,839] 9,437,027 . Indiana... -......----------------| 7,406, 724] 48, 432, 824] 6, 694, 535] 42,820,283] (4). (4) (4) 4) ~ 191, 699) 1, 093, 758] 67,110) 393,529} 722,241). 6,673,477. hy Maryland... ._......--......._.] 1, 752, 538 (3 ~- | 1,678, 799 as | eee nee penne eens eee fete ae-] 28, 502 %, 45,611) | £3 ~ 69,113)" ‘3 > Massachusetts_-.-_-........-..---} 1, 161, 732 (4) _ 168, 257 44) © ~—« 8, 955, (4!) 84, 275| - B 897, 532) 4) | .45,509) = (4 -| 1,037, 271) 4) e . Michigan....._..........--.-..-] 2,863, 563] 18, 218, 048] 1, 235, 545! 7, 073, 265 “4 |. ( a (4) _() 778, 271) -4, 501,890} 53,001} 380, 733] 1, 635, 436] 11, 165, 308 TR Minnesota... .-...--------------| 685,873] 5,082,787] 289,911 1,747,885) 4) tS tO. 43 . 802, 755) 2,620,697) (4). |. &) s, 447,338] 3, 710, 765 New Jersey..-.----.--.---------| 1,031, 569 (4) 235, 673] (4) | 28,353] * (4) 57,186; (4) - 460, 334) - (4) 256, 752}: . (4) . - 797,625, (4) . s New York..........-.--....----] 5, 116, 308] 32, 808, 937] 1, 903, 456} 12, 060, 560] 1, 758, 964 10, 455, 112). _..._..-|-.-.---.--|1, 236, 484] 8, 781,055] 221,013] 1, 562, 979] 3, 216, 461 20, 799, 146 Ohio...............--..--.-----| 9, 284, 194] 48, 491, 596!’ 7, 407, 632] 37, 616, 236 1, 110, 796] 6,059, 839] _ 254, 208) 1, 947, 180} 356, 442) 1,870,681] 126,751} 818, 934 1, 848, 197} 10,696,634 > Pennsylvania. ..._..........-..-]15, 632, 354] 66, 163, 689/13, 114, 906]. 51, 996, 911 1, 498; 875) 6, 041, 376| 275, 194) 2,804, 193] 528, 335) 3, 346, 324]. 219, 496] 1, 526, 239 2, 521,900} 14, 318, 132 ou Tennessee... .......---------- 8. 111,310] 8245146] 31, 424 219, 968) .........]--.-------] 34,147] 307, 323} 144 922; . 45, 595] 295,933) - 79; 886 604, 178 W Utah. -_.--2 222 ee 236, 607 (4) ~ 171,315). (4) 2]. 169} = (4) ween cewec[eeeee see 2, 553 (4) 60, 690 3 . 63,412 = (4) Q West Virginia.......... --........] 1,983,619] 6, 192, 305]: 1, 743, 234] 4, 766, 308 M | > | ® |: & | .15,4021. 66,329). (4) 4) . | 208,724] 1,361, 028 i} Connecticut, Kentucky, Mis- co ee OO re 7 cefo re ’ ca A souri, Rhode Island, and Poo pe an ae Sf fe _ a Wisconsin. _.....---.--.......| 2,172, 484] 15,821,177| 164,410] 1, 082, 339] 499, 140) 2, 469, 860 ee 655] 3, 078, 551) 960, 578) 7, 352, 352! — 327,861] 2, 338, 439] 2, 072,234] 15,239,202 pus . Undistributed.-.................].-..--.-..] 31, 205, 154}.-...- 2. _| 15, 777,614) 762. 602) 4, 679, 266) 778, 149) 9, 521, 239] ......_..|10, 897,003] 69, 750] 3, 480, 622 --+0-.-.-.| 15,724,488 © 

Grand total, 1941........ |58, 482, 422/316, 477, 231/41, 530, 398/203, 468, 967/6, 215, 601/32, 538, 163 2, 494, i 342, 509/6, 596, = 910. 660}1, 844, 126) 12, 309, 801/17, 151, 089/115, 101,183. = 

At merchant plants.............-|13. 494, 509] 96, 343, 846]. 2, 490, 547| 14, 358, 030 2, 397, 658|13, 873, 958|2, 071, 736 20, 896, 123/5, 453, 076/39, 792, 308!1, 413, 184 9, 951, 410111, 335, 654| 84, 513, 799 | At furnace plants._.............|44, 987, 913/220, 133, 385/39, 039, 851 189, 110, 937/3, 817, 943/18, 664, 205] . 422, 657] 3, 446, 386/1, 143, 893| 6, 118, 352| 430,942) 2, 358, 391{ 5, 815, 435) 30, 587, 334 

_ Grand total, 1940.._____..._.....]54, 014, 309/260, 356, 566/37, 865, 240) 166, 130, 458/6 134, 395|23, 720, 459] 1, 858, 664) 16, 116, 048)8, 131, 947/49, O14, 276 1, 754, 917/10, 281, 408 16, 879, 023) 99, 132, 281 | 

th 1 Includes 772,720 net tons valued at $4,562,760 used to make producer gas; 1,174,279 tons, $6,142,787, used to make water gas; and 445,878 tons, $2,431,872, used for other purposes So an ast furnaces. . . Ns en CO : et . ae 4 Includes 3,690,730 net tons valued at $18,009,551 sold to financially affiliated corporations for blast furnace use; 707,118 tons, $4,161,299, sold for other purposes; and 1,817,753 tons, $10,367,313, reported as merchant sales. se, _ oe oS Se | 
‘Includes 542,073 net tons valued at $3,827,348 sold for manufacture of water gas. Fe SO a - Se 4 Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ a , . - ee : ae : a
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Taste 30.— Beehive coke produced and sold or used by producer in the Untted States 
ee eo day 1941, by States Oe _ 

gage . 

os State tp Furnace 3 oe 

Ua cad i sus iy; 2} Nettoms:|. Value, | Net tons | “Value. | Nettons | Value = | 

ata] tate] ome] @ | @ | @ |} - 
Colorado. and Utah-_..2_-:-.-|' 90,440 | — 652,430. GM . -p A feel 
Kentucky.and Tennessee.....|... 41,137 . 306, 866 M fo M.s.t- & & 

| Pennsylvanis...........--..--| 5,801,118 | 31, 572.276 | 830,308 | $3, 604,915 | 4,471,309 '| $24, 520, 230 
Virginia.....-.............----| 324,573 | 1,922,181 [.......-.--.]-----.--.---]-° 158,097 '. 937,701 
West Virsinia.......-...-...--| 261,688 | 1,434,518 | (4) (| 162,918 | 744, 400 
Undistributed - _...-.--...-..-]------------|------------] | 185, 444 . 1, 282, 852. m 12, 775. ‘71, 758 

_* Motal: 1941__..-...:--.-| 6; 704, 156 | 36,490,006 | 1,015, 752 | 4,977,767 | 4,805,099 | 26, 230,276 
49490 TZTTIITIIITL 3; 087; 825 | 13, 475, 844.| -” 672, 371 | 3, 208, 770 | 1,799,202 | © 7,736, 480 

Ce se  Sold—Continued | 

ne - : , - od oo Industrial and other os a 
> State Foundry . Domestic use use (including | Total . 

ee 2 So |  water.gas)3. , - . 

oe - . : fons Value “tons Value tons | Value Net |. Valus : | 

Alabama.........-2-.|--.----.-|.-22-------|o-------[tee--eeee-[-teeeececfezce-ce--e-el oO 
Colorado and Utah..-;  (‘) (4) M | @® (*) (4) © | @& 
Kentucky and Ten- . . . - 
nessee.--e----e ee] Of OT @® | | ® ® | ©@ 

Pennsylvania.........| 230,942 |$1, 453, 656 | 79, 559 | $395, 339 | 275,930 |$1, 482, 250 |5, 057, 740 |$27, 851,475 
Virginia..........-...| 87,815 | 365,316 | -4,290 | 20,072 | 104,765 | '614, 169 | 324,967 | 1,937,348 
West Virginia_.-.----| 44,001 | 333,401 | 1,525 | . 6,235 | 61,630 | 341,385] 260,164 | 1,425,520 | 

| Undistributed..-7727.] 19,218 | 131,257] "616 | 3,000| 1,147] 7,815 | 33,756 | "219,918 
_ Total: 1941_....| 352,066 | 2, 283, 630. 85, 990 424,736 | 433,472 | 2, 445, 619 5, 676, 627 31, 434, 261 

1940__--_] 231, 298 | 1, 182, 808 | 99,066 | 385, 365 | 207, 520 | 1, 230,954 |2, 427,176 | 10,535,607 

1 Includes 4,028 net tons valued at $20,145 used for other purposes than in blast furnaces. . 
2 Includes 962,586 net tons valued at $4,759,191 sold to financially affiliated corporations for blast-furnace ~ 

use; 8,502 tons, $42,107, sold for other purposes; and 3,834,011 tons, $21,478,978, reported as merchant sales. 
3 Includes 85,926 net tons valued at $408,080 sold for manufacture of water gas. 
¢ Included under “Undistributed.” ) / 

a CONSUMPTION OF FOUNDRY COKE IN 1941 | a 

| .The important position of the foundry industry in the economic 
picture of the country is understood when it is pointed out that every 
one of the 3,000 foundries had to buy metals (mainly pig iron and 
ferrous scrap), coke, and sand. There resulted a large freight move- 
ment which utilized probably every railroad and waterway in the : 
Nation to transport raw materials going into the foundry and castings 
coming out. , : . 

Coke is a basic fuel material in the cupolas and furnaces of the found- 
ries, and coke must have suitable characteristics to meet the fuel . 
re Rents: | | | 

_ The American Society for Testing Materials has adopted the follow- | 
. ing specification limits ? for the composition of foundry coke: 

Percentage in dried sample 
Volatile matter ._.....__..-_----__...-...........-...-(not over) 2.0 percent 

, Fixed carbon. ..............-.-.-------.----.----..-(not over) 86.0 percent 
Ash .___....-------------------------+--------------(not over) 12.0 percent 
Sulfur___...-.....-.---- ~~. ------ (not over) 1.0 pereent 

2 American Society for Testing Ma Specification D-17-16 for Foun Coke: A. S. T. M. 
Standards for 1939, part II, caine Tay et ire 50-61. ary
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Foundry coke must be of the highest quality; it therefore commands 
@ premium over other grades of coke. The chemical and physical 
characteristics of coal-tar-pitch coke and petroleum coke make them 

- unsuitable for foundry use. The only coke suitable for such use is that 
| produced in byproduct or beehive ovens. =. - | 

The national consumption of foundry coke in 1941 totaled 2,679,581 
- tons. - oe a : 

Widespread use of foundry coke is indicated by the fact that all 
‘States except Wyoming reported coke consumed for this purpose in 
1941. Figures showing the consumption of foundry coke, by States, — 
in 1941 reveal that Michigan consumed the largest amount—423 ,167 

~ net tons. Pennsylvania was second with 321, 892 tons, Ohio third with 
321,693 tons, and Illinois fourth with 225,253 tons. These four States 

: - consumed a total of 1,292,005 tons, or 48 percent of the entire con- 
_ sumption of the country. .Substantial tonnages of foundry coke, ~— 

aggregating 737,206 tons, or about 28 percent. of the total, were con- | 
sumed in Alabama, New York, Indiana, New Jersey, and Wisconsin. 

| The comparative consumption of foundry coke, by regions, is shown 
in table 31. From this table it will be noted that the Midwest region — 

| was far ahead in foundry-coke consumption during the year. The 
: seven States composing this region used 1,312,423 tons, or 49 percent | 

| of the total of 2,679,581 toos. . The Central Atlantic region was next, _ 
with a consumption of 715,576 tons, representing 27 percent of the | 

. total. All other regions consumed the remainder of the tonnage, or 7 
about 24 percent. oe - a 

According to the figures submitted by the operators, stocks of found- 
ry coke amounted to 302,795 tons at the end of the year, and they 

estimated that coke requirements for foundry purposes in 1942 would 7 
- reach 2,877,134 tons. oO CO Oo oe 

TaBLE 31.—Consumption of foundry coke in the United States in 1941, a 
| a by regions, in net tons co, oe _ 

oe oe / - oe oe | Foundry eoke consumed Stocks Estimated 

: . Region fo _ __ ot fonnary “ot foundry _ . | nn } ee aoay | COke during 
| . _ Byproduct Beehive on 1941 a 1942. : 

New England: | | ; - _ 7 |. | | 

Maine.____-.....------ eee nenn ened 5,071 905| - sol 6,481 
Connecticut__.....-_....-..-..--.----..- 52, 094 1,870 | 5,006 | . 67,180 

' Massachusetts_..--....-.-----.------------ 54,456 | 3, 741 ’ 6, 980 67, 104. 
New Hampshire. .-_-.--.----....---:------- 5, 356 | 400 ~ 589 6, 649 
Rhode Island_-.......--.------------2---- 14, 658 je 784 —s- 16,912—i 
Vermont._.------.------------------------- 6,973 | - 25 _ 1,271]  ~—s 8, 818 

. —_ | 138,508 | 6,941 | «15, 509 173,144 
Central Atlantic: } | - a . 

New YorKk....-.-.-------------------------| 147, 598 11, 132 23, 362 | 182, 855 
New Jersey.-..----------------------------| 126, 461 -. 9, 501 15, 034 149, 785 
Delaware. ...----.---.--------------------- 3, 687 685 _ §87 5,702 
Maryland..._...-..-....----.----.---------] 18,151 | 13, 421 4, 337 36, 390 - 
Pennsylvania__.........-..--.--2--2- ee 220, 830 101, 062 38, 197 368, 222 
Virginia___........-..------1-------- 2 ee _ 27,479 . 22,798 | 5, 615 | . 55,338 
West Virginia_...........-...--.--..-2-2.-} 5, 675 6, 812 837 14, 574 
District of Columbia_-__..-_---------.---.--]-------------- 284 | 70 300. 

549, 881 165, 695 88, 039 813, 166 

Southeast: | es es es 
Mississippi_.............-...--------------- 794 70 201 964 
Alabama. ._........--.--...--------------- 170, 142 845 14, 066 179, 147 
Georgia. .-...---.2.-- eee 15, 172 2, 552 3, 250 - 18,274 
Florida... ....--------------- 2 eee eee ' 4,702 138 342 2, 186 
South Carolina_............--------.-----_- 3, 695. - 20,519 - 717 26, 975 
North Carolina... _---_-.--.-.---.-----:--- 8, 350 - 4,256 | - 1, 275 13, 169 
Temnessee_....--...---- eee 64,128; = 7,108 _ . 7,425 76, 590 

| ~_ 268, 983 j 27, 216 "817, 308
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_ Tasis 31.—Consumption of foundry coke in the United States in 1941, 
oy _ by regions, tn net tons—Continued | 

oo | . a : Foundry coke consumed Stocks Estimated 

oo , . | of foundry consumption - 
Region _ . of foundry 

ode . coke, Dec. 31, ke duri 
Oo | Byproduct | Beehive 1941 Coxe 

Midwest: o . —_ | | 
Ohio. _-.--.---------------------- ence ene e 305,320|° 16, 364 39, 031 340,951 

| Michigan .--..---.--.------------------s--| 409,454] ‘18, 718 22, 992 361,978 a 
Wisconsin....--.---------------------------| 118,328 | 5, 148 16, 021 141, 238 | 
Indiana..-...-....---..---------------+---- 145, 375 2, 680 15, 242 150, 633 

- Jowa......-.22.--sa--neeoneeseeeeeneeeeee ee 47, 827: 3, 480 6, 790 50, 289 
—  Ylinois, ITI]. 220,990] «4 268 33,124 249, 937 

Kentucky IIIT), 48 | 11,680 3, 604 21, 560 
- | ee ‘1, 28, 147 87,276 | 136, 894 1, 325, 566 

West Mid-Continent: oo | ~ i : : | 
Colorado......-.--.-----.------------------] 10, 388 BAB 1,997 |. 15, 049 
Kanrsas......-.----2-- ee eeee-----] «20, 218 | 40 . 1,683 12, 827 . 
Nebraska... ..---------+--------------------| 2 975 | 126 | 324 3, 159 

| | Be a 23, 576 712 | 4, 004 31, 035 
Gulf Southwest: ~ . | - — 

Louisiana..--...-...-.----------2ee---ece--] 2, 826 171 | 337 3,616 
+ Pexas___. 02 LI 19,134} 8, 387. 3, 537 26, 921 

' Arkansas...-...----.----------------------- 374 | 78 105 533 
Missouri-_-.-.....---.-.---------------------] 47, 900 568 4,821 | — - 85,828 

. Oklahoma....-.----.----------------------- . 2,262 188 432 3, 168 

| . | | 72,296 | 4,337 9,232] =» 90, 066 

. Central Northwest: 
Minnesota. ......------------------ +--+ ---- 23, 951 555 2, 865 30, 268 

_ Montans-_-..--.--.------------------------- 2,727 |.------------- 526 3, 174 
North Dakota. .......---------------------|-------------- 96 41 120 - 
South Daketa.....-....--------+-----------] 279°|-..----------- 94 285 

a 26, 957 651 8, 526 33, 847 

Pacific Northwest: . . 
Idaho. __.....--..-------------------------- 78 452 247 621 
Washingtou..........-.-------------------- 6,576; 2,714 2, 651 11,373 
(Oregon........-----22022neeeeee ene eeeeeeees 3, 955 1, 306 1, 151 7, 132 

CO 10, 609 _ 4,472 4, 049 19, 126 

Pacific Southwest: 7 : | | 
- Arizona__...-.-..----.--.------------------ 4,655 |_....-..------ 98 4, 905 

New Mexico. ...-.-.----------------------- 186. | -..---.------ 7 210 
Nevada........---------------------------- 59 | © 9 13 104 . 
California__........------------------------ 43,991 |. 4, 592 - 12, 606 58, 279 | 
Utah....00 -sseesceeeeceeeeeccecceeee-e--| (9, 087 528 1, 542 10,381 

BT, 928 5, 129 14, 266 73, 879 
| Grand total........-.--.-----------------| 2,398, 885 280, 696 | - 302, 795 2, 877, 134 
ee 

| _ STOCKS OF COKE AND COKING COAL | 

Stocks of coke are governed by the demand from industry. The 
abnormal demand for coke in 1941 resulted in a decrease in stocks 
held by the producers at the end of 1941. Total stocks of coke at the 
end of the year were 198,356 tons less than at the beginning. By- 
product coke declined 11 percent below the stocks at the beginning 
of the year and totaled 1,709,391 tons (table 33). The stocks of coke 
held at beehive plants, which are relatively small, increased during the : 
year to 48,695 tons compared with 43,308 tons at the end of 1940. 

The stocks of bituminous coal at byproduct ovens in 1941 closely 
followed the trend of monthly coke production. They were largest 
at the end of February and smallest at the end of May. Beginning
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- with June, stocks increased each month (except November) until — 
a the end of December, when they amounted to 8,901,462 tons, 

| TaBLE 32.—Stocks of furnace, foundry, and domestic coke and of breeze in the 
. ccs. Untted States on January 1, 1942, by States, in-net tons Ss | 

| a, State _ |__| pomestio] Breeze 

“‘Byprod uct plants: : ae oe ie . 
ao PAlabaMa. 2 ------- ecco eeeeeeece 162,800 | 1,700 ~~ 10, 687 175, 187 |. :17,290 " _ ° Colorado. ....-..--.--------2 22a ee 4,478 | - 136 |.-...---..-- 4, 614 161 _., Mlinois... 2.222222 2222 eee ecw -| 18, 085 3, 695 108, 738 125,518 | 74,712 . " * “Indiana. —_...-2---2-----2--2--- ee ---e-----| 10, 585 831 - 22,352 33, 768 24, 139 

_  Maryland_........-.----------2-------------{ 50,040 |---|. 2] 50,040 |. 85, 168 
, Massachusetts......-----.-.-----------------]| _ 430 304 141, 756 142,490 | . 5,646 

 ‘Michigan__-_.....--------22..---------. -...| 3,283 | «5, 529 34.872] 43.634 | ~~ 4,025 - Minnesota__---.------.------------------.--| 882} 1074] 100, 448 102.404 | 11,844 
' New Jersey....--.-.-.--- 22222 --- ed 128]; 59,709! 59,837 1,718 a “New York-_.........----.---2-2-2-----------4, 10,072 |.-------2-] 211,105 | 221.177 52, 207 

— Ohio. -. 22-22 ----} 181, 174 618 41, 756 223. 548 91, 757 
- ‘Pennsylvania... .-.-2-22.-222-222 222 -_-_.-__]| 188,383 1, 931 89, 109 279,423 | . . 53,310 

_ Tennessee_.-.-..------.-.---.---.-.---------| | 22, 788 105 47 22.9385 |. 428 Utah. oe eee 185 |e BOTT 7198] 1,711 | | West Virginia_.............1....---------...| 47.480 373 | «5, 968 53,821} 8,531 
_ Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, Rhode |- 1 oy : ee . oe _ ‘Island, and Wisconsin. ’-----...2.....-...} 348 | 4,024] 150,427] —163,799.|' 10. 719 

- a ~ ae | 697,898 | 20, 448 991,045 | 1,709,391 | 443,366 
: At merchant plants......--....-.-..-...-.-.-] "30,371 | 17,633 | 836,124 | 884.128 | 136, 631 

| . _ At furnace plants..............--------------| 667, 527 2, 815 154,921 | 825,263 |. 306, 735 

Beehive plants: - - OO rn Pane | Alabama... ..-.-2.-22 2-222 3. 545 |. ------.--|--------2---] 8, BAB [Le 7 _ Colorado and Utah__._....-.-2222--222--2-2-] 85 844 |.--2 le 920; 234 ” 
Kentucky and Tennessee._.....-.....-.._._- 4, 104 410 |_2222 22 ee 4, 614 | .-22 2 

_ Pennsylvania. -.-..-....-.------.-.-------.-]| 8,347 1, 463 21, 535 31, 345 1,388 | Virginia. ----..-.----2--22-.-2-2---2--.------]| 2,074 475 58 2.6071. 20 | _ West Virginia........-.-----------2-2-------| 156] 1,795 | 1,804 5,755 | - 40 
, oe Oo | 20,311) 4,987] 23,307] 48,605] 1, 682 

TaBLE 33.—Summary of total stocks of coke on hand at all byproduct and beehive 
plants in the United States on January 1, 1929 and 1938-42, in net tons: 

| | [Exclusive of screenings or breeze] So 

Oe | 1929 1938 1939 - 1940 1941 1942 

Byproduct plants: : | |. 
Furnace... .._.....--.----- 750, 318 610, 840 931, 644 597, 550 525, 798 697, 898 Foundry......-.----......| 24.4296] -- 29,898 88, 334 49, 771 14.123] 20,448 Domestic and other......| 1,018,205 | 1,878,652 | 2,611,645 | 1,922,369 | 1,373, 213 991, 045 | 

. 1,792, 949 | 2,519,320 | 3.631.623 | 2, 569.690 | 1, 913. 134 1, 709. 391 
. | Beehive plants: Oo 

Furnace. ._.........--.--- 38, 446 13, 542 7, 228 16, 402 16, 022 20.311 Foundry..._....-......--- 8 020 13, 264 8, 336 8,312}. - 3.973 4, 987 Domestic and other_..-.._ 8, 511 49, 161 | 29, 367 7, 695 23, 313 23, 397 

' &4, 977 75, 967 44, 931 32, 409 43, 308 48, 695 

Total: : . Furnace..._-.............| 788, 764 624. 382 938, 872 613, 952 541. 820 718, 209 Foundry_..........-.2.-- 32, 446 43, 092 96, 670 58, 083 18, 096 25, 435 Domestic and other_......| 1,026,716 | 1,927,813 | 2,641,012 | 1.930.064 | 1.396.526 | 1.014.449 
1,847,926 | 2.595, 287 | 3,676,554 | 2,602,009 | 1,956.442] 1, 758, 086 

Eee
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| TaBLE 34.— Total. stocks of coke at all furnace and nonfurnace byproduct plants in 

| | the United States on first of each month, 1940-41, in net tons 

| BS [Includes furnace, foundry, and domestic, but not breeze} | 

oe | Furnace plants Other plants Total 
Month sc hE oor ae : 

. oe —— 1940 1941 | 1940 . 1941 1940 3641 

_ January...:.-----------------| 905,073 | 742,806 | 1,664,617 | 1,170,828 | 2,569,600 | 1, 913, 134 
Februsry...-....-..--.-.-----| $42,128 | 781,845 | 1, 163,723 | - 864,873 | 2,005,846 | 1, 506, 718 

'  March........---------------- 783, 795 773, 666 914,190 | 617,750 | 1,697,985 1, 381, 425 - 

April. 222222 2277TTTITZTET] 800,388 | 845,320 | _ 837,927 | 491,987 | 1,638,315 | 1, 337, 206 
May.....-.----------,-------- 930, 677 694,433 | 1, 083, 632 706,203 | 2,014,300 1, 400, 636 

June____.-__..---.------------| 954, 997 741,425 | 1, 105, 553 663, 714 | 2,060, 550 1, 405, 138 

, July. _.....------------------- 877, 078 - 849, 320. 935, 429 578, 343 | 1,812,5(7 | 1,427,663 

August... ..--.--.------------- 846, 352 873,591 | 1,068, 714 576, 752 | 1,915, 066 1, 450, 343 

September_..._...--..-------- 807, 393 949,868 | 1,219, 423 661, 906 | 2,026, 816 1, 611, 774 

October___.......------------- 776, 446 880,824 | 1, 281, 090 698, 764 | 2,057,536 |. 1, 579, 588 

November-_..........---------| 739, 770 870,731 | 1,289,625 | 744,925 | 2,020,305 | 1, 615, 656 

December - -...--------------- 713, 004 817,004 | 1, 283,970 850, 750 1,996, 974 1, G67, 754 . 

Taste 35.—Stocks of bituminous coal at byproduct-coke plants in the United States 

oe _- at end of each month, 1938-41, in net tons oT 7 

- 7 - Month — - 1938 1939 1940 1941 

JaNUALY ....---c-----e-2eceeeeeeeeececeeeeeeee- 6, 469, 457 (7,373,871 | 6, 613, 253 9, 886,936 | 
February - ------------------------------------- -§, 822,943 | 7,372,654 5, 978, 167 9, 839, 674 . 

| March... TTT] «5 281 300 | «7,221,632 | 5,373,567 | 9, 853, 544 
April..oo2-0-0o2oioticceccscccciccccec | 08h 840 | 4,434,124 | 5,217,870 | 4, 969, 862 
a 4, 867, 332; 2, 598, 470 5, 905, 170 . 4,725, 310 

June...-...-.---------- ++ - ---- e- e eee- 4, 999, 856 3, 548, 326 6, 506, 396° - §, O12, 874 

_ July__....-------- 2 ++ eee ee ee 5, 364, 442 4, 534, 922 7, 448, 266 G, 254, 277 

AUgust...-.-...-.s.c2sse-n---conerec-------e---| 5, 589,623 | 5, 631,984 | 7, 831, 640 7, 205, 44 
September. -...-.-----.------------------------ 5, 951, 617 6, 220, 015 &, 860, 832 7, 291, 668 

. October. ...-..-.-----------+------+------------ 6,459,006 | . 7,250,436 {| 9, 711,983 8, 371, 329 

7 November. ........---------------------------- 7, 172, 900. 8, 114, 807 10,001,250 | 8,327, 472 

“ December-_..-..----------------------------+-- 7, 462, 163 7, 992, 848 10, 184, 443 8,901,462 
woot . ° . . me . . 

oo | ~. ' VALUE AND PRICE — | 

__ In previous years, reference has been made in the Coke chapters to 

| the various accounting methods used by coke operators affiliated with | 
iron and steel plants, by which the coke sometimes 1s charged to the 

furnace department at cost and sometimes includes a percentage of 

profit at the current market price. In the open market, however, 
price cutting, long-term contracts, and other factors materialiy affect 

_ the prices at which coke-plant operators actually dispose of coke. 

According to sales data furnished by the operators, average receipts | 

per ton for byproduct coke sold rose as follows: Furnace coke, $0.61; 

foundry, $1.09; domestic, $0.93 ; and other industrial, $0.82. Average 

receipts from the sales of beehive coke in 1941 increased over 1940 as 

follows: Furnace coke, $1.17; foundry coke, $1.38; domestic coke, 

$1.05; and other industrial coke, $1.50. ; 

Trade-journal quotations published in 1941 showed that the price . 

of byproduct foundry coke increased in all markets. ‘The increases 

ranged from $0.96 in New England to $0.33 at St. Louis, Mo. Con- 

nellsville prices for beehive coke, usually the basis for the beehive-coke 

industry, rose $1.50 per ton for furnace coke and $1.14 per ton for 
foundry coke. |
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TABLE 36.— Average receipts per net ton for coke sold in the United States in 1941, 
, by States | _ Ce 

| - Byproduct ~ oe | Beehive 

State | | Other in- | \ 7 | Other in- — 
. Fur-. | Found-| Domes-| dustrial, | Fur-' | Found-| Domes-| -dustrial, 

. . nace ! ry tic including | nace! ry . tie. | including 
: . pe water gas 4 ‘| Water gas 

: | Alabama.....-.-.---.-...---| $4.08 | $7.91] $419] © $405] $5.52 |-00--2-[oc.-| 
Colorado, Utah, and Wis- |. | 
consin..-.....--:---------.| 7.65 | 11.06] 7.73 5.72 |.---.-.-| $6.43 | $3.91 $7. 33 

Connecticut, Massachusetts, . . . 
. and Rhode Island_.......-| 802 {| 10.75] 8.25 8.14 |---|] ee ee | Ilinois..........-...------..|. 4.91] 10.76] 6.69 7.25 |_......_]_-..-..|-_------|_-.-..---. a Indiana__...__-.--.-------..| 633| @ 5.71 | 5.86 |---| fp 

. Kentucky, Michigan, and : ; qo. | 
Missouri. ._.-..---------.- 5.10 | 10.27 5. 80 6.69 |........| 5.86 en 
Maryland and New Jersey._| (2) (?) 7.31 | 7.00 |------- J 2 eee} ee felt 
Minnesota___-.---.----------} (@) | @ 8.66 | 7,49 | _-.-----|--------|-nee lee] oe eee ney 
New York__.....------------} 5.94]... 7.40] 7.07 |---| 
Ohio___.....--.-.-----------| 5.46 | 7.66| 5.25 6.46 |-...____|__._.__.|..------|--.-20s- see 
Pennsylvania_....-...-.-.-..| 4.43 | 10.19 6.33 | - 6.95 5. 48 6. 29 4.97 §. 37 
Tennessee and West. Vir- |. oo 
ginia .......-...------.2-..]° (® 8. 49 4.33 6.47 4.66 | 7.56 (2) - 6. 61 

mo, Virginia._._.....-.-.---.---.]-.----.-|-.--.---}-----_--]------ eee 5.93 | . 6.32 4.68 5. 86 
| Undistributed....----------.) 6.27 | 10.47 2022222) ooT ili] ee] ee | 446 |e 

— _. ‘United States average.| 5.23| 9.76] 6.96 6.68} 5.47] 6.49] 4.94 5.64 - 
At merchant plants.___...._| 5.79 | 10.09| 7.30 7.04 |... clef f 

| At furnace plants.......-....| 4.89 8.15 5. 35 5.47 |--------|-------- | 22 ee | eee 

. 1! Includes coke sold to affiliated corporations for all other purposes and merchant sales. . 
- _ MInchided under “Undistributed.” a _ | 

TaBLE 37.— Average monthly prices per net ton at ovens of spot or prompt Con-— 
| nellsville furnace and foundry coke, 1929 and 1938-411! eT 

| | Furnace coke _ Foundry coke 
Month | oe oer 

1929 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1929 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

January......-.....| $2.75 | $4.00} $3.75] $4.20] $5.50] $3.75| $5.00| $4751 $5.50| $5.75 
February......----|. 2.90] 4.00 3.75 4. 00 5. 50 3.75 5. 00 4.75 | 5.31 5. 75 
March. .......---_- 2.98 | 4.00 3.75 4.00 5. 52 3.75 5. 00 4.75 5. 25 5. 85 
April_-....---2.---- 2. 78 4. 00 3. 75 4.00 5. 63 3.75 5. 00 4.75 5. 25 5. 62 

. May -_-_._-----.----- 2.75 4.00 3.75 4.00; 6.00 3. 75 5. 00 4,75 5. 25 6. 72 
Jume___-._-.- 22. 2.75 3. 85 3. 75 4.00 6. 13 3.75 4.85 4.75 | 5.25 6. 88 
July... 22-28. 2. 75 3. 75 3.75 4.20 6. 13 8. 75 4.75. 4.75 5. 25 6. 88 
August_......22.-_- 2. 73 3.75 3. 75 4. 63 6. 13 3.75 4.75 4.75 5. 25 6. 88 
September. ._..___- 2. 65 3.75 4.25 4.75 6. 13 3.75 4.75 5. 12 §. 25 6. 88 
October. _......-.-- 2. 65 3. 75 4, 90 4.75 6. 13 3. 75 4.75 5. 65 5. 25 6. 88 

_ November.--_--.---- 2.65 | 3.75 5. 00 5. 10 6. 13 3.75 4.75 5. 75 5. 63 6. 88 
December......---- 2. 64 3. 75 5. 00 5. 38 6.13 3. 75 4.75 5.75 | - 5.75 6. 88 

/ | Average____-- 2. 75 3. 86 4.09 4.42 | 5. 92 3. 75 4. 86- 5. 02 5. 35 6. 49 

1Tron Age. . 

oh aR a tte /
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| TABLE 38.— Average monthly prices per net ton of byproduct foundry coke in 11. | 

, markets in the United States, 1937-41, as quoted by Steel ae 
i  S 

7 

" | be bt bs Ss 
by S ‘ 3S @ © 

—_ | Pl El lelelgia| 2/83 Oo 
| 5 Pldlelelp,)/s/8/3)2. 3818 

gis ai(sisgisgis; @lsyetsaile Se 
| cimeialdta (Sais 1S | al alo; alaiq | 

_. Birmingham, Ala. (at ovens): ae oo 

a 1937...-.--------------------|$6. 50 $6. 50 $6. 50 $6. 95 $7. 25 $7. 25.$7. 25.$7. 25:$7, 30/$7. 50/$7. 50)$7. 50/$7.10 * ee 

1938___..---...------- a eee ee 7. 50; 7. 50 7. 50; 7. 50 7. 50 7. 50 7.00 7.00 , 7.00 7. OOF 7. 00) 7. 00 7. 25 — , . — 

—-1939__.._.---.------.-.-----.| 7.00; 7.00] 7.00; 7.00 7.00| 7.00) 7.00] 7.00] 7.00} 7.00) 8.05] 7.50} 7.12 

. 1940..._......-..........-...} 7.50} 7.50} 7. 50| 7.50} 7.50) 7. 50} 7.50} 7.50) 7.50) 7.50} 7. 50) 7.50} 7.50 me 

1941....._.__.._..._._.......| 7. 50] 7:50] 7. 50) 7.50) 8.30) 8. 50) 8. 50) 8. 50) 8. 50] 8. 50) 8. 50] 8. 50) 8.15 ne 

Buffalo, N. Y. (delivered at of - 

-  gonsumers’ works): od 
1937_..-....-.--------------- 10. 50:10. 50/10. 50/10. 50 10. 50/10. 50/10. 50/10. 50 10. 50/10. 50/10. 50!10. 50/10. 50 - - 

1938__-........--------------|10. 50,10. 50)10. 50/1€. 50/10. 50}10. 50) 10. 50) 10. 50/10. 50) 10. 50,10. 50:10. 50}10.50, | 
1939._.-.-.-----------------|10. 50/10. 50}10. 50,10. 50/10. 50/10. 50/10. 50} 10.50 10. 50|10. 50|11.-25}11. 25]10. 62. co 
1940... 25,11. 25)11. 25;11. 25:11. 25)11. 25]11. 25/11. 25/11. 25)11. 25]11, 75]11. 75] 11. 33. _ 

1941_._.-...----------------- 11. 75) 11. 75)11. 75)11. 75/12. 05)12. 50/12. 50; 12. 50}12, 50/12. 50}12. 50/12. 50/12. 21 = . 7 

Chicago, Ill. (at ovens): | | | es 
1937__.-.---.----------------- 9.50! 9. 50] 9. 50:10. 25110. 25) 10. 25/10. 25) 10. 25/10. 25/10. 25/10. 25/10. 25 10. 06 

- 1938....-----------+--------- 10. 25, 10. 25} 10. 2510 25/10. 25}10. 25/10. 10} 9. 75} 9. 75] 9. 75) 9. 75! 9.75} 10. 03 SS 

1939....-....--.-------------| 9. 75| 9. 75 9. 75| 9.75] 9.75) 9.75} 9. 75] 9.75) 9. 75! 9.95/10. 50}10. 50} 9. 89 

1940.....-...----------------|10. 50; 10. 50/10. 50)10. 50/10. 50}10. 50} 10. 50/10. 50) 10, 50)11. 00) 11. 00/11. 00/10. 62 . 

1941____.___..._..------_--~-} 11. 00/11. 00/11. 00;11. 00 11. 50/11. 50) 11. 50/11. 50}11. 50/11. 50/11. 50/11. 50) 11. 33 : oe 

Cincinnati, Ohio (delivered at pe f° . oS 

- ‘gonsumers’ works): a . . . 

oO 1937.....-.......-----------.| 9.70] 9.75) 9.75/10. 50/10. 50/10. 50}10. 50 10. 50/10. 50/10. 50/10. 50/10. 50/10. 31 . - 

~1988:_..-..-.----------------[10. 50 10. 50,10. 50.10. 50,10. 50/10. 50) 9.90) 9.75) 9.75) 9. 75) 9.75 9. 75/10. 14 . 

| 1930222 TTTTTTTITT] 91 25] 9.75] 9.75) 9. 75| 9.75] 9.75] 9.75] 9. 75| 9. 75| 9. 75110. 50|10. 50| 9. 88 
: 1940.....-..--.--------------_| 10. 50:10. 50,10. 50,10. 50,10. 50/10. 50/10. 50/10. 50/10. 50} 11. 00/11. 00/11..00/10. 62 

1941____._.....--._--.--------. |]. 00/11. 00/11. 00,11. 00 11. 30}11. 75{ 11. 75/11. 75/11. 75/11. 75/11. 75/11. 75}11. 46 . 

Cleveland, Ohio (delivered at — | | | Oe 
consumers’ works): ; 

1937_....-.-.--..------------ | 10. 30/10. 30] 10. 30/10. 80/11. 00/11. 00) 11. 00) 11. 00/11. 00/11. 00/11. 00)11. 05 10. 81 

- 4998... 1. 05) 11. 05) 11. 05)11. 05) 11. 05/11. 05/10. 75/10. 30/10. 30) 10. 30} 10. 30/10. 30 10. 71 —— 

1939...............-------...|10. 30]10. 30} 10. 30;10. 30; 10. 30] 10. 30/10. 30/10. 30 10. 30)10. 30} 11. 05/11.05}10. 42 en 

1940....--.._----------------_|11. 05)11. 0511. 05/11. 05/11. 05/11. 05) 11. 05)11. 05}11.05)11. 55)11. 55}11. 55/11. 17 

1941.____-_2.---- ee . 55/11. 55/11, 5511. 55/12. 15 12. 30) 12. 30} 12.:30)12. 30/12. 30/12. 30)12. 30)12. 04 

Detroit, Mich. (delivered at | . . |- : a . 
consumers’ works): | 

. 1937_...-...--.-----------~--|10. 50/10. 70/10. 70:10. 89/21. 10}11. 10}11. 10/11. 10/11. 10]11. 1011. 10/11. 10/10.97 = 

1988.............------.---._ IL. 10/11. 10 11. 10.11. 10)11. 10'11. 10/10. 90;10. 25110. 25}10. 25) 10. 25/10. 25/10. 73 - 

4939... | 10225) 10. 25 10. 25,10. 25/10. 25/10. 25/10. 25/10. 25)10. 25/10. 25/11. 00/11. 00/10. 38 

: 1940........-..-------- ~~ - ] 11. 00)11. 00/11. 00:11. 00) 11. 00) 11. 00/11. 00 11. 00]11. 00/11. 00/11. 50/11. 50/11. 08 : 

"4941... ee. {L. SOL. 50/11. 50/11. 50/11. 80) 12. 25) 12. 25) 12. 25112. 25}12, 25) 12, 25)12. 25)11. 96 7 

Indianapolis, Ind. (delivered at Joo. . . | 
--  gonsumers’ works): foe | _ aa . 

1937_....-..---_--.---------.| 9.60] 9.65) 9. 65:10. 33/10. 50 10. 50) 10. 50/10. 50/10. 50/10. 5010. 50:10. 50/10. 27 

1938._........_.._..--__..___|10. 50/10. 50/10. 50'10. 50/10. 50) 10. 50/10. 00/10. 00'10. 00} 10. 00; 10. 00; 10. 00/10. 25 Sol, 

- 1939.....-_.-.-----------.__.]10. 00 10. 00/10. 00/10. 00 10. 00} 10. 00] 10. 00) 10: 00,10. 00/10. 00} 10. 75;10. 75;10. 12 

1940......_...-..-.-.-.----__} 10. 75} 10. 75} 10. 75,10. 75) 10. 75) 10. 75110. 75| 10. 75/10. 75}1¥. 25] 11. 25/11. 25/10. 87 

1941............. ee LL. 25/11. 25; 11. 25/11. 25) 11. 55) 12. 00) 12. 00} 12. 00 12. 00}12. 00} 12. 00]12. 00/11. 71 oo 

Newark, N. J. (delivered at} : | : : — OS 
consumers’ works): | 

- 9987... 2 | 10. 17/10. 17/10. 17/10. 85] 10. 85/10. 85/10. 85/10. 85/10.'85/10. 85) 10. 85/10. 88/10. 68 

, 1938............_..--._---_._}10. 88}10. 88/10. 88/10. 88}10. 88}10. 88/10. 88/10. 88 10. 88/10. 88) 10. 88/10. 88/10. 88. | 

1939.........................|10. 88]10. 88] 10. 88/10. 88/10. 88/10. 88/10. 88/10. 88; 10. 88 11. 25) 11. 38/11. 38/10. 99 

1940........_.-.----.-- FL. 38}11. 38] 11. 38)11. 38/11. 38}11. 38/11. 38}11. 38 11. 38/11. 38/11. 87/11. 85)11. 46 - 

141... LL. 85] 11. 85) 11. 85]11. 85] 12. 45/12. 60} 12. 60) 12. 60) 12. 60}12. 60/12. 60) 12. 60 12.34 — 

New England (delivered at : a : 
consumers’ works): “ | : | 

1937.................-.-----.] 12. 00/12. 00/12. 00) 12. 50/12. 50} 12. 50} 12. 50/12. 50; 12. 50)12. 50/12. 50}12. 50/12. 38 

1938........--.-.---.------_.} 12. 50}12. 56) 12. 50:12. 50/12. 50,12. 50}12. 50}12. 50'12. 50|12. 50/12. 50}12. 50}12. 50 

1989. _.-.------ 2/12. 50) 12. 50:12. 50 12. 50/12. 50,12. 50; 12. 50/12. 50 12. 50} 12. 50) 12. 50)12. 50/12. 50 | 

1940__......-.------2--2--__ 12.50) 12. 50,12. 50 12. 50/12. 50 12: 50:12. 50/12. 50 12. 50/12. 50)12. 50112. 50} 12. 50 

1941__....__.---_- 12.80 13. 00)1°. 10:13. 00}13. 75,13. 75)13. 75|13. 75)13. 75|13. 75/13. 75/13. 75) 13. 46 - 

Philadelphia, Pa. (delivered at | - 
consumers’ works): 

1937.........................} 9.85] 9.85] 9. 85/10. 40}10. 60/10. 60/10. 60/10. 60;10. 60:10. 60!10. 60'10. 60 10. 40 

1938..........-.-----------_- |10. 62 10. 63:10. 63/10. 65; 10. 65; 10. 65/10. 65 10. 65,10. 65:10. 65 10. 65 10. 65'10. 64 

1939__...._._.-..---------_-_|10. 65,10. 65.10. 65/10. 65:10. 65,10. 65} 10. 65:10. 65,10. 65.11. 02 11. 15 11. 15.10. 76 

1940............-.- ee ee ee. | LE. 15,11. 15,11. 15,11. 15]11. 15:21, 15) 11. 15/11. 15.11. 15.11. 15:11. 63:11. 63:11. 23 

1941... . 63}11. 63} 11. 63)11. 63/12. 13) 12. 38) 12. 38) 12. 38112. 38/12. 38 12, 38)12, 38}12. 11 

St. Louis, Mo. (delivered at. 
consumers’ works); 

1987. _.....--.....----------.{ 10. 10/10. 50/10. 50!10. 80:11. 00°11. 00)11. 00/11. 00-11. 00}11. 00) 11. 00}11. 00/10. 83 

1938__..__._.._____.---.---_._|11. 00)11. 00,11. 00; 11. 00/11. 00 11. 00 11. 00,11. 00 11. 00)11. 00}11. 00;11. 00/11. 00 os 

1939__.........._....-.-...-.|11. 00/11. 00; 11. 00/11. 00 11. 00,11. 00)11. 00 11.00}11. 00,11. 00)11. 75/11. 75|11. 12 

1940............. oo {D. T5LL, 75) 11. 75/11. 75) 11. 75/11. 75:11. 75)11. 75:12. 75}11. 75/11. 75111. 75) 11. 75 

1941_.__......._...----2 |. 75] LL. 75) 12. 75) 11. 75) 12. 15|12. 25|12. 25 12. 25|12. 25 12. 25 12. 25|12. 25 12. 08 
eee eee eee eee
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- | SHIPMENTS BY RAIL, WATER, AND TRUCK 

~ TaBLe 39.— Beehive coke loaded for shipment on originating railroads, waterways, 
| and trucks in the United States in 1941, by routes, as reported by coke producers 

| Oo : . | Net tons 
| | , Route | ' State —_—_— Percent 

By States Total 

, Railroads: . | yo. 
- _ Baltimore & Ohio.....-.....-..----------l{ West Viena | 40S 1,081,948 | 18.8 

_ Chesapeake & Ohio_-...-................| West Virginia.........| 45,679 . 45, 679 7 

| Denver & Rio Grande Western.........- {pelorado..-...-------- i a3 } 95, 316 1.5 
‘Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain--_--_} Pennsylvanig..______- - 10, 088 10, 088 2 
Interstate...--.......-------.------------| Virginia...............| 281,534 | 231884] =~ 4.4 
Ligonier Valley..............-...........| Pennsylvania.___._._. 66, 543 66, 543 100. 

: Louisville & Nashville....--------------|{Miabamaec222222727_] oa foo |} 00.88] Le 
Monon gan ela anew n noes ana annn Pennsylvania__.......| 1,571,276 | 1,571, 276 24.2 - 

_ Nashville, Chattanooga, & St. Louis.....| Tennessee.._........__ 17, 432 17, 432 8 
. ‘New York Central. -.....--._......-....-| West Virginia__....._- 172, 850 172, 850 2.7 

Norfolk & Western._.........--.-.-------| Virginia... ...........-- 42, 820 42, 820 rn 
_ . Pennsylvania... ._............--.._-----.-| Pennsylvania._.......] 2,784,656 | 2, 784, 656 43.0 | Pittsburgh & Lake Brie -222--222222202_| 2 do_..---200221] 7 no, 44 |” 110) 644 1.7 

eT \___ Total railroad shipments_........-...|-.-..---.---------------| 6,381,324 | 6,381,324| 98.8 
Waterways: Monongshela and Ohio Rivers._| Pennsylvania...._.__- 48, 151 48, 151 8 | - Prueks 2... eee eeeeee nce eeeeeefeeeneneceeeeenseceeeeeee] 127615] 27615 4 

| | Grand total... -..-----.----22-----[ eee eeee---eeeeeee---| 6, 457, 090 | 6, 457, 090 100.0 

| 1 Coke delivered by trucks to consumers in all States that produced beehive coke. | | 

| _ DISTRIBUTION OF BYPRODUCT AND BEEHIVE COKE IN 1941 

| Coke shipped by producers, or used by them, is shown by States 
| and regions of destination and by uses in this analysis. The tonnage 

, shipped to each destination represents approximately the coke con- 
sumed therein; and, for practical purposes, the terms “distribution” _ 

: and “‘consumption” are interchangeable in this connection. However, 
| the total coke shipped and used by producers shown in this separate 

study of coke distribution differs slightly from the total “calculated” 
consumption of coke in 1941, shown in the preceding section on 

| Consumption of Coke. 
The national consumption of byproduct and beehive coke, not in- 

cluding imports, in 1941, totaled 64,876,457 tons, a 13-percent increase 
over the 1940 total of 57,170,633 tons. Pennsylvania led in total 
tonnage consumed, with 17,867,567 tons, followed by Ohio, New 

, York, Indiana, and Illinois in the order named. 
As activity in the coke industry follows closely that in the iron and 

| steel industry, it is interesting to note that the increase in blast- 
furnace coke consumption paralleled the increase in total coke produc- 
tion in 1941. Of the 64,876,457 tons of coke consumed in 1941, 
50,331,675 tons went into blast furnaces. The trend of coke con- 
sumption from domestic to metallurgical use can be seen from the 
decrease in domestic tonnage from 1940. In 1941, 6,660,847 tons of 
domestic coke were consumed compared with 7,974,308 tons in 1940. 

Every State in the Union, as well as the District of Columbia, 
consumed foundry coke during 1941. The total, amounting to 2,787,- 
527 tons, was 35 percent greater than in 1940. Coke used for making 
producer gas and water gas and for other industrial uses increased
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8 percent, with a tonnage of 5,096,408 tons compared with 4,732,890 
 tonsin 1940. 

_ The total consumption of breeze in the United States in 1941 : 
amounted to 4,651,982 net tons, an increase of 582,289 tons over the | 
1940 figure. | oe 

The consumption. by uses in 1941, by geographical regions, is shown 
in table 41. When compared with 1940, consumption increased in | | 
seven of the nine regions and decreased in two of them. The largest 
increase was in the Ohio region, which gained 25 percent over the 1940 a 

- figure, followed by the Illinois-Indiana region, with a gain of 21 per- . 
cent. The Missouri Valley region had the greatest decrease in coke . 
requirements, with a 16-percent decline from the 1940 total, and 
Michigan declined 10 percent. 7 | Oo 

_ Table 42 shows where the coke produced in each State was con- . 
sumed. Although Alabama shipped coke into the greatest number 
of States in 1941, the tonnage was relatively small, as 92 percent of 
the coke produced in the State was consumed there. Pennsylvania 
shipped into 27 States, leading the Nation in total tonnage shipped | 
outside the State with 3,902,258 tons. Indiana, which was second 
highest, shipped 1,935,028 net tons in 1941. = 7 

| TaBLE 40.—Summary of byproduct and beehive coke and breeze consumed in each | 
| State in 1941, in net tons | 

{B ased upon reports from all United States producers showing destination of coke used by producer or sold 
in 1941. Does not include imported coke, which totaled 241,690 net tons from January to September, 
inclusive] . | 

- | Coke — _ | 

: Consuming State | ace (Foundry! Making | Making [Other in-| >. | rece urnace |Foundry : : omes- 
. producer| water | dustrial | ‘7: Total «use use gas gas "use tic use 

~ Alabama._...............-| 4,140,855] 164,668]......|_.......| 60,799] 74,634] 4,440,956] 288,025 
Arizona” ......--.---.--.--]---------- 6, 500|-----..--]--------- B15 72 6, 887]... 
Arkansas. -....----.-------|---------- Q)  {--------- (@) = |i-------- ¢)) (1) 14, 944 
California...---.-..-----.-| _20,375| 72,657|.---...|_--....-.| 24,343 25} 117,400] 137 
Colorado........-----.--..| 573,925] 21,969|.._.-._| 144] 19, 534 568| 616, 140| 39, 034 
 Connecticut._2222227227722|..-2..| 481 562] 84, 442] 52,961 11, 205] 202, 160] 399,330] 54,993 | 
Delaware..__.....--.--..-- 284 4, 227)_..-.-.-- 412 7, 186 1, 389 13, 498 2, 135 
District of Columbia--..._|-.-.------ QQ) — [--------- (4) 189 1, 554 62, 335}...  : 
FPlorida._.....-..--.-----.-|---------- 1, 641]_._....-- 29, 948 878 4, 340 36, 807 (2) 
Georgia....-....------.--.- 1,220; = 19, 147}_.---..-- 7, 197 5, 755} 18, 692 47,011j.._....-. 
Idaho-...-.-..------------|---------- 2, 873]_--------|---.----- 2, 640]. .---...- 5, 513 . B44 
Illinois. _...-..------------] 4,369,826} 241,538] 28,119) 31,749} 115, 447| -615, 516} 5,402,195] 304, 686 
Indiana_.-.-.-------------| 5, 231,850] 145, 936/_........| 31,828] 162,184) 240, 598) 5,812,396| 408, 901 
Towa...---.-------------2-|----------|  52,074]-------.-| 6,981] 28,440] 8,657| | 96,152| 5, 342 

‘Kansas. ......-------------]----------] 10, 690].------.-]---2-_-- 3, 413 54 14, 157 738 
Kentucky..-.---.---.-----| 281,364] 21,897|.._---_-_| 14,627] 8,084] 36,838] 362,810| 41, 945 
‘Louisiana. --.-------------|----------| 3, 785|---------|---..---.| 24,824] 4,878] 33, 487 43 . 
Maine......---------------|----------} (J). [| 52828] 61; 588). 
Maryland. __..----.------.| 1,920,995] 36, 550]..______- 37| 57,581] 27,666) 2,042,820| 154, 504 , 
Massachusetts...----------|_" () Q) 77,000] 92,121| 2,078] 884,798) 1,200; 719| 108, 431 | 
Michigan._.-_...-.-...-..-| 1,058, 522] 415,126] 37, 227 4,405; 219,576) 773, 560| 2, 508,416] 195, 444 : 
Minnesota_-...-..--..------ 282,693; 24, 764 4, 165}---. -..- 24,908| 304,129) 640,659) 51,153 
Mississippi-...------------|.----.- --]_1,060|__...__-.|..-.-1__ 330} 2,260 3, 680)...” 

| Missouri...---.----------- 121| 51, 836|__------- 206| 72,778} 136,286} 261, 227| 2,615 
Montana.....-------------| 28,988] 2,515|.------.-|......__.| 5, 200|_........| “31703| 19, 386 
Nebraska... -_...---------- 108 5, 987|_..-.-----} 15, 843 6, 551 806 29, 295 22 
Nevada.-.....-.-. -----.--]---------- 56]_....-----].-------- 6, 857|_--....-- 6, 913]_....-.-. 

- New Hampshire_..........|.--..-...- @) — j-..------ () 312} 54, 281 60, O66)_. .-.-._- 
New Jersey.......--------- 105| 122,896] 94,312] 225,852) 102,634] 470, 330] 1,016,120] 89, 557 
New Mexico......-.--...-.}---------- 1, 259]__-......}--------- 336 - 24 1,619]....-____ 
New York.___________-____| 3,395, 181] 201, 752| 308, 225" 686, 306| 251, 21911, 349, 687| 6, 192, 370| 409, 200 
North Carolina..--..---_- 192} 15,406|.....-.-.| 6,082) 1,433] ° 2,710] | 25,893|..___.__- 
North Dakota...----------|.--.-.--.-.| @ [7 - 163 138} 1,205] (1) |... 
Ohio. -...---.-------------|11, 005, 454| 307,127] 2, 234| 16, 216| 267,761] 342, 508|11, 941, 300| 677,515 
Oklahoma. .___._....-....-]--------.-] 3, 476|-.------ fee) 0) 3,920] 21,880 
Oregon .__......------- ---]---------- 4, 8711. ------- 1-22. 5, 056! __-.--..- 9. 927]_.....--. 

1 Included under “Undistributed.”
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a, TaBLE 40.—Summary of byproduct and beehive coke and breeze consumed in each 
CS State in 1941, in net tons—Continued © a Fe ; 

_ [Based upon reports from all United States producers showing destination of coke used by producer or sold 
—— in 1941. Does not include imported coke, which totaled 241,690 net tons from January to September, © 

: inclusive] — a an . . : 

m a . : | — . Coke Oe ST. . 
a | | | | —_ | . Coke 

- ’ Consuming State : Makin . . . 
. g | Making | Other in- . breeze 

oo , . Furnace Foundry producer} water | dustrial Domes Total 

| - : | gas | gas use vy | 

| Pennsylvania......--------|16, 663, 593] 331,451] - 69,450] 68,797] 259,8¢5| 474, 471117, 867, 567|1, 396,305 
. Rhode Island_..__.--------]_----. ---- 15,613]  24,737|- ‘2,460 3, 798} 147,408; 194,616} 18,650 

South Carolina_-.---------| — 64 4,397)..-..--.-] . 2,848 353 3, 120 10, 782 ATT 
South Dakota-_-_....--.-.--]---------- Q)) fe--l2---}--------- (2) 2,156} | 2,866]._--._-.- 

- ‘Tennessee__._-------------| 140,162} 76, 177|__---____- 149} 70,873 5,102| 292,463] 77,809 
Texas__....--------------- -18,824| 24,471)....---._|------_- 16, 940 1, 076 61,311} 22,586. 

oo, Utah. -___-_----- ef @ 18, 074} .--..---]--------- 50,472) () 242, 799 (4) 
Vermont... ._-----.--------}-.-------- 8, 141]/........:] . 2,034 2,958} 21, 727 34, 860]... -_- 

-  Wirginia___..2.-222----2--- 74,491) 46,514)_.....--_] 345,156) 87,936} 10,206] 564, 303) | 163 
oO - Washington _......--------]----------} © -8, 111J----.---2}-------- 3, 287 182} 11,580) = 2, 145 

West Virginia ----.--------- 874, 483| 25,678}...._....| 458,177} 85,428 2, 561| 1, 446,327] 129,472. 
oS Wisconsin ___.....--------- 30} 139,350} 59,858) 34,595) 15,745) 381,350; 630,928] 90,301 

Wyoming.__.-------------|----------|. @)) [leeeeeee}eeeeee-] 7,188} 7,949}... 
, : Undistributed__-.--.--.1.--|| 252,970} — 76, 705 we eecnwet 64, 091 540} 3, 347 3, 479) 23, 351 

| United States total. .|50, 331, 675) 2, 787, 527; 789, 769/2, 201, 385 2, 105, 254/6, 660, 847/64, 876, 457/4, 651, 982 . 

a ' Included under “Undistributed.” | | - 

! TABLE 41.—Comparative tonnages of byproduct and beehive coke consumed in each 
7 _ State and region, 1940-41, in net tons 

: | [Exclusive of imported coke and of screenings or breeze] 

| | Other industrial a 
~ Furnace use Foundry use : Total coke 

Consuming region and and domestic use 
State _-oo  S  O OO  o e- 

. . : 1940. 1941 1940 1941 1940 1941 1940 1941 | 

| New England: | , | . 
Maine......-.....2 22.2]. 2-- fe (4) (1) 1 54,610| 161,588) 54,610 61, 588 

| New Hampshire...-_--|--.-..---.|----------| 1,443). @) 57,325| 160,066} 58,768} 60, 066 
Vermont. __... 2. 2..--|----------} eee 5. 433} 8,141 35, 878 26,719} 41,311 34, 860 
Massachusetts__...-._- 88, 830 (2) 48,872} (2) 1,095, 954,21, 200, 719]1, 233,656] 1, 200, 719 

- Connecticut_....-.. 2 _}--2-.--2-_|-- 2 --|) 34,347] 48, 562) 331,674) 350,768) 366. 521 399, 330° 
Rhode Island..._......|_---------]_------_.- (4) 15, 613] 1.189, 393 178, 403} 189, 393 194,016 

| | 88,830) (?) 90.595] 72, 316/1, 764, 834)? 1, 878, 263/1, 944, 259) 1,950,579 

| Middle Atlantic: : 
New York.............j 2, 615, 108} 3, 395, 181] 141, 372] 201, 752/2, 947, 521] 2, 595, 437/5, 704, 001] 6, 192, 370 
New Jersey_.....--.._- 651 105} 86,161) 122,896] 921, 763 893, 128/1. 008. 575) 1, 016, 129 

- Pennsylvania-.-.-.._..-/14, 319, 836/16, 668, 593] 219, 232) 331,451} 850,635! 872, 523/15,389,703|17, 867, 567 
. Delaware____......_... 764 284| 2,758) 4, 227 3, 524 8, 987 7, 046 13, 498 

. Maryland. --------...-| 1,849, 917] 1,920,995) 23,891} 36,550} 85, 487 85, 284/1, 959, 295} 2, 042, 829 
, Dist. of Columbia- -...|-...-..---|------- 395, () 66,935| 1 62,335| 67,330 62, 335 

18, 786, 276 21, 980, 158| 473, 809! 696, 876) 4, 875, 865} 4, 517, 694 24,135,950.27, 194, 728 
Ohio. _......_.2.-.-----.-- 8, 619, 76211, 005, 454| 304, 373) 307,127| 652,815| 628, 719)9, 576, 950)11, 941, 300 
Michigan............-.._..| 1,076, 370] 1, 058, 522} 333, 791] 415, 126/1, 389, 182] 1, 034, 768|2, 799, 343| 2, 508, 416 

Illinois-Indiana: | | 
Illinois. __.............| 3, 332, 028: 4, 369, 826) 172,455! 241, 538) 857, 653 790, 831/4, 362, 136] 5, 402, 195 
Indiana. ..-......._...] 4, 305, 518; 5, 231, 850 we 145, 936 518, 413 434, 610/4, 929, 994! 5, 812, 396 

7, 637, 546° 9, 601,676. 278, 518' 387, 474'1, 376, 066] 1, 225, 4419, 292, 130'11, 214, 501 

Missouri Valley: | | 
Missouri-_.---.......-- 19, 144 121} 34,426; 51,836} 313, 661 209, 270} 367, 231 261, 227 
Towa.._.......--......|.-----.-.-|-._.----_-| 33,721| 52,074] 42,101 44,078; 75, 822 96, 152 
Nebraska....._........ (3) 108 2, 320 5, 987; 3 20, 996 23, 200 23, 316 29, 295 
Kansas_.......-.-.....]..--.-----|-..----.--| 7,510] 10, 690 2, 837 3,467! 10,347 14, 157 

19, 144 229' 77,977; 120, 587| 379,595} 280,015) 476,716} 400. 831 

See footnotes at end of table.
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: TaBLE 41. Comparative tonnages of byproduct and beehive coke consumed in each oe 
| | ae tate and region, 1940-41, in net tons—Continued = == = | | 

| 7 __ | Farnaceuse | Foundry use | Otherindustrial | potat coke | 
Consuming regionand | «©  —. os" | and domestic use | po . 

a ee a a en ee eer eee | 
F940 WOKE | 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 108k 

_ Lake Dock region: ———‘{ Sf poe pe an Po 
Wisconsin. ......--..--]----------|- 30} 99,327] 139,350] 553,703} . 491,543) 653,030] 630,928 — 
Minnesota. .......-.-.-| 225,569} 282,603] 15, 684/ 24,764; 373,685} 333, 202| 614,938} 640,650 ee 
North Dakota........- weer ccnenn wewecnnnne awececee (4) . 4, 758 1, 596 1, 758} (9. . 

_ South Dakots.........]-.--------[---------] |.) | 12,449) 12.927] 2.440) 4. 528 oe 

| | | 225, 569] 282, 723| 115, O11] 164, 114] 931,695] 829, 273|1. 272, 175| 1,276,110 | 
Southeast: tf : PS . oP - . 

Virginia.........--..--| _ 52,715] . 74,491] 31,258] 46,514] 383,798] 443,208] 467,771|' 564,303 
West Virginia.........] 787,694] 874, 483] 12,657] | 25,678] 479,082} 546, 166/1, 279, 433} 1, 446, 327 , 
North Carolina........|.-.-.--..-| 192] 13.410}. 15,406] 10,522} . 10,225} 23,932) . 25,823 _ 
South Carolina........).....-.---]. 64| 3,613! 4,397; 5,806 6,321! 9,509] 10,782 - | 
Georgia.-........-...-]...-..--..] 1,220) 18,765) 19,147] 26, 435 26, 644| 40, 200 47,011 
Florida. ...........----|.-.....--.]---------.| 1,017] 1,641} 35,251] 38,166} 36,268] . 36,807 

-Kentucky.............| $276,223) 281,364] 20,341) 21,897) © (8) 59, 549] 206,564] 362,810 | _ 
Tennessee.............| 54,312] 140.162] 59,724}: 76,177) 63,113} (76,124) 177,149} 202,468 ~~ 
Alabama..............| 4,099, 434] 4, 140, 855] 123, 394] 164,668} 142,084} 135, 433/4, 364,912} 4, 440, 956 | 
Mississippi.........-.-|.-=-----.-]----------| @- | 1,060] 12,206) 2,590) 2,206) 3.650 | 

5, 270, 378| 5, 512, 831| 279, 179] 376, 585|1, 148, 387] 1, 341, 516|6, 697, 944] 7, 230, 932 | 

— -Gouthwest,Mountainandf | ~~ ~| | | |. | | | 
Pacific: oo 7 . fo . - 

Louisiana..............|-.2.--..-.[:-.---.---| 2, 883] . 3,785] 29, 030 29, 702). 31,913 33,487. 
: Arkansas. .....-.....--|..-.------|--.-------| 1,444] (6). 605] Q . 2,049}. (6) . . 

7 .OKlahoma.............]_....--..../-..--.---.] 2,205] 4, 734 191] 1,008! 2,306] 665,742 
Texas.................| 16,286, 18,824! 15,991] 24,471] 15,348! 18,016] 47,625] 61, 311 

=, New Mexico. __....-..]---.-.....}-----.----} .@) | 1,250} 11,287; - ~-.360)—«-«1,287) =~: 619 
Arizona......--..-2.-./....-.-.--|-...-.-.--| 4,053} 6,500} 295 387 4,348]  — 6, 887 

: Colorado..........-...| 521,698} 873,925] 11,604) 21,969} 12,502) 20,246! 545,894) 616,140 | 
Utah...........--...-.| 168, 790} § 224, 725] 10,337} 18,074) 7,347/ = (4) 931,474, 242,799 - 
Nevada.....--...----.|---22-22.-|oc--- eee 28; «56 29 6, 857 57 6, 913 
Wyoming..........-..].......-..|--------.-}--------| (| © 2.4721 «17,949; 2,472: =. 7, 949 
Montana.....2........| 19,494} 28,988} 2,060] 2,515) — 3, 230 5,200| 24,793} 31, 708 
Idaho. __....-..-..-...|-----22---|--------.-| 2,873} 13,900! 2,640) 3,900} 9s 5, 5138 
Washington. ..........}--.-2- 2. _]------..-.] 3,089], 8,111} ~—s:1, 680 3,469; 4,719 11, 580 
Oregon_._.........---.]......----|.....----.| 2,821} 4,871] - 1,788 5,056; - 4,609} 9,927 

| California...-.....-...| (| 20,375| 747,720} 72,657} 19,960] 24,368] «67, 680} +:117, 400 a 

| 721,268] 861, 837] 104, 235] 171,875} 149, 663| 125, 258} 975, 166] 1, 158, 970 | 

| 1 Foundry included under other industrial. oe OO | | - 
3 Furnace and foundry included under other industrial. i . - 
3 Furnace included under other industrial. ~ 
4North Dakota included under South Dakota. 
5 Other industrial included under furnace. 
6 Arkansas included under Oklahoma. | . | _ 

| 7 Furnace included under foundry. _. . oo | 

TABLE 42.—Distribution of coke shipped or used by producer in 1941, by destina- 
a | tions, in. net tons | | 

| | PRODUCED IN ALABAMA | 

: | Coke / 

. . Coke 
Destination For blast-| For |Forother| For Total breeze 

furnace | foundry |industrial| domestic; (54, , 
use use use - use . 

Alabama..........-.--.-.--.-------------| 4, 137,950 | 160,280 | 46,478 | 74,634 | 4,419,301 | 288,025 
Arizona, Colorado, and Utah............]-..--------| 3,916 Jil |.-.------- 4,027 |....------ 
Arkansas, Oklahoma, and Texas. ........|.-.--.-..-.] 25, 466 16, 517 1, 107 43, 090 12, 078 . 
California__........-...------------------|--.--------| _ 13, 208 9,200 |..........| 22498 |... 22. 
Florida. _...-..--.-..---.----------------]-----------] 1. 567 30, 733 4, 340 36, 640 Q) 
Georgia._...........-.-..------.---------|--.--------| 16,246 | 12,454. | 18, 571 42,271 |_....--.- : 
Mlinois._..........-..--------------------]--.--------| 10,010 3,691 | 14,432 28, 133 ) , 
Indiana__......--...-.-------------------|----.------| 7,657 332 1, 217 9, 206 |_......... 
Jowa__.....--.------------------- 2-2] eee ee [eee ee 32 204 _ 236 |---------- 
Kansas... _.......-------.---.----------- 2! ee eee (2) 3) on nenennee 759 |_..----... 

See.footuotes at end of table. | ‘ 

497 779—43-——64 |
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7 Taste 42.—Distribution of coke shipped or used by producer in 1941, by destina- = 
tions, tn net tons—Continued 7 

a _ PRODUCED IN ALABAMA—Continued oe 
en EE ee TTS Safes AS SS SSS SS SS su 

, Coke | | | 

| a Hee OO a7 —T. , | Coke | 
| Destination oa For blast-| For |Forother| For Total | breeze 

. So furnace | foundry |industrial| domestic coke 

a  Rentucky_...-2.-----------ceeeeeeeeeeee fee] 2] 6,229 | 
Lonisiana....---.-----------.------------|-----------| 3,680 | 24,894| 4,777| 33.270|  @ 
Michigan, New Jersey, and Ohio._......|-.----.----] 52,902 110 |.....---.-| 58,012 |..---_--__ 
Mississippi-. ..------------..------------]|-----------| 1,060] 330 { 2,260 |. 3, 650 j-.- 2. -- 

- Missouri. .._----..-.---------------------|-----------| 6,916 | 1,002 396 8, 314 | 815 
. Montana, Oregon, and Washington...--.|--.---.---- 775 |. 1,606 gon 2, 470 woeenn none 

ebraska...._.--.---------.-------------] +2 -- +--+] ee e ee e (1). weceeee eee 
‘North Carolina-.---.--.--.--2222-222222_]--2.2--_.__] 2,890 f . ( 10, 957 |-____-__ 

| South Carolina. ....---.-.---------------|-----------| _2, 796 . 1) 7, 782 |..-.-.--.- 
Tennessee. ---.--.--.-------------------- ; 5, 013 37, 057. 1 , 204 4, 623 59, 987 . 67, 707 

_ Wirginia - _ -.-..--------------------------|-----------| 9, 585 f (4) ~ 14,009 |... 2222. 
Wyoming.-._.--..-------.--------=.-----]--.--------|  @) 1)  |---------- 1,141 }.-..-.- 

, Undistributed .-.-...-..-----------------|-----------| 1381 | 14,007 [6,272 |---| 887 
co - | | 4,142, 963 | 362,372 | 174,900 | 126,833 | 4,807,068 | 373,073. 

| ns | PRODUCED IN COLORADO AND UTAH a 

(Apleona._..-------eeeeeececceeeceeeeeece[eee--ec--| Le77] 818 72] 2,864 |- 
California....---..-------------.---------| 20,347 | 1,368 | 3,367 |-.--..--.-| 25,077 137 
Colorado..........-.---------------------| 573,925 | 15,474 | 17,600] «568 | 607,657 | 39,034 
Idaho... ---2.---------------e ene eeneeee-[eeeeee-e---| 2,886] 640 |---| 476 84 
Hilinois__..-.----------------------2------|-----------]----- 2 25 |---------- 25 |------.-.- 
Jowa___.-..---------------------- eee fe eee] eee ) i ) 
Kansas--....--.-.-.-----------2---------]-----------]| 1,011 | 1, 989 54 3, 054 738 
Montana. ....--------------------------- 23, 988 184 |. 583 |.-..------ 24, 755 19, 386 
Nebraska----..-.------------------------ | 108. 59 6, 277 336 6, 780 | 22 
Nevada__.....--.---.------------------2-| 22. 56 6, 857 |----. 2... 6,913 |-.....--.. 
‘New Mexico._..........----------------.|-----------| 158 336 w 513 |__---.---. 

| Oklahoma... ----.---- 2-22-2222 ton |e neon [eee eee ast 364] - 3 21, 880 
. ‘Oregon _ _.----.----------------------- 2 ewww ween] ee eee ee ; meee cwccue ~cancwecee 

South Dakota-_-....-...------.--.--.--.-]-----------|------_-- 47 |_----- 2 ee — AT foie 
‘Texas.__......--------------- eee et 18, 797. 198 965 |_-.---.--- 19, 955° 12, 513 

, Utah. -.....2222.222--------------------| 171,304] 5,405 | 50,472} «2.949 | 280, 130 19,037 
Washington. __..........----------------|---------e- 183} 3,220| 182 3, 585 2,076 
Wyoming... -..---.------ eee eeeee ee ee fice] ee] 4088 3{ 4,051 |... 

| ee a | 808,469 | 28,804 | 103,768} 4,552 | 945,683 | 119,380 

PRODUCED IN CONNECTICUT, MASSACHUSETTS, AND RHODE ISLAND 

Connecticut... .....-----..-.----.-------|-----------| 41,196 | 135,182 | 202,118 | 378,496 | 42,928 
Maine. ..-....-.-------.---- 2-2 - |---| 6, 485 2,277 | ~— 52,402 61, 164 |..._...._- 
Massachusetts_-_....--------------------- (2) 3141,630 | 158,250 | 875,981 | 1, 175; 861 108, 310 
New Hampshire._................-------|-----------| 4,601 176 | 47,478 52, 255 |_.....---- , 
New York....__._.._.-.-----------------|-----------] 18, 866 |_.-_-- 2 _- 63 18, 929 |__..-.._.-- 
Pennsylvania__._-....--......--.-----.--|-----------| 7, 891 |e -2 ee fe. 7,391 j.--- 2. Le 

. Vermont ___.......-.-----.--------- 22-2. fee -----| 8 141 128 5, 983 14, 252 |-.-._--.-- 
Rhode Island __-..-.-.-.-.--.--.-.--.----|.-----.-.--| 15,175 30,995 | 147, 374 193, 544. 18, 650 

@) 2243, 485 | 327,008 |1, 331, 399 | 1,901, 892 169, 886 

‘ PRODUCED IN ILLINOIS 

"Arkansas, Nebraska, and Oklahoma.__..|.._..._.___ i ee 4, 366 8, 462 
Arizona, South Dakota, and Utah_._.-._]_...-......| 5,799 |.-...-_-_- 408 6, 207 j.....----- 
California, Oregon, and Washington.....|..........-| 8,889 |._.-.-.-__]_-.-_-_-_- 8, 889 ~ 69 
Colorado___...-..-.----------------------|----.----.-| 6,902 |_- ee} eee 5, 902 |_..-.-.--. 

. Mlinois_._._....--..-..-.----------.----_-| 2,524, 644 | 129,371 | 134,892 | 576, 236 | 3,365, 143 269, 276 
Indiana___..-----.-----2------------- eee 9,631 | 34, 553 6, 663 10, 618 61, 465 16, 636 
lowa_____...----2---2 22-22 -------2 eee [-------2---| 34, 825 2, 918 2, 929 40, 172 685 
Kansas. _.........------------ 22-22-22 |e () (ne 3, 798 |_..------- 
Michigan. __-_-._..---22-2---------------|-_.-.---_.-| 53,417 726 |_--.----.- 54, 143 3, 277 
Minnesota... .......-....----------------|-----------| 10, 362 |.-.-----_|-- 2-2 10, 362 |.----.---. 
Missouri__....---.-.....-----------------]-----------|  @ (1) 98, 601 (4) 1, 170 
Ohio__..--.-.-.--2-..2 2-222-222-2222 eee ee |eeee eee} QQ feel f eee (1) n------2-- 
Wisconsin... .-..-_..-.--.--..-----------]--..----..-| 32, 228 2, 087 45, 170 79, 485 4, 989 
Undistributed _____...-..--.-.---.---.-_|------...-.| 32,473 4,490 j.-.....-.-| 131, 766 |___-_.--_. 

2, 534. 275 | 351,685 | 151,776 | 733,962 | 3, 771, 698 304, 564 

St ase PSS is SSSA 

See footnotes at end of table.
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7 TaBLE 42.—Distribution of coke shipped or used by producer in 1941, by destina- 
Oe tions, in nei tons—Continued 

. oo - PRODUCED IN INDIANA = =... 

on Coke _ 

. ke 
Destination . _ |Forblast-| For |Forother| For | moa; | breeze 

| furnace | foundry |industrial| domestic coke 
use use | use use 

California... ......-----------------------|-.---------| 17,486 |--..22--.-|-------22-]. 17,486. Jo... 
Mlinois_...--.----.---------------------.-] 1,643,209 | 66, 853 15, 404 |: :.18, 185. }-1, 788,651 | . 25,066 

Indiana... .-.....-------------------------| 5, 108, 258 | 75,945 | 130,234 | 167,314 | 5,481, 748 |: :. 392,131 
Towa_._.....-----------------------------|-----------| 10,662 | _ 4,825 2,444 |... 17,931 |: > ~. 4,657 
Kansas. -.....-...-----------------------|-------- ee 494 {. | 162 |-.-.------| 656 | eee ele. 
Kentucky --.......-.---------------------|----------- 156 |-.---.----|--.-.--..- 156 [sere lk 
Michigan......... -.-.----------------|-----------] 69,618 |) 284. | 5,286 | 75, 138 |_-2222 22. 

-Minnesota_..-..-...-.-..----------------]-----------| 4,818 |--2ee ee] ee 4 BIB feccelel 
Missouri__-._-....-.---.-.-.-------------]-----------| 6, 393 474 628 |. 7,495 |e. 22228 

, Montana. --...--.------------------+----|-----------| 2,100 J_------ ef]. 2108 
Nebraska. --._.--.-.---------------------]----------- 203 | . 43 Joie ee]. 246 feel os 

- Ohio._--..-----.-------------------------|--2--------] 26,691 Bll... 348 27,070 | ence elke 
Oklahoma. --.-...-.-.-------------------|----------- 579 |.-.-------|---------- 579 Joi -l2 lt 
Oregon - ------.-.------------------------|-----------] 1,487. 170 |-_----.--- . 1,657 | ---- eee 

' Washington. -...-.---------------------}-----------] 1,685 fee ee] 1, 688 | 222.25 %. 
Wisconsin..............--------------.---|------.----| 28,755 | 7, 136 2,497 |. .38,388 | . --35,000 | 

: . 6, 751, 467 | 313,334 | 158,713 | 191,699.| 7,415, 213 |: . 456, 854 

td 

PRODUCED IN KENTUCKY, MISSOURI, TENNESSEE, AND VIRGINIA 
eee 

“ Alabama. --...-2-...-222. 22202 e kee 2, 905 4, 297 11, 515 |...22 2228 18, 717 |_-.--2- 2. - 
California_.........2..---2-.-222002 02228 28 8,082 ;- = 207 j.-__.-...- 8,317 jo2 lll. 
District of Columbia.........-....--2..-2|--.2- 2222 28. 3, 719 |.-.-.--..- 8, 747 |oncs-----e 
Florida...-.-...-.----2- 22 eee eee 64 1: 93 foe Ll 157 |_--c eee 
Georgia. ..-.-.--2--22. oe 1, 220 2,901 |. 498 121; 4,740 |_-_-...-.- 

. Mlinois....-..--.22-222 22 75, 120 8,673 | 20,472 | 1,032 | 105,297] 9,377 
Indiana..._....-.------.-----------------] 276 3, 080 (1) dy 30,093 |--.-.-...- 
Towa......-.-...------------------------ fee eee ee ‘371 | = =19, 754 180 20, 305 |_-..---2-2. 
Kansas..._...-.-.--.-.------------------ fee ee 2, 094 1,009 |...--...._]-.-.-3, 108 [..-2. 222. 
Kentucky -.......-----.-----.---.------- 281,364 | 11,701; 21,999 20, 261 335, 325 (1) " 
Louisiana.............-2-22222-22-------efeeeeeeeeee-| 16 fee “101 1 
Maryland --..._..-...-.. mame ewe we eee ee |e eee ee 4, 939 Jeon nee eee] ee ee ee 4, 989 eacensacee os 

Michigan......_.....-..-...------.------.|--2------- 788 | (2) (1) 33, 648 |--.-..-.-- 
Missouri_.......-...-.2.--2----22 eee 121 | 22,629 |. 66,947.| - 36, 661 126,358} . °° 630 
Nebraska. -...-..---..----...---_---2-.-.-]---.-.-.-_-}.--_-_-e- 5, 179 |.-.-...--- ~ 6, 379 [obese 
New York............-.-.---2-2-2---- 222 }--2- ee 54] 9 (1,271 |... 1,325 |.222 Le. a 
North Carolina.._........222.-2---22--_- 192 | 12,516 1,016 | -- - 872 14, 596 |..-......- . 
North Dakota, Oregon, and Washington.}.-..-......] 3,227 |.-.2..--2-]2.-2-2-2.-- 3, 227 | 22-2... 
Ohio......-.-.....-.---.----------- 2 ---|-----------| 1, 786 (1) (4) - 118,864 f° G@)tc. 
Oklahoma... -_--...-.--------------------|----------- 867 |--.-------|----------| > 1 
South Carolina. --_........-..2-2--2--__-- 64 1, 336 347 | - 938 — 2,685] . °° 477 

_. Tenmessee_-_.-.--..-.-.-...----------..--]| 185,149 | 39,120 57,728 479 | - 232,476 1- 9,578 
Texas...._....-.-2-2 5-2 - eee eee 27 }° = 296 |------.--|---- 2 323 34 
Utah ___....-.----2.-2---- eee [eee ee] 8, 683 [eee 3, 583 |...-..---- 
Virginia ._.......-.--..--.-2-2- 28k. 73,728 | 24,027} 188,925) 5,171 201,851 | .. 136 
West Virginia.-_..........---.-...---....]----..-....] 3,038 (1) (2). 18, 914 j_....-_.- 
Wisconsin. --_-...-..----.-.-------------|---e-eeee ee] TT foe] 277 |_-.-.----- mo ~ 
Undistributed.._..._.....-.-...-.-..-...|..----2.---|---------] 58,175 | 124,376 |...-..-....| 40, 165 | OS 

570, 194 | 169,890 | 458,854.) 190,192 | 1,389,130 | . 60,397 . 

PRODUCED IN MARYLAND So He 

Delaware.......-.....-..--..------------|---- eee eeeeeeee| BB Yee 8B fee elle 
Maryland. .........-.-.......-_-.-.--...| 1,677, 943 |_-..----.! 46, 429 23, 502 | 1, 747, 874 154, 504 

1, 677, 943 co 46, 467 23, 502 | 1,747,912 | 154, 504 

PRODUCED IN MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, AND WISCONSIN 

Arizona, Oklahoma, and Texas_.........|.-....----.} 1,678 |...-2-._--|_-------.- 1,678 |.-.-2---6- 
California___.........------------.-.-----|-----------| 24,183 | 11,479 |---.---.-] .. B5,662-|--------_- 
Colorado. -_.._......-.-.---..----.-.-----[-----------| = ® (2) re 2,338 |... 
Idaho..........-........----.------------|_--------_- 87 |.-.-.-----|----2---2-] 87 [lone eee. 

Iilinois........ 222-2 (1) 23, 352 (4) (ld) 47, 498 (1). 
Indiana............... 2-2-2 ee 76, 604 (3) (1) (1) 112, 374 {_..-.--.-. 

See footnotes at end of table. mae ay 

‘ }
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TaBLE 42.— Distribution of coke shipped or used by producer-in 1941, by destina- => 
| oe tions, in net tons—Continued a | oo a 

: ne _ PRODUCED IN MICHIGAN, MINNESOTA, AND WISCONSIN—Continued tS 

. ne , — of | Coke oe fo 

. | | _ Destination — For blast-|_ For |Forother| For | moay | breeze 
oo oo — furnace | foundry |industrial| domestic coke | 

. | | | use use use — use OO 

a LOW anne ee weceee-ee-c| 6,716 |. 1,818 | 2,900-| = 11, 431 |.- | 
, Nebraska, and North Dakota.-_.|........:.-| 4,704 11, 088 1, 608 17,400 |...-.2 2... 

. _ Kentucky, Ohio, and West Virginia..-..| (1) | 104,713 4,040; _@) | 108, 866 } _ 327 
Michigan. ..-...-.-...-.-...-----.-.-----| 1, 056, 112 | 179,764 | 236,611 | 672,078 |2,144,565 | 185, 410 | 

| : Minnesota..........---.---------------.-|- 282,693 | 10,054 | 29,073 | 304,129] 625,949 51, 153 | 
Missouri_.....-.-.--------2-------------- |---|. 7,502 |---| nee - 7,502 |e tle 

: Montana. -_--_---.--2--.--.--------------- we mece rene] 138 |: 2, 922 meee wee nee 3, 060 meen een nen 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Rhode co - | - So . - 

Island._-.........-..--------------.---|-----------|" 61% | 10 |---|. 6 184 377 
New Mexico..........--2----2-----..----|-----------| 1, 106 |--_- ee feee-------| 1, 106 Jee eee 

: New York__....-.....-------------------|. 251,041 | @) - Q) fll} 305,019 | a) 
, . Oregon . -_-.-----------2---.-----------e- eeeeeee--e-} 1,808 | | 37 |_--------- 1,845 j.22.2222. 

: South Dakota. ...-.....---2--222 2822 |l tel fee} 48 1 748 9,161 |_:.-.----- - 
SO, - Utah. _.- 2222-22 ieee |e] 8, 588 feof 3, 539 j-.-------- 

Washington --__...-----------.---------|------2----| 1,281 2 a 1,348 |... 
_ ‘Wisconsin: --.......2....--.-..-----.----|------2----|  77,479.| 100,650 | 333,683 | 511,812 | 80,312 

0 Wyoming._-.... 222 2,757 |-.--.----- 2, 757 |..--..---- 
Undistributed........-.-.-..----2-2---.-| 18,441 | 65,122} 27,685 | 10,197 |__._-w 642 

. oe Se - | 1,679,801 | 519,300 | 428, 547 |1, 326, 343°| 3,954,081 | 288,021 

oo 7 : - PRODUCED INNEW JERSEY = a 

8 New Jersey_-..-----------eeeeneeeeee-eeefee-e---c---] 49,464 | 372,682 | 432,280] 884,376 | 95,468 
7 New York_...-..-.----------------------|-----------| 7,205 | 135,407 | 35,163 | 177,865| 283 : 

' Pennsylvania.........-- 2.222.222. |e. 427 630 wn 2---+--- 1, 057 woteeennee 

| | - ~----------| 57,186] 508,669 | 467,443 | 1,033,298 | 85, 751. 

- . , PRODUCED IN NEW YORK = =... 

. Connecticut_......--.-------------------- dencneeeeee weeeeeeeel 152 eenenneeeef} 7 WBZ fel 
oo Massachusetts-....-..-----:-------------|--2-------- [eae ----]| 12, 8B 6, 512 19, 3€3: |... 2-2 ) 

wo Michigan-_-_._..-...-.----------- tee ee] eee} fete eee () wo cee eens 
New Hampshire. --_..-.-......--.-----2}---- eee |e eee (2). (1) §, 423 |.-..-..-_. 

_. New Jersey_..-..---.2--------2--.-------]-----------|.--------} 21,897 | . 22,051. 43,948 |_.-------. 
New York. __._......-.----------.-------| 2,715, 700 | — 3,066 [1,085,406 11, 180, 139 | 4,984,311 | 363,852 

_ Pennsylvania___._..-...-2- 2-2-2 ee |e eee ee (1) - ~ (l) re 
Vermont.-.__....--..---2----2----- eee] 4,864 12, 659 17, 623 |-.----..2- 
Undistributed____.-......----.-.--------|----2------]---------| 14,050 | 5,225 | 13,852 | 7 

: | oo | 2,715,700} 3,066 |1, 139, 220 |1, 226, 586.| 5,084,572 | 363,852 

BS | | PRODUCED IN OHIO 

| | Alabama, Kentucky, and North Caro- | | . 
lina. _....-. 2... 1-22 eeeeeee-----|-----------| 1,219 2,831 | 15,786'|. 19,836 1, 790 

. Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa_...._...-..-_- 40,798 | 12,007 18, 571 44, 249 115, 625 |__-..-.-_- 
Michigan and Pennsylvania_..___...___- 24,716 | 88, 309 650 57, 293 170, 968 5, 107 
New York.._.-..-.-...-------------- 2 24,464 | 24, 647 851 468 50, 430 12, 631 

| Ohio-_.__...-.--------=.-.---------------| 8,074, 721 | 106,292 | 143,019 | 236,666 | 8,560,698 | 671, 422 
Virginia and West Virginia..............| | 62,337 301 | 248,344] 2,838 | 313,820 |_-_-_.___- , 

| | , 8, 227,036 | 232,775 | 414,266 | 357,300 | 9,231,377 | 690,950 

; | PRODUCED IN PENNSYLVANIA 
| a 

Connecticut. __._...-------.-------------|-----------| 7, 366 13, 274 42 20, 682 12, 067 
-‘Delaware___._---_-...---------------.---| 284 4, 203 7, 500 1, 365 13, 352 2, 135 

District of Columbia_....-..-..-.--.-----|-----------| 56, 819 (1) 58, 073 |---------- 
Florida and South Carolina._._.._.--..__]_.-._____- ¢) ns Pe (1) 60 }---------- 
Mllinois____-__.-_---------22--------------| 100, 757 449 141 461 | 101,808 j.-------.- 

| Indiana._._--.-.....-2 222222222 9, 014 915 8, 867 1, 124 19,920 |.-----.-.- 

See footnotes at end of table. 

vnah Montes AR,
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TaBLE 42.—Distribution of coke shipped or used by producer in 1941, by destina- 
| a _ tions, in net tons—Continued oe Oo 

- | PRODUCED IN PENNSYLVANIA—Continued | an - 
_ - . manpaenamrenteatiet owen: a _ an . . . 

: | : | Coke pe Se 

| ton Coke 
Destination For blast-| For |¥Forother| For. Total breeze SO 

furnace | foundry |industrial| domestic! oye | 
‘ | use use use | use OK | | | 

ee en Eo 63 |_.-------- 
Maine. ...-.------------- 2-2-2 ne [one eee [eee eee fee ee ee eee 424 494 |__--.----- . 
Maryland. _..------.--------------------| 225,045 | 30,466 | 4,688] 4,164 | 264,363 |---...-.-- SO , 
Massachusetts. --.-.---------------------| 1, 105 940 98 1,971 4,114 121 ce 
Michigan. ......------------------------- 2, 410 1, 748 i, 525 12, 180 © 17, 863 |-.--------. 
Minnesota. --_.--------------------------|-----------| 30 |..--------|---------- a 
Missouri__..._..--..---------------------|-----------]' _ 590 17 |_-._-----.- 607 |-----.---- 7 
Nebraska. --.--------------=-------------]-----------|--------- 76 103 | 179 |---------- 
New Hampshire. ...-...-.--..---------=-|-----------]---------| __ 808 | © 1,730 2,128 |---------- . 
New Jersey.-----------------------------] 105 | =71,606 | 25,605 14,263; 111, 579 3, 811 . 
New York.-...--------------------------] _ 408,976 | 93,.287 22,316, | 130, 852 650, 431 16, 275 
Ohio..._......---------------------------| 2, 208, 783 | 16,988 | 118,284 |. 22,025 | 2, 356, 080 38, 549 
Oklahoma. _.--.-.-.---------------------|----------- | 93 |----------|---------- 73 |---------- 
Pennsylvania._.....-.--.----------------|16, 550, 320 | 238, 084 | 366,692 | 467, 500 |17, 622, 596 | 1,395, 769 _ 

- Rhode Island_-_-..-...---.----------------|----+------|----~----}---------- 34 a. 7. 

Texas.._....-..--------------------------]----------- | 24 » 44 Joelle 68 |.-.---.--- - 

Vermont.._....--------------------------|-----------|---------|---------- 8,085 | 3,085 {_---.----- Lo 

Virginia. _...-.----.-+---+---------------|-----------| 3, 061 5, 607 |- 989 9, 647 |......---- SO, 
West Virginia. ......---.----------------| 114,089 | 18, 716 2, 469 648 135, 922 18, 847. . 

_ Wisconsin. -...-.------------------------- 30 25 325 |.--------- 380 |------.--- a 
| Undistributed_.22227277772TTTT TTT) eee] 165 |---------] 149 |---| : 

| | | 19, 610,918 | 488,814 | 629,745 | 664, 109 (21, 393, 586 | 1,452,574. 

PRODUCED IN WEST VIRGINIA . - 

apnea ee AS EA TR LIEN LL 

Arizona.......---------------------------|----------- 82 |_-----.---|--.--+----- 82 |---------- 
California. .........-------..------------|-----------] 2,148 |---| 28 | 2,168 |...-..---- | . 

Colorado.....--------------------+-------|----------- 39 |--..------|----i----- 39 |_.-----.-- 

Delaware.__.__.....--.------------------|----------- 24 60 («24 108 |......---- . 

District of Columbia.......-...--.-.-----|-----------]-------+-- 60 —6« 465 | OBS [Lee 

Illinois.........--...---------------------]-----------| 2, 880 51 9g} —- 2, 909 262 | 
Indiana-_........--.---.--------- +--+ + |e -----ee- 597 | - 30 85 712 134 : 

. Kansas__......--.--.-------------+-+-----|-- +--+ +--+ 32 |..--------|---------- 82 |_.-.--_- 2 

Kentucky. _.....-.-.--------------------|-----------| 1, 820 233 |.--------- 2,053 f...------- a 

Maryland. .._.......-------------------- 18, 007 1, 145 6, 501 j.-.-.-----]|. 25,653 Jee. ee 

Massachusetts.._..._--------------------]-----------| 1, 047 |---------- 334 1, 381.}.-..-.-.-- oo 

Michigan__........_.--------.--2--------|-----------| 6,614 990 787 8,391 1, 650 : 

Missouri_......--.-----------------+------]----------- 278 88 |/..-------- 366 |--.------- a 

Montana. ....--.------------------------|----------- 84 [ieee eee 2 

Nebraska. .....-.--.---------------------|----------- 30 |.---------|-----<-.-- 30 |---------- oe 
New Hampshire. -._.....-.--------------|-----------|---------|---------- _ 260 260 |.--.------ 8 

New Jersey..._..-.----------------------|-----------| 1, 768. 2, 664 .1, 736 | 6, 163 |.....-_-.. 

New York..-.--.---.----.-+-------------f-----------| 1, 058 |---------- 3, 002 4, 060 16, 140 . 

North Carolina_.-..-..-..---------------]-----------|-----=--- 245 |...-.-----| 245 |---...---. a 
Ohio... _.---.-2-.------------------------] 726, 950 4, 066 1,322 | 1,022 733, 360 2207.0 =. 

Pennsylvania...........----------------- 88, 557 | 61, 049 30, 718 6, 559 186, 883 43 ws 

South Carolina........-....--.----------]----------- 265 |_...------|---------- 265 |..-.------ 
Virginia._..............--.--------------- 763 9, 659 10, 106 _ 186 21,314] . 27 ne . 

West Virginia_..........--..--------..--.| 697, 981 1,944 | 501,407 1, 824 | 1, 203, 156 110,625 = a 

Wisconsin -..._......-.------.-----------]-4--------- 586 |.--.--.---]---------- 586 |---.---..- an ~ 

° 1, 582, 258 | 97,287 | 554,475 16, 927 | 2, 200, 947 131, 482 . | 

! Included under “Undistributed.”’ | | 7 
? Coke for blast-furnace use included under coke for foundry use. oo 

| EXPORTS AND IMPORTS? | . 

The export movement of coke in 1941 was small compared with the 
total tonnage produced. From January through September 1941— — 
the only period of the year for which foreign trade figures can be pub- 

3 Figures on exports and imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the - 
Department of Commerce.
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a lished—the exports ‘of coke from the United States totaled 525,223 | 
- net tons valued at $4,021,357, . - 

a Imports of coke. constitute a small part of this country’s require- 
ae ments in normal times: However, the need for coke by the metal- 

| lurgical industry in 1941 resulted in more than doubling the 1940 
| _ imports during the first 9 months. The imports of coke are a factor 

in the home market only in certain localities. The entire tonnage of 
coke received by the United States from January through September 

_ 1941 was furnished by the United Kingdom and Canada, the largest 
a tonnages. coming through ports in Maryland, Massachusetts, and 

; : ee ‘Tas 43.—Coke exported from the United States, 1937-41 — oe : 

oe Meare ei Value | Year co Value 

| 107 nnn] 28088 [a6 me || ron. | 94.08 a5 0 0 1988-22 aee i222] 486, 571, | 3, 035, 105 |! 1941 Gan Sept.)___--.-......| 525, 293 |'4’ 021. 357 1939. = 2220 _7TTTTTTITTTTIIITITZ) 589, 925°) 3) 878; 235 — | | — 

Pants 44.—Coke imported for consumption in the United States, 1939-41, by . . | | ; - countries and customs districts : ne 

oo re P1989 1940. =| 1941 Jan.-Sept.) 

| 7 a oe : Net tons Value Net:tons| Value | Net tons| Value 

| a 2 COUNTRY - . : : | po Belgium... -_ eee eeee2.----| 37,080 | $152,606 |---| | Canada... 020 2.2222222222LILLIIIIIIIIIII | 88,818 |1, 129, 337 |" 77, 642 ($1,114,683 | 63,481 | "$886 34d Germany. ._.--....-2- 22-2022] 4,321 | 26,196 |e wneeenneee Netherlands. --......22..2---------------| 10 | 80 20 a : United Kingdom. .--.-20°00002022222-2-] 14,682 | 79,023 |” 34,008 | "106,457 |"178 200 asi? 
| ee : - _ {141,911 |1, 387,172 | 112, 550 {1, 305, 140 | 241, 690 | 1, 826, 756 | 

ae cUsTOMs DISTRICT i o | ye | Buffalo. --__------------------------------| 55,425 | 956,814} 47,377 | 949,150] 34,016 | 725, 080 Connecticut... ._.-. 22222 |een___---| | wennwnnnce 3,793 | 27,880 Los Angeles —_ 2222 22222222222- LL] 11, 392 | 64, 458 | "3, 085-1 13,848 | = 690] i 8 : _ Maine and New Hampshire....--.....--| '350| 2500 292| (2145 146] ~ 1,102 Maryland. _—_ 22222-2220 LLTITIIIIIIL| een e-ee--|----------| 3,300] 27,241 | 107,160 | 5797 442 Massachusetts .......--_ 2222222221221)" 10, 976 |" ""43, 871 | 14.001 | 742196 | 60,062} 280,517 | Michigan... 2222227777777 ll 65 10 “74 | 9) — ' % Montana and Idaho. --°-_.---.777712111-] 26,688 | 148,183 | 26,885 | 141,508 | 97,191] 145,68 New York...2.2.....- 22 --2-.---2 oe 19, 211 69, 445 10, 782 54, 888 3,351 | 16,752 7 Oregon. ----- 2.22 1, 156 6, 418 |_-.- 2 e ef ef St. Lawrence: ___.. 2.22 ee 76 486 65 446 |... .------}-.----- 22. | San Franciseo.------22222222022222IIIL.I1] 9,849} 53,879] 3,611 | 20,619 | 143 | 18 OB Vermont... - 22.2222 278 1,775 291 2, 247 314 2,591 Washington State........2..-222.2-.20-..] 6,409] 39,188} 2,721] 18988| 1,806] 11° 769 
a — 141, 911 |1, 387, 172 | 112, 550 |1, 305, 140 | 241, 690 | 1, 826, 756 

| - WORLD PRODUCTION | 
In consequence of the European War of 1939 and 1940, which 

expanded into a world war involving the United States in 1941, the 
number of countries releasing data on the production of coke decreased 
steadily. The statistics submitted in table 45 are incomplete, as 

. data from the principal producing countries other than the United 
States are not available; however, Canada, as well as the United 
States, surpassed the peak year of 1929 in the production of coke.
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Tanur 45.— Coke produced in principal countries of the world, 1929 and 1988-41, 
Bo te metric tons? a | ee 
a {Compiled by B.B. Waldbauer} ee 

, Goantryt ftom. | 38 | tos9 | amo] tet . 
Australia: Ae se PP op | | |. oe 
“:, New South-Wales:...:.....:| <-471,813 |. 1,153,670] ‘1,370,814. @) . @ 
_.., Queensland. ._..-.......--.-] 4,144] 31, 481 31, 057 0 _ 2%). ae 
Belgium .-222222.2222.2222.22.7_| 6,192 960 | - 4,804,980 8,176650| - @y | 

se Bulgaria. wt ee ee wenn Ses e ee eee eee wee wecssecceee mo, 8, 923 oe 4, 758 | . 6,000 , 3) : — 

‘Canada. 22221, 988, 682 | 1, 808,588 | 1,830,425 | 2321775 | 2 432, 701 
China (exports)_.-- 222 2222cu._[-.-"-13, 487 |.” 1,680 |. * 22° 562 18,456 | 411, 918 
Czechoslovakia.._.......-.---.-.} - 3,170,629 | 5 2, 367, 000 Q@) o | ® 
France ..22.2200022220022222 221] + 9,080,127 | 7, 785,000 ® $f @® ol - 
Oe Baar eto) Sete |} Bono] o@ | @ Oo. 
Great Britain ¢.-~ 2222022507722]. ~ 13° 637, 421 | .13,081,3098] =) ¢” @ = 
Hungary. --.-..---2--2222---2.-- . .. 2, 092 ry 53, 092 Q \ i & . (3 , 

India, British 7.---2-22222-22227} ~ 943,504 | 1,738,178 | 1,947,488 |- @ | @ 
Indochina... ---.........-------} notte te . 687 | Ot 3, 508. oe 4,022 . 2, 608 po (?) aye 
Italy: 2.222222 791,607 | 1,730,417} (3) 20 ® 

| Mexico_.__---.-------2--2--see foe. 498-7771. 7 @t de aL os ae a | | 
Netherlands __--2-_-.°2.222722._]" | 2,402,566] _ 3,158,065 | #2,907,501/ @) | 
New Caledonia...-...:..2....02-|occ.c-252-22] °° 48,317-]. (8) 80, 000 (2) oO 
Peru. ......-2-..-_.---- 2 ---e ee voy ft -: 36, 899 sem ewworoee ros!’ . QB) -. . : 8 c @ i. : : 

~ Poland - 2.22.22 2 ete] 1,858, 052 | 2, 523, 290 @ | —@& ® 
Rhodesia, Southern. .-.2-...:---}',. 100,001 |. . - 47,986 | - - 32,785] (2) oe ce 
“Rumania...._2..2-2-2- 22 2e222- [sete f 86080] Tw Q) | 
Spain... -2-----2 2 22-2 tl) | 768,040] = 871,460] 685,000 | 345,000 - 9407, 000 

— Sweden--22- 222] ozs | == ugi0o7| 150]. Oo 
‘Turkey... ------.--2------22---2-J----------2---| 84,930 | s«8, 472 : 60, 192 QB” . _-Union'of South Africa_----------] 99,207 | 168315 | ss ggsa2 tt} MO Oy 
U.8.8.R .- 2222222222222]. "4,700,000 | 20,700,000 | 16, 670,000 | 16,800,000} @) | 
United States. 22222.-22222..5.] | 64,325, 427 | 29,470, 563 | 4,212, 242 | 51, 74,699 | 59, 135, 960 

co wn pddition to countries listed, coke is produced in Chosen and Japan, but data of production are not 

' .. 8 Data not available. Se ve oo Be er 
‘January to August, inclusive. _ - . eg 
| excluding Sudetenland since October, : " | 
* In Great Britain the production of gas-house coke (including: breeze), not included above, is especially 

| important and was 13,049,139 tons in 1988. = 7 oe a cr er 
_. 1 Figures for 1929 represent ‘‘hard” and “‘soft’’ coke made at collieries only—73,616 tons of ‘‘hard”’ coke 

- and. 769,888 tons of ‘“‘soft’’ coke. Data for other years shown represent total “hard”? coke manufactured. 
In addition, the following quantities of ‘‘soft’’ coke were made at collieries: 1938, 921,479 tons; 1939, data 
not.available. Lo ee ; Po, re — “: . - 

8 Incomplete figure (from coke plants of only 2 mines). SO ° ; 
- *January to June; inclusive. OO s oo So 

‘* Exclusive of Mexico. - So | 
os...) ... .COKE-OVEN BYPRODUCTS ce | 

_ SUMMARY OF BYPRODUCTS = = 

_ The acute demand for toluol, benzol, phenol, naphthalene, and 
other valuable byproducts recovered from the carbonization of coal — 
has definitely enhanced the importance of these commodities in the 
national economy. Basic materials derived. from the distillation of 

- coal in byproduct ovens are not only vital to the war program, but 
they are also an important source of revenue to plant operators and 
a means of reducing to .a minimum the net cost of converting coal to 
coke. Approximately one-fifth of the annual production of bituminous 
coal in the United States is consumed in byproduct ovens, a tonnage , 

| exceeded only by that consumed Oy railway locomotives. .The in- 
creased production of coke for metallurgical purposes has augmented 
the production of all primary byproducts, the demand for which, 
fortunately, has also increased. In the past, however, conditions 
governing the demand for all the byproducts of the coking process have 
not always been favorable, and their economic distribution has been a 
problem to producers. e, :
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. Because of the complex nature of many coke byproducts, which 
. - require special technical processes, equipment, and operating technique , 

for their economical production, most byproduct coke plants do not 
7 have the necessary facilities for complete processing of the by- 

products and are concerned only with the major byproducts—gas, 
, tar, light oil and its derivatives, and ammonia (table 46). Ce 
a The total output of coke byproducts reached an all-time high in 

1941, although the total value was slightly less than in 1929 due to the 
| lower selling prices of ammonium sulfate and light-oil derivatives. In 

| 1941 the total sales value of all coke byproducts exceeded that of — 
- 1940 by $13,727,307 and totaled $158,809,184. This figure repre- 

- sented. 50 percent of the value of the coke produced in byproduct | 
ovens. From these figures it can readily be seen why the byproduct 

. ovens have largely replaced the beehive ovens in the coke industry © 
| (see also fig. 2). Of interest is the increased output and value of 

: oO distillate creosote oil. Production in 1941 totaled 38,283,662 gallons 
| compared with 27,150,656 gallons in 1940, an increase of 41 percent. . 

~ Sales of distillate creosote oil rose from 62 percent of the total pro- 
duction in 1940 to 102 percent in 1941, thereby increasing the value 

—_ of sales from $1,832,348 to $4,583,327. Tar-acid oil, another tar 
derivative, is also worthy of mention. The major use of creosote is in 

ss wood preservation, and tar-acid oils are used in the manufacture of 
| 3 plastics, disinfectants, and dips and for ore flotation. a 

 -. - Gas.—As gas is now the most valuable coke-oven byproduct, it is 
- .  gttven special attention in the following tables. Tables 47 and 48 

“.  . present details of the quantities recovered, used, and sold in 1941, by 
7 States. -In addition to supplying the fuel needs of the coke ovens, 

| a surplus of 554,126,449 M cubic feet (62 percent of the total of | 
- - 892,819,811 M cubic feet of gas produced) was sold or used for indus- | 
| trial purposes and for distribution through city mains. Receipts from 
a gas sold by byproduct-coke plants in 1941 totaled $85,040,609, an 

advance of $3,638,562 over the 1940 figure of $81,402,047. The 
average unit price for 1941, as reported by the operators, was $0.153 

: . per M cubic feet, a decrease of $0.002 per M cubic feet from the 1940 
price of $0.155. The sale of surplus gas produced approximately 

| 53 percent of the total revenue derived from all the byproducts in 1941. 
Lar—tTar, a very important coke byproduct, is the basic material 

for hundreds of chemical compounds. The crude tar recovered 
. requires special equipment for complete processing, and many plants 

) that are not equipped to process the tar sell their crude tar to refineries. | 
Statistics on the topping of coal tar were collected by the Bureau of 
Mines for the first time in 1940, when 94,890,278 gallons were topped. 
The tar topped in 1941 totaled 103,653,501 gallons. Topping is 
practiced to obtain from tar at byproduct plants, where complete 
refining equipment is not available, certain constituents, including 
light oil and tar acid fractions, and in some plants, even higher 
fractions. Growing recognition of the importance of creosote oil, a 
derivative of coal tar, is indicated by the increase in its production and 
value in 1941. The wasteful practice of burning tar for fuel is 
steadily being discontinued, and the recovery of its valuable constitu- 
ents is being practiced by more plants each year. Statistics on the 
production and sales of coke-oven tar during 1941 are shown in table 49. 
Ammonia.—Another major byproduct of the coke ovens is ammonia. 

It is used in the manufacture of nitric acid. explosives, and commer-
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cial fertilizers. The relatively low cost of making ammonium sulfate | 
| from the ammonia recovered in the carbonization of coal and the | | 

| large demand for sulfate to be used in commercial fertilizers accounts => 
_ for the fact that the bulk of the ammonia recovered from byproduct- | 

coke ovens goes into ammonium sulfate. The value of ammonia in 
relation to the total value of all byproducts has declined considerably | 
from 19138, when 45 percent of the value of all byproducts was fur- 

- nished by ammonia compared with 14 percent in 1941. This can be 7 
~ attributed. to the development in recent years of .more economical _ = 

methods for the manufacture of ammonia. The 1941 production of | “ 
ammonium sulfate totaled 1,490,395,760 pounds and exceeded the a 

' previous all-time high of 1,488,314,447 pounds produced in 1929. The 
- value of ammonium sulfate, $0.013 per pound, exceeded the 1940 

figure by $0.001 (table 50). | | a . 
Light oil and its derivatives —The derivatives of light oil are in acute 

demand by the war industries. Benzol is one of the major derivatives _ | 
of light oll and is essential to the manufacture of so-called synthetic — | 
phenol. This in turn is required for the production of picric acid and ee 
is urgently needed as a high explosive and chemical warfare inter- , 
‘mediate. Phenol is also essential in the manufacture of the phenol 
formaldehyde plastics used in our metal-substitution program andin =” 
the manufacture of nylon, a silk replacement. Benzol has wide appli- — 
--eation as a solvent and also as an ingredient in fuels for internal- _ | 

- combustion engines. Toluol is a basis of high explosive production _ : 
_. when nitrated to di- and tri-nitrotoluol (TNT). The toluol used for -. a 

- making explosives is of very high quality and commands better prices 
than the industrial-grade toluol used as a commercial solvent. Xylol ae 
has many minor current demands as a relatively high boiling solvent - 
and in many ways is being used to replace toluol. There was a sub- a 
stantial increase in the output of light oil and its derivatives in 1941 Oe 

_- when compared with 1940. Receipts from the sales of light oil and — , 
its derivatives totaled $23,668,801 in 1941, an increase of $2,164,672 - 

. over the 1940 figure, | | Be , 
, -.Naphthalene.—Naphthalene, another important byproduct derived | 

from tar and light oil, is used in the manufacture of explosives, resins, - 
and _ plasticizers. In addition, considerable quantities are used as a a 

- moth repellant for clothing. According to preliminary figures the _ 8 
~ output of naphthalene in 1941 totaled 83,810,422 pounds. = © = |
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‘Taste 46.—Byproducts obtained from coke-oven operations in the United States in 

a Se So oS [Exclusive of screenings or breeze] oe a oe | 

Product . Production Value Decem- 

. — . . , | | Avere}; _. 

| ee an / Totaly age [ 
: Dara. ---eeeee neneeeeee---o-s--+-Ballons..| 704, 149, 468} 392, 539, 793'$18, 386, 170] $0.047|30, 810,806 

Ammonia = a ff pe 

Sulfate.......----....--.--.-..:--- pounds--|1, 490, 395, 760} 1, 513, 137, 970} 19, 708,646} 013/62, 182, 393 
: —_ . Ammonia liquor (NHs3 content)......do....] 62,777,031] 60, 341, 804 2, 000, 973 1 083 1, 513, 180 

| a oo. [ue tee ewseee-|--2---22--2--{ 21, 709, 619]... ----]---- 2. 
Sulfate equivalent of all forms_..-_...do.__-/1, 741, 503, 884|1, 754, 505, 186]. .-.-......]........|68, 235, 113 
‘NHy equivalent of all forms. -_...-...do_...} 435, 375,971| 438, 626, 207). --.....-..|_-......]17, 058, 778 

a Used under boilers, ete._._..M cubic feet_-}) a 31, 404, 684]. 2,365,659)  .075}.--..-_-.. | Used in steel or affiliated plants... ..-do.---||sc99. 19 g11|) 330,452, 000 34, 448, 980/  . 104)...-.---- | 
_ Distributed through city mains_.....do_.__{f °°" °°” 159, 746, 453} 44, 108,797], ..276)_ 2.222 

Sold for industrial use__.............-.d0.... - 82, 623,312) 4,117,273} 2127) se 

a a | #892, 819,811! 554, 126, 449] 85,040,600 .153|_...._..._ 
Light oil and derivatives...............---..-.- () (>). — | 23; 668,801) ° R QQ ~ 
Naphthalene, crude and refined.......pounds..| 483,810,422 @) § 1|° @® | @ | @® | 
Ter derivatives: 7 ; . 1. .. 

Creosote oil, distillate as such......gallons..} 38, 283,662} 39, 205,666) 4, 583,327| - .117| 2,250,291 
. Creosote oil in coal-tar solution.......do....|| 2,048,917} 29, 2,718; . .082} 6,820. 

Pitch of tar. ........-.......-...-net tons. _| 364,122} 3,317 25, 544; 7. 701) - 2, 807 ; 
Tar acid oil_..-.-_........---.....-gallons..|| 11,675, 741| 11, 794,218] 1,359,242;  .115| 476, 666 
Other tar derivatives. _........-....--------]-------------|--...-..---..| 1, 684, 966]_---___- weeremncee - 

Pyridine, crude and refined............gallons-.| . 277, 285 280, 036 286, 230; 1.022; 23,250 
Other byproducts §__ 2.22.22. 22022. 20]. f eee eee 2, 161, 958|.....-..]--------2- 

. Value of all byproducts sold.......--..-...-.-..|-----.---.---]_--..-----2.--|6158,809, 184 vesenese[acenees Le . 

1Includes products of tar distillation conducted by coke-oven operators under same corporate name, . 
except, however, phenol and other tar acids produced at Clairton, Pa. BS 

4 Includes gas Wasted and gas used for heating ovens. _ Te 
*¥Final figures withheld in accordance with Government policy. Preliminary production figures of 

benzol and toluol Were 145,448,733 and 29,056,551 gallons, respectively... . - 
eliminary figure. . 

§ Ammonium thiocyanate, cyanogen, phenol, sodium phenolate, sodium prussiate, spent soda solution, 
. sulfur, vented vapors, orthoxylene, dicycloentadiene, sal ammoniac, alpha picolene, and a small amount 

of miscellaneous products. . . . 7 . 
; ® Exclusive of value of breeze production, Which was $9,530,433 in 1941. a
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| Fiaure 2.—Average yield of principal byproducts per net ton of coal carbonized in byproduct-coke ovens, | 
1915-41. Figures for light oil represent average at plants recovering light oil. 

| -- COKE-OVEN GAS 
TABLE 47.—Coke-oven gas produced and sold in the United States in 1941, by States | 

| | | — . - Surplus soldorused . |. -: 

Used in 2 " - Produced . . Wasted 
State _ | Astive | (vt cubic | beating | Value (M cubie | 

p feet) cubic feet) Meubic -——7;—} _ feet) 

. feet Total Aver- | | 
; oO . ; age | . : 

Alabama.............. _..- 8 | 72,138, 690 | 32, 322, 041 | 38,062, 387 | $2,891,655 | $0.076 | 1,753, 362 
Colorado...........-------- 1 | 11,653,997 | 5,418,608 | 6,183,840]; . (2) — Q). 51, 459 
Tilinois___....-..-.-----2-.-]- 9 | 51, 266, 854 | 15, 833,576 | 34,302,467 | 5,320,341 |. .155 | 1,130,811 
Indiana___.....1-.-.-..--.- 5 |107, 611, 667 | 45, 242, 481 | 61, 001, 644 | 10,436,616 | .171 | 1,277, 542 
Maryland...__..._-.-.._-_- 1 | 22,712,510 | 9,743,916 | 12,634,670 | e 333, 924 
Massachusetts._......--.. -|- 2] 18,158,357 | 4,376,487 | 13, 729, 276 1): 1 52, 504 
Michigan.-_._.......-..._-- 8 | 43,682,491 | 5, 848,674 | 37,651,284 | 4,631,924 123 132, 533 
Minnesota. .._......-...-.- - 8 | 10,794,987 | 4,259,940 | 6,397,898 | 1, 573,975 . 246 137, 099 
New Jersey .-...----------- 2 | 16,659,986 | 3, 548,732 | 13, 111, 254 (1). (!) | .2------- 

, New York..._-.-...-._.-.- 8 | 77, 296, 493 | 19, 889,135 | 56, 679,891 | 16,314,656 | .288 727, 467 
Ohio.__---..__-----2----.. 15 |136, 262, 944 | 58, 639.069 | 74,854,313 | 8,347,042 112 | 2, 769, 562 
Pennsylvania -_._........._- 12 |253, 153, 398 |103, 884, 214 |148, 329, 055 | 17, 264, 504 116 940, 129 
Tennessee... ....------.--- 1] 1,424,443 637, 047 787, 396 181,180 |} .280 |.--------- 
Utah..._._- eee 1 | 5,288,718 | 2,247,705 | 2,813, 238 (1) (4) 227, 775 
West Virginia_._._..-__._.- 5 | 32,070,426 | 9,095,951 | 22,441,409 | 1,989,017 . 089 533, 066 
Connecticut, Kentucky, 

Missouri, Rhode Island, 
and Wisconsin_..-.....__- 6 | 32,693,900 | 7, 148,680 | 25,056,427 | 6,102,003 | .244| 488,783 

Undistributed -.......-....].-------|------------|------------]------------] 9, 987, 696 |. 206 |---------- 

Grand total, 1941_.__- 87 |892, 819, 811 (328, 137,246 |554, 126, 449 | 85,040,609 | .153 |10, 556, 116 

At merchant plants. ......- 42 |201, 941, 491 | 47, 651, 668 151, 056, 932 | 38, 882, 342 . 257 | 3, 232, 891 
At furnace plants__-_...__.- 45 1690, 878, 320 |280, 485, 578 |403, 069, 517 | 46,158,267 | .115 | 7,323, 225 

Grand total, 1940...........| 85 |833, 761, 720 |297, 566, 103 |523, 640, 555 | 81,402,047 | . 155 |12, 555, 062 

1 Included under “‘Undistributed.” ,



TABLE 48.—Disposal of surplus coke-oven gas in the United States in 1941, by States a a - | es | | 

=e Used by producer- = tits Sold _. _ ee 

. Under boilers | In steel or other affiliated plants Distributed through city mains Sold for industrial purposes | oo - | 

| | Value _ oe Value . “to. Value | -_- ‘Value - | 
Meubic |. EC Mecubic JL Mobic | Mollie | 

feet | feet .. oe _ feet ° 7 1 feet if. . - re : | Total | Average Total | Average; = Total | Average] | |. Total =| Average | 

| Alabama...........-..........---..-| 6,887,757 | $254,192 | $0.037 | 23,177,871 | $1,802,772 | 0.078 | 5,668,016 | $608,606 | $0.107 | 2,398,748. | $226,085 | $0. 097 2 | _  Colorado..............-------.------|------------|--..-.------|---.------] 6, 183,840 | Q) ~~ one re------|-e-o eee ef] eee fee ee fee eee fee eee . 
Mlinois.......-..--.---..--.--...----| 3. 538, 465» 270, 458 .076 | 5,228, 752 _ 760, 655 | . 145 | 22,524,787 | 4,001, 383 - 178 | -3,010, 463 287, 845 | - 096 . 
Indiana. _....-...-.--...------...---| 4,483,699 | 849, 181 .079 | 48,397,507 | 6, 275, 552 . 130 | 6,918, 744 | 3,324, 806 -481 | 1,341, 604 487,077 | .363 
Maryland..........-...-..--.-.-.--- 78, 250 3 (3 “| 7,453, 512 (1) (1) 5, 102, 908 (1) MN Vee) eee eee ef eee eeee bd 
Massachusetts_......-.....--....--- 34,974 | (1) 1) 730 () (). 18, 573, 067 '() Ee en ©) 120, 505 |. QM | @& > 
Michigan...-....--..--------..--.--.| 1, 482, 344 160, 489 .112 | 29,839,801 | 3, 473, 321 -116 |. 2,873, 072 504, 733 «1% | «63, 506, 067 _— 493, 381. .141 tt 
Minnesota.....---.....----------.-- 796, 012 45, 113 .057 | 1,342, 980 210, 641 157 | 4,258,906 | 1,318, 221 310 |.2-22--- ef ---]---------. ® 
New Jersey. _..--.---------------+--|------------|-.----------|---------- 463 me) (4) 13, 110, 791 (QQ) (Q) fe. en] ef eee eee . 
New York__...--.------------------| 2,962, 546 234, 286 .079 | 12,800,141 | 1.479, 445 . 115 | 38, 243, 243 | 14, 202,990 .371 | 2,673, 961 397,985 | = .149 =f 
Ohio. _---.--------------------------| 4, 235, 093 396, 383 . 094 | 58, 242,546 | 5, 816, 794 -100 | 8,457,215 | 1,691, 585 ' .200 | 3,919, 459 442, 280 | 1 | 
Pennsylvania.....-..---.-...---.-.-| 4,210, 720 385,189 |  .091 |117,335,310 | 11,340, 876 .097 | 18,155,221 | 4,713,979 |  — . 260 | . 8, 627,804 824, 460 -. 096 Ps 
Tennessee. ....--.---.---.----------- 72, 000 }. 24, 817 846 |-...2---20--[-------+---- |---| ee | ef ee 715,396 | © 156,363} = .219 ae Utah.._.....2.2-2-2222-------------| 1,949, 468 (1) () (94,508 | (1) (1) B79, 108' (1) 6) 190, 079 Q) Oo 6s 
West Virginia_------..--.--..-...-.- 126, 764 6, 836 . 054 | 20, 353, 954 | 1, 669, 177 - 082 |---| eee f=. ---| 1, 960, 691 313,004 |  .160 eo —— 
Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, | . qT: q 7 po ba 
Rhode Island, and Wisconsin. - . -. 646, 597 62, 845. 007 |..........--]--.-----.---]_-----.---| 20, 281, 380 | 5,597,888 | =. 276 | 4, 128, 450 441,320 107 

Undistributed_...-.....-..---..-..--]-----.2-2--- 175, 870 085 j.-....------| 1,619, 647 ~118 [,---.-------] 8, 144, 656 » . 252. |------------ ” 47, 523 - 153 7 

| Grand total, 1941.........-...-] 31,404, 684 | 2,365,659 | . .075 |330, 452,000 | 34, 448, 880: - 104 |150, 746, 453 | 44,108,797 | —. 276 | 32,523,312 | 4,117,273}. .127 2 G 
At merchant plants.._.............-| 9,910, 551 721, 781 .073 | 8,042,159 | 731,947 . 091 |113, 804, 836 | 34, 611, 865. |. - -. 804 19, 299,386 | 2,816,749| .146 e oe . At furnace plants_-.............----| 21,494,183 | 1, 643, 878 .076 |322, 409, 841 | 33, 716, 933 | -105 | 45,941,617 | 9,496,932} . ..207 | 18, 223.926 | 1,300, 524 - O88 © 

Grand total, 1940_.....-.......-.----| 36,498, 403 | 2, 648, 328 . 073 305, 890, 735 | 31,171,675 | 102 |151, 688, 271 | 43,931,892 | . 290 29, 563, 146 3,650,152}  § .123 . 

. ! Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ | an - - | : | ”



| | TABLE 49.—Coke-oven tar produced and sold in the United States in 1941, by States | - a | . 

Produced t Used by producer 2 — 

| _ = . | = On hand OO 

State | | | For refining | | Value — I fe Peosn ber | | Per ton | For use as | ~ 9" feu mine’ m ue As fuel none | 
Total of coal | — fuel? prog ne [| tinder | hearth or | Otherwise | (allons) | 

_ | eoked | (gallons) | (gations) "| -motat | Average | Poilers plants | | | “ | 7 

, Alabama..........------.-.-.--.-----| 56,606,001} 8.49 | 6,546,500} 27,164,498 | 33, 710,998 | $1,604,233 |  $0.048 536,234 | 21,078, 644 269,091 | 3,335, 138 : 
Colorado........-...--.-------------- 10, 306, 000 10.78 |..--..-..--- 200, 593 200,593 | = (4)_—C (4) eee en en cee 312, 754 8, 061 154, 883 
Milinois........--...-2..-.-.-.--2--6-- 38, 218, 193 | 7.48 |...--..--.-- 31, 575, 550 31, 575, 550 | 1, 449,096 - 046 |-.-2..------] 81,944 |-...--2 2... 1, 494, 025 g 
Indiana... --..--...-...--.-...-----.-- 59, 111, 084 6.85 | 1,406, 338 35, 071, 827 36, 478,165 | 1,602, 657 044 |... 2... ---- 9, 654, 691 124, 578 2, 415, 083 
Maryland ....-.....-..--.--.--------| 18, 976, 866 7. 86 j.-..--------| 20,071,073 20, 071, 073 . wed e nee neee 29, 587 |-...-.------ 191, 461 a 

| | Massachusetts..............-.-..----| 12, 926, 536 7.83 523,712 | . 12,195,603 | 12,719,315 | —° ¢ 4 woeeeeneneen| ence seen en ee--|-- eee ne 465, 786 
. Michigan.......-........---.-.------ 32, 622, 795 8.12 j..-....--...| . 34, 197, 057 34, 197,057 | 1, 525, 493 045 |... ee. 215, 423 |........---- 1, 231, 437 

Minnesota.........-....-------.----- 7, 499, 266 7.89 |..---.-.-..- 7, 361, 491 _ 7, 361, 491 373, 276 O51 |_.-..2 2 -- |e ---ee- 18, 704 516, 859 
| New Jersey..........-------.--------| 11, 849, 132 8.23 | 3, 571,966 8,340,402 | 11,921, 458 (4) (4) wenn nee e nee fone eee -- en -- fee 642, 460 | 

New York............-------.-.-.---| 64, 367, 024 8. 98 451, 253 53, 430, 689 53, 881,942 | 2, 547, 375 047 j__..-- 6, 229, 275 1, 360 2, 868, 213 
Ohio.......-...-.....-..---.....-----]| 101, 792, 613 7. 85 1, 327 61, 725, 161 61, 726, 488 | 3, 057, 107 | .050 | 2,365, 591 37, 055, 503 260, 010 2, 950, 097 od 

. Pennsylvania. ._-.....--.--. ....----] 229, 170, 465 10.03 ; 2,114, 861 28, 140, 430 30, 255, 291 | 1,384, 711 |. . 046 | 323, 725 59, 100, 302 |. 719, 523 | 12,761,756 | = , 
_  ‘Tennessee........--.----.----------- 1,068, 302 | 6.90 |....-....--- 1, 074, 892 1,074,892 | © 50,302} = .047 |_._._.---.--]-----2 2 fee 23, 862 

Utah... .....-..-.-------------------| 4, 464,200, 124] 187 4, 443, 619 _ 4, 4438, 776 (2) - (4 ween nen ee ne fees - eee ee - 2,400 177, 954 a 
: _ West Virginia..........-.-.-.----..-.] 31,745, 557 11.05 133, 160 29, 059, 634 29, 192,794 | 1,453,778 | ..050 |_........_-- 2, 332, 457 |...------.-- 902, 685 oO: 

Connecticut, Kentucky, Missouri, qT. Oo 
Rhode Island, and Wisconsin. -.. .. 23, 525, 434 | 8.17 |..2.--------| 28,728,910 | . 23, 728,910 | 1,106,572 | =. 047. J2----- ee. wen econ neon eee 2, 340 679, 107 qj 

oS Undistributed...........-.....----.-|-+------------|-------2- |e----------- [pene eee ce eee | ete eee] 2,881, 870 | 045 [ep eee Q 
| Grand total, 1941-........:....| 704,149,468 | 8,52 | 14,749,274 | 377,790,519 | 392, 539, 793 | 18,386,170 |. .047 | 3,225,550 | 136,090,580 | 1,401,067 | 30,810,806 

‘ At merchant plants. ...........-...--] 160, 965, 069 8.62 | 12,563,111 | 135,717,571 | 148, 280,682 | 6,671, 651 .045 | 1,520,892 |.............-.| 107,190 ] 6, 203, 885 
| At furnace plants........-...-...-...] 548, 184, 399 8.49 }. 2,186,163 | 242,072,948 | 244, 259,111 | 11, 714, 519 | - .048 |}. 1,704,658 | 136, 090, 580 1, 203, 877 24, 606, 921 

_ Grand total, 1040..............-.-..-] 678, 286,517 | 8.79 | 39,642, 509 | 311,048,511 | 350, 691,110 | 16,051, 496 .046 | 3,215, 363.| 172, 738, 403 | 1,408,990 | 43,317,247 

_- . ‘Includes 80,543,705 gallons of tar “refined at plant” and 103,653,501 gallons of tar “topped.” | ee a oS . 
* Excludes 80,543,705 gallons of tar “‘refined at plant” and 103,653,501 gallons of tar ‘‘topped”’ that the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish by States. 

. 3’ Comprises 203,808 Fallons of tar sold to affiliated corporations and 14,545,466 gallons sold to other purchasers. ~ ; oo oo . Co 
os . ‘ Included under “‘Undistributed.” ae _ ae - oe ne | : | a |



| AMMONIA BO 2 | 
TABLE 50.—Coke-oven ammonia produced and sold in the United States in 1941, by States — 

: ‘ a\ . 

Sulfate equivalent ofall | - ag roy. _ On hand December 31 . | forms (pounds). j, ©... Producedas~ fs Soldas— sd - (pounds) | 

State Active [~ ~ fl ns ns ees ees ee 
plants Perton | ~ guttate Tiquor . - ‘Sulfate Liquor (NHs content) |---| Liquor | 

"| Total ‘| ofcoal | (pounds) | content) re nn med Sulfate (Ns . 
| coked’ | “~~. | (pounds) | © Pounds | Value. | Pounds | Value | - =. | content) 

Alabama..............-.-. -.se.- 8} 164,301,444 | 24.68 |. 139,381,188 | 6. 230,064 | 140,170,109 | $1, 884,333 | 6,183,500 |. $230,063 | 1,002,787| 174,387 Colorado............------. ---- 1] 21,719,362] 22.71 21, 719, 362 |.......--.-- 25, 249, 554. (Qype flee. e] 2,101,980 | UWlinois..... -. ...-.-.0------00-- 7 95, 149,928 | 19. 40 72, 664 004 | 5, 621, 481 74, 550, 476 888, 877 | 5, 821, 551 (1) 3, 514, 433 104,723 4 Indiana...,.......-.-.----------- 5 166, 309,982 | 16.46 | 143,706,142 | 5,651,210] 147,022,400 | 1,786,605 | 5,818,563 (1) | 11, 806, 194 192,963 ky Maryland. ............ ..-.-.--- 1 44, 518, 836 18, 44 44, 518,836 |.........--- 43, 301, 725 1) peerncsezce[oneeezsecee-| 1,700,000 |... ; Massachusetts.........-.-------- 2|- 34,040. 944 20. 62 30,318,000 | 930,736 |. 31, 574,000 1) 938, 381 (1) 284, 000 16,242 fw : Michigan.............-.--------- 8 88, 411,537 |. 22.02 33, 173, 617 | 13, 809, 480 33, 248, 770 1) 12, 015, 010 265,807 | 2,394, 756 312,289 tw. Minnesota.............---------- 3 19, 592,252 | 20.61 19, 592,252 |...........-] 20, 628, 457 259, 658 |............].-.-...-----| 2,150 971 |--.-...-...- | - New Jersey........------- ------ 2 30, 026,360 | 20.86 30, 026, 360 |-..-........ 31, 548, 200 (1) |ttt-------|----- --2---| _ 398,560 [-..--.- -_-- if New York...... ...--.--.-.--_-. 8 153,740 425 | 21.17 120, 992, 585 | 7. 686. 960 122, 519, 581 |. 1,719,514 |} 7, 613, 681 283, 735.| 8, 261, 246. 149, 494 Ohio........---.-2.-2-------. ee 15 270, 673, 594 20. 89 227, 171,390 | 10,875,551 | 233, 232,496 | 2,929,372 | 9,772,037 | 346,819 | 3, 857,228 231,610 _ PB Pennsylvania..........-.----.--- 11 522, 401, 649 22. 96 516, 902,093 | 1,374, 889 520. 133.552 | 6,720,166 | 1,466,424] (1) 25, 559, 985 12,45 | Tennessee._....-...-.-..-------- 1 3, 229, 401 20. 87 3, 229,401 |.../...----- 3.108, 000 43,778 |_..-.-..---|-----.------] 174,647 |............ @ : Utah._............-------------- 1 10, 962, 859 27.61 10, 962, 859 |......------ 10, 070, 640 f? woeene-eeee-[------------| 1,112,899 |_............ @ - West Virginia............-.-.--- 3] — 56,009,707 | 25.20 56, 009, 707 |..-...------ 56, 435, 050 746 | flee] 298,614 {2-12 Connecticut, Kentucky, Mis- | . - A . souri, Rhode Island, and Wis- 4 y- oe ae - consin..__......---.----------- 5 62, 415, 604 21.95 20, 028, 964 | 10, 596, 660 20, 349, 960 275,449 | 10,712,588 | 380, 910 649, 243 319,227 ms Undistributed. -...-..-.-.-.-----]---+-+----|------------2+--[---e--22- =] oe ee eee e eee] eee ee ee [ence ee eee eee ene | 2,804,148 [| 49279 | fe © 
Grand total, 1941__.._.___- 81 | 1,741, 503, 884 21.34 | 1,490,395, 760 | 62,777,031 | 1,513, 137,970 .| 19, 708, 646 | 60.341,804 | 2,000,973 | 62, 182,393 | 1,513,180 

At merchant plants............-- 36 387, 573,888 | 21.96 223, 024, 364 | 41, 137.381 228, 762,150 | 3,179,253 | 38,377,269 | 1,371,073 | 8,255,313 | 1,148 605 At furnace plants............-._- 45 | 1,353, 929, 996 21.17 | 1,267,371, 396 | 21,630,650 | 1,284,375, 820 | 16, 629 303 | 21.964, 535 | ' 629,900 | 53, 927,080 364,575 | 
Grand total, 1940._............-- 80 | 1,664, 217, 195 22.00 | 1,436, 462,003 | 56,938, 798 | 1, 453, 008, 364 | 17,876,168 | 56,249,546 | 1,798,109 | 89,110,117 | 2, 534, 360 

! Included under “Undistributed.” . eo
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: Oo | NAPHTHALENE = 2s ee 
. Taste 51.—Crude and refined naphthalene sold by byproduct-coke operators in the a 

: | | - United States, 1937-41 : oe 

/ -. oS A Receipts | 

eae Pounds | Agee | Bern | Total per (cents) 

| | _ Coents). oo 

1987. neeeeceeeeneeeeeeneneneenee-e-v---| 60,815,581 | $1,182,992 20] 24 
1938... ..-.-.---.------------------------------| 25, 456, 400 437, 654 1.7 1.4 
1939__-.--.---.----- + -----------| 46, 551, 432 - 727, 947 1.6] L7 
1940... -s-----------| 72,522, 476 1, 248, 051 iL? . - -23 

(194 nnn nnn] (1) () xO) ' 

1 Figures withheld in accordance with Government policy. — : oe ; 

BYPRODUCT-COKE OVENS OWNED BY CITY-GAS COMPANIES 
| a (PUBLIC UTILITY PLANTS) = = ©= | 

In city-gas plants more emphasis is placed upon the production of — | | 
gas of proper analysis than upon the grade of coke made. However, 

_ with regard to the supply and demand for coke and byproducts, these 
_ installations belong to the byproduct-coke industry and are therefore a 

included in the statistics supplied by the Bureau of Mines. The 
adaptability of byproduct ovens to the needs of city-gas manufacture | 
has led a number of gas companies to install batteries of byproduct oO 
ovens to supplement or even replace coal or water-gas plants. oo 

_ Sixteen byproduct plants owned by city-gas companies manu- a 
| factured 3,403,374 tons of coke in 1941. This was an increase of | 

46,971 tons over 1940 and represented 6 percent of the byproduct- — | 
coke produttion of the country. _ a Sc 

| The following table presents salient statistics for 1940 and 1941 - 
of the city-gas byproduct-coke plants in relation to the industry as a : 
whole. | CS | 

TABLE 52.—Production of coke, breeze, gas, and byproducts in the United States at | 
byproduct-coke plants owned by city-gas companies (public utilities) and at all other | 
byproduct-coke plants, 1940-41 : | | oo, 

| | TS 140 ) 194 ae 

: Plants — ‘oe Plants | : 
Product Plants not ey Plants not owned by - | 

se | “city-gae companies Total city-gas. companies Total 
companies adits 3 | companies ushtittess ' = 

Number of active plants... _. 69 16 | 85 | 71| 16) 87 

Production.....net tons..| 50,657, 906| 3 356,403 54.014, 300| 55, 079,048| 3, 403,374 _ 58,482,422 
Value...............-...--] $238, 125, 557 $22, 231, 009) $260, 356, 566| $291, 628, 638 $24, 848, 593] $316, 477, 231 

Average. «——-———-------- " $6.62} $4.82): 3 $7.30 ~ $5.41 

Production...--net tons..| 3,814,091| 263,946| 4,078,037| 4,146,242| 286,622] 4,432,864 
Sales_.............-do...- 565,942| 37,715, 603,657, 804.3241 31,835] 836, 159 

Value....--..-----.-----| $1,285,916] $92,054 $1,377,970| $1, 930,149|  $84,411| $2, 014, 560 
Average........-.....| $227] ° $2.44 $2.28 $2.40 $2.65 $2.41 

See footnotes at end of table. |
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| TaBLE 52.—Production of coke, breeze, gas, and byproducts in the United States at _ 
_ byproduct-coke plants owned by city-gas: companies (public uttlities) and at all other ' 

_ byproduct-coke plants, 1940-41—Continued | . oe 

a 1940 a 1941 . 

Plants - | Plants |- 
- Product . Plants not owned by Plants not omned by 

owned by | city-gas 1 owned by | city-gas 
-city-gas- |companies| | Total city-gas | companies Total 

. companies |. (public | © companies | (public Co . 
oO utilities) 1 utilities) ! . 

Coal charged into ovens: | foo. cS 
- - Quantity......-net tons..} 71,808, 507} 4,779,273) 76,582,780) 77, 763, 252) | 4, 845, 585|. 82, 608, 837 
Coke: en | 

Used by producer: oo b fo. 

. . - Quantity....-net tons..| 37, 102, 304 762,936} 37,865,240) 40,416,930) 1,113,468} 41, 530, 398 
.  Value......--.----------| $161, 344, 141] $4, 786, 314} $166, 130, 455) $196, 417, 684) $7, 051, 283| $203, 468, 967 

Sales: . . eo a : 
Quantity. ....net tons._| 14, 102,810} 2,777,113] 16,879,923) 14, 747, 208| 2, 403,881| 17,151,089 

. Value....---------------| $80, 485, 357 $18, 646,924| $99,132,281] $96, 481, 516/$18, 619, 617) $115, 101, 133 
Byproducts: : . OS oe 

Oe -  'Production_..M cu. ft..| 778, 583, 598) 55,178,122; 833, 761,720} 836, 747, 586} 56, 072,225] 892, 819, 811 
- Sales of surplus: — : dp a a 

a, Used under boilers: . a | . Sn 

Quantity._M cu. ft..| 36, 457, 763 40, 640 36,498, 403; 31,368, 112 36, 572}. 31,404,684 
Oc Value...-.---.-.--..| $2,641,776] © $6,552} $2,648,328] $2,357,378; $8,281] - $2,365, 650° 
uo | -- Used in steel-or affili- | oo OP | 

ated plants: - oo - 
Quantity-M cu. ft__| 305, 874, 831 15, 904| 305, 890, 735| 330, 443, 993 8,007; 330, 452, 000 
Value__.....-......-| $31,166,904] - $4,771! $81,171, 675| $34,446,478} - $2,402] $34, 448,880 | 

. Distributed through | |. a Se foo: - 
_ eity mains: oo _— | 
Quantity.M cu. ft__| 103, 034, 048} 48, 654, 223) 151, 688, 271) 110, 054, 651| 49, 691,802) 159, 746, 453 ae 
Value__.....-.-..---| $25, 180, 149,$18, 751, 743| $43,931,892) $26, 565, 768/$17, 543,029, $44,108,797 

. Sold for industrial use: - ’ . ' 
- Quantity._M cu. ft_.| 27,341,091] 2,222,055] 29,563,146) 29,820,721) 2,702,591} 32, 523,312 

Tr: Value_.....-...---.-| $2,982,098] $668,054) $3, 650,152) $3, 293,920) $823,353) $4, 117, 273 

. Production. . . -gallons-- 627, 585, 932) 45, 700, 585} 673, 286, 517| 658, 263, 692) 45, 885,776) 704, 149, 468 

- Quantity.......do....| 304, 117, 805) 46, 573,305] 350,691,110) 345, 358, 272) 47,181,521) 392, 539, 703 
oe ~ Value_..-.......------| $18, 880, 054} $2,171, 442) $16, 051, 496; $16, 185, 453) $2, 200,717| $18, 386, 170 

 Average......------| | $0. 046 $0. 047). $0. 046 $0.047| . $0. 047) $0. 047 
_ ' Ammonia: — _ fo . 7 

- Production (NH: equiv- Co . 
. alent ofallforms) {| 7 . 

; . Ho - pounds.-| 391, 415, 668) 24, 638,631) 416, 054,299) 410, 834, 145} 24, 541,826] 435, 375, 971 - 
. -. Liquor (NHs content): | . od. 

Production..pounds..| 53,322,055} 3, 616, 743; 56, 938, 798). 59, 596,924) 3,180,107; 62,777, 031 
. : Sales__._..:_...do__..| . 52,659,414] 3,590,132) 56,249,546] 57,167,866] 3,173,938] 60,341,804 - 

. Sule ee $1, 732, 850 $65, 259} $1, 798, 109} $1,930,241; $70,732] $2, 000, 973 

Production. - pounds. -|1, 352, 374, 453) 84, 087, 550)1, 436, 462, 003/1, 404, 948, 883} 85, 446, 877|1, 490, 395, 760 
So Sales__......._.do_.__|1, 368, 332, 551| 84, 675, 813/1, 453, 008, 364/1, 425, 243, 940) 87, 894, 030)1, 513, 137, 970 . 

oo . . Value.._............| $16, 794, 508} $1, 081, 660) $17,876,168) $18, 499, 497| $1, 209, 149} $19, 708, 646 
oo Crudelight oil: 6 . 

- . Production... _gallons..| 211, 282,923) 3,930, 744) 215, 213, 667 
; Sales. _.....-.-...do....| 7,353,610} 2,971,060; 10,324, 670 (2) (?) (?) 

__ Value.._...-.--------- $597,497; $231, 534 $829, 031 
: Light oil derivatives:. 1. | 

Production. -_-.-gallons._| 177, 134, 556 660, 075| 177, 794, 631 (?) 
“ . Sales_.............do....| 166, 955, 002 603, 432) 167, 558, 434 (2) (?) (?) 

an Value_.._....-.....-..| $20, 586, 693 $88, 405; $20, 675, 088 3 $23, 668, 801 
- Naphthalene, crude and | — - 

refined: 
. °° -Production..--pounds..| 71, 914, 774 511,669} 72,426, 443 (2) (2) # 83, 810, 422 

Sales........-....do__..} 71, 994, 045 528,431; 72,522, 476 (2) (2) (?) 
Value_.....-.--..--.--| $1, 240, 402 $7, 649; $1, 248, 051 (?) (?) (?) . 

a . All other byproducts, 
value__........-.---.---| $5, 120, 569 $81,308! $5,201,877; $9,924,426] $79,559! $10, 003, 985 

. ‘Includes all byproduet ovens built by city-gas companies, some of which are operated in conjunction 
-with coal, oil, and water-gas plants. Does not include independent byproduct plants, which may sell gas 

_ to public utility companies for distribution. 
2 Figures withheld in accordance with Government policy. 

. - %Includes value of sales of both crude light oil and its derivatives. 
‘ Preliminary figure.
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_ . The effect of the war was felt in both the fuel-briquet and packaged- 
| fuel industries in 1941 through increased costs of raw materials and | 

labor but far more seriously in the packaged-fuel industry where 
shortage of paper caused cancelation of a number of contracts for : 
installations of machinery at new plants and resulted in the shut-down 
of 22 plants—some permanently. One manufacturer of briquetting 

) machinery reported diversion of his business to the construction of 
special machines for briquetting ores and metal wastes for war work. : 

The world-wide reduction and dislocation of normal trade resulting | 
from the war brought inquiries from Argentina for technical advice 
regarding the possibility of briquetting huge, unexportable surpluses 
of corn and corn husks to augment its reduced imports of coal and 

- oil; and an American briquetting machine was shipped to the Institute 
| of Technology at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to be tested in briquetting 
‘ onal and other fuel materials—also in an effort to meet urgent fue 

needs. | 
_ The fuel industry is keeping close watch on national developments 

_ in order.to be prepared to meet all possible fuel requirements. Al- 
though the fuel-briquet industry in the past few years has been expand- | 
ing gradually upon a sound basis in well-established markets, potential 
operators might well recall that during the World War of 1914-18 
scarcity of other fuels created an unprecedented demand for briquets 
for domestic use, but that the Armistice found this country stocked 
with coal far exceeding its peacetime requirements. When munitions 
plants were closed, industrial demand receded, flooding the domestic 
market with coal for household use and reducing the market for fuel 
briquets more than one-third in 1919. Whether the coal trade will 
return to its former channels of consumption after the present war or 
will establish new foreign markets for United States production cannot 
be forecast at this time. | | 

1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. - 

ta on.employment and the principal expenses in the manufacture of fuel briquets may be obtained 
from the Bureau of the Census, which collects and publishes such data in alternate years; 1939 is the latest 
year for which such data have been collected. 
Briquets made from charcoal, wood wastes, and fruit pits are not included in the Bureau of Mines review. 

4977794365 999 | |
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Fuel briquets produced in the United States reached an all-time 
high of 1,298,606 net tons in 1941—a 24-percent increase over 1940; 
the output of packaged fuel (considered separately in this report) 
amounted to 269,844 net tons—a 5-percent decrease from 1940. The 
combined output totaled 1,568,450 tons, valued at $10,473,396. 

Records have been collected on the production of fuel briquets 
since 1907, when production was but 66,524 tons, with 11 plants in _ 
operation. Data on packaged fuel collected since 1935 show, for 1941, 

| the first decline in production since its phenomenal record of growth. 
7 Technologic developments.—Notwithstanding the war, the briquet- 

| ting and packaged-fuel industries continued their research work in1941 
although a number of projects in the laboratory stage have been laid 

| aside in favor of military work. | oo 
__In the fall of 1941, V. F. Parry of the Technologic Branch, Bureau 

| of Mines, Golden, Colo., began a technologie and engineering study of 
the fuel-briquetting and packaged-fuel industries, visiting about 35 
operations. When additional plants are inspected the results of the 
study will be published. | | 

__ Construction of the commercial-scale briquetting press designed by _- 
R..J. Piersol ?at the Illinois State, Geological Survey was completed 

| in 1941, but final demonstrations on briquetting various Illinois coals 
have been postponed until sometime in 1942, owing to delays in. 

: delivery of necessary equipment because of war priorities. | | 
In 1940 Dr. Piersol reported that deduster dust and sludges from 

| many Illinois coals contain large quantities of fusain, which is rela- 
tively smokeless. When these dusts are briquetted the resulting 

: ' fuel briquet is less smoky than average Illinois coal; if enough fusain 
| is present, the briquets will meet the restrictions set up by the St. 

: Louis smoke ordinance. During 1941 a major Illinois coal operator 
_ started large-scale production of briquets made of dust and screenings 

| from mines and from a deduster plant in Franklin County, using a 
inder. | : : en 

| Komarek-Greaves & Co.,? of Chicago, Ill., is reported to be experi- 
| menting in the manufacture of briquets from low-volatile coal without 

binder, using a roll press that develops 30,000 to 40,000 pounds pres- 
sure per square inch. Although briquets made by this method are 
not as strong as briquets made with binder, they will stand handling 
and if bagged should make a satisfactory fuel. 

A new, low-priced briquetting machine (with a capacity of about 
70 tons per 24-hour day) to be used at docks, yards, and small coal 
mines for making pillow-shaped briquets to be sold in bulk was intro- 
duced in 1941 by the manufacturers of Eberling packaged-fuel ma- 
chines. The product is said to be suitable for local truck delivery and 
storage in coal bins not exposed to the weather. The Smokeless Coal 
Blox Co. plant in St. Louis * has been equipped with a machine of 

| this type (as well as with several units of the Glenn-Smith type, 
making cubes). 

? Piersol, R. J., Briquetting Illinois Coals Without a Binder by Compression and by Impact: Llinois State Geol. Survey Rept. of Investigations 31, 1933, 70 pp.; Briquetting Illinois Coals Without a Binder by Impact: Nlinois State Geol Survey Rept. of Investigations 37, 1935, 75 pp.; Smokeless Briquets; Impacted Without Binder from Partially Volatilized Illinois Coals: Illinois State Geol. Survey Rept. of Investigations 41, 1936, 30 pp.; The Smoke Index: Coal Heat, vol. 39, No. 2, 1941, pp. 59-60; Study Mlinois Coals: Coal Heat, vol. 40, No. 3, 1941, p. 16. 
' ot Briquetting engineers; manufacturers of equipment installed at about two-thirds of the plants active in 

‘Black Diamond, St. Louis News Notes: Vol. 107, No. 11, 1941, p. 43.
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The new packaged-fuel process and machinery developed by the 
Viking Machinery Co., Jackson, Mich., are discussed under Processes | 
in the Packaged Fuel section of this report. . oe 

A new plant—Coal Logs Co., Inc., of Salt Lake City—to process | 
Utah coals without binder and reported to produce a 100-percent 
smokeless fuel is scheduled for operation in April 1942.5 Test work | 
during the past 2 years is said to have proved successful. 

ne | FUEL BRIQUETS - 

‘The salient statistics of the fuel-briquetting industry from 1937 | 
to 1941 are summarized in the following table (data on imports and 
exports during the last quarter of 1941 are not available for publica- OO 
tion). Detailed data for earlier years, beginning with 1907, are to 
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FiGuRrE 1.—Production of fuel briquets, number of plants in operation, and average value per ton, f. o. b. | 
plant (Central States), 1915-41. 

_ be found in annual issues of Mineral Resources (part IT) and Minerals | 
Yearbook, which include chapters on briquetting. Production and 
value from 1915 to 1941, inclusive, are presented graphically in 

. figure 1 of this report. | 

5 Salt Lake City Tribune, Plant Prepares to Make Smokeless Fuel: December 23, 1941. 
Coal Age, To Make Utah Coal Smokeless: Vol. 47, No. 2, 1942, p. 118; Coal Logs Plant to Open Soon: 

Vol. 47, No. 4, 1942, pp. 125-126. 
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Salient statistics of the fuel-briquetting industry in the United States, 1937-41 : 

. {Data regarding packaged fuel are given separately at end of this chapter] 

: | | | | | Aver- | Average value per net 
. Production Value age ton, f. o. b. plant 

| m. | ex | ©om- | “aue- Plants) oe fb 
sump- ° an 143 : - 

Y, East- | Cen- | Pacific ports |ports!| tion) (on. in| per OS 
ear ern tral Coast Total sand opera- plant East C Pacifi , 

States | States | States Or |: tion | (thou- ae | seat | Coast 
sands | er tral oast 

| +t} ttt) dol sane | States | States | States 
Thousands of net tons lars) tons) 

= 1937......| 271| 636| 99] 996] 7| 25] 978| 6,304] 31] 32] $4.19] $7.01] $8.94 
1938...-| 251| 546| 74| 871] 14| 17] 868| 5,702}. 35| 25| 4.34] 7.18] 9.38 

: | 1939._....| 23] 574] 75] soz} 1] 13{| 880} 5802] 31] 29| 423] 7.15| 896 
, 140....--| 381| 652] 681,051 |..._..| 23} 1,028) 6,439| 32] 33] 3.95] 695) 884 

Lo 191.-----} 458} 752] 89 |1,200 | (@) | 427 41,272] 8002; 32] 41/ 4.21] 700] 8.36 | 

| : 1 Exports reported separately by Department of Commerce beginning with 1937. 7 
? Production plus imports minus exports. oe 
3 Imports for January to September, inclusive, totaled 108tons.  —_— oo: 
‘ Figures for imports and exports cover January to September, inclusive. oS 

Production.—The output of fuel briquets in 1941—1,298,606 net 
tons valued at $8,001,829—topped all previous records and represented 
a 24-percent increase in both tonnage and value over 1940. The in- 
creased activity in 1941 is directly traceable to efforts to meet increased | 
fuel demands in the national emergency. If operated atitsfull present — 
capacity, the industry could more than double its 1941 production. 
An active promotional campaign by the operators ® has seemed to 
stimulate both production and sales. | | 

_ Briquets were produced in 17 States. Almost half of the entire 
output was concentrated in Wisconsin; West Virginia and Pennsylvania 

| followed in order, with large increases. Other States producing over 
20,000 tons were, in order of importance, Oregon, Missouri, Illinois, 

LO Minnesota, North Dakota, and Michigan. Increased production was 
reported in all but 6 States. 

a Packaging of bulk briquets at the plants, amounting to 37,000 tons, 
Oo was reported by 17 fuel-briquet operators; no data are available on the 

quantity of briquets packaged by retailers. 

, Production of fuel briquets in the United States, 1 940-41 | 

| 1940 1941 

_ Percent of . 
increase over 

Plants | Net tons Value | Plants; Net tons Value |_ 1940 
Ton- nage Value 

Eastern States........- 4 330, 985 | $1, 308, 789 4 457, 511 | $1,926,048 | 38.2] 47.2 
Central States......--.| 23| 651,880] 4,529,114 23 | 751,801 | 5,329,408 | 15.3| 17.7 
Pacific Coast States. -- 5 68,005 | 601, 049 5 g9,204 | 746,373] 31.3 | 242 

1321 1,050,870 | 6,438,952] 132] 1,298,606] 8,001,829] 23.6) 243 

1 1940: 11 plants in Wisconsin; 2each in California, Minnesota, Nebraska, Washington, and West Virginia; 
and leach in Arkansas, Illinois, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsyl- 
vania, Texas, and Wyoming. 1941: 10 plants in Wisconsin; 2 each in California, Minois, Michigan, Nebraska, 
Washington, and West Virginia; and 1 each in Arkansas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, North Da- ; 
kota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Wyoming. 

* Coal Dealer, Biggest Stott Briquet Sales and Advertising Promotion Set for 1941-42 Season: Vol. 38, 
No. 5, 1941, p. 57; Berwind Anticipating Big Year: Vol. 38, No. 5, 1941, p. 49; United Briquets Growing in 
Popularity: Vol. 38, No. 5, 1941, p. 52. . 

lack Diamond, Binkley Entertains Kansas City Retailers: Vol. 107, No. 3, 1941, p. 37; Water-borne Ship- pa 
ments of Berwind Briquets: Vol. 107, No. 12, 1941, p. 30. { 

v 
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_ Large tonnages of bituminous coal moving over the Great Lakes = 
during the summer months are stored at Lake ports. During the 
winter months, when the Lakes are closed, the coal is reloaded and 
shipped into the Northwest. The fine coal resulting from rehandling 
has a lower sales value than the coarser sizes, but a higher-grade | 
product can be made by briquetting and a better sales realization 
obtained. The enormous supplies of bituminous slack thus made 
available at Lake ports has naturally made Wisconsin the nucleus of | 

| the briquetting industry. It is the only State for which production | = 
can be shown without revealing data on individual operations. 

: —- Production of fuel briquets in Wisconsin, 1936-41 | 

Year Plants Net tons Value | Year Plants Net tons Value | : 

1986... | 9 | 588,168 | $4, 178, 981 |] 1989. ___ 10| 480,554 | $3, 158, 850 
1937..-...-.---. 10| 507.462 | 3,639, 183 || 1940._-.......- 11} 487,574 | 3, 440, 676 

© 1988.22 22277727 10} 422281 | 3,085,873 || 1941........._- 10| 535,457 | 3, 870, 077 

There are other large plants located at coal mines, principally in 
West Virginia and Pennsylvania, and smaller operations at petroleum | 
refineries and gas plants, mainly in the Pacific Coast area. 

: Briquets are used almost entirely for househeating; therefore, pro- 
duction is normally highly seasonal. In 1941, production was lowest 
in April, but in June—months earlier than usual—operations stepped | 
up markedly, reaching their peak in November. Twenty of the 32 : 
active plants operated every month of the year and only 3 less than a 
6 months. | : | | | oe 

According to the Weather Bureau,’ the winter was slightly colder | : 
than normal in parts of the Atlantic coast, but in all other sections— 
including the North Central States, where the bulk of the consumption 
of briquets is concentrated—above-normal warmth prevailed. 

Monthly production of fuel briquets in the United States, 1939-41, in net tons a 

Month 1939 1940 1941 - Month 1939 | 1940 1941 

February ....| ‘eoies | 70850 | lie’sae || September .--—-] 7xo1z|  staee| 07,287 
Mareh..........| 58,840 68, 981 85, 728 {|| October......-..| 113,318 92, 295 120, 197 

May} BS] Geo | «BL 7a || Decomber 222) S357 | lan iss | 137,108 
June..........-.| 7273] 87,814| 108, 307 | 
July....-......-| 42184] 76148] 126,022 892,213 | 1,050,870 | 1, 208, 606 

Value.—Sales realizations on briquets in the widely separated 
producing centers in a given year vary considerably. An average 7 
value per ton for the entire industry therefore has doubtful significance 

_ because conditions under which briquets are manufactured differ in 
various parts of the country. The most important factors that in- 
fluence the value per ton realized at any plant probably are the cost 
of raw materials, labor, and the price of competing fuels; hence, the 
general trend of fuel-briquet prices in the past 5 years is indicated 

est in this review by the average values in the Eastern, Central, 
and Pacific Coast States, as shown in the last three columns of the 

1 Mattice, W. A , The Weather of 1941 in the United States: U 8. Dept. of Agriculture Monthly Weather | 
~ Rev., vol. 69, No. 12, December 1941, pp. 360-361. 
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first table of this chapter. These figures are not the prices paid by 
the consumers. Some plants are far from the markets they serve, 

: and transportation charges and the margin of the wholesaler or retailer 
| —sometimes both—must be added to the value at the plant. 

| The total value of fuel briquets manufactured in 1941 was $8,001,829 
f. o. b. plant—an increase of $1,562,877 (24 percent) compared with 

: 1940. _ . _ 
| In the eastern part of the country the average value of $4.21 per 

ton is relatively low because virtually all the output comes from plants 
in the low-volatile bituminous fields of West Virginia and in the 
anthracite region of Pennsylvania, where the freight charges are not 
$0 important an item in the cost of raw fuel. In the Central States 
most of the raw fuel (bituminous low-volatile and Pennsylvania 

| _ anthracite) comes from Lake docks, and the average value of $7.09 
per ton discloses the extent to which freight charges affect value. 

| In the Pacific Coast States, where residual carbon from the manufac- 
_ ture of oil gas forms the greater part of the raw fuel used, the average __ 

value dropped from $8.84 in 1940 to $8.36 in 1941. 
Prices.—The following monthly fuel-briquet prices,®? by cities, for 

1941 are based upon cash delivery in 1-ton (2,000-pound) lots for re- 
tail sales to household consumers at the curb or into the customer’s 

| bin (without extra handling or additional charge). | | 

Retail fuel-briquet prices per net.ton, by cities, an 1941! : 

City and State | Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. |Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. 

| Baltimore, Md..........-| $9.75] $9.75] $9.75] $9.75] $9.75| $9. 821$10. 50/$11. 00|$11. 001$11. 00/$11. 00|$11. 00 | 
Boston, Mass_.....--..---| 12.50} 12.50] 12.50} 12. 50} 12.50) 12.22} 13.25] 13, 25) 13.75} 13.75] 13.75] 13.75 
Charleston, 8. G__.-«.-..-| 13.33] 13.33] 13. 33| 13.33] 13.33| 13.33] 11.33] 14.08| 14.08] 14. 08| 14.08] 14.08 
Chicago, Ti___..----------| 11.65] 11.65] 11.65] 11.65 11, 71}.11. 71} 11.89] 11.96} 11.96) 12.21) 12.21} 12.21 
Cincinnati, Ohio____-_""_| 8.56} 8.56] 8.56| 8.56| 8.50| 8.50] 8.88| 9.27| 9.27| 9.40] 9.40] 9.40 
Columbus, Ohio........-.| 8.39] 8.39] 8.39} 8.39} 8.39] 8.39] 8.76; 8.93) 9.34) 9.63] 9.63] 9.638 
Fall River, Mass.........| 12.50} 12.50} 12.50) 12. 50} 12.50) 12.50) 13.00} 13.15) 13. 75) 13.75) 18.75] 13.75 
Kansas City, Mo....-....| 9.69} 9.69! 9.69) 9.69] 9.69! 9.56) 10.05) 10.05] 10.05) 10.05] 10.05] 10.05 
Los Angeles, Calif. _..._..| 17.00] 17.00) 17.20) 17.10) 16.89} 16.89] 16.89) 18.09] 18.41] 19.12] 19.18) 19. 43 
Louisville, Ky....-..-.-..| 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00) 8.00) 8.15) 8.25} 8.45] 8.75) 8.70] 8.70} 8.70 
Manchester, N. H........| 12.75} 12.75] 12.75) 12.75| 12.75} 13.00} 13.00] 13. 50} 13. 50] 14.00] 14.00} 14.00 
Milwaukee, Wis..........| 10.90} 10.90} 10.90) 10.90] 10. 89} 10.80] 10.86) 11.27) 11.27] 11.77} 11.77} 11.77 
Minneapolis, Minn. ..._..} 12.80} 12.80} 12.80} 12.80} 12.32] 12.45) 12.70) 12.95) 13.05) 13.05] 13.05} 13.05 
Norfolk, Va-__-.--....-.---| 10. 50} 10. 50/10. 50} 10. 50} 10. 50] 10. 50) 10. 50} 11.00) 11.00} 11.50) 11.50} 11.50 | 
Providence, R. I..-----_-..| 11.97} 11.88] 11, 88} 11.88] 11.88] 12.13} 12.13] 12.13] 12.13) 12.13] 12.13) 12.13 
Richmond, Va....-....-..| 10.50} 10.50] 10. 50} 10. 50} 10.00} 10.00| 10.50) 10.50) 11.17) 11.17} 11.17} 11.42 

‘ St. Louis, Mo__.._--.---.-| 9.95] 9.95| 9.95| 9.95 9.95; 9.90} 10.12} 10.39) 10.47] 12.62; 10.80) 10.80 
St. Paul, Minn_..__.._.__} 12.80} 12.80] 12.80] 12.80} 12.40) 12.48} 12.70] 12.95] 13.05} 13.05] 13.05} 13.05 
San Francisco, Calif. _-__-| 20. 60| 20.60] 20.60] 20. 60| 20.60] 20:60] 20.60} 20.60] 20. 60| 20.60] 21.63] 21.63 
Seattle, Wash._.......__..| 13.90] 13.90] 13.90} 13.39} 13.52] 13.65} 13.78] 13.90} 13.90] 14.29) 14.29] 14.29 
Washington, D. C__......| 11.05} 11.05) 11.05] 11.05} 11.05] 11.05} 11.25] 11.38 11, 38} 11. 50) 11.50) 11. 50 

! From monthly reports, Retail Fuel Prices by Cities, Retail Price Division, Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Number of plants —Thirty-two plants reported commercial produc- 
tion in 1941; all but 2 of these (the new briquetting plant of the Coal 
Processing Corporation at Buckner, IIl.,° and that of the Scheele Coal 
Co. at Jackson, Mich.) were also active in 1940. Seven plants were 
idle in 1941; of these all but one were also idle in 1940. One idle 
plant—the Kleen Blox Coal Co., at Dickinson, N. Dak., which re- 
ported experimental production in 1938 and none since—went out of 
business. Two new plants (in Illinois and Missouri) were reported 
under construction in 1941, with operations to start in 1942. Of the 

' From monthly reports, Retail Fuel Prices by Cities, Retail Price Division, Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
' Black Diamond, St. Louis News Notes: Vol. 106, No. 12, 1941, p. 46. 
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five reported as under construction in 1940 to start in 1941, only one— 
that of the Coal Processing Corporation at Buckner, Ill.—began com- | 
mercial operationsin 1941. | . 

Size of plants.—The following table classifies the plants operating 
in 1940-41 according to actual production as well as actual capacity; 
however, capacity affords a better indication of the size of the plants. 

The total annual capacity of the 32 plants active in 1941, obtained 
from the operators’ reports, is about 3,100,000 net tons. It is interest- 
ing to note that, although the industry reached an all-time high in a 
1941, should the demand warrant these 32 plants could provide more 
than twice their 1941 production. | 

_ The average output. of the individual plants increased 24 percent— _ 
from 33,000 tons in 1940 to 41,000 in 1941. Twenty plants that 
operated every month in 1941 produced 1,074,811 tons—83 percent | 
of the total. : Oo 

Classification of briquetting plants ‘in the United States, 1940-41, by size of output 
ae and annual capacity | 7 , 

. | Plants : . Plants 

Output (net tons) |——---_-||_ Annual capacity (net tons) § —_#———-————- , 

| , 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 | 

Less than 2,000.....-.------------- 5 6 || Less than 5,000..................} 2} °° 2. 
2,000 and less than 5,000........--.| 5 2 || 5,000 and less than 10,000_.......- 2 4 
5,000 and less than 10,000_.......--| 3 3 |} 10,000 and less than 25,000_-__.-... 7 6 
10,000 and less than 25,000. -....... 8 9 |} 25,000 and less than 100,000. ..---- 13 11 
25,000 and less than 100,000... ...-- 6 6 || 100,000 and less than 200,000... -.. 4 5 
100,000 and over......-------------| . 5] 6 || 200,000 and less than 400,000. ---.- 2 2 

400,000 and Over_.---------------- 2 2 

gat ae | 32| 32 | 

Raw fuels.—The number of plants, by type of fuel used in 1941, is’ 
shown below. 

Classification of fuel-briquetiing plants ™m the United States in 1941, by kinds of raw 
° . Uet USE , 

Kind of raw fuel used: . | Plants | : 
Anthracite and semianthracite fines exclusively__....------.------- 5 
Mixture of Pennsylvania anthracite and bituminous ---.---.------- 5 
Bituminous: : 

Low-volatile..........------------------------------------ 13 | - 
High-volatile_.......-------------------------------------- 3 

Lignite___..-.--.--------------------------------------------- 1 , 
Semicoke (lignite char)_.....-..-..-.--------------------------- 1 
Residual carbon from pyrolysis of natural gas_-_-.--.--------------- 1 

| Residual carbon from manufacture of oil gas. .....-.-------------- 2 
_ Petroleum coke__.....----.-------.---------------------------- 5 | 

| ) 136 | 
13 plants made 2 kinds and 1 plant 3 kinds of briquets; hence the sum of these items exceéds the total 

number of plants. 

A considerable quantity of Illinois bituminous high-volatile slack 
is used as raw fuel at the new briquetting plant of the Coal Processing 
Corporation at Buckner, Jll. It 1s also noteworthy that the quantity 
(though relatively small) of residual carbon from pyrolysis of natural 
gas, used at a California briquetting plant, doubled in 1941. Petro- 

| leum coke is being used increasingly in the manufacture of briquets.’° 

; 10 Coal Dealer, Carbo Cok-ette Plant Running Full Blast: Vol. 38, No. 5, 1941, pp. 50-51. 

~ | 
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| _. The Consumers Lignite Co. at Alba, Tex.," using raw Texas lignite 
| without charring in making briquets, began to operate commercially 

in 1940 and also reported a small tonnage in 1941. Lo 

| Raw fuels used in making fuel briquets in the United States, 1940-41 

| | Net tons Percent of total 

Raw fuel - rrr 

| | 1940- 1941 | 1940 | 1941 

Anthracite and semianthracite culm and fine sizes__.-.--..--.-- 999, 618 265, 637 22. 2 21.6 | 
Bituminous and subbituminous slack !..._._..-..-..-.-...----- 636, 312 787, 722 63. 4 64.1. 
Residual carbons from oil-gas manufacture and natural-gas 7 . 

| pyrolysis; petroleum coke; and semicoke (lignite char)...-.... 144, 167 175,043 | 14.4] 143 

| | OC | 1,003,097 | 1,228,402 | 100.0] 100.0 . 

1 Includes small tonnage of Texas lignite used without charring. — | 

| | Seven operators reported washing their raw fuel (totaling 269,927 
tons) before manufacturing it into briquets. Sn | 

__ In 1941, as in 1940, four operations reported making more than one 
kind of briquet. One in Nebraska made three kinds in 1941 (petro- 

| leum coke, semianthracite, and low-volatile bituminous cubes); 
another in Nebraska made two kinds of cubes from petroleum coke 

- and semianthracite. A large Wisconsin operator made small] pillow 
briquets from a mixture of Pennsylvania anthracite and low-volatile 
bituminous coal as well as from low-volatile bituminous coal exclu- | 

: sively. The fourth, a Missouri operator, made two kinds of pillow 
briquets from the hard coals of Arkansas. | 

: Production ef fuel briquets, 1940-41, with reference to sources of raw fuels used 

an - Se | . Net tons Percent 

ae ' - Loeation of plant ere ince ase 

| So ft 1940 1941 in 1941 

| Atpr near Lake Superior or Lake Michigan coal docks.____ ae “B11, 336 532, 728 4.2 
. . At€odl mines.___.-...-.--2 2-2-2 414, 490 | - 539, 223 30. 1 

At or near petroleum refineries and oil- and natural-gas plants - - - - 111, 667 141, 405 26. 6 
. At other locations !__._._._..2-.1--------------------------------- 18,377 15, 046 12.5 

: : a 1,050,870 | 1, 228, 402. 16.9 

| ‘1 Fall River, Mass.; Jackson, Mich.; and Omaba, Nebr. | | 

Binders and recarbonization.—As the following table indicates, 
asphaltic pitch is the preferred binder in briquetting coal and coke. 
An approximate total of 80,000 tons of asphaltic pitch and 2,300 tons 
of starch and smaller amounts of other binders were used in the 
manufacture of fuel briquets in 1941. 

— Of the three plants using no binder, two briquetted the carbon 
a residue from the manufacture of oil gas and one used low-volatile 

_ bituminous coal. The last, which has been in operation since 1936, 
_ manufactures 3%-ounce pillow briquets by impact; capacity of the 

| plant is about 1% tons per hour and impact pressures of 50,000 to 
| 60,000 pounds per square inch are obtained; the entire production is 

consumed locally. : | 

1 Coal Age, Texas Lignite Mine—Develops Method of Briquetting in Struggle for Markets vs. Gas and 
Oil: Vol. 46, No. 11, 1941, p. 51. rv. 
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No operators in 1940 or 1941 reported recarbonization of briquets | 

to drive off smoke after leaving the presses. Whether the finished 

product will be of the smoky type or not depends primarily on the 

| type of raw fuel used; if the raw fuel is smoky, the briquet will be 

also. | | | | 

Classification of briquetting plants in the United States in 1941, by type and per- 

| | centage of binder used | 
. . EE . * — — 7 a _ . | . . . : eee 

_ Production Production | 

Type of bind | _ || Ratio of binder to raw fuel | pj. 4 , - 
| ype of binder Plants Net tons cent (by weight) | Plants et tons cont - 

. | | | total a | total 

Asphaltie pitch..........-- 1 24 {1,024,902 | 78.9 1] Less than 5 percent........| 4] 165,194 | 12.7 
Mixed pitches- --_...------ 2 5 and less than 7 percent - - - 13 | 438, 852 | 33.8 

Asphalt and starch --.------] 1 } 00,87 15.4 |} 7 and less than 9 percent - - - 10 \ 620, o48 47.8 

Starch.._....-------------- 2 9 percent and over - ..------ 2 ” . 

- No binder.....-...--------| 23]| 73,617} &7 || No binder.......-------.---| 273] 73,617) 5.7 — 

| 32 |1, 208, 606 /100. 0 | 32 |1, 298, 606 |100.0 - 

1 One plant also uses a nearly equal amount of unspecified binder. 
.  £Two plants use residual carbon from manufacture of oil gas, and 1 uses bituminous coal as raw fuel. - 

Weight and shape.—Pillow-shaped briquets predominate in the 
United States. Of the total production in 1941, 26 of the 32 active | 

plants produced 921,310 tons (71 percent) of pillow-shaped briquets; 

with one exception—the new plant of the Coal Processing Cor- 
poration at Buckner, Ill., which makes so-called ‘‘Fireballs” weighing | 

11. ounces each—these pillow briquets weigh from 1% to 5 ounces. 

Three plants produced 359,395 tons (28 percent) of cylindrical type 

and three plants 17,901 tons (about 1 percent) of cube-shaped briquets. | 

' According to reports received, only one plant made briquets in | 

more than one shape in 1941—an operator in Wisconsin who pro- | 

: duced a square-pillow type of a mixture of Pennsylvania anthracite — . 

and bituminous low-volatile and a modified-pillow type of bituminous 

low-volatile. - Oe 
Two plants made two sizes—one in Nebraska made a 20-ounce | 

petroleum-coke cube, and a 24-ounce semianthracite cube as wellasa = 

94-ounce bituminous low-volatile cube; the other in Wisconsin (the 

plant referred to above) made a Pennsylvania-anthracite and bitu- 
minous low-volatile pillow briquet (2 by 2 by 1% inches) and a bitu- 

minous low-volatile modified-pillow briquet (2 by 1 ¥% by 1% inches). 

| Prevailing weight of briquets produced in the United States in 1941 

: Production _ Production | 

Weight (ounces) Plants | Per- Weight (ounces) Plants Per 

Net tons | “nt Net tons cent 
: total | total - 

Less than 2._...-...------- 4|. 6? *¢e] 5&2 || Gand under 10_____..-..--.. oe eee eee 
2 and under 3......-.------ 13 |. 744, S01 | 57.3 || 10 and under 16.._.......-- 1 \ 50,414 | 3.9 

. § and under 4.....-.------- 6 347,083 | 26.7 || 16 and under 25_-......-..- 3 ’ 

| Sag ander boc] 1} ame] 69 32 |1, 206, 606 [100.6 

\ 
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| | Distribution.—Shipments of briquets during 1941, as reported by 
a the operators, increased 22 percent over 1940. Briquets are used 

widely in the United States; in 1941 they were shipped into 39 States, 
the District of Columbia, and Alaska and exported to other countries.” 

| Shipments from each producing State cannot be shown because 
| there are only one or two producers in each of the States except | 

Wisconsin and confidential reports of individual companies would 
oe thus be revealed. However, a graphic presentation of the centers of 

| production with corresponding States of destination for 1928 and 1936 | 
_ isincluded in Minerals Yearbook, 1937 (p. 965, fig. 65). - 

Shipments by truck in the Central States increased in 1941. Gen- 
erally, rail movement represents shipments to considerable distances 

| and shipment by truck represents local and nearby consumption. 

| Shipments of fuel briquets of domestic manufacture, 1940-41, by States of destination, 
. . tn net tons | | : 

| State 1940. “1941 State “1940 1941 | 

Alaska ....--..----------0-- o4| 2,213 || Nebraska.....................| 25,371 | 23,992 
Arkanas_.._..-.----.-----1--. 150 256 || New Hampshire-....-...--.-. 2, 412 3, 210 
California...........-....-...- 9, 798 14,075 || New Jersey.....-.--..-..----- 1,176 | ~ 871 
Connecticut.-.......-.----.- 1, 059 844 || New York... ---...--22...-...] 26,001 | © 25,141 
Delaware.__...-----.---2--.-- 250 208 || North Carolina ._.............] 12,770 18, 203 
District of Columbia... .._..- — 423 248 ||. North Dakota__.-..-.-.-...--| 66,114 80, 136 
Florida.._....-..--..222.0 0. 671} 581 || Ohio. _-.--. 222} 49,722] 67,822 

. Georgia.__.--...--2-- eel} 159]; 238 || Oklahoma. --_..-._..22222.--_- 2a: 43 ; 
Idaho....-..--2--2 22-22-28 83 fle --{} Oregon. .........-..._-...-..-.| 29, 378 32, 414 
IMinois_.....2....-........_..] . 31, 895 50, 398 |} Pennsylvania. __..._._._-.-- 10, 272 “14, 166 
Indiana.._....-.....-.........| 25,946 - 45, 934 || Rhode Island__.-_......-.-..- 3, 793 3, 843 
Towa....----------.-.-.......| 25,509 | 31,608 || South Carolina_..---7777277-] - 3820] 4, 798 

| Kansas..__.--.......--..-...| §145| 4,957 || South Dakota...............| 60,723 | 64,028 
Kentucky .-.--.-----.-----.-- 5, 635 5, 734 || Tennessee. ..-..--------------| 35 |-----.---- 
Louisiana.-_.......------....-- 77 48 || Texas__----.-.--------------- 590 178 
Maine_.__......---22 222 eee 6, 113 4,828 || Vermont.........--.222----2. 190 | - 238 

| Maryland...._..-...--..-...| 2,073 | 2,969 || Virginia -777777777277727-777] 47,638 | 18, 187 
Massachusetts..........-.-..-| 38,324 38, 756 || Washington._..-.......-.-._.| 20,359 :42, 977 
Michigan...------------7""7"| 77,513 | 107, 217 || West Virginia................| 488] 339 

| Minnesota...._.___-.---..-...| 217,068 | 244, 767 || Wisconsin....................| 230,840 | 220, 930 | 
. Missouri.......-.--.-.-----.--| 16, 738. 82,954 || Wyoming. ._.....-..-.----.-- 1,646| 1,576 

Montana. ..-_...-..---.--_--- 50] | 22 , —_—_— | 
: i | -{1, 028, 175 | 1, 256, 964 

Shipments of fuel briquets by rail and truck, 1940-41, in net tons ee 

7 | - : 1940 , 194t 
‘Produced in— _ 

Rail Truck ! Total Rail Truck ! Total 

Eastern States................| 325, 175 4,855 | 330,080 | 447, 458 8,428 455, 886 
Central States._-_-.-_.._____] 489,793 | 167,255} 657,048 | 569,205 | 181,849 751, 144 
Pacific Coast States......__]  18,087|  40,679| 58,766 |  38,377| 54, 184 92, 561 

Total United States....| 833,055 | 212,789 | 1,045,844 | 1,055,130} 244,461 | 1, 299, 501 

1 Includes local deliveries. | 

_ Imports and exports.—Before 1922 the quantity of fuel briquets 
| imported into the United States was negligible. The anthracite 

shortages of 1922-23 and 1925-26, however, created a demand for the 
European product (mostly from Germany, Belgium, and France, and 
mainly for consumption in the anthracite-consuming States), which in 
1926 reached a record of 123,593 net tons. Imports continued at a 
comparatively high level in the following years; in 1932 they amounted 
to 80,288 tons but thereafter dropped sharply and since September : 
1939 have virtually ceased, the last overseas shipment (1,344 net tons), : 
from Belgium to Massachusetts, arriving in February 1939. The s 

1? See table of exports for quantities exported. . / 
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only record of imports since 1939 covers & shipment of 108 tons from 
Canada to Alaska in 1941. | | 

Figures for imports of briquets since 1919, the first year of record, | 
are included in annual volumes of Mineral Resources and Minerals 

| Yearbook.” | | , | 

Briquets (coal and coke) and other composition coals for fuels imported for consump- 
, tion in the United States, 1937-41 | | 

| Year ‘ tons Value | Year r _ Value _ 
1987_....----------------------| 6,674] $28,549 || 1940........--.----------2- 2 |e} 
1938__........---.-.-.2--------| 18,814 67, 366 || 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)_--...---.-- 108 $548 
1989... ----------------------| 1.344 5, 752 } 

Briquets (coal and coke) exported from the United States, 1987-41 ! | 

Year Net tons| Value | | Year Net tons} Value 

1987_.....---------------------| 25,350] $166,360 }] 1940.___....__.._.....-.--.---| 28,285 | $161, 619 
1938.......-.-.--.-------------] 16,692 | 123,309 || 1941 (Jan.~Sept.)._....-.:.-..| 27,301 | 199,351 

; 1939__......-............-.----] 12, 576 97, 725 | : | 

"1 Data for 1937-40, by countries and customs districts, shown in earlier reports of this series. | 

World production.—Official data on production of fuel briquets in 
other countries since 1939 have been meager, owing to the war. Any . : 
possible revisions will be made in forthcoming issues of this series. © | 

: World production of fuel briquets, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons 1 | 

a . [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | 

Country! . 1937. 19388 1989 1940 1941 | 

Algeria........-..--..---.----------------- 68, 682 | (2) eg | @Q | (7) 
Australia: Victoria 3...--...........-.-.---| . 396,760 | | 420,704 | 421, 254 (’) | . ie 
Belgium....._.....:..-.....--..-----------| 1,849, 280 | 1,712,280 | 1,561,210 | (2) 2) 
Bulgaria__............--------------------- 47, 106 85, 770 88, 496 100, 000 (3) | 
Czechoslovakia: 

Coal... = ---eeeeeeeeeeeeeee-ee-e----{ 459, 680 (2) (2) (2) (3) | 
Lignite_-_.......-..-------------------- 264, 482 () |. f (3) (?) 

Eire (Irish Free State)_........------------ 10, 725 20, 501 3) 5, 337 t . 
France. _.....--.---.----------------------| 8,321,000 | 7, 475,000 (2) (2) - 3) . 
Germany: |. 

Coal_.......-...------.---------.-----.] 6,785, 537 | 6, 897, 245 (2) —Q) 3 
Lignite...........-...-.-...--..-------] 41,951, 141 | 44,007,268 | ® 2) 

HMungary......--..-.---------------------- 373, 519 441, 081 ) 3) 3 
Indochina. ._...........-------------------| 182, 225 131, 558 185, 400 114, 000 3 
Mealy ogonagg rrr 58, 860 51, 047 (?) (?) (?) 
Netherlands: 

Coal.__.......--..-.-.-----.--.----.---] 1,277,305 | 1, 262,716 | 1, 268, 926 (2) (2) 
. Lignite...........---------------.-.--- 49, 539 60, 543 68, 607 _ (3) (2) 

Netherlands Indies.-...........-...----.--- 55, 349 82, 123 85, 079 99, 315 ©) 
New Zealand...-.....-.---------------.--- 31, 582 20, 947 29, 889 28, 529 (2) 
Poland......--..----------.--------------- 209, 347 222, 531 (3 ° f 
Portugal_........----.--------------------- 7, 772 19, 865 (2 4) ’) 
Rumania.. .......--....---.-----+--------- 262, 330 232, 662 (2 (2) (3) 
Spain._.......-_--.-.---- eee 342, 000 568, 000 765, 000 785, 000 4 178, 000 
Tunisia__..............-----.-.----_------- 82, 805 86, 478 (2) (2) (2) 
Turkey__..._.-..-.--.----------------- eee 14, 761 37, 285 14, 792 24, 497 (2) 
United Kingdom........-.....---..------- 826, 600 507, 415 (2) (2) (2) 
United States 5..._._..-....--.----.-.---.-| 1,035,970 | 936,402 | 1,004,902 | 1,211,433 | 1, 422, 866 
Yugoslavia............--....--------- eee 61, 323 100, 945 132,466; . (3) (?) 

Total 6_._........-..----------------] 64,975, 680 | 65, 389, 366 (3) | ) (4) 

1 In addition to the countries listed, briquets are produced in Canada and New Caledonia, but data on 
output are not available. 

2 Data not available. 
3 Data for year ended March 31 of year stated. 
4 January to June, inclusive. 
§ Includes packaged fuel as follows—1937: 132,482 tons; 1938: 146,012 tons; 1939: 195,504 tons; 1940: 258,105 

tons; 1941: 244,797 tons. , 
* Totals incomplete; they represent sum of figures given in table only. 

2 13 1919-29, Mineral Resources, 1929, part II, p. 32; 1930-35, Minerals Yearbook, 1936, p. 657; 1936, Minerals 
‘ Yearbook, 1937, p. 964. 
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PACKAGED FUEL | 

| Packaged fuel differs from fuel briquets in that the former is a more 
or less friable product wrapped to withstand weathering and breakage 
and designed primarily for local or nearby consumption. The pack- 
ages, tightly wrapped in heavy paper and sealed with gummed tape, , 

| consist. of 3- to 4-inch cubes (six to a package, weighing 10 to 15 
pounds). Packaged fuel is made from various types of high-quality _ 
coal or coke screenings, usually mixed with a neutral binder. Its — 
growth in popularity has been due largely to convenience and cleanli- 

| ness in handling and to the fact that it may be purchased in less-than- 
ton lots. The output of packaged fuel, which rose so rapidly from .- 

1935 to 1940, dropped in 1941 for the first time and was 5 percent 
| less than in 1940, amounting to 269,844 tons valued at $2,471,567 | 

| in 1941. | | oo I | 
he war is seriously affecting the packaged-fuel industry. The 

increased cost of raw fuels and labor and the shortages of paper, glue, _ 
| etc., as well as competition within the industry itself, have reduced 

| | production at many plants .and forced a number of others out of 
| business. Machinery manufacturers reported virtual stoppage of 

| sales for new installations in the summer and fall of 1941. One 
7 reported that five orders for installation of completely automatic 

packaged-fuel machines were canceled in the United States and two 
| in Canada because paper supplies were not available; and another 

reported diversion of his business to construction of special machines 
- for briquetting ores and metal wastes for war work. Over 2 million — 

: ‘pounds of paper were required to wrap the packaged fuel produced in 
1941. However, it is believed that, if paper requirements can be 

: even partly met, the industry will continue to operate during the 
emergency, because clean packaged fuel has proved attractive to | 
many consumers. — | 

The record of 62 plants, which began operations between 1935 and . 
| : 1938 and were active each year through 1941, would indicate definitely ~ 

that the industry was firmly established before the paper shortage. 
There seems to have been a gradual trend toward fewer but larger 
plants to reduce costs; but smaller units probably will continue to 
operate in isolated sections. 

Of the operators producing packaged fuel in 1941, one-third reported 
wrapping their product by machine, one-third by hand, and one-third 
partly by machine and partly by hand. | | oO 

Although packaged fuel is manufactured principally for local or 
nearby consumption, in 1941 eight operators reported shipping 4,399 
tons by rail and 11,382 tons by truck within a radius of 500 miles. 

Processes —No new processes or types of machinery for use in the 
packaged-fuel industry were reported by United States operators in 
1941. Eighty manufacturers used the Eberling process * in 1941; 
others used the Glenn-Smith ™ and Leemon * processes; and one— 
the Johnson Coal Cubing Co.,” of Detroit, Mich., largest operator 
since 1932—uses a process and equipment of its own design. These 

on Ebeling, C. M., Packaged Fuel by the Eberling Process: 1938 Catalog, 6002 Ellen Ave., Cleveland, 

18 Black Diamond, Briquetting Plant Solves Slack Problem: Vol. 98, No. 6, March 13, 1937, p. 60. 
16 Black Diamond, vol. 102, No. 12, June 17, 1939, p. 15. 
17 Black Diamond, A Mammoth Package Fuel Plant: Vol. 102, No. 7, April 8, 1939, p. 23. : 

a
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processes are discussed in earlier reports of this series and in the trade 

ournals. | | 7 | 

; In 1941, several packaged-fuel plants using the ‘“‘cold-mix” méthod 

started fluxing briquetting mixtures with live steam to improve the 

binding properties of starch and to increase the rate of drying the : 

finished packages, and some have reported favorable results.” 

In 1939 the Viking Machinery Co. of Jackson, Mich., developed a 

process and machine for making packaged fuel, which comprises the 

manufacture of binder from off-grade grains at the briquetting plant, 4 

hot mixing of this prepared grain binder with the coal, making the 

cubes by mechanical vibration and tamping action and automatically 

: wrapping the cubes. The entire operation except the transfer of the 

wrapped cubes to the drying conveyor is automatic. The Consolida- . 

tion Coal Co., Windsor, Ontario, is reported to be successfully operat- 

ing these machines 24 hours a day and to be unable to supply the . 

demand. The plant is significant in that it, along with a few others 

‘n the United States, indicates a trend toward well-engineered pack- 

aged-fuel plants of greater capacity rather than small plants in retail 

yards. No plants in the United States are at present equinped with 

this machinery; five contracts for such installations in the States were | 

canceled in 1941 owing to paper shortage and priorities. 

| Salient statistics of the packaged-fuel industry from 1936 to 1941 

are summarized in the following table; 1935 is the first year for which 

these data were collected by the Bureau of Mines. | 

Salient statistics of the packaged-fuel industry in the United States, 1936-41 

{Data regarding fuel briquets are given separately at beginning of this chapter] 
ae 

Production (thousands of net Average value per net 
tons) Value of Average ton, f. o. b. plant 

| produc- Plants output. |-—— 

Year Eastern | tion =| in oper- | P@ plant | astern | 

and Central satis of ation sanie of and Central 

: Facific States Total | dollars) | net tons) Facific States - 

‘States : States 

1936_....---- 6 60 66 505; 48 1 $8. $4 $7.49 
1937... _-.._- 10 136 46| 1,287 64 2 9. 62 8.76 
1938_.....---- 9 152 161 1,405 | 76 2 9. 92 8. 66 

1939. ....---- 9 207 216 1, 867 103 2 9. 69 8. 62 

1940. .....-.- 8 277 285 2, 392 106 3 10. 12 38. 36 

1941 ..._.-.-- 10; | 260 270 2. 472 103 3 10. 95 9. 00 

Production and value.—The 103 active plants, all but 7 of which are 

in the Central States, produced 269,844 net tons valued at $2,471,567 

in 1941 (see fig. 2). Production for the first time decreased—5 per- 

cent less than in 1940—but the value increased 3 percent. 

Output declined in all but 4 of the 13 States producing packaged 

fuel; the States showing increases were Maine, Illinois, Iowa, and 

Missouri. However, Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin (in order 

named) continue to be the largest producers. 

The increase in value probably is accounted for by the higher costs 

| of raw materials and labor. 

18 From study in preparation by V. F Parry. Technologic Branch. Bureau of Mines, Golden, Colo. 
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FIGURE 2.—Production of packaged fuel, number of plants in operation, output per plant, and average value 
per ton, f. o. b. plant (Central States), 1935-41. OO 

Production of packaged fuel in the United States, 1940-41, by States | 

(The plants and production in this table are not included in the preceding fuel-briquet tables] 
TS Ee OE EO Sn 

| / 1940 1941 

| | Plants | Net tons Value Plants : Net tons Value 

- Central States: \ Q) @) 

Mlinois........---.-------------__. 6 3,813| $36,531; 6| 8924| $05,431 
Indiana..._...-2..22- 2-22 eee! 7 15, 774 123, 255 6 13, 976 126, 560 

; Ilowa....-.--- eee eeeee 2 (1) (4) 2 (4) (1) 
Michigan ...........-.-----__2__ 36 112, 244 889, 720 38 93, 213 796, 226 
Minnesota__.._.--....---.-------- 7 28, 931 293, 623 6 28, 377 307, 134 
Missouri_.......--.....------.---- 3 9, 150 65, 353 4 24, 356 199, 379 
Nebraska. .._..-_...-.- 222-22 -e- 1 (1) (4) 1 (1) (1) 
Ohio_.___._--...--2222--- 2 eee. 23 61, 941 513, 499 20 46, 566 429, 744 
Wisconsin. ._......-.------- 2 --e. 13 37, 968 329, 101 13 37, 747 345, 239 
Undistributed 2?_......-.222- 2-22 }.e 2 eee 7, 173 64, 748 |... - 7, 136 67, 250 

Total Central States............| 99] 276,904 2,315,830| 96 | 260,2051 2, 366, 963 
Eastern and Pacific Coast States_.___. 37 7, 519 76, 092 37 9, 549 104, 604 

Total United States._........._- 106 284, 513 2, 391, 922 103 269, 844 | 2, 471, 567 
eee 

‘Included under “Undistributed’’; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. 
7Includes States entered as ‘‘(1)’’ above. 
'Maine 2, Pennsylvania 1, Virginia 3, and Washington 1. 
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_ The values, by States, in the following table represent the average 

per ton received by operators in 1940 and 1941 and show the increased 

| average realization at plants in 1941; similar advances also obtained 
in the other six producing States but cannot be shown because there 

were less than three operators in each State. As many plants sell to 

both consumers and retailers, the values do not represent the price 

per ton to consumers but indicate the average per ton received by 

producers on the total product (exclusive of delivery charges). The 

value at the plant comprises cost of coal at mine, freight rate, direct = 

manufacturing cost, indirect manufacturing cost, and profit. 

Average value received per net ton of packaged fuel, 1940-41 

ee State. | 1940 1941 | State 1940 1941 

- WWinois_.....---------------22-] $9.58 | $10.69 || Missouri..........-..-.-----.| $7.14 $8. 19 
Indiana. -....---.-------------- 7.81 9.06 |] Ohio.__........-------------- 8. 29 9. 3 

Michigan..-....--..----------- 7.93 8.54 || Wisconsin.--.....--.--------+ 8. 67 9.15 
Minnesota. ..-.--------------- 10.15 | 10.82 an . 

- The peak producing season is generally from October through 
April. The sharp rise beginning in September 1940 contmued _ 
through March 1941 but dropped sharply in April and May. Pro- 
duction for the 1941-42 heating season was behind the previous 
season’s record from September through December 1941—due largely 
to the warmer-than-normal temperatures in the North Central 
States that produce most of the output. . | 

Twenty-nine plants operated each month of the year, 58 from 7 to | 

11 months, and 16 from 2 to 6 months. | | 

Monthly production of packaged fuel in the United States, 1940-41, in net tons : 

Month 1940 1941 Month 1940 1941 

January............---....--.| 36,160 | 39,594 || August.............----..---] 7,350] 10, 184 | 
February.__.....----.--------| 29, 460 37,727 || September........-----------| 21,680 17, 422 

March 34,035 | 40,803 || October..........---.--------| 29,564] 27,183 
April._....-.--------.-..-.---| 31,518 | ~ 17,592 so 36, 181 30, 506 . 

May........-.----------------} 17, 429 6,318 || December-._....-------------- 35, 656 30, 296 

June.-___.....-...-------+----- 2, 811 5, 028 —_————| —_—__——— 

July.....-..-.---------------- 2, 669 7,101 | =8 260, 844 

Number of plants —One hundred and three plants reported produc- 
tion of packaged fuel on a commercial scale in 1941 (3 less than in 

1940); 96 of these were also active in 1940, but 6 additional plants—in 
Michigan, Minnesota, and Missouri—began operations on a small 

scale in 1941. Eight of the 103 plants went out of business after 
operating part of the year. 

Fourteen plants went out of business in 1941—the same number as 

in 1940. Since 1935 many plants have established themselves firmly 

and built up a stable business; however, during the development 
period of the packaged-fuel business a relatively large number of 

plants began to operate and soon thereafter went out of business. 

Records show that from 1935 to 1941, inclusive, of the 133 plants 

starting operations 43 went out of business. Cost of raw materials, 

prices of competing fuels, and, more recently, shortages of paper and 

‘
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other equipment are influencing factors in the decreased packaged-fuel __ 
production and number of plants in operation. There seems to be 
considerable competition within the industry itself in cities having 
numerous packaged-fuel operations—notably in Detroit, Mich., and 
Cleveland, Ohio, each with more than 10 such plants. - 

Activity in number of packaged-fuel plants, 1936-41 | 

Year | ft Out of — | . Outof sy ear Active _ New Idle business | ‘Year Active New Idle business 

- 1936____- | 21 5 2 || 1939... 103 29 4u 9 | 1937__..- 64 17 6} 3 || 1940... 106 16 15 14 
1938... -- - %% 1); °&8 1 {j 1941____.] | 103 17 78 $14 

14 in Michigan and_1 each in Indiana, Minnesota, and Missouri; all but 1 active in 1941, 
24 in Ohio and 1 each in Idaho, Indiana, Michigan, and Missouri; 5 of these were also idle in 1940. 

_,,16 in Michigan, 2 each in Minnesota, Ohio, and Indiana, and 1 each in Missouri and Wisconsin; 11 of 
these were active in 1940. 7 oe oe, 

| _ Size of plants—The average annual production per plant dropped a 
| slightly—irom 2,700 tons in 1940 to 2,600 in 1941. a 
| Reports submitted on individual capacity for 1941 indicate that the 

108 active plants were equipped to produce about 698,000 tons (2.6 
times the 1941 production) if operated at full capacity throughout the _ 

. year. Few plants reported installation of additional equipment or 
| replacementsin 1941. | 

Classification of packaged-fuel plants in the United States, 1940-41, by size of output | 
| 7 a | | and annual capacity 

| ) Plants: | -Plants | 
Output (net tons) Annual capacity (net tons) |—— t— — 

, | ‘| 1940 1941 | | 1940 | 1941 | 

| Less than 500._........-......| 123] 225 |] Lessthan5,000__.............|. 62 68 
500 and less than 1,000. .____.- 19 19 || 5,000 and less than 10,000. ___- 25 17 . 1,000 and less than 3,000______. 40 39 || 10,000 and less than 15,000. ._- 6 6 3,000 and less than 5,000_.....-| - 10 5 |} 15,000 and less than 25,000. __. 7 6 5,000 and less than 10,000__.___ 9} 9 || 25,000 and less than 40,000___-. 5 5 . 10,000 and less than 25,000__-__- 4 5 || 40,000 and less than 60,000___.|...__...._J-___.____. 
25,000 and over___........-.-.- 1 1 |} 60,000 and over___.._......... 1 1 

106 103 || | 106 103 

, 14 of these began operations in the fall of 1940. 
32 of these began operations in the fall of 1941. 

Raw fuels—The tonnage of raw fuels used in the manufacture of 
packaged fuel in 1941 totaled 266,818 net tons. Low-volatile bitu- 
minous slack continued to be the principal raw fuel used, representing 
80 percent of the total; petroleum coke, Arkansas semianthracite, 
high-volatile bituminous, and coke breeze followed in the order named. 
Petroleum coke rose significantly from 5 percent of the total raw fuels 
used in 1939 to over 18 percent in 1941; this type of packaged fuel is 
now made in Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Ohio, 
Washington, and Wisconsin. Coke breeze, combined with petroleum 
coke, was reported for the first time in 1941 by an operator in Mis- 
souri. 

_ 1* Black Diamond, In the Realm of the Retail Merchant—Detroit Retailers Spend Enormous Sums for 
Price-cut Newspaper Ads: Vol. 106, No. 3, February 8, 1941, pp. 16, 46. :
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| In 1941, low-volatile bituminous cubes were made at 90 plants, , 
petroleum-coke cubes at 11, semianthracite cubes at 2, and high- a 
volatile bituminous cubes at 1; cubes of mixtures of the various raw — a 

| fuels were made at 5 plants. Six operators made more than one kind, 
and three operators made cubes in two sizes. : 

Of the total raw fuels used, about 215,000 tons (81 percent) were 
_ shipped-in slack from the mines and from the Lake docks; the re- | 

mainder (about 52,000 tons or 19 percent) represents the yard screen- | 
ings used. Of the 103 operations in 1941, 51 operators used shipped- ne 
in slack exclusively; 29 packaged. their yard screenings only; and 23 
used both shipped-in slack and yard screenings. | 

| Raw fuels used in making packaged fuel in the United States, 1940-41 | 

. Net tons Percent of total | 

Raw fue: _—_—_—_— | OO - . 

| , 1940 1941 1940 1941 

Bituminous (high-volatile) and semianthracite. - 4, 898 4, 784 1.7 1.8 
Bituminous (low-volatile)-_--...-..--------.---- 245, 881 213, 474 87.4 80. 0 7 
Petroleum coke...........-.----.-------------- 30, 555 1 48, 560 10.9 18. 2 

| | 281, 334 266, 818. 100.0 100.0 | 

1 Includes small tonnage of coke breeze. . 

3 Binders.—Cornstarches of various types, averaging about 15 | 
_ pounds per ton of packaged fuel produced, are the principal binders. 

| Cement, asphalt, and sulfite cellulose—either alone or in combination 
with starch—were also employed. An approximate total of 1,800 | 
tons of starch and 1,500 tons of asphaltic pitch and smaller amounts — 
of other binders were used by operators of packaged-fuel plants. The | 
following table classifies the packaged-fuel plants in 1941 according | 
to type and percentage of binder used. | | 

Classification of packaged-fuel plants in the United States in 1941, by type and per- a 
: | centage of binder used — | 

Type of binder Plants Ratio of binder to raw fuel (by weight) | Plants . 

ee 91 || Less than 0.5 percent.............-------J--------, | 
- Starch and cement...........--.--...-.. 3 |] 0.5 and less than 1 percent........-._-.-. 71 
Starch and asphalt...............-...--- 1 |} 1 and less than 2 percent ..-__.......-...-.- 26 
Cement.-_.......-.---------------------- 5 || 2 and less than 3 percent--..-..-......-- 4 
Asphalt - oo jaconnnnrtrrtrr cco 2 || 3 and less than 5 percent--..........--.-|-------.-- 

Sulfite cellulose --_._--.-.---.------------ 1 |} 5 percent and over--_-......--.---------- 2 

103 103 

: 497779 —43——66 

5
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. | _ By JosrrH A. CorGan | | 

SUMMARY OUTLINE - 

= Page | 

Summary. .........-..----------------------- -1017 | Uses—Continued. ~ 
ReserveS.--.....----.--=------------------- 1017] United States Government specifications... 1019 . 

Production............---.------------------- 1017 | Imports. -_.....------------------------------ 1019. 

Uses.......------------- eee nee-e-------------- 1018 | World production. -...........--------------- 1020 

Peat production in 1941 amounted to 86,503 short tons valued at 
$657,556, a substantial increase over the 1940 output of 70,097 tons 
valued at $516,865. The 1941 output, although the largest since | 

| the World War of 1914-18, did not equal the peak United States 
production of peat products in 1918—107,261 tons. The 1918 output 
was produced by 25 plants operating in 13 States, whereas the 1941 
production came from 49 operators in 17 States; thus it would seem 
that should there be an increased demand (such as was experienced 
in 1918) for peat from domestic sources the peat industry today, 
being more widespread and comprising more producing plants, will | 
be better equipped to fill it. _ / 

Imports of peat moss have been curtailed drastically on account | 

of the war. During the first 9 months of 1941, 22,127 short tons of . 

peat moss valued at $507,856 were imported into the United States; | 
owing to censorship, imports for the last 3 months of the year cannot 

| be published. In 1940 peat-moss imports totaled 21,689 tons valued — 
at $454,632; and in 1939, before the war became world-wide, imports 
were 78,611 tons with a reported value of $1,204,883. Although a | - 

- decrease in foreign supplies of peat moss will no doubt inconvenience , 

regular consumers, an opportunity is presented to producers in the 
United States to develop their deposits and expand the market for 
the domestic product. : 

| A directory listing the names and addresses of operators who re- 
ported their production in 1941 to the Bureau of Mines has been | 

prepared and will be sent, upon request, to those who may be in- 

terested. | | | | 
Reserves.—About one-half of the States contain some peat reserves, | 

: which constitute an important asset to the natural resources of the 

country. The total, calculated as air-dried peat, has been estimated 
at 13,827,000,000 short tons.’ 

PRODUCTION | 

The increase in domestic production from 70,097 short tons in 1940 

to 86,503 tons in 1941 probably was due in part to the restriction of 
imports from foreign countries. 

The 1941 output showed an increase of 23 percent in quantity and 
27 percent in value over 1940. The average value a ton in 1941 was 

1 Soper, E. K., and Osbon, C. C., The Occurrence and Uses of Peat in the United States: Geol. Survey 

Bull. 728, 1922, p. 92. 

- 1017 
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- | $7.60 compared with $7.37 and $6.53 in 1940 and 1939, respectively. 
| The production and value of peat for the years 1936 to 1941 are 

shown in the following table. 

| Peat produced in the United States, 1936-41 

| Year Short tons Value | | Year F Z| Value. " 

198 eee eeeeee-| 46,126 | $266,888 |} t939........-.--.-----] 55,4881 $362,066 
1987.2... 22 --e- 51, 223 305, 156 || 1940__._.........--------- 70, 097 516, 865 

a 1938._._...---.-.----------| 45,988 | 286, 197 |] 1941... 2227 7T2TTTTTTTF 86503] 687,556 

_ The trend of peat production and value is presented graphically in- 
a figure 1 for 1908 to 1926 and 1934 to 1941. The Federal Government 

made no canvass of the peat industry from 1927 to 1933, inclusive, 
| and no data for these years are available. | 

| 125 7 7 . : 1,250 7 

| mg | | | | Ty . (p10 A , 1,000 

See | | S 75 - | —750 2 | A AE 
IDA ee | = A 5 950 | 

Jot 
. 1905 ~~~ 1310 1915 -—s«1920 19 530 1935 194( 7345 2 n 

. FIGURE 1.—Quantity and value of peat production, 1908-41; no data available for 1927-33. 

| Forty-nine operators in 17 States reported to the Bureau of Mines in 
1941, a decrease of 1 producer compared with 1940; however, in 1940 

| reports were received. from only 15 States. Thus, the industry is 
more widespread and should be better equipped to-handle an increased 
-demandforpeat. = : 

In 1941 the producing States, in order of output, were: New York, 
Illinois, New Jersey, Michigan, Maine, Iowa, Pennsylvania, California, 
Connecticut, Colorado, Florida, Wisconsin, Ohio, Minnesota, Massa- 
chusetts, Washington, and New Hampshire. 

Of the total production, peat humus represented 41 percent; reed 
or sedge peat, 40 percent; and moss peat and other, 19 percent. Peat 
humus was produced in 12 States; reed or sedge peat, in 9 States; 
and moss peat and other in 9 States. 

Thirty-six plants reported production of shredded peat; 17. raw 
peat; and 8, cultivated peat. 

USES ; 

_ As for many years in the past, a large percentage of the sales of peat : 
in the United States has been for soil improvement. The reports of 
sales indicate that 75 percent was sold for this purpose in 1941; 20 

” | c
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percent for use in mixed fertilizers; and 5 percent for other uses, in- | , 
cluding litter for barns and poultry yards. Peat is utilized to some — : 
extent also as a packing material for fruits, vegetables, shrubs, and 
fragile articles. No sales of peat for fuel purposes were reported. / | 

- Peat is burned extensively in some European countries as a fuel, , 
and reports indicate that because of the dislocation of fuel supplies 
throughout the war zone efforts are being made to extend its use, in 
order that the deficiency in customary fuels may be partly filled. 

-_-_In the United States, with its plentiful supplies of higher-grade fuels, — 
peat has not been able to compete on a commercial scale, although in 
1918, during the World War, 20,567 tons were used for fuel purposes. 

_ It is of interest to note that during the World War of 1914—-18, 
moss peat was collected for surgical dressings and 595,540 ? moss-peat 
pads were prepared in this country and used in military hospitals | 
both here and in Europe. Most of the moss peat was gathered | 

- from Maine, Oregon, and Washington bogs, and the pads were pre- ) 
pared under the direction of the American Red Cross. It has not — 
been found necessary to do any work of this kind during the present — | 

| war because of the plentiful supply of cotton and available facilities | 
for making surgical dressings and pads from that material. | 

| United States Government specifications—There are great differ- 
ences in the kinds of peat, both as to character and value for specific — 

| uses. In purchasing its peat requirements, the Federal Government 
has certain specifications that must be met. These specifications 
may be obtained from the Procurement Division, United States 

| Treasury Department, Washington, D. C. Oo | | 

, IMPORTS * | | 

_ The decrease in peat-moss imports in 1940 and for the January- 
September period of 1941 may he attributed to a shortage of shipping 

_ facilities and general dislocation of commerce because of the war. _ a 
) For the first 9 months in 1941, imports totaled 22,127 short tons 

with a reported value of $507,856. Imports in 1940 amounted to 
21,689 tons valued at $454,632, and in 1939 (the last year that might | 

: be considered normal), imports were 78,611 tons valued at $1,204,883. | 
Before 1940, Germany was for many years the principal exporter | 

of peat to the United States. In 1939, imports from Germany. were 
28,127 tons valued at $389,597. In 1940 only 41 tons were imported | 
from Germany, and during the first 9 months of 1941 only 15 tons . 
were received from that country. | , 

Peat moss imported for consumption in the United States, 1936-41 

Year Short 3 Value | Year F zl Value 

1936.....................-.| 75,066 | $958,807 |] 1939......................] 78,611 | $1, 204,883 
1987_.._...-....---.-------- 86, 871 1, 219, 127 || 1940....--_..--._-.--..--.- 21, 689 454, 632 
1938-20002 22TTTIIIITIIIIII] 69, 509 | 1,092, 942 || 1941 Gan-Sept.)---------] 22127 | 507, 856 

¥ ol Aa i, ng ae from Bog to Bandages: Washington Univ. Puget Sound Biol. Sta. Pub., 

of Casares on imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the Department
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Sweden and the Netherlands exported substantial quantities of peat 
to the United States before 1940, but in the January—September period 

- of 1941. no imports were received from these countries. Except 
| | for the 15 tons received from Germany, all imports in the January— 

| September period of.1941 came from Canada and the United Kingdom. 
The average value of the imported product per ton increased from 

$20.96 in 1940 to $22.95 in the first 9 months of 1941. These values : 
show a large increase over 1939 and 1938, when the averages were 3 

. $15.33 and $15.72, respectively. | | 

| _ Peat moss imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, by countries — 

All grades! Poultry and stable grade . Fertilizer grade 

ee | 940° 4940 4941 1940 1941 
— Countr (Jan. 1- - Gune 16- (jan- | (June 16- (Jan.- 

| ountry June 15) Dec. 31) |. Sept.) Dee. 31) Sept.) 

, - Short | yo... | Short Short Short Short ; | | — tons | Value tons Value tons Value tons. Value ‘tons Value - 

Canada_...........--| 4,204 |$105, 026 | 1, 825 ($46,857 | 8,594 |g201, 128 | 7,003 |$153, 661 112, 674 |$270, 717 | 
Denmark......-.-..-| 389 8, 556 |.......]-.--2-.-]-------]-------- |e fee fe 
Germany _-_-...------ 41 340 |......-]-------- 15 388 |_-.----}---------]-.---- fo. eee 
Latvia..........----.| 146 | 2,889 |_.....-|--.--.--|-------|---------|.-.-._-|_...-..--|_.-----].-. 
Netherlands_-_.....-.| 3,136 | 44,394 |..._-__.|..--_-2-}--.22 22} 02] eee eee 
Sweden. ___.-.-..-...| 2,679 | 64,749 |_...__.]_-------]---- 2 fee eee ef ee 

a United Kingdom..__-| "787 | 8,758 | 120 | 2,241 | 34" | 578 | 1,260 | 17, 161 | 810 | “15,045 | 

| oo 11, 472 | 234,712 | 1,945 | 49,098 | 8,643 | 222,004 | 8,272 | 170, 822 |13, 484 | 285, 762 

1 Not separately classified. . | | | 

| WORLD PRODUCTION 

Data on production of peat throughout the world are exceedingly 
| ‘Incomplete, principally because of the war. The following table 

: shows statistics for most countries in 1938 and 1939 and information 
available for 1940 and 1941. | : | 

| World production of peat, 1938-41, by countries ! | 

| | [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] OO | 

7 Country! | 1938 1939 1940 - 1941 

Canada (fuel)................-.----......-metrie tons. 454 | 404 27 454 
Denmark...........-.----.2-- eee --d0_--- (2) (7) 3 2, 500, 000 (2) 
Estonia._.....-...---------..--------------------d0_..- 185, 600 (2) (?) (?) 
Latvia: 

| Litter. ......._..................-.-.cubie meters. . 90, 369 80, 000 (?) (?) 
Waste.__.....---------2 eee --d0_-.- 14, 901 20, 000 (2) (2) 
Insulation ____.-.-...---..-.-.------.--------d0---- 2, 440 3, 000 (?) () 

Lithuania___.......................--...-metrie tons__ 180, 000 230, 000 (3) (?) 
Netherlands....._.......-.---..--------. -------do_-.- 800, 000 822, 400 843, 000 (2) 
Sweden: 

Fuel _........------------e-e-e-----------e---d0.---} 28,701 22, 953 (3) (2) 
Litter, baled__.............. 2 ---2-2222----.-do---- 99, 998 (?) (?) (?) 
Litter and ‘‘mull,’’ unbaled_._.......cubic meters_. 36, 578 (?) (2) (?) 
“Mull”, baled_._......._...........-.- metric tons__ 31, 959 (2) (?) (2) 

Switzerland. __......-....-_-._-__._.--.--..-.-.---do_-__ 10, 000 15, 000 12, 000 (?) 
U.S. 8. Ru... ------ 2-2 eee eens ees esse... do..--| 26,460,700} = @) (2) () 
Mnited States oo adonc 41, 669 50, 333 63, 591 78, 474 

1 In addition to the countries listed, Argentina, Austria, Eire, Finland, Franee, Germany, Hungary, 
Italy, Norway, and Poland produce peat, but data of production are not available. 

2 Data not available. - 
3 Estimated. 

f 
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_ CRUDE PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS + 
: _ By A. G. WHITE, G. R. Hopkins, H. A. Breaxery, and A. T. CouMBE > | 
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GENERAL REVIEW t™*S : | 
_ A material expansion in normal business, combined with the rapidly 

_ growing production of war materials for domestic defense and export, 
raised the total demand for oil products above all former records im | 
1941. 7 BS | | os 

- Compared with 1940, there was a further substantial decline in this 
Nation’s exports and an increase in imports from other American | : 
countries. As tbe net exports were reduced to less than 1 percent of : 
total demand, the major factor in 1941 was the growth in domestic 
demand. The total domestic demand for all oils was about 11 per- 
cent higher than in 1940, giving an increase of 12 percent for motor . 

| fuel, 12 percent for residual fuel oils, 8 percent for distillate fuel oil, 
20 percent for lubricating oils, and 26 percent for asphalt. | | 

_ World production of crude petroleum in 1941 was less affected by | 
the war than might have been expected; it is estimated at approxi- 
mately 2,227 million barrels—an increase of 85 million barrels or ap- 
proximately 4 percent. About 51 million of this increase was in the 

ited States, whereas a gain of 38 million barrels is indicated for . 
Venezuela and 20 million for Russia. The principal declines were 12 
million barrels in Iraq, 8 million nm the Netherlands Indies, and 4 
million in Rumania. | a _ 

Production in the United States was supplemented by a withdrawal 
of about 18 million barrels from stocks of domestic crude oil as com- 
pared with an increase of 23 million barrels in 1940. The demand for 
domestic crude oil in the United States rose from 1,330 million barrels 
in 1940 to 1,422 million in 1941—a gain of 92 million barrels or about 
7 percent. — 
During 1941, crude runs to stills and crude production showed 

constant acceleration. Crude runs totaled 1,409 million barrels—a 

"1 Data for 1941 are preliminary; detailed statistics with final revisions will be released later. 

| 1021 | 
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| | daily average of 3,861,000 barrels or a 9-percent gain over 1940. 
Crude production for the year amounted to 1,404 million barrels— 
a daily average of 3,847,000 barrels or a gain of about 3.8 percent over 
1940. Stocks of all oils declined about 11 million barrels in 1941, | 
representing a decrease of almost 19 million barrels in all crude stocks, __ 

' - q@ decline of over a million barrels in natural-gasoline stocks, and an. 
- inerease of over 9 million barrels m stocks of refined oils. | 

Total demand for all oils in the United States, 1982-41 _ | 

. [Millions of barrels] | — 

ver Fi zoe Bi ree a exer Si 
1932.........-.---..| 835.5 | 103.3 938.8 || 1937.........---.--.| 1,169.7] 1728] 1,342.8 
1933__.....--------- 868. 5 106.7 | 975.2 |} 1988____......-..-._} 1, 187.1 198. 7 1, 330.8 . 
1934..--.--.-.----2| 920.2| 114.5 | 1,084.7 |] 1989... 727777777777) Eas | = s89 | 1420.0 

. 1985.......--------- 983.7 | 129. 0 1,112.7 |} 1940_.........-.--._| 1,326.6 130. 5: 1, 457.1 
| 1936... .--2-.-.---| 1,0927{ 1320] 1,924.7 || 194182222777] @ @) | (15783 

a 1 Subject to revision. | 2 Not available. | ce 

| As import and export data for the last quarter of 1941 cannot be 
published, no exact figures of demand, by products, are available. 

| The total demand for all oils increased more than 8 percent compared | 
| with 1940. During the first 9 months of 1941, compared with the | 

same period of 1940, total exports were 27 million barrels less, total 
imports gained about 7 million barrels, and domestic demand for all 

| oils increased about 114 million barrels, or almost 12 percent. 
In the first quarter of 1941, the demand for all oils gained only 

“ 2.6 percent over the same period in 1940. Exports reached the 
a lowest level and were only 19.7 million barrels for the quarter. The 

demand for heating oils increased to only a slight degree in com- 
| parison with the demand during the abnormally cold weather in the 

| first quarter of 1940. The production of crude petroleum averaged 
- 3,603,000 barrels daily, and about 2.6 million barrels were added to 

crude stocks of domestic origin. Daily average runs to stills of 
° 3,580,000 barrels were supplemented by a reduction of 7.1 million 

barrels in stocks of refined oils.. The increase in gasoline stocks was 
less than normal, and the peak of 98.7 million barrels of finished 
and unfinished gasoline stocks on March 31 was about 5 million 
barrels less than on the same date in 1940. 

In the second quarter of 1941, the demand for all oils increased 
7.8 percent over that in the same period of 1940. Total exports for 

| the quarter rose to 26.5 million barrels. Crude production increased 
to a daily average of 3,770,000 barrels and was supplemented by a 
reduction of 8.1 million barrels in crude stocks of domestic origin. 
Runs to stills averaged 3,808,000 barrels daily, with a total gain of 
about 1.4 million barrels in stocks of refined oils. The loan of tankers 
to Great Britain reduced movements from the Gulf and led to curtail- 
ment of gasoline deliveries to distributors in the East Coast area in 
an effort to build up stocks of fuel oils to meet the winter peak demand. 

In the third quarter of 1941, the demand for all oils gained 13.9 
percent compared with the same period of 1940. Total exports rose 
to 29.1 million barrels in spite of the discontinuance of shipments to 
Japan in early August. Crude production rose to a daily average of 

| | - 

f
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3,903,000 barrels, and daily runs to stills averaged 3,992,000 barrels. | 
Crude stocks of domestic origin declined 13.6 million barrels during . 
the quarter, but stocks of refined oils rose 7.2 million barrels. The 
return of tankers loaned to Great Britain combined with restricted 
gasoline consumption in the East Coast district resulted in the rise 

| of stocks of all oils in that district to 76.6 million barrels on Sep- 
tember 30, a point still 5 million barrels below the stocks on the same — | 
date in 1940. | | | 

In the fourth quarter of 1941, the demand for all oils was approxi- —— 
| mately 9 percent above that for the same period in 1940. Exports : 

continued to increase. Exceptionally mild weather reduced heating- 
oil demand below normal expectations, and stocks of all oils in the 
East Coast area reached a peak of 81.7 million barrels on November 

- 30—a point 6.4 million barrels higher than on the same date in 1940. . | 
Crude production averaged 4,106,000 barrels daily for the quarter | 
and runs to stills were 4,058,000 barrels daily ; both figures represented _ 

| new quarterly records. Crude stocks of domestic origin increased 
about 0.8 million barrels, and stocks of refined oils rose 8 million . 
barrels. Stocks of finished and unfinished gasoline showed an ab- | 

- normal increase of over 14 million barrels during the quarter and | 
totaled 94.1 million barrels on December 31—almost 10 million | 
barrels more than on December 31, 1940.. — a os 

Salient statistics of crude petroleum, refined products, and natural gasoline in the 
United States, 1987-41 } 

— ; an 1987 1938 1939 | 1940 | 1941! . 

Crude petroleum: | | di | 
Domestic production. -....thousands of barrels?__|1, 279, 160. |1, 214, 355 |1, 264, 962 |1, 353, 214 | 1,404, 182 
World production...............--.-------d0-.. .|2, 089, 231 |1, 988, 041 /2, 085,444 |2, 141,946 | 2, 226, 836. 
United States proportion of world production : oe, 

| percent... 63 61 61 63 63 
Imports3__..............-thousands of barrels?..| 27, 484 26,412 | 33,095 42, 662 4 36, 334 

- Exports§._201 2002202771 ._._----------d0....| 67,234 | 77,254 | 72,076 | 51,496 | 4 25,619 . 
Stocks, end of period: : 

| Refinable crude......--:-------------do....] 305,833 |{274 988 |} 230, 978 | 264,070 | 246,884 
California heavy crude..............-.do....| 14,505 | 16,467| 13,330 | 11,906 10,179 a 

Runs to stills._...-.__.-......._.........d0.--.|1, 183, 440 |1, 165, 015 |1, 237, 840 |1, 204, 162 | 1,400,192 
Total value of domestic production at wells mS 

thousands of dollars__|1, 513, 340 |1, 373, 060 |1, 204,470 |1, 385, 440 |?1, 570, 000 
Average price per barrel at wells.__------.------- $1.18 | $1.13 $1.02 $1.02 7 $1.12 
Total producing oils wells in the United States, : 

Dee. 31... --.---------.--------ze----.-=------| 363,080 | 369,640 | 380,300 | 389,010} (*) 
Total oil wells completed in the United States 

during year..........--.-----..-----.---.----.-| 22143 | 18,433 | 17,485 | 19,125 | 19, 195 
Refined products: 

Imports *........-..-.--..thousands of barrels*..| 29,673 | 27,896 | 25,965 | 41,089 | ¢ 30, 697 
Exports §__.......-------------------------d0_..-} 105, 600 116, 474 | 116,883 | 78,970 4 49, 618 

Stocks, end of period.............-.-.----do....} 239, 682 {299 det } 298,109 | 282,265 | 290, 375 
Output of motor fuel._...............-.-..do....] 571,727 | 569,162 | 611,043 | 616, 695 690, 958 
Yield of gasoline.......-...-.---.-....-percent-- 43.9 44.3 45.0 43. 1 44.2 
Completed refineries, end of year.---.----.------ 551 538 547 556 - §22 | 
Daily crude-oil capacity of refineries 

thousands of barrels ?_. 4, 351 4, 509 4, 629 4, 719 4, 957 
Average dealer’s net price (excluding tax) of gaso- 

line in 50 United States cities. cents per gallon °_ - 10. 53 10. 04 9. 58 9. 08 9. 49 

Natural gasoline: , 

Production...............thousands of barrels!..| 49,177 51, 347 51, 650 55, 700 64, 204 

Stocks, end of period............----------do_..- 4, 758 4, 830 4, 421 5, 704 4, 275 

a 
1 Subject to revision. 
2 42 gallons. 
8 As reported to the Bureau of Mines. 
é Figures for imports and exports for 1941 cover January to September, inclusive. 
8 Department of Commerce; exports include shipments to noncontiguous Territories. 
® For comparison with succeeding year. 
? Estimated. : 
® Figures not available. 
* American Petroleum Institute. 

\



Supply and demand of all oils in the United States in 1941, by months | - oO Ss 
(Including wax, coke, asphalt, and still gasi n thousands of barrels] OO : So be 

. 19411 | | - —— —_ 
a en | 1940 

fo _ (total) 
Jan. Feb. Mar. April | May | June July | Aug. Sept. Oct. ‘Nov. Dec. | Total 

New supply: | : | | - me 
Domestic production: . . J 

Crude petroleum...._.......-.----| 110,647 | 100,791 | 112,817 | 111,080 | 116,976 | 115,027 | 118, 251 | 121,354 | 119, 446 | 126,145 | 123,355 | 128, 203 |1, 404, 182 | 1, 353, 214 
. Natural gasoline..........._.-...--| 4,884| 4,565 | 4,916 | 4,980/ 5,181 | 5,095| 5,252] 5,639] 5,664| 5 952| 5,994| 6,082{| 64,204] 55,700 

Benzol..............-..-------.---- 313 280 317 277 288 274 271 277 266 296 | 287 323 | 8, 469 3,167 

' Total production..........-..---| 115,844 | 105,636 | 118,050 | 116,337 | 122,445 | 120,396 | 123,774 | 127,270 | 125,376 | 132,393 | 129,636 | 134,698 |1, 471,855 | 1,412, 081 5 | 
mports: - : 

Crude petroleum. ........-.-..---. 2,798 | 3,371 | 3,821} 3,831] 3,866] 4,332] 5,331 | 4,327| 4,662 \ (2) (2) (2) Qa) { 42,662 po 
Refined products...........--..--.| 2,910] 3,387] 4,977) 2,888| 2,811| 2,720] 1,933] 3,627 | 5,444 | a 41,089 my | 

Total new supply, all oils........| 121,647 | 112,304 | 126,848 | 122,056 | 129, 122 | 127,448 | 131,038 | 135,224 | 135,482] — () — Q) 2) (2) | 1,495, 832 Pi 
Change in stocks, all olls...............] —4, 694 +240 —831 | ~—2,076 | ~1, 241 | —2,795 | —3,841 | ~—3,390 | -++197 | +3,962 | +-2,066 | +1,469 | —10,934 | +38, 746 mn 

Demand: | — | — | 4 | 
Total demand...........--------------| 126, 241 } 112, 154 | 127,679 | 125, 132 | 130,363 | 130,243 | 134,879 | 138,614 | 135,285 |) 1, 457, 086 

Exports: | 651 | | o} ole |] @ Es Crude Petroleum we eee eee eee eee eee 1, 687 1, 342 1, 988 2, 503 4, 339 3, 934 3, 651 3, 275 2, 900 51, 496 
| Refined products....-..---.-------| 5,531} 4,075 | 5,063 | 5,060 | 5,438| 5,216] 4,703| 8,284| 6,248|) | - | . 78, 970 w 

Domestic demand: . oe . _— 
Motor fuel._...........--.---------| 48,344 | 42,001 | 48,760 | 55,154] 59,307] 658,360] 63,093} 62,944 58,995 |) — , 539,400 JA 
Kerosine......._....-.......--.-.--] 7,769]. 6,484] 6,821] 5,549| 4,504] 3,918] 4,270] 4,449] 5,624 | 68, 776 

_ Distillate fuel oil.......---.---..---| 21,010 } 17,783 | 19,847 | 12,264] 11,233 | 10,853 | 10,586} 9,667 | 11,670 |) (2) (2) (2) ay 160,851 2 = 
Residual fuel oil..__-..--.-.--.--.-] 32,817] 30,612 | 32,645 | 30,702 | 20,997 | 29,038 | 28,887 30,160 | 31,534 |{- | | 340,168 © 
Lubricating oil.........--.---------| 2,367] 1,798| 2,263 | 2,712] 2,732| 3,171 | 3,074] 2,562] 2,638 : : | 24,600 
Miscellaneous..........-..-..-.---.]. 9, 716 8,059 | 10,292 | 11,098 | 12,813 | 15,753 | 16,615 | 17,264 15,676 |) | . 142,650 

Total domestic demand.....-....| 119, 023 | 106, 737 | 120,628 | 117,569 | 120,586 | 121,093 | 126,525 | 127,055 | 126,137} @ | (© (2) “(| 1,326, 620 

| Stocks: , 7 : . . , 264, 709 : Refinable crude petroleum in U. S......| 263,251 | 264, 432 | 266,380 | 266,012 | 262,111 | 250,075 | 255,378 | 249,620 | 246,111 | 243,735 | 243,679 | 246,884} 246, 884 i s 964° 079 | 
Heavy crude petroleum in Calif........) 11,889 | 11,886 | 11,776 | 11,802] 11,241] 10,711 | 10,556 | 10,942] 10,321 | 9,869 | 10,203| 10,179| 10,179 11, 906 
Natural gasoline........-.--.-..-------| 5,400 | 5,311 | 6,331 | 5,504] 5,856 | 6,235 | 6,317] 6,111 | 5,373 | 4,870) 4,557] 4,275] 4,275 5, 704 
Refined products..........--...-------| 277, 373 | 276, 864 | 273,875 | 271,968 | 274,837 | 275,220 | 278,188 | 277,346 | 282,411 | 280,704 | 291,805 | 200,375 | 290, 375 |{ 2 san Bo 

Total, all oils...........-.--.----| 557,953 | 558,193 | 557,362 | 555,286 | 654,045 | 551,250 | 547,409 | 544,019 | 544,216 | 548,178'| 550,244 | 551,713 | 551, 713 { 5 503627 | | 

1 Subject to revision. ? Publication suspended.. — - tt 4 For comparison with 1941.
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Just before the United States entered the war, serious consideration 
was being given to the maintenance of crude production and refinery 
operations at even higher levels in expectation of a possible 5- to 

- 10-percent increase in total demand during 1942. The whole trend of 
expected demand was reversed, however, by the subsequent loss of 
the principal sources of rubber supply and the curtailment of oil con- | 
sumption in the major East Coast market owing to necessary read- 
justments in tanker transportation. | | 

Fortunately for the East Coast. area, the threatened shortage of ; 
supply due to diversion of tankers in the summer of 1941 had paved 
the way for initiating the steps necessary to increase overland tank- 
car movements, construct new pipe lines, speed tanker movements, 
pool supplies, and distribute extra costs. These measures and 
unusually mild fall weather combined to maintain stocks in the 
East Coast district at a high point to the end of 1941 and made it 
possible to bridge peak winter demand without serious inconvenience. | 

By February 1942 a drastic cut in expected domestic gasoline de- | 
mand became apparent in consequence of the decreased use of auto- | 
mobiles to save wear on tires. By March, steps were taken to conserve 
the dwindling stocks of oil in the East Coast area by curtailing de- : 
liveries of gasoline to distributors one-third, and by May gasoline 
ration cards were in use. With prospects of a heavy cut in civilian 
gasoline consumption in 1942, runs to stills and the demand for | 

| crude oil began to drop far below expectations. This decline in runs 
was accentuated by the large stocks of gasoline on hand, by the 
problems of readjustment in refinery yields to produce more fuel oils | 
and less gasoline, by changes in transportation routes at higher costs, 
and by the problem of price adjustments involved in the new move- 
ments and in the relatively greater output of heavy fuel oils required. 

| The long-term trends of supply and demand are shown in figure 1. 
- The experience of the United States duplicates that of other coun- 

tries, in that the direct and indirect. effects of war tend to curtail 
civilian consumption of petroleum. and thus offset increased military oe 
requirements. In nearly every instance the forecasts of large total 

. increases in wartime consumption have proved erroneous. As regards 
this nation, the total oil supply and demand are so large that direct | 

military and naval requirements are not likely to comprise more than 
a fraction of normal demand, and the effect on civilian consumption 
would naturally be less drastic. | 

Naval use of fuel oil generally increases three to four times over 
peace-time requirements in war time. In the World War of 1914-18 
the supply of naval fuel oil was a major problem, accentuated by almost 
complete conversion of navies from a coal-burning basis in 1914 to an 
oil-burning basis in 1918. The tremendous expansion in air warfare is 
characteristic of present war operations and doubtless will greatly 
increase the relative amount of gasoline required, as evidenced by 
the program initiated in 1941 to increase 100-octane aviation-gasoline 
capacity threefold.
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| | . -. RESERVES | 

_. Reserves of crude oil on January 1, 1942, were estimated by | 
the American Petroleum Institute Committee on Petroleum Reserves | 
at 19,589,296,000 barrels. These reserves include only crude oil and 
distillate, in known and proved fields, that are recoverable by present 

| production methods. New discoveries in 1941 totaled 1,968,963,000 : 
barrels, or 564,781,000 barrels more than was produced. Even though : 
reserves are at the highest point they have ever reached, it is notable 
that there have been no large new discoveries in recent years. Of the 
additions to reserves in 1941, 1,538,989,000 barrels represented further 
development of fields discovered before 1941, leaving only 429,974,000 
barrels as actual new field discoveries. 7 

| - Estimates of proved oil reserves in the United States on January 1, 1936, and 1937-42, 
| - by States! — | | 

: | ae {Millions of barrels] Oo | 

‘State 19352 | 19371 | 19382 | 19302 | 19402 | 19412 | 19423 | - 

Eastern States: : , | - - , 
OO MMinois._2. eee 37 8 59 432 382 315 334 

Indiana..........-.-.----.- § 3 7 6 14 14 — 2 . 
Kentucky-.....-...-...---. 50 39 | - . 38 49 44 41 36 

' Michigan. -................- 64 - 63 46 74 §1 35 56 
New York. -.__.-.--..-.-.-- 75 66 _ 45 40 35 65 60 
Ohio. ____..- 2222.22 - Lee — 40 32 30 — 33 32 30 87 . 
Pennsylvania. ...__..._._.- 340 307 218 200 183 188 171 

_ West Virginia._............ 40 32 28 50 | 46 | 53 5 

651 570 47 884 787 rv a 
Central and Southern States: | 

_Arkansas._...............-- 103 | 87 171 332 320 306 | | 295 . 
Kansas.........-......-..-- 390 590 607 763 726 692 690 
Louisiana ...............-.- 513 657 1, 049 1, 180 1,173 1, 216 1, 330 
Mississippi............-2.._|----------]----.--.--]- 2-2 fee 7 40 80 
New Mexico..............- 451 581 739 703 687 692 675 
Oklshoma.-..._........2.-- 1, 235 1, 384 1, 311 1,206 | 1,063 1,002 1, 036 

. Texas..-.....---.---------- 6, 643 8, 343 - 9, 692 10, 180 9, 768 10, 624 10, 976 

| : 9,335 | 11,62] 13,569] 14,364] 13,744| 14,572| 15,082 ) 

Mountain States: a | oe 
Colorado..........-.------- : 16 19 19 22 20 23 23 . 
Montana_._._._...--------- 102; . 115 109 | 99 94 89 | 86 
Wyoming..._._-.-...-.-.-- 267 |: 260 280 327 306 | - 305 304. . 

385 304 408 448 420 417}. «418 
Pacific Coast States: California.| 3, 261 3, 251 3,303 | 3,710] 3,532] 3,201 3,323 
Other States. ....-....---.----|----------|----------|-=--------]-------- |e -----e- 4 4 

Total United States............| 13,632 | 15,857] 17,751] 19,406] 18,483 | 19,025 19, 589 | 

1 From reports of. Committee on Petroleum Reserves, American Petroleum Institute. 
2 Final revised estimates of the amount of crude oil that may be extracted by present methods from 

fields completely developed or sufficiently explored to permit reasonably accurate calculations. 
3 Subject to revision. . 

LEGISLATION AND ADMINISTRATION 

Little legislation affecting the oil industry was promulgated in 1941; 
but administrative acts, either by the President. of the United States 
or by administrators or boards appointed by him, had a material in- 
fluence on the petroleum industry. Congressional action that affected 
the industry included passage of the Lend-Lease Act; passage of the — 
Cole Pipe Line Act, giving pipe lines the right of eminent domain when 
needed for national defense; extension of the Interstate Oil Compact 
for 2 years; investigation of the East coast oil shortage; and passage 
of the Bland Act, raising load limits on tankers. 

, |
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| The administrative acts affecting the industry were the appointment 
of a Petroleum Coordinator by the President; requests and orders by 
the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply affecting prices; 

a priority rulings by the Office of Production Management and Priorities 
| and Allocation Board (both later merged into the War Production 

_ Board), not only for the purpose of allocating steel and other deficient 
commodities, but also for enforcing rulings by other boards; limitation 
of earnings of pipe-line companies to 8 percent of their valuation, by | 
order of the Interstate Commerce Commission; Presidential prohibi- __ 

| tion of exports of filled and empty oil drums, except under license; 
| loan of tankers to Britain and U. 8. S. R.; prohibition of exports of 

| petroleum products to Japan; assumption of coordination of the avia- 
: tion-gasoline industry by the Office of Petroleum Coordinator; signing 

by the State Department of an agreement with Mexico providing a — 
| plan for settlement of the controversy over expropriation of United 
- States-owned oil properties in Mexico; coordination of oil production 

and allocation of production rates for each State by the Office of 
a Petroleum Coordinator; and prohibition by the Office of Petroleum 

Coordinator of the drilling of more than 1 well to 40 acres, to be en- — 
forced by withholding priorities for drilling equipment from violators. 

_ The action that affected the oil industry most was the establishment 
| of the Office of Petroleum Coordinator by order of the President on 

May 28, 1941, with Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, as 
Coordinator. The Coordinator is empowered to obtain information 
regarding the needs and availability of petroleum and petroleum 
products and to recommend action that will insure maintenance of a_ 
supply thereof. The country is divided into five districts, and each | 
district has four industry advisory committees dealing with production, 
refining, transportation, and marketing. These committees are _ 
appointed by the Coordinator from nominees selected by the industry 
and have contact with the Coordinator through a general committee 

| composed of the chairmen of each committee, as well as the general 
chairman of each district. | 
Toward the end of the year, the Coordinator organized the Petro- 

leum Industry Council for National Defense, later called the Petroleum 
Industry War Council. This council comprises 66 members selected 
from the petroleum industry, and the 25 men on the general com- 
mittee described above are ex-officio members. The functions of the 
Council are to mobilize most effectively the resources and abilities of 
the petroleum industry; to advise the Petroleum Coordinator with 
respect to the petroleum industry; and to carry into effect measures 
recommended by the Coordinator as essential to national defense. 

The Petroleum Coordinator has no power to enforce his decisions; 
they must be executed through voluntary cooperation of the industry 
or through other agencies with enforcement power, such as the War 
Production Board, acting on the recommendations of the Coordinator. 
The petroleum industry, through its Petroleum Industry War Council 
and its general and district committees, enjoys unusual facilities for 
contact with the Government. | 

PRORATION 

Any doubt of a State’s right to prorate oil production was removed 
when the Supreme Court early in the year upheld the Texas system 
of proration. . 

/
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The Interstate Oil Compact Commission gained strength during the 
year when, in addition to extension of the Compact Commission Act 
2 years by Congress, four more States joimed—Arkansas, Louisiana, 
New York, and Pennsylvania. These, added to the older member 
States—Colorado, Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, New Mexico, Okla- 
homa, and Texas—make a, total of 11 States now in the Commission. 

Late in the year the Office of Petroleum Coordinator assumed the 
function of designating the quantity of crude oil to be produced and | 
allocating the rates of production for each State. One of the most 
important features in this connection was the new production plan for an 
California put into effect on January 1, 1942. This is the first regula- 
tory measure for California, as heretofore proration in that State has 
taken the form of voluntary curtailment. Two acts to regulate oil and 
gas production, passed by the legislature, were defeated by referendum. 

State allowables and Bureau of Mines estimates of market demand! compared with 
| | actual production 2 in the United States in 1941 

[Daily averages, in thousands of barrels} . 

| Jan. |-Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May | June | July | Aug.| Sept.) Oct. | Nov. Dec. 

‘\ Texas: 
State allowable ?._...---|1, 316 |1, 382 |1, 364 |1, 388 |1, 431 {1, 434 |1, 360 |1, 426 |1, 418 |1, 502 |1,548] L577 
Bureau of Mines esti- . 

mate..........-.-.-.--|1, 298 |1, 313 |1, 327 [1,355 |1, 382 |1, 372 |1, 324 |1, 361 [1,379 |1, 420 |1, 455 | 1,490 
oagiual production... _...|1, 280 |1, 298 |1,329 {1,350 {1,400 |1, 404 {1,344 |1, 393 (1, 387 |1, 459 |1, 506 | 1, 532 

, ornia: ' 

State allowable 3_.......| 571 | 572| 569| 570| 572] 576| 600| 610| 608| 613 | 613| 612 
Bureau of Mines esti- . _ | 

mate............-...--] 595 | 596| 596| 596] 598| 615 | 625] 641; 635| 613| 627] 636 
ona! production......; 609 | 613} 610] 614 | 623) 639 | 639] 642; 647/| 651 | 651 | G32 

oma, 
State allowable 4........| 390] 400] 400| 400| 410] 415] 415| 415] 428] 428| 428| 428 
Bureau of Mines esti- | 

| “mate............--...-| 430] 443 | 437] 420] 440] 460] 499] 492] 490] 482| 469| 460 , 
Actual production..-...) 417 | 423 | 421 | 418 416 | 422} 434] 429| 437] 419 | 425 | 428 

Louisiana: 

 “State-allowable 5........| 293 | 295] 306| 301] 320] 320| 310] 325| 329] 339] 347] 355 
Bureau of mines esti- . 

mate............-.....| 287| 289] 291| 300] 320] 320] 304| 325| 324/ 332| 333| 340 
Actual production.-...-| 289 | 206| 304] 306] 315] 323] 315| 317] 320| 332] 344) 347 

State allowable ¢........| 194| 196] 198| 21| 218 | 233 | 238] 243) 250] 257] 2581 264 
Bureau of Mines esti- . 

mate............-....-] 191 | 193| 194] 201| 214] 220] 225] 241| 240] 253] 254] 261 
Actual production_-....| 197 | 199 | 202] 208 | 210 | 230 | 241 | 244|- 246] 252 | 249 257 

New Mexico: , 

"State allowable ?7_.......| 104] 106] 110} 10| 114] 113| 109] 113] 113] 115] 117] 117 
Bureau of Mines esti- 
mate...........-....-| 100| 101 | 104] 109} 114] 113| 109] 113[ 113] 115] 115] 116 

Actual production......| 101 103 | 105| 107] 109{ 109| 107| 108| 110| 111] 113] 12 
TKansas: 

State allowable®....._.| 71| 7] 7} 72] 72| 72| 74| 74] 74] 73| 73] 7 
Bureau of Mines esti- 

mate.................._ 66] 66| 70| 76] 84] 83] 77| 81] 7] | 77| 7 
Actual production......| 70 70 71 72 72 72 73 75 74 72 72 74 

Other States: 
Bureau of Mines esti- 

mate..................| 615 | 628 | 637 | 63 | 648 | 647 | 684] 686) 700| 720| 740) 769 
Actual production......| 606] 598 | 597] 628 | 628] 635 | 662) 707 | 761| 773 | 752) 73d 

United States: 
Bureau of Mines esti- 

mate..................-|3, 591 |3, 628 |3, 656 |3, 709 |3, 800 |3, 830 |3, 847 |3, 940 |3, 960 /4,013 |4,070 | 4, 130 
Actual production. ___--|3; 569 |3, 600 |3, 639 |8, 703 |3, 773 |3, 834 |3, 815 |3, 915 |3, 982 |4, 060 |4,112 | 4, 139 
ee 

1 State figures are estimates of demand, hence in comparing demand data with actual production due re- 
gard should be given to changes in stocks by States of origin. (Changes in stocks and demand are given 

elsewhere in this chapter.) 
2 Railroad Commission of Texas. 
3 Conservation Committee of California Oil Producers. 
4 Corporation Commission of Oklahoma. 
’ Department of Conservation, Louisiana. 
¢ State Corporation Commission of Kansas. 
7 Oil Conservation Commission of New Mexico. 
§-Oil and Gas Commission. 

“
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oo | CRUDE PETROLEUM | oO , 

- SUPPLY AND DEMAND Oe , 

7 The total demand for crude petroleum was approximately 1,474 
| million barrels in 1941—a gain of 101 million barrels or over 7 percent 

_ above that in the previous year. The domestic production of 1,404 
| million barrels was supplemented by a decline of almost 19 million — 

barrels in all crude stocks compared with an increase of over 23 
million in crude stocks in 1940. Imports of crude increased and | 

| exports declined, but total figures are not available for publication. | 
: Total runs to stills rose from 1,294 million barrels in 1940 to 1,409 

million in 1941—a gain of 115 million barrels (8.9 percent). — oe 

- | Supply of and demand for crude petroleum in the United States, 1937-41 : 
| - _ [Thousands of barrels] . 

a 1937 1938 1939 | 1940 | 1941! 

 Production..........-.-.-.--------------------------]1, 279, 160 |1, 214, 355 |1, 264, 962 |1, 353, 214 | 1, 404, 182 
Imports ?..____.__.---..--.--.--.--s--.--ssssses..2.{ 27,4841 26, 412 |’ 33,095 |’ 42°662 | "3 36,334 
Changes in stocks 4_-- 27-2220 22_227 2D 27DTTTTIITIIT2) 4:18} 247 | —28; 913 | —37) 324 | +237 307 | . —18° 922 

Total demand..........._.....-....-----------]1, 288, 897 |1, 269, 680 |1, 335, 381 |1, 372, 869 |31, 459, 438 
 ‘Runstostillss nn as (nes (es renee | Domestic._.......---.---.---.-..----------------]], 157, 444 |1, 138, 828 |1, 204, 350 |1, 252, 364 | 1,358, 246 

Foreign.._..__.----..--.-----.---..--.-...2.2...| 25,996 |’ 26,187 | 33,490 |” 41/798 | ” 50,946 
Exports._.__.-.-------.------- eee eee 67,234 | 77,254!) 72,076 51, 496 325,619 

: Transfers to fuel-oil stocks..-.-............-.--_....-] - 20,909 14,042 | 12,409 10,275 | . 15,482. 
Other fuel and losses..............--..---.-.---..--..] 16,814 13, 369 13, 056 16, 636 9, 145 

| - Total demand..___.....-.....---.-.-----------|1, 288, 397 {1, 260, 680 |1, 335, 381 |1, 372, 560 [31,450,438 

1 Subject to revision. | | | . | 
. ~ 4 As reported to Bureau of Mines. 

+ Figures for imports and exports for 1941 cover January to September, inclusive. : 
4 Exclusive of heavy crude in California. 

PRODUCTION , | 

Despite declines in exports of petroleum and its products in 1941, 
an increase of 51 million barrels in production of crude oil was required 
to supply the demand, even with a substantial reduction in stocks. 
Daily average production rose from 3,569,000 barrels in January (as 
shown in fig. 2), crossed the 4-million mark in October, and reached 
an average of 4,139,000 in December. Total production was 
1,404,182,000 barrels compared with 1,353,214,000 in 1940. 

__ The gain of 17,122,000 barrels in Kansas was the greatest of any 
State. Production in Texas increased 14,375,000 barrels and that 
in Louisiana 12,324,000. Illinois and Michigan declined 13,509,000 
and 3,392,000 barrels, respectively, although the trend was upward 
in both States at the end of the year. The relative rank of the 
three highest producing States—Texas, California, and Oklahoma— 

_ declined further, so that in 1941 they supplied only 63.6 percent of 
the oil produced compared with 64.5 percent in 1940 (see fig. 3). 

_ __ East Texas maintained its lead as the greatest producing field. 
The precipitous drop in output from the Salem (Ill.) field from 71 
million barrels in 1940 to 30 million in 1941 reduced its rank from 
second to fourth. It was succeeded by the declining Oklahoma City 
fied, whereas the Wilmington (Calif.) field, with a slight gain in 
production, ranked third. 

f
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FIGURE 2.—Daily average production of crude petroleum, total number of oil wells completed, and average 
price jer barrel of a selected grade of Oklahoma crude petroleum in the United States, 1934-41, by . 
months. 

Petroleum produced in the United States, 1987-41, and total, 1869-1941, by States? 

| | | [Thousands of barrels] : | 

1859-1941 
1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 3 | (tote?) 

Production: 
Arkansas. .....-.---.---.-------.---.-| 1, 764 18,180 | 21, 238 25, 775 26, 327 532, 744 
California......-...--..--.------------] 280,521 | 249,749 | 224,354 | 223,881 | 230, 263 | 5, 800, 341 
Colorado.....---.---.----------------- 1, 605 1, 412 1, 404 1, 626 1, 875 41,771 . 
Milinois...........---.-.--.------------ 7, 499 24, 075 94,912 | 147, 647 134, 138 833, 810 
Indiana.....-.---..---.---.---.----.-- 844 995 1, 711 4, 978 6, 634 137, 744 . 
Kansas... _..---.---.----------------- 70, 761 60, 064 60, 703 66, 139 83, 261 (31, 204, 194 
Kentucky -_...-...---------.--------- 5, 484 5, 821 5, 621 5, 188 4,762 | 4171, 923 

. Louisiana _-_...._.--.-.---.----------- 90, 924 95, 208 93, 646 103, 584 115, 908 | 1, 175, 897 
Michigan. .._..-.----.---------------- 16, 628 18, 745 23, 462 19, 753 16,361 | 5 161, 467 
Mississippi-_......-...--..---..------]----------]---------- 107 4, 400 15, 314 19, 821 
Montana.-_....-.---.----.------------ 5, 805 4, 946 5, 960 6, 728 7, 526 91,018 
Nebraska_-_.......----.--..--..-----.-]-----._---}---------- 2 . 276; 1,636 1, 912 

_ New Mexico.._-.-.--..-.._..-.----...| 38,854 35, 759 37, 637 39, 129 39, 369 | 6314, 128 
New York.....-.----.---------------- 5, 478 5, 045 5, 098 4, 999 5,185 | 7 123,962 
Qhio._..___..-----.-----------.------- 3, 559 3, 298 3, 156 3, 159 3, 340 591, 717 
Oklahoma. ....-..-------.------------] 228,839 | 174,994 | 159,913 | 156,164 | 154, 759 |34, 960, 882 
Pennsylvania...._...-..-...-.-----.--- 19, 189 17, 426 17,382 | 17,353 | - 16,750 |’1,013, 818 
Texas__........-...-.-.--._-.....-----] 510,318 | 475,850 | 483,528 | 493,209 | 507,584 | 7,087,391 

West Virginia_.............-.-.------- 3, 845 3, 684 3, 580 3, 444 3, 433 414, 203 
Wyoming........-..-.--------2- +e 19, 166 19, 022 21, 454 25, 711 29, 694 530, 672 
Other States &....-.....--..---.------- 77 82 94 71 63 81, 185 | 

Total United States_........_....-..|1, 279, 160 |1, 214, 355 |1, 264, 962 |1, 353, 214 {1, 404, 182 (25, 210, 600 
Value at wells: 

Total (thousands of dollars) _.._..-._]1, 513, 340 |1, 373, 060 |1, 294, 470 |1, 385, 440 |1, 570,000 |29, 713, 379 
Average per barrel_...-...--....---.- $1.18 $1.13 $1. 02 $1. 02 $1.12 $1. 18 

1 For detailed figures by States, 1859-1935, see Minerals Yearbook, 1937, p. 1008. 
? Subject to revision. 
3 Oklahoma included with Kansas in 1905 and 1906. 
4 Includes Tennessee, 1883-1907. 
’ Figures represent 1925-41 production only; earlier years included under ‘‘Other States.” 
¢ Figures represent 1924-41 production only; earlier years included under ‘‘Other States.” 
7 Early production in New York included with Pennsylvania. 
8 Includes Alaska, 1912-33; Arkansas, 1920; Michigan, 1900-1919; Missouri, 1889-1911, 1913-16, 1919-23, 

1982-41; New Mexico, 1913, 1919-23; Tennessee, 1916-41: Utah, 1907-11, 1920, 1924-41. 

497779—13-—_—67
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Production of crude petroleum in the United States in 1941, by districts, States, and months = 
[Thousands of barrels] | / es 

19411 . | 
A District and State 

1940 Janu- | Febru- : . Sep- Octo- | Novem-| Decem- tot ary ary | March | April | May | June | July | August | somber | ber | ber ber | Total | (otal 
DISTRICT , 

| Pennsylvania Grade..._................... 2, 225 1, 946 2, 129 2, 233 2, 247 2, 164 2, 293 2,213 | 2,308 2,418 | 2,191 | . 2,441 26, 808 26, 972 Other Appalachian...................... 554 505 540 | - 541 536 512| 552 508 | 516 527 471 532 6, 204 6.790 Lima-Northeastern Indiana-Michigan.....} 1,280 | 1,106] 1,217] 1,178] 1,181] 1,212] 1,265] 1,342] (1,576| 1,877 1,734 | 1,788] 16,765 20, 182 Lilinois-Southwestern Indiana........... ..| 10,908 | 9,641 | 10,946 | 10,848 | 11,042 | 10,933 | 11,419 | 12,642] 13,292] 13,636 | 12,603 | 12° 908 140,748 | 152) 601 
North Louisiana Arkansas, and Mis- - | SISBIPPL oan nna 4,814) 4,528} 4,901) 5,031 | 5,263) 5,139] 5,969] 6,016} 5,916] 6,315] 6,526| 6,577| 66,995 | - 54.581 West Texas and Southeastern New | ‘ ’ Mexico. .-..-------------eene-e--2-----| 9,780] 9,174] 10,327 | 10,453 | 11,238 | 10,971 | 11,044] 11,341] 11,072! 11,911 12,001 | 12,725] 132,077} 128 224 East Texas. ........................---| 10,998 | 9,993 | 11,505 | 10,915 | 11,406 | 10,924] 10,476 | 11,002| 10,499} 11/508 11,420 | 11,940 | 132,586] . 141,023 bd Oklahoma, Kansas, North Texas, ete...} 30,893 | 28,122 | 31,364} 30,548 | 31,951] 31,780| 33,416 | 33,562] 32'933 33,991 | 33,217] 34,878 | 386,655] 368149 > Gulf Coast... .-.---.--------.---22-+2-.---] 17,139 | 15,761 | 17,926 | 17,723 | 19,327] 18,966] 18,600] 19,400] 18,647] 20,341 20,383 | 21,480 | 225,693 | 201/344 is Rocky Mountain. ..........-...........-..] 3,216 | 2,858] 3,059] 3,188] 3,467] 3,258] 3/412] 3.416| 3,354 3,434] 3,202] 3,434] 39,208 34) 467 California....-..-..--.-.......2.2..-.-....-| 18,881] 17,157 | -18,903 | 18,422 | 19,318] 19,168] 19,805 | 19,912'| 19° 403 20,187 | 19,517 | 19,590 | 230,263 | 223) 881 rd 

Total United States.................-] 110, 647 | 100, 79} | 112, 817 | 111, 080 | 116,976 | 115,027 | 118, 251 | 121, 354 | 119, 446 | 126, 145 | 123, 386 | 128, 203 |1, 404, 182 | 1,368, 214 Pe 
ATKANSAS. « ----------2---ee--s--e---------| 2158] 1,950]. 2,191 | 2,147] 2,237 2163] 2,254] 2,315] 2,998 2018] 2164] 23041 0639971 o5 775 California ?__-...-.--.....-.....-.---------] 18,881 | 17,157 | 18,903 | 18,422 | 19,318} 19,168 | 19,808] 19,912 | 19/403 20,187 | 19,517] 19,590] 230,263] 223881 © Colorado...........-----.-.--...-e eee a 100 111 152 154 153 160} 184 183 187 191 189}. 1,875| 162 © Iilinos....--.--2-2 22-2222 IE 10, 203 9, 069 10, 392 10, 206 10, 499 10, 405. 10, 854 12,086 | 12,602) 13,104 | 12,116 | 12,332] 134138| 1477647 JA A... F 5 7 558 532 534 489 578 6,634| 4.9 | : Kansas. --...-.--.---.-.--..----.-.-----.--| 6,109] 5,575 | 6,266 | 6,236] 6,518| 6,908| 7,484] 7,560] 7,393 7,800] 7,455] 7,957| 83,261 68 198 past Kentucky.._...-..2.222222. 0 le 424 387 414 407 403 . 385 418 386} . 391 397 356 304] 4,762 5,188 © Louisiana.....-..-..-.-..-----..------..---| 8,970] 8,296 | 9,421] 9,192] 9,750] 9,696| 9,7711 9,838| 9,595. 10, 283 | 10,326} 10,770] 115,908] 103,584 Michigan. .--....--.-.-.--.--.----2---...--| 1,252] 1,070] 1,180] 1,143 14141] 1169| 15234] 1/307 1,545] 1,845] 1,707| 1,750] 16,361 19.753 = | Mississippi._........................ oo 541 603 570 |. 767 901 858 | 1,425] 1,598] 1,604] 1,932] 2,240] 2185] 15,314]. 45400 _ Montana.........__.....-..-.--.-. sss. 597 561 598 591 611 617 648 646 642} 684| ‘648 683 7. 526 6, 728 New Mexico....--------- 20000. 2ina. 3,134 | 2,870) 3,263 | 3,219] 3,369] 3,272] 3,310) 3,342] 3,285] 3,442| 3,385| 3,478| 30°369 39, 120 New York......------2-----.ctictien 424 372 410 436 435 422 456 438 445 465 414 468 | 5, 185 4, 999 | we ew ee ee ee ee ee Cee ee nee ee a 

283 . : , Oklahoma. _......--...-.2.-.------.-.--..-| 12,924] 11,850] 13,040 | 12,527 | 12,883 | 12,651 | 13,457! 13, 309 13, 102 13, Ol 12, 758 13, oer 15 io 156, 164 Pennsylvania. .--..---..----..-...----.----] 1,416} 1,231 | 1,336 | 1,382| 1,407] 13345| 1,419 [ 15376] 1/440 1,501 | 1,370] 1,527| 16,750 17,353 VEXBS, ee oes eee ee eeeeee--| 30,674 | 36.350] 41,185 | 40,491 | 43,410 | 42,110] 413656 | 43,183 | 41°616| 45°934| 45 175 | 47.500 584 - West Virginia 286 249 276 300 290 280 207 283 ” 989 "3111. 270 "302 oe a3 ee Wyoming. -------------- 000022220 2, 487 2,178 2, 340 2, 420 2, 684 2, 472 2,587 | 2,565 | 2,515 | 2, 543 2,348] 2,548] 29604] 25711 bane ee ee cee ee 198 171 177 150 164 | 31,699 | 347 
Total United States: 1941... .........| 110,647 | 100,791 | 112,817 | 111,080 | 116,976 | 115,027 | 118,251 | 121, 354 119, 446 | 126,145 | 123,355 | 128, 208 |1, 404,182 |...__.___. | 1940...........-] 118,056 | 108, 827 | 120,165 | 116, 170 | 118,471 | 111,605 | 113,340 | 110,499 | 109; 405 | 113,567 | 107,137 | 110.772 |.’ 1, 353, 214 Daily average, 1941............/ 3,569] 3,600] 3,639] 3,703/ 3773| 3,834] 3.815] 3, 915| 3,982] 4.069] 4,112] 4,130 3, 847 3, 607 1 Gubject torevision. 

o_o een nnn nnn eee 1 Subject to revision. 4 American Petroleum Institute. 3 Missouri (47), Nebraska (1,636), Tennessee (12), and Utah (4). | 

ws ~
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, Pennsylvania Grade crude oil produced, 1932-41, by States 7 

c _ [Thousands of barrels] 

State 1932 | 1933 | 1934 | 1985 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 19389 | 1940 | 1941! 

‘New York_.__.....-.....-----| 3, 508 | 3,181 | 3,804 | 4,236 | 4,663 | 5,478 | 5,045 | 5,098 | 4,999 | 5,185 
Pennsylvania._..-_......-...--|12, 396 |12, 607 |14, 462 |15, 794 |17, 053 |19, 173 |17, 407 |17, 363 |17, 334 |16, 731 
West Virginia. .............-..| 3,875 | 3,815 | 4,095 | 3,901 | 3,846 | 3,844 | 3, 684 | 3,580 | 3,444 | 3,433 
Central and eastern Ohio__.__.| 1, 741 | 1,594 | 1,597 | 1,547 | 1,510 | 1,367 | 1,180 | 1,179 | 1,195 | 1,459 

21, 520 {21,197 |23, 958 {25,478 |27,072 |29, 862 {27,316 |27, 220 |26,972 |26, 808 7 

1 Subject to revision. | | 

Percentage of total crude petroleum produced in the United States, 1932-41, by 
principal States 

State | 1932 | 1933 | 1934 | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 108 | 

Texas.......----.-------------|° 39.8 | 44.5] 42.0| 39.4] 88.9) 30.91 39.2] 38.2] 364] 362 
California.........-.--..--.---| 22.7} 19.0} 19.2] 20.9 19.5} 18.6; 20.6 | 17.7| 166] 164 
Oklahoma.....---------.----..| 19.5 | 20.1 19.9 | 18.6 18.8 | 17.9; 14.4) 12.7] 11.5 11.0 

Total, 3 States.....-....|. 82.0 | 83.6] 381.1] 78.9 77.2 | 76.4| 74.2] 68.6] 64.5] 63.6 
Louisiana. ........------------ 2.8 2.8 3.6 5.0 7.3 7.1{ 7.8 7.4 7.7; 82 
Kansas_......---.--.---------- 4.4 4.6 &1 5.5 5.3 5.5 5.0 4.8 4.9 5.9 

- New Mexico_.......--..--.--- 1.6 1.6 1.9 2.1 2.5 3.1 2.9 30 2.9 2.8 
Tllinois._.........-----.-----.- .6 .5 a) 4 4 .6 2.0 7.6 10.9 9. 5 
Michigan... .......-.-.-------- .9 9 1.2 1.5 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.8 1.5 1.2 

Arkansas.._........---.------- 1.5 1.3 1.1 1.1 .9 9° 1.5 1.7 1.9 1.9 , 
Pennsylvania_._...-....--.---| 1.6 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.5 14 1.4 1.3 12 
All other. .........---..--.---- 4.6; 3.3 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.6. 3.7 3.8 4.4} 5.7 

Total United States.....|.100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 100.0 | 100.0 | 108.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 

1 Subject to revision. 

Production of crude petroleum in leading fields and districts in the United States, 
| 1940—41,' and total production since discovery | | 

. (Thousands of barrels] | . 

: — ™ . . . 

- Total 
Field State 1940 1941 since dis- 

. | | . covery 

Fast Texas ?2............--.-.-----.| Texa$..-----------------------------| 141,000 | # 132, 600 | 1, 704, 000 | 
Midway-Sunset_.........-..------.| California. ..........-..---.---------| 18, 400 17, 500 912, 500 
Seminole_.._._....---.-.--.-_-...-.| Oklahoma.--..._-..---------.-------| 27,000 23, 700 870, 000 
Long Beach........---.--..--------| California.........-...-----.--------] . 16,000 14, 700 669, 000 ° 
Oklahoma City ?._.............-...| Oklahoma...........----------------| 438,100 | 4% 33, 200 560, 000 
Santa Fe Springs.._....-......-----| California_........-...-------------- 9, 400 8, 600 476, 000 

_ Bradford-Allegany.-......-.-.-----.| Pennsylvania-New York......-.----| 17, 700 17, 200 456, 000 
Smackover._...-.------------------| Arkamsas.........-------------------| 45, 600 5, 400 421, 000 
Coalinga... .......-.----------------| California._........--.-------------- 9, 900 14,200 | 385, 000 
Yates district. ...............---.--! Texas..-_..-.---------------------.+- 7, 600 6, 700 351, 000 
Cushing-Shamrock...__......----.-| Oklahoma_-_.......--.-.-------------- 3, 400 3, 200 345, 000 
Augusta-Eldorado district_.........| Kamsas_.....---.-----------«-------- 5, 000 5, 200 304,000 
Huntington Beach. ............----} Califormia..........--..--.---------- 9, 600 10, 700 302, 000 
Salt Creek 2?._...........:..........| Wyoming..........-----..------.--- 5, 200 3 §, 200 299, 000 
Wilmington.............--....-----| California. -.......-.....-...--------| 30,200 30, 700 294, 000 
Kettleman Hills...........-.......-|.--.-dO--..-.-.-------------0-------e- 16, 700 14, 000 253, 000 
Gray County.......-....-.-.------| TexaS_....-..--...------------------| 12, 000 12, 500 183, 000 
Caddo 3__...........-...--------..-| Louisiama.....-..--.-.----.------.-- 2, 900 3 3, 100 158, 000 
Salem.............-..--------------| Illinois..............-..--..---------| 70,700 29, 500 153, 000 
Conroe...........------------------| Te@X@8_.....---------------.--------- 9, 900 11, 700 139, 000 
Rodessa............----------------| Arkansas-Louisiana-Texas...........| 14,200 10, 500 128, 000 
Hobbs. ........._.-------.--------.| New Mexico. .......-----.---------- 3, 800 3, 700 105, 000 
Fitts. ._..........-----........-.-..| Oklahoma.....-....--...-...-------- 6, 200 4, 200 94, 000 
Louden.-.........-.--------------.-]} Tllinois........-..-------------------| 26, 600 22, 900 70, 000 
Eunice..-........-.----..--.-------]| New Mexico-.-....--..----.-------- 6, 600 6, 700 55, 000 
Monument..-........-.------------|-----dO.--....----.------------------- 6, 900 7, 000 46, 000 
Lance Creek 2..._...-..-..-------..| Wyoming. -.........-------.--------- 9, 100 38, 800 38, 000 
Wasson..._......-.----------------} Texas. ....-...----------------------] 11, 100 13, 200 33, 000 
Tinsley ?_...........--...----------| Mlississippi-...-.-...---------------- 4,400 | 315,300 20, 000 

eee 
1 Oil and Gas Journal, except as noted. 
2 Bureau of Mines. 
3 Subject to revision. 
‘ Revised. : | 

‘ .
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Arkansas.—A small gain (principally attributable to the younger 
| fields, as the recoveries from the older ones were generally less than 

| | in the previous year)—552,000 barrels—raised the 1941 production 
— to 26,327,000 barrels. The chief exception was the Urbana field, 
where more than doubling the number of wells in the past 2 years 

a has increased the production from 381,000 barrels in 1939 to 837,000 
in 1941. Production in the Atlanta field rose 292,000 barrels to 
1,013,000, and the McKamie field—the largest gas reserve in the 
State—yielded 891,000 barrels of distillate. | 

Drilling operations continued to decline, as only 95 oil wells were 
completed in 1941 compared with 114 in 1940. The new Mount 

_. Holly field was the only oil field discovered during the year. 

SO | | MILLIONS OF BARRELS | 
9 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 $50 

_ Texos ss eee SS _ 
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| Figure 3.—Production of crude petroleum in the United States, 1940-41, by States. | | 

Production of crude petroleum in Arkansas, 1 987-41, by fields 

| . [Thousands of barrels] 

. Year | ,At- | Buok-) “02° | E1Do-| tng | Mag-| Mc- | Ro- | Schu-/Smack-| Ur- | Other| rota) 
°aF Nianta| ner vote rado ma nolia |Kamie| dessa | ler | over | bana | fields | ~° 

1937.) 2.2 21}; 522 747 433 |_...-.-|_.-_--- 1,250 1, 153 6, 751 446 439 | 11, 764 1938._|...-.-| 340} 452} 709| 578| 68 |.......| 2,317 | 6,350| 6.406| 492| 529 | 18,180 
1939..| 108} 662]  566/ 63¢| 219 | 3,639 |.--.___| 1,358 | 6,430 | 5,945| 381 | 1,300 | 21,238 
1940__} 721 815 581 591 199 | 7, 383 74 711 | 6,547 | 5, 500 468 |'2,185 | 25, 775 
1941 2_/1, 013 816 332 534 203 | 7,121 891 497 | 6,055 | 5,351 837 |!2,677 | 26,327 

1 Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire State. 
? Subject to revision. 

Califorma.—Production in California gained 6,382,000 barrels in 
1941 and reached 230,263,000 barrels, or an average of 631,000 daily. 
Although this is 19,000 barrels above the 1940 average, it is still far 
below the 1938 figure. About 11,000 barrels of this increase in the 
daily average is attributable to the reopening of heavy-oil wells—some 
of them closed for years—whose product is now in demand for naval 
and industrial fuel. That this developed during the latter half of the
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year is indicated by the daily average production of 85,800 barrels of | 
unrefinable crude for this period compared. with 63,300 barrels for the 
first half of the oar,the same as for 1940. | . . 

Nine hundred and twenty oil wells were completed in 1941 com- 
pared with 859 in 1940. The average initial daily production was 712 | 

Production of crude petroleum in California, 1987-41, by districts and fields! 

[Thousands of barrels] 

District and field 1937 | 1988 | 1939 | 1940 1941 

San Joaquin Valley: . 
Belridge........-----eeeecececee-e--e-eee--e---| 6,382 | 5,812] 4,781. | 4, 614 4, 185 
Canal... 31 849 | 1,855| 2,034 1, 816 
Coalinga o-oo 5,759 | 3,808| 8,731] 9,916| 14,294 
Coles Levee ?..........-....-------- 2+ |-- === 12 526 2, 589 5, 717 
Edison. ......-....._----.--------------~---------- 1, 577 1, 102 838 868: 1, 013 
Elk Hills.) of7e7 | gs7 | 3,g30 | 4, 427 3, 491 
Fruitvale.............--------- eee eee 3, 246 3, 078 2, 377 2, 072 2, 085 
 Greeley_.........0.-. ee ee sees eee eee 527 | ‘1, 164 811 | 1,475 2, 480 
Kern River) e80 | «= 500 | = 4,133 | 4, 082 4, 315 
Kettleman Hills..._......2022 TZ] 29h 132 | 25,600 | 19,568 | 16,730 | 13,983 
Lost Hills_........--.----- ee eee 4, 414 1, 297 1, 222 1, 405 1, 263. 
McKittrick...__.-...-.--.2-2.sesss-sseeeee-| 1,308 | 1,280 | 1,328 | 1,317]. 1,422 
Midway-Sunset._......-0 TT] 268485 | 223875 | 18,960 | 18,307] 17, 461 
Mountain View. _..-..-.-----.-----_-.__1------- 6, 843 4, 033 2, 983 2, 415 - 4,910 
Mount Poso..._...--.------------.-----.-------- 6, 677 6, 235 4,314 3, 425 4,117 

_ Rio Bravo....._....--.--------------.----------- 128 | . 1,945 2,875 | 3,304 4, 534 
Round Mountein .._...... TT] 4 885 | 8474 | 3,528 | 2, 601 2 815 
Ten Section. ........--------------...-.--------- 932 2,473 |. 3,247 3, 518 5, 232 
Other San Joaquin Valley. .._...--..- 22-222 2. 120 | 273 1,152 | 2,003 1, 748 

Total San Joaquin Valley----.--.......--.-.--| 104,772 95, 395 84, 057 87,282 | 93,811 

Coastal district: ~ } ] 
‘Capitan.._.....0--22-22 ee ee 918 1, 067 876 - 651 740 

 Blwood eg 203 | 2247] 1,545 | 1,288] 1, 166 
Rincon..._._. eee eee ee eee ence eee cnee 1, 058 1, 395 1, 238 1, 609 1, 542 
Ban Miguelito oon ooo ooo 1,147| 1,044 952] 1,168 1, 427 
anta aria... ee ee ee ee ee eee s ne 9 y 

Santa Maria Walley Tc} 3, 893 6, 128 6, 305 { 6, 096 6, 908 

Ventura Avenue._......----.-------------------- 12, 685 12, 926 12, 935 12, 570 12, 892 
| Ventura-Newhall._.._.............nne| «1, 831 1,903| 2317| 2,866 4,279 

Other Coastal... .....-..-----2--------------- 282 186 132 101 | | 87 

Total Coastal... eon en nen cece cece 25, 017 26, 896 26, 300 28,558 | . 32,224 

; Los Angeles Basin: . . Ce Te o 
Brea Olinda.....................................| 2,689}  2,125| 2,063]  2,070-| 2,079 | 
Coyote__...--.----- eee eee 4, 269 4, 354 4,013 4,053 | 4,466 
Dominguez... III) 9} 830] 9,756 | 7,181 | 7, 665 8 495 
El Segundo..............--22ssseseeseeseeeev.|  .3,682| 3,872] 1,168 735 | ~ 527 
Huntington Beach. .__-.......-.-....---------..} 18, 255 11, 917 9, 983 9,592 | 10,743 
Inglewood ...._.......---.--------- 2-2 n eee eee 5, 530 5, 337 4, 605 4, 366 4,901 
Long Beach_._...._-...-.-.-._..-------.2.--.-..-] 21,872 20, 599 17, 004 16, 610 14, 697 
Montebello__._..__......_.-_..-.---._----------- 3, 16/ 4, 147 7, 455 7, 240 4, 884 
Playa del Rey_..._..-.-.-.---------.-.2-2-----.. 3, 181 2, 305 1, 801 1, 498 1,319 
Richfield | stasg | 32333 | 3,134] 3,228 2,719 
Rosecrans ..._.....-.-----. -- eee eee ee eee eee eee: 1, 259 3, 732 4, 459 4, 259 3, 434 

| Santa Fe Springs....................weee | 15, 745 | 12,680 | 10,050 | 9, 438 8, 552 
Seal Beach... TTT share | 33198 | 64a | 2, 587 2, 430 
Torrance. ____.__._.--_-.-..------- ~~ eee eee eee 2, 833 5, 203 6, 418 4, 007 . 3, 210 

Wilmington......2..2 ETT] 14 ase | 34,168] 31,100 | 30,195 | 30, 672 
Other Los Angeles Basin... ............------.--. 731 782 972 1, 078 1, 100 

Total Los Angeles Basin._........ .....--...--| 108,782 | 127,458 | 113,997 | 108, 041 104, 228 

Total California. ....----.2-202-eeeeeeeeee ey 238, 521 | 249,749 | 224, 354 | 223,881 | 230, 263 
~ _ ee 

1 American Petroleum Institute. 
2 Includes Tupman. 

barrels compared with 891 in 1940. Dry holes drilled numbered 

. 179—23 more than in 1940. 
Production gains were confined to the San Joaquin Valley and 

. Coastal districts; the former increased 6,529,000 barrels and the latter 
3,666,000. Production in the Los Angeles Basin declined 3,813,000 

| 

‘
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barrels. The Wilmington field still led, with an output of 30,672,000 
barrels, whereas Kettleman Hills (which in 1940 yielded second place | 
to Midway-Sunset) was exceeded also in 1941 by Long Beach and 

| Coalinga, the latter rising from 9,916,000 barrels in 1940 to 14,224,000 
in 1941 compared with a production of only 3,898,000 barrels in 1938. 
Ten new fields were discovered in California in 1941, 8 of them in 

| the San Joaquin Valley. The most important was the Raisin City, 
not because of its production but because it established the presence 

_ of oil north of Coalinga, a territory many theretofore had considered 
barren. Discoveries of the Helm and Riverdale fields later in the year 

- expanded the oil possibilities in this area. , | 
-Colorado.— Production in Colorado increased from 1,626,000 barrels 

in 1940 to 1,875,000 in 1941. Chiefly responsible for this was the 
| Wilson Creek field, where discovery of oil in the Sundance formation 

raised the output from 237,000 barrels in 1940 to 453,000 in 1941. 
The Hiawatha gas field, where oil was discovered in June 1940, in- 
creased production 116,000 barrels, bringing the yield for this field to 
191,000 in 1941. _ | - 

Only 16 wells were completed during the year, 6 of them small ones 
in the Rangely field and 3 of them in the Wilson Creek field (the latter 
averaging 439 barrels a day initial production). _ a 

: Production of crude petroleum in Colorado, 1987-41, by fields — | 
| . a [Thousands of barrels] | oe a 

Year 5 t Tes Moffat Price a, Wilson Other Total 

, 1987. 57| 90] ~—-:1,040 49; 173]  7]..........| 39 1, 605 1938... 64 109 819 126 185 56 |...----.--] = 83] Ss ad 7 
1939.......| 62 116 724 112 289 53 |-----.---- 48} 1,404 
1940....... 56 128 581 ill 326 52 | 237 $135; 1,626 
10414._... 55 116 547 116 324 |. 50 453 3 214 1, 875 

| 1 Includes Canon City. | : | . 
2 Includes Wellington. 
3 Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire State. 
‘Subject to revision. . - 

IUinois.—Production in Illinois declined from 147,647,000 barrels 
in 1940 to 134,138,000 in 1941. New discoveries brought the daily 
average output from 323,900 barrels in February to 423,100 in Sep- 

| tember, from which it dropped to 397,800 in December—slightly 
lower than the average for 1940. Federal restrictions on drilling and | 
production, however, indicated that the production in Illinois would 

e even lower in 1942. | 
Outstanding in decreased yield was the big Salem field, whose 

98-percent decline slashed its output from 70,734,000 barrels in 1940 
to 29,539,000 in 1941. Other fields reporting notable declines were 
the Centralia field, which dropped from 10,642,000 barrels to 3,564,000, 
and the Louden field, which dropped from 26,596,000 barrels to 
22,918,000. 

New oil wells numbered 2,730, or 319 less than in 1940, and the 
initial daily average dropped from 620 barrels in 1940 to 277 in 1941 
compared with 285 in 1939. | 

The Johnsonville field was the outstanding new discovery. The 
first well in this field was brought in during July, and during the half 
year 217 oil wells were completed with an average initial daily pro-
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duction of 920 barrels. The original production in this field was 
found in the McClosky sand, but deeper drilling proved the Aux Vases | 
formation productive. The Benton field, discovered in January, pro- 
duced 5,769,000 barrels from 222 wells completed, with an average 

| daily initial of 285 barrels. It is a significant fact that production in 
this field is from the Tar Springs formation, which heretofore has been 

_ the source of only small wells. The importance of the Benton dis- oo 
| covery spurred search for the Tar Springs sand in other parts of the | 

State and resulted in several other discoveries. Although a test of - 

the Devonian lime in the Louden field proved oil in that formation, , 
the quantity was disappointing. The most active field was the New 
Harmony in White County, where 489 oil wells were completed with 
an average initial daily production of 161 barrels. Worthy of mention : 
among the new discoveries are the Rising Sun, East Centerville, and 
Roland fields, also in White County, and the Rural Hill and Woodlawn : 
fields, in Hamilton and Jefferson Counties, respectively. | 

_ The Aux Vases sand, promirent in the Salem field, furnished much 
of the new production in 1941. As mentioned above, it is one of the 
sources of production in the Johnsonville field, and deeper drillmg im | 
the Dale and Hoodville fields to this formation raised the output from 

| 314,000 barrels in 1940 to 2,483,000 in 1941 in the former and from 
353,000 to 3,712,000 in the latter. These successes led to other dis- 

| coveries, as yet too new to be evaluated. | 

| Production of crude petroleum in Illinois, 1987-41, by fields ! 

| . : [Thousands of barrels] 

| Field | | 1937 | 1938 1939 140 | 1941 

Aden-North.......-------eee-e-eeeeeeeeeeeecececeeeefeeeeeeeeee| 805 704| 1,009 700 
Albion... . a sso eeeeeeseseseceeeeeivseesseeess|oosecesess[eeeeeseeeefeceeeee-==| 1,005 805 
Benton.__......-------------------------- 2 -- |e ee ee fee ee ee ee] ee 2 --[-- += 2-- 5, 769 

Boyleston.......2..------------------------+-------+-|----------]---------- 169 1,306 | 815 

Centralia.........--.-------------------------------- 5 3, 022 2, 265 10, 642 3, 504 

-Cisne.........-----.------------2----- +e -- eee eee 20 421 1, 224 479 219 . 

Clay City...-........----------~------------+-------- 1, 556 4, 005 7,604 | - 6,922 4, 680 

Dale_._..._...--------.- ee nee ne fee ee ee ee | eee ee de ee 314 2, 483 

Dundas... ....---- nnn nen ne ne nn nnn ene fen ene ene fee en eee 209 2, 341 4, 438 

Hoodvilie_..-..--....-sscssscssssseecseeceseeeseees|[oceeeeeeee|oeeeeeeeee [eee eee eeee 353 | 3,712 
Tron. eon rons nen seen neeeceenees[roeeeses-[-eseceeee-[eoee----e-| 1,220] Sal 
Irvington.__......-----...--------------- 2 eee fee eee [ee eee -- ]-- eee 509 1, 037 

Johnsonville.............-..------------------------- |---| eee eee 5, 913 

-Keensburg....._..-.----.---------------- + een fee eee [ee ee nen ee 987 _ 2,709 - 2002 

Louden_.._...--------------------------------------- |e -- eee 1, 892 18, 351 26, 596 22, 918 

Mount Carmel_.........-..-------------------------|----- ++ - | ------- + [ee - -- + - -e- 26 1, 602 
New Harmony ......--------------------------2-- ---|--- 22+ === | ---- 2 --e- 5 1, 503 9, 938 
Noble... -..--..-..s2sssssuesseeessseeseesseeeeseee- 947 | 4,232 | 1,644] 2744) 2507 
North Boos....-.-.------------------ ene nnn nnn ee fe ne eens [oe eee eee fee eee eee 249 826 

Rural Hill... .-__.. 22.2. ece cece seecececseeesseees[tsese-see-[oosse-one-foc-eeesen-[eesee-se--| 1 50 
Salem. ._..... 2s nes so seen ees vesecceeeeeeensezJ|olsso--.-| 2805 | 50,179 | 70,734 | 29, 539 
Sandoval.......---.------------------------- 2+ e+e 24 15 696 704 449 

St. James......--. 2-2. sss s ess sseeseeeteceseeeee-[eeeeeeeeee 48 439 | 1,713 1, 871 
' §torms_.......-..-..------- ee e ee ] e - - - f ee --eee- 42 1, 514 1,388 

Tonti_._.......--------------- = ee ee eee eee ee [eee eee ee [eee ee eee 835 2, 556 1, 250 

Woodlawn. .__.._..-.-----------2--------- enn [ee eee ee | eee + [ee 2 fe eo ee 2, 465 

Old eastern fields..._.......--..--.scsececeseseu---| 4271 | 3,926 | 2,738 | 3,320 | 3, 980 
Other fields....-..--.-----2--2-------s-eceeeeeceoees| 708 | 1588 | 3668 | BORA | TOE | 

| 7,529 | 22,349] 91,934 | 146,451 | 128, 634 

' Oil and Gas Journal. 

- Indiana.—New discoveries in Indiana raised the production from 
4,978,000 barrels in 1940 to 6,634,000 in 1941. More than half of the 
output, however, came from the Griffin field, and it was the scene of 
the greatest drilling activity.
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— Two hundred and sixty-two oil wells were completed averaging 109 
/ barrels initial daily production compared with 231 completions and 

_ 139 barrels initial production in 1940; 128 of the completions were in 
| the Griffin field and 25 in the New Harmony. , 

| | Production of crude petroleum in Indiana, 1937-41, by months 
(Thousands of barrels]. 

| | 

Year Jan. | Feb. | Mar. Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. Sept. | Oct. | Nov. | Dec. Total 

1907...........-..| 60] 65] 69] 69 | 72] 751 751 75| 72! vol o7| 75] ge 1938........-.....| 68] 72| 75] 75] 80} 88| 90] 94| 901 98] 85/ 01 995 1939_....2.22.2...-| 50] 59| 59] 65] 87] 114| 135] 166] 176| 230| 262] 299) 4,711 | 194)__..---2-..2.-| 203 | 235 | 329 | 314] 337] 366|/ 400] 505| 516| 583] 609| 581] 4/978 194t 1.222 2222| 617 | 574 | 556 | 554) 545 | 530] 567| 558| 532] 534| 489] 578 | 6634 

‘ Subject to revision. 

| _ Kansas.—Production in Kansas established a new:record in 1941, 
when a 26-percent gain over 1940 raised the output to 83,261,000 
barrels compared with the previous peak of 70,761,000 barrels in 
1937. |The increased output was in response to a greater demand to — 
replace declining production in Illinois and Oklahoma and was made 

| _’ possible by the expansion of pipe-line facilities in Kansas. Production 

| Production of crude petroleum in Kansas, 1937-41, by counties and selected fields ' 

Oo [Thousands of barrels] | , 

, County and field 1937 1938 1939 1940 | 1041 

Barton: . 
Silica-Raymond........-......--.--------------- 7, 618 5, 534 5, 000 5,763 |~ 7,615 

Bute Belds.-----------------2--2---oeeeee eee 2, 505 2, 739 3, 109 3, 344 5, 087 
er: . 

| ‘Eldorado...........-2---2--2----2---------------| 3,340 | 3,023] 2,710 | 2,681 2, 597 
Other fields._........- 222-2222 2, 649 2, 671 2, 353 2, 394 2, 633 Oowley...--------ee-neeeeeeeeeceeeecceeeeeeee| 1968] 2,818 | 2181] 2672 2, 802 
Bemis-Walters_.._............-..---.-...-------] 2184} 2,826| 2881| 3,419 4,866 | Burnett.__..._._.....---.-.------ sso 1 36 254] 1,771 3, 291 
Other flelds__..-....-..-2-2-2--2222 222 2e ieee 444 254 332 342 477 Ellsworth... 22222222222} 972} 140 | 1,021 | ‘1, 603 2, 900 Greenwood....-..-222222-222-------s-s-ssee-e-e-| = 4007} 8,834 | 8,793} ~— 3,997 3, 238 

Harvey: 
Hollow-Nikkel.__.............--.-------.---....} 1,12 773 738 511 513 
Other flelds.....-.......2-22-22 22 eee 447 308 244 176 166 

McPherson: 
Bornholdt-Welch.._.......-..------------------ 112 173 198 | 1,029 1, 783 
Graber-Hesston ......-.......--.---.-..-.-____.. 1, 233 1, 082 965 947 951 
Ritz Canton__..--....--..222-22 2 eee. 1, 872 1, 650 1, 753 1, 373 1, 366 Voshell..__..._._.....---------2-0- essen, 931 765 574 562 586 

R Other fields._.........-.-.-2222 22-22 ee elie 415 335 377 400 600 
eno: 

Burrton.___.-.---.-.-------.---2----2-----------| 5,384] - 3,521 | 3,187 | ° 2,625 2, 539 
Ri Other fields_.......... 22-22-0222 lee. 1, 442 776 770 634 675 

Ce: 
Chase-Campbell_.........................-.-...-| 3,501| 2127] 2,256] 2,388 2, 746 , 
Geneseo-Edwards.-____..._....-_-..-__-.-_.._... 1, 292 1, 427 1, 753 1, 814 ' 2, 694 
Other fields.......... 2.222222 3, 438 1, 744 1, 695 1, 653 1, 457 

Russell: 
Hall-Gurney.__._...-.--.2-2- 2222 eee eee. 594 613 1, 211 2, 243 3, 520 
Trapp-Sellens._.__._._.......-_.____-__..__..___. 4, 105 4, 162 4, 255 5, 481 7, 577 
Other fields__........-.2 2222-22 eee 6, 766 5, 081 4, 272 4, 709 4, 826 Sedgwick... 222222222 asap | ais] 247 | 1156 1,093 

Stafford: 
Zenith._-_...... 2.22 eee tee 365 1, 294 1, 838 3, 176 
Other fields._...._....._---2 22-2 oe 1, 098 992 1, 074 1, 361 2, 164 Sumner.-_______..-_._-_--. ee 2, 342 1, 698 1, 494 1, 220 977 

Other counties_._..........22-2-2-2--.- ee 3, 952 4, 769 5, 188 5, 790 7, 506 

68,354 |, 58,154 | 58,129| 65,046 | 82, 421 
ee 

! Oil and Gas Journal.
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in Kansas has been restricted because of inadequate transportation 

facilities; but with the pressure of demand many pipe lines have been 

looped to enlarge their capacity, and new lines have been installed to 

fields not having that type of transportation in the past. | , 

There were 1,420 wells drilled with an average initial daily produc- | 

tion of 1,032 barrels compared with 1,410 wells drilled in 1940 with 

an average initial of 460 barrels. The number of wells increased | 

from 20,655 to 21,838, according to the Oil and Gas Journal. | 

Reno and Stafford Counties led in development during 1941. 

Success of 80 wells completed in the Zenith field with an average 

initial dail production of 1,510 barrels spurred further exploration, | ; 

leading to the discovery in July of the Peace Creek field, where 18 
wells were completed with an average initial daily production of 2,830 

| barrels. The productive area was increased further by discovery of 

the Hendrickson pool in December. Production in these fields is from | 

the Viola lime and overlying Misener sand. Discovery of oil in Au- 

gust in far western Kearny County in a stray Pennsylvanian sand, 

distant from any other production, was one of the most significant 

developments of the year because of the new possibilities it revealed. 

-Kentucky—Crude-oil production in Kentucky continued. to de- | 
cline, dropping to 4,762,000 barrels in 1941 from 5,188,000 in 1940. 

| Completions numbered 233 compared with 224 in 1940. The only 

development of interest in the State was the discovery of the Ordo- 

vician formation at Sinking Creek which resulted in some leasing 

activity and hopes for future production. a, 

Production of crude petroleum in Kentucky, 1937-41, by months 

. . {Thousands of barrels] | . 

7 Year i ; ai ; 3 July i i Oct. i Dec. F 

1937...............| 400 | 400 | 494 | 476} 401 | 498 | 487| 472 448 | 486 | 436 437 | 5,484 

| 1938... 22] 411 | 406 | 457 | 432 | 459 | 487| 506 | 553 | 547| 526| 514] 523] 582b 
| 1930.2. 2222277} 536 | 380) 437| 418 | 404 | 527| 503 | 539 | 423) 443 | 472] 449] 5621 

1940.22 n77| 383. | 492 | 435 | 438 | 4421 405 | 454] 449 | 444 | 464] 424 | 428] 5,288 
| 1941 1 222227777] 404 | 397 | 414] 407] 403 | 385| 418 | 386 | 301) 307 | 356] 304] 4762 

1 Subject to revision. 

- Louisiana.—Kansas and Texas were the only States where produc- 

tion increased more than it did in Louisiana. The gain of 12,324,000 

barrels—12 percent—raised the output to 115,908,000 barrels com- 
pared with 103,584,000 in 1940. 

Despite a year of drilling activity, production in northern Louisiana 

- inereased only from 24,406,000 barrels in 1940 to 25,354,000 in 1941. 

The Rodessa field continued to decline but retained first place, and the 

Olla field, discovered in 1940, crossed the 4-million barrel mark to rank 

as second-largest in the northern part of the State. The Lisbon field, 

which ranked third in 1938 with over 3 million barrels production, 
dropped to less than 1 million in 1941. 

The Cotton VaHey field, ranking second in this area in 1940 but 

displaced by Olla in 1941, did not decline as the statistics seem to 

indicate. After completion of a large recycling plant in this field in 

July 1941 the condensate formerly included with crude-oil produc- 

tion was segregated into the individual products. In addition to the 

3,459,000 barrels of crude oil produced from this field in 1941, con-
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densate and natural-gasoline output totaled 2,186,000. barrels and | 
butanes plus other products, 109,000 barrels; in 1940, 211,000 barrels 
of natural gasoline and condensate were produced separately, and 
crude-oil output, including condensate, totaled 5,189,000 barrels. _ 

Production of crude petroleum in Louisiana, 1987-41, by districts and fields 

Be | [Thousands of barrels] ee | 

| _-—sdDistriet and field | 1937 | 1938 1939 | 1940 | 19411 

Gulf Coast: : . pe . oe 
Anse la Butte _-..-.......-..-.._-.-------------- 70 74 24. 380 1, 446 
Black Bayou...................-.......-.....--| «2,818 | 1,288 | ~~ :1,048 | ~—-1, 007 838 
Bosco_.....--.... TET = 37020! = oss. | = 737) 718 |. 1,494 

. Caillou Island.._.._.-.-........-.......--...-| 6402] = 6,249 | = 4.078 | ~—-2 493 2; 002 
Cameron Meadows....__........---2-.--.------- 1, 490 1, 279 -. 782 665. ~ 810 

» Charenton..-.......-...--...----------2-e- eee 236 1, 085 2,425 | 2, 724 |. 1,849 
English Bayou.-...--.......---.----222 eee 2,871 | 2,176 1, 613 1, 565 1,301 

| -Eola_._...---.----------2---------- 01-2222 ee | eee] eee eee 943 3, 935 3, 668 - 
_ Garden Island__.._........-2-.------.---.-------| . 606 | = 828 |. 591 | 1,106; 1,226 

" Gibson... eee 453 984} 1,128 | «1,335. 1) 407 
- Golden Meadows..._.......2--2-- oe }eeeeeeed 1 739 | .. 4,074). 4,814. 
Grand Bay......2.--.2- ei eee eee} 496 |. 1,168 | 2,022 . 

’, Grand Lake. ........ 222-222-022 eee fe efile], 180 |. «21,417 | 1, 625 
7 Hackberry...................-.-. sss} 4, B92 | 38728] 3,216 | ~—-3) 312 3, 768 

Towa...) ETT) 6383] 5641] 424361 3475 |. 3400 
. Jeanerette._.._....-.-2.-- lee eee eee e----| 2,277 2,485 |. 1,772 1, 203 975 
Jennings._...._._..1-..-_--.- 2 e -__i_- --__--| «2, 996 7, 537 8, 119 5,505} 4,991 

Lafitte. TTI. age | 5862] 43745 |. 4602] 9-4, 523. | 
Lake Barre.__.._._.....-..___- 2 eee 1, 368 |. 657 347 317 219 
Leeville..._._._....... 0] = en0 | s-867 | 1,303] 1, 135 1, 597 
New Iberia.._.__.............. seen} 681 | = 5389} = 4204} ~=—-3076 2) 760 

| North Crowley_.................nn eee 30 362 "997 | 1,602 2, 004 
Port Barre....._._..... 0... seen ~~ 600] «612 681 *g10 | . 1,025 
Quarantine Bay___.____..__--_...---.--l..- Leek 1 261 901 1, 585 2, 311 
Roanoke... ...... 0. «890 | 1,389 | ~~ 1,076 965 351 
Sulphur..____..........-.. ene t Oata | aa | 381 970 921 
Sweet Lake.__._.......-....-.. seen 204 307 385 532 764 
Tepetate.____..__.._...__._..._._-.._ eee 2, 158 1,985 | - 2,033 1, 656 1,48f 
University.............2--22---- 2-2 eee eee} -e eee ee 170 1, 444 3, 496 3, 591 
Valentine ............-....n. nee 968 | 1,691] 1,127 877 512 
Venice_.............-.------L--.-----eeeee 149 492 515 855 1, 163 
Ville Platte 00000000 III 3 850 | 3,352] 4,493 6, 119 
White Castie..__._.......... ne. 490 593 | 628. 806 922 
Other Gulf Coast.......__........... eee} = 6971 | ~—- 7,512 | 10,017 | 214,319 | 2 22, 156 

: Total Gulf Coast.....-...................---..] 62,041 | 66,630 | 68,243 | 79,178 | 90, 554 

: Northern: | | 7 
Caddo.___..-..-.. eee eee eee ee eee eceeeeee-.| 2,383 | 2,689 | 2,668] 2, 912 3, 07 
‘Cotton Valley____.....--.- 2-22 eee 1,151 3, 527 4, 384 5, 189 3, 459 
Haynesville__._....._-..--- 2-2. 1, 143 1, 107 1, 064 987 956 
Homer.____.__.._.:......._.-_ ee 932 952 988 1, 041 1, 033 
Lisbon. ..-....-.-...-... 1. - sss. esse ~=— 2,490 | 8,368 | ~=—«1,693 | 1,482] 896 
Nebo 3__... 6. ete fee 54 974 
Olla 4.2 een ee ee eee pe ee eee fone ee nen ee 942 4, 641 
Rodessa._-- 2222-222 senses eese ee) 18,050 | 718,443" 9,042" | 6,859 | 5, 212 
Shreveport. _._._..2--------- 2-2-2 nee eee nee 131 1, 840 1, 555 1,011 

| Urania... .. 2.22 ees seeeseeeeeteeee.| 1,085} 1,003 974 | "869 832 
Other Northern. ...........-22---.-------2--22--1 1,679 | 2,388; 2,755 | 22,516 | 23, 263 

Total Northern.......2.........-..-.....---...) 28,883 | 28, 578 | 25,403 | 24,406 | 25, 354 

| Total Louisiana... 2.222200 eceeeeeeeeeees--| 90,924 | 95,208 | 93,646 | 103, 584 | 115, 908 
| | | 

' Subject to revision. 
2 Includes crude oi] consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire district. 
3 Includes HemphiJl and Trout Creek. — 
4 Includes Little Creek and Summerville. 

There were 467 oil-well completions in northern Louisiana in 1941 
with an average initial daily production of 106 barrels compared with 

| 448 completions with an average initial of 114 barrels in 1940. Great- 
est activity was in the Caddo field, where 163 wells were completed 
with an initial daily production of 57 barrels. Next greatest activity 
was in the 1940 discoveries—the Olla and Nebo fields producing from 
the Eocene Wilcox sands in La Salle Parish with 92 completions
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averaging 137 barrels daily in the former and 71 completions averag- | 
ing 153 barrels daily in the latter. Further drilling in these sands 

| discovered new fields the latter part of the year at a deeper level. 
The Wilcox trend is developing into one of the most important sources 
of production in northern Louisiana as well as upper Gulf Coast Texas. 
An important discovery late in the year was production in the Pettit 
lime in the old Haynesville pool in Claiborne Parish. 

Production in the Louisiana Gulf Coast district rose from 79,178,000 
barrels in 1940 to 90,554,000 in 1941. This gain was widespread, and 
the output in 6 parishes increased more than 1 million barrels each. 
The greatest advance was in Plaquemines Parish, where production 
rose from 5,162,000 barrels in 1940 to 8,788,000 in 1941. The average 
initial daily production from the 67 wells drilled in this parish was , 
361 barrels. Grand Bay and West Bay fields were 1941 discoveries 
in Plaquemines Parish, with 12 completions having an initial daily 
production of 313 barrels in the former and 13 completions having an 
initial daily production of 386 barrels in the latter. Ville Platte, in 
Evangeline Parish, had the greatest increase of any one field, the 
output of 6,119,000 barrels compared with 4,493,000 in 1940 identi- 
fying it as the largest field in the State. The average initial daily 
production for the 65 wells drilled in this field was 230 barrels. Pro- 
duction from this field comes principally from the Wilcox trend. | 
Jennings, highest producing pool in 1940, dropped to second place in 
1941, being exceeded by Ville Platte only. , 

There were 614 oil-well completions in the Louisiana Gulf Coast 
district, with an average initial daily production of 252 barrels com- 
pared with 741 completions with an average initial of 307 barrels in | 
1940. Sixteen new fields were found; the most important were 
Bayou Sale in St. Mary Parish and St. Gabriel in Iberville Parish. 

, Michigan.—The decline in production from the large Michigan 
fields was so precipitous that despite many new discoveries the output 
dropped from 19,753,000 barrels in 1940 to 16,361,000 in 1941. Pro- | 
duction in the Redding field dropped from 3,986,000 barrels to 1,749,- 
000, and in the Walker field from 4,218,000 barrels to 1,292,000, 
in addition to declines of sizable proportions in many other fields. 
New discoveries during the year, however, reversed the trend, so 7 
that December production was almost half again as much as that of | 

| January, giving the prospect that the output in 1942 probably would 
exceed that of 1941. 

Four hundred and thirty-three oil wells were completed in 1941 with 
an average initial daily production of 1,131 barrels, compared with 
536 completions with an average initial of only 215 barrels in 1940. 

The Reed City field, discovered in Osceola County late in 1940, 
had the greatest activity when deep drilling about the middle of the 
year revealed a large pool in the Monroe and Traverse formations. 
There were 113 wells completed in this field, with an average initial 
daily production of 3,511 barrels, and the pool supplied 2,754,000 
barrels of the State production. a 

Oil was discovered in the Headquarters pool, Roscommon County, 
in June, and during the rest of the year 12 wells were completed 

| with an average initial daily production of 3,695 barrels. Notwith- 
standing 77 completions in Allegan County, production dropped from 
2,710,000 barrels in 1940 to 1,440,000 in 1941. Twenty-four com- 
pletions in Arenac County caused a gain in production from the
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Adams pool from 313,000 barrels in 1940 to 1,118,000 in 1941. The 
| Winterfield pool, brought in as a gas field in Clare County in 1940, 

yielded 1,101,000 barrels of oil in 1941. The 30 wells drilled in this © 
county had an average initial daily production of 424 barrels. Al- 

| though there were numerous other discoveries, they seemed of minor 
importance. . Oo 

| Production of crude petroleum in M ichigan, 1937-41, by fields } | 

: _ [Thousands of barrels] : | | 

| | , . Bloom-| p.. 1. . . _ ; Win- a | Yer 5 ke j oe 7 mt ne oa : - i a 
yr) Le 6,428 | 1,030 | 2,707 |_......|-------| 1,582 |..-..|.-..-..| 4,018 | 16,628 

1988._..-._._.- 53 514 | 7,385 | 1,071 | 1,798 874 |....._.| 1, 152 1 j_------] 5,897 | 18, 745. 
1989...........| 54 | 3,371 | 2,502 638 | 1,331 | 3,083 |_..---.}| 483 | 2,821 |._.....] 9,229 | 23, 462 

-1940........_..| 313 | 1,001 | 1,004 410 | 1, 234 | 3,986 21 461 | 4,218 8 | 7,116 | 19, 753 
. 1941..--------- A, 118 529 «665 254 | 1,136 | 1,749 | 2, 754 288 | 1,292 | 1,101 | 5,475 | 16,361 

| | 1 Data from Department of Conservation, Michigan. | . | 

Mississippi -—Youngest except one among the country’s oil- 
producing States, at the end of 1941 Mississippi had taken the rank _ 
of ninth-largest, and the rapid expansion of its output indicated that 
it would soon reach seventh place. Total production for 1941 was 
15,314,000 barrels compared with 4,400,000 in 1940. Most of this 

: came from the Tinsley field, although the Pickens field was the source 
of a small amount. | | | | 

There were 219 oil-well completions averaging 589 barrels initial - 
daily production compared with 107 completions averaging 554 : 
barrels initial production in 1940. All but two of these wells were 
drilled on the Tinsley dome, extending it and discovering production 
in newer zones. Seven producing zones have now been established 
in the field. The other two completions were discovery wells in new 
fields. One in Sharkey County, discovered in October, seems of 
little nmportance; but the other, discovered in Madison County in 
December, had a large initial daily production and caused immediate 
activity in the area. 

Production of crude petroleum in Mississippi, 1989-41 , by months | 

| {Thousands of barrels} | | 

Year Jan. Feb. 7 Apr. May June July : i Oct. 3 Dec. Total 

1989._._....22- 2-2} ee flee Jee ef} eee |e fee 5 17 32 53 107 
1940.__.-.....---..] 117 | 189 | 235} 231 | 252] 317] 276| 578! 761}; 480] 448] 516] 4,400 
1941 tLe] (6A 603 | 570] 767 | 901 | 858 |1,425 {1,598 |1,694 {1,932 |2, 240 |2,185 | 15,314 

1 Subject to revision. . . 

Montana.—Production in Montana continued to increase, rising 
from 6,728,000 barrels in 1940 to 7,526,000 in 1941. Although pro- 
duction for the entire State increased 798,000 barrels, that of the Cut 
Bank field rose 929,000 barrels to total 5,020,000, representing 67 
percent of Montana’s total. Despite active drilling and a new dis- 
covery on the west side, production from the Kevin-Sunburst field 
declined from 1,923,000 barrels to 1,753,000. All drilling activity
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except one well completed in the Frannie field was concentrated in , 
the Cut Bank and Kevin-Sunburst fields. Extension of the west 

and south sides of the Cut Bank field brought in 111 new wells with , 

an average initial daily production of 177 barrels, and 48 wells were | 

completed in the Kevin-Sunburst field with an average initial of 111 | 
barrels. a : | 

Production of crude petroleum in Montana, 1987-41, by fields 

| {Thousands of barrels} | - 

a 
_ | Kevin- Bae ee os, at 23, Bi ea a tate ro oi re 

1937................| 227 | 3,332] 102} 12 |_...--} 1,684 @ | 418] = 80] 5,805 
1938_.....---------- 211 | 2,809 365 8 }|_...----| 1,290 18 210 35 4, 946 

1939__....---------- 196 | 3, 545 319 14 |]__--.....| 1,576 | 18 276 16 5, 960 

1940_.__.----------- 187 | 4,091 175 16 5; 1,923 18 305 8 6, 728 

1941 2..._._--------- 173 | 54, 020 170 17 26; 1,753 17 286 3 64 7, 526 

1 Included under “Other fields.” | | 
2 Subject to revision. —_ 

3 Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire State. 

Nebraska.—Crude-oil production in Nebraska became significant oe 

in 1941, when it amounted to 1,636,000 barrels compared with 276,000 

in 1940. Most of this oil came from the Falls City pool. Completions 

~ numbered 38, with an average initial daily production of 360 barrels. 

| New Mexico.—The 39,369,000 barrels produced in New Mexico in 

1941 was only a slight increase over the 1940 yield. The declining 

Monument and Eunice fields still maintained the lead, both having — 

gained slightly over their 1940 output. Identified with these fields, 

the Arrowhead field, discovered in 1940, increased its production over 

one-half million barrels to 1,429,000. The south Maljamar field, 

however, increased from 760,000 barrels in 1940 to 1,651,000 in 1941 | 

for the largest gain of any field. There were 63 completions in this 

field, with an average initial daily production of 361 barrels. Produc- 

tion from the Loco Hills field increased almost 350,000 barrels. © 

Oil-well completions numbered 209, with an average initial daily 

production of 221 barrels in 1941 compared with 479 completions 

| with an average initial production of 345 barrels in 1940. 

Production of crude petroleum in New Mexico, 1987-41, by districts and fields ! | 

[Thousands of barrels] 

a 

| Northwest | | Southeast | | 

ver | | Totter | ae || other | Total 

1937................| 70] 283] 31] 1,986 | 11,043 | 7,310 | 10, 968 7 | 6,740 | 38,438 
1988__....---------- 70 245 29} 2,188} 8,966 | 5,040} 9,451 886 | 9,134] 36,009 

1939_....----------- 69 204 30 | 1,981 | 7,863 | 4,401 | 8,206 | 3,028 11,886 | 37,668 

1980) | 4a | 87 | 2686 | 6.561 | 3,785 | 6,887 | 4,738 | 13,846 | 38,757 
Mle} | oz | 86 | 3433. | 6,658 | 3,686 | 6,960 | 4,800 | 13,917 | 30,660 

1 Oil and Gas Journal. 
? Includes Grayburg, Jackson, and Maljamar. 
3 Subject to revision. 

,
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| New York.—Production in New York increased from 4,999,000 
barrels in 1940 to 5,185,000 in 1941, the largest output since 1937. 
Production was encouraged by the strong demand for lubricating 
oil, which in June took the price of Bradford crude to $2.75 per barrel— 
the ‘‘ceiling”’ imposed for this crude by the Price Administrator. _ 

' According to the Oil Weekly, new completions numbered 674, with 
an average initial daily production of 7 barrels. Repressuring opera- 

| tions were active, and 441 wells were drilled for water input. | 

| Production of crude petroleum in New York, 1937-41, by months : 

[Thousands of barrels] 

Year Jan. Feb. F Apr. May June July i i Oct. i Dec. Total | 

| y937...............| 440] 408 | 467] 455] 461}. 481 | 494] 460] 453) 444] 453] 463] 5,478 
1938._...-.........| 444] 409] 455] 429] 447] 418 | 404] 429] 406} 404| 301] 409) 5,045 
1930...............| 402} 363} 418] 406| 439]. 435] 416] 441| 434) 448| 453] 443] 5,098 
1940._..........-.-| 458 | 480) 488) 444) 4389; 402 | 425 | 396) 383} 408} 379 | 397) 4,999 
194rt 2777777771] 424 | 372] 410 | 436 | 435) 422 | 456 | 438) 445 | 465| 414] 468 | 5,185 

1 Subject to revision. | 

| Ohio.—Production in Ohio totaled 3,340,000 barrels in 1941 com- 
pared with 3,159,000 in 1940. Oul-well completions numbered 419, | 
with an initial daily production of 27 barrels, compared with 323 
completions in 1940. | | | oe 

| Greatest activity was in Medina County, where 132 small wells 
were completed, but the principal development was in Perry County, 
with 67 new wells. Of these, 45 with an average initial daily produc- __ 
tion of 152 barrels from the Clinton sand extended the Clayton pool. 

| Hight wells were drilled in the northwestern part of the county, with 
an average initial daily production of 120 barrels. _ | | 

| Production of crude petroleum in Ohio, 1937-41, by months — 

| _ [Thousands of barrels) 

‘Year Jan. Feb. ; Apr. May i July Aug. i Oct. i Dee. Total 

1987_..............] 255 | 282 | 316 | 304; 308; 317 | 314{| 312 | 332; 262{| 272] 285); 3,559 
1938_..............] 248 | 258; 301 | 274] 281 286 | 266] 301 | 277 | 278 | 257; 271; 3,298 
1989_..............]| 252 | 236 | 274] 255 | 288] 272! 269] 266] 247 | 276 | 260] 261 | 3,156 
1940_..............| 207 | 234 | 246] 264] 280 | 260} 286] 287; 272} 206} 248) 279] 3,159 
19411...) _.| «6263 | «6245 | «258 | 281} 285 | 284) 283 | 270] 287) 300] 276}; 308] 3,340 

' Subject to revision. 

Oklahoma.—Notwithstanding great drilling activity, production in 
Oklahoma continued to decline and dropped to 154,759,000 barrels in 
1941 compared with 156,164,000 in 1940 and 228,839,000 in 1937. 
Decreases in the Oklahoma City field output from 35,970,000 barrels 
in 1940 to 32,184,000 in 1941, and in the Seminole field from 26,989,000 
barrels to 23,687,000, along with losses in smaller fields, more than 
offset the yield from new wells. The Fitts field, which produced more 
than Seminole in 1937, was down to 4,223,000 barrels in 1941. 

Completions in 1941 totaled 1,099, with an average initial daily 
production of 226 barrels compared with 1,011 wells with an average 
initial of 204 barrels in 1940. The most important discovery was the 
Apache field in Caddo County in June, where the seven wells drilled
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had an average initial daily production of 4,012 barrels from the 
Simpson sand. Most of the yield increases were in fields discovered 
before 1941. The Hewitt field, which has been producing for several 
years, had the greatest activity, as 119 wells were completed, mostly 

| in the first half of the year.. Their average initial daily production was 
294 barrels, and the output in this field increased from 1,778,000 
barrels in 1940 to 4,860,000 in 1941. Production in the Cumberland 
field increased from 393,000 barrels in the discovery year 1940 to 
2,543,000 barrels in 1941. Completions in this field were 31, with an— - 
average initial daily production of 266 barrels. New completions also 
resulted in increased production in the Cement and Dill fields. 

- Production of crude petroleum in Oklahoma, 1937-41, by fields 1 | 

: | [Thousands of barrels] 

| Field | a937,—« | 1938 «| «1930 «|= t940 | toed 

Allen... cecec cece cece cecececeeteccecececececeee-| 2,511] 2,475 | 2,280 | 2,066 1, 788 
Beebe._._.-...-2se- sss ssseeeeeeeeeeneseeseeesees 928 | 1,017| . 1,005| 1,828 1, 526 
Billings. ._..-.--0-----.----------------------------- 2, 349 2,108 | . 2,178 2, 209 2,276 
Bristow-Slick_..........-..--.----------------------- 2, 790 2, 389 2, 403 2, 213 1,951 
Burbank. ._......---.--.---------------------------- 2, 871 2, 814 2, 689 2, 838 | 3, 282 
Cement... -.-...-2..-sscsseseeesesseeseeeseeeeeee 732 | 1,336| 1,896| 2,469; 3.354 
Coyle... oon nenn een eeo cence cee ones oeenceeseaesfeseeeenee-|eeeeereeee 386 637 1, 468 
Crescent...) 21-2. see se eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeewe.) 8,852 |” "1,687 983 769 576 
Cromwell... ......-.....---------------------------- 1, 265 1, 288 1, 175 1, 357 1,457 

'  Oumberland............-.---------------2-------- ee |---| eee] --- ee - 393 2, 543 
‘Cushing-Shamrock -..-.....------------------------- 3, 908 3, 848 3, 446 3, 353 3, 223 
Dione een ene neeeevepeeseeesesesees 640 405 | | 358 635 1, 426 
Edmond_......-.-.--.---------------- +--+ ------ +--+ ee 5, 884 2, 030 1, 675 1, 488 1,24 
Fish... IIIIININIIEIIN) fo77 | eet] 876 | 1, 158 1, 389 
Fitts.-.2-22-22--- eee eee eee eee 30, 977 16, 655 9, 120 6, 246 4, 223 
Healdton.........-..---..------------------ =e 3, 654 3, 401 3, 236 3, 177 3, 086 

. Bewitt.JUTTTITIIUEUIU]  ossa | 400] 1,362 | 1,778 4, 860 
Keokuk -_.___......---.-.--.------------------ eee 2, 979 1, 713 1, 176 . 1,091 1,020 
Lucien __..._...-----.-.------------ eee eee eee 5, 047 . 8,324 3, 017 2, 750 2, OG7 
Nowata County...........-..------2---------------- 3, 450 4, 390 4, 348 4, 306 3, 905 
Oklahoma City 122120222. 27TTITIIIIIIIIIIIIT) sah776 | 38,796 | 35,728 | 35,970 | 32, 184 
Olympic...... nse reeeeeeeeeeee| = $815 | 889] 084 |. 738 508 
Osage (outside Burbank-South Burbank) ...-.--..... 7,626 6,488 | 6,063 5, 904 6, 131 

Ramsey. -_....._------------------ eee ee en eee e [eee eee eee 528 1, 489 1,377 1,549 

Seminole field: | , 

, Bowlegs.....-------ceeeceeececececececeeeeeeeee-| 4,178 | 8,200] 2,678 | 2,464 | 2, 1388 
Carr City. JIE) ae7a |. 1904] 922] "840 7a . 
EHarlsboro........------------------------------- _ 2, 945 3, 751 3, 590 3, 730 3, 737 
Konawa.___.-.-.------------- eee eee 592 569 656 766 1,245 
Little River... TE] 4,922 | 3,040] 2,865 | 2,875 | 9-705 
St. Louis-Pearson..........-.--....-------------| 7,528 7, 766 11, 303 9, 331 6, 997 
Seminole City....-.....-.. sss ssseeeeeeeeeeee| ©3428 | 2,842 | 2,618 | 2, 501 2, 243 
Other Seminole districts 5, $38 6, 390 5, 310 4, 482 3, S15 

“Total Seminole field............--.--..--------| 30,704 | 28,852] 29,942 | 26,989] 23, 687 
. Sholem-Alechem-Tatums-Tussy.......-------------- 3, 129 2,249 | 1,699 2, 169 2, 826 

South Burbank...........----...-..ssssceeeese} 5,579 | 3,938 | 3,150 | 2,927 2, 730 
Other fields....--....... 2... sss seseoeeesoseleeeeee| 39,431 | 32271 | 30,331 | 31,936 | 36, 797 

Total oe 223,107 | 168,465 | 153,484 | 150,767 | 153,257 

1 Oil and Gas Journal. 

Pennsylvania. Despite heavy demand, crude-oil production slumped 
from 17,353,000 barrels in 1940 to 16,750,000 in 1941. The trend, 
however, was definitely upward the last 4 months of the year, as the 
output for this period was 6 percent higher than for the same period’ 
in 1940. Most of the drilling was in the Bradford district, where 
1,540 wells were drilled with an average initial daily production of 
1.2 barrels. | 

Consideration of intensive recovery methods in Pennsylvania has 
brought interest in horizontal wells in addition to the established 
practice of repressuring wells. Water-input wells drilled for this 
purpose numbered 1,675 in 1941. :
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| Production of crude petroleum in Pennsylvania, 1987-41, by months | | 
| 7 [Thousands of barrels] | 

Year Jan, Feb. Mar. i May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. F 

1937_..; 1,497 | 1,390 | 1,584 | 1,554-| 1,581'| 1,613 | 1,689 | 1,703 1,678 | 1,652 | 1,608 | 1,640 | 19, 189 
1938... 1,566 | 1,466 | 1.653 | 1,497 | 1,517 | 1,432 | 1,385 | 1,460 | 1,377 | 1,383 | 1,318 | 1,372. 17, 426 
1989_._| 1,346 | 1,255 | 1,437 | 1,411 | 1,558 | 1,437 | 1,405 | 1,479 | 1,414 | 1,570 | 1,532 | 1, 538 17, 382 
1940._.| 1,522 | 1,505 | 1, 530 | 1,582 | 1,585 | 1,335 | 1,418 | 1,387 | 1,321 | 1,405 | 1,319 | 1,444 17, 358 
1941 1__| 1,416 | 1,231 | 1,336 ; 1,382 1,407 | 1,345 | 1,419 | 1,376 | 1,440 | 1,501 | 1,370 | 1,527 | 16,750 

1 Subject to revision. | - 

Texas.—Texas production of 507,584,000 barrels was the greatest 
since 1937 and represented 14,375,000 barrels more than the 1940 
output. The only districts to show material gains were the Gulf 
Coast and West Texas, and the greatest loss was in the declining East __ 
Texas, although it maintained its place as the greatest field in the 

~ world. Development of the Wilcox trend in the upper Gulf Coast 
| _ district and of deeper sands in West Texas is responsible for the 

increases. In all, 7,262 oil wells were completed in 1941, with an 
_ average initial daily production of 373 barrels, compared with 6,632 

| completions with an average of 486 barrels in 1940. — 
Production in the Gulf Coast district increased from 122,166,000 

| barrels in 1940 to 135,139,000 in 1941, owing principally to develop- 
| ment of the Wilcox trend in the upper Gulf Coast area. Although — 

| oil was discovered several years ago in the Eocene Wilcox Sand, it 
- was not until 1939 that active development began, and the rewards 

have come in 1940 and 1941. _ | - | 
The Conroe field gained 2,327,000 barrels, maintaining its place as - 

the largest producer in the Texas Gulf Coast field with a total output of 
11,630,000 barrels. Hastings, with a gain of 2,202,000 barrels, pro- 

| duced 7,623,000 barrels, but Saxet-Saxet Heights, displaced by 
Hastings, dropped from 5,634,000 barrels in 1940 to 4,578,000 in 1941. 

| Development of the Marginulina-Frio sands in Jackson County re- 
| sulted in large gains in the Lolita and West Ranch fields. | 

oo There were 1,353 oil wells completed in the Gulf Coast area, with 
an average initial daily production of 196 barrels, compared with 1,072 
completions having an initial production of 276 barrels in 1940. 

_ Greatest activity was in the West Ranch and Lolita fields, where 133 
and 113 wells were completed with an average initial daily production 

| of 243 and 196 barrels, respectively. Wells with the largest average 
initial daily production were in the Tom O’Connor field—19 with 548 
barrels average; Fannett—16 with 539 barrels average; Anahuac—23 

| with 499 barrels average; and West Columbia—26 with 328 barrels 
average. | 

Production in West Texas increased from 84,494,000 barrels in 1940 
to 92,907,000 in 1941. The Slaughter district had the largest gain, 
and Wasson and Cowden, the largest producing districts, ranked next 
in reverse order. There were 2,123 oil wells completed in West Texas 
with an average initial daily production of 841 barrels compared with 
1,717 completions in 1940 averaging 891 barrels. Output from the 
Slaughter district, northernmost field in West Texas and the most 
active drilling center in the Nation in 1941, rose from 841,000 barrels 
in 1940 to 4,612,000 in 1941. Oil-well completions numbered 634, 

: with an average initial daily production of 1,051 barrels. There were 
284 wells drilled in the Wasson district, largest producing district 
in West Texas, averaging 692 barrels initial production. The North
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Cowden, Foster, and Johnson fields in the Cowden district all showed _ 
large increases, and 120 new wells in Seminole almost tripled the 
output from that field. 

Despite great drilling activity, increased production from several 
fields, and the discevery of a new large field, yield from the eastern 
part of Texas dropped from 168,919,000 barrels in 1940 to 161,634,000 | 
in 1941, owing principally to declines in the East Texas, Van, and 
Rodessa fields, whereas increases in Long Lake, Cayuga, and Talco, 
plus the output from the new Hawkins field, helped to stem the drop. | 

| In all, 798 wells were completed with an average initial daily produc- 
tion of 160 barrels. | | — 

_ The Hawkins field, discovered in the last days of 1940, produced 
1,432,000 barrels of oil in 1941 from the 226 wells completed during 
the year, with an average initial daily production of 348 barrels. | | 
Although there was a great amount of drilling activity in North , 

Texas in 1941, production was little changed from that of 1940. There 
were 2,456 wells drilled of which 1,593 were oil completions. A num- | 

| ber of new pools were discovered, and new production was found in 
deeper formations, particularly the Ellenburger. There were 268 | 
completions to this formation in the K. M. A. field, with an average 
initial daily production of 326 barrels. Ninety-five wells completed 
in the Hull-Silk field raised its production more than a million barrels— 
the only field in North Texas to have a large gain. | 

Although 648 wells were completed in the Panhandle, no unusual 
developments or new discoveries were made. There was a small gain 
in production. | | | . 

: Production of crude petroleum in Texas, 1987-41, by districts and fields | | 
: (Thousands of barrels] 

| District and field 1937 1938 i939 | 1940 | 19413 

Gulf Coast: : 
Anahuac......--..---.-2-.-2-------eeee---------{ 4,818 | 2,887 | 2,604 | 2,688 4, 657 
Barbers Hill.___...-.---.-.---------+------------ 4, 366 3, 413 3, 165 ' 8, 180 3, 076 

- Conroe____..-.-.---- eee eee 15, 191 11, 606 9, 320 9,303 | -. 11,630 . 
Dickinson-Gillock.-..-...---.-------------------- 1, 432 2, 227 2, 946 2,940; 2,191 
Fairbanks.......-.--..--2.--2sssseseseeeee eee |eeee eee $39 | 2668| 2°460| 2,932 

| Flour Bluff_...-...-...-...-.s.s2sssssssssse----| 1,607] = 1,736 | ‘1,362 ] 1,151 1, 336 
Friendswood. .-...--..-2-.2ss-ss-sesss-se-----|.” 88 | ~=—-1,078 | = 2808] = 2542" | = 2, 959 
Goose Creek............------------------ ------ 860 . 596 619 571 509 
Greta__.-. 00. -sssseeceeeeeseeeeeeseeeeseee--| 6,685 | -4,190 | 1,993 | 1, 498 2, 357 
Hardin.._......--.-.-.-------------------------- 241 1, 621 2, 180 1, 646 1, 659 
Hastings.-.....-..--...2sssseseeeseesssese------| 5,835 | 6,940] 6,354 | 5, 401 7, 623 
Heyser..-...-.-.-------------------------------- 1, 515 3, 051 3, 470 3, 399 2, 633 
High Island_..-.......-...2..s-sss---e-sse------] 1,188 900 866 966 985 : 
Hull... ..-..-2scseseseseeeeeeesseseeeeee---| 2.492 | 2,899] 2,077 | 2,005 2, 387 
Humble... ...-...-..sss.seseeeseeeseeeseeee--| 217 | 1.202] 1041 957 913 
Lovell’s Lake_.._........-.----------------------|---------- 51 245 882 1, 334 
Luby__..--- 0 sss ses eee eeeeeeeeeeteeeeeseee g0| 1,578] 2,472] 1,459 1, 396 

Manvel._...._......-.--------------------------e 3, 458 3, 222 2, 718 2, 627 1,915 
Old Ocean_...... 2.022. ss seseseeeseeeeeeseeeee 447| 1,782| 3,209| 4,165 4,741 | 
Orange... _......-.--------------------- eee ee 248 483 887 889 862 
Pierce Junction.__.......-:---.-----:------------ 1, 243 1,117 897 628 637 
Placedo...---.-.--.-sssssesssewsssssssessee-----| 3,082] 3,688] 2,208 | 1, 882 1, 401 
Raccoon Bend...............2ss.sssss-ss-s--e---| 2,002 | «1,206 | 1,084} 1,289 1, 329 

Refugio__........-...---------------------------- 2, 307 2, 093 2, 097 2, 111 2, 223 
Saxet-Saxet Heights..........-..-...--..--..----| 18,768} 13,130] 8953] 5,634 4,578 
Segno__....... ..--..----------------------- ---- 472 708 958 1, 006 1, 538 
Spindletop...-.-...-..s2cscceseceeeeeeeeeseeeee 912 837 782 609 486 
Sugarland... 1, 322 1, 222 1, 242 1, 354 647 
Thompsons.___.......------------------+--------- 4, 147 3, 998 4, 617 4, 384 4, 609 
Tomball...............2sssssssssessvessswe----} = 8060 | 2635] = 2630] 2,675 3,314 
West Beaumont.......-.--..-.----.-------------]| .@ 571 1, 033 1, 149 821 
West Columbia__....-...-.-..------------------- 825 1, 600 2, 261 2, 353 2, 740 
West Ranch._..._...-.-.---.--------------------]---------- 19 230 | 1,862 3, 691 
White Point........-....-.2-..ssssveeeseee-ee--| 20 387| 2,080 | 3,054 2; 864 
Withers. ...___.__...-.---.ssss2ssesseeseeeeeee- 570. 925| 1,330} 1.712 2, 829 
Other Gulf Coast............2.....--..-.------| 27,764 | 20,750 | 37,503 | 239,182 | 243, 337 

Total Gulf Coast..............-.-.-.----------] 114,702 | 115,587 | 122,523 | 122,166 | 135,139 
See footnotes at end of table. SSS ee 

4977794368
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Production of crude petroleum in Texas, 1937-41, by districts and fields—Continued 

co [Thousands of barrels] | | . 

. ~-. District and field - 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941! 

East Texas: . | | | 
East Texas proper !_.....--.---------------------] 170,673 | 152,116 | 144,615 | 141,023 132, 586 

- Cayuga_.._.-.-...2.. 22 ------------e---------] 3, 195 3, 191 3,472 | 4, 432 4, 859 
Hawkins......._.._...--------------------------|----2-----|----------/---------- fee 1, 432 
Long Lake__..._.__..-_-------:---------+------- 549 721 867 828 1, 375 
Rodessa...._..._-_-____-------------------------| 12,626 11, 373 9, 785 - 6, 607 4, 712 

. Sulphur Bluff_...._......----------------------- 1, 627 1, 653 1, 536 1, 522 1, 582 
Taleo___.-.....-------.--------------------------|. 9, 720 9,593 | 9,609 8, 818 9,038 
Van.._..-....-----------------------2-----------| 1, 346 . §, 630 5, 333 4, 512 3, 739 

- Other East Texas._.........-.._.-------------.-- 589 611 . 738 1,177. 2, 311 

- Total East Texas_..........-.----- -.---------| 210, 325.| 184,888 | 175,955 | 168,019 | 161, 634 

Central Texas: : . | 
Darst. Creek_.... 5222-222 eee e- 2, 802 2, 816 2, 707 2,178 | 1, 845 
Luling_._....-.-.---.------.---------------------| | 2,260 2, 497 2, 443 2, 256 |. 1, 974 
Lytton Springs. .......-..2.--.---------------+-- 120 1, 057 867 649 577 
Mexia 5___...-._-.-------------------------------] 1,678 | 1, 635. 1, 494 1, 418 1, 531 
‘Pettus___..------2-- bee eee eee 3, 135 2, 088 1, 515 1, 276 1, 061 
Salt Flat (Bruner)__-............-----.---------- 1, 586 ‘1,419. 1, 594 1, 512 1,348 
Other Central Texas_.....-..-...-.-------------- 1,990 1, 175 1,049 | 1,139 1, 256 | 

| -— Potal Central Texas......--.-.--------:-------] 18,571 | 12,687 | 11,669 | 10,428 | 9, 592 
| North Texas ¢......_.-.--.--.-----.----.-----------| 37,580 | 36,823 |- 40,371 | 748,153 | . 748,568 

Panhandle’... _.......--------.-.-----2-------------- 27, 617 23, 556 24,165 | 26, 716 27, 831 
South Texas ®___... _.-..-..--.2----------.-----.----| 30,780 29, 597: 29, 392 32,333 | 31,913 

West Texas: oe | oo 
Andrews County.....-.-....------.-------------| «1,318 1,309 | . 1,587 1,506 | 2,224 
Big Lake._._...-_-.---.-------------+----------- 2, 648 2, 381 | 2, 275 2, 075 1, 938 
Fisher County_..-...-.-2-.-----.2---------------- 1, 164 1, 208 - 1,059 885 | | 655 

_ | Slaughter___._.__...---.------- 2 eee |e - 2 ------ 73 416 S41 4, 612 
Ward County _."......-.....-.-------.----------- 12, 561 8, 878 7, 795 7, 580 7, 189 
Other West Texas.__.......-.--.--.-.---.-.-.--.| 58,052 58, 863 66,321 | 3 71, 657 3 76, 289 

: Total West Texas............-.-.-..-------2--| 75,743 | 72,712 | 79,453 | 84,494 | 92, 907 

Total Texas_....---....---.-------------------| 510,318 | 475,850 | 483,528 | 493,209 | 507, 584 

1 Subject to revision. . / 
3 Included under ‘‘Other Gulf Coast.’’ 
4 Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire district. — 
4 Joiner, Kilgore, Lathrop, and other pools in Cherokee, Gregg, Rusk, Smith, and Upshur Counties. 

- §Includes other fields in Falls, Freestone, Limestone, and Navarro Counties. 
- Includes the fields in and between Wilbarger, Wichita, Clay, Montague, and Cooke Counties on the 
north and Runnels, Coleman, Brown, and Comanche Counties on the south. — 

‘? Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for East Texas, exclusive 
of East Texas proper, Central, North, and South Texas. 

8 Carson, Gray, Hutchinson, Moore, Potter, and Wheeler Counties. ‘ . 
* Includes fields in Duval, Hidalgo, Jim Hogg, Jim Wells, Starr, Webb, and Zapata Counties. ° 

| West Virginia.—The output of 3,433,000 barrels in 1941 was slightly 
less than the 3,444,000 barrels produced in 1940, but the trend was 
upward, as production in the last 4 months of 1941 was 2 percent 
higher than that for 1940. ) 

There were 115 new wells drilled, with an average initial daily pro- 
duction of 15 barrels. 

Production of crude petroleum in West Virginia, 1937-41, by months 

oo {Thousands of barrels] 

Year Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. | Sept.} Oct. | Nov.| Dec. | Total 

1987_......... . _.| 289 292 340 330 325 333 329 3238 327 324 367 326 3, 845 
1988_...........__.] 290 294 337 317 322 326 304 325 315 320 257 277 3, 684 
1939_........ . ...| 279 | 282} 312 | 288] 320 | 309 | 288| 310 | 290 | 309] 282{ 311] 3,580 
1940._.............| 2841 301 | 285 | 300 | 311 | 276 | 303 291 | 286] 312 | 264} 281] 3,444 
19411... Ll} 286 | «2249 | «276 300 | 290} 280} 297; 283] 289; 311 270 302 | 3,433 

' Subject to revision. .
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Wyoming.—Production rose from 25,711,000 barrels in 1940 to 
29,694,000 in 1941. The greatest gain was in the Lost Soldier field, | 
where the output rose from 2,070,000 barrels in 1940 to 4,745,000 in 
1941. Seven wells were completed in this field, with an average initial | 

| daily production of 784 barrels. A 63-percent gain raised production | 
in the Grass Creek field from 718,000 barrels to 1,171,000, although no 
new completions were reported. , 

There were 123 oil wells completed during 1941 but no new fields | 
| were found. Drilling was most active in Lance Creek, where 26 wells ~ 

were brought in with an average initial daily production of 608 barrels, 
notwithstanding which production dropped from 9,121,000 barrels to 
8,838,000. Production in La Barge field rose from 585,000 barrels to 
769,000, in consequence of 16 completions; 13 wells were completed in 
the Osage field and 11 in Oregon Basin. Production in the latter field | 
rose from 2,725,000 barrels to 3,197,000. a : 

Production of crude petroleum in Wyoming, 1937-41, by fields 

ae | | [Thousands of barrels] | 

| . : | Hamil- | Lander- | Lost 

Year Mut. “Ger Basin | nie” |. Greck Dome. Barge | Gress | Derby | dier- 
—_ Springs | Dome | Ferris 

1937....-.------ 484 | 1,248 104 358 654. 437 | 423 4,247 329 §11 | 
, 1938_.......-.-- 441 836 94 419 513 * 346 395 | 4, 846 306 1,037 

1939_....-.----- 435 867 203 496 844 240 379 | 6, 884 278 1, 502 
1940___....-.--- 429 | 1,411 190 812 718 353 585 | 9,121 290 2,070 
1941t.......--| 421] 1516] 195] 939] 1,171 264 | 767 | 8,838 309 | 4,745 

: Medi- | oregon Spider- Rock | Salt | Other 
: | Year Bow | Basin Osage | South | Quealy Creek | Creek | fields Total 

. Casper 

1937....................| 1,344| 1,407] 261| 230/ 268| 748} 5,874| 230) 19,168 
-1938_......-.....-.-.----] 1,040 | 1,648 116 196 271 640 | 5, 705 173 | 19,022 
1989_........------------ 544 | 1,848 132 26 225 | 1,008; 5,331 122 | 21,454 

- 1940.20.22 eee 251 | 2,725 59 238 172 928 | 5,201 2158 | 25,741 
194) 1. eee 245 | 3,197 132 251 158 952 ; 5,146 2448 | 20,604 

1 Subject to revision. . . 
2 Includes crude oil consumed on leases and net change in stocks held on leases for entire State. 

WELLS 

The lethargy in drilling that set in during June 1940 continued 
well into 1941 and oil-well completions in March 1941 were 382 less than 
in March 1940. However, an increase of 335 completions in July 1941 
over those for June indicated the effect of the price increases earlier in 
the year and prompted new activity that raised the total of oil wells 
completed during the year to 19,195—70 more than in 1940 (see fig. 4). 
The total for the year was exceeded only in 1920 and 1937. 

Total completions in 1941, including oil and gas wells and dry 
holes, were almost 1,000 more than in 1940—29,070 compared with 
28,124. Industrial needs for gas resulted in an increase of 608 gas- 
well completions to 2,990, and dry holes drilled increased 268 to total 
6,885. The proportion of oil wells to total completions dropped about 
2 percent; that of gas wells increased about 2 percent; and that of dry 
wells remained virtually the same. |
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_ The 1,054 dry wells drilled in North Central Texas—37 percent of 
all completions in that area—indicate the great amount of wildcat 
activity in this area. Illinois had the next largest number—890— 

| but they represented only 25 percent of total completions. Mich- 
igan’s 419 dry wells, representing 45 percent of the total completions, 
was the largest proportion, and Ohio’s 502 dry wells represented 30 
percent of the completions. _ a 
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: | FIGURE 4.—Wells drilled in the United States, 1936-41, by months. 

Elimination of excessive drilling was designed by General Prefer- 
ence Order M-68, issued by the Office of the Petroleum Coordinator 

| in December, providing for easy acquisition of drilling and operating 
material and supplies by operators who conform to that office’s 
spacing pattern—one well to each 40 acres. Further search for oil 
was encouraged by excluding wells drilled for exploratory operations 
from any restrictions. As this order was issued near the end of the 
year, it had no influence on 1941 completions, but it is expected to 
curtail drilling operations severely in 1942. 

| Wells drilled for oil and gas in the United States, 1940-41, by months ! 

of Total 

Welis Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. | Sept.; Oct. | Nov. | Dec. 
Num- | Per- 
ber | cent 

1940 | 
Oil. .......| 1,489) 1,489] 1, 566] 1,749} 1,872] 1,817) 1,709] 1,654) 1,453) 1,689] 1,460) 1,178) 19,125] 68.1 
Gas_...__. 166; 149} 145) 145 166; 162} 203, 210 196| 265; 268| 277| 22,352) 8.4 
Dry__.__-- 482} 417; 508) 547; 612) 574) 646; 636! 552} 618} 533) 492) 6,617) ©23.°5 

2, 137] 2,055] 2,219] 2, 441 2, 650} 2, 553} 2, 558) 2, 500) 2, 201) 2, 572| 2,261) 1, 947| 2 28,094} 100.0 

Oil_..__.__] 1,368} 1, 150} 1, 184} 1,612| 1,615) 1,599] 1,934] 1,829] 1,913] 1,821] 1, 723] 1,447) 19,195] 66.0 
Gas: _____- 211; 198) 182) 202} 236; 220) 206; 288) 272) 285) 308] 292; 2,990] 10.3 
Dry.____.- 506; 487; 434) 603; 554) 533) 687] 647| 660) 644) 584) 546; 6,885) 23.7 

2,085} 1,835} 1,800) 2,417) 2,405) 2,352) 2,917) 2, 764| 2, 845] 2, 750| 2,615} 2,285] 29,070} 100.0 

1 Oil and Gas Journal east of California; American Petroleum Institute in California. 
? Total by months d -es not agree with total by States published elsewhere, as latter has been revised upon 

basis of annual data from State officials. 

3
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Wells drilled in the United States and estimated average daily initial otl production 
per well,! 1940-41, by States and districts 2 

1940 1941 

Oil . | 

State and district cS . , 

: Aver-| Gas | Dry | Total | Oi | Gas | Dry | Total 
Num-} , 28° ber initial 

rels) 

Arkansas..........-...-..--| 114] 881 13 60 | 187 95 20 83 198 
California 3. .......2.....--- 859 | 891 15 156 | 1,030 920 19 179 1, 118 
Colorado.......-......-.---- 10 130 1 8 19 16 4 13 33 
Tilinois........--....-.-...-.] 3,049 - 620 15 750 | 3,814 | 2, 730 12 890 3, 632 
Indiana_......-...---....---} 231 139 77 220 528 262 48 203 513 

_ Kansas.......-..--...-....-] 1,410 460 130 342 | 1,882) 1,420 76 517 2,013 
| Kentucky. ........--------- 224 61 | . 128 231 583 233 275 198 706 

Louisiana: a 
Gulf Coast......-...---- 741 307 17 236 994 614 18 2401 872 
Northern. .-...--.------- 448 114 |. 82 143 673 467 93 | . 281 791 

Total Louisiana__-....| 1,189 234 99 379 | 1,667 | 1,081 111 471 1, 663 
Michigan-.:.-......-...--.- 536 215 - 9 518 | 1,113 433 86 419 938 
Mississippi-..............-- 107 554 1 102 210 | 219 4]. 59 282 
Montans..--.....-.-------- 155; 113 49 38 242 160 70 53 283 
Nebraska...---....----------| © | () j..-..---| © 4 38 j......-- 51 89 
New Mexico..-..-.--..-..-- 479 345 19 113 611 209 15 53 277 : 
Oklahoma. .......-.-...-.--| 1,011 204 176. 65% | 1,844 .1,099 140 582 1, 821 
Pennsylvania, New York, 

Ohio, and West Virginia..| 2, 963 5| 1,271 744) 4,978 | 2,895 | 1,804 771 5, 470 
T aS: SO , 

Gulf Coast..............| 1,072 276 37 258 | 1,367 | 1,353 72 387 . 1, 812 . 
East Texas proper. .-__.-. 291 | 1,035 5 14 310 428 j_.....-. 14 442 

. _ West Texas........_....| 1,717 891 11 121 | 1,849 | 2,123 13 163 2, 299 
Rest of State...._.......| 3, 552 308 236 | 1,780 | 5,568 | 3,358 210 | 1,712] 5,280 

- otal Texas...........| 6,632 486 289 | 2,173 | 9,094-| 7,262 295 | 2,276 9, 833 
SR hr oe 124 | 2 727 8 47 179 123 6 33 162 © 
Other States........-.......| 32 | 306 | 82. |_ 79 | 148 |_______. 5 34 39 

. Total United States -.| 19, 125 396 | 5 2, 382 | 6, 617 ° 28, 124 | 19, 195 | 2,990 | 6,885 | 29,070 

1 Not available for 1941. 3 American Petroleum Institute. 
2 Oil and Gas Journal, except California. 4 Included in “Other States.’’ 
’ Total by States*does not agree with total by months published elsewhere in the Yearbook, as former 

has been revised upon basis of annual data from State officials. Lo. 

Producing oil wells in the United States and average production per day in 1940, by 
, | States and districts ! 

Producing oil wells Producing oil wells | 

Average Average 
State and district Approxi-| produc- State and district Approxi- | prod*1c- 

mate tion per mate | tion per 
- | mumber, | well per number, | well] per 

Dec. 31 | day cbar- Dec. 31 | day (bar- 
rels) rels) 

Arkansas. _..._....----.--.--- 2, 900° 24.0 |} New York.........---.---.--- 20, 500 0.7 
California ?_...........-.----- 15, 060 41.2 || Ohio. __..-..-.-.---2-2--2- ee 25, 200 3 
Colorado. -._.......-.--------- 190 22.8 || Oklahoma... ........-...-.-..] 53,400 7.9 
Dlinois...........--..-..---.-| 20, 500 21.0 || Pennsylvania_................] 82,100 .6 
Indiana_-_.........--.-..--.-. 1, 650 9.0 |} Texas: ——_—_> _ _ —_—_—_—_= 
Kansas_.........-------.----- 22, 100 8.3 Gulf Coast.._-.-.-.-.--.-| 11, 700 29.8 
Kentucky ...........-..----.-| 14,200 1.0 East Texas proper.....-.-] 26, 300 . 47 
Louisiana: ———_= | West Texas_-.....-.---.-] 12,300 20.0 

Gulf Coast.......-.---.-- 2, 550 96. 8 Rest of State........-.---| 44,900 9.1 
Northern.........-.------ 3, 550 19. 2 —_—|———-——- 

| —__—_——_ Total Texas...........-| 95, 200 14.5 
Total Louisiana --.--__.- 6, 100 49.7 || West Virginia.............-..| 18, 100 5 

Michigan.___.._-..-...-.------ 2, 930 19.2 |} Wyoming. _...-..-.-..-2.--.- 3, 500 20. 4 
Mississippi. .-_-.-..-.-.-.----- 115 193.9 || Other States 3...._.--......-- 145 6.9 
Montana..-....-.--.--------- 1, 800 10.4 = 
New Mexico. -_...-..--..--.- 3, 320 34.3 Total wells.............| 389,010 9.6 

1 Figures for 1941 not yet available. 3 Missouri, Nebraska, Tennessee, and Utah. 
2 American Petroleum Institute. ,
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OO | STOCKS  —=S>? | | 

Total crude-oil stocks declined about 19 million barrels in 1941 
_ compared with an increase of over 23 million barrels in 1940. An 

increase of about 2 million barrels in the first quarter was followed by 
declines of over 8 million barrels in the second quarter and a further 
decline of 13 million barrels in the third quarter. These decreases 
were incident to a more rapid increase than had been anticipated in 

| the demand for all oils. By the fourth quarter, production had been 
. . increased to a peak level, and crude stocks showed a slight increase. 

Total stocks of crude oil amounted to 257,063,000 barrels on December 
| 31, 1941, compared with 275,985,000 barrels on December 31, 1940. 

_ Stocks of refinable grades declined by over 17 million barrels, and 
stocks of California heavy crude decreased less than 2 million. 

| Stocks of crude petroleum, natural gasoline, and refined products an the United States 
| | | at end of year, 1987-41 . 

| a {Thousands of barrels] | 

| Product | 1937 1 1938 1939 1940 te 

Crude petroleum (refinable): 
At refineries._.....-...-..---.--22---2-------| “51, 041 51,551 | 49,215 | 52,448 | 51, 319 
Pipe line and tank farm. ...................-| 248, 552 |{_» 511’ tag |} 178,810 | 200,726 | 183, 992 

© Producers... eee eeeeeeeeeeeeee-| 1240} 14,476 | 1,958 {885 a1, 573 

| otal refinable-.---- ee eee ee 305, 833 |{ 370 tes \ 239, 978 { 5et ove |} 248,884 
California heavy crude.........-.---..-...--.--.| 14,505 |" 16,467 | 13, 330 11,906 | 10, 179 

Total crude petroleum. ..............-.-.-| 320,388 I{ 2 394° gg |} 253,308 |{ , 278-615 | 957, o63 
Natural gasoline__...-...--.---.-.-----2-.----.-.| 4,758 4,830] 4,421| 5,704] 4,275 
Refined products #_..----.---.-----..----------| 289,901 {2 369888 1h 268, 100 |{ , 282-285 | 990, 375 

Grand total....-.-----2-2e-ee-eeees-es--| 564,997 {{ , 355, 920 525,838 { » bey’ Sar |t 561,713 

1 Subject to revision. | 
* For comparison with succeeding year. 
* Includes also equivalents for wax, coke, and asphalt in barrels. 

The data on stocks of crude oil by States of origin for 1941 show that 
the largest declines were 11.7 million barrels for Oklahoma, 2.0 million 
for California crude of all grades, 1.9 million for Illinois, 1.6 million 

_ for Texas, 1.0 million for Kansas, and 0.9 million for Arkansas. 
Stocks of Appalachian crude decreased 0.7 million barrels and stocks 
of foreign crude about 0.6 million. The largest increases in crude 
stocks were 1.7 million barrels for Mississippi, 0.7 million for Michigan, 
and 0.4 million for Montana. 

The demand for domestic crude was almost 7 percent greater in 
1941 than in 1940, whereas crude production increased less than 4 
percent. This differential is accounted for by the addition to produc- | 
tion of 18.3 million barrels taken from all stocks of domestic origin in 
computing demand for 1941, whereas 22.9 million barrels of the 1940 

_ production went into storage.



. Stocks of refinable crude petroleum in the United States in 1941, by States of location and origin and by months! | | 

- . oe {Thousands of barrels) «ssi oe oe a See . 
green LLL TL CATT LAT A CS SLT A AOC A SSP SA A OSSD 

State | Jan. 1 Jan. 31 | Feb. 28 | Mar. 31 {| Apr. 31 | May 31 | June 30 | July 31. | Aug. 31 | Sept. 30 |. Oct. 31 | Nov. 30 | Dec. 31 

LOCATION . | | od | . es ee fp 
Arkansas...........------------+--- ence eee 2, 197 2. 120 1, 899 1. 818 1. 676 1, 684 1,589 | —_1, 696 1,895 | 1,897] 2,007 1,961 | ‘1, 988 g 
California 23...........-..-...--------------| 35.695 35, 837 36,876 | 37,395 37, 172 36,151) 34,909 | 35,614 | 34,527] 34,849) 34,835 | 35,077 | 35, 501 Ct 
Illinois 4...........--.--.2------------------| 18.944 14, 266 14, 557 14, 221 14, 475 13, 606 13, 402 14, 066 14,356 | 13,068 | 13,019 12,198 | 12,748 y 

Indiana... ...-..--.-------------- 0 +) ++----- 3. 393 3,480 | = - 2,973 3,067 | §3,184] 2,830 3,063 | 3, 219 2,930 | 3, 336 3, 271 3, 097 3,007 
Kansas and Nebraska. ......---------------| 10,612 9, 950 9,974 | 9,817 9,982 | 9,422 | ~ 9,326}. 9, 249 9, 454 9,764 | 9,612 8,907 | . 9,063 
Louisiana, Alabama, and Mississippi... -- --- 11, 497 11, 145 10, 438 10, 707 -10, 877 11,190 | 11,781 | - 11,7461 11,223 | 11,032 10,238 | 10,827 | 11,739 - 

Maryland $.___....._...---.----------------- 2, 474 2, 517 2, 104 -2,459 ) = 2, 835 1,916 | 2,418 2,571 | - 2,850 2,399 |: 2,580 2, 313' 2, 149 te 
Michigan and Kentucky.....------.-.------ 2, 873 2, 580 2, 654 2, 639 2, 692 : 2,897; -2,818; 2,646) 2,957- 3,121:|. 3, 236 -3, 504 3. 890 ] 
Missouri °........-.........-.-------------- 3, 831 3,980 4,015 4,013 |. 4,053 3,973 |. 3,684 | 3,795: | 3,905. 4,143 |: 4,114 4, 679 4. 377 bg 
Montana and Colorado..........---.------- 1, 688 1, 701 1,734} 1,817; 1,864] £1,902]; 2,003] - 2,008] . 1,988. 1,911 | 2,061 2,164] 2,170 Oo 
New Jersey .....----------2-2---ee------- eee 6, 735 5, 463 5,565 | - 4,713 |° 5,699 6,018] - 6,223 | 6,925: 6.964) 6800] 6,180] 6,046] 5,366 
New Mexico........-.--------------------- 1, 229 1, 325 1, 189 1,252 | 1,280} - 1,274] °1,885 ] > 1,281 | 1,281 | - 1,160 }' 1,185 1, 265 1,209 & 
New York..........------------ eee eee eee ee 1li17 = 1,304 1, 218 1,317 1,262; 1,217|-. 1,193} 1,168] 1,282 1,285 | 1,110 1, 142 1153 a 
Ohio...- 12.22.2222 eee ee eee eee eee 9, 518 9, 545 9,903; 10,257; 10,234] 9,711 | 8,793 | 8441 |: 8,344] 8593] 7,718 7,673 | 8,548 | 
Oklahoma.............---------------------| 481,838 | 49,749 | 49,927 | 49,736 | 48,804.|' 47,286]. 45,205 | 42,2389 | 41,168} 40,633 |. 39,850! 39,077 | 38, 768 
Pennsylvania.............-.---------------- 6, 586 7, 145 6,693 | 5,881 6,197 | 6,808 |. 6,922| 7,084] 6,521 6,660 |. 6, 709 6,647 | 6,379 » 
VOXOS. 0 eee ee eee cece een ence ee------| 86,689 | 86,002 | 87,561 90,207 | 88,671 | 88,630 | 88.964 | 86,469] 82,732] 80,869]. 81,601 82,549 | 84,051 
West Virginia............------------------ 1, 927 1, 953 1,955 | . 4,989 1, 943 1,876 | 1,824 1,719 1, 702 1,511 | —-1, 468 1, 351 1, 371 3 
Wyoming 7_..........-...-....-------------| 13,242 | 18, 099 13, 207 13, 125 13, 112 13, 590 13, 443 13, 442 13, 501 13, 080 12, 996 13, 202 | 18,317 ~ 

Total United States.................-| 264,079 | 263,251 | 264,432 | 266,380 | 266,012 | 262,111 | 259,075 |. 255,378 | 249,620 | 246,111 | 243,735 | 243,679 | 246, 884 4 . 

ORIGIN oo oo ; rs hy 
Arkansas.......-.--.---------------e- eee eee 3, 629 3, 439 3,172 2,881 | 2,836] 2,680] 2,479 2, 379 2, 586 2, 545 2, 579 2,516] 2,750 BW 
California 3__..........--.-..---------------| 25,852 | 35, 961 36,985 | 37, 451 37,272 | 36,221 | 34,961 | 35, 651 34.560 | 34,875 34,852 | 35,082] 35,596 © : 
Illinois and Indiana._-.............--------| 20,790 21,001 21,042 | — 21, 167 21,921 | 20,719 19, 577 18, 864 19, 284 18, 938 18, 447 17,707 | 18,413 & 
Kansas and Nebraska. ......--..----------- 8. 654 9, 054 9,177 | ° 9,124 9, 277 8, 377 8,300 | 7,603} 7,657 7,689 | 7, 144 7, 140 7,704  & 
Louisiana and Mississippi.......---..-.----| 14, 285 14,262 | 18, 249 13,629 | 14,199 14,111 14, 968 15, 521 14,878 | 14, 238 14, 054 14,718 | 15,318 
Michigan and Kentucky ....-..--.---.--.-- 2,115 1, 902. 1,990 | 2,084 ~ 2,059 2,175 2,009} 1,741 1, 907 2,149 |. 2,491 2,642.| 2,943 ~ 
Montana and Colorado........-.----------- 1, 385 1,379 1, 416 1,472 |. 1,496 1,581 | 1,647 1, 579 1,595 | 1,471 1, 690 1, 823 1, 865 
New Mexico.........--.--------0+--2------- 7, 570 7, 252 7, 559 7, 357 7, 448 7,205 | 7,506 7,504 | . 7, 069 6,915 | 6, 654 6,717 | 7,078 = FY 

10) 6) (: ne 665 647 595}  — 630 620 631 | - 635 653 627 622 696 635 509 7 
Oklahoma.............-.-------12----------| 68,574 | 64, 197 63,715 | 63,351 | 61,687 | 60,128 | 57,700} 56,022) 64,314] 53,928 53, 067 52,488 | 51,919 © | 
Pennsylvania, New York, and West Vir- . i mr o 

ginia.. 2.22. 22k eee eee eee eee 4, 157 4,173 4,154 4,051 4,078 | - 4,024] 4,000 3.871 | - 3,804 3, 693 3, 642 3,382 | 3,454 
Texa8....-.2.22 2-2-2 eee eee eee ee -----! 83,908 | 83,015 | 84,253 | 86,209] 86,326] 87,079 | 88,518 86,595 | 84,359] 81,961 81, 881 82, 224 | 82, 207 Q 
Wyoming.....--...--.---------------------| 14,314 | 14,106 | 14,297 | 14,073 | 14,000] 14,518 | 14,286; 14,300) 14,300) 14,306 | 14,077| 14,325) 14,455 tA 
Foreign....-...-----.--2---2-2---------- eee 3, 231 2, 863 2,828} 2,811 2, 703 2, 662 2, 489 3, 095 2, 590 2, 781 2, 461 2, 330 2, 583 

Total United States..........2.....-.] 264,079 | 263,251 | 264,432°) 266,380 | 266,012 | 262,111 | 259,075 | 255,378 | 249,620 | 246,111 | 243,735 | 243,679 | 246, 884 . 

Heavy crude in California..................{ 11,906 | 11,839] - 11,886 | 11,776{ 11,802] 11,241 { 10,711 | 10,556 { 10,042] 10,321 9,869 | 10,203 | 10,179 

| Subject to revision, (Includes Minnesota and Wisconsin. _- 1 Includes Idaho, South Dakota, and Utah, oS | 
' Includes Washington. §Inoludes Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Virginia. v. 
3 Heavy crude stocks in California given below. ¢ Includes Iowa. 

a
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Stocks of refinable crude petroleum ' in the United States in 1941, by districts and months? _ S 

(Thousands of barrels] . Or 

District Jan. 1 | Jan. 31 | Feb. 28 | Mar. 31| Apr. 30 | May 31 | June.30 | July 31 | Aug. 31 | Sept. 30/ Oct. 31 | Nov. 30! Dec. 31 

At refineries, by field of origin: 1. 
Appalachian: . 

Pennsylvania Grade.......-.-.....-----.-.---- 514 624 | 619 440 489 459; 419 378 | = 387 368 442 |. 367 439 
Other Appalachian (including Kentucky). .---- 342 290 361 386 311 313 | 298 279 241 345 226 312 348 

Lima-Northeastern Indiana-Michigan_-_.....-..-- 418 392 405 | - 382 347 409 379 268 | 331 391 657 | 674 680 
Illinois-Southwestern Indiana____._...........--..| 3,397 3, 386 3, 117 2, 994 3, 351 2, 671 2, 380 2, 795 3, 206 3, 052 3, 145 3, 008 3, 423 
Northern Louisiana, Arkansas, and Mississippi..._| 3, 588 3, 237 3, 294 2, 661 2,858 | 2,398 3, 327 3, 504 3, 426 3, 136 3, 446 3, 868 3, 893 . 
West Texas and Southeastern New Mexico...__...| 4,976 4,977 4, 964 4, 790 4,444 | 4,835 5,203 | 4, 483 4, 453 4,116 | © 4,045 4, 957 4, 892 
East Texas..-.......-........-..-.------------.---| 3, 476 3, 837 3, 065 3, 161 3, 625 4, 023 5, 044. 3, 723 3, 791 3, 302 3, 834 3, 048 3, 506 
Oklahoma, Kansas, North Texas, etc.....-..---...} 11,364 | 11,471 | 11,951 | 11,975 | 11,711 | 11,146 | 11,787 | 12,505 | 11,945} 11,668 | 11,354 | 11,060] 10,816 
Gulf Coast...........-..---220-2.------.-2--------| 10,309 9, 778 9,814 | 10,172 | 10,866 | 10,5096 | 10,126 11,520 11,266 10,895] 10,632; 10,697 10, 344 
Rocky Mountain.................---.--------.----| 2, 152 2, 005 1, 942 1, 877 1, 823 2, 083 2, 074 1, 922 1,847 | 1,921 | 2,204 2, 225 2, 230 
California. ._.....-.....2222222-2-22- ee -------| 8, 681 8, 618 9, 097 8,730 | 8,285 | 8,351 8,054 | 9,159 9, 288 9,213 | 8, 645 9, 085 8,165 
Foreign. - .-.-.------------+2-2-----222222e ree eee 3, 231 2, 863 2, 828 2, 811 2, 703 2,662 [| 2,489 3, 095 2, 590 2, 781 2, 461 2, 330 2, 583 Pe . 

Total at refineries. _...........---.-...-.-..-----| 52,448 | 61,378 | 61,357 | 50,379 | 50,813 | 49,946 | 651,580 | 63,631 | 52,771 | 61,188} 651,091 51, 631 51, 319 a | 

Pipe-line and tank-farm stocks, by fields of origin: 4 
Appalachian: . > 

Pennsylvania Grade...-.....-...---.....--..--| . 3,620 3, 487 3, 463 3, 444 3, 411 3, 404 3, 420 3, 342 3, 249 3, 175 3, 083 2, 900 2, 880 by 
Other Appalachian (including Kentucky)__.-.| 1,024° 916 879 | 975 1, 013 1,072 | 1,023 984 1, 049 1, 026 1, 102 1, 126 1, 124 td 

Lima-Northeastern Indiana-Michigan_-___........- 604 588 592 613 666 658 505 499 - 561 639 774 | 725 875 Oo 
_ Illinois-Southwestern Indiana_-_-.-..-....---------] 16,958 | 17,180 | 17,485 | 17,678 | 18,105 | 17,663 16,707 | 15,564} 15,568 | 15,366 | 14,772 | 14,154 14, 405 oO 

Northern Louisiana and Arkansas.-__.........__.. 5, 063 5, 035 4, 926 4, 865 4,976 5, 322 5, 013 4, 989 4,813 4, 702 4, 388 4, 446 4, 968 re 
West Texas and Southeastern New Mexico..-.....] 19,672 | 18,067 | 17,710 | 17,769 | 18,166 | 17,317 | 17,920 | 18,522 | 18,172 | 18,507] 19,272 | 19,232 19,602 ~- 
East Texas......-.-..-.---..--.---------..----.--.| 14,374 | 14,431 16,019 | 17,006 | 17,401 17,478 |} 16, 641 16,884 | 16,213 | 15,708 | 15,978 | 16, 510 .16, 791 yet 
Oklahoma, Kansas, North Texas, etc..............| 84,823 | 85,487 | 83,977 | 83,410 | 81,579 | 79,646 75, 583 | 72,119 | 68,965 | 67,540 | 65,682 | 64,992 65, 002 © 
Gulf Coast. -._.--------.-.--.------...------------| 18,007 | 18,901 19, 382 | 20,670 | 19,915 | 20,705 | 22,624! 21,204] 21,476 | 21,442 | 20,400 | 20,497 20, 958 re 
Rocky Mountain...-......-...---..----.----------] 18,129 | 18,053 | 13,353 | 13,250 | 13,360 | 13,595 |. 13,452 | 13,553 | 13,676 | 13,401 | 13,151 | 13,474 13, 664 —_ 
California... ...........-..-2--.-----------------.--| 28,462 | 28,698 | 24,332 | 25,170 | 265,482 | 24,407 | 23,478 | 22,808] 21,648 | 22,031 | 22,632] 21,995 28, 723 

Total pipe line and tank farm...................| 200, 726 | 200, 843 202,118 | 204, 840 | 204, 074 | 201, 167 | 196,406 | 190, 558 | 185,390 | 183, 587 | 181, 234 | 180, 051 183, 992 
Producers’ stocks......--..-.---------------.----------| 10,905 | 11,0380 | 10,957 | 11,161 | 11,125 10,998 11,089 11,189 | 11,459| 11,386] 11,410 | 11,997 11, 578 

Total United States: . . . 
1941. __..--.---.------+-----,------------------| 264,079 | 263,251 | 264, 4382 | 266, 380 | 266,012 | 262,111 | 259,075 | 255,378 | 249,620 | 246,111 | 243,735 | 243,679 | 246, 884 

1040 9 ee ee eeee ence eeeeeesetececeeseaasne] 289,078 | 240, 605 | 245,210 | 261, 897 | 258, 836 | 262, 598 | 262, 664 | 264, 171 | 264,918 | 263, 764 | 264, 601 | 263, 803 |{, 28% Ane | 
eee 

‘ Excludes stocks of California heavy crude. . 4 Subject to revision. - 
| 3 Revised figures for 1940 (Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 962) are as follows {thousands of barrels): Producers’ stocks—January 31, 12,310; February 28, 12,084; March 31, 

12,280; April 30, 12,207; May 31, 12,105; June 30, 12,290; July 31, 11,886; August 31, 12,128; September 30, 11,903; October 31, 11,819; November 30, 11,778; December 31, 11,5365. 
, (For comparison with succeeding year. - a
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| CONSUMPTION AND DISTRIBUTION | 

Runs to stills.—Crude runs to stills again exceeded all previous rec- | 
ords in 1941, with a total of 1,409 million barrels—an increase of 115 . 
million (8.9 percent) over 1940. Foreign crude runs gained 9 million 
barrels, and domestic crude runs increased 106 million. | | | 

Refinery operations exceeded demand, as indicated by an increase 
of about 9 million barrels in stocks of refined oils. As there was a | 

further decline in the total exports of refined oils and an increase in oe 
the imports of refined products, the gain in total demand for refined | 
products was due entirely to an increase in domestic demand. | 

There were substantial increases in refinery operations in all dis- 
tricts in 1941. Crude runs increased about 25 million barrels over 
1940 in both the Indiana-Illinois-Kentucky and the Texas Gulf Coast 
districts. East Coast runs were about 13 million barrels greater, and | 
the Oklahoma-Kansas-Missouri and the California districts each 
showed a gain of over 12 million. Runs in the Louisiana Gulf Coast 
district rose 9 million barrels. Increases of about 5 million barrels 
occurred in the Appalachian district and in the Texas Inland and 
Arkansas-Louisiana Inland districts, and the Rocky Mountain district 

_ gained over 3 million barrels. | a | | | 
Distribution.—Receipts of domestic and foreign crude petroleum at 

refineries in the United States totaled 1,299 million barrels in 1940 © | 
and 1,410 million in 1941. In 1941 receipts of foreign crude at 
refineries were about 51 million barrels or about 3.6 percent of the 
total compared with 3.3 percent in 1940; interstate receipts of domestic 
rude were 544 million barrels or 38.6 percent compared with 37.5 
percent in 1940; and intrastate receipts were 815 million barrels or 
57.8 percent compared with 59.2 percent in 1940. 

- Refinery receipts of crude in 1941, by methods of transportation, , | 
indicated that 73.9 percent of the total. was delivered by pipe lines 
compared with 72.4 percent in 1940; that 22.7 percent was delivered 
by boat compared with 24.7 percent in 1940; and that 3.4 percent was — - 
delivered by tank car and truck compared with 2.9 percent in 1940. 

The total demand for domestic crude petroleum in 1941 amounted | 
to 1,422.5 million barrels—a gain of about 92 million (almost 7 per- 
cent) over 1940. Domestic crude run to stills was 1,358 milli ion 
barrels, and the remainder (about 64 million) represented exports, 
crude used for fuel, and losses. | 

The most important changes in market demand by States of origin 
(computed from production and changes in crude stocks by origin) in 
1941 compared with 1940 were increases of about 29 million barrels 
for Texas, 20 million for Kansas, 15 million for Louisiana, 13 million 

: for Oklahoma, 10 million for Mississippi, and 7 million for California. 
The largest declines in crude demand were about 9 million barrels for 

- [linois and 5 million for Michigan. 
The total demand for Texas crude rose from about 480 million 

barrels in 1940 to 509 million in 1941—an increase of about 6 percent. 
In 1941 about 344 million barrels of Texas crude were delivered to 
refineries within the State and 146 million barrels to refineries in other 
States; 108 million went to the East Coast district, 23 million to the 
Indiana-Lllinois-Ken tucky district, 11 million to refineries in Louisiana, 
and 3 million to the Oklahoma-Kansas-Missouri district. In addition



Runs to stills of crude petroleum in the United States in 1941, by districts and monthe } co = 
| | [Thousands of barrels] | an oS 

District January | February] March | April May June | July | August Septem- October Novem- D ber Total 

mak yeore 13,717| 12,750} 14,483| 1380 141 12, 88 | | | omestic.............---2.---22--2--- , j , , 4, 183 2, 882 13,998 | 14,640 14,1386 | 15,431 14, 837 15,491 | 169, 869 Foreign...._............---2.22-.- ee. 2, 927 3, 003 3, 367 3, 491 3, 791 4, 073 4,437 | . 4,435 4, 134 4,716 2 bas 4, 259 47,177 
Total East Coast................._- 16, 644 15, 753 17, 850 16, 812 17, 974 16, 955 18, 435 . 19, 075 18, 270 20, 147 19,381 | 19, 750 217, 046 

Appalachian...-...-..-...-----.......----| 4,441 | 3,908] 4,347] 4,312| 4,430] 4,401 4,801] 4,400] 4,650| 4,575| 4,484] 4,575 | Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete... -.- 19, 045 17,884 | 19, 763 18, 907 21, 883 21, 225 22,079 | . 21, 759 22,076 | 22, 764 21, 794 22,078 | obi’ oer Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, etc........_| 9, 786 9,148 | 10,214 9,950 | 10,649} 10,831 | 11,296) 11,321 / 11,116] 11,411] 10,6097| 10,711 | 127, 130 | | Texas Inland__...._.....2- 2-222 elle 5, 105 5, 047 5, 290 5,474 | - 5, 635 5, 551 5, 671 5, 910 5, 742 5,948 | 5, 506 5, 761 ~ 66, 640 re} 

Texas Gulf Coast: ] PS uv 
Domestic.........-....-----222- lee 29, 022 25, 555 27, 702 28, 558 30, 550 28, 174 30, 376 31, 421 30, 883 32, 000 31, 881 33, 674 359, 796 et Foreign.........------------2--------- 218 | 350, 462 386 89 — 808 | 267 300 308; 236] 286 245 3,456 @™” 

Total Texas Gulf Coast_......_.___- 29, 240 25, 905 28, 164 28, 944 30, 639 | 28, 482 30, 643 31, 721 31, 192 32, 236 32, 167 33, 919 363, 252 si 

Louisiana Gulf Coast: 4156 3741 3 000 » 064 "7 | } | > : | 
omestic.........-.2.------.----.---- , , , , 4, 472 4, 394 4, 934 4, 899 4, 861 4, 849 4,822 | 4,905 | — Foreign.......---. 2.2222 22222222e 02 2 34 10 42 }--...----.] BH |e] 72 44 28 7 | sis 
Total Louisiana Gulf Coast......._. 4, 158 3, 775 4, 000 4, 006 4,472 | 4,448 4, 934 4,971 4,905 - 4,877 4, 829 4, 925 54, 300 2 | 

Arkansas-Louisiana Inland...............| 2,262] 2,049] 2267/ 2,350/ 2,472/ 2124] 2,661) 2,670/ 2,604] 2728] 24771 2,613| 20,365 | Rocky Mountain..._......._-.._._._..__. 2, 702 2, 244 2, 579 2, 748 2, 608 2, 924 3, 138 2, 936 3,273 | =. 2, 926 2,644 | 2,848 33, 570 _— California.....-........-.--..-- 22.2.8. 17, 300 14, 737 16, 585 17,603 |. 18,673 18, 904 17, 622 19, 719 17, 563 19,162 | 17, 560 17, 805 213, 133 © SS i re fe a —_—— > Total domestic..........-........-.] 107, 536 97,058 | 107,220 | 107,187 | 115,555 | 111, 500 116, 476} 119,765 | 116,994 121,792 | 116,702 | 120, 461 1, 358, 246 _ Total foreign. .____....----.222 228 3, 147 3, 387 3, 839 3, 919 3, 880 4,435 4,704 | . 4,807] 4, 487 | 4,980 4, 837 4, 524 50, 946 
Total United States................| 110, 683 |. 100,445 | 111,059 | 111,106 | 119,435} 115, 935° 121,180 | 124,572 | 121, 481 126,772 | 121,589 | 124, 985 1, 409, 192 | Daily average.......-...-...-......| | 3,570 3, 587 3,583 | 3,704 3, 853 3, 865 3, 909 . 4, 018 4, 049 4, 089 4, 051 4, 032 | 3, 861 

- : i ¥ — ee TT TTY ear AA . - 7 . — ou : 

' Subject to revision. | | | ; . :
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to crude, a large volume of products from Texas refineries is shipped 

to East Coast markets, so that any interruption in tanker transport 
| seriously affects the market demand for Texas crude. _ 

The demand for California crude increased from 225 million barrels 
in 1940 to 232 million in 1941—about 3.2 percent. The increase in 

Pacific coast demand for California oil offset the effects of the termina- 

tion of exports to Japan in August and the elimination of shipments to 

the East coast. The production of crude was about 230 million bar- 

rels, and this was supplemented by a deeline of about 2 million barrels 
in crude stocks. Only about 0.1 million barrels of crude were sent to 
the East coast in 1941. Practically all of the crude output was refined 
in the State, except for relatively small exports to Japan and western 
Canada. - oe | 

Demand for crude petroleum by States of origin, 1 938-41 | 

| [Thousands of barrels] | | 
a 

1988 1939 1940 194k | 

| State OO es eee | 
total | Dally | ‘rotar | Dally | rota | Dally) rota | Oy 

Arkanses....................| 18,797] 81.5] 21,401 | 587| 24,002] 685| 27,206| 745 
California..._._...-........| 240,053 | 657.7 | 228/413 | 624.1 | 224,931 | 616.3 | 232,246 | 636.3 
Golorado......... | 4s] 1 | 47] 39] neo] 645] (1775) 48 
Dlinois................| 22,880] 61.9 | 89,023 | 2432] 144658 | 3063) 136,057| 3728 | 

. Indiana... ..---------------- 991 2.7 1, 596 4.4 4, 559 12.5 7, 092 19.4 

Kansas............... | 59,681 | 163.5 | 60,733 | 165.9] 64,322| 1762| 84,228 | 230.8 
Kentucky ...2222| e48 | 155] 5586; 153] §6075| 139| 4677) 128. | 
Louisiana...............| 94385 | 2585 | 96,650] 264.1 | 101,185 | 277.2| 116,520] 319.2 
Michigan.-...--.------------- 18, 579 50.9 | 23,363 63.8 20, 252 55. 5 15, 618 42.8 

Mississippi... 2.2... |-----2----[-2------| 7B | 2 |) 3490] 96 | 13,619] = 37.3 
Montana... aed Ra | 6227] 17.0] 6964| 191] 7146} 126 
Nebraska. .......-2-...22...|---2-eeee-|e-eeene- 2|.... 270| .7| +1619, 44 | 
New Mexico......-----------| 38,579 | 105.7 38,954 |. 106.4 | 37.600 | 103.0 39, 861 109.2 

New YorK..-..-------------- 4, 988 13.7 5, 352 14:6 4, 908 13.4 5, 204 14.5 

Ohio... Tota | a] 3242} 89] 8164] 87] 3406] 8 
- QOklahoma.............--.---| 195,434 | 535.4 | 169,493 | 463.1 | 153,083 | 419,4 - 166, 414 455.9 

) Pennsylvania................| 17,183} 47.1 | (17,834| 487| 17,481|° 47.9] 16,771] (459 
TOXAS e222} 490; 056 |1, 342.6 | 503,770 |1, 376.4 | 480, 454 1,316.3 | 509,195 | 1,305.0 
West Virginia. -...--.-..-.--- 3, 410 9.3 8, 821 10. 4 3, 680 10.1 4, 006 11.0 

Wyoming....."----"-------] 28,056 | 68.2) 24,436 | 66.8 | 27, O25 75.4| °29.553| 81.0 | 

Other States. _--------------] 82] BR] AB] 2 
Total United States...|1, 243, 204 |, 406.3 |1, 301, 580 |3, 556.2 |1, 330, 323 |3, 644.7 |1, 422, 456 | 3,897.1 

SUSU SONOS eS 

1 Subject to revision. ; 

| The market demand for Oklahoma crude increased from 153 million 

barrels in 1940 to 166 million in 1941. In 1941 the production of 155 
million barrels was supplemented by withdrawal of over 11 million 

barrels from stocks. Production has been declining steadily since 1937. 

Deliveries to refineries within the State amounted to 56 million barrels 

in 1941. About 16 million barrels were delivered to refineries in 

Kansas and Missouri, 69 million barrels to Indiana-Ilinois-Kentucky 
refineries, and 14 million to East coast refineries. | _ 

The rapid rise in the demand for Illinois crude—from 23 million 

barrels in 1938 to a peak of almost 145 million in 1940—and then a 

drop to 136 million in 1941 has materially changed the trends in 
demand for other States. It has supplied much of the increased crude 

required in the refineries of the Indiana-Illinois-Kentucky district. 

Output exceeded demand from 1938 to 1940, resulting in an increase 
of about 10 million barrels in stocks by States of origin. In 1941, the 
production of about 134 million barrels was supplemented by a stock



Daily average demand for crude petroleum by States of origin, in 1941,! by months | = 

[Thousands of barrels] , on 

State January | February} March | April May June | July | August: Septem- October Novem- - Decem- Year 

Arkansas..............---------------- -- 75.7 79.2 80.0 73.0 77.2 78.8| 75.9 68.0 78.6 70.5| 74.2 66.8 74.5 | 
California.............-.---.-..----------| 607.7 574. 5 598. 3 619. 2 675. 2 698.6] 621.6 665. 1 657.0 666. 5 631.8 616. 1 636. 3 | 
Colorado.......-..----------------------- 4.8 4,8 3.6 5.7 2.4 4.7 6.6 | 6.5 6.4 4,2 3.6 5.1 4.9 
Mlinois.......-..--.----------------------| 321.8 320. 5 330.2] 316.9 375.1 388. 7 376.4 371.4 432.1 437.0 427.7 373. 4 872. 8 
Indiana... __.....-.-.-------2---- eee 23.8 22.5 19.0 19.6 20.0 13.9 15.1 23.0 2.2] 18.8 17.2 20.3 .4 

. Kansas..._....-.-.---.------------------- 184, 2 194.8 203. 8 202. 9 239, 3 232.8 263. 9 242. 8 244, 8: 269.4} 248.7 238. 5 230. 8 

| Kentucky_.............------------------ 19.0 11.3 10.6] 145] . 119 15. 4 15.9 11.7 10.7 15.0 9.5 - 8,2 128 86, 
Louisiana. ..........---------------------| 287.5 326. 3 205.8| 301.1 327.5 | 308.5 303. 5 336. 3 334. 6 343. 6 328. 5 338, 1 319. 2 
Michigan..............--..--------------- 41,9 37.6 38.1 38.0 34.1 41,9 46.0 37.6 45.9] - 46.3 54, 2 51.5 42.8 
Mississippi-_...-....--.----.-------------- 18. 4 27.7 14.2 11.9 18.9 14.7 39.8 53. 4 63.0 56.3. 68. 2 60. 5 37.3 

Montana._......----------------------2-- 18.3 17.5 17.5 18.3 19.5 18.8 21.7 19.7 (25.3)  §=16.8 20.0 21.6 19.6 3 
Nebraska_.......-.----------------- eee 2.6 |. 3.6 3.0 3.2 42, 4.65 5.2 5. 5 6.1 5.3 4.8 5.1 44 2 
New Mexico_........-------------.-------| 14 91.5 111.8] 1043{ 116.5 99.0 106.8 121.8 114. 6 119. 5 110.7] 100.6 109.2 Pp | 
New York.......------------------+ meee 13.7 13.7 14.0 14.7 14.4] . 145 17.3 12.4 15.7 15.1 14.3 14,1 145 wp 
Ohio... ...--------------nneee eee ee eee ee 9.1 10.6 7.2 9.7 8.8 9.3 8,6 9. 5 9.7 7.3 11.2 14,0 9.6 
Oklahoma.............-------------------| 306.8 440. 4 432, 4 473.0 465.9 502. 6 488. 2 484, 4 449. 6 447.2 446, 2 444, 4 455.9 4 7 
Pennsylvania............-----------:----- 45.6 44,3 44.8 46, 4 44,2] 42.8 45.3 47,1 46,8 48.1 50.3 45.6 45.9 
TOxaS..........-------ne-----------------| 1,308.6 | 1,254.0] 1,262.5] 1,348.8] 1,876.0] 1,355.7] 1,405.8] 1,465.1] 1,467.1] 1,461.7] 1,404.4] 1,520.9 1, 395. 0 Ps 

West Virginia. ..........-....----.------- 8.7 8.7 9.7 8.7 1.9] 11.8 11.6 10.3 13.6 11.9 12.5 12,0 11.0 
Wyoming. -—;----------------~----0---7+7 86.9 70.9 82.7 80. 4 72.8 90.1 83.0 79.8 86. 6 89. 4 70.0 78.0 81.0 
Other States ?_............-.---.-.------- 2 2 2 2 2 2] 42 2. 2 2 2 2 2 2 : | 

Total United States...............-| 3,586.2] 3,554.6 | 3,579.4] 3,710.5 | 3,916.0) 3,947.3 | 3,958.4] 4,071.6 | 4,125.6] 4,150.1 | 4,09%2) 4,044.0) 3,897.1 A , 

1 Subject to revision. | : . & Missouri and Tennessee. | | © 
- | fe
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decrease of almost 2 million. Production reached a peak of 423,000 
barrels daily in October 1941 and declined to about 292,000 barrels. 
daily by May 1942. In 1941, intrastate deliveries of Illinois crude 
amounted to about 41 million barrels and represented almost half the 
crude refined in the State. Deliveries to refineries in other States | 
totaled about 80 million barrels, of which 46 million went to other 
States included in the Indiana-Ilinois-Kentucky refining district, 24 
million to the Appalachian district, and 10 million to the East Coast 

The demand for Louisiana crude has been steadily increasing and 
| rose from 101 million barrels in 1940 to over 116 million in 1941. 

Deliveries to refineries within the State amounted to 39 million barrels | 
in 1941. The principal outside markets are the Texas Gulf. and East 
Coast refinery districts, which received 47 million and 21 million bar- 
rels, respectively, in 1941. | | 

The demand for Kansas crude rose to 84 million barrels in 1941—an 
- increase of 20 million over 1940. Demand was about evenly divided 7 
between refineries within the State and shipments. to other States. , 
Shipments to refineries in Illinois and Indiana amounted to 32 million | | 
barrels in 1941 compared with 20 million in 1940. | pO 

The demand for New Mexico -crude increased to 40 million barrels | : 
in 1941—a gain of 2 million. Less than 2 million barrels are used | 
within the State. Deliveries to other districts in 1941 included 25 | 
million barrels to Texas refineries, 7 million to the East Coast district, 

| and over 5 million to Illinois. 7 | | 
~The demand for Wyoming crude increased about 2 million barrels to 

total over 29 million in 1941. Intrastate deliveries amounted to about 
14 million barrels, shipments to other Mountain States were about 9 | 
million, and refineries in Indiana, [linois, Kansas, and Missouri 
received over 5 million. | | 

The demand for Arkansas crude amounted to 27 million barrels in | 
1941, of which 13 million barrels went to local refineries and an equal 
amount was sent to refineries in Louisiana. With the rapid rise in 
roduction, the demand for Mississippi crude increased 10 million 

| barrels in 1941 to total about 14 million barrels. About half was | 
delivered to Louisiana refineries, and the rest went to Illinois, Kentucky, 
and East Coast States. Declining production reduced. the demand 
for Michigan crude to less than 16 million barrels in 1941, the major 
part being refined within the State.



Distribution of crude petroleum in the United States in 1941, by States! | : ot 

{Thousands of barrels] 2 | SS 

Refinery receipts of domestic crude, by origin 

State Produce |  |_ Runs to | Transfers 
tion New _ stills to fuel 

Illinois Kansas | Louisiana svien ©6| OKlahoma;| Texas Other — 
Mexico 

Arkansas.....220 022 eee eee 26, 327 |.....-------]_ eee] ef [eee 12, 882 12, 686 281 
California. ._........--.------ eee eee ee 230, 268 |......------]------------]-------- 3 |---| 218, 737 2 213, 133 9, 004 
Colorado.........-_...-.----- ee eeeneeeeee 1,876 j.....----...|-.-.-.----~-}-.---2------ OD feee ce eee eee ee] | 3,775 | 3, 661 37 
Georgia 3... eee fe 2,533 |.-22 2 ee 
Illinois... eel 134, 138 4 41, 158 8, 165 182 5, 633 16, 910 9, 492 | 3, 899 4 85, 206 593 
Indiana. ...-._.....-..------- eee eee 6, 634 . 2, 497 23, 980 |........-.--]..-..--.---- 36, 217 11, 617 4,913 | 79, 144 10 
Kansas 5__..0 ene eee ~ 84,897 |...---- 2-8. 41,890 |........--.-]---.--------] | 11, 847 885 2, 524 57, 651 3288 
Kentucky ¢...__..- 2-2-2 4, 774 7,297 |.....-..---.|-------..---| enn] |e een eee ne 9, 322 16, 398 45 by 
Louisiana: > 

Gulf....--.--222 0 eee ee 90, 554 [0-22 $4, 382 |_...---.----|-2- ee 77,029 12, 716 7 54, 300 1, 042 <) 
Inland _-_-.--...-_--- eee eee eee . 26,354 |.-..-------.]-.---.------| 5, 009 | -.-2-2---- ee] tee] 4, 488 7, 205 16, 679 228 Tj! 

Maryland.....-...22--- 2 eee eee nee eee 60 j}-...--.--.-. 3, 749 (267 |... 2.2--2-- 5, 208 881 14, 004 {....-2 22 
Massachusetts °__._......---------- enn ne nee enn | ee en eee een | ene eee eee ee | eee ee eee ee 1, 046 801 | -.---.------ 13,791 | - 246 16, 748 |........---- r . 
Michigan.................-..--22- elle 16, 361 5,070 |_.--..---.-.]--..-2---2--|---c2-------] | 4, 793 [22-2 16, 479 26, 013 360 

Mississippi......--..--.---------+--2----+--0----2--- 15, 314 |... pe pe 126 «> | 
Missouri-.........------------ een nee eee eee eee 47 |... a 3,059 |...---------|------4----- 4, 893 1,121 104 8, 824 : 28 
Montans..........--.--------------ene een eee 7,526 |_.....-..--.|------------ |---| eee ee nee | eee fee eee 9, 430 9, 237 eB W 

. New Jersey... -..---- nen ene | eee ee nee ee 7,323 |...-....---- 10, 621 3, 719 3, 633 33,314} 5, 538 75, 103 |......-..... S 
New Mexico. -_._.....-------------- eee eee 39, 369 |.------2-- efi ee 1,517 |-....-.-..-. 452 26 | 1, 992 82 
New York: . A 

| ee ee 1,078 |-...-.-.-.-- 877 |...--.-.---- 121 6, 167 |....-...-.-.] © 12,601 |..-.-......2 
West .......-.-.-2- eee ee eee §, 185 7, 648 14 Jo. ee} 600 |-.-...-.--.- 4,135 (12,411 [e222 

Ohio: . © 
East.....-.-..-..-.---------222 eee 2, 960 15,816 |..--....----]-...--..----| 6-2 | ef ee 1, 463 17, 414 | 222.222 i 
West.....--...--2 eee 380 30, 869 |_......-.--. - 4 )].c....2-.--] «11, 304 1, 554 662; 44,496 234 _ 

Oklahoma. ...._._....----.-------- eee eee 154, 769 |....--.....- 4,501 |......------]2-222-e 56, 016 853 10 60, 655 666 
Pennsylvania: . . 
East.....-.-.-2-- 22 e eee ee eee eee eee eee een 1, 557 629 ~ 6,148 3, 216 |: 10, 117 49, 847 300° 96, 067 |..........-. 

T West...-.-.---.-2 eee 16, 750 30 |..-...--..-.]-.----- 2-8] eee 2, 030 246 16, 947 19, 255 |..-.---..... : 
@xas: 

Guif._...-... 2-2-2 eee eee 135, 189 |._......-.--]...-.--.-.-- 46, 740 22, 156 | 9,907. 280, 904 838 363, 252 981 . 
Inland _....-..--.-.--..---2-.---2---2- eee $72, 445 |_.-_-..-.--]----- eee 1 2,919 1, 275 62,824 |...-.....-..| 66, 640 1, 147 

Utah. .-- 28 ne eee ee eee eee 4 [eee ee oe eee] ee ee een eee eee eee ee 4, 000 3, 838 |..-.-...-.-. 
West Virginia. ........-......---.-2..----2--------aee 8, 433 763 |_----.------f--------- eof 961 |.....-...... 2, 712 4,419 |... 22. 
Wyoming... ......---22-- 220-2 eee eee ee 29, 694 j....-2---.2.! - 1 |..-------~--|------------|---------- 2a] ene eee 9 14, 548 9 14, 842 267 

Total United States.........-..................} 1,404, 182 121, 161 82, 189 107, 209 39, 729 170, 414 489, 832 349,292 | 1, 409, 192 15, 482 

1 Subject to revision. 4Includes Minnesota and Wisconsin. a - TIncludes Alabama and Mississippi. . . 
* Includes Washington. 6 includes East Nebraska. 8 Includes Rhode Island. 
* Includes Delaware, South Carolina, and Virginia. 6 Includes Tennessee. Lo *Includes Idaho, West Nebraska, and South Dakota.
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Receipts of crude petroleum at refineries in the United States, 1987-41, by methods of 
. transportation | 

. [Millions of barrels] a 

“ Method of transportation 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 ! 

By boat: | | | | . | 
Intrastate........------------------------------- 78. 5 74.1) 72.7 72.1 69.1 
Interstate... .....-------------------------------- 201.8 182.8 188. 6 205. 6 199.9 
Foreign____.__.----------------------0---n---oee- o7.5| 2.4] 33.1| . 426| | 50.6 . 

Total by boat........---.---..----------------| 307.8] 283.3] 2044] 3203| 319.6 
By pipe lines: | . Pf 

Intrastate. .....-.------2------------------------ 569. 6 600. 1 651.3 671.0 728. 9 
Interstate._____.-_..--..---2.-22ss-ts-| 276.7 | 254.3] 9250.5 | = 2689] 818.1 | 

Total by pipe lines............----.-----------]| 846.3 | 854.4] 901.8] —980.9| 1,042.0 
By tank car and truck: | 7 | 

Intrastate......--0----2--e-eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| BD] | 0.5] 8.1 17.2 
Interstate. -----------------e-eenecceeencneeeef BBY EB TOO 88 

‘Total by tank car and truck.............-....-| 36.7 29.7 40.4 38.8 48.5 

Grand total_.........-...-..------------------| 1,190.8] 1,167.4] 1,236.6 | 1,209.0| 1,410.1 | 

oo 1 Subject to revision. . 

Se | PRICES AND VALUE | | 

Record demand for products of petroleum started crude-oil prices 
upward early in the year (see fig. 5). Changes to the latter part of 
May increased the price of Bradford Pennsylvania Grade crude from | 

| $2.15 a barrel to $2.55; Oklahoma (36°-36.9°) crude from $1.02 to 
$1.17; Santa Fe Springs, California, (83°-33.9°) crude from $1.14 to 
$1.26, and Kettleman Hills crude from $1.19 (on March 12) to $1.29. 
Toward the end of May the Office of Price Administration and Civilian - 
Supply called a meeting of representatives of the oil industry to request 
that no changes be made in the prices of petroleum or its products 
without first consulting that office. Postings of higher prices in the 

_ Appalachian district in August and in North Texas in November were . 
rescinded after hearings by the Office of Price Administration and 
Civilian Supply. The price increase in California on May 23, which 
was coincident with the last increases in other parts of the country, 
was also rescinded but after later hearings was permitted to stand. 
In October crude-oil prices were‘ordered frozen as of October 1, pending 
study and further action by the Price Administrator. 

| Dae [nl | Wie 
Ay Gan ee ee : - /\AS n — 

pe) | | | [NY 
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Ficurs 5.—Posted prices of selected grades of crude petroleum in the United States, 
1934—41, by months.
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Average monthly prices per barrel for selected grades of crude petroleum at wells in 
| the United States in 1941 — | oo 

RA TTA OSA LE CTE Af Peseta 

Pennsylvania : | ‘Panhan-| ; . 
| dle, Tex. Guit- | 
op i 2 Oke (Carson west East | Coast patter: 

, . . hols omae- an exas, as nia ng - 
Month | South Basin | Kansas | Hutch- | 30° | Texas Grade, Beach 

, Brad- Penn- 36°-36.9° inson 30.9° 30 g° : 27°-27.9°) 

| ford syl- . Counties, } ° 
| venia | 35°-35.9°) 

| January..............| $2.17| $1.82] $1.15] $1.02]  go.81| $0.75] $1.10] $1.08 $1. 08 
February.............| 2.30} 1.95] 1.15] — 1.02 81 .75} 1.10] 1.08 1.08 

| March.......-.-......| 2.30] 1.95] 1.15! 1.02 . 82 .76] 1.10] 1.08 1.08 | 
April. ......--.-....--| 2.33] 1.98] 1.22 1.07 . 92 82] L115] 1.18 1. 04 
May.......-------....| 246] 210] 1.31 110} ...96 86} 119] 122) Liu 
June.....-..-------...| 2.64] 2.29] 1.387] * 1.17 1.02 92] 1.25] 1.28 1.15 

| July..-22---.-.--...--| 275 | 2.40] 1.37 1.17 1.02 92] 1.25] 1.28 1.15 
August._.............| 2.82] 2.40] 1.37 1,17 1,02 .92) 1.25] 1.28 1.15 
September_...........| 2.75 | 2.40] 1.37 1.17 1.02] .92| 1.25] 1.28 1.15 
October__......-......| 2.75 | 2.40|{ 1.37 1.17 1.02 92] 1.25] 1.28] 1.15 
November_......-....] 2.75 2. 40 1.37 1.17 1,02 . 92 1. 25 1, 28 1.15 

7 December..........--] 2.75 | 2.401. 1.37 117}. 202] .92] 1.25] 1.28 1.15 

Average for year.| 2.57| 2.21] 1.30 1,12 96 .86| 1.20] 1.22 1.11 

7 Posted price per barrel of petroleum at wells in the United States in 1941, by grades, 
with dates of change | 

Pennsylvania Grade | Oklahoma-Kansas 6 

— ~~ | Corning West 
| | _ _| In South-| Grade in est- . 

Date Bradford p west ; Buckeye Ken- Tilinols Midland, 
an e- | Pennsyl- ipe . _ . . | gany dis- vania [Line Co.? tucky 8 34°-34.9° | 36°-36.9° 

: tricts! | pipe | { 
lines 3 

, Jan. 1........-......| $2.15] $1.80] $1.12 $1.10 | $1.15 $1.12 $0. 98 $1. 02 
Jan. 2_..-__- LL. ween en ne fie eee 1,22 |_..--22 jee fee] ee 
Jan. 27...........--- 2. 30 1.95 |.........-]..2...222}- 02 2..22_|--.------|----------|---------- 
April 1.._...---2 222 -|- 222 |e 1.17 |__----._-- 1.20 1,27 1.03 1.07 
April 7..-. 2222222222] 2-22 2-2 |------ || 1,22 |_-.-2.----|----------]--------e- 
April 23... .-2-22--.- 2.40 2. 05 1.17 |...--.--.-|-----.-_--]---------- |---| eee 
April 28.22.2222 ff 1, 22 1.27 j_- 2:2 22 fee eee 
May 1... --.-......._]_....-___-|_-_-----_-|_--------.|-----.----|------ 1.37 |_.-0-22 ll] - 8 
May 2...-_--_.-_22- |e |_e eee 1,24 |_.-_...---|----2----- |---| fee 
May 20.-....-----_- 2.55 |_.........|-......-.-|---.------|---.------|----.---_- 1.13 1.17 
May 21... te 2.20 |_.--._---- 1.32 1.37 |.___..-2-2|--2------|--- eee 
May 27..__........--|_--_.-----|..--__-__- 1.31 |...-.-----|---------- 1.44 [oop 
June 18____.._ 22. 2. 75 2.40 j----2-2- 2] eee} ef |e 
Aug. 14.-... 2. 2.98 |.--------.]----------|--2- 22 ]ee feed} 
Aug. 23._-....2...._- 2.75 |--------.-]--------~-|----------]----------|---------- |---| eee 

| 2.57] 2.21 125; 124] 130] 1.37 1.08 1.12 
ee 

, Pan- Gulf Coast 
handle, South- eS 
Texas West Lea west 
(Carson Texas County, | Texas, East 

Date and 30°— N. Duval- | moxas? 
Hutch- | so 907 | Mex. | Miran- | *°% Conroe, | 30°- 20°- | Tepetate, 
inson . 30°-30.9° 7] do, 22°- Tex.8 | 30.9°7 | 20.9°7 La.? 
Counties, 22.9° 8 
35°-35.9°)7 

Jan.1....| $0.81| $0.75] $0.75] $092] $1.10| $1.27] $1.08] - $0.88 $1. 03 
Mar. 29... . 92 . 82 . 82 .99 1.15 1,33 |._._......|----------|---------- 
Apr. 1____|_.._._...|----2-2--|---------|---2-- |e 1.18 . 98 1.08 May 21___ 1.02 92 . 92 1.09}. 1.25 1. 43 1, 28 1.08 1.18 

96 86 86 1.03 | . 1.20 1.38 | 122| 1.02 1.13 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Posted price per barrel of petroleum at wells in the United States in 1941, by grades, 
| with dates of change—Continued . 

= a - galt . _. California 12 ~ 

| Date 7 ete. “over, Ween Creek Kettl L , Mid s | . * , yo., ; ettle- ong way-| Santa Fe . 
| 36°-36.9°10 ATK. I36°-36.9°H Wyo.t | ‘man, | Beach, | Sunset, | Springs 

| | | 88°-38.9° | 27°-27.9° | 19°-19.9° | 33°-33.9° 

oe Jan. 1-...-..-------- $1.05 $0.73 $1.02 |. . $0.77 $1. 33 $1. 03 $0. 64 $1.14 
Mar. 12._.....-------|--2-------|----------|----------|---- =e 1.19 |....---2-- 65 |.-.----- 
Apr. l...-..--.------ 1.02 oy (i re 82 |---| es ef eee 
Apr. 24..........----|----------|----------|----------|---------- 1. 26 1.09 75 1. 26 
May 20.....-.--.----|----------]---------- 1,12 92 [_----- ptf ee 
May 21.___-._.----.--- 1,12 83 {...-.---.]_------ ee fee 
May 23......--------|----------|---------- |---| nee ee eee 1.29 1.15 .81 1. 26 
July 1-22-2222 2e |e 2-----|------- = |e 1.12 |---..---_-|.---------|---- fe 

1.09 .80 1.08 .97 1. 28 Lu .89 1. 22 | 

1 Tide-Water Associated Oil Co. . 
2'The South Penn Oil Co. 

| 2 Ashland Refining Co. | 
4'The Ohio Oil Co. 

.8 The Pure Oil Co. , 
¢ Standard Oil Co. (Indiana). 
7 Humble Oil & Refining Co. 

. & The Texas Co. 
® Continental Oil Co. . 
10 Standard Oil Co. of Louisiana. | | : —_ 
11 Stanolind Oil & Gas Co. 
12 Standard Oil Co. of California. 

Value of crude petroleum at wells in the United States, 1939-40, by States ! 

| | 1989 | 1940 

- - 8tate , : | | Total (thou- A Total (thou- 
sands of dol- | erage Per | sands of dol- | 4Verage per 

lars) barre] Jars) _ barrel 

Arkansas.......----00-2222e--ceceeeeeeeeeees 16, 790 $0. 79 211, 700 $0.84 oe 
California..............------------------------ 229, 000 1, 02 216, 720 . 97 
Colorado..........--.---------1---------------- 1, 330 . 95 1, 480 91 
Illinois. .......-...--.------------------- +--+ e 101, 200 1. 07 156, 500 1.06 

| Indiana...........--.---.---------------------- 1, 675 .98 | 5, 200 1.04 
Kansas__.......--------------n nee en een ene eee 63, 100 1.04 68, 700 1.04 
Kentucky_.___--.---.--------------------e-- ee 5, 900 1.05 5, 400 1.04 

_—— ee O eT ————lSEOel So . 

Louisiana: 
Gulf Coast........------------------------- 72,3007 1. 06 83, 200 1. 05 | 
Northern......-.------.--.----------------- 25, 700 1.01 24, 300 | 1.00 

Total Louisiana..............---.-------- 98,000 | 1.05 107, 500 | 1.04 
Michigan -._.........-------------------------- 21, 350 91 20, 150 | 1.02 
Mississippi.......--....------------------------ 94 r . 88 3, 750 . 85 
Montana_..__.-.._.-._-------------.----------- 5, 860 . 98 6, 660 . 99 

- New Mexico. ..._....--.----------------------- 30, 850 . 82 32, 500 . 83 
New York.._.-......2-------------1----------- 10, 650 2. 09 11, 600 2. 32 
Ohio. ___.-..--------.----------e--e- eee 3, 600 1.14 "4,100 1.30 
Oklahoma.___.........---.-.------------------- 166, 300 1.04 162, 500 1.04 
Pennsylvania... .._......----------------------- 36, 200 2. 08 39, 700 2. 29 

Texas: 
Gulf Coast_.._......----------.------------ 132, 800 1. 08 134, 500 1.10 

East Texas proper_._-.....-.--------------- 154, 700 1.07 146, 900 1.04 
West Texas proper. .....------------------- 64, 400 81 67, 600 . 80 
Rest of State__........-.--.---------------- 126, 430 . 92 145, 000 1.00 

Total Texas.......-.--------------------- 478, 330 . 99 494, 000 1.00 
West Virginia_..........._--------.------------ 6, 000 | 1. 68 6, 400 1. 86 
Wyoming.._.__.........-.------.-------------- 18, 150 85 20, 600 . 80 
Other States ?__....-...---..------.------------ 91 . 95 280 .81 

——— ee ee O———oEEEESS SS eS 

Total United States_...........-..----.-- 1, 294, 470 1.02 1, 385, 440 1.02 

a SS 

1 Figures for 1941 not yet available. 
2 Missouri, Nebraska, Tennessee, and Utah. 

497779---43—-—69
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: | REFINED PRODUCTS - | 

| Increase in defense activities during 1941 expanded the require- 
ments from the oil industry so greatly as to tax its refining capacity. 

, In addition to bringing record demands for all products, shifts in — 
importance, although not in quantity, developed, which directed 
primary interest of the country to the production of aviation gasoline 
and synthetic rubber. | ) 

The future promises an even greater upset in the balance uf the 
| products of crude oil. Difficulty in getting tires, along with cessation 

| in the production of new cars, is destined to reduce gasoline consump- 
tion to an extent that cannot yet beforeseen. “The demand for residual 

| fuel oil for needed war production, however, is increasing. Hence 
the industry will be presented with the necessity of curtailing the 

Oo proportion of gasoline produced and at the same time raising the pro- 
| portion of fuel-oil output in the face of a probability of decreased im- 

, ports of heavy foreign crude. Greater reforming of gasoline seems 
necessary to supply at least part of those octane elements lost in the 
butane, the high octane straight-run naphtha, and the tetraethyl lead 

| being diverted for aviation gasoline. The greater losses in reforming _ 
will reduce the yield of gasoline but add to its quality and at the same 
time supply additional gases for the production of aviation fuel. 

Comparative analyses of statistics for the major refined products in the United States, 
1937-41 | : 

- [Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] 

| | | 1937 1938 | 1939 1940 | 19411 

Motor fuel: 
a Production.....-..----2---.---------------------| 571,727 | 569,162 | 611,043 | 616,695 | 690, 958 

Imports....-...-.-.--------- 22 - eee 144 79 47° 97 2 596 
Exports......--.---.----------------------.-----| 88,308} 50,109 | 44,638 | 25,377 | 2 16, 005 
Stocks, end of period..........-...---....-......| 74,650 70, 779 81, 722 83, 647 90, 688 

: Domestic demand__.--222220 2722 2IITTIIITTIITTT| 519} 352 | 523,003 | 555, 509 | 589,490 | 
Kerosine: | : 

Production..........--2-2---2-------------------| 65,308 | 64,580 | 68,521 | 73,882] — 72, 586 
Imports..._..-.--------------------------------- |---| fee 204 2 58 
Exports...--2---_-------2-----------------------] 8 886 | 7,504 | 8 241] 3,374] 21, 66 
Stocks, end of period. ..._._...-_._.-.-.--__..--- 7, 083 7, 799 7, 576 9, 512 | - 9, 599 
Domestic demand__.._.-.-__.-_-____-____-_..---_. 54, 972 56, 360 60, 503 68, 776 (3) 

Distillate fuel oil: 7 
Production...........---------------------------| 146,706 | 151,774 | 161,746 | 183,304 | 189, 177 
Transfers 4___..-..-2- eee eee (3) 623 2, 741 2, 576 2, 513 
Imports...2220 222222 a || 33388 | 938707 
Exports..._-..--.-------------------------.---.-| 80,129 | “30, 641 |" ~32;020} 19,140 | 2.11; 400 
Stocks, end of period............-..-...-.....-..] 22, 566 |{ , 27873 || 33,718 | 42,940 | 49, 926 
Domestic demand___-.......--------.-.-.------.| 116,841 | 117) 449 | 134,973 | 160,851 | @ 

Residual fuel oil: | 7 | 
Production.........---.----.---------..---.---..| 312,064 | 294,890 | 305,944 | 316,221} 342, 367 
Transfers 4. __.._..----.-.---_-----2--- ee eee 17, 423 10, 037 9, 668 7, 689 12, 969 
Imports_...-.-.----.----2---_-___- ee 22, 114 21, 065 15, 680 29, 366 2 23, 582 
Exports---.-.....----.----.---------_----- eee 15, 304 17, 920 17, 485 16, 109 210, 796 

Stocks, end of period..........-.................| 81,507 {100 or \ 92,290 | 89,304] 83, 195 
Domestic demand. ......_-..............--------| 325,514 | 291” 933 16 323, 488 | 340, 163 (3) 

Lubricating oil: _ a 
Production....__..-----.-----------2.-.-.-------| 35, 321 30, 826 35, 036 36, 765 39, 539 
Imports.........-.2 222-2 ele 7 7 5 11 (2) 
Exports. -..-.-.-.-------2-2 222 eee 10, 975 9, 417 11, 881 10, 461 2 6, 920 
Stocks, end of period......-.._....__...__._____. 7, 512 7, 695 7, 142 8, 767 8, 127 
Domestic demand_-_..--..-.-...--_-.-..-2_.____.| 23,328 21, 233 23, 713 24, 690 (3) 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Comparative analyses of statistics for the major refined products in the United Siates, 

| 19387-41—Continued _.. 

[Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] | 
ee 

. 1937 | 1938 1939 1940 19ti 1 | ——] — 

Wax (thousands of pounds): 
~ Production...._.--------------------------------| 521,640 | 435,400 | 464, 520 513, 240 676, 480 

Imports-...------------------------------------- 86, 929 28, 927 39, 913 83, 102 16, 176 

Exports. -.-..-.----------------------------------- 231, 723 | 201,447 | 232,664 | 189,794 | 3 132 653 

Stocks, end of period......----------------------| 144,992 | 129, 340 75,648 | 125, 272 74,814 | 

Domestie demand.._.......------------------.--| 297,288 | 278,532 | 325, 461 356, 924 @) 

Coke (thousands of short tons): — | _ oo | -- 
Production_......-------------------------------] 1,306.6 1, 602. 2 1, 666. 4 1, 526. 6 1, 648. 8 . 

. Exports. --..------------------------------------ 164. 3 155. 6 286. 2 298. 7 3785.1 

Stocks, end of period .-.--.----------------------- 378.6 |. 707.5 666. 0 487.0 228. 0 

Domestic demand.._-.-.--------------------.---| 1,153.1 1,117.7 1, 421. 7 1, 406. 9 (3) 

Asphalt (thousands of short tons): | , a 

Production............--------------------------] 4,182.0 | 4,341.4 | 4,954.2 | 5,346.7] 6,557.6 
Imports. .......--..----------------------------- 34.1 33. 2 |. 73.9 | 137.7 220. 4 

Exports... .-..----------------------------------- 45.5 49.9 42.4 296. 4 2187.1 

Stocks, end of period ---.---..------------------- 557. 4 490. 4 550. 0 614.0 604. 0 

Domestic demand.........----------------------| 3,977.4] 4,391.7 | 4,926.1 | 5,124.0 () 

Road oil: : 

Production_-__....------.------------------------ 8, 087 7, 543 7, 868 7,771 9, 149 

Stocks, end of period ..__--.--------------------- 984 680 702 "624 793 

Domestic demand. --.....-.---.-----------. ------ 7,954 | 7,847 7, 846 | 7, 849 | 8, 980 

Other finished products: : | a 
Production.__....------------------------------- 2, 382 1, 921 2, 359 3, 202 3, 986 

‘Exports. ..------------------------------------- 101 112 123 | 708 | - 2 442 

Stocks, end of period_.-..-----------------------|} 230 263 276 359 384 

Domestic demand.-_.._...-----------------=------ 2, 249 1, 776 2, 223 2,411 (2) 

1 Subject torevision. _ | oe | | 
3 Figures for imports and exports for 1941 cover January to September, inclusive. 
3 Figures not available. co : 
4 Net transfers from crude oil to fuel oil; California only, 1937-38. 
5 Includes terminal stocks; compares with succeeding years. © 
6 Upon new basis with transfers east of California included. . 

Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the various refined 

products, 1937-41 . 

. . — [Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] — . 

‘Product: | 1987 1938, 1939 1940 1941! 

Input: | | 

Crude petroleum: | 
-” Domestic_...........--------------]| 1,157,444 | 1, 188,828 | 1, 204, 350 | 1, 252,364 1, 358, 246 

Foreign.._............-------------| - 25,996 26, 187 33, 490 41, 798 50,946—i 

Total crude petroleum___........| 1,183,440 | 1,165,015 | 1,237,840 | 1,204,162 | 1, 409, 192 
. Natural gasoline.--......-.------------ 39, 381 39, 961 | 39, 606 39, 547 47, 825 

Total input._.........---------------] 1,222,821 | 1,204,976 | 1,277,446 | 1, 333, 709 1, 457, 017 

Output: 
Gasoline_.__......-..-.---------------- - 559, 141 556, 012 596, 501 597, 375 671, 110 

Kerosine. __......._._-.---------------- 65, 308 64, 580 68, 521 73, 882 72, 586 

Distillate fuel oil. ...-_...-..--.-.----- 146, 706 151, 774 161, 746 183, 304 188, 177 

Residual] fuel oiJ___........-...-------- 312, 064 294, 890 305, 944 316, 221 342, 367 

Lubricating oi]_._...-......--.-------- 35, 321 30, 826 35, 036 36, 765 39, 539 

Wax.__..___._----- eee eee 1, 863 1, 555 1, 659 1, 833 2, 416 

Coke._____._.____-_-------------------- 6, 533 8,011 8, 332 7, 633 8, 244 

Asphalt. ..-.------------------0----777 23,001 23, 878 27, 248 29, 406 36, 067 

Still gas._....__-...-..---------------- 64, 218 65, 890 68, 779 75, 950 77, 254 

"  -Wax_____._...--thousands of pounds..} 521, 640 435, 400 464, 520 513, 240 676, 480 
Coke___.._.._thousands of short tons__- 1, 306. 6 1, 602. 2 1, 666. 4 1, 526. 6 | 1, 648. 8 

Asphalt__._._.......-.----------d0_--- 4, 182.0 4, 341.4 4, 954. 2 5, 346. 7 6, 557. 6 

Still gas._....... millions of cubic feet -- 241, 981 250, 382 261, 360 273, 420 293, 565 

Road oil...___._-.----_----------------- 8, 087 7, 543 7, 868 7,771 9, 149 

Other finished products. ........------ 2, 382 1, 921 2, 359 - 3,202 3, 986 

Crude gasoline (net).-....------------- 2128 21, 616 2 439 902 1, 219 

Other unfinished oils (net) ..--_.------- 27,931 2 4, 530 311, 731 2 3, 848 2 3, 204 

Shortage___.......__..----------------- 6, 256 4, 242 5, 623 3, 313 7, 107 

Total output__.......-.--------------] 1, 222,821 | 1,204,976 | 1,277, 446 1, 333, 709 1, 457, 017 

a nS 

' Subject to revision. . ; 
2 Negative quantity; represents net excess of unfinished oils rerun over unfinished oils produced.
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Noteworthy among developments during 1941 were the controls of _ 
the oil industry brought about by the necessities of national defense. _ 
Price control was initiated on May 27, beginning with a request— 
later followed by a number of other requests and orders—by the Office 

: of Price Administration and Civilian Supply that no prices be advanced _ 
| | without prior consultation with that office. Immediately following, 

_ on May 31, a Coordinator of Petroleum was appointed, under whose 
a - Jurisdiction a number of regulations affecting the industry were. pro- 

| mulgated. Among these were a request to the motorists in the Atlantic 
| States to reduce their gasoline consumption by one-third, restriction 

of gasoline deliveries to service stations, and closing of the stations 
from 7 p. m. to 7 a. m., prohibiting the use of high-octane blending 

| agents in any except aviation gasoline, and requests not to drill unneces- 
sary wells. Exports of petroleum to Japan were prohibited August 1. 

| The Supplies Priority and Allocation Board, organized in September, _ 
| allocated steel and equipment and controlled drilling and other 

operations by withholding priorities. : , 
The advent of the heavy gasoline-consuming season raised a trans- 

portation problem because the United States Government loaned a 
_ large number of tankers to Great Britain, starting with 25 sent in May. 

| The efforts to meet the domestic situation resulting from this loan 
| included increased movement of oil by barge and railroad and attempts 

| to restrict consumption of gasoline for nonessential uses along the | 
| Kast coast. Gasoline prices were raised in this area, deliveries to 

: dealers were cut, and service stations closed 12 hours every day. The 
_ proposal to build a pipe line from Texas to the East coast was opposed | 

: _ by numerous interests, and on September 9 the Supply Priorities and 
Allocation Board refused to allot steel for its construction. A trans- 

| portation pinch was felt on the Pacific coast also, although not suffi- 
. ciently to create great difficulties. The return of 25 tankers from 

Great Britain in the latter part of October, coinciding with the end of 
the heavy motoring season, solved the problem temporarily, although © 
the Japanese declaration of war on December 7 forecast even greater 

_ transportation difficulties for the future. | | | 
| The domestic demand for motor fuel increased 12 percent in 1941, 

| the same as for residual fuel oil. Distillate fuel oil gained 8 percent, 
but wax—with an increase of almost 50 percent—had the greatest 
relative gain. The domestic demand for lubricating oil increased 
more than 20 percent. | | 

Crude-oil runs to stills in 1941 totaled 1,409 million barrels compared 
with 1,294 million in 1940—a gain of 115 million barrels (9 percent). 
Foreign crude runs amounted to 51 million barrels compared with 42 
million in 1940. | 

Refinery output of motor fuel increased 12 percent—from 597 million 
barrels to 671 million—the latter comprising 279 million barrels of 
straight-run gasoline, 344 million of cracked gasoline, and 48 million 
of natural gasoline. | 

The yield of gasoline, which had dropped from 45.0 percent of the 
crude oil run to stills in 1939 to 43.1 percent in 1940, recovered to 44.2 
percent in 1941 (see fig. 6). Distillate fuel oil, influenced by a mild 
winter (see gasoline temperature index, under “Motor fuel’’) , receded 

| from its 1940 record of 14.2 percent to 13.4. Of the other principal 
products, the yield of kerosine dropped from 5.7 to 4.2 and residual 
fuel oil from 24.4 to 24.3.
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FIGURE 6.—Yields of principal petroleum products from crude oil run to stills in the United States, 1935-41, 
by months. 

| Summary of. percentage yields of refined products in the United States, 1933-41 
[Computed on total crude runs to stills] . . 

| | Product | 1933 | 1934 | 1985 | 1936 °| 1937 | 1938 | 1989 | 1940 | 19412 

Finished products: | 
Oo Gasoline 2__-...........-| 438.7 43. 4 44.2 44.1 43.9 | 44.3 45.0]. 43.1 44.2 

‘Kerosine...._......--_-. 5.7 6.0 5.8 5.2 5.5 5. 5 §.5 5.7 5.2 
Distillate fue] oil... -..-- 9. 2 10.6; 10.4 11.8 12.4] .13.0] 13.1 14,2 13. 4 
Residual fuel oi]........| 27.6 26. 8 26. 9 27.0} 26.4} 25.3 24.7 24. 4 24.3 
Lubricating oil__.....-.- 2.8 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.0 2. 6 | 2.8 2.8 . 2.8 
Wax... lf a} a} eat a} ef af ad 1 2 
Coke. ...-.-..--..----.. .9 wl 7 -6; .6 7 of 6 of 

' Asphalt.....2..2...-222- 1.5 1.8 1.8 - 2.0 19; . 21 2.2 2.3 2.5 
‘Road oil.--.......-...,- 6 7 6 7 7 .6 | 6 6 6 
Still gas............| «82| 80] 53] 53| 584] 5&7] 55] 55] 5B 
Other._.....--2--22 2212. 2 .2 .2 2 .2 .2 .2 of. .3 

Unfinished products: a 
Gasoline.........---.--- sif 23] 1] @_| @9 21] (34) apo ul 
Other......-.----------- \ . { 2 3,3 3,8 3,7 3,4 3.9 3,3 3,2 

Shortage............---.-.-- 1.9 1.8: 1,2 8 5 4 5 6 25 

100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0 | 100.0} 100.0} 100.0] 100.0] 100.0 

1 Subject to revision. a | | | 
2 Based upon total gasoline production minus natural gasoline used. 
3 Negative percentage; represents excess percentage rerun over percentage produced. 
4 Less than 0.1 percent. 

The crude oil run of 1,409,192,000 barrels, mentioned before, repre- 
sented an increase of 9 percent over the runs in 1940. These increases 
were distributed through all of the districts. Those in the Indiana, 
Tilinois, Kentucky, etc., and the Texas Gulf Coast districts—25,410,000 
and 25,329,000 barrels, respectively, representing relative increases 
of 11.3 and 7.5 percent—were greatest; however, the sargest relative 
increases were in the Louisiana Gulf Coast and Inland Louisiana- 
Arkansas districts, where the gains were 20.4 and 18.5 percent, 
respectively. | 

Prices were weak during the first days of the year, and some of them 
sank below their low point at the close of 1940 (see fig. 7). As the year 
progressed, however, they gained strength, until the action of the Office 
of Price Administration and Civilian Supply (“Prices and value’’)



| | | 

Stocks of refined products in the United States, 1940-41, by months S 

| [Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] oo | = 

Product Jan. 31 | Feb. 28 | Mar.31 | Apr.30 | May 31 | June 30 | July 31 | Aug. 31 | Sept.30 | Oct.31 | Nov.30 | Dec. 31 | 

1940 | OC | So 
Gasoline.___.._....------- 22 - eee 84, 863 92, 721 96, 467 96, 615 93, 474 86, 276 82,025 | . 77, 134 75, 915 73, 338 73, 429 77, 943 
Kerosine..._...-....-------- eee eee eee ee eee eee 4, 918 4, 302 4,114 4, 351 5, 309 6, 810 8, 191 9, 476 10, 254 11, 000 10, 473 9, 512 
Distillate fuel oil. .......--------2 222 26, 462 24, 640 23, 086 25, 092 28, 220 33, 585 39, 412 45, 041 48, 828 49, 037 46, 624 142,940 
Residual fuel oil............-.-.---2-2----2 eee 89, 281 89, 784 89, 351 88, 932 89, 835 91, 148 93, 029 94, 421 94, 947 94, 658 92, 392 1 89, 304 
Lubricating oil............------2---2 2 eee eee 7, 328 7, 825 8, 084 |. 8, 065 8, 170 8, 161 8, 573 8, 457 8,596 | ——-8, 464 8, 365 8, 767 
Wax. .__. eee eee eee eee ee 266 295 323 346 _ 869 394 407 401 393 407. 429 447 - 
Coke.._...--22 22 eee eee eee eee eee eee 3, 140 3, 140 3, 120 3, 315 3, 405 3, 485 3, 390 3, 235 3,085 | 2,905 2, 635 » 2, 435 

Asphalt...........222.2.--22022-0- eee eee eee 3, 262 3, 559 3, 845 4, 224 4,174 3, 745 3, 427 3, 234 2, 695 2, 579 2, 893° 3,377 S 

Wax..................----.-.-thousands of pounds..| 74,575 | 82,631 | 90,373 | 96,910 | 103,289 | 110,346 | 113,978 | 112,359 | 110,028 | 113,827 | 120.212| 125,272 
Coke......................-thousands of short tons_. 628. 0 628. 0 624.0 | 663.0 681.0 697. 0 678. 0 647. 0 617.0 581.0 627.0 487.0 ti 
Asphalt. ................--..-..------.--------d0_--- 593. 0 647.0 699. 0 768. 0 759. 0 — 681.0 623.0 | - 588.0 490.0 469. 0 526. 0 614. 0 w 

Road oil... ....-------- 2-22 e ee eee eee eee cence eee e eee 763 809 924 | 1,145 1, 360 1, 287 1,077 892 844 719 570 |: 64 li - 
Other finished products. ...........2.-...-.-----l2.- 288 320 368 407 405 411 417 379 358 341 352 | 359 wn 
Unfinished gasoline__._......._..-..---------------- 6, 112 6, 574 7, 243 6, 948 7, 385 7, 293 7, 040 6,567 |. 56,992 5, 847 6, 088 6, 466 
Other unfinished oils......:.....-22-.22-2-- 22-2 --e 36, 108 36, 495 | 36, 920 38,299 | . 40,070 | 41,340 42, 083 41, 541 42, 188 41, 623 41, 052 ~ 40, 091 si 

Total. _.....-..-----..------- 22-2 ee eee eee 262, 791 270, 464 | 273,845 | 277,739 | 282,176 283, 905 289, 071 290,778 | 294,095 | 290,918 | 285,302 | 1282, 265 Ps 

1941 2 © 
Gasoline. ............ 222-222 eee nee 83,310 88,609 | 91,501 | 88, 414 85, 425 82, 411 77,429 73, 094 72, 761 74, 698 79, 378 86, 413 \ 
Kerosine.............----- 2 eee eee eee eee 8, 312 7, 634 6, 724 7,063 | 8, 421 9, 609 10,635 | — 11, 686 11, 662 11, 670 10, 843 9. 599 & 
Distillate fuel 0) | 37, 926 34, 790 29, 805 31, 726 35,389 | | 38, 274 43, 037 47, 163 61, 412 55, 385 55, 073 49, 926 ad 
Residual fuel Oil._.......---.2.----------------------| 85, 092 82, 902 81, 634 79, 138 79, 218 79, 948 80, 760 82, 268 83, 752 84, 960 83, 730 83, 195 ~ . 
Lubricating oil..__........2..-----2 eee eee 8, 809 8, 790 8, 637 8, 363 7, 835 7, 353 7, 107. 7, 206 7,415 7, 487 7, 752 8, 127 © . 
a 429 426 435 415 | 423 ‘|. 395 362 306 | - 284 270 272 267 sg 
Coke........--- 22 - eee 2, 030 1, 875 1, 875 2, 000 1, 925 1, 910 1, 835 1, 860 1, 850 1, 810 1, 950 - 1, 140 pnt 
Asphalt......--.--.----- 22-22 ee eee eee een eee 3, 790 4, 180 4, 571 5, 132 5, 302 ; 4, 626 3, 922 3, 328 2, 607 2, 481 2, 816 8, 322 

Wax..........................thousands of pounds.-| 120,027 119,150 | 121,887 | 116,096 118, 456 | 110, 481 101, 404 85, 824 79,458 | , 75, 467 76, 413° 74, 814 | 
Coke. ..._...._............thousands of short tons-- 406. 0 375.0 375. 0 400.0 385. 0 382. 0 - 367.0 | . 372.0. 370. 0 362. 0 390. 0 228. 0 . 
Asphalt................----.2-.---------------dol__- 689. 0 760. 0 831.0 933. 0 964. 0 841.0 713.0 605. 0 474.0 457.0 512.0 604. 0 

Road Oil... --------- 2-2-2 cece cece eee ee eee ence ed 717 760 -g92|- 1,047 1, 128 1, 150 1, 028 812] 658 701 690 793 | 
Other finished products.......-.-.. 2-2-2 eee 360 365 369 459 378 | 381 382 385 ' 344 - 379 426 384 
Unfinished gasoline. .............---------.--------- 7, 056 6, 949 7,205 |. 7,355 7,406 | - 7,347 7, 272 7, 283 7, 202 7, 605 7, 900 7, 685 
Other unfinished oils.............--_-...---.---.----. 39, 542 39, 284 40,227 | 40,857 41, 992 41, 825 41, 389 42, 005 42, 464 42, 258 40, 975 39, 524 

Total..........-.-...-.---.2--....----..-.--.-| 277,373 | 276, 564 273, 875 271,968 | 274,837 | 275,229 | 275, 158 277,346 | 282,411 289, 704 ; 291,805 290, 375 . 

1 Stocks upon new basis, which excludes stocks in bond, for January 1, 1941, are as follows: Distillate fuel oil, 42,911; residual fuel oil, 88,026; total stocks, 280,958. a | 
1 Subject to revision. om



Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the various refined products, 1940-41, by months 

[Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] | 

January | February) March | April May June July August Septem- October Nevemn- Decem- Total : 

tmput 1940 a 
nput: ° : , | | 

Crude petroleum............---------| 106,530 | 101,742 | 110,034 | 106,927 | 111,817 | 108,237 | 107,902 108,756 | 107,756 | 109,394 | 105,364 | 109, 703 | 1, 294, 162 0 
Natural gasoline.............-...--...-] | 3, 285 3, 091 | 3, 034 2, 853 3, 095 2, 620 2, 768 3, 092 3, 744 4, 156 4, 026 3, 783 39, 547 an 

Total input.....................----] 100,815 | 104,833 | 113,068 | 109,780 | 114,912] 110,857 | 110,670 | 111,848 | 111,500 | 113,550 | 109,390 | 113, 486 | 1,333, 709 Ss 

Output: — —_ ta . 
Gasoline..........---.....--.---.----- 48, 985 46, 253 49, 493 48, 784 50, 444 49, 281 49, 684 50, 799 51, 088 51, 726 49, 795 51, 043 597, 375 Oo 
Kerosine ...............-.....------- 5, 375 5, 945 6, 570 6, 257 6, 641 5, 785 5, 797. 5, 629 6, 062 6, 496 6, 431 6, 894 73, 882 ee 
Distillate fuel oil. ..............-..--- 16, 548 16, 262 16, 346 15, 260 14, 541 14, 154 14, 439 14,957 | = 14, 755 14, 381 15, 073 16, 608 183, 304 eS 
Residual fuel oi}... ...............----- 28, 082 24, 680 26, 870 25, 372 26, 551 25, 469 25, 248 26, 451 25, 504 27, 944 26, 125 27, 925 316, 221 cl 
Lubricating oil......-......-----2---- 3, 308 3, 108 3, 335 3, 280 3, 341 3, 212 3, 024 2, 635 2, 682 2, 954 3, 021 2, 865 36, 765 iS 
SC - 178 177 ~ 169 152 158 142 134 119 142 154 157 156 1, 833 
Coke__......_..........------.----- eee 582 656 648 696 762 743 607 613 596. 657 442 631 7, 633 > 
Asphalt... ....-----------2---22777777 1, 139 1, 208 1, 783 2, 200 2, 682 2, 900 3, 336: 3, 509 3, 326 3, 346 2, 183 1, 794 29, 406 
Still gas__.........-2-.---------------- 5, 872 5, 742 6, 433 6, 293 6, 829 6, 768 6, 636 6, 780 6, 404 6, 234 5, 937 6, 022 75, 950 3 

Wax...........thousands of pounds..| 48,440 | 49,560 | 47,320 | 42,560} 44,240| 39,760| 37,520| 33,320] 39,760| 43,120| 43,960| 43,680] 513,240 ry 7 
Coke......thousands of short tons-.- 116. 4 131. 2 129. 6 139.2]; . 152.4 148. 6 121.4 122. 6 119. 2 131. 4 88. 4 126. 2 1,526.6 = yj 
Asphalt................-.-.----do.--. 207. 2 219. 6 324. 2 400.0 487. 6 527.3 606. 6 638. 0 604. 7 608. 4 396. 9 326. 2 5, 346. 7 re 
Still gas. ....... millions of cubic feet..| 21, 189 20, 671 23, 159 22, 655 24, 584 24, 365 23, 890 24, 408 23, 054 22, 443 21, 373 21, 679 273. 420 bo 

Road oi]..............----.----------- 193 116 226 411 826 1,172 1, 449 1, 368 1, 080 558 149 223 7, 771 7 
Other finished products............-- 292 278 297 280 254 258 293 247 243 225 ' 262 273 8, 202 | . 
Unfinished gasoline (net) ............. 548 462 669 1 205 437 192 - 1253 1 473 1 575 1145 241 378 902 
Other unfinished oils (net) ...........-] 11,620 1 284 1 139 645 1, 007 583 1 32 11, 231 64 1961 1 685 11,195 1 3, 848 
Shortage.....-.....----.----.2..-2-2--] 338 230 368 445 439 482 308 445 149 219 259 2131 3, 313 

Total output.-..-....9.........-...] 109,815 | 104,833 | 113,068 | 109,780 | 114,912]. 110,857 | 110,670 | 111,848 | 111,500 | 113,550 | 109,390! 113, 486 | 1, 333, 709 a 

Input: = q 
Crude petroleum 4__.._.............--| 110,683| 100,445 | 111,059} 111,106 | 119,435 | 115,935 | 121,180 | 124,572} 121,481 | 126,772] 121,539 | 124,985 | 1, 409, 192 Q 
Natural gasoline....................-- 3, 828 3, 312 3, 774 3, 498 3, 399 3, 518 8, 628 4, 130 4, 751 4, 997 4, 518 4, 472 47, 825 a 

Total input...-..--..-......-......] 114,511 | 103,757 | 114,833 | 114,604 | 122,834] 119,453 | 124,808 128, 702 | 126,232} 131,769 | 126,057 | 129, 457 | 1, 457,017 

See footnotes at end of table. 
—" 

, © 
| | o>



Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the various refined products, 1940-41, by months—Continued = 

(Tuousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] | | 7 a 

January | February} March | April May June July | August Septem- October Novem- Decem- Total 

1941 3 po | | | | 

Output: | | 
Gasoline......./...--2----2 2 eee eee §1, 173 46, 841 51, 950 52, 009 56, 188 55, 136 57, 714 58,954 | . 58,988 |. 61, 037 59, 480 61,640 | 671,110 
Kerosineé ___...-.....-----.------.----- 6, 661 5, 888 6, 033 6, 068 6, 033 5, 218 5, 406 5, 850 © 5, 949 6, 355 6, 443 6, 682 72, 586 
Distillate fuel oil........°........_...] 17,018 14, 732 15, 387 14, 692 15, 546 14, 697 15,746 | 15, 409 16, 024 16. 554 16, 230 17, 142 189, 177 
Residual fuel oil..........-.-.....-2-- 27, 880 25, 944 27, 677 26, 748 27, 994 27, 882 28, 624 29, 836 28,118 30, 871 29, 666 31,127 | 342, 367 
Lubricating oil. -..-..--..-2 2222 2 Le 2. 943 2, 522 2, 813 3, 213 3, 322 3, 520 3, 563 3, 561 3, 427 3, 494 3, 607 3, 554 39, 539 
Wax._._....__.- ee ee 161 139 183 201 205 195 198 194 237 ‘242 246 215 2, 416 
Coke.___._..._..---.--.---.-------.-- 629 513 625 641 700 722 671 685 | 789° ~ 768 747 754 8, 244 ts 
Asphalt__.......--.------- 2-2 eee 1, 667 1, 685 2, 053 2, 689 3, 310 3, 490 3, 779 . 4,074 3, 741 3, 819 3, 194 2, 566 36, 067 bo 
Still gas_.......-.-------------------- 5, 349 4, 960 6, 251 6, 443 | 7, 059 6, 759 6, 976 6, 991 6, 625 6, 774 6, 410 6, 657 | 77, 254 a? 

Wax........._-thousands of pounds..| 45,080} 38,920 | 51,240] 56,280 | 57,400| 54,600|. 55,440|  54,320| 66,360 67,760| 68,880] 60,200| 676.480 5 | 
Coke_-____... thousands of short tons.. 125.8 | . 102.6 125.0 128. 2 140.0 144. 4 1384.2{.. 1387.0 157.8: 153. 6 149. 4 150.8 1, 648. 8. 

Asphalt__.........------.......d0__-- 303. 1 306. 4 373.3 488. 9 601.8 634. 5 687.1 740. 7 680. 2 694. 4 580. 7 466.5 | 6,557.6. = 
Still gas__....millions of cubic feet_- 20, 326 18, 848 23, 754 24, 483 26, 824 25, 684 26,509 | 26, 566° ~ . 25,175 25, 741 24, 358 25,297 | 293. 565 

Roadoil.......----------- seen eee eee 218 107 198 347 s46| 1,383] 1,700] 1,478| 1,308| 793| 428 343 | 9, 149 B 
Other finished products___......._.-- 282 282 368 351 390 350 356 333 306 345 345. 278 | 3, 986 wo 
Unfinished gasoline (net)__.....__..-. 590 1 107 256 -150 51 159 175 11. 181; 403 295 1 215 1, 219 © 
Other unfinished oils (net)_.........-- 1 824 1 484 ~ 667 | 372 780 1 551 1 620 | 509 336 1 306 1 1, 407 1 1, 576 1 3, 204 © 
Shortage._........-...-----2--2 22 ee 764 . 7385 472 680 410 711 770 817 465. 620 373 290 7,107 A 

Total output. ..........-.-...-.-...| 114, 511 103, 757 114, 833 114, 604 122, 834 | 119, 453 124,808 | 128, 702 | 126, 232 | 131, 769 126, 057 129, 457 | 1, 457, 017 pmb | 

' Negative quantity; represents net excess rerun over production. 4 Negative quantity (overage). 3 Subject to revision. pat . 
‘Detail by districts and months in section on “‘Consumption and distribution of crude petroleum.”’ | |



Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the various refined products, 1940-41, by districts 

(Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] oo . . 

| Indiana, | Oklahoma, oo Arkansas- | 
East Appalach- | Illinois, Kansas, Texas Texas Gulf| Louisiana Louisiana Rocky | California United 
Coast ian Kentucky, and Inland Coast Gulf Coast Inland Mountain States 

etc. Missouri | g 

1940 | | g 
Input: CO 

Crude petroleum ce eee eee eee ene 204, 469 48, 225 225, 847 114, 847 61, 802 337, 923 45, 082 24, 788 30, 156 201, 023 1, 294, 162 rg . 
Natural gasoline............-...--.-- 1, 791 384 5, 685 5, 238 6, 651 6, 350 278 361 732. 12, 077 39, 547 bl 

Total input.......---........---.-- 206, 260 48, 609 231, 532 120, 085 68, 453 344, 273 45, 360 25, 149 30, 888 213, 100 1, 333, 709 td 

Output: _ | | 2 
Gasoline...........------.-.2--..--4- 77, 344 23, 508 125, 405 65, 585 40, 0:2 144, 813 16, 514 10, 861 ‘16, 388 76, 885 597, 375 > 
Kerosine..............--.----.---+--- 11, 447 3, 213 10, 344 7,196 2, 753 26, 164 5, 897 2, 722 824 3,322 73, 882 qc 
Distillate fuel oil.......-....--------- 39, 976 4, 035 23, 943 11, 548 . 2, 257 62, 029 7,407 1, 509 2, 182 28, 418 183, 304 iS 
Residual fuel oil..............-.--.-- 53, 252 6, 350 37, 817 19, 787 13, 703 78, 850 9, 887 6, 279 6, 603 83, 693 316, 221 
Lubricating oil_.......-....-..--.--- 8, 550 6, 016 3, 545 3, 447 238 9, 142 1, 630 680 179 . 8, 338 36, 765 . 
Wax... 0-22-22 700 358 195 141 5 273 100 |_....--..2.]. 61 J... ee 1, 833 
Coke.._..-...-...-2-------------- 2 ef 26 128 4, 718 815 384 YC nn nn GE 220 596 7,633 a . 
Asphalt..........-.-2--2--2 2 eed] 9, 772 931 5,417 2, 219 1, 069 1, 904 | 2, 006 1,111 814 4,163 20,406 —- 
Still gas............-- 2-2-2222. 10,779 2, 800 15, 586 6, 305 _ 4,217 24, 210 2, 671 852 1, 573 6, 957 75,950 hy 

Wax..........thousands of pounds. - 196, 000 100, 240 54, 600 39, 480 1, 400 76, 440 28,000 |....--.-.-.. 17,080 |_.....------ 513, 240 =] 
Coke.......thousands of short tons... 5.2 25.6 943.6 163. 0 76.8 149. 2 |... 222} eee 44.0 119. 2 1, 526. 6 by 
Asphalt... wee en een e een e---O..--- 1, 777.0 169. 3 984. 9 403. 5 194.5 346. 1 364. 6 ~ 202.0 147.9 756. 9 5, 346. 7 © 
Still gas_...... millions of cubic feet-- 38, 804 10, 080 56, 110 22, 698 15, 181 87, 156 9, 616 3, 067 5, 663 25, 045 273, 420 Ss 

Road P| a 273 154 2, 274 722 |_....------- 216 10 214 1, 267 2, 641 7,771 
Other finished products._..........-. 1, 196 204 ~ 850 133 140 283 100 |... -] 28 178 3, 202 

Unfinished gasoline (net) -..-...----. 93 | 90 . 1380 514 ~ 151 1 222 124 12] 21 680 902 
Other unfinished oils (net)..........- 15,395 1261 1, 711 1714 1, 087 _ 1231 1961 392 1§1 575 13,848 kg 
Shortage...........-..-..---.---..--- 21,753 993 (107 2, 387 . 2,377 23,904 123 550 779 1, 654 3, 313 z 

Total output......-......-.-..-.-- 206, 260 48, 609 231, 582 120, 085 68,453 | 344, 273 45, 360 25, 149 | 30, 888 213, 100 1, 333, 709 q . 

1941s . | | : 
Input: | 

Crude petroleum __...............--- 217, 046 53, 499 251, 257 127, 130 | 66, 640 363, 252 54, 300 20, 365 33, 570 213, 133 1, 409, 192 
Natural gasoline................-..-. 1, 984 483 7,871 4, 700 7, 782 9, 349 |. 779 803 | 789 | 13, 785 - 47, 825 

Total input.........-..-..-.....--.] 219,080 53,982 | 258,628 |, 131, 830 74,422 |  372,601| 55,079 | 30, 168 34, 359 226,918 | 1, 457, 017 | 

See footnotes at end of table. | . | S



Runs to stills and production at refineries in the United States of the various refined products, 1940-41, by districts—Continued © _ | 

(Thousands of barrels, except as otherwise indicated] . be 

Indiana, | Oklahoma, = Arkansas- 
East Appalach- | Illinois, Kansas, Texas | Texas Gulf} Louisiana | Pouisiana | . ROCKY. California | United 
Coast ian Kentucky, and Inland : Coast | GulfCoast| “Thang | Mountain States 

etc. Missouri . 

19418 | | | | _ | - —_ | 
Output: | : 7 : 

Gasoline__.....---- eee 85, 379 25, 606 138, 481 | 71, 388 44, 143 168, 204 21, 265 13, 079 17, 831 85, 734 671, 110 
Kerosine.-.........--.-----.--------- 9, 169 3, 166 11, 864 7, 505 2, 987 24, 448 7, 304 3, 080 906 2,157 | | 72, 586 
Distillate fuel of].........2-.2-222-22- 40, 827 4, 863 26, 288 13, 431 2, 430 59, 591 8, 631 2, 535 2, 778 27, 803 189, 177 
Residual fuel oi].....----------- eee 50, 113 7, 709 46, 761 22, 408 14, 280 84, 806 13, 070 7, 180 7,629 88, 411 342, 367 
Lubricating oifl.__...........--.-.--- 8, 608 6, 414 4,307 3, 976 358 9,677 2, 093 679 | 187 3, 240. 39, 539 
Wax. .-- oe ee eee 834 400 176 183 5 438 319 |_.....---..- 1) i ees 2, 416 = 
Coke__....--.-2--- 2 eee 22 130 4, 470 907 597 925 |-.-..---.---]--.-.----.-- 247 046 8, 244 = 
Asphalt._.....2-.22 222222 11, 759 1, 419 7, 303 2, 757 1, 342 1, 995 2, 294 1, 566. 439 4, 893 36, 067 > 
Still gas.......-2--------- 2 eee eee 11, 720 2, 796° 15, 649 6, 502 4, 098 24, 501 2, 037 924 1, 631 _ 4,396 77, 254 fed 

Wax..........thousands of pcunds..| 233, 520 112,000 |. 49, 280 51, 240° 1,400 |. 122, 640 89, 320 |_..._...---: 17,080 |.......----- 676,480 7 
Coke__._... thousands of short tons. -|. 4.4 26. 0 894. 0 181. 4 |. 119. 4 185.0 |---| eee need 49. 4 189. 2 1,648.8 <i 
Asphalt........-..2222........d0_._-- 2, 138. 0 258. 0 1, 327.8 501.3 244.0 362.:7 417.1 284. 7 134.4: 889. 6 6,557.6. 
Still gas. ._..._millicens of cubic feet_- 44, 536 10, 625 59, 467 24, 707° 15, 572 93,104 | 7, 741 | 3, 511 6, 198° 28, 104 298, 565 ps 

Road oil.__..-..22- 2-2 366 42 2, 477 697 |..-.-..---.. 173 3; © 1388 1,651 3, 602 9, 149 wo 
Other finished products.._......---.- 1, 574 295 1, 213 176 146 _ 126 158 . 38 56 209 3, 986 © 
Unfinished gasoline (net) _.........-- 212 1173 130 188 126 618 99 114 112 481 1, 219 © 
Other unfinished oils (net)._....--_-- 1181 204 372 1 662 1, 012 11,333 12,695 541 100 1 562 13, 204 | 
Shortage.....-...-.--..--2--- 222 eee 21,372 1,111 2708 2, 650 2, 898 21, 568 | 501 | 427. 555: 2, 608 7,107 ~* 

Total output.............----.----] 219, 030 53, 982 258, 628 131, 830 74, 422 372, 601 55, 079 30,168.| . 34,359 226,918 | 1,457,017 | Z | + LL A En : = 

1 Negative quantity; represents net excess rerun over production. 2 Negative quantity (overage). 3 Subject to revision. - .



| CRUDE PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 1073 

effectively halted adv: ces in crude-oil prices, although those of re- | 

fined products continv 1 to rise. Refinery prices for gasoline reached oo 

| their peak in July, bu‘ .ervice-station prices advanced until December. 
Refinery prices of so1 e lubricating oils reached their peak in the sum- | 
mer and declined th veafter, but others continued to rise until fall or | 

near the end of th:: year. Most fuel-oil prices reached their peak | 

during the summer or fall, as did also the price of wax. The request 7 

in the early part of the year that prices should not be changed became lene 

orders in October and November, when crude-oil prices were frozen | 

as of October 1 and refined-oil prices as of November 7. — os 

LL. Alot 
TA TT tee A 

| ~~. av ePaper Ra 

Be bette tae 

934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 "1940 ° 

| FIGURE 7.—Prices of Bunker ‘‘C’’ fuel oil at New York, bright stock at Oklahoma refineries, tank wagon : 

_ price of kerosine at Chicago, and regular grade gasoline at refineries in Oklahoma, 1934-41, by months. 

REFINERY CAPACITY : | 

| A huge program of refinery building was initiated in 1941, but little | 

of it.was destined to increase crude-oil capacity, as it was mostly ear- | | 

marked for the production of such special commodities as butadiene, | 

- aviation gasoline, and toluene. Only one new plant of 4,000 barrels 

erude oil capacity was being built on January 1, 1942, and additional 

crude oil capacity of 39,400 barrels was under construction at refineries 

already in existence. _ | oe | 

Although the total number of refineries dropped from 562 to 523, 

their daily capacity rose from 4,860,194 barrels to 4,999,999, due largely 

to elimination of shut-down plants of small capacity, which declined 

in number from 136 to 92, and additional capacity completed for 

existing plants. The number operating increased from 420 to 430 | 

and their daily capacity from 4,180,588 to 4,496,843 barrels. The 

largest increases in capacity were in the Texas Gulf Coast, California, 

and Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc., districts, where the gains were 

163,000, 157,000, and 149,000 barrels, respectively. | | 

Cracking capacity rose from 1,151,193 barrels of gasoline output 

daily on January 1, 1941, to 1,222,684 on January 1, 1942. A decline 

in both the capacity shut-down and that under construction made the 

operating capacity 1,144,594 barrels compared with 1,021,006 on 

January 1, 1941. | 
Emphasis in refinery construction during 1941 centered on aviation 

gasoline refineries, but interest in synthetic rubber plants developed 

at the end of the year. The former include catalytic cracking plants, |
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polymerization’ plants, alkylation plants, isobutane and isopentane 
plants, and aviation-base stocks plants. 

Production of high-octane blending agents by the alkylation method 
| is rapidly supplanting the method of polymerizing butane to iso-octene 

followed by hydrogenation of the codimer obtained. The principal _ 
| - reason for this is that the alkylation method involves both alowerin- 

_ vestment and lower operating. costs. In addition to the thermal 
alkylation and the low-temperature sulfuric acid catalytic methods of 

_ alkylation described in a previous Minerals Yearbook, a patent was 
granted late in 1941 covering an alkylation method using hydrofluoric 
acid as a catalyst. One of the principal advantages claimed for this 

| method is the ability to use propane as well as butane for a charging 
stock in addition to the advantage of being able to operate at normal __ 

| temperatures, thus eliminating the need for refrigeration, 
| One plant to be completed early in 1942 will produce a newaviation- 

gasoline blending agent—cumene or isopropyl benzene. | 

Summary of refinery capacity in the United States, January 1, 1938-42 

| | oe " Number of refineries . Capacity (barrels per day) 

on - | Oper: shut | Total | down z Total 

1938... | 431} 120] 10 | _—_ 561. | 13,970, 196 | 1 380,055 |1.283,020 | 4,684, 171 1939... 435 103 | 71) 545 | 3,933,785 | 574,770 | 142,250 4, 650, 805 1940... | 461] 86 | 10] 557 | 4,196,604 | 431,952 | 92,567| 4,721,213 19412222] a0 | 136 6| 562] 4,180,588 | 538,381 | 141,225 | 4° 860, 194 | 430 92 1} 523 | 4,496,843 |] 459,756 | 43,400] 4,999,999 © 

1 New basis; for complete information see Bureau of Mines Information Circular 7034. 

: The increase in production of 100-octane aviation fuel from 40,000 
barrels to 120,000 barrels daily was one of the most important defense : 

_ projects initiated in 1941. Efforts in this direction include concentra- 
_ tion on production of crude oils yielding high-octane gasoline, increas- | 

ing the production of butane, diversion of butane from other uses to | 
| serve as a source of iso-octane, isomerization of butane, and raising 

the tolerance of tetraethyl lead from 3 cc. to 4 cc. per gallon of gasoline. 
The high boiling range of iso-octane, 225°-263° F. (see Minerals 

Yearbook, 1940, Review of 1939, p. 991), necessitates blending it 
with other agents to produce an aviation fuel of required volatility. . 
These blending agents usually are a light-gravity cut of straight- 
run gasoline of high octane number or a catalytically cracked gasoline, 
with isopentane. The naphthenic-base crude oils, which traditionally 
have been considered less desirable because of their low gasoline 
content, make the highest-octane gasoline, although the cut suitable 
for use as an aviation-fuel blending agent usually is very small. 
Texas, California, and Louisiana are the sources for most crude oils 
of this type. 

The need for increasing the production of butane is most essential, 
both for the production of 100-octane fuel and for the synthesis of 
rubber. Greater efficiency in its recovery and the use of more 
absorber oil should supply a quantity that heretofore has been wasted, 
estimated by one authority at 15,000 barrels daily compared with 
40,000 barrels used. An additional amount probably will have to 
be produced from the cracking of oils.
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The program also contemplates the diversion of butane used as 

liquefied petroleum gas, which is burned by about 2 million users on | | 

farms, in homes, and in industrial plants that have no convenient 

access to gas mains. Sales of this product, totaling 7,463,000. barrels 7 

in 1940 and estimated at about 11,500,000 barrels in 1941, comprised oo 

1,835,000 barrels of butane, 2,600,000 barrels of propane, 2,937,000 : | 

barrels of butane-propane mixtures, and 91,000 barrels of pentane. | 

; Twenty-eight percent of the butane and 35 percent of the butane-— - 

propane mixtures served for domestic uses; 43 percent of the butane 

and 3 percent of the mixtures served for industrial uses; 14 percent — | 

of the butane and 34 percent of the mixtures were used in internal- _ | 

| combustion engines—principally trucks; 14 percent of the butane 

| and 3 percent of the mixtures were used by gas companies; and 25 — | 

percent of the mixtures was used in chemical manufacture. These | , 

users probably will have to depend largely on propane, 63 percent , 

_ of which was consumed by domestic users and 30 percent for industrial | 

- fuelin 1940. oo — : | | 

Isomerization is the changing of one chemical compound to another | 

with the same percentage composition and molecular weight but with 

different physical properties. Applied to butane, it is the process - 

of changing that gas, which is inert in the alkylation process, to | 

isobutane. The most usual raw materials for alkylation (which, as | 

it pertains to the petroleum industry, brings about direct union of OO 

a paraffin molecule with an olefin molecule) are isobutane (C,H) | 
and butene (C,H,). When these products are alkylated they pro- _ | 

| duce iso-octane (CsHis), a saturated isoparafin. Small proportions _ | 

of natural gas consist of butane and isobutane, both constituents a 

having the same chemical formula but isobutane having what is 

termed a “branched-chain molecule.” To be used in the alkylation | 

process, the butane must be isomerized to isobutane by a catalytic | 

process. | | | 

| Considerable research has been made on isomerization in recent _ 

years, and several processes have been developed. Aside from 

their principal use of converting butane to isobutane, they can 

be applied (although not economically at present) to other hydro- 

carbons to produce the iso, or branched-chain molecules, which make 

a higher-octane fuel than normal molecules. Construction of a : | 

number of butane isomerization plants was started in 1941. 

It is sometimes necessary to convert butane to butene by dehydro- | 

genation where the still gases do not furnish sufficient olefins to make 

a balanced feed stock for the alkylation process. This is done by 

) removing 2 hydrogen atoms from the butane molecule by catalytic 

reaction, changing it from C,H) to C,Hs. 
| The deleterious effect of tetraethyl lead on motors long ago made 

it necessary to limit the proportion of this antiknock component in 

motor fuel. Although the Navy has permitted as much as 6 cc. @ 

gallon to be used in its aviation fuel, specifications for all military 

gasoline in the recent past have set the limit at 3 ce. In December 

1941 the maximum was raised to 4 cc. This will result in greater 

production of 100-octane gasoline by permitting lower-octane blending 

agents to be used. 
Several hydroforming plants for aromatization of the nonaromatic 

constitutents of naphtha were either put in operation or were under 

. construction during 1941. One such plant was designed to produce
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| a new solvent claimed to be superior in many ways to present solvents. 

Hydroforming, though, is of even more immediate importance in 

, the production of toluene, essential in the manufacture of explosives. 

- The proportion obtainable through aromatization of crude oil is 

a very smnall, and the aromatic naphtha produced by the hydroforming 

- | process must. go through several highly. complicated operations for 

| separation and purification of the toluene. ; | 

“It is estimated that war needs will require about 1,500,000 barrels 

of toluene annually. Although production from coking operations 

amounted to approximately 700,000 barrels in 1941, most of this 

was required in the chemical industry and could be diverted only at 

a serious loss. The hydroforming plants now under construction 

probably will be able to supply the needs for this product, although 

| ) not all of these plants have provided for production of toluene. _ 

_- The synthetic rubber industry will compete with 100-octane gaso- 

) line for the supply of butane. Because almost all natural rubber 

-~ eomes from the East Indies, Japan’s declaration of war precipitated 

| a problem that theretofore had been considered only as a long-time 
project—that of manufacturing rubber. Of all the major countries 

at war, the United States is the best-situated to meet this prob.em. 
Although Germany and Russia have had more experience in pro- 

a ducing synthetic rubber for practical use, they—particularly Ger- 

| many—do not have the petroleum resources available to this country. 

The petroleum industry has been called upon to furnish rubber at 

7 the rate of 400,000 tons annually within 18 months. Butadiene, 

| from which petroleum-synthesized rubber is polymerized (see Minerals 

Yearbook, Review of 1940, pp. 978-979), is made from butane and 

must share the supply of this gas with 100-octane gasoline. | 

Oo | MOTOR FUEL | 

 Demand.—Total demand and domestic demand for motor fuel were 
both 12 percent higher than in 1940 (see fig. 8). | | 

Domestic motor-fuel demand per motor vehicle in use increased 
from 19.7 barrels (827 gallons) in 1940 to 20.4 barrels (857 gallons) in 

1941. Toll-bridge and other traffic statistics indicate that the truck " 

traffic did not participate in the increased gasoline consumption to 
as great an extent as did passenger cars. Of 16 bridges in Kentucky, 
13 showed a smaller proportion of truck traffic than in 1940, the : 

average for all declining from 20.1 percent to 17.9 percent of the total 

passenger-car and truck traffic. Of 15 points throughout the rest of 

the country, 10 showed a smaller proportion of trucks, and the average 

for the 15 declined from 12.5 percent to 11.7 percent. This interrup- 

tion in the increasing trend of truck traffic is reflected in the table 

entitled ‘“Motor-fuel consumption per motor-vehicle unit in use on 

| July 1, 1925-41.” 
Calculations from the gasoline-temperature index indicate that, 

because of favorable weather, gasoline consumption was 3,199,000 
barrels more than might normally have been expected, particularly 
during the last 4 months of the year, as the spring, with the exception 
of April, was backward.
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FIGURE 8.—Trends in production, domestic demand, exports, imports, and stocks of motor fuel in the 
United States, 1918-41. , 

| Comparative analyses. of statistics for motor fuel in the United States in 1941, by 7 , 

oe oe | months 1 | : 

. {Thousands of barrels] 

| Ce | | | 19418 

Jan. Feb. March April May June July 

Production.....................| 52,542 | 48,374 | 53,409] 53,768 | 58,258] 56,987 | 59,609 
Daily average...-...-....--| 1, 695 1,728 | 1,723 1, 792 1, 879 1,900 |- 1,92 

Imports.........--.-----.------|----------]---------- oD dite i -.|ee--------}---~------|---------- : 
: Exports.._._.....-.--.---.--..- 2,045 1, 253 1, 738 1, 528 1, 588 1, 262 1, 416 

Daily average___....-..--.- 66 45 56 51 51 42 46 

Stocks, end of period__-.......- 88,800 | 98,920 96, 832 93, 918 91, 281 88, 646 83, 746 
Domestic demand.._...........| 45,344 | 42,001 | 48, 760 55, 154 59,307 | 58, 360 63, 093 

oo Daily average........--..-- 1, 463 1,500 1, 573 1, 838 1,913 | 1,945 2, 035 

1941 1 . 
1940 

a rs a, (total) 
Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total 

_ Production...........----------| 60,740 | 60,167 | 62,288 | 61,243 | 63,573 | 690,958 | 616,695 
Daily average..........-.-- 1, 959 2,006 2, 009 2, 041 2, 050 1, 893 1, 685 

Imports......-...---.---------- 363 232 (2) (2) (2) 2 596 97 

Exports. __...-.---..----------- 2, 700 2,475 (2) (@) - (2) 2 16, 005 25, 377 

- Daily average..........--.- 87 82 (2) (2) (?) 3 59 69 

Stocks, end of period......-....| 79, 205 78, 134 79, 568 83, 935 90, 688 90, 688 83, 647 
Domestic demand.........-...-| 62,944 | 58,995 (3) (3) — @) °} 589, 490 

Daily average........--..-- 2, 030 1,967 () ) (3) 3) 1,611 

i nD 

1 Subject to revision. . ; 
2 Figures for imports and exports for 1941 cover January to September, inclusive. 
3 Publication suspended. 

.
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. Motor-fuel consumption per motor-vehicle unit in use on July 1, 1925-41 1 

- . Passenger cars . | | Trucks 

| : ‘Year ~ Consump- Consump- | Consump- Consump- 
tion Number of ' tion — tion Number of tion 

(thousands | ' vehicles per unit (thousands vehicles r unit 
of barrels) (barrels) of barrels) Pearrels) 

| 1925.....--.--- 154,988 | 15,453,300  —>-10.03 43, 104 2, 372, 400 18.17 
196...._.-_ 181,239 | 17, 120, 300 10. 59 49, 420 2, 682, 900 18. 42 
1927___.._._- 205, 983 18,413,800} ‘11.19 55, 397 2, 906, 000 19.06 
198... 227, 497 19, 026, 000 11. 96 60, 764 3, 024, 300 20.09 
1929._.___.- 256, 899 20, 532, 800 12. 51 68,346 | 3, 194, 300 21. 40 

| 190._.._-.- 270, 347 21, 306, 300 |: 12.69| 70, 140 3,382,700|  —«-20.78 
, 1@1.__-.-.- 276, 828 20, 854, 700 13. 27 70, 746 3, 397, 100 20. 83 

192......_- 257, 703 19, 912, 400 12. 94 64,538 |. 3, 290, 200 19. 62 | 
| 1933..-_-.-_- 258, 365 19, 510, 300 13.24 67, 058 3, 234, 700 20. 73 

194... 277, 735 20, 127, 300 13. 80 74, 949 3, 355, 700 22.330 
195......-.. 294, 686 20, 760, 100 14.19 82,545) . 3,581,400 23. 05 

| 1936._.._....- 324, 078 22° 007, 900 (14.73 93, 991 3, 922; 000 23.97 . 
1937.--......-- 347, 034 23, 435, 600 14.81 | 103, 739 4, 223, 200 2h 56 
188. _..-.-- 351,015 23,875,400} 44.70 | —s-'102, 693 4, 301,900 | 23. 87 
199..._....-- 369, 521 24,342,900 |. 40. 18 112,582 | 4, 389, 200 | 25.65 
1910 2__--_..-- 303,015 | 25,339,300|  .- 15.51 118,656 |. 4,579, 500 25. 91 | 

| yout. 2 | 444, 524 27,328,100 | 16.27 127,538 | 4, 887,000 26.10 

1 Excludes gasoline consumed by busses and for nonautomotive uses. | 
. ? Subject to revision. 

| Gasoline-temperature index and estimated influence of weather on motor-fuel demand 
7 oo in the United States in 1941, by months } : | 

. +,o.| Lofluence on || . sea]ii Influence on 
iasoline- motor-fuel |} Gasoline motor-fuel 

| Month ture gemand Month | ture omand, 
. . ousands : ousan , 

index? | of barrels) index? | of barrels) 

January---...--.--....---- 1.6 —27 September..........------ 2.5 453 
February ......-.--.-.---- —.7 —440 || October... .......-.-..-_- 3.6 959 

. March.___.._..---.-------| 2.5 —206 || November..........-.----| 3.0 719 
Apr .---------000-0--7-- 4,2]. 1,097 }} December.._..._...--.--- 4.0 1,065 

8Y_..----.----2 see eee eee 2.8 618 ) 
June_....-.---..-.-.------ 11 —387 ——_—_|—______ 
July___.--2 2-2 1.5 —176 Average index_...... 1.8 [-.-.-.-...-.. 
August.................<- 8 476 | Total influence...._.|...-.....- 8,19 . 

1See Breakey, Herbert A., Trends and Seasonal Variations in Factors Influencing Domestic Motor-Fuel 
Demand: Bureau of Mines Ec. Paper 21, 1940, pp. 19-31 and 61-65. 

3In degrees departure from 46-year normal. 

Production.—Motor-fuel production increased 12 percent—from | 
616,695,000 barrels in 1940 to 690,958,000 in 1941. The production 
in 1941 comprised 279,272,000 barrels of straight-run gasoline, 
344,013,000 barrels of cracked gasoline, 3,469,000 barrels of benzol, 
and 64,204,000 barrels of natural gasoline. Natural gasoline used in 
producing motor fuel consisted of 47,825,000 barrels blended at the 
refineries and 17,808,000 barrels sold as such, including 1,429,000 
barrels withdrawn from stocks in addition to the quantity produced. 

Straight-run gasoline represented only 40.4 percent of the motor 
fuel produced, compared with 42.7 percent in 1940, whereas the propor- 
tion of cracked gasoline increased from 47.7 percent to 49.8. The 
ratio for natural gasoline blended at refineries was 6.9 percent, and 
that sold directly as such was 2.6 percent—a total of 9.5 percent com- 
pared with 9.0 percent in 1940. These figures include 0.2 percent 
contributed from stocks rather than production in 1941. 

¢



Production of gasoline in the United States in 1941, by methods of manufacture, districts, and months ! | | 

: - [Thousands of barrels] - : 
. ee ener ear SE FSS CO LO LOC LLL LLL LL LLL LO LL CCL 

S Method and district January |February| March | April | May | June | July | August | 5°Pt™-| october | Novem-| Decem- | ogy 

| Straight nan: ' 
ts Bast Coast.......--------------------| 2,215 | 2,183 | 2, 874 9,336 | 2,302| 2,427] 2,617] 2,521 2, 565 2,639 | 3,171 2,822 | 30,732 

Appalachian =o -o-- = ------ "834 725 823 | . 883 949 948 880 873 ” 922 923 870 846 10,47 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc- -.--- 4,099 3, 747 4,131 4, 303 4,915 4, 707 4, 609 4, 682 5, 199 5, 389 5, 236 5, 357 56, 374 ct 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri---..- 2, 369 2, 399 2, 705 2, 481 2, 742 2, 783 2, 885 3,021 | 2,730 2, 946 2,751 | 2,812 32,624 9g oo 

a Texas Inland_-_.......-.-------------- 1,360}. 1,234 1,493 | 1,610 1,657 | 1,717; 1,789; 1,708 | 1,744 1, 534 1, 638 1, 836 19, 320 ho 
Texas Gulf Coast......--.------.----- 5, 027 4, 823 4,445 4, 967 5, 248 4, 488 5, 046 5,595 | 4,900 5, 057 4, 876 5, 313 59, 785 
Louisiana Gulf Coast..-....--.------- 802 877 703 747 906 — 862 044 984 | 872 793 948 1, 008 10, 446 rg 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland-----.- 582 491 563 567 633 520 675 697 683 681 642 705 7,439 es 
Rocky Mountain.....-..---...------- 718 627 738 788 709 |. 746 803 766 875 808 703 ‘775 9, 056 J 
California... ......-..----------------- 3, 347 3, 036 3, 520 (8, 449 3, 730 3, 942 3, 714 3, 943 3, 549 3, 042 8, 408 3, 439 43,020 by 

Total straight run_.......-.-..-.---| 21,353 | 20,112 | 21,905 | 22,131 | 23,881 | 23,140 | 23,962 | 24,700 | 24,030 | 24,712 | 24,244 24,918 | 279,272 & | 
Percent yield 2.....--......------- 19.3 20.0 19.8 | 19.9; 20.0 19.9 19.8 (20.0; 19.8 19. 19.9 —©:19.9 19.8 St 

Cracked: . ' . | | | , | 2 
East Coast...-.-..-.----------------- 3, 815 3, 433 3, 798 4, 289 4,621 4, 340 4, 542 4,517 | 4,355 4, 990 - 4, 761 5, 202 52,663. 
Appalachian...._.....---------------- 1,214 1,086 1, 161 1,144 1,172 1,170 1,363 | 1,265; 41,271 1, 220 1,221 |. 1,381 14, 647 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc......| 5,780 5, 258 5, 899 5, 306 6, 265 6, 468 7, 026 6, 638 6,697 | 6,795 | 6,342 6, 262 74,736 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri-.--- 2, 486 2, 277 2, 712 2, 634 2, 904 2, 726 2, 897 3,001 3, 152 3, 185 3,027 | 3,063 34, 064 
Texas Inland.......----.------------- 1,320 | 1,402 1,288 | 1,269. 1, 303 1,311 1, 389 1, 548 1, 462 1, 697 1, 407 1, 645 17,041 . 

Texas Gulf Coast......--.------------ 7, 331 6, 469 7, 349 7, 695 8, 369 8,193 | 8, 899 8,447 | 8,558 8, 861 9, 078 9, 821 99,070 ty 
Louisiana Gulf Coast..--.-..--------- 712 683 718. | - 797 788 850 884 874 870 _ 946 932 | 986 10,040 -& 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland---_.-. 369 333 394 402 452 331 463 413 405 446 406 423 4,887 . 

_ Rocky Mountain....-...-.---.------- 717 « 643 623 . §37 746 | 569 726 |... 805 671 646 806 .697 | = 7,986 = 
California....--...---------------.--- 2, 248 1, 963 2,239 | 2,307 2, 288 2, 520 1, 935 2, 526 2, 757 2, 533 2, 738 2, 875 28, 929 2 

_ Total cracked.....-.-.-------------| 25,992 23, 417 26, 181 26, 380 28, 908 28, 478 30, 124 30, 034 30, 198 31, 328 30,718 | 32,255 344, 013 i 
Percent yield ?.....-..--.---------| 23.5 23. 3 23.6 23. 8 24. 2 24. 6 24. 8 24.1 24. 8 24.7 25.3 25.8) 24.4 g 

| Total production including natural gaso- : re | | | : te 
ne: | 
East Coast......------------+-------- 6, 239 5, 765 6, 821 6,753 | 7,142] 6, +e 7, 204 7, 183 7,105 7, 814 8, 136 8,256 | 85,379 Ww . 

Appalachian cee ete 2, 082 1, 822 2, 026 2,078 2, 158 2, 147 2, 281 2, 165 2, 240 2, 196 2, 134 2,277| . 25,606 © 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc.....-} 10,469 9, 545 10, 575 10,201 } 11,7382]. 11,728 12, 234 11, 944 12, 568 12, 913 12, 253 12,319 | 138,481 0. 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri-...- 5, 283 5, 028 5, 793 5, 450 5, 973 §,817.|. 6,119 | 6,402 6, 361 6, 574 6, 255 6, 333 71, 388 qQ 
Texas Inland..........--------------- 3, 442 3, 231 3,423 | . 3,428 3, 537 3, 623 3, 770 3, 924 3, 890 4, 006 3, 690 4,179 44,1438 
Texas Gulf Coast......-.-.-----------| 12,880 11, 748 12, 405 13, 309 14, 214 13, 386 14, 631 14, 896 14,566 | 14,964) 14,954 16, 251 168, 204 
Louisiana Gulf Coast._.....------.--- 1,539; 1,579 1, 455 1, 568 1, 726 1,734 | 1,850 1,951 1, 844 1, 867. 2,011 2, 141 21, 265 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland------- 1,004 869 992 1, 002 1,112 881 1,171 1, 219 1, 199 1, 267 1, 136 1, 227 13, 079 
Rocky Mountain....-...-....--------- 1, 525 1, 244 1, 424 1,377 1,511 1, 365 1, 568 1, 627 1, 601 1, 529 1, 600 "1, 460 © 17, 831 

. California. ...-....----..------------- 6, 710 6, 010 7, 036. 6, 843 7, 083 7,584 |. 6,796 7, 643 7,614 7, 907 7, 311 7, 197 85, 734 . 

Total United States: 1941...........| 51,173 | 46,841 | 51,950} 52,009| 56,188 | 655,136 | 57,714]. 58,954| 58,988| 61,037| 59,480] 61,640] 671,110 = 
1940........---| 48, 985 46,253 | © 49, 493 48, 784 50, 444 49,281 | 49,684 50,799 | 51,088 51, 726 49, 795 51, 043 597, 375 =J 

1 Subject to revision. : 3 Based upon crude runs to stills.
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| | Yields.—The yield of gasoline, which had dropped from 45.0 percent 
| of the crude oil run to stills in 1939 to 43.1 percent in 1940, partly 

recovered in 1941 to 44.2 percent. The yield of straight-run gasoline, 
| however, continued its downward trend, slipping from 20.4 percent 

| in 1940 to 19.8 in 1941, whereas cracked gasoline, in response to 
increased re-forming, additional catalytic cracking, and other im- 

_ proved methods of motor-fuel production, rose from 22.8 percent in 
| 1940 to 24.4 percent in 1941. The yields of straight-run gasoline 

stayed within a narrow range throughout the year, showing no trend, 
but those of cracked gasoline rose almost every month from a low of 

- 23.3 percent in February to a high of 25.8 percent in December when 
| the total yield was 45.7 percent. | 

: | Greatest gains in yields were in the Texas Gulf Coast, Louisiana Gulf 
| _ Coast, California, and East Coast districts, which increased 2.7, 1.7, 

1.6, and 1.4 percent, respectively. Yields in the Rocky Mountain, 
Appalachian, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc., and Inland Louisiana- 

| Arkansas districts declined 1.1, 0.9, 0.8, and 0.6 percent, respectively. 
| Prices.—There were few advances in the refinery price of regular- 

| grade gasoline after the request of the Office of Price Administration 
| and Civilian Supply late in May to make no more increases without 

OO prior consultation with that office; in fact, the last one occurred early 
| in July. During this period the Mid-Continent price for regular- 

| grade gasoline rose from an average of 4.75: cents to 6.19 cents, at which 
quotation it held for the remainder of the year. Premium grade 

- continued to advance until November 28, although a ceiling had been 
. | established in the Gulf Coast area on September 4. The Mid-Con- 

tinent price for this grade rose from an average of 4.94 cents at the - 
beginning of the year to 7.15 cents after the last increase.  — 

| Service-station prices for gasoline advanced steadily throughout the - 
year until December 1, and thereafter suffered a late seasonal decline. 

ost of these gains occurred within the first 8 months of the year, as - 
the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply established a 
ceiling for them on August 28 for 40 cities in the northern part of the 
East Coast district. There were only a few increases after that date, 

| principally in the Southeast and Midwest. | 
The posted price does not indicate the real amount received for the 

: gasoline, as under the dealer-marketing plan now in effect in most 
States a retailer determines his own price for the gasoline he sells. 
At the beginning of the year discounts from the posted price, ranging _ 
as high as 3 cents a gallon, were quite general in some places. How- 
ever, by the end of the year they had been nearly eliminated, owing 
partly to the strong demand for gasoline during the third quarter 
(which taxed the sources of supply) and partly to the shortage of gaso- 
line on the East coast caused by the loan of tankers to Great Britain, 
with the resultant difficulty of transporting oils from the Gulf Coast 

| area to the East coast. 
The greatest change occurred in the East Coast district, where the 

averages increased 2.49 cents for South Atlantic cities and 1.91 cents 
for North Atlantic cities. These gains were particularly significant 
because almost one-third of the motor-fuel demand is marketed in this 
district. The price in Salisbury, N. C., increased the greatest—4.45 
cents (from 10.50 cents (ex tax) to 14.95), and Charlotte, N. C., 
followed_closely, with an increase from 10.00 cents to 14.40. The 
price in Burlington, Vt., increased 3.9 cents (from 9.80 cents to 13.70);
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- that in Syracuse, N. Y., increased 3.6 cents and that in Atlanta, Ga., 
and Manchester, N. H., 3.5 cents each. Des Moines, Iowa, where 
the price dropped from 12.90 cents to 10.90, had the greatest decrease | 
of the few cities where gasoline prices declined. Cl : 

Average monthly prices of gasoline in the United States, 1940-41, in cents per gallon 

| fo ale ftp pe fed | JB]  tBEgIS — 
ae | - Plate] ja/a/2/2] (8 

e(Sial/eb/S/8)/3/ 8) 8] 815) 8 18" | 
a | Sle alt a a [ala], alol2a]a la | 

Monthly average at refineries in| to a | . 
Oklahoma: ! | qo 

67-69 octane (I-3)?...__......| 4.67] 4.46] 4.43; 4.43|..-__]..-_-|__---|----]----]- || 4.50 
72-740ctane(A.8.T.M.)+_.|..-..|...--}.--.-] 5.00] 5.00| 5.00} 5.00] 4.94] 4.89] 4.79] 4.75] 4. 75| 4.90 : 

Average of 50 cities on Ist of | | | de | 

yealors’net_.....__.....-...| 9.78] 9.73| 9.611 9. 42] 9.24| 9.00} 8.91| 8.91| 8.69] 8.59] 8.58] 8 46] 9.08 
Service station (including af . . 

State tax)...-------.------ 17,951. 8|17. 267.5017. 17.081. 9517. 016. 716.6016 6116 4017.16 
: 9 

Monthly average at refineries in | | |. - | Oo 
Oklahoma: 72-74 octane!__..__| 4.72] 4.69] 4. 71/ 5.09] 5.47] 5.99] 6.18) 6.19} 6.19} 6.19) 6.19] 6.19] 5.65 | - 

oo Average of 50 cities on Ist of . | . . . 7 

Dealer’s net.........--..-.-| 8.54] 8.54| 8.62] 8.78| 9. 40| 9.851 9.94/10. 04110. 02110. 04{10. 02/10. 04| 9. 49 | 
Service station (including |. : 

State tax)....... -....----|16. 57/16. 58/16. 67)16. 82/17. 53}18. 14)18. 26/18. 32/18. 39]18. 49/18. 49/18. 52117.73 

oS 1 National Petroleum News. — | | . ; | . 
3 67-69 octane (L-3 method) discontinued April 11; 72-74 octane (A. S. T. M. method) initiated April 8. 
3 American Petroleum Institute; compiled by The Texas Co. , . oe . 

Despite the increases, the cities along the North Atlantic coast had | 
the lowest average price for gasoline—12.59 cents (ex tax)—followed 
by the cities in the central part of the United States, where the prices | 

| averaged 12.87 cents. =. OS | ou | 
The average price for the Rocky Mountain area rose from 13.75 

cents (revised) on December 31, 1940, to 15.00 cents on December 31, | 
1941, to make it again the highest for the country, although the | 
Pacific Coast area followed closely with an average of 14.80 cents. __ | 

‘The highest prices paid by motorists for gasoline, including State, _ / 
City, and Federal taxes, on January 1, 1942, were 25.1 cents at Twin 
Falls, Idaho, and 24.1 cents at Boise, Idaho (each including 6.6 cents 
tax). The price in Montgomery, Ala., was 24.0 cents (including 9.5 
cents tax); in Knoxville, Tenn., 23.50 (including 8.5 cents tax); in 
Charleston, W. Va., 23.05 cents (including 6.5 cents tax); and in Pen- 
sacola, Fla., 23.00 cents (including 9.5 cents tax). Motorists in Des 
Moines, Iowa, paying 15.4 cents a gallon, enjoyed the lowest price for 
their gasoline, although the service-station price in the principal 
Oklahoma. cities was only 15.5 cents until a 1%-cent increase in the 
State gasoline tax on July 1 raised it to 17 cents. 

Another advantage to refiners, in addition to the price advance, was 
the lower quality of motor fuel. One feature of gasoline quality had 
been its continual improvement for several years at no additional cost 
to consumers. (See Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, pp. 985-986. ) . 
During 1941, however, the military requirements for high-octane fuel 
resulted in a reversal of this trend to divert some of the high-octane 

| qualities to military fuel. The rating for regular-grade gasoline, for
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| which the Western Refiners Association in 1940 had adopted the 
| specification of 72-74 octane, was found in the Bureau of Mines 

/ Cooperative Fuel Research Motor-Gasoline Survey for the Summer 
- of 1941 (see Report of Investigations 3611) to average almost 75 

: octane for the country as a whole. Late in.1941 the refiners in the 
: -Gulf Coast area reduced this grade to 71-72 octane and the premium 

_ grade from 80 to 78. Refiners in other parts of the country followed 
_ with similar reductions. Pressure brought. on refiners to lower octane 

a rating was due to a shortage in the raw materials for tetraethyl lead, _ 
| which resulted in the Ethyl Gasoline Corporation rationing its supply 

of lead for civilian uses to meet military requirements. - | 
, Gasoline tax rates were increased in two States and the District of 

Columbia in 1941. Minnesota, which permitted its emergency tax of 
1 cent a gallon to lapse on September 1, 1940, reestablished it, effective 

| May 1, 1941, raising the tax from 3 cents to 4 cents. The tax in 
Oklahoma was increased from 5% cents to 7 cents, effective July 1, | 

, and that in the District of Columbia from 2 cents to 3 cents,-effective | 
January 1, 1942. At.the beginning of 1942 4 States had a tax rate of 
7 cents, I of 6% cents, 5 of 6 cents, 10 of 5 cents, 18 of 4 cents,9 and 
the District of Columbia of 3 cents, and 1 of 2 cents. a 

a Aviation gasoline —Production of aviation gasoline in 1941 increased 
by about 50 percent, and more capacity was being added toward the - 

| end of the year as this country prepared to supply its allies with 
| high-octane fuel for their war planes. sit 

There were no changes in prices of aviation gasolines during 1941. 
Tank-wagon prices quoted by the Standard Oil Company of Ohio 

: throughout the year were: Sohio Aviation, 14.5 cents; 74-octane, — 
| 15.5 cents; 87-octane, 16.5 cents; 100-octane, 24.5 cents. 

_ Stocks.—Motor-fuel stocks were considerably lower throughout most 
oo of 1941 than they had been in 1940, and they maintained a more 

7 normal relationship throughout the year. The peak of 98,706,000 
barrels of finished and unfinished gasoline on March 31 was 5 million 

ce barrels less than the peak on the same date in 1940 and represented 
, only 52.2 days’ supply compared with the 62.5 days’ supply on March 

| 31, 1940. Stocks again exceeded those of 1940 in October and totaled 
94,098,000 barrels by December 31 compared with 84,409,000 barrels 
at the end of 1940. The days’ supply on this date was 55.9 compared 
with 55.2 at the end of 1940. : 

All of the districts had larger stocks at the end of the year than at ~ 
the beginning. The greatest gains occurred in the East Coast and | 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc., districts, the increase being 2,250,000 - 
barrels (12.1 percent) in the former and 2,444,000 (15.4 percent) in 
the latter. Although stocks in the Texas Gulf Coast district gained 
1,398,000 barrels—from 14,433,000 to 15,831,000—more than half of 
this was in unfinished gasoline, leaving the gain in finished gasoline 
only 663,000 barrels. This indicates how the refiners in the Gulf Coast , 
area took advantage of the return in October of some of the tankers 
loaned to Great Britain to move gasoline to the East coast, where 
stocks increased 2 million barrels from the end of September to the 
end of December compared with a decline of almost that amount 
during the same period in 1940. 

Stocks in the East Coast district dropped only a little below those 
of 1940 during the heavy consuming period, notwithstanding trans- 
portation difficulties. This was probably due to measures adopted by |
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~ Days’ supply of motor fuel on hand in the United States at end of month, 1939-41 ! : | 

| 1939 1940 2 : 19413 | 

Month _| Finished| Natural Total |yinished| Natural| T°t® |pinished| Natural| Total of 
| gasoline gasoline motor gasoline gasoline moter | gasoline | gasoline mort 

January....--:---<| 64.6 3.5) 681| 623 3.3| 656] 53.9 3.6 87.5 | 
February_.........| 52.1 311 6852) 61.3| . 32] 645] 544 3.3| 57.7 : 

. March:............|- 50.841- 30} 53.8 |. 68.2-|- 82).. 6144. -48.4]- . 2.8]. 6L2. to 
April. | 466}. «32|) 6498] 645| 34] 579] 450). 28] 47.8 : 
May............| 431| 34{ 465] 48.3 33| 51.6| 43.0 2.9 45.9 | 
June.........-.--| 42.5 38| 463| 48.1 3.9| 52.0] 30.6 3.0| 42.6. 
July..........-....| 38.3 3.71 42.0] 442 41} 483]. 366| 3.0 39. 6 
August..........-.| 371 371 408] 42:7; 42] 469] 357) 30/ 387. © 
September-..-------. 38. 1 3.4 41.5 42.0 3.9 45.9 37.0 2.7 39. 7 
October.......| «640.910 1) 6480 |) «642.91 83638] «646.71 «30.4 2.6 42.0 
November......-..| 47.3 3.0| 60.3] 47.0 3.9| 60.9| 433}; 2.5 45.8 

| December.........| 562] 32] 59.4] 651.0 3.7| 647] 513] 2.5 53.8 

; 1 Stocks divided by the daily average total demand (domestic demand plus exports) for succeeding month, 
2 Revised figures. - $ Subject to revision. — . 

the Petroleum: Coordinator and the industry to meet the emergency. 
In addition to the publicity that served in the nature of a warning to 
the public, alternative methods of transportation were established a 

(see Distribution), with the result that there was no real distress. | 

Figure 9 shows the monthly quantities of finished gasoline stocks, — 
in millions of barrels, from January 1, 1937, to December 31, 1941. | 
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Figure 9.—Stocks of finished gasoline in the ‘United States, 1937-41, by months, with figures representing 
days’ supply at certain periods, also stocks of distillate fuel oil, 1939-41, by months.



Stocks of gasoline in the United States in 1941, by districts and months ! : _ 

[Thousands of barrels] . - QS 

District January | Febru- | March April May | . June July August | Septem- | October | Novem- | Decem- . 

Stric 31 ary 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 ber 30 “3i ber 30 | ber3l 

Finished gasoline: 3 ‘ pO 

Fast Coast_.--.----.---------- eee ee eee eee eee 18, 790 18, 936 19, 746 20, 101 21, 504 21, 585 20, 589 19, 375 17, 949 18, 642 19, 591 19, 956 

Appalachian. ...--.--------------------+---+----- 3, 151 3,189; 3,169 3, 054 3, 058 2, 927 ~ 2,810 2, 935 3, 148 3, 095 3, 223 3, 410 

Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete...--------------| . 17, 292 19, 272 .20, 206 18, 772 17, 284 17, 148 16, 114 14, 863 14, 936 15, 460 16, 222 17, 662 — 

Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. .------.------ 7, 618 8, 249 | . 8,747 8, 039 7, 482 7, 073 6, 227 6,237 | 6,507 |° 7,105 7, 754 8, 402 © . 

Texas Inland__...-------------------------------- 2,372 | 2,511 2, 447 2,360}: 2,231 | 2, 175 2, 146 2, 170 2, 122 « 2, 156 2, 246 | 2, 653 

Texas Gulf Coast _.._---_...------------------- 13, 246 14,812 | 15,184 14, 914 13,429 | 11,550 11, 038 9,940 | . 10,462 | - 10,399] | 11,128 13, 843 

Louisiana Gulf Coast. .......-.-----------------] | 2, 7438 3,084 | 3,254 3, 242 3, 059 2, 988 2, 982 3, 050. 2, 571 2, 135 2, 518 3, 165 

Arkansas and Louisiana Inland..--------------- 813 + 831 819 836 781 692 660 590 . 633 - -— 633 710 794 Ss 

Rocky Mountain. -_......-..-------------------- 1, 978 2,277 | ° 2,405 2, 327 2, 209 1,919 1,633 |. 1,324] 1,267 1, 259 1, 552 1, 729 2 

California..........-....--.--------------------- 15, 307 15, 448 15, 524 14, 769 14, 388 14, 354 13,230 | 12,610 13, 166 13, 814 14, 434 14, 799 ts 

Total finished gasoline.......-..-.------------| 83,310 | 88.609 | . 91, 501 88,414 | . 85, 425 82, 411 77, 429 73,094°) 72, 761 74, 698 79,378 | . 86,413 a 

Unfinished gasoline: — | | | : a DF | 

East Coast. .......-.---------------------------- 946 1, 058 1,151 |. 1,061 |. 1,124 1, 029 1, 066 1, 162 1, 163 1, 204 1,072 | - 916 

Appalachian. .-....----------------------------- 458 448 | 459 434 395 365. 380 331 329 315 | 297 274 ia 

Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete.-.---.---------- 715 ' 651° 576° 596 562 638 §55 561 |. 494 | §36) © 57. 665 eS 

Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. -_-..---------- 648 637 483° 516 474 | 522 574 . 6283]: - 486 -- §27 502 473 > 

Texas Inland_...-.-...-.------------------------] 399 322 518 567 | 607 | - 634 623 694 822 902 - 923 | - 635 bd 

Texas Gulf Coast __...-----.-.------------------ 1, 590 1, 596 1,877 |. 1,876 1, 921 1, 958 1, 940 1, 727 1, 599: 1, 592 1, 821 1, 988 w 

Louisiana Gulf Coast ._.....-.-.---------------- 425 386 «427 >> ~~ 439 406 363 417 339 | . 352 - 402 475 | 449 © 

Arkansas and Louisiana Inland..--------------- 22 30 | 34] = 28 13]. 18 12 13 14 i144 16 12 «9 
Rocky Mountain. _....---.--------------------- 93 89 88 | —_-:100 - 106 117 _. 106 . 104 | 106 90 |. 91 80. A 

California.........-..-.-....--..---------------- 1,760 | 1,782 1, 592 1, 738 1, 798 1, 703 1, 599 1,824 1, 837 2, 023 — 2,182 2, 193 ; 

Total unfinished gasoline._..-..----.---------- 7, 056 6, 949 7, 205 7, 355 7, 406 © 7, 347 7, 272 7, 283 7,202 | 7,605}. 7,900 7, 685 © | 

Total finished and unfinished: . CS - b= 

East Coast......-_.--.--------------------------| | 19, 736 | — 19,994 20, 897 21, 162 22, 628 22, 614 21, 655 20, 537 | . 19,112 19, 846 20, 663 20, 872 

Appalachian. _..---.---------------------------- 3, 609 3, 637 3, 628 3, 488 |. 3,453 | - 3, 202 - 3,190 3, 266 3, 477 3, 410. 3, 520 3, 684 

Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete ...----.-------- 18, 007 19, 923 20, 782 19, 368 17, 846 17, 786 16, 669 15, 424 | 15, 430° 15, 996 16, 793 18, 327 a 

Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri _--..---------- 8, 266 8, 886 9,230.|.- 8, 555 7,956 | 7, 595 6, 801: 6, 765.| - 6,993 | = 7, 632 8, 256 8, 875 

Texas Inland__....---...---.-------------------- 2, 771 2, 833 - 2, 965 2, 927 2,838 | 2, 809 2, 769 2, 864 2, 944 3, 058 3,169 3, 288 . 

Texas Gulf Coast. .....--...--.-.---------------| 14, 836 16, 408 17, 061 16, 790 15, 380 13, 508 12, 978 . 11, 667 12, 061 11, 991 12, 949 15, 831 . 
Louisiana Gulf Coast __.......--..--------------| _ 3, 168 3, 470 3, 681 3, 681 3, 465 3, 351 3, 399 3, 389 2, 923 2, 537° 2, 993 3, 614 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland. _.--.--.--------| _ 835 861 853 864 | 794 710. 672 603 647 647 726 806 
Rocky Mountain...... 9 -------------------~--- 2, 071 2, 366 2, 493 2, 427 2, 315 2, 036 1, 739 |. 1, 428 1, 373 1, 349 1, 643 1, 809 
California.......-..------ eee eee ee ee ee ee ee 17, 067 17, 180 17,116 16, 507 | 16, 186 16, 057 14, 829 14, 434 15,003 | 15,837 16, 566 16, 992 

Total United States: 1941. _..........--------- 90, 366 95, 558 98, 706 95,769 | 92,831 89, 758 84, 701 80, 377 79, 963 82, 303 87, 278 94, 098 
1940_.............-..----| . 90,975 |. 99,295 | 103,710 | :103, 563 | - 100,859 93,569 | 89,065 83, 701 81, 907 79, 185 79, 517 . 84, 409 ; 

a 

‘ 1 Subject to revision. — 2? Includes stocks of finished gasoline at refineries, bulk terminals, and pipe lines. ,
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The figures for days’ supply on the chart represent the quantity of 

finished gasoline on hand at. the end of the month divided by the total 

demand for the succeeding month. - | 

_ Figure 9 also shows the stocks of distillate fuel oil for 1939-41, to | 

stress the contrast in seasonal variations in stocks of the two products. 

Tt also shows the effect of the warm autumn of 1941 on the accumu- 

lation of a generous supply of heating oil, which was fortunate for the 

East Coast district, where distress might have been occasioned be- 

cause of lack of transportation facilities for oil had the fall and winter - 

been severe. | | | | | 
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FIGURE 10.—Consumption of gasoline in the United States, 1940-41, by States. | 

Production and consumption by States —Texas increased its relative 

standing by furnishing 32 percent of the gasoline produced in 1941. . 

Percentages for the next important States were California, 13; 

Pennsylvania, 8; and Indiana and Illinois, 7 each, | 

- The same six States that led in gasoline consumption in 1940 were 

highest in 1941, but California took first place and Texas stepped up 

| to fourth (see fig. 10). The percentage consumption of the principal 

States was as follows: California, 8.3; New York, 7.7; Pennsylvania, 

6.3; Texas, 6.2; Ohio, 6.1; Illinois, 6.1; Michigan 5.2. — 

Distribution —The withdrawal of a large number of tankers from 

domestic service during the summer and fall of 1941 for loan to Great —
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Britain necessitated considerable change in gasoline-transportation 
| channels. Fullest. use was made of tank cars, and this movement 

amounted to about 150,000 barrels a day during the heavy motoring 
period. Although domestic shipments of gasoline on the Mississippi 

| River and its tributaries had increased from 59,183,000 barrels 
| in 1939 (unadjusted for duplications) to only 60,289,000 in 1940 

(the latest data available), barge movement up the Mississippi River 
in 1941 almost doubled and amounted to 13,736,000 barrels compared 

N 

Production and consumption of gasoline in the United States, 1939-41, by States 

. . i , [Thousands of barrels] 

1939 1940 yan 

, State . | | Produc- | Consump-| Produc- {| Consump-| Produc- | Consump- 
- , tion tion 2 tion - tion 2 - tion tion 2 

Alabama--_-......-...-.....--- (3) - §, 869 (3) 6, 307 (3) 7,819 
Arizona......-.--....-.--.----]------------] 2, 550 |---------_-. 2,687 |-.....------ 3, 051 
Arkansas. -.-.._--.-.---.----- 3, 452 4, 339 3, 702 4, 546 - 4,044 5, 340 

_—- Gallifornia_..-.....-..---------| 479,774 43,760 | 476,885 45,904 | 485,734 53, 359 
Colorado. _.---.--.-.---.----- 1, 720 ‘5, 659 2,020| 5, 976 2, 334 6, 358 
Connecticut. .-..-..----..----|------------ 8,217 |---------.-- 9, 068 |.-..---..... 10, 035 
Delaware.....--......--------|--------2--- 1,391 |------------ 1,495 |.-..------.- 1, 622 

. District of Columbia__........|------------ 3, 571 |------------]- 4,027 |-.------..- 4, 561 
Florida.........-.-.-.--------|------------ 8,710 |-----.------ 9,713 |-.-----..--- 11, 326 

- Georgia......--.--.-.---------| 54,646 8, 531 $4,329} 9,346] 54,983 10,713 
Idaho........-..--------------| © 2,387] _(®) 2,547 (6) 2, 786 
Tilinois.......-.--.------------| 733, 588 33,803 | 741,386 35,944 | 7 49,377 38, 987. 
 ‘Indiana__--.2-22--22-2-------| 44,490 15, 973 43, 180 17,175 |. 43, 704 19, 564 
Towa.......-....--------------|--.--------- 13,103 |-.---.------ 13, 637 |---.-------- 14, 578 

| | Kangas__.-....-.-.-.---.-----| #31, 596 11,353 |  °32, 964 11,943 |. 837,198 12, 872 
Kentucky. _......-..---------| "6,021 6, 545 © 7, 049 6, 954 08,523 7,939 

- Lonisiana_.---2--222--2.-----| 3 25, 631 6,220] 323,673 6,627} 330,300 8, 179 
| Maine..-...-...---.----------]------------ 3, 575 |....-_------ 3,747 |.:---.------ 4, 138 

Maryland - _--...-.-.--------- (8) 6, 945. ®.. 7, 491 (5) 8, 708 
Massachusetts._.........-.---| 104, 959 17,170 } 196, 554 17,791 | 195, 791 19, 155 
Michigan._...._..-..----.---- 7, 982 27, 455 10, 216 29, 979 11, 180 33, 149 
Minnesota......-..-.---------] (9) 13, 111 (7) 13,861 | — (7) 14,481 
Mississippi--.....-..-...-----|------------ 4, 988 (3) 5, 219 (3) 6, 163 
Missouri........---.----------|  @ 15, 590 (8) 16,623] (8) 18, 472 

Montana._....-..-...-------- 3, 313 3, 012 3, 836 3, 276 4, 298 3, 533 - 
) Nebraska....-.....-.-..------] 5, 607 (8) 5,629 | — (% () _ 5,989 

Nevada.....__.--....---------|------------ 1,045 |...-.-.2---- 1, 043 |---- 2.2... 1, 185 
New Hampshire......._-_---|---.-___-_- 2,204 |. -- 2 a. 2,282 |-... 2, 430 
New Jersey...........---.----| 28, 589 20,776 25, 451 22,023 | . 28,312 23, 991 

_ New Mexico..._..-....-...--.|  3,056|. 2,427 13,320] =. 2,630 | ~=—- 11.3, 698 2,909 
New York...__.._...-.-.---- 6, 355 45, 255 7, 826 46,918} 9,044 49, 002 
North Carolina....-.-....---.]-.--.---.---]| 10, 229 |-_-----._-- 10, 938 |---.-..-.--- 12, 923 
North Dakota__.._..-..------}------------ 3, 187 |-_..-------.- 3, 638 |--.--------- 3, 947 
Ohio... -.. 222222222) 24 943 32, 649 31,603 | 35,022 34, 816 39, 031 
Oklahoma...--.....---..-.._| 33, 898 10, 159 32, 603 10, 584 34, 190 11, 368 
Oregon..-...-_-_--..----------]------------ 5,826 |........___. 6,250 |-......-.--- 7, 230 
Pennsylvania..........--___-- 47,014 35, 296 46, 550 37, 666 51, 419 40, 594 
Rhode Island_--.-----..------| (19) 3, 092 (10) 3, 190 (10) 8, 507 
South Carolina. .._...-...._.- (5) 5, 055 (*) 5, 577 (5) 6, 555 
South Dakota__........_-___-- (6) ° 3, 174 (6) 3, 422 (8) 3, 634 
Tennessee. _..-.-.-.-.-------- ) 6,875 (9) 7, 785 (°) 9, 186 
Teras..........--...._..-----| 196, 985 31,926] 184,885 33,806 | 212, 347 39, 839 Utah. _-_-.- ee (11) 2, 375 (11) 2, 52 (11) 2, 783 
Vermont._._...-..---.--..----2}---------- 1,619 |.---...--.-- 1, 686 |------------ 1,790 
Virginia -.......-------.------]------------ 9,098 |..---.----.- 9, 943 |-----..-..-- 11, 842 
Washington. _-..-----.-.-.--- (4) 8, 320 (4) 9, 024 (4) 10, 510 

; West Virginia__..--.-.......- 1, 712 4, 879 2,017 5, 262 - 2,317— 5, 719 
Wisconsin. _....----.-.-.-.-.-|------------ 18,494 |..-......_.-| . 14,049 (7) 15, 148 
Wyoming........2.-.-2 oe. 6 6,977 1,619 6 7, 230 1, 668 6 7, 506 1, 882 

_ Total United States....} 596,501 | 539,963 | 597,279 | 574,420} 671,110 | _—-: 639, 877 
meee dt 

1 Subject to revision. 7 Minnesota and Wisconsin included with Illinois. 
? American Petroleum Institute. § Missouri and eastern Nebraska included with 
?Alabama and Mississippi included with Kansas. 

Louisiana. ; . ° Tennessee included with Kentucky. _ 
*‘ Washington included with California. 10 Rhode Island included with Massachusetts. 

Ge Maryland and South Carolina included with 1! Utah included with New Mexico. 

Idaho, western Nebraska, and South Dakota 
included with Wyoming.
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with 7,941,000 in 1940. More significant, however, is the fact that 

the daily average, which was only 16,171 barrels for the first quarter 7 

of 1940, totaled 44,602 barrels for the peak months of June to Septem- 

| ber in 1941. | | | a | 

Notwithstanding the diversion of tankers, shipments of gasoline 

| from the Gulf to the East coast increased from 119,142,000 barrels 

in 1940 to 130,534,000 in 1941, and even during the 5 months of the 

diversion period—June to October—they were. 3,869,000 barrels | 

| more than for the same period in 1940. The tanker movement from oe 

California to the East coast, which gained 30 percent in the first a 

6 months of 1941 (from 1,737,000 barrels in 1940 to 2,251,000 in 

1941) was completely stopped during the latter part of the year, — 

so that the ships could be used for more necessary service. A small 

quantity of gasoline needed for special blending purposes continued 

~ to be moved across the country by railroad. | 

Shipments of motor fuel by pipe lines in the United States in 1941, by months 

[Thousands of barrels} . 

. 1940 . 
nL 

1940 

| fh May : July 5s : Oct. 5 Dec. Total total - 

Motor fuel turned | - - : | | 

into lines_.----.-18, 816|7, 113)8, 764/8, 886] 9, 637/9, 882} 9, 996/10, 669) 9, 403 9, 771/9, 897|10, 142/112, 976/97, 064 

Motor fuel deliv- . 

~ ered from lines..-|7, 683/6, 814|8, 363/9, 365/10, 190/9, 685/10, 494/10, 288) 9, 518|9, 70919, 438} 9, 530|111, 077|96, 657 

Shortage......---.-| 15} 39] 88 4 30} 29 68 61 71; 101) 39 70 615} 588 

Stocks in lines and . 
working tanks, . 

————_—_ and of month....|6, 1926, 4526, 7656, 82] 5, 90,5, 867) 5, 801) 5, 621} 5, 485 6, 2065, 816) 6, 358 6, 358) 5,074 a 

Pipe-line shipments of motor fuel increased from 96,657,000 barrels | 

in 1940 to 111,077,000 in 1941. Important additions to pipe lines 

in 1941 include the Southeastern Pipe Line from Port St. Joe, Fia., | 

to Chattanooga, Tenn.—450 miles; the Plantation Pipe Line from 
Baton Rouge, La., to Greensboro, N. C.—1,260 miles; and a line 

from Fall River to Worcester and Waltham, Mass.—86 miles. Work | 

was begun in 1941 on a line from Marcus Hook, Pa., and Baltimore, 

Md., to Greensburg, Pa., via Schaefferstown, Pa. | | 

. KEROSINE AND RANGE OIL , 

The domestic demand for kerosine in 1941 changed little from the 

1940 total of 68,776,000 barrels, and exports remained at a ve low 

level in 1941, asin 1940. Kerosine is seldom imported into the United 

States; however, small quantities were received in both 1940 and 1941. | 

Production of kerosine in 1941 was below the 1940 output, but 

year-end stocks for the 2 years remained at about the same volume. 

Although 9 percent more crude petroleum was run to stills in 1941 

than in 1940, the production of kerosine declined by 2 percent (from 

73,882,000 barrels in 1940 to 72,586,000 in 1941) owing to a pro- 

nounced reduction in the percentage yield. The 5.2-percent yield of 
kerosine in 1941 (the lowest since 1936) compares with a relative 

high output of 5.7 percent in 1940. Refiners adjusted their runs to 

stills in 1941 to produce relatively more motor fuel and heavy fuel 

oil and correspondingly less kerosine and distillate fuel oil; however,
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- because of the larger quantity of crude petroleum processed in 1941, | 
the change provided enough kerosine to satisfy all demands and to 

| increase stocks slightly. : c —— | | | 
_ Substantial gains in the production of kerosine were reported for _ 
the Indiana-IIlinois and Louisiana Gulf Coast refinery districts in 
1941 compared with 1940.. Small increases in kerosine production | 
were also realized in the Oklahoma-Kansas, Texas Inland, Arkansas- 
Louisiana Inland, and Rocky Mountain refinery areas. The out- 

Comparative analyses of statistics for kerosine in the United States, 1940-41 , by 
| | —— months and districts | | a 

Ce _ Production Domestic de- 
. (thousands of (pene mand (thou- etocks nos) 

: Month and district barrels) sands of barrels) 

1940 | 19411 | 1940 | 19411 | 1940 | 19411 | 1940 | 19411 

By months: . | | : 
January..-..-...---.--.-----.---| 5,375 | 6,661| 5.0| 6.0] 7,642] 7,769] 4,918] 8,312 
February..-------------------.--| 5,945] 5,888} 5.8] 5.9] 6,263| 6,484] 4,302| 7,634 

| March.......-.--.-.---------.---| 6,570 | 6,083] 6.0| 54| 6,273| 6,821| 4,114| 6,724 
April....-...-...-.-.-.-----.----| 6,287| 6,068| 5.8| 65| 5,621| 5,649] 4,351] 7,063 
May..-..---.---------------.----| 6,641 | 6,033 5.9 .§.1 | 5,297 | 4,504! 5,309 8, 421 

© June. TTITTTIIITIIITIITTIIT) 785 | 21s | 5.4 | 45 | 3,952 | 3,918] 6,810] 9,609 
July... 222 2TITTTTITTTIITTIT!| 897 | 5,406] 54] 45 | 4,257 | 4,270] 8,191] 10,635 
August_.....--..-------.---.---.| 5,629] 5,850| 52| 47| 4114] 4,449] 9,476] 11,636 

, September.....-..--..--------.-.] 6,062] 5,949] 5.6] 4.9| 5,173 | 5,624 | 10,254| 11,662 
October: . 222222222 22TTZTTTT72} 6,496 | 6,355] 5.9] 5.0] 5,608] (2) | 11,000] 11,670 
November__......--....-...-..--| 6,431 | 6,443 6.1 5.3 | 6,768 (2) 10,473 | 10,843 | 
December_..-..--------.-------.] 6,804 | 6,682] 63]. 53] 7,808] () | 9,512! 9,590 | 

, Total United States...........| 73,882 | 72,586} 5.7| 6.2| 68,776] (@) | 9,512] 9,599 - 
By districts: oe | 

East Coast..........------------| 11,447] 9,169] 5.6] 4.2 ‘1( 2,428 | 2, 480 
- Appalachian............-.......-| 3,213 | 3, 166 6.7) 6.9 183 311 

Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc.| 10,344 | 11, 864 4.6 4.7 983 1, 168 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Mis- 
souri.___.---..--.----.....----}| 7,196 | 7, 505 6.3 5.9 481 618 

Texas Inland_-_.........-.-..---] 2,753 | 2,987 4.5 4.5 (3) @) | 159 | 282 
Texas Gulf Coast__.........-....| 26, 164 | 24, 448 7.7 6.7 3, 154 2, 949 
Louisiana Gulf Coast. ..........| 5,897 | 7,304 13.1 13.5 646 513 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland-..| 2,722 | 3,080 11.0 10. 5 |. 224 | 213 
Rocky Mountain....-.........-- 824 906 2.7 2.7 128 129 
California ..._.....-.------------ 3,322 | 2,157 1.7 1.0 . 1, 126 927 

Total United States...........| 73,882 | 72,586| 57] 5.2 | 68,776| (2) | 9,512] 9,699 

. 1 Subject to revision. _4 Publication suspended. 3 Figures not available. 

| put of kerosine declined sharply in the East Coast, Texas Gulf Coast, 
and California districts, owing to the lack of an active export market 
and the change in refinery runs to yield more motor fuel and heavy 
fuel oil. 

Year-end stocks of kerosine increased by 1 percent from 9,512,000 
barrels in 1940 to 9,599,000 in 1941, both totals representing 51 days’ 
supply at the prevailing demand in the respective years. There 
were some shifts in the proportionate quantities of kerosine held in 
the several refinery districts at the end of 1941 compared with 1940. 
The inventory credited to the Indiana-IIlinois area increased from 
10 percent of all kerosine in storage at the close of 1940 to 12 percent 
in 1941, whereas quantities in the Texas Gulf Coast district declined 
from 33 percent of the 1940 total to 31 percent in 1941. California 
stocks of kerosine in 1941, representing 10 percent of the national 
total, were proportionately 2 percent below the quantity reported 
atthe end of 1940. The East coast stocks remained at approximately 
26 percent of the total inventory for both 1940 and 1941. |
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. Distributors reported sales of 67,662,000 barrels of kerosine for | 
range-burner fuel, tractor fuel, and all other uses in 1940, a 13-percent 
gain over 1939 deliveries of 59,767,000 barrels. Range burners, 
widely used in the New. England States and in New York, New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Illinois and to a lesser degree in other 
areas, required the larger share of the marketed kerosine as fuel. 
Kerosine sold as range oil increased from 33,841,000 barrels in 1939 
(57 percent of total kerosine sales) to 40,715,000 in 1940 (60 per- 

- cent of total demand). _ Remaining. kerosine deliveries in 1940 were . 
reported as tractor fuel—4,683,000 barrels (4,346,000 in 1939)— 
and all other uses—22,264,000 barrels (21,580,000 in 1939). 

Sales of kerosine in the United States, 1989-40, by regions, States, and uses 1 
(Thousands of barrels} 

Sold ae? | Tractor fuel All other Total 
Region and State | _ __ | _ 

1939 | 190 | 1930 | 1940 | 1930 | 1940 | 1939 | 1940 a 

Pacific Coast: | | 
| California..........-...--.-.----| 104] © 91|...-....| 13] 1,170] 985] 1,274} 1,089 

Oregon ..---...------------------ 1 ll 6 6 62 . §8 69 | 70 
Washington .-.--._--.------------ 7 § {--------|-------- 141 130 148 | 135 

. Arizona.....-------------------- 6 § |-------- 2 99 | 90 105 § 97 . 
- Nevada... ..-.------------------ 1 j--------|--------]-------- 14 11 15 | i 

Rocky Mountain: 
_Idaho-....-----.----------------} 3 1 14 9 8 9 25 | 19 
Montana._...-------..---------- 16 | 34 53 97 — 42 50 11 } 181 
Wyoming..-.-.--.--.-..--.-20. 5 4 18 29 16 17 30{ 50 
Utah. _..--.22---2-- eee 18 9 13 14 10 14 41 | 37 
Colorado....-..-.-.-.-.-.-2.--.-| 24 20 75 69| Bl 46) 150} 135 
New Mexico..--..---------------| 25 18. 28 41 43 61 96 j 120 

North Central: fe ; 

_ North Dakota...........--...--.] 56 54] 171] 168 59 66| 236) 28 
- South Dakota....-.....---.-.-.-|. 77| 2]. 130{ 143 73 59| 230; 304 

| Minnesota.......-..-...---..---.| 207] 278| 244] 262] 476] 457] 997 997 
Nebraska.......-.-.2-.--2--..--| 114} 130] 176] 180} 81] 144) “471 454. 

| Towa_.....--..-.-..-...---.-.-.-} 2061 191{ 300/ 282] 698| 659] 1,213} 1,132 
Wisconsin........--....-.-...-..} 208] 188] 201] 208] 558| 516) ‘967| ‘912 - 
Ilinois...-.......----..-.-.-.--.| 952] 1,114] 350] 340] 1,549] 1,615| 2,851 | 3,089 
Indiana.._.-.--........-.-.-.-.-} 152} 179] 124] 468] 1102| 1,211] 1,378] 1,558 

| Michigan...........---.-.--.-.--| 288] 334| 123/ 136] °735| 756] 1146] 1,296 
: Ohio.......-.----..---.-2s..---| 279 | = 322 | = 206 | = 212} -- 800-} 791} 1,285 | - 1,395 

Kentucky .........--------....-| 86] 60 48 60, 456| 510| ‘560 | ‘S30 
Tennessee. ....---------------.-- 113 116 79 68 434 460 626 | 644 

South Central: . - 
Missouri.........----------.-----| 295] 380| 150] 157] 702] 653] 1,156] 1,100 | 
Kansas...-....-...----...-...-.-| 168| 178| 200] 191] 282| 209] 650 578 
Texas...--..-.--.22-2s2s-c-.-.-| 279{ 306] 4251 500] 1,414] 1,611| 2118] 2.496 
Oklahoma.....-..---.-----.----- 114 148 171 212 510 550 795 |} 910 
ArkansaS.......-.-.--.-.--.-..--) 165] 140] 120] 150] 448] 420| 742 710 
Louisiana -..-..--.-------------- 148 142 64 101 670 714 882 957 
Mississippi-_------..--.----_----- 62 36 162 144 332 376 556 556 
Alabama.......-..---.----.-.--.| 89} 61 24 is| 366] 377] 479 456 

New England: 
Maine.........-.----------------] 1,219 | 1, 562 1].....-| 46 42| 1,266] 1,604 
New Hampshire........-.-...--.} 781} 894 |.-.-....}--22.2-] 38 39] 819 933 
Vermont... ..-------------------- 468 560 |.....---]-------- 84 73 552 633 
Massachusetts-_.....------:...---| 10, 455 | 13,029 |-_--_..]-------- 448 460 | 10,903 | 13, 489 
Rhode Island...-..-.----.---...-{ 21} 2547 [02-2020 {--2- 7c] 82 s0| 2193] 2627 
Connecticut. -.-..---.------.-----| 3,219 | 3, 793 2 2 151 140 | 3,372; 3,935 

Middle Atlantic: 
New York....-------------.-.-.-| 5,772 | 7,110 132 148 | 1,180! 1,352] 7,084 8, 610 

. New Jersey..-.-..---------------| 2,804 | 3,316 36 28 | 1,229| 1,295 4, 069 | 4,639 
Pennsylvania. ...---------.----- 619 830 160° 124 | 1,388; 1,412| 2,167 | 2,366 
Delaware-.....-.---------------- 96 118 j.---.--- 4 56 63 152 | 185 
Maryland... ..-.---------------- 490 529 25 28 543 685} 1,058 | 8,282 
District of Columbia.....-...--.| 71 78 2 5 85 g2| 158) 175 

South Atlantic: | | 
Virginia...........-.--.-.-..----| 186 | 198 9 19| 576{| 658| 771 | 875 
West Virginia..............-.-.-| 33] 29 3 10| 181] 191] 217; 230 
North Carolina....-------------- 513 573 94 80 652 678 | 1,259 1,331 
South Carolina....-.-..........-| 166] 171 34 32| 434] 495| 634 628 
Georgia..............-------..---| 191] 214 38 76| 458| 499] 687 730 
Florida.....-....-.----.--.---.--| 409| 507] 108] 138] 448] 460{ 965{ 1,105 

Total United States...........| 33,841 | 40,715 | 4,346 | 4,683 | 21, 580 | 22,264 | 59,767 | 67, 662 

. 1 Figures for 1941 by States not yet available.
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| Some light fuel oil (No. 1 grade) is sold for range fuel and should | 
| be added to the kerosine to determine the total demand for range 

| fuel. Light fuel oil reported as range oil in 1940 totaled 3,977,000 _ 
barrels compared with 3,220,000 in 1939. Total range-oil sales 

| (kerosine plus No. 1 fuel oil) were 44,692,000 barrels in 1940 or 21 
percent over 1939 requirements of 37,061,000. | - 

Sales of range oil in the United States, 1988-40, by States 1 

[Thousands of barrels] | - | 

| a | | | 1940 
| State 1938 1939 a 

| a | | | oo Total | FP erventé of 

Massachusetts... -------0------ceeeeeeeeeeee-| 9, 959 10,814 13,419 30.0 
New York......._-10- 20-2202 5,951 | 6, 255 7,613 17.0 
Connecticut 222777 ITTTITTIIITIITE 3, 191 3, 322 3, 921 “88 
New Jersey....------.-....---1---2--- sss snsesae eee 2; 854 3, 026 3, 556 8.0 
Rhode Island. __-2222772772TTTTIIITTIIII EE 2,197 2, 172 2, 619 59 | | Miinois.-......0 222272277 977|. 1,387 1, 733 39 
Maine....-_----..---.---.--2-2.-2-ss-2sesssssseseee] 1, 174 1, 328 1, 704 3.8 
Pennsylvania _-.__..--.-.-.-_--------------------------- 641 698 920 2.1 . 
New Hampshire._-.-_-..--...-----.-.-..--2----s----| 701 781 898. 20 
Michigan...._....-..--.--.--.s--2-2.s-t2s-ssse-sssee 204; 470| — 620 1.4 

~ North Carolina... .-..--.--.--------------------------- 331 532 _ 877 1.3 
Vermont.-._.......--.-------------------------- eee 448 468 560 1.3 
Minnesota........-.------------.----------- eee eee 296 — 403 «B55 1.2 

- Florida. _-....-..-------2------ | 325 — 439 542 | - 1,2 . 
a Maryland...........-..---------------------0---22- ee 437 492 31 12 | 

Wisconsin__..--___--..-.--.-..--2s--22ss2sesssesesee 280 446 516 Li 
Ohio....220277_ 2TTTTITTIITTIITIT 290; 320 398 9 
Towa. ..-.-.----------------eeenen eeeeeeee 204 291 335 67 
TexaS____-_----..---.--22---2ssssaeeeseceeeeeeeeeeeeee| | 887 304] «325 7 
Ofer BERLE. ----—------nnenncneceecnecsccecascascnanee] O64 | ©2749} 2,865 | 8.4 

| Total United States............----------.-----| 33,707 | 37,061 | 44,692 100.0 

, There was an upward trend in kerosine prices in 1941. As an ex- | 
, ample, quotations for 41°-43° water-white kerosine at refineries in 

Oklahoma averaged 4.41 cents a gallon in 1941 compared with 4.04 
cents in 1940. An average price of 4.12 cents per gallon in January, 
1941, rose gradually during the spring months of the year and reached 

/ 4.56 cents in June and then remained at that level until the end of the 
year. The generally higher prices for kerosine in 1941 are reflected in 
the representative Chicago tank-wagon quotations, which increased 
from 10 cents a gallon in April to 10.5 cents in May. This top price 
did not hold, however, but settled to 10.3 cents in June, which quo- 
tation was in force until the end of 1941. 

| FUEL OIL 

Increased refinery production, greater use of crude petroleum as 
fuel oil (transfers), a larger volume of imports, and curtailed exports 
were all factors that enabled oil companies to. supply an increased 
domestic demand for fuel oil at fairly stable prices and to add slightly 
to stocks in 1941 compared with 1940. In other words, available 
supplies of fuel oil were ample in 1941 to satisfy an increased domestic 
demand and to maintain stocks without any appreciable advance in 
prices during a period when market quotations for most commodities 
were trending sharply upward. | | |
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In 1940 the domestic demand for fuel oil—501,014,000 barrels, a ; 
| record up to that time—was exceeded by 11 percent in 1941, when > 

heavy industries, such as railroads, gas and electric power plants, and 
manufacturing concerns, as well as the United States Navy, required | 
substantially increased quantities of fuel oil, The weather in 1941 | 
was comparatively mild in some important oil-heating areas compared — 
with 1940, so that distillate fuel oils, mostly used for space heating, 
did not show a comparative increase in demand, as did that reported _ | 

| for residual grades or heavy fuel oils used for industrial purposes and — —_ 
for the Navy. | | 

Salient statistics of fuel oil in the United States, 1940-41 7 

: / | [Thousands of barrels] | / 

| 140 aga 

Distillate] Residual , | Distillate] Residual} ; 
fuel oll | fueloil | T°t@l |"fuetoi | fuel ol | Total 

. Stocks at beginning of year: os 
Refinery....:..--..-------------------| 26,374 | 87,774 | 114,148 | 32,082 | 83,548 | 115, 630 
Bulk terminal...._.........-...-...--| 7,344 4,516 | 11,860 10, 858 5,756 | - 16,614 . 

Production. -__.......----.._----.----.---| ? 188, 304 | 3 316,221 | 499, 525 | 4 189,177 | 5 342, 367 §31, 544 
Transfers from crude oil to fueboil:. - 

California..........----------22------- 279 | 4,070| 4,349 130| 8,874] 9,004 
East of California........-.-.-..------| 2, 297 3, 629 5, 926 2, 383 4, 095 6,478 

Imports: . 
Bonded_...........--.---.------------ 257 11,432 | ~ 11, 689 (8) (®) (°) 
Duty paid__......-..---.--.----.----- 3, 076 17, 934 21,010 (6) (°) (8) 

Exports._......----.-------.--------------| | 19,140 16, 109 35, 249 (8) (°) (6) 
Stocks at end of year: ot 

Refinery_.....--.-..------------------| 32, 082 83, 548 | 115, 630 38, 895 78, 054 116, 949 

Bulk terminal.......-.-.--------------|__10,858 | __5,756 | 16,614 | 11,081 |__5 141 | _16, 172 | 
Indicated domestic demand: . | 

| Class I railroads, purchases ?_........- (8) (6) 67, 131 (6) (6) 83, 563 
Public-utility power plants 8__..--.... (8) (8) 16, 772 (6) (8) 20, 259 
Bunker oil, foreign trade ®.-...---.----| @) (8) 35,037 | (8) © | © 
All other demands.........-...------- (6) (8) 382, 074 (8) (6) 6) ; . 

| | - 160,851 | 340,163} 501,04) @) | © © | 
eer en ED 

1 Subject to revision. _ | oe | — - 
2 Includes 52,827,000 barrels produced by cracking. 
3 Includes 213,673,000 barrels produced by cracking. 
4 Includes 56,870,000 barrels produced by cracking. 
5 Includes 224,639,000 barrels produced by cracking. 
6 Figures not available. . 
7 Interstate Commerce Commission; total includes Diesel fuel. 
8 Federal Power Commission. . . 
9U.S. Department of Commerce. 

| The Bureau’s annual survey covering the distribution of fuel-oil 
sales by States and principal uses is still incomplete for 1941, so little 
is known about the various demands, except for releases covering 
certain requirements by other Government agencies, and for estimates. 
Monthly statistical statements compiled by the Interstate Commerce | 
Commission show that Class 1 railroads purchased 83,563,000 barrels 
of fuel oil (including 2,838,000 barrels of Diesel fuel) in 1941—a 25- , 
percent gain over 1940 requirements of 67,131,000 (Gncluding 1,933,000 
barrels of Diesel fuel). The Department of Commerce, did not release 
monthly export statistics, including bunker-oil loadings on vessels 
engaged in foreign trade after September 1941. The 9-month total 
for 1941 is 23,000,000 barrels of bunker fuel compared with 27,008,000 
in the same period of 1940—a 15-percent decline—and it is believed 
that the total for all of 1941 will show a similar loss. No monthly
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| records covering oil bunkers lifted by vessels engaged in coastwise 
trade are available, but it is unlikely that this demand will show any | 

_ gain or enough gain to counterbalance the loss in foreign bunker load- 
| - ings, so that the total bunker-oil requirements in 1941 as revealed by 

: the annual fuel-oil sales survey probably will show a total below the 
1940 item of 74,803,000 barrels. Monthly releases of the Federal 
Power Commission indicate 20,259,000 barrels of fuel oil purchased by 
public-utility electric-power companies in 1941—a gain of 21 percent 
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| FIGURE 11.—Sales of fuel oil and range oil in the United States, 1932-41, by uses. | 

over the 1940 quantity, 16,772,000 barrels. When the fuel-oil pur- 
chases of the gas-manufacturing companies in 1941 compiled by the 
American Gas Association are added, it is believed that the fuel oil 
required by electric-power and gas-manufacturing industries will total 
approximately 39,000,000 barrels in 1941 compared with 32,795,000 
in 1940. Estimates for other principal demands for fuel oil in 1941 
are as ‘ohiows: Smelters, mines, and manufacturing industries, 
85,000,000 barrels; heating oils, 163,500,000; and oil-company fuel, 
53,000,000. 

Principal uses of fuel oil for the years 1932-41 are shown graphically 
in figure 11. The columns for 1932-40 are based upon totals derived 
from the Bureau’s annual survey of fuel-oil sales, whereas those for 
1941 are upon an estimated basis. Both distillate and residual fuel
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- Sales of fuel oil! and of range otl in the United States, 1936-40, by uses 2 - 

| | Oo {Thousands of barrels] 

| | ‘Use : 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 

Fuel oil: | — | | 
Railroads_......------------------------.--------| 61, 727 69, 458 57,829 | 63, 235 68, 098 
Ships’ bunkers (including tankers)._..-.--.--...| 80,324 | - 84,990 74, 266 79, 254 74, 803 
Gas and electric power plants_...._.-__---.-...-- 26, be 26, 510 27, 567 32, 039 32, 795- 
melters and mines___.-......-.--.-------------- , 

~ ‘Manufacturing industries....-..-....----..---.--| 67, 558. \ 74, 798 60, 038 67, 043 73, 940. ioe 
Heating oils_._....__-.----.---.-.-------------.-] 99, 257 | 116,617 | 118,323 | 136, 232 160, 379 . 
Fuel oil (No. 1) sold as range oil ._._-.--..--_-.-- (3) — 2, 747 2, 902 3, 220 3, 977 
U.S. Navy, Army transports, etc. .-_..-.----.-- 9, 241 9, 135 11, 756 12, 472 17, 183 
Oil-company fuel..__....-.-..---------------.---| 46, 021 42,924 | 43, 517 49, 045 51, 928 

. Miscellaneous uses. _._..------------------------ 13, 714 14, 624 11, 652 14, 403 15, 655 

Total United States_._.............._......._.| 408,409 | 441,803 | .407,850 | 456, 943 498, 758 
Exports and shipments to noncontiguous Terri- 

tories._._...-..-.-------.----.-------.--.-.--| 34, 883 45, 433 47, 561 49, 505 35, 249 

Total__.._-.-----------------------------------| 448, 292 | 487,236 | 455, 411 506, 448 - 534, 007 
Range oil__..--...------------..---------------------| 27, 292 32, 259 33, 707 37, 061 44, 692 oo 

1 Includes distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, and some crude oil burned as fuel. 
2 Figures for 1941 not yet available. . 
3’ Figures not available. . . ; 

Sales of distillate fuel oil! in the United States, 1936-40, by uses? 

[Thousands of barrels] - 

Use 1936 1937 | 1938 1939 .| 1940 . 

Railroads..._.-.----------------eeeeeeceeeeeeeeee----} 1,629; 1,720| 2,258] 3,194 . 
Ships’ bunkers (including tankers) _...-.-.-..-..---- (3) 13, 494 13,088 |. 14, 108 13, 249 
Gas and electric power plants..-._.....-------------- (3) 2, 989 3, 685 4,131 |. 4, 561 
Smelters, mines, and manufacturing industries- --..- (3) 5, 691 5, 224 6, 192 7, 330 
Heating oils_............--.--..--------------------- 69, 859 81, 235 82, 388 97,131 115, 533 
Fuel oil (No. 1) sold as range oil___.....-..---_---.-- (3) 2,747 | = = 2, 902 3, 220 _ 8,977 
U.S. Navy, Army transports, etc.......----------.-- (3) 343 782 1, 313 1, 402 
Oil-company fuel._.....-.....-...------------------- (3) 803 939 804 | 1,064 
Miscellaneous uses... ..._--....--------------------- (3) 7, 713 6, 713 9, 413 - 10, 342 

Total United States__............-------------| 102,515 | 116, 644 117,441 | 138, 570 160, 652 
Exports and shipments to noncontiguous Territories_| 20, 448 30, 129 29, 641 32, 020 19,140 . 

Total_.....------------------------------------| 122,963 | 146,773 | 147,082 | 170, 590 179, 792 : 

1 Includes Diesel fuel. | 
' §% Figures for 1941 not yet available. 

3 Figures not available. —_- 

_ Sales of residual fuel oil! in the United States, 1936-40, by uses? 

[Thousands of barrels] 
es 

. Use 1936 1937 1938 1939 | 1940 

Railroads.............----------------------.-------- (3) 67,829 | 56,109 60, 977 64, 904 
Ships’ bunkers (including tankers) ..........-.-.--.-- (3) 71, 496 61, 178 65, 146 61, 554 
Gas and electric power plants... _......_..-..----.-.-- (3) 23, 521 23, 882 27, 908 28, 234 
Smelters, mines, and manufacturing industries. . ---- (3) 69, 107 54, 814 60, 851 66, 610 
Heating oils. _...-..-----.-.-------------------------| 29, 398 35, 382 35, 935 39, 101 44, 846 
U.S. Navy, Army transports, etc. ..--.------------- (3) 8,792; 10,974 11, 159 15, 781 
Oil-company fuel_..----....-.-.----------.---------- (3) 42, 121 42, 578 48, 241 50, 864 
Miscellaneous uses... .---.-. ..---------------------- (3) 6, 911 4, 939 4, 990 5, 313 

Total United States_._._.......-............-.| 305,894 | 325,159 | 290,409 | 318,373 338, 106 
Exports and shipments to noncontiguous Territories.| 14, 435 15, 304 17, 920 17, 485 16. 109 

Total._.....---.--..----. ---.--..-.-------.-..-| 320,329 | 340,463 | 308,329 | 335, 858 354, 215 

1 Includes Navy grade and crude oil burned as fue) 
2 Figures for 1941 not yet available. 
3 Figures not available.
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| oils are included. The range oil represented is all kerosine for the 
years 1932-36 and kerosine plus No. 1 fuel oil sold as range oil for | 
subsequent years. . an | 

An export total for distillate and residual fuel oils for all of 1941 
- comparable with the 1940 quantity of 35,249,000 barrels is not avail- 

able because of censorship regulations. However, exports of 
22,196,000 barrels (including shipments to noncontiguous Territories 
of the United States) for the first 9 months of 1941 are 21 percent 

| below the comparative total for 1940 of 28,043,000 barrels. The 
11,400,000 barrels of distillate fuel oil reported as exported during 

| the first three quarters of 1941 are 27 percent under the 15,579,000 

| | Sales of fuel oil! in the United States, 1936-40, by regions and States? 

{Thousands of barrels] - 
SL A LL STS PRS 

Region and State 1936 | 1987 1938 1939 | 1940 

Pacific Coast: | . 
Washington...........-..-..----.----.|- 9,381 11, 352 9, 241 9, 193 9, 688 
Oregon......-...-...--.--------------- 9, 918 10, 879 9, 308 8, 752 11, 089 
California.---.-----22222222TZITIZTZIIZ] sos 805 | 70,982 | 59, 316 69, 790 71, 516 
Arizona. .....-..-.-.....----2-.----- ee 2, 585 3, 994 2, 838 2, 220 3, 693 
Nevada... ......-.--..---.--.---2- ee 2, 791 3,790 2, 690 3, 109 3, 418 

Rocky Mountain: 
| Idaho... ..1.. 2-2-2 eee eeceeee ene 223 520 420| 483 565 

- Montana__22277277277277TITTIIT 1, 652 1,802| 1,451 1,947] 2,077 
a Wyoming. __.--.-2-- ee 1, 549 1, 799 1, 654 1, 853 2, 012 | Utah... J2TDTTITIITTIIIIT 404 508 471 485 603 

Colorado... ......-.-..2--.--2---2-. 28. - 581 644 636 880 1, 097 
New Mexico.._......-.-.....---.------ 715 561 502 557 — 630 

North Central: 
North Dakota...............-.--- 2... 294 416 442 594 647 
South Dakota...........-.-.-..---.--- 536. 613 777 891 891 | Minnesota.......--......-.--s--0e-0- 4,093 5, 184 4,974 5, 909 6, 939 

, Nebraska_._.--..-..--..--..-2-s20se20 1, 743 1, 955 1, 982 2, 483 2, 721 | ann 1 2; 261 2) 325 2, 969 3, 449 
— Wisconsin. 2222272277272 2T TTT 4, 022 4, 823 4, 748 5, 793 6, 885 
Ilinois...2 2222222 222TTTTTITTITIT} 8351 20, 964 19, 930 22, 561 26, 182 
Indiana__.-.-.....2...22.2---.--- 7,450 7, 905 7, 824 8, 977 9, 965 
Michigan__..............-.-_.-.-....-- 9, 000 9, 847 8, 228. 10, 119 11, 967 
Ohio... 2202 227TTTTITTITIIIIIIIIE 7,173 8, 030 7, 105 8, 161 9, 084 

Kentucky._...........--2--_--- ee. 799 973 840 1, 110 1, 355 
.. Tennessee... ... 2.212222. 22 - ee 387 593 557 | 695 | | 1, 045 

South Central: 
Missouri... _....-..----------------+- 7, 605 8, 980 8, 502 9, 339 10, 404 
Kansas... --- 2.222222 2 eee eee, 7, 764 7, 364 6, 687 7,605 8, 162 
Texas... ....--.--.---ss2sscseesseeseee| 41,841 43,231| _37,672|  42012| 43, 222 
Oklahoma..__......-_...2.-..--.---_.- 9, 461 9, 083 8, 269 8, 112 8, 544 
Arkansas._.--..-..---.-...-2sss202 20. 2876| 2,658 2; 056 2, 156 2, 562 
Louisiana. ___..... 22.2.2 2222. eee. 11,614 12, 350 10, 871 11, 318 11, 810 
Mississippi_...............-....-.----- 593 796 529 631 619 

. Alabama. ......2222222.2222-2 ee e-e-| i, 545 1, 889 2, 113 2, 127 1, 976 
New England: 

Maine... 2-1... eee eeeeen eee 2, 328 2, 490 2, 150 2, 645 8, 040 
New Hampshire...............-......- 1, 363 1, 513 1, 431 1,812 2, 153 
Vermont -___.......-.--.-.----.2------ 458 566 539 - 675 |. 803 
Massachusetts......._._-._...-..-.-.-| 18,820} «21,798 | + —-21, 362 24, 302 26, 857 
Rhode Island__._.-..--.-..---.-.0-2.. 6, 804 7, 283 6, 839 7, 893 8, 839 
Connecticut._...........---.---.----.- 7, 047 7, 822 7, 482 9, 064 10, 675 

Middle Atlantic: 
New York___.......--.......--------.- 42, 215 43, 428 43, 389 48, 154 54,520 - 
New Jersey ........----.--.---------..- 41, 458 44, 232 42, 862 48, 087 49, 578 
Pennsylvania_..............---------_. 26, 098 26, 320 26, 213 27, 285 29, 269 

Delaware_._.........---------------.-- 1, 335 1, 666 1, 400 1,596 | . 1, 717 
Maryland .._._.._..----.--------.--..- 8, 423 9, 549 9, 003 10, 218 12, 286 
District of Columbia. ._..........-... 1, 911 2,108 | 2, 137 2, 541 2, 986 

South Atlantic: 
Virginia. ____-...-.-------------------- 3, 420 3, 638 4,824 4, 539 ' 4,704 West Virginia_____._.._...__._..._2 840 807 912 .1, 046 1, 128 North Carolina__._......------.----_.- 504 591 699 930 1,112 
South Carolina__._...-..-.---.-..-2 288, "691 - 679 757 1, 109 1, 253 
Georgia.........-..-...22--2----------- 1, 744 1, 787 2, 022 2, 288 2, 418 > s(n 8, 287 8, 810 8, 871 9, 838 10, 513 

Total United States..................| 408,400] 441,803] 407,850 | 456,943 498, 758 
a 

! Includes distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, and some crude oil burned as fuel. 
3 Figures for 1941 not yet available. .
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barrels shipped abroad in the seme period of 1940. The foreign 

demand for American residual fuel oil also declined but to a lesser | - 

degree than for the lighter grades. Exports of heavy fuel oils de- 

- ereased 13 percent from 12,464,000 barrels for the J anuary—September 

interval of. 1940 to 10,796,000 barrels in the same months of 1941. 

The fact that the export trade in distillate fuel oils, following the trend 

noted in 1940, declined to a greater degree than for the heavy grades | 

is understandable, as under war conditions heavy fuel oil required for | 

industrial.and bunker fuel by foreign countries is given priority in | oe 

shipping space over the lighter fuel oils, the use of which can be 

-_ gurtailed more easily. | a | | | 

Crude runs to stills increased by 9 percent in 1941 : however, the 

production of fuel oil did not show a. proportionate gain, as the yield | 

for the fuel fractions declined from 38.6 percent in 1940 to 37 .7in 1941. 

- Refiners reported the production of 531,544,000 barrels of fuel oil in | 

- -1941—a 6-percent increase over the quantity im 1940. Considering ~~ | 

distillate and residual fuel oils separately, it is found that the lower 

percentage yield for fuel oil in 1941 was confined to the lighter grades | 

(14.2 percent in 1940 and 13.4 in 1941); consequently the gain in pro- | 

duction for this group—189,177,000 barrels in 1941 compared with - 

183,304,000 in 1940—was only 3 percent, although 9 percent more _ - 

crude oil was run to stills. The principal factor that determined the | 

lower yield for distillate fuel oil in 1941 was, it is believed, the less oo 

active market for domestic heating oils, owing to mild weatherinsome = 7 

- sreas. Accelerated activities in 1941 by railroads, gas and electric- , | 

power plants, manufacturing establishments, the United States Navy, 

and the oil companies—all important users of heavy fuel oils—created | / 

a market demand that forced the oil refiners to maintain the yield of | 

this fuel at the 1940 level (24.4-percent yield in 1940 and 24.3 in 1941); 

-. consequently, the 8-percent gain in production (342,367,009 barrels. 

_ produced in 1941 compared with 316,221,000 in 1940) approximately | 

-. paralleled the increase in crude runs to stills. oo 

Refiners operating in districts east of California, lacking an in- - 

centive in 1941 to produce above-normal quantities of light heating 

oils, as was done in 1940, lowered the percentage yield for distillate 

fuel oils (14.2 percent in 1940 and 13.5 in 1941); as a result, the gain in 

_ production was only 4 percent in 1941 compared with an 18-percent 

increase in 1940. A-review of the output of light fuel oils in the 

various refinery districts for 1941 compared with 1940 shows smaller 

percentage gains in 1941 in most areas of large volume production 

(East Coast, 31-percent gain in 1940 and 2 in 1941; Indiana, Illinois 

Kentucky, etc., 26-percent gain in 1940 and 10 in 1941) and an actual 

decline in the Texas Gulf Coast area, the most important of all, from 

-  14-percent increase in 1940 to a 4-percent decline in production in 

1941. The lower relative outputs in these districts in 1941 counter- 

balanced larger percentage gains reported for areas where the produc- 

tion of distillate fuel oil is less significant as a source of national Supply. | 

Comparative percentage increases in production of light fuel oil for 

two representative refinery districts in the latter grouping are as 

follows: Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri, 7-percent gain in 1940 and 

16 in 1941; and Louisiana Gulf Coast, loss of 4 percent in 1940 con- 

trasted with a 17-percent gain in 1941. The production of distillate 

fuel oil in California has declined in recent years from 30,023,000 

barrels in 1939 to 28,418,000 in 1940 and to 27,803,000 in 1941, because 
497779 48-71



Comparative analyses of statistics for distillate fuel oil in the United States, 1940-41, by months and districts. . S | 

[Thousands of barrels] oO 7 | oe S 
ETE . . . i : . 

| Transfers ! | _ | | 

Production Yield (per- Imports Exports | Domestic Stocks oe 
. East of eman 7 

Month and district Calif. California — 

1940 | 19412 | 1940 | 10412 | 1940 | 19412 | 1940 | 19412 | 1940 | 19412] 1940 | 19412 | 1940 | 19412 | 1940 | 19412 | 

By months: | | a | ye | 
January ..................-----..-.---| 16, 548 | 17,018 15. 5 15.4 | © 207 176 |......-- § |-...-... 421 1,649 | 1,895 | 22,462 | 21,010 | 26,462 | 37,926 
February_-......-.--------..--------.| 16, 262 | 14, 732. 16.0 14.7 193 | 3-172 38 51 542 483 | 1,234 791 | 17,623 | 17,783 | 24,640 | 34, 790 
March. __.........--...--.-----------] 16,346 | 15, 387 14,8 13. 9 216 182 31 44 358 | 277 | 2,286 | 1,028 | 16,219 | 19,847 | 23,086 | 20,805 

April. __.......-.-...-..--.-.-.-------] 15, 260 | 14, 692 14.3 13.2) 199 172 36 1 326 |. 195] 1,966 876 | 11,849 | 12,264 | 25,092 | 31,725 - bg 
May 22 14, 541 | 15, 546 13.0 13.0 217 195 37 12; 201}. 300.) 2,130} 1,156] 9,738 | 11,233 | 28,220; 35,389 . 
June_-_.......-..-...--.--------------} 14, 154 | 14, 697 13.1 12.7 202 | 200 7 10 159 211} 2,120 | 1,380! 7,028 | 10,853 | 33,685 | 38,274 ps 
July. ._....-.-----.---.---.----------]| 14,439 | 15, 746 13. 4 13.0 197 201 | 36 4 215 562 | 1,837 / 1,164 7,223 | 10, 586 | 39,412 | 42,037 TA. 
August........-.--..-....-.----.-----| 14, 957 | 15, 409 13.7 12. 4 183 221 19 j_-....... 301 | . 463] 1,469] 2,300; 8,362 9,667 | 45,041 | 47,163 
September. ......-.......------------| 14, 735 | 16,024 | 13.7 13.2 |  174:) 210 2 |-..----- 262 795 947 | 1,110 | 10,439 | 11,670 | 48,828 | 51,412 a . 
October_.........---.--------.------.| 14,381 | 16, 554 13.1 13.1; 182 216 ‘59 2 301 (3) 1, 356. 3) 13, 358 : | 49,087 | 55,385 © . 
November...........-----------------| 15,073 | 16, 230. 14.3 13. 4 158 222 10 |....-.-- 478 fF ‘|. 1, 284 3) 16, 848 3) .| 46,624 | 55,073 es 
December_-_............---.--.-.-----| 16, 608 | 17, 142 15.1 13.7 169 | 216 4 1 190 8) 953 3) 19, 702 ® 42, 940 49, 926 x 

Total United States.............../183, 304 |180,177| 142 13.4| 2,207| 2,383] 279] 130/ 3,333} (@) | 19,140] (2) {160,851 | (3) | 42,940 | 49,926 2 7 

By districts: | | - : OA 
East Coast.........-.---...-.....-.--| 39, 976 | 40, 827 19. 5 18.8 |......--|---.---- fe. fle] 38, 088 lf. 91 | . | (15,922 | 18,631 
Appalachian _-.........-----------.--| 4,035 | 4, 863° 8.4 9.1 |i. fe o.- -. foot] ee] eee 4 537 704 —_ 
Indiana, Minois, Kentucky, etc. .-....| 28,943 | 26, 288 10.6 10.5 | 561 503 |...-.---]--------~]-..----- . a . 4,318 5, 552 © 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri.....) 11, 548 | 13, 431 10.1 10.6 549 699 |..-.----]-. eee weaennel] 1, 231 1, 766 rs 
Texas Inland__._...._......--...-....] 2,257 | 2,430 3.7 3.6 644 718 |_..--.--]-.---2--]---.---- (3) 23 | Q). ® | @ - 238 301 =~ 
Texas Gulf Coast...................-.| 62,029 | 59, 591 18.4 16. 4 302 | 234 {il 295 VV 7, 996 | fo. 8,406 | 7,801 . . 
Louisiana Gulf Coast.................| 7,407 | 8,631 16.4 15.9 123 Q7 |i... [2-2] eee . 472 1, 593 1, 798 a ae 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland__....| 1,509 | 2,535 6.1 8.6 16 - 13 |... -]ee----- fee Penne ed 252 |. 341 
Rocky Mountain..................-..| 2,182 | 2,778 7.2 8.3 — 102 “119 few eefeeee 32 : . 328 - 319 a 
California............................| 28,418 | 27, 803 14.1 13.0 on------]----+--- 279 130 |...----- | 20, 516 — 1\0, 065 | 12, 713 

Total United States. ...............|183, 304 |189, 177 14.2 13.4 | 2,297 | 2,383 279 180 | «3,333 ] . (8) | 19, 140 |. : (3) 160, 851 (2) 42, 940 | 49, 926 

A NT eee neni . ena — Ee RRR — . 

1 Figures represent crude oil used as fuel on pipe lines. 2 Subject to revision. * Publication suspended. § - 4 Figures not available. : 

5 Moe
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' of a dwindling export trade and an approximately stationary domestic 
demand. However, increased runs to stills in 1941, even with a lower 
percentage yield (14.1 percent in 1940 and 13.0 in 1941), supplied 
light fuel oils adequate to satisfy all demands and to increase year-end | 
stocks from 10,065,000 barrels in 1940 to 12,713,000 in 1941. 

Oil companies operating refineries east of California produced 
253,956,000 barrels of residual fuel oil in 1941, a gain of 9 percent over 
the 1940 quantity. The increase in residual output in 1941 was in 
direct proportion to the gain.in crude runs in the area, and the per- : 
centage yield was not a factor, as it remained approximately 21 percent 
for both 1940 and 1941. All refinery districts east of California 
reported gains in residual-fuel-oil output except the East Coast, which 
declined for the second consecutive year. The fact that the produc- 
tion of heavy fuel oil on the Atlantic coast dropped by 6 percent from 
53,252,000 barrels in 1940 to 50,113,000 in 1941 would not be expected 
under conditions prevailing in 1941, as the market demand was brisk | 
and crude runs to stills increased by 6 percent; furthermore, the pro- 
portion of foreign crude (which has a high residual-fuel-oil content) 

- processed was greater (22 percent of total runs in 1941 compared with 
16 in 1940). However, as the percentage yield of heavy fuel oil for 
the East Coast district declined from 26.0 percent in 1940 to 23.1 in 
1941, it is evident that refiners did not cater to the heavy-fuel-oil 
market beyond supplying contract customers but adjusted their runs | 
to make more profitable products such as gasoline, the percentage | 
yield of which increased. The expanding market for heavy fuel oil | 

‘in 1941 is reflected in the increased production in all other refinery 
~ districts east of California. The Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete., 

area reported 24 percent more residual-fuel-oil production in 1941 than 
in 1940, and districts supplying heavy fuel oil for tanker shipments to | 
the East coast, namely, Texas Gulf, and Louisiana Gulf, stepped up , | 
their output 8 and 32 percent, respectively, in 1941 over 1940. 
California refiners, attempting to meet naval and industrial demands 
for residual fuel oil, increased production by 6 percent to 88,411,000 
barrels in 1941 compared with a 3-percent gain in 1940 over 1939. | 

| The fuel-oil supply in some areas is supplemented by burning non- 
gasoline-bearing crude petroleum directly as fuel. Crudes thus used 
are termed “transfers” in the petroleum statistics of the Bureau of 
Mines and must be added to other supply items, such as production, 
imports, and draft on stocks in computing the indicated domestic 
demand for fuel oil. Light crudes used as fuel by pipe lines are | 
credited to distillate fuel oils, and heavy crudes burned on leases and 
as industrial fuel are added to residual fuel oils. Transfers reported 
for 1941 totaled 15,482,000 barrels—a 51-percent gain over the cor- 
responding item for 1940. All of the increase in transfers is found 
under residual fuel oil, and the quantity was up by 68 percent from 
7,699,000 barrels in 1940 to 12,969,000 in 1941. ‘Transfers added to 
the distillate-fuel-oil supply in 1941, 2,513,000 barrels, were slightly 
below the 1940 quantity—2,576,000 barrels. There was some gain in 
transfers to residual fuel oil in areas east of California (3,629,000 
barrels in 1940 and 4,095,000 in 1941—a 13-percent increase), but 
most of it was reported from California, where, because of the pressure { 
for naval and industrial fuel, the 1941 transfers of 8,874,000 barrels 
more than doubled the 1940 total of 4,070,000. The larger share of | 
transfers classified as distillate fuel oil is confined to districts east of



Comparative analyses of statistics for residual fuel oil in the United States, 1940-41, by months and districts — = 

| [Thousands of barrels] a as | 6 

| | _ Transfers ! of - fo - | 
ta (reenen ty (Co. . -. | Domestic | | Mouth and district Production | Yield (percent) East of Calt- Californie 4. Imports , Exports demand | Stocks —_ 

onth and distric So fornia arn ee / . 

1940 | 19412 1940 | 19412 1940 | 19412 1940 | 19413 1940 | .1941 2 | 1940 19412 | 1940 1941 2 | 1940 | 19412 | 

By months: | en ; . | ae 
January --..-..-.---------------------| 28, 082 | 27,880 | 26.4 25.2 325 299 314 495 | 1,882 | 2,211] 1,139 | . 1,002 | 32,473 | 32,817.| 89,281 | 85,092 &. 

. February........--..--..-------.----.| 24,680 | 25, 944 24.3 25.8 307 277 364 560 | 3,044 | 2,616 769 | 975 | 27,123 | 30,612 | 89,784 | 82,902 D 
March...__.--------------------------| 26,870 | 27,677 | 24.4 24.9]. 307 294 382 366 | 4,406] 4,210 964 | 1,170 | 31,434 | 32,645 | 89,351.| 81, 634 
April_._.._....-..--.-----.-------.--.| 25,372 | 26, 748 23. 7 24.0; 361 327 337 193 | 1,930 | 2,406 | 1,532 1,378 | 26,887 | 30,792 | 88,932 79,138 Se 
May.....-..---------.---------------| 26, 551 | 27,994 23. 8 23.4}. 321 360 424 561 | 1,327 | 2,143 | 1,379 . 981,| 26,341 | 29,997 | 89,835 | 79,218 e 
June...._-_.-..-.----------------------| 25, 469 | 27, 882 23. 5 24.0 299 281 413. 789 | 2,446 | 2,083 | 1,959 | 1,267 | 25,355 | 29,038 | 91,148 | 79, 948 eS 
July.._._-.-.-------------------------| 25,248 | 28, 624 23. 4 23. 6 - 270. 277 343 | 667; 1,397] 1,085] 1,387] 954 | 23,990 | 28,887 | 93,029} 80,760. (pa 
August............-.....-....-..-..-.| 26, 451 | 29, 836 24.3 24.0} 370 323 269 507 | 2,884 | 2,611 | 1,815 | 1,600 | 26,267 | 30,160 | 94,421 | 82,268 
September-._....--.------------------| 25, 504 | 28,118 | 23.7 23. 1 276 304 432; 1,758 | 1,709] 4,217] 1,552 | 1,469 | 26,843 | 31,534.| 94,947 | 83,752 rd 
October... ....--..-----.-------..-----| 27,944 | 30, 871 25. 5 24.3 216 394 218 | 1,086 | 2,891 (8) 1,366 | (8) 30, 192 8 04,658 | 84,960 
November...........----------------.| 26,125 | 29, 666 24.8 24. 4 287 452; 241 982 | 2,395 | (3) ‘1,334 |. ©@ 29, 980 8 92,392 | 83,730 > 
December........---.----------------} 27,925 | 31,127 25.5 | 24.9 ‘290 417 333 910 | 3, 555 (3) - an 913 (3) 34, 278 (8) 89,304 | 83,195 —. a 

Total United States............----|816, 221 |842, 367 | 24.4 | 24.3] 3,629| 4,005 | 4,070] 8,874 | 20,366} (3) | 16,100| (3%) {340,163 | (8) | 89,304] 83, 195 2 

By districts: : 7 | i - A | 
East Coast.......-.--.---------------| 58,252 | 60,113 26.0 23.1 |....-.--|------~-|.--.-.--]-----0-. | wewceee . 10, 446.| 10,041 ~~ 
Appalachian.........._.-.---------.--| 6,350 | 7,709 13.2 | 14.4 |..-..--.].------.|-..---.-]---.---- TT. (64 . 376. 578. —_ 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc...._.| 37,817 | 46, 761 16.7 18.6]; 758 739 |. --..--]-.-.-..- 981 || 2,972 4,152 oO 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri-_..../ 19, 787 | 22, 408 17.2 17.6 223 283 |_...-.-.|-------- OS wean eee ye 2,122 |. 2,046 nS . 
Texas Inland__....--..-..----------e 13, 703 14, 280 22.2 21.4 456 429 aonnee eft e---| t (4): , (4) 91 (3) (4) ° (*) 1, 725 4, 349 bad 

Texas Gulf Coast..-.-.....---------..| 78,850 | 84,806 23.3 23.3 781 747 |_.....-.|-------. | 8, 412 8, 486 8, 710 
' Louisiana Gulf Coast.................| 9,887 | 13,070 21.9 24.1 633 9045 j._...-.-]..------|] a 163 2, 306 2, 217 

Arkansas and Louisiana Inland._..-..| 6,279 | 7,180 25.3 24. 5 497 622 |_-.------|-.-.--.- - wane ane . 389 368 
Rocky Mountain._..............-.-..| 6,603 | 7,629 21.9 22.7 281 330 |_...-...|.-.-.--- a z 590 . 635. 
California ...........--..---.---------| 83, 693 | 88,411 | ~ 41.6 41.5 wone----]--------| 4,070 | 8,874. | 11, 408 a _ |A59, 892 | 53, 199 

Total United States........--.-----|316, 221 [342, 367 | 24.4| 243] 3,629] 4,005] 4,070| 8,874 | 29,366| (@) | 16,109) () [340,163 | (@) [89,304 | 83,195 

1 Represents quantities used on leases and for general industrial purposes. —_ a : . — 
2 Subject to revision. oo SO 
3 Publication suspended. . _ . - . 
¢ Figures not available. , . . oO oe oe
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California, where the total increased by 4 percent to 2,383,000 barrels 
in 1941. Only minor quantities of transfers of light crude to the dis- 
tillate-fuel-oil account are found in the statistics for California, and the © 
total has diminished from 616,000 barrels in 1939 to 279,000 barrels in — 
1940 and 130,000 in 1941. | oo _—_ 

No release of petroleum import statistics was made after September 
| 1941, owing to censorship regulations. A total of 27,289,000 barrels 

| of fuel oil was imported in the 9-month period of 1941—a 22-percent 
increase over the 22,304,000 barrels received in the same months of 
1940. The distillate fuel oil brought into the country from January 
through September 1941—3,707,000 barrels—was 57 percent above 
receipts in the corresponding months of 1940, and residual fuel oil | 
received from abroad in the same period of 1941 was 23,582,000 bar- 
rels—an 18-percent increase over the comparative 1940 total of 19,- 
940,000. | 7 | 

Total fuel-oil stocks changed very little during 1941. Stocks of 
133,121,000 barrels on December 31, 1941, were fess than 1 percent 
above the 132,244,000 barrels in storage at the close of 1940. How- | 
ever, if distillate- and residual-fuel-oil stocks are reviewed separately, 
it is noticed that the light-fuel-oil inventory of 49,926,000 barrels is 16 
percent above the 42,940,000 held at the end of 1940, whereas the. . | 
heavy fuel oil in storage declined by 7 percent from 89,304,000 barrels 

| in 1940 to 83,195,000 in 1941. The export market for distillate fuel | 
oil declined sharply in 1941; furthermore, the gain in domestic demand 
was not outstanding as in 1940, consequently there was a surplus to 

| send to storage. Oil companies, however, even with greater supplies 
of residual fuel oil from increased production, imports, and transfers 
from crude, were forced to draw on stocks in 1941 to satisfy a very 
active domestic market and a fair export demand. . | | 

Distillate-fuel-oil stocks held east of California increased by. 13 
percent or from 32,875,000 barrels in 1940 to 37,213,000 in 1941. | aa 
All refinery districts in this territory reported stock increases for dis- | 
tillate fuel oils in 1941 except the Texas Gulf—an important supply 
area for the East coast—and the Rocky Mountain area, where the 
volume of stocks is comparatively small. A large share of the light | 
fuel oil used in the important East coast market is normally brought in 
by tankers from Gulf. coast refineries; consequently, it is desirable to 
maintain large quantities in storage, especially during the heating 
season. Stocks in the East coast area increased by 17 percent—from | 
15,922,000 barrels in 1940 to 18,631,000 in 1941—even though numer- : 
ous tankers were diverted for war purposes. Large percentage gains 
in distillate-fuel-oil stocks in 1941, reported for refinery districts where 
volumes held are comparatively important, were as follows: Indiana, 
Illinois, Kentucky, etc., 29 percent; Oklahoma, Kansas, and Mis- 
souri, 44 percent; and Louisiana Gulf Coast, 13 percent. Oil com- 
panies operating in the California district, faced with a static domestic | 
demand and a declining export trade in distillate fuel oils in 1941, sent | 
large enough quantities to storage to increase the 1941 total to 12,713,- 
000 barrels—a 26-percent increase over the 1940 year-end inventory | 
of 10,065,000. 

The 7-percent decline in total residual-fuel-oil stocks held at the end ~ 
of 1941 compared with 1940 was largely associated with an 11-percent 
decline in important quantities stored in California, as inventories for
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| | the refinery districts east of California netted a 2-percent increase 
| from 29,412,000 barrels in 1940 to 29,996,000 at the close of 1941. 

Six districts out of nine in the territory east of California showed _ 
residual-fuel-oil stock declines in 1941, so that the small net increase 
for the area as a whole is traceable to a 40-percent gain in the Indiana, 

. Illinois, Kentucky, etc., district (2,972,000 barrels in 1940 and 4,152,- 
000 in 1941), where production of residual fuel oil increased 24 percent. 
in 1941, and to a 3-percent stock expansion in the Texas Gulf (8,486,- 

| 000 barrels in 1940 and 8,710,000 in 1941). Heavy-fuel-oil stocks 
| held in the Appalachian refinery district also rose by 54 percent in 

1941, but the quantities involved are small. There was a fair increase 
(6 percent) in residual-fuel-oil production in California during 1941 
plus greatly augmented (118-percent gain) transfers of non-gasoline- 
bearing crude to the heavy-fuel-oil account, However, the larger 
supply did not meet increased demands; consequently a heavy draft 
on stocks reduced the inventory from 59,892,000 barrels in 1940 to 
53,199,000 at the end of 1941. | | : 

-. Beginning in July 1941, tanker movements from Gulf ports to the 
| East coast were counted only when the cargoes were intended pri- 

marily for domestic consumption; that is, fuel oil in this coastal move- 
ment earmarked for Lend-Lease or defense purposes was excluded. 

| The tanker shipment of fuel oils from Gulf refinery districts to the 
| | Atlantic seaboard, even with the limitation as to ultimate domestic 

_ use invoked in the second half of 1941, increased by 6 percent from 
111,775,000 barrels in 1940 to 118,543,000 in 1941. The gain in this 

- trade, however, was limited to residual fuel oils, the tota! of which 
increased by 13 percent from 67,346,000 barrels in 1940 to 75,923,000 
in 1941. .The lack of a strong market for. distillate fuel oils on the — 
Atlantic coast in 1941, coupled with the difficulty of securing tankers, _ 
is shown in the movement of light fuel oils from the Gulf to the East 
coast, which declined from 44,429,000 barrels in 1940 to 42,620,000 

| in 1941. 7 7 — | 
A strong market for residual fuel oils in California in 1941 and the 

difficulty in obtaining boats were factors in the sharp decline reported 
in the tanker movement of fuel oils from California to Gulf and East 
coast points. Light fuel oils in this movement dropped from.721,000 
barrels in 1940 to 203,000 in 1941, and for heavy grades the quantity 

_ declined from 566,000 barrels in 1940 to a negligible item of 23,000 
| barrels in 1941. } | | a 

Small quantities of fuel oil moved out of the California marketing 
area (California, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, and Nevada) by rail- 
road tank cars and trucks to adjoining States. Shipments of distillate ) 
fuel oil in this overland movement increased from 282,000 barrels in 
1940 to 382,000 in 1941, but heavy fuel oils declined from 198,000 

_ barrels in 1940 to 130,000 in 1941. 
Tanker rates for both “clean” boats (carrying light petroleum 

products) and “dirty” boats (carrying crude and heavy fuel oils) on 
the Gulf to North Atlantic route not east of New York averaged 
higher in 1941 than in 1940. The average rate paid to tankers for 
moving No. 2 heating oil on this run advanced from 52.6 cents a 

- barrel in 1940 to 55.7 in 1941 and was double the 1939 average of 
27.8 cents. The 1941 average of 56.9 cents a barrel for transporting 
heavy residual fuel oil over the same route was 10 cents above the 
1940 average of 46.9 and more than twice the 1939 average of 25.8
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cents. Incidentally the 1941 average rate for heavy fuel oil from the | 
Gulf coast to North Atlantic points was slightly above the average | 
quotation for No. 2 fuel oil in “‘clean” boats, which is unusual, as 
“dirty”? boats in which crude oil and residual fuel oil are carried 
normally receive a lower rate per barrel. : oe | 

The demand for “clean’”’ tankers and their scarcity, owing to their 
diversion to other routes at the request of the Government, forced 

. the Gulf coast-North Atlantic freight rate on light fuel oil up. to 80 
cents a barrel in December 1940. This high charge did not hold, ~ 
however, and the quotation declined to 62 cents a barrel on January | 
6, 1941, and to 60 cents on January 20. The tanker rate, with the 
return of some boats to oil-company control and the larger share of 
the heating-oil load satisfied, declined to 42 cents on February 10 and | 
to 40 cents on February 17, the lowest rate for the year; this quota- | 
tion was double the low of 20 cents for 1940, in August of that year. 7 
A further shortage of tankers and the general uncertainty in shipping | 
conditions started a rise in quotations in March 1941 to a month-end 

| rate of 62 cents a barrel. The freight cost then declined to 57 cents 
- a barrel on April 14 and remained at that level through November, | 

after which month no rates were quoted. | 
The 1940 year-end rate of 66 cents a barrel for ‘dirty’ boats used 

in transporting heavy residual fuel oil from the Gulf coast to North 
Atlantic points remained in force until February 17, 1941, when it 

- dropped to 50 cents and then to 45 cents on February 24, the lowest  — 
-/ quotation of the year and a rate well above the 20-cent-a-barrel low 

of 1940, in August-September of that year. The continued demand / 
for tankers forced the freight quotation for residual fuel oil to 50 
cents a barrel on March 17, to 55 cents on March 24, and finally to | 
57 cents on April 7, 1941, where it remained through November. | 

_ No tanker rates were posted in December 1941. | - ) : 
| The average price of representative fuel. oils in 1941 differed only | 

- glightly from 1940 quotations. Increased production, a greater use 7 
of crude petroleum as fuel oil, a larger volume of imports,.and a 

-- lower export demand were all factors which enabled oil companies to 
supply an active domestic market without applying the brake of. 
higher prices. Two quotations of the several representative fuel-oil 
prices under review showed slight advances in 1941—the price of No. 
2 straw fuel oil (widely used for domestic heating) at refineries in 
Oklahoma increased from an average of 3.47 cents a gallon in 1940 to 
3.69 in 1941, and Diesel fuel for ships’ bunkers at New York harbor 
was quoted at an average of $1.99 a barrel in 1941 compared with 
$1.98 in 1940. The average prices for other representative fuel oils 
remained unchanged or actually declined in 1941. Bunker C fuel 
oil for ships loading in New York averaged $1.34 a barrel for both 
1940 and 1941, even though an average increase of 10 cents a barrel 
in the Gulf coast-North Atlantic tanker rate had to be absorbed in 
1941. The price of Diesel fuel for ships’ bunkers at Los Angeles also _ 
remained at an average of $1.40 a barrel for 1940 and 1941. The 
average quotation for several fuel oils declined in 1941 compared with 
1940 as follows: Bunker C at Gulf ports 90 cents a barrel in 1940 and 
87 cents in 1941; Bunker C at Los Angeles, 82 cents a barrel in 1940 
and 80 cents in 1941; and Diesel fuel for ships’ bunkers at Gulf ports, 
$1.64 a barrel average in 1940 and $1.56 in 1941. |
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| Retail prices for various fuels are compiled by the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor. Monthly re- 
leases of that Bureau show that No. 2 heating oil at Chicago averaged 
7.73 cents a gallon for the first 3 months of 1941 or the same price _ 

| as in the first quarter and in December 1940. The quotation declined . 
to 7.47 cents a gallon in April 1941, and this price held until August, 
when a low for the year of 7.40 cents was reported compared with a _ 

| low of 7.30 cents in the second and third quarters of 1940. The fall —— 

SO Monthly average prices of kerosine and f wel oils in the United States, 1940-411 — : 

| So a b> ee {81.438 /) 8° 
a 7 a a fo 4 ~ q bes q 28 

EE Slate | al SUSE ELE IE : Ss Slelald s/s /e14e)/a1/s/2) Aa la | 

| _ 41°-43° gravity w. w. Kerosine at : | 2 
refiners, Oklahoma . 

cents per gallon._; 3.95) 4.00} 4.02} 4.09] 4.13] 4.08) 4.06] 4.06] 4.06] 4.06] 3.94] 3.99) 4.04 
Kerosine, tank-wagon at Chi- : 
cago.........cents per gallon. _|10. 00/10. 00)10. 00/10. 00/10. 00/10. 00/10. 00/10. 00/10. 00} 10. 00/10. 00/10. 00]10.00 

No. 2 straw fuel oil at refineries, |o oe 
Oklahoma.--.cents per gallon__| 3.43] 3.56] 3.46] 3.44] 3.44) 3.44] 3.44] 3.441 3.44) 3.48! 3.50] 3.54] 3.47 

Bunker C for ships: - - 
. - New York eT . | 

. dollars per barrel__| 1.42} 1.50] 1.50) 1.49] 1.48] -1.35} 1.31] 1.20] 1.20] 1.20] 1.20] 1.20} 1.34 
Gulf coast_.:-..----.-do.-._| .95} .97| .97| .95) .91] .88] .86} .85! .85] .85] .85) .85) .90 

| California___----.----do-.--| .82| 88} 88] :88] 86] °83| ‘85] [88] [85 ‘721 :63| .70| .82 
Diesel oil for ships: . | 

New York 
mo dollars per barrel_._| 2.15} 2.15) 2.21) 2.28} 2.18] 2.00} 1.85] 1.78] 1.70! 1.70] 1.82] 1.98] 1.98 

. Gulf coast._........-.do....| 1.70] 1.70] 1,70) 1.70) ..1. 68] 1.60] 1.60} 1.60} 1.60] 1.60] 1.60] 1.60) 1.64 
California...........-.do...-} 1.40} 1.40] 1.40] 1.40) 1.40) 1.40} 1.40} 1.40] 1.40] 1.40] 1.40) 1.40] 1.40 

104 oo t . | fe 
_ 41°-43° gravity w. w. kerosine |. - , fo. . 

at refineries, Oklahoma . | 
cents per gallon..| 4.12) 4.13] 4.13] 4.24] 4.42] 4. 56) 4. 56] 4.56! 4.56] 4. 56! 4.56] 4.56] 4.41 

Kerosine, tank-wagon at. Chi-. ae 
cago.......cents. per gallon.-/10. 00/10. 00}10. 00/10. 00/10. 50/10. 30/10. 30} 10. 30/10. 30}10. 30}10. 30/10. 30/10. 20 

No. 2 straw fuel oil at refineries, | 
Oklahoma. ..cents per gallon..| 3.68} 3. 57| 3.50] 3.50] 3.53] 3.63] 3.63] 3.81] 3.81! 3.87] 3.88] 3.88] 3.69 

Bunker C for ships: , 
New York . 

dollars per barrel__| 1. 1,25} 1.25) 1.28] 1.30] 1.34; 1.38] 1.39] 1.43] 1.43] 1.43] 1.41] 1.34 
Gulf coast_............do...-| :83| 83] .83| -86] .88| :88} .90| “.90| .90| .90/ .90| .90| .87 
California._--------_do_---| 163| 66] .69| .69] .82| :88| :8s| .8s| .8s| .8| .8s] .88| .80 

. Diesel oil for ships: . 
- New York 

dollars per barrel__| 1.96] 1.76] 1.67] 1.86} 1.99] 2.00} 2.00] 2.07} 2.15] 2.15] 2.15} 2.15] 1.99 
Gulf coast_.....-......do_...} 1.60] 1. 56] 1.43] 1.46] 1.48] 1.52] 1.55] 1.55} 1.55} 1.62] 1.73] 1.73] 1.56 
California__...........do..--} 1.40] 1.40] 1.40] 1.40] 1.41} 1.41] 1.40] 1.40] 1.40] 1.40] 1.40] 1.40] 1.40 

1 Platt’s Oil Price Handbook. 

heating demand forced up the price to 7.61 cents a gallon in Sep- 
tember 1941 and to 7.65 cents in the final quarter—a quotation slightly 
above the average of 7.54 cents for the fourth quarter of 1940. The 
retail price of No. 2 heating oil in New York was 6.94 cents a gallon 
in January 1941, or the same as in the final month of 1940. The 
consumer price dropped to 6.45 cents a gallon in February 1941 and to 
6.28 cents in March for the low of the year, a quotation just above 
the low of 1940—6.12 cents—reported for September and October of 
that year. Summer stocking by consumers forced up the price to 
6.43 cents a gallon in April 1941 and then by gradual increases to 
7.30 cents in October—the highest quotation of the year compared
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with a top price in 1940 of 7.14 cents in March. There was a slight — 
decline in the New York retail price of No. 2 fuel oil to 7.27 cents a 

| gallon in November 1941. : 

| LUBRICATING OIL | | 

- Domestic demand for lubricating oil mcreased more than 20 per- 
cent in 1941 over the 1940 record. Production increased 2,774,000 
barrels to 39,539,000 barrels, exports declined, and 640,000 barrels 
were withdrawn from stocks. The greatest gam in demand for _ a 
lubricating oil was in that used for industrial purposes, which in- 

- ereased 34 percent, although there was also a substantial gain in 
~ automotive consumption. | oo | 

| Foremost in the increased use of industrial types is cutting oil. — 
| Transformer oil has also had a large gain in demand; and the use of | 

hydraulic oil, though not so important in the total, has expanded : 
rapidly. A number of installations formerly operated by cable | 
are now being controlled hydraulically. M any operations, for example, 
on large planes now under construction will have this type of control. 

| The expanding demand for lubricants for aviation and for tanks, in- : 
- cluded under industrial uses, as well as for heavy-duty trucks, has 

caused requirements to change from a large proportion of neutrals | 
| to a larger proportion of bright stock. Whereas refiners were only | 

recently considering means of cracking the bright stock to get a larger a 
proportion of neutrals, they are now having difficulty supplying the 

| demand for it. a | 7 

Comparative analyses of statistics for lubricating oil in the United States, 1940-41, 
| | by months and districts | ; : 

: . | | a Production Yield - Domestic | __ Stocks 
(thousands of (percent) demand (thou- | (thousands of : 

| _ | barrels) Perce sands barrels) barrels) 

| 1940 { 19411 | 1940 | 19411) 1940 | 19411! | 1940 | 1941 ! 

By months: . | | : 
| January.......-..---------------| 3,308] 2,943, 31] 27] 2,054] 2,367] 7,328| 8,809 

February.......-.-...-...-.....-| 3,108 | 2,522 3.1 2.5 | 1,522] 1,798 | 7,825 8, 790 
March.-....-..-..-....---.--.--| 3,335| 2,813| 3.0] 25] 1,899] 2,263] 8,084] 8,637 
April......-...-...-...22.-se..| 3,280] 3,213 3.1| 29] 2144] 2,712| 8,.065| 8,363 7 
May... _...-..---sss2ssssssceeee.| 3,341 | 3,322] 30] 28] 2060] 2732] 8,170] 7,835 
June. __...--..--.-scceseeeceee..| 3,212] 3,520| 3.0| 3.0] 2151| 3,171| 8,161 | 7,353 
July...-...-.---.. -sossss-see.| 3,024] 3,563| 28] 29] 1,871| 3,074] 8.573| 7,107 
‘August....-..--..-......--2-...| 2,635 | 3,561 24] 29] 2024] 2,562] 8,457| 7,206 
September. .......-.--..-.-.-..-| 2,682 | 3,427 2.5 2.8} 2,150 | 2,638 | 8, 596 7, 415 
October. .....-.-.--..-----.-...-| 2,954 | 3,494 2.7 2.8 | 2,482 (2 8, 464 7, 487 

November..-0000000 TTT) goa seo7| 29) 80) Bao) GC) | 8305) 7752 
December. -.-.................-.-] 2,865 | 3, 554 2.6 2.8 | 1,875 3 8, 767 8, 127 

Total United States..........| 36,765 | 39,539] 28] 28| 24,690] () | 8,767| 8,127 7 

By districts: | 
East Coast...........-----------| 8,550 | 8,608; 42| 4.0 2,711 | 2,406 
Appalachian -_..................| 6,016 | 6,414 12.5 12.0 949 745 

: Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc.| 3,545| 4,307| 16| 1.7 697| 747 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Mis- 
souri....-.----.---------------| 3,447| 3,976| 3.0| 3.1 672| 749 

Texas Inland___.........--.--.-- 238 358 .4 5 (2) (3) 58 126 
Texas Gulf Coast......-.........| 9,142] 9,677| 27] 27 1,977| 1,588 
Louisiana Gulf Coast............| 1,630 | 2,093 3.6 3.9 236 255 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland _. 680 679 2.7 2.3 I. 101 49 
Rocky Mountain..._._......-.-- 179 187 6 5 |] 102 103 
California_............-.......-.} 3,338 | 3,20| L7| 15 1,264 | 1,350 

Total United States._......... 36,765 | 39, 539 2.8| 28] 24,600] () 8,767 | 8,127 

1 Subject to revision. 2 Publication suspended. 8 Figures not available.
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| a Automotive consumption of lubricants in the United States, 1940-41 

{Thousands of barrels] : | 7 . 

, oe | Passenger cars Trucks Busses _ 

| oe | 1940 | 19411 | 1940 | 19411 | 1940 | 1941! 

| Crankease Oil.....---:---------e-e--ee----------------| 7,800 | 8,423 | 2,113] 2,176 181} 190 
Transmission oils_....---.----------------------------| _ 590 | 667 214 230 32 35 

oO - @otal lubricating oils. _.......-.-.-----.------.-| 8,300 | 9,090 | 2,327] 2,406] 213 225 
Chassis greases......------------------+----+---------- 531 |} 600 |—s«&107 115. - 9} 10 

Total lubricants..........-.--------------------] ,8,921 | 9,690} 2,434] 2,521} 222) 235 

1 Subject to revision, : ; - | | 

: - - Domestic demand for lubricating oil, 1987-41 | = 

| pe -_. [Thousands of barrels] a Se 

| | 7 | "Automotive ke, 7 . : 

. ———$$ $e ' Total . 

a a P i Trucks ! Busses ! Total a _ 

1937_..ceweenn--e------------| 8, 508 2, 305 197] 1,008] 12,818 23, 323 
1938.......---.----------------| 8 195 2, 185 199] 10,579 | 10, 654 21, 233 

: 1930........-...--------2------ 8, 245 2208} 25} 10,748| 12965; 28,713 
19401...--------.------------| 8,890 | 2,827 213 | - 10,930|  13,760| 24, 690 
1941902222] 090 | 406 225.| 14,721, @) @) 

Oo 1 Revised. 2 Subject to revision. 2 Publication suspended. 

a A decreasing ratio of lubricating oil used by motor vehicles in pro- 
| portion to gasoline has retarded the growth in consumption of lubri- 

cants for several years. Prominent among the reasons for this are 
the practice among motorists of changing oil less frequently and the 
reclamation of used lubricating oil. | 
The reclaiming of lubricating oil has grown considerably in the last | 

decade. Many fleet owners operate oil purifiers that neutralize acids 
and extract water and gasoline by heating the oil with a clay and then 
filtering it. Used oils and crankcase drainings are also collected from 

| industrial plants, service stations, and garages, particularly in the 
northeastern part of the United States. Formerly a charge was 
made for collecting the oil, and it was used as fuel. Later, with the 
advent of renovation of used oil, collection was made gratis, and in 
recent years a cent or two a gallon has been paid for the oil. Renovat- 
ing plants range from small ones that can perform only the simpler 
reclaiming operations of neutralizing the acids and extracting gaso- 
line, water, and carbonaceous and other foreign solids to large re- 
fineries operating stills, treatment agitators, settling tanks, and com- 
plete modern filter plants. In the small plants the waste lubricants 
that are contaminated with heavy oils and greases can be prepared 
only for use as fuel. _ 

Although the collection and reclamation of crankcase drainings are , 
quite complete in densely populated parts of the country, there are 

| many large towns and cities where their disposal is less economic— 
some instances even where this waste oil is run into the sewer or 
dumped in pits or on vacant lots. Other applications include the 
lubrication of molds for cement, clay products, etc.; rustproofing and
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lubricating farming and mining equipment, and use as an insecticide 

for farm stock and buildings, as fuel, for laying dust on roads, drive- 

ways, and parking areas, for mosquito control, and in crankcases of | 

older automobiles. An effort should be made during the war, par- 

ticularly during transportation difficulties, to make the most economi- 

cal use of crankcase drainings possible. — . | 

Lubricating-oil production totaled 39,539,000 barrels in 1941 

compared with 36,765,000 barrels in. 1940. The Texas Gulf Coast 

district maintained the lead, producing 9,677,000 barrels or 24.5 a 

percent of the total. The East Coast district followed with 8,608,000 

arrels or 21.8 percent, and the Appalachian was third with 6,414,000 | 

barrels or 16.2 percent. | | oo 

The decline of 640,000 barrels in stocks of lubricating oil—from 

8,767,000 barrels on December 31, 1940, to 8,127,000 on December 31, 

- 1941—left them higher than in any previous year since 1932 except | 

: 1940. The principal declines were in the Texas Gulf Coast, East 

Coast, and the Appalachian districts, where they dropped 389,000, 

305,000, and 204,000 barrels, respectively. California had the largest 

| gain—from 1,264,000 barrels to 1,359,000. 

| Average monthly refinery prices of 5 selected grades of lubricating oil in the United 

| . ' - States, 1940-41, in cents per gallon} 

a ere = Oct. : = Av. 

, Oklahoma: 
200 viscosity, No. 3 color, neu- 
Wal... ..|14. 00,1, 90,13, 38.13, 25 12. 80 11, 56 10.78 10. 10) 9.75] 9. 75| 9.75) 9.75)11. 56 

150-160 viscosity at 210°, bright [pp : 
stock, 10-25 pour test”... |23. 75 23. 75 22. 77 22, 25 19. 70 17. 36 15. 76 14. 44 14, 25 14. 25,14. 25 14. 20/18 06 

Pennsylvania: op 

200 viscosity, No. 3 color, neu- | | | | | | | | | | 

_.- tral, 420-425 flash, 25 pour | | . 

test... {B1. 64,27. 95:26, 55,25. 00,22, 20,21. 70 21. 00 21. 25,21. 50,21. 13,21. 25)21. 50,23. 56 . 
600 steam-refined, cylinder | | | | | | | 

| stock, filterable..._.-....-.|18. 11|15. 58/14. 08 13, 2012. 32,11. 20| 8.73} 8.00] 7.65] 7.42] 7.35] 7. G1|10. 96 
- Gulf Coast: 500 viscosity, No. | | | 

_ 248% color, neutral’...<7-| 8.18] 9.13| 9.13] 9.08] o.00| 8.00] 8.95] 8.68] 8.75| 8.50] 8.5 8. 50) 8.86 
a “PTY TTT Ed 

Oklahoma: 
200 viscosity, No.3 color, neu- 
tral... | 9,78] 9. 75| 9.75] 9. 95,10. 45111, 21/12. 26,13. 38/14, 56/15, 23 15. 25/15. 25/12 23 

150-160 viscosity at 210°, bright | —_ | eee | 
stock, 10-25 pour test...-.../13, 84/14. 25,14. 25 14. 68 15. 83|18. 21 20. 13 21.08 22. 17/22. 75 22. 75 22. 75 18. 56 

Pennsylvania: 
200 viscosity, No. 3 color, neu- | | | | | | | | | | | | 

tral, 420-425 flash, 25 pour 
test... -....|21. 50,21, 80,22, 26 24. 20 27. 95 32. 07 35. 52 35. 07 33. 98 33. 00 33, 00 33. 00,29. $2 | 

600 steam-refined, cylinder | ~ [| po fy fe yp fe | 
stock, filterable............| 8.05| 8.96] 9.40.10. 09 11. 04,12. 42,13. 60,14. 71/15. 33,16. 00/15. 50/15. 50 12 5& 

Gulf Coast: 500 viscosity, No. | yop pep 
246-344 color, neutral...°....--| 8.50) 8.50) 8.50] 8.50) 8. 94} 9.00 9.63 10,00 10. 00,10. 00 10. 00,10. 00 9.30 

a 
1 National Petroleum News. 

A request of the Office of Price Administration and Civilian Supply 

on August 4, fixing the maximum price of Pennsylvania Grade neutral 

oil at 33 cents, retarded the rise in lubricating-oil prices. This orade 

had been quoted as high as 40 cents a gallon, and the average for 

_ July was 35.52 cents, or 14 cents higher. than the price at the beginning 

of the year. The price of Pennsylvania steam-refined cylinder 

stock, after reaching an average of 16 cents during October, receded 

to 15.5 cents for the rest of the year, which was double the price 

prevailing at the close of 1940. Prices for Oklahoma neutral and
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bright stock did not reach their high levels until November, when the 
oe Price Administrator established ceilings for refined products.. The 

| former stabilized at 15.25 cents and the latter at 22.75 cents, represent- 
ing increases of 5% and 9 cents, respectively, during the year. | 

| | , OTHER PRODUCTS Ce ee 
a a | — | WAX > Se 

| __The total demand for paraffin wax rose from 546,718,000 pounds in 
on 1940 to 743,480,000 in 1941, and the domestic demand increased al- 
: most 50 percent. Stocks dropped from 125,272,000 pounds to 

a 44,814,000, the lowest since 1933. ins 
-——- Production increased from 513,240,000 pounds in 1940 to 67 6,480,000 

in 1941. The Louisiana Gulf. Coast district made the greatest gain, 
as the production of 89,320,000 pounds more than tripled the 

: 28,000,000 pounds produced in 1940; the increase in Texas Gulf Coast 
district—from 76,440,000 pounds to 122,640,000—came next. The | 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc., district was the only one where 
production declined. The East Coast district maintained first place, | 
producing 233,520,000 pounds. | | | | 

_ Prices for 122°-124° white crude scale wax, after receding slightly 
early in the year to a low of 2.5 cents a pound, began advancing until 
they reached a peak of 6.25 cents in September. . The Price Adminis- 
trator, however, set a maximum price of 4.25 cents effective December 
1, which prevailed during the last month of the year. SO 

Comparative analyses of statistics for wax in the United States, 1940-41, by months 
| , and. districts oo —— 

. : [Thousands of pounds] 8 7 oe oe, | 
. _ 

‘i : : 
o , 

| | | ; -  Stoeks 
Production D omesti¢ de- es eee 

, Month and district - | Crude scale Refined 

1940 1941 ! 1940 19411 ; 1940 1941 1 1940 1941 1 ee ee 
| By months: 

January...-...-....-.-.-----...-| 48, 440 | 45,080 | 35, 187 | 37,276 | 54,575 | 77,441 | 20,000 | 42, 586 February_..---....--22--.-----.. 49, 560 | 38,920 | 17,028 | 31,613 | 57,017 75, 762 | 25,614 | 43,388 March._...--.---22222 22.8 47,320 | 51,240 | 19,342 | 34,804 | 62, 801 75, 767, | 27,572 | - 46,120 April__..--- ee 42, 560 | 56,280 | 29, 537 | 52,151 | 66,425 | 71, 928 30,485 | 44, 168 May.-...-...--2--222- eee 44, 240 | 57,400 | 24,264 | 40,897 | 71,415 | 76, 052 31,874 | 42,404 June......--.-----.-----..--.....| 39. 760 | 54; 600 | 21,798 | 46,975 | 73.742 | 72° 457 | 36,604 | 38°024 July.._.---- 2-22. ._.| 87, 520 55, 440 | 30,333 | 47,803 | 74,750 | 70,640 | 39,228 | 30,794 August. --_--2- 22222 33, 320 | 54,320 | 41,897 | 54,027 | 71,193 59, 465 | 41,166 | 26,359 | September..__...-....--.----..-_] 39, 760 | 66.360 | 37,988 | 53,831 | 68,544 | 57,676 | 41,484 | 21/782 October... ....-.--.-.-.-.-.-.---| 43, 120 | 67, 760 | 37,350 | (2) | 68,940 | 54,773 | 44,887 | 20,694 November._...-....---.--.-_..-- 43, 960 | 68, 880 | 30, 662 (2) 72,089 | 51,657 | 48,123 | 24, 756 December.._.......-...---_-._.- 43, 680 | 60,200 | 31, 538 (2) 77, 428 | 46,841 | 47,844 | 27,973 

Total United States. ___....___.1513, 240 676, 480 1/356, 924 (2) 77,428 | 46,841 | 47,844 | 27,973 

By districts: : 
East Coast ........-.2--..--_2.- 196, 000. |233, 520 26, 418 | 10,522 | 23, 664 8, 604 Appalachian. _________..__-_._.__|100, 240 |112, 000 14,974 | 10,118 | 2,800] 3,062 Indiana, Ilinois, Kentucky.__.__| 54,600 | 49, 280 24,135 | 19,409 | 2,523 2, 086 Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. 39, 480 | 51, 240 3 3 3,898 | 2,869] 1,216 1, 930 Texas Inland____.___.........___ 1,400 | 1,400 @) @) 126 |_..---__]--.___._]--_ Le Texas Gulf Coast__-.-..........-| 76,440 |122) 640 1,103 | 1,479 | 14,813 | 7, 765 Louisiana Gulf Coast__........_.] 28, 000 89, 320 302 248 | 1,192 3, 179 Rocky Mountain. ..._....._..__| 17,080 17, 080 6,472 | 2,196) 1,636 1, 347 

Total United States_.___..____|513, 240 676 480 1356, 924 | (2) | 77,428 | 46, 841 | 47, 844 | 27,973 
a 

1 Subject to revision. 2 Publication suspended. 3 Figures not available.
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| Average monthly refinery price of 122°-124° white crude scale wax at Pennsylvania — 
Se | refineries, 1937-41, in cents per pound! — ne : 

| | | : a ; 7 : Aver- | : - 
‘Year | Jan. | Feb. | Mar. |; Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. | Sept.; Oct. | Nov. | Dec. | age for 

1937...| 2.53| 2.65| 268] 269| 2731 288/ 295] 296| 295! 298] 298| 2011 292 
1938..-| 2.52] 2.13] 202] 1.93] 1.93] 217] 229] 237] 240| 239/ 233] 232] 293 / 
1939...| 2.39| 2.49] 260| 273] 296] 3.00} 295] 288| 3.47| 4.95| 656] 675 | 3.64 
1940...| 6.21 | 5.57| 5.32| 4.79] 4.69] 4.19/ 293/ 221] 251] 281] 293| 287} 3.92 
1941...| 2.73 | 263] 286] 3.28) 3.85/ 4.96) 513] 5.26} 5.96] 625) 621) 425] 4.45 

| 1 National Petroleum News. . . . 

a | COKE | | | | 

| The total demand for petroleum coke was 1,907,800 tons in 1941 | 
compared with 1,705,600 in 1940. Stocks dropped to a record year- | 
end low of 228,000 tons compared with 1,511,600 at the end of 1931. 7 
The Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc., district furnished more than 
half of the 1,648,800 tons produced. Oe , 

Comparative analyses of statistics for petroleum coke an the United States, 1940-41, | 
7 by months and districts | | 

— production | Yield | Bamesie cee Stocks (thou. : 
ousands 0 sands Of SRO: 

| | | “short tons). (percent) sands of short tons) C 
| | CO | tons) 

. | 1940 | 19411 | 1940 | 19411 | 1940 | 19411 |- 1940 | 19411 , 

By months: ree fo | a a a 
” January_..........-.---...----..| 116.4] 125.8] 0.54 0.6] 137.8] 195.5 | 6280] 406.0 

February..........-......--.----] 131.2] 1026 6) . .5| 125.7| 1186] 628.0| 376.0 
| March. __.......-.....--.-...-.--| 129.6 | 125.0 .6 -6| 123.8 | 114.5 | 624.0| 375.0 

: ~ April... 22222222222. .-| 130.2 |. 128.2 7 .6| 727| 86.2| 663.0| 400.0 
— May....22l.2 ll 22--------------| 152.4 | 140.0 7 .6| 1114] 119.5 | 681.0 | 385.0 

June...--..2222-------------.----| 148.6 | 144.4 7 .6| 101.9} 116.0| 697.0] 3820 
July... 202-202 -- oe -e-en--nee---| 1214 | 134.2 3 .6| 119.8} 126.7| 678.0] 367.0 
August_......-.----------------| 122.6 | 137.0 6 .6| 117.4| 1027] 647.0] 372.0 
September...........--...-------| 119.2 | 157.8 .6 .6| 1223] 147.2] 617.0] 370.0 
October __-..-...-...-...-.-..---| 131.4 | 158.6 .6 .6| 1340] (3 581.0] 3620 — 

| November..........-..-...-.----| 88.4 | 149.4 14 6]. 99.6| (3 527.0 | 390.0 
December..........-.-.---------| 126.2] 150.8 .6 .6| 140.5] (2 487.0 | 228.0 

Total United States...........|1, 526.6 |1, 648.8 .6 .6 {1,406.9} () | 487.0] 228.0 

By districts: 
East Coast...-......-.-..-----..| 52/ 44/ @.| @® ly. 2.0 2.0 
Appalachian aoe ooo one oa 25.6 26. 0 3 .2 17.0 9.0 
Indiana, Dlinois, Kentucky, etc.| 943.6 | 894.0! 21/ 18 oy 107.0] 64.0 
‘Oklahoma, Kansas, and Mis- . . 

souri__.........-.-.-...--.--.-| 163.0 | 181.4 7 TH) ay © 7.0| 17.0. 
Texas Inland_..-.....-.......---| 76.8 {| 119.4] | .6 9 7 it 31.0 51.0 
Texas Gulf Coast_...-..-.-.......| 149.2 | 185.0 (2 3 104.0 40.0 
Louisiana Gulf Coast_...........{-.--.--./.-.-----}o- ef 10 1.0 
Rocky Mountain................| 44.0] 49.4 .7 7 35.0 35.0 

—— California...-...22-222222.---..| 119.2] 189.2 13 4 183.0 9.0 , 

‘Total United States..._.......|1, 526. 6 788 | 6 6 1,403.5} (2) | 487.0{ 228.0 

1 Subject to revision. . | 
? Publication suspended. 
3 Less than 0.1 percent. 
4 Figures not available. 

ASPHALT AND ROAD OIL 

The total demand for asphalt in 1941—about 6,700,000 tons— 
represented a 24-percent gain over the 1940 demand of 5,420,400 tons. 
Production increased 1,210,900 tons to 6,557,600, but stocks decreased 
10,000 tons to 604,000.
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| Road-oil production increased 1,378,000 barrels to 9,149,000, | 
whereas domestic demand increased 1,131,000 barrels to 8,980,000. 

: Stocks, which gained the 169,000 barrels difference, amounted to 
- 793,000 barrels on December 31. 7 a 

Oo Detailed statistics on asphalt and road oil appear in the chapter on 
ae Asphalt and Related Bitumens. — — 

| a “STILL GAS — 7 

| Production of still gas in 1941 amounted to 293,565 million cubic 
feet, (equivalent 77,254,000 barrels) compared with 273,420 million 

| cubic feet produced in 1940. Of the latter, 252,914 million cubic feet 
(92.5 percent) were used as refinery fuel, which, in terms of British _ 

| thermal units, constituted more than half of all the heat utilized at 
| refineries. - ae oe oo 

The Texas Gulf Coast district continued to lead in the production 
of still gas in 1941, with the Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc., and 
Kast Coast districts following in order. _ | 

- Production of still gas in the United States, 1939-41, by districts | 

° 1939 | a 1940 oe 10411 | : 

; | a "District - _| Minions Equivalent, | Millions Equivalent, Millions Equivalent, 

a a | | of gubie sands of of cubic sands of of cubic sands of 

Fest Coast....................:....} 33,684| 880] sen] 10,770 | 44,536 1,720 
Appalachian —<----- 0-7 --T-] 8, 698 2,239 | 10, 080 2,800 | 10, 625 2; 796 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc.....}. 52, 321 13,.769 56, 110 15, 586 59, 466 15, 649 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri_..} 23, 038 6, 063 22, 698 6, 305 24, 707 6, 502 
Texas Inland _.........--_-..-.-.--- 13, 650 | - 3, 592 15, 181 4,217 15, 572. 4, 098 
Texas Gulf Coast_...-..---..----...|  86,244| ~ 22,606| 87,156| 24,210] 93, 104 24, 501 

_ Louisiana Gulf Coast.-.....-...-...| 8,528 2,244 | 9,616 2671} 7,741 2; 037 | 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland_....| 3,365 885 | 3,067 852} 3,511 924 
Rocky Mountain. .-..-.....--.....- 5, 590 1,471 | 5,663 1, 573 6, 198 1, 631 

| California... 02 222TTDITTIIITITT] 26; 242 6,906 | 25,045 | . 6,957] 28, 105 7, 396 
Total United States...........| 261,360 68,779 | 273, 420 75,950 | 293, 566 77, 254 

| 1 Subject to revision. 

a - MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS 

The output. of miscellaneous oils in 1941 amounted to 3,986,000 
barrels compared with 3,202,000 in 1940. The total demandincreased 
from 3,119,000 barrels in 1940 to 3,961,000 in 1941. 
_ Detailed data, by products, for 1940, the latest year available, 
indicate that almost all of the gain of 843,000 barrels in production 
for that year is attributable to a gain in production of liquefied petro- 
leum gas, which increased 761,000 barrels. The refinery production 
of liquefied petroleum gas (1,719,000 barrels) constituted 23 percent 
of the sales and exports of that product in 1940 and is almost as large 
as the total sales in 1935.
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Production of miscellaneous oils in the United States, 1939-40, by districts and classes' 

| a [Thousands of barrels] | oe 

| oe , Lique- —_ 

Distt =| et | absorp] moni speci | oti. | omer | cota 

| 1939 | 
Bast Coast.....-..---.---------------f 1S || so} 6 |] 181 823 
Appalachian. ._..-......-...------.2-- 190 joe ef ee 43 233 . ae 
Indiana, Dlinois, Kentucky, etc..-..-- 39 |_........]----.---- 18 446 53 556 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. ..-.. 41 64 |_-....-_-|--------}-- 28 -- 24 129 
Texas Inland--....-_-..---.-.-----~---[--------- 64 |----.----|--------- 5 13 82 
Texas Gulf Coast.._....-....---..---- Q j-.-------]----.---- 48 —~«B7 33 147 
Louisiana Gulf Coast... _..-.-..-.-----|---------|-------~-|---------]---------] 27 76 103 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland --...-.-}---.---~-]-------~-|----.----|------~--]--------- 1 1 
Rocky Mountain... ............-......]--------- 2 |--.-.---- 4 7 61 74 
‘California...-._.-2222222 222 ce iii eefe-------] 42 | 88 81 |..-.-----| 55 2il 

Total United States.............| 304] 172| 192 | 153 | 958 | 490 | 2, 380 

East Coast.......---------------------] 94 f_-------] 48 fe------.-| 887] 7 | 1,198 
Appalachian _~..-_..-.---------.------- 230 | | 8 |--------- 4 |-..------ 62; . 204 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc. .....- 39 |.....--.-]------.-- 43 . 925 43 850 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri- ---- 35 43 }_--------|----.---- 40 15 133 
Texas Inland _.....-..----------cceee[eeeeee---} 0 SU [ovesanefLLITTITT) 60 140 , 
Texas Gulf Coast_-._---.-.------------] : 11 j_.---2.-}-------- 65 36 171 283 
Louisiana Gulf Coast. -....-.----.----- 20 |.-..---.-]----~----|--------- 29 51 100 

_ Rocky Mountain. -..-.-.-.--.---.----- 1 j.-...--~-}----.--2-|--------- 23 4 28 
California. --.-..-..-..-.---.------.---]--------- 28 37 62 |-.------- S51; 1% | 

| Total United States.............| 430 | 1330 185| 174] -1,719| 564 | 3, 202 | 

4 Figures for 1941 in detail not yet available. en | 

WORLD PRODUCTION ? 

Although war was being waged over extensive areas of the earth, 
_ the world production of crude petroleum increased 4 percent from 

| 1940 to 1941, if numerous unofficial statistics and estimates can be 7 
_ consideréd reliable. The increase was due largely to the 4-percent 

: augmented yield in the United States, which comprised 63 percent of | 
the world total both in 1940 and in 1941. Venezuela and U.S. 5. R. : 
also contributed considerably to the increased world output. Canada, | 
Trinidad, Argentina, Hungary, and Egypt produced more oil in 1941 
than in 1940. However, these increases in crude-petroleum produc- | 
tion were in part offset by declines in the petroleum output of Euro- : 
‘pean and Asiatic countries, as well.as in Mexico, Ecuador, and Peru. | 

_ The Western Hemisphere supplied 78 percent of the world output | 
in 1940 and 79 percent in 1941. Production of crude in Venezuela, 
third in rank in the world, revived in 1941 from the decline of the 
preceding year and surpassed all previous records. The 23-percent 
increase from 1940 to 1941 was due primarily to greater output iu the 
Maracaibo fields of Tia Juana, Lagunillas, Cabimas, El Cubo, and La — 
Concepcion and secondarily to increases in Cumarebo, and in the 
Eastern fields of Oficina, Jusepin, San Joaquin, El Roble, and Santa 
Ana. Production at Mene Grande revived, whereas Quiriquire, 
Temblador, Bachaquero, and Pedernales showed declines. A prom- 
ising new field, Santa Barbara, in northern Monagas, was brought in 
near the end of 1941. Oo 

Increased output in the Comodoro Rivadavia field, the major pro- 
ducer, and especially in Mendoza raised the petroleum production of 

2 By A. H. Redfield, Petroleum Economics Division, Bureau of Mines.
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Argentina from 1940 to 1941, in spite of a decline in the Plaza Huincul 
| field. The Government enterprise (Y. P. F.) increased its yield 12 

| percent and. supplied 64 percent of the national production, but both 
the absolute output and the proportional share of the private com- 
panies declined. = = |. | | | 

7 ~~ In Colombia, both the De Mares and the Barco concessions showed 
| smaller yield in 1941 than in 1940. In Peru, a sharp decrease in the 

Lobitos field offset an increase in the La Brea and Parinas fields and 

| Crude petroleum produced in principal countries of the world, 1987-41, in thousands — 
| | of barrels re : 

| ee {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] sd | | 

CO Country | 1937 1938 1939 | 19401 | 19411 

- North America: | | . | : 
Canada.........-----.----------------- 2, 944 6, 966 7, 838 8, 591 10, 125 

_ Mexico....--..--.---------------------| 46, 907 38, 506 42, 898 44, 036 43, 837 
- - Trinidad ___-...2.----2.-.------------- 15,503 | | 17,787 19, 270 2,219; 21, 211 

| United States__..-..------------------| 1,279,160 | 1,214,355 | 1,264,962 | 1,353,214 | 1,404,182 | 
| | _ Other North America. ----..-------.-- 33 78 | —s «112 142 - 150 

oe Total North America.............-.-| 1,344,547 | 1,277,642 | 1,335,080 | 1,426,202 | 1, 479, 505 
| South America: —— . fo 

| Argentina. .....-.-.-...--------------- 16, 355 17, 076 18, 613 20, 609 21, 763 
. Bolivia...........---...------.-------- - 422 226 - 215 — 288 230 

‘Colombia___.......-..----------------- 20,599 | 21, 582 23, 857 25, 593 24, 553 
Eeuador._.__....--.-.-----.-.--------- 2, 161 2,246 |. 2, 313 - 2,349 1, 557 

: Peru ____-.--------------- eee 17,457 | 15,839 |. 13, 508 12, 126 11,922 | 
. “Venezuela ._.....-.-------------------- 186, 230 188, 174 206, 470 185,570 | 223, 784 

. Total South America...:.......-.--.] 242,924) 245, 143 264,976 | 246, 535 283, 809 

| Albania. _.._....--.-.---.------------- 619 752 934 1, 497 1, 381 
: - . Czechoslovakia..._.....---.-..-------- 123 130 120 119 109 

France. :......--..-------------------- 502 513 500 496 479 
Germany... ..........--.------------- 3, 176 3, 861 4, 487 4, 544 4,438 — 

Austria_.....2 2222.02 eee 221 383 693. 719 692 
_ Hungary.---.....-.-....--.----------- 16. 288 ~ 1,103 1, 755 2,474 

— Htaly. loool 110 — 101 | 91; ‘387 46 | 
| Poland _..../-....---.-.----.----.----- 3, 716 3, 763 3, 898 8, 891 3, 319 

Rumania._._.._-_...-.-.--.------------ 52, 452 48, 487 45, 483 -42, 182 38, 147 . 
USS. Rete] 198, 241 204,956 | 216, 866 218, 600 238, 150 
Other Europe......-...-.-----.---...- 4 9 10 10 10 

| Total Europe ?.....-----------------| 254,180 | 263, 243 274, 185 273, 870 289, 245 

Asia: | 
Bahrein Island._..........--...---.--- 7, 762 8, 298 . 7, 589 7, 074 6, 794 
Burma.._......----------------------- 7, 848 7, 538 7, 873 7,731 7, 762 
India, British __.......-.....---------- 2,162 2, 488 2, 327 2, 250 2, 270 

_ Tran (Persia)._.__..-.-----------.----- 77-804 78, 372 78, 151 66, 900 64. 000 
Iraq. .-....---------------------------- 31, 836 32, 643 30, 791 24, 225 12, 650 
Japan (including Taiwan)_---....----- 2, 488 2, 511 2, 654 2, 639 2, 659 
Netherlands Indies_-.___.......----.--- 56, 724 57, 318 62, 087 62, 011 53, 704 
Sakhalin __._._..-.--.-..-------------- 3, 656 33, 821 3 4,000. 3 4, 000 3 4, 000 
Sarawak and Brunei-_.__.......--.----- 6, 009 6, 913 7, 097 7, 047 6, 864 
Saudi Arabia_-..-..-...--------------- 65 | 495 3, 934 5, 365 5, 871 

: Total Asia 4_.............--...---.--| 196, 354 200, 397 206,503 | 189, 242 166, 574 

Africa: | : | 
Egypt._......------------------------- 1, 196 1, 581 4, 666 6, 053 7, 659 
Other Africa........._-.-.------------- 22 27 27 27 27 

Total Africa_._.........-----_------- 1, 218 1, 608 4, 693 ~ 6, 080 7, 686 
Australia and New Zealand. ......-..----- 4 4 3 3 3 
Undistributed_........-----..--.---------- 4 4 4 14 14 

Grand total__..........-.-.--.------| 2,039, 231 | 1,988,041 | 2,085,444 | 2,141,946} 2, 226, 836 

1 Approximate production. Data derived in part from World Petroleum, vol. 12, No. 2, February 
1941, Pp. 20-21, and vol. 13, No. 3, March 1942, p. 88. 

Includes U.S. S. R. fields in Asia, other than Sakhalin. 
+ Approximate production. 

. 4 Exclusive of U.S.S. R. fields in Asia, other than Sakhalin, which are included with U.S. 8S. R.in Europe. 

. 
u
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~ lowered the national output of petroleum. Ecuadorian production of | - 
crude petroleum also declined from 1940 to 1941. SO | 

In Mexico, although output of petroleum increased in the Naranjos ~ 

| and Isthmus fields, a decline in Poza Rica, the major producer, and oo 

- in the Panuco field reduced the national output. | | | 7 
_In Canada, the increased output of the limestone oil wells of Turner | 

| Valley, Alberta, raised the petroleum production of the Dominion. — | 
In Europe, excluding U. 8S. S. R., Hungary was the only country 

that increased its petroleum production. Productionin Rumania, the - = ~ 

| major producer of central and western Europe, was 10 percent less : 
in 1941 than in 1940, if unofficial figures are reliable. _ | 
In Asia difficulties of transport arising from the war reduced 

petroleum production. The output in Iraq in 1941 was little more | 

than half of the 1940 figure. Iran and the Netherlands East Indies - 

curtailed their petroleum production in 1941. Production in Burma Oo 

| and British India remained virtually stationary. In contrast, Saudi : 

Arabia showed a small increase. | oo | 

| In Egypt the prolific Ras Gharib field increased the national pro- | 

duction of petroleum. | OO ve , 

| : | FOREIGN TRADE? co 7 | 

_ Imports——Imports of mineral oils, crude and refined, into conti- | 

nental United States increased 7,360,000 barrels in the first 9 months | 

, of 1941 over the corresponding months of 1940. During the same | 

| period the domestic demand for all oils rose 116,459,000 barrels, 

a whereas exports declined 27,198,000 barrels, giving an increase of 

) 89,261,000 barrels in total demand from January-September 1940 to | 

| Ji anuary September 1941. As the production of crude petroleum, 7 

natural gasoline, and benzol was only 11,421,000 barrels higher in 

- _ the first three quarters of 1941 than in the corresponding quarters of / 
- 1940, altogether 18,431,000 barrels were withdrawn from storage | 

between January and September 1941 compared with additions of 

- §2,049,000 barrels added to stocks during the first 9 months of 1940. | 

Imports of mineral oils, crude and refined, constituted 5.9 percent of | | 

the total new supply in continental United States during the first | 

- 9 months of 1941 compared with 5.3 percent during the corresponding 

months of 1940. a | | 

| The chief increases in imports of mineral oils into continental | 

United States from January—September 1940 to January—September | 

1941 were in crude petroleum, residual fuel oil, and distillate fuel oil. 

These increases were offset to a considerable extent by a sharp drop | 

’ in imports of unfinished oils for further processing. 

Exports.—Continental United States continued to be a net exporter 

of mineral oils, but the excess of exports over imports in the first 9 

months of 1940 was reduced from 42,764,000 barrels to 8,206,000 

barrels in the corresponding months of 1941. The excess of exports 

over imports in the first 9 months of 1941 was in refined oils. Actually 

continental United States imported 10,715,000 barrels more crude 

petroleum than it exported during the first 9 months of 1941 compared 

with net exports of 10,194,000 barrels in the first three quarters of 

1940. Owing to the war situation and the difficulty of shipping oils 

to Europe, net exports of gasoline, distillate fuel oil, lubricating oils, 

3 By A. H. Redfield, Petroleum Economics Division, Bureau of Mines. | 

49777943 ——72 | oe
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/ Mineral oils, crude and refined, imported into continental United States, January- 
2 | ‘September 1940-411 - — 

| 7 — . [Thousands of barrels) | 7 

Class Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May | June} July | Aug. | Sept. san. . ot fo. oy cept. 

: Crude petroleum..._.._...........---| 1,950] 2, 343] 2, 895| 3, 169] 4,097] 3, 688| 3,981| 4,223] 3, 9121 30, 258 
Refined products: Se, . a 

- GQasoline, finished .............-.- 18 3} , 24)------ 165s (3 5}. 2 8 79 
Kerosine __-.....---.-----------.-|------]--~---]-----.|------]------|------] - 68}... -- 67 135 
Distillate fuel oil..-..-..---...--.|...--.| 542) 358] 326; 201; 150; 215] . 301 262! 2, 364 

| Residual fuel oil...._-----.--.---] 1, 882| 3,044] 4, 128] 1,930] 1, 327| 2,139] 1,397] 2,384] 1, 709 19, 940 
Paraffin wax. -..-.--.------------ 24 14 19 45 31 8} 19 57 265 243 

a -  Asphalt......----.--.----------.-| 25] lof «= sta st] = 2731 |. 8375 
Unfinished oils, other_.-...-.----| . 813] 671) 564) 734) 761) 687; 775; 689} 583] 6,277 | 

| | | | 4,712} 6,627| 7,993] 6,26! 6, 434] 6, 686] 6, 562] 7,829] 6,622! 59, 671 
- 1988 — | ||} | | | | 

: Crude petroleum. ...........-...---.- 2, 798| 3,371] 3,821| 3,831] 3,866] 4,332] 6,331] 4,327] 4,662] 36,334 
Refined products: | . | , po 

Gasoline, finished __.-...-.....-.-}.-..--|------ Lj_.- efi] eee] 368 232 596 
Kerosine ...-.-....-.---.---------|---.--]------ 43) .-.---}------|----22]-- 22-2] ee. 15 58 
Distillate fuel ofl----.-2--.-...|" 421] 483} 277|" 195] 300] +21] 562)" 4631 +795] 3, 707 
Residual fuel oil__----------.-----| 2,211] 2,616| 4,210] 2, 406] 2, 143] 2,083] 1,085] 2,611| 4, 217] 23, 582 

. Lubricating oil..............-...-].....- Aj... ee} oe fee fee 1 
Paraffin wax. ..--..--------.-----| 1 7 o.---- 7|-.----}------|----2- 3 ‘5 23 
Asphalt........__..-.--.--.-----| 21 54,70} 92) 43/43!" ""jo2! «= gol_—S 57] aa 
Unfinished oils, other_...........| 275} 226 376; 258; 355) 384; 184) 107; 123; 2,288 

| oO 7 __ | 5,703] 6, 758) 8,798] 6,719| 6,677| 7,052} 7, 264) 7,954} 10, 106| 67, 031 | 

7 1 Imports of crude as reported to Bureau of Mines; imports of refined products compiled from data of 
. Department of Commerce; figures may differ slightly from those used throughout other sections of this _ 

report. | 

and kerosine were less in the first 9 months of 1941 than in the cor- 
: responding months of 1940. Residual fuel oil constituted an excep- 

| tion to the refined oils, which are normally exported in greater quan- 
tities than they are imported. Net imports of residual fuel oil 
increased from 7,476,000 barrels in the first 9 months of 1940 to 
12,786,000 barrels in the corresponding months of 1941. 

In absolute amounts, exports and Territorial shipments of mineral 
oils, both crude and refined, were smaller from January to September _ 
1941 than from January to September 1940. The sharpest decrease 
both absolutely and proportionally was in outward shipments of 
crude petroleum. Of the refined oils, the greatest decreases were in . 
exports and shipments of motor fuel, of distillate fuel oil, of lubricating 
oils, and of residual fuel oil.
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Mineral oils, crude and refined, shipped from continental United States and includ- 
| ing shipments to noncontiguous Territories, January—September 1940-41, by 

classes and months ! : a 
(Thousands of barrels] . 

| Total 
Class Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | May | June | July | Aug. | Sept. yan 

| pt. 

1940 | | 
| Crude petroleum.............| 4, 202| 3,327] 4,046] 4,262] 4,886] 5,6021 5,607; 4,170| 4, 260| 40, 452 

Refined products: OO 3 a | 
Motor fuel:? 
Aviation’... _........-.| 155] 125] 2401 302] 415] 646, «210 = 569] += 301 2,972 
Other..........-.....-.-.| 2119] 1,778! 2,016| 1,773| 1,577| 1,935] 1,476| 1,518} 1,606| 15,.798 : 

Total motor fuel._.....| 2,274] 1,903] 2,265) 2,075; 1,992} 2,581; 1,686) 2,087) 1,907) 18,770 | 
Kerosine........-..........| 391, 298; °485| 399] 386) 332) °297| 930) °178| 2,926 : 

: Distillate fuel oil...-.-.-.--| 1,549] 1,234] 2,318] 1,966} 2,130| 2,120] 1,837] 1,469] 947]. 15, 579 
Residual fuel oil_.-.-...-.| 1,139| 769] 932] 1,532] 1,379| 1,959] 1,387| 1,815] 1,552] 12 464 

| Lubricating oil...-...-.-.--| 1,068} 1,089] 1,193] 1,161} 1,173) 1,075) ‘'741| °727| 303] 8, 620 
Paraffin wax.....-...-...-.|  76| 101) 91) ° 68} ° 80} ° 47} 32] 32] 41) "568 
Coke...........-.-.-.---.--| 83{—-27{— «OLS s«-187] =—«-15| 154) = 100] ~=s:181, 135] 1,001 
Asphalt......_...-.........| 106] 133; 104] 162! 169| 194) 137| 176) 93] 1,274 | 

| Miscellaneous oils..----..--| 40} 241, 126) «= 85] 147}, 45S 72) 43) 42] 781 

Total refined...........| 6,726} 5,765| 7,583} 7,585] 7,541| 8,516} 6,219| 6,760| 5,288] 61, 983 

a _ ‘Total erude and refined.| 10,928] 9,092| 11, 629| 11, 847| 12, 427| 14, 208| 11, 826] 10,930] 9, 548]102, 435 

a 1941 | | 

Crude petroleum.............| 1,687] 1,342] 1,988] 2,503] 4,339] 3,934] 3, 651| 3,275| 2,900] 25, 619 

Refined products: | . . . 
Motor fuel: 3 | 

Aviation ’................| 440] 355) 497}  631_~=« 3373}. «Ss 386) =—s«153)777|~—« 483] 3,527 | 
Other....2222-222222772--] 1,608] 868) 1,241) 1,465] 1,215] 876 ‘1, 263) 1,923) 1,992| 12,478 | 

. ‘Total motor fuel__.-...} 2,045] 1,253) 1,738) 1,528} 1,588) 1,262) 1,416) 2,700) 2,475] 16,005 — 
 Kerosine........-.-...-....|. 92) ” 82| ‘1651 180] 171) °112) °110/ 400] 314! 1,626. | 
Distillate fuel ofl-----..----| 1,595] 791] 1,028} 876] 1,156] 1,380) 1,164] 2,300] 1,110] 11, 400 
Residual fue] oil............| 1,002 975} 1,170! 1,378 981} 1, 267 954; 1,600] 1,469} 10, 796 

7 ‘Lubricating oil_..--......-- 534) 744 703 775} 1,118 831) 735 900} . 580} 6,920 - 
Paraffin wax...............| 47] 36, 49] 42 ° 52) 56 60] 60| 72) 474 
Coke__.....................| 87} 75| 52] 85! 178] 157) . 113], 146) 63} — 928 
Asphalt..____._.-.....-...} 120] 741 105] 128| 142| 103} 103] +=—128} = 126|_ 1,029 
Miscellaneous oils. ...-...--- 39 45} 653 68 52 48 48} 50 39 442 . 

| Total refined.......-...| 5,531} 4,075} 5,063] 5,060/ 5,438) 5,216} 4,703| 8,284] 6,248] 49, 618 | 

Total crudeand refined.| 7,218] 5,417} 7,051] 7,563| 9,777| 9,150] 8,354) 11,559] 9,148] 75, 237 

' 1 Compiled from the records of the Department of Commerce; figures may differ slightly from those used 
throughout other sections of this report. 

8 Includes benzol, natural gasoline, and (since June 1, 1940) antiknock compounds. 
8 Includes antiknock compounds beginning with June 1940. Data for January to May 1940, inclusive, 

may be found in motor-fuel section. 

INTERCOASTAL SHIPMENTS ‘ 

Receipts of mineral oils, crude and refined, on the East coast from 
Gulf coast ports were slightly larger in 1941 than in 1940. Crude 
petroleum was the largest single item in these shipments and con- 
stituted 34 percent of the total shipments in 1941. However, ship- 
ments of crude petroleum from Gulf coast to East coast ports were 
9.1 percent smaller in 1941 than in 1940. Increased shipments of 
refined oils, however, more than offset the decrease in shipments of 
crude petroleum from 1940 to 1941. The principal gain was in ship- 
ments of gasoline, which were 9.6 percent larger in 1941 than in 1940; 
however, less kerosine and less distillate fuel oil were shipped from 
Gulf coast to Atlantic coast ports in 1941 than in 1940. 

‘By A. H. Redfield, Petroleam Economics Division, Bureau of Mines.
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_ Mineral oils, crude and refined, shipped from Gulf coast to East coast ports of the 
oo 7 7 _ -. United States, 1940-41, by classes! on coe 

| —_ [Thousands of barrels] _ _ : | 

| | a - : 1941 | ee 
. | Class ss a ee ns Paar : 

Jan. | Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July 

Crude petroleum_..............| 12,887| 11,591] . 12,608] 14,198]. 13,447] 12,318| 13,009 
Gasoline_.._.-.-....----22222-- 10, 035 8, 568 10,021 | 11, 637 18, 877 12,921 | - 11,948 
Kerosine.____-.-.....---.--..- 3, 481. 2, 450 2, 097 © 2,075 1, 310 . 1,200 1, 657 
Distillate fuel oil. ___...._.___-.- 5, 752 4, 687 3, 159 3, 114 2, 774 2, 689 |. . 2, 876 
Residual fuel oi]._._..-...._._-- 7, 403 6, 969 6, 411 6, 613 5, 453 6, 536 6, 004 

- Lubricating oil_....-..2.2.22 222 545 383 | 545 770 ~ 889 854 849 
Miscellaneous oils. -.--...------} 31 4 - 39 9] 92 152 72 

- a : | 40,184 | 34,652] 34,880]. 38,503 | 37,842] 36,670 36, 415 

| _ Class USO ota) . | : | Aug. Sept. |  Oct:.| Nov. Dee. Total a 

-*— Grude petroleum...............| 12,866] 10,704] 10,985} 11,191 | 11,484] 147,288]. 162,063 
Gasoline. _..........- 1-2-2222 L 11,803 |. 9,773] 10,672 10, 020 9,259 | 130, 534 119, 142 
Kerosine.._..-.-...-...-.---..- 1, 724 2,417 | 2,254 2, 401 2, 234 25, 300 27, 262 
Distillate fuel oil_..-........_-- 3, 397 3, 634. 3,211 | ,2,943 4, 384 42, 620 44, 429 
Residual fuel oil_....._.....__-- 5, 871 5, 185 6, 318 7,010 6, 150 75,923 | 67, 346 

. Lubricating oil._....._....._..- 973 590 589 700 |. 461 8, 148 7, 483 Oo 
Miscellaneous oils..._-...-.....| . 141 | 63 75 Mit. «12 956 616 

| | | 36,775 | 32,366 | 34,104 | 34,344 | 34,084 | 430,769} 428,322 - 

oo. | 1 Petroleum Conservation Division, U.S. Department of the Interior.
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- SUMMARY oe | | 

‘The watchword of the natural-gas industry during 1941 was war | 
service, as problems generated by the greatest industrial effort in 
history dominated policy and managerial activities in all parts of the - 

/ country. These problems were mainly of four broad types: (1) | 
_ Gas supply for expanding markets, particularly in the Appalachian 

region; (2) transportation facilities to bring gas to consuming centers 
whose requirements were growing rapidly; (3) availability of materials ; 

- and equipment essential to effective functioning of gas utilities; and | 
(4) measures to protect installations from possible damage by sabo- __ ~ 
tage or enemy attack. As months passed, the solution of these prob- 
lems became more urgent until hostilities opened on December 7, 1941. 
From that date it was fully realized that natural gas, wherever avail- 
able, must aid war production without hindrance, despite increasing 
difficulties. — | 

Marketed production of natural gas, in reaching a new high of 2,770 
billion cubic feet in 1941, exceeded the record of 1940 by 4 percent | 
(see fig. 1). The gain in demand was mostly from industrial consum- 
ers, a8 warm weather restricted domestic gas use to about the level of | 
1940. The sharpest gains were made in use by miscellaneous indus- 
trials (18 percent) and portland-cement plants (29 percent), which felt 
the full impetus of war demands. 

The average value of natural gas at the producing wells is estimated 
to have reversed in 1941 the persistent decline of many years, and to 
have increased to 4.7 cents per thousand cubic feet from 4.5 cents in 
1940. The chief causes were firming tendencies in the field price of 
gas in important southwestern fields and marked expansion of Appa- 
achian gas production. 
The average value at points of consumption increased to about 22.0 

cents per thousand cubic feet in 1941 from 21.7 cents in 1940. A rise 
in the average industrial value to about 10.3 cents from 9.5 in 1940 is 

1 Data for 1941 are preliminary; detailed statistics with final revisions will be released later. 
2 Tables compiled by H. Backus, Petroleum Economics Division, Bureau of Mines. . 

| 1115
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: thought to have more than balanced the effects of declines in domestic 
: and commercial values. The total sales value of natural gas to ulti- 

| mate consumers was about $608,000,000 in 1941-5 percent more than 
in 1940 and the highest on record. os | 

| No imports of natural gas from Canada or Mexico were reported 
during 1941. Exports to Mexico increased 30 percent over 1940 to 

| - about 7,100 million cubic feet, highest since 1936. The small volume 
a of natural gas piped to Canada in the form of mixed gas was about 121 

million cubic feet in 1941, up from 90 millionin 1940. | : | 

| | Salient statistics of natural gas in the United States, 1 987-41 ; | 

| | | Oo oo | 1987 1938 1939 1940 | 1941: 

Marketed production: 7 oe oO fe — | 
California.__...........-.-millions of cubic feet..| 329,769 | 315,168 | 348,361 | 351,950 | 370,000 
Louisiana.......--------------------------d0...-| 315,301 } 283,899 | 204,370 | 343,191 | 410,000 
Oklahoma. __..........--.----------------do.._-| 296,260 | 263,164 | 250,875 | 257, 626 248, 000 

| . TexaS..._.......--------ei----.----.------d0....| 854,561 | 882,473 | 979,427 |1, 063, 538 | 1,060,000 
West Virginia_........-.-.---------.----=-do..--| 149,084 | 134,342 | 159,226 | 188,751 | 210,000 
Other States___............------..------.do....} 462,645 | 416,516 | 444,497 | 455, 166 472, 000 

| Total production.........--.--..--------o--..|2, 407, 620 |2, 205, 562 |2, 476, 756 |2, 660, 222 | 2, 770, 060 

an To Canada......------.--------.----------do0_---] "78 04 76 90 121 
To Mexico.___......----------------------d0-_--- 4, 790 1, 743 3, 046 5, 473 7,100 

Imports from Canada. -...----------.---------d0--.- 289 372 181 |------.---]--.+---.-- 

oe Consumption: | a | | ae . . | 
: Domestic___.-.2---2--.-.---.-..----------do_...| 371,844 | 367,772 | 301,153 | 443, 646 447, 000 

.  Commercial............-.--.---.-1--------d0-.--| 117,390 |. 114,296] 118,334 | 134, 644 143, 000 
oe - Industrial: " . 

a Field__....-...-.--....-...-.....----.-do__-.] 651,320 | 659,203 | 680,884 | 711, 861 640,000. 
- Carbon-black plants...........-.---..do_..-| 341,085 | 324,950 | 347,270 | 368, 802 365, 377 

- Petroleum refineries.............---.-.do----| 113,005 | 109, 741 97,685 | 128,007 | 150,000 
Electric public-utility power plants 2 . - . 

. millions of cubic feet..| 170,567 | 169,988 | 191,131 | 183, 156 203, 323 
Portland-cement plants 3_.............do_-.-| 40, 450 37, 336 40, 233 41, 949 54, 208 
Other industrial_.__...-.-------.------d0---- 597,380 | 510, 811 607, 075 642,594 | 759,871 

- Total consumption.......-.--.-.---.do-_-- 2, 403, 041 |2, 294, 097 |2, 473, 765 |2, 654, 659 | 2, 762, 779 
Domestic. _.....--.--.-----.---percent of total-- 15 | 16 16 17 1 —SF 

| Commercial. ._.......-...--------------.--d0----| 5 5 5 5 —. &§ 
Industrial. ........--.........---...-.-----d0_... - 80 ——«-99 79 78 79 

Number of consumers: oo . ; 
Domestic___.....----------...------- thousands... ‘8, 348 8,570 | - 8, 888. 9, 245 (4) 

—_ Commercial. ......--.---------------------d0__.- 680 695 ~ 715 741 ts 
| Industrial §_____....-.--.2--.-.-----------do_...| 39} 39 40 41 4) 

‘Number of producing gas wells_.......-.-..--.---.--] 55, 050 53, 770 53, 530 53, 880 (4) 
Value (at wells) of gas produced: —- 

Total_.............-..-_--.-thousands of dollars..| 123,457 | 113,571 | 120,243 | 120, 493 130, 190 
Average per M cubic feet.._........--.---cents-- 5.1 4.9 4.9 4.5 4.7 

Value (at points of consumption) of gas consumed: . | 
. Domestic._..:...._-.-.---- thousands of dollars..| 278,577 | 273,070 | 287,600 | 315, 515 316, 476 
Commercial. -_.....----------.------------do....; 57,161 56, 247 58, 494 64, 399 67, 782 
Industrial._......-_-.....-.--_-.-----------do_...} 196,791 | 171,233 | 187,627 ; 197,090 223, 796 

Total value. .................-.......-do..._| 527,529 | 500,550 | 533,721 | 577, 004 608, 054 
Average per M cubic feet: 

Domestic__...--...-..-.-.-.-..---cents_. 73.6 74,2 73.5 71.1 70.8 
Commercial. .-....-..-..-.-.---.-do.-_-- 48.7 49, 2 49. 4 47.8 47.4 

Industrial__.........._.-.......---do__.- 10.3 9.4 9.6 9.5 10.3 
Domestic and commercial____.....do-_--- 67.6 68.3 67.9 65.7 65.1 
Domestic, commercial, and industrial 

cents... 22.0 21.8 21.6 21.7 22.0 
Treated for natural gasoline: , 

Quantity -............--.-millions of cubic feet. .|2, 108, 800 |2, 035, 562 |2, 150, 000 |2, 471, 400 | 2, 900, 000 
Percent of total consumption._-.._.-.---.------- 88 89 87 93 6 105 

1 Subject to revision. 
2 Federal Power Commission. 
3 Chapters on Cement in Minerals Yearbook. 
s Figures not yet available. 
5 Exclusive of oil- and gas-field operators. 
&-Kxceeds 100 percent, as part of the natural gas treated for natural gasoline is not marketed.
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| The number of consumers of natural gas increased 4 percent over 
1939 to a total of 10,027,000 in 1940. More meters were reported in ) 
each of the 34 States in which natural gas is sold and in the District | 
of Columbia. By the end of 1941 the number of meters served with 
natural gas had risen to at least 10,400,000. | | 

3,000-— A : ——. 30 
ii. BE Zé : a KL value at points of consumption | 

SS os prey, orn aol an fi 
¢ 2,000/— 2 , 205|] 

S | a F Marketed production of natural gas _ i | 

| S 1,000 —> Gia — 10g / : 

| 131 90—=~*«~<“‘C*C!~«é eTS™”~*é~<~*SS 340 Tos 

So - Ficure 1.—Production and value ofnatural gas in the United States, 1916-41. a. | 

re LEGISLATIVE AND LEGAL REVIEW — | 

| - A natural-gas and natural-gasoline section was set up in the Office , 
of the Petroleum Coordinator for National Defense on October 23, _ | 
1941. Its purposes are to integrate the activities of the gas industry | 
in production, transportation, and distribution so as to serve the © . 
needs of a dynamic war economy effectively and to eliminate wasteful | 
or nonessential use by the industry of critical materials, particularly 
steel. ee ae Pe a pe ss 

Five district offices were opened, corresponding to those previously 
| established for the petroleum industry, and surveys were begun in each - | 

district to determine the supply-and-demand situation and the prob- | 
lems to be anticipated. On December 23, 1941, General Preference | 
Order M-68 was issued providing for acquisition of materials and 
supplies by oil and gas operators who comply with operating restric- 
tions set up by the Petroleum Coordinator. The spacing pattern 
prescribed for gas wells was one well to each 640 surface acres of land. 
The immediate effect of this order was to. curtail development work 
sharply in some currently active fields, but wildcatting did not seem 
to have been affected. The 640-acre-per-well rule was relaxed later 
in certain shallow producing areas where closer spacing had been 

| common practice. 
An amendment to the Natural Gas Act was signed by the President 

on February 7, 1942, broadening the jurisdiction of the Federal Power 
Commission over construction of natural-gas lines. Henceforth the 
approval of the Commission must be obtained before new gas-trans- 

| mission lines are laid, whether or not the territory to be entered is 
already served by a natural-gas company. | 

The Commission was also given great power over gas rates by an 
important decision of the United States Supreme Court rendered 
March 16, 1942. It provides that’ property valuation, a focus of 
contention for many years, is no longer required as a basis for making
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: natural-gas rates. The ‘‘prudent investment theory” or others may 
| now be used, and courts are directed in future not to set aside rates _ 

that are reasonable and on which fair hearings have been held by 
regulatory bodies. So a | 

- GROSS PRODUCTION | 

In 1940 the estimated gross production of natural gas (3,694,100 
million cubic feet) was 11 percent above 1939. Continued sharp 

_ gains in Texas and Illinois supplied most of the increased volume, with 
West Virginia, Louisiana, and Arkansas contributing materially. 

| Notable declines occurred in New Mexico, New York, and Mississippi, 
oe the last two being caused by shortages of supply. | . | 

| _ Reported gas production from gas wells increased 40 percent from 
a _ 1985 to 1940; the trend was dominated by marked expansion in 

_ Texas and lesser growth in West Virginia, Louisiana, Kansas, and _ 
| - California. The recorded gas output of oil wells increased more 

_ rapidly in this interval, gaining 59 percent. The exploitation of large — 
fields with high gas : oil ratios in Illinois, Louisiana, New Mexico, and 

| Texas was the chief stimulus to this type of gas production. oe 
| _ The. principal change in repressuring and pressure-maintenance ~ 

operations in recent years is ascribed to the spectacular advance of the | 
cycling process in Texas condensate fields, as indicated by volume data 

oo on Texas gas used for repressuring. It was as follows in cubic feet: 
1938, 20 billion; 1939, 105 billion; and 1940, 294 billion. Similar ~ 

| activities in Louisiana are beginning to produce a pronounced upwar? _ 
trend there also. In California and Oklahoma the largest gas-repres- 

: suring volume was reported in 1935, but declining trends have persisted — 
| in both States since that year. | | 

The volume of gas reported annually as stored in depleted natural 
_ reservoirs for future use has been relatively constant since 1935, averag- 

| ing about 12 billion cubic feet a year. However, storage in 1940 was _ 
almost double the low volume of 1939 as the Appalachian States made __ 

| sharp increases. Availability of numerous suitable fields in thisregion _ 
is a great aid to gas companies in meeting the winter peaks in demand 
and permitting longer-term storage. a | 

The apparent loss and waste of gas decreased slightly in 1940, 
dropping to 655,967 million cubic feet, or 18 percent of the estimated 
gross production. Large reductions were shown in Louisiana, New 
Mexico, and Texas. Waste of gas in Illinois became important in 
1938, with the new flush oil development, and increased rapidly 
throughout 1940 in the absence of State regulation.
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_ Gross production and disposition of natural gas in the United States, 1989-40, by 
_ . States, in millions of cubic feet . 
en ns 

os Estimated production! = | . Estimated disposition 

. . From gas | From oil Total — Marketed | Repres- | Stored in}. and 
Oo ' wells wells . production | suring | ground waste 2 . 

- 1939 oo fet ote 

Arkansas..........-.--- 6, 200 17, 800 24, 000 10, 107 952 {_...-..--- 12, 941 
California.........-...- 27, 000 403, 000 ' 430, 000 348, 361 22, 487 5, 918 53, 234 
Colorado..._........-.-| 1, 850 450 2, 300 2,015 j-.---.----|---------- 285 
Milinois_...........-...- 1, 200 | 61, 800 63, 000 2, 746 397 |....----.-] 59, 857 

_, Indiana...........-.-.- - 950 450 |. 1, 400 791 {..--------]--.------- 609 
Kansas..........-.-..-- 66, 000 | 44, 000 110, 000 |. 80, 556 1, 436 3 425 27, 925 
Kentucky.-_..........- 48,500} 4,500 53, 000 47,771 208 }_....-.... 4, 845 
Louisiana.........-..-- 288, 000 125, 000 413, 000 294, 370 9,340 j...------- 109,290 
Michigan. ._.--......-- 9, 150 2, 250 11, 400 10, 726 |..--..----]---------- 674 
Mississtppi........----- 15, 290 10 15, 300 14, 627 |.---...-..]--------.-| 738 . 
Missouri.---.....--.---| 640 10 _. 650 -  §BS fi... ] eee 112 
Montana..........----- 22, 800 1, 200 - 24, 000 . 23, 178 23 jiu. -- ee] 799 
New Mexico. ...---.--- 35, 000 110, 000 145, 000 60, 284 31 |..----..-- 84, 685 , 
New Yérk-.-....--..--- 30, 900 100 31, 000 29, 222 85 |..-..-...- 1, 466 - 

. Ohio. ....-...-.....---- 40, 600 3, 400 44, 000 36, 469 3,995 | 4687 3, 345 
Oklahoma..-.....-..-.. - 76, 000. 234, 000 310, 000 250, 875 13, 896 65 45,042 
Pennsylvania. -_.......- 97, 000 6,500 |. 103, 500 93, 882 733 - 6831] — 8,437 a | 
Texas. .......--.-----.- 880, 000 450,000 | 1,330,000 979,427 | 105,000 j.....-.-..] 245,353 
West Virginia__........ ‘158, 000 } 14, 000 - 172, 000 159, 226 2, 946: 6 106 _ 9,446 i 
Wyoming....-...-..---|. 22,500. 22, 200 44, 700 26, 614 9, 872 |.........- 8, 014 : 
Other States 7.........- 5, 240 10 «6,250 }.. 6, O71. | ---.----2.]----.----- 179 - 

oe 1, 832,820 | 1,500,680 | 3,333,500 | 2,476,756 | °171,401 | — 8,032 677,311 ; 

1940 § | . : 

Arkansas............... 8, 500 32, 500 41, 000 14,379 860 |.....-.-.. 25, 761 
California.............- 25, 200 404, 800 430,000 |  § 351,950 12, 145 6, 287 59, 618 vs 

7 Colorado-....-...------ 2, 500 400 2, 900 2,533 |..........]--------.- 367 : 
Tilinois................- 1,100 129, 900 131, 000 8, 359 749 j....-..--- 121, 892 8 
Indijana...............- 1, 200 2, 000 3, 200 1,187 }..-....-..]...-----.-] _ 2, 068 ; 

_ ‘Kansas.......--........ 75, 000 40, 000 115,000 | 90,003 2, 817 9 1, 162 21, 916 
Kentucky.....-...-..--|  54,000/ 5,000 59, 000 53, 056 210 | 16.483 4,711 | 3 
Louisiana..............| 285,000 150, 000 435, 000 343, 191 21, 000 |.......-.- 70, 809 - 

es Michigan... ...-..-...-- 10, 000 4,000 14, 000 12, 648 |...--.----}----------] 1, 352 . : 
Mississippi--_.......---- 6, 500 300 6, 800 6,365 |.-.....-.-|----....-- 435 ~ 
Missouri. .....-..-....- . 390 10 400 —- B10 Jee} eee 90 

~ ‘Montana.-_............- 25, 900 1,300; 27,200 26, 231 |.......---]--.---...- * 969 | 
. New Mexico......-...- 32, 000 94, 000 126,000 | . 638,990 31 |-...-....- 61, 979 

New York--_....-...-.-- 15, 100 100 15, 200. 12, 187 12 41 414 2, 696 
Ohio-_...........--..--- 46, 400 3, 600 |. 50, 000 | 40, 639 3,050 | 133,706 5, 218 
Oklahoma...........-.- 90, 000 220, 000 310, 000 257, 626 14,463 | - 794 36, 744 , . 
Pennsylvania. ........- 96, 000 6, 000 102, 000 90, 725 826 | 131,723 9, 212 
Texas. .-............-.-| 1,100,000 475,000 | 1,575,000 | 1,063,538 | 204,000 }..-..-...- 216, 937 
West Virginia.........- 193, 000 12, 000 205, 000 188, 751 ‘3, 583 14 426 9, 572 
Wyoming a gotct2o 22, 000 18, 000 40, 000 27,346 9,170 |...---..-.- 3, 484 . 
Other States 7.........- 5, 390 10 5, 400 5, 258 |..-...-..-|---------- 142 

2,095,180 | 1,598,920 | 3,694,100 | 2,660,222 | 362, 916 14, 995 655, 967 

em cA SE SS SS : 

i Marketed production plus quantities used in repressuring, stored in ground, lost and wasted (see foot- 
no : 
2 Includes gas (mostly residue gas) blown to the air, shrinkage at natural-gasoline plants, and transporta- 

tion losses but does not include direct waste on producing properties, except where data are available. 
mn eee, Sproximately as follows: 220 million cubic feet in Texas, 122 million in Oklahoma, and 8 

on . 
¢ Produced approximately as follows: 86 million cubic feet in Kentucky, 4 million in Pennsylvania, 406 

million in West Virginia, and 191 million in Ohio. 
§ Produced approximately as follows: 227 million cubic feet in New York, 444 million in Pennsylvania, 

128 million in West Virginia, and 32 million in Kentucky. 
~ 6 Produced approximately as follows: 58 million cubic feet in Kentucky and 48 million in West Virginia. 

' Ronn Dakota, § South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, and Washington. 
u revision. | 

milk Froduced approximately as follows: 373 million cubic feet in Oklahoma, 525 million in Texas, and 264 
on ansas. 

10 Produced approximately as follows: 183 million cubic feet in West Virginia and 300 million in Kentucky. 
11 Produced approximately as follows: 109 million cubic feet in Pennsylvania and 305 million in New Yor. 
12 Produced approximately as follows: 397 million cubic feet in Kentucky, 2,216 million in West Virginia, 

and 1,003 million in Ohio. 
18 Produced approximately as follows: 178 million cubic feet in Kentucky, 424 million in West Virginia, 

and 1,121 million in Pennsylvania. | 
% Produced approximately as follows: 148 million cubic feet in Kentucky, 7 million in Pennsylvania, and 

271 million in West Virginia.
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: s MARKETED PRODUCTION | a 

, A new peak in marketed production of natural gas was attained in 
1941—an estimated total of 2,770 billion cubic feet, 4 percent above 

| . 1940. Larger output from producing States was general, but Loui- | 
ss ss lana, apparently made the greatest gain. Production in Oklahoma 

declined slightly, and that of Mississippi and of New York fell sharply | 
oa as available gas reserves continued to shrink, lacking the stimulus of 

| substantial new discoveries. — | | | 
| Final 1940 data show expansion of output in all producing States 
/ except Mississippi, New York, Pennsylvania, and the ‘‘Other”’ group 

| of small producers. New York reached a sharp peak in gas produc- 
tion in 1938 and Mississippi in 1939, followed by unusually abrupt 

a Natural gas produced in the United States and delivered to consumers, 1986-40, by 
: | States, in millions of cubic feet | . 

| | | [ | lwew a F ot i my | ag ; Es, rl “ i ss i 
1936.........| 8, 500] 320,406] 3,687| 865] 2, 241| 69, 178| 43,903] 290, 151| 7, 167| 11, 821] 23, 003| 33, 928 

a 1937__---..--| 9, 690| 329, 769] 3, 186| 1,040] 1, 551| 83,890| 55, 719| 315, 301| 9,080] 13, 348| 24, 765] 46, 337 
1988_........| 11,301] 315, 168} 1,904; 1,169) 1,299) 75, 203] 46, 163] 283, 899) 10, 165} 13, 656/ 21, 216| 50, 706 
1939_____---"| 10, 107| 348,361} 2015) 2,746) ” 791] 80, 556] 47, 71| 294, 370| 10, 726| 14, 527| 23, 178) 60, 284 
1949_____.._-| 14,879] 351,950} 2,533| 8 359| 1, 137] 90,003] 53, 056| 343, 191| 12, 648| 6, 365| 26, 231| 63, 990 

: : } : | 7 Value at points 
7 ofconsumption — 

| | _| Penn- West ~~ f 
Year | York | Oblo | toma | sy! | Texas | Vir- | Tne |states| Total otal | Av 

| : 2 sands of Mcublo 
| po dollars) (cents) 

1996.......--| 12,431] 46, 094] 280,481 110, 362| 734, 561| 138,076} 29,822. 725| 2, 167,802| 476,813] 22.0 
1937__..----| 21,325] 42, 783] 206, 260/115, 928) 854, 561] 149,084] 31,023] 2, 980| 2, 407, 620] 528,354] 21.9 
1938__......-| 39, 402) 35, 257] 263, 164) 76, 547) 882, 473} 134,342} 26,678] 5,850] 2, 295, 562} 500, 698 21.8 
1939. ._......| 29, 222} 36, 469} 250, 875) 93, 882) 979, 427] 159,226) 26,614] 5,609) 2,476, 756/ 534, 240 21.6 . 
to4p.--------] 12, 187] 40, 689| 257, 626] 90, 725,068,588] 188, 761] 27, 346] 6, 568) 2,660, 222| 677,990) 21.7 

3 The average value of natural gas at the wells, which has been falling 
steadily for many years, reached a new low in 1940 at 4.5 cents per 
thousand cubic feet. Contributing to this decline have been reduc- 
tions in average sales prices for gas in the field in nearly all producing 
districts and—of perhaps greater influence—the shift in location of the 
chief sources of gas supply from the old eastern fields to the Southwest, 
where unit costs of producing gas are much lower. Suggestive of 
these two processes are the following data: In 1928 the Appalachian 
States as a group sold 22 percent of the total marketed production of 
natural gas in the United States at an average wellhead value of 21.1 
cents. per thousand cubic feet. The principal southwestern gas- 
producing States marketed 57 percent of the total for the United States 
at a corresponding average of 4.7 cents per thousand cubic feet. In 
1940 the same State groups marketed 15 and 68 percent, respectively, 
of the total at average values at the wells of 14.8 and 2.1 cents per 
thousand cubic feet. |
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Natural gas produced and consumed in the United States in 1940, by States _ | 
. . ; ; / . 

co - Produced and delivered to consumers, including Consumed, including receipts from - 
- . deliveries in other States oo, other States 

| : Estimated value | Value at points of a Value at points of 
Quantity at wells consumption - Quantity - consumption | 

state |_—-—__ - ——_———_——“{_—-—-— 
Aver- Aver- Aver- 

Per- | 888 age Per- age 
rmathia per M per M ‘ per M 

| Meubie |cent) Total | cubic} Total | cubie| Mcuble | cent) Total |cubie _ 
feet of feet fi feet of 

total ce eet total feet 
a (cents) (cents) (cents) 

Ala.....|.------2-2---|-----|---------e-|--.----|-----------|-------| 28,461,000] 0.9] $5,794,000] 24.7 
Ariz__...|.--------.---|_0--} eee] ee -] ee ee 18, 002, 000 .7| 5, 253,000) . 29.2 
Ark..... 14, 379,000} 0.5) $510,000 3. 5} $2, 622, 000 18. 2 39, 719, 000 1.5| 7,244,000; 18.2 

. Galif7777] 3515950; 000] 13.2] 19, 604, 000| 5. 6| 90,006,000] 25.6] 351,950,000] 13.3| 90,006,000| © 25.6 | 
Colo---- 2, 533, 000 -1}.. 100,000 3.9 573,000} 22.6 22, 111, 000 .8| 7,995, 000 36. 2 

— pO pL | “4 686} 000] 12] 3, 262,000] 69.6 
Fla. TT] h4gij000f = 11] 449, 0001" - 30.3 : 

| Ga. ITT] 20) 851, 000] 8} 7, 867,000] 38.3 
Tll.....-| "778; 359, 000|~~73|” "208, 000] 2. 7|__1,. 587,000) 18.6] 88,088,000] 3:3] 40,232,000) 45.7 
Ind...2-| 113770001 '3| —154,000| 13.5| 661,000] 58.1! 29,214,000} 1.1) 10,059,000) 344 
Towa_-...|_.-----------|_-.--]_---------_]-------|_------.---]_-----.| 28, 460, 000 .9| 8,611,000] 36.7 
Kans....;. 90,008,000) 3.4! 3,537,000; | 3.9] 31,931,000} 35.5) 96,772,000} 3.6 21, 057, 000 21.8 
Ky......| 53,056,000] 2/0} 6,903,000] 13.0! 22,936,000, 43,2 18,881,000] _.7| ‘8,433,000 44.7 | 
La.....7| 343; 191/000] 12. 9| 10, 968,000! 3.2/ 63,577,000] 18. 5| 185,089,000] | 7.0| 22,759,000 12.3 
Md._.| |) 75} 855,000] 12} 2, 108,000] 36.0 
Mich..-. 12, 648,000; .5) 1,561,000} 12.3] 8,339,000 65. 9 32, 790, 000 1, 2} 28, 247,000; 86.1 

Minn.|_.....-.-.---|_--|.-.. 0. -|-o---w-|---c-eee---|-------| 19, 904,000]: 7] 8,276,000] 41.6 | 
Miss. ___| "6, 365,000|.2| 294,000} 4.6] 1,637,000] 28. 7| 17,657,000} .7| 5,101,000} 28.9 
Mo._-_..- 310, 000; (1) 41, 000 13.2 166, 000 53.5] | 53,141,000} 2.0) 20,197,000} 38.0 
‘Mont.._| 28, 231/000] 1,0] 1,178,000; 4.5] 7, 132,000 27.2] | 22,328,000] 8 5,572,000) 25.0 
Nebr....)_..------.---]_.---]_.-.-.----_J].------]_----------|------- 20, 087, 000 .8| 7,330, 000 36. 5 

| N. Mex.| 263,990,000] 2.4] 485, 000/_1.5| 10,317,000} 16.1] 40,198,000] 1.5| 4,633,000] 11.5 
N.Y ....| 212,187,000] .5| 2,980,000| 18.7] 8,246,000] 67. 7| 27, 250,000] - 1.0] 18,958,000] 69.6 

ON pak pp |) 1728, 000; 53} 664,000] 38. 5 
Ohio_..-|"~~40, 639,000| 1.5 6,803, 000| 16. 7| 20,850,000| 51.3] 129,856,000| 4.9] 66,707,500] 51.4 
Okla_...| 257,626,000) 9.7] 3,813,000 1. 5] 31, 603, 000 12.3] 230,806,000}. 8.7] 22,295, 500 9.7 
Pa___...| 490, 725,000} 3.4! 18, 009, 000 19.9} 41, 733,000) 46.0] 121,230,000; 4.6 50, 456, 000 41.6 
8. Dak_- 9,000] (1) 600} 6.7 3'000| 33.3| 6,454,000; .2| 2,210,000] 34.2 
Tenn.__- 9,000/ (2) 1,000] 11.1 3°900| 33.3| 16,819,000, .6| 5,425,000] 32.3 | 
Tex_ __._|5 1,063,538,000/ 40.0) 19, 356, 000 1, 8/151, 580, 000 14.3] 874,294,000] 32.9} 63, 544, 000 7.3 

~ --Utah777| 75, 124'000] 2} 176,400} - 3.4] 1,063,000} 20.7} - 14,802,000, .6| 3,079,000] 20.8 7 
Va__.... 80,000] (1) 8,000] 10.0 ” 81,000] 101.3 963, 000 © 900,000} 93.5 | 
Wash. __| 36, 000] (1) 3,000, 8.3] 37,000] 102.8 36,000} (1 37,000) 102.8 
W.Va...| 188,751,000] 7.1| 23,179,000| 12.3} 76,065,000|  40.3| | 77,540,000} 2.9] 19,388,000] 25.0 
Wryo..--| 27,346,000] 1.0| 801,000) 2.9] 5,221,000) 19.1] 17,459,000] 7] 2,855,000] 16.4 

Tota:| 7 | | fo : 
1940 .|2, 660, 222, 0001100. 0120, 493, 000] 4.51577, 939,000] 21. 7|2, 654, 659, 000| 100. 0/577, 004,000] 21.7 | 
1939.12’ 476, 756, 000|100. 01120, 243, 000| 4.91534, 240, 000| 21. 6|2, 473, 765, 000) 100. 0/533, 721,000] 21.6 : 

| 1 Less than 0.05:percent. : | | | 
2 Includes 685,000 M cubic feet piped to Mexico. oe | 
8 Includes 54,000 M cubic feet piped to Canada. . 
4 Includes 36,000 M cubic feet piped to Canada. | . ; 

 § Includes 4,788,000 M cubic feet piped to Mexico. . 

| WELLS - | 

Reported completions (2,911) of gas wells in 1941 were 22 percent 
larger than the 1940 total and exceeded the number reported in the 

previous peak years of 1937 and 1929. Operators throughout the 

Appalachian region stepped up their drilling sharply as actual and 

prospective requirements threatened to tax all developed producing 

capacity. The increase in Appalachian completions approximated 
that of the entire country, as minor gains and losses in other districts 

about balanced each other. | 
The total number of producing gas wells on December 31, 1940, 

increased slightly over that on the corresponding date in 1939 to 53,880. 
Indicated abandonments of gas wells in 1940 were 2,032 a reduction
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- from 2,385 in 1939. Reports indicate that in recent years abandon- _ 
ments of old gas wells have exceeded total gas completions in the 
United States; thus, on December 31, 1930, 55,020 gas wells were 

| reported, indicating that in the past decade 1,140 more gas wells 
| have been abandoned than have been drilled. OS 

- a Gas wells in the United States, 1939-41 , by States : | 

| Producing | Drilled | Producing | Drilled 
State Dee. 31, during Dee. 31, |. during 

Oo | “1930” | 19402 1940’ | 19411 

| Arkansas..........-.----------------+eseeee eee eeenee ee 190 13 190 2 
California....---....--..---..--22-2--2-2s--2---------- 80 15 90] | 2B 

| .  Colorado.....-..------------------------------- +--+ ---- 20: I- 20 4 
Mlinols. ..-- 2222272227722 80 15 90 | 13 

| Indiana_...--....--..----..--22----sssee--e----------| 960 77: 970 56 
Kansas........--.2s22ssseescsssce nese seseeeeeeoes stole 2,140} 130 2, 100 102 
Kentucky ..--.-----------------------------------------| ° 22,840 128 22,400 | 255 

Louisiana. __---....-.-.-..--.-.--.-- 2 -----eee 1, 520 99 1, 530 | - 1 

Michigan. - ....-----------------+-------2-20---7--7777- an oe ne a % 
Missourl. 222 110 80 120 18 
Montana.........-.------ 2-2 e eee eee] 370 49 .410 59 
New Mexico. .--.-.-.--.------- eee eee 90 19 ~ 100 19 

7 New York...20.0 020 2,040 20 2,030 18 
7 : Ohio... --2.-- sec aseeeeceececeeseceeeeeseeseseeen| 270 491 6, 300 701 

Oklahoma.......-..--.-sscssscsseccseseceeeeeseseeesee| 2420 176 2, 430 159 
Pennsylvania.....-....-ss..0-.s2sssssssescsssessseee| 18,100 273 | 18, 130 386 
TOXAS__.-.-----2.o--ssecssseeceseceeeeecseeeeeseeeeee| 3,120 [989 3,150 | 204 
‘West Virginis..........--..-2 2-22. 13, 200 487 13, 300 |. 5658 
Wyoming...__....-....---sseceeneeeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeeef HO | 81. 110 8 

| Other States §..2222 200027022 “80 2 30 6 
| ee a | 53, 530 2,382 | 53, 880 2, 911, 

| 1 From Ol and Gas Journal and State sources. | : 
3 Tennessee included with Kentucky. . 
8’ North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Virginia, and Washington. 

| TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS | 
: War needs have caused rapid developments in the use of natural 

gas and its liquefied gases as constituents in the production of an 
, ever-growing list of essential chemicals. Many well-known substances 

that have long been made from other source materials—for example, 
ammonia, ammonium nitrate, acetylene, certain anesthetics, and 
alcohols—are now being, or soon will be, produced in quantity by 
processing the ligher hydrocarbons associated with petroleum. In | 
addition, entirely new compounds frequently are developed and put 
to use. Valuable new explosives, for instance, have been produced 
by nitration of methane and synthesis of nitro-hydroxy compounds. 
_ An interesting process for dehydrating alfalfa has been developed 
in Kansas. It 1s preferable to sun drying because it preserves the 
vitamin A content by preventing the destruction of carotin, a carbo- 
hydrate from which vitamin A is derived. The dehydration of 
vegetables by natural-gas heat is growing rapidly in California and 
promises to spread to other States. The shortage of transportation 
facilities, particularly shipping, resulting from the war is an active 
stimulant to use of foods that are dehydrated before shipment, reduc- 
ing both the tonnage and bulk to be moved. 

Few people apparently have realized until recently the extent to. 
which the efficiency of gas pipe-lines has been reduced by corrosion 
and accumulation of dirt inside pipes. A few experimental runs were
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| made with scrapers adapted from types commonly used in cleaning 
the interior of oil and gasoline lines. A surprising quantity of debris a 
and miscellaneous scrap metal was brought out; in consequence, | | 

| the effective capacity of the pipe was increased materially. System- a 
atic cleaning programs, as carried out by one large gas company in | 
Texas during 1940 and 1941, have improved line efficiencies 15 to 25 
percent. A much wider use of cleaning devices for the interior of gas | 
lines is anticipated when the design of scrapers and the techniques of 

| using them are improved, further. BC a 
| Two circumstances are thought to have fostered for some years 

| comparative neglect of gas pipe-line interiors by tending to mask true | 
| performance characteristics. First, the old formula that has been | 

used most widely in calculating pipe-line capacity is now recognized © : 
as inaccurate for high-pressure lines in that it indicates line capacity | ) 
materially below actual for clean pipe. Second, few large gas lines 
operate at or near maximum capacity in actual practice, except for 

_ brief periods of peak gasdemand. Therefore, opportunities to observe 
line performance under conditions of stress are neither frequent nor — | 
prolonged, | a 7 a _— 

| REVIEW OF FIELD DEVELOPMENTS BY STATES | 

| _ Arkansas.—Records of the Arkansas Department of Revenue 
indicate that natural-gas production in Arkansas in 1941 was 24,617 
million cubic feet, a 10-percent increase over 1940. Output of the | 

_dry-gas fields in the northwestern district increased 18 percent to 
6,384 million cubic feet and that of the southern fields 7 percent to 
18,233 million cubic feet. | i , : | 
Important new markets for Arkansas natural gas will be provided 

by industrial plants. projected under the war-production program at : 
~~. Malvern, Benton, Little Rock, and Pine Bluff.. The new gas load is : 

expected to exceed 150 million cubic feet daily and will be obtained | 
chiefly from the McKamie, Macedonia, and Dorcheat fields, whose 
combined gas reserves exceed 400 billion cubic feet. | 

Treating plants are under construction that will remove the sulfur 
and liquids from the gas.efficiently before it enters transmission lines. | 
About 200 tons a day of marketable sulfur will be recovered as a by- 
product, as well as 70,000 or more gallons a day of natural gasoline | 
and liquefied petroleum gases. — | a } 
Two discovery wells that produced gas and condensate were reported 

in 1941. InJ uly the Macedonia field, Columbia County, was opened 
in sec. 16, T. 18 S., R. 21 W. by No. 1 Franks, which produced 330 
barrels of condensate with gas from the Smackover limestone at 
8,906 to 8,914 feet. The Patton field, Lafayette County, was dis- 
covered in November, when No. 1 Moore, in sec. 29, T. 17 S., R. 24 
W., found 215 barrels a day of condensate with gas at 9,312 to 9,340 
feet in the Smackover limestone. : 

Four condensate wells were completed in the Macedonia field in 
1941, 11 at McKamie, and 2 at Dorcheat. One gas well was reported 
in sec. 3, T. 18S., R. 13 W., Union County, which had a daily capacity 
of 20 million cubic feet from a depth of 3,569 feet. Only two gas 
completions were listed in the northwestern counties. One of these, 
in the Alma field, Crawford County, sec. 6, T. 9 N., R. 30 W., was 
drilled to 6,578 feet; the other, in sec. 31, T. 10 N., R. 26 W., Franklin
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oo County, was completed for 12 million cubic feet a day from a total 
depth of 1,717 feet. : a oe 

7 | Repressuring with gas of the Jones oil sand in the Shuler field began 
in 1941 under a unit operating agreement fostered by the State reg- 
ulatory authorities. By this means gas will be conserved, and recover- 

| able oil reserves are expected to be increased materially. - | 
— California.—For the first half. of 1941. marketed production of 

| natural gas in California was 184,554 million cubic feet, a 7-percent 
increase over the comparable 1940 period. The source of information. 
is a report from E. F. McNaughton, California Railroad Commission. __ 
The volume of gas reported blown to the air—17.1 billion cubic feet | 

| during the first half of 1940—was reduced to 7.3 billion for the similar __ 
, period in 1941 after the peak of flush. oil production at Montebello 

a had passed. | | : co | 
| Discoveries in 1941 included three oil fields with relatively high : 

| gas : oil ratios—Raisin City and Riverdale in Fresno County and ~ 
Helms in Kings County. Large gas reserves were proved at Raisin 

, , City. A new dry-gas field of undetermined importance was discovered 
_ 12 miles southeast of the Tracy gas field, San Joaquin County, The 

| gas comes from a thin sand at relatively shallow depth. Several new 
_ _ productive zones were discovered in fields throughout the State. The 

. Paloma gas and ‘‘condensate”’ field was extended west and southeast. 
| On March 24 all producing wells in this field except dry-gas wells 

- were shut in to eliminate excessive waste of gas and pressure drop 
| _ pending adoption of a unit plan of operation for gas injection and | 
| pressure maintenance. The wells were still shut in at the end of 1941. 

In the Cole’s Levee field important gas production was developed 
| in 1941 about 3,000 feet above the oil-producing formation. Gas- 

utility pipe lines are conveniently near this field. 
Completions in gas fields during 1941 numbered 18,-of which 14 were 

: at Rio Vista, 2 at Vernalis, 1 at McDonald Island, and 1 at Delano. _ 
| In addition, 3 gas wells were reported at Cole’s Levee, 1 at Union 

| Avenue, | at Elwood, and 1 at Santa Fe Springs oil fields. | 
L , All rights to the La Goleta gas field were acquired in 1941 by a utility 
- company. Large compressor units and other equipment were in- 

_ stalled to prepare the field for use as a gas storage reservoir. | | 
| The increased demand for gas resulting from war activities has 

strained the capacity of some gas producing and transmission facil- _ 
ities. To guard against critical shortages of gas, the California Rail- 
road Commission instituted a general investigation covering the State 

_ gas reserves, consumers’ requirements and the ability to meet them, | 
and the economic factors relating to industrial use of gas as opposed to 
oil or other fuels. | 

Colorado.—Natural-gas production continued to expand in 1941 to 
2,713 million cubic feet—30 percent above the 1940 output. The 
data are taken from a report by L. G. Snow, acting supervisor, Geologi- 
cal Survey, United States Department of the Interior, Casper, Wyo. 
Withdrawals from the Powder Wash field were begun in June 1941 
after an outlet was provided by laying an 8-inch line connecting with 
the Salt Lake City transmission system in the Hiawatha field. 

The Powder Wash production was 477.3 million cubic feet. Hia- 
watha and Thornburg production increased to 1,996.6 and 114.2 
million cubic feet, respectively. The output of other fields declined 
and was as follows, in millions of cubic feet: Berthoud 50.4, Craig
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4.2, and Garcia 70.2. Small amounts of gas were used in the field, ae 
- and 110.3 million cubic feet. were estimated to have been wasted in 

connection with the production of oil in the Wilson Creek field. - 
: Four gas wells were completed in1941, with a total daily initial capac- | _ ity of 30.1 million cubic feet; two of these were at Powder Wash and 

twoat Hiawatha. | | | 
_ Llinois—Natural gas produced and marketed, exclusive of that | 
used for field purposes, increased 46 percent to 1,699.4 million cubic | 
feet.in 1941, as reported by A. H. Bell and G. V. Cohee, Illinois Geolog- — 
ical Survey, Urbana, Ill. The gas was produced in five fields, as : follows: Russellville and. Ayers gas fields, 863 and 13.4 million cubic : feet, respectively; and Salem, Louden, and Albion oil fields, 165, 536, 
and 122 million cubic feet, respectively. The Salem and Louden gas 
is residue from gasoline plants. _ SP 

| Hight new gas wells were drilled in the Russellville gas field during 
_ 1941, and one was abandoned, leaving 48 active. The productive | 

area of the Buchanan sand is about 1,600 acres and of the Bridgeport 
| sand 260 acres. The initial daily production of the new wells averaged : about 2 million cubic feet... — | | : | - a 

Estimated gas production of the Louden pool during 1941 was 13.7 7 
billion cubic feet, and the daily average at the end of the year was 
about 36 million. Two gasoline plants process 15 million cubic feet : 
daily, and 6 million cubic feet of residue gas are injected into the oil- : 
‘producing sands. A line to St. Elmo.and Brownstown takes about 1.4 _ 

_. million cubic feet of residue gas a day. | | | | 
Salem-field gas production during 1941 is estimated to be 35.4 | 

billion cubic feet, and production was about 82 million cubic feet | 
daily at the end of the year. Three gasoline plants process 59 million 

| cubic feet a day, of which 4 million cubic feet are returned to oil sands 
and 1 million used in Salem, Centralia, and Mount Vernon. __ | oo 
‘The Centralia field produced only 1.8 billion cubic feet of gas during | | 

_ 1941, the daily output having declined to about 4 million cubic feet - 
in December; about 100,000 cubic feet a day were being returned to - 
producing formations. | . Ho | 

In the Storms field, the daily rate of gas production had declined 95 | 
percent in 2 years to 5 million cubic feet atthe end of 1941. Estimated | 
1941 output of gas was 2.2 billion cubic feet. Injection of 120,000 | 

: cubic feet a day was begun during 1941. 
The New Harmony, Griffin (Indiana), and Keensburg oil fields 

_ produced an estimated 9 billion cubic feet of gas in 1941, the daily 
production being about 25 million cubic feet. A gasoline plant under 
construction is designed to take 20 million a day of this gas, and it is 

| planned to return the residue gas to producing sands. a 
The Albion pool, Edwards County, now making about 1 million 

cubic feet of gas a day, produced about 445 million cubic feet in 1941 , 
part of which was sold to a brick plant at Albion. 
_A group of fields of the Central Basin area in Jasper, Richland, 
Clay, Wayne, northern Hamilton, and northwestern White Counties 
increased their estimated gas output to 24.5 billion cubic feet during 
1941. The new Johnsonville field, Wayne County, supplies more 
than one-third of this volume. | 

| The fields on the south and southwest margin of the Illinois Basin 
in southern Illinois produced an estimated 14.5 billion cubic feet of 
gas. These include, among others, the more important producing
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pools, such as Woodlawn, Jefferson County ; Benton, Franklin County; 

| | and Rural Hill, Hoodville, and Dale, HamiltonCounty,. = 

| - —Indiana.—Production of natural gas increased 9 percent in 1941 to 

1,355 million cubic feet, chiefly m consequence of new supplies from = 

the North Glendale field discovered in 1941 in southern Daviess _ 
County and from old wells in the Unionville gas field, Monroe County, 

| which had been shut in since discovery. Information is taken from _ 

~ a report by Robert G. Reno, State gas supervisor, Indianapolis. 

~The North Glendale field was discovered in sec. 16, T. 2 N., R. 6 

mo W., in June 1941 by the McCracken No. 1, which produced one-half 

| | million cubic feet a day from the Cypress sand at 728 to 735 | 

feet. Seven gas wells were completed by the end of 1941. An isolated 
| gas well was completed in the old, abandoned, Francisville field in 

southern Pulaski County. It made one-half million cubic feet, with 
a a rock pressure of 155 pounds. No other gas wells have been com- 

: _ pleted in the area. _ oe Coe a | 

Gas completions fell from 77 in 1940 to 56 in 1941 owing to the 

sharp decline in drilling in the Rockport field, which was largely drilled 
| up in 1940. Development work in the Old Trenton area increased. 

Four additional Trenton wells were completed in the Unionport field, 

| Randolph County—a 1940 discovery—and the field began producing 

- about one-half million cubic feet of gas a day commercially in the 

latter part of 1941. Gas-well completions, by fields, included: 

| _ Buffkin' 1 (no market), Greensburg 12, North Glendale 7, Iva 2, 

Harrison County 6, Loogootee 1, Merom-Raley 3, Oatsville 1, Rock- 

oe port 3, Unionville 1, Unionport.4, Veale 1, and Old Trenton (many 

counties) 13. | a a 

| Gas production from most fields decreased moderately in 1941, 

although rather sharp declines were reported from the Harrison County 

and Troy-Tell City fields. The Rockport field, which now supplies: 

| about one-third of the Indiana gas production, increased its output 17 

| percent in 1941. Production in 1941, by fields, in millions of cubic 

| feet was: Alford 60, Francisco 4.5, Greensburg 177.9, Harrison County 

100, Hudsonville (cluding North Glendale) 31, Loogootee 5, Oak- — 

town 96.6, Rockport 461, Shelburn-Grayville 33.9, Old Trenton 

(including Randolph County) 200, Troy-Tell City 1.5. 7 

The Harmon gas field was abandoned in 1941 after 12 years of 

production. The Troy-Tell City field is almost depleted and probably 
will be abandoned in 1942. | 
Kansas.—Marketed production of natural gas in Kansas increased 

10 percent in 1941 to about 99 billion cubic feet. Although small 
declines in output of most fields were the rule, a few large fields— 

notably Cunningham, Hugoton, and Thurber—had sherp increases, 

according to the Kansas Corporation Commission records. The 
McLouth field in Jefferson and Leavenworth Counties, which did not 
produce during 1940, had an output of 1,667 million cubic feet in 1941. 

| The more important gas-producing fields were drawn upon for the 
following volumes during 1941, in billions of cubic feet: Hugoton 36.4, 
Cunningham 18.0, Otis 9.0, Medicine Lodge 7.1, Burrton 4.5, McPher- 
son County 4.2, Thurber 3.4, and Lyons 2.4. _ 

According to a report by R. P. Keroher, Kansas Geological Survey, 
102 gas wells were reported in 1941—52 in eastern Kansas and 50 in 
the western part. Thirteen of the western wells and three of the 
eastern made oil with the gas.
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Seven gas discoveries were reported, of which only one was in the | 
eastern part of the State—the Robinson pool, Marion County, in sec. oo 
15, T. 20 S., R. 5 E., where one well found gas in sand in the lower 
Cherokee formation. New gas wells were reported in certain eastern 
counties, including Cowley, Greenwood, Jefferson, Leavenworth, and _ | 
Johnson. Development of the McLouth pool, a 1939 discovery, in 
Jefferson and Leavenworth Counties, was much the most important - ) 
gas activity in eastern Kansas. A total daily potential of 260.6 

~  mnillion cubic feet was obtained from 39 wells. — , | 
Western Kansas discoveries were the Bergtal (sec. 22, T. 20 S., ~ 

R. 15 W.) and Krukenberg (sec. 11, T. 19 S., R. 15 W.) pools in Barton oo 
| County, the Zook (sec. 16, T. 23 8., R. 16 W.) pool in Pawnee County, 7 

| the Preston (sec. 18, T. 26 S., R. 11 W.) and Ward (sec. 11, T. 26S., oo 
| R. 12 W.) pools in Pratt County, and the Hitz (sec. 4, T. 24S., R. 12 7 | 

W.) pool in Stafford County. The Bergtal and Zook pools produce | 
from the Arbuckle limestone; the Krukenberg from the Lamotte . 

| sand; and the Preston, Ward, and Hitz pools from the Viola limestone. _ . 
New production was developed in old fields as follows: Otis pool § 

had three wells with 24.6 million cubic feet of daily potential; Rick a 
pool, one new well good for 1.8 million; Silica, two wells with 5.2 | | 

_ million; Kipp, two small wells; Zenith, three wells with 8.8 million; 
- Medicine Lodge, one well with 22.8 million; Orth, one well with 38.4 wie 

million; and Thurber, three wells with 38.4 million. In the Cunning- | 
ham-Cairo district of Kingman and Pratt Counties, 16 new walls ) 

| were drilled, with a total daily capacity of 190.5 million cubic feet. 
_. Three of these were old wells that found deeper production. In the 

Hugoton field a daily potential of 184.1 million cubic feet was devel- 
oped from 11 new wells. | | - | 

According to available reports, which are not complete, the total | 
| daily potential of gas brought in during 1941 was 825.4 million cubic 
- feet, of which 33 percent (276.7 million cubic feet) was in eastern a 

Kansas. This represents a considerable decline in total new capacity | 
from 1940, despite a sixfold increase in eastern counties owing to the 
exceptional McLouth-pool development. _ | | | 

 . Kentucky.— Drilling for gas in eastern Kentucky, particularly in the 
Big Sandy area, was about 100 percent more active in 1941 than in : 

_--:1940 because of the growing need for gas in industrial districts to the __ 
north and east. A total of 233 gas wells was reported compared 
with 113 in 1940. The most active counties, with the number of 

' gas-well completions, were: Floyd 65, Pike 72, Knott 45, Martin 32, 
and Johnson 14. In western Kentucky, 23 gas completions were 
reported in 1941 compared with 12 in 1940; 3 were in Ohio County, | 
2 m Muhlenberg, 2 in Daviess, 5 in Clay, 4 in Jackson, 4 in Knox, and 
3inClinton. — 

Marketed production of Kentucky gas is estimated to have increased | 
12 percent in 1941 over 1940, owing chiefly to increased movement 
into West Virginia and Ohio. 

A new gas field producing from the Big Six sand was opened in _ 
Johnson County 4 miles west of Paintsville. Extensions of gas- 
producing areas were made in Pike and Knott Counties. 

| In 1941 four deep tests to the Knox dolomite (Cambro-Ordovician) 
were completed in eastern Kentucky; all were failures. These wells 
were in Magoffin County on the Paint Creek uplift, in Elliott County 
on the Burke dome, in Laurel County on the Sinking Creek dome, and 

| in Clark County in the Ruckerville fault area. | 
4977 79—13—_—-13
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-  Lowsiana.—In north Louisiana, gas-well completions in 1941 
| increased to 93, or 24 percent. Forty-eight of these were in the - 

Monroe gas field, and the remainder were scattered. Reported gas 
completions in south Louisiana totaled 12 in 1940 and 18 in 1941. 

| The producing formation at Monroe has been extensively treated 
with acid in recent years resulting in the satisfactory revival of many 
old wells of low current capacity, = — Bc 

Four gas discoveries were reported in northern Louisiana in 1941. — 
| | Of possible wide significance was the finding of commercial quantities 

of oil or gas in the Smackover limestone for the first time in Louisiana. _ 
| The discovery well was No. 1-A Meadows in the Lisbon field, Clai- 
a borne Parish, which was completed as a gas and condensate well from | 
| | 10,148 to 10,398 feet. In sec.-36,-T. 12 N., R. 3 E., Caldwell Parish, 

ae the No. 1 Lowe made 15 million cubic feet of gas from the Wilcox 
. formation at 2,173 to 2,178 feet, after being plugged back from 4,009 

feet... Three miles northwest of Lisbon, in sec. 11, T.21N.,R.4W., | 
| the No. 1 Alford opened a new area when it produced 5 million cubic 

| | feet of gas and 80 barrels of condensate a day from the Pettit lime at _ 
6,098 to 5,112 feet. A shallow discovery, in the Eocene at 1,462 to 

) , 1,465 feet, was made by No. 1 Hughes in sec. 22, T.8 N., R.1 E., | 
_ La Salle Parish, good for 10 million cubic feet of gas after it had been 

| plugged back from the Wilcox at 4,092 feet total depth. _ a | 
In the Louisiana Gulf Coast section eight discoveries, all from the 

: Miocene, were reported—one dry gas and seven condensate producers. 
The gas discovery, Bay Decherre in La Fourche Parish, was shallow | 

| (2,460 to 2,528 feet); but all the condensate wells were deep, producing 
at 6,750 to 10,883 feet. The latter were: Point Aufer and Lapeyrouse, _ 

| ‘Terrebonne Parish; Belle Isle, St. Mary’s Parish; De Lacrois Island, 
: Plaquemines Parish; Lakeside and Pecan Lake, Cameron Parish; and. 

Lewisburg, Acadia Parish. 7 | a ae | 
| Records of the Louisiana Department of Minerals indicate that 

gross measured gas production in 1941 was 574.8 billion cubic feet— 
375.1 billion from gas wells and 199.7 billion from oil wells. North 
Louisiana produced 333.3 billion cubic feet from gas wells and 66.0 

| billion from oil wells. South Louisiana produced 41.8 billion from gas 
wells and 133.7 billion from oil wells. Gas processed for gasoline 
extraction rose from 145.2 billion cubic feet in 1940 to an estimated __ 
250 billion in 1941. Several pipe-line construction projects increased 
the facilities for transporting Louisiana gas to important markets in 
other States during 1941. - | 

| About 55 billion cubic feet of gas were returned to producing forma- 
_ tions in pressure-maintenance operations during 1941, or more than 

double the volume in any previous year. Three major projects were 
operating—at Tepetate, Ville Platte, and Cotton Valley—in addition 
to small ones. The cooperative installation at Cotton Valley is the 

, largest in existence, having a rated daily capacity of 150 million cubic 
: feet of gas. It started operating in July 1941. Liquid-product pro- 

duction is expected to exceed 10,500 barrels a day. | 
A fourth large pressure maintenance project, at South Jennings, 

Jefferson Davis Parish, began operating during the last week of 1941. 
Michigan.—Reported natural-gas production reached a new high 

of 15,092 million cubic feet in 1941, or 6 percent more than in 1940, 
according to information from F. R. Frye, petroleum engineer, 
Michigan Department of Conservation.
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In all, 97 gas wells were drilled, more than in any year since 1936. 
Activity was due chiefly to the development of fields discovered in 1940 
and to the discovery and partial development of the Deerfield pool in 
western Isabella County—an extension of the old Broomfield pool. 
The discovery well—Winesburg No. 1, sec. 20, T. 14 N.,R. 5 W.—_ 
was completed in March 1941 for 2.2 million cubic feet of ga: a day 
from the Michigan Stray sand at 1,292 feet. Twelve wells drilled in 
1941 provided 2,000 acres for production. Further development is 
expected. Six wells were drilled in the Broomfield pool. | 
~The Reed City gas field, Osceola County, discovered in November 

1940, was expanded to cover 4,100 acres by drilling 24 gas wells. 
Production is from the Michigan Stray sand at 1,150 to 1,250 feet. © 

_ Sixteen gas wells were completed in the Marion gas field, Clare and 
Osceola Counties. Proved territory covers about 5,000 acres. Five 
wells were added to the Riverside pool, Missaukee County, increasing 
its probable productive area to 1,600 acres. 7 

The Bateson No. 1 test in sec. 2, T. 14 N., R. 4 E., Bay County, 
which blew out in 1940 with a heavy flow of wet gas from 7,776 feet, | 
was deepened to a record 10,445 feet. It penetrated the St. Peter | 
sandstone but being dry in the deeper zones was plugged back to 
7,800 feet and completed as a gas and “‘condensate’’ well. 

In the Salem field, Allegan County, the Heasley No. 1 in see. 21, 
| T. 4 .N., R. 13 W., was completed as a gas well in the Salina formation , 

at 3,792 feet. Open-flow capacity: was 304,000 cubic feet and closed 
' pressure 1,150 pounds. The Evart gas pool was discovered in Novem- | 

| ber 1941 by Wirth No. 1 in sec. 22, T. 18 N., R. 8 W., Osceola County. 
It made 388,000 cubic feet from the Michigan Stray sand at 1,467 feet. 
Two additional wells were drilled in 1941. 

, A well in sec. 7, T. 18 N., R. 7 W., Osceola County, found 1.9 million 
cubic feet of gas in the Michigan Stray sand at 1,528 feet to open a 

- new producing area. A second well-was drilledin 1941.- - 
- Four Berea-sand gas wells.completed in the Deep River pool in | 

-_ Arenac County at 1,500 to 1,550 feet proved an area of about 8006 | 
acres. The largest of these wells made 3.5 million cubic feet a day. | 

3 Perhaps the most important gas discovery of 1941 was made by | 
Turner No. 1 in sec. 15, T. 3 S., R. 4 W., Calhoun County, 60 miles 
from the nearest gas well. A reported daily flow of 10.5 million cubic | 
feet was found in Traverse limestone at 1,609 feet. Closed pressure 
was about 720 pounds. — 

Mississippi.—At the end of 1941 the Jackson gas field had 23 pro- | 
ducing wells; all but 5 were producing some salt water with the gas. 
Total gas production in 1941 was 3,878 million cubic feet, a reduction 
of 39 percent from 1940, according to information supplied by H. M. | 
Morse, supervisor of the Mississippi State Oil and Gas Board. 

Of five wells drilled on the Jackson structure during 1941, four were 
completed as gas wells and one was a dry hole. In addition, a 1940 
dry hole was completed as a gas well in January 1941 after it blew | 
in from a depth of about 1,100 feet while casing was being pulled. 
Nine wells in the field were abandoned during 1941. 

The Jackson field continued to yield the only commercial gas 
production in Mississippi. Casinghead-gas production in the Tinsley 
oil field is negligible; in fact, gas is piped in for fuel. 

Missouri.—Information from Frank C. Greene, geologist, Missouri
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| Geological Survey, indicates that gas completions and new capacity 
fell off sharply in 1941 from the 1940 totals. Of the 18 gas wells | 
drilled, 9 were in the Polo field, Caldwell County (a 1940. discovery), 
and had a total daily open-flow capacity of 4.4 million cubic feet. 

| The Prairie Point field, Platte County, had 5 new wells with total 
daily capacity of 7.9 million cubic feet; 4 small wells were drilled in 
Jackson County. No new gas areas were opened. ee 
Montana.—Completion of 59 gas wells in 1941 marked a continued 

expansion in gas development since the low point in 1938, when only | 
21 were reported. A report by L. G. Snow, acting supervisor, Geo- _ 

| logical Survey, United States Department of the Interior, Casper, 
Wyo., is the source of information. Only one new well was in wildcat | 

_ territory; drilled in sec. 18, T. 35 N., R. 4 E., Liberty County, it 
opened the Haystack Butte field in November 1941, when it flowed 
1.3 million cubic feet of gas a day from two sands in the Colorado 
shale at 1,938 and 2,162 feet. _ Oo OS 

| | Twenty-nine wells were drilled at Bowdoin to comply with lease 
agreements and to prepare for unitization of the field. The Kevin- | | 
Sunburst area had 9 gas completions; Cedar Creek had 7. The 

| _ remainder of the new wells were scattered in other fields§ 
Marketed production increased 7 percent in-1941 to 27 319,244,000 

a cubic feet. Production of the Bowdoin field more than doubled, as 
| it supplied a substantial portion of the gas requirements of the pipe- 

: line system formerly dependent on Cedar Creek alone. Cedar Creek 
_ withdrawals were reduced 12 percent to conserve its gas reserve for 

future peak loads. The production rates of other fields did not change 
radically from 1940. It is estimated that 13,214 million cubic feet of 
gas were used for domestic and commercial purposes (increase, 14 
percent) and 14,152 million for industrial purposes (increase, 1 percent). 

The two active gasoline plants in Montana processed 7 percentmore 
: gas in 1941 than in 1940. - The absorption plant at Cut Bank handled , 

10,565 million cubic feet, from which it extracted over 4 million gallons 
of natural gasoline and liquefied gases. At the Dry Creek plant, — 
200 million cubic feet of gas were processed and 59,000 gallons of 

| natural gasoline recovered. . : 

Number of wells and natural gas produced in Montana in 1941 , by fields ST anaes nnn 
Number of | Marketed | .Gas used Estimated | Estimated ; wells pro- | gaspro- | for repres- field use waste 

Field ducing gas} duction suring : . 

oat” | feepele | Meabic | Testa” | teepe 
Bowdoin. --_ 22-22-22 eee 93 | 2,334,855 |... 500 2, 000 Bowes..........-.-------2--- eee 13 577, 240 |... |e ie 1, 000 Box Elder. _-____.---.-2-2- 2222222222 ee 7 479, 393 |.-...-----.-|_-.--------- 500 Cedar Creek.__...___--_--2- 2-2-2 ee 159 | 6,642, 516 |... fee 10, 000 Cut Bank.._.....______...._-___.--.._.... 87 | 11,426,478 |_......-_. |... 100, 000 Devon___._.._.-.------2 2222 9 310, 664 |--...-_--.-__]_---- 22-2 ee 500 Dry Creek____.-___-.--2- 22-2 6 | 1,060,381 |--.....---__]__.________ 2, 000 Hardin._______- 2-22-22. 61 82,071 |--_-..------|_-.--_--- ee 800 Haystack Butte..._......__.-.-.--- 2 2 1 13, 152 |_--...2-2. |e Le. 1, 500 Kevin-Sunburst____......._.._.__._______. 190 | 3, 408, 472 7, 200 20, 000 18, 250 Whitlash...... 2722002222772 17] ‘984,022 |. | 100 

Total Montana._.....-..__.__..____. 643 | 27, 319, 244 7, 200 20, 500 136, 650 

1 Compiled by Oil Conservation Board of Montana. 
? Data supplied by L. G. Snow, acting supervisor, Geological Survey, U. S. Department of the Interior.
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| _, New Mezxico.—Gas-well completions in southeastern New Mexico —S_ 
- in 1941 about doubled the 1940 record in both number and initial | 

| capacity, according to information supplied by Foster Morrell, acting — 
| ‘supervisor, Geological Survey, United States Department of the . - 

Interior, Roswell, N. Mex. Thirteen wells had a total initial daily  __ 
production of 158.5 million cubicfeet. == | | a a 

Gas marketed from the Lea and Eddy County fields totaled 36,472 
‘million cubic feet, 30 percent above the 1940 total. Only about 1 | - 

_ percent of this gas came from Eddy County.. The throughput of - oo 
+ gasoline plants was 109,756 million cubic feet, a 13-percent gain over _—_ 
1940. Gas lift, other oil-field uses, and venting without zasoline-plant , 
treatment are estimated to have consumed 19,289 million cubic feet. oo 

_ About 50 billion cubic feet of residue gas presumably were blown to the | 
_. air. One gas pipe-line company has arranged to market increased Oo 

-__- volumes of residue gas in future. ee a | oe 
_. A shallow gas discovery: was reported in Eddy County in August. : 

_ The No. 1 Willis in sec. 14, T. 20S., R. 28 E., made 3 million cubic feet _ | 
.. of gas from the Permian at 830 to 930 feet. — | CO a. 
-__In the northwestern part of the State, six gas wells were drilled in | 

_. 1941 with a total initial capacity of 10.4 million cubic feet. Gas 8 
production was 28 percent larger than in 1940 and totaled 3,677 million . __ | 

_ cubic feet. The output of Fulger Basin increased severalfold in 1941 SO 
7 to 600 million cubic feet. Withdrawals from other fields increased = 
_ moderately; Kutz Canyon produced 2,053 million cubic feet, Ute | 

Dome 985 million,.and Blanco 39 million. = | oo | 7 
, New York.—Drilling for natural gas in the Oriskany sandstone = 

obtained a smaller total of initial production. during 1941 for the a 
| _ fourth successive year, according to information supplied by C. A. | 

Hartnagel, State geologist. From a daily peak of 403.4 million cubic : 
_ feet in 1937, the initial productive capacity has fallen to 91 million in 

~ ---:1941. Of 42 wells drilled in 1941, 18 were producers compared with ~ 
: 1940 totals of 50 and 20, respectively. —- —- ae | 7 

_ . Allegany and Steuben Counties continued to lead in development, == 
._ although Steuben replaced Allegany in 1941 as the area in which nearly : 

all the substantial new production was found. Allegany County | 
| slipped badly from 13 wells with 84.6 million cubic feet initial capacity : 

in 1940 to 2 wells with 8.3 million in 1941. Comparable datafor Steuben 
: County were 3 wells with 13.6 million cubic feet capacity in 1940 and 

14 wells with 82.1 million in 1941. Half of the 42 Oriskany tests __ | 
_ drilled during 1941 were in Steuben County. In Cameron Township | 

_ all five of the wells drilled were successful, and their new daily produc- . 
tion totaled 35.8 million cubic feet of gas. Three of five wells drilled | 
in West Union Township came in with a total production of 39.3 

. mnillion cubic feet. In Howard Township six wells drilled in 1941 were 
all small producers, but they are closely spaced and the life of the field 
may be short. | 
Other exploratory wells to the Oriskany sandstone were drilled in 

Tompkins, Chemung, and Wyoming Counties; of these, ovly two in 
the city of Elmira (Chemung County) gave production, and it was | 
small. As a whole, the known fields producing from the Oriskany 
sandstone are being rapidly depleted; numerous tests during the last 
few years have failed to find any important new Oriskany pools. | 
The Wayne-Dundee field, where gas from the Oriskany sandstone was | 
discovered in 1930, is now being used for storage of gas. a 

| ;
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| North Dakota.—Natural-gas production has been unimportant in 
the past in North Dakota, but growing interest in exploration by oll =| 
companies may presage a more active future. Wilson M. Laird, | 
State geologist, has furnished the following information. __ _ | 

Five gas wells were drilled in 1941 in a southeastern extension of | 
the Cedar Creek (Mont.) field, in the extreme southwestern corner of 

7 the State. At the end of 1941, eight small gas wells on the North | 
| Dakota side of the State boundary were producing from the ‘‘Eagle’’ 

sand. They were shut in except for November and December, when > 
| 47 million cubic feet of gas were withdrawn. The gas is piped into | 

7 Montana, where it enters the large pipe-line system that supplies _ 
parts of the Dakotas and eastern Montana. —s_—| ce 

| In the Souris River gas area in the vicinity of Mohall, a number of 
small gas wells have produced for years from the Dakota sandstone, 

i which occurs there at a depth of about 1,000 feet. The gas is used 
locally in a few homes, as the supply apparently is too small to en- | 

ae ‘courage commercial exploitation. Small amounts of gas are also | 
) produced and used locally in an area near La Moure in the south- © 
| eastern part of the State. It comes from the Dakota sandstone | 
| with artesian water. oe - | - 

| Ohio.—A 27-percent increase in drilling during 1941 resulted in 43 
percent more gas-well completions and a 72-percent increase in volume 

| _ of initial gas capacity. These ratios indicate a fair degree of success | 
for the intensive efforts to develop more gas in Ohio. Data are taken | 
from a report by Kenneth Cottingham, chief geologist, Ohio Fuel Gas 

| Co. The average initial capacity per well mcreased from 581,900 
cubic feet in 1940 to 702,000 in 1941. Larger average wells were 
completed in all producing formations except the Trenton, in which 
activity was negligible. By : 

— The Clinton sand continued dominant as a source of gas, with 325 
| - wells averaging 1,092 thousand cubic feet of gas a day. Gas comple- 

tions in other sands, with average initial daily capacity in thousands 
of cubic feet, were: Shallow sands 162 with 381 average, Berea 150 

| with 188, Ohio shale 26 with 191, Oriskany 7 with 432, Newburg 29 
- with 1,356, and Trenton 2 with 50. | 

A total of 35 counties—five more than in 1940—reported gas-well 
completions in 1941. The most active counties, in order, were: 
Licking 102, Meigs 63, Athens 60, Washington 46, Muskingum 45, 
Knox 43, Noble 34, and Monroe 31. The sharpest gain in number of 
wells was in Meigs County. | | 

Four deep tests were drilled through the Trenton limestone. A 
, small show of gas was encountered in one of them in a sandy formation, 

called the St. Peter, at 3,975 feet in sec. 21, Jersey Township, Licking 
ounty. : 
Clinton-sand development was most active in Licking County, 

_ where 91 gas wells were completed, most of them in the area northeast 
of the city of Newark. Thirty-nine Clinton gas wells were drilled in 
Knox County and 45 in Muskingum. The largest well of the year in 
Ohio was Winters No. 1, in sec. 5, Salt Creek Township, Muskingum 
County, which made 12 million cubic feet from the Clinton sand at 
4,123 feet and had a closed pressure of 1,120 pounds. Two other 
Clinton-sand wells in Muskingum County and two in Morgan Count 
tested 10 million cubic feet or more initially. A Newburg-sand well 
in Independence Township, Cuyahoga County, yielded 6 million cubic 
feet a day from a depth of 2,720 feet.
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In Washington Township, Harrison County, several Clinton wells | 
| were drilled ; two of them made producers of 471,000 and 365,000 cuhie 

feet of gas initial daily capacity from depths below 5,800 feet. Another | 
deep well made 559,000 cubic feet of gas from the Clinton sand with 
total depth of 5,289 feet. It was drilled in sec. 26, Union Township, 
Tuscarawas County. A number of deep dry holes were drilled in | 

: eastern. Ohio through the Oriskany or Clinton sands, the deepest 
going to the Clinton at 7,887 feet in sec. 19, Smith Township, Belmont 
-County; this was the second-deepest hole ever drilled in Ohio.  - oe 

Oklahoma.—Continued decline in production of natural gas from 
_ oil wells caused a 6-percent drop in gas production for 1941 to 254,881 

_ million cubic feet, according to the Oklahoma Tax Commission. A 
3-percent increase in production from gas wells to 90,529 million cubic 

| feet was overbalanced by an 11-percent decline in casinghead gas 
: output to 164,352 million cubic feet. | | - | 

_ Although drilling for oil and gas increased moderately in Oklahoma __ 
in 1941, owing in part to a.30-percent increase in wildcatting ventures, 
gas-well completions apparently declined slightly to about 175 from 

. about 180 in 1940. Most of the gas wells continued to be drilled in the 
2 old eastern areas, led by Muskogee, Okmulgee, Creek, Wagoner, 
- Okfuskee, and Latimer Counties. Nine gas completions were reported : 
- In the Chickasha field and 5 at Cement, adding materially to produc- | 
‘tive capacity of these important fields. One well. drilled in eastern 
—_ Texas County increased the already vast area proved for gas pro- 

4, duction. OB | Oo , 
A total of 14 gas discoveries was reported—2 in the Wilcox sand, 3 

In the Cromwell, and 1 each in 9 other formations above the Wilcox. | 
| By counties they were as follows: Hughes 2, Lincoln 2, Okfuskee 2, 

and 1 each in Carter, Le Flore, Osage, Pontotoc, Pottawatomie, 
_ Seminole, Stevens, and Texas. A new pay formation was found in the : : 

- _ Centrahoma area of Coal County when a well in sec. 27, T. 2 N., R. 
OK, jade 10.6 million cubic feet a day from a sand at a depth of | 

| 1,340 feet. | 7 : | 
_ Gas output of the Oklahoma City field continued to shrink rapidly 
as pressures in several sands declined below pipe-line intake pressures. 
The oil operators who blew many billions of cubic feet of gas to the air : 
to produce oil as rapidly as possible now regret the current absence of a 

/ vast quantity of natural gas at low prices such as would make repres- 
suring profitable. | oe | | | | 

The volume of gas piped from Oklahoma fields to markets to the 
- north and east probably was 10 percent larger in 1941 than in 1940, : 

due chiefly to increased. takings from the Chickasha-Cement district 
and from Texas County. _ 7 

_ Pennsylvuania.—The outstanding trend during 1941 in Pennsylvania 
gas fields was intensification of development in shallow-sand territory, 
according to information from J. G. Montgomery, Jr., vice president, 
United Natural Gas Co. This was the natural result of increased 
gas demand from war-stimulated industry and the foreshadowed 
exhaustion of the northern Oriskany sand fields. 

The active drilling campaign resulted in several discoveries; the 
most important was probably the Armbrust pool in Westmoreland 
County, where about 600 acres were proved for Fifth-sand gas produc- 
tion, with the limits of the pool still undefined. Average initial open- 
flow capacity of the wells was 780,000 cubic feet and reservoir pressure
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1,015 pounds at the year end. Fifteen wells had been completed by — 
the end of 1941, and 24 more were being drilled. — Se 

‘Jn Kast Franklin and Sugar Creek Townships, Armstrong County, 
| -. .@ small gas pool was discovered in the Hundred Foot sand. A Kane 
-.-- gand_-well in Oliver Township, Jefferson County, completed for an 

initial daily production of over 2 million cubic feet, spurred activity in | 
- ¢hat region. In western Fayette and eastern Greene Counties a num- — 

| ber of wells with an initial daily open-flow capacity of 1 to 5 million | 
- eubic feet were completed in the Big Injun sand and Mississippian. — 

| | A well in Forward Township, Allegheny County, made 9 million cubic 
. feet a day from the Bayard sand of the Upper Devonian. Thesmaller | 

- | capacity of wells drilled recently in the Sliverville pool, McKean 
-County, formerly prolific in gas as well as oil, indicates that it is near-— 

ss ngexhaustion, sis - : oo 
| ~- Commercial exploitation of gas from the shallow Portage shales of __ 

- western Erie County was attempted. Initial daily volumes varied 
a widely but averaged about 900,000 cubicfeet. © | 
oe _Oriskany-sand development resulted in one small discovery and 

extension of the producing area of one field. The discovery well in 
a Bingham Township, Potter County, made about 1 million cubic feet — 

of gas a day from the Oriskany sand. Five scattered dry holes were _ 
- drilled to this sand in the Potter-Tioga Counties district. The Sum- , 

: mit gas pool, Fayette County, was extended 1 mile southwestward 
with the completion of three wells in South Union Township. Their 
initial daily capacities were 1, 2, and 3 million cubic feet from the 

| Chert zone of the Onondaga formation and the underlying Oriskany 
| | sandstone. Three more wells were being drilled in the field. In © 

| Stewart Township the deepest test ever drilled in Pennsylvania shut _ 
down at 8,498 feet after encountering only 16,000 cubic feet of gas 

a in the Oriskany. | — | 
a Three Oriskany. exploratory. wells, drilled respectively in North , 

' Sewickley Township (Beaver County), Springfield Township (Mercer 
County), and West Franklin Township (Armstrong County), were 

- completed as dry holes; the last two holes did not encounter the 
Oriskany sandstone. Other Oriskany tests were being drilled in ~ 
Greene, Beaver, and Westmoreland Counties. | | 

a _ Asmall show of gas was found in the St. Peter sandstone in a well © 
_ in Springfield Township, Erie County, which penetrated this formation _ 

- an Pennsylvania for the first time. : 
Ce Gas production from shallow sands increased greatly during 1941, 
--.. whereas Oriskany-sand production from the Potter-Tioga Counties 

+ fields continued its decline from 6.5 billion cubic feet m 1940 to 3.75 © 
oo ~ billion in 1941. | | 
—..._- Blow-outs due to. high-pressure gas pockets in the Marcellus shale | 
—.. were overcome at the Beaver County Griskany test by drilling a pilot | 

| hole ahead of the larger tools and then reaming. Other operators 
_ _ have carried a column of brine in the hole to combat this nuisance. 

~ .. South Dakota.—No wells were drilled in South Dakota during 1941, - 
a - according to information from E. P. Rothrock, State geologist. The 

small gas production at Pierre and Fort Pierre continued to be — 
oo _ separated from artesian water and marketed locally. | | 
_....* Geological and geophysical prospecting. by major oil companies 

-.. continued in 1941. Large areas are under Tease in central and extreme 
-._. - western South Dakota, and some wiidcat drilling may be attempted | 

. - . In the spring of 1942.
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Tennessee—Kendall E. Born, assistant geologist, Department of a 
~ Conservation, Nashville, Tenn., reports that natural gas is marketed 

from a producing leases in two areas in Tennessee—Sunbright in north- mo 
| erm organ County and Jamestown in Fentress County. | a 

A small volume of gas is obtained from oil wells 5 miles northwest : 
of Sunbright which produce from beds of lower Mississippian age at oo 
1,150 to 1,400 feet. A 2-inch pipe line serves the small community. , 

- ‘Four shallow wells about 3 miles south of Jamestown produce gas _ a 
" from fractured limestones of Trenton age. The gas was piped into 

Jamestown about 2 years ago, but no production figures are available. en 
Texas.—Gross gas production in Texas continued its upward trend 

to new high levels in 1941 to total about 1,740 billion cubic feet, as — 
estimated from incomplete State reports. Gas wells are thought to _ 

| have produced about 1,200 billion and oil wells 540 billion cubic feet. — 
Asin 1940, operations of cycling plants in condensate fields expanded . , 

rapidly (30 percent) ; about 420 billion cubic feet of gas were processed, a 
. accounting for the increase in gas-well output. During November | 

| and December 1941, recycling plants returned an average of 1,200 a 
| million cubic feet of gas a day to producing formations under high | 

_ pressures, and the total daily intake volume of these plants slightly an 
. . exceeded 1,400 million cubic feet. The average yield of petroleum | 

liquids of all types from these plants was about 1.1 gallons per thou- 
sand cubic feet of gas processed. At the end of 1941, 280 producing _ Oo 
wells were connected to. recycling plants, an increase of 37 during the 
year. , | | So : | - os 

. Gas-well completions reported totaled 294 in 1941, an increase of 5 © - 
: over 1940. Panhandle completions slumped from 81 in 1940 to 49 in | 

1941, and Eastern Texas completions were off slightly from 59 to 54. a 
| Modest gains were reported in other areas, led by Southwest Texas 

with 18 more gas wells to a total of 88 in 1941 and North Central a 
Texas with a gain of 17 to 54. ee | Oo | 7 

In 1941, 23 gas and condensate discoveries were reported, comprising 
8 condensate producers and 15 dry gas wells. The Eastern Texas - 
district had 3 condensate discoveries—Pleasant Grove, Rusk County; 
Willow Springs, Gregg County; and Grosbeck, Limestone County. 
These fields produce from the Woodbine, Rodessa, and Pettit forma- | 
tions, respectively. In the Hawkins field, Wood County, a substantial | 

: gas reserve was indicated in the sub-Clarksville sand just above the 
| Woodbine oil sand. , - | 

“In North Texas a single gas discovery was made by No. 1 Mosely, 
which produced 2.2 million cubic feet of gas from the Bend series at 
4,498to4,510fett. 8 ° a . | 

: On the Gulf coast, condensate discoveries were reported at Needville 
in Fort Bend County and Vienna in Lavaca County, producing from 
the Frio and Wilcox formations. A gas area was opened at Navidad, 
Jackson County, by No. 1 Terrell, which found pay in the Frio at 
3,786 to 3,793 feet. 

Of seven discoveries listed in Southwest Texas, five produced from 
the Jackson formation. Two of these were condensate wells at 
Genevieve, Bee County, and Rios, Duval County. Dry gas dis- 
coveries were made at Chaparosa and East Colorado, Jim Hogg : 
County, and Heard, Bee County. A Frio sand condensate discovery 
was made at Coloma Creek, Calhoun County; and at Steamboat Pass, 
also in. Calhoun, a well made 32 million cubic feet of gas from the Cat- 

: ahoula at 2,880 to 2,885 feet. -
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| In West Texas a wildcat produced 2 million cubic feet ot gas from a 
| limestone at 1,250 feet at Baldwin in Menard County. == | 

Eight dry-gas discoveries were reported in West Central Texas. _ 
| Largest initia] capacity was from the No. 1 Hendricks, which made 13 

million cubic feet a day from the Cisco at 1,476 to 1,489 feet to open 
the Crites pool in Haskell County. In Stevens County an unnamed 

a pool: was opened by No..1 Wheland, which made 10.5 million cubic | 
7 feet of gas from the Marble Falls limestone at. 4,077 to 4,095 feet, and 

the Loving pool was discovered by No. 1 Walls Pasture Co., which ~_ 
found 1.2 million cubic feet in the lower Caddo lime at 4,069 to 4,082 

| feet. Other discoveries were: Kirk pool in Eastland County and 
| Greynolds pool in Brown County which produced from the Caddo. 

lime, the Elliott pool in Shackelford County which made gas from the 
Canyon limestone, the Silver Valley pool im Coleman County which 

. produced from the Fry sand (Strawn), and the Noland pool in Palo 
Pinto County which produced from the Strawn series. = = | 

oo _ . Utah.—Production of natural gas increased 9 percent in 1941 to | 
- 4,705 million cubic feet, as reported by L. G. Snow, acting supervisor, 

: Geological Survey, United States Department of the Interior, Casper, 
7 Wyo. The Ashley Valley field, which furnished the only commercial 

| gas production in Utah in addition to the Clay Basin field, was ex-- | 
hausted after producing only 15 million cubic feet in 1941. The wells 

oe were being abandoned and materials salvaged at the year end. The. 
: - Last Chance gas field, with one well available, remains shut in because 

| of its isolated location and unknown reserves. | | , y 
. At Farnham 102 million cubic feet of carbon dioxide were taken 

from. one well and used in the manufacture of dry icen = ©. 
The only new gas well in the State in 1941 was completed in the 

Clay Basin field, with an initial daily capacity of 19.2 million cubic — 
feet. Clay Basin has been operated. under. a unit agreement since 
January 1, 1940. It now has seven gas wells in the Dakota sand and | 
two in the Frontier, which is not very productive. One Dakota well 

-. to each 600 acres is deemed to be productive. a | 
Washington.—Unofficial reports indicate that natural-gas produc- 

tion in Washington ended in August or September 1941 with the 
shutting down of the depleted Rattlesnake Hills field and capping of 
the wells. Butane or propane gas probably was substituted for natural 
to meet obligations to customers in the Yakima Valley towns that 

| have been served. = , 
West Virginia.—Exploration and development continued to expand 

vigorously during 1941 as current and prospective demand for gas 
threatened to exceed the supply ‘“‘in sight.’”’ Information is taken 
from a report by David B. Reger, consulting geologist, Morgantown, 

. Va. | 
Reported new gas wells increased 19 percent to 558 in 1941. Total 

new daily capacity developed was 1,005 million cubic feet—including 
56 million from 86 old wells deepened—almost 50 percent larger than 
the 1940 volume. © 

| About 75 percent of the initial capacity added in 1941 was from the 
Oriskany sand, in which 166 gas wells were completed. Jackson sup- 
planted Kanawha as the most active county, with 94 new Oriskany gas 
wells having a total initial daily capacity of 545 million cubic feet. 
About 14,800 additional acres were proved for Oriskany gas produc- | 
tion in the Buttermilk-Sandyville gas pool. raising its total proved
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territory to 16,000 acres. In Kanawha County, 68 Oriskany wellshad ss 
170.5 million cubic feet: of initial daily capacity, averaging much a 
smaller in size than the Jackson County wells. About 20,000 acres 
were added to the proved area of the Elk-Poca pool, making its total 

| extent at the end of 1941 80,000 acres. The four Oriskany sand pools - 
in the Charleston district now cover about 107,000. acres whose esti- __ 
mated original gas reserve in the Oriskany sand was approximately 
600 billion cubic feet. Recovery thus far has been about 350 billion 

- cubic feet, leaving an estimated supply of 250 billion available for 
| consumption at the beginning of 1942. | 

| Two Oriskany wells were completed in the Union district, Putnam | 
| County, on the west edge of the Elk-Poca gas pool. <A successful | 

__ wildeat in Lewis County, Freeman’s Creek district, was completed 
| with rotary tools in the Oriskany at a reported total depth of 7,325 

feet. The open-flow capacity was 474,000 cubic feet and closed pres- | 
sure 2,300 pounds. Oriskany sand failures were drilled in Boone, © 
Harrison, Lincoln, Monongalia, Roane, and Wood Counties. The 
White Clinton sand‘ was tested unsuccessfully in Harrison County, | 

| Grand district, by a rotary-drilled well that went to the record depth 
| of 10,018 feet without finding commercial quantities of gas. Two 
: dry holes through the Clinton were drilled in Kanawha County and one 

/ in Wood County. | | | | | 
The Trace Fork gas pool in the Curry district, Putnam County, was 

_ the most actively developed shallow-sand area in 1941. In all, 38. | 
| ’ gas wells were drilled with a total daily open-flow capacity of over 30 
- million cubic feet. The proved area of the field was enlarged from | 
- 10,000 to 15,000 acres during 1941, most production coming from Salt = ==_—s— 
- sand, Big Lime, and Berea. Only a few wells have been drilled to the 

, Devonian brown shale, which may eventually furnish much additional 
- gasinthispool.  — a | oe on 
- The total gas production in 1941 is estimated to have increased to 

~ 210 billion cubic feet. | | : 
| _ Leading counties in gas-well completions were: Boone 32, Braxton 

19, Cabell 16, Calhoun 46, Clay 20, Gilmer 37, Jackson 94, Kanawha : 
| - 82, Lincoln 17, Putnam 46, Ritchie 33, Upshur 20, and Wayne 33. , 

Wyoming.—Five gas wells were drilled in old fields durmg 1941— __ | 
| one each at Bunker Hill, East Allen Lake, Elk Basin, Hiawatha, and. 

Muskrat. The total daily open-flow capacity was 56.4 million cubic - 
_ feet. Information is taken from a summary by L. G. Snow, acting 

supervisor, Geological Survey, United States Department of the - 
| Interior, Casper, Wyo. The Elk Basin well was a field extension; . 

the others were within the probable limits of fields previously 
established. | 

, Three gas discoveries were made. A small well was drilled in sec. 
10, T. 12 N., R. 101 W., at Canyon Creek, Sweetwater County, near 
an old and deeper dry hole, A wildcat well in sec. 31, T. 25 N., R. 

_ 88 W., on Sherard dome tested 5.8 million cubic feet from the Dakota 
: and Lakota sands. It was continued unsuccessfully to the Tensleep 

formation in search of oil. A well in sec. 10, T. 29 N., R. 113 W., at 
Big Piney reported 15 million cubic feet of gas at a depth of 950 feet. 
Several good gas showings have been encountered in this area, but it is 
remote from existing gas lines or consuming centers. 

The gross gas production increased 11 percent in 1941 to 43.4 billion
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| cubic feet, and metered or marketed production was 4 percent larger _ 
a at 28.3 billion. Gas used in cycling or repressuring was 10.9 billion 

| cubic feet in 1940 and 12.5 billion in 1941. The Salt Lake City gas 
Oo system took 14.8 billion cubic feet of gas during 1941, an increase of 13. __ 

Oo - percent over 1940. oe : oe a - a 

| ~ As a rule production was moderately higher in the principal fields, a — 
~ notable exception being Big Medicine Bow, where a decline of over 50 

a percent was reported. Gas output of some larger fields in 1941 was as — 

follows: Salt Creek 9,509 million cubic feet, Baxter Basin (entire : 

- - field) 6,949 million, Lance Creek 7,294 million, Big Sand Draw 4,773 

| million, Muskrat 2,114 million, Little Buffalo Basin 1,737 million, 
. - Elk Basin 1,793 million, and Big Medicine Bow 584. million. 

- Salt Creek and Lance Creek continued to be the only fields where _ 

oe _- repressuring or pressure maintenance is being carried out on a large _ 

scale. The volume of gas injectod in these fields totaled 6.4 and 4.8 

billion cubic feet, respectively, in 1941. Small amounts also were 

: returned to formations at Elk Basin, La Barge, Rock Creek, Wertz, | 
a and Grass Creek. ne : aa . 

: Gasoline plants Processed 22,366 million cubic feet of gas in 1941, 

distributed by fields as follows, in millions of cubic feet: Salt Creek 
---- 9,466, Lance Creek 7,230, and Big Sand Draw 4,773, with small 

_ - amounts at Rock Creek, Elk Basin, and Grass Creek. | 

| | CONSUMPTION | | 

Consumption of natural gas in the United States in 1940 was the 
So largest on record, increasing 7 percent over 1939 to 2,655 billion cubic | 

- feet. Domestic and commercial demand rose 13 percent—an unusual : 

—— gain—owing to extremely cold weather in January and February 1940. 
The industrial load was higher than in 1939 by a modest 6 percent, as 

at types of demand expanded except that of fuel for electric power 
ants. | | 

: The average unit sales value of domestic and commercial gas has » 

trended slightly downward since 1932. The number of meters has _ 
grown rapidly (42 percent), while the average consumption per meter 

has shown no definite trend, apparently responding chiefly to varia- 

tions in weather conditions. | | | | 

| In the 8 years following 1932 the demand for natural gas more than 
- doubled in each of 20 States, and total consumption increased 71 per- — 

Natural gas consumed in the United States, 1936-40 
nv EO OE 

Domestic and commercial consumption 

Consumers (thousands)! Billions of cubic feet Average 
number of| Average 

Year M cubic | value at 
feet used | points of 

per domes- | consump- 

Dopes- | Com, Total | Does oom Total jieand | on Be 
cial con- | feet (cents) 

. sumer 

1986. ....-..--.------ 8, 017 657 | 8,674 343 112 455 §2.5— 67.1 

1987_.....--.-------- 8, 348 680 | 9,028 372 117 489 54.2 67.6 

1988_...--------.---- 8, 570 695 | 9, 265 368 114 482 52.0 68.3 

1939. .....----.--.--- 8, 888 715 | 9,603 391 119 510 53.1 67.9 

1940. -...-.-----.---- 9, 245 741 | 9,986 444 134 578 57.9 65.7 

ne ee CS RII nn SD ee eee eee 
1 Includes consumers served with mixed gas.
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| Natural gas consumed in the United States, 1986—40—Continued | : 

. . | Total con- a 
. | Industrial consumption —_. | sumption 

| Billions of cubic feet | _ Aver- | SO 
| Average age 

y | . . a value at valneat 
= ear points 71. | po . 

. Car- Pet Elec- Port . of con- How of | Of con- 
_ |-Petro- ric ort- sump- | sum 

~ : Field “pone. leum | public-| land-. Other igtal tion per cubic ‘tion ~ 
| : manu- | Fefin- | utility | cement) “yi51 | triqi | M cubic perM 

facture| Tes | Dower plants? |. feet cubic 
plants 3 (cents) feet 

a —— . (cents) 

1936_.....-.-.....]| 619 283 93 156 37 518 | 1, 706 10.0] 2,161 22.0 
a 1987_.2.22- 22-2 ee 661 341 113 171 41 597 | 1,914 10.3 | 2,403 22.0 

oe 5: 659 325 110 170 37 S11 1,812 9.4 | 2,294 21.8 
1939......-.......] 681 347 98 191 40 607 | 1,964 9.6 | 2,474 21.6 
1940..............{ 712 369 —— «128 183 | 42 643 | 2,077) 9.5 | 2,655 21.7 

| 3 Federa] Power Commission. — . : 
2 Chapters on Cement in Minerals Yearbook. 

Natural gas consumed in the United States, 1986-40, by States, in millions of cubic 
—— | feet | | | - 

oo | State | 1936 | 1937 1938 _ 1939 1940 : 

 Alabama_........-.-----------------------| 16, 680 16, 598 14, 796 20, 093 23,461 
_ Arizona. .....-...--------2------------.---| > 8, 282 - 12, 857 12, 660 16, 643 18, 002 

' Arkansas... ......2.2..----2-2.---2 202-2 eee 30, 986 35, 074 34, 833 35, 673: 39, 719 " 
California.........2--.----2.-.--22- oe 320, 406 329, 769 315, 168 348, 361 351, 950 

pe - Colorado... .....--.-.-----2---2.2----------| «19, 718 20, 816 ~ 19, 212. 21,978 | 22,111 
District of Columbia... .-.....-.....--.----| | 3, 104 3, 458 3,826 | 4,069] 4,686. . 
Florida............--.....----.------------ 1, 005 1, 389 1, 469 1, 658 1, 481 
Georgia..........-..2---2- ee “11, 575 13, 893 14, 783 16, 296 20, 551 

. . Mlinois. 2.2 12,516 78, 650 66,500 | 77,134 _ 88,088 
Indiana... ......-...-..-.-.---------------- 18, 564 23, 551 26, 706 30, 795 29,214 

wo Towa... ......--.---.-----2 2-2 eee 20,918 21, 354 20, 109 21, 732.) ° 23, 460 . a 
Kansas............-.---2..-2.--------.---- 82, 025 96, 822 86, 105 85, 865 96, 772 DS , 
Kentucky. --..........-.-..---------------- 18, 159 18, 154 15, 350 16, 563 18, 881 —. 
Louisiana... .-....2..120-2 22 ee 166, 485 174, 153 162, 260 164, 667 185, 089 

mo Maryland.....-.......-.22.2---22 915 1,011 1, 247 4, 907 5, 855 
' Michigan...........-.-2222--.--- ll, 142 2A, 112 24, 697 27, 316 32, 790 . 
Minnesota............-.--.--2---2 2 ee 11, 918 13, 111 14, 641 17, 262 19, 904 

' Mississippi_...............0..2-..---2 2-2. 11, 368 13, 327 12, 785 14, 207 17, 657 . 
Missouri..._.....-.--..-2.-2222- eee 40, 124 46, 898 42, 505 47, 157 53, 141 . 

; Montana... ....--..-.- 2-22. 1 19, 894 1 21, 504 1 18, 225 119, 765 22, 328 
Nebraska........---..-.------..---.------- 16, 780 17, 263 17, 539 19, 654 20, 087 
New Merxico........-...-.-.....---.------- 19, 814 28, 056 - 32, 890 38, 981 40, 198 
New York.........---.---2--.2-2---22-22 ee 40, 638 50, 080 47, 950 46, 877 27, 250 
North Dakota.---.-.-..---..-.---.---.. 2. 1, 578 1, 641 , 1, 5383 1, 607 1, 725 

Ohio... 22. 121, 381 125, 133 108, 013 114, 720 129, 856 . 
Oklahoma. ............----.--2-2----2 2-2. 260, 120. _ 269, 604. 244, 443 231, 005 230, 806 . 
Pennsylvania................----..---.-.-. 110, 195 119, 501 96, 285 109, 746 121, 230 
South Dakota.........-....-.--.--.-.----- 5, 061 5, 519 5, 354 5, 712 6, 454 
Tennessee... .....---------- 2. 11, 913 13, 353 14, 047 2-15, 558 16, 819 
Texas... .....-.-.--------2- eee 598, 088. 706, 120 729, 603 796, 561 874, 204 
Utah... ese 10, 552 12, 449 11, 699 13, 172 14, 802 

' Virginia. -.....-.--- eee 447 550 615 2 788 963 
Washington.-.....-..--.-.2...22.---- 28 141 143 117 63 36 
West Virginia.............-....-.-.-..---- 57, 978 65, 395 57, 478 69, 304 77, 540 
Wyoming... .....-....22--2-- 22. 20, 153 21, 648 18, 654 17, 786 17, 459 

Total United States.................| 2,160,518 | 2,403,041 | 2,204,097 | 2,473, 765 2, 654, 659 

1 Includes natural gas piped from Canada. | | 
3 Small amount of gas consumed in Tennessee included with Virginia; separate figures not available. 

cent. The gain of 460 billion cubic feet in Texas overshadowed that 
in other States from the standpoint of total volume; other important 

| gains were in California, Louisiana, Illinois, Pennsylvania, and Kan- 
sas. Upon a percentage basis, the sharpest increases were in Michi-
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gan, Minnesota, Maryland, Arizona, and Georgia; major gas lines 
| have been laid to all those States since 1928 to open up new market 

areas. | a , oe | 
| _ Treated for natural gasoline.—Continued growth in recycling-plant . 

- operations in the Gulf Coast region was the major factor in an esti- 
| _ mated 17-percent increase in volume of gas treated for gasoline extrac- _ 

, tion in the United States in 1941 to about 2,900 billion cubic feet. — 
| The continued decline in gasoline yield evidenced during 1941 is | 

suggested by natural-gasoline production statistics, which indicate 
small reductions in the output of such important States as California 

So _ and Oklahoma, where yields are above the national average, and — 
| pronounced gains in Texas and Louisiana, where yields are below the 

nationalaverage. 2 2 2s | | oo 
) Final data indicate that in 1940 the volume of gas processed exceeded - 

that in 1939 by 15 percent. The largest gains over 1939 were in Texas, 
| - Louisiana, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Illinois. a 

. Natural gas treated at natural-gasoline plants in the United States, 1936-40, by | 
a States, in millions of cubic feet | 

| State | 1936 1987 1938 1939 | = 1940 

Arkansas......--.--------22-222002-2-ee- 2,955} 4,081 21,877] 19,171 26, 584 
California..............--..--.--..--..--..| 872,118.} 381,568 | 398,187 | -377,041.| - _375,-407 
Colorado........-...-2-..2ss2seeesssseeeee "223 153 145 "130 "142 
Ilinois_.__....2-_-----------2------------- 971 . 1,027 1,110 2, 440 12,716 

| Kansas........-.-..--.-------2--2.-2-----/ 106,280 | 153,416 |. 144,631 | 141, 945 150, 963 
‘Kentucky..........-...--.2...-.---.---.| 85,493 | 34,981 |, 38,446 | 86,817 | ~~: 39, 662 
Louisiana. _.....-.-..--------------------- 115, 606 144, 474 116, 331 114, 960 145, 234 
Michigan......___.--_-.------------------- 1, 419 1,381 1, 395 1,019 | ~~ ~=+1,414 

| Montana.....--_--------1------.--- eee e- 8, 238 9, 062 7, 126 8,116 |  ———-9, 528 . 
New Mexico..........-......---------..-| 29,489 |  61,625| 97,830 | —97, 010 101, 213 

. New York..-_-...-.------------~----------- 22 ~ > 60 — 65 65 . 40 
Ohio..............-..--..--.-------------| 83,103 | 33,625 | 28,488 | 82, 708 38, 547 

— OkIshomal TTT] 258} 433 | 338}007 | 265,746 | 219,755 | 219, 255 
: ‘Pennsylvania__._--....-------------------- "34, 168 31, 508 22, 600 26, 662 40, 161 

Texas...........---...-..--..--.--...--.-.] 673,483 | 754,696} 752,784 | 914,701 | 1, 123, 236 
. West Virginia. ._.._.___._.____---------_-- 128, 488 140, 512 122, 301 140, 982 - 168,206 
Wyoming. ---.-------.-------------------- 17, 561 (18, 684 17, 000 16, 483 19, 092 

a - | 1,815,000 | 2,108,800 | 2,035,562 | 2,150,000} 2,471, 400 
Percent of total consumption --....-.-----.- 84 88 89 87 93 

| Domestic and commercial—Consumption of natural gas by domestic 
and commercial customers was notably lower during the early months 
of 1941 than in the corresponding 1940 period in all districts except 
California, because higher average temperatures prevailed. Un- 
seasonably warm weather throughout the fall and early winter of 1941 
in the Appalachian region curtailed the retail distribution of gas 
somewhat below normal expectancy. Therefore, domestic consump- 
tion is estimated to have increased less than 1 percent to 447 billion 
cubic feet in 1941 despite sharply increased national income and more 
domestic meters in use. Commercial use of gas increased 6 percent 
in 1941 to a new peak of about 143 billion cubic feet. _ 

The average revenue received in 1941 per thousand cubic feet for 
gas sold is thought to have declined slightly to 70.8 cents from domestic 
consumers and 47.4 cents from commercial consumers. In 1940 the 
average value of domestic and commercial gas declined in all the larger 
consuming States except Pennsylvania, where a 6-percent increase was 
reported, probably reflecting a tight sellers’ market for gas in the 
producing fields. | |



Domestic and commercial consumption of natural gas in the United States in 1940, by States! | | | | : 

. - Domestic .. ow . Commercial — SO Total . . 

Value at points of ; ~ Value at points of © Value at points of . 
State consumption Se a consumption consumption . . . 

Consumers} M cubic feet |---| Consumers | M cubic feet |---| —--___| Consumers | M cubic feet |---| __---— | 

| Average a Average . | '| Average | , Total (conte) | Total | “(cents) | Total (co ant) | 

‘Alabama. ........------- 33, 390 1, 867, 000 $1,856,000 | 99.4 |. 3,890 | — 789, 000 $410,000 |. 52.0 - 37,280 | 2,656,000 | $2, 266,000. 85.3 
Arizona......--.--..---- 36, 860 1,219,000 | 1,559,000 127.9 -- 3,890 785,000 | . 460,000; 58.6 40, 750 2, 004, 0CO. 2,019,000 | 100.7 
Arkansas.........------- 71, 960 | 6, 515, 000 3, 264, 000 50.1 12, 350 3,683,000 | 1,251,000 | © 34.0 84, 310 10, 198, 000 4, 515,000 | © 44.3 
California.__.........--.-| 1,603,490 |. 74,795,000 | © 56,994,000 76.2 |. 92,890 17,335,000 | 8, 566,000 49.4 | 1,786, 380 92,130,000 | 65, 560, 000 71,2 
Colorado._.......------- 97,750 6, 073, 000 4,726,000 |. -=—s—- 77.8 |. 9, 820 1,887,000 | 1,085,000 57.5 _ 107, 570 7, 960, 000 5, 811,000 | | 73.0 . 
District of Columbia- - - - () (2) (2) | Q) | () (?) 7 fF  Q) — . ) ; . @ (2) - . 
Florida......--.-...----- 4, 130 148, 000 197,000 133.1 470 52, 000 ' 43,000 82.7 4,600 200, 000 240,000 | 120.0 
Georgia. ....-.-----.---- 86, 160 5, 455, 000 4, 607, 000 84,5 7,650 |. 3,080,000 | 1,135,000 | (36.9 93, 810 8, 535, 000 5, 742, 000 67.3 
Tlinois.._-.....-.-.-----| 1,237,020 | . 19, 269,000 23, 634, 000 122.7 | . 65, 920 6,179,000 | 4, 547,000 |. 87.8 | 1,302,940 24,448,000 | 28,181,000 115.3 A 
Indiana. .__....------.-- 148, 200 3, 346, 000 3, 791, 000 113.3 8,790 775,000 | 678,000}. 87.5 156,990 | . 4,121,000 4, 469, 000 108. 4 > 
Towa......-------------- 132, 550 - §, 034, 000 4, 997, 000 99.3 - 10, 690 1,470,000 | 1,012,000 |; 68.8 _ 143, 240 6, 504, 000° 6, 009, 000 92.4 , 
Kansas....-...-_-_-_---- 214, 140 18, 484, 000 10, 805, 000 58. 5 27,000 | 9, 422,000 | 3, 108,000 32.9 241,140 | 27,906,000 13,008,000}; 49.8 Gq | 
Kentucky.....-.-.------ 172, 450 9, 769,000 | . 5,529,000 56.6 17,310 | 2,430,000 | 1,208,000 49, 7. 189, 760 12, 199, 000 6, 737,000  §5.2 Bw 
Louisiana.......-------- 191, 840 10, 656, 000 7, 405, 000 69.5 | =. 22, 190. 5, 790,000 | 2,262,000; - 39.1 214,030 | - 16,446,000 | 9, 667,000 58.8 > 

. Maryland...........-.--] 2224,770 | 25,659,000 2 4, 340, 000 2 76.7 210, 540. -2 717,000 2 482, 000 2 67.2 2 235, 310 2 6, 376, 000 2 4, 822, 000 275.6. 
Michigan-_.......-_----- 572, 580 20, 406, 000 21, 096, 000 103.4 24,210.; © 2,825,000 | 2,725,000 96.5 | 596, 790 23, 231, 000 23, 821, 000 102. 5. _ 
Minnesota. ......------- 159,690 | - 5,438,000; 4,938,000 90.8 8,040 | 2,409,000 ; 1,035,000 43.0 167, 730 7, 847,000.| . 5,973, 000 . 76.1 <p) 

Mississippi... ence een eee 49,020 4,046, 000 2, 649, 000 (65.5 | 7, 660 © 2, 498, 000 864,000 34.6 56, 680 6, 544, 000 3, 518, 000 §3. 7 
Missouri. .....-..----.-- 386, 000 13, 624, 000 11, 571,000 84.9 | 36, 470 4,066,000 | 2,470,000 | - 60.7 422, 470 17, 690, 000 14, 041,000 19.4 | 
Montansa........------.- 44, 740 6, 178, 000 2, 868, 000 46.4 | 5, 290 3, 750,000 | 1,098,000 29.3 ~ 60, 030 9, 928, 000° _ 8, 966, 000 ~ 39.9 
Nebraska... ..-.--------- 120, 650 5, 532, 000 4, 185, 000 75.7 -. 8,480 . 1,593,000 | 901,000] 56.6 129, 130 7, 125, 000 5, 086,000 | 71.4 
New Mexico. ....-.----- 26, 900 2, 196, 000 1, 536, 000 69.9 3,290 | - 1,418,000). 538,000 37.9 30,190 |; 3,614,000 2, 074, 000 57.4 a 
New York. ...---.._---- 410, 730 16, 934, 000 13, 558, 000 80.1 |. =. 36, 210 3,326,000 | 2,403,000 | 72.2 ' 446, 940 20, 260, 000 15, 961, 000 78.8 
North Dakota..-..--...- (8) @) 3) Q) (3) (3) (8) 7 & 3) (3). (3) (3) : 
Ohio........-.---.-.--.-| 1,220, 880 65,842,000 | 42,085,000 63.9; 115,030 13, 456,000 | 7,417,000 §5.1] 1,335, 910 79, 298, 000 49, 502, 000 62.4 
Oklahoma...._..-.__-_-- 256, 820 ‘23, 746, 000 10, 749,000 45.3 |. 33, 070 9, 938,000 | 3,107,000 31.3. 289, 890 | . 33,684,000 18, 856, 000 41.1 so 
Pennsylvania...._._-_-- 691, 510 40, 132,000 | 24, 559, 000 61.2 58,020. 8, 704,000 | 4,600, 000 52.8 | - 749, 530 .48, 836, 000 29, 159, 000 . 69.7 . 
South Dakota_-..-.-._.- 16, 960 1, 289, 000 989, 0CO 76.7 |. 1, 970 1, 233, 000 517, 000 * 41,9] 18, 930 2, 522, 000 ~1, 506, 000 59. 7 
Tennessee.....---.------]. 49, 750 3, 435, 000 2, 571, 000 74.8 7, 190 2,611,000 | 1,005, 900 38. 5 56, 940 6, 046, 000 3, 576, 900 59. 2 
Texas..........------..- 648, 800 39, 714, 000 27, 520, 000 69.3 77, 500. 15, 122,000 | 6, 721,000 44,4 726, 300 54, 836, 000 34,241,000: | - 62.4 
Utah._.._..._..-------.- 3 31, 930 8 2, 720, 000 3 1,861, 000 3 68. 4 31,570 | = 3 996,000 | 3346, 100. 3 34.7 3 33, 500 3 3, 716, 000 3 2, 207, 100 3 59.4 . 
Virginia..............-.. (2) (2) . (?) (?) (?) (?) @) (?) (?) 0) (?) 
Washington. wae e nnn n eee (3) (3) 8) & (3) ©. & — @) 3) () (3) . ) 
West Virginia. .._._..... 191,530 | 21, 116,000 7,674, 000 36.3 20, 780. 5, 642,000 | 1,872,000 33.2} - 212,310 26, 758, 000 9,546,000} 35.7 
Wyoming.._..-..--.---- 22, 030 3, 009, 000 1, 402, 000 46.6 2, 840 1, 663, 000 | 537, 000 32.2 |. 24, 870 4, 672, 000 1, 939, 000 41.5 

Total: 1940._......] 9,245,280 | 443,646,000 | 315, 515,000 71.1 741,020 | 184, 644,000 | 64, 399, 000 47.8 | 9,986,250 | 578,280,000 | 3879, 914,000 65. 7 bot 
1089........| 8,887,460 | 301,153,000 | 287,600,000 73.6 715, 390 | 118,334,000 | 58, 494,000 49.4 | 9,602,850 | 500,487,000 | 346,004,000 67, 9 = 

al i ‘ _ aaa = . . Ra EC ao . ro omc a of SOT fused, 

1 Includes natural] gas used with manufactured gas. § Maryland includes District of Columbia and Virginia. ? Utah includes North Dakota and Washington.
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Field.—The reported field use of gas during 1941 is estimated to | 
have decreased rather abruptly to 640 billion cubic feet from 712 bil- __ 

| | lion in 1940, in consequence of a drop in consumption in Texas and 
| Oklahoma. The 5-percent gain in 1940 field use of gas reported over 

| 1939 can be ascribed almost entirely to Texas. The total for all other 
States was little changed, a decline in Oklahoma being balanced by 
small increases in a number of other States. Illinois had an excep- | 

a tional increase from 2.2 billion cubic feet in 1939 to 7.8 billion in 1940, 
| influenced by a boom in oil production. | a 

, _ The field-gas volumes in past years probably have experienced _ 
some inflation, particularly in Texas and Oklahoma. The question- 

| naire on which gas operations are currently reported defines more.  __ 
specifically the several types of gas utilization in the field, and it is 

| anticipated that its effect will be to facilitate the construction of 
reports that will picture with increasing accuracy the actual functions 
gas performs. | : | : So - 

: Carbon-black manufacture.—Although carbon-black production in- 
_ ss ereased about 4 percent in 1941, the quantity of gas used in its manu- 

| facture was slightly reduced to 365 billion cubic feet from 369 billion — 
| in 1940. The average yield of black per thousand cubic feet of gas 

burned rose to a new high of over 1.6 pounds. A trend to higher 
_ yields has been evident for several years, due to rapid growth in the 

production of furnace blacks, for which the yields are several times 
——  .the average. | SO oe | 
- _. Petroleum refineries Consumption of natural gas as fuel at petro- 

leum refineries increased 31 percent in 1940 over 1939 to 128 billion 
| cubic feet, as this fuel supplied 17.1 percent of total heat requirements 

compared with 14.9 percent in 1939.3 oe 
. - Two principal trends encouraged the replacement of other fuels with 

| natural gas in the Southwestern States. First, increasing quantities © 
| of refinery vapors formerly used as fuel are now utilized in production 

of “‘light-end” liquid petroleum products. Second, an upward trend 
) in the market price of heavy fuel oil in 1940 and 1941 caused some 

diversion of this product from use as refinery fuel to sale on the open 
| market. A further increase in use of natural gas as refinery fuel is 

| sma to have occurred in 1941, as it rose to 150 billion cubic feet, a 
new . 

Electric public-utility power plants.—Preliminary data indicate that 
11 percent more natural gas was used at power plants in 1941 than in 
1940—203,323 million cubic feet in 1941. a 

In 1940 such consumption dropped sharply in California as hydro- 
electric plants resumed normal operation after a severe drought. 
In New York, failing gas supplies virtually eliminated power plants as 
consumers. Consumption was lower also in the IIlinois-Indiana-Ohio 
district and in Pennsylvania. Increases were general in areas of 
abundant gas supplies. , 

| Portland-cement plants—An unusually large increase (29 percent) 
in consumption of natural gas as fuel in portland-cement manu- 
facture occurred in 1941 over 1940. The total consumed was 54,208 
million cubic feet-—a new high. Larger volumes of gas were used in 
all the chief consuming States, as cement production increased 26 
percent over 1940. 

ti 5 ng S07 AL pep Survey of Fuel Consumption at Refineries in 1940: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investiga-



Industrial consumption of natural gas in the United States in 1940, by States and uses | 

S eer ig ond oye . | Fuel at petrol fineries, electric public-utility power plants, portland | : oe © umping, and op- . uel at petroleum refineries, electric public-utility power plants, portland- 
3 vrating gasoline- | Catbon-black manufacture cement plants, and other industrial } | Total industrial | | 
J recovery plants). on 

[ Value at points | - Mr Value at points Value at points 
| State Value at of consumption - Meubic feet ofconsumption | of consumption ae 

M cubic | points of mere nnarncerncrenee | omen --eeeemrmammemenccnreemcescnaiaet oS 
“3 feet (esti- consump- M cube Electric M cubic ee 
a mated) | tion (esti- Aver-{ Petro- ublic-util- Portland- Other in- . . | Aver- Aver- 

mated) Total | age | leum re- Mt ower | cement | “Gustrial | Total Total. | age Total | age 7 
(cents) . fineries viants plants (cents) ~ (cents) a 

, Alabama._........].....-...-.]...-..--.-].------- 2-2] ----- eo [en eo eee ee 913, 000 Q) 119, 892. 000} 20, 805, 000} $3, 528.000) 17.0] 20, 805.000! $3, 528,000) 17.0 . 
Arizona........--.|_-.----.---|----------|----.--.--.]------.--]----.--|--..-------| 2, 916, 000}... -....]| 13, 083, 000). 15, 998,000} 3,234,000; 20.2} 15,998,000) 3,234,000; . 20.2 - a 

. Arkansas..........| 10, 762,000| $681,000|.-.......-.|.--...---|-----..] 4,627,000] . 2, 221.000 (4) [4.11, 911, 000} 18, 759, 000] 2,048,000} 10.9] 29,521,000) 2, 729,000 9.2 2 
California. ........|133, 189, 000] 7, 540, 000].......-.-.|--.-.----|---....] 18, 975, 000| 13, 967,000/ 8, 319, 000! 85, 370, 000/126, 631, 000; 16,906,000} 13.4] 259, 820.000] 24, 446, 000 9.4 
Colorado... .....--- 278, 000 17, 000| --..-------]---------|------- 1.000 725, 000 (*) 113, 147, 000| 13, 873,000] 2, 167,000 15.6 14, 151,000) 2, 184, 000 15. 4 . 
District of Co- ; . of . . ‘ 
lumbia...-....--|--------.--|----------|-----------|------2--|------- | ---- 2 tee |---|] (3) md | & - Q) (3) (3) | 

Florida......-.---.|-.---------|----------]-----------|----.----]-------|-----0-----[-----2------|----------1 1,281,000] 1,281,000] — 209,000} 16.3| 1,281,000} 209,000] 163 = ; 
Georgla...........|.....-.....|.22..2-.--|-2-----2-2|-ccncee-c]-------[-----------] 4,745,000] (8). 1.7. 271, 000] 12,016,000] 2,125,000] 17.7} 12,016,000] 2.126.000} 17.7 | 
Tilinois............| 7,825,000)  246,000}.-......--.].--...-.-]-..---. 197,000} 3, 326,000)..........| 52, 292, 000} 55, 815, 000} 11,805,000] 21.2]. 63.640, 000| 12,051,000; 18.9 — 
Indiana. .........- 243, 000 10, 000]. ......-..-]--.....--]-------]-..--------| 8, 599, 000/_.-.......] 16.251, 000} 24, 850,000} 5. 580,000) 22.5] 26,093,000; 5,500,000] 22.3 
Iowa...--.---...--|.-------.-.|-.-------- |---| nee |---| -- 2 | 5, 459, 000 (?) 111, 497, 000] 16, 956, 000| 2,602.000} 15.3! 16,956,000] 2.602,000) 15.3 - 
Kansas............| 17,309,000) 941.000 (*) (3) (8) 2. 334, 000]. 17, 363. 000! 5, 750, 000/* 26. 110, 000)? 51. 557, 000} § 6, 208,000} 212.0) 68,866,000; 7,149,000) 10.4 
Kentucky...-.....] 1,305,000} 178, 000).-.....---.]-.--.--..]------.] 1, 000} ....-...-.-.|----.--..-| 5, 376.000} 5,377,000] 1,518,000) 28.2] 6,682,000] 1,696,000} 25.4 
Louisiana. .._..._-| 40, 717, 000} 1, 621, 000; 22, 599, 000} $706, 000 3. 1} 20,079,000} 26, 246, 000 (1) 1§9, 002, 000)105, 327,.000| 10, 765,000} 10.2} 168, 643,000] 13,092,000; 7.8 

Maryland__...----|-.---------|----------feon nano en | nen eee [ene nn ne |ee een nnn nn [epee en ene nn [ee---e eee] 25, 128, 000] # 5, 128, 000] # 1,.448, 000} 228.2] #5, 128, 000] #1, 448, 000| 2 28. 2 
Michigan.....-...| 1,492,000) 102,000/--...-..--.]------.--]----..- 190, 000 18, 000].......--.] 7. 859,000] 8, 067.000] 4,324,000) 63.6 9, 559,000} 4,426,000) 46.3 . 
Minnesota. -.......|..--.------|-.--------|----------- |---| eee [eee] 2.204, 000}... ..--] 9, 763, 000] 12,057,000) 2,303,000) 19.1} 12,047,000} 2,308,000; 19.1 
Mississippi._...-.-- 1, 042, 000 51, 000} .-. ---.-.--]-.---.---[-.----.]----------- ~ 967, 000}....-...-.| 9, 104,000} 10,071,000) 1.537.000] 15.3] 11,113,000] 1, 588.000) 14.3 . . 
Missouri........-. 523, 000 45, 000]......-.--.]--.------]-----..]-----------] 10, 759, 000 (?) 124, 169, 000] 34, 928,000} 6,111,000} 17.5] . 36,451,000} 6,156,000} 17.4 
Montana..........| 1, 252,000 81, 000|.-..-.....-]--...----|----.-- 728, 000 905, 000)..--...---] 9. 515,000} 11, 148,000) 1,525,000; 13..7; 12,400,000; 1,606,000} 13.0 ; 
Nebraska. ........].....------|-.--------]-----------|---------]-------]-----------] ~ 5, 835, 000] ¢)) 17, 127,000] 12, 962,000] 2,244,000] 17.3] 12,962,000} 2,244,000} 17.3 
New Mexico. .....] 22, 734,000} 476, 000)........-..|--.-.---.]------- 47,000} 4, 458,000/_.......--| 9.345.000] 13, 850,000} 2,083,000]. 15.0] 36, 584,000} 2, 559, 000 7.0 . 
New York. ....... 446, 000 113, 000 Sen eevaaunrajue an Serene aaenane 134, 000 55, 000 apeneeageam 6, 355, 000 6, 544, 000 2, 884, 000 44,1 6, 990, 000 2, 997, 000 42.9 . 

North Dakota.--...|.....-..-.-|----------|-----------|----.----|-------|----------- (4) wonceecee-| (4) (4) 4) (4) 4). (‘) (4) - ; 
Ohio... ...........- 1, 323, 000 221, 500 owe mewn newn fle wenn wwnel ooo nre 1,000 968, 000 semeunna wae 48, 266. 000 49, 235. 000 16, 984, 000 34. 5 50, 558, 000 17, 205, 500 34.0 . 

Oklahoma.........|133, 771, 000} 3. 150, 500 ) (®) ) 9, 580,000; 11, 867, 000 (*) 1 841,904,000)? 63, 351, 000) 3 5, 289.000; %8.3) 197. 122,000] 8, 439, 500 4.3 
Pennsylvania_....| 6,074,000} 1, 644,000).-.......-.]--.-..--.]-.----.| 1,012, 000 406, 000|....-.....| 64, 902, 000] 66, 320, 000} 19, 753.000} 29.8] 72,394,000] 21, 297.000) 29.4 
South Dakota.....|_........--]-.--..----|--- 2 |e een fen ene |e en eenweeee| 1,210,000 (1) 1 2, 722, 000| 3, 932, 000 704,000; 17.9 8,932,000| 704.000} 17.9 
Tennessee... ....-. 1, 000 100]... 22a aden eee nn nn dew wenn | 1,000: 4,511, 000/..........1 6,260,000! 10, 772,000} 1,848,000}. 17.21 10,773.00] 1,848,100! 17.2 und 

See footnotes at end of table. | | | . | Oo > So



Industrial consumption of natural gas in the United States in 1940, by States and uses—Continued - a | | 
- — ——— ” — a — — — ee — ——— a — - —erwew — — > . . 

* pumping and oo | "Fuel at petroleum refineries, electric public-utility power plants, portland tay an ares . = . pumping, and op- . Fuel at petroleum refineries, electric public-utility power. plants, portland-. . 3 ae - 
oS erating gasoline- Carbon-black manufacture cement plants, and other industrial... a : ‘Total industrial recovery plants) a | Se a So, an . 

Value at points | ce 1 : | . a / | Value at points Value at points | 
State Value at of consumption | ee  M cubic feet . 1 Of consumption | _, | of consumption 

M cubic | points of Be eee eee —_—_—_ | = 

feet (esti }eonsamp} “cop | | Détro- | Electric al a Tver} fet | | Aver. mated) | tion (esti- Aver-| Petro- |. ublic-util- | ortland- Other in- a  .-.| Aver- lage 
mated) Total age | leum re- Py ower | cement | dustrial Total {| Total | age . . Total. ( cents) 

(cents)| fineries | **Y Power | plants | CUS ~  -|(cents) re . ££ | plants oo OO oe, bent 

Texas___.._---_-...|810, 426, 000/$7, 54%. 000/330, 683. 000/$2,747,000} 0. 8} 66, 398, 000]. 51, 316, 000/10, 038, 000} 50. 597, 000}178, 349, 0001$19, 014,000} 10. 7} 819, 458, 000 $29, 303.000] . 3.6 i 
Utah ........ 47, 000 1, 900]... --------}----- ote eee 14,000; 4 251..000)--. . . .-.--]412, 535, 000/412, 800,.000) 4 1, 571.000] 412.3] 4 12, 847,000] 41, 572.900) 412.2 PB . 
Virginia........-..|----.-----.|--------2-|-----------|----22--- [ee ef een fee @ |, @. 7 @ } @ - .@. | .@®. (2) - | 
West Virginia.....} 13, 599, 000} 2, 332.000]_.....-..._|.-.-22---]-_-- 28. 432,000) © 72,000|.......---| 36, 679, 000). 37, 183,000] 7,510,000! 20.2} 50, 782,000] 9,842,000) 19,4 Go 
Wyoming......-.-} 7,508,000} 264, 000|_--...-----|.-..-----]....--.] 3. 256, 000 785. 000} --.-----..| °1, 243,000] 5,284,000} 652,000} 12.3] 12, 787.000 916.000} 7.2 Miscellaneous... -/....--..----}----------|15. 520, 000| 3 249,000) $1. 6/-..---.----]------1--. -- 7,842,000)... --2-----|------2-,--]--------2--[--- == fe-ee ene een f eet eee nce fleece Ss 

Total: 1940. .|711, 861, 000/27, 158. 000/368. 802, 000 3, 702,000] 1. 0/128, 007, 000]. 183, 156, 000/41, 949, 000 642, 594, 000 995, 706, 000} 166. 230,000]. 16. 7/2, 076, 369, 000/197, 090, 000/ 9.5 Ps . 7 
1939_ _|680, 884, 000/28, 610. 000/347, 270. 00C/3, 263, 000 - 9] 97, 685, 000) 191, 131, 000/40, 233, 000/607, 075, 000/936, 124, 000/155, 754,000; 16. 6/1, 964, 278. 000/187, 627,000] 9.6 to 

1 Gas used in portland-cement plants included under ‘‘Miscellaneous” for United States total and under ‘‘Other industrial’ for State total to avoid disclosing figures of. individual. © 
operators. Be _ o oa, ” - ~ 

2 Maryland includes District of Columbia and Virginia. oo. . . ye a SO . 
id 3 Gas used in carbon-black manufacture included under “Miscellaneous” for United-States total and under “Other industrial’ for State total to avoid disclosing figures of indi- D 

vidual operators. a Sos es - . 
4 Utah includes North Dakota. _ | | | oo, - : : oo : a . -
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Other industrial—The demand for natural gas from miscellaneous 
industry is estimated to have increased 18 percent in 1941, rising to 760 
billion cubic feet as the Federal Reserve Board index of industrial | 
production rose from 136 for December 1940 to 163 for December | 

| 1941. Apparently this type of industrial use exceeded for the first | 
: time the volume of gas used in oil- and gas-field operations to become , 

| the most important class of natural-gas utilization from the standpoint — 
of volume. , . 7 | 

~ ~The demand from “Other industrial’ had attained a new peak in - 
(1940 at 642,594 million cubic feet, or 6 percent above 1939. The 

_ chief gains over 1939 were in such industrial States as Pennsylvania, 7 
Ohio, West Virginia, and Illinois. In sharp contrast was New York, — 
where a shortage in gas supplies caused curtailment from 23.7 billion 
cubic feet in 1939 to 6.4 billion in 1940. —— | : 

California, Pennsylvania, and Louisiana, in order, were the largest 
| users in 1940 of ‘‘Other industrial” gas. A decade earlier, in 1930, the 

__. first three States in rank were Texas, Pennsylvania, and Louisiana. 7 
The greatest expansion in this type of gas market during the 10-year. 

- interval has been in California (from 27.0 to 85.4 billion cubie feet) 
and Illinois (from 6:5 to 52.3 billion). States added to the list of 
industrial-gas consumers since 1930 as a result of pipe-line construc- | 
tion include Arizona, Florida, Iowa, Minnesota, Virginia, and the 
District of Columbia. oo oe 7 a 
Mixed gas——The volume of natural gas used in mixtures with 

- manufactured gas increased 12 percent in 1940 over 1939 to 65,102 | 
_ million cubic feet, the largest total ever reported. Domestic and 

: _ commercial consumption increased 10 and 11 percent, respectively, 
and industrial consumption reversed a 3-year decline by gaining 22 
percent to reach 9,822 million cubic feet. The largest gains in indus- 

| trial use were in Nebraska and Illinois. __ | 
__ The number of domestic and commercial meters in use increased 

| 3 percent; sharp gains in Michigan, Nebraska, and Minnesota more 
than offset large losses in Missouri, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
and Virginia. | | 

Consumption of natural gas used with manufactured gas in the United States in 1940, 
: | : _by States = 

— | | Domestic | _ Commercial | Total 

| | oo tngustrial | OY 
State. | (Mecubic|  —-—_-:«x{:« Value at 

Consum- | M cubic | Consum-| M cubic feet) M cubic | points of 
| ers feet ers feet feet eonsump- 

, a ) tion 

District of Columbia...| 158,960} 3,814,000| 7,450 | 359,000 | _ 513,000 | 4, 686, 000 | $2, 282, on0 
Tlinois...__...-_..-...-] 1,110, 010 | 16,030,000 | 57, 440 | 4, 565, 000 | 5, 450, 000 | 26,045, 000 | 25,710, 000 | 
Indiana.___....-.....-- 29, 130 440, 000 1, 440 136, 000 43, 000 619, 000 617, 000 
Iowa.-_-....-.---.----- 54,070 | 1,574,000 3, 830 282,000 ;. 112,000] 1,968,000 |; 2,341,000 
Kentucky.----...-..-"] 75,820 | 2,803,000] 7,290 | 805,000 | 899,000 | 4,597,000 | 2,535, 000 
Maryland.........__... 21, 240 573, 000 380 16, 000 18, 000 607, 000 506, 000 _ Michigan_---.----_-..-| 132,540 | 3, 569,000| 5,420} 372,000 | 212,000 | 4, 153,000 | 3,967,000 
Minnesota. ...........-| 231,980} 3,419,000} 12,050 | 480,000 | 294,000 | 4,193,000 | 4,079,000 
Missouri... ........---- 55,470 | 1, 178, 000 390 59, 000 141,000 | 1,373, 000 834, 000 
Nebraska......-..-.--.| 274,410 | 8, 396, 000 22, 140 | 1, 547,000 | 1,418,000 | 11,361,000 | 8,803,000 
New York..._.......-- 157, 730 | 1, 908, 000 15, 740 644, 000 497,000 | 3,049,000 | 1,811,000 
Ohio. -_..-_.....-.-2---- 54,570 | 1, 599, 000 2, 770 315, 000 212,000 | 2,126,000 | 1,399,000 . 
Pennsylvania. -__..___.- 21, 230 258, 000 560 18, 000 13, 000 289, 000 301, 000 Virginia _.....__._..._- 600} 24, 000 250} 12000|...........) 36,000] 37,000 

Total: 1940 ..___.| 2,377,760 | 45,670,000} 137, 150 | 9,610, 000 | 9, 822, 000 | 65, 102, 000 i 
1939..__...| 2,297,010 | 41,395,000 | 132, 990 | 8 679,000 | 8,039,000 | 58,113,000 | 53,952, 000
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, The average value of the natural gas used with manufactured gas 
oe declined in 1940 to 86.3 cents per thousand cubic feet from 92.8 cents 

| in 1939, influenced by the substantial gain in industrial consumption. __ 

| | ot - NEW MARKETS. oe | 

— - Available reports indicate that natural-gas service was extended to 
| over 50 communities in 12 States in 1941, affecting a population of 

about 300,000, of which more than half were in Illinois. A numberof | 
7 large military establishments and war industries were supplied with — 
a natural gas, particularly in the Southwest and in California, where 
: this fuel is plentiful. ee oe 

| Larger municipalities reported as changing from manufactured 
7 gas to natural in 1941 included: Eureka (Calif.); Alton, Centralia, 

a Mount Vernon, Belleville, and Granite City (Il.); New Albany 
oo (Ind.);and Monroe (Mich.). eo | ee 
-. Rapid expansion of facilities for producing aluminum, magnesium, | 

a and other strategic materials will create new demands for natural gas. 

| | INTERSTATE SHIPMENTS — re | 

; ‘The normal upward trend of interstate movement of natural gas, — 
ne which was resumed in 1939, continued to a new peak of 738.8 billion 

| cubic feet in 1940, a 7-percent gain over 1939. The vigorous growth ~ 
a in interstate shipment of gas began in 1928 when the pioneer construc- — 

tion of long-distance gas-transmission facilities was completed. Since 
1927 the total increase has been 280 percent, as declines occurred only 

a in the 1931-32 and 1938 periods of depressed business conditions. | 
Although moderate expansion of exports from gas-producing States — 

7 has been the rule, Texas and Louisiana have been the principal sources 
of new gas for markets in other States. Their importance is indicated | 
by the fact that 71 percent of the total increase in interstate movement 

| in the 13-year period came from these two States. ) Oo 
In 1940, new peaks in gas exports were reported from Texas, Louisi- — 

ana, Kansas, New Mexico, and Montana. The volume from West .- 
Virginia was the greatest in any year since 1920. Sharp declines in 
exports from Mississippi and New York occurred in 1940 because 

| available gas reserves were being rapidly depleted. Demands for gas 
in Mississippi were met by increasing receipts from Louisiana. In 
New York many industrial consumers were compelled to change to — 
other fuels because their normal demands could not be met from 
Pennsylvania sources, which also suffered from sharply reduced local 
supplies. Thus, shipments from Pennsylvania to New York were cut 
just when the need for them became great. The needs of Pennsylvania 
and Ohio consumers were met by substantially increasing receipts of 
gas from West Virginia, where important additions to available capac- | 
ity have been made in recent years.
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. Interstate transportation of natural gas in 1940! | a | | 

-. ss State from which gas | State through which gas was State to which gas was trans- | Mcubie - 
was transported | transported — - ported .. _— ; feet — a 

. Colorado......-------:-- Wyoming.........2...---------- Utah gover : 2, Oe a 

: | | _ : | a | 2,191,000 
, Illinois........-.--------|----------------------+-----------| Indiana -_:._...-.--.--2----1--- 280,000 

~ _ _  - | Indiana.-_....-.-...------------| Kentucky.....-.-2.---------- --]| ~ 549,000 

BO Oo a | - oe 829, 000 

i Indiana..............--- woe cen ee ne ence eee eeeee eee eeeee| Minos... 2222020222222. e-e- 7,000 . 
. wee eee ee ete eee eee eee eeeee--se-| Kentueky.._......-.------------ . 376, 000 Oo 

Kanses...........-.-2--[tecececeeeceeececesleeeeseseeeee--| Colorado............-.----------|_ 513,000 | | 
| / - Missouri... ..-.-.-------------- Minois........-......----.-----. 2, 855, 000 ; 

“iinet 2 Vindiana_.......... seerecteeeeee-| 4, B41, 000 
re Nebraska...-..-.....-..--------| Towa_......-.------------------| 6, 305, 000 - 

oo ~----@0_.....--.-2---------------- | | | 
a South Bako ptt eeececerereereee ——- 12,000 _ 

, : : Issour: we ee ee ew eee eee . to so : 

‘Tilinois.......-22-2.2.----------- {Gioia aaa ~ 6, 520,000 . 
— io - Indiana...........-.--.--.------ Lo ee 

Towa 2 TITITTITTIE TE | fMiimmesota.----------------] 7,416, 000 : 
oo " : vee ee enene lee ceeeneeeeeee--------| Missouri.......2.........-----.-] 8,971,000 . 

- . "Nebraska o777coTc 0 Nebraska._........-------.-.---| 8, 785,000 
: . e oe ee ew cee ee enw eee een : . : . . 

L0Wascac-n-aveeeveeeeeeeseeee Yodo. eee eee 6,000 
: issouri__.__..-...------1------ , 

: - Mlinols_....------------------27- fObI0...---eeeesoceeeeesceeeee 39, 000 | diana... 7 : 
wenn pene ene e mene eeeeee-----------} OKlahoma.-........2------------ 627,000 

a | ‘Nebraska. ._............--------| South Dakota...........----.--- 983, 000 - 

a ee ee fe 7, 880,000 | 

Kentucky.....-......--] West Virginia................---|). | . 7 ° 
y- | Virginia .-----------------077777 bistrot of Columbia... 4, 686, 000 7 

. : : a ni mew nee ee eee en ee eee so 

‘seat Wiggin Indiana... ._....-...---.-------- 96, 000 - : 
: es @..-.-.--.---------- | - 

| : Virgina oo nenenoeeenn nono \Maryland............----------- 4, 219, 000 . co 
est @..--...-.----------]} oe | 

. Virginia.........-.....-...------ do 611, 000 | 
| Maryland.._..-.-.-....-----22-- [077 rrr a 

. District of Columbis--.-----.--- Ohi 3, 494, 000 . 
. : wee ewe eee ww me wwe ewe meee eens On ene cee eee ee ee ee ewe awwe 7 . 

' | West Virginia_..........-...----].....do.._.-.-.-------2---_--.---]| 4, 000,000 
_....d0_.......--.....--..--------| Pennsylvania. ..-............-..| 12,913,000 
71271 Q0 nanan nnenecereseeecetetote Virginia__._.... 222-2 623, 000 
wee OO ee ee eee ee ee ee enw eee . . / : . / : . 

. Virginia... ..........--..-------- 290, 000 Do 
| Maryland.._............-.------ rs | | 

_ | District of Columbia- -..---.---- w £ Virwini 10, 959, 000 _ 
| ane ween een e eee nee n een eeee----| Wes @.................-.| 10, 959, 

| | 41,821,000 | 

- Louisiana...........-.--| Mississippi...............------- Alabama.........-------5+----7- oP 380; OOD 
aw a ww ee ee ne ee eee ee eee an we ee ew en ee eee enn eee 

Mississippi. .......-..----------- . ) Alabama. = 2--vveevveeweonoo \Florida.........--..---.-.-.-----| 1,108, 000 
ississippi__................---- 

7 | . Alabama........................ \Georgia.......------------------ 20, 561, 000 

oo Missourt 222 22222222072220 | mots. -------------------------] 17, 91, 000 
woenenee dens laeseseeeeeeeeee------| Mississippi........-.-.-..-----..] 1, 157,000 | 
Arkansas..._........-..--------1]-.-..dO-....-..-.....--....--.--.-]| 2,394,000 
7777W0-nn----2022ecssetcsssooo Missouri_............-......--..] 9, 926,000 gg TT : ‘ 

Missouri ........-.-----.-------- bd. anon waeee-e---------| 6, 293, 000 
Mlinois__..-.....---.-.-.-------- . . : 

Misstssi ph 2222722] Pemmessee.---------.------------ 16, 780, 000 
lel icneeeececeeeeseeseee| TOXAS.200022220.222-2-2--------| 41, 156,000 

a 174, 366, 000 

Includes exports to Canada and Mexico.
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a Interstate transportation of natural gas in 1940 —Continued 

. State from which gas | . State through which gas was State to which gas was trans-. | M cubic 
was transported transported _ oo, ported |. : feet 

| ississippi_-....-....--|_.__-.--------22.2--_....-_.....| Alabama_____...._- 2.2.2.2. 732, 000 
Missi PPI. Alabama.___..___-.__.____...._..| FPlorida_.---. 222, 378, 000 

wee een eee e-- eo eee -----------------| Louisiana.._-.-222-222-2-.---...| 1, 149, 000 

| a | _2, 259, 000 : 
———_———— 

- “Missouri_._..--.--------|...-.--------2 2... | Tinois_.-- 2-2. 18, 000 
| So Mlinois.-----a-a-a eae - Indiana.-_..__.._-__.----.-.-_-- 28, 000 

. . . nee O.--e eee © ¢ . . 

a Indiana... 2222222222222. Michigan. 2a 48, 000 
| | a | ‘89, 000 

Montana..._.._...._... vote beeen ee eteeaeee.--------| North Dakota_....-2...2.......-] 1, 725, 000 
CS | North Dakota. ............ --- South Dakota_..-.........-.-...| 3,802,000. 

| | | | a 7 oe 5, 527, 000 
. New Mexico... ..._._._-- Texas. << --2ns2-22n22-2eooo- Varizona..-. 2.22222 18, 002, 000 

, Oo Now Meme | Colorado... | 164,000 - . Texas.....__..._................ a . , . 
| New Nigga 685, 000 

- Arizona. -.-.-------.-.---.------ Texas _— | 6, 521. 000 

| : ee | —_ | : 25, 372,000 
New York...____...._.- one eeee eect. .| Canada... oe. 54.000 . . . wa eee eee eee enone ea ---e-------a--..| Pennsylvania. -...2.-..-........] 2,319, 000 

| | oa | 2, 378, 000 
Ohbio__...--. 2222222222} eee. -s..__..| Indiana... --. 888 7, 000 . 

, wee e nee eeceee eee e ne seee-e--. --...| West Virginia __.. 2222-22222. 101,000. 

oo oe oe 108, 000 
Oklahoma....._... __.. _ once eeeee eee .--..........| Arkansas... 980, 000 

. Kansas_......-.-.---.- --o----] iMinols. eee ee * 66, 000 co | Missouri... .---.. wet eee seen eee 

| Miisourd 220020 2mm ee 102,000 
Mlinois..----------. vee eee es cee 

. QNS4S_... ee Nebrasig 2 20200000000000 tT] Mawae—eaeeeeeeecetee 1, 610, 000 
: ANSAS.__._-- 2. 2 eee. . 

Nebraska TTP deena - 3, 000 
South Dakota....-......-.. 22. Kansas : 21. 004, 000 

a ‘Ransas-o-- 2220000 meee ee 
: ISSOUPrl. 2 ¢ nh ; : Illinois... 2222272777077 Michigan. _._..............__._. 153, 000 

. Indiana. ...-.-----.---.--++++--+ 
ANSAS__.. ee 

. Nobresk200000027.0.2007-]ptinmesota, eee 1, 889, 000 
OWA... 2... 

wnoeee eee eee eee weet eee ee----| Missouri_.... 2222222222222 22.] 9, 024, 000 
Kansas.......-..... _ .......--.|, Nebraska. _._ 222222222 1, 687, 000 
~----G0_2 2-2 lle. 

Nobredk TP doce 1, 000 
. Towa_...-.-.. 222222 eee 

Kansas... -- ween eee ee eee ee Th 
ssourl.-- 2 -. Lele. : 

Illinois....-..-.2220. 828. ee. Ohio.---..--- 2... 222-22 ee 1, 000 
Indiana... -. oe eee ee eee 
ANSAS.-2-- ee ee. ‘ Nebraska... 0 south Dakota_..........2..2.22- 251, 000 

eS A). ¢: (ne AY. | 

39, 300, 000 

Pennsylvania .... .. .| New York... ..... ... .....| Canada... ._................ . 36, 000 
we eee ee ene eee eee ee-e. -2.-.-| New York. .--222.2.2...... | 17, 436,000 
wae eee eee 2ee eee Lee -.--}| Ohio... ee. 63, 000 
West Virginia..... .___.........|.....d0_..._....---.-.....-....... 425, 000 
eee eee eee ee eee eee eee... | West Virginia... ___._..__.__. 3, 217, 000 

21, 177, 000
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Interstate transportation of natural gas in 1940—Continued | 

State from which gas State through which gas was State to which gas was trans- | M cubic 
_ was transported . transported oo ported oo feet - 

— Pexag.._.-..---/2-------| New Mexico......2--_-.-.------| Colorado_......20.-----..--+---] 21,020, 000 
Oklahoma...._-...-2-2-..-------]). oO ee 
Kansas._.....-------.------- ---}pTllinois.............-------.-----] 5, 867, 000 

Oo | Missouri..........-.---.--------]) rns a | 
| : DilahOMs.....-----~-2-r~-22-702 | he oe 

5 -Kansas__..........------.------- 
. Ln OC , Nebraska... -......-------------- ~-=-GO.- 2 ----2-02--2--eeeeeo reno] 68, 828, 000 oe 

Towa ..-.------------------------ — 
| Oklahoma.._...---.--.----+--+-- a . Be | 

Missouri 222 Indiana...---..--..------:-----| 8,924, 000 | 
Illinois. .......--..-------------- 

| Oklahoma.-_-_..-.-..------------ | - - 
. - | Kansas_.......-..---22-.---2---- , a : a 7 

| _| Nebraska.....-...--------------|f----0.-....---.-------+---------] 14, 682, 000 
| . Towa..---.----------+-----------]] ; | 

. . ‘ ; Tlinois. .-.-..------------------- ee , CE, 7 

. . Oklahoms........--.------------|]_. on . 
wo, 4 Kansas_......--..---.-.--------- | plowa..-..--------------2--------| 15, 512, 000 

De _| NebrasKa...-.----------------- |} a ep 
. i "Oklahoma. ..--.------------~--- | oe, . oo 

. : Ss : ANSAS_ ... 2-2. ee oe ee ee ee eee | 1 Bo : oe : . . mo 

“ CO _Nebraska_-.-.------------------ ~---GO.--..-2-2-22-+-2-2---2-2-- 18, 000 - 
oo | South Dakota_._.-.---2--2.--2--JJ mS ps 
a Oklahoma..-.....-..------------| Kansas_.-.-....-.--2------------| , 33, 145, 000 | 

J Plo eee e eee ene eee eo eee-ee----| Louisiana_....-..--.-.-..--.----] 15, 115, 000. a 
| woe n ween ene ene eee n eee ee ----- | Mexioo......-.-----.------------] | 4, 788, 000 . 

Oklahoma..-_....---.:.-.-------- | 
oe .  ° | Kamsas_...-....-.----<-------+-- Fea 

, ‘Missouri......-.---------------- Michigan. ............----..---- 13, 417, 000 . 

Illinois. ..-..-..----------------- . : 4, 
| oe | Indiana... -.------------2------- JP Lo a 

a ee ce Oklahoms...-..------2----2--=7" . | | oo, 
cosy SO ansas_......-22--.-.......-----llaginn a. rs © 

—— . Nebraska. ...-.----------------- Minnesota. ....-.--------------- 10, 600, 000 
m TOR ooo -n--nannnneeene neon . : , . . 

- . mS oma......_----..------~----]} : ° : . oa. . . 

| | te klahoma......--.----:-----.---] . - ee Oo ae 
| Qlelahoma...----------2---2-~--- | Nebrask...-------22<-22--2-2-- 8,346, 000 . 

| | Oklahoma...-..-------------- --|] ee BO | | 
. ANSAS ._-. 2.2 ----- oe eee eee etl a Lo ay . - 

. Towa....-.-..--..-.------.------ OO Poo a, 
. ween cen e en ne nee neon ee-----------| New Mexico. ...-.---.------.---] _ 1, 580,000 | 

_ Oklahoma........-.------------- 7 : : oo _ 
- , Kansas_........----1----+------- : a Ce ; se 

_. | Missouri........-.--------------]pOhio......-.-.------------------ 81,000 - , 
a oe Ce Mlinois..... 2... 5..-.---. 2 ee -ee a ; : : . vot 7 Po tny | 

- | Indiana._.-..-....-------.------ oo oo . 
oo ecenee cence ene eneeeeneee--------| Oklahoma... -_-....-.---...----| 11,853, 000 

oor. Oklahoma..........---.---------]} > 9 | an 
. Kansas_.___............-.-.-.--.|pSouth Dakota..--..-.-..-.----.-] 1,409,000 

| Nebraska. ---------2--0#---7777- : -. ee 
ew. Mexico_........-.--------- . 

: Colorado...................... . Wyoming...---------2-+-2-2---- 552, 000 . 

: | So | | Se | | 239, 450, 000 
Utah. 2.222222. |e eee eee eee eee] 2 = -O_2 ee --------] 68, 000. 
Virginia. _..._..-...-...]--.-----------0--- eee eee eee Tennessee... ..:---------------- 30, 000 . 

West Virginia...........|.-..-...--.-----------------------]. Kentuecky_..............-.......] 6,721,000 
“s om FL iele-e-----------| Maryland_...........--..-..-...] 1,025, 000 

wow nn nena neeee een ecececeeeee-e--| Ohio. s...2.-------------------| 77, 292,000 
Kentucky...........--.---------|-----O__.--..-.-..--.-..-.-..----] _ 4,000, 000 

one ece cee eneeneene-ae-------------| Pennsylvania............-.....-] 36,395, 000 
Maryland..........--------.----]-----@0_.-..-..------------------- 55, 000 

| 125, 488, 000 

Wvoming.............-.|----------------e----ee-----------| Colorado..-....2222--2....-.-.--] 72,000 
yoming weecen ene enneunee-e---------------| Montana..........2-22----2---2- 1, 624, 000 

| nececncnccececcecee---------------| Nebraska..............-.-.---.-] 1,256,000 
eee eee n cece en ee. cee neneayne-----| Utah...--22--2---2-------------] 7, 681, 000 

: | | | | | 10, 633, 000 

7 | 738, 844, 000
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| ss PYEPE-LINE DEVELOPMENTS = a 

Construction of natural-gas pipe lines continued at a high rate in ~ 
| 1941 for the second successive year, and 2,165 miles were completed. __ 

- In addition, 460 miles were under construction at the end of 1941 and 
| scheduled for early completion. re a a 
_ As in 1940, about one-third of the total new mileage was in loops 

added to existing major lines to increase their carrying capacity as 
a market needs expand. In several instances, the 1941 expansion was 
| | a continuation of programs projected over a period of several years _ 

with jhe purpose of duplicating original trunk lines for their entire 
le eo | Oo oo 

7 The larger looping projects included 403 miles of 26-inch on the _ 
| _ Texas Panhandle to Chicago line, of which about 350 miles were com- 
a pleted in 1941; 203 miles of 10- to 16-inch pipe on the line from south- _ 

oe east New Mexico fields to El Paso, Tex., and markets in Arizona; 
oe 55 miles of 18-inch added to the line from Monroe, La., to Memphis, - 
— -Tenn.; 26 miles of 24-inch loop added to the Texas Panhandle to 
_.. Minneapolis (Minn.) line; and 64 miles of 8- and 18-inch installed in — 

| the system that brings gas from Wyoming and vicinity to Salt Lake 
a City, Utah =” a | 

About three-quarters of the new mileage was in the Southwestern 
States, with Texas most active. In all, 19 projects were reported in | 
Texas, of which the following were the largest: 190 miles of 14- and 16- 

: inch line from the West Ranch field to Beaumont to provide fuel for 
_ refineries; 27 miles of 12-inch from the Sewell field to Brad, Palo | 

_ - Pinto. County; 19 miles of 12-inch to bring gas from the Grapeland 
| cycling plant to the main line at Long Lake; 26 miles of 8-inch from _ 

“West Beaumont to Port Arthur; 22 miles of 8-inch to bring gas from 
the Angleton field to Freeport; and 22 miles of 6- and 8-inch from 

_ Aldimeto Houston. _ | - | 
7 ‘Ten projects were reported for Louisiana, of which two were out- | 
| standing: The laying of 135 miles of 20-inch to bring gas from the 
- Logansport field to a connection at Monroe with the main line serving 

_ Alabama and Georgia markets; and construction of a 216-mile line of 
_ 12-, 14-, and 16-inch originating in the Lirette field, La., and extending 

| eastward to Mobile, Ala. A 25.6-mile section of this line is submerged 
under Lake Pontchartrain. | | 
Oklahoma also had 10 new lines, most of which were small. The 

largest consisted of 55 miles of 16-inch pipe from the Cement field to 
connect with a major system near Oklahoma City. An 8-inch line 
was laid from Elgin to bring gas to Fort Sill, and 7.5 miles of 16-inch 
were laid from the Cement-field line to an airport near Oklahoma City. 

Of five Kansas projects, one was of considerable size, in addition to 
the loops; it consisted of 146 miles of 8-inch running from Scott City, 
Kans., to Cambridge, Nebr. 
_No major new lines were reported in the Rocky Mountain States. 

The two largest were in Wyoming and consisted of 21 miles of 8-inch 
_ from the Garland field to the Elk Basin-Billings main line and 17 miles 

of 8-inch providing an outlet from the Powder Wash gas field to the 
Salt Lake City trunk line, connecting at Hiawatha. 

Kight small lines were laid in the Ilinois-Indiana area; the largest 
was 45 miles of 8-inch under construction from a trunk line at Peoria to 
Galesburg, Ill. |
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: __ Thirty miles of 12-inch were laid in Ohio in Hocking, Fairfield, and - oo! 
_ Richland Counties, apparently terminating at Lucas. - - 
_ Michigan reported six projects, among which were a 45-mile, | 

12-inch line under construction from Saginaw to Flint and a 39-mile, 
12-inch line from Wise Station near Midland to McBain. __ | 

____In West Virginia continued development of new supplies of gasnear - 
Charleston stimulated construction. Nine new lines were reported, | 

_ the two largest being scheduled for completion early in 1942: these - - -were 46 miles of 12-inch from Ripley to Waverly, Wood County, and OO 
38 miles of 14- and 18-inch from New Era, W. Va., to Gravel Bank, , 

_ Ohio. In Jackson County 38 miles of 6-, 8-, and 10-inch field lines a 
were laid, and a 12-inch line was run from Goldtown to Ripley, a = 

. distance of 16 miles. i Be 
California had little activity, with only four small projects; the —— _. largest was about 19 miles of 12-inch connecting the Rio Vista field . 

with the trunk line serving San Francisco at Woodbridge. _ a
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- a | NATURAL GASOLINE | oe 

: | ss SUMMARY - —_ 

To the natural-gasoline industry, 1941 was the most profitable of 
_ any recent year. The volume of production increased sharply (15 | 

percent) to about 2,697 million gallons and set a new record for the , 
second successive year. The total demand for natural gasoline 

_ outstripped production, gained 21 percent to 2,757 million gallons, 
_ and caused a draft of 60 million gallons on stocks. — | 

Spot Mid-Continent prices, which began to recover late in 1940 from 
| extremely low levels, averaged 2.4 cents per gallon in January 1941 

and advanced steadily throughout the year to an average of 5.1 cents 
in December. “Estimated yearly average values realized by producers 
are approximately 1 cent per gallon above spot prices. Such average : 
values of 2.9 cents per gallon for 1940 and 4.7 cents for 1941 indicate 
that the gross value of natural gasoline distributed was 95 percent : 
higher in 1941 than in 1940—a surprising improvement. Early in 
1942, however, prices broke sharply as marketing facilities were — | 
restricted by transportation difficulties attributable to the war. 

| The proportion of natural gasoline blended in refinery gasoline 
returned in 1941 to a more nearly normal level (7.1 percent) from 

' the 6.6 percent that had prevailed in 1939 and 1940. - | | 
Figures showing total exports for 1941 cannot be published; they | 

are therefore combined with ‘‘losses’”’ in this report. | 
The average yield of gasoline from natural gas probably continued 

the declining trend of recent years. Average vapor pressure, how- 
ever, recovered from the low point of 1940 owing to increased require- 
ments for the lighter products by refiners. This change may have been 
influenced in some degree by sharply higher demand for the ingredients 
from which aviation gasoline could be manufactured. | 

_' Data for 1941 are preliminary; detailed statistics with final revisions will be released later. 
? Tables compiled by E. M. Seeley, Petroleum Economics Division, Bureau of Mines. . 
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| Salient statistics of the natural-gasoline industry in the United States, 1937-41, in 
| a SO thousands of gallons _ - : ae 

| 7 ae 4 oo qT. | Percent of 
a - 1937): 1938 19389 «=6|)=—1940_ tt 1941! | change . - | | | Oo | from 1940 

ss Production: es on fo | _ a 
oe, Appalachian ono 72,056 | 68,541 | 71,507 | = 82,282 92,012;  +1L9 

Michigan......---.....- 12,319 | © 13, 057 14,768. | . 34, 957 68, 811 - +06. 8 
ae - . Oklahoma City-.-..-.----| 166, 188 141,516 |. 104, 268. 81, 560 70,384}. —13.7 

. Seminole___.....--.-...--] 121,839 | 122,144. 127,214]. ~=—:117, 944 - 110, 371 a 

Texas Panhandle __-_-_-_- 230, 405 249, 968. 260,488 | 258, 465° 290; 861 | | +12.5 . 
Lo East. Texas ._.-.---.-.--.- 185, 313 188, 117 190, 267} . 165,182 177, 035 +725 

7 | Rocky Mountain.........| 74,868] | 82397| - 88719| 92.798! 100,817; +486 © 
-Kettleman Hills__........] 182, 894 186,780 | 156, 514 127, 259 115, 568 | | —9.2 

. Long Beach. ...--.-.-.-- 84, 297. 92, 675 86,213 | 89, 631 88, 290 - 1,5 
. ~All other districts.........|  _ 935,255 | 1,011,379 |. 1,069,342 | 1, 289,372 | 1,582,419) 8 +227 | 

otal produetion.......| 2,065,434 | 2, 156,574 | 2, 169, 300 | 2, 339, 400 | 2, 696, 568 | 415.3 

: | : Total at plants, terminals, | 7 - , — 
a ‘and refineries, Jan. 1.--- 170, 310 199, 836 202, 860 185, 682 | 239, 568 |.-----..2... 
- _ ‘Potal at plants, terminals, . . : _ . - - 

| and refineries, Dec. 31... 199, 836 202,860 | 185, 682 239, 568 | 179, 550 _ -  - 251 . 

: Net change_.....------.]. +20,526 | . +-3,.024 —17,178 | - 53,886) 60,018 |...-.-..-... 
oT ‘Total supply #...-.-----| 2,035,908 | 2,153,550 | 2,186,478 | 2,285,514 | 2,756,586} +206 ~ 

; Distribution: = Ce | fe oe a | 
mo on : Used at refineries ?_:......| 1,654,002 | 1,678,362 | 1,663,452 | 1,660,974 | 2,008, 650 +20.9 

oo - Refinery-owned bulk | . De os od. oe 
oo | - plants.........--......-|- 27,888 $0,270 | 49,938 64,596}  79,002| +223 

‘Exports._........-.--.....| 148428 | 256,914}. 172, 662 71.52)  & 
Jobbers and retailers. ----- 143,640 | 137,970] © 121,128 218, 694 ~ 323, 316 $47.8 |. 
Losses. -.-.---------------} _ 61, 950 11, 034 179, 298 | 269,724 | 345, 618 4 - 

. Total distribution ....-.|_ 2, 085, 908 | 2, 153, 550 | 2,186,478 | 2,285,514 | 2,756,586}  +20.6 

eo 1 Subject to revision. a a | - . . a 
3 Production plus or minus changes in stocks. 

. $ Including quantities run through crude-oil pipe lines. . wel 
= * Publi on of exports suspended; figures combined with losses. | . Co 

a _ ss PRICES AND MARKET CONDITIONS 

— _ After an all-time low of 1.5 cents per gallon in June 1940, the price 
of natural gasoline, as indicated by the market for the 26-70 grade 

: in the Mid-Continent district, hardened gradually, then moved © 
upward vigorously. The pressure of demand exceeded the peak ~ 

| production of 1941 and drove prices progressively higher from an 

| | 30 _ , ~— a 120 

25 , — 100 
" Average spot price fh / 

U.S. motor fuel (Oklahoma) e \ : 7) 
‘13820 : 80-3 | 

and e ae 
ad J oad 

15 , 0S 
. Q “” 

° Average value of ‘ = 
- natural gasoline oN. « ; 5 | _ . ‘“ o oe 20 

- Ron. ett = 
Stocks.at plants, end of year — | 

0 . | 0 
- 3915 1920 1925 1930 1935. 1940 1945 

FIGURE 1.—Trends in average value of natural gasoline, spot price of gasoline, and stocks of natural gasoline,
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average of 2.38 cents in January 1941 to the year’s high of 5.13 cents 
| in November and December; this proved to be the top of the rise, as a | | 

drastic price decline followed early in 1942. — | | | 
| In figure 1 the curve showing average values of natural gasoline is 
_. based upon estimates of the Bureau of Mines. The curve of average | 

spot prices of United States motor fuel (Oklahoma) currently refers _ 
| to 72-74 octane, after several adjustments from lower octane speci- 

fications. Past changes are described in detail on pages 985-987 of | 
: Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940. re oO - 

‘Prices to blenders of Mid-Continent natural gasoline, grade 26-70, with dates of oo 
| price changes in 1941 and monthly and yearly average in cents per gallon | 

| | | | [National Petroleum New] | 7 a - 

| Oo Date | Cents Date - | Cents Date = | Cents . 

Jan.1....2..-..2..-..| 2.88 |] June 3_...2..-. 3.38 || Aug. 1_._......2.2.--- $63 
—_————— | §_.---------.---- 3. 50 2__.--....-------| 3.68-3. 75 

Average....._-- 2. 38 6.22222 eee - 3.38 12.22 ee 3. 75 
a ————_—_ 12.____._-.....--| 3..33-3. 50 13_._.............| 3. 75-400 

Feb. 28__.2.-2._-..-.-} 2. 38-2. 50 . 13__.-.-.-..-.---|  . 3.38 18__ 22 eee ele 3.75 — 
- a en 14______...._._._| 3.38-3. 50 19_.2 2.22 tele 3.88 

a Average... .-..- 2. 38 16_.-.....-....-.| 3.38 - 20.2.2 2... _.] 3.88-4.00 - Oo 
: | SS 18__......-....--| 3. 38-3. 50 Q1_..._.-....--.- 400 : 

Mar. 1.......-..--2.-- 2.50 || 19__ ole .. 8.38 — 23.2.2 eee 4.13 a | 
OS Ane 2. 63 |}. 20. .--...........| 3.38-3. 50 [—————————— | 

oe 2 ne 2.75 23_ eee 3.38 Average... _._..- 3. 88 
a BLL 2. .| 2. 75-2. 88 25.......--....--| 3. 38-3. 50 —======= 

99.00. 2.88 || 26..-....-.......| 8.88 || Sept. 2...--.....-.-_.. 4.25 | 
7 27__-.......--.--| 3. 38-3. 50 8.212 2----- 4.38 

Average... -..-- 2. 66 28. .----.-------- 8. 38 || Oonnnnnannanoooo i2 | 

Apr. BL. -nn ane 2n--- 3.00 Average........|___3. 40 1B... n a. | 468-475 . 

24.007 T TTT] 8.13-B. 95 |] July 2-----------------] 3-383. 60 99. TTT TT) 4 68-75 _ 
. 25... .--}| BB BT TTT] 3. 98-8 Bo —__—— | 
: 2%. .-...-.-.-.. | 3.13-3. 25 9... yp 3.38 _ Average... ...... 4. 53 
a0 i. ee 3.13 10.1... 3. 38-3..50 a =—= 

oo ool 3. 25 12 TTT] PPS gp |] Oct. L----------------1 £88 | 
———_—— wesc acne ces eens oe Bo eee eee 5.13 ee 

7 Average........| 2.97 isco] BB V7 oop eeeeee | TRB a 
; —=—_—_—_—_— Woot r ttt tse . 18... se ‘5.13. . 

| May 16__..-......-..] 3.25-8.38 [J+ ]gr--no---ooo2 727] 3 00-3. 20... sees en ee] BSS | 
19__.- lle 3. 25 19._.............} 3. 50-3.75 | 21 5.13 

| 20......---.--.--] 3.25-3. 38 wranececttece sce] 8 00-8. |—————— os 
’ - - 21___. wennnee 3. 63 

21____.--_.-_..--| 3.25-3. 50 3... "7" 1 3. 68-3. 75 Average. _..---- 5.07 
22_ 2.0... --- eee 3. 38 worse sseseccces ep "63 =—=—=_==_= 
23_-.--......-.--| 3. 38-3. 50 20-----------72 727 3 ee November: Average-- 5.13 
26__._......-_..- 3.38 wees reser ose . 3.63 ——— 

| 31.-...-.......--| 3.38°3. 50 B0.---neeneneons 3. 63-3. 75 || December: Average. - 6.13 

A ween eee 3.31 A woe eeee 3.55 || Average: 1941...____.- 3.70 oo 
| verage ——_— verage —_—_— vera 1949__.-..._-] - 1.94 . 

| PRODUCTION 7 

Trends in total output—Except for temporary dislocations caused | 
by unusual field developments, the trends of production of natural 

| gasoline and crude oil have been roughly parallel for many years | 
| (see fig. 2). In 1941 the gain in natural-gasoline production over 

1940 exceeded 15 percent, whereas that in crude-oil production was 
only 4 percent. ) : 

The chief cause of divergent trends in 1941 was rapid expansion of = > 
output by cycling plants whose operation is not directly related to 
rates of crude-oil yield. In Texas (and to a lesser extent in Louisiana) 
cycling-plant activity was reflected in sharply higher production of | 
natural gasoline. ,
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| _ The rate of natural-gasoline output for the United States increased _ 
| consistently during 1941 from a daily average of 6.7 million gallons 

in the first quarter to over 8.2 million gallons in the fourth quarter. 
: Production of crude oil followed a similar, though more gradual, 

a upward course. | — a OS | | 

I] 23000 , : 1,500 || 
2 iJ | 5  & 
3 <= 

| 2 2,000 , , L| 1,0002 | 37000 _ Vy, a 
3 rude petroleum_ / = 
= | gud = 

uj a = | y a mn oh 
| 1 @ 1,000 , . 900 3 

” , o 

. <z Ww 
Ss . . ‘Natural gasoline a | 

=z 0 i , | 0 & 
= 1910 191 1920-—S«s«1925 - 1930 > 1935. ~1940 1945 

Oo Ficurg 2.—Annual] production of natural gasoline and crude petroleum, 1911-41. — 

_ Natural gasoline produced in the United States, 1937-41, by States, in thousands of 
pO ‘gallons ——_. | 7 | 

: l a r : T — : 
a Arkan- | Califor-| Colo- we Ken- | Louisi-| Mich- | Mon- | New 

| Year = sas | nia | rado | Hlinois| Kansas) icky | ‘ana igan | tana | Mexico _ 

| 1937_..__..........-| 11, 285 |623,804 | 404 | 2,567 | 57,026 | 7,344 |106,415 | 2,408 |-2,296| 38,253 - 
. 1938____.....-..--.-| 25, 648 |660, 890 386.| 2,436 | 55,988°| 7,040 | 95,634 | 3,581 | 1,768 | 49, 596 

1939_..........---._| 24, 634 |607, 237 390 | 4,012 | 62,175 | 7,785 | 94,090 ;} 2,971 | 2,161 | 54, 707 
1940. __-_....-..-.-._] 32,096 |587, 476 -380 | 21,499 | 64,691 | 9, 539 |113,741 | 3,919 |} 2,603 | 55,713 
1941 1... 2 -_-._| 35, 394 1579, 969 268 | 55,077 | 72,443 | 10, 153 [183,139 | 3,581 | 2,504 | 61, 633 

- - tf  motat 

. Value at plant Penn- West New : Okla- ° Wyo- Year Ohio syl- | Texas | Vir- : —_-—- . . York homa : --, | ming2; Thou- 
: | vane gina sands of | Thou- | Aver- 

gallons | sands |age per 
of gallon 

dollars | (cents) | 

1987_.-_.-.-..-.-- 33 | 7,704 |492, 290 | 13,940 | 615, 281) 50,379 | 33,915 |2, 065, 434 | 97, 125 4.7 
1938__....--...--- 27 | 7,382 |468, 499 | 10, 734 | 685, 920| 50,398 | 30,647 |2, 156, 574 | 87, 266 4.0 
1939___ 2... 34 | 7,445 |436. 123 | 11,756 | 770,047] 52,272 | 31, 461 |2, 169, 300 | 90,050 4.2 

| 1940___. 22-22... 17 | 8,062 (399, 369 | 15,371 | 932,040} 58, 782 | 34, 102 |2, 339, 400 | 68, 261 2.9 
194110 17 | 8,037 |381, 111 | 15,610 | 1,182,872) 68,348 | 36, 412 |2, 696, 568 |126,700} 4.7 

| 1 Subject to revision. . . 
* Includes Utah in each year .
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Monthly production of natural gasoline in the United States, 1940-41, by fields, in : 
~ | 7 millions of gallons a OS 

P a} &|8 7 b> be be. 1B} 
- . a | egg 8 Pe ETE Elelelalelelelsielel 2 

a | SJB; ale/e Sl} sja;alol2zlsal «a 

Appslachian.——-—--—— =< 9.2) 8.3) 8.1] 6.9] 5.8] 4.8] 471 471 65) 7.01 83! 8.9] 82.2 : 
Mlinois, Kentucky, and Mich- on oe _t _ fob mo 

= ~~ fganec.. ele elie] 2.2) 2.0) 221) 2.2) 2.1) 2.6) 2.8) 2.7) 3.2) 3.9) 43) 4.9; 35.0 

Oklahoma: Ds ees meee eeees pene were ees bot es eee eral a 
| Oklahoma City._.........} 7:5} 6.9] 67| 68] 6.9] 63] 64] 6.6] 69] 7.8] 6.7] 6.1]  8L6 | 7 

Osage County_..____-.-...| 3.7] 4.1] 4.4] 4.2] 401 45] 46] 46] 4.41 48! 46] 441 53.2 
- Seminole....._-._---------| 8.3] 9.2} 10.3} 10.2] 10.6] 10.1] 10.4] 10.3] 10.1] 10.2] 9.1! 9.1] 117.9 

Rest of State....-.-.-..-..] 11.9} 11.5) 12.5) 12.3) 12.7] 12.1) 12.2) 12.2) 11.9} 12.8] 12.3] 12.3) 146.7 | 

- | Total Oklahoma......--| 31.4{ 31.7] 33.9] 33. 5| 35.1) 33.0] 33.6] 33. 7| 33.3] 35.6} 32.7| 31:9] 399.4 | , 
~Kansas-...-.....-.-..-.----.--| 61] 5.7] 64 5.3] 5.2} 491 4.6) 4.81 48) 57) 591 6.3) | 647 
Texas: ~ to - —— = ———— SSS eee eee a eee eee er eee 

| Gulf Coast........-.....--| 9.1] 10.3] 14/0} 14. 2| 14.8] 14.1) 18.0} 18.6] 19.9} 21.7} 22.11 22.4] 199.2 
. - East Texas.......------.--| 12.7| 12. 5| 14.1] 14.2) 14.4] 14.0} 15.6] 14.9] 14.0) 14.2) 12.6] 12.0] 165.2 
>... + North Texas.__._..-------|. 3.6]. 3.7] 4.0] 4.0] 3.9| 3.7) 3.7] 3.7] 3.6] 3.9) 3.61 3.5]. 44.9 | 

7 Panhandle......_-....----| 21:4] 20.6] 21.4] 20.6] 22.01 19.8] 22.1] 20.1| 22.5] 22.4] 21.8! 23.7] 258.4 
| West Central.........-.-.| 5.2|+ 5.2] 5.4) 5.1] 5.1] 49] 5&1] 5.0) 52] 5.41 5.2) 5.11 61.9 : 

| - West Texas....--...----..] 5.0]. 5.1] 6.7} 7.1) 7.3] 7.3] 7.3] 7.5] 7.6] 7.5] 5.8] 5.8] 80.0 | 
| Rest of State...2-....-.-..| 7.6) 85] 7.9] 8.6] 8.8) 9.1] 9.9} 10.3] 10.7] 13.1] 13.3] 14.6] 122.4 

- Total Texas.............| 64.6] 65.9] 73.5! 73,8| 76.3| 72.9] 81.7] 80.1] 83.5] 88.2] 84.4! 87.1] 932.0 
 Louisiana._-_.2-2--2 22-2 22--| 926) 9.2] 8.3] 8.5) 9.5) 9.1) 9.4) 10.1] 9.7] -9.7] 10.2] 10.4]- 113.7 
Arkansas...._.._........--....| L4{ 1.6] 2.8] 2.8] 3.0] 2.9] 3.1] 3.0] 2.9|°3.11 27] 281 321 | 
Rocky Mountain. ._.-.....-..| 6.8} 6.5] 7.1) 69] 84| 81! 85 84) 7.8! 8&7] 7.8) 7.8| 928 | 

- _ Huntington Beach........| 2.6| 2.5} 2.8} 27} 2.8! 2.6! 2.7) 2.7] 2.5! 2.6) 2.5] 26! 31.6 : 
_ . Kettleman Hills.....--..-.| 10.6] 9.9] 10.5] 10.1] 10.7] 10.4| 10.6] 10.9] 10.5, 12.0] 10.6] 10.5, 127.3 . 

-.. Long Beach._..-..--......| 7.2] 69} 7.5] 7.3] 7.7| 7.41 7.8] 7.91 7.61 7.61 (7.31 7.51 89.7 
le, Santa Fe Springs..........| 4.8] 4.5] 4.8) 4.5] 4.7] 4.8] 4.8] 4.9] 4.7] 491 461 4.8] 56.8 

Ventura Avenue.......-.-| 5.8] 5.5} 5.5} 4.9] 5.1) 5.1) 5.4] 5.4] 5.1) 5.5] 5.41 5.4] 641 
: Rest of State.............-| 18.6] 16.9] 17.8] 17.6] 17.9] 17.8] 18.6] 18.9] 18.1] 19.0) 182] 18.6] 218.0 | 

_ otal California........-| 49.6] 46. 2| 48.9] 47.1| 48.9} 48.1) 49.9] 50.7| 48.5] 51.6] 48.6] 49.4| 587.5 | 

Total United States._...-...-|180. 91177. 1/190. 1/187. 0!194. 3/186, 4/198. 3/198, 2|199. 21213. 5204. 9,209. 512, 339. 4 | 
Daily average__.........| 6.8} 61] 61] 621 6.3] 62/ 6.4] 641 6.6] 6.9] 68! 6.8] 64 : oo 

. 19411 ee eee ee Ee EE ELE SSE 

Appalachian -—----- 5-5 .3- 9.3) 8.5) 9.1) 7.2) 6.9) GO] 56) 59) 6.3) 7.9} 9.3] 10.0] 92.6 
ois, Kentucky, and Michi- T- 

gan... ..--- 2.22 2.2--------| 48) 44] 5.1) 49) 5.3) 5.3) 5.5] 5.8) 5.7] 6.9) 7.4) 7.7] 68.8 | 

Oklahoma City.__........| 6.5] 5.7) 6.2} 5.9] 5.3] 5.3]. 5.5! 6.1] 5.6] 63] 6.3] 5.7| 70.4 . 
Osage County_...-........| 4.0) 4.1) 4.5} 4.6] 4.7) 48] 5.0) 5.1] 5.6] 50) 5.2! 5.0] 57.6 | 
Seminole___.._.._.....--..| 8.8] 7.8] 9.0] 9.2) 9.71 9.5) 9.5} 9.6] 9.7] 9.9} 9.0] 8.7]. 110.4 
Rest of State...._.......__] 12.21 10.9} 11.9] 11.4{ 11.7) 11.3] 11.4) 11.8] 11.7] 12.7] 12.6] 13.1] 142.7 

| Total Oklahoma. .......} 31. 5| 28.5] 31.6] 31.1] 31.4] 30.9| 31.4{ 32.6] 32.6] 33.9| 33.1] 32.5} 381.1 
Kansas.__........:............] 6.8] 6.7] 6.3] 5.7] 5.5] 5.3} 5.2| 5.3] 5.6] 6.4] 6.8) 69] 72.5 : 

Gulf Coast................] 20.1] 19.4] 20.6] 20.9] 22.4] 23.7] 26. 2| 27.2] 27.7| 29.3] 31.8] 33.1) 302.4 
‘Bast Texas._.._____.__..__] 12.5] 11.6] 13.2] 14.3] 16.0} 15.9] 15.9] 16.6| 15.6] 16.1] 14.6] 14.7| 177.0 

_ North Texas.._........--]| 2.2) 20] 2.2) 2.2] 24! 23! 24! 22! 23! 24! 2.3) 23] 27.1 
.  Panhandle.____...........] 22.4] 23.2} 22.9] 24.2] 24.5] 23.3] 23.5] 24.3] 24.8] 26.3] 25.9] 25.6] 290.9 

- West Central_...........-| 6.3) 4.8] 5.1) 4.9} 5.1) 46] 4.7] 49) 4.8! 5.11 49) 49] 59.1 
West Texas.............--| 5.8] 5.5| 6.6; 7.3| 8.1] 8.0} 81) 80) 8.1! 7.9} 7.41 7.1] 87.9 
Rest of State.............-| 15.5] 13.9] 15.5] 18.9| 19.8] 19.6] 20.0| 22.1] 22,2] 22.8! 23.2) 25.0} 2385 

_ Total Texas.............| 83.8] 80.4] 86.0/ 92.7] 98.3] 97. 4/100. 8/105. 31105. 6/109. 9/110. 1/112. 7|1, 182.9 
Louisiana__.___...........-...| 9.3] 9.1] 10.0} 9.9] 9.3| 9.6] 10.5] 20.3] 22.1) 23.0] 25.1 24.91 183.1 
Arkansas......._..............] 29} 2:5] 2.9] 2.8] 3.0) 2.9] 3.0] 29] 29] 3.3] 3.2] 3.11 35.4 
Rocky Mountain.............] 7.9] 7.1] 7.9] 81) 8&7] 8&7] 8&9] 89| 85] 86! 8&8! 8&7| 1008 | 

Huntington Beach........| 2.6] 2.3) 2.6] 2.4 2.7] 27] 2.7] 29! 28] 28! 25) 27) 317 
Kettleman Hills.........._] 10.5) 9.4} 9.2] 9.4) 9.6] 9.11 9.7] 9.4! 9.6] 10.2] 9.6] 9.9] 115.6 | 
Long Beach........-......| 7.4] 6.8] 7.5] 7.2] 7.8] 7.5] 7.6] 7.5] 7.2| 7.4] 7.2} 7.21 883 
Santa Fe Springs..........| 4.7| 4.3) 4.7) 4.6] 4.9] 4.7] 4.7] 4.81 46] 46] 4.4) 4.5] 55.5 
Ventura Avenue__........| 5.0] 4.5] 4.9] 4.6] 4.8) 4.5) 4.7) 4.9] 4.6] 50] 5.3] 53] 581 
Rest of State........_.._..| 18.6] 17.2| 18.7] 18.6! 19.4| 19.4| 20.3] 20.3] 19.9] 20.1) 19.0] 19.3] 230.8 

- Total California.........| 48.8| 44.5] 47.6] 46.8] 49.2) 47.9] 49.7] 49.8) 48.7] 50.1] 48.0| 48.9] 580.0 

Total United States... ___.....|205. 11191. 7/206. 51209. 2/217, 6/214. 0/220. 6|236. 81237. 9/250. 01251. 8/255. 412, 696. 6 
Daily average.............| 66| 68| 6&7, 7.0] 7.0] 7.1 7.1) 7.6] 7.91 &1| 8&4 82] 7.4 

! Subject to revision | | |
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| California —Natural-gasoline production fell 1 percent in 1941 to 
eo 580 million gallons and continued the decline that began in 1939, 

following the peak of gasoline yield from the great Kettleman Hills 
| . field. A modest gain in output of natural gasoline from the smaller 

- fields included in the “Rest of State” section during 1941 could not _ 
oe offset the shrinkage in production from Kettleman Hills and Ventura | 

Avenue, | : | | 
7 ; _ Louisiana.—In 1941 production in Louisiana rose 61 percent to a | 
co new peak of 183 million gallons. Most of the increase in output was 
—- aceredited to a new cycling plant in the Cotton Valley field in north- 
a western Louisiana, which began operating in July 1941. Its reported 
— - capacity exceeds 12 million gallons of liquid products per month, or 

: enough to double the State’s recent output of these products. — | 
a Oklahoma.—In 1941 natural-gasoline production continued the 

| _ decline that began in 1938, the total bemg 381 million gallons com- 
mo pared with 399 million in 1940. Moderate declines occurred in all 

oe areas except. Osage County, where an increase of 4 million gallons | 
was reported. oe re - Me 

_ - Texas.—A_27-percent increase in Texas production to 1,183 million 
a gallons in 1941 dwarfed the previous record output of 1940. Gains 

were reported in all districts except relatively unimportant North — 
: Texas and West Central Texas. The ‘Rest of State” and Gulf 

| Coast areas, which include most cycling plants, showed conspicuous 
| gains of 95 and 52 percent, respectively, in output over 1940. _ | 

| _ As predicted in 1941 (in the preceding chapter of this series), the 
| Gulf Coast area displaced the Panhandle as the leading producing 

district of Texas, despite a 13-percent increase in Panhandle produc- | 
a _ tion during 1941. Texas enlarged its proportion of the total natural- 

| gasoline output of the United States to 44 percent in 1941 from 40 
oe _ percentin 1940.” / a a _ oe 

| Natural gasoline produced and natural gas treated in the United States in 1940, 
| | : | | oo by States ! | 

| ae | Natural gasoline produced | Natural gas treated 

| Number Number - Value at plants —— Average | 

State teres operating Thousands | Millions of yield per 
| | of gallons Thou: Average cubic feet feet 

: | : oo “dollars Pvcents) : | (gallons) | 

“Arkansas 6 8 32, 096 818 2.5 26, 584 1.21 
California.._.......-.---..- 33 90 587, 476 27,901 | - 4.7 375, 407 1. 56 

- Colorado. _.....-----:------ 2 2 380 14 3.7 142 2. 68 
Mlinois_.....__._-----.------ 23 53 21, 499 805 3.7 12, 716 L 69 
Kansas.._......------------ 10 15 64, 691 1, 295 2.0 150, 963 43 
Kentucky_____.------------ 5 5 9, 539 350 3.7 39, 662 24 
Louisiana _._....-..---.---- «16 27 113, 741 2, 552 2. 2 145, 234 . 78 

. Michigan __._.......-_-_-- 1 3 3, 919 | 162 4.1 1, 414 2.77 
Montana. __...__._-_-_---- 1 1 2, 603 162 6. 2 9, 528 27 
New Mexico. ._-_.-.--.-.-- 5 7 55, 713 879 1.6 101, 213 . 55 
New York. ____.----_-.-_-- 1 1 17 1 5.9 40 . 43 

0) 0): 9 12 8, 062 333 4.1 38, 547 21 
Oklahoma._..._..-..-..---. 49 120 399, 369 8, 926 2.2 219, 255 1. 82 
Pennsylvania. ._____._._.-. 55 83 15, 371. 504 3.9 40, 161 .38 
Texas.___.-__...- 22 ee. 93 174 932, 040 20, 322 2.2 | 1,128, 236 . 83 
Utah... 22. f eee 722 28 3.9 |_.._-.------j---------. 
West Virginia. _....._......] 22 76 58, 782 1, 848 3.1 168, 206 35 
Wyoming.-____...._---..--. 5 7 33, 380 1, 271 3.8 19, 092 1.75 

Total: 1940...........|. 2276 684 | 2,339,400 | 68, 261 2.9| 2,471, 400 95 
1939... 2... 2 260 684 | 2, 169, 300 | 90, 050 |- 4.2 | 2, 150, 000 1.01 

1 Complete figures for 1941 not yet available. 
2 A producer operating in more than 1 State is counted but once in arriving at total for United States. .
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- Other States —Except for insignificant declines in Colorado, Mich- 
- igan, Montana, and Ohio, natural-gasoline production was larger in | 

1941 than in 1940 in each of the other producing States of this group. | 
The largest gain (34 million gallons) occurred in Illinois, where rapid | 
expansion of gasoline-plant operations continued for the third succes- | = 
sive year in the wake of oil development. Material gains were re- | 

- ported also in West Virginia, Kansas, and New Mexico, where pro- | 
nounced upward trends in natural-gasoline production have been , 

. evident for several years. a | oe 

- " CONSUMPTION AND MOVEMENTS : | : a 

' Stimulated by conditions arising from the war situation abroad, a 
the demand for natural gasoline in 1941 increased more than 20 per- | 

~ cent to nearly 2,760 million gallons contrasted with 2,286 million in : 
(1940. Production did not meet demand, prompting withdrawal of | oe 
60 million gallons from storage in 1941 and reversing the conditions | 
of 1940, when 54 million gallons of natural gasoline were added to : 
stocks. Oo oe | - 

Refinery utilization represented about 73 percent of total demand | oe 
in 1941, as in 1940; “direct” sales absorbed 12 percent, and their 7 
relative importance increased from 10.percent in 1940. Exports and oe 
losses are grouped for 1941.to avoid disclosure of data regarding the Se 

_ former. They jointly amounted to 13 percent of totaldemandin 1941 ~ =: 
and 15 percent in 1940. _ ee : 

- Refinery utilization.—The proportion of natural gasoline used at - | 
- vefineries in motor fuel during 1941 increased to 7.1 percent after ) 
' remaining at the comparatively low level of 6.6 percent in 1939 and — 

1940. A greater proportionate use of ‘natural’ was reported generally — , 
_ yn 1941, and the only notable decline was in the Oklahoma-Kansas- - 

‘Missouri district (from 8.0 to 6.6 percent), ©§ = = 89. : a 

Percentage of natural gasoline in refinery gasoline in the United States, 1937-41, by — : 
, . districts ee | De 

/ | Indi- | ove.| |. laren} | - 
of ana, Louisi- a t 

Yer ; iadRen| nels ; ; Gait | ant, | Louis =| fornia | Tota 
I Ken. Mis- ~ | Coast Coast | ~.208 tain | 

fe | tacky | SOUT; SE ‘| Inland | | 

1937.......| 19/ 218| 43/ 5] 181 531 46{ 65]: i 15.7 7.0 : a 
gpg} 6] 4] 47] ga] 5] 643] 22] 668] 668] 176] 72) So 
gpg) az] 6a] 64a] 7s] m3] 35] 21] 5&0] 47] 180] 66 BS 

oan 1940....... 2.0; 1.6 4.5 8.0 16.6 4.4 | 1.7 3.3 4.5 15.7 66 ©. eo 
want ic} 28] Le] 688] 666] 76) §6) 37) G1] 44) 161] FP 2 ee 

. - ' Subject to revision. | Be Oo 7 : 

__:. - The wide variation among districts in the ratios of natural gasoline = 
. wtilized in refinery gasoline (1.9 percent in the Appalachian region = -— 

_-- in 1941 to 17.6 in Texas Inland) suggests the great flexibility, froma © —§- 
- technical standpoint, of this operation. Control of the ratio ina | 

| | particular area is exercised chiefly by economic factors; geographic .=—-———-_—si«ts 
--  jocation and transportation costs probably dominate. | oe 

497779 48-75. | Cr
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oo “Direct” sales——The pronounced upward trend in shipments of — 
| - natural gasoline to jobbers, retailers, and refinery-owned bulk plants 

(which began in 1940 and continued through 1941) has been due 
| | almost entirely to Texas intrastate deliveries which in 1941 were five 

times those in 1939 when they comprised 22 percent of all ‘‘direct’’ 
shipments, as contrasted with 49 percent in 1941. Gains were re-— 
ported in Louisiana and Arkansas deliveries. Cycling-plant operations _ 
play an important part in the Texas situation, for they produce much 

: material that can be used as motor fuel with little or no additional 
processing. |



Distribution of natural gasoline in the United States, 1940-41, by months, in thousands of gallons | | 

Febru- : | Septem- Novem- | Decem- 
January ary March April May June July | August ber October | ber ber Total 

1940 . 7 

Production. ... ....-......-...--.---.---| 180,936 177,072 | 190, 134 186, 984 | 194, 250 186, 396 198, 324 198,156 | 199,206 | 213,528 | 204,918 | 200,496 | 2,339, 400 
Decrease in all stocks. .................---|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------[----------|----------]----------] 27, 888 19,698 | 19, 614 16, 716 |--.------- 

180,936 | 177,072 | 190,134 | 186,984 | 194,250 | 186,396 | 198,324 | 198,156 | 227,094 | 233,226 | 224,582 | 226,212 | 2,339, 400 

Used at refineries!.. . ............-....| 187,970 129, 822 127,428 | 119,826 | 120,990} 110,040 | 116,256 | 129,864 157,248 174, 552 169, 092 | 158, 886 | 1, 660, 974 
Refinery-owned bulk plants. .......--- - 6, 552 4, 200 6, 132 4, 536 4,746 | 6,342 5, 040 4, 410 6, 594 4,746 | . 4,404 6, 804 64, 596 
Jobbers and retailers... _.............-.---[ 11,214 10, 710 15, 582 15, 078 14, 448 14, 490 16, 968 18,.018 22,302 | . 29,190 25, 704 24,990 |. 218, 694 
Exports 3....-.-.---......--0.--.------+-- 7, 728 3, 024 8, 904 - 2, 856 7, 224 11, 256 5, 292 6, 090 — 6, 804 2, 940 - 2,772 6, 636 71, 526 
Increase in all stocks.......... ..-......-- 2, 310 11, 802 26, 712 30, 198 16, 884 20, 412 24, 528. 4,956 |.-...-..--|_-.-------]----------]--.---.--.| 58, 886 
Losses.... ...... -..... ...2--.--.--.----] 15, 162 17, 514 5, 376 14, 490 20, 958 23, 856 30, 240 34, 818 34, 146 21, 798 22, 470 28,896 | 269, 724 i 

. 180,936 | 177,072 | 190,134 | 186,984] 194, 250 186,396 | 198,324 | 198,156 | 227,094 | 233,226 | 224,532 | 226,212 | 2,339, 400: ie 
1941 3 SS Oe Ee EEE OOS Oo EES EES E_—E—E—ES ee eS, OSS ee 

Production. ........-.. ...-.--.-...-.---| 205,128 | 191,730 | 206,472 | 209,160 | 217,602 | 213,990 | 220, 584 | ‘236,838 | 237,888 | 249,984] 251,748 | 255, 444 | 2, 696, 568 G 
Decrease in all stocks Lone eee een ee 8, 988 7, 618 || .---------]----------]----------|----------]---------- 8, 652 30, 996 21, 126 13, 146 11, 844 60, 018 > 

214,116 | 199,248 | 206,472} 209,160} 217,602 | 213,990 | 220, 584 245, 490 | 268, 884 271,110 | 264,894 | 267, 288 | 2, 756, 586 m — 

Used at refinerics!. ...................-.] 160,776 | '139,104 | 158,508 | 146,916 | 142,758 | 147,756 | 152,376 | 173, 480 199, 542 | 209,874 | 189,756 | 187,824 | 2, 008, 650 >. 
Refinery-owned bulk plants.........----- 7, 896 8, 316 8, 604 7, 980 5, 964 5, 460 5, 922 4, 494 4, 326 5, 292 8, 358 6, 300 79, 002 Th . 
Jobbers and retailers...........---.-.-.---| 28,812 22, 932 24, 234 19, 824 22, 050 23, 394 22,008 | 28, 308 26, 922 28, 980 32, 340 43, 512 323, 316 2 
Increase in all storks......  .-.....---.---]----.-.---|---------- 840 7, 266 14, 784 15, 918 3, 444 |...-----.-]----------]-----+----]----------]----.----- |e --e- ee 
Losses and exports...................-----| 16, 632 28, 896 14, 196 27, 174 32, 046 21, 462 36, 834 39, 228 38, 094 26, 964 34, 440 29,652 | 3465, 618 7m 

214,116 | 199,248 | 206,472 | 209,160 | 217,602 | 213,990 | 220,584 | 245,490 | 268,884 | 271,110 | 264,894 | 267,288 | 2, 756, 586 

! Includes quantities run through pipe lines. | 2 Figures compiled by the Department of Commerce. | 3 Subject to revision. | 

— 
: homed 

a 
jah .



Natural gasoline utilized at refineries in the United States, 1940-41, by districts and months, in thousands of gallons — | owl 

Febru- | wy Tat Septem- Novem- | Decem- District January | “gry | March | April | May | June | July | August ber | October | “tor | ber | Total | 

East Coast.........--..--.-.-.-.--------- 6, 762 4,074 | 5,208 6,384 | 5,922 5, 670 4,788 | 3,948 |. = 6, 552 8, 484 8, 442 8, 988 75, 222 
Appalachian. oes went c een eee 1, 428 1, 512 1, 506 1,176 |. 840 1, 008 1,344] . 1,050. “1,470 | ~——=s:1, 12 1, 638 1, 554 - 16,128 
Indiana, Tlinois, Kentucky, etc._.......-] 17, 220 18,858 | 17,892] 15,876}: 17,010} 16,212 17,472 | 19, 614 22, 260 26, 292 26,628 | 23, 436 238, 770 : 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri __....... 21, 000 17,472 | 17,084 | 16,506 16, 296 14, 868 15, 414 | 18,060 20, 748 21, 840.| 20, 538 20, 160 219,996. 

Texas: oy . a Pow Fo 
| Gulf Coast. ..........---.------------] 18, 732 |. 17,094 | | 17,9384 | 16,264 | . 27,972 17, 220 17,136 | 22,092 29, 190 25, 536 34, 020 23, 520 266, 700 

Inland. .......--...-.----------------- 25,116 | 24, 780 23,394 | 21,966 | 21,378 17, 136 (18, 228 _. 21, 126 27, 048 29, 484 23, 646 26, 040 279, 342 . 

Total Texas............ -..-...--..| 43,848 | 41,874] 41,328 | 38,220 | 49,350 | 34,3861 35,364] 43,218] 56,238 |  55,020| 57,666 | 49,560 | 546,042 2 
Louisiana-Arkansas: a OT de rs ne ee ae Poo | 

Louisiana Gulf Coast........-..-.---. 714 462 | 756 . 924 630 - 688 672; «= 630). 1,34 2, 478 1, 008 © 1, 470 11, 676 ~ 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland.....--| 1, 512 1,470 | | 1, 470 882 . 1,184] . 966 | 756) 966 1, 008 1, 428 1,470 | 2, 100 15, 162 E 

Total Louisiana-Arkansas..........| 2,226 | 1,982 2, 226 1, 806 1,764 | 1,534} 1,498] © 1,596} 2,352 3,906 | 2,478 3,570 | 26, 838 Oo 
_ Rocky Mountain..__..._...--.---.2--.---. 3, 444 3, 140 3,318 | . 1,074 924} 1, 612 - 1, 554 1, 638 2, 226 3, 192 | 4 074 3, 738. 30, 744 

California... ....-..--...-.---.---..--2..-:| 42,042 -, 40,950]. 38,766 | 37,884.) 37,884 | 34,860 38, 892. 40,740 | 45, 402 54, 306 47, 628 47,880 | 507, 234 a 

Total United States.... ...... --..| 187,970 | . 120,822 | 127,428 | 119,826 129,990} 110,040 | 116,256 | 129,864 | 157,248 | 174,552 | 169,092] 158,886 | 1,.660, 974 ed 

Fast Coast........--...-..--.---22--0-0 20 8,778 |. 7, 518 6,258 | — 5,376 6, 418 4, 368 . 5, 670 _ 6,000 7, 770 7,770 8, 568 9,744 | 88, 328 3 
. Appalachian ooo gpg 1, 428 1,7221 . 1,764] - 2,142] 1,554] 1,218] - 1,596 1, 134 1, 974 1,848 | 1,806 2,100; .20,288 WW 7 

Indiana, Ilinois, Kentucky, ete.......-..| 24,780 | 22,680 | 22,890] 24,864]  23,184|- 23 226 25, 158 26, 208 28, 224} 30,618 28, 350 29, 400 309,582 “ 
. Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri___._...- 17,976 | 14,784 | . 15,792 | 14,070] 13,784 | 12,936 14, 154 - 15, 960 20,118 |. 18, 606— 20, 034 19, 236.) 197, 400 pent . 

Texas: - oo. ae a — : Ss . a : pe 
Gulf Coast ._..-......------- eee 21,924 | 19,152; 25, 662 27, 174 25, 074 29, 610.| 28,812 35, 868 46, 536 43, 932 42, 000. 46, 014 392, 658 ay 
Inland__..........-.-.---.22 22 eee eee . 82, 004 24, 990 . 26, 964 23,058 | 24, 234 _ 24, 990 24, 864 | 28, 056 28, 728 32, 550 27, 090 29, 316 326, 844 

- Total Texas. ........-.------------. 63,928 | 44,142 | 52,626} 50,232} 49,308 | 54,600} 53,676 | 63, 924 75, 264 76,482 | 69,000} 76,230] 719, 502 

Louisiana-Arkansas: — co - _ a 
Louisiana Gulf Coast.........-...--.- 1, 050 — 798 1,428 |} 1,008 1, 344 | - 924 924 3, 906 4, 284 5, 376 5, 502 6,174 | 32,718 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland..-.__. 2,226 |. 1,890 -1, 470 1,386 | 1, 134 1, 260 1, 386 4, 578 4,662 | . 5,880] 3,696 4, 158 33, 726 

‘Total Louisiana-Arkansas..........| 3, 276 2, 688 2,908} 2,304/ 2,478| 92,184 2, 310 8,484] 8,946] 11,256 9,198 | 10,332 66,444 | 
Rocky Mountain.._............-...-..--- 3, 780 3, 108 2, 646 2, 184 2, 3A2 2, 100 1, 638 2, 352 2, 310 3,150 | 3,822] . 3,696} 33,138 
California._.................2............| © 46,830 42, 462 53, 634 45, 654 44, 730. 47,124 48, 174 49, 308 §4,936 } 60,144] 48,888 ‘37, 086 578, 970 

Total United States. ..........._.. 160,776 | 139,104 | 158, 508 146,916 | 142,758 | 147,756 | 152,376 | 173,460 | 199,542 | 209,874 | 189, 756 | 187, 824 | 2,008, 650 

| ‘ Bubject to revision a mc | a |
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| Shipments of natural. gasoline to jobbers, retailers, and refinery-owned bulk plants 
an the United States in 1941, by States, in thousands of gallons! | 

. i State to which natural gasoline was transported 
‘State from which | = ee : 

natural gasoline. . | . Total | 
: was transported Texas Minne- | Arkan- Illinois Louisi- lowa Other 

- Pexas.........-..-..] 196,378 23, 100 26 10, 772 | 567 13, 812 27, 201 271, 856 
Oklahoma...-...-..-- 1,043 7, 776 180 6,185 | 40 2, 391 15, 490 33, 105 

~ Louisiana...:--.....| . 4,181 | ~ 716 600 837 17, 735 1, 583 2, 670 33,272 - 
West Virginia. ..-- 77)... |---| fff] 28164 | 28, 188 ) 
Arkansas............ 16 j..-....-.-] 19,341 |--_--2-- 22. 347 |__--------] 355 20, 259 
Ohio... ..-.---------|-------.--]--------- |---| ee fee eee fee 6, 854 6, 354 
Other 2222227222777 122 | 4,990 [7227722 4 578 | 11,576 | 15,808 

| | 201,690 | 33,582; 20,347] 19,336] 18,689) 18,364 {| 90,310} 402,318 . 

1 Subject to revision. 7 a | | 

Water-borne shipments.—All information regarding ocean move- 
ment of natural gasoline in 1941 must be withheld as a war measure 

_ to avoid giving possible aid to the enemy. 

eo —_ STOCKS | | 

| Stocks of natural gasoline in the United States declined from 240 
million gallons at the end of 1940 to 180 million gallons on December 
31, 1941, more than canceling the 54 million gallons added to stocks 
during 1940. ‘Total stocks continued to accumulate in 1941 until a 

_ peak of 265 million gallons was reached in July; thereafter withdrawals a 
were rapid until the end of the year. 

: About half of the net reduction in stocks.took place at California 
refineries, where a downward trend persisted throughout the year. | 
The other half was withdrawn from stocks at Texas plants and termi- 
mals during the latter 6 months of 1941. A 10-million-gallon increase _ 

. in the relatively small stocks of natural gasoline at refineries outside ; 
| of California was almost offset by an 8-million-gallon decline in plant 

and terminal stocks elsewhere than in Texas. - 

| Stocks of natural gasoline in the United States, 1940-41, by months, in thousands 
| | , of gallons . | 

| At refineries At plants and terminals 

$$ | ——__—_—_—_—__—_————_|_ Total 
Date California Other States Texas Other States 

1940 1941 ! 1940 1941 1 1940 1941! 1940 1941! 1940 1941 1 

Jan. 1_..._......--.| 59,136 | 99,624 | 17,430 | 19,614 | 78,492 | 86,045 | 30,624 | 34,285 [185,682 | 230, 568 
Jan. 31_............| 64,638 | 96,894 | 17,262 | 20,622 | 78,954 | 77,589 | 27,138 | 35,475 |187,992 | 230,580 
Feb. 28._...........| 67,494 | 94,962 | 19,110 | 17,346 | 82, 268 | 74,000 | 30,922 | 36,754 |199, 704 | 223, O62 
Mar. 31. ..........-| 74,172 | 87,024 | 20,874 | 19,194 | 93,347 | 78,631 | 38,113 | 39,053 |226, 506 | 223, 902 

Apr. 30....-.-------| 79,758 | 83, 580 | 32,928 | 18,018 | 97,587 | 91, 736 | 46,431 | 37,834 |256, 704 | 231, 168 
ay 31_......-..--| 87, 864 | 82,824 | 33,054 | 17,472 | 97,355 |102, 667 | 55,315 | 42,989 |273, 588 | 245, 052 

June 30...........-.| 95,928 | 82,530 | 37,758 | 20,454 |104, 167 |111, 210 | 56,147 | 47,676 {204,000 | 261, S70 
July 31_............/106, 974 | 83,412 | 43,386 | 28,224 /116, 340 1106, 232 | 51,828 | 47,446 |318, 528 | 266, 314 
Aug. 31... ...-..---{111, 930 | 80,052 | 40,614 | 27,384 {122,601 (100, 222 | 48,339 | 49,004 |323, 484 | 256, 662 
Sept. 30........-.--}110, 670 | 7C, 182 | 33,810 | 25,116 |110,924 | 84,809 | 40,192 | 45, 469 /205, 596 | 225, 666 
Oct. 31___-__-_-_--"]104) 790 | 61,068 | 32/298 | 25,620 |103, 273 | 78,780 | 35,537 | 39,072 |275,808 | 204, 540 
Nov. 30. ._....-----|102, 522 | 58, 506 | 24,276 | 28,476 | 95,125 | 67,796 | 34,361 | 36,616 |256, 284 | 191, 304 
Dec. 31.._-_-...---| 99, 624 | 69, 636 | 19, 614.| 29,358 | 86,045 | 53,904 | 34,285 | 26,652 |239, 568 | 17%, 500 

! Subject to revision.
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Natural gasoline produced in the United States in 1940, by States and by methods of 
oy manufacture ! - 

| 7 | | | | _| Number of plants operating Production (thousands of gallons) 

| State _ Com. | Ab Com ib — . 

IT Noam. abso | caren! | SO par | char 
Arkansas....__...---------eeee ee eee ae 8 a | 32, 096 voceceeee | 
California...___...........--..--s--| 87 228706 | 578) 770 22 
Colorado...-.....--...-.---.------------ 1 DF eee 188 242 |__.--.---- 
Tlinois_..2222 22222 a | TTT tt) 19, 583 |... 
Kansas_...-_..--..---.---s---s---s 3, wf) sso p68, an | 
Kentucky.___.......-...-2..- sesso 1 3 1} 7 21 ~~ 9070 |" "467 

| Louisiana... ss BY he | 5018 | 108, 728 | 
/ ‘Michigan. -___._--- 22-2222 3. |o--- tll j-ee eee eee 3,919 j..-..-22.- 

. Montana .......--...-------------------|----------| OD fee |e 2,603 |...----.2- 
New Mexico..-.......-.------------2----|---------- 7 j----------|----------| 55, 718 |. - ee 
New York.-.----.---------------------- JV eee ee feee- eee] 17 |_-----------|---------- 
Ohio......02220772227722TT TTI 4| 7| i 37| 6,880 | 1,445 | 
Oklahoma_..--2222222 22270 90 |...-.....-] 27,682] 371,787 |... 
Pennsylvania...-....._----------------- 71 11 1 2,180 1 13,117 74 
Texas__._-.---------------2------------- 51 123 |-.---.----] 246, 852 685, 188 |....-..-.- 
Utah TTI ag (TET 

) West Virginia_.........--....-..--..0-.| CD “92 14869 |. 41,056 | 2, 857 
Wyoming. ._........--.---------------- 3 4 f----------] 28, 280 10, 150 |...------- 

‘Total: 1940_...2-.22-------2-- ee 269 407 | 8 | 332,172 | 2,002, 385 4, 843 
| 1939-22222 272T2ITTTIITT 269 406 9 | 257,746 | 1,905,583 | 5, 971 | 

1 Figures for 1941 not yet available. : a oe es : 
2 Includes cycling. | oe - 
3 Includes combination of absorption process with compression and charcoal processes. =  _.. 

_. ‘Drip gasoline. _ Co Co eke a 

| -  PECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS = oe 
Cycling plants.—Cycling operations in Texas increased at a slower 

i rate in 1941 than in 1940. The daily average volume of gas processed 
in December 1941 was 1,413 million cubic feet—a 14-percent gain 
over December 1940. The yield of liquid products represented a 
daily rate of 37,458 barrels in December 1941 and 22,357 barrels in 
December 1940. The gain in cycling operations was somewhat 
greater than. the foregoing data indicate because some repressuring- 
plant statistics were included in December 1940 totals and omitted 
in 1941. | . 

| _ During 1941 the number of cycling and repressuring plants report- 
) ing to the Railroad Commission of Texas increased from 32 to 45. 

In Louisiana the largest cycling plant in the world began operating 
in July 1941 in the Cotton Valley field, Webster Parish, and con- 
struction of a second large plant was started in December 1941 at. 
South J ennings, Jefferson Davis Parish. Construction has begun 
on a cycling plant in the Katy field, Waller County, Tex., which may 
surpass the Cotton Valley plant in volume of output. 
_ Yrelds.—Minor reductions in yield of natural gasoline were reported 
in 1940 in all the prominent producing States except Illinois, where a 
slightly higher yield was obtained. The chief gains in production 
were in such States as Texas and Louisiana, where yields are below 
the national average owing partly to the low yields from cycling 
operations. The influence of these developments is expressed in a 
decline in average natural-gasoline yield in the United States from 
1.01 gallons per thousand cubic feet of gas processed in 1939 to 0.95 
gallon in 1940. Similar trends in production were evident in 1941 
and are thought to have caused a further slight decline in average 
yields in that year.
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Production by processes.—The total number of gasoline plants in | 
_ 1940 was unchanged from 1939; the only shift was the net gain of one 

absorption plant and the loss in West Virginia of one charcoal plant. 
The gain of 11 compression (including cycling) plants reported in 

| Texas was offset by the dismantling of 11 plants in 5 other States. 
In recent years, major changes in gasoline-plant facilities have been 
(1) a rapid increase in the number of plants in Texas and (2) notable 
decreases in Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Kansas, 

: _ Natural-gasoline production by compression plants is growing rapid- 
_ ly because of the cycling operations in Texas, which contribute a : 

major part of such output. Production by the absorption process 
continues to expand moderately in all important producing States 
except California and Oklahoma, where failing gas supplies have 
restricted the throughput in certain important fields. _ 

Trends in vapor pressures.—The average vapor pressure of all natural- 
gasoline shipments in 1941 was 19.7 pounds, up from the 1940 average 
of 19.3 pounds. The rise was due entirely to deliveries to refineries, 

_ which increased in vapor pressure to 20.6 pounds from 20.2 in 1940, | 
while the vapor pressure of shipments to jobbers remained unchanged 

| -at 13.8 pounds. So | a 
7 Technical improvements.—Mounting demand for: suitable compo- 

| ‘nents for blending into 100-octane aviation gasoline caused rapid 
development of ‘“superfractionation” equipment capable of isolatmg | 
such lighter-end hydrocarbons as isobutane and isopentane in rela- | 

, tively pure form, This requires expensive apparatus designed to | 
_ control critical processing conditions of temperature, flow, and | 

fluid levels with an exactitude heretofore unrealized in commercial 
Installations. | —_ , | | 
_ A general trend toward maximum recovery of the lighter hydro- 

: carbons by gasoline plants was evident in 1941. These are useful as | 
aviation-gasoline components, either direct or after conversion by , 
isomerization and/or alkylation. | | 

a : LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES 

_ The unusually active market for liquefied petroleum gases that 
prevailed throughout 1939 and 1940 continued with increased momen- 
tum into 1941, when sales of 462,852,000 gallons were reported, a 
48-percent gain over the 1940 total of 313,456,000 gallons. The 1941. 
volume of deliveries to consumers would, it is believed, have been | 
even greater had equipment for handling and using liquefied petroleum 
gases been freely available and diversions for consumption as raw 
material in the manufacture of high-octane gasoline and other products 
been less of a factor. The phenomenal growth in the demand for this 
fuel can be realized better when it is noted that the annual sales have | 
quadrupled in 5 years; furthermore, the 1941 total for each of the sev- 

eral Fases under review, except pentane, is above the combined total 
for all liquefied gases reported as recently as 1936. ,
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Sales of liquefied petroleum gases in the United States, 1985-41, in thousands of 
- gallons | | | 

| | | | | | . Total | 

| | | Butane- Percent of Year Butane Propane | propane Pentane ° 
| , | 7 ad fnixtures | Quantity vover” : 

. | | preceding | Po oe a year 

a en 34, 084 26, 814 13, 493 2, 464 76,855| 362 | 
-  4986.__._..-------------------- 40, 200 36, 502 27, 375 2, 575 106, 652 38.8 . 
1937... sss -wcseseee | ~~ 48,309] = 46,474 | 46, 694 2833| 141,400| — 326 

| 1938... ee -| 53768] = 54,180} = 56,050} = 2.253 | 165, 201 16.8 
es 71, 351 79, 323 69, 020 _ 8, 886 223, 580 35.3 

1940... 22. eee ee eee 77, 056 109, 216 123, 348 | . 3, 836 313, 456 - 40,2 
ggg el TTT) ang} ogg} 128, 969 |. 219, 252 4,387 | 462, 852 47.7 , 

| | 1 Subject to revision. a | : a | | a 

: All major demands for liquefied petroleum gases showed important 
oO gains in 1941 compared with 1940. Domestic requirements for | 

cooking, water heatitig, and other household uses were 65 percent 
above the 1940 level compared with a 53-percent expansion in 1940 
over 1939. A 41-percent increase in deliveries of liquefied petroleum 
gases for industrial fuel in 1941 compared with a 12-percent increment _ 
in 1940 largely reflects stepped-up defense activities. Gains in sales 

| of liquefied petroleum gases to manufactured-gas companies and to _ 
: chemical manufacturers—25 and 28 percent, . respectively—are 

slightly below comparative percentage increases for the same industries | 
in 1940. The outstanding spurt (81 percent) in the demand for lique- 

| fied petroleum gases to be used as internal-combustion-engine fuel in 
1940 was not repeated in 1941—probably due partly to diversion of | 
butane to other channels and to the question of future supply—and. 
the volume of sales for the purpose exceeded the 1940 total by only 
24 pe ‘cent. : 

| Butane deliveries made up about one-quarter (24 percent) of the 
the total sales of liquefied petroleum gases in 1941, or the same pro- 
portionate share as.in 1940. The propane total declined from 35 
percent of all deliveries to 27 percent in 1941, and a corresponding 
gain (from 39 percent in 1940 to.47 percent in 1941) is found in the 
relative quantity of butane-propane mixtures reported. The decline 

: in the proportionate volume of propane in the 1941 sales of liquefied __ 
petroleum gases is logical when it is considered that deliveries of pro- 
pane gained only 16 percent compared with a 78-percent increase in 
the market for butane-propane mixtures. The bulk of propane re- 
quirements (77 percent in 1941) is reported for domestic use, where 
the unit of delivery is small and where consequently new customers, 
although numerous, add relatively little to the annual demand. On 
the other hand, the larger share of butane-propane mixtures is credited 
to the manufacturing and chemical industries and to motor-fuel demand, 
where requirements of individual consumers are proportionatel 
large and fewer accounts can add materially to the total. Itis believed, 
therefore, that the percentage of butane-propane mixtures in the annual 
sales probably will expand and the relative propane total will decline. 
The pentane item represents a very small part of the liquefied- 
petroleum-gas demand; furthermore, its proportionate share of the
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total has dropped from about 2 percent in 1939 to less than 1 percent 
in 1941. | | | 

‘The marketed production of butane increased from 77,056,000 
gallons in 1940 to 112,244,000 in 1941, or 46 percent, compared with 
a below-normal gain of 8 percent in 1940. Greatly increased demands 
for butane for domestic consumption (59 percent over 1940 require- ¥ 
ments), industrial fuel (41 percent over 1940), andinternal-combustion- _ 
engine fuel (67 percent higher than in 1940) were all important factors 
that caused the sharp rise in butane sales during 1941. 

‘The demand for propane increased 16 percent—from 109,216,000 
| allons in 1940 to 126,969,000 in 1941. The annual percentage gain 

for propane has declined noticeably for the third consecutive year 
| from an increase of 47 percent in 1939 over 1938 to 38 percent in 1940 
| over 1939 and the still smaller increment in 1941 over 1940. Propane 
: is used principally as a domestic fuel, a field in which the possibilities 

for great annual increases are less than for butane and butane-pro- 
pane mixtures which go mostly to large-quantity consumers, such as 
industrial and chemical plants, and-for motor-engine fuel. A 50- 
percent decline in demand for propane as an industrial fuel in 1941 
(16,730,000 gallons in 1941 compared with 33,122,000 in 1940) reflects 
a reasonable shift to butane and butane-propane mixtures, fuels that 
are cheaper, that have higher B. t. u. content per gallon, and that can 
be handled at lower pressures. The unusual increase in quantity | 

| of propane reported under “All other uses” for the Pacific Coast | 
; area (2,329,000 gallons in 1941 and no deliveries in 1940) is said to 

, be gas delivered to various Army camps for fuel purposes. It is | 
_ known that a similar demand has developed in other areas, but the 

~ volume evidently has been reported under domestic use. : 
An unusually high gain in sales of butane-propane mixtures in 1940 

was repeated in 1941, and deliveries increased from 123,348,000 
, gallons in 1940 to 219,252,000, or 78 percent. The quantity of butane- 

propane mixtures reported for domestic use more than - doubled 
- (mereasing from 43,133,000 gallons in 1940 to 87,673,000 in 1941) | 

and the total was not far below the total for propane, the liquefied 
petroleum gas generally associated with the domestic trade. Butane- 
propane mixtures sold for industrial fuel increased from 3,508,000 
gallons in 1940 to 35,287,000 in 1941. Butane-propane mixtures 
evidently are replacing butane as industrial fuel, because greater quan- 
tities of the latter gas are now being diverted for raw material and — 
blending agents in the making of various products. Chemical plants 
“use important amounts of butane-propane mixtures in their processes, 
and this demand increased from 30,636,000 gallons in 1940 to 39,243,- 
000 in 1941, or 28 percent. An unusually large volume of butane- 
propane mixtures was reported under “All other uses” in the Pacific | 

_ Coast area; it is believed to cover deliveries to Army camps and defense 
housing projects, as is true of propane already mentioned. 

The market for pentane increased 14 percent from 3,836,000 gallons 
in 1940 to 4,387,000 in 1941. Pentane is used chiefly by chemical- 
manufacturing establishments as raw material; however, the propor- 
tionate share for this purpose declined from 79 percent of the total in 
1940 to 72 percent in 1941, whereas the demand for domestic use 
increased from 17 to 26 percent of total pentane deliveries.
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| Sales of liquefied petroleum gases in the United States, 1940-41, by uses, methods of. 
So transportation, and regional distribution, in thousands of gallons — , 

| oo Butane | Propane | propane | Pentane rs eed 
- | a | mixtures | _- | Quantity! Percent 

. By uses: — ; of. Ce . 7 oo ws Domestic. _.....__...-...._.. 2. 21, 302 68, 927 43, 133 : 656 134, 018 42.7 Gas manufacturing. ...__ ..-.---_.2 22. 10, 847 |: . 5, 201 - 4,191;  46-}° 20,285): £65 Industrial fuel_...-._-------.-...__._| 33,166 | 33,122| 3508/ 961 69,892 22.3 
~ - .Chemical manufacturing_..__..._....- 10| |. 987 30,636 |- 3,088, 34,671) 11.1 

Internal-combustion-engine fuel.......|) 11,242]. = 915. | 41, 761 |.--._-..--] 53, 918 17,20 
All other uses...-.-...- 2-2-2202 222-2 _ 489 64 119 j-.-.------] 672; 3 

| | | | 77,056 | 109,216 | 123,348] 3,836 | 313, 456 100. 0 
. Percent of total_............-......--] “46 34.8; 39.4 1.2 100.0 |--2.2.--... 

By. methods of transportation: 7G ef oe Sc | , Bulk. _....------22----222--------.--| 74,828 | 55,218 | 111,543] 3,588 | 245,177| 78.2 Cylinders and drums. _..__.....-..-2- 2,228 | = 53,998 | 11, 805 748 | 68,279 | 21.8 
- en - : | 77,056 | 109, 216 | 123,348 | 3,836} 313,456} 100.0 

Regional distribution: =~ - {YS : "Pacific Coast area......--....-........| 18,675 | 9,088] 44,834|_......___| 72, 597 23.2. | All other areas...-22202202 2707777777]. 58; 381 | 100,128 | 78514 |” -37836'| 240/ 859 76.8 
ne out SCS*«d 056 | 109, 206] 124, 248 | 3,896 | 913,456 | 100.0 

| Domestic... .._..-...2.2-2.--.---.---:| 33,873 | 98,048 | 87,673 | 1,128 | 220,722] 47.7. _ Gas manufacturing----77-----"77"777.] 191521 6678 | 6, 368 57 | 25,255) 5.5 | + Industrial fuel. ._22 222 27027"77777272] 46,677 | 16,730 | - 35, 287 34| 98728|. 213 | 
_ Chemical manufacturing_____..._..__- 289 1, 528 89, 243. 3, 146.|. .44, 206 |. (9.6. - 

' Internal-combustion-engine fuel._._._.|' 18, 799. 1,631 | 46,441 |.._..._.._| 66,871 | 14.4 a All other uses. ---2--22.-2..--22---| 454 | 354] 240 [8] 070 15 
" . , . | 142,244 | 126,969 | 219,252] 4,387 | 462,852 100. 0 | _- Percent of total.-----.-...-..-.-.---]. M3] 27.4) 47.41 0.9 100.0 |---------- : 

By methods of transportation: | PS re Co Bulk... .-.22.-2222--220------------| 111,109] 55,398 | 202,579] 4,083 | 373, 160. 80.6 
. - Cylinders... -.-.22.2..222. 2222222222... 1,185 71, 571, - 16,673 | 304 89, 683 . 19. 4 

| - co | F112, 244 | 126,969 | 219,252 | 4.387 | 462,852]. 100.0 
| Regional distribution: : enn fo | 7 , 

Pacific Coast area__....-..............| 26,628 | 14,006 62, 251 |-2-....-..] 102, 885 22. 2 © | All other areas....-.2222.22222.2..__| 85,616 | 112,963 | 157,001 | 4,387 | 359,967] 7.8 
| : 112,244 | 126,969 | 219,252 | 4,387 | 462,852] 100.0 

' Subject to revision. | | | | on 

In reviewing the relative quantities of the several liquefied petroleum 
gases delivered to satisfy the various uses, it should be noted that the 
proportion of butane in the domestic total was approximately 16 per- , 
cent in both 1940 and 1941; the share of the domestic trade supplied 
by propane was 44 percent in 1941 compared with 51 percent in 1940 

_ and a compensating gain was reported for butane-propane mixtures. 
This shift in kinds of liquefied gases sold for household fuel undoubtedly 
was due in part to the installation in the South Central States of numer- 
ous underground systems handling butane-propane mixtures for 
domestic use. Oo 

The manufactured-gas companies show proportionately more 
butane-propane mixtures and less butane in their purchases of lique- 
fied petroleum gases in 1941 than in 1940. The butane share of such 
total requirements dropped from 53 percent in 1940 to 48 percent in 
1941; most of this was compensated by the gain in butane-propane 
mixtures and the rest by propane deliveries. 7
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Butane sold for industrial fuel was constant at about 47 percent of 
the total requirements for this use in both 1940 and 1941. Propane 
credited to industrial plants declined from 47 percent of the total in 
1940 to 17 percent in 1941, but a corresponding gain (from 5 percent in 

| 1940 to 36 percent in 1941) was reported for. butane-propane mixtures 
in this particular use. Suppliers were believed to have been endeav- 
oring to step up the volume of liquefied petroleum gases intended for 

- industrial fuel by furnishing butane-propane mixtures, as they require | 
| less purification and consequently can be sold more cheaply. The | 

| demand for butane for other uses was another factor that caused more 
butane-propane mixtures to be used by industrial plants as fuel. © 

Liquefied petroleum gases credited to chemical plants for use as | 
blending agents and raw material showed little change in their relative 
proportions in 1940 and 1941. Butane-propane mixtures comprised 
about 89 percent of the total in each year, and the rest was mainly 
pentane. Butane-propane mixtures are used widely as internal- 

| combustion-engine fuel; however, the proportion of the total for mix- 
tures dropped from 77 percent in 1940 to 69 percent in 1941, and most 
of the corresponding gain is found in the butane column and in a | 
small increase for propane. , | 

: The following summary covering the distribution of liquefied petro- 
_.  Jeum gases by manufactured-gas companies in 1941 has been furnished 

_ through the courtesy of the American Gas Association. 

At the end of 1941, liquefied petroleum gas was being delivered through mains 
| to consumers in 175 communities in 31 States by 90 companies supplying 65,300 | 

customers. 

Butane-air gas with a heating value ranging from 520 to 1,300 B. t..u. per cubic : 
foot was supplied to 142 communities in 30 States by 73 companies. A mixture / 
of undiluted butane and propane gas with a heating value of 2,800 to 3,000 B. t. u. 
per cubic foot was supplied to 16 communities in Arizona, California, and Nevada 

_ by 7 companies. Undiluted propane gas with a heating value of 2,550 B. t. u. | 
per cubic foot was supplied to 19 communities in Maryland, Minnesota, New 
Jersey, North Dakota, Virginia, and Wisconsin by 6 companies. - . | 

There has been a decided trend-in recent years toward bulk handling | 
of liquefied petroleum gases, because of the rapid growth in the pro- ) 

| portion of deliveries to gas-manufacturing, industrial, and chemical | 
plants and the motor-fuel trade, users that receive virtually all their 
requirements in tank cars or tank trucks. Bulk shipments of liquefied 
petroleum gases increased from 245,177,000 gallons in 1940 (78 percent | 
of total sales) to 373,169,000 gallons in 1941 (approximately 81 per- | 

- cent of all deliveries), whereas cylinder shipments (limited largely to 
the domestic trade) were 68,279,000 gallons in 1940 and 89,683,000 

| in 1941. Ninety-six percent of all cylinder sales were credited to the 
domestic or ‘‘bottled-gas’”’ market in 1941 compared with 97 percent 
in 1940. 
~The Pacific Coast marketing area (California, Oregon, Washington, 

Arizona, and Nevada) reported the sale of 102,885,000 gallons, or 
22 percent of total national deliveries, in 1941 compared with 72,597,- | 
000 in 1940, or 23 percent of all sales. Liquefied petroleum gases 
delivered in “‘All other areas’ increased from 240,859,000 gallons in | 
1940—77 percent of total deliveries—to 359,967,000 in 1941—78 | 
percent of the national demand. |
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| CARBON BLACK | oe | 

- | By G. R. Hopxins anp H. Backus 

| | | SUMMARY OUTLINE | _ | | 

| | Page | . : Page | 
Summary-.__.---.---------------------:.---. 1171 | Production—Continued. 
Salient statistics__..............-....-.-.--.-. 1172] | Producers._........---.----------------.--- 1175 
Historic data_.._.....-..2... --.------------. 1173 | Demand______..-_....----.------------------. 175 
Production. _..._....----.-..----------------- 1173] ‘Total deliveries__.._.-.--.--.--------------- 17% 

By States._.._........---.-.----2---------. 1178 Domestic consumption ........------------- 175 

ce eeeeeeeneen = we 
Number of plants... .......-...---.-.--.... 175 Prices and values_.----2.-----22-2222-------- 1177 | 

| - | SUMMARY _ re . 

) The carbon-black industry experienced a profitable year in 1941, 
as new peaks were recorded for both production and sales. Because | 
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FIGURE 1.—Production, stocks, and deliveries of carbon black, 1919-41. 

of the war, exports continued to decline but domestic sales advanced 
sharply. By the time the rubber shortage began to affect the market, 
other defense industries took up the slack, resulting in a 30-percent 
drop yn producers’ stocks between January 1 and December 31 (see 

g. 1). | 
Prices were advanced on April 1 and July 1, then held firm until 

January 1, 1942, when there was another advance. | 

1171
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| The use of carbon black is increasing in reducing glare on airport 
| runways, in making black-out materials, and for military purposes; 

but in 1941, as in former years, the rubber industry was the largest 
user, taking almost 90 percent of domestic sales. | | | 

_ Salient statistics of carbon black produced from natural gas in the United States, 
| | — 1987-41 

eee 

—_ | 1987 1988 1939 1940 1941 | 

| Number of producers reporting. ._--- 24 og | 22 22 21 Number of plants---.---.-.---..----| 57 55 49 51 | 49 

Quantity produced: 
-. By States and districts: 

a : ~ -Louisiana.............-pounds..| 66,381,000 | 39, 534,000 | 51,734,000 | 55,610,000 | 78,050,000. 
| - Texas: | | | co 

Panhandle district _.....do....| 405, 247,000 | 382, 369, 000 410, 130, 000 | 423, 908, 000 415, 001, 000 . Rest of State._..........do_.-- 15, 821, 000 34, 735,000 | 43,044, 000 55, 987, 000 65,211,000 

, Total Texas._.........do__-- 421,068, 000 | 417,104,000 | 453, 174,000 | 479, 895, 000 480, 212, 000 
Other States. ..--.........do----| 28,157,000 | 20, 401,000 | 20,258,000 | 33, 287, 000 35, 803, 000 

| Total United States.....do.-.-| 510, 606, 000 477, 039,000 | 525, 166,000 | 568, 792,000 | 504, 065, 000 

| By processes: a 
Channel process...........do0....| 444, 427,000 | 441, 284, 000 464, 588,000 | 491, 765, 000 487, 967,000 , Other processes !___.._....do..--| 66,179,000 | 35, 755, 000 60, 578,000 | 77,027,000 106,098,000 - 

ae Stocks held by producers Dec. 31 
. SO ' pounds.-| 100, 497,000 | 166,159,000 | 130, 792, 000 169, 587, 000 118, 847,000: 

Losses. -....-.----------------d0__-- 76,000 | 265,000 |-.---.----.-- 223, 000 61, 000 

Quantity sold: | 
Domestic deliveries: | . 
To rubber companies- -...do__-.-| 269, 584, 000 217, 231,000 | 316,621,000 | 310, 179, 000 439, 502, 000 
To ink companies...._....do____| 18, 116, 000 14, 131,000 | 21,929,000 | 24, 159,000 28, 198, 000 . To paint companies...-...do.-..| 6, 159, 000 4, 229, 000 6, 382, 000 6, 806, 000 5, 840, 000 
For miscellaneous purposes 2 

pounds-.-| 11, 503,000 7, 883,000 | 11,773,000 | 11,012,000 3 58, 469, 000 

Total domestic deliveries 2 | Oo 
. pounds-.| 305, 362,000 | 243, 474,000 | 356, 705, 000 352, 156,000 | 3 532, 009, 000 Export............. -.......do__-_.| 184, 253, 000 167, 968, 000 203, 828,000 | 177,618,000 | 4112, 735,000 

| Total sold___-...........do.___| 489, 615, 000 | 411, 442,000 | 560, 583,000 | 529, 774, 000 644, 744, 000 
Value (at plants) of carbon black 

; produced: , . 
Total___.....--22-- 2 $17, 389, 000 | $11, 486,000 | $12, 857, 000 $16, 510, 000 $19, 341, 000 
Average per pound __.___.._cents__ 3. 41 241 2. 45 2. 90 3. 26 

Estimated quantity of natural gas 
used _.............M cubic feet_.| 341,085,000 324, 950,000 | 347, 270,000 | 368, 802, 000 -365, 377, 000 

Average yield of carbon black per 
M cubic feet. _...-.-...pounds_- 1. 50 1.47 1. 61 1.54 | ° * 1.63 

Average value of natural gas used 
per M cubic feet__.-......cents_- 1.26 89 04; - 1.00 1.13 

» powis, roller, ‘‘special,’’ and thermatomic. 
ain. | } 

? Exports for October to December 1941 included under ‘Miscellaneous purposes”’ to avoid disclosing 
export figures. 

‘ Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 

The following table shows data for carbon black produced from 
natural gas in the United States since 1919, the earliest year for which 
a canvass was made. |
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| Summary of statistics for carbon black produced from natural gas in the United 7 
| | | ~ States, 1919-41 | 

‘Stocks at Sales (housands of Average 

Production| Value OLOCKS & pounds yie 
| Year (thousands | (thousands|¢@¢ of year; == (pounds 

| | of pounds) | of dollars) Satire iy a aca 
i . _ Domestic Export of gas) 

- 1919... sells. -.{ 52,057 | 8,816 Qt. aw | (2) 408 oe 
1920...........-.............. 51, 322 4,032 (1) (1) (2) 1. 26 . 1921__.................-...... 59, 766. 5,446|. (2) (1) Qo 1.18 1922... -..----- 67, 795 5,820 | 2, 435 (1) (2) 1. 26 1923.......-.._-._._..........| 188, 268 11, 692 38,321] 2 102, 210 (2) 1,27 1924. 186,872 11, 565 95,671 | 2128, 861 (2) 1.19 1925_.-..----.----.s see | «197, 417 9, 640 96,023 | 132, 449 43, 183 1. 26 1926__......-.-_.-............| 180,576 9,939} 108,378] 128, 204 39, 211 1, 39 1927... .......--.--.-.-...| 198,429 | - 10,955 82,831 | 168, 999 54,431|  —«-:'1.38 1928... ------------. | == 2487790 | - 13,782 50,240 | 202, 676 77,903| 1.42 1920........_.._......-.......| 366, 442 18,720 | 132,203} 191,977 91, 829 1. 40 
1930_.......--.-..-.-..-..-...| 379, 942 14,852 | 259,245] 167.279 84, 260 1. 43 
W931. eee eee eee ees. | 280,907 8,621 1 5 251667 |} 161, 712 96, 714 1.44 | 

| 1932__.............---........| 242,700 6,664} 257,998 | 161, 483 100, 072 1.44 1933_.......---.--.--.--..-..-) 273,125 7,602 |  155.969| 222182] 152/986 1.44 | 1934__......_-.-..-.-.-.......| 328,828 11,654| 171,799} 191,992 120,620|  —«-:'1.48 | 
--4985_.-..-..--.--..-..-.......| 352,749 13,755 | 136,086 | 245, 351 142,185} 1.46 

_ 1986_-.....-.-........-..-.| 411,345 16, 110 79,582 | 313,018] 154,718 1. 45 | | 
) 1937__......_......-..-.---..-| $10,606 | 17,389 | 100,497 | 305,362 184, 253 1. 50 

1938___....-.-..--....-.-.....| 477,039 11,488 | 166,159} 243,474 167,968} © 1.47 
-  1939.______...__....-..-......| ~ 525, 166 12.857 | 130,792 | 256, 705 203, 828 1.51 

1940__-..-....-..-..-.-.......| . 868,792 16,510 |  169,587|  352,156| 177,618 1,54 
LOST IIIT] 504, 065 19,341} 118,837 | 4532,009| 45 112'735 1. 63 

4 Figures not available. | | - . - | 
. 2 Exports not separately repor.ed by the Dopartment of Commerce before 1925. . = 

3 Fer comparison with 1932. . 
4 Exports for October to December included with domestic sales to avoid disclosing export figures. . 
§ Figures cover January to Septem ber, inclusive. . 

| a PRODUCTION | . - | 

. __ By States.—In 1941 Texas produced 480,212,000 pounds of carbon ~ | - 
| black, or slightly more than in the former peak year of 1940. A decline 7 

_ of 9,000,000 pounds in production in the Panhandle was offset by 
_ the gain in output in the rest of the State. Texas supplied 81. per- 

cent of the total United States output in 1941 compared with 84 
percent in 1940. Louisiana continued its upward trend and pro- 
duced 78,050,000 pounds in 1941 compared with 55,610,000 pounds 
in 1940. Kansas and Oklahoma combined made an output of 35,803,- 
000 pounds in 1941, compared with 33,287,000 in 1940.
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, Carbon black produced from natural gas in the United States in 1941, by States and 
| a by major producing districts 7 

| - |. Production - | Natural gas used | 

| . y Tee | 
3 8 Value at plant - a2 _ Value 
° a Ds an nr ere ) re ee 

| State and district | é S mo 3 22. g=2 

| : Sis on: oo 2 253 —((e88 . sg <= — ~~ © a2 Ss 3 — E we | | S|B} 3 2 j2£| 5 [u8) 2 joss : | , BIZ oS Ee < = < BE ile 

. Kansas......-.....-.-.--| 2] 2 } | | | Obebewia 2222272] 4] 4 {} 38.803, 000 | $1, 216,000 | 3.40 | 16,399, 000 | 2.18 | $296,000 | 1.80 
- Louisiana: Monroe-Rich- 

land district (More- 7 8 
. house and Ouachita 

a Parishes) __........-.-.|° 6 6 78, 050, 000 | 2, 784,000 | 3.57.| 18,627,000 | 4.19 576, 000 | . 3.09. 

Texas: Se Tn Tne (nn nS DO a OO a 
Panhandle district : a 
(Carson, Gray, 
Hutchinson, Moore, 

- and Wheeler Coun- 
ties)__...............| 17 | 29 ] 415, 001, 000 | 13, 239,000 | 3.19 | 292, 628,000 | 1.42 | 2,995,000 | 1.02 

. Rest of State (Aransas, . 
Nueces, Stephens, . 
Ward, and Winkler 

7 | Counties)............| 5 8 |} 65,211,000 | 2,102,000 | 3.22 | 37,723,000 | 1.73 | 268,000) .71 

. | - Total Texas...__.../' 17 | 37 | 480,212, 000 | 15, 341, 000 | 3.19 | 330,351,000 | 1.45 | 3,263,000} .99 . 

. Total United States |' 21 | 49 | 594, 065, 000 | 19, 341, 000 | 3.26 | 365, 377,000 | 1.63 | 4,135,000 | 1.13 | 

. 1JIn counting the total number of producers reporting, a producer operating in more than 1 State, district, 
. or county is counted but once. a | 

| | By months.—War demands evidently influenced production, as the | 
highest daily average output (obtained by prorating the Bureau’s 

| annual total upon the basis of monthly figures of the National Gas 
Products Association) was for December; the lowest were those for, 

| May and July. | 7 | ” 

Carbon black produced from natural gas in the United States in 1941, by months, 
| | in pounds : : 

Ciational Bureau of Mines ? National Bureau of Mines ? 
aS Frod- [> as Prod- |-——-——-_—_———;>—-—-_——-— 

| Month ucts Asso- Daily Month ucts Asso- Dail 
, ciation ! Total averaxe ciation ! Total average 

January ___.._.| 41,842,851 | 50, 436,000 | 1,627,000 || August__...._.| 41,589,962 | 50,139,000 | 1,617,000 __ 
February . .....| 37,934,158 | 45,684,000 | 1, 632,000 || September___.-| 40, 216,651 | 48,476,000 | 1.616, 000 
March_...... ..| 42,258,613 | 50,911,000 | 1,642,000 || October___._.__| 40, 521,599 | 48, 832, 000 | 1,575, 000 | 
April. .........] 41, 324, 480 | 49, 783,000 | 1,659,000 || November_.__.| 41, 193,670 | 49, 604, 000 | 1, 653, 000 
May......._._-| 41,385, 780 | 49, 842,000 | 1,608,000 |} December._.__| 43, 313,845 | 52,218,000 | 1,684,000 
June..___......| 40,076, 944 | 48,298,000 | 1, 610, 000 | - | 
July. _.......| 41,371, 402 | 49, 842; 000 | 1; 608, 000 493, 029, 955 |504, 065,000 | 1. 628. 000 

4 Represents output of contact black. 
? Monthly figures obtained by allocating the Bureau’s annual total proportionately to the association’s 

monthly data. . ° 

Methods and yields—Although the leading method of producing 
carbon black is still the channel process, the other processes—Lewis, 
roller, “special,’’ and thermatomic—are gaining importance; they 
produced 18 percent of the total output in 1941 compared with 14 
percent in 1940 and 12 percent in 1939. The principal gain was
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made by the furnace or high-yield blacks; hence, the average yield | 
rose to 1.63 pounds a thousand cubic feet of gas used compared | 
with 1.54 pounds in 1940. - a a . 

7 Number of planis—There were 49 plants in operation in 1941 
compared with 51 in 1940; 2 new plants were built, and 4 that produced 
in 1940 were not operated in 1941. Publication of information | 
relative to location and capacity of plants has been suspended. | : 

Producers.—The Reliance Carbon Co. was dissolved in 1941. No | 
7 new names were added to the list of producers. | re . 

| PRODUCTION DELIVERIES Be ee sO 
soo} EBBH Other States [1] Losses BED Cs 

MOA | nce: ER Exports POC lee me Eat | | 
| Ej Misc. pape Fee as) Fy came ge an a 

wo a es ee ee 
FL Z soo EH Texas Pontoncte Rubber BESSY Lees cee reef et - | 1s rE Po ee ae Se oo ee es | | 

© nee pee ae oe : Tn MB Re aero Baa poe 
a. ee RR oer cee Se ees Fees 627 | 

sesest RS pains poe wee pod | papa Bed , 
. a Baas ee Bee PR ol mamas bee 

, Oo : eee re BR a a a Be Bon | eed | 
ieee pesoeennn [27 sere oe Poca foc pec Foe Be 

Gt 300 Seca MAG BAR BS i oe ee CE poole Ee EF 

z pee Eee cee - CRB FS Ee | 
1 oO tho] pesos fcmeee pow pon ee Be: eee See on 
{5 Ce oe Loe ON EC fr oe hoo Pea eS | 

| 1 eee oat aS a fai 
l= Fess a eo ee ee Oe Hee . 

“of So ae netfee 
eee eae eae ea ea ea 

okt Ee ee oe eS SS ES e an toe 
1932 1933. 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

FIGURE 2.—Production and consumption of carbon black, 1932-41. Production in ‘“Texas other than 
Panhandle” included in ‘Other States,” 1932-35. Exports for 1941 included in ‘‘Miscellaneous.” 

DEMAND 

Total deliverves.—Sales of carbon black, as reported by producers, 
were 644,744,000 pounds in 1941—22 percent above the 1940 figure 
of 529,774,000 pounds. 

Domestic consumption.—Domestic sales increased in all major 
classes except those to paint companies. Because publication of 
exports for October, November, and December 1941 has been sus- | 
pended, exports for the entire year 1941 have been combined in figure 
2 with sales for miscellaneous purposes. It is not possible to compare 
relative sales of the major classes in 1941 with those in 1940. 

497779—43—— 76 |
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| . Reports from producers indicate that domestic sales in 1941 were 
_ divided as follows: Rubber companies, 439,502,000 pounds; ink com- 

| panies, 28,198,000 pounds; paint companies, 5,840,000 pounds; 
| iniscel aneous purposes, including 3° months’ exports, 58,469,000 

_ According to information supplied by the Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce, the consumption of rubber, both at home and 

) abroad, increased sharply in 1941. oe 
| Consumption of rubber in the United States reached a new peak, 

with substantial gains in all three types—crude, reclaimed, and syn-. © 
thetic. Statistics of the Rubber Manufacturers Association indicate 
that the percentage of decrease in stocks at the end of 1941 far out- 
weighed the gain in number of tire casings produced, showing an 

| | increased demand made by the war on other branches of the rubber 
industry that use carbon black. The increased use of retread for , 

| tires is reflected in a sharp rise in the production of camelback. As ; 
| this has a relatively high carbon-black content, it was probably also | 

a, factor in the 42-percent increase in the quantity of carbon black 
| delivered to: rubber companies during 1941. SO | 

_. A-17-percent increase in the quantity of carbon black delivered to— 
| ink companies is confirmed by information supplied by the Bureau | 

: of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, which shows new gains in news- _ 
print available for consumption in 1941. — a a 

A 14-percent decrease in carbon black delivered to paint companies 
: seems to indicate that its use in black-out paints did not affect the 

trade n 1941. er nes | 
_ Exports and imports.'—Exports for the first 9 months of 1941 totaled | 

112,734,841 pounds, valued-at $5,104,509; comparison with the cor- 
-._- responding: period of 1940 shows.a marked decline in shipments to 
| foreign countries. The foregoing figures indicate an average value 

of 4.53 cents in 1941 compared with 4.38 cents in 1940. Publication 
of export figures for October, November, and December, and of the 
names of importing countries, has been suspended. oe 

Imports of gas black for the first 9 months of 1941 were only 800 
pounds, valued at $101. Imports of acetylene black (all from Canada) — : 

_ for the 9 months were 2,907,751 pounds, valued at $310,084. 

| Carbon black exported from the United States, 1940-41, by months 

| 1940 | 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) 

Month S| 
Pounds Value Pounds Value 

January._._......-.--..------------- +--+ 2-2 -------- 20, 109, 979 $874, 658 9, 800,208 | $454, 687 
February.......... .----.----------------- +--+ ------ 22, 885,685 {| 1,034, 505 9, 092, 813 384, 618 
Marech...... | _...-..------- ee eee eee ee eee eee 27, 026,918 | 1, 189, 390 12, 183, 017 538, 411 
April..... 2.000002 e eee eee ee - 15, 023, 991 650, 748 11, 038, 325 508, 468 
May._-.-.... .... ------ 2 eee eee eee 8, 464, 702 381, 735 15, 028, 478 683, 493 
June.._..........---.------- 2 eee ee ne eee eee 11, 862, 418 503, 178 7, 100, 275 298, 292 
July_.......0 0022 ee eee eee eee eee ee eee 19, 116, 627 811, 861 14, 863, 785 670, 866 
August........... 0 ..-.---------------- 2-2 -----ee- 8, 954, 840 394, 645 11, 157, 609 503, 884 
September........-..-..--.---- --------------------- 10, 274, 304 452, 298 22, 470, 331 | 1,061, 790 
October....... .......----.------ 2-22 eee eee eee 13, 579,306 | 632, 906 (4) (1) 
November.....  ...-..------------------------ +e -- 10, 707, 700 489, 704 (1) (?) 
December. 2 |...) 60. eee ewes ee eeeeee-| 9,611,397 408, 192 (1) (1) 

. 177, 617, 867 | 7,823,820 | 112,734, 841 5, 104, 509 

1 Publication suspended. 

1 Figures on exports and imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.
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, ss STOCKS | | 
Favorable market conditions in 1941 were reflected in a 30-percent 

decrease in producers’ stocks between January 1 and December 31. 
Stocks on hand at the end of the year were 118,847,000 pounds—the 
lowest figure since 1937, when 100,497,000 pounds were reported. 

| | PRICES AND VALUES | 

: The average value of carbon black at the plants rose from 2.90 | 
| cents a pound in 1940 to 3.26 cents in 1941. - 

| The following table gives spot prices of representative grades of 
carbon black in 1941, as quoted by the Oil, Paint and Drug Re- 
porter. oO | - 

| Quoted prices on various grades of carbon black in carlots in 1941, in cents a pound 
co - . (Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter] 

| 
R egular, Beads, com- . Bulk, cars 

Date Phare |pattlrrs| Feocb. |. Rjtsh- : | | f.o.b. plants f.0.b. plants plants |~ ae | 

| 7 January bo 3.075 2.925 275 3.63 | April 1.202000 7227 22 3. 325 3.175 | - 3.00 3.97 | July 1.002200 31495 3. 350 315; 
. Average... .._ 2.2222. 2-22 eee eee ene eee eee eee 3.314 3. 202 3.01 @) 

| 1 Not quoted after April 1. 7 ‘ .
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_ By H. S. Kennepy anp R. A. Catre.n 

SUMMARY OUTLINE | | 
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_ Introduction.— Planning and research by Bureau of Mines engineers,, : 
extending without interruption since the First World War, have ee 
resulted in a helium project that plays an important role in the present — | 

| emergency. About 1925 the Bureau initiated (1) an accelerated 
| program of research on properties of gases suitable for extraction of oe 

| elium and (2) engineering studies of fields found in the course of the 
survey of helium-bearing natural gas that offered possibilities for 
economical extraction of helium. A successful helium project not | 
only requires a supply of natural gas of suitable helium content but | 
also a large proved reserve under a pressure of several hundred pounds 
per square inch (which can be protected against waste or rapid deple- 7 
tion through excessive withdrawals), an adequate and dependable 
outlet for the residue gas from the helium plant, and various other | 

: conditions essential to successful and economical extraction of helium. 
The Cliffside field near Amarillo, Tex., was selected for a helium 

project and has proved to be the best source of helium-bearing natural 
gas found in 25 years of concentrated search. All gas rights were 
acquired in 50,000 acres of land covering the field, equipment using a | 
new method for extraction of helium was designed, and the Amarillo | 
Helium Plant (with a rated annual capacity of 24 million cubic feet 
of helium) was built in 1929. = | 

Expanded program.—The importance of helium to the national | 
defense program was recognized by the Congress in appropriating 
$175,000 in an act approved April 1, 1941, to be used in a survey of 
sources of helium for new helium plants and for additions to the existing 
facilities near Amarillo. With the funds made available, the Bureau 
is collecting and analyzing samples from various gas fields and study- 
ing geological and engineering features of fields that offer possibilities 

| for production of helium. The primary purpose of this work is to 
acquire data that will aid in developing plans for increasing the output 
of helium to meet any helium requirements that may arise in the 
future. Moreover, at the end of the fiscal year 1941, the Congress 
appropriated $350,000 for another unit at the two-unit Amarillo 
plant and for drilling additional wells, thereby increasing the rated 
annual capacity of that plant to 36 million cubic feet. The new unit 

| and other facilities being constructed near Amarillo will be ready for 
operation at the beginning of the fiscal year 1943. 

1179 .
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The plans of the Army and Navy have progressed to such a point | 
- that the expanded facilities at the Amarillo plant will not supply - 

enough helium for the war program. Therefore, the Congress made 
7 an additional $1,250,000 available to the Bureau of Mines for new 

| _ helium-producing facilities. Asa result of the survey and engineering 
| studies, the Channing area in the southwestern part of the main | 

Panhandle field (Moore, Potter, Oldham, and Hartley Counties, Tex.), 
which produces gas with an average helium content of about 1 percent, 

. was selected as a source of helium-bearing natural gas. A site at 
| Exell, Tex., has been selected for a new helium plant, to be constructed 

- with a rated annual capacity of 24 million cubic feet of helium. A 
contract permitting the Bureau to process the gas from this area for | 

| _ helium extraction and contracts for the design and construction of a — 
new plant have been executed. —_«_— oS oo 

Protection of plant and gas field —Helium is used to inflate aircraft 
that patrol the coasts. The Amarillo plant is the only operating 
helium plant in the world, and the Cliffside gas field is therefore an | 

| essential war area as the source of helium-bearing natural gas. The | 
| | military authorities and the Federal Bureau of Investigation have 

| cooperated with the Bureau of Mines in studying means of protecting | 
the plant, pipe line, and gas wells, and their recommendations for 
guarding the properties against sabotage have been put into effect. _ 

: Operation of Amarillo plant.—During the fiscal year ended June 30, 
a 1941, the Bureau of Mines Amarillo Helium Plant operated at a rate 

higher than in any previous year and produced 16,173,430 cubic feet 
of helium; the cumulative output from April 1929 to June 30, 1941, 

| was 116,165,430 cubic feet. During the first half of the fiscal year 
7 ended June 30, 1942, 15,721,950 cubic feet of additional helium were 

oo produced, raising the plant’s total output from April 1929 to December | 
31, 1941, to 131,887,380 cubic feet. This quantity of helium, added 

| to the 49 million cubic. feet produced at the Fort Worth plant before 
the Amarillo plant was built, raises the total production in Government — ~ 

| plants to approximately 180 million cubic feet at the end of the calendar 
year 1941. | oS | | 

- Residue natural gas from the helium plant sold for use as fuel in the 
fiscal year 1941 totaled 845,728,000 cubic feet and brought a return. 
of $38,057. The cumulative sales of residue gas for the 12-year 
operating period at the Amarillo plant (to June 30, 1941) totaled 
5,997,936,000 cubic feet, for which $305,037 was received. 

Cliffside gas field——In the fiscal year 1941, 951,031,000 cubic feet of 
helium-bearing natural gas were produced by the Bureau of Mines 
from the Government’s Cliffside gas field to supply the Amarillo plant; 
the cumulative output of natural gas from the field is 6,934,920,000 
cubic feet. 

The Bureau began a drilling program in the Cliffside field for a 
supply of gas in addition to that from the five wells drilled before 1941. 
Contracts were let for four wells, which were completed with daily 
open flows ranging from 11 to 22 million cubic feet of gas. Gathering 
lines were constructed to connect the wells to the main pipe line. 

Government use of helium.—The Navy, which continued to purchase 
| the largest volume of helium, received about 7 million cubic feet during 

the fiscal year 1941. Increased volumes of helium are used for inflat- 
ing lighter-than-air craft to meet the expanding program of coast 
patrol. Helium is used for diverse fleet operations, including admix-
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ture with oxygen to provide a breathing atmosphere that mitigates 
_ eaisson disease (the “‘bends”) in diving; the Bureau made pioneering 

experiments in this field in 1923. 
‘The Weather Bureau consumed about 3,700,000 cubic feet. of helium : 

during the fiscal year 1941—over 40 percent more than in the fiscal 
| year 1940. This increase was due to establishment. of new meteoro- 

ogical stations and reflects the increased operations to supply the 
military services with weather data for extended war activities. , 

. .  .The Army employs helium principally for inflating barrage balloons, cos 
_ which are used in the rapidly expanding program of training soldiers 

to operate this type of war weapon for protecting military objectives 
from bombing. It is probable that barrage balloons flown above most 
objectives will be filled with hydrogen, but helium may be used where 
severe fire hazards will arise from hydrogen-filled balloons that may be 
shot down in flames. The extent to which helium will be employed 
in actual barrage-balloon operations will depend on future develop- 

- ments. . . a oe oe . 
Sales of helium for medical, scientific, and commercial use.—Publie 

sale of helium was authorized by the amendatory Helium Act approved _ | 
September 1, 1937... To June 30,1941, 124 contracts for a total of 
2,761,095 cubic feet of helium had been approved. In the fiscal year 

. 1941, 1,246,940 cubic feet of helium (7.7 percent of the production) 
were sold to non-Government users. About 600,000 cubic feet were 
employed for medical use, for an.estimated 50,000 hours of treatment. 
_New uses for helium center around developments in metallurgy. 

_ Helium is being used as an inert-atmosphere for welding magnesium- 
alloy wings for war planes, and this development has speeded their. | 

- manufacture. Another use of helium in the national war program is | 
to provide an inert atmosphere for welding defects in magnesium- | 
alloy castings. It is reported that this use of helium has accelerated 

~ the production of magnesium castings. _ Co oe 
Prices.—The estimated cost of producing helium for the fiscal year | 

* 1941, as approved by the Secretary of the Interior, was $13.75 a 
_ thousand cubic feet. In accordance with the law and regulations, this 

_ estimate was used as the basis for computing the deposits made by 
non-Government buyers of helium. Increased volume of output has , 
a marked effect in reducing the unit cost of helium. Although pro- _ | 
duction in the fiscal year 1941 was 71 percent more than that in 1940, 
the decrease in the unit cost was much less than it would have been in 
normal times because new obligations were incurred for. protecting 
the helium properties against sabotage. The actual selling prices for 
the fiscal year 1941, as approved by the Secretary of the Interior, were 
$9.75 for helium for medical use, $10.24 for helium for scientific use, 
and $11.47 for helium for commercial use. The balances of the 
deposits under sales contracts, in excess of the total charges for helium 
and services applicable to the contracts, were refunded to the pur- 
chasers. : 

Government agencies were charged the record low price of $6.42 
per thousand cubic feet, irrespective of the use made of the helium. 
This represents operating cost only, because under the law deprecia- 
tion and depletion are not assessed against Government agencies. | 

The price at which helium can be sold is influenced by the volume 
of production and improvements in the process. Over a period of .
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years, the price of helium has shown a marked decrease. The trend 
| - im recent years is indicated by the following table: oo a 

, - Se Prices charged for 1,000 cubic feet of helium, 1988-41. 

ae a [Exclusive of service charges] ae : . 

| . — Ss Fiscal year— | | 

. 7 aN s 1941 . 

--- Helium requisitioned by Government agencies ........------.-| $11. 16 $11. 47 $8. 43 $6.42 
Helium sold to non-Government purchasers: 

| Medical use_.__.. .-...-.---------------------------+-------- 13. 471 12. 80 11.17 9. 75 
Seientific use._..___......----------------------------------| 18. 471 13. 44 . 11. 73 10. 24 

~ Commercial use.....--....--------------------------------- 15.088 | . 15.05 13. 14 11. 47 . 

a Outlook and plans.—As most of the world is at war, the War and 
| _ Navy Departments and the Weather Bureau have been obliged con- 

| tinually to expand their war plans involving the use of helium. The — 
a _ production in the fiscal year 1942 was nearly double that in the fiscal 

year 1941. The anticipated demand in the fiscal year 1943 will 
require the full rated annual capacity of 36 million cubic feet of helium 

| from the three units at the Amarillo plant (including the new third 
unit) and large quantities from the new plant being constructed at | 

: Exell, Tex. The usefulness of the airship patrol in locating enemy 
| submarines off the coasts has accelerated the program for constructing 

a additional lighter-than-air craft, which, in turn, has increased the 
| demand for helium. An increase in the annual capacity of the new 

plant at Exell, Tex., from the 24 million cubic feet originally. con- 
| templated to 60 millior cubic feet is being considered. Oo 

| Work is continuing on the survey of helium-bearing natural gas and , 
| the geological and engineering study of fields that give promise as 

sources of helium. This work will enable the Bureau of Mines to 
: select areas for establishing new helium plants whenever they are 

| needed to meet the requirements of war. . |
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_ SUMMARY - | 

__ Refinery sales of petroleum asphalt (exclusive of road oil) to domes- 
tic consumers in the United States were 26 percent larger in tonnage | 

| in 1941 than in 1940, and, because of higher prices, they were 34 . | 
percent greater.in total value. The average sales value per short ton | 
increased 6 percent. To meet the augmented domestic demand, © 7 | 
petroleum refineries enlarged their output 23 percent from 1940 to | 
1941 and decreased their stocks 1.6 percent. The increased domestic : 
demand in 1941 was partly met by imports,which were 18 percent 
higher in the first 9 months of the year than in the corresponding 

, months of 1940. At the same time, foreign demand was 22 percent ae 
| less in the first three quarters of 1941 than in the corresponding period __ | 

| of 1940. : | | | | | 
| The tonnage of bituminous rock sold had an even greater propor- | 
_ tional increase—43 percent—than did the total tonnage of solid and 

liquid petroleum asphalt sold for paving purposes—23 percent. The : 
comparatively low valued products of Texas, Oklahoma, and Alabama ~— 

_ accounted for the greater increases in sales of bituminous rock; con- | 
sequently, the total value of bituminous rock sold increased only 19 
percent, and the average value per short ton sold decreased 17 percent. 

In spite of a slight decline in exports of natural unmanufactured 
asphalt (mostly gilsonite), sales of gilsonite increased 14 percent in 
quantity from 1940 to 1941. As the unit value of the gilsonite sold 
declined 3 percent, the total sales value increased only 10.5 percent. —. 

| NATIVE ASPHALT AND BITUMENS | 

_ Bituminous rock.—Bituminous rock shared the generally increased | 
demand for asphaltic substances in 1941. Sales of rock asphalt by ~ 
producers in the United States increased 43 percent in quantity—from 
458,665 short tons in 1940 to 654,692 tons in 1941—and 19 percent in 
total value—from $1,949,166 to $2,312,227. Prices were lower than 
in 1940, and the average sales value at the mine decreased from $4.25 
per ton to $3.53. | 

Operators in Texas and Oklahoma increased their sales from 282,250 
tons valued at $833,248 to 446,432 tons valued at $1,197,319, but 
smaller sales in California more than offset an increase in Missouri. 

i Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 1183
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East of the Mississippi River, producers in Kentucky and Alabama 
enlarged their sales from 150,312 tons valued at $1,031,646 to 193,887 

-. tons valued at $1,047,529. - 
| Gilsonite and wurtzite —Greater demand in the domestic market 

boosted producers’ sales of gilsonite in Utah from 31,930 short tons 
| valued at $770,711 in 1940 to 36,407 tons valued at $851,623 in 1941. 

The average sales price per ton at the mine or railhead decreased from 
$24.14 to $23.39. | | | . 

_ _ Sales of wurtzilite from Utah decreased from 70: tons valued at 
| $5,460 in 1940 to 69 tons valued at $5,343 in 1941.0 . | 

| : — Sulfonated bitumen.—In 1941, as in 1940, a small quantity of natural 
| sulfonated bitumen was produced in Box Elder County, Utah, near | 

| - Ogden. — : a | : 
| _ Exports —Exports of natural unmanufactured asphalt were 8,223 

| short tons valued at $266,404 in the first 9 months of 1941, compared 
with 8,382 tons valued at $362,836 in the corresponding months of 
1940. No data to indicate the destination of these exports in 1941 
are available for publication. a ne 

oo _ ss “MANUFACTURED OR PETROLEUM ASPHALT 
| Production.—Petroleum refineries in the United. States produced | 

. 23 percent more asphalt in 1941 than in 1940. The Rocky Mountain. 
| _ district was the only exception to the general increase. ‘The greatest 

| gains in tonnage were made in the northeastern quarter of the United 
| tates and the Mid-Continent area; California and Gulf Coast | 

refineries showed smaller increases. a So 

| | Production, receipts, stocks, consumption, transfers, losses, exports, and domestic 
sales of asphalt (exclusive of road otl) at petroleum refineries in the United States 
tn 1941, by districts, un short tons - Oo - 

| | | a R | fot | Stocks Consump- | 
, : eceipts jo on DY . 

District Produe- | “from” |” compantes,| domestic 
. | . sources Dec. 31, Dec. 31, losses, and consumers 

Fast Coast_._............-..-.-.--.| 2,188,000] 148,600 | 137,000 | 120,000 137,800 | 2, 165, 800 
Appalachian...._..................| . 258,000 300 | 13,000} 13,000} 8,900 | 249, 400 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc_..-.| 1, 327, 800 161, 000 170, 000 171, 000 461,800 | 1,026,000 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri_..| 501,300 | 166, 100 58, 000 94, 000 11, 200 620, 200 

TexGult Coast... .............| 362,700 300 | 17,000| 23,000 | 161,000} 196,000 
Inland.......----.-.---.-..---] 244,000 | 88,000 | 19,000 | 15,000 |...........] 336,000 

a Total Texas............. nea eel ee aes 
| Louisiana-Arkansas: , 7 

- Louisiana Gulf Coast...... ---| 417,100 |____._.___- 51, 000 47, 000 57, 200 363, 900 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland.| 284, 700 5, 700 51, 000 22, 000 4, 300 315, 100 

Total Louisiana-Arkansas.....| 701,800 5,700 | 102,000 | 69,000 | 61,500 | _679, 000 - 
Rocky Mountain.._...__.._.-.-..-. 134, 400 ' 44, 300 20, 000 27, 000 10, 500 161, 200 

California...--.---.... .. - --. |__ $89,600 | __38,800 | __78,000 | _—_72,000 | _139, 300 | _ 795, 100 
Total United States: 

1941_._.............. ....} 6, 557, 600 653, 100 614, 000 604,000 |. 992,000 | 6, 228, 700 
1940.39 22 12.2_.....1.1] 5,346, 700 | 287,400 | 550,000 | 614,000 | 627,800 | 4,942; 300
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Sales of asphalt (exclusive of road oil) at petroleum refineries to domestic consumers 
: 7 - - tn the United States, 1940-41, by districts | 

- | oo | | 1940 : 1941 
. - District 

; | Short tons Value Short tons Valne 

Fast Coast.._.......-.....-.-------------.-----} 1,725,086 | $19,995,386 | 2,165,783 | $24, 709, 304 
Appalachian......-.......-----22----- eee 171,001 | = 1, 972, 721 249, 362 | 3, O71, 753 
Indiana, Dlinois, Kentucky, etce.....-.......-.- 904, 532 8, 332, 733 1, 026, 016 10, 506, 007 

_. Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri-..-.-771777"] 452314 | -2}720,728| °”620,166| 4, 373, 066 

*ORGalf Coast.......-..-..-..-.-....-2....| 187,606 | 1,498, 388 196,015 | 1, 773, 130 
Inland_...222000022222TTTTTTTITTIIIIIIN] = oztogs | 1 788) 661 336,022 | 2948 610 

Total Texas.......-...-...---...--2------| 364,741 | 3, 282, 049- 532,037 | 4, 721, 740 
Louisiana-Arkansas: | | | 

Louisiana Gulf Coast_......--2-2--.-.-.--- 309, 646 2, 829, 484 363, 885 3, 406, 201 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland.._......_.-. 227, 986 1, 561, 379 315, 116 2, 210, 082 

Total Louisiana-Arkansas...............| 537,632 | 4, 390, 863 "679, 001 5, 706,283 
Rocky Mountain.___.......-...--....-....22..| -:138,940-| 946, 780 161,200 | 1, 402, 574 

_ | California.------------+--+---2222222----------]|___ 658,098 | __3, 540,782 | 705,158 | _ 5,842, 416 | 
Total United States.....................-| 4,942,289 | 45,191,051 | 6,228,723 | 60, 513, 143 

| _ Stocks.—Throughout the Nation, stocks of petroleum asphalt at - 
: refineries decreased 10,000 short tons from December 31, 1940, to 

December 31, 1941, principally in Louisiana and Arkansas, the East | 
Coast district, and California. On the other hand, refinery stocks 
increased in Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri; in the Rocky Moun- 
tain district; and in Texas. | | a - 

| __ Sales.—Sales of petroleum asphalt by refineries to domestic con- 
- gsumers in the United States increased 26 percent in quantity and 34 

-- percent in total value from 1940 to 1941; the average value at the - 
- refinery increased from $9.14 to $9.72. | a 

Of the total petroleum asphalt sold to domestic consumers, 25 
_ percent was manufactured from foreign petroleum (imported chiefly | 

from Venezuela and Mexico), the same percentage as in 1940. 
| Although runs of foreign crude oil to stills increased 22 percent—from | 

_ 41,798,000 barrels in 1940 to 50,946,000 barrels in 1941—sales of 
petroleum asphalt from this source increased 27 percent in tonnage . 

| during the same period; apparently, more foreign crude oil was run | 
to asphalt in 1940 than in 1941. Hast Coast refineries sold 91 percent 
of the total asphalt made from foreign crude in 1940 and 97 percent 
in 1941. | 

_ Highway and street construction and airport-runway surfacing used 
(in the form of paving asphalt, paving flux, cut-back asphalts, and 
asphalt emulsions) 64 percent of the total asphalt sold to domestic 
consumers by petroleum refineries in 1941, compared with 66 percent 
in 1940. Such statistics as are available indicate a sharp increase in 
the construction of paved highways over 1940. Not only was more 
mileage of high-type roadway laid down by the States, but the 
Federal Government contributed generously to the enlarged demand 
for paving grades of asphalt in 1941 by its program of constructing 
paved streets for camps and cantonments and runways for airports. 

Domestic sales of paving asphalt of less than 200 penetration in- 
creased from 1,277,961 short tons in 1940 to 1,764,221 tons in 1941, 
or 38 percent. The gains were general but were greatest in the three
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northeastern districts, in Louisiana and Arkansas, and in California. _ 
| It is noteworthy that the three northeastern refining districts, which | 

produced 58 percent of the paving asphalt sold in the United States | 
| - in 1941, laid 62 percent of the high-type surface constructed in that 

) year, according to Engineering News-Record. 

| | Asphalt and asphaltic material (exclusive of road oil) sold at petroleum refineries to 

: | domestic consumers in the United States in 1941, by varietves | | 

7 . | | | -  . [Walue f.o. b. refinery] _ | 

| From domestic -From foreign am 
| | oO | petroleum petroleum Total 

Variety | 

oe . oo ae Short tons} Value | Shorttons; Value | Shorttons; Value 

Solid and semisolid products of | | - | 
less than 200 penctration: 

Asphalt for—’ - 
— Paving__......-.-----------| 1,178,382 | $10, 433,957 | 585,889 | $6,667,974 | 1, 764, 221 | $17, 101, 931 

Roofing. -.....--------------: 856, 610 8, 048, 283 255,077 | 2,907,963 | 1,111,687 | 10, 956, 246 

Waterproofing.....-.------- 29, 886 349, 872 10, 052 124, 637 39, 938 474,509 
Blending with rubber-_.----- 7, 920 151, 866 12, 616 214, 093 20, 536 365, 959 
Briquetting........--------- 76, 941 665, 757 234 2, 638 77, 175 668, 395 
Mastic and mastic cake...-- 2, 220 38,836; - 9,693 | | 127,347 11,913 | 166,183 
Pipe coatings_.....-..------ 39, 561 482, 195 2, 328 32, 564 41, 889 514, 759 
Molding compounds..---.-.-.-- 31, 060 372, 310 3, 786 49, 026 34, 846 421, 336 
Miscellaneous uses- .- - - - ---- 145, 395 1, 590, 694 83,749 | 1, 157, 489 229, 144 2, 748, 183 

. 2, 367,925 | 22, 133, 770 963, 424 | 11, 283,731 | 3,331,349 | 33, 417, 501 

Semisolid and liquid products of. . 
. | _ . more than 200 penetration: os . . 

Flux for—. 
Paving. _...-..-,.---------- 155, 779 1, 200, 602 57,007 | 566,302 212, 786 1, 766, 9045. 
Roofing........-..-.--------] | 472,345 | 3, 013, 232 87, 664 | 1, 038, 338 560, 009 4, 051, 570 
Waterproofing._.........--- 3, 094 56, 145 1, 853 25, 942 4,947 | . 82, 087 

- Cut-back asphalts: 
OO Rapid-curing.._-......--..-| 675, 088. 6, 591, 325 342,559 | 3,905,429 | 1,017,647 | 10,406,754 

Medium-curing-..--..-.-.--- 802, 403: 7, 003, 345 83,082 | 1,034,382 885, 485 8, 037, 727 
Emulsified asphalts and fluxes. 126, 836 1, 555, 016 2,170 21, 824 129, 006 1, 576, 840 

, ¢ Paints, enamels, japans, and . 
lacquers __.-....------------ 31, 550, 470,042 | 13,479 214, 268 45, 038 684, 310 

_ Other liquid products-....---- 41, 189 384, 738 «1, 267 - 414,712 42, 456 399, 450 

: | S92 308,293 | 20,274,445} 589,081 | 6,821, 197 | 2,897,374 | 27, 095, 642 

Total: 
1941__...._.._____.....] 4,676, 218 | 42, 408, 215 | 1, 552,505 | 18, 104,928 | 6,228,723 } 60, 513, 143 
1940_._.....-_.....----] 3, 719, 218 | 31, 267,837 | 1, 223, 071 | 13, 923, 214 | 4,942,289 | 45,191, 051 

| ’ 

Paving asphalt sold at petroleum refineries in the United States, 1940-41, by districts, ‘ 
in short tons 

| District | 1940 1941 

East CoaSt..--------cocecececeecececeeceeceeeecececesecceceeceeceesececceeeeee--| 609,717 779, 923 
Appalachian. ...__....--..-------------- 2+ nnn ne ee eee eee ee eee eee 31, 270 66, 940 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc._...-....-.------------------------------------- 110, 762 178, 549 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri----....----.---.---------------1--------------- 31, 753 36, 526 

Texas: 
Gulf Coast..__......--..-.----- oe ee eee eee eee 26, 029 45, 575 
Inland... _......---------- en ee ee eee nee 58, 499 ~—s« 64, 361 

Total Texas ____...-----------ececeeecececeeeececeeceeeececeeeeeee-eee----| 84, 528 109, 936 

Louisiana- Arkansas: | 
Louisiana Gulf Coast........._..--..-..-.---_- 2+ oie eee eee 118, 586 145, 953 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland. .--..._.....-.-.-.-_------------------------- 87, 632 143, 562 

Total Louisiana-Arkansas..........-...----..--------------------------- 206, 218 289, 515 
Rocky Mountain.............-------------------------+------------- eee 8, 165 26, 773 
California... _........--------------------- 2-22 eee nnn ee enn nee eee ee eee eee 195, 548 276, 059 

Total United States........-----------ce-eeeeeeeeeceeeeeceeeeeeeeeee--e---| 1,277,961 | 1, 764, 221
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Increased construction of lighter-type asphaltic highways is indi- 
cated by greater sales of cut-back asphalts than in 1940. Total sales | 

7 of rapid-curing and medium-curing cut-backs increased 10 percent in | 
quantity—from 1,722,475 to 1,903,132 tons. The greatest gains were 
in the East Coast district, the Oklahoma-Kansas-Missouri district, _ | 
the Louisiana-Arkansas district, Texas, and. the Rocky Mountain — 
district. Against these gains were a sharp decline in the Indiana- - 

7 Illinois-Kentucky-etc. district. and smaller declines in California and 
__ the Appalachian district. Most of the gain in sales of cut-back 

_ asphalts was in the medium-curing type, and the greatest increases 
: in that type were in the East Coast and Oklahoma-Kansas-Missouri 

districts. | : On | | 7 

| Cut-back asphalis sold at petroleum refineries in the United States, 1940-41, by 
BO - districts,in short tons | 

| _ ‘District | 1940 1941 | 

2 East Coast......_.-------2------0--e ee eee ene e erence eee ee eeee eee econ eee---| 449,368 | 576,779 
ADP aac DIA nooo gona oan nn nnn nnnnnnennenn cnn n tne nent nenenenee 50, 940 AG, 526 . 

. Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete.._...........--.-.-- 2 340, 173 280, 437 
_ + Oklshom a, Kansas, and Missouri... ..........--.-.-...2------------------- ee 253, 039 323, 115 

| - ‘Texas: — | : 7 | 
_ Gulf Coast._..- 22222222 eee eee eee eee eee 73, 908 75, 305 , Inland. ._000 00D] ag’ 520 65, 753 

Total Texas... _--... 2-22.22 ence eee eee eee eee eee ce eeeeeeeeeee--ee] 122,498 | 141,088 , | 
a Louisiana-Arkansas: | | : | ] | — 

Louisiana Gulf Coast....-.....-.2--------------- eee eee ee nee eee eee 125, 738 143, 544 . . Arkansas and Louisiana Inland ---....---------.---------2-----------------]| 45,885 | 48, 507 

- ___ ‘Total Louisiana-Arkanses.._-- 2-22-22. seseeeceeeeeeeeeceeese-ee-| 171,873 | 192,081 7 
Rocky Mountain.........-..22 200-20 ee 100, 634 . 114, 739 | - 4 California. -.....22222202222 DIT IIIET]agalg20 | aes 427 | 

‘ Total United States... ......-.--.---22--.--seeeeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeceeeeee| 1,722,478 | 1,908, 132 

| _ Petroleum refineries sold 85,570 short tons (20,162,003 gallons) of 7 
| emulsified asphalts and fluxes valued at $887,202 in 1940 and 129,006 - 

tons (30,396,265 gallons) valued at $1,576,840 in 1941; in addition, 
45,924,626 gallons valued at $3,385,468 in 1940 and 76,830,549 gallons 
valued at $6,919,102 in 1941 were sold by major industrial companies oe 
that purchased asphalt from petroleum refineries. Accordingly, total . 
known sales of emulsified asphalts and fluxes increased 62 percent in | 

- quantity—from 66,086,629 to 107,226,814 gallons—and 99 percent - 
_ in value—from $4,272,670 to $8,495,942. | | 

Roofing manufacture made the second-largest demand for asphalt, 
absorbing 25 percent of the sales to domestic consumers in 1940 and 
27 percent in 1941. Although shipments of prepared roofing and 

_ asphalt siding reported to the Bureau of the Census increased 29 
percent—from 34,222,039 squares in 1940 to 44,112,699 squares in | 
1941—domestic sales of roofing asphalt and roofing flux combined 

_ Increased 37 percent—from 1,218,695 to 1,671,696 tons. Some roofing 
and asphalt siding, however, is made by petroleum refiners who do not 
report their consumption of asphalt for roofing manufacture among 
their sales. The increase in sales of roofing asphalt and flux was 
general. The principal gain was in the northeastern quarter of the | 
United States—notably in the East Coast and Indiana-Ilinois-Ken- 
tucky-etc. districts. Substantial gains occurred also in the Oklahoma- |
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| Kansas-Missouri district, in Inland Texas, in Inland Louisiana and 

7 Arkansas, and in California. == CO 

Roofing asphalt and flux sold at petroleum refineries in the United States, 1 940-41, by 
ee, _ districts, in short tons | - oO . 

atte ton] | 

Fast Coast... ---------eene enon cence nceee eee e cece eee cece eee n ne nceeeeceeeeeeeee-| 410,728 | 518, 927 
| Appalachian «o-oo ooo ences ececececcccecceeneneee nee 76,000 | 120, 515 

, In a, Illinois, Kentucky, ete... ---.------------------------------------------- 289, 598 430, 365 

_ Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. - -.-.----------------------+----2--7---------|___ 80, 552 | __ 136, 196 

Texs: Se oe 
Tw" Gulf Coast..-----------eee-eeeoneeleneeceeeececeeceenececeeeeeeeceeeeeeeee] 81, B56 35, 603 

Inland... --ssssseseseseeecew ss sosessveseeseeeceeecceeeeersecerececeeeeee-| 47,008 | 79,652 

: ‘Total Texas -......-------2------b--22---20eccneeereee ee ecs tenes 78, 654 115, 255 

: | Louisiana-Arkansas: | : . 
Gulf Coast...------------2----------eeeeneeeeeecccenee ence eeeeeeeeeee ences] 82,448 32, 757 
Arkansas and Louisiana Inland. - --...--.-------+--------------------2---00+- 85,049 | 116,142 

Total Louisiana-Arkansas.......-.-.---------------2------eeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| 117, 492 148, 809 
Rocky Mountain.........-..--- ---.c2--sceceeeccseecceecceeeeceeceeeeeceeeeeees 1, 552 3, 789 
California... 2-2. os soooesenssecccescacesaeeiessesesersscesseceseceseecceeeee| 164,119 | 202,750 

- Total United States ---....-------------eceeecceeeeccece tees eeeeeeeeeeeee _ 1,218,695 | 1,671,696 _ 

FOREIGN TRADE =. OO 

| | Imports —Imports of natural asphalt and bitumen into the United 
| States during the first 9 months of 1941 totaled 8,866 short tons valued 

| at $118,061 compared with 10,313 tons valued at $120,163 in the 

| corresponding months of 1940. For the same periods, imports oflake __ 

asphalt from Trinidad declined from 7,949 tons valued at $81,353 in 

: 1940 to 6,017 tons valued at $66,323 in 1941. On the other hand,  - 
| imports of grahamite from Cuba increased from 1,914 tons valued at 

$33,907 in the first three-quarters of 1940 to 2,774 tons valued at 

$47,813 in the corresponding period of 1941. _ | | 

, Imports of solid petroleum asphalt decreased from 30,230 short 

tons valued at $168,006 in the first 9 months of 1940 to 18,987 tons 

valued at $64,806 in the corresponding months of 1941. From 
| January to September 1940, Netherlands West Indies supplied 28,517 

tons valued at $115,207 and Mexico 1,632 tons valued at $51,350. 

| In addition, Mexico supplied 152,320 barrels (27,695 short tons) of 

liquid petroleum asphalt, including cut-backs and road oil, valued at 

| $127,949 during the first three quarters of 1940 and 291,531 barrels 

(53,006 tons) valued at $352,220 during the corresponding quarters 

of 1941. | 

Exports—Exports of petroleum asphalt decreased from 209,581 

short tons valued at $3,194,981 in the first 9 months of 1940 to 163,461 

| tons valued at $2,500,001 in the corresponding months of 1941. No 

data to indicate the destination of exports during the first three 
| quarters of 1941 are available for publication. 

DISTRIBUTION BY RAIL 

The tonnage of asphalt (natural, byproduct, or petroleum) termi- 
nated by class I railroads in the United States increased from 5,279,056 
short tons in 1940 to 6,722,832 tons in 1941, according to freight-
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/ commodity statistics compiled by the Interstate Commerce Com- 
mission. The increase was general; but the largest gains were in 
terminations by railroads of the Eastern district, operating east of the 
Mississippi and Illinois Rivers and north of the Ohio and Potomac 
Rivers. West of the Mississippi River the gains were greatest in the 

| Central Western region, bounded by Chicago, Peoria, St. Louis, 
Kansas City, El Paso, the boundary with Mexico, and Portland, Oreg. 

a Asphalt (natural, byproduct, or petroleum) terminated by class I railroads in the a 
- United States, 1940-41, by districts and regions, in short tons _ 

, District and region - ; 1940 | Jou 

Eastern district: | | | | | 
New England region. -_...-..-..-------2 22222220222 eee eee eee ened 205, 093 301, 764 _ Great Lakes region___......-...2.2-2.22-22.....--_--.__----- 1, 088, 482 1, 482, 260 Central Eastern region.................-.-.-..-.-..---------.-.-... 1, 360, 132 1, 827, 661 

Total Eastern district.-.................-..--.-....----.2------ eee 2, 653, 707 3, 611, 685 | 

Southern district: 
Pocahontas region...... ..-.-...---------2 20-2 -ee oe eee ee een eee 166, 738 189, 807 Southern region... ...-..-.---.----------------- 2-222 eee ee eee eee eee 688, 415 862, 275 

| | ‘Total Southern district.......-.--2-.--.-.22220222cececececeeeeeee-e------} 885,153 | 1,068, 082 
Western district: SP Northwestern region. ............-.-..-.---.------------ eee eee 538, 028 585, 743 Central Western region...................--..------------------------- ee 924, 705 1, 100,322 Southwestern region...-__-..-... 1-22-2222 22222 ee nee ee ee eee 307, 463 354, 000 

Total Western district....._.......-......2.22-22----2-2-------------------| 1,770,196 | _ 2,040,065 
Total United States -_-_.......2 222222 eee eee eee eee 5,279,056 | 6, 722,332 | 

ne | ~ ROAD OIL 

: Refinery sales of road oil to domestic consumers increased 5 percent 
- -: M_ quantity—from 8,444,000 barrels in 1940 to 8,831,000 barrels in | 

1941. Higher prices brought an increase of 30 percent in value— 
| from $9,457,000 to $12,252,000. a | 

Of the road oil sold in the United States to domestic consumers in | 
1941, only 365,908 barrels valued at $647,546 were made from (oreign | 
petroleum, imported chiefly from Venezuela and Mexico. Of the 
road oil made from foreign crude oil, nearly all was sold by refineries 

_ of the East Coast district. | 

Road oil sold by petroleum refineries to domestic consumers in the United States, 
1940-41, by districts 

ee 
| 1940 1941 

District 
Thousands | Thousands | Thousands | Thousands , of barrels | of dollars | of barrels of dollars 

East Coast. _...... 2... -2.222.2eeecececececeeeceee eee 846 1, 464 391 1, 542 Appalachian -_--..--.-.-.-2-2 2-22.22 ee eee eee 159 178 44 a7 Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, ete_.............._........ 2, 219 2, 620 2, 603 3, 683 Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri_..._................. 878 892 682 1, 101 Texas... 2-288 eee 222 434 237 368 Louisiana-Arkansas .-_._.-........2.2..---------------- 130 149 121 127 - Rocky Mountain._..........-.-222 2 2 e ee 1, 259 1, 433 1, 458 1, 851 California......200 0000002 (IITTTTTTTTIE 2; 731 2, 287 3, 295 3 503 
Total United States.......-.....-2.2 2222222222. 8, 444 9, 457 8, 831 | 12, 252
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_ Production, receipts, stocks, consumption, transfers, losses, exports, and domestic | 
sales of road oil in the United States in 1941, by districts, in thousands of barrels 

op ; ts Stocks _ Consump- | 
/ . ecelp ion oy 

Lo setetnt Produc- from «| @ompanies, Sales to 
District tion | other ‘transfers, | domestic 

, Oo sources ‘Dec. 31, Deo. 31, losses, and | CO#Sumers 
| exports 

| Fast Coast.__./...------------------- 366 66| 44 39 46 391 
Appalachian.-_-......---------------- . 42). 2) .°:1 1 fe. lee. 44 
Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, etc...-...| 2,477 | | 236 . 4114 168 . 56 2. 603 
Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri--.--_| - 697 19 34 32 36 682 
TexaS_.......--.----- eee 173 70 37 35 8 237 
Louisiana-Arkansas..._........--.--.- “141 [eee 53 |. 15 58 12 
Rocky Mountain...-.---.-.---------- 1, 651 121 107 252 ' 169 1,48 
California..........-....----.--.------ 3, 602 aoe se eeeee 234 251 290 | - 3, 205 

| oo Total: 1941_.....................| 9,149] | 514] 624] — 793] — 668 $831 
| | 1940...-.-.--------------| 7,769] 9871 | 702 624. 340 8, 444 

. i .
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| GENERAL CONDITIONS — 

The portland-cement industry of the United States experienced — 
unusual activity in 1941. Production increased from 130,216,511 . 
barrels (376 pounds each) in 1940 to 164,030,559 barrels in 1941— : 

| a 26-percent gain—according to final annual returns submitted by 

, cement companies to the Bureau of Mines. Shipments increased — 

| from 130,349,786 barrels valued at $190,078,068 in 1940 to 167,439,237 

| barrels valued at $246,621,914 in 1941—a gain of 28 percent in quan- 
tity and 30 percent in value. The preliminary figures on production 
for 1941 (published by the Bureau of Mines in January 1942) were 

~ 0.02 percent less and shipments 0.04 percent more than the final | 

gures. 
The Federal Reserve Board annual index (1935-39=100) for 

cement production was 154 in 1941 compared with 122 in 1940; 

_ for the durable-goods industries it was 193 in 1941 and 135 in 1940. | 

Indexes for total new construction were, respectively, 208 and 137. 
In 1941, 155 plants manufactured and shipped portland cement 

- eompared with 152 plants in 1940. 
| The average factory value was $1.47 a barrel in 1941 compared | 

with $1.46 in 1940. | 
Shipments included 6,123,224 barrels of high-early-strength port- | 

- land cement valued at $11,443,792 (an average of $1.87 a barrel) © 
in 1941 compared with 4,401,449 barrels (revised figure) valued at 

$8,243 315 (revised figure) (an average of $1.87 a barrel) in 1940. 
The quantity of natural, masonry (natural), and puzzolan cements 

produced increased 13 percent and shipments 16 percent compared 
with 1940. The value of shipments of these varieties gained 17 
percent. 

The preceding figures cover briefly the condition of the cement 

industry in 1941, and the following tables present its outstanding 

features during recent years. 
497779—43——77 1191
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_ Salient statistics of the cement industry in the United States, 1938-41 

| | 1938 1939 ! 19401 | 194it 

7 Domestic production: —— 
Portland.--....----.-----.--------barrels._| 105,357,000 | 122,259,154 | 130, 216, 511 164, 030, 559 
Masonry, natural, and puzzolan (slag-lime) 

| a - barrels._ 1,820, 795 2, 439, 110 2, 534, 566 2, 875, 962 

| Total production... ..---.---------do-...| 107, 177, 795 | 124, 698,264 | 132, 751, 077 166, 906, 521 
- Active plants: a 

Portland.--.-.------.----------------------- 151 150 152 155 
_ Masonry, natural, and puzzolan (slag-lime) - . 12 | . 12 1, 12 

Domestic shipments: _ | . , 7 _ 
_  Portland-..-..-..-.--..---.-------Darrels_.| 106,324,127 | 122,651,459 | 130,349, 786 167, 439, 237 . 

Value. .....-...--.------.--------------| $158, 977, 226 | $180, 893, 208 | $190, 078,068 | $246, 621, 914 
Masonry, natural, and puzzolan (slag-lime) | | Oo 

. - barrels.- 1, 867,949 |. 2, 405, 135 2, 514, 597 | 2, 926, 203 
Value-_-.------------------------------:]. $2, 725, 776 $3, 361, 724 $3, 386, 801 $3, 967, 567 

| Total shipments__...............barrels..| 108, 192,076 | 125,056,504 | 132,864,383 | 170,365,440 
| Value... --------------------.-----..--| $156, 708, 002 | $184, 254, 932 | $193, 464, 869 | $250, 589, 481 
Imports....----.-------------.--------barrels__|: 1, 727, 411 - 1, 913, 853 538, 060 4 43, 110 
Exports. _..------------------.----------d0__._]. 558, 226 1, 146, 339 1, 667, 595 31, 757, 172 

7 Apparent consumption.__....-..-.-.----do._.-] 109,361,261 | 125,824,108 | 131,734,848 | 3168, 651, 378 
Stocks at mills at end of year: 

Portland: 7 , 
Finished cement...._.---..---..-do....| 28, 992, 939 23, 645,583 | 4 23, 364, 657 19, 955, 979 
Clinker._._-...-..----------.----do___.} 5,286,000 | 5, 165, 000 4, 886, 000 4, 575, 000 

Masonry, natural, and puzzolan (slag-lime) “po . 
barrels... 373, 816 239, 938 4 259, 868 209, 627 

_ 1 Includes Puerto Rico (1939 was first year in production). 
1 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 

'  §3Includes imports and exports for the first 9 months only. — . 
‘ Revised figures. | 

Principal hydraulic cements produced and shipped in the United States, 1987-41 

. a - | Production 

: a Acti Masonry, natural, Total 
; ctive and puzzolan (slag- ota . 

Year plants | Portland lime) cements . 
. cement ee (aE ‘ 

| (barrels) Acti Acti ; 
ctive ctive | plants Barrels plants | Barrels 

1 150 | 116, 174, 708 12} 1,900, 643 162 118, 075, 351 
(1988_._.-...--.---- 2-22 eee. 151 | 105, 357, 000 12 | 1,820, 795 163 107, 177, 795 
1939. ..--------2-2 22 eee 1150 | 1 122, 259, 154 12 | 2,439,110 1162 | 1! 124, 698, 264 
1940__..----2 2 eee 1152 |! 130, 216, 511 12 | 2, 534, 566 1164 | 1182, 751, 077 
1941__... 22 1155 | 1 164, 080; 559 12 |. 2,875, 962 1167 | 1.166, 906, 521 

Shipments ; 

| | Masonry, natural, and 
Year Portland cement puzzolan (slag-lime) Total 

cements 

| Barrels | _ Value Barrels | Value Barrels Value 

| 1937...................| 113, 804, 782 | $168, 835,208 | 1,873, 400 | $2, 578,885 | 115,678,182 | $171, 414, 093 
1938._...........-..-..| 106,324, 127 153, 977, 226 1, 867, 949 2, 725, 776 108, 192, 076 156, 703, 002 
19390.........-..... . .| 1! 122, 651, 459 | 1 180, 893, 208 | 2,405,135 | 3,361,724 |! 125,056,594 | 1 184, 254,932 
1940....... ...... ... | 1130, 349, 786 | ! 190, 078, 068 2, 514, 597 | 3, 386, 801 | | 132, 864, 383 | |! 193, 464, 869 

. 1941_.......... ...-...} 1 167, 439, 237 | 1 246, 621,914 | 2,926,203 | 3, 967, 567 |! 170,365,440 | 1 250, 589, 481 

' Includes Puerto Rico (1939 was first year in production).
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| PORTLAND CEMENT | 
CO : PRODUCTION, SHIPMENTS, AND STOCKS ~— | 

Portland cement occupies a dominant position in modern civiliza- | 
tion. Although invented only 118 years ago, it is now regarded as 
indispensable in highways, sidewalks, bridges, and dams; in the 
construction of virtually all large buildings; and in airport runways, : 

_ dry docks, harbors, and a multitude of other major and minor projects. | 
| Both farmers and city dwellers use it in innumerable ways. 

Cement is immeasurably important in facilitating the far-reaching 
| program of military expansion that is steadily climbing toward a 

tio,” 
oP tee AcaaaETY Po 

LUMA EE 
- ” | TT | | | | Total monthly shipments | | : 
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FiGuRE 1.—Total monthly and average monthly shipments of portland cement in the United States, 1921-41. 

climax. Many military projects require enormous quantities of 
cement, and even the hastily built temporary types of war construc- : 
tion ordinarily must have cement foundations if safety and stability 
are to be assured. The increase in shipments, amounting to 28 
percent in 1941 compared with 1940, was due largely to the growing 
requirements of military establishments under construction in 
numerous localities throughout the United States. 

Cement shipments fluctuate greatly, according to the season. . | 
Figure 1 shows the volume of portland cement shipped each month 
compared with the average monthly shipments for each year. The 
chart shows that the fluctuations are lessening gradually, a condition 
due partly to improved adaptability of cements to cold-weather use
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and partly to a growing movement toward winter construction. Be- 
cause of the strong demands for military uses, the recession in ship- 
ments during the latter months of 1941 was less pronounced than in 

| - the pattern of previous years. . 
Common, general-purpose portland cement is the principal product, 

but large quantities of special types are also marketed. They have 
been developed during recent years to satisfy new conditions that have 
arisen in construction. Thus high-early-strength cement is used 
where time-saving is important, low- or moderate-heat-of-hydration 

~  eements have become a necessity in the construction of monolithic | 
dams, and special oil-well cements have made it possible to solve 

| difficult problems in the petroleum industry. Statistics for all 
varieties are given in the general portland-cement tables, and the 

. special varieties are discussed in more detail, with statistics wherever 7 

| available, in a later section of this report. The special portland 
' cements are to be distinguished from certain other types, such as 

| natural and slag-lime cements, which are not true portland cements 
and are covered in a separate section of this chapter. 4 

The principal statistics of portland cement appear in the following 
tables. In the first, which relates to production, shipments, and stocks 
by States and districts, the term ‘‘active’plant” is applied to a mill or 
group of mills situated at one place and operated by one company. 

| If a company has establishments at different places, its mill or group : 
| of mills at each place is counted as one plant. The districts are | 

groups of States related geographically and commercially. 
| The tables giving data by months, compiled from monthly reports 

of the producers, include figures on clinker or unground cement pro- 
duced and in reserve at the mills awaiting manufacture into finished 
cement. Although the figures may differ slightly from those based __ 

- upon annual reports of the producers, they accurately reflect seasonal 
fluctuations in the industry. | | |



. Portland cement produced, shipped, and in stock in the United States, 1940-41, by States and districts 

| Production Shipments Stock at mills (Dec. 31) | . 

Active [ } | | — . 
. plants Average fae-| In- 

Barrels In- 1940 1941 tory value crease Barrels In 
per barre or de- cae 

° State and district oe orde. ao crease oe crease Oo 

crease quan- crease 
in 1941 tity in in 1941 

1940} 1941 1940 1941 (per- | Barrels Value | Barrels Value | 1940 | 1941 | 1941 | 1940 1941! (per- _ | cent) | (per- |. _— cent) 
=. . cent) a 

. STATE . . . 

Alabama ..................--]| 6] 6] 5,122,307 | 7, 410, 499 +45 | 5, 249,759 | $7,617,405 | 7, 610, 030 |$11, 142, 649 |$1. 45 1$1. 46 +45 2 543, 548 | 344,017 | —37 
California....................] 11 | 12 | 14, 215, 745 | 19, 935, 309 +40 | 13, 813, 362 | 17, 296, 522 | 20, 186, 028 | 28, 019, 494 | 1.25 | 1.39 +46 | 2 i, 623, 669 1, 372, 950 —15 
Illinois.............-----.....] 4 4 4, 974, 917 5, 854, 218 +18 4, 937, 127 7, 209, 431 5, 958, 376 8, 660,104 | 1.46 | 1.45 +21. 718, 349 614, 191 —14 
lowa.....................-.--| 5] 5 | 4,605,886 | 5,064, 620 +10 | 4,597,781 | 7,641,163 | 5,328,398 | 8, 659,014 | 1.66 | 1.63 +16 | 21,550,802 | 1,287,024 | —17 aQ 
Kansas... .............--....-] 6 6 | 3, 433, 033 4, 680, 636 +36 | 3,441,612 | 5,192,160 | 4, 734, 129 7, 136, 933 | 1.51 | 1.51 +38 | 2 1, 067, 783 1, 014, 290 —5 by 
Michigan................----} 9] 11 8, 603, 188 | 9, 485, 147 +10} 8, 519,416 | 11,389,191 | 9,819, 218 | 13, 333, 850 | 1.34 | 1.36 +15 | 22, 032, 527 1, 698, 456 —16 iS 
Missouri......-..-.--..------] 6 5 | 4,968,106 | 6, 328, 003 +27 | 4,867, 799 7, 616, 247 | 6, 516, 345 | 10, 272, 509: | 1.56 | 1.58 +34 | ? 1, 152, 235 963, 893 —16 Ee 
New York.................-.] Il | 1 8, 437, 368 | 11, 444, 508 +36 | 8, 251,038 | 11, 687, 089 | 11, 446, 292 | 16, 073, 726 | 1.42 | 1.40 +39 | 21,798, 318 1, 796, 534 —.1 ? 
Ohio.........................| 9] 9] 6,664,115 | 8, 155, 704 +22 | 6,841,129 | 9,202,414 | 8, 021, 857 | 10, 657, 677 | 1.35 | 1.33 +17 | 21, 111, 028 1, 244, 875 +12 J 
Pennsylvania. ...............] 25 | 25 | 26, 853, 002 | 32, 199, 184 +20 | 27, 499, 786 | 38, 350,998 | 32, 868, 220 | 45, 383, 766 | 1.39 | 1.38 +20 | 2 5,000, 685 4, 331, 649 —13 
Puerto Rico.........-....-..-] 1 1 385, 824 462, 628 -+20 384, 242 629, 876 465, 158 1, 005, 472 |. 1.64 | 2.16 +21. ; 2, 832 302 —89 , 
Tennessec.............-.....-| 6] 6] 3,808,307 | 5, 588, 488 +47 | 3,766,807 | 5,655,635 | 5,623,800 | 8, 520, 284 | 1.50 | 1.52 +49 |- 2 434,977 399, 665 —8 

. Texas. ._.....................] 10 | 10 | 7,374, 886 | 9, 679, 696 +31 | 7,383,600 | 12,198,800 | 9,842, 260 | 16, 362,293 | 1.65 | 1.66 +33 2901, 910 739, 346 | —18 
Other States 3..._............] 44 | 44 | 30, 769, 827 | 37, 741, 919 +23 | 30, 796,328 | 48, 391, 187 | 39, 019, 126 | 61, 394, 143 | 1.57 | 1.57 +27 | 25, 425, 994 4, 148, 787 —24 

152 |155 |130, 216, 511 |164, 030, 559 +26 |130, 349, 786 |190, 078, 068, 167, 439, 237 1246, 621,914 | 1.46 | 1.47 +28 | ? 23, 364, 657 | 19,955,979 | —15 | 

DISTRICT of 7 oo 

_Eastern Pennsylvania, New | 
Jersey, and Maryland..._..| 22 | 22 | 24,970, 132 | 31, 017, 939 +24 | 25, 497, 435 | 35, 525, 165 | 31, 482, 250 | 43, 493, 559 | 1.39 | 1.38 +23 | 24,175,002 | 3,710,691 |. —11 

_ New York and Maine..._....} 12 | 12 | 8, 784, 509 | 11,995,209 | +37 | 8,613,535 | 12,305, 493 | 12, 049, 832 | 17,099,278 | 1.43 | 1.42 +40 | 21,922,757 | 1, 868, 224 —3 
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, . a 

and West Virginia.........] 18 | 18 | 13,374, 846 | 15, 153, 118 +13 | 13, 641,016 | 18, 425, 279 | 15, 340, 784 | .20, 509, 369 | 1.35 | 1.34 +12} 22,619,082 | 2,431,416) —7 
Michigan__..........-.,...--]| 9 | ll 8, 603,188 | 9, 485, 147 +10 | 8, 519,416 | 11, 389, 191 9, 819, 218 | 18, 333, 850 | 1.34 | 1.36 +15 | 22,032, 527 1, 698, 456 —16 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, . . 

and Kentucky....-..-.....] 11 | 11 | 12, 668, 788 | 16,224,049 | +28 | 12,735,763 | 19, 158, 407 | 16, 750,575 | 24,981,549 | 1.50 | 1.49 +32 | 22,128,641 | 1,602,115 | —25 

! Subject to revision. . . 
' 1 Revised figures. re 

3 Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Oregon, South famed 
Dakota, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. ©



Portland cement produced, shipped, and in stock in the United States, 1940-41, by States and districts—Continued . = | 

| Production Shipments Stock at mills (Dec. 31) — i 

Active } } ~— | 
plants Average fac-| In- | | | 

Barrels In- 1940 1941 tory value | crease Barrels In- 
. crease . | per barrel | or de- crease 

State and district —_. | OF dee fp} erease Ju | or de- 
crease oS - } in . crease 
in 1941 | quan- in 1941 

. (per- tity in : (per- 
1940/1941 1940 1941 cent) Barrels Value Barrels Value 1940 | 1941 Gece 1940 1941 cent) 

per- 

. : cent) . 
| | | — ] | |] | J | cs 

DISTRICT—continued fo 4 

Virginia, Tennessee, Ala- _ | | fe . , | x . 
bama, Georgia, Louisiana, . - ; . oo Es 
and Florida................| 18 | 18 | 14, 710,971 | 19, 982, 460 +36 | 14, 852, 453 |$22, 473, 321 | 20, 391, 422 |$30, 983, 258 [$1.51 {$1.52 +37 | 21, 513, 855 1, 104, 893 —27 TD 

Eastern Missouri, Iowa, : 
Minnesota, and South Da- . co rq 
kota .......-......---.....| Lb | UL | 10,304, 229 | 11, 856, 659 | +15 | 10, 170, 536 | 16, 540, 187 | 12, 443, 248 | 19, 990, 722 | 1.63 | 1.61 +22 | 23,013,899 | 2, 427, 310 —19 Ey . 

. Western Missouri, Nebraska, — a > 
Kansas, Oklahoma, and - pe) 
Arkansas..................-| 12 | 12 | 7,597,759 | 9, 903, 055 +30 | 7,614,858 | 11, 527,579 | 10, £79,426 | 15,372, 190 | 1.51 | 1.51 +34 | 22,115,608 | 1,830,237} —13 oo 

Texas...............-........]| 10 | 10 | 7,374, 886 | 9, 679, 696 +31 | 7,383,600 | 12, 198,800 | 9, 842, 260 | 16, 362, 293 |. 1.65 | 1.66 +33 2901, 910 739,346 | —18 | © 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, 4 | © 
Wyoming, and Idaho. .....} 8 | 8] 2,961,823 | 3, 954, 582 +34 | 2,951,094 | 5,420,245] 4,024,563 | 7,317,339 | 1.84 | 1.82 +36 2 609, 980 539, 999 | —I11 A 

California.__..............-..| Ll | 12 | 14, 215, 745 | 19, 935, 309 +40 | 13, 813, 362 | 17, 296, 522 | 20, 186,028 | 28, 019. 494 | 1.25 | 1.39 +46 | 2 1, 623, 669 1, 372, 950 —15 
Oregon and Washington.....]| 9} 9] 4,268,811 | 4,380,618 | . +3] 4,172,476} 7,188,003 | 4,464,473 | 8, 153,541 | 1.72 | 1.83 +7 "2 704, 895 621, 040 —12 pms 
Puerto Rico.....222-22..2-.--.] 1 1 385, 824 462, 628 +20 384, 242 629, 876 465,158 | 1,005,472 | 1.64] 2.16}. +21 2, 832 302 —89 © 

152 |155 {130, 216, 511 |164, 030,559 | +26 |130, 349, 786 |190, 078, 068 |167, 439, 237 /246, 621,914 | 1.46 | 1.47 | +28 | # 23,364,657 | 19,955,979 | —15 hs : 

a 2 Revised figures. | oe ; |



Summary of monthly estimates of portland cement produced, shipped, and in stock at mills in the United States in 1941, by districts, in thousands 
| of barrels : | 7 | 

A 

District January | February] March | April | May June July | Aagust Septem- October Novem- Decem- 

PRODUCTION 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland.. 1, 555 1, 612 2, 335 2, 482 2,836 | 2,937 3, 045 3, 000 2, 816 2, 992 2, 829 2, 603 New York and Maine.._......_..._......_.-_.....-. 631 486 663 869 1, 142 1, 176 1, 241 1, 274 _ 1, 238 1,209; = 1,183. 876 Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia... .- 601 717 973. 1,178 1, 409 ‘1, 467 1, 518 1, 594 1, 425 1,617 1, 362 1, 368 , Michigan.............-...-...-2-.2-2----- eee ~ §33 357 359 628 941 1, 082 970 841 1, 065 1, 069 942 699 Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky. __.._-.- 1, 152 925 1, 058 1, 281 1, 355 1, 320 1, 484 1,713 1, 599 1, 690 1, 327 1, 319 Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, . 
and Florida...............-.-.-....-..---.--.-_-.- 1, 496 1, 421. 1, 448 1, 544 1, 674 1, 684 1, 746 1, 769 1, 764 1,870 1, 765 1, 791 Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South . | Dakota._....-.-.....-.-.2--22- 2 eee eee 426 376 529 644 1, 006 1, 169 1, 348 . 1,283 | 1,357 1, 365 1, 234 1, 096 ° Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, 
and Arkansas. .................-...-.......-.---.- 464 358 482 762 1, 039 1, 036 1, 007 969 1, 085 981 866 854 ‘ TexaS..-........--.....--.2---------- ee 654 637 742 798 832 806 837 976 930 850 779 829 Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho.... 121 127 282 250 367 411 420 431 394 465 375 311 Q California...........-2.2002.2.........-.-.---..2-- eee 1, 266 1, 098 1, 400: 1, 389 1, 695, 1, 659 1,844 1, 934 1, 869 2, 074 1, 898 1, 728 tx} Oregon and Washington...__....._..._........._..- «88 201 204 347 419 430 494° 517 528 | 447 325 288 E Puerto Rico........2...2.2...2....-.....2.2---2-2 2. 34. 30 31 24 17 46 46 44 45 50 46 48 bg 

United States: 1941.....22022.0 020222 9, 021 8, 345 10, 596 12, 196 14, 732 15, 223 16, 000 16, 345 16, 115 16, 688 14, 931 13, 810 4 Oe 1940... 22.222 eee lee 6, 205 5, 041 7,918 | 10,043 12, 633 12, 490 12, 200 12, 712 13, 105 13, 935 12, 725 11, 195 ar 

SHIPMENTS 
, 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland ___ 1, 389 1, 458 1, 830 2, 969 3, 188 3, 127 3, 078 3, 093 _ 38, 216 3, 313 2, 623 2, 198 ; New York and Maine.______...__..........._.._.__. 526 471 562 1, 057 1, 155 1, 264 1, 176 1, 293 1, 388 1, 403 1,015 763 Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. _... 534 522 823 1, 351 1, 535 1, 512 1,671 | — 1,734 1, 795 - 1, 744 1, 279 . 936 Michigan....................---...----._-_-......-. 340 205 390 778 953 1, 067 1, 058 1, 144 1, 221 1, 203 802 568. Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky. __..___- 612 600 923 1, 340 1, 657 1, 697 1, 905 2, 045 1, 958 1, 828 1, 275 915 Virginia Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, ; . : . and Florida.........-.......---.... oe 1, 442 1, 254. 1, 460 1, 830 1, 828 1, 635 1, 725 1, 861 1, 980 2, 081 1, 736 1, 589 Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South 
Dakota. ......2. 222. 22222 eee eee 325 308 489 893 1, 234 1, 260 1, 411 1, 641 1, 753 1, 528 017 691 Western Missour!, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, 

. and Arkansas..........................-----.-.-.- 435 441 674 837 905 922 931 1, 060 1, 119 924 901 041 1): 798 628 707 770 805 | 791 914 975 885 782 850 844 Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho.... 123; ° 183 227 | 313 303 472 | 473 493 493 445 | - 271 170 07-11 (0) 21) [: a 1, 248 1, 119 1, 540 1, 656 1,777 1, 846 1, 824 1, 831 1, 904 2, 075 1,716 1, 590 Oregon and Washington.................0.--....-.- 190 198 256 305 408 470 474 610 632 483 2065 - 206 Puerto, Rioo... -.....--- 2. ee cece cee 82 19 34 24 30 46 47 45 40 54 44 50 
United States: 1041... ...2.....002.002.0-2---- 7, 084 7,466 | 9,915 14, 182 16, 048 16, 108 16, 687 17, 825 18, 284 17, 888 18, 724 11, 511 j= WOO. na nensnnensceetecceceas 3, 803 4, 907 7,716 | 10,820 18, 206 18, 228 18, 442 14, 018 14, 741 15, 776 10, 872 §, 102 ©



Summary of monthly estimates of portland cement produced, shipped, and in stock at mills in the United States in 1941, by districts, in thousands t= 
of barrels—Continued | a as | 

District January | February| March April May | June | J uly August Septem- October | N Der Decem- 

STOCKS (END OF MONTH) . - : | 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland __. 4, 331 4, 486 4, 991 4, 506 4, 154 3, 963 3, 929 3, 836 3, 434 3, 113 3, 319 3, 723 
New York and Maine..._-..--.--..----.-----..----- 2, 038 2, 053 2, 1538 1, 960 1, 948 1, 862 1, 927 1, 909 1, 760 1, 566 1, 735 1, 847 Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia____. 2, 708 2, 903 3, 053 2, 880 2, 754 2, 708 2, 556. 2, 424 2, 054 1, 926 2, 008 2, 432 Michigan. .-_.-..---.-.------.--2-.----------.-.----.| © 2,226 2, 288 2,256 | . 2,107 2, 094 2, 109 2,021 1, 718 1, 561 1, 427 1, 568 1, 699 Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky_-_..____. 2, 668 2, 993 3, 128 3, 069 -2, 776 2, 399 1,979 1, 646 1, 288 1, 150 1, 198 1, 602 Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, , . 
and Florida. ......_....-.....-22-2222-2- 2 eee 1, 568 1, 735 1, 724 1, 444 1, 291 1, 342 1,362 | 1,270 1, 054 874 902 1, 104 

Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South , 
Dakota. ._.........-.---- 22-22-22 eee eee 3, 121 - 3, 194 3, 234 2, 986 2, 757 2, 666 2,604 1. 2, 245 1,850 | — 1, 687 2, 004 2, 410 = Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, mY 
and Arkansas.._.._........-.-2.-2----------- eee. 2, 145 2, 062 1, 870 1, 796 1, 840 1, 954 2, 029 - 1, 938 1, 905 1,961 1, 926 1, 839 > Texas... 22-2. eee eee eee 764 773 808 827 764 779 702 |. 704 748 825 764 740 5 

Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho_... 611 584 639 576 550 489 435 - 373 274 294 399 536 
California..___.......-222222 222222 eee eee 1, 633. 1, 612 1, 473 1, 205 1,119 936 956 1, 083 1, 047 1, 047 1, 234 1, 372 md 
Oregon and Washington._............--.-.-.--..--- 598 608 646 687 698 658 678 586 582 | - 547 589 621 be 
Puerto Rico... .-...-22- 22 eee eee 5 16 13 13 |----.-----]-----.---- woe een} eee eee Cs ne 2 {---.--.-2. > 

United States: 1941......-..0..222222222.222.-| 24, 416 25, 307 25, 988 24, 056 22, 745 21, 865 21,178 | 19, 732 17, 561 16, 417 17, 638 19, 925 a : 
1940... 222 eee 25, 759 25, 894 26, 118 25, 348 24, 758 24,010 | 22,855 21, 549 19, 921 18, 008 20, 353 23, 379 oO . 

a - 
| a . , ee . © 

oe 
nd



Summary of monthly estimates of clinker (unground portland cement) produced and in stock at mills in the United States in 1941, by districts, 
an thousands of barrels : co 

cn 

District January | February} March April May June July August | 5ePtem- | October | Novem- | Decem- | | . ber ber ber 

PRODUCTION oO . . 

Fastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland... 1, 620 1, 654 2, 346 2. 418 2, 758 2, 960 2, 968 2, 919° 2, 762 2, 969 2, 746 2, 650 : . 
New York and Maine ...._.-.-.. _.... 0-0 eee. 604 551 640 867 1,112 1,055 | ~~ 1,224 - 1, 286 1, 201 1, 138 1, 121 931 
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia § _. 609 789 1,179 1, 201 1,421} 1,459 _ 1, 502 1, 563 1, 456 1, 429 1, 355 1, 295 
Michigan.......... ..-.-.-----2-.-.-.-----2------- |.) 651 411 554 - 680 917 982 976 | 964 944 979 91 | 757 | _ 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky. .._.__. 1, 183 1, 036 1, 145 1, 225 1, 343 1, 433 1, 527 1, 593 1, 493 1, 589 1, 420 1, 408 
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Se , . 

and Florida._._.._....2.-..--. 22-2222. 2-2-2 ee eee 1, 453 1, 392 1, 526 1, 523 1, 650 | 1, 640 1,772] 1,714 1, 755 1, 865 1, 761 1, 815 
Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South Da- 

kota... 2.222 ee eee ee eee 534 413 521 | 664 1,016 1, 190 1, 277 1, 325 1, 247 1, 343 1, 164 1, 116 
Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, . . . 

and Arkansas............--.-.-.---2..------ ene. 390 387 530 808 1,038 977 1,015 064 1, 091 948 845 809 
TexaS.....-.-.2002 22 eee ee eee 613 675 798 792: 788 730 809 - 939 941 855 801 | - 900 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho-_- 155 113 226 291 384 378 374 407 342 464 389 341 7 
California._..__........222-2222 220222 ee eee eee. 1, 363 1, 163 1, 440 1, 352 1,617 1, 702 1, 784 1, 863 1, 960 1,942 1, 948 1,903 .Q 
Oregon and Washington. __............----.-.-----. 60 159 388 387 462 - 410 451 501 444 461| - 448 nn 
Puerto Rico.........-.-.------------ sess -s eel. 34 30 32] = 2 18 48 60 48 32 36 51 47 5 

United States: 1941.......... 2-2-2222 lle 9, 269 8, 773 11, 325 12, 129 14, 524 14, 964 15, 739 16, 086 15, 668 16, 018 14, 935 14, 197 2 
1940... 2222.20 ee le 6, 720 5, 776 8, 127 10, 199 12,154 | 12,303 11, 916 12, 283 12, 799 13, 569 12, 779 11, 517 a | 

aaa OOeeeeeSS.* of OS ee EEE O——————e Ss eee See oS  —E—EE—E>T—*_e Sa Eee 

STOCKS (END OF MONTH) , 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland.. 696 | 747 766 719 655 699}  ~=— 689 584 556 545 478 . 682 
New York and Maine.____......_._----._---.---2--. 324 391 371 | 381 363 255 252 281. 255 229 193 258 oo 
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia__.--. 496 581 795 812 836 836 823° 810 849 680 700 504 . 
Michigan............---.-------..------------------| 606 557 742 685 645 552 546 660 526 431 374 | 440 : 
Wisconsin, INinois, Indiana, and Kentucky. -.-__---- 349 455 543 481 449 536 561] 433 319 203 281 361 
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, 

and Florida.........-.....-----.-..-..-......-... 326 306 300 406 383 330 357] 304 201 286 25} 304 — 
Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South Da- 

kota......--.--- 22 -eeeeeeeee 349 385 384 |. 406 430 449 392 450 354 _ 329 266 | 273 
Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, . 
and Arkansas.._............-..-.--------_---. ee 267 297 346. 387 389 332 345 327 337 301 282 236 

Texas...........---- 22-2 213 233 295 264 226 156 136 109 129 134 171 - 249 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho..-- 260 247 ~ 192 233 252 220 176 153 103 103 118 149 : 
California._..-........-....-.---------- eee eee 984 1, 042 1, 075 1, 016 914 934 870 691 762 622 647 795 . 
Oregon and Washington. -__._....-.......--.__....-- 311 268 . 364 406 451 434 305 381 - 200 317 436 364 
Puerto Rico..........-..---22--.2-- 2 eee eee ee 11 11 13 il 12 “18 30 36 25 12 19 20 

United States: 1941...........222222222 22 eee 5, 002 5, 520 6, 276 6, 207 6, 005 5, 757 5, 522 5, 219 4, 804 4, 192 4, 250 4, 575 -. . 
1940. ..-.2---- ele 5, 617 6, 304 6, 487 6, 606 6, 071 5, 907 5, 559 5, 158 4, 820 4, 470 4, 558 4,886 «5 

; co nn nnn ere einer
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- _ Producers’ stocks of portland cement on hand at the mills were 15 
percent lower at the end of 1941 than at the end of 1940. The follow- 
ing table gives stocks on December 31 and the seasonal fluctuations 

| in stocks from 1937 to 1941. a | | 

| ' Producers’ stocks of finished portland cement and clinker (unground cement) on 
| hand at mills tn the United States on Dec. 31 and monthly range, 1987-41 

. | Monthly range oo 

Dee. 31 oe os CO 
: (barrels); Low High oO 

| | Month Barrels | § Month Barrels 

| | fCement......| 24,913,245 | September........| 21,388,000 | April:-..........-.| 25, 747,000 
par. {Gement------] 28 88 Oe | Oeteber 2277] 7g Beerono | March 22227777777] 7 See. 00 

- 1 Cement......| 23,992,939 |.....do..........-..| 20,569,000 | January...........| 25,023, 000 . 
. 088... Ginter 22, §, 286.000 |.....do_......-..--- 4, 927,000 | February..........| 6,732,000. 

| rogo,....{ement.-----| 125, 645, 883 wo dow.-2222222222] 19,870,000 |...--do...-2--_.--"| 24, 002; 000 
. -----| Clinker. .....- 5, 165,000 | November__......|. 4,824,000 | April..............| 6, 568,000 

, soor.__{Cement------] +28, 364,057 | October...--------) 18,008. 000, March.......-..--| 26, 118, 000 
| ““AClinker-.----] | 4,886,000 |.-—-do.------------] 4,470,000 | April. ------------) 6,608,000 

| roa1s._{Cement-.----] 19, 955,979 October...-.-..---| 16,417,000 | March....-.-..---| 25, 988, 000 
. , --"\Clinker......-| 4, 575, 000 |-----do..-----.-..- . 4, 192,000 |....-do.........-.-.| 6, 276,000 

oe 1 Includes Puerto Rico (1939 was first year in production). 7 
/ _ 9 Revised figure. | | 

oe - DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION | 

Apparent consumption (shipments plus imports minus exports) oe 
. for the entire United States for a series of years is indicated in the 

salient statistics presented as the first table in this chapter. The 
| only available gage of consumption by States is the record of ship- | 

ments into States by manufacturers; it is therefore merely approxi- 
mate. Cement shipped to destinations within a State in which it is 

| manufactured is, of course, added to that shipped from other States. 
' Shipments into a State during any year may not equal the consump- 

: tion during that year but over a series of years should afford a fair, 
index of consumption. The following table shows shipments into 
States in 1940 and 1941 and per capita consumption in each State. 

Shipments of domestic portland cement from mills into States and per capita, 1940-41, 
. an barrels | 

1940 | 1941 

State : ) Per P 
r er Total. capita! Total capite ! 

Alabama...........-------2----ee2------e----------| 1,458,811 | = 0.51 | 2, 491, 851 0.88 
Arizona ?__......001..ssssseesseeeeeeeesseeeeeeoee 558, 629 1.12 793, 838 1.59 
Arkansas._.........----.----------------------- +e - 812, 931 42 1, 146, 712 . 59 
California...........-.....-.--.-.------------------ 11, 619, 397 1.68 16, 850, 718 2.44 
Colorado.............-.-..------------------------- 1, 028, 753 92 1, 520, 646 1.35 
Connecticut ?___........-..-..--------------------- 1, 893, 733 1.11 2, 379, 471 1.39 
Delaware ?___._.__..__--...___.---.---------- ee 416, 056 1. 56 394, 451 1. 48 
District of Columbia ?._............-.-----.-._.._-- 1, 605, 768 2.42 1, 590, 499 2. 40 
Florida.............---..--------------------------- 2, 442, 623 1.29 3, 172, 179 1.67 
Georgis..___......-.--..-22--2-s-2ss-2ee---s.222--| 1, 901, 663 "61 | 2,671, 255 : 86 
Idaho......_.....-..-..---------------------------- 334, 360 . 64 448, 380 85 

Mlinois._.........---..----------------------------- 8, 584, 000 1.09 9, 165, 894 1.16 
Indians...__.........-.-...------------------------ 3, 628, 891 1.06 5, 319, 791 1. 55 
Towa...........-.--..-------- ene 2, 933, 570 1.16 3, 259, 370 1.28 
Kansas._.......-.--..-..--------------------------- 1, 627, 535 . 90 2, 061, 704 1.14 . 

1 Per capita figures based upon latest available estimates of population made by Bureau of the Census. 
3 Non-cement-producing State.
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Shipments of domestic portland cement from mills into States and per capita, 1940-41, 
: | in barrels—Continued | 

a - 1940 ec 
| ‘State | Pe | | Per 

er 
a | _ Total capita | Total eapits 

. Kentucky .....------cececceeeeeeeecececeseeseeeee-| 2,008,007 0.70 | 2, 705,374 0.95 
os Louisiana.-.............2.-2----22-2 tee 2, 168, 927 - 92 . 2, 837, 225 L20 

| Maine. .._.-....-.... 22.2.2 see sneeseseseeeeeeeeeee 331, 685 130) "623, 245 74 
: Maryland.......-...-.--....2.ss2ssssssssscssseees.| 2 141, 788 1.18 | 3,003,522 “7 

Massachusetts ?___.........--.--------------------e 2, 707, 242 - 68 38, 029, 370 70 
Michigan. .......-..-...2..22ss2ss2scsceelesceessee| 8, 760, 481 1.10| 6,907,824 131 
Minnesota. _......-..-..-..-2.-2.--2s-2ss.s2.s2e-.-| 2,862,578 | «92 | 3,035, 480 109 

| Mississippi ?.....-.-.-.-...-.-2-2.222222s2e.222.-2-| 1,330, 367 |. "61 | 1, 407,063 64 
. Missourl....22---o-- occ] 8 1804 480 | 183 | 5,029,976 | 1.33 

Montana.....--..-..------------ eee een ene ee] 19, 796 75 457, 890 .83 
Nebraska ....-..-...-..-.s2sssessssseucseseeeeeee| 1,122,140} 785] 1,380,339 1.05 
Nevada ?............-.---.ss2sssesseeseceseeeeeeee 172, 710 1:87 250, 236 2.27 . 
New Hampshire 2._..........-...--..-----.---.---- 428, 752 .87 518, 691 1.06 

. _ New Jersey. __.-..----.---------------- 22-22 eee 4, 165, 289 1.00 5, 353, 149 1.29 
| New Mexico ?......-...--. 2... 22-2seseceseeseeee ee 514, 490 197 749, 028 La 

New York .........-.-.-.-.-.-.-------------..--.-.| 13, 119, 568 97 14, 096, 501 1.06 
North Carolina ?._..-......-....-.22-22s2-2..2..-.| 1, 770, 738 150 | 2, 574, 455 172 

| North Dakota 2.........-..-..-.2--22s2ss.s-sseeeese 290, 711 45 "361, 416 56 
Ohio.........--JJTTTTITITIIIIIIINIIIININT) 6, 538, 168 [95 | 8, 455,877 1.32 
Oklahoma. -_.......---2022.0.222---022-2 22 1, 886, 668 - 81 2, 131, 784 91 

Oregon...........-----..., -------------------- eee 906, 358 . 83 1, 529, 971 1.49 
Pennsylvania. -.....--..--..-.-..s2ss2se2ssc2.2-.| 10,008, 425 1,01 | 10, 000, 181 Lo 
Rhode Island 2__..-.....--.--.2-2.-2ssses2soeeseee 649, 373 91 834, 261 117 | 
South Carolina ?.....-.-.-.--..-..-..-.ss2-2.-2----| 1, 118, 340 159 | 1,759, 468 “93 

| South Dakota...........-..--.-2..2s.20s-2-sseseee 427, 254 166 | "432,431 67 
Tennessee........-..--.-.-.--22-s-2se-2sssessee.| 2,485,317) ss iga |) gastos] 20 a7 

, MTexaS._....-.--..22..22sesssseeseectecseelecseseeee| 6,478, 976 1.01 | 8, 598, 148 1.34 
Utah... JUTTTTITTIITTITIIINNITIIIIIIIII)e79,370| =a 23| = 1,196, 451 2.17 
Vermont 9....-..---.---.-.s.2ss-sscsesseceeeeeseoee 246, 820 69 238, 436 66 

| Virginia.....---.--.-0.2--.-scccecceessecseeseesle.| 2) 381, 902 "89 | 4,771, 954 1.78 
| Washington...-......-..-...-2-2sscsecsseeeseese..| 3540, 956 2.04} 3,015, 298 1.7% 

| West Virsinia...........:......-..--s--2s.2--ce2c..| 1,318, 364 169 | 1,600, 142 780 
Wisconsin......-.--...-2--22s2ssscessceeceseeeeee.| 2,604, 168 733 | 3, 187,293 1.02 
Wyoming.....-----------2--22-ss2ssssessssoeseseee 250, 901 1.00. 284, 71 114 
a a | 126, 501, 935 96 | 160, 085, 931 1.22 

Unspecified 3... eeeeeeeeceeeeeceeeeeeeeee| 3,847,851 |ee---222L--.] 7,858, 806 |_------o 7 
| Total shipped from cement plants............| 130,349, 786 |............| 167, 439, 287 |_.......... 

’ Non-cement-producing State. | 
* Includes shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and foreign countries. — . 

The. per capita consumption indicated in the foregoing table falls | 
short of the total apparent consumption by the quantity of imports, 
which affects to a limited extent certain States near the Canadian a 
border and the seaboard. | | 

The accompanying table of monthly shipments from portland- 
cement mills into States in 1941 is based upon monthly reports of 
producers. Although the totels may vary slightly from figures shown 
in tables based upon annual reports, they show seasonal fluctuations 
with fair accuracy. | |



Portland cement shipped from mills into States in 1941, by months, in barrels | a ws | 

Shipped to— January | February | |‘ March April May June July August |September| October | November | December BR 

Alabama............-...---- 132, 073 122, 487 137, 883 161, 922 | 189, 899 212, 447 198, 274 246,147 | 258, 479 278, 201. 245, 539 304, 018 | 
Arizona._.........-.-------- 39, 629 46, 483 52, 787 50, 828 72, 599 82,209 | - ‘61, 381 44, 502 70, 229 99,510} 85,809. 74, 635 
Arkansas... ........-------- 75, 740 58, 870 78, 916 65, 051 76, 305 88,902 | 82,904; 81,599] 76,419 | 114,218 | 187,146 162, 232 . 
California. ..............-.--] 1,001, 308 918,273 | 1,208,477 | 1,364,680 | 1,422,474 | 1,589,958 | 1,538,762 | 1,620,342] 1,654,580 | 1,662,225 | 1, 421, 885 1, 329, 878 
Coloradg......-.-..-.------- 42, 068 52, 311 67, 741 109, 831 156, 912 179, 732 193,533 | 180, 789 178,759 | | 178, 724 109, 658 70, 140 
Connecticut ...........------ 77, 324 79, 145 105, 923 195, 498 257, 149 271, 337 263, 027 273, 009 281, 712 252, 494 190, 800:| © 132,678 
Delaware... _.........-.-.--- 15, 170 13, 865 22, 414 41, 562 37,888 | 35,077 46,916 |: 35,037 . 46, 597 45,150 | 32, 077 23, 381 
District of Columbia... ....- 83, 714 79, 633 94, 686 166, 220 147, 256 130, 542. 141, 025 164,674 | 158,936 | 156,284] 141,163 124, 829 
Florida...........-.....-----] | 257,024 234, 896 215, 466 230, 987 229, 581 218, 922 251, 777 274,205 | 302,685] 350,971 325, 530 279, 310 
Georgia. ........-..-.------- 183, 489 145, 207 152, 602 172,667 | . 228,892 235, 670 270, 480 250, 084 249, 452 290, 827 277, 704 213, 520 
Idaho._..........-.--------- 14, 463 21, 976 31, 686 38,691 | 48, 435 46, 099 47, 580 56, 897 73, 071, 34, 475 25, 564 14, 446° . 
Illinois._....... 2.222222... 352, 548 327, 946 491, 089 776, 920 943, 024 942,802 | 1,102,216 | 1,093,880 | 1,047,011 891, 095 706, 069 510, 108. 
Indiana__...........--..-.-- 162, 013 171, 486 316, 909 474, 543 570, 316 598, 393. 688, 713 732,425 | 589,159 | 457,585}. 320, 147 226, 229 
lowa_.....-...2-2...2--- 22+ 38, 086 44, 732 113, 032 275, 598 383, 048 344, 311 355, 567 |. 480, 806 - 506,.715 | - 401, 547 183, 424 131,209 gy 
Kansas............-.-------- 80, 013 92, 438 161, 608 213, 180 219, 604 198, 041 185, 357 173,928 | 202,188 | 163,003. 172, 945 |. 188, 561 > 
Kentucky. ............------ 103, 087 119, 352 156, 473° 171, 613 200,004 | 225,542 | 248,092 321,899 | 396,247 |. 374,093 240, 798 157, 551 <i 
Louisiana. ._........-------- 297, 456 186, 496 217, 132 258,250 | 240, 409 201,132 | 219, 550 240, 237 | 281, 402 269, 788 247,664 |  . 227,053 ™| 
Maine. .___..........-..---- 5, 867 9, 229 16, 984 - 38, 356 61, 830 61, 020 | 57, 172 80, 671 116, 667 116,583 | 36, 505 22, 384 7 
Maryland._._._.......-.----- 143, 208 158, 654 201, 339 323, 101 333, 897 269,808 | 299, 131. 307, 018 314,301 | 311, 407 257, 070 191, 025 md 
Massachusetts... ....-..---- 124, 748 111, 247 132, 291 266, 133 308, 591 346, 248 314, 939 333, 835 357, 120 335, 047 244, 933 170, 894 | 
Michigan...........-------- 250, 758 229, 949 273, 088 542, 441 623, 424 721,620 |. 784,307 781,449 | 844,056 881, 480 572, 095 438, 621 > 
Minnesota. .........-------- 53, 191 44, 105 85, 231 223, 254 329, 539 328, 053 338,008 | 405, 994 505, 434 442, 324 189, 181 90,289 & 
Mississippi... .....---.--.--- 92, 898 57, 190 79, 573 102, 676 105, 273 112, 496 104, 073 114, 455 156, 012 217, 862 127, 693 137, 263 W 
Missouri_....-.....-.------- 158, 298 201, 077 312, 213 366, 822 480,970 | 477, 607 553, 837 606, 398 571,263 | 473, 929 415, 265 410,999 2 
Montana.......---.-.------- 17, 803 17, 339 35, 654 47, 757 50, 697 66, 230 54, 366 38, 430 49, 422 42, 562 24, 246 13,293 © 
Nebraska..........-.------- 27,121 | © 29,035 57, 332 104, 471 162, 240 144,799 | . 138,514 | 280, 273 181, 418 159, 808 90, 681 54, 212 A 
Nevada.......---...-------- 8, 520 8, 277 26, 402 16, 496 20, 608 17, 807 17, 409 14, 528 14,586 |. 22,119 42, 618 36, 341 
New Hampshire. ....._.---- 16, 085 15, 219 27, 324 53, 001 47,049 54, 741 63, 112 67, 069 ~ 60, 535 50, 554 34, 336 | 30,082 | 
New Jersey......._.-------- 235, 719 221,115 271, 030 498, 113 535, 103 ~ 538, 464 517, 447 541,471 568, 474.| 568, 696 442, 733 419, 471 © 
New Mexico._......-_..----- 32, 199 38, 038 46, 889 61, 000 78, 989 87, 176 105, 768 105, 378 73, 220 42, 078 46, 531 31, 367 ame 
New York._........--.----- 695, 974 642, 436 785,344 | 1,322,395 | 1,472,804 | 1,438,122 | 1,408,891 | 1,452,220 | 1,478,907 1,531,382 1,079,715 799,478 . 
North Carolina. ..._.....--- 164, 466 145, 553 182, 756 234, 893 284, 382 215, 033 206, 412 205, 482 255, 275 271, 254 229, 660 170, 561 . 
North Dakota...........--.- 3, 877 4, 053 8, 894 29, 173 44, 873 51, 491 T1111] © 52,894 39, 238 37, 282 11, 859 6, 573 
Ohio......----....--.------- 306, 440 312, 028 478, 082 762, 439 881,841 | 890,731 888, 329 922,820 959, 731 905, 004 653, 598 495, 532 . 
Oklahoma._._..........----- 110, 559 102, 816 168, 733 189, 895 202, 604 187, 736 180, 520 177, 152 237,189 137, 803 193, 641 242, 782 
Oregon.....--.....---------- 57, 208 64, 503 79, 779 102, 101 143, 988 154, 207 155, 629 194,771 226, 276 209, 524 75, 955 61,110 
Pennsylvania... ......------ 317, 385 293, 406 507, 993 896, 429 987, 105 963,015 | 1,110,733 | 1,159,418 | 1,263,937 | 1, 130, 768 829, 359 593, 406 
Rhode Island. _....-..------ 48, 467 45, 512 58, 891 98, 933 113, 640 111, 962 72, 174 68, 958 65, 026 62, 132 49, 439 38, 540 | 
South Carolina. ........---- 121, 058 107, 245 118, 760 129, 623 152, 070 154, 547 152, 782 160, 893 191, 662 195,978 | 161, 185 119, 530 
South Dakota... _...------ 12, 195 9, 522 18, 029 37, 612 53, 290 55, 154 51, 141 49,023 | ‘130, 994 43, 757 22, 514 13, 888 
Tennessee... ........-------- 240, 590 215, 173 280, 285 351, 449 355,532 | 322, 893 344, 055 387, 369 374, 249 526, 174. 434, 652 385, 529 
Texas....-.-.....-.-...----- 707, 333 578, 311 634, 777 672, 989 779, 402 613, 637 | 760, 888 838, 810 805,181 | 698, 206 718, 351 788, 065 . 
Utah. ........ 222.222. eee 27, 365 34, 626 63, 248 77, 147 95, 482 123, 070 119, 932 177,302 184,693.|. 163, 604 | 83, 478 48, 289 
Vermont..... 0. . ...... 4, 366 5, 089 5, 396 22, 499 28, 859 25, 761 27, 202 31, 057 36, 577 26, 474 - 19,080 |. 7, 283



Virginia | 292,108 | 281, 485 $26, 523 475, 113 528, 713 385, 524 409, 564 306, 554 421,428 | 456,801 | — 425, 18 397, 889 : 
Washington 149, 228 151, 306 198, 392 226, 394 304, 749 347, 737 338, 457 410), 353 312, 492 301, 60U 222, HG 194, 238 
West Virginia 68, 870 4, 448 99, 031 175, 689 179, 702 165, 914 175, 061 177, 302 176, 026 179, 10. 131, 042 100, 676 

Wisconsin 73, 728 67, 736 109, 439 235, 974 309, 972 361, 376 357, 448 444, 352 426,484 | 444,955 222,185 129, 127 
W yoming 20, 409 16, 707 15, 684 24, 790 29, 645 29, 224 31, 647 31, 973 32, 062 25, 769 16, 257 14, 204. 

7, 548, 331 6, O78, 025 Y, 420, 210 | 13, 477, 194 | 15, 505, 748 | 15, 424, 409 | 16, 055, 213 | 17, 237, 222 | 17, 753, 576 | 17,032, 405 | 13, 017, 723 | 10, 822, 719 
Unspecified i 440, 669 477, 975 494, 790 | ‘654, 806 542, 252 684, 491 631, 787 587, 778 530, 424 800, 595 . 706, 277 688, 201 

Total shipped from : | . 
cement plants. _ . 7,984, 000 | 7, 456,000 | 9, 915, 000 | 14, 132, 000 | 16, 048, 000 | 16, 109, 000. | 16, 687,000 | 17, 825, 000. | 18, 284,000 | 17, 833,000 | 13,724,000 | 11, 511, 000 

' Includes shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and foreign countries. | a | 
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| | LOCAL SUPPLIES | | OO | 

The following table compares the shipments from mills within a 
State or group of States with the estimated consumption (State 

| receipts of mill shipments) and indicates the surplus or deficiency in 
: the supply of cement locally available. Consumption in the States — 

that do not produce cement is indicated in a preceding table showing - 
shipments into each State. | | | , 

The surplus cement shown in this table was distributed as follows: __ 
In 1940—to non-cement-producing States 13,703,729 barrels and to 

| foreign. countries, Alaska, Hawaii, and unspecified destinations | 
| 2,863,034 barrels; in 1941—to non-cement-producing States 16,880,678 — 

barrels and to foreign countries, Alaska, Hawaii, and unspecified 
| destinations 5,919,919 barrels. > | | , - 

| Estimated surplus or deficiency in local supply of portland cement in cement-producing 
| | States, 1940-41, in barrels | : | 

| oe 1940 1941 | 

State or division . . . : . 
Shipments} Estimated Surplus or | Shipments) Estimated Surpl 

from | consump- pi from | consump- pus or 
. : mills tion | deficiency | sins tion | deficiency | 

| : Alabama_......_..............-..-| 5, 249,759] 1, 458, 811] +3, 790, 948] 7, 610, 030 2, 491, 851] +5, 118,179 
California...._________....--.----| 13, 813, 362] 11, 619, 397| +2, 193, 965| 20, 186.028] 16, 850, 718| +-3, 335, 310 
Tllinois...--------_---..__1._1..1] 4,937, 127] 8, 584,009] —3, 646, 882| 5,958, 376| 9, 165, 894| —3, 207,518 

Towa. 22022 2222222212222 TTT | 4) 597) 781] 2; 933, 570] +1, 664, 211] 5,328, 398] 3, 250, 370| +2, 060, 028 
Kansas...._.____..__.-....-------| 3, 441,612} 1, 627, 535| +1,814,077| 4, 734,129 2,061,704] +2,672,425 
Michigan.___________..__.-..---| 8,519, 416| 5,760, 481| +2, 758, 935| 9,819, 218| 6, 907,824| +2, 911, 304 

: Missouri..__-_____-___...-.----] 4, 867, 799| 3, 150, 489] +1,717,310| 6,516, 345| 5,029,976] +1, 486, 369 
, Ohio: ...---..----........_-.-.----} 6, 841, 129 6, 588, 166] +302, 963| 8,021,857| 8, 455,877| . —434, 020 

-Pennsylvania_-_.....-....----.----| 27, 499, 786) 10, 008, 425/-++17, 491, 361| 32, 868, 220! 10, 000, 181/-+-22, 868, 039 
Puerto Rico..............-.-.....| 384,242] 984/817] 600,575] 465, 158| 1, 433,387| —968, 220 
Tennessee.....................---| 8, 766, 807| 2, 455, 317/ +1, 311, 490| 5,623,800] 4, 281,918] +1, 341, 882 
Texas........._..--.._.......---.| 7,383, 600| 6, 478, 976| 4-904, 624| 9,842, 260| 8, 508, 148] +1, 244’ 112 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyo- : 

| ming, and Idaho....._..........| 2,951,094} 2,713,180 +237, 914] 4,024, 563| 3,908, 147| +116, 416 | 
Oregon and Washington__......-.| 4,172,476] 4, 447,314} —274,838] 4, 464,473] 4, 545, 269 —80, 796 
Georgia, Kentucky, Virginia, . 

Florida, and Louisiana__.......-| 6,727, 762| 10,901, 212| —4, 173, 450] 8, 493, 161| 16, 157,987| —7, 664. 826 
Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, 

| Nebraska, Oklahoma, South 
Dakota, and Arkansas... -._....-.| 11, 784, 963/ 13,044, 630] —1, 259, 667) 15, 500,432] 16, 633, 830] —1, 133, 398 

Maryland, New Jersey, and West 
Virginia..._................... | 4,797,536] 7, 625, 441] —2, 827,905] 5, 932, 957| 10, 136, 813| —4, 203, 856 

New York and Maine.__..........| 8, 613, 535] 13, 451, 253] —4, 837, 718} 12, 049, 832] 14, 719, 746) —2, 669, 914 

130, 349, 786|113, 783, 023|+-16, 566, 763] 167, 439, 2371144, 638, 640|+-22, 800, 597 

TRANSPORTATION 

The following table for 1939, 1940, and 1941, showing quantities of 
_ portland cement shipped from mills by truck, railroad, and boat, in 
bulk and in containers, is given because charges for transportation 
and delivery are important items in the cost of cement to consumers. 
Data for mode of shipping were lacking in 1939 for 5,681,405 barrels— 
about 5 percent of total shipments for the year. 

The table presented herein is based upon the quantities of cement 
actually apportioned by the reporting companies; as it represents a 
very large proportion of the total quantity shipped, it may be assumed 
that the percentages thus obtained are approximately correct for the 
industry as a whole. . | 

The earliest data obtained by the Bureau of Mines, those for 1928, 
show that 2.4 percent of total cement shipments was shipped in bulk
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and 97.6 percent in containers. Shipments in bulk were reported in 
1939 by 137 plants, representing 33 States; in 1940 by 144 plants, 
representing 32 States; and in 1941 by 150 plants, representing 35 — 

| States. : a . | | 

Shipments of portland cement from mills in the United States, 1939-41, in bulk and in 
containers, by types of carriers . 

: - [Unit of measure, barrels of 376 pounds] 

| a ne 5:1 containers | . 

| - | ) Modeof| | 

Type of carrier In bulk In bags ober | Total in shipping Total shipments © ; 
op a “=| eons con- | stated | | 

| , Paper | Cloth | ‘alm | tainers " : 

| - | | Per- — oe | 7 | Per- 
19892. Barrels | cent | Barrels Barrels |Barrels| Barrels | Barrels | Barrels | cent 

Truck. .........| 32,078,494] 8.6] 7,325, 535| 6, 913, 700/140, 904| 14, 380, 139]........:| 16,458,633) 13.4 
Railroad... _-..| 21,255, 557| 87. 9|'43, 327, 220| 33, 360, 063| 34, 220| 76, 721, 503|.........| 97,977,060, 79.9 

, Boat...........| 600,446, 2.5| 1,302,465] 631,450|......_| 1,939,915|...|. 2.534,3a1| 21 
Not stated. .... 250, 594; -1.0 -439, 221 498, 273)-.___-- 937, 494 4, 493, 317  °5,~ 681, 405) 4.6 

OO 24, 185, 001! 100. 0| 52, 394, 441! 41, 403, 4861175, 124| 93, 973,.051/4, 493, 317| 122, 651, 453) 100.0 
Percent of total. 19.7|...2.-| 42.7 33.8) 0.1 76.6) 3.7 100. 0}... _- 

4940 2 ~ “yp ~ - 

Truck. __.......| 33, 873,113) 11.6] 48,325,992) 8, 095, 980)... ____ |416, 421, 972)._..____- "20, 205, O85) 15.6 
Railroad .._-_..-.|428, 870,110} 86. 5|445, 724, 386/432, 522, 949] 23, 527/478, 270, 862|)........_|4107, 140,872; 82.2 

. Boat..-.-..----- 614, 471 1.9; 1,319,683). 4971,870)......_| 4 2, 201, 553).........| 42,906,024; 2.2 
Pipeline --7-=77” 7,705| (8) |------cceen|selee-weee-|ocneees|eeneeeeeee-|oeeeeeeee 7,705, ©) 

| 38, 365, 399] 100. 0| 55, 370, 061| 41, 590, 799| 23, 527! 96, 984, 387|......_..| 180, 349, 786, 100.6 
7 Percent of total. 25. 6)... -- 42. 5 31.9] -() i 100. Of____ _- 

19412 | a a _ a . 
Truck..........| 35,481,782] 10.6] 9, 989,551| 9,310, 998|..____.| 19,300, 549)......._.} 24,782, 281 14.8 | 
Railroad ........| 44, 641, 936; 86.1) 53,863, 493] 39, 506,899} 31, 141) 93, 401, 533).__......| 138, 043,469) 82.4 

— Boat_...........| 1,559,678; 3.0} 2,414,842) ~ 496, 452 150) 2,911, 444).........| -4,471,122) 27 
Paine. | 142,365] .3)-----------|-------2--- [eee feeeeeee eee eee] 142,365) 

mo | 51, 825, 711] 100. 0} 66, 267, 886| 49, 314, 349] 31, 201/115, 613, 526|.........| 167, 439, 237} 100.0 
Percent of total. —  3L 0) 22. 39. 6}. - 29.4) (5) 69. O|..--.---- 100. 0) -- -- -- 

1 Includes steel drums and iron and wood barrels. | oo i 
? Includes shipments for Puerto Rico. | i 
4 Includes cement used at:mills by producers as follows: 1939, 132,238 barrels; 1940, 118,709 barrels; 1941, : 

196,765 barrels. . 
4 Revised figures. 

-  § Less than 0.05 percent. ce Ss . 

PRICES : 

_ The average selling price of portland cement, f. 0. b. factory (ex- | 
cluding the price of containers and cash discounts), as reported to the | 
Bureau of Mines, is stated in the table of shipments by States and 
districts during 1940 and 1941. The average factory value in some 
States is higher than the average for ordinary structural cement be- 
cause considerable quantities of certain special cements that command 
relatively high prices are included—for example, white portland cement 
manufactured in California, Pennsylvania, and Texas and high-early- | 
strength portland cement produced in many. States. The average 
selling price per barrel, f. o. b. factory, of white portland cement in 
1941 was $3.99; in 1940 it was $3.89. The average price f. o. b. mill 
of high-early-strength portland cement was $1.87 a barrel in 1940 and 
1941. The sales value of other hydraulic cements is given later in this 
chapter. _ | | 

The following table shows the average factory value of portland | 
cement from 1937 through 1941.
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Average factory value per barrel in bulk of portland cement in the United States, — 
: | 1937-41 

, /1987___._-------------------- $1. 48] 19401 -- ee. =... $1. 46 
1938... eee 1451941122 l lee. «1 47 
1939 ?_.0..2 22 - ~~. 1 47 " 

. 1 Includes Puerto Rico (1939 was first year in production). | | 

| | a LOCATION OF PLANTS | | 

| _ The accompanying map (fig. 2) shows the location of cement plants 
in the United States. Raw materials for. manufacture of portland 
cement are so plentiful and widely distributed that other factors, such | 

: as markets and transportation facilities, are usually the principal 
: elements that control selection of plant location. Most of the plants _ 
a are contiguous to populous industrial centers. About four-fifths of all 

_.. the portland-cement plants in the United States are in the Eastern and 
_ Middle Western States. Throughout the Great Plains and Rocky 

oe Mountain country they are more scattered. Concentrations of plants 
on the Pacific coast (California and Washington) are due partly to 

) the requirements of growing industrialization areas and partly to the 
, extensive demands of great reclamation projects. Only 12 States 

and the District of Columbia have no cement plants, and the greatest — 
— number in any one State (Pennsylvania) is 26; the Nevada plant was 
a under construction in 1941. | Oo 

= | CAPACITY OF PLANTS _ | | 

At the end of 1941 the capacity of plants producing finished portland. 
cement was 247,359,000 barrels a year, according to manufacturers’ 
reports. This comprised 155 plants active and shipping in 1941 and 
1 plant inactive in 1941 but producing or shipping from stock on hand 
within the 7 previous years. = 

No new plants were reported producing in 1941. The total output 
_ for 1941 was 66.3 percent of the indicated capacity at the close of the 

year, based upon producers’ reports; the corresponding figure for | 
| 1940 was 51.2 percent. | ae | | 

) Plant capacity in 1941, by commercial districts, is indicated in the - 
following table, with similar data for 1940. 

The second table shows a grouping of plants by size. | 

Portland-cement-manufacturing capacity of the United States, 1940-41, by | 
commercial districts | 

| | | Estimated capacity | Feroent of 

District (barrels) ‘utilized 

| | 1940 1041 | 1940 | 1941 

Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland___._......._...-| 48,718,000 | 45,274,000 | 51.3 | 68.5. 
New York and Maine.__..-.._...-_---.__.._-...-...........-------| 17, 408, 000 | 17, 244,000 | 50.5 | 69.6 
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and West Virginia___.._............_.| 27, 526,000 | 26, 574,000 | 48.6 | 57.0 
Michigan. ____...__.-.-...--------2-------..--..-..--.-------------| 15, 196,000 | 14,055,000 | 56.6 | 67.5 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky___.__._._.........___.. 29, 724, 000 | 28, 267,000 | 42.6 | 57.4 
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and Louisiana. ___| 25,786,000 | 24,512,000 | 57.1 | 81.5 
Eastern Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and South Dakota____..__._._| 22,871,000 | 22,475,000 | 45.1 | 52.8 
Western Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas___ 17, 113, 000 | 16, 598,000 | 44.4 | 59.7 
Texas_..-____. 2222222 i------2------------------.-...| 12, 240, 000 | 12) 352) 000 | 60.3 | 78.4 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Idaho_......_.....-..-.-| 5,690,000 | 5,815,000 | 52.1 | 68.0 
California... _......- 22222222222 222 2222 2e------------------------_.| 24, 040, 000 26, 290,000 | 59.1 | 75.8 
Oregon and Washington. _._................-------.....-..--...-..| 7,447,000 | 7,440,000 | 57.3 | 58.9 Puerto Rico... 22.2222. 20 0 nee eee TTT} °"3g6%000 | °” 4637000 [100.0 | 99.9 

[254, 145,000 |247, 350, 000 | 51.2 | 66.3 
, .
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Range of plant capacity for manufacture of finished portland cement in the United | 
| | | States in 1941 : : 
7 | | a Number 

Estimated annual capacity, barrels: So Oo of talants 
. Less than 1,000,000____..---.---_.-_- 2 ee ee e+e 38 

1,000,000 to 1,999,000._.........____.-------------------.------ 838 
| | 2,000,000 to 2,999,000__.__...-_---_-.--_----------------------- 23 

Between 2,999,000 and 10,000,000_-_---------------------------- 11 

| . | a . 155 
| The following estimates, based upon the monthly reports of pro- 

ducers, of the relationship between the production of finished portland 
cement and the manufacturing capacity of the industry for each month 
in 1940 and 1941 and for the 12 months ended with each month 

| indicate the seasonal changes in capacity utilized. : a 

Ratio (percent) of finished portland cement produced to manufacturing capacity of 
| | the United States, 1940-41 — ; | 

| Monthly | 12 months | Monthly | 12 months 
Month TT Month _ 

- Co 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 | oe 1940 | 1941 | 1940 | 1941 

. January... 29; 42/ 48 53 July_......--..-...-..-.-| 56] 75 | 48 60 
February ....-.-.--------| 126] . 48 48 54 || August.................-| 58 V7 48 61 
March __.....--...--..---| 36 50 47 56 || September_.........--.-| 62 78 49 62 . 
April. | a | 8 48) 87 October.........-......-| 64] 79] 49| 64 
May..-....---.-----.-.---]| 58 69} 48 57 || November_._.-..-...-..| 60 73 50 65 
June....-..--------------| 59 | 74 48 | 58 || December..._.-..------.| 51 65 51 65 

. 4 . 

1 Revised figure. a 

| 7 The following table gives statistics of capacity, 1939-41, by the two 
general methods—the “wet” and _ the “dry”—used in manufacturing 
cement at plants in the United States. a 

Portland-cement-manufacturing capacity of the United States, 1939-41, by processes 

Estimated it 
| enn Percent of capac- percent of total | 

| Proress Thousands of barrels | Percent of total y produced 
| 

1939 | 1940 ' 1941 | 1930 | 1940 | 1941 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 

Wet._....... | 121, 337 | 122, 266 | 121,065 | 47.3 | 48.1 | 48.9 | 51.8 | 55.4 | 70.3 | 51.4 | 52.0 | 51.9 
Dry... ... | 188,085 | 131, 879 | 126, 204 | 52.7 | 51.9 | 51.1 | 43.9 | 47.4 | 62.5 | 48.6 | 48.0 | 48.1 

| 256, 422 | 254, 145 | 247, 359 rox 200.0 100. 0 | 47.7 | 51.2 | 66.3 {100.0 {100.0 100. 0 

PRODUCTION ACCORDING TO RAW MATERIALS 

In the accompanying table, production is classified according to 
the kinds of raw materials from which the cement is manufactured. 

_ Type 1 includes cement produced from argillaceous limestone 
(‘cement rock’’) or from a mixture of cement rock with pure lime- 
stone. This is the combination of materials used in all the cement 
plants of the Lehigh district of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, and a 
few plants in certain other States.
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| Type 2 includes cement made from a mixture of comparatively 
| pure limestone with clay or shale. This mixture is employed at the 

| majority of plants in the United States. In 1941 four plants reported 
the use of oystershells and clay; the output of these plants is included 

| in type 2. a , | 
/ _ Type:3 includes cement manufactured from a mixture of marl and 

clay. . This type of mixture has been used in certain plants in Michi- | 
: gan, Ohio, Indiana, New York, and Virginia. = 3 ~— | | 

- Type 4 includes portland cement manufactured from a mixture 
of limestone and blast-furnace slag. a - 

Production and percent of total output of portland cement in the United Siales, 
— -: 1898-1914, 1926, 1929, 1933, 1935, and 1941, according to types of material used 

: . ‘Type 1. Cement 7 . - ) | Type 4. Blast- ype 2. Limestone | Type 3. Marl 
, rock and pure | ‘and clay or shale and clay furnace slag and | 

a . Year . — | a _} 

Barrels Fer" Barrels — fer Barrels ver’ - Barrels . 

| 1898.2... -...----.-| 2,764,604 | 74.9 365,408 | 9.9| 562,002] 15.2]. | 
1899___._..-_..-.....-.-.| -4,010, 1382 | 70.9 546, 200 9.7 | 1,095,934 | 19.4 |... 2-22 1900-- 2-22 2222222222.--| 5,960,739 | 70.3] 1,034,041 | 12.2 | 1454797 | 17.1 32, 443 | 0.4 | 1901... 2222.22... (8, 508,500 | 66.9} 2,042,209 | 16.1 | 2001,200! 15.7] 164316) 13 | 
1902._.....-.....-.-...-.] 10, 953,178 | 63.6 3, 738, 303 | 21.7 | 2,220,453 | 12.9 318, 710 1.8 . 1903... 2-2. 22.2...22.| 12,493, 694] 55.9] 6,333, 403-1. 28.3 | 3,052,946 | 13.7} 462930] 21 1904.2... 222222222] 15,178,391 | 57.2] 7,526,393 | 28.4 | 3,332,873| 126] 4730081 Le , 
1905.....-.-..--.-.....--] 18, 454,902 | 52.4 11, 172, 389 | 31.7 | 3,884,178 | 11.0] 1, 735,343 4.9 . 1906. . =... 2. 222.222.2._| 23,896,951 | 51.4] 16,532,212 | 35.6 | 3,958,201} 8.5] 2o7eo00| 45 
1907_.................-.-.| 25, 859,095 | 53.0 17, 190,697 | 35.2 | 3, 606, 598 7.4 | 2,129,000 4.4 
1908__.......-...........| 20, 678,693 | 40.6 23, 047,707 | 45.0} 2, 811, 212 5.5 | 4. 535, 300 8&9 
1909... 2-2-2. -.- ~~. | 24, 274, 047 | 37.3 32, 219, 365 | 49.6 | 2, 711, 219 4.2 | 5,786, 800 &9 
1910_-.-.-..-2--.-.-2....| 26, 520,911 | 34.6 39, 720, 320 | 51.9 | 3, 307, 220 4.3 | 7,001, 500 9.2 | WGL. 222.22] 26,813,129 | 34:1) 40,665, 332 | 51.8 | 3314176 | 4.2] 7,737,000] 9.9 
1912...... 2... 1... | 24, 712, 780 | 30.0 44, 607,776 | 54.1 | 2, 467, 368 3.0 | 10,650,172} 129 
1913_........ . .........]| 29, 333,490 | 31.8 47, 831, 863 | 51.9 | 3, 734, 778 | 44 11, 197,000 | 122 - W9M4 222... | 24, 907,047 | 28:2} 50, 168,813 | 56.9 | 4.038,310| 4.6] 9,116,000! 10.3 
1926_........-...........| 44,090, 657 | 26.8 | ' 101, 637,866 | 61.8 |-3, 324, 408 2.0 | 15, 477, 239 9.4 
1929_....................] 51,077, 034 | 29.9 | 197,623,502 | 57.2 | 4,832, 700 2.9 | 17, 112, 800 | 10.0 1933.22... | 14,135,171 | 22.3 | 143,638,023 | 68.7 | 1,402, 744| 22] 4,207°251) 68 
1935. ....-2.-.... .. .-...] 28,811, 687 | 31.0 | 145,073,144 | 58.8 | 1, 478, 569 1.9 | 6,378,170 | a.3 
1941_...-222.0.. -...... ..| 46,584, 193 |. 28.4 | 1 102, 285, 699 | 62. 4 | 3, 142, 021 1.9 12, 068. 646 | 7.4 

1 Includes output of 2 plants using oystershells and clay in 1926; 3 plants in 1929, 1933, and 1935: and 4 
plants in 1941.._ . 

| . RAW MATERIALS | 

_ The producers reported that approximately 52,755,253 short tons | 
of raw materials (exclusive of fuels and explosives) entered into the 
manufacture of 164,030,559 barrels (30,837,745 short tons) of portland 
cement in the United States in 1941—an average of about 643 pounds 
to a barrel (376 pounds) of finished cement. The totals for 1941, 
with corresponding figures for 1940 (in parentheses) follow: 42,733,707 

| tons of limestone and cement rock (34,040,119 tons, revised figure); 
4,726,192 tons of clay and shale (4,016,427 tons, revised figure); 
659,201 tons of blast-furnace slag (581,873 tons); 1,066,635 tons of 
marl! (932,339 tons); 1,035,179 tons of gypsum (807,938 tons, revised 
figure); and 2,534,339 tons of other materials, such as oystershells, 

: sandstone, sand, cinders, fluorspar, iron ore, diatomaceous shale, 
pumicite, fuller’s earth, bentonite, silica, quartz, ashes, pyrite ore, 
pyrite cinder, roll scale, calcium chloride, and hydrated lime 
(1,878,651 tons, revised figure).
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| FUELS AND POWER oe oo 

| Fuels.—According to monthly reports of producers, supplemented 
by a few estimates by the Bureau of Mines, the following. quantities 

| of fuel were consumed at portland-cement plants in the United States 

a and Puerto Rico in 1941 in making 163,629,000 barrels. of clinker 

. , (unground cement) and 164,030,559 barrels of finished cement: Coal, 

: 6,831,825 short tons; oil, 3,552,030 barrels (42 gallons); and natural 

gas, 54,207,900,833 cubic feet. Corresponding figures for 1940 are: 

Clinker produced, 130,141,000 barrels, and finished cement produced, 

- 130,216,511 barrels. Fuels consumed were: Coal, 5,633,156 short . 

tons; oil, 2,424,976 barrels; and natural gas, 41,948,699,007 cubic feet. 

The first and second of the accompanying tables on fuels compare 

, the output of clinker and finished cement in 1940 and 1941 with the 

estimated fuel consumption by processes. Similar data were pub- 

lished in Statistical Appendix to Minerals Yearbook, 1935 (p. 200), 

, covering 1933 and 1934. The third table on fuels shows detailed data 

| on quantities used in 1940 and 1941. ae | 

Cement clinker (unground cement) produced and in stock at mills in the United States, __ 
1940-41, by processes, in barrels of 376 pounds! — | 

: a | Noes” =|. Production Stock (Dee. 31). 

- _ Process — REITs ORO (OES 

° | 1940 | 1941 1940 | 1941 1940 2 19413 

Wet__.-.-.------e---e--e---------| 87 90 | 67,905,000 | 84,568,000 | 2,847,000 | 2, 508, 000 
Dry __.-.--ccneeeceeeeeeee-e-e----| 65 65 | . 62,236,000 | 79,061,000 | 2,039,000 | 2, 075, 000 

| 152| 155 | 130,141,000 | 163,629,000 | 4,886,000 | 4,583,000 

. ‘Compiled from monthly estimates of the producers. . 
2 Revised ficures. 
3 Subject to revision. 

OO Portland cement burned and fuels used in the United States, 1940-41, by processes 

a 

| Finished cement produced Fuel consumed ! | 

Process . . 

Number| Barrelsof | Percent Coal ou {barrels Natural gas 
of plants | 376 pounds | of total | (short tons) ons) (cubic feet) 

1940 | 
i 87 | 67, 689, 498 52.0 |22,818, 216 | 1,385,702 | 25,821, 525, 307 
Dry... = 22-22 2eceneeeeen ee 65 | 62, 527, 013 48.0 | 2,814,940 | 1,039,274 | 16, 127, 173, 700 

| 152 | 130,216,511 | 100.0 | 35,633,156 | 2,424,976 | 41, 948, 699, 007 

1941 ff 
: se 90 | 85, 153, 919 51.9 | 3,325,823 | 2,000,700 | 34, 045, 968, 833» 

13) < een 65 | 78,876, 640 48.1 | 3,506,002 | 1,461,330 | 20, 161, 932, 000 

185 | 164,030,559 | 100.0 | $6,831,825 | 3,552,030 | 54, 207, 900, 833 
| _ 

1 Figures compiled from monthly estimates of the producers. 
‘un addition to the coal shown for this group, 1 plant reported the use of petroleum coke with coal and 

natural fas. 

2Includes 74,437 short tons of anthracite and 5,558,719 short tons of bituminous coal. 
a addition to the coal shown for this group, 2 plants reported the use of petroleum coke with coal and 

natural 2as. 

S Includes 96,768 short tons of anthracite and 6,735,057 short tons of bituminous coal.
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Portland cement burned in the United States, 1940-41, by kinds of fuel - 

. Finished cement produced Fuel consumed ! 

Fuel | Num- Oil (barrels ber of Barrels of | Percent | Coal (short of 42 gal- Natural gas . | | | plants |. 376 pounds | of total tons) Ions) (cubic feet) 

1940 ae | | | i Coal. ..-...--------.-..---.---|. 99] 283, 864, 320 - 64.4 |. 5,009, 265 |-.-. 2-2. ete See Oi]... 2-2 eee ee 11 2 9, 426, 674 7.2 |.--.-.------| 2,049, 208 |__..-----.._ 
Natural gas_........---.-.--_- 15 + 211, 758, 348 9.0 |-.-2--2----2}2-.-..---__.]. 18, 350, 001, 017 

: Coal and oil. .___.......-_-_-. 5 6, 765, 481 6.2 410, 278 230, 446 |--..-----.-...-- 
Coal and natural gas3____....| | 15 11, 384, 238 — 8.8 211,015 |........-..-] 14, 125, 049, 790 

: Oil and natural gas_._.._____. 4 \ 7, 017, 450 aw {-----5 598° 112, 305 7, 017, 663, 200 
: Coal, oil, and natural gas-___-_. 3 uo ° _ 2,598 33, 022 | 2, 455, 985, 000 

- | 152 | 130, 216, 511 100.0 | 45,633,156 | 2,424,976 | 41,948, 699,007 
1941 : . 

-Coal_......2--22 222 ee. 102 | 2 104, 385, 531 68.6 | 6,193,207 |.....-- 2 2-2 |e eee eee 
Oil_....2-- 222 eee. 11 | 211, 341, 543 6.9 |_------.....| 2,524,587 |..-.-__._._.__.. 
Natural gas...._......._.----- 15 | 2 14, 933, 181 | - 9.1 |.-.-..--.-.-]------.---._| 22, 127, 284, 511 
Coal and oil. ._...-.-_.2____.. 6 9, 501, 559 5.8 508,571 | 567, 318 j..----_.-----__- 
Coal and natural gas§___.....| 15] | 18,454,345 8.2 128, 659 |--..-..-_...| 19, 666, 186, 322 
Oil and natural gas_.________- 5 i} 10, 414. 400 6.4 {-----i-aa5° 422, 223 | 11, 073, 254, 000 Coal, oil, and natural gas- -_.. 1 | mo ° 1, 388 37, 902 1, 341, 176, 000 | 

| | 155 | 164, 030, 559 100.0 | 6 6,831,825 | . 3,552,030 | 54,207, 900, 833 
- 

. - LS — a 

. 1 Figures compiled from monthly estimates of the producers. 
4 Average consumption of fuel per barrel of cement produced was as follows: 1940—coal, 119.5 pounds; — . oll, 0.2174 barrel; natural gas, 1,561 cubic feet. 1941—coal, 118.7 pounds; oil, 0.2226 barrel; natural gas, 1,482 

cubic feet. 
* In addition to the coal and natural gas included for this group, 1 plant reported the use of petroleum 

coke with coal and natural gas. . 
‘ Includes 74,437 short tons of anthracite and 5,558,719 short tons of bituminous coal. 
§ In addition to the coal and natural gas included for this group, 2 plants reported the use of petroleum 

coke with coal and natural gas. 
6 Includes 96,768 short tons of anthracite and 6,735,057 short tons of bituminous coal. 

_ Electric power.—The accompanying table gives the electric energy 
_ ‘produced at portland-cement plants and that purchased from power 7 

| companies during 1940 and 1941. The cement industry generated 47 | 
_. percent of its electric-power requirements in 1941 compared with 49. 

percent in 1940 and 50 percent in 1939. | 

Electric energy used at portland-cement-producing planis in the United States, 
1940-41, by processes, in kilowatt-hours 

eee 

| | Electric energy used Average 
° po electric 

| Finished | energy 
G a coment, used per 

enerated at port- produce arrel o Process land-cement plants Purchased Total cement . cess produced 

| . . _ | o, — Kilo- Active; Kilowatt- | Active). Kilowatt- | Kilowatt- | Per- Barrels | watt- 
plants hours plants hours hours cent hours 

1940 
Wet......-.. 2.0.2... 33| | 573, 045, 020 72; 970, 439, 295]! 1,543,484,315] 51.9! 67, 689, 498 22.8 
Dry......... 0.0... 36] 887, 343, 326 52 544, 500, 540 1, 431, 843, 866 48.1] 62, 527, 013 22.9 

69)! 1,460,388,346 124/1, 514, 939, 835}!2,975,328,181/100. 0}130, 216, 511 22. 8 
Percent of total elec- 

tric energy used... ._|...-_-- 49. 1)...._.. 50. 9 100. O|.--- |. fee eee 
ESS SSS Oo—=m—e>=>=EaEeeeeeeS* oo  oeEe=E=—E—e—E—eeE — eee  OoooeoeeT OOS O oe SSS 

1941 
Wet...... .. . 32} 643, 610, 788 74/1, 224, 801, 790) 1, 868, 412, 578] 51.3] 85, 153, 919 21.9 
Dry..._.- ee 36/1, 076, 033, 868 54} 700, 009, 725)1, 776, 043, 593] 48.7) 78, 876, 640 22. 5 

68/1, 719, 644, 656 128)1, 924, 811, 515(3, 644, 456, 171/100. 0; 164, 030, 559 22.2 
Percent of total elec- | 

tric energy used... eee 8] 402) 52.8) 100, 0}... [22 epee. 
od ! _ 

1 Revised figures.
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—_ SPECIAL CEMENTS a oe 

| In addition to the regular standard portland cements that consti- 
| tute the great bulk of production, several special varieties of cement 

a also are manufactured. They are designed to satisfy unusual de- 
mands, for instance, in high-early-strength cement where time is an 

| | important element; in low- and moderate-heat-of-hardening cement. 
| for monolithic structures; and in puzzolan cements for use in places _ 

where resistance to chemical attack is demanded. These and other _ 
special varieties were discussed in some detail in the chapter on 
Cement in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940 (pp. 1125-1127). 

| _ Accordingly the discussion is restricted this year to data on certain 
| masonry cements, the statistics for which do not appear in the ac- 

-companying table. The types referred to are certain masonry 
cements that are not true portlands but employ portland-cement _ 

_dinker and finished portland cement as a base. To this base are 
added considerable quantities of lime or other constituents of various 

oe kinds. These specially prepared masonry cements are sold under 
| proprietary names. Production, which was reported from 52 plants 

in 1941, totaled 3,097,382 barrels and shipments 3,080,605 barrels 
: valued at $4,636,497—an average of $1.51 a barrel. Corresponding 

data for 1940, representing the output of 44 plants (revised figure) | 
are: Production, 2,312,155 barrels, and shipments 2,260,636 barrels 
valued at $3,175,088—an average of $1.40 a barrel. As-the finished 

: portland cement and clinker used in making these types of masonry 
OO cement have been reported elsewhere by producers, to avoid duplica- _ 

— tion the above figures are not included in the totals. | 
| | The following table presents statistical data for recent years insofar 

as they are available covering special portland cements. All the : 
figures except those for masonry cement (hydraulic but not portland) , 

| and “‘masonry natural” are included in the general tables earlier in 
| this chapter. | | on | 

: _ Special portland cements produced and shipped in the United States, 1937-41, 
| by kinds | 

: | Shipments 

| | Kind and year. plants P oi Value 
~ Barrels — |---| 

Total | Average 

High-early-strength: 
1987.20 eee eee eee eee eee 64 | 4,192,959 | 3,845,314 | $7,134,468 | $1.86 
1938... ... se sees veseeee nee seeeeeeeee 72 | 3,340,582 | 3,385,523 | 6, 247, 690 1, 85 
(an 79 | 3,780,716 | 3,693, 460 | 6, 964, 608 1. 89 
1940... ..--------- 2 eee eee eee 88 | 1 4,478, 797 | } 4, 401, 449 | 1 8, 243, 315 1, 87 
1941... 1.1... se eee neers eee, 90 | 6,063,638 | 6,123,224 | 11, 443, 792 1.87 

Masonry or mortar: 
| ae 10| 257,385 | 273,144 | 362, 807 1.33 

1938... .. 11s sss ee sees eeee ee eeeeeoe 5| (84875 | 88,905 | 124,930 1.40 
1989... ..------------- +--+ eee 5 173, 737 155,781 | = 211, 711 1.36 
IMO. ee 5| 219,480} 214,303 | 308, 333 1. 44 

Low and moderateheats 0c poceeereceee perenne [pretence peters nes 
1987. nee 27 | 3,158,165 |. 3,499,340 | 4, 989, 425 1.43 
1938__...2-2.. oe eee eee eee 38 | 4,181,568 | 3,808,927 | 5, 710, 698 1. 50 
1939. 21222222 43 | 5,564,921 | 5, 761,840 | 8, 237, 440 1, 43 
1940... 2.222 eee eee 55 | 1 8, 559, 487 | 1 7, 709, 503 |!10, 307, 976 1.34 
CY 5 58 | 11, 290, 232 | 11,177, 651 | 14, 963, 940 1.34 

1 Revised figures.
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| Special portland cements produced and shipped in the United States, 1987-41, by 
| _ kinds—Continued os | | 

_ : | | Shipments 

Rind and year panes | "eanaen Value 
Barrels |---| 

- | : foe Total | Average 

| Portland-puzzolan: | | | “ | | 1987... eee eneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-| «8 | (263,877 | 208,067 | $423,207 | 1.42 1938.20 20000 TITTY 9| 198,268} 185,664 | 285,088 1 5A 
1939... 22-2 eee 9 | . 337,187 321, 217 434, 281 1.35 

. 1940. . - 2-2 ee eee 10 413,870 412,143 552, 830 1.34 194122200 22DITITIITIIIIITIIITIIIT 8] 441,500 | 439,354 | 632, 713 1.44 
Oil-well: 

a lo} 342,316] 313,064 | 652,960; 200 
7 1988... 2-2 8 238, 966 232, 319 481, 401 207 1939.2 020002 TIILIIIIITIIIIIIT] =a | 3783866 | 375,027 | 710,032 1.389 | 1940.22 2200 2TTTITITIITIIIIITI 22| 711,348 | 719,022 | 1, 365, 840 1.90 | 1941-22222 19 | 786,167 | 806,364 | 1,550, 301 1.92 

. Sulfate-resisting: 
ae 2} Q @® | @ 1988. eee nee eee 3 @) (?) () @) 1989.22 TITTIES 4| 38,270 97,362 | —_57, 867 2.11 1940.22 2220TTITTITTTIIIIITIIII 11| 193,348} 200,090 | 316, 280 1.58 1941. - 22202 2TTTTTTTTIIIITTIIE 9| 342,400.) 353,885 | 544, 767 54 Miscellaneous: | Lo - ae 14} 641,960 | 648,973 | 1,014, 058 1.56 . © 198.222 15| 642,854 | 625,860 | 1,004,303 | 1.60 7 1939. 222007 DTTTTTIITTTIIITTIITIIT 15 | 755,833 | 775,179 | 1,067, 699 1.38 

1940... eee 113 580, 502 577, 579 755, 764 1.31 . 194122222 02TTIITTITIIITTITIIT 14 | 668,655 | 667,206 | 1, 058, 108 1.50 
eee 

t Revised figures. OO | : 
? Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures separately. | 

a : | NEW DEVELOPMENTS 
| Large-scale rehabilitation and modernization programs. are in 
~  progress.or have been completed recently by at least six cement com- | 

panies, and less extensive improvements have been made by many 
_- others. A large number of mills are now equipped with unit coal 

pulverizers that discharge directly into the kilns. This is one of the 
_ Most outstanding recent improvements in plant. design. Automatic 

- ~ control of all elements pertaining to the preparation of raw materials, 
calcination, and clinker grinding is attaining increased refinements, 

_ owing partly to the necessity: of meeting exacting specifications and | 
partly to the need for more efficient combustion and plant operation. | 
__ In certain localities the demand for cement has been so active that 

_ It1s delivered on the job within a relatively short time after it is made. 
Consequently, some difficulty has been experienced because recent 
specifications in force at some consuming centers require cement to 
be delivered on the job at a temperature not higher than 125° F., 
whereas formerly 140° F. was allowed. At least one company has 

_ introduced the use of finished-cement coolers. 
Other important developments include a wider use of cement-mill 

stack dust as a cement raw material and the introduction of a Lepol 
kiln at the plant of the Santa Cruz Portland Cement Co., Davenport, 

_ Calif. This installation is the second one of this type of equipment 
in the United States, the first being that of the Spokane Portland 
Cement Co., Irvin, Wash., introduced in 1935. 

Further progress has been made in air-quenching hot clinker. The 
advantages are (1) reduction in grinding cost; (2) fuel conservation 7
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(heat from the clinker being transferred to the kilns in a secondary 
_ air supply); and (3) improved quality of the cement as indicated by 

s higher soundness tests. | _ | Oo 
| Concrete ships gave unsatisfactory service in the World War of 

_ . 1914-18, but their use has not been abandoned because of the failures | 
| _ of that period. They are again being built; and it is believed that 
- those now under construction will give useful service, because the 

| design has been improved, and the cement used is of higher quality _ 
. than that which was available 25 years ago. The first concrete ships _ 

| built during the present war were designed as tow barges, but more 
a recently the Maritime Commission let contracts for 24 self-propelled 

seagoing craft, each of 5,200 tons. They will be built in a new ship- 
yard at Tampa, Fla. | 

| White cement is now used for the finishing coat on concrete floors 
7 in airplane factories. The reflected light from such floor surfaces is 

of great assistance to those constructing the underside of wings and 
fuselage. | | | | 

| Much progress has been made in the substitution of cement for 
iron, steel, or other metals urgently needed for military uses. The — 

—_ newer products include storage tanks for household oil burners, bleach 
tanks for laundries, septic tanks, bath tubs, and sash weights. A 

| new type of manhole cover has been devised which requires only 15 
| to 20 pounds of reinforcing steel, whereas the ordinary 24-inch iron 

cover contains 85 to 100 pounds of metal. | 

NATURAL, MASONRY (NATURAL), AND PUZZOLAN CEMENTS 

The term “natural’’ is used to designate certain cements made by 
| calcining argillaceous limestone at a comparatively low temperature 

and pulverizing the calcined material. Some of them have special 
properties that adapt them to mortar uses for laying brick and stone; 
therefore, they are classed as masonry (natural) cements. © : 

| Another special non-portland cement consists of a mixture of 
blast-furnace slag and hydrated lime. It is classed with the puzzolan 

| cements. | | | | 
| - Producers of these special non-portland cements reported that |. 

| 48,091 short tons of coal and the gas equivalent of about 89 short tons _ 
of coal were used in their manufacture in 1941. Fuel consumed in 
1940 totaled 42,873 short tons of coal and the gas equivalent of about 

a 68 short tons of coal. 
Production and shipments of these special types of cement com- 

bined are indicated in the following table. | 

Natural, masonry (natural), and puzzolan (slag-lime) cements produced, shipped, 
and in stock at mills in the United States, 1937-41 

Production Shipments en a) 

: arre arreisS e. 

plants pounes) pounds) Value pouniis) 

19387... 22. - = 2-22 2-2-2 eee e eee eee 12] 1,900,643 | 1,873, 400 | $2, 578, 885 253, 518 
1988___ 2 eee eee eee 12 | 1,820,795 | 1,867,949 | 2,725,776 373, 816 
1939___._-------- 2-2 ee eee eee eee 12 | 2,489,110 | 2,405,135 | 3,361,724 239, 938 
TT 12 | 2,534,566 | 2,514,597 | 3,386, 801 1 259, 868 

. 141.2 eee 12| 2,875,962 | 2,926,203 | 3, 967, 567 209, 627 

) Revised figure.
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- TRENDS IN EMPLOYMENT AND OUTPUT PER MAN’ | | 

In Minerals Yearbook, 1935 (pp. 891-905) and 1940, Review of — | 
| 1939 (pp. 1141-1153), trends in employment and output per man in 

the cement industry were traced from 1928 to 1938. The following 
data extend this 11-year period through 1939 and 1940. ee 

| GENERAL DATA | | 

. As may be noted in the first table, the number of men employed - 
was greater in 1940 than in 1938 or 1939. The average number of 
days worked also was greater, but the average length of day has 
varied only slightly for several years. The average output of cement 
per man has increased progressively since 1937. | , 

7 Employment in the portland-cement industry, finished cement produced at mills 
included in study, and average output per man in the United States, 1936-40 

on Employment — | Production | 

| De | Time employed a : . 
. of average Ps) Percent 

- , man (Darre. 0 us- . 
a Year | average Aver- | | Man-hours vrtaes | try repre- | | 

number e ——_—__—————| ‘cement |————————| sented’ . | of men neon. Total man- ~ (barrels) | . | 

) | ber of | Shifts ayerege Total , Per | Per : 
days ' ‘per day . | shift | hour | 

1936.....| 25,406 | 272] 6,917,074 7.3| 50,688,870 | 111,238,300 | 1608] 2.19 98.7 
| 1937.....| 26,432} 279 7,380,028 7.4| 54,714,935 | 116,174,708} 15.74] 2.12 100. 0 

- - 1938_--.-| 25,036 | - 256 | 6, 398, 178 7.5| 47,729,779 | 105,357,000} 16.47 | 2.21 100. 6 
- —--19392____| 25,503 | 273 | 6,974,191 7.3| 51,184,194 | 121,934,911 | 17.48/ 238/ 99.7 

19403.__| 26,038 | 279 | 7,276, 469 7.4| 54,116,153 | 120,830,687} 17.84] 2.40 99.7 

1 Calculated for each year by dividing quantity of finished cement produced &t mills included in study 
by total production. 2 Exclusive of Puerto Rico. 

: MILL EMPLOYEES a | 
In 1928 mill employees averaged 9.5 hours a day for 332 days and | 

produced 1.98 barrels of finished cement per man-hour; in 1940 they | 
averaged 7.4 hours a day for only 287 days but produced 2.95 barrels ) 

_ of cement per man-hour. .Thus productivity per man per hour 
increased 49 percent during this 13-year period. — 

“Mill employees in the portland-cement industry, finished cement produced at mills : 
included in study, and average output per man in the United States, 1936-40 

Employment—cement mill only - Production 

Time employed 
. ee Average per | Percent 

Year Finished man (barrels) | of indus- 
- Average | a vor. Man-hours rtland try repre- 

number S| —_______| sented! 
of men | 98° _ | Total man- (barrels) 

ber of | shifts oerge Total Per | Per 
days per day shift hour 

1936.....| 19,881 | 280] 5,564, 582 7.3 | 40,634,045 | 111,029,026} 19.95] 2.73 98. 6 
1987..._.| 20,925} 289 | 6,041, 237 7.4| 44,553,173 | 116,174,708 | 19.23) 2.61 100.0 
1938..._| 19,828 | 264] 5,224 790 7.4| 38,866,410 | 105,357,000} 2016| 271 100.0 
19392.._| 20,186 | 282] 5,691, 718 7.3 | 41,518,750 | 124,934,911 | 21,42] 204 99.7 
19402.___| 20,692 | 287 | 5,930,723 7.4 | 43,967,729 | 129,830,687 | 21.89 | 2.95 99.7 

1-Calculated for each year by dividing quantity of finished cement produced at mills included in study 
by+tetal production. 2 Exclusive of Puerto Rico. 

1 Statistics on employment and output per man presented in this discussion were compiled by E. T 
Shuey from records of the employment statistics section, Bureau of Mines.
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: QUARRY AND ‘CRUSHER EMPLOYEES | CO 

, From 1929—the first. year for which data are available—to 1940. 
the number of quarry and crusher employees dropped from 5,123 to — 

| | 4,394, the average hours per day declined from 9.6 to 7.6, but the 
- tonnage of material handled per man per hour increased from 3.20 to 

| 4.14. This increase no doubt reflects increased mechanization and 
7 greater efficiency. | | . | 

| | Quarry and crusher employees in the poritland-cement industry, material (quarry rock 
a : and overburden) handled at quarries included in study, and average output of 

| material per man in the United States, 1986-40. . ee 

: Employment—quarry and crusher only Material handled—quarry rock . 

i Time employed ; Average per Percent 

- Year on ) Percent| 8D (short | aus 
) Average Aver- | ‘Man-hours a of over- tons) repre, 

| per of | ‘age- Total |_—————__—_ Short. tons burden —_______| sented! 

7 men | num- man- : , 
| ber of | shifts joven Total | cluded! per | per : | / : | days | per day a shift | hour 

| 1936......| 5,023 | 246 | 1, 233, 219 7.4| 9,174,710} (2) Q) | Q) @ | 987 
19%7......| 4,980 |. 242 | 1,203,867] 7.6 | 9, 169, 763 | ® (3) () (3) 90.0 

. | 1M8......| 4,442] 218 | 968,873 7.6 | 7,384,387 | . (3) (?) (0) () | 90.3 
: 19393__...|° 4,433 | 234 | 1,037, 183 7.6 | 7,904,793 | 31,952,378 | 3.9] 30.81] 4.04] 85.3— 

190%__...| 4,304] 244 | 1,070,881 7.6 | 8,171, 104 | 33,804,500| 2.6] 31.57] 4.14] 826. 

1 Calculated for each year by dividing quantity of finished cement produced at mills included in study 
by total production. oe 

1 Figures not available. _ § Exclusive of Puerto Rico. . 

| HOURS PER DAY oe : 

| A remarkable change has taken place in the average number of 
hours per day of employment. In 1928, 58 percent of the employees | 
worked more than 9 hours a day; in 1940, only 2 percent. In 1928, 

| 23 percent of the employees had a working day of 11 to 12 hours; in 
_ 1940, no employees worked more than 10 hours a day. 

, Number of men employed in the portland-cement industry in the United States and 
: output per man-hour, 1938-40, classified according to hours of labor per day 

| a . 1938 19391 | 19401 

| Men employed | Produc-| Men employed | Produc-| Men employed | Produc- 
Hours per day | ction per _|tion per| ss tion per 

: man- oun hour 

a Num- |Percent} }°UF | Num-|Percent| DOU | Num- | Percent 
| ber [of total OR ber | of total | One ber | of total (oar 

Less than6.............| 319] 1.3 27| 867| 3.4] 250] o81| 26 2.44 
6andlessthan7.........| 6,375| 25.5 2.2} 7,988] 31.2] 2.42] 6,282] 24.1 2. 62 
7and lessthan8....... | 5,608 | 22.4 2.3] 4,345) 17.0] 2.36] 4,679] 18.0 2.20 
Sand lessthan9..... ...| 12,124] 48.4 2.21 12,333] 48.4{ 2.36] 14,263] 54.8 2.37 
9 and less than 10. ...__- 610 2.4 1.6 |_-_-_.--|--.-----[----.---- 133 5 2. 29 

25,036 | 100.0 2.2 | 25,503 | 100.0| 2.38 | 26,038 | 100.0 2. 40 

' Exclusive of Puerto Rico.
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‘DISTRICT AND STATE TABLES | 

The following tables show a geographic break-down, by districts 
_ and States, of the statistical record of employment and productivity 

of labor in the cement industry. _ These data are primarily of interest 
in the study of regional relationships. The first table, covering 
employment in the portland-cement industry as a whole, and the 
second, relating to mill employees, give data for 1939 and 1940 sup- 

_ plementing similar figures for 1928 to 1933 in Minerals Yearbook, | 
1935 (pp. 897-902), and for 1934 to 1938 in Minerals Yearbook, 1940, 
Review of 1939 (pp. 1145-1152). The third table, comprising data 
for quarry and crusher employees in 1939 and 1940, supplements | 
similar data for 1929 to 1933 in Minerals Yearbook, 1935 (pp. 903-905), 
and for 1934 in Minerals Yearbook, 1940, Review of 1939 (p. 1153); | 

.. data for 1935 to 1938 are lacking. | | : 

Employment in the portland-cement industry, finished cement produced at miils 
ineluded in study, and average output per man in the United States, 1989-40, by 
districts and by States (excluding Puerto Rico) — co a | 

| ; a [- Employment _ 7 | Production : | 

- oe do Time employed - Average 

oo || wastes Pearrels) | cant of , ; Man-h arte 

| District and State | AVE ees _| Finished __| nga 
88e | Aver- | portland repre- 

. ber of age | Total | Aver- cement sented ! 
TO! | num-| man- | age (barrels) 

| | men | ber of| shifts | per | motor | Per | Per 
days man shift | hour 

x per 

7 | 7 day , . 

a 1939 | | : 

DISTRICT | : . 

Eastern Pennsylvania, . 
| New Jersey, and Mary- : 

land_..........-.-...-..| 5,305]  286/1,519, 200] 6. 8/10, 277, 957] 23, 650, 626} 15.57| 2.30; 106.0 _ 
New York and Maine._--| 1,570|  255| 400,941) 7. 7| 3,086,473| 7,315,716, 18.25, 2.37| 100.0 
Ohio, western Pennsy]l- | 

vania, and West Vir- 
ginia...........-........| 2,895] 267] 772,727| —7.7| 5,987,344] 11,330,742] 14.67| 1.89] 100.0 

Michigan.______...---.-.-| 1,712]  291| 498,356] 7.8] 3,879,845| 8,218,760| 16.49| 212] 1000 
Wisconsin, Illinois, In- . 

diana, and Kentucky..} 2,531]  274| 693,453] 7.1] 4,898, 182] 12,276,018] 17.70] 2.51} 100.0 
Virginia. Tennessee, Ala- 
bama, Georgia, Florida, (oo 
and Louisiana..........| 2,943] 258]. 758,965 7.4) 5,607,834] 13,349, 464] 17.58, 2.38) 1080 

- Eastern Missouri, Iowa, 
Minnesota, and South 
Dakota.................|. 2,367] 271] 640,304] 7.4] 4, 729, 626| 10,474,558| 16.36, 2.21; 1000 

Western Missouri, Ne- 
braska, Kansas, Okla- 
homa, and Arkansas....| 1,665, 269] 447,766, 7. 4| 3,315,030| 8,038,885| 17.95] 242| 100.0 , 

Texas.........._.......-..| 1,287]  260| 346,442] 7.5] 2,600,919| 7, 337,246, 21.18) 282] 108.0 
Colorado, Montana, 

Utah, Wyoming, and 
Idaho_............-.....|  634| 258] 163,274| 7.4] 1,208,928] 3,062,889] 18.76, 253] 106.0 

California._...............| 1,716] 200] 496, 962 7.6| 3, 797, 983] 10,990,079} 22.11) 2.89) 100.0 
Oregon and Washington..| 878}  268| 235,711] 7.6] 1, 794,073| 5,880,928, 24.95, 3.28] 100.0 

: 25,503} 2738/6, 974,191| —_7.3/51, 184, 194|121, 934, 911| 17.48) 2.38} 9&7 

STATE 

Alabama..................|. _ 995]  255| 254,067/ 7.1 1,791,880| 5,038,400] 19.83} 281! 100.0 
California.__........--.--.| 1,716] 290] 496,962] 7.6] 3, 797, 983| 10,900,079] 2211/ 289} 1000 
Illinois...........-..--....| 1,034}  264| 273,226 6.4| 1, 748, 736 4, 648,834| 17.01) 266] 1000 
Tlowa_..........-.-.---.--.| 1,195] 2631 313,835 7.7| 2,416,166! 4,718,024| 15.03| 1.951 108.0 

See footnotes at end of table.
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Employment in the portland-cement industry, finished cement produced at mills 
included in study, and average output per man in the United States, 1939-40, by 

os districts and by States (excluding Puerto Rico)—Continued | | 

| - Employment . Production | 

: Time employed Average Ot 

. : a 7 Man-hours arre cent of - 

District and State | Aver | 7 _| Finished . indus- 
mene | Aver: |. | portland ree 

7 - ber of | 28¢ | Total | Aver- cement 7 sat nal \ 
men |2um-| man- age (barrels) 

. " ber of | shifts | per Total Per | Per 
. - days man shift | hour 

a | Gy. | | 

: | 1939 oe ff | | 
sTATE—continued | | 

Kansas. ._._-------- 2... 798 255| 204,684! 7.9) 1,604,777] 3,739,004) 18.27] 2.33] 100.0 
Michigan_.........2--.-_- 1,712; _ 291; 498,356) | 7.8) 3, 879, 845| 8, 218, 760} 16.49 2.12) 100.0 
Missouri_............----- 1,048}- 279! +291, 923 7.1} 2,063, 735| 4, 785,594] 16.39} 2.32) 100.0 - 
New York.......-.-.----- 1, 454 256) 372, 006 7.6| 2,844,398] 6,867,614; 18.46]. 2.41] 100.0 
QOhio._..........--..------ 1, 378 284| 391, 588 7.8| 3,041,347! 5,799,726) 14.81 1.91} 100.0 . 
Pennsylvania.._._...-....| 5, 437 282/1, 531, 712 6. 9110, 624, 846| 25, 105,902] 16.39] 2.36] 100.0 
Tennessee. .....--.----.-- 748| 269) 201,172) 7.6) 1,533,566) 3, 537,208} 17.58) 2.31 100.0 
Texas..__._..........--.--.| 1,287 269) 346, 442 7.5| 2,600,919} 7,337,246) 21.18] 2.82] . 100.0 

| Other States ?........-.---|_ 6,701] 268/1, 798,218) 7. 4/13, 235, 987) 31, 148, 620) 17.32) 2.35) 100.0 
25, 503 273)6, 974, 191] . 7.38/51, 184, 194/121, 934,911} 17.48 2. 38 99.7 

| | 1940 | | of ; 
DISTRICT | . 

Eastern Pennsylvania, a . 
New Jersey, and Mary- 
land_._._....-.-.-..--...| 5, 280 293} 1, 549, 450 6. 9|10, 767, 007| 24,970,132} 16.12} 2.32) 100.0 

New York and Maine....| 1,714, 264) 452,808) 7.9) 8, 572,428) 8,784,509) 19.40) 2.46) 100.0 
| Ohio, western_ Pennsyl- | | | 

vania, and West Vir- | . 
Finis ——----------------- 3, 042 278| 845, 251 7.7| 6, 514, 883| 13,374,846) 15.82] 2.05} 100.0 

Michigan._....--......--.] 1,666 302} 502, 428 8. 0 *8, 996, 875} 8, 603,188} 17.12; 2.15) 100.0 
L Wisconsin, Ilinois, In- . 

diana, and Kentucky - -. 2, 478 287| 710, 579 7.0) 4, 966, 295) 12, 663,788} 17.82; 2.55) 100.0 
Virginia, Tennessee, Ala- 
bama, Georgia, Florida, 
and Louisiana_.........| 3, 083 265| 816, 568 7.41 6,027, 203} 14, 710,971) 18.02) 2.44) 100.0 

Eastern Missouri, Iowa, 
Minnesota, and South 

Dakota_-_...---.-....--- 2, 324 265| 616, 856 7,4| 4,551, 707| 10,304,229} 16.70) 2.26) 100.0 
Western Missouri, Ne- 

braska, Kansas, Okla- 
homa, and Arkansas. -_- 1, 613 257| + 413, 905 7.7| 3,175, 195| 7, 597,759} 18.36; 2.39} 100.0 

‘Texas._....--.----_-____-- 1, 326 267| 353, 480 7.7| 2,711, 953| 7, 374, 886] 20.86) 2.72) 100.0 
Colorado. Montana, 

Utah, Wyoming, and 
Idaho...._._.---...----. 578 256| 147, 859 7.5] 1,108,087| 2,961,823} 20.03) 2.67} 100.0 

California..___.._...-___- 2, 102 316; 664, 436 7.8} 5, 182, 516) 14, 215, 745| 21.40 2. 74 100.0 

Oregon and Washington..|___832|_—-244/_ 202, 849/__— 7.61, 542, 004) 4, 268,811) 21.04) 2.77/___~100.0 
— 26, 038 279)7, 276, 469 7, 4154, 116, 153/129, 830, 687| 17.84} 2.40 99. 7 

Alabams.____-:-..-._..-- 1, 019) 256; 260; 766 6.9] 1,804,199} 5,122,307) 19.64 2.84) 100.0 
California................. 2, 102 316| 664, 436 7.8} 5, 182, 516| 14, 215, 745) 21.40 2. 74 100. 0 
Milinois__.___-_--------..-- 979 286} 280, 227 6. 4| 1, 788, 551) 4,974,917) 17.75} 2.78; 100.0 
Towa._.___._.------------- 1, 150 252| 290, 208) 7.8| 2,259,916] 4,605, 886} 15.87 2. 04 100.0 
Kansas______--_---------- 773 238| 184, 297 8. 2| 1, 509, 762) 3, 433,033; 19.71 2.27; 100.0 
Michigan ________...-.-.-- 1, 666 302} 502, 428 8.0} 3, 996,875} §, 603, 188) 17.12 2.15 100.0 
Missouri.__----------..--- 1, 099 268| 294, 965 7.0| 2,077, 227} 4,968,106} 16.84 2. 39 100. 0 
New York......-.--.----- 1, 607 267| 428, 757 7.9| 3, 380,030) 8, 437,368] 19. 2. 50 100. 0 

. Phio_ _..___________..._| 1,415] | 282| 398,706] 7.8] 3,090,286] 6,664,115} 16.72} 2.16] 100.0 
Tennsylvania.............; 5, 541 2090/1, 605, 037 7. 0/11, 298, 655} 26, 853,002} 16.73] 2.38; 100.0 
Tennessee. ___.._....----- 768| 268] 205,776; 8.0} 1,639,531| 3,808,307 18.51] 2.32) 100.0 

- Oexas._.............-....-| 1,326] | 267| 353,480] 7. 7| 2,711,953) 7,374,886] 20.86] 2.72) 100.0 
Other States 2_._..__....-- 6, 593 274)1, 807, 386 7. 4113, 376, 652] 30, 769,827} 17.02 2. 30 100. 0 

26, 038 279|7, 276, 469 7. 4154, 116, 153] 129, 830, 687| 17.84 2. 40 99. 7 

! Calculated for each year by dividing quantity of finished cement produced at mills included in study 
by total production. 

? Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Min- 
nesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Virginia, Washing- 
ton, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
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a Mill employees in the portland-cemeni industry, finished cement produced at mills 
included in study, and average output per man in the United States, 1989-40, by 
districts and by States (excluding Puerto Rico) 

Employment—cement mill only Production 

| Time employed Average | 

-ea—a—X~—Xne ne | per man Per 

| Aver- Man-hours | (barrels) cent of 
District and State age | A ver- Finished try 

ber | oe" _| Total | Aver- cement sorted! 
" of ber man- age (barrels) 

men of shifts per Total Per | Per 
. days man . shift | hour 

per 

1939 

DISTRICT ; 

Eastern Pennsylvania, - 
New Jersey, and Mary- 
Jand__..--...-..-----_..-] 4,347 2941/1, 276, 161 6. 6| 8, 475,081) 23, 650,626} 18.53} 2.79) 100.0 

New York and Maine.....| 1, 266 262} 332, 035 7.7| 2, 556, 160} 7,315,716} 22.03] 2.86) 100.0 
Ohio, western Pennsyl- . 
vania, and West Vir- . . 
ginia...._........-..-.---] 2,075 275| 571,315 7.7| 4,400, 659] 11, 339,742} 19.85) 2.58; 100.0 a 

Michigan.__._._....______- 1, 478 300} 442, 907 7. 8| 3, 444, 296} 8, 218, 760) 18.56) 2.39]. 100.0 
- Wisconsin, Ilinois, Indi- . 

ana, and Kentucky- --_._- 2, 215 279} 617,212 7.1] 4,378, 453) 12, 276,018; 19.89) 2.81 100. 0 
Virginia, Tennessee, Ala- | oo 
bama, Georgia, Florida, 
and Louisiana_..........| 2,211 266} 588, 285 7.3] 4,321, 454! 13, 349, 464) 22.69; 3.09] 100.0 

Eastern Missouri, Iowa, - 
Minnesota, and South oo, . 
Dakota._--.........-----| 1,849 287| 530, 164 7. 3| 3, 888, 127| 10, 474, 558) 19.76) 2.69; 100.0 

. Western Missouri, Ne- 
braska, Kansas, Okla- - 
homa, and Arkansas__-..} 1, 337 276| 368, 719 7.4| 2,717, 365} 8, 038,885} 21.80} 2.96} 100.0 

Texas_........-._.--------.] - 996 272} 270,805}. 7.7| 2,073, 732) 7, 337,246; 27.09) . 3. 54 100.0 
Colorado, Montana, . 

Utah, Wyoming, and . 
: Tdaho__.____..----------. 479 258) 123,424] 7.6) 935,555} 3,062,889] 24.82) 3.27; 100.0 
a California._._.......-.-.--- 1, 288 302] 389, 272 7. 6| 2,971, 103] 10, 990,079} 28.23} 3.70 100.0 

Oregon and Washington. -- 645 281; 181,419 7. 5] 1, 361, 765} - 5, 880,928; 32.42) 4.32] 100.0 , 

20,186). 282/5, 691, 718 7. 3/41, 518, 750/121, 934,911} 21.42) 2.94 90. 7 

STATE qt - 

Alabama........._..._..-.- 759 268] 203, 780 6.9} 1, 396, 163) 5,038,400) 24.72; 3.61) 100.0 
California__................| 1, 288 302} 389, 272 7. 6| 2,971, 103} 10, 990,079} 28.23) 3.70} 100.0 
Tilinois._._.........-.-..--. 868 270| 234,480} — 6.3] 1,483,833) 4, 648,834) 19.83) 3.13} 100.0 
Towa. _.......--.--2-------. 905 275| 248, 969 7.6] 1,904,494] 4, 718,024) 18.95} 2.48} 100.0 
Kansas. ..._-...-....-...-- 634 260} 164, 789 7. 8| 1,292,111] 3,739,004) 22.69) 2.89! 100.0 

° Michigan. ___..........._-- 1, 478 300) 442, 907 7. 8| 3, 444, 206] 8, 218,760) 18.56; 2.39 100.0 
, Missouri__........-...--.-. 836 298! 248, 723 7.0| 1, 742,963] 4, 785,594) 19.24; 2.75 100.0 

New York..._.-__.-/------ ‘1,175 261| 306, 917 7.6] 2, 344,620} 6, 867,614} 22.38] 2.93 100.0: 
Ohio...-............ 0-2. .-. 1,110 297| 330, 196 7.7| 2, 554,330] 5, 799,726) 17.56) 2.27|/ 100.0 : 
Pennsylvania............-. 4, 408 291/1, 281, 143 6. 8} 8, 730, 180) 25, 105,902} 19.60) 2.88 100. 0 
Tennessee. .._.......-.-.-. 567 280; 158, 851 7. 41 1, 183,038] 3, 537, 208; 22.27) 2.99) 100.0 
Texas._..-... 20-22 e- 996 272| 270, 805 7.7| 2,073, 732| 7, 337,246; 27.09) 3. 54 100.0 
Other States 2..._......_-.- 5, 162 273/1, 410, 886 7, 4|10, 397, 887} 31, 148, 520} 22.08] 3.00 100. 0 

20, 186 28215, 691, 718 7. 3/41, 518, 750} 121, 934,911} 21.42) 2.94 99. 7 

1940 

DISTRICT 

Eastern Pennsylvania, 
New Jersey, and Mary- 
land. ___.-._...---.-.-.--] 4,312 301/1, 296, 255 6. 8] 8, 860, 080) 24, 970, 1382) 19.26) 2.82] 100.0 

New York and Maine.._.-| 1,415 270} 382,370 7.9 3, 087, 586) 8, 784,509} 22.97) 2.89; 100.0 
Ohio, western Pennsyl- 

vania, and West Vir- 
ginia._.._.__.............} 2,161 283| 611,778 7. 7| 4,690, 343| 13, 374, 846} 21.86] 2.85; 100.0 

Michigan__________...._--- 1, 429 308] 439, 581 8.0} 3, 516, 650| 8,603,188} 19.57] 2.45 100. 0 
Wisconsin, Minois, Indi- 
ana, and Kentucky---....! 2,093 2011 609, 042 7.1) 4, 300, 369! 12, 663, 788! 20.79] 2.94: 1000 

See foctnotes at end of table.
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: Mill employees in the portland-cement industry, finished cement produced at mills — 
included in study. and average output per man in the United States, 1989-40, by 
districts and by States (excluding Puerto Rico) —Continued | 

A 

Employment—cement mill only Production 

Time employed Average 

en per man Per 

: _Aver- Man-hours ; (barrels) cant of 
District and State age | Aver-| | Finished | t 

num- ° - portland Ty 
ber | nnen.| Total | Aver-| cement onted ! 

1 of ber |. man- | age (barrels) _ | Senter 
. men ‘of | shifts per Total Per | Per . 

" days | man shift | hour. 
; ys per» . 

1940 os 

DISTRICT—continued 

. Virginia, Tennessee, Ala- . 
. bama, Georgia, Florida, . . 

and Louisiana. -_.....__- 2, 325 269} 624, 580 7. 3] 4, 558, 497| 14, 710,971) 23.55; 3.23} 100.0 
Eastern Missouri, Iowa, 

Minnesota, and South , 
Dakota.-..-.............| 1,919 274| 526,589! . 7.4] 3,877,577] 10,304,220! 19.57] 2.66] 100.0 

- Western Missouri, Ne- | yo 
braska, Kansas, Okla- | . 
homa, and Arkansas._...| 1, 282 263) 337,559) 7.6} 2,581, 558) 7,597, 759| 22.51] 2.94] 100.0 

. Texas.......-.- 222 ---_ Le 1, 083 273; 282,092; 7.8) 2,191,595! 7,374,886] 26:14! 3.37]. 100.0 
Colorado, Montana, Utah, - fo. 
Wyoming, and Idaho-_..- 438} 258} 112,851 7.6} 860,958] 2,961,823} 26.25} 3.44] 100.0 

California.._.___.._._..._.. 1, 660 330} 547, 926 7.8) 4, 288, 886) 14, 215, 745] 25.94) 3.31} 100.0 . 
: Oregon and Washington. -_. 625 256] 160, 100 7. 5| 1, 208, 630) 4, 268,811} 26.66] 3.55} 100.0 

: 20, 692 287! 5,930,723 7. 4/43, 967, 729; 129, 830, 687| 21.89) 2.95 -99:7 

| STATE : 
Alabama.........._....._.- 786 268} 210,893 6.8] 1, 423, 629 5, 122, 307| 24.29) 3.60) 100.0 
California............-....- 1, 660 330| 547, 926 7. 8| 4, 288, 886] 14, 215,745} 25.941 3.31/. 1000 — 
Mlinois..........-.__.._-__- 765 293] 224, 013 6.4] 1,431,113} 4,974,917! 22.21; 3.48] 100.0 
Towa.....-.....-.2-.-__._.- 965 258] 248, 883 .7. 8]. 1, 938, 286) 4,605, 886; 18.51) 2.38} 100.0 
Kansas. _...__..---_.-- 2. 616 242; 148, 956 8.2) 1, 221, 223] 3, 433,033} 23.05) 2.81) 100.0 
Michigan................-_] 1,429 308] 439, 581 8.0} 3, 516,650] 8,603,188] 19.57! 2.45! 100.0 
Missouri___.___....-_..__.. 891 279}. 249, 010 7.0} 1, 739, 462) 4,968, 106] 19.95} 2.86] 100.0 
New York___....___._..._- 1, 327 272| 361, 418 7.9). 2, 869, 972} 8, 437,368; 23.35) 2.94; 100.0 
Ohio... 2222-22 ee 1,112 289) 321,313 7.7) 2,487, 754! 6, 664,115] 20.74; 2.68] 100.0 

. Pennsylvanis..............| 4,480 2098/1, 336, 573; 6. 9} 9, 272, 320} 26, 853, 002} 20.00] 2.90} 100.0 
. Tennessee. _..-...--_-_.--- 568 270} 153, 481 8.0} 1, 222, 337; 3,808,307/ 24.81) 3.12) 100.0 

Texas__...--.-2-2- - le 1, 033 273| 282, 092 7.8] 2,191, 595| 7,374,886] 26.141 3.37; 100.0 
Other States 2__.._..._.___. 5, 060 278)1, 406, 584; 7. 4/10, 364, 502} 30, 769,827] 21.88] 2.97} 100.0 

20, 692 287/5, 980, 723| 7. 4/43, 967, 729|129, 830, 687| 21.89] 2.95 99. 7 
we eeeeeeeeFEF I 

_1 Calculated for each year by dividing quantity of finished cement produced at mills included in study 
by total production. 

. 3 Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, 
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Virginia, 
Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
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Quarry and crusher employees in the portland-cement industry, material (quarry rock | 
and overburden) handled at quarries included in study, and average output of 

_ material per man in the United States, 1939-40, by districts and by States (ex- 
| cluding Puerto Rico) | , 

. Employment—quarry and crusher Material handled—quarry | 
only rock and overburden - 

| ' Time employed Average per 
| oo ee man (short [| Per- 

a ene — . en Per- |. tons) cent of a 

: District and State | Aver | | Man-hours _ cent | —____ indus- 
| -num- ayer Short | over- repre- - 

ber |nnm-| Total | Aver- tons bur- y {|semted1 

of | ber shifts age : den Per | Per | men shift. per ' - e | acts man Total - cludea| Shift | hour 

: per 

DISTRICT i | | 7 | 
__ Bastern Pennsylvania, 7 | | | : 

: - New Jersey, and “ 
| Maryland.........-.- 832} 246] 204, 379 7. 7|1, 564, 080] 6, 408, 686 2.9] 31.36] 4.10} 96.0 
New York and Maine.. 244, 220) 63,770 7.7| 412, 666) 1,914, 288 5.8) 35.60] 4.64 100.0 
Ohio, western Pennsy]- | 

vania, and West Vir- | 7 
‘ pinks _--------------- 728| 238] 173,621 7. 9/1, 364, 361] 3, 505, 461 3.8} 20.19] 2.57] 74.1 

Michigan..._.......-..|- 128] 190] 24,318 7.5| 182,196; 614,117 8.7| 25.25] 3.37} 23.6 . 
: Wisconsin, Dlinois, In- 

_ diana, and Kentucky- 316}, 241; 76, 241 6.9} 524,729) 2,416,083}. 16.5} 31.69] 4.60] 73.7 
Virginia, Tennessee, 

Alabama, Georgia, { 
Florida, and Loui- ' . 
Ssiana__.._ 2 670; 227; 152,180 7. 71, 166, 852) 4, 170, 731 4.1| 27.40} 3.57) 100.0 

Eastern Missouri, . | 
Iowa, Minnesota, . f . 

. and South Dakota...| 392) 208] 81, 469 7.7| 628,910} 2, 835, 830 5) 34.81) 4.51) OLO0 
Western Missouri, i 

a Nebraska, Kansas, f 
. Oklahoma, and Ar- oF 

. _ Kansas. ..__..--.----- 281} 231} 665,003 7.7; 500,275) 1, 902, 639 3.3] 29.27] 3.80) 78.3 - 
Texas......--.---- 2-8 179} 231; 41, 208 7.3] 303, 513) 1, 739, 666} (2) 42.12) 65.73] 86.7 
Colorado, Montana, i 
Utah, Wyoming, and . 
Idaho __....-......--- 84; 235) 19,773 6.7| 131,655; 800,346 4; 40.48) 6.08) S8L5 

California___....._.___- 347| 263]. 91, 144 7.6| 694, 507| 4,025, 462) 2.2| 44.17] 5.80) 07.5 
Oregon and Washing- ; 
ton__..--2---- ee 232; 233) 53,978 8.0 431, 049 1, 619, 069 1.1) .20.99; 3.76) 1000 

, 4,433] 23411, 037, 183 7. 6|7, 904, 793/31, 952, 378 3.9] 30.81] 4. oa 85. 3 

STATE 

Alabama...............|. 223} 211} 47,066} 7.9] 370,027] 1,521,152|._____.| 3232] 4.11] 10n0 
California_.........--.. 347|. 263} 91,144) 7.6) 604, 507) 4,025, 462 2.2} 44.17] 5.80) 07.5 

Ilinois............-.--. 166; 233) 38,746 6.8} 264,903) 1, 588,946) 19.1) 41.01] 6.00! 1000 
Jowa._........--.--....- 196; 216) 42,345 8.1] 342, 763| 1,406,181) () 33..21; 4.10) 1000 . 
Kansas. ........-...--.. 120; 234; 30,147 7.9] 238,910) 846, 398 6.7} 28.08] 3.54 79.9 . 
Michigan. -.2.......-.. 128} 190) 24,318 7. 5| 182,196) 614,117 8.7} 25.25) 3.37] 23.6 
Missouri. _...........-- 212| 204; 43,200 7.4] 320,772} 1, 470, 705 4, 34.04) 4.58) 10020 
New York... -.----.---- 219) 228; 49,953 7.6} 382,131) 1, 789, 022 6.2} 35.81] 4.68) 1000 

| Ohio__.___- 2-2 240; 222] 53,389 7.9} 422,903] 1, 548, 275 6.4) 29.00] 3.66 85. 1 
Pennsylvania. -._......- 920; 236] 217,069 7. 8}1, 689, 999} 6, 678, 696 2.1| 30.77]. 3.95 &3&0 
Tennessee... __._...--. 181, 234) 42,321 8.3; 350, 528; 1,013,871] 10.1; 23.96) 2.89) 100.0 
Texas.__....___.--._--. 179, 231) 41,298 7.3} 303, 513] 1, 739, 666} (2) 42.12} 5.73 86.7 
Other States 3.._.......| 1,293] 245] 316, 187 7. 4/2, 341, 551] 7, 709, 887 3.5] 24.38] 3.20 81.6 

4,433| 234/1, 037, 183 7. 6/7, 904, 793/31, 952, 378], 3.9) 30.81) 4( 85. 3 

See footnotes at end of table. | |
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| Quarry and crusher employees in the portland-cement industry, matertal (quarry rock 
and overburden) handled at quarries included in study, and average output of 
material per man in the United States, 1939-40, by districts and by States (ex- 
cluding Puerto Rico)—Continued pe | | 

; Employment—quarry and crusher | Material handled—quarry . 
- - only a rock and overburden 

. | | Timeemployed Average per | 
ae man (short | Per- — 

Per- tons) cent of 

| District and State [Aver | = | = |_ Manvhours cert | | nas: | 
num- Aver: — ) | Short | over- | | repre- 

. ber nen Total | Aver- tons bur- sented ! 

| | | Of Ther | man- | age | den | per | Per 
| men | ‘of | shifts | Per | Total chnjea| shift | hour 

| days per 

DISTRICT 

Eastern Pennsylvania, 
New Jersey, and . 
Maryland_---_.------- 827| 255! 210,485 7.6/1, 610,017] 6, 662, 943 2.6) 31.66) 4.14) 85.0 

New York and Maine-- 269} 232) 62,389 7.8| 485, 967) 2, 364, 828 5.2} 37.90} 4.87} 100.0 
Ohio, western Pennsy]- | 

vania, and West Vir- . 
ginia....--....-.----- 743|. 257, 190, 584 7. 8|1, 481, 425) 4, 173, 511 3.9] 21.90) 2.82 74.0 

Michigan.-._...-....-- 160} 247} 39,546 7.4| 292,399) 1, 073, 467 3.9) 27.14) 3.67 68.7 
Wisconsin, Illinois, In- BS . 

diana, and Kentucky . 314} 254} 79, 669 6.7| 534, 718} 1, 933,608} 3.6) 24.27) 3.62 57.0 
Virginia, Tennessee, " 
Alabama, Georgia, 
Florida, and Loui- 
siana___..--_--------- 658; 243] 159, 694 7. 8|1, 246, 363] 4,375,004) . 3.2! 27.40) 3.51 94.0 

Eastern Missouri, , 
Iowa, Minnesota, 

, ‘and South Dakota.- _- 376} 222) 83,307| 7.5] 625,410) 2, 909, 406 (2); 34.92) 4.65 93.0 
Western Missouri, Ne- ; . 

. braska, Kansas, . . 
Oklahoma, and 

Arkansas........--.-- 295| 222| 65,370 7.9| 517,761) 1,929, 348 3.8; 29.51] 3.73 78.0 
. Texas____......------.- 139; 211) 29,311 8.0} 233,191] 1,653, 628).......| 56.42) 7.09 91.0 

Colorado, Montana, 
Utah, Wyoming, and 

, Idaho ___.-..------.-- 78 227 17, 715 7.0] 123,658} 942, 410 .8| 53.20; 7.62} 100.0 
California.__.......---- 330) 274{ 90,270 7.61 683, 485] 4, 777, 911 1.2; 52.93) 6.99 81.8 
Oregon and Washing- 
ton_..._..------------ 205; 208) 42, 541 7.9| 336,710} 1,008, 436 3.1; 23.71} 2.99 80. 5 

4,394)  244/1, 070, 881 7. 68, 171, 104 33, 804, 500 2.6) 31.57]; 4.14 82.6 

STATE 

-  Alabama__.__..........] 220] 208] 45,817] 7.8] 356, 349] 1,270,040] (2) | 27.72) 3.56] 827 
California._......._.--- 330 274 90, 270 7.6| 683, 485) 4, 777, 911 1.2} 52.93} 6.99 81.8 
Mlinois_......_..._...-- 143 240; 34,346 6.6] 226,230) 1, 354, 844 2.2} 39.45) 5.99 100. 0 
Iowa..-_..-..-..------- 185} 223 41, 325 7.8| 321,630} 1,412,081} () 34.17) 4.39 100. 0 
Kansas._..........----- 125} 206 25, 797 8.6] 221,508} 817,973 9.0; 31.71] 3.69 76.9 
Michigan-...__....--- -- 160 247 39, 546 7.4] 292,399) 1, 073, 467 3.9) 27.14] 3.67 58.7 
Missouri_-_....--------- 208 221 45, 955 7.3| 337, 765] 1, 552,665) (2) 33.79| 4.60; 100.0 

- New York_......-.----- 250/ 237] 59,290] 7.8] 461,183! 2,252,543] 5.4! 37.99] 4.88] 130.0 
Ohio. _....._.----.-.--- 259; 247 64,057} 7.7| 495, 844) 1, 856, 079 8.7| 28.98) 3.74 81.9 
Pennsylvania. --..----- 916 245| 224, 281 7. 7|1, 725, 870) 6, 628, 773 2.2} 29.56) 3.84 77.6 
‘Tennessee.___.--.------ 180 252 45, 397 8.1] 368,940} 1, 113, 720 .5|) 24.53) 3.02 100.0 
Texas............. --.-| 139] 211] 29,311; 8.0! 233,191] 1,653, 628|..._.._| 56.42} 7.09] 91.0 
Other States 3..........] 1,279 254| 325,489 7. 5|2, 446, 710| 8, 040, 776 3.0} 24.70) 3.29 74.4 

. 4,304 244/1, 070, 881 7. 618, 171, 104/33, 804, 500 2.6| 31.57| 4.14 82. 6 

1 Calculated for each year by dividing quantity of finished cement produced at mills included in study by 
total production. 

2 Less than 0.1 pereent. 
3 Arkansas, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Minne- 

sota, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Virginia, Wash ington, 
West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
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| FOREIGN TRADE ? | 

| IMPORTS 

The figures in the following table cover imports of hydraulic cements 
| of all kinds. The values assigned represent those in the markets of 

the foreign countries from which the materials are exported, including | 
| the cost of containers or coverings. The second table shows imports 

by country of origin. 

Hydraulic cement imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41 

Year Barrels Value | Year Barrels Value 

1987...............----.--| 1,803,932 | $1,392,633 |] 1940.......................| 538,060 | $506, 191 
| 1938..._..-.............-.| 1,727,411 | 1,436,730 || 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)..........| 43,110 57, 914 

1939........-.-..-.-.-----| 1 913°853 | 1; 860; 543 

Roman, portland, and other hydraulic cements imported for consumption in the : 
| United States, 1940-41, by countries } | 

- | 1940 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) 
Country . as ee ? 

a Barrels Value Barrels Value 

Belgium. ___.__._-.-.--------- -2e-eeeeeeeeee------...| 825,987 | $285,198 |......--.---|--. 
Canada__..._....--.----2-2- eee eee Lee eee eee. 2, 058 4, 755 417: = $760 
Denmark... .....----.-.--.-2---2s2sceesseseeeeneese.f 81,848 81,635 |.........--.|..----o te 
Italy ...-.-.-.-.-------------------- ee ee ee 581 2, 561 |_-.--_------|------------ . 
Japan._..._._..--.--_------- 2-22 eee eee nee ee e 23, 364 25, 241 14, 367 16, 078 
Mexico.....-...-.---.-.----------------- eee eee eee 296 308 |_-----------]------------. 

. Netherlands__._.-.-....._....---.-------2----- eee eee 9, 000 7,070 |.---.----..-]-----..----- 
Norway........----------------+-- ooo eee eee eee ee 3, 000 3, 744 [202 222 |e ee 
United Kingdom...........-.---.----.-ss2ese-2eee-e--.| 71,596 |. 72,481 28, 326 41,076 
Yugoslavia_..........-.--.--2--2-- -2- eee eee eee 17, 939 14,900 |__...-------J---- ee ele 

Te | 535,619 | 497, 838 43, 110 57, 914 

1 Excludes ‘White, nonstaining, and other special cements.” | 

| | EXPORTS a , 

Although the United States is the major cement-producing country 
of the world, its export trade as indicated in the following table is 
small. The value of exports is the actual cost at United States ports, 

| as indicated by the shippers on the export declarations. 

Hydraulic cement exported from the United States, 1937-41 

Percent of 

Year Barrels Value total ship” 
mills 

a 378,554 | $1,044, 161 0.3 | 
1939.1... 0.22 sees see sere eeeceseeesessesesssssreseee-f 1,146,339 | 2) 352/693 | 9 
1940... ..-..-.-.sse2ss2ecseeececececcecsesececssescececseeeee} 1,667,595 | 3,204, 118 1.3 
1941 (Jan.-Sept.)......-.-..-----s-2s2s-cssussessseseeveeeese.-| 1,757,172 | 3,793, 511 1.0 

| ? Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 

4977794379 -
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: ss @ENERAL CONDITIONS. | 
- Sales of crushed and dimension stone combined continued their . 

| upward course, attaining an all-time record of 183,107,960 short tons | 
In 1941 and exceeding sales of 1940 by 19 percent. The total value 

| of sales was also the highest on record and topped 1940 by 22 percent. | 
The dimension-stone industry, however, was less active than in 1940 
because much of the construction during 1941 was of the war emer- 
gency type that requires relatively little building stone. Sales of | 

| imension stone (exclusive of slate) were 8 percent lower in quantity | 
| and 0.1 percent lower in value. The crushed-stone industry, on the 

other hand, gained 19 percent in quantity and 25 percent in value of _ 
| output in 1941. . 

he present chapter follows the general plan inaugurated in 1938, 
whereby the data on dimension stone are separated from those on | 
crushed stone, except in the introductory general tables. 

| The tables of this report give the quantities sold or used by pro- 
ducers and the values f. 0. b. quarries and mills insofar as these figures 
are obtainable. Stone quarried and used by producers is considered 
as sold and is included in the statistics of sales. The data, however, 
do not include stone made into abrasives (such as grindstones) or | 
that used in making lime and cement. These materials are reported 
in terms of finished products in the Abrasive Materials, Lime, and 
Cement chapters of this volume. The following tables show the | 
total sales of stone by kinds, uses, and States. | 

1225
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Stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1 937-41, by kinds | 

{Quantities approximate] . ~ 

. . Basalt and related : 
| Granite | rocks (trap rock) Marble Limestone 

yer |-—-———_——__ _———_—_—__ 
ore H | 

Short Short — - Short Short 

| tons Value tons Value |: ‘tons | Value tons Value 

: 1937......| 9, 265, 830 $20, 192, 882 | 13,581,460 |$12, 508, 276 | 207,760 /35, 456, 191 | 94, 577, 270 |$90, 901, 877 

. 4938_....-| 10, 432, 980 | 20, 915, 609 | 13, 908, 790 | 12, 280,016 | 219,390 | 5, 248, 290 | 81, 679, 690 | 82, 286, 555 

1939....__| 12, 041,360 | 22, 495, 983 | 16,091, 250 14, 164, 016 | 228, 080 | 6, 688, 662 |100, 846, 090 | 94, 817, 481 

1940_._...} 10, 880, 580 | 21, 621, 943 ‘15, 715, 890 | 15, 185, 652 | 239,730 | 5, 196, 124 |112, 658, 060 |103, 007, 305 — 

. -'1941___._.| 14, 208, 750 | 24, 968, 489 | 17,936,950 | 18, 641,852 | 176, 460 | 4,785,710 |133, 163, 600 |127, 585, 118 

. . 
~ 

— Sandstone Other stone ! Total | 

Year | | Or O20 - 

. Short tons| Value | Shorttons| Value Short tons Value 

. 1987_.......-----------------| 5, 072, 660 $7, 516, 136 | 10, 438, 260 | $9,637,766 | 133, 143, 240 |$146, 213, 128 

1938...._.......-------------| 6,314,430 | 8,066, 200 | 12, 283, 660 | 10, 458,376 | 124,838,940 | 139, 255, 046 

. 1939.................--.-----| 8, 853, 680 | 11, 745,631 | 9,386,670 | 8, 549, 742 147, 447, 130 | 158, 461, 515 

: - 1940..____...__..--.---------| 6,498,960 | 8,513,654 | 7, 739, 820 | 6,519,437 | 153, 733,040 | 160, 044, 115 

1941...._.-..........--------| 7, 592,820 | 10,768,748 | 9,939,380 | 8, 587, 509 183, 107, 960 | 195, 337, 426 

1 Includes mica schist, conglomerate, argillite, various light-color voleanic rocks, serpentine not used as 

‘marble, soapstone sold as dimension stone, and such other stone as cannot properly be classed in any main 

" group. | | , > | 

- oo Stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by uses | | 

a | | 1. 1940 1941 

- Use 
| —_—_— 

| Quantity Value | Quantity Value 

- Dimension stone: 7 | . 

Building stone: 7 - 

Rough construction .......-------------short tons.-}| — 299, 090 $1, 272, 588 389,160 | $1,706,591 | 

Cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks...--... cubic feet_.| 7,012,610 | 10, 228,111 | 5,596, 240 8, 111, 376 

' Approximate equivalent in short tons------------ 536, 700 |__-.--------- 426, 850 |_..--------- 

Rubble._._._....----.------------------short tons_- 916, 290 976, 872 729, 490 870,043 

. Monumental stone_.-.....--.-.----.------cubic feet..| 2,378, 820 7,378,016 | 2,882,310 | 9, 110, 846 

Approximate equivalent in short tons. ....--------- 196, 250 |_..-.------- 237, 440 |..--.------- 

Paving blocks... _--.--..---.----------------number-- 1, 868, 790 240, 070 | ! 2,384, 110 1 255, 276 

' Approximate equivalent in short tons-----...------- 18, 650 |_---------.- 1 20, 850 |_-..-------- 

Curbing ........-.-.--.-------.-----------cubie feet_.| 888, 740 908, 204 | 1820, 470 1 896, 209 
Approximate equivalent in short tons...___--------| 71,450 |------------ 1 66, 240 |_.---------- 

Flagging... .........--.-------------------cubie feet_- 884, 400 413, 049 990, 900 445, 493 

Approximate equivalent in short tons- .------------ 68, 300 |------------ 76, 950 |..---------- 

Total dimension stone (quantities approximate, | 
in short tons). _.....-.-------------------------| 2, 106, 730 | 21,416,910 | 1, 946, 980 21, 395, 834 

Crushed and broken stone: . 

Riprap.......--.-------------------------short tons-. 5,264,100 | 5,414,038 | 5, 152, 640 5, 226, 623 

Crushed stone._..._-------.-------------------0_.-- 100, 268, 390 | 91, 563, 088 |120, 963, 910 | 114, 522, 259 

Furnace flux (limestone and marble) _......-.-.d0_-.-| 22, 872, 050 | 15, 754, 692 | 27,436, 440 | 20, 069, 206 

Refractory stone ?___-.._-----------------------d0_--- 1, 740, 420 | 2,329,200 | 2, 284, 120 3, 279, 104 
Agricultural (limestone) _......-.---------------d0..__] 8,724, 160 | 9,910,373 | 11, 909, 640 | 14, 395, 831 

Other uses 8. ene -- +--+ ----d0_--- 12, 757, 190 | 13, 655, 814 | 13, 444, 230 16, 448, 479 

Total crushed and broken stone.___.-..---.d0____|151, 626, 310 |138, 627, 205 181, 160, 980 | 173, 941, 592 

Grand total (quantities approximate, in short tons) - - . ./153, 733, 040 160, 044, 115 |183, 107, 960 | 195, 337, 426 

en 

ing To avoid disclosing confidential information, sandstone paving blocks in 1941 are included under ‘“‘Curb- 

i Ganister (sandstone), mica schist, soapstone, and dolomite. 
3 Includes roofing granules as follows—1940: 187,086 tons, $753,818; 1941: 177,439 tons, $715,068. Slate , 

ee for roofing were produced, as follows—1940: 230,440 tons, $2,009,151; 1941: 323,740 tons, 

? .
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Stone sold or used by noncommercial producers in the United States in 1941, by uses 

{Included in total production] 
i 

: Use Shorttons} Value | Use ' |Shorttons| Value 

Dimension stone: . Crushed and broken stone: 
Building stone_.-...------- 29,410 | $121,438 Riprap.._...........-...--] 1,627, 780 |$1, 241, 785 
Rubble. .-..--..----------- 10, 040 17,389 Crushed stone... .......---|34, 603, 790 |35, 898, 874 . 

; ; —_————__|—____—_- Agricultural (limestone)..-; 528, 840 529, 573 
. _. Total dimension stone. -- 39, 450 138, 827 Other uses. ..-..-..---.---| 1, 255, 510 895, 413 

Total crushed and bro- . 
ken____.....-......._- 88, 015, 920 |38, 565, 645 

Grand total__............-..|38, 055, 370 |38, 704, 472. 

epg A SSS tS SS SS SS 

Stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by States. 

. . 1940 : 1941 

State Short t Short 1 | . 1° ort tons | : ort tons a 
: . (approximate) Value —_| (approximate) Value . 

. Alabama...-_....----------------------- 2, 496, 480 $3, 048, 043 2, 804, 740 $3,745, 651 . 
. Alaska.._.-..2...-..--.-.-.------------ (1) (1) cave eee een eee ee] eee eee eee eee 

Arizona.._.---..----------------------- 1, 149, 000 1, 043, 101 455, 900 340, 872 
os Arkansas._.....-..--------------------- 1, 222, 690 1, 152, 328 2 1, 788, 470 | 2 1, 763, 196 

. California.__......--------------------- 6,340, 080 | 5, 048, 242 2 9, 139, 390 3 7, 535, 017 
Colorado_-----.-.-.-------------------- 1,089, 650 1, 067, 788 1, 104, 820 1, 073, 400 
Connecticut. ...--......---------------- 1,915, 990 1,918, 132. 2 2, 244, 900 2 2, 435, 841 
Delaware... .-------------------------- 114, 690 . 152, 313 109, 850 147, 212 . 

District of Columbia. ---.-..----------- (1) . (4 |.......----------]---------------- . 

Florida_..._.--..-.--------------------- 2 2,880, 540 _ 42,750,017 | 2 4, 065, 450 2 3, 852, 539 

— Georgia. ..........-.-------------------| 2,507, 600 5, 034, 288 2, 808, 790 5, 809, 755 
= Hawaii__-...--....--.------------------ 2705, 470 | - 2 1, 140, 769 ' 21, 330, 170 2 2, 149, 535 

_ Ydaho___..----.---.-------------------- 967, 900 809, 797 767, 750 644,006 
Illinois... .---.-.---.-----------------: 2 9, 209, 170 27, 556, 497 | 2 11, 856, 340 2 10, 706, 996 
Indiana..-....---.--------------------- 2 4, 498, 490 2 5, 822, 006 §, 257, 530 6, 742, 744 : 

lowa..--.------------------------------ 4,013, 740 3, 832, 070 5, 790, 920 5, 657, 585 

Kansas__...-...-.---------------------- 2,880, 930 |- 3, 672, 644 | 2, 727, 290 3, 171, 598 

—, Kentucky-.--.--.----------------------- 4,620, 750 | | 4, 207,875 | - 25,779, 800 25,177,170 — 

Louisiana. -----..---------.------------- ~ (1) Q@) Q) ~ @) 
Maine____...-----.--.---.-------------- 2245, 580 3 1, 876, 198 324, 060 1, 295, 180 

Maryland___...-....-------------------] - 1, 109, 960 |- 1, 395, 373 1, 604, 430 2, 218, 478 

Massachusetts-....-.---.-------------- 2, 176, 340 3, 819, 708 ; 2,602,120; | 4, 547, 808 

; Michigan ......-..--.------------------ 13, 527, 170 6. 891, 433 15, 161, 820 : 8, 349, 607 , 

Minnesota. ........-------------------- 1, 119, 230 1, 987, 822 1, 002, 190 1, 811, 805 

. Mississippi_..-....--.------------------ 2210 2410 2 500 2 750 

Missouri. -_.....------.----------------- 6, 085, 790 6, 176, 867 6, 501, 460 7, 048, 207 

Montana_-_._-.------------------------- 829, 600 813, 286 455, 680 336, 632 

Nebraska... -...---.-------------------- 832, 890 906, 463 | .. 3 328, 690 2 660, 573 

| Nevada._..-.-------------------------- 171, 670 189, 143 183, 170 226, 827 

New Hampshire. ._..-.-..------------- 251, 250 2 409, 616 2 167, 270 2 373, 157 

New Jersey _..------------------------- 2, 705, 170 2, 888, 339 3, 206, 050 3, 782, 036 

New Mexico. -.......------------------ 362, 020 223, 680 118, 180 111, 709 
New York..-_......-.------------------| . 9, 782, 120 10, 398, 401 10, 406, 740 10, 806, 450 
North Carolina... ...---.-------------- 3, 031, 300 4, 850, 277 3, 820, 200 4, 806, 623 
North Dakota__....-..-..-------------- (1) (1) 18, 590 19, 713 

Ohio.....-.---------------------------- 2 11,915, 520 3 10, 234, 221 2 13, 842, 870 2 12, 469, 498 

Oklahoma._-.-...---.------------------ 1,311, 640 1, 217, 525 1, 876, 570 1, 945, 753 
Oregon.____..-------------------------- 2 2, 757, 820 2 2, 234, 928 2, 836, 390 2, 436, 783 
Pennsylvania--._.......---------------- 2 19, 277, 690 2 19, 855, 478 2 23, 506, 540 1 25, 013, 400 

Puerto Rico.....--...------------------ 406, 160 . 271, 022 675, 970 968, 448 

Rhode Island_-.--.-.-----------------.- 2201, 380 2 511, 620 212, 580 493, 715 

South Carolina__...-...-.-------------- 2 1, 233, 610 3 1, 570, 689 2, 055, 090 2, 574, 797 

South Dakota._....-...-----.-.-------- ~ 255, 600 878, 866 2 401, 550 21, 189, 564 

Tennessee._.._.------------------------ 5, 604, 170 6, 674, 710 7, 896, 970 9, 157, 673 

Texas..._.__.....-.-------------------- 2, 737, 690 2, 581, 358 3, 497, 720 2, 908, 364 

Utah___......------------ +--+ ---- 1, 024, 660 693, 127 408, 140 340, 551 

Vermont.-.._.-..----------------------- 1135, 680 2 3, 681, 752 185, 840 4, 190, 112 

Virginia__.._.....-----------------.---- 6, 800, 640 6, $59, 136 9, 195, 450 9, 586, 541 

Washington. .......-.-.-----.---------- 2, 347, 190 1, 941, 820 2, 148, 970 1, 757, 873 
West Virginia_..-......-.-------------- 2 3,719, 950 2 3, 818, 788 2 4, 547, 200 2 5, 988, 840 
Wisconsin_._.........------------------ 4 330, 360 5, 030, 263 4, 376, 720 5, 666, 120 
Wyoming.._..._....---.--------------- 405, 140 375, 463 838, 050 - 737, 455 

Undistributed__..._......-------------. 624, 670 430, 323 672, 080 563, 267 

153, 733, 040 160, 044, 115 183, 107, 960 195, 337, 426 

a 

t Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ 
? To avoid disclosing confidential information, certain State totals are incomplete, the figures not included 

being combined under ‘“‘Undistributed.”’
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Oo : ae DIMENSION STONE , a 

| | The term.“ dimension stone’ is applied to. blocks or slabs of natural 
stone, most of which are cut to definite shapes and sizes. These prod- 
ucts are quite distinct from crushed, broken, and pulverized stone, 

a which comprises irregular fragments or grains sized chiefly by me- 
: chanical screening or air separation. Crushed and broken stone is 

7 covered in a later section of this chapter. __ a oe 
_-Dimension-stone producers may be divided into three main 
groups upon the basis of plant operation. The first group quarries | 

_ stone and sells it as rough blocks or slabs; the second quarries stone 
and also manufactures it into finished products; and the third buys 

, sawed slabs or rough blocks of stone and manufactures them into | 
finished products but does not operate quarries. The Bureau of 

: | Mines statistical canvass covers the first.and second groups, but: as | 
the third group comprises manufacturers rather than quarrymen it is 
canvassed by the Bureau of the Census. Bureau of Mines statistics 

- _ are compiled from reports of quantities and values of original sales; 
hence thev include some material sold as rough blocks and some sold. 

| asfinished products. = 9 2 a 
_ Total sales of dimension stone in 1941 declined 6 percent in quan- 

| tity but gained 4 percent in value compared with 1940. These figures - 
| include slate, but details of the slate industry are given in the separate 

chapter on Slate. Dimension marble, limestone,.and basalt declined _ 
| substantially in both quantity and value, but granite, sandstone, and - | 

| miscellaneous stone registered gains. | 
The following table of salient statistics for dimension stone includes. _ 

| figures for 1940 and 1941, as well as the percentage change from 1940 
| for each type. of stone by principal products. | oe 

| Dimension stone sold. or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by kinds 
me - Oe and. uses | Oo 

: - | | — | 
. Kind and use 1940 P tof. ; : ercent Of , Lo Total change. , 

Granite: a 
‘Building stone: : . 

Rough construction..........................-short tons__ 89, 040 167, 440 - $88.1 
Value... _. 2.2222 $245, 385 $298, 253 +21.5 
Average per ton._....-._.. 2222. ee $2. 76 $1.78 —35.5 Cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks....__.._____ cubic feet... 1, 104, 590 736, 730 —33.3 Value.._... 2-222 ee eee $2, 847, 082 $1, 853, 203 —34.9 
Average per cubic foot.....-......2..-_-..--.. $2. 58 $2. 52 2.3 _ Rubble_.-... 2 22 222222222 ......__.._.....short tons. 239, 560 277, 950 +16.0 _ Value.._.- 222-2. eee ek $288, 636 $349, 739 +21. 2 Monumental stone. -..._-...................._---cubic feet... 2, 108, 950 2, 576, 550 +22.2 Value... _...--.-.---.--.----222-2-2---2--.----------------| $5, 906,942 | $7, 489, 197 +26.8 Average per cubic foot_-....-......222222222222 i.e. $2. 80 $2. 91 +3.9 

Paving blocks.....................................number__ 1, 813, 130 2, 384, 110 +31.5— Value... ---- 222 eee $236, 330 $255, 276 +8.0 Curbing. _..-.-.2222 2.2... --..eubic feet. 569, 290 528, 420 —7.2 | Value... _. 22 ele $563, 849 $585, 808 +3.9 
Total: 
Quantity......_................_approximate short tons... 658, 250 782, 120 +18.8 Value. ... 2... eee eee eee ee eee eee eeeeee--------..| $10, 088, 224 | $10, 831, 476 +7.4 

Basalt and related rocks ; ~ Sadly sla’ 90k Cem roe 
Rough construction...........................-short tons... 15, 680 10, 170 —35.1 Value... le eee eee $17, 548 $17, 182 —2.1 

Average per ton ....... 2.222.222. $1.12 $1.69 +50. 9 
Rubble. ....-._...2...2.2.-.___...._.._....__ short tons 6, 120 130 —97.9 Value_.... 822 $3, 089 $550 —82.2
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| Dimension stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by kinds 
a | and uses—Continued os | 

Kind and use | 1400 | TT 
| | . | | | | Total - Percent of 

Basalt and related rocks—Continued. ao | - | 
a otal: = 

. Quantity. ....2222222222 22... short tons... 21, 800 10, 300 — 52.8 
Value. .....-.-------+------- 2-2-2222 oe eee eee ene ee , $20, 637 $17, 732 —14.1 

Marble: , : . 
Building stone (cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks) . cubic feet .. 782,600;  —— 511,810 —34.6 

Value. ...-..---.---------------- ee ene ee eee-e one --| $8,324,029 | © $2, 748, 572 —17.3 
Average per cubic foot........-...-.------ ee eee $4.25.) ; - $5.37}. . +26.4 

Monumental stone..._.................._...-.--eubie feet_. 269, 870 305, 760 +13.3 
Value.......--.222- 2.2 eee-] $1, 471,074 | $1, 621, 649° +10.2 . 

| Average per cubic foot-_-..------------------ ‘ee eeenenn- $5.45 $5.30 —2.8 

_ Total: , | ; | — — 
Quantity ...............--....-.-approximate short tons__| 89, 040 | . 69,300 | — 22.2 

/ Value... .._.------2 222-222-2222 22-22 penne en en eee eee ee $4, 795, 103 : $4, 370, 221 a —8.9 

| Limestone: ._—._— a ae . | a 
Building stone: . . a a a 
Rough construction...-............--...-.--..short tons..| -- 103,470 | ° . 106, 200 - 2.7 

. Value... ....--.-. 2222-2 eee ene ee eee ee eee eee $174, 148 $367, 995 +111.3 
- Average per ton._.._-..-----2----- 22 eee ee . $1.68 | $3. 46. +106. 0 

Cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks_.........-...cubicfeet_.| 4,636,950 | = 3,834, 860 —17.3 
: Value. __.-.-22-.--- 2 ene ee eee e--e-| $8,425,411 | $2, 909, 728 —15.1 

: | Average per cubic foot_.....---.-----. 2 -. 2 2-22.) $0.74 | $0.76 +2.7 
7 Rubble..._..-.-2-.-.-..12..------------------short tons.._| _ 616,250 |  =—-_ 405, 220 34.2 . 

 Walue.....------.-------2-------2-2--- +--+ eee -------| $582,257 | $430, 479 245 
. | Flagging .....--.-------------------------------- cubic feet _. 236,530 | . 210, 290 ~—111 
/ Value... 222. ee eee eee eee eee - $78, 149 $62, 794 —19.6 

mo Total: . ars TT 
a | Quantity .........--.------------approximate short tons .. 1,082,130 | __. 813, 620 —24.8 

| . Value... 222222 ne een ween eee ee ene eee eee. | $4, 259,965 |. $3, 779, 996 —11.3 

: Sandstone: = . - ° 
Building stone: : | | 

| Rough construction...........................short tons_.| . 33,470 | - 31, 850 —4.8 
Value... 2. ee eee eee eee — $80, 750 $106, 426 +31.8 

Average per ton...._.. ween ene wee eee ene eee n ne $2. 41 $3.34 +38.6 — 
| Cut stone, slabs, and mill blocks. .........._..cubic feet _. 488,470 | . 512,840. +5.0 

Value_..-...2-22--- 2222-2 $631,589 | . $599,873 —5.0 
Average per cubic foot.........-.-.--..-2--2---2--1- | $1.29; . . $L17} #93 

Rubble..._._-_.......-.--..-......-..__..-._---short tons... 31,130 | . 33, 990 +9.2 
Value... 2.222 eee $47,201 | ~ $46, 253 —2.0 

Paving blocks. ....-.._........_.._--._-.-.-....-. number... 55,660} = (') @) 
| Value. ...-- 2-2 $3,740; (+) ( 

. Curbing. -..-.._....-...----.--.-----.-..-.-.---- cubic feet_. 319,450 |  _! 292,050 ° 
Value... eee eee ee eee ee . $344,355 | = 1. $310, 401 r 

Flagging. - --------------------------------------cubie feet. . 614,260 |  . 743,680 +21.1 
Value._....222-22 228. wenn awe e eee n nnn n en en enn nnn n eine ne ne $318, 569 | $366,426 +15.0 

Qua tity... | | imate sh rt to 172, 130 ago} 46.3 |  , Quantity....-................... approximate short tons_.- ' . . 
Value wan nn en neeneeeeeee ene -----------| $1,426,204 |. $1, 429,379 | 2 

Building stone... ............................... cubic feet... 680,690 | _ 870, 800. +27.9 
Value. .... 22... 22-2 $754,757 | $016, 735 +21.5 
Average per cubic foot.._.....-...---. 2-2-2. nie eee $1.11] ° $1.05 5.4 

.. Rubble... 2222-2. .__._.--short tons... 23, 230 |. 12, 200 —47.5 
. Value... .. 2-2-2222 ene ee eee eee $55,689 | $34,022 —38.9 

Flagging. ..-.....-----------------------------+- able feet... 33, 610 36, 930 +9.9 
| . Value... ...------------- 2-2-2222 nnn e eee eee eee eee eee ee $16,331 | $16,273 —.4 

Total: ns es ae 
Quantity. ..-....----------------8pproximate short tons.. . 83, 380. 88, 600 +6.3 
alue......--..------------------+---------------- 222+. / $826, 777 . $967, 030 : +17.0 

Total dimension stone, excluding slate: _—_| 
Quantity ...........-.-.-----------approximate short tons. 2, 106,730 | 1,946, 980 —7.6 
alue........-.------- ee nnn nee eee $21,416,910 | ‘$21,395, 834 —.1l 

Slate as dimension stone ?_........._approximate short tons. 154, 450 180, 990 +17.2 
Value.........-2 20-2 ---e |. $8, 436, 368 $A, 409, 834 +28.3 

Total dimension stone, including slate: as eas 
. Quantity......-.-.-----.---------- approximate short tons. 2,261,180 | 2, 127, 970 —5.9 

alue..__---...- eee ee eee -------- | $24,853,278 | $25, 805, 668 +3.8 

1To avoid disclosing confidential information, paving blocks in 1941 are included under curbing 
tin neludes soapstone, mica schist, volcanic rocks, argillite, and other varieties that cannot be 

e principal groups. 
8 Details of production, by uses, are given in the chapter on Slate in this volume. |
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| | BUILDING STONE oe 

| The largest use of dimension stone is for building. The following © 
a table gives the quantity and value of each kind of stone used for 

construction 1n 1941. - 

Building stone sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, by kinds 

. Rough 

| Kind | Construction =| Architectural 

| Cubic feet Value | Cubicfeet | Value 

Granite. .....-----------+.-2---22---e no-no eee 2, 034, 920 $298, 253 433, 350 $514, 585 

| _ ‘Basalt_........-..-2.---2222--oeeeeeeeee eee 108, 510 17, 182 |......-...-.-|----------- -- 
Marble... ..--.. 22s s2sseo22 cosseeesee ence a |e ee cene cree ns [eee cece nee 98, 800 239,376 

| Limestone. --..-.....-2.2-2s--seceze--ns-------| 1,319,870, 367,995 | 1,651, 910 666, 323 
Sandstone.___...--.---.-------.----------------]| 402,520 |  —-: 106,426 | | = 256, 740 - 202, 165 

| Miscellaneous. . --- .------------ ween ene en nn ene 870, 800. “916, 735 | ..----------- weer ete eens ee 

| - Oo «4,736,620 | 1, 706,501 | 2,440,800] 1, 622, 449 

= a , - Finished = a | 
| a a | Total 

| Kind “Sawed! Cutt | 

| , re a Cubic feet | Value | Cubicfeet| Value | Cubicfeet| Value | 

Granite..............--.---.| 83,580 | $304,338 | 219, 800 | $1,034,280 | 2,771,650 | $2,151,456 
Basalt_.......-_...-.---._4-_]:--.--------]----=-------]---------.--|--------.--- 108, 510 17, 182 

| Marble ___ 27 2272777777777771 |" 143; 620) "208, 561 |" 209,090 | 2,215,635 | — 511,810 | 2, 748, 572 
Limestone........_...........| 1,124,520 | 632,108 | 1,058,430 | 1,611,207 | 5,154,730 | 3, 277, 723 

. Sandstone. -_.-.------.- .----- 212, 450 252, 612 43, 650 145, 096 915,360 | 706,290 
. Miscellaneous. --....-.--------]------------]------------] ----------- -|------------ 870,800 916, 735 

7 1, 534,470 | 1,482,619 | 1,620,970 | 5, 006, 308 | 10,332,860 | _ 9, 817, 967 

1 For granite, sawed-stone corresponds to dressed stone for construction work (walls, foundations, bridges) 
and cut stone to architectural stone for high-class buildings. . 

oe | | 7 GRANITE 

- Sales of block granite increased 19 percent in quantity and 7 percent 
in value in 1941 compared with 1940. Sales of rough architectural 
and dressed building stone declined greatly; but the cruder forms of 
building stone—namely, rubble and rough construction stone—made 
important gains. Net losses in the construction field were more than 

compensated by substantial gains in sales of both rough and dressed 
monumental stone. The value per cubic foot of dressed building 
stone increased from $4.31 in 1940 to $4.41 in 1941, and the value of 
dressed monumental stone increased from $6.04 to $6.35. The 
number of paving blocks sold in 1941 increased 31 percent over the 
number in 1940, but the quantity of curbing sold declined 7 percent. 
The unit value of paving blocks receded, but that of curbing advanced.



Granite (dimension stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, by States and uses a 

Building | Monumental - i / : 

Rough | Paving blocks | Curbing Total 
. _—_T | ~—s«ézDrressed Rubble | Rough Dressed ~ | | : 

State Active} Construction | Architectural | : 
Plants) 

| fo. . . Short 
. et . . ons 

Short Value Cuble Value Cubic Value Short Value Cubie Value Cubic Value | Number| Value Cubic Value (ap: _| Value 

. | | . | mate) | 

California. .........-- 13} 5,630} $5, 582) 2, 500! $1, 350 630| $3,487] 5, 980/$11, 409} 14,460) $29, 104] 21,930] $148, 644/..__.___- veecee- 1, 490 $1, 880| 14,980} $196, 456 oe 
Colorado. ......---.-- 8} (!) (1) |.-.----f-------] ) wa neee-|-----ee 2, 380 5,672| 3,520) 18, 482)_.._.----_}.-.----|--_---.|------- 570 25, 087 -. . 
Connecticut... ...----- 6} 5,620) 13,879} 6,120) 6,960) () (1) () (1) 2,870; 9,019) (1) | @)— (1) () (1) (1) 10, 580 85, 669 
Georgia_.....--..----- 18] 2,900) 5,600} 1,500] 7,530] 25,890) 116,441) 8,550) 7,091) 570,770! 712, 378/169, 970| 699,702} 10,000} $600] 37,870| 61, 943| 78,440] 1,611, 285 
Maine........--..---- 13} 4,120) 23,815] 74, 100) 59, 356/124, 560) 538,703) (') (*) 9, 500 6,870) 3,260) 14, 555 (‘) ¢3) 8,600} 8,340) 35,070) 818, 535 
Maryland......------ 5] 16,300) 66,000} (1) (1) |--.----|---..----| 69, 000]119, 500).2-.-..-2).2 2222-22 |-- |---| ee |---|) (1) | 88,990} 207, 881 ma . 
Massachusetts.....-. - 17; 1,010} 5, 995/183, 300/321, 169] 64,940) 277,043] 15, 530) 28,786] 28,880) 67,459) 25,670] 178, 567}, 39,690) 3, 413/346, 190/309, 755! 70, 440) 1, 192, 187 pe 
Minnesota.....-..---- 23}-------|-------| 71,070} 53,920) 12,400] 45, 870)......-|.-.----| . 255,620] 252, 987| 48,390} 281, 863/.........|......_].._..__]..____- 32,120; 634,640 - o . Missouri......-.-.-.- 4) 1,480] 4,375]..2.--2| 222-22] [o | oe---| 1 120] 22, 280] 250] 1748/2 fT] “easel a8’ aS Montana..-.....-..-- 7|--.----|-------| (@) | @ [e222 |-e-e eee |-el---|--1---| 1,670] 2) 486) (1) (1) fp) 90} 6 856 : 
New Hampshire. _.-. - 9} 4,520} 8,412] -8,190) 8,637) 16,130) 80,500) (‘) (*) 4, 380 7, 370) 7,460} 40, 200 ) (1) (!) (*) 10,800} 156, 016 
New Jersey...-------- yy (Y) Q@) [ee .e--- fee eee] eed -e- eee] 4) (1) j---------[2-2---- [ee [eee ee eee ee fee eee] Q) (*) 
New York...-.----.-- 2 3 (1) (1) t? -------|---------] (1) (tl) |.---.----]--------- |e |e eee pee [eee feed) (') 
North Carolina... -.-- 6 1) (1) (‘) 1) (1) (). (1) (4) 20, 730;- 33,100). (1) - (‘) | 483,470) 33,551] = (1) () 16,170} 436, 342 
Oklahoma..........-- 8).-.----|-------]- (4) ti wa nnee-|---- eee |---| eee 31,920; 71,021) 16,470) 153, 915).......2]..2---.) (1) 63) 4,000} 225, 314 
Pennsylvania.......-. 13} 20, 500; 47,712] (1) ty) |e. | ----2---- | 118, 690) 127, 024) (t) (1) 36, 000} 169, 472 (1) (1) 4,900) 2, 516/143, 740) 367, 800 
Rhode Island......... 3|...----]--.----]-------]----- +e |---| eee) (1) (1) () . (1) () woeee----|-------|-------|-------]| 1) (1) 
South Carolina... ....- 4).......|......-]--.-..-|-------|-------]---------] (4) (1) (1) {| A) (1) GQ) fowl fe} (1) (1) 3) 
South Dakota..-...... 7) () 25, 200; 11,419) () () Q) (4) 82,170). 69, 874/ 95,640} 633, 649).._...__.]_.._....].....-.]..._---] 86,320] 809, 362 
Texas........-..-.-.- 7| 58, 230| 35, 264 f — () (1) (‘) -------]-------| -_14, 380) 28, 930] 13, 840} 109, 803)..-...-..|....-..]...----|--.----| 61,650} | 227, 621 
Vermont......---..-- 8]--.-.--j-....-- 1) (1) |-------|----.----|--.----|-------] 781, 280/2, 455, 652]. (1) @) 0 [--.------] eee fee |---| 65, 950) 2, 472, 375 
Virginia....-.--..---- 2|------.|-------|-------]-------|  (!) () (1) (1) . (') (1) [eee --]-- tee (') (ty feet eee fee eee] GY) “(ly 
Washington-._...-.-- 4)......-]----.--|  @) (1) |--...--|----.----| ) (!) Q@) | @). (1) flee lee] f eee fee] (!) 
Wisconsin. -..........- 14)... ..-]--..---| 11, 490] 10, 568; 2,000 8, 000].--...-]--.---- 6,920}. 12, 303) 58, 030) .715,807| 327, 590) 45, 172|..._._.].-.-..-| 9,730] 791,850 
Undistributed._......|......-| 47, 180] 81, 619) 49, 880} 33, 676! 56,830} 268, 5741 60, 200] 55,929] 221, 630): 428, 156) 15, 440] 113, 2534/1, 523, 360/172, 540)129, 370/201, 374} 50, 050 537, 852 

202) 167, 4401298, 253/433, 350|514, 585/303, 380) 1, 338, 618/277, 950/349, 73912, 060, 680 4, 214, 611 515, 870)3, 274, 586}2, 384, 110)255, 276] 528, 420 585, 808/782, 120/10, 831, 476 . 
Average unit value-_..|...-..-}-.--.--| $1. 78]..--.--] $1. 19}.....-. $4.41/-._-...| $1. 26]--.-- 2... $2. 05) -...--- $6. 35].---.----) $O.11}-----2.| $1. 11]------- $13. 85 
Short tons (approxi- 7 | | | 
mate).......-.--.-- -sasrene (3) -seacnee 35, 750 seecace 25, 080 ee erecnen lea anneen low soos 168, 890 weenewnan= 42, 580 ew aencene 20, 850 we wenen 43, 580 eer esevewflawamnwae lew wma n nana pe 

1 Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ . . oo 
22,034,920 ubic feet (upproximate). | 7 , : oo : — |
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The following tables show sales of monumental granite in the 
| Quincy (Mass.) and Barre (Vt.) centers. _ : 

Monumental granite sold by quarrymen at Quincy, Mass., 1987-414 | 

Active | Cubic | AL rene Active | Cubic . 
Year =| plants. | feet : Value Year — plants feet Value 

1937__...---------- 3 | 36,020 | $80,248 |] 1940................| 3 | 24,540 | $60, 139 
1938...-..---.-.--.| | 3 | 33,360] 73,882 || 1941... 92-2 2 oo oe 3| 26,670| 65,062 
1989-2. to B | 25,620] 61, 955 | ) 

1 Quincy granite is sold also for construction, curbing, rubble, riprap, and crushed stone. | : 

Monumental granite sold by quarrymen in the Barre district, Vermont, 1987-41 t 

| . Year oS ‘Cubic feet | Value | 7 Year Cubic feet | Value 

1987._....---.-.---...--.-.| 847,740 | $2,300,377 || 1940. .......-.-.-.------.} 601,190 | $2, 039, 980 
1938._....-.-...:----------|. 605,660 | 1,849,607 || 1941...-...-..-.-..----. |. 764,280 | 2, 431, 152 
1939_222222 2222 LL. | 684,310 | 2,029, 801 | ee | _ 

7 t Barre granite is sold also for construction and crushed stone. | | | re 

Estimated: output of monumental granite in the Barre district, Vermont, 1989-41! - 

—_ “: ft 9g9 foto ttt 

, Total quarry output, rough stock .............-.-eubicfeet..[ 614,256} 548,412 | «668, 544 
Shipped out of Barre district in rough_.--... -.----.-..do.--- 122, 852 109, 682 ' 133, 709 . 
Manufactured in Barre district:..:-...--.....---.----..do.-.- 491, 404 438, 730 - 834, 835 
Light stock consumed in district .......-....--..------.d0.__- 307, 128 274,206 | 334,272 
Dark stock consumed in district. .-...---..--.----.----do_--- 184, 276- 164, 524 200, 563 
Number of cutters in distriet. __.-.-.------------.0---------- 1, 550 1, 295 1, 295 
Average daily wage....... -----. 2-2-2 eee eee $8.50 | — $8. 50 $9. 00 
Average number of days worked... ..--..-..------------------ — 2204 220 230 

‘Total pay roll for year......-.--------------------------------| $2,898, 500 | $2,421,650 | $3, 729, 600 
Estimated overhead.....----.--...---.-------2.-------2------ 1, 449, 250 1, 210, 825 1, 864, 800 
Estimated value of light stock. ........--..-.--.-------.------ 1, 247, 714 1, 199, 651 1, 398, 605 
Estimated value of dark stock. ..........---.---------.-----2-] 990, 494; 874, 033 1, 097, 367 
Estimated polishing cost_..........-.------------------------- 388, 639 |. 346, 980 422, 988 

. Output from saws. _...--------------------------------------. 129, 546 115, 660 140, 996 

| Total value of granite.._...._..-..-.--------------------| 7,104,143] 6, 168, 799 8, 654, 356 

! Through the kindness of the Granite Manufacturers’ Association, Barre, figures covering the entire 
granite industry of the Barre district are given in this table to supplement figures of sales reported by quarry- 
men. | . | —_ 

| BASALT AND RELATED ROCKS (TRAP ROCK) © | 

Because of its dark color, basalt is not used extensively for building. 
The tonnage sold in 1941 was less than one-half that in 1940, but the 
value per ton increased from 95 cents to $1.72. In 1939 considerable 
quantities were used for rubble, but this use declined greatly in 1940 
and almost disappeared in 1941. Some of these dark rocks are used 
for memorials, but such stones are classed commercially as black 
granites and are therefore included with the figures for monumental 
granite. :
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Basalt and related rocks (trap rock) (dimension stone) sold or used by producers 
in the United States in 1941, by States and uses — | 

a | Building stone oS 
- , , $$ Total ae 

. Active | Rough construction | Rubble. 
State plants - — . eros ene 

_ | Short Short | y Short 
- — tons Value | tons Value tons Value 

| California......-...-.---------- 1 |....----..|.--------- 30} $400 30 $400 
Connecticut....-..---.--------- 3 3, 420 $3, 325 |.....---.-|---------- 3, 420 3, 325 . 
New Jersey...-.-.----------+-- 1 110 | 110 |....---2--|----2----- 110 110 
Oregon ._.........--.--.----22-- 1 2, 260 9, 248}... Jee. 2, 260 9, 248 , 
‘Pennsylvania. ...-..-.-....---- 3 4,380 | 4,499 ' 100 150 4, 480 4, 649 

— : 9{| 110,170] 17,182] © 130] | 550} 10,300| 17,782 
. Average unit value...-.----.---)---------- waeee-----} $1.69 2. --- 2. $4. 23 |-.--------] - . $1.72 . 

co . 1 108,510 cubic feet (approximate). | a . : 

a . MARBLE 7 7 | 

- _ Sales of dimension marble in 1941 declined 22 percent in quantity 
: and 9 percent in value compared with 1940. Large declines in sales 

of building marble were compensated to some extent by general : 
| increases in sales of monumental marble, which depend primarily - 

- on buying power. Decreases in total quantities sold were shared by 
| all the leading States except Georgia, although the value of sales 

was higher in Vermont and Utah than in 1940. 

— _ Marble (dimension stone) sold by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by uses 

: | : 1940 - 194 oe 
. | Use ee |L  , 
_ . oe | Cubic feet | Value | Cubicfeet | Value — . 

- Building stone: | |e ee cs 
Rough: oe oe fo eb, oe 

| _ . . Exterior.........--2-----------------2---- eee 65, 070 $159, 337 31, 300 $63, 647 
"so Interior! 2.222 ..22...-------------------------] 11, 610 270,.715 - 67,500 | —s-:175, 720 

: Finished: oo — | |. . 1 . 
Exterior.........------2--.-------2-------------| 818,300] 1,214,887 | 153,360: 731, 479 
Interior... -----2-2-22-----22--eeee----+--+----| + 202,620 | 1,670,090 | 250,650-| 1,777, 717° 

 Potal exterion-2..--.--2..c-2.-ce--e-0--------| 378,370 | 1,374,224 | 184,660 |. . 795, 128 | 
a Total interior. ........-.....-----------------| 404,230 | 1,949,805 | 327,150 | 1, 953, 446 | 

Total building stone._..........-......--..-- 782,600 | 3,324,020) 511,810 | 2,748,572 

| Monumental stone: ~ , . en ee 7 
.  Rough............----.-..---.---------------------| 56, 190 64, 122 61,.790 68, 165 

"Finished . =... -.-2---------eecceteeceseeeeete-- | 218,680 | 1,406,952 | 243,970 | 1, 558, 484 

| ‘Total monumental stone..........-.-----.-------| 269,870 | 1,471,074 |“ 305,760 | 1, 621, 649 
 Yotal building and monumental... .....--.-----.-| 1,052,470 | 4,795,103 | — 817,570 4, 370, 221 

Approximate short tons... ....-.---.---------| 89, 040 j....--.---+- 69, 300 |.-....----.. . 
| | 

1 Includes onyx for the manufacture of mantels, lamp bases, desk sets, clock cases, and novelties.
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| Marble (dimension stone) sold by producers in the United States in 1941, by States. 

- | and uses | _ | | : 

| Building 1 Monumental Total 

| . od | | Quantity — | 

Active 7 | ———_—__—_-- . 
_.  . $§tate 

| Plants | Cubic Cubic Short a feet Value feet Value Cubic tons | Value 

| | | (ap- | | 
- feet proxi- 

a mate) | . 

‘ Alabama_-_...------------- 21 @®. (2) (2) Q@) (2) | (2) (2) 

Arkansas... _..----------- 3. (7) (2) (2) (?) 11, 000 940 | $15,000 

California.................} * 3} 2,130} $11,303 | -..---.[.-...2-.-.] 2,130] 180 | 11,398 
Colorado... .-------------- 1 Q) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 

| Georgia.....------------- - 1 | 51,520 | 294,341 | 160,650 | $717,573 | 212,170 | 18, 030 |1, 011, 914 
Maryland... .------------- “1 2, 980 23,947 |..-.--...|---------- 2, 980 250 |. 23, 947 

Massachusetts------------- 1 7, 550 14, 975 7, 990 57, 566.}; 15, 540 1, 320 72, 541 
_  Minnesota.__-.--------1--- | (2) (2) (?) (2) @ | @ (2) . 

Missouri......--.-------.- 4| 63,180 | 256.004] 8,680| 19,868) 71,860| 5,930 | 275,962 
New York........--------- 1} Q) (2) (2) (2). (2) (2) ~ 
North Carolina........-.--} 1 f--------fe---se----| @) (2) (2) (2) 

- . _Pennsylvania--_-..--------- 1 (2) ~(@). foewee eee dee t ee e-- (2) (2) (2) 

‘Tennessee..............| 7 '| 168,430. | 879,980 | 11,670 | 68, 414 | 180,100 | 15,330 | 948,394 | 
Utah}. 1 960 | 9,600 |.........|..-...-. | 960 80 |. 9,600 

| Vermont...........--.-..- 6 | 124,690 | 821,099 | 96,060 | 501,072 | 220,750 | 18, 760 |1, 412, 171 
Virginia. 70) @ tf ® (2) (2) 

: Undistributed..........._.]........ | 90,370 | 437,143 |” 20,710 | 167, 156 | 100,080 | 8,480 | 589, 209 

- | we ~~ 36 | 511,810 |2, 748, 572 | 305, 760 |1, 621,649 | 817,570 | 69,300 |4, 370, 221 
Average unit value.__:___.[--..----.].-------- $5.37 |.....--. | $5.30 |.--------|---------] 4 $5.35 | 

Short tons (approximate) -_.|........-| 43,330 |---.--.--.} 25,970 [receeeeeee[peeeeeee ween ence |eeeeennee 

1 Includes 4,720 cubic feet of serpentine marble (verde antique) valued at $34,101, which was so s build- 

ing and ornamental stone. 
3 Included under “Undistributed.”’ 

_ 4 Figures represent onyx rough blocks for the manufacture of mantels, lamp bases, desk sets, clock cases, 

and novelties. . , 
-4 Average value per cubic foot. . . 

| | LIMESTONE | 

- _ Unlike granite and marble, of which substantial quantities are sold | 
for memorial uses, block limestone is employed almost exclusively as 

| building stone. Limestone is used in the United States more exten- 
sively than any other type of building stone, and Indiana producers 
supplied about 76 percent of the rough architectural and finished 
(sawed and cut) limestone sold in 1941. The total quantity of dimen- 
sion limestone sold in 1941 was 25 percent less and its value 11 percent 
less than in 1940. > | | 

Rough building limestone sold made only a small gain in quantity, 
but the sales value was more than twice that in 1940. All other types 
of building limestone suffered serious declines because during a war 
emergency construction of buildings using stone as a major material 
is greatly restricted. Sales of flagging declined moderately in 1941.



Limestone (dimension stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, by States and uses | 

so Building 9 

Rough | . Flagging Total . 

; sawed) | ubble | 
: State plants Construction Architectural - | | 

Short Cubi Cubi Short Cubi ‘ons | | 0 ubic ubic or ubic. ons 
tons Value feet Value feet Value tons Value feet Value (approxi- Value _ 

- mate) . 

Alabama...-..-.----------------- 3 (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) wenn nnn ene lew wwe eee [een n nena ne |e nee ce nee- (1) (1) : - 
4 Arizona.....--------------------- 1 (1) (1) wenn een | pene een ewe ene nn fe nee eee pee nn eee ewe ene enn e [eee en ee nn [pee e eee e ee (1) (1) 
t California. ..........---.----.---- 5 2, 070 $2, 363 |__....-----.].---------- |---| eee . 420 $312 2, 490 $1, 337 2, 680 $4, 012 
% Colorado. ...-.-------.--.-------. 1 [--.-------|----------]| 4, 860 $9, 726 .|_.w.-- 22 fee eee fee ee 360 9, 726 
* Florida......-..-------.---------- 3 |.--.------|----------|------------|------------ (1) (1) wee c nena feeeee--ne (1) (4) 1, 610 55, 902 . 

Illinois. ...-.-.--.---------------- 12 3, 130 15, 204 25, 000 7, 500 |_.....-.-----|------------ 1, 680 2, 438 2, 070 779 7, 110 25, 921 
Indiana... _.......-.--.----.-.--- 20 |..--....--|----------]| 1,047,000 309, 444 | 1,856, 480 | $1, 745,357 |.. (4) (1) — (Q) Q) 217,780 | 2, 060, 616 m . 
Towa. .....--------------- neon eee 7 2, 820 2,845 |.......-..--]..----------|------------[------ eth 2, 180 | -2, 108 5, 730 799 5, 490 5,762 
Kansas. ._...-..--..----.--------- 10 17, 610 44, 691 127, 130 22, 933 (!) QC). 8,420; 9,004 (4) (4) 46, 780 180, 282 o 
Kentucky..........-------------- 8 2, 990 3, 560 |..-.-..-----|------------|------------|------------| 3, 710 2,774 | 280 95 6, 720 6,429 A 

Maryland.-_...........-..-------- 1 |..........]----------].----------- | eee ieee Jee eee] eee) -  (Q) wow ece cee | cee eee week (1) (0 & 
Massachusetts....-...-.-.-------- 1. (‘) (4) wee nen [ene enn | ee eee fee eel eee eee [ee eee eee |e ene eee en | ewe ee eee ee Q) i 
Michigan.-..-.---.--------------- 2) . & (1) woen-------- |---| eee eee eee | eee eee eee (’) ©) f f (1) (} 
Minnesota. ...-------------------- 7 f ©) 26, 130 17, 408 3 () 4, 030 5, 822 1) 1) 15, 600 167, 541 
Missouri. ........-----------.---- 14 1) (1) ween enews | ewe eee eee 1) (!) 44, 030 64, 516 5, 650 2, 492 46, 530 73, 580 
Montana. .....-.-.---....-------- Il... 22 eee eee (1) (1) wee eee en fen nn nonce n [eee eee een pee een nnn [eee eee ee | peewee nee () (‘) . 
Nebraska.......,.---------------- 1 (1) (1) ween ete ene [eee eee fee ee eee [eee eee fee eee [eee nnn pene enn [eee ee nee ee (1) (1). , 
New Mexico.......-....---.------ 1 (1) (1) wee ee eee ene de ee ee eee [ene ee een eee ee enn [ee eee een [ne ee eee fee eee een e [eee eee eee (1) GQ | 
New York...........------------- 5} 6) @) 0 flllllllllll pico lll lii flee leet ee [eee (” Q) fille i pee ee 970 2,003 
Ohio... ..-----.------- ee ee eee 9 12, 110 21, 280 |........----|-----------.|--------~----|------------ (i (4) (*) (4) 20, 420 28, 953 i 
Pennsylvania..._............--..- 19 14, 620 19,911 |.._.-.------]---------2- fee ]e--- eee]: 12, 150 12, 702 9, 880 1, 479 27, 590 34, 092 
Puerto Rico..............--.----- 2 (1) (1) wee ewe eee en [ee eee een [een een ee nen eee eee eee ) weeneeee--|-o-e- eee (1) (1) 
Tennessee... ._....----..------ ee. 2 (1) (1) wee anew eee nn | eee eee eee e ee [eee een ene ee [eee eee eee 1) GQ) [twee |e eee () (1) oe 
Texas. ..........----------------- 5 Q) (1) (1) (1) (1) ) 203, 790 | 294, 801 (4) (1) 315, 320 | 540,670 7 
Virginia_._.............--...2---- 2 (1) (1) ween nee e ee |eee ene ene [eee nnn ne] enn e eee eee (1) (1) wen nnennee[ene--eeee (1) (1) | . 
Wisconsin...................--..- 17 15, 890 88, 707 341, 830 236, 247 59, 140 49, 231 10, 180 20, 804 92, 430 30, 403 65, 610 425,392 os 
Undistributed_..._.........-...2_]-.--.--- 35, 050 | 169, 434 79, 960 — 63, 065 267, 330 448, 817 24, 630 24, 108 91, 760 25, 410 33, 050 159, 035 | 

159 106, 290 | 367,995 1, 651, 910 666, 323 | 2,182,950 | 2,243,405 | 405,220} 439,479 | 210, 290 62, 794 813, 620 | 3, 779, 996 
Average unit value_....-......--.|----.--.|-..-.----- $3.46 |...--.--.--- $0.40 |...-..------ $1.03 |...-.----- $1.08 |..-.-.---- $0.30 |.-.--------- $4. 65 
Short tons (approximate).........].--...-- (2) wneencenee 124, 640 |.......--..- 160, 440 |...--..-...-].--.------|--..------| 17, 080 |-.-- 22] fe eee ene i . 

1 Included under “Undistributed.” OO 
2 1,319,870 cubic feet (approximate). Or
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| - The following tables show detailed figures, by uses, for limestone 
produced near Bedford and Bloomington, Ind., and Carthage, Mo. 

_ Limestone sold by producers in the Indiana oolitic-limestone district, 1937-41, by 
. . Classes | | : 

i 

Construction | . | 

. . "Year Rough block Sawed and semifinished Cut 

. | | Cubic feet Value Cubic feet Value | Cubic feet | Value 

1987...:....-.-----.-----------| 2,152,560} $727,425 | 957,240 | $633,350 | 1,332,330 | $2, 168, 229 
1938_.....-__....-.......------| 2,090,110 619, 602 914, 180 561, 767 | 1, 147, 620 2, 044, 216 
1939_....._..-.---.------------| 2, 462, 860 845, 252 | = 1, 277, 730 784, 247 | 1, 534, 530 2, 470, 724 
1940_......--.--.- 2. -..--------} 1,395, 910 425, 990 994, 370 573, 368 831, 900 1, 125, 825 

| 1941.._......-.-...----------| 1,047, 000 309, 444 | 1,029,970 | 567,706 | 826,510 | 1, 177, 651 

| Construction—Continued | : 

a Other uses Total 

i : . Total _ 7 
Year | | 

| Short tons | Short:  |Shorttons - 
- Cubic feet | (approxi- Value tons Value | (approxi-| Value 

mate) mate) 

| 1937..........-----------.} 4, 442, 130 322, 050 | $3, 529,004 | 139,250 | $58,253 | 461, 300 |$3, 597,.257 
1938...........----.-.----] 4,151, 910 310,000 | 3,225,585 | 41,610 | 26,595 | 351,610 | 3, 252, 180 
1939..........-.---...-.--| 5, 275, 120 383,000 | 4,100,223 | 247,680 |. 117,200 | 630,680% 4, 217, 423 
1940_..........---------.-.| 3, 222, 180 233, 600 | 2,125,183 | 79,730 | 40,676 | 313, 330 }.2, 165, 859 

| 1941_........-------------| 2,903,480 | 210, 500 | 2,054,801 | 135,610 | 98,547 | 346, 110 |*2, 153, 348 

Indiana limestone sold by mills in the district not operated by quarry companies and 
by mills of quarry companies from stock obtained at quarries other than their own, 

: 1987-41, by classes 

| | Sawed and semi- cut Total 
| Year rr | rrr nnn mre re ne 

Cubic Cubic Tale Cubic 
“feet Value feet Value feet Value 

1987... eee eeeeee ee ee-e------ | 168, 340. | $93, 815 | 1, 142, 249 ($1, 931, 488 | 1, 310, 589 ($2, 025, 303 
1938........--.....------.----------------| 110, 670 | 69,896 | 1, 136, 410 | 1, 703, 254 | 1, 247,080 | 1,773, 150 
1989.............-...-.-----..-..-------..| 108, 360 | 50,338 | 1,839, 520 | 2,966, 530 | 1,947,880 | 3,016, 868 
1940 ......-..-2.-2-2-----.---------------| 272, 510 | 182, 239 | 1,034,100 | 1,629,273 | 1,306,610 | 1,811, 512 

1941; | SS 
Mills not operated by quarry com- 
panies.................-....-..-..-| 65,310 | 32,382 | 372,690 | 584,801 | 438,000 | 617, 273 

Mills of quarry companies from stock 
obtained at quarries other than | | 

. their own._.-..--..----------------| 21,380 ; 15, 120 317, 560 458, 8&3 338, 940 474, 003 

- 86, 690 | 4%; 802 | 690, 250 | 1,043,774 | 776,940 | 1,091, 276 
j '
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Limestone and marble sold: by producers in the Carthage district, Jasper County, Me., 
—: 1987-41, by classes , | 

| Dimension stone (rough and dressed) | | | | 

. [oF Cte uses Total 
Building Monumental | Total . 

Year oye ielazlclcholsc 

. ob | _ | Short | Short | | 

| cube vatue | Suble Value cable | Value | Short Value = Valne 
7 | , mate) : - | mate) os 

| 1937.....| 128, 570'$338, 0401 7, 530 sor 136, - 11, 380 $352, 952| 95, 840'$128, 617| 107,220'$481, 50 
1938. --| 113, 940| 300,936) 8 450, 18,831] 122 390, 10, 220) 319, 767| 65, 560, 118,349) 75, 780, 438, 116 
1930... | 180, 040| 448, 966] 8,400) 18, 603, 188,440, 15, 730: 467, 569] 60, 580; 94,215] 76,310: 561, 784 
1940... |1124,180| 248,498! 8,430! 38, 84411 132,610: 111,070: 267,342 90,390! 128, 627|1101,460' 395, 960 
1941... .- ag ee 8, 680) 19, 868) 58, 680) 4, 900! 239, 226) 253, 030 a 257, 930 653, 998 

| 1 Revised figures. : . 7 | 

/ , +  §ANDSTONE | | 

Sales of dimension sandstone increased 6 percent in quantity in 
1941 compared with 1940 but remained almost the same in value. 

- Figures for sandstone used for rough construction, for rough archi- 
| tectural building purposes, as rubble, and for curbing show small 

| changes from those of the corresponding classifications in 1940. 
Sales of sawed stone advanced, but those of cut stone declined. The 
largest gains were in sales of flagging. Paving-stone production, once - 
an important branch of the industry, has declined almost to the van- | 
ishing point. ) 

) The second table following presents a 20-year history of the blue- 
| stone industry. This type of sandstone is used for building stone and — , 

| for curbing and flagging. As “sidewalk stone” it has been replaced 
generally by concrete, but this loss of market has been compensated 

- to some extent by enlarged demands for ornamental flagging. Sales | 7 

in 1941 were 11 percent higher in quantity but 7 percent lower in value 
than in 1940. - | |



Sandstone (dimension stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, by States and uses ns Pp ) bo 

: Building a | | | | | o . , 

| Dressed Rubble | Curbing . Flagging Total . 
Rough Rough ee 

A construction architectural Sawed Cut 
ctive awe u 

State Plants | 

| | | | Short 
: . : : : ons 

Short Value Cubie Value Cubic Value Cubic: Value Short Value Cubic Value Cubic Value | (ap- | Value 
—_ prox- 

, imate) = 

I I | | Re | ae I rr | | a rrr Z 

California....-.. ...---....- 9 2, 690} $10, 500] ....--.-]--------]-----.--]---------]--------]-------- 2,330) $2, 816)....-----]..--.--...] 31,370] $16, 139 7,470} $29, 455 a 
Colorado_._.---.--------.-- 24 (4) (I) |-------|--------|--------|------- fee fee} (@) | [----.----]----------} (1) (?) QC) > 
Connecticut ._........------ 1] __.-----}--------|--------}--------|--------|---------]| 1, 260] $7, 069)... 22) 22] ep ee} ee} eee 100 7, 069 bd - : 
Georgia. ..--.---.----------- I) .....-.-|--...---]--.-----|--------|--------|---------]--------]--------|----.---]--------]---------|--------L-| 3,500] - 1, 680 270 1,680 %w 
Indiana. .-..-..---.--------- 1} () (1) |--------]--------]--------|---------]-s------]--------]--------|------ | ---ee- fee [eee eff Q) 
Kansas. ..--.--------------- 1).....-..|-....-.-|--------|--------]--------]---------]--------]-+------ 90). 8}... - 2. |----------] 4,700] 3,299) = 460 3, 380 md . 
Maryland _._......--..----- 7 2,850) 7, 048)....--..|---.----]--------|---------]--------|--------] 18, 760) 15, 304). 2... 22..].2--....-.| 39,680} 13,914) 24, 780 36, 261 3) 
Massachusetts_..-.-.------- lj_.------|--------] Q) Q@)  [o-----2-]---------] Q@) 0 |--------|------.. 2 ------| eee ef eee fee eee} (1) > 
Michigan. _..........-..._-- 1 1, 100 5, 500 1,250} $1, 200)_....-.-|----..---|--------}o-2 2 ee. 200 1,000) ...2. 2-20). 222-2222} --e---e- eee enn 1, 400 7, 700 od 
Minnesota..-.--.----------- 1) (4) Q) 0 |--------|--------|---0----]---------]-----+--}-------- | --- ef -- eee fee eee ee fee ee eee fee ee eee ef (1) w 
Mississippi._...--.--------- th (4) (1) |-.------]--------|--------|---------]-------: |---| 22 |---| eee ee fee ef eeeefe eee} (2) © 
New Jersey.........-.------ li) (Q) jlo. _-.-| 22 ----|--------[-2-- -- |e --eeefeee eee} (yo five ee feeeefeee eee few------} (1) e 
New York 2.._.._..-.---..-- 21 2, 470 7,472) = (}) — Q) (1). (‘) © (t) () (1) =) 3119, 460} 3 $120,322) 91,860} 76,014] 22,210] 234, 514 A 
Ohio.......----------------- 9 1,030 2, 397| 227,820} 175, 854} 205, 570} $233, 418) 26,200} 72, 739 730 3,090) 167,810 185, 406} 420, 260! 119,629} 77,710] 792, 533 ~* 
Pennsylvania ‘........-..--- 18} 10,700| 25, 122).......|..-.-2--|--.-----|----2----|--------{--------] 6,290] 11,6021 ~ 4,780] 4, 673] 103,910] 79,564] 26,030| 120,961 jus : 
Tennessee. ._...-..--------- 3; 5, 880} 24,304). ._....|..----..|.-------]---------|--------]--------]--------|+-22-2--|-.-------|-----.....| 36,220) 50,6841 8,710/ 74,988 co 
Vermont......._...---.----- 1|_......-|.--.----|--------]----+---|--------]---------|.-------|--------| 3,350) 5, 780)-0- fe fee... |... | 3,350 5,730 : 
Virginia. ....-.......-...--- 7 870| 2,934] ......-|--.---.-]---.----]---------|--------|-------- 50}. 0J----2----]------.--] 8,910] 3,653] 1,630] 6,637 = 
Washington.........-.-.--. I|.-------|----.---]--------]--------]  @) (1) () (I) fee. - |---| ee ef eee peepee} (1) 
West Virginia. ....--------. 1] _____.-.]--------|--.-----]--------|--------|---------|--------|--------| © C+) fle eee] eee eee fee eee fewee-e ee] Q) (1) 
Wisconsin. __....---.----_-- 5) .--.---.|--------| 20,900} 15, 750)_--.--_--}---------} (1) (1) Q(@) flee eee} eee} (‘) 1,910) 19,038 
Undistributed _.....--..----]--------| 4,260] 21,154) 6, 770/ 9,361) 6, 880-19, 194) 16,190) 65, 288] 2,190| 6, 580}..-..-_..}..........| 3,270] 1,850 7,010) 89, 433 

93} 31,850) 106, 426) 256, 740} 202, 165) 212,450] 252,612] 43,650) 145,096] 33,990] 46, 253 3 292,050) 3310, 401 743, 680} 366, 426] 183, 040/1, 429, 379 
Average unit value_-_...--.|--------|--------] $8.34)--..--..] $0. 79]... $1.19)-.------| $3.32)----.---]  $1.36}-2--2--.-| 38 $1. 06}-----.--} $0. 49}... $7. 81 
Short tons (approximate) _..|--------| (5) |--------] 18, 830}-------.] 15,480)/-..._....] 3, 300}-.-2--__]_222 22 waae-----{ 22, 660)--.---.---] 56,930) _-.-...-]--..---.]--------- 

' Included under “Undistributed.” | — . | 
2 Includes 169,520 cubic feet of bluestone (approximately 14,320 short tons) valued at $172,329 sold for construction, curbing, and flagging. 
3 Includes a small quantity of paving blocks. 
4 Includes 114,670 cubic feet of bluestone (approximately 9,690 short tons) valued at $79,984 sold for construction, curbing, and flagging. 
5 402,520 cubic feet (approximate). - . - . -
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, 7 Bluestone (dimension stone) sold or used in the U nited States, 1922-411 . 

‘Year Cubic feet Value Year — Cubic feet | Value . 

1922_.__. eee 722, 830 $697, 341 || 1982._..._-...2-- 185, 960 | . $185, 643 1923___.--.-------2- eee 618, 360 747,422 || 1933_.......- 2-2-2 Lee. 116, 246 123, 867 1924___- ele 769, 240 875, 734 || 1934...._-.. 2-2 181, 960 168, 720 1925..-.------.--- eee 987, 300 910, 585 || 1935...._..-- 2-2 215, 150 203, 537 1926__..-.--.------- Le eee 692, 640 885, 597 || 1986_....._.- 2 343, 040 332, 749 1927... 815, 730 | 1,000,217 |} 1987_.____._.._.__...___._- 308, 740 346, 349 1928... 891,190 | 1,014,843 |] 19388___._.-_.._._._.. 0 329, 670 369, 857 1929__.-.-.......2.-.------| 670,020 773, 582 ||.1939__- 2 lll .-| 254) 440 319, 405 — 1930__..--. 2-2-2 611,240 | | 749, 703 || 1940_.__.__.___._....... 256,900 |. 272, 501 1931_--.-- ee 356, 210 427, 801 1941.22 284, 190 252, 313 

1 New York and Pennsylvania are the only States that produce bluestone. | 

| _ MISCELLANEOUS STONE 
The following table gives data on certain types of dimension stone _ 

not included in the major groups already discussed. “The principal 
__- Varieties are mica schist, argillite, various light-color volcanic rocks, , 

| soapstone, and greenstone. The quantity sold-in 1941 increased 6 
/ percent and the value 17 percent over 1940. _ | - 

| Miscellaneous varieities of stone (dimension stone) sold or used by producers in the a | U: nited States in 1941, by States and uses 

| Building 

—_ 1 of: Flagging Total . . Active Rough and Rubble . . State | plants dressed . | | 

| | Short Short | Short Short | od tons Value tons Value tons Value tons. | Value 

| California__....-.....| 1 1). 6 QQ) | (1) oe. “eee | (1). (1) a - Florida. ..--2-0 222-7) if | 2 (1) Q) TTT (1) Georgia_____._._____. 2 |---------]---------]---- fe (?) (1) (2) Q) . Maryland.__.._...._| . 5 9,670 | $32, 476 2,100 | $6,600 530 | $2,640 | 12,300 | $41, 716 . New York. _._...__._ 2 (1) (1) fee fee eff) (1) Ohio... 22222772777 1{  @) (Q)0 | IE) a) (1) Pennsylvania_______. 77 06Q) (1) ~Q) (!) ~------+-|----.--.-] 58,730 | 85,278 . | Virginia =o 2) | @) (1) (1) Qo , Undistributed___....|-.......| 63,740 | 884, 259 10, 100 | 27,422 2,460 | 13,633 | 17,570 | 840,036 

21 | #73, 410 | 916,735 | 12,200 | 34,022 | 22,990 | 16,273 | 88,600 | 967,030 | | Average unit value__|_......-[--..--.--| $12.49 |.200222--] $279 |-7| ghaa | $10. 91 

! Included under “Undistributed.” . tb Building Stone (rough and dressed), approximately 870,800 cubic feet; lagging, approximateiy 36,930 Cubic feet. 

TRENDS IN USE OF DIMENSION STONE | oO 

Figure 1 shows graphically the history of production of dimension | 
stone, by kinds, for a 26-year period. Dimension stone includes all | 
classes of building stone, as well as memorial stone, paving blocks, 
curbing, and flagging. Limestone and granite are the leading varieties. 
All kinds of dimension stone follow essentially the same pattern 
throughout both lean and prosperous years. 

Figure 2 traces the history of production of all building stones 
and of the principal variety—limestone—in their relation to non- 
residential building, the class of construction using stone most ex- 
tensively. Stone is a dignified, substantial, and enduring building : 
material that is used chiefly in permanent and relatively costly 
structures. The necessities of war stimulate enormous building 

497779—43——80
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FIGURE 1.—Sales of dimension stone in the United States, by kinds, 1916-41. 
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FIGURE 2.—Sales of all building stone and building limestone compared with nonresidential construction 
(public and private), 1915-41. Data on nonresidential building construction from Bureau of Foreign 
and Domestic Commerce. a
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programs, but the types of construction demanded for such emergencies 
employ only limited quantities of dimension stone. As indicated in 
figure 2, wars and depressions are inimical to activity in the building- 

- gtone industries which flourish during eras of peace and general 
prosperity. Building-stone sales fell to a low point in 1918 at the 

| close of the First World War; but they recovered rapidly and, up- 
on the basis of the 1935-39 averages, attained much higher levels 
than nonresidential building (public plus private) during the prosper- oo 

~ ous years 1926-29. Sales of stone followed closely the rapid dechne 
in nonresidential building during the depression years that followed. 
Although building has recovered substantially since 1935, stone has 

: made only moderate gains, and the Second World War has depressed 
activity to an exceptional extent. a 

| oe | NEW DEVELOPMENTS | 

No important new developments were reported by the dimension- 
| stone industries during 1941. One new marble quarry was opened | 
- near Bainbridge, Pa. In general, the demands for building and 

memorial stone were so limited that some units of unused machinery 
and facilities were diverted to the manufacture of war materials. | 

| The Bureau of Mines has issued an index to locations of stone 
. quarries. It is not a directory but indicates the kinds of stone 

quarried, by States and counties. = oe 

| CRUSHED AND BROKEN STONE : 

a Over 181,000,000 short tons of crushed and broken stone were 
sold in 1941, exclusive of that used for making cement and lime. | 
Sales increased 19 percent in quantity and 25 percent in value com- | . 

~ pared with 1940, = = © oo. a ; | 
The following table of salient statistics shows the quantity and value _ 

of crushed and broken stone sold during 1940 and 1941, by uses. De- 
7 tailed data on asphaltic stone and slate granules and flour are given | 

| in the chapters on Asphalt and Slate. a , 

1 Downey, M. G., Index to Locations of Stone Quarries: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7187, 1941, 9 pp.
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Crushed and broken stone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, 
, by principal uses 

a 1940 | 4941 

. . Use | | Value | Value _ 
| Short _ Short ee oe __ 

. — eo! | tons. tons oe 
| | | | Total Average Total Average 

Concrete and road metal......-.-.| 92,814; 090 |$86, 331,273 | $0.93 |110, 192, 610 |$106,985,808} $0.97. 
Railroad ballast...............-.-.| 7,454, 300 | 5, 231,815 .70 | 10,771,300 | 7,536,451; © .70 

| Metallurgical. ___.............----] 22, 872,050 | 15, 754, 692 69 | 27, 436, 440 | 20,069,296} — .73 
| Alkali works__............-.-.----] . 4, 848, 490 | 2, 017, 804 .42 | 5,888, 260.]| 2,721,685] | .46. 

Riprap._.........-.-.------------] 5, 264,100 | 5,414,038 | «1.03 | 5. 152,640 | 5,226,623] —-:1. 01 
. Agricultural... _.........-...---..} 8,724,160 | 9,910, 373° 1:14 | 11, 909, 640 | 14,395,831} 1.21 

7 f Refractory (ganister, mica schist, ae ap Fe . 
. dolomite, soapstone)__...-.--.-_| 1, 740,420°| 2,329, 200 1.34] 2,254,120 | 3, 279, 104 1.45 

Asphalt filler................-..-.| 320, 220 759, 399 2. 37 443, 480 | 1, 050, 927 2.37 
Calcium carbide works.......---.| 482,950 | 389, 246 81 468, 600 343, 241 73 
Sugar factories.........-.....---..| 558,560 | 868,786| 1.56] 624,450} 936,874 1. 50 
-Glass factories. .-._....-.--_...--- - 300, 720 475,273 | =: 11. 58 385, 680 578, 226 1.50 

| Paper mills......_-.-.--2---.-.--.|*, 333, 800-} 575,814 | 1.73 | 361, 830 643, 124 1.78 
Other uses_.............-.-.-.---.] 5,912, 450 | 8,560,492 | 1.45 | 5, 271, 930 | 10, 174, 452 1.93 

- a | 151, 626, 310 1138, 627, 205 .91 |181, 160,980 |173, 941, 592 96 
Portland cement (including ‘‘ce- . 
ment rock’’)!.____.2..-_.-._--- |7234,041,000. (3). [-l2----.-| 42, 735, 000 |- (3) eee nenee- 

_ Natural cement (‘‘cement rock’’)! | . . 
- Lime ¢.._...._...._._.--.-.----.--| . 9, 774, 000 @) _-c-------| 12,159, 000 QB feel. 

Total stone. .._.--:...------|?195,441,000 |. @) | --.-.-.---|286.055,000]- Jue 

Asphaltic stone...............-...| 458,665 | 1,949, 166 4, 25 654, 692 | 2, 312, 227 (3.53 
Slate granules and flour. __._._...- 319, 000 | 2, 301, 901 7. 22 437,670 | 3, 105, 800 7.10 

1 Value reported as cement in chapter on Cement. . aa 
2 Revised figures. , 
3 No value available for stone used in manufacture of cement and lime.. ; 

‘ 4 Value reported as lime in chapter on Lime. a . 

| The following tables show the tonnage and value of stone used 
| for concrete aggregate, road construction, and railroad ballast for a 

| series of years and by States for 1941. ee ) 

Concrete and road metal and railroad ballast sold or used by producers in the United 
, | | | States, 1937-41 . a 

, | Concrete and road metal} Railroad ballast. | Total 
Year a a 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons} Value 

1987.2 .-.--.-.-.---| 80, 271, 900 |$76, 972, 465 | 8, 160,670 | $5, 852, 143 | 88, 432, 570 | $82, 824, 608 
1938__........_........-.--.---| 88, 787, 080 | 84,212,446 | 5,975,970 | 4,554,775 | 94,763,050 | 88, 767, 221 

| 1989........._............-.--.| 96, 894, 220 | 88,988,217 | 6,996,800 | 4,970,058 |103, 891,020 | 93, 958, 275 
1940__....._.........--.-.-..-.| 92, 814, 090 | 86, 331,273 | 7,454,300 | 5, 231,815 |100, 268, 390 | 91, 563, 088 
1941__.. 2 .____..---]110, 192, 610 |106, 985, 808 | 10,771,300 | 7, 536,451 |120, 963, 910 | 114, 522, 259
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_ Concrete and road metal and railroad ballast sold or used by producers in the United . 
| — States in 1941, by States | 

. Concrete and road metal Railroad ballast Total 

State ——_———_———_ oo es —_——— — | 

. Short tons Value Short tons Value |Shorttons| Value 

Alabama.-_._.....-------.-.--- 952, 860 } $1,274,813 | (4) (1) 2 952, 860 | 2 $1, 274, 813 
Arizona.____._...------------- 362, 790 284, 984 2 5, 000 2 $3,600 | 2367,790 |. 2 288, 584 coe 

a Arkansas. __.__-.--22-2-2--2.-] 7 562,700 2 506,388 | 327,700 2 25, 000 1, 612, 770 1. 555, 005 
California_........-.----------}] 6,947,430 ] 4,585, 155 3 297, 590 2109, 129 | 2 7, 245,020 | 2 4,694, 284 
Colorado_._.....-.--------=---- 439, 370 417, 969 (2) () ~ 2 439,370 | , 2417, 969 
Connecticut __......._-_.---_-|.? 1,898, 860 | ? 1,891, 085 118, 100 104, 639 | 2 2,016,960 | 2 1,995, 724 
Delaware ____...-_------------ 109, 510 146, 822 |.-._------._}------------] . | 109, 510 146, 822 
Florida._.......-..___...-.--.| 3,393, 260 | 3,214, 494 2 181, 470 2 133,303 | 2 3, 574,730 | 23,347, 797 
Georgia__..___....-..-...-_-.-| ? 1, 487, 030 | ? 1, 739, 926 (1) . (1) 1, 899, 780 }. 2,090, 103 
Hawaii-___.............__.._._] 2 1,322, 660 | 2 2, 146, 673 | ¢3) (1) 1, 330, 030 2,154,758 

. Jdaho__....-....--------.----- .683,410 | | 562,582 |._.-.-_---_-|------------ 683, 410 562, 582 . 
' WWinois__.........----.--.....-] 7,952, 250 | 6,947,128 | 495,670 363, 446 8, 447, 920 7, 310, 574 

_ Indiana._.........----.-__.-..] 23, 728, 840 | 2 3, 469, 486 242,220 | 164,903 | 23,971,060 | 23, 634,389 
. - Jowa_____----------..---_-.-.-| 4,447,080 | 4,423,396 |. 590, 230 397, 786 5, 037, 310 4, 821, 182 
; -Kansas____.._..-..-._...-----] 2 1,971, 640 | 2 2, 419, 461 391, 520 195, 008 | 2 2,363,160 | 22,614, 469 

Kentucky _....___-_...-.-_---] 2 4, 215, 470 | ? 3, 730, 075 459, 830 259, 005 | 2 4,675, 300 | 23, 989, 080 
Louisiana_._......--.---.-.--- (2). (4) weaee-------]------------ |G) (4) 

. Maine_._.___.....-.----.-..--| 2126, 880 2 169, 180 | QM  F- Q 2 126, 880 2 169, 180 
. Maryland. __...._-..--.-.--:-] 1,177,480 | 1,322, 178 129,010 |. 131,566 1, 306, 490 1, 453, 744 

Massachusetts__._...--..__.--| ? 1, 924, 850 | ? 2, 105, 829 249,260 | (225,772 | 22,174,110 | 2 2,331, 601 
-  Michigan___....._.-...._.._..| 1,628, 050 977, 800 141,930 |. 81, 643 1, 769, 980 1, 059, 443 - 

-Minnesota. ___-_.----------.-- 824,140 | 812,124 2 800 2528]. 2824, 940 2 812, 652 
Mississippi-_..._......-._..--- (1) Q) fille ieee i jee--2- eee. (2) Q) 
Missouri___._.....__....___---| 2 5, 016, 480 | ? 5, 398, 413 2173, 910. 2 129,075 | 2 5,190,390 | 25, 527, 488 
Montana. .-_....-.-.----.----- 287, 190 158, 695 (4) (1) 3 287, 190 3 153, 695 
Nebraska. __-...-.------------ 119, 720 161,378 |_..-.-.---._|------------ 119, 720 161, 378 

: Nevada___._....-_.---------.-- 76, 420 98, 354 |_..-.--_--._|------------ 76, 420 98, 354 
New Hampshire.............-{ 2? 140, 870 2 187, 954 |_..._-----__|------------ 2 140, 870 2 187, 954 

oo New Jersey___-...-..-..-----.| 2,717, 260 | 2.905, 610 187, 120 202,270 | 2,904, 380 3, 107, 880 
New Mexico__..--_...-.--.2-- 21, 190 38, 436 (1) (4) 2.21, 190 2 38, 436 

_ New York____..--...-.__-_-.-}| 7,067,270 | 7, 142, 945 769,900 | 543,567 7, 837, 170 7, 686, 512 
_ North Carolina._.............] 3,442,980 | 3,929,394 | 254,900 227,250 | 3,697,880 | . 4, 156, 644 

North Dakota._.-_...---._-_- 18, 520 19, 648 |.-_-_.._--__]--.--------- 18, 520 19, 648 
Ohio___.__.._.---..-._-_.-.-.-] 6,839,820 | 5,607,296 | 1,122,580 |. 786,711 | 7,962,400 | 6, 394,007 ; 

- Oklahoma.-._.....-.....----.-} 1,460,500 | 1,355,427] . (@) (1) 2 1, 460, 500 | 21, 355, 427 
oe Oregon ______.------------.-.-| 2 2, 487, 470 | 2.1, 929, 672 |.-_._...-___].-----------| ? 2,487,470 | 21, 929, 672 oO 

an Pennsylvania___..............| 9,589,120 | 9,610, 005 830, 920 859, 383 | 10, 420, 040 10, 469, 388 
Puerto Rico-_-..._.-.-------- 655,990 | . 947, 867. 2 9, 640 2 9, 746 2 665, 630 2 957, 613 : 

~ Rhode Island__......--...---- 172,720 | ~~ 207, 192 |.-.-___...__]------------ 172,720 | 207,192 
South Carolina. .._...-._-__..| 2.1, 534, 860 | 2 1, 796, 742 286, 790 267, 688 | 2 1,821,650 | 2 2, 064, 380 
South Dakota_-.......-.-.-..| 252, 170 326, 357 (1) Q) 2 252,170 | 2 326,357 - - 
Tennessee. __..........._.--..| 5,209, 760°| 5, 845, 890 429, 820 319, 755 | 5, 639, 580° 6, 165, 645 a, 
Texas_..._._.1_.--.-----_-.-.-.-| 1,828,060 | 1,303, 341 732, 060 258, 203 | 2, 555, 120 1, 561, 544 
Utah__._ 2 eee 152, 990 | 55, 805 |...-.-._.-..|------------ 152, 990 55, 805 
Vermont.._...-.-.-..-.-.---_. 58, 200 87, 484 {_._-..______]------------ 58, 200 87, 484 

: Virginia. ___.........-......._| . 5,771, 730 | 5,357, 207 748, 620 604,912 | 6, 520, 350 5, 962, 119 
Washington -__._..-....___.__.] 2 1, 294, 290 2 813, 288 80, 440 35, 973 | 2 1,374, 730 3 849, 261 
West Virginia__......-.-.....-] 2,284,960 | 4, 054, 055 341, 670 207,678 |. 2, 576, 630 4, 261, 733 
Wisconsin. _....-_....._..-._.] 3, 187,200 | 2, 294, 254 27, 760 26, 210 | 23, 194,960 | 22,300, 464 
Wyoming._...........-..-.---] 667,000 536, 079 Q) () 2 667, 000 3 536, 079 

‘Undistributed_.......--.----. 1, 736,310 | 1,674,472 | 1, 464, 840 - 882, 752 | 1, 758, 660 1, 175, 345 

110, 192, 610 |106, 985, 808 | 10,771,300 | 7, 536, 451 |120, 963, 910 | 114, 522, 259 

we 

| 1 Included under “Undistributed.”’ 
?To avoid disclosing confidential information certain totals are somewhat incomplete, the figures not 

included being combined under ‘“‘Undistributed.”
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| oe _ GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTS - 

. | Figure 3 shows the location of quarries in the United States pro- 
, ducing concrete aggregate and road stone. Limestone quarries 

| abound in the Appalachian Mountain area of the Eastern and South- — 
| eastern States. Granite quarries predominate in New England and 

are plentiful in other Eastern States. Trap rock is important in New | 
Jersey, New York, and parts of New England. | | 

, _ In the Middle Western States limestone quarries predominate, but | 
_ those in other kinds of rock are scattered widely, notably in the granites 

of thé Northern States. Throughout the Rocky Mountain area 
quarries are relatively few; on the Pacific coast most are in rocks other 

| _ than limestone. | ce ee 
| __. Quarries are most numerous in the thickly populated areas of the 

| _ Eastern, Middle Western, and Pacific Coast States because large 
| _ demands for highways and buildings have fostered the development 

| of many producing units. Our stone resources are enormous and 
a widely distributed. Their development depends primarily on local 

market demands. Stone is available within reasonable reach of 
SO virtually every important market area. res 

| _Commercial and noncommercial operations.—The following table 
| shows the production of crushed stone for concrete and road metal 

and railroad ballast during recent years by Government agencies of 
various kinds contrasted with that by commercial enterprises. Pro- 

| duction by commercial companies increased 37 percent in 1941 com- 
pared with 1940, whereas production by Government agencies 
declined 7 percent. Seventy-one percent of the total production was 
made by commercial companies. _ Be : 

| Concrete and road metal and railroad ballast sold or used by commercial and non- 
— commercial operators in the United States, 1937—41 SO 

_ {Figures for “noncommercial operations” represent tonnages reported by States, counties, municipalities, 
and other Government agencies, produced either by themselves or by contractors expressly for their 

' consumption, often with publicly owned equipment; they do not include purchases from commercial 
producers. Figures for ‘commercial operations’’ represent tonnages reported by all other producers] 

_- Commercial operations | Noncommercial operations | : Total 

, ‘Percent : Percent | Percent 
Year Aver- jofchange| Per- Aver- jofchange| Per- of change 

age jin quan-icent of age jin quan-icent of in quan- 
. Short tons | value | __ tity total | Short tons | value | tity total | Short tons; tity 

per from | quan- per from | quan- from. 
ton | preced- | tity ton | preced-| tity preced- 

ing year ing year ing year 

1937__.._| 62, 315, 350 | $0. 88 +8.4 | 70.5 | 26,117, 220 $1.06 —12.3 | 29.5 | 88, 432, 570 +1.3 
1938_._..| 60, 254, 176 . 88 —3.3 | 63.6 | 34, 508,880 | 1.04] +32.1 | 36.4 | 94, 763,050 +7.2 , 
1939_____] 59, 516, 270 . 86 —-1.2 |} 57.3 | 44,374, 750 .97 | +28.6 | 42.7 |103, 891, 020 +9.6 
1940. _.._} 63, 203, 240 . 87 +6.2 | 63.0 | 37,065,150 | 1.02} ~16.5 | 37.0 1100, 268, 390 23.5 
e 86, 360, 120 .9l +36.6 | 71.4 | 34, 603, 790 1. 04 —6.6 | 28.6 120, 963, 910 —20.6 

nn ey 

Methods of transportation.—The following table shows the quantities 
of concrete and road metal conveyed during 1940 and 1941 by each 

| of the principal methods of transportation.
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Concrete and road metal sold or used by commercial producers in the United States, 

1940-41, by methods of transportation: — — . 

| | 1940 1941 

, Method of transportation po P . a P . 
se . ercen ercen 

. Short tons | o¢ total Short tons | of total 

; . . __. | 

: Truck......-------------------- eee eee ee | 36, 069, 110 64.7 | 49, 107, 430 65.0 
Rail Teese ----| 10, 911, 260 19.5 | 18,047, 780 23.9 

- - Waterway __._...------------------------------------------ 6, 072, 270 11.0 | 4,690, 770 6.2 

- Unspecified ......-......-------2--e--n--e--ee--e----------] 2, 696, 300 4.8 | 3,742,840 4.9 

| : 55, 748,940 | 100.0 | 75,588,820} 100.0 
—_——— $$$ 

rr" rnvnhvlc— TT 

1 For practical purposes the entire output of noncommercial operations commonly is moved by truck. 

Including noncommercial production, crushed stone for concrete and road metal moved as follows—1940: 

| Truck 79 percent, rail 12 percent, waterway 6 percent, and unspecified 3 percent; 1941: Truck 76 percent, 

rail 16 percent, waterway 4 percent, and unspecified 4 percent. — 

| _ GRANITE | 

| -_ Sales of crushed and broken granite increased 32 percent in quantity 

| and 23 percent in value in 1941 compared with 1940. Sales of riprap- 

were 2% times those in 1940. Such sales commonly fluctuate greatly, 

| as they depend chiefly on special reclamation or other projects. 

Noncommercial production, which is a substantial part of the total, 

is reported by city, county, and State governments, highway com- _ 

missions, or other Government agencies. Because the number of 

individual operations supplying noncommercial crushed stone cannot 

be determined with any degree of accuracy from the reports submitted, 

the columns indicating the number of active plants (which have ap- 

peared in the granite and other tables covering the crushed-stone 

| : industry for many years before 1939) have been omitted in the 

2 reports covering 1939, 1940, and 1941. _



Granite (crushed and. broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, by States and uses 

Crushed stone : 

’Riprap a re | Other uses ! : Total 

State Concrete and road metal Railroad ballast | 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons | Value | Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Arizona..-....-. 22-2222 2-2 -eeeneneeeee eeeneee|eeeee ee]eeeeeeeee (27) (2) wnnneeen---[ne-e ene eee- (2) (2) - 98, 020 $41, 032 
California............-----__.------ 2 eee ene 951, 330 | $1, 131,953 | 1,088, 220 $795, 357 96,130 |. $57,179 51, 930 $16, 906 2, 187, 610 2, 001, 395 
Colorado..._..---..-.---2---2-2 eee eee eee (2) (2) (2) (2) ween nee nn ene eee een eee ee nee ne fennel 148, 550 94,761 | 
Connecticut..._.........-..-.-.-.---------------- (2) (2) wenn nnn nnn | eee ee nnn e fee ee nee eee pee eee eee ee (2) | (2) (2) (8) 
Delaware.._........-.-.---2----- eee eee eee eee 340 390 109, 510 146, 822 |_...2--- 22 ete | een [eee een eee - 109, 850 147, 212 
Georgia..........._.-.---_-- 2-2 eee eee (2) (2) 1, 337, 620 | 1, 616, 975 (2) * (8) 205, 880 291, 905 1, 987, 480 2, 291, 146 
Idaho.....-...--------.---22 2-22 eee ee eee eee fee eee eee feee eee neeeee| | (2) wee ee ewe e [neon eee e eee (2) (2) (2) (2) 
Maine.._........--- eee eee eee 2, 600 3, 484 48, 830 72, 354 |...-.-se22--[-2 eee 5, 720 6, 011 57, 150 81, 849 | 
Maryland.-..__-....---2-2---2- 2 ee-eee ee (2) (2) | 82, 780 112, 819 “(%) (2) ween nnn nnn f eee een e wens 129, 910 176, 890 
Massachusetts_...............-.-.-----_---------- 7, 650 12, 814 406, 200 517,505 | 22, 570. 35, 000 29, 090 15, 536 465, 510 580, 855 
Minnesota..........-..--. 22-2 enn ene ene eee ene e 5, 000 ' 4, 830 25, 640 - 46,319 | © 800 528 680 4, 450 32, 120 56, 127 
Missouri. ....-.-2.20222- 00-2 eee eee eee 660 759 |-.---------- |---| | eee eee ee eee 660 ‘759 wR 
Montana......-_22- 22 eee eee ee | eee ee eee | ne eee ene ee (2) (2) (2) ~—() ewan new n ne ee|-e ee eee eee "112, 290 . 44, 320 ry | 
New Hampshire_......_..-..........------.------ (2) (2) 134, 810 178, 251 |.-.---------]ss24 22 lee (2) (2) 148, 730 193, 998 } 
New Jersey.........--- 222 - een [n ene ee eee [eee eee eee 68, 290 80, 319 2,310 | 2, 128 4,040 7, 500 | 74, 640 89, 947 | 7 - 
New York..._.._._._.___..-_._.-----2.-.-.-------- 60, 000 .56, 427 313, 840 297, 433 17,090 | = 18, 674 3, 750 750 394, 680 368, 284 yj 
North Carolina...__...._.__-__..._-.......--..-.-- (2) : (2) - 2,875, 480 | 3, 304, 286 254, 900 227, 250 (2). (2) 3, 206, 460 3, 663, 459 
North Dakota..........-.....--..---------------- (2) (2) (2) (2) ween enn n| owen ee enn nee n eee eens |e eee eee (3) (2) 
Oklahoma..........---.2------- eee eee eee nee (2) (?) (#) | ~ (2) wae nnn en cnn - [eee e ee een ae |e eee ee [eee eee eee ee (2) . ©) 
Pennsylvania._........-.-...--------- 1-2 - |---| nee 365, 180 430,123 |_..-.--2----[.-- oe 13, 590 13, 141 378, 770 443, 264 , 
Puerto Rico...... 22 ele eee ene |e eee eee (2)  (@) 0 4 ef ee eee] |e (2) ° (2) 
Rhode Island...._.....-....-...-.---------------- (2) (2) (2) (2) oon eee e ene] eee - ene [e eee eee [eee eee eee (2) ; (8) a 
South Carolina. ..........._...--.-_..--..--.----- 10, 250 12,750 | 1,347,530 | 1, 557, 620 286, 790 267, 638 27,170 10, 867 1, 671, 740 1,848,875 
South Dakota...._.....__.-.._..------------------ (?) (2) (2) | - @) wane ne enn een lene nee e ene (2) (2) 104, 450 165, 327 
Tennessee. ._.__...._.-._._-------- eee e eee |e eee eee eee (2) (2) |.------ nee] eee eee eee] fee ee (2) (2). 
Texas._....-.---.-..- 2 eee eee eee eee eee 69, 810 63, 790 |..-_._..----|------------|o----- eae [eee eee 69, 810. 63, 790 , 
Vermont...._.....2--222 2 eee ee nee nee |e eee ee eee ee (2) (2). Joe ene ee] eee ee] eee] eee eee] (2) (2) 
Virginia.-...-.22-2 2.2 eee eee eeeee| (8) \ (2) 914, 500 913, 217 Q@ . (a) (2) ) 1, 160,780 | - 1,145, 653 
Washington. _...2..-.2-222- eee eee (2) (?) (2) (?) [oon eee ee ne [eee ele eee (2) ‘ (2) 354, 390 231, 036 
Wisconsin.............--_-----_.--.--------------- (2) (?) 154, 910 | 79, 605 |_-..--------|------------|  @ (2) 157, 140 ' 84, 124 
Wyoming... .......--.--2--2--2 22-2 -e eee eee [eee eee fee eee ee (2) (7) wnnewee-cee [e-----------|---- 2-2-2 ~-- | eee eee (2) (2) | 
Undistributed____...._..__2..2-2 2222. 351, 700 296,610 | 1,042,910 747, 459 601, 570 538, 498. 117, 030 147, 781 470, 890 . °§22, 910 

1, 459, 340 1, 583, 807 | 10, 316, 250 | 10, 896, 464 1, 282,160 | 1, 141, 895 458, 880 514, 847 13, 516, 630 14, 187, 013 
Average unit value......_-......----...--....-...|.---...----- $1.09 |_-.-.22 22. $1.06 |...----.---- $0. 89 |... 2... $1.12 |... 2 Lee. $1. 05 

1 Includes stone used for artificial stone, asphalt filler, chips, fill material, poultry grit, road base, spalls, stone sand, and terrazzo. bh 7 
4 Included under “‘Undistributed.’”’ - phe
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| | BASALT AND RELATED ROCKS (TRAP ROCK) | 

Basalt, gabbro, diorite, and other dark igneous rocks (known com- 

mercially as trap rock) are used widely for highway construction — 

| and concrete aggregate. Sales of crushed and broken trap rock 

| increased 14 percent in quantity and 23 percent in total value in 

1941 compared with 1940, and the average value per ton increased — 

oo from 97 cents to $1.04. =~ a ; 

Sales of material classed as riprap, which suffered a marked decline 

in 1940, continued to move downward in 1941; projects using riprap 

probably are regarded as less essential than many others during the 

| present war emergency. Stone used as concrete aggregate. and for 

oad construction increased 14 percent in quantity and 19 percent 

invalue. Sales of trap rock for railroad ballast and for miscellaneous 

: | ‘uses increased more than 60 percent. SC | | 

| Basalt and related rocks (trap rock) (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by pro- 
. - ducers in the United States in 1941, by States and uses - | 

- | Crushed stone | : 7 
: - $$ Other oo, | . 

5 Ri oe : ‘Total. 

| , a PraP | Conereteandroad| Railroad uses? | 
° . State | |... metal | - ballast od 

a ee Short Value Short Value Short Value Short Value | Short | Value 

Arisona......---|.-.-.--}e-------| | @ [evzewe--feeeeceeefeeegeefeeceee}  @® (1) 
California _._....| 99, 950}$182, 245} 96%, 810) $843, 534 (2) (2) (4) (2) | 1, 122, 650/$1, 057, 012 
Colorado......--| @ | @® (2) Qo pp @® (33 
Connecticut .....|137,790| 104, 353|1, 898, 86011, 891, 085| 118, 100|$104, 630|------_|--7----] 2, 154, 750] 2, 100,077 | 

| Hawaii.-.| (2) | (@  |1,322\660|2 146,673) (@) | @) |---2-2-|-22----] 1,330, 170] 2, 149, 635 
| Idaho.........-.| @ | ® (2) (3) |. 2.---[.--2cse-|------|-------| 698, 700] 582, 089 

Maine... ._....-j}-.-----]-------- 77,220| 95, 167|.-..---_}.-------|-------|-------] | _77, 220 95, 167 

Maryland....-..|  (?) 2) | (2) (2), (2) |_.....-].-.-...| 537, 560| — 650, 004 
Massachusetts..| 21,440| 22, 89011, 361, 81011, 400, 724| 226, 690| 190, 772| 35, 800|$71, 592) 1, 645, 740| 1, 685, 978 
Michigan...__|......|-.---.-.| 130,890] "145, 631|........|.-...---|------.|---1---| 130,890)" 145, 631 
Minnesota..----|_ @) | @) ge | @ QP @ fl @® ~@ 
Moidtana..._.-..| (2) (2) |..-._..--]---------|+-------|---- ~~~ |-------]------- (2) (3) 
New Hampshire|...-...|----.--- (?) (3) wo--ee--|e-------|-------]------- (?) (?) 
New Jersey.....| @) | @ _ |2, 426, 470|2, 620, 367| 184, 810] 200, 142/ @) | (2 | 2, 708,020) 2, 936, 212 
New York......|.--.-.-|..------]" @ (3) @ | @®~ ..-.---|...-..-] 687,510] |" 806, 955 
North Carolina_|_____.|_.......| 258,020 280, 536|........|_..-..-.|{DDIITI|TDITT7] 255,020} 280, 536 
Oregon....._..._| 13, 220| 3, 201|2, 362, 780|1, 858, 082|.__..__|__..-__|-_--_-|-..-.__| 2,376, 000| 1, 861, 283 
Pennsylvanis._.| 1,630| 1, 901|1, 067, 790|1, 013, 609| 250, 420| 269, 046] 2, 500/ 1, 250| 1, 322, 340] 1, 285, 806 
Puerto Rico_..._|.-..-.-|------- 600 602; 9,640; 9, 746/-..----j------- 10, 240 10, 348 
Rhode Island___| 1,190} 1,190} 82,360) 113, 306)_....-.-|---..---|-------|------- 83,550} 114, 496 

| Teras.........|-...---|--------|  @) (?) 6) @) fT @® (2) 
| Utah... | @ | @ deze ne] cezenne|---2n---[---ene--fe- eee |---|) (2) 

: Virginia...__.__.|___._..|-.......| 723, 160 870,371 @ | @® | @ | @) | _ 732,500] 577.812 
Weshington...._ _|206, 640| 256, 627/1, 247, 600| 789, 960| 80, 440| 35, 973|....--.|_..__.-| 1, 634, 680] 1, 082, 569 
Wisconsin..-----|--.----|--------| @) (3) @ ® |e + oO] ® (?) 
Wyoming.-__....|-..-..-|--------|. @ (3) |. 2 l..}-.------|-------|------. (2) (3) 
Undistributed_-. 137, 710 124, 725)1, 970, 0002: 142, 799| 320, 110} 260, 523/164, 480/861, 850) 519, 110} 1, 202, 520 

619, 570| 697, 132]15,914,000 15,921,455) 1,190,210) 1,070,841 | 202, 780,934, 692,17, 926, 650) 18, 624, 120 
Average unit 

value.....-.---|-------| $1.13 — $1.00] .......- 0.0... $6 an $1.04 

ere ee eet eh CE A EEC Le 

‘Includes stone sold for fill material, roofing granules, and unspecified uses. 
2Included under “Undistributed.”
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| MARBLE | 
| Marble producers accumulate large quantities of waste material, 

consisting either of defective blocks or of cuttings and spalls that 
result from marble dressing, and they are constantly seeking profitable | 
outlets for this waste. As the following table indicates, the price per 

_ ton realized varies greatly, because some States produce relatively 
high priced commodities, such as terrazzo, stucco, and marble flour, 

_ that may be worth several dollars a ton, whereas other States find 
outlets only in the form of riprap, road stone, and concrete aggregate 
that may. command prices of only $1 orlessaton. | , | 

Marble (crushed and broken stone) sold by producers in the United States.in 1941, a oo - i . by States! - . a 

: State ' i State " == - 

Alabama... 2); @ | @ - Tennessee... - 5 15, 370 $33, 593 | Arkansas. _.._..:-....._. 2; @ (7) . || Texas__._.-22222. 22222. 2; © (?) -California.........--2 22]. 3 | 1,950 | $20, 930 Utah. _.22 222 “1; 5,460! 3,30 Georgia.__...___......__- 1 | 30,000 | 30,432 || Virginia__.............. | - 2 (?) (7) . Maryland... ____.._...__- 1 | 2,670 | 22,981 || Washington.......___.__ 4 @) - (2) Massachusetts. _..._.___. 1 | 3,580 4,604 || Undistributed...__._.._.|..-.....] 45,920 | 260; 500 Minnesota... ._....._...- lt @. (2) |_| _ 
‘Missouri.._.....22-2--._- 1} 2,210} 11,819 ! ' 28 |107, 160 | 415, 489 New Jersey._._.....__.- | (?) (?) Average unit value__....|........]-.......| $3.88 New York..-...--..---..] - 1] @ | @) | co 

1 Includes stone used for artificial stone, crushed stone. flux, mineral food, poultry grit, riprap, shingles, stucco, terrazzo, tile, whiting (excluding marble whiting made by companies that purchase their marble). * Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.” . - a 

- ss EIMESTONE oe oo 
Limestone is used more widely for crushed and broken stone than - - any other rock, because it can be quarried and crushed at moderate , 

| cost, is available to a multitude of markets, and is essential to many 
chemical and manufacturing industries. In 1941 limestone con- | 

‘stituted 73 percent of all crushed and broken stone sold (excluding 
that used for making cement and lime). Sales in 1941 were 19 per- | 
cent higher in quantity and 25 percent higher in value than in 1940. 

The’ following tables show production y States and uses in 1941 
and sales for miscellaneous industrial uses in 1940 and 1941.



Limestone (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941 , by States and uses iS 
Ne 

Crushed stone ° S 

Riprap Fluxing stone o ’ d road - Agriculture Other Total 
oncrete and road . State metal Railroad ballast | | 

Short Short Short Short , Short , Short Short tons Value tons Value tons | - Value tons Value tons Value tons Value tons _ Value 

Alabama_.....---..-.-...----_--- (4) (4) 1, 530, 510/$1, 321, 389} 758,920} $987, 682 (*) —Q 173, 470} $159, 340 69, 520} $471,966} 2, 549, 040) $2, 948, 679 Arizona._...---...----..-.-----~-|..0...---|. 20 eee (') (') (4) (4) wenn ---- [oe --~- =| o ee fee fone ee. eee ee ee ee 187, 880 146, 771 ArkKansas__...-.-.-.----.--_- oe 100 $82; 1, 750 2,250) 273,210} 254,181) 27,700; $25,000 22, 690 29, 071 40, 220 80, 788 365, 670 391, 372 California__.......--.....2--- 2. (4) (1) . 39, 780 69, 029| 167,470} 135,970|_......_-|_-.___... )) (‘) 258, 680} 678, 259 646, 440] 1, 133, 905 So, Colorado......-.-----------------|--2- eee e- [eee () (@) [ewe eel fee eee ff ee f () 468, 760 324, 499 Connecticut......--..--.--------]---------|.-.------ (4) (4) (4) (?) wnannee--[-ee----e- (‘) -(t) (1) (1) 76,050} 239,701 = by Florida_....----.----- eee 11, 570 9, 853}. ..-_-...-]----------| 3, 349, 940} 3, 112, 224 181, 470} 133, 303 65, 570; 163,188; 455,290) 378,069] 4, 063, 840 3, 796, 637 > Georgia._.....-.-....-...--------|_-.----__|_0 ee (1) (4) 149,410; = 122, 951}_....-..--]--...-.--| 80, 140; 125, 640 (’) (4) 307, 280 470, 536 p= Hawoaii_...--.-.-.-.------..----.|_..------|_._-__.--|-.--.----|---- eee Q) () fits ee eee} eee eee eee ff eee ¢) () | ®R Idaho._-.--.--.--.----.----.-.---|---------|.-- |) () | nef eee -[lo fee eee |-e esses ee [oeeeeeee| ~() 14,170] 25, 227 Tilinois._......-.--.--------------| 149,360] 156, 769 563,990) 532,874) 7, 846, 250) 6,879,794) 495,670} 363, 446} 2, 492, 870 2, 311, 290), 195,090} 369, 568] 11, 743, 230] 10, 613, 741 . md Indiana._...-----...----.----2--- 43,330) 26,165 54, 520 31, 893) 3, 728, 840) 3, 469, 486] 242,220} 164,903} 771,860] 812, 997} 190,810; 166,098] 5,031, 580 _ 4, 671, 542 © ba Towa.__...----------------------- 79,060; 75, 847 6, 190 5, 404] 4, 447, 080} 4, 423, 396; 590, 230] 307,786] 623,970] 591, 603 -. 38,900} 157,707} 5, 785, 480} 5, 651, 833 | pe Kansas_....-.-.--.---.--------.- 65, 820) 73, 434/...-.-....|--.-------]. 1, 966, 750| 2, 417, 506 391, 520} 195,008 55, 370; 58, 393). 65, 980 91,378) 2, 545,440] 2, 835, 719 td Kentucky_.....--.--.----------- 40,020; 40, 223)-....-....|---------.] 4, 215, 470) 3, 730, 075 459, 830; 259, 005) 1,047, 700} 1, 103,253; - 10,060 38, 185; 5, 773,080| 5, 170, 741 - oS Louisiana...-...------.-------.--]--.-_----|_-.-_----|-.--------]--.--eee (4) © (Q) ween ene n fone enn f nee eee fee eee 63) (*) (1) 3) eS Maine......-.-.-----------------] 66.970} 97, 284)..--.-----]--- ed 830 1, 659)... 22 --}.22- ee 41,090] 424, 246 41,070 70, 204 149, 960 293, 343 be Maryland......-.---.-.---..---..|--.22---. [0.0 |e fe 638,990} 640, 659 (1) () 22,340) (71, 411 (1) (4) 799, 980} 1,046,485 J ' Massachusetts. .-.-.-.--------.- 980 983 18, 540 27, 926|_-....-.---]-.--_--.--]..--.----|----.---e 188,870} 546, 853 44,790} 205,019 253,180} 780, 781 Michigan. _......--..2---- 2-2... 11, 400 4, 833) 8, 868, 030) 4, 747, 327) 1, 462,410} 807,445] 141,980) 81, 643 211,070} 141, 223] 4, 287, 500) 2, 299, 500} 14, 982, 340} 8, 081, 971 - Minnesota..-.....------------+-- 12,590; 11,125 380 1,000| © 772,730; 725, 590/.....-..-]......... 43,469| 47,296) 20, 270 56, 258 849, 430 841, 269 © Mississippi. ......--------------- wwe anne ne [eee en nnn nee n ee oe fee ne neon [eee eee [eee eunee-cl...--- |e ele 500 750|..........|-0.--2.2.. 500 750 Missouri__.-.....-2..-..2-2---2-- 102, 590} 103, 059} 14, 760 21,911) 5, 016, 480} 5, 398, 413} 173,910) 129,075; 649,010) . 619, 132 172, 450| 300,299} 6, 129,200} 6, 570, 98) Montana. ......------.--..2--.--}.-.------]_o-- ee 100, 980 69, 138 86, 160 49, 017)....-.---|----2----]..---- |e ee 52,670| 77,345 239, 810 195, 500 Nebraska........-...-.-----2.... 152, 610] 186, 602 fpecennwee|----------| - 119,720) 161, 378)... -} ee (4) Q) - 1) f 328, 690 660, 573 Nevada...-.-.-.-------. 2-2-2222] eo dee (1) 2 . (1) (1) wow cena neon en nen efew neem ee nefewnennenenl (1) 1) —  () “() | New Jersey........---.4.---.-.2-].-.------].-. ee (1) 1) 47, 530 68, 197)....2 2] (1) ¢9) 1) () 236, 800 571, 959 New Mexico..........-.--.---..-. () (yo feel feel (1) Q) (1) Qt) feel eee fee |e. eee |--e-------| 27, 740 110, 989 New York.......---.-.------.2-- 206, 920; 214,107; 103,170 89, 881} 5, 896, 700] 5,912,923) 632,810] 429, 393; 386,950) 989, 762) 1, 737, 450) 1, 347, 455) 8, 964, 000 8, 983, 521 North Carolina_.........-.-... -Ji-22-2-.- woe enn fewen nee -- [ee nee eee 172, 180 192, 944)... 2.22 [2-2 l. 28, 830 23, 173|_..--- 2-22 |---- ee 201, 010 216, 117 Ohio. ...-.---.----.- 2-2-2 n eee oe a 8, 898, 280} 2, 695, 638| 6, 827,040} 5, 596, 891 1, 122, 580; 786, 711| 1, 229, 570) 1, 313,096] 470,230] 682, 929 13, 610, 660) 11, 131, 589 Oklahoma...........-.-.--...---| (" (i weeneana--|-= -------| 1,373, 730) 1, 277,378) = (1) (1) gi (5, 268 ay’ 620 ay’ 569; 1, 738, 200 1, ofl a0 
Oregon........-..-.-......---..-- Teme lee eR be ewe ewe mel ee mm ew ees few em wen eee fete wn wmen low an emcn -ewarmceen . i 9 9 . Pennsylvania_...._.............. 6, 400 7,000] 9, 409, 360} 8, 185, 938] 5, 782, 340] 5, 664, 753] 364,450) 379, 370 630, 670} 1, 550, 649) 1, 098, 710}. 1, 930, 889) 17, 291, 930] 17, 718, 599 Puerto Rioo......--..------------|---------[eeeeenno-[-a-eeen-ne[eoeene----| 442,370[ 646,708} (15 (Qf a) (1) 446, 460| | 651,423. | | Rhode Island....-......-.-...--24...2-----t.-0 oe (’) (4) (1) (1) weencnnnnlennnnneeel (1) (1) ween nen ene law ene n ene Q) . (1) oe



, South Carolina_....-...--------- ) enwececennleennewen== 487, 330 239, 122 monn eene| wnw nance . () ¢) weewewwwcc|eceecw cnn!) 369, 060 498, 165 

South Dakota.....--------------| (1 al) |oweesn-n--[-o--2-----| 81,320) 79,155] (1) (1) |. | 2. ---.-|0o see es|ceeeeeeee| 99,2001 = 88773 
Tennessee......-..---------------| 569, 530! 358,873} 386, 340/36, 338) '5, 140, 430/ 5, 766,066} 429,820) 319, 755) 1, 175, 620] 1,136,139] 422,000) 484, 565| 7,773, 740| 8, 001, 736 
TOXAS..-..-.-.-------------------| 136,040] 106,807} = 1) 1) | 1,570, 870] 1, 158, 180} 617,310} 183,553} (1) (1) 189, 420] 261,776| 2,569,820] 1, 742, 962. . 
Utah «coven 8 oe] 20 888) (Kf ep a (1) 387,710| ” 280, 538 
Vermont.....--------------------|----2- 220 |---- 52-00 fone nono 2o [ene cone (i (1) ~--------|--------- 0) ) (1) (1) (1) (1) 

Virginia. ......------------------- 2,810| 3,190] 663,120] 665, 542/ 3, 921, 860| 3, 681,210] 470, 250) 358, 450) 1,009, 830| 1,009,271] 855,750] 844, 531] 6, 923,620] 6, 562, 194 

Washington. _..------------*----- neennrncs[annnensoa} (I) () |----------|----~+----]----+----|----.----} (1) 154,440| 317,833] 171,970] 357, 821 
West Virginia... ....------------ 610 500} 1, 448, 970; 1,093, 938) 1, 554, 370) 2, 638, 431} 341,670; 207,678; 99,670) 177,703] 329,660] 328,301] 3,774,950| 4, 446, 551 

Wisconsin... ...------------------ 8, 230 9, 097 47, 560 42, 329) 2,762, 790) 2, 009, 223 7, 760 6,210) 537,280) 591, 100 30,110} 55,971] 3,393, 730] 2, 713, 930 
Wyoming.....----------------6--| @) (*) (1) (1) () 0) QQ) |  @). feele eee fee eee (1)  Q@) 213,320| 358, 374 : 
Undistributed_..-----.------.4- 447, 570} 616,478) 441,210; 297,426] 671,220) 596,872; 402,650) 287,047] 311,380] 682, 899) 1,058, 140/ 2,054,270] 688, 940 756, 499 

2, 177, 470) 2, 058, 585/27, 432, 520|20, 064, 159/71, 482, 740/68, 840, 479)7, 093, 780/4, 657, 336/11, 909, 640}14, 395, 831/12, 308, 830/13, 788, 732/132, 349, 980/123, 805, 122 
Average unit value_.......------- a $0. 95).....-.--- $0. 73)-----.-.-- $0. 96|.-.-.-.-- $0. 66].......-.- $1.21|-..-------| ° $4.19]--.----1| 0. 94 | 

-— enna eee nnn enn ene een ener een eee ee A LLL LL LCT aL ICCA TC CTE IPS ED . 

1 Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.”” . - 
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| Limestone (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States | 
a for miscellaneous uses, 1940-41 a 

: 4940 ee oe 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Alkali works_........---.------------.----..--.| 4,848,490 | $2,017,804 | 5, 988, 260 | $2, 721, 635 
Calcium carbide works.........--....--------_- 482, 950 389,246 | . 468,600. - 343, 241 
Coal-mine dusting. ---.....--------.---------.-- 99, 300  +-281,320 1. 136, 180 _ 388, 962 
Filler (not whiting substitute): [a : o 

Asphalt__..... 22222222 eee ~ 320, 220 759, 399 443, 480 1,050,927 | 
. Fertilizer__.........--------- ee 233, 990 -402, 191 301, 650 548, 104 

Other. ...-------.----------------------- 93, 670 | 413, 314 68,980 295, 713 
Filter beds__._-.....-_..-_-.------------------- 61, 290 37, 972 32,950} ‘41, 787 

: Glass factories._.........----------------------- 300, 720 475, 273 385,680 | 578, 226 
. Limestone sand_.....-.-.---------------------- 407, 310 311, 722 877, 730 812, 517 

Limestone whiting !_._......-.---_-2- 2-2. eee 207, 910 1, 242, 448 417, 750 2, 421, 609 
Magnesia works (dolomite) .-........-..-.----- 80, 210 105, 028 105, 670 136, 180 
Mineral food ._..........------------- eee 93, 160 350, 964 115, 400 546, 784 
Mineral (rock) wool_........--.---------------- 123, 700 86, 488 115, 760 | 93, 167 
Paper mills__...........------------------------ 333, 800 575, 814 361, 830 643, 124 
Poultry grit...........---.--2.--- eee 38,910 149, 050 ; 62, 070 | - 361, 809 
Refractory (dead-burned dolomite) ........__.-. 857, 950 632, 582 | 980, 190 729, 792 
Road base__.................-------------------] 1, 129, 690 843,531 | 875, 130 441, 355 

_ , Stucco, terrazzo, and artificial stone...........- 27, 320 167, 368 25, 840 . 166,021 
: Sugar factories. _..._.....-.-._-------- eee] 558, 560 868, 786 - 624,450 | 936,874 

Other uses #7... 2-2 eee 364, 690 406, 506 | 156, 250 287, 933 
Use unspecified . . ......-.-.--------------------| 68, 150 112, 667 | - 150, 980 | 252, 972 

oe | | | 10, 731,990 | 10,620, 560 | 12,303,830 | 13, 788,732 

| ‘1 Includes stone for filler for calcimine, caulking compounds, cosmetics, explosives, imitation. leather, 
linoleum, paint, paper, parting compounds, phonograph records, plastics, pottery, putty, regrinding, 
roofing, rubber, sealing wax, tile, tooth powder, wire, and unspecified uses. - 

2 Includes stone for acid neutralization, carbon dioxide, chemicals (unspecified), concrete blocks and pipes, 
dye, foundry facings, motion-picture snow, oil wells, rayon, rice milling, spalls, and spray. 

| Sales of dolomite (calcium-magnesium carbonate) and its primary 
product of calcination—dolomitic lime—for certain special uses are 

| _ covered in the following table: - os 

- Dolomite and dolomitic lime sold or used by producers in the United States for specified 
| purposes, 1940-41 | : 

1940 1941 

Dolomite for— | - 
Basic magnesium carbonate: 

Short tons._....._.....---..-----.--_--.---- eee eee ee eee 80, 210 105, 670 
Value._..-..--- eee ee $105, 028 $136, 180 

Dead-burned dolomite or refractory stone: 
Short tons........----2--2- 22 eee eee eee eee] 857, 950 980, 190 
Value_____.- 2 eee eee eee ee $632, 582 $729, 792 

Dolomitic lime for— . . 
Refractory (dead-burned dolomite): 

Short tons_.......--- 2-2-2 ee ee eee eee 867, 909 1, 069, 887 . 
Value. ....-.---- 2-2 eee eee eee eee ee--e----| $6, 925, 328 $9, 111, 172 

Paper mills: 
Short tons._....._.-..-22 2-2 eee eee eee 59, 000 78, 000 
Value. ....-- 2-2 ee eee ep eee $390, 000 $551, 000 

Total (calculated as raw stone) ._........_....-_.__..--short tons_- fip{92, 000 3, 382, 000 

| Limestone is quarried not only for use raw but also for manufacture 
into cement and lime. The large and important industries manufac- 
turing these products are covered in separate chapters. It is of inter- 
est, however, to show in one table, as follows, the total tonnage of 
limestone consumed for all purposes.
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: | Limestone sold or used for all purposes in the United States, 1989-41, in short tons 

Use | 1999 1940 0 1941 | 

i Limestone (as given in this report) (approximate) ._... _- 100, 846, 000 112, 658, 000 133, 164, 000 . 

Natural coment ("coment Sock?) tons ca2v77777|} 30,468,000 | 434,041,000 | 42, 735, 000 | 
- OS 8, 500,000 | 9, 74,000 12, 159, 000 | | 

_ | ~ * 189,818,000 | 2 156, 473, 000 188, 058, 000 

1 Reported in terms of cement in chapter on Cement. oe | 
: # Revised figures. / . } | . _ 
2 8 Reported in terms of lime in chapter on Lime. | - 

. — SANDSTONE — | — | 

< The crushed-sandstone industry made substantial gains in 1938 
: and 1939, receded in 1940, and advanced in 1941, when sales were 17 | 
a percent higher in quantity and 32 percent higher in value than in 1940. 
' Unusual activity in steel plants was indicated by a 45-percent increase 
a - in sales of refractory. stone (ganister). Sales of riprap were more | 

Mp e e . 

r than twice those in 1940, and the output of aggregates, road stone, and | 
% railroad ballast made large gains. Sales of sandstone applied to var- 
* _ ious miscellaneous uses dropped to about one-third their 1940 volume. 
bE | The average value per ton of refractory stone increased from $1.80 | 
i - to $1.89; of riprap from 84 to 99 cents; and of aggregates from $1.07 . 
™; to $1.19. Railroad ballast, however, declined from 90 to 85 cents a | 
i ton. The average sales value at the mill or quarry for all crushed - 
; | sandstone was $1.26 a ton in 1941, whereas it was $1.12 in 1940. | 

¥ | . |



Sandstone (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, by States and uses . 6 

| Crushed stone | = 

sina reer is lad Riprap —_——————_—_—_————————|__ Other uses! Total | 

State Concrete and road metal; Railroad ballast 

Short tons} Value |Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value | Shorttons; Value 

Alabama......-.--.---------| (?) (2) vennennennne| nen nenne-e- (2) 2) Jenne nee e ee | ween nee [one ee ee nee [eee ne eee eee 207, 670 $318, 431 oo , 

Arizona....----------------- | -- nnn ene |e een nf -e ene ee |e eee ne] ‘3 ) (2) () Jeane e-]----- eee (3) ) 

Arkansas.......-------------]------------]------------ (2) (?) ) (3) wee wan ene n | een e nnn nnn few ee nn we nee e | ee eee eee 823, 160 869, 622 : 

California._....------------- (?) (3) 8, 840 $10, 700 748,700 | $617, 476. 620 $1, 500 | (2) (2) 899, 100 758, 750 é 

Colorado........---.-------- 19, 770 $26, 603 7, 080 7, 644 88,110 | 110, 468 |-........--|-----2----|-------- ee [------------| 114, 960 144, 615 
Georgia._....-..--.--.-----.|------------]------------ (2) & § § oe ee we ne enen|---- ene tena e eee | ---- =e eee 9) (3) A 

Idaho........---------------]------~-----|----- eee (2) ) )) 9) feel fee [ee eee [eee eee 0) (3) 

Illinois__......---.---------- (2) (3) (2) (2) wenn nnn enenn [mene s cence [ene e nena n [ene ene e nee [pone eee e eee [o-oo eee ee eee ) (2) og 

Kansas......-.-2-------- one [nee ene eee ne [meee eee e ene (3) )) Q () wane en ecw enn| eee enn n ene [pn nn ene een [ee nee eee ne! 123, 960 138,742, > . 

Kentucky...-.-..----.------|------------]------------ (3) (2) (?) (3) vem w enn wee en |-c nnn e ence ee [eee e ee enna [enn ene n ee (2) — (2) oe 

Maryland......-.--.-----.--|------------|----------+-]------------ [--- +--+ @) -]  @. wane tenon e nd [eee ene ene e nn [en nnn een e nee een ne eee (2) (2)  @R 

Massachusetts. ...-.---.----]------------|------------|------------ | +--+ --- =e (3) No Jenne cen een nn} een ene n ene | cee ee ne ene fee e ee nee eee (3) ny Kd 

Michigan....-....----------|------------|------------] ----- 5 ----- [o-oo eee (3) (3) wane ce ne ene] eweeneneeeee|  @) (3) g ) bs 

Minnesota. -.---------------|------------|------------ (%) (2) (4) (3) we een enw ene [ee en eee eee ee |e eee ene e- [ee eee eee ee fs “  S 

Mississippi...--..----------- wane ene enn eee ewe ewe een een nner ne | eee ne eee ee (2) (3) ween w anne en | pone eee ce ne [eee ee eee ee fee e nee enone 3) (3) by 

Missouri..-..-.-------------|------------|------------ (2 3 wee en ewan en |-ee ee ewe een [nnn teen ee fee eee ee [ee eee een e [oon eee enone (2) (3) td 

Montana........---.--------|------------|------------ (a ) (2) (3) Jone ee eee ee|---- + ene |---| ee eee 83, 430 51, 008 Oo 

New Mexico. .....-.--.----. |------------|----+-------|------------|------------ (2) (4). ween acweneee |-o pecan eee ne |-- eee ene | ee ne eee eee (2) | (3) O . 

New York...--------------- 5, 380 6, 725 13, 860 20, 032 87, 570 107, 426 |-..---.-..-.]------------]------------|------------ 106, 810 134, 183 bx 

North.Carolina.--..-.-.----]------------|------------]------------|------------ (3) (3) ape denne ene [oon nen eee nee] - nee cen nen e [een eee eee ee 3 : (3) “s 

North Dakota._.....-.---..-]-----------. ]------------|------------]------------ (2) (2) voce cece ee nn [ewe wee ee ne [on ee en nee ee fee ee ne eee ee 2). (3) . 

Ohio..._..------------------ 88, 040 462, 383. (2) (2) (2) (3) wenn ene nnene|-ene enn ee ee (2) ‘Oa 134, 080 516,423 = 

Oklahoma.._._...-----------|------------ | ---- eee fee eee [eee eee 61, 380 49, 200 {------ af |e |e 61, 380 49,200 © 
Oregon. ..._._-_-------------|-------- ----|------------ (2) (2) (2) (3) jen i ee | ee. eee f----------- | ------------| 292, 300 415,184 

Pennsylvania --..--.-------- 697, 520 | 1, 220, 355 3, 150 1,227 | 1,007,240 | 1,048,414 | — 216,050 210, 967 169, 170 $119, 304} 2, 093, 130 2, 600, 267 

South Dakota.......-.------]------------|------------ )) (2) * 69, 660 81,478 |.2.---------|------------ (?) (2) 111, 580 126, 102 

Tennessee... ..-------------- (2) (4) (3) (2) (3) (3) wwe cen wenn beeen wenn nce [oe eee eee ee [eee nee wenn 26, 840 33, 341 | 

Texas......---------------~-]------------ |-----2-- ee (2) (?) 143, 470 76, 817 |------------]------------ (2) (2) 250, 180 115, 478 

Utah.........--------------- (2) (3) wenn nen ee en [eee een eee (3) (3) 0 | occ eee] -- eee ene | ene ne een | ee ee eee ee 6, 600 11, 993 

Vermont...._....-.---------]------------ | eo ee | eee nee ene |e eee eee ee (2) (2) ween ee nn eee nfeen ene ee need [pec eee nee en [eee e ewe (2) (?) 

Virginia......--------------- (2) (2) (3) (2) 143, 080 134,618; @). .| @ | @& (3) 268, 920 233, 923 . 

Washington -...------------ gawnecncweee [one eee ween ee ( (2) we ee een cee n | cee ce nee n ne [eee nee wens [penne een eens [pee n enn cee [ene n eee ee (2) (3) . : 

West Virginia..._......----- (2) (2). 2). ‘Om 680, 500 | 1,415, 624 |--..2.--.212]------ 22+ ~~ | «---- ~~ ---- |-- ee e eee 772, 250 |. 1, 542, 289 

Wisconsin.........-.-------- 233, 460 320, 635 (2) (3) (2) (3) ace nee n acne lence ewww ween (©) (4) 358, 740 _ 634, 789



Wyoming...-........-......|-..----.--.- weececewenee (3 | (3) tw) (3) . ween e mene es lease ween enn swam ew een ewe lewenanemenne| | ’ 
Vidistribated 2277) iaat aio | aeroia’| 713, 080 701,278 | 1,588,000 | 1,813,262 | 96,720 |" 63,420 | "367,140 | 423, 431 674,600} $45,020 ) 

1, 236,370 | 2,335,779] 745,910 | 740,781 | 4,587,800 | 5,454,178 | 313,300] 265,806] 526,310 | 542,735 | 7,409,780] 9, 330, 860 
i» Average unit value..........|------------ $1.89 |...-.......- $0.99 |..----------f = $1.19 |------------ $0. 85 |..-......-.- $1.08 |...-.......- $1. 26 

SO AC 

eo 1 Includes sandstone used for fill material, manufacture of spun glass, poultry grit, rock dust, rock wool, roofing granules, and stone sand. , 
[ 1 Included under “‘Undistributed.” | | | 

| MISCELLANEOUS STONE. : . | | | 

: oo Crushed and broken stone, other than the five principal varieties already discussed, includes light-color volcanic’ 
= e . e e e ° . ' 

rocks, schists, boulders from river beds, serpentine, and flint. The following table shows sales of stone of these types, 
by States and uses, in 1941; such sales increased 29 percent in quantity and 34 percent in value over 1940. : 

—_ . o 

| | |  &§ 
. 

. Bs : 

. dN 

| On



' | 

Miscellaneous varieties of stone (crushed and broken stone) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, by States and uses & 

Crushed stone . oO 

Riprap — —_-_-_ een naa ae Other uses ! Total — 

State Concrete and road metal Railroad ballast . | 

Short tons| Value Short tons}; Value Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Alabama. .....--..-.------ ono ee ne eee ee |e ene | eee eee (2) (?) wwe ence n enn pw nw ee anna |e ence eee enn [penne eee ee (2) (?) 
Arizona... ------------- 2-2 -- enn nnn nn ne eee eee ene | ee ee eee ne [peewee ee snee 125,880 | $123, 275 5, 000 $3, 600 1, 500 $850 132, 380 $127, 725 
Arkansas.......-....---..--------2------ one ene e nee ee (2) (2) 289, 490 262, 207 (3) () | ownenene----|------------| 598, 700 487, 202 . 
California.........-..---..----.--.----------2-------- 75, 410 $71,440 | 3,976,230 | 2,192,818 200, 840 50, 450 3, 820 6,601 | 4, 256, 300 2, 321, 309 = 
Colorado.-.-.-----.-.--- 2 nnn ne enn nen nee nn nnn e | eee n nee] eee nee n ene (3) (3) 2) 2) wae ence wenn] een nn ene n eee 168,760 | - 83,320 B 
Florida... ....---------- 2-0-2 eee nn e enenn eeeee |e een fe ene eens 43, 320 102, 270 2) »(2) ene nnn en ne] een -- ee n-e (?) 2) —_ 
Idaho... -..--..-.-2eeccseeeeeseeoceeeeeeseeeeeeseee PIII Qo La) 2) ro 
Iilinois.----/------ 2-2 n een ene |e eee ee fee eee 106, 000 67, 384 |. .----- 22 -- |e eee | ee ene 106, 000 67, 334 oD ; 
Indiana... ...---.-- 22 e nee eeeeeeeeeeee ee e|- een ee | pene neon ene (2) (Q) [leew oe |. -o--------|-------- eee Q) (2) >. 
Kansas.......--------- 2-2-2 - 22 -n enna nee nee een nen | een ene eee [pene eee econ. 4, 890 1,955 |.......-----|----.------| 5, 760 11, 520 10,650 | 13,475 
Maine....---.-----------nnn enna nn een n ne eenneenenecenn| oe nneeeen ne |ooneeeee pees (2) Q) () (2) ween caeeeene | onnneeeeens 4, 660. 6,236 PF 
‘Maryland........-.---- 22-2 ee nen [nee een [eee een ene 5, 000 10, 000 j.....2-2 22]. fee 5, 000 10, 000 wr 
Massachusetts.......--....-ss.22-ssssscsesesssvcceeafoccsscceeecs[eccccseeee-| 186,840} 187,600 [IT -IIIITIOIPIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIITIT TIT] ase s40] 87,600 FY , 
Michigan_....---...-.------------- 2-2-2 - oon eee nnn fee nee enn [nee eee eens (2), ) ween ence none fnwn ene nnn ee]: g (2) 39, 660 100,460 
EC i i es a 0 yy fF (2) ) (2) Q g 7] 

Montana... ........-.-.------------------ nee ee [eee - [eee eee 3) 3) ean nnn nen ne [eee none n [eee en eee [one eee eee 3) a ho 
Nevada... ...-------2--- 22 n ne nee nee en eee [nnn eee nee [en nen eee ) 2) wane cnn e nnn [ene e enn ene | ene ween enn [anne een c een (?) (2). an) ne 
New Hampshire..........-...----------------- 0-2-2 [one ene [nee eee ene 6,060 | | 9, 703 |..-.....---.]--.--.2.---- 1, 680 13, 440 7, 740 23, 143 oO 
New Jersey.--.-1.----- 2-2-2 oe nnn ee nen nn nn ne [ne ne ene [eee ee eee ee 174, 970 127,727 |_...-.---.--|---.--------| 8, 770 34, 311 188, 740 - 162, 038 A 
New York........-..------.--------- 2 nnn ene ee eee ne | en een een ee | ee nee eee (3) (2) (2) (4 wecece cee ee- | eee eee eee 201, 650, 118, 708 oo: 
North Caroling._.........----..-------.--------------| - (3 (?) (3) - 2) wate n ene nn [ence nee n wen] en nen enn ene| eee eee n ee 138, 470 149, 168 . 
North Dakota.....-.----------- ooo nee een | eee eee en fee eee ne none a). 2) weeeeeenceen| one ceeee cee | oon ele ceewnn|neenepeneee (2) -_ 
Ohio. 2.2 eee eee eee een eee eden n | cose eens a). | M0 fll ple ee] 8) (2) & 
Oklahoma.............-----..--..---.--- 2-22-25 en ee [eee [Lee ee eee ) 8) fee e een eee en eee ne [eee e eee e ee] © (8) (2) war 
Oregon... -. nae enn ene wenn nen ween ee nen epee nee e enn ne[eeeeneeenene| | 124,600] 71, 800 | eee ee ee eee 124, 690 71, 590 : 
Pennsylvania._......--...----------------------------| 24, 110. 28,800 | 1,366,570 | 1,453,106 |_.-.-..._---]--2--2 oe. 769, 120 870,778 | 2,158,800 | . 2,352, 684 : 
Puerto Rico-.......-.--------------- eon en ne en ne ene [ence een fee eee eee f < 0 acne nee cnwnn | cence cee dns |e penne eee |en ewww renew (2): “Q) 
Rhode Island.....-...-.----.--.--------- 22 o ene enn fee een eee ee eee ee 3). 3 nae ewe wenn nw nw een wenn | nnn en enn enn [ enn nn nnneeee] =) 2) OO 
South Carolina. -.--..---.------ 2222-22 ee anew |e nee eee en [oe eee eet Gd %). wen were wenn pew w ewe n enn n| pence ween wen] one eee een e ne 2) 3) Ok 
South Dakota....-.-.---- 22 nee ee en enn en [nee eee en [nw ence nee ene 2) De eee) eee eee [een ewe ween peewee eenene 3) %) - 
Tennessee... - 2 een ne eee nen nnn eee nee fee een eee 3) 6 ewe ne ce nn nn | pone w ewww enn pene cee e wenn [pee eee nee (2) ) | 
TOXAS . .. 2 nnn nnn nnn enn nn ee en ene en en penn ene enn e lee men nce cene] 3) mn) & (?) ween nnnwnnn- [oe neon en ene 138, 470 80, 404 i 
Utah... - 2-2 enn ene ne ne ee ene eee een [ae ene eee e [es eeeeen nnn] (2) : 8 [eee teen none eee eee (?) & )) z 
Vermont... .-..-- 22. e nn enn en nnn nen en en ne [penne nnn nnn eee e enews ene 3) 4) we wee nee e [eee see none [eee eee ene |e eee ee ) Fo 
Virginia....-...-..-----2- ene een ne nee nn nnn eee (3) (3) 69, 130 57,896 |_..-..-.-.-.]-.----..----} @ & a 3 
Washington... .... 22.22.2222 ene ne ne en enn ene en ene een e pene nee eee 46, 690 | 23,319 |_...~.------|- 2.02 ee ne] een |e] 46, 600 28, 319- a 
Wisoonsin.......2---2---- ene een nnn ne enn bee nce een eal n nce e teen 2) fb | ) Me nee c eee eeleeemece eta cel ee cwme ee eene fen ceeenemene (3) Qo



Ro a a SR SERRE RETR OS SERRE REE SSR SEO ene Be ee ee ee Ag Racine SY EE sae aR ees | Ce iy a , “ 

Wyomtng. .....---------eceenenceencennneeenennnnceen|ceeeeenezncefeceeeceeree-| . @ 1) fee eeeefeeeeeeeeeee} 6) 256,000 | ‘176, 371 
Undistributed............-------------.------- 222-2 --] 50,830 | 46,078 | 1,445,970 | 1,192,432 | 685,920 346, 433 76, 290 262; 946 | 1,114,580, 1,058, 253 

| : 150,360 | 146,318 | 7,941,730 | 5,873,232 | 801,760 | 400,483 | 866,940 | 1,200,446 | 9,850,780 | 7,620,479 | | 

Average unit value. ....-.---.---------- eee n nen ee ne en[emeeeeeennee] 80 97 | --- ene e] $0. 74 |..-.-------- $0.45 |-.-.-.....--] $1.88 |---.----.--- $0.77 

1 Includes stone used for filler (unspecified), poultry grit, refractory, road base, rock wool, roofing granules, stucco, tennis courts, and terrazzo. = eo | 

3 Included under “‘Undistributed.’ | oo OO : | ae 

- Oo 7 a. 

| Vo. a
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| Be MARKETS © | - | 
As indicated in figure 4, sales of crushed stone have maintained 

a reasonably close relation to total building construction and cement 
| shipments during recent years. Concrete pavements which consist of 

stone and cement naturally follow the same general trends. However, 
sales of stone fell below pavement construction from 1932 to 1937 but 

, attained relatively higher levels during the following years. 

| - , —_ : Pp oe Te 

cu | oY 
g Concrete pavements . | 

: o 150 | , 
gs Mg Concrete and road metal | 
fe \ . | (ton) - — 

. gS a Portland cement . is a iy 
” shipments (barrels) | - gern | 

/ & 100 i ewan 

a eg 

| is | «le eases 
(value) 

| 0 . 
1932 1934 1936 1938 1940 1942 

Ficure 4.—Crushed-stone aggregates (concrete and road metal) sold or used in the United States compared 
with shipments of portland cement, total construction (value), and concrete pavements (contract awards, 
thousands of square yards), 1932-41. Data on construction and concrete pavements from Bureau of 

. Foreign and Domestic Commerce. . . 

| _ Pig-iron production reached phenomenal heights in 1941, and in 
consonance therewith sales of limestone used as furnace flux were the | 
highest on record. Moreover, steel mills were everywhere producing 
ingots at almost maximum capacity, and naturally large quantities. 
of dolomite and ganister were needed to make furnace linings. Forcing | 
steel furnaces to increase their output placed an unusual demand on 
producers of refractories. The relations of fluxing-stone output to 
pig-iron production and of refractory stone to steel-ingot manufacture 
over.a 10-year period are indicated in figure 5. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

, Several new, highly efficient, crushed-stone plants were completed 
during 1941. New equipment was added to several plants, and con- 
siderable rehabilitation was accomplished before such programs were 
interrupted by priority requirements.
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| Construction of the Delaware Aqueduct designed to supplement | 
the water supply of New York City has created the unique situation 

: of the project furnishing its own crushed stone. Large temporary 
- crushing plants have been established to reduce the stone removed : 

during excavation of the tunnels. The crushed stone is used as aggre- | 
: gate in the concrete structures of the aqueduct. — | | 

175 ‘/; ’ 

ee TOY : 7 150 ! 
ce le Fluxing stone : 2 a g 

; s | - | : . 

er | Pig iron : E os : 
oe. a 75 J 

i i 50 le , 
p : 

t | 25 i Refractory stone 

; 0 | P| ft | a 
: | 1932 1934 1936 1938 ~=~~—~—«1940 (1942 . 

t FIGURE 5.—Sales (tons) of fluxing stone and refractory stone including that used in making lime as recorded 
‘ in the chapter on Lime compared with production of steel ingot and pig iron, 1932-41. Statistics of steel- 
e ingot and pig-iron production compiled by American Iron and Steel Institute. ) 

e The most striking new development in the stone industries is the : 
i newly awakened interest in dolomite as a source of magnesium metal, 
: of which large quantities are in demand for military equipment. _ 
! Added to this new and outstanding use are many other industrial 
" applications; the most important is the greatly increasing demand for 
: refractory dolomite used in lining steel furnaces. To supply an in- 
: sistent call for information on dolomite deposits, the Bureau of Mines | 
- prepared a report ? which appeared in November 1941. Because of 

: _ the growing demand for more details concerning the dolomites of the 
: United States, a supplementary report giving the location, extent, 
- and chemical analyses of many deposits was in preparation early in 
: 1942. 

: 2 Colby, Shirley F., Occurrences and Uses of Dolomite in the United States: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 
fs 7192, 1941, 21 pp. ,
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FOREIGN TRADE? | 

Exports.—The export trade in stone is relatively small. a 

- re Stone. exported from the United States, 1937-41 ne | 

Marble and other | | | Marble and other Oo 
Do _ Huuding an lO We 0 as : — Duuding and , 

monumental _ Other. S _ monumental Other . 

| | Year - stone” ~ "| factures || ==» Year | stone = —=——| factures 
= o_O o stone a of stone 

| Bo ‘| Cubie value : - Cubic _ | (value - LGR] vate | fect | Value | 
1937._.......----------|!79, 456 |!$145, 454 |?$631, 856 || 1940.____...._.-.-....| 77, 896 | $158, 008 } $264, 949 
1938___.......-..---.--| 78,374 | 141,815 | 282, 422 ||. 1941 (Jan.—Sept.)_-.-.| 54,062 | 108,706} 289, 860 
1939__._.....----------] 77, 147 134, 416 | 366, 004 | . . 

“ 1 Separately classified as—Marble in blocks, rough or dressed: 19,384 cubic feet valued at $88,528; other - 
building and monumental stone: 60,072 cubic feet valued at $56,926. 7 oe 

2 Separately classified as—Marble, breccia, and onyx, $33,307; limestone, $201,580; other manufactures of . 
, _ Stone, $396,969. oe fe “se —— | OO 

| Imports —Owing to military restrictions, imports in 1941 can be 
7 published for only the first 9 months. As might be inferred from the. 

far-reaching and intensified effects of the war, imports of stone were 
| very small; from sources outside the American Continent they were 

almost negligible. Oc Oe te 

. _ Stone imported for consumption in the United States in 1941 (J anuary—September, | 
OO inclusive), by classes | oe | 

’ Class Quan- | Value | Class | | Quan- Value | , : a tity | a . a tity Oe 

| | Marble, breccia, and onyx: a fe Quartzite....._.......short tons__| 62, 048 $111, 055 
_In blocks, rough, ete. __ |. Travertine stone: — | . 

cubic feet_.} 17,121 | $94; 247 Rough.__..._.....--cubic feet_..| 1,995 | . 3,205 
Slabs or paving tiles . - - | 

. superficial feet __ 413 737 || Stone (other): 
All other manufactures....-.-..]------.-| 5,875 Dressed _...--...---------------|-------- 530 

. _ |---| |] _ Rough (monumental or build-| .- |_— 
_-----.-| 100, 859 ing stone)........-cubic feet__| 1, 250 5, 580 . 

. re —J Rough (other) _...--short tons__| 45,622 | 28, 623 
Granite: Marble chip or granito 

Dressed_............cubic feet..]| 6,598 | 10, 262 short tons... 102 794 
Rough......:.......--.-.do.__- 733 4, 524 . jo | 

: —__—_|—____ | _..----| 35,527 

Grand total. -----.---------]--------] 265, 522 

3 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce.



Stone imported for consumption in the United States in 1941 (January to September, inclusive), by classes and countries | 7 
. . ‘ . ‘ . 

, Marhle, breccia, and onyx Granite Oth . Quartzite Travertine | 
en a tner | 

. R h _ | building | Other | Total 
oug or monu-| stone, ota 

Country - _ Manu- | cubic mental | n.€.8. | ghort Cubic value 
'| factures feet Value ‘stone (value) tons _ Value feet Value 

Cubic Value (value) -| (value) . _ 
. feet , 

North Amcrica: " . | . . . . . | 
Canada. 2222 ee eee eee eee eee; 91 $413 |. $3 5, 960 $8, 504 | . $134 | $28, 623 62,048 | $111,055 |..-..222-_]----2....-] $148, 732 

© Cuba... eee ee ee ee eee eee [ene nn eee [eee eee eee an | |e. eee fee ee 773 |......---.|----------|---------- |e 793 
Moxico......222222--s220eece-eeeeeeneeeeeeeeeee-| 11,173 | 47,069 448 |._-.---.--|---------2flci lilo) [Pat 512 - 

Total North America-_._.....----.---------.-- 11, 266 41, 482 466 — 5,960 | =—-&, 514 134 29, 396 62, 048 113,058 |_..2--- 2 fee ee 191, 037 | : 

South America: | ae a a ae : a a - . 
Argentina...02-.2-2.2-00-- 22 eee eee 4,888 |’ 50, 632 218 |..-..-----|---.-----.|----.-----|---- 22 e eee |e ee eee 1, 225 $2, 476 53, 326 
Brazil.......-.--.----------2 2-22 2-2 en ef ee eee eee fee eee ee eee fence eee 872 4,560 |......- 2 |e} | eee 4, 560 
Chile._..... 222 eee eee eee eee eee 65 172 |.....-.---|--.-------]---- ef eee. 21 |--...--.--].---,.-.--}-----2-- =] ee. 193 mn 
Peru... ..--- =.= 22-2 ee eee eee eee eee ee 3 18 103 |----------]----------[---- eee f eee peee. 770 819 | 940 eS 

Total South America...............-..------.| 4,956 | 50,822 321 872| 4,860 |.__.._..- at |......-.-[.--------| 1,905 | 3,205 | 50,019 | 
Europe: —_ " | a ea | 

Belgium. -.-....-.-------2-----0- 2-2 eee ene | ee eee] eee 63 |. ...------|---ee ee | eee | eee fee eee eee ee ee een | pee nee nee |e nee n en eee 63 / 
Finland.._......-.--2---- 22-2222 e eee eee nee [eee een eee | ee ee eee ee fee eee e ee 22 146 |_.... 2 2..|---- 22 |e) ee pene] eee eee dee eee 146° 
France........---. 2-2-2 e ee ee eee [eee eee ee Jew ee ene nee 52 |_..---2---]--- eee || eee [eee ene [eee eee en [ewe ee een | eee ence ee 52 . 
Italy _....2.-.-2- 2222 eee ne fee eee ene ee eee 156 |_._2.---2- 2-2] eee |---| fee |e ene | eee eee 156 
Portugal. ...._-....2. 2-22 eee ee 739 1, 545 3, 268 |....-2...-). 2-22-22 - | eee] eee |e] eee | eee ee | ee eee eee 4,813 
United Kingdom............22-.22--- 22-8. 160 ~—s- 898 — 654 194 399 21 |... 2} |e} eee] eee 1, 372 
Other Europe..........-...--..----------------- |. eee | eee eee ee 62 |..--------} e288 6 [--.-2-- fee wee neene--|--o--- eee 68 

Total Europe. ......-..----------------------- 309] 1,943] 4,155 216 545 Q7 |._...2-2-|-------e--|----e--2--[--2-------[--------.-| 6,670 
ASIS. 2. ee ee eee ee ee nfo c eee en ne [nee ne ee eee 1, 670 283 1,177 369 |....-...--|-..-..----]------2-..|_----_-_.---|].------- ee 3, 216 
Aftica... 2.2.22. 22 222-222 e eee eee cee cee enn [en eee ee eee [ee ee eee ne [eee ee eee [eee eee e een f eee eee e ee 5, 580 |_..-2----2|----- ee |---| ee] eee eee 5, 580 

Grand total...........-2---2----c2e-----------| 17,121] 94,247 [6,612 | 7,331 |. 14,786 | 6,110 | 20,417 | 62,048 | 111,055 | 1,995| 3,205 | 265, 522 
mmc nn en LL LE A CL se nner . 
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| Sales of slate as dimension stone increased 17 percent in quantity 
7 and 28 percent in value in 1941 compared with 1940. Sales were © 

| approximately the same in quantity as in 1939, but the value was a 
: considerably higher. In nearly all categories unit prices were sub- 
. stantially higher than in 1940. | 
f Roofing-slate sales gained 9 percent in quantity over 1940 but were : 
ee still much lower than in 1939. The value of sales, however, was the 

highest in any year since 1930. The average value per square in 
E _ 1941 was'$8.39, whereas in 1940 it was $7.02. Sales in the Pennsyl- 

-vania area were 15 percent higher in quantity and 44 percent higher 
hy _ m value than in 1940. . In the New York-Vermont area sales declined 
: 4 percent in quantity but gained 10 percent in value. Virginia sales 

increased 6 percent in quantity and 15 percent in value. __ 
t - Sales of mill stock increased 4 percent in quantity and 15 percent . 
\ in value compared with 1940. Although total new construction 
* increased from 137 percent of the 1935-39 average in 1940 te 208 _ 
i percent in 1941, sales of structural and sanitary slate declined 1 : 
F percent, indicating a growing trend toward substitution of other. | 
c materials. Sales of electrical slate (reflecting the rapidly increasing | 
a electric-power output) increased 43 percent in quantity and 50 percent oe 
. in value and reached the highest level of output since 1930. Sales 

of vaults and covers show little change from 1940—a gain of 2 percent : 
} - In quantity and of 9 percent in value. Sales of blackboards and > 
eo bulletin boards, which have declined sharply during the past 2 years, | 
: were the lowest since 1934. The year 1941 showed a 16-percent 
i decrease in quantity and 14-percent in value compared with 1940. 

Sales of billiard-table tops, which in 1940 attained the highest level | 
: since 1928, receded slightly in 1941—1 percent in quantity and 11 | 

percent in value. Sales of school slates increased 26 percent in | 
: quantity and 42 percent in value. Both the quantity and value of 
: _ flagstones and stepping stones were more than twice those in 1940. 
E Statistics on slate granules and flour are included in this chapter, 
, although these products have little connection with the dimension- 

slate industry except that granules are used in roofing products that 
: compete in the roofing-slate market. For the most part, slate used 
Do for the manufacture of granules is unsuitable for other slate products. 
, Sales of granules increased 40 percent in quantity and 35 percent in 

value and sales of flour 29 percent in quantity and 36 percent in value 
compared with 1940. The great increase in sales of granules probably 

: reflects the extensive program of building military camps and other 
: more or less temporary structures in connection with the preparedness 
; program. The average sales value of granules f. o. b. mill was $8.37 

| | 1263 
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and flour $3.49 per short ton in 1941 compared with $8.72 and $3.31, 
a respectively, in 1940. Figures for sales of granules made of rock 

other than slate are given in the chapter of this volume on Stone. So 
, The following table, presenting the principal statistical data for | | 

| the slate industry during 1940 and 1941, is.arranged to permit ready 
: comparison of the 2 years. oe | , 

| | - Salient statistics of the slate industry in the United States, 1940-41. | 

oo | TF  Quantity. =|. - Quantity _ Percentof ss 
| To oe changein— 

oe Approx- ae Approx. | wat 
| im | Tre mate uan- 

: measare- equiva. Value measure- equiva- value (anit |vatue ent. e 
| Se a ment | short. | Ment |. shore | ‘| asre~ 

. Pa - } | toms |. : tons . Ported) an | 

Domestic production (sales by | > =| Pe : Cf 
- producers): Squares . | Squares” a 

| -. “ Roofing slate. ..-...:.......|__ 347, 130] 127, 600 $2, 436, 123] _ 378, $80' 140, 830 $3, 180, 766!_+9. 2) .+-30.6 oe 
| Mill stock: Sq. fit. Sf}! 

Electrical slate._..._...| 440,080]. 3,710] 319, 163} 628,720/ 5,870) 477,047| +-42.9] 449.5 
Structuralandsanitary | = |: _ So : a ee ie 

| ‘slate._..............--| 748,160] 6,010] 240, 355} 738,220] 5,740} 254,616] —1.3} +5.9 | 
Grave vaults and cov- | 7 . . ep 

| | - epg. _.._--2.] 251,070] 2,390] 57, 604) 255,890] 2,410} 68,080]. +1.9]) 49.4 | 
. Blackboards and bulle- - oe a ee 

_ tin bosrds__..._..._-.|1,023,250| 2,620}  220,687| 857,900] 2,230) 198,466] —16.2| —13.6 
_. Billiard-table tops..---.| 243, 700|- 1,890] 80, 364] -241,620} 1,880;. 71,388] —.9| —11.2 

- Sehool slates.......--_-27] 1413, 860] 450|__8, 637 1 522,830] 550] ‘12, 267|_ +26.3/ +42.0 
a Total mill stock. -_.--|3,120,120| 17,070) - 935, 810|3, 245, 270} 18, 680] 1,076,814] +-4.0)'+15.1 

ae _ .Flagstones, ete.?.._......=..]1, 380,040] 9, 780}. 64, 435/3, 002, 380} 21,480; 152, 254] +117. 6|-+-136.3 
Total slate as dimension |~ —~ | — te of 

. stone ............-.....---|--------_| 154, 450] 3, 436, 368..____.__] 180, 990] 4, 409, 834] +17.2] +28.3 
_. Granules and flour........_|-.-----.-| 319, 000] 2, 301, 901}... ......} 437, 670). 3, 105, 800] +37. 2/ +349 

a Grand total domestic :pro- |~ t ~ ~ : re a 
: _ duction._...........-_....]-.-......] 473, 450| 5, 738, 269]. ._.___..| 618, 660] 7, 515, 634] +30.7| 431.0 | 

Foreign trade: oO . Pe Pe 
Imports for consumption - -_|-....----]-------- 520]...------}--------]| 31, 504)----.---]------- 

| eine. .....- | ees 5, 547 fe ay lm | , : 00 Bee eee we ; weemencun | - y # , : . : 1 |. ‘ 

- Other dimension slate. .|-.....-..|--.----.} | 570,109) } (*) © “ © 
__. Granules and flour_..:...}.....-...1..-. :..1. (8). | 7 

1 Square feet approximate. Number of pieces: 1940; 773,690; 1941, 977,250. __- — _ 
- ’ 2 Includes walkways, stepping stones, and miscellaneous slate. . . 

3 January to September, inclusive. co . oo 
* Figures obtained by Bureau of Mines from shippers. ae oe . 
§ Exclusive of structural slate; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. . 
* Bureau of Mine; not at liberty to publish figures. . 

__ Dimension slate——All slate products except granules and flour are 
, classed as dimension slate because they consists of blocks or slabs 

- gut to specified sizes and shapes. The following table shows sales of 
these products for a 5-year period. a | 

| Slate (other than granules and flour) sold by producers in the United States, 1937-41 

Roofing Mill stock ‘Other ! Total 

Ap- | 
; proxi- Ap- Ap- Ap- 
Year . mate proxi- proxi- proxi- 

Squares | equiva-| Value mate Value mate | Value | mate Value 
_ lent short short short 
short tons tons . tons 

. tons \. 

1937_.............| 365,800 | 137, 400 |$2, 728, 109 | 21, 480 |$1, 225, 645 | .8, 670 |$73, 554 | 167, 550 |$4, 027. 308 
1938._________.___| 322,040 | 119, 590 | 2,247,910 | 16,310 | 853.602 | 7,790 | 63,839 | 143, 690 | 3, 165, 351 
1939._____..______| 399, 320 | 149, 410 | 2.868, 961 | 21,710 | 1,168,671 | 8, 480 | 63,493 | 179, 600 | 4, 101, 125 
1940.._...-_.--.__| 347, 130 | 127, 600 | 2, 436, 123 | 17,070 | | 935,810 | 9, 780 | 64, 435 | 154, 450 | 3, 436, 368 
1941. __...........| 378, 980 | 140, 830 | 3, 180, 766 | 18,680 | 1,076,814 | 21, 480 1152, 254 | 180,990 | 4, 409, 834 

1 Includes flagstones, walkways, stepping stones, and miscellaneous slate. 

Figure 1 compares sales of roofing slate, as well as all slate except 
granules and flour, with the number of new residential units and total
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new construction from 1920 to 1941. Roofing slate is used principally ) 
in residential construction, but mill stock such as structural and sani- 
tary products is_used more generally in nonresidential building. 
Roofing slate failed to pace new residential building from 1921 to 1929, | 

. but thereafter both maintained a fairly uniform slow tempo until 1938. 

. ae Ws 7 ‘New residential units : | 

- | a | a SQ : | | | 

5 | — h f em, \ Total new construction | : . 

: | eS Dimension slate | | 
7 2 ff -| Prnene Ny 1 “tt ons) e , . | : | | 

eS 2 1001e _ Roofing slate——Qar i — | a | i | 

a HS. (squares! AS, of . 

é We - | | : 

' 1920. —«,:«1925 1930 : 1935 - 1940 —~C~*~“‘«‘C | 

FIGURE 1.—Sales of dimension slate and roofing slate compared with total new construction and new residen- 
1 tial units, 1920-41. Data on new construction from Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and on 
i new residential units from Bureau of Labor Statistics. a 

- From 1939 to 1941 new residential units increased greatly, but roofing | 
| slate made relatively small gains. Thesame general relationships hold 
| when total dimension slate is compared with total new construction. - 

| _ Figure 2 presents. graphically a statistical history of all slate prod- / 

|, wets except school slates over a 27-year period. The industry reached 

| | TL 13060-——__, Tn 
1 | : 

Po | po 2. Granutes ond tour : P| | : 
: 12000 _fi - mrtg 

fe pA EET Sf 
bo 19000 — iil : 

ne ee |e y 9900 | | 

: 4 | : a. A\ipfe@\ (| | 
— fo a 
| one /V \ | Ay 

: mY \_ fe _|| y 4900 _ . , 

! T=. oa Ct i 3900 tea deere oe _— A 

a Aeron | 9 7 
SS oT w ; | 

BI arte oe 
ee ee - | : Pa 2S CSTD Ss ot 

: 1915 1920 1925 ~ 1930 1935 1940. 1948) 

. Ficure 2.—Value of slate sold in the United States. 1915-41, by uses.
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| its peak of productive activity in 1925 and had already experienced a 
moderate decline at the beginning of the depression that culminated 

- in 1933 in the smallest sales in any year since slate production was 
‘ an infant industry. Subsequent recovery was strong at first but is 

still far below the 1925 level. | BS | 
, Figure 3 presents the same history as figure 2, except that quan- | 

tities rather than values are used. Roofing granules and flour are 
- most important upon a tonnage basis. Mill stock has a relatively 

| _ high unit value, and the quantities involved are not great. It is note- 
worthy that for the year of peak production the value of mill stock © 
was much greater than that of granules and flour, but upon a quantity 

— basis mill-stock sales comprised scarcely one-tenth the tonnage of | 
granules and flour. | 

800 | 

700 - if iseeee ii BE Roofing 

S 600 sree ee (EBB Misceltoneous . 

- dt eae 

| & 500 peti ees CES | 3 YE L; 
400 OEY ore ONE aga eo EM Bisco cS eR oes | 

| 0 300 Msp OP ESD Fes SN : 2 ERE NS et Zep SNS | 
. SM tM i, itl NEE EEE DRED 

/ 100 eects i a ; 

| be 

O ERSSORACIR cesses SRS SRSCS CSc SSCS ES a SESS . 

F915 1920 1925 - 1930 1935 1940 1945 

FIGURE 3.—Quantity of slate sold in the United States, 1915-41, by uses. __ 

| Granules and flour.—Slate granules are used extensively in surfacing | 
prepared roofing; and slate flour is employed as a filler in paints, road — 
asphalt-surface mixtures, roofing mastic, oilcloth, linoleum, and vari- 
ous other products. The following table shows sales of granules and 
flour by producers from 1937 to 1941. 

Crushed slate (granules and flour) sold by producers in the United States, 1937-41 

Granules _ Flour | Total 
Year > SC FS 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value 

1987._........-----------------| 193, 950 | $1,309,549} 83,060} $268,465 | 277,010 | $1, 578,014 
1938__...---.------------------ 258, 930 | 2, 220, 306 90, 070 269, 656 349, 000 2, 489, 962 
1939__.-..----------- eee 265, 830 | 2,312, 177 85, 950 268, 912 351, 780 2, 581, 089 
1940___ 22-2 230, 440 | 2,009, 151 88, 560 292, 750 319, 000 2, 301, 901 
1941 __ 22. 323, 740 | 2, 708, 246 113, 930 397, 554 437, 670 3, 105, 800 

: PRICES | 

The average price of roofing slate f. 0. b. quarry or mill, as reported | 
to the Bureau of Mines, increased $1.37 a square in 1941 compared 
with 1940. In Pennsylvania it increased $1.65, in the Vermont-New 

. York area $1.04, and in Virginia 74 cents a square. 
The-price of mill stock increased from 30 cents a square foot in 1940 

to an average of 33 cents in 1941. Average values of electrical, struc- _
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tural and sanitary slate, grave vaults and covers, and blackboards ~ . 
oo and bulletin boards increased moderately, whereas slate for billiard- 

table tops declined 3 cents a square foot. The average price of roofing 
- granules and flour declined 12 cents a ton from 1940. | 

Price history—Figure 4 shows the trend in slate prices compared 
_ with building materials in general over a 27-year period. Slate prices , 

were lower than those of building materials in general from 1915 to 
1920, but from that time until 1932 prices of both roofing and mill — 

~ stock were wetl above the average of all building materials. Since - 
1932 slate prices have varied only moderately from the general 

| average. os . a a | . 
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A FIGURE 4.—Prices of slate compared. with wholesale prices of building materials in general, 1915-41. / 
i . Wholesale prices are from Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

; REVIEW BY STATES AND DISTRICTS | : 

‘ The following table gives sales of slate in 1941, by States and uses. 
FS : . . ° 

he Slate sold by producers in the United States in 1941, by States and uses 

i Roofing Mill stock oth 

° . Opera- er Total 
State Squares uses.! 

t tors | (100 square| Value | Square Value (value) value — 
: feet) ee 

Arkansas......-----.----- 2 |____....----|.---.------|------------]------------ (2) (2) 
¥ _ California.-..-..-...-.-- 1 |__..--------|-----------]------ +--+ |e -- + --e- $53, 765 $53, 765 
. Georgia. _.-.------------ 1 |_.._..-.----|-.---------|------------|------------ (2) (2) 
: Maine.___.------------- 3 3,270 | $27,300 | 519,880 | $414,912 |......_.....] 442, 212 
j Maryland_-__-_-....--.-.- 1 |--.-._-------]-----------].-----------]------------ (2) (2) 

New York....-...--..-.} 11 1,780 | 18,579 (3) (3) 3 666,566 | 685, 145 
Pennsylvania ©.--......| 25 248/980 | 2,075,490 | 2,584,310 | 582,443 | 806,415 | 3, 464, 348 

, Vermont........-..--.-.| 35] 83,780 | | 680,805 | 141,080 79, 459 | 1, 161,659 | 1,921, 923 
Virginia .._..-.---.--.-- 6 41,170 | 378,592 |............|-..--------.|  ® (2) 

: Undistributed 5. .-....--|..-.--.-|------------|----------|]------------|222-2--- > 569, 649 | 948, 241 

Total: 1941._.._..- 85 378, 980 | 3, 180, 766 | 3 3, 245, 270 | 3 1,076, 814 | 3 3, 258, 054 | 7, 515, 634 
1940 _.. . QR 347. 120 | 2, 436, 123 | 3 3, 120, 120 3 935, 810 | 3 2, 366, 336 | 5, 738, 269 

! Flagging and similar products, granules, and flour. 
‘ 2 Included under ‘‘Undistributed.” 

3 Small amount of mil] stock from New York in 1941 and from Vermont in 1940 included under ‘‘Other 
uses.”’ 

. 4 For details of production in Pennsylvania, see following table. 
| - § Includes output of States entered as ‘‘(?)” above.
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| a “Maine.—Sales of electrical slate—principal product of the Maine | 
) quarries—continued to climb in 1941, as shown by a 54-percent 

: - increase in total value of slate products sold compared with 1940, | 
which, in turn, followed a 33-percent increase in 1940 from 1939. 

: | The growing demand for electrical slate accords with the great increase __ 
in electric-power production, which advanced from about 3 to 3% 
billion kilowatt-hours from January to December 1941. Roofing 

| slate, which is of minor importance in Maine, made a moderate gain. 
New York-Vermont.—The number of. squares of reofing slate sold 

| , in the New York-Vermont area in 1941 was 4 percent lower than in _ 
1940, following an 18-percent decline in 1940 from 1939; unit prices 

| > were, however, so much higher in 1941 that the value of sales gained | | 
10 percent. Mill-stock sales in this area receded 10 percent in quan- 

, ‘tity but gained 1 percent in value; and the value of other products, | 
i chiefly granules and flour, increased 39 percent. The value of all - 

slate products sold in Vermont in 1941 was 24 percent higher andin  —s© 
| | New York 43 percent higher than in 1940. These substantial gains 

| were, however, confined almost entirely to products other than 
. roofing and mill stock. | | Be ee . 

Peach Bottom district.—Blue-black slate has been quarried for more 
ee than 200 years on the Maryland-Pennsylvania border near Delta, Pa. 

— Roofing slate is now produced only on the Pennsylvania side of the 
. line, but granules and slate flour are manufactured in both States. - | 

_ Lehigh district—The most productive slate area in the United 
States is in Lehigh and Northampton Counties, Pa. All kinds of 

- slate products are manufactured in this district. As separate figures — 
cannot be shown for York County, Pa., it is included with Northamp- | 
ton County in the accompanying table for Pennsylvania. - , 

, | The value of total sales of slate products in the district was 33 percent —_ 
: higher in 1941 than in 1940. Sales of roofing slate increased 15 per- 

- cent in quantity and 44 percent in value. The following mill-stock 
products showed gains in both quantity and value in 1941: Electrical : 

| Slate sold by producers in Pennsylvania in 1941, by counties and uses | 

, Roofing slate | Mill stock / 

County Oper- Squares val | Electrical _ Structural and Vaults and covers 
my ( alue |__| — | _— 

| feet) = Value Square Value. Square Value 

Lehigh... 8| 17,590 | $108, 120 | 54,310 |$25,217| 6,740 | $2,337] — () (1) a 
Northampton and 

York 2__ 2222 ole 17 | 231,390 |1, 967,370 | 24,950 | 10,279 | 631,940 |204, 544 |! 246, 700 |! $59, 659 

Total: 1941______ 25 | 248,980 2,075,490 | 79,260 | 35,496 | 638,680 |206, 881 | 246,700 | 59, 659 
1940 | _. 27 | 216.020 1.444 696 | 48,440 22.110 677.940 204, 716 | 251,070 | 57.604 

Mill stock— Continued 

County Black hoards and Billiard-tabletops, School slates “ses. | Total value 
TO Vv e 

Square Value | Square -: Square Value 

Lehigh. -._............| 177,880 | $35,205 |..........]........| 522,830 |$12,267] @) 13 $183, 146 
Northampton and 

York?__.._....._._.-| 680,160 | 163,261 | 238,850 ($69,674 |_.__.-....|]_______./3 $806, 415 | 133, 281, 202 

Total: 1941._.___| 857,990 | 198,466 | 238, 850 | 69,674 | 522.830 | 12,267 | 806,415 | 3,464,348 
1940 _.._.11,023,250 | 229,687 | 243,700 | 80,364 | 413,860 | 8,637 | 561,987 2, 609, 801 

1 Small amount ofslate for grave vaults and covers produced in Lehigh County included under Northamp- _ 
ton and York Counties. 

2 York County produced roofing slate, granules, and ficur only. 
3 Small amount of flagging produced in Lehigh County included under Northampton and York Counties.
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_ + slate (64 percent in quantity and 61 percent in value) and school | 

: slates (26 percent in quantity and 42 percent in value). Blackboard 
and bulletin-board sales declined 16 percent in quantity and 14 percent : 

"in value. There were only. small changes in sales of structural and 

| sanitary slate, vaults and covers, and billiard-table tops. Other 

; products, chiefly granules and flour, gained 43 percent in value com- | 
a pared with 1940. | , 
i Virginia.—Sales of blue-black roofing slate—principal product of 

~ the Buckingham County area—increased moderately in 1941 compared es 

- with 1940. The granule industry of Esmont, Albemarle County, and | 

: . New Canton, Buckingham County, was active. | oo , | 
* Other districts—A small quantity of granules was produced in. 

_ Arkansas at Caddo Gap, Montgomery County, and near Mena, | 

: Polk County. Larger quantities of granules and flour than in 1940 

‘ were produced near Placerville, Eldorado County, Calif., and Bartow 

County, Ga., near Fair Mount. | os | : | 
Map of slate arcas.—The accompanying map, fgure 5, shows the 

‘ location of slate mines and prospects in the Urited States. The . 

i prospects indicated are confined to those that have actually produced | | 

: slate in substantial quantities some time during their history. Asslate 

i is a product of extreme regional metamorphism, active operations are 7 

i se - ae | : | 

. 
| a, n . | 

| | _ y sé ra | 

. \ Xx PS le FEN oa 

| | TORARS? | 
; . | LEGEND | 

' FIGURE 5.—Location ofslate mines and prospects in the United States. | 

‘ confined chiefly to the highly altered rocks of the eastern Appalachian 

! belt extending from Maine to Georgia. No other slate areas have Oe 

proved adequate to support sustained production, except on a small | 

scale. Very little slate other than granules and flagging has been | 

produced west of the Appalachian area or south of Virginia for many 

years. 7 : 
: NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

: The slate industry of the United States faces an unusual opportunity 
for winning new markets during the present emergency. The war 

: program has created an unparalleled and ever-increasing demand for 

metals of all kinds; for lumber; and for the essentials of prepared 

| roofing, namely, rag or wood-pulp felts and asphalt. On the other
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hand, slate has few direct military uses and therefore may be utilized 
| | freely as roofing and for many interior structural applications, un- _ 
- hampered by priorities. Its wider use would thus release larger 

quantities of the more essential commodities for war needs. Further- 
| more, it has been found in England that slate roofs offer superior 

bombing protection and are particularly effective in reducing the 
: spread of fires caused by incendiary bombs. Slate is used exten- | 

| sively in rebuilding bomb-devastated areas in Great Britain. . | 
_ The field for expansion of the United States slate industry is very 
broad. Although slate roofs are waterproof, attractive, and unusually 
enduring, they cover only 1 percent or less of our homes. The North 

: Wales slate industry alone employs more than 8,000 workers in normal 
| | times; the entire United States slate (excluding granules) industry — | 

employed less than 1,000 wage earners in 1939, according to the | 
Bureau of the Census. ‘ | | 

| , FOREIGN TRADE! , | 

Imports.—Imports of slate into the United States are very small. — | 
a Their value for the past 5 years is indicated in the following table. _ 

| Owing to war-time restrictions, data for 1941 have been released for 
_ only the first9 months. | a a | 

| Slate imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41, by countries - 

| —. Country | 1937 1938 1939 1940 | gan Sept.) 
7 Canada....00----2-----------eeee eee | $826 | «$543 re $71 China..222 22222222. 3 26 $2i 45 | Czechoslovakia..---2 === 222277227772277722. 990 1,087 }.-------2ee | ee eee oO France....-...-.---------------------- 2 [eee eee e eee 895 |...--------- |---| 

Germany.._...-..-.-.2--------------e- eee] 17 |... eee] eed 
ce Hong Kong.-...---.--------------------- =e} 20 |. 59 4 fee] , Italy_.-.--.--.--.----2ss-2ssessseseeeeeeee 349 994 356 cy) nr Japan. ...-----2-2 2 eee eee 222 68 61 175 7 

Norway.---..--..---.---2-- 2-22 - ee eeee BBL fee] eee fee 
United Kingdom.._._-....---_-22 222 ee. 2, 019 3, 089 |... --- ee fe elle 1,381 

| | 4,824 6, 688 1,017 520 | 1, 504 | 
Cn 

_.  Exports.—The following table lists the value of exports of slate 
products from 1937 to 1940, as reported to the Bureau of Mines by 
shippers. | 

Slate exported from the United States, 1937-40, by uses ! 
—_— eee 

Use | 1987 1938 1939 «| 190° 
Roofing... .-.... 2-22-2222 eee eee eee $9, 382 $5, 070 $5, 244 $5, 547 School slates__........-....2-222222 22-2 eee een 35, O11 35, 717 217, 739 2 36, 503 Electrical._.._.............--.------_------.2---.. ee 2, 356 1, 239 1,726 4,721 
Blackboards..............---..2-22222-22--.e---- ee 6, 853 10, 400 8, 448 4, 688 Billiard tables...................-..------_..--.... 0... 16, 580 10, 182 18, 111 24, 197 
Structural 3.___. 2222 eee eee eee 4, 393 1,314 5, 791 } 121. 038 
Slate granules and flour..._........_..22222 22-2 eee 77. 576 93, 675 120, 731 ’ 

152, 151 157, 597 177,790 | . 196,604 
1 Figures collected by Bureau of Mines from shippers of products named. 
? Includes slate used for pencils and educational toys. . 
3 Includes slate for floors and walkways. 

1 Figures on imports and exports (unless otherwise indicated) compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of 
Mines, from records of the Department of Commerce.
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: | SUMMARY | 

- Production of sand and gravel totaled 288,715,000 short tons in oe 
1941 and surpassed all previous records. The quantity sold or used | 

7 was 21 percent and the total value 33 percent higher than in 1940. | 
S The substantial gains were confined to commercial operations; Gov- , 
Ro ernment-and-contractor ' production was virtually unchanged. The _ 
4 average value per ton of all material handled was 51 cents in 1941 at an 
; _ point of production compared with 46 cents in 1940 and 47 cents in 
: 1939. The quantity and value of total production over a period of 
{ years are indicated in figure 1. oe | 

; J. .LELL EL. . - 7 250 250 | 

| 5 Quanity 
| * 150 1506 |} a 

: a) Ly (| “ 
‘ = | DO | 77My 0 | 

= | | 
Fi é 

U 1905 1910 1915 18012 1930 19351940 —T95 
FIGURE 1.—Total production of sand and gravel in the United States, 1905-41. 

i As the major uses of sand and gravel are for concrete aggregate and 
: road stone, a substantial increase in sales was to be expected in view 

ro of the fact that the value of all construction in 1941 was more than 
twice the 1935-39 average, and awards on contracts for concrete 
pavement (in thousands of square yards) were 36 percent greater in 
1941 than in 1940. 

Sales of industrial sands also made large gains. Molding and fireor __ 
furnace sands naturally registered substantial gains because of unusual 

| | : 1 Prior to 1939 classified as ‘“‘noncommercia!”; details ofchange in designation given in Minerals Year- 
| book, 1940, Review of 1939, p. 1214. 
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- activity in foundry work in connection with the program of military 
, _ preparedness. Fe 7 

| | Salient statistics on sand. and gravel for 1940 and 1941 are sum- © 
-- marized in the following table. = oe | | 

a Sand and gravel sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by com- _ | 

- a mercial and Government-and-contractor operations and by uses 

| | ee | Percent of. 

. | Value Value . 

Short |————;_ Short — | 
tons fee ns _ bay 2 

mea L-Aver- Aver-| Ton- | “Ver 
| | | Total age Total age | nage ee | 

. | - COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS | fe v Se fo of ge - 

. Qlass..-..-:-..----....----.| 2,.759, 544| $4,881, 508; $1.77] 3,475, 111) $6, 113, 529) $1.76) 4-26.0) —0.6 

-Molding.......-..----------| 5,004,807]. 5, 268,974). 1.05] 7,246,081) 8,412,725) 1.16) +44.8/-+10.5 
-  Building__--_..-.-_-.__.._.| 29; 591, 644] 15,243,151) 52] 40, 164,731 21,698, 378| .54) +35.7| +3.8 

 Paving...._____.__.-.----= _| 20, 812, 866}. 10, 930.249]. 53] 27,018,283} 14, 834, 378}. 55) +29. 8} +3.8 
' Grinding ‘and polishing !_.._} 856,309} 915,925] 1.07} 1,001,814] 1,388,966) 1.39] +-17.0/-+-30.0 

~. Fire or furmace--_1--.---.--- 270, 715 325,713} 1.20) 325,803} 357,240; 1.10) +20.3) —8.3 
_. Engine......-.---.-.-------| 1,634, 968] 1,069,630) ,65] 2,022,782) 1,312,433) . 65 +238. 7[---2-- 

Filter__....2..--.-.----. .--- 118, 600} - 164,061} 1.38} 263,966; 324,107; 1.23/4+122.6;—-10.9 - 
- Railroad ballast ?........_-- 957, 745 256,439/ .27| 1,634,385; .445,181) .27| +70. 6|-.-..- 

- Other?_................._._| 1,928,042] 1,469,979} .76| 2,022,604] 1,455,384) .72| +5.2; —5.3 

| ‘Total commercial sand __.| 63; 930, 240| 40, 525,629!  . 63| 85, 170, 510] 56, 342,321| . 66] +33. 2] +4.8 | 

Gravel: a : | 
| Building. __-__..--_----.--_] 28, 429, 541] 15,205,100)  .65) 37, 900, 243/ 26,729, 788) .71! +61.8) +9.2 

. Paving_._._.........._.--..| 30,308, 100} 17, 879, 012| . 59) 38,310, 304) 24,624,898] .64 +26. 4} +8.5 
Railroad. ballast 4_..........| 10, 880,779] 3,627,796} .33) 16,302,175) 5,456,300). .33 +49, 8}_.--.- 
Other 5. _._..-..------------ 2,707, 607| 1,032,597| .38| 3,873,285) 1,553,606] .40) +43.1/-+5.3 . 

Total commercial gravel. 67, 326, 027| 37,744, 505) . 56| 96, 385, 957| 58,364,592) .61) +43.2) +9.0 

‘Total commercial sand and . | ) ; | 
. ~ gravel. .......-..--_----]131, 256, 267| 78, 270,134)  . 60/181, 556, 467/114, 706,913). 63) +38.3) +5.0 — 

GOVERNMENT-AND-CONTRAC- © od ' _ |. od 
“ . OR OPERATIONS 5 : 

Sand: op . . | — 

-‘Building_____...-_---_-._--] 5,149, 000} 2,039,000} .40| 5,789,000} 1,797,000) .31| +12.4|—22.5 
Paving..___......-.-.------| 9,595,000} 2,767,000} . 29) 12,876,000) 4,013,000) .81) +34.2) +6.9 

- Total Government-and- | fo ~ fo |. 
_ contractor sand __..---.-|.14, 744,000) 4,806,000}. 33 18, 665,000] 5,810,000}. 31 +26.6| —6.1 

_ Gravel. : a sO . 
Building -_-_.__.-.-_.------- 9, 866, 000} 4,922,000) .50} 8,779,000] 3,797,000} .43) —11.0)—14.0 

| Paving._._._._..-----------| 82, 442, 000| 22, 690,000|  . 28) 79, 715,000] 22, 893,000} .29) —3.3| +3.6 

“Total Government-and- - | 
contractor gravel... ..-.-| 92, 308, 000 27, 612, 000 . 30 88, 494, 000 26, 690, 000 .380| —4.1/------ 

‘Total Government-and- | | | | | 
contractor sand and 

. gravel... __.___._-_-__-]107, 052, 000] 32,418,000] . 30/107, 159, 000; 32,500,000; .30) +.1)------ 

COMMERCIAL AND GOVERNMENT- | 7 : 
AND-CONTRACTOR OPERATIONS | - 

Sand_.._______._..___.---..--_-| 78, 674, 000] 45,332, 000/  . 58|103, $35, 000| 62,152,000} . 60] +32.0| +3. 4 
saa daseseeaeeeneammnmenmmmnens aaeaes 65, 356, 000 41/184, 880, 000] 85,055,000} .46) +15. 8/+12.2 

Grand total_____..__----- i238 308, 000 10, 688, 000} , 46 288, 715, 000)147, 207, 000 . a +21. 2,110. 9 

1 Includes blast sand as follows—1940: 256,104 tons valued at $597,198; 1941: 371,049 tons, $912,626. 
_ 2 Includes ballast sand produced by railroads for their own use as follows—1940: 57,741 tons valued at 
$9,506; 1941: 37,911 tons, $5,676. 

3 Includes some sand used by railroads for fills and similar purposes as follows—1940: 207,941 tons valued 
at $44,064; 1941: 351,537 tons, $36,737. 

4 Includes ballast gravel produced by railroads for their own use as follows—i940: 4,913,809 tons valued 
at $914,990; 1941: 7,536,591 tons, $1,506,121. 

5 Includes some gravel used by railroads for fills and similar purposes as follows—1940: 793,709 tons valued 
at $133,405; 1941: 1,157,557 tons, $128,993. 
 pPproximate figures for States, counties, municipalities, and other Government agencies directly or 

under lease.
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: Oo . PRODUCTION po 

o _ As stocks of sand and gravel in the hands of producers are seldom - 
: large and as they do not vary greatly from year to year, the quan- 

tities of materials sold or used are virtually equivalent to production. - 
Throughout this report sales and production are used interchangeably. | 

_ The following table segregates sand and gravel and summarizes total 
‘ production of each over a 5-year period. | oe | a 

me Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers | 
a : oo in the United States, 1987-41 . ~ 

os oO | ae | ~ Gravel (including rail- | 
fe SO . , Band road ballast) . Total 7 | 
a Year i __ _— — 
i | | Short tons | Value | Short tons | Value | Shorttons | Value | 

4, 1987_..._..........--------| 68, 385, 071 |$40, 412, 497 | 126, 275, 352 |$57, 060; 500 | 189, 660, 423 | $97,472,997 | 
P 1938__..........--.----_-_-| 57, 118, 828 | 33,935,725 | 124, 206, 405-| 51,987,122 | 181, 320, 233 85, 722, 847 
> 1939_..._.......-.-.-----.] 72, 542,000 | 41, 608,000 | 153, 466, 000 | 64, 458, 000 | 226, 008, 000 | 106, 666, 000 
© 194.72 LLLLTILIIII| 78, 674, 000 | 45, 332, 000 | 159, 634, 000 | 65, 356,000 | 238, 208, 000 | 110, 688, 000 oO 
: 1941_.-27272_2_L_TLIIIIIL=} 108, 835, 000 | 62, 152, 000 | 184, 880, 000 | 85, 055,000 | 288, 715,000 | 147, 207, 000 | 

" - Details on production in 1941, by States and uses, are presented 
in the following tables. California, New York,. Illinois, Ohio, 

| Michigan, and Pennsylvania, in the order named, were the leading 
: States in commercial output in 1941; each produced over 10 million | 

tons. - 7 : | : — : 

_. Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and. Government-and-contractor producers | _ 
oe an the United States in 1941, by States : - 

tate «=| Short tons | - Value - State =|: Shorttons | Value _ 

‘Alabama..............-| 2,428,995 | $1, 556,457 || New Hampshire_.......| 1,804,074]. $336,538. | 
i - Alaska... ..........----- 1 530, 997 187,116 || New Jersey..........-.-|. 5,964,869 4, 397, 039 
‘ Arizona_.-..----------- 702, 889 935, 474 || New Mexico....-.------| 11,948, 587 | 1 1,260, 813 

i - Arkansas. ...........--. 3, 587, 906 1, 798, 307 || New York-_.....-....--]| 214, 923, 149 | 2 10, 096, 875 
! California. _.......--.--| -2 19, 617, 609 | 2 10, 988, 766 || North Carolina....-.---| 4,473,207 | 2,345, 165 7 

, Colorado. ...........---| . 2809,270 2 §28, 116 || North Dakota.._..-...- 2, 636, 039 238, 864 
: Conneeticut...---.-----| - 2,076,977 | 941,902 |} Ohio._._...2.2222.2-1] 12,478,145 | 9,230,358 
— -Delaware....-...__-..--| . 168, 359 102,854 || Oklahoma...----.------| 1,513,988 |" 627, 864 ~ 7 
vO Florida...-.....-....-.- 1, 462, 276 949,980 || Oregon ......--..-..-.-- 3, 968,395 | 2,159,470 
, Georgis......-.--------- 615,511 |  . 283,148 || Pennsyivania......--.--| 10,515,940 | 9, 936, 898 

Idaho... .....-...-.----- 2, 846, 752 882, 867 || Puerto Rico...-......--| | (2) (2) 
| Tlinois...---..---.-----|. 13,888,985.| 8, 271,170 || Rhode Island_____-_-_-- 649, 289 450, 228 

: Indiana....-.-..---.---| 8,897,976 | 4, 560, 652 || South Carolina..--.---} 1, 125, 725 611, 469 
4 Iowa. ...--------------- 6, 271,702 | 1, 728, 741 || South Dakota._....-..- 2, 627, 059 550, 766 

Kansas_..-----...------| _ 2,927,921 | 1,288,920 || Tennessee....._-.-..-.| 4,811,686 | 2,829, 836. 
Kentucky...---.-------| 2 1,654, 183 | 21,124, 705'|| Texas......_....-.-.-..| 12,134,312 | 6, 681, 277 

i Louisiana..._._--.-----| 3,700,140] 2,386,007 || Utah........-...-.-----| 2, 760, 025 935, 371 
: Maine..........-.--.---| 3, 891, 656 935,902 || Vermont....-..--------| 601,918] .1197,149 — 

! Maryland_.-....-------|. 5,167,445 | 4,446,850 || Virginia..._--.---_---_-| 4,598,193 | 3,770,650. 
Massachusetts-._..--.-- 5, 351, 002 2, 674, 557 || Washington- ._._-_.---- 5, 583, 285 2, 476, 834 
Michigan........-.-.-.-| 15,606,215 | 6, 190,336 || West Virginia.._...-.-| 2,733,607 | 3, 18K, 639 
Minnesota.....-.-------| 13,517,000 | 2, 705, 634 || Wisconsin.......------| 9, 263,287 | 3, 398, 039 

| —— Misstssippi------------] 22, 192,829 | +1, 018, 504 |) Wyoming-.—_-----.-| 2, 008, 663 840,933 
: Missouri.......--------| 5, 401,903 | 3, 220.086 || Undistributed #__.-.----] 46, 147,000 | . 17, 145, 000 

: Montana........-------| 4,706,685 | 1,871,912 yj 
| Nebrasks.......-.----.-| 3,176,701 | 1,273, 066 288, 715, 000 | 147, 207, 000 
| Nevada........-.------| 2,170,145 | ." 994,721 | 

| 1 Output of commercial producers included under “Undistributed.” | 
| 2 Output of Government-and-contractor operations included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 

3 Includes items covered by ‘‘!” and ‘‘3.”” .
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Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers 
in the United States in 1941, by States and uses 

, {Commercial unless otherwise indicated] ee 

Sand 

. Building 

: Glass Molding 
State G : overnment-and- . Commercial contractor 

, Short Short Tole Short . Short | | tons Value tons Value tons - Value tons. | Value 

Alabama. -.----..-- waceeeue--|----------| 96, 446 | $62, 541 288,811 | $209, 092 24,450 | $10,078 
Alaska. ... 2.22.20 | ----------] ee ee ee ee ee fee nef eee fe 

| Arizona....-._....-|----------|----------|----------|----------| 68,227 | 45,179 | 38,304 | 24, 110 
Arkansas. ....._.... QQ. (?) () (1) 275, 524 152, 830 98 73 
California ....._....| 184, 194 | $483, 643 87,666 | 232,488 | 5,601, 255 | 2, 885, 751 (2) (1) 
Colorado... .__..._|----------|----------|  @. (1) . | 308,288 | 151, 638 (1) a. 
Connecticut___.._._}.---------|----------|- @ (1) | 605, 229 285, 633 |.....-----|--------- 

yo : Delaware_._._.__.__]----------|---------- 3, 887 1,751 |. 68,476 45, 364 |2 2} 
~ Plorida._-.-.. 200. [--------L-|---------|----------|----------] 913.989 565, 696 1, 398 273 

Georgia_......_..._.| 15, 220 12,176 | 1,987 2, 574 198, 878 73, 036 1, 475 - $30. 
Idaho_._._.._.._.._._|----------|----------|----------]---------- 52, 464 ' 26, 962 4, 486 3, 812 

~ Tiinois.--..2 202 | (1). 11,098, 227 |1, 210,778 | 2, 744, 834 | 1,320, 913 2, 638 500 
Indiana_.........._| @) -|- @) © | 206,493 | 199,845 | 1,745,707 | 701,073 |_...--.--_|_....___- 
Towa ...._..-._____|-----.----].--------- Q) (1) 563. 637 283, 849 97 63 
Kansas. ....__._...___|----------]---------- 1, 500 600. 790, 225 |. 367, 475 25, 393 5, 088 

a Kentucky..._______|_-------.-|-=--------| 9,033 | 18,161} 179,500 | 125,160 (Q) (1) 
_ ‘Louisiana..________|__._.----.|--.-------]----------|----------} 516,523 | 170, 235 98 | . 73 

“ ‘Maine___.._-_--7 77] __________]__.------_]----------|----------] 57, 920 24, 733 1, 830 329 
Maryland..........| 24,000 | 38,400 |_.........|..........] 875,505 | 575,621 |.........|-. 2.22 - 
Massachusetts_..___|----------]----------| (1) 1,641,282 | 819, 459 2, 512 198 
Michigan_...____. | (3 (1) 1, 729,159 | 624,824 | 1, 760, 134 681, 356 14, 774 3, 143 
Minnesota........__| ( (1) 21,035 | 27,163 | 866,611 | 321,517 |1,871,079 | 87,390 
Mississippi._._.____|----------|----------|----------|----------| 52, 788 16, 007 () (1) 
Missouri-..........|. @) (1) 81,086 | 79,778 | 1,491,397 | 785, 150 70 25 , 

, Montana...........| 6,025 | 6,438 |_-...-.-.-|-.....----| 46,314 | . 38,744 6, 724 8.852 
Nebraska__.._...___|..----.--_].-----_---|-.-------.|----------| 450,773 | 160, 109 7, 864 6, 599 

| Nevada... |) () 15,434 | 32,207 | 20, 323 14,870 | 13,825 | 21, 705 
New Hampshire____|----------|----------]----------|---------- (@) (1) 217 38 
New Jersey.....___| 206,467 | 403, 346 |1, 254, 861 |1, 950,840 | 1,555,550 | 722,208 |_....._...}.----____. 
NewMexico ..._____|----------|----------|----------|----------|Q) (1) 31,005 | 21, 452 
New York......____|--------.-].-...--...| 624, 448 {1, 010, 051 | 4, 419, 626 | 2, 431, 573 (4) (2) 
North Carolina.____|--------.-|---------_|----------|----------] 252, 433 74,148 | 227,148 | 57,106 
North Dakota_.____|-.--.-----|----------]-.--------|----------] 31, 620 17, 490 70. 
Ohio......-..20 |) (1) 953, 586 |1, 559, 677 | 2,325,082 | 1, 454, 560 3,522 | . 1,180 

| Oklahoma._._...__| 80,437 | 128, 699 (2) (1) 303,598 | 159, 193 233 | 83 
Oregon:__._________|--------.-]---------.|----------}----.----.] 222,621 | — 181, 789 414 455 
Pennsylvania_______ (1) “(’) 433, 853 | 669,450 | 2, 564, 736 | 2, 183, 062 725 | . 1,100 
Puerto Rieo________|_---.-----|----.-----|-----2----|----- eee [eee eeeeeeefeneeeee---e| (1 
Rhode Island_._____|--.-------|----------|  @ 6) 174, 171 83, 656 1, 500 2, 250 
South Carolina_____|_.--.-----|----------]---------.|.---.-----] 293,924 | 131,005 | 266,771 | 124, 249 
South Dakota______|_._-.--.-.|----------]----------|----------| 47, 824 20.435 | 18, 684 1, 224 
Tennessee..........| (4) (1) 114,519 | 216,236 | 459.171 | 354,596 | 16,180} 11,448 
Texas..............|  () GQ) (1) (1) 1,468,613 | 829,543 | 147,162} 64,494 
Utah... fee fee 8) (1) 223, 407 99, 973 9, 700 7, 152 

. Vermont._________.|----------|----------]----------|---------- (1) (1) 5, 331 3, 808 
Virginia... |) (1) 23,750 | 21,557 | 1,151,569 | 850,185 | 40, 158 1, 592 
Washington..______|_---.-----|----------] (1) 803,907 | 422,140 | 19,747] 19,925 | 
West Virginia..___. (1) (1) (1) (4) 344,274 ) 351,738 |_...--.---]--------- 
Wisconsin__.______.|----------|.--------.| 159,729 | 138, 694 | 1,254,711 | 430,033 | 77,498} 49,834 
Wyoming ______._|-.--------|_---------|----------|----------| 12, 102 7, 881 4, 984 4, 293 
Undistributed 2... _|2, 919, 768 |5, 041,847 | 269,432 | 353, 510 76, 233 45, 628 |2, 901, 000 |1, 253, 000 

3, 475, 111 '6, 113, 529 !7, 246,081 '8, 412, 725 |'40, 164, 731 121, 698, 378 15, 789, 000 !1, 797, 000 . 

See footnotes at end of table.
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- Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers 
| -in the United States in 1941, by States and uses—Continued 

. Sand—Continued 

. ° Paving 

eee Grinding and Fir f | State G polishing 2 é or furnace . 
| ‘ overnment-and- ; . Commercial contractor | 

pa Short Short Short Short ‘ . tons Value tons Value tons Value tons _ Value 

r Alabama..__.....--.-| 484,170 | $233,310 | 13,210 | $1, 690 (0) () |---------]-------- 
i _ Alaska. ____...2-----|-----------]-----------| 10, 875 ~ 150 |. |e eee] eee] . 
ie Arizona._......--.-- 27, 837 17, 434 5, 378 2,275 | ---------|----------]---------]-------- 
es Arkansas.........-.-| 234, 980 110, 304 1, 846 |. 797 |_._.------}]---------- (4) (!) © 
‘. California. _.---_-_-| 2,620,958 | 1,211,480} (15 (1) 34,259 | $54,266 | 1,000] $1,000 
# Colorado.._-..-..---| 25,034 14, 576 (1) (Q) - 1,916} © 2,081 j_.--_- 2 feel 
° Connecticut_.-....-.| 229,991 128, 894 411, 796 29, 414 |_...__----]----------|---------]-------- 
i Delaware........---.| 15,300 9, 180 }_..--------|----------| 5,482 | 10/849 |--------]-2 oo 
g ‘Florida............-.| 224,148 | 136, 382 525 432 |_____...--]-.--------|---------]------ +e 
é: Georgia.........-.---| 277,581 | ~ 132,111 1,427 1, 194 12, 594 16, 809 j.-.--.--.]_-..---. 
h Idaho. ....._...-...- 24,131 17, 112 88, 894 38, 261 |_._-._-...|----------}---- .-- 2] eee 
F TiHinois.........--...| 1,061, 569 483, 614 16,029; 12,1384] . (Q) () 56, 548 |. 60, 956 
, Indiana. _........-..| 1, 260, 918 699, 935 878 323 |.-.-_...--|----------}] 120,000 | 40,000 

é Towa...._._......---| 287,125 |. 124,124 5, 665 526 (1) A) ple flee 
. Kansas ........-..--| 677,410 293, 964 242, 896 91, 245 564 388 |.--------]-------e 
t Kentucky.....-..-.-| 546,352} 344,273 | (1) Q) |e ee |----2-- eee] eee eee fee - 
° Louisiana_.__.._..-.-| 446, 618 263, 566 245 182 (4): (?) we-- 2 ef] eee eee 
‘ Maine.._............| 10, 726 2,577} 111,845 | 24,551 |....-_..-.|.--.--.---] 1, 300 600 

‘ Maryland._-._.....-- (1) (0) weeeccnnne-fee-n- () (1) (1) () 
. Massachusetts.....--| 509,975 | 207,283] 110,351] 18,446 1, 140 5,130 |.-----22- |e 2 
| Michigan._.__......-| 1,634,059 | 734,349 | 194,119] 41,168 (1) (yo five lf 

Minnesota_.......--| 282,110 | 166,644.|” 148,409 | 27,719 (1) () Q) (1) 
Mississippi_...-..-.-| 457,264 | 189,470 (1) ~ @) | 1,259 615 |_-..----:]_-____- 
Missouri. .....-.---- 526, 883 279, 692 14, 412 10, 023 (1) ¢) (1) (4) 
Montana....---.-.-- 15, 652 8, 354 4, 576 4,256 |___-....--]_.--------]---------] 2-2 eee 
Nebraska_._.....-...} 730,963 | 338,131 700 250 576 230 |.--------]_2------ 
Nevada... -..-------- 32, 523 33, 878 4, 658. 3, 583 1, 379 3,448 |--..-----]-------- 
New Hampshire.-.-- 42, 190 20, 327 478, 471 35, 248. |..--------]-.--------|---------]----2--- 
New Jersey.....-----| 1,326, 648 600, 480 542 38 | 110,596 | 224,146 | 35,707 | 42,341 
New Mexico-..-_---|-----------]-----------| 119,805} 64,656 |___...-..-]-_---.----|e--- ee] 

| New York.._...-_---_| 3, 082, 806 | 1, 665, 993 (*) — 0) we wen nee nfoenen eee ee @) () 
North Carolina......} 811, 941 290, 381 | 1,322,428 | 230,113 |_..-...--}.---------- |e ef kee 
North Dakota--.---- 17, 922 5, 720 280 200 |..-.--.--.]------..--]---------]------2- — 
Ohio_._._.....--.-.-] 1,662, 985 | 1, 030, 338 2, 367 1, 445 () © Q) @) Q) 

¢ Oklahoma..........-| 156, 727 74, 779 62, 771 13, 129 {___._....-]..-.--..--|---------]-------- ae 
_ Oregon.....---.--...| 182, 406 87, 686 36, 573 29, 036 |...-.--.--]----_-----]---------]--__---- co 

‘ . Pennsylvania....._..| 1,802,150 | 1, 580, 208 140 140 (') () - 41,893 | 60,912 
— Puerto Rico__.......|----.------]----------- (1) (*) a---------|---------- | ------- + fee eee 

Rhode Island---.----- 20, 592 8, 281 04,386 |. 69,793 |..-._.-..-]-.-.------]---------|- 
f South Carolina_-___- 81, 258 25,481 | 189,164 | 93,720 (') (!) ween eeeee [oe nee 
° - South Dakota_----_- (1) () 116, 777 69, 998 |........--].--------|-------- ]e Lele 
: Tennessee.......--..} . 772, 442 540, 062 81, 772 14, 835 17, 613 24, 555 . 145 159 

Texas. ._.-..--------| 1,305, 914 752, 660 238,640 | 180,611 6, 510 10, 044 (4) () 
: Utah._....-----.--..] 224,812 83, 380 12, 420 4,790 |_-----.---]_--------.]---------]-.------ 

t Vermont....--------| ©) (1) 5,331 3, 808 QM fF @ fll 
sO Virginia.............] 418,019 | 214,392 | 397,349 | 52,010 (1) Q) evel 

Washington_.._..-..| 205,689 | 109,144] 139,678} 58,171 |..-......-]_.....----]---.-_---]._------ , 
i West Virginia. --_--_- 338, 335 288, 024 22, 271 16, 361 re) () woe-n---ifoueeeee- 
i ‘Wisconsin... ........]| | 273,708 | 144,977 | 323,471 | 106, 937 (1) Q)  |---- 2.2 fee eee 
i Wyoming... -.-..--.. 800 400 * 3, 034 1,090 |_-....----]----------]------- 2 Jee eee , 
t Undistributed ?._...-| 1, 691, 662 | 1, 131,028 | 7,840,000 |2, 658,000 | 807, 926 |1,036,405 | 69,210 | 151,372 

' 27, 013, 283 |14, 834, 378 |12, 876,000 |4, 013, 000 |1, 001, 814 |1, 388, 966 | 325, 803 | 357, 240 

Sec footnotes at end of table. .
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| Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial-and Government-and-contractor producers _ 
7 3 in the United States in 1941, by States and uses—Continued —=s_— 

a | ee Sand—Continued : 
oo ~ nt rrr en AN AS cst tern hese i tens oRe> 

. . . so . . . e 4 * . - 

State Engine | Filter | Railroad ballast _ Other 5 . 

Short -Short Short | vy, Short : ae tons Value tons Value. ‘tons. | Value tons Value 

-  Alabama--..2.--.----] © Q@) |it1-------]---------- fee fee ef 
; _ Alaska-- 2222222222} |e ff wecenneee 

| areanges OO a a aaa | aa . ATKansas-_-_....--_-- ood. - — > - &). / oo 
California.__.........]| 35,097 | $16,796 | 3,844] $11,259 | 44,064) $14,769 | 199,097 134,814 
Colorado_.........---| 36,209} 31,373 | = 92) 467 |__-. ele fe-ee------| 30,123 |. 11,687 
Connecticut __........]---..-..--|---.------]) 2,390] 2, 180. |-_-_------]---- eee. (1) ~ Q) 

. _Delaware.............| . 58,870 “19, 313 -1,116 2, 512 |_.-- 2. --]---2--e-t 3,420 | | a” . 
a Florida.....----------] @  -{) @_ fi.e...z-e-|----2- ee |e tee fee (1) ( 

| Georgia___.-.__-____-| 11, 536 4,628 | 1,757 | 5,271 |__.--__._]_._______| 85,950 | 28, 263 

Mlinois....---.----_-| 82,450 | 42,820} (1) OT oe a | ay 
“Indiana.___......._..| 85, 731 33, 504 |_._._.-_..]----..-_.2] 22,340 6,111 | 51,970}. 13,416 
Towa._......-.-..---.| 39, 652 23, 308 4, 063 14,7024. 2,158: 854 18,763 | 8,225 | 

. ‘Kansas.........._....| | 79, 493 41,346 (1)... (@).. 1. 4,705} 1,948 17, 556 . 6,864 
Kentucky_..-........] 40,159 28, 478 |_.-.--2.--|----------|-.---- ef - eee am | 8 oo, 
Louisiana__..........| 22,202 5,017 j|_---------|----------| 74, 983.} 21,304 QY ~ 

a , Maine____..........-. (1) S (t) . wne-n-ee--|----2--2--] (!) | . (1) f” (2) 

Maryland .____...2_-. OM @) | @ (+) I ----, ee f---- ef 0) ) _ 
Massachusetts__...__. 4,500 | = 1,125 |_----.-.--}----------] 55,079.| 11, 503 
Michigan____..___.__. f (1) - ewe eww me sof cme w ene want. 266, 506 44, 484 73, 925 34,28 

‘““Minnesota_.........-| (1 (@) 966 | 2,636 | 354,062 | 74,327 40, 129 - 8, 684 
_ Mississippi__.........] 14,766} 6,257 |_2--2_2.--|o22-2 2 ieee] 504 am | 

Missouri. -__......-..| 25, 863 24, 024 () Q) () (4) (¢) | @).. 
. Montana... ___..__._]--.-.-----|----------]--------2-[-----2-2.-|----2--- |... -----| 175, 825]. 22038 

Nebraska...._........| 188, 095 68, 253 |.......---]--...-.-.-| | - 6,041. 2, 356 20, 227 6,233 
Nevada. -___._...-.-.}--------2-|-.--------]-------- |e f elfen @ Ff @ |. | 
New Hampshire._____}_.........|...-....-.].-----._-|/_---.---_|_----------|L---------]---- |e 

. ' New Jersey___._.___.- 30,336 | 16,349 51, 648 79, 316 j..-.-.-.--]--- 2-2 ee (1) .QY 
. _ New Mexico.______-. (1). () ew eenene--|oneeaunee|ee-e-- ee |e eee fee eee ee fee eee 

New York....._..___-|  46,190| 21,378] 4) | (Q) (1) ~ (0) 70, 589 | 33, 463 
North Carolina..__._._| 51, 861 37,437 | (4) (Yelle leet lf-e--------] 28, 568 | 8, 010 
North Dakota. __.._..]-...-....-]-.2--22-2-}-2-2 2] ee} worn enw enn e eee eee | 

° Ohio. _-_......-...-.:] 68,390 50, 162 6, 631 10, 700 | . 53, 403 ‘11,072 | 147,425 | 167, 884 
Oklahoma..___...___. (1) - (1) wee-------]-------2--f---------- |---| 17, 888 |. 7, 689 

_ Oregon.__...-_....__- 17, 717 3,901 J. 22-82, 162 12, 407 9, 754 _ 2, 787 
Pennsylvania........] 327,985 | 354, 943 Q).. () ~---------|------.---] 228,160 | 302,120 

, ; Puerto Rico_...____.. en nn se ee] fee eee ee fee eee ee ween enw ee 
a. : Rhode Island_._..__..]  @) ¢)) waonnncane- feu eee eee eee fee (1) . 

South Carolina__.._..| 28, 684 7, 192 @Q | ay. 12, 675 1,825 15, 905 7, 308 - 
South Dakota._._.___|........--|-..---.---]---___2---].---- eee] 1, 872 “1,488 - 
Tennessee_._......_..}| 23,311 16,554} 3 (f) (1) fie -._--_|{----------| 48,233.) 23, 548 
Texas. ...............| 42,350 | 22,030 @)  f @) . 98, 920 36,613 | 117,897 oh O42 
Utah__.2-- 2. ay a) - 500 600 [oo fee (1) a¢) 
Vermont .___...__.__- () (1) won en eee e fee e ede fee eee} (4) > (At) 
Virginia_.........22_- 78,324 | 32,117 |... elf |e} 76, 370 45, 485 
Washington____._____ (1) () |-.--------]---------- (1) (1) 47, 253 13, 893: 
West Virginia._._._..| 298,920 | 269,035 |___-_._.-_|-..._-____] 11, 500 | 6, 000 (2) (1) . 
Wisconsin___.....__.- (!) (1) (!) (1) 40, 326 12, 048 26, 816 6, 101 
Wyoming. ._..__.___.|.-...--.--}----------]--.---.---]---.------|----------]---------| @ | @ 
Undistributed 2? .___.| 288, 461 139, 603 | 190,959 | 194,565 | 610,540 | 199,068 | 397,682 | 505, 966 

2, 022, 782 |1, 312, 433 | 263, 966 bet, 107 |1, 634,335 | 445,181 |2, 022, 604 /1, 455, 384. 

See footnotes at end of table. ;
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Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers 
‘ in the Uniied States in 1941, by States and uses—Continued 

my Pe . Gravel 

a ° | 7 Building. | . | Paving - 

: tate Government-and | Government-and a , ® overnment-and- szovernment-and- , 7 . Commercial | contractor |. Commercial . contractor . 

ee oo Short — “| Short | Short Short | x _ 
i re tons Value | - tons Value tons Value tons | Value 

/ Alabama..-....} 362,283 | $371,716} 33,378 | $7,649 | 907,926 | $577,716 | 73,156 | $22, 069 
‘ Alaska... 22 |... woo]. -onennn-|--e-e-e---[----n---| |G |. 820,122 | 86, 966 | 
* Arizona__......| 75,245 | 59,687 | 86,817| 52,746 | 127,355] . 59,763 | 219,220| 65,950 
2 Arkansas..-....| 375,679 | 320,537 | 56,586} 8,153 | 371.426 | 209,648 | 1, 260,529 | 512, 062 a 
is California. _..._| 6, 581, 234.|. 3, 753, 562 | 3 ~] g 3, 379, 252 | 1, 936, 490 1) . Q 
‘ - Colorado. .--_-. (1 Q) @ 1) 186, 488 123, 664 by  . 
Y Connecticut....; 628,214 | 380,020 |.......-_.}.....--...|. 181,170 68, 810 |._...--..--]--...-.--- 
i Delaware.___...{ 11,808 . 11, 833 |....-..---].-2- 222.2] ] ee ee ee : 
©. Florida} be 91| 53,466 |. 58, 471 1,301 |. 657 : 
b Georgia. ..._..-].---.--.---|.----2.----} 11,015. 661 |......-...-|-.--- 2-2. 6,141 | 5, 505 | 

: Idaho._........| 70,901 | 37,743 | 37,792 | 12,348] 153,469 | 97,876 | 1,994,191 | 540,859 , 
Illinois. .___.._] 2,985,019 | 1, 579, 731 - 216 108 | 1,711,802 | 762,960 | 534,819 | 190,346 , 
Indiana__.__...| 1,294,900 | 784,050 | 45,482 | 6,464 | 2, 167,262 | 1,318,556 | 498,031 | 150,348 _ 

, Towa..........2| 406,450 | 351, B46 1, 829. 246 | 1,051,900 |... 360,990 | 3, 448,330 | 309,047 
Kansas_........| 221,575 | 120,851 | 14,777 | 3,283 | 300,569 | 183,426 | 534,792 | 167,992 | 
Kentucky....._| 233,562} 184,340} = (1) (1) | 545,577 | 387,048 | Q) 
Louisiana.____.| 1, 028,031 |. 720,722 | “245 91 | 1, 407, 270 | 1, 101, 151 22,001! ° 2.045 + 
Maine..........| . 50,422| 35,385] 64 69.| 172,536 |. - 70,704 | 3,236,439 | 700, 156 ~ 
Maryland......| (J (Q() fo pet COL ye 159,819 | 11,397 

: Massachusetts. .| 1,357, 537 | 1,056,930 |..........|_......_._| 754,745 | 370,179 | 388,869 | .. 35,499 | 
Michigan._.__._| 2, 101,135 | 1,196,559 | 284,260 | 46,688 | 2,430, 213 | 1,114,651 | 4,061,027 | 1, 157, 224 

- Minnesota__...| 520,968 | 566,717 | 227,013} 80,197 | 676,623-| 361,349 | 6,823,244 | 486,498 
Mississippi.....| 148, 573 . 66, 635 (1) . (1) — | 1,124, 735 | . 627,347 (1) @®. 

_ Missouri____.--] 1,448,353 | 818,067 | 65,422 | 13,115] 629,671 | -371,920| 615,774 | 271,457 : 
. Montana.......| . 123,535 | 92,185 | 10,749 14,088 | 435,565 | 242,511 | 2,555,177 | 1, 126,417 
ou Nebraska._.....| 266,364}. 167,882 | 23, 834 8,442 | 1,031,936 | 324,158 | 426,751 | 186,506 — 

Nevada._...---| @ | @ 7,798 | 15,468 | 30,760 11, 344 | 1,883,234] 536,012 ~ a 
New Hamp- SO, de ° a an - 

| shire__._.--.- (1) (@) =| 11,269 84, © | + -Y 1, 122, 343 96, 265 
New Jersey.....| -735,616{ 492,206 |_.._..._..|_....._...}| 454,273 | 276,470| ' 10,193 | 728 | 
New Mexico---| @)- | @) — + 87,867 | 66,408 |-_......-.-|...2..._.__] 1, 739, 910 | 1, 117, 207 - 
New York...._.| 3,524, 752 | 2, 657, 021 (1) (1) 2, 578, 382 | 2, 146, 409 (1) “QO | 
North Carolina.| 473, 534.| . 511,872 | 12,158 | 5,196 | 580,231 |. 657,344 | 145,421| 30,250 : 

- North Dakota..| 40,224. | 36,707 | —— 140 50. | 54, 733 31, 179 | 2,180,117-|. 87,877 | 
p Ohio__..-......| 1,879, 106 | 1,319,771 | 17,330 2,751 | 3,023,893 | 1,928,436] 498, 109 70, 440 | 

| Oklahoma....-.| 81, 647 53,882 | 45. 91} 197,680 | 133,110] 582,821 |. 33,172 
Oregon..._.....| 670,058 | 403, 941 9, 504 739 | 805,689 | 471,173 | 1,902,144 |. 901,044 . 
Pennsylvania.._| 2, 120,100 | 1, 776, 787 | 400 1,150 | 1,910,073 | 1,558,415 | 113,053 | 24,010 
Puerto Rico....|-...-.-..--|-.---------|_------.-- fee ef ele (4) (2) 

| - Rhode Island...| 164,796 | 111,824) 2,500} 3,750|  36,314| 7,482] 82,728 64,319 
_ South Carolina.| 103, 546 97,158 | 245 91 | 102,946.| 96,075 1,091 545 / 
- South Dakota..| 12,349 8,682 | 49, 141 3,241 | . 37,882 8,109 | 2,007,917 | 378, 138 - 

| Tennessee_.....| 337,838 | 264,601} 42,430 | 8,334 | 1, 542, 164 | 1,017,528 | 1,182,045 | 207,428 
' Texas_........-| 2,275,924 | 1,673,674 | 113,804 | 38,444 | 2,473,377 | 1,867,323 | 2,320,012} 430,043 | 
. Utah...........| 226,526 | 104,261 | 17,704 | 11,223 | 396,010 | 154,962 | 1,344,743 | 303,820 © | | 

Vermont......:|..-.-.--.--]----------- 700 500 (1) (1) 500, 556 | 119, 033 | 
Virginia__.....-| 1, 249,325 | 1, 703,145 |..........|..........| 652,697 | 666,987 | 444,484 | 105,275 

i Washington....| 841,451 | 505,130 | 106,704 | 65,855 | 634,067 | 367,506 | 1,744,960 | 697, 252 
West Virginia..| 304,088 | 306,300 |_..___....|..........| | 477,980 | 378,877.| 123, 086 59, 851 
Wisconsin......| 956,402 | 441,261 | 173,449} 109,321 | 954,230] 418,567 | 3,481,301 | 1, 154, 708 | 

: Wyoming......| 17, 821 12, 527 8,698} 6,034 37, 432 34,543 | 876,153 | 438, 136 
: Undistributed 2.| 1, 575,352 | 1, 563, 241 |7, 257, 000 |3, 203, 000 | 1, 560,535 | 1, 663,676 {27, 950, 000 | 9, 909, 000 

37, 900, 243 |26, 729, 788 |8, 779, 000 3, 797, 000 |38, 310, 304 /24, 624, 898 |79, 715, 000 |22, 893, 000. 

See footnotes at end of table. .
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Sand and gravel sold or used by commercial and Government-and-contractor producers 
: in the United States in 1941, by States and uses—Continued —_ 

So Gravel—Continued Send and gravel 

| , Railroad ballast ¢ Other ? Total commercial | Total Government- — . 
State and-contractor 

Short Short Short 10 Short | tons Value | ons - Value tons. Value tons Value 

Alabama. -........-- 98, 585) $44, 933 4,620| $2,772] 2,284,801] $1, 514, 971 144,194| $41, 486 
. Alaska......-----.4--|----------|---------]-------~-]--------- (1) (3) 530. 997 87, 116 

Arizona... _..-..----- Q) | () QQ) | Q) 353, 170 190, 393 349, 719] 145, 081 
Arkansas.....-..-..-| 870,804; 315,250} . 5,014) == 819) 2, 268,847| 1,277,222) 1,319,059] 521, 085 

, California_..-.-..-.-]. 512,053] 69,599] 383,636] 182,849} 19, 617, 609) 10, 988, 766 (1) (1) 
. Colorado. .-...------- 5, 302 3B, 203} (1) (1) 809, 270 (§28,116) 4) 4. 

Connecticut - -..----- 20,216) 29,216] 35, 221 4,835; 1, 665, 181 912, 488 411, 796 29, 414 
Delaware... ......-.-|_------+--]---------]--.------}--------- 168.359;  102,854/.....------}.2 le 
Florida_.....--.-----| ©): Mfc flee----] 1, 458, 807 948, 527 3. 469 1, 453 
Georgia.....-.-------|----------]---------]---------]----+---- 605, 453 274, 868 10, 058 8, 280 

a Idaho.-....---.----- 405,912) 91,168} 11,200) 14.500] © 721,389} 287.587} 2,125,363} 595,280 
~ Tilinois_..........---| 1, 933.312) 734,703} 62,132] 27, 460] 13, 335, 283] 8, 068, 082 553.702] 203, 088 

Indiana. ..........--| 1, 225,626) 571.835] (1) 0) 8, 354,085] 4, 403. 517 543,891] 157,135 
Jowa.......--------- 348, 418} 150.089} 13,430} 19,804! 2,815,781] 1.418, 859; 3,455,921} 300, 882 
Kansas. _-....-...--- (!) — Q). 4, 318 3, 367; 2,110, 063} 1,021,312 817,858} 267,608 
‘Kentucky-...---..-- () () jis -.-----]--.------| 1,654, 183] 1, 124, 705 (1) (dy. 
Louisiana........---| 170,563; | 94,036). (4) (1) 3,677, 461| 2, 383. 706 22, 679 2, 391 | 

-Maine....-.....-..-.| 148,510} 53,132} 80,222) 20,031 541, 478 210, 797! 3,350,178] 725, 108 
Maryland .......-.-.-|.-.-------|---------] 3, 444 3,000} 5, 007.626} 4, 435, 453 159, 819 11, 397 
Massachusetts... ..-- (1) | (1) (1) (1) 4, 849, 270] 2, 620, 414 501, 732 54, 143 
Michigan....-......-| 669,920] 214,890; 38,924) 12,862) 11,052,035; 4,942,113] 4, 554,180! 1,248 223 

oS Minnesota ......-..--] 1,295, 616] 433.176] 344,289} 39,479) 4,447,324] 2,023,730; 9,069,745) 681, 804 
Mississippi. -------- 385, 835} 108, 361 2, 510 1,308} 2,192,829} 1,018, 504 (1) 0) 
Missouri........----| 148,964] 81,925] (1). (1) | 4,706,225] 2,925,466] 695,678] 204, 620 | 
Montana.....-......| 1,133, 973| 272, 475| 193,570) 36,624] 2, 129, 459 718, 349| 2, 577, 226) 1, 153, 563 

_ Nebraska..........-. 10, 414 6, 625 3. 163 2,202} 2,717,552; 1,071,179 459,149] 201.887 © 
Nevada......--.---- 52, 762| = 5, 632) = (2) ¢)) 260, 630 317, 953} 1,909,515; 576, 768 
New Hampshbire.....|........--|--:------ (1) ¢)) 281,774| 204,183] 1,612,300} 132,355 
New Jersey....-.--.-|----------|--------- (1) () 5, 954,134} 4, 896, 273 10, 735} 766 
New Mexico.-....-.-|..-.------|---------]--.--.---}--------- (1) (1) —-] . 1,948, 587] 1, 268, 813 
New York._........- 18,423; 18,657; 522,065} 94,225) 14, 923, 149} 10, 096, 875 (1) (1) 
North Carolina._....| 35,219; 24, 649 (1) (1): 2, 766, 142} 2,022, 500; 1,707,155} 322, 665 

. North Dakota__._...} 268,026] 55,161) 42,907) 4,455 455, 432 150, 712} 2, 180, 607 88, 152 
Ohio...............-.| 1,289,905} 598,854) 187,803] 206, 469) 11,951,817} 9, 154, 542 521,328; 75,816 
Oklahoma.-..._......}----------|--------- 1, 411 5, 930 867, 918 581, 389 646, 070 46, 475 

. Oregon... -.-...-.----- 82,960} 46,682; 46,303} 17,830} 2,019,670} 1,228,196; 1,948,725) 931,274 
Pennsylivania........|.---------]--.------| 101,379] 74,251} 10, 401,622} 9,910,498; 114,318 26, 400 
Puerto Rico. ....-...|----------|--.------|_---------}--------|------- eee () ()- 
Rhode Island_......-|----.-.---}--.------ (4) (4) 468, 175 319,111}, 181,114] 140,112 _ 
South Caroling......| _ 13,345 2, 301 171 189]. 668, 454 392, 864 457,271} 218, 605 
South Dakota... ---- 287, 043} 54,907 (1) ) 434, 540 107, 165} 2,192,519} 452, 601 " 
Tennessee. --_-.-..-- 140, 537| 85. 763} 18,411] 15,334) 3, 489,250] 2, 587,791} 1,322,436) 242,045 
Texas...............| 1,337, 678} 520, 738} 127,922} 76,080; 9,305, 604/ 5,958,685} 2,828,618] 722, 592 
Utah.....-........--| 249,159] 50, 931 (2) (4) 1, 375, 458 518, 386] 1,384, 567; 416, 985 
Vermont....-..-----|  @) (tl) fetes e.fe--------| (1) 601,918} 127, 149 
Virginia. .-..........|.------.--|---------] 22,886} 25,481} 3,711, 202) 3, 611, 773 881,991] 158,877 
Washington.........| 716,980] 75,926] 274,471] 107,103] 3, 572,196] 1,635,631] 2,011,089] 841, 203 

. West Virginia - woeeee 22, 444; 10,924 (1) (1) 2, 588, 250} 3, 109, 427 145, 357 76, 212 
Wisconsin. -._....--. 1, 118, 231) 243,280} 336,315] 78,176) 5,207,518} 1,977,239] 4,055, 719] 1, 420, 800 
Wyoming ____...._..] 1,008,439) 325, 344 (#) ~ (1) 1, 110, 794 391, 380 892.869} 449, 553 
Undistributed 3____.. 272,902} 62, 035)1,005, 498} 476, 167 199, 108 122, 362} 45, 948, 000/17, 023, 000 

16, 302, 175} 5, 456, 300/3, 873, 235) 1, 553, 606/181, 556, 467/114, 706, 913/107, 159, 000/32, 500, 000 

_ 'Included under ‘‘Undistributed.”’ 
2 Includes, in addition to items entered as ‘‘!’’ sand and gravel produced on W. P. A. projects. 
3 Includes 371,049 tons of blast sand valued at $912,626. 
4 Includes 37,911 tons of ballast sand valued at $5,676, produced by railroads for their own use. 
5 Includes 351,537 tons of sand valued at $36,737, used by railroads for fills and similar purposes. 
6 Includes 7,536,591 tons of ballast gravel valued at $1,506,12', produced by railroads for their own use. 
? Includes 1,157,557 tons of gravel valued at $128,993, used +. railroads for fills and similar purposes.
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< Location of planis.—Figure 2 shows the location of all pits reported 
- to the Bureau of Mines as producing sand or gravel, or both, used in» - 
5 any kind of construction in 1940. Each dot represents an active pit, | 

| regardless of the volume of material produced. Inasmuch as 1940 a 
2 was a fairly active year in the building trades and new pits can be - | 
: opened without difficulty, the map may be regarded as a reasonably | 

accurate index of commercial sources of supply. Sand and gravel - 
> pits are numerous and widely scattered. They are abundant in the  _ 
rn glacial deposits of the northeastern quarter of the United States but | os 

are scattered south of the Ohio and Missouri Rivers, which mark the | 
a southern limits of the terminal moraines. Many deposits occur on — | 
. the Pacific coastal plain. River beds and their banks are important | 
a ‘sources of supply. The concentration of pits along the Mississippi 
oo and Ohio Rivers is noteworthy. The Arkansas, Missouri, and | 
: Willamette Rivers are not shown on the map, although their courses | 
i may be traced by the pits along their channels. . 
pe _ The extent of reserves of sand and gravel can be judged only in | 
i part from this map, for many large undeveloped deposits are situated 
: in sparsely settled territory. On the other hand, the large number 

and close proximity of pits in the populous industrial areas of. the 
4 - Northeastern, Middle Western, and Pacific Coast States indicate 

intensive development of sand and gravel deposits, and not necessarily | 
7 -@more abundant supply. } | , | 

~  Government-and-contractor production—The quantity of sand and 
. gravel reported by State government agencies for 1941 increased 7. | 

percent over that reported for 1940 and represented 37 percent of the | 
total Government-and-contractor output during 1941; of this quan- | 

_ tity, 54 percent was produced by contractors. Counties reported 21 | 
percent and municipalities 1 percent of the production. The remain- 

- ing 41 percent was produccd largely by Federal agencies, including the - 
| Forest Service, National Park Service, Bureau of Public Roads, 

| Bureau of Reclamation, Soil Conservation Service, United States 
t Engineer Office, and Work Projects Administration. | ; 
: Average values of the materials were higher than in 1940, except | 
a the output by or for counties. Other details are shown in the following | 

| tables. | 7 

5 Sand and gravel sold or used by Government-and-contractor producers in the United 
t States, 1937-41, by uses | | 

Sand = | Gravel | Total Government- 
‘ |  ]  and-contractor | 

Building | Paving Building Paving sand and gravel 
| Year) 

| short Vaine wa | vatae | Short Vatue | Short vatue | Stott | Value : 
1937_11, 540, 280} $595, 953'4, 704, 764)$1,157,162'2, 961, 360)$1,396,202/55, 111, 541 $15,209,362 64, 317, 945/$18,358,679 
1938_}2, 157, 501! 890, 224 6, 623, 073/1, 373, 556 7, 299, 822/2, 454, 783/59, 480, 051/16, 188, 406] 75, 560, 447/20, 906, 969 
1939_|5, 815, 000/2, 255, 000 9, 114, a 767, 000; 10,896,000 5, 586, 000/81, 790, 000/24, 275, 000/107, 615, 000}34, 883, 000 
1940.15, 149, 000|2, 039, 000 9, 595, 000 2, 767, 000-9, 866, 000|4, 922, 000/82, 442, 000! 22, 690, 000| 107; 052, 000/32, 418, 000 
1941_|5, 789, 3 797, 000 12,876,000]4, 013, 0008, 78 = 797, 000{79, 715, 000,22, 898, 0001107, 150, 00032, 500, 000
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- Sand and gravel sold or used by Government-and-contractor producers in the United 
SO +. States, 1988-41, by types of producers 

2 Lo | | 1938 1989 1940 1941 

: _ ‘Type of producer — | Aver- | Aver- Aver- | | Awer- 
‘ Short | age Short . age Short age Short oe 
i . Se tons | value; tons value | tons value | tons , 
Z | | os perton| perton; | per ton . {per tom 

e Construction and mainte | - | | ae | oe 7 
fs nance crews.............--| 44,745, 603]. $0. 21| 71,934, 000} $0.29] 78,615,000] $0.28] 66,234,000] $0. 27 
e Contractors....__---"77"-_] 30, 814,754] .37/ 35, 681, 000," 30] 28, 437,000]. 37/ 40,925,000]. 38 
: .° 198, 560,447] 281107, 615,000]. 32/107, 052,006]  .30)107, 150,000] 30 

e - States_.............-..-..---| 38, 434, 738| .31| 35,770,000| . 20] 36,657,000]. 26) 39,177,000]. 28 
: Counties. ___-77-7277777777} 23; 892,718] 19] 16, 588,000] 24) 21,685,008] 22] 22,772,000) - 20 
é Municipalities.....__.....| 2,232,786] 33] 2,003,000| © .26| 1,923,000] .28| 1,637,000) 29 
‘ Other agencies....__-_-_-----| 11,000, 205] _ 34] 53, 164,000]. 38] 46,787,000]. 38| 43,573,000]. 40 
i Se | | 75, 560,447]. 28107, 615,000]. 32/107, 052,000]. 30/107, 15,000) 30 

so METHOD OF TRANSPORTATION — : 

' Sand and gravel are conveyed from pit to destination by truck, | 
_ railway, or waterway. In 1934, 57.4 percent of the total shipment 

was by rail; a steady decline in rail shipments had been. noted from 
that year until the recovery recorded in 1941. tw | 

Sand and gravel sold or used. by commercial producers in the United States, 1940-41, 
oe by methods of transportation? 

gt txt 

a Method of transportation _ | oe | 
| as short | Storer | Short | Sftmah 

DWC eee eeeeeeececeeceeceeceeceeseceeee-| 54,003,146 | 45.8 | 74, 452, 542 4.9 | 
Rail... ----.- sss e ese eec econ seecceceesecsesese..| 45, 284,084 | 38.4 |» 60,225, 305 41.7 

. Waterway. -__....-.----- 2-2 ----------| 18, 600, 060 15.8 22, 201, 899 13.4 

. Total reported.......-...-.-.-----------------&--| 117, 918, 190 100.0 | 165,879, 836 100.0 | 
| Percent of total commercial production covered... .----|-------------- 89.8 |--.----------- 91.0 

" 1 For practical purposes the entire output of Goverament-and-contractor operations commonly is moved | 
by truck. Including Government-and-centractor production, sand and gravel moved as follows—1940: 

: Track 72 percent, rail 20 pereent, and waterway 8 percent; 1041: Truck 67 pereent, rail 25 percent, and 
: waterway 8 percent. | mo | . 7 | 

: | _ DEGREE OF PREPARATION | | | 
i . 

Specifications for sand and gravel are becoming increasingly rigid. 
| Although in many regions nature has sorted its materials remarkably 

well, relatively few deposits supply products that will satisfy market 
requirements without screening or washing. In 1941, 88 percent of all 
commercial production was processed in some way, and the remainder 
was sold as bank-run material. On the other hand, only 21 percent of 

- the Government-and-contractor production was processed. This ac- 
counts largely for the low average value per ton of the Government- 
and-contractor output compared with commercial production.
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os Sand and gravel (prepared or unprepared) sold or used by producers in the United 
. States, 1940-41, by commercial and Government-and-contractor operations 

| 7 | 140 2 1941 | 

- oe . Quantity Average Quantity Average — 

| | - . oh] ~COValue |, value 

| ; | Short tens | Percent | P&*°2 | ghort-tons | Percent | Perton 

| Commercial operations: . | | | - 
. Prepared ._.......-.----------| 115, 425, 213 88 $0.63 | 159, 784, 239 - 881 . $0.67 

| Unprepared....._.......--...| 15, 831, 054 12 36 | 21,772, 228 12}. 33 7 

| : . | 181, 256, 267 — 100 .60 | 181, 556, 467 100 | . 63 

Government-and-contractor © op- o 
‘erations: 

_ Prepared _...........----..-.-| 35, 633, 000 33 . 43 22, 311, 000 21 . 49 
oe Unprepared.__.........-.--..| 71, 418, 000 67| _ .24} 84,848, 000 79 | 225 

| , | 7 107, 052, 000 100 .30 | 107,159,000 | 100 800 

| Grand total__.....-.--..--.-] 288,308,000 |..........] 46 | 288, 715, 000 == 51 = 

| | | SIZE OF PLANTS a | 

| | More than half of the commercial sand and gravel plants of the | 
United States are in a size group that produces less than 25,000 tons 

- annually, but this large group contributed only 8.1 percent of the 
total production in 1940. Medium-size plants furnish the bulk of © 

| theoutput. In 1940, 61.5 percent of the total came from plants having 
an annual production between 25,000 and 300,000 tons. Details of 
output, by size groups, for 1939 and 1940 are given in the following 

a table. | | 

/ Comparison of number and output of commercial sand and gravel plants tn the 
| | United States, 1939-40, by size groups } . 

| 1939 | 1940 

Plants ? Production Plants ? Production 
Size group in short tons a  ( 

Per- | Per- Per- Per- 
Num- Short Num- Short cent of cent of cent of cent of . 
ber {'total| 2S | total | PT | total | 28 | total 

Less than 25,000.......--......--| 1,188] 54.5] - 9,398,000| 8.4 | 1,224| 547| 10,218,000; 8&1 
25,000 and less than 50,000 ._.-...| 365] 17.5 | 13,011,000] 11.6 | 379| 17.0| 13,538,000} 10.8 
50,000 and less than 100,000 --...| 286 | 13.7| 20,431,000] 18.2] 310| 13.8| 21,901,000| 17.5 
100,000 and less than 200,000.-__.} 186] 89 | 25,686,000 | -22.8| 204{ 9.1 | 28,525,000; 228 
200,000 and less than 300,000..-:-} 50{ 24] 12,077,000] 10.7] 54] 241! 12,981,000] 10.4 
300,000 and Jess than 400,000..-..| 26] 1.3] 9,086,000] 8.1 25) 1.1] 8,546,000 6.8 | 
400,000 and less than 500,000.-----} 11 .5 | 4,948,000} 4.4 rs .5 | 4,643,000! 3.9 
500,000 and less than 600,000.--.-| 11 .5| 4,884,000} 4.3 13} .6{] 7,007,000} 56 
600,000 and less than 700,000...) 3 2| 20770001 18 { 5| .2]| 3,181,000 2.5 
700,000 and less than 800,000 ____. . uo . 3 1 2, 230, 000 1.8 
800,000 and less than 900,000 ___. 4 .2| 3,289,000} 29 2} .1{ 1,646,000 1.3 
900,000 and less than 1,000,000____}......_}_.---__]_-----_--_ - fell 4 .2 3, 712, 000 3.0 
1,000,000 and over.__._..._-.-_-- 6| .3| 7,666,000} 68 5| .2] 6,855,000} 5.5 

2,081 | 100.0 | 112, 553,000 | 100.0 | 2,239 | 100.0 | 125, 283,000 | 100.0 
! 

1 Plants operated by or for States, counties, and municipalities are not included; also not included are 
approximately 194 railroad plants with an output of 5,840,000 tons of sand and gravel in 1939 and 187 plants 
with an gutput of 5,973,000 tons in 1940. 
dey nciade a few companies operating more than 1 plant but not submitting separate reports for indi- 

VI priants. ,
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PRINCIPAL TRENDS)” 
: Sand and gravel for construction.—Markets for sand and gravel | 
: depend primarily on the construction industries. Figure 3 shows the 
: correlation between highway construction and sales of gravel, as well 
: as the relation of sand output to construction activity in general. | 
DO Construction of numerous military establishments during 1941 

created a strong market for building sand and gravel, which was | 
a supplemented by the demands of active private construction and - 
k extensive highway work. The magnitude of the 1942 market is 7 
: problematical because highway building, except that of military | 
i importance, has been curtailed drastically, and the program of private 
: building has been reduced greatly. Direct military construction and a 
: all types of building that are or will be authorized because of their a 

: i 18%0-— , : : | 
" 160 : fin gee 

| oe : P| fe | 
Po E roo | of | 

. 2 “a f 47 NY laf il | 
3 SL tS) INNAG - 

2S 40 A 
ao 

| Cr 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 a 

FiGuRE 3.—Comparison of production of sand and gravel with highway construction (including mainte- ‘ nance) and construction activity (including maintenance and work relief) in the United States, 1915-41. Data on highway construction and construction activity from Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. | 

"indirect promotion of the military program will continue at a high 
__ evel and may counteract the decline in nonmilitary construction. — 

Industrial sands—Sand has important uses in manufacturing in- : 
dustries, and the volume of sales fluctuates in consonance with in- 

| ~ dustrial activity. With foundries working at virtually 100 percent of — oe 
capacity, the demand for molding and fire or furnace sand has been 
unparalleled. The glass industry has been active because of the 
movement to substitute glass for metals and the high level of carload- 

: ings is indicated by a growing demand for engine sand. _Increased 
| industrial activity in various fields has promoted a wider use of 

grinding and polishing sand. Figure 4 shows graphically the history 
| of production of industrial sands since 1916. 
: As indicated in figure 5, sales of molding sand follow in general the 

| trend of industrial production. They also show marked correlation 
with the number of automobiles manufactured during recent years, but 
such correlation will cease in 1942.
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eo So EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTIVITY ? Co | 

Pe _ Data on employment and output per man in the sand and gravel 
: industry have been recorded since 1933. The figures for 1940 that 
: follow are based upon operations reporting more than three-fourths | 
: of the total commercial production. Data for 1941 are not yet 
‘ available. : oe . 
‘ The number of men employed was 6 percent higher in 1940 than : 

in 1939, the average number of days employed increased 1 percent, _ oo . and the average length of shift was virtually the same as in 1939. | 
The average productivity was 3.3 short tons per man per hour, which 

‘ is the same as the average for the 4 years 1936-39. __ 

: : Employment in the commercial sand and gravel industry, sand and gravel produced | E at plants included in the study, and average output per man in the United States, 7 1985-40% ) | | 
: | | Employment | | | Production | 

: | | Time employed | | Average per : aa | ' a ne ———] man | of - vege vere fo Menchours | Com.) | Ghortion) | Sor 
: mee Aver- . sand and | indus Lo - | pero | 28¢ ‘| Total | Aver-| gravel |. | teyr : oo men yum apa age . (Short P , repire- 

r r 0 oo r er | a a days . - aman Total _ ees shift hour | Sented : , , . ‘per oo, 

: | 1935... 11,926 | 197 2, 351, 453 ~ 8.3| 19, 578, 368 60, 826,691; 25.9] 3.1] 75.4 , /  ¥936---77""7777211} 16, 127 |. 207 | 3,332,532} 8.6 | 28,672,615 | 95219468} 86) 331 see | : 1937___.._____..__| 16,062 | 215 | 3,458,994 8.6 | 29,754,746 | 97,113,001| 2811 33] sis 1938__..._.._._.._} 14,971 | 201 | 3,001,796 | 8.5 | 25,578,807 | 8.742.896 | 27.2] 32| sii (1989_._._____..._] 15,617 | 214 | 3,335,321] 8.4 | 28,054,960 | 96,755,364| 29:01 351 sL7 ~ 1940....._......--] 16,595 | 217 | 3, 596,886 | 8.4 | 30, 263, 744 [101,143,305 | 281] 33] -mi _ 

. 1 Excludes plants operated by or directly for States, counties, municipalities, and other Government agencies. — Ce 

| Productivity data by regions for 940 are summarized in the ac- | 
_companying table. The most notable changes to be observed in 

7 comparison with 1939 are the smaller output per man per hour in | 
|. New York and in the Wyoming-Colorado-New Mexico-Utah-Arizona 
) area and the increased productivity in the South Carolina-Georgia- _ 
2 Alabama-Florida-Mississippi area. The highest productivity (5.4 
- tons per man per hour) was attained in the Michigan-Wisconsin area. . 

| 3 Statistics on employment and productivity compiled by Elva T. Shuey from records of the employment statistics section, Bureau of Mines. 
. 3 See Minerals Yearbook 1935, pp. 941-943; 1936, pp. 843-845; 1940, Review of 1939, pp. 1218-1221; and 

Review of 1940, pp. 1191-1193. | 

| a 8
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Employment in the commercial sand and gravel industry, sand and gravel produced 

, at plants included in the study, and average output per man in the United States 

: | in 1940, by regions ! | | : SO 

| oo . | oo Employment Production _ | | 

. , | | — ee P| oper. 
- Time employed Poe Tne . cent 

, oT (short 0 
A ~ Man-hours | Come tons) com- 

: Region ver- | omercial | ial 
| : ; 88 | Aver- | sand and : ind 

ber of age |. Total |Aver-| "gravel us- 
. . men pum man- age Ghor P P rope: 

; ‘ rof; shifts per |. ons er er 

days |man| Total shift |hour | Seated per | ! 
day . {. | 

Maine, New. Hampshire, , to 
Vermont, Rhode Island, 

. _ Massachusetts, and Con- oo. . 

necticut........-...........| 637 | 172 | 109,519 | 8.5 | 930,527] 4,218,895 [38.52/45 | 84.5 
New York... | 1,313 | 214 | 281,613 | 8.1 | 2,203,227 | 8,839,080 [31.39 |} 3.9} 66.8 : 

. Pennsylvania, New Jersey, | . 

and Delaware.............-| 2,328 | 251 | 583,303 | 8.5 | 4,961,574 | 12,464,809 [21.37/25 ) 92.7 
West Virginia, Virginia, 7 . 

Maryland, and District of 
Columbia...........-------| 1,018 | 234 | 238,671 | 8.3 | 1,988,051 | 3,643,561 /15.27/ 1.8) 51.5 

a South Carolina, Georgia, 
Alabama, Florida, and 

| Mississippi..........--.----| 773 | 242| 196.854 | 8.7 | 1,630,246 | 4,347,188 [93.27/27] 8.2 
. North Carolina, Kentucky, 

and Tennessee............-| 793 | 239 | 189,659 | 8.6} 1,627,278 | 3,367,470 |17.76 | 21 77.6 

- Arkansas, Louisiana, and 
, Texas.......-........-....-| 1,213 | 208 | 252,406 | 9.0 | 2,261,392 | 5,380,140 [21.32/24] 61.7 

hI TTT] 2 502 | 245 | 368/255 | 8.4 | 3,091,009 | 7,452,901 |20.24) 24) 82.3 
| [llinois and Indiana..........| 1,632 | 211} 343,821 | 8.3 | 2,860,729 | 13,472,265 |49.18 | 4.7] 84.9 

, Michigan and Wisconsin.....| 1,128 | 188 | 212,048 | 8.6 | 1,814, 194 | 9,773, 703 |46.09 | 5.4 79.3 

. North Dakota, South Da- 
: kota, and Minnesota_......| 403 | 158| 63,681 | 84 | 534,115 | 2,421,076 /38.02/ 4.5) 57.6 

. Nebraska and Iowa..........| 703 | 184| 129,198 | 9.4 | 1,214,179 | 4,300,467 [33.36 | 3.5) 75.9  — 
Kansas, Missouri, and Okla- 

homa......................| g64 | 194 | 167,973 | 8.0 | 1,347,360 | 4,318,630 [25.71 | 3.2} 77.1 - 
. Wyoming, Colorado, New . . 

Mexico, Utah, and Ari- 
vona.......................| 300] 180] 53,949 | 7.91! 427,197 | 1,393,686 [25.83 |3.3| 57.5 — 

. - California and Nevada.......| 1,321 | 230] 303,214 | 8.0 | 2,410,957 | 12, 164,123 [40.12 | 5.0) 91.9 
Montana, Washington, Ore- | 

: gon, andIdaho.......-....| 667| 169| 112,722] 7.7| 871,700) 3,576,311 (31.73) 41| 61.1 

Total United States....|16,595 | 217 |3,596,886 | 8.4 [30, 263,744 |101, 143,305 |28.12|3.3| 77.1 

1 Excludes plants operated by or directly for States, counties, municipalities, and other Government 

agencies. 
. 

PRICES : 

Prices for commercial sand and gravel were, in general, higher in 

| 1941 than in 1940. The largest gains were in molding sand, which | 

increased from $1.05 to $1.16 a ton, and in grinding and polishing 

sand, which increased from $1.07 to $1.39 a ton. The prices of filter 

sand and fire or furnace sand declined. The average price of total 

commercial gravel increased 5 cents a ton. Building gravel increased 

from 65 to 71 cents a ton and paving gravel from 59 to 64 cents. 

Railroad-ballast prices remained unchanged. 
The average price of total Government-and-contractor sand and 

gravel remained unchanged. Building sand declined from 40 to 31 

cents, but paving sand increased from 29 to 31 cents a ton. The same 

trends were apparent in gravel; that used for building declined, 

whereas that for paving rose. |
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: - NEW DEVELOPMENTS | 

. New aggregate problems arise at each great dam built in the Far | 

: West. At Boulder Dam the problem was quantity production and 

pO storage; at Grand Coulee it was disposal of an excess of fine sand. oe 

‘ At Shasta Dam just the reverse condition exists from that at Grand 

- Coulee, because there is a dearth of fine sand. Ball mills and rod 
‘ mills had to be installed to reduce the minus-%¢-inch sand to three 

Bo finer sizes, namely, 4- to 28-, 28- to 60-, and 60-to 100-mesh. The vari- oo 

‘ ous sizes of gravel and sand are blended in exact proportions as required. | 

a Gold is recovered as a byproduct of the sand. | : 

E ‘The plant supplying the aggregate, situated near Redding, Calif., 

» has a 1,200-ton-per-hour washing and screening plant. A unique 

feature is a 10-mile belt-conveyor system to carry aggregates to the 

, dams. The belts travel 550 feet a minute, and the haulage cost is 
; said to be only half as much as rail transportation. — 

t A Pennsylvania gravel company reduces surplus gravel to sand sizes 

‘ by means of a recently developed type of impact crusher. The size | 

' of the gravel and boulders is reduced by hurling them at high velocity — 

. against breaker plates. The method is said to be efficient. The _ a 

| impact crusher is employed at some plants simply to eliminate soft 

oe stone. | | | | 

! Research is being directed toward obtaining improved adhesion 

: between aggregates and bituminous bonding materials, thus increasing | 

: the durability of road surfaces. OO oe | 

| The Los Angeles abrasive-testing machine has been adapted to 

test extremely small and exceptionally large aggregates, as well as | : 

intermediate grades. | a | | | | | 

: The Bureau of Mines has developed refinements in the purification 

: of glass sands involving application of froth flotation, agglomeration, 

and attrition scrubbing to remove impurities. — ae oo 

| The more-refined methods of treating sand include acid leaching to 

reduce the iron content to as low as 0.01 percent, fine grinding in air- | 

| swept tube mills controlled by “electric ears,” and the use of bag-type 7 

| dust collectors, not only to protect workers from pulmonary diseases | 

but also to recover considerable quantities of extremely fine grained 

| materials that are salable for use in soaps, scouring powders, and other 

abrasive products. : . | 

| FOREIGN TRADE ‘ 

| Because of intensified warfare and difficulties of transportation, 

: imports of sand and gravel during 1941 were very small and were 

obtained chiefly from Canada. No glass sand was imported. | 

| Exports of sand and gravel were not recorded separately in 1940 

| and 1941. | 

. ‘ Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 

| 

497779 43——83 
|
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Sand and gravel imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, by classes 
| and countries | 

| | | | Glass sand! Other sand 3 Gravel | Total — 

- ee Short Value Short Value Short Value | Short Value 

1940 Ot / ae Se 
_ North America: Canada.....|....-......-----] 249, 829 | $78, 088 | 175, 140 | $25,313 | 424, 960 | $103,401 

w"Belgium.................| 4,387 | $8,722} 336 750 |......---|.--------| 4,673.| 9,472 , Denmark _-2--2222222222|..--222--fze-t----| 2,108} 860 | TTTTTITTTTTTTT) 08] 380 
. France. --.-.------------|---------|---------| OE] 480 Jueee ef 101 480 

‘Netherlands. --_.-.---.-.-}-:-------]--------- 814 327 |.-.-.--+-]--.------ 814 327 
Norway. ...-.------+-----|---------|---------] 224) 2 25 j__--~.---}-------- 224 |. 25 
United Kingdom _~2777|727777277|72772277] 10,754 | 10,250 | “4g 373 | 11,172] 10,623 

_ Asia: Japan. ..........--.---]---------]-------.-]|  @ 9 [ee] Of 9 
| Oceania: Australia. -.-.-..---.|-.---.---|--------- 6 | 61 |--.------|---------] 6 (61 

| | _4,387 |__ 8,722 | 264,170 | 90,350 | 175,558 | 25,686 | 444,065 | 124,758 
| OH ~ iz 7 fe fp : 

—* Gan.-Sept.) do oe oS on 
North America: Canada___._|.........|.........| 159,700 | 69,404 | 98,748 | 15,387 | 258,457 | 84, 701 

_ Europe: United Kingdom ___|--7-7277-]7-77-"777] 6, 518 | 3,820 |.....-...|........-| 6518 | 3,820 
Oceania: Australia. .-.......|..-------]----.---- 41 5 j---------|---------} 1 5 

[e----=--- ---------] 166,228 | 73,220 | 98,748 | 15,387 | 264,976 | 88, 616 

" 1 Classification reads “Sand containing 95 percent silica and not more than 0.6 percent oxide of iron and 
; _ suitable for manufacture of glass.’’ | 7 | : 

3 Classification reads ‘“‘Sand, n. s. p. f.’’ BC -_ 
3 Less than 1 ton. — . — 

7 Se _ Sand and gravel exported from the United States, 1987-41 | 

| a ‘Year | Short Value | | Year : Value 

; ((W9B7. eae eeeeeeeeneeeeeeeeeee-| 67141 | $80,197 || 1940. | | 1988.22 LLTLILIIIIII] 88,572 | “30, 303 |} 1941 Jan.-Sept.).........---|  @) (3) 1939 9-772 TTTTTTITTTIITITIT] a7, 746 | 31, 981 | 

1 Classification reads “Gravel and building stone.’’ . 
. * Not separately classified. | “ | 

OS BLAST-FURNACE SLAG | a - 

Continuing the policy inaugurated in 1938, the National Slag 
Association conducted a canvass of 30 companies (64 plants) that 

| | prepare blast-furnace slag for commercial use. The total output for 
1941 was 14,678,266 short tons valued at $11,064,102. Of this total, 
84 percent was air-cooled and screened, 5 percent air-cooled and 
unscreened, and the remainder granulated. Sales of screened and 
air-cooled slag were 52 percent greater in 1941 than in 1940, and the 
average value per ton was 2 cents lower. 

About 73 percent of all slag processed is treated in Ohio, Alabama, 
and Pennsylvania; however, it is marketed in all States east of the 
Mississippi River except several New England States too far removed 
from sources of supply to permit economic utilization. 

Air-cooled slag is used principally in the construction and mainte- 
nance of highways, as well as in airport runways, parking lots, and build- 

_Ing construction and as railway ballast. It is used quite extensively 
as roofing aggregate and in the manufacture of mineral wool. _Gran- 

_ ulated slag is used primarily as fill material and as an ingredient of
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* portland cement. Other uses and the quantities involved are shown 
: in the accompanying. table. , _ | 
“ Particles of metallic iron that escape through the slag notch of the 
i blast furnace are recovered during the screening process by means of a 
i magnetic separator supplemented by hand picking. During 1941, 

137,500 tons of metal were thus recovered and returned to the furnaces | 
‘ to augment supplies urgently needed for the war program. | 
: Exclusive of administrative, office, and sales employees, 1,536 
* men@vere employed in processing slag in 1941. <A production of 4.8 - 
y short tons per man-hour was attained. | 
: Shipments of slag, by methods of transportation, were as follows: 
; Railroad, 55 percent; truck, 43 percent; and waterway, 2 percent. 

Air-cooled blast-furnace slag sold or used by producers tn the United States, 1940-41, 
| | Oe by States } | | 

‘ 1940 - 1941 

\ State Quantity Quantity . 

, _ Value [| |. |. | Value 
. _ Shore Percent Short Percent 

tons of total |. tons of total 

| Alabama.___...............--.---| 2,609,273 | 27.9 | $1,718,872 | 3, 698,379 28.1 | $2, 528, 633 
Ohio........-.....--.-..--2-.2--.| 3,021,039 | 32.3 | 2,647,087 | 4,239, 924 32.2 | ~4, 000, 074 
Pennsylvania__.......----------.-| 1,363, 002 14.5 | 1,295,579 | 1,667,252 | 12.6 1, 564, 823 
Other States ?........--.....-....| 2,360,914} 25.3] 1,861,366 | 3,564,026-| 27.1 | 2, 730, 730 

‘| 9,368, 228 100.0 | 7, 522,904 | 13, 169, 581 100.0 | 10, 824,280 

1 National Slag Association. | 
2 Colorado, ois, Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, New York, Tennessee, and West Virginia. 

| ‘Blast-furnace slag sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, by uses ! 

Air-cooled | | _ Granulated 

. | Unscreened Screened 

Use Value Value Value | 

Short Aver- Short Aver- Short | Aver- 
age age | age | a Total per Total per Total | per 

ton . ton ton 

Concrete (pavements, : | 
buildings, bridges, etc.)...|.........|........|.....-] 2,347, 12212, 120, 948) $0.90].......-}......--].----- 

Roads other than concrete..| 161, 093| $31, 590| $0.51) 6, 165,928] 5,412,903,  .88/..---|..._.._|--___- 
: Railroad ballast............| 545,603| 276,173} .51) 2,511,994! 1,632,266) .65! (2) ao Te 

Mineral wool. ......._....---]---------]--------|------] 155,998) 145,114) =. 98]__-___---]----.---]------ 
Roofing...............-..-2.|-2.-2.2-. [cece eee fee] 149, 268] 180,724) 1.2) TTT 
Fill and subbase cushion | 

courses, etc...............| 90,667} 32,319} .36| 182,578| 128,260| _.70| 810, 195] $59,937] $0.07 | 
Sewage trickle filter.........]...-..---]--------]------ 46, 775 51,971] 1.11}_.-.-.-.-]---.---_]------ 
Airport runways........-..-|..-..-...|......-.|..--.-] 359,478] 341,610] .95|..--.-.--]------- [7-277 

| Parking lots and private ! 
. driveways. ......---.-----|---------|--------]------| 244,958] 194,916) =. 57|__-_.-__.]._-_---._]------ 

Agricultural purposes... -_-..}.--------]--------]------ 33, 568 30,252; .90) 20,042) 17,769; .89 
Cement manufacture. -..._..|..-.-----|--------|------|.---------]----------|------ (3) ® | @ 
Other uses. __.......--------|---------]--------]------| 174,551] 195, 183) 1.12)_-__._-_. --------|------ 

Total: 1941__..-......| 787,363] 390, 082| . 49|12, 372, 218/10, 434, 187]. 84/1, 508, 685 239,833}  . 16 
1940... _.....-|1, 230, 832] 507, 288| |41| 8, 182, 396] 7,015,616] .86| ' 989, 814| 257,737) 28 
1939... .-......| 812,220] 361, 554| 145] 7, 108, 061| 5,870,582| 83/1, 188, 094| 122,017] -10 
1938. -..-..--..|1, 202, 754| 567,224] 47] 6, 118, 505] 5,600,668} 92) 656,807| 78,723) .12 

1 National Slag Association. 
2 Concealed to avoid revealing data of individual company; figures included in total.
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: The total value of all gypsum products sold or used in 1941 was | | 
nearly 70 million dollars, or 30 percent higher than in 1940 and far 7 
above that of the previous record year, 1925. Outstanding products - 
were portland-cement retarder, lath, wallboard, sheathing board, and , 

2 miscellaneous tile shapes, for which striking gains were reported over | 
sales during 1940. Crude supply in 1941 is estimated at 6,000,000 

- short tons and was attained principally by greatly increased produc- 
| tion from domestic mines, which more than offset an indicated small 7 

| ‘decline in imported crude. Kettle and kiln output of calcined gypsum 
totaled nearly 4 million tons, or 20 percent more than in 1940 

| Despite increased costs of labor and materials, prices of gypsum 
. products were relatively unchanged from 1940 in most.instances; 
: ~ uncalcined products were slightly higher, industrial plasters unchanged, _ 
‘ building plasters slightly lower, and prefabricated products slightly 

| higher in price. | 
The record annual dollar volume of business for the gypsum indus- | | 

i try in 1941 resulted principally from the advanced rate of private 
- building activity, to which was added an extensive program of canton- 

ment and emergency housing for the armed forces and for industrial 
workers. Private building activity was maintained well above that 
in 1940 until near the close of 1941, when “housing’”’ priorities estab- 
lished September 22 on some structural materials first noticeably 
began to curtail the volume of construction not essential to the defense 

- program. After declaration of war on Japan, Germany, and Italy in 
| December, the accelerated military program greatly expanded can- 
| tonment and defense housing and thus bolstered a faltering market 

) for gypsum products. The present type of residential construction 
consists largely of small, low-cost units in which speed and ease of 

| erection and salvageability of materials have prime importance. | 
| These factors tend toward wider utilization of prefabricated mate- 

: rials, as is shown by the brisk market for gypsum board in contrast 
| to the much less active demand for plasters. 

) The outstanding feature of the industry in 1941 was the strikingl 
increased demand for the three types of gypsum board—lath, wall. 

: board, and sheathing—in each of which sales volumes set new annual 
1291
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recérds. The net advance in sales of lath over 1940 was nearly 400 
million square feet, which was by far the largest annual increment — 
reported for this product. Indicative of its strong competitive posi- _ 
tion, sales of lath listed in Bureau of Mines Quarterly Gypsum Reports 
reached a new record quarterly total in the October-December period 
of 1941, when a volume of one-half billion square feet was exceeded | 

7 for the first time. Also evident from this record is the apparent exten- 
| sive substitution of gypsum lath for metal lath, which was placed 
7 under priority regulations after September. __ | 

| Owing to its widespread use in the construction of barracks, con- 
So sumption of wallboard in 1941 increased markedly over 1940 to a total 

| | of 757} million square feet and greatly exceeded the quantity sold in | 
any other year. SO oo | | 

: . Although gypsum sheathing was relatively unknown and sales were 
| _ negligible as recently as 1939, its low cost and adaptability for con- 

| struction of cantonments and other emergency housing were recog- 
nized early in the defense program. Sales jumped from 5% million 

| square feet in 1939 to 89}, million in 1940, nearly all of which was sold 
in the October-December period. In 1941, sales totaled 175 million 
square feet, another spectacular gain in use that indicates the wide- | 
spread acceptance of this product as a proved and satisfactory 
material. OO nn 

| | . : Salient statistics of the gypsum industry in the United States, 1937-41 - | | 

SO 1987 | tg88 | t939 | eto fe 

Active establishments !__.......-...-.----- go]. 90 . 92 gry 93 : 

Crude gypsum—2 en ie a | 
Mined_.__.._..__............short tons..| 3, 058, 166 | 2, 684,205'| 3,226,737 | 3,690,015 | 4, 788, 534 
Imported. 222 2-22022222222.....-do_.--] "897,484 | “789,420 | 1,308,078 | 1,405,210} #868, 234 

| Apparent supply ,--!----d0.-.. 3,955,650 | 3,473,634 | 4,534,815 | 5,104,295| () 
Calcined gypsum produced: § oo: 
Short tons__...-.................---...--|_ 2,411,362 | 2, 252,878 | 2,881,269 | 3,307,709 | - 3, 980, 567 
Vale... 222222222 LLIIIIIIIIIIIIIII ITT] $11, 076, 205 |$10, 989, 626 |$14, 620, 597 |$17, 254, 667 | $19, 746, 914 | 

Gypsum products sold: 5 | | 
Uncalcined uses: . 
Short tons._........-...:.-........--.-| 860,825 | 756,565 | 867,782] 920,119 | 1, 320,713 
Value... 22222222 TTTTTIITTTTITTTIIT] $1, 920, 706 | $1, 681, 371 | $1, 927,415 | $2, 250,857 | $3, 138, 958 

. Industrial uses: . . 
Short tons._.........----.----..--.-..-| 125, 858 94, 248 110, 395 123, 643 151, 960 
Value....._._._....-..----.--..-.-----] $1, 363, 130 | $1, 154, 517 | $1, 373, 564 | $1, 532,738 | $1,885,313 

Building uses: - . ; 
Value... ..---------------------=----|$38, 516, 684 | $33,420,420 |$42, 627, 260 1849, 709,049 | $64, 734, 171 
‘Total value._.....--....-...--..-----|$38, 800, 520 |$36, 256, 308 |$45, 928, 239 |$53, 492, 644 | $69, 758, 442 

Gypsum and gypsum products— 
Imported for consumption...._.......--.| $1, 167,872 | $1,002,001 | $1,363, 967 | $1,429,280 | 3 $344,049 
Exported ....-....---.-----.-------------| $271,142 |” $282,782} $309,453 | $264,128 | 3 $311,272 

1 Each mine, plant, or combination mine and plant is counted as 1 establishment. 
? Excludes byproduct gypsum. 
3 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 
4 Data not available. 

_§ Made from domestic, imported, and byproduct crude gypsum. 

Despite greatly increased shipping difficulties due to the war, imports 
of crude gypsum in the first 9 months of 1941 totaled 868,234 short 
tons, a decline of only 15 percent from the record tonnage imported 
during the similar period of 1940. Tidewater calcining plants along 
the Atlantic coast appeared to have supplies of crude adequate for 
normal operations in 1941. However, about the middle of the year



some crude reportedly was shipped from the Buffalo region to a cal- 
cining plant in the metropolitan New York area via the New York © 

: Barge Canal. If imports are halted completely and calcining capae- 
i ity is needed, crude gypsum for at least partial operation of some 
: tidewater plants probably could be transported from domestic mimes 
Bo by water. It would be more economical, however, to ship calcined — 
: gypsum or the finished products into the eastern market area. 
i __ Wage increases during 1941 were reported by operators in Cali - . 
i fornia, Iowa, Michigan, Nevada, Oklahoma, and Utah, and labor 
BO agreements were effected between operators and unions in several 
: producing localities. Labor difficulties lasting through July and 
t _ August closed nine gypsum operations (eight plants and one mine) | 
: ‘In seven States; at the close of 1941 a final agreement had not been | 
aan reached, although the case had been referred to the National War 
: Labor Board and work had been resumed in all plants. : | 
nO dury trial of the criminal charges of fixing prices on gypsum products, 
i brought by the Department of Justice against five producing com- | 

: panies and eight officials, resulted in a directed verdict of acquittal. — 
| _. Still pending are the criminal actions against three companies for — 
. alleged illegal price control of perforated lath and a civil action — 
| on seven companies and.seven officials for conspiring to restrain 
| trade and control prices in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act. 

7 The wide and rather regular distribution of domestic mines and 
_ plants processing gypsum is shown on the map (fig. 1) of gypsum 
: operations. The New England, Southeastern, and Pacific Northwest 
— States lack domestic sources of crude supplies, but only the Pacific 

| Northwest is without a gypsum-processing plant. __ Oo : 

oe DOMESTIC PRODUCTION Bo 

7 a Domestic mines produced 29. percent more crude gypsum in 1941 
_ than in 1940; the output was obtained in 16 States from 60 operations, 

_ comprising 28 underground mines, 26 open quarries, and 6 mine-quarry 

2 Crude gypsum mined in the United States, 1989-41, by States 

- 7 1939 1940 1941 

: : State ns a a Os a rs 

_ -— /astsr]| at | vais | astne) age | vai |Asuse| Saat | vate 
~ California...._.. 5 | 188,364 | $306, 350 6 | 259,321 | $437, 504 7| 381,951 | $618,685 — 

 Colorado.......- 3} 24,013 | 40,694 3} 24,641] 36,7871 (1) () a) 
lowa.......-.-.. Q| 430,712 | 510, 120 8 | 487,379 | 587, 223 8| 630,930} 736, 185 

: Michigan. ....-. 5 | 643,180 | 834, 856 5 | 746, 982 1, 017, 126 5 | ° 805, 861 | 1,000, 300 
Nevada..------- 4{ 205,762 | 484,621 41] 250,682 | 618,050 41 284,795 754, 204 
New York...-.-- 9} 709,495 | 971,229; |= 9 {| 798, 229 |1, 037, 181 9 |1, 080, 320 | 1, 500, 307 
Oklahoma. .-..- 3 | 161,748 | 207, £03 ' 34 176,166 | 227, 534 3 | 258, 258 344, 489 
Texas........._. 6 | 283,912 | 266, 265 7 | 328,261 | 368, 882 7 | 446,419 | 467,087 
Utah. __......-- 4 58, 146 65, 269 4 45, 421 60, 055 4 61, 813 78, 147 

: Other States*...| 12] 521,405 | 744,008]  10| 581,983 | 837,668] 13] 838, 187 | 1,204, 720 
| 60 |3, 226, 737 |4, 431,005] 59 [3,699,015 (5,227,010 | 60 |4, 788, 534 | 6, 704, 233 

| ! Included under “Other States.” 
? By Groups of States as follows—1939: Arizona (1 active mine), Kansas (2), Montana (2), South Dakota 

(1), and W yoming (2)—188,540 short tons valued at. $219,796; Ohio (2) and Virginia (2)—332,865 tons, $524,302. 
| 1940: Kansas (2), Montana (2), South Dakota (1), and Wyoming (1)—-197,703 tons, $227,025; Ohio (2) and 

| Virginia (2)—384,280 tons, $610,543. 1941: Arkansas (1) and Kansas Cyan’ tons, $177,499; Colorado 9). 
, Montana 2), South Dakota (1), and Wyoming (1)—149,848 tons, $222,710; Ohio (2) and Virginia (2)—
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: combinations. Output increased in nearly all the States, with New 
: York, Michigan, Iowa, and Texas (in order of tonnage) continuing as 
? the leading producers. : | - | 

Average estimated value of run-of-mine gypsum advanced 1 cent 
: to $1.42 per ton in 1941. As reported by the producers, this is essen- 
i tially a “transfer” value, because run-of-mine material seldom is | 

bought and sold in open market. Data in the preceding table do 
not include byproduct crude gypsum. , | 

- CAPACITIES AND EQUIPMENT OF PROCESSING PLAN TS 

: Calcined gypsum was produced in 25 States by 57 plants—45 sy 
: processing domestic crude, 11 imported crude, and 1 byproduct crude 
é gypsum. Total kettle and kiln output was 3,980,567 short tons—a 
, net gain of 672,858 tons over 1940. Active calcining equipment | 
: included 179 kettles, 13 rotary kilns, 8 beehive kilns, and 4 grinding- 
h calcining kiln-mills. Equipment that was idle throughout 1941 | 

‘4 included 10 kettles, 1 rotary kiln, and 1 beehive kiln. © oe 

. Capacities and number of calcining units! in active gypsum calcining plants in the 
i | United States in 1941, by types and status of equipment and by districts - | 

: re — ———— — peeve 7 : 7 

7 , Kettles | Rotary kilns s 
. . - - || 6T tal capacity per 

oS ; 24-hour day — 
Ge Active Inactive | Active {Inactive} a - 

| Z| | 2a] [2a] |2a| al a |Zle 
District bo 45 48 48} ixsi 8 | 2128 

a Se ee Bs BEI £ So g Bs | j28) | 85] [85] 8 |e] e 
. 8 bs Pe |. | Re | Bo wipe, 2 o | g 

2| 2 Sm | A)/Srala!| Sml1 salon 2 Bix 
B| & | 8 |8/8s|9/ 6c /8 las) = | 813 r=} 3 3 a e 3 ° S ° a/z|6 Zio |zj/o |zjo |] 4 | 8leé 

New Hampshire, Vermont, fo . | 
Massachusetts, and Connec- . 

| ticut._..-............--.-....| 4] 27] 21,3909] 1] 6/@] © 1} 50] 1,399] 114] 1,513 . 
Eastern New York, New Jer- 
sey, and Pennsylvania .-....| 5 | 223 | 24,722 |..__|----.| 8) |] ()  J___|.---] 4,722 |.....] 4,722 

Virginia, Georgia, and Florida__| 5 | 215 | 22,124 |_.__}.__..] @ (3) Jill |---| 2,124 |.-..-} 2,124 
: Western New York.......... .| 5 [2421 | 244,491 13] @ | (3) j_._|----} 44,491 | 4, 491 

Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana..| 8 | 2434 | 246,144 | (3) | @) | @) (3) |----|----| 46,144 ] () ‘| 6,144 : 
Towa.. --..-..----.--------....| 5 | 419 | 42,728 | @) 1 @) |_20-|.-2 0 _[--_|----| 42, 728 | (>| 2/728 

7 . Kansas and Oklahoma...--.-..| 3 | 211 | 21,305 {|.-._].-.--; ®@ | @  {----|----] 1,805 |..-..] 1,305 
: Texas_..--..-.----------.---.--| 4] 25] 2,448] 4 | 259 |_2..}-0000-[-20]---_] 2,448 | 259 | 2 707 

Colorado, Wyoming, South 
' Dakota, and Montana..._...| 6 11 1,003 }|_-.-}--.--|-.--]--.-...-]-.--}----] 1,003 |.-._.] 1,003 

Utah_.__....---. 22] 4 & 495 j--..]-----].-._]---.2--]-2e] eee 495 |_._.- 495 . 
. Nevada and Arizona_.._..._...| 3 10 1,015 |.-._|----.}----|--- ---] -2.}----] 1,015 J..2--| 1,015 

‘ California_............-.2......] 5 | 13] 1,480 [....|.....) 64 | 6988 |_-__[.._1 1,768 |._._-| 1,768 
& : SSS | Sees | sees eeeaerese | cance | Soames | oon | eae es | es | See ne | oe | 

Summary................| 57 | 179 | 22,395 | 10 | 828 |717 |76,742 | 11 50 | 29, 137 | 878 | 30,015 

| . 1 Capacities expressed as output of “‘first-settle”’ calcined gypsum suitable for use in common wall or base- 
. coat plasters. Ficures do not include data on beehive kilns; see text. | 

2 Includes data on active rotary kilns in this district. 
$ Included with data on active kettles in this district. . 
* Includes data on inactive kettles in this district. 
§ Included with active capacity of this district. . 
6 Figures refer to grinding-calcining kiln-mills. . 
7 Includes data on active grinding-calcining kiln-mills.
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| The capacities of calcining equipment in plants that were active | 
during all or part of 1941 totaled 30,015 short tons per 24 hours of — 

: “‘first-settle’’ calcined gypsum suitable for use in common wall or 
_ base-coat plasters. The data in. the preceding table include the 

capacity of a new calcining plant in Nevada that did not begin opera- _ 
tions until early in 1942 but do not include the capacities of two , 
inactive calcining plants, one in California and the other in Washing- 
ton. The capacities of beehive kilns are not included, as equipment _ 
of this type is adapted only to the manufacture of Keene’s cement. 

| Processors’ reports on the average number of operating days a year 
7 for each kettle after allowances for repair shut-downs, etc., ranged 

from 45 to 340 days. However, the largest grouping of kettles was in 
the range from 251 to 300 days, in which reports on 7 6 kettles had an. . 

- arithmetical average of 294 days a year. For rotary kilns, reports on. | 
the number of working days a year ranged from 135 to 330 and aver- 
aged 252 days. By calculations employing the figures on operating a 

| days, active daily capacity of kettles and rotary kilns, and calcined. 
| gypsum production it is shown that only 48 percent of. the calcining | 

capacity of the country was utilized in 1941. Oo 
‘Plants along the Atlantic seaboard that depend.on imported supplies — 

of crude have an aggregate active calcining capacity of 6,917 short oo 
- tons and a total capacity of 7,031 tons per 24 hours. oo ee 
o Because gypsum board of different type and thickness is made at _ 

different speeds on account of drying problems, the total capacities of 
_. the manufacturing machines are shown in the accompanying table — 
_ for each of three standard types and two thicknesses of board. The 

_ Capacities of a new machine that began operations early in 1942 are 
_ Included in the data. The aggregate capacity of the 36 active board 

- machines is 13,104,600 square feet of %-inch lath in 24 hours, but when — : 
making sheathing their capacity falls to 7,438,280 square feet. Re- | 

| ports on the number of operating days in the year per machine ranged > 
Tom 217 to 350 and averaged 304 days. — a | 

| Number and capacities! of active gypsum-board machines in the United States in 
| a 1941, by standard types of board and by districts 

| | - '| Capacity per 24-hour day, in square feet of — ver machina” | Num- | in year 2 
| | District ber of _ 

. | - chines 4 - | aes ¥-inch Awar. 
oo “ath wallboard waliboard sheathing | Range? age! 

.New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Bf 
eastern New York, New Jersey, 
and Pennsylvania____......._.___ 6 | 2, 562,000 | 2,059, 000 | 1,610,000 | 1, 321,000 | 300-330 311 Western New York____._..__._____ 6 | 2, 130, 400 | 1, 945, 200 | 1, 423,000 | 1, 340.800 | 300-353 320 Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana... ___ 7 | 2,576, 400 | 2, 126,600 | 1, 597, 200 | 1,336,680 | 231-350 299 Towa. --_.-. 22 3 | 1, 280, 800 993, 800 777, 600 696, 800 | 240-320 287 Virginia, Georgia, Florida, Okla- 
homa, and Texas.._______________ 8 | 2,795, 000 | 2, 434,000 | 1,889,000 | 1, 793,000 | 217-343 297 . California, Nevada, and Montana... 6 | 1, 760,000 | 1, 440,000 | 1,070, 000 950, 000 | 250-350 308 

== 36 |13, 104, 600 |10, 998, 600 | 8, 366, 800 | 7, 438, 280 | 217-850 | 304 
I 

1 Expressed as Square feet per 24 hours upon basis of manufacturing only standard board of specified 
type during the 24 hours. 

2 Estimated by processor at capacity rate of operation, after allowances for repair shut-downs, etc. 3 In reports on individual machines. 
‘ Sum of operating days for each machine divided by number of machines.
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From the data‘in the table, multiplication factors to convert square - 

: footages of one board type into an equivalent area of %-inch lath are as | 

: follows: For %-inch wallboard, 1.191; for 4-inch wallboard, 1.566; and 

: for %-inch sheathing, 1.762. Using the foregoing data and assuming 

: that half of the wallboard sales were of %-inch thickness and the 
‘ remainder of %-inch thickness, it is calculated that the rate of board 
' . manufacture was 81 percent of the total available capacity at the end — 

‘ of 1941. The actual rate of operations was higher, however, as the 

: calculations do not allow for spoilage and breakage and all of the — 

: | machines were not available throughout the year. 

‘ | DISTRIBUTION OF SALES BY USES | 

Ro The pronounced gain in sales of portland-cement retarder over 1940 

; correlates closely with the increased rate of operations in the portland- | 

i | | “ | | | 

© S00 rea tang — 
|e somes |__| Tf oy sO 

> sol | | F | wernt 

zt | COATT SON : 200 | ar ; 
oe 100 ZA 4nne | 

: 1928 1930 1932. ~~«21934~=~=S=«i936 1938 1940. 1982 | 

| FIGURE 2.—Sales of gypsum lath and wall and sheathing boards compared with F. W. Dodge Corpora- 

| tion figures on floor area of residential and nonresidential building, 1928-41. 

: cement industry. Although consumption of agricultural gypsum m 

the ~Virginia and Carolina peanut area declined to approximately 

| 50,000 short tons in 1941, total consumption in the country, after 

adjustment for comparability, was about 10 percent higher than in 

1940, principally because its use was increased in California on all 

types of soil for fertilizing potatoes, cotton, alfalfa, and grapevines. 

| All classes of industrial plasters showed marked sales increases 

| during 1941, and the total tonnage for this group was 23 percent above 

1940. The use of gypsum plaster to make molds for metal castings is 

| said to be increasing steadily under the stimulus of the war program. 

| Sales volumes of all the principal classes of building plasters were 
higher than in 1940, except for the group of miscellaneous plasters 

| (patching, painter’s, etc.) in which sales dropped 13 percent. — 

: Notable features shown in figure 2 are the marked expansion in use 
of gypsum lath since 1933 and the effects of the defense and war 

programs upon consumption of the three types of gypsum board since 

1940. Sales of sheathing before 1939 are said to be negligible and
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are included with those of wallboard The semilog or ratio scale used 
| in figure 2 shows fluctuations in the annual physical volume of sales 

a and floor area of building and also permits ready comparison of the —_ rates of increase or decrease. __ an - oes - 

Gypsum products (made from domestic, imported, and byproduct crude gypsum) 
sold or used in the United States, 1940-41, by uses” : 2 

a | | en (fo 1940 of ME 

- . . ; = oleio’ Percent of — 
- | Use | 7 { Value od Value change in— 
. | - | Short : ___._.| Short |. _ tons. tons A 

| | | . of ) Aver- oy a} | Aver: |Ton-| 2 Ver- ; | og Total age | od Total | age |nage on 

Unealcined: . co, ae Sp _ a Portland-cement retarder.._.__...-.| 820. 828/$1, 599, 11] $1. 9511, 153, 448 $2, 304,910} $2.00) +41] +43 Agricultural gypsum__..............| 92,282] 502,208] 5.451 149,196| 687.3491 4.47 OH] (% Other uses 3___.._....._....._......_| 18, 059 149,048; 9.28) 18,074; 166,706) 9.22) 413) 4 

Total uncalcined uses.............| 929, 119] 2, 250, 857|......|1. 320, 713| 3, 188. 958 weeee-| 42} 
Industrial: os rn ee ees eee | re . Plate-glass and terra-cotta plasters..| 40,741! 276,891 6.80] 48, 214 331, 860) 6.88] +418) 9 +41 Pottery plasters _.........._.__....| 20,138] 264.975! 13.16 26,022; 338, 708). 13.02) +99] 41 Orthopedic and dental plasters_____ 9, 787} 324, 567! 33.16] 11, 568° 394,661] 34.12) -L18 +3 _ Other industrial uses 3..__......._..|. 52,977] 666, 305 _ 12.58; 66, 156] + 820, 084 — 12,40) +25) 1 

Total industrial uses......_._.....] 128, 643] 1, 532, 738].......| 151, 960] 1,885,313/...___| 493]______ | 
| | Building: | | : | ae | | Cementitious: 

Plasters: 
) Base-coat____..........____...._11, 475, 033/13, 012, 665] 8, 82 1, 582, 829} 13, 505.974) 8.81) +4]. | Sanded._..._._........... 132, 306 732, 503 5. 54; 132.628! 774, 445 5. 4) +5 To mixing plants.__............| 17,456] 107.671! 6.17 20,878; 126,391) 6.05) +20) —2 Gauging and molding__._.__.__| 168,650} 2,036. 150| 12.44 171, 954} 2,125,926] 12.36] +5) —1 Prepared finisnes _........_.__.| 12.455] 344,908] 27.89] 12.R89| 334. 040; 125.93; +3) —6 - Insulating and roof-deck........| 18.561] 162100, 8 73| 24.079 200, 912; 8.34) +30; —4 Other 4.20 16,104; 513.621} 31.89) 14,031 520, 755) 37.11} —13} +16 Keene’s cement...................| 26,962| 419,177| 15.55 29,816] 464,219] 15.57] +111. | 

‘Total cementitious... ._._..__._|1,862, 527|17, 328, 795]... ..|1, 939, 097/18, 052, 6R2|.... | 4|____ 
Prefabricated: | 

Lath Boe HL, 072, 555 18, 189, 358} 6 12. 54) 1, 357, 641/23, 524, 812] 6 12. 76 74-27; &6+92 Wallboard 8_. =--~--------------.| 380, 125/10, 595, 245) 6 21.57} 612, 203/16, 578, 698/ 6 21. 88 7484) 6 +41 Sheathing board Oe 86, 945) 1, 632, 688} 6 18.22} 179, 275] 3, 287, 699) 6 18. 73\7 +96) &-+3 Tile en 178, 315} 1, 962, 963/11! 45. 58) 198, 578] 3, 290, 280,11 39. 53 74-16 )11 —13 

Total prefabricated__.....______ 1, 717, 940/32, 380, 254|_______|2, 347, 697/46, 681,489)... fat 

Total building uses_____...___|.... __. 49, 709, 049]... |. 64, 734, 171 waeeeee{eeeee fe eee 
Grand total value... ........_........|..__.....|83, 402, 644|______|___.___lea, 758, 4421... | 

eee 

1 Not comparable: see text. 
? Includes uncalcined gypsum sold for use as fiTer and rock dust, in paint manufacturing, and for minor purposes. 
3 Mcludes statuary, industria] casting and molding plasters, dead-burned filler, and miscellaneous sales. ‘ Includes joint filler, patching and painter’s plaster, and unclassified building plasters. § 1940: 1,450,969 M square feet; 1941: 1,843,646 M Square feet. 
6 Average value per M square feet. 
7 Percent of change in square footage. 
§ 1940: 491,291 M square feet; 1941: 757.588 M Square feet. * 1940: 89,631 M square feet; 1941: 175,496 M square feet. 
10 Ineludes partition, roof, floor, soffit, shoe, and all other gypsum tiles and planks—1940: 30,026 M square feet, 1941: 34,877 M square feet. 
1! Average value per M square feet of partition tile only.
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- Although over-all consumption of gypsum tiles increased markedly 
: in 1941, the gain was due entirely to greatly increased sales of mis- 
2 cellaneous tiles (roof, floor, shoe, etc.) and plank in which square — 
: footages sold were more than two and a half times those in 1940. | 
: In contrast, sales of partition tiles fell approximately one-fifth below 
\ the square footages sold in 1940. — | | 

r Prices of gypsum products, as indicated by the average unit values, | 
:  f. 0. b. plant, showed no general trend in 1941 but remained at essen- 
a tially the same levels as in 1940. The only significant change was the 
i _ 13-percent decline noted for the average value of partition tiles. | 
oO In 1941, the unit value of agricultural gypsum comparable with the | 
* 1940 value was $6.01 a ton, a 10-percent gain caused largely by price 
‘ increases in the Southeastern States necessary to cover the higher 
i transportation costs in obtaining crude supplies from Canada. 

| an - RECENT DEVELOPMENTS | 4 

7 Research and. technical work in the gypsum industry in 1941 was 
directed toward the enlarging of capacity to produce gypsum board — 

: and the development of products to fit industrial, farming, and other 
| nonbuilding uses. Further refinements were made in the high- 

strength gypsum cement used for oil-well drilling and in a new molding 
plaster used in place of sand molds in metal casting work. One | 
company established experimental farms to promote uses of its prod- 
ucts. . . 

Satisfactory alkali resistance in exterior concrete and brick paints 
| of the conventional oil types is said to be obtained ' when 15 to 20 
— percent of the pigment is gypsum, either as plaster of paris or as - 
_ terra alba. | : | 

. Research ? on calcium sulfate showed the high-temperature form 
: to be unstable and. did not confirm the existence of basic sulfates of 

! calcium. | 
. Gypsum or anhydrite in place of salt cake in the kraft-paper 

industry * continues to be a practical substitution in mills where 
gypsum supplies can be delivered for less than $5 and salt cake for 
more than $17.40 a ton. , | 

- | FOREIGN TRADE‘ — 

: Imports and exports of crude gypsum and gypsum products in 
1941 are available for publication for the first 9 months only; later 
data are to be confidential for the war period. 

Imports.—Crude gypsum brought to processing plants on tidewater 
| along the Atlantic coast comprises practically all of the tmport 
| trade in gypsum. During the first 9 months of 1941 crude imports 

"1 Faller, Wayne R., Inert Materials for Admixture with Paint Pigments: Am, Soc. Test. Materials Bull. 
105, August 1940, p. 37. 

. 1 Newman, Edwin S., Behavior of Calcium Sulfate at High Temperatures: Nat. Bureau of Standards, 
Jour. Research, vol. 27, No. 2; August 1941, pp. 191-196. 

: 3 Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, Gypsum in Place of Salt Cake: Vol. 48, No. 2, February 1941, 

P iizures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
| Department of Commerce.
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were 15 percent below the record tonnage that entered the country 
during the same period of 1940. It is noteworthy, however, that the 
9-month volume in 1941 was approximately the same as the 12-month 
totals in 1937 and 1938. Importations of gypsum products and 
manufactures virtually ceased in 1941, and 9-month values reported 
for these classifications aggregated only $42,753, which represents a. 
monthly rate 56 percent lower than in 1940. | 

| Gypsum and gypsum products imported for consumption in the United States, 
OS 1937-41 Po | 

| 7 - . ... | Crude (including - | “Catine? | ‘Keene’s : : | . anhydrite) - Ground Calcined ‘cement bale Other Total - 
| dT | | . See . manu-| To a es a ae — —_— manu" ltactures,| value | a Sons Value Short Value Short Value Short Value bares 1 2. *- So | 

/ 1937.........| 807, 484] $854, 835] 1, 711/$22, 165/353] $7,917| 25] $e75igan3, 8241 $78, a56l$1, 167,872 : | 1938__.._.._.| 789, 420] 772.026] 1, 486| 17,674| 372| 7,649] 9] +2231 150, 551| 44,878] 1,002,001 : 
1939 _._....../1, 308, 078]1, 174,117] 1, 475] 17, 606 302}. 6, 551 4 145} 110, 136; 55,412) 1, 363, 967 
1940__...._..}1, 405, 210/1, 300, 450! 1, 137| 16, 206 223} 5,087 9 265} 71,143] 36, 138) 1, 429, 289 1941 #_____"_"| ’ 868, 234] ’ 801, 206] 1; 300! 23, in 74| 2,257] 16 -427| opi} 13, 904)” B44, 40 

ES 
_ 1 Includes imports of jet manufactures, which are reported to be negligible. Ss | J anuary to September, inclusive. . 

Crude gypsum (including anhydrite) imported for consumption in the United States, 
| | | ' _ 1989-41, by countries | - 

. | : 1939 | 1940 | 1941 (Jan.~Sept.) 
~ Country a —— 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Canada.......................] 1,243,300 | $1,112, 967 | 1,368,194 | $1, 280,076 | 865,965 | $707,213 China. 2222727" 18 |__| at 15 Hong Kong..-__.-_.-22222222|222--_2_----|_.....---...|_-.--_.. | (1) 5 
Italy ....- 22. 116 2, 942 . 184 4,495 |... 2-2} lk 
Mexico... ..--.....-----_2-_ 8. 58, 955 53, 341 32, 134 29, 056 |_......---.-]------ 2-8 : United Kingdom._._...._.._. 5, 617 4, 849 4,698 | 6,823 2, 268 4, 063 

| | 1, 308,078 | 1,174,117 | 1,405,210 | 1,300,450 | 868, 234 801,'296 
an 

1 Less than 1 ton. Oo 

Tidewater quarries in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, Canada, 
| supplied nearly all the crude imported during the first 9 months of 

1941. Imports into southern California from San Marcos Island, 
Baja California, Mexico, ceased in 1940, marking the first break in 

_ this raw-material flow that began in 1925 and usually comprised 5 to 
10 percent of the total annual crude imports. | } 

| Gypsum and gypsum products exported from the United States, 1937-41 ees Eee Tes 
Crude, crushed, or | Plasterhoard and 

ground wallboard Calcined Other 
Year | | man | Total 

factures, | value 
Short Value Square Value Short Value | 2°: 

1937....-...-.......| 4,777 | $26,692 | 4,360,404 | $96,019 2,847 | $61,383 | $87,048 | $271. 142 1938... ..-...........] 2,844] 17, 7€2 | 3,658,647 | 88,822] 3.833 | 71'914| 104284 | “282-782 1939. -..-...-.-.....] 10.342 | 41,012 | 5,258,249 | 130,073| 2913 | 69,577| 68791 | 309.453 1940.--.-...-.......| 5,200 | 31,564 | 4, 152,452 | 101.680| 2208] 56,419 | 74,465) 264, 128 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)_..| 9,019 | 43, 179 | 7,604,879 | 159,917] 1.986 | 54,768| 53,408] 311,272 
es
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: Export activity increased markedly during 1941, and the monthly 
_ . Yate of total value of materials exported during the first 9 months 
: was 57 percent greater than that in the year 1940; however, exports 
{ comprise only a small part of the domestic industry. 

‘ | WORLD PRODUCTION | 
i a e , e 

_ The United States doubtless continued to be the leading producer 
: of crude gypsum, although data on production in other countries are _ 
i fragmentary. Output from Canadian operations was 10 percent 
i higher than in 1940 and set a new record annual tonnage for that 

country. In other countries that formerly had large production, 
‘ mining activities undoubtedly were curtailed drastically because of 
‘ the war. Y . . 

a World production of gypsum, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons } 

| {Compiled by B. B. Waldhbauer] 

— —— Conntry 3 1937 1938 | - 1939 1940 1941 | 

+ Allgeria....------c--eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeene--| 46,175 | 93,325) (1) @ | 
- Angle-Egyptian Sudan....-....-.------.---|-----.------]------------|------------ (3) %) 
“Argentina 3___..........-..-..--.--------=-| 68,220] 70,813 87,328 | 103, 157 @ 
Australia: 

New South Wales. ....-.-.-.---------- 9, 300 12, 712 (2) (2) () 
South Australia....---..-..--.-----.--| 117,985 | 148,943 | 147,286 | 185, 901 0 
Victoria.....-.-.-.-..c....2.----------| 24,197] 13, 596 11,966 | (3) (i) 
Western Australia.-.-...-.------------ 9, 219 13, 645 14, 570 13, 020 

Belgian Congo...-.....-------------------- (?) ~ 1,000 (?) 500 ro - 
Brazil 4._.._.....-...-..-..---2-s---------- 2, 000 2; 000 2, 000 2, 000 
Canada........1.._-.-.-.-.-2ss-2-2-2---.| 1,044,222 | 915,169 | 1,280,950 | 1,314,311 | 1,442, 707 

| Chile. ._.-...-.-.---secsecseseseesees-e----| | 24,980] 24, 551 22, 209 25, 865 @ 
 Ghina_.--..--..-.-.-seeseeeeseseeeee----]Q) (2) (2) 75, 000 , 
Guba ITI «15, 028 7, 257 6, 270 12,000 @ 
Cyprus... ....-...-.-.-.-.----------------| 5.18, 576 § 9,729 5 5, 058 41,490 ©} 
Egypt...--.-..--sccseccsuececeseceae =| 258,641 | 212,088 | 700, 186 61,847| &® 
Wire.___--.-.-..-2sss2cesecessueseeese---} 11, 647 13, 364 16, 168 21, 662 24, G00 : 
Estonia... ..........-.-.-.---------------- 12, 748 13, 915 (2) . 8 . 

: France. .......-.-.....-.-.---.------------] 1,320, 400 (3) (2) 2) | 
: Germany. --_....-..--.-.------------------ (2) (2) (?) (3) S 

Austria 6... ...-...-.-.-.---2---------- 47, 000 (2) (?) (?) 
Greece.....-------2.s-2.sssuesssesese-n----| 17, 924 16, 609 15, 219 (2) ® 
India, British...-.---..-----..--..---.-.-.| 46,830] 70, 944 69,786 | (2) 
TraQ ..-------- os asecnecccecececsecsecs|eseenesceee-[eesecczeeee-| 60.545 4.870 | 
Italy... ---.-.. wns sseseewseeeseeeeee| 416,198 | 425,200] =) ot ) ) 
Latvia_........-...,.-.-.------------------| $196,911 221), 000 245, 035 (2) @) 
Luxemburg..........-.--.----------.------ 19, 722 19, 901 (2) (?) @) 
New Caledonia ._..........-.-------------- ' 984 1, 070 (2) 3, 000 @® 
Polestine......_..--.---.-.-n-------------- 3, 934 3, 984 4, 524 4, 403 e) 

| POrU .-.-.--.-nsenecwcseccueceseceeeeeeeee| 12,895 14, 026 15, 655 21, 478 25, 000 
Portugal. _........-.-.-.-------+---------- t1, 390 |: 9, 036 (3) (?) gp 
Rumania.__.......-..-.-..---------------- 70, 620 69, 079 (?) (?) ) 

| Sweden. ___......--...-..-.-..------------ 108 95 1022; # () Q 
Switzerland. .......-....-..-.--.---------- 35, 000 35, 000 38, 000 30, 000 @) 

| Tunisia.........---..--...------.---------- 22, 800 (2) (?) (3) | 
Union of South Africa.............-------- 33, 186 38, 849 40, 782 (2) 
United Kingdom..-........-.-........-----| 1,111, 669 | 1, 109, 928 (?) (3) 

: ‘United States...--......-...-..2.--2-2--..| 2,774,307 | 2,435,057 | 2,927,231] 3,355,672 | 4,344,062 . 
a 

" -1 In addition to the countries listed, gypsum is produced in Chosen, Japan, French Morocco, Mexico, 
Poland, Spain, U. 8. S. R., and Yugoslavia, but production data are not available. 

2 Data not available. 
3 Rail and river shipments. . 

. 4 Approximate production. 
8 Exports of crude and calcined 1 gypsum. 

| ¢ Estimate furnished by Bund terium fiir Handel und Verkehr.
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- | SUMMARY _. | 7 

- Production of lime attained an all-time high of 6,079,416 short 
: tons in 1941 and exceeded the previous record of 1940 by 24 percent. 

This marked increase in output was accompanied by an increase of | 

11 cents a ton in average value for all lime at the point of production. | 
Sales of agricultural lime increased 5 percent in 1941 compared with 

1940, and the average value per ton rose from $5.71 to $6.24. The 
increase is due in part to activities of Agricultural Adjustment 
Administration county agents in promoting wider use of liming | 

7 materials. | | oo 

| | Building lime increased 5 percent in volume of sales over 1940, 
| whereas the unit value advanced 3 percent. 

— Sales of lime for chemical and industrial purposes increased 35 
| percent over 1940, reflecting the tremendously increased activity in 

the heavy industries fostered by the war program. The price of oo 

| chemical and industrial lime held steady, showing an increase of 

- only 0.5 percent over 1940. Sales of refractory lime gained 23 per- 

cent in quantity over 1940, accompanied by a sharp upturn in unit 
value. 7 | 

| Among the major chemical and industrial uses, the most notable 
gains were in metallurgical lime (37 percent) and in lime used by 

tanneries (29 percent). For the third consecutive year, the quan- 

| tity of metallurgical lime consumed in 1941 represented a new all- | 

| time high. As in 1940, sales of metallurgical lime increased far more 
than the increase in steel-ingot output would indicate. Itis suggested | 

that this discrepancy may be due in part to the increased use of brown 
iron ores, which—because of their higher phosphorus content—re- 
quire larger quantities of flux than the average low-phosphorus ores. 

Data on prices show that the steady decline in averages since 1937 
has been arrested by an upward trend in all major categories in 1941. : 

4977794884 __ 1303
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Salient statistics of the lime industry in the United States, 1940-41 SO 

| 1940 1941 . | 

. | | Percent of in- . Value Value | crease in— 

Short _—_ | Short -—-————_——_—_]}|———————— 
ons | tons 7 

Aver- : Aver-| Ton-| 4Ver- 
Total Total age | | | . age. 3 age | nage value 

. Lime sold or used by producers: 
By classes: 

Quicklime_.--.....-..-.----|8, 501, 104 |$23, 433, 807 |$6. 69 |4, 489, 257 |$30, 586, 364 |$6.81 | 28.21 1.8 
, Hydrated lime---------_---]1, 385, 825 | 10, 522, 578 | 7.59 |1, 590, 159 | 12,354,798 | 7.77| 14.71 204 

Total lime...........-...-|4, 886, 929 | 33, 956, 385 | 6.95 |6,079, 416 | 42,941,162 | 7.06 | 244] 16 — 

‘By uses: — | -. | oon. , food fe Agricultural.............--.| 364,823 | 2,084,462 | 5.71 |. 382,727 | 2,387,045 |6.2| 49| 9.3 
| Building .-.___--------_----|1,010, 435 | 8, 542, 207 | 8.45 11,065,599 | 9,259,118 |8.69| 5.5| 28 

. Chemical and industrial. __./2, 643, 762 | 16, 404, 388 | 6.20 13, 561, 203 | 22, 183,827 | 6. 23: 34.7 |... 8 
Refractory (dead-burned | a . od 
dolomite)_................| 867,909 | 6, 925,328 | 7.98 |1, 069, 887 | 9,111,172] 8.52] 23.3] 6.8 

7 Imports for consumption: _ . | a po 
Quicklime and hydrated lime. 9, 205 81,888 | 8.90} 19,165. 1 78, 860 | 8.60 [---.--Ju---0. 

Exports........-..-.---.-------| 31,912] 311,619 | 9.76 | 132,444 | 1318541 | 9.82 |_....-|--.._- 

1 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. =» — | 

LO a PRODUCTION Oo 

| As quicklime is a semiperishable product, stocks are never large. 
Quantities sold or used may therefore be considered equivalent to 

| production. — - Be oe | 
Production of quicklime was 28 percent greater in 1941 than in 

1940, and hydrated-lime production increased 15 percent. Average 
| values were considerably higher. Data on unit values, by individual | 

‘uses, are indicated in a later section of this chapter. The following | 
table shows production during recent years. : : 

Lime sold or used by producers in the United States, 1937-41 

| Plants i Value 3 
; ants in ee Year operation Short tons! 

‘Total! Average 

ee 314 | 4,124,165 | $30, 091, 168 $7. 30 
1938_--2 2222 321 | 3,346,954 | 24, 137,638 7.21 

| 1939... 220222 311 | 4, 254,348 | 30, 049, 394 7.06 
1940-2020 22 DLT, 314 | 4, 886,929 | 33, 956, 385 6.95 
194102222 309 | 6,079,416 | 42, 941, 162 7.06 

1 Includes lime used by producers (captive tonnage) as follows—1937: 270,192 tons valued at $1,388,052; 
sats 168,245 tons, $985,003; 1939: 270,087 tons, $1,454,285; 1940: 339,441 tons, $1,804,017; 1941: 499,062 tons, 

2 Value given represents value of bulk lime f. o. b. at point of shipment and does not include cost of barrel. 
or package. 

PRODUCTION BY STATES | 

Lime was produced in 38 States and 2 Territories during 1941. 
The leading producers were Ohio, Pennsylvania, Missouri, and West 
Virginia, which together supplied 60 percent of the total. Ohio alone
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| contributed 25 percent. The number of plants, production, and . 
‘ value of sales in each State are shown in the following table, insofar 
PO as the data can be presented without revealing figures of individual | 
’ companies. — 7 | 

‘ Lime sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by States | 

| Oo / | 1940 1941 | 

i State | J oo } ) a 

; . | | Sante | Short tons Value piaaee Short. tons Value i: 

: Alabama.........-..-------- 8 234,147 | $1, 359, 371 9 306, 836 | $1, 705, 558 
i Arizona... .-.-...----------- 4 67, 882 502, 998 3 58, 146 413, 005 
i Arkansas_.....---..-.------] 2 (!) Q) 2 |}. (4) @) 
q California..........-..-.-..- 12 112, 522 I, 031, 352 9 122, 375 1, 168, 767 

Colorado. ._....-.----.------- 5 7, 944 82, 486 3 ~ Q) 0) 
| Connecticut. .....--------- 1 (1) (1) 1 (1) @) 

Florida. _....--.--..--.----- 4 25, 038 227, 440 4 23, 265 216, 254 
_ Georgia.._....--------.----- 1 13, 774 92, 281 1 12, 515 8&5, 325 

; Hawaii..-..-....-..-.....-- 1 () (1) 1 8, 681 137, 195 
Idaho._.....-.--..-.------| 2 Q) (1) q 120 “2: 160 
Tilinois..........-..----.---- 7 161, 358 1, 150, 113 9 246, 574 1, 702, 129 
Indiana... ........------.--- 4 84, 462 457, 629 3 106, 407 588, 379 
Kentucky___..-------------| 1 (!) (1) eee en enn n [eee wenn nn ene e | een nn ene 
Louisiana. ...........-.-1---|----.-----]-...--------.-|_------------- 2 (4) (Q) 
Maine. _....-..-.--..-.----- 2 (!) (1) 2 |. (1) @) 
Maryland....-......-.-.-..| 15 63, 745 355, 771 13 65, 624 431, 200 
Massachusetts.....--------- 6 |. 108, 797 ~ 965, 333 6 - 106,336 | 1,007,773 . 
Michigan.-.----------1-----| 4 41,814 308, 926 4 55, 447. 388, 104 
Minnesota. ._-...-.--------- 2 (1) (1) 2 0) @) - 
Missouri......-.-..-.------- 10 607, 062 3, 184, 293 11 736, 200 4, 106, 468 
Montana. ...-.-------------] 4 18, 797 77, 658 2 (1) @) 
Nevada.....------.--2------| «= ~ 2 (1) (1) . 8 - @ . 4+ @) 
New Jersey_-.-------------- 4 28, 854 206, 326 4. (4) @) 
New Mexico... ------------ 2 (1) (Qo 2 (!) Q) 
New York.......-.....-..- 5 54, 364 408, 645 5 62, 339 463, 230 
North Carolina. ......-.-.-- 1 (1) (1) 1; @® | @ 
Ohio.......-.---..-..-s2ee 23 | 1,284,877 | 10, 180, 785 22| 1,849,246 | 12, 482, 106 

a Oklahoma. -..-..----------- 2 (!) (1) 31 3). 0 
Oregon ____.---------------- a | (1) (1) 1 3, 940 . 21, 524 . 

| Pennsyivania........-..-.-- 90 $33,088 | 5, 622, 725 89 | 1,003,039'| 7, 263, 779 
Puerto Rico_...--.-.------- 4} 3,719 | 33, 120. 6 8, 159 114, 728 - 

: Rhode Island__._-..-------- 1 () (1) 1 (1) 0) 
| South Dakota.__.-..--.---- 2 (1) (1) 2 | ) @) 

_ Pennessee....-.-.--.- 2-0 10 192,133 | 1, 650, 199 10| 230,528 | 1,354, 642 
Texas.....-.-.-.--.0-2s-ee ee 9 64, 274 543,130! 9] . 77,783 632, 009 
Utah. ....------------------ 8! . 49,413 306,357 | 9 56, 221 352, 306 
Vermont......--.----------. 5 61, 026 430, 178 5 67, 824 479, 219 
Virginia. -....-..-..-.--.. 23 178,036 | 1, 044, 229 | 25) 224,293 | 1,359, 281 
Washington. _...-..-.---.-- 6] 53, 428 - 582, 416 4 _ 62,309 656, 363 
West Virginia.........--...- 10 278, 300 1, 727, 844 10 372, 677 2, 350, 362 ; 

Wisconsin.......-....----.. 11} 65,632 542, 749 10 79,077 650, 324 
| Undistributed 3...........-.} --------. _ 192, 493 1, 482,031 | -----.--. 424, 455 2, 798, 202 

- | 314,| 4,886,929 | 33, 956, 385 309 | 6,079,416 | 42,941, 162 
ee 

1 Included under “‘Undistributed.”’ | . | | 
1 Includes items entered as ‘‘(!).”’ 

LOCATION OF PLANTS 

- The accompanying map (fig. 1) shows the location of active lime 
| plants in the United States that reported to the Bureau of Mines for 

1940. The largest demands for building lime, as well as for that used 
in the chemical and processing industries, are in populous industrial 

| centers. This explains the intensive development of lime plants in 
Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Ohio. The metropolitan areas of 

| Boston, New York, and Washington, D. C., are notably lacking in 
lime plants because limestone deposits are not available in these terri- 
tories. The following nine States had no lime plants reporting actavity 
in 1940: New Hampshire, Delaware, South Carolina, Mississippi,
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| Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Wyoming. In some 
| | of these States, no satisfactory limestone deposits are available; in 

| others, the market demands can be supplied more economically from 
sources outside the State than from development of local deposits. 

| -Limestones are widely distributed, and new plants could be esteb- 

(EER | 

| | — FiGURE 1.—Location of lime plants in the United States. 

| lished in many localities where they do not now exist, provided markets 
| - . were large enough to justify operation. | | | 

: | oe PRODUCTION BY USES 

| Thirty years ago chemical and industrial plants consumed much 
less than half as much lime as the building trades. In 1941 the ton- 

, nage of lime applied to chemical and industrial uses was more than 
three times that used for building lime. On the other hand the | 
quantity of lime used in agriculture has fluctuated only moderately, 
epending primarily on the buying power of the farmer. The most 

| striking gain in any one use during 1941 was in metallurgical lime, 
which, under the stimulus of a steel industry operating at virtually 
100 percent of capacity, increased 37 percent over 1940. The follow- 
ing table shows sales of lime, by principal uses.
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; | | _ Lime sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by uses | 

; | : 1940 1941 

i Quantity Value S| Quantity - | Value — . 

1 Use OO [Oo ” 
Po : . Per- , . - A : Ver: A 
E ‘| cen ver- | cen | ver- . : : “of |Shorttons| Total age of | SHort tons Total | "age | - 

i TT 
: Agricultural._...--..--.---| 7.5 364, 823 | $2, 084, 462 | $5. 71 6.3 | . 382,727 | $2,387,045 | $6.24 

i Building. __..-------------} 20.7 | 1,010,435 | 8,542,207 | 8.45 | 17.5 | 1,065,599 | 9, 259, 118 8. 69 . 

| Chemical and industrial: : | ] 
Glassworks_....-------| 3.4 168, 044 | 1,139,381 | 6.78 3.0 184, 559 | 1, 253, 700 6. 79 

te Metallurgy..-.---.----| 20.4 999, 215 | 5,792,745 | 5.80 | 22.5 1,366,899 | 8,070, 180 5. 90 
¥ - Paper mills._......----] 11.6 566,818 | 3,457,354 | 6.10} 11.1 677,116 | 4, 234, 772. 6. 25 
d Sugar refineries. -----..- 4 19, 089 197, 251 | 10.33 4 23, 169 248, 602 | 10.73 
# - anneries_--_ --------.- 1.5 72, 417 495, 864 ; 6.85 1.5 93, 157 649, 002 6. 97 
t Water purification.....| 5.4 266,088 | 1,715,849 | 6.45 5.3 319, 244 | 2,072, 807 6. 49 

Other uses !__.-..-----} 11.3 552,091 | 3,605,944 | 6.53) 14.8 897,059 | 5,654, 764 6. 30 | 

" 54.0 | 2,643, 762 | 16,404,388 | 6.20] 58.6 | 3, 561, 203 | 22, 183, 827 6. 23° | 
Refractory lime (dead-| | 
burned dolomite).-......| 17.8 867,909 | 6,925,328 | 7.98 | 17.6 | 1,069,887 | 9,111,172 8. 52 

, ooo oO e=*=@==—l=EET_eee SS) 6S ed oS EE _ eee lS eS eee 

- Total lime-___._.---.-} 100.0 |?4, 886, 929 |?33, 956,385 | 6.95 ; 100.0 |?6, 079, 416 |?42, 941, 162 7. 06 : 
Hydrated lime (included 

| _. in above totals)_....----.| 28.4 | 1,385, 825 | 10, 522,578 | 7.59 | 26.2 | 1,590,159 | 12, 354, 798 7.97 

1 Details of distribution shown in a following table. | ) | oe 
. 2 Includes lime used by producers (captive tonnage), as follows—1940: 339,441 tons valued at $1,804,017; 
| 1941: 499,062 tons, $2,556,240. 

The following table shows production in each State in 1941 accord- | 
| ing to principal uses, insofar as the figures may be revealed. |



Lime sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, by States and uses : 

Agricultural Building Chemical and industrial Total os 

State Metallurgical {| Paper mills Refractory Tanneries Water purifi: _ Other ~ 
Short | value | Short | value | ——— —-———| ——_ | —__—__|_____|______| Short | vaiue ons ons ons | Short Short Short Short ‘Short Short . tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value tons - Value 

Alabama.....-..-] (@) (‘) 48, 938] $310, 713] 154, 736) $797, 854] 72, 837| $409, 571 (1) (1) ¢3) (4) —QY (ty 10,032} $65, 581) 306, 836)$1, 705, 558 
Arizona.......---| (4) (!) (") (') 45,724) 286, 793].......]..-...-.-|.--.---2.]---.------]-.-.--]..------ |G) (4) (‘) (1) 58,146] 413,098 — 
Arkansas......-.-|--.----|.--------| @) (1) (1) Qa PU @ LIEN I ay aH | a | a () (1) | 
California.......- 636] $4,958) 27,776) 311,259} 32,325) 313,814) (4) (1) wueseeeenfoeee------| (FD fF () 5,994] $50,054; 52,887} 461,501! 122, 375) 1,168, 767 
Colorado......---} (!) (1) (!) (1) (1) (1) fowl ee-feee-e----f OP seeee-[en------| Q (1) . (1) 3 (1) (') 
Connecticut_.....) (1) @Q) | (@) (!) wenne----|------ |e =| eee] ee ee | ee] ee] ee fee eeeee- (1) (Ql (4) ~() 
Florida.....--.---} (!) (1) 6,021; 56, 550).........].-------- 134, .: OBB] _--.- ~~~] fe] 7, 255) 67, 564 ¢) (!) 23, 265] 216, 254 2. 
Georgia._._.....-| 2,767; 14, 570 9,748! 70, 755)...-...--|----.----|-------|-.-------]----.----]----------]--- +e] ee] ee] ee eee eee 12, 515 85, 325 
Hawaii_.........-].-.-.--[.-__._--- 1,174) 18,960).-....-.-].-..22.--]0---f ]e]eeefe-eeeeee- 7, 507| 118, 235 8,681] 137, 195 Z 
Idaho.....-.-...-].------]--------- 120 2, 160|......-..].-----~--].------] o--.----|----2---- |---|] ee] eee ef ee ee ee 120 2, 160 
Ilinois.........-- 331 2,670} 22,628] 181,192| 93,646] 562, 116] 13,896] 85, 884 (1). (‘) () (1) =| 31,041) 208, 433 (1) (1) 246, 574} 1, 702, 129 a 
Indiana__.....-.-| (@) (1) 6,129} 41, 494 (1) (1) 19,611] 107, 028).........}..-..---..| @) . Q) (4) (4) 32,605) 173, 585) 106,407; 588, 879 . 
Louisiana._.-----| (1) (Ko ppp ppp (1) (jy) | () | 
Maine...-...----| (4) ) () (1) (1) ) (1) (tf) fee ee-fe-- eee eeef GP @) (1) (') —) (!) -() (1) 
Maryland...._.-.} 49, 516} 311, 961 (1) Q) . Joe ww. le efeee-. eee} GA) (1) ww eee nnn |oeennenenn]-----e]-- oe -- fee --f-ee eee] GY) 7 (dy. 65, 624; 431, 200 
Massachusetts..-| 7,865} 56,424) 58, 136) 611, 545 (1) () 10, 566, 84, 874)... -...].-.~-.---2]11, 995/$107, 920) (4) ~ (td) 14, 511] 121, 249) 106,336) 1, 007, 773 s . 

_ Michigan........| 2,948 5, 226 3,029; 26, 544 (‘) (1) (1) (Jove lf.e-e eet GY) (1) | 4,228) . 25, 700 7,003} 61,642) 55,447) 388, 104 
Minnesota..-.---} (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (ty peste eee fleet ee} QY) Q@) ‘} @ 7 @) (1) (1) (4) (1) Bs 
Missouri....-.__.|---.-.-].-.-....-| 55, 559] 380, 129) 148,446) 735, 689} 89,800] 440,475) (!). (1) () |. (1). [102,265 563,629) = (1). (1) 736, 200} 4, 106, 468 td 
Montana.........|---.---}.--..---} (1) (1) GQ) fp pp a) (1) ay |’ Q) 5 
Nevada....-..---} (4) (1) (1) (1) (1) (t:) 0 [ee ee eee] eee ee fee eee OP OF @® (1) (1) ti (1) (1). ° 
New Jersey....--| () (!) (1) (1) [illite -|---------|------ef eee] ee] eee ee fee ee () — (1) () bx 
New Mexico. ..-.|....---]-.-.-.--- (4) (1) weno eee ee|---enn nee |--- =e |e eee] ee] eee] eee fe ef fee A) (1) (1) . () “ 
New York.._.---| 1,109 7, 266 6,727; 40, 884 (1) (1) (1) (1) awee-nn[----------| 283] 3,476) 2) (4). (1) (1) 62, 339} 463, 230 — 
North Carolina__-|...-.-.|.---.----| () (() [loll fee eee |e2 22 |eee 2 |ee eee ]e eee ee] ee- peo epee pee pee) (1) o 
Ohio...._........| 23, 139] 155,735] 475, 071/4, 221,951} 116,009] 676, 457) 37, 306] 222,726] 652, 094/$5, 563, 775, (!) | ' () (1) - (‘) 206, 711)1, 416, 812}1, 549, 246/12, 482, 106 ~ . 
Oklahoma.....-..} (!) (1) (!) (1) (1) Qo. Q) 0 |e eee -fee-- eee fee --feee-- ef ©) Q) (1) () (1) (1) — 
Oregon...._.....-] 3,940] 21, 524).........]--_-__2..].-.. 2. _|---------|-------]----.----]---------]---------- | --s---]--------]-------|---------] ee --=--] 8, 940 21, 524 
Pennsylvania - . _.|190, 553}1, 225, 629} 87, 453] 732,900} 304, 220/2, 048, 664| 95,005; 619,328) . (4) (!) 31, 221) 222, 063) (') () 127, 235} 958, 614/1, 003, 039) 7, 263, 779 
Puerto Rico.....-| 2,207) 25,250) (') (1) penne enee|---------|------- |---|] eee] eee] ef ee --e eed @) (1) (1) (1) 8,159} 114, 728 
Rhode Island...-| = (') (1) (‘) (4) ween nau e| enna eee e | ee ee ef eee] ee | ee] eee |e eee eee (1) (@) (1) (1) 
South Dakota...-|--..---].-------- 923 9,643) = (!) (1) seeneee|ee-------[--------- |e een --f-e-e-nf-------- | (4) 30; = - 300)_—C ss (#4) (1) 
Tennessee.......-| (') (‘) 37, 131| 283, 753) 45,170] 206, 559| 75, 575] 391, 799)........_]........._] 7, 217] 40, 490] 18, 213] 110,682) () 0) 239, 528] 1, 354, 642 
Texas .........--.| ( 5) 31,829; 204.187) (‘) (1) 16, 566} 93, 727)...:...._}.-.-...-..|------].-------| 18, 903] 114,008] 13, 605| 117,051) 77, 783| 632,099 
Utah.....------2-] --- ee ]---- ee 6,324, 67,467| 49,087) 274, 534]... ...-|..------- (!) (1) wou -|--e--ce- 314 4, 706 (1) (1) 56,221] 352, 306 
Vermont....-.---| 6,461] 28,408) 14,160; 112, 182 (!) (‘) 26, 075} 189, 069]....__..-}..-..-----| @) | @) (ty (1) () (1) 67,824) 479,219 
Virginia._........| 33, 692] 206,201] 27,935; 186,069] 56,203] 320, 524] 25, 785) 161,653] ........].....-..-.| 1,496] 9, 106} 7,407] 51,553) 71,775) 424,175) 224, 203) 1, 359, 281 . 

- Washington......| 4,217} 30,216) 13,793) 193,955) (1) (4) 30, 105] 289, 505) .-...--.-]..2---.---].-----]--------] 4) (Q) (1) (‘) 62,309) 656, 363 
West Virginia.._.| 22,711) 81,350 7,627) 48,814; 155, 540) 806, 965 t (1) ~(Q) _. (1). My) | dy 12, 338} 72, 147 Q) (1) 372, 677! 2; 350, 362 
Wisconsin........] 2,213) 13,624! 34,106) 276, 360 (!) - (‘) 1) (1) wee eee ee | eee tewene] GA) (4) (1) () 19, 900] 198,091) 79,077; 659,324 
Undistributed 2. .| 28.422] 196,033] 83,262} 779,652} 165, 793/1, 040, 211/163, 855}1, 138, 195) 417, 793) 3,547, 397/40, 945) 265, 947/116, 286) 804,331} 540, 986/3, 040, 140) 424, 455) 2, 799, 292 

382, 727!2, 387, 045)1, 065, 59919, 259, 1181/1, 366, 899/8, 070, 1801677, 116!4, 234, 77211,-069, 887! 9, 111, 172193, 157) 649, 002/319, 24412, 072, 807/1, 104, 78717, 157, 06616, 079, 416/42, 941, 162 

1 Included under “‘Undistributed.”’ 2 Includes items entered as ‘‘(1).””"__
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; _ Lime and other liming materials used in agriculture —Because of its 
. quick reaction and consequent speedy effect in promoting plant 
: growth, lime is widely used as a soil conditioner and fertilizer. The | 
‘ same effect may be obtained by using finely divided uncalcined lime- 
: stone or shells, but the action is slower. However, because of the 
\ low cost and ready availability of uncalcined limestone, it is used 
! much more extensively than lime. The following table shows the 
; quantities and values of various liming materials used in agriculture. 
‘ The effective lime content shown in this table has been calculated - 

| upon the basis of average percentages used by the National Lime 
i Association, as follows: 85 percent of the quicklime (including lime 
: from oystershells), 70 percent of the hydrated lime, 47 percent of the 
4 pulverized uncalcined limestone and oystershells, and 42 percent of 

the calcareous marl. : | as | 

Agricultural lime and other liming materials sold or used by producers in the United 
me States, 1940-41, by kinds 

| eo | WMO 

| ae | Shorttons {. Value Short tons Value | 
| -. ‘Kind | 

os : Gross eho Total | A¥e-| Gross Effective Total : , 
a - content ! Bee content ! age 

: Lime from limestone: of : : {o : | “ 
| ~ Quicklime___.......-.-.--| 165,764] 140, 900] $802, 677] $4.84] 2 161, 063] 2 136, 900] * $866, 721|? $5.38 

- Hydrated_..-.--...------| 199,059] 139, 340|1, 281, 785| 6. 44| 2221,664| 2155, 170|? 1,520, 324] 26. 36 
Lime from oystershells.......; 329,271} 24, 880] 3 208,551) 7.12 (2) (?) * (2) (4) 
Oystershells (crushed)3__....-} 92, 213 43, 340] 253,776) 2.75) 4117,531| 455, 240) 4 411, 712) 43. 50 
Limestone... _...-.-.----.----|8, 724, 160} 4, 100, 360/9, 910, 373) 1. 14/11, 909, 640) ‘5, 597, 530) 14, 395, 831] 1.21 
Calcareous marl_:............| 25,516] 10,720) 42,481) 1.66) 183,009 76, 860 175, 393] .96 

1 Method of computing lime content described in preceding text. | 
2 Lime from oystershells included with ‘‘lime from limestone.” 

| 3 Figures supplied by Fish and Wildlife Service. Oo : 
4 Preliminary figure. . — . 

Building lime.—Building-lime sales as a whole and. by States are 
shown in preceding tables. Sales of building lime by kind or class. 
and the value per ton in 1941 were as follows: Finishing lime, 452,522 
short tons, $9.29; mason’s lime, 464,564 tons, $8.20; for manufacture 
of prepared masonry mortars, 64,572 tons, $6.46; and for unspecified 

-* purposes, 83,941 tons, $9.87. | 
Chemical and industrial lime.—The use of lime in manufacturing 

and processing industries has attained great importance. Lime is 
regarded as an indispensable ingredient in hundreds of products and 
is deemed necessary as an active reagent in scores of important 
processes. ‘These uses have been discussed largely from a statistical 
angle in a recent report ' of the Bureau of Mines. 

One of the important industrial uses is as a furnace flux and for other 
metallurgical applications. The quantities and average values per 
ton of lime applied to various metallurgical uses in 1941 were as 
follows: Flux for open-hearth steel manufacture, 998,968 short tons, 
$5.81; flux for electric steel furnaces, 52,883 tons, $7.05; flux for 

1 Bowles, Oliver, and Jensen, M. S., Limestoneand Dolomite in the Chemical and Processing Industries: 
Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7169, 1941, 15 pp.
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| smelting nonferrous metals, 76,112 tons, $5.86; ore concentration 
(including cyanidation), 159,634 tons, $5.81; wire drawing, 7,025 tons, 
$7.74; other uses (including unspecified), 72,277 tons, $6.40. : 

. The quantity and value of chemical and industrial lime listed as 
| ‘‘Other uses’ in a previous table were reported for 1941 as follows: 

Chemical and industrial lime sold or used by producers in the United States for 
: “Other uses”’ in 1941 | 

, | Short | Short | v4. Use . | tons Value Use _ tons | Value 

. Acid neutralization.......-.....- 1, 739 $14, 222 Insecticides, fungicides, and 
a Asphalts and other bituminous disinfectants_.....-.-.---------| 81,955. |$587, 567 

material. ._--.....------.------| 2,743 | 28,112 || Magnesia...._-...-..--..--------| 51, 256 | 373, 999 
Bleach, liquid and powder (ex- | Paints (calcimine, pigments, 

cludes bleach for paper manu- etc.).------.-------------------| 45, 513 | 258, 298 
. facture) .._.---.----.-------.--| 14,687 | 100, 579 || Petroleum refining.-_-.......-.-| 34,696 | 252,010 

Brick, sand-lime and slag--_.....| 21,503 | 156.081 || Polishing and buffing com- | 
Brick, silica (refractory) ......-..|' 24,966 | 168;819- pounds-_-_.__-----------.------| 3,922 | 97,987 
Calcium carbide and cyanamide | 132,351] 683,410 || Rubber. _._-...-..-..-.--.----..] 3,058 | 22,846 

| | Calcium carbonate,  precipi- a Salt refining. ._._.-.-2--.--_---- 1,956 | 12, 593 
> tated... 22 eee 9,677 | 69,994 || Sewage and trade-wastes treat- de 
Chromates and bichromates.-_...} 18,277 | 108, 649 ‘Ment__....-.----.-..--------- | 38, 256 | 245, 115 
Coke and gas (gas purification Textiles___...-..----.-.----.----| 1, 091 8, 210° 

and plant byproducts)....-__.| 22,011 | 139,499 |} Varnish_._--..........._.....-..| . 864 5, 888 
Food products: _ : Wood distillation............._-. 2,557 | 24, 106 

. Creameries and dairies_.....| 1,171 | 19,877 || Undistributed 2.__............_.} 156,119 | 777, 442 
Gelatin.__.......-2-....-....|. 4,846 | 32,718 || Unspecified._..........-...._...]| 204, 952 |1,346,218 
Other 1.220 022777TTTLTTTTT |” 887 | 7, 658 —___ | —__ 

Glues TTTTTTTTTITTIIIIIT!] 12,005 | 83; 580 , | 897, 059 |5,654,764 
- Grease, lubricating. ...........-. 4,001 | 34, 787 = 

| ectases, lime used in chocolate, cocoa, fruit juices, phosphate baking powders, and other food products ~ | 
not specified. | : 

. Includes acids. (unspecified), alcohol, alkalies (ammonium, potassium, and sodium compounds), 
almiesite road surfacing, bromine, calcium phosphate, cement manufacturing, explosives, fertilizer filler, 
heavy chemicals, magnesia from sea water, medicines and drugs, neutralization of phosphate, nicotine, 
poultry feed, precipitation of phosphate in vanadium manufacture, retarder, rock wool, soap and fat, 
Spanish whiting, starfish control, sulfur, tobacco, and wool pullers. SS 

| : HYDRATED LIME — 

If quicklime (high-calcium) is exposed to water, it reacts readily to ~ 
| form hydrated lime according to the following equation Ca0+H,0= 

| Ca(OH)... The reaction is accompanied by evolution of heat. The 
combination of lime and water upon a quantitative basis is as follows: 

| 56 pounds of lime unites with 18 pounds of water to form 74 pounds 
of hydrated lime or “‘hydrate,” as it is commonly termed. The user 
of hydrated lime may object to buying 18 pounds of water with every 

| 56 pounds of quicklime and may on this account decide to buy quick- 
lime and hydrate it himself. Some users do this, but in general the 
hydrating process is too precise an operation to be performed without 
adequate equipment or skill. For instance if too little water is added, 
part of the lime remains unslaked, which may cause trouble later. 
Unhydrated particles in a wall plaster, for example, will hydrate slowly, | 
causing “‘popping”’ of the plaster. If, on the other hand, too much 
water is added, a damp, sticky, or muddy hydrate will be formed. 
Many lime companies are equipped with mechanical hydrators that 
automatically supply the exact quantity of water needed and agitate 
the product so thoroughly that virtually complete hydration of high- 
calcium lime is accomplished. Dolomitic (high-magnesium) lime 
hydrates less readily than high-calcium lime, therefore its preparation 
as a hydrate involves additional problems. Some lime producers have 
found it necessary to employ special equipment to attain adequate
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. hydration of dolomitic lime. Most users of hydrated lime prefer the 

: product sold by lime producers. 

: Hydrated lime was reported by 166 plants for 1941 (161 reported 

. for 1940). The increase from 1,385,825 short tons in 1940 to 1,590,159 : 

: in 1941 was accompanied by an increase of 18 cents a ton 1p average | 

'  . -value. Three States—Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Missouri—produced 

‘ 61 percent of the total. Production for a series of years and by States | 

i appears in the accompanying tables. a | | | 

' _ - Hydrated lime sold or used by producers in the United States, 1937-41 : | 

: Oo Year | operation Short tons 

4 
Total Average 

" 19387 nnn nee nnn ence ne nner eee n nn wae nce nen n eee neeeeee 170'| 1,301,333 | $10, 344, 470 $7.95 

| 1938... ne ee nena eee nee neen cee eeeneee eee 165 | 1,169,804 | 9,111,575 7.79 

1930... een ne eeenaenec eee neeeee serene 159 | 1,318,053 | 10, 124, 241 7.68 : 

£777 161 | 1,385,825 | 10, 522, 578 7. 59 | 

£75 166 | 1,590,159 | 12,354, 798 7.77 

- Hydrated lime sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by States 

— | 1940 7 1941 
State nee | 

| 7 Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Alabama.........-------------------2-------"-+| 23, 470 $187, 803 31, 370 $224, 609 | 

3 California _........-..-----.-------------------- 22, 898 222, 199 | 25, 540 OAL, 622 | 

| Florida_._......--..s-aeeee-neeneeeee nee eeee = 12, 129 127,528}  —«: 12, 214 119, 713 

Georgia. __.--------------+--------------------- 13, 737 91, 932 9, 748 70, 755 

| ‘Hawali._..........-------2n2-e---e ten eee eee (1) (1) 8, 665 136, 475 | : 

Tilinois............------22e2----eee nee eee eee 26, 092 198, 194. 39, 496 282, 634 

a ‘Indiana... -e--eee-een tenn nen ee 20,375 | «126, 503 24, 645 158, 618 

| Maryland ..._......---------------------2----=" 22, 730 116, 006 24, 826 169,349 . 

Massachusetts. --.-...-------------------------- 39, 144 | 292, 724 , 41, 166 321, 515 

: Michigan _.-.-...-..-.----------------"-"""---" 10, 772 87, 386 14, 464 107, 493 

| Missouri. 0... wwe eeeeeeceeee-e-e-e----| > 158, 218 878, 521 179, 425 1, 054, 833 

New York... ----n22ce--eeeeeeeee eee nee 14, 089 102, 423 16, 784 112, 176 

Ohio... _...... en eeeeee neon eeneeeee eee neon 494,057 | —£, 168, 505 539, 939 4, 661, 687 

Pennsylvania. .-.------------------------------ 217, 774 1, 529, 138 | 250, 733 1, 955, 757 

South Dakota..-....--.------------------------ (1) Q) - 698° 7,393 

Tennesse@...........-s22-e2eeeen-eneeeee eee nn- 44, 096 328, 215 45, 304 348, 539 | 

- TOXAS on ewneeeeeeeeeenececeeneeeeneee---] 22,822 931, 459 27,415 | 262, 349 

: Virginia _..__...-.-------------------"--------- 59, 425 378, 790 74, 810 486, 

Washington .......-.-----2------------------—- 9, 243 86, 974 10,803 | 96, 474 

| West Virginia. _....-.------------------------- 36, 828 934, 912 48, 028 254, 156 | 

Wisvonsin ._..-.-------------------------------- 10, 808 81, 485 (2) (4) 

Other States ?..-.--.---------------+-=-------- 132,123 | 1, 051, 881 164, 086 1, 262, 163 

| | | 1, 385,825 | 10,522,578 | 1,500,159 | 12, 354, 798 | 

1 Included under “Other States.” . . 

21940: Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Hawaii, Kentucky, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, 

Nevada, New Jersey, Oklahoma, Rhode Island,. South Dakota, Utah, and Vermont. 1941: Arizona, 

Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, 

Oklahoma, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont, and Wisconsin. | 

Uses.—Hydrated lime is utilized in many ways. Increased sales 

in all important categories were reported in 1941. The largest in- 

creases were for sugar refineries (52 percent) and tanneries (38 

percent). 7
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: | Hydrated lime sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by uses 

| | | oe 1940 1941 ) oe - | Use | = TP nr . Short tons Value §| Shorttons | Value 

Agricultural-___._...._-.--- 222-2 2222-2----22 2. 199,059 | $1,281,785 |. —-221, 664 $1, 520, 324 | Building-..-_-__._...-.---.-------------22----- 723, 888 6. 002, 015 | 780, 328 6, 665, 319 
Chemical and industrial: : _ | " i } - Glassworks.-.__.....--.----...-.--.-- 8. - 2,220]  -. 13,925 - 2,501] ~ 16,163 _  Metallurgy__.._.._..-...._._...... 53,554 | . 351,945 61, 174 392, 203 Paper mills__.......2.-._..-.._._.- 39, 644 |. 262, 234 47, 098 312,470 Sugar refineries_......_........-._.....____ : . 31, 603 137, 345 17, 611 199, 186 . Tanneries__....__.._._....._._........_..... 32, 259 - 233, 661 | 44, 484 324,048 _ Water purification. ..___..._.....-..._...__| 126, 967. 884, 199 ~ 158, 560 1, 108, 885 = . Other uses_.___......-_-__.-_.__..--..-- 196, 622 1, 355, 469 256, 739 1, 816, 200 

oe | | 462. 878 ‘3, 238. 778 588.167 | 4.169, 155 : | Total hydrated lime. ___...._...........| 1, 385, 825 | 10, 522, 578 | __1, 590, 159 12,354,798 

| | TRENDS IN PRINCIPAL USES a 
| _ All major uses of lime increased during 1941, the greatest gain (35 — percent) being for chemical and indusirial purposes. Agricultural and : building uses each gained & percent. | — 

a G et —— 2c 
| | 3 ae 

- 

| : 2 — ) 

<  _ - 
5 4 

“ : . 

6-— : 
w | ; 
= | | | on i) Ee 

Se ee eter Raciiicrncnaeeitinteege iti 
5 5 FO ES Se ae eB ae ESS serene BEB 

S We 5 Oe 2 EE See SSE | 2 Re) ere | = |S “SEEDS ag ma lagi ; Oe! Building “cag Re Soc occ ga Mp pos SSCSSCIICLSTI SISTED cet ttedededee ted leteteteteteseretaiserececonarceseaetetel eta gete EESTI lett eee SOs Pa Cannan 

1920 — 1925 1930 1935 1940 194 

FiGuRE 2.—Trends in number of active lime plants, average value per ton, and principal uses, 1920-41. 

The gains in metallurgical and refractory lime were not consistent | with each other—37 and 23 percent, respectively. The increase in chemical and industrial applications was accentuated further by large gains in the use of lime by manufacturers of calcium carbide and insec- ticides (50 percent over 1940). Trends in the principal uses over a 22-year period are indicated in figure 2.
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‘ A graphic comparison of the total quantity of lime consumed in 
‘ building with new construction activity for the past 22 years is shown | 
* ° . . os . 

i in figure 3. 

i | 350 : : | . 

4" : "* 300 | New residential units — | 

j a SS , | | 

| -_ sé i boas 

i oo Total new construction 0 | 
‘ - = 150 Cj : | 

‘ a . . «oa: ° ) : a SS 

i = 100 Building lime . 

25 50 H 
x Qa . f 

| z 5 | 
1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 | | 

. FIGURE 3.—Building-lime (quick and hydrated) value compared with total new construction and residen- . 
tial building, 1920-41. Data for new construction, 1920-41, from Department of Commerce. Data for 
new residential dwelling units (nonfarm) from Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

_ Consumption of metallurgical lime has increased each year since 
1932, except for the recession in 1938 (see fig. 4). The rate of increase 
has been greater in the past 3 years than the gain in steel-ingot out- 

- put would indicate. This may be due in part to an increase in the use 

| | 250 -— | | 

‘| Ff fii Hate | 
| a 4 | 

HS | o 
[lz fi 4? | 
2 150 _ i 

7 Steel ingot _ | 

| = ase | | 

NS a0 PF N\ 
| ra] Refractory lime wy d 

> . 7” 

| x | 4 Metallurgical lime 
«Ow < , | 

2 50 | 

0 | 
1932 «1988 1936 1938 1940 1942 | 

FIGURE 4.—Sales of metallurgical lime and refractory lime (dead-burned dolomite) compared with steel- 
ingot production, 1932-41. Index numbers for steel ingots computed by Federal Reserve Board from data 
of American Iron and Steel Institute. 

of higher-phosphorus iron ores, as indicated earlier, and possibly to a 
decrease in the amount of scrap iron and steel used. The gain in pro- 

| duction of metallurgical lime was accompanied by a less spectacular 
gain (20 percent from 1940 to 1941) in limestone for flux. Data on 
raw dolomite are given in the chapter on Stone.
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| _ SHIPMENTS > oo 

| TOTAL SHIPMENTS : 

Sales, shipments, and supplies of lime available for consumption in 
) | continental United States, by States and groups of States that com- _ 

| prise approximate freight zones, are listed in the two tables that fol- 
low. Reshipments beyond original destinations are not indicated, 
and foreign shipments and tonnages for which distribution is not | 
recorded are omitted. __ a : | | 

Production of lime exceeds apparent consumption in 11 States, but 
only Ohio, Missouri, and Tennessee show large tonnages moving out _ 
of the State in excess of inward-moving shipments. Four leading 
States—Pennsylvania, New York, Illinois, and Michigan—consumed | 
more than they produced. | | 

| | Lime supplies available in continental United States in 1941, by States, in short tons — 

| shi Supply — 
| Sales by | Shipments 1D | 

State pro- from ments Hy- | Quick- Pounds 
. | . | ducers State State arate d lime Total - caer ; 

Alabama_............-.-----.} 306, 836 84,829 | 37,729] 13,747] 245,989 | 259, 736 183. 4 
Arizona_..-.---.---.-.---....| 88, 146 27,016 | 1,209}  3,350| 29,079| 32,429 129. 9 
Arkansas._..-.-.-.--.--.-----|  @) (3) (3) 5,064 | 15,961 | 21, 025 21.6 
California_....../_..2....--..] 122, 375 10, 982 34, 032 34, 851 110, 574 145, 425 42.1 
Colorado......----.----------|  (@ (3) 4 4, 052 12, 629 16, 681 29. 7 
Connecticut__..-_.-------.--- (3) (3) (3) 18, 684 22, 935 141, 619 48.7 
‘Delaware __..-........-.-----]--.22--.--|--.--.----.-] 39, 302 14, 169 25, 133 39, 302 294. 9 
District of Columbia_.-------|_-...-...-|---..--.....| 18,272} 15,851| 2,421] 18,272 55.1 | 
Florida._.._..........-------| 28,265 |_._...-.....| 44,831 | 28,407] 39,689 | 68,096 71.8 | 

: Georgia....---..-.-.----2-2..{ 12, 515 1,875 | 67,925 | 34,928| 43,637 | 78, 565 50.3 
Idaho.....-.-.-.-.-.-.--.. 120 |............| 2651] 1082] eso] 2,771 10.5 | 
Mlinois_.._......-.-...-.-..--] 246, 574 112, 854 | 258, 603 88,060 | 304, 263 | 392, 323 99. 3 
Indiana__._......-......-.-..| 106, 407 84,127 | 192, 367 37, 754 176, 893 | 214, 647 125.2 

| Towa....-.-------------------|----------|----2-_-__._| 63, 489 15,742 | 47, 747 63, 489 50. 0 
Kansas__._......-----------2-]e 2 eee 31, 127 14, 734 16, 393 31, 127 34.6 
Kentucky__.-_..--..-.-.-.-.-|__.-....._|------_--.___| 101, 368 15, 833 85, 535 | 101, 368 . 71.2 

Louisiana.__....._._._----_.- (3) (3) (3) 14,391 | .178, 021 192, 412 162.8 
Maine___....-..-------------| @) (3) (3) . 8, 966 71, 431 80, 397 189.8 
Maryland._______..----.---__- 65, 624 14,050 | 118, 743 53, 957 116, 360 170, 317 187.0 
Massachusetts. ......--.-----| 106, 336 81, 628 47, 089 32, 985 38, 812 71, 797 33. 2 
Michigan - wwe n eee nee eee 55, 447 25,165 | 221, 248 77, 536 173, 994 | 251, 530 95.7 
Minnesota....-.-.---.-.-.-..|  @) @) (3) 15,747 | 46, 586.| 62, 333 44.6 
Mississippi-__-..-.....-.-.-..|.-...--._.|-----._-----| 13, 480 6, 004 7, 476 13, 480 12.3 
Missouri__........-.........-| 736, 200 471, 753 21, 061 96, 770 188, 738 | 285, 508 150.9 
Montana...........----.-.---| (|---| “@ 3,088 | 22/891 | 25,979 92.9 
Nebraska. _..._.......----___}__-.-__---|--2- 8, 809 6, 878 1, 931 8, 809 13. 4 
Nevada..........------------| (3) (3) 29, 197 5,267 | 34, 464 625.2 
New Hampshire. ..__.__..___|.-_.___._.]--.._____ _- 12, 058 3; 688 8, 370 12, 058 49. 1 
New Jersey. _-._------------- (3) (3) (3) 103, 133 47,577 | 150,710 72, 4 
New Mexico_-__...._--__-___- (3) wen ee eee ee 8) 2, 255 23, 536 25, 791 97.0 
New York.________--_______- 62, 339 8,225 | 340,960 | 137, 446 257,628 | 395, 074 58. 6 
North Carolina. .__-- eaeeenee (3) (3) (3) 31, 349 64, 373 95, 722 53. 6 
North Dakota-__-._...--_-____|--__-__2__]-- ee. 5, 872 5, 811 ' 61 5, 872 18.3 
Ohio ..__-_......-.-_-.._-_-____|1, 549, 246 1, 032, 426 | 161, 023 135, 671 542,172 | 677, 843 196. 2 
Oklahoma_..__..---....-.._.|° @) (3) ) 16,654 | 29,657 | 46,311 39.6 
Oregon___._._--..-------___.- 3,940 }.-......-...| 18, 459 2, 448 14, 951 17, 399 31.9 
Pennsylvania_..__..-......__]1, 003, 039 334,098 | 436, 611 209, 007 896, 545 |1, 105, 552 223. 3 
Rhode Island_.-.---------...|. (3) (3) (3) 6, 289 6,881 | 13,170 36.9 
South Carolina_.............|-.--22222-}--2-.25.._.-| 26,815 | 15,224] 11,591 | 26,815 28. 2 
South Dakota_.___..._______- (3) (3) (3) 3, 228 - 3, 214 6, 442 20. 0 
Tenmessee__.._-.._-----.-.-..] 239, 528 197, 329 11, 653 28, 155 25, 697 53, 852 36. 9 
Texas._._.._..-----.-.--_.._.-] 77, 783 | 15, 330 3, 808 25, 680 40, 581 66, 261 20. 6 
Utah... | 56, 221 710 1, 295 4,316 | 62,490 | 56,806 206. 4 
Vermont_...-.-.-.-----.-.-..| 67,824 61,689| 1219] 1296} 6,058| 7,354 40.9 
Virginia._.__...._..-..._-...| 224, 298 162,039 | 71,771 | 49,101 | 84,924] 134,025 100. 1 
Washington_._....._..._.....| 62, 309 14, 559 2, 578 8,996 | 41,332] 50,328 58. 0 
West Virginia___--_-_-_--._-_] 3721677 | 333,441 | 200,969 | 28,958 | 2111247 | 240, 205 252. 8 
Wisconsin.........-..-...---.] 79,077 38,976 | 60,934] 29,636} 71,399] 101,035 64.4 
Wyoming ..______--.2_---22__|------ 22. -|----- 2. 1, 292 946 346 1, 292 10. 3 
Undistributed 4..____.______.| 424, 455 98,720 | 487,321 |.. _._..._|.._....___]--.....--.|-------.-- 
_ 16, 062, 576 | 1 3, 211, 821 3, 163, 063 1, 541, 114 ,4, 472, 704 6, 013, 818 92.3 

1 Includes 48,758 tons unclassified as to destination. 
? Per capita figures based upon latest available estimates of population made by Bureau of the Census. 
3 Included under “Undistributed.” 
4 Includes items entered as ‘(3).”
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Lime shipped (supply) in continental United States in 1941, by origin and destination of shipments, in short tons | 

Origin — . 

: ‘ Maryland, New Jersey, | Connecticut, Maine, | - | . 
; minols, Indiana, Michi- New | work, | Pennsy}- Massachusetts, Rhode Florida, deorgia, North Alabama, - Louisiana, 

Destination . , _ vania, West Virginia . Island, Vermon * | | 

Hy- | on; | Hy. ick Hy- ick- Hy- | Quick- Hy- | | Quick- : drated | QUick-| ota: | dratea| QUCK- | Total | dratea | 22 Total | drated | S42 °"| Total | drated | S4CX"| Total | ‘lime | “ime lime lime lime | lime ) | lime | lime lime | lime - | 

Milinols, Ind/ana, Michigan, Ohio. arti snd. 287,332 884,187 1,171, 519 8, 256 - 48, 085 56,341 | 180 305; 485 1,716 | 20,554 | 22,270 1, 770 632 | 2,402 
elaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, . | 
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, | | | 

c West jy ireinia. Sf tis New 178, 256 333, 967 | 512,223 .334, 332 |1, 041,410 |1,375, 742 | 25,381 | 53,088 | 78,469 | 18,009 | 84,093 (102, 102 959 | 15, 417 16, 376 
onnecticu aine, Massachusetts, New . 
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont..._..| 25,046 | 1,690 26, 736 | 3,975 50, 393 54, 368 | 41,457 101, 443 142, 900 275 910 |} 1,185 |_..._2-2 Joo} ee 

Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South . . 
A carolina, ere nan oon 53,725 | 4,317 58,042 | 9,270 18, 413 27,683 j-....---| 45 45 | 64,788 | 58,557 |123,345 | 30, 506 |148, 119 | 178, 625 

abama, entucky ouisiana S- 
sissippi, Tennessee.-._-...-.---..------_-- 28, 229 | 67, 886 96, 115 110 122 232 |...-----]--------|-------- 800 |_.-..--- 800 | 36,871 |407, 515 | 444, 386 

Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, 
Texas.....-...---------...---.------------| 8, 406 760 4,165 |.------.|----------|-.--------|-..-----|-------- |---| | ff ee 

Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin_.-...| 39,978 | 39, 058 79,086 |_-------]----------].-------.-]--~.----]..--2---/----- ee] ee 3 3 |--------|-<------|-------- 
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Mon- of. te 

tana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Da- h 
kota. Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, . S 
Washington, Wyoming.._......... _....-! 1,607 ' 3,190 4, 797 30}... ee. 30 |e tl ee Ss 

. . Origin 

. . Arizona, | California, Colo- | 
‘ . rado, Idaho, Montana, Ne- ; a . 

Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas Minnesota, Missouri, Wis-| vada, New Mexico, Oregon, United States | 
: _ Destination : n South Dakota, Utah, | 

Washington . 

Hy- . Hy- ick- Hy- ick Hy- ick | . 
drated uick- | otal | drated | QUiCK- | otal | drated ulcxX- | Total | drated UICK- | Total 
lime Sime lime lime | lime “ime | lime — “ime | 

Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio..............--.------- 27 91 118 39,740 | 243, 468 283, 208 |.-.-------|-.---.----|----------| 339,021 |1, 197,322 | 1, 536, 343 
Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, . 
New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia...........--. 18 |_.-- 18 5, 566 28,936 | 34,502 |....------]---.-..-.-]-.-..---.-| 562,521 |1, 556, 911 | 2, 119, 432 

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, sd . : - 
‘Rhode Island, Vermont... ......_........---__...-----|_-.-------|-.---.----|-------- 1, 155 61 | 1,206 |_.--..----}-----.---.|-.--..--.-| 71,908 | 154, 487 226, 395 

Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, | 
Virginia.........-.-..-..- 2-2 eee ene [eee ne ne [ewe eee eee [eee 720 14, 763 | 15, 483 |--_-------|-----...--|.---------] 159,009 | 244,214 403, 223 

Alabama, “fentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee... 5, 033 26,170 | 31, 203 7, 087 41,025 | 48,112 |_-...-.---}-.- 22 -}-.-.-.--..| 78,180 | 542, 718 620,848 
Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas......-..| 43, 201 82,905 |126, 106 22, 404 20, 858 | 43, 262 |_.....-..-|...--...-.|..--------| 69,010 | 104,523 173, 533 al 
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin..........-....-.- 460 751 | 1,211 | 117,457 | 314,658 |432,115 |......._..].----.....].---..----| 157,895 | 354, 470 612,365 OO 
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Ne- . ol 

vada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South 2 | Or 
Dakota, Utah, Washington, Wyoming._.......-..-..- 2, 069 2,416 | 4,485 10, 208 7,129 | 17,337 89,706 | 305,324 | 395,030 | 103,620 | 318,059 421, 679 |
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| | _ + HYDRATED LIME | | | 
, Apparent consumption of hydrated lime in the Middle Atlantic — 
| ‘States has been high in recent years. During 1941 it rose in all regions, 
| but the percentage of increase from 1940 to 1941 was greatest in the | 

Upper Mississippi Valley States. — oe | 

Shipments of hydrated lime from plants in continental United States and in Ohio in 
| SF 1941, by destinations . 

| 7 7 oe From all plants From Ohio plants _ 

| Destination Distri- Distri- | Percent 
co, Short. | bution | Short | bution | of total 

| . tons (per- tons (per- | ship- 
| | : cent) |. cent) | ments 

| - Ilinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio........-.....---..-------| 389,021 | 21.5 | 2319701 43.0/ 68.4 
Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, New Jersey, . 

_ _New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia__.__.......__.-| 562, 521 35.7 | 176, 533 32.7 31,4 
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, . 

. Rhode Island, Vermont ...._..............--.._-...---..| 71, 908 4.5] 25,046| 4.7 34.8 . 
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Vir- 

ginia. 2 nee eee eee ------| 159,009 | 10.1 | 58,725] 10.0 3.8 | 
Alabama, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee...| 78, 130 4.9 | 23,902 4.4 30.6 - 
Arkansas, Kansas, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas.._...-....| 69, 010° 4.4 3, 376 6) £449 
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin. _.._......-....-...| 157, 895 10.0 | 28,415 4.3 14.8 
Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, 

New Mexico, North_Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, | 
Utah, Washington, Wyoming_-___-_......_.._..-_......_| 108, 620 6.6 1,177 2 Lil 

- Undistributed_.-.2. 2.2.0.2...) 36,469} 23] 76] 22 
a | | | | | 1, 577, 583 | 100.0 | 539,939 | 100.0] 34.2 

| | PRICES 

| Reversing the downward trend of the preceding 3 years, 1941 prices 
| increased in all major categories over 1940. The increase in value of 
| agricultural lime was greatest—9 percent. This price is the highest 

since 1938. Building lime increased 3 percent and came within 1 cent | 
of the highest price during the past decade (that in 1935). The price | 

7 of refractory lime rose to a new high, with a 7-percent increase. Values ° 
a for the past 10 years are compared in the following table. 

| Average values of lime according to uses, 1932-41 } . 

| Use 1932 | 1933 | 1934 | 1935 | 1936 | 1937 | 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941 | 

| Agricultural..._...___.........--.----.|$8. 59 [85.36 |$6. 66 |g6. 73 |$6. 26 \s6. 74 |$6. 52 (g6.11 [$5.71 | $6.24 
Building -___._--._._.._-.........------| 6.45 | 7.18 | 8.33 | 8.70 | 8.52 | 8.66 | 8.38 | 856/845 | 8.69 
Chemical and industrial --------_---_"] 6.13 | 5.73 | 6.52 | 6.50 | 6.42 | 6.47 | 6.53 | 6.23 | 6.20] 6.23 
Refractory --.--.---...-..-.--.---..---.] 7.78 | 7.89 | 8.31 | 8.32 | 8.19 | 8.45 | 8.441811] 7.98] 852 
Total. 2222222222222] 6. 28 | 6.28 | 7.16 | 7.28 | 7.18 | 7.30 | 7.21 | 7.06 | 6.95| 7.06 
Hydrated. _ 2-222 222 22222222 2ITITIIT] 6.30 | 6.69 | 7.63 | 7.90 | 7.77 | 7.95 | 7.79 | 7.68 | 7.59 | 7.77 

ee 
1 Value at place of manufacture, exclusive of containers. 

. FUEL RATIOS | 

A study of lime: fuel ratios of lime plants reporting for 1939 was 
made by Moyer ? to show the comparative efficiency of various kinds 
of fuel used in the three general types of kilns. This study indicated 
that pot kilns were most efficient and rotary types least efficient. 

2 Moyer, Forrest T., Lime:Fuel Ratios of Commercial Lime Plants in.1939: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 
7174, 1941, 9 pp.
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a Shaft kilns using coke showed the highest lime: fuel ratio of any 
: single type. — - | : . 

; The accompanying table represents similar studies of reporting _ 

ve plants in 1940 and 1941. For each year, 60 percent of the active 

: plants reported fuel ratios, representing over 75 percent of the total | 

: lime produced. A significant feature is the definite uptrend in effi- 

7 ciency of bituminous coal in shaft kilns and in rotary kilns producing — , 

i dead-burned dolomite. Paradoxically, rotary kilns using bituminous 

- .  eoal, aside from those used to burn refractory dolomite, show a drop - 
in lime: fuel ratio. In 1940 the greatest efficiency was attained by 

shaft kilns using coke, in 1941 by shaft kilns using anthracite. Kilns | 
1 , “~* : : : 1. . at . : eo 

of all types using wood and oil decreased markedly in efficiency 

| during 1941. | Oo : oo Oo | 

Lime: fuel ratios, by type of kiln and kind of fuel, for reporting plants, 1940-41 

; | oo | oo 1940 pe | 

| | - Reporting - Fuel used Lime : fuel ratio * 

. | Num- Lime ass | : 
, ype , — ‘produ a a 

. ofkiin | incon | Oper. Plant ins fons) |Quantity*} Unit | Range ‘ated | ants »*-1 tons uantity n la 
| os ators | reported. average . 

- pot......| Anthracite.......1 3] 3] 38 20,295 {10,782,587 | Pounds.._| 3.00-5.40| 3.78 
: Bituminous coal.|. ~ 8 8 | ..30 | -22,602 |12, 129, 034 |...do..-..-) 3. 00-5. 00 3. 73 . 

- Coke.............| 12] 12] (87 79,297 [42,149,871 |-.-do------].3.00-6.00| 3.76 
7 Wood...-.......-| 3| 8 71 10,466 | 5,008 | Cords... -|3,900-5,000 | 4,105.92 

: Shaft....| Anthracite.-.....| 3 3| 7 | 18 235 | 9,542,889 | Pounds.._| 3.22-8.00| 3.82 | 
| Bituminous coal.| 51 | 54 | 309 |1,078,038 679,041,006 |...do_---..| 1.33-6.00} 3.18 
| | Coke......------.| 4 41 14 | °30, 313 (14, 175,338 |---do__---.| 2.00800| 4.27 
. -Producer gas. -..- 11. 11 72 | 251, 795 |125,882,489 Pounds of 3. 25-4.87 | . 4.00 

: vit. coal. pe 

Natural gas_.--..|. . 15} 15 64 | 218,307 | 1,366,022 | M cu. ft_...| 225-420 | 319.62 

- Fueloil..........| 3 4{|  14| 27,794 | -’ 33,906 | Barrels... |1,400-2,350 |1, 639. 48 = 
. Wood........-} «21 })— 22 | ~—s77 | 153,314 | 65, 345 | Cords. -_ --|2,600-8,000 |4, 692. 38 | 

Rotary _.| Bituminous coal_/ 10 11 18 | 561,416 |312,803,653 | Pounds. -_| 2. 00-5. 00 3. 59 

a Producer gas.-..- 4 4} 6 | 134, 635 |101,725,846 Pounds of 2. 60-3. 00 2. 65 

‘ , fo , 1%. CO : 

a Natural gas-...--- 6 6 8 | 110, 750 883, 697 | M. cu. ft-.| 190-364 | 250.67 

a | Fueloil.....--22-] 6 7| 13 114,622 | 158,276 | Barrels.._-|1,000-1,700 |1, 448. 38 

| . "REFRACTORY (DEAD-BURNED) DOLOMITE ; | 

Rotary. Bituminous col 6 | 8 | 24 | 671, 200 572,060 Pounds... 2. 00-2. 55 | 234 
: . ‘ ; 

: | | 1941 : 
a 

7 Pot......| Anthracite........ 8| 8 | . 51| 31,855 [18,505,254 | Pounds...| 1.1441] 3.43 
oo Bituminous coal. 7 7 29 | 24,329 |12, 259, 667 |...do._.-.--| 3.00-6. 00 3. 97 . 

} Coke.............. l1| 12] 59 | 149.969 |76, 996, 506 |-__do.----..| 2.75-6.00 | 3.90 
: Wood...-......-.| 4 4]  10| 17,247 8,941 | Cords. ....|2,000-5,000 |3, 857. 95 

| Shaft....| Anthracite.......| 3 31° 10] 14.743 | 6,694,285 | Pounds...| 4.00-8.00; 440 | 
. Bituminous coal| 50| 54 | 429 |1,253,868 |724,524,319 |...do.......| 1.47-7.00 | 3.46 

| Coke.............| 5 6| 18 | 36,231 |18, 634,608 |.-.do....-| 2.00-7.00| 3.89 
Producer gas. .-.- 10 10 81 | 265, 382 |127,232,788 Pounds of 3. 45-4. 87 4.17 

, . if. COa 

| Natural gas......| 16] 17| — 72 | 322,601 | 2,101,943 | M cu. ft-.|' 250-400 | 306.95 
| Fueloil..........| 5 7|  17| 39,371 | | 53,029 | Barrels... -|1,200-2,350 |1, 484. 86 
| | Wood..ww7] «17 | -18 | 75 | 163,247 | 70,938 | Cords. .---|2,000-8,000 |4, 602. 53 

Rotary ..| Bituminous coal. 12 14 26 | 865, 221 |527,496,602 | Pounds. ..} 2. 00-5. 00 3. 28 

Natural gas..-..-} . 8 8 20 | 368, 782 | 3, 570,380 | M cu. ft..-| 120-400 | 206.58 , . 

: Fueloil.......-.-| 7 g| 15 | 150,340] 214,287 | Barrels. _.-|1,250-1,700 |1, 403. 14 

REFRACTORY (DEAD-BURNED) DOLOMITE 
a 

Rotary. | Bituminous col, 6 | 10 | 27 | 923, 845 75,816,958 | Pounds... 2. 00-3. 43 | 2. 46 : 
a  — ‘N 

( t Quantity of quicklime sold plus calculated equivalent quicklime contained in hydrated lime sold from 

reporting plants during year covered. 
2 Calculated from quicklime production and reported lime : fuel ratios. 
3 Reported and calculated as pounds of lime calcined by 8 unit quantity of fuel.
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The quantity of lime burned by each of the several fuels increased 
in 1941 over 1940. The largest gain was in the use of natural gas, 

_ which more than doubled in importance. The tonnage of lime burned 
by bituminous coal decreased from 78. percent of the total in 1940 : 
to 72 percent in 1941. Oil, wood, coke, and anthracite were used as 
fuels in burning 13 percent of the total lime in 1940 and 1941. | 

| | | SIZE OF COMPANIES ~~ | 

| A study of active commercial lime companies, comparing volumes 
of sales and numbers of companies in similar size groups, was made by 
Bowles. and Coons in 1939.? This study indicated that companies 
producing less than 25.000 tons annually were decreasing in number 

| and total output, whereas those producing more than 25,000 tons — 
- were increasing in number and output. The trend toward larger and | 

fewer companies was interrupted during the early 1930’s but was 
a resumed a few years later. The accompanying table shows that the 

Bo larger size groups gained greatly from 1936 to 1941. Companies 
| producing over 50,000 tons showed the most spectacular increases in 

the last 5-year period, doubling in number and in production. In 1941 
more than two-thirds of the total lime output of the country was 

| reported by companies producing 50,000 or more tons. : | 

Comparison of number of companies and sales of lime (including dead-burned dolo- 
| mite) in the United States in 1926, 1931, 1986, and 1941, by size groups 

| OO —392602=~Ci<‘d;SC 2981 1986 1941 
Sizegroup (shorttons) | | |. |. |. YD 

Com- | Short Com- Short Com- | Short Com- | Short . 
oo oe panies tons panies tons panies tons panies tons 

Less than 1,000.__._......_- : 33,385 | 134 35, 966 86 | 24,414 77 24, 023 
. 1,000 and less than 5,000_-_._- 80 | 207, 658 76 | 198, 842 69 | 181, 384 60 154, 435 

5,000 and less than 10,000_- _- 49 | 359, 148 36 | 256, 792 32 | 239, 137 37 265, 543 
10,000 and less than 25,000_._ _ 58 | 919, 182 32 | 527, 596 35 | 541,610 33 516, 457 
25,000 and less than 50,000. - - -20 | 727, 000 20 | 707, 822 24 | 839, 491 26 914, 391 
50,000 and less than 100,000- - 14 /1, 018, 122 7 | 505, 663 8 | 504, 531 21 | 1, 449, 545 
100,000 and over.............. 9 |1, 295, 903 4| 474,933 9 |1, 418, 816 12 | 2 755, 022 

| 386 : 560,398 | 309 | 707,614 | 283 (3,749,383 | 266 : 079, 416 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

It is claimed that a new type of center burner now in use in shaft 
kilns gives increased output, better quality of lime, and higher fuel 
efficiency. Its greatest advantage, however, is its ability to utilize 
small stone, which is generally discarded as waste at plants where 
lime is burned in shaft kilns. 

Unit coal pulverizers that discharge directly to rotary kilns—a 
type of equipment used at many cement plants—are now employed 
at lime plants. 

Processes of pressure hydration have been perfected whereby 85 
percent or more of the magnesia in dolomite is hydrated. The super- 
hydrate, after supplementary treatment which varies in different 
plants, has unusual plasticity and sand-carrying capacity. Super- 
hydration is especially advantageous in lime used for sand-lime brick 

: manufacture and for wall plaster. 

3 Bowles, Oliver, and Coons, A. T., Graphic Survey of the Lime Industry, 1910-38: Bureau of Mines 
Inf. Cire. 7088, 1939, 8 pp. |
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i Fundamental research is in progress at the University of Illinois in | 
cooperation with the National Lime Association, involving X-ray 
work as well as studies by means of an electron microscope, on the . 
properties of calcium and magnesium oxides and hydroxides. => 

Further progress has been made with the use of lime on stabilized 
roads. Hydrated lime mixed thoroughly with gumbo clay, wetted 
and compacted with a tamping roller, is said to provide a satisfactory | 

‘ base upon which an ordinary concrete or asphalt topping may be : 
t placed. = ee - a 

Bureau of Mines Information Circular 6884, Lime, published in 
: 1936, describing the principal features of the lime industry, was 

revised and republished * in 1941. | | 
i | | | 
: FOREIGN TRADE: : a 

Because of restrictions on publication of foreign trade data, figures - 
| for 1941 imports and exports are confined to the first 9 months of the 

year. — a. | | 
| oo _ IMPORTS | 

: The following tables show imports by kind for a series of years and 
by country of origin and customs district for 1940 and 1941. | 

| Lime imported for consumption in the United States, 1987-41 | | 

, Hydrated lime Other lime D ead-burned dolo- - Total | | 

OT Year OT | I SF | | 
fo Short Short Short Short , tons ? Value tons? Value tons Value tons Value | 

1987_.........-.-----| 1,174] $13,885 | 7,614 | $76,720| 9,083 | $231,084 | 17,871 | $321,689 - 
1938__._......... 20. 858 | 10,001) 5,960] 56,202| 2875| 67,340| 9,693 | 133,543 
1939__._......-.------- 1, 148 11, 242 6, 546 60, 660 186 | 4, 260 7, 880 | 76, 162 

- 1940......_-.--.-.-.-| 712] 6,558} 8,493] 75,330 |....... |... | 9205 | 81, 888 
: 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)---.| 555] 6,364]  8610| 72,496] .........|..-.-....| 9,165] 78,860 : 

1 Classification reads ‘‘Dead-burned basic refractory material containing 6 percent or more of lime and — 
" consisting chiefly of magnesia and lime.”’ | 

| 3 Includes weight of immediate container. | ° | os 

Lime imporied for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, by countries and 
| customs districts } 

| , 1940 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) 

| Country Customs district Short a Short 

Florida. _.-.....-.------------|----.-----].--------- 15 $120 
. Los Angeles._.._.......-.---_-- 529 $4, 913 300 2, 852 

. Maine and New Hampshire... 53 546 14 98 
Michigan _.-..-........---_-_- 5 68 j_...-----[- 2. 

Canada... -....----------------]| St. Lawrence_......----------- 92 362 7 184 
San Francisco-_..........--.--- 3, 865 34, 410 3, 447 31, 825 

| Vermont... -...-.--.-.---------|-----.----|---------. 2 43 
Washington._.....-....--.---| 4,641] 41,039} 5,380 | 43, 738 

Japan .........--..---.----.---| Washington___.........-..- 2 - (8) M1 |i. eel} 
. Sweden___..-_..-.-------------| Sam Francisco--.--.--.-------- 3 120 |--_---_-.-].--------- 
. United Kingdom...-..........| New York. .....-..-....--___- 17 419 |_._-.-.-]_-----2--- 

9,205 | 81,888|  9,165| 78,860 

1 Exclusive of dead-burned basic refractory material. 
2 Includes weight of immediate container. 
3 Less than I ton. 

ease Bowles, Oliver, and Banks, D. M. (revised by Duncan McConnell), Lime. Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 
: > » pp. 

/ § Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 

, 4977794385 |
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- a EXPORTS 
- _ Exports of lime in the past 5 years are indicated in the following 

| table. eT OST EE a SE 

| - = | Lime exported from the United States, 1937-41 a Oo . | . 

| Year fons. Value | Year - i [rm 

| 1937........................| 11,300] $122,805 |] 190%... 31,912 | $311,619 
1938-2. ll222l22-.-..| 18,222 | 121, 662 |] 1941 Jan—Sept.)..........----.| 32,444) 318° 541 
1930_......--..-.----.22-----| 21,477] 236, 497 ao om as |
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GENERAL SUMMARY 20 - 

. Shipments of almost every variety of clay from domestic mines OS 
again made new high records in 1941... Even before the World War . 
of 1914-18, clay mining had become a substantial industry in the a 

+ United States. In fact, during the 5 years immediately preceding the . | 
-. outbreak of hostilities in 1914, annual shipments of merchant clay Oo 

averaged 2,381,965 short tons. This sizable tonnage, however, was Q 
-._ worth only $3,736,487, and its low unit value testified that most of it | 

was crude or ill prepared. Papermakers, pottery manufacturers, — 
y and other consumers. of the better qualities of clay purchased their | : 
: requirements abroad, and not until imports from overseas were en- an 

fe dangered by submarines did American producers make serious efforts 4 
- to improve their clays. Pioneered by the Bureau of Mines, beneficia- __ 
‘tion methods were worked out for refining Georgia clays so that they 3 
a could be substituted successfully for imported clays. Sn Oo 

| -. During the interwar period, great progress was made in. clay. prepa- : 4 
| ration, and the United States became potentially independent of | 

. foreign sources. The importation of high-grade clays continued 
| but eventually was limited to certain localities where relative trans- : 

portation costs made them cheaper or to certain branches of the : 
ceramics industry (notably the manufacture of sanitary ware and | 

2 semivitreous dinnerware) where changes in batch formulation are | 
impeded by the excessive cost of possible spoilage compared with | 

; potential savings in cost of raw materials. Resumption of hostilities : 
: in Europe and the growing menace of submarines after September | 

1939 speeded the trend to displace imported with improved domestic 
: clays. Meanwhile the rapidly expanding use of paper and the larger 

| proportions of clay relative to other ingredients employed in the 
manufacture of paper, rubber, and other products increased the 

: ageregate demand, so that the flow of kaolin and other high-grade 
: clay from American mines has increased year after year. In 1941 

. 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. Domestic figures for fuller’s earth compiled by R. W. Metcalf, of the Bureau 

| 1821 .
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| the shipments of all kinds of domestic clay, excluding fuller’s earth, 
totaled 7,018,056 tons valued at $25,193,893. Although this is only 
three times the 1909-13 annual average quantity it was worth almost 

| seven times as much, the unit value being $3.59 a ton in 1941 com- 
| pared with $1.57 before the first World War. - 

Bureau of Mines figures for clay shipments cover only a small 
fraction of the clay mined in the United States. No attempt is made 

| to include the clay burned into common brick, build’ng tile, sewer | 
pipe, and other clay products at integrated plants situated at the 
mines or pits. On the assumption that it takes 3 tons of clay to — 

_ make 1,000 brick, the production of common brick alone required 
| | over 22,000,000 tons of raw clay in the peak year 1925; notwithstanding , 

| diminished demand, structural clay products even now require from 
ten to fifteen million tons of raw clay a year. Only a little over half 

oe the total consumption of fire clay appears in the Bureau of Mines 
| figures as shipments, because nearly half of the total (3,275,021 tons — 

| in 1941) is burned directly into refractories at pitside plants. About 
| 4,000,000 tons of additional clay or shale.are used in portland-cement _ 

manufacture, and most of this escapes inclusion in the annual clay — 
. _ statistics because it was neither sold nor shipped away from the mine. 

| A rough calculation shows that shipments of what may be termed 
“‘merchant’’ clay comprised in 1941 only 20 percent and in some years 

_ not more than 10 percent of the total.clay or shale mined in the. 
a _ United States, BO Co 

| Salient statistics of the clay industry in the United States, 1925-41 

| | a - 1928-29 | 1980-34. | 1935-39 | a 
- . | (average) | (average) (average) 1940 t 1941, 

. Domestic clay sold or uséd by producers: - oS 7 | ; : - _ . 
. Kaolin, china clay..._.......short.tons_- 453, 618 431, 932 654, 147 833, 450 1, 087, 848 

Ball clay__.-.:.-.-.._.--.....-_._.do___- 116, 127 70, 209 108, 525 140,707 | —-:198, 445 
Fire clay (including stoneware clay). ; oo. 

OS “short tons..| 2,898,576 | 1, 487,364 | 2,175,309 | 2,765,247 | 4, 167, 567 
Bentonite_-_.-.-...-.,-.---.-..-..do___.|. (4) . 84,762 | 188, 385 251,082 |. 354,028 
Fuller’s earth. -_-......-.....-..-.do__.- 261, 640. 259, 354 204, 529 146, 568 207, 446 

Miscellaneous clays. ......-..--..-do_..- 1 575, 708 305, 973 360, 602:;- 710, 515 1, 210, 168 

| Total domestic: | | : 
| Quandity.........-.-.---------do...-| | 4, 305, 669 | 2.639, 84 | 3, 601,497 | 4,847, 519 | 7, 225, 502 

, alue___---.--2-2--2 | $17, 568, 812 $10, 977, 776 |$15, 455, 392 |$19, 633, 568 | $27, 305, 567 

aolin or china clay_____..:_short tons... -339, 014° 140,888 122, 232 105, 567 4 66, 945 
Common blue and Gross-Almerode : 

- short tons... 12, 130 11, 306 27, 108 32, 141 3 20, 872 
Fuller’s earth ._._-.......-.--.__.-.do___- 8, 118 4, 708 2,256 | 474 3241 
Other clay __.._..-.......-.._.__-do__.- 61, 048 24, 713 16, 922 2, 267 2150 

Total imports: | | 
Quantity........-..--.._.._..do___- 420,310 | 181,615 168, 518 140, 449 2 88, 208 
Value.-..---.-.W- 2.221] $3, 841, 462 | $1, 595, 101 | $1, 608, 395 | $1, 158, 790 | 2 $800, 263 

Exports: . 2 1 ee eee eee 
Fire clay_-................__short tons_-_ 55, 316 39, 709 61, 247 . 96, 501 2 66, 080 
Other clay (including fuller’s earth) 

- short tons..| 64,028 | 68,978 | 87,824 | ~—- 87,667 | 381, 452 
Total exports: 

Quantity........-......--....do___. - 109, 244 108, 687 149, 071 184, 168 3 147, 532 
Value _ ._....-_-------------------... | $1, 217, 769 | $1, 328, 744 $1, 819, 242 | $2, 071, 336 | 2 $1, 647, 435 

a I 
1 Sales of bentonite included under ‘Miscellaneous clay”’ before 1930. 
3 Figures cover January to September, inclusive.
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However, virtually all ‘the kaolin, ball clay, and bentonite, plus a 

: large and increasing percentage of the fire clay output, is marketed or 

' used elsewhere by the producers. These clays are worth many times 

> as much per ton as those used generally for heavy clay products; 

: therefore, the total value of a merchant clay probably is higher than 

: the book value of the clay used in integrated plants. Whereas the 

: tonnage and value of china clay sold and used elsewhere for paper or 

: pottery is reported by the Bureau of Mines as raw clay and credited as | 

,  @ product of the State in which it was mined, clay converted into OS 

; common brick or sewer pipe is not reported as raw clay because doing 
: so would result in duplication; it is included in the value of clay | 

; products as reported by the Bureau of the Census and included by 

; , 360 7 | | 7 oo 

a SP LJ at ote - | . 

7 1 : 320 a Foundries and steelworks _ a a | 

| g 280 LJ rote drilling mud : : | 7 . - - aso | | 
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! Figure 1.—Bentonite sold by domestic producers for specified uses, 1994-41. | | 

the Bureau of Mines in its summarized mineral production statistics ; | 

: for the various States. — | : - | 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES — 

: ~The following table gives sales of specified domestic clays by kinds 

and uses in 1941, continuing the series begun in 1921. Data for total 

clay used in 1939 and earlier years by major uses (except refractories) 

| were summarized in a bar chart in Minerals Yearbook, 1940 (p. 1268) ; 

| and in the corresponding chapter of Minerals Yearbook, Review of | 

1940 (p. 1227), changes in distribution of sales of kaolin, by uses, 

| were plotted. In the present chapter, figure 1 shows changes in 
| distribution of sales of bentonite, by uses.
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Clay (including fuller’s earth) sold or used by producers in the United States in 1941, 
ye by kinds and: uses, tm short tons «= oe 

Oo . Ball _| Fire clay . laneous Full : 
ee. ae oo gee gs ‘all |. an 3 : clay, ller’s | maa | | (Use — Kaolin | lay {stoneware Bentonite| includ- | earth | Total a an | - co clay _ | ing slip | — 

- - Pottery and stoneware: i ; | | ae i oo ‘Whiteware, etc....-.......-| 102,346 | 148,600! 15,886 |_--._____. © 6090 |----2222--| - 267, 341 . .. Stoneware, including chem- sk 7 Po fe : __, ical stoneware____._..--_|-.--------| 609. | 42,605 |__-..-_2-]-2222-.2-|-----.2-2-] 43, 214 Art pottery, flowerpots, etc. 108, (544 8,701 |}. 222-2282 7, 083. J2.--2--.--} 16,431. 
| ‘Slip for glazing. ..--.-.-.-.. Ts 500 jrrrcrr acre 762 | w---------]| 1, 262, 

: 102, 449 | 150,253) 67,192 |..--.-.-..| 8,354 |..........] 328, 248 Tile, high-grade___..-..-_.....- _ 23,1382 |. 82,048 |. 7,782 |_--.------| 1,808 [i222 64,357 

Kiln furniture, etc.: | | | . Saggers, pins, stilts.__.____- 3, 345 953 48, 839 |---| ee fl 53, 137 ~ — Wads. .-.----2-2 222-22} e- eee |eee eee] 8, 583 wween-e---|--------- fee eee 8, 533 
: . 8,345 953 | 57,372 |_-_.--2.--|.---e ec fel-.| 61,670 | Architectural terra cotta.-.....|-----..--- 217 | 21, 021 |_-.-------|----------}-<2------- 21,238 

: Paper: Cn 
of. : : : a 

» Fillers. .2..2222222.........| 481, 493 2,000 |. 748 foe. lel] lee |ee 2] 484, 236 
- | Coating..-2--.2-222222222-| 178,572 |... wotntir ret |ennn en nne-|eee nee eerofee--s-----] 178, 572 

| re 605,065 | 2,000 743 |... [eee eeefocses-----| 607,808 
Rubber. -- 22.22... 22 -_| 127,055 |_---_- 9,000 |.-.---.---]----2.----}------2---| 186, 055 oo | Linoleum and oilcloth._........| 9, 813 8,792 | 14,315 |--------.-|------2---| 22 e ee - 32, 920. 

© Filler or extender-2.......-] 12,798 |_-.__----- 4 |e eee fe 12, 797 : » Caleimine-__.----2.2......- 1, 660 |----------} 5, 496 |----_---__|------.--- 7 7, 168 
a a 14,453 [22 .| 5,500 fee | 7 19,960 | _ Cement manufacturé__.-.......| 42,761 |_-..---_.-| 18, 665 1,935 | 298,014 |..........| 361,375 

oe Refractories: Oe _ a - | aa * Fire brick and block......_| 115, 781 491. |2, 450, 101 |.-....----|--.-------]_-22.-.-.-| 2,566, 373 , Bauxite; ‘high-alumina . os . . | oo . _ brick. --.---2--------2-|-------.--|----------| 105,077 |.00-.-.-0-]--- 105, 077 — Fire-clay mortar, including | - - | eps ok, a _ ¢lay processed for laying |. =] Pee ee Perf a | fire brick. _. 2222202222222] -. 1, 283 Jil 284, 255. |----- 2-22} 9B {22 ._]| = 286, 231 | .. Clay erucibles...: 02.2202.) . 78715 169 |. 38, 770 [oon feck feel 4, 726 Glass refractories...........| 1,553 | 184 |. 48, 541 J-tec 45, 278 Zincretorts and condensers.|-.-.-.....|.-....--.-| 40, 966 |._........ ene ce ene eee eee eee 40, 966 Foundries and steel works -| 4, 048. |..-.._.__.] 762, 990 121, 283 48,023) 252 936, 596 
7 ~ L198, 452} 844 18,690,700 | 121,283 | 48,716 | 252 | 3,985, 247 

Miscellaneous: 
a “Rotary-drilling mud __-..__|--2..--..-|-...2..-. {348 | -58, 468 | 175,539 | 3,769 | 238,124 Filtering and decolorizing | oils (raw and activated _ 

earths). .___._._-. 22 2 fee eee} 118, 625 }_-...._...-| 1.198, 991 317. 616 Other filtering and clarify- | _ | | . IMg_._ ee 1 ss 1,969 |..__...__- 3, 231 5, 330 . Artificial abrasives... .___. 275 41 2, 282 |_-.--- e 3, 766 |-----.__.. 6, 364 Asbestos products. .._.___.. 1, 440 250 777 |_------.---]----.-----|------e- 2, 467 Chemicals__._........__... 3, 526 j_---..------| 18,478 |.__.-_-_-_ |---| 17, 004 | Enameling.-__-.-.-...._ 51 2,724} 20,071 |_--..-_..: 725 |......---.| 28, 571 
Filler (other than paper or 

paint) _..-..-. 222i _e. 1, 235 {------ 222] 22 e. 6, 925 18, 041 278 26, 479 Plaster and plaster products &, 306 |... 100 |_.--.--_-_}----- 22 fe eee. 8, 406 Concrete admixture, seal- , ing dams, etc_...-.._.... |---.-...-_]-.--_.. 2-028 2,519 |_--2-- ye eee 2, 519 Heavy clay products....._|..-.--..-.|-.........] 230,467 |......___. 642,704 |__.-.---..] 873,171 Other uses. _...._2___._.... 21, 360 ny) 7, 754 42, 304 12, 914 918 85, 573 

36, 323 3.338 | 275,277 | 280,810 | 853,689 | 207,187 | 1, 606, 624 

Grand total: ff fp np | SS 1941 -_- 8. 2... }1, 087, 848 | 198, 445 |4, 167, 567 | 354,028 |1, 210,168 | 207, 446 7, 225, 502 1940.-- 82 833, 450 140, 707 |2, 765, 247 | 251, 032 710, 515 146, 568 | 4, 847, 519 a 

. ! Comprises the following: Mineral oils, 177,151 short tons; vegetable oils, 21,840 short tons.
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' —  . -.. . G@HINA CLAY OR KAOLIN a - 

_ Sales of domestic kaolin or china clay jumped to 1,087,848 short 
: tons valued at $9,205,892 in 1941 from 833,450 tons valued at 
: $6,994,106 in 1940. The tonnage topped that of the all-time record 
: for the previous vear by 31 percent and was more than double that of 
7 1929. The paper industry alone required 110,000 tons more than in 
: 1940 and consumed 56 percent of the total shipments. Percentage- | 
] wise, however, the consumption of clay for refractories, pottery, . 
: rubber, paint, and certain minor uses increased even more than ship- : 

ments of paper clay. 7 
: Imports for the first 9 months of 1941—almost all English clay, 
: which is used chiefly in paper, sanitary ware, and pottery and to a 
i diminishing extent in porcelain and tile—amounted to only 66,945 
: short tons, with a foreign market value of $698,502. Import statistics : 
i for the last quarter cannot be published, but the 1941 total was un- 

doubtedly less than the 105,567 tons imported in 1940. Average | 
: figures for 1925-29 show imports of 339,014 tons and domestic ship- 
: ments of only 453,618 tons a year, and for 1909-13 the ratio of imports | 
' to domestic shipments was nearly 2: 1 (261,266 and 132,114 tons a , 

| year, respectively). nn - 
-_-. Georgia was the leading kaolin-mining State in 1941, as usual, pro- | 
a ‘ducing 787,013 tons or 72 percent of the national. output; South 
, Carolina (with 177,276 tons or 16 percent of the total) ranked second, 
! ~ and Pennsylvania (with 44,277 tons or 4 percent) third. In order of a 
- output, the other producing States were Florida, California, North 7 

po Carolina, Virginia, Delaware, Illinois, Alabama, Maryland, Vermont, | 
a Utah, and Tennessee. oe | Oo | 
- § The location of kaolin mines in the United States is shown m 8 

a gure 2. | | Oo an 

| Nine firms, operating 14 mines and each producing 30,000 tons or | 
| more, supplied 80 percent of the quantity and 84 percent of the value 
: of the total sales in 1941; in 1940 approximately the same percent- 

| ages of the quantity and value of the total shipments (which were 
- smaller) came from 10 firms operating 15 mines. More than half of : 

the firms reporting output in 1941 produced less than 4,000 tons each, 
! and their aggregate contribution represented only 3 percent of the | 

total tonnage shipped. The total output of the 42 smallest firms was 
C less than that of any of the three largest firms in 1941. | 

Price quotations for domestic clays have remained virtually un- 
: changed for several years, and readjustments of English clay prices | 

! have largely followed changes in ocean freight and insurance. Availa- 
| bility of bottoms was indicated by a reduction of $1 a long ton in the 

| freight rate in the summer of 1941. The gradual increase in average 
| value of domestic sales—from $7.94 in 1939 to $8.28 in 1940 and $8.46 

in 1941+-shows that the proportion of higher-grade clays is now 
greater rather than that prices have experienced a general rise. 

More than 50 geographically separate kaolin deposits associated 
| with the Spruce Pine alaskite have been found in Avery, Mitchell, 

: and Yancey Counties, N. C., where total reserves of crude kaolin 
| have been estimated at 51,000,000 tons, of which perhaps 10 percent 

is recoverable as refined china clay. The Tennessee Valley Authority 
and the Bureau of Mines, in collaboration with local producers, have
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: tested thoroughly the application of North Carolina kaolins, feldspar, 
and other materials in the manufacture of all-American dinner-ware _ 
and sanitary-ware bodies. The State geologist * published a brief 
report on the possibilities of producing high-grade ceramic products | 
in western North Carolina. = oF 

: Kaolin sold or used by producers in the United States, 1939-41, by States — . | 

(193000020 19400 1 
State | _ pe Pn pn 

Short tons| Value Short tons ‘Value | Shorttons| Value . 

| Alabama.......---------------| @ | .@ () o Oo | @. 
California......_.-..........-| 19,481 | $111, 719 14,407 | $118, 481 20,810 | $164, 110 

| ‘Delaware... |) ay (i) “0) (1) (1) 
Wlorida......-..-----.ss| |) (1) Qf a. 0) Q) 
Georgia..._..--...-..-....-.-.] 512,214 | 4,135,727 | 570,010 | 4,834,826 | 787,013 | 6, 573, 605 

Maryland........-.......2-2| om () ay (1) (1) | 
- North Carolina_.._..-.-_...-- 11, 308 165, 896 14, 602 202, 642 (1) 6) 

Pennsylvania................-| 49,657] | 164,562] 49,541 | 160,981 | 44,277] ‘172, 788 
: | - South Carolina. 1222277277777} 158; 629.|- 1,297,813 | 152.227 | 1,302,812] 177,276 | 1, 596, 471 

. Tennessee_.---.-.------------| Qo ” (1) (1) (1) (1) . (Q) 
. Utah. 22-2 eee (1) (1) (1) Q@ J @® 7; @ | 

‘Vermont..--------------------} (1) ag | @. fo a. oo 
Virginia. 922222222} —) Q) Q) () 1) 
Washington --_-......---..-_.-- (!) (2) weene-enwn-- |---| eee] ee eee 

| Undistributed #..277772-27777-] 29,515 | 324,889 | 32, 663 | 365, 364 58, 472 | 608, 923 
cee | |. 780,804 | 6, 200.606 | 833, 450 | 6, 994, 106 | 1,087,848 | 9,205,802 

a J 4 Included under “Undistributed.” a 2 Includes States indicated by “(1)” above. ; | 

a oe Georgia kaolin sold or used by producers, 1937-41, by uses 

| . China clay, paper clay, etc. . Refractory uses Total kaolin , 

: | | — Value Value Value 
Year |. —_ —$—$$$$ 

Short Short .| Short : 
tons Aver- tons Aver- |. tons Aver- 

Total age per | - Total | age per ~~ Total age per 
. ton ton ton 

1937.........| 423, 065 | $3, 332, 851 | $7.88 | 80,667 | $213,208 | $2.64 | 503, 732 | $3,546,050 | $7.04 
1938.-___| 367,612 | 3,199,169 | 8 70| 45,020| 115,749] 257] 412,632] 3,314,918 | 8.03 
1930.-----_| 450,121 | 3,956,344 | 879] 62,093| 179,383) 289] 512214] 4,135,727| 807 
1940._---_| 497,881 | 4,625,080 | 9.29] 72,129] 209,746) 291] 570,010| 4.834826] 8.48 

| 669,978 | 6, i 9.28 | 117,035 | 357, 518 3. 05 ; Zi 8.35 

For 1939 the Bureau of the Census reports (Preliminary Report, 
December 1941) the domestic production of kaolin as 751,000 short 
tons, or slightly less than the Bureau of Mines shipment figure of 
780,000 tons which includes the output of operations too small for the 
Census to canvass as well as any quantities that were shipped from 
stock mined in earlier years. Including kaolin, ball clay, and certain 
miscellaneous clays (used principally for oil-well drilling muds), the 
Census reports a total production in 1939 of 1,050,000 tons of clay by 
the “Kaolin and ball-clay” industry, which comprised 95 pits or mines- 

: and 53 associated preparation plants in 19 States. Most of this was 
mined from open pits, although there were 5 small underground or 
combination underground and open-pit operations, 1 hydraulicking, 
and 1 dredge operation. The value of all products was $7,239,000. 

"4 North Carolina Department of Conservation and Development, Division of Mineral Resources, Manu- 
facturing China Clay Opportunities in North Carolina: Bull. 40, 1941, 24 pp.
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Wages were $1,830,000, and salaries (266 employees) were $637,000. 
| Expenditures for supplies and materials ($896,000), fuel ($530,000), 

purchased electric energy (19,596 kw.-hr., $241,000), and contract 
work ($135,000) raised. the reported expenses to an aggregate. of 

a $4,269,000. Buildings, machinery, and equipment erected or installed 
during 1939 cost $1,220,000. About 60 percent of the average of | 
3,168 wage earners were employed at operations in Georgia. Of the — 
total number of man-hours worked by wage earners (5,987,000 or 7.3 

- hours per man per shift), about 40 percent was chargeable to mining . | 
. and 60 percent to preparation. Average wage payments per hour 

ranged from 27 to 39.cents in Southeastern States and from 56 to 62in 
| Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States; the national average was 

- 31 cents. BS eS | . : 
Oo Se .. BALL CLAY a oe a 

| _ Reflecting increased: activity by American potters and further 
7 displacement of imported clays, shipments of ball clay from domestic _ 

mines climbed to 198,445. short tons valued at $1,677,600 in 1941, or © 
| _ 41 percent in quantity and 57 percent jn value over the former record 

of 140,077 tons and $1,065,432 in 1940, and continued a long ascent 
| | that has been interrupted seriously only once since 1932. oo 

-As in former years, most of the output in 1941 came from the Ken- _ 
| tucky-Tennessee field. These two States furnished 94 percent of the 

total tonnage; the remainder was mined mostly in Maryland and 
New Jersey, although Mississippi, Missouri, and Nevada reported 
smallshipments. = | ot | 

: 6 The location of ball-clay mines in the United States is shown in 
| ure2, - | ne | 
a | eThe sharp advance in unit values was notable; the national average. 

| sales realization rose to $8.45 a ton from $7.57 in 1940 and $7.28 in 
1939. For Kentucky alone, the average sales price was $8.95, 13 

| percent higher than the 1940 average and the highest in any yearsince = 
| 1931. These increases, however, were not due entirely to a mark-up 

| in. quotations but also represent steady improvement in quality and the | 
fact that much of the clay, instead of being shipped crude, is now being 

| shredded or even pulverized by producers before shipment to con- 
sumers. 

One company, with clay pits in both Kentucky and Tennessee, has 
long been the largest single producer; in 1941, although 17 companies 
reported shipments of ball clay, 86 percent of the total tonnage was 
furnished by 5 companies. 

Imports of English ball clay in 1941, as indicated by statistics that 
- cover only the first 9 months of thé year, were substantially less 

than the 1940 imports which amounted in the full year to 32,141 short 
tons having a foreign market value of approximately $8 a ton, exclu- 
sive of freight, duty, and other charges. About half of the imported 
ball clay is used in sanitary ware. Formerly, it was demanded by 
virtually all manufacturers of electrical porcelain, vitrified china, and | 
other high-grade products, but as domestic ball clays have been 
standardized and better-prepared they have been widely accepted by 
potters and ceramic engineers. Meanwhile, as noted in last year’s 
chapter of this series, the ratio of ball clay to kaolin has tended to 
increase as a result of growing mechanization of the ceramic industry 
and new casting methods.
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: True ball clays are fine-grained, sedimentary clays that are char- : 

: acteristically plastic and develop high strength, usually accompanied | 

: by rather high shrinkage, in drying and firmg. They vitrify at low 

7 temperatures, having a long firing range, and may range in P.C.E. 

; values from. cone 18 to cone 34. . The borderline between ball clays 

Ep and certain other clays, especially plastic fire clay, is not always 
Po ‘sharply drawn, but all the better ball clays burn to.a cream white or 

a sufficiently light buff so that they can be used in whiteware. bodies. 

‘ Ball clay sold -by producers in the United States, 1939-41, by States. | 

i | — | fo aga9 1940 1941. 
‘ State , a 

| es Short tons| Value | Short tons} Value | Short tons} Value » 

{ Kentucky............. ......| 66,461} $507,938 | 75,933 | $600,264 | 105,586 | $044, 705 : 
é Maryland. _.--..---.--------|  @) () Qy () () Qo 
‘ Mississippi. ........--.-------|------------]-----+------|-----22-----|-----55----- (1) (QQ) 

f Missouri......----------------} © @ © | @ 0) (1) — @) © Q) | 

Nevada... ....-.-------------|--+--------+|-----=--<2-- 0) (2) (1) My : 

New Jersey _..-----.-----------} 3, 245 21, 651 (2) / () ¢)) Q) |. 

Tennessee....-.--------------- 47,971 _ 365, 810 53, 871 414,602 | 80,506 |  . 664, 906 

| — Undistributed 2....22227.77777] —10}924. |” 40,322 10,903 | 50,566 | 12,353)  —«67, 989 
a - oe 128,601 | 985,721 | 140,707 | 1,065, 432 | 198,445 | 1,677, 600 : 

~ -Vncluded under “Undistributed.” 8 Ineludes States indicated by “(1).” | an a 

: - Jumping far ahead of the rising index of steel production ard other 

7 barometers of consumption, shipments of fire clay (including a small 
quantity of so-called “stoneware” clay) rose 51 percent in 1941 to — 

4,167,567 short tons worth $10,455,909 from 2,765,247 tons and 

- $7,046,746 in 1940 and the previous all-time record of 3,266,261 tons a 

- and $8,289,487 in 1929. These figures relate only to clay sold or | 
shipped raw and do not include that burned into fire brick or clay | 

- products in integrated plants at the mine or pit, amounting to an : 

: additional 3,275,021 tons in 1941 and. 2,039,377 tons in 1940. : 

: ~ Producers in 32 States shipped fire clay and stoneware clay in 1941, _ 

, but as in former years more than one-fourth of the total was mined in 

: Pennsylvania, and this State, together with Ohio and Missouri, 

| furnished 63 percent of all the fire clay and stoneware clay sold or 

shipped raw and almost 70 percent of that made directly into fire brick 

or other products at the mines. Figure 3 shows the location of mines 

producing fire clay and stoneware clay in the United States. = 

As in other branches of the refractory industry, a few large com- 

| panies are the principal miners of fire clay, each company owning 

| and operating properties in various States and producing clay for 
| use largely in its own plants. In addition, however, a score of other 

. large or medium-size concerns are more or less completely ‘self- 

| contained and are important factors in their respective local markets. 

| Of the total shipments in 1941, the 5 largest concerns furnished 36 

| percent; the next 5, 11 percent; and the next 15, 15 percent. Ranked 

! in order of total clay, whether used at the pits or shipped, the 5 largest 

. concerns represented 29 percent of the total tonnage; the next 5, 

| 10 percent; and the next 15, 14 percent. Producers, including a great 

, many small operators, totaled 499. Inspection of the returns indi-
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cates a. relatively large number of mining units producing 10,000 
_ to 50,000 tons a year—implying that this may be an economical size — | 

Of operation. — ae So CR 
The main use of fire clay, of course, is in refractories. In. 1941 

demands were boosted not only by the record rate of operations at 
. steel and nonferrous metal plants but also by the large amount of new — 

construction. - Great quantities of fire brick, for example, were needed __ 
for lining new blast furnaces and relining old ones and for all of their | 
accessory equipment, including stoves for heating the blast, boiler 

: plants, and coke ovens: The consumption of brick for rebuilding 
| beehive coke ovens was exceptionally large. Under normal conditions 

byproduct ovens are more economical than beehive, but they take 

° ls e °@ ; , . od. a 

' (a ae ) a , PAP REA | : f 
| by RR a : 

| | —: - “f\ > oo | | 

oe : rele A | 
| . e - yo atts ‘, . 

qh | 7 | MG 
. FicurE 3.—Location of fire-clay mines in the United States. 

longer to build. Many new furnaces had to be built for making shells, 
| heat treating, annealing, or normalizing. _ a : 

The Bureau of the Census reports. (Preliminary Report, November 
1941) a total of 4,074,000. tons of fire clay and 27,000 tons of stone- 
ware clay produced in 1939 from 306 operations in 19 States. Penn- 

: sylvania was the largest producing State, contributing 25 percent of 
the total, Ohio was a close second with 23 percent, and Missouri 
ranked third with 17 percent. Underground mines supplied almost half 
of the total output, and operations combining open-pit and underground 
methods recovered about 10 percent; 42 percent was produced from 
open pits. In Pennsylvania 10 percent was produced from open pits. 
For the country as a whole, the output was 0.95 ton per man-hour for 
open pits and 0.63 for underground mines, but in Pennsylvania the 
ratio was 0.66 : 0.63. Wages ($3,365,838) of 3,655 wage earners and 
salaries ($498,506) of 255 other employees represented over 53 
percent of the total value of products. | 

The Bureau of Mines figures for fire clay show a total of only 
2,222,295 tons in 1939, but these data comprise only clay that was
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5 sold or shipped away from pits. Including the 1,984,709 tons reported . 
as burned into clay products at the mine, the Bureau of Mines canvass 
showed 4,207,004 tons or slightly more than the quantity reported by | ’ 
the Census which does not cover small operations whose sales or — 
expenditures were less than $2,500 during the year. OO 

i: Fire clay, including stoneware clay, sold or used by producers in the United States, 
: 1989-41, by States 

. 1939 1940 1941 
‘ | ‘State | | 

\ : | Short tons} Value {| Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value | 

: - Alabama_-.....-.-.....-..-.| 27,715 | $51, 133 42,843 | $74,868 52,509 | $108, 703 
E California .7-727-77277777777| 162244 | ~— 389448 | 193,713 | 459,680 | 316, 226 | 714, 779 : 

Colorado..-.---27 2777777772777] 5 810 | 72644 | «= 52,695} 89,206 | §=— 84,986 | 143, 308 
Winois.-.-.-..-2..-2--.- 2 -- 124, 778 267, 254 147, 148 308, 711 201, 139 448, 002 . 

! Indiana___..-_-----77--777-} 40,308 | 67,660} 69,144} 82962] 111,551| 142,329 : 
t Kentucky---...._....---------- 181, 286 495,818 | 269, 090 728, 380 395, 524 1, 288, 666 . 
. Maryland_........-.-.}| 24091| 83, 541 12,582 |. 67,479 17, 790 99, 229 
: Missouri !__. 2222222. -2-_-__-- 384, 567 | 1,171, 643 - 487,650 | 1, 391,045 794, 705 1, 782, 138 
: New Jersey__....--..-....-.| 9% 884| "499,720| ~ 91,325| 512.546} 133126] 714, 925 

‘New Mexico......-..-----.---|_ @) (2) 3, 263 10, 928 Qy @)” 
-Ohio..------..---.-----..----- 445, 610 898, 429 470,101 | 1,039,228 | . 689, 187 1, 689, 308 

| ‘Pennsylvania.___...._--------| 572,191 | 1,478, 729 794,702 | 1,984,272 | 1,130,525| 2848 049 
South Carolina._........_...- (2) — (2) (?) (2) 4,046 7, 57% 
‘Tennessee___._...-----.-.----]. 13, 836 58, 943 - () (?) 38, 120 117, 168 

| Texas... ---- 2s 5,837| 34,196]  12,498| 92686)  31,646| 45 880 
7 Utah.2 22ST aoa |. 4187] = 20,118 | = 40,107 | 18, 478 31, 150 
= Washington -27727777777777777] 0,356 | 47,734 | 21,108 | += 36,097 | 65,521 | 91, G04 
| ‘West Virginia..-9727-777771] 46,758 | 98,426 | 55,853 | 103,989 | 70,885 | 133,300 

Other States 8. eel] 6, 998 49, 529 21, 419 94, 562 14, 608 49, 704 

- a "| 2,222,295 | 8,801,998 | 2,765,247 | 7,046,746 | 4, 167, 567 | 10,455,900 

: 1 Includes diaspore and burley clay as follows—1939: 40,495 short tons, valued at $174,144; 1940: 34,359 tons: 
$156,603; 1941: 79,897 tons, $405,673. | 

: 2 Included under “Other States.” | Se ae 
3 Includes States indicated by ‘‘(2)’? above, and Arkansas, Connecticut (1939-40), Idaho, Iowa, Massa- 

chusetts, Minnesota, Mississippi (1941), Nebraska, Nevada (1940-41), North Carolina, North Dakota, 
~ Oregon, Vermont (1941), and Virginia. : | oo 

. | BENTONITE — 

| Forty-one percent more bentonite was mined in the United States 
: and sold durmg 1941 than during 1940, the former all-time record 
- year for this remarkable clay, whose properties have only recently 

een put to extensive use. The output jumped to 354,028 short tons 
} from 251,032 tons in 1940 and 219,720 tons in 1939; as recently as 

| 1925, the total output was less than 5,000 tons. The value of the 
| 1941 shipments increased to $2,451,900 from $1,919,461 and $1,702,393 

: in 1940 and 1939, respectively. _ | — . 
/ Owing to the speed-up in munitions plants, the mam increase m 

| consumption was in foundry and core sands; 121,283 tons (34 percent) 
| of the total m 1941 were used for this purpose as against 74,135 tons 

(only 30 percent) of the total in 1940. Substantial mereases were 
noted in virtually all uses, of which oil-refining (118,625 tons) and 

| oil-well drilling muds (58,468 tons) ranked next to foundry work in 
: quantities consumed. | 

| Fully 60 percent of the 1941 tonnage was Type 1 swelling or Black | 
: Hills-type bentonite, which is mined principally in eastern Wyoming, 

| western South Dakota, and California. Much of the remainder was _ 
: of the nonswelling, nonsuspendible type (sub-bentonite), employed 

largely for oil refining after activation with acid and to a minor extent 
| for foundry and other uses.
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| Figure 4 shows the location of bentonite mines in the United 
States. .On the borderline between Type 2 bentonite and fuller’s 

| earth are various clays found in Texas and Utah, some of. which are 
| acid-sprayed or otherwise treated to. enhance their natural bleaching 

| or filtering properties when used in oil refining. Certain prodyeers 
. who formerly classified such clays as bentonite or miscellaneous clays - 

, now describe them as “fuller’s earth.” 

| LORE | 

: ; . a NF a RT ee 

| | - —_ | | - FIGURE 4.—Location of bentonite mines in the United States. i ~ 

| Bentonite sold or used by producers in the United States, 1988-41, by States | 

oo 988 1930 1040] 
, - State a an a a Ps [a 

| eae | vane | Saat | vane | Seat | vaio | Sta | vat 
Alabama_.__......-.-|---------]----=------| Qf eee 
Arizona__.-....-.----| _ @) _() (1) (1) _ 0) _() (1) (!) 
California_.........-.| 15,703 | $166,998 | 11,699 | $143,314 | 7,867 $99, 840 6, 981 $69, 776 
Colorado__-- 22222 222-|_--------|e---neeee ee feneeeeeee|eeeeeeee---f (Mo fe ee) eee 
Mississippi_....--..--| (2) Oe © (Q) () 8 (1) (1) 
Nevada. __.__.-_-..---|--------_}-- 2 eee 1) @)  feeee elfen ee 
New Mexico...-..----| (4) (1) ( (2) wane auee-|------ eon |-- eee [ee eeeeee 
Oklshoma.._.-.....-.} @) (1) 1) (4) (2). (1) wenn ee nee lene en ee ee 
South Dakota........| 20, 565 155, 821 | 31, 528 217,622 , 40, 481 274,714 | 57, 139 401, 758 
Texas__._--.----..---| | 21, 744 207,084 | 18, 132 148,139 | 14, 399 127,949: 11, 593 105, 312 
Uteh__-- 22222] (1) (1) (1 (1) (1) Ea nenenn ene 
Wyoming...___...---| 88,911 | 530,834 76,133 | 777,722| 91,714 | 976,844 | 145,574 | 1,369, 057 
Undistributed 3_......| 75,260 | . 312,445 | 82, 228 415, 596 | 96, 571 440, 114 | 132, 741 505, 997 

192, 183 | 1,373, 182 | 219,720 | 1, 702, 393 | 251,032 | 1, 919, 461 | 354, 028 | 2,451, 900 

1 Included under “Undistributed.” | 
2 Includes States indicated by ‘“(!).”” | 

The Nation-wide average price of $6.93 a ton f. o. b. mines in 1941 
was much lower than the average of $7.65 in 1940; for Wyoming alone 
the average declined to $9.39 from $10.65 in 1940 and $10.22 in 1939. 

. Trade-journal quotations, however, have remained for years at $8 a
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: ton for dried and crushed material in bulk and $10 in bags f. o. b. 

Q Wyoming mines, carlots. Actual prices likewise have continued un- 

i changed at around $10.25 a ton for the widely used 200-mesh powder 

: (f. o. b. Black Hills shipping point in 100-pound bags) and $7 a ton 

: for 4- to 20-mesh material in bulk or $8.75 in bags. Bags are an a 

: important cost item but are not. included in Bureau of Mines valu- 

‘ ations. A steady decline in average unit values in recent years is : 

due to larger quantities sold in carlots rather than less-than-carlots 

‘ and possibly to a relative decline in the proportion of powdered clay. - 

‘ Sales of high-price, processed clay for specialized uses have increased 

i but not enough to offset the effect of heavier sales of bulk products. 

mo - __- FULLER’S. EARTH. . - 

. _ Shipments of fuller’s earth or natural bleaching clay increased in 

' --- 4941 to 207,446 short tons valued at $2,111,674 from only 146,568 

. tons and $1,471,083 in 1940, or 42 percent in tonnage. Petroleum 

a refining, which consumed 85 percent of the total in 1941 and 90 per- | 

cent in 1940, increased only 9 percent. The quantity (21,840 tons) 

| used for bleaching vegetable oils and animal fats nearly doubled, 

| and the quantity (8,455 tons) used for other purposes more than 

. doubled in 1941: but the apparent increase from 132,259 to 177,151 

: tons used in mineral-oil refining was due mainly to reclassification of 

: their material by several producers. | re re 

= - The distinction between fuller’s earth and other clays used. in oi) 

| refining is largely a matter of opinion, as. virtually all clays have | 

| some natural bleaching power and it is difficult-to classify clays whose 

bleaching properties have been enhanced by acid-spraying or other | 

| treatment. Certain types of bentonite having little or no natural 

: bleaching power are not fuller’s earth, even though they are highly 

| activated by acid treatment. In former years, 20,000 to 40,000 tons 

- of borderline material produced principally in Texas has been classed | 

: as “miscellaneous clay” or “‘sub-bentonite”’, but in 1941 the trend 

| was to emphasize its natural bleaching powers and so to callit ‘fuller’s 

: earth.” For this reason, the 1941 statistics should not be interpreted. 

: as indicating a definite reversal of the downward trend owing to the 

7 substitution of other bleaching or clarifying agents and the adoption 

of oil-refining methods that reduce the requirements of natural 

bleaching clays. On the other hand, they may indicate that this 

| trend is retarded or perhaps even has run its course. Oe a 

| The competition of acid-treated bentonite, activated bauxite, syn- 

thetic magnesium silicate, and other processed bleaching materials 

has intensified the importance of transportation cost, which often. 

| exceeds the total production cost of fuller’s earth. Although clays 

having high bleaching power in their natural state are not widely 

. distributed, location is a leading factor in successful operation of 

| fuller’s earth deposits. Florida and Georgia usually have furnished 

. more than half of the. total domestic output, although Texas, Tllinois, 

: or Nevada occasionally has outranked one or the other of these older 

. sources as regards tonnage produced in a given year. In 1941, due in 

| part to the inclusion of acid-sprayed earths and other borderline 

| material, Texas was the leading producing State. The average value 

| of the Texas clay, however, was only $9.26 a ton, f. o. b. mines, com- 

| pared with $11.70 for the combined output of Florida and Georgia.
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Notwithstanding definite improvement in quality and preparation 
of the fuller’s earth marketed, the average value of the entire domestic | 

: output has ranged only slightly above $10 in recent years following 7 
: an almost steady decline from $19.51 in 1920 to $13.64 in 1929 and a 

low point of $9.28 in 1933. — oe Oo 

| Fuller’s earth sold or used by producers in the United States, 1939-41, by States 

. | eb 1980 1940 | 14100 
| | State IE NNN nes ene es pee 

. Short tons | Value. Short tons Value Short tons Value 

| Florida and Georgia. __......- 91, 947 $1, 035, 066 79,898 | $917,365| 91,925 | $1,075, 318 Ilinois.....------- | UO Q) ay | 26, 676 200,577 | Texas__-......-......-------| 38,338] ° 380,058| 34,030 | 277,229] — 77,033 713, 085 
Other States ?._-----2-22.-.-.-] 36,785 | 297,781 | 32,631 | 276,489] —11, 812 113, 694 

167,070 | 1,691,855 | 146, 568 1,471,083 | 207, 446 2, 111, 674 

1 Included under “‘Other States.” . - , o : | 
a 3 1939: California, Colorado, Illinois, Nevada, and Tennessee; 1940: Colorado, Mlinois, Nevada, New 

Mexico, and Tennessee; 1941: California, ‘Nevada, New Mexico, Tennessee, and Utah. — . a 

| | MISCELLANEOUS CLAY : 

: __ As previously noted, Bureau of Mines data on shipments of ‘“‘miscel- 
laneous clay” do. not include clay burned into clay products at the 
mines ; in fact, the above classification is largely a ‘catch-all’ designed. 

| to cover merchant clays not elsewhere listed in this chapter. The 
oo _ foregoing table of consumption by uses shows that most of the tonnage 

in this category is consumed in the manufacture of heavy clay prod- _ 
, ucts, followed by cement manufacture. The next largest item is 

rotary-drilling muds (in which it may be blended with bentonite), and 
substantial quantities are used in foundries and steel works. Very 

| small quantities of slip clay are also included. The total shipments 
of miscellaneous clay in 1941 were 1,210,168 tons valued at $1,402,592, 
70 percent more in quantity than in 1940. In addition, mine operators 
reported the consumption of 7,261,513 tons of clay burned into clay 
products at the mines. The summation of these figures (8,471,681 
tons in 1941), however, does not cover the entire common-clay and 
shale industry of the United States, which, according to the Bureau of _ 
the Census (Preliminary Report, December 1941), produced 16,062,000 

| short tons of clay in 1939; the 1941 total output was doubtless larger 
_ than that in the census year 1939. The Census Bureau figures include 

1,088,000 tons of clay used in the manufacture of cement but exclude 
1,235,000 tons of clay and shale from pits worked in conjunction with 
limestone quarries and consequently considered by the Census as 
products of the limestone industry. 

Additional information abstracted from the Census report follows: 
The bulk of the tonnage was used in the manufacture of heavy clay products 

such as brick, hollow structural tile, architectural terra cotta, roofing tile, and 
sewer pipe. Open pits furnished 93 percent of the tonnage, underground mines 
5 percent, and combination open-pit and underground operations, the remainder. 
Although common clay and shale are produced in 45 of the 48 States and in the 
District of Columbia about half the total quantity was mined in Ohio, New York, 
Pennsylvania, Illinois, Texas, North Carolina, and Georgia. Operations in Ohio 
employed 595 wage earners; those in Pennsylvania, 255; and those in Illinois, 172. 
Total monthly employment ranged from a low of 2,247 in February to a peak of 
3,266 in June. The number of days operated ranged from only 74 in Oregon to
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: 260 in South Carolina, and the tons of clay produced per man-hour averaged 
a 2.93 to 3.36 for open pits and 1.04 for underground mines. In. Ohio the output. : : 

: per wage-earner hour averaged 2.07; in New York, 5.92; in Pennsylvania, 2.66; 

’ and in Illinois, 3.35. The average hourly earnings of wage earners was 51 cents, : 

i ranging from 30 cents in the Southeastern States to about 65 cents in the North- : 

: eastern States. _ a oe a | 

‘ The industry paid $2,793,000 in wages to an average of 2,906 wage earners dur- 

: ing the year. Salaried employees, numbering 61 in October, were paid $94,000. 

j Expenditures for supplies and materials amounted to $629,000; for fuel, $384,000; 

1 and for purchased electric energy, $214,000. In addition, $99,000 was paid for 

‘ work done on contract. These reported expenses totaled $4,213,000. The cost a 

: of buildings erected and machinery and equipment installed in 1989 was $258,000. 

Miscellaneous clay, including slip clay! and shale, sold or used by producers in the 

a : Umited States, 1988-41, by States | | | 

eo 1938 1939 1940 1941 

C State | “1 — — | 

| Short | vaiue | Sbort | vame | SBM | value | hog |. Value | 

Alabama............-..|| () Oe () C) | 100, 622 | $80,883 | 125, 563 | $70,273 
Arkansas..........--.--| @ | @ (2): (2 24, 421 10, 533 (2) () 
California... ._...........| 135,923 |$374, 166 | 117, 286 |$250, 328 | 127,539 | 248,632 | 186,123 | 473,846 
Colorado._......-.-----| 54,115 | 49,249 | 76,081 | 78,159} 62,803 | 64,842] 79,458 | 83, 246 

. Tilinois.....-__--------| @) () (2) @ | @ 73,468 | 66, 408 
, Indiana... _............| 3,089.| 1,692| 17,402| 12,024] 20,086 | 9,750] 106,362| 34,038 

| Towa........---------..| 6,055 | 36,725| 4,655 | 40,081 | 9,548] 47,566 9,690 | 46,759 7 
: Louisiana____----------| -@) @ | @®@ @) 10,189 | 96,314 (3) @) 

Nebraska....__---------| 16,009 | 7,532] 19,567] 8,910 | 10,406 5,516 | 11, 949 5,748 
, Ohio___.....__-...--.--| 47,226 | 28,751 | 23,542 | 14,351 | 44,156 18,788 | 52,468 | 21, 760. 

| Pennsylvania......-..-| 39,196 | 23,136 | 45,202 | 31,728] 54,930) 35,256 | 59,565 | 24,856. 
| Texas._.......--.------| _@) () () (2) | 65,822] 257,238 |  94,698| 190,681 

Washington.__..._-_---| 11,901 | 10,638| 8,272] 5,744| 14,807 11, 256 (3 @ 
. Other States 3____...---| 76,201 | 329,770 | 97,177 | 272,880 | 165,286 | 270,466 | 410,824 | 394,977 

| | 389, 715 | 861,659 | 409,274 | 714, 205 | 710, 515 | 1, 136, 740 | 1, 210, 168 | 1, 402, 592 oe 

1 Includes slip clay as follows: From Michigan and New York in 1938, 2,227 tons, valued at $13,955, and in , 

oo 1939, 2,564 tons, $17,654; from Michigan, New York, and Ohio in 1940, 4,365 tons, $29,268; and from Kentucky, 

_ Michigan, New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania in 1941, 5,649 tons, $40,797. - . 

3 Included under ‘‘Other States.” __ . 

3 Includes States indicated by ‘‘(2)’”? above, and Connecticut, Georgia, Kansas (1989-41), Kentucky (1939 

and 1941), Maine (1939), Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri (1940-41), , . 

Montana, Nevada (1939-41), New Jersey, New Mexico, New. York, Oklahoma, Oregon (1941), Tennessee 

(1940-41), Utah, and Wisconsin (1941). - | | 

| - CLAY PRODUCTS | | 

- The total output of the clay-products industries has varied greatly, 
| but in recent years its value has averaged close to $250,000,000 

annually, about half being structural products. Figure 5, furnished 

| through courtesy of the National Clay Products Institute, Washing- 
ton, D. C., shows the geographic distribution of clay-products plants 

in the United States. 
A comprehensive report on the floor- and wall-tile industries was 

issued in 1941.’ 
| The industries producing common brick and other heavy clay 

: products were more active in 1941 than for many years previously, 
| but their output still was not more than half that in the record year | 

| 1926. Further recovery is indicated. Masonry requires less metal 

| than any other form of construction; and, particularly where perma- : 

nence is desired, clay products are favorably considered. Adequate 
numbers of bricklayers and masons were available in 1941. Increased 
interest was shown in the larger building units, including tile up to 

3 U. 8. Tariff Commission, Earthen Floor and Wall Tile: Rept. 141, 2d Ser., 1941, 158 pp. 
497779 43—__86 .
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10 by 12 by 12 inches.. In England, hollow tile filled with sand was 
so an effective protection for store fronts and dwellings during aerial - 
oe attack, and in the United States an air-raid shelter using steel-rein- 

| forced light tile has been designed. Loose piles of brick afforded 
excellent protection from bombs and have been recommended in some 
cases instead. of sand bags owing to the shortage of burlap and the 

_. possible rotting of:the fabric. -Clay slabs laid over the attics or upper 
oe floors of residences are mentioned by the National Bureau of Standards = 

as a protective measure against incendiary bombs. =~ ne 
7 ‘The Wage and Hour Division of the United States Department of 

Labor.issued a wage order effective September 1, 1941, establishing a 
minimum wage of 34 cents an hour for workers in brick factories, 

Oo instead of the 30-cent hourly wage formerly in effect; approximately 

. Gi, ° - i ee be eeeecme eee __ ae 5; - } ‘ ai | 
a on 4 we . a A W t= , \ eon - | BR Ye [eee ct | 

| yf ny ea Sota Ree Ut ‘y “s. tS . 3 7e cr, ee | i 

| ®@.\ 5 fo Net ees) pe Se | a 
.{ e a ." a | ° .° je ° ad °s F oe ° oS.) - 4 | 

7 | “Ne X . fe ee pa! .- . \ 4 | CE 
“oe | Sd. je. ei . 3) 2 e\%°s °° 

| _ Figure 5.—Location of structural clay-produets plants in the United States. . 

3,900 wage earners in 14 Southern States were benefited. Virtually 
all workers in the industry elsewhere in the Nation already received 
at least 40 cents an hour. | a | | 

TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS 

Stepping up aluminum production to meet the ever-expanding 
needs of war-plant construction prompted reappraisal of clay as a 
possible source of the metal. Pure kaolin contains almost 40 percent 
alumina or roughly two-thirds as much as does bauxite, which hitherto 
has been considered the only economic ore of aluminum. Much of our 
bauxite comes from Surinam and after leaving the ship may be hauled 
hundreds of miles by rail to a chemical. plant; the purified alumina 
then may go 2,000 miles farther to reach cheap electric power. _In- 
cluding mining, transportation, and treatment charges, purified 

: alumina therefore costs $45 to $55 a short ton delivered at reduction 
plants in North America. As large clay deposits containing 30 per-
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: cent or more alumina occur within a radius of 100 miles of most of = | 
, these reduction works or power sites, the incentive to use clay instead = = 
: of bauxite is sufficient on financial grounds alone, wholly apart from | | 
: the wartime problems of bringing sea-borne cargoes to American a 
F orts. 
k P In 1940, the Tennessee Valley Authority announced that it had 
bo developed a process for making aluminum from clay, and it is said to | 
\ have operated a pilot plant successfully for over a year, although no 
: technical details have been released. Prof. Arthur Hixson, of Colum- — — 
‘ bia University, recently described * a process for digesting selected __ 
. high-silica clay with hydrochloric acid and decomposing the resultant 
: product to get hydrochloric acid (which is returned to the process), 
to and alumina (which can be reduced to metal in the conventional way). oe 

" 4 Hixson, Arthur W., Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, vol. 140, No. 19, November 10, 1941, p. 81. oS
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— _——«.’. GENERAL CONDITIONS Oo | 

‘The total value of products of the natural abrasives industries in | 
" 1941 was about 50 percent greater than in 1940. All types of abrasive . | 

_ materials except pulpstones and ‘“oilstones and related products” 3 

7 made large gains over 1940 in value of sales. The value of pumice | 

pe and pumicite sales established a new record, sales of ground sand 

and sandstone were the highest known except in 1917, and sales of 

| emery were the highest since 1918. Garnet sales, except for 1937, 

had their greatest value since 1929. _ | so : 

- ... . Salient statistics of the abrasives industries in the United States, 1940-41. 2 
- . : A EEA - . " — , 

: | | . Percent of 

Domestic production (sold or used by producers): . 

Natural silica abrasives: | do. | 

Diatomite.__.._...----....-.-----.-------------------- ee) (1) weeneneenneee 
Tripoli____.......---.--------------------------------------- $366, 569 $421,746; . © 15 

Quartz__.....--..-.--------------------------------- eee 176, 390 228, 587 - 30 

| Ground sand and sandstone... _.------.--------------------| 2,088,314 | 3,073, 730 47 

Special silica-stone products: —- 
~~ Grindstones and pulpstomes._---------------007------7-77777/ 496, 448 545, 556 | 10 

Oilstones and related products. -....------------------------- (4): ()- weeeeeeeee-- 

Millstones. _.....-----.------------------------------------- 6, 558 15, 579 138 

| Flint lining and grinding pebbles. ---....-.-.--------------- (1) 276, 042 |..--.------- 

_ Natural silicate abrasives: 
Pumice and pumicite_...........-.------------------------- 449, 914 669, 514 49 

Garnet ___._.._....------------------------------------------ 259, 345 371, 752 43 

Natural alumina abrasives: 
Emery... .---------------------------2 200-2 0-22en enn nrne 9, 349 42, 484 354 

- Total natural abrasives 3__.........-.---------------------| 2 3, 852, 887 | 3 5, 644, 990 |----.-----.- 

oo Total artificial abrasives 2........-..----.-----------------| 10, 142, 691 | 16, 444, 319. 62 

Foreign trade: 
Imports.....-.-------------- ------------- 22 - oe ene e eee eee 11, 517,117 | 4 7, 732, 963 |....-------- 

Exports_.._..--------------------------------------------------- 1, 605, 961 | 4 1, 884,938 |.-.-.------- 

OL I 

1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. Average for diatomite for 1939-41 was $1,915,405. 

3 Excludes in 1940 value of diatomite, flint lining and grinding pebbles, and oilstones and related products 

and in 104 value of diatomite and oilstones and related products, which the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty 

pu . 
3 Includes some material produced in Canada; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish United States 

data separately. . . . 
Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 

a : 1339
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| Output of crude manufactured (artificial) abrasives broke all records 
— for the second successive year, rising in 1941 to 279,030 short tons— _ 
_ ——ss« §4 percent above the former record year 1940; the total value.also . 

established an all-time high—$16,444,319, or 52 percent above the | 
previous high value in 1929. All three types of manufactured abra- 
sives for which figures are shown surpassed by large marginstheformer 

| records achieved in 1940. The percentages of increase in 1941 com- 
pared with 1940 were: Silicon carbide, 36 percent; aluminum oxide, 
50 percent; and metallic abrasives, 73 percent. In the period of 1941 _ 

| (January—September), for which foreign trade data may be published, 
imports of diamond dust and smaller industrial diamonds. continued 

a unabated, receipts of corundum ore were larger than in any full year 
7 since 1936, emery ore receipts ceased entirely, and crude pumice 
oo receipts were virtually nonexistent. Total exports of natural abrasive 
: | materials in this period were greater than in the full year 1940, in 

- _ spite of a large decrease in exports of grindstones and of emery and 
| | corundum abrasive wheels. —— ee a 

. — This chapter includes data for most of the materials used chiefly 
| as abrasives, although certain clays, oxides, and substances mentioned 

| later under ‘‘Miscellaneous’ mineral abrasive materials’ are not 
- included in the statistics presented herein. On the other hand, — 

| certain of the “‘abrasive materials” for which figures are included | 
- have important nonabrasive uses.also. 2 282 Ee 
a | On January .23, 1942, prices of both coated and bonded abrasive 
| . products virtually were fixed at the October 1941 level, at the request 

: of the Office of Price Administration. Notification of any subse- 
a quent proposed increase in price and of the reasons for such action 
a was required at least a month before the effective date of increase. 

Coated abrasives include sandpaper, garnet and emery cloth and 
: paper, aluminous oxide cloth, and similar items, whereas bonded 

| abrasives include manufactured grinding wheels, honing sticks, 
7 sharpening stones, and similar products. ; | 

The effect of grinding, lapping, superfinishing, and similar polish- 
ing operations upon metal surface finishes was studied by means of 
electron diffraction, microscopic experimentation, and corrosion 
tests.' The use of pumice and diatomaceous earth and other natural 
products, as well as byproduct and processed or expanded aggregates, 
in lightweight concrete was discussed by Moyer.? The occurrences 
and uses of silica in its many forms, including vein quartz, quartz 

| crystals, tripoli, diatomaceous earth, and gem and ornamental varie- 
ties, were described.’ : 

| NATURAL SILICA ABRASIVES 

Diatomite.—The Bureau of Mines has not been at liberty to publish 
annual production figures for diatomite since 1926. Total output 
(sales) for 3-year periods, however, may be shown. Total sales for 
the three most recent of such periods were as follows—1939-41: 
360,502 short tons valued at $5,746,216; 1936-38: 279,645 tons valued 

1 Wulff, J., Metallurgy of Surface Finish: Proc. Conf. Friction and Surface Finish, June 1940, pp. 13-21; 
abs. Bull. British Nonferrous Metals Research Assc., No. 138,, December 1940, p. 332; Ceram. Abs. (Am; 
Ceram. Soc.), vol. 20, No. 9, September 1941, p. 211. . 

4 Moyer, Forrest T., Lightweight Aggregates for Concrete: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7195, 1942, 26 pp. 
194 eo pe C., Marketing Silica (Quartz, Tripoli, Diatomite, etc.): Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7202,
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: at $4,377,353; and 1933-35: 244,342 tons valued at $3,618,428. | 
: Sales during 1941 were at a considerably higher level than in prior 7 

years. Bee OE Besa bes a 
: California and Oregon remained the principal producing States; 
: other States in which diatomaceous earth was produced in 1941 were 
; Florida, Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, and Washington 

i _ Although new uses constantly are being developed, the chief mar- | 
t keting outlets for diatomite are as filter aids; as polish ingredient, 7 
\ especially silver polish; as an insulating material, either in board or 
"as block; and as fillers or admixtures in a variety of products. The ~ | 
. diatomaceous earth operations of the Dicalite Co. im Oregon were | 
‘ reported by Manning, + who outlined’ the equipment and processes 
i employed in treatment as well as the uses for which the finished prod- 
: uct is adapted. The winning of commercial diatomite from fresh- 

| water bog deposits in Florida, the various grades marketed, and the- | 
uses. of each type were described.® Oo ee 

. Quotations on diatomite, as reported in Engineering and Mining 
Journal Metal and Mineral Markets, remained unchanged through- | 

| out 1941, as follows: Crude dried diatomite f. 0. b. mines (Nevada), © | 
in bulk $7 per ton, in bags $12; low-temperature insulation, $19 
per ton; high-temperature insulation $40. ne 4 

| The properties of diatomaceous earth and its uses as a filtering | 
medium, a carrier for catalysts, and a filler, and in the plastics and | 
papermaking industries were discussed by Hall. The effect of - 
chlorine on diatomaceous earth was studied in Great Britain.’ Using | 

| a process developed by the Bureau of Mines,® a pilot-plant run on a | | 
| Maryland diatomite was made to ascertain operating costs and to 

| determine the feasibility of producing this material on a commercial , 
 geale® po A > | ars | 

7 Use of diatomaceous earth instead of flint in five different.types of | 
| ceramic glazes resulted in improved gloss and an off-white color, 

| according to Keith. Diatomite as a base for chemical pigments” - 
| and its use in the match industry” were described. == = © 
_ Diatomaceous silica, also known as kieselguhr, was first used in . 

the sugar industry in the United States about 25 years ago. Gradu- 
| ally increased numbers of units of modern filtration equipment were | 

installed, especially after the introduction of. faster-flowing filter 
| aids in 1923. By 1930 filter aids of diatomaceous earth were being 

used by nearly all sugar refineries in the United States and Canada 

‘ 94 Manning, Paul D. V., Products from Diatoms: Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 48, No. 9, September 

| : Pi Pnd Quarry, Florida Bog Supplies Material Yielding Commercial Diatomite: December 1941, 

Pr Hall Howard W.., Diatomaceous Silica—How It Serves Industry: Pacific Pulp and Paper Ind., vol. 
15, April 1941, Pp. 50-53; Chem. Abs., vol. 35, No. 19, October 10, 1941, p. 6743. . 

arrett, L. R., Richardson, H. M., and Green, A. T., Action of Chlorine on Refractory Materials. 
IlI.—Diatomaceous Earth: Bull. British Refractory Research Assc., No. 57, 1940, p. 19; Ceram. Abs 
(Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 21, No. 1, January 1942, p. 13. | 

8 Norman, James, and Ralston, Oliver, Purification of Diatomite by Froth Flotation: Am. Inst. Min. 
: and Met. Eng. Tech. Pub. 1198, New York, 1940, 11 pp.; Min. Technol., vol. 4, No. 3, May 1940. 

* Ralston, Oliver C., and Stern, A. George, Report of the Nonmetals Division, Fiscal Year 1941: Bureau 
of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3599, 1941, p. 23. . 

1@ Keith, Wendell P., Comparison of Flint and Diatomite as a Source of Silica in Ceramic Glazes; 44th 
Annual Meeting, Am. Ceram. Soc., April 19-23, 1942; abs. Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 21, No. 4, April 

1 Burwell. i. C., Diatomaceous Earth Base for Chemical Pigments: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., 
vol. 33, No. 7, July 1941, pp. 915-918. 

13 Crass, M. F., Jr., The Match Industry; Raw Materials Employed: Chem. Ind., vol. 48, No. 4, April 
1941, pp. 424-433. .
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_ and by many refineries and other types of sugar factories in different 
| countries," particularly beet-sugar factories. Methods and equip- 

c ment have frequently been developed and improved. Use, equip- 
7 ment, modern procedures, and the results obtained in sugar refineries 

| by diatomaceous earth filter technique were discussed in a series of 
| _ articles in the technical press.”* | | 

Tripoli.—The total quantity of tripoli (including Pennsylvania _ 
. rottenstone) sold was slightly less in 1941 than in 1940—29,301 short 

tons compared with 30,212 tons; the value of sales, however, rose 15 
| percent to $421,746 from $366,569 in 1940. Tripoli or amorphous 

silica was produced in the same States as in 1940, the output coming 
_ largely from Illinois, Missouri, and Oklahoma; other States reporting _ 

| production were Arkansas, California, Pennsylvania (rottenstone), 
and Texas. 7 , , 
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. . Ficure 1.—Geographical distribution of diatomite and tripoli mines in the United States. 

According to Engineering and Mining Journal Metal and Mineral 
Markets, prices of tripoli remained constant during 1941, as follows ™: 
Once-ground through 40-mesh, rose- and cream-colored, $14.50; 
double-ground through 110-mesh, rose and cream, $16; air-floated 
through 200-mesh, $26. 

13 Elsenbast, A. S., and Morris, D. C., Diatomaceous Silica Filter-Aid Clarification: Ind. and Eng. 
Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 4, April 1942, pp. 412-418. 

14 Cummins, A. B., and Waymouth, C. E., Filtration of Sugar Solutions; Some Factors Determined 
by Laboratory Test Procedures: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 4, April 1942, pp. 392-398. 
Cummins, A. B., Calcium Phosphates in the Filtration of Sugar Liquors: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. 

ed., vol. 34, No. 4, April 1942, pp. 398-402; Clarifying Efficiency of Diatomaceous Filter-Aids: Ind. and 
Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 4, April 1942, pp. 403-411. 

Elsenbast, A. S., and Morris, D. C., Work cited in footnote 13. 
'§ Quotations are per ton f. 0. b. Missouri, in burlap bags, with paper liners, minimum carload, 30 tons.
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i Tripoli (including Pennsylvania rottenstone) sold or used by producers in the United 
States, 1987-41 n 

i - Illinois Other States ! | Total 

i Short tons| Value |Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value 

' 1987...........---------.---..| 11647] $151,154 | 23,280 | $200,416 | 34,936 | $450,570 | 
1938.__......-.---.------2----- 8141 | 117, 107 14,047 | 211,974 22; 188 329, 061 | 

= 1930.---......--.--------------| 14,184] 148, 310 22,340 |  318,070| 33, 474 466, 380 
j 1940...._..-..-...-.-22--------| 11,521] 158,576 18,691 | 210, 993 30,212 | 366,569 : - 

1941.......-.--..-2.s22-------| —-13,833 | 200, 700 15,468 | 221, 046 29, 301 21,7400 
f ET 

1 1937-38: Arkansas, California, Missouri, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Tennessee; 1939: Arkansas, . 
f California, Missouri, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Texas; 1940-41: Arkansas, California, 
; | Missouri, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Texas. | 

‘Tripoli (including Pennsylvania rottenstone) sold or used by producers in the United 
. oe States, 1939-41, by uses | 

7 | Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value | Short tons Value 

~ Abrasives....._..---.------ -. 10,953 | $169,370 10,279 | $119, 609 13,407 | $198, 252 
| Concrete admixture-.-.--..---- 1,-653 24, 580 1, 683 | 15, 895 1,179 15, 168 . 

Filler.._____................|° 9,016| 120,284] 8451] 113,862] 10,020] 145,063 
Oilwell drilling.-------------| 0) |. 2,840) 16949) 1,925) 22835 

| Other uses #....0222222-0---2-] 11852] 152,146 7,959 | 100,254] 2,770 40, 423 
- | oo 1 gg azg 466,380 | 80,212 | 366,560 | 20,301 | 428, 746 

- - 1 Included under “Other uses.” ee : | 7 
* 21939: Foundry facing, oil-well drilling mud, and unspecified; 1940: Filter block, foundry facing, and 

ve unspecified; 1941: Foundry facing and unspecified. 

_. Abrasives and fillers remained the largest outlets for tripoli in 1941, a 
- each showing a substantial gain over 1940, and combined they repre- 

sented 80 percent of the total sales compared with 62 percent in 1940. - 

, Oil-well drilling made a small gain over 1940, whereas concrete 
- admixture decreased as did “other uses,’ which in 1941 comprised 

foundry and unspecified uses. | 
= - Quartz —The output of crude, crushed, and ground quartz from 

| pegmatite veins or dikes and from quartzite in 1941 increased to 41,685 
| short tons, valued at $228,587, or 31 percent in tonnage and 30 percent | 

in value over 1940. Production was much higher than in any year 
since 1920. The gain in 1941 in total sales of quartz was due to the 

| greatly increased sales of crude and crushed material, as 19 percent _ 
: less ground quartz was sold than in 1940; however, except for 1940, 

: the quantity was larger in 1941 than in any year since 1935. | 

| Quartz (crude, crushed, and ground) ! sold or used by producers in the United States, 
| 1937-41 
a 

Crude Crushed Ground Total 

| Year Short Short | short Short or 0 or ‘ 
tons Value tons Value tons Value tons Value 

1937...............--| 3,252] $10,096] 5,801 | $24,652] 3,869 | $31,203) 13,012] $66,041 
1938.................| 4.4931 17,023] 9,930] 27,941] 4,188| 43,233] 18,611 | 88,197 
1930._............) «18,730 | 45,785| 15.504] 49,186] 5,716 | 58,067| 34,959 | 153.638 
1940... 2...) =~ 33606 | 17,009] 17,652 | 58,8097] 10,607] 100,394| 31,865] 176,300 

| 1941.20. })) 977 | 30,247| 24101) 94,913)  8.607| 94,427] 41,685 | 228, 587 
a 

1 To avoid duplication, the ground material shown here is only that ground by the original producers of 

| the crude quartz or by grinders who purchase from small miners not reporting their production. .
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- | An output of quartz in 1941 was reported from 15 States compared 
| with 13 in 1940. (See fig. 2). No sales in 1941 were reported from _ 

/ __-Virginia; and States producing in 1941 but not in 1940 were New 
| Hampshire, Ohio, and Texas. Otherwise the same States furnished — 

a quartz in both years, | 
- Quartz (crude, crushed, and ground) ' sold or used by producers in the United States, — 

"1989-41, by States | - 

- ee oo 980 190 1941 _ 
Oo State OF I 

| | ee Short tons} Value | Short tons} Value | Short tons| Value | 

: | Arizona. —.--.---2------------) 8. 442 - $37, 410 2 141 7 $25 548 Oo | , 
California._........-.....2..-- ’ ’ ia o— 

. Oregon. ..-------2--2-2--2----} 5) 910} 5,600} - ~~, 600 | ie, 000 {f 7 3, 974 $50, 243 Maine..__..-._-_._..---.---.-| 644)  =-1,725/ 160] - 888 202 722 
| Maryland -_...-.......--.-..- 515; 8, 010 | (3) Q@ | @ (2) 

. Massachusetts. __. 2222-222. - 442 2,352 |} ‘786; ° 47161 °° °& & ° «+850 ~~ 6, 525 : New Jersey. -.......-------.---|-----2------|------------ ) 
_  ~ Pennsylvania.__..-..-.......-]--2-2 22222 fle eee (2) (3). 778 7,181. 

Co Ohio... .------2222_--- 222-222. oo © (2): . conn een e nef one eee , : . oo 

 Mnginig MOUB@ ccvoveoveovr]} toa] ayer aga] a5o0a ff Of oy Texas...---. 2-2-2222 o--|e------- 2 [eee |e eee eee ncn eee 1,485| «14,345 | Other States #...-.-..-2- 2222] 20,304 | 74,817 | 23, 336 | 110, 525 34,306.) . 150,571 
a So - 34,950 188,088} 31,865] 176,300] 41,685 | 228,587 

os 1 To avoid duplication, the ground material included is only that ground by the original producers of the 
_ + + @rude quartz or by grinders who purchase from small miners not reporting their production. . 

- _* 9 Included under “Other States.” | oe ° Be = 
31939: New York, Ohio, Tennessee, and Wisconsin; 1940: Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsyl- — 

_ -vania, Tennessee, and Wisconsin; 1941: Maryland, New Hampshire, New York, N orth Carolina, Tennessee, 

- Ground sand and sandstone.—Sales of ground sand and sandstone in 
| 1941 (487,665 short tons) were the largest ever recorded except in the 

| _ war peak year 1917; the value of sales ($3,073,730), however, was over _ 
| two and a half times that in 1917 and 43-percent greater than the pre- | 

vious high value of $2,146,464 in 1936. States producing substantial _ 
tonnages in 1941 were Illinois, New Jersey, Ohio, and Pennsylvania 

7 (see fig. 2). | : | re 
| Ground sand and sandstone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1937-41 

Year == | Shorttons} Value [| _ Year =———s«| Short tons| Value 

1987..2..2222222..-2..-.--] 328156 | $1,996, 528 |] 1940..._.....-....--...-.] © 342,218 | $2,088,314 1938... .------- 22 2--e----] 287, 167 | 1,425,445 || 1941.22 TTTTTTTTITTTTT) agzie6s | “3,073, 730 1939... 2--222220222222-2] 310,512 | 1, 980, 301 | -_ pe 

Ground sand and sandstone sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, 
a by States - 

eee 
| | | 140 i941 | 

State | 
. Short tons Value Short tons Value 

California. ............2...2222-222-2 222 eee 5, 505 $39, 080 (!) (t) Mlinois._-_.._-..---2.22-222222-2-2---------------------| 106,307 | 628,488 | 131,581 | $808, 402 Massachusetts_____......-.....-0..2----_---------- eee 1, 425 6, 240 1, 352 6, 327 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania___.._....._.__.._...____- 122, 304 641, 021 174, 305 954, 929 Ohio, Virginia, and West Virginia.....-._--.--.-_...._| 96,138 | 688,321 | 149,542 | 1,002, 784 Other States?_ 2220210} 454 85, 164 30, 885 211, 288 

342,218 | 2,088,314 | 487,665 | 3,073, 730 
eee 

1 Included under “Other States.” , | : 
? 1940: Missouri, North Carolina, and Wisconsin; 1941: California, Missouri, and Wisconsin.
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: _ Asin 1940, the three principal uses for ground sand and sandstone | 

in 1941 were pottery, porcelain, and tile (88 percent’ of the total), 
abrasives (21 percent), and foundries (16 percent), or 75. percent of the . 

‘ total quantity marketed for these uses compared with 83-percent n 

‘ 1940.. Consumption for all the uses indicated in the accompanying | 

: table showed considerable increases over 1940; for example, the amount | 
used in glass manufacture, fourth-largest use in 1941, was over three | 

t and a half times that. consumed for this purpose in 1940. sits _ 

: 
ae” Oss . ad os ante: 

: | . : : | ly I | 

: we Ye or ce | a 

: : | | aS / | @s : / {745 we oo a | 

LEGEND | os _ ew i me o es 

: re |rcomor sue scat | | _ 4 | | SB : | 

Figure 2.—Geographical distribution of plants producing quartz, abrasive sand, and ground sand and | 

A, ae a ne | oe sani stone in the United States, | oo . | i " i | 

- Ground sand and sandstone sold or used by producers in. the United States in 1941 ' | 

rs _: byuses a / 

| OO Me | 

| gag Bort tons TT _ 
a So es ee |. Total _ pee tee : 

| Abrasive: - a | a | Po pe oe 

. Cleansing and scouring compound......------------------------] 76, 557 $415. 043 $5. 42 

| Other... co --cc-ceccecc-neccceeeeccccsecescsessnccccewceneeeee=-] 26,273 | 155, 954 5.94 
| Enamel ooo] 80, 988 | 175, 801 5. 68 

Willer one] 1, AB | 188,647 7. 59 
: Foundry ooo | 77688 | 458, 750 5.92 
: Gass TT]. 35, 668 | 248, 9] 6.82 

Pottery, porcelain, and tile... ........----.ssssseeccceeeeeeen-----| 183,691 | 1,280, 761 6.97 | 

Other US8...-.-.--e-eeeeecnnnnneecenenereneeeeneseneenenennecne|  B88IS | 2088 | BE 
487,665 | 3,073, 730 6.30 

Abrasive sands.—Production of natural sands with a high silica | 

content, employed for sand blasting, scouring stone, grinding glass, 

: sandpaper, and other abrasive uses, rose in 1941 to 1,001,814 short 

tons valued at $1,388,966 from 856,309 tons valued at $915,925 in 

1940, or 17 percent in tonnage and 52 percent in value. It was only 

slightly less than that in 1937—1,067,178 tons valued at $1,440,736. 

The 1941 total includes 371,049 tons of blast sand valued at $912,626— 

45 percent more in quantity and 53 percent in value than the 256,104 

| tons valued at $597,198 reported for 1940.
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| | SPECIAL SILICA-STONE PRODUCTS ' 

| Grindstones and pulpstones—Total sales of grindstones and pulp- 
| stones in 1941 rose to 15,536 short tons valued at $545,556, or:17 
. percent in tonnage and 10 percent in value over 1940, although the 

| . output of pulpstones fell sharply. Both the tonnage and value of 
| _ grindstones sold in 1941 were over 50 percent greater than in-1940 

| and higher than in any recent year. Approximately equal to the 7 
a 1930 output, the total for 1941 remained considerably under the 

annual production-for the decade ended with 1929. Owing chiefly to 
oe the severe competition of manufactured pulpstones made from alumi- _ 

| num oxide, production-of natural pulpstones decreased 57 percent in — 
tonnage and 47 percent in value from 1940. As in other recent 

-.-s«» ears, grindstones were quarried in Ohio and West Virginia and pulp- 
a stones in Washington and West Virginia. - BT | 

- | Grindstones and pulpstones sold by producers in the United States, 1987-41 © 

| | _ | os ae ee a Pulpstones 8 | 
ee | © Grindstones — Or OOO 

| 7 Shorttons| Value: | Pieces. Equiv alent ce 

: 1987... eee eee eeeeeee-f 1,617 | $382,877 1-761 2,924 | $220,331 
. 7 |: 1938... eee. 4, 653 149, 019 417 1, 553 90, 987 

1939... eee 7, 917 257, 350 |. 672 2, 517 169, 025 
— 1940-2 =o TTT] 790 | 284809] = 01 4,533} 211,639 

1941-22222 222g 73 | 434 208 | - 685 1,963 | «111, 348 

| _.  Oilstones and related products—Sales of natural sharpening stones 
ae —including oilstones, whetstones, scythestones, and rubbing stones— 

- decreased somewhat in 1941 compared with 1940. As in 1940, how- 
ever, the Bureau of Mines is not at liberty to publish the figures. 
States that contributed to the total in 1941 and the type of stone — 7 

| reported from each were as follows: Arkansas, oilstones and whetstones; 
oe Indiana, scythestones and rubbing stones; New Hampshire, scythe- 

stones, whetstones, and lathestones; and West Virginia, rubbing stones. 

Oilstones and other whetstones, hones, scythestones, and rubbing stones sold by 
producers in the United States, 1937-41 

Year Short Z Value | Year Short - Value 

| 810] $112,841 || 1940.._..---------e me) 
1938.2 222222207 511 130,277 || 1941...-..--..----.222--.} OG) (0 
1939.._.....--- 22 elle 620 115, 805 

! Bureai of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. 

Mullstones—The value of millstones sold in 1941 rose to $15,579, or 
138 percent above 1940 and 41 percent above 1939—the highest 
recent year. However, it was much less than the annual values 
recorded before 1930. In 1941 millstones were produced in Ulster 
County, N. Y.; Rowan County, N. C.; Montgomery County, Va.; 
and near Morgantown, W. Va. (see fig. 3). Output of chasers also 
was reported by two producers in New York.
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Value of millstones, chasers, and aragstemee old by producers in the United States, - 

; : , New York Other States! Total / | 
Year a 

i | Producers | Value | Producers} Value | Producers| Value 

! we a] Bf at] Bg] Sate 
7 BOLI | $2, 584 3| $350; 9 11, 084 1940.0 TTT TIT —6st0lU 21° @ 85 6, 558 Se 
: WALI 5] 6B] |B] oP 15, 579 7 

oy 1937-38: Virginia; 1939-40: North Carolina and Virginia; 1941: North Carolina, Virginia, and West a 

4 Burean of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. = - oo eS | 7 

oA ee | 

‘a Perce ie @ mine a - fo ENS | . Y . a) a 

0 ERB 
| | | FIGURE 3.—Geographical distribution of sources of grindstones and pulpstones, millstones and chasers ; : 3, : 

pebbles (grinding, , and tube-mill linings (flint linings), and oilstones and whetstones in the United 

| Grinding pebbles and tube-mill liners —Because of the curtailment of | 
receipts of foreign pebbles and liners—chiefly Danish and French 
-pebbles and Belgian silex liners—strenuous efforts have been made to 
locate and market domestic materials. For many years, the principal 
domestic supply has come from quartzite deposits in Minnesota or | 
from southern California beaches. Materials tested include shaped | 

liners and tumbled cubes of granite, quartzite other than the Minne- | 

| sota material, and quartz pebbles and other rounded or shaped rocks | 

from Canada, Newfoundland, and the United States. Some of these 
have given, under difficult. conditions, service as good as or better 
than the imported products. . | 

In response to this increased interest in domestic sources, a number 
of new producers entered the field, and the sales of grinding pebbles 
and tube-mill liners in 1941 rose to 16,972 short tons valued at $276,042 

| —somewhat higher than the tonnage and more than twice the value 
in 1917, the previous high year. Of the total for 1941, grinding 

| pebbles represented 13,561 tons valued at $221,826 and tube-mill 
iners 3,411 tons valued at $54,216. |
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| - In 1941 the principal commercial producer of grinding pebbles and | 
tube-mill liners was the Jasper Stone Co., Sioux City, Iowa, which | 
marketed liers and artificially rounded quartzite pebbles from near 

; | Jasper, Minn. In California, John C. Momand, Carlsbad, again pro- 
: _ duced beach pebbles (mostly of granite, with no flint pebbles) ;the Crys- _ . 
_ tal Silica Co., Los Angeles, and the Ocean Rock & Sand Co., Oceanside, __ 
- alsosoldsomegrinding pebbles. Charlotte Chemical Laboratories, Inc., _ | 

a Charlotte, N. C., which in 1940 operated as the Southern Products & 
, Silica Co., produced granite liners, rounded granite cubes, and milled- 
: silica (quartz) pebbles; the Harris Granite Quarries .Co., Salisbury, 
Le _ N.C., marketed: both liners and rounded granite cubes; and Peeler & — 
fee McCombs, Faith, N. C., sold granite pebbles and liners. -Quartzite  __ 
» Timers were produced by J. Howard Swaim, 918 Cotton States Bldg., 
me Nashville, ‘Tenn., from deposits near Iron City, Tenn. 9° 
. . _ Texas flint pebbles were marketed in: 1941 by Philip S. Hoyt, 
<= -- Columbus, Tex., and the Dezendorf Marble Co., Austin, Tex.; these 
ie _ pebbles are said to be nearly as tough as the Danish pebbles formerly __ 
: imported. Philip S. Hoyt produced some liners also. Another new | 
: source was the Baraboo Quartzite Co., Baraboo, Wis., which produced | 
_ quartzite pebbles in Sauk County, Wis. 2s a 

a In 1942 Texas pebbles are being marketed also by The Richard L. 
a | Cawood Co., 1250 St..George St., East Liverpool, Ohio. Grinding | 
____ pebbles produced near Elmore, Ala., are sold through the Great Lakes 
yo Foundry Sand Co., United Artists Bldg., Detroit, Mich, = | 

ee oe NATURAL SILICA ABRASIVES re 

s,s Pumice and pumicite—Sales of pumice and pumicite in 1941 rose _ 
~~. to 117,310 short tons valued at $669,514—an all-time high in both 

| quantity and value; they were 42.percent greater in tonnage than in > 
ae _ 1940 and 32 percent above 1939, the previous record year. The total 
| _ value in 1941 surpassed by 49 percent the 1940 high of $449,914.. _ 
an This large increase reflects both the greater use of pumice as a con- 

- crete aggregate in building and the more careful preparation of do- 
- mestic pumice and its acceptance by consumers in place of the high- 
: quality abrasive grades formerly imported. = © | | 

: Pumice and pumicite sold or used by producers in the United States, 1937-41 — 

| | Year i Short : Value : - Year | Short | Value — 

| 1987__...-.------.----.-.-]| | 71,007 | $801, 986 |} 1940......................|  82,407| ° $449,914 . 1988.2... 2-222 ele} «65, 742 312, 886 || 1941: _..- 2-2 eee 117, 310 669, 514 1989.22 22 2222} 89,159 424, 780 | | | 

_ Production of pumice and pumicite in 1941 was reported from 
California, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon, and 
Texas (see fig. 4). 7 | 

Pumice and pumicite used for concrete aggregate and admixture 
increased in 1941 to 56,159 short tons, or 155 percent above the 1940 
figure. Use in acoustic plaster was 32 percent greater than in 1940. 
Consumption in abrasives, however, was slightly less than in 1940, 
although the value increased 62 percent—49,031 tons valued at 
$392,364 in 1941 compared with 50,195 tons valued at $242,331 in 
1940 (see fig. 5).
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| Pumice and pumicite sold or. used by producers in the. United States, 1 939-41, by uses : 

bo ee Short a short | vere ‘aut | mS oe . 1. Sho or . Short — 7 
: oe re . tons | Value. | tons ‘Value |. tons‘: "Value. | 

f Abrasive: Lo = le Pe fe Pf os | 

t Cleansing and ‘scouring compounds | . op oy ook Pos : 
“ | and harid soaps.......-..-........-.| -52, 621 | $227,447 | 49,350 | $234,768 | 36,246 | $265, 361 oo 
7 Other abrasive usés....-..--.--..2-) |G 836.4 7, 568-1 - 12,785] - 127,008 ——— 
" Acoustic plaster. ..-..-.-.----------.----- 5, 444 97, 181 8, 712 67,906 | § 4,885 78, 538 
: Concrete. admixture and concrete ag-| - - . . ae . 

grogate..........-.-----.---..--------.--| 20,719 | 24,852 | 22,045 | 48,204 | 56,159 | _72, 242 
Other uses?.....-......--..-..-----.------] 10,475 | 75,3800 |. 6,455 | . 91,473 | 7,235 | 126,370 

Oo 89,159 | 424,780 | 82,407 | 449,914 | 117,310 | 660, 514 | 

: 1 Included under ‘Other: uses.” | ot | . | “ 
21939: Asphalt, heat or cold insulation, or other.abrasive use, insecticide, building tile and blocks, roofing, 

stucco, and unspecified uses; 1940: Asphalt, heat or cold insulation, insecticide, stucco, lime mortar, and oo 
: unspecified uses; 1941: Asphalt, insulating mediums, insecticide, paint products, and unspecified. ~- 

fe No ef Ye B, po a 

- em ye | | 

: “Figure 4.—Geographical distribution of gamet, mines and pumice and pumicite mines in the United : 

| The European War cut off supplies of Italian pumice, which usually 
; has made up the bulk of the high-quality abrasive pumice sold-in the : 
: eastern United. States. Suitable domestic pumice was located in 

California.. Increasingly difficult transportation conditions, however, 
_ led to the purchase by eastern importers of the pumice mill at Grants, 

N. Mex., heretofore operated by the Barnsdall Tripoli Co., Seneca, 
| Mo. Under the name of the Pumice Corporation of America, this 
. plant is now shipping high-grade pumice for abrasive use to eastern 
! markets at an all-rail rate said to be comparable with rates by rail- 
| water routes formerly utilized * from California. | | 
| _A brief paper by Adams? described the chemical and physical 

properties, uses, and economics of pumice and volcanic ash. The 

1¢ Bureau of Mines, Minera] Trade Notes: Vol. 13, No. 1, July 19, 1941, pp. 22-23; Rock Products, vol. 42, 
No. 8, August 1941, p. 120. . 

17. Adams, James A., Pumice and Pumicite:. Oregon State Dept. Geol. and Min..Ind., G. M. I. Short 
Paper 6, Portland, Oreg., 1941, 7 pp. _ CO :
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| pumice deposit of the West Coast Pumice Co. near Chemult, Oreg., 
and its commercial utilization were described."* Pence * discussed 

S the advantages of volcanic ash as a ceramic body constituent. After. 
- ‘electromagnetic treatment, pumicite may be used in place of feldspar | 

in ceramic bodies whose color has secondary importance. The me- 
- chanical strength of pumicite bodies is higher than that of feldspar — 

| bodies. Shrinkage is also somewhat higher. Other properties of _ | 
“ @eramic mixes containing pumicite are similar to those using feldspar. _ 

oy ~~ - 100 EY peoustic plaster ee 

a ITT. | 
Q 9F—— . 1 | | lev ttt. LAS 
. 80 ae fp | re ee : 

. | gateeioreoee te | 

| 5” ee SS fo LE 

pe et 
: QU WG i < NANCY | 

| i932 193319341935 93619371938 1939194094 

| FIGURE 5.—Trends, by uses, of pumice and pumicite sold or used by producers in the United States, 1932-41.. 

Garnet.—Abrasive garnet sold or used by producers in the United 
| States in 1941 totaled 5,501 short tons valued at $371,752—a gain of 

17 percent in tonnage and 43 percent in value over 1940 and higher than 
in any year since 1929 (fig. 6). Increased industrial activity on ac- 
count of the munitions program contributed to the increased demand. 

| The outlook for further expansion during 1942 seems favorable. 
In 1941, as in 1940, output of garnet produced for sale came from 
New York, North Carolina, Vermont, and Idaho (see fig. 4). After 
reorganization, Mas-Celo Mines, Inc., Burnsville, N. C., producers of 
byproduct garnet, took over and continued operation of the properties 
of Celo Mines, Inc. 

- Market quotations for garnet at the beginning of 1941, as reported 
by Engineering and Mining Journal Metal and Mineral Markets, were 
as follows: New Hampshire, f. 0. b. mines, per ton, concentrate, $30; 
grain, $80 to $140; New York, Adirondack garnet concentrates, grain, 
$85 per ton; Spanish grades, c. i. f. port of entry, $60 (nominal). © 
These prices held firm throughout the year except for New Hampshire 

p Bae World, Oregon Pumice Deposit Put to Commercial Utilization: Vol. 3, No. 1, January 1941, 

‘9 Pence, Forrest K., White-Firing Texas Volcanic Ash as a Body Ingredient: Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., 
vol. 20, No. 10, October 1941, pp. 327-329.
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concentrate, which after August 14 was quoted at $35 per ton, and / 
Spanish garnet which after June 5 rose to $70 per ton, c. 1. f. port of 

| entry. — | - Oo | | 

| Abrasive garnet sold or used by producers in the United States, 1937-41 

Year Short tons Value | ' Year Short tons Value 

- 1937.......-..--...--------| 4,863 | $382,585 |! 1940..........------.-.---| 4,716 | $259, 345 ae 
| 1938......--....-... = 2,669 191,658 || 1941._._.._...-...-------- 5, 501 371, 752 

49892222 4,056 | 278,534 | 

A popular account of the garnet, its forms, varieties, and mineral 
associations, was published.” Operations of the Bartua Mines Cor- 

_ poration on Gore Mountain near North Creek, N. Y. were described.” | 
- The garnet-bearing rock is broken by blasting and hauled to a ramp 
: which leads into the mill. After it passes through a roll crusher, the | 
_ dirt and rock are removed by washing, and the clean garnets are 
2 graded for size, dried, and packed in bags for shipment. Some of the 

product is crushed further, according to customers’ orders, but the _ | 
\ greater part is sold in sizes as produced. Production averages 12 to ~ a 
; 15 tons daily from rock containing 5 to 12 percent garnet. —_ | 

: | | - ) Abrasive garnet | | 

_ 3 : ~ 
| 2 | \ A A : 

NER EV LO 3 Sales of domestic emery | 

| e [~ 

| 190 7925 L355 ~ 1935 1940 1945 

: _ Ficure 6.—Marketed production of abrasive garnet and domestic emery in the United States, 1920-41. . 

, NATURAL ALUMINA ABRASIVES _ | 
| Corundum.—Corundum exports from South Africa, chief source of 

: world supply, were consigned chiefly to the United States in 1941. 
: A large plant for the treatment of boulder corundum, to cost about 

| £20,000, was being built in 1941 at Pietersburg, n N orthern Transvaal. 
| It is proposed to distribute corundum from Pietersburg direct to 

Australia, India, and other countries that hitherto have been supplied | 
| by way of the United States.” 

20 Trainor, John N., An Introduction to the Garnet: Rocks and Minerals, vol. 17, No. 5 (Whole No. 130), 

| ie Diesel Bower and Diesel Transportation, Mining Garnet with Diesel Power: Vol. 19, No. 12, December 

: 33 Mining and Industrial Magazine, Southern Africa, vol. 29, November 1941, p. 331; reported in Bureau 
| of Mines Mineral Trade Notes: Vol. 14, No. 2, February 20, 1942, pp. 15-16. 

| 457779 —AS——-87 |
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_ The consumption of South African corundum in the United States 
has increased rapidly during the last few years. The material is 

| , crushed and sized, and the coarse grain products are sold to manu- 
facturers of grinding wheels, especially snagging: wheels, and the 
finer-grained products to optical lens grinders. The fine dust (minus- — 

: 240-mesh) and the secondary materials mixed with glass and reduced 
, in size after use by the optical instrument workers are sold to retail. 
a opticians. Oo 

‘With the issuance on February 10, 1942, of War Production Board 
| General Preference Order M-89, corundum was made subject to full 

| - allocation. Under the order, corundum used in the manufacture of 
7 some civilian products may be curtailed, and suppliers will make 

| | deliveries only when specifically authorized by the Director of In-_ 
dustry Operations, War Production Board. The Director will peri- 

| ‘odically allocate corundum and specifically. direct the manner and 
quantities in which deliveries shall be made. Future allocations may 

_ + be made without regard to any preference ratings assigned to partic- . 
: | ular contracts or purchase orders, but they will be made to insure 

, the fillmg of Government war orders. Co 
_ Emery.—The production of emery in 1941 rose to 4,876 short tons 

: | valued at $42,484—the highest: output since World War I when 
no production including a small quantity of corundum, ‘reached 10,422 
M tons in 1918. In 1941, as in recent years, all the output came 

from the Peekskill district in southeastern New York State (see 
: fig. 7). Increased shipments were reported by the three producers 

maining emery in 1941, who also produced in 1940—DiRubbo & 
| Ellis, the Howard Emery Corporation, and Joe DeLuca; in addition, 

Scalzo & Pisano operated in 1941 and sold their entire output through 
So DeLuca. Mining is conducted by crude hand methods on account 

| of the toughness of the ore, which occurs in veins of norite. Demand 
| is increasing as new uses are being developed. Production at the 

DeLuca mine in January and February 1942 is said to have been 
three times that in the corresponding months of 1941.” 

- Emery sold or used by producers in the United States, 1987-41 — 

Year = : Value | . Year - = Value 

1987_.-....2- 22 -eeeeed 320 $2, 780. || 1940__..--..-.-.----2 28. ee 1, 046 . $9, 349 
1988.2 eee |] 1941 TE 4, 876 42, 484 
1930.02 765 6, 828 

NATURAL CARBON ABRASIVES *4 

Abrasive or industrial diamonds.—The demand for abrasive or indus- 
trial diamonds in the United States is satisfied principally through the 
importation of black diamonds or carbonados (largely from Brazil) and 
diamonds for industrial use (chiefly from the Union of South Africa 
but with increasing importations from Brazil). Some diamond dust 
and -bort also are imported, although usually in comparatively small 
and decreasing quantities in recent years. Imports of ‘glaziers’ and 
engravers’, unset, and miners’ ”’ diamonds (a classification comprising 

% Rocks and Minerals, vol. 17, No. 3, March 1942, p. 107. 
24 See also chapter on Gem Stones in this volume.
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mostly if not entirely diamonds for industrial use) in January-Septem- | 

c ber 1941 continued at approximately the same high average monthly 

‘rate as in 1940 and totaled 2,911,117 carats valued at $7,415,133. The 

i average value per carat in 1941 was $2.55, a continuation of the trend 
since 1929 toward lower values per carat, broken only in 1934 and 

1940. CF | - - 
b A comprehensive review of the diamond trade in 1940 in all countries 

of the world, dealing with both mining and cutting operations and ; 

treating in detail the South African trade and mining conditions for 

( each of the main factors in the industry, was presented by Ball.* 
Discussion includes an excellent account of the industrial diamond 
situation and the elements contributing to the greatly augmented 

| consumption of industrial stones in recent years. | 
' A good description of the South African diamond mines, includmg 

| methods of mining, processing of the “‘blue earth” to recover the stones, 
and a brief outline of the methods of cutting and the industrial uses, 
with several illuminating illustrations, was published.” A great | 

| amount of information about. industrial diamonds, contributed by 

. outstanding authorities in the various phases of the industry, was a 

| published in the early part of 1942.7 | | . 

~~ -[n addition to diamonds and synthetic and natural rubies and sap- | 

' _ phires, a number of other hard and tough stones, such as garnet, | 

'__ chrysoberyl, spinel, zireon, topaz, rock crystal, and agate, are used as 

'_ watch and chronometer jewels, as bearings for meters or other scientific | 

instruments, and for timing instruments, such as mechanical fuses for : 

-- bombs, switches, and microgears.” Details of the chief uses of the | 
| _- various stones are given, as well as a résumé of the shifts in use from 

one type to another with changing industrial conditions, with particular 
. reference to Montana sapphires. | | 

Stress was placed on the importance of diamond, corundum, emery, 
' . and various gem stones, such as synthetic rubies and sapphires and 

" natural rubies, sapphires, and amethysts, used for jewel bearings in , 
; watches and in precision instruments of various types.” Jewel bear- | 

ings, their relation to industrial precision instruments for both military 
: and civilian use, and sources of supply of natural and synthetic material 

: were discussed by Jensen.” ) 

ARTIFICIAL ABRASIVES 

! - Production of manufactured (artificial) abrasives in 1941 exceeded 
all previous records, the total quantity reported being 54 percent above | 

: 1940 and the value 52 percent above 1929, the previous record years 
for tonnage and value, respectively. Plants manufacturing alummum 

e oxide and silicon carbide (see fig. 7) in Canada and the United States 
operated at full capacity in 1941 and produced 44,962 short tons of 

silicon carbide valued at $3,325,928 and 147,759 short tons of alumi- 
| num oxide valued at $9,067 ,732—an increase of 36 percent over 1940 

: 35 Ball, Sydney H., The Diamond Industry in 1940: Jewelers’. Circ.-Keystone, New York, 16 pp. 

28 Greeves-Carpenter, C. F., The Power of Diamonds: Compressed Ale Mag., vol. 46, No. 2, February 

| Or hous ed, H, Ball, Sydney H., and others, Sympost Diamonds: Am. Mineral., vol. 27, 1942 us, Ed. H., , Sydney H., and others, Symposium on Diamonds: Am. Mineral., vol. 27, . 

Ps ea ee Precious and Semiprecious Stones, Their Industrial Uses, Particularly in Relation 
to National Defense: Min. and Met.. vol. 22, No. 414, June 1941, pp. 312-313. 

3 Compressed Air Magazine, Industrial Gems (editorial): Vol. 46, No. 2, February 1941, p, 6372. 

p een Nan C., Jewel Bearings: Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, vol. 14, No. 3, March 20, 1942,
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in tonnage of silicon carbide and 50 percent in tonnage of aluminum 
| oxide. Although manufacturers of metallic abrasives (steel shot and 

grit) operated at only slightly above 60 percent of capacity, sales of —— 
these commodities in 1941 also set an all-time record, rising to 86,309 
short tons or 73 percent above the former record (in 1940). 

‘ . : 
f , Os . Lee" 

PCE vein 
ee | 

Oo | LEGEND ) | a 
7 pp wwe asrasive Plant oo ” . 

< CORUNOUM ke ALUMI ONDE 
mo, . © SMERY Se SILICON CARBOE . . . . } . . ‘ 

- FIGURE 7.—Geographical distribution of corundum and emery deposits in the United States and plants 
| manufacturing aluminum oxide and silicon carbide in the United States and Canada. 

Crude artificial abrasives sold, shipped, or used, from manufacturing plants in the 
: | | United States and Canada 1987-41 } | 

eee 
a Silicon carbide? | Aluminum oxide? | Metallic abrasives Total 

Short Value Short Value _ Short Value Short Value — 

1937........-.......-..| 30,365 | $2,215,318 | 86, 401 | $4,749, 497 | 28,031 | $1, 399, 772 |144, 797 ($8, 364, 587 1938... ...............-| 25,346 | “1,904, 925 | 53,220 | 3,098, 132 | 25,771 | 1, 234,977 |104, 337 | 6, 238, 034 1939... -.---.-..-.2._22; 24,206 | 1,713,207 | 50,468 | 3,047,337 | 42,015 | 1,743,859 1116, 689 | 6,504, 403 1940... -....-.._..2___| 33,042 | 2) 359,876 | 98, 531 | 5, 464/986 | 50,016 | 2/317, 829 1181, 589 |10, 142° 691 iY 44,962 | 3, 325,928 |147, 759 | 9, 067,732 | 86,309 | 4, 050, 650 |279, 030 |16, 444, 319 

1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish data for United States separately. 
? Production; includes material used for refractories and other nonabrasive uses. 

Production of silicon carbide and aluminum oxide is concentrated 
chiefly in the Niagara Falls region of the United States and Canada, 
but some output of aluminum oxide comes from Quebec, Canada, and 
from Alabama. Producers of aluminum oxide in 1941 were requested 
to report separately the tonnage and value of “white—high-purity or 
special” aluminum oxide produced. These figures, not segregated 
heretofore from the total aluminum oxide output, were 22,659 short 
tons valued at $2,676,753. Estimates based upon percentages re- 
ported by producers indicate that 32 percent of the silicon carbide 

| output in 1941 and 3 percent of the aluminum oxide production were 
consumed for refractory or nonabrasive purposes compared with 32 
and 2 percent, respectively, in-1940. ,
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, Steel shot and grit are manufactured largely in northern Ohio and 
Po in Pittsburgh, Pa., but some comes from Michigan and New Hamp- | 

shire. Two new plants producing metallic abrasives were reported in ) 
7 -1941—a second mill of the Cleveland Metal Abrasive Co. (Cleveland, 

Ohio), at Howell, Mich., and the Industrial Metal Abrasives Co., 
Jackson, Mich. 

The physical properties and industrial uses in special refractories 
of abrasives, such as fused alumina, silicon carbide, and electrically 

C fused magnesia, were discussed by Fisher.*! Employment of these | 
materials is desirable where operating temperatures are extremely 
high and high heat transfer is desired, where chemical erosion and 
mechanical abrasion are severe, and where contamination of-the melt 
must be avoided. _ | ) 

- MISCELLANEOUS MINERAL ABRASIVE MATERIALS 

- In addition to the natural and manufactured abrasive materials dis- | 
. cussed, many other mineral substances have abrasive uses. Various | 
. oxides, including tin oxide, rouge, crocus, chromium oxide, magnesium . 
: oxide, and manganese oxide, are utilized as polishing agents. Finely 

ground as well as calcined clays, high-grade lime, talc, river silt, slate 
_ . . flour, whiting, feldspar, and other substances also are used as abrasives. 

: sO FOREIGN TRADE * 

. In the period January—September 1941 imported crude pumice 
. - virtually dropped out of the domestic market and ‘‘manufactured’’- 
: pumice imports ceased because of the war and the difficulties of 
: transportation from Italy, heretofore by far the chief source of foreign 
- pumice. Receipts of bort also declined sharply. The value of dia- 
i mond dust, however, was greater than in the full year 1940, and average 

monthly imports of ‘glaziers’ and engravers’, unset, and miners’ ”’ | 
» diamonds in the first 9 months of 1941 were only slightly less than 7 
: in the year 1940. Imports of emery ore (from Greece) ceased, _ 
: although receipts of corundum ore during January—September 1941 | 

were larger than in any full year since 1936. : | 
; The total value of exports of natural abrasive materials in the : 
. January—September period of 1941 rose about 17 percent compared | 

| with the full year 1940, in spite of a severe drop in exports of both | | 
grindstones and emery and corundum abrasive wheels. The value | 

: of ‘All other natural abrasives, whetstones, hones, etc.’”? exported 
| during January—September 1941, however, jumped to $1,716,054—42 : 
--—s percent above the entire year 1940 and higher than in any year since 

| 1921. | 

31 Fisher, Henry C., Abrasives in the Role of Superrefractories: Metal Prog., vol. 40, No. 2, 1941, pp. 
: 177-282; Ceram. Abs. (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 21, No. 2, February 1942, p. 42. 

. 33 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
: Department of Commerce. .
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| Abrasive materials imported for consumption in the United States, 1939-41, by kinds. 

— Pe, fo RR MO  am=Sept) 
Le Oe | Quantity] Value | Quantity| Value Quantity} Value - 

Millstones and burrstones: = fe en 
Rough or unmanufactured =... . Sf Pe Lo 

So short tons. . (t) | $52 |... ------|----.------]-------- nt [ee eee: - Bound up into millstones.....-.do....| - ~ 31] -. 1,678 — 40] - > $2, 167 | -12 - $685 Grindstones, finished or unfinished.do.-.:|. 838 | -. 26,059 | 634 | 18,275 |, =. 370). 9,743. . Hones, oilstones, and whetstones_:do__._|. 68) 48,261; 387) 42,482 20 26, 120 

. Ore__.-.- 222-2 2-2. ---d0_--- 2,191 | 29,318 | 5,718 73, 935 | ---..-----]--- ee. . | Grains, ground, pulverized, or re- | ~ a 3 pe Se op 7 . fined... .--...-..-._._-..pounds_. (?) (2) a) @M- 1 @M | @. 
Paper and cloth of emery or corun- | | WM. -_--- 2 ee () - 72,966 | ~~ (8) 91, 112 (3) _- 87,639 — Wheels, files,andothermanufactures| . .. j- «|. ee Pt fee 

of emery or corundum or garnet. je . _ pounds-.; 10,604 5,043 | 4,348 2, 473 723 417 Corundum (see also ““Emery’’): ee be, od (Ore .-_--..----_----..--..shorttons.-| 1,964 | 104,724| 2,922 | 165,270 4,022 | 193, 345 bo Grains, ground, pulverized, or re- ae Se pf oe _ fined... _---..-2-2__..__.. pounds..| 2 129, 237 79,793 | 2134;606 | 29,262) 286,306 23,427 a Zripoli and rottenstone_.-...short tons_:} . 218: 2,769 | 227} 3,767). 364 7, 563 
_ _ ‘Crude or unmanufactured.--..do_...|' 6,656} — 36,463 | 3, 758 20, 771 — - OT 671 . | Manufactures of, or of which pumice | co fe pe ae 
: ' is the component material of chief fe | | _ 

; Walue.....-22---2--2-2-te eee eee! , (4) 7 ‘ 29, 221 cot ® BO 6, 468 . jw enee cn ee wweeeccce | Diamond: . ; . Bort...-----.-.-----.-.--..-_carats_. 1,381 | 34,618 785 19, 660. 61 1,025 
. Dust ._-..---_----------.-------------| © | » 4278) &© 2, 515 (4) 2, 805 

Glaziers’ and engravers’, unset, and 
miners’ - _ . -.....-----.---..carats. .|3, 568, 730 | 9,725, 653 |3, 809,071 |11, 026, 563 |2, 911, 117 7, 415, 133 

Flint, flints, and flint stones, unground oo oe : oo. 7 fe pe _— : _ Short tons..| 11,987 | 116,019) 2,840) 32,397] 1,195| 14,390 
| Bn ~---------|10, 246, 945 |---......_]11, 517, 117 |_-......-|7, 782, 963 

1 Less than 1 ton. : | oo ? Emery included with corundum; not separately classified. —_ - es Oo 
3 2,479 reams in 1939, 1,562 reams in 1940, 1,891 reams in 1941; weight not recorded. oo ae 
‘ Quantity not recorded. , so oe 7 - 

| | Value of domestic abrasive materials exported from the United States, 1937-41 
, : ———— . ~ 5 — - = - — 

: oo Material 1 1987 1938 | 1939 | 1940 | 1941! 

. Grindstones. -. _.._._.-.--.-------------------------| $193, 112 | $122, 720 | $173, 575 | $215,156 | $89, 100 Abrasive wheels, emery and corundum...._.........| 140,022 | 116, 456 125,303 | 179, 514 79, 784 All other natural abrasives, whetstones, hones, etc...| 826,955 | - 835,894 |1, 116, 711 /1, 211, 291 | 1,716, 054 

' January to September, inclusive. | | | | oe
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SC SUMMARY OUTLINE —— | 

2 | “ os Pare Sulfur—Continued : Page 

gg PER A) Wate 
é Domestic production. ---.-----------.------__ 1359 Py sites. ie production 2222222777207. ie : 
: “Recovery as byproduct <n --------- tg9p| ‘The industry in 1941 by States------------- 1368 
7 Sieehs cecceercrccecrrcccirre HM) World produodi 00000 
| . Consumption. -......-.--=----------------- 1362] > Be : | 

- Spurred by the call for immense quantities of war products and : 
nutritious food, world production of sulfur reached the highest rate . | 

| in its history during 1941. Sulfur flowed in unprecedented quantities 
7 from the Gulf coast mines—largest in the world—to the industries of . 

, the United Nations. In the other camp, the Axis countries found . oe 
their sulfur sources ample, although supplies at consumption centers _ 

- apparently were not adequate at all. times. Italy’s economic depend- 
- ence on Germany was alleviated to some extent by a large exportable 
me surplus of sulfur. Not only Italian sulfur but also pyrites from | 
y Scandinavia, Germany proper, Yugoslavia, Poland, and other Con- - 
: tinental regions, augmented by increased recoveries from industrial : 

gases, contributed to the Réich’s sulfuric acid supply.. The volcanoes 
that built the Japanese archipelago make it self sufficient in sulfur. 
Spain, normally the most important source of pyrites, suffered a 
mining slump in 1941 and, aside from some exports to the United 

S States and Great Britain, consumed most of its pyrites domestically. : 
| - In the United States production of both sulfur and | pyrites broke 
: all previous records during 1941, and shipments of sulfur from the © 

mines were a third higher than ever before. Native sulfur produced — 
| in the United States through 1941 has totaled more than 50 million | 

. long tons; virtually the entire quantity has been mined since 1900. 
| The principal trends in the sulfur and pyrites industries are shown in 
| figures 1 and 2. Mine stocks of sulfur at the close of 1941 were 
. sufficient to last over a year, even at the increased current rate of 
: consumption. New acid-plant capacity totaling more than 1,000 | 

! tons a day of sulfuric acid (100-percent basis) went into operation in 
| 1941, according to Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, and 
| additional capacity planned for 1942 amounts to some 1,700 tons 

| daily. No priorities were imposed on sulfur, pyrites, or sulfuric acid 
: by the Office of Production Management in 1941. Prices of these 
| commodities were under the surveillance of the Office of Price Admin- 
| istration but remained steady without official action. Early in 1942 

! Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
| Department of Commerce. 

1357
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| one of the largest American sulfur producers announced that there 
would be no rise in the base price of the mineral during the coming 

| year. However, rerouting of domestic shipments from coastwise | 
traffic to rail and inland waterway is certain to increase the delivered | 
price.. . 
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a -. FIGURE 1.—Domestic production, shipments for domestic consumption, exports, and imports of crude 
—— oe - sulfur, 1900-1941. . 
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: FIGURE 2.—Domestic production and imports of pyrites, 1900-1941. 

Salient statistics of the sulfur industry in the United States, 1925-29 (average) and 
1938-41 7 . 

| So | 1925-29 : 
(average) 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Sulfur: 
. Production of crude sulfur__long tons..| 1,951,034 | 2,393,408 | 2,090,979 | 2, 732, 088 3, 139, 253 

Shipments of crude sulfur: . ‘ 
For domestic consumption_.do___.| 1,397,411 | 1,049,740 | 1,605,998 | 1,812, 274 (4) 
For export. wo--------------- dO... 707, 175 579, 107 627, 819 746, 468 3 474, 551 

Total shipments-_-¢.......d0...-| 2,104,586 | 1,628,847 | 2,233,817 | 2, 558, 742 3, 401, 410 
Imports: 

Ore__._-...-..---------..--.d0____ 1, 896 51 35 €)) eeeeeceneee 
Other. ._..-._......--..-....d0___- 295 2, 552 13, 941 27, 845 2 20, 954 

Exports of treated sulfur. .......do___. 11, 956 12, 707 25, 005 19, 745 3 24, 683 
Producers’ stocks at end of year.do..__| 2,413,000 | 4,200,000 | 4,000,000 | 4,200,000 3, 900, 000 
Price of crude sulfur f: 0. b. mines 

Pyrites per long ton_. $17. 50 $16-18 $16 $16 $16 . 
ites: 
Production_..............._long tons__ 273, 936 555,629 | 4519, 497 4 626, 640 659, 498 

Imports___.......-..-----.-.---.d0.__- 372, 958 334, 234 482, 336 407, 004 3 224, 264 
Price of imported pyrites c. i. f. At- 

lantic ports .cents per long-ton unit_. 12-13 12-13 12-13 12-13 12 
Sulfuric ‘acid: Production of byproduct 

sulfuric acid (60° B.) at copper and zinc 
plants. ...........__.........short tons__ 1, 118, 453 687, 176 778, 441 840, 937 915, 989 

eee 

1 Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. 
2 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 
3 Less than 1 ton. 
¢ Revised figures. -
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A sound motion-picture film, The Story of Sulfur, available for 

exhibition to responsible organizations, was prepared in 1941 under . 

the supervision of the Bureau of Mines in cooperation with one of 

the principal sulfur-producing companies. | Duecker and Eddy,’ in-an 

; excellent article, reviewed some of the influences of sulfur in the 

_ development of American industry. The tribunal that studied the - 

effects of sulfurous gases from the smelter at Trail, British Columbia, | 

_ reported its decision in 1941." a 7 — 

| _ SULFUR — | : 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | 

: | Production of crude sulfur in the United States in 1941 attained a 

new record of 3,139,253 long tons, a 15-percent gain over the 1940 | 

: output. Mine shipments in 1941, exceeding those of 1940 by 33 — 

| percent, were likewise the highest ever reported. The United States 

: sulfur-production figures do not include 414 long tons in 1941 and 330 _ 

: in 1940 of sulfur-bearing material containing 12 to 70 percent sulfur | 

: _and mined in Colorado, Nevada, and Texas for agricultural purposes. = 

: | Sulfur produced and shipped in the United States, 1 9387-41 - 

: | Shipped | Shipped | 

: Year _ Produced - Year Produced TT 

PNR tone 7 Ae | | | Zane to a 
: | 1937.........| 2,741,970 | 2,466,512 | $44,300,000 || 1940.........| 2, 732, 088 2, 558,742 | $40,900,000 / 

; 1938-27777 | 2,303,408 | 1,628,847 | 27, 300,000 || 1941-.....---| 3,139,253 | 3,401,410 | 54, 400, 000 
| 1930.-.-----| 2,090,979 | 2,233,817 | 35, 500, 000 | 

: THE INDUSTRY IN 1941 BY STATES | OC 

Nearly 83 percent of the domestic sulfur output in 1941 was from — 

: Texas, 17 percent from Louisiana, and less than 1 percent from | 

: California. No sulfur was mined in Utah in 1941. | | 

: Sulfur produced in the United States, 1937-41, by States, in long tons 

: oe : Year | ‘Texas Louisiana | Other States Total 

: 1087__------- nnn een een ee ee neeeeee nee ee ee eee] 2, 392, 680 342, 230 7, 060 2, 741, 970 

: 1038... son sceeesseecsseereeenceeeeee------| 2,060, 845 328, 405 4,158 | 2,303, 408 
| 1930... seen secceeeeeseeeese-sece=eee-----| 1, 665, 400 422, 600 2,979 | 2,090,979 » 

: 1940.20. sennseececccseesesecseseceeceeee--| 2) 212,839 512, 935 6,314| 2, 732,088 
| 1941 _--..2scsevseeeceeneeececeeeceeeeeeeeeeeenee| 9, 506, 731 533,620; 8,902] 3, 139, 253 

10, 928,495 | 2, 139, 790 i 13, 097, 698 
: | , 

| 1 1937-40: California and Utah; 1941: California. | 

; California.—T wo operators—Paul Barnes and the Pacific Sulphur 

: Co., at Bigpine, Inyo County—supplied the 1941 output. : 

| Louisiana.—In 1941, for the fifth successive year, production was 

confined to that of the Freeport Sulphur Co., at Grande Ecaille, Port 

| Sulphur, Plaquemines Parish. 

| 1 3 Duecker, W’ W., and Eddy, E. W., Sulfur’s Role in Industry: Chem. Ind., vol. 50, No. 2, February 

ere Smelter Arbitration Between the United States and Canada, Decision of the Tribunal, Reported 

| March 11, 1941, U. S. Govt. Printing Office, 1941, 61 pp.
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| Texas.—The sulfur properties active.in 1941 included those of the 
Duval Texas Sulphur Co. at Orchard Dome, Fort Bend County, and. 

| at Boling Dome, Boling, Wharton County; Freeport Sulphur Co. at 
| Hoskins Mound, Brazoria County; Jefferson, Lake Sulphur Co., Inc., 

at Clemens Dome, Brazoria County; and Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. at 
Boling Dome, Newgulf, Wharton County. Exploration for sulfur is_ 

| . being undertaken on. Spindletop. Dome, Jefferson County.. The. 
a following table, compiled from information issued by the Texas State 

Comptroller’s Office, shows the quarterly production of sulfur in 
| ~ Texas during 1941. oe | | 

| Sulfur produced in Texas in. 1941, by companies, in long tons : 

Company | quarter | Quarter. | quarter | quarier |. Total 
Texas Gulf Sulphur Co............--------] 361,746 | _. 385,208 |» 481,003 |. 611,344) 1,839,301 

| Freeport Sulphur Co.....-...--...-...--..|’ 85,545 | 93,470 | 93,365 | “99,200 "371,580: 
. Duval Texas Sulphur Co...-.-..-2.-...2--| .. 47,720 |. 46,727} . 48,495)... 58,540 |... - 201,482 . 

) Jefferson Lake Sulphur Co.,Ine-----------] 62,675 | 51,970 | 46,123 | 33,501} 184,278 
- ef 687, 686.] 577,884 | 660,076 | 802, 585 | 2, 596, 731 

 Utah.—Elemental sulfur has been produced from smelter gases — 
: since 1940 at Garfield, Salt Lake County, by the American Smelting | 

_ & Refining Co. as a byproduct of copper operations. It was expected . | 
that. the initial output would be 2 long tons a day. This quantity is 
not “included in the figures showing total United States sulfur | 

- :Washington.—A sulfur deposit on Mount Adams, Yakima County, ~ 
estimated in. 1935 ‘to contain 842,000 long tons of material averaging — 

- 46 percent sulfur, has been explored further by Pacific Sulphur Mines, 
7 Inc., which reports that larger quantities of sulfur are present. 

—_ on --..  :. RECOVERY AS BYPRODUCT #  .- . =... 

The treatment of copper and zinc ores yields large quantities of 
sulfur, which is recovered at the mills as pyrites concentrate or at the ) 
smelters as sulfuric acid. The production of pyrites concentrate is 

| discussed in the Pyrites section of this chapter. In smelting copper 
and zinc concentrates, sulfur is driven off as sulfur dioxide gas, which 
is used in the manufacture of sulfuric acid at many smelters. Means 
of increasing the recovery of sulfur dioxide from smelter gases have. 

_ been described by the Bureau of Mines.* The equivalent of about 
180,000 long tons of sulfur was recovered as sulfuric acid annually 
from this source during the 5 years ended in 1941. Such sulfur is not 
included in the sulfur-production figures for the United States, but 
the following table shows the output of byproduct acid at both copper- 
and zinc-smelting plants. The acid reported is only that made from 
the sulfur content of sulfide ores but does include, for 1937 to 1938, 
inclusive, the relatively small quantity of acid made from pyrites 
concentrate in Wisconsin. . 

"4 Miller, Virgil, Bainbridge, R., and Ellison, R., Increasing the Concentration of Sulfur Dioxide in the 
Effluent Gases from Dwight-Lloyd Sintering Machines Treating Lead Products: Bureau of Mines Tech. 
Paper 624, 1941, 34 pp.
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E : 
; Byproduct sulfuric acid |. (expressed as 60° B.) produced at copper and zinc plants — 

| ee es in the United States, 1987-41, in short tons . cs | 

i 
- : , _ = 

| a | 987° |» 1988} 1989 1940 =| = 1941 a 

mo Copper plants !__....---------------------- 291, 638 220, 207 / 249, 569 254, 025 243, 812 

: Zine plants--....-------------------------- 542, 356 466, 879 528, 872 586, 912 672,177 

: | —— | 833,904 | 687,176 | 778, 441 840,937 | 915,989 

. 1 Enciudes a small amount of sulfuric acid produced as a byproduct in the roasting of high-sulfide goldand - — ~ 

. silver concentrates. . re 

3 Byproduct sulfur is also recovered from coke-oven gas, water gas, | 

 yefinery-still gas, natural gas, and other fuel gases. A pictorial flow | 

sheet of the recovery of sulfuric acid from waste oil-refinery sludges | 

was published in 1941.5 For a long time, hydrogen ‘sulfide has’ been 

: removed from manufactured gases by passing the gas through trays — | 

* of iron hydroxide to form iron sulfide, known as spent oxide. This 

: material has been used as a source of sulfur in Europe but not to any 

appreciable extent in the United:States. During the last decade, 

| ‘however, the recovery of sulfur from fuel gases has been expanding in 

: this country as a result of developments.in various liquid-purification 

| processes. Not all such processes are designed to permit recovery of 

sulfur as a byproduct, but those that do may be divided into two — : 

. classes—those that recover elemental sulfur and those ‘that give 

- hydrogen sulfide as an end product. The latter have received increas- | 

: ing attention in recent years. Typically, processes that recover — 

elemental sulfur operate on manufactured fuel gases, whereas those | 

that recover hydrogen sulfide are applied to refinery-still gas and . 

= natural gas, and. usually these gases are under high pressure. Investi- 

| gation has indicated, however, that the phenolate processes, at least, 

- are adapted to the removal and recovery of sulfur from low-pressure, _ z 

low-sulfur gases, such as coke-oven gas. | - 

: Most of the elemental sulfur recovered from gas purification results _ 

: from operations using the Thylox process; relatively minor quantities 

; are recovered from the Ferrox and Nickel processes. Production in 

| 1941 (reduced to 100 percent sulfur) totaled 5,493 long tons; 4,866 

: tons valued at $136,000 were shipped. Output came from Illinois, 

| -Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Wash- | 

| ington, West Virginia, and Wisconsin; Massachusetts and New York 

were the largest producers. The sulfur is produced and marketed 

: either as a paste containing 37 to 50 percent sulfur or as a dried, 

relatively pure sulfur. The fine particle size of this sulfur makes it 

: valuable as a fungicide and insecticide for agricultural purposes. Of : 

| the 1941 shipments (reduced to 100 percent sulfur), 34 percent was in 

| the form of paste and the remainder was dried sulfur. © 

. ‘Most of the hydrogen sulfide recovered as a byproduct from fuel 

| gases is either converted to sulfuric acid or burned as fuel. Recovery 

: is by the phenolate, phosphate, and Girbotol processes. — In 1941 the 

. output of hydrogen sulfide extracted from fuel gases (and, for the 

| most part, converted to sulfuric acid) was equivalent to 21,197 long 

: tons of sulfur. Most of this was recovered by petroleum refineries in 

| California and the remainder by companies in Illinois, New Jersey, 

Pennsylvania, and Texas. | Oo : 

: t Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering,-vol. 48, No. 5, May 1941, pp.144-147, ss
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| The figures on byproduct yield of sulfur from gas purification are— 
| . not included in the sulfur-production figures for the United States. _ 

| The reactions of sulfur dioxide from waste gases with oxide ores and 
common salt in the direct production of anhydrous sulfates and 

| chlorides were studied recently.*® | | 

, - : STOCKS . oe 

As shipments exceeded production in 1941, stocks at the mines 
a decreased 300,000 long tons during the year and on December 31 

amounted to 3,900,000 tons. 
PRICE a | 

_ The price of crude sulfur held to the level of recent years and was — 
quoted by trade journals throughout 1941 at $16 a long ton, f. o. b. 
mines. Sulfuric acid, 66° B., continued. to be listed at $16.50. a 

_ short ton. — ) . _ — SO 
- | _ CONSUMPTION : | | 

_ Apperent domestic consumption of sulfur in recent years is shown 
| in the following table, although data for 1941 are incomplete as the 

: figures for imports and exports cover only the first 9 months of 
the year. | a | , i. | 

Apparent consumption of sulfur in the United States, 1937-41, in long tons 

7 7 | 1987 | 1938 | 1989 1940 | | 194 

Shipments.....__............-------------| 2,466,512 | 1, 628,847 | 2,233,817 | 2,558,742 | 3, 401, 410 
. Imports...-.....-..-.--.--.s-s-2--r-2----- 628 2, 603 13,976 | 27,845 | 1 20, 954 

| 2,467,140 | 1,631,450 | 2,247,793 | 2,586,587} (2). a 

| Exports: | | SS SS SS 
| Crude._....---------------------c----| 675,207 | 579,107 | 627,819 | 746,468 | 1.474, 551 

| Refined 20TTTTIIIIIIIIIIII | 18, 688 12, 707 25, 005 19,745 | 1:24, 688 

| | @s8,830 | 501,814 | 652,824) . 766,213 | — 1499, 234 

Apparent consumption........-.----| 1,778,310 | 1,030,636 | 1,594,969 | 1, 820, 374 | () 

1 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. . 
' 8% Figures not available. P . 

The consumption of sulfur in various industries from 1937 through 
1941 has been estimated by Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering 
as follows: | ) OO 

Sulfur consumed in the United States, 1937-41, by uses, in long tons ' | 

Use 1937 ! 1938 ! 1939 1940 1941 

Chemicals..____..-....--------------------| 777,000 | 484,000 | 695,006 | 800,000 | 2 1, 060, 000 
Fertilizer and insecticides_--.....-...------ 415, 000 220, 000 370, 000 410, 000 450, 000 
Pulp and paper-----.-.-------------------- 302, 000 174, 000 240, 000 320, 000 360, 000 
Explosives---_-.-...----------------------- 68, 000 50, 000 64, 000 74, 000 3 83, 000 
Dyes and coal-tar products-_-...--.-..----- 49, 000 40, 000 46, 000 51, 000 65, 000 
Rubber. -___.__.-_.-.-.-------------------- 37, 000 29, 000 43, 000 47, 000 55, 000 
Paint and varnish..........---------------] 64,000 50, 000 49, 000 54, 000 65, 000 
Food products.........-------------------- 6, 000 5, 500 6, 000 6, 000 6, 000 
Miscellaneous. .....-.--------------------- 82, 000 47, 500 82, 000 86, 000 95, 000 

1, 800,000 | 1,100,000 } 1,595,000 | 1,848,000 | 2, 239, 000 

1 Figures for 1937 and 1938 are not truly representative of consumption but rather of shipments to these 
specified industries. In 1938 consumers carried over large stocks from 1937, so that actual consumption in 
1937 was less than the figures indicate and consumption in 1938 was larger than the total shown. 

? To avoid disclosing estimated consumption of sulfur in direct defense applications, such as military 
explosives, sulfur so used in 1941 is included under ‘‘Chemicals.” 

¢Johnstone, H. F., and Darbyshire, R. W., Sulfur Dioxide as a Raw Material: Ind. and Eng. Chem., 
ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 3, March 1942, pp. 280-286.
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~ Most of the sulfur and pyrites are consumed as sulfuric acid—one 

of the most universally required of heavy chemicals. Production of 

sulfuric acid (50° B. basis) in the United States, as estimated by 

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, was 10,944,000 short tons 

. in 1941 compared with 9,174,000 tons in- 1940.’ Consumption of 

: sulfuric acid in 1941 increased 20 percent over 1940. The largest 

: consumer—the fertilizer industry—used 11 percent more acid than im - 

| 1940 as a result of increased demand for superphosphate. It is 

- estimated that this industry will need about 2,980,000 tons of acid i” 

_ in 1942, an increase of approximately 18 percent over 1941.5 The 

, iron and steel industry needed 21 percent more sulfuric acid in 1941 
than in 1940, primarily for pickling purposes and the recovery of 

| nitrogen as ammonium sulfate in the coking process. Petroleum re- 

fineries increased their acid consumption 11 percent durmg 1941, | 

| partly. because of the augmented call for high-octane aviation gasoline. | 

| _ The tremendous increase in demand for fuming sulfuric acid (oleum), 

- little used except for explosives, was met by erecting auxiliary equip- 

ment at existing acid plants. It may be significant that a. process has 

| been developed for the continuous nitration of benzene without the 
: use of sulfuric acid® oo | | 

: _ Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering has estimated the consump- 

| tion of sulfuric acid, by industries, from 1937 through 1941 as follows: 

Sulfuric acid (expressed as 50° _B.) consumed in the United States, 1987-41, by 
; industries, in short tons | 

s Industry | 1987 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Fertilizer eee ceccecee----..--.-....-} 2 280,000 | 1,900,000 | 1,970,000.| 2,260,000 | 2, 600,000 
: Petroleum refining. _....-...-------------4 1,100,900 | 1, 100, 000 1, 210,000 | 1, 260,000 1, 400, 000 

. Chemicals................. se. --t 1,020,000 | ” 800,000 |” 975,000 | 1, 120.000 | 41,790,000 
s Goal products.......................--.-.| 865,000 | 585,000 | 740.000 | 900,000 | 940,080 

Tron and stecl ......... 2.2... ...--| 1,100,000 | 590,000 | 980.000 | 1, 200,000 | 1, 450,000 ~ 
Other metallurgical.............--.......-.} 625,000 | 350.000 | 570,000 | + 640,000 | 800,000 
Paints and pigments__---...--.----.--------- 525, 000 430, 000 520. 000 _ 680, 000 700, 000 

“ Explosives . - ..-.-------------------------- 180, 000 140, 000 160, 000 170, 000 2190. 00G 

Rayon and cellulose film ---....--...---..-- 380, 000 320, 000 405, 000 470, 000 555, 000 

Textiles. ....----..----- newt eseweeeee-f (112,000 | = 90, 000 | 116,000 | 125,000 | = 165, 008 
| Miscellaneous. ............-.---.--.2..-2.| 450.000 | 355,000 | 384,000 | 460,000 | 550, 000 

| | 8,587,000 | 6,660,000 | 8,030,000 | 9,185,000 | 11,090,000 

1To avoid disclosing estimated consumption of acid in direct defense applications, such as military 

; explosives, acid so used in 1941 is included ‘under ‘‘Chemicals.”’ 

A nonelectrolytic method: of producing chlorine from common salt | 

: and sulfur was announced in 1941. The manufacture of sulfur pipe 
| for corrosive liquids was described by Bencowitz." A pictorial flow 

| sheet of the production of sulfite pulp was published.” 

| | FOREIGN TRADE : 

| Sulfur imports in the first 9 months of 1941 were 20,954 long tons, | 

: including 20,937 tons from Canada, 16 tons from the United Kingdom, 

and 1 ton from Japan. The Canadian material is elemental sulfur 

| 1’ Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, Sulfuric Acid and Sulfur: Vol. 49, No. 2, February 1942, pp. 

| ® American Fertilizer, vol. 96, No. 1, January’3, 1942, pp. 10-11. 
® Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, vol. 48, No. 11, November 1941, p. 165. . 

10 Science News Letter, vol. 40, No. 12, September 20, 1941, p. 183. | 

| 11 Bencowitz, I., Manufacturing Sulfar Pipe: Pit and Quarry, vol. 33, No. 12, June 1941, pp. 72-74. | 
, 12 Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, vol. 48, No. 8, August 1941, pp. 106-109.
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| recovered from smelter gases. Imports of sulfuric acid in the same 

period totaled 2,292 short tons—74 percent from Canada and the 
remainder from Mexico. | ) 

| Distribution of exports in 1941 by countries of destination is not 

available for publication; figures for 1939 and 1940 are shown in the 

7 preceding chapter of this series. Exports of sulfuric acid in the first 

9 months of 1941 totaled 9,937 short tons; 42 percent wasoleum. The 

materials allocated to Latin America by the Office of Production 
Management for the first 3 months of 1942 included 1,000 tons of 

| sulfuric acid. a | | a 

| | . _ Sulfur imported into and exported from the United States, 1937-41 a 

| ae {| Imports | Exports | 

— es — tn eny torn 4 Crashed: 4 . any torm, . ground,re ’ 

Year Ore mes | Crude sublimed, and 
| | ; po | ‘flowers of 

. - + Lon . | Long | | Long Lo: 
tone Value tone Value tons Value tons Value 

- 1937........................| 308 | $4,724 | _ 230'| $38,171 | 675, 207 | $12, 155, 253 | 13, 533 |$509, 133 
1938.2 TT] a | 562 | 2,552 | 71,903 | 579, 107 | 10,378, 991 | 12, 707 | 469, 778 
1930.2] | 445 | 13,941 | 250,422 | 627,819 | 10, 71, 751 | 25,005 | 909, 974 
1940____....-------.2--2----| @) & | 27,845 | 473,052 | 746,468 | 13,041,911 | 19,745 | 780, 968 

1941 (Jan.-Bept.)_..__.....|.--..---]--------] 20,954 | 335,350 | 474,551 | 8, 008, 958 | 24, 683 | 994, 390 | 

- 1Lessthan.lton. — | 

WORLD PRODUCTION | 

) World production of sulfur in 1940, including elemental sulfur 
recovered in the treatment of pyrites and as a byproduct from the 
treatment of industrial gases, is estimated at 3,600,000 long tons. 

- World production of native sulfur, 1986-41, by countries, in long tons 1 | 

| : (Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | | 
nnn n

ny Sen 

Country! - 1936 1987 1938 1939 1940 1941 | 

Bolivia (exports).........----------- 935| 1,712 1, 682 2, 126 4, 065 2, 315 
Chile... 228,525 | 16, 766 | = 20, 950 | = 26, 990 | 28, 997 24, 784 
Eeuador_.._.._...-.---------------- 59 54 68 72 (3) (3) 

. France (content of ore) ....--------- 123 157 140 (2) (3) (3) 

Greece... --.-..--.-...------------- 150 67 75 m0) (?) (8) 

Guatemala...-.--.-.....-.--------- 16 il 15 12 un} @ 
Italy (crude) 4.............-..-.....| 322,396 | 338,101 | 374,330} = (3) @ (3) 
Japan..............-..-.--2-2.-2--| 195,107 | 138,283} =) (3) (3 (3) 
Mexico............-..----.--se-ee--| 81,272 8) 499) (3) (3) (3) 
Netherlands East Indies. ----------- 11, 311 12, 474 15, 986 17, 293 16, 908 (?) 

Palestine.............---.---------- 79 494 | 1, 196 829 1,248 | (3) 
Peru....._._.----------------------- 1, 696 1, 551 1, 944 569 610 923 

Spain 8... 211. )s-esseteeeeeeee| 17,742 | 27,151 | 28,153 |) (3) @) 
Taiwan_...-..-.--.---2-.2----------| 207] @) (33 (3) (3) (3) 
A 3, 139 2,229) . 3,684 9,560| _ (3) (3) 
United States....._.........__....| 2,016, 338 | 2, 741,970 | 2, 393, 408 | 2,090,979 | 2, 732,088 | 3, 139, 253 
a 

1 Native sulfur is believed to be produced also in Argentina, China, Cuba, India, Iran, and U.8.8.R., 

but the quantity is unKnown. 
1 gan addition, the following quantities of sulfur rock (40-80 percent sulfur) are reported: 1936, 11,612 tons; 

7) ns. 
-* Data not available. 
4 In addition, the following quantities of sulfur rock are reported: 1936, 20,743 tons; 1937, 19,793 tons; 1938, 

16,545 tons. Similar data are not available for later years. 
§ Crude sulfur. 
¢ Refined sulfur, exclusive of that made from imported crude sulfur.
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: _Australia.—Production of elemental sulfur from byproduct pyrites 
is being considered. | | | — 

_.. Bolina.—Most of the current exports go to Argentina. A deposit 
at Napa, Department of Potosi, is reported to contain 5,000,000 tons 

| of material averaging 65 percent sulfur. Se | 
: Canada.—Elemental sulfur is produced from base-metal smelter 
‘ gases at Trail, British Columbia, and the feasibility of a similar — 

| operation at Montreal East, Quebec, is to be tested by a pilot plant - 
* now under construction. - Canada. exported 20,937 long tons.of this — 

byproduct sulfur to the United States in the first 9 months of 1941. 
: The Aldermac project for the production of elemental sulfur from 
- pyrites is still a possibility. Sulfuric acid is manufactured from smelter 

| gases at Trail, British Columbia, and Copper Cliff, Ontario. Seven 
: acid plants manufactured .a total of 283,618 metric tons of. sulfuric 
- acid (66° B. basis) in 1940." _ So 

Chile-—Exports of sulfur totaled 21,371 long tons in 1941 com- 
: pared with 27,637 tons in 1940. A subsidy has been granted to a 

Chilean company that will supply 300 long tons of refined sulfur 
| monthly from a deposit:in the Province of Arica." 
be China.—Production of sulfur in Unoccupied China is estimated at 
- 3,540 long tonsin 1940. i tit«t*s - i | 

| Costa Rica.—Five deposits in the foothills of volcanoes in the 
Province of Guanacaste are said to analyze 85 to 95 percent sulfur. 

: Cuba.—An_apparently small underwater sulfur deposit is being 
: worked near Punto Carabela Chica, Province of Pinar del Rio. | 
Lo, Germany.—The Reich has access to large supplies. of sulfur from . 
. Italy. Furthermore, production of elemental sulfur has been increased 
; by new processes for recovering sulfur from coke-oven and coal- 
: distillation gases-at very low concentrations. German sulfuric acid 
: output was reported at 2,800,000 metric tons in 1939.5: 
: India, British—Sulfur operations in the vicinity of the voleanic | 
: mountain of Koh-i-Sultan, near Nok Kundi, Baluchistan, were 
me reported to have begun in 1941 with an expected output, for at least 

a short time, of 60,000 long tons of crude ore annually. 
: fran.—Sulfur production in 1939 was reported at approximately 

| 1,000 long tons. | 
| Japan. “The Matsuo mine, Province of Rikuchu, which normally 

| supplies about 25 percent of Japan’s sulfur output and which was 
! wrecked by a fire in November 1939, was still idle during most of 1941 

but was expected to be in operation again by the beginning of 1942. © 
| Sulfur was put under allocation on June 1, 1941, by the Japan Sulfur 

| Control Association. Owing to a shortage of power and to insufficient 
7 sulfur supplies, the 1940 production of sulfuric acid is said to have 

| declined to 70 percent of capacity, carbon bisulfide to 43 percent, 
sodium sulfide to 65 percent, and ammonium sulfate to 79 percent. 

| Plans were instituted in 1941 to raise Japanese sulfuric acid production 
| to 4,000,000 metric tons annually, which would represent a substantial 

| advance over the 1938 output of approximately 2,800,000 tons. The 
: contact process, according to Chemical Age,’® represented 30 percent 
: of the sulfuric acid capacity in 1939. Exports during the first 9 

13 Canadian Chemistry and Process Industries, vol. 25, No. 5, May 1941, p. 223. 

i Chemical and Metallurgical Wogineering, vol. 49, No.1, Jeausry 10% pp 81 ed LoD, 
% Chemical Age, vol. 44, No. 1129, February 15, 1941 ,p. 100. ,
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| months of 1940 included 120 long tons of sulfur and 132 metric tons : 
Of sulfuric acid. — oe | on 
Mexico."—A plant has been completed for refining sulfur mined in 

| the State of San Luis Potosi. Sulfuric acid is produced from smelter — 
gases in northern Coahuila. a = | | | 

| | Norway.—Elemental sulfur is produced from pyrites at the Tham- 
shavn plant of the Orkla Metal Co. An agreement to ship part of the 

- output to Sweden during 1941 was extended to cover 1942. _- 
_Portugal.—Production of elemental sulfur from pyrites totaled 

: 9,915 longtonsin 1940. es 
. _Sweden.—Elemental sulfur is produced from smelter gases at 

Ronskar, northern Sweden, by the Boliden Co. = 2 2 —s™ 
United Kingdom.—Control of Sulfuric Acid (No. 2) Order, 1940, 

Direction 3, effective May 9, 1941, fixed the base price at 27s. a ton 
for 77-percent acid and 34s. 4d: for 98-percent acid. oe 

OO ‘PYRITES — a | oe 
DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

_ Pyrites production in'the United States in 1941 exceeded that in | 
1940 by 5 percent and reached a new record. Ninety-five percent of 
the output was fines and the remainder lump, the. former being : 

7 principally flotation concentrates. - , 

— Pyrites (ores and concentrates) produced in the United States, ‘1937-41 a A. 

a | Quantity | | |). Quantity | 

Year 7 Gross Sulfur | Value Year - "Gross Sulfur | Value. | _ weight content | weight {| content 
(long tons) (percent) oo (long tons) | (percent) 

| 1937..........] 584168} 39.7] $1,777,787 || 19401._...| 628,640| 41.8 | $1,920,000 1938....-....- 555, 629 39. 4 1, 685, 766 || 1941..........]. 659, 498 41.8 2, 035, 000 1930 1...2..2] 519, 497 42.3) 1,560,000 || i 

1 Revised figures. | 

Producers consumed 443,983 long tons and sold 207,504 tons in 
1941 compared with revised figures of 422,545 and 206,867 tons, 

| respectively, in 1940. Domestic pyrites mined in 1941 had an average 
sulfur content of 42 percent and an average value of $3.09 a long ton, 
f.o.b. mines. Spanish pyrites, minimum 48 percent sulfur, continued 
to be quoted nominally at 12 cents per long-ton unit of sulfur, c. i. f. 
U. S. ports, throughout 1941. | 

THE INDUSTRY IN 1941 BY STATES 

California.—The Mountain Copper Co. was the only producer of 
pyrites in California in 1941; output came from the Hornet mine in 
Shasta County. | 

Colorado.—The output of pyrites in Colorado in 1941 totaled 11,774 
long tons and was produced by Minnesota Mines, Inc., Clear Creek 
County, and by John Andrew from a mill tailings dump in Lake 
County. 

~® Chemical and Engineering News, vol. 20, No. 4, February 25, 1942, p. 281. |
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illinois.—From its coal-cleaning operations at the Atkinson mine 
in Henry County the Midland Electric Coal Corporation produced 
and shipped 12,026 long tons of pyrites (coal brasses) containing 46 

| percent sulfur in 1941. | 
_ Indiana.—The Snow Hill Coal Corporation produced pyrites (coal — 

| brasses) at its Talleydale mine in Vigo County in 1941. 
- - Kansas.—The Mineral Products Co. produced 3,902 long tons of 

, pyrites (coal brasses) containing 44 percent sulfur at West Mineral, 
~ Cherokee County, in 1941. oe | " 

- Missourr.—No pyrites production was reported from Missouri m 
| 1941, | | | 
: _ Montana.—The pyrites produced in Montana in 1941 came from | | 
! the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. at Anaconda, where it is recovered | 
: as a flotation concentrate in copper operations. _—’ | 
: New York.—In 1941 New York produced 63,958 long tons of pyrites 
: containing 49 percent sulfur. - 
; Pennsylvania-—Pyrites concentrates were produced in 1941 by the 
: Bethlehem Steel Co. at the Cornwall mine, Lebanon County. | 

| Tennessee.—The output of the Tennessee Copper Co., Ducktown 
; Basin, Polk County, enabled Tennessee to retain its rank as the | 

principal producer of pyrites in 1941. The product, a flotation 
7 concentrate, does not enter the market but is consumed by the 
: company in the manufacture of sulfuric acid. ns 
se Virginia.—The General Chemical Co. has been obtaining the only 
_ *  pyrites mined in Virginia in recent years from the Gossan mine at 
P Cliffview, Carroll County. The output is concentrated by air tables | 
* . for the manufacture of sulfuric acid in the company plant at Pulaski. 
: Wisconsin.—The one company reporting production of pyrites in 
n Wisconsin in 1941 was the Vinegar Hill Zinc Co., which recovers © 

pyrites by flotation from ores mined in the Platteville district, Grant . 
t County. OO 
: FOREIGN TRADE | 

Imports of pyrites, by countries of origin, in recent years are shown 
_ in the following table. Spanish shipments, normally the principal 
| foreign source, dwindled to 21 percent of the imports in the first three 
, quarters of 1941, while Canada supplied virtually all the rest. 

| Pyrites, containing more than 25 percent sulfur, imported into the United States, 
1987-41, by countries | 

| | 1987 1988 1939 1940 (Gan Sept) 
Country = — : a 

Long | value | £08 | vaine | 1008} vaiue | 1°28) Value | LORE | Value 

| Canada..............| 20.858] $74, 946| 30, 064|$135, 6591176, 804] $470, 336] 81, 157| $560, 476|177, 030/$855, 533 
| Greece.._.....---...-|-------|---------|-------|--------| 22800] 106,271]... [727 ff 

| Mexico......-......-.| 849) 1,478] 202] 528) ]_ 208) 9) 525 
Portugal....-..--.-.-| 21,725| 100,305|___.--|...-.f2707277[T7 
Spain. __-_~771_7.-77-|481, 898|1, 158, 671 303, 068] 700, 983,282, 732] 738, 430 325, 644) 700, 172| 47, 100] 123, 671 

524, 430]1, 344, 485 S34, 234) 046, 164 482, 396 1,315, 046/407, 004 1, 351, 367/224, 264] 978, 729 

| 4977794388
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In keeping with the changing source of imported pyrites, shipments 
to Philadelphia, New York, and Baltimore slumped heavily in the first 
9 months of 1941, and those to Buffalo more than doubled. 

Pyrites, containing more than 25 percent sulfur, imported into the United ‘States, 
| | 1987-41, by customs districts, in long tons | | 

oe a Customs district | 1987 | 1988 | 1980 | 1080 [gg TO 

| | Buflalo..--—---------2-ere-eeo-n-o--oo | oe ——-B, 180 21, 940 | 80, 076 "168, 984 | 

Maryland ................--..-.-.-.---.---| 220,430} “:113,888 | -176,982 | 49, 702 9 800 
Michigan... .....-..--.-.-----------------|--+---------]------------]------------]------------ ~ -§, 963 
New York_....-------.--------------------|_ 64, 621 55, 830 46,170 82, 202 |. . 817 
Ohio. ._....-----2-c-2-eesenceecenrenenenen|seennne-ncee|--eeren- ene 2,000 |........--.-|-------2-.-- 
Philadelphia. -.-.....--------------------- 194, 680 130,703 | 189,727} 215,373 | — 31,148 
San Diego. .......---...-.----------------- 649 . 202 |_-ce eee] 208} -  .. 125 
South Carolina.....-...------------------- 9, 519 | 5, 265 4,396 |.--..-.---..]------------ 
Vermont.....-..--------------------------|._ 19,974 | =—-:15,713 |. 3:1, 433 937 || . “1,764 

- Virginia. __.......---.--------=------------ 9, 278 | 7,553 |. 8, 885. 8, 331° 6, 191 
| Washington. ...2222222222222-200.12.21.2|------------]------------] 803 90 8 

| | 524, 430 334, 234 | 482,336 | 407,004 | 224,264 

| i WORLD PRODUCTION —CTV | Oo 

a | Recent figures on the pyrites output of many: of the countries are 
not obtainable, but annual world production has been approximating 

- 10,000,000 metric tons containing about 4,300,000 tons of sulfur. 

— World production of pyrites (including cupreous pyrites), 1938-40, by countries, in 
. | | | metric tons ! | a oe 

. . . [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | | | | ; 

7 Oo ft yp sd “1989 | 1940 
Country ! . ee — . OO 

Gross Sulfur Gross Sulfur Gross ' Sulfur 
weight content. weight content weight content . 

Algeria_......-.-.---..-.-----| 44, 150 19, 480 (?) a) (2) (?) 
Australia: Tasmania. --_..---- 51,084} () 55, 099 (3)  (% tS 
Belgium... -.-...--...-.-.----- (2) (2) - 29, 210 (2) 8 3 
Canada......._.....-...-.-.-- 40, 464 20,300 | 206,507 | 103,826 2) ¢ 
Cyprus (exports)_......-.----| 528, 574 256, 551 403, 935 0 114, 831 2) 
Finland. nssnssas| 102, 979 44,281] (2) (3 (2) Qe 
France_.._....-.---.---------- 147, 208 65, 655 te (2) (3) 2 
Germany _._____..-_-_---_---- 465, 267 200, 064 (2 (2): (3) 3) 
Greece....-.-.....-...-.-.----| 244,000 118,605 | 217, 200 98, 826 (2) 
Italy_...-...--..--..-.---..--.] 930,312 386, 079 () ©) (?) 3) 
Norway ...--.-----.-.---.-.--| 1,027, 776 446,989 | 1,024,953 445, 431 (2) 6 
Poland__..--.----------------| - 92,209 36, 883 ® Q tS} } 
Portugal__....-.-.---.-.------| 558, 327 251, 247 ( 3) 4) G 
Rumania... _.-_--..-.------ 11, 205 7, 061 5, 869 (2) ) 3) 
Southern Rhodesia -----..---- 27, 065 10, 900 27, 386 (2) (3) (3) 
Spain ?_____................-.| 2, 727,003 | 41, 145, 341 | 4 2, 600, 000 | 4 1,092, 000 °° 6 
Sweden.__......-.._--__.-._.-- 186, 390 84, 345° 191, 737 87, 342 ? 3 
Union of South Africa. _--._-- 31, 017 13, 947 29, 825 13, 389 36, 701 16, 248 
United Kingdom. -.-_.-------- 4, 351 (?) (?) (3) (?) (2) 
United States...........-.----| 564, 547 992,612 | 527,835 | 5 223,097 | §636,698 | 5 266, 191 
Uruguay_.-...---.-----.------ 70 (2) (2) (2) (3) (?) 
Yugoslavia._...-...-.-.------| 150, 402 67, 681 127, 991 57, 596 | 4 146, 388 #65, 875 

1 In addition to countries listed, Brazil, China, Chosen, Czechoslovakia, Eire, India, Japan, and U. 8. 
S. R. produced pyrites, but production data are not available. 

2 Data not available. 
3 Production data (gross weight) not heretofore available for 1936 and 1937 are 1,739,793 and 2,277,428 tons, 

respectively. Average sulfur content of Spanish pyrites was 42 percent in 1931, the latest year for which 
information is available. 

4 Estimated. 
5 Revised figures.
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Australia.—The copper mines at Mount Lyell, Tasmania, have a 
daily output of 145 metric tons of pyrites concentrates: containing 

. 51 percent sulfur.’ Proposals for expansion of Australian pyrites 
‘production are being considered. | | DS 

! Brazil—A mine at Rio Claro, State of Rio de Janeiro, has a daily 
output of 2 metric tons of pyrites averaging 43 percent sulfur. . Pro- 
duction of pyrites in Parana and also asa byproduct of coal mining 

. is contemplated. a SO OS 
- Canada.—Pyrites concentrates are produced as an accessory to = 

copper at the Aldermae and Noranda mines in Quebec and the | 
Britannia mine in British Columbia. Output from Delestre Town- | 
ship, Quebec, is anticipated in 1942. Noranda Mines, Ltd., is now | 

: recovering essentially all of its pyrites concentrates, and drier equip- 
| ment ordered in 1941 was expected to increase the capacity to about 

: 450 metric tons daily.“ Canada exported 179,871. metric tons of | 
, pyrites to the United States during the first 9 months of 1941. A 
- second paper mill in the Dominion has turned from imported sulfur 

to Canadian pyrites as a source of sulfur dioxide. Thousands of tons 
. of pyrites cinder containing about 50 percent iron were shipped in 
: 104) from Ontario to the Republic Steel Corporation plant at Buffalo, 

: Cyprus.—Production declined approximately 50 percent to 257,000 
metric tons in'1940 and virtually ceased in 1941. Exports during the 

: first 5 months of 1941 were only about 5,000 metric tons. | 
-.. Ozechoslovakia.—Production of iron pyrites in the Province of | 
‘ Slovakia, according to the German press, was 11,000 metric tons In © 
~ --: 1941 and 14,000 tons in 1940 compared with 10,000 tons in 1939 and 

18,000 tons in 1937.” | ) | — 
: Fire.—Iron pyrites mining has’ begun in County Wicklow for | 

production of sulfuric acid for fertilizer manufacture. 
‘ India, British.—Some pyrites is mined near Simla. A growing | 

demand for sulfuric acid and the success of a pilot-plant extraction of 
/ elemental sulfur from pyrites may stimulate larger-scale exploitation . 

| of Indian pyrites.”! | 
; Norway.—New pyrites deposits were reported discovered in Norway | 
: m 1941. Sulfur and pyrites valued at ~5,000,000 kroner (about , 
| $1,200,000) are to be exported to Sweden in 1942 in continuation of 

| @ previous trade agreement. | 
Portugal.—Production of pyrites was 372,506 metric tons in 1940 

. compared with 502,311 tons in 1939.” Exports were 179,423 tons in 
| 1940 and 436,048 tons in 1939, going principally to France, the 
: United Kingdom, and Belgium. 
: ‘Spain-Spanish pyrites production during the first 10 months of 

| 1941 was 381,778 metric tons. Water-borne shipments in 1940 were 
unofficially reported as 957,716 tons. The sharp decline in output is 
attributed primarily to limitations on available cargo space but also 

| to lack of dynamite, coal, and equipment and loss of Continental 
| markets. The Ministry of Industry in 1941 issued a decree, effective 

: 18 Mining Magarine (London), vol. 64, No. 3, March 1941, p. 155. 
1® Canadian Mining Journal, vol. 62, No. 9, September 1941, p. 662. 

: % Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2680, March 27, 1942, p. 4. g a ae ara 
| 2 Metal Bulletin (Condon) No. 36st Maroh L192, pe . ’ ’ » » D
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toward the end of the year, ordering cupriferous pyrites to be roasted 
) within the country to recover the copper for the manufacture of 

copper sulfate. A plant is being built at Valencia for yearly extraction 
of 2,250 metric tons of copper, 71,500 tons of iron, and 3,750 tons of 
sodium sulfate from cupriferous pyrites.* Of the current Spanish 
pyrites output, about one-third is going to the United States and an 
occasional cargo to England; the bulk of the remainder is consumed 
domestically.“ Despite rumors to the contrary, apparently little or . 

| none 1s reaching Germany. on ae So 
Sweden.—Test drillings have revealed new deposits of cupriferous 

pyrites in the Kuorbevaro district, Department of Vasterbotten. 
Union of South Africa-—Production was 16,118 metric tons in the 

| first half of 1941 compared with 18,858 tons in the corresponding 
period of 1940. | oo 

United Kingdom.—Marcasite is produced as a byproduct in coal 

Y ugoslavia.—Trepea Mines, Ltd., reported that, in the 4 months 
| from November 1940 to February 1941, 247,291 metric tons of ore . 

were milled, yielding 16,971 tons of pyrites jn addition to lead, zinc, | 
and copper concentrates. The mines were undamaged when the 
Germans took them over in April 1941, but a shortage of workers is 

| __ gaid to have hindered subsequent operations to some extent. 
4 Mining Journal (London), vol. 216, No. 5557, February 21, 1942, p. 95. ae 
33 Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, vol. 49, No. 3, March 1942, p. 122... oo, 

. % Metal Bulletin (London), No. 2654, December 23, 1941, p. 6. .
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- | GENERAL CONDITIONS | | 

Never before was so much domestic phosphate rock marketed in 
.  @ single year as in 1941. The quantity sold or used by producers 

exceeded the 4,103,982 long tons sold or used during the abnormal 
: post-war boom year 1920 by over one-half million tons (see fig. 1). 
: hipments of phosphate rock from American mines in 1941 totaled 
. 4,668,312 long tons * valued at $15,587,738, an increase over 1940 
, of nearly 700, 000 tons (17 percent) and of 3% million dollars (26 par- 
2 cent). Mined production in 1941—4, 920, 843 tons, 21 percent above | 

the 1940 figures—likewise broke all previous records. Exports for the : 
first. 9 months of the year, the only period for which figures can be | 

. published, were much greater (9 percent in quantity and 20 percent m 
value) than for all 12 months of 1940. No imports of phosphate rock ~ 
or apatite were recorded in 1941. _ oo | 

| Reports published in 1941 covering the phosphate-rock industry in 
| general include papers by Jacob, McCord, Logue, and the Bureau of 

: the Census” —— 
General scientific papers published include those by Mansfield,* 

Tremeéarne and Jacob,‘ Jacob and Ross,’ Frondel,° Fahey and Tunell,’ 
and Rader and Hill.’ 

1 In addition to this tonnage, a small quantity of phosphate rock was mined and sold in Utah during 1941. 
: . The Bureau of Mines js not | at liberty to publish the Utah output separately; therefore, it is not included in 

ny Tacob, KD. Phosphate Rock [in 1940]: Mineral Ind., vol. 49, 1941, BP. 473-491. : 
, McCord, M. H., Problems Confronting Phosphate Producers: Nat. Fertilizer Assoc., Proc. 17th Ann. 

Convention, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., June 9-11, 1941, pp. 17-20. 
| Logue, Paul, The Family of Phosphates: Chein. Ind. part Pol. 49, No. 3, September 1941, pp. 302-308; 

| part II, vol. 49, No. 4, October 1941, pp. 456-459. 
: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Phosphate Rock: 16th Census of the. United 

States, 1940, Mineral Industries, 1939 (Preliminary), Washington, D. C., July 1941, 5 pp. 
3 Mansfield, G. R., Phosphate Deposits of the World, with Special Reference to those of the United 

: States: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 9-12. 
4 Tremearne, T. H., and Jacob, K. D., Arsenicin Natural Phosphates and Phosphate Fertilizers: U. 8. 

: Dept. of Agriculture Tech. Bull. 781, November 1941, 39 pp. 
’ Jacob, K. D., and Ross, W. H., Nutrient Value of the Phosphorus in Defluorinated Phosphate, Caleium 

Metaphosphate, and Other Phosphatic Materials as Determined by Growth of Plants in Pot Experiments: 
Jour. Agric. Research, vol. 61, No. 7, October 1, 1940, pp. 539-560. 

4 Frondel, Clifford, Whitlockite—a New Caicium Phosphate : Am. Mineral., vol. 26, 1941, pp. 145-152. 
| 7 Fahey, Joseph J., with an X-ray analysis by Tunell, George, Bradleyite, a New Mineral, Sodium 

Phosphate Magnesium Carbonate: Am. Mineral, vol. 26, 1941, pp. 646-650. 
. § Rader, L. F., Jr., and Hill, W. L., Determination and Occurrence of Boron in Natural Fhosphates, 

Superphosphates, and Defluorinated Phosphate Rocks: Jour. Agric. Research, vol. 57, No. 12, 
ber 15, 1938, pp. 901-016. 

| 13871
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Salient statistics of the phosphate-rock industry in the United States, 1 940-41 | 

| 1940 1941 oe 

. Value at mines Value at mines 

| Long tons | | Long tons | ———7-——_—— 
of. | Total. | Average Total jAverage 

Production (mined)........--....------| 4,068, 077 | | (1) | 4,920, 843 (1) (1) 

| Sold or used by producers: fp oe 
Florida: , 

. Land pebble_..........-.--.-..----|#2, 780, 800 |*$7, 538,316 | 2$2.71 | 3, 279,706 |$9, 890,510 | $3.02 
Soft rock.......-..-------------.--- 41, 845 102, 508 2. 45 47, 750 132, 472 2.77 
Hard rock..-..-.-------------------| + 22,367 | . 100,363 | 4. 49 38, 116 211, 049 «6.64 

: Total Florida.......-....--------| 2,845,012 | 7,741,177 | 2.72 | 3,365, 572 |10, 234,031 3.04 
. -  . "Pennessee 2 8__........--...-----.] 994,361 | 3,967,043 3.99 | 1,120, 358:| 4, 590, 965 4,10 

: Idaho__.-....-..--.-ss-2-.-e-c-----| 99,088 | 441,508 | 4.46 | | 97,274 | (444,154.1 457 
‘Montana..-.--.-...-...--.-----.---.| 64,230 | 184,844] 288] 105,108 | 318, 8 ggg 

| Virginia IT | oO | 8 | BL S| oo 
. Total United States................] 4,002, 700 | 12,384,662 | 3.08 | 4,688,312 |15, 587,738 | 3,32 

Imports ¢..22222.0----2-20-------------| 2,988 | 19,686 | 6.62 |... 
| Exports 86127777707 2ICTIILIIIII ILL] 781, 495 | 8,845,495 | 5.12. | 7 820,896 |74, 606, 440 | 561 

| Apparent consumption-#...............| 8,254,188 |_-.....-2---J--- | flee 

Stocks in producers’ hands, Dec. 31: . . 
Florida. ......-.-.-------------------| 1,420,000. R wo. f 21, 483, 000 3 1) 
Tennessee 3 10.__-..-----.-----| 268, 000 @). f €& 292, 000 1 : 
Other_..........-------------------<- 3, 000 (1) (1) 3, 000 1) 1). 

| | ~ Total stocks..........2.--:..--| 1,691,000]: (1) - @) | 1,778,000} @. |-@ 

1 Figures not available. - 2 Includes sintered matrix. oe 3 Virginia included with Tennessee. 
4 Market value (or price) at port and time of exportation to the United States. —. pa 
51940: Excludes sintered matrix, .which is included under “Other phosphate materials’; 1941: Includes 

‘ sintered. matrix. = ae | SO 
' €Value at port of exportation. co So . LO 

' Figures.cover January to September, inclusive. a oe . mY eo! 
§ Quantity sold or used by producers plus imports minus exports. . . So 

_ % Figures not available for publication. SO Se a Cow. Pet 
__. “Includes brown-rock matrix of sinter grade and sintered brownrock,. = et 

| | PRODUCTION 

- _ Phosphate rock was mined in 1941 in Florida, Tennessee, Idaho, 
Montana, and Utah, and apatite was recovered from apatite-ilmenite 
ore in central Virginia. Total mine production reached about 5 mil- 
lion tons (4,920,843 long tons), nearly two-thirds of a million tons 
more than the previous all-time record of 4,261,416 tons 
reached in 1937. Production increased in Florida, Tennessee, and 
the Western States, and the mined production in each attained an 
all-time high. a on 

| | Phosphate rock mined in the United States, 1932-41, by States, in long tons 

West- | | West- 
Tennes- United Tennes- | United _ Year Florida ern Year Florida . ern see! | gftta, | States |? see! | gthteg | States 

1932___....| 1,500,891] 152, 533| 44,724] 1,698, 148 || 1937..._.._] 3,179,588] _ 942, 158) 139, 670| 4, 261, 416 
1923_._....| 2,039, 531] 296, 441| 23, 663] 2, 359,635 || 1938_______| 2,722,927] 2999, 551] 137,998] 3, 860, 476 
1934_......| 2,464,969] 394,311] 38,958] 2,898, 238 || 1939.______| 2, 791, 360] 1, 057, .570| 199, 040) 3, 987, 970 
1g3.----- 2, 598, 337) 493.501; 67, 490] 3, 159,328 || 1940._._._.| 2, 782,956] 1, 120, 551] 164, 570; 4, 068, 077 

-------] 2, 645, 819} 737,866} 79, 152| 3, 462, 837 || 1941._...__| 3,417, 900| 1, 301, 067| 201, 876| 4, 920, 843 

1 Includes small quantity of apatite from Virginia. | 
3 Includeg also small quantity of phosphate rock from South Carolina.
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The quantity of phosphate rock sold or used by producers in 1 941 a 
(4,688,312 long tons) topped that in 1940 by over two-thirds of a million — | 
tons (17 percent) and the previous all-time high of 1920 (4,103,982 
tons) by more than one-half million tons (see fig. 1). The total 
value in 1941 was 26 percent greater than the total im 1940; however, 
it was nearly 10 million dollars less than the 1920 peak, which was 

~ caused by the high average value ($6.11) of sales during the 1920 -- 
. boom.’ In 1941 the average value of total sales was only $3.32 a ton, ) 

| slightly higher than in 1940 but still in consonance with the slight | 
_ downtrend of average values in recent years. | ee, | 

e zZ-1 
| 

. 7 at 19301937 

: TS | | fPooo. 

S ol __ : . | - 

: | od 7 bey - : | 
| || 19001905 19101915 1920 19251930 +1935 1940 1945|| 

: a Figure 1.—Marketed production of domestic phosphate rock, 1900-1941. - . . 

Phosphate rock sold or used by producers in the United States, 1937-41, | 

. a - Value at mines | | Value at mines” 

Year Long tons i Year ; Long — . 

: - ‘[.  |.. Total | Average |] . | Total | Average . | | 

. 1937............| 3, 956, 189 7 $3.28 || 1940.......-...| 4,002, 700 $12, 334, 662 | - $3.08 | 
1938:._...._...-] 3, 739, 2388 | 12, 952,143 8.46 |] 1941_.......-._.| 4,688,312 | 15, 587, 738 3. 32 

_ 1889.22) 8,787,067 | 12, 204, 042 3.21 a 

| sss DISTRIBUTION OF SALES oe 

: Shipments of domestic phosphate rock in recent years have fallen 
largely into. two distinct groups according to grade—one below 60 
percent B. P.-L. (bone phosphate of lime) and the other containing 68 

-- percent B. P. L. and higher grades. In 1941 the gap between these 
two groups became more distinct; larger quantities of the lower grade, 

- much less of the 60- to 66-percent grade, and considerably less of the
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68 basis, 66 minimum grade were sold. Ninety-one percent of the 
sales of phosphate rock in 1941 were, however, still of the higher 

: grades, mostly between 70 and 77. Only 60 percent of the total 
sales of domestic phosphate rock sold or used by producers for con- 
sumption in the United States appears to have, gone into the manu- 
facture of superphosphates, although the quantity so consumed was 
much larger in 1941 than in 1940. The use of phosphate rock. in 

| chemicals and for direct application to soils increased. 8 8 8 2 
_ The following table, showing distribution of phosphate rock sold or — 

7 used by producers by grades, uses, and classes of consumers, was. 
- compiled from reports to the Bureau of Mines by domestic producing 
companies. | : ) | | 

Phosphate rock sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by grades, 
| uses, and classes of consumers 7 

Oo 1940 | Mt 

| | Value a Value amt | er tang ton] at | 
, Grades —B. P. L.t content (per- | S : | 

. Below 60...-------------------| 347.696 9 (2) 428, 869 9] : — 
7 | phi rt ee | ae | O. 8 ae 

raison | Seated o| & | weal of @ 
72 minimum__..----------------| 1, 390, 284 35] ©) | 1,524,471 — 32 (2) 

: feminioam aa |} 086,909} =|) | 008,272] ws] 
, Tin og ea 727|} 928,628 sf On yO 

Undistributed to swawww2/|} 248.007 6) @) | 411,508 9) Oo | 
4, 002, 700 100 |$12, 334,662 | 4,688,312 | 100 | $15, 587, 738 

Uses: ee nn ns a Ss 
_-Pgiiverphosphates _ 2, 564, 844 64 2) 2, 825, 456 eo; u a won--ee ee ---- 9 ’ 

Phosphates, phosphoric acid, oo ‘ 
phosphorus, ferrophos- 
phorus. --4---..-----| $82,080 3{ (2) 644, 948 4} 

Direct application to soil_---.- 106, 202. 3 (2) 143, 196 | 3 ) 

Stock and pouitry feed 2 | at ol & _ 
Undistributed §-... 6.7471 (a) (2) 1, 074, 712 23 ¢) 

Exports 6__.....00002000T | 787,722 19 | 2,995, 501 | | | 
4, 002, 700 100 | 12, 334,662 | 4, 688, 312 100 | 15, 587, 738 

C lasses of consumers: ® Jo. 
Affiliated companies_...........] 1,089. 045 27 | 2,961,334 | 1,134, 205 24| 3,257,681 - 
Bape ne consumers.-----| 2 rer mea| «10 | Sewssor-|y 554017 | 76 | 12,890, 057 

4, 002, 700 100 | 12, 334,662 | 4,688, 312 100 | 15, 587, 738. 

1 Bone phosphate of lime. 
2 Figures not available. 
3 Less than 0.5 percent. 
¢ Includes grades of B. P. L. content between 69 and 72.9, 72-73, 73, 73.8, 74.8, 76, 76.9, and above 85 per- 

cent; also ground phosphate rock and dust, B. P. L. content not known. 
5 Includes some calc d_ phosphate and phosphatic material used in pig iron blast furnaces, in manu- 

facture of concentrated fertilizers, and in minor uses not specified. 
6 As reported to Bureau of Mines by domestic producers. ,
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po : CONSUMPTION | 
, The annual consumption of phosphate rock in the United States for 
: 1867-1940 (data for 1941 not available for publication) is graphed in 

| the accompanying diagram (fig. 2). 

: 
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i | Ficuae 2.—Consumption of phosphate rock in the United States, 1887-1948.. 

ee PRICES | | | 

Trade-journal (Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter) quotations for the 
several grades of phosphate rock increased irregularly. during the 

2 year, changes in one grade or another occurring in March, August, 
| and September. The total advances ranged from 5 to over 38 
| percent. In December, a new method of stating grades, with lower 
| ranges, was instituted; the prices, however; remained the same as the 

: higher quotations of the period immediately preceding. The various 
changes in price quotations and grades throughout 1941 are shown | 
in the following table. — | . 

| The antitrust suit, originally against 102 defendants—2 trade 
: associations, 64 fertilizer companies, and 36 officials of the defendant : 

corporations—charged with violation of the Sherman Act, was ter- 
| minated March 24, 1942, in the Federal District Court of the Middle : 

| District of North Carolina at Winston-Salem. The defendants, 
| except 7 as to whom the case was nolle-prossed, entered pleas of 

nolo contendere. In lieu of trial, informal hearings were held March 
| 16 to 24, 1942, for the information of the judge. Judgment was 
| rendered March 24, 1942. Fines are reported to have been imposed 

on 63 corporations and 31 individuals. The indictment contamed
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a two counts, charging price fixing and suppression of competition, and 
in most instances fines are stated to have been imposed on both 
counts” re 

Prices per long ton of Florida and Tennessee phosphate rock, bulk f. 0. 'b. mine, | 
ADR 

| Leaders indicate that prices are not quoted] pe ES 

Ye So | SR BE “Beet | Dee. 8-20 

High-grade hard rock: _ a oo rades—B. P. L. content (percent): : | 
-Ti-percent basis, 76-percent min- : oo Se ee 

| imum......--.-------------2--22--] $4.35 |----- eee] fe ce wn eeeneneeee _ 76-percent minimum .____..- 22... 222.) -222.222--2,|2-222 022 |---| 8800 | 
- TI-76 percent. -----------2-nnnnn---- wre een enn ne | oon one ee nen] -- ee ------|-e--------=-] | $5.00 . Land pebble: . op a oe oe . Pr | 
Grades—B. P. L.* content (percent): —_ Poe 

_ 68-percent minimum. --.-__-.2.-____. 1.90 $1. 90 - $2.00 2.00 |_.2-2 2 - - 70-percent minimum ?.._........__. 215] $2.15 | $2.30-2.40.| $2.30-2 40 |_.......777 . 72-percent minimum ?__._.-_..-.... 2. 40 32.50 | 2.75-3.00 | 2.75-3.00 |_-.....- 2. 76-percent basis, 74-percent mini-| __ of. . Pe 
. - MUM. eee 2.90 j--.---- 28. were e enn en ee |e e eee ee fee eee _ Tépercent minimum.....-.-......... anne eee] -+--- eee [eee eee eee 4.00 |------- 2. 

68-66 percent.....0.-2-.----- none - eee --]--------- ee fen eee eee feee eee] 2,00 _ 70-68 percent....---.----------2 22-22] 2 eee ee] eee eee] eee weneeneeeeee] | 240 a _ (2-70 percent .._.--.---2---2 222-2 |---| eset ---- |---| 3.00 
75-74 percent... ----.2.--2222 2222 LL. wee ee nen] een ewe enn] e ene ee eee eet . 4.00 

| _ Grades—B. P. L.! content (percent): oe . | | — 72 percent....................-........} 4.50} | 4. 50» 4580 - §&.00 J. etl _ 7 percent..--.---.----22-2222---------| 5 | 5. 50 5. 50 6.00 |. --.----.--- 
| 72-70 percent.......--.--.......----...|.--------.-- veceecees cee |seeceeeeneee|ceeceeceeeee 8.00 

75-74 percent.........-2..-.-..-------- “seen eee wneennaceee woenewernrsss werseeccrent} , 6. 00 

! Weekly quotations of Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. Ts Ba oe oe ? Bone phosphate of lime. . oe ‘During period May 12 to J uly 14, grade quoted as ““70-pereent minimum,72-percent minimum, $2.50." 

Florida.—Total shipments of phosphate rock from Florida were 18 
percent greater in quantity and nearly 2% million dollars in value in 
1941 than in 1940, the average value of the shipments increasing 
from $2.72 in 1940 to $3.04 in 1941. Land-pebble shipments, which 
constituted 97 percent of all Florida phosphate-rock sales, likewise 
showed an 18-percent increase in quantity and more than a 2-million- 
dollar increase in value; the average value increased from $2.71 to 

| $3.02. Soft-rock and hard-rock sales also increased. Soft-rock 
sales in 1941 were 14 percent greater in quantity and 29 percent in 
value than in 1940; hard-rock sales nearly doubled in quantity and 
more than doubled in value but still were far short of the 1939 figures. 
The average value reported for hard rock increased from $4.49 a 
ton in 1940 to $5.54 in 1941, the highest figure for several years. 
Hard .rock-mining operations were conducted jointly by C. and J. 
Camp and J. Buttgenbach & Co. Operations started in October 
1941 in sec. 22, where a preliminary washer feeds to the finishing 
washer at Felicia, 3 miles from Hernando. Shipments before October 
were made from stocks at the mines and at Fernandina. _. The other 
hard rock-operating company, Dunnellon Phosphate Mining Co., did 
4, {00h Paint and Drag Reporter, Fertilizer ‘“Trust”’ Case Settled: Vol. 141, No. 18, March 30, 1942, pp. 
‘American Fertilizer, Fertilizer Antitrust Suit Settled: Vol. 96, No. 7, March 28, 1942, p. 10.
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| no mining in 1941 but shipped hard rock from stocks: The Pembroke 
Chemical Corporation, Pembroke, reported no shipments of sintered 

/  phosphate-rock matrix, but this company as well as the seven usual 
| producers shipped land pebble. Total stocks of Florida phosphate 

| | OOM e be s 

co Oo ° 3 : oo i | 

: | a | Y a - | go | 

ft | = . 7 | - Sf - ; | | : 

a > aa ; 

| | ? ws’ 
| hoes | a Ox | 

: rock in the hands of producers were slighty larger at the end of 1941 
. than on December 31, 1940, and totaled nearly a million and a half | 

long tons. : ; |
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- Florida phosphate rock sold or used by producers, 1937-41, by kinds — 

| Hard rock Soft rock 1 | 

Year ; — Value at mines Value at mines 

| So Long tons | Long tons —————_----_— 

4 . | Total Average . Total Average. 

| 1987... eee eeeeeeeeeee-----| 64,151 | $342,202] $5.33 60,256 | $200,271 | $3.32 
| 1938__.........-.--.-..-2..-w.-.| 128,048 | 601,922 | 4.81] 53,470 | 178,083 | 3.33 

| 89, 096 411, 455 4, 62 41, 906 128, 435 | . 3. 06 
1940... eee 22, 367 100, 353 4.49 41, 845 . 102, 508 2. 45 
1941. ___....----------------------- 38, 116 211, 049 5. 54 47,7530 182, 472 2.77 

| Land pebble Total | 

| Year | | Value at mines . Value at mines 
Sn , _| Long tons |} | Long tons |——-__5; 

. . Total | Average | Total — Average 

| | 1087... ---e-e0s--------------| 22,872,413 |2$8, 600,512 | $2.99 | 2 2, 996, 820 |2$9, 142, 985 $3.05 
1938__...__-...-....-.--..-...---..| 2 2, 528, 808 | 2 7, 993, 665 3.16. | 2 2, 707, 335 | 2 8, 778, 680 3. 24 
1930... --..-. 1... 2sses2ss-2ese-.2.| 32, 547, 782 | 27,353,567 | 2. 89 | 2 2, 678, 784 | 3 7, 893, 457 2. 95 
1940____-..---..---22cs2cc-2s--22-| 2 2, 780, 800 | 27,538,316 | 2. 71 | 22,845, 012 | 2 7, 741, 177 2.72 
1941_..--.........---------.-0--2--| 3,279,706 | 9,800,510 | 3.02 | 3,365, 572 | 10, 234, 031 3. 04 

1 Includes material from waste-pond operations. a _ 
1 Includes sintered matrix. | oe 

| The International Minerals & Chemical Corporation (formerly the __ 
International Agricultural Corporation) began operations on a new 
mine and plant to produce phosphate rock from other portions of its 

| Florida reserves, owing to depletion of areas now being mined near 
, Mulberry. | | : 

| Cash ™ presents the data on accident experience of the pebble- 
phosphate industry in Florida for 1939 and 1940. | 2 

The Southern Phosphate Corporation in 1941 built an agglomerate 
tabling plant of 36 Deister-Overstrom tables at its Pauway mine to 
treat washer tailings from previous mining operations. Jones “ has 
prepared a detailed, illustrated description of this plant. Edwards’ ” 
survey of electrical distribution and power applications at the Southern | 

7 Phosphate Corporation mines and plants was published late in 1941. 
_ _ The Amorican Agricultural Chemical Co. is reported to have added 

dry mixing to its-sulfuric acid and superphosphate operations at Pierce 
in 1941, so that it now has a complete fertilizer plant at that place. 
Its No. 1 recovery unit at Alderman Station is described in a recent 
report.” | 

The American Cyanamid Co. is reported to have built a new drying 
plant with a capacity of 150 tons per hour of wet phosphate rock. 

Three papers by Taylor“ on the land-pebble phosphate-rock de- 
posits of Florida and the operations in that area have appeared in 
recent months. | 

~ "Cash, F. E., Accident Experience at Pebble Phosphate Operations in Florida, 1939-40: Bureau of Mines ~ 
Inf. Circ. 7186, 1941, 15 pp. 

1! Jones, Spencer; New Florida Tabling Plant Recovers Phosphate Fines from Tailings Dump: Pit and 
Quarry, vol. 34, No. 5, November 1941, pp. 43-49. 

2 Edwards, J. H., Southern Phosphate’s Electric Load Now 6,500 Horsepower: Eng. and Min. Jour., 
vol. 142, No. 12, December 1941, pp. 51-53.. 

3 Pit and Quarry, New Phosphate-Recovery Methods Make Reprocessing of Waste Profitable: Vol. 34, 
No. 3, September 1941, pp. 57-58. 
“Taylor, W. H., Land-Pebble Deposits of Florida: Pit and Quarry, vol. 34, No. 1, July 1941, pp. 103- 

105; No. 4, October 1941, pp. 50-52; No. 10, April 1942, pp. 49-52.
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 ‘Tennessee.—The tonnage of phosphate rock sold or used by Ten- — 
nessee producers (plus a small quantity of apatite from Virginia) aggre- 

. gated 1,120,358 long tons, exceeding the previous all-time high of 1940 
| by 13 percent ahd passing 1 million tons for the first time. The total 
| value of shipments exceeded 4% million dollars. All shipments from 
: Tennessee were brown rock. ‘Total stocks in the hands of producers 
: at the close of 1941 were somewhat larger than on December 31, 1940, 
7 being a little over one-quarter million tons in each of the 2 years. 

Tennessee phosphate rock (including sintered matrix) sold or used by producers, | 
: 1987-41 | | | 

| [Includes apatite from Virginia] | | | 

| oe ‘Value at mines | | | | Value at mines. 
) Year ong |——__.— Year Long |__| 

‘Total | Average | Total Average 

49371... | 825, 099 | $3, 343, : 4.05 || 1940............| 904,361 | $3,967,043 $3.99 
: 1938.......-....]: 899,208 | 3,725, 601 4.14 |] 1941......_...._| 1, 120,358 | 4, 590, 965 4.10 
| 1939 1_-__1"""7"] 938, 448 | 3,856, 505 4u|| [- - 

a Separate figures for brown rock and blue rock cannot be given without disclosing confidential data | 7 
7 regarding blue-rock production. . 

: Late in 1940 Whitlatch presented & paper on the current and. 
: past estimates of phosphate reserves in Tennessee; he critically 

examined the data available and gave supplementary information on - 
: Tennessee reserves, repeating the conclusions given In a previous 
. paper (see Minerals Yearbook, 1940, Review of 1939, p. 1309). In 
: concluding this paper he states that— 7 7 
: - The history of reserve estimates clearly indicates the tendency of past inves- | 
8 tigators to underestimate the phosphate reserves, chiefly because of failure to 
i properly evaluate future technologic advances and trade trends, which have had . 
: the effect of amplifying reserves. Although the latest (1938 and 1940) reserve | 
7 estimates have endeavored to recognize such factors and have, in consequence, 
. established record-breaking figures, the writer must conclude that probably 

| within 10 to 25 years even these figures will be obsolete. Phosphate mining 
undoubtedly will continue in Tennessee long after the exhaustion of grades now 
included in reserve tonnages, and as these grades are exhausted, new means of 

| recovery for still lower grades will be devised, and reserve estimates will be 
: accordingly amplified. == | | Sn 7 

| ‘Six private companies continued to supply by far the major 
: part. of the phosphate rock produced in Tennessee—the Armour 

: ertilizer Works, Charleston Mining Co., Federal Chemical Co., — | 
_ Hoover & Mason Phosphate Co., International Minerals & Chemical 

Corporation (formerly the International Agricultural Corporation), 
| and Monsanto Chemical Co. Few changes have been reported in 

| their operations. The Hoover & Mason Phosphate Co., however, 
| made radical changes in the intake end of its washing plant by remov- 
. ing the high towers and blast-furnace skips ahead of the washing and 
| drying plants. Both have been replaced by belt conveyors from 
3 ground storage. The grinding- and bagging-plant capacity was also 

Increased. . 
The phosphate-rock matrix-nodulizing plant completed at the 

| Mount Pleasant (Tenn.) plant of the Charleston Mining Co. in 1938, 

| 4 Whi @.L,c d Past Est f T e: Jour. T | . ! Monee’ val. 1 Nou 108L, pon al . eo Phosphate Reserves in ‘ennessee our. ennessee
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| _ with added improvements in 1939 and 1940, is described in a recent 
| illustrated article by Nordberg. © = | ae 

The International Minerals & Chemical Corporation operations in 
the Tennessee brown-rock phosphate fields are described in an article 

| published early in 1942." - 
According to the Annual Report of the Tennessee Valley Authority, _ 

studies during the fiscal year 1941 were directed toward improving sev- 
| eral steps in the large-scale processes for manufacturing concentrated 

| superphosphate and calcium metaphosphate. Further work was , 
done, on a pilot-plant scale, in developing the blast-furnace process 

7 for producing phosphoric acid. Successful operation of a pilot plant 
was attained for the production of fused rock phosphate fertilizer of 

| low fluorine content, and preliminary work was begun on the develop- 
ment of a process for producing fertilizer by fusing rock phosphate 

| with olivine. Small-scale studies of various processes for manufac- 
turing dicalcium phosphate fertilizer were initiated. As in previous 

- years, the large-scale experimental fertilizer plant was employed to 
produce superphosphate and calcium metaphosphate. Part of the 

| superphosphate was sold to the Agricultural Adjustment Corporation; 
7 the remainder, as well as all the calcium metaphosphate, was used in 

| tests and farm demonstrations.. Although operation of the plant was | 
curtailed in the later months of the year to make additional power 

| available for defense industries, production was greater than in the | 
| previous year. Several thousand tons of elemental phosphorus from 

| the Muscle Shoals plant’ have gone into the manufacture of war 
materials. This plant is now being adapted so that almost its full 
capacity may be used for producing elemental phosphorus. an 

In Tennessee, construction work was under way during the year — 
by T. V. A. at several localities, including a mining and washing plant 
in the Bear Creek area for the recovery and treatment of phosphate 
rock from the Authority’s own deposits and a sintering unit at Godwin, 
near Columbia, for preparing material to be shipped to Muscle 

. _ Shoals, Ala. oO | 
_ Virginia.— The Southern Mineral Products Corporation, subsidiary 

of the Vanadium Corporation of America, operated its open-cut mine 
on a body of apatite-bearing titanium ore (nelsonite) at Piney River 
and treated the mined material in its nearby mill to separate and 
recover apatite and ilmenite. | 

The occurrence and origin of the titanium-bearing deposits of 
Nelson and Amherst Counties have been described in detail by Ross.!® 

| Sawyer and Whittemore " discuss the utilization of apatite from 
: Virginia in the preparation of refractories; Whittemore,” in a short 

accompanying paper, considers the ceramic possibilities of apatite 
from that State. He points out that in the manufacture of a suitable 
aggregate or grog from Virginia kyanite for the refractories industries 
a “small addition of apatite was a very effective flux and mineralizer 
with aluminosilicates.” An analysis of the fluorapatite from Piney 
River is given in the article. | 

a7 4 ordberg, Bror, Nodulizing Phosphate in Kilns: Rock Products, vol. 44, No. 9, September 1941, pp 

17 Excavating Engineer, Mining Phosphate in Tennessee: Vol. 36, No. 4, April 1942, pp. 190-193, 198. 
18 Ross, C. 8., Occurrence and Origin of the Titanium Deposits of Nelson and Amherst Counties, Va.: 

Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 198, 1941, 59 pp. . 
_ 1° Sawyer, J. P., Jr., and Whittemore, J. W., The Development of a Refractory Aggregate from virginia 
Kyanite: Virginia Poly. Inst., vol. 35, No. 2, November 1941, pp. 5-36. . 

»” Whittemore, J. W., Ceramic Possibilities for Virginia Apatite: Virginia Poly. Inst., vol. 35, No. 2, 
November 1941, p. 37.
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- Western States.—In 1941, Idaho, Montana, and Utah were the only 
Western States that produced phosphate rock. In Idaho the Ana- 

7 conda Copper Mining Co. operated its No. 3 mine at Conda, Caribou 
County. Montana had two producers. The larger of these—the | 

' . Montana Phosphate Products Co., of Trail, British Columbia— 
: operated the Anderson and Graveley mines and Federal Government 
. leases, shipping the mined phosphate rock to the Consolidated Min- 

ing & Sme'ting Co. of. Canada, at Trail. The other producer—the 
F Mineral Hill Mining Co.—operated its mine near Avon, Powell - 

_ County, and shipped the crude phosphate rock to the Anaconda | 

Copper Mining Co. at Anaconda. In Utah John M. Uren and the 
Garfield Chemical & Mfg. Co. mined and shipped phosphate rock 
from Government-leased land near Spanish Fork, Utah County. — | 

Early in 1942, the Teton Phosphate.Co., Boise, Idaho, began to _ 
- ship phosphate rock from its holdings near Montpelier, Idaho. _ 
: - The plant of the Anderson’ Phosphate Co. near Garrison, Mont., | 
- is reported to have been destroyed by firelatemm 1941. = | - - 
: _ Idaho phosphate.rock carries a small percentage of vanadium oxide; 
- this material, needed for special steel alloys for war purposes, is re- 
: covered from these ores by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. as a : 

byproduct of its treatment of the phosphate rock from Conda. _ 
In a recent report Richardson” describes the geology of a phos- 

q phate area in the Randolph quadrangle which covars northeastern 

. Utah and southwestern Wyoming. Small amounts of phosphate. | 
: rock formerly were mined in this region. | BS 

: On November 12, 1941, Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes _ | 

: announced the formation of a consulting committee which, it. is 
: reported, will investigate the possibilities of the production of low- | 

i cost fertilizer and its distribution to the farmers of the Northwest. 

‘ Western States phosphate rock sold or used by producers, 1937-41 — 

/ | Idaho Montana Toth 

: Year _ | Value at mines | Value at mines Value at mines | 

: Long [| Lug | - Long [ooo 

! | (ns | rotal oe mens Total "i ons | Total ao 

: 1937............---| 83,436 | $356,037 | $4.27] 50,834 | $133,138 | $2.62 | 134,270 | $480,175 | $3. 64 
: 1988...........--.-] 66,014 | 206, 595 4. 49 66,491 | 155,917 2.34 | 132,505 | 452.512 3.42 

7 19389...............] 95,451 | 431, 938 4. 53 44,384 | 112,142 2.53 | 139,835 | 544,080 3. 89 

2 1940... 2271777] gptogs | 441,598 | 4.46 | 64.230 | 184,844 | 2.88] 163,327 | 626,442 | 3.84 
: 1041_.......--....-] 97,274 | 444,154) 457 105, 108 | 318, 588 3.03 | 202,382 | 762,742 3.77 

FOREIGN TRADE * | 

Imports.—Total imports of phosphate rock declined gradually from 

13,400 long tons in 1937 to 2,953 tons in 1940. Because of war 

i restrictions, data on imports in 1941 are available for publication for 
| the first 9 months only; during this period neither phosphate rock nor 

| apatite was imported. Imports of ammonium phosphates used as 

, fertilizer declined sharply in 1941, only 4,858 long tons entering the 

: 41 Richardson, G. B., Geology and Mineral Resources of the Randolph Quadrangle, Utah-Wyoming: . 

Geol. Survey Bull. 923, 1941, 54 pp. | 
#2 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureaa of Mines, from records of the 

\ Department of Commerce. |
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) United States from January to September. In the same period no 
basic slag was imported. Imports of guano from January to Sep- 
tember 1941 increased greatly and totaled 14,752 long tons, or more 

: than in any full year since 1938. | | : 

| Phosphate rock and phosphatic fertilizers imported for consumption in the United 
| —— " ” States, 1987-41 | | 

a 1987 1938 | 1980 140 | gant) 

| - | | Lens) vatue | LODE) Value -| LORE) Value | 1008) value | Value 

oe Apatite...--..-..--------|------ a 2 golf. || ef |e 
Phosphates, crude, not fo. ef de , a 

elsewhere specified... ..|13, 400] $115,926] 7,004] 80,534] 3,500} $23,625] 2,953| $19,536)... 
Ammonium phosphates, |. | - pf ee 

| used as fertilizer... _. ..|27, 253|1, 089, 657|29, 028) 1, 286, 935|34, 995] 1, 627, 608,44, 782)1, 959, 900] 4, 858, $203, 344 
. Bone dust, or animal car- | | - | . 

bon, and bone ash, fit | . a . tof a 
only for fertilizing.” __..|37. 341] 857,349'19, 581| 393, 808 40, 530| 799, 179.27, 676| 618, 538|20, 418| 449, 497. | 

Guano.._.......--.--.--.|13, 104] 375, 650{15, 199] 717, 817| 5,151| 211,941 °785| 17, 164/14, 752| 442, 406 
Slag, basic, ground or un- en - 

ground................| 7141  7,330| 691; 9,547/ 405] 5,168) 452), «4, 766|-... |... 
| Precipitated bone, ferti- . . ae a 

lizer grade..............| 4,414 E 3, 385} “ 2, 314) c 1,141 ms 

_ Exports—Because of wartime restrictions on release of foreign 
| trade data for 1941, the total quantity and value of exports from | 

| _ January to September only can be published; exports by countries of | 
| destination cannot be. published. Exports of phosphate rock were 

much larger in these 9 months than in the whole 12 months of 1940. 
Florida land pebble and hard rock, and Western States hard rock 
also, were exported; as in former years, the greater part of the exports 

7 was Florida land pebble. | 7 a | | : 
The accompanying tables show shipments of phosphate rock and 

“Other phosphate materials” from the United States in the years 
1937 to 1940, inclusive, and in the first 9 months of 1941. 

| Phosphate rock 1 exported from the United States, 1937-41 | 

Lo Value . Lo Value. 

Total Average Total | Average 

1937._..........| 1, 052, 802 | $5, 818, 231 $5.53 || 1940.__.........| 751,495 a3 $5.12 
1938_.......-..-| 1,140,841 | 6, 637, 638 5.82 || 1941@an—Sept)| 820,306 | 4,600449| :61 
1939..--...-....| 949,006 | 5, 233, 104 5.51 

1 1937-40: Excludes sintered matrix, which is included under “Other phosphate materials”; 1941: Includes 
sintered matrix. 

| Other phosphate materials ' exported from. the United States, 1887-41 

Year Long tons Value Year Long tons Value 

1937.............-.....-..| 55,665 | $466,850 || 1940.._..................] 11,924 | $201, 087 
1938_......-.----- ue. 32, 581 208, 550 || 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)_....._._- 1, 870 94, 750 
1930... .--.--ses-ssseee.| 29, 080 192, 306 | 

1 1937-40: Includes bone ash, dust, and meal; animal carbon for fertilizer; basic slag, etc.; and sintered 
‘Matrix. 1941: Excludes sintered matrix, which is included under ‘“Phosphate rock.” L
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| a WORLD RESERVES —™”™ 
_-' The total phosphate-rock reserves of the world are now believed — | 

a to exceed 26 billion tons *—nearly 13% billion tons in North America ~~ 

(13% billion in the United States alone), nearly 8 billion tonsin Europe 

(roughly 7% billion tons in Russia), and over 3% billion tons in Africa | 

(by far the greater part in French North Africa). The remaming 

, reserves, less than a billion tons, are scattered over South America 

- Oceania, and Asia. These data are shown graphically in the following 

- diagram (fig. 4). : | Lo , a a 

; | 16 : 7 a , i | | | 

| © | | 
~ 2. 

: - - 1ob | 
| | 

tL 5 ‘el: 7 EUROPE a | _ - | - | - 

. tsa Aim | 7 | : 

f 2 | North Arico . 
: | - | SOUTH AMERICA | | | 

' . Fiaune 4.—Known phosphate-rock reserves of the world, by continents and countries, in 1942. | | | 

OO - WORLD PRODUCTION Soe | 

: | Few figures are available on phosphate production in foreign coun- . 

tries during 1941 (see following table). Presumably little change 

: occurred in the general trends, save in the Mediterranean region and | 

' in Oceania. | | _ 

fs In Canada, activity revived on a small scale at certain long-idle 

apatite mines of the Liévre River district, Quebec.” 

Be TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS —_— te 

Several papers on various phases of phosphate-rock technology, in 

i addition to those mentioned in other parts of this chapter, have ap- 

| peared; they are referred to briefly here. | | . 

Easterwood 25 discusses several of the more recent developments in - 

the phosphate industry. | 

Copson, Pole, and Baskervill* describe methods of producing 

| metaphosphates of calcium, potassium, and sodium. 

" 2 Mansfield, G. R., Phosphate Deposits of the World, with Special Reference to Those of the United 

: States: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 9-12. 

. Ie acob, Ks The Phosphaie Rock Reserves of the United States: Commercial Fertilizer Yearbook, 1938 

| mM Johnson, Bertrand L. (from data received from W. B. Timm, Director, Mines and Geology Branch, 

Canadian Dept. of Mines and Resources), Phosphate-Canada: Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, 

: vol. 14, No. 1, January 1942, p. 25. 
: %§ Easterwood, H. W., Recent Developments in the Phosphate Field: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., , 

vol. 34, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 13-19. 
28 Copson, R. L., Pole, G. R., and Baskervill, W. H., Development of Processes for Metaphosphate 

Productions: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 26-32. 

4977794389 _
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World production of phosphate rock, 1987-41, by countries, in metric tons! 
. _ {Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | | 

| | — Countryt Tb 1987 1938 | 1939 | 190 | 1941 

Algeria... -.------eeeeee-e-------.---..} 681,148 | 584,452 | 2 450,000 @ 3 
Angaur Island (exports) .-----------------..----| 90,652 | 105,578} (3) |  (@y | ©. Auealiss (exports) 3 3 QO @) 8 

New South Wales_-_-.--.-------------.--.- 20 244 (3) QQ) @) . 
South Australia_-..-..------.--------------- feo eee 254) (3). ® — (3) 

. Western Australia. -..........---------+----|----..-----|-----------|--------.-- 40 | op . 
Brazil. ....-.--.------.----------2---- eed 100 (*) (3) 3) 
Canada............------2 2-2 91 189 142 | 325 | 2,256 

. Chile. --.-.---.--..-.------------------------2-- (3) (3). (8) 32, 000 Q 
China 4____.---..-_---.-------------------1----- -8, 000 8, 000 8, 000 (3) oo 

_ Christmas Island, Straits Settlements (exports) .| | 154, 378 162, 425 177,972 | 241;826'} - @) | | Egypt. .....-.-.--------------------------------| 517,002 | 458,404 | 5477538 | 183, 182 (3) 
" Estonia......-......-..-.--- 2-222 10, 112 13,012 S a (8) Q 

. France. ..-.-----.---------------------------2--} 108.600. |) 3) (3) 
- . Germany---..--.--.--------------2----- ee 3,314] 3,221 (3) . Q) (3) 

| India, British_._.--..-.------.----------------- 169 23 “185 (3) (3) 
Indochina.......-.-----------------------------| 20,252 | 37,341 | 35,604] 22, 266 @ | 
Italy. ...-.-----------------2----- eee eee 200 |...-------- 3) (3) ) 
Japan.._..-------------------------------------| 2100, 000 ) > | @ | @- 
Madagascar. -...------------..----------------- 4, 290 5, 699 3) | ©. 495 () 
Makatea Island (exports) = oo n---- -----------| _ 166,726 | 102,941 160,680 | 173,177 | = (3) .. 
Morocco, French (shipments) §-_................| 1, 501, 767 | 1, 447, 544 | 1,491,754 |. @) a). 

. Nauru and Ocean Islands 6_.__......._..._---.-] 1,024, 168 | 1, 184,816 | 1,244,170 | 1,263, 385. @®. «| 
. Netherlands Indies..............2.-_-._--.--___- 26, 187 33,113 | 18,777.) 34,086 | (3) 

Netherlands West Indies: Curacao (exports)...} 101, 837 99, 283. (2) 6, 047 (8) 
New Caledonia...~....---.2...- 22-22-22 2 eee 307 6,000 |. f () 
Philippine Islands_...........----..-2.--2--__ 70); (%)  [O 4 pu & (3) 

. “Rumania._----_......--2--22 2-22 950 me ( ) @® | QR : 
Seychelles Islands (exports)......-...---..-...-| 9,504 21,703 | .- 28, 545. 14, 613 (3) - 
South-West Africa_.__.-....-.--.-.-----.-------|leeeo- fee ween en-seee 869 (3) 
Spain__...--..------ +22 i-------| 10, 702 23,4299; . 3) | QQ — ) 

. Sweden (apatite) ...........-22-2-- 222 - 4,917 6,192 | . 6,267)  @.. (3) 
. Tanganyika Territory ...-.......22-----2-.--...| . 104] 69; 132 — Ol & 

Tunisia... --2.-....222.---2----2-.-----------.| 1,771, 439 | 1, 934, 200 1, 608. 045 | 2720,000 
U.8. 8. R_.----- 22-2 ---| 2900, 000 (3) — -@) - %).- 
United States (sold or used by producers) - - ----| 4 019, 686. | 3,799, 253 | 3,817,368 | 4,066,943 | 4, 763, 550 

1 In addition to countries listed, Austria, Belgium, Poland, and Taiwan produce phosphate rock, but 
data of output are not available. . 

2 Estimated. : 
3 Data not available. 
4 Estimated (Imp. Inst., London). 
5 Including exports as follows: 1937, 1,484,562 tons; 1938, 1,427,643 tons; 1939, 1,465,673 tons. 
* Exports during fiscal year ended June 30 of year stated. . 

| Schwartz and Munter” discuss in considerable detail the uses of 
various sodium and potassium phospbates in water softening. | 

Elmore, Huffman, and Wolf * present the results of a study of the 
defluorination of phosphate rock. | | 

| Larpenteur ® discusses the application of hydroseparation and 
classification in the treatment of washer debris in the Florida land- 
pebble and Tennessee brown-rock phosphate fields. 

Walthall and Striplin ® describe the pilot-plant development of a 
process for manufacturing phosphoric acid by burning phosphorus in 
dry air and absorbing the resulting P.O; vapor in concentrated aqueous 
solutions containing 85 percent P,O;. | 

77 Schwartz, Charles, and Munter, C. J., Phosphates in Water Conditioning: Ind. and Eng. Chem., 
ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 32-40. 

8 Elmore, K. L., Huffman, E. O., and Wolf, W. W., Defluorinating of Phosphate Rock in the Molten 
State: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 40-48. 

* Larpenteur, B. J., Particle Sizing and Hydroseparation in Phosphate Recovery: Eng. and Min. Jour., 
vol. 143, No. 3, March 1942, pp. 50-51. oe 

ae Walthall, J. H., and Striplin, M. M., Jr., Superphosphorie Acid by Absorption of Phosphorus Pent- 
oxide Vapor: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 33, No. 8, August 1941, pp. 995-1000.
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Earhart *' presents a study of tne economic advantages and ceramic 

possibilities of using phosphates as opacifying agents in glazes. 

Crass ** describes the use of phosphorus in the match industry. | 

: The use of phosphates in ceramic ware 1s described in a series of ) 

| papers by Weyl,” Weyl and Kreidl,* and Kreidl and Weyl.” : 

runauer and Shultz * show that if phosphate rock is present when 

phosphorus is oxidized by steam at 1,000°-1,100° C. certain undesir- 

: able products—phospkorus tetroxide and phosphine—are eliminated. 

Armstrong ®” discusses phosphate treatment as a rust preventive ~ | 

. before painting. | a a. - ~ 

The uses of various phosphates in ceramics are discussed in a | 

! recently issued Dictionary of Ceramic Materials. = | 

fo oe SUPERPHOSPHATES | : 

: The following table gives outstanding features of the superphos- | 

: phate industry in the United States from 1938 to 1941. 

Salient statistics of the superphosphate industry in the United States, 1 938-41 

7 a : - ‘| 1938 1939 1940 1941 

: Production: !. | 
| 

a Bulk superphosphate - ._-------------------short tons-. 3, 575, 588 | 3,801,194 | 4,385,971 | 4, 867,202 

a Shi Wet base ‘and wet mixed goods........-----------do----] 156, 730 152,500} 136,204 136, 631 

i ments:!. =: . fo Fo 

i . Fat superphosphate, to consumers----.-----------d0---- 902, 490 897, 749 | 1,048, 508 | 1, 503,373 

" ‘All superphosphate, to others. -....--------------do----} 1, 817, 293 | 2,073, 123 | 2,252,620 | 2, 584, 732 

i ‘Base and mixed gouds?._._...-__..--------------do.-- | 1, 587, 401 | 1, 526,026 | 1,519, 493 | 1, 648, 808 
: Stocks in manufacturers’ hands, Dec. 31:!. 0 - | ao . . 

\. Bulk superphosphate... ----.---------------------d0----| 1, 361, 127 | 1,233, 297 | 1,285,408 | 1, 049, 268 

5 Base and mixed goods 3._.......-----------------d0----} 669, 503 701, 649 740, 914 812, 973 

4 Exports of superphosphates 8.______..__....--.--long tons-- 90, 237 95,224 | 141,289 £102, 784 

: Imports of superphosphates 8_______-----------------d0-~-- ‘18, 753 17, 238 10, 017 4G, 980 

4 Sales ‘of phosphate rock by producers for superphosphate ) . | 

a production -..-......---------------------------/0Dg tons. | 2,074,779 | 2,192,779 | 2, 564, 844 2, 825, 456 

ati Bureeu of the Census, Monthly Statistics, Superphosphate Industry, 16 percent available phosphoric . 

* 2 Includes wet and dry bases and wet and dry mixed goods. 7 | | 

, 3 Department of Commerce. 
| 

4 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. . : 

i Imports of superphosphates have declined in recent years; in 1940 7 

‘ and 1941 all came from Canada. The following table gives imports by | 

: classes and countries in 1939, 1940, and the first 9 months of 1941. 

? 31 Earhart, W. H., Use of Phosphate Opacifying Agents in Sanitary-Ware Glazes: Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., 

: vol. 20, No. 9, September 1941, pp. 312-313. ; 

t 33 Crass, M. F., Jr., The Match Industry, Raw Materials Employed: Chem. Ind., vol. 48, No. 4, April 

: 1941, pp. 424-433; No. 5, May 1941, pp. 575-579. . 

33 Weyl, W. A., Phosphates in Ceramic Ware; I. In Opal Glasses: Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 24, No. 7, 

July 1941, pp. 221-225. Phosphates in Ceramic Ware; II. Role of Phosphorus in Bone China: Jour. Am. 

.. Ceram. Soc., vol. 24, No. 8, August 1941, Dp. 24 247: 

. % Weyl, W. A., and Kreidl, N. J., Phosphates in Ceramic Ware; III. Phosphorus Compounds as Reduc- 

F ing and Fining Agents in Glass: Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 24, No. 10, October 1941, pp. 337-340. 

| 3 Kreidl, N. J., and Weyl, W. A., Phosphates in Ceramic ‘Ware; IV. Phosphate Giasses: Jour. Am. 

Ceram. Soc., vol. 24, No. 11, November 1941, pp. 372-378. 

: 36 Brunauer, Stephen, and Shultz, J. F., Oxidation of Phosphorus by Steam; Investigations of the Gas- 

, Phase Oxidation in the Presence and Absence of Phosphate Rock: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 33, 
No. 6, June 1941, PP: 828-832. 

. 

37 Armstrong, E., Phosphatizing Aids Rapid Finishing: Metal Treatment, vol. 6, 1940, pp. 105-110, 118. 

eee Industry, A Complete Dictionary of Ceramic Materials: Vol. 38, No. 1, January 1942, pp.
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Superphosphates (acid phosphatee) imported for consumption in the United. States, 
«1939-41, by classes and countries = 

| | oe 1989 1940. |: 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) | 
| | Class and country _ | Led — le | “Le . 

| | tons | Value | tong | Value | tons | Value 

| ‘Normal (standard) (not over 25 percent P30; ef _ | a content): . 7 foo. 
 -Belgium______......-..-.-------------------| 450 | $6,717 |. ff le Canada._.---- 222222 22LLLIIL LLL] 9,864 | 145, 772 | -7,087 | $97,682 | 4, 174 | "$56, 187 
Germany -_.-.--....-..---.----------------- 198 2,124 |...-----|---- 2-22] eee | _ Netherlands... .------22- 22sec] 1,685 | 14, 769 [OOTP 

| 42,147 | 169,382 | 7.057 | 97,682 | 4,174 | 66, 187 
os Concentrated (treble) (over 25 percent P30; ] | 

. content): | Be a 
Belgium ---......----------1-.--------------| 4; 142 | 134,208 |..-.-_--}. 2-2} | Canada. -_--- 222222] "552 | 23, 140 | "2, 864 | 30, 982 | 2, 788 | 60,386 Netherlands. ----.-.-..---------------------| 250] 7,985 |__| | 

| oe 4,944 | 165,303 | 2,864 | 39,082 | 2,788 | 60,356 
. | Ammoniated: op ee | Belgium ....-.........2---------------------| 27 | 1,585 Je} | | + Oanada.._-------------- 2-2 eee | 120] 3,607 86 | 88 i8 | 376 

| - | u47| 5,192| 96] 1,91} 18| 376 
oo | _ 17,238 | 339,877 | 10,017 | 139,615 | 6,980 | 125,919 

Exports of superphosphates in recent years are shown in the follow- — 
ing table; both the total quantity and value increased yearly from 

| | 1937 to 1940, but figures for the first 9 months of 1941 appear to indi- 
cate at least temporary cessation of growth in quantity (but not value) 
and virtual doubling of the average value par ton. oe | 

| | _Superphosphates exported from the United States, 1987-41 - 

oe Value a Value | 
| Year Long tons |-——_- -—_—_- Year Long tons |} 

Total Average Total Average 

1937..........| 78,949 | $841, 062 $10.65 || 1940.........| 141, 289 | $1,655,396 $1.72 
; ; 1938.......... 90, 237 045, 351 10.48 || 1941 (Jan.- 

1939_...._...- 95, 224 1, 010, 336 10. 61 Sept.).-.-- 102, 784 | 2, 203, 836 21, 44 
. + 

. . 

Supplies of phosphate rock ample for the manufacture of super- 
phosphates needed by this country are available at the mines. How- 
ever, inadequate facilities for transporting this necessary raw material 
to the superphosphate-producing centers, increased demands by the 
Munitions industry for sulfuric acid—the other essential in the manu- 
facture of superphosphates—and consequent possible shortage of sup- 
ply for fertilizer manufacture, and increased demands for super- 

_ phosphate affected prices, which were advanced slightly late in 1941. 
On February 21, 1942, a price ceiling established on superphosphate 
fixed the prite * at that prevailing within 5 days before the temporary 
regulation was issued. 
~ 39 Office of Price Administration, Title 32.—National Defense: Chap. 11, part 1367—Fertilizers—Tempo- rary Maximum Price Regulation No. 1. Mixed Fertilizers, Superphosphate, and Potash.
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a Temporary price maximums for superphosphate, which expired 
_ April 27, 1942, were made permanent under Maximum Price Regula- 
. tion 135, effective April 28, 1942, stabilizing the prices at the levels 
f prevailing since February. ) | 

Several articles relating to the technology of the superphosphate 
industry appeared recently. - 

BASIC SLAG | 

- Basic slag is an important source of fertilizer phosphorus in many ~ 
Kuropean countries, where it has become an active competitor of 

\ phosphate rock and superphosphate for that purpose in agriculture. , 
No figures for production in Europe during 1939, 1940, or 1941 are 
available; data for 1935-38 are given in Minerals Yearbook, 1940, 

: Review of 1939, p. 1319. A total of at least 4 to nearly 6 million 
tons is produced annually. | ae | 

: Little basic slag is produced in the United States—probably 25,000 
: to 50,000 tons a year in the Birmingham iron district of Alabama. 
Bo Only a small quantity of basic slag is imported into the United 
i States annually. Such imports in recent years (1937-40) ranged 
o from 405 to 714 long tons. Annual figures, 1937-41, are given in the 
; section of this chapter on ‘Foreign trade.”’ 
: "4 Hill, W. L., and Marshall, H. L., Composition and Properties of Superphosphates; Chemistry of . 
} Ordinary Superphosphate Manufacture: Presented at joint symposium of Division of Fertilizer Chemistry ; and Division of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, American Chemical Society, Atlantic City, Sep- 
i tember 10, 1941; abs. Am. Fertilizer, vol. 95, No. 6, September 13, 1941, pp. 5-6. 
; Jacob, K. D., and Ross, W. H., Work cited in footnote 5. | , | 
. Tremearne, T. H., and Jacob, K. D., Work cited in footnote 4.. 
: Holmes, J. B. S., Composition of Ammoniated Superphosphate: Am. Fertilizer, vol. 95, No. 19, October 

: 7 or FE. Liebig and the Superphosphate Industry: Am. Fertilizer, vol 94, No. 6, March 15, 1941, 
4 pp. 10-11, 22; presented at Liebig Symposium, Am. Chem. Soc. meeting, Detroit, September 9-13, 1940.
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ee SUMMARY OUTLINE | 

. General conditions. _...-..-.----------------- 1389} Prices.-_....-----.------------------------—-- 1398 
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: Sales__._....-.-----------------------=------- 1390 | Foreign trade_.-_..-....--------------------—-- 1306 

Markets.....-....-..-------------------------. 1393 | World production. ..------------------------- 1398 

| _ ss GENERAL CONDITIONS oe 
- Sales of talc, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone in 1941 were 

416,369 short tons valued at $4,701,892 (see fig. 1), or 48 percent 

- (134,994 tons) greater in quantity and 56 percent ($1,693,572) greater 

in value than in 1940. Sales of crude, sawed and manufactured, and 

: ground all increased in both quantity and value—the greatest tonnage | 

— ~PRrTrrreyr eye — -|+—+— yr Pe i 
pee Ee 

fi I Lo) lL wl 
: A 5p Rae ps | 1500 | | 

PST es es a 
_ - 9a" 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 . 1940 7341 | 

| | FIGURE 1.—Sales of domestic talo, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone, 1933-41. 

- increase being in the ground products. Imports of crude materials 

: were greater in both quantity and value in the 9 months of 1941 for 
which figures may be published than in the entire year 1940, but 

| imports of other classes were less in both categories. Exports (both 

| classes) for which data are available were less in the first 9 months of 

1941 than in the whole year 1940. | 

! 1 Soapstone sold in slabs or blocks is included in the chapter on Stone. 
. 1389
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7 Pyrophyllite is included with tale in this discussion because it 
resembles talc in certain physical properties and is interchangeable 

_ with talc in some uses, although during recent years certain specialized 
_ uses for pyrophyllite have been developed. Itisa hydrous aluminum 

| silicate, Al,Si,0,,.(0H)., whereas talc is a hydrous magnesium silicate, 
Mg;Su01.0(0H)2. Pyrophyllite sometimes is classed as one of the | 

: kaolin minerals (see Minerals Yearbook, 1939, p. 1273). 

7 _ Salient statistics of the talc, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone indusiries in the | 
7 me ae __ Untted States, 1940-41 | a 

| | Be Short tons| Value | Shorttons} Value 

Mined: , | | . - oo : a Total. _..-------.---2 eee eceeeeee eee eee} (1) 414, 544 (1) | 
Used by producers... -...-.---2:-----------2.-| ~ ) 370, 444 ..@) oe 

- Sold by producers— - | fo ~ Cmide?. nee eeeeeee--| 17,704 | $118, 404 43,823 | $303,839 — 
- Sawed and manufactured__.__._-......_..._.._..__.|- 1, 894 140, 565 |- 4, 186 308, 467 - | Ground __ 222222 III] 268; 757 | 2,749,831 | 368,360 | 3, 999, 586 

oo Ry OS | 281,375 | 3,008,320} 416,369} 4,701,892 
_._|mports for consumption: 3 _- SO pe : | __ Crude and unground steatite and French chalk.-.- =~ 1,479 |. 4223 43, 249 

Cut and sawed ._._.._._. 2-2 125 20, 739 | - 471 410, 611 
a Ground, washed, or pulverized___...._-_...-....._. 28, 145 465, 049 414, 614 * 180, 651 

sO 7 ” . 28, 363 487, 267 414,908 4 194, 511 

Exports: | 
oS Tele, Steatite, soapstone, and pyrophyllite, crude - nd ground... 9,402 | 167,992]  47,777| 4 146,674 

Powder—talcum (in packages), face, and compact. - (5) 945, 530 (5) 4 865, 101 

| Os | wate--------| 1,113, 522 |-.----------] 41,011, 775 
eee 

| 1 Data not available. | | a 2 Includes pinite from Nevada. 
3 Exclusive of ‘‘manufactures, u.s. p.f., except toilet preparations,” as follows: 1940, $21,568; 1941 (Januar y- : September), £9,915; quantities not available. 
‘ Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 
§ Quantity not recorded. . : | 

| Eleven States reported sales of talc, pyrophyllite, ground soapstone, 
or pinite in 1941, the same number as in 1940, but Montana replaced 
New Jersey as a producer. Western States increased their share of 

_ the total domestic sales from 14 to 17 percent. Eastern States 
furnished the remaining 83 percent in 1941—a slight decline from 1940 
in relative performance. | 

| SALES 

_ Sales of talc, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone by producers 
increased greatly in 1941 and reached an all-time record of 416,369 
short tons valued at $4,701,892 (see fig. 1), an increase of 48 percent in 
quantity and 56 percent in value over 1940. Sales of crude, sawed 
and manufactured, and ground materials were all greater than in 1940. 
The increase in sales of crude material, however, was not as great as 
it appears, for this year the Bureau has attempted to record the crude 
sold by the primary producers.
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| Talc, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone sold by producers in the United States, 
| | 1987-41, by classes | 

| | So — @mde Sawed and manufactured _ | 

- . a — | oe Value at shipping to | 7 ‘Value at shipping oo 
. ; Year ® . we 

_ y Short _ point Short . _ point . 
7 ° tons |---|  OWtons | YD | 

: . | : Total | Average a Total | Average: 

ee 1937... eee eeeeeeeeeee--e--------| 11,087 | $52,750] $4.76 | 1,101 | $111,680} $101.44 
1938.......-.-.----------.------------.| 13,498 72, 845 5.40| 1,729| 70,268 40.64 
1939......--...------------.-----------| 15,722] 82,188]. 5.23] ‘1,871 77,915 | —° 41.64 

So 1940__.:----------------22-------------| 117,724 | 1118424] 16.68] - 1,804 | 140, 565 74.22 
| 194) ones] 148,823 | 1303,830] 18.99] 4,186 | 308,467 | 73.69 

e Oo = : Ground Joo. Total § 

= ne ee - | Value at'shipping | _ Value at shipping | 
" . Year : me : : i . : “ 

— Oo Short point - -Short |- | point Ta 

. | ee oo tons |i 7 
, | oe oe 1 Total | Average |. Total | Average. 

mo 1987._.2--oeeeeeeeeee-u--------------} 217,811 | $2,397,323 | $1i.o1 | 229, 900.] $2,561,753 | $11.14: 
1938._.-----------------------2--------| 197,548 | 2,159,447 | 10.93 | 212,775 | 2,302,560] 1082 

7 ) 1939__..-..-....-._..-..2-------------| 286,383 | 2,540,731 | 10.75 | 253,976 | 2,700,834 10. 63 | 
. | 1940__.-- 2. -2---------------|  261,-757 | 2,749,331 | 10.50 | 281,375 | 3, 008, 320 10.69 

IML nnn nee n eee e cece enna ene eeeee--| 368, 360 | 3,999, 586 |. 10.86 | 416,369 | 4, 701, 892 1.290 

1 Includes pinite from Nevada. - 7 Oe 

| Sales by States—Markedly larger tonnages were sold or used by 7 
| producers in 1941 in all States for which comparative figures can be — 

| _ published for 1940 and 1941, and increases ranged from 35 to 65 | 
: : percent. The greatest advances in tonnage sold were in New York, 

| orth Carolina, California, and Vermont. All-time high records are | 
a known to have been established in California, Georgia, North Carolina, 

and New York. New York remained by far the leading producing 
State; its output was more than double that of any other State. ; 

Talc, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone sold by producers in the United States, 
| | 1940-41, by States | oo | 

—_—_— 

| fp 1940 1941 
State | ————————_— 

| Short tons Value Short tons Value _ 

California. ____.....----------------------- 22 36, 282 $476, 926 59,203 | . $811, 793 
Georgia... 222222 ee} 0 toa | “2197 959 28, 511 364, 560 
Maryland..-- 222222] (1) 15, 628 105, 363 
Nevada_....-._.-_--_------ 22 (1) (1) 2 13,178 2 126, 433 
New York... .....-.2-2-2-22----------------------------| 118,611 | 1, 402,524 | 153,560 | 1, 917, 732 
North Carolina. ___.....-_..--.- 2-2-2 eee 39, 206 298, 382 64, 783 567, 921 
Vermont.___._...---.------------- 2 eee 38, 516 423, 368 57, 248 663,. 468 
Washington_____._.-..--_---_--- 2-22 4 1, 394 6 2, 426 
Other States 3__-...-.2-- 2222-2 -- ee eee 233,652 | 2 185, 767 24, 252 142, 196 

281,375 | 3,008,320 |  416,369| 4,701,892 a ee 

1 Included under “‘Other States’; Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures separately. 
3 Includes Nevada pinite. 

Vi, 1940: Maryland, Nevada, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Virginia; 1941: Montana, Pennsylvania, and 
irginia. }
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| MARKETS I 

ss The paint, ceramics, rubber, roofing, and paper industries consume | 
| most of the tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone of domestic | 

7 origin. Reports from producers to the Bureau of Mines show that 
/ these five industries took 81 percent of the total sales in 1941 compared oo. 
| with 75 percent in 1940. The tonnage of these commodities used by eS 

all the principal consuming industries increased sharply, an advance | 
- of over 52,000 tons being reported for the paint industry alone. —~ 
: The ceramic industry retained its position as the second most im- 
; portant, market and again slightly increased its share of the total. _ : 
: The rubber industry more than doubled its consumption and rose to | 

third place. Consumption in toilet preparations made a notable rise— : 
_ about 140 percent—probably indicative of the replacement of foreign —_ 
' tales by those of domestic origin. __ | OO . 

° | Tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone sold by producers in the United States, 

: a — LOMO-4T, by uses 4 

: - | oe Se | Short tons | Potetal ‘of Short tons ‘Pereent of | 7 

; a e775] oad 120, 310° | 2 
\. Ceramics_.....------.2.---------------2 +++ eee] 48,661; | 188 _ 78,990 19 . 

Rubber _..-...,.------------------------------- 2-2-2 e+ 28, 501 — 10] 58,114 14 
Boo Roofing. ......-----------1--------------- +--+ ee 34, 347 12 40, 605 | - 10 
: | FADE nano e ao anr nner 31, 657 | 11 37, 884 | 9. 
8 _ Toilet preparations......--.--.--..---.----------.------]. 8, 818 3 21,119 | . . 6 
i Insecticides... ........-.-------------------------------- (2) (1) 10,479 | |. 2 
: Foundry facings_._.........--.---------4--------------- 5, 532 2 6, 705 : 2 — 
: Crayons......-----.----------------------------2------- 1, 829 1: 3, 186 |: 4] | 
P Other uses reported 2._......-..----------=-------------| 29, 502.4 - 10]... 24,280] 6 

Use not reported....00CIINIIII NII] bees | 9 ess] 
- fea oo 3 281, 375 100] 3416369] = 100 _ 

: _' 1Ineluded under ‘‘Other uses”’; figures not available. . | - | | : 
2 1940: Bleaching, insecticides, plaster, refractory, textile, and other minor uses; 1941: Bleaching, insula- : 

‘tion, lubricants, refractory, textile, and other minor uses. oo 
8 Includes pinite. . | 

| | PRICES | | 

~The average values of sales of all grades of talc, pyrophyllite, and | 
* ground soapstone in the past 5 years, as reported to the Bureau of Oo 
| Mines by producers, are given in the table under Sales. - | 
| ' Quotations on finely ground domestic talc, per ton, f. 0. b. works, 
: carlots, on May 18, 1942, were as follows, according to the Ou, Paimt 

and Drug Reporter: a 
| California: $17.50 to $43. : | 
: New York: Fibrous, 325-mesh, 93 to 94 percent, $13 to $18; 99 to 

: 99% percent, $15.25 to $19.25; 99.95 percent, $17 to $21. 
_.. Pennsylvania: $11 to $13.50. a 
| Vermont: $14. a, 
| Canadian talc: Carlots, delivered New York, quoted at $24 to $30 
| a ton. | 
| - No quotations were available on imported French and Italian talcs. 

The quoted prices on pyrophyllite in the same journal were: Stand- 
ard, 200-mesh, carlots, mines, $10 a ton; 325-mesh, $13; No. 3, 
200-mesh, carlots, mines, $8 a ton;.325-mesh, $11. All represent
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- increases over quotations of a year earlier, except the last one which 
| declined from the previously published figure of $12 aton. ~~ 

- >, DEVELOPMENTS IN THE INDUSTRY — te 

oe  Tale—Stimulated by the war need for high-frequency radio- 
. electric insulating materials, the demand for ‘steatite products has .. 

greatly increased. Several articles have appeared relating to the 
oe - preparation and uses of such products. = 
~-*s Gunzenhauser? has presented two recent papers: The first dis- 
- - gusses-in considerable detail the use of steatitic talc and soapstone and | 
7 the various methods of treating the raw materials in the preparation 
- of the numerous types of ceramic products for insulation; the second | 

- . . “diseusses the conversion of a whitewares plant to the production of 
-  gteatite. I 
- _ An electric kiln developed by the Tennessee Valley Authority in 

the course of ceramics research at Norris, Tenn., was made available 
oe late in 1941 to the American Lava Corporation, of Chattanooga. | 

_ The purpose was to avert a bottleneck in the production of steatite — 
oT electric insulators for radios pending installation of increased kin. — 
- facilities at the Chattanooga plant. Since August 1940 the kiln has 

: been operated by the Bureau of Mines under lease from the Authority, __ 
in. continuation of a research program on the use of electricity in the — 
nonmetallic mineral industries. The unfired insulators are trans- | 
ported ffom Chattanooga to Norris by truck, and finished ware is 
taken back. Labor for the kiln is provided by the American Lava 
‘Corporation.’ | me . | re 

CS Thurnauer and Rodriguez* surveyed the literature on the crystal 
| structure of calcined tale and steatite materials and presented the 

| results of a study of the changes in the structure of talc and steatite 
bodies brought about by varying heat treatment and by the addition 

| of different fluxes. _ | | | | a 
: 7 O’Meara,' of the Bureau of Mines, reported the results of a survey 

of domestic talcs that were obtained from various producers and from 
different deposits. Oo | a 

A new use for ground talc is in the smothering of incendiary bombs, 
| and Canadian talc is now being shipped to Great Britain for this 

purpose.® | - . | 
Davies, Pask, and Zwermann’ presented the results of a study of 

talc samples. Dried and fired properties and the relation between 
acid solubility and physical properties were determined in four series 
of bodies. | 

2 Gunzenhauser, A., Steatite and Special Ceramic Materials; Their Development, Application, and 
Manufacture: Ceram. Ind., vol. 37, No. 6, December 1941, pp. 41-43, 46. Converting a Whitewares Plant 
to the Production of Steatite: Ceram. Ind., vol. 38, No. 5, May 1942, pp. 53-54. 

3 Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tenn., Press Release, September 17, 1941, 1 p. 
4 Thurnauer, H., and Rodriguez, A. R., Notes on Constitution of Steatite: Pres. 44th Ann. Meeting, 

Am. Ceram. Soc., April 19-23, 1942; abs. Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 21, No. 4, April 15, 1942, p. 6. 
5 O'Meara, R. G., Beneficiation of Domestic Tales for Production of Radio Porcelain Grades: Pres. 44th 
mp ee Am. Ceram. Soc., April 19-23, 1942; abs. Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 21, No. 4, April 15, 

1 o4 Bowles, Oliver, Talc, New Uses: Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, vol. 13, No. 6, December 20, 

7 Davies, Ben, Pask, J. A., and Zwermann, C. H., Effect of Acid-Soluble Constituents in Tale on Physical 
Properties of Ceramic Bodies: Pres. 44th Ann. Meeting, Am. Ceram. Soc., April 19-23, 1942; abs. Bull. Am 
Ceram. Soc., vol. 21, No. 4, April 15, 1942, p. 18.
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. Pyrophyllite—In 1937 Greaves-Walker and associates* presented | 

“the results of a study of the use of pyrophyllite in refractories, which 

| indicated that this mineral could be made into a very satisfactory - 

| fired product with properties equal or superior to those of high-heat- | 

: duty refractories. In 1941 Greaves-Walker and Amero® reported a 

i upon the use of pyrophyllite in unfired refractories; they concluded | 

that a satisfactory unfired dry-pressed refractory for high heat duty 

-  may-be produced, employing pyrophyllite as the major ingredient,. A. 

; with various specified bonding agents. The refractory would be used | 

: in operations not requiring it to come in contact with highly ferru- | | 

" ginous or strongly basic slags. - | _ a , 

ae Blume” describes a method of testing the fusion characteristics of - 

» _ nouplastic. materials containing pyrophyllite, in which feldspar and ne 

_ flint are varied and pyrophyllite is constant. _ oe | 

me According to Ceramic Industry," pyrophyllite is used in the ceramic | 

industry in wall-tile bodies, semivitreous dinnerware, electrical | 

insulator bodies, and enamels. In wall-tile bodies, substitution of 

: pyrophyllite for part or all of the flint or feldspar causes a decrease in : 

thermal expansion, with resultant decrease in tendency of both body 

and glaze to fail when subjected to sudden temperature changes. _ | 

i Pyrophyllite in wall-tile bodies is said to increase the firmg range but _ - 

. to decrease crazing due to thermal shock or moisture expansion, fire- - 

Po -eracking, and shrinkage with a resultant decrease in warpage, and to 
: reduce wear on molds and dies. oe oo ae 

e According to the same authority, pyrophyllite is being used with Q 
tale to a limited extent in the manufacture of semivitreous dinner- 

‘ ware, but both minerals show a marked tendency to decrease the 

‘ workability of a plastic body; for this reason, quantities sufficient to 

‘obtain the best results are not used. The total amount of pyrophyllite — 

- and tale in a dinnerware body should not exceed 20 percent; if this © 

: ‘maximum amount is used the body should be deaired, otherwise it will 
: work too short. When properly used, pyrophyllite will decrease the | 

: thermal and moisture expansion of semivitreous dinnerware bodies 

: with a resulting decrease in the tendency -to craze. In electrical 

: insulation bodies very large amounts have been successfully used ; it | 

. is said that bodies containing 94 to 96 percent pyrophyllite compare - 

: favorably with porcelain in mechanical and electrical characteristics | 

: and may be employed in applications not requiring high puncture 

values or zero porosity. They were stated to be superior to porcelain 

| but inferior to steatite for certain high-frequency applications. Pyro- 

phyllite is being increasingly used as a source of alumina for enamels. 

: ‘Some service records of pinite, a hydrothermally altered acidic 

| tuff suitable as a refractory lining, are summarized in a recent article.” : 

| This rock, composed of a mixture of sericite and pyrophyllite, is mined 

| near Rochester, Nev. (see Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, 

sp, 1291). 
8 Greaves-Walker, A. F., Owens. C. W., Hurst, T. L., and Stone, R. L., The Development of Pyro- 

phyllite Refractories and Refractory Cements: North Carolina State College Eng. Exp. Sta. Bull. 12, 1937, 

| oP Besa ves-Walker, A. F., and Amero, J. J., The Development of an Unfired Pyrophyllite Refractory: 

| North Carolina State College Eng. Exp. Sta. Bull. 22, 1941, 108 pp. 

% Blume, A. J., Determination of Fusion Characteristics of Nonplastic Materials: Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., 

vol. 20, No. 5, May 1941, pp. 153-154. 
1 Ceramic Industry, A Complete Dictionary of Ceramic Materials: Ceram. Ind., vol. 38, No. 1, January 

: 1942, pp. 36-116 (see p. 96). 
; 12 Brick and Clay Record, Many American Refractory Materials can be Substituted for Foreign: Vol. 

‘ 99, No. 4, October 1941, pp. 48-52.
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a | co FOREIGN TRADE® 

| _. Imports.—In the first 9 months of 1941, imports for consumption of 
| “talc, steatite or soapstone, and French chalk” were 14,908 short tons | 

/ valued at $194,511; figures for the entire year cannot be published. 
| _ In 1941, as in recent years, nearly all the imports consisted of mate- | 
7 _ vials “ground, washed, powdered, or pulverized, except toilet prepara- 

oo tions”; only about 2 percent was of ‘crude and unground” and “‘cut | 
and sawed’? materials, a , 

ce ‘The “crude and unground” material imported during the ‘first 9 | 
ae months of 1941 totaled 223 short tons—130 tons from British India _ 
a and .all but 2 tons of the remainder from China and the Union of | 
7 South Africa. The ‘cut and sawed” varieties imported in the Janu- 

_ .  ary-September period of 1941 came entirely from Japan. Imports — 
: in the “ground, washed, powdered, or pulverized” category in the | 

oo first 9 months of 1941 from both France and Italy dwindled to only a | 
a few tons each; imports from Japan proper were slightly greater in the 
se first 9 months of 1941 than in the entire year 1940, but imports from 
| Kwantung (Japanese-leased territory) appear separately as 3,669 tons 

‘in the first 9 months of 1941, whereas they are not itemized in the 1940 
- - record; and imports from British India were 1,065 tons in the first 
: _ 9 months of 1941, with a value of $12,705. However, declared ex- 
Bo ports of ground talc from the port of Karachi in India to the United | 
be States in the first 6 months of 1941 are said to have been valued at 
-. «$76,991 compared with $25,835 in the same months of 1940.“ Canada 
- - was the principal source of this grade of talc,.and imports from that 
: | country during the first 9 months of 1941 were slightly greater than 

| | in the entire year 1940. — a oo 

Talc, steatite or soapstone, and French chalk imported for consumption in the United 
, | States, 1987-41, by classes 4 | 

: | a | Ground, washed, de | Manufactures, 
Po ’ Crude and powdered, or pul- Cut.and Total n. S. p. f., exe 
: _ unground verized, except sawed cept toilet 
i Year toilet preparations preparations | 

: | Short Value Short Value Short Value Short Value Short | Value 

1937.._...--..-.| 324 | $7,644 | 26,379 | $423,032]  _72 [$11,799 | 26,775 | $442,475 | 102 | $30,344 
1938__...-22--___ 337 5, 956 | 21,568 | 351, 541 129 | 7,866 | 22,034 | 365, 363 93 25, 835 
1939_._......--- 133 | 2,392 | 25,943 | 408,178 94; 14,651 | 26,170 | 425, 221 98 | 27,398 
100 aa 93 | 1,479 | 28,145 | 465,049 125 | 20,739 | 28,363 | 487,267| () 21, 568 

Sept.)........| 223 | 3,249 | 14,614| 180, 651 71 | 10,611 | 14,908| 194,511/ () | 9,915 

1 Quantity not recorded. 

13 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. 
15, Wares of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Foreign Commerce Weekly: Vol. 5, No. 7, November
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| Talc, steatite or soapstone, and French chalk imported for consumption in the Untted 
| : States, 1940-41, by classes and by countries | 

Oo a Ground, | 
a | washed, |. OO Mant- 

: a Crude and powdered, or Cut and Total lfactumes, 
oo unground ~— pulverized, px sawed 1 2-8-p-E, / 

: — . | cept toile ae | | | excep 
, _ Country : _ | preparations | - | toilet 

’ 1940 ‘ =: . a . - i . ra . . 7 | 

- Canada...._....--.------------ _--_--.}-..----| 4, 725 |$49, 737 |...----|_.------] 4, 725 | $49, 737 : $20 . 
China_.-_____....-..---..---.|. 67 | $442 | 3,550 | 34,496 |-__.-_.|________| 3,617 | 34,938 | 20,777 

| Egypt. ----------------------2-|-------|-------] 165 | 2,818 |----__-|-__-----] 165 | 2,818 | _--_____ 
France._...-.--_-..-.02.---..__]-------]----.--| 5,732 | 94,830 10 | $1,174 | 5, 742.| 96,004 }|_-..___- . 
Hong Kong___-...-2.-._-..-_-_|--.----].------|--------]_--------]-------]--------|-----~---]--------] . 45 

: India, British_...._.......-____|_-_--__|__-____] 3,103 | 41,829 |..-..-_]_.---._-_| 3,103 | 41,829 |---__--- 
7 Italy_...----..2-- | ------|-------| 9, 456 | 224,007 29] 6,154) 9,485 |230, 161 j_---____ 

Japan ._........-.-------------- ~ Lt 3874] «1,414 | 17,332 86 | 13, 411 1, 501 | 30, 780 | pal 
- Trinidad and Tobago....-2-_._]_----._|...---_|------.-|--------]-----+-]--------]_------_-|--------f 5 
: Union of South Africa_....----.| 25 | 1,000 |---..---|--------|-------|-------- 25} 1,000 j-----_-- . 

Ce 93 | 1.479 | 28,145 [465,049 | 125 | 20,739 | 28, 363 487,267 | 21, 568 

: na |. fo fo fo : | 
: _ ° (Jan.-Sept.) - | — a | | 

Canada........----------------| 2{ 14| 4,741 | 49,460 |...) 4,743 | 49,474 |___ 
o China. -_-..--2-------2--2------| 68 562 | 3,477 | 35,610 |..-----|--------| 3, 543 | 36,172 | 9,204 
| France.._-__.._--..----------feeeeu--f-------| 189} 8,166 |----|-----| 139] 3,166 |____ 
- Hong Kong__.--_-.-_----..-__.]-2----.|_-.--_-|--------]--------|-------|--------|--------]--------| E 

| India, British_-_-_-..---..--.| 130 | 1,866 | 1,065 | 12,705 |---_.._|_-----.-] 1,195 | 14, 571 |------_-- 
" Italy_-...-..-2.--------L.--_}------.|-------] © 20 ~ §19 |_--__-_-f_-ee-----]| © 20 | TD | 
L Japan.._......-..-----------___]------_|-------| 1,503 | 25, 392 | 71 | 10,611 1, 574 | 36,003 | 539 . 
eo Kwantung.._.___.-------.___-_.]-----__].------| 3,669 | 53,799 |-------|--------| 3, 669 | 53, 799 |------_- 
k Union of South Africa--.-.---- 25 807 |-..-----]/+------.]-------] ----1--- 25 807 |_------- 
Bo United Kingdom. . ._---------. |-------]-------|--------]--------]------- --------|--------|-------- 43 | 

, oe 223 | 3, 249°} 14,614 [180,651 | 71 | 10,611 | 14,908 194,511 | 9915 

“ 

: 

t Exports—Export figures on quantity and value of “‘talc, steatite, | 
soapstone, and pyrophyllite, crude and ground,” and on value of 

| —“nowders—talcum (in packages), face, and compact,’’ m 1941 are 
- available for publication for the period January to September only 

: and are so shown in the accompanying table. 

b Talcum and other powders exported from the United States, 1937-41 

= | | hort Value | 

. Year Description Shor perenne 
a Total | Average 

1937... { Tale, steatite, and soapstone, crude and ground.......--------| 8.878 | $149,625 | $16.85 
; ------1| Powders—talcum (in packages), face, and compact____...---.- (‘) 966, 473 |--------- - 

| 1938 {pave steatite, and soapstone, crude and ground ---_----.------- 7,118 | 124,194 17.45 . 
~------1) Powders—talcum (in packages), face, and compact-__-..------ (?) 978, 100 |--------- . 

: 1939 (pare: steatite, and soapstone, crude and ground. ----.--..----- 9,047 | 162, 426 17.95 

------|)| Powders—talcum (in packages), face, and compact___..---.--- () 1, 115, 176 |-----_._- 

/ 1940 {pave steatite, soapstone, and pyrophyllite, crude and ground - 9,402 | 167,992 17.87 

: ------|) Powders—talcum (in packages), face, and compact-__-_-__.-..-..- () 945, 530 }_..-_-.--_ 

oo, 19412 {Pave steatite, soapstone, and pyrophyllite, crude and ground - 7,777 | 146,674 18.86 
: -----|) Powders—talcum (in packages), face, and compact_-_-......-.. () 865, 101 |--------—. 

- 

| 1 Quantity not recorded. 
2 January to September, inclusive.
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Be WORLD PRODUCTION a es 
. Few production figures for talc, pyrophyllite, and soapstone by — 
: | countries in 1941 are available. The only figures for the entire year | 

1941 are those for the United States and Uruguay. Production for 
eo the first 6 months of 1941 is given for the Union of South Africa. 
na ‘Data available indicate that the United States is still by far the 

Co _ leading producing nation and is steadily increasing that lead. . 
oo In Scotland an impure grade of talc is being produced in Banffshire 

- so that former imports from France and Italy can be partly replaced. | a The talc deposits associated with the British serpentines were described 
m a publication issued in 1941..° The Indian tale deposits were _ 

: described by Lees.” In Newfoundland some pyrophyllite is said. to 
we _ have been mined and shipped to England.. In Canada, according to a 
oe letter in December 1941 from W. B. Timm, Director, Mines and 
a _ Geology Branch, Canadian Department of Mines and Resources, to _ 
_ Oliver Bowles, of the Bureau of Mines, the talc industry is reported to 
_- have been extremely active throughout the year, with established 
- | producers working at capacity. As in recent years, the production 

came from the Madoc district, Ontario, and the Eastern Townships, _ 
eS Quebec. Two small new operators started work in the Madoc field 

in the latter part of 1941. Canadian talc is also 8 being ground for 
toilet preparations because Italian talc is no longer available. Do 

a | - World production of talc and soapstone, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons 1 
- : | __ [Compiled by B. B.-Waldbauer] | oe 

| Country! | 1937 a cL 
Argentina.__..-._-.--.-----2222-2--------------.--| 208 |. 80 303} 1,168{ (2) Australia: 

, a New South Wales_.......--........-_......-..- 526] = 597 | (2) (2) (2) a South Australia._...._....-................. 991 973} 1,115| 1,349] () | ‘Tasmania -----__-.-------2 ene e--o-----_ |---| wa------ = (?) p  (2) | Canada 3_._.----.--- 2a 301 | 9846 | ead |G) (3) China (Manchuria) (exports)__...-_.___........____. 111, 140 $1,215 | 93,772 | 472,495 | (2) Egypt....-..---.----2----- eee e------------| 2, 266 1,251 833 2, 212 (2) é Finland ____-. 2.222222 2-2 eo -----e ee 881 (2) (2) (4) (?) France .____---...._....---L------2------- 56, 300 (2) - () (?) (?) Germany: . . . Austria (exports) ...-..-.----..------------------| 14,089] 5,65/ @ | @ | @ Bavaria. _._....2.--22 2222-22-22 7, 790 6, 805 (2) (2) (2) Greece ____-. 2222-22 1, 838 1, 293 1, 003 (?) (?) India, British ---..--__.--. 222222222 222jici..--| 13,249 | 18,888 | 22616 | (2) (2) Indochina._-___.....-....-.-___.____._....--... 428 |_._._____- 400 305 (2) Italy... ---_---------- 2-2-2222 2-1 -----------| 48,714 |, 53,511 | ~~ (2) (2) (?) ~ Morocco, French (exports)__.._..__............_.__. 841 1,702 | = (2) (2) (?) Norway .-----_.-.-------2---------------------------| 24,701 23, 703 (2) (2) (?) Rumania. __-___..-_2.222 2222222 -.------ 1,976 2, 256 (2) (2) (?) Spain §.__-_-- || om | 8488] (2) (2) Sweden .___.-_-_-.-2- 2-222 eee 7, 937 6, 797 7, 195 (?) (2) Tanganyika Territory__...._.........-.._.........._|.....'._.. 38 5 6 (2) Union of South Africa: Transvaal___--.-.-_.-_..___. 376 1, 554 449 1, 757 6 883 United States 7__._-_-.---.--------------------------| 208,650 | 193,025 | 230,402 | 255°258 | 377, 722 Uruguay (exports)....-.....-2.2222-2e ee 437 952 2, 460 1, 699 1, 862 ee OO 189 | 1 80 
1In addition to countries listed, tale or pyrophyllite is reported produced in Brazil, Bulgaria, New- foundland, and U. 8S. S. R., but data on production are not available. 
2 Data not available. 
3 Excludes soapstone, which is reported only by value and was as follows: 1937, $40,513; 1938, $35,038; 1939, $41,471. Soapstone is sold in the form of both blocks and powder. 
4 January to September, inclusive. 
5 Includes steatite, as follows—1937: 500 tons; 1938: 3,480 tons. 
6 January to June, inclusive. 
7 Tale, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone sold by producers; includes also pinite in 1940 and 1941. 

18 Chemical and Engineering News (Am. Chem. Soc.), vol. 20, No. 7, April 10, 1942, p. 467. 16 Wilson, G. V., and Phemister, J., Talc, Other Magnesium Minerals, and Chromite, Associated with British Serpeniines: Geol. Survey of Great Britain, Dept. Sci. and Ind. Research, Wartime Pamphlet 9, 2d ed., October 1941, 27 pp. 
17 Lees, R. C., Something about Tale: Compressed Air Mag., vol. 46, No. 6, June 1941, pp. 6455-6409. 18 Industrial Minerals Journal, vol. 14, No. 3, July 1941, p. 5.
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i FLUORSPAR . | | a 

is The domestic fluorspar industry was called upon to supply an un- — | 
f precedented demand in 1941 in order to meet the requirements of steel = = 

m mills and aluminum plants (both of which made new production 

: records) and to supply the greatly accelerated needs of manufacturers 

: of glass, enamel, and hydrofluoric acid. Producers responded by ship- 

A ping 320,669 short tons of fluorspar and thus established a new record. 

: _ Shipments were 37 percent greater than in 1940 and 22 percent more © 

than the previous record (263,817 tons) made in 1918 during World , 

t WarlI. Shipments in 1941 were adequate not only to cover consump- 

: tion, but they enabled consumers to increase inventories slightly, 

| Moreover, there was only a small decline in stocks at mines. Ship- ae 

: - ments from Kentucky, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah established | 7 

- ali-time highs; the movement from Illinois (133,333 tons), although 

second-largest on record, was 15 percent less than the peak of 156,676 

me tons in 1917. Shipments by river or river-rail (74,616 tons) also made | 

a new record. Sales of imported fluorspar, however, were 31 percent | 

less than in 1940. On the other hand, shipments for foreign consump- | 

: tion, which usually are small, jumped to 12,184 tons and for the first 
time exceeded imports. OS | | | 

: Sales of fluorspar to consumers in the United States totaled 316,074 

short tons in 1941 (308,485 tons from domestic mines and 7,589 tons 

from foreign sources) compared with 236,042 tons in 1940 (225,118 tons 

" from domestic mines and 10,924 tons from foreign sources). Total — 

- sales to the domestic steel industry increased to 220,222 tons in 1941 | 

: from 172,047 tons in 1940, sales to manufacturers of hydrofluoric | 

acid (essential in the manufacture of artificial cryolite and aluminum 

fluoride—aluminum raw materials) advanced to 54,092 from 35,242 

| tons, and sales to makers of glass and enamel jumped to 32,051 from 

| 20,280 tons. 

: 1 Figures cu uaports (unless otherwise indicated) compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from 

. records of the Department of Commerce; those on shipments of fluorspar for foreign consumption 

supplied by the producers. No exports recorded by the Department of Commerce. 

| 4977794390 . _ 1399
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| Despite the unprecedented demand for fluorspar in 1941, the average 
composite selling price ($20.98 a ton) of all grades (both domestic and 
foreign) delivered to consumers in the United States was only slightly 
more than in 1940 ($20.40). The average selling price f. o. b. Illmois- 
Kentucky mines of fluorspar shipped to domestic steel plants was 
$19.62 a short ton ($18.93 in 1940), of that shipped to manufacturers 

| of hydrofluoric acid $26.78 ($26.10 in 1940), and of that to makers of 
glass and enamel $27.39 ($28.26 in 1940). The average selling price 

_. . at seaboard (duty paid) of imported fluorspar shipped to steel plants — 
| - was $23.58 a short ton in 1941 ($22.03 in 1940) and of that shipped to | 

a makers of hydrofluoric acid $27.33 ($27.44 in 1940). oo 
_ The Office of Price Administration on January 20, 1942, requested 

a producers not to publish or quote prices on or sell fluorspar at prices _ 
above those in effect on January 2,1942, = | i 
. Fluorspar was placed on the list requiring license for export by 

a official order published May 13, 1941. ee, ae 

io | Salient statistics of the fluorspar industry in the United States, 1940-41 oe | | 

| - | - 940 1941 

- - 7 - 7 . - . - _ a | Short tons Value | Short tons ‘Value 7 

Shipments from domestic mines— _ : . | | . pe | | : ee 
. To consumers in United States: oe ' | fo 

" Metallurgical... .--...-.021--.-2-.-..--2......-| 170,688 | $3, 159,531-| 222,882 | $4, 230, 436 
_ Ceramic.._......---. 252-2222 20,872 | 554,671 32,979 | 847,941 
Chemical 277 7TTTTTTTTTTITTIITTIIITIIT] 33608] gs2iaz0 | = 2674 | 1,359,623 

_ To consumers in foreign countries... -.--..--------.- 8, 482 | 178,467} 12,184 |-. 277, 782 

| a |. 233,600 | 4,744,808 | 320,669 | 6,724,782 
| Stocks at mines or shipping points Dee. 31: — Ce | 

| © Pinlshed --.-c--eceeeweeeceerecetenceecneeoneee| 8B] | BL GOT 
| Orude....002 IIIT] ose] 40,200] @) 

| | 7 | 74, 725 GQ | w297].. @ 

| Imports for consumption— a EE DEE NUnEES a 
. Containing more than 97 percent CaF3_-_---.--.... 23,052}. 59, 398 3 1,303 3 22, 814 

Containing not more than 97 percent CaFy.........| 8,821 ___ 83,583 | 36,008 | 450, 285 

7 . Oo 211,873 | 142,931] 37,311 | 373,000 
Consumption (by industries): —_ | 

Geramien | ei] 6B] TB 
_ Chemical "00° TTTLTIIIIIIIIIIIIII]—aaz000 | 6,000} 

| 2218500} (@) 303,600] =) 

Stocks at consumers’ plants Dee. 31: oe 
Metallurgical....-....-.-------2-e-----------------| 84,500 (1) 89,000 — (!) 
Ceramic____...--.--------------------------.-------| 4, 600 (1) 7,800} (@) 
Chemical -_--0222222 2-2] 13,000] sf th z00 | 

| | | 3 102, 100 (1) 107, 900 () 

4a Figures not available. _ 3 Revised figures. 3 January to September, inclusive. __ | 

The total quantity of fluorspar shipped in and imported into the 
United States from about 1870 through 1941 was approximately 
5,907,000 short tons, comprising about 82 percent from domestic 
mines and 18 percent from foreign sources. | 

The total shipments since commercial production was begun 
(around 1870) in the United States through 1941 were approximately 
4,848,000 short tons, of which Illinois and Kentucky contributed 56 
and 36 percent, respectively. Imports of fluorspar into the United
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/ States from 1910 through 1941 were about 902,000 short tons, and 
imports before 1910 are estimated at 157,000 tons—a total of about - 

| 1,059,000 tons, of which the United Kingdom and Germany contrib- oe 

uted 50 and 20 percent, respectively. re | 

Fluorspar shipped ! from mines in the United States, 1880-1 941, by States, in 
“ re oo short tons 2 | oe oo 

. ~ yggp-19004.......| 718 | 5,807 | .330,120| 203,920|......__| 710} 1, 020 542, 304 
1910-19 4.__-------|’ 843 | 83, 220 | 1,004,633 | 281, 124 400 | 20,997| 6.110 | 1,397,397. 

: 1920-29 4.2. 181 | 71,920 | 630,804 | 512.518] 2,344] 31,216; 2,319} 1,251,302 | 
| 1930:.............|------.---| 9,248 | 44,184] 39,181] 974] 2,312} -.-2-L| 85 BAO - 
: (1931.-...-----2----|----------| 526 | 28,072 | 23, 462 305 | 1,026 |_.-2-.-..-| 53,484 

: 1932___-.__---.---_|---------- 333 9.615 | 14,725 | 49| 629 |..--.._...] 25,258 
- 1933....-.-.-------|---------- 7421 . 36,075| 34,614 505 994 |-..--.._.| 72930 

JQGA LI TTTTTTTTTTITIPTT TT] 6.887 | 33,284] 43,163] 631. | 2,040 181 | 95,786 
. 1935--.-.----..--.-|-----.----| 6,978] 44.120] 68,679} 1,040| 2,726 198 | 123, 741 

: 1936.._--.----.--- 40| 9,412] 82,056] 80.241.) 2,126 2,045]. 957| 176,877 
‘ 1937_-._..........| 610] 7,883 | 78,664] 87,206]  2,544| 3,324 909 | 181, 230 

1938_..............| 1,093] 1,704| 35.368] 34.803] 2,909| 4.066} . 460/ 80,405 
5 aga STTTTTTITT] | 7569 |. 75,257 | = 89,563 | = 3.520) (5) 385 | 182,771 

W942 11,032 | 104,698} 103,939| 5,803] (8) 142 |. 233, 00 | 
PML 15,566 | 133,333) 142,862| 8,967| () |  922| 320,600 

: a : (> | . 238, 480 | 2,670,183 | 1,760,099 | 32,207] (5) ~| 13,603 | 4,823, 628 | 

° 1 Figures for 1880-1905 represent production. . . oo 

: 2 Figures on production not recorded for Colorado. before 1905, for Tilinois before 1880,.and for Kentucky oo 

: before 1886 and for 1888-95; total unrecorded production, chiefly from Illinois, estimated at 25,000 tons. 
\ 3 California, New Hampshire, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and Washington. 
k: ... 4 Figures by years for.1880-1909 are given in Mineral Resources of the United States, 1925, pt. 2, p. 13; for . 

ae 1910-29 in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 1297. | 

‘ _ & Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish fgures. | Co | a 

( - Fluorspar imported into the United States, 1910-41, by countries, in short tons! 

- a ‘a OO _New- United | Other | 
‘ Year Atriea | Canada | France | Germany| found- | Spain | Kimg- | coun- |~ ‘Total 

: | land dom | tries? 

~  goo-t93. || 2433 | eee] 1,227 |_p-------[.-----nec-| 188, 265 11] 186,936 
1920-29 3..| 84,550 | 16,197| 57,565 | 119,903 |_..--.....| 11,774] 178,482] 16,161 | 454.632 
1930.....-.| 2712 |..-......-| 28,313 | 23,707|------.---| 6,784] 5,756] 2,541| 64,963 

: 1931_.....-| 3, 672 280| 4,462] 6,491 |--------.-| 4,068 ]..........| 1,736] 20.709 | 
(y932._.-.--| 1,587 |--------.-| 1,578 | 5 842 |------.-.-| 2,659 1; 1,569] 13,236 

| 1933____--- 712 |_.-----_- 204} 4,333| 320] 4,262 17 560 | 10,488 
: 1934..----| 1,997 187 |..........| 8, 224 745| 4.914 466 172| 16,705 
. 1935..--.--| 1,347 127777] 9948 |---| 5,084 |---------- 55] 16,340 | 
, 1936___.._- 947 |..........|. 1,505] 12,944| 4,317] 5, 701 |----------]------...-| 25, 504 . 
} 1937......-| 1,194 |----------| 14,158] 14,501] 5,520 566 |....--.-.-| 1,124] 37.083 
: 1938.._--| | 3,350 |-.--......| 7.411] 3,062] 4,752 309 644 85| 10.622 . 
; 1939...-.--|.--..----|----------| 13,004] 19 | —-2, 268 168 56 607 | 16,302 
, 1940....--_}-----.----]---------- 5, 735 |.....----- 3, 640 112 |.-....---- 2, 384 11, S71 

; 6 ygan 272 TT)Pe] 8,070 2| 4,230) 7,3il 

: 72,077 | 19,608} 120,115 | 210,186 | 21,562| 49,481 | 368,680} 31,334] 901, 542 . 

: td 
. 1 Imports Aug. 1 to Dee. 31, 1909, totaled 6,971 tons. Earlier imports not separately recorded but esti- 

mated at 150,000 tons and virtually all from United Kingdom. 

: 2 Argentina, Australia, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, China, Czechoslovakia, Italy, Mexico, Netherlands, 
Norway, Tunisia, and Soviet Russia in Asia. 

3 Figures by years for 1910-29 are given in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 1298. 
' January to September, inclusive. | | 

| PRODUCTION AND SHIPMENTS 

| Production of fluorspar (expressed in terms of finished product) 
totaled 313,000 short tons in 1941 compared with 244,000 tons m 

: 1940. Of the output in 1941, 7 mines producing over 10,000 tons 

| each supplied 106,000 tons or 34 percent, 14 mines producing 5,000 

.* to 10,000 tons each supplied 102,000 tons or 33 percent, 26 mines 
producing 1,000 to 5,000 tons each supplied 63,000 tons or 20 percent, 

: /
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| and 12 mines producing 500 to 1,000 tons each supplied 8,000 tons or _ 
- 2 percent. Thus, 59 mines produced 279,000 tons or 89 percent of _ 

- _ the total. The remainder (34,000 tons or 11 percent) was produced 
| in quantities ranging from a few tons to 500 tons from an unde- ~ 

- _ termined number of small mines and prospects and reclaimed from __ 
mill ponds, waste dumps, and old workings of abandoned mines. = 

Fluorspar shipments from domestic mines in 1941 were the largest — 
| _ on record; they aggregated 320,669 short tons valued at $6,724,782, 
: _ increases of 37 percent in quantity and 42 percent in total value over 
. 1940, and were equivalent to 257 percent of the average annual | 
7 _ tonnage shipped in the 5-year period 1926-30. Of the 1941 total, 

74,616 tons (an all-time high) was shipped by river or river-rail for 
ae _ delivery to consumers in. Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Penn- 

sylvania, and West Virginia. | sh OO : — 
- In 1941, mines operated by or for consumers shipped 59,644 short 
o tons of fluorspar for use in their own plants compared with 53,162 

| | The average value of all grades of domestic fluorspar shipped in | 
| 1941 was $20.97 a short ton ($0.66 more than the 1940 average). | 

— . The following table shows shipments of fluorspar, by States, during ~ 
: | 1940 and 1941. ee | a | OO 

~ | _ --Fluorspar shipped from mines in the United States, 1940-41, by States. 7 | 

bh, So | | mo 

ee | State | vaue | | value 
Short |... |S Short. | 
tons tons 

: . Total | Average {| — Total Average | 

Colorado.............-....-...| 11,082 | $163, 285 $14. 80 15,566 | $225, 069 $14. 46 
Tilinois......42---..---..2-.-.| | 104,698 | 2,313, 747 22. 10 133, 333 | 3,047, 247 22.85 

: ) Kentucky----.--1-1---.-----] 108,980 | 2, 048, 866 19.66 | 142,862 | 2, 957, 962 20.71 
: 7 | New Mexieo 2222277777} 7,986 | 139,675 | 17. 49 19,089 | 355,951 | 18. 65 

OS 2 ee ee ee eee ee eee] ee ene eee eC : . 
Nevad eee ee ewec occ cncnceee : , : 

Uta ae 84, 235 14.17 { 5s 138, 533 140n 
Washington _...........-----.|------------|------------|------------ 104 : 

| ~ 933,600 | 4,744,808 | 20.31 | 320,669 | 6, 724, 782 20. 97 

SHIPMENTS, BY USES — “ 
_ The steel industry is the predominant purchaser of fluorspar, as 
is evident from the following table; it alsc consumes considerable 
hydrofluoric acid and sodium fluoride, in which fluorspar is the basic 
material. 

Fluorspar shipped from mines in the United States, 1940-41, by uses — 

1940 1941 

Use Quantity Value Quantity Value 

_ crim | ‘wat | tom | Aue | Srgat | at | som | Aa 
Steel____............| 69.68 | 162,772 1$2,998,054 | $18.42 66.77 | 214, 120 |$4, 048,454 | $18.91 
Foundry _---......-- 1. 2i 2, 829 50, 758 17. 94 . 85 2, 724 53, 044 19. 47 
Glass and enamel! ____ 8. 68 20, 269 548, 069 27. 04 9. 99 32, 051 839, 547 26. 19 
Hydrofluoric acid __. 14. 39 33, 608 852, 139 25. 36 16. 43 52, 674 | 1,359, 623 25. 81 
Miscellaneous. -_-_--. 2. 41 5, 640 117, 321 20. 80 2. 16 6, 916 146, 332 21. 16 

96.37 | 225,118 | 4, 566, 341 — 20. 28 96.20 | 308,485 | 6, 447, 000 20. 90 
Foreign consumption. 3. 63 8 482 | | 178, 467 21. 04 3.80 | 12,184} 277,782, 2280 — 

100.00 | 233,600 | 4,744,808 | 20.31] 100.00 | 320,669 | 6,724,782| 20.97
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As figure 1 shows graphically, the steel industry is the chief con- — 
: sumer of fluorspar in the United States. The second-largest use is in a 

_ the. manufacture’ of hydrofluoric acid, which is employed to make 
‘artificial eryolite and aluminum fluoride (aluminum raw materials) and 
refrigerating mediums; hydrofluoric acid is also used in the electrolytic 

_.. refining of metals, the pickling of metals, chromium plating, and the oe 
: etching of glassware, as well as for other purposes. The glass and os 
: enamel industries rank third and fourth, respectively. in importance. — : 

- Comparatively small quantities of fluorspar are used in a number of oo 

' miscellaneous operations, such as production of the finer grades of iron _ | 
| castings, chilled-iron rolls, brass and bronze ingots, nickel and Monel / 

metal, magnesium, cement, ferro-alloys, carbon electrodes, and cal- 
: cium carbide and cyanamid; in refining lead and silver; in extracting | 
- various rare metals from their ores; in smelting refractory ores of gold, | 

_ | cd IC 4 ag ee ee 6 ok 

P oF anoustry | SOURCE | 7 a 

- ‘Ficure 1,—Average annual fluorspar sales (domestic and foreign) to consumers in the United States, 

F So 1937-41, by consuming industries and by sources. a | 

silver, and copper; as a paint pigment; as a binder for abrasives; and a 

: in a formula for coating welding rods. _ a | ; 
: - Consumption of fluorspar in the manufacture of bessemer steel was | 

| reported to the Bureau of Mines for the first. time in 1941. According | 
: ‘to The Foundry: ? ae | ) - 

. While it is well-known that the basic bessemer process reduces the phosphorus : 

content of steel, it is only recently that dephosphorization has been applied to the. 

acid bessemer process using cold fluxes. Flux employed is composed of 50 percent 

impure lime, 30 percent dry roll scale, and 20 percent fluorspar. In use the regular | 

slag formed after blowing the heat. is removed by holding it back with a wooden 

; block as the molten steel is poured into the ladle. The cold flux is added to the 

| stream flowing into the ladle at a rate to insure a good boiling action. Reaction 

is said to be complete in about 30 seconds, and the phosphorus reduced from 0.095 

to 0.100 percent to 0.020 to 0.040 percent in that time. : 

| A comparatively small quantity of sodium fluoride—a_ derivative of 

: hydrofluoric acid—is used in the steel industry. According to Metals 

, and Alloys:* | 

| Rimming steels generally contain 0.12 percent C maximum and 0.5 percent 

. Mn maximum. Solidification is decidedly affected by the evolution of gas, 

| mainly carbon monoxide, resulting either from reaction or reduced solubility. The 

| 2 The Foundry, May 1941, vol. 69, No. 5, p. 146. 
- 3 Metals and Alloys, April 1941, vol. 13, No. 4, p. 472. |
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principal recent innovations in manufacture are (1) special molds (their use is | 
| _ widespread in America) and (2) use of sodium fluoride. Sodium fluoride addi-. 

tions have an éffect opposite to that of aluminum, namely, they speed up the —— effervescence of the ingot. The standard procedure is to add 2 ouncés per ton > during teeming. The effect is most marked in small ingots in which the height to‘ 
cross-section ratio is over 4.: 1. Sodium fluoride addition at the start of pouring 

| increases the rimming action in the lower half of. the ingot, thereby giving aningot 
| with more uniform skin thickness and surface quality. Sodium fluoride is especially | useful for heats that are somewhat sluggish in rimming and that might give 

‘second-grade ingots. - oe ee 
: | OO Chief commercial grades of fluorspar ae 

ae , a ae |. Specifications,in = | ee oe | ai le | |. pereent — 
| ‘Nam : Chifuse | | Form en | a _ Name a Pa "| CaFs| Si03 | Fes0s | | a So a a, |} (moini- | (maxi- | (maxi- 

oe : OC num) | mum) | mum) 

Metallurgical___- Basic open-hearth | Washed gravel, less thanlinchand| 85.) . 6 j.-.-... S oe | - steel... CS _ not more than 15 percent of fines. | | _ : |e 
Ceramic........_| Glass and enamel__...| Ground: Coarse, fine, and extra fine. 95 3° 0.12 . Acid............| Hydrofluoric acid_....| Lump, gravel, and ground_.----...-| 8 a 

| ., CONSUMPTION AND CONSUMERS’ STOCKS «ts | 
: -‘The following. tables give data on consumption and consumers’ . 

a‘ stocks of fluorspar.  =—s— 7 PO Tug : 

ae Fluorspar (domestic and foreign) consumed and in stock in the United States, 1940-41; 
, _ - by industries, in short tong - 

: eee — " . " . —_—_________- - $$ " . . | | | | . 1940 18d 

| a, - Industry oo : | Stocks at | | Stocks at : . _ | Consump- | consumers’ | Consump- | consumers’ . - ae . - tion — plants tion plants 
Dec. 31 Dec. 31 

| | Basic open-hearth steel_...............-...---------:--.| 143, 800 79,800} 191,300 - 84, 200 Electric-furnace steel_.................-.-..............| 11, 700 1, 700 18, 300 .. 2, 500 Foundry. -_._.-._-.._........-.-..2..------------------ 2,700 | 900 2, 600 ~ 1,000 Ferro-alloys_............-.....-..----------------.-.--- 1, 900 — 900 2, 500 1,000 Hydrofluoric acid..__............--.---.-.------o ee 137,000 1 13, 000 56, 000 10, 200 Glass and enamel. _.......-......-----.-.---------- 18, 900 - 4,400 27, 600 - 7,500 Miscellaneous... -._.-.-----------------+--------2----- 2, 500 1, 400 5,300 1, 500 

a 1218, 500 | 1102,100]  303,600| 107, 900 
Fee 

1 Revised figures, 

Consumption and stocks of fluorspar (domestic and foreign) at basic open-hearth — 
steel plants, 1937-41 

ry 

. 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Production of basic open-hearth steel ingots and 
castings ___....__.._....._-._......-long tons__|46, 361, 000 25, 868, 000 /43, 368, 000 /55, 038, 000 |65, 993, 000 Consumption of fluorspar in basic open-hearth 
steel production. __.........._...._short tons_. 138, 900 73; 600 116, 200 143, 800 191, 300 Consumption of fluorspar per ton of steel made 

pounds... 6.0 5.7 5.4 5.2 5.8 Stocks of fluorspar on hand at steel plants at end 
of year. ___...-..........._...._..-short tons... 71, 400 55, 000 69, 900 79, 800 84, 200 

A
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| The quantity of fluorspar used by individual plants per long ton of | 

-_ basic open-hearth steel produced ranges from 1 to 50 pounds—a rela- Oo 

tively small proportion of the furnace charge. The average is generally : 

: 5 to 8 pounds. Itisnoteworthy that from 1921 (the first year for which | 

_ these data were collected) to 1940 the average consumption of fluor- | 

-_ gpar per ton of steel made declined almost steadily from 8.2 to 5.2 

pounds. However, it increased to 5.8 pounds in 1941. The gain in _ 

. 1941 was due partly to the manufacture of proportionately more 

~ armor steel, a poorer quality of scrap, higher charges of lime, and es 

- rushing of heats. Although electric-furnace steel plants are small 

-_ysers of fluorspar as compared with basic open-hearth steel plants, the 
| average consumption of fluorspar (14 pounds) per long ton of electric | 

steel made is substantially greater. The following table shows the 

_ variation in average consumption of fluorspar per ton of basic open- 

' hearth steel over a 5-year period in certain plants that make about 88 

.  percentof the total. — _ | | : / | | 

: Average consumption of fluorspar (domestic and foreign) per long ton of steel, 1937— 

Boe 7 At, in pounds: Co | | 

2 . : : . - 

| i 1988 1939 1940 | 1937 1938 1989 1940 i 

33.867 | 12:548 | 14.079 | 15.973 | 18.231 || 7.360°| 8.420 ] 6.337 | 5.972 | 6.516 | 
P “g.623 |. 4.457 | 3.623 | 3.43 | 3.716 || 6.623 | 11.984 | 8.506 | 8.360 | 9.910 | 
" 4.376 3.845 | 3. 793 .3.920 | 4.268 |j| 4.358 | 3.831 - 3.171 80% | -1.977 . 

, 8. 795 8.297 8.095 | 5.566 5.230 ||’ 6:619 | -° 6.448 6. 551 7.447 | .7.436 

3580 | 6.843 | 6.814 | 6.137 | 6.368 || 8.895 | 8.340 | 9.370 | 8.692 | 7.940 
oo  ~§.275 3.694 | 3.709 | 4.183. 4. 982 5. 236 6.195 | . 4.578 5.043 | 5.924 . 

/- | 6.404 | 6806] 4958 | 4500 | 5.874 |) 6816 | 6.007 | 6.896 | 7.356 | 8.263 | 

6 QUOTED PRICES 
: ‘According to Iron Age, in 1941 the quoted price f. o. b. Illinois- — 

: Kentucky mines for fluxing gravel and No. 2 lump fluorspar increased — 

; from $20 a short ton on January 1 to $25 by December 31. Smaller 

increases were made in the quoted prices of No. 1 ground and acid- | 

{ grade fluorspar. Imported fluxing-gravel fluorspar (at seaboard, duty | | 

paid) was quoted nominally at $25.50 a short ton throughout the year. 

| As a consequence of the price rise in fluorspar, the Office of Price 

Administration on January 20, 1942, notified producers of fluorspar Oo 

that it regarded any further increase in prices as inimical to the 

' national welfare and. requested producers “not to publish or quote 

- prices on, nor sell your fluorspar at prices above your prices in effect | 

: on January 2, 1942.” If any fluorspar producer considers it necessary _ 

to increase prices above the January 2 level, the Administrator re- 
: quested him to notify the Office of Price Administration 1 month in | 

: advance of the date upon which the intended increase would take 
effect and to submit a detailed factual statement of reasons that the ) 

; producer believed would justify the proposed increase, including 

| financial data. oe | | | 

STOCKS AT MINES OR SHIPPING POINTS 

According to reports of producers, the quantity of fluorspar in stock 

| at mines or shipping points at the close of 1941 totaled 72,197 tons, or 

: 3 percent less than in 1940. These stocks comprised about 40,000
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| tons of crude fluorspar (calculated to be equivalent to 25,000 tons of | | 
Lo finished fluorspar) and 31,997 tons of finished fluorspar.. - cp 

a Stocks of fluorspar at mines or shipping points in the United States, December 31,' 
a ; 1940 and 1941, by States, in short tons oe ee 

oo - ggg a 141 | 

Se - _ | | Crude! | Finished| Total | Crude? | Finished} Total 

Arizona__._......2-------2.---------------|--2 2-2 }ee- |e 30 |_-22-- ee} 80 
California____-.-.-..---.-_--------.---2--- 150:}...._---_- 150 | 150 |.-2- 2. 150 

- Colorado_-_..---.---2---2--- 2 eee eee 205 3641 +569 666 ~ 484: 1, 100° 
‘MTilinois .-.--.-_2------- 2-2-2 ee e-_--_--| 28, 984 18,269 | 42,203 23,711 | -19,966 43, 677 | mo Kentucky _ == 222 22222222222222222222-22-] 3,906 | 22,707} 26,613 | 127579 | 10,981 | 237.860 

- New Mexieo...--._..--.-.----------2--.-]- 2,604 2,483 | 5,087 | 2,539 425. 2, 964 - | Texas... 22 ee eee eee fee | BL AB | a "38 
- Utah _.- 2-222 eee — Oye ee] BO 525 |. 110 | — 635 

ae Washington -.-......---.-2----2--2-2----|e------ ef eee ne ann-- eo }--- =k --- ef 38} > 388 

OS Oo | 30,859 | 43,866 | 74,725 | 40,200 | 31,907] 72,197 

- | The greater part of this crude (run-of-mine) fluorspar must be beneficiated before it can be marketed. | 

se BECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS ~—=s_CV | a 

, _ The capacity of flotation plants in the United States was-increased 
: substantially in 1941 by additions to or improvements in present i 

ee mills; new plants are now under construction. At the plant of the 
: Rosiclare Lead & Fluorspar Mining Co., more flotation cells were 
oo | added, the ball mill was enlarged, and other improvements were made. 
eo The Mahoning Mining Co. and Aluminum Ore Co. expanded and 

improved their flotation mills during 1941. _The Colorado Fluorspar | 
Corporation made improvements in its mill at Salida, Colo.; P. L. - 

| Grattan is rebuilding his flotation plant at Deming, N. Mex.: and | 
| ) J. Irving Crowell, Jr., installed flotation cells in his mill near Beatty, | 

| Nev. The General Chemical Co., which operates a flotation plant 
_at Deming, N. Mex., is constructing a flotation plant near James-- 

| town, Colo., to treat ore from its mines in Boulder County. The 
Fluorspar Processing Co. is installing a combination fictation-con- 

_centrating mill near Salida, Colo. Output of flotation concentrates 
_ was 64,627 short tons in 1941 compared. with 41,467 tons in 1940. 

A Bendelari jig, the first to be used in the Illinois-Kentucky district, 
was installed in the mill of the Fluorspar Products Corporation: near 

| Rosiclare, Ill. This type of jig is also used by Navajo Fluorspar 
Mines in its mill near Grants, N. Mex. | Co 

Air tables, an innovation in milling fluorspar, were included in the 
equipment installed in the mill of the Big Creek Fluorspar Co. near 
Rosiclare, Il. | 

A method of concentrating fluorspar ores is covered by United 
States Patent 2,263,552 granted to C. O. Anderson and others, as- 
signors to Mahoning Mining Co. A principal object of the invention 
is to provide a method for flotation concentration of fluorspar from 
ores high in calcite, by means of which acid-grade fluorspar can be 
produced commercialfy without desliming treatment before flotation 
of the ore. A further object of the invention is to provide a method 
of this character that will avoid loss of material ore values through 
removal of the fines or slimes preparatory to flotation. Another 
object is to provide a method of flotation concentration of fluorspar
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from ores high in calcite, in which the “middlings” can recirculate in | 
the flow sheet without material objectionable effects. : | | 

: FLUORSPAR INDUSTRY IN 1941, BY STATES | | 

- Arizona.—Production in Arizona came from mines and prospects | 
: in Greenlee and Pima Counties, and most of it was shipped to the’ | 
- flotation plants at Deming and Lordsburg, N. Mex. The flotation 

concentrates recovered from the fluorspar, instead of the run-of-mine _ 
_ material, have been credited to Arizona in the statistics. The flota-_ 

tion plant of the Southwestern Mineral Co. at Fox, Ariz., stopped. : 
_. milling fluorspar on April 1, 1940, and the mill was used to beneficiate _ oo 
_ complex ores from New Mexico. The fluorspar milled at the Fox 
_ plant in 1941 came from the Great. Eagle and Mohawk mines in New 
_ Mexico. Plans for resuming production of fluorspar at the Fox plant : 
- In 1942 are under consideration. Bert L. Forbis and N. A. Gonzales | 
_ shipped fluorspar to steel plants and iron foundries from the Polly Ann | 
_ -mine in Greenlee County and the Fluxore claims in Pima County, 
' Yespectively. ae : Ss : | | 
- Californva.—Some Nevada fluorspar was ground at the plant of the 
_ Industrial Minerals & Chemical Co. at West Berkeley and shipped to 
, the ceramic trade during 1941. The ground fluorspar has been 
_  eredited to Nevada in the statistics. : 7 | a _ | 
- -  Colorado.—Shipments of fluorspar from Colorado mines totaled - | | 
_ 15,566 short tons in 1941 compared with 11,032 tons in 1940 and have a 
: been exceeded only in 1917 and 1918. Most of the 1941 shipments | 
. went to steel plants, but some went-to iron foundries and to ferro-alloy,  =—s> 
. cement, glass, and enamel plants. Production in 1941 came from. | 
' Boulder, Chaffee, Custer, Jackson, and Mineral Counties, but mines ; 
/ om Chatfee and Mineral Counties supplied 96 percent of the State 
-. total. | | SO : ns oe 
_ After considerable experimental work and a small production of a 
' fluxing-gravel fluorspar, Harry M. Williamson reports that his millin —_ 
_ Boulder County has been remodeled to produce acid-grade fluorspar 
| and that the shaft at his Emmett mine was sunk about 175 feet : 
' during 1941. The General Chemical Co., which acquired the Chan- Oo 
’  eellor, Yellow Girl, and Burlington mines in Boulder County in 1940, 
' 1s rehabilitating these mines and building a flotation plant, which is | 
_ expected to begin production in May 1942. The American Fluorspar | 
_ Corporation did considerable development work at its mines in 
_ Chaffee County, and a flotation mill to be operated by the Fluorspar 
_ Processing Co. is being built on its property. The Colorado Fluorspar © | 
_ Corporation at Salida, in addition to a large increase in production / 

of fluxing gravel and foundry lump fluorspar in 1941, shipped about 
' 900 tons of flotation concentrate to the glass and enamel trades. 

The Western Feldspar Milling Co. shipped 731 tons of ground fluorspar 
- to the glass trade in, 1941. The Western Fluorspar Corporation in 

_ late 1941 leased the property of the Colorado Fluorspar Corporation 
_ tot affiliated with the Colorado Fluorspar Corporation, Salida) near 
_ Northgate, Jackson County; it has been rehabilitating the mine and 

_ remodeling and enlarging the mill, which is hoped to be in production 
_ In duly 1942. Three 5-cell Harz jigs are being built, trommel screens | 

_ are being replaced by vibrating screens, and Diesel power is being 
substituted for steam.
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Illinois.—Approximately 248,000 short tons of fluorspar-bearing 

material, equivalent to 135,000 tons of finished fluorspar, were mined - 

7 in 1941 compared with about 213,000 tons, equivalent to 111,000 tons 

| of finished fluorspar, in 1940. Of the-finished fluorspar produced nm _ 

1941, it is estimated that 71,000. tons. were from mines where the 

- fluorspar occurs in veins, chiefly fault fissures, and 64,000 tons from | 

mines where the fluorspar occurs in flat-lying tabular masses, locally 

called blanket formations. Of the fluorspar produced in Illinois in 

1941, about 97 percent came from Hardin County and 3 percent from 

Pope County. : | | | Be 
| Fluorspar-bearing material milled in Illinois in 1941 totaled 248,000 

tons, from which about 135,000 tons of finished fluorspar were re- | 

covered—a ratio of 1.84:1. Considerable fluorspar of Kentucky 
origin is milled in Illinois, but the finished fluorspar so recovered, as 

well as that shipped, is credited to Kentucky in the statistics. 

Shipments from Illinois totaled 133,333 tons in 1941 compared with 

104,698 tons in 1940; 39,918 tons were shipped by river or river-rail 

| to consumers in 1941 compared with 36,756 tons in 1940. Shipments — 

_ from Illinois were larger in 1941 than in any year except 1917, when 

they totaled 156,676 tons. Ce re , 

The Argo, Blue Diggings, Cave in Rock, Crystal, Daisy, W. Le 

| Davis, Deardorff, Hamp, Hillside, Humm, Lead Hill, Midway-Air 

Shaft, North Boundary, Rosiclare, Stewart, and Victory mines 

| supplied about 85 percent of the total finished fluorspar produced in | 

- Hardin County in 1941; the remainder of the county production came. 

from many mines and prospects, including the Big Creek, Boundary 

Shaft, Cooper, Diamond, Dimick, DuBois, Eureka No. 4 and No. 5, 
Indiana, Kamm, Pell, Preen, Sheldon, Spar Mountain, Twitchell, and. 

all ) Be 

| The Fluorspar Products Corporation operated the Lead Hill, 
| Stewart, and Twitchell mines and also milled purchased ore from 

| various properties. Shipments were 114 percent greater than in 1940. 

A 5-cell Bendelari jig was added to the mill, and a change from steam to 
electricity is reported to have effected much smoother operation. —__ 

| ~The Aluminum Ore Co. produced 27 percent more fluorspar at its 

| flotation plant in 1941 than in 1940; the plant was closed from January 
11 to 23, 1941, and during November 1940 because of a strike at 

. its East St. Louis plant, where artificial cryolite and aluminum fluoride 
are made from fluorspar. The capacity of the flotation plant was 
enlarged substantially in 1941, and another substantial expansion, 

which will be completed about July 1, 1942, is now in progress. 
Additional drying and grinding facilities are also being installed to 
handle the increased output. Drifting and raising at the Argo mine 

extended levels down to 700 feet; minor developments were carried 
out at the Blue Diggings mine; and a vertical shaft to a depth of 
300 feet was completed at the Hamp mine. 

At the Crystal mine of the Crystal Fluorspar Co. additions were | 
made to the mill between January 1 and March 21 (there was no 

production during this interval); consequently, output during 1941 
was 10 percent less than in 1940. Prospecting and development 
work included 13,695 feet of churn drilling. 

Output of gravel fluorspar and flotation concentrates by Hillside 
Fluor Spar Mines was 36 and 353 percent, respectively, greater than 
in 1940. The mill feed came chiefly from the Hillside mine at Rosi-
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| clare, Ill., Keystone and Ada Florence mines near Marion, Ky., and 
. tailings from previous milling operations. ~ ee 
| The Rosiclare Lead & Fluorspar Mining Co. operated the Boundary 

Shaft,.Daisy, Eureka No. 4 and No. 5, Midway-Air Shaft, North 
. Boundary, and Rosiclare mines in 1941; production was at about the | 
: same rate as in 1940. Output at its flotation plant, however, was 

about five times that in 1940. The flotation plant has been described 
| by Edwards.* The Rosiclare mine, which had been flooded since 
~~ January 1924, resumed production in 1941; it has now been cleaned — 

out to the 700-foot level, where development work will soon be 
initiated. Unwatering the Rosiclare mine has been described by 

~  Cronk® and the mine pumping plant and new power plant by 
-  KEdwards.6 The company did considerable development work to . 
: determine the extension of the Argo fault on its property; a 1,000-foot 

crosscut has been driven from the 600-foot level of the Daisy mine 
’ . west to intersect the Argo fault. =  . © a _ 
t The Victory mine of the Victory Fluorspar Mining Co. produced 
' 187 percent more fluorspar thanin 1940. = ~~ a 
» . The Cave-in-Rock Spar Co. operated its No. 1 and No. 2 mills 
. on ore from its own mines, as well as on purchased ore; production 
' of finished fluorspar was substantially greater than in 1940. No. 1 
- mill was leased to and operated by the Continental Fluorspar Co. 
'. for a 4-month period and milled purchased ore. The company did 
_ some developing at the Pell and Teems properties and made improve- 
' ments in both mills. | — | Se 

The flotation mill of the Mahoning Mining Co. operated at capacity 
"jn 1941, and production of fluorspar concentrates was 50 percent 
. . greater than in 1940. The mill feed comprised ore from the W. L. 
; Davis and Deardorff mines and a small quantity of purchased ore. 
‘Of the fluorspar shipped in 1941, 86 percent was acid-grade and 14 . 

‘percent pelletized gravel; 25 percent of the acid-grade was shipped — 
for foreign consumption The flotation plant has been described by 

' "Trauffer. I OS : oo 
Ralph E. Jones and J. R. Ginn completed small mills near Rosiclare 

and Elizabethtown, respectively, in 1941. The Big Creek Fluorspar 
_ Co. also completed a mill near Rosiclare in 1941; equipment includes 
' air tables, an innovation in fluorspar milling. 7 
: The Atlas Fluorspar Co. operated its jig mill on purchased ore and 
; did some custom milling. The mill was run during the latter part 
_ of 1941 by the Crown Fluorspar Co., which also milled purchased ore’ 
/ and reported exploration and development work at properties it has 
~ under lease. | | 
; Production at the Humm mine, operated by C. C. Mackey, was 
- about the same as in 1940. Beecher Williams reported sinking a 
-  160-foot shaft on the Humm property in 1941. 

The Douglas, Lost 40, and Roberts mines were the chief producers | 
of fluorspar in Pope County during 1941. Knight, Knight & Clark | 

_ Operated its mill on ore from the Douglas mine. Production at the 
Lost 40 mine was sold to local mills for milling. The Kentucky 

4 Edwards, J. H., Use of Flotation Increases in Illinois Fluorspar Field: Eng. and Min. Jour., October 
1941, vol. 142, No. 10, pp. 47-48. 

§ Cronk, A. H., Unwatering the Rosiclare Mine: Min. Cong. Jour., July 1941, vol. 27, No. 7, pp. 10-13. 
6 Edwards, J. H., Mine Pumping Plant Electrified at Rosiclare Fluors Property: Eng. and Min. 

: Jour., June 1941, vol. 142, No. 6, P- 39-41; New Power Plant for Rosiclare Fluorspar Operations: Eng. and . 
f Min. Jour., July 1941, vol. 142, No. 7, pp. 49-50. 
" ? Trauffer, W. E., Fluorspar Separated by Flotation at New Plant in Ilinois-Kentucky Field: Pit and 
‘ Quarry, May 1941, vol. 33, pp. 39-42.
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| Fluor Spar Co. acquired the Knight mine on June 28 and renamed it — 
the Roberts mine. It was equipped and brought into production 

| the Jatter part of 1941. ce re 

Kentucky.—Production of fluorspar (expressed in terms of finished 
) product) in Kentucky was about 136,000. short tons in 1941. com- 

pared with 107,000 tons in 1940. _ Shipments, which exceeded the — 

| previous all-time record of 1940 by 37 percent, were 142,862 tons — 
| compared with 103,939 tons in 1940; of the 1941 total, 34,698 tons were 

oo shipped by rail or river-rail to consumers compared with 29,672 tons 

in 1940.) oe a 
| Production in Caldwell County, totaling about 8,000 tons, came _ 

| chiefly from the H. & W., Hollowell & Hobby, Marble, McNeely, _ 

and Tyrie mines. A large increase in production was reported 

at the Hollowell & Hobby mine, which was acquired by the New 

a York & Kentucky Mining Co.in 1940. | 

~The Marble mine was leased on June 19 by the Marble Mining 

| Co., which also leased the Crook mill at Crider. A 96-foot shaft 

| was sunk at the mine; and the mill, which had been idle for many _ 

years, was rehabilitated. Se 

Production at the McNeely mine, operated by J. D. Summers & 

Co: ‘was discontinued in May, owing to exhaustion of known ore 

les. | : | | 

| Production in Crittenden County, totaling 105,000 short tons, 

came chiefly from the Ada Florence, Bachelor, Davenport, Gillis, 
Keystone, Pigmy, Summers, Tabb, and Watson (Hagle) mines, 

which contributed 85 percent of the county total. Most of the — 

; remainder came from many smaller mines (including the Beard, 

Blue, Brown, Dyke, Haffaw, Mary Belle, Memphis, Pogue, Susie 

| Beeler, and Watkins) and from numerous prospects; some was 
|  yeclaimed from mill ponds, waste dumps, and old workings of | 

| -. abandoned mines. Se a ne a 
The Beard, Brown, Cross, Haffaw, Mary Belle, Memphis, and 

| Susie Beeler mines of the Aluminum Ore Co. were operated by © 

lessees at a greatly reduced rate during 1941. The surface plants 

at these mines, as well as those at other mines of the company in 

| Kentucky, have been removed, and its mill at Marion has discon- 

tinued operation. The mill site will be used for the accumulation of 

fluorspar purchased from local contractors. The company operates 

mines and a flotation mill near Rosiclare, Ill., where operations will 
proceed at a greatly increased rate. | | 

The Watson mine of the Eagle Fluor Spar Co. was operated on 

a two-shift basis, and the output of finished fluorspar was 13 percent 
- Jarger than in 1940. 

. R. J. Forester’s mill handled ore from his Summers mine and some 

purchased ore, recovering 37 percent more finished fluorspar than in 

1940. 
The Tabb mines and mill of the United States Coal & Coke Co. 

produced 19 percent more finished fluorspar than in 1940; shipments, 

however, were 4 percent less. In addition to the production from the 
Tabb mines, a contractor made a small output on the company 

property. Some purchased ore was also treated in the company mill. 

The Kentucky Fluor Spar Co., which operates a mill a short 
distance south of Marion, did the largest volume of business in its 
history; sales were 35 percent greater than in 1940. In 1941 the com-
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_ pany operated the C. R. Babb and Ellis mines in Livingston County, | 
. Ky., and the Roberts mine in Pope County, IIl.; about half the com- | 
: ‘pany supply came from these mines. The remainder was purchased 
_ chiefly from the Blue, Dyke, Hollowell & Hobby, McNeely, N ancy | a 
: Hanks, and Watkins mines in Kentucky and the Humm and Kamm - 
/ minesin Illinois. sis Oo | oe | - 
® The Ada Florence and Keystone mines of Hillside Fluor Spar Mines | 
| were operated at a substantially increased rate in 1941. Although 
_ the fluorspar from these mines is finished at the company mill at _ 
: Rosiclare, Ill., production and shipments are credited to Kentucky in | 

the statistics. | : 7 | a es | 7: 
A newly discovered ore body of considerable length and depth was 7 

: developed at the Pigmy mine of the Pigmy Corporation in 1941. ; 
Production was about double that in 1940. - | , | 

_ Exploration by crosscut at the 130- and 260-foot levels of the Daven- | 
: port mine, both in the vicinity of the main shaft, disclosed at least 
: two hitherto unknown ore bodies east of those already worked; they | | 
: promise considerable tonnage. Production was about the same as 

during 1940. | | Oo 
The Pogue mine was leased in July 1941 by the Marble Mining Co., | | 

which cleaned out an old filled-in abandoned shaft and retimbered it a 
to the 175-foot level. Washing equipment was installed at the mine. a 

\ A small tonnage of fluxing-gravel fluorspar was produced in 1941. | 
During October the company also leased the Sullinger mine and | 

~ installed washing equipment. ns | ae 
i In 1941 the Delhi Fluorspar Corporation did considerable develop- 

| ment work at its Bachelor mine and installed a new double log washer 
' and-bath house. Production was about double that in 1940. ~ | 
: The capacity of the mill of the Howard Easley Corporation was 
. enlarged to handle one-third more tonnage. This corporation does | | | 
~ not operate any mines but does milling upon'a custom basis forothers. =~ 

It also purchases fluorspar from many mines and prospects, milling — 
: some of this before shipment. _ . Oo 7 
: In Livingston County 23,000 short tons of finished fluorspar were | 
: produced in 1941 compared with 21,000 tons in 1940. Of the county | 
_ total in 1941, the C. R. Babb, Ellis, Mineral Ridge, and Nancy Hanks 
' Mines and the jig plant reclaiming fluorspar from Klondike tailings 

supplied about 91 percent. : | | : 
: Output at the C. R. Babb and Ellis mines of the Kentucky Fluor | 
_ Spar Co. was 25 and 27 percent, respectively, greater than in 1940. 
_ The company also made a small production at the Wright mine. 
_ The shaft at the C. R. Babb mine was sunk 100 feet, making a total 
| depth of 450 feet, where levels are being driven along the vein; the 
' power plant at this mine was improved and enlarged. The lease on the 
_ Wright mine was acquired by C. W. Haynes, who sank a 50-foot 

_ shaft and mined a small’ tonnage of mixed fluorspar-barite ore. 
Production at the Nancy Hanks mine, operated by the Haynes 

__ Fluorspar Co., was 17 percent less than in 1940; sales, however, were 
| 11 percent greater. 
! The Mineral Ridge Fluorspar Co. produced and shipped fluorspar 
_ from the Mineral Ridge mine in 1941. : 

The Klondike mine made no production in 1941, but the remainder 
_ Of the mine stock pile was shipped.
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Shipments by Butler & Moodie, who operate a jig plant reclaiming 

fluorspar from Klondike tailings, were considerably larger than in 1940. 

In the central Kentucky district a small carload of fluorspar was. 

shipped from the Faircloth mine in Woodford County, near Wilmore. 
-Nevada.—Shipments of fluorspar from Nevada in 1941—8,967 

- - short tons—exceeded the previous all-time record of 5,803 tons in 1940, 

| Most of the 1941 total went to steel mills and hydrofluoric-acid plants. 

The chief producing mine in Nevada in 1941 was the Baxter in 

| Mineral County, operated by V.S. Baxter, where some development 

| _ work was done. The other active mine was the Daisy in Nye County, 

operated by J. Irving Crowell, Jr. New equipment was installed at 

| | the Daisy mine and mill to increase productive capacity; a flotation 

unit was also installed but did not operate. 
New Mezxico—Production of fluorspar in New Mexico also estab- 

| | lished a new record in 1941. Shipments from New Mexico, Arizona, 

and Texas were 19,089 short tons and comprised flotation concen- 

trates (which went chiefly to ceramic and hydrofluoric-acid plants), 

, metallurgical grade (which went. chiefly to steel plants), and acid 

grade (which went to hydrofluoric-acid plants). | SS 

Production: in New Mexico came from Grant, Hidalgo, Luna, 

oe Sierra, and Valencia Counties. _ : pe 
| Output at the flotation mill of the Indian Metals Co. at Lordsburg 

| gained 17 percent over 1940. The ore milled came from many proper- 

ties, but the greater part came from the Howard mine in Luna County | 

and the Shrine mine in Grant County. | ae 

The flotation mill of the General Chemical Co. at Deming was 

operated on a substantially larger scale than in 1940. Most of the 

ore milled was purchased from producers in New Mexico and Arizona. : 

The gravity-flotation plant of the Non-Metallic Corporation at . 
| _ Silver City was not operated m.1941.°0 re 

oe PP. L. Grattan is remodeling his flotation plant at Deming; mean- 

while, ore was produced at-his mine in Luna County and stock-piled 

at the mill. | - : Oo 

~The Howard mine in Luna County, operated by D. F. McCabe, © 
was the largest producer in New Mexico in 1941. About one-third 

of the output was shipped to steel plants and two-thirds to the flota- 
tion plants at Deming and Lordsburg. _ —— | 

The Navajo mines in Valencia County, which have been under 
development for some time by Navajo Fluorspar Mines, became an 
important producer in 1941. Production comprised chiefly metal- 
lurgical gravel fluorspar shipped to steel mills, but a small quantity 

of acid grade was shipped to hydrofluoric-acid plants. From July 

through December 1941 shipments averaged about 700 tons monthly 

and in January 1942 totaled 1,250 tons. Four tunnels above water 

level are in active operation on two veins. Although one of the veins 
is reported to yield acid grade by careful sorting, the output is blended 
with the lower-grade product from the other vein to make fluxing 

grade. The mining property is in the Zuni Mountains about 25 miles 
south of Grants, the shipping point. Ore from the mine is trucked to 
the mill at Grants, where it is dumped into a hopper that is carried by 
elevators to a 400-ton bin, which discharges through an automatic 
feeder to the crusher, rolls, and washer. After washing, the ore is put 
through screens before going to two 4-cell Bendelari jigs and a smaller 
Harz jig; some of the fines pass over a concentrating table. The
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| finished fluorspar is carried by another set of elevators to a bin for : 
3 loading into cars. Additions to the mill to produce acid-grade 

fluorspar are contemplated. i cee | | 
| Small outputs were made at the Montezuma, Mirabal, and Porter 

mines, also in Valencia County. - | oe | 
eS Texas:—In the course of surface prospecting at the Horse Shoe 
: prospect near Hot Wells, Hudspeth County, U. B. Melton produced 

and shipped a small tonnage of fluorspar to the flotation plant at 
ro Deming, N: Mex. It is planned to sink a shaft at the property in 1942. ~ 
: - Utah.—Shipments of fluorspar from Utah were 748 short tons in 

= 1941 compared with 142 tons in 1940, all from the Fred Staats mine 
| in Beaver County. Development work under way at this mine is 

expected to result in a much larger output in 1942. The Western 
: Fluorite Co. continued development work at its properties in Beaver 
; County and made a trial run at its mill. 
i Washington.—Crushing, screening, and concentrating equipment 
' was installed at the Mitchem mine in Ferry County, and new stopes 
: were opened in the mine. Two cars of fluorspar were shipped in 1941. 
: This mine was reopened in 1940 and shipped a car of fluorspar, but 
: the report was received too late for inclusion in the statistics for that 
~- year; consequently, it has been included in the total for 1941. | 

IMPORTS AND SHIPMENTS FOR FOREIGN CONSUMPTION | 

Imports of fluorspar for consumption in the United States during 
: the 9 months January to September 1941 were 7,311 short tons (1,303 | 
/ tons containing more than 97 percent and 6,008 containing not more 
' , than 97 percent calcium fluoride) valued ® at.$73,099. Publication of 
: / foreign trade statistics was suspended beginning October 1, 1941. 

Imports during the year 1940 were 11,873 tons (3,052 containing more 
- than 97 percent and 8,821 containing not more than 97 percent - 
- calcium fluoride) valued® at $142,931. The value assigned to the | 
| foreign fluorspar in 1941 averaged $10 a ton. The cost to consumers 
' in the United States also includes duty, loading charges at the docks, 

ocean freight, insurance, consular fee, and freight from docks to con- 
= suming plants. The duty on fluorspar containing not more than 

97 percent calcium fluoride is $7.50 a short ton and on fluorspar - 
| containing more than 97 percent calcium fluoride $3.75 a short ton. 

: Fluorspar imported for consumption in the United States in- 1941 (January to Sep- 
oe _ tember, inclusive), by countries and customs districts , 

| SRRRTEPMR eee | marth 87 | oa | 
: Country and customs district calcium Auoride Ruoride 

| Short | value | Short | vVatue ceo | Vane 

Mexico: 

, Lae oneeeeeteccecceecennnnnn coef beat HET | ee uno! 
New York. 22. a || aga | anton 
Philadelphia__..........__.........___|----------]--- ------ 1,315 12, 777 1,315 12,777 

| 1,308 | 22,814 | 2,936 | 27.481 | 4,230 | 80,295 
tpain: Philadel ogee] | TL 8] mR 

pire lestins Bile ate una epome meen, =, i mee : dise, at the exported: inelatae ihe United States, is offered for sale in the principal markets of the country 

' tax) fneldent to placing the merchandise in condition ready Tor shipment voces et ny export
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7 _. The foregoing imports for 1941 comprised 82 percent metallurgical 
gravel fluorspar and 18 percent acid-grade fluorspar. The former was 

| | imported from Mexico, Spain, and United Kingdom and the latter | 

an fom Mexicons = 
| - The following table, compiled from data furnished to the Bureau | 

, of Mines by importers, shows the quantities of imported fluorspar 
delivered to consumers in the United States in 1940 and 1941 and the 
selling price at tidewater (duty paid), irrespective of the year of im- 

- portation into the United States; it differs from the preceding table, 

a which shows the quantities received in the United States during the 
first 9 months of 1941. The quantities in the following table are based 

| upon the actual outturn weights ascertained by sworn weighers and 
represent the weights on which duty was paid and entries were 

| liquidated. | | eg | oe 

| Imported fluorspar delivered to consumers an the United States, 1940-41, by uses 

SO / 1940 fo 

| | - | Selling price at tide-| - ‘Selling price at tide- | 
— a Use | _ water, including | water, including 

. ‘| Short duty Short duty 

| pe tons |_| stons, | 
ee | oo _ Total | Average | — | Total | Average 

_ Steel | 9,275 | gong, 342 | 22.03 | 6,102 | $143,863 | $2.58 
a Glass and enamel.._..---.---------------- 11 361 32.82 |_..._....-|------_---|---------- 

Hydrofluoric acid___-...--.-.------------- 1, 634 44,845 | 27.44 1, 418 38, 760 27. 33 
Miscellaneous... .22--77277.227222222222 4|  '160| 40.00 69} 1380] 20.00 

| , , | 10,924 | 249,708} 22.86] 7,589 184,003 24.25 

= Producers of fluorspar reported. shipments of 12,184 short tons 

| of fluorspar valued at $277,782 in 1941 for foreign consumption com- 

| pared with 8,482 tons valued at $178,467 in 1940. | a 

| Fluorspar reported by producers as shipped from the United States for foreign 

| , consumption, 1937-41 

| . | Value | | | Value | 

Total | Average Total | Average 

ae 456. | $9, 001 19,94 || 1940.........-.| 8,482 a $21. 04 
1938 22222 788 | 9,061] 11.50 || 1941.........--.-..-| 12,184] 277,782] 2280 
1939__.-.-..-------- 2, 976 74, 443 25. 01 

a 

| WORLD PRODUCTION | 

The following table shows world production of fluorspar by countries 
from 1937 to 1941, insofar as statistics are available. Because of 

Government restriction on the publication of statistics for many 
countries, few figures for 1940 and 1941 are available. However, as 

the output of steel and aluminum increased greatly in many countries, 
no doubt world production of fluorspar also gained in 1940 and 1941. 
Despite the fact that fluorspar is produced in about 20 countries, the 
United States, Germany, U.S. S. R., United Kingdom, and France 
normally supply about four-fifths of the world total.
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- World production of fluorspar, 1987-41, by countries, in metric tons ! | | 

| [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | | 

Country! | 1987 1938 1939 1940 1941 | 

Argentina ?......-.-------------------2ee eee -e eee 350 | —-:1, 406 739} 897 (’) , | 

7 Australia: : . 
| New South Wales. .-.--------------------------- 55 |.--------- (3) (3) (?) 

Queensland -_......----------------------------- 1, 410 2,479 20 (3) (3) 
South Australia........-....--------------------|----------|----------]---------- (8) (2) 

: Victoria. ..-..-----------------------------------|---------- 804 j.------.--| @ f : 
Canada_....-----2-----------+--1--------------- +--+ | 136 197 218 (3) (3 i 

—— Ghosen TTT, 000 | 434,207; @) |) Q 
: France... ee eee see eeeececeeeeeeeeee---| 51,430] 51,920} @) (3) (a | | 

| Germany: | 
: “Anhalt. _..-...----------------------------------| 18,662 | 10,462] 3) (3) (3) 
(0. Baden 27-22) 13,687 | 21.380} @) (3) (3) 
i Bavaria. ......--------------------+-------------| 62,455 | 59, 919 (@) | (3) (?) 
b Prussia...._...-.-... ss -ssssenceeeeseeseeeee--| 30,514] 229561 3) (3) (3) | 
: - Saxony ..--.-.-:--------------------------------- 8, 074 12, 063 (3) (3) (3) 
: Thuringia_...........-----.--+------.--------- 16, 117 22, 405 (8) (@) (?) 
: India, British_........-....-..----------------------|----------|---------- 20/ (@) (3) 
: Italy”... oso nn nn enn eee se tena eeeeeeeeeee-| 13,385 | 12,186 | @) (3) (3) 7 

Newfoundland (shipments) - ---.-.------------------ 8, 479 8, 944 11, 227, 14, 697 11, 581 
Norway. ._.--.-------------------------------------- 1, 692: 1, 676 2, 367 (3) - (3) 
Southern Rhodesia_-_...--....-.------.--------------|---------- 156 |_...------ (3) (3) 
South-West Africa__.-...-..........-.--..----------|------2--- 585 1051 (3) (3) 

: Spain._....-------.---s--seeeeceaaeseceeeeseese-| 4,250] 8,596 | 3) (3) (3) 
0 Mynisig TUTTI) aeze | 2080] 2.473] @) |) 

| Union of South Africa__...---.-.----------------+--- 3,615 | - 4,736 10, 322 7,421 51,836 . 

U.S.S. Rone enn eee ne ece ee eeeeeseee--| 70,000] (1) (3) (3) Q) 7 
: United Kingdom._.........-..-.--.-.-..---2----22-| 42,837 | 33,866 | 817,521] — (3) (3) 
| United States (shipments) -..........-.---------------| 164, 408 72, 940 | 165, 806 211,917 290, 905 ; 

7 a | | 519,000 | 456,000]  @) @: | @) | 
, rer ene — = “ ee " za ™ . 

a ~ 1 In addition to countries listed, China and Mexico produce fluorspar but data of output are not available. 
.  2Railway shipments. _ § Data not available. 4 Exports, | . 

’ January to June, inclusive. | a . , 
; ¢ Estimated. : a OC | 

ot, 7 Estimate included in total. a . oe 

2 Canada—The North American Molybdenum Corporation has . 

erected a new head frame at the Madoc property, and the old shaft 
- has been retimbered to its bottom level at 80 feet; plans call for’. 
~ deepening the shaft to 150 feet and establishing a main level at that | 
-  horizon.® The company has started mining operations, and material | 

is being stock-piled for shipment.” | oe | 
| China..—The Central China Mining Co. (Sino-Japanese subsid- 

" iary of the Japanese semiofficial Central China Development Co.) . 

: announced in September 1940 that it would open fluorite mines in 
northern Chekiang Province. The Japan Iron Mining Co. is stated 

to have been producing 20,000 tons from mines in that region, but a 
the Central China Mining Co. plans call for an additional production | 

: of 200,000 tons annually, the entire output to be exported to Japan. 
Chosen.—The Chosen Development Co. is reported to have com- 

pleted arrangements for the purchase of the Chosen Fluorspar Co., 

| capitalized at approximately $42,192, and for the operation of the 
| mine and sorting mill at Talden, South Chusei Province. 
| Merico.°—Installation of a 500-ton mill is being completed at the 

: La Azul fluorspar mine, Taxco, Guerrero. } 
| Newfoundland.—Sbipments of fluorspar from Newfoundland in 
| 1941 were 12,766 short tons, comprising 4,448 tons of acid grade and 

8,313 tons of fluxing grade. Shipments were 16,201 tons in 1940. | 
. The decline in shipments was due to labor troubles. | 

According to Canadian Chemistry and Process Industries: “ 
9 Northern Miner, May 22, 1941, vol. 27, No.9, p.23. 
10 Northern Miner, October 2, 1941, vol. 27, No. 28, p. 5. 

| 11 Foreign Minerals Quarterly, October 1941, vol. 4, No. 2, p. 13. 
. _ 12 Foreign Commerce Weekly, August 16, 1941, vol. 4, No. 7, p. 36. 
5 13 Engineering and Mining Journal, October 1941, vol. 142, No. 10, p. 92. 

| 14 Canadian Chemistry and Process Industries, January 1941, vol. 25, No. 1, p. 15. 

| 4977794391
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7 No attempt has been made to estimate the reserves [of fluorspar] of the [St. 
: Lawrence] district, but the St. Lawrence Corporation of Newfoundland, Ltd., has _— 

| obtained its production from one vein along a length of 1,200 feet on the 50-foot 
: level and has, among other veins, one with a surface length of 5,500 feet, with _ 

widths varying from 2 to 24 feet. Another company, Newfoundland Fluorspar, 
, -  Litd., a subsidiary of Aluminum Co. of Canada, Ltd., has been doing exploration 
- and development work for the past 3 years, having drifted for 1,800 feet on the 

150-foot level, with crosscuts every 100 feet showing widths from 10 to 35 feet. 

__ Union of South Africa.—Figures on production of fluorspar in the 
Union of South Africa in 1941 are available for only the first 6 months 
of the year and totaled 2,024 short tons; shipments during this period 

| were 2,765 tons, of which 1,291 tons were exported to Japan, 280 tons. 
_ to India, and 43 tons to Northern Rhodesia, and 1,151 tons were sold _ 

to local consumers. Production in the year 1940 was 8,180 short 
| tons; shipments were 6,995 tons, of which 4,621 tons were exported _ 

a to Japan, 103 tons to India, 19 tons to United Kingdom, 6 tons to | 
sO Southern Rhodesia, and 3 tons to Belgian Congo, and 2,243 tons were 

| sold tolocal consumers. | Oo oe 
| | | | CRYOLITE Co 

Cryolite occurs in commercial quantity and is mined at only one 
-place—Ivigtut,, Greenland. Gibbs ™ has described the mine at 

a Ivigtut, the grades of ore produced, methods of processing and puri- — 
fication, and various uses of cryolite. 

a | _A considerable proportion of the cryolite used in the United States | 
“ig made from fluorspar. According to Frary: * - ee 

The fluorspar is treated with sulfuric acid to produce hydrofluoric acid, and , 
_ this is neutralized with the proper amounts of soda ash and aluminum hydrate 

to produce the cryolite, which is a double fluoride of sodium and aluminum 
 (NasAIF,). The artificial cryolite is quite satisfactory and, in fact, considerably — 
lower in objectionable impurities than the natural cryolite usually used. There — 
would be no serious difficulty in getting along with the artificial product if the ‘. 

| ‘supply of natural cryolite from Greenland is shut off. a 7 

: The chief uses of cryolite are in the metallurgy of aluminum, in 
the manufacture of glass and enamels, and in insecticides. 

Artificial cryolite is manufactured by the Aluminum Ore Co. at 
Kast St. Louis, Ill.; the capacity of the plant was enlarged substan- 

: tially in 1941. A small quantity of artificial cryolite was made in a 
| _ pilot plant by the Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Co. in 1941, and 

construction of a commercial plant is under consideration. _ 
| Imports.—The following table shows imports of cryolite into the 

United States in 1940 and in the first 9 months of 1941. | | 

Cryolite (natural and artificial) imported for consumption in the United States, 
1940-41, by countries 

| 1940 (ian.-Sept.) 
Country a} 

Long tons Value Long tons Value 

Canada. _....----------------n een e cee eee eee ne | eee e eee nfo eee ee ee nee 4 $1, 118 
France. ......-.------------------- +--+ eee 20 $3, 300 |_...---------]------------ 
Germany ....------------------------------ 22 - eee 20 3, 713 |-------.----]-.-------.-- 
Greenland .........-..--...---2------------- eee 25,818 | 1,322,775 14, 924 823, 850 

25,858 | 1,329, 788 14, 928 824, 968 

Gibbs, A. E. (technical director, Pennsylvania Salt Manufazturing Co.), Cryolite as a Chemical Raw 
Material: Chem. Ind., vol. 38, May 1936, pp. 471-476. 

“ Frary, F. C., Cryolite from Fluorspar: Steel, June 30, 1941, vol. 108, No. 26, p. 4.
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Oo 7 SUMMARY | ae 

... Paralleling record production and shipments of glass containers, | 

_ both crude and ground feldspar in 1941 again established new pro- _ 
| duction (sales) highs, despite curtailment of new home construction | 
’ - during the last quarter of the year. Sales of crude spar rose to 338,860 a 

long tons, valued at $1,519,456; thus tonnage was 17 percent higher 
and value 19 percent higher than in 1940. Sales of ground spar in 

: 1941 totaled 354,417 short tons, a 24-percent increase over the 285,713. 
i tons reported for 1940. Total values of crude and ground feldspar | 

in 1941 were 19 and 23 percent, respectively, above 1940 levels; . 
_ ~~ these values, however, were 5 percent less for crude spar and only 0.2 | | 

percent greater for ground spar than in 1926, the year of highest | 

; realization for crude output. | re oe 

: Salient statistics of the feldspar industry in the United States, 1940-41 | 

: | | | | | 7 Percent of ok 
oy . " 1940 1941 change in 

: Crude feldspar: _ | | oe : 7 
Domestic sales: . " 

L Long tons__.....----.---.--------------------+------- 290, 763 338, 860 +16. 5. . 

Valle. _._..... wenn nnn seeeeeeeneensezeesee2e-]’ $1,271,995 | $1,519,456 | = ++:19.5 a 
7 Average per long ton__....---.-.----------------- $4. 37 $4. 48 +2. 5 

: Imports: 
"Long tons__.........-----------2------- +--+ eee 12, 522 18,984 |_.....----2..- 

n | Value... -<-2--c2-c 2s secseessnseseneensneceneseeeee $80,274 | 1 $56,731 |_-.----------- 
. Average per long ton_-_-.....---..----------------- $6. 41 1 $6.35 |..---.2.2 2.8. 

Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills: 
j Short tons. .........--.----------------------------------- _ 285, 713 354, 417 +24. 0 

Value___......-_--.---------- +e eee ---------} $8, 065, 482 $3, 782, 603 +23.4 

Average per short ton. -.---------+-------------------- $10. 73 $10. 67 —.6 

1 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. | | | 

| Imports of crude feldspar (all from Canada) during the first 9 months | 

} of 1941 totaled 8,934 long tons valued at $56,731 compared with 12,522 - 
tons, $80,274, during the full year 1940. | 

California, Colorado, Maine, New Hampshire, North Carolina, 
: South Dakota, and Wyoming each made a substantially increased out- 

put of crude feldspar in 1941. Colorado, New Hampshire, and South — 

: 1417
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Dakota produced record tonnages, and the North Carolina output | 
: reached 100,000 tons for the first time since 1936. Production of 

ground spar showed large increases in California, New Jersey-Connecti- 
cut, and North Carolina-Tennessee, with record tonnages in both Col- | 

+ orado and South Dakota. Bos | | 

- oo -——'- DOMESTIC PRODUCTION . a 

__ In accordance with the usual practice in the industry, crude feldspar 
- is reported in long tons of 2,240 pounds and ground feldspar in short — 

| (net) tons of 2,000 pounds, although some leading producers report 
| sales of crude spar in short tons. a a 

} Crude feldspar.—Output of crude feldspar reached a new high in | 
— 1941, rising to 338,860 long tons or 17 percent above the former record 

year 1940. The total value ($1,519,456) in 1941 was 19 percent above 
| ; that in 1940 but 5 percent less than in the record year 1926. . 

Be | Crude feldspar sold or used by producers in the United States, 1937-41 

a _. [Value at mine or nearest shipping point] __ 

: | 7 lg | value Sid] Lone | ” Value : 
_ Year — fone TT ott Yar tone oO ero 

| | - ' Total | Average 7 . Total | Average 

1937._............] 268, 582 | $1, 383, 249 $5.15 || 1940......-..-..--| 290, 763 | $1,271, : $4. 37 
- © y9gg 2 7TTTTTITTTIE] 196; 119 |” 895; 081 4.56 || 1941...--_.-_"777| 338,860 | “1,519,456 | 4.48 

| 1939_....-....-..| 283,466 | 1,112,857 439|/ 0 fo 

Crude feldspar sold or used by producers in the United States, 1939-41,.by States | 

. [Value at mine or nearest shipping point] | oO | —— : 

| , OO 1939 1940 | 1941 
| : State >) | 

| - Longtons| Value | Longtons| Value | Longtons| Value - 

Arizona.....-..---..----------| (1) (1) Qf; @ (1) California..__-----2-2 22272777 2,076 | $12,655 2,711 | $18,254 4,464] $22,490 
Colorado.......-...-.----.--| 29,995} 107,536 |  34,105|  123,514| 42,326] 147,640 
Connecticut. ------72-777777] 10,083 | 53,120 | 247404] =: 1287348 | «13,603 | —-—-92, 397 
Maine.....-00-------7---T] 18,109} += 74,165 | 18,390 84,706 | «22,566 | —«116, 610 
Maryland. ____..._.._..--.--- (!) (1) (4) (1) (1) (1) 
Massachusetts._.-_.....----.-]------------|----------.~-|------------/------2 ee (2) () 
New Hampshire....__.......-|: 34, 414 161, 968 38, 589 149, 031 | 52, 219 200, 569 
New York.___....-....--.--.- 0) (4) (1) (1) (1) (@) 
North Carolina.__...-........| 76,738 | 397,631 79,312 | 426,784] 100,016 | 552,386 
Pennsylvania.__.............- (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) South Dakota_..--.----------| 48,328] 138,893] 54,692] 157,323 | 89,015 | —«170, 728 
Texas. ......-----.--.---------]------------]-----_------|------------|------------ (1) (1) 
Virginia__.....-..------------- 18, 544 100, 299 21, 705 116, 531 (4) @) 
Wyoming 922222277 22277722 6,726 | 25, 008 7,833} 29,198| 11,846 43, 484 
Undistributed #2 2777777772777 8,503 | 46, 582 9,022} 38,286] 32,715] 173, 157 

253,466 | 1,112, 857 290,763 | 1,271,995 338,860 | 1,519, 456 

1 Included under ‘“‘Undistributed.”’ 2 Includes States indicated by ‘‘(1).” . 

- Texas reported output of crude spar in 1941 for the first time and 
Massachusetts for the first time since 1910; otherwise, spar was mined 
during 1941 in the same States that produced in 1940. Three States 
made record outputs in 1941—South Dakota (59,015 long tons), New
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- Hampshire (52,219 tons), and Colorado (42,326 tons). North Caro- | 
. ‘lina’s output increased about one-fourth; it represented 30 percent of | 
: the national total compared with 27 percent in 1940 and 35 percent in 
: 1937. California’s output jumped 65 percent to 4,464 tons. Maine, | - 

- with a production of 22,566 tons, mined more spar than in any year - 
- since 1930. The accompanying map (fig. 1) shows the geographical 
_.- distribution of feldspar mines and grinding plants in the United States. | 

| Average sales realization per long ton for crude feldspar increased _ 
- about 3 percent to $4.48 in-1941 from $4.37 in 1940. . Average values 

| reported for North Carolina, Maine, Virginia, and Connecticut were 
somewhat higher than in 1940, whereas those for South Dakota and 
New Hampshire were virtually the same as in 1940: Colorado oo 

: showed a small decrease. Averages per ton for selected States in both | 

: - years (1940 in parentheses) follow: North Carolina, $5.52 ($5.38); | 
, - Maine, $5.17 ($4.61); Virginia, $5.58 ($5.37); South Dakota, $2.89 
. ($2.88) ; New Hampshire, $3.84 ($3.86); and Colorado, $3.49 ($3.62). 

_ . Pl rae ty" _ e ee 

Poo’ | 
| tecenn tt . . | | 7 

| Fi@uRE 1.—Geographical distribution of feldspar mines and grinding plants in the United States. | . | 

Ground feldspar—Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills in 1941 
again established a new high, rising to 354,417 short tons or 24 per- 
cent above the former record year 1940. The total value in 1941 : 

. ($3,782,603) exceeded slightly (0.2 percent) that reported for 1926, 
the previous record year for total realization. Colorado and South 
Dakota together supplied 34 percent of the total ground spar sold or 
used during 1941 compared with 35 percent in each of the 3 years im- 
mediately preceding and 30 percent in 1937. North Carolina-Ten- | 

| nessee, although showing a 22-percent increase over 1940, furnished 
about the same percentage (27 percent) of the total sales in 1941 as in | 

1940, compared with about 29 percent in both 1938 and 1939 and 32 
| percent in 1937. Only 2 percent of the total sales of ground spar from 

| United States mills in 1941 was of Canadian origin, compared with 3 

| percent in 1940, 4 percent in both 1938 and 1939, and 6 percent in 1937.
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oe _ Colorado in 1941 rose to first, place in output (tons) of ground feld- 
1 spar and produced more than in any year in its history. The-output 

was 61,141 short tons valued at $387,338 in 1941, or 38 percent more 
| in quantity than in 1940. South Dakota, again with a record tonnage, 

SO followed closely with 59,581 tons and $407,454. Tennessee, New 
| ) Hampshire, and North Carolina ranked next in order. Output from 
a Tennessee and North Carolina combined (95,391 tons) was the largest 

- since 1929. Sales by mills in other States increased from 1940 to 
| "1941, as follows: Arizona, 23 percent; California, 55 percent; Maine,- _ 

| ' I percent; New Jersey and Connecticut combined, 21 percent; New 
York, 39 percent; and Virginia, 60 percent. Figure 1 shows the dis- 
tribution of feldspar grinding plants in the United States. | 

: Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills 1 in the United States, 1937-41 : 

oe , | Domestic — | . : Canadian | fo. Total 

- a Year. gg a . Value | | ‘Value tooo. | 
“| mills | Shoré jw | Short | —C—sST:sC§ Shorty J]. Value - 

tons - , tons tons . 
| Total | Average Total | Average - | 

- | = 31 | 263, 387 |$3, 187, $12.10 | 15,885 | $299, $18.86 | 279, 272 1938._.-......| 30 | 206, 646 | 2,314,675 | 11.20] 7,868 151,577| 19.26] 214°514| 2466252 5 198977 TTT} 81 | 249° 889 | 2 685,473 | 10.75 | 9,305 176,805] — 19-00| 2597194 | 2 sez 278 . 1940.--.---2--] 29 | 277, 612-| 2,912,470] 10.49 | 8,101 | 153,012/ 18.89 | 285,713 | 3.065, 482 | . WO41...-2.2--| 20 | 347, 092 | 3,646,404 | 10.51 | 7,825.) 136,199 | 18.59 | 354, 417 | 3, 782, 608 , 

: a Excludes potters or others who grind for consumption in their own plants. | 

a _ The average sales realization for ground feldspar in 1941 declined 
| | further to $10.67 per ton from $10.73 in 1940 and $11.04 in 1939. 

_ Avérage values for individual States also were generally slightly | 
less in 1941 than in earlier years—ranging from $6.34 to $17.92 in 1941, ‘_ 

Ss 56.38 to $17.96 in 1940, and $6.42 to $18.01 in 1939. Average values 
7 for specified States in. 1941 follow: Colorado, $6.34; South Dakota, 

$6.84; California, $11.84; North Carolina-Tennessee, $12.37; Maine, — 
) $13.72; and New Jersey and Connecticut combined, $17.92. a 
a _ Quoted prices on ground feldspar, however, remained unchanged 

throughout 1941 and into 1942, according to Engineering and Mining 
| Journal Metal and Mineral Markets. As of J anuary 29, 1942, quota- 

. tions were reported as follows: Potash spar, f. o. b. North Carolina, 
200-mesh, white, $17 per ton in bulk; soda spar, $19 per ton; potash 
spar, f. 0. b. Maine, 200-mesh, white, $17 per ton in bulk; North Caro- 
lina granular glass spar, 20-mesh, white, f. 0. b., $12.50 per ton in 
bulk; semigranular, $11.75 per ton; Virginia feldspar, No. 1, 230- 
mesh, $18, 200-mesh, $17; No. 17 glassmakers’ spar, $11.75, No. 18 
glassmakers’ spar, $12.50; and enamelers’ spar, $14 to $16 (quota-_ 
tions upon Spruce Pine, N. C., or Keene, N. H., basis).
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Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills ' in the United States, 1939-41, by States | 

| | 1939 | 1940 1941 . 

_ Beate Active| Short Active| Sh ‘Active| Sh | Active] Short | Vaine | Active] Short | vatue [Active] ert | Value 

Chlitornia 222] 3 £82 $37 149 3 24 ‘$38,847 3 £ 79 ose 92 
7 Colorado._..-------| 3 | 41,176 | 264, 183 3 | 44,260 | 282,178 3| 61,141| 387,338 

Connecticut ...---..|_------]---------|-2-----2--- if ® | @ ri} (2) me ee 
| Illinois-....-..-----| 1] .@ | .@® i| @ | @® 1/ @ @) 
: Maine... --..-..----- 4] 15,246 193, 352 3] 19,580 | 255,020 | - 3 19, 713 270, 434 

Minnesota. .--..---- 1 (2). (2) wo eennne|e-e------ eee - eee] ee -- | --------- | ---+-- 
New Hampshire. --- 2/  'Q) (2) 2 (?) (2) 2 (?) @] | 
New Jersey.........|. 3] 18,727| 387,350 3 | 321,158 | 3379, 899 3 | 325,672 | *450, 974 
New York...-..----| 4] @) () 4] @) @) 4) (2) @) 
North Carolina... 3 |\ 75,740 | 920,556 |{ 3 |} 78,077.| 984,702 { 3 |} 95,301 | 1,179, S77 

, South Dakota_-....| 2| 49,497| 340,424 2| 54,783 | 374,024; 2| 50,581 | 407,454 . 
: Virginia_-....-.----| 2] @ @ | 1] ® | @ 2). @ © 
Z _ Undistributed 4.....|....---| 56, 726 779, 285 |-------- 65, 231 — 806, 812 |_......| 88,840 | 1,029, 534 

a = | 81 | 259, 194 } 2, 862, 278 — 29 | 285,713 {8,065,482 | 29 | 354, 417 | 3,782, 603 

| 1 Excludes potters or others who grind for consumption in their own plants. — - | 
2 Included under “‘Undistributed.”’ a 7 
3 Connecticut included with New Jersey. : | 

: ~ 4 Includes items indicated by ‘‘(2).”’ : | | oo 

BS _ CONSUMPTION AND USES | oe 
CO Crude feldspar—Most crude feldspar is sold to merchant mills, 

| which obtain their supply from a number of mines or localities, stock- | 
pile and sort it according to-grade and source, blend and grind it to 

: required purity and fineness, and sell the ground product. However, 
some pottery and enamel manufacturers purchase part of their feldspar 
supply crude and grind it with their own equipment as needed ; at least | 

S two sanitary-ware manufacturers mine and grind spar for their own 
| use. Makers of soap, cleansers, and sweeping compounds also mine , 
| crude feldspar or purchase it—chiefly in New England, Virginia, and 

_ North Carolina—and, after grinding or other processing, utilize itas 
| an abrasive in their products. Manufacturers of artificial teeth each 

year use a small tonnage of carefully selected crude material, which 
is sold at a substantial premium over No. 1 grade commercial feldspar. 

| Ground feldspar.—Over 95 percent of the ground feldspar sold by 
: merchant mills in the United States is consumed in ceramics in the ; 
: manufacture of glass, pottery, and enamel. The quantity consumed 

in 1941 by the glass industry—principal marketing. outlet—totaled 
| 182,878 short tons, an increase of 22 percent over 1940. The propor- 

tion of total sales used in glass, however, declined slightly to 51.6 
: percent from 52.4 percent in 1940 and 53.4 percent in 1939; these 

figures exclude nepheline syenite, “aplite”, and other sources of alu- 
mina used in glass-making, the competitive importance of which is in- 

| creasing steadily. Sales (127,140 tons) to potteries in 1941 increased 
22 percent over 1940, and those (34,841 tons) to enamel manufacturers | 

- rose 32 percent. Ground spar sold for use in soaps and abrasives—a | 
minor sales outlet for material ground by merchant mills—decreased : 
sharply from 1940 but amounted to nearly twice the 1939 figure. 
The remainder of the ground spar sold by merchant mills was utilized 

| for purposes not specified and for various ceramic uses other than glass, 
pottery, or enamel. . ae |
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: Ground feldspar sold by merchant mills in the United States, 1989-41, by uses, in , a : short tons . 

: | . | 1939 7 | 1940 — 1941 
| Use | a | 7 | 

. Short Percent | Short | Percent Short Percent 
tons of total tons of total tons | of total 

Ceramic: | . 
: Glass. -.-_...-.---.--.--..----------..| 138, 336 53. 4 149, 623 52. 4 182, 878 51.6 _- Pottery_.-..-20-2. 222s -s sees} 87, 209 33.7 | 104, 586 36.6 | 127,140 35.9 | Enamel_......-..--.-.--.-----.-----| 28,356} 10.9 | 26, 420 9.3] 34,841 9.8 

Other ceramic uses._.._-.--...._.--__- 2, 132 8 . 649 .2 |: 563 .2 
~ Soaps and abrasives_..:...--..:.....--.--- - 770 3 2, 682 .9 1, 490 .4 Other uses_._.........-.----.-0-22-2-2..| 2,391 9] 1,753 16] 7,505 2.1 

- 259, 194 100.0 285, 713 100.0 | 354, 100.0 | 

ne rs : - : ~ ~~ 

: _ Shipments of ground spar from merchant mills into the principal | 
consuming States were larger in 1941 than in 1940 for all destinations _ 

: _ shown separately. Pennsylvania, receiving 54,534 short tons, topped | 
Ohio by a narrow margin and was the largest consuming State; each 

| of these States contributed about 15 percent of the total. Next in 
| order were Illinois (receiving 13 percent), New Jersey (13 percent), 

: Indiana (11 percent), West Virginia (8 percent), New York (5 percent), 
| and Wisconsin, California, and Tennessee combined (9 percent). 

| Shipments to “Other destinations” in 1941 (comprising 11 percent of 
the total) included sizable tonnages to Louisiana, Maryland (incom- 

| plete returns indicate an approximate consumption of 15,000 tons), 
Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, and Oklahoma, and smaller ship- 

| ments to some 17 other States, District of Columbia, Hawaii, and 
| Canada. a | _ 

| round feldspar shipped from merchant mills in the United States, 1940-41 , by 
destinations, in short tons : 

. Destination 1940 1941 Destination | 1940 - 1941 

. California. ...2.- 222222. 7, 897 10, 444 || Tennessee .____.________.- 5, 911 9, 697 
~ Tilinois__....- 2.2 22 32, 811 44,573 || West Virginia___._______- 21, 889 29, 916 
Indiana. _._...__-___------ 28, 634 39, 620 || Wisconsin.__-____._..__.. 6, 967 10, 517 
New Jersey._._.......--- 42, 381 44, 249 || Other destinations !_____- 27, 721 40, 271 
New York_-______...--.-- 13, 236 18, 326 || - —_—_————_!———_—_—_———_ Ohio. _._.-...--.-------- 50, 835 52, 270 285,713 | 354, 417 Pennsylvania... | 47,431 54,534 | | 

ee 
1 Arkansas, Colorado, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland (estimated at 

15,000 tons in 1941), Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, 
and other States for which shipments cannot be segregated. Small shipments to Canada, England, and 
Mexico also included. 

NEPHELINE SYENITE | 

Industrial interest in nepheline syenite for ceramic purposes con- | 
| tinued active, with expanding sales for general pottery use. The glass 

industry, however, remains the chief consumer of this comparatively 
recently used raw material. Imports of crude nepheline syenite from 
Canada into the United States in the first 9 months of 1941 amounted 
to 23,773 short tons, valued at $74,429; 27,888 tons, valued at $87,162, 
were received during the entire year 1940. In addition, 718 short tons 
of ground nepheline syenite (all from Canada), valued at $7,448, were 
imported during the first 9 months of 1941 compared with 6 tons, 

_ valued at $25, in the entire year 1940.
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an Market quotations on ground nepheline syenite, f. o. b. Rochester, | 

: N. Y., as reported in Ceramic Industry, February 1942, were as follows: 

, Glass grade, $12 per (short) ton, and pottery grade, $15.50 per ton. 

| Research was being continued in the Canadian Bureau of Mines 

laboratories on the feasibility of treating nepheline syenite for the 

| recovery of alumina and alkalies, the former as a substitute for bauxite _ 

: in the production of aluminum. Field explorations and drilling of a 

| nepheline syenite bodies were undertaken in the Bancroft district in 

: an effort to locate deposits of higher grade and greater uniformity. ce 

A detailed description of nepheline syenite, giving its composition | 

and properties, as well as its advantages in making glass, various types 

of pottery and enamels, was published at the beginning of 1942." . 

| Baggs” has described a number of bodies and glazes containing 

nepheline syenite. Nogaiand Yamabe * made studies of special glasses 

containing large amounts of alumina and magnesia, using nepheline or oe 

nepheline syenite as raw materials. Priest * discussed the use of 

| nepheline syenite in enamels for cast iron. According to Koenig,> the 

| greater fluxing power of nepheline syenite tested in hotel chinaware / 

| bodies in place of potash feldspar allowed a lower firmg temperature, — : 

| reduced the amount of principal flux, and reduced or eliminated the use _ 

| of auxiliary flux. A study of electrical porcelain fluxed with nepheline 

-__ gyenite rather than potash feldspar has indicated an earlier vitrifica- 

: tion, about the same firing shrinkage at maturing temperatures, an | 

equal or greater transverse strength, dense well-vitrified bodies, and 

| similar thermal expansion.°® | | | oS 

: APLITE 7 

The mine and nearby mill of Dominion Minerals, Inc., Piney River, 

: Va., producing “‘aplite’ since 1938, were described by Trauffer.’ | 

“ Aplite,” a complex silicate rock composed chiefly of the four minerals os 

- albite, microcline, sericite, and zoisite, is used as a source of alumina in 

- the manufacture of glass containers and more recently for flat glass 

and glass fibers. Production has increased steadily each year. New 

a equipment added during 1941 included two additional magnetic sepa- | 

-rators. An average analysis of “aplite’ from Nelson County, Va., 

| supplied by V. V. Kelsey, president, Dominion Minerals, Inc., follows: | 

| Silica (SiO,), 57.75 percent; ferric oxide (Fe,O3), 0.80 percent; alumina 

(Al,O;), 24.00. percent; calcia (CaO), 5.60 percent; alkalies (soda, 

| ~ Na,O, potash, K,O), 9.15 percent; loss on ignition, 0.70 percent. A 

| new mill in the same locality was erected during 1941 by the Carolina 

| Mineral Co., Erwin, Tenn., subsidiary of the Consolidated Feldspar - 

‘Corporation; operation began during the early months of 1942. 

1 Ceramic Industry, A Complete Directory of Ceramic Materials Used in the Manufacture of Enamel, 

Glass, and Pottery Products, with Details of Their Properties and Functions: Vol. 38, No. 1, January 1942, 

. PE Bees, (p. 88). E., Experiments with Nepheline Syenite Bodies: Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 21, No. 4, 

April 1942, p. 7 (abs.). 
3 Nogai, S., and Yamabe, I., Special Glasses Using Nepheline and Tale as Raw Materials: Jour. Japanese 

Ceram. Assoc., vol. 48, No. 572, 1940, pp. 365-370; Ceram. Abs. (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 20, No. 8, August 

Op Hest, Harry C., Use of Nepheline Syenite in Enamels for Cast Iron: Jour. Canadian Ceram. Soc., vol. 

9, 1940, pp. 53-55; Ceram. Abs, (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 20, No. 7, July 1941, p. 166. 

& Koenig, C. G., Nepheline Syenite in Hotel Chinaware Bodies: Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 25, No. 3, 

: February 1, 1942, pp. 90-92. 
6Semple, W. A., Substitution of Nepheline Syenite for Potash Feldspar in Electrical Porcelain: Jour. 

Canadian Ceram. Soe., vol. 10, 1941, pp. 51-62; Ceram. Abs. (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 21, No. 4, April 1, 

| 1907 Pantier, W.E., Piney River Plant Processes Virginia Aplite: Mineral Used in Glassmaking: Pit and 

Quarry, vol. 34, No. 3, September 1941, pp. 44-45.
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| _. TECHNOLOGIC DEVELOPMENTS = ss» / 
| A study of engobe composition with varying contents of kaolin, 

feldspar, and flint ® indicated that an increase in the proportion of 
-feldspar increases vitrification and crazing of the glaze whereas low 
feldspar and flint in the engobes cause dullness in the glaze. Experi- . 

- | ments with Italian porcelain bodies have shown an. increase in refrac- 
toriness and viscosity with use of potash feldspar. Substitution of | 

| _ soda feldspar results in a less-transparent porcelain and higher thermal 
| | expansion *® Introduction of too much alumina into enamels as an ) 

opacifier in the form of feldspar is not recommended unless a mat | enamel is desired owing to the sudden change from glossy to mat when © 
, alumina is used.’© Mixtures of microcline and plagioclase in porce- 

. | lain ware were studied." According to Norwegian sources, it has 
_ been found that labradorite may be used in making aluminum.” 

The translucency of _whiteware bodies containing feldspar or lepid- 
olite, and those containing mixtures of feldspar and lepidolite, was 
measured, using a photronic cell and spectrophotometer.* Bodies  — 

os composed of mixtures of feldspar and lepidolite were found to be translucent over a greater range of temmperature than those containing 
| feldspar or lepidolite alone, although feldspar bodies of equivalent 

| absorption were more translucent than those using lepidolite alone. | | The spectrophotometer gives a more complete record of the translu- - 
: cency of porcelain, as it-may be used to measure the transmittance of. __ 

ultraviolet, visible, and infrared light. The use of infrared radiation 
| for dehydration of silicic acid derived from feldspar proved definitely 

superior to present methods * and reduced the analytical time ma- 
terially. Application of the proposed method to other silicates is | 
suggested. | | | | 7 “ 

OO OTHER DEVELOPMENTS — _ 
The grinding mill of the Virginia Feldspar Co., Bedford, Va., 

now taken over by the Carolina Mineral Co., Erwin, Tenn., sub- | | sidiary of the Consolidated Feldspar Corporation, was ‘described in 
_ detail during the year. Granular glass spar is shipped. The Sea- 

| board Feldspar Co., whose plant ‘at Brookneal, Va., was destroyed by / 
fire, built a new mill at Bedford," in. the heart of the principal Vir-— 

_ ginia feldspar district; the name of the company also was changed to _ that of the parent firm—the Clinchfield Sand & Feldspar Co. - 
Possibilities of commercial deposits of feldspar, mica, beryl, and 

spodumene in the known pegmatite occurrences in Massachusetts 
were discussed by Billings.!” | 
8 Phillipson, E. G., Use of Canadian Clays in Engobes: Jour. Canadian Ceram. Soc., vol. 9, 1940, pp. 50-52; Ceram. Abs. (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 20, No. 7, July 1941, p. 172. 

* Ficai, C. (Possibility of Substituting Sodium Feldspar for Potassium Feldspar in Porcelain Pastes): Ceramica, vol. 3, 1941, pp. 141-155; Chem. Abs., vol. 35, No. 18, September 20, 1941, p. 6407; Ceram. Abs. (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 20, No. 10, October 1941, p. 240. 
10 Vielhaber, L. (Alumina in Enamels): Emailwaren-Ind., vol. 17, Nos. 27-28, 1940, pp. 73-74; Ceram. Abs. (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 21, No. 2, February 1942, p. 35.. 
11 Popova, V. T. (Behavior of Mixes of Microcline and Plagioclase Feldspars in Porcelain Studies): Keram. Sbornik, 1940, No. 6, pp. 28-40; Ceram. Abs. (Am. Ceram. Soc.), vol. 20, No. 9, September 1941, p. 218. 12 Hamor, William A., Industrial Research in Foreign Countries During 1941: Chem. and Eng. News (Am. Chem. Soc.), vol. 20, No. 2, January 25, 1942, pp. 77-109 (p. 96). 3 Arrance, F.C., Use ofthe Photronic Cell and Spectrophotometer for Measuring Translucency of White- ware: Jour. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 25, No. 4, February 15, 1942, pp. 116-122, ills. and diags. , 4 Koenig, E. W., Infrared as an Analytical Tool; Dehydration of Silicic Acid Derived fromFeldspars: Bull. Am. Ceram. Soc., vol. 20, No. 12, December 1941, pp. 447-450. 
6 Rock Products, Process Feldspar for Glass: Vol 44, No. 9, September 1941, pp. 52, 57. 16 Rock Products, vol. 44, No. 11, November 1941, p. 83. 

; 1 Billings, Marland P., Pegmatites of Massachusetts: Massachusetts Dept. of Public Works and Geol. Survey Coop. Geol. Project Bull. 5, 1941, 22 pp.
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; A 3-percent increase in freight rates for certain minerals (including 7 

- feldspar) was approved, to be effective May 15 and until 6 months | 

| after the end of the war."* | a ee | 

. A brief published description of the properties, occurrences, and | 

- market classifications of feldspar ’® included lists of producers of crude 

: and ground spar and a selected list of buyers.  — , o 

a Feldspar mining in Canada during 1941 showed little change. 

Production continued to come chiefly from the two large-scale oper- 

“ators in the Buckingham district, Quebec, and in Bathurst Township, 

Ontario. The only other coneern making important shipments oper- 

| ated near Madawaska in Nipissing district, Ontario, and produced - 

both potash and soda spar. — - ae | 

: Large quantities of feldspar are available in the Salem district in OO 

e southern India, according to a recent survey,” but recovery would — 7 : 

| be difficult. Feldspar is now being mined in Mysore State for the | 

: ceramic industry. If the feldspar in the Salem district can be ex- 

: tracted economically, the combined output of the two regions may be oo 

* adequate for any present or future demand in the neighboring Indian oe 

States. mo OT } | ae Ls 

D —— | | IMPORTS” oe : - _ 

oo Feldspar——Imports of crude feldspar into the United States from | 

: January through September 1941 totaled 8,934 long tons valued at 

; $56,731 compared with 12,522 tons valued at $80,274 in the full year , 

1940. All imports originated in Canada. No receipts of ground . - 

: feldspar in 1941 were reported. | . 

: Feldspar imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41 | : 

: Crude |. Ground Crude Ground | 7 

7 - Long Value Short Value | | Tong | Value Short = a 

" 4997...........| 12,956 | $91,885 |.....--.|_--..-----]] 1940.-...------] 12, 522 | $80, 274 |-..-.---|--------- 
1938.........-.| 7,651 | 56,126 |.....---|------.--- 1941 (Jan.- 

: 1939_-.--------| 7,460 | 52,141 2 $54 || “Sept.)...--..] 8,984 56, 731 |.....---]--------- : 

| Cornwall stone —Imports for consumption of both unmanufactured a 

| and ground Cornwall stone from the United Kingdom, sole source of | 

| supply, continued at an active rate during the first 9 months of 1941. 

| Unmanufactured Cornwall stone received during this period totaled | 

| 1,931 long tons valued at $20,949 compared with 2,261 tons valued : 

| at $20,812 during the full year 1940. Imports of ground Cornwall 

| stone during the first 9 months of 1941 amounted to 182 long tons 

valued at $2,658 compared with 228 tons valued at $2,758 in the entire 

, year 1940. The average value (foreign market value). per ton for 

| wunmanufactured Cornwall stone increased from an average of $9.20 

| in 1940 to $10.85 in the 1941 period and for ground Cornwall stone 

from $12.10 to $14.60. | 

7 8 Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter, Freight Rates Increase Approved: Vol. 41, No. 10, March 9, 1942, p. 4. ° , 

| Metcalf, Robert W , Marketing Fldsppr ra) atareh 12, 1041; Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, 
| vol. 12, No. 6, June 26, 1941,p.23. a | 

| Cor Figures on imports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the Department of
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| Nominal quotations on Cornwall stone in the spot market at New 
. York during 1941 and continuing into the early months of 1942 were 

reported in Ceramic Industry at $26 to $30 perlong ton. _ 

Cornwall stone imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41 | 

| : Unmanufactured Ground =|. Unmanufactured Ground © 

Year ~~ | |. | Year | |. | ae tone Value | {one Value os | Long Value | {One rc | 

a 1937.........-| 1,800 | $16,864 | 323} $4,267 |] ro40...........| 2,261 | $20,812} 228 | $2,758 
-1938.--..-..---| "513 | 4,976 | 233] 1,797 || 1941 Gan | — | 

| © 198922222227] 1,684 | 17,233 | 48 | 3,965 || Sept.)-..--._| 1, 981} 20,949/ 182] 2,658 

| mo . WORLD PRODUCTION  =—“i‘C;C~*~™ 

| Feldspar sold or used in the United States represents the greater - 
: part of the feldspar produced or marketed ‘n the world, according to — 

available data. In addition, a large part—often over half—of the 
| output (shipments) of crude spar from Canadian mines is ground in 

oe the United States. Total Canadian shipments in 1941 reached 25,740 
metric tons, the highest since 1929 and 32 percent greater than in 1940. 
Other data available for 1941 indicate a 17-percent rise in United . 
States production to a record output and a jump in Argentime ship- a 
ments from 1,220 metric tons in 1940 to 2,981 tons in 1941, or 144 

: percent. _ | oo, 
_ Feldspar produced in Sweden, Norway, and Finland in normal times 

1s exported largely to the United Kingdom, Germany, and other 
- European countries. Production of feldspar, though generally small, 

— is reported from other widely scattered regions, including Brazil, 
British India, and Australia. 

World production of feldspar from 1937 to 1941, insofar as figures | 
: | are available, is shown in the following table. | 

World production of feldspar, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons ! 

| - [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] 

| Country ! 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 : 

Argentina (shipments)....--------------------------|- 1, 346 620| 1,051] 1,220 2, 981 
Australia: 

New South Wales 2_._.---..---.-------------.---]| 162 178 (3) (3) 
South Australia 3__......-..-.------------------- 669 502 615 1, 072 (3) 
Western Australia (exports) -._.---.-------.----- 3, 031 2, 919 3, 853 3,561 | = (8) 

Bravil_._-..-------2------0----2002---eeeee eee | 8,400] (3) a EO) 
| Canada (shipments)_.-........-...----.-------------| 19,365] 12,753] 11,306] 19, 464 25, 740 

Egypt...-------.---22--2-002 202 e oon enone 158 199 74 138| (3) 
Finland (exports)_.....------------.---------.------.| 3,282] 5,046 | 5,596 |) (3) 
France... ._-----------------------------------------| 8,900] @ 3) (3) (3) 
Germany: Bavaria... ..------------------------------| 9,986 | 10, 419 (3) (3) (3) 
India, British. ...---2--2-222 222222222 495 702 501} (3) (3) 

CY 2 Ef (3) (3) 
Norway (exports) .....------------------------------] 32,555 | 21,761 | 21, 282 (3) (3) 
Rumania.--_--.-..----.------------------------------ 2, 587 1, 690 (3) (3) (3) 
Sweden_____._.--_-----------------------------------} 49,140 | 45,111 | 40, 792 (3) (3) 

; United States (sold or used) .--.---------------------| 272,842 | 199,267 | 257,534 | 205, 430 344, 299 

1 In addition to countries listed, feldspar is produced in China (Manchuria) and Czechoslovakia. Official 
figures of Czechoslovak output are not available, but it is estimated that the annual production is approxi- 
mately 30,000 metric tons (Stat. Comm. Czechoslovak Ceram. Soc.). 

2 Includes some china stone. 
3 Data not available.
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Sales of domestic asbestos, which reached 24,391 short tons in 1941, | 

__-were the highest in the history of the industry, exceeding those of 1940 - 

: by 22 percent. Their value was 8 percent greater than in 1940. | | 

| Most of the United States production is of the shorter grades of | ; 

chrysotile, but long-fiber chrysotile obtained in Arizona is attaining | 

increasing importance. During recent years domestic production has | 

supplied only 4 to 8 percent of national requirements, the rest ‘being | 

| imported. The ratio of imports to production was approximately the 

. same in 1941 as in recent years. | | : | 

7 As for many years, Canada supplied most of the United States ) 

imports. Canadian chrysotile is of superior quality and is a satis-— 

factory raw material for most asbestos products. African chrysotile, | 

of which considerable quantities have been imported during recent | 

| years, is interchangeable with Canadian asbestos for many uses, and — 

--  gontinuation of such imports is highly desirable to supplement the 
supply of Canadian long fiber, which may be inadequate to meet _ 

| growing military requirements. | : 

: Chrysotile obtained in Rhodesia and, to some extent, m other a 

: African localities is very low in iron and therefore is preferred for the 

: manufacture of electrical tapes and other equipment designed for high 

electrical resistance. Canadian chrysotile contains considerable mag- . 

| netic iron oxide (magnetite, Fe,O,); in consequence, it is less suitable 
for the more exacting uses than the African fiber. Furthermore, 

certain varieties of asbestos, such as amosite and crocidolite (blue), 

: which are obtainable in quantity only in Africa, are adapted to special- 

ized uses for which Canadian fibers are less suitable. For instance, 

-- amosite can be made into insulation mattresses of exceptionally low 

| weight per cubic foot and hence is well-qualified for use on naval 

vessels; and blue asbestos is so resistant to chemical action and so 

strong that it is preferred for acid filters, and as a constituent of 

asbestos-cement pressure pipe. As these uses are related intimately 

to the military program, problems of African supplies and possible 

utilization of asbestos from alternate sources are subjects of constant 

, and careful study. : 
t 1427
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| _ The Bureau of Mines has made a detailed investigation of essential : _ requirements for the various grades of asbestos fiber and has explored 
the possibilities of using substitutes for the more critical grades. The 

7 problem of substitution involves replacement wherever possible of . 
, critical grades with fibers that are abundant and easily accessible, 

as well as the use of synthetic fibers in place of asbestos. It has been 
a established that the demand. for low-iron chrysotile can be met to __ me some extent by the use of fiber-glass products. | SO 

7 _ The Bureau of Mines and the Geological Survey made a brief field ; 
) _ study of the Arizona asbestos area to determine the facilities afforded | 

by that territory for producing asbestos having qualities that would a : _ permit its substitution for special grades of low-iron African chryso- 
tile. A confidential report for use of the War Production Board, | , covering the major problems of asbestos in its relation to the military 
program, was prepared by the Bureau of Mines under the auspices 
of the National Research Council. So ee 

- _ _To supply defense agencies with current data on the asbestos 
: | situation, the Bureau of Mines has, since May 1941, conducted a 
| monthly canvass covering consumption and stocks of all important 
: asbestos-products manufacturers. Although consumption. increased | : progressively throughout the year owing to accelerated demands for __ 

military equipment, stocks have increased even more. Unless some 
oO unforeseen circumstance should arise to paralyze. shipping from 

a Africa, no serious difficulty in providing necessary supplies of essential 
" grades is anticipated- its 7 | , 
- The accompanying table of salient statistics compares 1941 data 

> with those of 1940. Apparent. consumption of raw asbestos (sales | re plus imports minus exports) reached the highest point in 1941 in the | istory of the industry. | | a, 
| Salient statistics of the asbestos industry in the United States, 1940-41 an nS fe 

oe Oo . 1940 1941 

. aa - | Shorttons} Value | Shorttons| Value 

- - Domestic asbestos— a 
Produced: . ‘Chrysotile... 2-22-22 222e2eeeeeeeeeeee---------| 17,4811) 20,14 | 1) | Amphibole... 222222222 hen () 2,252) (i) 

Total produced --......- =e] 19,174) 22,300} (i) 
Oe Sold or used by producers: 

Chrysotile. --------.-------- eee eeeeeeeeee---------| 18,672 | $664,520] 22,430 | $707, 580 Amphibole... .....-...-..---222-22 2222. 1,388 | 9, 988 1, 952 18, 164 

Total sold or used by producers..__.._______..__. 20, 060 674,508 | 24,391 725, 753 Imports (unmanufactured).........................___.. 246,613 | 10,034, 433 419, 446 | 17, 913, 265. Exports (unmanufactured)........._............._____. 4, 474 449, 105 4, 846 325, 825 Apparent consumption?.........._-........... 262, 199 | 10, 259, 836 438,991 | 18,313, 193 Exports of asbestos products........................... (1) - 3, 473, 248 (!) 4, 832, 948 a 

. : Geeuires not ay or aed by producers, plus imports, minus exports.
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| The following table shows the domestic production of asbestos | | 

_ during recent years. | , | | : 

| Asbestos sold or used by producers in the United States, 1987-41, by varieties . a 

: | | Chrysotile Amphibole . Total | 
Year . re | 

: 7 Oo 5 tons Value ; tons Value Short tons Value 

. 1937..-------------------------| 11, 547 | $832, 747 gga | gi1,8e7| =—-12,079 | «$344, 644 a 
: 1938.-_.--...--.22---.s--------|Q) (1) (1) () 10,440 | 247,264 

1939_.....--------------------- 15,043 | 508, 097 416 _ 9,691 15, 459 512, 788 

gag TTT] ~—ag,672 | 664,520 | 1, 388 9,988 | 20,060 | 674,508 | 
: - 4941-2 -- +--+ 22, 439 707, 589 1, 952 18,164} 24,391 725, 753 

7 | 

Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures separately for chrysotile and amphibole. 

pe oe | DOMESTIC INDUSTRY | | 

- REVIEW BY STATES Ss | | | 

Arizona.—According to reports received by the Bureau of Mines, | 

_. the production of asbestos in Arizona in 1941 (all from Gila County) 

was more than twice as great as that in 1940. Sales, also much larger CS 

than in 1940, were made by the following companies: Arizona Chryso- | 

| tile Asbestos Co., Bear Canyon Asbestos Co., Arthur Enders, Roger — 

-. Q. Kyle, Neighbors & Spencer, Ltd., and Guy Phillips, all of Globe, | 

: Ariz.; Fibre & Metal Products, Inc. (formerly Emsco Asbestos Co.), 

| Downey, Calif.; Gladding, McBean Co., 2901 Los Feliz Blvd., Los | 

. Angeles, Calif. (formerly owned by Arizona Asbestos Co.); and Johns- 

_ Manville Products Corporation, 22 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y. 

| In addition to the firms mentioned, a few small producers made sales — | 

| to the larger operators. ) ne | 

- The Johns-Manville Products Corporation is constructing &® new ~ - 

- mill at Chrysotile, Ariz., designed in accordance with the results of 

tests made for several years at Manville, N. J., to determine the best 

type of equipment for milling Arizona rock and grading the fiber 

. recovered. The output of this mill will add substantially to the supply | 

of Arizona chrysotile, which, because of its low iron content, is espe- 

: cially valuable for certain military manufacturing needs, particularly 

electrical insulation. , 

a California.—R. B. Mclllroy, Lone Pine, produced a small quantity 

of amphibole asbestos in Inyo County. Kohler & Chase, 26 O'Farrell 

St., San Francisco, is developing a short-fiber chrysotile asbestos 

deposit near Monticello, Napa County, about 18 miles north of Napa. 

: Quarry equipment was procured, and a mill was under construction 

: mn 1941. A small quantity of fiber has already been produced and 

: sold. - : | 

: Georgia.—Amphibole asbestos was produced by Philip S. Hoyt | | 

near Clayton and by the Powhatan Mining Co. (Woodlawn, Balti- - 

. more, Md.) near Dillard, both in Rabun County. | 

| Maryland.—The Todd mine near Pylesville, Harford County, which : 

: has for many years produced tremolite asbestos well-suited for making 

| chemical filters, is virtually exhausted. , 

North Carolina.—Production and sales of amphibole asbestos in 

North Carolina were over three times as large in 1941 as in 1940. 

: Philip S. Hoyt (Franklin), W. T. Hippey (Micaville), and the Pow-
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| hatan Mining Co. (Woodlawn, Baltimore, Md.) operated mines in the | Micaville-Burnsville area, Yancey County. ee a : Oregon.—Mrs. Flora Winsenberg, Azalea, produced a small tonnage - of amphibole asbestos near Rogue River, Jackson County. _ —_ 
- Vermont.—Vermont Asbestos Mines Division of the Ruberoid Co., Co 500 Fifth Avenue, New York City, is the largest producer of asbestos 
in the United States. An extensive deposit of slip-fiber chrysotile near Eden, Lamoille County, is excavated by open-pit methods, and — | the rock is milled in a large, well-equipped. establishment. Shingle | fiber, special brake-lining fibers, and shorter grades were produced in | larger quantities in 1941 than in 1940. | | | 

- . | LOCATION OF DEPOSITS | 

| | The accompanying map (fig. 1) shows the location of chrysotile and | | amphibole asbestos mines and prospects in the United States. The prospects recorded are confined to those that appear to have com- - ‘ Mercial importance. More or less promising specimens have been» | found in many other localities. = = | 
The eastern deposits follow clos-ly the highly metamorphosed areas ~~ _ of the Appalachian Mountains. Alteration of ultrabasic rocks | , (chiefly dunites) resulted—in Vermont and farther north in Quebec, - Canada—in the development of chrysotile asbestos, whereas in the ‘ southern belt, extending from Pennsylvania to Georgia, the asbestos oe formed was of the amphibole type, associated with talc, soapstone, © 7 greenstone, and other secondary rocks and minerals. Chrysotile is rarely found in the Southeastern States. | 
The Arizona chrysotile differs entirely in origin from that found in a Vermont and Canada. It occurs in bedded veins associated. with | siliceous dolomites metamorphosed by diabase intrusions. Other _ , Western deposits occur generally in highly altered zones of the Rocky Mountain and Coast Ranges. | : : 

| _ TRENDS IN CONSUMPTION os 
| _ The following table shows trends in the asbestos-products indus- | tries in the United States during recent years. 

“ : Raw asbestos consumed in the United States and asbestos products manufactured in 
and exported from the United States, 1 9386-41 Sa anne 

Raw as- Asbestos products— 7 Raw as- | Asbestos products— 
a apparent |] | estos, |-—_—— Year consump- ; ear consump- 

(short tons) “tured SxPortod 2 (short tons ‘fared Exported ? 

1936.._.....__| 250,922} (1) $2, 479, 273 || 1939.._.___._| 255, 547 |$07, 944,735 | $3, 354, 920 1937... ......] 316, 263 |$96, 347, 570 | 3,047,078 || 1940.......-] 262199 |G) 3, 473, 248 1988. .... 2 187, 150 (2) 2, 533, 916 |} 1941___.___ 438, 991 (3) 4, 832, 948 

1 Figures of Bureau of the Census (collected biennially for odd years) include value of certain gaskets, packing, and similar products in which little asbestos was employed. 3 Compiled from records of the Department of Commerce. 
3 Data not yet available.
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| The consumption of asbestos is governed to quite an extent by ‘the 
| number of automobiles manufactured because all kinds of automotive _ 

transport equipment require brake bands and clutch facings. Activity 
| _ in building construction also has a decided influence on asbestos sales" 

because asbestos heat-insulation and fireproofing materials, as well as 
____ asbestos-cement products (such as shingles, siding, and wallboard), are — 

used extensively. Consumption of asbestos bears a definite relation _ 
O also to the manufacture of steam engines and sim‘lar machinery, — 

| because it is used extensively for packings and gaskets, and also for — 
a heat insulation in the form of boiler lagging and pipe covering. Figure | 

| _ 2 shows the relationship of asbestos consumption to building construc- 
: tion and the output of automobiles for a period of years. | 

: 7 250;—— ) ) , —— n 

| § 1507-— — 4 | 
= Automobile production 

ee |: 4 b | 100 7 @tg' eo oe 

= 

UE ASN 

1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 | 

| FIGURE 2.—Consumption of asbestos compared with automobile production and construction activity in 
the United States, 1920-41. Units are reduced to percentages of the 1935-39 average. Statistics on auto- 
mobiles are from the Bureau of the Census and value of construction from the Bureau of Foreign and 
Domestic Commerce. 

MARKET CONDITIONS __ 

| The demand for asbestos attained unparalleled proportions during 
1941. The program of national defense created increasing markets 

| for building materials, heat-insulation products, packings, gaskets, 
_ and numerous other commodities in which asbestos is an important: 

constituent. The interruption in automobile manufacture was not 
felt until after the close of the year. | 

PRICES 

| _ Prices for asbestos are quoted upon a short-ton basis from Metal 
and Mineral Markets, published by the McGraw-Hill Publishing 
Co.,Inc., New York City. Canadian prices are f. 0. b. Quebec mines, tax 
and bags included; Rhedesian, South African, and Russian prices, 
c. 1. f. New York; and Vermont prices, f. 0. b. mines, Vermont.
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| After small advances in shingle, paper, and cement stock during a” 

_ the early months, prices of Canadian fibers were constant from June 
until the end of 1941, as follows: Crude No. 1, $700—$750; Crude No. : 
2 and sundry crudes, $150—$350; spinning fibers, magnesia, and com- 

| _ pressed sheet fibers, $110—$200; shingle stock, $57—$85; paper stock, . 
| $40-$49; cement stock, $22-$30; floats, $19-$21; and shorts, $13-— 

$17.50. Canadian prices are in United States dollars. 
During 1941 African and Russian fibers were quoted only in 

— February, as follows: Rhodesian: Crude No. 1, $300; Crude No. 2, ~ 
| $260. South African: Amosite: Grade B 1 (white), $150; Grade : 

B 3 (dark), $120; Transvaal Blue: Grade B (long fiber), $400; Grade 
. S (short fiber), $150. | | Oo a 
| Russian quotations were unchanged from 1940 but were purely 

nominal because no imports of Russian fiber were reported for 1941. 
Prices of Vermont shingle and paper stocks were advanced from 

: the 1940 levels in June and other grades in July. Quotations from ~~ 
: July to the end of the year 1941 were as follows: Shingle stock ; 
: $57-$60; paper stock, $40-$48: waste, $30; shorts, $13-$26; and oe 
- floats, $18. a OO | 

_ NEW DEVELOPMENTS ae 

2 An asbestos deposit that may attain importance is situated 6 
_- kilometers west of Tinaquillo, State of Cojedes, Venezuela. Com- - 
: pania Anonima Minas de Amianto de Tinaquillo, with office in Caracas, 
| has prospected a considerable area by core drilling, and a mill was | 

under construction late in 1941. The fiber is of the chrysotile variety, 
similar to that in Quebec, Canada. An output of about 6,000 tons — 

- of asbestos a year, chiefly of shingle-stock grade, is forecast. | 
Asbestos-products plants operate in Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. | 

| Brazil has deposits of both chrysotile and amphibole. Small exports 
| are reported from Bolivia. a 

oo, A unique block-caving method has been adopted in several of the 
: large Quebec asbestos mines, with satisiactory results. It is especi- 
: ' ally advantageous at this time when the industry is operating vir- 

tually at capacity to supply British and United States war needs, a 
. because underground methods permit almost uninterrupted winter | 

| operation whereas activity in open-pit mines is seriously handi- 
. capped by the severity of winter weather. | | 

| | FOREIGN TRADE! | | 

The following table shows imports of unmanufactured asbestos 
| into the United States in 1940 and 1941. Total imports in 1941 
| were considerably larger, both in tonnage and value, than in any 

! previous year. Imports from Africa were at a considerably. greater 
/ rate than in 1940, a circumstance regarded as highly favorable be- | 

| cause much of the African fiber consists of critical grades unobtamable 
| elsewhere. — 

| _ _-1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. .
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. Asbestos (unmanufactured) imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, 
oe a , by countries and classes 

Crude (including : | hort . | . . blue fiber) Mill fibers | Short fibers ! Total 

| _. Country I | 

Short Value Short Value Short Value Short Value 

_ | 1940 | | | a 
| Africa: 7 ee - 

Union of South Africa_| 8,752 | $835,649 |........|.-....-.---].-.----.]2-1_------] 8, 752 | $835, 649. 
“Other British”.......| 8,462 |1, 005, 844 |...--.._|--------.--].-------|_---_------| 8,462 | 1, 005,844 ~ 

. Australia__.__._..--__-_--- 28 7, 569 |_._-.---}-----------]_----2--].i----.----]| -. 28 7,569 © 
- -Bolivia.......------------- 1 118 j..-.-__-|.----------|_-----_-|_----------] 1; 118 

. Canada.._....-------------] 1,572 | 400, 501 | 81,631 |$4, 960,416 |142,653 |$2, 721,871 |225, 856 |. 8, 082, 788 
; - India, British. .-........--. ae | 647 |-----e Jee fe ee 1 2 GAT: 

‘Italy! 17| 13,081 |:----..-|_....------| 170 | 3,453 | 187]. 16,484. 
| Malta, Gozo, Cyprus....-.|.---...-|---...-.--|--------|-----------| 3,266 |  80,057| 3,266 | 80,057 

Netherlands Indies. --__-_- 19 1,738 |_-.-.---|---2-------|--+-----|----------- 19|. 1,738 
_ «  YWnited Kingdom.._....-.- 18 3, 289 j...-----|-----------]--------|-------- ~~ 18 3,239 

_ Wenezuela.---.-.-----------|--------|----------]-----+--|-----------] | 23 300 23 300 

| | | 7 18,870 |2, 268,336 | 81,631 | 4,960,416 |146, 112 | 2,805,681 |246,613 |10, 034, 433 

: | 1941 5 ee ee ee ee es ee ee 
Oo Africa: . 

| Union of South Africa.| 21,447 |2,075,360 |_....._.|.2-...--.--]...-.--_]_-.-.__-.-_| 21,447 | 2,075,360 
“Other British’..____-| 8, 234 |1, 273, 203 |_....---|_...-------|.-------|-----------] 8, 234 | 1,273, 203 

| Australia.................| 62] 12,769 |_.__.-__|.-.--------}------ |e 62 12,769 
: “ Bolivia:......... 2-2-2... 22 2, 504 |.-.-----]e |e fee 22 2, 504 

Brazil__....2.......----.--]--------}----------]--------|-----------| - 4 142 4 142 
Canada......_._.-...------| 3,362 | 889,291 |163,631 | 9,401,893 |222, 648 | 4, 244,947 |389, 641 |14, 536, 131 | 

| India, British __..._____- 35 | 12,646 |.---_-__|_--------2-|-2- eee 35 12, 646 | 
| United Kingdom......--..| = 1 510 |--_-_---|-----------]--------]----------- 1 510 

| | | | 33,163 [4,266,283 1163, 631 | 9,401,893 |229, 652 | 4,245, 089 |419, 446 |17,913,265 

“ . \ . 

1 Asbestos, n. e. s., containing not over 15 percent foreign matter. — - 

| The following table shows imports and exports of unmanufactured 
asbestos for the 5-year period 1937-41. a 

Asbestos (unmanufactured) imported for consumption in and exported from the | 
. - . United States, 1987-41 | , 

| . 7 Imports Exports 
Year er LH OT 

Short tons | Value Short tons Value 

Tr 307,188 | $10, 470, 208 3, 004 $253, 734 
| 1938___. eee 179, 490 6, 160, 602 2, 780 288, 617 

1939... eee 242, 561 9, 094, 538 2,473 218, 830 
1940. eee 246,613 | 10,034,433]  —«_ 4, 474 - 449, 105 

| W412 eee 419,446 | 17, 913, 265 4, 846 325, 825 

The following table shows exports of asbestos products in 1940 | 
and 1941.
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| Manufactured asbestos products exported from the United States, 1940-41, by kinds 

; . 1940 1941 

: Product a ce 

Quantity Value Quantity Value 

- Brake lining: . 
Molded and semimolded. _-_......-.---------------- (1) $635, 425 (1) - $1, 150, 386 

: Not molded_..........-.-..----..--.---linear feet _- 638, 037 139,146 | 1,277, 562 285, 192 . 
- . Qluteh facing... 22.02.2222 22.2.2 2 22-.--.number--| ~- 411,958}. - 147, 169-| ~ 1,006,371 | — 364,420. ce 

Paper, millboard, and roll board __........-short tons. 1, 231 196, 232. 1, 540 212, 157 
aa Pipe covering and cement.-.....--.--------.----d0___- 1, 667 171, 558 1, 187 136, 501 . 

- Textiles, yarn, and packing__..._.........-...-.-d0___- 1,124 |. 1,028, 229 1, 556 1, 356, 793 
. Asbestos roofing - -----.--.--------------------Squares__- 70, 505 413, 735 82, 149 334, 246 
° - Other asbestos manufactures, except roofing 

So . short tons. 2, 956 515,769 | 4,431 679, 466 
7 Magnesia and manufactures. -......-..--.-=-----do_--_- . 1,373 . 225, 985 2, 149 313, 787 . 

° 1 Quantity not recorded. , 

| | WORLD PRODUCTION | - 

- The following table shows world production of asbestos, by coun- a | 
2 tries, from 1937 to 1941, insofar as figures are available. | 

. World production of asbestos, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons ! 

[Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] . . 

Country ! 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 . 

| Argentina: .._.......---.---..-.-----------|------------|------- +e 110 | 150 (2) . 
- Australia: 
: South Australia._...........-..-----.- 123 ¢ 49 46 149 (3) 

Tasmania--...-..-.-----.------------- 2 4 j..-....-----|------------ 3 
Western Australia._........-.---.----- 43 123 279 364 @ 

Bolivia__...-.---.------------------------- 21 21 32 371 3 211 . 
Brazil_._..........--.---------------------|------------ 120 45 500 313 

. Canada ‘.....-.-....---------------------- 371, 967 262, 894 330, 642 313, 504 (2) oo 
China. ___..-..-..-.--.-------------------- (4) @ (2) 100 (2) 
Chosen_-___....----------- 2-22 eee 70. (2) . (2) (3) (3) 
-Cyprus (exports) ..-.--....------.--1------ 11, 892 5, 668 9, 970 9, 652 (2) 
Finland4___.__.......----.--.-----.-2----- 7, 260 ©) (2) (3) . 3 

: .France_-_.-.-.2------.- 22-2. ee 20; £4 (3) © (4% a) . ; 
| Greece. ---.------------------------------ 2 85 () (?) (?) 

India, British..................-.-.---.-.. 102 90 266 @) — | (2) 
Indochina... :.--------------------------] § j------------ (2) (3) (3) 
Italy ._....-..-.-.---------.--------------- 6, 393 6, 860 (?) (2) (3) 

: Japan (approximate) ----.----------------- 1,000 1, 000 1, 000 1, 000 (2) 
: Kenya Colony -.-..-----------------------|------------ 5 (2) © (2) (2) 
" New Zealand .-_..--..---------------------- (4) (?) (?) 3 (3) 

Southern Rhodesia.-......-.--.-----.----- 51, 722 53, 352 52, 900 622, 127 (2) 
Swaziland..__........-.------.--.------.--|------.-----|-+---------- 7, 233 18, 873 @) 
Turkey._....----...-.--------------------- 157 668 88 (2) (2) 

| Uganda. -_-_..----.--.----------------------]------------ 53 - (3) ) (2) 
Union of South Africa..............------- 25, 975 21, 025 20, 003 24, 849 712,352 

. U.8.8. R___--1--------- ee --- 125, 000 86, 000 (?) (?) ~ (2) — 
United States (sold or used by producers) -- 10, 958 9, 471° 14, 024 18,198 | 22,127 

_. . Venezuela.........-..-------.------------- () (2) (2) “20 (2) 

. i In addition to countries listed, asbestos is produced in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Madagascar. 
2 Data not available. 

| 3 Exports. . ee 
| 4 Exclusive of sand, gravel, and stone (waste rock only), production of which is reported as follows: 1937, 

3,611 tons; 1938, 2,975 tons; 1939, 3,535 tons; 1940 and 1941, data not available. 
_ 5 Includes asbestos flour. ; ° 

¢ January to May, inclusive. 
| ‘January to June, inclusive.
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oe _ CANADA 7 | oe 

| __ Owing to war conditions, no figures for production of asbestos in 
: Canada during 1941 have been released. Production has probably | 

| exceeded by a wide margin all previous records because the greatly 
expanded asbestos-products industries of the United States have de- 

. pended chiefly on Canada for supplies of raw materials, and England 
_ likewise has drawn large supplies from the Canadian mines. Both — 

: | open pits and underground mines are worked. During much of the 
7 year, the mines were operated 24 hours a day on three shifts, and some 

| of them were on a 7-day-week schedule. The asbestos mills were | 
running virtually at maximum capacity. All grades of asbestos were 
in demand because sales of all types of asbestos products were heavy | 

~ Sometimes Canadian producers are overstocked with certain grades — 
| that move slowly in the market, but during 1941 the demand was dis- 

tributed so uniformly over the whole range of products that stocks 
— were low inallcategories. = © = | a 

_ Although no figures are available for 1941, the following table is 
repeated to show conditions as of 1989 and 1940.0 

- | - Sales of asbestos in Canada, I 939-40, by grades | 

| | | | 889 | 10 

: | Grade | f atue | | Value 
-|Shorttons|~—- —~|~—~_~:| Short tons TT : 

Total ae Total ‘per ton 

- Ord eS ooo eee eee 3, 11 $038, 718 $300. 68 | — 2,076 Q) > Q@) 
- Fibers....------.---.--.2---..| 193, 992'| 12, 049, 539 62.12 | 181,890 (1) Q) 

Shorts.............---------.- 167, 359 2, 870, 955 17.15 | 161, 615 (1) (i) > 

| -. 364, 472 | 15, 859, 212 43,51 | 345, 581 |$15, 620, 000 $45. 20 

| | 1 Data not available. | | | | 

| | AFRICA | ee 

| Southern Rhodesia.—The largest asbestos mine in Rhodesia is the 
Shabani, which has been a prolific producer for many years. Its 
output of chrysotile is supplemented by that of the Birthday, | Nil 
Desperandum, Pangani, and Croft mines. No figures are available 

| for production in 1941, but it was probably larger than in 1940. The 
following table shows production during recent years. a 

Asbestos produced in Southern Rhodesia, 1937-41 

Year Short tons Value | Year Short tons Value 

1987__......-------.------- 57, 014 £840, 025 || 19401... eee 24, 391 £474, 617 
1988_.......... ------ 2-2 58,811 1, 020, 921 || 1941___..__.------ ee (?) (3) 
19390072277 TUTTI} 8313 | 1) 088, 782 , 

1jJ. anuary to May, inclusive. | 
2 Data not available. 

Umoon of South Africa —The Union of South Africa is unique among 
asbestos producers because it furnishes four varieties of _fiber— 
chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite (blue), and anthophyllite. The last 
variety is used locally, but the other types have a world-wide market.
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Amosite and blue are in such active demand for military needs that 
the schedule of production of. these varieties was expanded during the 

| last 6 months of 1941 and will be enlarged further during 1942. 
The following table shows production during recent years, but 

statistics for 1941 are available for the first 6 months only. Figures 
for the corresponding period in 1940 are: Transvaal 10,371 and 
Cape Province 3,095 short tons; total value £234,232. ; 

a _ Asbestos produced an the: Union of South Africa, 1937-41, by sources : . 

. Year , a . ae 
oo | Transvaal Peon. Natal Total — valne | 

: “1988-2 222-222 eee ee 16, 505 6, 484 2 187 2 23,176 416, 401 
: 1939. .._.-------- one eee 15, 827 6, 144 “79 22; 050 517, 535 

1940. |... .--2--2seseeeeeeseeeeeseeeeeee{ 24,011 6,381; () | 327,302] 492195 
: 1941 t___--- = 22 --- 2 eee ee eee ene ee eee e 10,444 | 3,172 (3) 3:18, 616 213, 30 

: 1 Value of local sales plus value of exports. 
-2 Small production in Natal in December 1936 and in 1937 included, in 1988 figures. - | 

- ' $8 Data for Natal not available. | . 
_ 4 January to June, inclusive. a: | ; 

The following table shows the tonnage of each variety produced from 
: 1937 to 1940 and in the first 6 months of 1941. Figures for the corre- . 
| sponding 6 months of 1940 are as follows: Amosite (Transvaal) 8,368 

| short tons; chrysotile (Transvaal) 209; blue (Transvaal) 1,730; blue 
(Cape) 3,095; and anthophyllite (Transvaal) 64. | 

. Asbestos produced an the | Union of South | Africa, 1987-41 , by varieties and sources, | 
| | | a - a an short tons 7 | | 

. : | Variety and source a 1937 1 1938 1 1989 1940 2 | 19413 a 

| Amosite (Transvaal) _...........-.----..............| 6531] 8,793] 1,200] 17,767} 20 
| Chrysotile (Transvaal) .._....-..-..--..-...--..-..--| 16,885 | 45,573 | 4612 646 06 

Blue (Transvaal)...........--.---.-------.-.---.-.-- 535| 2326| 3,983| 2,520 503 
Blue (Cape) -.....------------------------------------ 4,712 6, 484 6, 144 6, 381 %, 172 

____ Anthophyllite (Transvaal)... -.--..-----------+-----|----------]----------|_ ss] BB 

| | | 28,633 | 23,176 | 22,050| 27,302] 13,616 

1 Data from Union of South Africa, Department of Mines, Monthly Reports. . 
1 Data from Union of South Africa, Department of Mines, Quarterly Reports. 
3 January to June, inclusive. 
4 Includes 187 tons in 1938 and 79 tons in 1939 produced in Natal. — . 

i Swaziland —The Havelock mine in Swaziland near the Transvaal 
| border has become one of the great asbestos mines of the world. 

: Turner & Newall, Ltd., owner of the property, evidently has un- 
bounded confidence in the future of this important chrysotile area 

_ because the claims alone cost the company £240,000, and thereafter 
. an additional heavy investment in equipment and development was 

| required before any return was possible. A difficult transportation 
problem was overcome by means of a 12.6-mile aerial ropeway, with a 
capacity of 7.5 tons of fiber an hour. Supplies and equipment consti- 
tute return loads. It is fortunate that the Havelock mine could attain 
the status of a major producer at this time and thus offset the great | 

| reduction in output of chrysotile in the Transvaal due to depletion of
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| the once famous Amianthus mine. Production in 1940 was at a rate 
+ exceeding 18,000 tons per year, and 1941 production probably was __ 

~ - much higher. | 7 
| - CYPRUS | | 

Cyprus normally produces several thousand tons of short-fiber 
chrysotile a year, and virtually the entire output is exported. How- 
ever, the island found it rather difficult to carry on foreign trade 

| during 1940 and 1941, and its asbestos-producing activities probably 
, : have been curtailed. Exports during recent years are indicated in 
a the following table, but no data are available on production or ship- 

| ments in 1941. | | | 

| | | ~ Asbestos exported from Cyprus, 1987-41 

| | | Year | s tons Value | | Year Long = Value - 

| 1937......................| 1,704] £126,371 |] 1940... 9, 500 (1) 
1938__.-...-----.-------- 2 5, 578 88, 290 |} 1941__---------------.- 2... () (4) 

a 1939__..---.-.------ ne 9, 813 (1) - oe 

| ! Data not available. | oe : | 
| | USSR. 

| _. Large quantities of chrysotile asbestos, similar to that obtained in 
7 Canada, are produced in the Bajenova district in the Ural Mountains. _ 

A production of 125,000 metric tons was reported for 1937 and of 
7 _ 86,000 tons for 1938, but no data on either production or exports are 

available for later years. An important asbestos-products-manu- 
: _ facturing industry was established in the country a few years ago, and 

| the factories consume an increasingly large proportion of the asbestos 
output. Before the war most of the exports were consigned to 

: Germany. _ , |
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| | SUMMARY | ; 

New all-time peaks characterized many phases of the domestic : 

barite industry in 1941. All-time highs were reached in the mined 7 

| production of crude barite (483,391 short tons), an increase of 24 

percent over 1940; in the domestic crude barite sold or used by the | 

' producers (503,156 tons), an increase of 23 percent; and in the re- 

' ported consumption of domestic and imported crude barite (490,833 

tons), an increase of 21 percent. A new record was also set for the 

_. total value of domestic crude barite sold or used by producers in 1941 
| ($3,134,234), at an average value of $6.23, a little less than that in 

| 1940 ($6.34). Increased demands for crude barite came from the 

ground (and crushed) barite and barium chemical industries. Im- 

_ ports of crude barite for the 9 months for which data can be pub- 

: lished came entirely from Cuba and were far less than for the whole 

| year 1940; the average value also dropped—from $5.59 in 1940 to 

$5.27 in 1941. Imports of witherite for 9 months were 2,470 short | 
! tons; imports for the entire year 1940 were 3,584 tons. | 

| Total sales of barium chemicals were higher both in quantity and 
: value than in recent years. The quantities of lithopone, blanc fixe, 

| artificial barium carbonate, and “other barium chemicals” sold or 

, used by producers in 1941 were all greater than in 1940. : 

: 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
: Department of Commerce. 

‘ 
1439
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: Salient statistics of the barite, witherite, and barium chemical industries in the United 
. States, 1937-41 | 

. a 1937 1938 1939 | 1940 1941 

| | Barite: , 7 | | 
- Crude: 

| a Produced.__.............--short tons..| 360,877 | 335,433 | 365,870} 390, 462 483, 301 Sold or used by producers: 7 
. - Short tons. ---.-...------------------ 355, 888 309, 663 383, 609 409, 353 503, 156 

ue: 
: Total..........-.-..--...----------] $2, 240, 970 | $2, 004, 521 | $2,344,103 | $2, 596,743 | $3, 134, 234 Average....------..---..-.........| $6, 30 $6. 47 $6.11] | $6.34 $6. 23 Imports for consumption: 

Short a 64, 992 24, 845 11, 588 7,391 2168 
ue: - 

_ Total...----------------.-.--------] $827,224 | $151,235 | $55,985 | $41, 342 2 $886 ' Average.....-..--.-----------2---.| $5.08 $6. 09 $4.83} $5.59 |  2$6.27 Apparent new supply 4....short tons_.| © 420, 880 334, 508 395, 197 416, 744 (5) 
Domestic. --....._..........percent__| 84.6 92.6 97.1 98. 2 (5) 

Reported consumption (total) | to. 
_ Short tons..| 383,982 | 364,985 | - 391,683 | 404,388 | 490,833 Ground (and crushed): ,o- . . 

Sold or used by producers: a , fo, Short tons..-..........2..../..--.-..| 129,777 | 161,422 | 170,695 | 184,390 234,877 
. . Value. --.----.---2---- ek $2, 249, 612 $2, 786, 823 $2, 902, 973 1 $3, 697, 806 $4, 606, 832 Im for consumption: 7 | Short tons «3318 1, 700 1, 590 314 |__-.. vy Value... ----------2---2-------------| $35,046 | $15,466 | $14,909 | $3, 299 |-2 mo Witherite: oF fp 

Imports for consumption: a 

Value mic) et BE] HE] gebSO] gph BE] 34 UC. ee et . , 
Barium chemicals: . . . oe 

Sold or used by producers: | - oo Short tons.................---------]_ 202,408 | 165,680 | 183,748 | 198, 201 245, 952 : _ , Value. _.........--_-----------------|$14, 992, 899 |$12, 085, 012 |$12, 791, 269 |$12, 868, 417 | $16, 949, 120 | ‘Imports for consumption: os 7 - - Short tons..._.--.-..-..............| 6,550 |. 4, 519 3, 205 191. 2 247 Value... --- 2222222222 LLL] $368,133 | $254,874 | $172; 490 $9,045 298,497 - _ Exports of lithopone: a | Short tons..............---.---.-.---| 2, 671 1, 734 4, 845 14, 208 2 16, 954 Value... ...---.------------.--------| $281,622 | $153,567 | $302, 798 | $1, 112, 362 | 2 $1, 454 520 

; iF. 0. b. mine shi point. ot 
3 Figures coversJ annare to September, inclusive. 
* Declared value f. o. b. foreign market. . . 
‘ Barite sold or used by producers plus imports. 

-§ Figures not available for publication. _ . oo * To avoid duplication, the barium chemicals reported here do not include the output of firms that make —— these chemicals from such products as barium chemicals and imported barite and witherite purchased inthe — open market. . . | oo 

| | -BARITE . 

a —— CRUDE | | 

Production.—The same 10 States produced barite in 1941 as in 
1940—Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, Missouri, N evada, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. Mine production 
in 1941 totaled 483,391 short tons, a 24-percent increase over the 
390,462 tons mined in 1940. The location of barite mines and 
barium products plants in the United States is shown on the ac- 
companying map (fig. 1). | 

Sales.,—A new peak was reached in 1941 (see fig. 2) in the quantity 
of crude barite sold or used by producers in the United States— 
503,156 short tons. The total value ($3,134,234) was much higher 
than in any previous year, and there was an increase of 23 percent in 

| quantity and 21 percent in value over 1940. Missouri continued to 
| lead in sales of crude barite, with sales twice as great as those of the 

next largest producing State and considerably greater than in 1940. 
2 See also Johnson, Bertrand L., Marketing of Barite: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 7149, 1941, 16 pp.
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( - Fieurn 1.—Location of barite mines and barium products plants in the United States. i
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Tennessee and Georgia were close competitors for second place, _ 
' Tennessee being apparently slightly in the lead. Both States had 

) | large increases over 1940. | | | a 

, Crude barite sold or used by producers tn the United States, 1940-41, by States 

a To SCOwLsttststi‘its 
State. ~ ae 

- | _| Short tons| Value | Short tons| Value 

Georgia... ee neeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee---| 92,802] $464,590 | 104,446 | $553, 445 
Missouri -.-_-----------------------------.----.-.-..--| 179,455 | 1,216,069 | 2127718 | 1, 337’ 756 
Tennessee..---..-.-----.-----------+------ eee . 70, 767 503, 204 104, 511 779,565 
Other States t._--- 2-2-2 22222 66,829}  412,880| 81, 481 463, 468 

| | | | 409,353 | 2,596,743 | 508,156 | 3, 134,234 © | 

| 1 Arkansss, California, Colorado, Nevada, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia. | 

Peal | tcl IN , : rent consumption 

HS a6 if yn | 

BT A RN A | 
HS | ' Domestic'sales A 

— T2100 ve 
re sree 42, 

: - 3 e Yesteege ra 

-_ 0 di 1 en 
1910 i915 -1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 , 

. | Faure 2.—Trends in domestic sales, imports, and apparent consumption of crude barite, 1912-41. 

— -Prices-—The market quotation for crude barite from Georgia, 
f. 0. b. mines, after remaining unchanged at $7 a long ton from 1935 

a to 1940, increased to $8 a ton in March 1941 and to $9 a ton in 
April 1942, according to the Engineering and Mining Journal Metal 
and Mineral Markets. _ 

The price of Missouri crude barite (95 percent BaSO,, less than 
1 percent iron) was quoted at $6.25 to $7.00 a short ton throughout 

| 1941, the same as in the later months of 1940, but in April 1942 
the quotations rose to $7 to $7.50 a ton. The 93-percent-grade 
quotations opened in 1941 at $6 to $6.50 a short ton but were lowered 
slightly to $6 to $6.35 in March 1941 and then in April 1942 were 
raised to $6.75 to $7.25 a ton. — 

The average value, f. 0. b. mine shipping point, of crude barite 
for the entire United States declined slightly from $6.34 in 1940 
to $6.23 in 1941. 
Consumption.—The following tables show the consumption of 

, crude barite by uses and by States.
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Crude barite (domestic and imported) used in the manufacture of ground barite and 
: barium chemicals in the United States, 1937-41,1n short tons 

oe In manufacture of— OO | In manufacture of— oO 

| yer «|Log | Total yer |. |. |aop | Total | 
| Ground | Litho-— Barnum Ground | Litho- Bortum 
- a | barite _ Pone ‘cals . _ barite pone cals | . | 

| 1937.__.._..--| 148, 930 | 162,681 | 72,371 | 383,982 || 1940._._...--_|1200, 899 | 136,885 | 66,604 | 404,388 | 
493872 77777777}1193; 728 | 117,007 | 54,250 | 364,985 || 1941.___._____]1243, 846 | 153,982 | 93,005 | 490,833 
1939___..-----|1192, 112 | 141,556 | 58,015 | 391, 683 | on pe oo 

| _. 1 Includes some crushed barite. | oe 

Crude barite (domestic and imported) used in the manufacture of ground barite and | 
| barium chemicals in the United States in 1941, by States “ 

- 

| State | Product manufactured ._ | Plants! Gar coe 

| - Missouri__.........-.-.--.---.----------} Ground barite and chemicals_-_--_--.--- 3 123, 921 . 

oo California___......-----..-.---------.--- Ground barite, lithopene, and chemi- 7 41, 508 . 

: . cals. ° Do, 

‘ Delaware and New Jersey.-.....-.-...-|-----d0_.--.-----1-----------------9------ 4? 71, 605 
Mlinois....._.....-:..-.----------------=]-----0_.-.--.---------------------------- 6 59, 336 = 

Be - Colorado_..._-..-.-.-.----.----------.---| Chemicals__......-...-.-----------------| 1 
Rhode Island_-_._....-.--.--------------|-----@0__-.-.--.--.---.-------+------------]. 1 7 

- West Virginia..........-.---.-.------1--]-----d0__-.-----------------+-+------------ 2 oo 

; Kansas. ____........_-.-..-----------.--] Lithopone.._...-...--------------------- i a : 

Maryland. ..........--.-.-------------|-----d0_---. 2+ ------- ee ene] 1 So 

S ~ Pennsylvania.____.....-.-.-.---------.-|-----d0_-_-. -.----.-----2---------------- 1 194, 463 ot 

: Georgia__._..........-...-.-------------| Ground barite and chemicals-_...-.-..--- 2 ’ 
: New York_....._-...-------------------]---:-d0___-.-.---------------------------- 2 . 
: Arkansas___.._._....-.-.---------------| Ground barite......_-----------------2--] 1 oe oo 

South Carolina. _.......-.-..-----------|-----0___....-------------------------+-- 1 . 

: Tennessee... ._...---_--_-----------------]-----d0__--.-. ---------------------------- 1 . 

f. Texas........._..-.---------------------|-----G0_- ee ee eee eee 1 

| : | 85 490, 833 | 

—_——eeeeeeeeeeeFeFFhF 
_ 1A plant producing more than 1 product is counted but. once in arriving at State totals. : —_ 

Bo 2 Includes some crushed barite. ; 

oe - Deposits and technologic developments.—Several articles descriptive 
of barite deposits and technology, other than those referred to m | 

/ other parts of this chapter, have appeared in recent months.’ | 

— Foreign trade.—All of the crude barite imported into the United 
: States in the first 9 months of 1941 came from Cuba. The rate of im- 

| portation, however, was far less than in 1940, and only 168 tons valued 
: at $886 came into this country from January to September 1941, 

| compared with 7,391 tons valued at $41,342 in the whole year 1940. 
| The average value of the barite imported declined slightly—from 

$5.59 in 1940 to $5.27 in the first 9 months of 1941. Exports of 
: crude barite from the United States are not separately recorded in 

| the foreign trade statistics. ; 
| World production.—Barite production throughout the world, insofar 
| as figures are available, is shown in the accompanying table. 
| Canadian production of barite was small unt maining operations 
. were begun in 1941 at the deposit discovered the preceding year at 

: 0, Michell, F. B., Barytes and Witherite: Mine and Quarry Eng., vol. 7, No. 2, February 1942, pp. 37= 

| Norman, James, and Lindsey, B. S., Flotation of Barite from Magnet Cove, Ark.: Am. Inst. Min. and ‘ 

Met. Eng., Tech. Pub. 1326, Mining Technol., May 1941, 5 pp.; discussion in Am. Inst. Min. and Met. 

Eng., Tech. Pub. 1412, Mining Technol., November 1941. 
Schallis, Alvin, Barite—United States Industry Expands: Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, vol. 

13, No. 6, December 20, 1941, Pp. 20-21. . 
Zadra, J. B., Fine, M. M., Shelton, 8S. M., and Johnston, T. L., Concentration of Manganese-Bearing 

Ore from the Mayfield Property, Van Horn, Tex.: Bureau of Mines Rept. of Investigations 3632, 1942, 18 

pp. (A barium-bearing ore.)
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| _ Pembroke, Nova Scotia. Production in Canada during 1940 was only 
307 metric tons, whereas in 1941, largely because of the above-men- 

| tioned operations, it rose to 6,043 metric tons. Most of this came 
from the Nova Scotia deposit, but a few hundred tons were shipped 

oe from a deposit near Golden, British Columbia, most of it to a grinding 
: plant in Montreal and the remainder to oil wells in Turner Valley.” 

_ _ The Pembroke barite deposit in Nova Scotia is owned by the | 
: Springer Sturgeon Gold Mines, Ltd., and operated by its subsidiary, 

a Canad ian Industrial Minerals, Lid. Two recent papers by Cameron® 
and Campbell® describe the deposit, the barite, the mine and mill 

7 operations, and possible markets. The barite is hard and massive 
ee and is gray to dark red, replacing iron-bearing calcareous sediments. 

World production of bartte, 1987-41, by countries, in metric tons! | 

| , . | [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] _ | | 

| Country! 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

, Algeria__.......---.----------------------- 2, 137 3, 069 (2) (2) @ . 
-Argentina._..-....-..---------2--------- |---| 768 | 2,680; | 4,174 
‘Australia: _ : — | | | 

- New South Wales._...._._._-...-2-2-- 268 | (322 () (2) . (3%) 
_ South Australia__...-...2--.-.........] --2, 736 2,909; 3,886; 3,672 Q —_ | Tasmania ___._.-----..---------------- 77 |------------]-=---------- (2) - ~@) 

— - Wietoria._ 2.22. 22.222 222 eee TL Peel feet) - o3 . oo Brazil (exports) .-......22 20.222 ee 600 (4) 2) —@® —- @ 
o oT Canada..___... 2-22-22 eee een |eee eee -fee--------e-} (8) 307 6, 043 Co Chosen..._-______.-...-.--2-s--senseees| 8 400 | (3) @- | @ 

Cubs.....----2 2 eee ee 3, 849 |__-..- 1-8. 12, 000 16, 105 (2) 
7 Egypt. ...--..----2------ eee ieee eeeee--| 20 31 61; = () 

France... ....-.--.. 2-22-22 19, 850 —@): (2) (2) 4 
Germany: - 
Austria-.... 222-2222 eee el] 855 373 | —s (2) (2) (2) - _ 
Baden. -..-..._-.--- 2 eee 21, 653 36, 305 (2) (2) (2) 

|. Bavaria... ___.222222222.222--------- 11, 832 26, 748 (2) a (3) - | - ~~ Prussia 3... 22. 410, 634 401, 906 (?) (2) (3) ; Saxony-......_....--._----._-_-------- 432 230 (2). (2) (2) Thuringia_._._..-.-.-.-.....-.-.--.-.-] 6,790 | ~—-15,335 | (2) 3) (2) | 
Wirttemburg.._......-.. 22-2 2 e eee 192 |_-_.------.. (@) (2) 3 Greece_...._..--...---- sess} 89,848 34,700 | 24,055 (2) )» : India, British_-__----- | 94 8, 205 944; 8 | @ | Indochina. ....._.--...-....-..... en 45 | "50 155 185] . (2) | Italy. 22222] 4,202] 48, 169 (2)  Q) (2) 

Norway -.--.-----_------- 2-22 eeeee eee] 70. feet | eee m0) (2) 
| Portugal_....-_--_-....---- 22 -.--2-- eee] 101 24 (2) (3) @Q Southern Rhodesia.-__.........-.-.-.---.-.}--.---------| | 91 * 50 (2) (2) 

Union of South Africa__._......._._.-.__-- 570 491 439 601 | 4584 United Kingdom_............-...........| 74, 485 77,543 | (2) (2) (2) United States... 020027 (TTTTLTTTITTTTT] 277380 | 3047208 | 831,910 | 354, 219 438, 523 
: . Lo - 

1In addition to the countries listed, barite is produced in China, Czechoslovakia, Japan, Spain, and 
U.8.S. R., but data on production are not available. , 

? Data not available. a | 
3 Official figures which, it is reported, cover only output of mines included under the mining law. 
‘Figures cover January to June, inclusive. 

. . Quarrying operations, and the construction of a 100-ton mill at 
tidewater at Walton on the Midas Basin arm of the Bay of Fundy, 
were commenced in February 1941. The mill was put in operation 
late in May 1941. Ore containing admixed impurities is treated at a 
washing plant adjacent to the quarry to remove the impurities before. 
it is trucked to the mill over an all-weather road. The first shipment 
ofthe ground barite (96.85 percent BaSO,) was made to Trinidad in 
June 1941. Several other shipments have since been made to Trinidad 
and one small shipment to Peru. In addition, about 100 tonsof ground 

1 949 ie Industrial Minerals and the War Effort: Canadian Inst. Min. and Met. Bull. 361, May 
» Dp. — . 

‘Cameron, A. E., Barytes Deposit at Pembroke, Hants County, Nova Scotia: Proc. Nova Scotia Inst. 
Science, Halifax, Nova Scotia, vol. 20, part 3, 1940-41, 1941, pp. 57-63. 
*Campbell, C. O., Barytes at Pembroke, Hants County, Nova Scotia: Canadian Inst. Min. and 

Met. Bull. 362, June 1942, pp. 299-310.
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ho barite were marketed in Ontario as 9 filler in rubber, paints, and oe 

, varnishes, and a carload of crude ore was shipped to Montreal to , 

determine its suitability for use in the manufacture of various barium a 
, compounds. Campbell pointed out that the Canadian market for — | 

barite and barium products is small, and to take care of any substan- §_— 
tial domestic production it would be necessary to develop export | , 
markets; the most promising outlet appears to be in its application : 

: as a weighting material in oil-well drilling, in which the color of the 
: barite is said to be of little or no importance. However, leaching of — 

this ore with a 10-percent acid solution is said to remove the iron and 
: to yield a white product. - | | | 

| In 1940 a barite-grinding plant was built at Regla near Habana, — 
Cuba; according to report, most of the Cuban production is shipped to 

. this plant, and in consequence shipments to the United States have : 

: dropped. Barite production in Cuba in 1940 is reported to have been | 
16,105 metric tons compared with 12,000 tons in 1939. Figures for 

~ . 1941 are not available. Much of the ground barite from the Regla 
| plant is shipped to Trinidad for use in oil-well drilling. © a | 

Bn GROUND (AND CRUSHED) sits 7 

7 - Sales.—The quantity of ground (and crushed) barite sold or used | | 
. by producers in the United States in 1941 was much larger than the a 
| previous all-time high of 1940—234,877 short tons in 1941 compared | 

| with 184,390 tons in 1940—and the total sales value likewise showed 
- - a marked increase over 1940, rising to $4,606,832. The number of 
~.. plants producing ground or crushed barite remained at 16, as in 1940 ° 
: (see accompanying table). By far the predominant use of this material | 

E continued to be in well drilling. | , . oo 

Ground (and crushed) barite sold or used by producers in the United States, 1987-41 | | 

BS oe | ai 1938 1939 1940 1941 | | 

. PIONS oon oeccecceeccececeeeeeeeceeceee 42] 4] sas] wl 0ti(iéi 
: Short tons__....--.-...-..----------------- 129, 777 | 161, 422 170, 695 184, 390 234, 877 

| Value... 0... ons sans nawassezzuu2.| $2, 249, 612 | $2, 786, 823 | $2, 902,973 | $3, 697,806 | $4, 606, 832 

| Ground (and crushed) barite sold or used by producers, 1939-41, by consuming | 

. oo industries — " 

| | a 1639 1940 1st | 

3 | Industry nn 
: Short | Percent | Short | Percent | Short | Percent 

! | tons | of total tons | oftotal | tons | of total 

: Well drilling..........--------------------| 125,560} 74 | 138,055 75 | 164, 760 66 
Paint. ........-..------------------------- 9, 750 6 11, 056 6 31, 009 13 

Glass__.........-.----------..------------| 12, 586 7 12, 697 | . 7 22, 615 10 

° Rubber... .....-.------------------------- 3, 319 2 4, 283 2 9, 800 (4 

Undistributed.-..-.-..-.-.---------------| 1480 || 18,200) 10 | 8B] 
| 7 100 q 100 | 7 100 

‘ ge 
. 

| Prices —Prices quoted from Chemical Industries, New York, - 
| for ground barite, carlots, 350-pound barrels, works, ranged from 

| $25.15 to $27.65 a short ton for 1941 compared with $25.15 for 1940. 
: Foreign trade—Considerable ground barite is exported from the |
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oo _ United States, but the data regarding these exports are not separately 
recorded. A few thousand tons are usually imported annually; but~ 

| in 1940 only 314 short tons were entered, and in the first 9 months of 
a 1941 there were no imports of ground barite. | 

| - Ground barite imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41 

{Value at port of shipment} 

: | Year Short A Value : - Year Short = Value — . 

1987....-------- eee neee 3,313 | $35,046 || 1940......- 2} 84 $3, 299 | 
, 19882 1, 700 15, 466 |] 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)...-.--_._|.-----..----|------------ | 

1939.72 27 TTT 1, 590 14, 999 ) 

| WITHERITE ee | | 

| | Deposits in North America.—Witherite deposits have been reported 
in both Canada and the United States, but the only occurrence of 
present commercial importance is in the latter country. In Canada 
two occurrences of witherite are known, neither of which is believed 

| | to have economic importance. The first is in the old Porcupine mine 
| in the Rabbit Mountain area of the Thunder Bay district of Ontario, 

about 20 miles west-southwest of Port Arthur on Lake Ontario. The | 
witherite here occurs’ in a composite vein 1 to 4 feet thick in a fault 

a cutting gently dipping pre-Cambrian black slates and associated 
oe , diabases. The vein filling consists chiefly of calcite, quartz, fluorite, 

| witherite, galena, sphalerite, pyrite, argentite, and native silver, as 
well as some chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite. | Witherite lenses up to 3 
inches thick and 2 feet long have been reported. The other Canadian 

- occurrence is in the recently developed barite deposit at Pembroke, 
Hants County, Nova Scotia, where Campbell® states that a small 

| amount of barium is invariably present in the ore as witherite, and 
oe that some samples have shown as high as 1.5 percent witherite. The 

| barite deposit apparently resulted from replacement of a limestone 
conglomerate of Upper Mississippian age along a zone of brecciation. 

In the United States, witherite deposits occur in Alaska, Arizona, | 
California, Kentucky, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, and Ten- 
nessee. The deposits in Kentucky, Nevada, and Tennessee appear 
to be small and of mineralogic interest only. In Kentucky crystals 
of witherite have been found in some of the fluorspar-galena veins in 

_ the central part of the State.° In Nevada only occasional small 
crystals of witherite have been found. These were in barite veins 

7 Ingall, E. D., Report on Mines and Mining on Lake Superior: Geological and Natural History Survey 
of Canada. Ann. Rept. (n.s.), vol. 3, part 2, report H, 1887-88, Montreal, 1889, 139 pp. 

Coste, Eugene, Report on the Mining and Mineral Statistics of Canada for the Year 1887: Geological and 
No History Survey of Canada. Annual Rept. (n.s.), vol. 3, part 2, report S, 1887-88, Montreal, 1889, 

Bowen, N. L., Silver in Thunder Bay District: Ontario Bureau of Mines, vol. 20, part 1, 1911, pp. 119-132. 
1991 1923" op. D gconomic Deposits in Thunder Bay District: Ontario Bureau of Mines, vol. 30, part 4, 

Carter, W. E. H., THe Mines of Ontario: Ontario Bureau of Mines, vol. 11, 1902, pp. 231-298. 
Tanton, T. L., Fort William and Port Arthur, and Thunder Cape Map Areas, Thunder Bay District, 

Ontario: Canadian Geol. Survey Mem. 167, 1931, 222 pp. 
20 irre ae L., Witherite—Canada: Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, vol. 14, No. 1, January 

Hoffman, G. C., Chemical Contributions to the Geology of Canada from the Laboratory of the Survey: 
Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada, Ann. Rept. (n. s.), vol. 1, report M, 1885, 1886, 29 pp. 

§ Campbell, C. O., Work cited in footnote 6. 
p peep 10 Re The Geology and Mineral Resources of Kentucky: Kentucky Geol. Survey, 1928, 409 

oe binson, ay C., Vein Deposits of Central Kentucky: Kentucky Geol. Survey, ser. 6, vol. 41, 1931. (See
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| ‘near Argenta, Lander County.” In Tennessee a small quantity of 

: witherite is reported as a surface alteration product in a barite vein | 

; in Rutherford County." No details are available regarding the New 

| Mexican occurrences reported in Socorro and Dona Ana Counties.” 

| The deposits in Alaska, Arizona, and Montana contain considerable 

| witherite, but the extent of each of these deposits 1s still unknown. | 

| According to correspondence from the Alaska Department of Mines 

| dated November 24, 1941, and February 17, 1942, the Alaska deposits, 

- on the shore of Kuiu Island, in southeastern Alaska, consist. of a short 7 

irregular vein averaging 16 inches thick, scattered small veinlets, and , 

beach pebbles, comprising in all a very small tonnage. In Arizona, 

| witherite forms about 5 percent of the gangue of certain lead ves 

| in the Castle Dome district, Yuma County, according to a letter | 

- from F. W. Galbraith of the Arizona Bureau of Mines dated January | 

- 20, 1942.% The Montana deposits consist of lenses and masses of | 

. witherite and irregular lumps up to 2 feet in diameter in solution | 

-__ eavities in Altyn pre-Cambrian limestone just above the plane of the | 

. ‘Lewis overthrust fault at Many Glacier in Glacier National Park.“ _ | 

| Witherite occurs in California in Mariposa and Shasta Counties. | 

| In Mariposa County it is associated with barite in veins cutting _ 

| sedimentary rocks on the western flank of the Sierra Nevada granite | 

. batholith in two localities about 6 miles apart. The northernmost of _ 

these, in the Merced River Valley near the El Portal entrance to _ 

: Yosemite National Park, consists of a group of steeply dipping veins 

. striking north. The veins apparently were formed by replacement of 

| limestone in an isoclinally folded series of Carboniferous sediments by _ 

-_ barium-bearing solutions given off by the underlying Jurassic (or 

| Cretaceous) Sierra Nevada granite batholith. This group of veins, | 

_. reported traceable over a distance of 3 miles, provides a mixture of 

7 witherite and barite sold as a flux to glassmakers.’ This deposit is — 

the only commercial producer of witherite in the United States. | | 

| The other locality in Mariposa County is at Devil’s Gulch, 6 miles 

| south of El Portal, where a north-striking replacement deposit of 

| barite and witherite in limestone is reported traceable 4,500 feet.° 
In Shasta County massive witherite is reported on Beegum Creek. 

near Platina.” oO . | 

| Production.—The Baroid Sales Division of the National Lead Co., 

- which operates the mine near El Portal, Calif., is the only producer of | 

witherite in the United States. Figures on output are not available 

| for separate publicatiqn but are combined with: those of barite. 

: 1¢ Gianella, V. P., Barite Deposits of Northern Nevada: Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., Tech. Pub. 

} se euel, W"B., Barite, Fluorite, Galena, Sphalerite Veins in Central Tennessee: Paper. presented at 

the augcalooss. aye) meeting of the Industrial Minerals Division, Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng., 

13 Jones, F. A., The Mineral Resources of New Mexico: State School of Mines, Mineral Resources Survey 

of New Mexico, Bull. 1, Socorro, N. Mex., 1915, 77 pp. ° 

13 Johnson, Bertrand L., Witherite—Arizona: Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, vol. 14, No. 

2, February 20, 1942, p. 27. a 

14 Fuller, M. B., An Occurrence of Witherite in the Altyn Limestone at Many Glacier, Mont.: Am. Min- 

eral., vol. 9, No. 7, July 1024p 154. . . 
, Fritch, AAs Barite and Witherite from near E} Portal, Mariposa County, Calif.: Am. Mineral., vol. 16, 

| Bredicy, W. W., Witherite in the Americas: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 132, No. 12, December 28, 1931, Pp. 
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Prices.—The price of ground witherite in 1941, according to Chem- 
ical Industries, New York, remained constant at $43.00 a ton 

_in carlots, bags, works, for the 90-percent grade. In 1940 prices had _ 
- | ranged between $43 and $47 a ton. | : a 

| _ Foreign trade.—Imports into the United States come entirely from 
| _ England and range from 2,000 to nearly 5,000 tons a year. Imports 

for the first 9 months of 1941 totaled 2,470 short tons valued at 
/ $56,789. Exports of witherite from the United States, if any, are not 

, separately recorded in the foreign trade statistics. 

Witherite, crude, unground, imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41 
oo | . oO _ [Value at port of shipment] | a 

| Year Short tons; Value - | ‘Year Short tons| Value | 

| 1987... .ee-eeee--eeeee--] 4,556 | $82,341 |] 1940 8, 584 $70,126 1988... --..-.- sss 2; 115 43, 568 || 1941 (Jan.-Sept.)-...._.._. 2,470 | 56, 789 oe 1939-22222 2 27 3, 819 64, 106 | : | 

7 BARIUM CHEMICALS oe 

.  Sales.—Both the total quantity and the value of barium chemicals 
| sold or used by producers in 1941 were much larger than in 1940. 

a Greater quantities of lithopone, blanc fixe, artificial barium carbon- 
| ate, and “other barium chemicals’ were sold. Another new high 

| _ record was made in sales of artificial barium carbonate (chemically 
“ ———séprecipitated). Increases in value in 1941 over 1940 were recorded 

| for all the barium chemicals listed in the accompanying table. 7 
_. Laithopone is used principally in the manufacture of paints, enamels, 

and lacquers,.75 percent of the total sold or. used by producers in 
| 1941 going into those products. | | 

| Barium chemicals sold or used by producers in the United States, 1987-41 } 
eee 

| Chemical 1937 1938 1939 1940 | 1941 

| . Lithopone: 2 | 
Plants___...-22 22222222 11 11 11 11 9 Short tons... .22 22222222222] 1s4,771 | 195,746 | 142,750 | 151, 802 176, 642 Value____..._.........-.-------__.--.-|$12, 069, 790 | $9, 975, 012 |$10, 461, 102 |$10, 197, 897 | $12, 550, 193 Blanc fixe (precipitated barium sulfate): 

Plants.._..-- eee 7 an 6 6 6 Short tons.--2 222727 -TTTTTTTTTTTTTTT] og 50 19, 428 18, 653 22, 247 29, 352 Value__....-.......--.-.-..-.---.--...-| $1, 614, 764 | $921,203 | $898; 198 | $1,250,303 | $1, 806, 882 Artificial barium carbonate (chemically 
precipitated): 
Plants__.-------------- 222k 3 4 5 5 5 Short tons_--222222222227TTTTTTT777} 10, 755 9, 543 12, 478 13, 339 17, 477 Value.......-..------.-------.---.-.-..| $511,357 | $459,901 | $617,799 | $616,331 | $785" 486 Other barium chemicals: 3 
Plants___--------222 222 -ee ie 6 5 7 7 7 Short tons..-._-__._._.......-..-...... 8, 632 10, 963 9, 858 10, 813 22, 481 Value......--------.---------------.-..| $796,988 | $728,896 | $814,170 | $803,886 | $1,806" 559 

Total barium chemicals: 
Short tons...__---.-.-..-.....---......| 202,408 | 165,680 | 183,748 | 198, 201 245, 952 Value._....------.--...-..---.--...-...|§14, 992, 299 ($12, 085, 012 |$12, 791, 269 |$12, 868, 417 | $16, 949° 120 

ee 
1 To avoid duplication, the barium chemicals reported here do not include the output of firms that make these chemicals from such products as barium chemicals and imported barite and witherite purchased in the open market. 

2 Does not include cadmium lithopone. 
3 Figures cover chemicals, in order of value, as follows: 1937: Chloride, dioxide, sulfide, and hydroxides 1938: Chloride, dioxide, sulfide, hydroxide, and oxide; 1939: Chloride, dioxide, hydroxide, sulfide, and oxide; 1540: Chloride, dioxide, hydroxide, sulfide, oxide, and nitrate; 1941: Chloride, sulfide, dioxide, hydroxide, nitrate, oxide, and tribarium aluminate.
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—_ Lithopone! sold or used by producers, 1989-41, by consuming industries | 

a —— 1939 . 1940 1941 me 

Industry | : ” ~~ ~ 

| Short | Percent | Short | Percent | Short | Percent 

. tons | of total tons of total tons of total . 

Paints, enamels, and lacquers.------------] 118, 995 80 | 117,075° 77 | 132,691 75 

Floor coverings and textiles.--.-----------| 17, 429 12 18, 738 13 21, 114 12 

> Rubber....---------------s-----eeeeeee-| 3189 | 2 | 8, 887 2| 3,547 2 
Other_.----2------------------------------] 8, 146 6| 12,602 8] 19,290 11 

| oo oe 142, i 100) 151, 100 7 100 : 
Re 

1 Does not include cadmium lithopone. | | | | | 

| Prices.—Quoted prices for domestic lithopone in 1941 were higher . 

than in 1940, and prices for titanated lithopones likewise rose above 

~ the 1940 level. Prices for precipitated barium carbonate in 1941 | 

ranged from $45.00 to $65.00 compared with $45.00 to $62.50 in _ 

1940. There were no changes in barium chloride prices. Barium : 

| chlorate prices remained at 45 cents a pound throughout 1941, which 

2 was the peak price of 1940. Barium dioxide was quoted at 10 

cents a pound throughout 1941 compared with a range of 10 to 12 

| cents a pound in 1940. There were no changes in barium hydrate - 

prices. Barium nitrate had a wider range of prices in 1941 than , 

In 1940 and rose to a higher price—12% cents a pound. Blanc fixe | “ | 

quotations showed a marked decrease—$50.00 to $80.00 a ton in - 

—-- 1940 and $35.00 to $46.50 in 1941. : | | 

: | - Range of quotations on barvum chemicals, 1989-41 } | | : 

| | — 1939 1940 1941 | 

Lithopone: | : | | 
Domestic, ordinary, delivered, bags....-pound..| $0. 0334-$0. 0444 $0. 0334} $0. 0385-$0.0414 _ 

Do_.__-.------------------barrels__-..do---- .04 - .04% . 0334 .041 — .0414 . 

; High strength, bags-_----.-----------------d0---- .0544- .055% 1 

: Do. ...-.--barrels......---------------d0---- .054%- .05% _ ,0534|.------.--------- 

Titanated, bags. _---.-.-------------------d0---- .0544- .055% 0544 .0544- .056 e 

Do-__-.-barrels__....-------------------d0...- .0544- .05% . 0544 .05}4- .0585 - 

Barium carbonate, precipitated, 200-pound bags, 

. workS.__........--.--------------------Short ton..| 52.50 -62.50 | $45.00 -62.50 45.00 -65.00 

. Barium chlorate, 112-pound kegs, New York. pound: - .164%- .25 .20 - .45° 45 

Barium chloride, barrels, delivered zone 1_.short ton..| 77.00 -92. 00 77.00 -92.00 77.00 -92.00 

Barium dioxide (binoxide or peroxide), 88 percent, 
GrumS.......--.---------------------------pound..| «11. - «12 10 - .12 10 | 

: Barium hydrate, 500-pound barrels. -.....--.--d0--.- .044%- .0544 .054%- .07 .0544- .07 

Barium nitrate, barrels.___..-..---------------d0-.-.- .06%- .104% .09344- .10% .0844- .12% 

| Barium sulfate, precipitated (blanc fixe), 400-pound 
. barrels, works ?__.....------------------short ton..} 40.00 -80.00 50.00 -80.00 35.00 -46. 50 . 

I 
1 Chemical Industries (formerly Chemical Markets), New York (monthly}. 

2 Lowest price for pulp grade, highest for high-grade precipitated. 

| Foreign trade-—Foreign trade figures for barium chemicals are 

| available for publication only for the first 9 months of 1941. During : 

this period the hydroxide and lithopone were the only barium chem- 

icals imported. Both the quantity imported (247 short tons) and. the | 

value ($8,418) of the barium hydroxide were much larger than for the | 

entire 12 months of 1940. Only 112 pounds of lithopone were 1m- 

| ported from January to September. 
Exports of lithopone in the first three quarters of 1941 were greater 

than in the entire year 1940, both in quantity and total value, and |
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| had a much larger average value. They were greater than in any 
| year since 1922, when exports of barium products were first recorded 

separately. | | re 

: Barium chemicals imported for consumption in. the United States, 1937-41 | 

o - _ [Value at port of shipment] | | 

| - ‘ ‘ aiave Blane fixe (pre- Barium carbonate . | Lithopone Barium dioxide otaeye barium (precipitated) | 

Year — ~ ——}-—$— —} | 

a | a Short Value Pounds Value Short Value Short Value 

, 1937._...............| 5, 601.| $302,417] 229] $34 109 | $7,617 30| $848 
1938_-...-.-..----..-| 3,982 | 207,121 10} 13 106 | 5,102} (1) 32 
1939..._-...---..----| 2,641 | 130,893 350 51 38} 1,891 |_-.------|---. 

; 1940_ 2-22-22 -------|------- +--+] +e | ee] ff 
| 1941 (Jan.—Sept.) - - -- (2) GY | ------- 2-2] oe oon | oe ene |e eee eee [eee eee] eee 

, , | ‘ Barium com- 
| | B arium chio- Barium nitrate Barium hy- Barium oxide pounds } 

. —_ n. é@. 8. . 

| | Year i a A (Ce SSN ans 

: | Sons. | Value short | Value | Short | Veine Pounds| Value | §80% | vatua 

: — 4937____--..-.-.---] + 315./§13, 761 | 157 [$15,836 | 310 |$21,004| 208] $i61 23 | $6,455 7 
CO 1938.._....-...----.| 69] 2351 | 126) 12061 | 236 | 16,874 |........|.-...| 50] 11,320 

1939..........------| 39] 1,329] 100] 11,094] 360 | 19,975. 23 13 o7| 7,244 
1940__...-.-.-------J-s..----|--.--.--| 18] 1,427] 151 | 3,382 |..-.-..|...-_-| = 22 | age 
1941 (Jan.-Sept.) - --|-----.--]--------]----.---]-------- 247 | 8,418 |.-----_-]------.- seceeee-|-------- 

: | | 1110 pounds. 3112 pounds.. . _ . 

, _ Lithopone exported from the United States, 1937-41 _ 

: | short Value 7 short Value | 
| hort | ort | 

Year tons Year tons oT 
a Total Average | ‘Total Average 

1937............| 2,671 | $231, 622 $36.72 || 1940............| 14,298 | $1, 112, 362 $77.80 
1938__.....-.---|  1,734| 153,567 88.56 || 1941(Jan.-Sept.)| 16,954-| 1, 454, 520 85.79 

| 1930_--.2.2-] 4,845 | 302,708 | = 81.07
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| The often-repeated claim that development of potash resources 
: within the United States in the brief period since the last war had | 

relieved this country from dependence on foreign supplies was con- | | 
: firmed definitely in 1941, when imports dropped to a few thousand tons a, 

and were exceeded by exports drawn from domestic sources and | 

| shipped to neighboring countries. Receipts of foreign potash de- Oo 
clined sharply.in 1940, but imports still were substantial and permitted — | 

- gradual shifting of the load to American producers. In 1941, although 
: one major plant was strike-bound for 314 months and its output for 
| the year thereby reduced more than 30 percent, production was greater 

than ever before, and supplies were adequate to meet a 13-percent rise 
--  Inconsumption. _ | 
a The United States potash industry is virtually a post-war product | 

| of the First World War, born of the realization that complete de- | | 
‘pendence on foreign supplies invited repetition of the serious wartime _ 

_ shortage that skyrocketed prices of muriate to over $500 a ton in 
: 1915-16. In the intervening 25 years, the combined efforts of Govern- | 

: ment and private agencies have built up an industry that in 1941 pro- 

: . duced almost a million tons of raarketable salts containing 525,000 tons 

of K,O. Plant additions during the year increased further the ca- | 

pacity to produce refined salts, now estimated to total well over a mil- 

lion tons a year, equivalent to more than 600,000 tons of K,0. The 
mines in the Carlsbad area are capable of producing in excess of re- | 
finery capacity up to 200,000 tons a year of 20- to 25-percent manure : 

- -galts that can be employed satisfactorily in compounding some fer- 
tilizer mixtures. : | | 

The virtual cessation of imports and the increased industrial use of 

chemical grades were the chief war-induced factors affecting the potash 

| industry. Formerly extensively imported, all potash salts used in 

the manufacture of black powder, in the Houdry process for the manu- 

facture of aviation gasoline, in the glass industry, and in the heat _ 

treatment of aluminum alloys had to -be supplied by American pro- 

ducers. The manufacture of potassium chlorate, made by electrolysis | 

of a solution of potassium chloride, was resumed in this country in 
_. 1989 in anticipation of interruption of imports. Classed as a material 
essential for national defense, normal consumption has been 5,000 to 

7,000 tons a year. Its principal peacetime use is as the active oxidizing 
1451 |
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| agent in match heads. Other uses are in flares, fusees, and fireworks © 
co for military operations. Production from several plants is reported 

: to be at the rate of about 7,200 tons a year. | 
Potassium chloride pure enough to be acceptable for industrial and 

- _- chemical use is made by only two plants, one of which suffered a pro- 
- longed strike that reduced output materially. By Government order 

a chemical requirements were given priority over fertilizer needs. Asa 
oe result, supplies at times were short and open-market offerings were 

_ limited, although contract deliveries were well-maintained. The tight 
, spot market brought out some resale offerings at premium prices. Ex- 

cept for these speculative flurries, prices were steady throughout the 
“ | ear, - 

| Except for shipments to Canada, exports were sharply reduced. 
| _ By Presidential proclamation of January 10, 1941, effective February 

- 3, potash salts were placed under export control. Thereafter export 
: licenses were required for all shipments abroad. Cessation of ship- 

ments to Japan, formerly the largest importer of American potash, 
more than offset increases in other directions and resulted in a sharp 

- drop in total exports. © | | a 
The potash salts sold were largely refined or processed products | 

SO derived from bedded deposits in New Mexico, brines in California and _— - 
: Utah, and as a byproduct of manufacturing processes in Maryland. | 

_ _A few tons of cotton-boll ashes were sold in Texas for their potash con- 
tent. In former years crude alunite has been used in a limited way 
for fertilizer, but no shipments were reported in 1941. The United 
States Potash Co., Potash Co. of America, and Union Potash & Chem- __ 

_ ical Co. mined 82 percent of the total output (K,O) from salt beds; 
| and the American Potash & Chemical Corporation and Bonneville, 

_ Ltd., produced 17 percent from brines. U. S. Industrial Chemicals, _ 
Inc., and the North American Cement Corporation azcounted for the 
other 1 percent, which was salvaged from waste products. . 

| Uninterrupted operation of the five principal plants during 1942 
| should provide ample potash for presumptive needs. Continued in- 

crease in use of fertilizers in this country is anticipated but may be 
checked by shortage of ingredients other than potash needed for pre- 

_ paring the customary mixtures. Explosives manufacture and other 
_ war uses doubtless will have first call on nitrates, hence some strin- 

gency in supplies for use in fertilizers is not unlikely. Reserves of 
Chilean nitrate are ample, but supplies from that source are subject — 
to the difficulties and hazards of ocean transportation. New nitrogen 
plants recently or soon to be completed will increase the domestic 
supply materially. If the war continues to follow the present pattern, 
in which bombing plays the leading role, there probably will be enough 
nitrogen for all uses. Bombs impelled by gravity are much more 
economical in expenditure of explosives than shells propelled from 
great guns by enormous charges of powder. Greater use of artillery 
might result in a shortage of nitrogen for fertilizer and a correspond- 
ing reduction in the demand for potash. The needs of other nations 
that look to the United States for their potash are moderate and can 
easily be supplied. Except for Canada and Cuba, transportation and 
distribution are likely to present greater difficulties than supply. The 
industry appears to be in a favorable position to meet any demands 
likely to be made upon it in 1942.
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| Salient statistics of the potash industry in the United States, 1940-41 | | 

| | 1940 1941 | 

_—- Produetion: | : | 
| Potassium salts (merchantable) _.-....----..---.----------------short tons_- 658, 249 ORG; 458 

Approximate equivalent, K,0..._-..-.-----------------------+---d0-_-.- 379, 679 524, 875 
Sales by producers: 

Potassium salts ......__...-.--------------------.-. -----------------d0_--- 677, 892 994, 843 
Approximate equivalent, K30......-..---.------------------------d0_---} 393, 058 531, 346 

a _.. Value at plant........----.-----------------2---------2--2) -------------- 812, £62, 050 | $17, 368, 237 
_ Average per ton__.....----.---------------------- +--+ ee eee $18. 53 S17. 46 — 

. Imports: 
Fertilizer materials__.._...._..-...-.-.--------------------------Short tons_- 274, 473 1 36, 499 

Approximate equivalent, K20_--_....-..----------..--------------d0----|) | 115, 241 1 10, 948 - 
Value__...._.--.------------------------------ +--+ -- + -- === == ---- | 85, 148, 852 1 $753, 786 

Chemical materials__.__.......-----..-.-------------.-----------Short tonms..| 14, 564 1 10, 173 
Approximate equivalent, K20__......-.-.-.-----------.----------do__.- ~ 3,449 12, 075 
Value________----------- + --- ee - ee eee  -ee----- | $2, 411, 919 |! $3,491, 535 

Exports: 
Fertilizer materials.__............-----. ------------..----------short tons_-. 93, 060 1 69, 092 ‘ 

. Approximate equivalent, K20-_--....---.-----.------------------dq_--- 55, 836 1 37, 900 
Value___.._._____.---- eee eee ee eee eee --- -- | $8, 141, 170 | 1 $4, 981, 727 

| Chemical materials. ._____.-.._..------.-.-----------------------short tons-- 14, 180 19, 497 
Approximate equivalent, K:0..._.-.-----------------------------d0-..- 7, 000 14,700 

| Value_____._..------- eee ee nnn ee eee eee eee eee eee | $3, 096, 909 | 1 $2, 040, 956 

: 1 January to September, inclusive. | . 

| , - PRICES | Oo 

: Prices quoted in schedules issued by producers in 1940 for the 
1940-41 fertilizer season were unchanged through May 1941. Price . : 

| lists for the new season—June 1, 1941, to May 31, 1942—continued the | 
, old prices and terms, except for an increase of 11% cents to 55 cents | 
- per unit for 50-percent muriate, produced chiefly by dilution of the 

standard 60-percent product. As long as refining capacity is adequate 
| there seems to be little excuse for the 50-percent grade, and producers a 

_ have sought to discourage its use. Wartime shortage of rail and ocean | . 
transportation facilities furnishes another potent argument for em- a 

- ploying the more concentrated material. Base prices were as follows:. | 

| Muriate of potash, 60 percent K.0 minimum--_.__... 5344 cents per unit K,0. ~ 
Muriate of potash, 50 percent K.0 minimum_._._.._ 55 cents per unit K.0. 
Manure salts, run-of-mine grade___._.._.___._____._._ 60 cents per unit K:O. 
Sulfate of potash, 90/95 percent K.SO,—basis 90 per- co . 

cent K.SQ, ---_-_-_--_------___--__--__--__-.---. $86.25 per short ton. 
Sulfate of potash-magnesia—minimum 40 percent 

_ K,SO,, 18.50 percent MgO.__---.----------------- $26.00 per short ton. 

| These prices were ex-vessel at customary Atlantic and Gulf ports 
and were subject to the following discounts: _ 

On orders placed by June 30, 1941, for delivery during June or in 
| substantially equal monthly quantities from July 1, 1941, to January 

31, 1942, a discount of 8 percent. 
Upon acceptance of delivery of entire tonnage on order by January | 

- 31, 1942, an additional allowance of 4 percent. _ 
On orders placed after June 30, 1941, for delivery at buyer’s plant 

before and including May 31, 1942, list prices applied. 
Deductions of 11.2 cents a unit and 8 cents a unit from ex-vessel 

| prices for muriate were offered for purchase f. 0. b. Carlsbad and 
| Trona, respectively. This provision was operative throughout the 

calendar year 1941 and appears to have benefited about one-third of 
the tonnage sold through saving in freight. Around 40 percent of 
the f. o. b. shipments were manure salts. The split-discount system 
inaugurated in 1940 functioned successfully to discourage overorder- 

. f os
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- ing and subsequent cancelations, long a disturbing factor in the market — 
: and a hazard for producers. | ee : 

Perhaps the most startling price development was a cut early in 
June in the base price for manure salts from 60 to 21 cents per 
unit. The supplementary schedule announcing the price reduction 

| stated by way of explanation— a | 
The very serious scarcity of ships and prohibitive charter rates asked when. 

boats are obtainable combine to make it economically unsound and next to 
impossible to move this low-grade commodity to Atlantic ports via water trans- — 
portation at the present time. The outlook for the balance of the season is even — 

| less hopeful. For these reasons it is found necessary to announce the above | 
_ stated price change. oe 

| a Average prices for the various fertilizer salts for each month are | 
shown in the following table. | | | | . 

| | Ea-vessel port prices of potash salts in the United States in 1941 | 

Muriate of potash in ‘ . , 
. bulk | Sulfate of | Sulfete of Maaure 

. . potash, 90 | potesh-mag- | salts, 25 to 
| Period | | percent | nesia, 40 per- | 30 percent 

-| 60 percent | 59 percent | KgSU,4, per | cent KsSO«4, | K30, per 
_ / -- | KO, per | K30; per | short ton | per short ton unit 

. : oe | unit | unit | 

. January to May, inclusive...-......----| . $0..535 $0. 535 $36.25 |----.-. ------ 7 $0. 60 
oo June... 471 “484 31.90 $22.88] 185 
- > July ------ ee eee. ee----------] sf A771 ~ 55 36. 25 26. 00 2 

. August to December, inclusive_--.-...--- . 535 . 55 - 36. 25 26. 00 i - 21 

| CONSUMPTION AND USES - | 
- Potash salts containing approximately 500,000 short tons of K,O 

| moved into channels for consumption in the United States and its 
possessions in 1941. About 90 percent was for fertilizer and 10 

_ percent for industrial use. Consumption in industry was around 
- 14,000 tons of K,O more than in 1940, due mainly to expanded manu- 
facture of black powder and aviation gasoline, in which potash salts 

-are employed. Other uses that have increased as a result of the war 
include the manufacture of glass and the heat treatment of aluminum 

, _  ailoys. The following table, combining information from various 
: sources, indicates that consumption in the United States and its pos- 
| sessions in 1941 was 504,500 short tons of K,O—an increase of around 

15 percent from 1940. The picture is incomplete, as it is not per- 
| mitted to disclose foreign trade statistics for the final quarter of 1941. 

_ Sales of primary potash in the United States for consumption and ewport, 1940-41, 
in short tons of K:0 

1940 | 1941! 

Deliveries of potash by member companies reported by American Potash Institute— 
In United States and possessions: 

Agricultural. __---_-.-------------------- eee eee ------| 417, 948 435, 940 
Chemical_........----.-.-- eee ee -----------| 7, 815 |. 51, 962 

For export.._...__..--------- eee eee eee eee eee-----| 4, 046 26, 868 

479,804 | 514,770 
Imports plus sales of nonmember producers... ....___.....-.-..-.--_-..---------------| 21, 737 1 32, 330. 

501, 541 | 1 547, 100 
Total exports._.___._.-._-.- ele --------------------------| 262, 836 1 42, 600 

Actual sales for consumption in the United States__............_.._....__-_.| 3 438, 705 | 1 504, 500 

. 1 Figures for imports and exports for 1941 cover January to September, inclusive. 
? Corrected figure.
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| ‘PRODUCTION AND SALES , 

The rising production curve turned more sharply upward in 1941 
to record an increase of 50 percent over 1940 in marketable potash _— 

- galts produced by mines and plants in the United States. The average 

| grade was 53.21 percent potash, and the gain in equivalent potash was . 

38 percent. Sales 47 percent above 1940 closely approached a million 

| tons of salts containing 531,346 short tons of K,O, equal to 97 percent : 
| of total deliveries. for consumption and export and exceeding pro- 

_ duction by 6,471 tons. The prolonged strike at Trona cost some 
~. 80,000 to 40,000 tons of potential K,O production. | oo 
| ~The uneconomic demand for 50-percent muriate continued, despite | 

the fact that this impure material costs the consumer more per unit | 
. of potash than the 60-percent grade. Fifty-percent muriate is made > 

by mixing the normal product of the refining processes with run-of- | 
mine salts in suitable proportions or by adjusting the process to leave a 
more impurities in the product. If wartime demand should outstrip - 
refinery capacity, this uneconomic practice might be justified as a | " 
temporary expedient; otherwise, it seems inexcusable. —__ | 

— Production of the various grades of salts in 1941 was as follows: | 

| _ | Oo Short tons 
— Muriate of potash, 60 percent K:O minimum___-----------------_----_ 668, 608 

Muriate of potash, 50 percent K,0 minimum_____-----__-.--__.__.____ 85, 398 
. Manure salts, run-of-mine___._._--___---_--_------.---.------.-------. 154, 979 | : 
| Sulfate of potash and sulfate of potash-magnesia__-__._._..--_-_..-_. 82, 473 7 | 

Oo : : | 986,458 
Potassium salis produced, sold, and 08 prucers stocks in the United States, oo 

Production . Sales . Producers’ stocks 

Potas- | Eauiv- Potas- | Eauiv- Potas- | Eauiv- 

Year | opera-| stm | ‘otash | Opera-| Sm d Value sium : 
: 7 tors | (short | (X29) | tors | (short (K30) | ‘plant | 78 | (short (K30) . tons) . (short tons) (short tons) - (short 

| : tons) tons) | . tons) | 

| 1937_....... 7 | 486,090 | 284, 497 7 | 466,933 | 266,938 |$9, 019. 534 5 | 105,900 | 55,620 
1938___.----| 9 | 534,945 | 316,951 9 | 493, 189 | 286, 437 | 9, 748, 200 6 | 158, 540 | 87.440 
1930..----__].... 6 | 546,.787 | 312,201 6 | 634,014 | 366, 287 |12; 028, 195 5 | 54,233 | 29,440 : 
194977 7 | 658, 249 | 379, 679 7 | 677,892 | 393, 058” |¥2, 562,050 |- 7 | 35,060 | 16,370 

: (7 7 | 986,458 | 524,875 | 7 | 904,843 | 531, 346 |17, 368, 237 7| 26,374] 9,712 7 

| GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES | SS 

On recommendation of the Administrator of Export Control and 
pursuant to the provisions of section 6 of the act of July 2, 1940, 
entitled “An Act to Expedite the Strengthening of the National De- 

| fense,” the President on January 10, 1941, issued a proclamation 
placing copper, brass, bronze, zinc, nickel, and potash under the export- 

| licensing system. The effective date of the proclamation was 
February 3, 1941. | | | : : )
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The Executive order prescribing regulations governing the exporta- 
tion of materials designated in the proclamation of January 10 stated 
that potash should be construed to include the following: | 

—— Potassium salts and compounds a OO . 
: . Potassium hydroxide (KOH) , 

oo | . Potassium carbonate (K2COs;) . 
| | Potassium chlorate (KCI1O;) | 

: Potassium perchlorate (KCI1O,) a 
| Potassium cyanide (KCN) 

. Potassium iodide (KI) | 

Potassium nitrate (KNO;) | 
Potassium permanganate (KMn0O,) , | | . 
Potassium acetate (KC.H,0.) | | - 
Potassium bicarbonate (KHCOs) | 

| - | _. Potassium bitartrate (KHC.H.O;) | | | 
. Potassic fertilizer materials . 

| Potassium chloride (KCl). - - | | 
| : Potassium sulfate (K28SQ.) —_ | 

. _All other potassic fertilizer materials containing 27 percent or more 
oe | potassium oxide (K.0) equivalent 

: All combinations and mixtures of any of the foregoing containing potash | 
Salts of 27 percent or more potassium oxide (K.0) equivalent 

The Government-sponsored program for expanding aluminum pro- 
. duction to meet. wartime needs has again focused attention on alunite | 

deposits in several of the Western States. Attempts during the last — 
war to utilize alunite for the production of potash, with alumina as a . 

| | byproducts, proved noncommercial under normal conditions, and 
| plants have remained idle since 1918. However, experimentation 

continued, and several processes were developed. The interest now | 
7 has shifted to aluminum, but for every ton of aluminum produced 

- from alunite the process will yield about a ton of potassium sulfate. 
Virtually all alunites contain some sodium, replacing the potassium 
of the pure mineral. Soda and potash are difficult to separate, hence 
potassium sulfate from alunite would be contaminated with sodium 

_ sulfate to some degree. If proposed plants to make 60,000,000 pounds 
: of aluminum a year from alunite are built they will produce around 

30,000 tons a year of potassium sulfate. Both Kalunite, Inc., and the 
Reynolds Metal Co. are seeking Government funds for aluminum 
plants. Kalunite controls deposits in Utah and Washington, and 
Reynolds is reported to be investigating a deposit in Arizona. 

REVIEW BY STATES | 

California—A. strike, called March 14, closed the plant of the 
| American Potash & Chemical Corporation at Trona. Operations were 

not resumed until July 2, when two-thirds of the workers accepted a = 
company offer and returned to work. Some strikers continued to 
hold out and picketed the plant for another month before voting to 

: return to work. The settlement was reported to provide a wage scale 
of 78 cents to $1.20 an hour compared with a previous scale of 67 D 
cents to $1.05. This company—only producer of potash in the State— __ 
is likewise an important producer of borax. Supplies of both potash 
and borax. were seriously affected by the shut-down. Other products 
of the plant are soda ash, salt cake, sodium-lithium phosphate, and 
bromide, all extracted from the brine of Searles Lake. The original 
holdings of the company, which has been operating at Trona contin-
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| uously since 1915 and was the first American producer of potash in oo 

important quantity, comprised piacer claims located and patented _ 

before enactment of the mineral-leasing law in 1922. Present pro- 

duction is largely from areas leased from the Government. 
Maryland.—aAt the Security plant of the North American Cement 

| Corporation near Hagerstown, umpure sulfate of potash was recov- 

ered from cement-kiln flue dust. At Baltimore, United States Indus- | 
tral Chemicals, Inc., produced mixed sulfate and chloride as a by- ) 

| product of the manufacture of industrial alcohols from molasses. : - 
| uring the acute potash shortage that developed during the World 

| War of 1914-18, a number of industrial plants devised methods for a : 

| recovering potash salts from plant wastes. However, when imports 

OS, Cf a 

|\ ECR IA 

a | LEGEND | ALAS ' 
@ POTASH MINES OR BRINE WORKS. oF o | . 

Dy @e+ BYPRODUCT POTASH PLANTS . wo : 

. | ie OUTLINE OF POTASH SALT DEPOSIT { . : 4 | 7 

Ficure 1.—Location of potash mines or brine works, prospects, deposits, and byproduct . 

: potash plants in the United States. . | 

were resumed after the war and prices returned to normal, most of 
these operations became unprofitable and were discontinued. The 7 

only exceptions were these two plants in Maryland that each year 

| have contributed several thousand tons to the potash supply. | 
New Mexico—The three companies operating in the Carlsbad area 

: mined 2,270,000 tons of ore from rich sylvinite and langbeinite beds | 
at depths ranging from 800 to 1,000 feet. Some run-of-mine ore was 
shipped to satisfy the demand for manure salts and some was used in 
mixing to make the 50-percent grade, but the bulk of the raw ore 
was processed to yield the high-grade salts that constitute a growing 

_ percentage of the total output of. marketable salts. Production from 
this field began only 10 years ago with the shipment of a few carloads 

| of manure salts by the United States Potash Co. in 1931, followed a 
few months later by first shipments from its refinery. The Potash 
Co. of America was next'in the field, beginning to ship manure salts 
in 1934 and high-grade concentrates in 1935. The growth of these 
two companies wa’ rapid, and rising output from the district received 
a further boost with the advent of the Union Potash & Chemical Cor- |
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| ‘poration, which began shipments late in 1940 and completed its first 
7 full year of operation in 1941. Although underground conditions are — 

| similar at the three properties, operations of the three companies _ 
differ markedly in some respects. The refinery of the United States . 

_ Potash Co. extracts high-purity potassium chloride from sylvinite by 
‘ solution and fractional crystallization. More recently, a gravity- 

concentration unit has been added that yields a somewhat lower-grade __ 
product. The Potash Co. of America employs a soap flotation proc- | 

: ess characterized by flotation of the sodium chloride mineral halite 
and depression of the potassium chloride mineral sylvite. The result- 

| ing high-grade product retains the characteristic reddish color of the 
ore, which is derived from minute impurities. The Union Potash & 
Chemical Corporation mines both sylvinite (a mixture of sylvite and 

| halite) and langbeinite (K,SO,, 2MgSO,). The sylvinite is treated 
by tabling and flotation, using a reagent that floats the sylvite. The’ 

_ langbeinite 1s washed to remove sodium chloride, centrifuged, and 
kiln-dried. Some is marketed in this form as sulfate of potash- 

, magnesia, and some is hydrated and used in the manufacture of 
- | potassium sulfate by base exchange with potassium chloride. Under 
7 _ earefully controlled conditions, the reaction between the magnesium 
an sulfate of the hydrated langbeinite and potassium chloride brine is 

| rapid and virtually complete. The potassium sulfate produced by 
this method is high-grade and the byproduct magnesium chloride will | 

| be utilized for the production of magnesium metal in a plant soon. 
| to be operated by the company near Austin, Tex., where low-cost. 

| hydroelectric power is available. So | | 
a _Utah.—Bonneville, Ltd., 540 West Seventh South, Salt Lake City 

operating on the salt flats near Wendover in western Utah, doubled 
_ the area of its evaporating ponds in preparation for the 1941 season. 
a Earlier difficulties experienced in preventing loss of brine due to leak- 

| age from the ponds have been overcome, and improvements in oper- 
ating the ponds and harvesting the crystallized salts have been intro- 

| duced. Over 40 miles of collector ditches, fanning out from two 
pump stations, convey brine to pumps that deliver it to desired points 
in the ponds. Evaporating ponds extend about 9 miles south from 

_ the highway and back on a parallel line to the crytallizing ponds 
adjacent to the highway. Baffles in the evaporating ponds cause the 
brine to travel about 30 miles from the point of entry to the crystal- 
lizing ponds, where a crystalline mixture of KCl and NaCl is pre- 
cipitated. The crystallized salts are harvested at the end of the evap- 

| orating season and hauled to the mill, where the potash salt is sep- 
arated by flotation. The muriate produced is about 96 percent KCl. 
Output in 1941 was nearly double that in 1940 but was less than antici- 
pated because the unusually wet season was unfavorable for this type 
of operation. Precipitation at Wendover in 1941 was reported to be 
the heaviest since 1926. The capacity of the present lay-out in a 
favorable season is believed to be nearly double the quantity produced 
in 1941. Dry winds, usually prevalent for 6 months or more of the 
year in this desert region, are the chief agents of rapid evaporation 
and are more effective than a few extra degrees of temperature. The 
air immediately above the ponds becomes saturated, and evaporation 
virtually ceases unless there is enough wind to carry away the vapor.
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| | | | FOREIGN TRADE* 3 33 | | 

- The publication of information regarding exports and imports of 

all kinds was discontinued October 1. Hence, any data on foreign 

| trade in 1941 contained in this report cover only the 9-month period = 

, from January to September. | Oo | 
Imports —The quantity, average grade, and total declared value 

of potash salts imported in 1940 and during the first 9 months of 1941, | | 

| the approximate K,O equivalent of imports, and the countries from ~ 

| which shipments were made in 1941 are shown in the following tables. 

| Potash materials imported for consumption in the United States, 1940-41 

| |  y94t oe : 
ae 1940 (Jan.—Sept.) a 

Ap- |. 
. . proxi- | . 

mate Approximate Approximete | — 

equiv- equivalent . equivalent 

: * aien| as potas 3S ASE 

| “we as | short | 2” Short (0) val : 
. . potas —_—————_ ort jo ue 

(K,0) | tons Value tons |- 

: (per- Per- Per- 

| . cent) Short | cent Short | cent . 

: . tons of tons of 

. total total 

os Used chiefly in fertilizers: _ 
’Kainite......._......} 20.0 | 36,175 | 7,235 | 6.1 | $231,426 |_.....--|.-------|------]---------- | 

: Manure salts....------| 31.4 442 139 1 4, 432 |__...__.|_._-.---. |------]---------- 
Muriste (chloride).....| 56.4 |152, 494 | 86,007 | 72.5 | 2,835,765 | 13,671 | 7,710 | 59.2 | $268, 309 | 
-Potash-magnesia sul- . - 

fate __..............| 27.0] 3,900| 1,053] .9| 50,798 |___...-.]_.--.---|------]---------- 
. Potassium nitrate, | — 

crude.........:. ...| 40.0] 1,308| 523| .4| 37,478 |.------.|-.------|----- [---------- | 
Potassium-sodium ni- | — . 

trate mixtures, crude_| 14.0-| 55,016 | 7,702 | 6.5 | 1,366,131 | 22,736 | 3,183 | 24.5 | 484,280 
. Sulfate....._.........| 50.0 | 25,013 | 12,507 | 10.5 | © 592,318 |_--.---]..---.--|------]--- ------ 

Other potash fertilizer - . ; 

material !__........-.| 60.0 125 7 | .1 1, 509 92 5.4 1, 197 

- Total fertilizer.......]-.....-.|274,473 |115, 241 | 97.1 | 5, 148, 852 | 36, 499 | 10,948 | 84.1 | _ 753, 786. 

| Used chiefly in chemical fe _ oo - | 
_ industries: 

Bicarbonate......-.-.-| 46.0 14 6 |) 2,996 |. ...-.-|.-------l). weceeeee- 

Bitartrate: 
Argols.............| 20.0 | 11,903 | 2,381 2, 086, 867 | 9,968 | 1,994 3, 405, 236 | 
Cream of tartar...-| 25.0 |.--.----|-------- weneee----| 22 6 14, 427 

| Corbonate..........---| 61.0 9 5 1116| 4 2 1,010 | 
Caustic......----------| 80.0 46 37 20, 164 12} — 10 4, 284 
Chlorate and perchlo- . , 

rate.................-| 36.0] 1,789 | 644 |$2.9|% 198,373 | 128 44 |)15.9 44, 460 
| Cyanide... -.....------| . 70.0 10 7 6,967 |_.------|-------- wenn neeee 

Ferricyanide (red prus- . . 

| siatc).._..-.......---| 42.0 31 13 15, 307 1| (@) 360 
: Iodide...-.-......-..--| 20] @ @) | gi | (2) (3) . 14 

Nitrate, refined... -.| 46.69| 616 | 283 41;317 | (3) (2) 130 
Permanganate.......--] 29.0 @) 1) 13 13 4 4, 352 

All other__.....-.------| 50.0| “146 73 38,718 | . 30 15 17, 262 

| Total chemical.......|........| 14,564 | 3,449 | 29 | 2,411,919 | 10,173 | 2,075 | 15.9 | 3,491, 535 

Grand total..........| ........ |289, 087 |118, 690 |100.0 | 7, 560,771 | 46,672 | 13,023 |100.0 | 4, 245, 321 

i 

ee 

1 Chietly wood ashes from Canada. ? Less than 1 ton. . 

2 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from 

records of the Department of Commerce. . :
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Potash materials imported for consumption in the United States in 1941 
 (January—-September, inclusive), by countries, in short tons? 

[Figures in parentheses in column headings indicate, in percent, approximate equivalent as potash (K30)] 
. 

TS : 

| Bitartrate : Potas- | . Total | 
| Muri- |——— Sum: | Chlorate —7—— 

| ate | 4 ole Caus-} Car- | 50d) “and | All | 
7 Country (chlo- me Cream| tic | bonate | "Tie" per- other 7 

ride) | wine |, of | (80) | (6) | dures, | Chlorate | (5) | Short | vane 
(56.4) tartar . SO . (36) tons : lees (28) crude 

(20) | (14) — 

| Algeria. _........-.|-.-..---] _ 660 |--..---.|.-.---.]_-22-.--|--.-----|_---------].------] 660 | $238, 407 
Argentina._-----.-|--------| 3,047 |--------]_-.----]--------|-------.|--2-------|--_----] 8, 047 938, 529 
Brazil_-....2---.-.]_-----__- 86 |--------]--.----]_---_-.-]---2---- |---| ee 86 26, 547 
Canada_...---.-.- 16] 8B J -.----_-|------- |---| ,------- 1 93 115 4, 439 | 
Chile. 7-77 -77-77)_..] 266 16 |----_--|7- 72)" 22, 736 13 |....---| 28,031 | 580, 250 | 0) a Rn RE Bf. ---| ee L @® 3 766 
France..-_--------|--..----|--------|_-.-..--}..2-..|--------|--0---- 30 |--.----| 30] 2870 , 
Germany. _.-_----- onan ene fee fee eee 2 |--.---- 2 704 
Hong Kong. --.----|-----...|-.--.---]---.-.--]--___-- 1 j--------]-.--------]--e----| 1 278 
Japan.._.._------.|------._].---- __}- ee |-e eff 61 13 74 38, 001 Mexico_.22-- 22-222) 22-222P 8B | 336 
Moroceo.___------|-------- 64 fee] ef] 64 8, 492 . 
Peru..-_-..-------]----.--- Ul |--------|--.----]--------| 2-2 |e ee] eee 11 2, 027 
Portugal..--------|----22_| 2,987 |12222| I] 9, 837 |, 284) 036 
Spain___-.__-.....| 13,655 | 2,957 | 6 |_------|-- 22} TTT] 6} ei [1 094; 038 
Sweden ____.-..-..|---.__---]__--.-.__|--- 222 12 J---- eee} § |--.---- 17 5, 123 

_ Switzerland.--_-..|-...-.-.|--------]_-- ee |-- |||; 11 3, 115 
oo United Kingdom_.|_.....__}..---.--|--------|-------|--------|--------]----------| 30 30 | 17,363 — 

. | 13,671 | 9,968} 22/ 12 4 | 22, 736 123 | 136 | 46, 672 |4, 245, 321 

1 Figures for 1940 in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 1351, should read—Muriate: France, 124,995 
tons; Belgium, none. Sulfate: Germany, 195 tons; Netherlands, 305. Potash-magnesia sulfate: Germany, 

. 3,885 tons; Netherlands, 15. Caustic: Germany, 5 tons; France, none. ‘All other’: Italy, 22 tons; Japan, 9. . 
- Country totals: Belgium, 748 tons, $31,079; France, 186,308 tons, $3,206,431; Germany, 5,711 tons, $144,421; 

ftaly, 1,479 tons, $291,054; Latvia, 9 tons, $1,880; and Netherlands, 345 tons, $18,854. No change in grand | 

2 Less than 1 ton. 

| EHaports.—Effective February 3, 1941, Federal licenses were required 
- for all exports of potash salts. Shipments by producers outside the 

. immediate American market, which is considered to include conti- 
nental United States, Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Canada, and Cuba, were 
relatively small, as the need for supplying domestic requirements in 

oe the absence of imports left little surplus for export. The bulk of | 
potash fertilizer shipments to countries other than those listed above 
were drawn from consumers’ or speculators’ stocks. During the early 
months of the year Japan continued to receive sizable cargoes, although 
less than in 1940. : 

Potash materials exported from the United States, 1987-41 . 

Fertilizer | Chemical Fertilizer Chemical 

Year OT Year TT 

Short Value Short Value Short Value Short Value 

1937.. .... |103, 031 $3, 278,895 | 2,094 | $484,450 || 1940...____| 93, 060 $3, 141, 17C | 14, 180 |$3, 096, 909 
1938... ....| 84,137 | 2,599,772 | 2,616 485, 672 || 19411_. _..| 69,092 | 1,991,727 | 9,497 | 2,040, 956 
1939.... _..|186,750 | 4,446,853 | 3,579 | 807,987 

TO 

1 January to September, inclusive. 

WORLD PRODUCTION 

With the exception of the United States, potash-producing countries 
have issued no official statistics of production or trade since the out- :
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World production of potash minerals and equivalent K,0, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons) | : . 

So a : [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | | 

1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 - 

Country andminenls —[Teautvneat| guna Peasant gmp Piouratent| guna auvaict| gaa [eauslen quivalen quivalen quivalen quivalen quivalen . | Output | K30 Output K;0 Output K20 Output K;0 Output | K;0 

North America: United States, potassium salts-_-.- . 440, 971 258,000 |. 485, 291 ‘287, 582 496, 007 283, 223 597, 150 344, 437 894, 895 476, 156 ; 
South America: Chile, crude potassium nitrate... -..- (2) - (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 62, 208 8, 585 (?) (2) . 

urope: : ! 7 
France (Alsace), crude potassium salts........-.-| 2, 883, 502 489,801 | 3,374,8]1 581, 790 (?) (2) (2) (2) (?) (2) 

| Gere ornaliite® poem Salts: 1,672,417 | 170,580 | 1,874, 375 | : | arnallite ?_..........-.-...-.----------------| 1,672, 170, 550 | 1,874, | 
Kainite, sylvinite, and hartsalz....___.._-.---| 12, 787,735 | 1,797,866 | 14, 567,896 \ 1, 861, 000 () (?) (?) (@) (?) () 

Italy, alunite. .-...-..-----.---------------------. 3, 500 420 2,778 | 333° (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 6) 
Poland, crude potassium salts: . . ; 

Kalnite....-...2.2-2-----0-2-e2eeeeeeeeeee-e-] 111, 387 11,136 | 120,100 | 12, 019 Q (2) (2) Q) Q (2) tg oe 
Sylvite.-..-..------.-------------------------| 395, 885 87, 005 427, 200 93, 984 a (2) (2) (2 (a (3) 
Langheinite........-..-.......--.--.--.-----.] 14, 241 1, 709 19,644 | 2,388 (2) (2) ay (2) (2). (2) 3 

Spain, crude potassium salts 4___._.-------------- 51, 913 (2) 49, 572 (2) (2) (2): (2). (2) (2) - (2) > 
Aster’ 8.8. R., crude potassium salts_...........--.-| 2,400, 000 266, 000 (2) 5 122, 000. (2) (2) a) 70) (2) (2) a 

sia: : 
China, potash .._....----------------------------- _ 632 (2) 614 Q@) |. 64 QQ) 8, 317 Q) (2) (2) 
Chosen, alunite.._.-....-..-..-.-.----..---------- 149, 000 (2) (3) | (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 
India (British), nitrate of potash. -_-._...----.-.--- 5 9, 000 5 4, 300 58,200} 34,000 ~ 8, 697 4,175 (2). (2) (2) (2) ” 
Palestine, crude potassiym Salts 7_...-..---------- 36, 467 18, 234 58, 118 29,059 | 8638, 527 31, 764 (2) (2) (2) . OO 

Africa: Eritrea, niccoli salts _...-..---.----.--------- (2) (2) (2) (2) @) Q@) (2) (2) (2 e 
Australia, alunite... ..-..----------------------------- 339 (?) 445 (2) /@) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2 . 

1 In addition to countries listed, Iran is reported to produce a small quantity of potash salts, but statistics. of production are not available. 
2 Data not available. . 
3 Includes some natural kiescrite. . . . 
4 Salable. a | 
5’ Estimated production (Imperial Institute, London). . | . 
6 Exports of potassium carbonate. | : 
7 Extracted from waters of Dead Sea. a OO ' . 
§ Exports. 
* Extracted from waters of Red Sea. | - | 7 . mo | 

: : | : . a 

. herd
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| break of hostilities in Europe in 1939; hence, there has been a dearth 
| of information on world production of potash in recent years. The 

- appended table’represents a compilation of all official statistics on 
! : production that have been issued for 1937 to 1941. | 

| a | | - FOREIGN DEVELOPMENTS 

| _Australia—Reports from London state that potash resources in 
Australia are being explored through the Commonwealth Council for 
Scientific and. Industrial Research. Deposits in the bed of Lake 
Campion in Western Australia are estimated to contain 2,000,000 tons 

—_ of alunite, from which 250,000 tons of potassium sulfate could be 
_ obtained. Plans are said to include dredging the deposit and con- 

_ structing a plant to produce 200 tons per week of sulfate or chloride. | 
This would satisfy demands of the Commonwealth, which normally _ 
imports around 12,000 tons of potash salts a year. Stocks accumu- 
lated in anticipation of interrupted imports are believed to be adequate o 

| to last until production can start. The possibility of applying Amer- 
ican processes for the production of alumina and aluminum metal’ 
from alunite likewise is being studied. | 

Chile.—Potash production in Chile has been a relatively unimpor- | 
| tant offshoot of the sodium nitrate industry. A mixture of sodium | 

and -potassium nitrates containing about 14 percent potash found 
7 favor in the American market during the last war and earned a profit 

| for the manufacturers. Shipments have continued ever since and in _ 
| 1941 constituted about two-thirds of the potash fertilizer salts im- _. 

ported. A significant new development is foreshadowed in the recent 
| announcement that the Chilean Government has contracted with the 

| Compafia Salitrera de Tarapacé y Antofagasta (nitrate producers) 
to organize a company to be known as Sociedad Chilena Explotadora _ 

_ de Potasa to work potash deposits in the Salar de Pintados, in the 
Province of Tarapacé near Iquique. Plans are said to call for imme- 

| diate construction of a plant to produce 30,000 tons of refined potash 
salts a year. | . 
France-—No longer a producer of potash after the loss to Germany © 

of the Alsatian mines in 1940, Unoccupied France is receiving its 
potash supplies from Spain, doubtless with the consent of German 
authorities and probably due to transportation difficulties from Alsace. 

| Shipments from Barcelona enter at the port of Cette on the Mediter- 
ranean. Rumored plans called for delivery of about 50,000 tons in 
1941, but it is believed that less than this amount actually was 
supplied. | 

| Germany.—The potash mines in Alsace, formerly German-owned 
but operated oY the French Government after the Treaty of Versailles 
until retaken by the Germans in 1940, are believed to have been re- 

_ turned to their original owners for reincorporation into the German 
industry. It is not known what disposition has been or will be made 
of the privately owned Mines de Kali Sainte Thérése. It is reported 
that they are_being operated by a German company organized for 
the purpose, but it appears that the French company is being kept 
alive by the Germans. It is understood that considerable difficulty 
has been experienced in reestablishing the Alsatian industry. When 
this operated under French control nearly half the output was ex-
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ported through Belgian or Netherlands ports. These outlets now 

| are closed, and transportation in other directions is difficult. Short- | 

7 ages likewise are felt in supplies, equipment, and manpower. Similar | 

| problems face the. industry in Germany proper. It is believed that 

little, if any, German potash is being shipped overseas, and it is doubt- | 

ful whether increased use at home and in the German-dominated | 

countries in an effort to obtain maximum crop production can offset _ 

the loss of overseas trade. As previously reported, the big potash = 

- “ conipanies have attempted to stabilize their operations by branching : 

| out into other fields, such as the production and refining cf oil, the 

manufacture of synthetic motor fuels and other byproducts from coal, 

and the production of magnesium metal and_magnesium products. 

- Under agreements with the German-French Potash Cartel, entered - 

into in 1935 by Spanish producers, Germany delivered several hundred 

thousand tons to foreign buyers for the account of Spanish producers | | 

in 1936, 1937, and 1938, when the Spanish mines were closed by the | 

civil war. The agreements were understood. to provide that Spanish oe 

producers would be entitled at a later date to indemnification or an 

increased share in the export market. The Spanish companies are 

| controlled by French and Belgian interests, but both countries are _ 

under German domination. There are indications of German interest a 

in rehabilitation of the Spanish mines that resumed production im 

| 1939 but are still far below their maximum pre-war output. If Ger- 

many could help to build up Spanish exports, it would serve the 

: double purpose of liquidating indebtedness and conserving foreign 

markets, insofar as that may be possible. - = 

, -Palestine—The chairman of Palestine Potash, Ltd., in his state-. 

| ment to stockholders at the annual meeting November 12, 1941, re- 

| ported that progress in output and sales had continued without inter- 

ruption, despite shipping difficulties and delays in obtaining plantand = = 

| materials brought about by prevailing conditions. From the start of 
- operations, costs decreased steadily until the outbreak of war. Since | 

| then there have been certain inevitable increases. £250,000 spent in | 

. the 3 years 1988-41 on plant, machinery, and buildings increased out- 
- put, rationalized production, and maintained for the company its | 

status as what is believed to be the cheapest potash producer im the : 
world. Although profit on trading increased from £199,000 in 1939 : 
to £292,000 in 1940, provision for excess-profit taxes, participation 

| in profits by the Governments of Palestine and Transjotdan, and | 

: United Kingdom taxation reduced the net profit from’ £80,254 in 1939 
| to £15,773 in 1940. Since the outbreak of war, information regarding 
| production and shipments has been considered confidential. | 

Spain.—Production of potash was resumed in 1939 after the close 
of the Spanish Civil War, which interrupted operations in 1936. The 

| properties were rehabilitated slowly under difficult conditions. The 
| damage suffered by mines and plants is reported to have been largely 
| from disuse rather than from sabotage. Although no definite infor- 

mation is available regarding the present scale of operations, it is 
believed that the three operating companies—Minas de Potasa de 
Suria, Potasas Ibericas S. A., and Union Espafiola de Explosivos— | 
are producing refined salts at the rate of 100,000 to 120,000 tons of 
KO per year. Imports into the United States from Spain in 1941 
meluded 13,655 short tons of muriate. One shipload consigned to 

| 4977794394
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| _ the United States in December was reported to have been recalled | 
| and unloaded at Lisbon. The American market is not particularly — 

_ attractive to the Spanish exporters because prices are considerably 
| lower than in other markets and high ocean freight and insurance 

/ rates leave little profit. Union Espajiola de Explosivos is export | 
selling agent for all three companies, and sales in the United States 

_ are handled by the French Potash & Import.Co., formed to take over _ 
French business when war between France and Germany caused dis- 
solution of the joint sales agency N. V. Potash Export My. Spanish _ 
consumption of potash has increased greatly and may now be as much | 

Se as 40,000 tons of K.0 a year. Spain is supplying potash to Unoccu- 
pied France and is reported to have delivered a substantial tonnage 

| to England. It is understood that shipments will be made only on 
navicerts from Britain and Germany. | -
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. SUMMARY | . | 

After making new records during 1940, the demand for all kinds of 
7 mica continued to increase in the United States until the fourth quarter — 

of 1941, when curtailed manufacture of civilian goods and other conser- 
| vation measures temporarily offset the growing needs of war industries. 

Domestic production of sheet mica responded to the increased demand 
with a 64-percent expansion, and imports increased 31> percent. 
After Pearl Harbor, estimates of 1942 requirements were boosted to / 

__ 5,000,000 pounds for strategic block mica alone; but even this high Se 
_ figure, calling for more than doubling normal world production, was’ _ | 

viewed with complacency in the expectation that with Continental 
Europe and Japan out of the market the United States could procure | 
about 50 percent of its expanded needs from British India, 40 percent | 

| from Brazil, and 10 percent from other sources (chiefly domestic). 
Stocks of splittings at the year end were highly satisfactory, par- | 

ticularly in view of the reduced civilian demand; and, with the possible 
| exception of condenser mica, stocks of block mica in private hands and 

in Government stock pile were fairly well maintained. Not until 
) Japanese successes in the Pacific threatened to cut off further deliveries 
: from India did fears of an acute shortage of mica become at all general. 
| The rapidly expanding output of combat equipment created an 

unprecedented demand for strategic mica, which is defined as block 
and punch mica of better than heavy-stained quality, free of mineral 

| inclusions (black or red spots, stains, or streaks), cracks, pinholes, 
cross grains, reeves, and ribs and relatively free of clay staining. It 
must be hard, clear, reasonably flat, and capable of being evenly and 
easily split into laminations or sheets of uniform thickness over the 
entire area, yielding sheets at least 1 by 1 inch in size. The heaviest 
demand is for 1%- by 2-inch, 2- by 2-inch, and 2- by 3-inch sizes. 

: The principal strategic applications are for making parts of radio 
- transmitting and receiving equipment, aviation magneto condensers 

and spark plugs, and electrical power development machinery. 

| 1465
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To stimulate domestic production, the War Production Board took 
steps to finance the purchase of strategic mica through the Metals 
Reserve Co., a subsidiary of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. 

a Miners were urged to attain maximum output; and, because of the 
complexities of mica classification, instructions on grading and trim- 
ming were prepared. - oo | | 

| | _ _Splittings, nearly all of which are obtained in India, are also im- 
_ portant to the war program. Consumption of splittings, which are 

_ used for making a great variety of ‘‘built-up”’ mica products, increased 
48 percent in 1941 compared with 1940. | oe : : 

: __ Figures for scrap and ground mica are of lesser significance because 
| they are not regarded as strategic. 

7 ~The accompanying table of salient statistics portrays outstanding _ 
| features of the mica industry during the past 5 years. : 

. Salient statistics of the mica industry in the United States, 1937-41 | 

| | - | 1937 1938 1989 | 1940 1941 

- Domestic mica sold or used by producers: . po . | 
_ Total uncut sheet and punch: |. 

~"“Pounds............---------------| 1,694,538 | 989,507 | 813,708 | 1,625,437 | 2, 666, 458 
- Walue......--.----...----.-.----..| $285,244 | $130,333 | $138,963 | $201,685 | $566, 858. 
3 Average per pound...-.---------|. $0. 17 $0. 15 $0.17 | . $0. 18 $0. 21 . 
crap: ‘ oo . 

| Short tons.........................| 25,196 20, 257 24, 672 22,386 | 32,500 
Value_.......----.-.-.--.-.-.-.-..| - $354,737 | $256,382 | $311,895 | $314,565 | $442" 789 - 

| | Average per ton_.-............| $14.08] $12.66 $12. 64 $14.05 “$13. 62 

“Total sheet and sctap:!_ - oe | 
| . . ‘Short tons___.....--.-..-.-..---...} 26,043 20, 727 25, 079 23,199] 33, 833 | 

| Value. ._.........:-.-..-.-.-.,.-.-| $639,981 | $395,715 | $450,858 | $606,250 | $1,009, 647 
Total ground: ! 

Short tons_._.....-.-...-_----_---- 27, 245 27, 086 30, 924 _ 27, 984 43,419 
7 Value._...._----.-.------.-..--.-.| $839,812 | 9247554 | $1, 156,333 | $1,016,628 | $1, 532,351 

Consumption of splittings: 2 
| _.. Pounds......-.-----.-.---------.------| 4,347,435 | 1,667,806 | 3,423,044 | 4,918,861 | _ 7,297,628 

| Wale. 000022 TTTTTITITITITITTTIIT| gi} 2577 645 | $612)465 | $1; 080,683 | $1,725,522 | $2, 832, 939 

. Imports for consumption: ss es ee ee 
Total uncut sheet and punch: 

| Pounds.............-.....---------| 1,004,950 | 391,125 | 902,598 |. 1,584,188} 2, 016, 852 
ep Value. <22TIIIIIL IL] $206,235 | $115,403 | $271,072 | $576, 565 | $1, 119, 584 

. ecrap: 

Short tons__._..-...-_-.--.----__-. 6, 723 4, 450 ' 4,279 - $3,061 -1,251 
Value.....2.2.2.2...--.-----------| $36,355 | $28,500 | $29,493 |  gaz.6l1| $12,701 

. Total sheet and scrap: . 
Short tons_.........----- 22-22 -e- 7, 226 4, 646 4, 730 3, 828 2, 259 
Value._.....-.-.-.-..-.-.-.-......| $332,590 | $141/993 | $300,565 | $599,176 | $1,132°375 

Manufactured: . 
Short tons_____....--..-_--._--_____ 4,113 1,115 1, 550 3, 860 6, 041 
Value. -..-22 22222222. 22111121] $1,735,000 | $522; 426 | $758, 745 | $1,884,952 | $3, 282, 656 

Total imports: . 
Short tons__....--.....--- 2-2-2 -__- 11, 339 5, 761 6, 280 7, 688 8, 300 
Value--_.---.---------..-----..._--| $2, 067, 599 $664,419 | $1,059,310 | $2, 484, 128 $4, 415, 031 

Exports (all classes of mica): 
: Short tons...........------------------ 1, 795 1,772 |. 1, 827 903 1, 163 

Value___...-- eee $216, 858 $183, 889 $226, 364 $191, 550 $280, 810 

1 Includes mica recovered from kaolin and mica schists, ‘as follows: 1937, 10,536 tons, $149,931; 1938, 6,550 
tons, $86,602; 1939, 10,011 tons, $108,899; 1940, 9,674 tons, $138,148; 1941, 15,583 tons, $185,486. 

2 Exclusive of a nominal quantity of splittings produced in the United States and South America. 

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION 

Sheet mica.—Production of sheet mica in the United States increased 
sharply in 1941 to an all-time record total of 2,666,453 pounds (valued 
at $566,858). This compares with a previous record quantity of 
2,476,190 pounds worth only $283,832 in 1910. The value of the 1941
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output, however, fell short of the record established in 1917 and of 1918. 
_ In the former year the output was only 1,276,533 pounds, but it was an 

valued at the high figure of $753,874; the 1,644,200 pounds produced 
in 1918 were valued at $731,810. : | : 

As usual, most of the 1941 output was punch mica. Production - 
of this material increased to 2,342,237 pounds valued at $206,947, | 
representing an increase of 67 percent in quantity and 78 percent in | 

-_- value over that of the preceding year. Although the production. of 
sheet larger than punch showed a smaller percentage increase in ~ 
quantity, it increased much more in value, the 1941 total being 324,216 

) pounds worth $359,911 compared with 220,132 pounds and $175,598 
- in 1940, and only 147,953 pounds and $99,756 in 1939. oo = 

| _ About 61 percent of the punch and 54 percent of the larger sheet 
were produced in North Carolina in 1941. Sales of punch in that | 
State were 70 percent and in the United States as a whole 67 percent 
greater in 1941 than in 1940. Sheet-mica sales, however, increased 
only 13 percent in North Carolina, whereas the increase for the country OO 
as a whole was 47 percent. New Hampshire, the second-largest 
producing State, made a large percentage increase in output, as did 
several of the smaller producing States. In Connecticut, a small : 
reduction in the output of punch was more than offset by a 133-percent | 

| increase in yield of sheet. | ee 

| | Mica sold or used by producers in the United States, 1926-41 , : 

| | Sheet mica | , | 
a |S: Serap mica 

| Uncut mi recovered Total. . ncut mica | ; recovere 0 o 
| . Uneut punch larger than Total uncut from kaolin : 

‘Year mica ! punch and | sheet mica and schists 
| | __cirele 

Pounds | Value | Pounds| Value Pounds | Value short Value Short Value | 

1925-29 (average) .._|1, 433, 684/117, 702| 405, 40018172, 679|1, 839, 084|$200, 381| 11, 687|8215, 632] 12, 607/$506, 013 | 
1930-34 (average) ___| '589,668| 25, 764| 153.433] 69, 930| ” 743,101] 95, 694| 10, 860| 145, 0v7| 11,241) 240, 791 
1935-39 (average) ___| 88,313} 46,408) 252, 411| 139, 306|1, 140, 724] 185, 714| 21, 986| 285, 512| 22, 557| 471, 226 
1937__.._...-.---.|1, 312, 900| 70, 493| 381, 638| 214, 751|1, 694, 538| 285, 244| 25, 196| 354, 737| 26, 043] 639, $81 
1938._____._.......| 7743121] 45, 566| 165, 386| 93, 767| ' 939, 507| 139, 333] 20, 257/ 256, 382| 20, 727) 395, 715 
1939__.__..._..-.-7"| 665, 755| 39, 207| 147, 953| 99, 756| 813, 708| 138, 963| 24, 672| 311, 845] 25,079) 450. 858 | 
1940: — mS 

Connecticut_.....| 244,981] 14,849] 40,70] 25, 467/285, 690} 40,316| 300} 4,900] 443] 45, 216 
New Hampshire-| 167,969| 10,747} (2) | (| #167,969|*10,747/ (@) |  (@) 1 84| #10, 747 
North Carolina__| 848, 663| 78, 214] 153, 983| 189, 940|1, 002, 646| 218, 154| 11, 595] 173, 327| 12,096] 391, 481 
Other States 3..--| 143,692] 12, 277| #25, 440| 2 10, 191| # 169, 132 2 22, 468|? 10,491|? 136,338]? 10,576|? 158,806 

| 1, 405, 305| 116, 087] 220, 132| 175, 598|1, 625, 437] 201, 685| 22, 386) 314, 565| 23,199] 606, 250 
1941: i ne ee a ns a a a a 

7 Connecticut......| 157,816] 11,135]. 95,009| 118, 761| 252, 825| 129,896 201] 3,983) 327) 133,879 
| New Hampshire.| 368, 794| 36,172| 26; 118} 28,932/ 394,907| 65,104] 171) 3,700) —-369| 68, 804 

North Carolina _|1, 440, 349| 124, 355| 174, 514| 194, 428|1, 614, 863| 318, 783| 18, 234] 268, 596| 19,041] 587, 379 
Other States 3___.| 375, 278| 35,285] 28, 580| 17,790! '403,858| 53,075) 13,894| 166, 510| 14,096} 219, 585 

: 2, 42, 237| 206, 947| 324, 216| 259, 9112, 666, 458] 566, 858 32, 500| 442, 789| 33, 833|1,009,647 . 
a 

1 Includes small quantities of splittings in certain years. : 
| 2 “Uncut mica larger than punch and circle’’ and scrap f6r New Hampshire included with ‘‘Other States.”’ 

| 31940: Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia, Maine, New Mexico, New York, South 
Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, and Virginia; includes also ‘‘Uncut mica larger than punch and circle”’ 
and scrap for New Hampshire; 1941: Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia, Maine, New 

Mexico, New York, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, and Wyoming.
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| In North Carolina more than 16,500,000 pounds of sheet and punch ) | 

| mica have been produced since 1868 in the 250-square-mile area around , 
Spruce Pine, N. C. T. L. Kesler and J. C. Olson of the Geological — 7 

| Survey report that mica or feldspar has been mined in this area from ) 

-- more than 500 pegmatite bodies. These bodies, some of them more 

than 100 feet thick, are most closely associated with alaskite (a variety 

of granite) and occur both in the alaskite and in adjacent metamorphic . 

| rocks. Commercial mica is commonly localized in irregular shoots or : 

“streaks” and even in these shoots is distributed so irregularly as to oo 

| preclude adequate prospecting or development in advance of mining. 

From field studies and analysis of production records for 131 mines, 7 

these geologists concluded that systematic planning of mica mining in : 

- this area as a whole could easily raise the output of relatively clear | 

sheet mica to 90,000 pounds a year, perhaps several times this amount. | 

Careful measurements were made by E. L. Hall of the National Bureau 

of Standards of 196 samples collected from 109 mica mines and 15 | 

feldspar mines, and samples from 71 mines were found to have power 

factors low enough to meet the rigid requirements of radio-transmitter 

and high-tension magneto-condenser manufacturers. ee a 

Scrap mica.—After a slight set-back in 1940, the production of “scrap | 

mica” from domestic sources jumped to 32,500 short tons valued at 

$442,789, reflecting a sharp upturn in the rising demand curve and a 

reduction of imports from overseas. In addition to mine scrap, these | 

figures include mica, recovered from washing kaolin or kyanite or by 

milling schist, amounting to 15,583 tons valued at $185,486, compared — 

| with 9,674 tons valued at $138,148 in 1940 and 10,011 tons valued at a 

$108,899 in 1939. a : | | 
Ground mica.—The production of ground mica likewise resumed its 

upward trend, advancing to 43,419 tons valued at $1,532,351 com- _ 

| pared with the previous record of 30,924 tons worth $1,156,333 in 

1939. Of special interest is the increase in output of wet-ground mica, 

| which remained almost stationary around 3,000 tons a year until 1937, | 

when it began to rise irregularly but rapidly. Following its rapid rise | 

| during the early 1930’s, when other industries were in the doldrums, 

the output of dry-ground mica was seemingly stabilized after 1936, . 

but in 1941 it also jumped into new high ground. Demand was active . 

in all consuming outlets, and, although demands of the roofing industry 

: accounted for the bulk of the increase, consumption in paint and mis- 

cellaneous uses showed the largest percentage gains. | 7 

: The history of the scrap- and ground-mica industries over a series” 

of years is indicated in figure 2. 

Ground mica sold by producers in the United Siates, 1937-41, by methods of grinding 

an 

| Dry-ground ! Wet-ground Total 1 

Year a 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value 

1987_.....---------------------| 21, 150 | $457, 879 6,095 | $381. 933 27,245 | $839,812 
1938............--2-.2-2----| —«:19, 757 | 466, 959 7,329 | 457,505] 27,086 | _ 924, 554 
1939... ..-ssestess-2e-| 23,222] 847, 580 7,702 | 608,794} 30,924] 1, 156, 333 
1940.........---.---se--ses---| 21,800 | 515, 980 6,175 | 500.698} 27,984 | 1,016,628 
1941. TIT] bona | 733,559 | 112,505 | 1798792) 43,419 | 1, 532, 351 
a 

| 1 Includes mica from kaolin and schists; some from sericite schist included in wet-ground in 1941.
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| | FIGURE 2.—Scrap and ground mica sold in the United States, 1923-41. - 

| Ground mica sold by producers in the United States to various andustries, 1940-41 

| 1940 | 1941 , 
Quantity — Quantity — Industry. ee, Value > val 

ue Blue | | . Short tons | P ercent of Short.tens Percent of) | 

7 Roofing!_........._........_| 18, 359 66 | $385, 720 25, 178 58 | $498, 946 Wallpaper.._......__....._._. 2,915 10 220, 995 3, 219 8 256, 067 - Rubber_..0 2222207777277 1, 731 6| 144202 3, 476 8 223, 182 - Paint__.._..-_-_- 1, 874 Z|. 141,192 4, 020 9 253, 204 . Miscellaneous?_____.._______. 8, 105 11 124, 519 7, 526 17 $00, 885 
27,984 | 100 | 1, 016, 628 43, 419 100} 1,582, 351 

1! Includes mica from kaolin and schist. . 
? Includes mica used for molded electric insulation, house insulation, Christmas-tree snow, manufacture of axle greases and oil, annealing, pipe-line enamel, plustic specialties, textiles, and other purposes. . 

The question as to whether ground sericite can be commercially 
designated as “ground muscovite” or even as ‘‘eround mica’”’ is con- 
troversial. Ordinary muscovite, damourite or hydromica, and 
oncosine or pinite all have roughly the same composition. Sericite 

_ and metasericite may be classified as subvarieties of damourite, which 
in turn is @ variety of muscovite distinguished by small scales, which 
are less elastic, unctuous, and pearly to silky in luster. The term 
““sericite” is derived from the Greek word for ‘‘silky.” It has been 
contended that the original sericite from the silky schist of the Nero- 
thal near Wiesbaden was derived from the alteration of feldspar; some 
geologists insist that sericite is a secondary mineral and thus distin- 
guishable from ordinary muscovite, which is primary. | 

Sericite is ground much more easily than ordinary muscovite or 
other forms of mica. Roughly prepared, it has been used extensively 
for roofing, as a refractory, in foundry facings, and as decorative
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material (for example, Christmas-tree snow). In 1941, sericite from | 
) a gold mine at Kershaw, S. C., was actively marketed. This new 

| product, which requires only light disintegration and washing to yield 
a 325-mesh product, is used mainly for casein paint. Although selling 
for less than half the price, it is claimed to be better than ordinary 
water-ground mica in varnishes and certain other protective coatings | 
because it lacks sheen yet retains the fish-scale form, which is one of 

- ‘the superior properties of wet-ground compared with dry-ground ondegtite. e ae ™ . — a 

Mixing ground mica (325-mesh) with aluminum bronze powder to Oo 
save aluminum has produced a paint having superior resistance to . 

| salt air and chemical fumes. Micronized mica, which is produced 
: - under exclusive franchise by one North Carolina company, yields a | 

product marketed as 100 percent passing the-equivalent of 3,000- : 
| mesh and used as an extender or filler in paints and plastics. Biotite, 

similarly ground, is employed in lubricating greases, leather finishes, 7 
‘and other special applications. Alone or combined with graphite, a 
increasing quantities of ground mica are used in foundry facings, 

- parting base, and core or mold washes. _ Oo | | 

. _ TOTAL CONSUMPTION OF BLOCK AND SHEET MICA — a 

_ Economists unfamiliar with the mica business are amazed to find | 
that it is impossible to establish a satisfactory statistical picture of 

| the industry. By eliminating scrap and considering the production 7 
and trade in ground mica as a.distinct industry, the problem is clari- | 
fied; a further simplification is to segregate splittings and built-up | 

| mica, but even when the discussion is narrowed to uncut sheet or 
block mica, it is still impossible to give a satisfactory answer to the 
seemingly simple question as to how much is consumed in the United ) 

tates. — . . | | | 

During 1941, the consumption of virtually every class of mica — 

| increased greatly, but the principa. increases were of the better qual- 
ities used for military radio and magneto condensers, airplane spark | 

. plugs, and other strategic uses. Monthly statisties of actual consump- 
: tion and stocks of specified grades and qualities of block mica were : 

‘first. collected by.the Bureau of Mines in July 1940, and these figures | 
are summarized -upon a quarterly basis in the form of bar charts in - , 

ure 3. oe | 
| ’The statistics on. domestic production of raw sheet or block and 

imports for consumption of all kinds of mica (manufactured as well 

| as unmanufactured) other than scrap and ground mica are shown in 
the form of 5-year averages in an accompanying table. The sum of - 

| these figures tends to show that the average annual consumption of 

sheet mica, including imported manufactures, declined about 10 

| percent from 1925-29 to 1935-39. Actually, however, the total 
consumption was greater during the latter period, or at least the 
potential services rendered by the 6,038,958 pounds available annually 
during 1935-39 were greater than those afforded by the 6,672,519 | | 
pounds average total for 1925-29. This anomaly is due not only to 
the losses in manufacturing where parts of the sheet are trimmed _ 

| away (in the same fashion that a suit of clothes weighs less than the 
| material cut from the original bolt of cloth), but also to the difference 
| in preparation of the so-called “uncut’’ sheets.
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FicurE 3.—Consumption of specified kinds of block mica in the United States, by quarters, July 1940 | 
to December 1941. . 

Apparent consumption and changes in sources of supply of sheet mica (excluding 
. scrap and ground mica), annual averages, 1925-29 and 1935-39 . 

. 
. . . . . 

sO ° Average quantity, Average perceut of 
in pounds total apparent supply 

1925-29 | 1935-39 | 1925-29 | 1935-39 

. Domestic production (sales): 
Uncut punch.__.____--_ ee 1, 483, 684 888, 313 21.5 14.7 Uncut sheet larger than punch_____._......._______ 405, 400 252, 411 6.1 4.2 

. Total production_.____.._._._..-_.____.... 1, 839,084 | 1,140, 724 27.6 18.9 

Imports for consumption: _ 
Uncut block valued not above 15 cents__.....______ 138, 495 264, 794 2.1 4.4 Uncut block valued above licents_._........._____ “666, 374 485, 879 10.0 8.0. 

804, 869 750, 673 12.1 12.4 Cut or trimmed to size (sheet).__.._..........____. 63, 960 81, 209 9 1.3 Other manufactured sheet ._....-_......__.._.._.__. 31, 928 4, 261 a 1 Splittings~ -_... 222222 3, 921,373 | 4,020, 860 58. 7 66.6 Built-up mica___...__...___._.__................... 11, 305 41, 231 .2 7 

Total imports___...__._...222............._......| 4: 833,435 4, 898. 234 72.4 81.1 

Grand total. _-_-_____._....2222222222_.-.-.-.....| 6, 672,519 | 6,038, 958 100.0 100.0 
ener
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Mica comes from the ground in irregular pieces, which are roughly | 
sorted or ‘‘cobbed’”’ to remove the bulk of the scrap or waste mica _ 
suitable only for grinding. The remaining crystals or blocks are split a 
roughly (‘‘rifted’’) into thicknesses that permit careful inspection and | | 
easy cutting (usually less than % inch). The next step is ‘“‘trimming”’ ae 

| or cutting away imperfections. In Bengal all edge imperfections are - 
| removed by sickle, which leaves an irregular and often indented out- 

. line. Madras mica is trimmed by knife or guillotine shears; the out- __ 
line is much more regular, the edges being all straight, corners sharp, — 
and re-entrant angles absent. Smaller sizes of Madras sheet may be | 
knife-cut into “rounds,’’ but all Madras is closely trimmed. Accord- , 
ing to Wierum:! | _ a | 

After trimming, the sheets are graded or sized, generally by the use of a tem- 
- plate upon which each piece is laid. The horizontal and vertical lines of the . | 

chart that are at the greatest distance from a given corner, and that are entirely 
covered by the piece of mica indicate its ‘‘grade’’ number or size. The sized 
sheets then go to sorters, who determine the quality of each piece. They are the 
most responsible and the best-paid workers at an Indian mica plant. Frequently 
these men are able greatly to improve the quality by removing stained films from 

. the interior of a sheet, thus making two or more thinner pieces, but of perhaps . 
| double the value per pound with a loss of only a small fraction of the original 

- 1 . 
: . 

, Practically all countries except the United States and Canada follow approxi- 
| mately India’s methods of trimming sheet mica, but few of them use the meticulous 

care of the native Indians or offer a product so entirely free from surface and 
edge imperfections. There is one peculiarity of the Bengal trim, however, that 

| is not generally imitated in other producing countries, largely because it is un- : 
/ hecessary unless splittings are to be made from the sheets. It is the beveling of 

| the edges, produced by holding the native sickle at a sharp angle when trimming | 
the sheet. , | , . | 

| The wastage in ordinary thumb-trimmed domestic mica has been ~ 
estimated at fully 35 percent more than in Indian knife-trimmed. 
The waste in respect to domestic punch is much greater. One large oe 
consumer reports using about 350 pounds of North Carolina punch | 
mica to make 100 pounds of washers and disks and approximately 155 | 

| pounds of domestic punch for 100 pounds of other die-cut products. | 
A rough average for knife-trimmed mica is 150 pounds of raw mica for 

| 100 pounds of stampings. In respect to condenser films, due to 
additional losses in splitting it takes less than 200 pounds of imported : 

) and 300 to 400 pounds of domestic condenser splits to make 100 pounds 
/ of finished rectangular films. South American mica in general is . 

' trimmed less closely than Indian but more closely than domestic. | | 
| In Minerals Yearbook, 1940, an attempt was made to show the | 

domestic consumption of sheet mica in 1937 by uses. Of an estimated 
| total of 2,600,000 pounds used in the United States in that year, 43 

percent was used for washers, disks, and other small stampings; 29 
percent for radio-tube parts; 19 percent for electrical appliances. 6 

| percent for condensers;.2 percent’ for aviation spark plugs; and less 
than 1 percent. for miscellaneous uses. An estimate for July 1941 
shows only 26 percent for washers, etc.; 35 percent for radio-tube 
parts; 10 percent for electrical appliances; 23 percent for condensers; 
5 percent for spark plugs; and 1 percent for miscellaneous uses. 

The foregoing figures include allowances for block-mica equivalents 
| of imported condenser splits and involve other broad assumptions 

but tend to confirm the increasing importance of radio condensers 

1 Wierum, H. F., The Mica Industry: U. 8. Tariff Commission Report 130, 2d ser., 1938, pp. 51-52.
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and tubes for military communications and aviation spark plugs oO 
= relative to consumers’ durable goods and even industrial equipment. - 

os A further effect of this wartime change in the pattern of demand is the 
| | relative increase in requirements for the better grades of mica, notably 

| condenser mica. Approximately half of the consumption of condenser _ 
| - Inica in 1941 was of fair-stained or better qualities, chiefly sizes 5 and | 

_ 5%, for transmitter or high-tension condensers. | oo oe | 
| Figure 4 summarizes graphically the situation with respect to im- 

| ports and domestic production. The tremendous aid growing im- 
| _ portance of imported mica splittings is clearly shown in this chart. 

_. As regards block mica, because no adjustment is made for the large 

- Imported splittings | | | | | | i 

| 7 || imported sheet, cut : _ | | . 

Do _f Ea Imported block (value over te.1b) uncut - . | _ | if 

a 6 BBE cortes bet (valve not over 15.€1b.) uncut a } a 

SO | 5 Domestic sheet (soles) uncut . | om - 

- - § ‘EE Domestic punch (soles) uncut . 4 CL LC 

| wu 4 a _ - DHE | | 

: 2 Le a ai he 
: | hPL ELITE LD Slt. = | | Be 

| oe we ee othr 

TI W Teggeen seen | ee oe ee Ve ba ay Eo 

924 = sis2s—t928 = 1930—S”—«ét32—sé‘étS3GSC“‘<‘iSGN:*C*«*S]H!!~*#*«SMMOO , 

FicuRE 4.—Block and sheet mica (cut) and splittings imported for consumption in the United States, and a 
sales of domestic sheet and punch mica, 1924-41. 

wastage due to the rough trimming of domestic mica, the relative im- 
portance of domestic production is much less even than the chart 
indicates. The comparison probably would more nearly approxi- 
mate actual manufacturing conditions if the quantities of domestic 
punch were reduced at least one-half and possibly two-thirds. 

| MICA SPLITTINGS 

Notwithstanding a large increase in consumption over the 1940 all- 
time record, industry stocks of mica splittings increased during 1941, ~ 
and a sizable Government-owned stock pile was created. Consump- 
tion of amber splittings increased even more rapidly than that of
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| ‘muscovite splittings during the latter half of 1940; but before the end | 

of the first quarter of 1941 stocks were depleted, and prospects of 
| obtaining supplies from Madagascar worsened so that consumption 

of such splittings began to decline sharply. Consumption of musco- , 

vite splittings reached a peak in May 1941 but rose to even higher | 
levels in October, after which various voluntary conservation measures 
and the prospective curtailment in manufacture of civilian goods 
reduced the demand for built-up mica and consequently the consump- | 

tion of splittings of all categories. No. 6 loose splittings represented = - 

85 percent of the total consumption of muscovite splittings during | 
the fourth quarter of 1940 and 80 percent of the total during the 

__ corresponding period of 1941. Even in this group, the proportion of 

~ first and. second qualities increased sharply, whereas that of third | 

quality diminished, but the trend to use higher grades was more 
marked in respect to larger splittings, especially those that were book- | | 

packed. : ae | 
Production of splittings in the Western Hemisphere has been con- 

fined largely to Canada. Phlogopite tends to split somewhat more . 
readily than muscovite, and, in addition to the hand-made splittings - 

produced in Quebec, variable but in some years substantial quan- | 

tities of Canadian phlogopite have been imported (under lower-duty © 
brackets) and split mechanically. Serious consideration has been . 

given to increasing this business, and additional equipment was | 

installed in 1941 for this purpose. As Canadian experience indicated _ - 

a definite correlation between aptitude for splitting mica and ability a 
- to execute fine needlework, consideration also has been given to 

establishing a mica-splitting industry. based upon Brazilian block 

7 mica in Puerto Rico; but this plan has not materialized, and steps © an 

have been taken to expand the small production of splittings im 

: Brazil. Still another proposal is to bring small Brazilian block mica 

to Mexico for splitting. Late in 1941, the mining of amber mica ~ : 

near Oaxaca, Mexico, attained some importance, and several hundred - 

| Mexicans were trained in the art of making splittings. They have ~ 

shown more.aptitude for this work than Brazilians or Anglo-Saxon | 

workers, and, as wages in the small towns or villages are 1 peso or | 

: less than‘ $0.25 a day, it would seem possible to expand the Mexican | 

_. splitting industry to include Brazilian or even domestic muscovite, | 

| Consumption and stocks of mica splittings in the United States, 1937-41, by sources, 7 

| . _ as reported by the consumers 

- India Canada . Madagascar Total 

. Year ee J 

. . Pounds Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value Pounds } Value 

: Consumption: ! oo, 
0 1937. ..........{8, 721, 504 | $965,418 | 98,618 | $51,960 | 527, 223 | $240, 267 |4, 347, 435 |$1, 257, 645 
1938... 41446, 340 | 511,674 | 41,100 | 20, 401 | 180,357 | 80, 390 |1, 667,806 | 612, 465 

: 1939... .....|2 998° 626 | 905,763 | 107,101 | 44,065 | 320,317 | 139,855 |3, 423, 044 | 1, 089, 683 
. 19402222734? 259% 190 |1, 358, 534 | 84,044 | 28,401 | 612,697 | 338, 497 |4, 918, 861 | 1, 725, 522 

© 19412272 TNe? £73" 450 |2/ 334) 432 | 179,783 | 131,350 | 644,386 | © 367, 157 |7, 207, 628 | 2,832,939 S— 
Stocks in con- boo / } ema re a my 

sumers’ hands | 

| pn 77,130 | 38,722 | 444,762 | 195,976 |4, 442, 622 | 1,324, 112 
. 1938-214’ 0577 681 |1, 198,075 | 55,827 | 24,378 | 631,119 | 273, 926 |4, 744, 627 | 1, 426, 379 

: 1930... 12, 754” 7481 857,656 | 52,523 | 17,697 | 673,354 | 273, 465 |3, 480, 625 | 1, 148, 818 
1940.22 da’ 60; 934 |1, 776,974 | 53,378 | 35,581 | 738,489 | 410, 068 |5, 412, 801 | 2, 222, 623 

. 1941...___.._.__-]9, 212, 891 |3, 434, 336 | 115, 529 81,988 | 223,235 | 134, 143 /9, 551, 655 3, 650, 467 

a 
1 Exclusive of a nominal quantity of splittings produced in the United States and South America.
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| Built-up mica produced in the United States, 1940-41, by kind of product } | 

: | | : | 1940 1941 | 
oo, Product . ee 

| Pounds Value - Pounds © Value . 

. “Molding plate_......-.------------------------- 1, 315, 000 $1, 410, 000 1, 873, 822 $1, 854, 000 ” 
Segment plate.........-.-.---------------------| 1, 510, 000 2, 024, 000 9, 317, 364 2. 599, 000 
Heater plate. ....-....------------------------- 561, 000 878, 000 539, 410 789, 000 

| Flexible (cold)...-.....-...--.--.---2.---------|.. 330,000] 383,000] 705, 532 754, 000 7 
All other (tape, etc.)_.-.--------.-------------- 697, 000 1, 116, 000 1, 199, 361 2, 089, 000 : 

| 4,413,000 | 5,811,000 | 6, 635, 489 8,085, 000 - 

1 Partly estimated. . oo 

| PRICES ; | 

| It is generally conceded that, during the 1930’s and for some time oe 
before, the broad trend of mica prices was upward, with prices of - 
smaller and poorer kinds increasing relatively faster than those of the | 
larger and better grades and sizes. Military requirements, however, 
have taxed the ability of the world’s miners to supply mica of qualities © 
equal to India good-stained or better. Late in 1941, progressive | 

| curtailment in production of refrigerators and other electrical ap- . 
pliances for civilian use diminished the demand for ordinary electrical 
and stove mica, and even before that the demand for these lower - 

| grades did not keep pace with that for higher qualities. Consumer 
acceptance of Brazilian mica and to some extent of domestic mica | | 
also has tended to place mica from other countries more nearly on 
the same price levels as comparable Indian grades. The net result | 

: of these market forces has been to advance prices of all kinds of mica 
together in response to the much higher cost of ocean transportation | 
and insurance on shipments from India. , | , 

During 1940, efforts to stimulate domestic production resulted in 7 
relatively higher prices for punch and circle mica on the theory that 7 
this was the bulk-line product and so would afford maximum encour- 
agement to the miners, but in 1941 the prices of North Carolina punch 
remained almost stationary while those of sheet or pattern mica | 

'. ° increased. Toward the end of the year, owing to the falling off in 
: demand for washers and other die-cut or shear-cut mica for household- | 
| appliance manufacturers who were unable to get priorities on metallic 

| parts, prices of all kinds of domestic electrical mica began to weaken, 
| suggesting a definite reversal of the pre-war trends favoring No. 6 
7 Indian good-stained and lower grades. © | 
| Quantitative comparisons of mica prices, especially over a period 

of years, are impaired by the flexibility of standards and the fact that 
prices quoted by different suppliers, even on the same day, may vary 

: widely. In December 1941, for example, one importer quoted two 
classes of No. 6 first-quality. loose muscovite splittings at 36 and 46 
cents a pound, respectively; and during the latter half of 1941 an 
important consumer paid as little as 34 and as much as 47 cents for. 
splittings of this same designation. Weighted averages of all pur- 

: chases by this consumer advanced from 31.1 cents during the pre- 
| war period July 1 to September 30, 1939, to 39.8 cents during the 

, period July 1, 1941, to January 31, 1942—an increase of 28 percent. 
Another large consumer reported an apparent increase averaging
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| _ more than 30 percent (on a lower price range), whereas one leading 
importer reported an average advance of 35 percent and another 
14 percent on this same large volume item. In respect to No. 6 — 

_ seconds, an even larger tonnage item, reports from various users | 
indicate a pre-war range of 18% to 26 cents and 1941 year-end figures 
of 23 to 30 cents, indicating an average increase of at least 25 percent... 
Prices of Indian block mica are even more. difficult to evaluate, as 
the spread between f. o. b. prices of different shippers tends to be 

| | greater even than that for splittings. Based upon themeager evidence 
available, it would appear that wartime increases in prices of standard : 

-good-stained Indian mica at the end of 1941 ranged from 10 to 25 
| percent, whereas those of Brazilian mica increased 25 to 50 percent 

— or even more as a result of the narrowing of discounts on such mica 
_ as compared with similar Indian grades and sizes. In respect to the —— 

o better grades of condenser splits, the increases were at least 50 percent 
Oo and often more. | a a . 

CO Before the war, the rupee depreciated in value from 37% cents in 
oo _ 1986 to 30 cents in September 1939; but this was more than offset by | 

: higher prices in the bazaars, so that even in United States currency __ 
~ the mica price trend during that period was-upward. After the out- 

| break of hostilities and throughout 1940 and 1941, rupee exchange 
| remained steady while freight and insurance advanced. Based upon | 

_ the net mica content of all shipments, ocean freight was equivalent to 
about 6 mills a pound until September 1939 but rose to 17 mills at the | 

| end of 1941. War risk and marine insurance, which before the war 
| was 0.25 percent from Calcutta to New York, after Pearl Harbor 
a _ Jumped to 8 percent by way of Cape of Good Hope and 10 percent 

a across the Pacific. Even as late as the early summer of 1941, the 
a insurance rates on shipments in United States vessels were only 1.5 
a percent via the Cape and 0.5 percent via Panama or Transpacific. ~ 
- - On shipments from Brazil, war-risk insurance was 0.10 percent before 

Pearl Harbor, after which it jumped to 1.5 percent. - 

FOREIGN TRADE ? Se : 

: Imports.—In 1941 the total imports of all kinds of mica increased to 
8,300 short tons valued at $4,415,031 compared with 7,688 tons valued 
at $2,484,128 in 1940. Waste and scrap phlogopite imports nearly 
doubled, but imports of other waste and scrap declined to a mere 
fraction of their 1940 volume. Imports of untrimmed phlogopite 

| declined moderately, while those of the higher grades of sheet mica 
increased substantially. Further details on imports by. kinds and 
sources of origin are indicated in the following tables. 

? Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
Department of Commerce. .
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A Mica imported for consumption in the United States in 1941, by kinds and by countries . 

| a cS | Unmanufactured a 

| Waste and scrap, valued not | Untrimmed oO Oth . 
. more than 5 cents.per pound phlogopite — | er 

. mica from | . : 
which no _ . 

rectangular Valued not Valued above 
Country piece exceed- | above 15 cents 15 cents per 

Phlogopite Other ing in size 1 per pound pound (duty, 
(duty, 15 per- | (duty, 25 per- inch by2 | n.e.s. 4 cents per 

° ~ -eent) =f cent) inches may be | (duty, 4 cents pound-+25 co 
: cut (duty, 10 per pound) percent) 

, percent) . a 

| , Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds] Value | Pounds| Value | Pounds | Value 

Africa: 
Madagascar......}....-...-]-----.-].--------|-------]--------|------- 220 $19] 21,732] $15, 302 

oo Portuguese Africa.|.........]..-.-..|.------.-]-------]--------|-------|--------]------- 3, 182 1, 423 
| Union: of South 

Afriea........-.]..-...-..]-------]----.----]-------]-c------|------- 156 18 ~ §63 197 
| Argentina..........].--.-----]-------|---------|-------|--------|-------| 125, 571] 17,140) 93,895] 53,351 

Bolivia......._....-]---.---.-]-------|.--------|-------]--------]------- 449 42 163 65 . 
_ Brazil__.....--....-]---------]----- |---|] --------].----_-| 294, 373] 36, 649] 706,098! 409, 231 
Canada. -._.....-_-|2, 434, 080/$12, 452} 48,600] $266] 164, 870)$21,904; 37,792] 4,793} 94,227) 65,705 
Guatemala..._.....]---..--.-]-------|----.--.-|-----.-|----"--|-------|--------]-----..] 1,272 357 
India, British......}.-..-...-]------- 4, 200 §2]_-.-..-.'.......] 12,127) 1,456] 435,423) 477, 627 

: Japan.....---.-...-]---.-----|-4.----|---.-----|-------]--------}i------]--------]-------] 2, 912 959 
Mexico..........---]----.----]------- 14, 583 21)...---..|-------| 108 14 8, 135 2, 385 
Peru.....--..------|---------]-------|---------|-------]-----+--|------- 2, 953 232 2, 833 1, 461 , 

L United Kingdom. .|........-|-------|---------]-------]--------]-------]--------|-------| 7, 798 9, 254 

: Total: 1941 __. 2, 434, 080 12, 452! ~— 67, 383 339 164, 870} 21,904} 473, 749} 60, 363/1, 378, 233 1, 037, 317 | 
a 1940._. |1, 224,796] 5, 649/4, 897, 935) 16, 962) 189,960) 20,171) 381, 623) 46,740) 962,605] 509, 654 — 

| . Manulactured— Films and splittings. 

: : Not cut or stamped to dimensions | _ | | 

po Nochcwual owimm. tamped t | | Not above 12ten-|' Over 12ten- - stamped to Total films and 
| Country thousandths of | thousandths of (ute as ore splittings . 
: | : | an inch in thick- | an inch in thick- Sint) pe | 

ness (duty, 25 ness (duty, 40 
percent) percent) | - | | 

| . | Pounds Value Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds ; Value . | 

Africa: Madagascar_........|. 107, 420] $21, 979|_...-..---|.--.-.--|----------|.-------| 107, 420] $21,979. 
: Argentina.........-----.-.- 59 34 _ 244 $124)... ....]_-...---- 303 158 

Brazil........-..........--- 538 432 13,002) 5, 555).._..-----|_------- 13, 540} 55, 987 
: Canada.......2:-.-------.-- 204, 281) 159, 856 110 178 100 $350} 204,491] 160, 384 

France.._.....-.-------.-.- 794 202] _....---.-|--.-----|----------]-------- 794 202 Oe 
India, British..............-|10, 694, 560|2,486,631} 499, 587/ 416, 684 14, 710] 38, 922/11, 208, 857/2, 942, 237 

‘ Japan ._......---.-.--------|-------.--]-------- 20,980) 8, 549)_..-.-.-..]----.--- 20, 980 8, 549 
United Kingdom..--......... 42,936] 12, 429 146] 1,051/__...-----]--.----- 43,082} 13, 480 

"Total: 1941_...._.....]11, 140, 588/2,681,563} 534,069] 432,141) 14,810} 39, 272|11, 689, 467/3, 152, 976 
1940.__........| 7, 016, 666)1,568,482] 350,055] 203, 629 19, 676| 23,812) 7, 386, 397|1, 795, 924 

t . 

: 497779 —43-—_—95 | :
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| Micaimported for consumption in the United States in 1941, by kinds and by countries— a | - Continued | | 

; : Manufactured—Other 

a | Manufactured— 
Cut, or stamped to All manufactures . imensions, : of which mica is - Country anare, or form Mica canes and the component Ground or pul- 

° uty, 40 percen ae material of chie ,- | . | (duty, 40 percent) value (duty, 40 15 percent) 
So ’ ' percent) | 

| - Pounds } Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds Value Pounds Value 

Brazil..__--...-----.--.___- 7,359] $4, 542). |e} eee} eee | 
Canada...-.._..-.-.---- 2. 350 550}. ..-------|--------|----------]--------] 197, 750] $2, 625 Guatemala-.__._.._._...__. 2, 192 1,080) __....----|-- 22-2] ee} fee de India, British._.._......._. 148, 624| 97,844 1, 786 $997 4,850) $7,025}..-.__.-._]____. Peru___.__----.-__-._-.... 2,026} . 1,174)_-.-_._---|--.-.2__ |e -2 2 |ee |e - United Kingdom-..__-...-. 1, 200 1, 024 26,088) 12, 869/._._...._-].-_____- a--s2---2-] o-oo ee 

Total: 1941.__.._.._..] 161,751] 106,164] 27,874] 13,866] 4,850] 7,025 197,750) 2, 625 1940__.........| 76,010} 69, 641 16, 605} 15,001 -  §40 540} 239,280} 3,846 

‘ 
. , 

| Exports.—Exports of mica, both unmanufactured and manufac- 
a tured, were higher in 1941 than in 1940. The great increase in exports 

to Africa and to Latin America is noteworthy. — 

- Mica and manufactures of mica exported from the United States in 1 941, by countries 

7 . Manufactured 

: oe Unmanufactured Ground ~ 
| Country — | pulverized Other _ 

, | . | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value | Pounds | Value . 

North America: . | . 
Canada._...-_..-.-_--2- eee 428, 775 $4,967 | 690,238 | $25,311 97,436 | $165, 295 . Cuba____--.--2.22222 eee eee {ee fe 12, 000 455 - 1, 276 8,044 Mexico...-....---.._..-------------_. 2, 000 94 18, 550 1, 183 3, 152 4, 594 Other North America. _............_._|_-..--._.._|_._.2. 2, 773 187 1, 955 2, 414 South America: . 
Argentina._--...... 2-222 ee |ee Je 53, 405 2, 153 1, 255 2, 779 Brazil_......--....2.-.-2222-222-2- oe |e ee... 49, 750 | 1, 665 9, 551 6, 741 
Chile_._...2- 2-22 ----------]-----2- fee ee 5, 851 11, 194 - Vonezuela._..-.-.. 22-2 2 |ee |e 258, 000 6, 570 ! 261 296 Other South America__........-....-_|_.._..._._|._-. ____- 4, 400- 168 - 4, 548 3, 740 

Europe: 
Spain...-.-..-.-.--222----2---2- ee |---| 2, 000 80 333 495 United Kingdom ._.____.._.._-__-_-___|_._. 2 |... 336, 000 9, 580 30 600 Other Europe... ..-_....---.-...---..-|.---._-.--|__..._..__.|_........_|-.... 717 946 

Asia: 
China___-__---.-.-2-222- eee |e. |e8 fe wee e nee eee 506 855 
India, British.............-.2222-2222_| 2.22}. 49, 000 1, 173 1, 093 2, 624 
Netherlands Indies_._....-...._-.2. 2 |--_2 8 |e 47, 700 1, 869 1, 732 5, 734 a Other Asia... .__-..-. 2202-22222. -2222).2-2-22.--|.-..- |e 1, 5387 3, 903 Africa__.....-.----22--2 222-2 ee ee 2, 000 80 | 208, 460 4, 68] 979 1, 955 Oceania_-.__----.---------. 222222222. 22. |---| 26, 900 1, 132 2, 720 2, 253 

Total: 1941__._._2-22 22222 ..| 482,775 5, 141 |1, 759, 176 56, 207 134, 932 219, 462 
1940... | 315, 565 2, 524 |1, 412, 309 52, 284 78, 467 136, 712 

eee dt
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| WORLD PRODUCTION ; | | 

Owing to disturbed conditions throughout the world, data on 2. 
| production in foreign countries are scanty. The following table 
' presents available figures. | | 

| World production of mica, 1937-41, in metric tons! - 7 

. | _ [Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] | | 

2 - Country! 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

| North America: - 
Canada (sales)... _....._.._-_---.---.-----.------ 857 470 790 (2) () 
Mexico (exports) -_...._-.----------.------------ (2) (2) (2) 39 ‘ 36 _ 
United States (sold or used by producers) 3......| 23, 626 18, 803 22, 761 21, 046 30, 693 5 

| South America: : . ‘ — 
Argentina 4__._....__...--.------ e+e eee 225 250 298 442 5 550 

. . Bolivia (exports) ......---.......--.------------- 9 2 1 () sO, 
Brazil (exports) .--_.:-.-------.---1-------------- 330 | ~—s §21 435 1,117 867 a 

: Peru. _--._..._-.-------.----- eo eee 5 24 9 4 8 a 
moe Europe: Lol 

Italy... ..-------2-2 2-2 - eee 24 122 (?) (2) f° 
: _ Norway (exports) ---..---.---------------------- 42 104 25 (2) 7) . 

Rumania__._.__._......-_-.-----.---------------- 27 22 18 (2) {?) : 
oe Sweden. ---....-.----------.--------------------- 68 131 126 » (2) () : 

| ASG eyion (exports). | | 1} (6 2) @ | ; eylon (exports) __-.--...----.-...-------.------ ; 7 
| Chosen .. ._.___-...-.-..--..--1--- eo eee ene ee 570 | . (8) (2) (2) @)  - | 

At India, British (exports) ......-.------------------| 15, 106 8, 896 10,104} (2) {7) 
rica: 
Madagascar... -_......-.-.----.----.--------~------ 583 677}. (@) 531 (?) , ot 

me Nigeria.__....2/....__..-------.-------------- + -- fee -- eee 3 (2) (2) ~ (2) os oe 
: Portuguese East Africa............-.---------.--|----------]---------- 17 (2) @?) | | 
: Rhodesia: . 4 

Northern........-.-.-_---.---.-------------- 4 4 - 2 (2). (2) 
: Southem -_-__--.-.-------------------------- 17 13. 6 (2) @) oo 

y Tanganyika Territory_.........-----.----------- — F7 37 36 10 (7) oa 
' Union of South Africa: Transvaal__.-..-....-.--| . 1,740 1,116 972 1, 252 7 538 

Oceania: : 
. Australia: 7 | 

Northern Territory._......-...-.------------ 42 49 34 32 @) : 
I ' South Australia ...........-.---.-2---------- 43 17 56 70° (2) os 

Western Australia............---------------|----------]----------]| 1 () — 
New Zealand.._......_....-.-------.------------ (?) (?) ~ ) (8) (2) 

1In addition to the countries listed, mica is also produced in Australia (Queensland and New South 
| Wales), Eritrea, Kenya, and U.S. S. R., but data on production are not available. 

2 Data not available. . ' 
3 Includes following quantities recovered from kaolin and schists: 1937, 2,558 tons; 1938, 5,942 toms; 1939. : 

9,082 tons; 1940, 8,776 tons; 1941, 14,137 tons. 4 
| 4 Rail and river shipments. ’ 

5 Official] estimate. 
7 ¢Lessthanilton. — ‘ 

7 January to June, inclusive. ——- |
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| SUMMARY | . 

Total salt production in 1941, which aggregated 12,720,629 short 
tons valued at $33,620,376, increased 23 percent in quantity and 27 
percent in value compared with 10,359,960 tons valued at $26,474,619 
(revised figures) in 1940. Of the total in 1941, salt in brine increased 

_. 27 percent, evaporated salt 20 percent, and rock salt 16 percent. The 
unit value per ton of the total salt increased from $2.56 (revised | 
figure) to $2.64. , 

: Increased supplies of various kinds for waging war required larger oS 
quantities of salt of all classes—a fact confirmed not only by the fol- 

' lowing table of salient statistics but by figures obtained regarding uses 
of salt. Although the import statistics for 1941 given below cover 

/ only 9 months of the year, they indicate a declining rate. Exports 
likewise declined; however, they maintained the favorable trade | 
balance that has existed for some years past. —_- | 

Saltent statistics of the salt industry in the United States, 1930-834 (average), 1988-89 | 
7 ae ee (average), and 1940-41 - 

oe 1930-34 1935-39 ) | 
- (average) (average). 1040 1941 oO 

| Sold or used by producers: | oo 
Manufactured (evaporated) ......short tons. 2, 251, 226 2, 507, 374 2, 782, 741 3,330, 106 : 
In brine..._..................-..-.-.-.do..--| 3,333,391 | 4) 205,687| 15,311,671 6, 771, 436 
Rock salt__............-..--..-.-...-.do..--| 1,822,889 | 1,947,254 | 2, 265, 548 2, 619, 087 

| Total: | 
: Short tons. -_......---.---.-------------- 7, 407, 506 8, 660, 215 | 110, 359, 960 _ 12, 720, 628 

| Value ?........_.--.-.....-.--..--...-.--| $22 381, 641 | $23, 405, 612 | 1 426,474,619 | $33, 620, 376 
; Average per ton ?_-_.-_-.-.-----.------ $3. 01 $2. 70 1 $2. 56 $2. 64 

Imports for consumption: ; | 
For curing fish...................short tons-. 20, 360 3 21, 250 3 12, 965 44,820 
Value... ---- 22s 2 nen se ene nee seen eee $34,492 |  3$43,722 | 3 $25, 174 ‘$16, 421 

\ In bags, barrels, etc. .........----short tons. - 2,620 1, 385 1, 024 4915 
' Value.......-.-.--.----------------- .------ $24, 796 $11, 813 $6, 601 4 $0, 200 

In bulk___ 2-1-1177 71771777“ short tons... 16, 721 24 131 16, 413 ‘5,870 
. Value.__._.._-.-----_-_----- eee $37, 579 $55,876 | . $59,029 4 $13, 331 

- Potal: 
Short tons. ___.........-.-----.-----------. 39, 701 46, 766 30, 402 411,605 

| ep BM ann $96, 867 $111, 411 $90, 804 ¢ $39, O52 
Ss: 

| Short tns_.-.-.-----------ee--eeeeeeeeeeeee 88, 662 90, 214 147, 044 4 87, 807 
Value. .....-.-.---.------------------- 2-2-8 $642,384 | $521,652 | $699, 340 4 $575, 968 

Apparent consumption_............short tons... 7, 358, 545 8, 616, 767 | 1 10, 243, 318 (5) 

1 Revised figures. 
i 3 Values are f. o. b. mine or refinery and do not include cost of cooperage or containers. 

3 Includes salt in bags, sacks, barrels, or other packages: 1938, 93 tons valued at $673; 1940, 6 toms, $12. 
4 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. 

{ ‘ Figures not available for publication. 
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The accompanying graph (fig. 1) illustrates how strikingly the. 
7 | great demand on the chemical industries affected the curve that repre- 

‘sents the quantity of salt in brine produced and. used in 1941. The 
| index for salt in this category paralleled very closely. the index of 

industrial activity throughout the period graphed (1935-41) and dur- 
| ing 1941 accompanied the rising index of general business, passing it 

by 5 points. The curve of the combined quantity of evaporated‘and _ | 
rock salt produced or sold was not quite so spectacular in its progress, 

| In 1935 this salt of commerce began at a higher level and rose until 1937, 
_ but thereafter, in common with salt in brine and general business, it 

dropped and reached a low point in 1938. However, this drop was 
in the nature of a sag rather than a sharp decline, for it was still 8 
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FIGURE 1.—Index of salt used in brine and of evaporated and rock salt compared with Federal Reserve 
Board index of industrial activity, 1935-41. 

points above general business and 9 above salt in brine. From 1938 
on it rose steadily, and although in 1941 it failed to attain the height 
of general business by 22 points its tonnage was the highest in history. 

__ In numerous sections of the country wages increased as much as 13 
to 45 percent. In some localities labor was scarce or not available. 

_ Fuel costs in one area increased as much as 60 percent. Bags and 
_ other packaging material cost considerably more. Where producers 

had difficulty in obtaining the required materials with which to work 
and could not make necessary repairs on their piants their output 
declined. Those who experienced a combination of all these difficul- 
ties plus competition—which precluded higher prices—said the profits 
in 1941 were negligible. 

__ In Puerto Rico the imposed tax of 1 cent per pound of salt sold pre- 
vailed until August 12, 1941, when it was repealed. )
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| | | PRODUCTION = | 

| The output of salt from mines, wells, and ponds in the United States 

was reported to the Bureau of Mines by 83 plants of 65 companies in : 

18 States and Puerto Rico for 1941 compared with 83 plants of 66 

companies that reported for 1940. | ; | 
Production by States —In 1941, as in years past, Michigan ranked 

: first in total production of salt, as well as of evaporated salt, and New 

a York led in rock-salt production. | | | . 

| Salt sold or used by producers in the United States, 1989-41, by States | | - 
nnn 

. 1939 1940 1941 

_ State A - 

Short tons| Value | Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value 

California...................] 404,689 | $1,980,777 | 480,354 | $2, 200, 640 | 484,632 | $2, 290, 265 | 
Kansas............-...-..-...| _ 641,752 | 2, 801,934 | — 684,053 | 2,710,847] | 781.014 | 3, 254, 828 

/ -- Louisiana......--.....--....--| 1,072, 540 | 2,830,331 | 1,132, 504 | 2,804,406 | 1,242,242) 3, 251, 492 
| Michigan....................| 2, 408,872 | 6, 726, 912 | 1 2, 863, 035 | 17,479,905 | 3, 620,649 | 10, 975, 872 
Po New Mexico. ----------------- (2) (3) 13, 915 41, 573 16, 641 51, 514 

. New York._...---------------] 2,041,492 | 5,855,422 | 2,117,671 | 6,523,775 | 2,719, 586 7, 416, 734 

. Ohio... 1... 1, 794, 788 | 2, 647,355 | 2,080,133 | 2, 781,590 | 2,510,096 | 3, 367, 544 
" Oklahoma. .------------------- (3) (2) (@) (3) 10, 743 42, 737 

is Puerto Rico - ..--------------- 13, 325 - 57, 707 .11, 724 62, 645 14, 444 72, 220 

Texas__.--.------------------- 352, 008 | 604, 633 402, 165 792, 214 656, 569 1, 713, 508 . 

i . Utah__.-.-------------------- 68, 100 202, 244 71, 472 191, 263 107, 079 196, 413 

. - West Virginia. --.------------ 144, 727 773, 988 144, 312 701, 953 143, 780 792, 104 

Other States 8._...--.--------- 335, 618 238, 377 369, 532 183, 799 413, 154 195, 145 . 

| : 19,277, 911 | 24, 500, 680 |110, 359, 960 |126, 474, 619 | 12, 720,629 | 33,620,376 - 

wo -1 Revised figures. | 
2 Included under “Other States.’ 

: 3 1989: Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Virginia; 1940: Colorado, Oklahoma, and Virginia; 1941: 

Colorado and Virginia. . - — 

) Methods of manufacture —Evaporated salt is manufactured either | 

: from natural brine of wells and ponds or by forcing water into salt : 

beds and withdrawing it. The brine is evaporated by one of several 

. methods. Salt evaporated in open pans or grainers 1s flaky and 

| differs physically from the resulting grains of other methods. It is 

commonly known as flake salt and in the industry as grainer salt, and 

| it is classified on standard lists as ‘‘medium”’ salt, being popular for 

: certain food uses. Salt quoted on the market as vacuum fine is 

| evaporated in vacuum “‘pans,” which are mainly upright cylinders in 

| single or multiple “effects.” The product is a fine salt classified as | 

| evaporated granulated. Most of it is used for table salt. Solar salt | 

- is the product of sea water or inland playas. After the salt water 

j goes through a series of settling ponds the salt is harvested. It may 

then be treated further in vacuum pans to produce fine table salt, 

or it may be screened and sized. The coarse salt is employed for 

industrial purposes for which rock salt may be used. Rock salt is 

mined or quarried and is crushed and sized for industrial uses. In : 

| some deposits it is pure enough for table salt after crushing and 

screening.
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Sali sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by methods of — 
| manufacture | 

a | | 1940 fo 4944 , 
7 Method of manufacture a 

_ | Short tons Value =| Shorttons | Value. 

Evaporated: | | | : OO | 
Bulk: 
Open pans or grainers._.-.........-_--._.-- 505, 491 $4, 247, 212 | 501, 236 $4, 100, 293 _ Vacuum pans_.....-2----2-22222-2--..--.--| 1,667,273 | "9,753,419 | 2,192,142 | ‘12 596, 983 , Solar__..._.......-.-.-.---- ss 457,710 | 1, 634, 603 454,307 | ‘1, 577,740 prressed blocks. 0-0-2 152,267 | 1, 193, 237 182, 331 1, 505,040 

OCK: : 7 . | Bulk____...----.-.-------------------------.-] 2,225,377 | 7,102,404 | 2, 562, 386 8, 300, 562 _ Pressed blocks_..-_--.------.---.-.---.-.-.- 40, 171 282, 435 56, 701 - 461, 265 Salt in brine (sold or used as such)...---------_}_ 15,811,671 | 12,261,309 | 6,771,436 | —_5, 078, 493 
| | 7 | 110,359, 960 | 126,474,619 | 12,720,629 | 33, 620, 376 

1 Revised figures. — . oe 

a Evaporated salt.—Sixty-one plants in 12 States and Puerto Rico 
| supplied evaporated salt, as shown in the following table: __ a 

_ Evaporated salt sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by State - | 

1940, 1941 ' 
| State fs oT Lr SCO” 

| re | Short tons Value | Short tons Value 

California_.._..-.-.-.-.-...-.---.-..-.--.-.----]' 462,403 | $2,172, 666 455,038 | $2, 171, 889 Kansas.....__.-.-.--..-----...-.-- =. ss 231,896 | 1, 732, 079 279, 115 2, 119, 917 oe Louisiana..-_-.....------.--.----..-.---.-...--| 87, 868 320,127/ 38,138 294, 558 Michigan 12-2 964,491 |  5,232,409| i, 129, 714 6, 027, 100 | _ New York.._.__......--.-.....-.-..------.. 372,049 | 3, 683, 490 438, 451 4,006,454 Ohio. 419,054 | 2, 436,929 481, 364 2, 817, 183 
Oklahoma. -__.../._-----.-- 22-2. (2) (?) 10, 743 42, 737 Puerto Rico_._--...--..-...-.-.-.-...-.-..-... 11, 724 62,645} 14,444 72, 290 Texas._.....____.-....------.----- se Q (2) 232, 643 1, 190, 684 | Utah 9 (2 (2) 99, 426 172, 954 West Virginia 12-0 22 ia 322 701, 953 143, 780 792, 104 Other States 3.900777 118, 944 486,173 | 7,250| «72, 256 

| 2, 782,741 | 16,828,471 | 3, 330, 106 | 19, 780, 056 

1 Includes a quantity of salt contained in brine for chemical use reported as evaporated salt with value as 
evaporated salt. 
3Ineluded under “Other States.” . _ ¥1940: Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, and Utah; 1941: Colorado and New Mexico. 

| Rock salt—The output of rock salt came from 22 plants in 8 States— 
chiefly New York, Louisiana, Kansas, Michigan, and Texas, in order 
of output; California, New Mexico, and Utah also produced some. 

Rock salt sold by producers in the United States, 1937-41 
ee ee 

Year Short tons Value | Year Short tons Value 

1937__..............--.--.| 2, 030, 432 | $6, 447, 648 || 1940.___.__._____.__._.__.| 2,265,548 | $7,384, 839 1938. __.__.-.......-..-..] 1,901,861 | 6, 252,081 || 1941..__........._.......| 2,619,087 | 8, 761, 827 1939__ 222-222-222 LTTT1] 2} 035; 167 | 6, 496, 807 oe 
I 

Pressed blocks.—The output of pressed blocks from both evaporated 
and rock salt totaled 239,032 short tons valued at $1,966,305 in 1941 
and increased over 1940. This does not include blocks that may have 
been made from salt bought on the open market but is confined to
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| sales by the original producers of the salt. As in 1940, 19 evapo- 

- _ pated-salt plants and 8 rock-salt plants: made the output of pressed , 

blocks reported. —_ | 
The Department of Agriculture says that the quantity of salt re- 

| quired by cattle varies according to forage and other conditions but 

| that it is well to allow an average of 2 pounds a month per head for 

| all cattle 1 year old and over. For calves, it was concluded that 0.5 

| to 1 percent of salt may be added to the grain mixture to supplement a 

the ration and that it may also be kept in a box available to the calves / 

: at all times. The average for sheep is about 1 pound a month. For 

| mules and draft horses, some of the tests showed that the average 

consumption a month was 3.4 pounds; heavy labor and warm weather ‘ 

| influence the requirements so that under such conditions they con- 

| ‘sumed almost twice that average. Practical experience showed that 

- _ynless the salt lost by sweating was replaced the animals soon ex- 

: hibited signs of excessive fatigue. | 

Pressed-salt blocks sold by original producers of the salt in the United States, 1937-41 

, From evaporated salt From rock salt _ Total | 

Year | | | 
| , tons Value 5 i ~ Value , i Value 

1987.........-.----------------| 120,061 | $966, 812 28,981 | $240,251 | 149,042 | $1, 207, 063 
‘ 19388_....__.__----.-----.--.---|. | 186, 699 | 1, 116, 272 36, 258 281, 109 172, 957 1, 397, 381 

-  - 49389... -------------- 152, 121 | 1, 136, 527 |. 39, 242 263, 300 191, 363 1, 399, 827 

: 1940__._...-.-..--------------- 152, 267 | 1, 193, 237 40, 171 282, 435 192, 438 1, 475, 672 

| 194122 TTTTTITTIITIIILI | 182, 381 | 1,505,040 | 56,701 | 461,265 | 239, 032 | 1, 966, 305 

Salt content of brine—In 1941, as in the past few years, the salt of 

| brine registered the greatest increase in output; most of it is utilized : 

| in the manufacture of chemicals. The Federal Reserve index shows 

. that production of chemicals in 1941 averaged 137 (1935-39= 100) 

compared with 115 in 1940, 102 in 1939, and 96 in 1938. Bureau of 

Mines statistics indicate that salt of brine was 53 percent of the total 

! salt produced in 1941 and was supplied by 10 plants in various parts 

| of the United States. | . 
| USES a 

As is well-known, there is no scarcity of this most commonly used 

chemical raw material—salt. Furthermore, producers of the raw 

| material can increase their capacity at a greater rate than the con- 

suming industries can expand their plants. In 1941 the increased re- 

: quirements for salt were satisfied even though many new chemical 
plants and additions to existing plants were built during the year.
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| Salt sold or used by producers in the United States, 1940-41, by classes and uses, 
, an short tons oo | 

, a a a 

: | 1940 | | 19410 
| Use : . | 

| Evapo- Rock | Brine Evapo- Rock | Brine | 

Chlorine, bleaches, chlorates, etc____..__._| 1 381, 553 539, 471 "368, 218 | 2 710,013 | 619,489 | 496, 128 | : Ammonia-soda________._._._.--_-_-_.-__-_- 500 |_.-._---._| 4, 909, 840 1,500 |..____---_]6, 226, 821 
Dyes and organic chemicals._._.......__..| 1.222, 425 24,123 |---.--...-_| 291, 052 37, 798 |_..----_- Soap (precipitant) _--_......-.-...--------| | 18,171 |. 17,918 |_____.____.| 35, 196 17,086 |--------- - Other chemicals_--_-.-.....-...---..--.--] 58,700 | 180, 585 (3) 61,924 | 218, 570 @) 
Textile processing.__...._..-..-.....-.---.] 40, 804 55, 398 |_.------.--| 68,528 75, 744 |--------- 
Hides and leather_._______._-._.-.-..____- 97,848 | 116,201 |-----.----.| 79,063 | 139,041 |..___.___ . Meat packing_..._.__..--.-....----_-----.| 368,664 | 334,528 |._...______ 422,017 | 409, 241 |.___--__- Fish curing --.--_-.__---_------2..-22---| 34,207 | 2,260 [2 --7 77] 34930] ~ 6 363 | 
Butter, cheese, and other dairy products..| 80, 300 5, 922 {__._.-_-.--] 105,179 4, 664 |______o.. 
Canning and preserving. __-....--..--....| 98,527} 16,144 }....... ___ 128, 143 16, 356 |--------- Other food processing_._-_................] | 149,771 5, 202 |_-..-..--._| 172, 068 14, 827 |_._.- 2 
Refrigeration -....------------.-----2-.--.] 27,411 74,121 |_._.--.----| 30, 489 94,790 |__-.---_- Livestock ..._..___.-_.-_.--.-.------.-..-| 478,468 | 268,975 |._..__._-..| 519,097 | 254031 |....1.7 Oo, Highways, railroads, dust and ice control_.} 25,596 | 138,380 |.._..._____| 26, 382 167,126 |_-------- | Table and other household_.___......-....| 428,587 | - 65,775 |..._._____. 420, 532 75, 289 |... _- 

Water softening___......._-.-.............| 128, 624 65, 739 |_.-..---...] 165,610 | 187, 445 (3) 
Agriculture .___.....-.---------------.-.--| 26, 552 25, 808 |.-.-.------] 50,528 21, 261 |.---.---- Metallurgy___.........__-_---_._-____ eee. 13, 609 43,065 |_-....-....] 25,690 41, 288 |._..-___- . oo Other uses.-------- 222220 2222222LL LIT] 107, 424 | 285, 843 | 33, 613 | 187,236 | 218673 | 48,487 | 

| | 2, 782, 741 |2, 265, 548 |45, 311, 671 |3, 330, 106 |2, 619, 087 |6, 771, 436 

1 Some salt used for chlorine included under ‘Dyes and organic chemicals.”’ 
, ? Some salt used for dyes and organic chemicals included under “Chlorine.” 

3 Included under ‘‘Other uses.”’ . 
4 Revised figures. . a 

Oo As may be seen in the accompanying table of uses for 1940 and 1941, 
large quantities of both evaporated and rock salt, as well as salt in 

| brine, were used in manufacture of chemicals. The quantities SO 
_ used increased in 1941—more of the increase being in evaporated than 

in rock salt. | BS , | | | | | 
- . As glass has been relied upon mecreasingly to replace some of the | 

metals heretofore used in such articles as refrigerator and stove parts, 
} cooking utensils and other items, and containers to substitute for tin 

cans, demands on soda-ash plants have increased tremendously. By | 
the fall of 1941, soda plants were producing at full capacity and were | 

| beginning to run behind in deliveries. For making glass a dense type 
of soda ash is used; hence, there is said to be slight competition or 

; none with most of the other industries for supplies because the majority | 
of the latter use a light type. However, there was an Important in- 

_ crease in requirements of soda ash for many uses. | 
The other element in salt—chlorine—has been prominent in the 

hews in many ways, as here, too, the war has made huge additional 
demands. Control of its use had to be tightened even more than in 
1940, and Government defense agencies issued several pronouncements 
in this regard. In July 1941, full priority control of chlorine became 

7 effective. New units for making chlorine were completed in 1941, 
but the chlorine situation is still tense. Large quantities are employed 
in high-octane gasoline for tanks and planes. The manufacture of 
munitions (particularly smokeless powder and explosives), parachutes, 
and antifreeze agents also consumes chlorine. The use of chlorine 
in water purification has increased tremendously in view of the neces- 
sity for providing ample water supplies in new industrial areas, army 
camps, air fields, and naval bases. Chlorine enters into the processing 
of great quantities of textiles for such quartermaster supplies as
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sheets, blankets, and tents. Some chlorine is used in plastic parts of - | 

| airplanes. | : 
| Chlorine is incorporated in sprays to fumigate stored grain against 

weevils and various bacteria, including the fermenting bacteria, which 

increased last year because of weather and other conditions. Some 

methods of cleaning clothes require in the' aggregate a great deal of 

chlorine. Many metallurgica] processes require chlorine in some form. 

, Production of magnesium metal has soared in the last year. In the 

| process utilizing sea water from the Gulf of Mexico, hydrochloric acid | a 

| (made from salt) converts the magnesium hydrate into magnesium | 

| chloride. Much of the chlorine, however, is recycled through the proc- 

ess, and only limited quantities are required _to counteract process 

: losses. Plants now under construction in the West will manufacture | 

| magnesium metal by another method that will utilize chlorine gas 

| from salt. - | | | 

| Iron and steel smelting and refining consume by far the greatest 

2 part of the salt used in metallurgical plants; zinc processing and vana- 

| dium roasting utilize minor quantities. - : 

Salt serves a very important purpose in the treatment and soften- . 

ing of water, because in many industries the quality of the water 

. bears directly on both the processing and the quality of the finished : 

| products. In some industries water is used in such lafge quantities 
__ that it constitutes one of the raw processing materials. For example, | 

: great volumes of treated water are needed in paper making. In 

| - textile manufacture, as well as in paper making, impure water may © 

affect bleaching and dyeing. Moreover, hard water may have an 

a injurious effect on sizing. In water softening the salt is not used : 

| direct but to regenerate the zeolite which is the real softener. Chlorine 

: is the most important chemical, derived from nonmetallic minerals, 
that is employed in water purification. It also prevents collection of | 

__ glime and corrects corrosive waters. a : 

oe For years salt has been used for ice control on city streets andonthe | 

, subsurface soil of railroad beds to prevent the tracks from heaving, . 

| as it reduces freezing. It is‘also used to stabilize clay and gravel 

roads. The method has proved particularly successful for such roads | 

in cold climates, where freezing is the chief cause of cracks. Wartime 

economy directs special attention to the fact that cracks in highways) 

! are exceedingly hard on rubber tires and probably will be still harder | 

on a synthetic substitute; the suggestion has been made that cracking 

[ of clay and gravel roads be taken care of by salt treatment. Litera- 

| ture has been cited and quotations given in past issues of Minerals | 

Yearbook and other Bureau of Mines reports, bearing on the use of 

galt for stabilizing roads. - 

Information with regard to the use of salt in drinking water to re- 
, place the chloride lost from the human body through sweating when | 

working in hot places wag included in a Bureau of Mines report in 

1941.! In this connection a large steel company that has supplied 

its workers with salt tablets beside the drinking fountains for 10 years 

now has in addition a drinking-water system in which the proper 

quantity of salt is introduced mechanically. Thus, cool salt water 

+ may now be obtained by the workmen from the drinking fountains. 

1 Harrington, D., and Davenport, Sara J., Review of Literature on Conditioning Air for Advancement of 

Health and Safety in Mines: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7128, 1941, p. 88.
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| Although the statistics available on uses include farm consumption 
in the general break-down, uses for farms alone are not separated. | 
It is well-known, however, that the largest part of the salt reported 

_ under evaporated- and rock-salt blocks is consumed on the farms and ~ 
grazing ranges of the country, but a certain quantity is also used in 
prepared feed. In addition, food preparation requires considerable _ 

_ quantities in canning and preserving vegetables, fruits, and meats, as 
| well as in baking and other cooking. Weed killers and insecticides | 

also require salt. The quantity used as fertilizer is not definitely 
. known. Salt derivatives certainly are fertilizer ingredients, but the 

effect of the application of salt directly on soils is still being studied. 
A recent report * recommends the use of common salt as a fertilizer in 

, certain cases. When used in mixtures of phosphate and potash, the | 
oO growth of certain vegetables and the keeping and eating qualities of 

| celery were improved. Some crops showed no benefit, and some were 
injured. In the absence of potash fertilizers, salt was not beneficial. — 

_ The benefits obtained were attributed to the sodium and not the 
chlorine. The Na ion appeared to be needed almost as much for a 

_.. Butrient in the NaCl-responsive crops as was the K ion. - 

| 7 MARKETING : | 

The pattern of marketing the salt of commerce probably has 
_ changed most on the eastern seaboard. As no salt deposits are known 

| _ to be nearer than about 200 miles from the coast, such industries as 
oo fish curing and others in coastal areas sometimes have found it easier | 

to use salt imported mainly from the West Indies. The submarine | 
menace has made it increasingly impracticable to use boats to haul 
salt from the islands, and seaboard consumers are turning to sources 
within the United States and Canada. This did not apply so much 

| in the early part of 1941 but became evident by the end of the year, 
and increased shipping difficulties were experienced early in 1942. 
Priées.—New York prices quoted on rock and evaporated salt were 

firm throughout the year; changes were made only once or twice 
during 1941 and then chiefly in the price for less than carlots. Bagged 
rock salt in carlots, delivered at New York, was quoted at $13.70 a ton 
from January until June, when the price rose to $14.20, where it 
continued throughout the remainder of the year; in less than carlots, 
rock salt was quoted at $15.50 to $16.10 at the beginning of the year 
and advanced to $16 to $16.60 in June and to $17 to $18 in October, 
at which prices it held the rest of the year. Bagged vacuum fine salt 
was quoted at $15.70 a ton in carlots throughout the entire year; in 
less than carlots it was quoted at $16.60 to $19.70, changed in June - 
to $18.20 to $21, and rose in October to $19.40 to $23.20, which was 
unchanged to the end of the year. — 
Demand for salt was steady, and shipments moved regularly 

throughout the year. In September there was an unusually early 
- demand from municipalities for salt for ice control. : 

Market grades and packages.—As reported in Minerals Yearbook, 
Review of 1940, a committee of salt. producers and distributors, in 
cooperation with the Division of Simplified Practice of the National 
Bureau of Standards, completed a revision of standards recommended 
"1 Harmer, Paul M., and Benne, Erwin J., Effects of Applying Common Salt to a Muck Soil on the Yield, Composition, and Quality of Certain Vegetable Crops and on the Composition of the Soil Producing Them: Jour. Am. Soc. Agron., vol. 33, 1941, pp. 952-979.
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for market grades and packages of salt and published its recommenda- __ | 
tion (R70) in March 1941. Because of the shortage of certain packing __. 

| material in 1941, it has been impracticable to apply these reeommenda- 
tions, even in the simpler form that was entirely satisfactory to the | 

| industry when received; therefore, they have had to be modified some- 
what and some of them discontinued (at least temporarily). In the - _ 
classification for the larger part of the United States, about 15 of the | 
various sizes and packages. have been dropped tentatively, chiefly 
pockets and cotton and burlap bags although certain square cartons — a 

. and the oval tin packages also are included in the elimination. Inthe | 
| Pacific Coast area, 13 packages of various kinds and capacities have __ 

been dropped, whereas 2 new packages for table salt have been added. | 
: Although neither new nor included in the listed standard sizes, salt | 
: may be obtained also in canners’ tablets in sizes ranging from 10 to 
| 150 grains. They are dispensed electrically or mechanically, at a rate | 
| of as many as 180 to 200 tablets a minute. 
| _ _ Distribution of sales—A majority of the salt producers were en- 
| gaged in interstate. business. Most of the plants that did no. inter- 
/ _—s- gtate business were producers of solar-evaporated salt, but several . 
__- rock-salt producers were in this category. Brine was used close at 
! hand at most plants, and none could be considered interstate trade in | 
| salt. Movement of evaporated and rock salt into the various States a 
: is shown in the following table. | _ a 

; Distribution (shipments) of evaporated and rock salt in the United States, 1940-41, 
ee by States of destination, in short tons : _ | 

RO | | 1940 “1941 oo 
: Destination ——__--—_- —o : 

: a | Evaporated Rock Evaporated Rock : 

Alabama_......------------------eeeeeeeneeee ee 6,975| «31, 253 7,613 32, 790 
Arizona. ---------.---.--+-------.--+----------- 8, 957 2,707 | 10, 350 3, 031 . 

| Arkansas.._......2.---------------------------- 6,159 21,286 | «9,262 26, 968 
California_-.-.-.-..----------------------------] 288, 675 6, 951 275,417 29, 594 
Colorado_............-------------------------- 25, 612 11, 671 29, 086 12, 774 | 
Connecticut.__..-.--.--.---.------4------------ 13, 973 6, 008 16, 574 6, 796 

Delaware. _._..-...-.---.---.--.---------------- 3, 697 . 20, 407 4, 599 23, 655 
. District of Columbia_.........-..-..----------- 4, 473 1, 339 5, 517 1, 511 
| Florida.___..............--.-------------------| 6,429 | ——:16, 706 6, 243 24,389. 7 

_ Georgia.__-_.---- 222 eee neeeeeee 13, 489 43, 092 19, 145 50,647 | 
Idaho ..----.--.----..------.--.----------------} 9, 816 3, 698 11, 181 1, 398 

Ilinois..............--------------------------- 294, 514 134, 412 | 259, 413 163, 994 
; Indiana_.......-..--.--..-22-- eee 63, 358 49, 451 - 80, 798 . 88,066 
1 Towa.--..-------------- 2-2 eee 80, 600 86. 474 98, 653 88, 771 
i Kansas___...-..--.------.--2.--- 22 e eee 36, 825 162, 612 ~ 39, 225 211,447 . 
i Kentucky_..------...--. sss. 1ssssssesssssees 34, 706 16, 897 38, 195 17, 654 
i Louisiana-__.........---.------- eee 5, 898 54, 683 4, 833 71, 012 
I Maine -__-....-..--.-----------------p---- ee 7, 743 26, 346 10, 212 31, 476 

Maryland ..--..--...--..--2..-..--sesesses 27, 627 23, 503 29, 977 26, 277 
: Massachusetts... --------.-----.----------2---- 51, 281 43, 999 64, 006 43, 266 

Michigan_-__....._-..._-..--2--22- ee eee 267, 733 55, 032. 356, 194 60, 201 
Minnesota_-___.........._.-.--_-_.------------- 99, 323 63, 657 114, 029 66, 290 
Mississippi___......-.-..------1----------------} 2, 652 27, 861 | 2, 624 31, 493 ‘ 
Missourl_.............._---.--.-_-------------- 63, 640 51, 609 76, 748 51, 991 
Montana.__....--..-.-..--------2---------- ee 15, 881 2, 718 17, 537 6, 494 

‘ Nebraska... .......---_-----------.----------- 25, 275 55, 616 30, 112 46, 171 
Nevada..-_...---_-.------------------- eee ee 2, 009 248 -8, 948 316 

. New Hampshire. __.......-..-...-.--.--------- 6, 063 33, 074 8, 544 34, 330 
i New Jersey_....--------------..--------------- 72, 245 129, 842 83, 200 161, 044 

New Mexico... -..-...------------------------- 5, 572 13, 244 7, 974 17, 548 
! New York.-._..-.-....-.---.----.------------ 186, 377 386, 666 228, 127 449, 549 

North Carolina. -----.-.--...-..-2.2-s-.s2- 40, 861 44, 687 49, 257 55, 740 
| North Dakota. -__...--..------------- 2-2-8 eee 10, 105 4, 319 13, 225 4,116 

: Ohio... 148, 901 74, 332 201, 234 82, 333 
Oklahoma... _- 2290 22207727TTTIT 25, 877 27, 269 35, 080 33, 671 
Oregon.__.-_.-------.-------------------------- 23, 806 279 29, 354 123 
Pennsylvania__-........-...-..----------------| «121, 217 88, 320 | 156, 657 111, 306 
Rhode Island. .__-.---.------------2.--eeea0-e- 9, 091 9, 868 11, 760 10, 789
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_ Distribution (shipments) of evaporated and rock salt in the United States, 1940-41, | 
| a by States of destination, in short tons-—-Continued | bee) 

° oe | ggg 141 
oo Destination | . 

; 7 Evaporated Rock Evaporated Rock 

- South Caroling....______......-------:--------- «9, 024 - 14, 375 8; 584 17, 673 | 
South Dakota__.......-.-.---.-.----22--------- 14, 615 14, 732 16, 209 11, 483 

. Tennessee... __-..--.-.------------------------- 22, 304 41, 838 |. 22, 558 47, 547 . 
TexaS..---.--.-..---------------- +e - eee] 46, 284 144, 204 244, 055 | 166, 452 
Utah...-.---- 222-2 eee | 14, 625 3, 793 - 14,902 |. 3, 218 
Vermont.--.-.-..-.-------.-------------------- - 5,179 5, 702 | 5,722 | - 7, 663 
Virginia._...-....-..--------------------------- 46, 536. 44,061 | 57, 585 50,120 
Washington .___..._-...--...----------------_- 108, 070 682 116, 187 538 
West Virginia._---- 2222222222 165, 999 47,201 | 171, 727 60, 980 

. Wisconsin _...----..--.-------------------------|' 113, 613 22, 451 132, 958 25, 743 
Wyoming -..__..-----.---..----------------- 6, 920 | 2, 443 6, 763 1, 768 

| Other 1._2000200D0UITIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII aa, 987 82,845 | 86, 953 76, 881 
| | a , 2, 782,741 | 2, 265,548 | 3,330,106 | 2, 619, 087 

| _ _ 'Ineludes production of Puerto Rico (evaporated salt); exports to Africa, Asia, Canada, Central America. 
Mexico, South America, West Indies, and other countries; shipments to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and 
Virgin Islands; and some shipments te unspecified destinations. 

| NEW SOURCES | 
7 | With the exception of a few additional areas adjacent to those re- 
7 - ported previously for Louisiana and Texas, no extensive discoveries 

| | of salt deposits in the United States have been reported beyond those — 
shown on the map given in Minerals Yearbook, 1939 (p. 1358). 

| Directory changes.—Changes that have occurred since the directory 
| of the salt industry was published in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 
| 1940, are as follows: | 

| New enterprises include the Desert Chemical Co. (4031 Goodwin 
. Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.), which began operations at its Dale Lake 

| plant at Twentynine Palms, Calif.; it made little production in 1941 
| ut is looking to a larger output in 1942. The Dow Chemical Co. 

(Midland, Mich.) began to produce evaporated salt from Texas wells, 
| | for use electrolytically in the manufacture of magnesium metal from 

| sea water at its Freeport (Tex.) plant. Bonneville, Ltd. (540 W. 7th 
| St. S., Salt Lake City, Utah), began to produce solar-evaporated salt 

| from the marshes at its Wendover plant in Tooele County, Utah. 
| | The Oklahoma Salt Industries Co. began to produce evaporated salt 

at its plant at Sayre, Beckham County, Okla. The Jefferson Island 
_ Salt Mining Co. (mine and refinery at New Iberia, Iberia Parish, La.) 

spent 9 months of 1941 building a new plant to replace the plant totally 
destroyed by fire in August 1940; in the last 3 months of the year the 
company mined and sold rock salt and pressed blocks made of rock 
salt, and it also made evaporated salt in vacuum pans but no pressed 

) blocks from evaporated salt. The Avery plant of the International 
Salt Co. in Iberia Parish, La., added to its products in 1941 pressed 
blocks made from both rock and evaporated salt. The Morton Salt 
Co. (Chicago, Ill.) bought the rock-salt mine of the Crystal Salt Co. 
at Kanopolis, Ellsworth County, Kans., took possession in September 
1941, and mined rock salt for the remainder of the year. The Crystal 
Salt Co. mined salt during the first 2 months of the year, then was idle 
for 7 months because of a caved shaft. Following the passage of a 
special leasing law by the Federal Government, the Metropolitan 
Water District of Southern California prepared to mine salt for treat- -
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| ment of city water. In January 1942 the water district obtained two 
| permits to mine salt from a large deposit on the public domain in San — 

| Bernardino County. None of the salt produced will be sold. Several 
salt companies were idle in 1941 because of too much rain or other 

| reasons. | | | 

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS ? 

3 Salt imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41, by classes 

| ' ; nuk — | a 

| In bags, sacks, barrels, 
or other packages , a 

Year (dutiable) Dutiable Free (used | , curing . 

| Short tons| Value |Shorttons| Value | Shorttons| Value . 

| 1987.......----....---....-----.|  902| 8,008] 24,115 | $80,248 | 21,079 | $45,108 
| 1938......--------------- =n eee 654 8,228} 17,849 45,897| 121,010] 147,800 

1939_--...---------------------| . . 2,121 14, 977 28, 451 58, 540 15, 461 27, 700 . 
: 1940... 1,024|  —-6, 601. 16, 413 59,029 | 112,985 125,174 
| 1941 (Jan.-Sept.).....--------- 915 9, 300 5,870 13, 331 4, 820 16, 421 ’ 

| 4 Includes salt in bags, sacks, barrels, or other packages, as follows: 1938, 93 tons, valued at $673; 1940, : 
6 tons, $12; 1937, 1939, and 1941, none reported. 

Salt imporied for consumption in the United States, 1940-41, by countries 

| 1940, 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) / 
| Country | ees 

= | .| Short tons| Value | Shorttons} Value 

| North America: : 
, Canada............------.-..------------- eee 3,818 $10, 548 5, 939 $17, 075 

West Indies: 
British: 

sO Jamaica.........----.-------------en eee 20, 972 22, 788 1,137 5,376 
: -. Other British.._......-.....-..------------ 15, 481 55, 575 . 4,434 14, 604 , 

Netherlands: Curacao... -...........----------- 40 121 28. 63 
Europe: United Kingdom. --.......-.----------------- 91 1, 772 67 1,434 

| : : 30, 402 90, 804 11,605 20, 052 

| Salt exported from the United States, 1987-41 : 

' Year Short tons Value | Year Short tons | Value 

: 1987.........-..--..--.-.--| 70,111 | $514,868 |} 1940._.........-.........] 147,044 | $ona,340 a 
~-1988.....----..---....----] 67, 498 469, 708 || 1941 (Jan.-Sept.) - ..------ 87, 807 576, 988 
1939__.....-...-.--....----| 124, 278 610, 501 | | 

q a tg CSSA A GSS SSS SSS SS 

8 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the | 
Department of Commerce.
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_ WORLD PRODUCTION 

World production of salt, 1987-41, by countries, in metric tons ! | 

{Compiled by B. B. Waldbauer] 

Country ! 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

North America: | _. fp oN . 7 
Canada. ___.-._-_...2..--------------- 415, 994 398, 013 385, 550 420, 974 _ 608, 774 
Costa Rica__.._._...-------.2----- eee. 4, 287 4,740 - 6,822 () 6, 000 
Dominican Republic. ..........----.---- (2) _ 9, 236 9, 536 7, 500 © 14, 700 
Guatemala. _______.__.__-.-.-.-_-.---_-- 12, 610 10, 465 © (2) (2) (3) « 

Mexico._..-.-.__._--_-.-2---_------- eee 82, 876 107, 701 (2) (3) (2) 
Panama. -_-___..__..._..-.-.-.------------ 6, 898 3, 332 . 4,536 6,199; 

‘ United States: a 
~ Roek salt__-.....-....------.-.--------] 1,841, 967 | 1,725,330 | 1, 846, 254 | 2, 055, 260 2, 375, 983 

| Other salt__.........2-... -.---.------] 6, 541, 795 | 5, 555,486 | 6,570,481 | 7,343,089 | 9, 163, 917 
West Indies: . . . 
British: 

Bahamas..........-..-----------+--- 2, 000 17, 900 11, 600 27, 000 25, 400 
a Turks and Caicos Islands (exports) - . 50, 833 35, 578 47,389 67, 028 48, 179 

‘Cuba..__..-.-...----2--2-2---_--------]| ° 36, 806 57, 970 113, 398 113, 388 (2) | 
. ___ Netherlands (exports) - -_-.---.-------- 2, 337 2, 013 () (’) (2) 
ve South America: . . Argentina (railway shipments). ----..--- 290, 084 264, 150 303, 321 292, 307 (2) 

Brazil: 2 -.-..22222.-------------.----| 770, 408 788, 218 502, 203 (2) 550, 000 
Chile.._._.-.-.2 2222222222 22-2..-.-.----| 36, 697 27, 772 (2) 44, 317 @ 

. Colombia: — . a. 
| . Rock salt._._..-.-.-2----22--2-------- 4, 211 4,010 (?) 8%) () . 

. Other salt. ....-.-....--.-.-2-2-----.-- 184, 609 199, 022 218, 134 228, 750 (3) 
Ecuador: . ; a 
Rock salt_......-.-.....-.-.-...---.---- 138 ee eee . 9] eee www ewe 

| Other salt... 2-2-0 13, 800 13, 800 16, 145 20, 900 20, 207 
Peru. _-.._..--2 2-4-2 eee 39, 010 38, 451 39, 669 41,326 46, 707. 
Venezuela. ./......-. 2-2... eee 26, 298 22, 658 20, 473 52, 540 ) 

Rock salt..........-...-...---..-..-.-- 9, 745 10, 242 13, 168 15, 000 (2) 
Other salt__.-.......... 22-22 2-1-2-- 43, 602 . 66, 258 . g 65, 000 (?) 

: Crechoslovakia..........-.-.-.-.--------] 165,898 | 174,000 2) (2) (2) 
France: . . 
Rock salt and salt from springs......-.| 1,847,179 | 1, 264, 230 (2) (2) 2) 
Other salt_._...-.-.-_-_- 2-2 eee 490, 906 346, 046 () (2) . g 

_ Germany: 
- Rock salt__._....-.-...-...-.-.--------] 2, 757,242 | 2, 694, 984 (2) (?)  @) 
Other salt. ............-...-.-.-------- 608, 046 585, 326 (2) 1 (3% (?) 

. Austria: 
Rock salt_.._..-.-.-.-...-.-.-------- 908 786 Qe gp f 
Other salt__........-..-.-.-.-.-.-_-- 169,883 | . 93, 576 2 3 ; , 

Fen oonnsccsecnnccenecenecccncenes 102, 285 102, 057 (?) @ @ 

Rock salt_.........-2..-...-.-.-------- 603, 798 613, 870 (?) (?) (?) 
"_ Other salt. ._.-....222 222222 952, 655 885, 205 (?) (2) % 

'  Malta__-.-...222 ee 1, 829 1, 523 1, 753 (2) 3) 
Netherlands: Rock salt_...._.....------- 132, 430 164, 266 ) (2) (2) 
Poland.__-__.__._.---2 2 eee 602, 746 642, 875 ) (?) (?) 
Portugal (exports)__._-........-.-----.--- 4, 633 6, 096 9, 289: 11,955} (3) 
Rumania: 
Rock salt_........222. 2.2.2 2---------- 308, 882 350, 618 (4) g (2) 

g Other salt. .....2.. 2. .-------.-2---- 2,077 1, 140 (2) (2) @ 

Rock salt__..... 2.2.22. 2-.-.-1-------- 29, 673 150, 878 (?) (2) 8 
Other salt_........-.2. 2 eee 120, 175 102, 671 (?) (?) @ 

Switzerland. __:...._.....2._._-_.----.-- 81, 969 84, 049 90, 000 77, 000 (2) 
United Kingdom: 

Great Britain: 
Rock salt :_....-...-.---------------- 18, 666 19, 974 (2) (2) (2) 
Other salt. ..-.............-..--.----] 3,101,511 | 2,651, 939 (2) (3) 3) 

Ireland, Northern: 
Rock salt_...---.-------------------- 4, 254 2, 362 (2) (2) (2) 
Other salt_-...-...-.---------------- 8, 818 5, 757 (2) (2) (2) 

Yugoslavia... ....---------------------- 46, 323 52, 634 54, 213 (2) (2) 

Aden__.._...----.----.-.---------------- 360, 866 282, 510 294, 077 258, 714 (3) 
Burma. _.........----.-----.-.---1------ 54, 677 39, 319 (2) (2) (?) 
Ceylon_.._._-_____---_- eee 38, 815 36, 490 37, 556 29, 973 (?) 
China (including Manchuria) 3__..-.....| 3,000,000 | 3,000,000} 3,000,000 | 3,000,000 (?) 
Chosen 3_____.-- 2-22 eee 138, 000 138, 000 138, 000 138, 000 (?) 
Cyprus ?_____.-2 eee 3, 000 3, 000 3, 000 3, 000 |. @) 

See footnotes at end of table.
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World production of sali, 1937-41, by countries, in metric tons—Continued 

Country 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Asia—Continued. . 
| India: . . 

. British: . . 
. Rock salt_.._........-...-.-...-.---:] ~— 190, 108 191, 395 196, 505 (3) @) 

- Other salt_._._..-.....-.---.-.------] 1, 516, 984 | 1,372,979 | 1,326,544 (?) & . 
Portuguese... -.....-.---.---.-.------| 26, 095 | 29, 527 27, 979 38, 564 ( 

Indochina... -.....-.-. 2-22-22 - ee 193, 558 193, 050 213,526 | 166,000; @) . 
: a -], 810 7, 907 9, 107 8,779 | | & 

apan: ~ ne 
" Japan proper 4_._..._-__--- 22 - ee. §35, 775 (2) (2) (?) Q 

Taiwan_-_-_-_.-.-...-.-.-.-.-.-.-_-.--] 210, 471 (2). (@). - 4% 
. ‘Netherlands Indies__.._._.....-...---.-- 75, 780 |. 90, 909 5 141, 208 5 388, 837 (2) 

Palestine: . oo 
Rock salt_.....-....-..---------------- 727 444 645 | 599 (?) 
Other salt.-...-....- 222202 eee 11, 717 8, 065 8, 736 9, 944 () 

Philippine Islands-__--__....-.-.-.-.----| 48, 905 (?) (?) (2) O 
Syria ¢____. 2... .e eet ----- 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000 2) 
Thailand (exports)___......_......---.-- 107, 731 156, 268 95, 170 112, 197 (2) 
Turkey......-...---...--..-.------------ 262, 226 247, 293 (4) @) | @ 

Africa: . 
Algeria. ...-.-.-..--.-.- 22. 2-222 ------ 63, 767 74, 630 (4) (?) : (7) 
Belgian Congo..........-.  ....-...-...] 1, 004 1,013 () 1,038; @ 
Canary Islands ?____._......-.-___-_---- - 2,000 2, 000 2, 000 2, 000 @ 
Egypt (exports) . ......._-----.---.------ 276, 735 284, 949 442, 532 ) &) 
Ethiopia: Roek salt §._..-...-.-.-.-.---- 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000 @) 

oo French West Africa (exports)... .....---- 643 |. 51 (4) () . 3 
Kenya Colony... ....-.....-_---.---2----]. ei eee 3, 250 (2) 9, 425 | 

. Libya (Italian Africa): 
oe Cyrenaica 3__.._.-_-...-.-.-.-.---.---- 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000 10, 000 o 

Tripolitania 3___.__......-...-.-.-.-.-- 20, 000 20, 000 20, 000 20, 000 
: Manritius 3___-___- 2. ee 1, 500 - 4, 600 1, 500 1, 500 ° 

Morocco, French....-.......-.-.-------- 11, 207 909 @) @) } 
Nigeria 8. ___-... 2.2. eee 400 400 400 | 400 ©) 
Portuguese East Africa__........-......- 2, 605 6,448 | . 6,628. 251 @) 

7 Portuguese West Africa (Angola) 8. ___-- 25,000} 25, 000 25, 000 25, 000 @ 
Somaliland: . 

| British (exports). .....__....-.---...-- 950 353 () )) @ 
. French (exports) . .............-.--.-- 85,273 | =—s_ (2) (?) (?) @& 
7 South-West Africa: — 
: Rock salt.........--..- 2-2 eee 669 641 751 1, 125 8 G71 

Other salt .._....---22-22---L-2- 2 ee 3, 443 4, 431 4, 704 5, 364 62,445 
fudan, Anglo-Egyptian_._....-.-...-.-- 34, 553 87, 532 40, 633 40, 471 ®@ 

2 anganyika Territory. -.........-.------ 8, 723 9, 678 9, 472 | 9, 505 @) 
- Tunisia. ......-.-.-22 2.222. -----.-.-_| 129, 708 129, 287 () (2) 

i, Uganda ._....-.....--.-.-.-------------- 3, 133 3, 169 2, 626 3, 374 
Union of South Africa.....-.....-.-.-_-- 106, 338 117, 717 (?) (?) 

_ Oceania: 
f Australia: . 
; South Australia... _....-......2- 22-22. 74, 739 76, 013 80, 759 146, 991 @) 
: Western Australia_..........._-...-_- 3, 729 3, 850 (2) (2) @ 

: 1 In addition to the countries listed, salt is produced in Albania, Bolivia, Eritrea, Gold Coast, Leeward 
: Islands, Madagascar, Southern Rhodesia, U. 8. S. R., and Victoria (Australia), but figures of produetion are 

' not available. 
2 Data not available. ; 

: 3 Estimated annual production. . 
* Year ended Mar. 31 of year following that stated. The figures do not include output from salt beds 

' which, although situated on Government beach lands, have no fixed areas. . 
5 Incomplete data. — | 
6 January to June, inclusive. 

i . . 

497779—43-———_96 a
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MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS AND MISCELLANEOUS SALINES , 

By Auvin ScHatuis anp K. G. WARNER ! 

ON | ~ “SUMMARY OUTLINE | 

SO | 5 | . - Page . 
Summary-.---.-....--.------------------.---- 1497 | Calcium chloride..._...._.._._____.___..___.. 1508 
Magnesium compounds. --...-.....------.--. 1498 | Bromine.-__.._...._..2222222 2-222. _------ 1509 
Magnesite. -..-.....----------------- ------ 1498] Iodine__._._.-...22222 222222 eee eee e--e-e- «1511 
Refractory magnesia from sources other than. Sodium sulfates and carbonates.........-...-. 1512 a 
magnesite..__._....-.------------.-:----- 1502] Borates.....-...... 22222222222 222 22--------- 1514 

no Dolomite.....-..--.---------------------- 1505 
: Other magnesium compounds. -_.-...-...--. 1506 

= : | SUMMARY | | : 

: ‘The unprecedented activity of the United States in connection with 
| the national defense program vastly increased the requirements for 
h magnesia products during 1941. ‘The manufacture of basic refrac- , 
: tories was the chief use for magnesium compounds, but it is expected : 
: that before the end of 1942 their use in the manufacture of magnesium 

| _ metal will be equally important. The Nevada magnesite industry is 
_. being rapidly expanded to huge proportions to supply in part require- 

| ments of magnesite for metal and refractory purposes. A flotation 
. plant was installed at Chewelah, Wash., to increase production, reduce 
: waste, and improve the quality of the products. Construction was _ | 
: begun in New Jersey on a plant to make refractory magnesia from sea 
: water and dolomite, and other plants to use similar processes for : 
| supplying high purity magnesia to reduction plants were contemplated — | 

for the California coast. Several refractory plants that will use | 
_. natural brines as sources of magnesia were being constructed during | 
r 1941, and additional plants of similar nature were planned. Dolo- 
: mite, already the raw material in several plants manufacturing high- 
| Magnesia refractories, is the scheduled raw material for nine magne- 
/ sium-metal plants now under construction. The further use of dolo- 

mite in the manufacture of magnesia refractories is likewise considered. 
| Natural brines rich in magnesium compounds, which were discovered 
| recently in Michigan and Texas, as well as the hitherto wasted mag- | 
-* nesium chloride byproduct from the reaction between langbeinite and 

| sylvite in New Mexico, were welcome sources of raw materials for 
| proposed magnesium-metal plants. The output to be obtained from 
| all of these new facilities, plus that from previously existing plants, 
: will be used almost exclusively in the production of munitions. 

The demand for salines followed the general trend of business to 
i increased levels. ‘The production of bromine and bromine compounds, 

largely used in the manufacture of the antiknock fluids added to gaso- 
line, continued to increase during 1941. The new magnesium plant 

: of the Dow Chemical Co. at Freeport, Tex., became another important 

| 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
: Department of Commerce. ; | - 1497 

'
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| producer of Ethyl-Dow ethylene dibromide in 1941. The Desert 
| ‘Chemical Co. produced sodium sulfate products in its newly com- 

pleted plant at Dale Lake, Calif., and the Washington Chemical Co. 
. built a plant at Monse, Wash., to recover sodium sulfate from four 

| deposits in that area. The need for additional soda ash production 
| capacity has focused attention upon the natural sources of this 

| commodity. A huge chemical industry based upon large deposits of | 
| trona recently discovered in southwestern Wyoming has been pro- 

posed, and exploratory work on this project.is now under way. Sub- 
stitution of enamel and ceramic ware for metals and alloys needed for 

| war purposes greatly increased the requirements for borates. A _ 
prolonged strike at the American Potash & Chemical Corporation 

| plant at Trona, Calif., caused a serious shortage of boron compounds 
7 during 1941, but the situation cleared after the men went back to 

work. _ ~ | 
, MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS - 

7 | | MAGNESITE : . 

| Spurred by emergency conditions during 1941, domestic magnesite 
production advanced 12 percent over the 1940 production level to 

7 reach a new high of 374,799 short tons. The intense activity of the © 
: - metallurgical industries and the greatly increasing demands for mag- 

nesium oxychloride cements taxed productive facilities of the magne- 
; . site producers to the limit. In addition to the unprecedented require- 

| ments of magnesite for long-established outlets, substantial quantities 
| of magnesite were required for magnesium-metal production during 

--- 1941, and it is estimated that before the end of 1942 magnesite will 
- be consumed in this application at the rate of more than 200,000 

| - tons annually. Owing to the essential nature of these requirements. 
and the threat of insufficient supplies, magnesite was placed on the 

| critical list of essential materials on March 6, 1942. _ 
_ Sales of dead-burned magnésite (not including refractory magnesia 

| from sources other than magnesite) increased somewhat in 1941 over 
| the 1940 level and totaled 135,956 short tons. Increased production 

activity of the steel industry was largely responsible for this increase, 
although new open-hearth furnace construction, increased applica- 
tion of basic refractories in steel production, and expanded industrial 
activity also played important roles. The use of refractory magnesia 
to replace imported refractory chromite has been considered, but it 
seems as yet to be merely a future possibility, inasmuch as adequate 
supplies of refractory-grade chromite are apparently readily available 
from Cuba. | | 

Sales of caustic calcined magnesite rose sharply during 1941, reach- _ 
ing 30,225 short tons, an 86-percent gain over sales-in 1940. Oxychlo- 
ride cements for production of ship flooring consumed the greatest 
quantity of caustic calcined magnesite, although important increases 
in quantities used in rubber, rayon manufacture, and leather tanning 
were reported. Substantial quantities were likewise reported to have 
been used in the manufacture of magnesium metal; this use for caustic 
calcined magnesite will be vastly expanded in the near future by the 
construction of huge magnesium-metal plants in the West.
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| _ Salient statistics of the magnesite industry in the United States, 1937-41 - 

a 1987 - - 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Crude: : | | | | . 
Mined: oe 

Short tons.........--------------------| _ 208,437] 197,000 | _1198,980 | 1.333, 166 374, 799 
Value !__...........-..-.-2.--.-2--2-.-} $1,483; 492 | $725,000 | $1,465, 190 | $2, 487,969 | $2, 655, 547 : 

Sold by producers: | ae — To 
| | Short tons.......-------------2-------- 1, 952 919 1, 123 2, 133 4, 536 
Oe Value__.-..-.-..-.2.---s-s-2-2--------| $29,203] $12,332] $15,752. | - $32,810. $54, 045 Ce 

Average per ton ?_..-.-_..-..._-.-- $14. 96 $13.42 | . $14.03 $15. 38 $11. 91 
Imports for consumption: 

Short tons._.-.-.--.---------.--------- 34 36 . 569 |. 22 |_-...------- . 
Value. _---------2n----vseeeeeeeee-----} $818 $777 $5, 456 $761 |.__.._.-.-- 

| Apparent new supply... ----short tons-- 1, 986 955 1, 692 2, 155 4, 536 
Percent domestic---..-----.--------- 98.2 96.2) . 66. 4 99. 0 100. 0 

| Caustic calcined: | : | 
Sold by producers: . 

Short tons.......----------------------| 10,081 7, 400 10, 157 16, 261 30, 225 
7 Value_..._-...-.-.-.-.----...----.----| $311,326 | $228} 498 | $310,102 | $512,607 | $1, 052,077 

. Average per ton 2_.__....-.-----.-- $21. 04 $30. 88 $30. 53 $31. 52 $34, 81 
- Imports for consumption: . 

Short tons.......---------------------- 2, 798 1, 452 2, 218 . 928 3 527 
Value_........-.--.--.-----------.----] $62,420} $89,551} $51,884 $21,301 | 3 $11, 538 

j . Apparent new supply. --_-..-.short tons-- 12, 829 8, 852 "12,375 17, 189 (4) 
Percent domestic.-.......-..------.--- 78. 2 83. 6— 82.1 94.6 (4) | 

7 Refractory magnesia: . . | 
2 Sold by producers: 5 a 

Short tons.......-.-.------------------| 83,204 | __ 38, 738 86,077} 140, 668 201, 481 
. Value. ...-...-..---.-.-..------.-.-| $1, 898,336 | $730,978 | $1,699, 723 | $2,802,537 | $5, 052; 879 
- Average per ton 2_._-_-..---------- $19. 21 $18. 87 $19. 75 _- $19. 92 $25. 08 

Imports for consumption: | | 
: Short tons.......-.-.------------------| 56,020 24, 990 44, 420 30,951 | 336,574 
| Valié__....._.....-...-...-..--.---.--| $795,047 | $871,669 | $800, 664 | $551,536 | * $802, 844 | 

| Apparent new supply..-----short tons..| 139, 224 63,728 |  130,497| 171,619 e 
i Percent domestic.....--.--------------}| . 59.8 60.8 66. 0 82.0 4 | . 

| 1 Partly estimated; most of the crude is processed by the mining companies, and very little enters open 
r market. 
“ _ & Average receipts f. o. b. mine shipping point. ~ 

r. 3 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. ; 
4 Figures not available for*publication. / 

Se § 1937-40: Includes dead-burned magnesite andrefractory magnesia from sea-water bitterns: 1941: Includes 
: dead-burned magnesite and refractory magnesia from sea-water bitterns, brucite, and dolomite. 

The Northwest Magnesite Co. (Farmers Bank Bldg., Pittsburgh, 
| Pa.) operated five or all of its six kilns at Chewelah, Wash., throughout 
. 1941 and in December began to operate a new kiln having a daily 
| capacity of 100 to 150 tons of dead-burned magnesite. A 300-ton- 
'  —s per-day flotation plant, which operates on a process developed in 
. cooperation with the Bureau of Mines, was completed in June 1941, 
: and test operation to determine the best commercial application of this 

: equipment has since been under way. A preliminary geological report 
| of the magnesite deposits of Stevens County, Wash., has been pub- 

lished by Bennett.? Figure 1 gives the location of magnesite and 
| brucite mines, mills, and prospects. | 
| The Westvaco Chlorine-Products Corporation (405 Lexington Ave., 

| New York, N. Y.) operated its Patterson and Newark plants (in 
California) at capacity during.1941. The Patterson plant processed 

| magnesite mined at the Bald Kagle mine near Gustine, Calif., and at 
the Western mine above Livermore, Calif. (both owned and operated 
by the company), as well as re shipped from Nevada. Magnesite 

} from the Luning district—principal source of magnesite in Nevada— 

2? Bennett, W. A. G., Preliminary Report on Magnesite Deposits of Stevens County, Wash.: Washington 
Dept. of Conservation and Development, Div.-of Geol., Rept. of Investigations 5, 1941, 25 pp. 

, 2!
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ne was supplied by the Barium Products Co., Ltd., to the Newark 
(Calif.) plant of the Westvaco Chlorine Products Corporation until 
July 26, 1941. After that date the Sierra Magnesite Co.—a company 

_ in which the interests of the Todd-California Ship Building Corpora- 
: tion and the Westvaco Chlorine Products Corporation are joined— 

| took over the magnesite-mining operations of the Barium Products 
Co., Ltd., in supplying magnesite to its parent companies. Relatively 

- ‘minor amounts of magnesite were furnished to the California plants 
of the Westvaco Chlorine Products Corporation from the East Ely 

| - Mine in eastern Nevada. a | | , 

| A | Y - ) | 

| % . TT Lyre 

PML TRS 
a LEGEND : | Ae \- 7 

HOY Q 
FIGURE 1.—Geographie distribution of magnesite and | brucite mines, mills, and prospects in the United 

. ‘ ates. * ; 

The production of magnesite in Nevada increased ereatly during 
1941. In addition to the large shipments made by the Sierra Magne- 
site Co. to the magnesium-metal-producing plant of the Permanente 
Corporation and to the calcining and processing plants of the Westvaco 
Chlorine Products Corporation; substantially increased production of _ 
magnesite and brucite was reported by Basic Ores, Inc., subsidiary of 

, _ Basic Refractories, Inc. (454 Hanna Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio), during 
1941. Basic Magnesium, Inc., also a subsidiary of Basic Refractories, 
Inc., was organized during the year and has started construction of a 
$3,000,000 plant designed to produce and process 2,000 tons of mag- 
nesite a day; this plant will include crushing, grinding, flotation, and 
calcining units and is expected to be completed by December 1942. 
Products from this area must be trucked 32 miles to Luning, Nev., 
nearest rail shipping point. Magnesia produced by Basic Magnesium, 
Inc., pall be sent to Las Vegas, Nev., to be converted into magnesium 
metal. 

In a paper read before the Industrial Minerals Division of the Ameri- 
can Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers at Rolla, Mo., 
October 1941, Max Y. Seaton discussed the magnesite holdings near 
Luning, Nev.: | 

As there has been a considerable amount of confusion in published statements 
with reference to holdings in the district, it may be well to briefly clarify them. 
The oldest interests are those of the U. 8. Brucite Co., whose property apparently
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contains the principal deposit of brucite, together with large tonnages of magnesite. 
This property is leased to Basic Ores, Inc., a subsidiary of Basic Refractories, Inc., . 

| of Cleveland. Under this lease, U. 8. Brucite retains the rights to magnesium- 
containing materials used for other than refractory purposes. In addition to . 
Basic Ores’ leasehold of the préperty mentioned, it holds, as mineral claims or 
as patented mineral land, a substantially larger area than that comprising U. 58. 

- Brucite’s holdings. Much of this land contains showings of magnesite, and 
certain proportions of it are under active development at the present time. The 
third holder of property in the district is the Nevada Massachusetts Co. (inelud- 
ing the interests of Charles Segerstrom and Frederick Thornton). The so-called 
Segerstrom property, a relatively small but extremely rich area, is a section origi- —_ 
nally prospected for tungsten and is under lease to the Sierra Magnesite Co., which 
is a corporation in which the interests of Henry J. Kaiser and his associates and 
Westvaco Chlorine Products Corporation are joined. The Sierra Magnesite 
Co.’s operations are directed toward supplying both the needs of Kaiser and 
Westvaco for magnesite ore. The fourth holder of.properties near Luning is the 

, Standard Slag Co. of Youngstown. Its property is substantially smaller than the 
U. S. Brucite’s holdings but probably contains at least some brucite in addition 
to much medium-grade magnesite. In the condensed description above, some 

~ general idea as to the areas of the various holdings has been suggested; relatively 
exact. knowledge as to ore reserves exists only with reference to the brucite on the 

: U. S. Brucite Corporation’s claims and with reference to magnesite on @ small 
«portion of the Segerstrom property. Data are not yet available to indicate the 

| relative tonnages of usable ore likely to occur in the four properties in this district. | 

a Two companies reported production of magnesite from the Llano 
: district of Texas and one from Juab County, Utah, during 1941. 

Consideration has been given to the production of refractory magnesia 
. from a high-grade magnesite deposit in the Burro Mountains about 
! 35 miles northeast of Lordsburg in southwestern New Mexico. The 
: deposit is reported to consist of three veins, each 14 feet wide and 
| 1,500 feet on the strike. A typical analysis of the crude magnesite 

| indicates the presence of 41.31 percent MgO, 1.55 percent CaO, 1.07 
-. percent SiQ,, 0.32 percent Fe,O;, 0.43 percent Al,Os, and 55.32 percent 

| ignition loss. A corresponding analysis of the calcined material indi- a 
| cates 92.46 percent MgO, 3.47 percent CaO, 2.39 percent SiOQ., 0.72 

: percent. Fe,O3, and 0.96 percent Al,Os. oo 
. _In the Federal District Court for the Southern District of New 

York, on July 22, 1941, four corporations and seven individuals were 
: assessed fines totaling $76,500 for violation of the antitrust laws in the 

| production and sale of magnesite and magnesite brick. The indict- 
ment returned on January 20, 1941, charged the Harbison-Walker 

7 Refractories Co., General Refractories Co., American-Austrian Mag- 
nesite Corporation, and Austrian Magnesite Co., Ltd., with entering 

| ‘into contracts with a group of foreign companies whereby the world 
| markets were so divided as to give each group exclusive territories with- 

| out competition. | ; 
Several proposals for the recovery of Canadian magnesite were given 

serious consideration during 1941. The British Columbia Magnesium 
Co. was organized and has done considerable exploratory work on 

| several hydromagnesite deposits in the Williams Lake district and in 
| the Clinton district of British Columbia. The concentration of mag- | 
: nesitic dolomite from Kilmar, Quebec, by flotation processes was 

studied by the Canadian Department of Mines and Resources.* 
| Magnesite recoveries of 50 to 60 percent, having a lime content of 2.0 

| to 4.5 percent, depending on the nature of the feed, were obtained 

8 Canadian Mining Journal, The Concentration of Magnesitic Dolomite from Kilmar, Quebec, Mag- . 
nesite Recoveries Bears Relation to Lime Content of Native Rock: Vol. 63, No. 3, March 1942, pp. 157-164
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oe from feeds containing 13 percent lime and 46 percent magnesite. _ 
_ The reagents used were soda ash, quebracho extract, oleic acid, and 
American Cyanamid frother No. 60. A brief review of the Canadian 
resources of magnesite, as well as other sources of magnesia including | 

| brucite, dolomite, magnesitic dolomite, magnesium silicates, brines, 
| and salines is given in a recent article by Goudge.* | 

, ~ Owing to the cessation of imports from Axis-controlled countries, 
: ~ considerable interest was attached to the development of sources of 

- - magnesite in Latin America. Two large deposits of satisfactory- 
ade magnesite occur near Brumado in the southwestern part of the - 

| State of Bafa, Brazil. Adequate transportation facilities are, how- 
| ever, lacking, and several years would be required for large-scale 

| production to be realized. Perhaps of more interest is the discovery 
_ of high-grade magnesite in northeastern Honduras. This deposit, re- | 
ported to be large, is fairly accessible to the railroad. The importa- 
tion of crude magnesite from Santa Margarita Island off the west — 

| coast of Lower California, Mexico, to be calcined at Chula Vista, 
. _Calif., has been proposed. The present duty of $9.375 per short ton | 

- on imported crude magnesite, however, makes such an operation . 
- uneconomical. A relatively large deposit of good-grade magnesite 

| near Gatooma, Southern Rhodesia, has likewise been suggested as a 
- gource of magnesite for export both to the United States and to Eng- 

| land. The critical lack of available shipping facilities, however, 
makes this, as well as magnesite deposits in Latin America, of doubt- _ 
ful value at present. . | - a 

| _ The maximum price of the maintenance grade of domestic grain 
- magnesite in bulk, f. o. b. Chewelah, Wash., was established at $22 a 

ton on January 28, 1942, by the Office of Price Administration. For | 
| carlots of the product, in bags or sacks, the price established was $4 

above the ceiling price for magnesite sold in bulk. The maximum 
price established by the schedule was that which had prevailed for the | 
revious 3 years. On March 6, 1942, however, some sales of dead- 

burned orain magnesite at a maximum of $32 per ton f. o. b. California 
: shipping points were permitted to cover high-cost productioh necessi- 

tated by the great wartime demand for refractory magnesite. 
Although only maintenance grades of dead-burned magnesite were 
covered by the price limitation, maximum price schedules were 

_ planned for other grades of magnesite and basic refractories. Prices _ 
_ of the chemical grade of domestic caustic calcined magnesite in bags, 

f. o. b. New York, N. Y., in less than carlots started a gradual in- 
| crease in April 1941 and rose from $65 to $70 per ton to $83 to $88 

per ton in April 1942, according to price quotations listed in the Oil, 
Paint and Drug Reporter. The corresponding price f. o. b. mines in 

_ California in April 1942 was $58.75 per ton. 

REFRACTORY MAGNESIA FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN MAGNESITE 

Sources of magnesia other than magnesite have gained importance 
| rapidly. Almost 33 percent of the réfractory magnesia produced in 

the United States during 1941 originated from these sourees. Produc- 
tion of brucite by Basic Ores, Inc., from the Luning district of Nevada, 
only commercial source of brucite in the United States, reached a 

4 Goudge, M. F., Sources of Magnesia and Magnesium in Canada: Trans. Canadian Inst. Min. and Met., 
vol. 45, 1942, pp. 191-207. |
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new high; the ore was shipped largely to the Maple Grove plant of 
Basic Refractories, Inc., of. Cleveland, Ohie, to be combined with 
dolomite, iron oxide, and silica or silicates for the manufacture of a 
stabilized dolomitic refractory. The Aluminum.Co. of Canada, Litd., 
started to construct a plant at Wakefield, Quebec, for the recovery of 
magnesia from the extensive .brucite deposits in the Gatineau River | 
Valley some 14 miles northwest of Hull, Gatineau County, Quebec. 
The process to be used has been developed by the Canadian Depart- 

: ment of Mines and Resources during the last 3 years. Other large - 
deposits of brucite have been found in and around BrysonTownship, 
‘Quebec, and in the vicinity of Rutherglen, Ontario. Consideration 

| has been given to the plan to use brucite from these deposits for the 
| manufacture of magnesium metal as well as of basic refractories. 

Other sources of magnesia also were actively exploited during 1941. 
| The Newark (Calif.) plant of the Westvaco Chlorine Products Cor- 

, poration operated at capacity, preparing high-grade magnesia products 
from sea-water bitterns obtained from salt plants in the vicinity of 

- San Francisco. Recent improvements in the plant have been de- 
: scribed.6 An important plant to be operated on sea-water bitterns is 

being constructed by the West Indies Sales Co. in the Bahama Islands 
to supplement domestic production of much-needed high-grade re- 

| fractory magnesia. | , | 
: ‘Owing to the high purity of the magnesia required for magnesium- , 
| metal production, considerable quantities of the raw material re- | 

| quired for this purpose have been supplied from the Newark sea-water | 
| product in an exchange agreement between the Permanente Corpora- a 

tion and. the Westvaco Chlorine Products Corporation.. Moreover, 
at least one plant to produce additional magnesia from raw sea water 

: and dolomite is being constructed on the California coast. 
. Late in 1941 the Northwest Magnesite Co. announced plans for the 
. construction, at Cape May, N. J., of a refractory magnesia plant which | 

4 is to use dolomite (shipped from near Philadelphia) and raw sea water 
be as sources of magnesia. This plant is designed to produce about 

40,000 tons of refractory magnesia a year, but provisions have been . 
: made for the addition of more units. Priorities have been granted for 
' * the materials used in its construction, which is being financed entirely 

by the Northwest Magnesite Co., and it is expected to be completed 
during July 1942. In the process to be used here and at the plants on 

: the California coast, the calcium hydroxide of milk of dolomite is 
| used to precipitate magnesium hydroxide from the magnesium chlo- 
| ride in sea water. The precipitated magnesium hydroxide and the 
2 unreacted magnesium hydroxide from the milk of dolomite are settled, 

. filtered, and calcined to yield the desired products. This magnesia 
: contains as impurities small quantities of lime that do not react com- 
- pletely with the magnesium chloride or are carbonated by the atmos- 
| phere, all the siliceous impurities in the milk of dolomite, and quanti- 
| ties of reagents (such as iron oxide) added for their modifying effects 
! in processing. Developments similar to these are occurring through- 
2 out the world. | 

! Recovery of magnesia from natural brines is also increasing. The 
Michigan Chemical Co. is constructing a plant at Saint Louis, Mich., 

’ Pit and Quarry, Sea-Water Magnesite Plant Improved: Vol. 33, No. 10, 1941, pp. 45, 47.
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_ which is expected to yield 15,000 tons of refractory magnesia from 
- dolomite and from natural brines in that area. Completion of this 

Oo plant is expected during the latter half of 1942. It is reported that | 
| _ refractory magnesia is to be recovered from the magnesium content 

| of the brines of Great Salt Lake in Utah. The salt content of the 
| lake ranges from 14 to almost 28 percent, depending on the level of the 

| lake, and is composed of 55.5 percent chloride ions, 6.6 percent sulfate 
. ons, 33.4 percent sodium ions, 1.9 percent potassium ions, 2.3 percent 

_ magnesium ions, and 0.3 percent calcium ions. Precipitated gypsum 
: undoubtedly would be a byproduct of the operation. 

: -Increased production of magnesia from dolomite was recorded dur- 
| ing 1941. The Standard Lime & Stone Co. of Baltimore, Md., 

CO operated its process at capacity during the year, leaching calcium 
| hydroxide from milk of dolomite to produce a high-MgO product for 

| refractory use. The Diamond Alkali Co., in cooperation with Basic 
| Refractories, Inc., is reported to have produced a limited quantity 

: of magnesia from calcined dolomite by treating this material in its 
| ammonia stills. The bulk of the magnesia so recovered was said to 

| have been shipped to the Maple Grove (Ohio) plant of Basic Refrac- . 
_ tories, Inc., for conversion to refractory products. The Diamond 

oo Alkali Co. will utilize this operation as part of its process for the 
manufacture of magnesium metal. | | 

| | Basic Refractories, Inc., continued to manufacture its stabilized 
| dolomitic refractory from dolomite, brucite, silica or magnesium sili- | 

: cates, iron oxide, and other components. Although this product 
, ' contains only 65 percent magnesia, it competes directly with dead- 

| burned magnesite for many uses and may therefore be considered in — 
this discussion of refractory magnesias from sources other than 
magnesite. | | : 

| ~The Warner Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., continued work in the pilot 
: plant on methods of recovering magnesia from dolomite by dissolving 

the calcium content as calcium bisulfide with hydrogen sulfide. 
Owing to the urgent need for high-grade refractory magnesia, a large 

| commercial plant to use this process is being constructed. MaclIn- 
tire, working for the American Lead, Zinc & Smelting Co., patenteda 

| process for recovering magnesia from dolomite. His process involves 
treating half-burned dolomite with water and hydrogen sulfide to 
form a solution of magnesium bisulfide. The calcium carbonate is 
removed, and magnesium hydroxide and hydrogen sulfide are re- 
covered by boiling the solution. Stump’ patented a method of 
differentially carbonating a milk of dolomitein such a way that only 
the Ca(OH), is carbonated, whereas the Mg(OH), is left unaffected. 
The calcium carbonate and magnesium hydroxide are separated by 

| mechanical means. 
The possibility of using magnesium silicates in the manufacture of 

magnesia attracted increasing attention during 1941. Olivine has 
been used for several years in the manufacture of Epsom salts on a 
small scale, and much experimentation has indicated the feasibility 
of using olivine and serpentine in the manufacture of magnesium 
metal. H. R. Brandenburg * has patented a process for obtaining 

‘MaclIntire, W. H., Magnesium Oxide from Dolomitic Rock: U.S. Patent 2,118,353, May 24, 1938. 
ary ie tai Horace, E., Carbonating Lime and Separating it from Magnesia: U.S. Patent 2,231,965, Febru- 

194 ren, H. R., Magnesium Oxide Recovery from Serpentine: U.S. Patent 2, 210,892, August 6,
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- magnesia from serpentine. In this process, serpentine calcined at | 
| about 700° C. is leached with water and carbon dioxide to form mag- | 

. nesium bicarbonate. Magnesia is obtained by calcining the precipi- ee 
tated basic magnesium carbonate resulting from heating the solution | 
of magnesium bicarbonate. About one-third of the magnesium in 

_ serpentine may be recovered in this manner. | | 

: a OC _ DOLOMITE | Oo a 
, Responding to the demands of the steel industry, sales of dead- 

- burned dolomite by domestic producers advanced 23 percent over 
the 1940 level to a new high of 1,069,887 short tons. Most refractory 
dolomite plants were operated at or near capacity, and increased : 

| production facilities seemed to be needed in some places. As in 1940, 
no imports of dead-burned dolomite into the United States were . 
reported. The year 1941 was marked by an increased use of dolomite | 
as a source of magnesia. As noted in the preceding section on Refrac-_ - 

os tory Magnesia from Sources Other than Magnesite, two companies” | 
utilized dolomite for the manufacture of refractory magnesia, and 

| several more were constructing plants or studying processes for that 
. purpose. However, the various magnesium-metal plants now under 

| ~ construction probably will consume far more calcined dolomite than 
those in which refractory magnesias are or will be produced. 

: . Dead-burned dolomite sold in and imported into the United States, 1987-41 

| . Sales - Imports ! | Se Sales | Imports ! 

| Year ) | Year | 
, ‘ Short Value Short Value Short Value Short Value 

- 7 1937.......| 617,706 | $5,217,833 | 9,083 |$231, 084 || 1940.......] 867,909 | $6, 925,328 |........|_-..---- 
: 1938...-...| 366,626 | 3,095,355 | 2,875 | 67,340 || 1941.------|1, 069,887 | 9,111,172 |-.------|-------. 

: 1939._.-.._| 671,561 | 5,447,554 | 186 | 4, 260. : ) 

| 1 Reported as ‘‘dead-burned basic refractory material.” | | 

Nine plants that will use dolomite in the production of magnesium | , 
| are now under construction. The processes to be used are described | | 

in some detail in the Magnesium chapter of this volume. Estimates 
. place the total calcined dolomite to be used in the war program for 
| production of magnesium metal at nearly 600,000 tons annually. , 

Important as this quantity may be, however, it is less than that used 
= for refractory purposes in normal peace times. _ | 
| An interesting information circular on dolomite was published by 

| the Bureau of Mines.® This paper discusses most of the uses of 
dolomite in some detail and also indicates the location of the principal 

: deposits from which dolomite has been recovered. Another informa- 
: tion circular dealing more particularly with the uses of dolomite in 
. the chemical and processing industries was also published by the 

Bureau’ of Mines during 1941." 

| m1 Colby, Shirley F., Occurrences and Uses of Dolomite in the United States: Bureau of Mines Inf. Cire. 

10 Bowles, diiver, and Jensen, Mabel S., Limestone and Dolomite in the Chemical and Processing Indus- 
| tries: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7169, 1941, 15 pp.
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| | a | OTHER MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS | 

_ Production of magnesium compounds (other than magnesias similar 
_ to caustic calcined or dead-burned magnesite) from natural_brines, 

~ __— bitterns, or saline deposits continued to expand and reached a new 
high level of 137,357 tons valued at $3,587,784 in 1941, a 27-percent 

- Increase in quantity over the previous high of 108,266 tons valued at 
$2,452,814 in 1940. The huge war demand for magnesium metal — 
spurred the production of magnesium chloride and increased its lead 
over other magnesium compounds still further. Almost two-thirds of 

| the projected 362,500 tons of annual magnesium-producing capacity 
| for the war program will utilize electrolysis of magnesium chloride. 

| _ Adding other consumption of magnesium chloride to that for mag- 
| nesium metal, the total will approach a million tons annually, which 

is many times the 1940 total. To produce the great tonnages of 
| magnesium chloride required, operations of the Dow Chemical -Co. at 

| Midland, Mich., and at Freeport, Tex., and of the Westvaco Chlorine 
Products Corporation at Chula Vista, Calif., were maintained at ca- _ 
pacity during the year. | 7 ee | 

Magnesium compounds imported for consumption an the United States, (1987-41 | 

. | : Magnesium chlo-| agnesium sul- Calcined magn “Or | Oxide or calcined 
Co ride gegnyarous fate (Epsom salts) | caleined kieser- magnesia ~ 

Year oe wel ite (not fertilizer) . a 

| | | - Short Value Short Value Short E Short Value 

7 - 1987...-....--..-..--} - 32] $1,120] 1,953 | $26,771 | 4,117 |. $71,880 | 109 | $35, 648 
. 1938-12222 2 41} 1,572 799 | 12,328| 3,193 | 66, 470 46 | 15,947 

1939.22 2272772777 28 960 198 | 3,641] 2472| 43,435 38 | 14,755 
| 1940._-._-----------]  ) 21 6 g98 |. | ig| 5,672 

1941 Jan-Sept.)----] "8 318 1 170 |_-22 22} 6} 2142 

. | | Magnesium carbonate, Manufactures of car- | Magnesium salts | and | 
| Year precipitated bonate of magnesia compounds, n. s. p. f.3 

a | Short i Value | Short i Value | Short i Value | 

| 1987._....--------------------- 521 $51, 684 - 7 $562 70 $20, 462 
1938-2 = 2 TTT} 470 | 53,151 3| . "209 48 17, 146 
1930...------.--- sn 776 | 68,984 |... | eed 59 26, 788 
1940.2 TTT "754 | > 82,764. | __-- 2002 0.| se secs 92 44,402 
1941 (Jan.-Sept.)---..--.------ 634 | 74,004 [OTT TTT 19 8, 861 

1109 pounds. | | | 
# Magnesium silicofluoride or fluosilicate included under ‘‘Magnesium salts and compounds, n. s. p. f.”’ 

The Bureau of Mines is conducting exploratory work to determine 
the feasibility of a plant to produce magnesium chloride from saline 
deposits at depths ranging from 2,200 to 4,200 feet near Thomp- 
sons, 30 miles north of Moab, Grand County, Utah. The brines are 
said to contain almost 32 percent solids that consist approximately of 
52 percent magnesium chloride, 27 percent calcium chloride, 13 per- 
cent potassium chloride, and 8 percent sodium chloride; about 0.15 
to 0.20 percent of bromine is also present. The erection of a plant 
capable of producing 500 tons of anhydrous magnesium chloride daily 
has been proposed. Bromine and potassium ehloride also would be 
recovered. |
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Recently a large deposit of brine about three times as rich in mag- . 
: nesium salts as that used by the Dow Chemical Co. at its Midland 

| (Mich.) plant has been discovered near Ludington, Mich. It is 
_ planned to use magnesium chloride extracted from this brine for the 

annual production of 72,000 tons of magnesium metal, most of which - 
| will be manufactured by the Dow Chemical Co. oe 

The magnesium chloride obtained. as a byproduct of the production 
of potassium sulfate by the Union Potash & Chemical Co., Carlsbad, | 

~  N. Mex., subsidiary of the International Minerals & Chemical Co., _ 
is also to be used as a source of magnesium metal. Anhydrous 
magnesium chloride will be shipped to Austin, Tex., for conversion 
into metal. Additional metal will be produced at this plant from 
dolomite as raw material. | | : | | 
Production of magnesium chloride from other sources, notably . 

| dolomite and magnesium silicates, is expanding rapidly. Of the huge 
quantity of magnesium chloride needed for magnesium-metal produc- 

7 tion, over 200,000 tons will be derived from dolomite and additional 
quantities may be obtained from olivine and serpentine. The 7 

: chapter on Magnesium in this volume contains further details concern- 
ing these developments. ) Oo | | 

: Production of magnesium sulfate from natural brines increased 
substantially during 1941. Production was reported in Michigan, 
Texas, and Washington, with one plant in each State. The recovery | 
of Epsom salts from Epso Lake in north central Washington by the 

| C. A. Kearney Co. of Tonasket, Wash., has been discussed in Mining | 
World, July 1941 (pp. 29-31). | | | 

' Naturally occurring brines rich in magnesium sulfate found west of 
| the Pecos River in Eddy County, southeastern New Mexico, were | 
| described by Lang." These brines average 382 grams per liter solids — 
. content, of which 44 percent is magnesium sulfate, 39 percent sodium : 
| sulfate, 10 percent magnesium chloride, 4. percent potassium sulfate, | | 

2 percent magnesium borate, and 1 percent magnesium carbonate. 
-_Interest was expressed in utilization of these brines as a source ef raw © 

| material for magnesium-metal production. | 7 : 
| Considerable expansion of the magnesium sulfate plant near Sylva, 
| N. C., is contemplated, although. no action was taken during 1941. | 
: This plant produces Epsom salts by the digestion of olivine with sul- 
| furic acid, followed by leaching, purification, and crystallization of . 
: the magnesium sulfate so produced. a 
) Methods for preparing magnesium sulfate by treatment of mag- 

nesium hydroxide and gypsum with CO,” and by calcination of a 
: mixture of serpentine and iron pyrites * have been described. The 

first of these methods is carried out in an aqueous medium. always 
3 containing some magnesium hydroxide rather than in a solution 
| saturated with carbon dioxide. In the other method, only about 
; one-third of the magnesium present in the serpentine may be recovered 
: as magnesium sulfate. | 

11 Lang, Walter B., New Source for Sodium Sulfate in New Mexico: Bull. Am. Assoc. Petrol. Geol., vol. 
25, No. 1, January 1941, BP. 152-160. J 

12 Farnsworth, Wm. H., and Martin, Clair H., Magnesium Sulfate from Magnesium Carbonate and 
Calcinm Sulfate: U.S. Patent 2,231,327, February 11, 1941. 
No. re ee R., Serpentine as a Source of Magnesia: Min. Jour. (Phoenix, Ariz.), vol. 24,
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A strong plaster, described by Cunningham," has been prepared by | 
heating gypsum in 30- to 35-percent magnesium sulfate solution at 
265° F. for about 45 minutes. The calcium sulfate hemihydrate 

- resulting from heat treatment of the gypsum is filtered from the — 
_ Epsom salts solution and is. washed, dried, and ground in a ball mill 
to produce a plaster holding 33 to 45 cc. of water per 100 grams and. 
having a tensile strength when set of 490 pounds per square inch and 

| a compressive strength of 4,610 pounds per square inch. | 
A series of British patents ° on a new process for the recovery of 

| magnesium compounds from sea water has been issued. The process 
7 involves precipitation of magnesium hydroxide from sea water in the 

usual manner, followed by dissolution of this precipitate with carbon . 
dioxide under pressure. The resulting solution of magnesium bicar- | 

| 7 bonate is passed through a column of an organic cation-exchange 
: material saturated with a sodium compound. This results in the 

formation of a solution of sodium bicarbonate from which sodium 
carbonate may be recovered. Magnesium chloride may be obtained 

Ss by passing raw or treated sea water through the column saturated 
with magnesium ions. Magnesium sulfate may be obtained by 

| treating the magnesium-saturated cation-exchange material with 
| sulfuric acid followed by neutralization. Patents on pretreatment of 

| sea water and on the precipitation of magnesium hydroxide and 
| magnesium silicate are included in this series. __ | | 

| Prices of most magnesium compounds remained constant during 
. 1941. Anhydrous magnesium chloride sold at 13 cents per pound 

delivered in barrels, while the price of flake magnesium chloride packed __ 
oO in barrels remained at $32.00 per ton, f. 0. b. works. Technical 

Epsom salts sold at $1.80 per 100 pounds in bags. No changes in 
price occurred among the more usual grades of magnesium carbonate, 
oxide, or hydroxide. é | 

7 A new magnesium mineral, bradleyite (Na,;,PO,.MgCO;), was 
, reported by Fahey and Tunell.® This mineral occurs as a 1-inch ~ 

layer at a depth of 1,343 feet in the drill core in which the mineral 
shortite was found in Sweetwater County, Wyo. | 

o CALCIUM CHLORIDE 

_ Sales of calcium chloride and mixed calcium-magnesium chloride : 
obtained from natural brines totaled 165,932 short tons in 1941, basis 
75 percent (Ca, Mg) Cl, a 67-percent increase over the 1940 total, 
resulting largely from increased business activity noted generally 
throughout the Nation. Exports of calcium chloride in the first 9 
months of 1941 were 15,961 short tons, or almost double the total for 
1940. Customarily exports of calcium chloride, although having a 
wide distribution, go largely to Canada, Argentina, Venezuela, Cuba, 
Netherlands Indies, and Mexico. 

~ 14 Cunningham unningham, W. A., A Strong Plaster for Paperless Wallboard: Rock Products, vol. 45, No. 4, April 
1942, pp. 50-53; Schoch, E. P., Wall Plaster: U. S. Patent 1,989,712, February 5, 1935. 

__ 15 Adams, Basil A. (assr. to Ocean Salts Products, Ltd.), Magnesium Sulfate from Magnesium Hydroxide 
Prepared from Sea Water: British Patent 532,786, January 30, 1941; Treatment of Sea Water and the Like: 
British Patent 533,509, August 8, 1939; Pure Magnesium Hydroxide: British Patent 535,852, September 
20, 1989; Magnesium Silicate: British Patent 535,853, September 20, 1939; Producing Solutions of Alkali 
Compounds from Sea Water: British Patent 535,854, September 20, 1939; Magnesium Chloride: British 

Yatent Fay oe November 13, 1939; Preparation of Magnesium Fluoride: British Patents 540,075 and 

# Fahey, Joseph J., and Tunell, Geo., Bradleyite, a New Mineral, Sodium Phosphate-Magnesium 
Carbonate: Am. Mineral., vol. 26, 1941, pp. 646-650.
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Calcium (caleium-magnesium) chloride from natural brines sold by producers in 
| the United States, 1937-41 : 

a {In terms of 75 percent (Ca, Mg) Cla] . 

| Year Short tons Value . Year c : Value 

1937....-.-----------------| 9% 142 {$1,295,403 |] 1940....2-..---.--..-----.] 199, 536 | $998, 241 
1938... eee} 96,470 | 1, 218,938 |} 1941-22-22 2222 LlLi 2] 165,932 | 4, 333, 370 | 
1930.....-...---..---------] 108,441 | 1,307,717 : | 

| 1 Revised figures. 7 : . : | | - 

Calcium chloride imported for consumption i and exported from the United States, . 

Imports Exports . 

Year | -—_—_—- - 
| | | Short tons Value | Short tons Value 

4987 eee eee eee eee 2,205} $24,908 21,731 | $415, 309 
1938__.........---------------- +--+ eee 1, 642 21,174 24, 118 396, 981 

1939... ..--..-sses-ss2eeeeseeeoeeeeseeeneeeeeeeeeeeeee 996 12314 19, 382 318, 199 oo, 
1940. onan s nee n cae e nee enenenoeevesneesenee sec |oeeeceseneee|eeeeeeecen e+ 8, 907 194, 738 

- 1941 (January-September).....------------------------- 7 . 995 15, 961 376,912 . 

Calcium chloride is consumed chiefly in road stabilization, surface — | 
| consolidation, and dust laying; other uses are for highway ice control, 

dust-proofing coke and coal, refrigeration, concrete acceleration and — 
| conditioning, manufacture of chemicals, and air conditioning. Sub- 

stantially increased consumption for concrete acceleration and con- 
: ditioning during 1941 resulted primarily from increased construction 
- of defense projects. It is expected that the use of calcium chloride m | 
: dust- and freeze-proofing coal and dust-proofing coke will increase if 
: oil-transportation difficulties cause increased utilization of coal for — | 

domestic heating purposes. | | - 
A new use for calcium chloride, and one that will doubtless become 

| very important in the near future, is in conjunction with dolomite in | 
| the manufacture of magnesium metal by processes to be used by 

7 several alkali companies. It is estimated that the production of | 
| magnesium metal alone will consume about 300,000 tons of the 
| equivalent of 75«percent calcium chloride annually before 1943. . 

| Calcium chloride prices tended to decrease during 1941. Prices of 
: flake calcium chloride of 77- to 80-percent concentration, which at the 
| beginning of the year were quoted by the Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter _ | 

| at $20.50 to $35.00 per ton in carlots of material packed in drums, by — 
: the middle of June were quoted for material in paper bags because of | 

increased package costs. Prices for calcium chloride in drums were 

| $3.50 per ton more and those for calcium chloride in burlap bags $2.50 
to per ton more than for material in paper bags. Early in November 
: the prices of calcium chloride in paper bags were reduced to the range 
_ of $18.50 to $35.00 per ton. 

- BROMINE . 

| Production of bromine continued its phenomenal rise which began | 
| in 1926 by advancing 15 percent from its 1940 level to 34,159 short 
: tons in 1941. The high pitch of business activity, involving increased 

| consumption of gasoline of ever-improving antiknock rating, has been
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| _ chiefly responsible for this increase, although the expanding miscel- _ 
laneous uses for bromine compounds have also played important 
roles. During 1941. bromine was produced in 14 plants distributed 

sO throughout the Nation, as follows: Michigan, 5; Ohio, 1; West Vir- 
| -ginia, 4; California, 2; and North Carolina and Texas, 1 each. 

| | The Ethyl-Dow plant at Freeport, Tex., was a very important 
7 new domestic producer of bromine, having gone into production in 

| March 1941; it operates in conjunction with the Dow plant that 
| produces magnesium metal at the same location... The bromine from 

| the plant appears largely in the form of ethylene dibromide, a com- — 
pound produced from the recovered bromine and the natural gas piped 

_ to the plant. The addition of this new plant to the Ethyl-Dow 
: -bromine-production facilities increases still further the already great | 

, / _ fraction of the total domestic bromine production controlled by the _ 
company. | | 

| Bromine and bromine in compounds sold pease by producers in the United States, 

Year Pounds Value | Year Pounds Value SS 

1937__.......--.-.---------] 26, 200, 256 | $5, 180,177 || 1940....................-.] 59, 266, 275 | $11,772, 515 
1938.._.______.._...-------| 38, 324,116 | 6, 610, 056 || 1941_............-....-...| 68,317,019 | 11,506,213 
1939.....__..-...--...--...-] 37, 882, 005 | 7, 611, 400 

oe The process used by the American Potash & Chemical Corporation, 
another relatively new producer in the field, for recovering bromine 

a is described in a recent patent.'7 It involves concentrating the raw 
brine from Searles Lake substantially to saturation with respect to 
potassium chloride and then cooling the liquor to separate mixed 

| crystals of potassium chloride and of potassium bromide, which is 
isomorphous with it. Concentrations of potassium bromide as high 

| as 1.8 percent of the crystalline product are obtained. These crystals 
are separated from the mother liquor and dissolved, and the solution 

| | is treated with chlorine to release the bromine, which is recovered by 
, steam distillation. Pure potassium chloride is crystallized from the 

debrominated solution. Bromides will be prepared from bromine by 
a recent modification of the van der Meulen process, in which 
bromine is reacted with a metal hydroxide or carbonate in the presence 
of an easily reduced material, yielding only water and gases as products 
of reduction. | 

By far the greatest part of the bromine manufactured in this country 
is used as ethylene dibromide in the preparation of ethyl fluid, which 
is added to gasolines to improve their antiknock qualities. Other im- 
portant uses for bromine compounds are in photography, medicine, . 
fumigation, and chemical synthesis. Although not yet used to an 
appreciable extent in World War II, many war gases and lachrymators 
contain bromine and consumed a very appreciable tonnage of bromine 
during World War I. Germany is reported to have large stores of 
poison gases on hand, and it is probable that other warring nations 
likewise are producing such weapons in appreciable quantities. Should 

” Gale, Wm. A., and Pearson, E. P., Recovery of Bromine and Iodine from Brines Such as Searles Lake 
Brine: U.S. Patent 2,251,353, August 5, 1941. 
9, taculen, J. H. van der, Alkali or Alkaline Earth Metal Bromides: U.S. Patent 1,775,598, September
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| poison-gas warfare become active, large quantities of bromine doubt- 
| less would be necessary for the manufacture of the requisite gases and a 

. Other chemical agents. | : | , | | , 

Some progress has been made in the problem of shipping elementary 

- bromine. Under present practice, bromine is shipped in cases of nine os 

glass bottles, each containing 6.5 pounds of bromine. The net weight " 

of this unit is 58.5 pounds of bromine, and the gross weight is about 

» 140 pounds. A recent German patent (No. 694,408) suggests packag- a 

_ ing the bromine in light sheet-iron containers coated with lead and | 

partly filled with tetramethyl-ammonium bromide. Bromine is added | 

| to this compound in the container to form a solid molecular compound, 7 

of which 93 percent is bromine. The containers are equipped with . 

openings, and the brommne is introduced through tubes. When itis | 

desired to remove the bromine, hot air or steam is injected, and at - 

| 40° C. the bromine melts and can be withdrawn, leaving the tetra- 

: methyl-ammonium bromide, which can be used again. It is claimed , 

: that by this means the packing weight may be reduced to one-tenth So 
of its former poundage. 7 Se oe ae 

- _. Bromine prices remained constant during 1941, being quoted at 25 

. to 30 cents per pound for the purified material in 1,000-pound cases. oe 

: a | IODINE a oo | 

Production of iodine in the United States again increased during _ 

m 1941. Current figures may not be published, however, owing to the | 

- fact that only the Dow Chemical Co. and the Deepwater Chemical Co. a 
reported production. The domestic output of iodine during 1937 oe 

: (the latest year for which statistics have been published by the _ 

_ Bureau of Mines) was 299,286 pounds valued at $242,422. Imports _ 

bs of crude iodine amounted to somewhat over 339 short tons in the first 

- 9 months of 1941; however, they are not a reliable index of con- 

sumption or activity in the iodine industry in a given year. ‘This is _ 

due to the relatively limited use of this commodity and to the fact ; 

! that the Chilean Nitrate & Iodine Sales Corporation, only iodine- | 

importing organization, maintains large stocks in this country. _ 

| Crude iodine imported for consumption in the United States, 1937-41 | 

: 
ee 

| Year Pounds Value | Year Pounds Value | 

: 1937...........-....-------| 1,967,148 | $1,784,491 || 1940..__....--.-.---------] 1,244,146 | $1, 206, 181 
| 1938.22 2777277777] 570; 532 | ~ * 464,308 || 1941 Gan.-Sept.)-.--.-.--| 678,865 | 769, 272 
: 1039......-..-....-.-------| 200,000} 168, 238 ” of 

pe eS 

Prices of crude iodine were the same at the end of 1941 as at the 

: beginning. On June 16, 1941, the Chilean Nitrate & Iodine Sales 

! Corporation raised the price of crude iodine from $1.35 per pound to 

: $1.60, but when domestic producers failed to follow this advance the 

: importers soon were forced to restore their quotation to its former level. 

lodine is used chiefly in pharmacy and photography, in table salt, 

and as a mineral supplement to animal feeds. Factors responsible for 

loss of iodine from iodized salt-and iodized feeding stuffs have been 

: studied by the Iodine Educational Bureau in collaboration with the 

Mellon Institute for Industrial Research. It was found that iodized 

497779 —43——-97 |
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salt may lose as much as 40 percent of its iodine content during 18 - months’ storage, and iodized-mineral feeding mixtures may lose. | 9 to 20 percent in 4 months. This loss, however, has been overcome 
| by milling 10 percent of the stearate of either calcium or Magnesium 

| with 300-mesh potassium iodide before mixing with the salt or feeding | compound. ‘This process; which is now in commercial application, is 
said to impart great stability to the iodide in the presence of salt or : mineral oxidizing agents but to leave the iodide in a completely | | assimilable form. a oe : ae 

a SODIUM SULFATES AND CARBONATES > Oo 

- - _ Production of natural sodium sulfate reversed its upward trend by _ _ decreasing 16 percent from the 1940 level to 157 ,524. short tons in 
| 1941 owing partly to a 3%-month strike at the plant of one of the | 

~ principal producers. It has been estimated that the total 1941. 
| | consumption of salt cake was 525,000 to 550,000 tons, an increase of 

| _ some 100,000 tons over the preceding year. Extended use of paper, 
oo especially for packaging, was largely responsible for this gain. Im- 

| ports of sodium sulfate (almost all salt. cake) during the first 9 months 
of 1941 were 61,508 short tons valued at $664,985, indicating an in- | | creased over-all rate of importation despite cessation of imports from _ _ Continental Europe. | | 

_ Natural sodium sulfates and sodium carbonates sold or used by producers in the — : , | Onited States, 1935-41 . a or 

| | Sodium sulfates 1 Sodium carbonates 2 SO 

Short tons Value Short tons Value ~ 

1985-22. oe 38. 706 $275, 943 | 7 $1, 173, 008 1936__.220 022222 51, 608 336, 559 102,866 | 1, 106, 364 1987.22 80, 053 599, [66 | | 1€4, 711 1, 191, 485 1088. --------------------eeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeee--| 80,210} 596,812 | —icoso10 | st 235? ga8 | 1939... eet 137, 479 1, 027, 876 124, 743 1, 528, 810 1940.00 2222 187,233 | 1,528,633 | 120,034] —1, 620, 983 75 157,524} 1, 443, 137 146,677 | 1, 822, 986 

1 1935-38: Salt cake and Glauber’s salt; 1939-41: Salt cake, Glauber’s salt, and burkeite. 2 Soda ash, bicarbonate, and trona. . 

Commercial shipments of sodium sulfate products from the plant | of the Desert Chemical Co. of Dale Lake, Calif., were begun in Sep- | tember 1941. This plant recovers sodium sulfate ard sodium chloride from a subterranean brine lake containing 22.5 percent NaCl and 7.5 _ percent Na,SO,. Fractioual crystallization, dependent on natural 
variations in climatic conditions, is used to effect separation of the 
constituents of the brine. 

The American Potash & Chemical Corporation, Trona, Calif, | already leading producer of natural sodium sulfate products, will 
increase its annual productive capacity for salt cake by 50,000 tons during 1942. The entire production of the company was halted for almost 15 weeks (from March 15 until July 1, 1941) by a strike of plant workers. The process used by this company has been interest- ingly described by Robertson.” Use is made of the phase-rule rela- 

, Ol, Paint and Drug Reporter, Salt Cake: Vol. 141, No. 5, February 3, 1942, p. 38. * Robertson, G. Ross, Expansion of the Trona Enterprise: Ind. and Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 24, No. 2, | February 1942, pp. 133-137.
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tionships between solutions of sodium chloride and the other salts 

> involved, whereby sodium sulfate and sodium carbonate are recovered 
from burkeite obtained as a byproduct in the recovery of potassium | 

| chloride and borax from the brines in Searles Lake, Calif. | 

The process used by the Ozark Chemical Co. at its Monahans (Tex.) | 

- plant to recover and dehydrate sodium sulfate has been described by 

-. Douglass and Anderson.* Glauber’s salt is dehydrated at this plant 

| by ‘submerged combustion.” A somewhat similar-process of evapo- | 

ration of hydrous sodium sulfate has been described by Schultz and 

: Lavine.2 Their process of “interphase evaporation” by hot combus- — 

tion gases from burning peat was suggested for the commercial , 

| development of the natural sodium sulfate of North Dakota. | - i 

| “Y DC oo 
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FIGURE 2.—Geographie distribution of sodium sulfate mines and prospects in the United States. 

- Several new sources of sodium sulfate have been discovered in New _ 

Mexico (see fig. 2). H. P. Powers of Gallup, N. Mex., reports dis- . 

t covery in that State of a large deposit contaming over 80 percent } | 

- sodium sulfate based upon the dry weight of the salts present. Minor oo 

constituents include magnesium sulfate and sodium chloride. The _ - 

_ salts as recovered from the deposit contain some 45 percent moisture. | 

The previously mentioned natural brines of southeastern New Mexico, : 

described by Lang,” were also considered to be sources of sodium 

sulfate. It is suggested that sodium sulfate produced from this source 

could be sold to the nearby potash industry, to be used for converting . 

sylvite into potassium sulfate and sodium chloride. | 

_ ” Prices of domestic salt cake in bulk were reduced to $13.00 per ton | 

i early in June 1941, despite the reduction in supplies brought about by 

the strike at the American Potash & Chemical Corporation. Prices, 

however, were increased to $15.00 per: ton in September. — 

1 Douglass, E. W., and Anderson, C. O., Submerged Combustion as Applied to Sodium Sulfate Pro- 

’ duction: Chem. and Met. Eng., vol. 48, No. 5, May 1941, pp. 135-137. 

; #1 Schultz, Robert F., and Lavine, Irvin, Interphase Evaporation of Sodium Sulfate Solutions: Ind. and 

: Eng. Chem., ind. ed., vol. 34, No. 1, January 1942, pp. 50-64. 

: - % Lang, Walter B., Article cited in footnote 11.
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| Sales of natural sodium carbonates, all produced in California, __ 
increased 13 percent from the 1940 total to 146,677 short tons during | 
1941. Estimated“ production of sodium carbonate by chemical 

| means during 1941 was 3,512,000 short tons of ammonia-soda process 
sodium carbonate and 18,000 short tons.of electrolytic sodium car- 
bonate, indicating an increase of almost 16 percent over the 1940 
total for chemically manufactured soda. Virtually all major -con- 
suming industries required more soda ash to cope with higher operating 
schedules. New munition plants and increased requirements of the 
aluminum industry because of vastly expanded production and utili- 
zation of lower-grade ores, however, were direct factors resulting from 

| the great defense effort of 1941. Reduced consumption of sodium . 
| carbonate in the manufacture of plate glass (owing to the ban on 

, manufacture of private automobiles) is likely to be more than offset 
| by substitution of glass for other less available materials and by in- 

| creases in glass-container manufacture resulting from efforts to con- 
serve the supplies of tin. It has been suggested that the use of soda 

| ash in the desulfurization of steel be greatly increased to save man- | 
ganese. This use of soda ash is widely practiced in Europe. KEsti- 

, mated possible consumption of soda ash in this application is of the 
: order of 35,000 tons. | ae | 

| To meet the expanded requirements for sodium carbonate, emphasis 
_ was placed on recovery from natural sources by rapidly constructed 
and relatively simple temporary plants rather than on large and costly — 

| soda-ammonia process plants. Because some of the temporary plants 
would operate on submarginal deposits, they would require higher — 
prices for their products; but they could be dismantled after the 

| - emergency with little loss, whereas the larger ammonia-soda plants 
. might create a relatively large overcapacity for a considerable period. 

Pike * suggested the establishment of a huge chemical industry in 
Wyoming based upon large deposits of trona discovered in 1939 about 

. 20 miles west of Green River. It 1s proposed to sink a shaft to the 
| deposits, which lie at a depth of 1,500 to 1,600 feet. The estimated 

cost of producing the trona by using room-and-pillar mining methods 
) is $1.50 per ton. . | 

Prices of sodium carbonates remained constant during 1941, but a 
slight revision was made in contract prices for 1942 to cover the cost 
of burlap packings. The light and extra-light soda ash in carlots, in : 
bags, ranges from $1.05 to $1.13 per 100 pounds and the dense, in 
bags, $1.15 per 100 pounds, according to the Oil, Paint and Drug | 
Reporter. | . 

The American Potash & Chemical Corporation of Trona, Calif., is 
making additions to its plant for recovering soda ash from burkeite, 

| a, byproduct of the recovery of potassium chloride and borax from the 
brines of Searles Lake. The additions are expected to make possible 
an increased output of 40,000 tons of soda ash annually. 

BORATES 

~Domestic production of borates during 1941 reached 301,282 short 
tons, a 24-percent increase over 1940, despite the 3%-month strike 

4 Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering, Commodity Reviews, Alkalis, and Chlorine: Vol. 49, No. 2, 
February 1942, pp. 84-86. . 

3% Pike, Robert D., Possibilities for a Wyoming Chemical Industry; Statement before the Subcommittee 
of Public Lands Committee of the United States Senate, July 23. 1941; Chem. and Met. Eng. vol. 48, No. 9, 
September 1941, pp. 112-113.
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So at the plant of one of the leading producers and a sharp decline in . 
2 exports. Apparent consumption of borates is estimated to have | 

reached an all-time high, greatly exceeding the previous high of 211,739 | 
2 tons attained in 1936. Increased industrial activity, substitution of | 
| ceramic and enameled ware for metals and alloys needed for war 

| purposes, and military needs were largely responsible for the expanded | 
: ~ consumption. — | | | | 

‘ | Salient statistics of the boron-mineral industry in the United States, 1987-41 — 

: : - | 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 | 

7 Sold or used by producers:! | ' | a : 
7 Short tons............-----------------| _ 358,808} 215,662 | 245,284 | 243,355 | 301, 282 | 
: Value.....-.-.-..------.--..-.-----=-] $7,232, 897 | $4,739, 201 | $5,689, 797 | $5,643,390 | $8, 455, 422 

Imports for consumption (refined): 3 
7 "pounds... -------------e sen seeene nee 724 631 2774| 752 |. ne ) 
| Value__._..------.--.--------------2-- $176 $131 2 $170 1 | 
: Exports: |. . 
: ~"Bhort tons.....---.------------.-------] _ 154,052 77,519| 91,139] 64,318 | 828, 746 | 

Value. ...2..2222 22 TTITTTITTITIIT] $4,715; 691 | $2, 642) 446 | $3, 230, 304 | $2, 456, 523 | # $1, 271; 600 7 
-.% tion: 4 UU 

PPSnOTE ONS eeeeeenea--nea-e| 204,846 138,143} 154,145} 179,042] = (®) | 

1 1937: Borax, colemanite, kernite, and boric acid (calculated as borax); 1938: Borax, kernite, and borie Oo 
: - acid; 1930: Borax, colemanite, kernite, ulexite, and boric acid; 1940-41: Borax, kernite, boric acid, and 

, Also 348 pounds of crude valued at $7 in 1939. | | 
: . 3 Figures cover January to September, inclusive. — Oo 
e ¢ Quantity sold or used by producers plus imports minus exports. : 
; § Figures not available for publication, - 

Owing to the strike at Trona, Calif., mentioned heretofore, a tem- | 
- porary but acute shortage of borates developed, and it became neces- _ 

sary for the Office of Production Management to place borax and : - 
boric acid under full priority control from June 9 until August 30, ae 

: 1941, to assure adequate supplies for military requirements. Settle- oe 
; ment of the strike, however, soon restored conditions to normal, and 
: continuance of priority control became unnecessary after August 30. 
: Producers held prices of borates constant durmg 1941, although 
' resale prices often were much higher during the strike period. Upon . 

the basis of increased manufacturing costs, a price advance was allowed | : 
: on January 28, 1942, by the Office of Price Administration, which | 

undertook to review and determine prices at the request of producers. | 
. This advance amounted to $1.00 a ton over the figure of $40.50 per : 

ton of granular borax, bulk, carlots, and $2.00 per ton for boric acid, 
: the technical grade of which sold at $93.50 per ton. 

Research on the production and uses of boron compounds was active _ | 
| during 1941. Their use as fertilizers for soils deficient in boron con- | 

tinued to engage scientists, and some progress was reported in this 
field. Powers,”* in summarizing the biological effects of boron, says— 

; Boron appears to give elasticity to the plant cell membranes and to aid cell 
( division. It seems to regulate respiration, lessen effect of drought, has improved 

keeping qualities of apples and prunes, and prevents swelling and blocking of roots 
: and pollen tubes. Boron prevents break-down of conduction tissues, is important 
: in nitrogen metabolism, and aids development of nodules and nodule bacteria. 

Boron affects carbohydrate translocation and pectin formation and amount of 
calcium in tissues. ton (1940) reported boron to be essential to formation of 

| auxin in plants, and Goldschmidt and Peters reported it essential in metabolism 
of brown algae. Boron is a constituent of animal tissues. 

: » P W. L., Boron—A Minor Plant Nutrient of Major Im : Better C F | vol BS NG'6 fol’ E nL, hor t Nutrient of Major Importance: Better Crops with Plant Food,
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| : - The use of manganese or zinc borates together with chlorinated 
organic materials in fire-proofing compositions for textiles was begun 7 
during 1941. These borates, being fusible at low temperatures, cover | 

oe the fibers on exposure to the flames. Thus, glowing and creeping of 
° the fire are prevented ; the chlormated material alone could not do this. 

- ~ Zine borate has the additional advantage of giving good resistance to 
- mildew. A British patent 7’ describes the use of boric acid esters as 

| efficacious antioxidants for rubber and similar materials. Warth * 
, reported tests indicating that borax. has a rust-inhibitive action _ 

| _ superior to that of any of the various alkaline reagents found in com- _ 
‘merce and even to many so-called rust inhibitors. An Australian re- 

: port indicated that boric acid was effective in the protection of timber _ 
against the powder post borers. Eight mills in Queensland andfour 

- in New South Wales are employing the new process, which has been | 
_ in commercial use for approximately 2 years. — | oo - 

7U. S. Rubber Products, Inc.. Preserving Rubber, etc.: British Patent 509,459, July. 17, 1939. oO 
7 28 Warth, A. H., Borax as a Rust Inhibitor: The Crown, vol. 30, No. 5, 1942, p. 20 oo
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— | _ JEWELRY INDUSTRY IN 1941 

- . Retail sales by jewelry stores in the United States totaled about | 
$526,000,000 in 1941, a 30-percent increase over 1940 (when sales | 

- totaled about $405,000,000) and within 2 percent of those in 1929. 
, An additional 18 to 24 percent was sold by department stores. — | 
, Arkansas, Connecticut, and Indiana showed notable advances over — 

1940 in retail sales. Again, as in 1940, gains were due mainly to larger oo 
; turn-over of relatively inexpensive items, and sales of high-priced | 

- articles were the exception. This can be explained, in New York at 
: least, by the colorless stock market. | oe a —— 

The jewelry trade had two “Christmases’—the first late in Sep- | 
f tember, when taxwise buyers bought heavily to avoid the 10-percent 
; excise tax, and the real Christmas. During both periods the buying 
; rate was higher than at any corresponding time since 1929. Some | 
. expensive articles were sold during both buying seasons, and certain _ | 

of these, strangely enough, were purchased by European refugees. In | | 
_ 1941 the gain in sales may have been in part a hedge against inflation, : 

that is, investment buying; but furthermore, compared with 1940 the : 
: Nation’s income had risen from about $72,000,000,000 to about 
; $92,000,000,000. Sales were also increased by an all-time record | 
: number of marriages (1,565,000), over 16 percent above those in 1940, | 
f which had been the banner year. - : 

From year to year in the larger cities, a few of the better department — 
\ stores are cutting into sales of retail jewelers, and it may be added that, — 
} on the average, they are handling stock of finer grade year after year. 
: Wholesale jewelry sales in 1941 were somewhat greater even than 

those of the retailers, and stocks in retail jewelry shops increased 14 | 
percent. Manufacturers’ personnel was employed full time. During | 

: the year, exports to South America, which normally obtains its jewelry | 
; supplies from Germany, were large. | 

The national income of Canada is also rising ($5,180,000,000 in 
1940—$6,200,000,000 in 1941), and retail jewelry sales in 1941 topped | 
those of 1940. Canadian prices have as their ceiling those of the basic. 

| 1517
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- period September 15—October 11, 1941. Luckily, the more important — 
shops had fairly extensive stocks when the price order went into effect; | 

| _ but as the war progresses, the transfer of machinery and artisans to 
war work and the lack of certain materials may cause a shortage of 
articles, resulting in smaller retail sales. oo | | 

BO _ FASHIONS IN JEWELS : 

Large, flamboyant jewelry characterized the mode in 1941, a year 
, in which it was used even with sport clothes. Gold continued to be 

| worn more than platinum, although the latter was used in the finer 
diamond mountings: For the first time, however, industrial con- _ 

oo sumption of platinum exceeded that of the jewelry trade. Regi- 
| mental and other military insignia and the ‘‘V for Victory” pins and 

clips were popular, but floral decorations, grotesque animals, geo- 
| metric designs, and Victorian and South American motifs were also _ 

so seen. Ensembles set with similar stones and large jewelry pieces . 
divisible into several ornaments continued in favor. Clips and lapel _ 
pins were especially popular; watches, bracelets, earrings, and neck- 
laces were less so. Double wedding rings are gaining popularity. 

_ The shortage of melee is decreasing the use of pavé mountings, and | 
-. ss more and more fine gems are being set ‘‘sec.”’ Stones, suchras citrine . _ 

| and aquamarine, weighing up to 400 carats (over 2 ounces), were used 
- in bracelets and pins. Diamond (including some brown stones for 

| men), sapphire (largely blue, but also yellow and pink), and ruby | 
| ) were the most popular gems, followed by topaz, moonstone, emerald, 

| aquamarine, and amethyst. Due to the insistent demand for dia-_ - 
| monds, colorless stones were dominant, followed by blue, red, yellow, | 

and green. For the first time in many years, yellow stones were ° 
‘more popular than green and were used almost as commonly as blue : — 
and red stones. Owing to wider knowledge of gem stones in the 
United States, some 40 varieties were used in jewelry in 1941, in 

. contrast to the few kinds once worn. : | 

| DOMESTIC PRODUCTION | | 

Krom the 1909 peak output of gem stones valued at $534,280, 
domestic production dwindled to only $3,000 in 1934; but since that 
year productior has increased progressively and markedly and in 
1941 was valued at $240,000 to $770,000. The first figure is a rough 
estimate of the value of uncut stones used in jewelry and the second 

| an estimate of the total value after cutting, including stones added 
to mineralogists’ collections or sold to tourists, collectors, and rock 
gardeners. Of the total value, 70 percent. represents members of the 
quartz family, 18 percent sapphires (largely used industrially), and 
12 percent turquoise. The principal producing States (in approxi- 
mate order of output) were Oregon, Montana, Washington, Nevada, 
Wyoming, and Colorado. : 

The interest in beautiful minerals continues to grow; the number of 
professional and amateur lapidaries is increasing, particularly in 
Oregon (largely Portland and Newport) and Washington. Dr. H. C. 

| Dake says that in those States the shops are operating at capacity and 
there is a shortage of skilled labor; cabochon-cut gems are being sold 

| to American makers of costume jewelry; and agate balance knives and
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: mortars and pestles are being produced. Local machine shops | 
| - manufacture cutting equipment, including diamond saws. — : 
: Professional gem cutters operate also in New York, Rhode Island . 

| (Providence), Maine, North Carolina, Montana, and South Dakota. 
| Gem cutting is carried on as a hobby in many States, notably in 
| Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, and North Carolina. Owners of precious- 

stone claims complain that amateur mineralogists “high-grade’’ the ; 
| deposits in the absence of a resident watchman. | 

Agate and jasper are collected in quantity.in Oregon and Wash- | | 
ington, particularly on the beaches of Lincoln County, Oreg. Most of oe 

| this is cut by local lapidaries, although some rough is shipped to other : 
| States. Montana continues to produce a considerable quantity of 
| fine moss agate from the gravels of Yellowstone River in the south- | 

eastern part of the State. Wyoming also furnishes good material. a 
| Alfred M. Buranek states that Utah produced about $10,000 worth of 

agate in 1941. Arthur L. Crawford describes the principal varieties as | 
jasper from the east bank of the Colorado River in Grand County; 7 

- agate from 6 miles east of Cisco, Grand County; and red jasper geodes | 
from Tidwell, Emery County. Arkansas produces considerable rock 

f crystal from the vicinity of Hot Springs. Farmers dig most of it in 
the winter, but mineral dealers also mine some. Most of it is sold to a 
tourists as curios, but some is used in jewelry. Scott’s Rose Quartz . 7 

- Co. produced considerable rose quartz from its mine near Custer, - 
| S. Dak., and sold some for jewelry use. Sn 

In 1941, Montana produced about 3,720 troy pounds of sapphire 
(of which perhaps 50 percent was first-grade material), valued at , 

'  gome $43,000. The principal producers are American Gem Mines at 7 
' + Philipsburg, owned by Charles H. Carp and J. S. and R. M. Kaiser, © | 

and the Perry-Schroeder Mining Co., dredge operator of Helena. The 
: former company operates on the West Fork of Rock Creek in Granite 

County, and the latter obtains its stones as a byproduct of gold- = 
_ dredging Missouri River bars in Lewis and Clark County. Most of | 
Po the stones are sold for industrial use; if for any reason the supply of : 
'° gynthetic sapphire should be inadequate to satisfy war demands for 
: instrument jewels, Montana sapphire would have prime importance. _ 7 

Carl J. Trauerman (Butte Daily Post, June 3, 1941) believes that, if . 7 
necessary, Montana could produce 150,000 to 200,000 ounces yearly. 
Besides the two localities mentioned above, production could be 

- obtained from Brown’s Gulch in Silver Bow County, Dry Cottonwood 
Creek in Powell County, and lode mines of Yogo Gulch. 

Turquoise ranks after the quartz family and sapphiré in value of | 
production, with a total of about $28,000. Nevada ranks first in 

i output and Colorado second. The principal producer in Nevada was 
: the Smith mine at Cortez, operated by A. Guisti, which produced over | 
; 7,550 pounds; the material is shipped to E. C. Smith, Santa Barbara, | 

Calif. The King mine at Manassa, Colo., had an unusually successful 
year, as one “‘pocket’’ alone produced almost 700 pounds of good : 
material. Richard M. Pearl reports that W. S. Kettering of Pueblo : 
opened up a deposit in Pueblo County, Colo., in 1941, some of the 

| product being good gem material. Imitation turquoise is cutting 
: Somewhat into western turquoise. sales. | 

Further data furnished by B. F. Couch, Reno, Nev., suggests that 
Nevada alone produced turquoise worth at least $20,000 in 1940, so | 
that the author’s estimate of $20,000 as the country’s production in
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| ~ 1940 (Gem Stones, p. 1401, Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940) is 
probably somewhat low. The chief production centers are Royston 

| and southern Death Valley (Nye County), Battle Mountain, Cortez, 
. _ and Austin (Lander County), and one deposit in Mineral County. | 

Couch says also that in 1941 Nevada produced over 2,175 pounds of 
a good material worth $13,775, with two producers not reporting. 

— ' The Smith mine in the Bullion district, Lander County, was the chief 
| producer, followed by mines in northern Lander County and the © 

| Royston and Beatty districts, both in Nye County. 
, Richard M. Pearl (see Bibliography) states that Colorado has for 

several years ranked second among the States as a turquoise producer, — 
a the gem stone occurring at four localities in the southwestern part of 

. | the State. The principal mines are the Hall near Villagrove and the 
King near Manassa; both of these deposits occur in felsite porphyry. 

_ The deposit near Leadville occurs in Silver Plume (Algonkian) 
| granite, and turquoise near Creede occurs as stream pebbles. The 

turquoise of the lode deposits is believed to have been deposited by 
cold meteoric waters in fractures and shear zones. 

_ Alfred M. Buranek states that about $2,000 worth of variscite was 
produced from the Clay Canyon deposit near Fairview, Utah. Jewel- 

- : ers, museums, and mineral collectors were the purchasers. oe 
: ’ _ Vergil EK. Barnes (North American Tektites, University of Texas 
— Publication 3945, Austin, June 1940, pp. 477-582) describes the only. | 

oo tektites yet found in North America. The first of these, which have __ 
been dubbed “‘bediastites,”’ was found in Grimes County in 1936, and 

7 in all 482 have been recovered. To the local residents they are known 
| as “black diamonds,” and some have been cut for jewelry. They are 

found in an area 10 miles long and 5 miles wide. The tektites are | 
_. black and have an average specific gravity of 2.37; the largest weighed _ 

59.4 grams. Most of them are ellipsoidal, and a few are spherical or 
tabular with their exterior deeply furrowed. The tektites consist . 

, dominantly of silica (73.52 to 77.76 percent) and alumina (13.3 to 
| 15.88 percent), with low lime. Barnes considers them fulgurites. 

Several hundred carats of colorless and yellowish topaz was obtained 
: from the Tarryall Mountains, Park County, Colo. Gems up to 5 

- carats in weight have been cut from this material (according to a 
letter from R. M. Pearl). Topaz Mountain in the Thomas Range, Juab 
County, Utah, also produced a little topaz. Dr. H. C. Dake reports 
that some nephrite of gem quality was obtained from the two Wyoming 
localities (Fremont County and 48 miles southwest of Lander); at the 
first locality the material is mined from a dike, and at the second it 

| occurs as boulders. One mass weighed 119 pounds. He states that _ 
in 1941 about 1 ton of this variety of jade was produced, the best 
rough material selling for $5 a pound. Alfred M. Buranek states 
that a little fine pyrope garnet was mined near Mexican Hat in south- 
eastern Utah. Some was sold to prominent jewelers. Only three or 
four Indians worked the catlinite deposit at Pipestone, Minn., in 1941. 

| Other gem stones produced in the United States in 1941 included 
agate (Arizona, Colorado, Georgia, Montana, Oregon, South Dakota, 
and Utah); agatized wood (Arizona (private lands surrounding Petri- 
fied Forest National Monument) and Wyoming); alabaster (South 
Dakota); amazonstone (central Colorado); amethyst (Colorado, 
Georgia, South Carolina, LaSal Mountains and San Rafael Swell in 

4
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i Utah, and near Liberty, Wash.); apatite (South Dakota); aqua- | 

marine (Colorado, Georgia, North Carolina, South Dakota, and. 

| Wyoming); azurite (northern Colorado); carnelian (Bastrop and 

Colorado Counties, Tex.) ; chalcedony (Colorado) ; chrysoprase (North - : 

: Carolina); emerald matrix (North Carolina); epidote (Milford, 

- Utah); garnet (Georgia; rhodolite from Mason County, N. C.; and a | 

| variety from the Oregon coast known locally as * ‘Oregon jade’’); ; 

~ hematite (Platte County, Wyo.); jasper (Socorro County, N. Mex.); 

jet (Mesa County, Colo.); lapis— lazuli (Gunnison County, Colo.);) = = —-- 

- . opal (Georgia and Wyoming); moonstone (North Carolina); opalized | 

wood (central Washington) ; rhodonite (North Carolina); rock crystal - 

(Colorado, Georgia, and Idaho); rose quartz (Maine and North Caro- 

| lina); rutilated quartz (North Carolina); smoky. quartz (Colorado, | 

North Carolina, and Utah); sapphire and pink sapphire (Macon 

, County, N. C.); and tourmaline (Milford, Utah). 7 OO 

7 A little pale emerald occurs in the beryl-bearing pegmatites north- oe 

Pp east of Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. 7 | - oo, 

po oe IMPORTS = sts a 

i On January 2, 1942, the United States Department of Commerce | 

announced that “in the interest of national and hemisphere war effort, 

; no further detailed statistics concerning the foreign trade of the | 

| United States’’ would be published. Imports of precious and imita- | 

; tion stones (exclusive of industrial diamonds) into the United States 

for the first 9 months of 1941 totaled $22,802,940, a 19-percent 

decrease compared with the corresponding period of 1940. Details | 

Io for 1941 are shown in the following table. | | 

t . Precious and semiprecious stones (exclusive of industrial diamonds) imported for oe : 

consumption in the United States in 1941 (J anuary—September, inclusive) } , a 

BO ‘Diamonds: - | | Carats Value : | 

; - Rough or uncut (suitable for cutting into gem stones), 

‘ duty free.....-.--.-.------------------------- 124,202 36, 967, 938 | 

' Cut but unset, suitable for jewelry, dutiable- - ------ 182,652 13, 570, 481 

: Emeralds: , | 7 : 

' Rough or uncut, free._._---------------------------2----50 --- 7-357 

Cut but not set, dutiable.......---.-------------- 18, 497 247,730 - 

: Pearls and parts, not strung or set, dutiable: | 

; ~Natural_________--___.--------------------------------- 145, 897 | 

A Cultured or cultivated. ._.....--------------------------- 423, 918 | - 

: . Other precious and semiprecious stones:. . 

r Rough or uncut, free____--------------------------------- 75, 111 

i Cut but not set, dutiable...-...-.------------------------ 2, 074, 363 

; Imitation, except opaque, dutiable: . 

: Not cut or faceted__..__-.--------------------------- 9, 703 

: : Cut or faceted: | | : , 

\ Synthetic__..._-.----- -..------------------------ 217, 988 

| Other_________-_-------------------------------- 18, 806 

: Imitation, opaque, including imitation pearls, duti- | 

; able... _.__ ee ene ene nen enn nnn eee 26, 957 

: Mareasites, dutiable: | : 

' Real !_.._________..__---- eee eee ee eee eee 22, 208 

F Imitation._.._________--_--------------------------------- 1, 840. 

| . 22, 802, 940 7 

i 1 Figures for 1940 in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 1403, should read—Marcasites, real, $8,220; 

: grand total, $37,769,135. -
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_ Imports of pearls and cut precious stones and imitation stones in- 
: _ creased notably, while all other subdivisions decreased. Imports of _ 

| _ uncut diamonds decreased sharply, suggesting that American cutters 
overbought in 1940. The decrease in cut imported was somewhatless ~ _ 
drastic. _The number of watch jewels imported in the first 9 months 
of 1941 totaled 79,875,751 valued at $1,769,689, compared with 98,- 

| 771,042 valued at $1,831,007 in the 12 months of 1940. — | | 
7 Synthetic rubies and sapphires imported in the first 9 months of — 

, 1941 totaled 440,491 pieces worth $217,988, or 71.8 percent of the 
a quantity and 75.3 percent of the value imported in the corresponding 

| _. period of 1940. Imports of synthetics were small in the third quarter 
| of 1941 and are believed to have been negligible in the fourth quarter. — 

a | - GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS = ~~ |. a , 

| _ Again, due to the war, Government regulations covering the jewelry _ 
: _ trade were legion in 1941. Great Britain, Germany, Italy, and 
_°. France made strong efforts to divert funds normally spent on jewelry 
oo to Government securities. Oo a 

) _ EFFECT OF WAR ON SOURCES OF GEMS. : wo 

a The prices of colored stones, like those for diamonds, have increased 
: since the Second World War started. For instance, fine rubies and 

| emeralds are 15 to 20 percent higher and some of the less noble gems ~ 
| and all synthetics even more. a a | 

| | War in the Pacific has removed Thailand and Indochina from the 
| list of countries from which the United States obtains precious stones. 

_ ‘The principal sources of zircons (rough, Indochina; cut in Thailand) — - 
) therefore can no longer ‘trade with us. Thailand also supplied a few 

sapphires and rubies. Japan provided most of our cultured pearls. 
Furthermore, as a result of the war, imports of gems from India will 

| have to be rerouted, and receipt of precious stones from Burma may be 
temporarily interrupted. | | | 

| ) With the declaration of war imports from Germany (largely imita- 
tion stones) and Italy ceased, and the difficulty of importing watches 
and watch parts—notably jewels—from Switzerland increased. 
Bombay (Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, August 20, 1941, 

pp. 27-30) has long been one of the more important precious stone 
markets of the world. However, before the war started, Bombay had 

| virtually no direct trade with the United States; its stones were 
exported to London or Paris—then the center of the trade in colored 
stones—where American gem merchants purchased their requirements. 
Bombay does not control the output of any important gem-stone de- 
posits but has always been only a junction point in the world circula- 
tion of precious stones. However, conditions have changed since the 

| war. In 1938 Bombay exported $35,169 worth of gem stones and 
pearls; in 1940, $443,020. The increase of its exports to the United 
States has been even more remarkable, because American importers 
now look to Bombay instead of Paris for their colored stones. The 
quantity of stones exported is controlled by the Reserve Bank of : 
India. Rubies from Mogak, Burma, are the principal exports. 
Although star rubies are cut in Burma,other Burmese rubies are cut 

. largely in Cambay, India, and a few in Bombay itself. The price of
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. rough rubies has increased 15 to 20 percent since the war began, 
| although the price of cut stones has changed little. Star rubies and | 

sapphires sell for four or five times their pre-war price. Sapphires are | | 

! imported. from Burma, Ceylon, and Kashmir and emeralds from | 

| Ceylon and U. S. S. R.; diamonds, formerly imported from Europe, | 
| usually are sold locally. Since March 1940, an export certificate, 

obtained at an accredited bank, is required before gems can be ex- 
_. ported to the “hard-currency” countries. Precious stones cannot be : 

7 imported from “hard-currency” countries. An ad valorem duty of - 
5 percent is paid on most stones imported, although gems from Burma 

7 are exempt from duty. | : . | 
: China is sending us tiger-eye and quartz cameos, which formerly _ 
| were purchased in Germany. . - , 

_ Although there seems to be no deficiency in the supply of fine : 

- rubies, sapphires, and emeralds, there is a distinct shortage of the less 

fe expensive grades of these gems, of some of the lesser gems, and of syn- | 

thetics. Brazil, however, is supplying the United States with | 

sufficient aquamarine, topaz, citrine, amethyst, and tourmaline, and 

our imports (both cut and rough) from that country are increasing. _ . 

: In view of the unusually good demand for colored stones, the lack of _ 

: adequate cutting facilities in the United States is unfortunate. _ 
{: American lapidaries are working overtime cutting South American | 

mo rough and recutting into modern shapes stones recovered from old 
jewelry.. Some South American chalcedony is being stained into . 

» black onyx. | | , Co 

: | : oo - DIAMOND | an 

I A layman would have expected the diamond industry, which a 

; produces a luxury, to be one of the first adversely affected by the war. 
- ‘In reality, in 1941 it enjoyed relative prosperity, notwithstanding the 

- fact that its processing branch—the cutting of gem stones—is about | 

one-eighth as large as normally since the invasion of the Low Countries. 

Production was appreciably smaller than in 1940 and, indeed, a 
less than in any year since 1937. Sales of rough, on the other hand, | 

. were large, due partly to a slight increase in sales of gem stones in 
: America but largely to huge sales of industrials. Prices of rough and 

fine large cut advanced; prices of small cut held at two to four times 
those of early 1940. “Investment” buying increased in 1941—in 

: Europe in “black markets,” in the United States in a free market. 

7 Share dealings.—The shares of diamond-mining companies, virtually 

all of which are listed on the London Stock Exchange, gained over 

75 percent during the year and in the fall were market leaders. Until 

: Russia showed its strength, the market was uninteresting, but by 

: mid-September a gain of 50 percent had been made. Prices sagged 

' in October, rose sharply in November, weakened on the entrance of 

the United States (the chief market for cut) into the war, and at the 

year end strengthened on good dividend declarations. The market 

rise was in contradistinction to a 14-percent rise in English industrials 

: and a loss of 18 percent during 1941 on the New York Stock Exchange. 

| At the year end, diamond-mining stocks were 39 percent of their high | 

: (1927) and 445 percent of their low (1932). Of the 12 leading dia- 

mond-mining companies, 11 paid dividends; the twelfth, Cape Coast 

: Exploration, is soon to make a handsome liquidation payment. 

i , Market.—In 1941, the Diamond Trading Co., which in normal 

| times controls the sale of about 95 percent of world production, sold
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7 rough valued at about £7,500,000 (£6,144,314 in 1940). The United 
| States bought such ‘American qualities” (fine, relatively large stones) _ 

| as were available and some fine small rough, but the increase in sales 
| was due principally to large purchases of industrial diamonds by the 

Governments of the United States and Russia and by American 
7 brokers. In addition to its London and Kimberley offices, the 

~ Diamond Trading Co. in the fall opened an office at Hamilton, Ber- 
| - muda, to deal with cutters and brokers residing in the United States. 

In 1941 the American market for cut was featured by an increasing — 
demand, a reasonable supply of large cut, and a wholly inadequate 
supply of small cut. There was a fair turn-over in polished stones - 

| in Great Britain, notwithstanding Government attempts to restrict 
— it. The finer stones were sold for “investment” purposes ina thriving __ 

“black market.” South America, Canada, and India were relatively 
| large buyers of cut. Citizens of Nazi-occupied Europe desired to 
7 7 “nvest”’ in diamonds, but opportunities were few. = 3  ©= 
: Prices of rough diamonds advanced 10 to 15 percent, and a further | 

rise is likely early in 1942. Prices of fine, large cut are 10 to 20 percent 
higher than in pre-war days, and prices of small cut have doubled or © 
quadrupled. In America, a fine 1-carat stone costs what it did before __ 
the 1929 crash; in Nazi-occupied lands and in the British “black 

_ market,’”’ prices are much higher. _ me a 
SO Stocks of rough increased somewhat in 1941 but will decrease in __ 
. 1942. Those in the hands of American cutters are adequate, as are : 

| those of fine, large cut; however, the supply of small cut is pitifully low. 
Imports.—On September 30, 1941, the Department of Commerce 

| ceased to publish import figures. Imports from January 1 to Sep- 
tember 30, 1941, were as follows: 

| Diamonds imported into the United States in 1941 (J anuary-September, inclusive), 
| 7 : | by countries | | 

| [Exclusive of industrial diamonds] | i 

Rough oruncut — q. Cut but unset | 

| | Country . Value | | | Value 
Carats |---| Carats -———-—-_———_- 

: , | | Total | Average | . Total Average 

Argentina. __..-_.------------]---.--------]_.--------_-|--- eee ee 146 $8, 607 $58.95 
Belgium _...._.---------------|-..-------.-|----------_-|---_--_.___- 123,052 | 6, 722, 113 ' 54. 63 
Brazil.__.-..-----------------] - 35, 825 | $1, 261, 715 $35. 22 2, 470 276, 702 112. 03 
British Malaya.-.-------------|------------|----.-------|------------ 73 -6, 872 94.14 
Cuba_-_.....-----------------|------------ |---| eee 191 16, 947 88. 73 
France __..-------------------|/-----------|-----2 22 --|----- eee 3, 867 474, 752 122. 77 
Germany. -.------------------|------------]------------|-2 eee 539 | 42, 337 78. 55 
Mexico... --------------------]------------|------------|-2- eee 432 35, 314 81.75 
Netherlands. _-.--------------]-.--------_-|-.----_-----|-_--_-.__--- 1, 123 42, 384 37. 74 
Netherlands Indies_-.-_-----.--|.--..----._-]-..--------_|_-----_-___- 104 5, 339 51. 34 
Palestine___-------------.----]---------_--|------_--.-_-|_ 2 eee 3, 409 398, 123 116. 79 
Switzerland. .__--.----------.]-.--------_-|-------__-__|_ ee. 630 108, 796 172. 69 
Union of South Africa___.___- 88,377 | 4, 706, 223 53. 25 31,043 | 3, 776, 182 121. 64 U.S.8.R_.---22 | ef 30 2, 250 75. 00 
United Kingdom___-___...__..]--_--2--2-22_|] 22} 15, 543 | 1, 653, 763 106. 40 

124, 202 | 5, 967, 938 48.05 | 182, 652 | 13, 570, 481 | 74. 30 

Cutting —In May 1940 the world cutting industry was completely 
disorganized, having lost 90 percent of its operatives as a result of 
German invasion of the Low Countries. A few cutters escaped and
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: ~ yeestablished their trade in far corners of the earth, others were | 

| marooned in France, but most were caught in the Low Countries. 

The United States and South Africa and, to a smaller extent, Great 

| Britain and Palestine furnish an adequate supply of ‘American | 

| qualities” (fine, large cut), but there 1s a woeful shortage of small cut. | 

| Germany has attempted without success to reestablish the industry | 

in Belgium and the Netherlands. __ | | | 

By a fluke, New York is now the leading diamond-cutting center — 

_... of the world, with some 650 cutters and a large number of apprentices. © oo 
_ Several firms are attempting to cut melee. Some of the more ex- | 

3 perienced cutters make over $235 a week. South Africa has 300 to | 

- 400 cutters, Great Britain 200 to 250, Palestine perhaps 200, Puerto — | 

: Rico 75, and Java a few. Borneo and Brazil cut some diamonds for 

_ the local trade, but their product is not cut well enough for the 

a American market. | oo 
World production.—For the second year, due to the war, actual , 

diamond-production figures are not available, but the estimates in | 

the following table are believed to be fairly accurate. World pro- 
duction (gems and industrials) in 1941 is estimated to have been oe 

PO 9,088,000 carats (1.817 metric tons) valued at about $27,000,000. 

| Compared with 1940, the total weight decreased 36 percent and the a 

_ value 19 percent. The average quality of the stones produced was : 

ss ibetter than in 1940, bort representing perhaps 78 percent of the : 

/  ° garatage and gem stones 22 percent. Belgian Congo was the leading 

world producer, both in weight (over 6/7 percent of the total) and in , 

to value (27 percent).. The British Empire produced 19 percent of the 

total by weight and 31 percent by value. The South African pipe | 

/ -Mines were not operated; consequently, all production was from | - 

- alluvial mines. | a } | 

The following table shows, as accurately as available statistics - 

oo permit, world production for the past 5 years. . - oe 

World production of diamonds, 1 937-41, by countries, in metric carats 

: | [Including industrial diamonds] 

‘ Country 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 

Africa: . | | 

Angola._-.-.--.--------------- 626, 424 651, 265 690, 353 784, 270 787, 000 

‘ Belgian Gongo.............-.| 4,925,298 | 7, 205,620 | 8, 344, 765 |! 10, 900, 000 6, 106, 000 | 
‘ French Equatorial Africa._-- 5, 588 16,013 |} . 1 16, 000 116,000 * ‘20,000 — 

i ‘French West Africa......---| _ 54, 687 61, 928 56, 314 1 75, 000 35, 000 - 
: Gold Coast (exports)....-...| 1,877,661 | 1,296,763} 1,087,652 | 1 825, 000 743, 000 
2 Sierra Leone.....------------ 913, 401 689,621 |  ! 600,000 750, 000 850, 000 
: South-West Africa....------- 196, 803 154, 856 35, 470 30, 017 «46, 614 - 

Tanganyika (exports)...----| 3,24 | 3876 | 4B 280 | 
: Union of South Africa: Se 
. Mines_....-.-.---------- 820, 284 979,460 | 1,080,144 | 1351, 447']...---------- 

Alluvial...-------------- 207, 359 259, 147 160,684 |  1172,027-| 112,300 

. Total Union of South . 

: Africa.......-..--.--| 21,030,434 | 1,288,607 | 1,249,828 | 1.523, 474 112, 300 
‘ Brazil. ......_------------------- 238, 606 235, 000 1 350, 000 1 325, 000 - 325, 000 

: British Guiana--_---------------- 35, 958 32, 522 32, 491 1 26, 764 27, 000 

Other countries #_2°-72-7272--2-| 6000 |__——34, 200) 19,000 | __SL 750 | 
: Grand total.......<---| 9,614,024 | 11,619, 971 | 12, 485,318 | 1 14, 289, 525 9, 088, 014 

‘ a TISSUE onus nn ccm 

' 1 Estimated. 
‘ 2 Includes small quantity of diamonds derived from re-treatment of tailings. - 

3 1937: Includes Netherlands Indies (Borneo), India, Australia (New South Wales), Liberia, Venezuela, 

: and Rhodesia; 1938: U. S. S. R., India, Borneo, New South Wales, and Venezuela, 1939: Venezuela, India, 

: Borneo, Mew South Wales, and U.S. S. R.; 1940.and 1941: Borneo, India, New South Wales, U.S. 8. R.. and 

: en .
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_ Most countries showed decreased production as compared with - 
1940, although Sierra Leone and South-West Africu made minor 
imcreases. a | oe | | 

During the year, DeBeers Consolidated Mines, Ltd., absorbed 
| Cape Coast Exploration, Ltd., and now owns or controls all important 

7 diamond mines in the Union of South Africa and South-West Africa 
| _ except the State m‘nes of Namaqualand. ap Bs 

__In 1942 some of the companies are to attempt to increase production 
| of the industrial stones so necessary today and may succeed. If the 

| war continues, however, the long-term outlook is for a drying up. 
_ of production as certain essential supplies will be lacking owing to ) 

| _ the isolated position of the mines now producing. = : 
Industrial diamonds.—The use of industrial diamonds continues to | 

Increase amazingly. The expansion, of course, is due largely to 
. the national defense and war programs, but even without a war 
= the increase would have been marked. World consumption in 1942 

is expected to approach 7,500,000 carats, or more than the world 
production of industrial grades. For several years, stocks of certain 
types of fine industrial diamonds have been small; however, users 

| | will find that the grades substituted are satisfactory. | 
. With signing of the United States-Brazil Trade Agreement (May 

: 15, 1941), the Axis Powers lost their last primary source of industrial 
: diamonds. It is reported that Germany is now ‘using gem stones  —s". 

: industrially. : : eS 
On March 18, 1941, industrial diamonds were classified among the 

| critical war materials, and after April 15 they could not be exported 7 
oe from the United States without an affidavit, except to the British 

| Empire. Since October 31, 1941, American dealers and users have | 
, had to report quarterly stocks on hand and transactions completed. 
: | The United States Government began to stock-pile diamonds n- 

June 1940. a SS | 
| | The percentages, by value, of the chief uses for industrial diamonds 

follow: — } - | | | 
| Percent 

Diamond drilling_-___..._.1_- 222-2 45-40 | - Diamond-set tools. __.._.__...........-.---------_--_-_-.....-.... BOL35- 
Diamond dies___-____..____...__._...____.______...-___...... 19% 7 Crushing bort (bonded wheels and tools)..._.__._._-__-_...--...-.... 10-7 Miscellaneous______.-._.._...-._..__--__..__-__.-_-_-...-..-......| Bl 

In 1940, for the first time in 3 years, diamond drilling in Canada 
: by contractors increased (1939: 391 miles ; 1940: 459 miles): The 

use of diamond drills in stope blast-hole drilling also increased in 
Canada, and it is reported in the copper mines of Rhodesia and Belgian 
Congo. The use of diamond-impregnated bits in drilling is increasing. 

The demand for diamond dies is large. Formerly the specialty of 
France, they are now being produced in America, and mechanical 

| methods successfully replace meticulous hand methods. 
: The Diamond Trading Co. announced that it would not raise the 

price of industrial stones during the war Indeed, the price of Congo 
(Beceka) crushing bort was reduced in the summer of 1941. Whether 
the price differential between this grade and those of South Africa 
and Gold Coast is warranted seems questionable. 

Imports of industrial diamonds into the United States during the 
past 5 years were as follows:
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Industrial diamonds (glaziers’, engravers’, and miners’) imported into the United 
| ~ --s States, 1987-41 } : 

‘Value | Value . | 

Year Carats jee Year Carats 9 |————_,;——_- a 

Total Average . Total Average 

_.-4987____..------] 1,885,970 | $6, 542, 365. $3.47 || 1940...........-| 3, 809,071 |$11, 026, 563 $2.89 | 
1938._..........| 1,396,247 | 4,213,412 3.02 ||1941 Gan-| | 

: 1939.........--.| 3, 568, 730 | 9, 725, 683 2.73 || Sept.)-....---| 2,911,117 | 7,415, 133 2. 55 

| , RUBY, SAPPHIRE, AND EMERALD | 7 

Production of precious stones in Burma seems fairly well stabilized. © | 
| The 1939 production was 211,570 carats of rubies and 10,532 carats of . 

sapphires. A few spinels and other gem stones are byproducts. | 
. Sapphires continued to be produced in 1941 in the Anakie field, | 
| Central Queensland. Prices reached perhaps an all-time peak; | 
. £85 an ounce was refused for high-quality gems, blue stones brought Oo 

£45 an ounce, and second-grade stones realized 15 to 30s. an ounce. ; 
Po Ceylon is changing its mining laws. The Revenue Office now deter- a 

mines gem-mining royalties, the land (both Crown land and that oo 
- . alienated by the Crown) to be exploited, and the location of the work- | os 
* ings. + Natives are to be trained, after the Kuropean method, to cut _ - 
| gems for beauty and not for weight. As Ceylon is a tourist center | 

from which every globetrotter desires to bring a precious stone, prices . 
~ are higher on the average. than they are in Europe. A fine star ruby | 
' . weighing 310 carats was found in Ceylon by Dr. D. P. E. de Silva late | 
| in 1941. Some 15 years ago one weighing 215 carats was found and 
: sold for Rs. 85,000. - - | 

: oe | LESSER GEMS | | | 

: Australia. is the world’s principal source of opals, and its output ~ 
- from 1936 to 1939 ranged in value from $40,000 to $75,000 a year. | 
: Since 1936 South Australia (1938, £4,750; 1939, £6,020) has been the 

principal producer, followed by New South Wales. Queensland’s | 
production is small (1938, £80; 1939, £50). In 1941 the fields were | 

: reported to be doing well and the diggers busy. The market for . 
Opals was said to be good. | | 

* The ancient turquoise mines of Madan are about 30 miles west of , 
Nishapur, Iran (Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, January 20, 

-. 1942, pp. 26-28). The Iranian Government farms out the mines to : 
operators for about $2,000 a year. When India, the principal market, is | 

: buying in quantity 150 men are employed; at present the demand is | 
poor, and only 20 men are employed. As for most gem mines other : 
than those producing diamonds, profits are small. Turquoise occurs | 

! as seams and nodules in brecciated trachyte porphyry. Mining con- 
+ sists of open pits, shafts, and tunnels. To minimize shattering, powder 

is used instead of dynamite. If the color of the gem does not change | 
within 2 weeks of mining, it is likely to be relatively stable. 

The stones are cut at Meshed, 75 miles from the mines. The Iranian 
| market absorbs 10 percent of the product; of the remainder, the best 
| goes to India, and the poorer qualities go to Mecca for the pilgrim 

4977794398
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| trade. From June 21, 1936, to March 20, 1940, yearly exports have — 
| averaged about 822 kilos of cut and 825 kilos of. uncut, worth, re- 

spectively, 884 rials and 19 rials per kilo (at 50 rials to the dollar, 
- $17.68 and $0.38, respectively.) | - a 

| Brazil produces a number of gem stones, notably aquamarine, pale 
| emerald, tourmaline, amethyst, yellow and_blue topaz, and citrine. 

The value of aquamarine exported is normally 10 times that of tour- . 
maline. Exports are considerably larger than the declared value, 
recently estimated as $10,000. Minas Gerais is the principal pro- 
ducer. The war apparently reduced 1941 exports somewhat. _ ; 

, | Chile exports considerable tonnages of green “onyx’’ to the United 
| _ States through the port of Antofagasta. oO 7 | 

_ Despite Government restrictions, zircon continued for a time to 
pass the Indochinese border into Thailand for cutting at Bangkok. 

| _ Asalready stated, upon the outbreak of the war in the Pacific, Thailand 
- ceased to be a source of zircon for the United States. oo 

South-West Africa, normally a large producer of aquamarine, — 
bo tourmaline, and other lesser gems, produced 4,075.031 kilos of gems 

oe in 1939. As Germany had been the chief buyer, trade languished 
- after the war started. | | | ee! 
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b a _ . GRAPHITE | | Oo | 

Bo Demand for almost every quality of graphite rose sharply in 1941 
co in response to expanded industrial activity and soaring requirements _ | 

of munitions industries. The increase in tonnage was greatest in a 
respect to Mexican amorphous, but percentagewise. the demand for | 
crucible grades was greatest. Stocks of Madagascar flake graphite | 

'- were only moderate at the beginning of the year, and procurement of - 
additional supplies was complicated by the fact that the island was | | 

: Vichy-controlled. Under British and American Government auspices, : 
certain quantities of Madagascar flake graphite were loaded and 
shipped to the United States; but further increases in the demand for , 

: crucibles from shipyards and other establishments producing matériel : 

threatened to force the crucible industry to substitute Ceylon plum- 
bago, even though this would have involved going back to World War . 
I practice and manufacturing crucibles that would last only about . 

half as many heats as modern crucibles made with Madagascar flake. 
: After Pearl Harbor, the Far Eastern situation worsened steadily, so | 

he that it seemed doubtful whether even Ceylon plumbago would be _ 
available in quantities adequate for British and American needs. _ On 

: February 17, 1942, the War Production Board issued Order M-61 
restricting the use of plus-35-mesh Madagascar flake graphite to the 

i manufacture of crucibles for the war effort only and naming the 
Metals Reserve Co. as sole importer of graphite of this quality. The | 
order permits use of fines in ladJe stoppers. | 

Meanwhile domestic mining possibilities were actively investigated. 
| The Southern Experiment Station of the Bureau of Mines, Tuscaloosa, 

Ala., obtained samples from abandoned mines in Alabama in coopera- 
tion with the State University. In tests of samples. of the crude : 
graphite by improved methods of beneficiation, the Bureau investiga- 
tors found a wide variation in quality but succeeded in producing a 
medium-coarse flake product containing 85 percent or more carbon 

| 1 Figures on imports and exports compiled by M. B. Price, of the Bureau of Mines, from records of the 
: Department of Commerce. 
_ 1529
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- with good recoveries. From a group of 22 samples, said to represent 
a fairly complete cross section of the district, an average yield of 33 

. _ pounds of coarse flake was obtained per ton of raw material. Samples 
from certain mines indicated a yield of about 30 pounds per ton of 

) | small-size flake, which would have industrial uses. Tests of these 
a concentrates by crucible manufacturers indicated that Alabama 

_ graphite could be used, although it was not a wholly satisfactory sub- 
| stitute for Madagascar flake, owing to the absence of coarser screen 

| sizes. The following comparison was given by Clemmer and asso- — 
ciates: ? | oO oe | 

| | Screen analyses of Madagascar and Domestic No. 1 flake graphite 

an | Weight, percent | | 

| | Mesh range — Madagascar samples ren 
CO, Domestic | - . - . sample | | A Bo fo 

© Plus-20_-_-_----2 22 eee eee eee eee 7.8 ws] 4.6 
- Minus-20, plus-35_....__-...0-- 2-22-22 - eee ee 65. 7 59. 4 17.9 _. | Minus-35, plus-65_._...-....----------------2- eee eee 24.9 —  24.9- 62. 5 | — Minus-65.-. 2-2-2222. 1.6 4.2 15.0 a 

| : | ; | i a i 100.0 

- | Further experimentation subsequently was directed toward avoid- 
| ing destruction of coarse flake in grinding, and preparations were made . 

early in 1942 to foster new commercial production with the aid of 
| Government financing. Geological investigations indicated the possi- 

Oo bility of getting crucible-grade flake from Pennsylvania, and early in 
; | 1942 old mining areas in the Chester (Pa.) district: were being pros- 
- pected. Plans were also made to resume the production of small- 

flake graphite in Texas. During 1941, however, except for small 
shipments from the Ceylon Graphite Co. operations near Good Water, 
Coosa County, Ala., virtually all the domestic output of crystalline 

_ graphite was furnished by the St. Lawrence Graphite Co., which took 
over the properties of the Long Valley Ore Co. in St. Lawrence ~ 
County, N. Y.. Minor quantities were shipped from stock at Dillon, 
Mont.; Elberton and Royston, Ga.; and Omak, Wash. | 

__._ As in former years, amorphous graphite for paint was mined by the 
| Carson Black Lead Co. in Nevada, and artificial graphite was manu- 

factured and sold by the Acheson Graphite Co. (30 East 42d Street, 
New York, N. Y.) at Niagara Falls and by the Exolon Co. at Blasdell, — 

| N.Y. Early in the summer of 1941 the low-grade anthracite-graphite 
deposits of the Graphite Mines Co. at Cranston (Providence), R. I., 
were beimg reopened after several years idleness. This material is 
used principally in foundry facings. In Canada the Black Donald 
Graphite Co., Calobogie, Renfrew County, Ont., continued to keep 
its mill running on material dumped during earlier operations. The 
mine seems to have been virtually worked out. Until recently much 
of this graphite, which is a very smail flake, had been sold to American 
pencil-lead manufacturers; but in 1941 exports were prohibited, and 
the Canadian Government was investigating ways to revive graphite 
?Clemmer, J. Bruce, Smith, R. W., Clemmons, B. H., and Stacy, R. H., Flotation of Weathered 

Alabama Graphitic Schist for Crucible Flake: Geol. Survey Alabama Bull. 49, 1941, 101 pp.
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-- mining in the Dominion. Graphite claims at Sagalen Bay, Labrador, 
: were said® to have commercial possibilities. : oe, oe 

Notwithstanding the growing shortage of Madagascar and Ceylon a 
| graphite, prices were held down by suppliers. Typical quotations for <-" 
-_ earload shipments ex-dock, New York City, duty paid, in 1941 ~ : 

| (1940 figures in parentheses) were as .follows: Madagascar flake, | 
8 to 9% cents per pound (6% to 8 cents); Ceylon lump, 8 to 17 cents 

| (7 to 15 cents); chip, 7 to 12 cents (5 to 10 cents); and dust, 3) to 8 oe 

~ gents (3% to 8cents), > oe | | : — 

| Ocean freight on Madagascar flake, which before the war was about 
: $11 a ton, advanced in 1941 to as much as $40. The 1941 prices for 

Ceylon lump were only one-fourth to one-half what they were in the 
| World War of 1914-18, when they ranged from 28 to 32 cents a pound. — 
: - During the first 9 months of 1941 imports of all grades of graphite , 
: totaled 20,051 short tons valued at $1,297,402. Figures for 1941 

cannot be published by grade or by country of origin. Data for the 
: entire year 1940 were: Flake, 6,551 tons valued at $340,396; lump, 
Po chip, and dust, 752 tons, $54,027; natural amorphous, 23,766 tons, ; 
i $487, 675; and total, 31,069 tons, $882,098. _ - 
: Information on world production of graphite has been meager a 

since 1938, when the output was over 140,000 metric tons. The - 
following production data are for 1940: Madagascar, 15,311 metric | oe 
tons; Ceylon, 24,414 tons; and Mexico, 12,327 tons. Mexican pro- | 

: duction in 1941 was 16,928 tons. A table covering the period 1915-39 | | 

appeared in Minerals Yearbook, Review of 1940, p. 1414. | | 

: o GREENSAND Lae 

t Shipments of greensand by four companies in New Jersey reached ~~ 
11,120 short tons valued at $619,664 in 1941, compared. with 6,697 

: tons, $389,888 (revised figure), in 1940 and_ 6,466 tons, $318,550 | 

: (revised figtre), in 1939. In earlier years, the value-recorded for oe 
greensand by the Bureau of Mines was that of She refined greensand 
produced. For 1941, the value is that of the product as sold— 
refined or processed further—and the values for 1940 and 1939 have 
been revised to this basis. Whereas refined greensand is available 
at $16 to $25 a short ton f. 0. b. works, a large part of the output is | 

é processed further by the same companies that mine the raw sand 
- and is sold as a water softener at prices up to $115 a ton. Although | 

New Jersey greensands contain a small quantity of potash and 
phosphorus, very little is used as a fertilizer, the output being con- 
sumed almost entirely in water-softening compounds. | 

| KYANITE, ANDALUSITE, AND DUMORTIERITE | | 

Consumption of the sillimanite-group minerals increased sharply in 
1941. Shipments of domestic kyanite by five firms rose to 8,335 

| short tons valued at $175,581, topping the previous all-time record 
| (4,241 tons valued at $93,716) made in 1940. Notwithstanding the 7 

shortage of shipping space, imports of British Indian kyanite also 
increased in 1941; receipts during the first 9 months (the period for © 
which figures can be published) amounted to 6,211 short tons having | 

. *  @ foreign market value of $81,356, compared with the previous record 
of 7,658 tons valued at $92,159 in the full year 1940. 

‘ 1 o4 Pea of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Foreign Commerce Weekly: Vol. 5, No. 1, October 11,
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_Andalusite is mined on White Mountain, Mono County, Calif., by 
. Champion Silimanite, Inc., Merced. The same firm—only domestic | 

: producer of either mineral in 1941—also ships dumortierite from its 
| mine at Oreana, Pershing County, Nev., to the parent firm—Champion 

Spark Plug Co., Detroit, Mich.—which uses both materials in spark- 
; plug cores and other electrical porcelains. 8 = : | 

Celo Mines, pioneer producer of kyanite at Burnsville, N. C., 
suspended operations temporarily in 1941 but reopened later.in the | 
year as Mas-Celo Mines, Inc., subsidiary of Munn & Steel, Inc., 
130 Lister Avenue, Newark, N.J. 4 oe 

| One of the largest. kyanite deposits in the United States is on. 
| Baker Mountain in Prince Edward County, Va., near Pamplin and 

about 20 miles from Farmville. As stated in several recent publica- 

3 “yy | 

| er | 

| LEGEND | - rT AY | 
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a FIGURE 1.—Oceurrence of minerals of the sillimanite group in the United States. | 

7 _ tions,‘ the kyanite occurs there in a quartzite schist as abundant | 
massive kyanite-quartzite bodies with impurities such as rutile, hema- 

| tite, pyrite, and quartz. To remove the impurities the quarried 
product is ground to at least 35-mesh and processed by flotation and 
magnetic separation, yielding a 93-percent kyanite concentrate which 

: may be washed in acid to give an even purer product (0.32 percent 
F e203) . 

A digest follows of a report by R. B. Heuer, chairman of the Non- 
metals Group of the National Academy of Sciences Advisory Commit- 
tee on Metals and Minerals, to the Office of Production Management 
in late 1941: : 

The metallurgical industries account for about 50 percent of the total kyanite 
refractories used in the United States. Kyanite or other superrefrattories 
(alumina, spinel, fused aluminosilicate, chrome, etc.) are not really needed in 
brass melting except for high-melting alloys, less than 25 percent of the total 

‘Hubbell, A. H., Preparing Baker Mountain Kyanite for Market: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 142, No. 
10, October 1941, pp. 53-55. 

Sawyer, J. P., and Whittemore, J. W., The Development of a Refractory Aggregate from Virginia 
Kyanite: Bull. Virginia Polytech. Inst., Eng. Exp. Sta. Ser. 49, November 1941, pp. 5-36. 

| Anderson, C. E., Electricity Furnishes Power for Kyanite Production in Virginia: Southern Power and 
Industry, vol. 58, No. 10, 1940, pp. 76-79; Ceram. Abs., vol. 20, No. 6, June 1941, p. 145.
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: tonnage. In ferrous melting, high-alumina refractories, which cost only one-fifth | : 

| as much as kyanite products, are equally serviceable when temperatures are not — : 

too high, but above 3,000° F. the latter have twice the life. In smaller furnaces, 

- fused alumina and magnesia linings have life equal to kyanite. Kyanite roofs 

_ in small, direct-are, electric furnaces (1,000 pounds or less) will last longer than 

siliea, even under continuous operation, and afford at least five times the life in 

intermittent operation. In the glass industry kyanite, due to its refractoriness, 

: high density, resistance to corrosion, and low spalling, is in a class by itself in | 

respect to feeders, plungers, and intricate shapes and is economical to use in the 

| superstructure or bottom at various critical points. The chief ceramic use is in 

7 high-temperature kiln furniture for open-type firing in tunnel kilns. For labora- 7 

: tory test kilns for intermittent, extremely high temperature service, especially 

: under load, kyanite has no general substitute,,. although fused cast produets of 

7 mullite or high alumina have been used successfully on a limited scale. ‘There | 

are Many miscellaneous minor refractory uses for kyanite which in the aggregate 

| account for only 5 percent of the consumption. Many of these are intricate 

: '  ghapes that can be made from kyanite because the volume change in burning is | 

negligible. Fire-clay products shrink on firing, and volume-stable products made 

, from alumina or fused magnesia spall too much. | 

| _ Shipping rates on kyanite from Calcutta increased from $11.20 to . 

' “$16.80 a short ton during 1941, and the cost of Indian kyanite de- 

livered at Atlantic seaports rose from about $25 to over $30 a short | 

ton. Prices for domestic kyanite in 1941 ranged from $3 a sbort ton, | 

: works, for crudes to around $78 a ton f.o. b. plant for high-grade, low- | 

iron domestic material ground to 325-mesh. Andalusite and dumor- 

' + tierite, virtually unknown on the open market, were arbitrarily | 

7 valued at $10 to $15 a ton at the mine. - 

a | _ LITHIUM MINERALS Se 

Shipments of lithium minerals and compounds reached 3,832 short __ 

: tons valued at $115,718, a record for recent years, compared with2,011 _ 

_— tons and $80,679 in 1940 (revised figures). Shortly before the World | 

War of 1914-18, output was about 500 tons annually, with an average 7 

3 value of $20 ashort tonat works. The largest production ever recorded 

- was in 1920, when the total jumped to 11,696 tons valued at $173,002 

Po owing to a sudden demand for lepidolite from California and New) 

: Mexico mines, but immediately thereafter production declined 

sharply and subsequently averaged less than 2,000 tons annually. - , 

-The quantity of lithium compounds required for the war program 

was not large in 1941 but may increase greatly. Hitherto the prin- 

cipal uses of the ores and salts have been in cerami¢s, glassware, air 

: conditioning, and pharmaceuticals. Lithia is a powerful flux, par-—— - 

ticularly when used with feldspar, and is usually added to ceramic 

2 batches in the form of lithium carbonate, less often as ground spod- 

umene or lepidolite. It improves the gloss, strength, and weathering- | 

resistance of glazes. Relatively small quantities of lithia in glass 

insure working fluidity without sacrificing desirable physical and 

chemical propertics. As ceramic bodies containing spodumene gener- 

' ~~ ally expand on firing, this property can be used to neutralize shrinkage 

exactly, and porosity can be reduced by a sintering operation in proc- 

essing the raw material. A spodumene feldspar mixture that fuses 

at 6 or 7 pyrometric cone equivalents below the fusion temperature 

. of pure feldspar has been placed on the market by the United Feldspar 

& Minerals Corporation, Spruce Pine, N. C., under the trade name 

Lithospar; the material is derived from pegmatites at Kings Moun- 

tan, N.C. A similar product is available from Tinton, in the Black
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. . Hills of South Dakota. Additions of lepidolite mica afford a con- | 
- venient source of alumina for opal or flint glass and increase the index 

| of refraction and the toughness of the product. Amblygonite is 
| rarely used directly in glassware or ceramics. Owing to its relatively 

high lithia content, this mineral is a preferred material for making 
| lithium salts. A small amount of mixed lithium chloride and fluoride | 

- 1s used in welding-rod coatings. Oo 
The three principal shippers of lithium minerals and salts in 1941 

| were the American Potash & Chemical Co., producers of lithium- 
sodium phosphate from brines at Trona, Calif.; the Black Hills Key- 

| | stone Corporation, whose output is largely lepidolite from the Black 
| Hills of South Dakota; and the Maywood Chemical Works of May- | 

| wood, N. J., also working Black Hills pegmatites but recovering 
| - spodumene. The high price of lithium-sodium phosphate raises con- 

siderably the average price per ton of total lithium products shipped 
| in the United States. | oo 

Use of lithium for high-conductivity copper castings more than _ 
| doubled in 1941 compared with 1940, and its use in special bronzes is 

SER LY | 

PEER 

FIGURE 2.—Occurrence of lithium minerals in the United States. 

now on a commercial scale. The element is added either in the form 
| of a 50-50 lithium-calcium alloy or as an alloy of 98 percent copper 

and 2 percent lithium.® 
Only small quantities of lithium minerals enter the open market. 

Nominal prices quoted by Engineering and Mining Journal Metal 
: and Mineral Markets were unaltered during 1941 and for spodumene 

were $5 per 20 pounds of contained lithia (Li,O), 6 percent mmimum, 
relatively iron-, quartz-, and tourmaline-free. Lepidolite, ordinary 
grade, lump, was quoted at $24 to $25 a short ton f. o. b. mine. 
Amblygonite, 8 to 9 percent Li,O, was priced at $40 a ton f. o. b. 
mine. 

5 Jeffries, Zay, Rare and Precious Metals: Min. and Met., vol. 23, No. 422, February 1942, p. 69.
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| Oe | MINERAL WOOL nos _ , 

Notwithstanding an estimated increase of 40 percent in dollar | 
. sales in 1941 over 1940, existing mineral-wool plants were able to . 

7 handle the business. No new plants were completed during the year, 
- although one was reported to be under construction in Missouri and _ | 

| another to be contemplated in Georgia. Unit prices of products 
, were unchanged. ‘Fhe year-end forecast was for continued expansion, 

especially in pneumatic treatment. of homes already built, due to fears 
of fuel shortage as well as to growing recognition of the true economy - 

| - ofinsulation. Air-raid preparations also emphasized the fire-retarding | 
properties of mineral wool. War Production Board orders to .con- | 

- -- gerve metal for heating plants virtually required insulation of all 
| new homes, heat losses being limited to 66 B. t. u. per square foot of 

floor area per hour per degree difference between inside and outside oo 
temperature. , | o | 

Formerly the only commercial constituent of monazite was thoria, | 
which was used in gas mantles, and monazite is still marketed upon 

be the basis of its thoria content, although commercial interest now 
centers on its content of ceria and other rare earth oxides. Probably 

: 50 percent® of monazite derivatives are consumed (chiefly as fluorides) 
: in the cores of arc carbons to increase lighting intensity in motion | 

picture prujectors, therapeutic lamps, and searchlights—in about | 
: that order. Pyrophoric alloys for use in sparking flints for cigar = = | 
' . lighters take about 25 percent of the monazite consumed, and the _- - 

remainder is distributed among a large variety of specialty uses, 
7 principally optical glassware. - A summary of uses has been published oe 

elsewhere.’ - | | | | a 
: The Consolidated Operations Corporation (reorganized in 1941 as | 
7 Riz Mineral Co., 505 Park Street, West Palm Beach, Fla.) produced | 

a small quantity of byproduct monazite in 1941 from rutile-ilmenite- 
: zircon operations near Melbourne, Fla. | oe 
: Nominal prices quoted by Engineering and Mining Journal Metal | 

and Mineral Markets remained throughout 1941 at $60 a short ton . | 
ex-dock, 8 percent minimum thoria. _ | | 

Beach deposits of black sands in Travancore in British India, oe 
along the coasts of Espirito Santo, Rio de Janeiro, and Bahia in , 
Brazil, and in Netherlands Indies have supplied the bulk of United | | 
States monazite requirements in the past, as a byproduct in the | 

: recovery of ilmenite, rutile, and zircon sands. World production has 
been approximately 4,000 to 5,000 tons annually in recent years, | 

: British India furnishing over 80 percent and the remainder divided | 
about equally between Brazil and Netherlands Indies. However, a 
monazite has been produced from stream sands in the Piedmont 
region of the Carolinas, in Florida, and in Idaho. The domestic 
sands are lean and normally cannot compete with the Indian con- 
centrates (8.8 to 10.1 percent thoria—ThO,) or with Brazilian 
monazite (6 percent thoria). As mixed sands are imported under 
the same classification as high-purity monazite, the import statistics 
for different years are not always comparable. | 

8 O’Neill, Leo J., Monazite: Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, vol. 13, No. 1, July 19, 1941, p. 20. 
0, eee spharles L., Rare Earths: Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, vol. 13, No. 3, September
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Be Monazite sand and other thorium ore imported into the United States for consumption, 

— | wr | re | tm | to | uta 
| a Country of origin | oo rs | Ta 

| . | short! vetue Short Value ‘Shor t | Value phor ‘ | Value Short Value 

: Brazil._......-.--------|------|--------| 110°] $3,421 | 54 | $1,516 | 201 | $7,440 | © 411 | $14,440 
India, British...--....-|-..---|.-------| 339 | 14,402.| 1,336 | 46,753 | 2,766 | 92,387 | 1,146] 37,468 

7 Netherlands Indies___--|- 336 |$13, 579 |._._._|..__-.-- 170 | 3,747 |_-----__]---2-- |e} tee 
> United Kingdom_-_.---|------|--------| 7 387 |. -------|--------]---=----]--------|------+-[-----2-- 

| | -Total_._.-------.| 336 13;579 | 456 | 18,210 | 1,560 | 52,016 | 2,967 | 99,827 | 1,557 | 51,908 

| 1 Quantities are gross weight; monazite content not reported, | | 

; oo OLIVINE — : 7 

. _ Shipments of olivine in 1941 rose to 4,828 short tons valued at 
$24,401, the highest tonnage since 1936. With the exception of a 
small quantity used in the production of Epsom salt, the entire output | 

7 was consumed in refractories. 7 oe a oe 
A review of olivine deposits of North Carolina and Georgia ® esti- ~ 

: mates reserves -of 230,000,000 short tons of High-grade forsterite ~*~ 
| _ olivine in the area, averaging 48 percent MgO. Domestic develop- — 

= ments during 1941 have been reported elsewhere.? | —_ 
. Engineering and Mining Journal Metal and Mineral Markets in | 
= 1941 quoted crude North Carolina olivine at $5 to $7 a short ton at 

: ~ works; ground 200-mesh, $17 a ton; and 20-mesh to dust, $12 a ton. | 

} QUARTZ CRYSTAL 

Modern mechanized warfare depends upon instantaneous two-way 
| radio communication, which to be effective must rely upon accurately 

ground wafers of crystal, two in each circuit; dozens are needed for a 
single tank or airplane. Brazil remains the only known commercial 
source of quartz suitable for radio-frequency control, and radio quartz 
crystal has been classified as a strategic mineral by the Army and 

| Navy Munitions Board. | | | | 
Quartz crystals of commercial size, found near Hot Springs, Ark., 

almost without exception show twinning, and crystal plates made from 
them do not have piezoelectric properties unless the twinned portion 
is cut away—a costly process. Cracks and inclusions of other min- 
erals and of air render most domestic crystals and fragments subject 
to rejection, even before examination for piezoelectric properties. 

In Brazil, the annual production of quartz crystal jumped to over 
1,000 short tons in 1940 from about 250 tons in 1937. One-fourth of the 
output is consumed as piezoelectric (radio) quartz, and the remainder 
is used as optical, instrument, or fusing quartz. Before 1941 Japan’s 
purchases were the backbone of the Brazilian crystal industry. The 
United States had comparatively small peacetime requirements and 
bought only high-grade material. 

In 1941 the Governments of the United States and Great Britain 
agreed to buy all stocks of Brazilian quartz crystals remaining after 

8 Hunter, Charles E., Forsterite Olivine Deposits of North Carolina and Georgia: North Carolina Dept. 
Conservation and Development Bull. 41, 1941, 117 pp. 

9 Harness, C. L., Olivine Developments in 1941: Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes, vol. 14, No. 4 
April 20, 1942, p. 26.
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| their nationals had made purchases for private industry. The 

: Brazilian Department of Mineral Production, Ministry of Agriculture, 4 

| introduced export control through licensés and levied a 10-percent tax 
. based upon export prices. Exports may clear only through the ports — 

| of Rio de Janeiro and Salvador. , | | : : 

| A schedule of prices for the various grades of crystal as of April 

. 1941 has been reported. For example, “A” (piezeolectric) grade 

| crystals weighing 1.5 to 2.0 kilograms with growth faces were quoted 

- at 250,000 milreis a kilogram (about $6, United States currency, a = oe 

- pound). Owing to tremendous increases in demand and slight revi- | 

| sion in specifications for oscillator plates, many of the manufacturers 

| began to use smaller crystals down to 200 grams each. Prices of | 

larger crystals advanced as much as threefold during the year, but : 

: even at the peak these represented only a minor factor in the cost of - 

the final product. ae , - oe 

| : | STRONTIUM MINERALS a : 

. Wartime requirements of strontium salts for tracer bulletsandsignal . 

: flares, superimposed upon increased civilian requirements for railway os 

: fusees and for superpurification of caustic soda for rayon manufacture, | . 

- created a market in 1941 for celestite producers on the West coast, . 

| where the mines had been virtually idle since 1918. The to tal 

: shipments of strontium minerals in 1941 amounted to 4,724 short tons | 

valued at $69,054 compared with less than half that quantity m 1940. so | 

: In peacetime, virtually all’ the strontium ore consumed in the United | 

States has been British celestite, owing to its greater purity and the _ . 

- cheaper freight rates for ocean than for rail transport. Import data 

: for the first 9 months of 1941 indicate increased receipts of celestite - 

| from England and substantial quantities from Mexico—a new source— 

the total imports in that period being 3,172 short tons valued at . 

. $49,367 compared with the 12-month receipts in 1940 of 2,751 tons Se 

. valued at only $28,686. = | | | oe | : 

' "Phe outstanding producer of strontium minerals sold for chemical . 

i purposes was the Pan Chemical Co., 205 First National Bank Building, : 

Pomona, Calif., which worked an open-pit-deposit near Westmoreland, — | 

| Imperial County, Calif. Crude ground celestite for use in drilling- ) | 

' mud admixes was produced by three Texas firms in 1941: The | 

Bennett-Clark Co., Inc., Nacogdoches (deposit at Sweetwater, Nolan | 

' County); the Milwhite Co., Inc., of Houston (deposit at Blanket, | 

Brown County); and Mudrite Chemicals, Inc. (deposit at Blanket). | 

-° Strontianite was produced by the Manufacturers Mineral Co., 

Seattle, Wash. (mine at La Conner, Wash.), and by C. Solomon of | 

San Francisco, Calif. (mine at Barstow, Calif.). _ 
_ A general review of the strontium-minerals industry was published — 

| ‘by the Bureau of Mines in February 1942." 

: TOPAZ 

Promising results are being obtained in substituting properly cal- 

| cined topaz for kyanite in refractories. The massive deposit in 

: Chesterfield County, S. C., is now estimated to contain at least 60,000 | 

| tons of commercial topaz. 

10 Bureau of Mines Mineral Trade Notes: Vol. 13, No. 3, September 20, 1941, pp. 25-26. | 

: 1 Harness, C. L., Strontium Minerals: Bureau of Mines Inf. Circ. 7200, 1942, 17 pp.
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OO VERMICULITE | . , 

_Vermiculite was shipped by six operators in 1941, and sales of crude 
| and refined material totaled 23,438 short tons valued at $125,444 at 

works, compared with 22,299 tons valued at $137,698 in 1940 (revised 
| _ figures). The Universal Zonolite Insulation Co. (2601 West 107th 

| Street, Chicago, Ill.), operating properties at Libby, Mont., remains 
| _ the predominant producer and processor, with 47 plants, although _ 

| smaller producers have developed local markets. : . 
| _ Standard uses for expanded (heat-treated) vermiculite are as house 

fill; in insulating, acoustical, and lightweight plasters; in cements; and 
| in coatings. When ground it may be used in aluminum and bronze | 

powder paints as an extender or replacement, and this outlet may be 
: developed further in view of metal shortages. . | 

| North Carolina reserves of commercial-grade vermiculite have been 
estimated ” at 250,000 to 500,000 tons. Recent tests by the Univer- 

| sity of North Carolina laboratories indicate that local vermiculites are 
- equivalent to and interchangeable with the western product. Houses | 

| | using precast North Carolina vermiculite wall panels and vermiculite © 
| concrete flooring were erected in 1941. In St. Louis, Mo., poured 

7 slabs of vermiculite concrete were used successfully in the roof.of a — 
| large, new, small-arms factory; 180 carloads of vermiculite were used 

: on this job alone. In North Carolina, vermiculite fines have been used 
, - mi the inner soles of shoes. | : | . 

oo Little or no run-of-mine vermiculite enters the domestic market. 
Virtually all is screened and cleaned at the mine, and some is exfoliated 

, by the producer or may be sold to a processor for heat treatment. 
Screened vermiculite from Montana and Wyoming operations was sold 

_ to processors at. $5 to $10 a short ton f. o. b. mine.. Screened North 
| Carolina vermiculite was sold at $10 to $15.a short ton f. o. b. mine. 

Western exfoliated material was quoted at $40 to $55 a short ton and 
oe _ North Carolina at $35 to $45 f. 0. b. works. a 

‘ 12 Murdock, T. G., Vermiculite Mining in North Carolina: Paper presented at meeting of Am. Inst. Min. 
and Met. Eng., New York, N. Y., February 9, 1942. | . : _ .
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oo INTRODUCTION _ Bn | 
Employment in nearly all branches of the mineral industry of the : 

| United States made gains during 1941, according to information sent __ | 
| by operating companies to the Bureau of Mines. Although reports 
_ _Yeceived thus far do not cover all active operations, they. reveal that 
_ of the 22 groups of mineral industries for which separate figures have — | 

been compiled 17 groups employed more men and 20 worked a larger : 
aggregate number of man-hours than in 1940; these 22 classes are listed 

; im an accompanying table. As far as can be judged from information ag 
now available, the only groups that experienced a reduction in total | 
employee-hours worked during 1941 were gold placer mines and marble 

_ quarries, both of which apparently suffered a loss in number of em- 
: ployees and in man-hours worked. | 

. The increase in number of employees and in total man-hours of | 
‘ _ work performed during the year were natural results of war demands 
_ for mineral products. : | 

With larger volume and accelerated tempo of work came a larger | 
number of injuries from accidents to employees. Fortunately, the | 
number of fatal accidents decreased; the number of nonfatal lost- 

. time injuries was larger than in 1940. The gain in man-hours worked, 
however, prevented a large rise in the accident-frequency rate (num- : , 
ber of accidents per million man-hours of work) which was only , 

. slightly higher in 1941 than in 1940. The rate for fatal accidents was 
reduced, so the slight increase in total accident frequency was solely in 
the rate for nonfatal injuries. 

| A review of employment and accidents in the mineral industries 
| of the United States for the 11 years 1931-41 shows that the number . 
| of employees reached a maximum in 1937. The maximum volume of | 

! - 1539
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employment, as measured by man-hours of work performed, however, 
| was attained in 1941, according to estimates based upon the latest 

- available information; this achievement may doubtless be attributed 

- | to work required to supply domestic and foreign demands that can 

| only be met, directly or indirectly, by greater production of minerals 

. in the world’s largest mineral-producing nation, _ 

| Number of men employed in the mineral industries of the United States, 1939-41 
. : _—$—— " , 

| 7 | | —— 1939 1940 |. 19411 | 

—_ | Coal mines: | Co | 
Le | Bituminous. _.__..--------------cecee---eeeoeeeeceeeeeeneee----| 445,044 | 440,847 448, 000 
_ . _ Pennsylvania anthracite--_-------------------------------------| 94, 331 92, 420 - 88, 900 

: | | : a | a | > 589,375 | ~~ 833,267 | 536,900 

ae _.. Metal mines; — oo , a — 
. Tron____.------------------------- oo ne ee nen enn nee eee 19, 769 23, 250 | - 23, 800 

: - _. Lead-zine (Mississippi Valley) ---------------------------------- 7, 237 7, 644 7, 900 

ve Copper. -.--------------------------2---2------2-- 9 18, 436 19,498 | —s_- 21, 500 

a Gold and silver lode mines (including lead, zinc, and copper, . 

a : except as listed above) - ..------------------------------------- 38, 439 39, 128 39, 900 

we _ Gold placer mines - --..-----------------------------------------| | - 14, 775 15, 701 15, 500 

me _. Miscellaneous (tungsten, manganese, etc.) ...------------------- 3,623 | 5, 119 - 5, 400 

a | | -_ a 102,279 |: 110,340} 114,000 
Nonmetallic-mineral mines. - --------------------------------------- 9, 630 |. 9, 780 ~ 10, 600 

Quarries: 
. ; Cement__......----------------------------------------- =e --- 26,045 | 26,695 _ 28,600 

Marble.._._...--..-2.-22.22--snoece eee en ene enone eneen eee 3, 697 “8, 240 2, 500 
a . Slate.________------ --_-------------L--------------------------- 2, 833 2, 800 | - 2, 700 

\ Traprock.__.....-........-2--2.-2e-2seeeee ene eee eee ene een 2,771 2951 2; 700 
| Granite ____....--.--.0.--2- 22 -2e 2s een een eee eee eee 8, 390 7, 162 7, 300 

- Sandstone. _....._---------------------------------------------- 3, 113 3, 078 3,400. 

A Limestone _.._..---------------------------------------+--------- 22, 968 23, 251 25, 100 . 

: Lime. ._.--_...-.-..- sc ceeeeseeeoe een eneeeene eee reese eee enone 9, 632 10,332 | ~ 11,100 

to | | 79, 449 79,509 | —- 83,400 

: ~ Coke ovens: : rs rs 
' Byproduct_...--------------------------+---+------------------ 14,852 | 17,469 18, 600 

Beehive --_.----.----------------------------- 222-222-0220 2-0 2e- 1, 757 2, 493 4, 000 

- oo | | | | | > 16,609 19, 962 22, 600 

| Metallurgical plants: _ Me . - 

=. Smelters......-.ssceee ss ceeeeeeeeeeeeweeseeeeeeereeeeesee--] 15,905 20, 120 21, 300 
| Auxiliary works. .---------------------------------------------- 13, 202 - 14, 958 16, 500 

| | 41, 583 49, 068 52, 200 

Grand total. ...--------------------2---------eeeeceeee eee ee] 788, 925 | $01,926 | 819, 700 

| 1 Subject to revision. 

: The following table presents annual figures from 1931 to 1941 
covering number of employees, number of man-days and man-hours 
worked, and number of men killed and injured by accidents, as 

| well as the yearly fatality and injury rates for the mineral industries— 

mines, quarries, coke ovens, ore-dressing plants, smelters, and auxiliary 

works connected with ore-dressing plants and smelters. Figure 1 

. eraphs these trends from 1932 to 1941.
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: Employment and accident record of mineral industries of the United States, 1931 -4l | - 

" a . Rate per. million | oo _ Number. 
| vege Menem-j| Man-days of | Man-hours of | — man-hours 

7 ployed | employment}! employment |—————-——— OT . 

| Killed | Injured | Killed | Injured 

} 1981-...............-----.] 784,347 | 147,602,799 | 1, 209,270,036 | 1,707] 96,412|. 1.41 79.73 a | 
| 1932_...........----------| 671,343 | 110, 655, 616 900, 211,723 | 1,368 | 68,717| 1.52 76. 33 ee 

1933_.....................| 677,722 | 122, 787, 658 984, 570,160 | 1,242 | 72,342] 1.26 73.43 
1984.2 eeetees--2--2.-+ 739,817 | 144,566, 133 | - 1,081, 694,716 | 1,429 | 81,660 | --1.32 TBAQ 
1935_.....--.-------------| 783,189 | 152,354,170 | 1, 128,808,465 | 1,495 | 82219| 1.32] 72.84 
1936_.........------------| 824,514 | 177,920,334 | 1, 326,347,029 | 1,686 |- 92,644 | 1.27 - 69.85 a 

_ 1987_....-----------------|] 859,951 | 186,790,283 | 1,381,261,415 | 1,759) 96,484| 1.27 69. 85 a 
1938... --------] 774,804 | 145,056,875 | 1,069, 729,725 | 1,369] 71,618| 1.28] ~ 66.95 

| 1939___-......---2--------| 788,925 | 159,388,490 | 1, 169,351,497 | 1,334 | 75,495| 1.14 64. 56 . 
1940__.-..----------------| 801,926 | 175, 663, 792 | 1,293, 131,693 | 1,716 | 82,861.| 1.33:} 64.08 | : 
1941 1__._._._....-.--.----| 819, 700 | 191, 426,000 | 1,405, 113,000 | 1,620 | 91,188 | 1.15 64. 90 

\ 1 Subject to revision. . . | 
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FIGURE 1.—Trend of employment and fatal and nonfatal accidents in the mineral industries of the United 
States, 1932-41.
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a | EMPLOYMENT AND ACCIDENTS a 

BITUMINOUS-COAL MINES oe : 7 - 

Employment.—About 666,000,000 man-hours ‘of work were required 

to furnish the United States with approximately 504,577,000 short. 

| | tons of bituminous coal in 1941. This work was done by a labor force 

estimated at 448,000 men. The mines were in operation for about 213 | 

/ daysperman. Seven hours was the standard daily work shift. These 

estimated figures indicate an increase of about 43,000,000 tons in 

a, production, of about 7,000 employees, and of the work year by an 

| average of 12 days perman. =| | a | | 

oe Accidents.—Although fatal accidents (now estimated at 1,064) were — 

| Jess numerous during 1941 than in 1940, the estimated number of 

: nonfatal injuries to employees rose from nearly 44,000 to more than | 

| | 47,000; and the larger number of nonfatal accidents caused a small — 

increase in the rate per million man-hours of exposure, as the tenta- 

a: - tive rate was 71 in 1941 compared with 70 in 1940. The year 1941 | 

was marked by 2 more major disasters in the mines than in the pre- 

ceding year—8 compared with 6 in 1940, however, 73 men were killed. 

by major disasters in 1941 compared with 27 6 in 1940. - 

The eight major disasters during 1941 were not confined to any © 

particular State; two occurred in Illinois, two in Alabama, and one 

| each in West Virginia, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and Indiana. All 

ue the major disasters were explosions except the one in Illinois, which 

a was due to explosives. ) ene Oe, 

So Even though 1941 had two more major disasters than 1940, the over-. 

— all fatality rate from all causes was only 1.60 per million man-hours of ~ 

) : exposure, indicating a much better record in this respect than in 1940, 

a when the rate was 1.92. | a | | 

“More than half of the total number of workers at all classes of mines 

oe and quarries are employed in bituminous-coal mines. Four-fifths of ~ _ 

| all fatal accidents and three-fourths of all nonfatal accidents in the 

| mineral industries also occur at bituminous mines. Special impor- 

| tance therefore attaches to the accident record of the industry that has 

| such a determining influence on the over-all accident costs incident to 

| the production and development of the mineral resources of the United 

tates. 
| 

| Yearly records of fatal accidents at bituminous-coal mines are 

available for all States, covering all years beginning with 1910, and 

for the principal coal-producing States back to 1906. Similar records 

on nonfatal accidents are available only since 1931. These records 

show that the chief cause of both fatal and nonfatal accidents is falls 

of roof and coal. The actual number of deaths and injuries from this 

hazard has been greatly reduced, but the accident rates per million 

man-hours do not show an equal decline because the number of em- 

ployees and man-hours has also been reduced. The reduction in 

employment without an equal loss in production of coal has been made 

possible by the rapid mechanization of nfany operations that formerly 

were carried on by hand or with hand-operated tools, such as drills, 

picks, and shovels. Productivity per man-hour worked has there- 

fore increased, and the coal industry has been able to supply the fuel 

needs of the country with fewer men exposed to the accident hazards 

of mining. Simultaneously, accident-prevention programs of mining 

companies have been effective in reducing the number of accidents;
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but the reduction in accidents has resulted in only a slight downward - 
trend in accident rates per million man-hours of exposure over a 
period of years. An important factor inherent in any Nation-wide | 

| effort to reduce the per-million-man-hour accident rate from falls of 

| roof and coal is the difficulty attending the safety training of around 
300,000 men in the mines, the employees at the ‘“‘working face,” who, 

: more than other classes of underground employees, are exposed to 
| the falls-of-roof hazard. , | | 

- ‘Haulage accidents rank next to falls of roof among the occupational | 

hazards to which coal miners are exposed. The long-time trend of 
accident rates for accidents of this class is upward. Contributmg | 

: causes are probably the lengthening of haulageways following the 7 

) extension of mined-out areas underground and the use of larger cars | 

| and their more rapid movement because of increasing productivity a 

| per man-hour of labor incident to the replacement of hand methods . | 

by machine methods of work; thus production is being accelerated | 

without a corresponding increase in the intensity and scope of acci- 
dent-prevention methods and installation of safety appliances. The - 

vital part of haulage operations in the production of coal and the up- | 

| ward trend in accidents that involve haulage equipment suggest the - 
importance of special study by mining companies and others of means - 
whereby haulage accidents to the mine workers may be reduced. | 7 

-. Fortunately, gas and dust explosions that occurred so often and = - 

| on so large a scale in earlier years have been greatly reduced in fre- _ 
- quency and severity, both absolutely and in relation to the number of — 

| man-hours of exposure to risk. Even in recent years, such explosions : 

7 have occurred all too frequently, but the progress made by the coal 

| industry in preventing loss of life from this class of accidents will | 

- become apparent to anyone who examines the record of the coal- | 
mining industry. 

| Accidents directly chargeable to explosives have likewise been - 

greatly reduced, both absolutely and relatively. Mucb of this im- | 

provement may be credited to the adoption of ‘‘permissible” explosives 
by mines that formerly used more dangerous types of explosives, 
usually black blasting powder. . 

Electricity, although not the chief mining hazard because relatively 
few accidents result from its use compared with those from haulage 
and from falls of roof, is nevertheless among the risks to which coal 

miners are exposed because of its major role as a source of power for 
operating mining machines and mine haulage motors. The fatality | 
rate from electricity, though not as high as those for roof falls and 
haulage, is higher than it was when electric current was used less exten- 
sively in mining. The increasing application of electric power in 
coal mines demands special study by safety engineers. 

ANTHRACITE MINES 

Employment.—This group includes all mines in the eastern part of 
| Pennsylvania that produce coal generally known as ‘“‘hard coal” or 

“enthracite.” Output from legitimate mines, as distinguished from 
so-called “bootleg”? operations, amounted to about 54,000,000 short 
tons in 1941 and required the work of approximately 88,900 men for 
130.1 million man-hours. According to tentative figures now avail- 

able, the number of employees was slightly less than in 1940 but 
4977794399
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- the total man-hours worked was greater. The average employee 
| worked about 18 workdays more than in 1940. . oe 

Accidents.—Accidents to men working in and about the mines 
and breakers caused 194 fatalities and 16,828 nonfatal lost-time — 
injuries. Final reports for 1941 probably will show a fatality rate of 
about 1.49 and a nonfatal-injury rate of about 129 per million man- 
hours worked. The combined accident frequency rate is slightly 
less favorable than that of 1940. No major disaster occurred in 1941; 
in fact, no major disaster has occurred in an anthracite mine since 

_ June 2, 1938, when 10 men were killed in an explosion in a mine in 
Luzerne County. | 

| | , | IRON-ORE MINES 7 
| Employment.—The demand for iron to meet the needs of American 

industry in the general war program of the United States continued 
to move the trend of employment at iron-ore mines upward during | 
1941. Incomplete reports from operators indicate a 15-percent 
increase in man-hours worked. The gain in number of men employed 
was relatively small, as the estimated number of employees in 1941 
was 23,800 compared with 23,250 in 1940. In 1941 the average em- 
ployee worked 275 days and thus had 32 more days of employment 

, than in 1940. Man-hours of labor in 1941 numbered about 52,000,000. 
Accidents.—Available reports indicate that 45 men were killed by 

: accidents at iron-ore mines during 1941; 35 men were killed during a 
a 1940. Reports for 1941 also indicated that 1,158 employees received 

nonfatal injuries that caused them to lose time from their work. The 
, accident-frequency rate rose from 19.63 in 1940 to 23.08 (tentative) 

in 1941. These figures include a fatality rate of 0.77 in 1940 and 0.86 
in 1941. Among the major metal-mining industries in the country, 
iron-ore mines consistently report the lowest accident-frequency rate. 

| The preponderance of open-cut mines in Minnesota is partly re- 
sponsible for this favorable record, although the unflagging prosecu- 
tion of safety programs by the operating companies is doubtless the 

| most potent factor. , . 
COPPER MINES | . 

Employment.—Reports for copper mines in 1941 showed continued 
gains in number of employees and man-hours worked. Approximately 
21,500 men were engaged in mining copper ore, and they labored 
approximately 55,000,000 man-hours during the year. These figures 
relate to mines whose chief product was copper; they do not cover 
mines whose ores, though containing some copper, were valuable 
chiefly because of their content of some other metal. Judging from 
reports now available, the workyear 1941 averaged 319 days per man, 
an increase of 7 days for the average worker. The total man-hours 
worked in the industry as a whole represent a 13-percent gain over 1940. 

Accidents.—The increased employment in 1941 brought in its 
train a larger number of accidents to employees. The fatality rate, 
as at present estimated, was 1.11 compared with 0.99 in 1940; the tenta- 

| tive rate for nonfatal injuries was 53.14 compared with 52.91. Sixty- 
one of the accidents in 1941 resulted fatally; an estimated 2,920 were 
nonfatal lost-time injuries.
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LEAD AND ZINC MINES (MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATES) 

, Employment.—This group comprises all lead- and zinc-producing 
. mines in the Mississippi Valley States, chiefly Oklahoma, Missouri, | 
: and Kansas; it also includes mines in Illinois and Kentucky that pro- 
| duce fluorspar. Fluorspar mines in these two States are included 
| for two reasons: First, it is desirable to maintain unbroken a statistical 

series in the Bureau of Mines accident records that extends back to 
| 1911. Second, natural conditions regarding safety are similar in the a 

| two classes of mines in the States named. Therefore, by combining 
the two classes of mines, the number of operating companies becomes 
large enough to permit separate figures to be published for Illinois and | | 

| Kentucky. With this explanation, it may be stated that mines in the 
Mississippi Valley States employed about 7,900 men in 1941, an | 
increase over the 7,644 men employed in 1940. Man-hours of em- | 

- ployment rose from 13.7 million in 1940 to 16.4 million in 1941, or 
: more than 19 percent. The average employee had a longer workyear 
: than in 1940. | | , — 
_ Accidents —From reports now available, the accident-frequency 

rate for 1941 appears to have been 52.08 per million man-hours, which | 
: compares favorably with the rate of 56.92 for 1940. The rate for 1941 
| _ is based upon an estimate of 855 injuries, including 19 fatalities. | | 

| GOLD AND SILVER MINES (LODE AND PLACER) © 

|  Employment—This group includes not only mines that were 
| operated chiefly for the gold or silver contained in their ores but also | 

lead and zinc mines outside the Mississippi Valley States and mines | 
mo that produced some copper but whose ores were valuable chiefly 

because they contained metal other than copper. Placer mines as | 
_ well as lode mines are included in the group. | 

- The group as a whole employed about 55,400 men in 1941 com- a 
: pared with 54,829 in 1940. Man-hours of employment increased 
. from 94.1 to 95.4 million. The fact that the group did not show a loss 

in employment probably can be attributed to the inclusion of mines 
_. whose ores contained some copper, zinc, or lead. 

: Accidents.—Tentative figures now available reveal that the acci- _ 
dent-frequency rate for this group of mines was 102.55 per million 
man-hours, which compares unfavorably with the rate of 97.43 for 
1940. Accidents during 1941 caused injuries estimated at 9,784, 

: including 103 fatalities. 

| MISCELLANEOUS METAL MINES 

Employment.—This group includes all mines that produce metallic 
ores exclusive of gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, and iron; these mines 
yield such strategic minerals as tungsten, mercury, manganese, 
bauxite, and molybdenum, as well as various other metals. Tentative 

| figures now available suggest that war production was an influencing 
, factor in raising the employment figures in 1941 to approximately 

| 5,400 men, or more than 5 percent above the 5,119 men employed in 
| 1940. The man-hours of employment rose from 10,000,000 to nearly 
. 12,000,000, or more than 19 percent.
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Accidents.—The safety record for mines in the ‘‘Miscellaneous metal- 
mines” group was less favorable in 1941 than in 1940. The accident 
frequency rate per million man-hours of employment rose to approxi- 
mately 74.32 from 68.87 in 1940, including a fatality rate of 0.80 in 
1940 and an estimated fatality rate of 1.25 in 1941. , 

| | NONMETALLIC-MINERAL MINES | | 

Employment.—This group comprises mines that yield any kind of 
nonmetallic mineral except coal, stone, sand, gravel, and clay. It 
therefore includes mines that produce phosphate rock, rock salt, 

sulfur, gypsum, feldspar, barite, and many other minerals. Employ- | 
ment in 1941 was 10,600 men, an 8-percent increase over the 9,780 | 
men. employed in 1940; whereas the: man-hours of employment in 

, 1941 totaled 22,000,000 compared with 19,000,000 in 1940, anincrease 
| of approximately 17 percent. | a , 

Accidents.—Tentative figures to date reveal that the accident- 
| frequency rate for 1941 was 48.64 per million man-hours worked; 

this compares unfavorably with the rate of 44.24 for 1940. - 

| | | CEMENT MILLS AND QUARRIES - 

Employment.—Increased employment was reported in the cement | 
| | industry in 1941; approximately 28,600 men were employed, or 7 : 

percent more than in 1940. The men worked an estimated 63,000,000 
man-hours, an increase of 15 percent. The men averaged 305 days of 

| employment during the year and thereby gained 27 days per man — 
over the average work period in 1940. rs 

7 Accidents.—The rise in employment at cement plants in 1941 was . 
accompanied by an increase in the total number of accidents to. 

— employees; 14 men were killed, and about 692 were injured. These 
accidents resulted in a fatality rate of 0.22 per million man-hours of - 

- employment, a decrease from the previous year’s rate of 0.27. The 
nonfatal-injury rate was 10.90 per million man-hours compared with 
9.44 in 1940. | | 

| MARBLE QUARRIES 

Employment—Employment at marble quarries and related opera- 
tions continued the downward trend in employment that began in 
1940. An estimated 2,500 men were employed, or more than 700 men 
less than the total of 3,240 in 1940. Man-hours of employment 
amounted to approximately 4.9 million, a decrease of 19 percent from 
1940. : 

Accidents.—Preliminary figures indicate that no fatalities occurred 
in the marble industry during 1941. Although the number of acci- 
dents probably will show httle change from 1940, the accident- 
frequency rate per million man-hours of employment will show a 
decided increase because of the large drop in man-hours worked. 
The rate for 1941 is estimated at 49.70 compared with 40.82 for 1940. 

SLATE QUARRIES 

Employment.—Although the number of men employed in the slate 
industry decreased in 1941, according to preliminary figures, the 
number of man-hours of employment increased, indicating a longer 
workyear per man. It is estimated that 2,700 men worked 5.4 million
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| man-hours and that the average employee had 19 more workdays 
during 1941 than during 1940. | 

_ Accidents—One man was killed and 330 were injured in 1941 in 
| the course of their employment. The fatality rate for 1941 was 0.19 
. and the nonfatal-injury rate 61.46, corresponding rates for 1940 

: being 0.20 and 70.83, respectively: | a | 

| | TRAPROCK QUARRIES 

Oe _ Employment.—The traprock industry employed 2,700 men in 1941, 
| according to preliminary reports to the Bureau of Mines. These men 

worked 4.9 million man-hours. The man-hours of employment repre- 
sent a gain of about 15 percent over the 1940. total compared witha _ 
loss of nearly 9 percent in the number of employees. | | a 

| Accidents —Four men were killed in 1941. Approximately 334 | | 
men suffered nonfatal lost-time injuries from accidents during their 
employment. The fatality rate was 0.82 and the nonfatal-mjury — 

| rate 68.08, compared with 0.70 and 62.94, respectively, in 1940. 

| | he GRANITE QUARRIES 

Employment—Employment at granite quarries rose in 1941 over | 
1940, according to preliminary figures; about 7,300 men were employed, . 
an increase of approximately 2 percent. ‘These men worked an aver- : 
age of 238 days each, or 15 more days per man per year than in 1940. 
The number of man-hours worked reached approximately 14,000,000, 
a gain of 14 percent. . 

Accidents —Nine men were killed and 694 injured, resulting in a 
: fatality rate of 0.64 per million man-hours of exposure and a nonfatal | | 

| rate of 49.51. Although the fatality rate in 1941 was lower than the : 
| rate of 0.98 in 1940, the nonfatal-injury rate increased over the rate 5 

| of 44.26 in 1940. | | , 
| . - - SANDSTONE QUARRIES ~ o 

- Employment.—The number of men employed at sandstone quarries | = 
| and related plants increased in 1941, the tentative figure being 3,400 / 

compared with 3,078 in 1940. Man-hours of work also made a 
o substantial gain and totaled 6,000,000, a considerable advance (24 

percent) over the 4.9 million hours worked in 1940. The average | 
: days of employment also increased, apparently about 26 days per 
- man over the average of 199 workdays per man in 1940. 
| Accidents —Accidents in sandstone quarries resulted in 2 deaths 

| among the employees, giving a fatality rate of 0.31 per million man- 
: hours of exposure to risk. It is estimated that 348 nonfatal injuries | 
: occurred among the employees. This estimate indicates an injury 

| rate of 57.48 compared with 50.80 for 1940. 

| LIMESTONE QUARRIES 

7 Employment.—The number of men employed in limestone quarries 
| was 8 percent greater than in 1940, or an estimated total of 25,100 
| men; these figures do not include employment at limestone quarries 

at which the stone was used in manufacturing cement or lime. The 
| man-hours of employment increased 20 percent, or in larger propor- 
| tion than the men employed. A total of nearly 45,000,000 man-hours 
| was worked during 1941 compared with 37,000,000 in 1940. | |
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Accidents —Accidents caused the death of 24 men and nonfatal | 
lost-time injuries to approximately 2,436. The combined accident- 
frequency rate for 1941 was 55.01, and for 1940 it was 53.10. a 

. LIMEKILNS AND QUARRIES | a 7 

Employment.—Men employed, man-days, and man-hours at quar- 
| ries producing limestone for the manufacture of lime increased in 1941, | 

-according to preliminary reports from operating companies to the 
Bureau of Mines. Approximately 11,100 men were employed for a 
total of more than 24,000,000 man-hours. The average number of © 

_ days of work per man differed little in 1941 from 1940. Oe 
Accidents.—Accidents increased in greater proportion than employ- 

ment, as revealed by an accident-frequency rate of 63.61 compared 
with 47.60 in 1940. The 1,565 accidents estimated for 1941 included 
15 fatalities and 1,550 nonfatal injuries. ~~ ee 

| - BYPRODUCT COKE OVENS =... | : 

| Employment.—Employment at byproduct coke ovens advanced in 
1941. Complete reports indicate that 18,600 men were employed 
and that nearly 54,000,000 man-hours were worked compared with 
17,469 men and about 50,000,000. man-hours in 1940. The number | 
of men employed was 6 percent greater and the number of man- 
hours of employment 7 percent greater than in 1940. | 

- Accidents —T'welve men were killed and 435 men injured at by- 
product coke ovens in 1941. The fatality rate was 0.22 and the non- 
fatal-injury rate 8.07 per million man-hours of employment com- 
pared with 0.30 and 7.94, respectively, in 1940. | : 

| ee BEEHIVE COKE OVENS 

| Employment.—The number of men employed at beehive coke ovens _ 
in 1941 rose 60 percent to a total of 4,000. These men performed 

| 7,000,000 man-hours of work during the year, or more than twice the 
hours worked in 1940. The number of employees at beehive coke 

| ovens reached a higher figure in 1941 than in any year since 1926, 
and the number of man-hours of employment was greater than in 
any yearsince 1927. | | 

Accidents.—For the first time since 1937, fatalities occurred during 
operations at beehive coke ovens. Three men were killed in 1941, 
and these accidents resulted in a fatality rate of 0.43 per million 
man-hours of exposure. In all, 367 men suffered nonfatal lost-time 

| injuries, resulting in a nonfatal-injury rate of 52.71, which compares 
unfavorably with the 1940 rate of 44.00 per million man-hours. 

ORE-DRESSING PLANTS 

Employment.—Ore-dressing and beneficiating plants or mills em- 
ployed approximately 14,400 men in 1941 compared with 13,990 in 
1940. The plants, considered as a group, were in operation 33,000,000 
man-hours; this figure reveals a 7-percent gain over the record of 
nearly 31,000,000 man-hours worked in 1940. 

Accidents.—Accidents to men employed at the mills occurred at the 
rate of 27.38 per million man-hours, a rate that compares favorably 
with 31.99 in 1940.
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| | ; SMELTERS | 

Eimployment.—The smelting industry, as the term is here used, 
| covers the smelting and refining of all metallic ores except iron ore. — 
- Employment and accident statistics covering iron-ore smelting and 

_ steel manufacturing are collected and compiled by the United States | 
Department of Labor and hence are not included in Bureau of Mines 

| figures. The smelting industry, as thus defined, employed approxi- 
mately 21,300 men in 1941, an increase of nearly 6 percent over the ~ 
20,120 men employed in 1940. The man-hours of employment totaled 

| 53.4 million in 1941 compared with 46.8 million in 1940, an advance | 
| of 14 percent. BC a Oe | | 
| Accidents.—Accidents to men employed at smelters in 1941 occurred , 

: at the rate of 24.77 per million man-hours worked. As the corre- | 
| sponding rate for 1940 was 19.71, it is apparent that the safety record | 

: of 1941 was unfavorable. © — CS 

: | AUXILIARY WORKS AT ORE-DRESSING PLANTS AND SMELTERS 

: Employment.—Auxiliary works cover all operations at mills and | 
smelters not directly connected with milling and smelting processes. . 

| About 16,500 men were employed in 1941, 10 percent more than the 
3 14,958 employed in 1940. Man-hours worked increased to 40.5 | 
: million from 35.3 million in 1940, or 15-percent. | | 
| Accidenis.—Tentative figures reveal an accident-frequency rate of a 
| 22.88 per million man-hours in 1941. The 1940 rate of 19.44 indicates | 
_ a less- favorable safety record in 1941. Accidents during 1941 are / 
_ estimated at 927, including 10 fatalities. 

: SUMMARY, 1932-41 

: While the Nation is at waz, Joss of manpower in industry means loss of - 
| time needed to produce essential war materials. Accidents disabling 

employees in the mining, quarrying, and related mineral industries - 
_ referred to in this chapter not only cost the men who work in these 

— industries suffering and loss of income but also hamper the Nation in 
its effort to obtain maximum production of war materials. During 

| 1941, for example, temporary injuries alone caused an estimated loss - 
of approximately 3.3 million man-days to the war-production pro- 

: gram of the United States when our country was aiding nations that. 
| after December 7 became our Allies. Additional losses were caused 
: by accidents resulting in the death of injured employees and by other | 
| accidents causing permanent, total, or. partial disablement.. They 

cannot be stated in terms of man-days except in the customary way 
: of considering that an industrial accident that kills an employee 

thereby destroys 6,000 days life-expectancy of usefulness in industry, 
that a similar loss results from each case of permanent total disability, _ 

: and that some part of 6,000 days of usefulness in industry is destroyed _ 
by each case of permanent partial disability, the exact amount depend- 
ing on the severity of injury and the part of the body affected. Usual 

| methods of considering deaths and permanent injuries suggest a loss | 
of more than 12,500,000 man-days because of such accidents during 
1941. Thus, all classes of accidents in the mineral industries during 
1941 may be fairly considered to have destroyed nearly 16,000,000
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man-days of labor that might have otherwise contributed to the pro- 
- duction of mineral commodities during the present war and, later, 

| during the years of peace. | — ee 
Jn bituminous coal-mining alone, and considering temporary injuries 

| only, the loss of about 1.7 million man-days from accidents durmg _ 

1941 meant that nearly 9,000,000 more tons of coal could have been 
produced in that year. — | Oo . 

— Losses of manpower such as those described here challenge the 
| ingenuity of mine managers and the cooperative spirit of mine em- , 

ployees. Such losses, greater or less, are but every-year experiences _ 

. in the United States, a fact demanding investigation at least equal in 

continuity and intensity to that often applied to problems apparently 

SO more important commercially. = ee | 

- - The marked success that atterids the accident-prevention programs 

mo of many mining companies indicates what may be accomplished by : 

; other operators in the saving of life and limb and in promoting content-___ 

: ment among the large group of Americans who have chosen the pro-~ | 

| duction of minerals as their life work. Both humanitarian and 

7 | monetary considerations suggest that maximum effort of employees, 

- operators, and Government be devoted to attaming these great 

a objectives. : | oe CS
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